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EIGHT

Just one two-round knockout after another . .

.

undisputed champions in the belly laugh divi-

sion...they knock the most hafd-boiled audience

for a row of ha-ha's that shake the arena any-

where, anytime.

AlACK

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

"A Mack Sennett classic, with Harry Gribbon doing about the

funniest joi^ of his career.. .stands out as one of the Comedy
Wows of the season. ..The kind of finished short comedy that

only Mack Sennett can do in this kidding style.. .A wow in

anybody's theatre." —FILM DAILY

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., £. w. hammohs. President

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President

(



Intimate in Cha racter
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old
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5 Industry Bills Await Reconvening of Congress

FEATUREJRODUCTION AgVITY AT 1 5]YEAR LOW

Passing of Big De Luxers Seen by Theater Executives

Economic Situation Shows
Fallacy of Large

Size Houses
That the current economic situa-

tion will influence building of houses

of more conservative size in the fu-

ture is the consensus among theater

executives interviewed by The Film

Daily. Except in a very few loca-

tions in big centers of population,
(.Continued on Page 3)

FOX COMPLETEUIVE;

SAME NUMBER IN WORK

IVe^t Coast Bu.eau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With five productions

completed and awaiting release and

five more now in work, the Fox stu-

dios have but two pictures scheduled

for January production. They are

"Devil's Lottery" and "Widow's

Might," due to start production on
(Continued on Page 3)

Herbert F. Kincey
Moving to Charlotte

Charlotte, N. C—As general man-

ager of Publix-Kincey Theaters,

Inc., which will operate 12 houses

in the Carolinas. Herbert F. Kincey

is moving to this city, which will

be the company's headquarters as

well as the headquarters for 30 the-

aters under the Publix-Kincey man-
agement over which Kincey retains

general supervision. Montgomery S.

Hill, assistant to Kincey, takes

charges of the Greensboro office,

which will be maintained.

Europe Names "Cimarron," "Skippy" in 10 Best
Berlin—Result of the 1931 annual international poll conducted among European

countries by the newspaper Der Deutsche to select the ten best films of the year is

as follows:
"Girls in Uniform," a German Carl Froelich picture; "Congress Dances," "Cimarron,"

"Comradie," "Flaming Mountains," "Road to Life," "Skippy," "Murder," "Morocco,"
"Karamazov."

Amusement Stocks in 1931

Dropped More than 75 P. C.

Martin Beck Will Aid
In RKO Vaude Expansion
In making formal announcement

of Martin Beck's entrance into RKO,
as first reported in The Film Daily
of Dec. 29, Hiram S. Brown stated

that Beck would give the organiza-
(Continued on Page 9)

Amusement stocks as a whole suf-

fered a decline of more than 75 per

cent during 1931. The biggest in-

dividual loss on basis of share value
was that of General Theaters Equip-
ment convertible preferred, which
dropped from 24 to lA for a net

loss of 98 per cent. Next among
(Conttnued on Page 11)

Congress Has 5 Industry Bills

Awaiting Action AfterHolidays
Waihtngtcn Bureau of THE FILM DAIl.Y

Washington—When Congress re-

convenes Monday following the holi-

day recess it will find several meas-

ures of importance to the film indus-

try before it for consideration. One
of the most important is the resolu-

tion of Senator Clarence C. Dill

calling for a Senate investigation of
(Continued on Page 2)

Sam Kaplan Re-Elected
By Operators' Union

By an unprecedented majority of

527 votes, Sam Kaplan has been re-

elected president of M. P. Operators'
Local 306, for a term of four years.

The election was supervised by offi-

cials of other labor unions delegated
(Continued on Page 3)

Here to Get Technicians

For British Productions

Toronto—Major C. Fairbanks-Smith, formerly
with RKO and now managing director of Brit-

ish Films, Inc., new producing organization in

England, arrived here this week on his way to

Hollywood for the primary purpose of engaging
technicians to bring back with him. Good
technical men are the most important need of

the British industry at present, says Major
Fairbanks-Smith.

More CompanieS'--MoYe Pictures
—industry needs greater number of both

By DON CARLE GILLETTE

IN
THIS issue—you will find—facts and figures—on feature output—

for some years back—brining out the fact—that 1931-32—threatens

to be—the leanest harvest—in about 15 years**"From present signs—

the current season—is scheduled to fetch—not far above—550 features

***Comparing this—with the 15-year average—of 747 per season—

and taking account—of greater consumption—in present times—due to

double bills— it is easy to see—why exhibs at large—are wailing about

—product shortage.
(Continued on Page 2)

Only 550 Films in Sight

for 1931-32 Against
747 Average

Production of feature pictures

this season appears destined to set

a 15-year low, with a dozen major
companies delivering probably not

more than 375 and a maximum of

175 expected from all independents,

including foreign sources, it is

shown in a survey by The Film
Daily. This total of 550 features
will compare with an average of 747

(Continued on Page 3)

publishedISk

preferredby warners

Believing that published stories

have greater publicity value than

plays because they reach more po-

tential picturegoers, Warner-First
National are turning to this market

(Continued on Page 2)

RKO British Affiliate

Shows Operating Loss
London—Debit balance of 52,979

pounds on profit and loss account is

shown in the report of Associated

Talkie Pictures, Ltd. "Escape" and

"Birds of Prey," first two of the

company's pictures released in

America, did not meet the success

expected of them, but it is under-

stood a more favorable arrangement

has been made with RKO that will

improve future earnings. Basil Dean,

managing director of the organiza-

tion, has waived his salary.

Submit Plan to Perfect

Television in Five Years

Washinoton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
W.ishington—A plan whereby television would

be fully developed within fivo years has been

submitted to the Federal Radio Commission by

the Radio Manufacturers' Assn. Scientists and

engineers of IcadinR companies in the field of

experimental television colloborafcd in drafting

the plan, which is based on the use of ultra

high frequencies.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF THURSDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind 4 4 4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 9"/^ 9'^ 9'A + 'A

Kast. Kodak 83^ 80^4 82^4 +2%

More Companie5'"More Pictures
— industry needs greater number of both

(Continued from Page 1) 'i

\A/HATEVER the cause—of this condition—it will bring on—a serious calamity

—

" ' unless quickly righted—and the only way—to set it right—is by creating—more
production units—and producing—more pictures.

•
THOUGH various factors—financial and otherwise—enter into—this situation—a lead-

' ing reason— is the growing trend—toward mergers—resulting in—eventual elimina-

tion—of some companies—while the remaining ones—do not increase—their activity—to

make up—the difference***

Kox Fm. "A" 2%
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) ^

2 'A

•/a

l^ew's, Inc 2Sy2 27

2H + Vx

'A

6V»

S'A

V2

27Ji + 'A

7 + V»

'A +m +
2^ .

S'A —

'A

Vs

2'A 2'/^ -t- A

Paramount 7A
Pathe Exch '/

do "A" 2

RKO ctf 3

RCA SH
RCA pfd. B U'A 10}4 11

Univ. Pict. pfd. ... 38 38 38

Warner Bros 2%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Kox Thea. "A" ... A A A
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. ^
Sentry S Control.. 1

Technicolor 174
Trans-Lux \ii

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 3 2^4 3 +
Keith AO 6s 46.. 41 40 41 -f ^
Loew 6s 41ww 76A 76A 7(>Vi + 1 '/
Paramount 6s 47.. 46J4 46 46^4
Par. By. 5^sSl.. 70 70
Par. S^^sSO 40^ 385^ 40
Warner's 6s39 26J4 26 265^ + ^

kyjERCINC of companies—is the worst thing—that can happen—for this business '"•"'

IVI vvhen you take—two going outfits—that formerly made—30 features each—and

join them together—with combined output—of 30 or 40 films—it means that—20 or

30 features—are forthwith lost—to a market—that needs them badly.

•
POR every company—absorbed in a merger— it becomes necessary—to create another

' —in its place—to fill the needs—of the industry—so why bother—to promote
mergers^"

•
KIO FEW organizations—under a few executives—can turn out—sufficient quantities

' ^ —of good product—to fill the needs—of exhibitors—and the movie business—was
far healthier—some years past—when there were—thirty per cent—more producers

—

than at present.

•
P\OWNTOWN interests—supposed to be—the moving spirits—in consolidations—must^ be made to see—that they're wrong—and that show business—can't be operated

—as a joint factory—because individuality—and variety—and freedom of expression

—

are the lifeblood—of this industry—and these things—are not possible—unless production

—is scattered around—among many units.

•
IT IS well known—that in nine cases—out of ten—no difference—is noticeable

—

' —between a negative—costing $100.000—and another—costing $200,000—hence by
making—twice as many pictures—at half as much cost—the chances for hits—are

nearly doubIed*""lt's like taking—two shots—at audience favor—instead of one—and
the bigger number—of hit pictures—that are possible—under this plan—will easily

make up—for the ones—that don't click.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Dinner-dance of Cleveland Mo-
tion Picture Club, Winton Hotel, Cleve-
land.

Jan. S: Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein. Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 7. Warner-First National District
Managers' Meeting, New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

/a

1

\V% + Am + 54

Congress Has 5 Industry Bills

AwaitingA ctionAfterHolidays

Vz

70 + 2

LARRY JACOBS WITH RASPIN
Larry B. Jacobs has been engaged

by Raspin Productions to exploit
"Explorers of the World."

TECK, TORONTO, REOPENS
Toronto—After extensive altera-

tions, the Teck has reopened. The
house had been dark for 6 months.
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

*.>
*'.

Long Island City '
154 Crescent St. j'j

STillwell 4-7940 it

Eastman Films

|

J. E. Brulatour. Inc.

«

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood K
6700 Santa Monica ,-,

Blvd. :•:

HOLlywood 4121 V.

'......*..,•.•-.•-•••*••••• i-J

the RKO refinancing. Just before the
holiday recess, Senator Dill amend-
ed the resolution to provide for an
expenditure of $5,000 to cover ex-
penses of the proposed investigation.
The measure then was referred to
the Committee of Audit and Con-
trol Contingent Expenses of the
Senate. Some action on it may be
expected shortly after the reconven-
ing of Congress.

Representative Emanuel Celler,
Democrat, Brooklyn, has re-intro-
duced his bill to prohibit blind or
block booking of films and placing
the administration of the act under
the Federal Trade Commission. The
bill provides fines from $1,000 to
$10,000 and imprisonment for one
year, or both, for violation.

(Continued from Page 1)

Celler also re-introduced his bill

repealing the act of July 31, 1912,

prohibiting the importation and in-

terstate transportation of fight films.

A similar measure was introduced by
Representative Harold Knutson, Re-
publican, Minnesota.
A bill to prevent interstate trans-

portation of immoral or suggestive
films was introduced by Representa-
tive Clarence Cannon, Democrat.
Missouri. This measure would pro-
hibit transportation of films showing
"directly or by implication, by pic-
torial representation, or by title,

rape or attempted rape, adultery,
fornication, prostitution, seduction,
or enticement to seduction, harlotry,
or solicitation to harlotry."

Published Stories Are
Preferred By Warners

(Continued from Page 1)

more and more for screen material.
Six features based on this kind of
story, now in preparation or pro-
duction, are: "Street Women," by
Helen Banks, as a Kay Francis ve-
hicle; "The Rich Are Always With
Us," by E. Pettit, for Ruth Chat-
terton; "The Cabin in Cotton," by
H. H. Kroll, with Richard Barthel-
mess; "The Goldfish Bowl," by Mary
McCall, for Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.j
"So Big," by Edna Ferber, with
Barbara Stanwyck; "The Man Who
Played God," by Gouverneur Morris,
for George Arliss.

"UNION DEPOT" FOR RUN
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in "Union

Depot," First National production,
will be presented as a long run at-
traction on Broadway, it was decided
following preview at the home of-
fice.

LOCAL 52 MOVES
Local 52, Studio Mechanics, is

now occupying new headquarters at
151 West 42nd St., in the same
building with the Cameramen's
union.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C

BRyant 9-3*40

INCORPORATED
Spring Arcade BIdg.
Lofl Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

Presidcntllotcl
j

Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates
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FEATURE PRODOCTION

REACHES 15-YEAR lOW

{Continued from Page 1)

releases each year over the past 15

years.

Number of releases in various

years back to 1917, as shown in

Film Year Book records, follows:

1917 687 1924 579

1918 841 1925 579

1919 646 1926 740

1920 796 1927 743
1921 854 1928 834

1922 748 1929 707

1923 567 1930 595

For the 1931-32 season, major dis-

tributors have announced programs
as follows:
Paramount 65
M-G-M 49
Fox 48
Radio Pictures 36
Warner Bros . 35
First National 35
Universal 40

(including 14 westerns)
Columbia 41

(including 16 westerns)
Pathe 27

including 6 westerns)
Tiffany 24

(including 12 westerns)
Sono Art-World Wide 20
United Artists 12

This total of 396 is the lowest

output by major companies on rec-

ord, and it is likely that, in the case
of several companies, actual deliv-

eries will be somewhat under the
figures announced.
An important factor in the de-

crease of output is the smaller num-
ber of individual companies in busi-
ness now as compared with the more
productive years. For instance,
against 12 big companies listed

above. Film Year Books show that
that there were 17 in 1921, 16 in

1922 and 1923, 17 in 1924 and 15 in

1925, with a correspondingly greater
number of independents.

Effect of consolidations on produc-
tion is illustrated by the case of
Warner Bros, and First National,
which in 1926 released 75 and 51
features, respectively, whereas they
are now scheduled for only 35 each.
Just before the M-G-M merger,
Metro put out 40 and Goldwyn 31
features in one season, while the
present combined output is under 50.
A similar result is expected to fol-
low in the Radio Pictures-Pathe
merger.

SCHNITZER ARRIVING
Joseph I. Schnitzer arrives from

the Coast on Monday.

Fans Want Alice White
More than 5,000 fan letters asking

for the return of Alice White to the
screen have been received by Photoplay
recently, according to James Quirk, edi-
tor of the magazine. This unusual
evidence of fan interest is further borne
out in the course of Miss White's cur-
rent stage tour under the management
of Cy Bartlett. Most of the engage-
ments have resulted in breaking the
house records, even when playing against
strong opposition. Miss White has just
been booked for some Locw dates and
will shortly head back toward the
coast. She has had several film offers,
but Is enjoying the personal appear-
ances so much that she is in no hurry
to change back.

AIDNG

• • • ASSUMING just Assuming that all

you boys and girls are still nursing those New Year Headaches
and aren't we all? here is a li'l antidote, soporifice

or all-around stimulator to revive your interest in things in
general in the form of a Tattle Tale about the outfit
that is trying to Tattle on Celebs via a Swooping Cam-
era that catches Big Shots in Embarrassing Moments

to spread their secrets on the screen

• • • THE ENTERPRISE was recently announced in the
public prints as a sort of tabloid newsreel or a
Peep-Hole Columnist on the Screen with Louis Sobol
doing the Audible Peeping if you will permit us to coin
a phrase and Frank Seltzer in back of the undertaking

so the organizashe has been busy for weeks
assembling shots of prominent gents caught unawares
in Embarrassing Moments when they didn't even have
a Murad to relieve their Confusion

• • • AND THEY went gunning for Eddie Cantor
among others first, they took shots of Eddie's humble
birthplace on the East Side and contrasted it with shots
of his palatial residence on Longisle then they tried to

get shots of Eddie in person but Eddie was hep to the
gag and Dodged so the cameraman waited out-
side his home for three successive morns and no Mister
Cantor so they got the Bright Idea of (catching Eddie at
work right on the Palace stage

• • • SO THE director and cameraman bought tickets for
the Palace afternoon show and with hand camera con-
cealed started to shoot the Comic in his act
and the click of the camera brought the ushers swooping down

and they were quickly eased down the aisle to the
door but wotth'ell they had the pix by that
time! so gleefully they rushed the print through the
lab doggone it was A Blank they had
shot too far from the stage to get the proper lighting!

• • • WERE THEY disheartened? not these boys
ba>ck again the next afternoon for another try

with another Bright Idea when they started clicking

the hand camera in the orchestra and the management
swoops down and demands an explanashe the dirc*ctor

chirps up "We're taking pix for M-G-M." in

an Arkayo house! they pull that one! c'n ya
imagine? so they ease the Enterprise Boys out through
the nearest exit

• • • BY THIS time it was getting Serious and Ex-
pensive as you can well imagine a whole week
lost and no pix of Eddie what to do?
for no regular cameraman would take the assignment
and they had the regular staff man spotted at the Palace
so they eventully dug up a Perfect Alibi in the form of a benev-

olent, mild-mannered ole German gentleman who looked

as much like a camera hound as a daschund and he

walks in with the camera concealed in a paper bag
and when the ushers in the Palace heard the camera click

they thought he was munching pretzels from the bag
and he Got the Pix!

• • • MORAL if any if you're a Celeb

and hear a Suspicious Click and ya don't want
to be Peep-Holed on the Screen Run like Hell

PASSING OF BIG HOUSES

SEEN BY THEATER EXECS

(.Continued from Page 1)

the day of de luxers seating 3,500
to 6,000 is virtually over, most of
the officials agreed. Inflated opera-
tion costs, emphasized by present
business conditions, have indicated
the financial dangers attached to
large theaters, it was pointed out,
as compared with houses of more
moderate capacities.
John Eberson, theater architects,

is among those who for some time
have been advocating moderation
in size of houses.

Fox Completes Five
Same Number in Work

{Continued from Page 1)

Jan. 4 and 14, respectively. The
five pictures ready for distribution
are "Charlie Chan's Chance," "She
Wanted a Millionaire," "While
Paris Sleeps," "Business and Pleas-
ure," and "Almost Married," which
was formerly titled "Circum-
stances." Five productions now in

work are: "Silent Witness," "Dis-
orderly Conduct," "After Tomor-
row," "Gay Bandit" and "First
Cabin."

Sam Kaplan Re-Elected
By Operators' Union
(Continued from I'aiie 1)

by the American Federation of La-
bor. Remainder of the ticket

elected with Kaplan includes:
Vice-president, Charles F. Eich-

horn; recording secretary, I. R.
Cohn; financial secretary, D. En-
gel; treasurer, M. Feinberg, ser-

geant-at-arms, P. Ciambrelli; trus-

tees, B. A. Friedman, M. Kravitz,

M. Pall; executive board, C. Bayer,
M. J. Rotker, H. Greenberg, M.
Sternberg, F. Lachmann, E. T.

Stewart, H. Luck, Wm. Weiss, Wm.
Pastner, J. S. Winick.

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Jan. 1-2-3
Charles Bickford

Mary Forbes

Willi.im Fox
Willi.im Haines

Walter Futter

Mark A. Luescher

Paul MacWilliams
W. Ray lohnston

« « « » » »

Herbert Brcnon
Marion Davics
Paul Benjamin

Eddie Cribbon
Ccorge B. Scitz

Dorothy Arzner
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A LITTLE fro m
//LOTS //

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
JOAN BLONDELL will have the

leading feminine role in "The
Ferguson Case," which is to go into

production at an early date at the

Warner studios. Vivienne Osborne
has been assigned another impor-

tant part.
* * *

Martha Mattox, Phillips Smallev and Mar-
jorie Beebe have been added to the cast of

"The Death Ray." Big 4 melodrama starring

Jack Mulhall and Josephine Dunn. Miss

Mattox comes from Paramount, while Smal-

ley steps from Radio Pictures. In addition

to Mattox, Beebe and Smallev. Mischa Auer

and Crauford Kent, Al Cross. Frank Ball and

Eddie Boland have also been signed.

* * *

Assigned the role which the late

Frank ("Lightnin' ") Bacon created

on the stage, Frank Darien, Pacific

Coast stock player, has joined the

cast of Paramount's talking picture

version of "The Miracle Man."
* * *

First National would not release

Jimmy Biirtis for Big 4's "The
Death Ray," so Eddie Boland has
been substituted.

* * *

Minna Gombell, though her work
in "Dance Team" with James Dunn
and Sally Eilers has only recently

been completed, will step into the

cast of "Scotch Valley" when that

picture goes into production very
shortly with Warner Baxter and
Helen Mack in the leading roles.

* * *

Bernard Schubert, playwright and scenarist,
has been assigned to write the screen adapta-
tion and dialogue of Fannie Hurst's "Sym-
phony of Six Million," soon to be produced
as an RKO Radio picture. J. Walter Ruben
is writing the continuity. Gregory La Cava
will direct.

* * *

Maurice Black will enact a fea-

tured part in "Dancers in the Dark,"
the dance hall romance being filmed

by Paramount with Miriam Hop-
kins, Jack Oakie and Eugene Pal-

lette in the leading roles.

* « *

Guy Kibbee has been added to the
cast that will support Barbara
Stanwyck in Warner's "So Big."

* * *

Two additions to the cast of "The
Goldfish Bowl," which will star
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., are an-
nounced by First National Pictures.
Emma Dunn will play a mother
role in the film and Walter Catlett
will take care of a leading comedy
assignment.

* *

Spencer Tracy, at present working on "Dis-
orderly Conduct" at the Fox studio with
Sally Eilers and Ralph Bellamy, has been
chosen for one of the leading roles in "Young
America." Barbara Robbins, a recent Fox
acquisition from Broadway, will have an-

Wynne Gibson Up
As the result of her recent work in

leading parts, Wynne Gibson will attain
stellar prominence In the title role In
Paramount's film version of "Clara
Dcane," Max Arthur's dramatic play.

No Holiday Lull

Although there is usually a lull in production during the Christmas and New
Year's holidays, the Warner-First National plant in Burbank has been humming along

at top speed with four productions facing the cameras and "mikes" and four pictures

in preparation. Films In work include 'The Crowd Roars," "Love on a Budget," "It's

Hell to be Famous," and "The Hungry Wife." In preparation are "The Rich Are

Always With Us," "Mendel, Inc.," and "So Big," and an untitled story.

other of the important parts in this filni upon

completing her work in the Charles Farrell

picture, "After Tomorrow."
:4c * *

Lucien Littlefield has joined the

cast of "The Black Robe," Para-

mount production featuring Fredric

March and Kay Francis.
* * *

Fox has added Dickie Moore

to "Disorderly Conduct." Spencer

Tracy, Sally Eilers and Ralph Bel-

lamy are featured.
* * *

Latest addition to the cast of

Warner's "Mendel, Inc.," is Marion

("Peanuts") Byron.
* * *

Lew Kelly, who created and play-

ed the burlesque character of Pro-

fessor Dope for years, has been

added to Paramount's "The Miracle

Man."
* * *

Arthur Pierson, recently signed to a Par-

amount contract as a result of his work on

Broadway in "Remote Control," has joined

the cast of "The Miracle Man." He vrill

be featured with Sylvia Sidney, Chester Mor-

ris, Irving Pichel, John Wray and Robert

Coogan, under direction of Norman McLeod.
Pierson, who saw much service in stock

companies in various cities before signing

a film contract, has just finished his first

screen part in "No One Man" with Carole

Lombard, Ricardo Cortez and Paul Lukas.
* * *

Pola Negri has left for Palm
Springs where she will rest for four

weeks, before going East.
* * *

"The Death Ray" company, film-

ing exteriors for the Big 4 melo-

drama, spent the holiday on loca-

tion, where they took advantage of a

big rain storm high up in the San
Bemardinos on Christmas. Jack
Mulhall and Josephine Dunn, who
head the cast, acted as host and
hostess in the evening at a big din-

ner ordered for the com.pany.
* * *

Arthur Stone, who has been consistently
stealing comedy honors, has been given a
chance to come out on top legitimately in «

new Mack Sennett comedy. Tentatively titled

"The Dunking Detective," the two-reel laugh-
maker is now called "Lady, Please!" and
the cast, supporting the chief comedian in-
cludes Helen Mann, Dorothy Granger, Patsy
O'Leary and Wade Boteler.

* * *

Casting continues on three big pic-
tures at the Warner production
plant. Joan Blondell has been given
an important role in "The Ferguson
Case," and Vivienne Osborne has
been signed for the same picture.
Marian Byron has been given a role
in "Mendel, Inc.," which will star
Smith and Dale. Guy Kibbee has
been assigned to an important role
in the Edna Ferber story, "So Big,"
which is to star Barbara Stanwyck.

First National has completed casting on
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.'s, latest starring vehi-

cle, tentatively titled "The Goldfish Bowl."
Mary Brian is to have the leading feminine
role opposite the star and other importani
parts will be in the hands of Lillian Bond,
Terrcnce Ray, Oscar Apfel. Emma Dunn,
Walter Catlett. J. Carroll Naish, David Lan-
dau, Harold Menger, Claire McDowell, Louise
Beavers and Ivan Linow.

* * *

Alan Mowbray again appears in

support of Robert Montgomery, es-

saying the part of a London play
broker in "William and Mary," at
M-G-M. Mowbray is also playing a
role in "The Silent Witness," at Fox,
and has been signed for a part in

"Hotel Continental," at Tiffany.

Tiffany's "Hotel Continental" has been
placed in production under the direction of

Christy Cabanne. Peggy Shannon was bor-
rowed by Tiffany from Paramount for the
leading feminine role, while Theodore von
Eltz has been signed for the male lead. Bert
Roach, Ethel Clayton, Alan Mowbray, Rock-
liffe Fellowes, Henry B. Walthall, J. Farrell
MacDonald, Joyce Compton and William
Scott have been signed for supporting roles.

The story is an original by Warren B. Duff,
Paul Perez and F. Hugh Herbert.

* * *

Arthur Stone and Patsy O'Leary
are featured in "Confessions of a
Golfer," a new Mack Sennett com-
edy, which is being directed by Del
Lord. Dorothy Granger, Wade Bo-
teler, Joe Young and Bobby Dunn
are among the principals.

* * *

William Bakewell has been get-
ting a taste of Hollywood night
life and admits no fondness for it.

M-G-M player has appeared, most
of the scenes were filmed during the
early morning hours.

* * *

J. Grubb Alexander is one of the
busiest scenarists on the Coast. He
wrote the screen play and dialogue
for "The Honorable Mr. Wong" and
is now preparing "So Big" for the
screen.

Raymond Milland, who made his film debut
in this country with Marion Davies in "The
Bachelor Father," again will be seen in her
supporting cast as the church usher in "Polly
of the Circus," which Al Santell is directing.

A new Mack Sennett-Andy Clyde
comedy, as yet untitled, has just

been placed in production with a

supporting cast including Andy
Clyde, Dorothy Granger, Allan Lane,

George Byron and Bud Jamison.

The last day of 1931 marked the

start of Emile Gavreaux's story,

"Ambition," at Universal City. Rus-
sell Mack, with two players chosen

for this newspaper feature, shot the

first three scenes on Thursday, Pat
O'Brien and Rose Hobart are the

leads.

"The Impatient Maiden," adapted
from the novel by Donald Henderson
Clarke, was completed at Universal
City in time for its cast to celebrate

New Year's Eve in the way that

best suited them. James Whale, the

director, had been working toward
this end, so that the hard-working
unit could enjoy the week-end with-
out thought of the picture. The cast

in support of Lew Ayres includes
Mae Clarke, Una Merkel, John Hal-
liday, Helen Jerome Eddy, Andy
Devine, Cecil Cunningham, Blanche

In the last five pictures in which the Payson and Loren Raker.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient locatioti in HoUvwood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf couriies, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Lookfor the "Dof-way ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
>By HARRY N. BLAIR

CTUART WALKER, now at Para-
•^ mount's New York studio to di-

rect Claudette Colbert's next star-

ring picture, tentatively titled

"Sensation," was a stage director of

prominence for many years before

entering film work. His most re-

cent pictures are "The Secret Call"

and "The False Madonna."
•

The executive board of Cam-
eramen's Local 644 held a din-

ner on Monday evening at the

Maples, Nutley, N. J. Among
those present were Walter
Strenge, president, and O. V.

Johnson, business manage r.

George Folsey and Bill Steiner

were unable to attend because

vf a crowded production sched-

ule at the Paramount studio.
•

A number of Paramount person-

alities are in New York this week
either on vacation or to work at the

Ei-stern studio. Phillips Holmes is

here for the holidays with his pa-

rents and friends. Marion Gering,

director; Herman J. Mankiewicz,
scenario writer, and Leo Robin,

lyricist, also enjoying the crisp win-

try breezes of Manhattan.
•

Despite the interruption of the

holidays, production schedules were
maintained at the Brooklyn Vita-

phone studio during the month of

December, when 14 short subjects

were completed. Of these, four

were two-reelers and ten singles.
•

Irving Pichel, who recently ap-

peared here opposite Tallulah Bank-
head in "The Cheat," will have a

principal role in "The Miracle Man,"
now in preparation. Pichel, while

here, spoke over the radio lauding

he thrills of New York after an ab-

sence of nine years. Hardly had he
returned to Hollywood when he step-

ped before a radio mike and de-

nounced New York and the life it

leads. It isn't as bad as it sounds,
for Pichel's radio appearance in

Hollywood was part of his role in

"Two Kinds of Women."
•

Both the Paramount and
Warner studios here, while
closed on Christmas and New

"Asked why he wants to direct in-

stead ot act, Ramon Novarro said, 'If

I direct I don't have to shave, cut my
hair or even wash my neck.'

"

—M-C-M.

S

Oldtimers in "Album" Short

Bert Frank, in charge of the cutting room at the Vitaphone studio, has sent through

another of his popular shorts compiled from old-time silent thrillers. He calls it "The
Movie Album, " and it has clips showing Lillian Cish, Lionel Barrymore, Charlie Chaplin.

Leon Trotsky, who once worked as a five-dollar-a-day extra before going back to

Russia; Antonio Moreno, Norma Shearer, Helene Costello as a baby, John Bunny, Wally

Reid, Maurice Costello and several other leading lights of years ago. Some of them

have passed from pictures entirely while others have grown up and have become leading

stars of the day. It is interesting to compare the acting of that period with the work

of today.

Year's Day, remained open the

Saturday following those holi-

days wii/i all hands at ivork.
•

Richard Arlen, now completing his

role opposite Nancy Carroll in "Way-
ward," has been advised that

S ephen Roberts, former army avi-

ator and film director since 1922,

has been named to direct "Sky
Bride," a screen story of modern
aviation in which he will next ap-

pear.

Vitaphone is now preparing stories

for Benny Rubin and Joe Penner,

who were recently signed by Sam
Sax for the "Big Star" series of

two-reelers.

Miriam Hopkins, who made her

film debut at Paramount's New
York studio, plays the same role in

"Two Kinds of Women," which Lois

Moran created here on the stage

last season. Now Lois is playing

in "Of Thee I Sing," at the Music

Box theater, where Miriam Hopkins

started on her stage career as a

chorus girl not so many years ago.

»

Frances Lang ford, raven-

haired radio crooner, who was
brought to the attention of the

public by RudyVallee, made her

camera debut at the Warner
Vitaphone studio in "Subivay
Symphony," two-reel musical.

Vallee discovered Miss Lang-
ford in Miami last year while

on a Southern tour. She is now
heard on the air six nights

every week.

Tom Howard, Paramount shorts

comedian, recently dropped into a

small neighborhood theater where
the proprietor was conserving on

heat. "It was so cold," declares

Howard, "you could see the breath

coming out of the loud speakers."
•

Society extras, a smartly-dressed

group of hand-picked men and wo-

men, have been favored lately for

atmosphere work in "The Wiser

Sex," featuring Claudette Colbert

and Lilyan Tashman, both of whom
know a little about wearing clothes

them.selves.
•

Vitaphone Vitamins: Always seems

like home when the Norworths make
one of their "Naggers" comedies

. . . most of the studio staff being

married men . . . filoise Barnhill

from way down in Jacksonville add-

ing that Southern touch while wish-

ing for it to snow if only a little

bit . . .

•

Frank Heath's casting office,

which recently resembled a day
nursery, was restored to normal
this week with the announce-
ment that two babies had been

selected to play in "Wayward,"
now being directed by Edward
Sloman, Nancy Norris, sixteen

months, and Marjorie Belle

Pollock, three years old, were
picked from a total of 151 ex-

amined during the past two

iveeks.

Norman Taurog's many friends at

the Paramount New York studio

where he directed both shorts and
features last year, are rejoicing in

his recovery from a recent attack

of appendicitis, in Hollywood.
•

George Barbier, noted stage

actor, who made his film debut

at Paramount's New York stu-

dio in "The Big Pond," will next

appear in "The Black Robe,"

with Fredric March and Stuart
Erwin, now in preparation at

the Hollywood studios.
•

Hugh O'Connell, who scored a

great success in "Once in a Life-

time" and later appeared in several

Paramount and Warner Bros, pic-

tures made here, is recovering from
an operation performed at the Park
West hospital.

Granville Bates, who apeared with

O'Connell in "Once in a Lifetime"

and also in the series of Vitaphone
shorts featuring O'Connell, returned

to the studio to play the role of a

movie director in "Movie Dumb,"
featuring the Norworths.

•

Gertrude Turchin, ivho has
recently been acting as secre-

iarii to Stuart Walker, Para-
mount director, leaves on Wed-
nesday for a visit with friends

in Hollywood.
•

Building sets to represent the dif-

ferent seasons of the year is all in

the days work with Frank Namczy's
scenic department at the Warner
Vitaphone studio. A typical swim-

ming hole was needed for a Booth
Tarkington short while on the next
stage a winter scene with snowbank
and fir trees was required. A couple
of tons of raw corn tlakes were used
to get the wintry effect needed.

Bob Lee has arrived in New York
from Hollywood to be assct.-iated

with Stuart Walker who is now pre-

paring to direct "Sensation," with
Claudette Colbert. Starting date has
been set for Jan. 11.

Juvenile actors appearing in the
Booth Tarkington series for Warner
Vitaphone spent part of their Christ-

mas holidays at the studio support-
ing Billy Hayes as Penrod and
David Gorcey as Sam in "Hot Dog,"
sixth of the series of 13 one-reelers

which Alf Goulding is directing.

Claudette Colbert ventured out

on New Year's Eve for the first

time in many years to attend
the first performance of "Sav-
age Rhythm," co-authored by
her husba7i.d, Norman Foster, at

the John Golden theater. Rich
ard Arlen and Jobyna Ralston,
busily packing for their retui'n

to Hollywood, also ivent to the

theater and spent New Year's
day listening to the annual
Tournament of Roses football

fray as broadcast from Palo
Alto, Calif.

Donald Mack, veteran character

actor of stage and screen, has been

engaged by Paramount for an im-

portant role in "Wayward," the

Nancy Carroll-Richard Arlen screen

play being produced at the com-
pany's New York studio under di-

rection of Edward Sloman. Meek's
most recently Broadway stage ap-
pearance was in "After Tomorrow,"
the John Golden play which recently

closed. He made his talking picture

debut last spring in "The Girl

Habit." with Char ie Ruggies, and
later played a role in Nancy Car-
roll's "Personal Maid "

Exhibitors in the U. S. enter into con-

tracts with distributors callinR for 10.-

500.000 separate exhibitions of pictures

every year, says Will H Hays.
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

SOUND VOiyME CONTROL

NEEDSmm CHECK

Cautioning; theater managers

against excessive volume. Dr. N. M.

LaPorte of Pub'ix urges that con-

stant ch-fk of thpatcr auditoriums

be kept for the volume control.

Reports of field supervisors in-

dicate that unnecessary loudness is

com.mon in many houses, says Dr.

LaPorte. Such excess volume pro-

duces echo, distortion, reverberation,

and marked audience discomfort. In

some situations excess volume is

caused by the gain control getting

out of order, or the fader setting

being placed too high. These faults

can easily be remedied. In other

cases, where the level is too high,

excessive echoes, distortion and re-

verberation, and other faults, pre-

vent proper tone reproduction.

In stil' o'^her instances wax or

dirt has been permitted to accumu-
late on the sound head guide roll^^rs.

causing an pnnoying flutter. This

can be remed-ed simply by removing
the foreign matter. Blackened ex-

citing lamns. incorrect exciting lamp
line-up. dirty l°nses and optical sMt

assemblies, cause trouble in other
spots. A thorough cleaning can im-

prove sound reproduction many
tiiT"»s over.

These fauHs. though not found in

the greater majority of theaters, do
exist in man}' snots and should be
attended to at once.

ALTERATIONS

Automatic Light Shade
For Printing Machine

An automatic light shade for use
with printing machines in film labo-
ratories has been placed on the
market by the Oehler Machine Co.,

Inc., of Astoria, L. I., manufactur-
ers of equipment for film labora-
tor'ps.

The device, which is novel in con-
struction, is said to incorporate a
means of controlling the exposure
intensity of the printing lamp.

Kansas City—Sound equipment is

be.ng installed and improvements
maae at the Osage for re-opening in

January. The house, owned by R.

R. Bieche'.e, has been dark for about

two years.

East Liberty, Pa.— The Liberty,

closed for the past season, is being

put in condition for an early open-

ing. Warner's lease on the prop-

erty recently expired and several

theater organizations bid for the

building.

SOUND-ON-fILM AMPLIEIER

MARKETED BY S. 0.8. CORP.

Marke ing of a new all AC sound-

on-film amplifier, which eliminates

all batteries, charges, rectifiers, mo-
tor generators and complicated wir-

ing, has been announced by the S. O.

S. Corp., theater equipment manufac-
turers and distributors of New York.
The new device, due to its sim-

plicity of construction, is inexpen-

sive in installation and operating

costs, the company stales.

Elberton, Ga.—The Strand will

close soon for a complete over-

hauling and redecoration at an esti-

mated cost of $20,000.

Asheville, N. C.—Considerable re-

modeling and the installation of

new equipment is being made at the
Carolina, owned by B. S. Randall.

Burns, Ore. — Interior of the
Ideal, owned by A. Coombs, is being
rebuilt. The house was gutted by
fire recently.

Eugene, Ore.—Improvements and
installation of new equipment are

under way at the State, operated
by Ed Lewis.

Chicago Branch Office

Opened by Ultraphone
Chicago—A branch office of the

Ultraphone Co., of Minneapolis,

sound system manufacturers, has
been opened in this city to serve the

trade in Illinois, Indiana, eastern
Missouri and lower Michigan, under
the direction of Ted Karantz.
According to Karantz, a complete

jngineering force and stock of parts
will be kept in the local office.

Recent installa ions of Ultraphone
reported in the territory include the
Crane, Chicago; A. B. McCullom's
"K" theater; Clinton, 111.; Paxton-
ian, Paxton, 111.; Sheridan, North
Chicago, and A. D. Hahn's Palace,
Elmwood, 111.

NEW THEATERS

Rome, Ga.—P. P. Stancil, owner
and operator of the Lyric, Jackson,
Ga., has signed a 10-year lease on
a building here which he plains to

turn into a theater. The house will

be known as the Metro.

Los Angeles— Arrangements for

the erection of a 1,000-seat house
here are reported being made by
Norman Webb of the Broadway
Mecca, this city.

Brookline, Mass.—F. J. Van Etten
of Boston has been awarded the
contract for the erection of a mod-
ern theater building here for Publix.

CELOTEX IN PITTSBURGH
Pittsburgh—Celotex Co., pioneer

in the development of sound-deaden-
ing materials and building insula-
tion, has established local quarters
in the offices of the Montrose Real
Estate Co., under the direction of
H. B. Miller.

Work Lights For Cleaning
Chicago—Port.ibic work liRhts, which

provide a h.indy means of illumination
while cleaning theater auditoriums, is

being marketed by the Chicago Cinema
Equipment Co. It consists of a stand
5 feet high with arms fitted with
weather-proof light sorkots and an ex-
tension cable fitted with plugs that c-n
be inserted in any outlet rcccot-''-
obviating the necessity for turning on
the house lights.

Cleanliness, neatness, orderliness,

and systematized work in the pro-

jection room are absolutely essen-

tial.

Since the coming of the sound pic-

ture—cleanliness has become par-
ticularly important in the projection
room. It is literally possible for
dirt to be heard as well as seen.

Sound reproducing mechanism is so

delicate and sensitive that it can
pick up the smallest speck of dust
and transmit it in the form of dis-

torted sound to your audience.
The sound can be interrupted—or

entirely killed-—through an extreme-
ly small atom of dirt which may
block the transmitted light beams
from the exciting lamp or may cause
imperfect contacts at hundreds of
points in the sound equipment.

Dirt deposited in aperture of pro-
jector will show on the screen and
Hvert th? attention of the audience.
This denosit may be caused by:

1. Dirt picked up on the film
fhrough contact with the floor.

2. Dirty projection.
3. Dirty film containers.
4. Lint from cloth used in clean-

ing film.

The careful projectionist will keep
^he film in a clean condition and

keep excess oil from projector as he
knows that oily film attracts dirt

and that the oil spots on film shows
pen the screen; also, oily film af-

' ts the qua'ity of the sound.

Orderliness demands that all spare
5arts—kept on hand for use and
energencies—be instantly available
when needed. Thus d3iays. if oc-

casioned at all by breakdowns, will

b^ rem'^died immediately, or with
the Isast poss'ble delay.
For examp e. an exciting lamp is

a iiery small but very important
item. To properly perform its work
it must be placed in the projector
and accurately positioned in its

holder. In the event of an exciting
lamp burning out under proper con-
ditions, it is but a few seconds work
to extract this lamp with its ho'der
and insert another lamp and holder,
which has been previously focused
for this projector.
No two projectors seem to have

identical focus and. therefore, each
holder should be properly marked
and placed near the projector upon
which it is to be used. This may
appear to be a trifling matter but
it will shorten the delay to a few
seconds should the exciting lamp
burn out during the show.

Hot Springs. Ar z.—Erection of

a one-story theater building here ia

being planned by C. W. Jenkins.

Augusta, Me.-—Contracts for a
theater, store and office building to

be erected here by G. McKay of Bar
Harbor, Me., at an estimated cost
og $150,000, will be let soon.

Oklahoma City—R. B. Bingham,
of this city has been awarded the
contract for the construction of a
theater here at an estimated cost of
$10,000.

Bradford, Pa. — Imperial Chain
Theaters, Inc.. of Pittsburgh, has
awarded the contract for the erec-
t'on of a theater here to the Miller
Construction Co.. also of Pittsburgh.
Estimated cost is $200,000.

FILM CLEANING SOLUTION
A film cleaning solution manufac-

tured under the trade name of
"Filmrite" is being offered the trade
by the Rosco Laboratories of Brook-
lyn. The company also manufac-
tures chewing gum remover, film
cement, fire extinguisher liquid,

lamp coloring and movietone film
lacquer.

B ETTER
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY

VALUES
are always found at

|, National Theatre
iSuppLv Company
/ Your Logical Supply Source
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Rerlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

(nterest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'By L. H. MITCHELL*

STAGE AND flLM CIRCUIT

PLANNED BY BERNSTEIN

London — Bernstein Theaters is

launching a scheme for the erec-

tion of 12 theaters which will divide

their time between stage plays and
screen offerings, one week of each

month being devoted to plays, the

other three to talking motion pic-

tures.

The first theater of the proposed

circuit will be built at Shrewsbury,
work to begin within three weeks.

The maximum seating capacity of

the theaters, according to Mr. Bern-
stein, will be 1,500, and they will be

built in towns "not too well equipped

for dramatic presentations." Bern-

stein Theaters now control 14 mo-
tion picture houses, including some
of England's finest theaters.

French Blue Bloods in Picture

Paris
—"Son Crime," a picture of the underworld, has been made by the flower of

the French nobility. It was devised and is acted entirely by the blue bloods of France,
only the director and the cameraman receiving pay. The Duchess de Noailles who
originated the idea, acts one of the roles. Others in the blue-blooded cast are the
Marquis de Tiquervllle, the Comte de Coignard, the Marquis and Marquise de Colomb.
the Marquise Dany de Grand Champ, the Comte de Braicia and Captaine le Comte de
Rosiere. It is intended to be a quality picture for the general public.

JUGOSLAV FILM QUOTA
Belgrade— A new film law has

been promulgated by Royal Decree
providing for a National Film Board
to control the import, distribution

and production of motion pictures

in Jugoslavia. Hei-eafter, 70 feet

of home-made product must be
shown for every 1,000 feet of for-

eign productions of an amusement
character, and ten per cent of every
program must be devoted to educa-
tional films. A penalty of approxi-

mately 35 cents a foot is provided
for every foot that the film shown
falls below the quota.

Chain of "Supers"

For South England
London—A new circuit of super

theaters seating 2,000 or more is to

be erected in the South of England,

by the organizers of the Dominion,

Walthamstow. The first, the Do-

minion, opened at Hounslow on Dec.

28. Two years will be required to

complete the seven or eight houses

of the new circuit.

EQUIPPING JOFA STUDIOS
Berlin—The joint project for the

equipment of the Jofa studios of

Germany with sound equipment in-

cludes three complete photographic
apparatuses, to be used alternative-

ly throughout the studio. Each ap-
paratus permits of the simultaneous
use of four cameras and eight
microphones.

Liverpool Theaters Lose

$3,500 Weekly by "A" Ban
Liverpool—Local exhibitors assert

that their weekly loss from the "A"
film ban (children not being per-

mitted to attend showing of pictures
classified as "A") is $3,500. Their
organization is demanding vigorous
action against the local Justices'

ban on the "A" films.

AUSTRALIAN QUOTA ASKED

BY ACTORS AND SAILORS

Sydney—Representatives of the
Actors' Federation and the Returned
Soldiers' and Sailors' League, in an
interview with Minister for Customs
Forde, asked for a quota on Austral-
ian-produced pictures. As an al-

ternative to the quota plan, they ask
ihat foreign film importers should
be compelled to purchase one Aus-
ralian talker for distribution abroad
^or every hundred productions
'vought by them into Australia. Mr.
Forde expressed himself as in sym-
pathy with the proposals and prom-
ised to place the requests before
he Federal Cabinet.

CAST OF "THE MILKY WAY"
London—Lupino Lane, who is di-

recting "The Milky Way," a story

of Chicago's booze racket, for Brit-

ish International Pictures, has as-

sembled the followmg cast: Henry
Kendall, Bernard Nedell, Ben Wel-
den, Charles Farrell, Hal Walters,
Betty Nor'on, Wallace Lupino, Mar-
got Grahame, Polly Luce, Frank
Perfitt and Arthur Finn.

HAGEN SIGNS ELVEY FOR 6

London—Julius Hagen has signed
Maurice Elvey to direct six super
productions for him at the Twicken-
ham studios. Elvey has just com-
pleted "Frail Women," starring

Mary Newcomb, for Hagen. His
next will likely be a new starring

vehicle for Miss Newcomb.

WANT MORATORIUM
Melbourne—Exhibitors of Victoria,

through their Cinematograph Ex-
hibitors' Association, have decided
not to accept the terms and condi-

tions of the three years' extension
offered by Western Electric, accord-
ing to a statement made by Robert
McLeish, president of the associa-

tion. A committee interviewed
Frank Brennan, attorney-general,

and demanded that relief be made
retroactive and brought in line with
New South Wales Act, virtually a

moratorium.

COMPLETING "NINE TILL SIX"
London—Basil Dean will complete

photography on "Nine Till Six" at
the Ealing studios within a week or
so. In the cast are Isla Bevan,
Florence Desmond, Louise Hampton,
Frances Doble, Elizabeth Allen, Ali-
son Leggatt, Jeanne de Casalie,

Richard Bird and George de Warfaz.

WONTNER OUT
London — Arthur Wontner, who

was to have acted in "The Second
Mrs. Eraser" for Sterling Films, has

had to give up the part as he will

not have finished with the Sherlock

Holmes picture, "The Sign of the

Four," in time.

MALVERN FESTIVAL FILMS
London—Six new British Interna-

tional productions will have their

premiere at Malvern, Worcester-
shire, during next year's dramatic
festival when a new George Ber-

nard Shaw play will be shown at

the Malvern theater.

KING STARTS "SOOKEY"
London—George King has begun

filming on "Sookey," from Douglas
Newton's novel, for United Artists
at the Nettlefold studios. Harry
Wilcoxon has the leading male role.

Free British Trailers

London—W. F. arc to supply trail-

ers free of cost, beginning with the
new year, to all customers who book
British productions.

FOGWELL DIRECTING
London—Reginald Fogwell is di-

recting "Betrayal," which he wrote

in collaboration with Hubert Grif-

fith, playwright and dramatic critic,

at the Blattner studios, Elstree.

Stewart Rome, Marjorie Hume and

Leslie Perrins have the leading roles.

NITZSCHE DIVIDEND
Berlin—At the general meeting of

Nitzsche A. G. of Germany, which

manufactures projectors and sound

equipment, it was decided to pay a

20 per cent dividend to stockholders.

It was announced that the company's

turnover for the past year had in-

creased 100 per cent over that of

1930.

"WATER GYPSIES" FINISHED
London — Associated Radio Pic-

tures has completed "Water Gyp-
sies," from A. P. Herbert's novel
of the same title and it will be

trade shown early in the new year.

Maurice Elvey directed, with Ann
Todd, Sari Maritza. Peter Hannen,
Ian Hunter and Moore Marriott in

the leading roles.

BRISTOL "U" BRANCH CLOSED
Bristol—Universal has closed its

branch office here. All matters pre-

viously dealt with by the local

branch will be taken care of in the

future by the London office.

BRITISH EUROPEAN CORP.

London—A new company, British

European Film Corporation, Ltd.,

has been formed to weld British and

Continental motion picture produc-

tion interests. The company has

been registered with a nominal capi-

tal of $5,000. Subscribers are H. T.

Mar.sh and H. S. Mecn. with Mr.

Marsh in behalf of British &. Do-

minions Film Corp.: and S. Soskin

and L. Zisserman. with Mr. Soskin

on beha'f of Sozira Films. Ltd.

ELVEY AT TWICKENHAM
London—Maurice Elvey has been

engaged by Julius Hagen to direct

"In a Monastery Garden" at the

Twickenham studios. John Stuart

and Joan Maude head the players,

with Hugh Williams. Alan Napier
and Humerstone Wright in the

strong supporting cast.

B.LP. WEEK
Sidney — Seventy-one theaters in

Victoria, Australia, showed British

International Pictures' productions

recently, with a similar week in New
South Wales to come later. A B.I. P.

week for all the states of the Com-
monwealth is next in the British

film drive in Australia.

Films at Cirque D'Hiver

Paris—The famous Cirque d'Hivcr is

being reconstructed and will be opened

as a motion picture house. New film

theaters arc being built in the Croix

Nivert and the Courccllcs quarters of

the city. The f.imous music h.ill. the

Palace, is showing films temporarily

but will soon revert to revues .ind

v.iudcville. according to the m'n'gi-r
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Greta Garbo in

"MATA HARI"
with Ramon Novarro,

Lionel Barrymore, Leivis Stone

M-G-M 90 ^'««-

BUILT FOR THE BOX-OFFICE.
WORLD WAR SPY DRAMA THAT
CAN'T MISS.

Enhanced by such names as Garbo,

Barrymore, Stone and Novarro this

picture affords something genume

for the marquee lights. It suffers

somewhat from a slightly old-fash-

ioned treatment, dialogue which is

not particularly original and a ten-

dency to move slow at times, but

nevertheless, it's entertainment. The

story itself is sure-fire, with plenty

of warm love interest, suspense and

a final sequence which will glue

audiences to their seats. The end-

ing, although unhappy, is a logical

one. Garbo plays a famous, exotic

dancer who is a German spy.

Through love affairs with Allied of-

ficers she secures valuable informa-

tion. Finally she falls in love with

a young Russian officer and, after

stealing information from him, kills

the man who would brand him as a

traitor. She is apprehended and

sentenced to be shot. Generally well

enacted.
Cast: Greta <;arbo. Ramon Novarro, Lio-

nel Barrymore, Lewis Stone, C. Henry Gor-

don, Karen Morley. Alec B. Francis, Blanche

Frederici. Edmund, Breese, Helen Jerome

Eddy, Frank Reicher.

Director, George Fitzmaurice ; Authors,

Benjamin Glazer Leo Birinski ; Adaptors,

same; Dialoguers. Doris Anderson, Gilbert

Emery ; Editor. Frank Sullivan ; Cameraman,
William Daniels.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"MEN OF CHANCE"
with Ricardo Cortez, Mary Astor,

John Halliday, Ralph Ince

Radio Pictures 68 mins.

GOOD DRAMA OF RACETRACK
GAMBLERS. PLENTY OF AC-
TION AND FINE WORK BY PRIN-
CIPAL PLAYERS.

Here is an unpretentious but thor-

oughly entertaining story with a

racetrack background. Mary Astor,

as an American art student stranded

in Paris with a girl friend, is caught

by the police when she tries to so-

licit outside legal hours. She is

saved from jail, however, by a race-

track gambler, John Halliday, who
with his partner, Ralph Ince, plans

to use her as a decoy in framing a

lucky rival gambler, Ricardo Cortez.

She is palmed off on Cortez as a

countess and in due course he mar-
ries her. In due course, as is ex-

pected, she falls truly in love with
her husband, but unwittingly enables

his rivals to clean him out. When
she confesses the facts, he kicks her

out, but she manages to frame the

framers and make it possible for her
husband to stage a grand comeback
at their expense, whereupon the

happy ending is effected. Cortez
and Miss Astor do some of their

best work.
Cast : Ricardo Cortez, Mary Astor, John

Halliday. Kitty Kelly, Ralph Ince, George
Davis, Tom Francis, James Donlin.

Director. George Archainbaud ; Author,
Lou's Weitzenkorn ; Adaptors, Wallace
.Smith, Louis Stevens; Dialoguers, same;
Editor. Archie Marshek ; Cameraman, Nick
Musuraci; Recording Engneer, Clem Port-
man.

Direction, fast. Photography, good.

"MANHATTAN PARADE"
with Winnie Liffhtner, Charles
Butterworth, Smith and Dale

Warner Bros. 78 mins.

AMUSING TRAVESTY ON
BROADWAY STAGE, WITH
SMITH AND DALE'S COMEDY
AND LUIS A L BERN I' S PER-
FORMANCE AS HIGHLIGHTS.

Except that it invites unfavorable
comparison with "Once in a Life-

time" on account of being labeled

the film industry's reply to the stage

play, this is not bad entertainment.
There are some good laughs in the

comedy of Smith and Dale, a couple

of cheese merchants who turn pro-

ducers, and a punch performance is

provided by Luis Alberni as a Rus-
sian producer with wild ideas.

Charles Butterworth also is funny
as the nutty research director of

a costume firm, of which Winnie
Lightner is head brains, and Bobby
Watson rouses some guffaws as the
firm's designer—a pansy. Main ac-

tion concerns Smith and Dale back-
ing a gigantic show for Alberni,
whom they believe to be a genius,
with Miss Lightner's firm doing the
costumes. It's in Technicolor.

Cast: Winnie Lightner, Charles Butter-
worth, Walter Miller, Joe Smith, Charles
Dale. Greta Grandstedt, Bobby Watson,
Dickie Moore, Luis Albern'. Charles Mid-
dleton. Claire McDowell, Polly Walters,
Douglas Gerard, Nat Pendleton. Bill Ir-

ving, Harold Walridge, Frank Conroy, Wil-
r^m Humphries, Edward Van Sloan, Ethel
Griffies.

Director, Lloyd Bacon ; Author, Samuel
Shipman ; Adaptors, Robert Lord, Houston
Branch; Dialoguers, same; Editor, Bill

Holmes : Cameraman, Dev Jennings.
Direction, lively. Photography, good.

Marie Dressier in

"EMMA"
M-G-M 72 mins.

GREAT AUDIENCE PICTURE
WITH MARIE DRESSLER AT
HER BEST. HUMAN STORY
PACKS LAUGHS AND TEARS.

This human story is an ace
tear-jerker in which many hearty
laughs are intermingled. Director
Clarence Brown has handled the
production with force and feeling,

and with a fine supporting cast,

headed by Jean Hersholt, has turned
out a real box-office attraction. The
story concerns Marie Dressier, who
as Emma is housekeeper to a rich
widower and his family of four.
After 32 years of devoted attention
to the family, Emma decides to take
a vacation. Hersholt. as the wealthy
man, also decides to take a trip. He
goes with Emma, but not until he
has proposed marriage to her and
has been accepted. The children
resent the union and later have Em-
ma tried for the murder of Hersholt
who has willed his entire holdings
to her. Emma is acquitted and sub-
sequently asked by the children to
return and continue in their home.
The finish is surefire "weep" stuff,
but winds up happily for Emma.

Cast: Marie Dressier. Richard Cromwell.
Jean Hersholt, Myrna Lev. John Miljan,
Purnell B. Pratt Leila Bennett. Barbara
Kent, Kathryn Crawford. George Meeker,
Dale Fuller. Wilfred Noy. Andre Cheron.

Director, Clarence Brown; Author. Frances
Marion; Adaptor, Leonard Praskins : Dia-
loguers, Leonard Praskins. Zelda Sears : Edi-
tor. William Levanway ; Cameraman. Oliver
T. Marsh.

Direction, box office. Photography, ex-
cellent.

"LADIES OF THE BIG HOUSE"
with Sylvia Sidney, Gene Raymond,

Wynne Gibson

Paramount 76 mins.

STRONG DRAMA OF THE
TEAR-JERKER TYPE. GRIPS
DESPITE UNHAPPY THEME.
ESPECIALLY WELL ACTED.

Due to particularly good acting

and judicious photography, along

with very intelligent direction, this

story of the woman's side of prison

life maintains a strong tension de-

spite its cheerless background. For
the feminine trade especially, it

should prove an effective tear-wring-
er. Action concerns a couple of

newlyweds, Sylvia Sidney and Gene
Raymond, who are separated and
jailed over a murder committed by
another. Major portion of the foot-

age is devoted to prison life in the
women's cells, where the tragic
drama is punctuated occasionally by
comedy touches supplied mostly by
the colored actress, Louise Beavers.
At the conclusion of the harrowing
scenes, a happy ending is injected.
The story, incidentally, has a favor-
able newspaper angle which ought
to make a hit with the Fourth Es-
tate.

Cast: Sylvia .Sidney. (Jcne Raymond,
Wyimc Gibson. F<ocklifTc Kcllowes. Eirlc
Foxc, Frank Sherdan. Purnell Pratt. Edna
Htiinctt, Esther Howard, Fritzi Ridgcway,
Ruth Lyons Louise I'.rivers. Miriam (',o\-

dina, Hilda Vaughn. lane Darwell. Mary
F' \oel F'=>nris. Tl'< "dor von Eltz,

Director, Marion Gering ; Author, Ernest
Booth; Adaptor, Louis Weitzenkorn: Editor,
not r'c-ditcd ; Cameraman. David Al)cl : Re-
cord nr Enisincer. Edward .Sullivan.

D'-'-cnn fwH', Photography, fine.

Lil Dapover in

"THE WOMAN FROM MONTE
CARLO"

with Warren William,
Walter Hustoyi, John Wray

Warner Bros. 65 mins.
WEAK STORY OVERLOADED

WITH TALK AND VERY LITTLE
ACTION. GOOD CAST LOST.

Lil Dagover, the alluring Euro-
pean actress, makes her English
talker debut in a sadly ineffective

melodrama that swamps both her
and the other members of the cast
in about the biggest overdose of
talk that has been crammed into
any recent picture. Except for a
sea-fighting sequence, which is a
dubiously impressive affair, the
story is almost totally without ac-
tion. Closeups are overdone. On
top of all this the plot lacks punch
and the dialogue is mostly common-
place. The yarn is about an ad-
venturess, now married to a French
naval captain, Walter Huston. At
a reception aboard his ship she runs
into several other oflficers who have
figured in her past. There are some
goings-on behind the husband's back
Final outcome of the affair is un-
satisfactory.

'^"*;„.'-'' I'agovcr. Walter Huston. War-
ren Wdham. John Wray. Robert Warwxk.
eorgc K Stone. Matt McHugh, Maude
Lbuinc Dewey Robinson. Robert Rose.
Reginald Barlow. Frederick Burton, Oscar
Apfel ( larence Muse. John Rutherford. Ben
Hendricks. Jr.. Francis McDonald. Warner
Kichmond,

Director. Michael Curtiz; Authors. Claude
K-irrere, Lucu-n .\epoty ; Adaptor, Harvey
IMow; Dialogucr, same; Editor. Harold Mc-
Lcrnon

;
Cameraman. Ernest Haller.

Direction, slow. Photography, fair.

"DISCARDED LOVERS"
with Natalie Moorhead

Capitol Films 60 mins.

GRIPPING MYSTERY DRAMA
WITH A SWEET ROMANCE AND
HIGH ENTERTAINMENT VALUE.
FINE CAST.

Independent pictures of this calibre
will make the larger companies sit

up and take notice. Director Fred
Newmeyer has turned out a sincere
piece of work and the cast of sea-
soned players carries on in most
convincing style. Beautiful platinum
blonde Natalie Moorhead portrays
the role of a motion picture star
who treats all men as so many pup-
pets, delighting in causing heart-
breaks and domestic tragedies. The
picture opens on a motion picture
studio set, where she enacts a scene
with her leading man. who is also
her estranged second husband. Every
man in the studio has fallen for
her glances. Some.time later she is
found murdered and it is not until
the final fade out that the audience
IS let-in on the solution. Suspicion
points to almost everyone. Director
Newmeyer has cleverly held sus-
pense and mystery throughout the
sequence.

T S.?^'
„'^';'/^'? Moorhead. Russell Hopton

J hariell MacDonald. Barbara Weeks. Tason
Rohards, Koy D'Arcy, Sharon Lynn. Fred
Kelcey. Robert Frazer. Jack Trent. Allen
Dailey.

Director, Fred Newmeyer ; Author, Edward
T. Lowe; Dialoguer, same; Adaptor. Arthur
T. Iloyle

; Editor. Charles Hunt ; Camera-
man, William Hyer ; Recording Engineer,
Carson Jowett.

Direction, fine. Photography, very good.

Marian Marsh in

"UNDER EIGHTEEN"
ivith Warren Willia7n, Regis

Toomey, Anita Pape
Warner Bros. 80 mins.

OLD-FASHIONED DRAMA OF
POOR TENEMENT GIRL YEARN-
ING FOR LUXURIES. ARTIFI-
CIAL STORY, ELABORATELY
PRODUCED.
Almost from the beginning the

outcome of this story is so obvious-

that it hardly seems to justify the
lavishness expended upon i:. Marian
Marsh appears in the role of a beau-
tiful tenement flower, working as a.

seamstress to support a widowed
mother and also take care of her
married sister and no-account hus-
band, Marian yearns for the lux- J
uries being enjoyed by the models

"

in the shop where she works, and
one day she meets and makes a hit
with the shop's best customer and
playboy, Warren William. He im-
mediately sets out to make conquest,
and eventually she goes to his pent-
house establishment to ask for a
loan of |200 for her sister's divorce.
Just when the spider-and-fly game
seems about to have its climax, Wil-
liam suddenly feels incapable of
harming the innocent girl.

Cast: Marian Marsh, Regis Toomey, War-
ren William, Anita Page. Emma Dunn, Joyce
Compton, J. Farrell MacDonald. Tudith \os-
elli, Norman Foster, Dorothy Appleby,
Maude Eburne, Cla're Dodd. Paul Porcasi,
Mary Doran, Murray Kinnell, Walter Mc-
Grail.

Director. Archie Mayo ; Authors, Charles
Kenyon, Maude Fulton ; Adaptors, same

;

Dialoguers, same ; Editor, George Marks

;

Cameraman, Sid Hickox.
Direction, okay. Photography, good.
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"HUSBAND'S HOLIDAY"
with Clive Brook,

Charles Rupffles, Vivienne Osborne

Paramount 69 mins.

FAIR DOMESTIC TRIANGLE
DRAMA WITH RATHER COLOR-
LESS CHARACTE RIZATIONS
AND NOT ENOUGH ACTION.

Despite its strong cast, this talker

version of the stage play. "The
Marriage Bed," never manages to

register very high as agreeable en-

tertainment for the principal reason
that the characters portrayed are
not types calculated to get much
sympathy from an audience. It's a
familiar story of the wife, husband
and mistress, with the wife refusing
to divorce the erring husband be-

cause she thinks home and children

mean more than a "passing affair."

The wife, Vivienne Osborne, plays

her game bravely, and in the end
wins her man back from the other
woman. Clive Brook is the husband
and Juliette Compton plays the

wife's rival. An occasional very
welcome touch of comedy is injected

by Charlie Ruggles. as another hus-

band. Other bright spots are a

couple of cute kids. Dickie Moore
and Marilyn Knowlden.

Cast: Clive Brook, Charlie Ruggles, Vi-

vienne Osborne, Juliette Compton, Harry
Bannister, Dorothy Tree, Adrienne Ames,
Charles Winninger, Elizabeth Patterson Leni
Stengel, Dickie Moore, Marilyn Knowlden,
Kent Taylor, Berton Churchill, Marjorie
(jateson.

Director, Robert Milton ; Author, Ernest
Pascal ; Adaptors, Ernest Pascal, Viola

Brothers Shore; Dialoguers, same Editor,

noi credited ; Cameraman. Charles Rosher.
Direction, good. Photography, okay.

"DANCE TEAM"
ivith James Dunn, Sally Filers

Fox 76 mins.

STRONG BOX-OFFICE WITH
POPULAR TEAM IN CHARMING
LOVE STORY OF DANCERS'
STRUGGLES TO SUCCESS.
Looks as if this one will add great-

ly to the popularity of this strong
team of James Dunn and Sally
Eilers. They are cast in ideal roles
as a pair of youngsters who try to

make the grade as a team of dan-
cers. The story is full of human
interest touches, and it all rings
very true to life. They meet with
a variety of calamities in their

struggle for recognition, and their

trials are plentifully sprinkled with
some real comedy touches. Dunn is

splendid in his role of the confident
boy from out-of-town that no cir-

cumstances can shatter his faith
that he is the greatest dancer in the
business. Sally Eilers plays a sym-
pathetic part with rare understand-
ing. It is easily the best of all the
many stories of hoofers that have
reached the screen. Their charac-
terizations are well rounded, and the
story has the knack of tugging at

the heart strings and bringing a
laugh at the same time.

Cast: James Dunn, Sally Eilers. Ralph
Morgan, Harry Beresford, Minna Gomhell.

. Edward Crandall, Nora Lane, Claire May-
^ nard, Charles Williams.

Director, Sidney Lanfield ; Author, Sarah
Addington; Adaptor, Edwin Burke: Dia-
loguer. same ; Editor, Margaret Clancy

;

Camraman, James Wong Howe; Recording
Engineer. Alfred Bruzlin.

Direction, very good. Photography, fine.

C PRESENTATIONS f)
By JACK HARROWER

Fine Variety Program
Offered at the Capitol

Jimmy Savo is the star of the
current presentation at the Capitol.
The stage revue is a fine setup
of variety entertainment, entitled
"Frolicks of 1932," devised and
staged by Chester Hale under the
supervision of Louis K. Sidney.

Besides the popular starring com-
edian, the cast features Joyce Coles,
premiere danseuse; Pasquali Broth-
ers, acrobats; Nicholas Daks. Carlos
Peterson, eccentric dancers; the
Chester Hale Girls and the Capi-
tolians.

Yasha Bunchuk conducts the
Capitol Grand Orchestra in a com-
pilation of George Gershwin's mel-
odies, entitled "Gershwiniana." com-
piled by him and arranged by
Harold Sturr of the Capitol music
staff.

Radio Names Continue
In Favor at Paramount

Radio personalities continue to

hold the chief spotlight on the New
York Paramount stage. This week,
in addition to the prolonged engage-
ment of Bing Crosby, the headline

personnel includes the Boswell Sis-

ters.

"How Do You Do. 1932" is the
name of the presentation, staged by
Jack Partington, and among other
principal performers in the cast are
Adler and Bradford, the Rio Broth-
ers and the David Bines Girls.

Rubinoff conducts the Paramount
Symphony Orchestra in a compila-
tion titled "Broadway Hits of the
Year." while Jesse Crawford's con-
cert at the new organ on the stage
is labeled "Time."

"DR. jEKYLL AND MR. HYDE"
with Fredric March, Miriam

Hopkins, Rose Hobart
Paramount 90 mins.

GRIPPING PERFORMANCE BY
FREDRIC MARCH IS HIGH-
LIGHT OF STRONG DRAMA, ACE
SUPPORTING CAST AND DIREC-
TION.
While not unduly terrifying, which

may be set down as a point in its

favor, this talker version of the

famous dual personality character is

sufficiently dramatic and gripping to

satisfy any demand for shocker en-

tertainment. Fredric March dis-

tinguishes himself in great style as

the unfortunate doctor with a mon-
strous second self who goes about
abusing folks, particularly a music
hall entertainer, beautifully played
by Miriam Hopkins, whom he terri-

fies and finally murders, with his

own death eventually resulting after

it develops that he no longer has
control over the brute side of his

character. In addition to the fine

work of March, Miss Hopkins and
Rose Hobart, the latter as Jekyll's

financee, there are admidable per-

formances by Halliwell Hobbes,
Holmes Herbert, Arnold Lucy and
other supporting players. Mamou-
lian's direction is in the right spirit.

Cast: Fredric March, Miriam Hopkins,
Rose Hobart, Holmes Herbert, Halliwell
Hobbes, Edgar Norton. Arnold Lucy, Col.
MacDonnell, Tempe Pigott.

Director, Rouben Mamoulian ; Author,
Robert Louis Stevenson ; Adaptors, Samuel
Hoffenstein, Percy Heath ; Dialoguers, same ;

Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, Karl
Struss.

Director, Excellent. Photography, Fine.

"DRAGNET PATROL"
Action Pictures 60 mins.

STORY OF RUM RUNNERS
NICELY BALANCED WITH HU-
MAN INTEREST ANGLES GETS
OVER WITH PLENTY OF FAST
ACTION.

There is a neat little moral tucked

away in this one in such a way that

it is not made obvious enough to

spoil the story. Glenn Tryon as cap-

tain of a fishing schooner is induced

by his wife's love of luxury to go in-

to the rum running game. He is

successful, and their humble lot be-

comes one of affluence. But the Fed-
eral officers are hot on his trail, and
after a skirmish, he escapes to the
home of his partner, a woman who
is financing his venture. Glenn's
wife (Vera Reynolds) goes to the
home of her supposed rival for a

showdown, and there runs into the
jealous sweetie of the other woman
who is getting ready to bump Glenn
off. She saves the situation by a
clever ruse. All ends satisfactorily,

with the wife having learned her
lesson that you cannot beat the law,
and that humble and honest love is

better than luxury gained via the
rum racket.

Cast: Glenn Tryon, Vera Reynolds. Mar-
jorie Beebe, Vernon Dent. Svmona Boniface.
Walter Long, George Hayes.

Director, Frank Strayer : Author, W. Scott

Darling; Adaptor, same; Dialoeuer. same;
Editor, Byron Robinson ; Cameraman. Tales

Cronjagcr; Sound Recorder. Tames Stanley.

Direction, okay. Photographv. good.

CIRCUS ACT FOR WARNERS
Bradna's Circus has been booked

by Walter Meyers, head of the
Artist's Bureau in connection with
the Warner theater circuit, for a
novel stage presentation in the War-
ner houses in the Pennsylvania ter-

ritory. To date the circus in minia-
ture has been booked for the Mast-
baum, Philadelphia, for the week
beginning Jan. 15, and on the fol-

owing week it will play the Stanley,
Pittsburgh.

Martin Beck Will Aid
In RKO Vaude Expansion

iiontiiint'd ftom i'aije 1)

tion the benefit of his wide vaude-
ville experience in the further ex-
pansion of that branch of the busi-

ness. Brown added that the affilia-

tion of Beck with RKO in an advis-
ory capacity was the result of an
invitation extended by Brown to the
former president of the Orpheum
Circuit.

AMEKICAS KIKSr
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOIKI.

tmmm:

St. Moritz
0:V Tlll<: 1>AKK

50 Central Park South
New York City

01(1 world hospitality in tlii>

spirit of the nrw world: old

world sorvire with the iirwcsl

of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of

U/yryuC^^T^ayj^

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Roonifi ginglf or en «iiile, farinR

Central Park and but a moment
from the city'i amusement and

liusineM sectori.

Personal Dircclion of ^. CUKioK^ TvMi'H
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
Edqar Kennedy in

"Camping Out"

RKO Pathe 18 mins.

Swell Lauph Number
One of the Mr. Average Man

Comedies. Edgar Kennedy again

plays the harrassed husband with a

wife who is a ceaseless chatterer,

a mother-in-law with ordering ways,

and a cry-baby grownup brother-in-

law. As he is examining a fishing

rod in a sporting goods store pre-

sided over by Walter Catlett, Ken-

nedy's family comes along and eggs

him into buying a "de luxe" camp-

ing outfit in the form of a trailer

for an automobile. So they go out

for an excursion into the open

spaces, and the things begin to

happen, mostly to Edgar. Between
trying to put up a tent, accidental

firing of shotguns, a hornet's nest,

and various other annoyances, a

hectic time results. The plot devel-

ops plenty of action and laughter

to satisfy almost any audience.

Among players supporting Kennedy
are Dot Farley, as the mother-in-

law and Florence Lake as the wife.

"Footlights"

Vitaphone 19 mins.

Good Musical
Very neatly conceived and ef-

ficiently staged musical skit, taking
in novelty, comedy, flash, and a bit

of romance in addition to the song
and dance numbers. A would-be
producer of a musical comedy goes
to a prospective angel with draw-
ings of various numbers from his

proposed attraction. As he shows
the drawings to the angels, the en-
sembles represented in the sketches
come to life and do their stuff.

These effects are put across in a
most effective manner. The angel
keeps asking the promoter about
having a tenor in the show, and at
the finale it develops that the chief
feminine interest, on whom the pro-
ducer is sweet, is the daughter of
the angel—and the angel turns out
to be a tenor. Among principal
performers are Barbara Newberry,
Dorothea James, Russ Brown, Sis-

ters G, Albertina Rasch Girls and
others.

"Isle of Birds"

Vitaphone 7 mins.
Fairly Interestina

This Traveltalk dealing with an
island in the Pacific Ocean built by
the birds is just mildly entertain-
ing. It shows flocks of pelicans, as
well as some seals and other mari-
time atmosphere, with synchronized
talk accompanying the silent foot-
age, but the subject matter as a
whole lacks anything distinctive in
the way of novelty or punch.

Niblo's Second British
London— Eric Hakim's second produc-

tion from M-C-M to be directed by
Fred Niblo will be "Frail Purpose." an
original screen story by Harold Deardcn.
"Two White Arms" is the first of three
pictures Niblo will direct for Hakim.

"Uncrowned Champions"
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)

Radio Pictures 8 mins.

Good
Several experts in lesser known

lines of activity are presented in

this Grantland Rice short. First is

a Maine fisherman who is described

as a champion fly caster. He wields

a mean rod, employing gracefulness
and accuracy of aim that are little

short of remarkable, and winds up
by landing the kind of a fish that

is usually more talked about than
caught. Then comes a dexterous re-

volver shot from out Iowa way, who
demonstrates hjs speed on the trig-

ger. This is followed by a champion
bowler from New York, then an
expert at moose calling up in Can-
ada. It's all more or less out of the
ordinary and proves quite interest-

ing.

"Ten Minutes with Mozart"
Capitol Film 10 mins.

Good Novelty
Here is a neat little novelty for

injecting a note of something differ-

ent into any program. It is a
marionette show done in silhouette,
with the famous Mozart "Minuet"
serving as the accompaniment. The
musical number is played and sung
by popular German artists. Three
years of work on the part of a
woman, Lotte Reiniger, is reported
to have gone into the making of this
picture. Mile. Reiniger also takes
the leading role in the vocal chorus.

Robert L. Ripley in

"Believe It or Not"
(No. 3)

Vitaphone 5303 8 mins.
Good

Robert L. Ripley presents in this
issue of his new series another
half-dozen curiosities including the
primitive mode of living still found
among the mountaineers of the
Alleghenies, a church in the middle
west buijt entirely of hay by two
men, a baseball team composed of
nine male members of the same
family, a youth carrying 12 cups
and saucers in one hand and two in

the other, the origin of "potted" as
applied to drunkenness, and an aged
penitent of India with his self-

inflicted torture. The reel is well
up to the standard of previous Rip-
ley subjects.

"Riders of Riley"
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)

Radio Pictures 9 mins.
Fine Horsemanship

Grantland Rice in this subject
presents some attractive and inter-
esting scenes of the United States
Cavalry training post. Fort Riley,
Kan. Beautiful horses, minutely
trained and smartly groomed, are
shown doing high school routines,
in polo work, on a cross-country
jaunt, etc. An exceptionally fine
short of its kind.

Ted Husinq in

"Sport Slants"

Vitaphone 5503 10 mins.

Fair
In this short, the third of the

series, Ted Husing presents glimpses
of the popular English game of

cricket, sail-boating and polo. The
boating sequence is the best, wind-
ing up with a courageous sailor

being tossed into the sea when the
mast, which he has been climbing
in a heavy gale, suddenly breaks.
Other scenes of the little boats toss-

ing around in a heavy sea also are
realistic enough to almost give an
audience seasickness. The cricket
and polo bits are mildly interesting.

"Swift Justice"

(True Detective Story Series)

Radio Pictures 18 mins.

Swell Dram,atic Skit
Taken from the Nick Harris rec-

ords of actual cases, this Spencer
Bennett production is a very en-
grossing piece of work with plenty
of action and a few thrills as well.

The plot concerns a mysterious kid-
napping of a wife, who is held for
$20,000 ransom. After a frantic
search, in the course of which a
couple suspected of being involved
in the affair go to their death via
a motor boat crashing into a cement
wall, it turns out that the kidnap-
ping was engineered by the woman's
step-brother. The story holds keen
interest all the way, largely due to

the fast-moving action.

"Red Headed Baby"
(Merrie Melody)

Vitaphone 5605 7 mins.
Fine Song Cartoon

This belongs to the better than
average class of musical cartoon
shorts. It has a holiday atmos-
phere, with a big room full of toys
taking on animation and disporting
themselves to the tune of the popu-
lar song, "Red Headed Baby." Main
plot concerns a doll, the "red head,"
who is kidnapped by a big spider
and finally rescued by her soldier

sweetheart. Action and musical
harmony are of excellent quality.

"Shopping With Wifie"
Educational 21 mins.

A Pip
A Mack Sennett comedy featuring

Andy Clyde. It is a typical Clyde
comic, done with all the Mack Sen-
nett skill for extracting the laughs.
Andy starts on a fishing trip with
his pal, but gets no further than the
front door. His wife decides that
he must go shopping for a pair of
rubber boots to keep his feet dry.
The result is a hilarious trip
through a department store, with
Andy getting himself in wrong with
the store detective, who mistakes
him for a shoplifter. There is no
fishing trip, but a barrel of laughs
that come without a struggle.

"For the Love of Fanny"

Educational 20 mins.

Snappy
A Vanity comedy, featuring Glenn

Tryon as the college boy who tries

to make the secret fraternity so that

his girl will become engaged to him.

But the head of the fraternity is

his rival, and puts Glenn through a

very tough initiation, where he has
to sing a love song to two cops, and
inform his blonde sweetie that he
really loves a brunette. It is fast
and well paced, with some clever
gags that keep the laughs popping.

Educational

'Speedway"

Thrills

9 mins.

A Bill Cunningham Sports Re-
view, with the famous sports writer
taking the patrons on a thrilling
excursion around the speedway
tracks where the motorists break
records. Several big races are
shown, with several thrilling spills

caught with the camera right on
them. There is plenty of sensational
kick in this one, with Cunningham
lining out a fast delivery of dia-
logue to keep pace with the dizzy
speed of the motorists.

"Defensive Play"

Universal 9 mins.

Fine Sport
This is the second in the Basket-

ball series, with the famous coach,
Doctor Meanwell, putting the team
through a series of plays that show
in detail the fine art of checking,
blocking and team-play defense. The
highlight is the demonstration of t?ie

much touted "scoring barrier" of the
University of Wisconsin team. A
fine reel for all lovers of this indoor
sport, and it is well handled from
the camera angle.

"Noah's Outing"

Educational 7 mins.
Fine

A Paul Terry-Toon cartoon, with
Noah having his troubles getting the
gang of animals together for the
journey in the Ark as the big rain-

storm starts before the flood. The
animal antics are gagged up with a
lot of clever cartoon work, and al-

together this is one of the best so
far of this series.

Rene Clair Scores Again
Paris—Rene Clair, director of "Le

Million" and "Sous les Toits de Paris,"
has scored another success with 'A
Nous la Liberte," according to the re-
viewers and others who saw it at a
press showing. It will soon be showing
in several Pathe-Natan houses In Paris.



Tryon, N. C—W. M. Hester has
interested citizens in establishing a

theater here. Repairs are being made
on a house long idle and the opening
is set for an early date.

Cleveland—Lyon & Healy Music
Co. has been named distributor for
the new RCA portable sound equip-
ment, in this district. They now
have one on display. Sales will be
handled by the established RCA
sales force.

Chapman, Kan.—The Shamrock is

now being operated by J. L. Sears,

formerly of Humansville, Mo.

Chattanooga—The American is re-

modeled and new equipment is being
installed. Sam H. Borisky, vice

president and secretary of Indepen-
dent Theaters, Inc., announces the
opening for Jan. 1. Cost of remodel-
ing and equipment is placed at

$30,000.

Struthers, O.—Tigue and Kell are
the new owners of the Struthers the-

ater. They are operating Friday,
Saturday, Sunday and Monday of

each week.

Columbia, S. C.—Publix, which re-

cently leased the Columbia from the

city council at a rental of $6,000
yearly for five years, is remodeling
the house and expects to open it

early in January, according to War-
ren Irwin, Publix Carolina manager.

Geneva, O.—The Liberty is now
called Shea's.

Mt. Pleasant, Tenn. — Plans are

well advanced for the construction

of a theater here.

Cleveland — Louis Israel, former
owner of a local downtown house,

is reported buying Ad Ritzler's three

houses in Lima.

Sylvania, Ga. — T. J. Evans has
bought the Premier from E. B. Ben-
nett and will operate it under the

name of the Strand.

BIyville, O. — G. J. Brown has
closed the Luna.
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Stocks and Dividend Rate HikH
American Seating 9
Brunswick-Balke Col 15
Consol. Film Ind
do Cum. Part Pfd. (2)
Eastman Kodak (*8) ..

do Pfd. (6)
Fo.K Film "A"
Gen. Theater Equip, (new) ]5i/,

do Keith-Albee-Orpheum
Keith Al!)ee-Orpheum Pfd.
Loew's, Inc. (*4)

15

18^
185H
135

38^

101!^

do pfd. (65^) 9S
M-r,-M Pfd. (1.89) '.'... 27
Orpheum Pfd 75
Paramonnt-Publix (10% stk.) SO'/J
Pathe Exchange 5i/$

Exchange

'iiyii

Pathe
RCA
do Pfd. A
do Pfd. B
RKO new
RKOt 24'/3
Shu!)ert 9^
ITniv. Pict. 1st Pfd. (8) STYi
Warner Bros 20?'^
do Pfd. (3.85) 40>4

27H
55'/8

60
4

Date
213
2-1.:

2-17

2-17
2-24

9-14

2-17

219

2-9

2-16
2-7
4-10

3 16
2-24
2-19
7-3

2-25

3-26
3-21

1218
3-21
3-0

8-3

2-17
1-9

Low
l->8

^%

77

112

2/2

'A

10
2374
56
15

4^
SVz

Vi

i'A

S'A
20
9 'A

H
'A

24
2 'A

i'A

Date
12 17
12-12
6-3

10-6

12-17

12-1(,

12-17

12-3

1211
12-17
12-17
12-11
12-2

1217
12-15

1211
12-3

12-16
12-16
12-18

1217
12 18
5-6

12-10
12-11

* Partly extra, t Stricken from list Dec. 29. 1931.

CURB MARKET
Carrier Corp , 25
Columbia Pict 23
do vet. (*!!/$) 22
Educational pfd 42
Fox Theaters "A" 6'A
Gen'l Thea. Equip. Pfd 3\}4
Nat'l Screen Serv. (2) 24
Sentry Safety 3'A
Technicolor 15^
Trans Lux 13^
Univ. Pictures 7 'A

12

3Vi

U^
H
H

1554

'A

4

* Plus 5 per cent in stock.

N. Y. STOCK EXCHANGE BONDS
Oen'l Thea. Equip. (6s'40) 74 2

Keith, B. F. (6s'46) 7SA 35

Loew's (6s'41) WW 99J4 70
Param't B'way (55^s'51) 105 65

Param't, F. L. (6s'47) 97 40
Param't-Publix (5J^s'50) 89}4 33

Pathe (7s'37) 96 51

Warner Bros. (6s'39) 74^ 24

CURB BONDS
American Seating (6s'36) 70 30

Roxy Theaters Corp. "A"
PRODUCE EXCHANGE

(3.50).. 27 5

Lastm
2^
4
9 'A

801.4

112

2H
Vi

15

27!^
67
18!4
5 '4

7

V2

SVz
25
11

2^
Vi

'A
38

10

12
3 'A

3A
13^

16
1

1/2

*]A

3

41

76J4
70
46!^
40
59

26H

34

5

Net
Change— sVi— TVa— SKi— 6;^
—6654
—167/,
—2474
— 574

32 bid
—75
—19
—23
— 5 '4—54M
—205^— 154— 2-/

— eyi
—24
—13/2

—IS '/J— *y*

+ 9'/J

—11
—27

—12'/,
-135^
—13 7^

— m— 3V%
—2ii^— 4!4— Vi— 5m;— 5

— Vz

—48
—5954
—2454—31J4
—4574—4454
-f- 8'/;

—4154

'-2VA

—22

Amusement Stocks in 1931

Dropped More than 75 P. C
(Continued fr

the active stocks was RKO, down
94 per cent, followed by Fox with

a decline of 90 per cent; Warner
Bros., 87 per cent; General The-

aters Equipment common, 87 per

cent; Paramount, 83 per cent, and
Loew, 58 per cent.

Only one film stock gained dur-

ing the year, Universal first pre-

ferred showing a rise of nearly 10

points. Pathe bonds also rose sev-

eral points. All other issues show-

ed losses. Bonds suffered almost as

severely as stocks, with General

Theaters registering the biggest

drop.

Sales for the year amounted to

approximately 29,750.000 shares on

the New York Stock Exchange and
about 2,100,000 shares on the curb.

Bond transactions amounted to ap-

proximately $2,000,000. Heaviest
trading in the stock list occurred

in Warner Bros., close to 7,500.000

om Page 1

)

of these shares changing hands,

followed by RKO with 5,000,000;

Paramount, 4,200,000; Fox, 4,150,-

000; Loew, 3,000,000; General The-
aters, 2,000,000, and Eastman, 1,-

750,000.
Tabulated details on amusements

stocks during 1931 appear in the

accompanying chart.

WARNERS BUY STAGE PLAY
Warner Bros, have acquired the

motion picture rights to "Liebe
Unmodern," by Wilhelm Sterk, Ger-
man play with an English version,

under title of "Experience Unneces-
sary," now playing in New York.

BORIS KARLOFF ON AIR
"What a Monster Thinks About"

is the title of a talk and interview
in which Boris KarloflF of "Franken-
stein" is going to star on California
Melodies Hour on Sunday over the
Columbia Broadcasting System.

Kansas City — Mae Claussen of
Emporia has just been appointed
chairman of the Kansas Motion Pic-
ture Censorship Board by Gover-
nor Woodring. She succeeds Hazel
Myers of Arkansas City. Miss Claus-
sen was a candidate for Democratic
nomination for representative in the
fourth district.

Salt Lake City—A modern war
department theater with a seating
capacity of 400, will be constructed
at Fort Douglas, this city, at a cost
of about $40,000. Construction will
start sometime in 1932, it was an-
nounced.

Pittsburgh—The Liberty, in East
End, has reopened under new man-
agement after being closed for sev-
eral months. Bills will be changed
three times weekly.

Bridgeport, Conn. — Black Rock,
West End neighborhood house, has
been reopened following alterations.
The house was recently taken over
by A. M. Schumann and Joseph A.
Davis.

Cleveland—Gust Glon has leased
the Market Square, formerly called
the Ludowy, and will play a straight
picture policy.

Hartford, Conn.—The Princess has
been reopened with Francis Morin
back as manager. Morin has been
acting manager of the Strand, New
Britain, during the illness of Jack
Sanson. The Princess will show
double features at 10, 15 and 25
cents.

Atwood, Kan. — E. W. Egelston,
owner of the Electric here and at
St. Francis, Kan., is dead at the age
of 45.

Columbus—When Burns O'Sullivan
took over the Savoia he renamed it

the Liberty. The house has reverted
to the owner of the building, Joseph
Adorno, who is again operating it

under its original name.

Kansas City—The Gillham, Fox
Midland house, dark for two years,
reopened Christmas Day at a l.">

"cnts admission.

Birmingham—Fire starting in the
booth of the Five Points theater did
damage of around $r),000 before it

could be extinguished. Faulty film

stuck in the machine was the cause,
according to J. W. Peck, Jr.

The Cycle's Turn
George M. Rcynoldi, hcjd of Chi-

cago's biggest bank, remarked to me:
"In due time the old-fashioned eco-

nomic laws will clear away the effects

of inflation and speculation, prices will

again begin to rise. people will

take courage and wc will be on our way
in another period of prosperity."

Mr. Reynolds's batting average as a

prognosticator has been better than
average.— B. C. Forbes in "New York
American."
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily May 10 to Dec. 27
376 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Reviewed

A Dangerous Affair-COL
11-29-31

Acht Tage Glueck-FL •••8-2-31

A^e For Love-UA 11-15-31

Afr Eagles-COT 12-27-31

Annabelle's AfFairs-F ...6-28-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

AUasThe Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Always Goodby-F :?iWi
Ambassador BiU-F Hl^MJ
American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-3

Anybody's Blonde-ACP •ll-'^A*

Are These Our Children?-RKO
1^1

11-15-31

Arizona Terror-TIF .. 9-27-31

Around the World m 80
Minutes-UA W'^M]

Arrowsmith-UA ... \2'13-Jl

Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Balinese LoveTPE ..12-13-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP.. 12-6-21

Beloved Bachelor-PAR. . 1018-31

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Hie Business Girl-FN .
.6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-S-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

Blonde Captive-IMP ..12-13-31

Blonde Crazv-WA 12-6-31

Branded-COL 11-1-31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31

Brat-F .
8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Thunder-WA. . .5-10-31

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31

Chances-FN 6-14-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Comnrnmised-FN 11-8-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Consolation Marriage-RKO
11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC 10-4-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31
CosI E T.a Vita-TH 11-8-31

Cuban Love Song-MGM . 12-6-31

Cyclone Kid-BIF 11-22-31
Daddy Long Legs-F,. .6-7-31

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31
Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31
Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31
Das Floetenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied Vom Leben-TA
10-18-31

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31
DeceiverCLO 11-29-31
Defenders of the Law-JOH

5-24-31
Delicious-F 12-27-31
Der Grosse Tenor-UFA 5-31-31
Der Hampelmann-TA . 9-13-31
Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31
r>evotion-PAT .. 10-4-31
Devil Plays-CHE ..12-20-31
Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA

8-23-31
Die Drel Von Der Tankstelle-

UFA 6-21-31
Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA

10-11-31
Die Llndenwlrten vom Rhein-

ASC 9-27-31
DU Lustlgen Welber Von

Wein-CAP 7-12-31
Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP

6-21-31
Die 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31
Die Schlacht von Bademuende

UFA. 11-22-31
DoDr Uecht Karri«r*-UPA

T-2«-tl
Dreyfus Cat»—COL t-SO-Sl

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Picture*

AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass

ASC—Associated Cinema
ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National

GS—George Schneider

HA—High Art Pictures

HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg

HK—Henry Kaufman
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
IMP—Imperial Distributing

TH—Thalia Productions
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Moviegraphs
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PEE—Peerless
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga

FTP—Foreign Talking PicturesPIZ—William Pizor

PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SCA—Scandinavian Talking

Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.
TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WK—Willis Kent
WM—J. D. WilliamsWW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP
8-21-31

East of Bomeo-U S-23-3I

Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA ...9-20-31

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA _

10-25-31

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-31

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Expensive Women-WA . 11-15-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

Everything's Rosie-RKO. 5-24-31

Fanny Foley Herself-RKO
10-25-31

Fidlovacka-DM 7-5-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL . 6-28-31

First Aid-WW 7-12-31

Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31

Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31
Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31

Flying Fool-BI 10-18-31

Flying High-MGM 12-13-31

Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31
Free SouI-MGM 6-7-31

Freighters of Destiny-PAT
11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31
Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8-31

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31
Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
Girls About Town-PAR. .11-1-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31
Goldie-F 6^28-31
Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31
Good Bad Girl-COL. . 5-17-31
Good Sport-F 12-13-31
Oraft-U 11-29-31
Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31
Grief Street-CHE 10-11-31
Guardsman-MGM .. ..9-13-31

Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31

Hard Hombre-HOP . .9-20-31
Headin' for Trouble-BIF. 9-6-31
Heartbreiak-F 10-18-31
Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-31

Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31

Hell Divcrs-MGM 12-27-31
Her Majesty, Love-FN. 11-29-31
Heroes AlI-IMP 10-25-31
High Stakes-RKO 5-31-31
His Woman-PAR 12-6-31
Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31
Holy Terror-F 7-19-31
Homicide Squad-U 8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31
24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31
Hurricane Horsetnan-WK
„ ^ . 10-11-31
Huah lfon*y-P 7-12-SI

Title Reviewed

T Am Prom Siam-PTC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
Im Geheimdienst-UFA 11-29-31

Tn Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31

I Take This Woman-PAR
6-14-31

Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA
11-8-31

Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31

Indiscreet-UA S-10-31

Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31

It's A Wise Child-MGM
5-17-31

Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR
5-24-31

Tew At War-iAM 7-26-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31

Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31

Karamazov-TA 9-27-31

Kick In-PAR 5-24-31
Kid From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31

Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31

La Douceur D'Aimer-FD
12-13-3

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31

Lariats and Six Shooters
COS.. 10-25-31

Lasca of the Rio Grande
U. .12-13-3

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
11-29-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,
8-9-31

Law of the Tong-SYN. 12-20-31
Lawryer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31
Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31
Le Million-TF . . 5-24-31
Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-31
Liebe Auf Befehl-U .6-7-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-29-31
Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31
Love Storm-BI 1018-31

Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maker of Men-COL 12-20-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31
Man From Death Valley-MOP

10-11-31
Man in Possession-MGM. 7-19-31
Many a S!ip-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31

Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31
Men in Her Life-COL. .. 12-6-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Merely Mary Ann-F 9-13-31
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31
Misbehaving Ladies-FN.. 11-8-31
Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31
Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

5-24-31
Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31
Mother's Mlllions-U 5-1 0-31
Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31
Murder At Mldnlght-TIP

9-20-31

Title Reviewed

Murder By the Clock-PAR
7-19-31

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Neck and Neck-WW. . .11-8-31
Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31
New Adventures of Get-Rich-

Quick Wallingford-MGM
10-11-31

Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31
Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31

Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31
Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31
Nur Am Rhein-FTP.. 10-11-31

Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Ladv-PAR 11-8-31
One Wav Trail-COL. . 12-13-31
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31
Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31
Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31
Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP
8-30-31

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31
Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31
Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Personal Maid-PAR 8-30-31
Phantom of Paris-MGM. 11-15-31
Platinum BIonde-COL. .. 11-1-31
Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31
PoHtics-MGM 8-2-31
Possessed-MGM 11-29-31
Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private ScandaliHED. . .11-1-31
Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31

Range Feud-COL 11-22-31
Range Law-TIF 11-1-31
Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31
Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31

Riders of the Cactus-BIP
8-16-31

Riders of the Purple Sage-
F 9-27-31

Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31
Right of Way-FN 3-29-31
Road to Reno-PAR... 10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Ruling Voice-FN 11-8-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO .6-21-31

Safe in Hell-FN
Salvation Nell-TIF . . .

Scareheads-CAP , . .

.

Sea Ghost-PEE
Secret Call-PAR . . . .

Secret Menace-TMP .

,

Secret Service-RKO .

.

Secrets of A Secretary-

Secret Witness-COL .

Seed-U
Sein LiebesIied-ASC .

Shanghai Love-COL .

Sherlock Holmes' Fatal
PD

.12-20-31
. ..7-5-31
.10-25-31
.11-29-31
7-12-31

.12-13-31

.12-13-31

PAR
7-19-31

.12-20-31

. .5-17-31
.11-22-31
...9-6-31

Hour-
.7-12-31

Title Reviewed
Sheriff's Secret-COS 6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM 5-24-31
Ships of Hate-MOP ....7-26-31
Should a Doctor Tell?-REO

8-23-31
Side Show-WA 9-20-31
Sidewalks of New York-MGM

11-15-31

Sin of Madelon Claudct-MGM
11-1-31

Silence-PAR 8-16-31
Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR

11-1-31

Siroco-CF
Six Cylinder Love-F

.11-29-31

. 5-17-31

Skin Game-BI 6-21-31
Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31
Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31
Skyline-F 10-11-31
Smart Money-WA 6-21-31
Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31 I

Sob Sister-F 10-4-31 '

Son of India-MGM 7-26-31
Son of the Land-AM . .5-31-31
Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31

Sooky-PAR 12-27-31
Soul of the Slums-ACP 11-29-31
Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31
Spider, The-F 8-16-31
Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31

Star Witness-WA 8-2-31
Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Strictly Dishonorable-U. 11-15-31
Suicide Fleet-PAT 11-29-31
Sundown Trail-PAT ...1018-31
Surrender-F 11-29-31
Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP

10-11-31

Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31

Terra Madie-TRC 11-1-31
Texas Ranger-COL 5-10-31
The Cheat-PAR 12-13-31
The Struggle-UA 12-13-31
Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-31
This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31

Three Loves-ASC ... .5-24-31
Three Who Loved-RKO. 6-21-31
Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-.31

Tonight or Never-UA 12-20-31
Too Many Cooks-RKO .7-19-31
Too Young To Marry-WA

S-10-31

Touchdown-PAR 11-15-31
Toute Sa Vie-PAR 6-21-31
Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Tropen Nachte-PAR 5-31-31
Two Gun Caballero-IMP

I2-13-31
Two Gun Man-TIF 6-7-31

Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31
Un Soir de Rafle-PRX. 10-18-31
Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unholy Garden-UA 9-20-31
Up For Murder-U 5-31-31
Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-31.

Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TF 6-21-31

Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31
Viking-WM 6-21-31
Virtuous Husbands-U . .5-10-31

Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31
White Devil-TPE 8-30-31
White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-3)
Wicked-F 9-20-31
Wild Horse-HOF 8-2-31
Woman Between-RKO . 6-21-31
Women Go On Forever-TIF

8-16-31
Women of All Nations-F

5-31-31
Woman of Experience-PAT

7-12-31
Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31

X Marks the Spot-TIF 12-13-31

Yankee Don-CAP S-17-31
Yellow Ticket-F 11-1-31
Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31
Young Donovan's Kid-RKO

S-21-31
Young Sinners P S-10-31

Zein Weib's Lubovnick-HA

Zwei MenchenCAP . . . 12-27-31
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$23,000 FOR DEUCIOUS'

j-c-'som' $11,500

«

I
Kansas City. Dec. 26

'2~3M0 lively.
^^°°g «tage show

^

$13,200 IN BIRMINGHAM

For 'Delicious'—'Peach o'

Good at $6,500, R.tr

Reno'

Birmingham, Dec.-26.

Kltz moved up opening 25__".^each^

Reno- to Christmas Day and

elicke'd""bur T^ni^s-'is
clinching

first p1ace_

atthe

Louisville Betters with

'Delicious' Doing $10,900^
Louisville, Dec.Three theatxe^chan;

BUFFALO JUMPS—
'

> 'I ncal Boy'

Buffalo. Dec. 2«.

.Delicious- and Ruth Bol-Vuffalo

^tr^ U^rrhro^tsfa^dln^
feature

for the week. ""

•stti6«wii£|

92,128 paid admissions FIRST FOUR
DAYS tell the story

—

the same kind

of business from coast to coast!

JANET

oAreioR
CHARLES

in their top money picture

ICIOUS
'With EL BRENDEL, RAUL ROULIEN.
Story by Guy Bolton. Lyrics by Ira Gershwin.

Music by GEORGE GERSHWIN.
Directed by DAVID BUTLER.

FOX FOR PROFIT IN 19S£l



intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Da ly N ewspa p er

Of Mo t i o n Pict u res
Now Foiirteen Years Old
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Cut in Production Time and Costs Planned by Fox

WARNERJROS. PLAN TTENTER NEWSRTEL FIELD

Roxy Audiences Show Big Preference for 'Names'
Questionnaire Brings Out

Patrons' Slants on
Stage Shows

A decided preference for "names"
is evidenced by patrons of the Roxy
in a questionnaire conducted by the

big movie house during the last two
weeks to get reactions with regard
to stage shows. Through the me-
dium of voting machines placed in

the lobby and rotunda by Manager
Charles Griswold, 12,972 patrons

registered their votes on seven ques-

tions regarding the stage presenta-
(Conlinucd on Page 2)

SEIDER-CflSMELER

PLAN CIRC1£EXPANSI0N

Expansion into Connecticut and
Westchester County, particularly

the former territory, is planned by
Prudential & Playhouse Operating
Co., conducted by Joseph Seider,

Charles Casey and Irwin Wheeler.

The circuit, which now operates 36

houses, already has two in Connec-
ticut, these being at Darien and
New Canaan.

J. E. Simpson Heads
New Virginia Company

Portsmouth, Va.—A new corpora-

tion known as the Portsmouth
Amusement Co., Inc., with author-

ized maximum capital stock of $50,-

000, has been chartered to own and
operate theaters. J. E. Simpson of

Gastonia, N. C, is president. Simp-
son is a widely-known theatrical

promoter.

Labor Troubles Worry

Providence Theaters

Providence—Local labor troubles arc causing

alarm in many quarters, theater managers tear-

ing they will cause a drop in patronage if they

continue. The Capitol and Bijou have been

flooded with gas bombs. Samuel Bomcs, owner
of the Hollywood and Liberty, is experiencing

trouble in both houses.

$2 Premiere for "Union Depot" at Garden
World premiere of "Union Depot," First National picture starring Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr., will be a $2 affair at the Winter Garden on Jan. 14, it is announced by E. L.

Alperson, general sales manager for Warner-First National. Simultaneous with the

Broadway opening there will be trade showings throughout the country.

RegularPatronsMake Up
50 P. C. of Attendance

Former Indiana Exhib
Files $450,000 Suit

Indianapolis— Charging that it

was forced to sell the Ohio Thea-
ter in 1927 at a loss of $150,000
because of the "block booking sys-

tem," the Indianapolis Amusement
Co. has filed suit in Federal Court
for $450,000, triple damages,

(Continued on Page 8)

Slightly more than 50 per cent of

an average movie theater's attend-

ance is made up by x-egular patrons,

while of the remaining amount the

biggest number is attracted through
the medium of newspaper ads, it is

shown in a poll conducted by an
RKO circuit house. The theater

manager, handling a house in a fair-

sized town that is considered typi-
(.Continued on Page 8)

U Wins First Round in Title Fight

Universal has won a temporary
injunction to restrain Mindhyam
Theatrical Co. and Michael Mindlin
from "unfair competition" in ex-

ploiting "Life Without Soul" as the

"original version of 'Frankenstein.'

"

The order was granted by Justice

Churchill in the New York County
Supreme Court, who stated "It is

apparent that the only purpose of

the use of the word 'Frankenstein'

in the advertising, exploitation and
publicity of the defendant's motion

(Continued on Page 8)

Strong Comeback Staged
By British & Dominion

London — Net profit of 17,()0-1

pounds is reported by British & Do-
minions Film Corp. for the year

ending Oct. 31, in contrast with loss

of 48,742 pounds in the preceding

17 months.
With the increased earning ca-

pacity of the company, a financial

reorganization is planned and new
capital is expected to be issued

shortly.

Fox to Save Million a Year
Under New Studio Policies

New Reel Probably Will Be
Tied Up With Group

of Newspapers
Warner Bros, are understood to be

definitely planning to enter the news-
reel field. Whether an existing reel

will be acquired or one organized
has not as yet been determined, it

is repoi'ted. Expectations are that

a tieup will be made with a national

group of newspapers.

HERRILL WAIHADS

NEW PICTURE COMPANY

General Pictures, Inc., has been
organized with Merrill Waide as

president. Other officers are: Her-
bert C. McKay, vice-president;

Carl E. Anderson, treasurer; Har-
rison Osborne, general counsel, and
Sam Efrus, sales manager. Direc-

tors of the company are: Carl E.
Anderson, Chester Breining, Char-
les Hosford, James McConnochie,
Robert McConnochie, Harrison Os-
borne, T. W. Phillips, Jr., Florence
Vincent anr} Merrill Waide.
Headquarters, studio and labora-

(Continucd on Page 8)

David L. Segal Forms
New Philly Exchange

Philadelphia—David L. Segal, who
recently withdrew from the Reliable

Film Exchange, has organized the

Premiere Pictures Corp. to distribute

all Talking Picture Epics product in

the Philadelphia and Washington
territories.

M. A. Lightman to Speak
At Carolina Meeting

Charlotte—M. A. Lightman, M. P.

T. 0. A. president, has accepted an

invitation to speak at the annual

convention of the M. P. T. O. of

North and South Carolina here Jan.

18.

Hcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — With the consolida-

tion of Fox's producing activities at

Movietone City, reductions in pro-

duction time and costs that should

mean a $1,000,000 yearly saving arc

to be effected, according to officials

of the company. It is figured that
{Continued on Pagr 8)

Five Leading Film Stocks

Lost $265,788,183 in 31

Market value of five leading film stocks

dropped $265,788,183 in 1931. according to J

New York Timcj' cimpiljtion. The iisucj In-

volved .ire Warner BroJ.. fox. Paramount. Loew

and RKO The depreciation by these five i»-

suei, particularly in the cajc of Loew. ii

somewhat smaller than the loss suffered by the

.imuscmcnt list as a whole. Declines occurred

in eight months of 1931. with only |inu«ry.

February and October ihowing increases.
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TIBBETT MARRIES
Lawrence Tibbett, opera singer,

who has made several screen ap-
pearances, and Mrs. Jennie Mars-
ton Burgard of New York and Los
Angeles, were married New Year's
Day.

"EXPLORERS" FOR BOSTON
"Explorers of the World" opens

Jan. 18 at the Tremont, Boston, for
an indefinite engagement. Negotia-
tions are now pending for showings
in Washington and Chicago.

i.t

i.t New York
i.t 1540 Broadway
i} BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

p Eastman Films
j| J. E. Brulatour. Inc.
i.i

:.:

:.:

:.:

i.t

i.t

i.t

i.t

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumct 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLIywood4121

.•.•.•.•.....•...•.••••»*»»»***i-;
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The Broadway Parade
(Week of Jan. 1)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Mata Hari" M-G-M Capitol
"Ladies of the Big House" Paramount Paramount
"Dt.icious" (2nd week) Fox Roxy
"Woman from Monte Carlo" First National. ... Strand
"Strictly Dishonorable"'* Universal Mayfair
"Big Shot" RKO Pathe Broadway

SECOND RUNS
"Frankenstein" (5th week)** Universal Cameo
"Safe in Hell" First National Warner

EXTENDED RUNS
"Tonight or Never" (3rd week) United Artists Rialto
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" Paramount Rivoli
"Explorers of the World" (4th week) . . . .Raspin Criterion
"Manhattan Parade" (2nd week) Warner Bros Winter Garden

$2 RUNS
"Arrowsmith" (5th week) United Artists Gaiety
"Hell Divers" (2nd week) M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Secrets of the Orient" Ufa Europa
"Zwei Menschen" (2nd week) Capitol Film Ex Little Carnegie
"Der Kleine Seitensprung" Ufa Cosmopolitan
"Die vom Rummelplatz" Capitol Film Ex Fifth Ave. Playhouse

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Union Depot" (Jan. 14) First National Winter Garden

* Previously had $2 run at Criterion.

**Including first run at Mayfair.

Big Preference for 'Names

'

Shown by Audiences at Roxy
(Continued from Page 1)

tion. A new series of queries, per-
taining solely to the motion picture
presentation will be placed in the
machine Friday. These questions

will be compiled by Griswold in co-
operation with The Film Daily.
Results of the vote already taken
are as follows:

Do you prefer the classical music of the old masters?
Do you favor the popular music of the present-day composers?
Do you want stage shows of the spectacle type with great masses of

people on the stage ?

Do you prefer stage shows of the divertiss,ement type—that is to say,
shows in several different scenes, more or less connected?

Do you favor novelty acts, such as acrobats, dancers, jugglers, etc., either
working as separate units or in conjunction with the show?

Do you want an entirely different type of show, possibly built around a
good dance orchestra on the stage ?

Do you prefer well known stage, radio and movie stars on the stage?..

YES
7,224
5,512

NO
2,346
3,353

4,789 4,074

5,048 3,660

3,971 5,277

4,647
6,903

3,945
2,524

CHL LIKES "DELICIOUS"

Chicago—After a week at the Chi-
cago, Fox's "Delicious" has moved
to the Oriental for a continuance of
its Loop run.

SEIDEN'S ITALIAN FILM
Joseph Seiden, president of Judea

Films, is entering a new foreign
field and is producing an Italian

talking picture, "The Little Mother."
William Mancuso is handling the
sales end and Sam Rosen is in charge
of production.

JOHN R. CRAIG DIES
Indianapolis — John R. Craig,

whose various corporations erected
film buildings in Philadelphia, Pitts-
burgh, Cincinnati and Indianapolis,
died last Thursday morning in St.

Vincent's Hospital here. He was
widely known in film circles.

PROVIDENCE UNION ELECTS
Providence — Abe E. Kroll was

elected president of Local 23 of the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees at the annual elec-

tion. Others chosen are: vice presi-

dent, Joseph Ortiz; recording
secretary, Joseph Prew; treasurer,
Henry Cameron; business agent.
Edward Keneally. Prew and Fred
Newcomb were elected to attend the
international and district conven-
tions.

W. S. HUBBELL DIES
Rochester, N. Y.—Walter S. Hub-

bell, vice-president of Eastman Ko-
dak and prominent attorney, died
New Year's Eve at his home here.
He was 81 years old.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ralei

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

723-7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRVANT S-80ST

Experienced slide and film
salesmen can double present
earnings with outstanding pro-
ducing company of all talking
local merchants ad reel. Best
theatres now using service.
Only able men with records
need apply. Write Industrial
Talking Picture Company, 607
American Building, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Jan. 5
: Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-

stein, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 7. Warner-First National District
Managers' Meeting, New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte.
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washine-
ton, D. C.

BUYS "RAIN" DIALOG
Joseph M. Schenck has purchased

the dialogue rights to "Rain," which
United Artists released several
years ago silently under title of
"Sadie Thompson," starring Gloria
Swanson.

WEED BACK IN DAYTON
Dayton, 0.—James L. Weed, who

supervised erection of the local
Keith vaudeville house in 1921 and
remained with it as manager until
1930, has returned as managing di-
rector. Russell Beach remains as
house manager.

HOWSON TO SPEAK
Albert Howson of Warner Bros.

has accepted an invitation to address
the Alabamians Club in New York
at their annual meeting which will
take place at the Hotel Astor on
Jan. 12. Howson will speak on the
"better picture movement," in which
the club is particularly interested.

whatwas the aw-
ful thing in their
past that haunted
their happiness

MICHAEL
and MARY

(Their Secret

ASK UNIVERSAL



Rapturous Romance! Swift,

exciting action! Terrific sus-

pense! Stark Reality! All, and

more in this intensely tlra-

matic story. Just the kind of

entertainment your patrons

are searching for.

u,ith SYLVIA SIDiXKY
Gene Rayiiiond—Wynne Cpihsi^n

The screen's finest cinolioiial actress — her popuhirily is

growing in leaps and hounds— Sylvia Sidney! Nothing she

has ever done can compare nilh iier performance as the

girl who found no risk loo dangerous if it meant happin<>ss

for her man. Adapte<l hy Louis Weitzenkorn from an orig-

inal hy Ernest Booth. Directed hy Marion Gering.

P A R A M O IJ N
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Y-SIX years of

reliability . . . twenty-six

years capped this year by

the best box-office hits any

one company has made in

all that long period of time.

^^=Not merely a sentimental

celebration to show your

.\i//30od will but a business

^.^celebration to show your

^^ift wise showmanship and sense

x^'^/of box-office values.
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FIREWORKS!!
February in Celebrating

ANNIVERSARY JUBILEE!
Play As Many of These Pictures As You
Can Book During January and February!

MOTHER'S
MILLIONS

RECKLESS
LIVING

STRICTLY
DISHONORABLE

WATERLOO
BRIDGE

LASCA OF THE
RIO GRANDE

LAW and
ORDER

EAST OF
BORNEO

A HOUSE
DIVIDED

MURDERS in the
RUE MORGUE

HOMICIDE
SQUAD

SPIRIT OF
NOTRE DAME

FRANKENSTEIN

. .^

HEAVEN
ON EARTH

The
UNEXPECTED

FATHER

•..-.>•

^>

-^^zr
'/

.^

MICHAEL
and MARY

SPEED CRAZY
(Temporary Title)

NICE WOMEN
i
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

e

New Incorporations

The Stars Are

Still on Top

'T'HE past year has proven

conclusively that any at-

tempt to kill the "Star System"
would only mean disaster. When
talking pictures first came into

being the consensus of opinion

was that the day of the stars

was over; that it was only

necessary to procure a good

story, secure a good supporting

cast, and the box office registers

would click merrily on. The fal-

lacy of these predictions were
never so fully proven as during

the past year. Never during the

history of the industry have
pictures filled with star names
proven more than ever their ac-

tual box office values. I would
cite for example the case of

"Susan Lenox" starring Greta
Garbo and Clark Gable, who
equalled or broke the box office

records of the Capitol theater.

New York City, by grossing
nearly $100,000 in their first

week, which perhaps is the larg-

est week or nearly so. since the
Capitol theater has been open,
which extends back many, many
years; and to the astonishment
of all, having been held over a
second week rolled up a total

of $75,000 for its second week.
A grand total of $175,000 in

two weeks, and in a year which
has been harped unon as "the
year of depression." I could cite

manv other box office records
established this year by "good"
pictures, which proves conclu-
sively to me that if you provide
the right kind of picture for the
screen, the nublic has the money
to spend for good entertain-
ment, but grows more discern-
ing every year by reading of
the great number of photoplay
magazines to be found on the
news-stand. But, give them
what they want and you can
smile broadly at the lines in
front of your theaters.

—Frank D. Drew,
Associated Publications

NEW YORK CHARTER
Rex Theater, theatrical enterprises ; C. H.

KrifTcr. 66 Court .St.. Brooklyn, N Y
$10,000.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Oscar Schmidt-International Corp., Jersey

City, manuf.icture talkinR machines, pipe or-
gans and other musical instruments ; Charles
H. Blohm, Jersey City. $250,000 pf., and I

2,000 shares common.
I

AIDNGJ^IALTP
Jill

NEW VOPK. IDS ANGELES

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that the Best Party of the dying year was thrown
by Felix Feist on New Year's eve at the Emgeem home ossif

with a modernistic barroom giving an idea
how the New Year of the Future will be celebrated
with sound pix projected back of the bar funny slides,

kidding all the Emgeem officials some gorgeous lighting
effects favors to guests Cab Calloway's orches-
tra dispensing hot jazz and all the Big Shots of the
Industry dropping in and sometimes passing out
altogether a Swell Shindig and a marvellous Tribute
to the personal popularity of Mister Feist who never
forgets his friends yezzir, the party was handled in a
Big Way with Billy Ferguson having promoted EVERY-
THING free, gratis and for nothin' in his accustomed
Scotch manner and mebbe we personally didn't ketch
'ell for comin' home several hours late oh, well, it was
Worth It

• • • THAT Arnold Van Leer, publicity blurber for the
Palace, made two trips around the world before he was 20

and spent 12 years of his young life with Morris Gest
which gives him that certain Artistic Russian embon-

point, so to speak

• • • THAT Fox Films has made a great compilation of
old library shots showing a chronological history of the
Motion Picture from the earliest days covering all the
highlights and milestones in the Progress of the Films
and it was a delight to see once more old classics we had for-

gotten such as Mary Pickford in "The Sultan's Garden"
with King Baggott and Owen Moore rescuing her.

Chaplin in a forgotten Keystone of 1913 vintage
Norma Talmadge in a 1912 opus and Sarah Bernhardt
in scenes from "Queen Elizabeth," the first big feature ever
made

•(• V '( !•

• • • THAT we were readin' in Phil Joonior's story book
the story of the shepherd boy who cried "Wolf!" just
to kid the other shepherds when there was no wolf and
it reminded us of the Film Biz that has been ballyhooing Ex-
travagant Star Salaries, Costly Theaters, Million Dollar Pro-
ductions and now the Wolves are preparing to swoop
down on the Film Biz in the form of State and Federal
theater taxes so all the Shepherd Boys of the industry
are yelling "Wolf!" and can you blame the Legislators
if they think the Boys are just kidding?

• • • THAT if Fox Films did nothing else in 1931
they can be proud of developing the sweetheart team of James
Dunn and Sally Eilers for in their latest. "Dance Team,"
they are a joy to behold for they breathe Romance,
Young Love, Hope, Desire, Ideals and Dreams all those
things that appeal to the Sentimental Heart of a nation
and make 'em flock to the box office and it is such pix

with such wholesome appeal that will form the
backbone of the show biz for the coming year and every
producer should develop at least one team of Young Lovers

• • • THAT an exploitation man of our acquaintance asked
a fond father for his daughter's hand but first inquired
of dad if there had been any Insanity in his family and
dad sez "No—and there AIN'T gonna be any, either!"

as he ushered him to the door

Monday, January 4, 1932
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
"Continuity Contest"

for "Modern Age"

pOR the five days in advance of

opening of "This Modern
Age" at the R-K-0 Orpheum in

Spokane, Washington, a "Con-
tinuity Contest" was featured
over radio station KHQ. Each
day part of the synopsis was
broadcast and the radio audience
was invited to transcribe it on
paper. Tickets were offered

daily by Walter Finney, theater
manager, for tne nearest cor-

rect compositions. On opening
day, a Saturday, a street car
was used for ballyhoo purposes.
Windows were covered with
"heads" of Joan Crawford and
with catch-line publicity matter.
Car-length banners were also

displayed. This was the first

time the traction company had
ever permitted this sort of pro-
motion.—Orpheum, Spokane, Wash.

Tied-in with

Radio Hour
CINCE the local station broad-

cast organ music from the
State, Altoona, Pa., regularly,
it was possible to arrange for
five ten-minute periods of an-
nouncements of "The Sin of
Madelon Claudet," which was
playing at that Theater. Also,
J. Maloy, theater manager, tied-

upwith the Gable Company,
whenever they were on the air,

whereby they offered five free
tickets daily to people whose
names, taken from a directory,
were mentioned over the air
every day. This contest ran for
six days and proved very suc-
cessful.

—State, Altoona, Pa.

%J& S^*i^i^§^,

MANY LJAPPY RETURNS;

Jan. 4
Sam Dembow Isaac Blumenthal

Edith Jaeger
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

\By RALPH WILKm

HOLLYWOOD
ATACK SENNETT, having just

completed two new comedies
and placed another in production, an-

nounces that activity will continue
without a pause to meet Education-
al's release schedule of Bennett's

current season's program.
« « «

"Heavens, My Husband!" is the

Mack Sennett-Andy Clyde comedy
just finished. Supporting the star in

this comedy are Dorothy Granger,
Allan Lane, Bud Jamison and
George Bryson.

* * *

Arthur Stone is featured in the
other comedy just completed. Orig-
inally titled "The Dunking Detec-
tive," it is now called "Lady, Please."
In the supporting cast are Helen
Mann, Ethel LeBlanche, Anna Her-
nandez, Walter Long, Dorothy Gran-
ger, Bud Jamison, John De Weese,
Bobby Dunn and George Gray.

* *

Del Lord, who directed "Lady,
Please," is now working on a new
comedy, as yet untitled, which also

features Arthur Stone, with Lee
Kinney, Wade Boteler, Dorothy
Granger, Patsy O'Leary, Joe Young,
Bobby Dunn and others in the cast.

* *

"Chic" Sale, whose new Warner
starring vehicle, "Old Man Minick,"
has just been completed, will next
be presented in "Competition," based
on an original story by Carl Erick-
son.

* * *

Aileen Carlyle and William, Scott
have been added to the cast of Tif-

fany's "Hotel Continental," which
was placed in production last week
under the direction of Christy Ca-
banne. The complete cast now in-

cludes Peggy Shannon, Theodore

what was the
shame their
sealed lips con-
cealed

MICHAEL
iSk MARY

Their Secret)

ASK UNIVERSAL

von Eltz, J. Farrell Macdonald,
Henry B. Walthall, Ethel Clayton,
Rockliffe Fellowes, Alan Mowbray,
Bert Roach, and the two new addi-
tions.

* * *

Dorothy Burgess has replaced
Joyce Compton in the cast of the
Warner picture co-featuring Loretta
Young and Winnie Lightner, which
started production last Monday.
This picture, announced under the
title "Eight to Five," has been re-
christened "Love on a Budget." Nor-
man Foster has the leading mascu-
line role.

* * *

"The Goldfish Bowl" is in produc-
tion at First National with Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., as star. Late addi-
tions to complete the cast included
Oscar Apfel, Terrance Kay, David
Landau, J. Carroll Naish, Harold
Minjer, Claire McDowell, Louise
Beavers and Ivan Linou. Those an-
nounced earlier were Mary Brian,
Lilian Bond, Emma Dunn and Wal-
ter Catlett.

* + *

Rosea Ates played a stuttering
Santa Claus to 85 poor families. The
comedian, noted for his stop and go
form of speech, hired a one-ton
truck and chauffeur and delivered
Christmas cheer, big baskets of food
and turkeys, to destitute Los An-
geles families. Ates played Santa
straight.

* * *

Arthur Pierson, recently signed to

a Paramount contract as a result of

his work on Broadway in "Remote
Control," has joined the all-star cast

of "The Miracle Man," which Nor-
man McLeod is directing. Pierson,

who saw much service in stock com-
panies in various cities before sign-

ing a film contract, recently finished

his initial screen part in "No One
Man," which Lloyd Corrigan di-

rected.
^e ^ :f:

Our Passing Show: Edwin Justus

Mayer, Stanley Smith, Paul Snell at

"Lysistrata"; George Archainbaud
and Richard Dix chatting at RKO.

* « *

Al Christie has completed his

newest comedy, starring Harry Bar-

ris, originally titled "You Rascal,

You," but now changed to "You
Rascal." Barris, who wTote "I Sur-

render, Dear," introduces several of

his most appealing compositions.
St; * *

Bob Custer's third Big 4 Western,

"Mark the Spur," has been com-

pleted and is in the cutting room.

Lillian Rich appears opposite Cus-

ter, and Franklin Farnum, George

Chcsebro and others are in support.

* • *

George Raft was signed last week

to enact a leading role in Para-

mount's "Dancers in the Dark," fea-

turing Miriam Hopkins, Jack Oakie

and Eugene Pallctte.

Film Daily • •

Annually • • •

Meets the Faith

Reposed in it •

By a great • •

Industry • • • •

By publishing •

Each January •

A Bigger • • •

And Better • •

STANDARD

Reference Book

of Motion Pictures

1932 EDITION

OUT IN JANUARY

14th EDITION

1200 PACES
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CUT IN PRODUCTION TIME

& COSTS PLANNED BY FOX

{Continued from Page 1)

the time required for preparing

stories and equipment for filming a

picture will be cut at least 25 per

cent, while the time for actual pro-

duction will be cut about 12j4 per

cent. Under the unit plan being

placed in full swing with the re-

moval to Movietone City, each of

the four companies to be kept con-

stantly in work, turning out pictures

at the rate of one a week, will have

an individual accountant keeping

complete records of all time and

money spent in the production. Any
time lost or the occurrence of any

unnecessary expense will be brought

immediately to the attention of the

production manager.

Merrill Waide Heads

New Picture Company
(Continued from Page 1)

tory of the concern are located at 43

Vernon Boulevard, Long Island City.

Sales and scenario departments are

at 45 West 45th St. Affiliated with

General Pictures are: Natural-color,

Inc., Opticolor Corp., and McKay
Sound-on-Film, Inc.

Former Indiana Exhib

Files $450,000 Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

against 10 film companies. Edward
H. Bingham is president and Harry
E. Cohen is secretary of the plain-

tiff firm, which is now inoperative.

UNIVERSAL RELEASES
"Law and Order," with Walter

Huston, will be released Feb. 7 by

Universal. The company also has

set Feb. 8 for release of the adven-

ture "Detective Lloyd" serial picture,

"The Poison Dart," while a Slim

Summerville comedy, "Sea Soldiers'

Sweeties," will be released Feb. 10.

AGFA COLOR FILM
Binghamton, N. Y.—Development

of a new film which makes color

photography possible without the

use of filters is announced by the

Agfa Ansco Laboratories. The film

has three distinct sensitized sur-

faces and requires three times the

normal exposure for an ordinary

black and white negative.

Not So Bad
Cash dividend declarations by 3,799

corporations in the U. S. during 1931
amounted to $4,347,565,108, compared
with $4,982,668,635 by 3,194 companies
in 1930 and $4,488,465,736 by 2,301
companies in 1929.
And despite all you hear about "these

times," in the last quarter of 1931 the
number of United States Steel stock-
holders showed an increase of 7,719.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Wilmington, Del.—Warner Bros.,

through the Stanley Co. of America,
has taken over the Aldine from the

Wilmington Theater Corp.

Philadelphia — Fred Cassin has

been transferred from Lancaster to

manage the Model.

Kensington, Pa. — Construction

has been resumed on the Midway
which was held up by financial dif-

ficulties. Warner Bros, will operate

the house.

W. Duluth, Minn.—Operators at

the Doric, owned by J. B. Clinton,

have been on strike since Dec. 18.

Operators have been holding out for

two men in the booth.

Fargo, N. D.—E. P. and H. C.

Aamount will build a 400-seat the-

ater to be opened in March.

Aberdeen, S. D.—Mr. and Mrs,
Maas have closed the Princess and
are now operating the remodeled
Majestic. The house seats 400.

Belle Plaine, Minn.—The State
was recently taken over by J. E.
Jensen.

Murdock, Minn.—The Rialto was
recently reopened.

Fairmount, N. D.—D. R. Wether-
bee has taken over the State.

Velda, N. D.—The Iris has been
taken over by R. A. Senechal.

Minneapolis — Oscar Woempner
opened the 500-seat Chateau on
Christmas Day.

Rio, Wis.—James P. Frank re-

cently took over the Purtell from
James Purtell.

New Lisbon, Wis.—C. F. Miller
is now operating the Home.

East Troy, Wis.—The Grand has
been purchased by C. J. Voight.

West Chester, Pa.—The Garden
was recently taken over by Dave
Milgrim.

Houston, Mo.—The Melba is now
under the management of Carl Mor-
rison, who purchased the theater
from Mary McCaskill.

Cairo, HI. — The Rees has re-

opened.
Topeka — The Fox Jayhawk has

eliminated vaudeville because the
musicians' union demanded an eight-
piece orchestra instead of the six-

man orchestra which the manage-
ment deemed sufficient.

LANDERS, LEWIS SWITCH
Dallas — James Landers, once

house manager of the Palace, has
moved from his more recent sta-

tion in San Antonio to become resi-

dential manager of the Old Mill

here.

William Lewis, Old Mill manager
for the last two years, will succeed
Landers at the Aztec in San An-

$4,137 IN ST. LOUIS
St. Louis—The Citizens Commit-

tee on Relief and Employment has

received a check for $4,137.65, rep-
resenting the proceeds of benefit

shows.

CO-OP SHOWS BY UNIONS
Atlanta — The Hurt interests,

owner of the Atlanta, have turned
the house, which has been idle for
a number of years, over to the stage
employees and musicians' unions for
cooperative shows, proceeds from
which will be divided among unem-
ployed members of the two organ-
izations.

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
,By HARRY N. BLAIRi

JyfURRAY ROTH, director-in-chief

at the Warner Vitaphone studio
has been in every conference with
his staff of writers going over the
script now being whipped into final

shape for a two-reel "Big Star"
comedy in which Benny Rubin will

be featured. Glenn Lambert, re-

sponsible for many of the better
Vitaphone stories, and Herman
Ruby have been delegated to write
the finished scenario.

•

Rita Lan, a beautiful 22-
year-old Russian emigre, makes
her first appearance before
American movie audiences at
the Strand theater in "The
Symphony Murder Mystery,"
latest of the Vitaphone two-reel

S. S. Van Dine murder 7nys-
teries. Miss Lan has previously
appeared in British Interna-
tional features and is said to

have a great following in
Europe, especially Germany.

•

Stuart Walker, Paramount direc-
tor, was general stage manager for
David Belasco at the time "A Good
Little Devil," was produced with
Mary Pickford featured and Lillian
Gish in a supporting role.

•

Burnet Hershey has completed the
script for "Believe It or Not," No. 6
with Robert Ripley, and is now bus-
ily at work doing the adaptation and
dialogue for the next S. S. Van Dine
two-reeler.

Monday, January 4, 1932

RECULARPATRONS MAKEUP

50 P. C. OF ATTENDANCE

{.Continued from Page 1)

cal of the circuit as a whole, se-

lected a holiday week for his survey
because during that period the num-
ber of non-regular patrons is usually
greater. By offering the incentive
of a souvenir—a calendar, which in-

cidentally served as a clever per-
petual reminder for the entire year
—about 50 per cent of the week's
audience was induced to fill out
cards. Out of 13,261 replies, 6,842
indicated they were regulars. Of
the others, the media that attracted
them were given as follows:
Newspaper Ads 2,011
Radio Announcement .... 1,164
Newspaper Reviews .... 1,135

Billboards 962
Word of Mouth 632
Lobby Display 313
Just Dropped In 202

U. Wins First Round
In Fight Over Title

(Continued from Page 1)

picture, 'Life Without Soul' or 'Body
Without Soul' would be to confuse
and mislead the public."

Herrington Urges Exhibs
To Protest Against Tax

A letter urging exhibitors to reg-

ister immediate protest with their

congressmen against the proposed
10 per cent ticket tax has been sent

by Fred J. Herrington, secretary of

the M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania, to members of the organiza-

tion. The theater men are advised

to also ask their congressmen to vote

for the Allied amendments to the

copyright bill.

JAYNES IN 'FRISCO
San Francisco—R. 0. Jaynes, Big

4 contact man who has been visit-

ing the All- Star Features Distribu-

tors, Inc., here, will begin his east

ward swing within the next week.

COMMAND PERFORMANCE
London—The Duke of Connaught

commanded a special performance of

George Arliss's "Alexander Hamil-
ton" at the Radway, Sidmouth, for

a Boxing Day matinee.

NEW ELECTRICAL CODE
Louisville—A new electrical code

is proposed here which proscribes
the materials, equipment and its

manner of installation in theaters,
with a view to eliminating fire haz-
ards. The code is now in committee
for decision.

The Vicious Circle

When someone stops advertising,

Someone stops buying!
When someone stops buying,
Someone stops selling!

When someone stops selling

Someone stops making!
When someone stops making
Someone stops earning!

When someone stops earning,

Someone stops eating.

KEEP GOING!!
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Amusements Among First Slated for Tax Hearing

SHOWMAMONTROL URGEIAS NEED TOJeCOVERY

Joseph I. Schnitzcr Assuming New Post in RKO
Entertainment
. . . and other things

== By Jack Alicoate =^=
When a Notre

Those Who Dame player
Fumble fumbled, the

coach would pre-
sent the offender with a foot-

ball with irrevocable instruc-
tions to carry it everywhere,
even to bed, for the ensuing
week. There's been fumbling
plenty, right in our own back
yard, during the past year. To
those who have muffled 'em,
both in production and exhibi-
tion, we suggest the good old
Rockne cure. The industry is

built on one word—ENTERTAIN-
MENT. It has but one thing to sell

—ENTERTAINMENT. It rises or
falls on one platform—ENTER-
TAINMENT. Every executive in

the industry should keep constantly
before him in bold spread-eagle
type the word ENTERTAINMENT.
The thought should constantly be
carried with him. The destiny of
himself, his company and his indus-
try revolves around one word

—

ENTERTAINMENT.

Col. H. A. Cole from
Dark 'way down Texas way,
Houses where men are men and

Broadway columnists are
not yet classified, said a recent
mouthful on tax matters. In as

much as the genial Colonel is presi-

dent of the Allied Unit in his terri-

tory and not given to undue talk

or exaggeration, his observation on
this admission tax thing is doubly
sigfnificant. He says: "Half of the
theaters in Texas will have to close

their doors if Secretary Mellon's
proposal to extend the 10 per cent
admission tax on all tickets over
10 cents is enacted." And that could
not exactly be construed as a bull

argument for either the State of

Texas, the motion picture industry,

or the future of the Hoover tax
program.

Hiram S. Brown Retaining
Radio Pictures Exec.

for New Duties
Contrary to reports that Joseph

I. Schnitzer is leaving RKO, Hiram
S. Brown has definitely decided to re-

tain Schnitzer, assigning him to a

responsible executive position, The
Film Daily learns from a high ex-

ecutive of the company. J. H. Turner,
assistant to Brown, also reported to

have resigned, denied last night to

Film Daily that he is leaving RKO.

Tunney in Optimism Film
Cene Tunney, ex-hcavyweight champ,

who made some screen appearances in

the silent days, will be teatured in a

picture entitled "Strong-Hearted Men,"
to be produced by Educational at the

Audio Cinema Studio in New York for

Ray Graham, president of the Graham-
Paige Motors Co. The film will show
how America emerged successfully from
five great depressions. Story is by
Mike Simmons and music by George
Olsen. B. K. Blake is directing, with
Frank Zukor on the camera work.

NO WHOLESALE SELLING

BY PyBLIUflYS KftTZ

There will be no wholesale selling

of Publix theaters, Sam Katz told

The Film Daily. Program of the

circuit, in many instances, has been

to effect partnerships and assign to

these companies certain houses in

adjacent locations, he pointed out.

THEATER TAX BOOMERANG

WORRIESfUROPEAN GOVTS.

Holding it up as a warning against
.xing of movie admissions in this

ouncry, Fanchon Simon of the Fan-
hon & Marco organization, return-

ing from a visit to foreign capitals,

eports that the forced closing of

nany theaters abroad, due to taxes

which they cannot bear, is causing
{Continued on Page 4)

Wall St. Survey Blames
Costly Spectacles

Above Salaries
Proper financial control which at

the same time would give free hand
to the "show people" who know
amusement values should result in

the gradual recovery of the large
earning power of the film industry,

says the "Wall Street Journal" in a
resume of motion picture situation.

"One fundamental feature of the in-

dustry is that it is subject to the
i Continued on Pane 4)

Leon Schlesinger Heads
New Recording Service

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Leon Schlesinger,

president and general manager of

Pacific Title & Art Studios, has

formed Pacific Sound Track Service

Co. in association with Bernard

Brown, formerly of the Warner tech-

nical department, and Norman Spen-

cer, for 1.5 years engaged in com-

posing music and lately in scoring
(Continued on Page 4)

Martin Beck To Supervise

RKO Palace in New York
Complete supervision of the RKO

Palace has been assigned to Martin
Beck by Hiram S. Brown. Beck with

Elmer Rogers, manager, will be re-

sponsible for the operation of the

house. Beck will discontinue long-

run shows, with the result that the

Four Marx Brothers move to the

Albee on Saturday. Arnold Van Leer

is now handling advertising and pub-

licity for the RKO Mayfair and

Albee, Brooklyn.

KEOUGH SUCCEEDS LUDVIGH

AS PARAMOUNT COUNSEL

Austin Keough, for years identi-

fied with the Paramount legal de-

partment, has succeeded Elek John
Ludvigh as general counsel of the

organization. Ludvigh, who has re-

signed, had been with the company
since the Famous Players-Lasky
days. Whether or not Keough will

succeed Ludvigh as secretary of the

company is not definitely known.
Arthur Israel takes over Keough's
former duties.

Film Industry Among Groups
Assured Hearing on Tax Bill

Quit Michigan Co-op

Over M-C-M Product

Detroit—Because of M-G-Ms refusal to sell

product through the Co-operative Booking

Corp several exhibitors have resigned from

the organization in order to buy Metro pic-

tures.

Hashinijton Bureau ol THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Representatives of

amusements, along with automobile

and tobacco interests, thus far have

made the greater number of re-

quests for hearings on the nevv

taxes proposed by Andrew W. Mel-

lon, and it is likely that show busi-

(iontinurd on Paqr 4)

Skouras-Schine Deal
Definitely Completed

Skouras Bros, have definitely

closed with Fox for practically all

of its former Schine houses in up-

state New York. Approximately 30

theaters are involved in the deal,

which gives Skouras the status of

operator of the circuit with Fox. it

is understood, still owning the

properties.

Dark Houses in Texas

Mount to 37 Per Cent

Dallai— Out of 945 theaters in Texas, 352,

or 37''4 per cent, arc now dark, it is shown In

the Annual Almanac compiled by Don C DougUs

of the Film Board of Trade The 593 theatfn

open is the lowest number since the flu tpl-

demlc of 1919. Five silent houses in the state

are operating.
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WORKMAN RE-ELECTED
Minneapolis — W. H. Workman,

local M-G-M exchange manager, has
been re-elected for his third term
as president of the Film Board of

Trade here. Mike Frisch was elected

vice-president, succeeding Harold B.

Johnson, and the board of directors

will also include Joe Garrison and
Joe Lorenz.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940
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Eastman Films
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J. E. Brulatour. Inc. W
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Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd
HOLlywood 4121

What the Tax Did to South Carolina
An example of the ruinous effect of a national tax on theater admissions, as

proposed to Congress, is illustrated by what happened in South Carolina, said C. C.

Pettijohn of the Hays office yesterday. When a state measure of this kind was
enacted in 1919, 215 theaters were operating in the state, he said, as compared with
94 at the present time.

Paramount Extending
$4,000,000 Payment

Another payment of about $4,000,-

000, due March 1 in accordance with
stock repurchase agreements, will

probably be taken care of by Para-
mount on the same installment
method as employed in connection
with the $2,550,000 due Jan. 2. The
company closed the year with $8,-

500,000 bank loans, instead of more
than $10,000,000 as was anticipated,
indicating that current obligations
were handled out of income despite
poor business. In the past two
weeks, receipts are reported to have
turned upward.

KENDELL ON TOUR
Robert Lothar Kendell, president

"nd chief engineer of Kendell &
Dasseville, Inc., accompanied by J.

M. C. Hampshire, general supervisor
of service, has left on a brief tour
of inspection of the midwest Ken-
dell offices. The first stop is Chi-
cago, and other cities to be included
are Detroit, Milwaukee, Indianapolis
and Cincinnati.
Kendell recently returned from up-

state New York, which territory is

handled by Fred A. Rice. Through
his efforts a sales and service unit
has been established, the latter be-
ing a subsidiary of Wright Brothers
Electric Corp. in Warsaw.

RUBIN STARTS VITA. SHORT
Benny Rubin started work yes-

terday in "The Perfect Suitor," two-
reel comedy, at the Brooklyn Vita-
phone studio. In his supporting cast
lined up by Sam Sax are Warren
Hymer, Katherine Proctor, Marjorie
Hines, James C. Morton, Maurice
Barrett and Henry Warwick. Alt
Goulding is directing from a story
by Herman Ruby.

COWLES BOOKING VIRGINIA
Atlanta—Albon C. Cowles, divi-

sional booker for Publix in Alabama,
Georgia, Florida and Tennessee,
hereafter will also supervise the
booking for his company in Vir-
ginia, it is announced.

RKO REPLIES TO SUIT
Baltimore—Reply to the J. Cook-

man Boyd suit was filed yesterday
by RKO through B. B. Kahane, vice-
president, who contended that the
refinancing plan rdopted at the re-
cent meeting was legal and properly
voted.

FRED HAMLIN IMROVED
Salt Lake City—Fred E. Hamlin,

district advertising director of Pub-
lix theaters, is out of the Dee Me-
morial Hospital, Ogden, where he
was laid up by a siege of pneumonia,
and is reported well on the way to
recovery.

Tower Productions, Inc.

Plans Eight Releases
Eight features are planned for re-

lease by Tower Productions, Inc.,

said Joseph Simmonds yesterday.
First of the series, "Discarded
Lovers," will be released Feb. 18.

The second story, "Shop Girl," which
E. Mason Hopper will direct, went
into production yesterday on the

Coast. The eight features will be
released at the rate of one every six

weeks.

WARNER MGRS. HEAD EAST
Among Warner - First National

district managers coming to New
York for the meeting at the Park
Central Hotel from Wednesday to

Saturday are B. N. Browner, Fred
Jack, Carl Lesserman, Ray Haines,
Robert Smeltzer and H. C. Paynter.
Edward Alperson, Andy Smith and
Grad Sears will preside. Addresses
also will be made by Charles Steele,

S. Charles Einfeld and Arthur
Sachson.

T. C. YOUNG FUNERAL
Funeral of Theodore C. Young,

executive in the Paramount Publix
real estate department, who was
found drowned in his car at Lido
Beach, L. I., will be held at 2 o'clock

this afternoon in the Church of the

Redeemer, North Pelham.

DENTIST USES MOVIES
Boston — Dr. L. J. Obrey, local

denist, is using motion pictures to

distract attention of patients when
pulling teeth. The pictures are pro-

jected on the ceiling.

NEXT FOR CRITERION
"The Man I Killed," with Nancy

Carroll, will follow "Explorers of

the World" at the Criterion. Raspin
Productions' lease on the house ex-

pires the middle of this month.

AD MAN TO ADDRESS AMPAS
Kenneth Collins, advertising man-

ager of Macy's, will be guest of

honor at the A.M.P.A. luncheon in

Sardi's tomorrow. He will speak on
merchandising pictures.

SCHLESINGER TO PHILLY
Cleveland — William A. Barron

now heads the Warner theater book-
ing department in northern Ohio
succeeding Leonard Schlesinger,

transferred to Philadelphia.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Real IN.^URANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein. Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 7. Warner-First National District
Managers' Meeting, New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n. Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte. N. C

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha. Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague. Czecho-
slovakia

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

DICK TALMADGE ILL ^
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Hot Rails," Richard

Talmadge production which was to
j

have started Dec. 28, has been held
up by Talmadge's illness.

RKO BOARD MEETING
RKO will hold a board of directors i

meeting tomorrow, when several
|

matters pertaining to executive per-

1

sonnel and theater operation will be
discussed.

GOLDHAMMER BACK IN N. W.
Minneapolis—L. E. Goldhammer,

formerly with Warners, is back here
considering several offers.

COMING & GOING

HENRY riNSBERO. vice president and
seneral manager of Hal Roach studios, leaves

for the coast today.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK. LEW^IS MILE-
STONE and JED HARRIS returned yester-

:,

day from Havana. ,

ED FINNEY is back from a week's vaca-

tion in Cuba.

whydid theyhave
to brave bigamy,
biaclcmail—even
murder

:?

MICHAEL
and MARY

(Their Secret

ASK UNIVERSAL



romantic—and shocking . . .

spine eiiilling-and heartrending

BOX
OFFICE

!

//

VAHYDE
A Rouben Mamoulian Production with

FREDRIC MARCH
MIRIAM HOPKIXS ROSE UOBART

An honored gentleman and a tender lover! A monster and

a fiend! Both the same man! Blood curdling chills and thrills; a

beautiful, touching love story; Fredric March turns in a performance that

will be remembered for years! . . . Miriam Hopkins shows sure-fire star

talent! . . . Rouben Mamoulian's direction and startling camera work click!

A box-office natural that'll dust off the S. R. O. sign!

[J»iClf01 UXTj
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AS NEED TO RECOVERY

(Continued from Page 1)

same vicissitudes as any other pro-

fessional amusement," the financial

publication adds. "The magnitude
of the industry's operations in the

last few years has somewhat ob-

scured this obvious fact, which al-

ways should be borne in mind."
Commenting on the relation of

high salaries to cost of pictures, the

survey states: "Extravagances have

been more in the production of un-

successful and expensive spectacles

than in overpayment of stars. Sal-

aries of stars always are based, in

the last analysis, on what the pub-

lic will pay to see them. Thus, if it

is found that movie income is to be

on a lower level, undoubtedly there

will be corresponding adjustments in

salaries. Producers check up closely

on the earning power of their stars.

It is not possible to reduce these

salaries unless the income from their

pictures declines correspondingly. It

is essential to pay these outstand-

ing actors a certain share of the in-

come of the film, since if one com-
pany refuses to do so, another will."

One of the chief current problems,
the article adds, is adjustment of

film amortization to the lower in-

come and the unfavorable foreign

exchange situation. Increase in in-

ventories over the past year also will

require some adjustments.

Leon Schlesinger Heads
New Recording Service

(Continued from Page 1)

of pictures. Schlesinger will be gen-
eral manager of the new company,
with Brown as head of the technical
department and Spencer heading the
musical end. The organization is

now in full operation.

HARVEY DAY A GRANDPA
Harvey (Educational) Day's jubi-

lation yesterday was due to the ar-

rival of a short subject that will

likely be titled Harvey Day 3rd.

REX LEASE RE-MARRYING
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Rex Lease and Esther

Muir, actress who is awaiting papers
dissolving her marriage to Busby
Berkely, dance director, have an-
nounced their engagement. This will

also be Lease's second marriage.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Central Film Corp., motion pictures; J.

J. Jacobs, 1440 Broadway, New York.
$10,000.

Movicbook Corp., publishing; A. Friedman.
270 Madison Ave.. New York. $10,000 pfd. ;

100 shares common.
DELAWARE CHARTERS

Seaboard Tlicaters. Inc.. WilniinKton, Del..
theaters and music halls; Corporation Trust
Co.. Drner Del. 2,000 shares common.

Multivix and Television Industries. Inc.,
Wilmington, Del., mercantile manufacturing
and trading': Corporation .Service Co., Wil-
ni n 'ton. Del. $10,000; 3.000 shares conmi.'n.
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PUILMDALY

M[\V VORK. IDS AI^GELES

• • • AS A GUIDE to what the upstate fans liked in the
way of pix the last year Chester Bahn has just com-
pleted his poll of the outstanding cinemas of 1931 for the Syra-
cuse Herald the Ten Best on this film editor's poll are
listed in the order of number of votes received "Cimarron"

"Bad Girl" "Skippy" "Street Scene" "The
Champ" "Free Soul" "Sin of Madelon Claudet"

"Five Star Final" "Trader Horn" "Smil-
ing Lieutenant"

*I* T* T* T*

• • • APPROXIMATELY 85 per cent of the fans partici-

pating in the poll voted for "Cimarron," the first choice
Emgeem takes the honors with their productions leading
pix with a war background were ignored and according to

this upstate consensus of opinion, filmusicals are good
when Chevalier appears in 'em his "Smiling Lieutenant"
copped this year and his "Love Parade" in 1930

• • • AN INTERESTING gent on the Universal lot is Karl
Freund, the Teuton who handled the remarkable Camera work
on "The Last Laugh," "Variety" and "Dracula" to name
just a few Karl has worked in all the European studes

he started in the biz when there were only two theayters
in Berlin he thinks the Hollerword pix use too much
dialogue and not enough suggestion not an original
though except, perhaps, that SOMEBODY in Holler-
word is beginning to see the light which everybody else
in the world outside of the cinema city has been saying for
months but speaking of Dialogue versus Suggestion

how is it possible, Karl, to get anybody in your town
to listen to an Outside Suggestion?

• • • OUR WEEKLY Laugh in his kolyum, Wal-
ter Winchell yesterday chides the editor of Ballyhoo for using
a cover illustration idea that had been submitted by an obscure
artist months before and razzes Mister Ross of the
New Yorker for a drawing that appeared in an old issue of the
Columbia Jester and right above these Razzes he runs
an Original Gag about Charlie Andress, the famous ole show-
man of Great Bend, Kansas, who is 82 his wife 27
and they're blessed eventing with a bouncing boy and
Walt's Original Gag is "Before Mr. Andress retired he
was a magician." and six weeks ago a friend of Charlie's
sent us the story and we ran it in this Kolyum on Nov.
24 now comes the Laugh We tacked on the Original
Gag of Walter's! people in glass houses shouldn't
throw Razzes

•!• •P T* ^

• • • WE ALWAYS endeavor to handle these delicate
problems of Original Jokes so that there'll be no kickback
f'rinstance, we received this yarn from Walter Huston's press-
agey who has Walter tell the story of a young reporter
who asked a returning honeymoon couple where they would
live "At the Old Manse," sez the bride and the
newspaper said "Mr. Hardup and his bride, the former
Miss Millions, have returned from their honeymoon. They
will live with the bride's father." we dimly recall grand-
dad laffin' hisself sick as he read that joke out loud from Har-
per's Bazaar as he dangled us on his knee but note the
difference in our technique we give CREDIT to Grand-
dad, Harper's Bazaar, the Pressagey and Walter Huston
and it's STILL a good story

* * * *

• • • AND ARE they proud! national headquar-
ters of American Legion has presented George Harvey and
Jack Level with gold Legion emblems in appreciation of their
publicity campaign on "Legion On Parade."

AMUSEMENTS AMONG FIRST

SLATED fOR TAX HEARING

(Continued from Page 1)

ness will be among the first to be
heard on the subject, it was in-
dicated at the reconvening of Con-
gress yesterday. Burt New, repre-
senting the Motion Picture Produc-
ers and Distributors of America,
and Frank W. Darling of the Na-
tional Association of Amusement
Parks already have been assured of
a hearing.

Theater Tax Boomerang
Worries European Govts.

(Continued from Page 1)
the governments grave concern.
"A German official admitted to me
in Berlin that the movies and the
slight dole alone stopped the unfor-
tunate masses from revolting," said
Fanchon. "The governments of all
the stricken countries look upon the
theater as a necessity, because of
the constant threat of revolution if
the people have only their troubles
to think about. That is why the
theater taxes, with their forced clos-
ing of the amusement places, is
worrying the governments. If our
Treasury officials could see what is
happening to the European theater
by virtue of these taxes, they would
never put a tax on theatrical ad-
missions."

A PLEASED AUTHOR
Sinclair Lewis is so pleased with

Samuel Goldwyn's picturization of
his novel, "Arrowsmith," that he has
seen it four times at the Astor, ac-
cording to United Artists. In a call
on Goldwyn before leaving for the
South yesterday, Lewis received a
personal plea from the producer to
consider the screen as a medium for
the stories that he writes in future,
to which the novelist replied that
such consideration would be inevit-
able.

« « « » » »

F. N. MARCH RELEASES
First National plans to release

"The Goldfish Bowl," starring Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr., and "So Big,"
Barbara Stanwyck vehicle, in March.

t^#^. ^*^^&S#

MANY PAPPY PETUUNS.

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DArLY to the
following members of the
Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Jan. 5
Alfred Coldreyer Edward Sutherland

Jack Ackroyd

i-2/
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Si Fabian Joining Fox Theaters in Executive Post

SCHNITZEThEADING sales -MARCUS ON^LIAISON

Court Denies Exfiib Right to Specify Place of Trial

.Rules Against Switching

Action to County
of Residence

Buffalo—A court decision of wide

importance has been handed down

by Supreme Court Justice Horton

here in ruling that motion by an

exhibitor to change the place of

trial of an action to the county of

his residence must be denied, and

the distributor's motion to retain

the place of trial in the county

where its exchange is located must

be granted if the convenience of

(Continued on Pai/e 8)

WILLIS KENT NEGOTIATING

RELEASE OF FIRST TWO

Willis Kent, who is producing 12

features, six Westerns and six

melodramas, is in New York from

the Coast to sell two of his com-

pleted productions, "The Drifter"

and "The Cheyenne Cyclone," to in-

dependent distributors. In the form-

er picture are William Farnum,
(Continued on Page 6)

"Ten Best" Vote Sets New Record
Reflecting the continually increasing interest throughout the country in the selection

of the "Ten Best Pictures," one of the annual features of THE FILM DAILY YEAR
BOOK, returns from the country's representative critics this year have already passed

the 1931 high mark of 333. With the usual last-minute arrivals still expected, the

final figure undoubtedly will top the previous record by a good margin.

MGMFinishes 6 Pictures;

Another 6 In Preparation

.»»
Colman in "Cynara

Goldwyn's First in '32

Samuel Goldwyn has acquired

"Cynara," current Broadway play

over which there has been consider-

able bidding by film companies, and
(Continued on Page 8)

'Variety' Sues Coast Daily

Over Alleged News Lifting

Plan Anti-Tax Trailer;

PettiJohn Opposed to It

Boston—The Master M. P. Bureau
is canvassing exhibitors in New
England in an effort to sell them

(Continued on Page 8)

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Six new M-G-M pro-

ductions are ready for release, with
five others now in production and
six scheduled to start by Feb. 1.

"A Family Affair" in which Robert
Montgomery was to be starred, has

(Continued on Page 6)

Half of Fox Film Lineup Completed

Marcus Will Divide Time
Between New York

and Coast
With the departure of Lee Marcus

yesterday for the coast following

his appointment by Hiram S. Brown

as liaison officer of Radio Pictures,

Joseph I. Schnitzer is understood to

be assuming the post of general

sales manager of the RKO organ-

ization. In his new post, Marcus

will divide his time between New
York and Hollywood. Frank

O'Heron, assistant treasurer, is no*
on the coast going over accounts

with a view to instituting further
(Continued on Page 8)

With 24 features completed and

Ax more in preparation or actual

production. Fox intends to deliver

all of the 48 features announced for

ts 1931-32 program, it was stated

at the company's headquarters yes-

terday. Pictures next on the schedule

are: "Silent Witness," "Disorderly

Conduct," "She Wanted a Million-

aire," "While Paris Sleeps," "After

Tomorrow," "Gay Bandit," "Busi-

(Continued on Page 6)

German Circuits Form
Protective Organization

Berlin—Four of the leading local

circuits, Brandt & Isenheim, Hein &
Kreisle, Lemke and Laupheimer,

and Starr, have formed a group for

protection of their interests. While

each circuit will maintain its inde-

pendence in management, a joint

^tock company has been instituted

with each of the circuits holding 25
(Continued on Page 6)

Fabian Assuming Executive Post

With Fox Theaters Organization

5 MILESTONE PICTURES

ON NEW U. A. PROGRAM

United Artists production plans

for 1932-33, as laid out up to the

present time, are understood to call

for five features made by Lewis

Milestone.

Warners Reinstate

Contract Department
Warner Bros, has reinstated its

contract department which was dis-

banded about two months ago. A.

H. Schwalbcrg has returned to the

company to resume charge of this

department, a position he held prior

to its disbanding.

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Variety" has filed suit in Los

Angeles for an injunction and $46,500 damages,

%lus cowt costs, against "Hollywood Daily

Reporter" on charges of news lifting. The
New York amusement weekly alleges that the

Wilkerson daily's correspondent in the east

fakes items from "Variety" when that paper

comes out each Tuesday and wires them to

the "Reporter," which is thereby enabled to

publish the stories several days before copjf)

of "Variety" reach the coast.

Grade A Indie Product

Assured Nat'l Release
Provided independent producers

make pictures for Class A houses

they stand a real chance of getting

a national release with big distribu-

ting companies, declared
_

WiHis

Kent, Coast indie producer, in New

York yesterday.

Si Fabian, former circuit operator

in New Jersey whose houses were

taken over by Warner Bros., is join-

ing Fox Theaters Corp. in an ex-

ecutive post, The Film Daily

learns. It is understood he will be

identified with the operation of the-

aters in the east.

"Hell's Angels' Suit

Charges Plagiarism

Charging that Hells Angels ' is a plagiarism

of J story he wrote for "Argosy M.»gaiinc,''

Richard Barry of Mamaroncck yesterday filed

suit in Federal Court against Howard Hughtt,

United Artists. Caddo. Marshall A. Ncilan and

lames Moncurc March to restrain further exhi-

bition of the picture. He alio iiks *n account*

ing and "suitable dama|ci,"
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FINANCIAL

Big Turnout of Names for Ampa Lunch
Turnout for the A.M.P.A. luncheon and advertising discussion at Sardi's

this noon will include the biggest array of the industry's advertising and

publicity lights that has foregathered in some time. Among those who have

definitely signified their intention of attending are Howard Dietz of M-C-M,
Hy Daab of RKO, Frank |. Wilstach of the Hays office, Cordon White of

Educational, C. S. Yorke of Fox, Oscor Doob of Loew's, Inc., Cliff Lewis of

Paramount, S. Charles Einfeld of Warner-First National, David Weshner of

Warner Theaters, Si Seadler of M-C-M, Michael L. Simmons of Sono Art-

World Wide, Arthur Mayer of Publix, R. H. Cochrane and P. 'D. Cochrane

of Universal, Terry Ramsaye and others, not forgetting the organization's

prexy, Edward Finney of United Artists. A heated discussion of motion picture

merchandising is the subject on the slate. Kenneth Collins, Macy's ad chief,

will be guest of honor.
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VAN LEER REWARDED
Upon the close of their seven-

week engagement at the RKO
Palace, Eddie Cantor and George
Jessel presented Arnold Van Leer,
house press agent, with a gold wrist
watch, supplementing their gift

with a letter to J. J. Hess, Van
Leer's chief, complimenting the p. a.

on the handling of their press mat-
ter and exploitation during the en-

^agement.

DUNN IN PERSON FOR ROXY
James Dunn will make a personal

ippearance at the Roxy the week
beginning Jan. 15 along with his

latest picture, "Dance Team," in

which he co-stars with Sally Eilers.

Reri, who appeared in "Tabu," will

be included in the stage bill.

Warner Bros, also have booked
Dunn for some personal dates.
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N. E. BECK TO FLORIDA
Birmingham — N. Edward Beck

has been transferred to West Palm
Beach by Publix to take over the
Beaux Arts theater for the winter
season. Ben Sims has been appoint-
ed assistant manager at the Ala-
bama.
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>.:

:.:

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
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Chicago
727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monxa
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JOE COOK FOR CAPITOL
Joe Cook, last seen in New York

in "Fine and Dandy," will make his

movie house personal appearance
debut at the Capitol following the
current engagement of "Mata Hari,"
it is announced by Louis K. Sidney,
production chief at the Broadway
house.

LISBON HOUSE REOPENS
Lisbon, 0.—The New Grand, re-

cently incorporated, has been re-
opened with a straight film policy.

Samuel Moranz is acting as man-
ager and heads a group of Lisbon
and Youngstown men who are oper-
ating the theater.

UNION VOTES CUT
New Britain, Conn.—Members of

'he New Britain stage hands and
operators' local, which includes this

jity and Bristol, have voted a 10
per cent voluntary reduction in

wage scale.

BOSTON LEGION PARTY
Boston—A movie theatrical din-

ner and ball is being planned by
Lieut. A. Vernon Macauley Post,
American Legion, comprising film

and theatrical men, to take place
Jan. 25 at the Hotel Statler. Com-
mander of the Post is James H.
Sheeran, one of the state censors.
George S. Jeffrey, well known in

the film industry, is senior vice-

commander; Carl Crawford of
Hollywood Film Corp. is junior vice-

commander; J. Frank McCarthy.
Universal exchange manager, is

adjutant; Emanuel Cohen, M-G-M
salesman, is judge advocate, and
Thomas Jennings of the Fox sales

force is sergeant-at-arms.

CARRILLO FOR N. Y. PARA.
Leo Carrillo, stage and screen star,

will head the stage program at the
New York Paramount st^arting this

Friday. Ruth St. Denis and her
dancers also will be on the bill,

with Bing Crosby again holding
over. Upon completion of his per-
sonal appearance tour, Carrillo goes
West to appear in "The Broken
Wing" for Paramount.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Jan. 7. Warner-First National District
Managers' Meeting, New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolint
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte. N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb

Peb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danct
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza. New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry. Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton, D. C. ^

"MATA HARI" HOLDING OVER
Greta Garbo in "Mata Hari" will

be held for a second week at the
Capitol. The M-G-M picture is on
the way to setting a new record
for the house.

LEASE OAKLAND HOUSE
Oakland. Cal.—Completion of a

"^300,000 lease of the T. & D. thea-
*^^er, 11th and Franklin St., for the
Tf>mes K. Moffit Estate to Morgan
Walsh, president of the Independent
T^heater Owners' Ass'n and former
'Vestern representative for Warner
^ros.. is announced. The lease is

<^or 10 years. House recently has
Seen under lease to Fox West Coast.

MECHLING PROMOTED
Zanesville, 0.—Bernard J. Mech-

'ing, publicity director of the Brown
Theatrical Co., has been made sec-

'etary-treasurer and a member of

the board of directors, succeeding
the late George Brown.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY. N. Y. C.
BRymnt 9-3940

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Lot Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

STILL COMING
Still another honor has been

awarded to Universal's "All Quiet
on the Western Front" in the form
of a silver cup awarded for the best
picture shown in thg._ DutcJj East
Indies during 1931.

I

TO TALK ON AD FILMS
"Movies and Talkies as an Adver-

tising Medium" is the subject of an
address to be presented before the
advertising and selling class of the
Advertising Club tomorrow night at
the club's headquarters. Jerome
Hamilton, motion picture director of
the American Telephone & Tele-
graph Co., will be guest speaker.
Sound films will be shown.

would you lie to

protect an inno-
cent wife's cloud-

ed past

i
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ASK UNIVERSAL



THE ROCK OF
GIBRALTAR!
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MARIE
RESSLER
n EMMA

Soon on the screens of America, beloved Marie
Dressier, funny and sad and wonderful! Thirty
four nation-wide exhibitor trade showings hail

"Emma" as her greatest triumph!

Wallace

; BEERY
Jackie

COOPER
in THE CHAMPI

Norma SHEARER
Robert

MONTGOMERY
in PRIVATE LIVES

Pick up any trade paper and note the "Private

Lives" headlines on the box-office reports. Charm-
ing Norma Shearer and handsome Bob Mont-
gomery are delighting packed houses from Coast
to Coast.

Joan

CRAWFORD
Clark GABLE

at POSSESSED

Greta GARBO
^ Ramon

NOVARRO
in MATA HARI

The eyes of the industry are on the Capitol
Theatre. Garbo, record-holder, of the big Capitol
is challenging her own mark. Portland, Oregon,
reports four times normal business! And every-
where!

Wallace

BEERY
Clark GABLE
HELL DIVER

Wherever it plays, "The Champ" packs them in.

Two great names, Wallace Beery andjackie Cooper
have come together in a heart-drama that has
seldom been matched for laughs and human
touches. Audiences love it! Box offices welcome it!

A sample of "Possessed"; Opened Chicago Theatre

for a week, transferred immediately to Oriental,

followed by Roosevelt Theatre! First time in his-

tory of Chicago Loop theatres any picture played

three first runs consecutively.

Absolute capacity Astor, N. Y., at $2. At Grau-
man's Chinese, Los Angeles, "sensation of the

week, more than double normal business," reports

M. P. Daily. Soon to thrill all America, the talkie'*

first Giant spectacular romance!

More on the way, from the ONE AND
ONLY COMPANY (need we mention the name?)
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€
Special Campaign
On "Frankenstein"

A SPECIAL advertising cam-^ paign was conducted for

"Frankenstein." In the lobby

300 special sheets having the

appearance of metal and each

bearing the single word "Frank-

enstein" were used. Girls

dressed as nurses were stationed

on the sidewalk in front of the

theater and handed each passer-

by an envelope containing a

capsule. On the envelope was
printed: "If you are afraid to

see "Frankenstein' now playing

at RKO downtown theater take

the capsule in this envelope! It

will give you courage to face

Frankenstein and all his mad
horrors!" Inside the theater

four registered nurses are al-

ways at hand to give first aid to

any patron made ill by the hor-

rors of the picture.—State-Lake, Chicago.

* * *

New Idea Gets
Wide Publicity

T EW ROSEN, of the Warner
Strand, in Syracuse, is being

given credit for springing a new
exploitation idea. The idea was
used on "Local Boy Makes
Good." In studying the angles
of the college story of the pic-

ture Rosen asked himself the
question, "How many boys of

21 in Syracuse have made
good?" He took the question to

the Syracuse Journal-American
and the result was that the
paper called upon its readers to

send in 200-word accounts of
the qualifications of those boys
they felt had made good in the
world. A committee would pass
upon the facts turned in and se-

lect the ten leaders. The latter
would be given a dinner at the
Hotel Syracuse. The affair cre-
ated an unusual amount of
interest, hundreds of letters
being sent to the newspaper.
The dinner was an elaborate af-
fair with speeches of congratu-
lation being made to the boys
by some of the most prominent
men in the city.—Strand, Syracuse, N. Y.

COMING & GOING

CURTIS MELNITZ sailed for Europe
last night on the Conte Grande.
LEE MARCUS is on his way to the coast.

SARI MARITZA, newly signed foreign
star, leaves next week for the Paramount
studios in Hollywood.

RAY FRIEDGEN. accompanied by
BUDDY HARRIS, cameraman, left for
Italy and Africa last night aboard the Contc
Grande. They plan to make a series of pic-
torial shorts while aboard.

ALONG™^ lALTO
PUILM.DALY

NEW VORIC lOS ANGELES

• • • REMEMBER WHEN in the ole Fort Lee

days, five smackers a day was "tops" and some Real

Stars were glad to get a three-day-a-week movie stock guar-

antee as it was called in those days and which

was practically Heaven for the Broadway hactor laying off for

the summer although a bunch of well known stage celebs

we could mention looked down loftily on the lowly

flickers but we'll tell you why they had tried

it for a summer lay-off graft and being too gawdalmighty

to take any orders from a Mere Movie Director the re-

sults when they and their friends saw the screened pictoor were

Simply Terrible mugging and yawping all over the set

it was THEN for the first time that a lotta Broadway
stage celebs found out what lousy actors they really were

so in self defense they had to pull that Lofty Disdain stuff

and some of 'em do it to this very day, b'gosh

an' for the Same Reason

* * * *

• • • THOSE WERE the days when stage actors got a

call to be at the Fort Lee stude at 8 a.m and they

thought they were getting up in the middle of the night

but they did it and liked it for those 15 berrios

per week which was a lotta dough for a stage actor

to earn in the lay-off season and STILL is, for that mat-

ter and he was told to bring his own wardrobe of at

least six changes make himself up and be ready
to ride anything from an ostrich to one of Orville Wright's first

models

• • • THE EXTRAS got one to three plasters for their
day's effort and we mean Effort and Ben Weiss,
the Aggressive Agent, paid off on the ferryboat on the way
back to Nooywak and if you happened to miss the boat

oh, well, wott'ell it was a lotta fun, anyway
and they fed these hams a Marvellous Lunch one

soggy sandwich, a piece of pie, a banana and one cup alleged
coffee and ya weren't allowed to take off the muff" to
gnash the grub, either bo, them were the happy daze

when an extra had to be Extra to stand the
Punishment

• • • AND ANY day on the Fort Lee lot you could see
Mary Pickford, Jimmy Kirkwood, Bob Daly, T. Hayes Hunter,
Charlie Deforest, Florence Lawrence, King Baggott not
to mention "Shoot-the-Fifty" Charles E. Graham the
greatest character actor of 'em all

• • • SAY, FELLER, the game has sure changed some
since then and when the talkies came in every-
body shook their heads and said how tuff it was goin'
to be on these Oldtimers of the Early Flickers who had
never learned to Talk but when they shuffle and deal
the cards in the game Today you'll find a big propor-
tion of these oletimers spillin' out on the title sheets ».

they are still holding their own among the Stars of Today
because they were taught screen acting when it was Actins

not just Posing and making Pretty Speeches I

• • • SO HERE'S to the Oletimers of the Screen
who always were and ever will be just good Screen
Actors

Wednesday, Jan. 6, 1932

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)
Outlook for
the New Year
YVTE have put behind us the^ year 1931 with its bleak-

ness and hard times and look

forward to better things in the

infant year 1932 which is ush-

ered in with rosy hue and ex-

cellent prospects as to the fu-

ture. The major producing

companies have seen the hand-

writing on the wall and are

beginning to sit up and take

notice. When the present re-

adjustment of finances is com-

plete they promise to take the

making of motion pictures more
seriously than in former times

and from present outlooks they

are going to profit tomorrow by
the mistakes of yesterday. Great
benefit will accrue to all in the

industry which after all is pri-

marily interested only in motion
pictures with real entertain-

ment and box-office value and
cares little for the make-up of

the executive organizations that

finance the real producers. They
promise that more time will be

taken in preparing product
which in the ,past has been
rushed through to meet release

schedules. They plan to aban-
don the so-called cycles of cer-

tain type pictures which pile

one on top of the other until the

public is more than fed up with
same stories which have been
changed but slightly by each
producer. More attention is to

he paid to stars and feature
players who have real box-office

value and put them in pictures

that will bring out their great-

est value. All in all it looks

like a Happy New Year for the
motion picture industry and we
have turned the corner to greet
good times.

G. Lester Southwell,
Associated Publications

« « « » » »

M^t#t§fti^ta)t

MANYUAPPYRETUCNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Jan. 6
Ludwig Berger Fred Niblo

Ralph Kreutzberger Tom Mix

Phyllis Haver



HE DID SIX

THINGS TO MAKE
BIG MONEY:

Here's a story oF intense interest to every exhibitor.

It is more than a mere testimonial to Fine product.

It is a First-class example oF modern showmanship.

Read careFully just what Mr. Harry HuFFman oF

Denver did:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

He dated Frankenstein December 4th at the

Tabor.

He dated Homicide Squad December 11th

at the Aladdin.

He dated Strictly Dishonorable Dec. 25th to

open his New Year's Celebration at the Aladdin.

He dated Heaven on Earth to open his beau-

tiful new Rialto theatre the week oF Dec. 25th.

He dated Frankenstein for a return run of a

full week at the Rialto because of the terrific

business it did at the Tabor^ directly across the

street. He never did this before.

He dated Nice Women for January in the

Aladdin.

He had the product oF Five companies to choose

From but he has such heavy operating costs that

he must play money pictures the very First minute

he can get them.

Hard Times and Universal Pictures

Do Not Appear at the Same Theatres!



rOX LINEUP HALF DONE;

ALL 48 BEING DELIVERED

{Continued from Page 1)

ness and Pleasure" and "First

Cabin."
Production plans for 1932-33 will

be set when James R. Grainger, gen-

eral sales manager, returns to New
York from the Coast within 10 days.

Willis Kent Negotiating
Release of First Two
(Continued from Page 1)

Noah Beery, Phyllis Harrington,

Bruce Warren, Charles Sellon, Rus-

sell Hopton, Ann Brody and Ynez
Seabury. William O'Connor directed.

Lane Chandler is featured in "The
Cheyenne Cyclone," with Marie
Quillan, Jay Hunt, Frankie Darrow,
Edward Hearn, J. Frank Glendon,

Yakima Canutt, Connie Lamont and
Henry Roquemore. Armand Schaef-

fer is the director.

After remaining in New York
throughout this week Kent returns

to the Coast to resume his produc-

tion schedule, putting "Let's Start

Something" and "Shooting Square"
in work.

German Circuits Form
Protective Organization

{Continued from Page 1)

per cent of the shares. Chief pur-

poses of the company will be the

construction or purchase of new
houses, strengthening of the position

of each circuit in its respective dis-

trict and unification of the general

business policy.

NEW TOLEDO MANAGER
Toledo—Sidney Dannenberg, asso-

ciated with the Paramount here
since it opened two years ago, has
relinquished the reins as manager
of the house, pending assignment to

another position. C. C. Perry is his

successor.

how could they
keep the scandal
from the eloping
boy and girl

MICHAEL
and MARY

Their Secret)

A S K U N I V t R S A L

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

\By RALPH WILK^

HOLLYWOOD
A LLEN E. RIVKIN and Pincus J.

Wolfson are proving prolific

writers. They are at work on "Ra-
dio Patrol," another original which
will be made by Universal, with Ed-
ward Cahn directing. Their orig-

inal, "Night Club," will soon go into

production, with Hobart Henley di-

recting.
* * *

Our Passing Show: John Consi-

dine, Jr., Harry Joe Brown, Clark
Gable, Maurice Fleckles, Buster
Xeaton, Erwin Gelsey, Louis Gas-
nier, Bert Wheeler, Constance Tal-

madge, Edward Blatt, Hoot Gibson,
Dave Epstein, Eddie Sutherland,
George Melford, Hamilton MacFad-
den, William Anthony McGuire, Jer-

ry Horwin, Gene Towne, Estella

Dick at the opening of "Lucky
Day."

:|E * S|i

Joe Traub, the writer, has re-

turned from a three weeks visit in

New York, his former home.
* * *

Sheila Mannors, who played oppo-
site Ken Maynard in "Two Gun
Texas," is a native born Californian.

She is a member of an old Spanish
family and started her stage career
in San Francisco, doing dramatic
stock work. Her mother is also an
actress.

* * *

James Ellison, who played the
juvenile lead in "The Vinegar Tree"
n support of Billie Burke, has been
signed for a role in "Love on a Bud-
get," at Warner Bros.-First Na-
tional.

* * *

Una Merkel is now Mrs. R. L.

Burla. The groom is an aeronauti-
cal engineer and they were married
last week in Tia Juana.

« 4> *

David Manners has been given the

leading masculine role opposite Kay
Francis in her first Warner picture,

"Working Wives," schednded to go
into production shortly under the

direction of William, Dieterle.
* * *

C. Gardner Sullivan and Bess
Meredyth are again teamed up, this

time for the screen version and dia-

logue on "Red Headed Woman,"
scheduled to be one of M-G-M's spe-

cials on the coming year's program.
* :|c *

Robert Montgomery will have the starring
role in "Are You Listening?" when it goes
into production at M-G-M under the di-

rection of Harry Beaumont. Others already
selected for the cast include Madge Evans,
Anita Page, Joan Marsh, Wallace Ford, Karen
Morley, Maude Eburne and Louise Carter.

* * *

"Love Me Tonight," Maurice
Chevalier's next Paramount produc-
tion, will be filmed in March under
direction of Rouben Mamoulian.
Jeanette MacDonald and Robert
Coogan have the chief roles opposite
the star.

iti * *

Casting has begun for "The Rich Are Al-
ways With Us," Warner's first starring

vehicle for Ruth Chatterton. George Brent,
new Warner "find," will play opposite Miss
Chatterton. Others who have been selected

are Bette Davis, Ann D'Vorak, Frederick
Kerr and John Wray. Actual camera work
is expected to start early next week. Alfred
E. Green will direct.

* * *

William Collier, Jr., has been
signed by Paramount for the leading
role opposite Miriam Hopkins and
Jack Oakie in "Dancers in the
Dark," which David Burton is di-

recting.
* * *

Preston Foster, who appeared on Broad-
way in the stage play, "Two Seconds," has
been signed by First National to create the
same role in the screen version which will

star Edward G. Robinson.
* * *

Earle Foxe has been added to the
cast of "The Black Robe," being pro-

duced by Paramount with Fredric
March, Kay Francis, Stuart Erwin
and Juliette Compton in leading
roles.

Raymond Milland, who made his film debut
in this country with Marion Davies in "The
Bachelor Father," again will be seen in her
supporting cast as the church usher in "Polly
of the Circus," her new M-G-M vehicle
which Al Santell is directing. The cast also

includes Guinn (Big Boy) Williams, C. Au-
brey Smith, Maude Eburne, Raymond Hatton
and Kathryn Crawford.

* * *

By the way, Williams has also

done much stage work. He followed
Eddie Cantor in "Kid Boots" and
played the leading comedy role in

"The Student Prince."

M-G-M COMPLETES SIX;

PREPARING SIX OTHERS

{Continued from Page 1)

been taken from the production
schedule. Awaiting release are "Hell
Divers," "Courage," "Freaks,"
"Arsene Lupin," "The Beast of the
City" and "Emma." In production
are "Her Cardboard Lover," "Polly
of the Circus," "Tarzan, the Ape
Man," "Are You Listening" and
"Grand Hotel."

Pictures that will go into produc-
tion soon are "China Seas," "Letty
Lynton," "Limpy," "Prosperity,"
"Sky Scraper" and "Smilin'
Through."

* *

Hobart Bosworth has been added by I. E.
Chadwick, Monogram producer, to the cast

of "Police Court," starring Henry B. Wal-
thall and featuring Leon Janney and Al St.

John. It goes into production this week,
with Trem Carr supervising. Louis King
will direct from a story by Stuart Anthony.
Helen Freeman, Broadway actress, also is

in the cast.

Paramount also has signed Bos-
worth to fill the vacancy in "The
Miracle Man" due to the death of

Tyrone Power. Lloyd Hughes is an-
other recent addition to this cast.

* * *

Clara Beranger has signed with Paramount
to write the screen play of Samuel Hopkins
Adams' "The Flagrant Years," in which
Phillips Holmes and Carole Lombard will ap-
pear under direction of George Cukor.

* * *

Harry Eraser starts shooting next
week on "Texas Pioneers," sixth of

the Monogram western series, star-

ring Bill Cody and Andy Shuford.
* * *

Cast of Universal's "Ambition," which
Russell Mack will start this week, is com-
plete. Rose Hobart and Charles Bickford
win be brought together again for this

newspaper story by Emile Gavreaux. Others
in the cast include Pat O'Brien, Burton
Churchill and Glendon Farrell.

"The Man from Mexico" has been
chosen as the title of the sixth Tom
Tyler western to be produced by
Trem Carr for Monogram release.

Wellyn Totman is the author.
* * *

Universal's fourth 12-chapter serial of the
season. "The Air Mail Mystery," will go
into production next week under the direc-

tion of Ray Taylor. Cast will include Al
Wilson, Frank Hagney and Nelson McDow-

ell in support of featured players not yet
assigned. Henry MacRae wrote the story.

* =f= *

Virginia Bruce, former film ac-

tress, just arrived in Hollywood
after 16 months on the Broadway
musical comedy stage, will appear
in Paramount's "The Miracle Man."

An antique etching, once owned
by General Sherman of Civil War
fame, is one of the prized Christmas
gifts received by Wallace Smith,
RKO scenarist. A prolific brother
novelist was the donor.

* * *

Nat Perrin and Edmund Joseph
are all smiles these days. They
wrote the book for "Lucky Day," a

musical revue, played by an all-

colored cast, and the Los Angeles
critics have acclaimed the best pro-

duction of its kind that has been
seen on the Coast. Perrin and
Joseph have also written much ma-
terial for the screen.

* * *

Albert De Mond, who recently re-

joined Carl Laemmle, Jr.'s, organi-

zation as a producer of a series of

short subjects, has completed the

script for his first. Actual filming,

under De Mond's supervision, is ex-

pected to begin within the next three

days.
* « *

George Arliss, having just finished

"The Man Who Played God" at the

Warner studios, will rest for three

or four weeks Jbefore beginning ac-

tive preparation for his next star-

ring vehicle.

Dietz is Ping-Pong Champ
By defeating Roman Najuch, profes-

sional tennis champion of Germany, in

three straight sets, Howard Dietz has

won the open ping-pong tournament
held under the auspices of the American
PIng-Pong Association at the Alonguin
Hotel. Dietz was the sole survivor of

a field that included Sidney Lenz, Max
Schmeling, Harold Shattuck, Frank

Hunter, William T. Tilden, Nigel Bruce,

Leslie Banks, jack Shuttleworth and
Benn Levy. When interviewed at the

end of the grueling struggle, Dietz said,

"I did it for the wife and kiddies.

The American public is my public, Cod
bless them." Prominent onlookers at

the match Included Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Tunney, Helen Hayes, Francine Larri-

more, D. A. Doran, Basil Rathbone,
Phyllis Haver, Peter Arno, Robert

Benchley and others.



The Ten Best Pictures Of

1931 As Ch ose n B y Th

Critics Of America Wi

Shortly Be Announced By

Th e Fl m Daily And Over

Five Hundred Magazines

And Newspapers Everywhere
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economy measures. It is likely that

he will set a maximum production

cost for all RKO pictures in 1932.

Frank Whitbeck, as reported in

The Film Daily of Oct. 22, is join-

ing RKO as advertising and publi-

city supervisor.

10 Educational Shorts

Set for Feb. Release
Educational has set 10 short sub-

jects, four of them two-reelers and

six one-reelers, for release in Feb-

ruary. The lineup consists of:

"Shopping With Wifie," an Andy
Clyde Comedy, and "Torchy Turns
The Trick," third in the new series

of Torchy Comedies, featuring Ray
Cooke and Dorothy Dix, are set for

Feb. 7 release.

A new Vanity Comedy, "That
Rascal," and a Mack Sennett Com-
edy, as yet untitled, are scheduled

for release Feb. 21 and 28, respec-

tively.

The single-reelers include two
Terry-Toons. "The Spider Talks,"

Feb. 7. and "Peg Leg Pete." Feb. 21.

On Feb. 14 a new Romantic Journey
will be released, and on Feb. 21

there will be a new Cameo Comedy.
a Bill Cunningham Sports Review
and a Lvman H. Howe's Hodge
Podge, titled "All Around The
Town."

WORDS and WISDOM
from within and without

~

"Above all else ... a theatrical manager must make his appeal to
what all men and women have in the left sides of their chest. Inventions
come, improvements are made, education spreads, but despite this all men
and women still have hearts."—S. L. (ROXY) ROTHAFEL.

"A revival of interest in films can be obtained only when the tastes
of that great army of people living west of the Hudson are given serious
consideration, but this can be accomplished only by ridding ourselves of
some of the manv objectionable theories now in vogue in the produc-
tion end."—WILLIAM M. JAMES.

"The public may purchase other commodities upon a basis of paying
a lower price and getting an inferior article, hut regardless of admission
prices in any theater they ALWAYS want to see a good show."—
JOSEPH K. PLUNKETT.

"Executives who do not acclimate themselves to the new economic
order will eliminate themselves."—HAROLD B. FRANKLIN.

Colman in "Cynara"
Goldwyn's First in '32

(.Contiiuicd from Page 1)

will star Ronald Colman in it as

the first picture on the Goldwyn
schedule fo'- 1932-3.3. Colman is

due back from abroad late this

month.

"The new year will demonstrate that we are 90 per cent in the show
business and 10 per cent in motion picture exhibition."—FELIX F. FEIST.

"We are in a cash business. -J. R. GRAINGER.
-•

"We all know that the moving picture industry is bankrupt today."
-P. S. HARRISON.

"Stick to proven essentials of show business . . . make pictures for

the vast inarticulate public . . . stop trying to please the arty and articu-

late critics."—CARL LAEMMLE, JR.
•

"The successful producer of 1932 must be daring. He must discard
old formulae and go far afield for fresh, startling ideas, unconventional
production brains, new types of players."—JESSE L. LASKY.

"Hollywood output in 1931 alternated between brassieres and brass
knuckles."—UNCLE HENRY.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
.By HARRY N. BLAIRi

TESTING SCHOOL FILMS
Cambridge, Mass.—Tests to dis-

cover the effectiveness of teaching
science with the supplementary aid

of films will be started this week in

the junior high schools of Lvnn,
Ouincy and Revere. Six of eight

films to be used were produced by
the University Film Foundation and
the tests were devised by the Har-
vard Graduate School of E'lu'-ation.

The other two are Western Electric

films.

STFNCH BOMBS IN MILWAUKEE
Milwaukee — Within two davs

stench bombs were released in the

White House and Lexington thea-
ters here, and the automobile of

Joseph Kenselle, motion picture op-
erator at the L"xin<?^on, has been
splashed with pa'nt. Labor troubles
are blamed.

Native Son
Asked by THE FILM DAILY yester-

day to comment on a report that he
was joininR RKO to take charge of its

theaters, Harold B. Franklin said: "I
like California too well to do that."

pJUGH O'CONNELL has recovered

sufficiently from his recent opera-
ion to start rehearsals for the new-

Moss Hart-Irving Berlin stage mu-
sical in which he will be featured.

Another convalescent is Joe
W. Coffman, president of Audio
Cinenui, who is expected back
at the studio some time th's

week following a very serious
mastoid operation.

Billy Hayes, Vitaphone's "Pen-
rod," tasted the joys of being a

celebrity upon returning to his for-

mer home in New Bedford, Mass..
"or the holidays. Former playmates
met him at the station with a brass
band while newspaper reporters be-
deged him for interviews and pho-
tographs. That night he made a

personal appearance at the State
theater in complete formal attire.

Ted Sloman is putting the finish-

ing touches on "Wayward," the stor>
of a poor chorus gi'-| who marric;
into a wealthy straight-laced fam-
ily and which features Nancy Car
roll, Richard Arlen and Pauline
Frederick.

A typical beach scene with
bathivg pavilion, soft drink
stands and beach umbrellas,
plus tons of sand, was erected
by Warner Vitaphone for the
principal scene in "Hot Dog,"
latest of the Booth Tarkington
juvenile shorts.

Frank Zucker tried out his new
improved camera blimp for filming
"Strong Hearted Men," a two-reeler
featuring Gene Tunney, now in pro-
'luction at the Audio Cinema stu-
dios.

•

Gertrude Michaels, stage ac-
tress, makes her film debut in
"Wayward," to the cast of
which has also been added the
name of Harry O'Neill, who
has been appearing in pictures
for the past 20 years.

It required considerable persua-
ion on the part of Director Ben
Hake to convince Gene Tunney that
it least a minimum of make-up was
lecessary for his role in "Strong
'hearted Men." a two-reel picture
ponsored by Ray Graham, Mid-West
ndustrialist in 'he interests of bet-
ter business,

COURT DENIES EXHIBITOR

CHOICE IN PLACE OE TRIAL

(Continued from Pape 1)

witnesses will be best served there-
by. The status of the law formerly
was that an exhibitor defendant had
an absolute right to have the trial
of a case held in the county in which -i

he resided, thereby compelling the
distributor to come to his county
to try out actions, or to make mo-
tions to change the place of trial
back to the county in which the ex-
change is located. In the case in
question, Judge Horton said:

"While there is no question that
Monroe County is the proper county
for trial of this action, if no mo-
tion were made for trial in some
other county on account of con-
venience of witnesses yet in this
case the motion by defendant to
change the venue to Monroe County
must be denied, and the Plaintiff's
motion to retain the place of trial in
Erie County must be granted be-
cause it appears that the conveni-
ence of witnesses will be subserved
thereby. The two motions may be
heard together."
Herbert T. Silverberg is the at-

torney for the distributors in the
case.

\
Plan Anti-Tax Trailer;

PettiJohn Opposed to It
(Continued from Pacic 1)

ti-ailers oposing a Federal admission
tax.

Pointing out that neither the
Senate nor House commit ee have
drafted any measure embracing the
proposed tax, C. C. Pettijohn of the
Hays office yesterday said that, in

his opinion, "Trailers should not be
used at this time, if at all."

REICHBLUM TURNS EXHIB
East Liverpool, 0.—^Sam Reich-

blum has resigned as sales manager
Df Tiffany Products and will per-
sonally manage the Columbia thea-
ter, which he recently leased from
the Gardner estate. He is installing

RCA Photophone equipment and will ',

open the house Jan. 16.

SUE ON COPYRIGHT
San Francisco—Suits have been

lied in the Federal Court by Fox
and M-G-M charging infringement
of copyright by William J. Helm,
operator of theaters in Alameda
county, and Charles E. Peterson,
Burlingame. The complaints alleged
they exhibited pictures without per-

mit.

\

PETE DE FAZIO RESIGNS
Pittsburgh—Pete DeFazio has re-

signed from the sales staff of Edu-
cational.

Less Financing in 1931

Total financing in the amusement
industry during 1931, including bonds,

notes and stock issues, amounted to

only $31,481,000, against $128,175,000
in the preceding year.
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Court Upholds Exhibitor's Liability for Prints

FILM PRgSSING SIMPLIFIED BY NEWJIIETHOD

26 British Features Being Sold Here by John Wild

Qood Pictures
. . . nothing else matters

== By Jack Alicoate-

It seems rather

Things Are bromidic, but it's

Looking Up such a truism
that it surely

rates constant repetition. Give
'em good pictures and to hell

with the rest of it. Nothing
else counts. During the past

three weeks business has come
liback with a bang. Box-offices

most everywhere are again
playing a merry tune. Why?
Pictures, my laddie-buck, and noth-

ing else perhaps. Give a thought
to what's what and who's who on
the Big Stem right at the present

o'clock ad you have the answer neat-

ly rolled up in rayon. Garbo in "Mata
Hari" breaking all time records at

the Capitol." "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde," a 4-starrer, standing 'em up
at the Rivoli. A roll call of further
depression busters now playing the

big time on Broadway would include

the following and as fine a collective

ship-load of entertainment as has

been offered picture fans in many a

day: Paramount's "Ladies of the Big
House." "Delicious" from the Fox
factory. First National's "Woman
From Monte Carlo." That delightful

bit, "Strictly Dishonorable," from
the Universal bake-shop. Warners'
"Manhattan Parade" and "Safe in

Hell." The Universal super-thriller,

"Frankenstein." Two dandies from
United Artists, "Arrowsmith" and
"Tonight or Never." "Hell Divers,"

the M-G-M special, RKO Pathe's
"Big Shot" and even a couple of bet-

ter-than-average foreign pictures.

Some of our more constructive
thinkers see in the turn of the pic-

ture industry the fore-running ad-
vance agent of better times. Being the
last to feel the effects of the depres-
sion, it is not unreasonable to sup-
pose it the first to recover. At any
rate, the picture business is off to

a good start in the good old year of

1932. And. Long may she wave.

Production by Various
English Companies

On List
Twenty-six features produced by

English companies will be sold in

this country by John Wild during
the current season. Titles of seven

of the productions are as follows:

"Murder at Covent Garden," with

Dennis Neilson-Terry and Benita

Hume; "Splinters in the Navy," with

Sidney Howard; "Jack O'Lantern,"
(Continued on Page 4)

I

IN N. EJAYS flSHER

Theater business in New England

is showing a pronounced improve-

ment, said Harry Asher of Amer-
ican Pictures, Boston exchange, in

New York yesterday. Increasingly

optimistic attitude of exhibitors in

that section reflects this trend, he

declared. Greater activities in the
(Continued on Page 4)

Warner Trust Funds
Interpreted as being aligned with

their determination to continue to per-

sonally finance Warner Bros. Pictures,

the three Warner brothers, Harry M.,

Albert and Jack, have established trust

funds at the Central Hanover Bank,

New York.

Recount of RKO Proxies

Ordered by Balto. Court
Baltimore—J. Cookman Boyd, who

sued to block the RKO refinancing

on the ground that the vote was not

legally conducted, has been granted

permission by the Circuit Courc to

examine and count the proxies taken

at the Dec. 10 meeting here. The

recount is to take place today in the

presence of court attaches.

TESTIMONIAL ADVERTISING

SLATED FORAMPA DEBATE

A sharp difference of opinion as

to the advisibility of testimonial

type of advertising, banned by the

Hays organization's advertising

code, will lead to a discussion of the

subject by members of the A.M.P.A.

at their weekly luncheon next

Thursday at Sardi's. Heads of var-

ious advertising and publicity de-

partments of picture companies will

be invited to speak on the matter.

Expectations are that the organiza-

tion will adopt a resolution express-

ing its views.

New Cuban Studio Plans

Musical Shorts in Color
Havana—Production of sound pic-

tures will be started shortly by

B. P. P. Pictures, with a series of

musical shorts as the first activity

planned, it is announced by Max
Tosquella. Art-Roger Movietone

variable density recording equip-

ment has been installed in the com-

pany's studio, and the pictures will

be made in a manner to conform to

native customs. Some of the shorts

will be in Multicolor, for which B.

P. P. is representative in the U. S.

Exhib's Liability for Prints

Is Upheld by New York_ Court

Wet, Instantaneous Film
Processing Developed

by V. A. Stewart
A new film processing develop-

ment which permits company labor-

atories to process films without
sending release prints away from
their own plants for treatment, has
been invented and patented by Vic-

tor A. Stewart, formerly head of

the Stewart Dry Processing Co. The
new process is a wet, instantaneouSi

(Continued on Page 4)

26 FILMSWSEASON

BEING PLANNED BY BIG 4

To take advantage of the general

product shortage. Big 4 will boost

its new season's program to 26 fea-

tures, an increase of eight, it is an-

nounced by John R. Freuler, presi-

dent. The new lineup is to include

12 westerns, 12 melodramas and two
specials.

On the current season's list, Big

4 plans to make four more Bob Cus-

ter westerns in addition to "Hoadin'

for Trouble" and "Quick Trigger
(Continued on Page 4)

3 More Kansas Houses
Attempting Sunday Shows

Lawrence, Kan.— As a result of

Fox West Coast Theaters operating

on Sundays in Topeka, Leavenworth,

Wichita and Kansas City, Kan.,

under court injunction, managers of

three houses here also will attempt

Sunday opening despite announce-

ment by the county attorney that

he is prepared to issue warrants for

their arrest.

Hoover Being Invited

To Address M.P.T.O.A.

President Hoover will be '"*'•«<*„ tP^'^'*'"!
the annual convention of the M.P.T.O.A at

Washington, March 14-16. The invitation is

being transmitted by Secretary M. |. O Toole.

An illuminating decision concern-

ing an exhibitor's liability in connec-

tion with damaged prints has been

made by Judge Gcnung in the Third

District Municipal Court, New York,

in a case in which he awards

damages of $237.75 to a distributing
(Continued on I'agr 4)

Zanesville Admissions

Cut 40 to 50 Per Cent

Zanesville, O.—Caldwell H. Brown, principal

operator of picture theaters here, jnnouncei

that prices it the Imperiil, Liberty and Quimby

houses will b« reduced to a schedule of from

S cents to 15 cents. This is a reduction of

40 to SO per cent of previous prices.
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"FRANKENSTEIN" HOLDS
"Frankenstein" will be held over

for a third week at the RKO Cameo.
This will make the sixth week on
Broadway for the Universal picture,

which previously played three big
weeks at the Mayfair.
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Paris—French bankers have as-

sumed an important posi.ion in the

film business here through forma-
tion of three companies with a view
to participating in picture activities.

Societe Cine-Financiere, with capital

of 10,000,000 francs, has been
formed by three of the most im-
portant French banks. Credit Lyon-
nais, Societe Generale and Societe

Financiere. Charles Levy is chair-

man and the object of the new com-
pany is to finance the film indus-

try.

The second new company, Comp-
toir Francaise Cinematographique
is under the control of M. Andre
Haguet, formerly with Paramount
for years and then with Osso Films
as general manager. This organiza-
tion will act as a renting concern.
Nat Imbert and Walter Ruttman

head the third company, with the

same address as the previous one,

called Cines-Gazette. The Cines-
Gazette is to be a newsreel of a
different type from others and it is

planned to issue it every two weeks.

Plan Closed Session
At Carolina Meeting

Charlotte, N. C—For the first

time in the history of any conven-
tion held by the organization, a
closed session will be held by the
Theater 0>wners' Ass'n of North
and South Carolina when it meets
at the Hotel Charlotte, Jan. 18-19.

No definite keynote is indicated for
the mid-winter confab, as so many
vital issues are to be discussed. The
closed session of the board of di-

rectors will take place before the
regular convention business opens.
M. A. Lightman and M. J.

O'Toole are among the national of-

ficials expected to attend. C. O.
Kuester, secretary of the chamber of
commerce, will make the address of
welcome, with response by Mont-
gomery Hill, Kincey-Publix repre-
sentative in Greensboro.

GABLE-DRESSLER ON AIR
Clark Gable, Marie Dressier and

Paul Whiteman are among the no-
tables who will go on the air over
NBC next Saturday night in the
Pontiac All-Star Show.

HAINES FOR NEW FILM
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—William Haines, in-

stead of Robert Montgomery as pre-
viously announced, will play the lead
in M-G-M's "Are You Listening?"

KILL 50-YEAR BLUE LAW
Sea Cliff, L. I.—A 50-year-old lo-

cal ordinance against Sunday shows
and sports has been nullified by a
special referendum.

50% 0. 8.

ASSO. RADIO PICTURES

London—Fifty per cent of the
financial backing for productions by
Associated Radio Pictures will come
from America, said Basil Dean at

a press luncheon following his re-

cent return from New York. He
also said that world-wide distribu-

tion for the A.R.P. product had been
assured through RKO and that
leading American stars would be
made available for pictures made
here. Corinne Griffith is slated to

appear in one picture.

Production plans call for two
classes of pictures, A. and B. The B
product is intended primarily for
distribution in this country, while
the A pictures are to be made for
world release. All of them, however,
will be financed 50-50 by the Amer-
ican and British companies.

2 More Penna. Houses
Acquired by Publix

Uniontown, Pa.-—Publix invasion
of Pennsylvania took another step
with the recent acquisition of two
local houses, the Penn and the State,

formerly operated by the Penn-State
Amusement Co. under the direction
of K. Woodward and C. M. McClos-
key. Sam Norman, Publix district

manager of Ambridge and Butler
theaters, has charge of the local

houses.

"ROAD TO HELL" IN 7TH
Philadelphia — Now entering its

seventh week at the Little theater,
"Road to Hell" is expected to remain
for another four or five weeks,
which would set a run record for
local houses. The attraction is

booked by Public Welfare Pictures
Corp. of New York.

TO ADDRESS MASONS
As guest of honor tonight at the

Pacific Lodge, in which many film
men belong, Alfred E. Saunders will
speak on "The Motion Picture, With
Particular Reference to Its Humble
Beginnings." The meeting, which
will be in the Masonic Temple, is

open to all Masonic members.

BETTY COMPSON FOR STAGE
WeH Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Fanchon and Marco

have signed Betty Compson for
stage appearances, opening Jan. 14
at Loew's State.

I Mayfair Theatre B'Idg, N. Y.

WANTED
To buy for cash, high grade sound
features, comedies, shorts, for dis-

tribution in Ireland. All communica-
tions to Louis Elliman, 86, LR,
Camden St., Dublin, Ireland.

WILLIAM MORRIS

m
Call-Board

ABEN KANDEL
Writer

M-C-M

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Warner-First National District
Managers' Meeting, New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danct
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

LUNCHEON TO EDGAR MOSS
Philadelphia—Jay Emanuel's pub-

lication, "The Exhibitor," is spons-
oring a testimonial luncheon to wel-
come home Edgar Moss, local Fox
manager, after his European trip.

The dinner will be a big turnout at
the Elk's Club today, with presenta-
tion of a silver plaque to Moss.

VAL PAUL AT RADIO
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—C. D. White has re-

signed as general Production Man-
ager of Radio Studio, being suc-

ceeded by Val Paul.

JEAN HARLOW BOOKED
Jean Harlow has been booked by

Loew for additional dates. Follow-
ing her appearance at Loew's Met-
ropolitan, starting Saturday, she
will play Loew's State on Broad-
way, week of Jan. 16, and Loew's
State, Newark, the following week.

BOOK BING CROSBY SHORTS
Educational's full series of six

Mack Sennett Featurettes has been
signed to play in each of the sit-

uations controlled by the Griffith

Amusement Co., operating in 25

towns in Oklahoma, and five in the

Dallas territory. The first four

subjects in this series are: "I Sur-

render, Dear," "One More Chance,"
"Dream House," and "Billboard

Girl," all starring Bing Crosby. Two
more will follow.

what did they tell

the police when
the body was
found
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WRITE IT ON YOUR MEMO PAD!

SOMETHING NEW UNDER THE SUN!
Phone your First National Exchange now for name

of theatre and time of showing.
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PROCESSING SIMPLIFIED

BY NEW STEWART METHOD

(Continued from Page 1)

chemical treatment, which, through
a chemical reaction on the emulsion
side of the film, completely re-cam-
phorizes, coats and oils the film,

making waxing unnecessary. The
mechanism, which consists principal-

ly of rollers, may be attached to

wash tanks, which are now part of

every laboratory equipment. The
secret solution will process 100,000
feet per gallon and., will cost less

than one-half the present cost of

processing. The new process, which
is being handled by the S.O.S.

Processing Co., is said to prevent
scratches, shrinkage, buckling,

damage by water, sweat and mill-

dew, and distortion of sound track.

According to Louis A. Solomon,
president of the company, the cost

to companies that print several hun-
dred thousand feet of positive each
year will be about 13 cents per reel.

Several major companies are now
testing the solution.

Other officers in the S.O.S. Co.,

are Leo Piatt, vice-president, and
Virginia Goodwin, secretary. A
laboratory and offices have been
established at 151 West 40th St.

26 British Features
Being Sold Over Here

(Continued from Paqe 1)

with Arthur Wontner; "The Missing
Rembrandt," with Arthur Wontner;
"Frail Women," with Mary New-
comb; "Chinese Puzzle" and "In a
Monastery Garden," all produced by
Twickenham Film Studios, Ltd. Two
Butcher's Film Service pictures defi-

nitely set are "Deadlock" and "The
Great Gay Road.' with Stewart
Rome and Frank Stanmore.
Wild is representing the following

producers: Film Sales, Ltd., George
King Productions, Real Art Produc-
tions, Twickenham Film Studios,
Archibald Nettlefold Productions,
Julius Hagen Productions and But-
cher's Film Service.

COMING & GOING

PHILLIPS HOLMES, who has been vaca-
tioninf? in New York, leaves tonight by plane
ior Hollywood to resume work at the Para-
mount studios in "The Flagrant Years."
WALTER CAMP, president of Inspiration

Pictures, and his wife, the former Ruth
Elder, sailed yesterday on a world cruise.
SALLY O'NEIL has arrived in New York

from Hollywood,
LEOM ERROL is in town from the coast.
VIVIAN CAYE, manager of stage and

screen players in London, is accompanying
.SARI MARITZA to the coast, with stopovers
in St. Louis and Kansas City.

C. C. PETTIJOHN is in Washington at-
tending the JefTersonian dinner and conferring
with Burt New, Hays office representative in
the capital.

_
JULIUS COHEN, m.p. editor of the

"Journal of Commerce," is on his way to
South America.
HARRY ASHER of American Pictures re-

turns to Boston today following a visit in
New York.
JOSEPH BERNHARD, general manager

of Warner Theaters, leaves Sunday for a
tour of the entire circuit.
AL ALTMAN of M-G-M has returned

from Nassau.

AlONG lALTO
M.DALY

NJtW YORK. lOS ANGELES

• • • WELL, WELL, wasn't that a fine shellackin' Mister
Kenneth L. Collins gave the AMPA boys at the Sardi luncheon
yesterday as he stood up and gravely accused the Ad
Boys of the Sin of Exaggeration in all their newspaper
copy it seems that the much touted advertising genius
of R. H. Macy gave the subject of film advertising a lotta time
and study so's he'd be fully prepared to tell us what
was wrong with our methods on his own stat'jment, he
took a coupla hours off the day before to read the the-
ater ads in the "World-Telegram" and the "Sun" thus
Strongly Fortified and Informed he waded into the
gang school-teacher style and scolded us for
Exaggeration summing up practically all theater ads in

newspapers as "The grossest and most flagrant lies."

* * * *

• • • OH, WELL, speakin' of Exaggeration what
would you term this, Mister Collins ? how about those
nice Macy ads that give the public the distinct impression that
the department store workers are just One Big Happy Family

if ya want some Human Interest copy on your own
establishment Without Exaggeration talk to the
college gals who are promoted into Macy's before they graduate

on promises of jobs as buyers talk to the gals
who worked for five years bein' shunted around from de-
partment to deparment doin' shopgirl work and
then quit because the buyer job was no nearer than
e^er but Macy meanwhile got the benefit of Ritzy Class
in the form of college gals sprinkled in among the shopgirls

and a new crop of college gals every year some-
body should run Truthful Ads in the college mags
wising up the Innocents before graduation ads without
Exaggeration

•** *P V ^

• • • OF COURSE it may so happen that Mister Collins
has not had the time to walk around the aisles of the
store and talk confidentially to the shopgirls the
gals without edu'cation whose future is Hopeless
in Macy's and find out how hard they're worked
and all the petty little regulations they are subjected to
at Low Salaries which helps make that "Six per cent
Less for Cash" slogan possible and what was that which
the Better Business Bureau said about Macy advertising
methods? oh, well, mebbe Mister Collins' definition of
"Exaggeration" comes from a different dictionary than the one
we read

'1^ T^ 'f* -I*

• • • BUT WHAT does that bunch of young college girls
that write Kenneth's copy know about the Actual Conditions
of the rest of the workers as they sit up there in the
nicely appointed ad dep't and write Beautiful, Theore-
tical copy about Doilies and Dishes and drag down
heavy sugar but mebbe Kenneth has the Right Dope
after all we of the film biz clutter up our newspaper
copy with too many pictures of Beautiful Stars and
too much type so he sez but alas, friend Collins

we can't stick at the bottom of each film ad the phrase
"6% Less for Cash" than any other store

but we'll make a sporting bet with yer, Kenneth if ya
run just a cut of the doilie or dishpan with the Cut
Price and in Big Type clear across the ad space
"6 PER CENT LESS FOR CASH" you'll STILL do a
whale of a biz

* * * *

• • • SO IT'S just possible. Mister Collins that
your rep as an Ad Genius has been Slightly Exaggerated
so we take off our hats to you as a Good Showman per-
sonally we like ya because you're getting away with
Exaggeration and makin' the Public like it and
so are WE in the film biz that's SHOWMAN-
SHIP

« « « » » »

'S LI

UPHELD BY N. Y. COURl

(Continued from Page 1)

company in an action against Vai
Majestic, operated by the Jersej
City Theater Co., Jersey City.
The plaintiff, represented by At-

torney Louis Nizer, claimed that a
print of "Subway Express" was in
good condition when delivered to the
theater and called its inspector,
Mary Maloney, and its exchange
manager, Les Vreeland, as witnesses.
The theater, with Norman Samuel-
son acting as counsel, asserted that
the print was damaged and testi-
mony to this effect was provided by^
President Sol Schwartz of the the-
ater company and the house pro-
jectionist. The operator, under
cross-examination, admitted that
dust on the aperture plate might
cause a film to scratch. The plain-
tiffs pointed to a clause in their ex-
hibitor contract which requires a
theater to ask for a replacement of
a damaged print before the second'
public exhibition of the film.

Business Improving
In N. E., Says Asher
(Continued from Page 1) j

textile industry is partly responsibly
for the improvement.

Asher has obtained New Engw
land rights to "The Private Scan-
dal," produced by Headline Pictures,
with Marian Nixon and Lloyd
Hughes. He is currently releasing
"Pleasure," Artclass picture, witB
Conway Tearle, Carmel Meyers^
Paul Page and Lina Basquette.

26 Films Next Season
Being Planned by Big ^

(Continued from Page 1)

Lee," already released; five mort
Buzz Barton action films, with th(

first, "Cyclone Kid," now playing
throughout the country, and sia

melodramas. Buzz Barton it

"Human Targets" is announced foi

January release, while Bob Custei
in "Mark of the Spur," and "Th<
Death Ray," first of the melodramas
are scheduled for February release.

§^.#*i si^M^^M

miMj
MANY UAPPY RETUUNS

Jan. 7
Adolph Zukor Ernest L. Robbins

Kenneth Thomson

I
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Legal Bureau Collects $477, 1 73 in Contract Claims

MOBILIZINGAGAINST aTlTeD INVASIOQf N. Y.

Warner- F. N. Feature Lineup 80% in Work by February

5ix New Productions to

Start Next Month
at Burbank

finest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

I

Hollywood—With the starting of

ux new productions in February.

(Varner-First National will have

nore than 80 per cent of its schedule

f 70 pictures completed or in work.

Mctures in preparation for produc-

ion soon are "The Famous Fergu-

on Case," "So Big," "The Mouth-

)iece," "The Rich are Always With
iJs" "Saturday's Children" ana

'Working Wives."
' Pictures recently completed and

(Continued on Page 6)

i'KLYNVITAPiil

NOTCLOSn SEASON

The Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn

v'ill not close this year, as its pro-

uction schedule will consistently

ccupy its attention, said Edward
\lperson, general manager of dis-

Tibution for Warner Bros., yester-

ay. He declared that quality of

itaphone product is constantly

mproving.

lughes-Franklin Theaters

Sell Seven Coast Houses
,' Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
lollywood—Joe Goldberg, David

5ershon and Charles Koerner have

aken over seven local houses from
lughes-Franklin Theater- The
lOuses are the Mirror, Metro, Mel-

ose. Studio, Leinert, Park and

Drange.

I

Substituting 'Shocker'

For RKO's "Creation"

Undisputed "Ten Best" Leader
First place in this year's "Ten Best Pictures" poll conducted in connection with

THE FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK, will be a walkaway for the winning picture. As the

count now stands, the production heading the list has an edge of 71 votes on the

picture that follows it.

1 Short Subjects Added
By Para, to Current List

Musical Show Policy

Set For the Hollywood
Warner Bros, will reopen the

Hollywood on Jan. 29 with a music

hall policy of two shows a day. Lou
Holtz will be star and master^ of

ceremonies, surrounded by musical

comedy talent and a chorus.

Production of short subjects at

the Paramount New York studio

suspended several weeks ago, will

be resumed Feb. 1, when 10 pictures

will be added to the company's 1931-

32 schedule. The new subjects will

be single reelers.

Diiscussing Future of Poll Circuit

Theater Owners' Chamber
of Commerce in Drive

to Solidify Position
Planned invasion of New York

State by the Allied Theater Owners,
of New Jersey will find opposition

in the T. 0. C. C, now recognized
as the dominating exhibitor organ-
ization in the New York metro-
politan territory. In an effort to

offset plans of the Allied unit to en-

roll theater men in New York, the

T. 0. C. C. is understood to be mak-
(Continued on Page 8)

ONLY 3 U. 8. COMPANIES

Hollywood—A shocker' story, to be written

y Edgar Wallace and produced by Mcrian C.

ooper, will replace "Creation" on the Radio

ictures schedule, it is announced by David 0.

,:lznick. The new picture, according to Selz-

g lick, will combine 'horror' and adventure, with

touch of the prehistoric.

Future of the Poll circuit is now
being discussed in New York by

Herschel Stuart, its head, and Louis

Cohen, in charge of real estate oper-

ations for Fox Theaters. Probability

of S. Z. Poli taking back the houses

is again reported. The Poli group,

now operated as Fox New England

Theaters, has been on the market

for some time and has been ex-

amined by various producer-owned

circuits, but so far no deal has been

consummated.

Walter Futter Acquires

Own Studio in Hollywood
'.lr<t (oast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Walter Futter has

leased (he Victor Studios on N.

Sycamore Ave. The studios, which

have not been used as yet, will be

utilized by Futter for the making
'

his "Curiosities," "Travelaughs"

and "Featurette" series of three and

four reelers. The building will be

known as the Fu ter Studios.

$477,173 in Contract Claims

Collected by Legal Bur. in '31

standard Studios Plans

Short Subject Series

IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Standard Studios will

make a series of short subjects fea-

turing Virginia Wiseman, 16-year-

old comedienne, supported by Millard

(Continued on Page 6)

During the calendar year 1931

the New York Film Board of Trade,

through its legal bureau, collected

$477,173.59 in distributor claims out

of $069,769.46 filed, it is shown by

a report which Louis Nizer, execu-

tive secretary, has si-nt to sales

(Continued on Page (>)

Although practically all of the

major American companies are hav-

ing quota pictures made abroad, only

three are actually engaged in direct

production on the other side, it is

indicated by a survey made for the

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK. Both
(Continued on Page 8)

William F. Canavan
Returning to St. Louis

William F. Canavan, who recent-

ly resigned as president of the I. A.

f. S. E. and M. P. 0., has declined

an offer to join the Skouras Bros,

theater enterprise in an important

executive capacity. Canavan will

soon leave for St. Louis, his home
town, where he is likely to locate

permanently.

500 Subjects in Sound

Listed by 16mm. Catalog

Promptness of producers in m.ikinK dims

available tor the 16mm fitid i» indicated by

the fact that approximately 500 lubiccts in

sound arc listed in a citaloguc just issued by

Bell & Howell of Chicago. All of the pictures

arc sound-on-disc and they include straiKtit en-

tertainment, educational and informative «ub-

iecti.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg
Con. Fm. Ind 5 5 5 + Wi
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 10»4 9'A 10 -f 1

East. Kodak 8VA 77H 79^ + 1^
Fox Fm. "A" ... Syi 3% 314 + H
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) % 'A s/g + y,
Loew's, Inc 28^ 26f^ 26^^ -f 54
do pfd 64 62 62 +5
Paramount 9% 8 9'A + 'iVs

Pathe Exch 5^ Ys Vs
rfo "A" 2% 2% 2% + Vi
RCA (,% sVa eVs + A
RCA pf. A (3^).. 26 26 26 -f 1

RCA pf. B 12J4 115^ 12^ + IM
Univ. Pict. pfd.... 3K 3Va, i'A + V?
Warner Bros 3 2^A 2ii + 'A

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columl>ia Pets. Vtc. 3 A 3% 3A — >/8

Fox Thea. "A" ... 14 'A A
Gen. Th. Kq. pfd.. -5^ 9-16 9-16 —1-16
Technicolor 2 2 2
Trans-Lux Wg \A I'/i

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . 3 A 3 A 3A + A
Keith AC 6s46 ... 43 43 43 +2
Loew 6s 41ww ... 81 79 79 — 1

Paramount 6s 47.. 49 46 48+1
Par. By. 5Ks51... 74>^ 72 72A + A
Par. SAsSO 43"4 40A 42 +2
Warner's 6s39 ... 27 2SA 27 + 1A

LOEW'S BOSTON DIVIDEND
Boston—Loew's Boston Theaters

Co. has declared the regular quart-
erly dividend of 15 cents, payable
Feb. 1 to stock of record Jan. 16.
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City }'«

1 54 Crescent St. }"j

STillwell 4-7940 "}

if

if

Eastmaiii Films!

J. E. Brulatour> Inc.

«

Chicago
727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood :•:

6700 Santa Monica 1'.

Blvd. :•:

HOLlywood4121 j-J
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Cutting 'Depression' From Reels
Protesting against "newsreel interviews" in which economic depression is

discussed and voiced, Sophie K. Smith, manager of the Little Picture House
yesterday told FILM DAILY that all talks of that nature appearing in news-

reels have been, and will be, deleted from the releases before showing them
on the little Picture House screen. "In taking out those scenes, it so shortens

our program that we are often required to rent additional short subjects to

make up the time," said Miss Smith. "We will not run on the screen of our

theater any talks on 'depression' or any pictures pertaining to the subject and

I think it is time that the newsreels realized that what we want, is one

hundred per cent entertainment."

SIX NEGRO FEATURES

PLANNED BY MICHEAUX

Six features with entire colored
casts, will be produced by Micheaux
Pictures Corp. for the current sea-
son at the Metropolitan Studios in

New Jersey. The first, "Veiled
Aristocrats," with Laura Baumar
starred, has been completed. Others
scheduled for production are "Clois-
tered Lives" and "A Soul in Pawn."
The latter will be a two-part fea-
ture made in 16 reels with a com-
plete ending at the end of the first

eight so that it may be played also
as a single feature. The pictures
will include music, songs, cabaret
shows and dancing. Oscar Micheaux
will direct.

Maurice Chevalier
Starts Concert Tour.

Wert Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAJIS
Hollywood—Having completed hi?

latest Paramount picture. "One
Hour With You," Maurice Chevalier
left yesterday on a concert tour that
will wind up with a 17-day engage-
ment at the Fulton, New York, the
end of February. Chevalier also will
sing in San Francisco, St. Louis.
Indianapolis, Columbus, Chicago
Detroit, Boston, Philadelnhia, Wash-
ington, Baltimore and Newark. He
is due back at Paramount in March
to start in "Love Me Tonight."

"Delicious" Sets Record
For 1931 Roxv Attendance
By playing to 186.180 in its first

week at the Roxy, Fox's "Delicious"
took the record for attendance at
that house during 1931. The figure
is second only to the world record
of 208,788 held by "Cock-Eved
World." In addition to the Roxy
run, holdovers on "Delicious" are be-
ing recorded in an unusually large
number of situations throughout the
country.

SIMPSON FUNERAL TODAY
Grant L. Simpson, who appeared

in numerous Paramount shorts with
his wife. Lulu McConnell, will be
buried today from his late home in

Floral Park, Queens. He died Wed-
nesday in Asheville, N. C.

WANTED
To buy for cash, high grade sound

features, comedies, shorts, for dis-

tribution in Ireland. All communica-
tions to Louis Elliman, 86, LR,

Camden St., Dublin, Ireland.

ILL. ALLIED PLANS nCHT

ON GOV'T AMUSEMENT TAX

Chicago—Plans for opposing the
proposed Federal 10 per cent amuse-
ment tax were discussed by the Illi-

nois Allied Theater Owners' Ass'n
at a conference at the Hotel Con-
gress yesterday. A committee was
appointed to handle the campaign.
Arrangements were made to hold

the next Allied convention in Detroit
in February. The conference was at-

tended by Al Steffes, newly elected
president of the organization,
Abram F. Myers and H. M. Ritchie
in addition to members of the unit.
On the previous night a testimoni-

al dinner was tendered Aaron Saper-
stein.

Eastman's 1931 Profit

Estimated at %! a Share
Rochester, N. Y. — Preliminary

estimates indicate that net profit of
Eastman Kodak for the year just
closed will amount to close to $7 a
common share. However, the com-
pany has still to receive final fig-

ures from a number of its foreign
subsidiaries, including the Austra-
lian and South American branches.
Net profit in 1930 amounted to $20,-

353,788 equivalent to $8.84 a share
on the outstanding 2,261,030 com-
mon shares.

Reports that Kodak's income has
been seriously affected by the down-
ward trend in foreign exchanges are
denied by interests familiar with the
company's affairs, who point to the
fact that at no time has Kodak kept
large balances abroad. They state
that Kodak has kept just enough
money in foreign fields to operate on
an efficient basis, all the remainder
being converted into American cur-
rency and shipped to the home of-

fice. These interests believe that
the drop in foreign exchange rates
will not amount to more than 5 cents
a share on the common stock.

ROSEN AT MOSS' BROADWAY
Dave Rosen, formerly manager of

Loew's 175th St., has been appoint-
ed by B. S. Moss as managing di-

rector of the Broadway. "The House
Divided," with Walter Huston and
Helen Chandler, opens there today.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dallj or Weekly Raloi

Powers ClnephOM Eqiilpimnt Corporatlor

r83-7TH AVK., N- y, BRYANT •-•OeT

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of CaroUnt
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charioti.
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danc<
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

New Phonograph Records
Supply Theater Music

A special record for theater and
non-theatrical use, furnished in

either 33 1-3 or 78 R.P.M., is now
being turned out by American
Record Corp. to supply houses any-
where with music to accompany a
silent trailer, or during intermission
or as an exit march. Among the
musical artists available on these
records are Lew White, Roy Smeck,
Sam Lanin, Vic Irwin, Louis Katz-
man and others. Circuits already
using the discs include Warner, Pub-
lix, Loew, RKO and Fox.

"Mata Hari" Grosses
$112,000 First Week

"Mata Hari," in its first week at

the Capitol, which ended last night,

is understood to have grossed more
than $112,000. This establishes a

new house record, exceeding the one
established by "Anna Christie" by
several thousand dollars.

MRS. GREENBERGER DIES
Sanford Greenberger, formerly

story editor of Warner Bros.' and ;

now handling publicity at the Little :

Carnegie theater, is mourning the'

loss of his mother, Mrs. Sarah
Greenberger, who died Wednesday
at the Neurological Institute.

should a wife
bare a clouded
past to save her
husband's life

1

MICHAEL
and MARY

Their Secret

ASK UNIVERSAL

J



SB^ ^^ Astor Theatre, New York
_% ^^H ^^^^^s^ Th^^^^'^j Los Angeles

(And your theatre next!)

WALLACE BEERY—CLARK GABLE
Conrad Nagel—Dorothy Jordan—Marjorie Rambeau—Marie Prevost. Directed by GEORGE HILL

Another $2 Giant Entertainment

from

—

{need <we mention the name!)
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80^^ IN WORK BY FEB.

(^Continued jrom Page 1)

awaiting release are "High Pres-

sure," "Union Depot," "The Honor-
able Mr. Wong," "Old Man Minick,"

"Alias the Doctor," "The Man Who
Played God," "Fireman Save My
Child," and "The Crowd Roars."

Shooting now at the Burbank
studio are "Mendel, Inc.," "Love on

a Budget," "Poor Little Church
Mouse," and "It's Hell to be Fa-

mous."

Co-operative Production

Planned by Paris Group
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILi
Washington—A co-operative pro-

duction movement whereby one

super film is to be turned out each

year has been launched in France,

it is reported to the M. P. Division

of the Department of Commerce.
The Film Trade Press Associa-

tion and the Artists Union will

supervise the undertaking. The
journalists will furnish the scenario

and the direction and artists will

give their services free. Pathe-Na-
tan has in turn offered the gratuti-

ous use of its studios and will donate

negative stock, development, etc.

The proceeds will be distributed on

a 50-50 basis between the two as-

sociations. ^^\

GETS U. S. RIGHTS TO FILM
Ritchey Export Corp. has acquired

the American rights to "Lieutenant
of the Hussars," German talker,

which will be released in this coun-

try under title of "Love Comes But
Once." Mady Christians plays the

lead in the feature, which will be
booked directly to houses playing
German pictures, states J. V.

Ritchey. Miss Christians has ar-

rived in New York to appear in a

Shubert operetta. ^''

PREPARING MARX STORY
Herman Mankiewicz, Paramount

staff writer, is holding daily confer-

ences in New York with the Four
Marx Brothers on their new story

for Paramount. The quartette of

stars will leave Jan. 17 for Holly-
wood, when the picture will be made
under the direction of Norman Mc-
Leod.

$UNSI-IIN€
IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

All shares on the New York Stock
Exchange, and all but one of the issues
on the Bond Market, closed with plus
signs yesterday.

AIDNG™^ lALTO
WITH

//."M/

PHILM.DALY

NtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • NOW COMES Frank J. Wilstach's tenth annual crop

of the best Similes for the year here are just a few

that should whet your appetite to read 'em all Dizzier

than a piano mover on a circular staircase
—"Bugs" Baer

Deserted as the street scene on a vaudeville drop—Wallace

Blumberg Depressed as a guy who burns a hole in the

coat of a two-pants suit—Ted Cook Happy as a golf

widow when it snows—V. R. Cornford Dead as an animal

act at the Palace—Jimmy Durante Obscure as last year's

Miss America—Ted Cook About as shy as a tabloid

cameraman—John A. Curtis Contented as a red-ink man-

ufacturer during dull times—Ted Cook Crooked as a

man who double-crosses his T's—Joseph Hill Dizzier

than a bootlegger's bookkeeping system—Jack Level

Useless as an American housewife without a can opener—Emile

Littler Impossible as for a woman to hide her imperfec-

tions from her dressmaker—Sydney Munden Thick as

"peeve" books written by disgruntled authors about Hollywood

—Pathfinder Romantic as Paul Whiteman in a night-

gown—J. H. Pollock In love, as in motoring, a woman
is always disobeying the traffic rules, and then wondering how
the smash-up occurred—Helen Rowland Horrified as a

Hollywood actor when he sees his face on the cutting room floor

—Albert Rosenfeld

• • • AND IF you want to see something effective in the

way of new stage technique flash Ruth Etting's act at

the Roxy a platform bearing the singer and her ac-

companist moves forward when it reaches its position

near the footlights, a decoration at the rear unfolds into a gorg-
eous fan in fact the entire stage show is crammed with
eye-appeal produced by Clark Robinson under super-
vision of Fanchon & Marco

• • • SOMETHING ENTIRELY new and novel in Show
Biz is about to be sprung but we can't tip off the stunt

in detail without spoiling it for the sponsors suffice it

to say that Florence, the girl band leader, is spotted with her
band featured as the Topi'cal Revue Girl very
close to Broadway tied in with a big commercial hour

and about 300 theaters but THAT's where the
stunt comes in and we can't say more but if it

slides through as per plans it's gonna be a Wow

• • • A CHANCE to grab off 25 smackers EASY
Raspin Productions, producers of "Explorers of the World"

are looking for a mascot in the form of a cross-eyed
monkey it is absolutely essential that they get this c-e

monk in order to pull a novelty exploitation that will make P.

T. Barnum turn over in the sod and call himself a sucker for
overlookin' it so, if ya want the 25 berries bring
the astigmatized simian to P. K. Thomajan in the Chanin build-
ing

* * * *

• • • JUST TO be different from the common run of
kolyumists we have saved the Most Interesting News
for the last meaning the Ten Best Poll which
will soon break in the li'l ole paper we'd give you the
Lowdown on the pix that copped and scoop the editor

and the only things that stops us is we Don't
Know nobody knows the votes are still comin'
in newspaper editors of the nation have gone overboard
on it the Biggest Poll since we started the racket

LEGAL BUREAU SEHLED

$477,173 CLAIMS IN '31

(Continued from Page 1)

managers of the major companies.
Claims collected total 3,145 out of

4,279 filed during that period.

Pending in the process of collec-

tion are 426 claims involving $63,-

408.61. Claims suspended as un-
collectible number 668 and represent
$129,187.26.

Standard Studios Plans
Short Subject Series
(Continued from Page 1)

DuVal. Ross Williams will super-

vise the subjects, which will be pho-
tographed in Multicolor by Alvin
Wyckoff. Production starts Jan. 12.

9 Essaness Theaters
Now Using Stage Acts

Chicago—Nine of the 16 houses

in the Essaness Theaters circuit are

now using flesh entertainment. Only
one, the Michigan, has a full-week

stage bill, consisting of all-colored

shows. Among the houses using
acts part of the time are the Em-
bassy, Logan, Davis, Byrd, Craw-
ford, Biograph and North Center.

Eight Chesterfields Sold

By Ritchey to Butcher's
Ritchey Export Corp. has sold

eight Chesterfield features to Butch-
er's Film Service, London, for dis-

tribution in the United Kingdom.
"The Devil Plays" is the first of

the series. The deal includes two
pcitures of the 1930-31 schedule and
six of the 1932-33 program.

THEATER SUES CITY
Waterbury, Conn.—Mrs. Ida Mil-

ler, owner of the Star, neighborhood
house, is suing the City of Water-
bury for $10,000 because a raising

of the street grade makes rebuild-

ing of the lobby and auditorium
necessary. Mrs. Miller claims she

had arranged to lease the house to

M. Kish of New Haven, but the i

city's action caused the deal to fall I

through. She also charges that the

house will be flooded during rains.

^»Sm%fk%ih% stivtiim
MANY IJAPPY RErUPNS.

« « « » » »

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Jan, 8
Joe Weil Matt Moore

James Farley Larry Darmour

William C. Meagher
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

,Bv RALPH WILKTm

HOLLYWOOD
JOHN WRAY and Frederick Kerr
J are the two latest additions to

the cast which will support Ruth
Chatterton in "The Rich Are Al-
ways With Us" when that film en-

ters production shortly at First Na-
tional.

* * *

Paul Lukas, who has been work-
ing hard at Paramount the last sev-

eral months as the male lead in

•Working Girls," "No One Man"
; nd the Ruth Chatterton picture
"Tomorrow and Tomorrow," is now
;on a vaication in Palm Springs.

* * *

Jack Oakie has joined Richard
Arlen again in "Sky Bride," Para-
"mount's forthcoming aviation story.

Frances Dee will have the feminine
lead in the picture, which will be di-

rected by Stephen Roberts.
* * *

Sidney Fox has been borrowed by
Warner Bros, and will be co-starred
with Warren William in "The
Mouthpiece," soon to start produc-
tion under the direction of James
Flood. The story is from the pen
of Frank Collins and has been adapt-
ed for screen production by Earl
Baldwin.

* *

Ernest Lubitsch, who has been
working at top speed in Paramount's
studios since last July, is finishing

his duties here with the intention
of leaving in a few days for a vaca-
tion in New York City.

* * *

One of the most prominent roles

hi Kay Francis's first starring pic-

ture for Warner Bros, has been as-

signed to Una Merkel. The picture

hears the temporary title of "Work-
ing Wives" and has been adapted by
Robert Lord from a story by an
rinonymous author. It will be direct-

would you share
half your money
with a girl you
didn't know

MICHAEL
and MARY

Their Secret)

.ASK U N I V E Rb A L

ed by Wilhelm Dieterle. David Man-
ners is to appear in the leading
masculine role opposite Miss
Francis. * * *

George Barbier yesterday joined
the cast of a Maurice Chevalier
starring picture for the third time
when assigned a part in "One Hour
With You" at the Paramount studios
in Hollywood. It was in Chevalier's
"The Big Pond" that Barbier made
his film debut while working or
the Broadway stage. Since signing
a picture contract several months
ago Barbier has appeared in five
Hollywood productions: "24 hours,"
"Girls About Town," "Touchdown,"
"No One Man" and "The Black
Robe."

* * *

Carole Lombard has com,pleted the
leading feminine role in Para-
mount's "No One Man" and has left

Hollywood with her husband, Wil-
liam Powell, for a vacation in the
Yosemite Valley.

* ' * *

Fox has acquired "Man About
Town," unpublished novel by Den-
ison Clift, author of several suc-
cessful works of fiction, among
'hem, "Scotland Yard," which was
made into a picture by Fox last sea-
son. The story was purchased with
a view of making it into a vehicle
for Warner Baxter.

* * *

Casting of "The Ferguson Case,"
which ivill go into production next
week at the Warner studios, has
been completed. It includes .Joan
Blomdell. Tom Brown, Adrienne
Dove, Walter Miller, Leslie Fenton.
Vivienne Osborne, J. Carroll Naish,
Purnell Pratt, Russell Hopton, Ken-
neth Thomson, Grant Mitchell, Wil-
liam Ban-ess, Harry Shutan, Rus-
sell Simpson, Leon Waycoff, Clark
Wallis, Dick Curtiss, Miriam Segar,
Spencer Charters, Clarence Wilson,
WHlard Robertson, Fred Burton-
Jean Laverty, Bert Hanlon, George
Meeker and Mike Donlin. "The Fer-
guson Case" was written by Gran-
ville Moore and Courtenay Terrett
and has been adapted for the screen
by Terrett and Harvey Thew. It

will be directed by Lloyd Bacon.
* * *

Arthur Stone, Lee Kinney, Wade Bo-
teler, Dorothy Granger, Patsy O'Leary, Jo"
Young. Hugh Saxon, Bobby Dunn and
Arthur Riplev have all been lined up for an
Educational-Mack Bennett comedy which is

being prepared for production under the di-

rection of Del Lord.
* * •

Ben Taggart and John M. Sulli-

van, well known character actors

of the screen and stage, have been
signed for roles in Paramount's
"The Black Robe."

* * *

In the line-up of p'ayers in Tiffany's "The
Texas Gun Fiehter." starring Ken Maynard
are three ex-directors, namely. Lloyd In-

graham, Edgar Lewis and Frank Crayne.

Which is the answer to "what happens n
ex-directors." Supporting the cowboy hero

in this outdoor drama are Sheila Manners.

Harry Woods and Bob Fleming. Phil Rosen
is directing, while he is also preparing for

production "Border Renegades," the second

of the Maynard specials.

There Is ••••••

Only One • • • • •

Film Daily • • • • •

YEAR BOOK • • •

In the

Motion Picture • • •

Industry ••••••

And It Has Been • •

Published As The • •

Standard Reference •

Volume of Motion •

Pictures For The* • •

Past 12 Years* • • •

1932 EDITION

OUT IN FEBRUARY

14th EDITION

1200 PACES
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MOBILIZING TO riGHT

ALLIED INVASION OF N.Y.

(Continued from Page 1)

ing increased efforts to solidify its

ranks and add new members. The

organization headed by Charles

O'Reilly has just completed a suc-

cessful campaign in the state legis-

lative situation at Albany.

Buchanan Contacting

Exhibitors in Carolinas

Charlotte, N. C—H. E. Buchanan,

chairman of the board of directors

of Ihe T. 0. A. of North and South

Carolina, for the past weeks has

been contacting exhibitors in the

Carolinas.

CLOSES DEALS ON "X"
Budd Rogers, feature sales man-

ager of Tiffany Productions, Inc.

has closed deals with the Roosevelt,

Chicago, and the Fox, St. Louis, for

first-run engagements on "X Marks

the Spot."
From the standpoint of sales,

this has been one of our most suc-

cessful pictures this season, says

Rogers.

MONOGRAM ADDS FEATURE
Monogram Pictures has added

"The County Fair," an original by

Robert Barsky, to its program, W.
Ray Johnston stated yesterday. I.

E. Chadwick will produce under

supervision of Trem Carr.

WARNERS SIGN LEE TRACY.
Lee Tracy, now starring on

Broadway in Norman Krasna's play,

"Louder, Please," signed a Warner
contract yesterday. He is scheduled

to arrive at the Burbank produc-

tion plant by Feb. 1 and his first

vehicle will probably be "Tinsel

Lady," by Maurine Watkins.

MARCHETTI INDISPOSED
Roger Marchetti, Hollywood at-

torney, is laid up in his suite at the

Hotel Warwick due to a slight at-

tack of the grippe. He has been in

New York for the past several weeks
on business in connection with How-
ard Hughes, Bing Crosby and other

clients.

BUCK ON RKO AIR SHOW
Frank Buck, author of "Bring 'Em

Back Alive," will broadcast on the
RKO Theater of the Air program
from the new Matson liner SS Mari-
posa on the eve of her maiden voy-
age to the Orient, Friday, Jan. 15.

COMING 8. GOING
c

RICIIAKI) AKI.F.N. having completed his
role in "Wayward" at the Paramount New
York studios, leaves Monday for Hollywood,
lie wl'l lie accompanied liy his wife, JOBYNA
KAI.STON,
I.KO CAKRll.I.O, who was to have headed

the New York Paramount sta^e show start

ing today, has been called west to start

work immediately in Paramount's "The
Broken Wing." He left last night.

WORDS and WISDOM
from within and without

"The saturation point in the public demand for the better forms of

entertainment is very remote indeed."—WILL H. HAYS.

"If the public falls harder for newspaper serials like 'Chickie' and

columns of sob stuff, it's a safe bet that 'Holiday,' 'Sin of Madelon Claudet'

and such are possessed of too much intellectual altitude for the bulk of

Ford, Chevrolet, Plymouth and Pontiac owners."—W. W. DURBIN, man-
aging editor, The Chronicle, Marion, Ind.

•
"The motion picture bushiess is neither depression^proof nor fool-

proof."—ABRAHAM F. MYERS.
«

"Exhibitors should devote more time to showmanship instead of to

'industry problems'."—C. C. PETTIJOHN.

"Women like a tidy and attractive exterior in a theater.'

FOLSOM WYNNE, in address at Texas Allied convention.
-MAMIE

"The year 1932 will see circuits broken down by numerous affiliations

with individual operators."—M. A. LIGHTMAN.

"Whether we want to believe it or not, we are fast being driven

back to the old-time family trade, the patronage that made us the big

industry we are today."—ED KUYKENDAHL.

"Advertising should not be something to be cut at will. It should

be constant, not to be slashed, but n^rhaps to be raised or lowered as the

picture demands."—JAY EMANUEL.

"Never in all my years in show business have I been so enthusiastic

about forthcoming product."—SAM KATZ.

Greenville, Miss. — Sunday shows
for charity during the win'^er

months began Dec. 27 at the Para-
mount.

Parsons, Kan. — Neal Gordon is

managing the remodeled Ritz for E.

Van Hyning, president of the

M. P. T. A.

Orwell, O. — The Temple, now
operated by W. L. Chalmers, is open
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday of each week.

Glen Elder, Kan.—The Plaza, for-

merly the Glen Elder Opera House,
has recently been reopened by James
Taylor.

Humboldt, Tenn.—J. F. Lowrance,
who has operated the New Princess

for eight years, has sold the theater

to C. A. Legge, and Levil Chisholm,
operators of the Rex.

Acworth, Ga.—C. B. Winfred of

Richmond, Va., has bought the Ac-
worlh Golden. He plans to put in

new sound equipment.

Spencer, la.—The Spencer, oper-

ated by Finkelstein Theaters, Inc.,

has reopened in its newly completed
building.

Bucyrus, O.—Walter J. Michael,
'ice president of the Ohio Locomo-
tive Crane Co., has been elected
1 director of the Hoover Theater
Corp. here. Work on the new thea-
"^^er is progressing rapidly.

Milwaukee — Charles Koehler of

B. N. Judell, Inc., has won a cash
prize for the best photograph sub-
mitl'ed last week in the Big 4 ex-
oloitation contest.

Lake City, la.—L. G. Ballard took
iver the Iowa on Jan. 1 from R. M.
Bernau. The new owner comes from
'^pncroft, Neb. The Bernau family
'vill return to their former home at
^da Grove, la.

Miami, Fla.—Explosions of pow-
der and firecrackers under a seat
near the front of the Capitol the
other night sprayed flames over a
number of persons in the audience
and upon the stage. There have
been labor disputes in the theater
for some time. An investigation is

under way.

Pittsburgh—George Collins, sales-

man for Pathe until the recent mer-
Ter with RKO, is now meeting with
success in thp sale of an automobile
accessory which saves the car owner
a lot of gas.

ONLY 3 U. S. COMPANIES

(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount and Warner Bros, are
directly engaged in producing, the
former in France and the latter in

England. RKO, through its affiliated

company, Associated Radio Pictures,
is producing in England.

I

Cleveland Exhibs File

Protest Against Tax
Cleveland—A resolution directing

exhibitors to immediately file pro-
test at Washington against the pro-
posed 10 per cent amusement tax
has been passed by the Cleveland
M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n. The reso-
lution asks that the senators and
congressmen hear the exhibitors'
side of the situation fully so that
they may be better able to present
the film industry's position to the
Finance Committee of the Senate,
the Ways and Means Committee of
the House and to Congress.

RKO CERTIFICATES READY
Full-paid and part-paid certificates

representing subscriptions for RKO
debentures and the accompanying
shares of common stock are ready
for delivery at the office of Lehman
Brothers.

RKO BUYS BRITISH FILM
RKO has acouired world rights to

"Frail Women " English talker star-
ring Mary Newcomb, from John
Wild, the exporter and importer,
said yesterday. It was produced by
Twickenham studios.

NEW INDIANA COMPANY
Indianapolis — Bijou theater has

been incorporated by Richard E.
Kremp, Felix Vonnegut, Harry E..

Keine and Thelma R. Keine. Ob-
ject of the company is to operate
moving picture theaters.

ALYCE McCORMICK DIES
IVe.rt Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAU-
HolljTwood — Alyce McCormick,

who appeared recently in "Franken-
stein," "Bad Girl" and "Spirit of

Notre Dame," is dead of pneumonia.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
.\dsone Productions, theaters

; J. P. Bicker-
ton. Jr. 220 West 42nd St., New York.
$20,000 pfd. 100 shares common.

Film Deliveries, theatrical business ; Such-
man & Samuels, 545 Fifth Ave., New York.
$.S.000.

Ramis Theater Corp,, N, Convisser, 26

Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 100 shares com-
mon.

CAPITAL INCREASES
Kadima Films. New York, $1,000 to 100

shares, no par.

Recital Theater, New York. $1,000 to

$6,000.

NAME CHANGES
.•\r.i<osy Pictures Corp., New York, to

Tower Productions.

ttl
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AT THE GAIETY THEATRE, NEW YORK, WITH ONLY 807 SEATS AND
PLAYING BUT TWO SHOWS DAILY, THESE ARE THE RECEIPTS ON

ARROWSMITH //

FIRST WEEK $14,528.00

SECOND,WEEK .... $14,928.00

THIRD WEEK $14,975.00

FOURTH WEEK .... $17,428.00^='

Advance Sales: Over $10,000.00!

Seats Selling FOUR WEEKS AHEAD!

NOW WATCH RECORDS GO SOARING TO

NEW HIGHS ALL OVER THE COUNTRY
* Compelled to run an additional

performance to meet the demand



EMBASSY of the

UNITED STATES 0/ AMERICA

Office of Commercial Attache

Edificio"ANoite,"Sala 1323

,*Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
""^A

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
October 9, 1931

1931 Film Daily Yearbook,
1650 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

SUBJECT; 1931 Film Daily Yearbook

Gentlemen:

Some time ago, we received a copy of the above
annual, and have had occasion to refer to it many times. It
may be of interest to you to know that several days ago a
well known agent in this market, who recently closed out his
account with a New York commission house, came to this of-
fice seeking new lines of motion picture equipment. Through
the medium of your Buyer's Guide, we were able to supply him
with a number of names and he is now writing to those firms
with a view to securing their representation in this market.

Your book is most useful for those of us who are
attempting to forward the interest of the motion picture in-
dustry in foreign markets, and I wish to thank you again for
your kindness in sending it to us.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Carlton Jackson,
Commercial Attache

a The Standard Reference Book of

The Motion Picture Industry
^^
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Photophone Operations Merged with Victor Co.

BOOKKEEPING CHANGE gIvES PARA. BIGJ2 START

Plans for Wage Rebate Are Abandoned by Unions

Call Off Special Meeting
to Reconsider

Proposal
That the operators and musicians'

wage rebate plan, recommended by
the major circuits and sponsored by
former President William F. Can-
avan of the I. A. T. S. E. and M. P.

0., has been definitely discarded is

indicated in the current issue of
(Continued on Page 12)

SAIELSON AND BLUM

IN ALLIED ASS'N POSTS

In addition to the election of Al
Steffes as Allied Ass'n president, as

part of the organization's program
for expansion of activities, Sidney
E. Samuelson has been made vice-

president, and Herman Blum treas-

urer. A business manager also is

to be appointed, and while this may
be deferred until after the second
annual convention of Allied to be

held in Detroit late next month or

in March, the name of H. M. Richey
{Continued on Pane 11)

Chicago Plans 10^ Theater Tax
Chicago—A bill authorizing the city to levy a tax of not more than 10 per cent

on gross receipts of amusement places has been prepared by the corporation's counsel,

at the request of Alderman James B. Waller, for submission to the legislature. Of

the amount collected, 3 per cent would go to the corporate fund and 7 per cent for

unemployment relief.

M.P.T.O.A. Convention Committee

Holds Meeting in Washington
IVasliliujton Bureau of THh FILM DAILY
Washington—An important meet-

ing of the arrangements committee

for the M.P.T.O.A. convention to

be held at the Mayflower Hotel

here, March 14-16, was held this

week in the Earle Building, with A.

Julian Brylawski, chairman of the

committee, presiding.

National Director Ed Kuykendahl
(Continued on Page 11)

Deny Straus Taking Over
Fox Theater in Brooklyn
Denials were made by S. W.

Straus & Co. and Fox on Friday
in connection with a report that

Straus was taking over the Fox the-

ater building in Brooklyn. The
Straus concern financed the project.

William Wilson Dies
Following Short Illness

Philadelphia—William Wilson, dis-

trict manager of the Warner-Stan-
ley neighborhood theaters, died Fri-

,
day morning in a local hospital fol-

;
lowing an illness of 10 days. Wil-

I

son, who was formerly assistant to

i

William Goldman, handled 32 houses.

j

He was 42 years of age and before

I

entering exhibition was an actor.

Labor Croup Launches

Production of Films

Production of pictures has been started by
the Workers Film & Photo League, affiliated

with the Workers' International Relief, Com-
munist organization. First subject, a short,

deals with life in the Bronx. The next pioturc

will be concerned with unemployment.

Merger of Photophone- Victor

Announced by David Sarnoff

Neb.-Iowa Allied Merger
To Be Discussed at Meet

Omaha—Joining of the Nebraska

and Iowa Allied units will be one

of the important topics at the an-

(Continucd on Page 11)

Consolidation of RCA Photophone,

Inc., with the RCA Victor Co. is

announced by David Sarnoff, presi-

dent of RCA, as the latest step in

the unification of activities of the

Radio Corporation of America in

(Continued on Page 12)

CATERINQ TO CLASSES
— labeling pictures according to appeal

L By DON CARLE GILLETTE

AS THE film industry—advances into—its fourth decade—the division

of tastes—among moviegoers— is fast becoming—more clearly

defined. "Experienced patrons-not only go shopping-for the best

bargains—but they are exercising—keener selection—in types of films.

THIS inevitable tendency-has already-reached the point-where smart Pjoducers-

T^,,l ffnd it profitable-to start ciassifying-the predominant tastes-and cater to

them-by designation-with the kinds of film.-.hat they desire.

N PRODUCING for classes-it obviously mcans-that
7/\P.';/";"-;,";;^;if,"*„:;;

I but they can be made-at respectively less cost.^ - In the h.gher brackets-w.ll come

' (Continued on Page Z)

Favorable Developments
Behind 100% Rise in

Para. Stock
An advance of nearly 100 per cent

in Paramount stock within the past
few days is attributed largely to

the fact that, as a result of a book-
keeping change whereby the com-
pany's 1931 fiscal year was closed

on Dec. 26, instead of Jan. 2, and
due to delays which have held up re-

lease of about half a dozen of the

best Paramount pictures until the
(Continued on Page 11)

NEW 0. A. PETERS CO.

PLANS 3 FEATURES, SHORTS

/fV.« Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIIV
Hollywood—Three features and a

series of shorts are planned for this

season by Gold Seal Productions at

the Metropolitan Studios, it is an-

nounced by 0. A. Peters, president in

charge of production. First feature

will be "Ave Maria," an original by
Peters, scheduled to start late this

month, with Peters using his

Psychephone process. The other

features have been tentatively titled

(Continued on Page 11)

Huhnke Succeeds Maertz

As Wis. Allied Secretary
Milwaukee—E. G. Huhnke, opera-

tor of the Peerless, has succeeded

Ed Maertz as secretary of the Al-

lied Independent Theater Owners of

Wisconsin. Maertz is operator of

the Zenith here and is candidate for

aldcrmnn in his ward.

Massce Obtains Cut

In Film Freight Rates

A reduction of about 50 per cent in Ircighf

rata on motion picturcj to Hamburg. Bremen,

Rotterdam and Amsterdam hai been brou|{tit

about ttirough the efforts of Mjisc* b Co.,

forwarding and iniuranc* company.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind 5 4^ 5

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 9?4 9i4 9'/ — V2

East. Kodak 82 78'/^ 81^4 + 2^8
Fox Fm. "A" ... 4'/$ Wi 454 + ^
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) M Vi 3A + Vs

Loew's, Inc. ... 28^4 265i 28^ -f m
Paramount 10^ 9 10 J4 + l'/4

Pathe Exch Vs Vs Vs.

do "A" 2 2 2 — '/8

RCA 7% 6 7|i + 1'/

RCA pf. A (3>/^). 29 2654 29 + 3

RCA pf. B 15 1254 15 -f 25/g

RKO new 4 SH 4 + V2

Univ. Pict. pfd. ..38 38 38
Warner Bros 3 254 3 + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc. 314 3}4 354

Fox Thea. "A" ... H Vs ?4 + '/4

Gen. Th, Eq. pfd. 11-16 Ys Vs + 1-16

Technicolor 2'5^ 254 2-5^ + >/s

Trans-Lux Ws I'A ^Vs + Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 354 3 354
Keith AG 6s 46.. 4354 4354 4354 + Vi

Loew 6s 41ww 80 78|4 80 + 1

Paramount 6s47 ..50 48 50 -f 2

Par. By. 55^s51.. 74 72 72 — V2

Par. 554s50 46 41^ 46 +4
Pathe 7s37 59 58 59
Warner's 6s39 2754 26 27;^ + Vi

OMAHA FIRST-RUN DOUBLES
Omaha—Double features are be-

ing shown at the World, first-run

Publix house.
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CATERINQ TO CLASSES
—labeling pictures according to appeal

^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^ (Continued from Page 1)
•^__^^^^^__^_^__

productions—for the sopliisticated—and while this class—is somewhat limited—and

chiefly metropolitan—it is able and willing—to pay higher prices—for the entertainment

—made to its order.

•
pV THE same token—popular hokum stories—designed for tine crowds—who crave

^ that stuff—can be presented— in that category—while musical productions—may be
directed—in acceptable channels—and so on.

•
IT'S the same principle—as staging $5.50 revues—for the classy clientele—and 50-cent

vaudeville—for the common crowd—or $3 Broadway drama—versus 10-20-30 oprys

—

or $20 Stetsons—against $3 Truly Warners."'""Each is all right—for its class—and it's

only when—they're wrongly matched—that the accusations—of "lowbrow" or "high-

brow"—go back and forth.

•
P ECENT complaints—about the talkers—getting too sophisticated—and the perennial

•^ charge—of being moronic—are largely the result—of films and patrons—being

mismated.***lt's like selling—all cigars—out of one box—and expecting them—to

satisfy—every smoker—regardless of taste.

YIDDISH ACTOR FOR TALKIES
Michael Michalesko, Yiddish stage

actor, will temporarily desert that
field shortly to accept one of three
screen contracts being offered him
to star in foreign talking pictures,
he stated on his return from a the-
atrical tour. In addition to an offer

made him by the Hiart Pictures
Corp. to appear in a series of talk-
ing pictures in Yiddish, Michalesko
is also being sought by both German
and Russian-Soviet film concerns to

do native talkies in each respective
country.

OPEN SHOP UNIT IN N. W
Minneapolis—Independent M. P.

Operators & Service Engineers
Ass'n of the U. S. A., Inc., an open
shop union that claims 800 members
throughout the country, now has a
local unit. Officers are William H.
Gage, president; Burt Carlisle, vice-

president and business manager; M.
J. Gilfillan, secretary.

PICKETING EXTENDED
Local 306, projectionists' union,

has increased its picketing activities

to cover 16 of the 31 Springer-Co-
calis houses in greater New York.
The campaign against the circuit,

which is not employing union opera-
tors, is in its ninth week.

MAX ARNAUD JOINS W. B.

Max Arnaud, formerly of the Leo
Morrison office, has joined Warner
Bros, as talent scout, succeeding
Bijou Fernandez.

SERIAL FOR PUBLIX IN N. W.
Minneapolis—H. 0. Mugridge of

the Celebrated Film Exchange, has
ust closed "The Lightning Warrior,"
12-episode Mascot serial with Pub-
lix for every suburban house in Min-
neapolis and St. Paul. "The Light-
ning Warrior" is being run Sundays
in practically every house. These
theaters have not run serials be-

fore.

OPERA FILM AT COSTELLO
"Zwei Kravatten" ("Two Crav-

ats"), German opera film featuring
Michael Bohnen, Metropolitan Op-
era star, will have its New York
premiere Tuesday evening, Jan. 12,

at the Costello, a Lee A. Ochs house
at Broadway and 159th St., man-
aged by Louis Strauss.

AMATEUR MOVIE GROUP
Pittsburgh—The Academy of Sci-

ence and Art here has organized an
amateur motion picture photographic
section. Officers selected are: W.
B. McGill, president; William M.
Alrich, vice-president, and A. 0.

Swoger, secretary and treasurer.

VIRGINIA MORRIS AT FOX
Virginia Morris, formerly with

Warners and recently assistant to

A. P. Waxman at RKO Pathe, has
joined the Fox advertising depart-

ment in charge of press books.

>•••»••>*••»•••>#

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C
BSymnt 9-3040

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 18-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Paxton Hotel,
Omaha, Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danct
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A.. Hotel Mayflower, Washing;,
ton, D. C.

Christie Signs Barris
For Educational Series

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Harry Barris, com-

poser of "I Surrender, Dear," "Wrap
jYour Troubles in Dreams," and other
song hits, has been placed under
contract by Al Christie for a group
of Educational comedies following
the results of his first vehicle, "That
Rascal." Christie feels he has an-
other bet as good as Bing Crosby.

SCHROCK JOINS PARA.
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Raymond L. Schrock,

veteran scenarist and studio execu-
tive, was signed today by Para-
mount as a member of the writing
staff. Schrock, a scenarist for many
years, was general manager of Uni-
versal studios for more than a year
and has written hundreds of orig-
inal screen stories and scenarios.

WANTED
To buy for cash, high grade sound

features, comedies, shorts, for dis-

tribution in Ireland. All communica-
tions to Louis Elliman, 86, LR,

Camden St., Dublin, Ireland.

PrcsIdcAtHoicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates



The director who not only

knows how to make pictures

that are Flawlessly Fine but the

mesaphone marvel who packs

box-oFFice appeal in every

smash hit. Remember— the

combination—A Columbia

Picture— Played by Stanwyck

— Directed by Capra —
ALWAYS PACKS 'EM.

ADOLPHE MENJOU
and Ralph Bellamy with a splen-

did supporting cast realized

they were making the greatest

love story ever Filmed. Based

on an original story by Frank

Capra and adapted by Jo

Swerling. Its popularity will

sweep every city and town in

the country BY PUBLIC
DEMAND!

COLUMBI/
PICTUREJORBIDDEN^

"Ti ^^MkjT^^^Vil^feM^^^I^^^^^Bfe^J.I The starts here:
I he love story ^^^^V'9bU&^*V^H^^^^^^^^^^^^Hb.
,,// -

I o \v/ ^^HtV ^^^M^'^iZk^B^^W^^^^^^^^^^H
real! Remember that line.' We ^^HH VJ i^^^TVv^MJ^^V^^H^H Warner's Earle The<tr« Withlnston.D.C.

^^^HH^^^^^^ k^ *' T^^^^^^^k^^H^^I Michisan Theatre Detroit

used it weeks aqo in warning you ^^^^i^i7filfc4^L5J I Vl BVi9^9i^V Ambauador Theatre St. Louis

^P||yK<^^2JVSPT^PPl9i^^^A ^M ^M ^^B^B Indiana Theatre Indianapolis, Ind.

that here was the PERFECT ^BSi^MiMH^^ S'^'^'nl*""'" , tl te*^^^^^BPMM||^^^ZxURiIf^9Mi^B|^M|iUlal^*i9wVI^^^H Keith s Memorial Iheatre BOftOn

PROFIT PICTURE. Now that all Bit^SSS^^SmfHlAmM irWr'" fiirm^nS^H^^^J^^^^^^^^^^^^^HH|^|^^^^^MMM||^^JJnH||rf^^ Ritz Theatred^HIp "^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^fe^^^^^JS^Si^^^l Hippodrome Theatre Cleveland
has Vf " *ji^^^^^^^^^^^^^|Hi^^^| ^''"' ^^"*" Rochesttr

wait too long. IhlS shrewd ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H Palace Theatre Younsttown

// . // I |. . ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1
show me First-run booking is ^ .^HH^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H Hollywood Theatre Forth Worth

^^H ^KtTm^^i^UBSI^^^^^HH^^^^I Palace Theatre Akron

last warning— Follow the Crowds^ k J^H ^Kg^j^^fMB^SS^R^^KTMI^^^^H iosth St. Theair* Cleveland

mk^^^^^^^^HiKtMKl^KlffBy^ Virginia Theatre Champaign

beginning January 9th, R IALTO ^^^^^^^^BBKm^VBSBUiMlilU Palace Theatre Rockford

HHj^^HHHj^^S^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H Palace Theatre Albcny

THEATRE, N. ^^^^BHP^^HIHD^H ^""

THE BIG MONEY TEAM
1^. . . ^ A m^ m^ A rs. A ^TALiw/yy^iy t\ -. I L .. C D A Kl 1/ r A D A
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
TAMES CAGNEY is planning a

J trip abroad this summer with

Mrs. Cagney. It will be his first

visit to the other side.

* * *

Edward G. Robinson, with whom
Cagney has played in gang films,

is now in Europe and getting a

great reception everywhere, accord-

ing to reports reaching here.
4c « «

Lowell Sherman has been assign-

ed the direction of Helen Twelve-

trees in her first picture to be made
at the RKO-Radio Pictures studio,

according to an announcement by
David 0. Selznick, executive vice-

president in charge of production.

No vehicle has been selected as yet

and production will not be sched-

uled until Miss Twelvetrees com-

pletes her role with John Barrymore
in "State's Attorney."

* * *

Seventy of RKO-Radio's best and
worst divot diggers have formed a

golf club, with Ashley Loafea as

professional. Richard Dix, Robert

Armstrong, Eddie Quillan, Charles

"Chic" Sale, Stanley Fields, Irene

Dunne, Bert Wheeler and Robert

Woolsey are among the members. A
studio tournam,ent will be held

Jan. 10.
:<< >|i *

Lew Golder has opened an agency
in the Equitable Bldg. Eddie Rubin,

brother of Benny Rubin, is his as-

sociate. The agency will represent

James Dunn.
J, * if

Our Passing Show: Arthur M.
Brilant buying an automobile; James
M. Cain motoring to Paramount:
Virginia Kellogg demonstrating that

she is a football expert by winning
several wagers on the U.S.C.-Tulane
game.

* « *

Joseph Henry Steele has resign-

ed as Richard Barthelmess' press
representative and will devote all

his time to production. He directed

"Gaunt," a three-reel dramatic sub-

ject, which has attracted much at-

tention. The picture was completed
in eight shooting days. It stars

Ralph Lewis.
>i< * *

Hale Hamilton is one of the busi-

est actors on the Coast. He has
been signed for an important role

in "Love Affair," at Columbia.
* * *

The RKO-Radio Pictures studio
went musical this week with tne

750 Roles for Barbier
Before embarking on his screen career, George Barbier, Paramount player, appeared

in more than 750 stage roles. He is now being featured in the Maurice Chevalier
picture. "One Hour With You," with Jeannette MacDonald, Genevieve Tobin, Charlie
Ruggles and Roland Young.

"It's Hell"

Title of the new Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr. picture which went into work this

week at First National has been changed
from "The Goldfish Bowl" to "It's

Hell to be Famous." The new title Is

announced as definite. But the an-
nouncement doesn't say "positively."

hiring of a singing chorus of 50
voices, a 15-piece jazz orchestra and
a male quartet. The musicians
were called for "Girl Crazy," star-

ring Bert Wheeler and Robert Wool-
sey in the George and Ira Gershwin
melodic comedy which was such an
outstanding highlight during the
past theatrical season. Cast in sup-
port of the starring comedians are
Eddie Quillan, Dorothy Lee, Mitzi
Green, Kitty Kelly, Arline Judge,
Stanley Fields, Ivan Lebedeff and
others.

* * *

Sonya Levien is all smiles these
days. She wrote the adaptation for
"Delicious," the Janet Gaynor-
Charles Farrell picture, which David
Butler directed, and which is scoring
heavily at the box-ofEbe. Miss Levien
has been assigned to write the adap-
tation of "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm," which will co-star the Gay-
nor-Farrell team. Miss Levien
wrote the adaptation and dialogue
for "Daddy Long Legs," which Al
Santell directed.

* * *

Charles Williams, who played an
important role in "Dance Team," for
Fox, has written a vaudeville sketch
for Buster Collier and Skeets Gal-
lagher. He has also written a book,
"The Autobiography of a Nit-Wit."
Before coming to the Coast, he
wrote much material for Bill Gax-
ton, Hal Skelly and the late Jack
Donahue.

* *

One of the most erudite individuals
in the film industry, is said to he
George Archainbaud, RKO director,
who is now making "Lost Squad-
ron." This megaphonist, it is claimed,
is the holder of several college de-
grees.

* * *

Mitzi Green has added a new im-
personation to her already imposing
list—that of Robert Woolsey. She
watched him as he exchanged gay
lines with Bert Wheeler in scenes
for "Girl Crazy" and after one day
•.he entertained the entire company
with her impersonations of the fa-
mous comedian.

Arthur M. Brilant, whose stage
play, "Clara Dean," will be pictur-
ed by Paramount, has joined the

Paramount writing staff. Brilant,
who is a Minneapolis boy, did his
first s'creen writing back in 1912,
when he fashioned one-reel scenarios
for Universal. He was with the
Hilo Tribune in Honolulu and was
in China and the Philippines in 1913
for the Associated Press. He is a

veteran theater manager and press
agent.

Ik >l< *

An announcement concerning Vic-
tor Schertzinger's newest affiliations

is expected within the next few days.
The noted director and musical cor.,

poser recently completed a contract
with RKO.

* * *

Monty Banks, who directed 14
features during his past four years
in England, has returned to Holly-
wood. He is basking in the sunshine
and declares he missed the good old
Sol while abroad.

Mervyn LeRoy, the screen's most
youthful director, has already start-

ed the direction on his first iy'S2

production, "Mendel, Inc" His 1931
directorial record was a brilliant

one. Numbered among his pictures
were "Five Star Final," "Local Boy
Makes Good," "Broadminded," "Lit-
tle Caesar," "Tonight or Never" and
Gentleman's Fate."

"East is East and West is West
and never the twain shall meet"

—

in Hollywood.

Among the press agents who are
represented in "Wilstach's Diction-
ary of Similes for 1931" are the fol-

lowing: George Gerhardt, who con-
tributed "Flat and inanimate as a
woodcut"; Barrett C. Kiesling
"Fleeting as the fame of an English
channel swimmer"; John Level, "Un-
certain as a chambermaid around a
bridal suite"; George D. Lottman.

"Tattered as Collier's Weekly in the
waiting room of a dentist"; Clarence
Locan, "As appropriate as a Sul-
tan's eunuch in a Mormon tehurch";
Pete Smith, "Popular as a dill pickle
at a Sunday school picnic"; Michael
Simmons, "He has the serenity of
a cigar-smoking Buddha"; Victor
M. Shapiro, "Gorgeous as the sun-
shine on Beverly Hills."

4
Sam Bricker, property boy at

Paramount the past five years, real-

ized a five-year ambition this week
when he was signed to enact a
prominent role in "Dancers in the
Dark," dance-hall romance featuring
Miriam Hopkins, Jack Oakie and
Eugene Pallette. »

* « *

William Bakewell, who has been
borrowed by Fox from M-G-M for
the featured juvenile role in "First
Cabin," has astonished a number of
friends with gifts of photographs
of themselves in offguard moments-
The recipients have been trying to

guess when and how the pictures
were made. Bakewell has finally con-
fessed to carrying of a specially
constructed camera, concealed under
the coat or vest. He enlarges the
originals and the results are fre-
quently more characteristic than
carefully posed portraits, for they
are secured while there is an entire
absence of self-consciousness.

* ^ ^

Horace Jackson's collection of
time-pieces, including sun-dials,

hour glasses and antique clocks,
forms one of his most prized poses-
sions. A water clock which was
constructed nearly 300 years ago
is of unusual interest, especially as
it still keeps accurate time. An-
other fascinating exhibit which the
RKO scenarist owns is a sun-dial of
rare wood mosaic and containing
over 1,500 separate pieces of wood
of 20 diff'erent kinds.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where Ihe "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollyw'ood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse*
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con*
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Look/or the "Doorway ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNiA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
.By HARRY N. BLAIR

JOE NADEL, president of the As-

sistant Directors' Association,

has presented International Photog^

raphers' T^ocal No. 644 with an

American flag and stand, on behalf

of his organization. The presentation

was made following installation of

new officers.

•

Douglas Stanbury, well known
stage and radio singer, has

been signed by Sam Sax to

make a musical number as one

of Vitaphone's "Pepper Pot'

one-reelers. In addition, the stu-

dio has secured the New York
University choir of 60 singers.

This vAll make Stanbury's fifth

short for Warner Vitaphone.
•

Musical shorts are proving to be

the most popular of the Warner
Vitaphone output, according to ex-

hibitors. Which explains why Sam
Sax has several more on schedule.

•

Claudette Colbert wears a blond

wig for the first time as part of her

role in "The Wiser Sex," now in

production at Paramount's New
York studio. Miss Colbert wears the

wig only in certain scenes appear-

ing most of the time in her natural

brunette tresses.

Warners' cutting department

continues at full steam under

the supervision of Bert Frank.

Earl Lapat has been assigned to

cut the E. M. Newman Travel-

ogues and Bill DuBrul is at

work on "The Studio Mystery,"

latest of the S. S. Van Dine se-

ries.
•

Some quick switching of sets, so

capably handled that not a minute's

time was lost, was required at the

Warner Vitaphone studio when
Benny Rubin was suddenly stricken

with an attack of appendicitis the

night before he was scheduled to

appear before the cameras. When
Rubin got to the studio after a day

Bpent in freezing the offending or-

Scotto to Direct 10 More
Aubrey Scotto has been assigned by Larry Kent to direct the 10 additional

shorts to be made at the Paramount New York studio. They will comprise

two with Rudy Vallee, two with Tom Howard; four with Burns & Allen, one

with Cab Calloway and a novelty reel.

gan into submission, all scenes in

which he did not appear had been
shot and he was able to go right

ahead with the picture.
•

John W. Green, Paramount staff

composer, will appear with Ethel

Merman in a rendition of many of

his hit tunes which constitute the

musical setting for a new 'Bouncing
Ball" song cartoon.

•

Henry Sanfry and his band is the

latest musical unit to be added to the

Vitaphone list which already includes

Castro's Cubans, Rudy Weidoeft and his

Singing Saxophones, Horace Heidt and

numerous others.

•

Robert L. Ripley continues to turn

out new chapters of his "Believe It

or Not" series for Warner Vita-

phone. Having just completed the

18th of his current series, Ripley is

now preparing to make three more
before he can get away on his con-

templated trip to the Orient and

South Seas in search of fresh curi-

osities. •

Buddy Harris will soon be

able to claim long distance

honors so far as Cameramen's
Local No. 644 is concerned. No
sooner had he returned from
Florida, where he was working

on an Ann Harding picture,

than he set off for Italy and

Africa with Ray Friedgen, pro-

ducer, to film a series of pic-

torial shorts.

William Boyd, now appearing op-
posite Claudette Colbert in "The
Wiser Sex," completed an important
role in Howard Hughes' sky comedy,
"Cock o' the Air," which will short-
ly be released.

•

"Wall Street Mystery," one
of the S. S. Van Dine Vita-

phwie series directed by Arthur
Hurley, is one of the few "out-

side" shorts to ever play the

Capitol theater. New York. It

has been booked for the entire

Loew circuit.

Among the promising young la-

dies of talent recently given tests

at the Warner Vitaphone studio

were Doris Warner, an attractive

brunette and Gwen Heller, titian-

haired beauty.

Rudy Wiedoeft's recent Vitaphone

short, "Darn Tootin'," was booked into

the Warner theater on Broadway for a

run after playing three weeks at the

Strand theater, just a few blocks away,

attesting to the popularity of this vet-

eran saxophonist.

George Stoetzel acted as assistant

cameraman on the Ann Harding pic-

ture with Walter Nace in charge of

still photography.

O PRESENTATIONS €>
By JACK HARROWER

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

Westinghouse Electric board of di-

rectors indicate optimism regarding out-

look for declaring regular quarterly div-

idends despite expectations to the

contrary.

Wide Range of Headliners

In Presentation at Roxy
Headliners from a wide field of

entertainers make up the current

stage program at the Roxy in cele-

bration of Fanchon and Marcos

tenth anniversary. Under the head-

ing of "The Stage," the bill has

Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink

from the concert and opera stage;

Fritz Leiber, noted Shakespearian

actor; James Barton, of musical

comedy and vaudeville; Nick Lucas,

the Crooning Troubadour of the ra-

dio, stage and pictures; the Ue

Marcos, sensational dancers; Stevens

Brothers, whose bear comedy act is

a standard vaudeville turn, and the

Roxy's own ballet star, Patricia

Bowman, along with Fred Waring s

Pennsylvanians, the Roxyettes and

the Ballet Corps.

St. Denis and Crosby

On Paramount Stage

Ruth St. Denis and her ballet

troupe, along with Bing Crosby in

another holdover week, are the main

attractions in this week's presenta-

tion at the New York Paramount.

The revue, a Boris PetrofF produc-

tion called "Variations," also in-

cludes the Michon Brothers and

Frances Faye. Leo Carrillo orig-

inally was to have been on the pro-

gram, but at the last minute he was

called West to start work in a pic-

ture. Miss St. Denis features her

Javanese and swan numbers. Ru-

binofT directs the Paramount Or-

chestra in "Spanish Sketches," while

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford, at the

twin consoles on the stage, play

four popular numbers.

Vitaphone Vitamins: Benny Rubin
exhibiting an Irish brogue that
matches his famed Hebrew dialect

Ray Foster "batching" again, his
wife having gone South for a visit
. . . James Morton doing his usual
"Trilby" act, sans shoes, in the role
of an Irish cop taking his ease in
"The Perfect Suitor."

Benny Rubin is a trouper. He
went throuh his comedy antics
in Vitaphone's "The Perfect
Suitor," although just recover-
ing from an attack of appendi-
citis, rather than hold up
production schedules. Rubin is

set to headline at the Palace
theater next week.

VITAPHONE DEVELOPS

MONITOR USED ON SET

A new type of sound mixer or

monitor desk has been designed by

Porter H. Evans, chief engineer at

the Warner Vitaphone studios. By
means of this the monitor man is

able to supervise sound recording
directly from a position beside the
cameras on the stage.
Warner Vitaphone, by putting the

monitor desk into use, has gone di-

rect from a fixed monitor room off

the stage to this new device, there-

by hurdling the in-between type of
portable monitor booth used by most
other studios.

By monitoring right on the set,

the sound man is able to see the ac-

tion much better and is in direct

contact with the director and cam-
eraman. Under the system now pre-

vailing generally, he must come out

of his booth to consult with the di-

rector.

Evans is now working on further
simplification which will probably
make the elaborate sound installa-

tions now prevalent, unnecessary, in

constructing future sound stages. It

is probable that when new stages

are built, no elaborate or permanent
installation will be required.

"Edw.ird C. Robinson now %0|0Uining

in Europe, is causing a»toni»hm»nt to

foreign interviewers by turning out fo

be a quict-manncrcd and gentlemanly

soul instead of the marling lough guy

they expected." —First Nalional.
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

SOyND-ON-riLM-DEVICE

FOR SMALLER THEATERS

Electrical Reproduction Co., Chi-

cago, manufacturers of the Cinema-

phone sound-on-film equipment, is

now offering to theaters of 500 seats

or less what is claimed to be an

outstanding value in low-priced

sound equipment. A special feature

of the equipment, it is said, is a new
power supply device which permits

the use of D. C. tubes, eliminating

the hum usually present in A. C.

equipment.
The company is now concentrat-

ing its sales in the mid-western

states, covering Louisiana, Missis-

sippi, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia,

Florida, South Carolina, North
Carolina, Illinois, Indiana, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota,

Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas,

Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma and

Texas.
C. E. Healy has been appointed

to assume jurisdiction of all west-

ern division sales with the exception

of southern Illinois, according to E.

B. Yates, vice-president in charge

of installations. Healy's headquar-

ters will be in the Exchange Build-

ing, Kansas City.

Recent installations of Cinema-
phone equipment have been made in

the Orpheum, West Bend, la.. Lyric,

Cumberland, la., and the City Hall,

Belton, Mo.

INSTALLS MOHAWK CARPETS
The Ambassador, Washington, D.

C, and the Warner, in Troy, N. Y.,

have recently been equipped with
Mohawk's Scotia carpeting. The
contracts were placed with the Mo-
hawk Carpet Mills through the Con-
tinental Theater Accessories, Inc.

An order for the installation of

Mohawk Braeside carpet in the But-
terfield theater in Bay Ridge, Mich.,

has also been received. The con-
tract for this installation was placed
through Edson Moore & Co., De-
troit.

B ETTER
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY

VALUES
are always found at

\ National Theatre
iSuppLY Company
y Your Logical Supply Source

A Helpful Hint

Rubber mats used in the lobby of

weather will make your patrons more

underfoot dirt and rubbish, conserving

wear and tear on your cleaners.

theaters during rainy, snowy and slushy

foot-sure, as well as take up a lot of

your carpets, along with the saving of

Portable Film Cleaner
Placed on the Market

An automatic portable film clean-

ing machine having a total overall

weight of 22 pounds, including mo-
tor, is being marketed by the Na-
tional Film Renovating Co. of New
York.
The device includes a casing com-

prising an upright box-like section,

closed at the top, bottom, sides and
back. It is entirely open at the

front. A pair of doors hinged at

the opposite sides of the casing sec-

tion serve to fully close the front.

The entire cleaning mechanism,
together with the reels for the film,

are enclosed in the casing. An elec-

tric motor and power transmission

mechanism for operating the clean-

ing mechanism and for rotating the

film reels are mounted upon the ex-

terior of the casing at the back.

Feet serve to support the casing

upright. The machine is a com-
pact portable unit designed for

standing upon a table or any other

elevated support.
An automatic junior portable for

use with 16 mm. film is also being

manufactured, the company stated.

National Lets Contracts

For Rigging and Drapery
Cleveland — Frank Masek, man-

ager of the National Theater Sup-

ply Co. here, has arranged with
Oscar Scheck and Co. of this city to

handle all stage rigging and drap-

ery contracts in this territory on a
sub-contract basis. This covers

Cleveland, Cincinnati and Pitts-

burgh. Phil Garbo, of Italian Fres-
co and Decorating Co., is handling
the designing and decorating on a

similar basis.

NEW BRENKERT LAMPS
Detroit—New types of high and

low intensity lamps have been de-

veloped by the Brenkert Light Pro-
jection Co. of this city, it is learned,

and will soon be placed on the mar-
ket. One of the main features of

the new high intensity lamp is that

it is constructed in units, with each
unit easily taken apart, and the en-

tire lamp may be torn down by the
simple process of removing a few
screws.

CARBON PRODUCTS MOVES
Carbon Products Co., manufac-

turers and importers of carbons and
carbon adaptors, formerly located
at 8 Beach St., have moved into new
and spacious quarters at 324 West
42nd St., New York City.

Perfume Overcomes
Disagreeable Odors

IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A new perfume for

use in theaters in overcoming dis-

agreeable odors and marketed un-

der the trade name of "Per-fu" has
been put out by the West Coast
Perfume Corp. of this city.

The new "Per-fu," which is being
offered in odors of Oriental, carna-
tion, jasmine, lily, rose, lilac, laven-
der, violet and orange blossom, and
is said to have a fragrant aroma of

freshly cut flowers, is released in

sufficient abundance by a newly per-
fected, electrically heated dissemina-
tor. With its use, it is declared, all

offensive odors are completely elim-
inated, without spraying or the use
of incense.

"Per-fu" may also be used
through the intake fan or ventilat-

ing system with old type dissemina-
tors, the company claims.

EXHIBITOR NEED NOT PAY

FOR BAD SOUND DEVICE

Forest Lake, Minn.—According to
a verdict in favor of Claude Bauers,
exhibitor of this city who was sued
by Electrophone for $1,940, alleged
to be the balance due on sound
equipment installed in Bauer's thea-
ter, exhibitors are not under obli-

gation to fulfill contracts for sound
equipment which does not reproduce
satisfactorily.

Bauers set up a counter-claim of
$1,400, which he demanded back on
the ground that the equipment
proved unsatisfactory and he was
compelled to replace it. The court
decided in favor of Bauers who was
represented by S. P. Halpern of
Minneapolis.

CELOTEX REPORTS LOSS
Chicago—Celotex Co., manufac-

turers of building board and insula-
tion materials, etc., with headquar-
ters in this city, reports for year
ended Oct. 31, net loss of $130,599
after depreciation, interests, etc.

This compares with net income of

$244,079, equal to $4.58 a share on
53,266 shares of 7 per cent preferred
stock in the preceding fiscal year.

Leadership Is Progress
NATIONAL Projector Carbons hold

recognized leadership for all types of

projection equipment. They keep pace

with the progress of the Motion Picture

Industry. They meet or anticipate each

new demand.

The new National S R A Carbons and

Pre-Cratered High Intensity Carbons are

recent improvements making possible

better projection and steadier screen

illumination.

Use National Projector Carbons in

your theatre. You will find the steady

brilliance of screen illumination pleasing

to your audiences and a source of in-

creased patronage.

ECTOR CARBONS
. . . Sold exclusively through distributors and
dealers, ISational Carbon Company will gladly

cooperate with the producer, exhibitor, machine
manufacturer or projectionist on any problem
involving light.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Carbon Sales Division • Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide MNN and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales Offices:

New York Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco

I
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

[merest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'By L. H. MITCHELL'

LEON POIRIER ORGANIZES

Paris—Leon Poirier, noted French
director, has formed his own produc-
tion company, Societe des Films
Leon Poirier, and will soon start

*he production of two talking pic-

tures, "The Foolish Night" and "The
Strange Adventure."

German Emergency Decree
Extends Film Enabling Act

Berlin—President Hindenburg, by
emergency decree, has extended the
time limit of the Enabling Act, on
which film contingent regulations
are built from Dec. 31 to June 30,

]'J32. Present film contingent regu-
lations will therefore be legal for
tlie current film year.

Austrian Houses May Close
Vienna—There is not sufficient production of films in Austria to permit the syi-

tem of interchange of "Vormerl<scheine" with Germany to be continued. It is impos-
sible to import foreign films under the very small allocations of foreign exchange.
Theater owners and distributors of films may be compelled to close down this month
(after the present supply of foreign films is exhausted) unless present regulations a'e
changed.

German Firms Launching
Portable Sound Device

Berlin—Zeiss-Ikon A. G. of Dres-
den and the Klangfilm G.m.b.H. of
Berlin have joined together for the
production of a portable sound ap-
paratus which is to be demonstrated
publicly within a short time. The
entire set is contained in three
boxes. It is especially adapted,
claim the companies, for publicity,

propaganda, school and lecture pur-
poses.

NEW TEDDINGTON PICTURE
London—The next Warner Bros.-

First National production at the
Toddington studios will be "A Voice
S;ud Good Night," an original screen
^tory by Robert Pertwee, which he
is now adapting with the aid of John
Hastings Turner. William McGann
will direct.

BRAZIL EXHIBS ASK RELIEF
Rio de Janeiro—Provisional Presi-

dent Vargas has received a com-
munication from the Brazilian Cine-
matographic Association protesting
against the high import duty on
motion pictures. The exhibitors' or-

ganization states that the high du-
ties will force all film houses in

Brazil out of business. Immediate
relief is asked.

SYDNEY AD MEN ORGANIZE
Sydney — The film advertising

men of Sydney have formed "The
47 Club" to bring about better fel-

lowship in their own ranks and to
present a united front on matters
concerning them. The organization
will function much as the AMPA
of America does. Sir Victor Wilson
was the first official guest of "The
47 Club."

French Exhibs Protest
JTraveling Film Shows

Paris—French exhibitors are up
in arms against the traveling film
shows which install their portable
sound equipment for a night or two
in village halls, sometimes in cafes
and dance halls, hurting the business
of the exhibitor who runs a motion
picture theater in the town. Ex-
hibitors are making an appeal to
distributors to refuse to rent films
to these traveling companies.

SOVIET AGENCY CLOSES
Berlin—The Prometheus film or-

ganization of Germany, allied with
Meschrabpom of Moscow and dis-

tributors of Russian pictures

throughout Europe, has failed owing
to the failure of Russian films to

attain commercial success in Ger-
many and other European countries.

GERMAN CLOSINGS
Berlin—Official information is to

the effect that 48 more motion pic-

ture theaters in Germany were
closed during the first half of 1931
than the number of new theaters
that opened. New capital invested
in theaters, however, was 158,000
marks more than the capital with-
drawn.

Empire Film Adviser
London—A. |. Siggins, writer and big

game hunter, has registered a new film

venture, a company to give advice to

British producers on possibilities for

making pictures or special scenes for

pictures in all parts of the British Em-
pire. The company will advise on suit-

able books for filming, the cost of em-
ploying native actors, the arranging for

spectacular game scenes, etc.

P.-N. NEWSREEL IN BELGIUM
Brussels — Pathe-Natan has en-

tered the Belgian market with a

newsreel. It is expected that the

company will soon extend its news-
reel service to other European
countries.

TANGIER WIRING 2 HOUSES
Tangier—Two motion picture the-

aters are being wired for sound pic-

tures—one with American, the other
with French apparatus. Theaters in

the more important towns in the
Spanish zone of Morocco have been
supplied with sound for some time.
The Spanish population furnishes
almost entirely the patronage of

talking pictures. The uneducated and
the natives prefer the silent pic-

tures. American films of cowboy
and Indian life, two-reel comics, war
and adventure pictures have been
especially popular. American dramas
and comedies are favorably received
in the better class houses. Sound
pictures are welcomed only by the
more discriminating and educated
of the populace of Morocco.

'OUR GANG' SHORTS SERIES

BEING MADE IN ENGLAND

London—British and Continental
is ready to start shooting on the
first of a series of comedies for
children, employing child actors.
"Our Kids" is the title of the first
J. Lorraien will direct. There will
be 100 children in the cast. "Jazz
Babies" is the title of the second of
the series.

PROMISE TAX RELIEF
Paris — Maurice Petsche, French

Minister of Fine Arts, promised in
his speech at the first meeting of
the new French Cinema High Coun-
cil, relief for exhibitors from the
present high amusement tax rate.
He stated that he had been in touch
with the various state departments
which profited by the tax.

OPPOSE CRANMORE STUDIOS
London—Opposition to the pro-

posed erection by European Sound
Films, Ltd., of three sound picture

studios in Stanmore, Middlesex, is

opposed by the local council on the

ground that it will divert a new ar-

terial road and block a new housing

scheme. The Ministry of Health will

hold an inquiry into the project.

ECLAIR'S NEW FILM LABS
Paris—Eclair has built new manu-

facturing laboratories for the prepa-

ration of film negative and positive.

A new and secret process will be

employed. Raw stock, it is stated,

will be turned out in great quanti-

ties.

FILM ON FOCH
Paris—Jacques Haik will soon be-

gin making a film dealing with the

late Marshal Foch. No actor will

be engaged to portray the role of

the Marshal—he will be seen in per-

son. Portions of films taken in his

lifetime in which the distinguished

soldier appeared will be incorporated

into the picture. An officer of the

French General Staff has written the

scenario.

FEYDER RETURNING TO U. S.

Paris—Pathe-Natan has decided
not to produce the film which was to
be titled "1940," and which Jacques
Feyder was under contract to di-
rect. Feyder will return this month
to Hollywood.

ALL-BRITISH HOUSE
Nottingham, Eng. — The Parlia-

ment Street Picture theater here,
just reopened after remodeling and
redecoration, is being run as an all-
British film house, with double fea-
ture programs.

FILM FUND CONTINUED
Budapest — The Hungarian film

fund has not been abolished as ex-

pected nor did the Parliamentary
Sub-Committee recommend that it

be abolished. The "meter-fees" are

levied as before despite exhibitors'

protests. Discontinuance of the

Ilunnia studios was not recom-
mended.

IDEAL SHORTS FOR BUTCHER'S
London—John Wild, American ex-

porter and importer, has sold six

Ideal shorts to Butcher's Film Ser-

vice through A. Fried of Film
Sales, Ltd.

BLOW AT FRENCH AUTHORS
Paris—The association of French

theater directors, in its war with
French authors, has decided to pay
writers no royalty on plays made
from original screen stories or from
books on the ground that such rights
were sold with the scenario. The
Chambre Syndicale and the Cinema
Directors' Ass'n are backing up the
theater directors' decision.

WARDOUR LIVERPOOL OFFICE
Liverpool—Wardour's, having out-

grown its old offices in Mount Pleas-
ant, has opened new Liverpool head-
quarters in Commutation Row.

Turkey Imposes Quota
Constantinople—Turkey has joined th«

other countries which have impoitd t

film quota to protect native product

—

Turkey having produced one native talk-

ing picture to d.ilc. "In the Streets of

Istambul." A quota of only 284 kilo-

grams was fixed for December. Ger-
many, America, France and England, in

the order named, are the principal ax-
porters of films to Turkey.

I
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"MICHAEL AND MARY"
Universal 80 mins.

ONE OF THE BEST BRITISH
FILMS EVER BROUGHT OVER
AND FINE ADAPTATION OF FA-

MOUS STAGE PLAY.

This is a Gainsborouh production,

and stands out as a really notewor-
thy feature. It also shapes up as

about the best British film sent to

this country. It is a fine adaptation

of A. A. Milne's well known stage

success of the same name. The
theme makes ideal screen fare, with

a strong love story from a very un-

usual angle. A young novelist be-

friends a girl who has been destered

by her husband right after mar-
riage. They fall in love, and decide

to take a chance and marry, risking

punishment for bigamy. Years pass,

and they have a son of 20, who is

about to become engaged to a girl.

The first husband appears, and at-

tempts blackmail. In a struggle

with the second husband, he falls

and dies. Then it builds some poig-

nant and very tense drama through
the coroner's inquest to a happy
ending. A sweet, beautiful story,

finely directed, acted and photo-
graphed.

Cast: Edna Best, Herbert Marshall, Frank
Lawton, Elizabeth Allan, D. A. Clarke-Smith,
Ben Field, Margaret Yarde, Sunday Wilshin.

Director, Victor .Saville ; Author, A. A.
Milne; Adaptor, Victor Saville; Dialoguer, A.
A. Milne; Editors, Ian Dalrymple, John Gold-
man ; Cameraman, Leslie Rowson ; Recording
Engineer, (ienrge Gunn.

Direction, excellent. Photography, very
good.

"THIS RECKLESS ACE"
A^ith Buddy Rogers, Richard Bennett,

Charlie Ruggles, Frances Starr
Paramount 80 mins.

LIVELY COMEDY OF MODERN
YOUTH WITH SLIGHT STORY
BUT LOTS OF ACTION, LAUGHS
AND GOOD PERFORMANCES.
There isn't much to this as a

story, but between liveliness stirred

up by the youthful members of the
cast, the admirable performances of

Richard Bennett and Frances Starr
as a pair of indulgent parents, and
the comedy work of Charlie Ruggles
and Maude Eburne, it contains
enough to give entertainment satis-

faction to a wide class. Bennett is

shown as the hardworking father,

willing to sacrifice anything for his

children, who are at college. Coming
home for the holidays, ona of the
offspring, Frances Dee, brings a
flock of schoolmates to make whoo-
pee. The other. Buddy Rogers, sur-

prises the folks with a fiancee, Peg-
gy Shannon. Having planned a se-

cret marriage, Buddy causes a great
disappointment to his father, who
has made certain plans for his fu-

ture. But when dad becomes involved
in a business trouble, the children

sober up and do some fast work in

saving him from the villain.

Cast: Charles "Buddy" Rogers, Richard
Bennett, Peggy Shannon, Charlie Ruggles,
Frances Dee, Frances Starr, Maude Eburnc)

David Landau, Reginald Barlow, Mary Ca'
lisle, Allen Vincent, George Pearce. Grady
Sutton, Harry Templeton, Leonard Carey.

Director, Frank Tuttle ; Author, Lewis
Beach ; Adaptor, Joseph L. Mankiewicz ; Dia-
loguer, same • Editor, not credited ; Camera-
man, Henry Sharp.

Direction, peppy. Photography, good.

Eddie Qiiillan in

"THE BIG SHOT"
RKO Pathe 65 mins.

PLEASING LITTLE LAUGH
NUMBER WITH SMALL TOWN
ATMOSPHERE PROVIDING
PLENTY OF HUMAN TOUCHES.
QUILLAN SCORES.

Eddie Quillan is right in his ele-

ment as the small town boy with big
business ideas trying to prove that
he isn't a false alarm after several
busts in the field of high finance.

Eddie is promoted into buying a de-
serted automobile camp, and he finds

a swamp on it that drives all his

customers away. There is a smooth
villain who is the cause of all his

grief, and who is also trying to

steal his girl. The latter is played
well by Maureen O'Sullivan. Then
into Eddie's life comes a vamp
(Mary Nolan) who adds a lot of sex
appeal to the picture, and succeeds
in gumming up Eddie's plans. There
is a lot of wholesome small town
atmosphere and sentiment nicely

combined with the comedy. It gets
over nicely as a light bit of enter-

tainment that the whole family can
see and enjoy. Eddie Quillan was
never better than in this one.

Cast : Eddie Quillan, Maureen O'Sullivan,

Mary Nolan, Rosco Ates, Belle Bennett,
Arthur Stone, Louis John Bartels, Otis Har-
lan, Billy Eugene, Edward McWade, Harvey
Clarke, A. S. Byron, Charles Thurston, Hil-

liard Carr. Frank Darien.

Director, Ralph Murphy ; Authors, George
Dromgold, Hal Conklin ; Adaptors, Joseph
Fields, Earl Baldwin; Dialoguers, same;
Editor, Charles Craft ; Cameraman, Arthur
Miller.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

MEN LIKE THESE!"
B.I.p. (America) 45 mins.1

HARROWING EXPERIENCE OF
CREW IN SUNKEN BRITISH
SUBMARINE PACKED WITH
THRILLS, BUT NO ATTEMPT AT
STORY.

Made possible through the coop-
eration of the British navy, this
picture is solely a narrative show-
ing the dangers that befall navy
men in times of peace. It is devoid
of story, but carries a wealth of
human appeal and is built for thrill

fans. Men will find in it plenty of
excitement, but women may not
consider it good entertainment. The
picture opens with several scenes
of British submarines leaving a port.
Then follow shots taken below decks,
showing the ship's great mechanism.
An officer peering through the peri-
scope sights a merchant vessel ahead
and is unable to prevent a crash. A
tremendous hole is made in the
submarine. Then follow scenes of
the trapped men and their escape by
means of a new "lung." Several ex-
cellent character parts are portrayed
and now and then are shots of
loved-ones at home awaiting news
of the ill-fated ship and crew.

Cast: Sydney Seaward, John Batten, James
Enstone, Edward Gee, John Hunt, Charles
Peachy, Valentine White.

Director, Walter Summers ; Constructors;
John F. Meed, James A. Marchant, Leslie
Norman ; Editor, Walter Mycroft ; Camera-
men, Jack Parker, Horace Wheddon ; Re-
cording Engineer, Alex Murray.

Direction, strong. Photography, fine.

James Cagney in

"TAXI"
with Loretta Young, George E. Stone
Warner Bros. 70 m.ins.

ENTERTAINING MIXTURE OF
ACTION DRAMA AND COMEDY
WITH TAXI RACKETEER BACK-
GROUND. CAGNEY'S PERFORM-
ANCE IS HIGHLIGHT.
James Cagney walks off with pret-

ty near everything in this semi-
racketeer drama. His performance as
a tough taxi driver keeps the story
pretty well supplied with punches,
and the women especially will go for
his rough but cute brand of love-
making. The plot involves a taxi
organization that goes out to grab
all the good spots in town by strong
arm methods. They cause the death
of an old-timer whose daughter,
played by Loretta Young, later be-
comes Cagney's wife. On their wed-
ding night the same outfit kills Cag-
ney's kid brother, whereupon Cagney
makes it his mission not to rest un-
til he has had revenge. But the killer

eventually is responsible for his own
death by falling out of a window
just as the police have him trapped.
Cagney's outbursts of temper, his

quickness to start a fight on the
slightest excuse, and his engaging
manner of overcoming these fits,

provide the chief enjoyment.
Cast: James Cagney, Loretta Young,

George E. Stone, Dorothy Burgess, Ray
Cooke, Matt McHugh, Leila Bennett, Guy
Kibbee, George MacFarlane, Nat Pendleton,
Berton Churchill.

Director, Roy Del Ruth ; Author, Kcnyon
Nicholson ; Adaptors, Kubcc Glasmon, John
Bright ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, not cred-

ited ; Cameraman. James Von Trees.
Direction, fast. Photography, good.

Harry Carey in

"WITHOUT HONORS

'

Artclass 65 mins.

PIP WESTERN WITH HARRY
CAREY IN GREAT ROLE THAT
KEEPS STEAMED UP TO A
GRAND SLAM FINISH.

Here is a western that is a delight

to witness. It was written by Lee
Sage, the one-time cattle rustler,

and it teems with original situations

and unusual angles. It is so far
away from the usual bromide west-
ern formula that there is no com-
parison. Sage knows his border
country, the smugglers, and all the
tricks of the dangerous trade. And
with Harry Carey to delineate the

gambler who turns Ranger to track

down the killers of his brother and
uncover the smuggling gang, it be-

comes a beaucoup humdinger. Carey
is simply immense. An actor as well
as a tough fighter and hard rider,

he holds the interest tense every
time he appears—and that is prac-

tically all of the running time. The
story is in fact too crammed with
incident, but skillful direction gets

it over with a punch. Rates one of

the finest action westerns ever
screened.

Cast: Harry Carey, Mae Busch. Mary Jane
Irving, Gibson Gowland. Ed Brady, Lafe
McKee. Jack Richardson, Tom London, Lee
Sage, Pardner Jones.

Director, William Nigh ; Author. Lee Sage ;

Dialoguers, Harry P. Christ ; Lee Sage

;

Adaptors, same ; Editor, not listed ; Camera-
man, Edward Linden.

Direction, very good. Photography, fine.

"THE DRIFTER"
With William Farmim

Willis Kent 71 Tnins.

UNUSUAL NORTHWEST
STORY CARRIES PLENTY OF
DRAMATIC ACTION WITH WIL-
LIAM FARNUM GIVING FINE
PERFORMANCE.
This one makes a strong indepen-

dent feature, with William Farnum
in a fine character part of a French-
Canadian woodsman that calls for
some real histrionics, and he delivers

splendidly. The story is unusual,
carrying a lot of human interest

and highly dramatic touches. Far-
num has the role of a drifter, who
comes to the logging town in the
Canadian woods, and falls in love
with the daughter of the head of

the lumber company. There is some
dirty work going on in the way of

tampering with the logging ma-
chinery, and Bruce Warren as the
foreman is out to stop it. There
is a rivalry between Warren and
Farnum for the girl. Then it de-
velops into some tense drama with
the disclosure that they are broth-
ers, and Farnum goes out of the
girl's life without letting his brother
know who he really is. Charles Sel-

lon does a strong character bit. This
chap Warren looks like a comer
with a fine screen personality and
the stuff the girls like.

Cast: William Farnum, Noah Beery, Phyl-
lis Barrington, Charles Sellon, Bruce Warren.
Russell Hopton. Ann Brody, Ynez Seabury.

Director, William O'Connor; Author, Oliver
Drake ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same

;

Editor, Thomas Persons ; Cameraman, William
Nobles.

Direction, okay. Photography, very good.

"SECRETS OF THE ORIENT"
with Dita Parlo i'

(Silent)

Vfa 79 mins.

PLEASANTLY DIVERTING
STORY IN ARABIAN NIGHTS
VEIN. GOOD PERFORMANCES
BY ABLE GERMAN CAST.

Apparently made some time ago,
this German silent production not
only is an entertaining novelty in

itself, but if there really are flocks
of folks who prefer pictures without
dialogue here is an attraction that
should give them some satisfactory
enjoyment. Done on a lavish scale,

the story concerns Ali, a cobbler of
old Cairo, who is magically cata-
pulted into the realm of a Sultan
who is hemmed in with various in-

trigues. The Sultan has a daughter,
who is desired by a villainous prince,

who has kidnapped the good prince
whom the princess really loves and
is holding him for ransom. Through
the magic powers invested in him,
the cobbler is able to straighten out
the troubles and bring the true
lovers together. It is a tale of the
fairy book type and may be con-
sidered a bit slow-moving in com-
parison with the new speed brought
about by the talkers, but as a taste

of something out of the ordinary
and a relief from too much dialogue
it is distinctly worth while.

Cast: Dita Parlo, Nikolai Kolin, Marcella
.Mbani. Ivan Petrowitch, D. DimitrieflE, G.
Modot, Julius Falkenstein, Agnes Petersen.

Director, Alexander Wolkofif ; Author, not

credited ; Cameramen, Kurt Courant.

Direction, good. Photography, good.
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"GIRL OF THE RIO"

irith Dolores Del Rio, Leo Carrillo

RKO 78 mins.

INDIFFERENT FILM OF THE
MEXICAN BORDER WITH CAR-
RILLO IN DIFFICULT ROLE
THAT MISSES.

This is mainly a production of

dialects, with Dolores Del Rio talk-

ing her Mexican brand, and Leo
Carrillo as a rich Sicilian also fea-
turing a strong dialect. From the
play, "The Dove," by Williard Mack.
Carrillo has an unsympathetic part
as an egotistical rich man of po-
litical influence in the Mexican town
where the action takes place. He
is continually thrusting his unwel-
come attentions on the girl, who is

a dancer in a cafe. Her sweetie is

I unning one of the gambling games
in a house across the street. They
fiame him so that he is forced to
kill a man in self defense. Dolores
is forced to offer herself to the
menace in order to save her lover
from being shot by the Mexican po-

lice. The theme builds no definite

interest, seems poorly motivated, and
the principals are forced to work
hard to get over some strained situa-

tions.

Cast: Dolores Del Rio, Leo Carrillo, Nor-
man Foster, Ralph Ince, Liicile Gleason,
Kdiia Murphy, Stanley Fields, Frank Cam-
I'ciu, Roberta Gale.

Director, Herbert Brenon ; Author, Wil-
I " d Mack; Adaptor, Elizabeth Meehan

;

Dialoguer, same; Editor, Artie Roberts;
Cameraman, Leo Tover ; Recording Engineer,
Jilm Tribby.

Direction, material handicapped. Photog-
raphy, okay.

"STEPPING SISTERS"
Fox 70 mins.

FAIRLY AMUSING FARCE
SPOTTED WITH SEVERAL BIG
LAUGHS AND INTERSPERSED
WITH SONGS AND DANCES.
Adapted from the stage play of

the same title, this farce carries an
added number of laughs and ludi-
crous situations, but it is spotty and
is slowed up considerably by some
mediocre vaudeville entertainment.
Louise Dresser, Minna Gombell and
Jobyna Howland, as former burles-
que queens who are trying to live

down their past by different meth-
ods, fit their parts perfectly and are
responsible for all the comedy. The
three, who have not seen each other
for years meet at Miss Dresser's
palatial home, where she is enter-
taining society. Minna Gombell is

there as a high class entertainer and
Jobyna Howland arrives as a
Shakespearian reader. The secret

of their past is kept under cover
until Minna and Jobyna spring a

surprise during an amateur the-
atrical. A bit of romance runs
through the story between Barbara
Weeks and Stanley Smith. The
picture carries enough laughs to

put it over.
Cast: Louise Dresser, Minna Gombell.

Tobyna Howland. W-lliam Collier, Sr.. How-
ard Phillips, Stanley Smith, Ferdinand
Munier. Mary Forbes, Barbara Weeks, Rob-
ert Greig.

Director, Seymnur Felix ; Author. How-
ard Warren Conistock ; Adaptor, William
Counselman ; Dia'oguers, William Counsel-
mnii. William Collier, Sr. ; Editor, not cretl-

ter! : Cameraman. George .Schnciderman

;

Recording Engin"er, Eugene Grossman.
Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

"DIE VOM RUMMELPLATZ"
("Those of the Side Show")

with Annii Ondra

Capitol Film Ex. 69 mins.

MODERATELY AMUSING GER-
MAN FILM IS HANDICAPPED BY
INDIFFERENT PRODUCTION
AND ACTING, BUT ANNY ON-
DRA IS GOOD.

The one notable thing about this
Bei-lin film is that Anny Ondra is

tvway ahead of the story, direction
and everything connected with it.

Produced by Ondra Lamac Films, it

takes a minor place alongside so
many good German films that have
been shown here recently. The
story deals in light and humorous
vein with Anny Ondra and her father
and mother, also her sweetie, who
form a troupe at a side show in an
amusement park. Anny makes good,
and gets a job with a big circuit,
and takes the rest of the troupe
along with her. As headliner in a
pop variety house, she makes good,
but here the story wanders rather
disconnectedly in a series of inci-

dents sometimes funny and some-
times not. The production values
are not there, but Miss Ondra man-
ages to be fairly amusing and carries
the film along under handicaps.

Cast : Anny Ondra, Seigfried Arno, Mar-
garet Kupfer, Viktor Schwennecke, Ton;
Girardt. Max Ehrlich.

Director, Karl Lamac ; Author, not cred-
ited ; Adaptor, Wensel Wasserman ; Dialoguer.
same; Editor, not listed; Cameramen, Otto
Heller, Erich Giese.

Direction, weak. Photography, fair.

Walter Huston in

"A HOUSE DIVIDED"

Universal 70 mins.

INTERESTING SEACOAST
DRAMA WITH FAIR BOX-OF-
FICE POSSIBILITIES. WELL
ACTED AND DIRECTED.

A triangle story with father and
son in conflict over a girl. Walter
Huston, Kent Douglas and Helen
Chandler occupy the principal roles

expertly, although the young cou-
ple's polished tones sound out of
character. Huston, the father, de-
cides to re-marry and orders a wife,
the candidate turning out to be Miss
Chandler. His son falls in love with
her. After the wedding the father
and son battle over the girl and the
former is crippled in a fall. The
boy and girl feel obligated to remain
with the father under the circum-
stances. Later he discovers the pair
are in love and the couple try to
escape. The girl is blown oiit to sea
in a fishing boat. Father and son go
to the rescue and the boy saves her
while his father, tied to his dory, is

drowned. The story sequence which
ends the picture is done in punchy
silent picture style.

Cast: Walter Huston. Kent Douglass,
Helen Chandler, Vivien Oakland, Frank
Hagney.

Director, William Wyler ; Author, Olive
Edens; Adaptors, John B. Clymer, Dale Van
Every ; Dialoguer, John Huston ; Editor, not
credited: Cameraman, Charles Stumar; Re-
cording Engineer, C. Roy Hunter.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

' DER KLEINE SEITENSPRUNC"
("Slightly Indiscreet")

Ufa 78 mins.

GOOD GERMAN FARCE COM-
EDY WELL ACTED AND DI-
RECTED WITH THEME OF MAR-
RIAGE MIXUP. WILL PLEASE
GERMAN AUDIENCES.

This is one of those typical light

German farces of marital troubles
that the Berlin studios know how
to handle so well. The plot is noth-
ing to rave about, but the sprightly
and gay atmosphere, and naturalness
of the cast, make it a good hour's
amusing entertainment for the Ger-
man fans. Renate Mueller as the
star is alluring and does very good
work throughout. The support is

okay, and even those in minor roles

manage to make a good showing.
The wife of a young lawyer is led

to believe that he is having an af-

fair with another married woman.
So the wife goes off and gets pretty
well pickled at a night club with a

timid gent. Meanwhile the husband
of the other woman misconstrues a

perfectly innocent meeting of the

lawyer with his wife. Then the in-

evitable misunderstandings and even-
tual happy explanations and solu-

tion. Several nice melodies enliven

the fun.
Cast: Renate Mueller, Herman Thimig,

Hans Brauscwetter, Otto Wallburg, Hilde
Hildebrand, Hermann Blass.

Director, Reinhold Scbuenzel ; Authorb,
Emmerich Pressburger, Reinhold Schuenzel ;

Adaptor, Reinhold Schuenzel ; Dialoguer,

same ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, Wer-
ner Brandes.

,

Direction, good. Photography, okay.

Buck Jones in

"RIDIN' FOR JUSTICE"

Columbia 61 mins.

FAST ACTION WESTERN WITH
BUCK JONES DELIVERING
THRILLS AND SUSPENSE IN

HIS USUAL STYLE.

Buck Jones takes the part of the

gallant Romeo in this one, saving

the fair lady from a lot of trouble

and getting himself in Dutch be-

cause of it. The girl in question is

the unhappy young wife of the surly

sheriff, who is a crook at heart. She
kills his deputy to protect her honor,

and Buck takes the blame in order
to protect her. There is a good twist

in the story by having the girl at

the last moment confess to her hub-
by, the sheriff, that she is the mur-
derer. It looks as if the sheriff is

now going to do the square thing
by Buck, but he pulls a double-cross
and starts him off for a hanging
with the posse. The boys of the
ranch get wind of it, and ride to

the scene. Along comes the girl with
the .judge, and turns the tables on
her husband just in time to save
Buck from the noose. A whirlwind
finish, with lots of hard riding to

please the fans.

Cast: Buck Jones, Mary Doran. Russell
Simpson, Walter Miller, Bob McKenzie. Wil-
liam WalliniT. Billy Engle, Hank Mann.

Director, Ross Lcdcrman ; Author, Harold

Slitunate ; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Maurice Wriglil ; Cameraman. Ben-

jamin Kline; Sound Recorder. (Jlcnn Romin-
ger.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, clear.

"THEATERNAECHTE VON
BERLIN"

("Nur Du")

Tobis-Forenfilm 78 mins.

INTERESTING AND ENJOY-
ABLE MUSICAL ROMANCE
WITH SOME CATCHY SONGS
AND CLEVER GERMAN DIA-
LOGUE.

In addition to some melodious
song and dance numbers, this mus-
ical play carries a good story and a

sweet romance. Although it is en-

tirely in German dialogue, it is

readily understandable and sus-

penseful. The story concerns Wal-
ter Jannsen, who as a composer
leaves his musical comedy friends,

including Charlotte Ander, a diva,

to write an operetta for some social

and financial backers, only to meet
with failure in his first operetta at-

tempt and the subsequent desertion

of his new acquaintances. Jannsen,

thoroughly discouraged, returns to

his first loves and the girl whom
ho left for empty fame. The pic-

ture has been excellently cast and
directed and holds to a steady pace.

Scenes are lavish and co.stumes well

executed.

Cast: Walter Jannsen, I'aul Morgan,
Charlotte Anders, Fritz ,SchuItz, Paul

Hocrbiger. Wilhelni lUndow, T^bor vein

Ualmav. Herrmann X'alcntin. Anita Dorris,

Henry' Bender, Ferdinand Bonn. Paul

Gucnthcr.

Director, Dr. Willv Wo'lT; Author*. Willv

Wolff. I,.-ibislaiis Vajria. Hans Ramrau ; Cam-
eraman. Willi Hameistrr.

Direction, F-xcellcnt. Photography, Very

fine.

La7ie Chandler in

'THE CHEYENNE CYCLONE"

Willis Kent 59 mins.

ONE OF THE FASTEST AC-
TION WESTERNS OF THE YEAR
WITH STRONG KID ANGLE 15?

FRANKIE DARRO.

If the Kent outfit can keep this

pace up, they're all set to cop the
exhibitor vote when it comes to
snappy westerns. Lane Chandler is

stepping right along as a western
hero. He has the personality, rid-

ing ability, and the intelligence to

carry on the sentimental stuff and
not appear silly like so many of the
western heroes. Added to this, there
is Frankie Darro, the kid who rides
a bronc like a veteran, having a
large slice in the story. The theme
gets away from the rut, with some
inside dope on ranching, especially

that concerned with bringing in an
artesian well on a ranch which has
run dry. The hero outwits the heavy
and his gang in an attempt to steal

the old man's ranch and gum up the
business of bringing in the well. The
action is going every minute, with
three separate sequences of fast rid-

ing all working in for a smash finish.

Cast: Lane Chandler, Marie Quillan, Jay
Hunt. Frankie Darro, Edward Hearn, J.

Frank Glendon, Yakima Canutl. Connie La-
miinl, Henry Uo(|uemore.

Director, Armand SchaefTcr ; Author, Oli-

ver Drake : Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, <amr :

Editor, Ethrl Davey; Cameraman, William
Nobles ; Recording Engineer, not listed.

Direction, snioi'th. Photography, clear.
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
ZaSu Pitts and Thelma Todd in

"Seal Skins"

M-G-M 21 mins.

Laughs Aplenty

With a wealth of funny situations

and some clever dialoprue with which

to work, the girls have turned out

one of the biggest laugh numbers

in this series. Thelma, as a stenog-

rapher in a newspaper office, de-

cides to solve the mystery of the

stolen Siberian royal seal. She has

hopes of becoming a reporter if her

search is successful. With the help,

or hindrance, of ZaSu, Thelma cap-

tured a stolen baby seal from a cir-

cus, but later discovers that the lost

seal was the royal coat-of-arms and
not an animal. The entire action

of the picture takes place during a

drenching rainstorm. The girls get

into many mix-ups and mysterious
situations. It's a surefire laugh
number.

"The Symphony Murder Mystery"
with Donald Meek, John Hamilton

Vitaphone 6204 18 mins.

Good
In this edition of the S. S. Van

Dine mystery shorts there is a love
quadrangle involving a symphony
orchestra manager, his wife, the
conductor and one of the musicians.
The latter, having been too open in

his attentions to the wife, is given
a "final warning" by the husband
just before the night's performance.
At the finish of the first number on
the program, the musician is found
dead from a bullet shot, and inves-
tigation discovers the husband sim-
ilarly murdered backstage. It is

brought out that the double killing
was committed by the conductor,
whose baton was a "pencil gun" and
was fired unnoticed while the or-
chestra was playing its loudest.

"Junior"

with Neely Edwards and
James McCallion

Vitaphone 1223 7 mins.

Fair Comedy
A domestic skit with no special

qualities, but containing a fair num-
ber of laughs from a slapstick
source. Central character is a kid
who plays a lot of pranks on his
uncle while the latter is entertain-
ing his nephews' family and trying
to sell them a car. Sawing the legs
of furniture, putting dents in un-
cle's razor, making unk look through
a telescope that is blackened to
leave circles around his eyes, etc.,

are among the familiar tricks per-
petrated by the kid. Then there is

picnic scene with some more slap-
stick, followed by a smashup of the
dilapidated car while it is stalled at
a railroad crossing. Roy Mack di-
rected the short, which has quite a
bit of action, but is handicapped by
commonplace material.

Penrod and Sam in

"Detektuvs"
with Billy Hayes

Vitaphone 5804 10 mins.

Good for Kids
While it's not likely to provide

much of a kick for adult minds, this

initial number in the new series of

Booth Tarkington stories ought to

prove satisfying to the youngsters.
After a little home scene, in which
Billy Hayes, as Penrod, gives a

bathtub ducking and other manhan-
dling to a pet child, while their re-

spective parents are downstairs dis-

cussing the good qualities of the

boys, the gang led by Penrod decide
to play detectives. They set out^ to

solve the mystery of disappearing
chickens, and run into a couple of

thieves who are hiding in a barn.

Quite a bit of action takes place

among the hay, etc., all of which
makes good fun for the kids.

"Found in Morocco"

Talking Picture Epics 10 mins.

Interesting Travelogue

Fez and other cities in Morocco
are visited in this cleverly edited

and interestingly described release.

Crude and old-fashioned methods of

manufacture by Egyptians, barter-
ing at the market place, rug and felt

making by hand, and several street

scenes make up the reel. Many
laughs are intermingled in the my-
riad of scenes taken of natives and
their old-world customs. Photogra-
phy is excellent and recording clear

and distinct. Central Films Co. is

the producer.

"The Last Dance"
(Aesop's Fable Cartoon)

RKO Pathe 6 mins.

Slow
There is not much entertainment

in this one. Devoid of logical con-
tinuity and with very few gags, it

falls flat when it comes to laughs.
The animals are cleverly drawn and
synchronization is up to the aver-
age. It's about Waffles, the cat,

who has to wait a long, long time
for his sweetie to show up at a
date. Waffles is consoled by a street

clock that accompanies the cat as he
paces up and down, anticipating his

sweetie's arrival. Other animals are
brought in, but fail to add laughs.
Fables would do well to get some
"cute" talkers for their animals.

"The Clown"
Universal 7 mins.

Okay
An Oswald cartoon, with the hero

doing his stuff in the circus as a
clown. He plays the part of rescuer
to his sweetie, the bareback rider,
with the circus owner acting as the
villain. The cartoon is pepped up
with a lot of exciting thrills that
will please the kids.

"Minnie the Moocher"
with Cab Calloway

Paramount 8 mins.
Swell

This Max Fleischer musical car-
toon is one of the best turned out
so far with the cute pen-and-ink
star, Betty Boop, who seems to be
getting more sexy and alluring each
time, and her boy friend. Bimbo.
The musical portion is supplied by
Cab Calloway and his orchestra, and
what these boys can't do to the
"Minnie the Moocher" number isn't

worth mentioning. Cab and his boys
are shown only for a brief moment
at the opening. Then a cartoon
character, a big walrus with serpen-
tine hips, performs the gyrations to

the tune of the "Minnie" song. The
effect is little short of a knockout,
especially to those who are familiar
with Cab's stuff on the radio or
stage or night club. Betty Boop's
part in the action concerns her run-
ning away from home because of
her bad parents. With Bimbo she
goes into a cave, where spooky fig-

ures and eerie noises give them
such a scare that they beat it back
home.

"Detective Lloyd"
Universal Serial

Lurid Meller
Here is a British serial turned out

by Mutual Pictures, Ltd. It is typi-
cally English throughout, and there-
in lies the difficulty for American
theaters handling it. The English
accents are strewn thickly through
the footage, and it may be difficult

for a lot of the juvenile fans to fol-

low it, let alone their elders. But
the action is certainly there, very
plain and graphic. So maybe the
accent handicap can be discounted,
after all. It's a real meller of the
lurid type, done with ritzy settings
and fine production values. All about
a Scotland Yard detective on the
trail of the theft of a jeweled arm-
let that was stolen from King Tut's
tomb, no less. There is a lot of ac-
tion in an underground chamber
where the jewel was originally
cached, with a variety of people
scheming to get the prize, including
an Egyptian aristocrat and his gang,
the Panther and his band of inter-

national crooks, etc. Henry Mac-
Rae directed.

"Javanese Journey"
(E. M. Newman Traveltalk)

Vitaphone 5705 9 mins.
Good

Although not greatly different
from the usual run of travelogues,
there is so much packed into this
one that it rates as good entertain-
ment all the way. Scenes shown in-

clude rice fields, native groups, ac-
tivities along various thoroughfares
in Batavia, Singapore and other Far
East places, a tobacco factory, mar-
ket places, glimpses in the royal pal-
ace with its harem, dancing girls and
curious stage actors. Accompany-
ing talk is appropriately done.

"Voice of Hollywood"
with John Boles M

Tiffany lo mins.
Okay

With John Boles as the announcer,
on a lifeguard's platform at Malibu
Beach, this edition of the Tiffany
fan reel presents Louise Fazenda
and Rita La Roy giving a cake
party to a group of poor kids; Leon
Janney doing a song number in
front of a jazz orchestra in a night
club; Helen Chandler in a pile of
fan mail; Edmund Lowe and Gilbert
Roland exercising on the courts, and
Warner Baxter, Bebe Daniels, Ben
Lyon, Dorothy Mackaill and others
on ship board.

Robert L. Ripley in

"Believe It or Not"
Vitaphone 5304 8 mins.

Fine
One of the most interesting of

the new series of Ripley shorts. The
"Believe It or Not" man takes Billy
Hayes (Penrod) on an imaginary
trip during the course of which the _
various strange items are presented,

j

"Running Hollywood"
Universal 19 mins.

Old Stuff
The first of a new series, The

Thalians, featuring the Universal
stars in comedy antics. The idea in
this one is very slapstick, entirely
unoriginal, and in fact it was the
basis of a Campbell & McCullough
skit several years ago. This con-
sists of a pearl being stolen at a
party. The host announces that to
avoid embarrassment to the thief,
the lights will go out and the pearl
can be restored without detection.
And when the lights go up, all the
men are without their pants, the
thief having stolen them also. On
this ancient wheeze, the story pro-
ceeds, with Arthur Lake, as the
chief of police of Hollywood tracking
the gang, and many other players on
the "U" lot taking part in the du-
bious action.

"Squaring the Triangle"
with Donald Brian, Mayo Methot
Vitaphone 1158 7 mins.

Mild Domestic Skit

A slim idea, rather badly directed
and acted considering that the fea-
tured players are established legiti-

mate stage troupers. Concerns a
suspicious husband, about to leave
on a trip to Boston. His wife's ner-
vous anxiety to have him off, plus
an endearing telegram which he
finds on her dresser, leads him to

return unexpectedly the same night.
After some fussing, he breaks into

the bedroom and presently emerges
in a battered state to reveal the
presence of his mother-in-law. The
gag basis of the picture is transpa-
rent almost from the start.
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BIG '32 START FOR PARA.

THRU BOOKKEEPING SHIFT

(Continued from Paac 1)

?arly part of this year, the organiza-
tion will start off 1932 with an ex-
ceptionally good quarter from an
earnings standpoint.
The change means that the prof-

itable holiday week's business, usu-
ally the best of the year, is shifted
from the 1931 earnings to the 1932
account. Consequently earnings for

the final quarter of the past year is

expected to be only about 50 cents a
share .bringing the full-year total

to $2.80, against a previous estimate
of about $3. Profit for the first

quarter of 1932, however, will be
correspondingly increased.

Paramount's stock has advanced
from a recent low of 5^ to yester-

day's (Friday) close of 10^. The
move is understood to be sponsored
by Chicago interests.

Samuelson and Blum
In Allied Ass'n Posts
(Contirued from Page 1)

of Detroit has been most prominent-
ly mentioned. Under the new per-

sonnel setup, Abram F. Myers con-

tinues as general counsel and chair-

man of the board. His time will be

devoted largely to legislative and
legal problems, among the most im-

portant being a campaign to solve

the zoning and protection issue.

While suits have been started in

several states, an organized on-

slaught on protection will be the

first major problem to receive the
attention of the augmented organi-
zation. Other subjects include taxa-
tion and amendments to the copy-
right bill.

Neb.-Iowa Allied Merger
To Be Discussed at Meet

(Continued from Paqe 1)

nual convention to be held Jan. 18-

20 at the Paxton Hotel here. Pro-
tection is to be another hot issue,

with the Neb.-Iowa units having set

aside the week of Jan. 10-16 for
raising funds in defense of the
Youngclaus protection suit. Abram
F. Myers, Al Steffes and H. M.
Richey of the national board will at-

tend.

COMING & GOING

BLAKE McVEIGII, doing publicity for

Alice White's personal appearances, has left

for fohimbus, where Miss White is to open
a Loew circuit tour.

CLAUDE FLEMMING, narrator of Edu-
cational's Romantic Journeys, is back from
the West Indies, where he made a subject
embracing Havana, Nassau, Kingston and
Bermuda.

JAY EMANUEL is aboard the Columbu'
sailinR Saturday for the West Indies.

MARY BRIAN is on her way from the

coast to St. Ixiuis to open an RKO vaudi-

villc tour with Ken Murray.
MEYER FISCHER, president of Fischer

Film Exchange, Cleveland, has been in New
York the past several days. <

ALONG™^ lALTO
PHILM.DALY

KJtW YOPK. IDS ANGELES

• • • REMEMBER WHEN 'way back in the ole

Biograph days Dave Miles was directing "The Rivals"
for that company a story of the Civil War with
Henry Walthall, Lionel Barrymore and Blanche Sweet featured

and Ben Weiss, the Indefatigable Agent, got a last-

minute call for a flock of extras to represent soldiers

of the North and South but unfortunately Ben
happened to line up two rival gangs on a practical joke some
mugg slipped over on him one bunirh of gorillas was
from the Gas House district and the other from Hell's

Kitchen deadly enemies and director Miles didn't

know it till after it was all over but he was in for a

more realistic battle scene than any director could hope for

* * * If

• • • SO ONE mob was lined up as General Grant's

soldiers and the other gangsters rigged out in the gray
uniforms of General Lee so Pete Burns, the ole prop

master, issued the rounds of blank ammunition as the

battle scene was bein' staged up behind Rambo's back fields near
Coytesville, N. J. the carpenters had left a barrel of

nails lyin' around loose and one of the gangs discovered
it and they crammed these in their rifles and
when the director blew his whistle to fire they filled the
rival gang with nails resulting in a fine day's business

for the Englewood and Hackensack hospitals that's one
time when the title fitted the pix perfectly "The Rivals."

• • • WHEN THE li'l ole paper started this Ten Best

thing some years ago little did we realize that it was
going to prove a boon to motion picture editors of the big dailies

Chester Bahn, of the "Syracuse Herald," was the first

to grab the idea and adapt it to his local following

this year many editors in big cities have followed suit

notably Eric M. Knight pix crit of the Philly "Ledger"

whose readers voted on the ten best features shown in

that territory he was swamped with votes this

is great dope for the producers getting the reactions

from fans in important territories and when they com-

pare them with Film Daily's big national poll soon to

be announced they have a consensus of opinion that is

invaluable

• • • ONE OF the most promising additions to the field

of western feature writers is Lee Sage whose autobiogra-

phy was recently published in book form by Little, Brown & Co.

in which he frankly discusses his colorful career as a cow

puncher, cattle rustler and what not and in his screen

story, "Without Honors" handled by the Weiss boys

he sure Delivers a pipping, tense yarn that

grips tremendously because it has the tang of the Real

Thing and Harry Carey in the main part makes it

stand out like a mountain in the desert of routme west-

erns that clutter the screen

• • • IN THE current issue of "Judge" Hortense

Schorr's brother Jose has a pip satire "The City Circus"

he's a college grad

M.P.T.O.fl. COMMinEE

MEETS INJASHINGTON

(Continued from Page 1)

of Mississippi and Secretary M. J.

O'Toole also attended. Harry Cran-
dall, Sidney Lust and other Wash-
ington theater owners represented

the local exhibitor groups. A re-

port was submitted from President

M. A. Lightman.

The arrangements include the re-

ception and entertainment of the-
ater owners and other visitors and
the convention dinner at the May
flower Hotel on the evening of
Tuesday, March 15. This wUl be
one of the big Washington func-
tions of the year and will be at-
tended by many members of Con-
gress and other officials who will

be the guests of the theater owners
of their home cities.

A special entertainment will be a
feature of the Convention Dinner.

Arrangements have been made
for special railroad rates to and
from Washington. Much interest is

manifested in the convention in all

parts of the Country and a record
attendance is assured.

Congressman Sol Bloom, director
of the United States Commission for
the Celebration of the George Wash-
ington Bi-Centennial, will fit the
Centennial celebration into the con-
vention proceedings for the three-
day session and this patriotic move
will lend special importance to the
meeting. The Newsreel will record
this feature in which the entire
convention gathering will partici-

pate.

New 0. A. Peters Company
Plans 3 Features, Shorts

(Continued from Paae 1)

"Tescoyar," by William Crouch, and
"What Goes Up." Bobby Burke,
talented juvenile, will appear in the
shorts, the first of which is titled

"The King's Jester."

'

« « « » » »

MANY UAPPY RETUre

Best wishes are exfended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of tha

industry, who art celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Jan. 9-10
Teddy Altman Barbara Leonard

Harry M. Coefi A W. Smith

Pierre M. Arnaud

Douglas MacLean Pauline Stark*

Frances X. Bushm,in Dan Sibcrf
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PLANS FOR WAGE REBATE

(Continued from Paqe 1)

the union's bulletin, which states

that the general executive board has

decided not to call a special conven-

tion to reconsider the proposal.

Canavan resigned when the board

declined to adopt his recommenda-

tion that such a gathering be called.

Nationwide Trade Shows
For "Union Depot"

Trade showings of "Union Depot,"

First National picture starring

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., have been

scheduled in leading cities through-

out the country for Jan. 14, follow-

ing the recent announcement from

E. L. Alperson, general sales man-
ager of Warner-First National, that

the picture would have a nation-wide

send-off simultaneously with its world

premiere at the New York Winter
Garden, also on Jan. 14.

The trade showings in the various

cities are being held under the

supervision of local managers, and

invitations are being issued for the

special presentation performance.

Cities and theaters in which the pic-

ture will be shown follow: Albany,

Strand; Atlanta, Paramount; Bos-

ton, Fenway; Buffalo, Great Lakes;
Cincinnati, Lyric; Cleveland, Lake;

Dallas, Melba; Denver, Ogden; Des
Moines, Des Moines; Detroit, United

Artists; Indianapolis, Indiana; Kan-
sas City, Newman; Los Angeles,

Western; Memphis, Warner; Mil-

waukee, theater not set; Minne-
apolis, State; New Haven, Roger
Sherman; New Orleans, Tudor; Okla-

homa City, Midwest; Omaha, World;
Philadelphia, Aldine; Pittsburgh,

Warner; Portland, Music Box; Salt

Lake City, Rialto; San Francisco,

Market Street; Seattle, Music Box:
St. Louis, Liddell; Washington, Am-
bassador; Toronto, Tivoli.

B. & D.'s ONE A MONTH
London — British & Dominions

Films is set to turn out a picture

a month at its studios during the
coming year. Nine are already ar-

ranged for. Three or four of the

productions will have French and
German versions.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Clover Amusement Co., amusement resorts;

.S. Radesch, 110 West 40th St., New York.
100 shares common.
Kissena Amusement Corp. ; Levy, Outman

Si GoldherR, 2 Lafayette St., New York. 200
shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Globe Investments Co. of Wilkes-TSarrc-,

Pa., Wilmington, Del., theaters, amusement
places ; Corporation Service Co., Dover, Del.

7,500 shares common.
Gregory RatoflE Theatrical Entei prises, Tnc

Dover, Del., amusements; United States

Corporation Co., Dover, Del. 100 shares
common.

CAPITAL INCREASES
Blue Seal Sound Devices, Brooklyn, $10.-

000 to .SOO shares preferred, $100 each; 1,000
common, no par.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Milwaukee—George Fischer, op-

erator of the Milwaukee and Na-
tional theaters here, has been elect-

ed a director of the Teutonia Ave-
nue Advancement Ass'n. Fischer is

also a director the M.P.T.O. of Wis-
consin.

Charleston, W. Va.—Mrs. Mallie
Parkhurst, owner of the Lyric, open-
ed it with talking pictures last

week. The house is equipped with
RCA apparatus.

Kansas City—Jean Findley is now
publicity director for Publix-Dubin-
iky houses here, succeeding Bill

Dubinsky who is now city manager
in St. Joseph, Mo., vice Barney
Dubinsky who has been named dis-

trict manager.

Kenosha, Wis.—Ralph W. Thayer,
formerly with RKO in Dayton, 0.,

has been named manager of War-
ners' Kenosha, succeeding "Doc"
Miller.

Appleton City, Mo.—The Norris,
Sam Yoffee's new house here, was
opened during the holidays. It seats

200. It is equipped with Universal
sound-on-film apparatus.

St. Petersburg, Fla.—F. N. Bar-
hydt has taken over the Ninth St.

theater from L. H. Joslin who closed
it on Dec. 21. Barhydt formerly op-
erated the Paris (then the Tanger-
ine) here which is now run by J. H.
Rodgers, who recently installed

sound and reopened the house.

Milwaukee—Carli Biron has been
named chief artist for Warner Bros.
here, succeeding Gene Schroeder.
Biron was formerly connected with
RKO in this city.

Buffalo—Shea's Century and Hay-
mann's Lafayette presented split-

week program the week after the
holidays in an attempt to get the
people who stayed away during the
Christmas holidays to visit the the-

ater twice in the week. It was the
first time that three theaters had
made split-week first-runs in Buf-
falo.

Wheeling, W. Va.—The Plaza has
been sold to D. R. Kautz of Cincin-
nati who has renamed it the State.
It reopened last week with C. E.

Hohman as manager.

Melrose, Wis.—L. M. Young has
^aken over the Strand from H.
Scheppke.

Lynchburg, Va. — Publix Kincey
has promoted James R. Resley, who
has managed the Isis here since
Nov., 1930, to the circuit's largest
house in Columbia, S. C. He is suc-
ceeded here by Leo Young, formerly
manager of the Rex, Sumter, S. C

Cleveland — Maurice Kaplan, who
recently took over the Kinsman,
opened it Christmas Day with a

Jewish stock policy.

Maumee, O. — F. W. Mouen has
taken over the Strand from Clarence
Young.

Perry, la.—Harry Pendy, former-
ly of this city, has been named man-
ager of the new Uptown in Cleve-
land, 0., just opened.

Bedford, Va.—Warner Bros, have
abandoned operation of the Liberty,
taken over more than a year ago
from Universal. Merritt Davis of
Charlotte has taken over the lease.

Warners transferred Ashton Rudd,
manager of the Liberty, to a War-
ner house at Clifton Forge.

Selma, Ala.—S. R. Duke and John
Saintsing of Raleigh, N. C, have
leased the Whiteway from C. P.
Harper, owner. After repairs, it

was reopened as the Carolina.

Rembrandt, la. — Sunday movies
were voted here in a special city

election. Just 16 votes were cast
against the proposition.

Indianapolis—The Colonial, F. J.

Rembush house, has gone flesh.

MERGED WmiOR CO.

(Continued from Paqe 1)

the radio and electrical entertain-

ment fields under the RCA Victor

Co. in Camden, N. J.

The unification, Sarnoff states,

will mean a closer association of

sound motion picture recording and
reproducing with the radio labora-

tory and should give impetus to the

introduction of sound reproducing

equipment for use in homes, schools

and industrial organizations, as well
is in theaters.

Both companies involved in the
unification are wholly owned sub-
sidiaries of RCA. The staff of Pho-
tophone as well as the operations
of that Company are being trans-
ferred to the RCA Victor Co. in

Camden, N. J.

1

UNIVERSAL RELEASES
Universal has placed the follow-

ing on its February release schedule:
"Racing Youth," Slim Summerville-
Louise Fazenda production, Feb. 14;
"Scared Stiff"; "The Panther's
Lair," two-reeler in the Detective
Lloyd series; an Oswald cartoon, and
Babe Ruth in "Slide, Babe, Slide,"

one-reeler, Feb. 15; "Circus Show-
up," Shadow-Detective two-reeler,
Feb. 17.

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

St. Moritz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City-

Old world hospitality in the

spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of

cc^^ryl^^^t^yejr

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
From the city's amusement and
business sectors.



YOU'RE GIVING BIGGER VALUE

FOR THE SAME MONEY

T]HE majority of current productions are

beingphotographed on Eastman Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative. Amazing in its quali-

ties, limitless in its possibilities, this new film is

bringing you better-directed, better-acted,

better-photographed, better-finished pictures.

In tune with the times, you are now able to

give your patrons bigger value than ever . .

.

for the same money. And that fact is bound

to mean better business for your theatre.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

J.
E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood



N.Y. Second only to Cocksy

world record

a. the Roxy and all ov« the U. S. as

box office lines lengthen

JUST iiKE tHE

If „ mit the reserves to handle

They're calling out ^^y
the fans who demand to see

The higgest box office picture GAYNOR

ScIaRRELL have ever made!

Etf^n nntf^Biv
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2,606 Theaters Controlled by Producer-Circuits

sheehaOn 3-monthjeave, not ojt-tinker

Universal Completing Full Lineup in February
studios Will Be Closed

During Month of

March
Hollywood—Universal will close

its studios for the month of March,

according to present plans, which

call for the completion of its 1931-

32 production schedule of 26 fea-

tures by the last week in February.

Eighteen features have been com-

pleted, six of which are awaiting

release. They are: "Michael and
(.Continued on Page 7)

PUBLIC OOTCROWS'SUGAR',

The public has outgrown sugar-

ated story material and now
wants realtistic, true-to-life screen

fare, in the opinion of Arthur Horn-
hlow, who supervised production of

•Arrowsmith" for Samuel Goldwyn.
I'nhappy endings, he said in an in-

"rview Saturday, are justifiable

ovided they are natural and are

it attached to a story merely to

eate a dramatic effect which gives

it morbidity.

Wide Diversity in "Ten Best"
Practically every one of the pictures in the group of "Ten Best Films of 1931," as

the voting in this annual poll conducted by THE FILM DAILY now stands, is of a

different type from the others, indicating that each picture was named tor individual

reasons. Present outlook is that only one particular kind of story will be represented

twice—and it's not likely to be a gangster yarn. There is a likelihood that some

eleventh-hour votes received today will cause a few changes among the selections in

the lower half of the "Ten Best" list, but the order of the first five is pretty much

in the bag. More later.

Schnltzer as Radio Pictures Head

Will Direct Affairs from New York

Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of

RKO Radio Pictures since its or-

ganization three years ago, will

hereafter direct management of the

company's affairs from the New
York office, it was announced Sat-

urday.
Schnitzer returned last week

from Hollywood, where he had
maintained headquarters since Feb-
ruary of last year, at which time

it was felt that production prob-

lems required a concentration of

executive manpower at the studios.

In a formal satement being issued

(.Continued on Page 7)

President of Fox Denies
Reports That Gen.
Mgr. is Leaving

What appeared to be authorita-

tive reports from the Coast on Sat-

urday to the effect that Winfield R.

Sheehan, vice-president and general
manager of Fox, was leaving the
company, were denied by President
E. R. Tinker, who said that Sheehan
has been given a three months'
leave of absence "owing to illness."

Tinker, in an interview with The
(Continued on Page 7)

COURT DISMISSES SUIT

Paper Wants Exclusive

On Movie Theater Ads
Denver—The Denver "Post" has

discontinued all advance and Sun-

.day notices for first run houses un-

less they advertise exclusively in

that paper. At present the adver-
(Continued on Page 7)

Paramount Releases Lead

Germany's 1932 Schedule

I

Berlin—Out of 188 productions announced for

i release in Germany this year, the largest num-

i ber by any individual company is Paramount's

list of 25, including pictures made in loinville

and Hollywood. Only 39 American productions

are mentioned in the schedule, with M-C-M sup-

piytng nrne, and Universal five. Of the native

pictures, Ufa is to provide 21 ; the Dcutsches

Lichtspiel Syndikat, 15; Sudfilm and Bayerische,

10 each.

Producer- Circuits Now Control

2,606 Houses in U. S., Canada
Producer-circuits at present con- with 971 houses in the U. S. and

trol only 2,606 theaters in the U,

S. and Canada, it is shown by lists

compiled for the new FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK. Paramount leads

169 in the Famous-Canadian group

followed by Warner Bros, with 529;

Fox, 521, of which 470 are Fox
West Coast Theaters; Loew's, 189;

RKO, 161, and Universal, 66.

Babson Says Business Cycle

Now Right for Ad Campaigns

Because the principles apply equally to the motion picture business,

THE FILM DAILY has obtained permission to quote the fc.llowinK ex-

cerpts from a survey by Roger W. Habson. ""^^d ccon.mml. published .n

the New York "World-Telegram" and copyrighted by Publishers Finan-

cial Bureau:

"Statistics clearly indicate that

this is the time to plan a strong ad-

vertising and sales program. Best

results are always obtained by set-

ting your advertising polilcy by the

position of the business cycle. The
depression phase of the cycle is

more than half over, as clearly

shown by the Babson chart of fun-

(Conlinucd on Page 2)

Wilmington, Del.—As a result of

differences between Consolidated

V'\\m Industries and a small group
of stockholders who filed mandamus
proceedings here against the com-
pany last July, the action in Supe-
rior Court has been dismissed upon

(Continued on Page 7)

New Publix Houses
Average 2,200 Seats

Average capacity of Publix houses

constructed during the past three

years is 2,200 seats, according to a

checkup just completed. One-third of

new houses seat from l,r)00 to 1,800.

Another third of the new theaters

have capacities ranging from 1,800

to 2,500 and the other third repre-

sent houses of larger capacities.

Light, Sound Combination

Is Held Not Patentable

Philadelphia—An "emotional or esthetic tim.

relationship between music and light, dcpcni

cnt upon the artistry, caprice or peculiarities

the performer and the susceptibility of t>i

audilor-spccLitor, is not a statutory art, m<
chine, manufacture or composition of matttr

susceptible of protection under the patent laws,"

It is ruled by the U. S. District Court in an

action by Mary Lallock Crccncwalt against

Stanley Co.. charging infringement of a method
combining music and stage lighting in giving

a performance.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(.QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con, Fm. Ind 5^ S'A 5% + VA
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 10 10 10 + ^
East. Kodak 81^4 79J4 80 — lH
Fox Fm. "A" ... Wi 4 ^Yi, — %,
Gen. Th. Eq.(new) H V» H
Loew's Inc 30 2&'A 28}4 + Ji
Paramount 1154 lOH 10^
Pathe Exch H Vi Vi
do "A" 2'A 2 2!4 -f Ji
RCA 7% 7% 7'A — ii

RCA pf. A aVi). 2854 2854 2854 — H
RCA pf B 1454 1454 14?i — Vi
RKO 434 4 4
Warner Bros 3!4 3 3A + 'A
do pfd 1054 1054 1054 +VA

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets, Vtc. 3A 354 3 54

Fox Thea. "A"... 1 54 Vi + 'A
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 1 11-16 Va + A
Technicolor 35^ 3 3 + ^

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 4 35^ 4 + 54
Loew 6s 41ww 81 79ji 81 -f 1

Paramount 6s 47.. 50 50 50
Par. By. S'AsSl.. 74 7354 74 +2
Par. 55^s50 46 44 44 —2
Pathe 7s37 60^^ 59 59
Warner's 6s39 31 27 30 +2

(Week of Jan. 8)

FIRST-RUNS
DISTRIBUTOR THEATER

.M-G-M Capitol

PICTURE
"Mata Hari" (2nd week)
"This Reckless Age" Paramount Paramount
"Stepping Sisters" Fox i?oxy
"Taxi" Warner Bros Strand
"Girl of the Rio" RKO Mayfair
"A House Divided" Universal Broadway

SECOND RUNS
"Frankenstein"' (6th week)*. Universal Cameo
"Safe in Hell" (2nd week) . , . . Pirst National .....Warner

EXTENDED RUNS
"Forbidden" , .Columbia Rialto

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" Paramount ..Rivoli

"Explorers of the Worid" (5th week) . . .Raspin Criterion

"Manhattan Parade" (3rd week) .Warner Bros Winter Garden

$2 RUNS
"Arrowsmith" (6th week) United Artists .Gaiety

"Hell Divers" (3rd week) M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Theaternaechte von Berlin" Tobis Europa
"Zwei Menschen" (3rd week) Capitol Film Ex Little Carnegie
"Der Kleine Seitensprung" (2nd week) . .Ufa Cosmopolitan
"Le Mystere de la Villa Rose" First Division Pics. Fifth Ave. Playhouse
"Secrets of the Orient" (2nd week) Ufa Europa

FUTURE OPENINGS

"Union Depot" (Jan. 14) First National .Winter Garden

Including first-run at Mayfair.

Babson Says Business Cycle

Now Right for Ad Campaigns

REGULAR B. & K. DIVIDEND
Balaban & Katz has declared its

regular quarterly dividend of 75
cents on the common stock payable
April 2 to stock of record March 19.

*»*.»*.»».**.**.**.**.**.**.**.**.**.**.**-**.**.**.*^.**.**.**.*«.»*.»*ti..^»•>•^^
*• {
t} New York Long Island City j'j
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damental statistics. Conditions point

toward gradual improvement in 1932.

"Those who are prepared for bet-

ter business with a carefully plan-

ned, aggressive sales and advertising

policy will be the first to climb out
of the depression. Moreover, cour-

ageous advertisers can do more than
any other group to restore public

confidence, stimulate buying, in-

'crease employment and hasten the

general recovery.
"One thing that has held back ad-

vertising in recent months is the
underestimation of public purchas-
ing power. Business men have heard
so much about depression and un-

employment that they begin to

think there are more unemployed
than employed. People now look on
the man who has a job as an excep-
tion instead of one of the majority.
"As a matter of fact, eight out of

every ten men are employed today
and in most cases their wages and
salaries will buy more goods at

present low prices than they did two
years ago. It is time to start think-
ing more about employment and
less about unemployment.

"Of course, the general level of
purchasing power is not so great as
it was in 1929 and 1930, but neither
are prices so high. The actual po-
tential buying power is tremendous."

Photophone Retaining

New York Contact Office

Removal of the executive, com-
mercial, engineering, installment

and service departments of RCA
Photophone to the RCA Victor

buildings in Camden, N. J., will take

place within 60 days. A contact

office will be retained in New York.

Although no official announcement
of personnel changes has been made.
The Film Daily learns that several

executives will be assigned addi-

tional duties and in few cases names
will be cut from the payroll.

TITLE CHANGE
"The Hatchet Man" has been de-

cided upon as a new title for "The
Honorable Mr. Wong," the new
First National starring vehicle for
Edward G. Robinson, scheduled for
release Feb. 6.

Vandal, Delac Form
American Company

Vandal et Delac, French film com-
pany, has obtained a New York
charter of incorporation for an
American branch under the name of
M. Vandal & Ch. Delac. The new
company is capitalized at $20,000.

PARA. BUYS STORY
"I, Jerry, Take Thee, Joan," a

novel by Cleo Lucas, has been pur-
chased by Paramount as a vehicle
for Sylvia Sidney and Fredric
March.

8th BIG
WEEK

AT LITTLE
THEATRE—PHILA,

A ROADSHOW PICTURE

Now Booking on Percentage
S. CUMMINS, 723 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of CaroUni
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlott*.
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan, 18-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska. Paxton Hotel,
Omaha, Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n aad
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia,

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.

T, O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washinj- 1

ton, D. C.
'

12 Texas Institutions

Installing Photophone
RCA Photophone has been award-

ed contract for installation of sound
equipment in 12 Texas state institu-
tions, it is announced by E. 0. Heyl, I

vice-president and general sales
manager. The institutions include:
Austin state School, Austin; San
Antonio State Hospital, San An-
tonio; state Juvenile Training
School, Gatesville; Abilene State
Hospital, Abilene; Rusk State Hos-
pital, Rusk; Wichita Falls State
Hospital, Wichita Falls; Girls'

:

Training School, Gainesville; Home
or Neglected and Dependent Chil-
dren, Waco; Orphans' Home, Corsi-
;ana; Terrell State Hospital, Ter-
fell; State Tuberculosis Sanatorium,
Sanatorium; Austin State Hospital,
Austin.

LOEW'S OHIO NET DROPS
Net income of Loew's Ohio The-

aters for the year ended Aug. 30,

1931, amounted to $2.96 a share on
the $8 first preferred stock, against
$5.45 on the combined A and B
stock in the preceding fiscal year.

VAUDEVILLE FOLDS
Baltimore — Competition from

vaudeville in the Palace here came
abruptly to an end when the entire
cast of nine acts, headed by Richy
Craig, Jr., master of ceremonies,
walked out just before the evening
performance. h

LOVELESS MADE MANAGER
Denver—H. B. Loveless, Para-

mount salesman, has been made
manager of the Denver exchange of

Consolidated Productions, Inc.

NEW HOUSE FOR L. L
Huntington, L. I.—A $100,000

theater is to be built here for the

Jayen Theater Circuit of Brooklyn.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dailj or Weekly Ralei

(>owers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

r23-7TH AVE., N. V. BRYANT S-«OaT



Every exhibitor with a drop

oF showmanship in his blood

knows that this

COMEDY TEAM
SLIM

SUMMERVILLE
FAZENDA

is a sure-thing guaranty of gales

of laughter and full houses.

Comedy, speed, excitement,

thrills ... all are packed into

this newest novelty from the

Universal studios.

and

LOUISE

Directed by
Vin Moore.
Presented by

Carl Laemmle.

JOIN THE REST OF THE TRADE IN CELEBRATING
CARL LAEMMLE'S 26th ANNIVERSARY JUBILEE!



Radios most popular
no'w starring inl

^KgM n an

Everywhere they're asking "Have you heard THE MILLS BROTHERS"? Without a doubt the

greatest broadcast on the air today! Signed to make three Screen Songs the first of which will

be "I Ain't Got Nobody" # The outstanding popularity of these boys, combined with the clever

showmanship of IVIax Fleischer Cartoons give you a series of single reel attractions that can't be

beaten for audience appeal. Short Features that command large space in your newspaper advertising!"

I



ntertainers
rARAMOUNTscrern songs'!

These popular eiilertainers ,are featured in PARAMOUNT
TALKARTOONS and SCREEN SONGS. Two Class "A"

subjects included with PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS,TWO

REEL COMEDIES. ONE-REEL PRODUCTIONS (includ-

in*' the popular Screen Souvenirs). And PICTORIALS.

More Than M^roffram Fillers

PARAMOUNT SHORTS
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
iii By HARRY N. BLAIR—

JOSEPH HENABERY, who is now
J directing the S. S. Van Dine se-

ries of two-reel detective mysteries
for Warner Vitaphone, was the first

actor to play the role of Abraham
Lincoln in motion pictures. He por-
trayed the Great Emancipator back
in 1914 in "The Birth of a Nation."

Tony Canzoneri, world's
lightweight champion, appear-
ed at the Warner Vitaphone
studio last week as part of one

of Ted Musing's "Sport Slants"
Another champion filmed in ac-

tion for the same series was
Ralph Greenleaf, peer of all

pocket billiard players.

The Robert L. Ripley "Believe It

or Not" series are now in their third

year of production at the Warner
studios here with a new release

every other month.

Members of the "Wiser Sex" com-
pany headed by director Berthold
Viertel, spent several days last week
on location at Pladome, L. I., tak-
ing various exteriors including an
automobile smash-up. Instead of
waiting for a sunny day, wet, slip-

pery weather was required and since

there has been nothing else but re-

cently, it was comparatively easy
to gain the desired effect.

Making one and two reel pictures
is not the only work done at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio. In ad-
dition to filming short subjects, the
studio takes care of all censor cut-
ting on Warner and First National
features, makes the necessary dele-

tions for foreign versions besides
conducting tests of possible feature
players, for the Burbank studios.

Warren Hymer, who recently re-

turned from Hollywood where he
was featured in such pictures as

"Up the River" and "The Unholy
Garden," plays an important role in

Benny Rubin's Vitaphone two-reeler,

"The Perfect Suitor."

A

^y-FILM^ F A C T

^s^ A
' " DAY
Sound

onds per
for W.E.
theaters

loss of only 4.5 sec-
theater is reported

s 1,439 wired British
for November,

ALONG lALTO
PHILM.DALY

NtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that for the past three years pix starring Greta
Garbo have broken the house records at the Capitol
her first talkie, "Anna Christie," established a new record in
March, 1930 in October, 1931, "Susan Lenox" grossed
the largest receipts of that year and now her current
vehicle, "Mata Hari," looks as if it is going to break the at-

tendance and receipt records of all time.

• • • THAT Fred Waring, now appearing with his band
at the Roxy, wasn't considered good enough to make the glee
club of Penn State collitch when he was a student there
but he's still loyal to his alma mater that's why he
calls his gang the Pennsylvanians although boys from
18 other colleges form the greater part of his band

• • • THAT Walter Hill, pressagey now wintering at St.

Petersburg, has a great scheme for standardizing magazine
rejection slips Jack Kyle, of the Dupont Film crowd,
still carries that mysterious black bag but it's no more
mystery he uses it to bring fresh eggs in from his

Jersey farm to the boys artist Bill Grotz, at 54, tan
do the back bend, touch the palm of hands to floor with knees
stiff", and has a chest expansion of i% inches and the
li'l secret is just breathing deeply when in the fresh air

Bill's been doin' it for years Guy Fowler, of Harvey-
Jaediker, is deep in the throes of an Oklahoma-Indian oil yarn
of about 90 thousand words Sonia Karloff, who has
appeared in various pix, has been cast for the stage play,
"Wild Waves"

• • • THAT the "wishing well" in the lobby of the May-
fair is attracting a lot of attention supposed to be a
replica of the one at San Bernardino, and tied up with the story
action of the current pix, "Girl of the Rio" the idea is

to deposit sand in little packets distributed along Broadway
as you drop the sand in the well, you make your wish
and six Arkayo officials were seen dropping the sand

in, b'gosh! ........
T* V V V

• • • THAT the Roxy has issued some amazing statistics

among which is the fact that 32,000,000 people have
been entertained there in the five years of its existence
and that the big rug in the rotunda has borne 128 million foot-
prints there are no available statistics on the muggs
who walked up and down on the rug for hours, waiting for
their wives and sweeties to keep an appointment nor on
the adjutant general of the usher staff who walks across the
rug every half hour to take the salute from the major in
charge for the day so newspaper editors must just as-
sume that the 128 million footprints are confined strictly to
statistics on patrons

* * * *

• • • THAT Thomas S. Tally, of Los Angeles, is credited
with coining the phrase "moving pictures" in 1897 the
smallest theater in the world, with only 75 seats, makes a profit,

although patrons are allowed to "charge it" which gives
us an Idea send a committee of big circuit representa-
tives to this theater at Las Plumas, California to dis-

cover the Big Secret
* * * *

• • • THAT the publicity representative of a notable
pressagey organizashe is out of a job through present trying
conditions and no fault of his own somewhat
Ironic if you stop to think it over but a big
Outside Advertising Expert has just told 'em what is Wrong
with their Methods so mebbe they can dig up a job
for him NOW

« « « » » »

NEWS of the DAY

Jacksonville, Fla.—H. R. Kistler,
formerly salesman and manager for
Pathe in Atlanta and Charlotte, has
bought the Avalon from C. E. Crab-
tree, installed new sound equipment,
redecorated and refurnished it.

Washington—George V. Atkinson,
recently with Warners, and in the
Charlotte and Washington terri-
tories for the past six years, is now
representing Quality Premium Dis-
tributors in this territory.

Atlanta—The Southeastern Thea-
ter Owners' Ass'n has moved its

headquarters from 125 Walton St.
to the Samuels Bldg. at 150 Walton
St. United Artists, Arthur C. Brom-
berg. Affiliated Producers and RCA
Photophone are in the same build-
ing.

Niles, Mich.—The Riveria is to
run as a stock theater, presenting
stage plays in addition to motion
pictures, with vaudeville between
the acts of the plays. It is a new
proceeding for Niles theaters.

Schoolcraft, Mich.— The School-
craft, which has been closed for
several weeks, has reopened under

,

a new name—the State—and will
|

operate four days weekly.
j

Green Bay, Wis.—Western Elec-
tric sound equipment has been in-

stalled in the Orpheum by Virginia
Den Dooven, managing director.

Hagerstown, Md.—The Maryland
and Colonial recently made drastic
cuts in prices. The Maryland re-
duced from 35 to 25 cents matinees.
Night prices, except Saturdays and
holidays, are: balcony, 25 instead of
35 cents; orchestra, 40 instead of
50 cents. The Colonial's matinee
prices are 15 cents instead of 25,
for all seats; nights, balcony, 20
cents, instead of 30, and orchestra,
25 cents, instead of the previous 35,
children under 12 admitted for 10
cents at all times.

'§J& ^^n^^^i^,u.M

MANY PAPPY RETURNS.

Jan. 11
Monte Blue Ernest Pascal

Chester Conklin Warner P. Richmond

Agnes Christine Johnston
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SHEEHAN IS ON LEAVE,

NOT OUUAYS TINKER

(Continued from Page 1)

Film Daily on Saturday, said ar-

rangements have been made witn

Edward Loeb of Loeb, Walker &
Loeb, who handles Sheehan's legal

affairs. The leave becomes effec-

tive immediately. Sheehan, stated

Tinker, has been ill for some time

and consequently out of the studio.

According to his physicians, said

the Fox president, his condition does

not permit his return to duty at

present.

J. I. Schnitzer Handling

Radio Pictures from N. Y.
(Continued from Page 1)

today, Hiram S. Brown, president

,f RKO, says:
.

"Major production difficulties hav-

ing been solved, Joseph I. Schnitzer,

president of RKO Radio Pictures,

has been recalled from the Holly-

wood studios and will hereafter di-

rect affairs of the company from

the home office in New York. Mr.

Schnitzer's record in itself should

have been sufficient to set at rest

persistent rumors that he was leav-

ing the employ of the company. He
was called to New York recently to

discuss vital executive problems

with myself and other officials of

RKO and at no time has his resig-

nation been discussed. The change

will in no way impair Mr. Schnitz-

er's executive power in relation to

sither production or distribution. He
remains president of RKO Radio

Pictures with full authority to di-

rect the management of the organ-

ization."

^Paper Wants Exclusive

On Movie Theater Ads
(Continued from Page 1)

tising is being split. The "News"
is continuing the advance and Sun-

iay readers. Harry Huffman adver-

tised exclusively in the "Post" for

ive years until recently. Publix

louses, the Denver and Paramount,

lave run their ads in both papers

lince the "Post" dropped their pen-

klty rate.

4 BALTO. RUNS EXTENDED
Baltimore— Business is booming

Jong the local rialto with "Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," "Franken-
stein," "Delicious" and "Strictly

Dishonorable" among the extended-

ron films in a spot where extended

runs are unusual.

COMING & GOING

\MCE WHITE, accompanied by he
iger. Si Bartlett, leaves on Wcdnesda
Columbus to continue her personal ap
mce tour on the Loew circuit.

.\T.\CHA RAMBOVA has sailed on th
irnia for a Mediterranean tour.

OR ETTA SAYERS is visiting Ne?
k.

A LITTLE From "LOTS
.By RALPH WILK^m

HOLLYWOOD
£)ENISON CLIFT, whose novel,

"Man About Town," a smart,
sophisticated story of diplomatic
Washington, will be made by Fox,
nas also written another novel, "The
Age of Consent," which will be pub-
iisned this year. His new play,
dinners Abroad," may be done on

rsroadway by Arch Selwyn with
Lenore Ulric as the star.

* * *

Simile—As helpless as a flag-pole
aitter when "The Star-Spangled
banner" is being played.

^ ^ ^

"Lady, Please!" a new Mack Sen-
nett comedy, featuring Arthur
iStone, Dorotny Granger and Helen
Mann, has been completed, and the
nrst print delivered to the Educa-
tional home office.

* « *

Albert De Moud is understood to

be writing as well as directing the

shorts he is making for Universal.
1 he subjects, according to report,

are something distinctly different in

the way of humor and the utmost
secrecy surrounds their production.
None will be released before the en-

tire series of 10 is completed, it is

stated by Carl Laemm,le, Jr., and
De Mond.

!>: * *

George O'Brien, who was slightly

mjured while making "The Gay
Bandit" for Fox, is enjoying a few
days of relaxation. Also in the
jompleted picture are Victor Mc-
Laglen, Rosco Ates, Linda Watkins
and others.

It * «

Sidney Toler will have a role in

the Fredric March-Kay Francis pic-

ture, "The Black Robe," according
to announcement by Paramount.

* * *

A new Buzz Barton film for Big
4 is now in preparation, with the

story tentatively titled "Kid Cow-
boy." Casting will begin shortly,

while locations are now being se-

lected, probably in the desert re-

gions of Arizona, or possibly New
Mexico.

» « •

Charlie Ruggles has been assigned

a leading comedy role in Para-
mount's song romance, "He Met a

French Girl." He will appear with

Lily Damita and Cury Grant, the

EUROPA DOUBLE BILLING

"Secrets of the Orient," Ufa si-

lent, and "Theaternaechte von Ber-

lin" ("Nu Du"), German musical

romance, are being presented to-

gether at the Europa on 55th St.

R. G. MATHEWS DIES

Cincinnati—Robert G. Mathews,

formerly advertising man for the

Cox and Taft theaters, is dead at

the age of 52.

Broadway musical comedy actor who
tviil make his film debut in this pic-
ture. George Marion, Jr., is writing
the screen play. I'rank Tuttle wiU
direct.

« * *

"The Death Ray," a story by
Barry Barringer, which Big 4 is

producing with Jack Mulhall aiid

Josephine Dunn in the leading roles,

IS shaping up into a mystery thriller

that will make a bid for "spine-
chilling supremacy." Marjorie Beebe
IS holding up her end of the fun in

The Death Ray," a Big 4 mystery
murder thriller. Marjorie has rea
nair and green eyes and says she's

just the type" for ye mysteree
-hrillyers.

* * *

Claire Dodd was given a New
Hears present when she was assign-
ed to her most important role since

signing a Paramount icontract sev-

eral months ago. She will enact the
xole of a conhdante of Miriam Hop-
Kins in "Dancers in the Dark," which
IS being filmed from the James Ash-
more Creelman play.

nf * *

Dorothy Granger, who is not only

oeautiful, but has those curves
which Mack Sennett states are com-
mg back, has been signed by the
comedy producer for six comedies.

» *

// production plans will permit,
Bob Custer will ride in the Olympics
held at Washington, D. C, this year.

Custer, who is eligible through the

various prizes he has won, will enter
in riding, shooting and archery con-

tests if he is able to attend.
* * *

Jackie Searl has been added to the

cast being assembled at the Para-
mount studios for the talking pic-

ture version of "The Miracle Man."
Robert Coogan also is in it.

* * *

Charles ("Chic") Sale has just

been signed to a new starring con-

tract by Warner Bros., calling for

two more pictures.
« * >i<

Edmund Breese and Aileen Prin-

gle have been added to the cast of

Monogram's "Police Court," featur-

ing Henry B. Walthall, Al St. John
and Leon Janney. Louis King is

directing at the Monogram studios,

with I. E. Chadwick supervising.

NEW DETROIT COMPANY

Detroit—North End Theatrical

and Realty Co. has been incorpo-

rated to take over the Cameo and

Casino theaters in Detroit, and the

Hazel Park Theater of Hazel Park,

Mich. These houses were owned by

John Tatu and Florian Flucksa, who
roniain principal stockholders in the

new company. Capitalization is

$25,000. Headquarters arc at Cameo.

II rULLJMUP IN FEB

(Continued from Page 1)

Mary," "Law and Order," "Impa-
tient Maiden," "Murderers in the
Rue Morgue," "Racing Youth" and
a prize fight story yet to be titled.
Now in production is "Ambition,"
with "Back Street" and "Marriage
Interlude" scheduled to start this
week.

Five productions will be started
and completed before the last week
in February. They are "Brown of
Culver," "The Adventure Lady,"
"Cohens and Kellys in Holly^vood,"
"Night Club" and "Steel Men." Di-
rectors James Whale, John Stahl,
Hobart Henley, William Wyler,
Robert Florey, Edward Cahn and
John Dillon will continue with Uni-
versal in the new season's produc-
tion schedule.

Court Dismisses Suit
Against Consolidated
(Continued from Pane 1)

motion of counsel for the complain-
ants, including James E. Macpher-
son, Jr., and the J. L. Connell Corp.
of Scranton, Pa., owners of about
21,000 shares of the company's com-
mon stock. The matters at issue are
understood to have been straight-
ened out at the company's New
York office.

FILMS AID DETROIT CHARITY
Detroit—Organization of the in-

dustries in the Film Exchange
Building into a special group for
charitable relief is being under-
taken by a committee sponsored by
Morris Kaplan, president of Met-
ropolitan Motion Picture Co. Vol-
untary collections will be made from
employes.

BOOK BIG 4 WESTERN
Omaha — Contracts have been

closed with the Lyric, Publix house
in Norfolk, Neb., and the Majestic,
Grand Island, Neb., also a Publix
house, for the Big 4 Western,
"Riders of the Cactus," starring
Wally Wales. "Quick Trigger Lee,"
starring Bob Custer, will also be
played at the Grand Island house.
The deal was consummated by C.
M. Parkhurst of Midwest Film Dis-
tributors, Inc.

New incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Popular I'roductionH, tlicalcrs : Rcswick &

Avrutis. 2.U nroadway. New York. 1,000

shares common.
M. Vandal St CM. Dclac. theatrical busi-

ness; S. J. Inciadri, 1819 Broadway, New
York. $20,000.
New Melrose Theater Corp. : B. R. Har-

riman. 40.S Lexington Ave., New York. 10

shares cnmmon.
J,i7Z City, theatrical proiluctions ; fireen-

baum, Wolff St Ernst. 285 Madison Ave..

New York. $7.'!. nun j.f . son shares common.
DISSOLUTIONS

Traub Amusrnicnt Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
M.icKadden True Story Pictures, New

York.
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READJUSTMENT SOUGHO ERP> SERVEcE FEES

Agreement Expected Soon on Studio Union Contract

Taxes
. . . and other things

By Jack Alicoate-

The deeper they
Pictures Are dig into the ques-

Xot Luxuries tion of taxation

1 n Washington
the more it becomes apparent that

saddling unwise taxes on the busi-

ness of supplymg relaxation and en-

tertainment to the millions might
deal the great motion picture indus-

try an economic blow that would re-

sult in decidedly more harm than
good. The question has long since

passed the argumentative stage. Mo-
tion pictures are not a luxury but
as necessary to the lives and habits

of our peoples as the clothes they
wear, the food they eat and the pub-
lications they read.

* * *

The King is dead.
The New Long live the King. It

Start looks as if that which
transpired in 1931 and

before will go into industry records
ancient history. The picture busi-

ss was in for a drubbing and took
;t. Liquidation has about run its

ourse. It commences to look like

'iciency is again in the saddlfe. The
lustry can well take care of it-

If without outside interferent .

-:} to a promising start, 1932 mighr
well be the year in which the screen

1 the world from Depression Alley
ck to Prosperity Boulevard.

* >•> *

We'd hate to play
Pictures bridge with Frank-

On-aString enstein and Mr.
Hyde as our oppo-

nts . . . We know another banker
ho is becoming studio-struck . . .

To the philantropist who says give
way free theater tickets we sug-
st also free jewelry, free taxicabs
id free hair-cuts . . . Well, anyway,
indhi and his Indian war will be
'od for the newsreel fellers . . .

I oadway boasts more electric lights
I ban ever . . . fewer torch pictures

(.Continued on Page 2) ,

Representatives Meet In

New York to Discuss
Standard Form

Possibility of early agreement on
a standard form of contract em-
bracing all studio unions was indi-

cated following conferences held yes-

terday in New York by a com-
mittee of Hollywood studio unions,
involving all branches of production,

and Pat Casey, representing the pro-

ducers. This marks the first time
(Continued on Page 7)

NEW FORElislS PLAN

BEING LAUNCtlED BY RKO

Radio Pictures will inaugurate a

new system of selling to non-Eng-
lish speaking countries for the new
season. The Film Daily learns.

With the amalgamation of the RCA
Photophone and Victor offices. Radio
Pictures will use Photophone head-

(Continued on Page 7)

J. Grubb Alexander
Dies in Hollywood

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—J. Grubb Alexander,

contract writer at Warner-First Na-
tional, died yesterday following an

attack of pneumonia. He was 45

years old and was a playwright as

well as a screen writer.

Sheehan on Half Pay

Winfield Sheehan will receive half

pay during his three months' leave of

absence from the Fox studio. Sheehan
is stated to have asked for the vaca-

tion without pay, but E. R. Tinker,

president of Fox, arranged for the half

salary in view of Sheehan's long record

of service with the company.

M. P. T. 0. A. IN DRIVE

FOR ADDITIONAL UNITS

Holding up its reorganization plan

as a further inducement, the M.P.
T.O.A. has written to a number of

unaffiliated exhibitor units througn-
out the country inviting them to tie

up with it. Several state organiza-

tions are understood to be definitely

set to join the national exhibitor

body before or at its coming con-

vention in Washington.
Correspondence with these units

(Continued on Page 7)

Lightman Urges $5 Week-
ly Minimum or Flat Rent

for Small Houses
Urging that Electrical Research

Products readjust its service charge
along lines of a graduated scale fix-

ing $5 a week as the minimum
charge for small houses, or offer-

ing a flat rental. President M. A.

r>ightman of the M.P.T.O.A., in an
interview in New York yesterday,

declared that operators of little

theaters are paying "excessive

costs," in this respect.

Overhead of the average small
(Continued on Page 7)

Wurtzel on Way East
For Talk With Tinker

In order that he may take up
certain matters about Fox studio

activities on the coast, E. R. Tinker,

president of the company, has called

Sol Wurtzel to New York for a con-

ference. Tinker originally had
planned to consult with Sheehan.

whose leave of absence has been ex-

tended due to his continued illness.

622 Feature Releases in 1931;
104 Independent, 121 Foreign

ON COAST NEXT WEEK

Production and sales plans of

Radio Pictures for next season will

be decided at a meeting to be held

on the coast studios next week at

which Hiram S. Brown, Joseph I.

Schnitzer, David 0. Selznick, Ned E.

Depinet and Charles Rosenzweig
will attend. Schnitzer leaves for

the coast today, with Brown sched-
(Continued on Page 8)

Ohio M.P.T.O. Meeting

Set for Feb. 10 and 11
Columbus, O. — Eleventh annual

convention of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio

will be held Feb. 10 and 11 at the

Deshler-Wallick Hotel here, it is an-

nounced by P. J. Wood following a

meeting of the board of trustees.

Detroit Censor Banned

Five Pictures in 1931

Detroit—Five features were condemned last

year by Lieut. Royal Baker, local censor, it Is

shown in his annual report. He also eliminated

167 spoken lines, cut 72 parts of pictures and

re-cditcd three films. Baker says that from

a technical standpoint, talkers made big ad-

vances last year and promise to do the same

in 1932.

Feature releases in the U. S. for

the calendar year 1931 totalled 622,

of which 104 were independent pro-

ductions and 121 were foreign im-

portations, it is shown in the annual

compilation for THE FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK. Releases by the var-

ious leading companies numbered as

follows:

Paramount, 62; M-G-M, 52; Fox,
(Continued on Page 8)

All Exhibitors Invited

To MPTOA Convention

An invitation to all oxhibitora. regardless of

their affiliations, to attend the M. P. T.

A. annual convention, slated for the Hotel

Mayfair. Washington, March 14-16, was Issutd

by President M. A. Lighfm.in In New York

yesterday. Reservations may b« made through

Secretary M. ). O'Toole at the organixation's

htadquirtert, 1600 Broadway.
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WEEKLY FREE SHOW
Kingston, N. Y.—A weekly free

show for local unemployed is plan-
ned here.
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AI Woods Advises Hollywood
"Kid, they've built a Frankenstein for themselves out there (in Hollywood).

They've bought up the authors, directors and actors. They pay them $5,000 a week

and take them away from the living theater. What happens? The legitimate theater

can't turn out enough plays to furnish Hollywood with enough material to keep the

$5,000 authors, directors and actors busy. What's got to happen? They've got to get

showmen. They've got to start engaging their actors for just the time required to make

a picture. If they were smart, what would they do? Those big companies would take

their big 3,000-seat houses and put legitimate shows in them that could play at a

scale of twenty-five cents to $1.50. They'd fix up a forty-week circuit. They'd have

a sensation."—AL H. WOODS in interview with John Hutchens of "New York Times."

Taxes
.

.

. and other things
(Continued from Page 1)

are in the cards ... a scarcity of

product is predicted for spring . . .

Do not be surprised if you see Har-

old B. Franklin mixed up in produc-

tion . . . Those secret diplomatic

RKO meetings are of almost nightly

occurrence . . . Some folks read into

the Allied realignment the way out

for Mr. Myers . . .

M.P.T.O.A. Committee
Meeting in New York

Arrangements for the annual
M.P.T.O.A. convention scheduled for

Washington,, March 14-16, will be

further discussed at a meeting of

the committee in charge in New
York tomorrow. In addition to

President M. A. Lightman, who ar-

rived from Memphis on Sunday,
those attending the session will in-

clude M. E. Comerford, William Ben-
ton, Edward M. Fay, Jack Cohn of

Philadelphia, Major P. L. Thompson,
Fred Wehrenberg and Julius Bry-
lawski.

H. B. Robb, F. H. Rowley
In New York on Deal

Forty-five houses are embraced in

the R. & B. circuit, operating in

Texas and Oklahoma, which H. B.

Robb, F. H. Rowley and W. G.

Underwood are taking back from the
Hughes-Franklin interests. Robb,
Rowley and Underwood arrived in

New York yesterday to work out
details of the deal, under which they
will regain complete control of the
circuit.

B. & K. PFD. DIVIDEND
In addition to the dividend on the

common stock, Balaban & Katz has
declared regular quarterly payment
of $1.75 on the preferred stock, pay-
able April 2 to stock of record
March 19.

"SCARFACE" RENAMED
Howard Hughes has changed the

title of "Scarface" to "The Shame
of a Nation," it was announced yes-
terday by Al Lichtman of United
Artists.

NEMO THEATER ROBBED
About $2,000 in receipts was

taken from the Nemo, at Broadway
and 110th St., by two armed robbers
who held up Richard Dixon, assis-
tant manager, and a Negro porter
Sunday night.

Claude Ezell After
More Texas Theaters

Claude Ezell, formerly general
sales manager of Warner Bros, and
who recently acquired four neighbor-
hood houses in Texas, has arrived in

New York to negotiate for several
more theaters in that state operated
by producer-owned circuits.

Protection Hearing
In Cleveland Today

Cleveland — Protection action
brought by the Cleveland M. P. Ex-
hibitors' Ass'n, comprising 46 in-

dependents operating 80 houses,
against several major producing and
exhibiting companies, is scheduled
for hearing here tomorrow. A num-
ber of executives of concerns in-

volved will come from New York to

attend the trial.

Cleveland Ass'n Officers

Being Installed Jan. 14
Cleveland—Installation of new of-

ficers of the Cleveland M. P. Ex-
hibitors' Ass'n will take place at a
general meeting on Jan. 14. The
slate includes Edward C. Flanigon,
president; Paul Gusdanovic, vice-

president; George W. Erdmann, sec-

retary, and John Urbansky, treas-

urer.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolint
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 18-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska. Paxton Hotel,
Omaha, Neb.

Jan. 20: Dance by Cleveland Film BowU
ing League, Shaw-Hayden Hall, Cleve-
land.

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

U. A. BRANCH CHANGES
In the elimination of district man-

agers by United Artists, Ben Fish
has been put in charge of the Chica-
cago exchange, succeeding Edward
Grossman, transferred to Cincinna-
ti, where he replaces William Rosen-
thal.

Jack Goldhar is now managing
the Detroit branch, while A. M.
Goodman was transferred from that
city to Cleveland.

M-G-M SIGNS WRITER
Aben Kandel, novelist and play-

wright, has been signed by M-G-M
through the William Morris Agency.
Kandel also wrote the talking pic-

ture, "High Pressure," in which Wil-
liam Powell appears, and the stage
play, "Hot Money." He leaves Jan.
16 for the Coast.

KINCEY MEN SHIFTED
Durham, N. C.—Under the new

Public-Kincey deal Emil Bernsteck-
er has been transferred to Greens-
boro, while J. Noble Arnold of that
city is now located here. Eugene
W. Street, was shifted to the Caro-
lina in Charlotte.

U. A. Heads Confer
On 1932-33 Program

Conferences were held yesterday
by United Artists executives as the
first move toward formulating the
1932-33 schedule of features. In at-
tendance at the meetings were Lewis
Milestone, Joseph M. Schenck,
Howard Hughes, D. W. Griflith,
Samuel Goldwyn and Al Lichtman.
The present schedule of 13 features
has been completed, with "The
Greeks Had a Word for It" and
"Sky Devils" as the last two on
the line-up.

Delahanty Appointed
Assistant to O'Heron

Tom Delehanty, formerly assist-
ant to "Bo" Dowling, export man-
ager of Radio Pictures, has been
transferred as assistant to Frank
O'Heron, assistant treasurer. O'Her-
on is now on the coast.

GEO. MANOS HELD UP 4|
Steubenville, 0. — Police have

found no clue to two bandits who
held up George Manos, theater own-
er, threw a brick at him when he
started to run, and then robbed him
of $385.

J. N. RANDOLPH IN ORE.
Portland, Ore.—J. N. Randolph,

formerly of Los Angeles, is now
Oregon representative for United
Artists. J||

LORAIN HOUSE ROBBED
Lorain, 0.—A lone gunman held ,

up and robbed the cashier of the
Palace, largest house in downtown
Lorain, and escaped.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.
Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
.By RALPH WILK^

HOLLYWOOD
ANTHONY COLDEWAY has com

pleted his contract with RKO
Pathe and plans to freelance for a
while. Coldeway's last assignment
was an original story which is to

be produced shortly with an all-star

cast.
* * *

Howard Estabrook is busily en-
gaged in writing the screen version
and dialogue for "March of a Na-
tion." This is his own original story
which Wesley Ruggles will direct

for RKO under David Selznick's su-

pervision.
* * *

William Bakewell has returned to

the M-G-M fold, where he is under
contract. Bakewell just finished his

second successive assignment for
Fox, the featured juvenile role in

"First Cabin."
:¥ * *

Directing "Lost Sqitadron" for
RKO is enabling George Archain-
baud and the members of his troupe
to get acquainted with Southern
California. During the past three

weeks Archainbaud has visited five

different locations.

Richard Wallace has started east-

ing for "Thunder Below," Tallulah
Bankhead's starring production for
Paramount. Wallace recently com-
pleted "Tomorrow and Tomorrow,"
Ruth Chatterton's last for this or-

ganization.

Wallace Smith, RKO scenarist, is

planning a trip which will embrace
practically all of Central America.

* * *

Pola Negri still has hopes of ^
reaching New York in time for the
premiere of her first talking picture,

RKO Pathe's "A Woman Com-
mands." Recuperating in Palm
Springs from her recent operation.
Miss Negri plans to leave for the

East about Feb. 1.
* * *

Richard Wallace is getting ready
to direct "Thunder Below," the new
Tallulah Bankhead picture for Para-
mount. Paul Lukas has the leading
male role. Josephine Lovett is

adapting the story and Sidney Buch-
man will write the dialogue.

* * *

Edna May Oliver is back at RKO-
Radio studios, ready for work after

a vacation in New York and Cin-
|

cinnati.
* *

Roland Young will appear in

Paramount's "He Met a French
Girl" with Lily Damita, Charles
Ruggles and Cary Grant.

* * *

Humphrey Pearson has been sign-j

ed by the RKO studios to work with;
Bradley King on the screen play and>
new dialogue of "Westward Pas-;

sage," scheduled to be the next Ann;
Harding vehicle. Pearson was ai

contract writer at the RKO studios

'

until recently. '

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
\By HARRY N. BLAIRl

"CDMUND LOWE, having signed a

Paramount contract, is on his

way East to play opposite Claudette
Colbert in "Sensation," now in prep-
aration at Paramount's New York
studio, where Lilyan Tashman is

completing an important role in

"The Wiser Sex." Stuart Walker
will direct "Sensation."

Vitaphone is releasing two
shorts today for nutional show-
ing. One, entitled "Battling
Bosko," is part of the "Looney
Tunes" series. The other is a
Ted Husing "Sport Slants,"
using both slow motion and
regular photography.

•

Donald Meek and John Hamilton
again enact the principal roles in

the latest S. S. Van Dine murder
mystery, now in production at the

Warner Vitaphone studio. It's title

is "The Skull Murder Mystery" and
Joseph Henabery is directing.

•
Harold Levey, former musical di-

rector at the Warner Vitaphone
studio, and who reteently resigned to

devote his time to radio work, has

been engaged as advisory counsel on

radio by one of the large advertising

agencies.

Lilyan Tashman^s next role

will be with Phillips Holmes
and Carole Lombard in "The '

Flagrant Years," based on a
popular novel. George Cukor,
who directed "The Royal
Family" here last year, is

slated to direct

•

Joanna Roos, Paul Guilfoyle,

Harry Mestayer, Maurice Cass and
Hershell Mayall, all Broadway stage
players, will play supporting roles

in Vitaphone's "The Skull Murder
Mystery," latest of the S. S. Van
Dine series.

•

A steel microphone boom with
telescopic extension, similar to those
used at the Warner studio in Bur-
bank, has been adopted by the Vita-

phone studio here. This replaces the
system of using a microphone sus-

pended from a long pole and man-
ipulated by a man perched on the
side-lines. With this new boom it

is possible to cover a recording area
four times the previous size.
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IXPECT AGREEMENTSOON

UNION PACT

(Continued from Page 1)

hat all of the various studio unions
lave banded together in their de-

nand for a uniform agreement.
William C. Elliott, president of

.A.T.S.E., is chairman of the
mion's committee.
Cameramen are represented by

Idward Hurd, business manager of

•al 659; studio electricians by
A Blix, sound men by Harold

-iiiith, laboratory technicians, by
aiol Kountz, and operators by Con-

lic Harden.

\I.P.T.O.A. in Drive
For Additional Units
(Continued from Pane 1)

xplains that under the proposed
e.up, which has already been ap-

)roved by the organization's board
>f directors and which will be sub-
nitted to the convention for final ap-
proval, independent exhibitors will

lominate the personnel of the new
'oard. Under the arrangement pro-
lucer-owned circuits will each have
-ne representative on the board,
iiinging their total to five. Each
tate unit will be given one mem-
KT. The board will elect an execu-
ive committee which will carry one
)roducer-circuit member.

HORRIGAN ADDS TO CIRCUIT
Vancouver, Wash.—J. W. Horri-

an, exhibitor of Camas, Wash., and
vho recently purchased the Mission
lere, has added to his chain with
he purchase of both the Globe and
Ubany in Albany, Ore.

NADINE SUCCEEDS TICE
Cleveland—J. L. Nadine succeeds

leorge Tice as booker for Para-
nount theaters in this district, un-
ci- the direct supervision of C. E.
'linzen.

COMING & GOING
a c

rOSEPH I. SCHNITZER leaves today for
"ast.

RAM S. BROWN and AMEDEE J.BEUREN leave for the coast Friday.
n E. DEPINET and CHARLES
l-^NZWEIG expect to leave for the coast

1
' I V next week
HERBERT GRAU of Ufa is in Cleveland

' tHe first stop of a midwest tour.
ERNEST B. SCHOEDSACK arrives in

• cw York aboard the Paris tomorrow with
frs. Schoedsack after 15 weeks in the Far
ist, where he made exterior scenes for

ar.imount's "Lives of a Bengal Lancer."
EDMUND LOWE is due in New York

J
Thursday from the coast to appear with

landette Colbert in "Sensation" at the Para-
lount New York studio.
MAX MARCIN has returned to Hollywood

fter a vacation in New York.
HARRY IIERVEY leaves Friday for the

)ast to join the Paramount writinR staff.

NORMAN MORAY, sales manager in
large of Vitaphone Short Subjects, is back
om a trip to Washington, where he had
me with a print of Vitaphone's Bicentennial
'm, "Washington, the Man and the Capitol."
LEE TRACY will sail for California next
Bturday on the maiden voyage of the Mar!-
B»a, new Munson liner, to work at the
Warner studios in "Tinsel Lady."

AiDNG™^

• • • IN KEEPING with his annual custom the
prexy of Merger Pictures, Mister Mike Goosh reviews
the company product for the coming year in his usual
outspoken manner due to the company's Unique Policy
of basing all its story plots on recent successes of the big
producers Mister Goosh's teompany can practically guar-
antee that the pictures announced will be delivered
which you can readily see places Merger Pictures in an
enviable position the exhibitor knows exactly what he's
going to get and tan lay out his advance campaign in

confidence right from the press sheets of the other com-
panies' successes he can't go wrong for in every
Merger pix there is at least one big scene from all the teurrcnt

hits

• • • HERE IS what Mister Goosh says about his lineup

"Looks as if Merger Pictures will be more so this year
than ever out of our schedule of 12 super specials, we
have the first almost in work it is a combination of all

the big scenes in the current successes including a gang-
ster, society sex drama, kid special and a horror feature
the adaptor had some difficulty in combining these elements

till he hit on the Great Idea of placing the locale in
Holl3rwood where Anything can happen and no-
body asks Embarrassing Quesitons so why should you

or your audience?

• • • "THE RESULT is a knockout if it doesn't
make you gasp with amazement it will simply be be-
cause you've grown used to Merger Pictures and noth-
ing else we can do can stir you so in this picture,

"Stolen Sweets" an appropriate title, as you can imagine
you will find that the gangster, society heroine, kid

hero and horror star are all mixed together in the most
delightfully confusing manner a great treat for the
Puzzle Solvers in your audience a Real Novelty
but the story is really incidental if any

• • • "BUT THE Big Scenes are certainly there

they must be for we grabbed 'em right outa tried and
proved b. o. successes no Experiments for Merger Pic-

tures so why book the other fellows' product
when we combine for you all their biggest hits in One Smash
feature ? if producers Merge why shouldn't we
merge their pictures ? that's the thought in back of

Merger Pictures there must be a Reason my
partner, Joe Glutz, says he could give you plenty of reasons

for one thing, Joe found out that it takes Brains,

Dough and Experience to produce Original pictures and
my partner brought none of these Assets into the company

and all I furnished was the Wow Scheme of Merging
the other fellows' product but that's enough
Joe merely has the Crust to sell 'em a perfect producer
combination

• • • "WE ORGANIZED Merger Pictures with the main
idea of economizing on expenditures in production in

keeping with the trend of the times look what hap-

pened to the Big Producers when they went overboard on Ex-
penditures you can gamble that Merger Pictures will

never make that mistake we'll be in business as long as

other picture producers make 'em and we can get away
with Free Adaptations."

LIGHTMAN ASKS CHANGE

IN ERPI SERVICE EEE8

(Continued from Page 1)

house is at the highest peak in its
history, asserted Lightman, who
pointed out that payments on sound
equipment, service charges, addition-
al labor and higher film rentals
have placed exhibitors in an ex-
tremely difficult position. About 9r,

per cent of small houses which have
had recent installations are paying
a charge of $15 a week, the M.P.T.
O.A. official said.

Lightman advanced as an argu-
ment the fact that inspections of
equipment are being made less fre-
quently, as compared with the early
days of sound. Furthermore, he
pointed out, operators in the em-
ploy of theaters have become skilled
in the handling of reproducers with
the result that the equipment re-
quires less attention.
Lightman said that Electrical

Research Products deserves a max-
imum of credit for developing its
device over a long period of research
work and was justified in its original
charges. At this period it should be
amply repaid for initial investments
and it is high time Erpi realized
that the small exhibitor can no
longer pay this "exorbitant fee."
Reopening of dark houses in "tank

towns" on policies of playing one
or two features a week was recom-
mended by Lightman.

« « « » » »

New Foreign Sales Plan
Being Launched by RKO

(Continued from Page 1)
quarters in several foreign cities as
he base of operation for "traveling
film salesmen" who will sell and rent
direct to exhibitors in smaller coun-
tries and territories. Greece, Tur-
key, Portugal, the Balkans and the
Border States will be sold in the
new manner and not direct from
the New York or London headquart-
ers. The move is expected to cut
down sales expenses, increase sales
through the contact of local, native
salesmen, and tn prevent film i)iracy.

Best wishes arc extended by
THE FILM DAILY to th«
following mcmben of the
industry, who Are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Jan. 12
Marvin Schcnck Lew Collins

Nicholas Crinde |ohn Fingcrlin

Armin Fried
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FOX STUDIO STEPS AHEAD

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fox studio is stepping

two pictures ahead of its announced
January production schedule. Five

stories are now in work, five are

being edited and two are being pre-

pared for production before the end
of the month.

Subjects being filmed are "After
Tomorrow," featuring Charles Far-

rell, Marian Nixon and Minna Gom-
bell; "She Wanted A Millionaire,"

with Joan Bennett and Spencer
Tracy; "Devil's Lottery," with Elissa

Landi and Paul Cavanagh; "Dis-

orderly Conduct," with Sally Eilers,

Spencer Tracy, Ralph Bellamy and
El Brendel and "Widow's Might,"
with John Boles and Joan Bennett.

In process of editing for early re-

lease are: "While Paris Sleeps," fea-

turing Victor McLaglen and Helen
Mack; "Almost Married," with Vio-

let Heming Alexander Kirkland and
Ralph Bellamy; "The Silent Wit-
ness," with Lionel Atwill, Greta
Nissen, Helen Mack and Weldon
Heyburn; "First Cabin," with
Thomas Meighan, Linda Watkins
and Charlotte Greenwood and "The
Gay Bandit," with George O'Brien,
Victor McLaglen, Linda Watkins
and Conchita Montenegro.
The two pictures in preparation

are "Scotch Valley," with Warner
Baxter and Minna Gombell, and
"Young America," which will fea-
ture Spencer Tracy and Barbara
Robbins, a newcomer to the screen.

WORDS and WISDOM
from within and without

~

"In my 22 years devoted to distribution we have made little progress
along this line."—AL LICHTMAN.

•
"The day of a one-man producing organization is past."—CHARLES

R. ROGERS.

"In the past few months I have given vaudeville and popular stock
companies every opportunity to entertain in opposition to good pictures
and in conjunction with merely average pictures, and I am thoroughly
convinced that out here a good picture will draw over and above any
and every combination."—A. H. BLANK.

"What's wrong with this business is that there's too many people
telling us whafs wrong with this business-"—HAL HORNE.

Three Lima Theaters
Pass to Louis Israel

Lima, O. — Louis Israel, former
Cleveland theater owner, confirms
the report that he has purchased the
Ritz, Grand and Lyric here from
Ad Ritzier. The transfer became
effective this week.

P. E. JOHNSTON PROMOTED
Dallas—P. E. Johnston, is now in

charge of the Publix booking de-
partment here, succeeding Harry
Sachs, who resigned. Johnston was
with Fox for many years and re-

cently joined Publix to work with
Sachs on the booking sheets.

WORCESTER CENSORS BACK
Worcester, Mass. — After being

suspended in favor of the state cen-
sors, the Worcester Board of M. P.
Review has been reinstated by the
Mayor despite protest from theater
managers. The board has 75 mem-
bers representing 45 civic organiza-
tions.

Toning 'Em Down
London—A drive against torrid close-

ups, bedroom scenes ot undue length,
swimming pool scenes and remarks of
double meaning is being launched by
the British Board of Film Censors.
Within a few days, it is stated, the
board will notify producers, distributors

and exhibitors to this effect.

"Perhaps it is the effect of an atmosphere of exaggeration, but I

cannot help imagining that this Hollywood, still adolescent but a little

magnificent, is developing in spite of itself into such a world center of

the mechanized art of tomorrow as Florence was to the art of Renais-
sance."—ANNE CHARE McCORMICK in Neru York Times Magazine.

"We are all in the commotion picture business."—WALTER WIN-
CHELL.

"Any time I can get this map of mine in the papers, I'll be there.

—

ALICE WHITE.

"/ make this prediction: where there is revolt in Europe in 1932
w-ill be found a government that taxed its theatrical amusement out of
business."—FANCHON SIMON of Fanchon and Marco.

"My secret ambition is to be a card manipulator; thus far without
success."—LOUIS K. SIDNEY.

"The American Telephone & Telegraph Co. a few months ago laid

wires to take over a lot of movie producers who now have nothing left

but a receiver and a mouthpiece."—AL BOASBERG.

"Hollywood has more talent than it knows what to do with."

—

AL H. WOODS.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Richmond, Va.—The Lyric, for-

merly housing motion pictures and
vaudeville, has been reopened on a

stage play policy of musical com-
edies and melodramas.

Indianapolis—The Ohio, Skouras
Publix house, has been closed

temporarily for re-conditioning.

Chicago — Jack Miller, formerly
assistant manager of the Vogue, has
been made manager of the Orpheus.
Hugh Flannery, Vogue manager, has
just returned from a two-weeks' trip

to Florida.

Pittsburgh—The Sheridan Square,
in East Liberty, now changing its

programs on Friday and Tuesday,
will revert to Saturday and Wednes-
day.

Elma, la. — The Elma was de-
stroyed by fire several days ago. No
announcement has been made as to

future plans.

Chicago—Ted West, well known
organist, has been engaged for the
400 theater, Essaness house.

Seneca, O.—L. E. Laughlin has
closed the Chaise.

Royal, la.—The Royal has opened
under the management of J. S. Ked-
rie, formerly of St. Paul, Minn.

Menasha, Wis. — The Menasha
Theater Building, Inc., operators of
the theater building housing the
Brin theater here, has filed a volun-
tary petition in bankruptcy. Liabili-

ties of $220,627 and assets of $228,-
152 are listed. J. M. McCabe, presi-

dent, and Henry J. McCabe, secre-

tary, filed individual petitions.

Chicago—Henri Elman, of Illinois

Allied, is back from a two-weeks'
business trip to the East.

Cleveland—S. A. Gerson, previous-
ly with Pathe, is now short subject
sales representative for Columbia.

104 INDIE, 121 FOREIGN

IN 622 RELEASES FOR '31

(Continued from Page 1)

50; RKO, 37; Columbia, 36; First,
National, 34; Warner Bros., 33; Uni-
versal, 27; Tiffany, 26; United
Artists, 15; Pathe, 14; Sono Art-
World Wide, 11.

For the cui-rent year, as previous-

i

ly indicated, the number of releases
is expected to touch the lowest fig-

ure in 15 years, well under 600.

RKO Product Confab
On Coast Next Week
(Continued from Page 1)

uled to leave Friday and the others
early next week. According to re-

ports, Frank Whitbeck is to super-
vise advertising and publicity from
the coast, where he will originatei
advertising and publicity themes for
all Radio productions and coordinate
all work now being done by the|

theater and film advertising depart-
ments.

HOLLYWOOD TRAVELOGUE
A silent travelogue on Hollywood

was presented Sunday night in

Carnegie Hall by Burton Holmes,,
who delivered an accompanying lee-

'

ture in person. The lecture was in

two parts, first showing the Holmes
party leaving New York for the

coast by airplane, and then taking
the audience on a sightseeing tour of

the studios.

3,000 FREE TICKETS
Memphis—Declaring that movies

are a necessity and the unemployed
must have them if they are to main-
tain their morale, Charles Boyd
head of Memphis "Theater & Equip
ment Co., has offered the Mayor's
Employment Committee free ticket;

to his theater for the 3,000 need}
families in the committee's care.

MONTGOMERY FILM TITLED
"Lovers Courageous" has been se

lected as final title for Robert Mont
gomery's latest M-G-M starring pic

j,

ture, in which Madge Evans has th(
!|

principal feminine role.
\

WENATCHEE PRICE WAR
Wenatchee, Wash.—Owing to i

"price war" between two of the first-

run theaters here, movie fans, for i

few days, at least, will see first-rui

pictures at the Vitaphone for II

cents, and at the Fox Liberty fo)

25 cents. I

Sunday Shows in Ada, O.
Ada, O.—Sunday motion pictun

exhibitions were given at tht

Odeon on Jan. 3 for the first tim<
in years.

Football Five-Reeler

Warner Bros, is marketing a five-reel

picture covering the recent football

game between the University of South-
ern California and Tulane.
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HAYS OmCE DROPS EFFORTS TO REV]S[ ZONING

Ways and Means Committee Split on Ticket Tax

^ess Drastic Levy Favored
By Several Members

of House Group
::iqton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Several members of

he House Ways and Mean Commit-

ee are understood to be against

m posing a federal admission tax of

per cent on all theaters and take

he attitude that, if any assessment
(Continued on Page 5)

^ABIflNV-7ANDGEN.MGR.

OF FOX MEULAYHOUSES

Simon H. Fabian's position with

he Fox theater organization will be

hat of vice-president and general

nanager of Fox Metropolitan Play-

louses, Inc., in conformity with

)lans of the committee representing

he 6^ per cent convertible gold

lotes of the company, looking to

m independent management of the
(Continued on Page 5)

Earners Finish Four
at Teddington Studio

London (By Cable) — Warner
Bros, has completed three Enghsh
isions and one French version m-

studio at Teddington. A fourth

• ature is in production. "Help
iDurself" has been made both in

-English and French. The company
ilso plans to produce a French ver-

ion of "Local Boy Makes Good" in

I'.llywood with Douglas Fairbanks,

Arthur Loew to Tour

So. America by Plane

Quick Profit for RKO Stockholders
Outright holders of RKO common stock are, at least temporarily, in a position

to make a neat quick profit as a result of the rise in these shares this week. The
common stock closed yesterday at $6, while the ten-year 6 per cent gold debentures

were quoted at 90 bid, 110 asked. Each $1,000 of debentures carries 150 shares of

common, which is non-detachable from the debentures for a period not to exceed

three years. Based on last night's close, holders of 150 shares of common stock

could sell for $900 and for about $1,100 could buy $1,000 par value of debentures

carrying 150 shares of common. Thus at a cost of about $200 the switch would

give the holder $1,000 in bonds paying annual Interest of $60 and still have 150

shares of common stock.

Howard Hughes Favors Super Films;

Plans One Surpassing Hell s Angels
//

Await Rulings by Courts
Before Acting Further

on Protection
Pending settlement of several im-

portant protection cases now pend-
ing, including the action scheduled
for hearing in St. Louis today, no
further effort will be made by the

Hays organization to revise zoning
plans. Intention is to wait until

(Continued on Paae 5)

flNMANDilOM BILL

Super productions on the scale of

"Hell's Angels" are the real money
makers, in the opinion of Howard
Hughes, who is now preparing to

return to Hollywood via Florida,

where he will spend a brief vacation.

Hughes says his next picture will

(Continued on Page 7)

Business Turning Up,
Grainger Finds on Tour

Business around the country has

taken a decided upward turn in the

last three weeks, says James R.

Grainger, vice-president in charge of
(Continued on Page S)

Depinet Promoted to Vice-Pres.;

Heads Radio-Pathe Distribution

Cleve Adams May Join

Vitaphone Sales Staff

Cleve Adams, formerly Western

genei-al sales manager for RKO, is

reported joining Vitaphone to handle

Eastern sales under supervision of

Norman Moray. He was recently

Pittsburgh exchange manager.

Promotion of Ned E. Depinet to

vice-president of RKO Radio and

RKO Pathe in charge of distribu-

tion was announced yesterday by

Hiram S. Brown, president of RKO.
Charles Rosenzweig will be gener-

al sales-manager of the combined

picture product of Radio-Pathe

under this new alignment. Depinet
(Continued on Pape 7)

Plans have been set by Arthur Loew for an

irplane tour of all South American cities

phere an M-C-M exchange is established.

loew will start early in February, piloting

he plane himself with a mechanic as com-
anion. In Lima, Peru, Loew will confer with

l*?illiam Melinkcr, M-C-M general manager for

,
louth America. He also will visit Argentine,

razil, Chile and Venezuela.

The Outlook For 'Flesh'
—facts and economics vs. blind ballyhoo

By DON CARLE GILLETTE

A/fUCH is being said and written these days about a "fle.sh conuback.

'

This same topic has been bandied around so loosely in roc'-nt

years, mostly from the viewpoint of those whose wishes were the daddies

of their thoughts, that it has become a distorted and misunderstood sub-

ject. It needs clarifying. ... ,• • u * *u
There is nothing to be gained by theorizmg or generalizing about the

status of stage shows. Increased loudness of the cry that flesh is coming
(Continued on Page 7)

An anti-standing room measure
has been introduced in Congress by
Senator Carey of Wyoming. Bill

would restrict theaters to selling

tickets for vacant seats.

Three tax measures have origi-

nated in the Illinois Legislature. Bills

imposing taxes of 10 per cent on ad-

missions have been submitted in

both the House and Senate and a
House committee also has under
consideration a measure wh^ch would
fix a tax of 5 per cent o ; admis-
sions.

Nasser Bros. Acqu . e

3 'Frisco Suburbans
San Francisco—Three big subur-

ban theaters of the L. R. Green-
field estate have been acquired by
Nasser Bros., prominent neighbor-

hood circuit, at a sale. Price is

mentioned as $750,000. About $250,-

000 is to be spent in remor' '"..ig the

houses.

National Screen Opening

Miniature Dept. on Coast

Herman Robbins, president of National Screen

Service, who left Jan. 9 for the coast, will

soon open a miniature production department

out there with a view to securing mjttrialt

more quickly and thus enable the company
to give more efficient tirvict to eihibiton

featuring early playdates on new pictures.
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GEO. E. STONE AT COLISEUM
George E. Stone will make a per-

sonal appearance at the RKO Coli-

seum for three days starting to-

day.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

:.:

:.:

Eastman Films |
•V

I. E. Brulatour, Inc. H

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

Theater League Meets
in Fight Against Tax

At a meeting of the New York
Theater League attended by about
40 legitimate stage producers, man-
agers and representatives of the-

atrical organizations, a resolution

was adopted calling for establish-

ment of a nationwide organization
to be known as the League of

American Theaters, consisting of

managers and producers throughout
the country, to cooperate with all

national groups of the theater in op-
position to the proposed federal tax.

Representatives of the union prom-
ised full cooperation. Among those
present were Frank Gillmore, presi-

dent of Equity; William C. Elliott,

president of the LA.T.S.E., Fred J.

Dempsey, secretary and treasurer of

the LA.; Walter Percival, of United
Scenic Artists; Martin Beck, Arthur
Hopkins, William A. Brady, Marcus
Heiman, and others.

1,200 New Accounts
Claimed by Columbia

Approximately 1,200 new accounts
are on the Columbia books this year
and the company's sales are about
$1,500,000 ahead of last year, said

Jack Cohn in a statement yesterday.
Cohn also stated that the booking
of Barbara Stanwyck in "Forbidden"
at the Rialto is one of a minimum
of six pictures to be played at the
Rialto, Rivoli and the New York and
Brooklyn Paramounts under a deal
consummated by Sam Dembow, Jr.,

for Publix and Lou Metzger and
Phil Meyer for Columbia.

PINCH HIT FOR HARRIS
Pittsburgh — In the absence of

Johnny Harris, who is being mar-
ried at the coast on Jan. 22, George
Tyson will handle de luxe opera-
tions for Warner Bros., while Earl
Bell will take care of suburban and
out-of-town houses. Harris is wed-
ding Lucille Williams.

ALLIED MEETING OFF
Des Moines—Convention of Allied

Theater Owners which was to have
been held here Tuesday and Wednes-
day of this week has been cancelled.

LOEW OPENING ANOTHER
Loew will open its new theater at

Seventy-second St. and Third Ave.
late this month. It seats 3,200.

Wampus Plan Dinner
in Honor of Marchetti

Roger Marchetti, Hollywood at-

torney-agent, who is now in New
York on business, has been notified

that he will be tendered a dinner
by Wampas upon his return to Hol-
lywood, at which time a life honor-
ary membership will be conferred
upon him. Marchetti has been act-

ing as attorney for the association
for several years.

Warner Men Attending
Bi-Centennial Dinner

H. M. Warner has accepted an
invitation to be an honored guest at

the George Washington Bi-Cen'en-
nial dinner which is to be held in

Washington on Jan. 26, presided
over by Vice-President Curtis. Be-
sides H. M. Warner, the party at-

tending from the Warner-First Na-
tional offices will include E. L. Al-
person, Sam Sax, Albert Howson,
Jacob Wilk, S. Charles Einfeld, Nor-
man Moray and J. J. Payette. A
presentation of the Vitaphone short
subject, "Washington, the Man and
the Capital," will be a feaure of
the evening's program.

U Advances Release
on Baseball Shorts

Universal has decided to release
its Babe Ruth shorts immediately,
instead of waiting for the baseball
season proper to roll around. The
first of these Babe Ruth-Christy
Walsh shorts is entitled "Slide,
Babe, Slide," to be released Feb. 15.

PUBLIX OPENING ONE
Glens Falls, N. Y.—The new local

Paramount, latest addition to the
Publix group, will be opened Jan. 22
with "Two Kinds of Women." The
pre-opening campaign is being han-
dled by Floyd Fitzsimmons of the
home office.

DE SYLVA LEAVING FOX
Bud G. De Sylva, formerly a mem-

ber of the song-writing trio of De
Sylva, Brown & Henderson, is

understood to be leaving Fox. He
arrives from the Coast today to set-

tle his contract.

"CHAMP" FOR CAPITOL
"The Champ" has been booked by

M-G-M to follow "Mata Hari" at
the Capitol starting Jan. 22.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BSyant •-S040

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolini
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 18-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska. Paxton Hotel,
Omaha, Neb.

Jan. 20: Dance by Cleveland Film Bo«l>
ing League, Shaw-Hayden HaU, Clev*.
land.

Feb. 5 : Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House,
New York.

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton, D. C.

^RKO Feature Lineup
Signed by Skouras Bros.
Radio Pictures entire current fea-

ture output will play all the Skouras
Bros, theaters according to contracts
signed yesterday. George Skouras
closed the deal with Phil Hodes and

i

Bob Wolf of RKO.

NEXT AT COSMOPOLITAN
Ufa's next attraction at the Cos-

mopolitan will be "Nie Wieder
Liebe" ("Never Love Again"). Ger-
man shorts on the program will in-

clude "Zwerge Aus Dem Ozean"
("Mites of the Ocean") and "Der
Stumme von Portici," a comedy.

"MAN I KILLED" JAN. 19

"The Man I Killed," Paramount
production directed by Ernst
Lubitsch, opens the night of Jan. 19

at the Criterion for a $2 run. Cast
is headed by Lionel Barrymore,
Nancy Carroll and Phillips Holmes,

EUROPA'S NEXT
"Der Andere" ("The Man With-

in"), German talker version of the
Paul Lindau play presented in Ber-
lin, starts a run tomorrow at the

Europa. Fritz Kartner heads the m

cast.
I

IN PREPARATION

"STRANGE PEOPLE"
by Victor LeMar

"HOLLYWOOD
BALLYHOO"

by Anthony Cormack

RACY, ROWDY SPECIALS
FOR TODAY'S BOX-OFFICE

Ail Rights Protected by

BRYAN FOY PRODUCTIONS
CULVER CITY. CALIF.
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B. V. D. in pictures

means "BUSINESS
VERY DELIGHTFUL"

with—



LAUREL-HARDY (8) DCX3VILLE COMEDIES (3) FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS (13) HARRY LAUDER (4)

FLIP THE FROG (12) SPORT CHAMPIONS (12) FISHERMAN'S PARADISE (6) HEARST METROTONE NEWS (104)

METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER
SHORT SUBJECTS are so good
for your grosses!

WHEN the public has to decide

BETWEEN two feature pictures of

APPROXIMATELY equal merit—

V
i

This TRADEMARK
is in demand!

The public sees it on the

best features. Anci when
they see it on shorts,

they know you have
brought them the best

that money can buy!

It's trie Short Subjects that decide which
box'ojjice f^e money goes to!

The STAR NAMES, and
FEATURE production values in

IVI-G-IVI sliorts set tliem apart!

AND here's a fact:

NO program is ever weak wiien you
bolster it up with an IVI-G-M Short!
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HAYS OFFICE SUSPENDS

EFFORTS ON Z

(Continued from Page 1)

the situation has been examined by
the courts and rights of both dis-

tributors and exhibitors in the prob-

lem determined.
Instituting of new protection sys-

tems was abandoned about a year
or so ago after 16 plans had been
effected and two more agreed upon.

Business Turning Up,
Grainger Finds on Tour

(Continued from Page 1)

distribution for Fox, on his return

from a tour of exchange centers as

far as the west coast. Grainger
states he found motion picture peo-

ple again optimistic over the fu-

ture of the industry, and there is a

wider feeling that the tide has
turned for the better.

PUBLIX N. Y. SHIFTS
Leo Trainer, manager of the Ri-

voli, is succeeding Leo Flynn at the

Rialto as assistant manager, Flynn
returns to the Criterion as assistant

manager with the opening of Para-
mount's new picture, "The Man I

Killed." Dave Weisler, treasurer

at the Rialto, becomes sound checker
while awaiting appointment from
the home office. S. L. Barutio re-

mains as Manager, and Martin
Rosen remains as house manager.

NEW HUDSON IS SOLD
Property at 121-123 Christopher

St., which has been occupied for

the past 15 years by the New Hua-
son under the management of E.R.
S.W. Amusement Co., has been ac-

quired by the Castle Craven Hotel
Corp. It is reported the sale price

was $100,000.

EXTEND CROSBY CONTRACT
Bing Crosby has signed a new con-

tract to appear at the New York
Paramount for an additional ten
weeks.

LOEWS MIDLAND BOMBED
Kansas City—A bomb was ex-

ploded in the lobby of Loew's Mid-
land on Monday night. Frank Alex-
ander, janitor of the theater was
killed.

SUN$HIN€
IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

|. R. Grainger, on return from swing
around Fox key city exchanges, reports
business showing upturn.

m

AlONGMIALTp

• • • IT MUST be a pleasure to work for that
Emgeem outfit in any capacity from prexy to
messenger boy especially in the home office where
everybody has his certain task and does it without Inter-
ference they assume that the mugg on the job is there
because he is Competent and give him a Free Rein
it's about the only organizashe left in the biz where you can
walk in and recognize the inhabitants as the same gents you've
seen there for yars all the other outfits seem like old
hangouts you frequented now filled with strange faces

or a lotta phizzes that you encountered in other domiciles
niost of the places carry such a mixed personnel

that sometimes we go back and read the name of the company
on the door just to make sure what organizashe all

these ole pals are working for now it's all Very Con-
fusing

* * * *

• • • THIS TRAIN of thought was induced by looking
over the box-office lineup at the Capitol where Greta
Garbo is continuing to goal 'em the second week a long
queue stretching clear around the side street in the
rain and to us, Greta typifies the entire Emgeem out-
fit she is a Symbol serene, unperturbed, minding
her own business going light on the personal ballyb'^

supremely confident in the certain knowledge that she
is in a Class By Herself she works hard on the set

giving everything she's got and always Her-
self not striving to emulate any other star in

fact, not giving a hoot about anybody else she's just

Greta sure of her Art, her Career, her Following .

and being Swedish second-cousin to the Scotch
SURE of her Financial Future which is a helluva com-
forting thought to an individual or an organization

* * 4> *

• • • SO FOLLOW the comparison through from any angle
and you'll find that Greta typifies Emgeem in the

minutest detail even the emblem of the Lion is Greta
looking out on the world with an inscrutable eye

calm, courageous, unruffled also monarch of all she

surveys of course there are some gents who will argue
that Emgeem got a great break with la Garbo just a bit

o' luck overlooking the fact that Mister Louis Mayer's
boys nursed her along studied her catered to

her and built stories around her that Belonged

not killing her ofif at the zenith of her teareer with ;

succession of damphool stories as has happened to so

many promising stars and that's the way the Emgeem
outfit does Everything building for Permanency
the Future

ii> >•< * •>

• • • HERE AND there among the Film Boys at Play

B. B. Kahane, Arkayo general counsel, absorbed in i

hot game of pool with the billiard boy at the Empey Club

. . Arthur James being dragged around his estate by a 90-

pound police dog up at Westport Mark Luescher hotsy-

totsying with high society at the Essex House Amedec

J. Van Beuren counting the lakes on his Carmel estate

Jack Hess working up an appetite in the Empey Club gym be-

fore going in to punish one of Max's famous dinners

« * * •

• • • AT LAST a Real Opera on the screen "Car-

men," done swellelegantly by B.I.P. the British outfit

but why, oh, why, do they change the screen title to

"Gypsy Blood" real Seville settings Marguerite

Namara a superb Carmen a thrill bull fight

gorgeous mountain scenery marvellous operatic voices

and Hollerword is TRYING to make Filmusicals

with gorgeous Operas going begging

WAYS-MEANS COMMIHEE

SPLIT ON TICKET TAX

(Continued from Page 1)

is to be voted by Congress, it ought
to be only partial in coverage. Some
committeemen are reported favoring
admission taxes for houses charg-
ing 2'-> cents and up, while others
are willing to lend their support to
a measure taxing tickets scaled at
3.5 cents and up.
Hearing on the proposed federal

admission tax bill is scheduled for
Jan. 21. Various industry leaders
will attend.

Fabian V-P and Gen. Mgr.
of Fox Met. Playhouses

(Continued from Pane 1)

properties, all of which are being
subleased.

Holders of the 6j4 per cent notes
were informed on Dec. 21 by the
protective committee that the stock
of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, all

owned by Fox Theaters Corp., had
been deposited under a voting trust

with C. I. Stralem of Hallgarten &
Co., H. P. Howell of Commercial
National Bank & Trust, and Harley
L. Clarke. New directorate of the
theater group comprises Sti-alem and
C. I. Greve, nominees of the protec-

tive committee; Clarke and W. G.
Green, nominees of Fox Theaters,
and Howell, joint selection. Man-
agement of the affairs of the the-

aters was placed under the super-
vision of a treasurer selected by the
committe, A. J. Schlosser.

MAY REOPEN K. C. PANTAGES
Kansas City—Rumor has it that

several local investors are working
on a plan to reopen the Pantages
soon as a combination house. It is

said Joe Gorman, formerly manager
of the Uptown, will be manager.

K. C. HOUSE REOPENED
Kansas City — The New Center,

negro house at Fifteenth and Troost,

is being reopened by Schmidt and
Rose of Chicago. The house nas
been closed for several years. Sound
has been installed by the new own-
ers.

« « « » » »

Best wishes «r« extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who «re celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Jan. 13
Kay Francis

Herbert Brenon

Louis Payne

Ruth Taylor
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
\By RALPH WILKZ.

HOLLYWOOD
WTILLIAM N. ROBSON, formerly

with Paramount, has joined the
Universal scenario staff. In collab-

oration with Prescott Chaplin, he
wrote an untitled original, which
will be produced independently bj
Al Rosen, with Junior Durkin as
the star.

^ ^ ^

Our Passing Show: Charles E.
Sullivan, Tay Garnett, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Tom Buckingham, Mr. and
Mrs. James Gleason, Russell Glea-
son, George Green, Samson Raphael-
son, Jerry Horwin, Pincus J. Wolf-
son, Joe Kane, Lucien Andriot at
the preview of Prestige."

Simile—Useless as a chain-letter.
* * *

William Halligan is an addition
to the cast of "Dancers in the Dark"
at Paramount.

^ ^ ^

Production has started at the
M-G-M studio on "Are You Listen-
ing?" This is an adaptation of J. P.
McEvoy's serialized novel of the
same name, with a radio background.
William Haines has the principal
role ayid the cast includes Madge
Evans, Anita Page, Karen Morley,
Wallace Ford and Joan Marsh.

* * *

Camera work has just been fin-

ished on "Hotel Continental" at the
Tiffany studios, and the production
is now in the process of cutting and
editing. Peggy Shannon, borrowed
from Paramount, plays the leading
feminine role opposite Theodore von
Eltz, and the cast includes Alan
Mowbray, J. Farrell Macdonald,
Rockliffe Fellowes, Ethel Clayton,
Henry B. Walthall, Bert Roach, Wil-
liam Scott. Story is an original by
F. Hugh Herbert and Paul Perez.

Dorothy Jordan has signed an ex-

tended-term M-G-M contract.
^ ^ if;

James Bradbury, Jr., has been
signed by Paramount to play m
"Dancers in the Dark," with Miriam
Hopkins, Jack Oakie and Eugene
Pallette in the leading roles.

John L. Balderston, playwright
who adapted "Frankenstein" to the
screen, is now a member of the
M-G-M scenario staff.

* * *

Nat Perrin and Edmund Joseph,
who wrote the book for "Lucky
Day," the all-colored musical com-

edy, which is being presented at

the Mayan, Los Angeles, are all

smiles these days. George Arliss

saw it on two consecutive nights,

while Barbara Stanwyck, Frank
Fay, Bert Wheeler and Dorothy Lee
have each seen it three times. Bus-
ter Keaton and James Cagney have
seen it twice.

* •* *

Al Hill, character actor, who
wrote "Easy Pickings," which was
published by Brentanos, has written

a second book, "Down Deep," which
will also be sponsored by Brentanos.

* * *

Roy J. Pomeroy, technical wizard,

who divided the Red Sea in "The
Ten Commandments" and who
gained the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences award for special work
on "Wings," has contributed effects

to more than 300 pictures.
* * *

Football game pictures are prov-

ing box-office magnets on the Coast.

The U.S.C.-Notre Dame picture

bolstered business at several houses,

while the U.S.C.-Tulane film is doing
splendid business at Warner Bros.

Hollywood. It is being played in

conjunction with "Taxi."
* * *

Gerald W. Unger, veteran motion
picture executive, is now associated

with Col. David L Brosseau in the

production field. They organized

Olympic Prods, and are making a

series of melodramas. Unger was
at one time with First National and
more recently was Hollywood busi-

ness representative for the Fox
home office.

* *

Carl Laemmle, Jr., has signed

June Clyde to a long-term contract.
* * *

Effie Ellsler has been signed for

a role in Paramount's talking pro-

duction of "The Miracle Man."

"Slice of Life" is the new title

selected by Warner Bros, for
Charles ("Chic") Sale's latest star-

ring picture, adapted from Edim
Ferber's story "Old Man Minick."

* * *

Carl Laemmle, Jr., is preparing
ammunition for future Boris Karloff
releases. In addition to the H. G.

Wells novel, "The Invisible Man,"
which was announced for him some
time ago, the Universal production
chief announces the purchase of the

J. B. Priestley novel, "The Old Dark
House."

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^^By HARRY N. BLAIR ^^

i

JyTACK SENNETT is said to be!

planning to send a production!
unit to New York in order to make
several more Bing Crosby shorts,

that popular radio singer being held
here by theater engagements. Sen-
nett is also expected to join the
Paramount organization as supervis-
or of an entirely separate comedy
unit than the one presided over in

the East by Larry Kent.

Betty Garde, who scored in num-
erous Paramount features made
here, notably "The Lady Lies," is

rounding out her tenth week on
Broadway as principal feminine sup-
port to Lenore Ulric in "The Social

Register," one of this season's most
successful plays.

•

Gene Dennis, who has become
noted for her psychic powers
through her stage appearances here,

\

was subjected to a test recently by ;

Porter H. Evans, chief engineer at
the Warner Vitaphone studio, with
results somewhat favoring the ex-

istence of a third medium holding
strange occult forces. Miss Dennis
is said to have unfolded to the
amazed scientist many details of his
past with occasional delvings into

.

the future.
I

FLUSHING THEATER ROBBED
Flushing, L. I. — Robbers forced

open the office safe of the Taft on

Main St., taking $1,500 in cash.

BIECHELE REOPENS HOUSE
Kansas City—R. R. Biechele has

equipped the Osage in Kansas City,

Kas., with Phototone sound and has
reopened it.

HOLTZ AS M. C. AT PREMIERE
Lou Holtz will serve as master of

ceremonies at the premiere showing
of First National's "Union Depot"
tomorrow night at the Winter Gar-
den.

"TAXI" HOLDING OVER
James Cagney in "Taxi" will hold

over a second week at the New York
Strand.

James Morton's ability to

speak with an Irish brogue
toon him an important comedy
part in Vitaphone's "The Per-
fect Suitor." Marjorie Hines,
who plays the feminine lead at-

tracted attention through win-
ning a boop-boop-a-doop con-
test. Catherine Proctor, also in
the cast, is frequently heard
over the air as part of the
Sherlock Holmes broadcast.

Ripley is planning a "Believe It

or Not" Hall of Curiosities to be
housed in the tower of one of New
Yoi'k's highest skyscrapers.

•
}

George Olsen's broadcasting or-

chestra spent all night Monday ap-
pearing before the cameras at the
Audio Cinema studio for a short
sponsored by Mr. Graham of the
Graham-Paige Co. which had to be
rushed for showing during the Auto-
mobile Show now being held here.

Milestone Set

Lewis Milestone's association with
United Artists, previously reported,

was definitely confirmed yesterday by
Joseph M. Schenck. The number of

pictures to be made by Milestone for

U. A. next season has not yet been
decided, but he is expected to direct

several. Production quotas of Samuel
Coldwyn. Howard Hughes and other

contributing producers of U. A. also

remain to be set.
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simultaneously stated that Jerome
Safron will continue as eastern sales

manager and Cresson E. Smith as

western sales manager.
With Joseph I. Schnitzer, presl-

lent of the picture unit, now mak-
im- his headquarters in New York,

md the recent merging of the phy-
sical distribution of Radio and
Pathe throughout the country fully

accomplished, Brown stated that

the RKO distribution set-up is now
complete and that no other changes
are contemplated.

'Forbidden" Previewed
With A.T.&T. Hookup

! Boston — Through an American
I'elephone & Telegraph hookup, Co-

lumbia arranged for Barbara Stan-

Wyck in Hollywood and Joe Brandt
in Xew York to address the audience

at a preview of "Forbidden" held

yesterday at the Westminster Hotel

here. Miss Stanwyck stars in the

i; )lumbia picture. Among exhibitors

and other film men present were E.

.M. Loew, Harry MacDonald, Stan-

ley Sumner, Edward Anson, Harold
Stoneman, Richard Emig, Max Finn,

Phil Berler, Louis Boas, Al Bevan,
Phil Smith, T. Fleisher, Ralph Sni-

der, Al Anders, Joseph Morenci,

George Ramsdall, C. Mysherall, W.
W. Burhoe, J. Compopiano, Martin
Toohey, George McLaughlin, Max
iHoffman, William Mahoney, Harry
[Zeites, Nathan Yamins, William
Canning, William Deitch, James
Thornton, Arthur McGrory, Daniel
Murphy, Fred Jones, Mrs. Martha
Hoffman, Miss Angle Mills, Michael
White, Pete Gagne, Clinton Payne
and others.

"CAIN" FOR CAMEO
"Cain," foreign production made

oy Leon Poirier, opens Friday at the

RKO Cameo.

BACK HOME" AT MAYFAIR
RKO's Seth Parker picture, "Way

Back Home," will open Friday at

the Mayfair.

SWEDISH FILM AT 5TH AVE.
"Trotte Teodore" ("Tired Theo-

' 'e"), Swedish all-talking comedy,
ns Friday at the Fifth Ave.

I iayhouse.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
'•nry Dreyfusa, theatrical supplies; A.
Patrick, 701 Eighth Ave., New York,
shares common.
NEW JERSEY CHARTER

ilinrty Theater, Inc., Freehold; Hart
ne & Phillips, Freehold. $5,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
lioto Process Corp., New York City,
' sscs relating to photography; United
•s Corp. Co., Dover, Del. 17,000 shares
•Tion.

The Outlook For TIesh'
— facts and economics vs, blind ballyhoo

(Continued from Page 1)

back this season has been due to two fundamental factors:

(1) Frantic search for anything containing promise of box-office
stimulation to boost attendances that have been reduced by general
depression.

(2) Acute shortage of outstanding film product, partly caused by
greater consumption due to double-featuring, thereby driving some ex-
hibitors to add vaudeville.

For years a small but loud minority, mostly moss-covered old-timers
who can't or won't get in step with the parade, has been shouting that
vaudeville must and will come back because shadows cannot take the
place of flesh. This type of propaganda always makes good headline stuff,
but it is a glaring example of the blind theorizing that is punctured by
the slightest prick of the factual pin.

In the first place, the statement that the public prefers flesh to
shadows sounds impressive on the surface, but for practical purposes it

requires a good deal of qualification.

The public doesn't just want flesh.

It wants talent—popular stars—entertainment.

Greta Garbo in the shadow will pack 'em to the rafters while a whole
boatload of nobodies in the flesh won't attract enough customers to keep
the ushers awake.

To make vaudeville draw patrons, the bills must contain names and
talent of better than ordinary caliber—names that the public wants to
see. But there are not enough performers of this class to go around.
That is why nowadays you find the popular headliners playing successively
the Palace, Loew's State, the Hippodrome and other Times Square houses
using stage acts, all within a week or two of each other. This is some-
thing that never was tolerated in the heyday of vaudeville, for the simple
reason that it is fundamentally contrary to competitive operation.

Another thing, and partly as a result of the disorganized booking
system, the leading headliners refuse to troupe beyond the metropolitan
centers, while the small-timers are of no help to a theater in competing
with even an ordinary screen feature.

In a downright test, if an amusement seeker must bhoose between a

theater offering a variety bill of unknown performers and a house pre-

senting a similarly uninviting picture, the chances are that most folks

will stay home and listen to Amos 'n' Andy.
Taking also into account the exorbitant requirements of stage hands

and musicians, you have here three of the principal concrete facts—not

theories—why vaudeville is unprofitable for the theater at large—regard-

less of its success in strategically located circuit houses.

And there is other evidence around for those with the eyes to see it.

For instance, the Pala'ce, with no competition as a straight vaudeville

house, must scramble for big names at $8,000 and $5,000 a week in order

to get the business.

A few blocks away from the Palace, the Hippodrome offers eight

acts and a feature picture, plus incidentals, at much lower prices. When
the house has a strong screen attraction, it does good business regardless

of the quality of the vaudeville bill. But when the picture is poor, even

an unusual stage bill doesn't bring the same attendance.

The same goes for Loew's State on Broadway, and, except for the

infrequent occasions when there is an extraordinary name act on the

stage, the principle applies at large.

What this proves is that the publi/c is, first of all, name conscious

—

the designation "name" obviously implying talent. Also, it is far more
movie conscious than flesh conscious. A very big part of the present gen-

eration of showgoers never saw any vaudeville, so they tan't be craving

something that is unknown to them.
Perhaps it is perfectly true that the public of today would go for

the right kind of stage bills in a manner profitable to the theaters. Of
course, experience of the past few seasons does not prove this to be a fact.

Quite the opposite. But it may just be that those responsible went at it

in the wrong way. It seems that the vaudeville sponsors acted 99 per

cent on that blind premise about the public preferring flesh to shadow,

instead of analyzing the more important surrounding details.

All protestations notwithstanding, there can be no widespread revival

of stage shows until a method is devised whereby a steady supply of

name personalities with stage talent can be made available. That the

the public will flock to see names is amply demonstrated by Ihe per-

sonal appearances of Bing Crosby, Kate Smith, William Haines, Alice

White, Joe E. Brown, Edward G. Robinson, and others who first scored

on the screen or over the radio. ...... . .

Vaudeville, as an institution by itself, is dead, because in the case of

most new talent it takes the screen or the radio to make 'em into the

requisite b. o. pullers. As a build-up medium, the stage is too slow.

Therefore, future prospects of vaudeville and presentations are largely

dependent upon close cooperation with .screen and radio.

HUGHES FAVORS SUPERS;

PLANS TO BEAT 'ANGELS'

(Continued from Page 1)
be the biggest one yet and will be
based on a story which has been
owned for some time. Production
will start about June 1 and Howard
Hawks is slated to direct.

Warners Add 2 Houses
In Pittsburgh Division

Pittsburgh — Local division of
Warner Bros, theaters has acquired
two more houses. They are the
Model at Pittsburgh, a suburban
house, and the Liberty at Denora,
Both theaters seat about 460.

WARNER K. C. CHANGES
Kansas City—Following the re-

cent consolidation whereby William
Warner became branch manager for
Warner-First National here, and C.
K. Olson took over the Omaha ex-
change, C. F. McBride, formerly of-
fice manager, has been transferred
to Los Angeles as Vitagraph head
booker, while G. C. Diamond has
been promoted to assistant manager
here.

"EXPLORERS" BOOKINGS
"Explorers of the World," Raspin

Productions feature, which closed a
four-week $2 run at the Criterion on
Broadway last Saturday and opens
Jan. 18 at the Tremont, Boston, will
shortly be presented as a roadshow
attraction in Washington, Atlanta,
Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati, Pitts-
burgh, Torono and Montreal, it is

announced by Raspin.

VAUDE. IN WILMINGTON
Wilmington. Del.—Return of daily

vaudeville at the Queon is announced
by Warner Bros. The new policy
starts next Monday. Lewis Black
is manager of the house.

COMING & GOING

AKTIIIR W. STEBBINS of St.l.hins.
I.cterman & Gates, has returned to New
York from the coast.

DOl'CI.A.S MacLEAN is in New Y.irtc
fur a short visit.

J. R. CRAINCiER, Fox vice president in
cl'.irRc of di'^trihulion, has returned from a
Irij) around the company's exchanges as f.ir

i>i Ihe coast.

H. <;. De.SYI.VA is accompanying .SOI.
WlKT/.Kl, east from Hollywood.

.STl'AKT KRWIN is cm his way cast lo

ippe.ir in Paramount's "Sensation," iMring

made at the New York studios.

.ANDY SMITH, eastern sales manager of
Warner-First National, left yesterday for a
Irrief tour of the exchanges in Ihe eastern
Krrilory. He returns to New York early
next week.

ADOl.PIIK MENJOi; is returning from
.diiiiad Id report for work at Universal in

"The Marriage Interlude," playing the lead
ipposile Tala Birell.

HKKUERT T. SILVERUEKC. Uuff.do
altiirney for distributors, is visiting New
^..rk.

JKM" STRICKLAND, attorney repre-.enl

ink various film interests in Texas, is in

.\i'W \<iik fidin .S.in Antonio,
liAHKIIOl. HKSS of the Hays organization

left New York for Ihe Coasi yesterday.
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TWO KINDS OF WOMEN
7f

MIRIAM HOPKINS,PHILLIPS HOLMES
Wynne Gibson Stuart Erivin Irving Picliel

Based on the play, "This Is Ne^y York" hy Robert E. Sher^vood

•

Already previewed. Passed the box office test with flying colors! Show-

men and smart 1932 picture-goers stamp it as a sure hit.# Last season's

popularBroadway stage success. Modern story, swell dialogue, suspense,

thrilling climax, dramatic romance and a great box office cast with

Miriam Hopkins cinching top honors. • The kind of entertainment

they talk about! It gets them—and you get the money ! See it! Book it!

PARAMOUNT
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MPTOA Committee Maps Out Convemion Plans

RADIO CORP- IS NOW jTrui-i- contrTof rko

36 Features for 1932-33 Tentatively Set by Action

The Ten Best
. . . and other things

By Jack Aiicoate-

I
Film Daily's nation-

Ten Best wide poll of the Critics

.of 1931 of America on their

choice of the Ten Best

'pictures of 1931 is about complete.

Announcement of the winners will

be made in this publication as well

as in hundreds of newspapers and
magazines all over the country on

(Monday next. This year's poll

I

reached a high water mark both in

'number of those voting and in local

as well as national interest in the

event. The results are at once educa-

tional, interesting and enlightening

in giving producers an accurate re-

flection of the opinion of critical

America on what's best in picture

production.
* * *

I

A progressive and
\A Shortage wide-awake manag-
of Pictures er of one of the

larger circuits tells

|us he expects a dire shortage of ac-

ceptable product for late Sprmg
and early Summer. There is still

time to meet the situation. The
past three weeks have proven that

picture patrons will still pack the-

aters showing good pictures. Busi-

ness is holding up unusually well

and the industry is generally opti-

mistic. If this condition continues,

lit is our guess that even more good
pictures will be available in three

months than are on the boards to-

day.
>» * *

The year book of
The 1932 the motion picture

Year Book industry is now go-

ing to press and will

be ready for world-wide distribution

in February. Here is an annual
volume, published for the past
twelve years by The Film Daily,
that is used all over the world and
is generally recognized as the staria-

iContinued on Page 2)

Schedule for Next Season
Shows Increase of 12

Over This Year
Tentative production plans in-

dicate that Action Pictures will

make 36 features for release in

1932-33. Claude Macgowan, general

manager, leaves New York for the

Coast on Saturday to confer with

Cliff Broughton and other Coast pro-

ducers. Action is producing 24 fea-

tures for the current season.

EJ.

RKO IN EXECUTIVE POST

E. V. Richards has had several

conferences in connection with a

proposition to join RKO in an im-

portant executive capacity. Richards,

formerly head of the Saenger m-
terests in New Orleans, is now a

vice-president of Publix with heaa-

quarters in that city. At present

he is in New York.

Newspapers Please Copy

East St. Louis, III.—A movie which
he witnessed in Effingham, III., depict-

ing gangster life and carrying the moral

that crime does not pay, caused Elmer

Parker, 19, West Virginia farmer, to

surrender to the police on a charge of

stealing an automobile. These facts

were brought out in his confession read

to U. S. District Judge Wham here.

Simple Simon Plans

12 One-Reel Musicals
Production of a series of 12 single

reel musicals is planned by Simple

Simon Comedies. Names will be used

in the shorts work on which will

soon start in New York.

80 SEABOARD THEATERS

IN WILBY-KINCEY SETUP

Atlanta—Under its new setup the

R. V. Wilby-Mike Kincey interests

will be involved in the operation of

approximately 80 houses along the

Atlantic seaboard. Key house in

the circuit will be the Paramount,

formerly the old Howard, which is

expected to reopen Feb. 20.

13 Features in Work
At Warner-First Nat'l

IVcst Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warner-First Nation-

al studios are in high activity at

present with 13 features in various

stages of production. Nine are be-

fore the cameras, four in the cut-

ting room and four in preparation.

Plans for MPTOA Convention
Discussed at New York Meet
Committee on Tax Fight

Appointed by M.PT.O.A.

Representing the M.P.T.O.A. at the hearing

on the proposed federal admission tax scheduled

for Jan. 21 at Washington will be: President

M. A. Lightman. M. J. OToole. Frank C.

Walker, Edward Kuykcndahl and Julian Bry-

lawski.

Protection, score and service

charges, a report on the legislative

situation and a discussion on the

various phases of theater manage-
ment will highlight the M.P.T.O.A.

convention in Washington, said

President M. A. Lightman yester-

day following a meeting of the con-

vention committee in New York.

Julian Brylawski, who with Sid-
U'ontinued on Paot 4)

^c of RKO Shares Go to

RCA Under Refinanc-

ing Outcome
As a result of stockholders sub-

scribing to only about $2,000,000 of

the $11,600,000 debonures offered by
RKO under its refinancing plan.

Radio Corp. of America conies into

complete control of RKO through
acquisition of more than 00 per cent
of the company's stock, against
about 8 per cent previously held by
RCA. The debentures carried three-

quarters of the common stock with
them, each of the $1,000 notes hav-

(Continucd on Pane 4)

SOL LESSER APPOINTS

PRODUCTION PERSONNEL

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Sol Lesser has ap-

pointed Edward Ralph production

manager, Walter Anthony and Tom
Geraghty head of the editorial divi-

sion, and Carl Heim film editor.

Manny Goldstein Named
Assistant to Schnitzer

Manny Goldstein, who has been

head of the RKO personnel depart-

ment, is reported to have been ap-

pointed assistant to Joseph Schnitz-

er, president of RKO Radio Pic-

tures.

Rival Union Head Admits

Loew's Midland Bombing

Kansas City— Ermal Jay Lime, hcjd of the

Sound Proiccfionistj' Asin, rival of the I.A.T.

S.C., is said by police to have confessed that

ht and E. M. Evans, business axcnt of thi

organization, were responsible for the Loew't

Midland bombing which resulted in the death

of a NcKro janitor and caused about SI. 000

damage. Police say the opiosion was a gesturi

aaalnst the I.A.T.S.E.
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The Ten Best
. . . and other things
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ard reference book of motion pic-

tures. Its comprehensiveness and
accuracy is made possible by en-

thusiastic cooperation from every
branch of pictures. The Year Book
is constantly in preparation and the
1932 volume will eclipse all others
in appearance, practicalness, size

and general usefulness.

Vlax Muller Managing
Janssen's Hofbrau

Max Muller, maitre d'hotel of the

Motion Picture Club, is now also

managing Janssen's Holbrau at

Broadway and 53rd Street. Martin
Stern has been engaged to handle
publicity for restaurant. Special el-

forts will be made to attract after-

theater patronage of film folk, and
it is planned to hold occasional mo-
tion picture nights.

BIG 4 RELEASES
Big 4 has set Feb. 15 as the re-

lease date for "Murder at Dawn,"
new title of the mystery drama for-
merly called "The Death Ray." Cast
is headed by Josephine Dunn and
Jack Mulhall.
Bob Custer's third western for

Big 4, "Mark of the Spur," wili be
released Feb. 10.

KOELN AS CO-RECEIVER
St. Louis—City Collector Edmond

Koeln, who was one of the pioneer
exhibitors here, has been appointed
co-receiver for the Theater Realty
Co., which holds title to the Fox
theater. James T. Blair, former
judge of the Missouri Supreme
Court is serving with Koeln.

RKO SALES MEET
Radio Pictures eastern represen-

tatives will hold a sales meeting at

the Park Central Hotel on Sunday.
Jerry Safron will address the mem-
bers on sales policy for the new sea-

son.

GROGAN IN NEW BRITAIN
New Britain, Conn.—Bernard A.

Grogan, manager of Warners'
Strand, Hartford, has been placed
in charge of the Embassy here pend-
ing the arrival of Louis Labine, who
is to manage the New Britain house.

WURTZEL CONFABS START
Following his arrival in New

York yesterday morning from the
Coast, Sol Wurtzel went into con-

ference with President E. R. Tinker
of Fox, Richard A. Rowland and
James R. Grainger. Sessions will

be continued today.

BYRER GETS CLEVE. HOUSE
Akron, 0.—Milton Byrer, who for-

merly operated four theaters here,

has taken over the management of

the Windameer in Cleveland. Until

recently he was manager of the

Cameo in that city.

DROP SPANISH VERSIONS

All but one or two major U. S.

producers have abandoned making of
Spanish versions for the Latin-
American and Spanish markets and
will definitely continue this policy
into the 1932-33 season. General
diflficulty of making features at low
negative costs which appeal to audi-
ences in these sections is the rea-
son. Adverse legislation and busi-
ness conditions also have discour-
aged production of Spanish ver-
sions.

Charles Ray Ready
For Screen Comeback

Charles Ray, who has been im-
proving his voice for the past year
while making periodical stage ap-
pearances, is understood to be about
ready for his screen comeback in

the talkers. Negotiations are now
in progress with producers for his

initial picture.

The former silent star also is

scheduled to appear tomorrow night
as guest of honor at the St. Moritz
Grill.

Ad Men Will Address
Ampa Meeting Today

Among the advertising and publi-
city men who are slated to speak
at the A.M.P. closed meeting to-

day, when a discussion will take
place on the resolution regarding
testimonial advertising drawn up by
the Ass'n of M. P. Producers, Inc.,

of California, are Paul Gulick, Joe
Weil, Hal Home, Leon Bamberger,
Dave Weshner or Mort Blumenstock,
and others.

H. B. WARNER WITH ARTCLASS
Louis Weiss, of Weiss Brothers

Artclass Pictures, announces that
his company has signed H. B. War-
ner for a leading role in "Cross Ex-
amination," fourth Artclass release
of the season. "Cross Examination"
will be Warner's first independent
talkie. It is an adaptation of an
Arthur Hoerl mystery novel syn-
dicated by the Hearst newspapers.
Richard Thorpe is directing the pic-

ture on the coast.

"HATCHET MAN" AS SPECIAL
Edward G. Robinson's new First

National picture, "The Hatchet
Man," may open in New York as a
two-a-day offering, according to

W.B.-F.N. Decision to that effect

depends on whether booking ar-

rangements can be made.

$1,700 ROBBERY
New London, Conn.—Yeggs crack-

ed the safe of the Capitol early

Jan. 11 and made away with $1,700
in cash, the week-end receipts. Evi-
dence indicated that the burglars
attended the last show Sunday night
and hid in the theater until it was
locked up by Walter Murphy, man-
ager.

THE INDUSTRyS
DATE BOOK

(

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n. Hotel Charlotte.
Charlotte. N. C.

Jan. 18-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska. Paxton Hotel,
Omaha, Neb.

Jan. 20: Dance by Cleveland Film BowU
ing League, Shaw-Hayden Hall, Cleve-
land.

Feb. 5: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House,
New York.

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention 61
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures).
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Hess on Tour to Review
Pending Litigation Cases
Gabriel L. Hess, general attorney

for the Hays office, now on a trip
that is to take him to the coast,
will make a brief swing around tne
circle to review matters of pending
litigation at various local points.
His stopovers will include Cleveland,
Chicago and Los Angeles.

NOVARRO BACK TO WORK
Ramon Novarro leaves New York

for the coast tomorrow to resume
work for M-G-M. He is under con-
tract to work in two pictures and
direct a third.

ACQUIRE CICERO HOUSE
Chicago—Tony Savick and Fred

Baufeld, operating at the Hawthorne
Theater Co., have taken over opera-
tion of the Hawthorne in Cicero.

The house, seating 500 and wired by
Western Electric, opened Jan. 1.

COMING & GOING
a c

JOHN CECIL GRAHAM of London, gen-
eral foreign representative for Paramount,
and ROBERT T. KANE, of Paris, general
manager of the Paramount studios at Join-
ville, arrived last night on the S. S. Bremen
on their annual visit to the home office.

L. E. GOETZ, independent producer and
distr'biitor of Chicago, is on his way to New
York hy automobile, handling some business
en route.

JACQUELINE LOGAN has arrived m
New York from abroad.

J. W. MacFARLAND, eastern representa-
tive for Walt Disney, is on his way to New
York from the coast.

E. B. HATRICK, head of William Ran-
dolph Hearst's motion picture interests, has
left for the coast.

RAMON NOVARRO leaves tomorrow for

the coast to resume work for M-G-M.
ERNEST SCHOEDSACK, who arrived

yesterday on the Paris, leaves today
for the Paramount studios in Hollywood.
PAUL LUKAS and EDMUND LOWE

arrive today from the coast.

EDWARD SLOMAN is en route to the

coast.
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Marie DRESSLER's
"EMMA"goes into

action

!

PORTLAND —At United Artists' Theatre in

its first 3 days, it exceeds entire week's totals of

several previous productions. As we skip merrily

to press it has done 22% better in its first 3 days

than the similar period for^'Mata Hari."

AKRON — 18% better than "Mata Hari" in its

first 2 days.

ROCHESTER — Eclipses ''Mata Hari" in its

first 3 days.

TOLEDO—Amazing increase of 80% {-jes, you

are reading it correctly!) over^Mata Hari" in its

first two days.

NOTE: "Mata Hari" is used as a comparison because it takes a

record-breaker to beat a record-breaker!

Are you all set to enjoy

this kind of business?

The Pride

and Joy of

METRO-
GOLDWYN
MAYER
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rOLL CONTROL OF RKO

ACQUIREDmiO CORP.

(Continued from Page 1)

ing 150 shares attached to it, and
under the refinancing plan RCA
agreed to take all debentures not

subscribed by stockholders. Sub-

scriptions closed Saturday, and while

some applications are still coming
in from distant points, the net re-

sult will not be materially changed,

according to RKO and RCA officials.

RCA's holdings of RKO stock now
amount to more than 1,600,000

shares out of 2,750,480 outstand-

ing. Due to three-fourths of the

shares being attached to the de-

bentures, only one-fourth of the out-

standing stock may be sold within

three years. At the end of that time

these debentures will be retired and
a new note, running for seven years,

issued to holders along with a stock

certificate for 150 shares of com-
mon stock entirely free for trading.

Coast Research Laboratory
Opened by E. H. Hansen

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—E. H. Hansen Lab-

oratories has been opened at 5512

Franklin Ave. to engage in creative

research. The company, which is

licensor of Recordotone sound re-

cording, Phonophoto picture trans-

mission and Multi-Frequency direc-

tion finding systems, will handle
photo-electric, communication, pat-

ent and sound recording engineering.

RKO CERTIFICATES LISTED
New York Curb Exchange yes-

terday admitted to unlisted trad-

ing privileges RKO part paid trans-

ferable certificates evidencing pay-
ment of 50 per cent of the sub-
scription price for ten year 6 per
cent debentures and new common
stock. Also full paid transferable

certificates evidencing payment in

full of the subscription price for

ten year 6 per cent gold debentures
and new common stock.

BANDIT MISSES $3,000
Kansas City—Although he took

$120 in change from a male em-
ployee of the Plaza, a holdup man
overlooked $3,000 in a canvas sack
which Muriel Booth, cashier, was
taking to the bank.

WEHRENBERG HELPING
St. Louis — In addition to con-

tributing a personal check to the St.

Louis Star Milk Fund, Fred Wehren-
berg has placed containers in the

lobbies of his four houses here to

receive contributions from patrons
to be turned over to relief.

Exhib Units After Members
Cashing in on the return of scores

of exhibitors to the independent field,

both of the national exhibitor organiza-
tions are making special efforts to
swell their rosters.

ALONG lALTO

• • # WE HAD the pleasure of sitting in on some Screen

Tests which are being made right along by one of the

major producers over at a Sound stude on 46th Street

and for the first time we got the lowdown on just how
tricky a Screen Test is and to what pains this company
goes to secure an exhaustive test in its eternal search

for new names new talent

* * * *

• • • IN THE old days when they were shooting tests

it was more or less a routine procedure with a

dozen or so tests to be handled in a day a hit or miss

process and history records that several well known
screen players of today were rejected on such a haphazard

test and might never have been known to the public

if they hadn't had faith in themselves and

fought their way up through the extra ranks in Hollywood

to eventual recognition

* * * *

• • • ALL THAT is changed this company made
detailed, thorough tests of five subjects consaming an

entire studio day including a novice of 16 with no stage

or screen training but all the Possibilities per-

sonality, voice, features, figure a girl with two years

training with the Academy of Dramatic Arts a comer,

if there ever was one a foreign find who has trouped

successfully all over the Continent a team with pro-

fessional stage experience putting over a light comedy
bit and a dramatic scene both revelations

• • • IT WAS a joy to watch the director handling these
varied types talking to them casually as they were being
made up getting a line on their possibilities and capabil-
ities and later bringing it all out in the Test
an Art and Science in itself this business of making
a screen test with all the staff cooperating as if they
were engaged on a big feature production and their
reputations depended on it makeup lighting
camera manipulation sound recording

* * * *

• • • A NOVEL feature was what the director called a
"Personality Test" of each subject he asked them ques-
tions about their training, education, general background
then suddenly he would switch to more personal questions
the subject might register surprise, confusion, even slight anger

but that's exactly what the director was after
to get their Natural Expressions and although they
don't know it they will be judged out in Hollywood
where their Tests will be passed upon in large part on
their quick wit in answering the questions one little

Irish girl flashed back witty answers with fine comedy
expressions which may lead to a contract to de-
velop her as a big screen comedienne

*I* V *I* T*

• • • THEN THERE were tests on long shots, close-ups,
three-quarters profiles full face bathing
suit poses for the full figure walking across the set for
grace and carriage voice range acting bits from
stage plays with the stage aspirants for a screen career
with the director watching everything like a hawk and
now the Test subjects are hoping, praying that they'll

make the grade for that Test is the open sesame to
Fame and Fortune IF they have the goods

Thursday, Jan. 14, 1932

MPTOfl COMNIHEE MAPS

PLANS FOR CONVENTION

(Continued from Page 1)

ney Lust and Harry Crandall com-
prise the local committee in Wash-
ington, conveyed an invitation ex-
tended by the M.P.T.O.A. of the
District of Columbia to all ladies at-

[

tending the session to be their

guests at a luncheon and
sight-seeing trip. The banquet is

planned for Tuesday night. Mar. 15, i

at the Mayflower Hotel, where the
convention will be staged. Another

j

important matter to be acted upon
is ratification of the new M.P.T.O.A.
setup.

The convention committee will

meet throughout this week at the

M.P.T.O.A. headquarters and Presi-
dent Lightman will resume confer-
ences at Washington Wednesday,
next week. i

MORE FREIGHT REDUCTIONS
In addition to the reductions of

about 50 per cent obtained by
Masse & Co. in freight rates on
motion pictures to Antwerp, Ham-
burg, Bremen and Rotterdam, the

forwarding and insurance firm also

has been instrumental in bringing
down the tariffs to Copenhagen,
Gothenburg, Oslo, Stavangersjord,
Malmo, Stockholm, Helsingfors,
Danzig and Gdynia.

iCHAS. SMITH SHIFTED
Akron, 0. — Charles Smith has

been named manager of Shea's Co-
lonial, succeeding L. B. Cool, who
was moved to Pittsburgh to manage
Shea's Fulton. The Colonial is now
an exclusive first-run movie hou.'se.

MORE FEATURE SHORTAGE
Chicago—The Haymarket, which

heretofore has run burlesque and a
feature picture, has dropped the lat-

ter and now runs only newsreels
and shorts in addition to burlesque.

HUGH OWENS ILL IN K. C.
Kansas City—Hugh Owens, dis-

trict manager for Western Electric,

is very ill in a hospital here follow-
ing an operation for acute appendi-
citis.

MANYUAPPYRETUPNS i

« « « » » »

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Jan, 14
A. S. Kirkpatrick Bebe Daniels

Edward Bowes Clara Beranger

Hugh Saxon
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Receiver Appointed for Glenn Dickinson Circuit

fARA. INCREASING INOIEIoRTS ON NEWPROGRAM

Monogram Boosting Next Season^s Program to 36
W. Ray Johnston Planning.

Annual Convention
For Feb. 22

With tentative production plans

calling for 36 features next season,

in increase of eight over this sea-

son, Monogram will hold its an-

lual convention Feb. 22, W. Ray
Johnston told Film Daily yesterday.

The conference will be either in

^ew Orleans or Chicago. Thirty

)ranch franchise holders will confer

)n the number of productions for
(.Continued on Page 4)

\HPA NAMES COMMimE

ON TESIIMONiflL ISSUE

In view of confusion that has

irisen in interpreting the resolu-

,ion regarding testimonial advertis-

ng drawn up by the Ass'n of M. P.

'roducers, Inc., of California, the

V.M.P.A. at yesterday's meeting de-

•ided to submit their interpretation

the California association with a

'iew to getting a clarification of the

natter. A committee for this pur-

)ose was appointed to meet at the

(Continued on Page 4)

:onnecticut M.P.T.O.

Act Against Ticket Tax
New Haven, Conn.—A resolution

)rotesting the 10 per cent tax on

TOSS receipts produced by Secre-

ary Mellon was adopted by the

rl.P.T.O. of Connecticut at a special

neeting here. Connecticut repre-

entatives and senators are urged to

ppose the measure.

Champ Star Cast
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Completion of casting by M-C-M for "Grand Hotel" reveals the

biggest group of star names ever lined up by this company for a single picture. Greta

Garbo will play the role of the dancer, with John Barrymore as the baron, Joan Craw-

ford as Flaemmchen, Wallace Beery as the frenzied financier, Lionel Barrymore as the

invalid Lewis Stone as the shell-shocked doctor and lean Hersholt as the chief hotel

clerk. Other names in the cast include Tully Marshall, )ohn Miljan, Purncll Pratt

Murray Kinnell, Frank Conroy, Lennox Pawie, Robert McWade, Kathryn Crawford and

Ruth Selwyn. Edmund Goulding will direct. Hans Kraly did the adaptation of the

Vicki Baum stage hit.

50% of Country's Houses
Have Cooling Systems

Para. British Studio

Plans One a Month'
A feature-a-month is the produc-

tion program at the Paramount
studio in Elstree, England, said

John Cecil Graham, general foreign
(^Continued on Page 4)

Installations of cooling systems

have increased approximately 10 per

cent during the past year, bringing

the total to 50 per cent of the ac-

tive houses in this country, it is

estimated by J. George Feinberg.

Artie Nu-Air and Kooler Air,

{Continued on Page 9)

Brookhart To Address Allied Meet

Origin of Legislation

Washington — A large percentage of

bills introduced in Congress aimed at

the film industry originate because

their sponsors believe they have been

mistreated by theater attaches, accord-

ing to a local theater executive. He

even places the percentage as high

L. as 90.

Omaha—In line with AUied's cam-

paign against block booking, or what

there is left of it. Senator S. W.
Brookhart will be one of the chief

speakers at the Nebraska-Iowa Al-

lied convention here Jan. 18-20. He
is to explain his Brookhart Bill to

the exhibitor gathering. Governor
{Continued on Page 9)

Richey Accepts Post

On Temporary Basis
Detroit—As the result of the spe-

cial meeting of the Board of Di-

rectors of the Allied Theaters of

Michigan, Inc., held this week at

the offices of the association, H. M.
{Continued on Page 9)

More Independent Short
Subjects Planned for

1932-33 Schedule
As Paramount starts preliminary

work towards its 1932-33 program,
plans are being considered for hav-
ing more of its short subject prod-

uct made by independent producers.

Such an arrangement, if adopted,

will involve a number of established

producers. Status of Larry Kent,
{Continued on Page 11)

CECIL dehITprotests

$525,81?_TAX CLAIM

Washindlon Bureau of Till-. lll.M DMi.y
Washington — Cecil B. DeMille

Productions, Inc., has carried to the

United States Board of Tax Appeals
its protest against 1927 and 1928

income tax deficiencies totaling
{Continued on Page 11)

F. E. Cook Incorporates

Central Iowa Theaters
Des Moines, la.—The Central Iowa

Theaters Co. has been incorporated

by Fred E. Cook, president. Theaters

at Jewell, Toledo and Ackley are in

the group.

Federal Court Names Receiver

For 30 Glenn Dickinson Houses

Higher Net Reported

Bv Hal Roach Studios
West CoL ^'^'^i^-J'"'J"f.^.^Jil,S
Hollywood—Net profit of ^yl''-?"'

after expenses, is reported by the

Hal Roach Studios for the 57 weeks

ended Aug. 29. This is equivalent

to 52 centos a share on 48 000 com^

mon shares, compared with ^<>M'»

or 1 cent a share in the year ended

July 26, 1930.

Kansas City — Judge Reeves in

Federal Court yesterday appointed

Harry Terte, local attorney, receiver

for Glenn W. Dickinson Theaters,

Inc., operating about 30 houses in

Missouri and Kansas, followmg suit

by a stockholder, alleging misman-

agement, although the company is

stated to bo solvent. Mrs. Rogina

Frasier alleges $20,000 in rent is due

her as owner of two houses in Osa-
{Continued on Page 11)

"Union Depot"
When even a blase full-dress Broad-

way audience is roused to applause and

cheers, you know its exceptional enter-

tainment. Thai's just what happened

last niRht at the special premiere of

this W.irncr-First National production

at the Winter C.irdcn. A lot of the

wise boys, when they see this one. arc

going to wonder why somebody didn't

realize and utiliic the dramatic pos-

sibilities of a big railroad station before

this. But then perhaps it isn't every-

one who could crowd as much action,

excitement, thrills, romance and all-

around enjoyment into a picture is

Director Alfred E. Green and his aides

have done in this one. In addition to

Al Green's knockout directorial accom-

plishment, the performances of Douglas

Fairbanks. |r.. loan Blondcll. Guy Kibbce.

Alan Hale and other members of the

cast stand out prominently. Exhibitors

can look forward to this one. It has

the stuff in a big way -CILLETTl.
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Urges More Youth Films

Cleveland—Declaring that patrons under 24 years old make up 75 per cent of

movie audiences, Mrs. Maude Aldrich, chairman of the M. P. Committee of the

W.C.T.U. and field secretary of the Federal M. P. Council, in a speech before the

Federal Women's Clubs here, said that the film industry is not providing enough

product of the right kind for these young patrons. She suggested federal control

of pictures from Washington with commissioners at the studios.

Exhib Wins Arbitration

Over "Dishonorable"
Cleveland—The second arbitration

case heard here in the past two
years resulted in a verdict favorable

to the exhibitor. Dan Robins of the

Robins and Ohio theaters, Warren
asked for arbitration in demanding
that Universal deliver "Strictly Dis-

honorable" as per his readina: of the

contract. Dave Miller, Universal

branch manager, said Robins did not

notify his branch that he wanted the

picture in a manner set forth in the

contract. Robins claimed, and thp

claim was sustained two to one bv
the arbitrators, that the contract

which included "Stricly Dishonor-
able" was made as an adjusment to

the previous year's contract and
that as such he was not bound to

enter formal request for any picture

included in the contract. Frank
Drew, M-G-M branch manager and
arbitrator chosen by Universal, op-

nosed the verdict favoring Robins.
Drew also opposed the further ac-

tion of the other two members of

the board. M. B. Horwitz and W. N
Skirboll, involving the price of the

picture to the exhibitor.

Seeks Orders to Examine
Books of Warner Bros.

Wilmington, Del.—C. A. Souther-

land, attorney for Jules Adler of

Passaic, N. J., who filed receivership

suit against Warner Bros. Pictures,

has furnished to Hugh M. Morris,

attorney for the company, copy of

motion he will present next week
before Chief Justice James Penne-
will in Chancery Court, asking for

a court order to permit complainant
examine the company's books to

obtain certain figures. Chief Jus-

tice Pennewill will sit in the case
as Chancellor J. 0. Wolcott has cer-

tified his disqualification to sit be-

cause he is a stockholder in the

company.

Counsel for the company looks

upon the motion as the beginning
of a "fishing expedition" and will

in all likelihood oppose granting of

the order.

PETE HARRISON TO SPEAK
Pete Harrison left yesterday for

Lake Placid to attend the semi-an-
nual convention of the New York
state Publishers' Ass'n as the guest
of Arthur D. Hecox. editor-in-chief

of the Albany News and president
of the organization. It is expected
that Harrison will be asked to speak
on some motion picture subject. His
campaigning against sponsored films

last year was heartily endorsed by
the newspaper fraternity. The con-
vention ends tomorrow.

*•*
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FISHMAN TO AUSTRALIA
Cleveland—Jess Fishman, former

local Warner branch manager, has
left on the first lap of a journey to

Australia where he is going in the
interests of Warner Bros. He sails

from San Francisco on Jan. 20 to be
gone six months.

U. A. RELEASE DATES
Al Lichtman has set the following

new national release dates on United
Artists pictures:

"The Struggle," Feb. 6; "The
Greeks Had a Word for It," Feb. 13;
•'Sky Devil," March 12; "Shame of

a Nation" (formerly "Scarface"),
March 26.

Another U. A. release, "Cock of

•^^he Air," opens late next week at

the Rialto.

REOPENING K.C. PANTAGES
Kansas Ci':y—Topaza Amusement

Co., a local organization, will re-

open the Pantages on Jan. 20 as a
Srst-run house catering to family
trade. L. M. Garman will manage
the house. Scale will be 25 cents
in the afternoon and 35 cents at
night. House has been redecorated
and new sound installed.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolini
Theater Owners' Ass'n. Hotel Charloot
Charlotte. N. C.

Jan. 18-20: Convention of Allied Theater
Owners of Iowa and Nebrasks. Paxton
Hotel, Omaha, Neb.

Jan. 20: Dance by Cleveland Film Bowl-
ing League, Shaw-Hayden Hall, Cleve-
land.

Jan. 21 : Hearing of the Ways and Means
Committee of the House of Representa-
tives on the proposed 10% Amendment
Tax, Washington.

Feb. 5: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance. True Sister's Club House.
New York.

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danci
of the Columbians (Columbia Picturesl
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

March 8-9 : Second annual convention of

Allied States Ass'n, Detroit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry. Prague. Czecho
Slovakia

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T O. A.. Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton, D. C.

Paramount Grooming
Three for Stardom

Paramount is building Sylvia Sid-

ney, Carole Lombard and Miriam
Hopkins, all featured players, for

stardom, said Sam Jaffe, production
manager at the Coast studios, upon
his arrival in New York yesterday.

The company anticipates that Gene
Raymond will develop into an im-

portant name, he stated. Jaffe will

remain in New York about 10 days.

"EMMA" FOR CAPITOL
Following "The Champ," which

succeeds the three-week run of
"Mata Hari" on Jan. 22, Marie
Dressier in "Emma" will come into

the Capitol. All are M-G-M pic-

tures.

ARTIST - LETTERER
Airbrush man. One familiar with special

service. Trailer work prepared. Bring
samples.

MEYER-RIECER LABS., INC.

630 Ninth Avenue New York

TO EXPLOIT DARROW FILM
Universal is planning to assign

two special men to handle exploita-
tion on the Clarence Darrow pic-

ture, "Mystery of Life," according
to Samuel Cummins, president of
Classic Productions, which produced
and owns the picture. Symon Gould
and Milton B. Kolb recently were
authorized to handle some dates for
sxperimental purposes, but booking
of the picture will continue through
Universal.

NED WAYBURN
Institute of Dancing

announces

REDUCED RATES
20% TO 50%

CAMERA MAN
One familiar with coming attraction trailer

work. Steady position to right party.

MEYER-RIECER LABS., INC.

630 Ninth Avenue New York

OFF ON ALL RECULAR CLASS AND
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION IN

STAGE DANCING
ACROBATICS

RADIO-TALKIE
MICROPHONE and VOICE TRAINING

REDUCING-BUILDING UP
Body Conditioning for Health and Beauty

Evening rates as low as $2 and not over

$5 weekly
Regular day classes 5 times a week

Evening classes 1, 2 and 5 times weekly
Children's classes every Saturday

and after school hours

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING
625 Madison Ave. (at 59 St.) New York

606 South Michigan Boulevard, Chicago

I
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BRITTANIA RULES THE WAVES!
LEO of M-G-M RULES THE SCREEN

!

RIGHT The
Symbol of

British power,

the Lion at

Trafalgar

Square, London

LEFT: The
Symbol of
American film

dominance, the

Metro-Golduyn-
KiaycT Lion.

LEFT:
Clippmi^ from the

N. Y. Timfs, Jan.

9, 1932

TO AMERICAN EXHIBITORS we state with pardon-

able pride that not only in the U. S. A. does M-G-M
and its bright stars enjoy leadership in popularity and

box- office success—but Leo's roar is heard 'roimd the world!
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NEW PROGRAM TO 36

(Continued from Page 1)

1932-33, maximum cost of each fea-

ture and other questions pertammg
to sales and production.

The new Monogram line-up will

likely include a group of eight west-

erns in addition to the usual west-

ern schedule of 16. Monogram's cur-

rent production schedule of 28 pic-

tures will be completed in April. Sev-

enteen have been released, with

"Police Court" and "Single Handed
Sanders" due to leave the coast for

New York this week. "Texas Pione-

ers" is now in production and "The

County Fair," Monogram's twentieth

production, is due to start next week.

"Midnight Patrol," a C. C, Burr pro-

duction, is in preparation.

Para. British Studio

Plans One a Month
(.Continued from Page 1)

representative for that company, in

an interview with The Film Daily

yesterday following his arrival in

New York from London.
Quality of picture stories has not

advanced with sound pictures, de-

clared Graham, who stated the pub-

lic abroad generally wants unsophis-

ticated material. British censors,

he said, are particularly watchful

for the suggestive in pictures.

BOOK "DISCARDED LOVERS"
Capitol Films' "Discarded Lov-

ers," a Tower Films production, has

been booked by the Skouras metro-

politan and New Jersey houses, the

Loew circuit and the Warner New
Jersey houses, according to Herman
Gluckman. Capitol has also con-

tracted to handle the Willis Kent
productions, "Cheyenne Cyclone"

and "The Drifter."

"TAXI" MAY GO 3 WEEKS
With approximately $50,000 taken

in at the Strand box-ofRce during

the past week for the showing of

James Cagney in "Taxi," Warner
officials are considering holding the

picture for a third week. The fea-

ture enters its second week today.

According to Zeb Epstein, manager,
there has been standing room only

every midnight for the past week,
with the last show going on at 1.15

a. m.

u

Average feature pictures contain 115,-

000 separate photographs, or "frames,"

which run 16 to the foot and are

screened at the rate of 1,440 a minute.

ALONG lALTO
PIIILM.DALY

MtW YORK. LOS ANGELES

• • • A LOT of bizarre and mysterious things have been

happening around here lately ye publisher, Mister Alicoate,

was on the way home from the Empey Club the other nite

as he walked up Broadway, a sinister voice hissed in his ear

"Gimme that List!" he turned quickly

not a soul in sight Broadway was absolutely deserted

our managing ed was in his hotel room the same eve-

ning, listening to Amos 'n' Andy when the same sinister

voice hissed through the keyhole "Gimme that List!"

he rushed to the door and opened it the poodle

dog of the lady next door was the only thing in sight

surely the poodle couldn't have been a ventriloquist and
today we have been pestered with various voices on the phone
demanding "Gimme that List!" scared stiff, we
hung up each time but the last time some sixth sense

caused us to become Inspired, and ask "WHAT List?"
and the mugg sez "Why, the list of the Ten

Best Pictures, you dope." so the Great Mystery is cleared

and we can assure you all that the full info will be
printed in the li'l ole paper next Monday

• • • ALL THE old library shots are not kicking around
Nooyawk out in Chi there's a gent who has one of the

rarest collections of old films extant just to mention
a few which will recall Fond Memories to a lot of ole-

timers "The Rounders," featuring both Chaplin and
Arbuckle, by Keystone "The Girl and the Greaser," with
Warren Kerrigan before he annexed the "J" before
his name a Flying A film "Mysterious Flowers,"
by Lux of Paris "Life of a Smuggler," by Pharos Film

and if you think educated chimps are something New
in pix how about Sallu and Napoleon in Selig's "One
Big Night" with all the titles rhymed and d'ya
remember the Mustang features with the trademark of the
horse's head? the picture in question is "Marge of the
Foothills" "The Sergeant's Secret," a Kay Bee, with
Charlie Ray (1913) and we have pieces of all these films

in our possession and more beside if any folks
think they have a Corner on the ole library shots market

# 9 # ONE OF the interesting anniversaries going on this

week is that of Al and Charles Christie celebrating their

17th year in film production it was in 1915 that they
started their career at the Christie stude on Sunset and Gower

their first stock company included such names as Betty
Compson, Lee Moran, Eddie Lyons and Billie Rhodes
and the Christie boys are still goin' strong their latest
being "That Rascal" starring Harry Barris, of Cocoanut
Grove fame

• • • TAKE IT from Walter Huston's pressagey
he is responsible for this story Walter was on location
on an uncharted island in the Pacific he got lost, and
was afraid of cannibals as he heard strange excited voices in
the jungle he fell flat on his stummick, and listened

then he heard a voice "Who in 'ell trumped my
ace ?

" Walter arose relieved, saying "Thank-
gawd, there are Christians on this island!" but more
likely Joosh pipple, Walter

# # # FOR A good ole Scotch story take the one
Clarence Muse is telling as his Very Own the Scotty,
after wearing the same hat for 18 years, decided with a heavy
heart to buy a new one so he goes into his ole hat shop
crying "Well, here I am again !"

AMPA NAMES COMMITTEE

L

« « « » » »

(Continued from Page 1)

office of Frank Wilstach next Mon-
day. The assembled advertising and
publicity men interpreted the sense
of the California resolution as de-

signed to prevent screen players
from lending their names and photo-
graphs to personal testimonial ad-

vertising, but in no way interfere
with present methods of producers
and distributors in using stars'

names and photographs in commer-
cial tieups on their pictures. Leon
Bamberger and Hal Home discussed
in detail the value and importance
of the commercial tieups.

The second and final draft of the
coast resolution reads:

WHEREAS, from time to time determined
efforts have been made by various persons
and

_
corporations to secure the use for ad-

vertising and commercial purposes of the
names, endorsements, and photographs or
other reproductions of the physical likenesses
of persons engaged in the motion picture
industry, and particularly of stars, featured
players and directors; and
WHEREAS, in many instances the nature

of such advertising is undignified and tends
to discredit the motion picture industry as

a whole, as well as those individuals whose
names are used, subjects those individuals to

ridicule and frequently destroys their prestige
and standing;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVES'.
that the board of directors of the Associa-
tion of Motion Picture Producers, Inc. re-

quests its members:
First: In all so-called "long term" con-

tracts executed with artists, directors and/or
other employees where the occasion demancs,
to provide that such employees at no time
during the term of their contract will grant
the right to, authorize or willingly perm't any
person, firm or corporation, other than the

employing producer, to make use of their

names or to make use of or distribute their

pictures, photographs or other reproductions
of their physical likenesses or of their voices

for advertising and/or other purposes, and to

provide authorization for the producer in

the name of such employees, or otherwise,

to institute any proper legal proceedings to

prevent such acts or uses or any of them.

Second: To refuse definitely in all cases,

to grant the right to or authorize any per-

son, firm or corporation to make use of the

name, testimonials or pictures, photographs
and/or other reproductions of the physical

likeness of any employee in connection with

any commercial endorsement, except directly

or indirectly in connection with the distribu-

tion, exhibition, advertising and exploitation

of photoplays or directly relating to any
other phase of the business of the producer.

Third: That a copy of this resolution be

forwarded to each member of the Association.

^*i^M^
,

—

MANY PAPPYmum
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Jan. 15
William Beaudine

Karl Freund

Charles King

Claude King
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BOX-OTFICE
WHAT NAMES TO CONJURE WITH! RONALD COLMAN

WITH HIS VAST FOLLOWING! HELEN HAYES WITH

MILLIONS OF FANS WHO SAW HER IN ''THE SIN OF

MADELON CLAUDET'' EAGER TO SEE HER AGAIN!
SINCLAIR LEWIS, THE MOST PUBLICIZED AUTHOR IN

THE WORLD, WITH HIS TREMENDOUS ARMY OF

READERS WAITING TO SEE WHAT LEWIS HIMSELF HAS

CHARACTERIZED AS A NOTEWORTHY PICTURIZATION

OF HIS NOVEL! AND THE BOOK ITSELF, AWARDED
THE NOBEL PRIZE,

ARROWSMITH
WITH 500.0 O O COPIES SOLD, READ BY OVER

THREE MILLION, TRANSLATED INTO 14 LANGUAGES!
SIDNEY HOWARD! THE CAST! THE GREAT NAME OF

GOLDWYN HIMSELF, IDENTIFIED WITH ONE DISTIN-

GUISHED HIT AFTER ANOTHER! NO WONDER THIS

PICTURE IS NOW IN ITS SEVENTH WEEK AT THE

GAIETY, NEW YORK! NO WONDER EVERY PERFORM-

ANCE IS A SELL-OUT!

NO WONDER EXHIBITORS ARE BOOKING IT! HO}N \ AT

UNITED
,/

'/J
v# /

ARTISTS
EXCHANGES

.v

\

\
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T TO SPEAK

AT ALUED CONVENTION

{Continued from Page 1)

Bryan also has consented to be pres-

ent at the conventon, and plans have
been made for S. P. Halpern, Min-
neapolis attorney, to address ihe

meeting on the subject of the ex-

hibition contract. Al Steffes, Abram
F. Myers, H. M. Richey, Glen Cross,

Jim Ritter and other Allied leaders

also are coming, and there will be
a special train from Des Moines to

bring the exchange men and produc-
ers on Jan. 20, with special cars re-

turning that night.

Uniform Censorship
Started in England

London (By Cable) — American
distributors are beginning to receive

a boon in the form of uniform cen-
soring of pictures due to the new
arrangement under whch a commit-
tee comprising representative citi-

zens from all parts of Great Britain
is cooperating with the British

Board of Film Censors. The system
is expected to unify censoring ef-

forts and convey to the national
board the likes and dislikes of

Great Britain.

PALACE AGAIN UNDER HESS
Handling of the RKO Palace ad-

i

vertising, publicity and exploitation
' has reverted back to J. J. Hess, who
has again assigned Arnold Van Leer
as press agent of the house.

SHEEHAN IMPROVING
San Francisco—Condition of Win-

field R. Sheehan, Fox vice-president
and general manager, who is con-
valescing at St. Mary's Hospital
here, is reported noticeably im-
proved.

GEO. DEMBOW A FATHER
A daughter. Faith Ann, has been

bom to Mr. and Mrs. George Dem-
bow. The father is identified with
Kooler Air and Arctic Nu-Air.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Blaked Amusement Corp., theatrical enter-

prises; Reit & Kaminsky, 1441 Broadway,
New York. $S,000.
Crown Electrical Corp., motion picture film;

Tomlinson, Herrick, Hoppin & Coast, 15 Wil-
liam St., New York. 200 shares common.

Empire Enterprises, theatrical business; L.

Herman, 551 Fifth Ave., New York. 20U
shares common.
Nassau Films, motion pictures; Hutter &

Rosenbloom, 154 Nassau St., New York. $1,-

000.
Yeslah Amusement Corp., theatrical busi-

ness; Reit & Kaminsky, 1441 Broadway, New
York. $5,000.
Whirlwind Amusements, motion pictures,

plays; J. Gitelman, Rochester, N. Y. 200
shares common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
American Theater Corp., Newark, operate

theaters; Daniels & Jacobson, Newark. 1,000
shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Wometco Theaters, Inc., Wilmington, Del.,

amusement houses; Corp. Service Co., Dover,
Del. $3,000.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

>Bv RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
^LBERTA VAUGHN, Wampas

Baby Star of several years ago,
will appear in support of Miriam
Hopkins, Jack Oakie and Eugene
Pallette in "Dancers in the Dark,"
to be produced by Paramount.

* * *

Thelma Todd, ivho plays the
"menace" in Columbia's "The Chal-
lenger" {temporary title), besides
being one of the most beautiful
blondes in Hollywood, is one of the

most versatile of actresses. Between
her appearances in the Columbia
feature she is playing in a series o)

two-reel comedies with ZaSu Pitts

which present her as a slapstick

comedienne.
* *

Bob Custer, cowboy star, has com-
pleted three Big 4 westerns called

for in a contract negotiated by Bur-
ton King, production supervisor. The
pictures, "Headin' for Trouble" and
"Quick Trigger Lee," have already

been released, with "Mark of the

Spur" set for Feb. 10. It is ex-

pected that an option for three more
features will be taken up.

* * *

"Murder at Dawn" will be the

title of the Big 4 mystery meller,

formerly called "The Death Ray,"
which stars Josephine Dunn and
Jack Mulhall. Camera work is near-

ing completion and the picture will
immediately head for the cutting
room. Martha Mattox and Mischa
Auer also are in the cast.

* * *

Five feature productions are near-
ing completion at Colambia. They
include "The Challenger" (tempo-
rary title), with Ben Lyon and Con
stance Cummings playing the leads
and Eddie Buzzell directing; "Love
Affair," featuring Dorothy Mackaill,
with Humphrey Bogart opposite and
Thornton Freeland directing; "South
of the Rio Grande," Buck Jones pro-
duction, directed by Lambert Hill-
yer; "Shopworn," Barbara Stanwyck
production which Nick Grinde is di-

recting, and the Spanish version of
"Men in Her Life," with Lupe Velez
in the leading role and Dave Sel-
man directing.

* •

Sam Bischoff, in charge of pro-
duction at Tiffany StuAiios, an-
nounces that a 100 per cent musical
score is being prepared far "Hotel
Continental," on which shooting was
completed a few days ago. Val Bur-
ton has written the score, assisted
by Edward Kilenyi.

Hf * *

Helen Gahagan, who ,has been
signed by Radio Pictures for one
feature, will leave New York for

the coast about Feb. 1.

Billie Dove, Bebe Daniels

In Coast Cosmetic Firm
Billie Dove and Bebe Daniels have

joined with "Hollywood Joe," beauty

specialist of Hollywood Boulevard

in the film capital, and are putting

out a new line of cosmetics, it is

revealed by Miss Dove, who arrived

in New York recently for a visit.

A number of stage offers have been

presented to Miss Dove, but she has

declined because of her contract to

make several more pictures for

Howard Hughes.

PUBLIX CLOSES 2 IN OHIO
Fremont, 0.—Publix has closed

and dismantled the Strand, closed

the Fremont, and is concentrating

on the Paramount.

F. W. WILLIAMS RESIGNS
Marion, 0.—F. W. Williams has

resigned as manager of Paramount's

Marion theater. He is succeeded

by Baker Miller, formerly a theater

operator in Indiana.

NORDINE IN HOSPITAL
Cleveland—J. L. Nordine, local

booker for Paramount theaters is in

St. Luke's hospital recuperating from

an operation for stomach ulcers.

JOHNSON ASKS $49,311
IVest Coast Bureau, TUP. FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—In his suit against

Fox for alleged breach of contract,

just field in Superior Court here,

Joseph Johnson asks $49,311.

Sono Art to Release
USC-Notre Dame Film

Snno Art-World Wide has closed

a distribution deal with Harry Beau-
mont, Sam Wood and Si Masters,
producers of a film made of the

football game between University of

Southern California and Notre Dame
marking the latter's first defeat in

three years. The picture is sponsor-

ed by the Knute Rockne Ass'n and
was directed by Heartley Anderson
and Howard Jones, coaches of Notre

Dame and U.S.C, respectively. The
picture explains, by the use of slow

motion and an enlightening line of

patter, how and why the plays were

made. Immediate release has been

set.

WINNIPEG SUNDAY BENEFITS
Winnipeg—Starting Jan. 17, a se-

ries of Sunday night movie shows
will be held here and collections

taken for the purpose of administer-

ing relief to the needy, it is an-

nounced by Mayor Ralph H. Webb.
Thaters and films will be donated.

FOX CHANGES 2 TITLES
Fox has changed the title of "The

Gay Bandit," George O'Brien ve-

hicle, to "Gay Caballero," and "First

Cabin," the Thomas Meighan pic-

ture, becomes "Cheaters at Play."

"DELICIOUS HOLDS"
Louisville—"Delicious" played to

capacity houses at the Strand and

was held over for a second week.

50%0EC0UNTRY'8 HOUSES

HAVE COW SYSTEMS

{Continued from Paqe 1)

headed by Feinberg, have now made
4,500 installations, he said. Feinberg
has organized the U. S. Blower &
Heater Corp. to market a low-cost
home cooling system.

Richey Accepts Post
On Temporary Basis
(Continued from Page 1)

Richey has decided to accept the
position of business manager of the
Allied States Association of Motion
Picture Exhibitors until some one
else can be secured. In his state-
ment announcing this, Richey said:
"Pending the second annual con-

vention of the Allied in Detroit
March 8 and 9, no attempt will be
made to formally open the offices of
the business manager either in
Washington or New York, for it

will be necessary for me to devote
considerable time in Detroit with de-
tails of the coming convention. If
the suggestion of the selection of a
business manager meets with the ap-
proval of the exhibitors of the coun-
try as voiced at the convention, the
board of directors of Michigan Al-
lied have granted me a leave of
absence for five months to devote
to the national work."

CLARK-McCULLOUGH BOOKED
Clark and McCullough, comedians

of stage and screen, have been
booked by Walter Meyers, head of
the Artists' Bureau in connection
with the Warner theater circuit, and
are scheduled to open in a stage
show in connection with the picture
at the Stanley, Pittsburgh, the week
beginning Jan. 21.

EASTERN THEATERS DIV.

Toronto—Eastern Theaters, Ltd.,

has declared the regular quarterly
dividend of 50 cents, payable March
1 to stock of record Jan. 30.

BAR DREISER STORY
Budapest—Production of a motion

picture adapted from Theodore
Dreiser's "An American Tragedy"
has been forbidden by the Hunga-
rian censor.

"FORBIDDEN" RELEASE
Immediate national rolease of

"Forbidden," starring Barbara Stan-
wyck, has been set by Columbia.

COMING & GOING
a

INA CLAIRE sails on the S. S. Bremen
tonight for a short European holiday follow

ing her extended work in lIollywoo<l. SI

pl.ins to sec a number of pinys In Lonrt"

I'.iris and Berlin as possilnlities (or \\'

future pictures for S.nmurl doldwyn.
MR. »nd MRS. NED E. DKPINET le.,

New York for the coast on Sunday.
.SAM JAKKE, Paramount pro<lucliun man

aifcr in Hollywood, ii in New York for 10

day*.
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MORE INDEP'T SHORTS

FOR NEW PARA. SCHEDULE

(Continued from Page 1)

in charge ol" shorts, will not be af-

fected.

New season plans will be discussed
at several conferences starting im-
mediately. Sam Jaffe, production
manager at the Coast, is conferring
with Jesse L. Lasky, Emanuel Cohen
and other Paramount executives.

Foreign production program is be-

ing talked about by Robert T. Kane
and John Cecil Graham, who have
arrived from Europe and are con-
ferring with Emil Shauer, Joseph
- idelman and other officials of the
mpany.

J. George Feinberg Heads
Printing Machine Firm

Opalograph Corp. of America has
,been organized with J. George Fein-
jberg as president and R. W. Ander-
son as vice-president and general
manager to market the Opalograph,
a new machine which serves as a

printer for stationery, etc. The-
aters throughout the country will be
offered the device, which was in-

vented in Germany.
Material to be printed is photo-

graphed and the matter transferred

ifrom the negative to a stone, from
which the duplicates ai-e turned out.

Each negative is good for between
5,000 and 10,000 copies and they can
be produced at the rate of 3,500 per
hour by the larger of the three

models the company is offering.

JACK BELLMAN EXPANDS
All pictures purchased by Holly-

wood Pictures for distribution in

', New York territory will be sold

throughout the entire state, accord-

|ing to Jack Bellman, president. To
handle the up state business. Bell-

man has opened an exchange in Buf-
falo.

"ROXY" TO SPEAK
Samuel L. "Roxy" Rothafel will

[address heads of the automotive in-

idustry at a luncheon at the Essex
House today.

FIFI FOR PALACE
Fifi D'Orsay, Beatrice Lillie and

jGeorge Olsen will headline the RKO
Palace bill starting tomorrow.

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

"Emma," M-C-M feature starring

Marie Dressier, caused Loew's Theater,
Altron, to break a two-year split-weel(

poiicy. Tlic picture piaycd seven days.

|d

WORDS and WISDOM
from within and without

"Nobody can yell like an independent exhibitor."
LEVY, M.P.T.O.A. director.

EDWARD

r

"Ifs a wonder hotv Pittsburgh girls keep their complexion clear in
that atmosphere."—JAMES DUNN.

"The steam that blows the whistle doesn't move the engine."—FRED
FUTTER, vice-president Wafilms.

"The show business at its best is a business of exaggeration, public-
ization, and here you have something like 30,000 people In an orgy of
showmanship. It is the Olympus of the modern mythology, full of
ordinary persons exalted into gods, and spoiled, as, from all accounts,
were the Olympians of old. Out of this opulence and exaltation, hyper-
bole bursts as naturally as giant geraniums out of the California soil.

Hollywood is not all to blame; it could not be what it is if America
were not what it is!"—ANNE O'HARE McCORMICK (New York Times).

7 have nothing to say, but don't quote me."—HARRY COHN.

'I prefer to produce clean shows because I believe there is more
money in them."—JOHN GOLDEN.

• NEWS«»OF«>>THE«»DAy •

Minneapolis—Nicky Goldhammer,
recently with Warner First-Nation-
al, is now on the road for RKO in

Northern Minnesota. He replaces

Frank Matzke.

Denver—The Paramount changes
prices from 25 cents till 1 p.m., 35

cents till 5 and then 50 cents, to

25 cents till 5, 35 cents for balcony
seats at night and 50 cents for

downstairs seats at night.

Akron, O.—Charles E. Ahrens has

been named movie commentator for

the Akron "Times Press," succeed-

ing Evan Williams, Jr., who handled

the theater column for this paper

for several years. Williams is now
doing features for the same paper.

Kansas City—J. F. McKinney has

purchased the Auditorium in Hu-
mansville. Mo. He also owns the

Osceola at Osceola, Mo.

Elma, la.—The Elma theater was
destroyed by fire last week. The
building belonged to the Diekman
estate. N. Meltesen was manager.

Minneapolis—Max Rifkin is now
at the local Universal office, filling

the place recently vacated by Archie

Zackrell.

St. Louis—Loew's State has again

become the exclusive first run house

for Metro and United Artists pic-

tures. For the past 18 months the

Fox had been getting the cream of

the Metro product.

Creston, la.—The Strand has re-

opened following improvements after

being damaged by fire some time

ago. E. R. Rushing of Des Moines
is the new manager. He was with
Publix for nine years.

Pittsburgh—George Tice, former-
ly with Paramount here and recent-
ly booker at the Publix Cleveland
exchange, is back intown.

Morpantown, W. Va.—Dave Leff
has taken over the Arcade here. He
is a brother-in-law of Jack Judd,
Pittsburgh manager for National
Screen Service.

Exeter, Cal. — J. A. Harvey has
taken over the Exeter here.

Adrian, Mich. — H. J. Daly has
been transferred here from the Cap-
itol, Lansing, Mich., to manage the

Croswell and Family.

Pittsburgh — Pete DeFazio, until

recently with Educational, is now
a salesman here for Charles Schwer-
in, who expects to have six new pic-

tures for distribution this month.

Milan, Mich.—Milo Owen, owner
if the Garrick here, has sold his

house in Dundee and bought another
in Ecorse.

Monticello. Ga.~Edward H. Hays
')f Atlanta, who is forming a chain

if theaters in Georgia, has taken

over a house here, offering a double

bill of talking pictures.

Chicago—Harry Rouda, formerly

of the Maryland, is now managing
the Halfield.

Lansing, Mich.—Cleon Skinner is

now managing the capitol in place

')f H. J. Daly, transferred to Adrian,

Mich.

RECEIVER IS APPOINTED

FOR DICKINSON CIRCOIT

(Conltnued from Pane 1)

watomie and Paola, Kan., leased to

Dickinson. The petition alleges the
corporation's capital is $470,000,
that the Class B is the only voting
stock and Dickinson owns all of it,

and that the company has debts of

$125,000. Dickinson and his attorney
say that the stockholder holds only
$100 worth of stock and that Mrs.
Frasier's rent bill is only $375,
which became due Jan. 1.

Cecil DeMille Protests
$525,817 Tax Claim

(Continued from Paijc 1)

$525,817.40, claimed by the Internal
Revenue Department, and DeMille
individually has protested deficien-
cies for the same years in the
amount of $69,282.09. Several of the
disputed items are included in both
appeals and the Board has been
asked to rule that nei her the cor-
poration nor the individual are liable
for payment.

Taxation on a total of $88,000
represented in salaries claimed to
have been paid is pro ested in both
appeals, as are also the following
items: for maintenance of a yacht,
$43,568.54; for maintenance of a
kitchen at the studios for perform-
ers and business visilors, $5,278.96.
Other errors alleged in ihe corpora-
tion's appeal include: disallowance
of de<Iuctions of $13,730.69 for up-
keep of properties, of $8,924.75 for
necessary business expenditures, of
$2,629.84 for depreciation on a
yacht, of $10,000 representing a loss
on California Air Construction stock,
he company having suffered heavy

losses, of $6,147.46 representing un-
collectable debts, and in finding that
undistributed earnings for the two
years were held to avoid payment of
suriax. With respect to the last
named claim, the corporation argues
that the peculiar nature of the mov-
ing picture producing industry re-

quires that large sums of working
capi'al be available, and that the
amounts so held were not out of pro-
portion to the requirements of good
business practice.

AS SEEN jY

THE PRESr

KtiHi

"By actu.il count. 512 taxi-pilot$

distinguishable by their cips and b.idKcs

have attended performances ot Ta«i'

in its first week at the Strand, and

this number does not include many
more who saw it in mufti, so to speak,

with their home folks
"

—WARNER BROS.
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BUDD ROGERS TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS

1501 BROADWAY NEW YORK N Y

X MARKS THE SPOT BUSINESS OVER THE WEEK^D FOX HERE FAR

EXCEEDED EXPECT IONS FOR THE WEEK BEFORE' CHRISTMAS STOP ANY OTHER

WEEK WOULD HAVE DONE 30, PERCENT BETTER STOP AS IT IS IT IS

BEATING THE LAST THREE WEEKS BUSINESS STOP WE ARE DO<NG THE ONLY

BUSINESS IN THE DOWNTOWN SECTOR DESPITE STRONG OPPOSITION AT

OPPOSITION HOUSES ,„ ,
W H RAYNOR MANAGER FOX DETROIT

'^'*,%

"^H^

K

m^m^
WAUACE FORD, JALIY 8LANE
LEW CODY, MARY NOLAN
uU FRER KOHLEI^

Publix Theatres of Texas

Publix Theatres of Minnesota

Publix Theatres of New England

Publix Theatres of Louisiana

Publix Theatres of New York State

Publix Theatres of Pennsylvania

Loew Theatres of New York City

Consolidated Theatres of Jacksonville, Fla.

Great Lakes' Circuit, Chicago

Warner Bros, of Connecticut

Fox-West Coast Theatres, Los Angeles

Publix-Dubinsky Bros., Joplin, Mo.

B & K Circuit, Chicago, Illinois

Crescent Amuse Co., Nashville, Tenn.

Warner Bros. Circuit of Wisconsin

Fox Midwest Circuit, Kansas City, Mo.

Midland Circuit, Kansas City, Mo.

R.K.O. Theatre, Springfield, 111.

Rialto Theatre, Louisville, Ky.

Blue Mouse Theatre, Portland, Ore.

Capitol Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.

Rialto Theatre, Denver, Colo.

Keith's 105th St., Cleveland, Ohio

Garden Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Texas

Tudor Theatre, New Orleans, La.

Miller Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

Jay Hawk Theatre, Topeka, Kans.

Lyric Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

Broadway Theatre, New York City

Fox Theatre, Detroit, Mich.

Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, 111.

Fox Theatre, Washington, D. C.

Loew's Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, Cal.

Liberty Theatre, .Seattle, Wash.

Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.

Albee Theatre, Providence, R. I.

Hippodrome, Baltimore, Md.

Imperial Theatre, Asheville, N. C.

Royal Theatre, Charlotte, N. C.

New Lafayette Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Grand Theatre, Albany, N. Y.

Olympic Theatre, Utica, N. Y.

Temple Theatre, Toledo, Ohio

Victory Theatre, Denver, Colo.

Tompkin Theatre, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Rialto, Pueblo, Colo.

A Tiffany Picture

DISTRIBUTED THRU

SONO-ART-WORLDWIDE

1

i
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Chalk Up
A Perfect

Score for

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
ct

HIT No. 1

STREET SCENE"
with

SYLVIA SIDNEY

HIT No. 2

EDDIE CANTOR
m

"PALMY DAYS"

HIT No. 3

RONALD COLMAN
I n

"The UNHOLY GARDEN"

HIT No. 4

GLORIA SWANSON
in

TONIGHT OR NEVER
with MEIVYN DOUGLAS

HIT No. 5

RONALD COLMAN

"ARROWSMITH"
with HELEN HAYES

Rel ease d b

UNITED
ARTISTS



EVERY ONE PACKED WITH ACTION AND ROMANCE AND
THRILLS ... AND THAT'S WHAT PACKS THEATRES NOW!

ANNONBALL EXPRESS
WITH TOM MOORE, REX LEASE

LUCILLE BROWNE
Directed by WALLACE W. FOX \

A FANCHON ROYER production
The "Black Sheep" Comes Back and Wins Love and

Glory at the Throttle.

DEVIL ON DECK
Racing Action and Tall Adventure
on Ships of Shanghaied Men.

WITH

REED HOWES
MOLLY O'DAY
WHEELER
OAKMAN
Directed by

WALLACE W. FOX
FANCHON ROYER

production

WITH JOHN BOWERS, BLANCHE MEHAFFEY

ROBERT ELLIS UNA BASQUEHE

Directed by STUART PATON



Intimate in Character
International In Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old
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Seven Executive Promotions Are Made by Publix

UNIONS JPEFUL OF CJMPLETE ORGMIZATION

Big Program of Features Planned by T. P. Epics

Frank R. Wilson Goes West
To Confer on New

Indie Lineup
Plans of Talking Picture Epics

for the launching of a big program
of independent feature productions

were indicated by Frank R. Wilson,

president of the company, in an in-

terview yesterday prior to his de-

parture for the coast. Though stat-

ing that arrangements have not yet

reached the stage where he could
(Continued on Page 11)

TWO ENGliSH TALKERS

ON NEWJA PROGRAM

Although total number of Ufa
features for the coming season re-

lease has not been announced, the

following features have been set for

showings in this country: "Yorck,"

historical film; "Der Sieger" with

Kaethe von Nagy; "Zwei Herzen
und ein Schlag," with Lillian Har-
vey; "Ronny," musical comedy with

{Continued on Page 11)

N. W. Schenck Denies Fox Studio Option
President Nicholas M. Schenck yesterday said that neither he nor M-C-M has

ever had an option on the Fox studios under a reported deal whereby his interests

were to take charge ot production for Fox. He totally denied a report which said

the option had just expired.

Millard Webb Scores Executives

Who Interfere With Directors' Work
Interference with the work of able

directors by executives lacking the

competence to exercise intelligent

supervision is one of the biggest

impediments to the creative efforts

of the megaphone man at present,

declares Millard Webb, who recent-

ly returned to New York after 10

months in Europe.
Once the story and its treatment

is straightened out, there should be

no meddling until the first cut of
(Continued on Page 11)

M-G-M to Hold Confab
On New Season's Lineup
Nicholas M. Schenck and J. Rob-

ert Rubin are planning to go to the

coast next month for conferences

with Louis B. Mayer and Irving

Thalberg on M-G-M's 1932-33 pro-

duction program. President Schenck
stated on Friday that the new sched-

ule will probably be the same as the

current one, indicating the company
will again have a lineup of 48.

Warner-F. N. Advance
Release Dates on Four

Changes in the national release

schedule of four pictures for Janu-
ary and February have been made
by E. L. Alperson, general sales

manager of Warner-First National.

"Taxi," starring James Cagney,
.scheduled for release Feb. 6, has

been moved up to Jan. 23. "Union
(Continued on Page 3)

Feature Releases Drop,

Censor's Report Shows

Richmond—Short subject releases will exceed

the features by an unusual margin in the next

tew weeks, according to the report of product

viewed lately by the State Division of Cen-

sorship. In the past month there has been a

steady drop in features submitted, while shorts

have increased slightly. Only two small cuts.

: both in features, were made among a total of

j 197 reels covered in the report.

Publix Promotes Seven Men;
L. J. Ludwig in Special Post

Further Effort to Follo^v

Present Confabs on
Studio Contract

Complete unionization of the mo-
tion picture production field is to

follow the signing of the studio

mechanics' standard agreement now
being negotiated by east and west
coast representatives at conferences

in New York, it is stated by union
spokesmen. Whether actors will be

included in the move is not indicated.

Obtaining of the contract which the

unions are now after, and which they
(Continued on Page 11)

D. L. Faralla Resigns

As Educational Treas.
D. L. Faralla, treasurer of Educa-

tional for the last three years, has

resigned on account of ill health.

His immediate plan is to take a

month's vacation -.n which to re-

cuperate.

Seven executive promotions have

been made by Publix following the

promotion of Division Director L.

J. Ludwig to special company activ-

ities.
_

Martin J. Mullin, executive head

of the New England territory, suc-

ceeds Ludwig as director of the Cen-

tral, Northwest and Utah-Idaho di-

(Continucd on Page 11)

Stop Belitdin' Productl

—every picture can't he a krxockout

, By DON CARLE GILLETTE .

Every time-a film man-shouts "poor product -h.s condemnation

-finds its way-outside the industry-and into channels-where i

becomes-choice ammunition-for shooting down this busmess. If

you yourself-knock the goods-in which you are deahng-w o do you

suppose-is going to boost them? If an exh.b.tor-.s not sold-on h.s

ow7merchandise-can he sell it-for full value-to h.s patrons?
vnii ."v V

(Continued on Page 2)

TO GET MORE LATITyDE

Warner Bros, theater managers
will be given greater authority and

latitude in operation of their houses,

said Joseph Bernhard, general man-
ager, on Friday, following his re-

turn to New York after holding con-

ferences with managers at Pitts-

burgh, Cleveland, Chicago, Milwau-

kee and Washington. His policy

will be to let each man work out

his own salvation, said Bernhard.

Butterfield Takes Over
Second in Traverse City

Detroit — Butterfield Michigan

Theaters has taken over the new
house recently built by Edward
Saether, a former Publix district

(Continued on Page i)

"SKY DEVILS"
A knockout comedy o( wjr time avia-

tion, done in rousing .ind rollicking

fashion, is this Howard Hughes' pro-

duction. Spencer Traccy. William

(Stage! Boyd and George Cooper carry

the principal roles effectively and Eddv

Sutherland's direction hasn't missed j

laugh Genuine thrills supplement the

rapid tire fun. This United Artists

picture is certain to click at any box-

iffice. -EDDY.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 11 lO'/J lOJ^ — 14
East. Kodak 86'4 835^ 86 + 1

Fox Fm. "A"... 4^ 4^ 4^
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) I'/g 1 1^
Loew's. Inc 30^ 2934 30 — '/

do pfd 69 69 69 +1
Paramount 10>^ 10^ 10|i — 'A
Pathe Exch Va S/s Vs
do "A" 2'A 2Vi 2V-i

RCA 8^ 8 854 -f Va

KCA pf. A aV^). 32li 32 32'/^ — Vs
RCA pf. B 17?^ UVi 17—54
RKO 6.>^ 6 614- + Vk

Warner Bros 4 Z% 4 + ^
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Fox Thea. "A"... 1 '/s 1 Wt.
(7en. Th. Eq. pfd.. 1 -V^ 1 '4 1 '/i

Trans-Lux 2'/i 2^ 2A,
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 7^4 6M TA + 54
Loew 6s 41ww 81 '/4 81 81 — Vi
Paramount 6s 47.. 54 S2Y2 SiVi — '/

Par. By. 5'/4s51 .. 82' 82 82 -f 2

Par. 5Ks50 483/^ 46 ^7 — Vi
Warner's 6s39 38^4 iTVi 3854 — Va

NEW YORK CURB BONDS
RKO fl. pd. ct.

6s '34 105 103 105 + 2

RKO rt. pd. ct.

6s '34 103^ 103J4 10354 + 54

Stop BelittlirC Vroductl
—every picture can*t he a hnockout

• (Continued from Page 1)
-

THERE has been—and still is—too much gabbing—about "poor product."* **Too many
' film men—seeking publicity—and not having—a worth-while idea—have pounced
upon—the "poor product" gag—and blurbed away—without thinking—of consequences.
'"''•'Exhibitors as well—are too quick to blame—decreased attendance—on "poor

product."

•
IT IS difficult—to find a parallel—for this situation— in other industries.''''"'Building

' contractors—don't blame the slackness— in construction work—on the quality—of

bricks and steel.'* ''Department stores—do not ascribe—their lower sales—to inferior

merchandise. ''"'''Railroad lines—wouldn't yell out—that their service— is at fault—for

fewer travellers—and less freight.'' "'But the film biz—goes merrily on—tearing down
from within—with its mocking-bird cry—of "poor product."

•
\A/HAT makes it worse— is that the charge—of "poor product"—does not tell—the

' ' true story '""' I n most instances

—

it's just a case—of passing the buck.'"'"''Some ex-

hibitors—not being showmen—have an idea—that all they need do—is to book a

picture—open the box-office—and customers should flock in—automatically. '"'*They

don't reason—that every picture—can't be a smash—and there must be—some in-

betweens.

•
A NYBODY knows—it's humanly impossible—to turn out—smash hits only—so there

'* must be—some in-betweens—and if movie men—would spend less time—going

around hollering—for something better—and devote more effort—to making the most

—

of what they have—lots of them—might be surprised—into finding out—that "poor

product"—was pretty much—an industry-made bogey.

WARNER HOUSE DISMANTLED
Sandusky, O.—The Star, listed as

Warner Bros, commercial property,
has been dismantled and converted
into a store building.

,••..........•.^..•....•.^i
*,^*-''•#«•>••V4
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Slight Possibility Seen
For Virginia Ticket Tax
Richmond — While the proposed

luxury and chain store taxes are

to cause big fights in both branches

of the legislature, practically no

pressure was brought to bear this

week on the theater and general

amusement assessment suggested

recently. It is being contended that

a proposed tax of 10 per cent on

tickets will cause many theaters in

Virginia to close and thus bring

about a worse unemployment situa-

tion, to which the governor is op-

posed.
The sponsor of the chain store tax

measure has not intimated that he
will even mention theaters.

SUE ON "OVER THE HILL"
Alleging plagiarism in the produc-

tion of "Over the Hill," suit for

$500,000 has been filed in the U. S.

District Court against Fox by Hen-
riette Browne, author and play-

wright, and Corse Payton, actor,

who claim they own all rights to

the play.

Mattsson Bringing Over
10 Swedish Dialog Films
Ten Swedish dialogue features

will be distributed in this country
by Ernest Mattsson. First picture

is "Trotte Teodor" ("Tired Theo-
dore"), produced by Svensk Film-
industri.

LOEW BOOKS SHORTS
The Loew Metropolitan Circuit

has signed for "One More Chance,"
featurette starring Bing Crosby. The
second Educational-Mack Sennett
deal will give this comedy approxi-
mately 160 play dates in this ter-

ritory.

The sixth subject in Tiffany's

"Voice of Hollywood" series, which
features intimate glimpses of such
celebrities as Greta Garbo, Clara
Bow, Edmund Lowe, Dorothy Mac-
kaill, Richard Dix, Bebe Daniels and
others, also has been booked for the

entire Loew Metropolitan Circuit.

SIERRA CO. REORGANIZED
San Francisco—Samuel M. Roeder

and J. C. Lejeal have organized the

Sierra Theater Co., San Francisco,

with a capitalization of $10,000. The
new firm's attorney is A. S. New-
burgh.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angelea, CaL
Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRymnt 9-3040

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 18-20: Convention of Allied Theater
Owners of Iowa and Nebrasks, Paxton
Hotef, Omaha, Neb.

Jan. 20: Dance by Cleveland Film Bowl-
ing League, Shaw-Hayden Hall, Cleve-
land.

Jan. 21 : Hearing of the Ways and Means
Committee of the House of Representa-
tives on the proposed 10% Amendment
Tax, Washington.

Feb. 5: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House.
New York.

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Ohio. Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

March 8-9: Second annual convention of

Allied States Ass'n, Detroit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton, D. C.

Roach and Beck Acquire
Denison Film Processing
William Roach and Albert Beck

have taken over the Denison Film
Processing Co. located in Film Cen-
ter Bldg., from Earl Denison, who
was formerly with United Artists.

SUBMIT CENSOR BUDGET
Richmond, Va.—An appropriation

of $44,015 is recommended for the
State Censorship Division or the

biennium 1932-34, according to the

budget presented by Governor Pol-

lard to the legislature. The state

is reimbursed for expenditures of

this division by fees collected from
exhibitors.

PresidentHotel
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms wnth Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished ;

Housekeeping Apartments with Com- >

plete Hotel Service by the week,

month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Ratet
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PUSH EXPANSION DRIVES

Despite current business condi-

tions, New York state independents

are making rapid strides in the ex-

pansion of their circuits, it is indi-

cated by theater acquisitions just

completed and othei's in negotiation.

In addition to the deal whereby
Skouras is acquiring the Schine

group up-state from Fox, Ned Korn-

blite, formerly identified with the

M. E. Comerford interests, is build-

ing a circuit. He has assigned Louis

Ramm to handle the Temple and
Cortland at Cortland, which he re-

reeently acquired. Matt Konczakow-
ski has added a third theater to his

circuit. It is the Liberty at Lacka-
wanna which supplements the Mar-
lowe and Grand.

Warner-F.N. Advance
Release Dates on Foui:

(Continued from Pac/c 1)

Depot," starring Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr., scheduled for Jan. 23, will be

released Jan. 30. Joe E. Brown's
picture, "Fireman, Save My Child,*'

for release Feb. 20, will be released

Feb. 13, and Chic Sale's "Slice of

Life," scheduled for Feb. 13, will be
released on the 20th.

For the month of February, the

releases will be: Edward G. Robin-

son's "The Hatchet Man," 6th;

Joe E. Brown's "Fireman, Save My
Child," 13th; "Alias the Doctor,"

starring Richard Barthelmess, 20 h;

"Slice of Life," starring Chic Sale,

20th; and "The Man Who Played
God," starring George Arliss, 27th.

LEE YOUNG MANAGING ISIS

Lynchburg, Va.—Lee Young has

assumed his new duties as manager
of the Isis, succeeding James R.

Resley, who is now manager of the

State in Columbia, S. C.

COMING & GOING

FRANK R. WILSON of TalkiiiR Pxtuie
F.pics has left for the coast.

JOSEPH BERNHARD, general manaRer
if Warner theaters, returned to New York
I'riday following key city conferences.

LEILA BENNETT, who last worked in

Emma," has arrived in New York from
the Coast.

BILLY WILKERSON leaves New York
"xlay (Saturday) on his return to the coast.

HIRAM S. BROWN and AMEDEE J.

VAN BEUREN have left for the coast.

HERMAN J. MANKIEWICZ. writer,

leaves Sunday for the coast with the Four
.Marx Brothers to start production on the lat

ter's new Paramount picture.

HARRY D'ABBAUIE IJ'ARRAST is Nack
in New York from Europe.

CARLYLE BLACKWELL and COLIN
CLIVF; sailed yesterday for England on the

Berengaria.

I'llll.lP BARRY, playwright, sailed on the

Paris yesterday for Europe.

HARRY HERVEV, author signed l.y

Paramount, leaves for Hollywood on Mon-
day.

lALTO
WITH

PIIILM.DALY
\

NtW VORIC U3S ANGELES

• • • NOW THAT the climates in Hollerword and Nooyawk
are being switched around it behooves us to revive the
movement to switch production activities to our hamlet on the
Hudson the only asset those Califor-nigh-aye fellers ever
had anyway was Climate and look at it now!
snow, ice, freezing blizzards in the mountain sections

why, the fruit pickers are workin' with fur-lined mitts
pickin' the frozen oranges off the trees several recent
tropical productions taken in Southern California have had to
be released as Canadian Woods mellers the only Sun-
shine they now have is in the propaganda ads of the Chambers
of Commerce Nature has destroyed their Climate slogan

and everything else in Hollerword bein' borrowed from
New York including all the good stage actors
things look very, very tough for the ex-sunkissed cinema city.

* * * *

• • • SO LE'TS make Our Town the New Hollywood
all we lacked was the Climate and now we've

stolen that from the Native Sons up at the Bronx Bo-
tanical Gardens tropical flowers are bloomin'! and it

will be a cinch to plant orange groves in Central Park
we have the Palisades for the mountain stuff

also the subway excavations Jones' Beach has got it all

over Malibu all the big Hollywood pix require New York
shots night clubs. Park Avenue apartments, skyscrap-
ers, ocean liners, gangsters, graftin' politicians why,
boy, we've got Everything including the Climate
of course it's gonna be tough on home ossif execs to take away
their junket trips to the Pacific Coast but it will give
the home ossif personnel a chance to get Acquained with their

Chiefs which is Something not to mention the
saving of Time and Dough on these Hollerword jaunts

« * « «

• # • IT SEEMS that there has been some confusion in

the minds of the newspaper film editors over Howard
Hughes' two pix, "Cock of the Air" and "Sky Devils"

similarity in names caused some editors to assume they were
one and the same pix and that one was merely a work-
ing title now United Artists publicity dep't clears it all

up by advising that the first is a Farce-Comedy of the
Air and the second a Comedy-Spectacle of the Air
the casts are entirely different which should convince

the most skeptical

* * * 4>

• • • OVER AT Boyer's drugstore alongside 729 Seventh

Avenoo where the Film Curb boys hang out and discuss

the ponies and films and other Gambling Rackets

the clerk at the cosmetics counter has caught the fever. .

and when a chorus gal came in and plunked down four bits for

a box of face powder he absentmindedly sez

"Whaddja cry—heads or tails?" as he flipped the coin

she handed him in the air the gal sez "tails"

and it WAS tails so she walks out with the four bits

AND the powder
4, * * *

• • • EXPLOITATION HINTS Joe Goop, the Osh-

kosh exploitashe wiz writes us that opening an oyster

with a knife ain't news but when he opened a knife with

an oyster ail the local papers headlined it yea,

Joe, that proves one of three things that Novel Exploi-

tation is merely giving a new twist to old methods or

your local editors are suckers or else that you're just

a demm li-ah take your choice we're neutral.

*

• • • A CERTAIN film mugg struggled very hard to make
Bo.h Ends Meet and they DID but they whizzed

right by each other

« « « » » »

TAX BOARD DISALLOWS

TRAVELING EXPENSES

If'ashingloii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—In the filing of ap-

peals by William C. de Mille Pro-
ductions, Inc., and De Mille individu-
ally, petitioning the Board of Tax
Appeals for review of the claims ad-
vanced by the internal revenue de-
partment to support income tax de-
ficiencies alleged to be due in the
amount of $52,205.21 for the cor-
poration and $610.88 for De Mille
personally, it is brought out that
the claim against De Mille resulted
from rejecion of his deductions of
$2,725 for traveling expenses and
$1,232.57 for loss on the sale of
furniture. The government does not
concede the travel to have been a
necessary business expense, and dis-

allowed the loss on furniture be-
cause, it is claimed, it was sold to
the petitioner's wife and is therefore
considered a gift.

Most of the sum which the gov-
ernment seeks from the corporation
results from alleged undistributed
earnings for 1927 and 1928. As in

the case of the Cecil B. de Mille ap-
peal filed the day before, it is ex-
plained that the nature of film pro-
duction requires that large amounts
of workable capital be held at all

times and that the amount so held
was not unreasonable.

Butterfield Takes Over
Second in Traverse City

{Continued ftom I'lUn' 1 )

manager, in Traverse City. The
house will be eciuipped with West-
ern Electric sound equipment and
opened early in ]May, according to

E. C. Beatty, general manager for

Butterfield.

Saether is now manager of the

Soo theater, Sault Ste. Marie.
Traverse City will now have two

Butterfield theaters, the Lyric hav-

ing been under operation for several

years. The new house will probabiy
be called the Regent.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
'T'IFFANY has completed its Ken

Maynard western schedule with
the production of the eight features

for the current season. Ten Bob
Steel westerns are on the line-up,

with only three finished. Two spe-

cial westerns were also scheduled.

One is completed, with "Border
Renegades" still to be produced.

it: * *

Of Tiffany's "quality" group of

features, six have been completed,

with two, "Strangers of the Eve-
ning" and "Lena Rivers," ready for
production. According to present

plans, 75 per cent of the Tiffany

feature program will be either com-
pleted or in work by Feb. 1.

* * *

Things have been humming at the

Warner-First National studios the

past week, with some 13 productions
in various stages of work.

* * *

Five pictures now in production

to be released under the Warner
trade mark are "So Big," starring

Barbara Stanwyck; "Mendel, Inc.,"

starring Smith and Dale; "Beauty
and the Boss," co-starring Marian
Marsh and Warren William; "The
Famous Ferguson Case," with Joan
Blondell, Tom Brown and an all-star

cast; and "Love on a Budget," with
Winnie Lightner, Loretta Young
and an all-star cast.

« * «

First National pictures now in

work include "The Crowd Roars,"
starring James Cagney; "It's Hell

to Be Famous," starring Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., "Pleasure First,"

starring Kay Francis; and "The
Rich Are Always with Us," starring
Ruth Chatterton.

* « *

Pictures in the Warner-F. N. cut-

ting room are "Alias the Doctor,"
starring Richard Barthelmess; "The
Man Who Played God," starring
George Arliss; "Fireman, Save My
Child," starring Joe E. Brown; and
"Slice of Life," formerly "Old Man
Minick," starring Chic Sale.

* * *

Productions in preparation at W.
B.-F. N. are "Two Seconds." which
will star Edward G. Robinson; "The
Mouthpiece," featuring Warren Wil-
liam; "Competition," starring Chic

Archainbaud's Millenium
George Archainbaud, who has just completed the direction of "Lost Squad-

ron" for RKO, has made a "hole in one" at golf, and has been dealt one perfect

bridge hand with which he made a grand slam, and has never missed a train.

"Now," he sighs, "if, just once, I could take a bath without being called to

the telephone my happiness would be complete."

Bakewell a Utilitarian

William Bakewell, M-C-M juvenile

player, who recently completed a night
course in automotive engineering, has
perfected an instrument board for his

car that Includes a combination of

utility and convenience, in addition to

the usual instruments there is a ba-
rometer, thermometer, and instrument
to indicate the altitude of the road and
another showing the grade percentage
of hills. A long and short wave-length
radio is also being installed. An ad-
justable makeup desk is being con-
structed for use in the rear of the car.
These and other built-in features will
equip the whole for business efficiency
in touring to and from location points.

Sale; and an untitled picture which
will feature the child actor, Dickie
Moore.

* * *

William. Wyler is getting ready to

direct Universal's "The Marriage
Interlude," in which Tala Birell,

Adolphe Menjou and Anita Louise
will appear. Menjou is now on his
way back to the U. S. from, abroad.

* * *

Jean Hersholt and John Miljan
have been added to the cast of M-
G-M's "Are You Listening?" under
the direction of Harry Beaumont.
William Haines has the leading part
in this picturization of J. P. Mc-
Evoy's well-known novel of the same
name and the cast includes Madge
Evans, Anita Page, Joan Marsh,
Wallace Ford, Karen Morley and
others. Hersholt has just completed
parts in "Emma" and "The Beast
of the City," while Miljan's last

appearance was in "Arsene Lupin."
* * *

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest B. Schoed-
sack, who are due back in Hollywood
within a few days from their trip to

the Orient to film a tiger hunt for
Paramount's "Lives of a Bengal
Lancer," were accompanied on the
journey by Gustav Schoedsack,
Ernst's brother, who is an expert
cameraman.

* * *

Halliwell Hobbes will be found
"buttling" again and Jack Kennedy
has been assigned an important
character role in Columbia's "Love
Affair" in which Dorothy Mackaill
is starred, with Humphrey Bogart
playing the leading male role. Bar-
bara Leonard and Harold Minjir are
also members of the cast. Thornton
Freeland is directing.

* * *

Doris Kenyon made a distinct hit
in her Los Angeles premiere as a
concert singer this week. A large
turnout of Hollywood folk was on
hand to applaud her.

* * *

With completion of "The Texas
Gun Fighter," the first of the two
Ken Maynard specials augmenting
his current series for Tiffany Pro-
ductions, the Maynard unit has gone
on location on the second special,
"Border Renegades," which com-
pletes his Tiffany contract. In the
cast supporting the cowboy hero are
George Renavent, Don Terry, Jack
Rockwell, Lew Meehan, Charles
Stevens, Harlan Knight and Jackie
Arnold. Phil Rosen is directing.

He 4> 41

James Cagney's newest starring
vehicle, "The Crowd Roars," which

was completed last week at the
Warner studios, is now in the cut-

ting room. Joan Blondell and Ann
Dvorak have the two leading fem-
inine parts. The picture was di-

rected by Howard Hawks, who, in

collaboration with Seton I. Miller,

wrote the story and dialogue.

Richard Wallace doesn't know off-

hand how many hundred thousand
feet of film he has directed, but he
says he is responsible for depriving
the show-going public of viewing
more film that has been used in all

of his productions combined. The
answer is that Wallace was a film

cutter in the old days with the Key-
stone, Triangle, Fox and other or-

ganizations. Now he is a Para-
mount director.

Leo Birinski and Forrest Halsey,
film writers, have been signed to
work with Clara Beranger on the
screen play of Samuel Hopkins
Adams' novel, "The Flagrant Years,"
Paramount announces.

Additions just made to the cast

of "Ambition," which Russell Mack
is directing at Universal City, in-

clude Harry Beresford, Claudia Dell,

J. Farrell MacDonald and Claudie
Nickolson.

"So Big," the Warner screen ver-
sion of Edna Ferber's novel of the

same title, starring Barbara Stan-
wyck, went into production this

week. William A. Wellrruin is the
director. Supporting Miss Stanwyck
is a cast including George Brent,
Dickie Moore, Guy Kibbee, Robert
Warwick and Dorothy Peterson. It

is expected that "So Big" will reach
completion in about four weeks,

* * *

Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor
will play the leading roles in the
Buddy De Sylva picture, "Have A
Heart," which Fox will put into pro-

duction upon Miss Gaynor's return
from her European vacation. James
Dunn, who was originally assigned
to the role which Farrell will play,

is scheduled to act with Marian Nix-
on in "Little Teacher."

* * *

Andy Devine has been engaged
for an important supporting role in

the first starring vehicle for Kay
Francis to be made under her new
contract with First National. To
date, other members of the cast are
David Manners and Una Merkel.
Title of this film has just been
changed from "Working Wives" to

"Pleasure First."
* * *

Lucy Beaumont has been given a

part in "Disorderly Conduct," which
is now in production on the Fox lot

with Sally Filers, Spencer Tracy,
Linda Watkins, El Brendel and
Ralph Bellamy featured.

* * *

George Arliss's next starring pic-

ture will be "A Successful Calam-
ity," from the stage-play by Clare
Kummer, it is announced by Warner
Bros. Grant Mitchell is the only
player definitely selected as yet for

the suporting cast, but the picture
is in active preparation and rehears-
als will begin within the next tenj
days.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"

Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops .. . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.

$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the "Doorway ofHospitality"

, VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios

.Bj/ HARRY N. BLAIR

TACK HALEY, stage and screen

J comedian, has been signed to

make a series of two-reel comedies

for Warner-Vitaphone, based on his

work in "Success" and "The Imper-

fect Lover," the latter about to be

released.

Stuart Erwin is back at the

Paramount New Ywk studio,

where he appeared last year

ivith Helen Kane in "Dangerous
Nan McGrew." He now has a

prominent role in "Sensation,"

the Claudette Colbert-Edmund
Lowe starring vehicle, which
Stuart Walker is preparing to

direct.
•

Burnet Hershey, Vitaphone staff

writer, is now preparing the seventh

of the S. S. Van Dine murder mys-
tery series, "The Insurance Murder
Mystery." Hershey has done the

adaptation and dialogue on the en-

tire series of mystery thrillers which
is proving one of the most popular

short subjects now being turned out.

Formerly a press correspondent in

England, Hershey was at that time

in close touch with Scotland yard,

and this experience has proved of

great benefit in turning out the Van
Dine scripts.

•

Paramount screen songs have at-

tracted Arthur Jarrett, popular ra-

dio personality who joins a host of

radio, stage and screen stars who
have appeared in Screen Songs
within the past year.

•

Vitaphone reports excellent re-

sults with its newly developed port-

able monitor desk, a great deal of

the development woi-k on which was
done by Harold C. Baumann.

•

Berthold Viertel, now com-
pleting the direction of "The
Wiser Sex," calls our attention

to the fact that the political

background of the picture is al-

most an exact duplicate of the

present Seabury investigation in

New York City, which gives the

picture an extremely timely an-

gle.

•

Charles Ray has had to turn down
several offers recently to return to

the screen in various independent

Courtroom Scenes Popular
Courtroom scenes appear to be the rule rather than the exception so far as

the Paramount New York studio's feature product is concerned. "The Wiser
Sex," now nearing completion has one, as did "The Cheat," "Night Angel,"

"My Sin" and "Honor Among Lovers."

features made here, due to his stage
activities and daily lessons in voice
culture.

•

A distinctly Oriental atmosphere
lends flavor to the "Skull Murder
Mystery," latest of the S. S. Van
Dine mystery thrillers which Vita-

phone is filming here. Lee Tung
Foo and Richard Wang, two of the
Chinese players who recently ap-

peared in the Theater Guild's pro-

duction of "Roar China," have been
added to the cast headed by John
Hamilton and Donald Meek.

•

Movie Miracles: James Dunn
last week headed a bill at Pitts-

burgh's leading theater, and the

bill also included Joe Penner.

Just about a year ago Penner
made a Vitaphone short here

with a large cast including an
unknown bit player. The un-
known's name was James Dunn,
and he is the same Jimmy who
is noiv at the head of the heap.

•

A palm to Paramount for one of

the best all-around casts in a long

time. "The Wiser Sex" has, in addi-

tion to Claudette Colbert, Lilyan
Tashman, William Boyd and Mel-
vyn Douglas, all top-notch players
with plenty of stage background.

A recent Vitaphone short starring

Giovanni Martinelli included a Gyp-
sy dance by an unknown 18-year-old

girl. Earl Lindsey, a revue pro-

ducer, happened to see the short,

"Gypsy Caravans" and immediately
engaged the girl as featured dancer
in a vaudeville sketch. Now it is

reported that the Shuberts are plan-

ning a new revue in which she will

have a prominent spot. Her name
is Willis Stiles and she promises to

prove a dance sensation.

Lilyan Tashman was unable

to meet Edmund Lowe upon his

arrival here to appear opposite

Claudette Colbert in "Sensa-
tion," as she was busy at the

Paramount New York studio

making a scene for "The Wiser
Sex."

O PRESENTATIONS t)
By JACK HARROWS

R

Men Only
There have been stage plays without

a woman in the cast, but to make a

movie without at least one of the fair

sex included in the cast is so rare that

it becomes worthy of mention. It re-

mained for the Brooklyn Vitaphone stu-

dio to make "The Campus Spirit," with

Douglas Stanbury and a cast of men
only.

James Dunn in Person
Headlines Show at Roxy
Clark Robinson, who has been giv-

ing the Roxy some great stage shows

lately, presents another unusually

interesting program for the patrons

this week. It is built around the

idea of "five races"—the white, red,

yellow, brown and black—thereby

combining a good deal of novelty

with other entertainment values.

Headlining the bill is James Dunn,

the Fox star, who also appears m
the current screen attraction, "Dance

Team." Another personal appear-

ance is that of Reri. the attractive

Polynesian who appeared in F. W-
Murnau's "Tabu." Included among
the surrounding principals on the

program are Princess Wah-oo-ah,

native Indian singer, fresh from

European triumphs; the Honorable

Mr. Wu and company, widely known

Chinese act; Reri and ten natives of

Tahiti; James Miller, radio and mo-

tion picture singer, known as the

"Black Caruso," and the Four Flash

Devils, a group of fast steppers, as

well as Patricia Bowman, Fred War-

ing's band and the Roxy ensemble.

Plenty of Good Talent

In Paramount Stage Bill

"Home, Sweet Home," a nicely

balanced and diversified presentation

produced by Jack Partington, is the

current stage offering at the New
York Paramount, and it has enough

names and unusually good talent to

satisfy any audience. In addition to

Bing Crosby, who opens the first

week of his new 10-week contract,

the bill includes the popular comedy

stars, Burns and Allen; the Boswell

Sisters of radio fame, the Three

Little Words from Connie's Inn. the

dancing trio of Lowe, Bernoff and

Wensley, and the Dave Gould En-

semble featured in "The Third Little

Show."

As a prelude to the show. Mr.

and Mrs. Jesse Crawford present a

unique organ concert which opens

the stage presentation with the

Crawfords playing an organ accom-

paniment for Bing Crosby's version

of the song hit. "Homo."
In opening the program. Rubinofr

conducts the Paramount Orchestra

in a stirring arrangement of famous

college songs.

Ten Vitaphone short subjects re-

ceived the endorsement of the Mo-
tion Picture Bureau of the Inter-
national Federation of Catholic
Alumnae in the Bureau's January
bulletin, entitled, "Endorsed Motion
Pictures." The shorts which won
the approbation of this body are:

"Batter Up," and "One Good Deed,"
two of the Booth Tarkington Juve-
nile series; "Believe It or Not," No.
3; "Bosko at the Zoo," "Darn Toot-
in'," with Rudy Weidoeft; "Foot-
lights," "The High School Hoofer,"
"Hitting the Trail for Halelujah
Land," "The Season's Greetings," a
holiday special, and "The Week End
Mystery," one of the S. S. Van Dine
Detective Mystery two-reelers. I

Eight sets were required for "The
Skull Murder Mystery," latest of

the S. S. Van Dine series which
Vitaphone is making. One consisted
principally of animal bones and com-
plete skeletons including those of a
horse, cow, dog, monkey, alligator

and even some large bones of pre-

historic monsters. Another set, rep-

resenting a scientist's laboratory
taxed the skill of Martin Hall, prop-
erty master, who was called upon to

furnish test tubes, Bunsen burners,

acid crocks and other chemical para-
phernalia.

•

An entire camera crew headed by
Ed DuPar, Vitaphone's chief cam-
eraman, and including Ray Smith,
will journey to Lake Placid next
week to photograph various skiing

contests now being staged for the
Olympic try-outs.

•

E. M. Newman, author of
Vitavhone's "Travel Talks" se-

ries, has been spending much of
his time at the studio in Brook-
lyn getting several netv releases

in shape. These include "Soviet
Russia," "Dancing Around the

World," "Oberammcrgau,"
"London" and "Paris and the

Colonial Exposition."

•

Vitaphone Vitamins: Billy Hayes,
Vitaphone's "Penrod." and his pet al-

ligator . . . Hilda Spong. noted stage
actress visiting the studio in com-
pany with her agent, Borfha Karp,
as the guest of Sam Sax . . . Stanley
Rauh brushing up on Spain prepara-

tory to writing a script about a bull-

fighter.

Lukas in Person

Paul Luk.is, Paramount featured player

who is here from Hollywood, will spend
several weeks around New York making
personal appcar.mces. Lukas, who was
born in Budapest, also has a list of

ffungarian cafes which he plans to visit

while in New York, and is happy over

the prospect of enjoying some of his

native dishes.
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

CUTLER HAMMER PUTS OUT

CURRENT CONTROL DEVICE

: Milwaukee—A new automatic cur-
'' rent controller for arc projection

machines, designed to replace the

usual knife switches used to control

the current to the carbons of the

projection machine, has been put out

by Cutler-Hammer, Inc., of this

city.

The controller proper, it is said,

can be mounted with the resistor in

any out-of-the-way place. Only the

push-button master switch is mount-
ed on the machine, near the opera-

tor. By simply pushing the "start"

button of the master switch, the

operator obtains a low current for

warming carbons. Then after a

definite time interval the transfer

to high current for normal projec-

tion can be made by pushing the

"run" button in the master switch.

The definite time interval (about one
second) which must expire before

the projectionist can transfer from
low or starting current to the high
running current, assures that the

carbons are sufficiently warm, there-

by preventing sputtering and its re-

sulting damage to the craters and
reflectors.

The single control scheme, it is

declared, gives the projectionist

more time to adjust properly the

carbons of the machine, assuring
better operation, less maintenance
and greater safety.

Fulton Division Office

To Be Located in 'Frisco

San Francisco—Western division-

al headquarters for the E. E. Fulton
Co. of Chicago, manufacturers and
distributors of theater equipment,
under a new policy which is now be-

ing formulated by C. H. Fulton, will

be located in this city.

Paul Bush will continue as West-
ern representative, with headquar-
ters here.

TICKET FOLDER
Newark, N. J.—A folder in the

form of a broadside describing roll

br folded special printed tickets, in

different colors and prices, in lots

of from 10,000 to 1,000,000, has been
issued by the International Ticket
Co. here.

Open Mid-West Office

Minneapolis—Talking Picture Products

Co., sound equipment manufacturer of

Chicago, has established offices here
under the direction of Roy Zimmerman.

ALTERATIONS

Oakland, Cal. — Installations of

new equipment and supplies is be-
ing made at the New Paramount,
this city.

Mason, Mich.—Alterations to the
amount of about $10,000 are being
made at the Pastime, recently dam-
aged by fire. New equipment will

also be installed.

South Berkeley, Cal.—The Lorin
of this city is being remodeled aiiu

new equipment is being installed.

Oakland, Cal.—Installation of new
sound projection equipment, includ-

ing machines, rewinds, etc., along
with improvements in the auditori-

um, is in process at the Hamilton
junior high school, this city.

Capac, Mich.—Installation of new
sound and complete redecoration has
been made at the Palace here.

FILM SCALE MEASURES

FOOTAGE, RUNNING TIME

Marketing of a film scale which
enables a projectionist to tell at a
glance, before the show, the approxi-
mate footage and length of time
necessary to project the regular
show and trailers, has been an-
nounced by King Cole's Entertain-
ment Service, Inc., of New York.

The device has a small running
slide on the scale which rests on the
rim of the reel while the scale it-

self is pushed down until contact
is made with the film. The reading
of the film scale at the point of

the slot on the slide, it is declared,
will then give the approximate foot-

age and running time at 90 feet per
minute.
With the aid of the film scale the

projectionist has been able to gauge
his show to within one minute of
the actual showing time of a two-
reel program, the company declared.

StafF Loyalty and Co-operation

A/fANY theaters throughout the

country are being run by a staff

with a too carefree attitude. In the

running of a picture house a loyal

and efficient staff—one that really

has the success of the business at

heart and will spare no pains to in-

sure that success—is invaluable.

The management which uses good

judgment can establish a coopera-

tive spirit which will produce excel-

lent results yet maintain friendly

relations between the management
and staff. There is no need to treat

the staff as old friends or pals. That

old phrase of "familiarity breeds

contempt" has proven itself many
times over. You can treat them
decently, and at the same time let

them still know who is boss. To

get on too friendly terms with your

staff you are breaking down some-

thing which should be built up and

maintained—discipline.

Where three or more men are

employed in the projection booth it

is necessary that there be a full

understanding between these men
as to the work which each is to per-

form. They should arrange this in

advance so that a smooth perform-

ance will be secured. Without such

understanding, some of the work
may be neglected or more than one

man may attempt to do the same
work.

Economy is the cry of today, and
in cutting down expenses the staff

can be of enormous assistance.

There are many little items that

may mean only a waste of a few
cents a week, but when all these

little items are added up over the

period of six months or a year they
soon mount into dollars and in some
cases quite large figures.

If you impress upon the staff the

need for economy, they can help

cut down these tiny sources of waste
by turning out lights where they are

unnecessary, saving things that are

usually thrown out as rubbish that

can be used for some other purpose,

and many other things that come
up in the course of maintaining a

theater that can save you money,
if only the staff can be made to
realize the necessity for economy in

everything.

Get your staff together, have reg-

ular weekly meetings and impress

upon them the need for cooperation.

Point out the many ways that can
help both on and off duty. For,

after all, the success of the theater

is to the benefit of everyone and

staff loyalty and cooperation only

can bring that success.

NEW THEATERS

Trenton, N. J.—The RKO Capitol,
this city, destroyed by fire some time
ago, is being rebuilt and is listed

for reopening some time in Febru-
ary.

Carterville, Ga.—Construction on
the 400-seat theater to be known as
the Dixie and being erected by C.
R. Winfree and Son has been
started.

.1

Ann Arbor, Mich.—Erection of a
combination 120-room hotel and the-
ater with a seating capacity of 2,000
is planned by Don S. Mclntyre on
the site of the present Whitney ho-
tel and Whitney theater.

Birmingham — Rebuilding of the
Five Points theater, recently de-
stroyed by fire, is planned by J. W.
Beck.

Spring Valley, N. Y.—Erection of
a theater here at an approximate
cost of $100,000 is planned. New
York interests promoting the project
are understood to be seking the en-
dorsement of the Retail Business
Business Men's Ass'n here.

Appleton, Mo.—The theater re-

cently constructed here and named
the Morris has been opened by Sam
Yoffee.

Fargo, N. D. — E. P. and H. C.
Aamout plan the construction of a
400-seat theater here to be com-
pleted about the last of March.

NAT'L ADDS CUTAWL
The Cutawl portable machine, a

product of the International Register
Co. of Chicago, for use in making
poster cutouts and clever advertis-
ing displays, has been added to the
line of the National Theater Supply
Co.

B ETTER
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY

VALUES
are always found at

\ National Theatre
ISuppLy Company
/ Your Logical Supply Source
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

By L. H. MITCHELL'

SIX PRODUCTIONS SET

BY JOINVILLE STUDIOS

Paris—Paramount has announced
the titles of the first six of its 1932
production to be made at the Join-

iville studios: "The Perle" by Yves
jMirande; "Cognasse," by Rip; "An-
na Karenina," adapted by Alfred Sa-

voir from Tolstoy's novel, "Beatrice

Faced by Desire," by Pierre Fron-
daie; "Jazz," from Marcel Pagnol's

new Paris theater success vsrith Fir-

min Gemier in the lead, and
"Topaze" from another Pagnol play.

An operetta is among other untitled

stories scheduled for production.

Albert Willemetz will write the mu-
sic and Meg Lemonnier will act the

jleading role.

!Ufa Only German Co.
Paying Dividend in '31

Berlin—Ufa was the only Ger-
iman motion picture producing com-
pany to declare dividends during
1931. It paid 6 per cent for the

year. This company has an adven-
tage over other German producing
concerns through its tie-up with the

German electric companies, through
its own chain of theaters and be-

cause of having a studio which it

can rent to other companies. Other
German producers are catering to

the German market only, mostly
cheap barrack-room pictures of the

German and Austrian armies before

the war that are not suitable for the

foreign trade.

FRENCH CO. IN RUSSIA
Paris—Victoria Films, which has

hitherto specialized in renting of

British films in France, has signed

an agreement to produce three

French talking pictures in Russia, it

is stated by Graham Maingot, man-
aging director of the company. The
first feature will be a screen ver-

sion of Tolstoy's "Living Corpse."

The second will be titled "The
Drugs."

ARCHITECTURE, OPIUM FILMS
Paris—Maurice Champel is pro-

ducing a film dealing with ancient

and modern French architecture un-

der the title of "The Living Line."

Boris Naew is directing at Mar-
seilles a production dealing with all

phases of the opium traffic.

Paris Cafe Becomes Movie
Paris—The Brasserie Radio, famous

cafe in the Montmartre section, has

been transformed into a luxurious mo-
tion picture house with cafe attachment.

Topicals and newsrecis will be screened

there. Its name has been changed to

the Agora Cinema.

First Swiss Studio in Zurich
Zurich—The first Swiss company for the production of talking pictures has been

organized, a studio obtained and in the near future filming will start on the first

Swiss talker, with the comedians, Fredy Scheim and Rudolf Bernhard, in the leads.

E. F. Ranautz is the director of the company. He has engaged Dr. Weber, formerly
connected with Warner Bros., to manage the studio.

Scientists Develop
A New Color Process

Wellington—C. A. Pierard, bac-
teriologist of the Wellington public
hospital, F. S. Cooze and O. A.
Townsend, cinematographers, have
developed after five years of experi-

menting, they claim, a new, better

and cheaper process of photograph-
ing in color. The cost of the proc-

ess is said to be but little more than
that for black and white, both nega-
tives and positives being made on
ordinary film stock, single coated.

Scenes are photographed in the or-

dinary way, the colors being ob-

tained in the developing of the nega-
tive. Sound track, it is said, is not
affected by the process. A public

company to exploit the invention has
been formed under the name of Tru-
Color Film, Ltd., with a capital of

22,500 pounds.

SPANISH FILM MONOPOLY?
Madrid—The Spanish government,

it is stated here, is considering a

monopoly of film distribution and
production. The government has al-

ready declared a monopoly of to-

bacco, oil and other commodities.

There are practically no Spanish

film producing companies.

PATHE-NATAN STOCK UP
Paris — Prices of Pathe-Natan

shares have suddenly shot upward,

almost topping their old level. A
possible reason is seen in the re-

ported agreement between Pathe-

Natan and Kodak which is known
to be interested in the laboratory

manufacture of the French picture

company.

"ATLANTIDE" IN 3 TONGUES
Paris—G. W. Pabst has cast Brig-

itte Helm for the feminine lead in

his three-language screen production

of the famous French novel, "Atlan-

tide." An English as well as French

and German versions will be niade

Nero Films is making the produc-

tion.

LAUSANNE PROPAGANDA FILM
Lausanne — The Lausanne Hotel

Keepers' Society recently engaged

Monopole-Pathe, Geneva, to produce

a film which could be used for propa-

ganda purposes, showing how the

Swiss resort is connected by steam-

boat, railway, airplane and automo-

bile with the great cities of the

world. Official and press comment

on the completed film was very

laudatory.

Fewer German Theaters
In Operation in 1931

Berlin—At the end of 1931 Ger-
many had fewer motion picture the-

aters in operation than at the end
of the previous year— a total of

5,057 theaters, which was a decline

of 30 for the year. The seating
capacity, however, was greater

—

1,986,813—due to the remodeling
and enlarging of certain houses.
There was practically no building of

new theaters during 1931. The
standard of screen programs de-

clined during the year, with conse-
quent less incentive for the public

to visit them. General economic de-

pression and unemployment further
cut attendance.

No American Companies
Producing in Germany

Berlin—The German market is

not a good one for English dialogue

talking pictures and the business

done by American talkers fell off

appreciably during the year 1931.

Foreign pictures, even though much
better than German talkers, have
done but a moderate business.

No American companies, it has

been learned, are planning to pro-

duce pictures in Germany in the

near future. A number of proposi-

tions looking to production here

have been discussed, but none has

been closed due to the general finan-

cial condition.

American films which are most
popular in Germany at the present

time are dubbed pictures. Original

productions with foreign casts have

been of such a poor quality that

they have not been able to com-

pete with the dubbed pictures. Pic-

tures with superimposed titles can-

not get the more important book-

ings, but are rented only by the

smaller houses, yet there is quite

a good market for them when they

have plenty of action, with little

dialogue. Comedies and western ad-

venture pictures are preferred.

BRITISH F. N. ACQUIRES 2

London — British First National

has acquired two productions from

other British studios for quota pur-

poses and will probably get more.

The two pictures are "Inquest,

from Michael Barringcr's play, and

"The Other Mrs. Phipps," featuring

Richard Cooper and Sydney Fair-

brother.

HOPE TO MAKE CANNES

A

Cannes—It is reported here, on
what is considered to be reliable au-
thority, that a group of powerful
European financiers will soon launch
a scheme to build a great film col-
ony in this city, making it a Euro-
pean rival of Holljrwood. Land, it

is reported, has been obtained just
outside of Cannes—130,000 metres
in area—upon which ten fully equip-
ped studios will be erected, along
with hotels, restaurants, villas, a
casino and a zoo. The new venture
IS to be known as Cannes Film City.
Work will get under way, it is be-
lieved, in the very near future.

May Annual Contracts
For Underworld Films

Paris — Many French exhibitors
have protested to their trade asso-
ciations against the number of un-
derworld films which they have re-

ceived from distributors on blind

booking. The underworld scenes of-

fend the susceptibilities of patrons
in the provinces, say the exhibitors.

Complaint has been made to the
Cambre Syndicale, the general trade
body, which is understood to be con-
sidering the annulling of all con-
tracts between exhibitors and dis-

tributors for films of the offending
nature.

NEW WALLACE THRILLER
London—Work having been sus-

pended on "The Case of the Fright-
ened Lady," due to the illness of

Cathleen Nesbitt, British Lion-
Gainsborough has started work on
another Edgar Wallace thriller,

"White Face," with T. Hayes Hun-
ter directing. British Lion's latest

Wallace thriller, "The Old Man,"
starring Maisie Gay, has been book-

ed for the entire Gaumont-British
circuit.

"MUSKETEERS" AS T.\LKER
Paris—M. Diament-Berger, French

director who some years ago pro-

duced a silent version of Dumas'
"Three Musketeers," is arranging to

make a talking film version of the

novel and is now busy selecting a

cast.

Wind Effect Brings Ban
Sydney—"The Haunted Barn." all-

Australian talking picture made by

Efftcc Films of Austr.ilia, h.i5 been

b.)nncd for children, even when accom-

panied by adults, because of the eerie

w.iiling of the wind in it. The company

will doubtless appeal. If the ban stands,

F. W. Thring states that he may trans-

fer the production to London.
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"TWO KINDS OF WOMEN"
with Miriam Hopkins and

Phillips Holmes
Paramount 75 mins.

GOOD MODERN DRAMA OF
THE BIG CITY, WITH FINE PER-
FORMANCES, ACTION AND
LAUGHS.
Based on the stage play, "This is

New York," which indicated the

character of the story much better

than the present title, this is a con-

sistently entertaining drama of the

big city. The delightful and natural

work of Miriam Hopkins, who is

star material without a doubt, and

the fine work of Phillips Holmes are

among the chief items of enjoy-

ment. Miriam comes to New York

from the west with her senator

father, effectively played by Irving

Pichel, who is to debate on the

wickedness of New York. Out for

an evening's lark with a girl friend,

Miriam meets Holmes, a rich play-

boy, who is being blackmailed by a

gold-digger and her crook friend.

The action builds up to a climax with

a suicide in which the playboy is in-

nocently involved. Miriam sticks by
him, and her father stands by her.

Cast: Miriam Hopkins, Phillips Holmes,

Wynne Gibson, Stuart Erwin, Irving Pichel,

Stanley Fields, James Crane, Vivienne Os-

borne, Josephine Dunn, Robert Emmett O Con-

nor, Larry Steers, Adrienne Ames, Claire

Dodd, Terrence Ray, June Nash, Kent Tay-

lor, Edwin Maxwell, Lindsay McHarne.

Director, William C. DeMille; Author,

Robert E. Sherwood; Adaptor, Benjamin

Glazer; Dialoguer, same; Editor, not credited;

Cameraman, Karl Struss.

Direction, Lively. Photography, fine.

Barbara Stanwyck in

"FORBIDDEN"
with Adolphe Menjou, Ralph Bellamy
Columbia 83 mins,

ABSORBING LOVE DRAMA
WITH NEWSPAPER AND POLITI-
CAL BACKGROUND ENDING ON
TRAGIC NOTE.
Although it is a matter of doubt

as to how many patrons will go
home satisfied after witnessing the

tragic conclusion of this drama,
it carries a dramatic effectiveness

and suspense. Women will like it

best. In the central role, Barbara
Stanwyck portrays an unwed
mother who is denied legal happi-

ness with her child's father because
of loyalty to his crippled wife. The
man is climbing the political ladder,

and in order to avoid scandal when
caught in a bad situation by a news-
paper editor who is out to get him,

he adopts the child. The mother
goes to work for the editor, who
also wants to marry her, but she

remains true to her lover, who rises

to the post of governor. Later, to

prevent an expose of their past af-

ter the editor has dug up the story,

she shoots the latter right after she

has finally married him. Just as

she is pardoned and rejoins her
lover, he dies, and she wanders forth

an old woman with her secret.

Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Adolphe Menjou,
Ralph Bellamy, Dorothy Peterson, Thomas
Jefferson, Charlotte V. Henry, Myrna Fres-

hoots, Tom Ricketts, Halliwell Hobbes.

Director, Frank Capra; Author, same;
Adaptor, Jo Swerling; Dialoguer, same; Edi-

tor, Maurice Wright; Cameraman, Joseph
Walker; Recording Engineer, Edward Bernds.

Direction, good Photography, good.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
Joan Blondell in

"UNION DEPOT"
First National 75 mins.

STRONG BOX-OFFICE VALUES
IN NOVEL AND FAST-MOVING
MELODRAMA AGAINST RAIL-
ROAD TERMINAL BACKGROUND.
For downright exciting entertain-

ment, carrying suspense, dramatic
punches, surprise twists and speedy
movement, along with human in-

terest, a touch of romance and the

palpitating activity of a big railroad

depot, this one is well above the

average. It isn't so much the story

plot or any other single factor, but
rather the combination of incidents,

the rapid succession of events and
climaxes, the full-blooded perform-
ances and the imaginative direction,

that makes the picture so enjoy-

able. Doug Fairbanks, Jr., appears
as an adventurous hobo, with Guy
Kibbee as his amusing pal. Doug
comes into possession of a mislaid

traveling bag, helps himself to good
clothes and a shave, stumbles on a

violin case full of counterfeit money,
befriends a stranded showgirl, gets
involved with the police and finally

comes out in heroic style.
Cast: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Joan Blon-

dell, Guy Kibbee, Alan Hale, George Rosener,
Dickie Moore, Ruth Hall, Mae Madison,
Polly Walters, George Ernest, David Landau,
Lillian Bond, Frank McHugh, Junior Cogh-
lan, Adrienne Dore, Earle Foxe, Mary Doran,
Dorothy Christy.

Director, Alfred E. Greene; Authors, Joe.

Laurie, Gene Fowlers and Douglas Durkin;
Adaptors, Kenyon Nicholson, Walter DeLeon;
Dialoguers, John Bright, Kubec Glasmon;
Editor, Jack Killifer; Cameraman, Sol Polite.

Direction, box-office. Photography, fine.

Ken Maynard in

"SUNSET TRAIL"
Tiffany 62 mins.

UP TO MAYNARD STANDARD
WITH STRONG KID INTEREST
IN HIS JUVENILE PARTNER.
PLENTY OF FIGHTS AND FAST
RIDING.

All the surefire western ingredi-
ents are included in a fast-moving
horse opera, with Ken Maynard and
his horse, Tarzan, in action most of
the time. Ken has adopted an or-

phan, and moves with his partner
to a ranch run by a girl. She is

having plenty of trouble with a gang
who are trying to secure all the rich
ranches in that section by terroriz-
ing the ranchers out of business. Ken
and his partner ride to town to try
and discover the brains in back of

the gang. The hero's partner is

shot in the back, and Ken sets outt
to track down the mysterious leader.

He pins it on the banker of the
town, but can't prove it. They frame
Maynard for an attempted bank;
robbery, and chase him into the hills.

Here he maneuvers to get the bank-
er and his head killer into a spot
where they practically pin the mur-
der on themselves. The finish is ai

series of chases, some hot gun play
and finish fights that should please
all the thrill fans. The kid interest I

is especially strong.
Cast: Ken Maynard, Ruth Hiatt, Frank!

Rice, Philo McCuUough, Buddy Hunter,
Dick Alexander.

Director, B. Reeves Eason; Author, Benr
Cohn; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same; Edi-
tor, S. Roy Luby; Cameraman, Arthur Reed;
Recording Enginter, John Stransky.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"LE MYSTERIE DE LA VILLA

ROSE"

("The Mystery of Villa Rose")

First Division 90 mins.

FRENCH MYSTERY BASED ON
WELL KNOWN STORY IS FAIR-
LY INTERESTING AND CARRIES
SUSPENSE.

A Jacques Haik production from
Paris, being an adaptation of the

mystery novel by A. E. W. Mason,

the English author, which was pro-

duced on the stage here many years

ago with Otis Skinner in the role

of the detective. Leon Mathot in this

part plays it in the typical French

manner, and is satisfactory. But act-

ing honors go to Mme. Ael in the

part of the elderly lady who is mur-
dered for her jewels. It is highly

melodramatic, with the heroine be-

ing caught in the toils of the crim-

inals who murder the old lady, and

a lot of unravelling by the detective

before he tracks down the gang and

rescues the girl. A French audience

at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse

seemed to enjoy the production with

great absorption, although from
Hollywood standards it is lacking in

production values, and general snap-

ping up of the action, which sags

at times.

Cast: Simone Vaudry, Helene Manso, Mme.
Ael, Baron Jr., George Peclet, Hanley, Mon-
tis, Jean Mercanton, Leon Mathot.

Directors, Jean Mercanton, Hervil; Author,

A. E. W. Mason; Adaptor, not credited; Dia-

loguer, not credited; Editor, not credited;

Cameraman, not credited.

Direction, fair. Photography, ragged.

Hoot Gibson in

"THE CAY BUCKAROO"
Hollywood Pictures 61 mins.

GOOD HOOT GIBSON WEST-
ERN WITH PLENTY OF COMEDY
MIXED IN FAST MOVING STORY
THAT WILL PLEASE.

A typical Hoot Gibson opus, with
the western star doing his usual
brand of comedy along with his rid-

ing and fighting. Hoot has his

troubles with a bad man and
gambler, running the tovsm's saloon.

Hoot learns how to manipulate the

cards from his Chinese servant, and
slips one over on the heavy. He
also wins the ranch from the girl's

dad, who is an inveterate gambler.
The hero wants to teach the girl

and her dad a lesson, so as the new
boss he puts them both to work. The
heavy kills Hoot's partner, and
frames him with the crime. This
leads into a lot of complications and
action stuff till the finale, when Hoot
by a clever ruse gets the gambler
to confess the murder to a third

party. It is a lively and peppy pro-

duction, with some good comedy ac-

tion that lifts it out of the usual
run of westerns which take them-
selves so seriously. The player who
takes the part of the Chinese cook is

a fine comedy relief.

Cast: Hoot Gibson, Merna Kennedy, Roy
D'Arcy, Edward Peil, Charles King, Lafe
McKee, Sidney de Grey.

Director, Phil Rosen; Author, Lee R.
Brown; Adaptor, Philip Graham White; Dia-
loguer, same; Editor, Mildred Johnston; Cam-
eraman, Harry Neumann; Recording Engineer,

L. E. Tope
Direction, smooth Photography, clear

"CARMEN"
British International 72 mins.
IMPRESSIVE ADAPTATION OF

FAMOUS OPERA FILLED WITH
COLOR, ACTION AND SPLENDID
VOCAL NUMBERS.
The famous opera of Bizet has

been transferred to the screen by
this British organization with class

and fidelity to the original. It should
prove a treat to all opera lovers.

The entire action was photographed
in Spain evidently, and it is alive

with colorful scenes in old Spanish
towns and in the mountain sections.

The director has succeeded admir-
ably in getting away from the stilted

action of the stage opera, and has
employed fine motion picture tech-

nique throughout. Here is an opera
of action and swift movement that
moves along at a rapid pace, the
classic arias of "Carmen" all being
included in their proper place. Mar-
guerite Namara in the leading role

makes a delightful Carmen, having
plenty of fire, and her voice is su-

perb. This also goes for Tom Burke,
in the part of Jose, with Lance Fair-
fax making a colorful toreador.

There is an authentic bull fight,

which provides plenty of genuine
thrills. The entire cast is good, and
the costuming well handled. Dr.
Malcolm Sargent handled the popu-
lar score effectively.

Cast- Marguerite Namara, Tom Burke,
Lance Fairfax, Lester Matthews, Dennis
Wyndham, D. Ray Petrie.

Director, Cecil Lewis; Author, Bizet; Adap-
tor. Cecil Lewis; Dialoguer, Bizet; Scenarist,

Walter Mycroft; Cameramen, James Wilson,
Philip Grindrod; Recording Engineers, A. S.

Attkins, A. S. Ross.
Direction, very good. Photography, okay.

"THIRTY DAYS"
with Maureen O'Sullivan, Betty

Compson, Montagu Love
Patrician Pictures 75 mins.

GOOD FAMILY AUDIENCEi
PICTURE CONTAINING NEATI
HUMAN INTEREST STORY THAT!
SHOULD PLEASE.
As the initial offering of Patrician i

Pictures, this absorbing little story*

augurs favorably for the new indie;

producing company. It is an agree-
able tale about a young heiress, who
squanders money derived from the
rental of squalid tenements. While
the girl is throwing one of her big.

parties, a child is crippled by falling,

through a broken railing in one ofi

the flats. Overhearing some uncom-
plimentary remarks about her, the
girl walks out of the party and into

a park, where a gunman and his

moll slug her and make off with her
fur coat. A cop comes along, as-

sumes she is soused, and she lands
in jail for 30 days. There, under
a different name, she learns from
other inmates how much the rich

girl tenement owner is hated. A
young lawyer, friend of the poor,

also has started action for damages
on behalf of the crippled kid. On a
visit to the jail he gets acquainted
with the girl and they fall in love.

Released, she makes amends.
Cast: Maureen O'Sullivan, Betty Compson,

Montagu Love, John Warburton, Mary Doran,
Wally Albright. John Holland, Martha Mat-
tox, Grace Valentine.

Direction, Alan Crosland; Author, Hal
Conklin; Adaptor, Gertrude Orr; Dialoguer,-

same: Editor, Doris Draught; Cameraman,
Bob Planck.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.
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Seth Parker in

"WAY BACK HOME"
(O 81 mins.

Wholesome story of
flALL TOWN FILLED WITH
SNTIMENT AND GOOD OLE
OKE THAT GETS OVER
rRONG.
A modern version of "Way Down
ftst" and that type of backwoods
ar-jerker that will no doubt regis-

ir heavy with the older folks, and
the small towns. Se h Parke;

'hillips Lord) does the kindly old

.triarch who reconciles all the

itty little jealousies and ill feel

gs of the neighbors in the smal'
)untry village. His homespun hu-

or and sentiment will go good with
le family trade. The plot is pretty
lin, concerning various folks whose
:ories manage to intertwine. There
the youngster Seth has adopted,

nd the brutal father returns years
iter and tries to kidnap him. Also
he young village belle whose hypo-
ritical, religious dad forces her out
f his home, and Seth takes her in.

)ld country scenes and customs are
/oven in profusely—the barn dance,
affy-pulling, singing bee. A mix-
ure of comedy, pathos and homely
entiment that is generally well
landled.

I ast: Phillips Lord, Effie Palmer, Mrs.
'liillips Lord, Bennett Kilpack, Raymond
luiiter, Frank Albertson, Bette Davis, Oscar
Xpicl, Stanley Fields, Dorothy Peterson,

I aiikie Darro.

IJirector, William A. Seller; Author, Jane
Murfin; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;

'r, not listed; Cameraman, J. Koy Hunt,
erection, good. Photography, okay.

"CAIN"
Talking Picture Epics 70 mins.

GOOD ADVENTURE STORY ON
ROBINSON CRUSOE THEME, 90

PER CENT SILENT WITH MU-
SICAL BACKGROUND.

Cain is a stoker on a modern ves-

sel who tires of his humdrum ex-

istence and the lavish society life,

board the liner. Off the coast of

Madagascar, he jumps overboard

nd drifts to a deserted island.

There he makes his primiLive home.
Natives from another island visit

the lonesome spot. Cain captures

a girl, driving the other natives

away. Cain and the girl live as man
and wife for years, but the urge to

return to civilization forces Cain to

attract the attention of his former
ship. On board he is forgiven and
assigned to his usual work. He
again rebels and jumps overboard
and swims to the raft upon which
his native wife has paddled to the
departing ship. As the greater
part of the story is placed with
Cain and the girl, there is very
little dialogue. Both parts are well
handled. The musical background
and the photography are excellent.

Cast: Thomy Bourdelle, Kama-Tahe.
Director; Leon Poirier; Author, same; as-

sistant producer, Thomy Bourdelle; Musical
Compositions, Andre Petoit; Cameraman,
Geortes Million.

Direction, good. Photography, excellent.

Michael Bohnen in

"ZWEI KRAWATTEN"
("Two Neckties")

Capitol Film Ex. 73 mins.
POOR GERMAN MUSICAL

COMEDY WITH RAMBLING
STORY AND LITTLE HUMOR
FAILS TO HOLD MUCH INTER-
EST.

A Berlin production of Max
Glass-Film der Terra. Michael
Bohnen, the well known German
singer, plays the lead, but his voice
is unimpressive, the musical num-
bers ordinary, and the rambling,
weak story licks him. Bohnen,
as a poor but happy-go-lucky fel-
low, gets a job as a waiter to please
his sweetheart, so they can get mar-
ried. For a thousand marks he ex-
changes his black waiter's necktie
with a clever crook for his white
cravat. By this simple process he
is transformed into a gentleman,
mingles with a group of American
guests in the hotel dining room, and
takes a trip to America with an
American heiress who wants to mar-
ry him. Then the scenes in what
is supposed to be a Florida villa are
laughable, for they are so absurd
and untrue to life. Finally he re-
turns to Berlin, to find his poor
sweetie has inherited $40,000,000!

Cast: Michael Bohnen, Olga Tschcchowa,
Ralph Arthur Roberts, Erika Glassner, Trudc
Lieske. Genia Nikolaieva, Julius Falkenstein,
Theo Lingen, Carl Goetz.

Director, Felix Beach; Author. I.adislaus
Vajda; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, Georg
Kaiser; Editor, Erno Metzner; (Cameraman.
Otto Behrens; Recording Engineer, Nikolaiis
Farkas.

Direction, poor. Photography, uneven.

Fritz Kortner in

"DER ANDERE"
("The Man Within")

Tobis 90 mins.

GRIPPING GERMAN DRAMA
OF DUAL PERSONALITY WITH
KORTNER PUTTING OVER ROLE
WITH COMPELLING POWER.
A product of the Tobis studios in

Berlin, and about the strongest
heavy drama that has emanated
from Germany since Emil Jannings'
early work. Adapted from the stage
play by Paul Lindau. Some excel-
lent directorial touches, especially in

several scenes where the characteri-
zation, facial expressions and pan*
tomime are graphically portrayed so
that anyone unfamiliar with the
German language can follow them
easily. Kortner is superb all

the way, and holds you spellbound
by the power of his acting. Novel
theme, based on the dual personality
idea a la Jekyll and Hyde, but in no
way resembling the plot. Kortner,
as prosecuting attorney, convicts a
man whose defense is that of "split
personality." Kortner has a ner-
vous breakdown, develops a split

personality himself, and consorts
with the underworld in a dive, re-
sulting in a powerful and suspense-
ful drama.

Cast: Fritz Kortner, Hermine .Sterler, Ur-
sula von Diemen, Exluard von Winterstein.
Kaethe von Nagy, Heinrich Cieorge, Oscar
Sima, Julius Falkenstein, Paul Bildt, Otto
Stoessel, Emil Heyse.

Director, Robert Wienc; Author, Paul Lin-
dau; Adaptor, Dr. Johannes Brandt; Dia-
loguer, Paul Lindau; Editor, not listed; Cam-
eraman, not listed.

Direction, very good. Photography, fine.

"TROTTE TEODOR

"

("Tired Theodore")

First Division 78 mins.

LIGHT SWEDISH FARCE COM-
EDY IS FAIRLY ENTERTAINING
WITH A LINE OF HOKUM, MIX-
UPS AND MISUNDERSTAND-
INGS.

There is nothing very plausible

about this film from Svensk Film-

industri in Sweden, but it was only
built for light amusement purposes,
and serves its purpose, judging by
the chuckles of a native audience.
All about an official of a welfare as-
sociation who paternally befriends a
young vocal artist and pawns his

wife's necklace so she can pursue
her studies. The old gentleman does
not know that the girl is his son's
fiancee. So to redeem the necklace
he works as a waiter nights at a
big hotel, and uses a snoring record
which keeps running in his bedroom
to fool his wife. Hence the name
of the film. Winds up in a grand
mixup and a string of coincidences
at a charity ball at the hotel, where
the girl is scoring a grand success
with a song the son composed, the
wife meets her waiter husband, and
so on. Too much conversation in
many scenes.

Cast: Valdcmar Dalquist, Karin Swan-
stroem, Kakan Westergren, Britta Appelgrcn,
Fritiof Billqvist, Maritta Marke.

Director, GusUf Edgren; Author, Soclve
Cederstrand; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, not listed; Cameraman, not listed.

Direction, adequate. Photography, good.

"NIEWIEDERLIEBE"
("No More Love")

with Lillian Harvey, Harry Liedtke,

Felix Bressart
Ufa 80 mins.

SPIRITED PERFORMANCE BY
LILLIAN HARVEY AND TUNE-
FUL THEME SONG ARE HIGH-
LIGHTS OF MILDLY AMUSING
COMEDY.
With a somewhat familiar story-

theme upon which to work, director

Litwak has turned out a comedy
that moves along slowly, but in

spots causes some hearty laughs

Most of the comedy is contributed

by Felix Bressart, who as a valet

endeavors to prevent his master.

Harry Liedtke, from making love to

any woman for a period of five

years, in order to win a bet of $500,-

000. Harry sets out on his

yacht which is manned by women-
hating seamen. Near Calais, they

rescue from drowning Lilliam Har-

vey. She is taken aboard but, be-

fore making her escape she upsets

the morale and seemingly robs the

ships' safe of valuables. Harry meets

Lillian again at Nice and after some
colorful carnival scenes, several

suspenseful situations, Harry wins

the wager and the beautiful Lillian.

Cast: Lillian Harvey, Harry Liedtke, Felix

Bressart, Margo Lion, Oscar Marion, Julius

Falkenstein, Herman Speelmans, Thco Lingeii,

Raoul Langen, Lovis Brody, Constantin Kai-

ser, Rina Marsa, Hans Behal.

Director, Anatol Litwak; Author. Julius

Bersll; Adaptors, L V. Cube, A. Litwak;

Editor, not credited; Cameramen, Franz

Planer, Robert Baljerske.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

AMERICAS FIKST
TRULY CONTINENTAL IIOTKI,

TiMK

St. MoniTZ
0:¥ Tin: IMKK

50 Central Park South
A'eto York City

OKI world hospitality in tho

spirit of the new Morld; old

^vorhl service vith tlie newest

of tlie new worhls comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Kurope's finest, under the

inspired direction of

I

oc/yryLC^ryf^e/f

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms dinglr or en suite, farinR

Central Park and bill a momeni

from the city's amusenient and

buitinesa sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GKK«;oRY TwUMI
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
"Slide, Babe, Slide"

Universal 9^/2 mins.

Great Kid Stuff

This is the first of the Babe Ruth
series and it has been made with

both eyes on the juvenile patronage.

Kids will love it and the adults will

find it entertaining. Babe Ruth is

shown on the observation platform

of a train. Seated next to him is

Mike Donlin, an old-time baseball

player. The train stops to change
engines. Babe spots a back-yard

ball game in progress. He runs to

the lot and tells the kids that he

is the only Babe but they scoff at

him. He joins the game and shows
the kids some of the fine points of

the game. His determination to

complete a home run makes him al-

most lose his train.

Boswell Sisters in

"Close Farm-ony"
Paramount 8 mins.

Good Singing Novelty
In a barnyard setting, the trio of

popular radio artistes put over a

group of special numbers in their

well-known crooning style. Pre-

liminary to the musical items is a

bit of skit wherein a farmer and
his wife talk about some way to

make their cows and chickens pro-

duce more milk and eggs. The far-

mer reads in a paper that music
causes them to increase their pro-

ductivity, so he brings on the three

crooners and with the aid of a fourth

male musician they stir up the

works until the desired results are

obtained.

"The Jazbo Singer"

Columbia 10 mins.
Fairly Entertaining

This Foy production has an all-

monkey cast and monkeys around
with the mammy singer idea.

Father kicks young monk out of

home because he wants to become
an actor. Eventually he appears
in an amateur night show and rises

to the elevation of a Ziegfeld con-
tract. Called home by the illness of

his father and daddy forgives him.
The children are sure to like this

one, and adults somewhat.

"Screen Snapshots"
Columbia 10 mins.

Lively
A lively short showing some in-

timate sidelights on Hollywood and

Industrial Movie House
Described as the first talking pic

theater devoted exclusively to auto
bil

. icture

_., ._ -Utomo-
Diie exploitation, a movie show has

been installed in the headquarters of

the Craham-Paige Motors Corp. at 1877
Broadway. Talker programs, to be given
regularly will deal with processes of

manufacture, methods of selling and
other subjects related to the automobile.

various screen notables. Good ac-

tion stuff with a tennis match and
a polo game, with different screen

players featured. Most of the fo(»t-

age covers Hollywood Dog Day, with
hundreds of youngsters on parade
with their various canine entries.

Moran and Mack furnish the com-
edy highlight with a reproduction
of their boxing bout for the edifi-

cation of the assembled kids.

fully colored. Polinization of orchids
and the various stages of their
growth until at the end of seven
years they blossom; pet deer rais-

ing in Utah; Indian rug making;
infinitesimal animal life in a drop
of water, seen under a microscope;
a man who permits cannonballs to

be shot against his stomach and the
use of lady-bugs to rid orange
groves of parasites are the subjects.

"The Voice of Hollywood" No. 13

Tiffany 10 mins.
Weak

The Television gag is used as

usual in this one, to introduce the

various Hollywood stars. Also a

large book, from which various
screen celebs step out and say a, lew
words. A screen within a screen
is introduced via "television," show-
ing Jack Dempsey and his wife on
a fishing trip. This number lacks

the usual colorful shots of Holly-

wood surroundings. For some rea-

son they have a gag running
through, employing the detective

who appeared in "The Great Jewel
Mystery," the N.V.A. film. He is

still hunting for the lost jewels of

Norma Shearer, and interrupts all

the celebs as they are speaking to

the audience. What its purpose is

is evidently another mystery.

"Hello Good Times"

Vitaphone 6307 17 mins.

Good Musical Novelty

A lot of novelty song-and-dance
entertainment, plus a timely skit,

has been packed into this edition of

the "Broadway Brevities" series.

Directed in a fast tempo by Roy
Mack, the revue has two motivating
characters, one an old skeptic who
symbolizes depression, and the other
a lively young chap representing the
return of prosperity. To bring the
gloomy fossil out of his rut, the en-

thusiastic young- fellow trots out a
variety of musical numbers repre-
sentative of the reawakening activ-

ity and prosperity spirit. High-
light of the program is a novelty
dance in which a nimble stepper
prances around among all sorts of

objects from drums, tin pails, wash-
boards and chairs to washtubs, lad-
ders and what not. Another punch
is a striking impersonation of Col.

Lindbergh. Harmony singing, chorus
numbers and some solo song num-
bers are other items in the enjoyable
concoction. It's an unusual short
with action that never lets down.

"Strange as it Seems"
(No. 16)

Universal 9 mins.

Fine Novelty

This is a good one and contains
six interesting curiosities, well de-
scribed, photographed and beauti-

"On the Beach"
Columbia 6 mins.

Swell

Another pip cartoon number from
the Walt Disney shops. In both
idea and execution, it is far above
average and should have little trou-
ble throwing almost any audience
into gales of laughter. The lively

action revolves around a beach pic-

nic, where Mickey and Minnie Mouse
play host to some of their animal
friends. A big black octopus comes
up out of the ocean and proceeds to
menace them, but they fight him
back in way that provides plenty
of comedy kicks for the audience.

Slim Summerville and
Daphne Pollard in

"Sea Soldiers' Sweeties"
Universal 19/^ mins.

Not So Good
This time Slim and Eddie Grib-

bon, private and sergeant in the
Marines, are in Siam and they con-
tinue the usual stuff of Slim putting
it over on Eddie. The colonel tells

Eddie to keep the boys away from
the beautiful Siamese girls but Ed-
die falls for a nifty miss and as
usual the girl is stolen by Slim and
then stolen back again by Eddie.
Not much to laugh at, and draggy.
Gags are old and dialogue flat

"Broadcasting"
Tiffany 17 mins.

Chimp Comedy
A Chimp comedy, with the monks

doing a travesty on Rudy Vallee.

They show the gal in love with
Rudy, and his rival, a German count.

The action is carried on at a lively

pace, with the chimps doing some
clever stunts in a very human man-
ner. The human voices add mate-
rially in building up the comedy.
Father Chimp doesn't like either one
of the girl's sweeties, and expresses
his dislike in typical monk style.

"Screen Souvenirs"
(No. 6)

Paramount 10 mins.
Swell

Like all the others in the series,

this echo of early days in the mo-
vies is one hundred per cent enter-
tainment. The scenes are amusing
and the running comment adds to

the comedy enjoyment. First come

glimpses of 1898 showing a trouj
of lady tourists romping around tl|

Grand Canyon, Chicago policemi
on parade all dressed up in the
handle-bar mustaches, and tl

Wright brothers giving an earj
flying demonstration before a di;

linguished audience that include
President Taft and other notable
Then there are excerpts from thiv
early action pictures, including Hai
ry Carey in an Indian picturi
Francis X. Bushman emoting in
padded cell, and Blanche Sweet i

a schooner rescue.

"The Red Shadow" |
(Shadow Detective Series)

Universal 15 min:
Fair

It doesn't take long to guess tht
guilty person in this detectivji
drama. The story, taken from ,

popular detective magazine, suffer
from lack of suspense. It concern
the wealthy owner of an estate wh<
arrives home inebriated and dia
charges his housekeeper, who ha.
been in his employ for 20 years
His action is resented by the butle;
and the chauffeur. A man arrive
with a watch dog which the mastei
has ordered. In the presence of thi

four people, he is seen to put i

valuable necklace in the wall vault'
Next morning he is found murdered
Then detectives enter th scene and
after the usual stuff, the murderei
confesses.

"Any Rags"

(Fleischer Cartoon)

Paramount 6 mins

Fine Animated
Betty Boop, her friend Bimbo and

Koko again provide a pleasant round
of cartoon merriment in this Max
Fleischer subject. Bimbo plays the

role of an old clothes dealer going
around with his cart picking uji

rags. With his cries of "Any rags"
he attracts the attention of Betty
Boop, who joins him in his travels
around the streets. The rags come
to life and cut some capers, with
the cart finally running away and
crashing, and presto being trans-
formed into a cottage to house the
couple. For musical accompaniment
there is the popular number, "Nine-
ty-nine Out of a Hundred."

Vitaphone Releases

Two new Vitaphone shorts are being
released this week. They are "The
Pagan Moon," one of the "Merrie
Melodies" series of comedy song car-

toons being produced on the coast for

Warner Bros, by Leon Schlesinger, who
is also the producer of the "Looney
Tunes" cartoons, and "The Imperfect
Lover," a two-reel comedy with Jack
Haley, favorite of Broadway's musical
comedy stages. The latter was made
at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studios.
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SMPLETE ORCANIZATION

IS EXPECTED BY UNIONS

I

(Continued from Page 1)

i{ confident of getting, will be a

^t stride toward the 100 per cent

ilanization, according to union of-

[i!ils. Conferences are being held

Illy at the I.A.T.S.E. & M.P.O.

ii[(l(iuarters under the supervision

if President William Elliott and
fcirctary-Treasurer Fred Dempsey.
i\ J. Scoppa and a group of asso-

itcs are handling the eastern end

lithe negotiations, while the west-

ii' interests are being looked after

^iHoward Hurd, Harold Smith, Carl

fjKountz, Lew C. J. Blix, Carney
ill-din and William CuUen.

NEWS «»OF «>>THE «» DAY •

Chicago—Al Sobler is back at his

desk as head of the publicity de-

partment of Warner Pictures after

an illness. Larry Stein has joined

the department.

Minneapolis — Frank Woskie, a

film salesman here for many years,

has leased the Parkway, a neighbor-
hood house at 48th and Chicago
Ave., and will operate it himself.

Moline, 111.—Barney Brotman is

reopening the Paradise.

ebb Scores Executives

Who Hamper Directors
(Continued from Paqc 1)

film is ready for executive ap-

lisal, he said. The director, thus

en free rein, must, of course

3 or fall on the merits of his pic-

e.

Vebb declares that harassed ex-

-itives can benefit both themselves

1 the industry by placing confi-

ice in directors who have demon-
ated their ability to turn in pop-

r product. He believes that the

;k-bone of the industry is the pro-

im picture, and regards so-called

)eclals" as highly speculative.

n criticizing the producers, Webb
rs few of them have retained the

»mmon touch" which enables ac-

hate gauging of popular require-

nts in entertainment, although he

es Irving Thalberg, Carl Laem-
e, Jr., and a few others as shining

;eptions to the rule.

The trouble with the industry

road, says the director, is the lack

entertainment sense, and the fail-

j to develop screen personalities.

cm a directorial angle, Webb finds

it Hollywood has established a

^t tempo which baffles the Euro-

an directors. Hollywood tells its

)ry, he says, while Europe leisure-

establishes a mood.

Kansas City—Gus Diamond has
been promoted to be assistant man-
ager at the Warner-First National
exchange. He will continue to

supervise bookings.

Anawalt, W. Va.—The U. S. Coal

& Coke Co. has sold the Anawalt
to W. P. McFarland. Guy Race was
formerly manager.

San I'aula, Cal. — Klein & Fine
have taken over the Lyric from J.

Lasher. It is an opposition house
to Fox West Coast.

Nyack, N. Y. — The Broadway,
dark for several years, was reopened
during the holidays for daily shows.
It will give shows only on Satur-
days and Sundays hereafter. Man-
ager Lowry of the Rockland is also

managing the Broadway.

Los Angeles—The name of the

Red Mill has been changed to the
Whi tier Boulevard with Frank
Pratt as the new manager.

Tabor, la.

closed.

The Tabor has been

SEVEN PUBLIX EXECUTIVES

ARE GIVEN PROMOTIONS

(Continued from Pane 1)

visions. Ralph Branton, New Eng-
land division manager, moves up into

Mullin's place. Edward A. Cuddy,
division manager, succeeds Branton.
W. E. Spragg, district manager, as-

sumes the post vacated by Cuddy.
John B. Carroll, district manager,
takes over Spragg's territory, and
District Manager Herbert Chatkin
will take on, in addition to his own
theaters, those in Carroll's district.

Announcement of Ludwig's new
activities will be made at a later

date, according to Sam Katz who
commented on the fine job done by
Ludwig in the Northwest.

Kansas City — C. F. McBride.
formerly office manager for War-
ner-First National, has gone to Los

Angeles to become booker of the W.
B.-F. N. exchange in that city.

Selma, Ala. — The Whiteway has

been taken over by S. R. Duke and

John Saintsing of Raleigh, N. C.

The name has been changed to the

Carolina.

I^ARNERS BOOK "PHANTOM"
Twenty-nine Warner houses in

)rthern New Jersey have booked

'he Phantom," Artclass produc-

>n, which is being handled in the

;w York terri::ory by Irving Pic-

res Corp.

Buffalo—The Star has been re-

decorated, repaired and reopened

under new management.

Campbell, Cal.—Joe Meyer has re-

opened the Campbell, dark for some
time.

Cleveland—Edward Ringler, gen-

eral representative for American
General Film Corp., New York, is

in the city looking for a suitable the-

ater in which to exhibit the foreign

films handled by his company.

Los Angeles—Joe Flanagan, form-
er Pat he booker, is now booker at

the Fox exchange.

Newark, N. J. — Warner Bros,

have reclaimed the Montclair, which
for some months has been present-

ing stage plays, and will put on a

combined bill of pictures and vaude-

ville. The house will be open the

last half of each week.

Two English Talkers

On New Ufa Program
(Contiinicd from I'lUic 1)

Kaethe von Nagy; "Stuerme der

Leidenschaft" with Emil Jannings;

"Der Frechdach," and two English

dialogue features, "Monte Carlo

Madness" and "Congress Dances."
Six features are yet to be re-

leased on the 1931-32 schedule of 16.

They are "Das Ekel." "Der Falsche

Ehmann," "Der Kleine Seiten-

sprung," "Sein Scheidungsgrund,"
"Nie Wieder Liebe" and "Meinc
Frau die Hochsraplerin."

Louis K. Sidney of the Capitol claims

the Broadway long-run stage producing

record—about 220 shows to date.

Big Feature Program
Planned by T. P. Epics

(Continued from Pai/c 1)

announce details, Wilson intimated

hat T.P.E. has in mind a complete

feature program that will be one

of the most important in the inde-

pendent field. The proposition has

been under consideration for some

ime, Wilson said, and has now
reached the stage where is is pre->

pared to go to Hollywood and take

up the ijiatter of production.

T.P.E., which distributes a long

line of shorts, also has handled oc-

casional features, including "Cain,"

the Leon Poirier production which

had a big opening Friday at the

RKO Cameo.

SPORTS UNIT IN NORTH
The "Bill Cunningham Sport Re-

view" production unit has left for

Lake P"lacid, Dartmouth University

and points north which will provide

the locale for "Thrills and Spills,"

the sixth subject in this series, re-

leased by Educational. This series,

devoted exclusively to sports, has

already covered wrestling, baseball,

dog-racing, ice hockey, automobile

racing and now skiing. Bill Cun-

ningham, prominent sports-writer,

has been the narrator of the series,

writing his own dialogue.

Pathe's Jersey Studio

Passes to Consolidated
Official transfer of the Pathe

News studio in Jersey City to Con-

solidated Film Industries was re-

corded this week. Price was not dis-

closed, but the buyer gave back to

the seller a mortgage for ,$212,344,

payable $100,000 on Feb. 1 and the

balance on Jan. 2, 1933, at 6 per

cent.

U. A. CLEVELAND CHANGES
Cleveland—With A. M. Goodman

ippointed local United Artists

branch manager, Joe Cantor has

been transferred to Indianapolis.

Other organization changes include

the transfer of Harry Dudelson, lo-

:-al booker, to Cincinnati as booker

•ind offi.c manager under branch

manager Peddle Grossman. Esther

'Joldbetg. office manager here, com-

bines wi h her duties that of booker.

UNIVERSAL RELEASES
Release dates have been set by

Universal as follows: "Murders in

the Rue Morgue," with Bela Lugosi

and Sidney Fox, Feb. 21; "Strange
As It Seems" No. 18, Feb. 22; "The
Panther's Lair," No. 8 in the Detec;

tive Lloyd series, Feb. 22; Babe
Ruth in "Just Pals," sport reel;

Feb. 22; Lloyd Hamilton in "Robin-

son Crusoe and Son," two-reeler

Feb. 24.

ALIEN CHARGE DENIED
(I, a Coast Pureau. TUP. FILM n.lliy

Hollywood — Charges of Samuel
Dickstein, New York congressman
and chairman of the U. S. Congres-

sional Immijirant Committee, who
said that Hollywood is harboring

more than 1,000 alien film players

who "don't belong," were branded

as misinformation by the Associa-

tion of M. P. Producers. There is

no discrimination against U. S. tal-

ent as against foreigners, the asso-

ciation declares.

LOUISVILI-E PRICE CUT
Louisville—The Brown has in-

••tiluti-d a new scale of prices, a

shoi)pers' matinee from 10:ir) to

1 :30 for If) cents, an afternoon price

of 2.') cents, and evening scale of 40

cents with the balcony seats at 30

cents.

AS SEEN jy

THE PREST

AGENT

"Learning to put on your collar back-

wards, is a hard job. according to Clark

Ciblc. who plays a minister in 'Polly of

the Circus' with Marion Oavics."

—M-C-M



Features Reviewed in Film Daily May 24 to January10
388 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Revifwei
A Dangerous Affair-COL

11-29-31
Acht Tage Glueck-FL ...8-2-31

Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31
Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31
Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Always Goodby-F 5-24-31

Ambassador BiU-F 11-15-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children ?-RKO
11-15-31

Arizona Terror-TIF .. 9-27-31

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA "'??',,

Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31

Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Balinese Love-TPE ...1213-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP. .12-6-21

Beloved Bachelor-PAR. . 10-18-31

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-3!

Big Business Girl-FN . .6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Big Shot-PAT 1-10-32

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutinv-AM 6-21-31

Blonde Captive-TMP ..12-13-31

Blonde Crazv-WA 12-6-31

Branded-COL 11-1-31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31

Brat-F 8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN . 7-5-31

Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Call of the Rocki'es-SYN 7-12-31

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31

Chances-FN 6-14-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Cheyenne Cyclone-WK ..1-10-32
Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31
Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31
Cnmprnmised-FN 11-8-31
Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR

6-21-31
Consolation Marriage-RKO

11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC 10-4-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31
Cosi E La Vita-TH 11-8-31

Cuban Love Song-MGM. 12-6-31

Cyclone Kid-BIF 11-22-31

Daddy Long Legs-F 6-7-31

Dance Team-F 1-3-32
Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31
Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31
Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31
Das Floetenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied Vom Leben-TA
10-18-31

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31
Deceiver-CLO 11-29-31
Defenders of the Law-JOH

5-24-31
Delicious-F 12-27-31
Der Grosse Tenor-UFA 5-31-31
Der Hampelmann-TA .9-13-31
Der Kleine Seitensprung-

UFA 1-10-32
Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31
Devotion-PAT 10-4-31
Devil Plays-CHE ..12-20-31
Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA

8-23-31
Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-

UFA 6-21-31
Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA

10-11-31
Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-

ASC 9-27-31
Die Lustigen Weiber Von

Wein-CAP 7-12-31
Die Privataekretaerin-CAP

6-21-31
Die 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31
Die vom Rummelplatz-CAP

1-10-32

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures

AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass

ASC—Associated Cinema
^TA—American Trading Asoc,
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four

GS—George Schneider

HA—High Art Pictures

HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg

HK—Henry Kaufman
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
IMP—Imperial Distributing

CAP—Capitol Film Exchange TH—Thalia Productions
CEL—Celebrity
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National

JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Moviegraphi
NOR-^Norwegian Amer. Line
CM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PEE—Peerless
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga

FTP—Foreign Talking PicturesPIZ—William Pizor

PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SCA—Scandinavian Talking

Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picti.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WK—Willis Kent
WM—J. D. WilUamsWW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed Title Reviewed Title Reviewed

Die Schlacht von Bademuende
UFA.. 11-22-31

Discarded Lovers-CAP . . 1-3-32

Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA
7-26-31

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP 1-3-32

Drifter-WK 1-10-32

irevfus Case—COL ...8-30-31

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP
8-21-31

East of Borneo-U 8-23-31

Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA ...9-20-31

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-31

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31
Expensive Women-WA . 11-15-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

Everything's Rosie-RKO. 5-24-31

Fanny Foley Herself-RKO
10-25-31

Fidlovacka-DM 7-5-31
Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL

8-16-31
Fighting Sheriff-COL . . 6-28-31
First Aid-WW 7-12-31
Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31
Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31
Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31
Flying Fool-BI 10-18-31
Flyingr High-MGM 12-13-31
Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31
Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31
Freighters of Destiny-PAT

11-8-31
French Leave-TPE 12-6-31
Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

ll_-8-31

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31
Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
Girl of the Rio-RKO ... 1-10-32
Girls About Town-PAR. . 11-1-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31
Goldie-F 6-i28-31

Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31
Good Sport-F 12-13-31
r.raft-U 11-29-31
Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31
Grief Street-CHE 10-11-31
Guardsman-MGM . . 9-13-31
Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Hard Hombre-HOF . .9-20-31
Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Heartbraak-F 10-18-31
Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-31
Hell Below Zcro-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW
, ,

7-12-31
Hell Divers-MGM 12-27-31
Her Majesty, Love-FN . 11-29-31
Heroes All-IMP 10-25-31
High Stakes-RKO 5-31-31
His Woman-PAR 12-6-31
Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31

Holy Terror-F 7-19-31
Homicide Squad-U. ... .8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31

24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31

House Divided-U 1-10-32
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31

Hurricane Horseman-WK
10-11-31

Husband's Holiday-PAR. . 1-3-32
Hush Monev-F .7-12-31
T Am Prom Siam-PTC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
Im Geheimdienst-tlFA 11-29-31
Tn Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

6-14-31
Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA

11-8-31
Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31
Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR

5-24-31
Jew At War-WM 7-26-31
Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31
Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
Kick In-PAR 5-24-31
Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31

La Douceur D'Aimer-FD
12-13-3

Ladies of the Big House-
PAR 1-3-32

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31
Lariats and Six Shooters

COS.. 10-25-31
Lasca of the Rio Grande

U. .12-13-3
Las Companas Capistrano-HG

11-29-31
Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,
8-9-31

Law of the Tong-SYN. 12-20-31
Lawyer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31
Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31
Le Million-TF 5-24-31
Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-31
Liebe Auf Befehl-U ..6-7-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-29-31
Lover Come Back-COL.6-7'-31
Love Storm-BI 10-18-31
Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maker of MenCOL 12-20-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31
Manhattan Parade-WA 1-3-32
Mata Hari-MGM . ..1-3-32
Man From Death Valley-MOP

10-11-31
Man in Possession-MGM. 7-19-31
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COI 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31
Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31
Men in Her Life-COL. . .12-6-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Men of Chance-RKO 1-3-32
Men Like These-BI 1-10-32
Merely Mary Ann-P 9-13-31

Michael and Mary-U 1-10-32
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31
Misbehaving Ladies-FN.. 11-8-31
Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31

Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

5-24-31

Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31

Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31
Murder At Midnight-TIF

9-20-31

Murder By the Clock-PAR
7-19^31

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31
Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31
Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31
Neck and Neck-WW. .. 11-8-31
Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31
Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31
Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31
Nur Am Rhein-FTP.. 10-11-31

Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Lady-PAR 11-8-31
One Way Trail-COL. . 12-13-31
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31
Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31
Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-Sl
Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31
Partners of the Trail-MOP

8-30-31

Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31
Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Personal Maid-PAR 8-30-31
Phantom of Paris-MGM .11-15-31
Platinum Blonde-COL. . .11-1-31
Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31
PoHtics-MGM 8-2-31
Possessed-MGM 11-29-31
Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private ScandaUHED. . .11-1-31
Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Defender-RKO . .7-12-31

Range Feud-COL 11-22-31
Range Law-TIF .11-1-31
Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31
Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31
Ridin' FooI-TIF 5-31-31
Ridin' for Justice-COL. . 1-10-32

Road to Reno-PAR... 10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Ruling Voice-FN 11-8-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31
Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Salvation Nell-TIF 7-5-31
Scareheads-CAP 10-25-31
Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31
Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Menace-IMP ...12-13-31
Secrets of the Orient-UFA

1-10-32
Secret Service-RKO ...12-13-31

Title Reviemi

Secrets of A Secretary-PAR
7-19-31

Secret Witness-CDL ..12-20-3

Sein Liebeslied-ASC ..11-22-31
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31

Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
FD . 7-12-31

Sheriff's Secret-COS 6-14-31

Shipmates-MGM S-24-31

Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31

Should a Doctor TeU?-REQ
8-23-31

Side Show-WA 9-20-31

Sidewalks of New York-MGM
11-15-31

Sin of Madelon Claudet-MGM
11-1-31

Silence-PAR 8-16-31

Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR
11-1-31

Siroco-CF 11-29-31

Skin Game-BI 6-21-31

Sky Raiders-COL .5-31-31

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31

Skyline-F 10-11-31

Smart Money-WA 6-21-31

Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31

Sob Sister-F 10-4-31

Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31

Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31

Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31

Sooky-PAR 12-27-31

Soul of the Slums-ACP 11-29-31

Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31

Spider, The-F . . 8-16-31

Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31

Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31

Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31

Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31

Star Witness-WA 8-2-31

Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31

Stepping Sisters-F ...1-10-32
Storrao Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31

Street Scene-UA 8-30-31

Strictly Dishonorable-U. 1 1-15-31

Suicide Fleet-PAT 11-29-31

Sundown Trail-PAT ...10 18-31

Surrender-F 11-29-31

Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31

Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP
10-11-31

Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31

Taxi-WA 1-10-32

Terra Madre-TRC 11-1-31

Theaternaechte von Berlin-TF
l\(\.%7

The Cheat-PAR 12-13-31

The Struggle-UA 12-13-31
Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31

Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA
8-16-31

This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-3'

This Reckless Aee-PAR. . 1-10-32
Three Loves-ASC .. .5-24-31
Three Who Loved-RKO. 6-21-31

Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-31
Tonight or Never-UA 12-20-31
Too Many Cooks-RKO. 7-10-31

Touchdown-PAR 11-15-31
Toute Sa Vie-PAR .. .6-21-31
Transatlanti'c-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Tropen Nachte-PAR 5-31-31
Two Gun Caballero-IMP

12-13-}!
Two Gun Man-TIF ..6-7-SI

Ubangi-PIZ S-31-S1
tTn Soir de Rafle-PRX . 1018-31
Under Eighteen-WA 1-3-32

Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unholy Garden-UA ...9-20-31
Up For Murder-U . . . 5-31-31

Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TF 6-21-31

Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31

Viking-WM 6-21-31
Waterloo Bridee-U 8-16-31
White Devil-TPE 8-30-31
Wicked-F 9-20-31
Wild Hor«e-HOF 8-7-31

Without Honors-ARC 1-10-32
Woman Between-RKO 6-2I-S1
Woman from Monte Carlo-
WA 1-3-32

Women Go On Forever-TIF
8-16-31

Women of All Mations-F
5-31-31

Woman of Experience-PAT
7-12-3t

Women Love Once-PAR.6-28-."
X Marks the Soot-TIF 12-13-31

Yellow Ticket-P 11-1-Sl

Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31

Young Donovan's Kid-RKO
S-21-31

7iMn Weib's Lubovnick-HA

Zwei MenchenCAP ...12-27-31



Were You Ever Out In
The Great Alone?

That old feeling will come stealing over you ifyou^re

not represented in the new Film Daily Year Book.

It's everybody's party, everybody's stage, every-

body's history. The whole industry is focused in

its 1000 pages, bound in an endurable cover,

sections grouped for handy reference, indexes that

lead you into a vast storehouse of information.

Advertising forms for the l4th Edition (bigger and

better) close within two weeks.

Don^t Be Out In
The Great Alone
All By YouFM^If!

Get in ^IIW wiili the liiiiiilreil^^ tti oili«'r

ini|M»ri»iii jiilv4^riiN€^rN in iiio Fll.^l IIAII.V



Youll want to

the minute you

SCREEN lY

FOX
PICTURE

QEE it and convince yourself that here is one

^of 1932's great grossers

—

a picture that

firmly establishes Dunn 8C Eilers as a box
office team second to none.

JANES

SALLY

in

'Wttb

Minna Gombell, Nora Lane, Edward Crandall, Ralph

Morgan, Harry Beresford. Dialogue by EDWIN BURKE.

From Sarah Addington's novel. Directed by Sidney Lanfield.
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Nine Musicals to be Released Here by B. I. P.

"CIMAiON" HEAD! TEN BEST FILMS

Broadway Houses Fighting for Big Name Talent

New Stage Show Policies

i| Increase Competition
Among DeLuxers

With four Broadway theaters now
ioperating on policies demanding
i"names" for their stage entertain-

ments, and a fifth house understood

•slated for a similar policy, indica-

tions are that competition for stage

talent will reach new proportions.

The Paramount, Capitol, and, of

course, the Palace, have for years

been battling for the cream of

names, and recently the Roxy adopt
(Continued on Page 11)

RKO SETSUSE DATES

1 ON EIGHTJIEW FEATURES

Eight features are ready for re-

lease by RKO Radio Pictures dur-

ing the next two months. "Lost

Squadron" and "Girl Crazy" have

arrived from the coast and pre-

viewed by home office officials. Re-

lease dates up to March 5 are as

follows: "Girl of the Rio," Jan. 15;

"Prestige," with Ann Harding, Jan.
(Continued on Pane 11)

S. M. P. E. Spring Meet
Set for May 9 to 12

Spring meeting of the S. M. P. E.

will be held in Washington May 9-

12, according to a decision made by

the board of governors. W. C. Kunz-

mann, chairman of the convention

committee, and 0. M. Glunt, chair-

man of the papers committee, will

prepare the program of arrange-

ments.

New Voting Record Established in 1931 Poll

Conducted by The Film Daily
Setting a new record for the number of votes received by

an individual picture, "Cimarron" ran away with first place

in the list of Ten Best Pictures of 1931, selected by the lead-

ing motion picture editors and critics of the country in the
(Con:inucd on Paye 4)

THE

TEN BEST PICTURES
of 1931

A» chosen by the leading critics

of the country in the Tenth

Annual Poll conducted by

The Film Daily

Exhibs Act to Check

Five-Cent Admissions

Philadelphia—Local exhibitors are apprchen-

I Jive over what they consider symptoms of a

tendency toward five-cent admissions. Several

houses are issuing tickets which, with five

I cents, admit one child under 10 years of age

' fo an after-school matinee on one day of the

week. Tickets are given to those attending

Saturday matinees.

PICTURE PRODUCER

CIMARRON RKO

STREET SCENE United Artists

SKIPPY Para

BAD GIRL Fox

MIN AND BILL M-G-M

FRONT PAGE United Artists

FIVE STAR FINAL First National

CITY LIGHTS United Artists

A FREE SOUL M-G-M

SIN OF MADELON CLAUDET M-G-M

NO. OF VOTES

273

200

178

172

164

162

27 Features, 50 Shorts on
British Firm's

Schedule

One-thiid of British International's

American feature releases for 1932

will be musicals. Stanley Whiteley

told The Fu>m Daily yesterday.

Nine pictures have already been se-

lected for showing in this country,

three of which are musicals. They
are "Bridegroom f>)r Two." "Fas-

cination" and "Carmen." The title

of the latter may be changed before

release. The other six ready for

(Continued on Page 11 >

M-G-M WILLInY films

TO DUAL IL THEAT[R8

Philadelphia — Responding to a

complaint made by the M.P.T.O..

M-G-M has served notice that it will

not sell its product to houses which

are operating on a double feature

policy. Other exchanges are ex-

pected to adopt a similar attitude to

prevent this practice from develop-

ing in this territory.

E. L. McAvov Resigns

As RKO Division Mgr.

E. L. McAvoy has resigned as

western division manager for Radio

Pictures. McAvoy will not be re-

placed, leaving but one division man-

ager for the country, he is W. E.

Calloway, who is handling the south-

ern territory. W. W. Blumberg, for-

(Conlinufd on Pane lit

Theater's Social Service

Cited Against lOP. C. Tax

Cleveland—Theaters come under the head ot

tocijl service and movies otter relict trom in

temperance, communism and oltcn suicide, said

Edw.ud Dudley Lynde. general secretary of As-

sociated Chanties, in advising the Eihibitors'

Ass n that ho is opposed to tht 10 per cent

theater ta«. In cooperation with C. W. trd-

min business manager of the exhib unit. •

plan' was adopted lo give tree admission to

(roups of the needy.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(.QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

East. Kodak 85 5^ 83 }4 85 K ^ '/^

Fox Fm. "A" 45/g 4^ AVs — %
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) lH 1 I — Vs
Loew's, Inc 30-)^ 29'4 29^ — H
Paramount lOVj lOJ^ WVi — Vs

Pathe Exch U Vs Vi
do "A" 25^ 2y2 2^2 ..

RCA 8H y/i 8^— Vi

do pfd. A (354).. 32 31J^ 3m — ^
do pfd. B nVi 16 1654— fi

RKo 654 eVi eVs — 'A

Univ. Pict. pfd... 447A 44 J| 44% + 1%
Warner Bros 4 3% 3% — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" 1 1 \ — 'A

Trans-Lux 2'A 2% 2'A
Technicolor 35^ 3H 3^

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 7^ 7 754 + '/i

Paramount 6s 47.. 5154 51 51 — 2'/S

Par. 5Ks50 47 47 47
Warner's 6s39 37 37 37

NEW YORK CURB BONDS
RKO fl. pd. ct.

6s '34 106 105 106 + 1

RKO rt. pd. ct.

6s '34 106 104 106 -f 2^

PHOTOPHONE FOR SCHOOL
Contracts have been signed for

the installation of RCA Photophone
sound reproducing equipment in the

new Samuel Gompers Industrial

High School for Boys, The Bronx.

,»•••.....'•.....^.......^

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940 i.i

i.i

if

w
Eastman Films j|

li L E. Brulatour* Inc. H
it <f >

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

The Broadiva.y Paratle
(Week of Jan. 15)

PICTURE
FIRST-RUNS

DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Mata Hari" (3rd week) M-G-M Capitol
"Two Kinds of Women" Paramount Paramount
"Dance Team" Fox ... Roxy
"Taxi" (2nd week) . . Warner Bros Strand
"Way Back Home" RKO.. Mayfair

SECOND RUNS
"Safe in HeU" (3rd week) First National. .

EXTENDED RUNS
"Forbidden" (2nd week) Columbia
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" (3rd week) Paramount. .

"Union Depot" First National. .

$2 RUNS
"Arrowsmith" (7th week) United Artists. .

"Hell Divers" (4th week) M-G-M

.Warner

. Rialto
RivoU

. Winter Garden

Gaiety
Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Der Andere" Tobis Europa
"Zwei Menchen" (4th week) Capitol Film Ex Little Carnegie
"Nie Wieder Liebe" Ufa. Cosmopolitan
"Trotte Teoder" First Division Fifth Ave. Playhouse
"Cflini" Talking Picture Epics Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
"The Man I Killed" (Jan. 19).. Paramount Criterion
'Cock of the Air" (Jan. 23, tentative) .. United Artists Rialto

RKO Coast Meetings

Get Under Way Tuesday
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Meetings for the con-

sideration of Radio Pictures' 1932-

33 production line-up and sales plans
will start Thursday. Hiram S.

Brown, Lee Marcus, Frank O'Heron,
David Selznick and Joseph I. Schnit-
zer are here, with Ned Depinet and
Charles Rosenzweig en route from
New York.

LAEMMLE BIRTHDAY PARTY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A party was held at

the Universal studios in celebration

of Carl Laemmle's 65th birthday.

The U chief told employees there
would be no studio shutdown this

year.

JIM CARRIER IN CLEVE.
Cleveland—James Carrier has ar-

rived here from Atlanta to become
manager of Warner's Uptown. He
succeeds Jack Pendy, who returns to

the Lake as house manager, while
John Manuel leaves the Lake to

manage Warner's Ohio theater in

Sandusky.

DICK TALMADGE'S NEXT
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Richard Talmadge's

next starring production, "Mansions
of Fear," will be directed by George
Crone. Shooting will start Jan. 25.

J. H. ELDER TO ATLANTA
Following a tour of his new ter-

ritory, including Denver, Dallas,
New Orleans and Atlanta, J. H.
Elder will take up permanent head-
quarters in the latter city, where he
will supervise Publix maintenance
in the south.

RUBE JACKTER LAID UP
Rube Jackter, assistant sales

manager of Columbia, is seriously
ill of pneumonia at his home. He
is expected to be away from the
office for several weeks.

Picture Classics Plans
Production Exclusively

Picture Classics, Inc., headed by
Max Weisfeldt, will discontinue sales
and distribution and will become
exclusively a producing company,
releasing through national distribu-
tors. This decision was reached
following the release of "Puss in
Boots," feature recently made by
Weisfeldt.

ALEX GRAY CLICKS ON AIR
Alexander Gray, musical comedy

star who appeared in several War-
ner-First National musical pictures
last season, is now scoring over the
air, singing nightly except Sunday
on the Chesterfield program. Gray,
who recently returned from abroad,
has been further improving his voice
and as a result of his current hit
on the air he has received new of-
fers to return to the screen.

COMING & GOING

SIDNEY GARRETT returntd from Chi-
cago on Saturday.
NED DEPINET and CHARLES I.

ROSENZWEIG left for the coast yesterday
PATRICK KEARNEY, playwright and

writer signed by Universal, is on his way
to the coast.

GREGORY RATOFF, stage player sign-
ed by Radio Pictures, is en route from Chi-
cago to Hollywood to appear in "Symphony
of Six Million."
LUIS TRENKER. Ufa player, who ar-

rived last week to appear in Universal's
"Mountains in Flame," is on his way to
the coast.

MELVYN DOUGLAS, Broadway stage
player, has completed his role opposite Clau-
dette Colbert in "The Wiser Sex" at the
Paramount New York studio and left yes-
terday for Hollywood to begin rehearsals
with Lupe Velez and Leo Carrillo in "The
Broken Wing."
JOHN GILBERT and INA CLAIRE

sailed Saturday on the Bremen for Europe.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ralet

Powers Clnaphom Eaulpmant Corporatlop

T23-TTH »VE.. N V BRYANT «-eO0''

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotta,
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 18-20: Convention of Allied Theater
Owners of Iowa and Nebraska, Paxton
Hotel, Omaha, Neb.

Jan. 20: Dance by Cleveland Film Bowl-
ing League, Shaw-Hayden HaU, Cleve-
land.

Jan. 21 : Hearing of the Ways and Means
Committee of the House of Representa-
tives on the proposed 10% Amendment
Tax, Washington.

Feb. 5: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House,
New York.

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention ol
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 8-9 : Second annual convention of
Allied States Ass'n, Detroit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

May 9-12 : Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

Circuit's Stockholders

Must Raise $287,170

Philadelphia—Stockholders of the
Chamberlain Amusement Enter-
prises must raise $287,170 by Jan.
27 to prevent sale of its various
theater properties in Shamokin, Mt.
Carmel, Tamaqua and other coal-

area towns. The concern has been
in the hands of a receiver, Stephen
L. Gribben,, for nearly two years.

Under a ruling by the Norrhur\ber-
land Courts at Sunbury, an execu-
tion is deferred until Jan. 27.

NEW PITTALUGA FILMS
Two new Cines Pittaluga pictures,

distributed in this country by Trans-
continental Pictures Corp., will have
their New York premiere soon. One

j

is "Rubacouri" ("Thief of Hearts"), *

starring Mary Kid, German actress,

and Armando Falconi, Italian com-
edian. This film is scheduled to

open next month. The other is "La
Scala," which recently was pre-

viewed in San Francisco and was
enthusiastically received by the Ital-

ians there.

Another Cines picture coming
along later is "La Wally," which
the company considers to be its out-

standing production of the year.

8th Week—Little Theatre—Phila.

6 Weeks—Central Theatre—N. Y. C.

2 Weeks—Pitt Theatre—Pittsburgh

ROAD to HELL
Now Booking on Percentage

S. CUMMINS. 723 7th Ave., N.Y.C.
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10 BEST pictures chosen every year!

THROUGHOUT America the leading critics

PICK the leading pictures

—

SINCE 1922 when the Annual Vote started

IVIETRO-Goldwyn-Mayer has totalled

MANY more selections among the Ten Best

THAN any other company!
THAT vote represents public opinion!

THE years have built up M-GM dominance—

WHAT propaganda for the M-GM Lion!

NATIONWIDE, consistent press acclaim

—

BACKED by continued screen satisfaction

Isn't it logical that when they go picture shopping

they go to the theatre playing

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES!
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Best Pictures of 1931 Picked by Nation's Critics
(.Continued from Page 1)

tenth annual poll conducted by The
Film Daily.

Total ballots returned in this vote

also set a new high mark of 340. Of
this number, "Cimarron" received

273, against the previous record of

271 established last year by "All

Quiet on the Western Front."

The other nine pictures to win
places were: "Street Scene," 200;

"Skippy," 178; "Bad Girl," 172;

"Min and Bill," 164; "The Front
Page," 162; "Five Star Final," 138;

"City Lights," 128; "A Free Soul,"

114; "Sin of Madelon Claudet," 99.

Diversified List

A wide diversity of subjects is

embraced in the group of 1931 win-
ners, indicating that the pictures

were selected on the basis of their

individual merit as productions.

"Cimarron," as in the case of "All

Quiet" and most other leaders in the

Ten Best series, was a production
of "epic" proportions and falls in

the class of adventure-romances.
"Street Scene" is a dramatic slice of

city life; "Skippy," a juvenile story;

"Bad Girl," a simple romance with
an 0. Henry flavor; "Min and Bill,"

a character comedy-drama; "Front
Page" and "Five Star Final," news-
paper dramas; "City Lights," a si-

lent comedy; "A Free Soul," a mod-
ern society drama; "Sin of Madelon
Claudet," drama.

Heart Themes Dominate
It is interesting and perhaps quite

significant that practically all of

these "ten best" pictures have a
strong vein of human interest

—

heart appeal. This undoubtedly aided
them in winning votes above other
productions of higher artistic or
technical merit but less emotional
value.

Fan Interest Gains
Continually widening interest in

the selection of the Ten Best Pic-
tures was again evidenced during
the past year-end in the increased
number of localized votes conducted
by motion picture editors, many of
whom utilized the results of these
local or regional polls as the basis
of their selections for The Film
Daily national vote.

About 50 such local votes were
held the past season, aside from nu-
merous other polls by publications
with more or less extensive circula-
tion, and some by organizations of
various kinds.

The majority of these individual
votes exert their influence in the
nomination for The Film Daily
list, which thereby becomes the
most representative cross-section of
the entire country's opinion in the
matter of the most meritorious pic-
tures of the year.

Five from Stage
Five of the "Ten Best Pictures

1931 came to the screen by way of
stage.

of

the

THE 1931 ROLL OF HONOR
PICTURE Votes

Little Caesar 97
Smiling Lieutenant 91

Trader Horn 88
Royal Family of Broadway 73
An American Tragedy 69
Alexander Hamilton 65
Outward Bound 57
Public Enemy 56
Waterloo Bridge 55
Daddy Long Legs 52
Susan Lenox 50
A Connecticut Yankee 45
The Millionaire 45
Tabu 42
Morocco 38
East Lynne 31
Seed 31
Blue Angel 28
Spirit of Notre Dame 22
Tom Sawyer 22
Dirigible 20
Criminal Code 18

PICTURE Votes

Palmy Days 18

Devotion 17

Dracula 17

Monkey Business 17

Devil to Pay 16

Huckleberry Finn 16
Star Witness 16
Smart Money 15
Svengali 15
Zwei Herzen im % Takt 15
Merely Mary Ann 14
Rebound 14
Transatlantic 14

Sporting Blood 13

Strangers May Kiss 13

Night Nurse 12

Platinum Blonde 12
Lightnin' 11

Miracle Woman 11

Politics 11

Viennese Nights 10

Production Credits on Ten Best
//

'Cimarron"
Producer—RKO Radio Pictures
Distributor—RKO Distributing Corp.
Director—Wesley Ruggles
Assistant Directors—Doran Cox, Dewey Starkey
Author—Edna Ferber
Scenarist—Howard Estabrook
Dialoguer—Howard Estabrook
Editor—William Hamilton
Photographer—Eddie Cronjager
Recording Engineer—Clem Portman
Costumes—Max Ree
Art Director—Max Ree
Dialogue Director—Wesley Ruggles
General Press Representative—Hyatt Daab
Cast—Richard Dix, Irene Dunne, Edna May

Oliver, Estelle Taylor, William Collier, )r.,

George E. Stone, Rosco Ates, Stanley Fields,

Robert McWade, Nance O'Neil, Eugene Jackson,
William Orlamond, Nancy Dover, Donald Dillo-
way, William Janney, Robert McKenzie, Frank
Darien, Dolores Brown, Otto Hoffman, Douglas
Scott, Helen Parrish.

Associate Producer—Louis Sarecky
Where Produced—RKO Radio Pictures' Stu-

dio, Hollywood
Recording System—RCA Photophone

Cist—Jackie Cooper, Robert Coogan, Mitzi
Green, Jackie Searl, Willard Robertson, Enid
Bennett, Donald H lines, Helen Jerome Eddy,
Jack Clifford, Guy Oliver

Where Produced—Hollywood
Recording System—Western Electric New

Process Noiseless Recording System

'Street Scene"
Producer—Samuel Goldwyn
Distributor—United Artists
Director—King Vidor
Assistant Director—Lucky Humberstone
Author—Elmer Rice
Scenarist—Elmer Rice
Editor—Hugh Bennett
Photographer—George Barnes
Recording Engineer—Charles Noyes
Art Director—Richard Day
General Press Representative—Lynn Farnol
Cast—Sylvia Sidney, William Collier, Jr.. Es-

telle Taylor, Beulah Bondi, Max Montor, David
Landau, Matthew McHugh, Russell Hopton,
Greta Granstedt, T. H. Manning, Adele Watson,
John M. Qualen, Anna Kostant, George Hum-
bert, Allan Fox, Eleanor Wesselhoeft, Walter
Miller, Nora Cecil.

Where Produced—United Artists Studios, Hol-
lywood

Recording System—Western Electric

"Skippy"
Producer—Paramount
Distributor—Paramount
Director—Norman Taurog
Author—Percy Crosby
Scenarists—Sam Mintz, Joseph L. Manklewicz,

Norman McLeod
Dialoguer—Don Marquis
Photographer—Karl Struss

General Press Representative—Charles A. Mc-
Carthy

Bad Girl"
Producer—Fox
Distributor—Fox
Director—Frank Borzage
Assistant Director—Lew Borzage
Author—Vina Delmar
Scenarist— Edwin Burke
Dialoguer— Edwin Burke
Editor—Margaret Clancy
Photographer—Chester Lyons
Recording Engineer—P. J. Costello

Costumes—Dolly Tree
Art Director—William Darling

General Press Representative—Glen Allvlne
Cast—James Dunn, Sally Filers, Minna Gom-

bsll, Frank Darien, Wiiliam Pawley
Where Produced—Fox Beverly Hills Studio
Recording System—Western Electric

"Min and Bill"

Producer—Metro-Goldwyn -Mayer
Distributor—Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
Director—George Hill

Author—Lorna Moon
Scenarists—Frances Marion, Marion Jackson
DIaloguers—Frances Marion. Marlon Jackson
Editor—Basil Wrangell
Photographer—Harold Wenstrom
Art Director—Cedric Gibbons
General Press Representitive—Howard DIetz
Cast—Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery, Dorothy

Jordan, Marjorie Rambeau. Donald Dilloway,

DeWitt Jennings, Russell Hopton, Frank Mc-
Glyn. Gretta Gould
Where Produced—Culver City

Recording System—Western Electric

Front Page"
Producer—Howard Hughes
Distributor—United Artists

Director—Lewis Milestone
Assistant Director—Nate Watt
Authors—Ben Hecht, Charles MacArthur
Scenarist—Bartlett Cormack
Dialoguer—Bartlett Cormack
Editor—Duncan Mansfield
Photographer—Glen MacWilliams
Recording Engineer—Frank Grenzbach
Art Director—Richard Day
Generol Press Representative—George Gerhard
Cast— Adoplphe Menjou, Pat O'Brien, Miry

Brian, Edward Everett Horton, Matt Moore,

Frank McHugh, Spencer Charters. Maurice

Black, Effle Ellsler, Phil Tead, Dorothea Wol-
bert, James Gordon, Dick Alexander, Clarence
Wilson, Fred Howard, Eugene Strong, George E.

Stone, Slim Summerville, Walter Catlett.

Where Produced—Hollywood
Recording System—Western Electric

"Five Star Final"
Producer—First National
Distributor—Warner Bros.

Director—Mervyn LeRoy
Assistant Director—G. Hollingshead
Author—Louis Weitzenkorn
Scenarist—Robert Lord
Dialoguer—Byron Morgan
Editor—Frank Ware
Photographer—Sol Polito

Art Director—Jack Okey
General Press Representative—S. Charles Ein-

feld

Cast—Edward G. Robinson, H. B. Warner,
Marian Marsh, Anthony Bushell, George E. Stone,

Frances Starr, Ona Munson, Robert Elliott,

Aline MacMahon, Gladys Lloyd, Boris Kirloff,

Evelyn Hall, David Torrence, Harold Wa'dbridge,
Oscar Apfel, Purnell Pratt, Polly Walters.
Where Produced—Burbank
Recording System—Vitaphone

'City Lights"
Producer—Charlie Chaplin
Distributor—United Artists

Director—Charlie Chaplin
Assistant Directors—Harry Crocker, Henry

Bergman, Albert Austin
Author—Charlie Chaplin
Scenarist—Charlie Chaplin
Editor—Charlie Chaplin
Photographers— Rollle Totheroh, Cordon Pol-

lack, Mark Marklatt
Art Director—Charles D. Hall

General Press Representative—Carlyle Robin-
son

Cast—Charlie Chaplin, Virginia Cherrlll, Flor-

ence Lee, Harry Myers, Allan Garcia, Hank
Mann, Eddie Baker, Henry Bergman.
Where Produced—Hollywood
Recording System—Western Electric

'A Free Soul"
Producer—Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
Distributor—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Director—Clarence Brown
Author—Adela Rogers St. John
Scenarist—John Meehan
Dialoguer—John Meehan
Editor—Hugh Wynn
Photographer—William Daniels

Art Director—Cedric Gibbons
General Press Representative—Howard DIetz

Cast—Norma Shearer, Clark Cable, Lionel

Barrymore, Leslie Howard, James Gleason, Lucy
Beaumont, Claire Whitney, Frank Sheridan, Ed-

ward Brophy, William Stacy, E. Ally Warren,
George Irving.

Where Produced—Culver City

Recording System—Western Electric

"Sin of Madelon Claudet"
Producer—Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Distributor—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Director—Edgar Selwyn
Author—Edward Knoblock
Scenarist—Charles McArthur
Dialoguer—Charles McArthur
Editor—Tom Held
Photographer—Oliver T. Marsh
Art Director—Cedric Gibbons
General Press Representative—Howard Dictz

Cast—Helen Hayes, Lewis Stone, Cliff Ed-

wards, Neil Hamilton, Jean Hersholt, Marie

Prevost, Robert Young, Karen Morley, Charles

Winninger, Alan Hale, Halliwell Hobbes, Len-

nox Pawie, Russ Powell

Where Produced—Culver City

Recording System—Western Electric

Para Leads Honors
Paramount again copped the biggest

number of pictures in the 1931 Honor

List. It had nine, with Warner-First

National combined having an equal

number, followed by Fox, 6; M-G-M
and Columbia, 5 each; Universal, 4;

United Artists and Pathe, 2 each.
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NOTICE TO BUYERS
At the very instant when you are looking for

a picture of real epic quality— something to

help pull business out of the doldrums-—
Universal presents a mighty drama of the

Golden West starring

Walter Huston
with the red-blooded support of such artists as

Harry Carey — Raymond Hatton — Russell

Hopton — Ralph ince — Andy Devine

in the picture we have been keeping as an ace

in the hole. By all means see

AND

BIG! BIG! BIG!
BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG!
BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG!
BIG ! BIG I BIG I BIG I BIG I BIG I

BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG!

BIGl BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG!

BIG I BIG" BIGl BIG! BIGl BIG! BIG! BIG! BIGl BIG! BIG!

BIGl BIGl BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIGl BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG!

BIG! BIG! BIGl BIGl BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIG! BIGl BIG! BIGl BIGl BIG!

loiKi Tuc QECT OF THE TRADE IN CELEBRATING
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800 Publications Represented in ^'Ten Best'^ Vote
Winning Pictures Selected

by 340 Critics Serving

31,000,000 Readers

Approximately 800 newspapers,

I'm magazines and trade publica-

tions, with an aggregate circulation

of iibout 31,000,000, were represen ed

in the nation-wide poll on the "Ten

Best Pictures of 1931." Actual num-

ber of critics voting was 340, in-

cluding syndicate writers serving as

many as several hundred papers.

The voting critics, tabulated accord-

ing to state, city and publication,

follow:
ALABAMA

Huntsville: Times — Margaret

Matthews.
Montgomery : Advertiser—George

L. Davis.
•

ARIZONA
Phoenix: Arizona Republic— Pau-

line E. Bates.
•

ARKANSAS
Pine Bluff: Daily Graphic—Edgar

Chesnutt.
•

CALIFORNIA
Alhambra: Post-Advocate—Clay-

ton I. Ward.
Bakersfield: Californian—Ross C.

Miller.

Eureka: Humboldt Standard —
Don H. O. Kane.

Glendale: News-Press—Helen E.

E. Steele.

Long Beach: Press Telegram —
Verne Wickham.
Los Angeles : Herald and Express

—Jimmy Starr; Hollywood Citizen-

News—Elizabeth Yeaman; Record—
Llewellyn Miller.

Oakland: Tribune—Wood Soanes.

Pasadena: Post—F. Graham Run-
yon; Star-News—Alice Haines Bas-

kin.

Sacramento: Bee—Roy V. Bailey.

San Diego: Evening Tribune —
Don H. Short; Union—Myron Lus-

tig.

San Francisco: Chronicle—George
C. Warren; News—Claude A. La
Belle.

San Jose : Mercury-Herald—Jos-

ephine Hughston; News—Jim Ches-

nutt.
San Pedro: News-Pilot—Thomas

R. Evans.
Santa Barbara: Daily News —

Paul H. Whitney.
Santa Cruz: Sentinel—Fred Mc-

Pherson, Jr.

Stockton: Record—Elsie Flower.
•

COLORADO
Denver: Rocky Mountain News—

Loudon Kelly.

CONNECTICUT
Danbury: Times—Curtiss A. Wil-

son.
Bridgeport: Evening Post, Tele-

gram, Sunday Post—Benjamin D.
Kornfield.
New Britain: Record—Milton N.

Berkowitz.

Torrington: Evening Register —
John H. Thompson.

•

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington: Daily News—Elea-

lore Wilson; Evening Star—Edward
de S. Melcher; Times—Andrew R.

Kelley.
©

FLORIDA
Bartow: Polk County Record —

Cleone Frazier.
Jacksonville: Florida Times-Union
—Jean Henderson; F'loridian— H.
W. Schaefer.
Miami : Herald—Jefferson Bell.

Pensacola: Journal—Bill Pinney;
News—Jane Pericola.

St. Petersburg: Independent— A.
R. Dunlap.
Tampa: Morning Tribune—E. D.

Lambright.
West Palm Beach: Palm Beach

Tirnes—Vernon L. Smith.

GEORGIA
Atlanta : Georgian-American —

William A. Gober; Journal—Frank
Daniel.
Macon: Telegraph—Edwin Trib-

ble.

IDAHO
Boise: Capital News — Hubert

Gathers.
Lewiston: Morning Tribune—T.

J. Campbell.

ILLINOIS
Belleville : News-Democrat— Mrs.

Robert L. Kern; News-Democrat—
Robert L. Kern.

Chicago: Daily News—Clark Rod-
enbach; Evening Post—Genevieve
Harris; Tribune—Mae Tinee.

Freeport: Journal-Standard —
Grace Leone Barnett.

Moline: Daily Dispatch—Clarence
L. Lucas.

Peoria: Evening Star — J. K.
Quinn.
Rock Island: Argus—0. F. Blay-

baugh.
Rockford: Evening Star—C. Hjal-

mar Nelson; Register-Republic—R.

C. Trank.
Waukegan : News-Sun — E. J.

Macklin.

INDIANA
Anderson: Herald—Charles Timo-

thy Jewett.
Elkhart: Truth—Dan Albrecht.
Fort Wayne: Journal-Gazette —

Robert Baral ; News-Sentinel—El-
win E. McCray.

Indianapolis: News—Miriam Bell;

Star—Robert G. Tucker; Times-
Walter D. Hickman.
Kokomo: Dispatch—M. C. TuU.
Logansport : Pharos-Tribune—Al-

len Sauers.
Marion: Chronicle—W. W. Dur-

bin; Leader-Tribune — Keith L.
Johns.

IOWA
Cedar Rapids: Evening Gazette—

Harry E. Boyd.
Council Bluffs: Daily Nonpareil—

Mrs. Genevieve Powllson Mauck.

Davenport: Daily Times—Rex J.

Ballard; Democrat—John E. O'Don-
nell.

Des Moines : Register-Tribune—
Robert Moorefield.

Dubuque: Catholic Daily Tribune
—Lucy Meur; Telegraph-Herald and

i imes-Journal—Edward G. Fair-

field.

Ottumwa: Courier—Albert M. Ef-
ner.

Waterloo: Daily Courier—-L. E.

Wood.
•

KANSAS
Hutchinson: Herald—E. Lawson

May.
Kansas City: Kansan— W\\\\am

W. Wylie.
Lawrence: Journal-World—E. A.

Edwards.
Topeka : Daily Capitol — E. D.

Keilmann; State Journal — Ted
Wear.

Wichita: Eagle—Virginia Reed.
•

KENTUCKY
Louisville : Courier-Journal—Boyd

Martin; Times—Dan Thompson.
Winchester: Sun—H. C. Cay-

wood.
•

LOUISIANA
Alexandria : Town Talk—Hunter

Jarreau.
New Orleans: States—J. Adolph

Meise.

MAINE
Bangor: Daily News—Waldo H.

Bennett.
Lewiston: Evening Journal—E.

B. Whitney.
Portland : Evening News—Harold

L. Gail; Press-//emid—Edwith W.
Haines.

MARYLAND
Baltimore: American — Carroll

Dulaney; News — Norman Clark;
Post — George Browning; Sunday
Sun—J. M. Shellman; Sun—Don-
ald Korkley.

MASSACHUSETTS
Attleboro: Daily Sun — C. S.

Sherman.
Boston: Globe—Marjory Adams;

Herald — William E. Greenough;
Transcript — Edwin F. Melvin;
Traveler—Helen Eager.

Chelsea : Evening Record—Fran-
cis W. Leary.

Lawrence: Eagle and Tribune—
Timothy F. O'Hearn; Telegram —
Arnold W. Sullivan.

Lynn : Daily Evening Item—Har-
old Day Valpey.

Medford: Daily Mercury — Ed-
ward A. Cronin.

Northampton : Daily Hampshire
Gazette—Virginia M. Lyman.

Pittsfield : Berkshire Evening
Eagle—George W. Edman.

Quincy: Evening News— Homer
S. Jenks.

Salem: Evening News—P. J. In-

goldsby.
Springfield : Republican— Louise

Mace; Union—A. L. S. Wood.
Worcester: Evening Gazette —

Clarence L. Moody; Evening Post—
Ernest W. Brockway; Telegram—
C. W. Erickson.

e

MICHIGAN
Detroit: Free Press—Mrs. Ella

IT. McCormick; News—Harold Hef-
fcrnan.
E3canaba: Daily Press—Victor H.

Powers.
F int: Journal—Ralph N. Byers.
Grand Rapids: Michigan Herald—

W. B. McClaren.
Kalamazoo: Gazette—James W.

Foard.
Lansing: Capitol News—Levon E.

Horton; State Journal—H. R. Pal-

mer.
Marquette: Daily Mining Journal

—D. W. Kaufman.
Pontiac: Daily Press.

IIMINNESOTA
Duluth: Evening Herald—Jamea

Thompson Watts.
Minneapolis: Journal—Merle Pot-

ter,

ter; Star—C. R. Christopherson.
St. Cloud: Daily Times — Mrs. i

Fred Schilplin.

St. Paul: Dispatch—Roger L. Si-

mons.

MISSISSIPPI
Biloxi-Gulfport: Daily Herald -

Cosnian Eisendrath.
Jackson : Daily Clarion Ledger-

Purser Hewitt; Daily News—Earl
C. Magee. •

MISSOURI
Chillicothe : Constitution-Tribune

—V. A. Page.
Kansas Cilty: Journal-Post —

Lowell Lawrance; Star and Times
—Jack Moffitt.

St. Joseph: Gazette—Dean Wilde.

St. Louis: Post Dispatch—H. H.
Hiemeyer (NIE).

I

NEBRASKA
Fremont: Tribune — Charles S.

Ryckman.
Lincoln: Star.
Omaha : Bee-News—-J. Rachman.

NEVADA
Reno: Nevada State Journal—J.

G. Newlands.
•

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester: Union and Leader—

James F. O'Neil.

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City: Press-Union—How-

ard P. Dimon.
Burlington : Daily Enterprise —

Robert "Mert" Jobes.
Camden : Courier-Post—Ida Her-

mann.
Jersey City: Jersey Journal—Ar-

thur D. Mackie.
New Brunswick: Daily Home

News—Win Baltin.

Newark: Evening News—Charles
Haufler; Ledger—Jerome Kurtz.

Passaic: Daily News—Harold W.
Gras.

Trenton: Gazette—Alex Y. Bur-
slem.

(Continued on Page 10)



BETS OF THE YEAR

Chosen by thousands of exhibitors everywhere as ten of the best bets

of the year. Winners in any poll of the crowds and critics. Up front

from the box-office viewpoint. First line for exploitation. Naturals for

all-around audience appeal.

//MOTHER AND SON //

Triumphant return to the screen of

Clara Kimball Young.

In the Greatest Setting of All, Home!

Hi IIOKLAHOMA JIM
With Bill Cody, Andy Shuford and

hundreds of Indians.

A Knockout for the Kids.

II
IN LINE OF DUTY //

Noah Beery and Sue Carol in a pic-

ture of racing action and rare scenic

splendor.

Means in Line at the B. O.

//TWO FISTED JUSTICE
//

A Stirring Story of the West in the

days of Abraham Lincoln.

Book and Boost It in February—the
Month of Lincoln's Birthday.

II

a

FORGOTTEN WOMEN //

With Marion Shilling, Rex Bell, Beryl

Mercer and Edward Earle.

A Title They Won't Forget—and a

Picture They Won't Forget.

""LAW OF THE SEA''

With William Farnum, Ralph Ince,

Rex Bell and Sally Blane.

A'Powerful Drama of the Tempestuous
North Atlantic.

IIPOLICE COURT //

H. B. Walthall, Leon Janney, Aileen

Pringle, Al St. John.

A Heart-touching Drama of a Kid's
Courageous Love.

m

''GHOST CITY"
With Helen Foster, Bill Cody, Andy

Shuford, Walter Miller.

A DeLuxe Exploitation Special.

"SINGLE HANDED
SANDERS"

Tom Tyler and Betty Morris in a

speedy Western story that sparks

with two-fisted drama.

"TEXAS PIONEERS"
Bill Cody and Andy Shuford.

A Three -Star Special of the Lone Star

State— Covered Wagons — Indians— Hair-

raising Adventure.

Circuits, theatre owners, theatre managers include this

selection as sure-fire, he-man hits. Book 'em, boost 'em,

bank on 'em. Ride with MONOGRAM and you're on the

right road to prosperity.

AVAILABLE AT 33 MONOGRAM EXCHANCEI
MONOGRAM PICTURES CORPORATION
723 SEVENTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.

FOREIGN DISTRIiUTORS
RITCHEY EXPORT CORPORATION
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NEW YORK
Albany: Knickerbocker Press and

Albany Evening News—William H.
Haskell; Times-Union—Bana Van
Decar.
Auburn : Citizen-Advertiser—Vic-

tor J. Call^nan.
Brooklyn: ^Citizen—Edgar Price;

Daily Eagle — Martin Dickstein;

Daily Eagle — Dagny Edwards;
Daily Times—Charles E. Hastings;

Standard Union—Richard Murray
Buffalo: Courier-Express—W. E

J. Martin; Evening News—Wallace
D. Soderholm; Buffalo Times—Ardis

Smith.
Elmira: Advertiser— J. Maxwel

Beers.
Geneva: Daily Times—A. Glenn

Rogers.
Jamestown : Evening Journal —

John A. Hall.

Kingston: Daily Leader—L. M.
Chudleigh.
Long Island City: Star—Albert

E. Parks.
Newburgh: Newburgh - Beacon

News—Calvin D. Myers.
New York City: American— Re-

gina Crewe; Daily News—Irene

Thirer; Evening Journal — Rose

Pelswick ; Herald-Tribune—Richard

Watts, Jr.; Post—Thornton Dele-

hanty; Morning Telegraph — Al

Sherman; World-Telegram—William

Boehnel.
Olean: Herald—Charles A. S.

Freeman.
Oswego : Palladium^Times— John

M. Hurley.
Jamaica: Queens Evening News

—Gerald Doyle.
Rochester: Democrat and Chroni-

cle—George L. David; Journal-

American—David E. Kessler; Times-

Union—Arthur D. Goodman.
Schenectady: Gazette — Helen

Clinton; Union-Star — William J.

Marlette.
Syracuse: Herald — Chester B.

Bahn; Journal—Franklin H. Chase;
Post-Standard—Helen M. Tait.

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte: Observer — Mary

Brooks Parham.
High Point: Enterprise — John

Mebane.
Raleigh: Times—Wade H. Lucas.
Winston-Salem : Journal— Cowan

H. Caldwell.

NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo: Forum—Roy P. Johnson.

•

OHIO
Ashland: Times-Gazette—Marceil

Houston.
Canton: Repository—Dennis R.

Smith.
Cincinnati: Enquirer—Herman J.

Bernfeld; Post—Frank Aston.
Cleveland: News — Ed Jacobs;

Plain Dealer—W. Ward Marsh.
Columbus: Citizen—William D.

Cunningham; Dispatch — H. E.
Cherrington ; Daily News—James
Muir; Herald—Joe Keller; Journal
—A. S. Kany.

Hamilton : Journal— Clayton A.
Leiter.

Lorain: Journal — Ralph Neu-

THOSE WHO VOTED
(.Continued from Page 8)

Ralph C.meyer; Times-Herald
Martin.

Mansfield: News—Harry M. Coch-
ran.

Painesville: Telegraph — Thurso
F. Sigman.
Sandusky: Star-Journal—Earl F.

Walrath.
Springfield : Sunday News-Sun—

Anna Marie Tennant.
Steubenville : Herald-Star— Mary

Berger.
Toledo: Blade—V. K. Richards;

News-Bee—Allen Saunders; Tvmes
^Mitchell Woodbury.
Warren : Tribune -Chronicle —

Molly O'Malley.
Xenia : Ohio Gazette—R. A. Hig-

gins.

Youngstown : Telegram—Charles
A. Leedy.

Zanesville: Sunday Times Signal
—Harry T. Basehart.

•

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City: Daily Oklahoman

—Jack Stinnett; Sunday Oklahoman
—R. G. Miller.

Tulsa: Daily I^oWdl—Faith Hie-
ronymus.

OREGON
Eugene: Register-Guard—Roy D.

Craft.
Portland : Oregon Journal—Har-

old Hunt; Oregonian — Fred M.
White.

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown: Leader — George R.

Roth.
Butler: Eagle—Wi\hur H. Bal-

dinger.
Chester: Times—James A. Glen-

ney.
Donora : Heraid-American— Ed-

win J. McKay.
Erie: Dispatch-Herald — J. A.

Wurzbach.
Gettysburg: Tmes—C. R. Wolff
Johnstown: Democrat — J. A.

Blough.
Lebanon : Daily News—Theodore

Gress.
Lewistown: Sentinel—Richard S,

Ruble.
Meadville : Tribune-Republican -—

Walter Irving Bates.
Philadelphia: Evening Bulletin —

William F. Gleason; Evening Public
Ledger—Henry T. Murdock; Ga-
zette-Democrat—William H. Voltz;
Inquirer—Harry L. Knapp; Morn-
ing Public Ledger—Erie M. Knight.

Pittsburgh : Post-Gazette—Harold
W. Cohen; Press—Karl B. Krug.

Reading: Eagle—T. R. Hughes;
Times—W. Erie Homan.

Scranton: Scrantonian—E. Tracy
Sweet.
Shamokin: Dispatch — Clyde F.

Ketner.
Sharon: Herald—George Pidding-

ton.

Stroudsburg: Record—Colley S
Baker.
Tarentum: Valley Daily News.
Uniontown: Daily News Standard

—O'Neil Kennedy.
Williamsport: Sun-Gazette—J. M.

Good.
York: Dispatch — Wilbert L.

Haare; Gazette and Daily—Richard
G. Runk.

•

RHODE ISLAND
Providence: News-Tribune — A.

Alfred Marcello; Sunday Journal—
Paul B. Rowland.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls: Argus-Leader—Rog-

er S. Brown.

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga: News—Murray E.

Wyche.
Knoxville : Journal—Albert Ami-

tage; News-Sentinel—Jack Bryan.
Memphis: Evening Appeal—Har-

ry L. Martin.
•

TEXAS
Dallas: Dispatch — Edmond M.

Barr; News—John Rosenfeld, Jr.

Houston : Chronicle—Mrs. Lecta
Rider; Post-Dispatch—Bess White-
head Scott; Press—Mrs. Grace Cal-
vin.

Lubbock : : Avalanche-Journal —
C. W. Ratliff.

Mexia: Daily News — B. H.
Broiles.

San Antonio: Evening News —
Mary Louise Walliser.
Sherman : Daily Dem,ocrat — Ted

Bomar.
Wichita Falls: Daily Times—J. A.

Wray.
•

VIRGINIA
Manville: Register and Bee—H. B.

Trundle.
Lynchburg: Advance — David

Wayne Wright.
Norfolk : Virginian-Pilot— Ralph

K. T. Larson.
Portsmouth: Star — W. T. A.

Haynes, Jr.

Richmond : Neivs Leader — Helen
de Motte; Tim,es-Dispatch—Clarence
Boykin.
Winchester

—

Evening Star — R.
S. Fausler.

«

WASHINGTON
Aberdeen: Daily World—W. L.

Morris.
Bellingham: Herald—Hal Reeves.
Seattle: Times—Richard E. Hays.
Spokane: Daily Chronicle — Ray

Budwin.
Tacoma: Daily Ledger — M. B.

Pettus; Daily Times—Julius Gius
Jr.; News-Tribune—J. H. Green.
Walla Walla: Daily Bulletin—Iris

Little.

•

WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley : Post-Herald—Ted Mc-

McDowell.
Clarksburg : Exponent - Telegram

—Gene Collet.

Wheeling : Intelligencer— Charles
L. Long; News—E. J. Lal'y, Jr.;

Register—Edwin C. Cornwell.

WISCONSIN
Beloit: Daily News—Laurence A

Raymer .

Green Bay : Press-Gazette— Am
McKeough.
Kenosha: News—C. M. Zeff.

Madison: Capitol-Times — Ethe
Max; Wisconsin State Journal
Clara E. Hartwig.
Sheboygan: Press—Mona J. Pape
Wausau: Daily Record-Herald

John Loomis.

WYOMING
Casper: Tribune Herald — J. V

Carson.
Cheyenne: Wyoming State Trib-

une-Leader—Harold H. Hanes.

FAN and TRADE PUBLICATIONS
Billboard—H. David Strauss.
Cinelandia—John J. Moreno.
Emanuel-Goodwin Publications

Herbert M. Miller.

The Extra—Sam Black.
Film Curb—Thomas Hamlin.
Film Daily—Jack Alicoate, Ar-j

thur W. Eddy, Don Carle Gillette
Don Hancock, Jack Harrower, Dor
M. Mersereau.

Film Trade Topics — Warrer
Stokes.

Harrison's Reports—P. S. Harri
son.

Hollywood Screen World—Harrj
Modisett.
Hollywood Spectator — Welforc

Beaton.
Hollywood Magazine—Jack Grant.
International Projectionist —

James J. Finn.
Japanese Movie Magazine—Yukic

Aoyama.
Liberty Magazine — Frederich

James Smith.
Motion Picture Herald — Terry

Ramsaye.
Motion Picture Record — Gordon

Ring.
Motion Picture Magazine—Lau-

rence Reid.
Movie Age—M. E. Cuffel.

New England Film News—G. Les-
ter Southwell.

The New Yorker—John Chapin
Mosher.

Ohio Showman, Elsie Loeb.
Pacific Coast Independent Exhibi-

tor-Bulletin—Thomas Van Osten.
Photo-Era Magazine — A. H

Beardsley.
Picture Play Magazine—Norbert

Lusk.
Reel Journal—Jesse Shlyen.
Screen Book Magazine, S. Fred-

erick Gardener.
Screen Play Magazine — Roscoe

Fawcett.
|

Screen Romances—May Ninomiya.'
Screenland Magazine — Delight

Evans.
Vanity Fair—Alexander Clark.
Time Magazine— Motion Picture

Editor.
Weekly Film Review — Love B,

Harrell.

SYNDICATES
Fred W. Fox Editorial Enter-

prises, California.
NEA Service—Gilbert Swan, New

York City.

New York News Bureau Ass'n

—

Louis A. Fink, New York City.
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NINE MUSICAL FILMS

(Continued from Page 1)

elease are "The Flying Fool," "The
Sables Mystery," "My Wife's Fam-
ly," "Many Waters," "The Shadow
Between," and "Men Like These."
The B. I. P. line-up of 26 for

he current year has been increased
27 by the inclusion of "Men Like

These," which will be handled as a
pecial. Whiteley also said that 50
horts in a series titled "Secrets of
Mature" would be included on the
chedule. B. I. P. studios in Eng-
and will produce 52 features for
932-33 including a special, "The Re-
urn of Bulldog Drummond."

I. L. McAvoy Resigns
As RKO Division Mgr.

(Continued from Page 1)

nerly of the Chicago sales staff,

s now manager of the Radio branch
t Omaha. E. W. Phelps has joined

he Chicago exchange as salesman,
eplacing T. W. Eckert, resigned.

11

laymond Massey Signed
To Direct for Universal
Raymond Massey, British actor

ind director, has been signed to di-

ect for Universal. Upon comple-
ion of the stage direction of Louis
Jensler's New York production of

Collision," Massey will leave for

he coast.

Universal also has signed Patrick
Cearney, author and playwright,
vho wrote "A Man's Man" and 'dra-

natized 'An American Tragedy."

'eskay to Be Honored
By Philly Film Board

Philadelphia—The Film Board of

["rade will soon tender a dinner to

I Sdward J. Peskay, recently named
sastern division manager for War
ler Bros, and formerly local book

i ng chief for the Stanley-Warner
ircuit.

I

LUBITSCH DELAYS TRIP
i§Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

HoUjrwood — Ernst Lubitsch has
:ancelled his plans to go to New
ITork to attend the premiere of "The
«an I Killed." He found that it

vill be necessary to remain here two
nore weeks to complete editing of

;he Maurice Chevalier starring film,

'One Hour With You," directed by
jcorge Cukor under his supervision.

Sidelights on "Jen Best''

lyiNC VI DOR, director of "Street Scene," now has handled more "Ten Best Pic-
tures" than any other single director since this annual poll began 10 years ago.

His total is seven. Up to this year, Vidor and Raoul Walsh were tied with six each
•

Frank Borzage enters the small class of megaphonists who have four "Ten Bests"
to their credit, while Clarence Brown and Charlie Chaplin now have three each.

George Hill and Lewis Milestone, repeating from last year, now have two each.

George E Stone acted in three of the "Ten Best Pictures'
ron," "Front Page" and "Five Star Final."

They were "Cimar-

The staff of uniformed attendants of

the Roxy Theater, New York, numbers

126.

Estelle Taylor, Russell Hopton and Donald Dilloway were among the players ap-
pearing in two "Ten Bests."

•
The newspaper story was the only type to be represented twice among the "Ten

Bests" of 1931. Which may prove that the critics didn't indulge any hard feelings
against the screen for all those burlesque imitations of the newspaper fraternity.

Gangster films didn't win a place among the first ten, apparently due to all the
unfavorable publicity thrown at them during the past year.

The mammoth merchandising campaign conducted on "Cimarron" under the direc-
tion of Hy Daab helped a lot to put the RKO production in first place.

United Artists, by taking three of the ten positions, further strengthened its po-
sition as leader in percentage of pictures to be awarded "Ten Best" honors. U. A. has
had 20 winning pictures in the 10 years of the poll, an average of two each year,

against an average of about a dozen features released annually.

•
M-C-M has 22 "Ten Best" winners to its credit to date, thus leading all companies

by actual count.

•
The attention and column space given the "Ten Best" poll this year by newspapers,

magazines, etc., surpassed all previous years.

B'WAY HOUSES FIGHIING

m BIG NAME TALENT

(Continued from Page 1)

ed a policy which throws it into the
arena. The Holly^vood, Warner
house which until now has played
only pictures, is slated to go in for
stage entertainment Jan. 20 with
Lou Holtz as master of ceremonies
on the initial bill.

RKO Sets Release Dates
On Eight New Features

(Continued from Page 1)

22; "Panama Flo," with Helen
Twelvetrees, Jan. 29; "Ladies of the
Jury," with Edna May Oliver, Feb.
5; "Timber Boss," Feb. 12; "Lady
with a Past," Feb. 19; "Lost SquaJ-
ron," Feb. 26, and "Girl Crazy,"
March 5.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
\By RALPH WILK\

HOLLYWOOD
T ESLIE PEARCE has been signed

by Mack Sennett for a series of

eight comedies for Educational re-

lease. The first under the new con-

tract is "The 10 o'Clock Girl," in

which Arthur Stone is featured.

Nancy Lyon, daughter of State

Senator Chas. W. Lyon of Califor-

nia, makes her debut in comedies in

the leading lady role of "The 10

o'clock Girl." The cast includes

Dorothy Granger, George Byron and
Monalei Lindley.

Max Larey, for several years as-

sistant to Henry King, has written a

romantic jAay, "Rotheim," which has

attracted the attention of -producers,

because of its novel plot.

*

Our Passing Show: Max Shagrin

at "Lucky Day"; Merian C. Cooper

busy at RKO; Harry Joe Brown,

Edward H. Griffith, Horace Jackson

and James Wilkinson conferring at

RKO.
*

Tom Mix, who has made a rapid re-

covery from his recent illness, starts

work at Universal a week from to-

day on his first talker, "Destry

Rides Again."
* •

Ambitious plans are understood

to be under way by the newly form-

ed Motion Picture Producers' Ass'n,
which is to be the independent's
counterpart of the Hays group. M.
H. Hoffman is president of the new
unit, with Maurice R. Schlank, vice-

president; Alfred Mannon, second
vice-president; Nat Levine, secre-

tary; Larry Darmour, treasurer;

Phil Goldstone, Hoffman, Levine,

Darmour, Ralph Like, Burton King
and C. C. Burr, directors.

* * *

Trem Carr has returned to Hollv
wood after spending the Christmas
holiday season with relatives in East
St. Louis, III. He also visited his

many friends along the St. Louis

film row, including Barney Rosen-
thal and Nat Steinberg of Premier
Pictures Corp., who distribute

Monogram pictures.

•

Three new stories have been pur-

chased by Fox and are now in the

process of being cast. They are

"Down To Earth," "Little Teacher"
and "After The Rain." Will Rogers
is to appear in "Down To Earth,"

an original by Homer Croy, to be

directed by John Blystone. James
Dunn and Marian Nixon will have
the leading roles in "Little Teacher,"

by Harry James Smith. Principal

parts in "After The Rain" go to

Sally Eilers and Spencer Tracey.

Story is by A. C. Kennedy,

6 Warner-F. N. Releases
Scheduled for March

Six Warner-First National star-

ring vehicles will be released in

March, according to E. L. Alperson,
general sales manager. They in-

clude: "Love on a Budget," co-star-

ring Loretta Young and Winnie
Lightner, March 6; "Beauty and the
Boss," co-starring Marion Marsh and
Warren William, March 6; "It's Hell

to Be Famous," starring Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., March 13; "The
Mouthpiece," starring Warren Wil-
liam, March 20; "Pleasure First,"

starring Kay Francis, March 27, and
"So Big," starring Barbara Stan-

wyck, March 27.

Warners Taking Over
Keith's, Philadelphia

Philadelphia—Under a deal under-

stood to be in progress, Warner
Bros, will take over Keith's and ac-

quire the M-G-M and United Art-

ists product for the current season.

100 P. C. MEMBERSHIP
Cleveland—G. W. Erdmann, sec-

retary of the Exhibitors' Ass'n, re-

ports that every theater in the city

is a member of the organization.

The association's board of directors

is considering an invitation from M.
A. Lightman, president of the M. P.

T. O. A., to join the national body

under a plan in which each exhib

unit will be represented on the board

of directors.

AS SEEN jY

THE press" ^^^^^^^^^^
*r,fNT ^m^^^^^m^^^^

"Ccnc Fowler hai solved the transpor-

tation problem by ridinR into the studio

on a bicycle. He houses the bike in j

gtrage and has it brought to him in

state every morninK by a costumed door-

man." —RKO Radio Pictures.
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
^By HARRY N. BLAIR •^

PARAMOUNT has among its list

of humble extra players many
who could easily pass for world-
wide celebrities. Among these is

Herbert Edwards, who alternates
between businses and the films, and
who bears an uncanny resemblance
to the John Barrymore of twenty
years ago.

•

Emily Nevrman, formerly of
the Paramount studio publicity
department, was drafted into

service as a girl reported for an
important court-room scene in
Berthold Viertel's "The Wiser
Sex."

•

Vitaphone's latest musical is "The
Campus Spirit," now in production
with Douglas Stanbury, radio and
stage singer, featured.

•

Contradictions: Eddie Rob-
erts, who plays pups and wild
boys in pictures here is actually
a quiet, home-loving chap with a
wife and several kiddies.

•
Sam Sax, head of the Warner

Vitaphone studio, will be among the
several Warner executives who will

journey to the Nation's Capitol for
the George Washington Bi-Centen-
nial dinner to be held on January
26, with Vice-President Curtis pre-
siding. A pre-release showing of

Vitaphone's "Washington, the Man
and the Capitol," will be a feature
of the evening.

ZIMANICH WITH N. S. C.
Josef Zimanich, recently in charge

of music novelties under Boris Mor-
ros at Publix, has joined National
Screen Service.

BILLY JAMES IN NEW POST
Columbus — William M. James,

president of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio,
has been elected president of the
Lilley Building & Loan Co.

GEO. PALDA HONORED
Cleveland—George Palda, retiring

vice-president of the Cleveland M. P.
Exhibitors Ass'n, has been made a
life member of the association and
presented with a life pass for all

Cleveland picture theaters. Palda
recently sold his theater interests.

|SUNSHIN€
1 x>^^ IN

/.^^^^^^^K THE

1 ^Wm
DAY'S

NEWS
= ^' "»
= Manager George Irwin
= Publix house in Fargo. N.
= off 1932 with the biggest
= ness his house has done
= two years.

of the Fargo,

}., has started

week's busi-

in more than

iilllllillllllllllllllilllllllllilllllllllll lllilllllllllllllllllllll''
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NtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • THINGS THAT Won't Matter Much 100 Years From
Now that the Arkayo Theater of the Air broadcast of

Friday night from the S. S. Mariposa was re-broadcast
so that the Super Plug for Radio pix was heard Satur-
day in Java, Manila, Shanghai, Singapore, Japan, New Zealand
and Australia a swell exploitashe stunt on a new
and ritzy steamship all audible evidence that Arkayo
is very much in the running

* * * *

• • • THAT Milt Schwarzwald and his RKO-lians plugged a
number from "Girl of the Rio" Frank Buck broadcast
from Chi an exciting talk on his "Bring 'em Back Alive" expe-
dition with Will Hanley, the NBC announcer, getting
over a clever sales talk on the company's product and
a hand-picked list of guests including Mrs. Oliver Har-
riman, Jean Harlow, Margaret Schilling, the Martin Becks, the
Mallards, J. H. Turner, the Zohbels, the J. Sayer Seely's, Pat
Casy, Ben Gross, the J. W. Johnstones, Chester Stratton
all proving that Mark Luescher's yen for that High Society
staff ain't so Dumb after all

* *

• # # THAT a slick service for local newsreel and indus-
trial pix has been developed by Blue Seal Sound Devices
that any theater owner can employ profitably to build up good-
will in his home town furnishing a tie-up with the lo-

cal newspaper leading merchants amateur try-
outs for the movies made into a local reel that
will pack 'em in to see the kids and others perform
a complete exploitation service including sound camera
equipment and a staff to handle the campaign

• • • THAT the Barnum of Billposters Phil De
Angelis has hung up a new record by posting
four entire blocks over on West End Avenoo with paper
on "The Man I Killed" handling one of the biggest
metropolitan posting campaigns on a single pix with
20 demon paste-slingers and 10 autos

• • • THAT this recrudescence of the Poster again brings
up the question as to which is the strongest Advertising Me-
dium Posters vs. Newspapers for the amount
of dough invested a Lively Question whose discussion
would develop some Facts that might startle film execs in

general ask Joe Weil, f'r instance

It * * *

• # # THAT C. W. Bunn, general sales manager for Erpi
has been named a sheriff at Milton, N. Y.

Peggy McGee, personality phone operator at the Empey Club,
is also soliciting ads for the club's gala ball at the Waldorf-
Astoria on Feb. 20 Tom Gerety is STILL putting on
poundage in the Empey Club electric cabinet, the big sil!

Dick Pearl, our youngest film exec, is jaunting back to Holler-
word to give Tec-Art the benefit of his analysis of the
sitooation as seen from the Nooyawk ossif

* * * *

• • • THAT Miriam Hopkins, Paramount star, made her
first public appearance at a benefit where a gent named
Herbert Hoover applied the makeup to her face Eddie
Scanlon is one of the best makeup men in the biz in a
few minutes we've seen him make a plain gal look Positively
Adorable but Eddie hasn't solved the secret of makin'
up his own mugg Charlie Cullum is working in a U. A.
pix in England his wife is Manya Gaines, sec to Bill

Orr at Emgeem

Cleveland—Sandor Klinger, mem-
ber of the firm which operates a
local circuit announces the engage-
ment of his daughter, Ruth Allyne,
to Sol Randall Bornstein.

Flushing, L. I.—The Taft, form-
erly the Flushing, has reopened
under the management of th«
Kesena Amusement Corp.

Long Beach, Cal.—Mrs. Charlott*
Malin has sold the California to P.
H. Graaf. It operates on a 15 cent
policy.

Louisville, la.—The Lo Mar, re-

cently sold to W. S. Morley, has been
resold to Cliff Anderson.

Livermore, Cal.—The State, for-

merly the California, has reopened.

Defiance, O.—E. F. Stanley and
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Miller, owners
of the Strand, are installing RCA
Photophone equipment.

Cleveland—To take care of ex-

panding business, the Fischer Film
Exchange is moving into larger
space in the Film Exchange build-

ing.

NEW RCA VICTOR HEAD
J. R. McDonough has been elected

president of RCA Victor to succeed
E. E. Shumaker, resigned.

RCA STOCKHOLDERS GAIN
Total number of common share-

holders on Dec. 31 for all classes of
stock was 103,851, which is more
than four times the total number in
1928.

ROXY TO BROADCAST AGAIN
Samuel L. "Roxy" Rothafel an-;

nounced at a meeting of the Wo-
men's Forum, at tne Hotel Roose-
velt, that he would resume broad-l

casting within a few weeks.

HAL DYGERT LEAVES RKO
Hal Dygert, press agent for sev-

eral RKO metropolitan theaters, re-

signed Saturday. His successor has
not as yet been announced by J. J.

Hess.

« « « » » »

iMANYUAPPYRETUPNSi

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Jan. 18
Michael C. Levee

Bruce Cuerin

Oliver Hardy

Frank Harling
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2,000 THEATERS GIVING SPECIAL FAMILY SHOWS
I

Skouras Bros.-Fox West Coast Deal Is Practically Set

Broadway
... on a string

— By Jack Alicoate^

:XION DEPOT is a SMART picture

. . Since yuletide, business has been

n the up, up and UP . . . Skouras

trothers and the Fox outfit are mak-

Dg eyes over a BIG circuit . . .

IIKE meehan has a finger in the

ICA-RKO-RADIO pie. . . FRANK-
SNSTEIN will gross over a MIL-

ION in America . . . TWO outfits

'ant COLLEEN moore, who is still

ightseeing New York . . . RONALD
olman is a natural for Cynara . . .

COLUMBIA is the most RUMOR-
CD outfit in the business . . . This

:uy CAGNEY is building up an
:XTHUSIASTIC following.

JGNSOLIDATED film industries

rill next turn their Cinema Patents

luns on Fox with a cool million

nvolved . . . Haven't seen Mr.
[OOVER on a battleship in a long

ime . . . FOREIGN version situation

5 quite MESSY . . . New ERPl
ertical recording system is REVO-
iUTIONARY and as CLEAR as the

eal thing . . . UNIVERSAL has a

well series of BABE ruth shorts

or release in February . . . NED
epinet has now joined the VICE-
RESIDENTS club.

,OOKS like a tri-cornered WAR
etween ERPI, RCA and the

IPTOA'ers over sound changes . . .

MflFany's "X Marks the Spot" is

etting dough everywhere . . . Some
ighly INTERESTING picture plans

nd innovations are in the air . . .

HE DOVE quickly flew away from
he classiest lobby display on the

Uey . . . The HARRY cohn deal

ras ALMOST in the bag . . . There's

, BETTER demand for short sub-

sets . . . good morning . . . the

epression is OVER

Negotiations for Western
Circuit Are Nearly

Completed
After several weeks of negotia-

tions, the deal under which Skouras
Bros, will take over operation of

Fox West Coast Theaters on a man-
agement basis is understood to be

practically set. The entire 470 houses

in the West Coast circuit are in-

volved in the negotiations.

M-G-M STIoIcTIVITY

CONTINUINGJROUGHYEAR
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In order to complete

its current season line-up of 52 fea-

tures, M-G-M will keep its Culver

City studios busy until June, when
the new seasons production sched-

ule goes in work. Eight features
(Continued on Page 3)

Repeal of Admission Tax
Asked in Mississippi Bill

Jackson, Miss.—A bill asking the

outright abolition of Mississippi's

'•nuisance tax" has been introduced

in the House by George R. Smith.

The measure provides for repeal of

the entire section of the code on

taxes including admissions. If

passed, the bill will become effective

June 1st.

Allied's Busy Weeic
This is Allied's busy week, with three

state units holding conventions in two

cities. The Nebraska and Iowa units of

Allied are meeting in Omaha. Monday

to Wednesday; and the New England

unit meets today in Boston.

BRIEF ON ADMISSION TAX

IS TILED BY ALLIED ASS'N

Ifaslniujton Bureau of THE FILM DAlLi
Washington—Preliminary to the

amusement tax hearing which is to

get under way Thursday, Allied

States Ass'n has filed a brief with

the Committee on Ways and Means,
and a delegation of independent the-

ater owners headed by Abram F.

Myers will appear before the com-
mittee to fight the proposed 10 per

cent Federal levy. Representatives

from the New England, New Jersey,
(Continued on Page 3)

Bromberg B'ham Office

Bought by Geo. Goodale
Birmingham — Arthur C. Brom-

berg Attractions, operators of a

number of exchanges in the south,

have sold their business here to

George Goodale, who was formerly

in charge of the office. The name
has been changed to the Birming-

ham Film Exchange, Inc.

Current Product is Praised

By Nebraska-Iowa Exhibitors

j. D. Williams Producing

8-Reel New York Travelog

Movement for Kid and
Family Trade Gains,

Says Milliken
Two ' thousand theaters in this

country are now presenting special

shows designed for family and child

trade in co-operation with commun-
ity groups, said Carl Milliken of the
Hays organization yesterday. In

an interview with The Film Daily,
Milliken outlined efforts being made
to provide programs which are suit-

able for audiences of these types
and said that in every instance the-

(Contitnicd on Page i)

EXHIBS PROTEST

PRACTICESB. 0. CHECKING

Charlotte, N. C. — A broadcast
against certain objectionable

methods of the Ross Federal System
of checking theaters was registered

at the opening session of the mid-
winter convention of the Carolina
Theater Association here yesterday.

Solid support opposing these prac-

tices was incorporated in a resolu-

tion.

Turn-out for the meeting was
(ConlinHcd on Page 4)

State Film Censorship
Proposed in Kentucky

Louisville — State censorship of

films is provided under a measure
introduced in the Kentucky Legisla-

ture and which has been referred to

committee.

I Williams and associates arc producing

an eight-reel New York sightseeing feature to

be titled 'The Wonder City That Nobody

Knows." It is being taken on silent film.

and a descriptive talk will be synchroniicd,

C L. "Bill" Yearsley is directing, with Alex

Singeiow. a former Fox News cameraman,

handling the photography.

Omaha — That producers never

gave the public better pictures than

at present was the sentiment ex-

pressed by exhibitors yesterday at

the convention of Allied Theater

Owners of Nebraska and Iowa be-

ing held at the Hotel Paxton. Mem-
bers in general are optimistic about

the future.

The convention took a decided

(Continued on Page 4)

Playing First - Runs

On Dual-Feature Bill

Canton, 0.— After playing double-features for

four mid-days each week. Manager George Riet-

tcr of the Alhambra, Warner house, has extended

the policy throughout the week, with many of

pictures being first-runs The Alhambra, first

house here to go dual, has been doing good
business at 15 cents afternoons and a quarter

at night.
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RKO ADDING VAUDE IN 2

EKO will add vaudeville next
week to the film program at Keith's,

Providence, and later at Keith's
Memorial, Boston.
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B. & K. Celebrating
Chicago—All Balaban & Katz Publix houses will cooperate in the celebration of

the 15th anniversary of Balaban & Katz in this city the week of Jan. 29. Frank

Cambria will produce a special show for the occasion.

Numerous Staff Shifts

Made by Kineey-Publix
Charlotte, N. C.—Among changes

already made by the new Kincey-
Publix company, whose headquart-
ers will be in the First National
Bank Bldg. here, according to Gen-
eral Manager H. F. Kincey, are the
following:
Roy L. Smart, formerly Publix-

Kincey manager in High Point, pro-
moted to district manager; R. B.
Talbert transferred from Columbia
to Spartanburg as city manager
with Hugh Smart going from the
latter city to High Point as city

manager; Howard Thomas trans-
ferred from Greenville to Rocky
Mount, H. D. Leaslie shifted from
Rocky Mount to city manager in

Greenville, Harland DeLore trans-
ferred from Columbia to Durham,
C. B. Rosson from Goldsboro to Co-
lumbia, Warren Ii'vin from Char-
lotte to Columbia in an important
executive position, Eugene W. Street
from Greensboro to the Carolina in

Charlotte, Emil Bernstecker from
Durham to Greensboro, J. Noble
Arnold from Greensboro to Durham,
and Frank H. Burns from Rocky
Mount to the National in Greens-
boro.

H-F CIRCUIT NOT RETIRING
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—In an official an-

nouncement of the sale of the 5 local

Hughes-Franklin houses to West-
land Theater Co.. local independent
group headed by Dave Bershon and
Charles Turner, officials of the H-F
organization state that the company
is not planning to sell its entire cir-

cuit. Some houses are to be re-

tained, it is said.

MARCHETTI LICKS FLU
Roger Marchetti, Hollywood at-

torney, who was laid up for a while
in his suite at the Warwick due to

an attack of the flu, has entirely re-

covered. He is busy in the East
on legal matters pertaining to his

various film clients.

TWO MORE FOR KINCEY
Spartanburg, S. C.—Kineey-Pub-

lix have acquired the Strand and
Montgomery here, giving two im-
portant houses to the new circuit

headed by H. F. Kincey and R. B.
Wilby.

JOHN AND LIONEL FOR RKO
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In addition to "State's

Attorney," in which John Barrymore
will be starred by Radio Pictures,
the company has signed John and
Lionel Barrymore for one picture
each to be made early this year
following completion of Metro's
"Grand Hotel," in which they ap-
pear.

"Girl Crazy" Revue
Gets Additional Time

Chicago—Success of the Publix
experiment of playing a stage hit

at picture prices has been so pro-
nounced that "Girl Crazy", ordinar-
ily a $4.40 buy in this town, has
been given seven more weeks' book-
ing. In addition to three more weeks
in Chicago, the show has been set

in for the Minnesota in Minneapolis
and then will go into Publix houses
in Detroit, Buffalo and Boston. In
Minneapolis and Boston the presen-
tation will follow the legitimate the-

ater runs.

Saenger Deal Reports
Are Definitely Spiked

New Orleans — Reports that the
Saenger Amusement Co. will take
back its houses now owned and oper-

ated by Publix in this territory are
without foundation, it has been defi-

nitely established. As far as it is

known here, E. V. Richards, for the
time being at least, will remain with
Publix.

PAULINE STARKE FOR STAGE
Pauline Starke, picture star, is

rehearsing in "Zombie," stage play
which George Sherwood is produc-
ing. Larry Wood, formerly man-
ager of the Strand, is company man-
ager.

CARMEL MYERS HELD UP
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Carmel Myers was

held up in her apartment yesterday
by two bandits, who backed the ac-

tress and her maid against the wall
while they rifled the rooms and got
away with jewels valued at $20,000.

GRID FILM AT WARNER
In conjunction with the third week

of "Safe in Hell," Warner Bros, yes-
terday opened the football picture,

"University of Southern California
vs. Tulane," at the Warner on
Broadway.
Down in New Orleans the picture

is holding over a second week at the
Tudor.

JACKIE COOPER TO TOUR
li'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jackie Cooper has

been set for a personal appearance
tour of Loew theaters, according to

announcement by M-G-M. The young
star will arrive in the East early in

February. Following his tour
Jackie is scheduled to begin work
in "Limpy."

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.
Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Mid-winter meeting of Carolini
theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 18-20: Convention of Allied Theatei
Owners of Iowa and Nebrasks, Paxtor
Hotel, Omaha, Neb.

Jan. 20: Dance by Cleveland FUm Bowl
ing League. Shaw-Hayden HaU, Clew
land.

Jan. 21: Hearing of the Ways and Means
Committee of the House of Representa-
tives on the proposed 10% Amusement
Tax, Washington.

Feb. 5
; Universal Club's Dramatic Night

and Dance, True Sister's Club House,
New York.

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention ol
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Walliel
Hotel, Columbus.

Kec i.;. accuiiQ annual formal dinner-danci' •'- Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. ^u. Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

March 8-9
: Second annual convention oi

Allied States Ass'n, Detroit.
March 13-20: First film exposition in Ce

tral Europe under auspices of Czech,
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n an
National Film Industry, Prague. Czech
Slovakia.

"Union Depot" Opening
In 100 Key Spots Jan. 2^
"Union Depot," First National pic-j

ture starring Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., which had a special premiere a1

the Winter Garden last week, opens
in 100 key city first-runs Jan. 22
The picture is expected to hold a'

the Winter Garden until about tb
middle of February.

"TAXI" AGAIN HOLDS
Running at a gait that indicate^

from $35,000 to $40,000 for its sec-

ond week at the Strand, James Cag-j

ney in "Taxi" will hold over for i

third week, it has been definitelj|

decided by Warners.

ARLISS FILM TWO-A-DAY
Warner Bros, is considering prej

sentation of George Arliss in "The
Man Who Played God" as a two-a-i

day attraction on Broadway. Similal
policy may be adopted for Edward
G. Robinson in "The Hatchet Man.'!

iMAYFAIR CHANGES TONIGHT
RKO Mayfair will change its pro

gram tonight, instead of the usua
Friday opening, with Helen Twelve^
trees in "Panama Flo" replacini
"Way Back Home" after a four-day
run.

UNIVERSAL SIGNS MOONEY
Universal has signed Martil

Mooney, playwright, as a member oi

its writing staff under a long terni

contract. He will leave for the coasi

next week.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

= THE LARGEST

I STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
m IN THE INDUSTRY
gOver 5,000.000 feet of indexed negatives
=and positives containing scenes of every
S conceivable description

g INSTANTLY AVAILABLE
1 General Film Library, Inc.
= MORRIS J. KANDEL, Pres.
=729 7th Ave. New York City
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2,000 HOUSES GIVING

SPECIAL EAMILY SHOWS

(Continued from Page 1)

ters are finding these shows prof-
itable when they are conducted
ilong proven lines.

Pointing to the fact that the Hays
organization now has eight pre-
\iewing groups inspecting pictures
on the Coast, Milliken stated that
this list now includes three new ad-
ditions, the P'ederated Church Broth-
erhood of California, the National
Council of Jewish Women and the
New England Women.

Sueceess in the presentation of
special performances for juveniles,

Milliken said, is largely contingent
upon endeavors on the part of par-
ents to insure their children going
to the designated show. Frequent-
ly it has been found that a young-
ser given the admission price is

likely to detour to other, more lurid

screen entertainment.
Attempts to develop this type of

show to the highest degree are
handicapped by laws in eight states
which make restrictions upon attend-
ance of evening shows by children,

it was stated. Legislation of this

kind is on the statute books of the
following states: New York, Con-
necticut, Massachusetts, New Hamp-
shire, Rhode Island, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

"Five Friends" Plan
Adopted at Fox Studio

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Harley L. Clarke's

"Five Friends" unemployment relief

plan has been put in operation at

the Fox studio, with Quinn Martin
as chairman of the central commit-
tee handling the matter. One meth-
od of raising funds will be through
a series of shows, at one of which
Will Rogers will appear.

WARNER HOUSE ROBBED
Milwaukee—The Granada, Warner

South Side neighborhood house, was
entered last week and $105 taken
from the safe. Herbert Glazier is

manager.

COMING & GOING

STUART KkWIN and JUNE COLLVER
(Mrs. Erwin) arrive in New York tomorrow
from the coast.

AI.EX RAMANO. sculptor, leaves for the
coast tomorrow to become art director for
Metropolitan Studios.

RECHARn BARTHELMESS and wife
have sailed for a cruise to the South Seas.

ROY DISNEY and HENRY W. PETERS
of the W'.nlt Disney studios on the coast
arc in New York.

GEORGE BILSON of the Warner home
office advertising department is being sent
to New Orleans to direct a special campaign
for the opening of "Safe in Hell" at the
Tudor.

ARTHUR LOEVV left for Texas yester-
day by airplane as the first jump on his
South American tour.

HAL ROACH left the coast yesterday by
airplane to join Arthur Loew in El Paso,
Tex.

AlONG™^ lALTO

• • • TALKING ABOUT ole library shots brings
R. H. Farrow bouncing to the front with a list of oletimers

Mister Farrow runs the Newark M. P. Film Library
whose slogan is "Say It With Movies—Flowers

Perish" in his collection he has a Real Prize
original negatives of George Melie's productions, vintage of
1903 in the days when they made 200-foot "features"

such as "The Bewitched Trunk." "The Magic Wreath,"
"Extraordinary Illusions" all made the year when a pie-

eyed cameraman turned the crank backwards and they
discovered Reverse Action! who says drunkeness ain't a
blessing? other Antiques in this collection include "The
Victoria Cross" with Wallie Reid an unknown, and just

casually mentioned in the cast "The God Within." with
Henry Walthall (1912) and a Mary Pickford "special"

called "What the Daisy Said"

* * * *

• • • DOWN IN Havana the Warner-First Nash office

is taking on a new lease of life with Peter Colli as the

new manager Pete knows all the exhibs and keeps
open house all day long with the help of Bacardi and such

and is he doing a biz! recently the Film Board
of Trade in the Cuban capital stipulated that exhibs must buy
a minimum quantity of accessories with each pix so the

exhibs quit buying the new product which I'aised merry'ell,

as you can imagine but Pete is so popular that he is

helping materially in straightening out the snarl

H< ^ ^ >)(

• • • GATHERING TRADE notes on the film sitooation

in the West Indies is our pal. Jay Emanuel who
postcards the results of his labors after visiting all the

swell bars in San Juan, Kingston, Havana, Nassau in-

cluding "Sloppy Joe's," "Dirty Dick's" and "Minnie the Mooch-

ers"

* * * *

• • • THE LATEST on the air is Station M-G-M
out at the company's stude in Hollerword it is equipped

with every adjunct to a modern high powered radio plant

but broadcasts no further than 50 feet it actu-

ally broadcasts to a sound-proof set where pick-up is

filmed and recorded but as far as the rest of the world
is concerned, it is "grounded" it is being used on the

filming of "Are You Listening?"

m * * *

• • • THE AGENCY biz on the Coast has taken on a

certain ritz with the addition of Marty Schwartz who
has hung out his shingle as artists and writers' representative

Robert Brager, receniy with Arkayo as contact man, is

now assistant manager of business promotion at the Park Cen-
tral Arthur Hurley did a beaucoup job, staging the

Lambs' midwinter gambol Sunday nite this makes his

eighth sketches included one by Joe Santley kidding

"Frankenstein" and "Dr. Jekyll," in which Joe acted

talent included Julius Tannen, Jack Haley, John Boyle and

Jimmy Savo

* * 4> 't'

• • • IN THE current Pep-0-Grams, social mag of the

Paramount-Publix boys, Len Daly takes Vincent Trotta over

the hurdles proving that Vince is a great Sartorial Critic.

<( « « » » »

BRIEE ON ADMISSION TAX

IS FILED BY ALLIED ASS'N

(Continued from Page 1)
Maryland, Western Pennsylvania,
Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa and
Nebraska units are expected to at-
tend.

In addition Allied is conducting a
systematic letter-writing campaign,
each member being charged with the
duty of writing his congressman and
the two senators from his state, as
well as enlisting the aid of his pa-
trons.

M-G-M Studio Activity
Continuing Through Year

(Continued from Page 1)
are being prepared to start before
Feb. 1, with six now in production
and five in the cutting rooms and
laboratories. Pictures now finishing
in the studio are "Polly of the Cir-
cus," "Grand Hotel," "Tarzan the
Ape Man," "Arsene Lupin," "Beast
of the City" and "Are You Listen-
ing?" Lined up for early produc-
tion are "Letty Lyntonj" "Pros-
perity," "Red Headed Woman."
"Turn to the Right," "China Seas,"
"Limpy," "Buddie," "Wet Parade"
and a story by Edgar Selwyn which
he will direct.

15-Minute Radio Trailers
Being Used by Fox Film
Through National Radio Adver-.

tising. Inc., Fox has inaugurated a
weekly exploitation service for its

features in the form of discs for
radio broadcasting. "Dance Team"
is the first picture to be given a
15-minute broadcasting trailer. Ma-
terial used comprises a brief sketch
and music. Discs are available
through National Radio Advertising,
which is working on similar ar-
rangements with other film com-
panies.

MANAGER HELD UP
Youngstown. 0. — While patrons

were watching a gangster picture,
two gunmen approached Walter F.
Schwartz, manager of the Uptown,
and at gun point took $50 from him.

Beit wishes jre extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

followin( memberi of the

Industry, who ere celebrtt-

ln( their blrthdiyi:

Jan. 19
Bradley Barker

Harvey H. Gates

William Bertram

Hal Roach

B. P. Schulberg

Lou Melzger
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

,By RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
'T'REM CARR has picked the fol-

lowing cast for "Texas Pio-

neers," Monogram western starring
Bill Cody and Andy Shuford: Sheila
Manners, LeRoy Mason, John El-
liott, Frank Lackteen, Harry Allen,
Chief Standing Bear and Iron Eyes.
Harry Eraser will direct from his

original story.

Katherine Brown, eastern scenario
editor of RKO-Radio Pictures, has
arrived at the studios from New
York for a series of conferences
with David O. Selznick and other
coast executives. She expects to

remain in Hollywood about two
weeks.

4: 4l *

Fresh from the role of a pseudo
countess in Paris, Karen Morley is

to step into the part of the nagging
wife of a radio broadcaster. She
has been cast as "Alice Grimes" in
"Are You Listening?" M-G-M's pic-

turization of J. P. McEvoy's famous
stories of the "insides" of radio
broadcasting.

James Cagney's next starring ve-
hicle for Warner Bros., "Saturday's
Children," from, the stage play by
Maxwell Anderson, will go into pro-
duction in February. According to

present plans, Joan Blondell will

have the leading feminine role. The
adaptation has been made by Sheri-
dan Gibney.

Thelma Todd and Jack Miller
have been assigned roles in "The
Challenger" (temporary title) , which
is the first full-length Columbia pro-
duction to be directed by Eddie Buz-
zell. Ben Lyon and Constance Cum-
mings have the leading roles. Tom-
my Dugan, Charles Grapewin,
Charles Delaney and Russell are also

in the cast.

Tom Douglas, Paramount feature
player, is a bibliomaniac of the first

degree. His collection of first edi-

tions represents a considerable out-
lay of time and money although its

market value is greater than the in-

vestment, many volumes having
been picked up in old-book stores
at fractions of their real worth.
Douglas also has a collection of
etchings and engravings that is a
source of envy to many connois-
seurs.

"Night Club" is about ready to
shoot at Universal City. Several
months ago, Hobart Henley, on a
trip to New York, conceived the idea
of the story, which was written by
Allan Rivkin and P. J. Wolfson. It

has developed into such an imposing
production that Carl Laemmle, Jr.,

and Henley are assembling an im-
posing cast for it. Among those al-

ready announced are Boris Karloff,
Mae Clarke and Russell Hopton.

MITZI GREEN OPENS FEB. 6
IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mitzi Green's much

delayed vaudeville tour is now set

to open Feb. 6 in Youngstown and
continue for six weeks in RKO
houses. Mitzi has just finished in

"Girl Crazy" for Radio Pictures. In
her vaude act she will give imper-
sonations of many of the Hollywood
film stars. Her parents will accom-
pany her. She is booked as follows;.

Feb. 6, Youngstown and Akron;
Feb. 13, Milwaukee; Feb. 20, open;
February 26, St. Louis; March 5.

Cincinnati; March 12, Chicago;
March 19, Cleveland; March 26,

Detroit.

PUBLIX TEXAS CHANGES
Dallas—Recent shifts in Publix

personnel include the transfer of

Bill Lewis, manager of the Old Mill
here, to the Aztec in San Antonio,
swapping places with Manager Lan-
ders of the Aztec; C. B. Stiff, for-

merly district manager, has been
stationed at the Worth in Fort
Worth, and Dick Potter, booker for
Jefferson Amusement Co., returns to

Dallas from Beaumont to continue
the same duties.

ROB SAVANNAH HOUSE
Savannah—Cracksmen broke into

the office of the Savannah recently
and robbed the safe of $378. The
theater is operated by Mr. and Mrs.
Fred G. Weis.

ESSANESS STAFF CHANGES
Chicago—A number of managerial

changes have been made in Essaness
houses during the past week. Harry
Hatfield has resigned as manager
of the Embassy and has been suc-
ceeded by Charles Shapiro, who
managed the 400 Theater. Nate
Stott, formerly assistant manager
of the Devon, has been made man-
ager of the 400. Keith Deering, for-

merly assistant manager at the Em-
bassy, now holds a similar position
at the North Center.

ALABAMA HOUSE BURNS
Jacksonville, Ala. — The Palace

was destroyed in a fire that de-
stroyed several other buildings re-

cently. Damage to the several build-
ings amounted to approximately
$20,000 including the theater.

"TERRA MADRE ' ROADSHOW
Chicago — "Terra Madre," Cines

Pittaluga production released in this

country by Transcontinental Pic-
tures, New York, started its middle-
west roadshow tour with an engage-
ment at the Famous theater here.

22 PLAYING VAUDE
Philadelphia— Twenty-two Stan-

ley-Warner houses in this city are
playing vaudeville in various forms,
according to a survey just made by
the Emanuel-Goodwin Publications.

NEBRASKA-IOWA ALLIED

LAUDS CURRENT PRODUCT
(.Continued from Page 1)

stand against the proposed Federal
tax on admissions, and a delegation
from this territory is being sent to
Washington to oppose the bill.

Merger of the Nebraska and Iowa
Allied units is planned.

Carolina Exhibs Protest
B.O. Checking Practices

(Continued from Page 1)

large and enthusiastic, with M. A.
Lightman among the speakers. The
tax situation was fully discussed and
solid support promised. Support of
the national convention also was
pledged.

Charles Picquet was elected presi-
dent for the eighth consecutive
year. Others elected were: George
Parr, S. C, first vice-president;
Percy Wells, N. C, second vice-presi-
dent; Mrs. Pauline Griffith, secre-
tary-treasurer; M. F. Schreibben,
Albert Lotille, H. R. Berry, of South
Carolina, and W. H. Hendricks, E. L.
Hearne, H. C. Buchanon, H. F. Kin-
cey, J. E. Simpson and A. F. Sams,
of North Carolina, directors.

27 Detroit Allied Houses
In $2,000 Giveaway Plan
Detroit—Under a plan whereby

each house pays five cents a seat
weekly, 27 Allied theaters have join-
ed in a giveaway proposition where-
by $2,000 in merchandise is given
away each week. Coupons are hand-
ed out with each paid admission, the
stub being deposited at the theater,
and each Wednesday night, the draw-
ing is held at a central point, with
the lucky numbers broadcast to all

the houses through a telephone
hookup. The holders of the tickets
must be in one of the 27 houses in

order to win, which means the pa-
trons must attend twice weekly in

order to stand a chance. Prizes run
from $500 in cash to silk hose.

UNION TROUBLE CONTINUES
San Francisco—Although it was

believed that the controversy be-
tween the operators' union and the
Blumenfeld circuit had been settled,

latest information is that differences
over wage scale still exist, with the
result that the union is continuing
its campaign agains the circuit.

CANTOR-JESSEL WOW CLEVE.
Cleveland — Eddie Cantor and

George Jessel presenting their va-
riety show last week at the Public
Auditorium did a record week's
business of approximately $44,000.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Film Library, motion pictures; Fitelson,

Lerman & Mayers. 70 West 40th St., New
York. 200 share common.

NAME CHANGE
Seaboard Theaters, Inc. to Palmetto

Amusements, Inc.. Wilmington, Del.
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1 3 DistributorsSummoned in Nebraska Zoning Suit

'abian Fhead poli mm in skojras deal

W Rockett In Temporary Charge of Fox Production

Reports of Successor to

Sheehan Denied by
E. R. Tinker

Al Rockett, associate producer on

e Fox lot, is temporarily in charge
production at the studio while

)I Wurtzel is in New York con-

ning with President E. R. Tinker,

was stated at Fox yesterday, in

(nying reports that Rockett is suc-

[eding Winfield R. Sheehan as pro-

iction chief. The rumor appt.rently

id its inception through a misin-

Irpretation of a studio announce-

lent of Rockett's temporary post.

[HIB LIABLE FOR DAMAGE

LEASEDJOUSE-RULING

An exhibitor is liable for damage
I theater he leases under a de-

.n just rendered by Supreme
lurt Justice Dodd of Kings Coun-
, Brooklyn, in an action involving

)uis Rosen, theater man, and John
(.Continued n Paqc 8)

Calls Crime Films Educational
Movies portraying gang wars and other criminal activities have a real educational

mission for the normal child, and should not be forbidden him, Dr. Carleton Simon,

former Deputy Police Commissioner, told members of the New York City Federation

of Women's Clubs, at their motion picture conference at the Astor.

Dr. Simon, who is an expert on criminology and narcotics, said that in the

histories of 30,000 malefactors he tailed to find a single instance where a crime

picture had caused a criminal act.

Voluntary Receivership
For Hughes' Multicolor

New England Allied

Postpones Convention
Boston—Convention of Indepen-

dent Exhibitors of New England,

unit of the Allied States Ass'n,

scheduled for yesterday at the Hotel

Statler, has been postponed until

Feb. 2.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Due to differences

with some minority stockholders,

Howard Hughes yesterday decided

on voluntary receivership for Multi-

color, Ltd. When the company was
formed, Hughes was given part of

the stock in return for a substan-
(Continucd on Page 6)

;ress Comn.
As Anti-7

Charlotte, N. C. — Community
lue of the theater as an argument
ainst taxing admissions in his ad-

ess before the convention of the
(Continued on Pane 8)

ty Value
/vrgument

Receivership Suits Hit

Quick action of the U. S. District

Court. Kansas City, in vacating the re-

ceivership suit against Glen W. Dickin-

son Theaters, Inc., operating about 30

houses, is expected to have a salutary

effect on similar suits brought by

stockholders without due cause, it was

stated in film circles yesterday. One
important executive declared that courts

have been too lenient in dealrng with

some unwarranted receivership actions

filed recently, and that if judges would

make quick disposal of the suits and

grant the injured defendants the privi-

lege of recovering stiff damages from

the parties filing the unjustified com-
plaints, as indicated in the Kansas City

suit, there would be less inclination to

annoy the industry with such litigation.

Board of Review Confab to Discuss

Films in Education and Recreation

Negotiations Expected to

Be Closed in Two
Weeks

Indications are that the Skouras
Bros, deal for the Poli circuit, op-

erated as Fox New England The-
aters, will be closed within two
weeks and Si Fabian, who has join-

(Continued on Patje 8)

Four Publix Changes
In New England Field

Boston—Four staff shifts in the

New England division are announc-

ed by Publix:
.

Martin J. Mullin, former division-

al director, goes to New York to

become director of Publix North-

west territory. G. Ralph Branton,
(Continued on Pane 6)

Discussion of the special functions

of films in recreation and educa-

tion will be one of the highlights

of the eighth annual conference of

the National Board of Review of

Motion Pictures being held tomor-

row and Friday at the Hotel Penn-

sylvania. Tomorrow morning the

delegates will review a movie with

one of the Review Committees, ob-

(Continued on Pane 8)

Summon 13 Omaha Distributors

In Allied's Neb. Zoning Suit

Philly Art Alliance

Sponsors "Arrowsmith"
hiladelphia — New prestige for

Philadelph.- .
,

motion pictures has been launched

here with the action of the Philadel-

phia Art Alliance in sponsoring the

local showing of "Arrowsmith, the

(Continued on Page 6)

Omaha—Thirteen Omaha distribu-

tors have been notified to appear

before Attorney General C. A. Sor-

ensen at Lincoln on March 1 to an-

swer complaints that they are viol-

ating Nebraska statutes against re-

strain of trade through operation of

(Continued on Pane 8)

REPEAL OF censorship:!

ASKED IN ALBANY BILL

Albany—Abolishment of censor-

ship is asked in a bill introduced in

the legislature yesterday by As-

semblyman Langdon W. Post, Dem.,

of Manhattan. Post also sponsored
(Continued on Page 6)

No Chaplin Production

Likely for Next Season
Indications are that Charlie Chap-

lin will not make a picture for

United Artists' 1932-33 program.

The comedian, with his brother, Syd,
(Continued on Page 6)

"The Man I Killed"

Ever so often a picture comes along

that is a decided step forward in pro-

duction technique. This is usually the

result of directorial inspiration. Last

evening, at the Criterion, the Para-

mount-Lubitsch production. "The Man i

Killed
•• made its bow to Broadway and

once again took up the march of screen

progress by its daring and originality.

Here once more, we have the sure touch

of the artist Lubitsch. painting again

the picture, this time however, in the

dark tones of grev and brown, instead

of his usual brilliant colorings. The

story is stark ''^s^' uientless. It is

at times electrifying and is the most

powerful pre.ichmcnf ag.iinst war to

reach the screen Lionel Barrymore.

Nancy Carroll and Phillips Holmes, fit

as tailor-made, into the leading parts

of this former Maurice Rostand stage

play. Wc are not sure but thit it

is pretty he.ivy screen fare for the

average picture fan with its slow, sure,

deliberate tempo However, wc arc

equally positive that it is compelling

in its cinema sienificance and a last-

ing credit to Lubitsch. its maker. Para-

mount its producer and the great in-

dustry that it represents. —ALICOATE.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

East. Kodak 84 82K 83 +
Fox Fm. "A" 45^ 41^ 4^^ —
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) Wi \ 1 —
Loew's, Inc 28J^ 2754 28 —
M-G-M pfd 21 21 21 —
Paramount 10^ 9J4 9?4 —
Fathe Exch. "A" .

2i/4 2i/J 214 —
RCA IVi IVi 7Yi —
RCA pf. B 15'/^ 14 UV& —
RKO new S% SVt. SVf. .

Warner Bros ZYi 3!4 iVi —
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Fox Thea. "A" ... 1 1 1

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. l;4 VA 1% —
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 65^ 6 6 —
Loew 6s 41ww 80 80 80 —
Paramount 6s47 ..51 51 51

Par. 5^s50 46'4 463/i 46^4 —
Pathe 7s37 60 60 60 +
Warners 6s39 34 34 34 —

Net
Chg.

'A

Vi

1-4

54

LOEW'S PREFERRED DIVIDEND
Loew's Inc., has declared regular

quarterly dividend of $1.62 ¥2 on the

preferred stock, payable Feb. 15 to

stock of record Jan. 30.

M-G-M GETS TITLE
"The Passionate Plumber" is tne

final title for M-G-M's "Her Cara-
board Lover."

g*•#•••>•••>• /*

New York Long Island City '
1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. ;•{

BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 it

I: Eastman Films
y
jij. E. Brulatour. Inc.

if

if

i.t

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

UNIVERSAL CLEARING WAY

FOR NEW SEASON PROGRAM

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal next week

will stare on the last eight features
on its 1931-32 line up. Before March,
eleven pictures will be in work.
First of the Tom Mix series of six
features to be made by Universal
will go into production Monday at
Universal City. Ben Stoloff 'will

direct. It is titled "Destry Rides
Again." Four more Mix stories are
ready for production.
Meanwhile David L. Werner, east-

ern scenario head, is on his way
here to confer with Carl Laemmle,
Jr., on the new season's stories.

Cleve Adams Assumes
Duties at Vitaphonf

Cleve Adams, formerly general
manager for RKO, has taken up his

duties on Vitaphone's sales force
as first reported in The Film DAiL'i

on Jan. 13. In making official an-
nouncement, Norman H. Moray, in

charge of Vitaphone sales, says that
Adams will act as home office rep
resentative on sales throughout the

field.

RKO CHICAGO SALES MEET
Fifty RKO salesmen and branc*

managers will meet Saturday at th(

Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, when
they will be addressed by Jerry
Safron of 'he home office. Othe-
spee-^hes will be given by Ph'"

Hodes. Cresson J. Smith and W.il-

lirm Calloway. Eight branches rep
resented at the meeting will be Min
neapolis, Milwaukee, Omaha. De;
Moines, Kansas City, St. Louis and
Chicago.

MRS. ZEIDMAN RECOVERING
Mrs. Benny Zeidman, wno re-

cently was operated upon for ap-
nendicitis, is recuperating and haF
been removed from Mt. Sinai hos-

pital to her hotel.

FRED WEHRENBERG ILL
St. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg,

president of the M. P. T. 0. is ill

and therefore unable to attend the
Washington hearing on the proposed
"ederal admission tax.

ADOPT SUNDAY REPORT
Baltimore—Report on the ordi-

nance liberalizing the Sunday blue
laws has been adopted by the City
Council.

BROOKLINE LICENSE OFF
Boston—License to build a picture

*^heater at Brookline Village has
been revoked.

I.P.T.O.A.

COMBINING AGAINST TAX

irasliini/loii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Efforts of the M. P.

T. O. A. will be coupled with those
of the Hays organization in pre-
senting the case of the theaters
against the proposed federal admis-
sion tax at the Congressional hear-
ing scheduled for tomorrow. A lead-
ing part in the fight will be played
by C. C. Pettijohn, who has pre-
pared a lengthy and comprehensive
brief on the situation.

Representing the M. P. T. 0. A.,

in addition to its committee recently
announced, are: President M. A.
Lightman, M. J. O'Toole, M. E. Com-
erford, Frank C. Walker, Julian
Brylawski, Charles Picquet, Harry
Crandall and Ed Kuykendahl.

"Uncle Don" Signed
For 12 Two-Reeler-

Don Carney, known as "Uncle
Don" on the radio, has been signed
by Unique Foto Film to make a ser-

ies of 12 t.vc-i^.l suHjppts _ Pv-i-

duction is to start next week.

Milestone to Appear
At AMPA Open Forum

Louis Milestone, who directed two
'Ten Best" pictures in the last two
seasons, will be guest of honor at

the A. M. P. A. luncheon in Sardi's
tomorrow. Instead of the regular
speeches, an open forum will be held
for the press, with Milestone an-
swering questions put to him on any
subject from directing to television.

Jane Morley, psychic, also will be
on the program.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

lafll

FIGHT FEATURE FOR HIPP
"The Lure of the Ring", a prize-

fight film in which Jack Dempsey,
Jack Sharkey, Max Schmeling and
William Stribling appear in several
of their famous contests, opens at

the Hippodrome on Saturday. Ar-
thus Q. Bryan delivers the descrip-
tive talk, with Sam Taub giving the
blow-by-blow announcements. World-
art Films Co., is the distributor.

Today: Con- ention of A"!ed This
Owners of Iowa and Nebrasks. Paxtd
Hotel. Omaha. Neb.

Today: Dance by Cleveland Film Bowlin
League, Si aw Hayden Hall, Clevelam

Jan. 21 : Hearing of the Ways and Mear
Committee of the House of Representi
tives on the proposed 10% Amusemen
Tax, Washington.

Jan. 25. Theatrical dinner and ball, Lt. A
Vernon Macauley Post, American Legio
'Motion Picture Post), Hotel Statl*
Boston.

Feb. 2. Convention of Independent Exhli
tors of New England, Hot;l Stat'ei
Boston.

Feb. 5: Universal Club's Dramatic Ni^l:

and Dance. True Sister's Club Housi,
New Yori'

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention «

M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Wallic
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. ij. :>s,,.uiiu a.muai tormai dmner-danc
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures
Hotel Plaza. New York

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. W;
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York

IVIarch 8-9: Second annual convention
Allied States Ass'n. Detroit.

March 13-20 First film exposition in Ce
tral Europe under auspices of Czech
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n
National Film Industry. Prague. Czech
Slovakia

March 14-16. Annual convention of M
T O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Washing
ton D. C.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Sociej
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

Western Exchanges Seek
Cut in Express Chargel
Denver—A movement to secui

Tor this section a 50 per cent reduf
tion in express charges on fill

shipments, similar to the cut ol

tained in the southeast, has be
started by Anthony P. Archer, m;

ager of the Educational exchange,
j

RKO SIGNS COSTUMER
Mrs. Brock Pemberton, wife

(|

he Broadway stage producer, hsf

been signed by RKO and will leav

next week for Hollywood to assunl

the newly created post of women'
costunier. The contract was nego
tiated by David O. Selznick.

WANGER SUIT HEARD
After a hearing in Supreme Coui

yesterday on the suit brought b

Walter Wanger against Paramour,
asking $416,000 for alleged breac

of contract. Judge Hatting took th

case under advisement and reserve

decision until tomorrow.

NEW VICTOR V.-P.
Camden, N. J.—E. A. Nicholas

has been elected a vice-president of
| ^

the RCA Victor Co.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY. N. Y. C
BK7«nt 9-3040

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761



PROSPERITY
is just

around

Isn't it

WONDERFUL
the way M-G-M keeps
CLICKING!
We hope you like it

—
We LOVE it!

"EMMA" the Biggest Marie Dressier hit of them all!

"MATA HARI" Knocking 'em hot and cold!

"HELL DIVERS" off to a brilliant start!

"POSSESSED" and "PRIVATE LIVES" going great guns!

"THE CHAMP" socking box-office records!

And wc have just seen JOHN BARRYMORE and LIONEL BARRYMORE together

in "ARSENE LUPIN"; and uv liaw just seen ROBERT MONTQOMERY'S
newest, "LOVERS COURAGEOUS"; and are we hatJln! Dunt esk!

METRO -GOLDWYN -MAYER
The Hell with Depression!
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MORE ORIGINAL STORIES

PLANNED BY UNIVERSAL

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Indications that Uni-

versal intends to go in for more
original stories are seen in the com-
pany's special efforts to strengthen
its writing staff. Eight additions to

the personnel have been made in

about ten days, the new members in-

cluding Martin Mooney, Benn Levy,

Paul Perez, Patrick Kearney, F.

Hugh Herbert, Elynore Dolkart, Lt.

Commander Frank Weed and Jack
Cunningham. Also on the staff are

Gladys Lehman, Tom Reed, P. J.

Wolfson, Dale Van Every, Allan Riv-

kin, John Huston, Edwin Knopf, Neil
Brant, John Clymer, Earl Snell, Ray
Doyle, George Green and Ray Tay-
lor. Richard Schayer is scenario
editor-in-chief.

Voluntary Receivership
For Hughes' Multicolor

(Continued from Page 1)

tial loan. Lately some difficulties

cropped up, and although Hughes
felt he was doing the fair thing by
stockholders, the attitude of the lat-

ter finally induced him to the re-

ceivership decision. Creditors are
understood to have been willing to

take the company's accounts receiv-

able in settlement of their claims,

but when this proposal was made
Hughes had determined to let the

receivership take its course.

Philly Art Alliances

Sponsors "Arrowsmith"
(Continued from Page 1)

Samuel Goldwyn production released

by United Artists. Heretofore the

Art Alliance has provided auspices

for legitimate stage productions

only.

Repeal of Censorship
Asked in Albany Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

a measure requiring the censorship
division to report in detail any de-

letions made in films, and file the

reports for public inspection.

No Chaplin Production
Likely for Next Season

(Continued from Page 1)

is now enjoying winter sports in

Switzerland and has no plans for

resuming production.

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESf
AGENT

"Last year the vogue was sex and
gangsters. This year it is John and
Lionel Barrymore."

—Radio Pictures.

THE

J%^.
II

DAILY Wednesday, Jan. 20, 1932
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NtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • IN HIS kolyum in the Graphic yestiddy Ed
Sullivan asks "What columnist broke the release date

on Film Daily's best picture poll" airing it Saturday

night on the radio when it was specifically marked for

release to all newspapers for Monday morn as long as

Ed brins the matter up why, it was Walter Winchell.

:)c ^ * *

• • • OF COURSE, if Walter was a regular journalist

we'd get after him and say "Dontcha

know you've broken one of the Cardinal Precepts of the jour-

nalist—not to break a release date?" but Mister Win-

chell would simply parry by saying "I'm not a jour-

nalist, only a tab kolumist." and he would have us

stumped in sending him our poll on the Ten Best Pic-

tures we assumed he was a journalist who would

respect the Code of the Craft as did Sullivan and all

other columnists who are Real Journalists at heart.

* * * *

• • • IT TAKES the dumb public a long time to get wise

to Certain People that's the reason the shill and the

grifter still operate at county fairs but when a gent

pulls the phony stuff in a column of a big city tab paper

his stunts pass for "smartness," "cleverness," "a wise

Broadway boy" which only proves that the readers of

the tab papers are bigger hicks than the yokels at

county fairs

« * * H:

• • • THE LAUGH is on us we assumed that in

a matter of Vital Importance to the entire film industry . .

and the newspaper editors of the nation who were all

entitled to an Even Break on publishing the results of the
Ten Best Pictures poll that Mister Winchell would be
as scrupulously ethical in observing the releasing date
as every one of the 340 other journalists were but now
we know better so Winchell welched just like

a shill who can't play the game clean across the boards.

T» •! V "l^

• • • NATURALLY all the other Real Journalists are
Sore why shouldn't they be? and they're hol-

lerin' by 'phone, wire and mail protesting
against Walteruthless Winchell's trampling on everybody's
rights just to gain a lousy Illegitimate Scoop on the
radio f'rinstance this from Robert M. Blood,
managing editor of the Union-Leader, in Manchester, N. H.

"We feel very much disappointed that Walter Winchell
was permitted to announce the highlights of the result of the
poll in his radio broadcast Saturday night It seems to

me that a release date imposed on the newspapers of the coun-
try ought certainly to be enforced similarly on radio broad-
casters How do you expect the press of the country to

co-operate with you and provide such generous publicity for
your estimable publication if radio is permitted to endanger
the press reports in this manner?"

• • • SO THIS is by way of explanation to the
340 editors who participated in the poll just to prove
to them that we weren't the Winch-heel and to offer

them our sincere apologies for including this gent's (?)
name in our list under the erroneous impression that
he was a Journalist and mebbe they'd like to run edi-

torials panning the broadcasting station that
permits a guy who uses his radio talk to break faith
on Confidential Dope he snatched in his disguise of a Jour-
nalist just a plain Double-Cross on EVERY-
BODY

« « « » » »

L

AT PEAK OF ACTIVITY

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—^Virtually every unit

producing comedies for Educational
at the Mack Sennett, Metropolitan
and Educational Studios, is at pres-
ent in some stage of production.

At the Educational studios, where
a new Mermaid comedy, titled "It's

a Cinch," is nearing completion,
shooting started yesterday on a
Cameo comedy, which is right up to

the minute with a "contract bridge
contest" for its principal situation.

William Goodrich is directing, with
Al St. John and Fern Emmett in

the leading comedy roles.

"Hollywood Luck," a new comedy
in the Hollywood Girl group, is now
in the process of cutting and edit-

ing. Cast includes Virginia Brooks,
Rita Flynn, Frances Dean, Clarence
Nordstrom, Fern Emmett, Lynton
Brent, Dennis O'Donnell, Addie Mc-
Phail, Glen Cavender and others.

William Goodrich directed from an
original story by Ernest Pagano
and Jack Townley.

"That Rascal," starring Harry
Barris, has been finished by Al
Christie at the Metropolitan studios,

and the producer is planning to

place another Vanity comedy in pro-
duction next week.

At the Sennett studios, A. Leslie
Pearce is placing in production an
Andy Clyde comedy tentatively titled

"The Temporary Butler," while Del
Lord will start on a Mack Sennett
comedy tentatively titled "Hubby s

Last Chance," in which George By-
ron and Dorothy Granger will play
the leads.

i

Four Publix Changes
In New England Field

(Continued from Page 1)

former division manager, becomes
divisional director. Edward Cuddy,
formerly district manager for west-
ern Massachusetts, becomes division

manager. Charles Spragg, former
district manager for Rhode Island,

becomes district manager for West-
ern Massachusetts.

%#^£^t# #.^i,^^^^

MANY PAPPY PETUCNS

Jan. 20
Wheeler Jennings Bertrand Stelling

Joieph Adam

I



"Ach,

Gott in

HimmelK^

his opposition bought

UNIVERSAL
and now hc^ll have to buck pictures like—

MURDERS IN THE
RUE MORGUE
IMPATIENT
MAIDEN
STRICTLY

DISHONORABLE
RACING YOUTH
LAW AND ORDER
MICHAEL AND

MARY

THE UNEXPECTED
FATHER

HEAVEN ON
EARTH

A HOUSE DIVIDED

NICE WOMEN
FRANKENSTEIN

LASCA OF THE
RIO GRANDE

RECKLESS LIVING

SPIRIT OF
NOTRE DAME

HOMICIDE SQUAD

EAST OF BORNEO
WATERLOO

BRIDGE

AND MORE HITS
TO COME!

JOIN THE REST OF THE TRADE IN CELEBRATING
CARL LAEMMLE'S 26th ANNIVERSARY JUBILEE!
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IN NEB. ZONING SUIT

{Continued from Pour 1)

their zoning- and protection plan in

distribution.

The action of the Attorney Gen-
eral was in response to protest by
William N. Younclaus, exhibitor at
Madison, Neb., and director of Al-
lied Theater Owners of Nebraska in

convention here.
Allied of Nebraska and Iowa will

take up merger and other ma ters
today.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
• By RALPH WILK^.

Stress Community Value
As Anti-Tax Argument

(.Continued from Paiic 1)

Theater Owners Ass'n of North and
Sou h Carolina which ended yes-
terday. Motion pictures are should-
ering their part of the taxation
burden and are confident *hat busi-

ness is slowly improvina:, said Light-
man. He stressed the importance of

rigid economy in government. Free
discussions resulted from the closed
session, which was enthusiastically
received, and the value of exhibitor
organiza*^ions was clearly demon-
strated at the meeting, it was
stated.

ABILENE BANS SUNDAY
Abilene, Tex. — Sunday movies

here will be against the law from
now on since the voters, by a ma-
iori'^y of 225 in 1,783 votes cast, ex-

P'-essed their disapproval of Sabbath
theater attractions. The chief ob-
jection was made by the Abilene
ministerial association.

COMING & GOING

EDWARD SLOMAN. wlio directed
Xaiicy Carroll and R'cliard .Arlen in "Way-
ward" at Paramount's New York studio. left

yesterday for Hollywood accompanied by
Mrs. Sloman and their dauifliter Dorothy.
Slonian plans to return to New York in a
few weeks to embark on an extended trip
abroad.

HARRY ROSENQUEST. assistant to
Norman H. Moray, sales manager for Vita-
phone short subjects, has left for a brief
trip tliroufjh Albany and Buffalo territories
in conjunction with Vitaphone's two-reel spe-
cial George Washington Bi-Centennial film.

MARCO of Fanchon and Marco, arrived
in New York yesterday with his 11 -year-old
daughter Gloria.

D.WID C. WERNER, eastern scenario
editor for Universal, has left for the coast
in answer to a call from Carl Laemmle. Jr.,

lo confer on next \earVs production program.
Werner is taking west a trunkful of ma-
terial, including a newlv purchased story.

"The Empty Chair." by James Norman Hall

and Charles Nordoff,

S. T,. "ROXY" KOTHAFEL, T. H.
Tl'RNER and MARTIN BECK are in Pine
hurst, N. C.

POT,A NEGRI arrives from the coast to-

day.

lERRY .SAFRON. PHIL HODE.S and
CKE.S.SON J. SMITH of Radio Picture

leave for Chicago on Friday.

JOE SEIDER of Prudential Distrilmtini'

Co. leaves Tuesday for a six weeks* tour of

the West Indies.

HERT ENDERS of F.B.O. Ltd., is expect-
ed to arrive from London next week.

VIRGINIA ('HERRI I,L is in New York
with intention of working in a show.

HOLLYWOOD
Jl^ENNETH MacGOWAN, author,

critic and producer of many of
Broadway's outstanding theatrical
hits, is here to assume his duties
as one of the story editors for
RKO-Radio Pictures.

Geore Meeker leaves here today
for New York, where he will appear
at the Paramount studio in "Sensa-
tion."

* * *

Complete cast line-up for "It's

Hell to Be Famous," which still has
about two more weeks of productiov
to go at First National, includes
Douglas Fairhanks, Jr., Mary Brian,
Lillian Bond, Terrance Ray, Oscar
Apfel, Emma Dunn, Walter Catlett,
David Layidau, J. Carroll Naish,
Harold Minjer, Claire McDowell
Lo-uise Beavers and Ivan Linott.

March 13 has been set tenatively as
a release date for this film..

* * *

Mona Maris has the feminine lead
in Columbia's "South of the Rio
Grande," Buck Jones' next starring
vehicle. Philo McCullough plavs the
heavy. The story is by Harold Shu-
mate and is being directed by Lam-
bert Hillyer.

* * *

Noel Madison, creator of polished,

sophisticated roles on the stage, has
at last esrnvd his screen gangster
past. He tvill play an important role

in "Love on a Budget," for Warner

Bros. He came to Hollywood to star
in the stage version of "Rope's End."
He also directed his father, Maurice
Moscovitch, in the latter's own in-

terpretation of Shylock in "The Mer-
chant of Venice."

By the way, Madison played the
playwright in the San Francisco and
road productions of "Once in a Life
Time." Before coming to the Coast,
he had played many starring roles

on the stage in New York, Australia
and England.

* * *

During her recent trip to Copen-
ha^en, Bodil Rosing was received
by the King of Denmark, who ex-
pressed an appreciation of her film

work and sent his greetings to the
Danish Olympic workers in Califor-

nio. Miss Rosing is playing an im-
portant role in "The Miracle Man,"
at Paramount, and is also in the
stage production of "The Sea Gull,"
at the Pasadena Bandbox theater.

* * *

James Wilkinson feels perfectly at

home at the RKO studio, because he
came to the Gower street plant in

1920 when it was known as the
Robertson-Cole studio. Wilkinson
he^ds the film editing departments
of RKO-Radio and RKO Pathe. He
was for several years chief film edi-

tor at the Paramo'int West Coast
studios. He has also headed the
Paramount New York film editing
department.

Enders May Re-enter

Distribution in England
Bert Enders of Film Booking Of-

fices, Ltd., London, who arrives in

New York next week, will likely re-

enter the distribution field in Eng-

land with Weiss Brothers' new ten-

year franchise for 28 features for

:he 1932-33 season.

WHEELER ADDRESSES WOMEN
Deploring what he termed "out-

croppings of bad tastes" in pictures,

Irwin Wheeler, president of Play-

house Operating Co., which runs 30

houses in the East, yesterday told

the New York City Federation of

Women's Clubs that such occur-

rences are "disconcerting" to exhibi-

tors. On the other hand, he pointed
out, producers are constantly put-
ting out feelers in an effort to make
more artistic pictures. Wheeler
quoted the resul's of The Film
Daily "Ten Best" poll in his ad-
dress.

GLAZER, SHARON LYNN WED
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ben.i'amin Glazer and

Sharon Lynn are newlyweds. They
flew to Yuma, Ariz., where the cere-

mony was performed.

Exhib Liable for Damage
To Leased House—Ruling

(Continued from Paqe 1)

Chesnius, owner of the Grand,
Brooklyn. Rosen sued for perform-
ance of a lease he held in connec-
tion with the house and Chesnius,
represented by Attorney Louis
Nizer, filed counter-suit for dam-
ages to the property. Court award-
ed Chesnius triple damages amount-
ing to $12,570, and refused to re-

quire performance of the contract.

SUES TO STOP PICKETS
New Bedford, Mass. — Orpheum

Amusement Co., operating several
theaters here, has brought action
against the local Operators' Union,
\ffiliated with I. A. T., S. E.. seeking
to restrain the union from picketing.
The Orpheum houses have been non-
union for several months.

FABIAN TO HEAD POLI

.DEAL

(Continued from Page 1)

ed the Skouras enterprises, will be
in chaige of the Poll houses.
A present qbstacle in the nego-

tiations is a note for $1,500,000
which comes due next month as part
of the Fox payment to S. Z. Poll.
Skouras Bros, are understood will-
ing to assume this obligation, but
desire to make it payable in small- i

er amounts. Under the deal in
j

progress the Skouras interests will
'

take over the theaters on a manage-
ment basis.

Nat'l Board of Review i
Opens Meeting Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

serving how the committee does its

work of classifying films according
to audience suitability. National
educators will speak at the after-
noon sessions, and in the evening
there will be a demonstration, at the
Fox home office, of specialized films
for teaching, with Grace Allen
Bangs presiding and Glenn Griswold
among the speakers. On Friday
morning the general question of the
education of public opinion regard-
ing the specialized motion picture
will be discussed, followed by the
annual luncheon with Lewis Mile-
stone, Leslie Howard, Paul Lukas
and other film notables attending.
Morris L. Ernst, noted jurist, will

give the principal address, which
will be directed against censorship.
Friday afternoon there will be a
demonstration of educational talkers

of the Electrical Research Products,
with W. A. Bach presiding.

MRS. ROACH TO MEXICO
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mrs. Hal Roach and

Mr. and Mrs. C. Brunson will leave

for Mexico Ciy in about two weeks
to meet Hal Roach and Arthur Loew
on their return from the four-week
airplane tour of South America.
Loew and Roach left this week for

he Latin territory, where they will

study conditions to ascertain if re-

lumption of foreign versions is war-
ranted.

WARNER HOUSE ROBBED
Milwaukee—The Granada, Warner

South Side neighborhood house, was
entered last week and $105 taken
from the safe. Herbert Glazier is

manager.

NEW EASTMAN PRODUCT
Rochester, N. Y.—Eastman Ko-

dak Co. is now manufacturing a

transparent wrapping ma'^erial, Ko-
dapak, made from cellulose acetate.

CASSIDY ASSIGNED
J. J. Hess has assigned Johnny

Cassidy as press agent in charge of

25 RKO theaters in the metropolitan
district. Joe CuUin and Mor'on Na-
thanson have been named as Cas-

sidy's assistants.

New Incorporations

DELAWARE CHARTERS
General Television Manufacturing Corp,

Belleville, N. J., patents; Registrar and Trans-
fer Co., Dover, Del. $750,000.

The File Brothers Theater Co., Wilming-
ton, Del.; Corporation Trust Co., Dover, Del.

250 shares common.
Allied Television Industries. Inc., Wilming-

ton, Del., broadcast theatrical plays, drama-,
operas; Delaware Registration Tru t Co.,

Dover, Del. 2,000 shares common.

a
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Allied Aims to Oust Producers from Exhibition

sidneyTkent resigns from paramount

Speculate on Fate of 5-5-5 Now That Kent Is Out

Qood Pictures
.

.

. and good business

By Jack Alicoate-

iusiness
8 Better

"There's gold in

them thar cinema
hills, Nellie." Yes,
siree. Box-offices

re once again clicking merrily
rom Broadway to the Golden
Jate and from Minneapolis to

liami. And why? One does
lot need a crystal globe to find

he answer. Business is hit-

ing on all cylinders again as a
eflection of about the finest

nd most satisfying crop of

)ictures to grace the theater
larket-counter in many a moon.
ive a nod to those pictures now on
le boards and you'll add up just

bout the most this industry has had
offer, at any one time, in the

ray of screen entertainment.
* *

1 It seems to be the pas-
lumor time of the hour, this

larket whispering stuff. Broad-
way columnists wax fat

n it. So-and-So is on the skids.

iThositz is broke and down and out.

'he XXX Company will be in re-

eivership in thirty days. And so

; goes. Personally the whole thing

as us slightly balmy. Having been
orn in a press-room, we are not

verse to legitimate news tips, but

lis needless rumor thing is getting

1 our hair. Scandal-mongers, like

nonymous letter writers, should be

iven a basket of spools to play with

nd then sent to an island in the

ihina Sea to enjoy themselves.

Of late we have had an

ieep unusual number of in-

Jul quiries, mostly from college

boys and girls, on how to

et into pictures and the opportuni-

ies offered a beginner after one is

Our answer is uniformly che
(Continued on Pane 2)

New Standard Agreement
Was to Have Gone in

Effect Soon
Effect of the resignation of Sid-

ney R. Kent as vice-president of

Paramount yesterday upon the sta-

tus of the new standard exhibition

contract, drafted last year at the

5-5-5 conferences, was the subiect

of much speculation as the an-

nouncement became public.

Kent, regarded as the father of
(Continued on Pape 12)

PLANS FOMrNDIE UNIT

DEFINITELYC0N8IDERED0FF

Plans for formation of a national

producing - distributing company
modelled after the original First Na-

tional organization are understood

to have definitely fallen through.

The project discussed involved such
(Continued on Page 12)

Lasky Denies Quitting

"Nothing to it," said )esse L.

Lasky when asked by THE FILM
DAILY last night as to the ac-

curacy of a report that he, too,

was resigning from Paramount.

Abe Schnitzer Joins

Warner Bros. Sales Staff

Abe Schnitzer, formerly in charge

of short subject sales for RKO
Pathe, has been added to Warner

Bros, home office sales staff by E. L.

Alperson, general sales manager for

Warner Bros.

INDEPENDENTS' ECONOMY

WINS BANK RECOGNITION

Economical handling of indepen-

dent production costs coupled with

first-run grade features to be made
during the current season will re

establish bank credits for indepen-

dent producers, Joe Simmons, presi

dent of Tower Productions, told

Film Daily yesterday. "Indepen-

dent producers occupy a happy po-

sition in the industry insofar as they

may make excellent productions on

an economic basis at a maximum
(Continued on Page 12)

20 Representing Theater at

Washington Tax Hearing
Hashinyton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—About 20 represen-

tatives of motion pictures and other

amusements are scheduled to appear

before the House Ways and Means
Committee today. C. C. Pettijohn

heads the film forces.

Public Aid Sought by Allied

In Campaign for Independents

Vice-Pres. and Director

Leaves Organization
After 14 Years

Sidney R. Kent yesterday resigned

as vice-president of Paramount in

a move which generally came as a
distinct surprise to the industry.

Kent also retires as director of the

company after 14 years of continu-

ous association.
Resignation of Kent was formally

(Continued on Page 12)

FORM CRirioiTPICTURES

TO PRODUCEjN THE EAST

Criterion Pictures Corp.. new com-
pany with plans calling for produc-

tion of six to eight pictures in the

east, has been formed by Jess Smith,

former First National producer, in

association with Charles Abramson,
producer of the play "Veneer" now
being made by RKO Pathe. and

Frederick Herendeen Productions.

Inc., of New York and Chicago. The

first picture will be "Taxi-Faro." by

Fred Herendeen.

Balaban & Katz Elect

Four New Directors
Chicago—Austin C. Keough and

F. L. Metzler have been elected di-

rectors of Balaban & Katz to fill

vacancies occurring last year. Sam
Dembow and Marion Coles were

elected directors to succeed Sidney

R. Kent and Edward M. Bertha, re-

sien ed.

Soviet Studios Plan

Foreign Talk Versions

Having started production of talking pic-

tures in the Russian language, the Soviet film

industry is now experimenting with foreign

dialogue versions, according to 'ePO'" '»"'

Acting Commercial Attache Douglas Miller,

Berlin, to the U, S. Department of Commerce.

Meshrabpom Film Co.. Soviet organiiaHon now

has ten studios with nine recording sets in-

stalled. The Soviets expected to have 5U

recording sets working this year.

Omaha—Allied States Ass'n will

call upon the public to give its sup-

port to the independent theater own-

er.s in their drive to force producers

out of the exhibiting end of the

business, Al Steffes. president of Al-

lied, said yesterday at the conven-

tion of the Nebraska and Iowa Al-

lied units. His talk was the first

open expression of the kind and he

was seconded in his speer"h by H.
(Continued on Pane 1 1

)

Mary Pickford Selects

Frances Marion Story

((Vt( Coa.<:l Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood -- Mary Pickford has selected

"Happy Ending," an oriRin.il by France*

Marion, for her next picture While Mi»
Pickford is working on this production. Douglic

Fairbanks will be making one in the South

Seas. United Artists will release both. F.-ir-

banks plans to leave next month with Chuck

Lewis, three writers and a technical st.iff.

From Tahiti they will voyage on Joseph M.

Schenck s yacht, the Invader.
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(^ood Pictures
... and good business

(.Continued from Page 1)

same. Crashing this industry, at

this time, is about as easy as swim-
ming Lake Erie, back stroke, and
the opportunities about as colorful

as a sunset on a rainy day in Pitts-

burgh. Exhibitors will do their in-

dustry a good turn by advising all

cinema aspirants, and that includes
embryo writers, technicians and ac-

tors, to forget pictures, at least for
the immediate future. The industry
will have enough to do to take care
of i s own for many months to

come.

^" 1

FINANCIAL
1^^^^^^^^^^^^

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Jhg.
Con. Fm. Ind 4 4 4 — /«

East. Kodak 86 '4 83 8654 -1- 3/
Fox Fm. "A" .... 4-4 'i'A 4J4 -1- /«
Gen. Th. Eq (new) !/« 1 1

Loew's, Inc 29 28-^ 28J^ -1- ii
Paramount 10'/, 9H 10/8 -f y.
Pathe Exch. "A".. 2 '4 2^ 2A .

RCA 8-4 7^ 8K + 5/8

RCA pf. B 15'/2 15 15/2 -t- %
RKO new SVi 5/2 5/2 — y«
Warner Bros 3 '4 3 3/2 + /
do pfd 12/2 12/ 12/2 + /NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" % Vs % — /
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.

.

VA 1 1^ •NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 6 5 5 — 1

Keith A-O 6s 46.. 45 45 45 + /
Loew 6s 41WW... 80 '4 80 80
Paramount 6s 47. . 52 51 52 -f- 1

Par. By. 5'/2s51... 82 82 82
Par. SJ^sSO 48 46 48 -t- 1/
Warners 6s39 33/2 33/2 33/ — /

WARNER DIV. PASSED
No action was taken by Warner

Bros, directors on quarterly dividend
of 96>^ cents on the preferred stock
due at this time.

JANET GAYNOR ILL
Naples—Janet Gaynor is confined

to her hotel room by an attack of

influenza. She may be obliged to

postpone her scheduled departure
for the U. S. on Jan. 23.
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RCA 16mm. Equipment
Being Demonstrated

Demonstration of a new portable
16mm. sound-on-film reproducing
equipment, being introduced by
RCA Photophone and RCA Victor,
will take place at 3 o'clock this

afternoon at the Photophone head-
quarters. This apparatus and a
35mm. equipment also will be dem-
onstrated this morning at the Na-
tional Board of Review convention
in the Hotel Pennsylvania.

New Martin Johnson Film
Coming to Broadway Soon
Martin Johnson will personally

present his new feature, "Congo-
rilla," in a Broadway house soon.
With Mrs. Johnson he made the pic-

ture in central Africa with pygmies
and gorillas as its principal subject.

He is now cutting the film, of which
he has 131,000 feet. "Congorilla"
is also the title of Johnson's new
book dealing with the same theme.

CATHOLIC GUILD GAMBOL
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Seventh Annual Mo-

tion Picture Gambol of the Catholic
M. P. Guild of America, will be held
Monday evening, Feb. 8, at the El
Capitan theater. Plans for the show
were started with a benefit in con-

junction with the presentation of

James Gleason's play "The Fall

Guy." Departing from the usual for-

mula of benefits, the presentation of

the entire play in which Gleason,
president of the Guild, and Mrs.
Gleason are starred, is an innovation
in this annual Gambol. In addition

to the play, an entertainment bill

will be offered by outstanding stage

and screen players. This part of the

nrogram will be staged by Larry
Ceballos. Johnny Hines and Neil

Hamilton will be masters of cere-

monies.

::

"TAXI" TO CONTINUE
After completing three weeks at

the Strand, the James Cagney ve-

hicle, "Taxi," will move up to the

Warner for a two weeks' continu-

ance of its Broadway run. William
Powell in "High Pressure" opens at

the Strand on Jan. 28.

Joseph H. Nadel Heads
Assistant Directors

Associated Assistant Directors of
Greater New York Local Union 18168,
held their annual election this week
with the following results: Joseph
H. Nadel, president; Robert H.
Snody, vice-president; W. Robert
Sheridan, recording and correspond-
ing secretary; Chas. H. Berner,
financial secretary-treasurer; Saul
E. Harrison, George Cline, A. F.
Bernadac, Fred Beheld and Jack De
Lacy, executive board; Joseph J.

Holton, Harold Forshay and Pat
Gallagher, board of trustees.

Hearing on Warner Suit
Deferred Until Feb. 1

Wilmington—Following contention
by Warner Bros, that Jules Endler,
who filed receivership suit against
the company, is not a bona fide

stockholder, Chief Justice Pennewill
yesterday deferred until Feb. 1 the
hearing of the argument on motion
by Endler's counsel the court to di-

rect Warner Bros, to produce cer-
tain books and records for examina-
tion. If court eventually declares
Endler is not a bona fide stockhold-
er, suit will be automatically off.

It is understood Endler holds cer-

tificate for 300 shares of commoji
stock given him by a relative but
never transferred to his name on
the company's books.

Skouras Taking Over
Schine Houses Feb. 1

Skouras Bros, are understood to

be taking over the Schine houses
from Fox in upstate New York on
Feb. 1. Deal was closed recently,

as reported in The Film Daily.

EDDIE CANTOR'S NEXT
"Ballyhoo," by Herbert Fields,

will be Eddie Cantor's next picture

for Samuel Goldwyn. "The Kid from
Spain" is being held over as a pos-

sible second picture for the season.

Fields, who has been associated with
numerous Broadway musical com-
edy hits, leaves for Hollywood next
month.

VICTOR STEWART DIES
Victor A. Stewart, president of

Stewart Dry Processing Co., died

Saturday and was buried on Mon-
day, it became known yesterday.

Stewart suffered a paralytic stroke

about a year ago and had been laid

up, off and on, ever since.

"HATCHET MAN" AT GARDEN
Warner Bros, will present Edward

G. Robinson in "The Hatchet Man"
at the Winter Garden starting Feb.
11. Robinson is due back from
abroad for the premiere.

RUSHWICK RADIO CLOSES
Muskegon, Mich.—Operations of

Bushwick Radio have been suspend-
ed for an indefinite period.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Fully equipped, ready to work,
sound on film recording ap-

paratus, projection room, lights,

sets, etc. Stage approximately
30 X 60. Complete for $600
per month.
For information, call BOgardus 4-1752

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Hearing of the Ways and Meani
Committee of the House of Representa
tives on the proposed 10% Amusemeni
Tax. Washington.

Jan. 21-22: Eighth Annual Conference, Na
tional Board of Review of Motion Pic
tures, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York

Jan. 25. Theatrical dinner and ball, Lt. A
Vernon Macauley Post, American Legist
(Motion Picture Post), Hotel Statler
Boston.

Feb. 2. Convention of Independent Exhibi
tors of New England, Hotel Statler
Boston.

Feb. 5: Universal Club's Dramatic Nigb
and Dance, True Sister's Club Houie
New York.

Feb. 8: Seventh Annual Motion Picturi
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guild o:

America, El Capitan Theater. Hollywood
Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention of

M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-WalUct
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. ij. c>ccui.u annual formal dmner-danci
of the Columbians (.Columbia Picturea)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

March 8-9 : Second annual convention c
Allied States Ass'n. Detroit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Gen
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n ani
National Film Industry, Prague. Czecho
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Washinr
ton. D. C.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societii

of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

B. F. Zeidman to Release
"Juvenile Court" as Indie
Bennie F. Ziedman has decided o|

open market release for his featur^
"Juvenile Court", with Junior Durt
kin, Pat O'Brien, Bette Davis and

Junior Coghlan. Charles E. Moyen
formerly of United Artists, will

handle the promotion.

JETTA GOUDAL WINS ,

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILJ
Hollywood—Jetta Goudal has been

awarded a judgment of $34,531

against Cecil B. De Mille Film Corp,'

by decree of the State Supreme
Court, which affirmed a decision ol

the Superior Court, holding that the

company had insufficient reason fot

breaking the star's contract.

FIGHT CHICAGO TAX
Chicago—Theater and sports men

are pushing a campaign to defeal

the proposed 5 per cent tax on re

ceipts to be used for unemployment
relief.
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ubitsch's

READ THESri
'••AH that is best, all that is finest. It

strips the heart, it stirs the soul."

—^. Y. Aiiieri4*aii

I

"Paramount has brought the grea

1

Luhitsch's greatest production to tlu

Criterion."

I

IV. Y. Mirroi

(

aDefinitely superior cinema."

—N, Y. IIcral<l-Triliiiiii»

•'Treats skillfully of a different theme.'"

—N, Y. Daily Xews

"There is no denying the human and truthful qualities of

the simple tale."

X. Y. Times



WORLD PREMIERE AT
*2.00 CRITERION X. Y. €.

$.R.O. FROM THE I^TART

klAVE REVIEWS!
•Serious, worthwhile drama."

Motion Pioiiiri'' Daily

"Many in last night's audience gave

it the tribute of tears.
")•>

^•A highly coniniendahle work. An

exceptionally fine film deeply louch-

—X. Y. J oilrun I

"'Man I Killed' excels. A truly

ing. I urge attendance.
>i

convincing human drama.
•)•>

A. V. T«-ii»ji^rimi

X. Y. Sun

"A lasting credit to Luhitsch, its maker; ParamounI, its

producer, and the great industry it represents."

—Film Unify



IS EVERYBODY

"THE POTTSVILLE PALOOKA"
with HARRY GRIBBON

A MACK SENNETT COMEDY
"A Mack Sennett classic, with Harry Grib-
bon doing one of the best comedies of his
career. A wow in anybody's theatre."—Film Daily

''MOONLIGHT AND CACTUS"
with TOM PATRICOLA

AN IDEAL COMEDY
The dancing wizard of the mandolin in a
comedy of romance and fun down where
the cactus grows and Romeos sing sere-
nades in the moonlight.

BING CROSBY
in "DREAM HOUSE"
A MACK SENNETT

COMEDY FEATVRETTE
Radio's great sensation singing more of his i

popular songs in another Sennett Featur*
ette. A sure draw for the millions ofCrosby's
radio fans.

"KEEP LAUGHING"
A MERMAID COMEDY

with Addie McPhail and Monty Collins

They wanted to give the little girl a great
big check for her run down night club. She
offered a free feed to make the place look
busy. And then the fun began! A fast one,
full of belly laughs.

"SPEEDWAY"
BILL CUNNINGHAM
SPORTS REVIEW
A Brown-Nagel Production

All the fun, the thrillsand the
tragedy of the automobile
race course . . . and Bill Cun-
ningham's breezy chattero

"SHOPPING WITH WIFIE"
AMACKSENNETT-ANDYCLYDE comedy

The screen's best loved comedy character
starts on a fishing trip. But his young wifie
takes him shopping instead. Andy's name
in the lights is a bigger draw with every
picture.

"TORCHY TURNS THE TRICK"
with RAY COOKE _

Produced by C. C. Burr
"A swell half hour of clean fun. These
Torchy Comedies get better with each re-

lease . . . Excellent short booking that no
exhibitor could go wrong on. Play it with
profit." —Hollywood M. P. Review

"ROAD TO ROMANCE"
A ROMANTIC JOURNEY

in Multicolor

A Brown-Nagel Production

"Has virtually universal ap-
peal." —M. P. Herald

I
"NOAH'S OUTING"
A TERRY-TOON

By Frank Moser and Paul Terry

One of the cleverest idea
you ever saw in a screen cai

toon. It's a fun excursioi

with a real flood of laughs



\tAPPY?
they will be and you will be

when you show

EDUCATIONAUS
SHORT FEATURES

You Strike the rich pay-vein of golden profit when

you feature complete programs instead of featuring

features only.

Even the cheapest hash-house knows better than to

list—"Mon., Steak—Tues., Hash —Wed., Pork Chops."

Whether folks want dinner or entertainment they

want a complete and balanced menu . . . and they want

every dish appetizing.

That's why hundreds of great houses, thoroughly fed

up with double feature worries, are now again build-

ing diversified shows and shouting about them . . . set-

ting Educational Comedies, Cartoons, Novelties, Sports

Reviews, etc., into the marquee lights, newspaper

advertisements and programs.

Masters of the short feature—years ahead and miles

ahead of the common run . . . Educational is building

better programs and bigger box-office returns-

making everybody happy.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

E. IV. MAMMONS, President
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, Preaident

She thinks Handel is something to a
door, l)iit she knows all the words and
music of the popular sf>M<;s. Give her
a real thrill. Show her a IVIA(JK
SENNETT COMEDY FEATURE'lTE
starring radio's baron of baritones . .

.

BING CROSBY

They had a battle before dinner about
the size of last month's telephone hill.

Cheer them up. Give them a iMA(!K
SENNETT-AINDV CLYDE COMEDY

featuring ANDY CLYDE

Her sons are i^own up now, but li«>w

she ehcrishes the nieinorv of lln-ir Imi>-

hood days. No Monder she enjo\^ l{ \Y
COOKE'S boyish esoapail<-s in

TORCHY COMEDIES

Tied to his desk. Can't get away from
business to see the big sports events
he'd like t«» wilnes.H. That's why >ou
can win him with

BH.L CINMNGHAM
SPORTS REVIEW S

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"



THE

CANADIAN ALLIED UNIT]

INVITED TO DETROIT MEET

Detroit—An invitation to attend
the second annual Allied States
Convention, to be held here March
8-9, has been extended by President
Al Steffes to the newly formed Al-
lied Exhibitors of Canada. Hon. J.

Earl Lawson, member of the Can-
adian Parliament and counsel for
the Canadian Allied unit, is expected
to make an address.

Australia Imported
1,859 U. S. Films in '31

Sydney—Of the 2,148 features
and shorts imported into Australia
during the past year, 1,859 were
made in the United States. Great
Britain came next with 175 pictures

and other countries sent in an ag-

gregrate of 114. Features imported
totaled 580, of which 525 came from
the United States, 50 from Great
Britain and five from other coun-

tries.

WORDS and WISDOM
From within and without

THREE FEATURES

ATWARNER-F.N.

"Picture fans like to classify their favorites in type roles. They want
to know what to expect when they support the product of a particular
star and are disappointed by vagarious characterizations."—NANCY
CARROLL.

SHOWING INDUSTRIAL FILM
"Opportunities," sound picture

produced by Visuagraphic for the

state of New Jersey's rehabilita-

tion movement, will be shown in the

House of Representatives office

building, Washington, Jan. 20 at 8

p. m. It will be presented under
auspices of the New Jersey Con-
gressional delegation and Senators
and Congressmen have been invited

to attend.

POLITICS ON 16MM.
Use of 16mm. talkers for cam-

paigning in the next presidential

election is being considered by po-

litical leaders, according to Edward
Wright, secretary of the Visionola
Corp. Favorite candidates and their

candidates would be presented in

short reels distributed to the thou-
sands who have home projectors.

"We have never considered any of our manpower as machines or
miracle workers. We have never expected them to do the supernatural.
All we ask of them is a good, showmanly job within the limits of human
ability."—SAM KATZ.

•
"If a man has anything, I'll bring it out or put him out."—JOSEPH

BERNHARD, general manager Warner Bros. Theaters.
•

"Motion picture activities offer enough legitimate news to make the
use of the gag and the fake entirely unnecessary."—ARTHUR L. MAYER,
Publix advertising director.

"There are never any 'high' salaries, in the sense of being too high,
where a manager can gauge the draw of the actor accordingly. There
is only such a thing as over-payment. And the last analysis of show
business is made at the box office. It isn't what you take in. It's what
you have left over."—MARTIN BECK.

"Sound films can actually teach definite lessons on school subjects
and thev can illustrate lessons more effectively than any other medium."

—

BESS GOODYKOONTZ, Assistant U. S. Commissioner of Education.

"Our appreciation to Film Daily for its labors in conducting the
Ten Best poll."—REGINA CREWE, New York American.

"/ can't write cheerfully aboiit pictures, because the situation is not

a cheerful one."—WELFORD BEATON.

"No motion picture ever made a criminal."—DR. CARLETON SI-

MON, former Deputy Police Commissioner.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Three pictures were

completed this week at Warner stu-
dios. Two of them, "Love on a Bud-'
get," with Winnie Lightner and Lo-
retta Young, and "Beauty and the
Boss," with Marian Marsh and
Warren William are Warner pic-
tures. The other completed, with
the exception of process work, is

First National's "The Crowd Roars."
starring James Cagney with Joan
Blondell as the feminine lead.
Four other productions are un-

der way, three of which are Warner
pictures. They are "The Famous
Ferguson Case," with Joan Blondell,
Tom Brown, Vivienne Osborne, Grant
Mitchell and Leslie Fenton; "Men-
del, Inc.," with the great comedy
team, Charles Dale and Joe Smith,
George Sidney and Ruth Hall; "So
Big;" starring Barbara Stanwyck
with George Brent, Dickie Moore,
Guy Kibbee, Bette Davis and a long
list of other outstanding players.

Still in production at First National,

is "The Goldfish Bowl" (temporary
title) which stars Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., with Mary Brian and
Lilian Bond.

GERMAN FILM FOR EUROPA
"Der Ungetreur Eckehart," Ger-

man talker directed by Carl Boese,
who was voted the best German
comedy director of 1931, opens to-

morrow at the Europa.

DIME POLICY BRINGS 'EM
St. Paul—After being a white ele-

phant for years, the Garrick, large
loop house, is now packing them in

with a 10-cent policy. The theater
is being operated by a trio of film
salesmen, playing second and third
runs with four changes weekly, and
profits are estimated at around
$1,500 weekly. Surrounding houses
are feeling the effects, however, and
as a result there is increased agita-
tion in favor of withholding prod-
uct from 10-cent houses.

COMING & GOING

EDWARD G. ROBINSON, who has been
on vacation abroad, is due back in New York
aboard the Conte Grande, arriving about
Feb. 1.

H. REEVES-SMITH, Briti'^h actor, sailed
yesterday for England on the President Hard-
in E.

ADRIENNE AMES, Paramount player, is

on her way back to Hollywood after a visit
in New York.

ANDY SMITH, Wamer-First National
eastern sales manager, is due back in New
^'ork at the end of the week from a two
weeks' trip.

MARCEL MEKELBURG, head of Century
I'llm Corp., Boston, has returned to New
England to launch a campaign on the Big
4 melodrama, "Murder at Dawn."
HARRY DODGE, central division man-

ager for Erpi, is in New York from Chica-
go on business.

POLI LOOKS OVER HOUSES
New Haven, Conn.—Sylvester Z.

Poli paid a visit to Bridgeport this
week and, while there, is said to
have made a thorough inspection of
the five local Fox-Poli houses. An
interest payment on the mortgage
notes falls due Feb. 1. Louis M.
Sagal, associate of Poli has stated
that the latter could reenter the
theater business as easily as "cross-
ing the street."

B. & K. AFTER NAMES
Chicago—Publix-Balaban & Katz

houses are concentrating on big

name talent for their stage shows.
Eddie Cantor and George Jessel open
at the Chicago Friday and will be
followed by Dennis King. Starting
Feb. 12, Cab Calloway begins a five-

week engagement in downtown and
outlying houses, following Ted
Lewis, who is finishing a booking of

similar length.

SOVIET TALKER FOR CAMEO
"The Road to Life," one of the

first Soviet talkers, will have its

American premiere Jan. 27 at the
Cameo. It will have a prologue in
English spoken by Prof. John Dewey
of Columbia University.

"HATCHET MAN" PASSED
New York State Censor Board has

passed "The Hatchet Man," Edward
G. Robinson's latest picture, with-
out eliminations.

WARNERS BOOK NAMES
Walter Meyers, head of Warner

Bros. Artist's Bureau, announces
the booking of Clark and McCul
lough into the Mastbaum, Philadel-

phia, week of Jan. 22; Ted Lewis
for the Stanley, Pittsburgh, week
of Feb. 6, and the Mastbaum, Phila-
delphia, week of Feb. 13; Sue Carol
and Nick Stuart, for the Stanley
Pittsburgh, Feb. 13.

Will Rogers to Make
Two More Fox Pictures
Commenting on a press dispatch

to the effect that Will Rogers was!
leaving Fox, an executive of that

company last night said that the

star has two more pictures tof

make under his contract. Rogers is

now on vacation abroad.

"MENACE" RELEASE
Release of Columbia's "The Men-

ace" has been set for Jan. 25. This

is the first of the two Edgar Wallace
productions to be made by the com-|

pany this season.

NEW PLATTEVILLE HOUSE
Platteville, Wis.—A new theater

will be opened here shortly by Ed-
ward Olson, former operator of the
Peerless in Milwaukee, and B. H
Louthain, also of Milwaukee and
former president of the Continental
Reproducing Co.

INCREASE VAUDE
Chicago—-Vaudeville has been add-

ed to the Wednesday program of the
Embassy. Acts are now presented
three days a week.

TRAILER IN LOBBY
Denver—The Paramount is_ using

a portable sound equipment in the

lobby to show the trailer for "Hell

Divers." Two operators and two
machines are in use during the rush
hours and it is attracting a lot of

attention.

New Incorporations
c

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Moser & Terry, motion pictures; Breed,

Abbott & Morgan, IS Broad St.. New York.
200 shares common.
Keenan Productions, theatrical enterprises;

J. P. Bickerton, Jr., 200 West 42nd St.,

New York. 200 shares common.
Inside Story, theatrical enterprises; L. M.

Weber, 444 West 56th St.. New York. 10

shares common.
Sales on Sound Corp., theaters, garage;

D. Schwilleo, 206 Broadway, New York. 100
shares common.

Gallub Amusement Co., theatrical enter-

prises; Maged, Radin & Seidman. 60 East

42nd St., New York. 200 shares common.

DESIGNATIONS
Universal Radio Producers Corp., Delaware,

theatrical business. $100,000.
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

e
Opinion on
Amusement Tax
JNTENTION of the present ad-

ministration to sponsor a tax

bill bringing additional tariffs

on the class exempt from minor

assessments since the abolish-

ment of war-time taxes has al-

ready resulted in protest.

Should the Mellon-sponsored

plan go through, it would mean
revival of a 10 per cent tax on

admissions of 10 cents or over.

There are few industries which

can stand additional taxes at
this time. The motion picture
business is not one of them. But,
on the other hand, it must be
assumed that additional reven-
ues for carrying on the business
of the government are difficult

to find, that revival of taxes
which proved valuable means of
securing revenue in the past
would be deemed logical. But,
it must be argued, this amuse-
ment tax will not prove the bon-
anza it appears to be. The mo-
tion picture business is not in

that healthy state of seven
years ago. Patronage and ad-
missions are less, business de-

pressed. Psychologically, too,

the prospect of paying a nuis-

ance tax at this time would
have an ill effect. Families
working on a close budget
would have to cut dovsm on their

attendance. The few pennies to

be added will make a difference.

No one can argue against the
government's declaration that
money must be raised. Yet,
those who have viewed the in-

dustry with an eye towards
using it to raise additional rev-

enue may have gazed upon it

with rose colored glasses. It is

up to the industry to place its

real condition before Congress.
An amusement tax at this time
would be a damaging attack on
a business which now needs
help, not body blows.

—Jay Emanuel,
"National Exhibitor"

Alaska, with a population of
r)9,278, has 24 movie theaters,

17 of which are wired and 18

of which are now open.

AIDNG™^
ill

lALTO
PUILM.DALY

M£W VORIt lOS ANSELES

• • • OUT IN ChicHRo the literati and coRnoscenti in gen-
eral have a great yen for Willis Kent the famous author
of mystery stories who is rapidly forging to the front
as the American Conan Doyle his latest book is "The
Woman In Purple Pajamas" published by the McBride
Company in Chi now there is also our own Willis Kent
of the film biz who has been stirring things up lately

in the independent field with some humdinger productions
but of course the Chicago folks don't know much about

him now comes the yarn follow right along, kind
friends reading from left to right, as usual

• • • ON HIS recent trip from Hollerword to Nooyawk,
our own Willis planned to stop off at Chi and May
Tinee, the film ed of the windy city Tribune heard about
his proposed visit, and carried a notice in her column
and when Willis reached the Chi depot a mob of news-
paper reporters, special feature writers and camera hounds
dashed into the Pullman and fell all over the guy the

porter pointed out as "Mistah Willis Kent"

• • • AT LAST it dawned on our own Willis that he was
being mistaken for another mugg a great author he had
never heard of so he protested in his mild manner

for our Willis is an exceedingly modest man
even though a film man hard as that may be for you
to believe 'sfact, nevertheless but the more he
protested, the more vociferous the news boys became in begging
for a statement

* * * *

• • • SO THEN Mister Kent explained in his mild man-
ner that he was just a film producer from Hollerword
and the wise Chi newspaper mob winked at one another
and made admiring remarks about "the clever novelist trying

to spoof 'em," and "ain't it a swell publicity gag!" so

Willis dug down in his suitcase and pulled out some
press sheets and promissory notes from exchanges...

which every indie producer carries with him as souvenirs of

sentimental association in the film biz the notes, we
mean but as he did so, the nosey noisepaper lads spied

in the suit case of all things! a pair of Purple

Pajamas!
* « * *

• • • WITH ONE accord, they dashed to phone booths in

the depot and wired the Great Yarn to their rags

Author Willis Kent was in town gagging he was a film

man with a pair of purple pajamas in his grip

and his new best seller was "A Woman In Purple Pajamas"
wotta story! so that's how an indie producer

grabbed more space in Chi papers than all the producers since

films began but watt'ell good does it do muh?
sez our own Willis when Author Kent gets all the bal-

lyhoo? so now he's gunning for the film rights to "Pur-

ple Pajamas" with credit lines to Author Willis Kent
Director Willis Kent Producer Willis Kent
"And I guess that'll fix the other Kent guy!" .

sez our own Willis and we guess it will ^ and

come to think it over mebbe Mister Kent .''*'"?

a Showman staged the whole thing even though

he is mild and modest
* * *

• • • WE'LL BE seein' you at the A. M. P. A. luncheon

at Sardi's . where Lewis Milestone, ace director _. .

will conduct an open forum on What and Why Are Film

Pix and what can be done about it if anythii;g

and gawd knows he knows if anybody does

after making such beaucoups as "Front Page and

"All Quiet"

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

t)
Played Up
Magazine Rating

W/^HEN Mr. Dawson, man-

ager of the Palace, Mil-

waukee, received a wire from
Ed Lewis, in charge of Liberty

Magazine in Minneapolis, to the

effect that the periodical had

rated "The Champ" four stars,

the highest praise possible,

Dawson immediately secured a

copy of the review and enlarged

it to one-sheet size, placing it

in the lobby of the theater,

which was playing the feature.

Photos of Wallace Beery wear-
ing a wrist watch were placed

in windows of several large

jewelry stores. In large silver

frames, the photographs at-

tracted considerable attention.

—Palace, Milwaukee.
* * *

Drug Store

Plugs Feature
^^ITH the aid of Rex Wil-

liams, manager of the
Liberty, Terre Haute, Indiana,
a tie-up was arranged with the
Gillis Drug Stores, whereby
they advertised "The Cuban"
sundae, a chocolate concoction,
in their windows and at the
soda fountains of their twenty-
six stores, in connection with
the showing of "The Cuban
Love Song." In addition, their
main stores distributed num-
bered card pluggers which en-
titled ten patrons holding the
lucky numbers to free tickets

for the picture The numbers
were posted in the main stores.

—Liberty, Terre Haute, Ind.

MMlk
MANY IJAPPY RETUPNS

B(st wishes an extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

Industry, who art celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Jan. 21
Clarice Allen |amei Marcus

H. William Fitelson Allyn Carrick

Arthur S. Dickinson Hugo M.iyer
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"A Yearly Release

That Never Misses"
USED DAILY

365 Days-a-Year

p:

UBLISHED an^

nually for over

10 years and recog-

nized as the encyclopedia

of the motion picture in-

dustry and its branches

throughout the world . ,

.

The 1932 Edition

of the

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK

wiill he

Better . . . more complete

and more practical than

any of its predecessors

and will be given inter-

national release to sub-

scribers of the FILM
DAILY IN FEBRUARY.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
iBy HARRY N. BLAIRi

J^EON ERROL, Broadway comed-
ian who was last seen as a fea-

tured player in Warner Bros. "Her
Majesty, Love," has been signed by
Sam Sax, production chief of the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, for a
two-reel comedy. The picture is

scheduled to go into production the
week of March 7, and will be re-
leased as part of Vitaphone's "Big
Star" comedies series.

•

Phil Cohen, in charge of Para-
mount's music department, reports
that his stafif has been working day
and night getting "Wayward" ready
for preview. This picture, which
stars Nancy Carroll, has more music
and musical efifects than any other
picture made here since "The Smil-
ing Lieutenant."

•

Jack Haley, Dan Healy and Joseph
Santley, all of whom have figured in

local motion picture activities, were
among the many stars appearing in

the recent Gambol of the famous
Lambs' Club, a bang-up show put on
by Arthur Hurley, former Vitaphone
director, responsible for many stage
and screen hits.

Larry Kent expects to resume
shorts production at the Para-
mount New York studio on Feb.
1, with ten one-reelers sched-
uled.

•

The pick of Long Island's famous
duck crop were lined up much in the

manner of Mr. Ziegfeld picking a
bevy of beauties in casting "The
Wise Quacker," just released by
Vitaphone. The cast consists entire-
ly of ducks dressed in cute costumes
in special settings and furniture
built to scale. This novel short,
which was written and directed by
Glen Lambert, tells the story of a
duck triangle and its tragic conse-
quences.

•

Jack Shallit, Paramount's portrait
photographer, has a double spread
of fashion stills in the current
"Photoplay" with Lilyan Tashman
as the subject.

•

Paramount Notes: Everybody wel-
coming Stuart Erwin back to the
New York studio where he is ap-
pearing in "Sensation" . . . Lilyan
Tashman, usually seen in some stun-
ning creation, minus all apparel ex-
cept for a turkish towel for a scene
in "The Wiser Sex" . . . William
Boyd being congratulated on his fine

performance in "Sky Devils," re-

cently previewed . . . Saul Tepper,
unit manager, conversing with Ber-
thold Viertel, director, at opening of
"Distant Drums," Broadway play.

•

Ross Alexander, comedy juve-
nile recently signed by Para-
mount, makes his screen debut
in "The Wiser Sex" and amuses
the other players between
"takes" by his excellent manner
of "tickling the ivories."

NEW HARTFORD, WIS., HOUSE
Hartford, Wis.—A new theater is

to be opened here in spring by the
Hartford Theater Co. Those inter-

ested in the venture include Fred
Goode, until recently salesman for
Paramount out of Milwaukee;
Charles Braun, formerly manager
of the Modjeska and Garfield in Mil-
waukee, and William Brown. The
new house will have a seating ca-

pacity of 500.

VAUDE IN FALL RIVER
Fall River, Mass. — Walter L.

Bigelow and William C. Purcell, op-
erators of the Empire, are giving
vaudeville a tryout. If a one-night
trial proves popular, the managers
will adopt a three-day-a-week policy.

VITAPHONE PREVIEWS
To get audience reactions similar

to those obtained by producers of

feature pictures, Vitaphone has in-

augurated a new policy of having
all its shorts previewed at the Bea-
con, Broadway and 75th St. Each
Wednesday night one or more Vita-
phone shorts will be shown.

RAVENSCROFT TRANSFERRED
Kansas City—Ralph Ravenscroft,

press representative for Universal
for the past several years, has been
transferred to Washington as man-
ager of the Rialto there.

DICKINSON THEATER SOLD
Osawatomie, Kan.—Allen Meyers,

who formerly operated a theater in

Slater, Mo., has bought the Dickin-
son here.

REICHBLUM IN E. LIVERPOOL
East Liverpool, 0.—The Columbia,

one of the oldest movie houses in the

upper Ohio valley, has reopened
after extensive alterations. Samuel
M. Reichblum of New York recently

leased the house and will mange it.

The theater is now equipped with
RCA sound. J

NYACK HOUSE REOPENS
Nyack, N. Y.—The old Broadway

here has reopened for one night a
week.

Ran Out of Rope
Kansas City—A bandit invaded the

Fox Mokan the other morning. First

he tied up the Negro porter. Then
Ivan Salmon, manager of the Fox
Cillham, dropped in. He was bound.
Three Negro lads called for a visit

with their friend the Mokan porter.

All were tied up. Tired of binding

up visitors while waiting for the house
manager to arrive, the gunman left in

disgust. At about the same time a

somewhat similar incident was taking
place at the Fox Waldo, managed by
T. S. Wilson.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
DRODUCTION has begun on "The

Wet Parade," Metro's filmization

of the Upton Sinclair novel, under

the direction of Victor Fleming. The

cast so far announced includes Wal-

ter Huston, Dorothy Jordan, Robert

Young, Myrna Loy, Neil Hamilton,

Wallace Ford, John Miljan, Lewis

Stone and Virginia Bruce. Adapta-

tion is by John Mahin.
* * *

Following their marriage here to-

morrow, Lucille Williams, screen

player, and John H. Harris, Pitts-

burgh theater man, will leave for a

Honolulu honeymoon.
* * *

Neil Hamilton has been added to

M-G-M's "Are You Listening?"
* *

I

George Barbier is one of the bus-

iest actors on the Coast. He had no

sooner finished work in "One Hour

with You" than he was assigned an

important role in "The Broken

Wing." ^ ^* * *

Miriam Hopkins will appear op-

posite George Bancroft in his next

starring picture, "On the Black Sea,

to be produced by Paramount. The

drama is by Philipp Zeska and Er-

nest Spitz. John Cromwell will di-

rect from a screen play by Oliver

H. P. Garrett.
* * *

Paul Green, jyrofessor at the Uni-

versity of North Carolina and well

known dramxitist, has been signed

by First National to adapt the re-

cently published novel by Henry

Harrison Kroll, "The Cabin in the

Cotton," as the next starring vehi-

cle for Richard Barthelmess.
* * *

Caryl Lincoln, Wampas Baby

Star, has been signed for Para-

mount's "Dancers in the Dark, in

support of Miriam Hopkins, Jack

Oakie, William Collier, Jr., Eugene

Pallette and Lyda Roberti.
* * *

Two important characters in Co-

lumbia's "Shopworn" have been as-

signed to Capt. Albert Conti and

James Durkin. This will be Bar-

bara Stanwyck's next starring ve-

hicle, with Regis Toomey taking the

male lead. Other members of the

cast include, Robert Alden, ZaSu

Jeanette MacDonald to Tour World
Jeanette MacDonald announces plans for a world tour to start shortly after she

completes work with Maurice Chevalier in "Love Me Tonight." his next Paramount
picture, and ending with an engagement in "The Merry Widow" in Paris. If

Hollywood production plans permit her to leave early this spring, she will begin

her tour in Honolulu and then continue into Europe by way of Manila. Tokyo.
Singapore, Calcutta and Bombay. Should she work into summer, she will cut short

the tour to start in Belgium. Her engagement for "The Merry Widow" is for

either October or November.

Pitts, Lucien Littlefield, Clara Blan-

dick and Oscar Apfel. Nick Grinde
is directing.

* * *

Richard Arlen, Jack Oakie and
Regis Toomey, who formed such a

combination in "Touchdown," again
will be seen together in the forth-

coming pi'oduction of Paramount's
aviation story, "Sky Bride." The
picture will be directed by Stephen
Roberts from a screen play by
Waldemar Young and Agnes Brand
Leahy.

* * w

Luis Trenker, foreign player, ar-

rives this week to appear in the

Universal production, "Mountains in

Flame." Location scenes for this

production were made in the Alps,
with Trenker featured in matiy
thrilling episodes. The script ('.'•

being completed at Universal City
by Paul Perez and will be directed
by Cyril Gardner. Carl Laemmle,
Jr., and Gardner are making tests

for the rest of the cast.

Sixteen players, one of whom is

making her screen debut, have been
assembled for "The Miracle Man,''
which Norman McLeod is directing.

Heading the cast of this Paramount
film are Sylvia Sidney, Chester Mor-
ris, Irving Pichel, John Wray, Rob-
ert Coogan, Lloyd Hughes, Boris
Karloff, Ned Sparks, Robert Bos-
worth, and Florine McKinney, the

Public Aid Sought by Allied

In Campaign for Independents
(.Continued from Page 1)

M. Richey, business manager of the

national body.
Merger of the Nebraska and Iowa

associations was effected yesterday.

It was voted to raise $15,000 to con-

tinue the fight against alleged pro-

ducing-distributing evils.

Clifford L. Niles, of Anamosa, la.,

president of the Iowa Allied, was
elected president of the merged unit.

W. H. Ostenburg, of Scottsbluff , Neb.,

retiring president of the Nebraska
association, was made vice-presi-

dent. Lester F. Martin, of Nevada,
la., was re-elected secretary and
business manager.

Resolutions were adopted for

lower express rates on film, against

the theater tax and in support of

Congressional legislation to prevent
alleged double collection of royalty

fees for authors and composers.

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

"Ken Maynard belongs to two unions,

the Engineers and the Carpenters and

loiners. He figures that his help may
be needed on the set sometime."

—TIFFANY .

Ch. Delac Demands Cuts

In French Film Salaries
Paris—Ch. Delac, president of the

Chambre Syndicale, leading French

film organization, has circularized

all members of the organization de-

manding percentage wage cuts of

all workers in the industry to meet

the economic condition of the coun-

try. Salary cuts proposed vary from

5 to 10 per cent, according to the

amount received by various work-

ers. He also calls for the abolition

of all gratuities and bonuses. His

demands have met with a storm of

opposition within the industry.

CHAPLIN'S THIRD COMMAND
London—King George and Queen

Mary saw Charlie Chaplin's "Dogs

Life" and "Gold Rush" at Sandring-

ham recently, their third command

showing of Chaplin pictures. The

two previous ones were City

Lights" and "The Gold Rush." The

of Wales, the Duke and

of York and the Duke of
Prince
Duchess

W.E. and English Firms
Pool Sound Patents

London—Western Electric has an-

nounced the successful conclusion of

negotiations with The Gramophone
Co., Columbia, Marconi, British

Thomson-Houston and Standard

Telephones & Cables by which all

the companies named will pool their

patents covering radio-phonograph
manufacture. F. C. Topham, of the

Marconi Co., is acting as agent for

the pool and will grant licenses on

behalf of the merger to manufac-

turers. All approved British manu-
facturers are eligible to participate

and become licensees. The pooling

of patents will, it is believed, be

greatly to the advantage of all the

companies concerned.

BIRMINGHAM NEWREEL HOUSE
Birmingham—A ncwsrccl theater,

it is reported, will bo opened here

sometime this month. British Mo-

vietone News is said to be back of

the venture. Neville Chamberlain,

newcomer. Other members include
Jackie Searl, Effie Ellsler, Virginia
Bruce, Frank Darien, Lew Kelly and
Sherry Hall. Waldemar Young and
Samuel Hoffenstein adapted the
story for the screen.

* * «

Production has started on a new
Columbia Tim McCoy special,

"Trail's End," being directed by
Ross Lederman.

* * *

Heading an expedition of photog-
raphers, hunters and archaeologists,
Gary Cooper has penetrated the wil-

derness in the center of Kenya,
Uganda and Tanganyiki, Africa, ac-
cording to a cable received here by
his father, Judge Charles Cooper.
Cooper is on a leave of absence from
the Paramount studios and will re-

turn to the film colony in March.
* * *

George Archainbaud, who recently

completed the direction of "Lost
Squadron" for RKO, is reported to

be engaged in creating a novel.
* * *

Casts are being rapidly completed
for three Fox pictures, two of which
are now in preparation and one in

production. "Widow's Might," with
Joan Bennett, is in production with
John Boles in the male lead. James
Kirkwood, Josephine Hull, John
Peter Leister, Martha Maddox. For-
tunio Bonanova, and Maude Turner
Gordon are among its players.

Marian Nixon will play the lead

with Warner Baxter in "Scotch \'al-

ley." Rita La Roy replaces Minna
Gombell. Further additions to the

cast include William Pawley. James
Todd, Ferdinand Munier, Douglas
Cosgrove, Elaine Vonn. Frank Har-
row and Joan Breslau. Beryl Mer-
cer, Tommy Conlon and Lawrence
O'Sullivan have joined the "Young
America" cast which features Spen-
cer Tracy and Barbara Bobbins.

A.R.P. PRODUCT FOR CANADA
London — Associated Radio Pic-

tures product will be distributee

throughout Canada, over a term of

years, by Anglo-Canadian Distribu
tors, Ltd., according to an agree
ment just made by S. W. Smith ol

Anglo-Canadian, and Basil Dean ol

Associated Tali<ing Pictures. Th(
deal will include all of the outpu
of the Ealine Studios. The firs

pictures scheduled for Canadian dis

tribution are "Sally in Our Alley"
"Water Gypsies" and "Honeymooi
Adventure".

Gbuc;Tterw;r'e "among those in ^He ' Chancellor of the Exchequer ,s

audience at the recent showing. makmg sound film tor tne premiere.

Names for Indie Film

H. B. Walthall. Leon |anncy. Ailccn

Pringlc. Al St. )ohn. Edmund Brccic

and King Baggoft arc some of the

prominent film names that will appear

in the cast of "Police Court" a Mono-
gram melodrama now in production on

the coast. According to W Ray )ohn-

ifon exhibitors can look to indepen-

dents for REAL casts, from now on
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SIDNEY R. KENT RESIGNS

FROM PARAMOUNT POBIIX

(Continued from Page 1)

announced by President Adolph Zu-
kor, who said that "it had been ac-

cepted by his associates and the
company with deep regret."

Confirming his resignation Kent
said:

"I regret deeply leaving Para-
mount after 14 years of continuous
efforts. I shall take a brief vaca-
tion and announce my plans at a
later date. In parting I wish Para-
mount every success and hope to be
able to play a constructive part in

the future of the industry."

Kent's sudden resignation is un-
derstood to be due to differences

with the Chicago group now playing
a prominent part in the affairs of

Pai-amount. That he will continue
in the industry is indicated by his

statement. About one year ago
Kent was reported to have received

an offer to become president of Fox.

Independents' Economy
Wins Bank Recognition

(Continued from Page 1)

cost of 40 per cent less than the

larger companies," said Simmons.
Tower Productions' schedule of

eight pictures will include four for

next season's release. The first half

will be completed in July. "Shop
Angel" second of the line-up is com-
pleted. Tower features are being
made at the Tiffany studios in Hol-
lywood by Premier Attractions and
are being distributed in New York
territory by Capitol Films, in New
England by Hollywood Films, Bos-
ton, in Illinois by B. N. Judel Inc.,

and in Philadelphia by Gold Medal
Films, Inc.

RKO CERTIFICIATES LISTED
Part-paid certificates for 6 per

cent debentures and common stock

of RKO, issued under the recent

refinancing plan, have been admitted
to listing on the New York Stock
Exchange.

"CAIN" HOLDS OVER
"Cain," the Leon Poirier picture

being released by Talking Picture

Epics, is holding over a second week
at the RKO Cameo.

U FILM FOR PARAMOUNT
Universal's "Nice Women" has

been booked to play simultaneously

at the New York and Brooklyn Par-
amount theaters the week of Feb. 5.

Sidney Fox and Frances Dee head
the cast.

Safety Record

Only two small fires occurred in the

country's 450 film exchanges last year,

and total loss in these was but $225,

it is stated in a report submitted to

Will H. Hays by A. S. Dickinson, in

charge of conservation. Both of the

1931 fires were in Dallas. Canada had
none. The record is cited as par-

ticularly remarkable in view of the
28,000 miles of films handled daily.

• NEWS««OF«»THE«»DAy •

Denver—George H. Brown of the

RKO construction department visited

Denver and inspected the new Or-
pheum.

Randolph, N. Y.—The Gem here

has reopened.

Cleveland—Leo Jones, former lo-

cal M-G-M feature booker, has join-

ed Educational as sales representa-
tive in the Toledo territory.

San Diego, Cal. — Mrs. Vincent
Russo is the new operator of the
Imperial, formerly the Victory.

Cleveland—Meyer Fischer, presi-

dent of the Fischer Film Exchanges,
has returned from New York where
he purchased for distribution in this

territory, "Alice in Wonderland,"
six-reel feature.

Corcoran, Cal.—Frank Leino has
leased the Harvester.

Sioux Rapids, la.—The Star here
has been sold by Mrs. C. D. Hoon to

W. A. Fritz.

Oakland, Cal.—Morgan A. Walsh,
lessee of the James K. Moffatt Es-
tate's Fulton theater at 11th and
Franklin Sts., is spending over
$6,000 in redecorating the theater.

Cleveland^The Knickerbocker, be-

longing to Associated Theaters, was
held up and robbed of $600 recently,

and the Variety, a Warner house,
was robbed of $1,200. This is the
seventh time the Knickerbocker has
been held up in the past two years.

Denver—Foster Shell has resign-
ed as treasurer at the Denver the-

ater.

Portland, Ore.—D. C. Millward of
the Cosmopolitan Film Exchange
has closed for a first-run showing of
Big 4's "Cyclone Kid," starring Buzz
Barton.

Horicon, Wis.—The Pastime here
has reverted back to John Hoeft,
who plans to remodel and reopen the
house.

Denver—Robert Ryan, formerly
a Warner salesman, is now with Co-
lumbia.

Glenville, Fla.—The State, which
was opened last October after being
dark for two years, is now being
managed by H. E. Ram, formerly
of the Temple, Ithaca, N. Y. He
succeeded J. Asbury Alexander.
Ram has leased the house for sev-
eral years from H. Lipsitz and
Dewey Adamson.

Murfreesboro, Tenn.—The Prin-
cess has reopened after being
closed for a short time for the in-

stallation of new sound equipment.

San Francisco — Frank Decker,
formerly of the local Tiffany-Edu-
cational staff, is now a salesman for
Co-Operative.

Portland, Ore.—Danny Matin, pop-
ular film salesman, is covering Ore-
gon for Fox Films.

Detroit—Charles Porter, who for-
merly operated the Ma.iestic and
Forest, has removed to Los Angeles
where he will make his home.

Pittsburgh—George Josack is no
longer with the local M-G-M sales
force. Jack Lyon, formerly with
Pathe, is a new Metro salesman.

Kent Played Important Role

In Mapping Industry's Course
Probably no executive has played

a more important role in the shap-
ing of the film industry during the
past 14 years than Sidney R. Kent,
who resigned yesterday as vice-
president of Paramount. Outstand-
ing in his career are his efforts in

sponsoring and helping draft the
new standard exhibition contract at
the 5-5-5 conferences held last year.

Kent was born in Lincoln, Neb.
Before he was 20 he occupied a re-

sponsible position with the Colo-
road Fuel & Iron Co. in Wyoming.
In 1912 he joined the American
Druggist Syndicate on the Coast and
by various stages became assistant

to the president, for three and on^-
half years virtually being in charge
of the business.
His first contact with the film in-

dustry occurred when he aided

Frank Hitchcock in the job of un-
ravelling the tangle in connection
with the General Film Co. situation,

following its indictment under the
anti-trust laws. Joining the Zukor
organization his first assignment
was in the distribution department
as special representative to ex-
changes. Next he was appointed dis-

trict manager to the territory em-
bracing Kansas City, St. Louis,
Omaha and Des Moines, which po-
sition he held until May, 1919, when
he was called to the home office and
made general sales manager. In

Jan. 1921, he was elected to the

company's board of directors. He
was named general manager of the
company in 1926 and in 1930, when
the corporate name was changed to

Paramount Publix, he was named
vice-president.

SPECULATE ON FATE

OF 5-5-5 T

(Continued from Page 1)
"

the exhibition agreement, has con-
tinually advocated putting it into
operation in the face of what ap-
peared at one time to be an uncer-
tain future for the contract. In an
exclusive statement to The Film
Daily last Fall Kent said that the
contract would go into effect at the
beginning of the 1932-33 sales sea-
son and as far as he was concerned,
its form would be as drafted at the
5-5-5 sessions.

Plans for New Indie Unit
Definitely Considered Off

(Continued from Page 1)

well known film men as J. D. Wil-
liams, Emil Jensen and Benny Zeld-
man, as well as first-class exhibitors
and exchangemen throughout the
country.

BUY FAITH BALDWIN STORY
Jacob Wilk, head of Warner Bros.

story department, yesterday con-
cluded negotiations for the motion
picture rights to Faith Baldwin's
"Week End Marriage," which ran
serially in the country's newspapers
and is now out in book form. It will
be a starring vehicle for Ruth Chat-
terton.

PARAMOUNT BUYS STORY
"The Diamond and the Lillies," an

original story by Edwin Justus May-
er, has been purchased by Para-
mount. The story is a modern
drama of a young man who becomes
embittered through experience.

MIAMI HOUSE REOPENS
Miami, Fla.—The Roxy, formerly

the Paramount, has been completely
remodeled and is now open again.
Charles F. Johnson is manager.

CATCH PERU ROBBER
Peru, Ind.—Shortly after robbing

the Roxy here of $600, Carl Zuber
of Kansas City was captured on the «

outskirts of Logansport by Peru po- I

lice.

CONN. M.P.T.O. MEETING
New Haven, Conn.—The M.P.T.O.

of Connecticut will hold a regular
meeting Jan. 26, when plans for the
association's annual meeting, to be
held in February, will be discussed.
Attorney Edward G. Levy is coun-
sel for the association.

FAIRBANKS GETS REFUND
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Douglas Fairbanks i,

has been granted a refund of $61,-11
416 for over-assessment of income |l

tax in 1927, 1928 and 1929. i|

2 Features and 8 Acts
Two features, "Dance Team," and

"The Lure of the Ring," Dempsey-
Sharkey-Schmeling fight film, together

with eight vaudeville acts will com-
prise the bill at the Hippodrome start-

ing Saturday.
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TAX PLEA TO CONGRESS
EMANUEL COHEN CHOSEN
PARAMOUNT VICE-PRES.;

SCHAEFER IN KENT POST
NEW YORK, Jan. 21.—Emanuelf*

Cohen today was elected a di-

lector and vice president of Para-

mount. George J. Schaefer, for six

years in charge of the company's

sales in the East, becomes general

salesmanager succeeding Sidney R.

Kent. Cohen's duties were not de-

fined but it is understood he will

play a vitally important part in pro-

duction.

The Schaefer move brings into

the home office as a divisional man-
ager Joseph J. Unger, veteran

Paramount salesman and at present

district manager for New York
state, with specific duties undeter-

mined although it is reported that

he will assume Schaefer's old post.

Gratification over the Cohen elec-

tion was expressed tonight by Jesse

Lasky, first vice president in charge
of production, who said, "Mr. Cohen
has been of great assistance to me
in my work and we are great per-

.sonal friends."

Among the flood of rumors and
stories of executive shiftings in the

wake of Kent's resignation and
prior to the announcement of

Schaefer's appointment, was a
widely circulated report that James
Grainger would move into Kent's

post.

"I have a contract with Fox Films
that runs to May, 1935. Such stories

^re utterly ridiculous," said Grain-
r.

In the meantime Kent, with char-

acteristic speed, already had moved
his belongings from Paramounfs
suite to a Wall Street office where
hf will operate until his new plans

are announced and today he bade
farewell to Paramount aides who
had been associated with him for

years.

CONGRATULATIONS
AND GOOD WISHES!

In honor of his fortieth birthday,

B. P. Schulberg,
managing director

of production for

the Paramount
P u blix corpora-

: tion, today was
given a surprise

luncheon by mem-
bers of his studio

e X e cutive staff.

The hosts were
Albert A. Kauf-
man, M. C. Levee,

I

E. Lloyd Sheldon,
' Benjamin Glazer,

Louis D. Lighton,... two score jjgnry Herzbrun,

Arch Reeve, Robert Harris and
Harold Hurley.

RORK SEEKS BOW
DEAL WITH RADIO

Warners To Make
Serials, /V. Y. Hears

NEW YORK, Jan. 21.—Un-
confirmed reports in trade

circles here relate that Warners
will enter serial production with
the first to be a 12-episode serial

starring Rin-tln-tin under the
title "Lightning Warrior."

Sam Rork has made no definite

tie-up with Columbia for the release

of his proposed Clara Bow pictures

but instead is dickering with RKO
for a unit working arrangement
similar to that held by Charles

Rogers.

If the Rork deal goes through, it

will substantiate past rumors of

RKO going in for independent unit

production, similar to that operated

by First National prior to selling,'

out to the Warner Brothers.

SPECTATOR SUSPENDED
Welford Beaton is informing his

subscribers by postal card that due

to the depression there will be no

Spectator published this month.

JUNE CLYDE STRICKEN ILL

June Clyde is confined to her bed

with ptomaine poisoning.

Alperson Quits As
Warner Sales Chief

NEW YORK, Jan. 21.—E. L.

Alperson today resigned as
general sales manager of War-
ner-First National for reasons
unknown. It is reported that he
is joining Spyros Skouras as
film buyer which post he for-

merly held with the Warner cir-

cuit.

ROB'T. MONTGOMERY
WASN'T DIRECTOR

o
Yesterday this newspaper pub-

lished the Motion Picture Herald's

best six for December including
"Private Lives",

M-G-M film di-

rected by Sidney
Franklin. P u b -

lished also were
pictures of all the
directors of the

"best six" except
that of Franklin,
reason for the
omission being
that there was no
picture or cut of

Franklin in The
Herald's morgue.
Peeved and upset
was Mr. Franklin
over the apparent slight which

wasn't a slight at all and, said he.

"Bob Montgomery did NOT direct

my picture, you're all wet, and it

was a blunda." Well, we all blunda

sometimes and anyway here's Sid's

picture along with the repetitious

information that he and not Bob

Montgomery directed "Private

Lives" and a double break of pub-

licity for Sid.

excuse us

ELOQUENT
APPEAL BY
PETTUOHN

Committee Told Industry

Cannot Absorb New
Impost

WASHINGTON, D.C., Jan.

21. — The proposed restora-

tion of the war-time admis-
sion taxes on motion picture

theatres will add another
crushing burden to the back of the
American taxpayer wlio already la

staggering under the load of tax-

ation, paying out on the average
one day's earnings out of every six

to meet his taxes.

This was the statement made by
C. C. Pettijohn, representing the mo-
tion picture industry, in presenting
the industry's protest against the

proposed amusement tax today to

the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee.

Pettijohn told the committee
that the motion picture theatre
owners cannot absorb the tax;

that it must be paid by the pen-
nies and nickels taken from the

purses of the millions of men,
women and children who attend
the movies every week, the very
people who have been hardest hit

by the depression and unemploy-
ment. If the theatres attempted
to absorb the tax thousands of

them, he said, would be forced to

close their doors. He revealed that

economic conditions have forced

nearly 6000 movie houses to close

(Continued on Page Three)

IF WILL ROGERS QUITTING
FILMS, IT'S NEWS TO FOX

NEW YORK. Jan. 21.—If Will^.

Rogers i.n quitting pictures

when his Fox contract expires, it's

news to Fox executives in the Eant

who say plans for his next two pic-

tures are well undei way.

A Hollywood dispatch to the New
York Times declares Rogers told

friends he is thinking about quit-

ting pictures to "become the world's

airplane reporter." The Times story

.says Rogers is getting more than

$60,000 yearly from Fox but gets

$3000 weekly from daily newspaper
writings.
The article also recounts that

friends say Rogers prefers news-
paper work and that he has con-

sidered establishing his residence in

either London or Paris.
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[)oings In The Great Cinema Circus
"[7*1FTY thousand meals were
* served by Paramount studio to

the army of location workers and

atmosphere players during the pro-

duction of Marlene Dietrich's

"Shanghai Express." Director Josef
von Sternberg apportioned more
than 40,000 days of atmosphere
work to Mongolian and Caucasian
extras.

From a waitress in a Shanghai
restaurant to a featured screen
player is the Cinderella story re-

vealed yesterday by Lyda Roberti
who is enacting her first role in

Paramount's "Dancers in The
Dark." Miss Roberti and her sis-

ter, Manya, were stranded in

China some months ago when a
show they were in went broke.
Their only chance for a living

was to be waitresses.

Universal has two stories for Lew
Ayres "The Empty Chair" and
"Laughing Boy," undecided which
to make first.

Marcel Corday, now appearing in

the stage production of "Grand Ho-
tel," has been added to the cast of

"Widow's Might" at Fox.

Dorothy Gray, 8, was signed
by Radio to portray Irene Dunne
as a youug girl in ' mphony of

Six Million," Doroth.v made her
screen debut at the age. of two
with Lillian Gish in "The Scarlet
Letter."

Gwili Andre is modeling day and
night in New York to fulfill her
contract with Vogue and Vanity
Fair so she may 'start west as soon
as possible to begin her film con-
tract with Radio.

Rouben Mamoulian is at Palm
Springs where he will work on the
adaptation for Maurice Chevalier's
next picture, "Love Me Tonight,"
which he will direct.

Marie Dressier may soon be-

come a national radio star in ad-
dition to her screen work if

present negotiations for her serv-
ices to appear over a national
hook-up once a week are consum-
mated.

Samson Raphaelson attended col-

lege with Chic and Virginia Sale

—

the University of Illinois.

Chester Morris has one of the
few portable dressing rooms on the
Paramount lot.

The local U.A. house will open
Sam Goldwyn'B "Arrowsmith" with
a $2 premiere on the evening of
Feb. 3.

Because of the intricate and
exacting technical detail called
for in the surgical sequences of
"Symphony of Six Million," Radio
was compelled to hire Dr. Marcus
Rabwin as technical advisor and
a score or more of registered
trained nurses, orderlies, anesthe-

ticians and Internes to secure a
perfect delineation of what goes
on in an operating room.

}£•

Regis Toomey has been sentenced
to die. Assigned again to essay the
pal of Richard Arlen and Jack
Oakie, his "Touchdown" buddies, in

Paramount's new air picture, "Sky
Bride," Toomey is slated to meet
hi's death in a crack-up in one of
the flying sequences.

Ray June, who photographed
Chester Morris in his first picture,
"Alibi," will again photograph him
in "The Beachcomber."

The Four Marx Brothers are here
and ready for work on their next
picture for Paramount. Herman
Mankiewicz, S. J. Perelman, Max
Gordon, Bert Ruby, and Harry Kal-
mar, writers, came west with the
Marx Brothers.

When Sylvia Sidney was a child,

her parents had to pay her real
money to take medicine. For cas-
tor oil, she was given 10 cents;
for cod liver oil, 1 cent. At the
end of two years she had saved
$6 from these fees. She spent the
money on a dozen bottles of Cas-
toria for her mother.

William Powell gave Carole Lom-
bard two radios. One was for her
car, and one was for her dressing
room.

ONE of the wise cracking
spectators at the Riviera

Club yelled out, "there goes
someone's option," as Darryl Zan-
uck feU off a horse.

Budding playwrights as well as
the experienced ones are request-
ed to submit manuscripts of one
act plays to the Writers Club for
presentation at their monthly
shows. Plays must be forwarded
to Madeline Brandeis, chairman
of the play conmiittee.

Miriam Hopkins is wearing bangs
in "Dancers in The Dark."

"Destry Rides Again," starring
Tom Mix with Claudia Dell op-
posite, will start shooting Monday
Ben Stoloff directing.

"The Temporary Butler," Andy
Clyde's latest for Sennett, be-
comes "The Boudoir Butler." The

comedy finished shooting yester-

day. "Hubby's Last Chance," star-

ring George Byron, also finished

yesterday on the same lot.

Karl Struss, cameraman on Para-
mount's "Dancer's in The Dark,"

featuring Miriam Hopkins and oth-
ers, reports his fan mail zoomed up-
ward as a result of his work on
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." Most of
the mail came from theatre projec-
tionists, aspiring cameramen and
amateur photographers.
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PETTIJOHN IN

PLEA AGAINST
CINEMA LEVY

Congressional Committee Told
Theatre Men Cannot

Absorb New Tax

(Continued from Page One)
in the last two years, and more
would be driven out of business
by an amusement tax even with
the public footing the bill.

Imposition of an admission tax,

he said, inevitably would cause a
loss of attendance and the indirect

tax on theatre owners involved in

its collection for the government
would impoBe additional hardships
which many of them in the smaller
cities and towns of the country
would be unable to survive, causing
further unemployment and suffer-

ng.
Citing the tremendous influence

jf the motion picture and the low-
priced entertainment it affords in

stimulating and maintaining public
norale in times of national stress,

ettijohn said: "An admission tax
strikes, at a critical time, at the
ery existence of an institution
vhich the nation requires today
nore than ever before—a focal cen-
:er in every city and town where
jeople may go in orderly fashion
nd find relief through recreation
nd entertainment from the strains
mposed by depression and unem-
loyment.
"Every darkened motion picture

theatre is a victory for the forces
of discontent and disorder in the
United States. Every time you de-
stroy a place of decent cheap
amusement for the masses, you
cut off the supply of a vital ne-
cessity—entertainment— and you
leave taut nerves, strained loy-

alties, and no escape except the
contemplation of destructive pro-
cesses that bitterness breeds.

'A federal admission tax would
be far more than a nuisance tax.

It would be a threat against the
maintenance of public morale in

the United States at a time when
depression and unemploj'ment are
fertile sources of discontent and
lisorder."

This is not time, he warned, to
ap in the face "the worker or the
irmer, attending a movie once a
eek, fifty-two times a year with
enny and nickel taxes."
Pettijohn summed up the objec-

ions to the proposed tax as fol-

ows: First, because it strikes at
be essential recreation of mil-
ions of workers and farmers;
lecond, because it treats the ne-
iessities of the poor as If they
vere the luxuries of the rich, dls-

sriminating against families of
imlted income; and third, be-
sause of the terrific burden it

vould impose on the theatre own-
T. Further, it would cost the gov-
tmment, he said, one third of the
"evenues from the tax to collect

t, and the exhibitor as much to

landle it.

Recalling the fact that motion
cture entertainment wae classed
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TALK OF BIG SALARIES
FOR STARS WEARISOME

By FLOBABEL, MUIR

'T'ALLEST man on the Paramount lot: Ernest Schoedsack, 6
- feet, 5% inches, he's going fishing with Kermit Roosevelt in

the waters around Magdalena Bay and if Mack Sennett knows
what he's talking about they will see more wild life in the Pacific

ocean than they ever ran afoul of in the Indian
jungles . . . Helen Twelvetrees Woody has
moved into her new home in Brentwood . . .

Coney Island shots of "Symphony of Six Mil-
lion" will provide jobs for 100 extras . . .

* » *

TALK about extravagant moviemoney grows
pretty wearisome . . . Did Eva Tanguay

make $5,000 a week? Did Houdini earn mil-
lions in vaudeville? Can't almost any first mag-
nitude star go out on a vaudeville tour and pull

in from $3,000 a week up even in these days of
depression? Why object, then, if these same
jjeople earn salaries commensurate with their
abilities on the movie lots? Washington gets
alarmed over Jackie Cooper's reputed $7,500 a

... in new home week for personal appearances at the Roxy.
Maybe they'd be less alarmed if Jackie got $1,000 and the other
$6,500 went into the pockets of the theatre operators. Huge alarums
went up over Connie Bennett's $150,000 for a picture at Warners,
yet Darryl Zanuck assures me that Warners could have paid her
$50,000 more and still made plenty of profit on "Bought." Was there
a hue and cry a few years ago when Norma Talmadge received
$125,000 per picture? Has anyone ever indicated invidious feelings
because Mary Pickford has earned $10,000,000—maybe more—from
the picture business? Or envied Charlie Chaplin his $20,000,000.

Ben Schulberg told me nearly two years ago that "from now on
$5,000 a week will represent top money for a star." How did Ben
feel when Warners contracted to pay Chatterton $675,000? Cer-
tainly it's as equable to pile a tax of $50 per $1,000 on the automo-
bile business as it is to plaster a dime on every half-dollar paid for
theatre admissions—and what a howl would go up from Detroit
if the government contemplated such a procedure. And certainly
the last people in the world who should be
envied because of the money they earn are the
movie stars—four or five hundred of the hard-
est-worked individuals extant.

* * *

LUNCHING at Paramount eatinghouse: Char-

lie Starrett with Sari (pronounce it Shar-
ree) Maritza; Jack Oakie with Helen Collins,

pretty niece of Austin Parker ... At Hearst
rancho, San Simeon: Donald DiUoway . . . Va-
cationing: Charlie Richards after a long and
strenuous session as Pathe casting director . . .

Mitzi Green will broadcast over N.B.C. for Nes-
tle's food . . . Buck Jones and Ruth Warren are
starting a personal appearance tour over Fox-
West Coast houses the 25th . . . Sylvia and Mrs.
Bee Sidney depart the first of February on a
trip to New York . . . Marxes and members of their party began
dropping off the Chief at Barstow and by the time the train got

to Pasadena the three private cars were practically vacant. Para-
mount cameramen found no game to shoot.

escort

as a vital necessity to public mor-
ale during the world war, and treat-

ed as an essential occupation, Pet-

tijohn declared that the proposed
tax makes "no distinction whatever
between essential entertainment
and luxury entertainment." He ad-

ded, "It lumps a child's 20 cents

movie admiBsion with a $20 ring-

side seat to a prize fight, or a $200

opera box."

Others who appeared before the

Committee to protest the proposed

tax were Ed Kuykendahl, of Colum-
bus, Miss., chairman of the board

of the Tri-State Motion Picture

Theatre Owners AsBociation, which
includes Mississippi, Tennessee and
Arkansas; M. A. Lightman, of Mem-

phis, Tenn., of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owner.s of America; Ab-
ram F. Meyers, of Washington, D.

C, of the Allied States Association

of Motion Picture Exhibitors; Re-
presentative Emanuel Celler, of

New York; Representative Hubert
H. Peavy, of Wisconsin; Leonard
B. Schloss, of Washington, D.C.,

member of the National Associa-

tion of AmuBement Parks; J. H.
Farrell, Auburn, N. Y., of the Na-

tional Association of Professional

Baseball leagues; T. S. Humphrey,
Cleveland, Ohio, Euclid Beach
Park; Henry Moskowitz, New York
City, representing the League of

New York Theatres and the Dra-

matists' Guild.

AUTHORHAWKS
FORMS INDIE
PICTURE UNIT

Barker, Stallings, Hilburn In

Group To Be Knovk^n As
Adventure Films

Aiming to create clean, fast mov-
ing pictureB with romantic, melo-
dramatic themes for the indepen-

dent market, J. G. Hawks, well

known screen author, heads a new-
ly organized company of former as-
sociates to be known as Adventure
Films.

With Hawks are Reginald Bark-
er, prominent director; CharleG Stal-
lings, who will be production man-
ager; Percy Hilburn, chief cinema-
tographer, and Robert Kern, head
cutter.

Outlining plans for the group,
which functioned as a unit in the
silent days in the making of many
box office successes. Hawks said:

"We believe independent distri-

butors will welcome our product.
Creation of real entertainment
for the great American audiences
will be our aim. We shall steer
clear of the shoals of ultra-sophis-
tication. Our group has worked
happily and efficiently together in
the past making successful pic-

tures and th; "^ajor studios and I

know we can do 't for ourselves.
Efficiency will be our watchword
and every dollar expended we in-

tend shall register on the screen."

Barker has been successful with
big outdoor melodrama, with Hil-
burn as his camera chief. Stallings
is best known as production man-
ager for Howard Hughes on "Hell's
Angels." Hawks has served with
RKO, Goldwyn, MGM, Universal
and the late 'Thomas H. Ince., and
other organizations.

BEVHILLS GROUP
BUSY ON 'FASHIONS'
"Fashions or Life in New York,"

the next play to be presented by the

Little Theatre of Beverly Hills for

Professionals, is in rehearsal under
the direction of Oliver Hinsdell.
The cast includes Jan Dugan,

Harold Hopper, Arthur Hurni, Jo-
"eph Hurbert, Mara del Sobral,
Hazel Hummel, Lee Childs, Rodolfa
Caffaro, Henry Dennison. True Ter-
ry Thompson, Joseph Sauer, Jack
Rilee, Helen Clive. The play will

run for five nights at the Haw-
thorne school beginning February 8.

2 COMEDIES START
WORK NEXT WEEK

Two start at Hal Roach Studio

next week. An Our Gang comedy
titled "Choo-Choo" begins Monday
with Bob McGowan directing. Tue.i-

(lay, the Boy Friends go to work
under the co-dircctlon of Lloyd
French and Anthony Mack In an
untitled comedy.
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The Social Calendar In Hollyi^oocl
By MARGARET ETTINGER

'Hard Times'^
Party Next
For Nayfair
'T^HE Mayfair Club is holding a

-'- "different" party a week from

Saturday night. "A Hard Times
Party to Cele-

brate the return

t o Prosperity
'

'

and "Wear Your
Best Old Clothes"
are the way the
invitations, print-

ed on butcher pa-

per and tied with
wrapping string,

read. Enough to

stir anyone's im-
agination into
making plans for

the evening and

„ „ , to decide upon
Harry Rapf , j. i • j * „„„what kind of cos-

tume to wear.

The coming party promises a very

different kind of evening than the

gue.'sts have usually had at Mayfair.

During the six years existence of

the Club and the mors than fifty

functions given, tne organization

has never ventured from the ex-

tremely formal. So, the members
are intrigued and are planning
jubilantly for what they expect to

be Mayfair's most successful party.

Gingham frocks, denim over-

alls, pre - prohibition evening
gowns

—

are already in prepara-
tion for the evening of January
thirtieth. Hollywood modistes are
doing a rushing business in pre-

paration for this particular party,

for some of the women guests are
having specially made and elab-

orately designed evening gowns
of gingham, percale and calico.

Howard Greer, whose modes are

known the world around, is doing
many of the gowns to be worn at

Mayfair—the strangest creations

ever turned out by an establish-

ment such as his. Mary Anderson,
who was once a well known screen
star and now turned clever and suc-

cessful Hollywood designer, has put
on a special force of workers to aid

her in getting out a number of very
different types of gowns than she
usually makes.

The Mayfair room at the Bilt-

more is being transformed into an
old German Garden—this because
it seemed a more attractive, as well

as more comfortable arrangement
than an old fashioned barn, in

which hard times parties are usual-
ly held. A different menu will be
prepared for the guests to take the
place of the usual many coursed
formal dinner.

The Board of Directors, including
Winfield Sheehan, Conrad Nagel,
Irving Thalberg, M. C. Levee, Sid
Grauman, B. P. Schulberg, Jack
Warner and Harry Rapf, is arrang-
ing entertainment in keeping with

BUFFET SUPPER
GIVEN GROUP
BY LEVEES

'T^HE Levees (Mr. and Mrs. Mike)
-* gave a buffet supper last Sat-

urday evening.
Guests were:

Mr. and Mrs. Tod
Brown ing, Mr.
and Mrs. Hunt
Stromberg; Mr.
and Mrs. Robert
Leonard; Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Ber-
german; Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Rapf;
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Pelton ; Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Pel-
ton; Mr. and Mrs.
Hal Wallis (Lou-
i s e Fazenda ) ;

Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Beaumont; Mr. and Mrs.
L. B. Mayer; Mr. and Mrs. Irving
Thalberg; Mr. and Mrs. Ned Marin;
Mr. and Mrs. George Levee; Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Mannix; Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Warner; Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Blum; Mr. and Mrs. Sol Les-
ser; Mr. and Mrs. Hal Roach; Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Schallert; Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Weingarten; Rose Grau-
man; Minna Wallis; Edgar Allen
Wolff and Sid Grauman.

Mrs. Mike Levee

WHO'S TRAVELING
AND WHERE

Out of town:
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Hughes to

New York.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fitzmaurice

to New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Warner to

Palm Springs.

In town:
Mrs. Clare Kummer of Narragan-

sett Bay is visiting her daughter
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Young in Beverly Hills.

the night's revel.

Among those who are planning
large parties are Mr. and Mrs.
Alan Dwan; who will haive as
their guests; Marilyn Miller, Gin-
ger Rogers, Grace George, Mrs.
W. R. Montgomery, Don Alvar-
ado, Mervyn LeRoy, W. C. Fields
and Mecca Graham.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Thalberg

(Norma Shearer) will entertain a
number of M.G.M. people in their
party.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Warner, now
vacationing at Palm Springs, will
return in time to assemble a
group of guests to attend Mayfali*
with them.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Levee; Mr.

and Mrs. Eddie Chne; Mr. and Mrs.
David Selznick; Mr. and Mrs. Re-
ginald Denny; Mr. and Mrsu Frank
Borsiage; Natalie Kalmus; Joseph
von Sternberg; John Hines and
many others are among the large
list of host and hostesses for the
evening.

DOUG JR., JOAN
HAIL OPENING
OF PICTURE

H'

.foan Crawford

"ly^R. and Mrs. Douglas Fair-

•^'^-'- banks Jr. (Joan Crawford),

entertained with a midnight supper
at their Brent-
wood home after

the opening o f

"Union Depot" at

Warner's Holly-
wood on Wednes-
day evening. The
most enthusiastic
guest and the one
who got the most
attention was
Jackie Cooper. It

was Jackie's first

invitation to a
midnight party
and he had a
grand time.
Among the other guests were:

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks
(Mary Pickford) ; Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Barthelmess; Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Olivier; Mr. and Mrs.
John Mack Brown; Mr. and Mrs.
Clark Gable; Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Lyon (Bebe Daniels); Mr. and Mrs.
Al Green; Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Lighton; The Marquis and Mar-
quise Henri de Palaise (Constance
Bennett) ; Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Lloyd ; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Forbes
(Ruth Chatterton); Mr. and Mrs.
Lionel Barrymore; Kay Hammond;
Tallulah Bankhead; Mrs. Mabel
Cooper; Miriam Hopkins; Joan
Bennett; Gene Markey; David Man-
ners; Ivor Novello; Paul Bern;
Jerry Asher; Alan Vincent; Rich-
ard Cromwell and others.

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Barrymore
welcomed a large group of friends
to their Beverly Hills home last

Saturday evening, for a buffet
supper.

BORZAGES ENJOY
CHINESE FEAST
James Howe, native of Los An-

geles Chinatown and well-known
cameraman, gave a dinner party
for Mr. and Mrs. Frank Borzage
last Tuesday evening. The place
was the Grand View—at the corner
of Alameda Street and Ferguson
Alley and the occasion—to celebrate
the completion of Borzage's picture,

"After Tomorrow," upon which
Howe did the camera work.
Among the guests were Anna

May Wong (a cousin of Howe's)

;

Ruth Shank; Grace Armstrong;
Lew Borzage and Ross Shattuck.
The dinner, which began at eight

o'clock and ended at midnight, was
an elaborately prepared Chinese
one—some of the rare dishes sel-

dom seen outside of native China
being included in the menu.

* *

Jack Pickford, well again, lunched
at the Brown Derby the other day
with Jules Furthman; Lew Cody;
Marshall Neilan and Al Cohn.

i
IDeNillcs

To Honor
Eridal Pair
|%y|"R. and Mrs. William C. DeMille
-'""*• are giving a dinner party and
reception for the bride and groom,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben-
jamin Glazer at

their M o n t e e 1

Drive home on
Saturday evening.
Dinner guests

will be: Mr. and
Mrs. Cedric Gib-
bons (Dolores del

Rio); Mr. and
Mrs. Bernie Fine-
man and Mr. and
Mrs. Don Mar-
quis, while those
who will come in

after dinner are,
Mrs. Wm. De Mille

Mr. and Mrs.
George Middleton; Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Block; Mr. and Mrs. Wells
Root; Mr. and Mrs. Martin Flavin;
Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett Cormack;
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hobart; Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Hoffenstein; Rob-
ert Wagner; Edwin Justis Mayer
and many more.

* * *

Mrs. May Conant of New York
and Paris, a visitor in Hollywood,
entertained a group of friends at
the Brown Derby on Wednesday.
Those present were: Mrs. Natalie
M. Kalmus, Mrs. Isabel Ball, Ruth
Doe, Marguerite Mann, Malcolm
Bullivant and Ross Shattuck.

MANY DANCE AT
EMBASSY CLUB
Tomorrow night the Embassy

Club will hold its second dinner
dance of the current season. Many
reservations have been made for

the party, which promises to be a
very entertaining one.
Last Sunday night the Embassy

celebrated the first informal supper
dance of the year. Among those
who attended were: Mr. and Mrs.
Jean Hersholt; Mr. and Mrs. Ben-
jamin Kutler; Mr. and Mrs. Stuart
Holmes; Mr. and Mrs. S. Wesley;
Mr. and Mrs. Eric von Stroheim;
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Edwards (Ev-
elyn Brent) ; Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Joyce; Mr. and Mrs. Al Rogell; Mr.
and Mrs. William Davy; Sari Mar-
itza; Rochelle Hudson; Virginia
Bedford; Vivian Gay; Steve Donog-
hue; Guy Bolton; Lowell Sherman;
Edgar Wallace and many more.

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Moreno en-

tertained a large party this past
week in honor of Mr. and Mrs. (jecil

B. DeMille.
* * »

The James Gleasons and the

members of their "The Fall Guy"
cast were guests of honor at a tea

given by the Domino Club last

Tuesday afternoon.
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CohenMadePara.Vice-Pres.—SchaeferHeadsSales

[AX heaIg favorablTdespite exhTdiscord

idward L Alperson Resigns asWarncr-F.N. Sales Head
.ack of Latitude Given

As Reason for

Quitting

Edward L. Alperson yesterday
ndered his resignation as general

Ics manager of Warner Bros.-

t National and Vitaphone. He
med this post Oct. 24 after hav-

- been assistant general manager
Warner Theaters. Reason for Al-

)n's resignation iz understood
i>e what he considered lack of

titude in functioning in his new
b.

It is understood that H. M. War-
(Continued on Page 7)

NGLAND LEADS WORLD

IN PERCENTAGE WIRED

With 4,100 of its 4,800 theaters

quipped for sound, England leads

18 world in percentage of houses

ired, it is shown in charts com-
iled by C. J. North, head of the M.

Division of the Department of

ommerce, Washington. The table

ives the U. S. 13.500 wired theaters

it of 20,000 in the country. Out
Europe's total of 29,316 theaters,

(Continued on Pane 2)

Hammons Retaining Separate Brands
Educational, Tiffany and Sono Art-World Wide will enter the 1932-33 sales

season each with its own brand of pictures, Earl Hammons told THE FILM DAILY
yesterday. No consolidation moves are planned, he said.

House Committee Okays
Ban on Foreign Artists

Amendment or Defeat
Seen for S.R.O. Bill

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Local theater own-

ers hope to either defeat or have

the teeth drawn out from the Carey

bill seeking to ban the sale of tick-

ets unless there are sets in the the-
(Continucd on Page 7)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Immigration bills

designed to bar foreign film stars,

vocalists and musicians from enter-

ing this country to compete with
American performers, and to prevent
those already here, such as Maurice
Chevalier, Pola Negri, Charlie Chap-
lin, Greta Garbo and others from

(Continued on Page 7)

5-5-5ContractSeenDoomed

5 a Share Estimated
As B. & K. 1931 Net

Chicago—Net profit of Balaban &
;atz Corp., Publix-controlled, for

le year ended Dec. 27, is estimated

approximately $1,500,000 after

larges and federal taxes. This is

(Continued on Page 7)

Prospects of the new standai'd ex-

hibition contract, drafted at the

5-5-5 conferences, actually going in-

^o effect seemed dim yesterday. Sev-

eral legal department heads of ma-
jor distributing companies expressed

the opinion that effec ing this agree-

ment would bring them in conflict

with the Judge Thacher decree

which warns against working in col-

lusion. This appeared as another
(Continued on Page 8)

Aleograph Loses Appeal
In Suit Against E.R.P.I.

New Orleans—Circuit Court of

Appeals here has denied the appeal

of Aleograph Co. from the decision

of the U. S. District Court, San An-
tonio, which ruled in favor of Elec-

trical Research Products in the in-

fringement action brought by Aleo-

graph against the Western Electric

Sound System.

New British Unit Plans

Colonial Distribution

Para. Promotes Cohen, Schaefer

As Successors to Sidney Kent

London—Formation of the British United

ilm Producers Co., Ltd., organized with the

lupport of the Colonial Office by the film

'roducers' group of the Federation of British

Industries, has been completed. The new unit

irill distribute English films to British colonics

jhroughout the world.

Hearings Start Monday
In Canadian Combine Case

Toronto—Arrangements have been

made for the film combine case to

open in the Ontario High Court here

on Mondav, It is being predicted in

legal circles that the charges by the

government are to be so strongly

and hotlv protested by the film in-

terests, who have enrolled the serv-

(Continued on Page 8)

Elc'-tion of Emanuel Cohen as a

vice president and a member of the

board of directors of Paramount and

appointment of George J. Schaefer

as sales manager, boh assuming

duties formerly handled by Sidney

R. Kent, were announ'-ed yesterday.

Cohen, who has been known as di-

rector of short sub.iects and editor

of Paramount News, has played an

important part in the company s

(Continued on Page 8)

Leaders Hopeful Industry

Will Be Spared Ruinous
Legislation

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Notwithstanding

differences as to procedure between

the two national exhibitor factions,

each of which preferred to follow

its own line of action, the hearing

on the proposed 10 per cent amuse-
ment tax held yesterday before the

House Ways and Means Committee
(Continued on Page 6)

SIDNEY KEHmONTRACT

HAD THREEjEARS TO

While the industry in general yes-

terday speculated concerning Sidney

R. Kent's future plans, his contract

with Paramount was being settled

through his attorney, Nathan Bur-

kan. The agreement, which was
originally made to cover five years

and then extended two years, had

three years to run.

Kent plans to leave New York

in a week or less for Florida and

possibly Cuba. He has told intimate

friends that he intends to make no
(Continued on Page 8)

J. R. Grainger Scouts

Paramount Post Rumors
Rumors that .lames R. Grainger

might take over the Paramount

sales post vacated by Sidney R.

Kent were scouted by Grainger yes-

terday. He pnin ed out that hi-

ontract with Fox as vii-e-presiden'

n charge of distribution runs until

Mav 30, 1935.

Tax Receipts Decline

$304,322 in Six Months

Washington—A decline of $304,322 in jmusc-

mcnt t.i«cs for the List %i« months, .n compared

with the corresponding period of the previous

year is shown in the report of the Internal

Revenue Bureau The drop is said to reflect

lower attendance *t theaters, conterfi and

cabarets.
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High Low Close Chg.

Asks Two-Year Anti-Trust Law Truce
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—As a means of allowing trade associations to take steps to perfect
stabilization of conditions without the fear of legal prosecution that now prevents
such action, a two-year truce in the anti-trust laws was urged upon President Hoover
yesterday by Charles F. Abbott, executive director of the American Institute of

Steel Construction.

URGE WIDER USE Of RIMS

L

Am. Seat 2}4
Con. Fm. Ind 4%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 10^4
East. Kodak 87 Vg

Fox Fm. "A" AVz
(len. Th. Eq. (new) I'A
r.oew's, Inc 29^
Paramount 105^
Pathe Exch Vg
RCA 854
RCA pf. B 16'^

RKO new 554
Univ. Pict. pfd.

Warner Bros.

2'A 254 -f 'A

4 4

lOVg WA
8554 86 '/s — Vi

454 454
1 V/i + %
2m 29 4- %
10 10^ 4- 'A

Vi Yi

8 8—54
157^ 16 -f A
SVt 5^ -I- 54

4754 4754 475/2

iVi 354 iVf. — A

A wider application of motion pic-

tures in education and in vocational
training was urged by Dr. Louis I.

Harris, former HeaKh Commission-
er of New York City and a member
of the executive committee of the
National Board of Review, at yes-

terday's opening session of the an-

nual conference being held by the

National Board at the Hotel Penn-
sylvania. Dr. Harris declared it is

amazing that such small use had
been made so far of the opportuni-
ties offered in these fields.

Judge John R. Davies, chairman
of the National Board, said that in-

terest in more specialized forms of
the motion picture is perceptibly
growing, and there is more use of

the medium for social benefits apart
from entertainment.
The conference will conclude this

afternoon, following a luncheon at

which prominent speakers and
screen personalities will appear.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" ... 1 1 1 -f
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. iVe. \y» I'As ..

Technicolor 2A 254 254 ..

Trans-Lux 2 2 2 —
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

ZEIDMAN CLOSES DEAL
Bennie F. Zeldman, producer o:''

"Juvenile Courf," in which Junior
Durkin, Pat O'Brien, Bette Davis and
Junior Coghlan are featured, has
placed the distribution of his pro-
duction for New York and northern
New Jersey with Herman Gluck-
man, who is now nego*^iating for s

representative Broadway run for the
picture.

ENGLAND LEADS WORLD

IN PERCENTAGE WIRED

(Continued from Page 1)

11,217 are equipped for talkers.
Latin America has 5,435 houses,
with 1,379 wired; Far East, 4,925
(1,529 wired); Canada, 1,100 (705
wired); Africa, 690 (271 wired);
Near East, 85 (16 wired). This
sets the total of world theaters at
61,551, of which 27.617 or less than
half are wired.

Figures on some of the important
individual countries are: Germany,
5,200 theaters (2,000 wired); France,
3,250 (1,200 wired); Spain, 2,600
(380 wired); Italy, 2,500 (484
wired); Czechoslovakia, 2,000 (350
wired); Sweden, 1,100 (750 wired);
Brazil, 1,600 (185 wired); Argen-
tina, 1,608 (402 wired); Japan, 1,485
(102 wired); Australia, 1,500 (825
wired).

Gen .Th. Eq. 6s40 5 5

Keith AC 63 46.. 45 45
Loew 6s 41ww 81 80
Paramount 6s 47.. 53 53
Pathe 7s37 62 62
Warner's 6s39 ... 35 34

5

45
81

53
62
34

+ 1

+ 1

+ 2

+ A

"CONTINENTAL" RELEASE
Tiffany's "Hotel Continental" will

be released early in February.

i.t
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SHEEHAN MUCH IMPROVED
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Winfield R. Sheehar

has made rapid progress toward re
Draining his health in the last several
days, according to latest reports tr

the Fox studios. He is expected tc

be back on the job in March.

FRED SLITER RESIGNS
Boston—Fred Sliter has left Edu-

cational after serving as local ex-

'"hange manager. Pending a perma-
nent appointment, Harvey Day from
New York headquarters of the com-
pany is in charge.

HONOR MRS. SAPERSTEIN
Chicago — Twenty-five ladies,

wives of members of Allied Thea-
ter Owners, gave a surprise lunch-
eon Wednesday afternoon in honor
of Mrs. Aaron Saperstein, wife of
the Illinois Allied president.

New 16 mm. Photophone
Suits Non-Theatricals

RCA Photophone's new 16 mm.
5ound-on-film ali-AC operated pro-
iector, developed in association with
the RCA Victor Co. and demon-
strated yesterday at the Photophone
headquarters, is a compact equip
ment especially suited to the require-
ments of the industrial field, schools,
colleges, clubs and churches. Intro-
duction of this Junior Portable
machine makes possible the presen-
tation of sound pictures in places
that would be inaccessible to 35 mm.
apparatus, said E. O. Heyl, vice-
president and general sales mana-
ger. The projector-amplifier unit is

141/^ inches long, 13^/4 inches high,
SV4, inches wide and weighs 43
pounds. The loudspeaker is mounted
in an individual carrying case, 19
'nches long, 16 inches high, 91/2

inches wide and weighing 21 pounds
exclusive of film cases, reels and
film. At yesterday's performance,
with the projector placed about 30
feet from the screen and the loud-
speaker behind the screen, pictures
about 4 feet by 6 feet were repro-
duced.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Eighth Annual Conference, Nat
tional Board of Review of Motion Pic
tures. Hotel Pennsylvania. New York

Jan. 25. Theatrical dinner and ball, Lt. A
Vernon Macauley Post. American Legior
f Motion Picture Post), Hotel Statler
Boston.

Feb. 2. Convention of Independent Exh'bi-
tors of New England, Hotel Statler
Boston.

Feb. 5
: Universal Club's Dramatic Niehl

and Dance, True Sister's Club House
New York.

Feb. 8
: Seventh Annual Motion Picture

Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guild of
America, El Capitan Theater, Hollywood

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention ol

M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-WaUici
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb 13: Second annual formal dinner-danr-
of the Columbians (Columbia .Picture»'
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, W^'
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

March 8-9
: Second annual convention of

Allied States Ass'n, Detroit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cer
tral Europe under auspices of Czechs
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n an'
National Film Industry. Prague. Czechr
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Washing
ton. D. C.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societr
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

Carter Barron to Handle
Loew Interests in Wash'r
Atlan*'a—Carter Barron, manager

of the Fox theater here, has been
appointed to head the Loew theate",
interes*^s in Washington. At th""

same time, his brother, David "Red"
Barron, was named manager of thc|
Atlanta Crackers for 1932.

^

DALLAS MIDNIGHT SHOWS
Dallas—A midnight preview ever^'

Saturday, starting tomorrow, is an-

nounced by the RKO Majestic. Th"
policy will be to screen the film fea-

ture to open on the following Thurs-
day.

NEGRI FILM FOR MAYFAIR
"A Woman Commands," starring

Pola Negri, will have its eastern
iremier at the RKO Mayfair next
Wednesday night. Ann Harding in
"Prestige" is booked to follow.

t«**»*M****M**M**'**-«»v«v*>*-**v*w**'M-**-*«v;-M-*2
1 case of laryngitis.

COPPELMAN LAID UP
Chicago—M. L. Coppelman, dis-

trict manager of distribution for
Universal, has been confined to his

home in Omaha, Neb., with a serious ' Nolan and others over the Gothic

SHEFFIELD SUIT SET
Denver—J. T. Sheffield, owner of

the Sheffield Exchange System, is

expected in Denver soon for his suit
against Thomas Sullivan and T. J,

theater. The case is set for Feb. 9.

CHAPLIN BUYS SPORT FILM
Charles Chaplin, now in Switzer-

land, has bought the American
rights to a 1,000 foot subject deal-

ing with winter sports. The picture

has been shown at United Artists.

JOINVILLE LAYOFF
Paris—Paramount is closing its

Joinville studios for a month to

permit complete overhauling of pro-

duction methods and technical equip-

ment. M. de St. Granier, director of

production, has been released from
his contract, starting the first of

January.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ralei

Powars CInaphone Equipment Corporation

T23-7TH AVE., N. V. BRYANT 0-«OeT



A STATEMENT
OTJ no doubt nave read ol my resignation Irom tne

Paramount PuDiix L-orporation. iJecause 1 am leaving

tne city lor a Driel rest it nas been impossible to communicate

\v^itn many ol my Iriends in tne motion picture industry.

Tnerefore, I am taking tnis means ol expressing to tnem my

very great appreciation lor tne loyalty and tne warm personal

friendsnip tliey nave snown toward me during tne lourteen

years ol my service w^itn Paramount.

To tke leaders of exnibitor organizations, to tne tnousands ol

individual tneatre ov/ners all over tne country, to tne execu-

tives of producing and distributing organizations, to tlie beads

of tke various labor groups, to tbose producers witb wliom i

liave been tlirown in close contact, and to all tke otber line

men and women in tkis industry wkom I am proud to call my

friends, I write tkis note of tkanks and gratitude lor tke

pleasant relations wkick kave keen my good fortune lor tke

last lourteen years.

?nt all skould be addressed to meFor tke present all communications si

at Room 710, G7 Wall Street, New York City. Telepkone

Wkitekall 4-0040.

oincerely,

(fM/^i^f^-o/-^

L
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Tax Hearing Favorable

Despite Exhib Discord
(.Continued from Page 1)

was constructed by disinterested on-
lookers as favorable for the motion
picture interests. It was the con-
sensus of opinion that sufficient evi-

dence was presented to convince the
committee of the widespread harm
that would result by the enactment
of an arbitrary levy on all amuse-
ment tickets, and the conservative
element felt hopeful that the indus-
try would be spared ruinous taxa-
tion.

The Hays Organization and the
Motion Picture Theater Owners of
America worked together at the hear-
ing, whjle the Allied States Ass'n
held to its own plan. Speakers
against the tax included C. C. Pet-
tiJohn, M, A. Lightman, Abram F.
Myers, Ed Kuykendahl, Rep. Celler

of New York, Rep. Rainey of Illi-

nois, Rep. Horr of Washington and
others. Plans for presenting a
combined front by the Hays group
and the M.P.T.O.A. were concluded
at a meeting held the night before
and attended by Mike Comerford,
Mike O'Toole, Walter Vincent,
Charles O'Reilly, iLightman, Kuy-
kendahl, Sidney Lust, A. Julian
Brylawski and J. B. Fitzgerald.

Arguments Against Tax
Pettijohn summed up the objec-

tions to the proposed tax as fol-

lows:
(1) Because it strikes at the essential recre-

ation of millions of workers and farmers

;

(2), because it treats the necessities of the
poor as if they were the luxuries of the
rich, discriminating against families of limited
income, and (3), because of the terrific bur-
den it would impose on the theater owner.
Further, it would cost the government, he
said, one-third of the revenues from the tax
to collect it, and the exhibitor as much to

handle it.

Declaring that the proposed tax makes "no
distinction whatever between essential enter-

tainment and luxury entertainment," he
added

:

"It lumps a child's 20c movie admission
with a $20 ringside seat at a prize fight or a

$200 opera box. Why tax an admission to a

motion picture theater and levy no tax upon
the sale of a $2,000 fur coat or upon the gift

of a $5,000 bracelet?"

6,000 Theaters Closed

Pointing to the 6,000 or more
theaters that have had to close due
to economic conditions, Pettijohn
said that a tax now would force

thousands more to go out of busi-

ness, causing loss of attendance and
creating further unemployment.

Citing the tremendous influence of

the motion picture and the low-
priced entertainment it affords in

stimulating and maintaining public

morale in times of national stress,

he said:
"An admission tax strikes, at a critical

time, at the very existence of an institution

which the naton requires today more than

ever before—a focal center in every city

and town where people may go in orderly

fashion and find relief through recreation and
entertainment from the strains imposed by
depression and unemployment.

m

Risking Public Disorders
"Every darkened motion picture theater is

a victory for the forces of discontent and
disorder in the United States. Every time

you destroy a place of decent cheap amuse-

ment for the masses, you cut ofT the supply
of a vital necessity—entertainment—and you
leave taut nerves, strained loyalties, and no
escape except the contemplation of destruc-
tive processes that bitterness breeds.

"A federal admission tax would be far
more than a nuisance tax. It would be a
threat against the maintenance of public
morale in the United States at a time when
depression and unemployment are fertile
sources of discontent and disorder."

Block Booking
The presentations made by Petti-

john and Kuykendahl received the
apparenc approval of the commit-
tee. An unexpected note was sounded
in the afternoon session by Nathan
Yamins, head of the New England
Allied unit, who brought up the sub-
ject of block booking and various
other matters aside from the tax.

Rep. Celler told the committee
that in most foreign countries the
theater is subsidized, and he intro-
duced letters from foreign legations
and embassies to substantiate his
claim. He said that between 1928
and 1929 there was a drop in the
present amusement tax receipts of
50 per cent. A further tax, he de-
clared, would defeat its own pur-
pose for the reason that "you have
already reached the point of dimin-
ishing return." He told the group
that no matter what was thought
of the producer, and the system of
block booking, "his sins should not
be visited on the populace" by the
imposition of a tax.

Will Hays' Salary
Rep. Horr of the state of Wash-

ington followed with another argu-
ment against the tax. At one point
in the hearing, Rep. Rainey of Illi-

nois, Democratic floor leader, read
into the record a statement from
Harrison's Reports that Will H.
Hays receives a salary of $250,000
a year and expenses. His efforts
to learn the amount of Hays' salary
previously from moving picture men
in attendance at the hearing had
failed. Pettijohn said he should not
be placed in the embarrassing posi-
tion of being forced to reveal the
salary of his boss, even if he knew
it, but "whatever it is," Pettijohn
said, "he earns it; and I might add
that whatever I get, I earn it too."

Congressman Bachrach insinuated
that inflated stocks were responsible
for most of the industry's financial

woes, but Pettijohn replied that half
of the former giants of the industry
are broke.

About 30 other representatives of

the film industry, theater, outdoor
amusements, etc., were present. Gen-
eral opinion was that, if the levy is

certain, it may be held to tickets

above 50 cents.

I

'Roxy' as M. C. at Ball

S. L. 'Roxy' Rothafel will be master

of ceremonies at the Press Photog-
raphers Ass'n ball to be held Jan. 29
at the Hotel New Yorker.
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nei- is likely to continue operating

the sales department without ap-

pointing a successor to Alperson,

^leaving matters in charge of Grad-
vvell Sears, western sales manager,
ind Andy Smith, eastern sales man-
iger. Upon his return from Europe
Sam E. Morris is expected to re-

sume much of his former supervision

)f distribution in addition to his

ither general executive duties. Al-

lerson's contract is reported to

lave two years to go.

lAinendment or Defeat
Seen for S.R.O. Bill

(.Continued from Page 1)

iter. At the conclusion of commit-
ee hearing on the mesaure. Senator

'arey said he would amend his bill

n some particulars and favorably
eport it to the Senate. A. Julian

3rylawski, representing the local

xhibitor's associa^^ion, was the prin-

•ipal speaker opposing the measure.
The theater owners feel that the

ituation can be regulated satisfac-

orily without legislation, since the-

iters could not profitably continue
I practice if resented by the public.

The sei-ious aspect of the plan is

hat. if it passes here in any shape.
t will spread throughout the coun-

COMING & GOING
c

FRANK CAPRA, Cohimliia's ace director.

ctiims foday on the Europa from a vaca-
" " and 1>usiness trip of several weeks in

-land and on the Continent. He was ac-

panied by Alan Roscoe, actor.

SOL EDWARDS, who has been making a

"in of the Sono Art-WorM Wide Exchanges
II the middle west and south west to arrange
'I.iyd-tes . on circuit dea's, arrived in Char-
ntte yesterday and w'll visit Cincinnati,
leve.and and Pittsburgh before returning to

vew York next week.

TAMES DUNN, who last night cloed a

\cek's personal appearance at the Roxy,
a^ gone to Philade'phia, where he opens
t the Fox.

'.
J. NORTH of the M. P. Division. De

iitment of Commerce. Washington, is in

.1 w York on one of his regular vis ts.

IKESTON FOSTER. Broadway player
i'.;ned by First National for "Two Seconds,"
nves next Wednesday for the coast.

SIDNEY GARRETT returned from Chica-
" yesterday.

NORMAN FOSTER has arrived from Hol-
wood to visit his wife, Claudette Colbert.

DAVE E. WESHNER, Warner theater
'Ivertising manager, and E. J. PESKAY of
ic theater operations department, left yes-
:rday for Albany, Utica and Syracuse, where
icy will confer with the theater managers
;garding special campagns on "Taxi," and
The Hatchet Man."
CLEVE ADAMS, who this week joined
ilaphones sales force, left yesterday for a
ip through the middle west.

II. M. HARWOOD, coauthor of "Cyna-
i," now playing at the Morosco, is due in
'cw York next week from England on his
icht, Cygne. He is en route to Hollywood
here he will write several original stor.'es
)r M-G-M.
JOHN FITZCIBBONS, in charge of Pub-
X theaters in Canada, is in New York. .

ALONG™^
MS,

NOV YORIC

lALTO
PIIILM.DALY

IDS ANGELES

• • •. .WHILE THE press at large is engaged more than

usual in splashing scandal stuflf about individuals in

the stage and screen world it is significant to get these

persona] comments that have been forwarded to us from

the Rev. John B. Kelly Spiritual Director of the Cath-

olic Writers' Guild of America a man of the cloth loved

and revered by thousands of actors and writers in the theatrical

and film worlds his is no Narrow Creed it em-
braces all humanity the widow the orphan
the helpless the outcast who sees the virtues of

theatrical folks entirely overshadowing their occasional delin-

quencies

* * * *

• • • HERE IS the gist of his observations "The
sins of the profession are being featured, and their vii-tues

overlooked why not focus the spotlight of the nation's
attention on the big, generous heart of the actor and producer?

the exceptional has value in being featured as the sen-
sational no profession makes more sacrifices of time
and energy for the good of humanity than the theatrical
hundreds of charitable institutions are enabled to function
throughout the nation because of the funds supplied by show
folk who have sacrificed their one night of comfort and ease at
home thousands of orphans have a home because the
actor and actress left theirs on Sunday night, and converted
their talents into the cash that buys bread many a found-
ling has found the sacrifice of a mother in their generous hearts

the profession is outstanding in their beneficence,
prompted by love of humanity"

T* 'P 'T* T-

• • • THESE TRUTHS voiced by Father Kelly might well

be printed and framed and hung above every newspaper
editor's desk then when the Dirt comes in about So-
and-So in the stage or screen world he can pause and
read the above and say to his news gang "If

we must have Dirt go out and get that slime they're

smearing on Lawyer Smoosh, Banker Bung, Merchant Mazuma,
and all the rest of the Respectable World and give the

show folks a Break why. you could even dig up Dirt

on Me!" but the helluvitis show folks are Color-

ful Copy and the others are not so stage and
screen folks will just go on being the Goat as

usual
* * * *

• • • THAT WAS a very sporting thing for Roger Mar-
chetti to do to come in on a half hour's notice

and pinch hit for Lewis Milestone when he couldn't appear as

guest speaker at the A.M.P. A. luncheon Roger is a great

guy attorney for the Wampas and for many big

companies on the Coast an old newspaper man himself
who has a yen for discovering New Talent

_

and wasn't that a swell tipoff Jane Morley pulled in

her reading of Future Events when she called the turn

on that Certain Company which will soon lose it's iden-

tity in a merger for Dough what else

DO they merge for, you big sill!

* if * *

• • • TAG THIS as a nifty publicity stunt the

rubber check Warners are issuing to plug William Powell

as the man who bounced to fame on such in "High
Pressure" soon opening at the Strand A Joosh

exhib on the East Side died and his wife sent out

notices of the funeral adding that Mister BJotzky. her

NEXT husband would be glad to greet all hands in the

lobby of the theayter oops

« « « » » »

HOUSE COMMITTEE OKAYS

BAN ON FOREIGN ARTISTS

(Continued from Pai/c 1)
re-entering should they take a trip
abroad, were favorably reported to
the House today from the House
Committee on Labor. Representa-
tive Samuel Dickstein of New York
City, chairman of the committee,
predicted they will be passed by
both the Senate and House at this
session of Congress.
The legislation would place im-

ported performers in the contract
labor class, requiring them to prove
that they have talents not possessed
by American stars, before being ad-
mitted. Any of the present crop of
European artists who leave the coun-
try will be subjected to the same
regulation if they apply for re-ad-
mittance.

In the opinion of Dickstein, none
of those now here has ability sur-
passing those possessed by citizens
of the United States, yet they have
taken millions of dollars out of the
country. He cited the cases of Chap-
lin and Chevalier, whose combined
earnings he esimated at $3,500,000,
and included them in the class of
performers who probably would not
be able to gain re-admittance if they
applied. Actors, operatic stars and
instrumentalists are admitted to the
country under an exception to the
contract labor laws under the regu-
lations which these bills propose to
change.

$5 a Share Estimated
As B. & K. 1931 Net
(Continued from Page I)

equal, after preferred dividends, to
about $5 a share on the common
stock, which pays $3 annually. In-
clusion of undivided profits from
Publix Great States Theaters, in

which B. & K. previously had a 30
per cent interest but acquired full

control in December, will bring the
net to about $1,700,000. In the pre-
vious year B. & K. earned $7.91 on
the common stock. Consolidated bal-
ance sheet at the end of the year
showed cash of about $1,000,000.
Nearly 2,000 shares of preferred
stock were retired in 1931.

S.i:,&

MANY UAPPY RETUWS

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Jan. 22
Robert Castle

Conrad Veidt

D. W. Griffith

lames Wilkinson

H. Keith Weeks

Mae Cirace
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COHEN, SCHAEFER MOVE UP

IN PARA. ORGANIZATION

(Continued from Page 1)

feature activities in recent months
and a short time ago spent several
weeks on the Coast surveying condi-
tions. Alfred J. Richard has been
handling Paramount News sinct

Cohen assumed more important du-
ties in the organization and is ex-

pected to continue wi.h this work.
Schaefer has been Eastern divi-

sion sales manager. Appointment
of his successor has not been an-
nounced as yet.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

<By RALPH WILK^

Emanuel Cohen
Emanuel Cohen, who assumes the

position of a Paramount vice-presi

dent and a member of the company's
directorate, became director of shor^
features and editor of Paramount
News in 1927. Previously, in 1926
and 1927, he had been editor oi

Pa. he News under title of director

of short features.
Cohen was born in Hartford,

Conn., Aug. 5, 1892. He was gradu-
ated from City College in June
1912. Cohen is a member of the

National Press Club, Explorers
Club, Society of M. P. Engineers
the Judeans, Commodore Athletic
Club and Briarcliff Lodge. He is a

major in the U. S. Reserves, Signal
Corps.

George J. Schaefer
George J. Schaefer, who assumes

the Paramount post of sales man-
ager, is a native of Brooklyn, where
he attended public and high schools.

He graduated from Heffley Insti-

tute and in 1914 entered the automo-
bile business.

His first connection with the film

industry was in 1916 when he joined
World Film as assistant sales man-
ager, being appointed district man-
ager the following year. In 1920
Schaefer joined Paramount as book-
er at the New York exchange and
a year later was promoted to dis-

trict manager for New England.
His appointment as Eastern division
sales manager occurred in 1926.

Hearings Start Monday
In Canadian Combine Case

(Continued from Page 1)

ices of several dozen of the leading
lawyers of the Dominion to defend
their case, that the court sessions
may take several weeks' time.

CHAS. B. NOMEJKO ILL
Milford, Conn.—Charles B. No-

mejko, operator of the Capitol, has
been seriously ill at his home in

Lakewood, N. .1., and has been re-

moved to a Bridgeport, Conn., hos-
pital for observation.

Guest Bands for M. P. Ball

The guest orchestra idea is being
injected in plans for the ball scheduled
by the M. P. Club for the Waldorf-
Astoria Feb. 20. In addition to the
Abe Lyman and Claude Hopkins or-

chestras, which will play throughout
the dancing, other noted bands will

drop in to play a few numbers.

HOLLYWOOD
J^OY J. POMEROY is busy turning

out equipment for three divisions
of the motion picture industry. His
shop manufactures safety appliances
for projection equipment, builds
every conceivable kind of con-
trivance for trick technical effects
and is constantly adding improve-
ments to sound recording and re-
production devices. Pomeroy is the
nventor of more than 20 patents
used in filming motion pictures.

* * *

Emile de Recat, who directed the
French version of "Sidewalks of
New York," starring Buster Keaton,
is_ leaving M-G-M to free-lance. He
directed the Italian version of "Big
House," which was the first Italian
versioji accepted by Mussolini. De
Recat was formerly head of the for-
eign production department at
Pathe.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Jim Tully, An-
thony Coldeway, Mrs. B. P. Schul-
berg, John Miljan, Edward Halperin,
George Yohalem, Edward Cahn,
Allen E. Rivkin and Simeon Aller at
the Lincoln Steffens lecture; Jules
Lippman and Archie Josephson
lunching at Universal.

* * *

Herbert Smolen. formerly with the
Universal publicity department and
more recently assistant editor of
"The Memphian," a weeklv news-
paper in Memphis, has joined H.
Louis Oberndorf's publicity office.

Donald Dilloway has been added
to the cast of "Cross Examination,"
a Louis Weiss Artclass production.
H. B. Warner will be featured.

* * *

Chester Morris and Regis Toomey
will appear in Paramount's "The
Glass Key."

* * *

Owen Francis, who has done much
writing for Harper's. Scribners
Plain Talk and other magazines, has
joined the RKO scenario staff. He
recently completed an untitled novel
which will be published by Scrib-
ners.

* * *

Myrna Loy and Conway Tearle
head the cast of Allied's production
of "Vanity Fair," which Chester M.
Franklin is directing from a script

by J. Hugh Herbert. M. H. Hoff-
man is supervising the production.
The cast includes Montagu Love
Herbert Bunston. Barbara Kent.
Lionel Belmore, Mary Forbes and
others.

* * *

A writer complained that a shoe-
string producer had kept his orig-

inal story for several months. "You
will have to have a 'pull' to get your
story back," another writer informed
him.

* * *

Reftiyiald Btrloiv. Broadway stage
veteran, will be the nioht clerk in

"Grand Hotel," which Edmund Goid-
ding is directing. Barlow last ap-

peared as the prosecuting attorney
in "Mata Hari."

M-G-M has signed Anita Page to

a new long term contract.
* * *

Jack Natteford. who has been
story editor and scenarist for Allied

Prods, for the past year, has re-

signed and will free-lance. He is

one of the most prolific writers on
the Coast.

* * *

Leon Waycoff's performance in

"Murders in the Rue Morgue" has
brought him many good offers. At
present he is playing a dramatic role

in "The Ferguson Case," at Warner
Bros. Waycoff is represented by
Victor Noerdlinger.

* * *

Harvey Thew is at work on an
untitled story, which will star Chic
Sale, at Warner Bros. He wrote
the screen play and dialogue for

"Two Seconds" and also collaborated

on "The Ferguson Case." which is

now in production.
* * *

Eddie Welch, Lew Lipton and Tim
Whelan are at work on the screeja

play and dialogue for "Hold 'Em
Yail." tvhich will co-star Wheeler
and Woolsey, with Norman Taurog
directing.

* * *

Chester Morris and Carole Lom-
bard will head the cast in Para-

mount's film version of the Mildred

Cram magazine story, "The Beach-

-^omber." under direction of William

C. de Mille. Vincent Lawrence and
Waldemar Young are writing the

adaptation.
* * *

Hal Roach has about finished work
on "Red Noses," latest ZaSu Pitts-

Thelma Todd comedy originally

titled "The Sniffles." The support-

ing cast includes Billy Gilbert

Blanche Payson and others. James
Home directed.

* * *

Fredric March and Claudette Col-

bert will anpear together for the

third time in an original storv by
Edwin Jiistus Maver. titlfd "Fires

of Spring." it is announc°d by Para-

mount. Rouben Mamoulian will di-

rect.
* * *

The art director on. "Murder at

Dawn." a Big 4 mvsterv thriller

inU% vced for startling effects, is

Edward C. Jewell who was covsnlt-

ing artist and art director for s^'ch

films as "The Ten Commnndmriifs"
"The King of Kings." "Dirigible,"

"Criminal Code" and many others.

* * *

Burton King, production super-

visor for Big 4, is making prepara-

tions for the second Big 4 melo-

drama, which follows the release of

"Murder at Dawn" "Kid Cowbov."
Buzz Barton's third release, and th^^

sixth on the western schedule, will

be followed by six westerns probable

divided between Barton and Bob
Custer.

SEE DEFINITE DOOM

FOR 5-5-5

(Continued from Page 1)

barrier to the contract in addition
to the resignation of Sidney R. Kent,,
champion of the contract, from Par-
amount. Furthermore it is under-
stood that opposition to the agree-
ment has developed in certain ex-
hibitor quarters outside the M. P
T. O. A.

Sidney Kent's Contract
Had Three Years to Run

(Continued from Page 1)

associations or definite plans until
he returns.

Speculation reacting from the
Paramount situation yesterday-
touched Larry Kent, brother of Sid-
ney R. Kent and in charge of Para-
mount's short subject production,
with headquarters at the New York
studio. Consensus of opinion was
that Larry Kent would tender his
resignation.

LONDON ADMISSION SLASH
London — The Astoria, Charing

Cross Road, one of the Gaumont-
British big five theaters, has cut its

admission price almost in half for
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays
with a still further reduction from
Mondays to Fridays inclusive. The
old top price was 6s., the new 3s.

6d. for week ends, and 3s. for Mon-
days to Fridays. Reductions will
not apply to other of the Big Five
theaters, says Arthur Jarrett of
Gaumont-British.

DENVER PRICE CHANGE
Denver—Evidently preparing for

the opening of the new Orpheum,
scheduled for Jan. 28, both Publix
houses here have changed their
scale of prices. The Denver, here-
tofore with a 25, 35 and 65 cent
scale, has changed to 25 till 1, 40
till 6, and 40 in rear balcony at
night with rest of house remaining
65 cents. The Paramount, formerly
25, 35 and 50 cents, has changed to

25 cents till 5, 35 cents from 5 on
in rear of balcony and rest of house
stays 50 cents at night.

MIAMI MANAGERIAL CHANGE
Miami, Fla. — Samuel Bessvinick

has been made assistant manager
of the Capitol to succeed Mark
Schartrand, who has been transfer-
red to the Biltmore theater. Bess-
vinick was formerly associated with
Paramount in Canada.

"Hatchet Man" Exhibit

One of the most unusual advance
lobby displays is being prepared by the
New York Winter Garden for Edward
C. Robinson's next picture, "The
Hatchet Man." which is scheduled to

open there Feb. II. "The Hatchet
Man" is regarded by Warner Bros, as

Robinson's dramatic masterpiece to date.

In the lobby will be shown some of

the clothes worn by Robinson in the
picture, the killer hatchets used by the
dispensers of justice for the Chinese
Tongs, a stone Goddess. The entire

atmosphere of the display will be
Oriental.
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20 Pictures Planned By James Cruze Productions

FIRST indTpendent newsreel being^unched

Albert Warner in Temporary Charge of Distribution

Sam E. Morris Due Back
From Europe in

Two Weeks
Albert Warner, vice-president and

treasurer of Warner Bros. Pictures,

Dn Friday took charge of the com-
pany's distribution department pend-

ing return of Sam E. Morris, gen-

eral manager of distribution, from
Europe. Morris is expected back

in New York in about two weeks.

H. M. Warner made the following

statement regarding the resignation

jf E. L. Alperson as general sales

manager

:

"It is with regret that Warner
(Continued on Page 9)

CENSORSHIP IS ATTACKED

BY NAT'L REVIEW BOARD

Urging the abolition of state and
federal motion picture censorship,

Morris L. Ernst, attorney, told the

National Board of Review members,
at their annual luncheon yesterday
in the Pennsylvania Hotel, that

political censors should be forced

to justify in coui-t their reasons for

censorship of certain motion pic-

tures. "You must attack political

censorship and jump on it and show
(.Continued on Pacje 9)

Welsh and Gottlieb

Form Trailer Service
Charlie Welsh and Martin Got-

lieb, formerly with Meyer-Rieger
Laboratories, have formed the Wel-
got Trailer Service with offices and
studios at 630 Ninth Ave.

Alperson s Future Plans Undetermined
"I haven't discussed any proposition with anyone," Edward L.

Alperson, who resigned suddenly on Thursday as general manager

of distribution for Warner-First National, told THE FILM DAILY
yesterday. "As soon as I clear up my work here I'm going away

for two weeks, either to Florida or to Cuba."

Waiteand Linger Split Duties

Of Para. Eastern Sales Post
Duties of Eastern division sales

manager, formerly in the charge of

George Schaefer, newly appointed

general sales manager of Para,-

mount, will be jointly handled by
Stanley Waite and Joe Unger, each

taking half of the territory. Waite
has been short subject sales man-
ager of the company and Unger a

(.Continued on Page 9)

Julius and Abe Stern
Returning to Production
Return of Julius and Abe Stern

to production is in prospect, with

the brothers now considering plans

for forming a new company. They
formerly produced short subjects for

Universal, and were pioneers in

the film industry.

James Cruze Productions Plans

12 Features and 8 Westerns

Estimate $100,000,000

From Amusement Tax Bill
Washington Bureau of THE F^'-'^ ^'^^i't'^'

Washington—Total of $100,000,000

would be raised through the fed-

eral admission tax measure pro-

posed in the revenue bill, accordmg

to an estimate made by the Secre-

tary of the Treasury. Estimates

made within the industry, however,

place the amount at a lower figure.

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Twelve features and

eight westerns for the state rights

market will be produced by James

Cruze Productions. Cruze will di-

rect several of the features, while

he and Sam Zierler are to supervise

all the pictures. The organization

is now negotiating for several

stories by Rex Beach, Zoe Akms
and Sam Mintz. The initial produc-

tion is slated to start April 1.

Ford Motor Co. Sponsors

Six- Reel Multi - Lingual

A six-reel Brazilian travelogue, with sound

versions in English, Spanish and Portuguese, has

been completed for the Ford Motor Co., by

Standard Sound Recording Corp. of New York.

Longevity of Artistic Films

—building up a repertory of classic pictures

. By DON CARLE GILLETTE

ALTHOUGH the audience-for class productions-has not yet reached

-widespread proportions-the greater
\^''^''^lj;'f\''Jj!:

umphs-offers encouragement-to the producers-of better type

screen erttertainment. ^^^^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^

American Newsreel, Edited
By Lowell Thomas,

Starts March 1

An independent newsreel for the

state rights market, the first of its

kind, will make its bow March 1

under the name of The American
Newsreel, edited and announced by
Lowell Thomas. The new project,

which will be a bi-weekly issue, is

sponsored by the American News-

iConiinued on Pane 9)

ACTION ON TAX MEASURE

EXPECTEDJY MARCH I

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Action by both the

House and Senate on the proposed

federal admission tax measure, in-

cluded in the Administration's rev-

enue bill, is expected by Mar. 1. In

behalf of the industry, Bert New
of the Hays office will continue in

intimate contact with the situation,

working under supervision of C. C.

Pettijohn, who has returned to his

New York headquarters.

William Rosenthal Opens
Two Exchanges in Ohio

Cleveland — William Rosenthal,

formerly division manager for

United Artists in the middle west,

is opening independent exchanges

here and in Cincinnati under the

name of William Rosenthal Distrib-

uting Co. Headquarters will be in

the Williamson Bldg., this city.

Rosenthal has already lined up a

group of indie pictures.

Film Council Launching

Drive for Kid Pictures

Birmingham-A campaign ^°'
,"'°'\^']*^fl"

pictures for children is being launched by the

hirmingham Better Films Council. At
^
J^^nJ

meeting when the annual report was 'c^d *

was found that very few films were suitable

for children.
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FINAKiriAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High I.ow Close Chir

Con, Fm. Iiul iVs ?.Va 3%— %
Con. Fm. Inri. pfd. . lO'/i 10'4 lO'i — '/)

East. Kodak- 83^ 82 82'4 — 37i

Fox Fm. "A" 4'/ 4% A'/s — '-^

Gen. Th. E(i. (new) 1 ^s 1 — V»

Loew's. Tnc 2854 27'4 27'A — IJ^

Paramount 1054 95^ 9'i — Vi

Patbe Exeh 5^ % iA

dn "A" 2>/i 214 2Vi
KCA 8 714 7'4 — 54

RCA pf. B Ifi 14 14 — 2

RKO new 6 5 5,s 5 5-^— Vt.

T'niv. Pict. pfd.... 47 47 47 — V2

Warner Bros. ... 3>4 I 3!^— Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Ctilumbia Fcts. Vtc. 4?4 Wa 4M + V2

On. Th. Eq. pfd.. 1 1 1 — '/^

Trans-Lux 2'/8 - 2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Cen. Th. Et, 6s40. 5J4 5 5J4 + '4

Paramount 6s 47.. .S3 52 52 — 1

Par. 554s50 48M 47^ 47J4 — Vi

Warner's f)s39 .... Zl 32/2 32/ — 1/

DEMPSEY FILM BOOKINGS
Jack Dempsey in "The Lure of

the Ring," distributed by the World-
art Film Co., has been given book-

ings in 23 RKO i heaters in the

New York territory. The picture

has just opened at the Hippodrome.

hongeviiy of Artistic Films
—building up a repertory of classic pictures

(Continued from Page 1)
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

Eastman Films

|

I. E. Brulatour, Inc. H

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HO Llywood 4121

AS AN example—Arliss in "Disraeli"—has been revived—by public demand—on eight
'** occasions— in a Cleveland suburb—and "Outward Bound"— 18 months after release

—s'ipped into Dallas—where they hailed it—as an achievement—and "Arrowsmith"— is

attracting sponsorship—by civic organizations—which heretofore supported—only legit,

drama

•
THE forejoinj ci'.aticns—a e only a few—of many instances—that serve to show—that

' even though—some high-class films—may not return—their negative cost—plus a

profit—quite as rapidly—as 'pop' fare—their span of life—is sufficiently longer—in most
cases—to match the differences.

•
IT IS not far-fetched—to picture a time—when a film company—will have built up—

a

• sizeable repertory—of screen masterpieces—for seasonal presentation—to successive

generations- -in much the same manner—as stage repertoires

•
TAKING the success—of those "Movie Memories"—as an instance— it would seem
' that—ths serious drama—of the present day— is destined to become—the hilarious

comeJy—cf tomorrow—but that won't appl,'—to classic stories—when screen technique

—has reach'd perfection—and even if it dots—so long as the films—give entertainment

—plus information—-on bygone trends—ths revivals—will be worth while.

•
CIGNS of the times; New York's auto show—drew the biggest—paid attendance— in

*^ five years- -and business booked—surpassed 1931.''* ''Bowery Savings Bank—reports

an increase—of 21 per cent—in savings deposits—in the past year—against 1930—while

146 state banks—show a rise—of '0 per cent.**'*U. S. Steel stockholders—numbered
7,719 more— in the last quarter—than in the previous one—RCA closed the year—with

108,851 stockholders—against 11,976— in 1928—United Corporation—shows an increase

—of 20,000 shareholders—over last year—and the $100,000,000 issue—of New York
City notes—was oversubscribed—the first day—And so on,

•
A LL of which—plainly indicates—that though the chest—is a little sjnken—the

'* backbone—is still there.

N. D. Golden Heads
Wash'n SMPE Committee
N. D. Golden, assistant chief of

the M. P. Division, Department of

Commerce, has been appointed
chairman of the local arrangements
committee in connection with the
Spring meeting of the S.M.P.E. in

Washington, May 9 to 12. Aiding
Golden will be: C. Francis Jenkins,
Raymond Evans, C. N. Nichols, N.
Glasser, C. J. North and N. C.
Haefele.

De Sylva's Contract
Adjusted by Fox Film

Fox Film announced yesterday
that its contract with Buddy De-
Sylva had been amicably adjusted.
De Sylva is leaving shortly for Cal-
ifornia. In addition to some work
hat he plans in the motion picture
field, he expects to write for the
speaking stage in the fall.

Andy Smith Finds Exhibs
More Selective on Product
Exhibitors are exercising more

selectiveness in buying product, and
there is a keener inclination to

watch trade-showings and other
advance reports for guidance in

booking picture, says Andy Smith,
eastern sales chief for Warner-First
National, on his return from a three-

week trip.

Smith also said he found
the University of Southern Califor-

nia-Tulane football film meeting
with fine results as an added attrac-

tion.

U.A. to Distribute

Emil Jensen Picture
"Thirty Days," a Patrician Pic-

ture production of which Emil Jan-
sen is head will be distributed by
United Artists.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY. N. Y C
BSyant 9-3040

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Jan. 25. Theatrical dinner and ball, Lt. A
Vernon Macauley Post, American Legioi
(Motion Picture Post), Hotel Statler
Boston.

Feb. 2. Convention of Independent Exhibi
tors of New England, Hotel Statlerj
Boston.

I

Feb. S: Universal Club's Dramatic Nigh'
and Dance, True Sister's Club House
New York.

Feb. 8 : Seventh Annual Motion Pictur.
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guild o
America, El Capitan Theater, Hollywood

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention o
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Wallicl
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danci
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

March 8-9 : Second annual convention oi

Allied States Ass'n, Detroit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-'
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n anc
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton. D. C.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societ-

of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

DENY THEATER GUILD REPOR I

Reports from the west coast that

the New York Theater Guild is con-

sidering entrance into the motioi
picture field, using some of the 3

plays it has produced and the man\
scripts it has in its possession, were
denied yesterday by Theresa Hel
burn, executive director of the or
ganization. Miss Helburn said there
was no foundation whatever for thi.

otory.

SUNDAY JAM IN PLAINFIELD
Plainfield, N. J. — Police Chiei

Charles A. Flynn has threatened ti

arrest the managers of three loca

motion picture houses if they cari\

out their intentions of giving per
formances Sunday.

PresidmtHoicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hot<

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Wateii

Baths — American and Europeani

Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished,

Housekeeping Apartments with Com
plete Hotel Service by the week,

month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Ratet
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)
studio Outlook

for Coming Year

/^UT of a year which was the

most uncomfortable, if not

the most chaotic, for individ-

uals, both executive and his-

trionic, in the life of the cinema

industry, comes, to use Holly-

wood's own language, the dawn

of a new day. The bankers

have taken desks in some of the

major studios to see that the

town settles up; as a result,

the town is settling down. In

short, the new year has brough

a feeling of optimism born,

strangely enough, of the lamen-

table realization that everyone

must go to work. The new

year thus brings joy to three

classes: to the competents of

the industry, of whom there are

many, for they have become

necessary at last, to the stock-

holders and to the theater pa-

trons. There must be better

pictures, and the indications are

that there will be. Of course,

the studios have made their bow
to tradition and have issued the

usual statements promising bet-

ter films and a minimum of sex

and sophistication. In all prob-

ability by the end of the year

it will have been found that

these latter two major studios

have still played an important

part in the year's curriculum,

but, too, it will be found there

have been bet er pictures. And
you can't have everything.

Every studio in town has de-

' manded more hokum in its

product. While heroines may
;
not exactly be tied to the track

before onrushing trains, villains

will find a modern substitute

for this greatest of thrills.

—Chapin Hall,

"N. Y. Times"

COMING & GOING

OY SMITH of Warner-First Na-
il is back from a tnur throuKli the east.

i'KESTON FOSTER, New York actor

ined by First National, leaves Sunday on

I
Century for the coast.

I

AIDNG;"'
ilii

lALTO
PUILMDALY

NEW YORK.- UDS ANGELES

• • # A GOOD yarn is being told by W. Ray Johnston on
Oscar Neufeld prexy of Success Pictures in Philly

Oscar went to his doc for diagnosis on a run-down con-
dition after an examination, the doc sez "Take
two hours off every day for relaxation the best thing
in the world is to spend your afternoons looking at a couple of
movies it will take your mind off your business com-
pletely !" the story got around among the film salesmen

and those big hearted fellers are swarming into Oscar's
ossiff urging him to "relax" with 'em as they
show their pix in projection rooms!

•I* T* T* T»

• • • IT HAPPENED in Hollerword where the
lake promoter nourishes a young man breezed into Trem
Carr, producer ot Westerns and ottered to fix it so
Trem could sign up tiob fcn.eele, the cowboy star he
Claimed he had a year's option on Steele Trem smiled
innocently, and sez " i nat's tunny, I happen to have an
option on Steele's services myseli." the fake promoter
was stumped "Are you sure?" he gulped "Yep,
I pay Steele 500 berries a week just to make sure." the
racketeer bowed his way out, saying "My error, I should
have sold you Tom mix. ' and Trem shouts after him

"\eah, or lironcno billy Anaerson, or mebbe William
S. Hart."

* * * *

• • • THAT RjcMINbS us ot some gents here in the East
who pull liie pe.ty racKeteermg graft while

they pose as legitimate mm men tnere was the head of
an indie excftange in i^ooyawK who got distribution

rights on quite a pretentious pix he called in his publicity
man and told mm ne wanted ine best artist he could
hire within reason lo uo an original double-spread
drawing for a press book so the pressagey induces a
famous artist triend to submit a rough sketch at a
ridiculously low price oi ou smackers he being a top-
notch illustrator and tne exchange man yawps that
the price was Too High so the artist walks out dis-

gusted leaving nis sketch and the racketeer calls

in a trade artist and has him copy the sketch for 25

berries
SfC -|t TjC 3|C

• • • THEN ANOTHER familiar racket that has
cost several mdie producers plenty when he takes a
$5,000 note for the sale of a pix in a certain territory

and when tne note tails due the exchange pleads "no
funds" and otters to compromise with Sj>3,000

the pix has been advertised and sold to the exhibs
what can the poor indie do ? why, he takes the three thou,

of course
•F -l^ T* •!*

• • • THIS ONE has been pulled on printers they
submit the proofs on a press sheet the gyp buyer passes
'em back okeh but is careful not to put the "okay" on
the proofs then when the completed job comes through

the racketeer finds numerous petty criticisms

and beats the price down substantially
y 't* T* T*

• • • ALSO the fly-by-nite producer in Hollerword
who tries to make a killing with One Smasn like the
mugg who sold a pix to the nation's indie exchanges
on the s>,rength of a sensational train wreck sequence
and they went out and booked it in with exhibs everywhere

and when the prints came along there was NO
train wreck the racketeer had sold the negative of the

wie^k to a big producer it's gyps like these that make
iu Mighty Tough for the big majority of indie producers, dis-

triDucors and exchanges that are trying to work on the

up and up

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

f)
Boxing Bouts
for "The Champ"
(^N the opening night of "The
^^ Champ" at the Fox, St.

Louis, Mo., three boxing bouts
were staged as part of the pro-

gram by Harry Greenman, the-

ater manager. Local profes-
sional prizefighters took part in

this phase of the evening's en-

tertainment, which included ra-

dio favorites and an orchestra
presentation in addition to a

comedy and the feature presen-
tation. Permits were obtained
from the police, fire and street

departments of the city to de-

tour all automobiles from the
front of thea er except those
coming to the theater. On all

limp posts within two blocks of

the motion picture house were
hung special banners and shields

telling of the picture and adver-
tising the "Hollywood Opening"
which it would receive.

•

—

Fox, St. Louis
* * *

Free Rides

for "Possessed"

'THE local Chevrolet dealer

tied-up with the Orpheum,
Galesburg, Illinois, which played
"Possessed," to use several re-

conditioned cars as street bally-

hoo. Small banners announced
the fact that anyone who so de-

sired might ride to see "Pos-
sessed" in a pre-possessed car
without any obligation to the
theater or automobile dealer.

Printz Motors, the dealers, u^ed
these cars to parade the streets

on Friday before the picture

opening.

—Orpheum, Galesburg, III.

S^^i^^o.^

MANY UAPPY RETURNS,

Jan. 23-24
Ben Bard
Ralph Craves
Humphrey Bogart

Harry A. Pollard

Franklin Pangborn
Cesare Cravina

Jack Hoxie
Wedgwood Nowell

Robert Milton
Paul Fejos
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
'T'HELMA TODD has been signed

for an important role in "He
Met a French Girl," the film musi-
cal romance to be produced by Para-
mount.

* * *

Maude Turner Gordon and Edwin
Maxwell will appear in "Shopworn"
Barbara Stanwyck's next starring
vehicle for Columbia. Regis Toomey
plays opposite the star, and others

in the cast are Robert Alden, ZaSu
Pitts, Lucien Littlefield, Clara Blan-
dick, Oscar Apfel, Albert Conti and
James Durkin. Nick Grinde is di-

recting.
* * *

Tom Douglas, Paramount actor,

has had many articles on the culture

of roses and orchids published under
an assumed name and his advice is

accepted as authoritative. Douglas
was intimately acquainted with the

late Luther Burbank.
* * *

Norman Foster will be the ro-

mantic lead opposite June Clyde in

Universal's "The Cohens and Kel-

lys in Hollywood," in which Charlie

Murray and George Sidney are star-

red.
+ * *

Murray Kinnell, who plays "In-

spector Carr" of Scotland Yard, in

Columbia's "The Menace." is no
stranger to the plays of Edgar Wal-
lace. This is the third in which he
has appeared.

* * *

"Love on a Budget," comedy co-

featuring Loretta Young and Winnie
Lightner, has been finished at the

Warner studios. The production was
directed by Ray Enright, and the

supporting cast includes Norman
Foster, Guy Kibbee, Noel Madison,

Mae Madison, Dorothy Burgess ana
Harold Waldridge. Maurine Wat-
kins wrote the original story as well

as the continuity and dialogue.
* * *

Robert Emmett O'Connor has been
assigned the role of a fight promoter
and Bert Starkey that of a rival

pugilist in Columbia's "The Chal-

lenger" (temporary title). Ben Lyon
and Constance Cummings have the

leading parts. Thelma Todd, Jack
Miller, Tommy Dugan, Charles
Grapewin, Charles Delaney and Rus-

sell Hopton are in the cast.
* * *

Heinrich von Twardofski has
been added to the cast of "Ambi-
tion," which is in its third week of

filming at Universal under the di-

rection of Russell Mack.

Producing Mowbray Play

"In the Spirit," a play by Alan Mow-
bray, will be presented as their next
offering by the Beverly Hills Community
Players. The play is now being cast.

Mowbray has just completed the direc-
tion of an original one act play filmed
as a short-reeler at Tiffany, in which he
also stars.

Charles Bickford to Produce

William N. Robson, who is working on an untitled story for Universal, has

sold two originals, "Smash Up" and "Tent Show," to Charles Bickford, who

plans to do some independent producing. Robson wrote the stories in collabora-

tion with Prescott Chaplin, with whom he also wrote "The Lady With the

Gloves," which was bought by Universal.

Cast of "Kid Cowboy," Buzz Bar-
ton's newest Big 4 production, is

now complete with Francis X. Bush-
man, Jr., and Caryl Lincoln in the
romantic leads and with Francis
Ford, Edward Cobb and Charles
Herzinger in support. J. P. Mc-
Gowan will direct.

* * *

James Flavin, Universal's West
Point leading mail, will be featured
with Lucille Brown in the serial en-

titled "The Great Air Mail Mys-
tery." Ray Taylor will direct, imder
the supervision of Henry McRae.

* * *

Hale Hamilton and Bradley Page
have been cast for Columbia's "Love
Affair," the College Humor story by
Ursula Parrott in which Dorothy
Mackaill is starring. Humphrey Bo-
gart plays the male lead. Barbara
Leonard and Harold Minjir hav_e

featured roles, with Thornton Free-
land directing.

* * *

Elinor Kingston, sister of Natalie
Kingston, has decided to take the

latter's place on the screen, now that
Natalie has retired to become the

wife of a prominent broker. Elinor
appears in the Educational-Mermaid
comedy, "It's a Cinch," which fea-

tures Tom O'Brien, Monty Collins,

Doris Carnes and a bevy of beauti-

ful girls.
* * *

Two title changes are reported by
the Mack Sennett studios. "Confes-
sions of a Golfer" has been changed
to "The Flirty Sleepwalker."' while
"10 o'clock Girl" is now "Listening
In."

* * *

Claudia Dell, who appeared in

Universal's "Ambition," will be Tom
Mix's leading woman in "Destry
Rides Again."

Hf * *

Production has been started on a
new Educational-Andy Clyde com-
edy, tentatively titled "The Tem-
porary Butler." Leslie Pearce is

directing. The cast includes Irene
Thompson, Joe Donahue and Blackie
Whitefoot.

John Darrow, Radio Pictures' fea-

tured juvenile, has added graphol-
ogy, the science of reading charac-
ter through handwriting, to his

hobbies.

The first starring picture to be
made by Kay Francis at the First
National studios will enter produc-
tion next week, according to present
plans. The title of this film has been
changed from "Working Wives" to

"Pleasure First." Tentative release

date of March 27 has been set for

the picture. David Manners. Una
Merkel and Andy Devine have al-

ready been announced as members
of the supporting cast.

Caryl Lincoln, who appeared op-

posite Bob Custer in "Quick i'rigger

Lee," is back ni the Big 4 Western
"Kid Cowboy," starrtng Buzz Bar-
ton, after completing a role for

Paramount.

"Beauty and the Boss," in which
Marian Marsh and Warren Wihiams
are co-starred, was finished this

week at the Warner studios. In the
cast are Charles Butterworth, David
Manners, Lilian Bond. Polly Wal-
ters, Frederick Kerr, Mary Doran,
Robert Greig, Yola d'Avril, and
Barbara Leonard. Joseph Jackson
wrote the screen play, which was di-

rected by Roy Del Ruth.

Eduardo Duran's Latin-America
orchestra will play the music in the
dance hall romance, "Dancers in the
Dark," being produced at Para-
mount. Duran's orchestra during
the past two years has worked in

nearly every Hollywood-produced
picture requiring Cuban, Argentine,
Spanish and Mexican music.

Sari Maritza will begin her Amer-
ican film career in a film version

of the continental stage success,

"The^ Man Who Had No Private
Life," it is announced by Paramount.
George Cukor will direct.

* * :^

Production has started at the Hal
Roach studios on "The Knock-Out."
latest Boy Friends comedy, which
will introduce Eddie Morgan, a new-
corner to the ranks of the Boy
Friends although he has appeared
in numerous fiims. Others in the
cast are Mickey Daniels. Grady
"Alabam" Sutton. Mary Kornman,
Betty Bolen and Jacqueline Wells.
Anthony Mack is directing.

* * *

Howard Bretherton is slated to
direct "The County Fair," latest
Monogram special.

* * *

Lou Brock is RKO studio golf
'.hamp, as a result of the tourna-
ment at Fox Hills. His net score,
however, was only sufficient to win
mm second place in Class A divi-
sion, where Lew Maren took first

honors. Percy Townsend scored low
net for the tourney with a 35 handi-
cap. Harry D'Arcy won first place
in Class B. Maren's prize was a set
of irons donated by Roland Brown.
Brock won a set of woods con-
tributed by Eddie Qui.Ian. Creighton
Chaney, in third place, won a golf
bag donated by Charles Sullivan.
Pete Bernard Rot in on the prize
division with a fourth olace gross.

|

D'Arcy's prize in the B division was
a golf bag contributed by Harry Joe
Brown. Charles Woit took second
prize, a set of woods from J. F.
Kerns. Fred Lally and Babe Flor-
ence were third and fourth and -will

play off the tie to see who gets the
leather bag donated by Mitzi Green.
In C division Percy Townsend was
followed by Earl Much. Carl Free-
mason and Tommy Atkins, with i

prizes donated by Gregory La Cava,

.

Fred Latham and Meriam C. Cooper.
Russell McKinley won the consola-
tion prize.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospilal!(y"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollyn'ood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse*
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, ^vtth deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.

$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds
Special weekly and monthly races.

Look/or the "Dorr-way ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
>By HARRY N. BLAIR

"CRANK TOURS, director of music
^ at Paramount's New York stu-

dio, is devoting a portion of his time

to taking care of the musical end of

|the new Irving Berlin-Sam Harris

ishow, through special arrangement
with Paramount. The present title

of the show is "Louder and Funnier"
and it is set to open at the New
;Amsterdam theater about Feb. 15.

•

Joe Penner says that it's no
woyider they finally had a snow-
storm in Hollywood so many
Broadivay people have been
taken for a sleigh ride there.

•

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth have
taken their "Naggers" act on tour

prior to making some more Vita-

phone shorts. Likewise Edgar Ber-
gen, the popular ventriloquist, who
is now touring the Middle West.

•

The reproduction of a ship at

iidock erected by Vitaphone's staff of

I'designers for "Nautical But Nice"
was so realistic that the studio cat

was caught prowling around the
decks looking for rats.

•

Vitaphone's casting agent,
Herb Hayman, issued pay checks

to 150 extras, in addition to the

14 principals for "Nautical But
Nice," a two-reel musical com-
edy.

•

Fifty odd kids also got a break
when extras were required for

•Tenrod's Bull Pen," latest of the
'Penrod and Sam" series of juvenile
comedies with Billy Hayes, Dave
Gorcey, Paul Scott and Jackie Kirk
featured. Alf Goulding, who has a

way with kids, is directing this pop-
ular series for Warner Vitaphone.

•

An orchestra of 36 m,usicians,

led by David Mendoza, studio

musical director, was especially

hir^d for Vitaphone's two-reel
musical, "Nautical but Nice."
This same short also has four
songs especially composed for
the film by Cliff Hess. One of

these, "Shakin' the Mop," prom-
ises to start a new dance which
will rival the "Charleston" and
"Black Bottom" in popularity.

•

Vitaphone's scenario staff con-
tinues at full speed to keep pace

InTune
Another coincidence, like the several past occasions when two and even three of

the Broadway de luxe presentation houses have had almost identical numbers on their
programs, appears this week. At the Capitol, Yasha Bunchuk directs the Grand Orches-
tra in a symphonic feature entitled "Radio Echoes," a collection of popular radio theme
songs, while at the New Ifork Paramount the number featured by Rubinoff, conductor
of the symphony orchestra, is "Radio Hits," also composed of famous air melodies.
And for good measure Morton Downey at the Roxy presents another batch of his ether
favorites.

with a crowded production schedule
of one and two reelers. Stanley
Rauh wrote the dialogue and adapta-
tion on "Penrod's Bull Pen." Her-
man Ruby and A. Dorian Otvos col-

laborated on "Nautical but Nice,"
Burnet Hershey completed the
scenarios for two more of the "Be-
lieve It or Not" shorts and the script

for another of the S. S. Van Dine
series. Practically the entire writ-
ing staff, including Glen Lambert
are concentrating on a story for Joe
Penner's next two-reel comedy.

•

Joe Henabery's faculty of practi-

cally cutting his picture even while
he's shooting, enabled Bert Frank,
film editor, to screen "The Skull

Murder Mystery," latest of the S.

S. Van Dine series, within five days
after completion.

Mary Gardner, an attractive
young matron who has been on
the stage since a child, was
chosen for a Vitaphone role re-
cently because of her ability to

say a cuss word inoffensively.
The naughty word was part of
an important line in a "Penrod
and Sam" comedy and could not
but cut. Numerous actresses
read the line for director Alf
Goulding but it remained for
Miss Gardner to put it over in
such a way that the most prud-
ish person would not be offended.
P. S. Miss Gardner is a min-
ister's daughter.

•

Dorothy Dahl, another young ma-
tron, is so petite and youthful lack-
ing that she is frequently given
parts in all juvenile casts.

Since 1919, ordinances proposing a tax
on admissions have been proposed in 14
cities and 23 states, and, after due con-
sideration of their consequences, all

were rejected.

t) PRESENTATIONS C
By JACK HARROWER

Radio Names Continue

On Top at Paramount
Radio names continue to top the

program on the stage at the New
York Paramount. This week, in ad-

dition to Bing Crosby, who is in his

twelfth week, the headline billing

includes the Boswell Sisters. Other
principals are Lowe. Bernoff and
Wensley, the Three Queens, and the

David Bines Ballet. "Cinderella
Blues" is the title of the presentation,

which was devised and staged by
Boris Petroff. Rubinoff, conducting
the Paramount Orchestra, presents

"Radio Hits," featuring his sym-
phonic interpretations of famoius air

melodies. At the twin stage organs
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford offer

a group under the title of "Schu-
bertiana."

Benny Davis Presents

New Stars at Capitol

Benny Davis, the populuar song

composer, who also is credited with

giving a start in show business to

such currently shining luminaries as

Paul Whiteman, Harry Richman.
Helen Kane, Helen Morgan, Hal Le-

Roy and others, presents a new
batch of his star candidates at the

Capitol this week. The production

is titled "Broadway Stars of the Fu-

Morton Downey Heads
Stage Show at Roxy

Morton Downey, Fred Waring and
Patricia Bovirman are the principal

headliners in "Beaux Arts." the cur-

rent stage presentation at the Roxy.
The presentation is in five elaborate

scenes, and Clark Robinson has
again packed a lot of entertainment
values plus production flash into the

artistic production.
Fred Waring conducts his Roxy

Synco-Symphonic Orchestra in a

group of popular hits that comprise
the overture. Novelty precision

routines and vocal choruses are in-

troduced during this number.
Miss Bowman, Arthur Mahoney

and the ballet corps take part in the

opening scene, "Painting"; the Roma
Brothers, acrobats, are seen in

"Sculpture"; the 32 Roxyettes, pre-

cision dancers, appear in "The
Dance"; Morton Downey has an of-

fering entitled "Music." and the en-

tire company participates in "Archi-

tecture." Downey sings several se-

lections, including some of the hits

he introduced over the air.

ture," staged under the supervision

of Louis K. Sidney.
Yasha Bunchuk conducts the Capi-

tol Grand Orchestra in "Radio

Echoes," a compilation of theme
songs made popular by radio stars.

J^UDY VALLEE will double be-

tween the Long Island studio
and the Apollo theater, where he is

starring in the current George
White "Scandals," when he makes
those shorts for Paramount next
month. After four years of popu-
larity, Rudy still continues on top
with constant demands on his time
for stage, radio, record and film en-
gagements.

Clarence Whitehill, Metropoli-
tan Opera baritone, was so
anxious to play the title role in
Vitaphone's film on George
Washington that he gave two
weeks of his time and effort
withotit pay because his coru-

tract with the Metropolitan for-
bade him any outside activities

"for gain."

Paramount Notes: Stuart Erwin
and June Collyer raving about Holly-
wood's freak snow storm . . . Harry
Baldwin, assistant director, post-
cards from Miami, where he's en-
joying the balmy breezes . . . Nancy
Carroll, Claudette Colbert, Stuart
Walker, William Boyd and Berthold
Viertel at opening of "The Man I

Killed."
•

Harry Davenport, stage veteran,
who recently celebrated his sixtieth

anniversary as an actor, has been
added to the cast of "The Wiser
Sex." When motion pictures first

became popular Davenport wrote, di-

rected and acted for Pathe. Vita-
graph and Metro. Last year he had
prominent roles in "My Sin" and
"His Woman," both Paramount fea-

tures.
•

Paramount studio staff votes
Lilyan Tashman most popular
actress to play here since Tallu-
lah Bankhead went to Holly-
wood. Stage hands vote her a
real trouper, than which there is

no higher praise.
•

Billy Hayes, Vitaphone's "Penrod,"

assisted by his gang of kids, has
completed "Penrod's Bull Pen,"
seventh of the Booth Tarkington se-

ries of one-reel juvenile comedies,

with Alf Goulding directing.

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

Aci^NT ——ii^

"Tallulah Bankhead is gaining the

reputation of Hollywood's leading expo-

nent of cross-country hiking. While

waiting for rehearsals to begin for her

role in 'Thunder Below,' Miss Bankhead

kills time and gets exercise by taking

daily walks of from six to eight miles.
"

—PARAMOUNT
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e T H E A T E R
HORN FOR WIDE HOUSES

IS DEVELOPED BY RACON

A wide angle horn, said to be
particularly adapted to distribute

sound in theaters of extreme width
and marketed under the trade num-
ber of 6320, is being put out by the
Racon Electric Co. of New York,
specialists in acoustic chambers.

Equipped with cast aluminum
throat and patented self-supporting
frame with bronze coupling, the
horn has a bell 78 inches by 28
inches, dept 37 inches, with an air

column greater than 10 feet, and
weighs 60 pounds.
An electrodynamic horn unit

adaptable for use with the wide an-
gle horn is also being offered by
the company.

Specifications of the unit are: 6-8

volt field excitation; 1.0 ampere con-
sumption at 6 volts; 15 ohm voice
coil impedance; continuance opera-
tion capacity, 8 watts; peak load
capacity, 25 watts, and weight, 26
pounds.
With the use of the 6320 horn

and electrodynamic unit, the com-
pany claims, finest quality of repro-
duction can be obtained in the thea-
ter or auditorium.

INSTALL DA-TONE SCREENS
San Francisco — Da-Tone screen

installations recently made by the
Western Theatrical Equipment Co.
of this city include the following:
Imperial, Oakland; California, Liver-
more; Royal, Oakland; Whitier
State School, Whittier; Granada.
Reno, Nevada and Consolidated
Amusement Co., Honolulu, T. H.

KLANGFILM NOV. TURNOVER
Berlin — The Klangfilm sound

equipment apparatus turnover for
November was in excess of 100.

German installations were 38, with
65 abroad.

BETTER
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY

VALUES
are always found at

|. National Theatre
ISuppLy Company
/ Your Logical Supply Source

Raycon No. 6320 Wide Angle Horn.

NEW THEATERS

Bellows Falls, Vt.—Reconstruction
of the three-story theater, store and
office building, recently destroyed by
fire, is bieng planned by J. W. Sut-
ter, at an estimated cost of $150,000.

_
Williamsburg, Va.—Plans for a

picture theater to be erected here
have been completed by L. E. War-
ner, architect, of this city.

Cumberland, Md. — Contract for
the erection of a theater building
here by the Capitol Theater Co. at
an estimated cost of $150,000 has
been awarded to F. Hazelwood.

Los Angeles—Sketches for 50 the-
aters, with a 300 seating capacity
each, to be located in various cities

at a cost of approximately $50,000
each, are being prepared by S. C.
Lee, architect of this city.

Winston-Salem, N. C.—Erection of
a theater for colored patrons is

planned here by the Pilot Real
Estate Co.

ALTERATIONS

Indianapolis—The Ohio theater

owned by the Publix-Skouras Thea-
ters Corp., has been closed for com-
plete reconditioning.

Chattanooga — Contract for re-

modeling of the theater on East

Main Street here, at an estimated
cost of $20,000 has been awarded
to Rogers & Leventhal by the Inde-

pendent Theaters, Inc.

Columbia, S. C.—^Approximately

$10,000 is to be expended on the

theater here recently leased by
Publix.

Miami—Contract for repairs, ad-

ditions and other improvements to

be made at the Paramount here has
been awarded to John C. Knight.

Newark, N. J.—Bids are being

taken by F. Grad, architect, on the

general contract for alterations and
constructing an addition to theater

and store building at Market and
Ward Sts. here for the Fleissner

Realty Co. at an estimated cost of

$150,000.

EMERGENCY LIGHTING
Chicago — Emergency lighting

plants for theaters, said to be giv-
ing thoroughly dependable protection
in many of the largest circuits and
independent theaters, are being of-
fered by Roth Brothers and Co., of
this city, manufacturers of direct
current motors, generators, motor
generator sets and rotary converters.

SCOOTER GIVE-AWAY
Lorain, O. — A give-away plan,

consisting of three-wheel safety
scooters for children in exchange for
24 paid adult admissions, is being
offered by the Steel Stamping Co.
of this city.

WINDOW CARD STENCIL
Minneapolis—A new window card

stencil for use by exhibitors in dat-

ing window cards, consisting of

brass stencil, 31 dates, 12 months
and seven days, has been developed

and is being marketed by E. H.

Hoyt of this city.

CUTS INSTALLATION COSTS
Dallas—A substantial reduction in

cash payment for installation of

Mellaphone X-Cell equipment has

been announced by Public Address
Service Co. of this city, distributors

of the sound-on-film equipment and
Webster all-A.C. amplifier.

NEW FEATURE ANNOUNCED

L

Allentown, Pa.—A major im-
provement in the construction of
Allentown automatic curtain control
equipment is announced by the man-
facturers, Automatic Devices Co., of
this city.

The automatic control equipment,
it is said, is now constructed of
aluminum alloy casting instead of

'

the former cast iron, making it

stronger, lighter and easier to in-

stall, and making for greater
economy and reliability in operation.
The company also manufactures
silent-steel curtain tracks and Stab-
ilarc motor-generator equipment.

FILM SPLICING MACHINE
A compact film splicing machine

known as the Universal, consisting
of a permanent gauge and requiring
no adjusting, and said to produce
first-class results on new or old film,

is being marketed for theaters, ex-
changes, laboratories and schools by
the General Machine Co. of New
York.

BURGLAR PROOF SAFES
York, Pa.—A round door chest

safe for protection of theater re-
ceipts that is said to discourage at-

tempts at burglary is being offered
by the York Safe and Lock Co. In-
stallation calls for anchorage in

solid concrete. The safe provides
complete protection against fire as
well as theft. It cannot be removed
from the building or attacked at any
point except the heavy, thief-proof
door, the company declares.

INCREASES BRILLIANCE
Rochester, N. Y.—Super-Cinephor

lens used in conjunction with the
new patented B & L condensing sys-
tem, used for either wide screen or
standard projection, will transmit 50
to 100 per cent more light insuring
high screen brilliance even with the
Perforated screen, according to
Bausch & Lomb Optical iSystem,
manufacturers.
Complete description of the com-

pany's product as well as valuable
information for the projectionist is

contained in the recently issued
catalogue. No. E-16.

Screen Check
A dirty, shaky or bulging screen may

result in a dark and unsteady picture.

A check-up on the cleanliness and con-
dition ot your screen at regular intervals

may help solve many of your projection
problems.
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EQUIPMENT €)
BOOTH

NEW BELL & HOWELL LENS

ELIMINATES CRANE SHOTS

An important development to

sveryone interested in the teclinical

side of professional motion picture
making is announced by Bell &
Howell in its new Varo lens.

This totally different lens opens
up a wide range of new possibilities

and spectacular effects, the com-
pany states. "It makes it possible

ti) 'swoop' or 'zoom' down on a sub-
ject and to recede from it without
noving the camera or scene. 'Close-

aps' can be taken in sound photog-
raphy work without danger of ex-
iraneous noise. 'Zooming' scenes
:rom far back to close-up can be
:aken of actors on a cliff or other
naccessible locations. The new ef-

"ects that skillful cameramen will

vork out with it are many.
'The new Varo lens is set to focus

m a definite position and is not
'ocused like the ordinary lens by
noving the lens unit nearer to and
arther from the film. It is set

lormally to focus at 150 feet to in-

inity. Supplementary lenses, screw-
ng into the front of the lens, are
ivailable for changing the focus for
ther distances.
"After focusing, various elements

n the lens are moved in a synchron-
zed relation, the focal length chang-
ng in smooth progression as the
)osition of the elements are shifted.

ven though these elements are
:hanged continuously in zooming,
he definition is critical at all points.

"Shifting is by means of cams de-

igned and cut to an extremely fine

legree of accuracy. Since changing
he focal length or magnification in-

olves changing the iris continuous-
y to correspond, the iris diaphragm
s also operated by a cam at the
ame time as the lens elements. A
ocking arrangement and dashpot
evice in the iris mechanism avoids
ny possible damage to the iris due
incorrect operation. A 'breather'

akes care of displacements of air

ccasioned by moving the lens ele-

lents.

"The shortest focal length of the
''aro is 40 mm. The longest is 120
im.—a 3x magnification. The
ange of the lens is 40 to 50 mm. at

3.5; 40 to 85 mm. at F 4.5; and
le complete range of 40 to 120 mm.
t 9 5.6 and F 8.

"This lens will be made on special

rder only "

The New B. & H. Cooke Lens, Showing Its General Construction.

Automatic Light Change Keyboard

Developed fey Oehler for Printing

2,232 Replacements
Replacements of other types of

equipment with Western Electric Sound
Systems now total 2,232, according to

C. W. Bunn, general sales manager of

Electrical Research Products. Of this

number, 1,736 are domestic replace-
ments and 496 in the foreign field.

A small, compact automatic light
change, consisting of a keyboard
with indicator panel, for use with
motion picture film printing ma-
chines in film laboratories, has been
developed and is being brought out
by the Oehler Machine Co., Inc., of
Astoria, L. I., New York.
By means of the keyboard, which

has 28 keys, of which 24 are num-
bered according to the degree of

light intensity, the device can be
quickly set. While setting, only one
key can be operated at a time.
After setting, a simple check-up can
be made by comparing the printing
card with the indicator panel, a
novel feature of the device in that
it shows the ligh intensity for any
scene.

If it is desirable to change the
exposure intensity for any scene, it

can easily be done without changing
the setting for any of the other

scenes. All keys are automatically
locked when a switch is changed
from the setting to the printing po-
sition.

The printing intensity is automa-
tically controlled so that any num-
ber of prints may be obtained from
a negative, each print having the

same sequence or light changes. The
changeover from one light intensity

to another is instantaneous, it is de-

clared, thus allowing the keyboard
automatic to be used with high
speed printers.

The keyboard automatic breaking
contacts are made of an alloy of

I

platinum and iridum, which because
of its non-corrodible and wear re-
sisting qualities, insures against
faulty contacts.
Another feature of the device, it

is said, is the simple clearing op-
eration. This is accomplished by
pressing a clearing key and turning
a knob which cuts all exposure val-
ues out of register, enabling the
light change to be reset for a dif-

ferent series of light intensities.

Modification of the device, the
company states, can be used in the
setting and control of advertising
signs, novelty displays and other
electrical apparatus employing mul-
tiple contact systems. The general
purpose of the machine is to pro-

vide means to control a number of

electrical circuits so that they will

operate individually in a predeter-

mined order.

IMPROVED SOUND SCREEN

IS OEFERJDjY BESELER

A new fireproof sound screen with
the perforations at an angle, the
object being to give full transmis-
sibihty of sound without reductionm reflective qualities, has been de-
veloped by Charles Beseler & Co.
of New York, manufacturers of ani-
mated lobby displays.

New 16mm Models Put Out
By Victor Animatograph
Davenport, la.—Victor Animato-

graph Corp., of this city, announces
that the new Model 7 Victor Cine's
Projector is now available in a com-
plete series which embraces the fol-
lowing equipments:

Model 7 regular, equipped with
300 watt "no resistance" lamp (100-
120 volt).

Model 7G with 50-60 cycle A.C.
transformer built into base to per-
mit use of high intensity 250 watt,
200 V. lamp. Current may be di-
verted to transformer to permit use
of 200 and 300 watt lamps of 100-
120 volts on either direct or alter-
nating current.

Model 7R with No. 11 Victor vari-
able resistance lamp rheostat mount-
ed with swivel post on projector
base. This model accommodates on
etiher A.C. or D.C. current the 250
watt-150 v.. 375 watt-75 V. and 165
watt-30 V. high intensity lamps, as
well as the regular 100-120 volt-200
watt and 300 watt lamps. It is said
to have the widest range of lamp
interchangeability of any 16 mm.
proiector on the market.

National distribution of the pro-
jectors is being handled through the
National Theater Supply Company.

PHOTOPHONE ON LINERS
Two complete units of RCA Pho-

tophone sound reproducing equip-

ment have been installed in specially

built projection booths adjoining the

first and second cabin lounges on

the new S. S. Mariposa of the Mat-
son Line.

The Matson liners Monterey and

Lurline, both now under construc-

tion, will be similarly equipped and

will be the first ocean-going liners

to install permanent sound repro-

ducing equipment for the entertain-

ment of both first and second cabin

tourists.

OPTICAL CROWN PLATES
Optical Crown plates for enclos-

ing portholes of projection booths
are being marketed by Fish-Schur-
man Corp. of New York. They are
said to have precision surfaces and
to produce no distortion.

Lubrication Important

Regular and frequent lubrication has

a direct relation to the life of the pro-

jector mechanism. Use oil sparingly

when applied to bearings and wipe off

any excess before projecting film. By

changing absorbent pads frequently it

will prevent oil soaking into the film

amplifier causing damage to insulation

of wires and also prevent the accumu-
lation of oil on film.
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\
Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

[nterest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

By L. H. MITCHELL'

ASSOC. BRITISH CINEMAS

ADDS TO ITS CIRCUIT

Manchester, Eng. — Associated

British Cinemas, Ltd., it is stated

here, has bought the Hippodrome
at Stockport and the Theater Royal
at Chorley from the Regal Cinema
Co., controlled by Harry Buxton.

The purchase price is understood to

have been 20,000 pounds. Negotia-

tions are reported in progress with

Mr. Buxton for acquiring seven
more of his theaters by A. B. C,
which, if successful, will make the

sum involved close to 100,000 pounds.

DROPS "A" RULE
Sheffield, Eng.—The Sheffield City

Council, at the instance of the

Watch Committee, has dropped the

"A" rule which prevented the ad-

mission of children, even when ac-

companied by adults, from pictures

having been given the "A" rating.

No explanation was made, but it is

said that the change of front was
due to public resentment.

ARAN ISLANDS FILM
Inishmore, Aran Islands—R. J.

O'Flaherty has arrived here to pre-

pare for the production of a dra-

matic film depicting life on the Aran
Islands. He is accompanied by his

wife and one assistant and expects

to live on the islands for a year.

COVENTRY BANS TWO FILMS
Coventry—The Chief Constable of

Coventry banned the showing of

"Stepping Out," booked for the

Plaza, and "Why Change Your Hus-
band?" scheduled for the Carlton.

"SIGN OF FOUR" CAST
London — Production has been

started by Associated Radio Pictures

at the Ealing studios on the screen
version of A. Conan Doyle's "Sign
of the Four," with Arthur Wontner
as Sherlock Holmes and Ian Hun-
ter as Dr. Watson. Others in the

cast are Isla Bevan, Miles Malleson.
Charles Groves, Gilbert Davis, Kyn-
aston Reeves, Clare Greet and Doro-
thy Hamilton.

Australian Reel House

Sydney—Greater Union Theaters

has opened the first Australian

newsreel theater in the basement of

the State theater here. M-C-M,
Universal and Australasian Films fur-

nish the product. Theater is open

from 10 A. M. to 11 P. M.

Dutch Sound Film Exhibit
Amsterdam—An international Sound and Picture exhibition is scheduled

to be held here from May 6 to 16 at the Royal Automobile Institute. A large

number of American, British, German and other firms concerned in radio, sound

and silent pictures, television, phonographs and photography, it is stated, have

already reserved space.

Japanese Film Companies
Pay 6 Per Cent Dividends
Tokyo — The Nikkatsu (Nippon

Film Co.) and the Shochiku Kinema
declared 6 per cent dividends for the

last half-year term. The general

depression continues to cut down
film attendance, but the producing
companies show no let-up in produc-
tion, 600 pictures being made each
year, with 1932 promising to reach
the same mark.

Foreign Picture Houses
Show Increase in Osaka
Osaka, Japan—Besides the Daini

Sumiyoshi and the Osaka-za, both

second-run houses showing Para-
mount pictures, the Kinema Palace

was opened in January to show
Paramount product, and the Shochi-

ku-za is being operated as a second-

run house under Shochiku-Para-
mount management. The Shikishima
Club will also change its policy and
show foreign as well as Japanese
pictures.

CINES SIGNS ALBANI
Rome—Cines-Pittaluga has signed

the brilliant actress, Marcella Al-

bani, to appear in a future produc-

tion. She was recently in "Corte

D'Assise."

NEW TOKYO FILM HOUSE
Tokyo — The Imperial, formerly

the most up-to-date theater in Tok-
yo, has been converted into a mo-
tion picture house. Its screen, 19

by 30 feet, is said to be the largest

in the Far East. Mr. Otani leased

the theater for five years and later

turned it over to the Paramount-
Shochiku group.

BRITISH FILM INSTITUTE
Oxford, Eng. — A. C. Cameron,

secretary of the city of Oxford Ed-
ucation Committee, made the state-

ment in a talk on "The Constructive
Use of the Kinema" before the As-
sociation of Headmasters, that the
Commission on Educational and Cul-

tural Films would probably urge, in

its forthcoming report, the setting
up of a permanent Film Institute in

Great Britain to exercise a construc-
tive influence on motion pictures.

Efftee Seeks Amendment
Of Australian Censorship
Melbourne— Censorship is again

to the fore through Efftee's appeal
for readjustment of censorship reg-

ulations. Efftee asks that the cen-

sorship board consider the completed
scenario of proposed productions,

and pass on the theme, story and
dialogue from that, and that any fur-

ther censorship be confined to any
departure from the original and any
doubtful treatment of the script but
not to the story itself. The Victorian
Chief Secretary promised a sympa-
thetic hearing to the plea.

320 Antipodes Papers
Get M-G-M Studio News

Sydney—M-G-M recently closed

with 14 New Zealand newspapers to

publish its weekly studio news sent

out from this city, bringing the total

number of newspapers in Australasia

receiving this service up to 320. The
more important cities get the ser-

vice by air mail.

START TEDDINGTON FILM
London—The fourth British pro-

duction by Warner Bros.-First Na-
tional at the Teddington studios, "A
Voice Said 'Good Night'," by Roland
Pertwee, is in work with the follow-

ing leading players: Nora Swin-
burne, D. A. Clarke-Smith and Jack
Trevor. William McGann is direct-

ing.

GLASGOW HOUSES INCREASE
Glasgow—With a population of

1,088,417, Glasgow has 119 motion
picture theaters, or one to about
every 10,000 of her population. The
latest to be opened is the Florida.

Five more cinemas are projected

for 1932.

M-G-M PRODUCT IN N. Z.

Wellington—M-G-M product will

be shown in 40 New Zealand thea-

ters controlled by Fuller-Haywards-
Kemball, Christchurch Cinemas and
J. C. Williamson and associates.

Cities included in the booking deal

are Wellington, Auckland, Dunedin,
Christchurch, Wanganui and Inver-

cargill.

ON B.I.P.'S 1932 LIST

London — Many famous British
authors are represented on British
International's schedule for the sea-
son of 1932-33. Conan Doyle's
"Fires of Fate" will be filmed in the
Soudan with Norman Walker direct-
ing. Frederick Lonsdale's musical
play, "The Maid of the Mountains,"
will be the first production to occu-

py the stages of the Elstree studios
when they reopen after a short
shutdown for reconditioning. John
Van Druten's "London Wall" will go
into work at the same time.

Two Eden Phillpotts novels, "The
Farmer's Wife" and "Yellow Sands,"
Sewell Collins' "Anne One Hundred,"
Walter Ellis's "What Woman
Wants," "Lady Eleanor Smith's
"Red Wagon," Roland Pertwee's
"Honours Easy," and Sapper's "Re-
turn of Bulldog Drummond" are
among the story properties being
readied for early filming.

BERLIN TAX DROP
Berlin—Receipts from the enter-

tainment tax in Berlin for Novem-
ber, 1931, were 924,092 marks as
compared with 1,333,681 marks for
November, 1930, a drop of approxi-
mately 400,000 marks.

NEW AUSTRALIAN TALKERS
.Sydney—Two Australian talking.'

pictures are scheduled for showing
some time in January—"On Our Se-
lection" and "The Sentimental
Bloke." Efftee has acquired picture
rights to "Robbery Under Arms,"
and Union Theaters to "The Silence
of Dean Maitland."

TWO CINES FOR PARIS
Rome—Cines-Pittaluga has sold

"Edelweiss" (II Solitario della Mon-
tagna") and "Vous que j'adore"
("Rubacouri") to Maurice Bouhier
of Paris.

CINES' FILM IN BERLIN
Berlin—Hans Steinhofs latest pic-

ture, "Die Pranke," made in German
at the Cines-Pittaluga studios, has
been shown here at the Tatiana
Palast to excellent reviews.

French Tax Receipts jump
Paris—French entertainment tax

receipts for October, 1931, showed
an increase of 3,767,000 francs over

the figure for the corresponding

month of 1930.

*
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el Corp., a newly formed com-
iny with Harry A. McCorry as

ce-president in charge, and Charles
ranz as general sales manager.
Arrangements have already been
lade for 26 cameramen in key
pints throughout the country, as

ell as foreign contacts, and addi-
onal cameramen are now being as-

gned.
Lowell Thomas, who will do the
liting and commentary talk, has
een a war correspondent, college

irofessor, explorer and lecturer. He
as become best known lately -as

le voice of the "Literary Digest"
v'er the radio. He also has done
le talking in some shorts.

Vaite and linger Split

Para. Eastern Sales Post
{Continued from Page 1)

istrict manager with headquarters
1 New York.
Speculation Friday concerning a

accessor to Unger frequently men-
loned Milton Kusell, New York ex-

hange manager for Paramount,
/ho is returning from a vacation
ruise.

ON SPECIAL CAMPAIGNS
George Bilson, who left Thurs-

ay night to supervise special ex-

iloitation campaigns for the War-
ier-First National pictures, "Union
Depot" and "Safe in Hell," goes

Dallas first and then New Or-
eans. In Dallas he will confer with
he manager of the Palace regard-
ng the "Union Depot" exploitation,

ifter which he will take charge of

he "Safe in Hell" opening at the

rudor in New Orleans.

"UNION DEPOT" OPENS BIG
|-,A-( Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — About 2,000 were

urned away at the coast premiere
)f "Union Depot," at the Hollywood,
iccording to Max Shagrin, man-
iger of the house. The Warner-
First National production, in which
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is starred,

received a big ovation from the
jpenng audience.

Featuring the Critics
A new wrinkle in exploitation is being employed by Warner Bros, at the New

Vork Winter Garden, where "Union Depot" is playing. Instead of devoting all art
space to players and scenes from the picture, panels are devoted to photos of the
New York motion picture critics who praised the picture.

Impresario Brings Plan
For Filming Grand Opera
A new method of filming grand

opera in sound has been brought
this country by Ottavio Scotto,

former impresario of the Colon
Theater Opera of Buenos Aires and
of the Royal Opera in Rome, who
arrived a few days ago from abroad.
Scotto says the process will make
grand opera popular in motion pic-

tures. The idea calls for the cen-
tralization of the orchestra in the
middle of the movie stage so that
the sound of music and voices is

deflected upward to a dome and re-

turned uniformly over the stage
area. A series of drops which may
be interchanged rapidly are decor-

ated to give the illusion of third

dimension.

VITAPHONE RELEASING FIVE
Five recently completed Vitaphone

shorts are being released for na-

tional distribution today. They are:

"His Honor, Penrod," fifth of the

Booth Tarkington juvenile short

subjects; "Believe It or Not" No. 5,

another of the series by Robert L.

Ripley; "Shake A Leg," with Thelma
White and Fanny Watson, fourth

of the "Girl Friends" two-reeler

comedies; "Pagan Moon," a "Mer-
rie Melody" song cartoon, and "The
Imperfect Lover" a two-reel com-
edy starring Jack Haley. The lat-

ter short prompted Warner Bros.

to sign Haley to a contract for ten

more comedies.

Censorship is Attacked
By Nat'l Review Board

iContinued from Page 1)

it up whenever you can," said Ernst.
"They seem to be in a solid position.
Their judgments on films are kept
secret from the world. Wipe out
this form of censorship and you will
have a rebuilding of the motion pic-
ture. I have never heard of any
person being hurt by a motion pic-
ture. Censors are never hurt, but
nevertheless they always worry
about the movies hurting the other
fellow."

Judge John R. Davies, chairman
of the Board, presided. Other speak-
ers were Jean Harlow, Leslie How-
ard, Nancy Carroll, Deems Taylor
and Theresa Helburn, executive di-
rector of the Theater Guild.
At the morning session of the

Board resolutions were passed op-
posing state and legal forms of
censorship and also reaffirming faith
in community plans for social use
of the motion picture.

ALBERT WARNER HANDLING

SIGN FLASHER CUTS COSTS
Chicago—A theater sign flasher

;hat is said to save from 25 to 50
per cent in operating cost of a

steady burning electric sign or mar-
quee, is being offered by the Rey-
nolds Electric Co.

Harold Lloyd Casting
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harold Lloyd has started

casting for his next picture. The first

player to be selected is Doris Carnes,
who has just finished in the new Edu-
cational-Mermaid comedy, "It's a
Cinch." Miss Carnes is slated to ap-
pear in several more comedies before
shooting starts on the Lloyd feature.

"X" RETURNS TO LONDON
London—Tiffany's "X Marks the

Spot," which had a four weeks' run

at the New Gallery, was immedi-

ately given another London run at

the New Victoria. Gaumont is dis-

tributing the production in Great

Britain.

EMERY CIRCUIT ADDS 2

Manchester, Eng. — The Emery
circuit has taken over the Shake-

speare Theater, Cheetham Hill, and

the Weaste Picture House, Salford,

independent cinemas. The Emery
circuit now has fifty theaters in

Lancashire.

LONGDEN FORMS COMPANY
London — John Longden, film ac-

tor, has formed his own production

company, and his first picture,

"Smash and Grab," is in work at the

Blattner studios, with Longden head-

ing the cast.

"CYCLONE KID" IN FIRST RUN
Atlanta — Arthur C. Bromberg's

local office reports the booking of

"Cyclone Kid" into the Savannah

theater in Savannah, Ga., a first-run

house. __
RESUMES VAUDE

Providence — RKO has resumed

vaudeville at the Albee. Initial pro-

gram consists of six acts.

BOOK "CAVALIER OF WEST"
"Cavalier of the West." Artclass

picture with Harry Carey, has been
booked for 18 RKO theaters in the
New York metropolitan area and 15
Warner Bros, houses in New Jersey.

(Continued from Page 1)

Bros, accept the resignation of Ed-
ward L. Alperson, as general sales
manager. The relations of Mr. Al-
person with the company have been
pleasant and our good wishes ;ro with
iiim in whatever future activities he
inay undertake."

Major Warner stated that Andy
Smith will remain in charge of sales
in the east and Canada and that
Gradwell Sears will continue as
sales manager in the west and south.

Alperson issued the following
statement:

"My resignation as general sales
manager for Warner Bros, was ac-
cepted today. It is a friendly part-
ing, with goodwill and high esteem
on both sides. After my years of
association with the company in var-
ious capacities, I shall always re-
tain the warmest interest in its wel-
fare and the best wishes for its pros-
perity."

3 U SHORT RELEASES
Universal has set Feb. 29 as the

release date for next month on the
following trio of short subjects:
"The Fatal Plunge," No. 9 in the
Detective Lloyd series; "Perfect
Control," No. 3 in the Babe Ruth
basball group, and "Great Guns,"

' Oswald cartoon comedy.

TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. MoRiTz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the

spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest

of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of

/ û^ryLeS?7^

of Paris, London

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and

business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TaYLOR
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"THE MAN I KILLED"
with Nancy Carroll, Phillips Holmes,

Lionel Barrymore
Paramount 77 mins.

GRIPPING HUMAN DOCU-
MENT OF WAR THEME SUPERB-
LY DIRECTED BY LUBITSCH
AND SPLENDIDLY ACTED.
Talking picture artistry at its

best is displayed in all departments
of this production. With a master-
ful directorial hand. Ernst Lubitsch
invests even the smallest details with
dramatic effectiveness, and his touch
likewise brings out the best in the

portrayals by the cast, principally

Lionel Barrymore, Nancy Carroll,

Phillips Holmes and Louise Carter.

The story, a simple and direct tale

that is at the same time a powerful
preachment against war. concerns a

sensitive French soldier who killed

a young German. After peace comes,

he is haunted by the incident. In an
effort to get away from it. he seeks

out the parents of the dead boy with
the intention of explaining, but after

winning a place in their hearts he
is unable to confess to them. He
also meets the lad's fiancee and tells

her his story, but she induces him to

spare the parents any further grief.

An important screen contribution.

Cast: Lionel Barrymore, Nancy Carroll.

Phillips Holmes, Tom Doufflas, ZaSu Pitts.

Lucien Littlefield, Lonise Carter. Frank Sheri-

dan, George Bickel, Emma nunn. Tully Mar-
shall. Lillian Elliott, Marvin Stephens, Regi-

nald Pasch, Joan Standing. Rodney McLennon.

Director, Ernst Lubitsch; Author, Maurice

Rostand; Adaptors, Ernest Vajda, Samson
Raphaelson, Reginald Berkeley; Dialoguers.

same; Editor, not credited; Cameraman, Vic-

tor Milner.
Direction, ace*. Photography, fine.

Helen Twelvetrees in

"PANAMA FLO"
with Charles Bickford and

Robert Armstrong
RKO Pathe 72 mins.

ACTION MELODRAMA WITH
COLORFUL BUT ARTIFICIAL
TROPICAL STORY. WELL ACT-
ED AND DIRECTED.

Packing sufficient rugged enter-

tainment and suspense to please
most audiences, this melodrama car-
ries a story that is nevertheless so

weak in spots that even the most
gullible will find it unconvincing.
Helen Twelvetrees. Charles Bick-
ford and Robert Armstrong carry
the entire action of the piece with
the exception of a neat piece of work
done by Maude Eburne. Helen plays
a cabaret girl in a Panama cafe who
frisks Bickford of his roll. In or-

der to avoid the clutches of the law,
Helen agrees to go to Bickford's
South American camp as hous_e-

keeper provided he "behaves him-
self." In going south, Helen leaves
Robert, her aviator sweetheart,

Later Robert flys to the camp and
plans to rescue Helen but he turns
out to be a crook and is shot in a
scuffle. The ending in a New York
speakeasy is not too mushy and
Dacks a surprise.

Cast; Helen Twelvetrees, Robert Armstrong.
Charles Bickford, Marjorie Peterson, Maude
Eburne, Paul Hurst, Ernie Adams, Reina
Velez, Hans Joby,

Director, Ralph Murray; Author, Garrett
Fort; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same; Ed'-
tor, Charles Craft; Cameraman, Arthur Mil-
ler; Recording Engineer, L. J. Meyers.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

"SKY DEVILS"

United Artists 89 mins.

A WAR COMEDY WOW DONE
IN ROWDY, ROLLICKING STYLE
WITH AN AVIATION CORPS
BACKGROUND. FOOD FOR ANY
AUDIENCE.

Here's one that packs rapid-fire
laughs galore and rates with the
best feature-length comedies ever
made. Director Eddie Sutherland
squezes fun out of every situation
and his players, with Spencer Tracy,
William (Stage) Boyd and George
Cooper do great work. In addition
to the contagious comedy there's
plenty of air thrills. A pair of bud-
dies, formerly life guards who
couldn't swim, land in the army and
in trying to desert, stowaway on a
transport which brings 'em into the
war zone. There's the familiar, hard-
boiled sergeant who makes their life

miserable. After battling over a girl

while A. W. 0. L., they accidentally
destroy an enemy ammunition dump.
Returning to the awaiting American
line as great heroes, Tracy demon-
strates how he wrecked the German
outfit and dumbly wrecks his ovra
army.

Cast; Spencer Tracy, William Boyd, George
Cooper, Ann Dvorak, Billy Bevan, Yola
D'Avril, Forrester Harvey, William B. David-
son, Jerry Miley.

Director, Edward Sutherland: Authors,
Joseph Moncure March, Edward Sutherland

;

Adaptors, same; Dialoguers, Robert Benchley,
Joseph Moncure March, James Starr, Carroll
and Garrett Graham; Editor, not credited;
Cameraman, Gaetano Gaudio; Recording Engi-
neer, William Fox.

Direction, splendid. Photography, fine.

"DOCKS OF SAN FRANCISCO"

Action Pictures 64 mins

MELLER CENTERING AROUNl
'FRISCO DIVE ATMOSPHERl
HAS PLENTY OF LURID AC
TION FOR UNCRITICAL AUDI
ENCES.

Here is a lurid offering done witl

all the meller fixings that will pleasc

the thrill lovers, but not for a criti

cal audience. Too many of the inlli«

cidents are far-fetched, and a lot o.|

the action implausible. Mary Nola.i

plays the part of a tough moll tryinp

to go straight, but the head of the

gang that runs the San Franciscc
docks won't let her. Jason Robards
is the wealthy young man who gets
interested in her on a slumming trip,

ij

The girl gets away with the loot of b.

a bank robbery, and forces the hero
to take her to his mountain cabin
at the point of a gun. Then when
the gang arrives and starts to shoot
up the place, she helps him fight

them off till the cops arrive and save I

the day for law, love and a moral;
at the end. For the girl is mortally
wounded, furnishing a sad ending to
a hectic meller.

Cast: Mary Nolan, Jason Robards, Mar-
iorie Beebe, John Davidson, William Haynes,
Max Davidson.

Director, George B. Seitz; Author, H. H.
Van Loan; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Ralph Dixon; Cameraman, Jules Cron-
jager; Recording Engineer, James Stanley.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"SALLY OF THE SUBWAY"
Action Pictures 63 mfns.

CROOK STORY WITH CLEVER
PLOT GIVES JACK MULHALL
PLEASING ROLE WHICH HE
PUTS OVER.

A pleasing little number that has

an original plot which holds the in-

terest and builds to a lot of sus-

pense. Jack Mulhall has the role of

a young German grand duke whose

funds are tied up and he is stranded

in a fashionable hotel in New York

with his aide. A clever .iewel crook

and his gang use the duke as a blind

in putting over a slick swindle on a
big Fifth Avenue jewelry concern.
A girl in the employ of the .iewelers

uncovers their racket, and puts Mul-
hall wise. Then the hero goes into

action and turns the tables on the
swindlers. The story is nicely bal-

anced with love interest, has plenty
of action, and altogether should
prove an acceptable offering for the
neighborhoods. And it is all good
clean fun for the family trade. Di-
rector Seitz handled it with good
snap and tempo. Dorothy Revier
is effective as Sally, the crook's part-
ner.

Cast: Jack Mulhall, Dorothy Revier, Blanche
Mehaffey, Huntly Gordon, Harry Semels.
Crauford Kent. John Webb Dillon, Bill Burke.

Director, George B. Seitz; Author, George
B. Seitz; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer. same;
Editor, Byron Robinson; Cameraman, Jules
Cronjager; Recording Engineer, James Stan-
ley.

Direction, smooth. Photography, okay.

"U. OF S. C.-NOTRE DAME"
Sono Art-World Wide 50 mins.

GRAPHIC AND THRILLING
PICTURIZATION AND DESCRIP-
TION OF ONE OF SEASON'S
OUTSTANDING FOOTBALL CON-
TESTS.

Produced by the Rockne Memorial
Foundation, this feature is all foot-

ball and shows the highlights and
outstanding plays in the game be-

tween the University of Southern
California and Notre Dame, played
Nov. 21, 1931, at South Bend. Ind.

Intimate shots of the grid stars in

many of the plays that made both
teams famous, slow motion, cheering
from the stands, close-ups of the
players and a running fire talk,

make this a release that will be
grand entertainment for lovers of

the game and should interest any-
body and everybody. Braven Dyer,
who handles the chatter, has done
a remarkable .iob. His voice is clear

and never becomes monotonous.
Dyer carries on the description as
though he were actually at the game,
working up to the never-to-be-for-
gotten climax with the score 13 to 14

in favor of the Irish and with but
a few minutes to play, the fighting
Trojans kick a field goal to win the
contest.

Producers of picture are Harry
Beaumont, Sam Wood and Si Mas-
ters. Direction is by Heartley
"Hunk" Anderson and Howard H.
Jones, with Braven Dyer as an-
nouncer.

Direction, fast. Photography, good.

Buzz Barton in

"HUMAN TARGETS"
Big 4 Film 61 mins.

BUILT FOR THE KIDS, WITH
THE WESTERN JUVENILE HERO
IN ACTION ALL THE WAY, WILL
PLEASE THE FANS.

This is obviously made for the
kids, with Buzz Barton, the youthful
hero, in the spotlight and covering
himself with glory. The youngsters
will go for it, for Buzz is a good
little trouper, and knows how to ride
and do all the tricks of the grown-
up heroes of the cattle country. The
usual ingredients are all here. The
heavy, trying to discredit the hero,
his rival for the hand of Buzz Bar-
ton's sister. The murder, which the
villain tries to pin on the other.
Then Buzz gets busy, rides to the
recorder's office in time to file the
claim for his pal, the hero, and still

has plenty of time left to outwit
the gang leader and save his side-
kick from being strung up by the
sheriff for a crime he did not com-
mit. It's all old stuff, done in the
formula manner, but it has plenty
of action, fights, and fast riding.
And Buzz is really good.

Cast: Buzz Barton, Francis X. Bushman,
Jr., Pauline Parker, Franklin Farnum, Ed-
ward Cobb, Ted Adams, Leon Kent, Nanci
Price, Helen Gibson, John Ince, Edgar Lewis,
Fred Toones.

Director, J. P. McGowan; Author, George
Morgan; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer. same;
Editor, Fred Bain ; Cameraman, Edward KuU

;

Recording Engineer, George Hutchins.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, clear.

"TULANE VS. SO. CALIFORNIA"
Warner Bros. 45 mins.
COMPLETE PLAY BY PLAY

RECORD OF BIG FOOTBALL
GAME HAS PLENTY OF PEP
AND FAST ACTION FOR THE
SPORT FANS.
This is a complete photographic

record of the football game between
Tulane and the University of South-
ern California, played on Jan. 1 at

the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, Califor-
nia. It is notable for the fine cam-
era work, with the lens boys catch-
ing the plays from various angles.
These have been pieced together in

such a manner that the student of

the game can study each play and
the work of the individual players in

detail. Slow motion shots are run on
all the important plays. It is a fine

presentation of one of the most
colorful events of the football season
in California. Opens with the Rose
narade, with the bands marching to

the Rose Bowl, and all the floats in

evidence. The narration is splendid-
ly handled by a football expert, who
explains every play, and follows
them through, naming the various
olayers on each team as they go
into action. It is more exciting and
suspenseful than many reg-ular fea-
tures, and will go strong with all

the football enthusiasts. Great num-
ber for the college towns. The Tro-
jans win by a score of 21 to 12, but
the Tulane team has them fighting

every minute of the play. It's a'

whizz for fast action.

Because of its short length, the
picture is primarily for showing in

conjunction with a main feature.
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"NO ONE MAN"
ith Paul Lukas, Ricardo Cortez,

Carole Lombard
irj-mount 73 mins.

GOOD CAST AND DIRECTION
f FAIRLY ENTERTAINING TRI-
VGLE DRAMA AGAINST AT-
lACTIVE SOCIETY BACK-
lOUND.

Excellent work by a good cast of

oupers, plus capable direction,

ke this a satisfying dish for those
10 like domestic tangles with class

ckground and more dialogue than
'ion. Ricardo Cortez, as an ath-

;ic playboy, and Carole Lombard,
10 also does some playing around,
e the man and wife who can't get
Dng. She finds consolation in a
mpathetic doctor, played by Paul
ikas, but eventually returns to her
sband. Torn between the two
m, her case appears hopeless,

len Cortez dies of heart trouble

d clears the way for his rival,

irtez, Lukas, George Barbier and
liette Compton give dandy per-

rmances, and there is fine support-
work all around. These names

d the society atmosphere may not
ake up entirely for the slimness
the story, but they help.

Cast: Carole Lomljard, Ricardo Cortez,

ul Lukas, Juliette Compton, George Bar-

Virginia Hammond. Arthur Pierson,

ances Moffett, Irving Bacon.

Director, Lloyd Corrigan; Author, Rupert
ighes ; Adaptors. Percy Heath, Sidney

chman, Agnes Brand Leahy; Dialoguers,

Tie; Editor, not credited; Cameraman,
arles Lang.

Direct'on. fine. Photography, fine.

"CHARLIE CHAN'S CHANCE"
Fox 73 mins.

WARNER OLAND EFFECTIVE
AS THE CHINESE DETECTIVE
IN A VERY INVOLVED MURDER
.MYSTERY.

Adapted from the novel by Earl
Derr Biggers, this one is better
inside the covers of a novel than
for screen portrayal. It is pretty
complicated for the average fan to
follow. It twists and turns in the
unwinding of the murder mystery,
and involves a half dozen people
more or less effectively. Warner
Gland and a very competent cast
succeed in making it effective, and
holding the interest. Oland as the
Chinese detective is called in to help
the New York police solve a murder
along wiih a Scotland Yard opera-
tive from London. The seeming
natural death of another Scotland
Yard operative turns out to be a
clever murder by a mysterious gas.
The plot is far too complicated to
detail, and really too complicated for
screen portrayal. John Blystone did
a good job in directing a story that
was very hard to make clear in

pictured form.
Cast: Warner Oland, Alexander Kirkland,

H. B. Warner, Marian Nixon, Ralph Morgan.
Tames Kirkwood, Linda Watkins, James Todd.
Charles McXaughton. Herbert Bunston, Ed-
ward Peil, Sr., Jimmy Wang.

Director, John Blystone; Author, Earl Derr
Biggers; Adaptors, Barry Conners, Philip
Klein; Dialoguers, same; Editor, not listed

Cameraman, Joseph August; Recording En-
gineer, Albert Protzman.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

DER UNGETREUE ECKE HART"
)bis 90 mins.

GERMAN FARCE COMEDY OF
ARRIED INFIDELITY FILLED
ITH CLEVER COMEDY SITU-

lONS THAT CARRY THE
UGHS.

A typical Berlin production deal-

with a young married man's af-

ir with a cabaret entertainer. He
s a reputation as a gay Lothario,

which he is very proud. He gets

s brother-in-law mixed up in it

' establishing the young lady in

I apartment under the other's

ime. This leads to a series of very
nny complications, eventually re-

Iting in giving the meek brother-
-law his reputation as a gay Don
lan, and leaving the original en-

ous and discomfited all around.
16 cabaret girl makes a conquest
a high diplomat, and this puts

e brother-in-law in soft in every
ay, getting a diplomatic decora-
)n, a big job, and the original Don
lan's reputation for being a lady
Her. The farce is very ingenious-
contrived, and keeps building the
ughs with the help of a very well
eked cast.

Cast: Ralph Arthur Roberts, Fritz Schulz,
ml Hoerliiger, Paul Henckels, Alexande
urski, Albert Paulig, Lissi Arna, Luzie
iglisch, Margarete Kupfer, Jenny Kiefe,
ini Markart.

Director, Carl Boese; Author, Hans Sturn,
>aptors, Walter Wassermann, Walter
hlee; Dialoguers, same; Editor, not listed:
imeraman, Albert Schlasy.

Direction, smooth. Photography, good.

Buck Jones in

"THE DEADLINE"
Columbia 63 mins.

CLASSY WESTERN WITH IN-

TELLIGENTLY WOVEN STORY
THAT PACKS ACTION AND
THRILLS.

Buck Jones does himself proud in

this western production, which has

an unusually clever story that gets

far away from the routine formula.

The suspense is held right to the

end with a story that keeps the hero

on the short end most of the time,

till he finally gets a lead on the gang

and their chief that gives him the

upper hand. There is some good
business with a phoney mine, and
the efforts of Buck Jones to prove
it on the gang leader, and also the

fact that the sheriff is after the

wrong party for a murder. Jones
develops a real strong characteriza-

tion that is unusual in westerns, and
proves he is an actor of no mean
ability, as well as a swell rider and
fighter. The climax is a humdinger
of a fight at the bank as the gang
is trapped in their robbery, with
fast action in all the footage.

Cast: Buck Jones, Loretta Sayers, Robert
Ellis, Edwin J. Brady, G. Raymond Nye
Knute Erickson, George Ernst, Harry Todd
Jack Curtis, James Farley.

Director, Lambert Hillyer, Author, same;
Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same; Editor.

Maurice Wright; Cameraman, Byron Haskin;
Recording Engineer, not credited.

Direction, fast. Photography, good.

SOUND SHORTS
"Peg Leg Pete"
(Terry-Toon)

Educational 7 mins.
Great

This is something new in ani-
mated cartoons. Paul Terry and
Frank Moser have made a miniature
opera, on the style of a Gilbert and
Sullivan show with a clever musicai
score by P, A. Scheib. The action
takes place aboard a pirate ship.
A sweet little mouse is stolen by
Peg Leg and taken aboard the craft.
The hero mouse finally rescues his
sweetheart but not before he battles
with Pete and all the other terrible
looking pirates. Gags are fine and
the entire picture is done in opera
style. It's a dandy.

"Believe It Or Not" No. 1294
Vitaphone 7 mins.

Okay
Another of the Ripley cartoon se-

ries, with the illustrator in conver-
sation with another man, who brings
jut the oddities which Ripley sketches
on his board. This is varied with
several bits from real life, covering
unusual happenings in various parts
of the world. Good variety of ma-
terial, and well handled pictorially.

"His Public"
Vitaphone 12 mins.

Laugh Number
Joe Morris and Flo Campbell, in

a domestic skit that is filled with a
variety of gags and some really
funny situations. The theme involves
a vaude actress with whom Joe is

smitten, but when he sneaks away
from his wife to the show, his son
trails him and gums up his act.

Morris has his own individual line

that is highly amusing, and the
lines get the laughs easily.

"Boston Common and Proper"
Talking Picture Epics 1.5 mins.

Very Good
Because of the excellent way in

which it has been made, including
both the photography and the inter-

esting accompanying talk, this is a
thoroughly enjoyable subject of its

kind. In addition to the famous
Boston Common, the reel presents
glimpses, some from the air, of va-
rious landmarks in and around Bos-
ton. It has both entertainment and
instructional values.

Eddie Buzzell in

"She Served Him Right"
Columbia 10 mins.

Clever Humor
Eddie Buzzell maintains his high

rating for laughmaking in this lat-

est of his Bedtime Story series. He
is seen in the role of a chap with a

weakness for the horses, and a yen
for a girl who operates a restaurant.

They get married, but Eddie's shift-

lessness eventually causes the do-

mestic situation to blow up.

"Naughty Gal"
with Lillian Roth and Bobby Watson
Paramount 20 mins.

Good Musical Skit
Miniature musical comedy with a

battleship setting. Following an
opening ensemble in which a group
of sailors do a dance on the deck,
Lillian Roth and Bobby Watson ap-
pear and go into a song and dance
number, "True to the Navy," and
also engage in a bit of lovemaking.
A couple of other numbers are work-
ed into the action, with the blue-
jacket crew providing an ensemble
background. Some of the activity
concerns Bobby's efforts to get Lil-
lian away from the sailors, followed
by the gobs taking her away from
him, and there is a bit of comedy
to top off the proceedings.

"Lady Please"
Educational 19 mins.

Falls Flat
This one won't arouse much

laughter or enthusiasm. The story
is weak and the dialogue common-
nlace. Arthur Stone, as an amateur
detective, starts out to solve a rob-
bery and, through no fault of his,

returns the stolen jewels and re-
ceives a large reward. The theme
has been done many times and to
better advantage. Slap-stick stuff

that isn't funny and is badly timed,
dialogue that is stilted, and situa-
tions that fall flat make this a below-
the-average release.

"When Winter Comes"
Ideal 10 mins.

Excellent
All the white glory of winter,

from the gathering of snow-clouds
to a blasting blizzard, is beautifully
pictured and described in this short.

Intermingled with the scenic gran-
deur are unusually interesting se-

quences of animals making ready
for zero temperatui'es. An out-
standing bit shows the capture of
a ground hog, snuggled fast asleep
in its underground cave. The animal
is brought to the surface but does
not wake up until it is placed in a

warm room. Alan Hale handled the
descriptive chat and Alyn B. Car-
rick the editing.

"Sweet Jennie Lee"
(Screen Song)

Paramount 6 mins.
Okay

Popular melody, southern planta-

tion capers and animated cartoon

work are effectively combined in this

entertaining short. The tuneful

"Sweet Jennie Lee" is the theme
song of the skit, with the usual

bouncing ball antics following the

first rendition. At the introduction

a group of Negro cotton pickers are

shown at work, and then doing their

song and dance stuff under the

moon. A very acceptable subject

of its kind.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily May 31 to January 17
388 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Revitnei

A Dangerous Affair-COL
U-29-31

Acht Tage GIueck-FL ...8-2-31
Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31
Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31
Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children?-RKO
n-lS-31

Arizona Terror-TIF . . 9-27-31

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11-22-31

Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31

Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Rahnese Love-TPE ...12-13-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP.. 12-6-21

Beloved Bachelor-PAR. . 10-18-31

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Business Girl-FN. .6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Big Shot-PAT 1-10-32

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

Blonde Captive-IMF ..12-13-31

Blonde Crazy-WA 12-6-31
Branded-COL 11^1-31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31

Brat-F . 8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Cain-TPE 1-17-32

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31
Captivation-CAP 9-27-31
Carmen-BI 1-17-32

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31

Chances-FN 6-14-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Cheyenne Cyclone-WK ..1-10-32
Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31
Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31
Comprnmised-FN 11-8-31
Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR

6-21-31
Consolation Marriage-RKO

11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC . 10-4-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31
Cosi E La Vita-TH 11-8-31

Cuban Love Song-MGM . 12-6-31

Cyclone Kid-BIF 11-22-31

Daddy Long Legs-F.. .6-7-31

Dance Team-F 1-3-32

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31
Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31
Das Floetenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied Vom Lehen-TA
10-18-31

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Deceiver-CLO 11-29-31
Delicious-F 12-27-31
Der Andere-TF .. 1-17-32
Der Grosse Tenor-UFA 5-31-31

Der Harnpelmann-TA . 9-13-31
Der Kleine Seitensprung-

UFA 1-10-32
Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31
Devotion-PAT .. 10-4-31
Devil Plays-CHE ..12-20-31
Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA

8-23-31
Die Drel Von Der Tankstelle-

UFA 6-21-31
Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA

10-11-31
Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-

ASC 9-27-31
Die Lustigen Weiber Von

Wein-CAP 7-12-31
Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP

6-21-31
Die vom Rummelplatz-CAP

1-10-32
Die Schlacht von Bademuende

UFA.. 11-22-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures

AM—Amkino
ARC—Anclass

ASC—Associated Cinema
"^TA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four

GS—George Schneider
HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures
HG—J. H. Hoflberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HO—Hollywood Pictures
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
IMP—Imperial Distributing
TH—Thalia Productions

CAP—Capitol Film Exchange JOH—W. Ray Johnston
CEL—Celebrity
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National

MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwryn- Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Moviegrapha
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PA R—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PC—Patrician Pictures
FEE—Peerless
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga

FTP—Foreign Talking PicturesPIZ—WiUiam Pizor

PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SCA—Scandinavian Talking

Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picta.
TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WK—Willis Kent
WM—J. D. WilliamsWW—Sono Art

Title Revinm

Title Reviewed

Discarded Lovers-CAP . . 1-3-32

Dolly Macht Karriere-UPA
/-26-31

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP 1-3-32

Drifter-WK 1-10-32

Oreyfus Case—COL .8-30-31

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP
B-21-J1

East of Borneo-U 8-23-31

Ein Burschenlied A us Hei-
delberg-UFA ...9-20-31

Eine Freundin So Goldg
Wie Du-TA 10-25-JI

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-31

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA. .12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32

Enemies ol the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Expensive Women-WA . 11-15-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

Fanny Foley Herself-RKO
10-25-31

Fidlovacka-DM 7-5-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL . 6-28-31
First Aid-WW 7-12-31
Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31

Five Star Final-FN.. ..9-13-31
Five Year Plan-AM ...6-7-31
Flying Fool-Bl 10-18-31

I'lvinR High-MGM 12-13-31
Forbidden-COL 1-17-32
Ira Uiavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31
Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31
FreiKliters of Destiny-PAT

11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31
Fnda's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8-31

Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32
Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31
Gentleman's Fate-MGM 6-28-31
Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
Girl of the Rio-RKO ... 1-10-32
Girls About Town-PAR. . 11-1-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31
Goldie-F 6-28-31
Gold Dust Gertie-WA S-3l-,1i

Hood Sport-F 12-13-31
Gnaft-U 11-29-31
Great Lover-MGM ..8-30-31
Grief Street-CHE 10-11-31
Guardsman-MGM ..9-13-31
Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31

Hard Hombre-HOF . .9-20-31
Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Heartbroak-F 10-18-31
Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-31
Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Hell Divers-MGM 12-27-31
Her Majesty, Love-FN. 11-29-31
Heroes All-IMP 10-25-31
High Stakes-RKO 5-31-31
His Woman-PAR 12-6-31
Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31
Holy Terror-F 7-19-31

Title Reviewed
Homicide Squad-U 8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV .9-6-31
M Hours-PAR 10-4-31
House Divided-U 1-10-32
HucKleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31
llurncnne Horseman-WK

10-11-31
Husband's Holiday-PAR. . 1-3-32
Hii«h Mnnev P 7-12-31

I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
Im Geheimdienst-UFA 11-29-31
In Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

6-14-31
Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA

11-8-31
Immortal Vapabond-TPE 8-2-31
Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31

Jew At War-AM ...7-26-31
Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31

Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31

l.,i Douceur D'Aimer-FD
12-13-3

Ladies of the Big House-
PAR 1-3-32

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Who Dared-FN .. .6-7-31
Lanats and Six Sliooters

COS.. 10-25-31
Lasca of the Rio Grande

U.. 12-13-3
Las Companas Capistrauo-IIG

11-29-3!
Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,
8-9-31

Law of the Tong-SYN. 12-20-31
Lawyer's Secrei-PAR 3-J1-31
Le Culte de Beaute-OS .6-7-31
Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Le Mysterie de la Villa
Rose-FD 1-17-32

Left Over Ladies- VV W . 1 0- 18-31

Liebe Auf Befehl-U .6 7-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-29-31
Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31
Love Storm-Hl 10-18-31
Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR .. .9-20-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAK ..7-26-31
Maker of Men-COL 12-20-31
Maltese Falcon-WA ....5-31-31
Manhattan Parade-WA. ... 1-3-32

Mata Hari-MGM .. ..1-3-32
Man From Death Valley-MOl'

lO-U-31
Man in Possession-MGM .7-19-31
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31
Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31
Men in Her Life-COL. .. 12-6-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Men of Chance-RKO 1-3-32

Men Like These-BI 1-10-32
Merely Marv Ann-F 9-13-31
Michael and Mary-U 1-10-32
Miracle Woman-COL. .. .8-2-31

Title Reviewed

Misbehaving Ladies-FN. . 11-8-31

Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31

Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31

Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . 8-30-31

Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31
Murder At Midnight-TIF

9-20-31

Murder By the Clock-PAR
7-19^31

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31
Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31
Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Neck and Neck-WW. .. 11-8-31

Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31
Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Nie Wieder Liebe-UFA 1-17-32
Nieht Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31
Nieht Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31
Nieht Nurse-WA 7-19-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31
Nur Am Rhein-FTP. .10-11-31

Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Ladv-PAR 11-8-31

One Way Trail-COL. .12-13-31
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31
Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31
Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31
Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31
Partners of the Trail-MOP

8-30-31

Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31
Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Personal Maid-PAR... 8-30-31
Phantom of Paris-MGM . 11-15-31
Platinum Blonde-COL. .. 11-1-31
Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31
PoHtics-MGM 8-2-31
Possessed-MGM 11-29-31
Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private Scandal-HED. .. 11-1-31
Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31

Range Feud-COL 11-22-31
Range Law-TIF 11-1-31
Rebound-PAT ... 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31
Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31
Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31
Ridin' for Justice-COL. . 1-10-32

Road to Reno-PAR. . .10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Ruling Voice-FN 11-8-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31

Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Salvation Nell-TIF 7-5-31
Scareheads-CAP 10-25-31
Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31
Secret Call-PAR . . 7-12-31
Secret Menace-IMP ...12-13-31
Secrets of the Orient-UFA

1-10-32
Secret Service-RKO ...12-13-31
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

7-19-31

Secret Witness-COL ..12-20-31

Sein Liebeslied-ASC ..11-22-31
Shanghai Love-COL ....9-6-31

Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
HJ 7-12-31

Sheriff's Secret-COS 6-14-31

Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31

Should a Doc'or Tell?-REG
8-23-31

Side Show-WA 9-20-31

Sidewalks of New York-MGM
11-15-31

Sin of Madelon Claudet-MGM
11-1-31

Silence-PAR 8-16-31

Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR
11-1-31

Siroco-CF 11-29-31

Skin Game-BI 6-21-31

Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31

Skyline-F 10-11-31

Smart Money-WA 6-21-31

Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31

Sob Sister-F 10-4-31

Son of India-MGM ..7-25-31

Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31

Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31

Sooky-PAR 12-27-31

Soul of the SIums-ACP 11-2931
Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31

Spider, The-F 8-16-31

Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31

Sporting BIood-MGM ..8-16-3!

Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31

Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31

Star Witness-WA 8-2-31

Stepping Sisters-F ...1-10-32
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31

Street Scene-UA 8-30-31

Strictly Dishonorable-U . 11-15-31

Suicide Fleet-PAT 11-29.11

Sundown Trail-PAT ...10-18-.1I

Sunset Trail-TIF 1-17-32

Surrender-F 11-29-31

Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP

10-11-3!

Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31

Taxi-WA 1-10-32

Terra Madre-TRC 11-1-31

Theaternaechte von Berlin-TF
1-10-32

The Cheat-PAR 12-13-31

The Struggle-UA 12-13-31

Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31

Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA
8-16-3'

Thirty Days-PC 1-17-32

This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-3i

This Reckless Age-PAR. . 1-10 32
Three Who Loved-RKO. 6-21-31

Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-31

Tonight or Never-UA 12-20-31
Too Many Cooks-RKO.7-19-31
Touchdnwn-PAR 11-15-31
Toute Sa Vie-PAR 6-21-31
Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-2I-3'
Tropen Nachte-PAR . .5-31-31
Trotte Teodor-FD 1-17-32
Two Gun Caballero-IMP

12-13-31
Two Gun Man-TIF .6-7-31

Two Kinds of Women-PAR
1-17-32

Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31

Un Soir de R-nfle-PRX . 10 18-31

Under Eighteen-WA 1-3-32

Undertow-U 8-30-31

Unholy Garden-UA ...9-20-3'
Union Depot-FN 1-17-32

Up For Murder-U . . . 5-31-31

Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TF 6-21-31

Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31

Viking-WM 6-21-31

Waterloo Bridge-U ...8-16-3"

Way Back Home-RKO . 1-17-32

White Devil-TPE 8-30-31

Wicked-F 9-20-31

Wild Horse-HOF R-7-<'

Without Honors ARC 1-10-32

Woman Between-RKO 6-21-SI

Woman from Monte Carlo-
WA 1-3-32

Women Go On Forever-TIF
8-16-31

Women of All Nations-F
5-31 -31

Woman of Experience-PAT
7-12-31

Womon Love Once-PAR «-?«-"

X Marks the Spot-TIF 12-lJ-Jl
Yellow Ticket-F II-I-JI

Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31

Zein Weib's Lubovnick-HA
tn-4-Sl

Zwei Krawatten-CAP ..1-17-32
Zwei MenchenCAP .12-27-31



YOU'RE GIVING BIGGER VALUE

FOR THE SAME MONEY

AHE majority of current productions are

beingphotographedon Eastman Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative. Amazing in its quali-

ties, limitless in its possibilities, this new film is

bringing you better-directed, better-acted,

better-photographed, better-finished pictures.

In tune with the times, you are now able to

give your patrons bigger value than ever . .

.

for the same money. And that fact is bound

to mean better business for your theatre.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

J.
E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood
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you^ll be able to hear a

pin

when your theatre plays

this murder mystery.

Just preview it to a

tough audience.

Then you'll slap it into

your first open date! ^

A-

'pleased

Feb. 7th
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Screen and Radio Trailer Combination Formed

NEIGHBIHOODS hitJY PRODUCTlHORTAGE

Fox Film Decides on 48 Features for Next Season
1932-33 Schedule Mapped

Out at Conference
In New York

Forty-eight features, the same
number as this season, will com-

prise the Fox 1932-33 program, it

has been decided after conferences

between President E. R. Tinker

James R. Grainger, general sales

manager, Richard A. Rowland and

Sol Wurtzel. The latter is expecfted

to leave for the Coast immediately.

GRANTLAND RICE SHORTS

Grantland Rice's "Sportlights,"

pioneer sports reel, an RKO release

presented by the Van Beuren Corp.,

will be handled by some other na-

tional distributor starting this

{Continued on Page 4)

Biedermann Handling
Independent Series

David Biedermann, former west

coast sales manager for Warner
Bros., and with both Tiffany and

Columbia, arrives in New York from

Hollywood on Thursday to conclude

distribution arrangements for a se-

ries of pictures. The product m-

cludes a series laid around ^.he old

California Missions, with a popular

player starred in historical episodes.

The Catholic churches have endors-

ed the series.

Schaefer Plans No Changes
"Not one change will be made in Paramount's sales policy," said George

Schaefer, new general sales manager, to THE FILM DAILY Saturday.

Allied Sees Likelihood

Of Congressional Probe
Carlyle Robinson Resigns

As Chaplin Representative
Carlyle R. Robinson, personal

representative for Charles Chaplin

and associated with the comedian

for the past 15 years, resigned Sat-

urday and left for the Coast that

afternoon.

IVashiiHjton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Likelihood of a

"sweeping congressional investiga-

tion of the film industry organiza-

tion and practices" is seen by Allied

States Ass'n, which bases it belief

on the reports of Allied scouts who
took occasion to visit their Senators

{Continued on Page 4)

Outlying Theaters Being
Cheated Out of First-

Run Indie Films
Product shortage, which exhibi-

tors declare to be getting steadily

more serious, has caused a discon-

certing situation in the neighbor-*-

hood theater field, taking away from
these houses the frequent first-runs

of independent product as well as

occasional first showings of some of
(Continued on Page 4)

Budd Rogers Sees Circuit Benefits

In Turning Houses Back to Indies

Television Camera

Destroyed by Fire

Producer-owned circuits undoubt-

edly have much to gain through

turning theaters back to independ-

ent operators, declared Budd Rogers,

Sono Art-World Wide director of

sales, yesterday. Not only can they

divorce themselves of losing proposi-

tions in many instances, but also

(Continued on Page 4)

Roy Alexander Managing

B.I.P. Chicago Branch

Chicago—Roy Alexander, former-

ly local exchange manager for Co-

lumbia, is managing the newly

opened branch office of B.I.P. Amer
(Continued on Page 4)

Passaic N. |.—Fire last week at the Deforest

Radio Co. television broadcasting station de-

stroyed a direct image television camera, said

to be the most modern development of its kind

and which had just been completed after years

of research. The camera was designed to pick

up and transmit images directly on the air,

eliminating the necessity for the transmission

of motion picture images. It was to have had

Its first demonstration tonight.

Combining Screen and Radio

In New Trailer Exploitation

Warner Bros. Enlarging

Cartoon Comedy Division
Warner Bros, are planmng to en-

large their animated cartoon de-

partment with the addition of sev-

eral of the leading animators, now

employed by another cartoon com-

pany and with a musical director

who is one of the pioneers m the

field, The Film Daily learns.

A plan whereby both screen and

radio trailers will be combined as

advance exploitation for feature pic-

tures is about to be launched by

Stage and Screen Stars on the Air.

of which William B. Rowland i?

managing director.

Screen trailers under the new plan

will be of less footage and contain

a minimum of art work and explana-

(,Continuii on Pag* 4)

AMENDMENT EFFECTED

IN STANDJNG^ROOM BIEL

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Senator Robert D.

Carey will report to the Senate to-

day a modified form of his bill to

make it a violation of law for local

theaters to misinform patrons as to

seats unoccupied or to sell tickets

when there are no empty seats.

When a hearing was held on the

bill last week, A. Julian Brylawski

headed a delegation of theater men
in opposition to it. The Senate

Committee met Saturday and direct-

(Continued on Page 4)

New Officers Installed

By M. P. Salesmen, Inc.

Arthur Greenblatt of Educational

and other new officers of the M. P.

Salesmen, Inc., were installed fol-

lowing a luncheon Saturday after-

noon at the Astor. Induction was

in charge of Attorney Louis Nizer.

Officials installed are: first vice-

(Continued on Page 4)

Sponsored "Arrowsmith"

Sets Record in Philly

Philadelphia—Establishing a new house record

for Keith's, "Arrowsmith." in the first day of

its run sponsored by the Art Alliance, grossed

$4 485 House record was previously held by

"Possessed." Art Alliance tendered a luncheon

to Samuel Coldwyn, producer of "Arrowsmith.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK
(.QUOTATIONS

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fra. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A" .

.

Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Pathe Exch. "A" .

.

RCA
do pfd. A (3H).
do pfd. B
RKO (new)
Warner Bros.

STOCK MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

10
83
4
1

27H 27
70 65
9^
2/8
7/2

3H
10

3?
10

SOU 82/ +
4 4 —

30
14
5/
3'A

9H
2'A
7

30
13/
5Vi
3

27
65 — 4

9/ — /2/— /s

7/ — ^
30 — m
13J4 — /
5/ + /
3/

The ttroadivay Parade
(Week of Jan. 22)

PICTURE
FIRST-RUNS

DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"The Champ"* M-G-M Capitol
"No One Man" Paramount Paramount
"Charlie Chan's Chance"' Fox Roxy
"Taxi" (3rd week) Warner Bros Strand
"Panama Flo" RKO Pathe Mayfair
"Tulane vs. So. California"' Warner Bros Warner

SECOND RUNS
First National

.

.Warner"Safe in Hell" (4th week)

EXTENDED RUNS
"Cock of the Air" United Artists . . . . Rialto
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" (4th week) . .Paramount. .... . Rivoli

"Union Depot" (2nd week) First National Winter Garden

$2 RUNS
"Arrowsmith" (8th week) United Artists Gaiety
"Hell Divers" (5th week) M-G-M Astor
"The Man I Killed" Paramount Criterion

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Der Ungetreue Eckehart" Tobis Europa
"Zwei Menschen" (5th week) Capitol Film Ex. .. .Little Carnegie
"Nie Wieder Liebe ' (2nd week) Ufa Cosmopolitan
"La Ronde des Heures" First Division 5th Ave. Playhouse
"Cain" (2nd week) Talking Picture EpiciCameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
"The Road to Life" (Jan. 27) Amkino Cameo
"High Pressure" (Jan. 28) Warner Bros Strand
"The Menace" (Jan. 28) Warner Bros Beacon
"Das Lied 1st Aus" (Jan. 28) Assoc. Cnemas Europa
"The Hatchet Man" (Feb. 11) Warner Bros Winter Garden

Previously had $2 run at Astor.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. . . 5 5 S + 1 /
Columbia Pets, vtc 4^ 45^ 45^ — /
Fox Thea. "A".. 1 1 1

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 1 Vs Vi — Vi
Trans-Lux 2/ 2 2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 5/ 5 5 — /
Keith A-O 6s 46 49 48J4 49 +4
Loew 6s 41ww... 81/ 81/ 81/ -f /
Par. 5/s50 47 46^ 46^ — /
Warner's 6s39 32 31/ 31/ — 1

"MICHAEL-MARY" PREMIERE
Minneapolis—"Michael and Mary,"

distributed by Universal, has its

first American sho-wing at the

United Artists' Pantages Thursday.
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Debate on Prohibition

In FitzPatrick Short

James A. FitzPatrick's second sub-

ject in his Pro and Con series ol

six shorts will be entitled "Prohibi-

tion," with two prominent person-

ages taking the opposite sides of

the question. FitzPatrick has just

finished the first in this new series.

It is called "Modern Morality," with
Dr. Stephen S. Wise and tJertrand

Russell as the principles. The sub-

ject is now being edited and cut.

FitzPatrick also has prepared an
unusual TravelTalk as the eighth

in the series now being released by
M-G-M. It is called "Cradles ol

the Creed," devoted to the five main
creeds of the world—Mohammedan-
ism, Buddhism, Hinduism, Judaism
and Christianity. Scenes are shown
from the actual country where each
creed had its origin. Musical score

is by Nat Shilkret.

ZEIDMAN SELLS TERRITORY
Tony Lucchesse of Philadelphia

has purchased from Bennie F. Zeld-

man, producer of "Juvenile Court,"

the distribution rights for the ter-

ritories comprising Eastern Pennsyl-
vania, Southern New Jersey, Dela-
ware, Maryland, the District of

Columbia and Virginia.

SAYS PUBLIC WANTS SILENTS

Pleading for the return of silent

pictures, Dr. John Haynes Holmes,
speaking at the Community Church,
New York, recently described talk-

ers as a "most obvious concession

to morons." Words are fatal to

action in screen entertainment, he
asserted, and declared that in sound
pictures, fantasy and imagination
are lost. There is a "growing dis-

satisfaction" in connection with talk-

ing pictures. Holmes declared.

Big Names Lined Up
For W. B. Revue Policy
A list of big names is being lined

up for the new vaudeville revue
policy with which Warner Bros, plan
to reopen the Hollywood on Broad-
way in about two weeks. Already
signed, according to Harry L.
Charnas, are Lou Holtz, who will
head the show; Vincent Lopez and
his St. Regis Orchestra, Bosweli
Sisters, Clark and McCullough, Jay
Brennan, Venita Gould, Snake Hips
and Miss Snake Hips, Collette Ryan,
Three Little Words and others.
Scale will be 50 cents to $1 except
evenings, Saturdays and holidays
when it will be 50 cents to $2.

Warner Bros. Erecting

2-Story Building in Ohio
Mansfield, 0. — Herman Maier,

head of the Warner Bros, construc-
tion department, announces from
New York that contracts have just
been awarded for a two-story com-
mercial building here. The excavat-
ing has already been done and work
will start immediately on the build-
ing by A. A. Lane Construction Co.
of Cleveland. The building is being
erected on part of a large plot of
ground held by Warner Bros. Pro-
visions have been made for a 1,600-
seat theater any time within the
next five years on the rest of the
land.

NEW MUSICAL FOR EUROPA
"Das Lied 1st Aus" ("The Song-

Is Over"), German production made
by the creators of "Zwei Herzen im
3/4 Takt." opens Thursday night
with a special performance at the
Europa. A special preview showing
of the picture was given last week,
with radio and concert stars in the
audience.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Theatrical dinner and ball, Lt. A.
Vernon Macauley Post, American Legion
(Motion Picture Post), Hotel Statler,
Boston.

Feb. 2. Convention of Independent Exhibi-
tors of New England, Hotel Statler,
Boston.

Feb. 5: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House,
New York.

Feb. 8: Seventh Annual Motion Picture
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guild of
America, El Capitan Theater, Hollywood.

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
ot the Columbians (Columbia Picture!)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

March 8-9 : Second annual convention of
Allied States Ass'n, Detroit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton, D. C.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

Van Beuren Reissuing
12 Charlie Chaplin Shorts
Tv^elve reissues of Charlie Chap-

lin silent shorts are now being syn-
chronized with music and effects by
the Van Beuren Corp. for RKO. The
first has been completed and will be
released next month. Gene Rode-
mich, musical director for Aesop's
Fables cartoons, another Van Beu-
ren release, is handling the syn-
chronization.

WARNERS BUY STORY
Warner Bros, have bought the pic-

ture rights to "Miss Pinkerton," by
Mary Roberts Rinehart, it is an-
nounced by Jacob Wilk, head of
Warner story department. "Miss
Pinkerton" has been running seri-
ally in the Saturday Evening Post.

"HELL DIVERS" OPENS BIG
Baltimore—"Hell Divers" opened

at the Stanley, largest local house,
last Friday, with the biggest mat-
inee in nearly a year. The M-G-M
picture has a chance to break the
house record.
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and color equipment

for processing, de-

veloping and printing.
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Coiorfilm Corporation
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)^
Making a Picture

Within a Picture

A MOTION picture within a

motion picture has been

photographed at Paramount.

The method by which it is pos-

sible to photograph the screen

has been sought for a long

time by motion picture engi-

neers. It is an intricate prob-

lem in synchronization and

lighting. So that there was
considerable elation when the

technicians photographed a

scene showing a mob of 200

frightened girls rioting in a mo-
tion picture theater, while a

film was running on the screen.

It was for "Ladies of the Big

House. The projection machine

used in the "theater" on the set

must be many times more pow-

erful than those used in actual

theaters, according to Farciot

Edouart, who is in charge of

the work at Paramount. The
projection machine is mounted

on a concrete base to avoid any

unsteadiness. The light draws
from 160 to 260 amperes and is

given by 40-inch carbons built

to naval specifications, the
strongest light possible. A blast

of cold air is continually blown
onto the film and the interior

of the projector to keep the
film clean and prevent its catch-
ing fire under the intense heat.
Instead of being projected from
the back of the studio-built the-
ater, the film is flashed from
the the far side—the stage
side—onto a transparent screen.

—

"New York Times"

^sJiH ^^ift&^

MANY UAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Jan. 25
Edna Gregory May Milloy

Victor M. Shapiro

AlONGjapiALTO
\\rLl^^ ^^^i^mir ^PHIL.M.DALY

• • • IDLE THOUGHTS about this and that, of chief im-
portance to the muggs who happen to be mentioned
starting with Ourself we having suddenly realized that
it is a Very Ticklish Job trying to be a trade paper
columnist f'r instance

« * * *

• • • IF WE happen to mention any particular gink two
or three times in a month simply because he's Doing
Things and deserves a Break it's because he's a Pal of
9urs and we're Discriminating against the other fellers
in the same line of work if we fill the kolyum with a
lotta Names, it pleases the gents mentioned but makes a
lousy, dry kolyum for others to read if we don't men-
tion Certain Names at certain intervals, these Sensitive Souls
start a whispering campaign that the Guy in the Airplane came
by his High Hat Honestly but IF we published a lotta
Interesting Copy about these gents that we Know, it would
make very Lively Reading but we don't happen to be
working on a tab rag peep-hole kolyum

* * * *

• # # WHEN WE in our guilelessness run stuff sent to us
as EXCLUSIVE a half dozen other kolyumists through-
out the nation squawk in their rags that we stole their stuff

they also having got the Same Item as an Exclusive
if we try to be A Little Bit Humorous, some sober

saps object that such persiflage is out of place in a trade
journal if we Go Serious, everybody yawps that Phil
Daly has lost His Punch and is Skidding

• • • ON SUCH occasions as we give a well earned Tribute
to some producing organizashe, or other film company, for Ex-
ceptional Achievement then we are Playing Ball with
certain interests and surely must be on their Payroll

if we don't play up the ftem in question, then we're

just a lousy newspaper man who can't recognize Good Copy
when he sees it in a word when we're Right,

we're Wrong if we pass it up, we're Asleep if

we run it, we're Biased, Subsidized, Influenced, Partial, or just

plain Nuts BUT we manage to keep everybody

Stewed Up and talking about our Sins of Omission and
Commission and just so long as they Continue to talk

about us THAT'S Journalism so wott'ell

• • • THE Syracuse Herald Cinema Critics Club will mark
its fifth birthday with a dinner and jamboree at Schrafft's in

Syracuse on Feb. 3 and on behalf of the entire film

industry we extend felicitations on a movement started by

editor Chester Bahn that has been taken up by other news-

papers in all parts of the country and helped the film

biz Immeasurably

* * *

• • • THE box-office success of Columbia's short series,

"Football Thrills," has set other companies angling for the

services of Ford Bond, the NBC sports announcer

Mister Bond has that Certain Something in his voice that im-

parts spontaneous thrills to any audience

« * * *

• • • MR. and Mrs. Martin Johnson plan to return to

their home in Nairobi, Africa, this fall Mister Johnson

has a finely equipped five-room lab there THAT the

Biggest News is the Film Daily Year Book will be on

your desk in a few days

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)

« « « » » »

Series of Stunts Used
on "Spirit of Notre Dame"
Jy[ANAGER Theodore M.

Horowitz didn't confine his
campaign to one big stunt but
used several excellent stunts to
publicize "The Spirit of Notre
Dame" at the Publix-Para-
mount, Peekskill, N. Y. A full

page cooperative ad with 12
merchants participating, broke
in advance of picture. This page
showed individual pictures of
the boys on the Notre Dame
team and their names. People
were asked to identify their po-
sitions on the team and win a
prize. The merchants kicked in

with money prizes and the the-
ater with 10 guest tickets.

Each of the 12 merchants also

carried a photo of the Notre
Dame players in his window

—

the one that appeared in his ad
—surrounded with stills and ad-
vertising matter. A 5 x 7 foot
calendar with stills of the No-
tre Dame players breaking
through the playdates was used
in the lobby. This was aug-
mented by a ballyhoo man
walking daily in front of the

theater. Each night was a cer-

tain school night. The school

brought its football team, coach,

cheer leader, band or orchestra

and a few singers. The lobby
and theater were decorated in

the colors of the school in at-

tendance.—Publix-Paramount,
Peekskill, N. Y.

* *

Free Ride
for Flirting Girls

A TIE-UP with the Cord Auto
Co., whereby they furnished

John McManus, manager of

Loew's Midland, Kansas City,

where "Possessed" was being

shown, with an open Cord car

with the banner "Girls, wink at

the driver and get a free ride to

Loew's Midland to see Joan
Crawford and Clark Gable in

'Possessed.' " This was done
throughout the run of the pic-

ture. —Midland, Kansas City

The London Post Office directory for

1932 lists more than 150 movie theaters

in the metropolitan area, 66 legitimate

theaters and 19 music halls.
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SCREEN-RADIO TRAILER

UONIS
{Continued from Page 1)

tory matter, with announcement of
when the radio trailer will be broad-
cast and from which station. The
latter will be made up in the form
of electrical transcriptions, with
players who appear in the picture
actually taking part in the broad-
cast.

WORDS and WISDOM
From within and without

Allied Sees Likelihood
Of Congressional Probe

{Continued from Page 1)

and Representatives while in Wash-
ington for the recent admission tax-

hearing. The Allied members are
said to have found an undercurrent
of feeling that the attitude of the
Ways and Means Committee pre-
sages a wide probe.
With respect to the tax outlook.

Allied states that the impression
gained from the attitude and ex-
pressions of the Committee is that
they have no intention of levying
a tax on admissions of 50 cents and
under. The organization, however,
is calling on all its members to con-
tinue the fight, especially in the
matter of enlisting support from all

sides in registering disapproval of
the tax to their congressmen.

"I have played in towns so small that when the train stopped at the
depot the engine was out in the country."—POLLY MORAN.

"I never realized how many tenors there were among hard-boiled
gangster types."—ROY DEL RUTH.

"For almost three years sound pictures have endeavored to combine
the art of the theater with the art of the movies, and the wonder is that
the public has stood it so well."—BURTON KING.

"Aynerican audiences have the greatest capacity for appreciation."—
OTTAVIO SCOTTO, Impresario of Rome and Buenos Aires.

Grantland Rice Shorts

Changing Distribution
(Continued from Page 1)

spring. The Film Daily learns.

Three more issues will be made for
Van Beuren by Jack Eaton, the pro-
ducer. It is also learned that dis-

tribution offers have been made by
several major companies for the
"Sportlight" release. Grantland
Rice's contract with Van Beuren has
until May, 1933, to run.

"The movies constitute one of the greatest enemies of youth—not
because of what young folks see there, but because their parents spend
too much time at picture shows."—JUDGE WILLIAM H. SMATHERS,
Atlantic City.

"The film industry's attitude toward children is the most vulnerable
point in its armour against outside attack. It has an enormous child
public. It caters to it, to all intents and purposes, not at all."—L. H.
CLARK, Today's Cinema.

•
"A merger covers a multitude of sins of management, and any limita-

tion of Wall Street's right to arrange mergers is a definite danger to

Wall Street's profits, which have always come from promotion rather
than from trading."—ERNEST W. FREDMAN, Daily Film Renter.

•
"Unemployed actors aren't 'at liberty' any more—they're simply off

he gold standard."—WALLACE SMITH.

AGAINST THE TREND
Danville. Va.—While most othe

theaters are reducing their admis
sion prices, the Capitol here has
done the opposite, boosting the scak
from 15 and 20 cents to 25 and 35
cents, with a bargain matinee of IE
cents from 1 to 2 in the afternoon
The new policy was instituted by
Ashley M. Abendschein. who upon
taking charge as resident manager
j-ecently, added some stage enter
tainment to the program.

COMING & GOING

HARRY BUXBAUM, Fox New York
exchange manager, is en route to Havanr
and the West Indies on a vacation trip.

SOL WURTZEL returns to the coast thi>:

week.

JACQUELINE LOCAN, who arrived in
New York from abroad last week, plans to
return to England in March.
HELEN HICKS, business manager of

he Vendola Corp., left yesterday on a bus-
less trip to cover the company's territorial
jffices in the midwest.
DAVID BIEDERMAN is due in New

.'ork on Thursday from the coast.
GEORGE FITZMAURICE is in New York.

26 TOBIS RELEASES

FOR U. S. THIS YEAR

Tobis' line-up of 26 foreign fea-

tures for 1932-33 release in Amer-
ica will be selected from 100 films to

be sent to the Tobis-American ofiice

"or approval, David Diamond, vice-

president and general manager, told

The Film Daily on Saturday. Ger-
many plans to produce 300 feature?
during the current year, Diamonc'
>ays. Nineteen theaters holdinp
Tobis franchises will continue theii

3on'ract this year with approximate
ly 70 theaters continuing to spot
book the foreign features.
"The fact that the major circuits

are playing foreign dialogue fea-

tures in many of their housef
should be a good indication of the
trend of foreign films in America,"
said Diamond. "German films wiP
be mostly of the dramatic type with
minimized dialogue and much silent

technique."

New Officers Installed

By M. P. Salesmen, Inc.
(Continued from Page 1)

president, J. J. Felder, Irving Pic-
tures; treasurer, Saul Trauner, Co-
lumbia; financial secretary, H. J.

Carlock, Educational; recording sec-

retary, Sam Shapin, Warner Bros.;
board of directors, Joe Weinberg, M.
Solomon, Hollywood Pictures; Sey-
more Schussell, Columbia; Max
Fellerman, Pathe; trustees, I. Green-
berg, Educational; Charles Penser,
Columbia.

T EFFECTED

STANDING^ROOM BILL

(Continued from Page 1)

ed Carey to report his bill today in

amended form. The principal change
is that eliminating the provision
that no tickets shall be sold when
seats are not available. The bill re-

tains the provision that theaters
shall not make, or cause to be made,
a false or misleading statement con-
cerning availability of seats, with
penalty of $100 for each offense. The
bill also provides that when all seats
are filled, signs with letters two
inches high, making known this fact,

must be displayed in ticket booths.
Where the theater capacity is more
than 1,000, an attendant in the lobby
must announce every five minutes
that the house is full. Steps to put
this plan into effect have already
been taken by the theaters, and it is

now believed that if they can satisfy

the local showgoers and Congress,
there will be no immediate spread
of this sort of legislation to other
states.

Monday, Jan. 25, 1932

PRODUCT SHORTACE HITS

NEICHBORHOOD THEATERS

(Continued from Page 1)

the major companies' pictures which
did not rate, or were crowded out
of, downtown premieres. This prod-
uct is now being grabbed up as fast
as it comes along by the downtown
houses, which are having a tough
time getting enough good features
to fill their needs.
As a typical example, the Con-

solidated Amusement Co., which
used to show from two to four indie

first-runs each week in its five

houses on Eighth Ave., has not had
a first-run feature of any kind for
more than two months. During this

period the houses have played
double-feature bills almost exclu-
sively, with some of the attractions
being revived from one and two sea-
sons back. A similar situation ex-
ists in other neighborhoods, a check-
up shows.

Budd Rogers Sees Benefits

In Turning Back Houses
(Continued from Page 1)

assume a more advantageous posi-

tion in their territories, he pointed
out. In most deals of this sort are
included franchises or commitments
which guarantee the producer of

representation in that area. Further-
more, from his experience in operat-
ing these houses, he has acquired
information which enable him to

work out better percentage deals

from his standpoint, asserted
Rogers. Under many of the deals

being consummated the producer is

freed from practically all responsi-

bility in connection with future
operation of the houses, but shares
in their profits.

Roy Alexander Managing
B.I.P. Chicago Branch

(Continued from Page 1)

ica, Inc., at 831 South Wabash Ave.
The appointment was made by Sid-

ney Garrett during his visit here
last week. Alexander's territory

will include Indiana. Wisconsin and
Northern Illinois.

New Incorporations

FORM NEW AMUSEMENT CO.

Baltimore—Kalman, Benjamin and

Morris Flaks, operators of the New
Lincoln and the Roosevelt here, have

filed incorporation papers under the

name of the Lincoln Amusement Co.

Authorized capital stock is 100

shares of no par value. The three

boys are brothers.

NEW YORK CHARTER
Steuben Productions, tlieatrical bus'ness

:

B. R. Harriman, 405 Lexington Ave., New
York. 100 shares common.

Criterion Pictures Corp.. motion pictures

;

Filer's name not given. 200 shares common.
Estill Amusement and Realty Corp.. Kn-

pald & Raft, Hicrblnnd Falls, N. Y. $20,000.
NEW YORK

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Barbu, theatrical enterprises; O'Brien.

Malevinsky Sz Driscoll, Times Square, New
York. 100 shares common.

Polis Film Corp.. S. Okin, 2 Lafayette
St.. New York. $20,000.
Mondray Amusement Corp., theatr'cal en-

terprises; S. C. Duberstein, 32 Court St..

New York. $1,000.
DELAWARE CHARTER

United Theaters. Inc.. Wilmington, Del.,

motion pictures; Corp. Service Co., Dover.
Del. $1,000,000.

CHANGE IN NAME
Television Products, Inc., to Globe Tele-

vision and Phone Corporation, Boston, Mass.





TMlHE next three months are the turning paint

for the entire motion picture industry!

Only great pictures can mal^e money*

Great pictures are yours from Paramount » » »
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M^ OR months our studios have heen working night and day on the

best pictures this industry has ever seen. Everything possible of

human beings has been done to give you the pictures your box-

office is crying for.

They are Herel
Stories!

Titles!

Directors!

Casts!

Take our ivord for it. These pictures have been screened. We
have seen them! Hollyivood exhibitors have seen them! The

opinion is unanimous— Tliic Greatent Box 'Office Hits in Yearn:

Retnember^
The next three months are the turning point for the entire motion

picture industry

!

Only Great pictures can make money!

They're yours from

PARAMOUNT



The Great Shocking Hit of The Year

Out of Which Come Two Xew Real Stars!

RouREN Mamouliaiv Production
with

FREDRIC MARCH
MIRIAM HOPKIXS ROSE HORART

SEXSATIOXAL COAST-TO-COAST ROX OFFICE CLEAN-UP

YOU^LL make a lot of money with this one!

Grosses prove it! Checii. IVEW YORK, CLEVE-

LAXD, KANSAS CITY, CIXCIXNATI, OMAHA,

DETROIT, CHICAGO, LOS AXGELES, ATLAIVTA,

IIVDIAIVAPOLIS, ROSTOIV and many smaRer cities.

Xame any engagement and you^ve picked a high

score! Many theatres requesting extended playing

time. The current box-office craze! Set your

dates now!

J





C"-'.. NEWS TA B
IS B O R X !
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PHILLIPS
HOLMES

Popularity thai shows

at the box office!

•

WYXNE
GIBSOX

Her work in "Ladies

of The Big House"
was outstanding.

•

STUABT
EBWIX

A great comedian and

very popular.

IBVIXO
PICHEL

Big hit of "American

Tragedy" and "The
Cheat".

y

^X

^t^m"



MIRIAM HOPKIXS
Her performauee iu ^^Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde'' is one
of the outstanding screen hits of all time! In^^'Two Kinds
of Women'' she proves again that she's here to star!

i

mmofmmnv
T,HIS has been previewed. Hard

boiled film buyers—not studio people
— have tagged it ^^sure hW\ Every
possible element that goes to make
a successful picture is in it. ^^Tivo

Kinds of Women'' is proof of the

doivn-to-earth^give-theni-^fi^er^iiffi-

ment policy of Paramount studios.

And look at those names in the cast!

MIRIAM HOPKIN!^
PHILLIPS HOLME§
Wynne Gibson • Stuart Erwin

Irving Pichel
Based on the ptau "This is IVew York^bg Robert E. Sherirood



More money than your box-office

has seen since the depression!

IIMS¥

UitlTS€H'S

XOW PACKING THEM I.\ at *2 CRITERION
NEW YORK. S.R.O. FROM THE START!

Critics Go CrazyI Read These Raves!

"Il slabs the heart, it stirs the soul!"

—

N,Y, American, "Definitely

superior cinema."

—

IS.Y. Herald- Tribune. Lubitsch's greatest pro-

duction."

—

IS.Y, Mirror. "Human and truthful."—iY.Y. Times. "Treats

skillfully of a different theme."

—

N.Y.News, "Exceptionally fine

film...I urge attendance."

—

N.Y.Sun, ^Xast night's audience gave it

the tribute of tears."

—

N.Y. Journal. "A truly convincing human

drama."

—

N.Y. Telegram. ^^An absorbing, real picture."

—

N.Y. Post.

(From the play by Maurice Rostand and the adaptation by Reginald Rerkeley)



L I O I\ E L

BAR R YM ORE
» in a deeply hninan and powerfully

moving role that calls forth all his great

artistry.

XAXCY CARROLL
— displaying a neiv emotional depth

and dramatic ability in her greatest

role.

PHILLIPS HOLMES
—' rising to greater popularity ivith each

picture, this brilliant young star here

gives one of the truly outstanding screen

performances of all time!



Rupert Hughes
Brilliant Cosmopolitan Magazine
Serial anil best selling novel

RICARIIO
CORTEZ

CAROLE LOMRARD
She has the ^'it^'' that gets "thi*in-:

Clothes—and a way of wearing them—
that women floek in see! Personality

and beauty! taroie Lombard is the kind

of girl every man i%^ants and every
woman woulil like to be ! She's built foi*

the box office!

PAUL
LUKAS



I^^O one man could please this

^^ gorgeous heiress—so she tried

them all! The story of a willful^

headstrong beauty—and her strug-

gle to decide ivhether passion or

love means happiness! Rupert
Hughes^ best selling novel brought

to life ivith racy, laugh-getting dia-

logue . . . lavish settings and gorge-

ous goivns . . . gay parties and gayer

girls! Here^s a box office natural

that'll put you back on the golil

standard

!



JOSEF VO]^ STERNBERG Production

Ir^

i
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DIETRICH! Love!
Thrills! Excitement!
BOX-OFFICE!

C LI V E
BROOK
Anna May Wong, Warner
Oland, Eugene Pallette,

Gustav von Seyffertitz,

Louise Closser Hale, Eniil

Chautard.

DIETRICH—in a new iove-

tcartn mood! f*lrf«—timely

story — leaping from the

front pages every day!
Aboard the !^hanghai Ex-
press • • . ivith its strange
cargo of Happiness, Sor-

row, Intrigue and Sin
careening ivildly through
the night tow^ard rebel
lines^with a tleatl man at



im real smashing hit—her best since ^Sarah and Son^^—

and that got plenty of money! ^ Xoiv consider the box

office elements here! Big stage hit last season—ivrit-

ten by a man vk^hose pictures have clicked heavily

—

great title—deeply emotional story andCHATTERTOX
as the fans ivant her! Playing a modern American
society ivoman and teamed ivith one of the screen^s

best actors in a part made for him—PAUL LUKAS.



A great Broadway stage hit • • •

a V-^ T^C^MjC/L Para Mloun t Picture?

AND
TOMORROW]

PAUL LUKAS
Written by PHILIP BARRY, author of

^^Holiday" and ^'Paris Bound".

Directed by a man wlio i^nows box office

vaiues-RICHARD WALLACE.



MAVRICE

ERNST

PRODVGTIO
With

lEANEHE MacDONALD i

GENEVIEVE TOBIN
Charlie Riiggles Roland Young

Mr. Exhibitor! Tell your wife and family about this title

with Chevalier. Then you^ll know how to advertise

for more money than you ever heard of!

{Directed by George Cuhor. Music by Oscar Straus

Under tite supervision of Ernst Lubitsch,)



HOUR

WITH



NOW..ALL NEW, ALLTALKING

SYLVIA CHESTER

SIDNEY*MORRIS
^-in a role adMnirnblff sniied to her
great talent^ the part played hy
Betty Compson.

"^I^iyffc than ever in the role that
skyrocketed Thotnas Meiyhan to
stardom*



REATER THAX EVER.TT?

You know this is a great story—you

know it will make a great picture.

Shall we retain the title "The Miracle

Man" or do you think it should be

changed ?

We believed that the greatest talking picture of tiiis age could be made
from tlie story of *^Tiie Miracle Man^^ and it is now in production! The

story 1%'ill never grow old— it is better even today than it ivas li hen it

swept the ivorld. ^ow, with this great cast, all new, all-talking yon will

have the yearns best box office attraction.

Directed by Norman McLeod. Adapted by Waidemar Young. From the story by

Frank L. Packard and Robert H. Davis and the play by George M. Cohan.

IRVII^G
P I € H E I.

— has the pari of
Kohcrt Coogan's at ho-
ist father.

JOHIVWR A Y
—has the role thai
made Lori Chaiiey
famous.

ROBERTeOOG A X
—as the little crippled

hoy.

IIOKART
BOSWORTII
—in the mighty title

role of the Miracle
Man.



MIRIAM
HOPKIXS
Jn a made-to-

x>rder role s

Tilay to the hil



What a title! what a story!

With appropriate musical

touches where they fit the

picture, stril^ing tlie new,

novel note that audiences

want today. Here again you

have Miriam Hopkins — big

now, sure to he higger when

you get this picture. a

LYDA ROBERTI
star of the Broadway musical siiiashl

"You Said It.'' What a penionalUy.

great cast, in a picture that

measures up every inch to the

promise in the title.



CHECK THEM OVER AGAIN!

V

V
V
V

''DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE"
(Wow! What a shocker!)

"NO ONE MAN"
(Rupert Hughes' story—and Lombard!)

"THE MAN I KILLED"
(The picture that ivill live forever)

CHEVALIER—"ONE HOUR WITH YOU"
(Just lool/L at that one !)

CHATTERTOI^—-TOMORROW ai¥D tomorrow
(Broadfvay's higgest hit)

DIETRICH—"SHANGHAI EXPRESS
(Need ive say more?)

"TWO KINDS OF WOMEN"
(LoohL at that cast!)

"THE MIRACLE MAN"
(Could you asii for anything more?)

9*

??DANCERS IX THE DARK'' (What a title!)

What a list! Now, get busy! Arrange your playing
time and book these pictures just as fast as you ean
get them into your theatre!



MORE ARE STILL TO COME!

Paramount'^ Production Department has plans lor even

greater pictures whicli it would not let ns tell you about

at this time .YOUR BOX-OFFICE DEPRESSION ENDS!
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
T ESLIE PEARCE, who for 25

years was a stage director on

Broadway, has started directing his

second short under his new contract

with Mack Sennett. "Temporary But-

ler" is the title of the comedy, which

stars Andy Clyde, with Irene

Thompson in the leading feminine

role. Others of prominence in the

cast are Joe Donahue, Broadway
song and dance man; Tom Kennedy,
and Blackie Whiteford.

The first of the eif/ht comedies for

ivhich Pearce was sipned by Sennett

/.<? titled "Listemnci hi" ivith Arthiir

Stone featured, and in which a nerp

leadivp lady is introduced. She is

Nancy Lyons, daufihter of State

Senator Charles W. Lyons of Cali-

fornia. Others selected for the cast

to date are Dorothy Granper. Georpe
Byron and Monalei Lindley.

Sari Maritza's father. Major Wal-
ter Nathan, will arrive here on Feb.

7 from Peking, China, where he is

chairman of the Peking Syndicate

which controls coal mines and rail-

roads in China. Miss Maritza, who
has not seen her father for more
than a year, will be working at the

Paramount studios in her first

Hollywood film role when Major Na-
than reaches California.

Shirley Grey has been signed to

play the feminine lead, and John
Wayne an important role in Colum-
bia's Tim McCoy special, "Trail's

End." Ross Lederman is directing

"Kid" Wapner. veteran of many o

ring battle, luas sif/ned by Williaw
Goodrich for "Iff, a Cinch." the

fourth comedy in the new Educa-
tional-Mermaid series. In the cast

also are Tom O'Brien. Monty Col-

lins, and Doris Barnes. Monty, who
has "to take it" from the Kid in a

hoxinp bout which becomes too real-

istic to suit the comedian, considers

he is a martyr to the cause.

Rouben Mamoulian has started

work on "Love Me Tonight" at the

Paramount studios. This is Maurice
Chevalier's next starring vehicle to

follow "One Hour With You."

Paramount's Youngest

Jerry Tucker, four years old, is the

youngest film player under contract to

Paramount. He is now appearing in the

talker version of "The Miracle Man."

Locales Twisted
When the Ken Maynard production unit went on location at Kernville for the

shooting of "Border Renegades," Tiffany western, it was compelled to turn back

because of the unprecedented snowstorm. At the same time, Howard C. Brown,

producing the Cunningham Sports Reviews for Educational, took his crew to

Lake Placid, N. Y., and upon arrival found a warm summer climate with no

trace of ice or snow.

Wynne Gibson is back at the
Paramount studio, following a vaca-
tion in San Francisco, and has start-

ed rehearsals for "Clara Deane," in

which she will be starred.

Louis Natheau, John St. Polis,

Eugene Strong, Harry Lee, Ger-
trude Sutton and Helen Freeman
have been added to the cast of "Sym-
phony of Six Million," to ba made
by Radio Pictures from the Fann'e
Hurst original. Ricardo Cortez and
Irene Dunne will play the leads.

"The Mouthpiece," based on a play

by Frank J. Collins, has pone into

vroduction at Warner B^-os. with

James Flood directinp. Cast is head-

ed by Sidney Fox, and other vlayers

nclude Mae Madison, Aline Mac-
Mahon, William Janney, John Wray
Polly Walters, Ralph Ince. Noel
Francis, Morpan Wallace. Georpe
Marion, Sr., J. Carroll Naish, Wal-

ter Walker, Georpe Raft, Stanley

fields and Murray Kiyi^iell.

Percy Heath has been signed to

a new Paramount contract as write

and chairman of the editorial board

on the production staff.

William Seiter has been assigned

to the next Helen Twelvetrees star-

ring picture for RKO Pathe. In

^he supporting cast are Eric Linden

Arline Judge, Cliff Edwards. Polly

Walker, Allan Fox and Blanche

Frederici.

Fred Allen will direct Tom Keene'-

next RKO Pathe Western. "Ghos*

Cify." In the cast are Memo Ken-

nedy. Mitchell Harris, Billy Franev

and Harry Semels.

"Intimate" is announced as the

release title for the romantic com-

edy drama being completed at Para-

mount studios under the title of

"The Black Robe." It is scheduled

to open at the New York and

Brooklyn Paramount theaters on

Feb. 12. Fredric Marsh and Kay
Francis share chief honors, and the

supporting cast is headed by Stuart

Erwin, Juliette Compton, George

Barbier and others, under the direc-

tion of Lothar Mendez.
'^ "¥ ^

Al Christie is preparing for pro-
duction the fifth in his series of

Educational-Vanity comedies, on
which shooting is scheduled to start

this week. Delighted with the re-

sults of "That Rascal," in which he
starred Harry Barris, Christie says
he hasn't been so pleased with a

picture since the first silent ver-

sions of "Charley's Aunt."
^ ^ ^

James Capyiey's next starrinp ve-
hicle for Warner Bros, has been
selected and now is beinp cast. It

will be based on a prize rinp story
by Gerald Beaumont which was
published in the Red Book Mapazine
under the title "One-Thirty-Three at

Three." As a screen production it

has been piven the temporary title

"The Main Event."
* * *

Harry Hervey, who has been work-
ing on screen stories at Paramount's
New York studio for six months, ar-

rived here last week and went to

work with the company's West Coast
staff of writers. Since joining Para-

mount. Hervey has written the story

for Marlene Dietrich's picture.

"Shanghai Express," and the screen

plays for Tallulah Bankhead's "The
Cheat" and Claudette Colbert's "The
Wiser Sex."

* * *

The complete cast of "So Big,"

Barbara Stanwyck's new Warner
Bros, starring picture, now in pro-

duction under the direction of Wil-

Ham A. Wellman, includes, in

addition to Miss Stanwyck, George
Brent, Dickie Moore, Guy Kibbee

Bette Davis, Donald Cook, Mae Mad-
ison, Robert Warwick, Arthur Stone.

Earle Foxe, Alan Hale, Dawn O'Day,
Dorothy Peterson, Dick Winslow.

Harrv Beresford, Eulalie .Tensen.

Elizabeth Patterson. Rita LeRoy
Blanche Frederici. Willard Robert-

sf»n, Martha Mattox, Emma Ray.

Olin Howland, Andre Sharon, Harry
Holman.

Irving Bacon has been assigned an

important comedy role in the musi-

cal film romance. "He Met a French

Girl." being produced at Para-

mount's Hollywood studios under di-

rection of Frank Tuttle. He ioins

a cast headed by Lilv Damita,

Charles Ruggles, Roland Young and

Gary Grant.

Ramon Pereda will have the male
lead opposite Lupe Velez, while Gil-

bert Roland will have an important
role in Columhia's Spanish version

of "The Men in Her Life'' notv in

work. Dave Selman is directinp.
* * *

The new Warner Bros, picture co-

featuring Loretta Young and Win-
nie Lightner, previously called "Love
on a Budget," will be released under
the title "Play Girls." The pic-

ture was directed by Ray Enright
from a script by Maurine Watkins
based on Maude Fulton's original

story. In the supporting cast are
Norman Foster. Guy Kibbee, Noel
Madison, Polly Walters. Mae Madi-
son, Dorothy Burgess and others.

* * *

Wallace Smith, novelist and RKO
scenarist, who wrote the screen ver-

sion and dialogue for "Lost Squad-
ron," is an authority on the subject

of Navajo rugs and blankets and
owns an interesting and valuable

collection. Quantities of imitations

are manufactured in American fac-

tories and sold as genuine handi-

work of the Indians.
iH * *

"A Dangerous Brunette" is the

newest—and the final—title for the

Kay Francis picture which entered

production late last week at the

First National studios. Previously

this story has been known both as

"Working Wives" and "Pleasure

First." William Dieterle is directing

the production, in which Miss Fran-
cis will be supported bv a comnanv
that includes Una Merkel, David
Manners, Andy Devine, Guv Kibbee,

Elizabeth Patterson, Kenneth Thom-
son and Claire Dodd. March 27 has
been named tentatively as the re-

lease date for "A Dangerous
Brunette."

* * *

Shootinp bepins a week from to-

day at the First National studios on

Ruth Chatterton's first starrinp pic-

ture to be made there. "The Rich

Are Always nnth Us." Supportinp

the star in "The Rich Are Always
ivith Us" are Georpe Brent, John
Wray, Ann Dvorak, Bette Davis,

Frederick Kerr and others. Alfred

E. Green will direct.
* * *

Benjamin Glazer, associate pro-

ducer for Paramount, and Sharon

Lynn, actress, who went to Yuma bv

nlane and were married, are back in

Hollywood and receiving congratula-

tions.

Praise Powell Film

Ccist critics bestowed high praise on

"High Pressure " the new William

Powell picture directed by Mervyn Le-

Roy for Warner Bros. . Powell appears

in the role of a dynamic promoter, and

the local scribes cited the action for its

dramatic punch. Also in the cast arc

Cuy Kibbee, Frank McHugh, George Sid-

ney, Evelyn Brent, Evalyn Knapp, Luis

Albcrni and others.
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trad(

ALABAMA
Chances in Ownership

Atmore-Strand. sold to J. C. McP''"^""

hv \V W. Lowert: Flomaton-Jackson,

sold to S. N. Jackson by J. Shuttleworth.

Closing
Mobile—Queen.

ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership

Morrilton—Rialto, sold to R. ^^ ^^", ^ook

by Malco Thea., Inc.: Ozark—Ozark, sold

to O. L. Milton by D. E. Fitton ;
Smack-

over—Joy, sold to Alvin Chapman.

Closing
Beebe—Pioneer.

Re-Opening
West Helena— Palace.

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership

Denver— Rialto. sold to Aladdin Thea. Corp.

by Mt. States Thea. Corp.

Closing
Alamosa—Isis; Berthoud—Moon ; Ignacio-

Utc ; Pueblo—Pueblo ; Simla— Suiila.

Re-Opening
Palisade—Palisade.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

Danbury—Danby, sold to C. J. Orthner by

M. J. Nathan ; Lake Park—Park, sold t'

Harry Threde by J. A. Bradley; Redfield

—Peoples, sold to A. A. McLean ;
Sioux

Rapids—Star, sold to W. A. Fritz by Mrs

C D Hoon ; Strawberry Point—Orpheum

sold to J. F. Cass; Thurman— Portal, sold

to Mr. Lankton by Clansy Story ;
Toledo—

Weiting. sold to Central Is. Thea Co. by

E P. Smith ; Lohrville—LoMar, sold to

C. M. Anderson by W. S. Morley.

Closing
Exira—Palace ; Hubbard—Airdome ; Irwin-

Irwin; Tabor—Tabor; What Cheer—Ma
sonic ; Yale—Airdome.

Re-Opening
Ackley -Strand; Cedar Rapids—Majestic

;

Elma—Elma ; Hopkinson—Princess ; Hu-
meston—Princess ; LaPorte City—Pastime ;

Schaller -Opera House; Victor—Strand

;

Woodward—Strand.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

Falmouth—Kentucky, sold to F. R. Crist

by Max f loldberR ; Mt. Vernon—Vernon,
sold to F.ssenoe Amuse Co. by J. L.

Pence; Williamsburg—Dixie, sold to Fos-

ter Lane by \Vm. Powell.

LOUISIANA
Changes in Ownership

Luling—LulinK. sold ot C. L. Menuet bv

Herbert fc MonRrue ; Oakdale—Bailey, sold

to VV. C. Garrett by R. L. Bailey.

Re-Opening
Arcadia—Dixie; Glenmora

—

Rialto; Marrero

—Jefferson.

Name Change
Oakdale Scout, formerly Bailey.

MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership

Brunswick -Imperial, sold to IT. V.. Cann'.n

by Brunswick Amuse. Co.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

Boston WasliinKton, sold to Simon Rudnick
by C. Morse; Braintree -Braintree, sold

to Norman Rolfe by W. Cochran.

Re-Opening
Saugus- SauRus.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

Detroit Dix. -loUl to A. \V. Burton; Elec-

tric, dold to Williams & Nice; Grand
Rapids Fulton, sold lo R. G. Taylor by
Jinrjih Ro^/kfiwki ; Three Rivers—Rex,
<(ilil to HuKhes &• HiikIics by Buttcrfield.

("losing
Detroit Empress; RKO Temple; Vendome

;

Ionia Orpheum; Merrill—Merrill ; North
Branch Strand.

Re-Opening
Detroit Dix; Delray ; RKO Temple; Grand
Haven Robinhood ; Quincy— Clem.

MISSISSIPPI
Changes in Ownership

Newton Pal.irc, Claude Shuttleworth, lessee.

Marks—Folly.

Re-Opening

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Ashland—Gem. sold to W. H. Miller by W.
E. Dyer; Auburn—Auburn, sold to O. R.

Bennett by Auburn Amuse. Co. ; Bruning
—Opera House, sold to Hallman & Crags

by John F. Bowman ; Big Springs—R & B
Thea.. sold to M. J. Petitclerc by J. M.
Wilhelm ; Butte—Opera Hou=e, sold to

Sherman Meland by John Allen ; Grand
Island—Grand, sold to H. E. Schiller by

S. A. Hayman ; Hooper—Amuzu, sold to

J. Tillman by J. Douglas ; Humboldt

—

Paramount, sold to O. C. Johnson by Corn-

husker Amuse. Co. ; Orleands—Strand, sold

to Paul Haeker by John McNeese ; Ponca
—Empress, sold to Mr. Wolfe by S. N.
Andress.

Closing
Bloomington — Rialto ; Crofton— Crofton ;

Long Pine—Palace ; Niobrara—Koster ;

Overton—Gem ; Palmer—Pastime ; Repub-
lican City—Liberty ; Superior—Sterling

;

Verdigree—Empress.

Re-Opening
Butte—Opera Hous,e ; Dec;atur—Princess

;

Elm Creek—Elm; North Bend—Star.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Bayonne—Strand, sold to Joseph Hockstein
by Stanley Fabian Corp. ; Camden

—

Standard, sold to Metropolitan Thea., Inc.,

by Jacob Kratzok ; Fort Lee—Fort Lee,
sold to Jack Van Epps ; Hammonton

—

Palace, sold to Abe Greenberg ; Hampton
—Minerva Hall, sold to Alvin Stone by
R. Bigelow ; New Brunswick—Opera
House, sold to John Seca by A. Schuster-

man ; Trenton—Gaiety, sold to Hunt's
Gaiety Thea.. Inc., by Greenwood Ave.
Real Estate Co.

Closing
Allendale—Fireman's Hall ; Arlington—Ar-

lington : Carteret—Crescent ; Chester—Town
Hall ; Cliflside—Palisades ; Clifton— Clifton ;

Dumont— Casino ; Dunnellen—Cameo ; East
Orange—Brighton ; E. Rutherford—Park ;

Elizabeth—New Melba ; Englishtown—Co-
lumbia ; Elmer—Elmer.

Re-Opening
Fort Lee—Fort Lee ; Bayonne—Strand

;

Ramsey—Ramsey.

NEW MEXICO
Changes in Ownership

Carrizozo—Lyric, sold to R. A. Walter by
Lyric Thea.

Re-Opening
Alb'^querque—Liberty.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

Friendship—New Star, sold to T. D. Smith
by Thos. F. Cotton.

Closine
Bronxville—Playhouse ; Callicoon Centre

—

Tumble Inn ; Carmel—Memorial Hall

;

Cornwall—Mathieson ; E. Syracuse—Roxie;
Firthcliff—Firthcliff Club ; Lake Mahopac
—Firemans Hall; Milton—Milton ; Mt.
'Vernon—Playhouse ; Montgomery— Seniors
Hall ; New Rochelle—Hudson ; Portchester—Rialto; Suffern—I^iberty ; Yonkers— St.

Josephs.

Re-Opening
Kingston - - Broadway ; Rosendale — Casino ;

Rye—Modern Plavland ; No. Tarrytown

—

Strand; Nelsonville—Strand; Yonkers—
American, Hamilton.

New York City
Changes in Ownership

Cannon Movies— 112 Cannon St.. sold to Ida
Rosener by Our Gang Realty Corp. ; Hous-
ton Houston St.. sold to Greene & Stein-
ert by John Kusanko ; Melrose—471 E.
161st St.. sold to Melrose Theater Corp.;
Rex—217 E. 67lh St., sold to Mr. Warren
by Chas. O'Reilly.

Closine
Bellmore—Third Ave.; Empire— 517 Ninth
Ave. ; Grand 257 Grand St. ; Greenwich
Village- 220 W. 4th St. : Moss' Broadway—B'way & 5.?rd St. ; New Atlantic—50
Bowcrv; New Catherine 76 Catherine St.:
New Comedy--n4 W. r.5th St.; New Law
- 25 .Second Ave.: Pershing —1.124 Amster-
dam ,\ve.

; S. & A. 118 Manhattan Ave.;
Yorkville Hippodrome— 1499 First Ave.

Re-Opening
Columbia— 1324 Amsterdam Ave.; Houston

—65 E. Houston St. ; Melrose—Melrose

Ave.; Monroe— 151,1 Westchester Ave. ;

Regent—1556 First Ave.; Rex—217 E.

67th St.

Brooklyn

Changes in Ownership
Alhambra—214 Fifth Ave., sold to Louis De-

Somma bv Pasquale Tanelli & Frank De-

Somma; Bobby—1160 B'way. sold to

Snappy Moving Pictures, Inc., by Bobby
Thea., Inc. ; Grand-743 Grand St., sold

to Morsam Amuse. Co. by Lubern. Inc.,

Hansa— 1216 B'way. sold to Arno Griener

bv Van Buren Amuse. Corp. ; Paragon

—

2083 Fulton St.. sold to Anthony DeLucia
&• G. Seria by Frank DeMario ; Skillman

—Myrtle Ave., sold to Barland Amuse. Co.

by Skillman Amuse. Co.

Closing
Atlantic—70 Atlant'c Ave.; Bijou—26 Smith

St. ; Boston Hotel—Surf Ave. ; Broadway
Palace—379 Broadway: Criterion—Grand
Ave. & Fulton St.: Flatbush—413 Flat-

bush Ave. ; Fifth Ave.—342 Fifth Ave.

;

Fourth Ave.—706 Fourth Ave. ; Fulton

—

1283 Fulton Ave.; Fulton Auditorium

—

1288 Fulton St. : Gates—25th St. & Surt

Ave.; Meeker—186 Meeker Ave.; Mon-
tauk—2540 Pitkin Ave.; New Albany—281
Albany Ave. ; New Classique—958 Marcy
Ave.; New Ideal—151 Kn-ckerbocker Ave.:
New Prospect—470 Ralph Ave. : Norwood
3118 Fulton St.; Parkview—2 Prospect
Pk. S. W. ; Public Palace—555 Graham
Ave.; Ritz—2185 Myrtle Ave.: Sparta
Hotel—Bowery; Washington—474 Myrtle
Ave.

Re-Opening
Glory—Myrtle Ave. ; Senate—74th St. &

18th Ave.; Van Buren— 1216 Broadway.

Long Island
Changes in Ownership

Lindenhurst—Lindy. sold to Lindy Thea.,
Inc.. by Tames Poro.

Broad Channel—Broad Channel : Central
Park—Central ; Bohemia—R.S.V.P. Hal!:
Flushing —• Janice; Mineola — Century;
Oyster Bay—Lyric ; Pt. Washington—Nas-
sau ; Southampton—Garden ; Woodhaven

—

Manor.

Re-Opening
Bayside—Bayside; Jamaica—Comedy; Mas-

peth—Columbia ; Sayville—Cedar Shore.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

Cincinnati—Park Hall, sold to M. Black-
schleger by John Schwartz ; Cleveland

—

Market Square, sold to Gust Glon by
Josenh Wejroch ; Memphis, sold to Maurice
Kaplan, Jr., by The Memphis Thea. Co, ;

Columbus—Savoia. sold to J. Adorno by
B. O'SuIlivan; Brilliant—Garden, sold to
D. L. Everson by R. C. Bishop; Dayton

—

rohimbia. sold td Chas. Gross by Homer
Guy ; Orwell—Temple, sold to W. L.
Chalmers by H. J. Walters ; Struthers

—

Struthers. sold to Tigue & Kelly by W.
J. Van Rizen ; Youngstown—Hippodrome,
sold to A. J. Cooper & Harry Schwartz
by The Youngstown Hippodrome Co.

Closing
Bradford—Strand ; Lewisburg—Ideal.

Re-Opening
Columbus—Savoia.

OKLAHOMA
Closing

Hennessey — Electric; Pond Creek — Rex;
Sayre—SaRoy.

New Theaters
Talihina—Ritz, Lancaster & Kyser, owner.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

Molalla—Lyric, sold to Wallace & Redell by
IT. A. Kayler.

Closing
Milton—Vox ; Myrtle Point—Hilaiid ; West
Fir—West Fir.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

Altoona—Lyric—sold to A. W. Hepp by
August Blair; Annville—Astor, sold to
James Theros ; Croydon—Manor, sold to
Knrl Grupp by Fred W. Grupp ; Easton

—

Third St., sold to Third St. Theater, Inc..
by Chas. C. Spink; Fourth St., sold to R,
C. Gebhard by Geo. Kurlansik ; Erie

—

Aris. sold to A. Beery by Warner Bros.

;

Greencastle—Gem, sold to Stuckey Amuse.

Co. by John Fladger ; Hastings—State, sol

to Rivoli Thea. Corp. by Paul Stitt ; H
leton—Diamond, sold to Wm. R. DeFran.]
cesco by DeFrancesco Bros. ; Laureldal
Berks, sold to Thomas E. Gift by F.
Lederach ; Millerstown—Millerstown, sol
to Geo. W. Eckerd, Jr., by J. V. Eckert>
Montgomery—Lyceum, sold to Warren
Johnson by P. T. Farley ; MorrisvilT
Comnninity, sold to Edward Crucian!
Phi'adelphia—Frankford, sold to Frank,
ford Thea. Co., Inc.. by Publix Penna.
Southern, sold to S. Borowsky by Micha^
J. Levinson ; Castle, sold to Jay Amuse
Co. by A. W. Becker : Pittsburgh—Grand
view, sold to N. C. Huhn ; Lyric, sold to

C. Miller by Drum & Reilly ; Republic
Grand, sold to Q. R. Capuzzi by J. Spankoj
Uniontown—Dixie, sold to J. Spanki
West End, sold to H. Schwartz; Wi
Chester—Garden, sold to David E. Mil
gram by F. X. Wood; Weston—Palace,

sold to Wm. R. DeFrancesco by Martin
Lescowitch ; Tower City—Opera House,
sold to Harry A. Evans by Edw. V/agner

Closing
Allentown — Hamilton ; Athens — Morley
Blawnox—Maryland ; Dillsburg—Dillsburg
East Cannonsburg — Duquesne : Elwooi
City—I^iberty ; Davton—Dayton ; Gras^
flat — Photoplay ; Hughesville— Odelphi
Lewisberry — Silver Lake ; Morrisdale -:

Morris ; Morrisville—Community ; Repu
lie—Grand ; Slovan—Slovan ; Treveskyn-
Dreamland.

Re-Onening
Boswell—Morrison ; Castle Shannon—Pearl

Clairton—Capitol ; Franklin—Ritz ; Nant
Glo—Grand : Mt. Carmel—State ; Olyphai
—Roxy ; Pittsburgh—Grandview ; TToU;

wood ; Roscoe—Rocoe ; Rochester—

M

jestic ; Rossiter—Victory ; Sykesville—Pop
ular ; Uniontown—Dixie.

New Theaters
Youngsville—Youngsville, A. W. Gibb:

owner.

TENNESSEE
Closing

Brownsville—I^iberty , Memphis Norman.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

Bastrop—Doxie. sold to H. F. Harris
Cleveland, sold to Abe Silverbert ; Con
fort—Community, sold to Confort Con
munity Thea, : Dallas—Avenue, sold to

M. Fagg ; Dumas—Gem. sold to Bo
Powell, Jr. ; Eldorado—Pa'ace. sold to R
S. Gafford : Electra—Liberty. sold to

Home Thea.. Inc. ; El Paso—Tex, sold tn

R. P. Augilar & Co. : Fredericksburg—
Palace, sol dto Stahl Thea.. Inc. ; Friona—
Texan, sold to Buddie Williams; Garland
—Crescent. sold to C. M. Brown:
Granger—Alamo, sold to J. J. Kubala;
Gorman—Ritz, sold to Reynolds & Miller;

Hamlin—Ritz, sold to H. Ford Taylor:

Hillsboro—Texas, sold to A, E. Hughes:
Houston—Royal, so'd to Orpheum C. G
Seymour ; Pearsall—Rialto. sold to Roy T/S

Bauve: Ralls—Crystal, sold to F. L. Rob
bins: Roby—Apex, sold to R. R. Cooper;
Segyin—Texas, sold to H. A. Daniels;

Seymour—Seymour, sold to Geo. W. Sum-
ner; Temple—Gem. sold to Publix Thea.

Corp, ; Three Rivers—Rialto. so'd to John

C. Bartlett ; Thurber—Opera House, sold

to Gerhard Bros. ; Valley Mills—New
Theater, sold to Jessie Oakes ; White-
wright—Palace, sold to E. H. Rowley

Closing
Beeville—Mission : Brenham—Rex ; Canadian
— Queen ; Dimmit — Castro ; Donna —
Chapultepec : Electra—Crown ; Gorman—
Ritz ; Huntsville—Dixie ; Melvin—Melvin
New Boston—Grand ; Pipe Creek—A. H.

Scott; Poth—Princess; Rockport—Peoples;

Van Horn—Hernandez; Winters—Lyric;

Wylie—Palace; Yoakum—Rex ; Ysletta-
International ; Wiergate—Vim.

New Theaters
Joinersville—Dixie; Cloud & Walton, owners
Longview— Ritz, J. C. King, owner
Sherman—Cricketf, B. L. Edds, owner.

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Hampton—Lyric, sold to A. E. Lichtman bj

Scott Amuse. Co.

Closing
Bluefield—Little.

Re-Opening
Remington—Central ; Roanoke -Strand.
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DAY after day, year after year

StifttSE^ keeps toHKNHHMPOl "
'

Of HlMDOMi.

its well charted course of providing

this tremendous world-wide industry

with an influential and reliable daily

newspaper now backed by 14 years of

prestige and reader interest. To print

the news, all of it, minus press agent

bunk. To be strictly independent in

its editorial and reviewing policy.

To present, constantly, in attractive

form, the good natured chatter

of the industry. To provide annual

statistical volumes of reliability and

comprehensiveness. That, in a nut

shell, is FILM DAILY SERVICE.
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© NEWS OF THE DAY «)

Seattle — Frederick Mercy and
Frederick Mercy, Jr., returned re-

cently from Los Angeles, where they
went in connection with the taking

back of the 12 Mercy circuit houses
in Washington and Oregon from the

Hughes-Franklin Theaters.

Pawtucket, R. I.—A disagreement
in the rental price of the Strand
here is now in Superior Court,

where the Strand Amusement Co.

charges excessive rent is being
forced upon it. About $10,500 a year
is claimed as a fair lease price, while
the building ownership says between
$28,000 and $40,000 is at current
values. For 10 years the company
leased the house for $9,000 a year.

About $160,000 has since been spent
to improve the building.

Kittanning, Pa.—D. Serrao has
engaged Al Greenwood as manager
of his two theaters. Greenwood has
recently been with Fox and was for-

merly connected with the Grand
Opera House (now Warner's) in

Pittsburgh.

San Francisco—-Izzie Wolf, for-

merly Co-Operative salesman, has
joined the local All-Star exchange.

Chicago—Charles Lovenberg, ad-

vertising director of Universal with
headquarters in Milwaukee, has
been visiting local exchanges this

week.

San Diego, Cal.—Nevins and StoU
have reopened the State under the
name of the Tivoli.

Washington—Rodney Collier is no
longer with the Rialto, local univer-

sal house.

Jasper, Tex.—Mr. and Mrs. L. P.

Lewis, owners and operators of the
Lone Star for 15 years, have sold

the house to Weldon Mason of this

city and A. B. Rhodes, formerly of

the Rhodes, Cleveland.

Pittsburgh—N. Rosen, who oper-
ated the Model until he transferred
it to Warners several months ago,
is now associated with Harry Han-
del at the Roosevelt.

San Juan Bautista, CaL—James
C. Yardley and Arthur L. Flower
have reopened the San Juan.

Klamath Falls, Ore.—Harry Pool
has resumed operation of the Pine
Tree.

Denver—The Artist theater, start-

ed on Dec. 31 with full weeks of

tabloid musical comedy and vaude-
ville, is now running Saturday and
Sunday nights only. By running
two days a profit can be made it is

thought.

Pittsburgh—Dave Brown has re-

signed from the local United Artists
exchange and Leonard Cantor is

now booker here.

Chicago—Irving Mack, proprietor
of Filmack, film advertising firm,

has returned from a two weeks' va-
cation at Waukesha, Wis.

Lafayette, Colo.—The Jewell bas
installed Bestone sound on track.

Butler, Pa.—Les Bowser, former-
ly manager of the Grand in Lisbon,

O., the Rowland in Wilkinsburg and
the Schenley, Oakland district, has
settled here.

Seattle—Following the change of

city manager for Fox West Coast,

with Robert C. Frost succeeding
Robert W. Bender, who resigned to

enter the newspaper lield in Juneau,
Alaska, the local Paramount adopted
a policy of double features and
changed its admission scale to 35

cents general admission and 25 cents
up to 5 P. M.

Chicago—Orville Miller, formerly
of Central Booking OfRce, is now
with the St. Louis offices of Univer-
sal. Rosalie Zimbroff has taken the
place of Harry Silverman in Central
Booking Office.

Pittsburgh—Lou Engle has left

che local Tiffany exchange.

Spokane — Universal has taken
over the Audian from Spokane The-
aters, Inc., and the house has been
undergoing extensive improvements
as well as having its name changed
to the State. H. D. McBride, for-

merly of Hollywood, has been named
manager. H. Rathner is northwest
manager for Universal.

Chicago — Quality Pictures Ex-
change has opened offices at 831 S.

Wabash Ave. Jerry Abrams is

manager.

Denver—Sam Dunevitz, Vitaphone
booker, and Dena Geller were mar-
ried recently.

Aberdeen, Wash. — Funeral ser
vices for Edward B. Dolan, well
known theater operator who died re
cently, were held from the Elks
Temple here. Dolan owned several
theaters in Hoquiam, Centralia and
Chehalis. He was 59 years old and
is survived by his widow and three
children.

Los Angeles—Hugh W. Bruen, who
formerly was a suburban exhibitor
in the Seattle territory, has acquired
the Gloria here and reopened the
house.

Washington — Harry Crandall's
plans for the rebuilding of a circuit

are at least temporarily at a stand-
still, with construction work on his

first neighborhood house, on Con-
necticut Ave., having been stopped.

Baltimore—A new scale of prices
has been effected by Warners at the
Metropolitan, which is now on a

neighborhood policy charging 25
cents at night, 20 cents in the after-

noon and 10 cents for children.

San Jose, Cal.—J. Sands, owner of

the Hester, announces that he and
his associates are erecting a new
house.

Short Shots fom Eastern Studios
\By HARRY N. BLAlRi

Baltimore—Frank Price, Jr., for-

mer manager of the Rivoli, is presi-

dent of the newly formed Uptown
Theater Co., which plans to build a

$170,000 theater seating 1,200 at

Gwynn Oak Junction. Arthur B.

Price, who operates the Aurora, is

vice-president of the company and
C. L. Kelly is secretary-treasurer.
Architect for the proposed house is

John J. Zink of this city.

RKO Signs Tobis Film

"Mona Lisa," a Tobis production, re-

ceived here last December with Ger-
man dialogue, will be synchronized with
English dialogue and released by RKO,
David Diamond of Tobis told FILM
DAILY.

pjAL SKELLY, who has appeared
in both features and shorts

made in the East, has developed in-

to an outstanding radio favorite
since the introduction of his week-
ly Coast-to-Coast musical broad-
casts.

•

William Boyd, now completing one
of the featured roles in "The Wiser
Sex," at Paramount's New York stu-
dio opposite Claudette Colbert, was
an established stage favorite for
some years prior to entering upon
a talkie career. America's leading
actresses including Maude Adams
Mrs. Fiske and Margaret Anglin and
Ethel Barrymore have claimed him
for leading man. It was Boyd's as-
sociation with the latter which led
to considerable screen work in the
silent days opposite Miss Barrymore
after which he resumed his stage
career climaxed by "What Price
Glory?"

It happened during lunch hour
while one of the Booth Tarkington
juvenile shorts was in production at
the Vitaphone plant. Several moth-
ers, crossing the lot with their tal-

ented offsprmg, were shocked to see
one of the smallest of the "kid'
actors place a large cigar in his
mouth and light up. Inquiry re-

vealed that the offender, together
with his three cronies, were actually
midgets hired for a special scene in

the picture, their names being Major
Doyle, Willie Archer, Jimmy Rosen
and Tommy Keenan.

"Nautical But Nice," latest of
Vitaphone's "Broadway Brevities"
series of two-reel musicals, has an
exceptionally large cast of Broad-
way entertainers including Frank
Hazzard, Alice Fraham, Dorothea
James, Alice Hegeman and the Dave
Gould troupe of dancing girls.

San Diego, Cal.—L. Kaplan has
taken over operation of the Forum.

Grand Salem, Va.—Bernard Dep-
kin has taken over the Grand here
and will operate it as a second-run
house. Reports have it that Depkin
is running the house for the Skouras
interests.

Alhambra, Cal.—The estate of the
late G. W. Kellow, instead of C.

Edwards, is now operating the Gar-
field.

Detroit—Jack Moss has been ap-
pointed sales manager of Regal Pro-
ductions.

Atmore, Ala.—Management of the
Strand has been assumed by J. G.
McPherson.

Los Angeles—I. L. O'Brasky, for-

merly with Warner Bros, as a sales-

man, has joined Sam Berkowitz's
Atlas Pictures Exchange in the sama
capacity.

Sylacauga, Ala.—E. A. Fane has
been appointed manager of the Rose
theater.

"Norman Taurog, director, and Tim
Whelan, writer, have taken residence

inside San Quentin prison to gather at-

mosphere for 'Hold 'Em Jail,' the next

Bert Wheeler-Robert Woolsey comedy."

—RKO Radio Pictures.
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RKO to Handle Own Distribution of Films in Canada

INDUSTRYJAS 16 BILLnO FIGHT INJONGRESS

Sees Production Costs Cut by Better Trained Players

The Parade
. ., as we see it

By Jaclc Alicoate-

More big news in

Merry- last few days than
Go-Round usually in a full

cinema semester.

Sid Kent walks out of Para-
mount picture. Washington
tax hearing looks favorable de-

spite sharpshooting. Ed Al-

person decides Warners will

have to struggle along without

him. Manny Cohen becomes
Paramount vice-president. New
[ndependent news-reel launched.

Skouras to impresario West Coast

nrcuit. Fabian back in the ring.

Ten Best results broadcast every-

A^here. Explosions here and there

n production circles. And if you
think that's something you ain't

leard nothing yet.

* * *

. The next bout, ladies

Vext and gen.s, will be a liter-

Contest ary one, and will be
staged west of San Bar-

doo. In one corner we have the

notion picture authors and in the

)ther are the producers. It seems
:hat the Dreiser and Hecht contro-

v^ersies have started the row, with

:he result that the screen scribblers

ire planning concerted action

through an organization patterned
after the Dramatists' Guild. With
Hollywood as the chief battleground.

* * *

This bright and polished,
Indies brand new organization of

Club independent producers on
the Coast, promises to be

more than a mere gesture. Its mem-
3ers are already going about their

cooperative work with real enthusi-

ism. With industry turmoil more
)r less obvious, and with double fea-

;ures eating up product as fast as

it can be tm-ned out, the door is

{Continued on Page 2)

Intensive Training for
Players Urged by
RKO Director

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With casts of players

who know their business thoroughly,

production costs on many pictures

could be cut in half through the re-

duction of shooting time and the

elimination of other waste entailed

with cheap, inexperienced players

says Mark Sandrich, Radio Pictures

director. "Competent and seasoned
(Continued on Page 7)

SET FORJW ORLEANS

Monogram has selected New Or-

leans for its first convention, Feb.

22-24. Conferences will be held at

the Jung Hotel. Thirty-seven fran-

chise holders will attend, with 20

leaving Feb. 20 on a special car. Ac-
cording to W. Ray Johnston, it is

likely that the line-up for 1932-33
(Continued on Page 8)

Plainfield in Finish Fight

On Sunday Show Question
Plainfield, N. J.—Following the

arrest, as predicted, of local theater

men for attempting to operate on

Sunday, a finish fight on the issue

is planned by the showmen. Since
(Continued on Page 7)

Optimistic On Tax
M.P.T.O.A. officials yesterday com-

mented optimistically on a Washington
dispatch, quoting leading members of

the House Ways and Means Committee
to the effect that the new tax bill

to be reported in the House early in

February will not place burdensome
taxes on industry and will avoid numer-
ous "nuisance taxes" by imposing widely
distributed consumptive taxes. Leaders
intend to bring about passage of the
measure the middle of next month.

GOLDWYN LISTS FIVE

ON HIS NEW PROGRAM

Five pictures are listed by Sam
Goldwyn on his new United Artists

schedule, which he expects to have
in full swing by the middle of

March. The first two, Eddie Can-
tor's "Ballyhoo" and Ronald Col-

man's "Cynara," are already in prep-
aration. There will be a second
Cantor and a second Colman picture,

together with another vehicle on the
(Continued on Page 6)

Union Houses Included

In Milwaukee Vandalism
Milwaukee — Attacks on both

union and non-union theaters here

continue despite police efforts to de-

termine reasons for the actions.

Stench bombs have been released on
three separate occasions in the

White House theater, and twice in

(Continued on Page 6)

EightRKOExchanges in Canada
To Handle Radio-Pathe Product

Skouras-Coast Deal

Takes Effect Feb. T

Skouras Bros, deal for Fox West Coast cir-

cuit is definitely set with the former company

ready to take over the houses Feb. 1, it is

understood. Like the Fox-Schine deal, cover-

ing about 20 upstate New York theaters, this

is a management arrangement.

With the expiration in June of'

RKO Pathe Canadian distribution

contracts now held by Regal Films

Ltd., the eight Radio Pictures ex-

changes in Canada will handle the

combined Radio Pictures and RKO
Pathe product in the provinces, P.

C. Taylor, Canadian managing di-

rector for Radio Pictures told Film
{Continutd on Page 6)

Five Measures Involving

Taxes—Six Dealing
With Copyright

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Sixteen measures

seeking to regulate conduct of the

film industry have been introduced

in Congress during the current ses-

sion. They include five tax bills

and six which would amend the

copyright laws.

The following bills have been in-

troduced in the House: tax on sound
pictures, introduced by LaGuardia of

New York and referred to ways and
means committee; general license

(Continued on Page 7)

OBJECT TOMCUTION

IN CANADJAN^FILM SUIT

Toronto—When the trial of fifteen

film concerns and three individuals

alleged to have been conspiring to

form a combine opened in the On-
tario High Court yesterday, chief de-

fense counsel W. N. Tilley objected
(Continued on Page 7)

Rowland Goes West
On Studio Matters

Richard A. Rowland left on the

Century yesterday for the Fox
studios on the coast. Although he

would make no statement before

leaving, it is understood he is going
to Movietone City to confer on some
producticn matters that have arisen

during the absence of Winfield Shee-

han.

13% of Cross Possibis

Under Illinois Tax Bills

Springfield—Should any of the several amuse-
ment tax bills now pending pass the state

legislature, a possible total of 13 per cent of

the gross may be levied against theater receipts.

One of the measures is now in its second

reading. About 200 down-state exhibitors al-

ready have appeared at various hearings in

opposition to the taxation, which would spell

ruin for hundreds of houiti.
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LUCAS ON BANK BOARD
Atlanta — Col. Arthur Lucas,

prominent exhibitor in this state

has been appointed a member of

the board of the First National

Bank of Atlanta and a member of

the State Board of Control, which
has charge of charitable institutions.
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Kuykendahl Pleads for Unity

n Mutual Interest Problems

The Parade
. ,, as we see it

(Continued from Paf/e 1)

again wide open for the independent

producer, who has found the pick-

ings somewhat slim during the past

I'ew years. You'll hear considerably

more from this Indies Club and the

seasoned manpower behind it before

many moons.

Exhib Units of World
Invited to London Meet

Exhibitor organizations through-

out the world are being invited to

attend the annual session of the In-

ternational Federation of Exhibitors

planned for the first week in June

at London. The session is sponsored

by the Cinematograph Exhibitors

Ass'n of Great Britain and Ireland

and other theater men's association,

totaling 19 units in 12 countries. In-

vitations to attend are sent by R.

V. Crow, president of the British

body.

Illinois Allied Elects

Three New Directors
Chicago — M. 0. Wells, Verne

Langdon and Floyd Brockell have
been elected members of the board
of directors of Allied Theaters of

Illinois, to fill existing vacancies.

PARA. SIGNS R. BENNETT
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Richard Bennett has

signed a long-term contract with
Paramount, indicating that he will

give up the stage, at least for some
time to come.
Paramount also has given a new

contract to Claire Dodd as a fea-

tured player.

SUNDAY BENEFIT ARREST
Atlanta — Mrs. M. H. Margeson,

director of the women's division of

the city's emergency relief work, is

under arrest here for sponsoring a

Sunday movie performance to aid

the jobless. Charges were preferred
by two local clergymen.

ALPERSON FINISHING UP
Edward L. Alperson, who resigned

as general manager of distribution

for Warner Bros, last week, will

complete his duties on Friday or
Saturday. His vacation plans in-

clude visits to Miami and Havana.

FIRE DESTROYS HOUSE
Iowa City, la. — Fire yesterday

destroyed the Garden theater along
with other buildings.

ALBERT ENGELS DIES
Manitowoc, Wis.—Albert Engels.

66, former operator of the Orpheum
and Crystal here, died recently.

li'asliington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—In a statement be-

fore returning south after appearing

at the lax hearing here, Ed Kuyken-
dahl, chairman of the board of di-

rectors of the M.P.T.O. of Missis-

sippi, Arkansas and Tennessee,

made a plea for more harmony be-

tween exhibitor factions at future

hearings on issues of mutual im-

portance. Kuykendahl deplored the

action of a "gentleman who was so

indiscreet as to bring up certain sub-

jects that could not in any way
help our cause and only served to

cloud the issue. By promoting r

discussion of block booking, unfair

treatment by the producers and
other sundry complaints, he did

much to convince the Committee
that this industry was not a unit

in anything, not even in this tax
hearing which might mean the clos-

ing of hundreds of theaters. This
discussion had no place at any hear-
ing on admission taxes, and these
people were not big enough to sub-
merge their own personal feelings
and interests when so much is in-

volved.

"We are going to have a conven-
tion here and we will have as our
guests many members of Congress.
We are going to be on parade, so to
speak, on this occasion. I hope that
none of us will be unmindful of this

position and that we will conduct
ourselves in such a manner that they
can find nothing objectionable to say
about us after we are gone."

RCA Photophane Sales

Up 200 Per Cent in '31

Business of RCA Photophone in

1931 was 200 per cent greater than
in 1930, according to the accounts
of RCA at the end of the year. Ex-
pansion was rapid in the foreign
as well as the domestic fields.

MRS. MAUGHAM FOR COAST
Mrs. Somerset Maugham, wife of

the author and herself internation-
ally noted as an interior decorator,
is leaving for California Thursday
by boat. Among her commissions
on the coast will be the designing
of a room in Lilyan Tashman's
home.

LILYAN TASHMAN IN PERSON
Lilyan Tashman will appear in

person at the New York Paramount
for a week starting next Friday. She
will do a wisecracking comedy skit
written for her by Jack Yellen.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.
Real INSURANCE Servics

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742
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THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Feb. 2. Convention of Independent Exh bi

tors of New England. Hotel Statler

Boston.

Feb. 5: Universal Club's Dramatic Nighi

and Dance. True Sister's Club House
New York.

Feb. 8: Seventh Annual Motion Picturt

Gambol of the CathoMc M. P. Guild ol

America, El Capitan Theater. Hollywood,

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention ol

M.P.T.O. of Ohio. Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb 13: Second annual formal dinner-danci
ol the Columbians (Columbia Pictures!
Hotel Plaza. New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monogram Pic-

tures. Jung Hotel. New Orleans.

March 8-9: Second annual convention ol

Allied States Ass'n. Detroit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n an<

National Film Industry. Prague. Czechr
Slovakia

March 14-16 Annual convention of M 1

T O. A. Hotel Mayflower. Washinj
ton. D. C

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societ
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

Wm. Lackey, Frank Gay
Form Producing UnM

IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — William T. Lackey
and Frank Gay are forming a pro-

ducing company to make a series o'

pictures for distribution by a lead-

ing independent organization.

CICERO THEATER BOMBED
Cicero, 111.—The Annetta theater

yesterday had its front ripped open

by a dynamite bomb which thre^\

occupants of neighboring houses out

of their beds and bi-oke windows for

blocks around. Manager Benjamin
Bartelstein laid the bombing to the

discharge of a union operator.

ASK SUNDAY LAW CHANGE
East Orange, N. J. — The City

Council was petitioned here last

night to change the motion picture

ordinance permitting Sunday movies
with a threat of invoking old blue

laws.

TITLE CAMERAMAN
One familiar with animated

trailers.

MEYER-RIEGER LABS., INC.

630 Ninth Avenue New York

m THE LARGEST

I STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
m IN THE INDUSTRY _
gOver 5,000,000 feet of indexed negatives^
=and positives containing scenes of every =
= conceivable description

J INSTANTLY AVAILABLE
i General Film Library, Inc.

B MORRIS J. KANDEL, Pres.
=729 7th Ave. New York City
pBRyant 9-4417 Cable: KANDELFILM
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Society Note
Several sociefy gentlemen from Wash-

ington with official connections paid a

li'l social visit to the Motion Picture

Club around luncheon time yesterday.

While being escorted through the

premises, they found several bottles

alleged to contain film cement, that

one of the second-assistant cooks, so'tis

said, had placed at the bottom of a

kippered herring barrel for safe keeping.

Several of the help were escorted to

47th Street headquarters for interroga-

tion. The next chapter is pencilled in

for Federal Headquarters downtown
today.

RKO TO DISTRIBUTE

OWN FILMS IN

GOLDWYN LISTS FIVE

ON HIS NEW PROGRAM

(Continued from Pane I)

order of "Street Scene." Goldwyn
and his production staff, headed by
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., along with
Robert Mclntyre, casting- director-

and Sidney Howard, playwright, ex-

pect to have the schedule definitely

set within the next two or three

weeks.

Want Sunday Movie Shows
As an Aid to Business

Memphis—At a meeting sched-

uled for Thursday by the Downtown
Merchants and Property Owners'
Ass'n to discuss the effects of blue

laws on business here, it is expected
that a movement will be started to

bring back Sunday movie shows as a

business stimulant. It has been
pointed out that many travelers and
visitors shun Memphis on Sunday
because of the dearth of amuse-
ments. Numerous local residents
also go out of town over the week-
end for the same reason.

(Continued from Page 1)

Daily yesterday. The move may
necessitate augmenting the sales

staffs and will possibly result in a

special division of short subject

salesmen, Taylor said. "Double fea-

turning is on the increase," said Tay-
lor, "with the smaller towns so hard
hit with present conditions that
many theaters find it impossible to

function. This is specially true in

towns and villages west of Winnipeg.
Regarding reports that there will be
feature production in Canada dur-
ing the year, I know for a fact Ih&t
there is nothing to the report."

Union Houses Included
In Milwaukee Vandalism

(Continued from Page 1)

the Gem, Fern and Lexington, while
paint was thrown at the Climax and
Rainbow. A stench bomb has also

been released in the Alhambra.
Three of these houses are union.
Fox's first run Wisconsin and Palace
were the most recent victims.

BARTHELMESS TO ORIENT
IVcst Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Richard Barthelmess

has given up his projected cruise to

the South Seas, after all plans had
been made. Instead he will sail for

China from Vancouver, B. C, on
Jan. 30, accompanied by Mi's. Bar-
thelmess. In Shanghai, Barthelmess
will meet Ronald Colman and to-

gether they will proceed to the war
zone in Manchuria for a close look

at hostilities there, leaving Mrs.
Barthelmess in Shanghai. Following
his return from the scene of hostili-

ties, Barthelmess will visit one or

two other cities of the Orient before
taking ship for home. His next First

National film, "The Cabin in the

Cotton," to be adapted by Paul
Green from the novel of Henry Har-
rison Kroll, is scheduled to go into

production late in March.

MAIENTHAU SUED
Mrs. Bertha Ewald, wife of for-

mer Magistrate George F. Ewald
has obtained an order from Justice
Lydon in Supreme Court directing
Hugo Maienthau to appear today
and show cause why he should not
be restrained from disposing of any
funds of an alleged partnership by
them in a film venture and why r

receiver of the property of the part-
nership should not be appointed.

Mrs. Ewald alleges that on June 1

last she delivered $5,000 to him as

her share of a venture in the pro-
ducing of "Alice's Adventures in

Wonderland." She said that the $5,-

000 was to be repaid from the first

profits, after which she was to get
two-thirds of the profits and the de-
fendant the other third. She said

that at various times Maienthau
told her they had insufficient capital

and he got additional funds from
her, making a total of $9,100.

BACK TO STRAIGHT FILMS
Toledo—Nat Charnas has ended

the dramatic stock policy at the
Granada, and opens the house Jan
31 with a straight picture policy.

NEW AMERICAN RECORDS
American Record Corp., subsidiary

of Consolidated Film Industries, has
completed records by Morton Dow-
new, singing "Just Friends" and
"Save the Last Dance for Me," and
Singin' Sam, another radio name, in

"River, Stay 'Way from My Door"
and "One More Kiss, Then Good-
night."

"The great social problem of dispos-

ing of worn-out razor blades has been
solved in Hollywood. Paramount studios

destroyed 10,000 of them in an Incinera-

tor last year after using them In the
wardrobe department to cut cloth."

—PARAMOUNT.
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INDUSTRY HAS 16 BILLS

TO FIGHT IN CONGRESS

{Continued from Page 1)

tax bill for district of Columbia
introduced by Gibson of Vermont
and referred to District of Colum-
bia committee; tax on distributors,

in; reduced by LaGuardia of New
York and referred to ways and

means committee; income tax bill

applying to District of Columbia
introduced by Mapes of Micni •t i!

and passed by the House; gener:
'

revenue bill now before ways r.n'l

means committee; to prohibit im-

portation and interstate transporta-

tation of salacious films, introduced

by Cannon of Missouri and referred

to committee on interstate and
foreign commerce, to prevent block

booking, introduced by Celler of

New York and referred to commit-
tee on interstate and foreign com-
merce; to create a department of

public welfare which would make
and distribute pictures without
charge, introduced by Lankford of

Georgia and referred to the com-
mittee on expenditures in Govern-
ment departments; to investigate

monopolies, introduced by Tinkham
of Massachuetts and referred to

committee rules; copyright registra-

tion of designs, introduced by Ves-
tal of Indi-na and referred to com-
mittee on patents; general copyright

bill providing for entry into Berne
Convention introduced by Vestal

and referred to committee on
patents.
Pending in the Senate are: to in-

vestigate refinancing of RKO, intro-

duced by Dill of Washington and
referred to committee to audit and
control contingent expenses of the.

Senate; copyright, introduced by
King of Utah and referred to com-
mittee on patents; general copy-
right bill and providing for entry
into Berne Convention, introduced

by Hebert of Rhode Island and re-

ferred to committee on patents;
copyright, introduced by Tydings of

Maryland and referred to committee
on patents.

COMING & GOING

H. M. WARNER, MAJOR ALBERT
WARNER, JOSEPH BERNHARD and
NORMAN H. MORAY of the Warner or-

ganization left last night for Washington to

attend the dinner being given tonight I)y

the Chamber of Commerce there, at which
time the Washington bicentennial film made
I)y Warners will be shown for the first t'mt-

before an audience including Vice-Pre.-ident
Curtis and other notables.

RICHARD A. ROWLAND left New York-

yesterday for Fox Movietone City.

PAUL LUKA.S and his wife, who arrived
in New York on Jan. 14 from Plollywood
left yesterday for the coast where Lnkas
.soon will begin rehearsals for his role opposite

Talhilah Bankhead in "Thunder Below."
JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER will arrive from

the coast Saturday.
E. R. TINKER will leave Chicago for tht

coast today.

J. R. GRAINGER will leave for the c.nsi

the second week in Feb.
P. C. TAYLOR, Canadian managing di-

rector for Radio Pictures, returns to Toronto,
tomorrow.

AlONG™^ lALTO
PIIILM.DALY

Nj[w vork: lOS ANGEIES

• • • SLIDING BACK in Memory to 1907 can ya
remember the very first get-together of motion pix men
when all the exchangemen met in Pittsburgh among
those present were many of the coming Big Shots in the biz

including Carl Laemmle, Spoor & Anderson, Dick
Rowland, Bill Selig, Long & Marion, (who later headed the
Kalem Company), Harry Warner, Pat Powers

« • • REPORTING THE Momentous Event for the trade
was a li'l shaver of 17 who was publishing the first

trade rag called "Views and Film Index" the
"Views" being the stereopticon dep't which were then,
all the rage the young ed was Leon J. ('Ruby') Ruben-
stein so 'Ruby' wanted to do something Extra Special
in honor of the occasion he induced an officer of Vita-
graph to come over to the convention and draw cartoons of
the delegates for his rag the film exec was then doubling
as a lightning sketch artist in a vaude engagement in Pitts-
burg and he did a swell job, too his name is J.

Stuart Blackton

• • • JUST HEARD from one of the real old vets in the
biz Moxley A. Hill contract manager of United
Artists' home ossif who is now recuperating from an
attack of angina down on a li'l island off the coast of
Florida 12 miles from St. Petersburg Moxley
has to sit all day on the porch and take sun baths he
never sees an auto and seldom a human being
all he has to occupy his time are his Thoughts which
take him back over 20 years in the film biz so his legion
of friends can make him feel much happier by dropping
him a line to P. O. Box 278, Pass-A-Grille, Florida

• • • GHOSTS of the Past Abe and Julius Stern
are in town ya remember? Stern Brothers com-
edies? how could ya forget 'em? they're planning
to go back into production this time as feature pro-
ducers, no less!

• • • GOING INTO a second printing Feb. 10 is Arthur
Housman's novelization of Columbia's "Forbidden," from the

press of Grosset & Dunlap Harry A. Shea, vaude book-
er, put on one grand show at The Tough Club on Saturday
nite in honor of James J. Johnston among the
guests was that celebrated actor, James J. Walker now
breaking the front pages with his pal, Judge Seabury, in that

stirring comedy-drama, "The Investigation"

• • • FOLLOWING UP their winning streak, the Para-
mount Pep Club bowling team smeared the Fox outfit in a three-

game series last week well, if they don't know how to

knock off the King Pin after recent events, who does ?

Speaking of Records, how about Maury Ascher of Ad-Vance
Trailers for the past 12 yars he has made a trailer on
practically every feature pix

• © • NEW IDEA that of Alex Gray, barytone who
appeared in several Warner-First Nash pix, now singing on

tiie ether he has introduced the "trailer" idea to the

mike at the conclusion of his program, he sings a few

notes of the headline number he is scheduled to present the fol-

lowing nite neat, eh, wot? The Optimists are

again predicting the Turning Point in the film biz

'ellsbells, we're still Dizzy ridin' around on the LAST Turning
Point!

« « « » » »

SEES PRODUCTION COSTS

CUT BY TRAINED PI AYERS

(Continued from Paiic 1

)

actors are more important to a di-
rector than is usually acknowl-
edged," says Sandrich. "When a di-
rector must work with an actress
who hasn't had the proper training
to know how to walk and talk, much
valuable time is lost."

Sandrich favors intensive train-
ing for players and longer rehears-
als to avoid the delays occasioned
when scenes must be done over
while big production crews are on
the job.

Plainfield in Finish Fight
On Sunday Show Question

{Continued from Page 1)

there is no blue law here, the ar-
rest was made on charges of violat-
ing the city ordinance relating to a
disorderly house. Managers taken
in ctistody, and released on .$ '>0i)

bail for hearing tomorrow, included
Fred Kislingbury of the Paramount.
Nathan Mintz of the Oxford, Russell
Terhune of the Strand and Joseph
Siccardi of the Liberty. Sixty-one
others, taking in operators, ushers
and ticket sellers, were paroled. Un-
der the vice ordinance, the cases
may be taken to the grand jury on
the third offense, so it is expected
that the managers will defy the
authorities for two more Sundays in

order to bring the issue to a grand
jury test.

Object to Prosecution
In Canadian Film Suit
{Continued from Page 1)

to prosecution of his clients under
both the combines act and the
criminal code. He said, "We object
to being tried under a hodge-podge
principle by means of which it ap-
pears as if they were determined to
get a conviction in one manner or
another."
The Court reserved its reply until

today. Tilley also presented a mo-
tion that the indictment of the film
concerns be quashed.

%tt S*^,6,*A,

Jl

MANY UAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Jan, 26
Abe Meyer Norman Burnstein

Hugo Ricscnfeld Elise Oamereaux

P. E. McCoy
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MACK SENNETT PROGRAM

TffO-THIRDS COMPLETED

liest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
HolljTivoocl — Mack Sennett is

about two-thirds finished on his cur-

rent comedy program, having com-

pleted 17 pictures with nine more to

go. Six of the Andy Clyde two-

reelers are completed, leaving two

to be made. One is now in work.

Seven have been finished in the

Mack Sennett Comedy series of 12.

In the Featurettes series, starrmg

Bing Crosby, four are completed and

work on the remaining two depends

on Sennett's ability to go east,

where Crosby is tied up by radic

and theater contracts.

Film and Flesh Policy

In Spanish at San Jose

A three-hour show, including

stage entertainment, at 15 to 50

cents, is the policy of the San Jose,

claimed to be the first house in New
York to play all-Spanish combination

programs. In addition to the stage

show, presented by a stock company
supplemented by specialty talent,

each weekly bill includes a feature

in Spanish dialogue and four shorts.

Located at the corner of 110th St.

and Fifth Ave., the house has i

drawing population of 112,000 Span-

ish-speaking residents, according to

Fernando Luis, who operates the

theater and produces its shows.

Most popular of the stars who ap-

pear in Spanish-dialogue pictures, he

told The Film Daily yesterday, are

Ramon Novarro, Ernesto Vilches and

Jose Mojica.

The house, which seats 900, plays

three full shows daily except Sat-

urday and Sunday when four per-

formances are given.

"CHIC" SALE ON TOUR
Having completed "Old Man

Minick," his latest Warner picture,

"Chic" Sale has been signed by Wal-
ter Meyers, head of the Artists' Bu-
reau in connection with the Warner
theater circuit, for a short person-

al appearance tour. He is sched-

uled to open this Friday at the

Stanley, Pittsburgh, in connection

with the first run in that tei'ritory*

of "Taxi!" starring James Cagney.

A. SIEGEL TRANSFERRED
Cleveland—Arthur Siegel of the

local Warner theater department,
has been ti-ansferred to Milwaukee.

500th Aesop Fable

Completion of "Fly Frolic." Aesop's
Fable sound cartoon made by Van
Beurcn for RKO release, marks the 500th
Fable cartoon subject produced in this

series, and is considered by Van Beurcn
as the record for number of pictures
in any single reel series, excluding
ncwsrecls. In the silent days the Fables
were made at the rate of 52 a year,
but now the number is 26 annually.
Van Beuren also is making the new
Tom and )erry cartoons for RKO.

A LITTLE From "LOTS"
.By RALPH PF/LXi

HOLLYWOOD
r^LAUDIA DELL, who is playing

an important role in "Ambi-
tion" at Universal, has been signed

to play opposite Tom Mix in "When
Destry Rides."

Donald Gallaher, who created 96

roles i)i Broadway productions and
who has been directing pictures, lias

decided to return to screen acting.
* * *

Our Passing Show: J. L. Warner,
Oscar Strauss, William Haines, Joan
Crawford, Michael Curtiz, Dave
Thompson, Bess Meredyth, Dave
Miller at the opening of "Union
Depot"; Charles E. Sullivan, Ann
Harding and Harry Bannister chat-
ting at RKO.

^ * *

Howard J. Green, who wrote "The
Cohens and Kellys in Hollywood," is

writing an original for Lew Ayres.
George Sidney and Charles Murray
will be starred in "The Cohens and
Kellys," which John Francis Dil-

lon will direct.
:: :^. *

Adele Comandini, who is the co-

author of "Hell Bound," has joined
the Columbia scenario staff. Miss
Comandini also wrote "The Girl

froin Wooiworth's," "Love Racket"
and "Playing Around," for First
National.

* * *

Commodore Al Christie celebrated
his retirement as president of the

Los Angeles Yacht club by winning
with his veteran six meter racing

sloop, "Lanai," the annual winte
regatta of the Newport Chamber of

Commerce. And now Christie will

settle down to the direction of Harry
Barris' next starring vehicle, as yet

untitled, which will be released by
the Christies.

-.: * *

George O'Brien, the Fox star, i&

about to foster a movement to make
easier the pathway of juvenile de-

linquents in California. George's
father, Daniel J. O'Brien, known and
beloved by countless thousands ot

the state's delinquents, is now di-

rector of penology for Californi?
and his tales of juvenile conditions
throughout the state have inspired
George to action.

* * *

"The future of the United States
depends upon the next generation,'
says the younger O'Brien," and it b
a shameful commentary upon tht

rest of us, that so many hundreds
of present day kiddies are neglected,
undernourished, and without the
proper home environment to make
them good citizens."

* * *

Sidney Buchman, ivho has signed
a new year's contract ivith Para-
mount, plans a short vacation in

New York next month. He and
Josephine Lovett have completed the
screen play for "Thunder Below,"
ivhich will star Tallulah Bankhead
ivith Richard Wallace directing.

SPORTLIGHT UNIT LEAVES
Unable to get much winter sports

material in the east due to the un-
ieasonally warm weather, a Grant-
land Rice Sportlight has been sent
to the western part of the country
by the Van Beuren Corp. to film
some snow and ice events.

SIXTH MINIATURE STORY
"Beautiful and Dumb," by Wal-

ter Marquiss and adapted by Em-
mett Flynn, Dick Smith and Ruth
Todd, is the sixth in the Van Beuren
Miniature Series based on Liberty
Magazine short short stories. Em-
mett Flynn directed.

SUIT STILL ON
Report that Saul E. Rogers, form-

erly chief counsel for Fox, had end-
ed his suit against that company,
filed on grounds of breach of con-
tract, was denied by the Fox legal
department yesterday.

HERRINGTON CANDIDIATE
Pittsburgh—-Fred J. Herrington.

secretary of the M.P.T.O. of W. Pa.
and W. Va., will be a candidate for
the legislature at the coming prim-
ary election.

ROBERT C. GARY PROMOTED
Des Moines—Robert C. Gary, for-

mer manager of the Des Moines but
more recently manager of the Para-
mount in Omaha, has been namer
general publicity and advertising di-

rector for the Omaha division of the
RKO. The appointment was made
by General Manager Morgan C.
Ames of the Omaha division.

WARNERS BUY "DR. X"
Warner Bros, have acquired the

film rights to the Broadway play ot

last season, "Dr. X," by Howarc'
Comstock and Allen Miller.

JACK HAYS RETURNS
Cleveland—Jack Hays, for more

than five years foreign representa-
tive for Universal in Mexico, Cuba
and Dutch Java, is back in Cleve-
land.

ED COLE IN NEW POST
Cleveland—Ed Cole, formerly with

Associated Theaters, succeeds Jack
Bender as manager of the Lorain.

JOSEPHINE DUNN BETTER
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Josephine Dunn is re-

covering at her home here following
an operation for appendicitis.

M.P.T.O.A. SEEKS TO AID

OHIO EXHJBJRGANIZAIION

Adding of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio

to the M.P.T.O. A. roster is expected

following a visit to that unit to be

paid by President M. A. Lightman
of the national organization at a

board of directors meeting at Co-

lumbus on Feb. 9. At the conven-

tion, which begins the following day
Lightman will address the main
body.

Monogram Convention
Set for New Orleans
(Continued from Page 1)

may be increased to 40 productions
consisting of four "leaders," 12
melodramas and 24 westerns. A sur-
vey of the opinions of franchise
holders as to the line-up, maximum
costs of productions and other ques-
tions has been made and the results
will be announced at the convention.

Liability Applies
To RKO Certificates

Attention has been called by the
committee on securities of the New
York Stock Exchange to the per-
sonal liability provision contained
in the part-paid certificates for the
10-year 6% gold debentures and
common stock of RKO which reads:
"The holder of each part-paid cer-

tificate, by the acceptance thereof,
shall be deemed to have agreed to

pay to the corporation the unpaid
balance of the subscription price
with interest due thereon, as and
when called for payment by the cor-

poration, but such liability of any
holder shall be deemed to have ter-

minated when the certificate is duly
transferred into the name of another
on the books of the transfer agent."
As a result of this provision, the

committee on securities of the Stock
Exchange ruled that the delivery of

these part-paid certificates comes
under the provision of its Rule 26,

which reads:
"The seller may make delivery by

transfer when personal liability at-

taches to ownership, while the trans-
fer books are open."

5 Cameras on "Hotel"
William Daniels, "ace" cinematogra-

pher, will be in command of the
camera batteries that will film M-C-M's
picturization of "Grand Hotel," in which
Garbo heads an all-star cast under di-

rection of Edmund Coulding. Five

cameras will grind simultaneously on
this picture and many new photographic
effects h3ve been planned by Coulding.

GEO. REID BACK EAST
After having completed 12 of the '

n William Burns shorts he is pro-

ducing for Educational, George
(Cliff) Reid has arrived in New
York from the Coast.
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Capitalization of General Theaters Being Revised

FILM COPYRIGHT UPHELOy NEB. DISTRICJ COURT

Production, Distribution Planned by New Indie Firm

Dominant Pictures Being
Formed by Kopfstein

—

12 Melodramas Set
A new co-operative independent

distributing- and producing organiza-

tion to be known as Dominant Pic-

tures \» being formed by Jacques
Kopfstein. Production plans call

for an initial schedule of 12 melo-

dramas to be made at a Hollywood
studio starting March 1. Co-opera-

tive I'rancnise holders already signed

as part of the group include Cameo
{Continued on Page 6)

graingerIsIll say

on fox 8aie8c0niract8

Prompted by rumors that have
jeen circulated recently in connec-

ion with the Fox contract status.

V. C. Michel, executive vice-presi-

.ent of the company, yesterday is-

sued the following statement:
"In view of the many misleading

;tatements that have been widely

-jublished with reference to the

validity of its contracts, Fox Film

Corp. wishes to say that the contract
(Continued on Page 6)

Allied's 'Double Feature' Inducement
Allied States Ass'n is going in for the 'double feature' idea to attract a big crowd

to its Detroit convention in March. A circular sent out by Herman A. Blum, treasurer

of the organization, contains the following P.S.:

"A double feature for the price of one admission. Windsor, Ontario, Is just across

the way."

Hanson Opening Six
Canadian Exchanges

No Deals Negotiated
By Franklin in East

Without effecting any new deals,

it is understood, Harold B. Franklin
left New York yesterday afternoon

for the Coast, where he is connected
with Publix.

Exchanges will be opened in six

Canadian cities by Ideal Pictures.

Ltd., which has been organized by
Oscar R. Hanson, formerly general

sales manager of Tiffany. Hanson,
who heads the company, has bought
24 features from Action Pictures

(Continued on Page 8)

ara. Eliminates Shorts Sales Post

Wrigley's Death Leaves

Vacancy on Para. Board
Vacancy in* the Paramount board

of directors due to the death in

Phoenix yesterday of William Wrig-

ley, chewing gum magnate and own-

er of the Chicago Cubs, will likely

)e filled at a special meeting of the
(Continued on Page 6)

No successor to Stanley Waite,

former Paramount short subject sales

manager, will be appointed, and his

duties will be handled by the di-

visional sales managers. John D.

Clark is in charge of the West and
Waite and Joe linger are handling

the East, all working under iuris-

diction of George Schaefer. general

sales manager.

F. H. Herrick Producing

Talker in Indianapolis

Baltimore Council Okays
Movie Shows on Sunday
Baltimore — The new ordinance

liberalizing the ancient blue laws

so as to permit Sunday movies has
been passed by the city council with-

out a negative vote. If signed by

the Mayor, the bill will be submitted

to the voters at the primary elec-

tion May 2.

Another Judge Rules That
Law Applies to

Holdovers
Omaha—Substantiating decisions

of three other courts, Judge Thomas
C. Munger of the U. S. District

Court, District of Nebraska, has
ruled that the copyright law applies

to unauthorized holding over of pic-

tures. His decision was rendered
in connection with motions by J. H.
Hungerford of Friend, this state, to

dismiss complaints filed by Fox and
(Continued on Page 8)

SOL BRILfPASSTs AWAY

FOLLOWINOONG ILLNESS

Sol Brill, identified with exhibi-

tion during the past 27 years, died

at his home, 375 West End Ave.,

yesterday morning at 6:45 o'clock,

following a long illness. He was
president of Brill Theaters, compris-

ing 15 houses, and Isle Theatrical

Corp., and associated with various

other enterprises.

Brill was 54 years old. He en-
(Continued on Page 8)

General Theaters Making
Revision in Capitalization

Indianapolis—A two-reel local talent talking

comedy is to be made here by F. H. Herrick

with an exploitation tieup including the Indiana

Theater, the Indianapolis Star, and Station

WFBM, it is announced by B. V. Sturdivant,

zone manager for Skouras-Publix. juvenile tal-

ent will be used. Herrick has made similar

pictures in other cities.

Geo. Washington Short

Brings Feature Price

Demand for Vitaphone's George

Washington Bi-centennial two-reel-

er, "Washington, the Man and the

Capital," has become so widespread

that some exhibitors are offering

several times the ordinary two-reel-

er price for it, says Norman H.

Moray, Vi';aphone sales manager.

Number of prints on the picture has
(Continued on Page 8)

Changes in the capitalization of

General Theaters Equipment, occa-

sioned by the fact that the holding

corporation lost its principal sources

of revenue last year when Fox Film,

which it controls along with Fox
Theaters, discontinued paying divi-

dends, are expected to be announced
sometime between now and April 1,

when the next interest of $900,000

on the G.T.E. Q% debentures falls

due. With bankers discussing the

(.Continued on Page 6)

Two-a-Day at Warner
For New ArUss Fii^

After a home office preview yes-

terday. Warner executives decided

to present the new George Arliss

picture, "The Man Who Played

God", as a two-a-day attraction at

the Warner. This is the Broadway
house where Arliss made his talker

debut in "Disraeli."

$3 Premiere at Europa

For New German Musical

A $3 reserved seat premiere will be held at

the Europa for "Das Lied 1st Aus" ("The Song

is Over"), new German musical directed by

Ceia von Bolvary, with music by Robert Stoli

and starring Willy Forst, all of whom were

identified with "Zwei Herzen," which ran for

50 weeks at this house. The new attraction

alto marks the fifth anniversary of the houje.
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WHITBECK-RKO DEAL OFF
Wc5i Coast Bureau.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Negotiation between

Hiram S. Brown and Frank Whit-

beck are understood to have been

called off due to a difference in

opinion regarding the issuance of a

contract to the publicity director,

The Film Daily learns.
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William Wrigley's Success Rules

William Wrigley, Jr., the chewing gum king and recently elected to the

Paramount board of directors, who died yesterday, was noted for his pointed

advice on how to achieve success. Among his many epigrams were the follow-

ing, selected by the United Press:

"Watch for a real opportunity—and grasp it."

"Be sure that you'll get into something you'll like."

"Work hard—and keep everlastingly at it."

"Don't take your eye off the ball."

"Keep your enthusiasm batting 1,000."

"I keep young because I haven't time to be old."

"No matter what happens never stop advertising."

"Many littles make a lot."

"A man's doubts and fears are his worst enemies."

"Life and business are rather simple— if you put yourself in the

other fellow's place.

"

Popular Game of Blaming the Films

Scored by Milliken and Film Critic

stirred by an AP dispatch from

London to the effect that a magis-

trate had blamed the crimes of three

boys on the influence of American

films, Carl E. Milliken of the Hays

office said yesterday:

Over and over we have investigated state-

ments similar to this and in no specific in

stance have we ever been aWe to find that

American motion pictures induced crime in

minors or adults.

The very success abroad of American films

makes them a natural target. Well informed
British opinion, however, is represented by

such comments as that of Colonel Joseph

Wedgwood, member of the committee of the

House of Commons, in reference to a charge

similar to that of Magistrate Metcalfe:

"No, Sir, that's all wrong. American
morality on and off the films is quite all

right. They are the most straight-laced peo
pie in the universe. Anything that gets put

over in America we shan't criticize from the

sta'-.dpoint of morality."

Philip Snowden, distinguished English

statesman recently said:

"It would be a lamentable thing if the

United States stops sending films."

"It is interesting to note that Australian
censor board reports show 50 per cent more
cuts in British films than in American films

and that a committee of the Indian Parlia-

ment completely cleared American films of any
deleterious effect on Indian morals.

Another eloquent defense of the
films against loose accusation ap-
peared in last night's New York
Post under the signature of Thorn-
ton Delehanty, the paper's m.p.
critic, who said in part:

When anything goes more than usually
wrong in England you can be pretty sure
that the press will blame it on the American
movies. Thus it is not surprising to find the

Knglish newspapers ascribing the prison

break at Dartmoor to such pictures as "The
Big House," "The Secret Six," "Numbered
Men" and others of that school. London
dispatches quote an article in the "Daily
Herald" liy "a released Dartmoor convict"
which says that some of the prisoners at

Dartmoor had seen one of the prison dramas
and had told the others about it. l)<jubtless

that would imply that if it hadn't been for

Hollywood the English criminals would never
have known that there was such a thing as

a jail break. Yet in their eagerness to make
a scapegoat of the American cinema and thii

absolve the Dartmoor rebels from any sus-

picion of delinquency could it be that the

English editors have forgotten a British film

mads several years ago which dealt with the

escape of a prisoner from Dartmoor? The
picture was called "Escaped Frum Dart-
moor."

Meanwhile yesterday afternoon
nembers of a jury which was to have
heard evidence against a woman ac-

cused of murdering her husband
were declared unqualified to serve
at the trial because they had gone
to a theater the night before and
witnessed "Ladies of the Big House."

VARIETY BILL FOR AMPA
A variety program including sev-

eral RKO Palace headliners will

supply the honor guest atmosphere
for tomorrow's A.M.P.A. luncheon
meeting at Sardi's. Among the stars

who will be present are Fif i Dorsay,
Lillian Shade and Milton Berle and
possibly Beatrice Lillie from the
Palace bill, as well as Millard Webb,
the film director, and his wife, Mary
Eaton, another star in her own
name.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C
BRymnt •-S040

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Lo« Angelea, CaL
Michigan 8761
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THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Feb. 2. Convention of Independent Exhibi-
tors of New England, Hotel Statler,
Boston.

Feb. 5: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House,
New York.

Feb. 8 : Seventh Annual Motion Picture
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guild of

America, El Capitan Theater, Hollywood.
Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention of

M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danci
of the Columbians (Columbia Picturei),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monogram Pic-
tures. Jung Hotel, New Orleans.

March 8-9 : Second annual convention of

Allied States Ass'n, Detroit.
March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-

tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

ONTARIO COURT SUSTAINS

TRIAL ON THREE CHARGES

Toronto—It was ruled by Judge
Garrow in Ontario High Court yes-
terday that the 15 motion picture
companies and the three individuals
mentioned in the charges brought
by the Ontario government must
stand trial on two charges of re-

straint of trade under the criminal
code and one charge under the com-
bines investigation act. Judge Gar-
row refused to quash the indictments
against the film interests as re-

quested Monday by W. N. Tilley,

chief counsel for the defense.

Judge Garrow also refused to

separate the charges, some of which
come under the criminal code and
some under the combines investiga-

tion act.

Mr. Tilley, on receiving the

Judge's ruling, stated that the film

companies had elected to be tried

by judge and not by jury.

TITLE CAMERAMAN
One familiar with animated

trailers.

MEYER-RIECER LABS., INC.

630 Ninth Avenue New York

Motion Picture Executive
of high character and ability having

just suffered a heavy financial loss in

the industry, desires an immediate con-

nection where exceptional showmanship
ability and sound business judgment is

needed.

Will take anything that will give him
opportunity of proving ability. Will

go anywhere, prefer California. Thor-
ough knowledge production, distribution

and exhibition, reliable, resourceful and
good references.

Box 905, THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway New York, N. Y.



HELP YOURSELF TO
SHOWMANSHIP!
THOUSANDS DEFIED DEAT
tobringittoyOU! No thrilleter toei]ua

AT RISK OF
HUMAN LIFE
Never before, lurcly never sgain
hippcnl Human life ii too pr

Bui ihi* xory dctnanded prodi

t( »> te> great, ii had lo come lo life I

Lieui. Com. Frxnk Wcad. a retired

naval officer wrote il. Hi4 love liory U
flunt acairiit • ipectacular background
t^ihcrio unapproaehcd for •hecr ibriill

DIRECTED BY
IhA man who made
'THE BIG
HOUSE"

Ge«rse Hill, up ro now. hai cniovcd
fame became of "The Big Houm."
From now on you'll (hind of him >•
the man who toadc "Hell Divert."

You're Invited Aboard the
Airplane Carrier Saratoga

Here U the miracle ihip from wboae
dedc bombioB-piane* riic like doudi
of Ifuccta. What a tettlng (or drama!
From lhl» deck goe* the plane whoae
tdvcatorc* reach into the life of m
iroung girl, creating a dtuation of tore
and tacrificc to grip your loul ! .

Hundreds of

Bombing Planes!
Ships and Men

Uncounted! YOU WILL
WITNESS THINGS
never before seen
on any
screen!

CUi

H Took a
Govornmeiit to
HolpMako
TMs Picture t

WOMEN OF THE
FLEET!

Easy prey for red'lips are Milor'

men ashore in Panama. Butwhen
Wallace Beery as "Windy" payi

hard'boiled courtship to Marjofic

Rambeau •• "Mayme Kelso"
you'll see something new in ro*

mances. Beery will give you many
a hearty lau^ And a tear or twol

What an actor!

:»*;

BEERY
GABLE
fVkk CONRAD NAGEL, DOROTHY JORDAN,

MARJORIE RAMBEAU, MARIE PREVOST
Here is one of the truly great pictures produced for the screen, not

only because it is the most ambitious talkie ever yet attempted.

/:;';: but because this human story matches tears and
laughs and romance for every spectacular thrill in it.

Do you want adventure? You'll risk your life in a

daredevil flight.. .you'll barrel>rolI and plunge earth*

ward . . . you'll conquer the dangers of sea and air

. . . you'll fight your best pal and win the heart of

the woman you want. You'll laugh and cry and
sit on the edge of your seat with thumping heart

when you go to see this magnificent spectacle.

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYE
picture

AS WE LEAP TO PRESS "HELL DIVERS"
LEAPS INTO THE TRADE HEADLINES!
PROVIDENCE—Beats "Emma", "Mata Had", "Possessed" and "Politics"!

BOSTON—Beats "Mata Hari", "Possessed", "Politics". Sensational!

SYRACUSE—Tremendous. Big lead over "Mata Hari". and "Possessed".

KANSAS CITY—5 days gross beats 7 days of "Emma". Exceptional!

FORT WORTH—Sets new opening day record!

CHARLOTTE—Breaks long-time record for opening day!

DALLAS—First 7 days cracks two-year old record of Melba Theatre. Moved

to Old Mill and prices raised to Melba admissions.

Are You Enjoying M-QM's Prosperity Shows^

r

WRITE TO M-G-M
1540 Broadway, New York,

{Advt. Dept.) and get at

nominal cost these ads that

experts prepared. This
showmanship copy is getting

results everywhere!

LEFT:
6 cols.

by 235
lines

RIGHT:
2 cols,

full

Never Before:
Never Again:
Human Life is too precious

to risk again!

A STORY OF LOVE,
DEATH and THRILL

written by a

NAVAL OFFICER

BELOW: In two si:es; 4 cols, x 145 lines

and 3 cols, x 110 lines

n^a T^xiii F^tK.ioSuj,uaiMi

Conrail NAGEL, Marjori* RAMBEAU
Dorothy JORDAN, Miria PREVOST

:<l by Ceoritr Hill

NEItS
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE



Don't look on the dark
side of things—

1 x.ln
^
V
|\

t ^v-
\~^^

-Si-M^

It's all in the point

of view-
Turn your busi

chart like this a

You 11 see BUSINESS
PICKING UP Overnight wi
.-"SAFE IN HELL"-SURPRISE SENSATK

5 weeks on Broadway 1 — Held over in Chicago, Cleveland, Akron. A First National 1

—JAMES CAGNEY in "TAXI!" with Loretta Young
Tremendous 3 weeks' sellout at N. Y. Strand,—In for indefinite Broadway run. A Warner Bros. I

..."UNION DEPOT" with Doug. Fairhanl(S, Jr. and Joan Bl(

Set as a smash hit at N. Y. Winter Garden,—Picked by the pick of the nation's showmen
A First National P

—WILLIAM POWELL in "HIGH PRESSUR
Powell at his peak in a sure-fire laugh hit,—Coming to N. Y. Strand Jan. 29th. A Warner Bros.

YOU'LL GET A NEW SLANT ON PICTURE PROFITS ^

iWAItNER BR0S:hn93
.1
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PLANNED BY NEW INDEP'T

{Continued from l^atic 1)

Film Exchange of Boston. Irving,"

Pictures of New York. Charles
Schwerin of Pittsburgh, William Ros-
enthal of Cleveland and Cincinnati,

American Distributing Co. of Omah;-
and Jules Levy of St. Louis awl
Kansas City. Dominant will also

operate its own exchanges in Phila-

delphia, Washington and the West
Coast. Offices now being operated
in Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneanoli?
and Indianapolis will be taken over
by Dominant. Kopfstein has been
named as managing director of pro-

duction and distribution. Powers
Cinenhone's new Ultra Violet re-

cording process will be used on aP
features.

Grainger Has Full Say
On Fox Sales Contracts

(Continued from Paiie 1

)

between it and James R. Grainger,
vice-president and general sales

manager in charge of distribution,

has been authorized bv the Board o^'

Directors and Mr. Gra'nger has ful"

authority to negotiate all contracts
having to do with the distribution
of sale of Fox pictures in the United
States and Canada.
"We assume that these mislead-

ing statements have been insnired

bv the fact that a comparatively
few employment contracts extending
over a period of vears have been
disapproved by the Board, although
the great majority of such contracts

were authorized and approved. Con-
tracts entered into in the ordinary
course of business are not affected

by the action of the Board."

NEGRI AT PREMIERE
Pola Negri will make a personal

appearance tomorrow night at the

Mayfair for the premiere of her

RKO Pathe picture, "A Woman
Commands." Among other notables

to be present are Mayor James J.

Walker, Basil Rathbone, Ignace
Paderewski, Nathan Burkan, Jesse

L. Lasky, Joseph M. Schenck, Fifi

D'Orsay, Beatrice Lillie and others.

BANDITS GET $550
Bellaire, 0.—Two bandits forced

the cashier of Capitol to hand over
$550 in cash, receipts from the Cap-
itol and Temple theaters, then bound
and gagged her and escaped.

LOEWS^HIO PFD. DIV.
Cleveland—Loew's Ohio Theaters,

Inc., has declared the regular quart-
erly dividend of $2 on the first pre-

ferred stock, payable Feb. 1 to stock
of record Jan. 25.

No Duals or Cuts
Minneapolis—Absence of doublc-fc-

turing togcfhcr with no destructive

price-cutting between exhibitors arc

credited ;>s being largc'y responsible for

thc'.ters in this section being able to

keep on an even keel despite general
conditions, according to officials of the
Film Board of Trade. The Board itself

.ind Allied hive boon prime factors in

discouraging du:l bills and admission
slashing.

AiONG™^ lALTO

• • • IT'S ABOUT time that somebody took a sock at

a certain obnoxious type of newspaper motion picture critic

and now is as good a time as any and this

kolyum is as good a place for the lam as any other spot

for this simple reason the mugg who runs it was re-

viewing pix when a lot of these Georgejeanathanized newspaper

crits were cub reporters learning how to cover the police

stations and thought they had to sign their name on the

blotter before they could talk to the clerk at the desk

and judging by some of their sappy outpourings on film pro-

ductions the city ed should have assigned 'em to cover

the Bellevue psychopathic ward and they would never

have returned to put more gray hairs in his ole bowed head

* * * *

• • • THIS PARTICULAR type of newspaper crit is some-

times infec'-ed with the virus of Exaggerated Egoitis in its most

virulent form they gave him a by-line to his junk

and it unsettled his reason or rather, the spot wher'-

Reason dwells in normal humans and if you could pry

open his skull and read his thoughts you'd find that >-

is serenely confident that his publisher is a dummy the

editor a nitwit and that if those who run the film biz

had any sense they'd make him Supreme Dicatator
to run the Entire Works and transform the Motion
Picture into the Art of Arts

* * * *

• • • THEN THERE is that other Type of newspaper crit

the disappointed Dreiser the World's Greatest
Novelist, who after 15 years' trying hasn't been able to sell

even a short story to a mag so he becomes a film re-

viewer and let's out all the sour cider of his Warped
Dreams on the pix he pretends to review

* * * *

• • • WE ALSO have with us the Type aflflicted with In-

tellectual Ennui he is So Tired Of It All he is

more of a pain in the neck than the sophisticated Broadwa^'
columnist type he has crammed his weak dome for
yars with literature on the Esoteric Phases of the Palimpsest

Defeatism in the Sex Life of the Ostracea ju'-'^

so he can sit around evenings with an admiring group of fel-
low nincompoops and impress them with his Profounr'
Wisdom so when he sits down to review a motion pic-
ture his brain cracks under the strain of analyzing
something that is Normal. Human, Sane it's just too
much for him that's all

* * *

• • • NOW AIN'T it funny that newspaper pub-
lishers when they select a sports writer to analyze the fights
baseball, hockey, the turf invariably choose a Comoptent
gent one who KNOWS his field and LOVES it

but when they pick a guy to run the pix dep't
they so often dig up an Egomaniac, a Fiction Flop, or a would-
be George Jean Nathan, totally lacking George's brains, wit,
charm, penetration, and all-round ability quite a sizable
number of Sane and Worth While reviewers are on the news-
papers who take a Joy and Pride in their work
realizing that they are there to Interpret pictures to the Pub-
lic and not to air their own goofy and antagonistic slant
on the film biz few sporting interests adverti.se in news-
papers but they get marvellous breaks by Competent
Writers the film biz advertises more than any other
Major Industry and gets oh, well, y^e\e too
polite to mention it

« « « » » »

GEN. THEATERS EQUIPMENT

REVISING CAPITALIZATION

{Continued from Pape 1)

situation for some weeks past, an-
nouncement was made yesterday of
the formation of a protective com-
mittee on behalf of the debenture
holders. This group consists of Ar-
thur Pack of Harper & Turner of
Philadelphia, Harry S. Durand of
Mackay & Co. of this city and Con-
rad H. Poppenhusen of Poppen-
husen, Johnston, Thompson & Cole
of Chicago. It includes no repre-
sentatives of the bankers who mark-
eted the issue in April, 1930. They
were the Chase Securities, which
has bsen merged into the Chase Har-
ris Forbes Corp.; Pynchon & Co.,

A^ho are in insolvency; Halsey.
Stuart & Co., Inc., who have sold
lut their interests in motion pic-

;;ures; West & Co., who also are
:n insolvency, and W. S. Hammons
& Co.
Of the original issue of $30,000,-

000 maturing April 1. 1940. there is

low $29,950,000 in debentures out-
standing. Interest payments have
not been defaulted thus far. but the
drop of the notes from 99>4 in 1930
;o 2 last year, with yesterday's clos-

ng at 5^/4, indicates discounting of
infavorable action ahead. The pro-
jective committee has requested
bondholders to deposit their deben-
tures on or before April 15 with
the Manufacturers Trust as deposi-

tory. Marvyn Scudder of 20 Broad
Street is secretary.
Although G.T.E. controls the Fox

•ompanies. afl^airs of the lattsr will

lot be afl^ected by the proposed re-

irganization.

Wrigley's Death Leaves
Vacancy on Para. Board

(Continued jyom Page 1)

board to be held soon. Vacancies
are fi led through a majority vote.

Wrgley became identified with
Paramount last fall in association
with John Hertz and Albert Lasker,
being a m?mber of the trio that has
been playing an important part in

;he comnany's affairs. His funeral
will be held tomorrow with burial

it Catalina Island, which he owned.

mS^.j.int,i.A.i.

MANY PAPPY PETUUNS

Jan. 21
George K. Arthur

Paul F. Burger

Irving Talbot

Joyce Compton

Leon Levy

George G. De Sylva



on rire wi success

but not high hatty!
(No. 727 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmie,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

THE WHOLE UNIVERSAL ORGANIZATION IS ON FIRE WITH SUCCESS,
with hit after hit, with flattery to the nth degree from critics all over the world, with frank and fearless

statements of profit-making from exhibitors everywhere who are reporting their success with
Universal pictures.

BUT—
IT DOESN'T MAKE US TOO COCKY. IT DOESN'T MAKE US INSUFFER-

ably vain. It doesn't fool us for one minute into thinking we can coast along on the amazing record

we have made to date.

WE WILL NOT LIVE ON THE MEMORY OF "FRANKENSTEIN" AND ITS
astounding box-office records.

WE ARE NOT AT ALL SATISFIED TO COAST ALONG ON THE SUCCESS
of "Strictly Dishonorable."

WE KNOW ALMIGHTY WELL THAT "MURDERS IN THE RUE MORGUE"
will add to the splendid record of Universal hits.

WE KNOW THAT "IMPATIENT MAIDEN" WILL PILE UP FURTHER RECORDS
for us and others to shoot at.

WE KNOW THAT FANNIE HURST'S "BACK STREET" WILL GIVE FURTHER
lustre to Universal's record of the past two years.

THESE THINGS WILL NOT SPOIL US. THEY WILL NOT CAUSE OUR
heads to swell to the bursting point. We've still got our feet on the ground.

WE CAN NEVER FORGET THAT WE'VE GOT TO KEEP ON DELIVERING.
So I want to emphasize the fact that our plans for the future include brilliant novelties which will set

new standards for production in this swift-paced business of ours .

I AM MORE THAN DELIGHTED WITH THE WAY THE WHOLE TRADE
is joining in Universal's celebration of my 26th Anniversary in this business. It spurs me on to some-

thing better every day in every way.

IT'S A BRAND NEW UNIVERSAL IN MOST RESPECTS BUT IT'S THE SAME
old Universal when it comes to human, decent, considerate treatment of the customers who help us to

live and whom we help to live through hard times or good times.

JOIN THE REST OF THE TRADE IN CELEBRATING
CARL LAEMMLE'S 26th ANNIVERSARY JUBILEE!
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FILM COPYRIGHT UPHELD

BY NEB. DISTRICT COURT

(Continued from Pape 1)

M-G-M for infringement of copy-
right on the ground that the mat-
ters were purely contractual and
that the copyright law was not ap-
plicable. Judge Munger denied the

motions.
Appearing for the petitioner was

Prof. G. E. Price of University of

Nebraska, who cited the decision of

Judge Morton of the Massachusetts
District in M-G-M vs. Biiou Theater
Co. Arthur F. Mullen of Omaha,
representing the distributors, cited

in opposition Judge Coleman's opin-

ion, in the Maryland case. Tiffany
vs. Dewing, decisions by other courts

and submitted a brief written by
Gabriel L. Hess and Edward A.
Sargoy of New York City, for the

distributors on appeal from the

Massachusetts decision.

Judge Munger's decision is in

line with decisions handed down
by U. S. District Judge Mack in

New York, U. S. District Judge
Clark in New Jersey and U. S. Dis-

trict Judge Williams in Oklahoma.
Question as to whether the copyright

law is applicable to unauthorized
exhibitions of films, whether hold-

overs, switched or bicycled, and in

regard to exhibition contracts, is

pending in a number of other iuris-

dictions as a result of the Massa-
chusetts decision.

A LITTLE From "LOTS"
,Bv RALPH WILKm

Geo. Washington Short
Brings Feature Price

(Continued from Page 1

)

been greatly increased, and in some
spots the short is bringing in the

price paid for a feature, according

to Moray.

MOSS REOPENING NOT SET
Plans for re-opening the B. S.

Moss Broadway have not as yet

been set, B. S. Moss told Film Daily
yesterday. Musical comedy, combin-.

ation pictures and vaudeville, and a

straight picture policy are all be-

ing considered.

COMING & GOING
a c

JACK CONNELLY, editor of P.ithe News.
arrived in Los Angeles yesterday.
AI.KXANDER E. REOCH. executive vir<

president of RCA Photophone, arr.ved on thr

coast yesterday.
.SAM E. MORRIS will sail next Wednes

day from England for New York to resume
charge of Warner-First National rli>itr hution
activities.

C. C. PETTIJOHN left for Washington
yesterday in connection with the tax situa
tion.

JANET GAYNOR and her husband. Lydcll
Peck, are due in New York on Monday
aboard the Conte firande from a Europi-ati
tour.

KADIE HARRIS has returned from Holly
wood, where she conducted a radio column of
rrttivie gossip for a commercial account.
(iWILI ANDRE, magazine photographic

model signed by Radio Pictures, arrives in

Hollywood this week.
EHHIE CANTOR plans to sail from New

^'ork on Feb. 6 aboard the Virginia for th<

west coast to begin work in "Ballyhoo" fo?

S.imucl Coldwyn,
NORMAN KOSTER has returned bv a r

plane to Universal City to appear in "The
Cohens and Kellyg in Hollywood."

HOLLYWOOD
I^ING VIDOR began exhaustive

tests this week in preparation

for filming RKO's "The Bird of

Paradise," which will start shooting

in ten days with Dolores Del Rio
starred. Joel McCrea will play the

romantic lead opposite Miss Del Rio.

* * *

Vivienne Osborne, ivell-knoivn

Broadivay actress, lately appear '.ng

in "The Famous Ferguson Case" at

the Warner studios, has been signed

by Warner-First National to a long-

term, contract because of her work
in that picture. Her first assign-

ment under this new contract will

be the leading feminine role opposite

Edward G. Robinson in the First

National picture "Two Seconds," due
to enter production early in Febru-
ary.

^ ^ ^

Jmimy ("Schnozzle") Durante,
possessor of the longest and most
expensive nose in motion pictures,

has been signed to a new long-term
contract by M-G-M.

* * *

The Four Marx Brothers arrived
in Hollywood on Monday from New
York by airplane. Their writing

staff reached the film city a few
hours later by train. The train ar-

rivals were Herman Mankiewicz, S.

J. Perelman, Bert Ruby, Harry Kal-
mar and Max Gordon, who will col-

laborate on the comedians' next pro-

duction to begin within a few weeks.
* * ^:

On the same train were Adrienne
Ames, Paramount actress who has
been on a vacation in New York,
and Melvyn Douglas, who returned
from a role with Claudette Colbert
in "The Wiser Sex" at the Para-
mount Eastern studio. Douglas is

to appear in "The Broken Wing,"
to be produced in Hollywood.

^: * *

Merian C. Cooper, RKO producer
and director, has been entertaining
Kermit Roosevelt and Grover Loen-
ing. Cooper and Loening are fellow
directors of the Pan-American Air-
ways and Loening is well known as
the inventor of the Loening Amphi-
bian.

^ ^; :[:

Joan Blondell will be starred for

the first time in "Miss Pinkerton of

Scotland Yard," the screen adapta-
tion of Mary Roberts Rinehart's
mystery novel now running in tne
"Saturday Evening Post."

STUDIO DURING LAYOFF

//(•.(* Coast Bureau, THE FILM PAIL)'
Hollywood—During the month's

layoff' at the Columbia studios fol-
lowing completion of two-thirds of
the coinpany's program this week,
the plant will be remodeled and im-
proved with the construction of a
new sound production room, the
completion of four new film vaults
to bring the total storage facilities

up to 6,000,000 feet and enlarge-
ment of the laboratory by 40 per
cent to make the capacity 10.000,000
feet a month, it is announced. All
of the sound equipment will be re-
onditioned, while the film library
will be renovated and its 725,000
feet of stock shots indexed. During
the layoff' the writing staff will work
on the preparation of four stories
which are to go in production when
activity resumes the latter part of
next month.

New Trailer Company
Starts Distribution

Supreme Screen Service Inc., has
established laboratories and offices

at 630 Ninth Ave. for the produc-
tion and distribution of trailers

Michael J. Levinson is president
with Moe Wax as secretary and
treasurer. Other officers are Abe
Wax and Joseph Suskind. Produc-
tion has been under way for four
months, Levinson says, with distri-

bution in 136 houses already start-

ed. Distribution will be on a fran-
chise basis. Exchanges in New
York, Detroit and Philadelphia are
now handling the trailers. Distri-

bution branches for the entire coun-
try will be contracted for within
the next ten days, according to Lev-
inson. Only special service trailers

will be made. Moe Wax is handling
the scripts, with Lou Jacobs in

charge of the art department.

Sol Brill Passes Away
Following Long Illness

(Continued from Page 1)

tered the theater business with a
house in Brooklyn and gradually
developed a circuit. In addition to
his widow, Sadie, he is survived by
three children, Mrs. Mindell Brown,
Hortense Brill and Lillian Brill. He
was a member of the Motion Pic-
ture Club.

Funeral will be held tomorrow
morning with services at the West
End Synagogue at 11 o'clock. Burial
will be in Bethel Cemetery, Cypress
Hills.

ELLARD IN PARKING BIZ
Dallas—Jimmy Ellard, who for

some time was a big success as mas-
ter of ceremonies in Publix and
other houses throughout the country,
has bought a large parking station

here and plans to manage it him-
self.

WARNER CHANGE IN AKRON
Akron, 0.—Dick Wright, form-

erly with RKO, is new manager of

Warner Strand here, succeeding Sid-

ney Dannenberg, who takes a roving
job in Cleveland. Strand reopened
this week after being dark four
days.

ZASU PITTS IN DALLAS
Dallas—ZaSu Pitts, who took over

he care of Don Mike, adopted by
the late Barabra LaMarr from the
Hope Cottage, local baby home, is

planning to find a home for "Win-
nie," another foundling, she said
while here last week. Miss Pitfs
and her husband, Tom Gallery,
adopted Don Mike on the death of
Miss LaMarr.

Hanson Opening Six
Canadian Exchanges
(Continued from Page 1)

and a serial, "Sign of the Wolf,"
for distribution in Canada.

First exchange has been opened

i

in Toronto, and one in Montreal
will be opened next week. Others
will be established in St. Johns. Win-
nipeg, Calgary and Vancouver.
Hanson, who is making his head-
quarters in Toronto, leaves for Mon--
treal tonight. He is remaining withi

the Canadian exhib co-operative he
organized.

Going to Honolulu for

"Paradise" Exteriors^
Ifc't Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dolores Del Rio and I

Joel McCrea with a company of 40

sail today for Honolulu to shoot ex-

teriors for the Radio Pictures' pro-

duction of "Bird of Paradise." Di-

'ector King Vidor and Wells Root,
scenarist, sailed in advance of thei

party on Saturday.

SHERIFF'S SALE
Beaver Falls, Pa. — Sale of the

Granada by the sheriff is scheduled
for tomorrow. The house seats

1,600.

HOLDEN SWIGER MARRIES
Denver—Holden Swiger, manager

of the Denver, and Phyllis Beckley,
local soloist, were married last week.

CHARLES COLE DEAD
Glendale, Cal.—Charles Cole, vet-

eran theater man and former asso-
ciate of Alexander Pantages, died
recently at the age of 54.

New Incorporations
c

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Roosevelt Theater: N. Athans, 67 West

44th St., New York. $20,000.

Home and Commercial Talkies, theatrica'
business; E. K. Ellis, 1441 Broadway, New
York. 200 shares common.

Melrose Theater Corp.; N. Tolk, 14^0
Broadway, New York. $20,000.

Coney Island Hippodrome, theatrical bu
ness; B. A. Passilia, 215 Montague S ..

Brooklyn, N. Y. $5,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Television and Electric Corp. of Amer'oa

Wilmiug-ton, Del., sound-producing devVe--
Colonial Charter Co., Dover, Del. $1,000,000,

NAME CHANCE
Talking Pictures Programs, New York, lo

Erpi Pictures.
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MPTOA MbER drivejo BE FOUGHTIy ALLIED

Universalis Current Schedule is Boosted to Twenty-eight

Another Addition Made to

Original Program of

26 Features
•Vest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Universal has aeain
igged to its current feature line-up

vith the inclusion yesterday of

Mountains in Flame". The original

chedule of 26 is now increased to

;8. The other addition was "Strict-

y Dishonorable".
Five pictures are now in produc-

(Continued on Page 2)

i I ROSS MAY HEAD

CANADIAN ALLIED UNIT

Montreal—C. T. Ross of Bowman-
ille is expected to be elected presi-

lent of the new national exhibitor

irganization known as Allied The-
iters of Canada which will be offi-

ially launched at a meeting today

n the Mount Royal Hotel. Terri-
(Continued on Page 3)

Foseph Bernhard to Make

J
National Theater Checkup

;c A national checkup of theater

roubles and policies in the Warner
Bros, circuit will begin tomorrow

1 ?hen Joseph Bernhard. general

nanager, accompanied by David
Veshner and Stuart MacDonald.
nil visit the New England terri-

ory. With occasional stop-overs at

he home office, Philadelphia. Pitts-

lurgh, Washington. New Jersey,

Cleveland. Chicago. Milwaukee. St.

(Contimied on Page 4)

Bloom to Cooperate on Convention
Congressman Sol Bloom has advised M. ). O'Toole, secretary of the M.P.T.O.A.,

that he is ready to provide all possible co-operation with the exhib organization in

connection with the convention plans as they pertain to the Washington bi-centennial

celebration.

Only 1 6 Warner Houses
On Regular Stage Policy

Indicating that Warner Bros,
houses are almost entirely relying

upon the screen as a draw is the

fact that out of 476 theaters, only

16 are regularly using entertain-

ment on the stage, it was pointed

out by Joseph Bernhard, general
manager, yesterday. Twelve houses

are playing vaudeville all week in

{Continued on Pape 4)

70 Ontario Theaters
In Exhib Buying Co-op

Associated Theaters, exhibitor

buying co-operative now operating
in Canada, has 70 of the 150 inde-

pendent houses in the province of

Ontario in its membership, said Os-

car R. Hanson yesterday, prior to
(Continued on Page 4)

Paramount Meeting To Take Up

Continuance of Production Abroad
Whether or not Paramount will

continue producing foreign langu-

age pictures at its Joinville and
London studios is understood to be

slated for discussion, at a meeting
of the company's board of directors

Monday. Among other important
(Continued on Page 3)

Iowa-Neb. Units Map Out
Money-Raising Campaign
Nevada, la.—To raise the $15,000

fund for financial support of the

Youngclaus test case on protection,

board of directors of Allied Theater
(Continued on Page 3)

Plan Counter Campaign
In Membership

Rivalry
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Plans of the M.P.

T.O.A. to launch a campaign for

new members will brine: about a

counter drive on the part of Allied

States Ass'n. says Abr?.m F. Mysrs,
chairman of the latter organization.
In a statement vesterday. comment-

(Coutinued on Page 4)

EDDIE PESKAY RESIGNS

EROM WARNER THEATERS

Eddie Peskay, Eastern division

manager for Warner Bros, theaters,

has resigned. He plans to enter
business for himself. Peskay re-

cently took up his headquarters in

New York after being booker for

the Stanley-Warner circuit in Phil-

adelphia.

Criticism by Nan-Patrons
Called Unfair by Mamoulian

Giant Anniversary Show

Marks B. &K.'s 15th Year

Chicago—One of the biggest stage spectacles

!ver put on here will be presented at the

Chicago starting tomorrow to mark the 15th

inniversary of Balaban & Katz. Frank Cambria,

»ho for eight years put on the B. K. stage

hows here, has been brought back from New
Tork to stage the big show which will have a

Pageant of Progress" as its high spot.

Committee Will Select

Films Suitable for Kids
Wooster, O.—An executive com-

mittee of five will have published

each week a list of motion pictures

recommended as suitable for chil-

dren, it has been decided as the re-

sult of a meeting of representatives

of local organizations. The meet-

ing was the outgrowth of the cam-

paign started by the Ministerial as-

sociation as a "better movies cam-

paign".

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Criticism of the mov-

ies comes largely from the audible

minority, mostly professional agita-

tors, who seldom or never attend mo-

tion picture shows and therefore do

not have a fair idea of the films,

declares Rouben Mamoulian. who
directed Paramount's "Dr. JekyH

and Mr. Hyde". Speaking before the

California Federation of Women's
Clubs. Mamoulian said in part:

"The only factor in film produc-
(Continued on Page 3)

Hoflfman-Miller Plan
13 Boy Scout Pictures

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—M. H. Hoffman. Jr..

and Donavin Miller will produce a
series of 13 two-reel Boy ScQut ad-

venture pictures for distribution by
Allied Pictures Corp. The shorts

have the endorsement of the Na-
tional Boy Scouts organization, ac-

cording to the producers. First of

the series has been completed.

George Crossmith Heads

New British Studio Unit

London—George Crossmith, one of the lead-

ing theatrical managers in England, is to head

a new major film producing company being es-

tablished at Slough. Lord Lurgan also Is men-

tioned as a director, while Major Fairbanks-

Smith Is named as managing director, and direc-

tion Is to be In the hands of Alexander Roader.

Crossmith is due back here shortly from New
York.
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"CHAMP" HOLDS OVER
M-G-M's "The Champ" is being

held for a second week at the Capi-

tol. The picture previously played
a $2 run at the Astor.
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NEW YORK ATTORNEYS

AT CANADIAN HEARING

Toronto—In addition to some 20
leading- Canadian lawyers present
in defense of the film interests at
the hearing in the Ontario High
Court on the alleged combine, New
York attorneys who came here on
the case include Edward Rafferty,
representing United Artists; S. P.

Friedman, Warner-First National:
Austin Keough, Paramount, and
others.
During the testimony of Arthur

Cohen of Famous Players Corp., A.
G. Slaght on behalf of Regal Films
and N. L. Nathanson objected to the
admission of the minute book of

Famous Players outlining the agree-
ment between that company and
Famous Players Canadian Corp.
since Regal was not shown to be a

party to the agreement. He also

ob.iected to admission of any other
documents to which Regal and Na-
thanson were not party. Cohen said
Famous Players Canadian had some
kind of interest in about 200 the-

aters in Canada. Famous Players,
he stated, book for about 100 houses
in the list of 200 in which they have
an interest, and RKO books the vau-
deville for most of the theaters

playing it.

W. N. Tilley, chief counsel for

the defense, objected to the refer-
ences by R. H. Greer, chief prose-
cutor, to other trails where compa-
nies were accused of operating com-
bines, for procedure at this trial.

"I don't know that you are going
to get on very far by doing what
you are attempting to do. Mr.
Greer," stated Judge Garrow.

Col. John A. Cooper, secretary of

the distributors' association, was
called to the stand and submitted
the books of the organization.

BIG 4 RELEASES
Big 4 will release "Murder at

Dawn," melodrama with Josephine
Dunn and Jack Mulhall, and "Mark
of the Spur," Bob Custer western,
next month. "Kid Cowboy," a Buzz
Barton westei-n, is set for March
release, while another western ana
a melodrama are being lined up foi

April.

JESSE HUCKSTEP DIES
Bowling Green, Mo.—Jesse Huck-

step, 61, owner of the Huckstep the-
ater, died a few days ago in Louisi-
ana, Mo.

SIDNEY DAVIDSON RESIGNS
Sidney Davidson has resigned

from United Theaters Advertisers,
Inc. He was formerly with Universal
handling exploitation.

BARD AT FOX BROOKLYN
Ben Bard, who arrives today from

the coast, opens tomorrow at the
Fox Brooklyn.

L'S SCHEDULE

TO 28 FEATURES

(Continued from Page 1)

tion, with only three more to com-
plete the 1931-32 line-up. "Moun-
tains in Flame" concerns the world
war on the Italian front and ex-
teriors have been completed in the
Dolemite Alps under the direction
of Carl Hartl. Featured in the film

will be Luis Trenker. well-known
German actor, who arrived here last

week.

Four Warner-F.N. Films
Set for March Release

Four Warner-First National pic-

tures have been set for March re-
lease, it is announced by Ma.ior Al-
bert Warner, acting head of distri-

bution. They are: "Alias the Doc-
tor", starring Richard Barthelmess.
March 5: "Play Girl", with Loretta
Young and Winnie Lightner. March
12; "Beauty and the Boss", starring
Marian Marsh and Warren William,
March 19; "It's Tough to be Fam-
ous", starring Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.. March 26.

Foreign Exhibs Invited

To M.P.T.O.A. Convention
Invitation to the International

Federation Exhibitors to send dele-

gates to the annual M. P. T. 0. A.
convenion scheduled for Washington,
March 14-16, has been extended by
President M. A. Lightman to R. V.
Crow, president of the world organi-
zation.

SUSKIND NOT WITH SUPREME
Jack Suskind, mentioned as an of-

ficer in the newly formed Supreme
Screen Service, is not connected with
the company, according to Moe Wax,
secretary and treasurer.

Contrary to report that Supreme
Screen Service will issue special
service trailers only, the company
will on occasion do such work, but
intends to concentrate on a regular
trailer service for all American and
English film releases.

"MATA HARI" SETS RECORD
St. Louis—Greta Garbo in "Mata

Hari" broke the attendance record
at Loew's State formerly held by
Charlie Chaplin. Without stage
show or orchestra, the M-G-M pic-

ture drew an attendance of 78.462
against the previous week's total of
19,000.

FRED LESLIE A DADDY
Fred D. Leslie, technical director

of Movietonews, Inc., abroad, has
cabled Ben Miggins, European dii^ec-

tor of Movietonews, that Mrs. Leslie
gave birth to a boy, Fred, Jr., at the
American Hospital in Nieully, near
Paris. The father is doing well

—

at Zelli's.

NEXT FOR RIALTO
Samuel Goldwyn's "The Greeks

Had a Word for It" will have
its Broadway premiere Feb. 3 at the
Rialto.

ARLISS OPENING FEB. 10
Opening of George Arliss in "The

Man Who Played God" at the War-
ner, as a two-a-day attraction, has
now been set for Feb. 10.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

I

Feb. 2. Convention of Independent Exhibi-
tors of New England, Hotel Statler.
Boston.

Feb, 8: Seventh Annual Motion Picture
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guild of
America, El Capitan Theater. Hollywood.

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 13; Second annual formal dinner-danct
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures).
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb, 22-24 : Convention of Monogram Pic-
tures. June Hotel. New Orleans.

March 8-9: Second annual convention of
Allied States Ass'n, Detroit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry. Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T O, A,. Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton. D. C.

Apr, 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance. True Sister's Club House,
New York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers. Washington,

California Exhibitors
File Protest on Tax

San Francisco—A resolution pro-
testing the proposed 10 per cen^
amusement tax has been passed on
to the California representatives in
Washington by the California The-
aters Ass'n, of which Thomas D. Van
Osten is managing director. Van Os-
ten already has had response from
one of the Senators and severa
Congressmen that the protest wil
receive careful consideration.

T. M. A. BENEFIT SUNDAY
Stars of the screen, stage an^

radio will take part in the 69th an-
nual benefit performance of th
Theatrical Mutual Ass'n to be helc

next Sunday night at the Erlange
theater. Fifi Dorsay, Bing Crosby,
Lois Moran, Morton Downey, Ethe
Merman and numerous others havi

already promised to be present.

FALKNER WITH T.P.E.
George Falkner, formerly witl

Warners and Educational, is no
handling sales for Talking Pictures
Epics in Northern New Jersey ter-

ritory.

HANDLING PUBLICITY
Benny Holzman and Nat Dorf-

man are handling publicity and ad-

vertising for the Hollywood, which
Warner Bros, are xe-opening Feb. 15

with a stage revue policy.

"FINAL EDITION" RELEASE
"Final Edition," Columbia's newsj

paper feature, will be national!;

released Feb. 12.
i

TITLE CAMERAMAN
One familiar with animated

trailers.

MEYER-RIECER LABS., INC.

630 Ninth Avenue New York
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tion is the law of supply and de-

mand. Producers must g:ive the pub-
lic what it wants and since the re-

sponsibility lies in the audience, and
women govern that audience, they

can ask for certain qualities on the

screen and will be rewarded by eet-

tinp: it. If women, instead of stay-

ing- away from a picture which they
have heard is not good, would eo to

see that picture and study the quali-

ties which make it bad. then con-

structively criticize it to the produc-

ers, they would bring on better

things cinematically".

Iowa-Neb. Units Map Out
Money-Raising Campaign

(Continued from Page 1)

Owners of Iowa and Nebraska has
authorized the following methods:
donation of flat sums sponsored

reels or screen advertising with pro-

ceeds paid direct to Allied, vaude-

ville acts to be booked by Allied,

percentage of gross receipts, instal-

lation of vending machines with

proceeds going to Allied, and spe-

cial performances. Lester F. Mar-
tin of this city is secretary-treas-

urer of the organization.

COLORCRAFT BANKRUPT
Colorcraft Corp. has filed volun-

tary petition in bankruptcy in the

U. S. District Court, Southern Dis-

trict, New York, listing liabilities of

$83,342 and assets of $27,483.

GOULDEN OPENS ANOTHER
Indianapolis—The Roxy, 20 South

Illinois St., has opened under the

management of Goulden Theaters

Corp., which operates the Capitol,

Orpheum and Gayety. Louis Goulden

will manage the house.

MEYER-RIEGER IN CHL
Chicago — Meyer-Rieger Labora-

tories, Inc., of New York, makers of

de luxe trailers, have entered the

local field, with Henri Ellman as

their Chicago representative.

CHARLIE CHASE IN PERSON
Chicago—Charlie Chase opens a

personal appearance engagement at

the Oriental on Feb. 5.

ACEN

"George Cukor, former New York

stage director now under contract to

Paramount, was recently a guest at

a Spanish barbecue, after which he

-declared he is content to stay here if

he can 'chisel' a feed like that once

a month. " —DAVE A. EPSTEIN.

AlONG™^
ill

lALTO

• • • OF ALL the Tragedies of Filmdom no less
an authority than Earl Wingart of Paramount publicity
claims that nothing is more tragic than The Face On the Cut-
ting Room Floor when it happens to a "bit" player
then it's tuff, sez Earl the gink is called to the stude for
a minor part he may work only one day he puts
everything he has into his work he has only a few lines

,
but they are dramatic he makes the most of

^i" he goes away in high spirits certain he has
landed at last that some director will scan his work

and give him a chance to show what he really can do

• • • THEN THE "bit" player learns that the pix is to
be previewed he learns by chance the location of the
theater for this info is carefully guarded by the stude
execs they don't want those who took part in the pix
to know about it in order to assure an unbiased audiei""
reaction so can ya picture his emotions as the
screening approaches that bit where he does his stuff
and the scene is OUT just another Face On the Cutting
Room Floor his One Big Opportunity just ain't
so he staggers out of theayter and joins up as a Con-
gressman to represent his constituents in Washington
and whenever any bill is introduced to pan the film biz
you'll find that the gink whose face was left on the cutting
room floor is responsible it's really a Very Serious sitoo-
ation if the Hays organizashe will investigate all these
legislative muggs who specialize in riding our li'l industry

we're bettin' that sometime in the past some
Hollerword stude pulled the face cut on him and turned
him into a Congressional Menace

• • • SO IT'S nice to be able to turn to the bright side of
this dark picture and view the experience of William
Boyd in "The Benson Murder Case" in which he first

appeared for Paramount and after the private stude
screening they broke the sad news to him two of his

biggest scenes were slated for elimination and when
Otto Levering, the veteran Paramount film ed broke this news
to Mister Boyd he swooned, and was carried out of the
cutting room along with his Face On the Floor and wot
happened? the eliminated scenes did not prove to be
Boyd's best work several powerful little dramatic bits

that remained and that the actor thought little about
put his characterization across and Made him

• • • GREAT BIG doings at the A.M.P.A. luncheon at

Sardi's today Milton Berle, current m.c. at the Palace,

will do the same honors for the pressageys introducing

such dazzlers as Lillian Shade, song bird Fifi Dorsay,
Mary Eaton, Millard Webb and Beatrice Lillie oh, by the
way that li'l redhead hat-check girl at Sardi's

Rene Carroll is doubling in the Palace act of Beatrice
Lillie's at the Palace this week

• • • OUR MORE intellectual class of film gents no long-

er refer to another film mugg they dislike as a heel, a dirty

so-and-so or a schmaltz they allude to him as an "oligo-

chaeta" that being the Lowest Form of Worm
this is an excellent idea, we believe for the mugg so
called feels highly complimented by the 17-dollar word
and the intellectual gent KNOWS he's still callin' the goop a
Worm so all hands are satisfied An exhib from
out-of-town wired in to Warners sales Dep't "Want to

book 'The Hatchet Man' in special honor of Washington for

birthday week."

C. T. ROSS MAY HEAD

CANADIAN ALLIED UNIT

(Continued from Page 1)
torial units similar to Allied The-
aters of Ontario, which is sponsor-
ing the meeting, will be iormed
throughout the Dominion. The na-
tional association will act as a pro-
tective agency for theaters. At pres-
ent efforts will be made to prevent
passage of such adverse legislation
as the proposed admission tax, a bill

requiring theaters to have cement
floors, the copyright measure, etc.

Paramount to Discuss
Foreign Studio Status

(Continued from Page 1)

matters to be discussed is under-
stood to be the filling of the vacancy
due to the death of William Wrig-
ley, Jr. In film circles in New York
yesterday, consensus of opinion was
that Philip K. Wrigley. son of the
deceased and president of the Wrig-
ley chewing gum interests, would
likely be given the vacant place.

U. CLUB DANCE POSTPONED
Postponement of the Universal

Club dance and entertainment sched-
uled for Feb. 5 has been necessitated
by the departure for the coast of
David Werner, who was directing
the sketches and variety acts. The
new date has been set as April 8.

SUNDAY SHOWS UPHELD
Sunday shows at the Central on

Broadway and the Republic on 42nd
St., burlesque houses, have been up-
held by Magistrate J. J. Goldstein
in West Side Court, who dismissed
complaints brought by business
men's organizations. The magistrate
ruled that the shows being given in

these houses are substantially the
same as in various vaudeville thea-
ters.

BIJOU, K. C, ROBBED
Kansas City — Frank E. Amos,

manager of the Bijou, was held up
this week by bandits, who got away
with $200 of the theater's receipts.

« « « » » »
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MANY PAPPY PETUPNS.

Jan. 28
Robert W. BIschoff Charles Klein

Florence Dudley
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MPTOA MEMBER DRIVE

TO BE FOUGHT BY ALLIED

{Continued from Page 1)

ing on the prospects of M.P.T.O.A.
membership activity in Allied terri-

tory, Myers declared that "Allied

will meet any such campaign with
renewed aggressiveness and the re-

sumption of her expansion program
under the leadership of her new of-

ficers".

A LITTLE From "LOTS"
.By RALPH WILKl-

Joseph Bernhard to Make
National Theater Checkup

^Continued from Page 1)

Louis and Oklahoma City will be

visited. Conferences will be held

with district and house managers
during the survey, which will oc

cupy about three weeks.
Moe Silver, assistant to Bernhard,

arrives back in New York on Satur-

day from the Middle West. He has

effected a number of changes in

house policies.

10 Educational Shorts

On February Release List

Educational lists 10 short sub-

jects for release in February. They
include: "Shopping With Wifie,"

Andy Clyde comedy; "Torchy Turns
the Trick," in C. C. Burr's Torchy
series; "The Spider Talks" and "Peg
Leg Pete," Terry-Toons; a new
Romantic Journey, a new Bill Cun-
ningham Sports Review; "That Ras-

cal," Vanity comedy with Harry
Barris; "All Around the Town," Ly-
man H. Howe Hodge-Podge; "Lady.

Please," Mack Sennett comedy with

Arthur Stone and Dorothy Granger,

and a Cameo comedy.

PENNER ON TOUR
Joe Penner, who has been mak-

ing Vitaphone shorts, opens tomor-
row at the Mosque, Newark, for a

series of personal appearances in

Warner houses.

CANADA LIKES "FRANK"
Toronto — "Frankenstein" proved

such a hit here that it played to

crowded houses at the Tivoli for

three weeks.

AKRON PALACE DAMAGED
Akron — Fire which for a time

threateiied to spread to the entire

theater caused several hundred dol-

lars damage to the Palace.

COMING & GOING
E

BKN BARD arrives in New York today
froirf the Coast.

E. M. (iLUCKSMAN. personnel director
of RKO Theaters, left yesterday for Denver
to prepare for the opening of RKO's new
theater the first week in February.

;().SEPH BERNHARD, David Weshn-i
and .Stuart Mac Donald leave tomorrow for

New England to look over Warner the
aters.

OSCAR R. HANSON left New York last

niKht for Montreal.

HOLLYWOOD
nrOM DOUGLAS, juvenile, though

under contract to Paramount,
was granted permission by B. P.

Schulberg to negotiate with outside

interests for free-lance assignments.
Being a progressive youth, Douglas
was not content to draw a weekly
check from Paramount without hav-
ing to do much work for it, and he
feels that he has more opportunities
to obtain consistent assignments in

the free-lance field.
* * *

Marie Prevost and Leila Hyams
are in the hosftital. Their ailments
are not considered serious.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., has put Lew
Ayres at the head of the cast for

"Night Club," which Hobart Henley
will place in production this week.
The cast now includes Lew Ayres,
Mae Clarke, Boris Karloff, Russell
Hopton, J. Farrell McDonald, Dor-
othy Peterson and Bert Roach. In
the meantime the other Ayres' pic-

ture, "The Laughing Boy," will be
held up for a while.

* * *

John Darrow, -popular juvenile
who will shortly complete his con-
tract with RKO, has been at home
sujfering from an attack of pto-
maine.

* * *

George Barbier has been assigned
a leading role in Paramount's "The
Broken Wing," aviation picture. He

will play in support of Lupe Velez.

Leo Carillo and Melvyn Douglas.

"The Broken Wing" is from the

stage play by Paul Dickey and
Charles W. Goddard and is being di-

rected by Lloyd Corrigan.
* * *

Tom Mix started work Monday
at Universal in "Destry Rides
Again."

* * *

Charles Stevens, Paul Fix and
Harry Semeles have been added to

the cast of Columbia's "South of the

Rio Grande," Brick Jones' next star-

ring vehicle, Mona Maris, Doris
Hill, Philo McCullough and George
Lewis have the other featured roles.

Lambert Hillyer is directing this

feature, ivritten by Harold Shumate.

Helen Twelvetrees' untitled star-

ring vehicle for RKO Pathe started

production this week under the di-

rection of William Seiter. Cast in

the pcture are Eric Linden, Arline
Judge, Cliff Edwards, Polly Walters
and Blanche Frederici.

^ 4: 4:

Because Adolphe Menjou is de-

layed in England, Luigi Pirandello's

feature, "The Marriage Interlude"
is also delayed. In the meantime,
Tala Birell, who was the featured
player, and Victor Varconi have been
added to the cast of "Mountains in

Flame," which has been placed in

production at Universal under the
direction of Cyril Gardner.

STREETCAR-THEATER TTEUP
Canton, 0.—George Riester of the

Warner Palace has effected a tieup
with the Stark Electric R. R. where-
by that company sells a combination
ticket which covers admission to the
theater. Road extends to Alliance
on one side and Massillon on the
other and the passengers can obtain
the combo at a rate lower than the
regular round trip fare.

SIGNS BRITISH FILM
AmerAngelo Corp. has acquired

American rights to "Sunshine
Susie," produced by Gainsborough
in England with Renate Mueller and
Jack Hulbert. Victor Saville di-

rected.

"HATCHET MAN" MOVED UP
Opening of Edward G. Robinson

in "The Hatchet Man" at the Win-
ter Garden has been moved up to

Feb. 3 by Warner Bros. It was
formery announced for Feb. 11.

FILES BANKRUPTCY PETITION
Clyde, 0.—Voluntary bankruptcy

petition was filed in Federal Court,
Toledo, by John F. Furrer, proprie-

tor of the Harkness theater here. He
listed liabilities at $10,325.20 and
assets at $1,654.

PICKETING RESUMED
Charlestown, W. Va. — Theater

picketing is again in progress here
following action of the Circuit Court
in upholding union counsel's conten-
tions that the union members had a

right to "persuade" persons not to

enter the theater. T. L. Kearse of

the Kearse theater formerly had ob-
tained an injunction against the
pickets.

PRICE WAR IN SEATTLE
Seattle—Price cutting competition

among local houses has resulted in
the Paramount going double-feature
at 25 cents for matinees and 35
at night, while Hamrick's Blue
Mouse dropped its 50 and 75-cent
tops to 25 cents, and the Jensen-
Von Herberg Liberty cut its morn-
ing price from 15 to 10 cents and
evening scale from 35 to 25.

MUSICAL REPEATS BIGGER
Return engagements of "Viennese

Nights" at the Tivoli in Winnipeg
and the Kerrisdale in Vancouver
grossed bigger figures than the or-
iginal engagements a year ago, ac-
cording to Warner Bros. The com-
pany regards this as a sign that
musicals can be put over by proper
cultivation.

ONLY 16 WARNER HOUSES

ON REGOIAR STAGE POLICY

(Continued from Page 1)

addition to pictures and the follow-
ing are operating on presentations
policies: Stanley. Jersey City; Mast-
baum, Philadelphia; Branford. New-
ark; Stanley. Philadelphia. Vari-
ous other houses are using stage
acts part of the time.

70 Ontario Theaters
In Exhib Buying Co-op

{Continued from Page 1)

his departure for Montreal. No fur-

ther efforts to add members will be
made before the next selling sea-

son, he stated.

Hanson arranged with Duo-Art.
through Arthur Gottlieb, to provide
prints for use of his theaters. Duo-
Art has a laboratory in Toronto,
where headquarters of the co-oper-

ative is located.

MIAMI BLUE AGITATION
Miami—Closing of all paid amuse-

ments on Sunday looms here as a
result of a reform movement now
under way. Although the sheriff

and city prosecutor were elected

as liberals, they declare that they
will be obliged to yield to pressure.

FREULER ON TRIP
John R. Freuler, president of Big

4, leaves about the end of the week
for a swing around his affiliated ex-

changes on his way to the coast to

confer with Burton King, production

supervisor, on the company's new
production schedule.

BELLMAN ENGAGES LOTZ
Harry E. Lotz, formerly with

RKO, has been appointed managing
director of Hollywood Pictures

Corp., Buffalo exchange which was
opened last week. Jack Bellman
made the appointment.

ATLANTA PROMOTIONS
Atlanta—Roy G. Youngblood, for-

mer manager of Loew's Grand, will

succeed Carter Barron as manager
of the Fox. Louis White, treasurer

of the Fox theater, takes Young-
blood's place as manager of the

Grand. Barron was promoted to a

post in Washington, D. C.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Ambassador Play Corp., theatrical business;

Newgass, Nayfack & Waldheim, 350 Madison
Ave., New York. 100 shares common.

Hochstim Amusement Corp., H. E. Fritts,

Hudson, N. Y. $25,000.

Olympic Amusement Corp., G. A. Nusbaum,
Rochester, N. Y. $10,000.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Valley Amusement Co., West Orange,

amusement enterprises; Frank C. Reilly, New-
ark, N. J. 2,500 shares common.
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80 Witnesses Already Called in Canadian Hearing

NDEPENDENT GROUP WANTS KENT ASJRESIDENT

Dual-Billing By Independents Forces Great States Into It

*ublix Illinois Circuit Falls

In With Double
Features

Chicag-o—^Although declared to be

erainst their wishes. Publix-Great
tates Theaters are now playinR
Duble features in a number of their

Duses in the territory around Chi-

ago. The Harvey, Blue Island and

hicaKO Heights are among houses
lat were forced to put in double
matures because of the competition
i the independents in those towns.

IIETHODISTS ORGANIZE

FOR FILM PRODUCTION

John Wesley Pictures Foundation
as been organized, with the Rev.

T. Chester C. Marshall of the

Methodist Episcopal Hospital of

rooklyn as president, to produce
iligious talking pictures for show-
ig in Protestant churches through-

at the country. A drive to raise

100,000 for starting the work will

e initiated soon, and an advisory

3ard of 18 prominent Methodist
(.Continued on Page 4)

few Firm Plans to Finance
Motion Picture Ventures
A motion picture finance corn-

any is being formed in New York,

ientified with the pro.iect is S. S.

rellberg. independent producer,

ormal announcement of plans will

i made within a few days.

British Ask More Shorts

But Not So Much Talk

London—Current supply of short subjects is

)t enough to meet the demand of British

ihibitors. Complaint also is made that a

rge part of the American shorts, particularly

e all-talking subjects, do not appeal to

itish audiences. Average number of sound

orts passed monthly by the British censors in

>31 was 81, an increase of nine over the

130 monthly average.

Roxy Theaters Reports Loss for 1931
Net loss of $163,571, after charges and taxes, is reported by Roxy Theaters Corp.,

operating the Roxy in New York, for the year ended Oct. 29, 1931. This compares

with net profit of $438,318 in the preceding year.

CarolinaExhibsCondemn
Misleading B. O. Reports

J. A. McGilley Becomes
Representative Abroad

London—J. A. McGilley has re-

signed as general manager of Brit-

ish Movietone News to open an office

for the representation of individuals

or firms for Great Britain and the

continent. He is located at 13-E
Cunningham Place. St. Johns Wood.

Pinehurst, N. C.—Publication of

exaggerated and misleading reports

of box-office receipts and star sala-

ries which are picked up by legisla-

tive bodies and unfriendly elements
to use as ammunition against the

film industry was condemned in a

resolution adopted at the recent con-

vention of the Theater Owners of
(Continued on Page 2)

Beardsley Joins Mendelsohn-Young

In Reorganization of Indie Company

Hulbert T. E. Beardsley, promi-

nent in downtown financial and in-

surance circles and understood to

have been much sought after by var-

ious major companies, has become a

stockholder and director of Mendel-

sohn-Young Productions, independent

company, which has just undergone

a reorganization, it is announced

by Col. Anthony Young, president.

The present board of directors also

includes General John J. Bradley,

U. S. Army, retired, as vice-presi-

(Continued on Page 4)

John Nolan is Appointed
Fox Western Supervisor
John Nolan, home office represen-

tative, has been appointed by J. R.

Grainger, vice-president in charge of

distribution of Fox Films, to be

supervisor of the Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Portland, Seattle and Salt

Lake City offices of the company.
The appointment becomes effective

on Monday. Nolan's headquarters

will be at the Fox Exchange in Los

Angeles.

Bitter Fight is Developing

In Canadian Government Case

Johnny Walker Plans

Four Features, Shorts
In addition to 26 one-reelers. sev-

eral of which he has already com-

pleted, Johnny Walker announces

that he plans to make four features

in which he will appear.

Toronto—With about 80 witnesses

already subpoenaed by the defense

and the prosecution in the Ontario
government's case charging a com-

bine in the Canadian film industry,

the hearing is developing into a bit-

ter fight, principally due to the con-
(Continued on Page 4)

Making No Decision on
RKO or Other Deals

For Two Weeks
Asked to comment on a report

that he is joining RKO as presi-

dent, Sidney R. Kent last night told
The Film Daily that he does not
intend to make a definite decision
concerning his future plans until

at least two weeks.
"Various propositions have been

offered me," he said, "and I will

examine all of them. One would
set me up as advisor to a group
of bankers who have investments

(Continued on Page 4)

UFA OFFICIALS TO SURVEY

AMERICAN POSSIBIIITIES

A complete survey of American
distribution possibilities for German
dialogue films is to be made by Ufa
home office officials during the next
month. Following the survey de-

cisions as to further sales and the

method of presentation will be an-
nounced. Fritz Thornhauer, foreign

department executive, is now in this
(Continued on Page 2)

Sidney R. Kent Honored
In M.P.T.O. Resolution

Philadelphia—At a meeting of the

Motion Picture Theater Owners
of Eastern Pennsylvania. Southern
New Jersey and Delaware. Inc.. the

following resolution in honor of Sid-
(Continued on Page 4)

Theater Bombers Get

Long jail Sentences

Pittsburgh — Long workhouse sentences were
meted out by Judge H. H. Rowand in criminal

court here to four of six men held in the

attempted bombing of the Colonial last

October. A. D. Ackard of McKees Rocks and

Ralph Freeman, business agent of the opera-

tors' union, were freed on directed verdicts by

the court. The others were given sentences

of from two to four years up to five to

10 years.
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"Manhattan Medley" A Cinema Gem
The finest screen study of New York, is now appearing at the Embassy. A Fox

Movietone Magic Carpet, 'Manhattan Medley." An impressionistic day in the life

^f the Teat metropolis. It opens with a gorgeous shot of sunrise on a skyscraper and

moves wth the su°ge and power of a realistic drama through every phase of city life-

If so, exhibitor owes it to himself to look—and book.
—JACK ALICOATE.

Carolina Exhibs Condemn
Misleading B.O. Reports

(Continued from Pane 1)

North and South Carolina. These

isolated reports of big grosses gave

an incomplete and unfair account

of a theater's operation, it is pointed

out by Charles W. Picquet, president

of the organization.

In another resolution, distributors

are requested to permit doubling of

reels because of the improvement in

the show due to the elimination of

so many changeovers. The organi-

zation also passed recommendations
opposing score charges, asking a cut

in service charges on different types

of equipment, and supporting the

M.P.T.O.A. in its work to eliminate

the music tax.

Ufa Officials Survey
American Possibilities

(Continued from Pacic 1)

country, and Wilhelm Meydam, Ufa
gneral manager of distribution and
an executive of the foreign depart-

ment, is expected to arrive in New
York Feb. 9. Ufa is now distribut-

ing in 18 key cities and about 75

other first and second run houses.
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MUNI AT GUILD MEET
Paul Muni will be the guest of

honor at the ninetieth open meet-

ing of the Jewish Theatrical Guild

of America to be held Sunday after-

noon at 3 o'clock in the Morosco
Theater.

Charges Benefit Shows
Have Become a Racket

Running of benefit shows, requir-

ing the services of screen and stage

stars, is becoming a racket in New
York, declared Gerald Griffin of the

Catholic Actors Guild in speaking to

the A. M. P. A, at its weekly lunch-

eon yesterday at Sardi's, He said

RKO execuitves are working to

stamp out the practice.

FOX NORTHWEST CHANGES
Portland, Ore.—J. J. Parker, pres-

ident of Fox Portland Theaters, is

now also operating the Fox Para-
mount, Fox Rialto and the Van-
couver theaters formerly supervised

by Floyd Maxwell, who was trans-

ferred to Spokane by Robert C.

Frost, northwest division manager
for Fox West Coast Theaters. Park-
er has taken over all F.W.C. in-

terests here. In this new post Max
well will manage the new $1,000,000

Fox theater in Spokane and super-

vise Yakima and Wenatchee.

Skouras Bros, to Make
Coast Circuit Survey

Spyros and George Skouras will

leave New York on Sunday for the

coast to reorganize and survey the

Fox West Coast circuit. They form-
ally take over management of the

group Feb. 1, as announced in The
Film Daily last week.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Feb. 2. Convention of Independent Exhibi-
tors of New England. Hotel Statler,

Boston.

Feb. 8 : Seventh Annual Motion Picturi
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guild d
America, El Capitan Theater, Hollywood.

Feb. 10-1 1: Eleventh Annual Convention ol

M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danci
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monogram Pic-

tures. Jung Hotel. New Orleans.
March 8-10: Second annual convention ol

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De-
troit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n mi
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho
Slovakia

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton. D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nigh
and Dance, True Sister's Club Hous«
New York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societi

of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

Detroit Convention
Extended to 3 Days

Detroit — Addition of another
day to the second national conven-
tion of Allied States Ass'n is an-

nounced by H. M. Richey, thereby
making the dates March 8, 9 and
10. Arrangements also have been
made for holding the confab at the

Hotel Statler.
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VOTE SUNDAY SHOWS
West Haven, Conn.—By a vote of

59 to 1, citizens of this New Haven
suburb have authorized Sundav
shows between 2 and 10:30 p. m. A
local ordinance had previouslv pre-

vented theaters from opening before
(;:30 p. m. on the Sabbith Thrpe
theaters, the Cameo and Rivoli in

West Haven Center, and the Park
in Allingtown, will benefit by the

move.

SOL BRILL BURIED
Attended by numerous film in-

dustry executives, the funeral of

Sol Brill, theater operator, was held

yesterday with services at the West
End Synagogue in the charge of Dr.

Nathan Stern. Honorary pallbear-

ers were: James R. Grainger,
Thomas W. Lamb, Edgar Wessel.
John Lynch, borough president of

Staten Island; Commissioner David
Rendt; Hon. Albert C. Fach, Judge
Otto Rosalsky. Jack Shapiro, Lee
A. Ochs, Joseph Kohn, Harry Coop-
er, Frank Eldridge, James Ryan and
Morris Grey. Burial was in Bethel
Cemetery.

More Two-a-Days Set
For Arliss Picture

In addition to the Broadway road
show run, George Arliss in "Thi
Man Who Played God" will run a

a two a day at the Western in Lo
Angeles and the Aldine in Philadel
phia. Both Andy Smith, who is ii

charge of Warner's Eastern an
Canadian sales, and Grad Sears, wh
handles the distribution for th
South and West, are working on s

number of situations in other ke
cities where this picture will ope
as a two a day picture.

BUYS NEW ENGLAND RIGHTS
Harry Asher of American Pic-

tures. Inc.. Boston, has bought from
Bennie F. Zeldman, producer of

"Juveni'e Court", starring Junior
Durk=n, Pat O'Brien, Betto Davis
and Junior Coghlan, the distribut-

ing rights to this production for th"

territories comprising Maine, New
Hampshire, Connecticut, Vermont.
Rhode Island and Massachusetts.

NAMED PHOTOPHONE DEALER
Assoc'ated Advertisers Motion

Picture Co., New York firm of which
W. E. MacKee is president, has
been appointed a dealer for the dis-

tribution of RKA Photophone port-
able sound reproducing equipment.
The company maintains a rental
bureau and operates 35 affiliated ex-
changes in the principal cities of the
United States. A one-reel sound
picture demonstrating a new prod-
uct developed by the Wickwire-Spen-
cer Steel Co. has been exhibited by
Associated Advertisers in various
sections of the country.

RKO BOOKS 2 WARNERS
Andy Smith, Warner Bros, execu

tive in charge of Eastern and Car
adian sales, announces that "Taxi!

has been booked for the four days
run over the entire New Yorl

RKO Metropolitan circuit, startini

Feb. 6. "High Pressure" has beei

booked for the same circuit for
four-day dun in March.

NEW FINKELSTEIN OFFICES
Minneapolis — Finkelstein The

aters, Inc., on Feb. 1 will move it

offices from St. aul to the Metropoli
tan Bank Building in this city.

THEATER BURNS
Iowa City. la.—The Iowa theater

owned by the Central States The

ater Corp.. was destroyed by fir(

Jan. 25. Warren Hall was manager

RKO PATHE BUYS STORY
Carring*^on North has purchase

'Prodigal Daughter," by Grace Sotli

cote Leake, for RKO Pathe.

LEON NETTER ILL
Leon Netter, Publix film buyer,

is away from his office owing to

illness.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Rales

Powers Ctnaphono Equipment Corporatioi

raa-TTH »vc.. n. v. bry»nt 9-«o«t



Prosperity Note

Albuquerque,

New Mexico.

Jan. 29TH, 1932

I am coming across the country with

the greatest and Finest box-office production

I have ever produced - - Constance Bennett

in "ladiY With a Past" - - an RKO-Pathe

Picture.

All of Hollywood has proclaimed

it the best Bennett picture oF her entire

career.

I sincerely believe that this production

will establish a new sensational record.

Charles R. Rogers



80 WITNESSES CALLED

(.Continued from Page 1)

tentions of the defendants that the

chief prosecutor is trying to inject

monopoly and other charges into the

proceedings, whereas the companies

are charged with entering into an

agreement to lessen or limit the

competitive supply of films.

Arthur Cohen, general manager of

Famous Players Canadian Corp.. at

yesterday's hearing, said he had

known silent films to sell as low as

$7 for first runs in small towns and

talkers as low as $25. "An inde-

pendent owner could never pay the

prices required for first-run," Cohen

stated. "The independent exhibitor

got protection whether he asked it or

not if he was a first-run and ex-

hibited where there was a competi-

tor." Explaining the standard con-

tract at the request of defense coun-

sel. Cohen said that before the

agreement came into use an exhibi-

tor might refuse to play certain

films for which he had contract, and

decline to pay for them, and the

distributor could never collect, even

by suing, because the exhibitor had

nothing. "No standard prices were

set." Cohen declared.
^

"Pictures

were bought by bargain."

In reply to prosecution's sugges-

tion to Judge Garrow that, "if it

would be shown that Adolph Zukor

was given control of Famous Play-

ers it mav be a matter for Your
Lordship to know," Cohen rephed

there had been no such agreement

and that he had never seen or signed

any.

Methodists Organize
For Film Production
(Continued from Page 1)

ministers has be^n chosen to pass on

the pictures before they are re-

leased. Dr. Christian F. Reisner is

one of the vice-presidents and the

Rev. Dr. James K. Shields, New
Jersey superintendent of the Anti-

Saloon League, is secretary.

COMING & GOING
E

BOn WOI-FF, branch m.inager for RKO
in New York, leaves tomorrow for Havana
on a well earned two weeks' vacation.

C'MVE BROOK, now on his way from
Hollywood to New York, sails Fel>. 4 on the

Bremen for a six weeks' vacation with his

parents at their home near London.

S. CHARLES F.INFELD Roes to Philadel-

phia today to start the advance campaiRn
for the twoa-day showing of fieorge Arliss

in "The Man Who Played Cod."

NORMAN IL MORAY, in charRc of Vita-

phone short suliject sales, left yesterday for

a two week trip to Philadcli)hia, Washington,
Atlanta and Charlotte.

HAKRY RO.SENQUEST, assistant Vita-
phone sales manager, left yesterday for a trip

through western New York.

LESTER F. MARTIN, Allied official, is in

New York from Nevada, la.

GEORGE SCHAEFER, Paramount gen-
eral sales manager, returns to New York
on Monday following an Eastern trip.

DAILV Friday, Jan. 29, 1932

ALONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY

MtW YORK. UOS ANGELES

• • • IF WE can credit a report in Louella Parsons' column

Linda Watklns has obtained a release from her Fox

contract and is on her way east to become Mrs. Gabriel

Hess wife of the Hays organizashe attorney and

all the time we were under a delusion that the members of the

Hays group were working for Harmony in the industry

among other things keeping producers from stealin' each
other's stars now when Mister Hays chides a producer
for copping another producer's star the comeback will be

"Ah, gwan, didn't Gabe snatch Linda from Fox?"
so how can the Poppas spank the Children for something they
do themselves?

• • • AND WHILE we are on the subject of Louella's
kolyum we want to extend congratulations to her
in the kolyum under discussion she only uses the personal pro-
noun "I" twice but she uses the editorial "We" no less

than six times who is this mysterious "We" creeping
into Louella's copy? how can she be "I" and "We" to-

gether ? but it gives the newspaper editors a great head-
line "Singular Louella Has Pleurisy!"

:jc H< ^ ^

• • • PART OF the Palace show moved to the A.M.P.A.
luncheon at Sardi's yestiddy with Milton Berle, the
ubiquitous emcee, introducing Mary Eaton and her hubby, Mil-
lard Webb also the songbird, Lillian Shade and
Milton told a yarn about the vaude actor who got eight weeks'
booking for his act frantically searching for a Hebe
comic to put it over and Milton suggests "Why
not use the managers in the theaters you play?"

• • • AS ADDED starters to the festivities there
was the verbosely redundant rhetoritieian, Ed McNamee
who spilled a lotta colorful adjectives he learned from writing
National Screen Trailers (free ad) in introducing Gerald
Griffin, prexy of the Catholic Actors' Guild a waiter had
to put two chairs together for Mister Griffin so he could dine
at the banauet board and after he dined Mister
Sardi looked over the Havoc to his kitchen and decided
to change his name and disposition to Sardonic

• • • BE THAT as it may, when Gerald hoisted hisself to
his feet ponderously and let loose with his Irish wit

we all forsrave him he admitted that he uster
be in vaude himself when you could use an Irish accent

and also was a member of the N.V.A. till he
suddenly realized it stood for No Vaudeville Anywhere
then he became an Organizer and has done a swell job
with the Actors' Guild

* i^ * if

• • • SO HE started right in to line up all the assembled
Armenians as honorary members of a Catholic organization!

first he spoke in purest English not a tumble
he switched to his Irish Brogue Ed McNamee

and Tom Hamlin were the only ones to give him a hand
then he went into his Joosh Dialect and the assembled
pressageys rose up in a body and Cheered thus did the
wily Celt sell his Guild propaganda Gerald's a great guy

and can stage a return engagement any time
* *

• • • THEY ORGANIZED an A.M.P.A. committee to help
put over the Guild's Benefit at the Globe on Feb. 7 the
Catholic Committee consists of two Masons and three Hebes

oh, yes, one Catholic Sam Warshawsky
just to make it look Regular

« « « » » »

GROUP Of INDEPENDENTS

WANT KENT AS PRESIDENT

(Continued from Page 1)

in the film industry. David Sarnoff
has extended the courtesy of talking
to me concerning a post with RKO.
A group of independent producers
have offered me the presidency of
their organization. However, I have
not accepted any proposition as yet.

I intend to enter an organization
where I may carry out my own poli-

cies."

Kent said he will not go South
for a vacation until his plans have
been settled. He expressed gratifi-

cation over action of the M.P.T.O.
of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey and Delaware in adopt-
ing a resolution calling upon him
to remain in the business.

H. T. E. Beardsley Joins

Mendelsohn-Young Firm
(Continued fro^n Page 1)

dent, and Emil Gauvreau, editor of

the New York Daily Mirror. Harry
Mendelsohn is treasurer and Ten
Eyck R. Beardsley has been ap-
pointed associate counsel. The new
setup, according to Col. Young, gives

the company enough finances to

carry out its 1932 program, which
calls for 24 shorts, including a group
of travel pictures dealing with
countries not previously shown here;
six short novelties, and six full-

length features to be made later.

Sidney R. Kent Honored
In M.P.T.O. Resolution

(Continued from Page 1)

ney R. Kent, who recently resigned
from Paramount, was adopted:

"Whereas, Sidney R. Kent during his

association with Paramount pursued a con-

sistent policy of fairness to the independent
theater owners of this territory, proving at

all times sympathetic to their problems and
giving just consideration to their griev-

ances ; and,
"Whereas, the said Sidney R. Kent, by

his business conduct towards the exhib-
itors has well merited the unusual measure
of good will which he today enjoys.

"Therefore, be it resolved that the Motion
Picture Theater Owners of E. Penna., S.

New Jersey & Del.. Inc., hereby record
their appreciation of Mr. Kent's fair trade
practices towards the exhibitors of this ter-

ritory and it is hoped by this organization
he will continue his association with the mo-
tion picture industry."

t*t*.^C/^Ji.x.i^M.

MANY PAPPY PETUeNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Jan. 29
Ernst Lubitsch
Arthur Clayton
Albert Conti
Hope Loring

Churchill Ross
Earl C. Culick
Johnnie Cassldy
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no meiflL could touch TH€m..BUT gold/
Zoe Akins' rollicking drama of three Gold-diggers who came
to Broadway to have their "Breaks" relined, now becomes

the howling screen success of the year!

'r

SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents

%c GREEKS HAD A
WORD fOR TtlEM
wiiL INA CLAIRE • jo/kN blondell • madg€ evans

UniieD RRTISTS PICTUR6



ANOTHER RADIO SENSATION FOR YOUR SCREEN

Comedies

'amou^com/Boser^smyer^SiSn^wizaror rac/i'o star

The boy who wrote "I Surrender, Dear"/'Wrap Your

Troubles in Dreams"/'At Your Command" and many

others . . . songs that the whole nation sings ... a

box-office knockout for four weeks at the Paramount

Theatre, Los Angeles . . . just signed for a long-

term contract for the N. B. C. national radio chain

. . . and he's yours NOW, playing and singing his

most popular numbers, in the first of his big money-

making short features . . .

wTHAT RASCAL
c/AL CHRISTIE'S

vf imm\xL\m\\^%
FOR THE NEWEST SHORT
SUBJECT SENSATION

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
£. W. MAMMONS, President

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of

America, Inc—Will H. Hays, President

(f^cUuuiXlcrruz/ O-vctuAJL^

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM
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Opalograph Plans 400 Theater Printing Shops

threateFto close zTphilly vaudT houses

Radio City Construction Running Ahead oF Schedule

Building Work is Now Five

Days in Advance—More
Time to Be Gained

By DON HANCOCK
Wi h the eyes of the world

focused on the development of the

immense Rockefeller-Radio City, the

;onstruction program has progressed

30 that today work on all parts of

the huge amusement and business

center is nearly five working days

ihead of schedule and, according to

Samuel L. (Roxy) Rothafel, "will

(Continued on Pane 11)

\l LOUIS ELECTION

CONTESTED BY WARNERS

St. Louis—Election by minority

itockholders of a new board of di-

ectors and officers for Skouras Bros,

enterprises, about 93 per cent own-

id by Warner Bros., is being con-

ested by Warners. At the time of

he meeting, proxies for the Warner
tock were delayed in arrival, and

ilthough Warner counsel asked for

postponement on the ground that

I quorum was not present, the

ninority group elected Harry Kop-

ar, James Blake, Leo Rassieum, Jr.,

Thomas S. Breckenridge and Leto

lill as directors, who in turn elected
(Continued mi Page 3)

Westinghouse Robot As Stage Attraction
Chicago—Great States theaters through Illinois are presenting a striking novelty

on their stages in "Willie Vocalite," a robot put out by Westinghouse Electric. The

robot, worked through remote control, obeys various commands given it and has

proved a big hit.

Percentage, Zoning and Service Fees

Headline Topics forOhioMPTOMeet
Columbus—^Percentage contracts,

over which there is much difference

of opinion among exhibitors, are

slated for thorough discussion at

the M.P.T.O. of Ohio convention

Feb. 10-11 at the Deshler-Wallick

Hotel. The meeting will also go

deeply into the protection status,

and take up the matter of making
some demand upon Erpi and RCA to

cut their service charges. A repre-

sentative of the Ohio Tax Commis-
sion will be present to explain the

new state tax affecting all the-

aters, and it is expected to have the

sales chief of one of the major
companies as a speaker, in addition

to Governor White, at the annual
banquet, according to Business Man-
ager P. J. Wood. M. A. Lightman
will speak on the fight against the

proposed federal 10 per cent tax.

400 Theater Printing Shops
Planned by Opalograph Corp.

Three RKO Executives

Returning From Coast
Joseph Schnitzer arrives in New

fork on Monday from the Coast.

•^Jed Depinet is due in from the

oast Feb. 8 and Charles Ro,sen-

;weig arrives Feb. 15.

Establishing of a national lineup

•)f 400 service stations to supply

printing to theaters and other enter-

prises has been started by Opalo-

graph Corp. of America. Branches

will be equipped with its new print-

ing device. First station has been

opened at 114 East 13th St., New

York, and a second will be opened
next week, states J. George Fein-

berg, president of the company.
Raymond W. Anderson, vice-presi-

dent and general manager, leaves

New York next week on a trip in

connection with the building of the

group.

New Regulations Imposed
On Theaters Using

Stage Acts
Philadelphia—About 25 Philadel-

phia theaters playing vaudeville,

regularly or part-time, must close

today or comply with the law re-

quiring them to take out vaudeville
licenses and comply with certain

fire regulations. J. Lewis Bretinger,
former censor and now a state offi-

cial, on Friday broke the news,
threatening to use state troopers to

(Continued on Page 3)

SUNDAY SHOWS
—putting the issue to an unbiased test

- By DON CARLE GILLETTE -

Courtroom Cheers Exhib

In Sunday Movie Case

Atlanta — A crowded courtroom yesterday

heered the defense and hissed the prosecu-

ion in the trial of Mrs. M. H. Margeson fcr

perating Sunday movies for charity.

FOR stubborn fanaticism—few spectacles can beat—the tliree-ring

circus—that is being staged—in dozens of spots—throughout this

land-over Sunday shows in all the years-of troublesome wrang-

ling-over this issue-the lid-clamping forces-have not advanced-one

tenable reason-of sufficient logic-to support their cause-yet the big

show—goes merrily on.

TO BACK their stand-the Sabbath day k,ll|oys-give a set of reasons-that are as

TU DAUN ineii i

u,ii„„„ Takine them ud—in categorical order—you have

COURTABSOLVES EXCHANGE

FROM COMPENSATION ACT

Oklahoma City—A corporation en-

gaged principally in the business of

renting films is not a wholesale
mercantile establishment as defined

by the Workmen's Compensation
Act, Chief Justice E. F. Lester of

the State Supreme Court has ruled

in vacating an award to a man who
was injured when his car overturned

(Continued on Page 3)

Toronto Court Disallows

Attacks on Arbitration
Toronto — Any attempts by the

Crown to show that awards made
by arbitration groups were erron-

eous, as well as evidence respect-

ing the standard contract and effect

upon exhibitors, would be disal-

lowed. Judge Garrow ruled at the

film hearing. W. N. Tilley, defense

counsel, requested the rulmg m ex-

amining Col. John A. Cooper of the

Moition Picture Distributors of Can-

ada.

Preferred Dividend

Voted by Warner Bros.

After deferring action at the )an. 20 meet-

ing Warner Bros, yesterday voted the regular

quarterly dividend of 961/4 cents on the pre-

ferred stock, payable March 1 to stock pf

record Feb. 14.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 9^4 9-^ 9% — ^>

Fast Kodak 80!4 77}^ 79'/^ — M
Fox Fm. "A" 1% IVi 3Vs — %
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) ^ ^ ^
Loew's. Inc 27^ 26^ 27'/
ilo pfd 65 65 65 — V,

Paramount 9H &% 9'/2 + Vx

Pathe Exch Vs H Vs + V«

RCA 7'A 6V4 7'A — /
RCA pf. B 13^ 13 13!4 — 1

RKO "A- 5^ 5'X 5!4 — 'A

Univ. Pict. pfd... 49 48^ 49
Warner liros 3'A 3 3 — H

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc. 47/s 4'A A'/, — '4

Vox Thca. "A"... yA y» % + '/'

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. % }i % + '/

Technicolor 2'A 2 2 — Vf

Trans-Lux 2 1% ^Vi — Vi

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. E^. 6s40. 4 i'A 3'A — ',:

Keith A-O 6s 46... 49 49 49 + 3

Loew 6s 41ww 81'/^ 81!/J 81'/^ + 'y

Paramount 6s 47. 5254 52'/4 52^ + Vi

Par. 5>4s50 46!4 4554 46!4 + '/

Pathe 7s37 66 65 65 — Vi

Warner's 6s39 31 30>4 30;^ -f V,

JAY EMANUEL FETED
Philadelphia—Returning from a

cruise to the West Indies, Jay
Emanuel of Emanuel-Goodwin Pub-
lications was tendered an impromptu
reception and luncheon at his office

Friday noon.
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SUNDAY SHOWS
putting the issue to an unbiased test

—^^^^^^^^i (Continued from Page 1) mmmm^^.,-^—^^^^

laws If such laws—are to be apolied—against the theaters—they should be en-

forced—with equal ardor—in every direction—from ice cream stands—to excursion

trains Invoking labor edicts—as an excuse—for barring Sunday shows— is asking

too much—of human intelligence.

•
ON THIS point—some sensible courts—have made the ruling—that any activity—

which is deemed desirable—for public welfare— is legally justified—any day in the

week Well, what could be—any more desirable—than good entertainment—to pro-

vide relaxation—and preserve order—on the day of rest?

•
SOME years ago—a crime statistician—made a national survey—which revealed that

—

in the communities—permitting Sunday shows—lawbreaking on the Sabbath—was

far below—that of the cities—which were closed tight When the avenues—of

clean amusement—are blocked up—and thousands are left—to their own devices—for

killing time—the backdoor pastimes—booze and gambling—and public brawling—get a

big play,

•
IN

MANY localities—the authorities adhere—to closed Sunday—on the sole excuse—of

a moth-eaten statute—that was enacted—half a century back These pitiful cases

—might be compared—to a community—outlawing the auto—because the town's fore-

fathers—always used horses Towns in this class—are usually found—at the tail

end—of the progress parade.

•
NEXT comes the churches—which oppose Sunday shows—on the theory that—they

cut into—religious observance You can't force religion—on the populace

—

any more than—you can force folks—to attend a show— if they don't like it At-

tending church— is an inherent urge—having no relation—to theatergoing There's

no such thing—as competition—between theater and church On the other hand

—

so long as hours—do not conflict— (which is easily arranged)—it's a safe bet—that a

community—where freedom exists—on the Sabbath—will be more amenable—toward

church-going—than a locality—where the churches—antagonize the public—by causing

it—to be deprived—of clean entertainment

•
\A/HERE Sunday means nothing— in an amusement way—a certain percentage—of the

''''population—will shake the dust—of that town—on Saturday nights—and go else-

where—to spend the week-end—meaning double loss—to the closed town—including

its merchants—as well as churches.

•
p\URING dull times—like the present—when liberal policies—are so badly needed—to

•^ stir up activity—promote enthusiasm—create employment—and place more money

—

in circulation— it is a shame—that the blue-law bugs—should ride their obsession

—

harder than ever But the way things look—this Sunday muddle—will continue

along—for years and years—causing tribulation—in many directions—just to satisfy—

a

fanatic minority

•
THE situation—is even more absurd—when you stop to think—how simple and easy

—

' it really is—to settle the fracas All you have to do— is let the public—decide

the matte'—at a fair trial—of Sunday shows If they want them—they will attend

—and if they don't—the theater owners—will accept the verdict.

•
DUT so long—as the battle is waged—along the inane lines—of the present day

—

^ without the voice—of the mass public— it's nothing more than—selfish tyranny

—

class discrimination—suppression of progress—and utter disregard—of true public welfare

ERNEST MORRISON A DAD
Atlanta—Ernest Morrison, Publix

division manager, is the father of a

girl.

ALICE WHITE AT MASTBAUM
Alice White has been booked by

Warners Bureau for the Mastbaum,
Philadelphia, week of Feb. 5.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRymnt 9-3040

Spring Arcade BIdg.
Los Angelea, CaL
MichiKan 8761

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Feb. 2. Convention of Independent Exhibi
tors of New England, Hotel Statler.
Boston.

Feb. 8: Seventh Annual Motion Picture
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guild of

America, El Capitan Theater. Hollywood.

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Ohio. Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb li: Second annual formal dinner-danci
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures
Hotel Plaza. New York

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monogram Pic-
tures. June Hotel. New Orleans.

March 8-10: Second annual convention of

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Stat'.er, De-
troit,

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cer
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n anr
National Film Industry. Prague. Czechr
Slovakia

March 14-16: Annual convention of M P
T O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Washing
ton. D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Niehi
and Dance, True Sister's Club House
New York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

RAINES, LEWTON, AUTHORS
Halsey Raines and Val Lewton,

[

both of the M-G-M publicity depart-
ment, had books published simul-
taneously Saturday. Haines's book,
a travesty on the recent bridge
tournament, "The Bridge Battle of

the Century," was published by the
Sollinge Publishing Co. It has a i

forword by John Held, Jr., and il-

lustrations by Vincentini. Lewton's
book, a novel about modern women,
is called "No Bed of Her Own," and I

was published by the Vanguard
Press. Two editions were printed
before publication.

BRIMMER HEADS BRANCH
Omaha—William C. Brimmer is

now manager of the local Columbia
exchange, succeeding Lee Durham.

JULES RUBENS TO COAST
Chicago—Jules Rubens, Publix-

Great State,= executive, has gone to

California with his family for a two
months' stay.

IVcsidmtHoicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates
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THREATEN TO CLOSE

PHILLY VAUDE HOUSES

{Continued from Page 1)

close houses which fail to comply
with the law, which heretofore has
not been enforced by the fire mar-
shal. The law requires houses
using vaude to have asbestos cur-
tains, water tank on the roof, etc.

Theater men asked for a day's grace,
but this was refused. M.P.T.O. offi-

cials are trying to work out a set-

tlement.

Court Absolves Exchanges
From Compensation Act

(Continued from Page 1)

while he was hauling films from one
city to another. The appeal was in

the case of Educational Film Ex-
change of Texas and the Mass.
Bonding & Insurance Co. vs. J. F.
Watson and the State Industrial
Commission.

RKO SETTLES MAX REE CLAIM
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Within 48 hours after

Max Ree, former RKO art director,

had filed complaint with the Aca-
demy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, for $4,800, balance due on
his contract with RKO, the Academy
obtained payment of his claim.

M. E. COREY PROMOTED
Portland, Ore. — M. E. Corey,

formerly a salesman for RKO out
of San Francisco, has been ap-
poin'ed manager of the company's
exchange here. He succeeds H. L.

Percy.

GEO. K. ARTHUR IN EAST
George K. Arthur, now in the east

to fill a radio contract, will also

make some more shorts in New
York starting next month.

COMING & GOING
c

NANCY CARROLL and her husband,
BOLTON MALLORY, have sailed on the
Samaria for a cruise to Havana.
CABRIEL L. HESS and his bride, LINDA

WATKINS, are back in the East following
their marriage Thursday in Chicago.

JERRY ABRAMS, president of Quality
Pictures Exchange, Chicago, and his associate,
H M. GUMBIN, arrive in New York on
Monday and will be at the Astor Hotel.

BUD POLLARD is back from the Coast.

ROY DISNEY left Friday for the Coast.

MARTIN J. MULLIN, new head of the
PuWix Midwest and Northwest divisions,
leaves next week for a tour of his terri-

tory.

SAM BRISKIN, EDDIE BUZZELL and
DOROTHY HOWELL, all of Columbia,
are in New York from the coast. Miss
Howell is accompanied by her husband, M.
Silherberg, L. A. attorney.

FRANK O'HERON of RKO is back from
the coast.

JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER arrives from
Hollywood on Sunday.

WILLIAM FERGUSON, now in Miami,
returns to New York next week.
SANFORD ABRAHAMS has left for Co-

lunilms to start an advertising campaign for
five Warner-First National pictures slated to

play J. Real Neth's Grand.
BEBE DANIELS is due in New York

about Feb. 18 for a visit and to make a
radio appearance with Rudy Vallee.

ALONG

A' -^

• • • IF YOU are laboring under the delusion that there
are no New Slants in shorts then we politely ask you to
step this way as we lead you into the workshop of
Paul Terry and Frank Moser specialists in Cartoonatics

and take a flash at their latest Terry-Toon
"Peg Leg Pete" as far removed from the routine ani-

mated as the mugg in a swivel chair in Nooyawk trying to run
theaters in the alfalfa belt and that's Some Remove.

* * *

• • • HERE IS a tabloid opera done in the cartoon man-
ner a gorgeous burlesque on the prima donnas, male
and female done with a Gilbei-t & Sullivan flavor

here are the pirate crew and their cut-throat chief with his

peg-leg and all the assistant pirates have peg-leg,s, too!

you've got to see it to appreciate just how FUNNY
that can be and there is the heroine in the clutches of

Pirate Pete and the hero coming to the rescue
now what makes this DIFFERENT is the clever original opera-

tic score the heroine Sings her despair, terror and sup-

plication the pirate Sings his villainy, sneers and blood-

thirstiness the hero Sings his exaggerated heroics in

a High Tenor all done to Philip A. Scheib's original mu-
sical score that would be a credit to any big musical comedy

it's all Clever Absurdity done with class that puts it

in the realm of High Comedy and in a Cartoon!

T* •** T* *!*

• • • ANOTHER BRIGHT spot in the Shorts field

the Babe Ruth baseball classics in Universal's Christy Walsh
All-American Sport Reels just what the doctor ordered

to Bring Back the kids to the theaters also

good for what ails the Grown-ups a real tonic for any
exhib's box-office and can this bambino Babe troop!

he's about the most natural, human guy we've seen on
the screen Babe doesn't act with the orphan kids as he
teaches 'em the fine points of baseball doggone, he
LIVES it at one point in "Just Pals," where one of the

kids strikes out and loses the game for the orphan team
he took it so much to heart that he cried in earnest

and Babe was so worked up that he started crying with him!
boy, that's Realism also "Perfect Control" is

another pip if Universal will step on the Publicity Gas
with these Ruth reels they're a Clean-Up

>i< >i< >i< *

• • • AND AS for that Emgeem outfit and their

Shorts just turn to the Shorts Reviews and get

an eyeful to speak of Emgeem Shorts as Class is to

state the commonplace they've been doing it so long In

the Class Manner that everybody takes it for granted

the Our Gangs Laurel and Hardy's the Charley

Chase's all their shorts line-up, in fact there's

a characterization in Charley Chase's "Nickel Nurser" that is

a bell-ringer a Swede servant gal does a ritzy society

dame with all the trimmings of clothes and accessories

with a makeup a la Great Garbo! add to that

the Svenska accent and ya'll roll off your theater seat

if you ain't sitting on chewing gum
* * . * *

• • • ONE OF those Dialect Producers on his way to

Hollerword on the Twentieth Century was telling a

friend about his broken engagement to a nize baby the

pal murmured his "so-sorrys" the accent artist ex-

claimed "You should be sorry! I should be sorry!

Lookit! I got the ring BACK!"

« « « » » »

ST. LOUIS ELECTION

CONTESTEHY WARNERS
(Continued from Page ])

Blake president; Breckenridge, vice-
president; Koplar, treasurer, and
Rassieum, secretary. Business af-
tairs of the local corporation con-
tmue under the receivers recently
appointed by the Circuit Court and
no attention is being paid by this
body to either set of officers.

Three Suits Coming Up
Over Canada Music Tax
Toronto — Three suits connected

with invasion of Canada by the So-
ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, which is seeking to col-
lect seat taxes in the Dominion asm the United States, are expected
to be tried next month. Actions
have been institued against the-
aters in Toronto and Quebec, but a
suit brought against a dance hall,
the Silver Slipper, in the former city,
is likely to be used as a test case.
Exhibitors, through the Music Pro-
tective Society, have engaged J.
Earl Lawson, M. P., as counsel.

KLEIN EXTENDS FOR BIG 4
Paris—Edward L. Klein, who ham

dies Big 4 product on the European
continent, has been appointed for-
eign representative for Big 4 for the
British Isles on the new series of
westerns and melodramas.

GEO. H. BUCHER PROMOTED
At a meeting of the board of di-

rectors of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric International Co. held in New
York, George H. Bucher was elected
vice-president and general manager.

"ARROWSMITH" RELEASE
National release date set by

United Artists for "Arrowsmith" is
Feb. 23.

FRITZ WITTE MARRIES
Cincinnati—^Fritz Witter, manager

of the Ufa theater here, has mar-
ried Gita Gitelli, opera singer.

fvsf K^§ A'^.jti %=t^^i)H6H 6^

MANY UAPPYmmm

Jan. 30-31
Henry McCarthy Greta Nissen
C. C. Burr C. Sears

Percy Heath E. V. Richardi

Tallul-h B,inkhead
Marcia Manners
Marcella Daly

Joyce Murray
Add* Watson
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A LITTLE fro m
// LOTS //

By RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
/CAPTAIN E. H. ROBINSON will

supervise the technical details

for two aviation pictures being pro-

duced by Paramount. His most in-

teresting assignment will be the

crashing of a plane against the side

of a house in a scene in "The
"Broken Wing."

* * *

Gael MacLecm has sold his oriff-

inal story, "Manhattan Model," to

Paramount.
* *

Gary Grant, former stage favo-

rite, is making his screen debut in

"He Met a French Girl," which
Frank Tuttle is directing at Para-

mount.
* * *

Eve Howard is invading pictures.

She recently arrived from Philadel-

phia, where she was featured with

Huston Ray's orchestra at the Hotel

Adelphi. She is a talented actress

and is considering some interesting

picture offers.
* * *

Dudley Nichols, who wrote several

important stories and scenarios for

Fox, has joined the RKO scenario

staff. He was a star reporter on

the New York "World" before com-

ing to Hollywood.
* • *

Miriam Hopkins, who has been en-

joying a vacation in Palm Svrinps,

will return to Hollywood on Monday
to hec/in rehearsals in the leading

feminine role in George Bancroft's

next Paramount vehicle, "Red Har-
vest."

* * *

"East Side" is the new title given

to "Mendel, Inc.," the Warner Bros.

picture starring Joe Smith and

Charles Dale which has just been

finished at the company's studios in

Burbank.
« « *

Aben Kandel, who has joined the

M-G-M scenario staff, is the author

of three novels, "Rabbi Burns,"

"Vaudeville" and "Black Sun." He
also wrote "Hot Money," a play,

upon which "High Pressure" is

based. Last year, Kandel also co-

adapted "Wunder-Bar," the Al Jol-

son stage hit.
* *

Blanche Sewell, who cut "Hell

Divers," will edit "Grand Hotel," at

M-G-M.

Satisfied Author
M.iry Roberts Rinehart, playwright and

novelist, says she is both a movie fan

and a satisfied author insofar as the

handling of her stories by the screen is

concerned. Mrs. Rinchart, who is here

to visit her son, Alan Rinehart, says she

dislikes those who knock the screen

and those who try to elevate the movies.

She admits that producers have made
changes in her stories, but agrees that

changes had to be made.

Coldeway Defends Salaries

In a magazine article, "Minding My Own Business," by Cold Anthony—who has

been discovered to be none other than Anthony Coldeway—the author answers the

frequent attacks on the salaries supposedly received by certain screen stars. Coldeway

calls attention to the huge honorariums received by the Rockefellers, the Morgans, the

Mellons and other big figures of industry, and says that while the leading film per-

sonalities are paid only what they are worth as gauged by public demand, the "stars"

in other lines of endeavor often are able to draw their big salaries irrespective of

public Opinion.

Our Passing Show: Warner Bax-
ter, Rex Cole, Noll Gurney and
Francis Perrett playing tennis; Nick
Carter busy at Paramount.

* * *

Abe Meyer synchronized the mu-
sic for "The Texas Pioneer" and
"Police Court." He will also do the

synchronization for "Vanity Fair"

and "Runt Page," the latter a com-
edy short being made for Univer-
sal.

*

Arlette Duncan is a New Orleans
girl, who is making good on the

Coast. She is under contract to

Universal and has been given an as-

signment in "Night Club," which
Hobart Henley tvill direct. The story

was written by Pincus J. Wolfson
and Allen Rivkin.

»> « *

Sheila Manners, who has finished

her engagement in "The Man Who
Played God," starring George Arliss,

is playing an important role in

"Symphony of Six Million."

National Pictures, Inc., will make
a feature in the South Sea Islands.-

Nat Spitzer will head the expedition,

which will spend six months on the
trip.

* * >i<

Laurence Olivier will support Ann
Harding in "Westward Passage,"
soon to be filmed under the RKO-
Pathe banner.

* 1)1 «

Columbia's next Tim McCoy Spe-
cial, "Trail's End," has been given
the permanent title of "Texas Cy-
clone."

* * *

Eight-year-old Dorothy Gray will

represent Irene Dunne as a young
child in "Symphony of Six Million,"

Fannie Hurst's drama for RKO-
Radio Pictures. Miss Dunne and
Ricardo Cortez are featured in the

picture. Gregory La Cava is di-

recting.
* *

Robert Lord, Warner-First Na-
tional scenarist who is writing the
script for James Cagney's next, "133
at 3," is a student of gypsy lore.

During the recent international
gathering of the swarthy nomads in

Los Angeles, Lord was extended the
privilege of being present and frat-

ernizing with the various tribes.
* * *

"The Prodigal Daughter," novel
by Grace Sothcote Leake, has been

purchased by David 0. Selznick, ex-
ecutive vice president in charge of
all RKO production.

* * *

"Lame Dog Inn," continental
stage success by Laszo Bus Fekete,
will be made into an RKO-Radio pic-
ture with Eric Linden and Arline
Judge co-featured. J. Walter Ruben,
now working on the script, will di-

rect.

Frank Borzage has been assigned
to direct the Fox's "Young America"
when it goes into production. He
recently completed work on "After
Tomorrow" with Charles Farrell and
Marian Nixon in the leading roles.

* * *

John Breeden, the stage actor
signed by Paramount as a film play-
er some months ago while appearing
opposite Mary Hay in "Greater
Love" in New York, has been as-
signed a role in "Sky Bride," with
Richard Arlen, Jack Oakie and
Frances Dee, who will have the lead-
ing feminine role.

* *

Changes have been made in the
personnel of two coming Fox pro-
ductions. In "Scotch Valley" with
Warner Baxter and Marian Nixon
featured, Clarence Wilson replaces
Ferdinand Munier and Gail Kornfield
replaces Elaine Vonn. William Paw-
ley, David Landau and Joe Hachey
have been added to the cast. In

"Widow's Might," featuring Joan
Bennett and John Boles, Richard
Tucker replaces Craufurd Kent,
Andre Cheron has been assigned to
a part.

* * *

"Red Harvest" is announced as
the title of the film version of the
European stage play, "On the Black
Sea," drama by Philipp Zeska and
Ernest Spitz, recently purchased by
Paramount for use as the next star-
ring vehicle for George Bancroft.
It tvill be directed by John Crom-
ivell from, a screen play by Oliver
H. P. Garrett.

Sari Maritza's first Hollywood
talker will be titled "The Girl in

the Headlines," instead of "The Man
Who Had No Private Life," it is

announced by Paramount. Otto
Furth wrote the story and George
Cukor will direct.

Sfl « *

Horace Jackson is being compi-
mented on his screen version and di-

alogue far "Lady With A Past,"
Constance Bennett's latest starring
production, which was recently pre-
viewed.

* *

Victor Schertzinger is "sitting

in" with Alice Duer Miller, who is

writing the screen version and di-

alogue for "By Candle Light."
Schertzinger recently signed wifh
M-G-M to direct John Gilbert in this

picture.
Ill >i< *

Wallace Smith, nc velist and RKO
scenarist, was compelled to write
the end to his original story, "Blood
and Wine," while on his back suffer-

ing from a septic infected throat.

This story, it is understood, will be
filmed as one of the big specials of

the year.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"

Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-

venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the "Dofrway ofHoipilality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

CTUART WALKER, preparing to

direct "Sensation" at Para-
mount's New York studio, is hoping
that his next production will be
"Death Takes a Holiday," now that
"Frankenstein," his favorite story,

has been filmed. Walker staged the
original production of "Death Takes
a Holiday" with his stock company
in Cincinnati, prior to its New York
opening.

•

Nine Vitaphone shorts review-
ed during the period from Dec.
15 to Jan. 15 received the
unanimous endorsement of the
several public groups that re-

viewed them, according to a
report issued by the Motion Pic-
ture Producers and Distributors

of America. The nine shorts
are: "Batter Up," "Bosko at the
Zoo," "Darn Tootin'," "Foot-
lights," "Hitting the Trail for
Hallelujah Land," "High School
Hoofer," "One Good Deed,"
"Season's Greetings" and the
"Week End Mystery."

•

Edward Heyman, who usually
ollaborates with John W. Green as
yric writer, composed the lyrics for
he Vincent Youmans score
'Through the Years," based on the
inormously successful "Smilin'
hrough," the new musical play
•pening this week at the Manhattan
heater, and is expected to be a big
lit.

•

The seventh of the "Believe It or
Jot" Vitaphone short subjects has
ust been completed by Robert L.

tipley, who must also complete
hree more this week so as not to

elay release of the entire series

rhile he is on a three months' expe-
ition to the South Seas in search
f new material.

•

Paramount's new series of
ten one-reel shorts will get un-
der way on Monday with Aubrey
Scotto directing. Tom Howard
in "Breaking Even" is first on
the list, with a Bums and Allen
set to follow.

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

The Paramount theater in Youngstown,
Ohio, hung up a new attendance record
last week with M-C-M's "Hell Divers,"
according to Manager S. S. Solomon.

mr

Daily Camera Record of Radio City Work
Stop-motion pictures of the entire construction of Radio City are being taken

daily from atop the Victoria Hotel by Pathe News. With the camera bolted
to the roof, a cameraman is in attendance throughout the daylight hours for
the purpose of photographing a few frames of film at intervals and to change
the camera exposure in accordance with the variance of light. Photography
started with the razing of the old buildings and will continue until the entire
project is completed.

Saul Tepper, who did considerable
casting for Paramount, at the New
York studio and who has been act-
ing as unit manager for the past two
years, is leaving Paramount next
week to enter upon a new connec-
tion in association with a former
Paramount executive.

•

Nancy Carroll, having completed
"Wayward," under the direction of
Ted Sloman, is planning a brief va-
cation in Cuba.

•

Murray Roth, director-in-chief
at the Warner Vitaphone- stu-
dio, is spending his annual mid-
winter vacation in Miami, Fla.

e

Warner Vitaphone has signed
Richy Craig, Jr., comedian and mas-
ter of ceremonies, to play the lead
in a short comedy. Craig is also
author of the story, which is being
adapted by Stanley Rauh.

•

Millard Webb, who directed fea-
tures at Paramount's New York stu-
dio several years ago and who re-

cently returned from England, where
he made several pictures, was warm-
ly received when he appeared as
guest of honor at the weekly lunch-
eon of the A.M.P.A. on Thursday.

•

Glen Lambert, writer and direc-

tor, is collaborating with Herman

Ruby on the script for the next of
the "Naggers" series which Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Norworth are making for
Warner Vitaphone.

Stuart Erwin is back at Para-
mount's New York studio. The
last time he was here was to
appear in some exterior shots
which were made in and around
New York last winter for "No
Limit," one of Clara Bow's last
pictures.

•

George Meeker, latest addition to
the cast of "Sensation," which Stu-
art Walker will direct here, recently
appeared on the screen in "Strictly
Dishonorable." He made his screen
debut in "Four Sons," after an ex-
tensive stage career.

•

Billy Hayes, Vitaphone's Penrod
of the Booth Tarkington Juvenile
Comedies, is about ready to go on
the stage as the star of a vaudeville
sketch written around him. His act

was given an audition Thursday at
the Warner Bros, home office by
Walter Meyers, head of Artists' Bu-
reau. Bill uses his dog "Duke" in

the act and has with him two little

girls, Anita Nunes and Judy Free-
man. In the act Billy sings, dances
and gives impersonations of Ted
Lewis and Joe Penner.

O PRESENTATIONS C
By JACK HARROWER

Roxy
Clark and McCullough, popular

comedy stars of stage and screen,

top the stage bill at the Roxy this

week. They take part in a scene
called "Five and Ten Cent Store,"
in which they are assisted by the
Three Girl Friends, harmony trio.

The show, produced by Clark Robin-
son, is titled "Shops of New York,"
an attractive and entertaining group
of scenes which also include "Gem
Shop," "Clock Shop," "Bird Shop"
and "Flower Shop." Other principals
are the Arnaut Brothers, Patricia
Bowman, Evalyn Nair and Mar-
garet Sande, plus the Roxy ensem-
ble workers and Fred Waring's pit

aggregation, which also presents its

Glee Club in "Drinking Song."

Paramount
Lilyan Tashman, billed as "the

screen's best dressed woman,"
makes her New York stage debut in

the current Paramount presentation.

Besides displaying her interesting

wardrobe, Miss Tashman hands out

a line of her typical wisecracks in

a skit written for her by Jack Yel-

len. "Illustrated Songs" is the title

of the stage ,show, which was put

on by Jack Partington, and other

headlinei's on the bill include Bing

Crosby, Eva Puck and Sam White,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford, the

Danny Dare Girls, and Rubinoff
conducting the orchestra.

Bert Frank, head cutter of the
Vitaphone studio, has compiled an-
other oi those interesting one-reel
subjects made up from old time
newsreels, thrillers and epic pictures
of the long ago. The title of the
latest short is "Remember When,"
and it shows many scenes and no-
tables of 30 years ago.

•

John W. Green, not content with
composing and orchestrating all mu-
sic used in Paramount's "Wayward,"
also played solo piano while the
score was being recorded.

•

Tania Anmzar. who has ap-
peared in four Paramount short
subjects made here, has been
adjudged the perfect type of
Russain beauty. Miss Amazar
will next be seen in "Breaking
Even," featurinci Tom Howard.

•

Hundreds of backgammon fans are
attending the Strand theater on
Broadway this week where Walter
L. Richards, author of "Complete
Backgammon," explains some points
of the game as part of one of Ted
Husing's Vitaphone "Sport Slants"
shorts.

Joe Penner is the first of the reg-
ular Vitaphone performers to be
booked for a series of personal ap-
pearances by the Warner Bros. Art-
ists' Bureau. Penner is scheduled
for Newark next week with a re-
turn engagement in Philadelphia the
week following. He has had a trail-
er made showing him in various
Vitaphone shorts which is proving
effective means of building up inter-
est.

•

Vitaphone is going in for large
casts these days, much to the de-
light of extra and bit players. "The
Toreador," just completed had a cast
of 102 persons, headed by Joe Pen-
ner, star, and Julie Chandler, Paul
Guilfoyle and Dudley Hawley. Alf
Goulding directed from an original
by A. Dorian Otvos and Herman
Ruby.

AS SEEN BY
THE PREST
AGENT

"A number ot prominent railroad ex-

ecutives have been among the audiences

which have witnessed 'Union Depot' at

the Winter Garden."
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio

IMPROVED FILM PROCESS

ANNOUNCEDJY^CRAET LAB.

Developments by Duryea Bensel,

chemical engineer, of a new process

for positive or negative motion pic-

ture film that is said to have several

remarkable features over the proc-

esses now in use, has been announc-

ed by Craft Film Laboratories. Inc.,

of New York.

This process, the company says, is

the coating of a film with a chemical

compound which transforms the

emulsion side so that it appears the

same as the base side, making it

impossible to scratch the film with a

sharp pointed instrument. It is also

said that the process makes a film

absolutely waterproof, oilproof and

acid proof and that the film can be

boiled in water without damage to

the emulsion.
A nitrate cellulose film treated

with this process becomes slow burn-

ing the same as acetate film, ai'd a

film so treated will not dry out or

become brittle, the company claims.

The new process also is said to

kill all grain in the emulsion, giv-

ing a picture in projection greater

brilliancy and through certain light

refractions it produces about 50 per

cent of the third dimension. It also

adds about 50 per cent to the tinsel

strength of the film, giving at least

that much greater wear without
breaking at the sprocket holes and
splices man be made without scrap-

ing, the company declares.

NEW CURTAIN TRACK
A new free wheeling draw cur-

tain track of simple construction,

that is said to be easy to install,

silent and positive in operation, has

been brought out and is being mar-
keted by Bruckner Mitchell. Inc., of

New York, manufacturers of com-
plete stage equipment.

By M. P. BOOTH

Da-Lite Screen Claims Patent

sive

and

M. S. ENGLAND BUSY
Pittsburgh—M. S. England, sound

engineer and distributor of sound-
on-film equipment, with headquar-
ters in this city, recently completed
10 installations of his sound equip-

ment in the Pittsburgh territory.

Full Line of Flashers

Marketed by Reynolds

Chicago—A complete line of motor

driven flashers for theater signs,

marquees, etc.. in both mercury and

adjustable brush-and-contact types,

is being put out by the Reynolds

Electric Co. of this city. The line

is thoroughly described in text and

photographs in the company's re-

cently issued Bulletin No. 50.

This equipment, which is market-

ed under the trade name of Reco, is

said to be positive in operation and

can be made to secure any type of

special timing or flashing effects.

Following are some of the items

described in the bulletin : special con-

trols for any installation requiring

automatic making and break of elec-

trical circuits at predetermined in-

tervals; dimmer flashers; Figure-

gram controls for operating electric

scoreboards; traffic controls; flashers

for blinking lights and signals; in-

formation regarding radio inter-

ference elimination, and new items

of Reco equipment, such as flower-

lite, color shadow box. etc.

American Film Equipment

Is Competing in Japan
Osaka, Japan—The Acme Trading

Co., Inc., Ray K. Pataka, manager,

is handling American theatrical sup-

plies, such as projectors, cameras,

rectifiers, sound equipment, etc., ex-

clusively, in competition with Euro-

pean-made theatrical supplies.

SUSPENDS MFG. OPERATIONS

Chicago—Vitaglo Corp. of this

city, holders of basic patents on their

method of recording, and formerly

devoting its entire efforts to the

manufacture of recording and repro-

ducing apparatus for major produc-
tion studios, has suspended manu-
facturing operations and is now
devoting its entire facilities to the

making of commercial and educa-
tional pictures.

DYKE CINEMA PRODUCTS

HANDLING DUPLEX LINE!

Laurelton, N. Y.—Dyke Cinema
Products Co., designers and manu-
facturers of laboratory and theater
equipment, will continue to make the
major part of the equipment pre-
viously manufactured by Duplex
Motion Picture Industries. Long
Island City concern, which recently
went out of business after 18 years.
Dyke will service as well as supply
the Duplex apparatus, in addition to

handling its own line of equipment.

ISSUES CATALOGUE
Tiffin, O.—A new catalogue de-

scribing in text and photographs
the products put out by the com-
pany, has been issued by Tiffin

Scenic Studios of this city, design-
ers and painters of artistic scenery.

NEW 16 mm. PROJECTOR
Chicago—Marketing of a new 16j

mm. projector, known as the Filmo
Model JL, a slight modification ofi

the recently developed Model J,

which permits the use of the new,
400-watt biplane fi.lament lamp justi

perfected by engineers, has been'
announced by the Bell & Howell Co.
of this city.

B ETTER
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY

VALUES
are always found at

NEW ORGANIZATION
A new organization to succeed the

old Typhoon Fan Co., which will

carry on under the name of the

Typhoon Air Conditioning Co., with
headquarters at 233 West 42nd St.,

New York, has been announced by
J. F. Dailey, long associated with

the old company and who will head
the new organization as president.

E. L. Garfield, chief engineer of the

Typhoon Fan Co., will be in charge
of design and equipment.
Announcement is also made that,

insofar as possible, the personnel

of the old company will be retained.

A complete stock of parts and sup-

plies will be carried for the conven-
ience of owners of Typhoon-equipped
buildings.

LOOSE CHAIR BOLTS
Chicago—A series of expansion

bolts, for use in permanent anchor-

ing of loose theater chairs, is being
offered by the Chicago Expansion
Bolt Co.

\ National Theatre
JSuppLy Company
/ Your Logical Supply Source

NEW SEATS INSTALLED
Baltimore—New seats of larger

size are being installed in the Cen-
tury, managed by Bill Saxton. The
job is being done by the American
Seating Co. As a result of the larger
width of the new chairs 50 seats
have been sacrificed on the main
floor. House seats 1,700.

Carbon Prices Reduced
EFFECTIVE January 1, 1932, sub-

stantial price reductions apply to all

National Projector Carbons.

Motion Picture Theatres will save

from five to twenty-eight per cent on

their carbon costs at these new prices.

This announcement is in line with

National Carbon Company's policy of

sharing with the industry benefits derived

from its program of intensive research

and steady improvement in manufac-

turing methods.
Use National Projector Carbons in

your theatre.

A sound investment in 1931.

A better investment in 1932.

CARBONS
. . . Sold exclusively through distributors and
dealers. National Carbon Company icill gladly

cooperate with the producer, exhibitor, machine
manufacturer or projectionist on any problem
involving light.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Carbon Sales Division • Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide Mm and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales Offices;

New York Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco
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FOUR LONDON THEATERS

FEATURING KID FILMS

London —• Four London theaters

lave inaugurated a policy of special

intertainment for audiences of chil-

iren. The programs have been ar-

ranged in collaboration with British

instructional under the leadership of

H. Bruce Woolfe. Performances are

given on Saturday forenoons. The
Eour houses where the juvenile pro-

grams are given are at Norwood,
East Hampton. Manor Park and
Barking. Two pence is the price of

admission. If the project is suc-

cessful it will be extended to other

\.B.C. houses.

British Censors Passed
39 Features in November

,
London—The British Board of

^'ilm Censors during November,
[931, passed 39 feature motion pic-

;ures for release, four less than for

;he previous month, and nine less

;han for November, 1930. No silent

ilms were passed during the month.
The average monthly number of

lilent films passed during the year

ras 5 as against 27 for the previous

ear. The number of sound shorts

vas s'ightly above that for the pre-

vious month and 40 per cent above
he number for November, 1930.

'reparing to Film
Pictures in Belgrade

Belgrade—American and German
(roducers held a conference here re-

ently to formulate a joint policy

if producing pictures here. Repre-
entatives of M-G-M, Fox, Warners
,nd Ufa attended the conference, ac-

ording to local report. They fav-

ired the immediate production of

ound films in Yugoslavia to fill the

per cent quota for 1932. The gov-

rnment, it is stated, has formulated
dans to subsidize a national film

tudio. A British production concern

} negotiating in Zagrab with Bosna
ilms for the production of the first

ugoslav operetta.

LONDON EMBASSY WIRED
London—The Embassy. Swiss Cot-

ige, one of London's most modern
nd exclusive theaters which has
een the home of advanced drama
ith a select clientele has been sold

_) a London concern operating pic-

ire houses here and elsewhere and
ill become a talking picture house,

robably in February.

French Reel Censorship
Paris— In view of the approaching

election the French government is con-

sidering the censorships of nev/sreels

which hitherto have been exempt from

such censorship. Protests are being re-

ceived by the government from all

branches of the Industry.

British Trade Figures for 1931
Year ended December 31

Imports 1929 1930
Blank film (feet) 56.000,678 46.413,839
Positives (feet) 37,769,731 39,171,636
Negatives (feet) 6,688,823 5,768,063

The values In pounds sterling:

—

Blank 160,839 163,854
Positives 195,588 269,209
Negatives 797,558 315,670

British exports are shown in the following analysis:

—

Year ended December 31

Exports 1929 1930
Blank film (feet) 10,671,802 16,458,464

Positives (feet) 38,245,087 25,035,496

Negatives (feet) 721,244 828,568

The values of British exports in pounds sterling are as follows:

—

Blank 23,709 37,391

Positives <-.. 171,697 128,927

Negatives 16,448 16,114

1931

50,795,374

21,166,949
4,814,450

202,662
139,223
133,171

1931

7,063,950
18,462,073

799,916

16,951

104,394
11,430

Fried Handling Foreign Sales
For All British Indie Producers
London—A. Fried, who established

Film Sales, Ltd.. and is the manag-
ing director of the concern, is repre-

senting all independent British pro-

ducers in the overseas market. The
most important of the independents,

the Twickenham Film Studios, had
the second largest output during
1931—sixteen features and a large

number of shorts. Mr. Fried has

announced that Twickenham's first

1932 production, "Frail Women," di-

rected by Maurice Elvey, will be

distributed throughout the world by
RKO. Elvey has just completed "In

a Monastery Garden," which Fried

considers another excellent box office

attraction. Distributing arrange-

ments for "Chinese Puzzle." now in

work, have been made with Gau-
mont-British. "The Mystery of the

Missing Rembrandt" will be handled

throughout the world, with the ex-

ception of the United States and

Canada, by P.D.C. "Jack O'Lantern,"

"Murder in Covent Garden" and

"Splinters in the Navy" are dis-

tributed by W. & F. Film Service m
England and controlled elsewhere by

Film Sales, Ltd. Twickenham Film

Studios is producing six super fea-

tures which Ideal Films. Ltd.. will

distribute in the British Isles.

EXPOSED FILM DUTY FREE
Paris—The French Minister of

Commerce has submitted for the ap-

proval of the chamber a proposal to

admit duty free to France exposed

negatives ready for printing, both

negative and positive to be re-

shipped immediately to the countries

of origin. It is believed this would

help the domestic film industry by

favoring sales abroad of French film

stock printed in France .

BORROWS BRITISH DIRECTOR
London—Paramount has borrowed

Jack Raymond from British & Do-

minions to direct "Sorry You've

Been Troubled" to be produced at

the B. & D. studios.

France Will Enforce
Non-Flam Regulation

Paris—The non-inflammable film

order, promulgated in France 10
years ago but never enforced, is at

last to go into effect, starting on Oct.

1, 1932. Notification to that effect

has been sent to all trade associa-

tions by the Surete Generale. No
other country has issued such an
order. Representatives of the indus-
try hold* that its application in

France will cost the industry many
thousands of dollars.

Portuguese Commission
Makes Recommendations
Lisbon—The commission appoint-

ed by the Minister of Interior to

look into the producing of motion
pictures in Portugal has made its

report. It recommends the granting
of reduced duties on imports of pri-

mary materials and machinery,
granting of contracts (through pub-

lic tenders) only to those firms so

aided for the production of national

propaganda films, creation of com-
petitions among national companies,

with prizes for the best productions,

establishment for performances of

national films of taxes lower than

those levied on foreign films, crea-

tion of a Portuguese propaganda
commission and creation of a na-

tional motion picture archive.

GERMAN PERCENTAGE UP
Berlin—Of the 23 feature pic-

tures censored in Germany during

November, 1931. a total of 19, or 82

per cent, were produced in Germany,

a rise of 22 per cent over the num-

ber censored during October, 1931,

and of 61 per cent over those cen-

sored in September. But four for-

eign films were submitted to the

censors, three of which were of

American make.

U. 8. FILMS STILL LEAD

IN THE FRENCH MARKET

Paris—Of the 453 feature pic-
tures submitted to the French censor
during 1931, 220 were American-
made, 139 native product, 60 were
from Germany and 8 from England.
The number of French features in-
creased by 35 over the preceding
year; the number of American fea-
tures decreased by 17. those from
Germany decreased by 51, those
from England by 8 (or 50 per cent).
Of the 646 shorts which passed the
censor in 1931, 470 were of Ameri-
can make, France made 135. Ger-
many 28 and England 9. Of last
year's French language features, 25
came from Paramount all but three
of which were made at Joinville.

British Theater Market
Again Becomes Active

London—The market for motion
picture theaters in England, which
was quite brisk during the earlv
months of 1931, and then fell off

with the slump, picked up again
toward the end of the vear. Values
of theaters were maintained despite
increased admissions, and theaters
showed a profit. The building of
new picture houses has continued in

London and throughout the country.
During the year modern "super"
theaters were opened in Tooting,

Liverpool, Newcastle, Glasgow,
Plymouth, Chester and other impor-
tant cities. Harris and Gillow re-

port that sales of theaters during
1931 exceeded that of 1930. although
the amount realized by sales was ten
oer cent under the total capital real-

ized in 1930.

GINA MALO IN BRITISH FILM
London—Gina Malo, who starred

in "Viktoria and Her Hussars,"
makes her British film debut in the

Twickenham production, "In a Mon-
astery Garden," which Maurice El-

vey is directing for Fred White and
Gilbert Church.

PARA. LEEDS OPENING
Leeds, Eng.—Paramount has set

Feb. 22 as the date for opening its

Paramount theater here in the Head-
row. The building has been roofed

and the interior is now being equip-

ped.

Spanish Duty

Madrid—A decree prohibiting further

duty-free importation of motion picture

films, placing all amusement films on

the same basis as merchandise insofar

js the collection of duty is concerned,

las been promulgated. Temporary per-

;nits for duty exemption will be issued

for educational production for exhibition

in schools or public lectures.



St. Louis—Edmond Koeln, City

Collector, and Former Supreme
Court Judge J. T. Blair, receivers

for the Fox Theater Building Corp.,

have named the Franciscus Realty

Co. agents for the stores in the Fox
Building and the Humboldt Building

at Grand and Washington Boule-

vards.

Pittsburgh — Milt Samuels, for-

merly of the Western Penna. Amuse-
ment Co., is now operating the

Hazelwood theater.

South Charleston, O.—After being

dark several months, the Garden
theater has been reopened with pic-

tures and vaudeville. The house

will offer three shows a week.

East Liverpool, O.—Management
of the new Columbia, which recently

was reopened after being remodeled,

has signed a one-year agreement
with the union.

Milwaukee—After three weeks of

operation as a combination film and
vaudeville house, the Majestic, down-
town house operated by Lew Kane,
is again dark.

Pittsburgh—Educational Film Ex-
change is now occupying its new
quarters on Film Row, 1623 Blvd.

of the Allies. Joe Kaliski is man-
ager.

Cleveland — Frank Drew, local

M-G-M branch manager, has sold

100 per cent M-G-M contracts in

Toledo to Nat Charnas for the

Granada, Lyric, Strand and Supe-
rior theaters and to George Fleisch-
mann for the State and World.

Des Moines—Eugene Wilson, as-

sistant manager at the Strand here,

has been transferred to Marshall-
town, la., as manager of the Casino.

Providence—The Modern, i ecently
leased to Walter L. Bigelow and
William C. Pursell, owners of a the-
ater in Fall River, has been regis-
tered by Samuel Romano and Henry
Christopher, both of this city, as
the Modern Amusement Co.

Pittsburgh—Charles Schwerin Dis-
tributing Co., which now occupies
the second floor of 86 Van Braam
St., has ordered a large ballyhoo
truck for broadcasting and is road-
showing several large productions
throughout the territory.

542 RCA Non-Theatricals
Up fo the first of this year RCA Pho-

fophonc had installed 542 units of its
various types of sound reproducing
equipment in institutions embracing the
non-theatrical field. Installations in U.
S. Army posts and aboard Navy ships
led the list.

Salt Lake City—Fred E. Hamlin,
division advertising and publicity

manager for Publix theaters here,

has joined the staff of the Salt Lake
Chamber of Commerce.

Los Angeles — Francis Bateman
has succeeded A. Carlin on the

M-G-M sales staff. Bateman for-

merly was with Pathe.

Halethorpe, Md.—Roger Hurlock
and Leon Zellers of the Imperial in

Baltimore are planning to open a

talking picture house in this com-
munity.

Sawtelle, Cal.—F. Vanderlip, for-

merly of the Inglewood, has taken
over the Tivoli from George Mc-
Manus and reopened it.

San Jacinto, Cal.—Harry Hoffman
is now operating both the Hemet
and San Jacinto theaters.

Los Angeles—In addition to the
Mirror, Metro, Melrose and Studio
theaters in this city, the Hollywood
in Hollywood and the Colonial in

Orange, the recently formed West-
land Theaters will also have opera-
tion of the new Leimert house now
under construction here. The com-
pany, formed to acquire some the-
aters that were part of the Hughes-
Franklin circuit, is headed by Dave

Bershon as president, Charles W.
Koerner, vice-president, and Joe
Goldberg, secretary-treasurer.

Salt Lake City—Earl Baughman,
manager of the Victory, Publix
house, has resigned and is succeeded
by Stoner Hadden, who has been
house manager of the Paramount in

Denver.

Cincinnati — Three Warner-First
National pictures have been booked
for simultaneous showing in local

first run houses the week of Feb. 23.

The pictures are "Union Depot,"
booked for the Capitol, "Manhattan
Parade" at the Albee and "The Wo-
man From Monte Carlo" at the
Strand.

Manly, la.—The Princess theater
here is now under the direction of

Lee R. Bailey of Mason City, la.

Seattle—W. B. Ackles, who form-
erly owned the Society, is now man-
aging the Star and Florence for the
Sterling circuit.

Uniontown, Pa. — The old West
End, it is reported, is to be re-

modeled and reopened by Harry
Schwartz who, with Harry Cooper,
operates theaters in Huntington,
Erie, Lexington, Sandusky, Youngs-
town and Ashtabula Harbor.

THEATER CHANGES
Reported by Film Boards of Trade

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

Concord—Concord, sold to C. E. Peterson bj
K. Meinberger ; Corcoran— Harvester, sold

to Frank Leino by Arthur Fukuda ; Fol-
som— Folsom, sold to Wni. Yount by Mrs.
J. B. Travelle ; Livermore—State, sold to

James Lima by Vincent Porrazzo ; Sacra-
mento—Sierra, sold to Joe Blumenfeld by
Emil Herber ; San Francisco—Bayshore,
sold to W. F. Cooney by E. J, McDer-
mott ; Oakland—Rialto, sold to Mel
Moshier and W. A. Cook by Wallj
Feehan.

Closings
Sacramento—Sierra ; South San Francisco

—

Royal.

Re-Openings
Livermore—State; San Francisco— Bayshore.

New Theater
South San Francisco—State, A. J. Eschel-

bach and C. E. Peterson, owners.

Change of Names
Angeles Camp— Mark Twain. formerly
Mother Lode; Sacramento— Sierra, form-
erly Sequoia.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

Seattle -Mission, so!d to Far West Thea.
by Al Bloom; Royal, sold to Mr. Hutchin-
son by Hutchinson & Harris; Spokane

—

flranada, sold to Lyons Si Bishell by Spo- I

kane Thea., Inc.; White Center—Cameo, I

sold to Harold R. Bean by J. R. Martin;!
Woodland—Woodland, sold to Bob Child-

Closing
Cashmere—Royal ; Seattle- Royal ; Spokane—Audian

: Stevenson—Wigwam ; White
Center—Cameo.

i

Re-Opening
Seattle—Royal ; White Center—Cameo.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Huntington— It, sold to R. S. Chambers &
O. O. Johnson ; Strand, sold to Harry
Schwartz by L. Smith ; Parkersburg—
Palace, sold to Mrs. P. M. Thomas by
Mrs. W. R. Sheppard; Wheeling—State,
sold to Harry Schwartz by Carl Jensen.

Closing
Delbarton—Hippodrome ; FoUansbee—Palace

;

McComas — Mora; Wheeling — Temple;
Shepherdstown—Opera House.

Re-Opening
Middlebourne—Nadene; Pine Grove—Para-

mount.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

Burlington—Plaza, sold to Jack Yeo by Com-
munity Thea.

; Mineral Point—World, sold
to Waldemar Amuse. Co. by R. W. Bel-
lack

; Rhinelander— Majestic, sold to Harry
Newman by Rhinelander Amuse. Co. ; Rio—Purtell, sold to James P. Frank by
James Purtell; Wassau— Grand, sold to
Fox-Midwesco, by Wausau Thea. Co.

Closing
Cambridge—Park Opera House; Horicon

—

Pastime
; Lodi — Shadows ; Oshkosh —

Strand; Racine—Mainstreet ; Stratford

—

Auditorium; Tigerton—Opera House; Wit-
tenberg— Kersten Opera House ; Poynette— Pastime.

New Theaters
Shawano—Shawano, Independent Thea. Co.,

owners.

Albany, Ore. — J. W. Horrigan
Camas, Wash., exhibitor who recent-
ly bought the Mission in Vancouver
Wash., has added to his circuit bj
purchasing the Globe and Albanj
here.

Seattle—Fox's Fifth Avenue has
resumed its 35-cent admission, in-

stead of 25 cents, from 11:30 A.M.
to 1 P.M.

Portland, Ore.—Al O'Keefe is now
local exchange manager for Univers-
al, following the transfer of Joe
Merrick to Los Angeles.

Seattle—D. C. Millward of the
Cosmopolitan Film Exchange has
signed a conrtact with Big 4 to dis-
tribute its three series of Westerns
and the Big 4 output of melodramas
in this territory. Cosmopolitan's
Portland branch will distribute tlje

product in that territory.

Farrell, Pa. — P. G. Pegdiotes is

again operating the Capitol, having
acquired the lease from John Leslie.

Pittsburgh—John H. Harris has
been made an honorary life member
of the Pittsburgh motion picturei
operators' union.

Portland, Ore.—J. N. Randolph off
Los Angeles recently took up his:

new duties as Oregon representative]
for United Artists.

Plymouth, N. H.—The Plymouth!
has been taken over by Allard
Graves who operates houses ati
White River Jet., Vt., and Lancaster,
N. H.

Boston—Thad Barrows was unan-
imously re-elected president, for
the 15th consecutive time, of the
Boston Local No. 182, I.A.T.S.E.
James F. Burke was reelected busi-
ness representative; Albert R. Moul-
ton, financial secretary; and Joseph
Rosen, secretary.

Gainesville, Fla.—M. Tucker of
Ocala, Fla., and Dr. J. D. Strange
have bought M. R. Porter's interest
in the Florida for around $140,000.

Charleston, Miss.—The Superba,

!

closed for some time, has been re-

opened.

There are now 1,748 sound
equipped theaters in French-
speaking countries as against
550 at the end of 1930.
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REVIEW OF SOUND SHORTS
"The Circus Show Up"

niversal 18 mins.
Thrills

One of the Shadow Detective Se
?s. And about the best of the \i.

far. Bryan Foy handled it, whi?h
ay explain everything. It is fillet'

ith some fine circus atmosphere
e entire action takmg p'ace unle
e big top. The girl trapeze per
rmer is killed when somebody
rows the electric switch just as

le starts her great triple somer-
ult. The solving of the crime is

Drkcd out by the circus managei
a very unique and dramatic man-

r. The film carries good punch
id suspense.

Smith and Dale in

"The Arabian Shrieks"

iramount 20 mins.
Amusing

|In this two-reeler, Smith and Dale
ipear as the comedy members of

Foreign Legion company assigned
du'y out in the African desert,

ley are picked for spy duty, and
len they get into the enemy's camp
e chieftain there also selects them
spies, which puts them in the po-

ion of working for two companies.
1 the way back to their Legion
ft they kill some time in a resort

led with fair maids, but they
lally repulse the attack on their

rt by arriving on the scene and
cidentally puncturing some bags
ed with laughing gas, which up-

ts the enemy. The long shots in

; picture are of production propor-
ns, apparently utilized from some
' feature, with the Smith and
lie sequences taking place in siiial'

ts and close-ups. Most of their

tion is the usual bickering be-

een the two, producing a fairly

;ady number of laughs.

"Robinson Crusoe and Son"
liversal 15 mins.

Kidding Comedy
A Lloyd Hamilton comedy in

ich he tells his adopted son of his

Deriences on a shipwrecked island

3 Robinson Crusoe. The film rep-

ients his story, a goofy tale of

Id adventure among the cannibals
it is gagged up very originally

i contains some good laughs. The
:es spout milk, and the birds drop
?s right in his frying pan. The
n is filled with this type of humor,
d finishes with his escape on the
;k of a friendly ostrich. The
rich walks into his home at the
i of the tale to corroborate it to

pop-eyed son. Good kidding stuff'

le with a snap.

Juvenile Two-Reeler
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Al Martin has written an

original two-reeler, employing an all-

juvenile cast, which he will direct for

Wiseman and Williams Productions. Pro-
duction starts immediately.

"Free Eats

'

M-G-M 20 mins.
Surefire

An Our Gang Comedy, with the
..as, be ng given a party by a rich
ady. iwo crooks posing as man
na wile vvith two infants who are

i-eally disguised midgets, persuade
no Gang to take the "babies" to the
lawn party. Here the midgets pro-
•eed to lite all the jewelry from the
iociety ladie.s, and then rob the safe
in the library. The situation pro-
iuces a load of funnv situations. The
Gang kids get the lowdown on the
'babies" being midgets, and show
them up as the thieves. Surefire
augh number.

"Peg Leg Pete"
Educational 7 mins.

Pip Cartoon
A Paul Terry-Toon cartoon that

strikes a New Note at last in the
animated field. It is a complete
tabloid operetta done in the Gilbert
and Sullivan manner with a note of
real burlesque_^that is refreshing and
very funny. The heroine is cap-
tured by Peg Leg Pete, captain of
the pirate ship. All the other pirates
have peg-legs. too. The lyrics tell

the plot in regular opera style. The
musical score was written specially
for this offering by Philip A. Scheib,
and it is of a quality that would do
credit to a regular musical comedy.
This one is miles ahead of the aver-
age routine cartoon that follows the
worn-out animal antics. It has class,

originality, and a high grade of

comedy.

George Dewey Washington in

"Rhythm on the River"

Paramount 10 mins.
Good Negro Harmony

Some fine vocal work by a group
of Negro singers, headed by the
popular George Dewey Washington,
against a river boat setting. The
numbers appear to have been spe-

cially written for this skit, and they
are good. There is also a toucTi of

love interest in George's sweetheart
being found stowing away on the

boat because she couldn't stay be-

hind, and the girl then contributes

her ringing voice to the proceedings.

"Nickel Nurser"
M-G-M 21 mins.

Ace Comedy
A Charley Chase Comedy. Charley

gets a job as household economist
to check up on the extravagant
daughters of a rich man. The three

girls frame him by ringing in the

Swedish cook as one of themselves,

while the prettiest takes the cook's

place. Then they proceed to run
Charlie dizzy with a line of tricks

that has him hanging on the ropes.

It's a clever number, with the com-

edy piling up all the way to the

finish. The Swede cook dressed up
in her society clothes does a swell

burlesque on Greta Garbo that is a

wow.

"Perfect Control"

Universal 9 mins.
Very Good

The third in the Christy Walsh
All-America Sport Reels. Again
Babe Ruth is the featured attraction,
visiting the kids in the orphan asy-
lum to give them another demonstra-
tion of expert baseball. The film
is put over as a dream by one of
the orphans in the classroom, but it

is done so cleverly that you do not
suspect till the last shot when the
kid wakes up yelling as he tries to
catch a high fly that the Babe has
just lined out. The "dream" takes
Ruth in person through a demon-
stration to the kids of pitching all

kinds of fancy balls, also batting.
Swell juvenile, and of great interest
to all baseball fans.

"Manhattan Medley"

Fox 9 mins.
A Classic

A Magic Carpet in Movietone that
is just about the finest screen pres-
entation of the great metropolis,
New York, that has ever been filmed.
It is an impressionistic camera
painting of a day in the life of New
York, starting at sunrise and carry-
ing on through every artery and ac-
tivity of the city's life. It consists
of 146 separate shots in about 900
feet—filled with little bits of the
commonplace that are transformed
into classic camera studies of hu-
man interest. Beggars and bankers
—brokers and broke—banquets and
breadlines—profligacy and poverty.
A screen document of realism etched
with a camera so that they appear
like master paintings—alive and
throbbing. One of the finest jobs
of editing we have ever seen. And
sky shots with cloud and skyline ef-

fects that are breath-taking in their

sheer beauty. Any exhib who over-
looks this one is hopeless. It's a
darb.

"With the Foreign Legion"

Fox 9 mins.
Great "Featurette"

Here is an authentic presentation
of the Foreign Legion done by
Movietone for the Magic carpet se-

ries by special permission of the
French government. It gives an
intimate study of the Legion at

work and play. Here is a "featur-

ette" that has all the charm of a
feature fiction film, with the added
fa,scination of a realistic page from
life—which it is. The Legion sol-

diers are shown doing their hard,

gruelling tasks—laying a railroad

across the desert, fighting with Be-
douins, long marches over hot sands.

The photography is beautiful, and
the editing makes it a tabloid drama
with fine human interest.

"My Baby Just Cares for Me"
(Screen Song)

Paramount 6 mins.
Okay

Although the introductory car-
toon animation is just so-so, the
dancing ball sequence and subse-
quent action make this Max Fleisch-
er song short a fairly entertaining
bit. It starts out with one of the
characters sprucing up and feeding
his horse, then riding it to a merry-
go-round, where the animal takes
its place among the carousel figures,

and the singing begins. A young
girl does a song and dance opening
for the singing ball action, with
other voices joining in the chorus,
and then there is some more merry-
go-round stuff.

"Just Pals"

Universal 10 mins.
Kid Special

The second of the Christy Walsh
All-American Sport Reels. Babe
Ruth is featured, and the Bambino
proves to be a good screen actor. He
visits the kids in an orphan asylum,
where he umpires a baseball game.
In a tight pinch, one of their bat-

ters strikes out and loses the game,
and they razz him. So Babe takes

the kid out to his ball park, and
shows him the fine points of bat-

ting. In the next game this kid

cleans up and astonishes all the

other youngsters. It's good human
interest stuff, at the same time giv-

ing Babe a chance to show his bat-

ting tricks in detail. A real juve-

nile film, that will also appeal to

the grownups.

"Any Old Port"

M-G-M 21 mins.

Swell Laughs

A Laurel-Hardy laugh number
that rates well up with their usual

fine brand of comedv antics. This

time they are two sailors in fi'om a

voyage. " They try to save a poor lit-

tle gal from a forced marriage to

a big goof who runs a waterfront
lodging house, and he beats them up.

Later Hardy meets an old pal. now
a fight promoter, and he signs

Laurel up for a bout for 50 bucks,

he acting as manager. The fight is

a wow, done in the typical Laurel-

Hardy manner. A great gag is in-

troduced, with the burly hotel

owner who is Laurel's antagonist,

knocking himself cold with his own
glove "loaded" with a couple of

pounds of nails and bolts.

Sound With a Vengeance
IVcst Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mack Sennett's newest

comedy, "Hubby's Last Chance," featur-

ing George Byron and Dorothy Granger,

employs five police cars, ten motorcycles^

3 squadron of airplanes dropping bombs,

twelve fox hounds, an infantry, a cav-

alry, and a boy scout troupe render the

desired sound effects!
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Ruth Chatterton in

"TOMORROW AND
TOMORROW"

with Paul Lucas
Paramount 80 mins.

ABSORBING TRIANGLE DRA-
MA EXPERTLY ACTED AND DI-

RECTED. PRIMARILY FOR
ADULTS.
Taken from the Broadway stage

hit, this love triangle is probably
more interesting because of the per-

formances of Ruth Chatterton and
Paul Lukas than for its story. Miss
Chatterton appears in one of her
typical roles, calculated to satisfy

her particular fans,
,
while Luka,s

does some of his best work to date

and scores strong. Robert Ames
is the other chief character. Story
concerns a wife who is unhappy be-

cause her marriage has not pro-

duced a child. She meets a doctor
from Vienna and immediately expe-
riences a love which she had never
felt with her husband. After the

doctor returns to the other side a
child is born, the physician being
the father. Later the kid becomes
seriously ill and the doctor, who is

again in this country, saves his life.

Although the doctor begs the wo-
man to go away with him and their

child, she refuses to wreck her home.
Cast ; Ruth Chatterton, Paul Lukas, Robe t

Ames, Harold Minjir, Ted Alexander, Walter
Walker, Arthur Pierson, Winter Hall, Mar
K.'iret Armstrong.

Director, Richard Wallace; Author, Philii

Barry; Adaptor, Josephine Lovett; Dialoyuei
same; Editor, not credited; Cameraman.
Charles Lang.

Direction, finesse. Photography, beautiful.

"THE RAINBOW TRAIL"

with George O'Brien

Fox 60 mins.

SCENIC BACKGROUND IS

HIGHLIGHT OF ORDINARY
WESTERN MELODRAMA.

Exterior locations selected for

this western are as colorful and pic-

turesque as ever filmed, but the

story lacks logic and there is in-

sufficient action. The one punch
comes toward the end, when two
people are rescued from a lost val-

ley by mean,s of ropes thrown from
the top of a cliff. The subsequent
chase also has a bit of a kick. The
involved story concerns George
O'Brien, who takes it upon him-
self to rescue three people from
the hands of an outlaw gang. Enter-
ing the outlaw camp, O'Brien is im-
mediately suspected of being a spy.

He has a hand-to-hand battle with
the leader of the bad men and is

about to be thrown from a cliff

when an Indian whom he has pre-
viously befriended, saves him. He
finally rescues the unfortunate trio

and wins the girl, Cecilia Parker.

Cast: George O'Brien. Cecilia Parker,
Minna Gombell, Roscoe Ates, J. M. Kerrigan,
James Kirkwood, W. L. Thorne, Robert
Frazer, Ruth Donnelly, Niles Welch. Laska
Winters. Landers Stevens, Alice Ward, Ed-
ward Hearn.

Director. David Howard: Author, Zan;
Grey; Adaptors, Barry Conners, PhiLji

Kleni; Dialoguers, same; Editor, not cred.te-L
Cameraman, Daniel Clark, Recording En-
gineer, Albert Protzman.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

William Powell in

"HIGH PRESSURE"
with George Sidney, Evelyn Brent,

Evalyn Knapp
Warner Bros. 74 mins.

FAST AND FUNNY ENTER-
TAINMENT WITH PUNCH PER-
FORMANCE BY POWELL AND
SWELL COMEDY BY SIDNEY.

William Powell has one of his

best roles in a long time as an ace

promoter who lives only for his big

deals. For comedy running mate,
George Sidney is a wow. At the

outset Powell is shown in a tramp
condition, but he quickly revives

when he hears Sidney's proposition
involving a nut inventor who is sup-
posed to produce rubber from sew-
age. Sidney, a Hebrew character,
puts up the dough. In real high-
pressure style Powell promotes a

big company, with lavish offices,

plenty of stock, etc., and just as

their big bubble is about to burst
Powell bluffs a rival rubber com-
pany into buying him off. A little

romance is injected between Powell
and Evelyn Brent, whom he forgets
immediately when some new promo-
tion proposition bobs up. There is

plenty of action, good comedy, and
not a dull moment.

Cast: Will am Powell. Evelyn Brent, George-
Sidney, Frank McHugh, Guy Kibbee, Evalyn
Knapp, Ben Alexander, Plarry Beresford, John
Wray, Charles Judels, Luis Alberni, Lucieu
Littlefield, Charles Middleton, Alison Skip-
worth, Lillian Bond, Maurice Black. Boblij
Wat-on, Oscar Apfel, Polly Walters.

Director, Mervyn Le Roy; Author, S. J.

Peters; Adaptor, Joseph Jackson; Dialoguer.
same; Editor, Ralph Dawson; Cameraman.
Robert Kurrle.

Direction, swell. Photography, fine.

Pola Negri in

"A WOMAN COMMANDS"
RKO 83 min
MILDLY ENTERTAINING COM

EDY DRAMA WITH POLA NEGIi
SCORING IN HER TALKER Dt
BUT.

Story of this one starts off in

comedy vein, then switches to drj

ma. It's not particularly new an
generally fails to sustain interes
Miss Negri, appearing in her firs

talker made in this country, is glam
orous and expert in a part whic
does not afford her the best oppoi
tunitie,s. Plot concerns a cafe er

tertainer who is more or less force
to marry the king of a small Euro
pean country. Her former lover,

captain in the king's army, stirs u
a revolution and the governmen
falls, with the king being killec

Queen agrees to relinquish he
rights to throne but refuses to de
clare her child illegitimate as orderei
by the revolutionists. She is sen
tenced to be shot but at the las

moment the revolutionists changi
their minds and let the queen gi

into exile with her captain. The dia
logue is bright but frequently there':

too much of it. Roland Young an(

Basil Rathbone give Miss Negri ex
cellent support, especially the former

Cast: Pola Negri, Basil Rathbone, Ronal.
Young, H. B. Warner, Anthony Bushel!
Reginald Owen, May Boley, Frank Reichei
George Baxter, Clem Louise Borden, Davi'
Newell.

Director, Paul L. Stein; Author, Thild
Forster; Adaptor, Horace Jackson; Dialoguer
same; Editor, Dan Mandell; Cameraman. Ha
Mohr; Recording Engineer, Earl Wolcott.

Direction, okay. Photography, fine.
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H. B. Warner in

"THE MENACE"
Columbia 71 mins.

MYSTERY MURDER MELLER
TOO MECHANICAL AND FAR
FETCHED TO CLICK WITH DIS-

CRIMINATING AUDIENCES.

This is an adaptation of an Edgar
Wallace mystery murder, and only
serves to prove that Wallace's ma-
terial is all right in print, but when
you try to make a picture of it,

the improbabilities in the plot stand
out too glaringly. The foundation
of the story calls for a lot of cre-
dulity on the part of the audience.
The hero returns to England from
America, and through a surgical
operation to his face after an oil

field explosion, his features are so
transformed that even his fiancee and
the old family butler do not recog-
nize him. He moves around in the
old baronial mansion for days with-
out them even suspecting his real
identity, as he is intent on uncov-
ering the murderers of his father.
The rest of the material is filled with
equally absurd situations, so that the
fine work of an excellent cast and
good direction are discounted.

Cast: H. H. Warner, Bcttc Davis, Walter
I'.yn.n, Natalie Moorhead, William Davidson.
Crauford Kent, Halliwell Hobbes, Charles
(Jcrrard, Murray Kinnell.

Director, Hoy William Neill; Author, Edgar
Wallace; Adaptors, Dorothy Howell, Charles
I.oifue; Dialoguer, Roy Chanslor; Editor,
Gene Havlick; Cameraman, L. William
O'Conncll; Recording Engineer, George
t'oopcr.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good.

"BRIDEGROOM FOR TWO"
British International 68 mins.

BRITISH FARCE COMEDY HAS
SOME FUNNY MOMENTS BUT IS

TOO INVOLVED AND DRAGGY
FOR AMERICAN AUDIENCES.

This is a very pretentious offering

from a British studio, opening with

a spectacular floor show in a London
cabaret, where the wealthy young
hero's friends are giving him a

party before his wedding the next
day. He gets pie-eyed, and marries
another dame, the leader of the
dance hall cuties. From there on it

grows very involved and compli-
cated, with his fiancee and her
father making all kinds of trouble,
while his dance hall wife and her
fiance, a prizefighter, along with her
parents, complicate matters still

more. There is a seance introduced
by a detective after the hero and
the prizefighter have supposedly
drowned each other in a fight. Then
come the "ghost" scenes, with the
two young men who were not
drowned at all, making things excit-

ing. It is all very British and com-
plex, and will hardly click with
American audiences.

(,'ast : Gene Gcrrard, Murial Angelus, Mar
garet Yarde, Frank Stanmore, Dennis Wynd-
ham. Henry Wenman, Rita Page, Ronald
Frankau, George Gee.

Director, Richard Eichberg ; Authois,
Fred Thompson, E. Paulton ; Adaptors,
Walter Mycroft, Frederick Jackson; Dia-
loguer, same ; Editor, S. Sinimonds ; Cam-
eramen, H. Gartner, B. Mondi.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

John Gilbert in

"WEST OF BROADWAY"
M-G-M 71 mins.

MILDLY ENTERTAINING FILM
WITH A WEAK STORY THAT
AROUSES LITTLE DEFINITE IN-

TEREST IN THE CHARACTERS.

Here is one of those conventional
stories that moves along on a dead
level and fails to build up any par-
ticular excitement or interest. John
Gilbert has the role of a returned
soldier broken in health after the
war, and his doctor gives him only
six months to live. Ihe girl he was
engaged to jilts him, and he starts
out to drink himself to death. In
one of his orgies, he marries what
he supposes to be a gold digger when
he comes to the next morning. But
the girl really loves him for him-
self, and not his money. He goes
west to Arizona, to live on a ranch
and recover his health, and fool the
"golddigger" he thinks is waiting for
him just to die so she can collect.

Then he arranges a convenient
divorce with a 25 thousand dollar
settlement on his wife, only to find
that he is wrong, and that he loves
her as much as she loves him. It
fails to convince.

Cast: John Gilbert, El Brendel. Lois Mo-
ran, Madge Evans, Ralph Bellamy. Frank
Conroy, Gwcn Lee, Hedda Hopper, Ruth
Rcnick, Willia Fung.

Director, Harry Beaumont; Authors,
Ralph Graves, Bess Meredyth ; Adaptor,
Gene Maikey ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor,
George Hively ; Cameraman, Merritt B. Ger-
stad.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"COCK OF THE AIR"
with Billie Dove and Chester Morris

United Artists 74 mins

SLIM AND UNCONVINCING
STORY THAT MISSES AS AN AtI"
TEMPT AT LIGHT FARCE COM
EDY.

Another variation on the soldiei

boy in Paris devoting all his atten
tions to a love game. This time i'

is an officer in the American aii

forces (Chester Morris) pursuing
Billie Dove as an operatic singei

from Paris to Venice and bacl
again. Meanwhile his work in th(

air force is sadly neglected, but tht

war goes on just the same. Billif

Dove is beautiful as usual in a verj
artificial role. She keeps Chester a1

arm's length for a time, then gets
him to take her to Paris on a vers
hare-brained adventure, where in i

hotel they pursue a series of mad-
cap pranks that are a mixture oj

slapstick, light badinage and an at
tempt at high farce comedy. Bu1
the mixture was too much for the

director and all of the cast and i1

must be reported that the entire ef

fort misses its mark by a very wid«
margin.

Cast: Chester Morris, Billie Dove, Mat
Moore, Walter Catlett, I^ouise Alberni, Ka
tya Sergeiva, Yola D'Avril, Vivian Oak
land, Emile Chautard, Ethel Sutherland
Peggy Watts.

Director, Tom Buckingham; Authorsiy
Robert E. Sherwood, Charles Lederer
Adaptors, same; Dialoguer, Charles Led
erer ; Editor, W. Duncan Mansfield ; Cam
eraman, Lucien Andriot ; Recording Engi
neer, Frank Grenzbach.

Direction, weak. Photography, excellent
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"THE LURE OF THE RING"
with Jack Dempsey

)1 I'^orldart Film Corp. 35 mins.
INTERESTING AND THRILL-
VG HIGHLIGHTS FROM HEAVY-
/^EIGHT BATTLES.

Because of Jack Dempsey's popu-
,rity in itsef, this picture makes a

veil added attraction. It has spe-

al interest for fight fans, and is

;tion entertainment for any audi-
ice. The picture is silent, with
rthur Q. Brown making the ex-

anatory announcements and Sam
auh descrlbinsr the blow-by-blow
ngside sequences. Events included

?e the Dempsey-Firpo fight in New
ork, Dempsey-Tunney in Philadel-

lia, Dempsey-Sharkey in New
ork, Dempsey-Tunney in Chicago,
larkey-Loiighran, Sharkey-Schme-
ng, Schmeling-Stribling, and Shar-
;y-Wa ker, winding up with shots

Dempsey in training for his next
ittle. Though the picture apparent-
is designed to build up Dempsey

>r a comeback, audiences already

•e so much in sympathy with him
lat they will proljably eat this stuff"

R. The "long count" at the Chi-

igo fight is about the most inter-

iting bit presented. The camera
early shows the amount of time

ken by the referee in making the

•unt, while the dazed Tunney looks

3 with agony all over his man as

lOUgh it were all over. Later Tun-
;y is shown dancing all around the

ng to get away from Dempsey,
ho aggressively pursues him. The
jmchronized talk is good and the

lotography is okay.

"DAS LIED 1ST AUS"
("The Song Is Over")

Associated Cinemas 85 mins.

PRETENTIOUS GERMAN FILM
ELABORATELY PRODUCED AND
WELL ACTED WITH PLEASING
MELODIES.
Here is an obvious attempt by

Tobis of Berlin to duplica*^e the suc-
cess of "Zwei Herzen," for the same
director, scenarist and musical com-
poser are responsible for both. It
is questionable that it will hit the
popularity mark of its predecessor,
in spite of the fact that it is a far
more pretentious production, better
acted with a finer cast, and with a
more ambitious story. For one thing,
the original melodies by Robert
Stolz are not so haunting as his

famous waltz in "Zwei Herzen," and
the plot teeters between a medley
of comedy and serious sentiment.
If they had struck to the fine roman-
tic sentiment and built to a smash
love scene, which is inherent in the
story, they would have had a knock-
out. Liane Haid is gorgeous, a
great trouper, and few Hollywood
stars can touch her for genuine
charm and personality. Willy Forst
is admirable, with a fine light com-
edy touch. A very pleasing produc-
tion.

Cast: Liane Haid, Willy Forst, Margarete
Schlegel, Otto Wallburg, Fritz Odemar.
Ernst Verebes, Hedwig- Bleibtreu, Evy
Schmidt Kaiser, Marcel Wittrisch.

Director, Geza Von Bolvary; Author. Wal-
ter Reisch; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, sanip-
Editor, not listed; Cameraman, Willy Gold
berger; Recording Engineer, not listed.

Direction, very good. Photography, ex-
cellent.

Construction on Radio City
Running Ahead of Schedule

(.Continued

not only keep ahead, but increase
the lead considerably each month."

Steel construction for the Inter-
national Music Hall and 31-story of-
fice building on the 51st St. and
Sixth Ave. corner has reached the
20th floor. Steel work on the
Sound Motion Picture Theater,
which will face Sixth Ave. between
48th and 49th Sts., has gone beyond
the first tier and includes the spa-
cious entrance. This building will
cover three-quarters of an acre and
the movie theater will have a seat-
ing capacity of about 3,600. Both
buildings will be completed by Oc-
tober of this year and according to
present plans will have formal
openings during the first week of the
new year. Buildings will be opened
as soon as they are completed and
equipped, says "Roxy". This will
mean that offices of RKO and its

subsidiaries will move to building
number 10, which is the music hall
and 31-,story building, about the end
of this year. Twenty-four floors will
be occupied by the RKO theater de-
partments, Radio Pictures, RKO
Pa' he offices and Radio Pictures ex-
change.

_
Program policy for the sound mo-

tion picture theater has not been
determined in all details as yet, al-

though "Roxy" stated yesterday
that there will be no change in his

"ROAD TO LIFE"
mkino 101 mins.

EFFECTIVE RUSSIAN DIA-

OGUE DRAMA WITH SUPERIM-
OSED ENGLISH TITLES, SHOW-
VG SOVIET RECONSTRUCTION
F "WILD CHILDREN."

There is considerable strength and

tistry in the production and direc-

on of this Soviet drama which

raphically depicts how the nation

iced the" problem of redeeming
jrdes of "wild children" who roam-

i the streets following the WorlC
ar. The children, all orphans of

)ldiers killed in the conflict, are

rst shown ruthlessly thieving, de-

Toying property, and causing
'di'y harm to citizens. Russian
lacliers confer on how the vaga-

)rds can best be started on a new
lad to life. Kindness proves to be

le keynote of the plan and
irough it a group of the vouthf

re taken to the "Collective" and
lere taught useful occupations
here is considerable interest in thr

radual rise to decency of Mustapha
lad who formerly led the "wild

oys" and who later is murdered bv

n enemy of the Soviet. The pic

ire is intense and in snots extreme-
' effective.

Cast: N. Ratalov, M. Zharov, I. Kyrla,

[. Dzhagafarov, B. Yaniishkevich. M. An
opova, M. Gonta.

Director, Nikolai Ekk ; Author, Nikolai

;kk, Stolper and Yanushkewitch ; Camera
an, V. Pronin; Recording Engineer, E
esterov.

Direction, artistic. Photography, excellent

"DAS EKEL"
("The Grouch")

Ufa 83 mins.
AMUSING GERMAN FILM

WITH FINE CHARACTEKT7A
TION BY MAX ADALBERT THAT
GETS BIG LAUGHS.

This one went over strong at the
Cosmopolitan theater with a German
audience, which laughed almost con-
tinuously throughout the clever
characterization of Max Adalbert as
a grouch in a small town setting.

The entire picture is dominated by
"^his celebrated character delineator,
who is in evidence practically all the
time. The other characters are all

subordinated to his splendid com-
edy work. Adalbert is a chronic
grouch, who as superintendent of

the market in a small German vil-

lage lords it over everybody, espe-

cially the poor market women. In

his home he is a martinet, making
life miserable for his wife and
young son. He puts his foot down
on his daughter's love for the

athletic instructor, who is building

a big stadium for the town. Work?
out into a situation where the

Grouch becomes a human being and
a regular fellow, with the comedy
situations paramount.

Cast: Max Adalbert, Emilia Unda. Eve'yr
Holt. Heinz Wagner, Heinz Koenecke, Viktor

Franz, Julius E. Herrmann, Rosa X'a'ett'.

Ernst Proeckl, Hans H. Schaufuss, Alfred

Abel.
Directors, Franz Wenzler, Eugene Schueff-

tm; Authors, Reimann and Impekoven;
Adaptor, Emmerich Pressburger; Dialoguer,

•ame; Editor, not listed; Cameraman, F>i.r.~ii

SchuefTtan; Recording Engineer, Walter
Tjaden.

Direction, good. Photography, okay. I

"LA RONDE DES HEURES"
("The Dance of the Hours")

First Division 81 mins.

GOOD FRENCH FILM WITH
VERY HUMAN STORY AND
SOME PLEASING HARMONY
AND SINGING MAKES A HIT.

Here is an old story retold in

.eresting'y, being another variation
in the clown with a breaking hear'
theme. This Jacques Haik produc-
tion from the Paris studios carries
a fine undercurrent of human ap-
peal in a poignant story that does
not get sloppy or maudlin. It has
some very fine touches of genuine
sentiment, and is capably acted
'hroughout, although the direction
'n many spots leaves a lot to be de-

sired. The story is that of an op-

eratic sirfjer who loses his voice
ind then disappears from the work'
'•^ a circus as a clown. He ret'irn^

his wife and child to the home of his

"ather-in-law, who had obiected tn

his marrying the daughter. The
sentimental stufl' comes with the re-

turn of the clown to his wife's home
to perform at a benefit, where he ' =

"nrecngnized in his makeup. His
little daughter's great fancy for the
flown, and the father's re^ntions

bring some real gulps in the throat
Cast: Andre Bauge, Francji'e Mussey,

Gilberte Savnry. Paul-i And'-al. George Tre-
ville. Pierre Stephen. Leon Belieres.

Director, Alexand-^r Ryd>"- : Autbnr. Hen-
ry Falk : Adaptor, Loin's d'Yves : Dialoguer.
same ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman,
not cred'ted ; Recording Engineer, not cred-

ited.

Direction, fair. Photography, spotty.

from Page 1)

decision to separate pictures from
"flesh" presentations. "Only pic-

tures will be shown in the picture
theater," said "Roxy." "It is too
early to announce any set policy for
the house, although, as the entire
movement is international, I believe
the feature motion picture policy
will also be international. By
that I mean that features fitted

for our theater, regardless of where
they were produced or by whom, will
be shown. Particular attention will
also be given to short subjects, many
of which we will develop ourselves
in the International Music Hall.
Both theaters will introduce many
surprise pieces of equipment. Chairs
for the orchestra and balcony floors

will be of ultra modern design and
have novel contrivances built for
added comfort to the theatergoer."

Construction of the 70-story office

building to be occupied by the Na-
tional Broadcasting Co. is well under
way. It will have 500.000 square
feet of floor space and will rise with
a frontage on Sixth Ave., extending
back 535 feet along 49th and 50th
Sts. On the Fifth Ave. boundary
of the project, the British Empire
Building has already been started.
It has been leased by a British syn-
dicate headed by Lord Southborough.
Adjoining this structure will be a
French building, The Film Daily
learns.

In the construction work, 59,000
truck loads or about 240,000 cubic
yards of earth were hauled during
the excavations. About 56,000 peo-
ple will be employed in the consti'uc-

tion. Four buildings now under con-
struction will require in excess of 2,-

500,000 face bricks; 3,000,000 pounds
of aluminum have been ordered for
the spandrel decorations and, ac-

cording to Clyde R. Place, engineer
in charge of mechanical and electri-

cal features, all elevators in office

buildings and theaters in the devel-
opment will be of the self-leveling

type with powerful automatic brakes
actuated by automatic speed gov-
ernors and limit switches. Many of

he elevators will operate at a speed
of 1,000 feet per minute.

The name "Radio City" is a tem-
porary title for the project. The
Metropolitan Square Corp., repre-
senting the Rockefeller interests in

the $250,000,000 development, is now
searching for a title that will not

only carry the amusement atmos-

phere but incorporate both amuse-

ment and other industries in its

meaning.

Todd, Robertson, Todd Engineer-

ing Corp. and Todd and Brown are

builders and managers. Architects

are Reinhard and Hofmeister; Cor-

bett, Harrison and MacMurray, and

Hood and Fouilhoux. Samuel L.

"Roxy" Rothafel is managing direc-

tor in charge of the entire amuse-

ment division of the project.



Features Reviewed in Film Daily June 7 to January 24
386 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Reviftoed

A Dangerous Affair-COL
11-29-31

Acht Tage GIueck-FL ...8-2-31
Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31
Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31
Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children?-RKO
11-15-31

Arizona Terror-TIF .. 9-27-31

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11-22-31

Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31

Had Company-PAT 11-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Halincse Love-TPE ...12-13-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP. .12-6-21

Beloved Bachelor-PAK. . 10 18 3 I

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Business Girl-FN . .6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Big Shot-PAT 1-10 32

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

R'onde Captive-TMP ..12-1^-31

Blonde Crazv-WA 12-6-31

Branded-COL 11-1-31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-1,^31

Brat-F 8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-3)

Rrok^e.T Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Cain-TPE 1-17-32

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Carmen-BI 1-17-32

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31

Chances-FN 6-14-31

Charlie Chan's Chance-F
1-24-32

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Cheyenne Cyclone-'WK ..1-10-32

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31
rninpromised-FN 1 1-8-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Consolation Marriage-RKO
11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC . 10-4-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31
Cnsi E T.a Vita-TH 11-8-31

Cuban Love Song-MGM . 12-6-31

Cyclone Kid-BIF ....11-22-31
Daddy Long Legs-F 6-7-31

Dance Team-F 1-3-32

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31

Das Floefenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied Vom Leben-TA
10-18-31

Das Rhcinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Deadline-COL 1-24-32

Deceiver-CLO 11-29-31
Delicious-F 12-27-31

Der Andere-TF . . . . 1-17-32

Der Hampelmann-TA . 9-13-31

Der Kleine Seitensprung-
UFA 1-10-32

Der Ungetreue Ecke Hart-TF
1-24-32

Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31

nevotion-PAT 10-4-31

Devil Plays-CHE ..12-20-31

Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-31

Die Crosse Sehnsucht-TA
10-11-31

Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-
ASC 9-27-31

Dip Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Die Privatsckretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

Die vom Rummelplatz-CAP
1-10-32

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures

AM—Arakino

ARC—Artclass

ASC—Associated Cinema
ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI— British International
BIF—Big Four
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National
FTP—Foreign Talking Pictures

GS—George Schneider

HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures
HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HO—Hollywood Pictures
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
IMP—Imperial Distributing
TH—Thalia Productions
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Moviegraphs
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PC—Patrician Pictures
FEE—Peerless
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga
PIZ—WiUiam Pizor

PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SCA—Scandinavian Talking

Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picti.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WK—Willis Kent
WM—J. D. WilliamsWW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed

Die Schlacht von Bademuende
UFA.. 11-22-31

Discarded Lovers-CAP ..1-3-32
Docks of San Francisco-ACP

1-24-32

Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA
7-26-31

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP 1-3-32

Drifter-WK 1-10-32

irevtus Case—COL ...8-30-31

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP
8-21-31

East of Borneo-U. . . . .8-23-31

Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA ...9-20-31

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-31

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Expensive Women-WA . 11-15-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

Fanny Foley Herself-RKO
10-25-31

Fidlovacka-DM ..7-5-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL .6-28-31
First Aid-WW . 7-12-31

Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31

Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31

Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31

Flying Fool-BI 10-18-31

Flying High-MGM 12-13-31

Forbidden-COL 1-17-32

Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31

Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31

Freighters of Destiny-PAT
11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31

Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8-31

Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31

Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31

Girl of the Rio-RKO ... 1-10-32
Girls About Town-PAR. . 11-1-31

God's Country and the Man-
SYN 6-7-31

Goldie-F 6^28-31
Good Sport-F 12-13-31
Graft-U 11-29-31
Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31
Grief Street-CHE 10-11-31
Guardsman-MGM .. ..9-13-31
Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31

Hard Hombre-HOF . .9-20-31
Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Heartbreak-F >.. 10-18-31

Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-31

Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Hell Divers-MGM 12-27-31
Her Majesty, Love- FN. 11-29-31
Heroes All-IMP 10-25-31

His Woman-PAR 12-6-31

Title Reviewed
Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31
Holy Terror-F ...7-19-31
Homicide Squad-U 8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31

24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31

House Dividcd-U 1-10-32
Huckleberi-v Finn-PAR 8-9-31

Human Targets-BIF ..1-24-32
Hurricane Horseman-WK

10-11-31
Husband's Holiday-PAR. . 1-3-32
Hush Mnnev-F 7-12-31

I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
Im Geheimdienst-IIFA 11-29-31
In Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

6-14-31
Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA

11-8-31
Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31

Jew At War-iAM 7-26-31
Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31

Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31

La Douceur D'Aimer-FD
12-13-3

Ladies of the Big House-
PAR 1-3-32

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31
Lariats and Six Shooters

COS.. 10-25-31

Lasca of the Rio Grande
U.. 12-13-3

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
11-29-3!

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,
8-9-31

Law of the Tong-SYN. 12-20-31
Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31
Le Mysterie de la Villa
Rose-FD 1-17-32

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-31
Liebe Auf Befehl-U ..6-7-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-29-31
Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31
Love Storm-BI 10-18-31
Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maker of Men-COL 12-20-31
Manhattan Parade-WA 1-3-32

Man From Death Valley-MOP
10-11-31

Man I Killed-PAR ..1-24-32
Man in Possession-MGM .7-19-31
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Mata Hari-MGM 1-3-32
Meet the Wife-COI 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31
Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31

Men in Her Life-COI 12-6-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Men of Chance-RKO 1-3-32

Men Like These-BI 1-10-32
Merely Marv Ann-F ...9-13-31
Michael and Mary-U. ... 1-10-32

Miracle Woroan-COL 8-2-.31

Title Reviewed

Misbehaving Ladies-FN.. 11-8-31

Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31

Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31

Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother anrt Son-MOP. .. 8-30-31

Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31
Murder At Midnight-TIF

9-20-31

Murder By the Clock-PAR
7-19,31

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Neck and Neck-WW. . .11-8-31

Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31

Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Nie Wieder Liebe-UFA 1-17-32

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31

Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31

Night Nurse-WA ...7-19-31
No One Man-PAR 1-24-32
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31
Nur Am Rhein-FTP .. 10-11-31

Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Ladv-PAR 11-8-31

One Way trail-COL. .12-13-31
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31
Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31
Panama FIo-PAT 1-24-32

Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31
Parisian. The-CAP 8-23-31
Partners of the Trail-MOP

8-30-31

Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31
Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Personal Maid-PAR... 8-30-31
Phantom of Paris-MGM . 11-15-31
Platinum Blonde-COL. .. 11-1-71

Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31
PoHtics-MGM 8-2-31
Possessed-MGM 11-29-31
Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private ScandaUHED. .. 11-1-31
Prodigal-MGM ...6-28-31
Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31
Range Feud-COL 11-22-31
Range Law-TIF .11-1-31
Rebound-PAT ... 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31
Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31
Ridin' for Justice-COL. . 1-10-32
Road to Reno-PAR. . .10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Ruling Voice-FN 11-8-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31
Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Sally of the Subway-ACP

1-24-32
Salvation Nell-TIF .7-5-31
Scareheads-CAP 10-25-31
Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31
Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
'^ecret Menace-IMP ...12-13-31
Secrets of the Orient-UFA

1-10-32
Secret Service-RKO ..,12-13-31

Title Reviewt.

Secrets of A Secretary-PAR
7-19-31

Secret Witness-COL ..12-20-31

Sein Liebeslied-ASC ..11-22-31
Shanghai Love-COL ....9-6-3

Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
FD .7-12-3

Sheriff's Secret-COS 6-14-31

Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31

Should a Doctor Tell?-REG
8-23-31

Side Show-WA 9-20-31

Sidewalks of New York-MGM
11-15-31

Sin of Madelon Claudet-MGM
11-1-31

Silence-PAR 8-1 6-31

Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR
11-1-31

Siroco-CF 11-29<1

Skin Game-BI 6-21-31

Sky Devils-UA 1-24-32

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31

Skyline-F 10-11-31
Smart Money-WA 6-21-31

Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Sob Sister-F 10-4-31

Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31
Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31

Sooky-PAR 12-27-31
Soul of the Slums-ACP 11-29-31

.Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31

Spider, The-F 8-16-31

Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31

Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31

Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31

Stepping Sisters-F ...1-10-32
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Strictly Dishonorable-U .11-1 5-31

Suicide Fleet-PAT 11-29-31

Sundown Trail-PAT ...10 18-31

Sunset Trail-TIF 1-17-32
Surrender-F 11-29-31

Susan Lenox-MC.M ...10-18-31
Susanne Macht Ordnnng-FTP

10-11-31
Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31

Taxi-WA 1-10-32
Terra Madre^RC Il-l-i31

Theaternaechte von Berlin-TF
1-10-32

The Cheat-PAR 12-13-31
The Struggle-UA 12-13-31
Their Mad Moment-F

. .9-27-31
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-31
Thirty Days-PC 1-17-32
This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31
This Reckless Age-PAR. .1-10-32
Three Who Loved-RKO . 6-21-31
Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-31
Tonight or Never-UA 12-20-31
Too Many Cooks-RKO .7-19-31
Touchdown-PAR 11-15-31
Toute Sa Vie-PAR 6-21-31
Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-2I-31
Trotte Teodor-FD 1-17-32
Tulane vs. So. California-WA

1-24-32
Two Gun Caballero-IMP

12-13-31
Two Gun Man-TTF ..6-7-31
Two Kinds of Women-PAR

1-17-32

U. of S. C. vs. Notre Dame
WW- 1-24-32

Un Soir de R-nflf-PRX . 10-18-31
Under Eighteen-WA 1-3-32
Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unholy Garden-UA 9-20-31
Union Depot-FN .... 1-17-32
Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
„ter-TF 6-21-31
Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31
Viking-WM 6-21-31
Waterloo Bridge-U ...8-16-31
Way Back Home-RKO . 1-17-32
White Devil-TPE 8-30-31
Wicked-F 9-20-31
WiUt Horsp-HOF

. . 8-2-31
Without Honors-ARC

. 1-10-32
Woman Between-RKO 6-21-31
Woman from Monte Carlo-WA 1-3-32
Women Go On Forever-TIF

8-16-31
Woman of Experience-PAT

7-12-31
women Love Once-PAR . 6-28-."
X Marks the Spot-TIF 12-13-31
Yellow Ticket-F 11-1-31
Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31
7rin Weib'« I.iihnvnick HA

Zwei Krawatten-CAP ..1-17-32
Zwei MenchenCAP ,12-27-3l
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in the Coming • • • Complete • •

1932 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
1. A complete list of theaters in the United States and

Canada, both WIRED and SILENT houses, show-
ing which houses are OPEN and CLOSED.

2. A new and improved Showmen's Manual and Ex-
ploitation Digest.

3. A survey of the Foreign Field.

4. A list of Theater Circuits in the United States and
Canada.

5. A Financial Summary of leading companies, and
what motion picture stocks did in 1931.

6. Personnel of major companies and studios.

7. A complete Technical and Buying Guide section.

8. A list of over 12,000 motion picture releases.

9. The Ten Best Pictures of 1931.

10. Production charts, complete and accurate.

11. Work of Players, Directors, Writers, Cameramen,
etc.

12. Views of Industry Leaders.

13. Activities of all prominent organizations.

14. Personnel and officers of industry organizations.

15. A summary of the Short Subject Field.

16. Comprehensive lists of Producers, Distributors, Ex-
changes, etc.

17. Outstanding Achievements of 1931.

18. "The Trend" by Film Daily staff writers.

19. Academy Awards since 1927.

20. Summary of the year's News Events.

21. Photoplay's Best Performances.

22. Original Titles of Motion Pictures.

23. Exhibitors' Organizations personnel.

24. Fan and Trade Publications.

25. Court decisions of 1931.

26. Industry codes of ethics.

and 1001 other things of interest



Knock the"
out of

I

I

with these FOX PICTURES.

rhe SILENT
WITNESS

mth LIONEL ATWILL, HELEN MACK, GRETA
NISSEN, Weldon Heyburn, Bramwell Fletcher.

Released Feb. 7th

CHEATERS
AT PLAT

JVith THOMAS MEIGHAN, CHARLOTTE
GREENWOOD, William Bakewell, Ralph Morgan,

Barbara Weeks, Linda Watkins, James Kirkwood.

SHE WAHTED a
NILLIONAIRE

IVtth JOAN BENNETT, SPENCER TRACY, UNA
MERKEL, James Kirkwood, Dorothy Peterson.

The GAT
CABALLERO
IVith GEORGE O'BRIEN, VICTOR McLAGLEN,
CONCHTTA MONTENEGRO, Linda Watkins,

C. Hcnty Gordon, Weldon Heyburn.

Released Feb. 2Sth

AFTER
TONORROW
Frank Borzage production with CHARLES FARRELL,

MARIAN NIXON, Minna GombeU, Josephine Hull,

William Collier, Sr.

DISORDERLT
CONPUCT

With SALLY EILERS, SPENCER TRACY, EL
BRENDEL, Dickie Moore, Ralph Bellamy.



timate in Character
i:ernational in Scope
dependent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old
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7rial of TrUErgon Suits Not Expected Until Fall

IRandtJetires-harrTcohnheadOolumbia

Rner Picture Era Routing Screen Knockers— Hornblow

Mr* Kent
and other film folks

By Jack Alicoate-

h Who
> Things

>1 Kent.

Somehow or

other we cannot

get used to Par-

amount without

We had enough per-

Goldwyn Executive Scores
Sorehead Critics of

the Films
Fine pictures fully utilizing dis-

tinguished talents are proving a
powerful sledge hammer answer to

carping and orchidaceous literary

artists whose flower-like talents are

lost to the screen, says Arthur Horn-
blow, Jr., chief production executive

I Continued on Page 12)

177 Features Endorsed

Syracuse, N. Y.—During the past year

177 features produced by members of

the Hays group were endorsed by disin-

terested groups for the entire family,

and 79 of these were recommended as

especially suitable for children from 8

to 18, while 584 were recommended for

the entire family, said Carl E. Milliken

at the Baptist Church here last night.

saal contacts, over a long

iod of years, to thoroughly

preciate the fine qualities of

s hard-hitting, square-shoot-

two-fisted fighter. While
I frequently crossed swords,

never found him intolerant

the views of the other fellow,
jculation is rife as to his next
iness association. Almost every
npany in the industry is linked
h his name. We hear that he
y become part and parcel of RKO.

I move looks like a natural. At
rate the motion picture indus-

can ill afford to lose the prestige.
:kground and ability of a man of
: caliber of Sid Kent.

Possibly no ex-

ie Modest ecutive in the

ick Schenck business has a
closer grasp of

! fundamentals of the industry
in Nick Schenck, the efficient and
;icent president of Loew's, Inc.,

i M-G-M. Certainly no executive

better loved by his vast army of

ployees. And this has been defi-

«ly demonstrated to us on more
in one occasion. Here is one boss

o has never become high hat,

10 has actually shunned personal
blicity and who has never lost

; human touch in his association

th his fellowmen. And here's one
just can't hold. Last Sunday he

ent a goodly part of the after-

on on the merry-go-round in Gen-
ii Park frolicking with his three-

(.C<mtitmed on Page 2)

WARNER BROS. INCREASING

BRITISH PRODUCTION LIST

London (By Gable)—Indications

are that Warner Bros, will increase

its production schedule at Tedding-

ton to provide 10 features for re-

lease next year. Seven are being

made for current releasing season.

It is expected that Jack Warner will

come to Teddington to talk over

production plans.

Hearing Is Postponed
In W. B. Stockholder Suit
Wilmington, Del.—Hearing of tes-

timony to determine whether Jules

Endler of Passaic, N. J., is a bona
fide stockholder of Warner Bros, has

been postponed until Feb. 12, upon
motion of counsel for Endler, who
recently filed receivership suit

against the company, which in turn
(^Continued on Page 12)

M-G-M PREPARING 22

FOR FOREIGN MARKET

Hcst Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Twenty-two features

are now being prepared for the for-

eign market at the M-G-M studios.

The line-up includes six in Italian,

seven in German and nine in French.
Seven FitzPatrick Traveltalks are
in preparation for France and nine
for Spanish countries.

Brandt to Continue With
Voting Trust Holding

Columbia Stock
Retirement of Joe Brandt from

Columbia, with Harry Cohn taking
over the title of president, was an-
nounced Saturday, bringing to an
end a series of reports that have
been in the air for several weeks
regarding a change in Columbia's
management. In a brief statement
made by Cohn on Saturday he said
that Brandt desires to take a much-
needed vacation. Brandt will, how-
ever, continue with Harry and Jack

{Continued on Page 12)

Monogram Starting 9

In February and March
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Having finished three

features in January, Monogram is

preparing to start five new com-
panies this month. These include

"The Country Fair." an I. E. Chad-
wick production, directed by Howard
Bretherton; "The Man from Xew
Mexico," starring Tom Tyler, a

Lloyd Nosier unit: "The Midnight
Patrol," a C. G. Burr production to

{Continued on Page 12)

Tri-Ergon Infringement Suits

Not Expected Up Before Fall

File Appeal in Denver

Over Kan. Sunday Shows

Denver—Appeal from the ruling of the Fed-

eral District Judge John Pollock in Kansas

City, Kan., allowing Sunday shows in that

state, has been filed in the U. S. Court of Ap-

peals here by Roland Boynton. Kansas attorney

general and county officials. Trial date on

the appeal has not yet been set. Fox West

Coast Theaten is involved In the action.

Suits brought by Tri-Ergon charg-

ing Electrical Research Products

and other companies with infringe-

ment of its sound reproducer pat-

ents -will not be tried before next

fall. They are pending in the Cir-

cuit Court, Eastern District, New
York, and the Circuit Court in Dela-

ware. Ward, Crosby & Neal are

counsel for William Fox, who owns
the Tri-Ergon patents.

PREPARE FIGHT ON BILL

BANNING FOREIGN STARS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—While Rep. Samuel

Dickstein, chairman of the House
Committee on Immigration and
Naturalization, is working on the
draft of his bill calling for legisla-

tion against foreign film stars,

sirsrers, etc., a stiff fight against
the proposed measure is indicated

in the many requests which have
{Continued on Page 9)

Edward McEvoy Assumes
Universal Shorts Post

Edward McEvoy has been ap-

pointed by Universal to fill the post

of assis ant eastern sales manager
landling short product sales under
upervisi"n of Eastern Sales Man-
ager Ted Schlanger. McEvoy will

render services both to the eastern

division and to the short product
department under Harry Milstein.

Two-Reeler on Manchuria

Being Released by T. P. E.

Taking advantage of the present war flurry

in Minchuria. a two-reeler covering some of

the recent operations in the war zone, show-

ing places where fighting is in progress, h's

been prepared by Talking Picture Epics and is

being released this week.
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NEW YORK
{QUOTATIONS

Am. Seat
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"
Gen. Th. Eq (new)
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
Pathe Exch
do "A"
RCA
RCA pf. B
RKO new
Warner Bros. . . .

NEW YORK
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd..

NEW YORK
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Paramount 6s 47

.

Par. By. 5j4s51.
Par. Sj4s50
Warner's 6s39 —

STOCK MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.
2 2 2 J4

8054 79J^ 7914

ZH iVi 35^

J4 54 %
2T/2 2TYz 27}4
9% 9-4 954 + ^
j4 K2 Vi — Vi

2 2 2

7^ 6J4 654 — /s

13^ 13 13—54
5/2 5'/2 554 + ^
iy% i 3

CURB MARKET
% V^ Vi

BOND MARKET
3/2 354 3J4

52 52 52 — ^
7754 75 75—4
45 44^ 445/^ — 1%
3054 30 30}4 — 54

The Broadway Parade
(Week of Jan. 29)

PICTURE
"The Champ" (2nd week)*.

FIRST-RUNS

DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
M-G-M Capitol

"Tomorrow and Tomorrow" Paramount Paramount
"Rainbow Trail" Fox Roxy
"A Woman Commands" RKO Pathe iMayfair
"High Pressure" Warner Bros Strand
"The Menace" Columbia Beacon
"Taxi" (4th week)** First National Warner
"Tulane vs. So. California" (2nd week). Warner Bros Warner

EXTENDED RUNS
"Cock of the Air" (2nd week) United Artists Rialto

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" (5th week) . Paramount Rivoli

"Union Depot" (3rd week) First National Winter Garden

%1 RUNS

"Hell Divers" (6th week) M-G-M Astor

"The Man I Killed" (2nd week) Paramount Criterion

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Das Lied 1st Aus" Associated Cinemas. . Europa
"Zwei Menschen' (6th week) Capitol Film Ex Little Carnegie
"Das Ekel" Ufa Cosmopolitan
"La Ronde des Heures" (2nd week) ... .First Division 5th Ave. Playhouse
"The Road to Life" Amkino Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS

"The Hatchet Man" (Feb. 3) Warner Bros Winter Garden
"The Greeks Had a Word for Them"

(Feb. 3) United Artists Rialto

"Emma" (Feb. 5) M-G-M Capitol

"The Man Who Played God" (Feb. 10). Warner Bros Warner

* Previously had $2 run at Astor.

**Moved from Strand.

ROY SLENTZ TRANSFERRED
Fort Worth. Tex.—Roy Slentz,

manager of the Worth for more
than a year and a half, has been
transferred to Chicago, where he
will be assigned another theater. C.

B. Stiff, district manager in Dallas,

will succeed Slentz. and will make
his headquarters in Ft. Worth due
to the fact that the stage shows
open their Texas engagements here.

New York Long Island City j'j

1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. ix
BRyant 9-4712 STiUwell 4-7940 i%

i.i

if

JIEastmamL Films!
i} it

li ]* E. Brulatour. Inc.

)^
if
if
if

if
if
if
if«#••

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

if
• if

if
if—
if
if

Hollywood K
6700 Santa Monica fi

Blvd.
ifHOLlywood 4121 j-j

il

Mr. Kent
. . . and other film folks

(Continued from Page 1)

year-old daughter. We have often

wondered what a concessionaire did

on his day off.
^ * *

It is not at

The Return of all unlikely that

Mr. Rowland when the Fox
tangle is

straightened out Dick Rowland will

play an important part in the future
activities of that organization. He
is now at Movietone City, to

take charge, at least temporarily,

of the production situation. No one
doubts that he knows pretty much
what this studio business is all

about. His record both at Metro
and at First National proves this.

He is generally recognized as the

safest picker of screen material in

the business. He knows the value

of cooperation and organization. He
proved that he could take it and
smile. Folks like that, especially

when they know their business, sel-

dom miss.

PICQUET BUYS HOUSE
Charlotte, N. C—Charles W. Pic-

quet has bought the Dixie in Aber-
deen. It is understood the house
will be closed.

The Carolina in Morgantine and
the Palace in Thomasville have re-

opened. J. W. Prevo operates the

Thomasville house. The Grand in

St. Paul and the Palace in Windsor
have closed.

HANDLING TRAILERS
Detroit—David Munstuk, operat-

ing Crescent Pictures, is handling
the Supreme Screen Service trailers

in the Michigan territory.

Submarine Film Booked
Into Three Warner Houses
"Trapped in a Submarine," for-

merly titled "Men Like These," a
British International Pictures re-

lease showing the harrowing expe-
riences of the crew in a sunken sub-
marine, has been booked into the
current program of Warner's New
York and Brooklyn Strand Theaters
and the Winter Garden on Broad-
way. Bill Rabell, general sales

manager for B. I. P. America, han-
dled the deal. The picture is a de-
tailed reproduction of the sinking
last year of the British Submarine
"The Poseidon" and was made un-
der the supervision of the British
Admiralty. Local exploitation, based
on the recent M2 disaster in the
English Channel, is being handled
by Mort Blumenstock of Warners
metropolitan houses.

SECOND NEGRO FEATURE
Micheaux Pictures Corp. has com-

pleted the photography of "Ten Min-
utes to Live," second of a series of
six Negro features with an all-col-

ored cast to be produced during
1932. Retakes for "Veiled Aristo-
crats," the first of the series, also
have been finished. "Veiled Aristo-
crats" will be released in February
and "Ten Minutes to Live" in March.

CARLOS JIMINEZ DEAD
Colon, C. Z.—Carlos Jiminez, Fox

manager for Panama, is dead fol-

lowing an accident in a restaurant
here.

"ARROWSMITH ' TO RIVOLI
"Arrowsmith," which yesterday

closed an eight-week $2 run at the
Gaiety, will open its popular price
engagement at the Rivoli next
Thursday.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Feb. 2. Convention of Independent Exhil
tors of New England, Hotel Statl|
Boston.

Feb. 8: Seventh Annual Motion Pict
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guild
America, El Capitan Theater, HoUywOi

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-WaJl
Hotel, Columbus.

Peb. li: Secona annual formal dinner-dai
of the Columbians (Columbia Picture
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. W
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monogram P
tures, Jung Hotel. New Orleans.

March 8-10: Second annual convention
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Siatier, I
troit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in O
tral Europe under auspices of Czed
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n i
National Film Industry, Prague, Czed
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Waslib
ton, D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Ni|
and Dance, True Sister's Club Hou-
New York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Sodi
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

SIGNS INDIE PRODUCT
Quality Pictures Exchange, CU

cago, of which Jerry Abrams
president and H. M. Gumbin vie

president, is now distributing t
Peerless and First Division produ|
as well as the U.S.C.-Notre Dan'
film in the Illinois and Indiana te

ritory. Abrams and Gumbin arri'

in New York today.

UNIVERSAL RELEASES
Universal has postponed relea

of "Strange As It Seems" No.
till Feb. 7 and No. 18 till March
Another Detective Lloyd pictur
"The Panther's Cunning," and tlt|

fourth Babe Ruth short. "Fancj
Curves," also are set for March
"The Eyes Have It," a Slim Sun'
merville comedy, will be release
March 9.

"ROAD TO LIFE" BOOKINGS
"Road to Life," first Russia

talkie which is now at the RK
Cameo, is being released in fi\

other cities. Hollywood, Philade
phia, Baltimore, Chicago and Por

|

land will see it this month and earl
in February, according to announc*
ment from Amkino Corp.

complete laboratories

and color equipment
for processing, de-

veloping and printing.

Bl - PACK or DOUBLE NEGATIVES
. . . perfect registration

. . . exact definition

. . . sharp separation

no fringe • no halation • no parallax

Uniform Prints in Natural Color
Delivered in 24 hours

Coiorfilm Corporation
130 W. 46th St. New York

'Write for Price Lists
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
4\'^ew Stunt

r Gift Night

yfANAGER J. Harry Mar-
chand has worked out a

ovel idea with a small group
f merchants in putting over
;ift Night every Sunday at the

.'ublix-Crown, Mobile, Ala. In
lonnection with the giving away
f the prizes, Marchand pulled

stunt that created quite a bit

if fun and much favorable com-
ment. After the drawing for

he winners of the merchandise
[ad been concluded, Marchand
innounced that he stil had an-

jther surprise in store for them
vhich had been placed under
heir seats. They were informed
hat a number of tickets had
een placed on the bottoms of

.s many as 25 seats—and if

jhey happened to be sitting in

he right seat they would find

ticket for the show the fol-

iwing Monday night.

—Crown, Mobile, Ala.

f ncroft Contest
f'- Newspaper

yfANAGER Ricardo Montiel

successfully tied up with a

ocal newspaper on a contest in

)utting over George Bancroft
n "Rich Man's Folly." Six pic-

ures of Bancroft appeared in

Idvance; one daily. Contestants
|vere asked to look at the pic-

:ure, search their memory, read
jhe tip printed below the pic-

lure, and figure out for them-
elves in which one of his many
)hotoplays Bancroft played this

Particular role. The article fur-

her stated, "If you can guess
dl six pictures and write a 100-

vord essay telling in which role

.'ou liked Bancroft best and
vhy. you will be eligible for one

jj)f the ten prizes."

—Saenger, Mobile, Ala.

AGENT

"That the life of a movie star is not

all beer and skittles, may be judged
from the fact that while she was play-

ing in 'The Hatchet Man,' Loretta Young
had to get up at 5 A. M. in order to

be at the studio at nine. All because
of the time it took each morning to

make her up to look like a Chinese
belle."—Warner Bros.

AIDNG

• • • PULLING THE peep-hole stuff just to be in the
fashion along with the rest of the alleged Broadway
kolyumists starting off with a load of loose gossip about
certain Educational district managers

• • • THAT Clyde Messenger, Salt Lake chief, has been
shipping a crate of that famous Utah celery to the Educa-
tional home ossif officials every Christmas and this last
Xmas some mugg happened to recall that celery is a Brain
Food so they are wondering if there's just a
li'l Dirt in this annual Message from Messenger*****
• • • THAT Joe Kaliski, head man of the Pittsburgh
branch has been successfully dodging femme charmers
for years but at last some gal has Practically Hooked
him at last and it won't be long now

• • • THAT his Pals out in Kansas City are trying to
line up Russell Borg. local Educational manager for
one of those Ripley Believe It Or Not sketches Rus-
sell boasts he is the largest man in Kansas and he owns
the smallest dog in the state

# # # THAT when Louis J. Klar, Cincinnati chief, attended
the last Educational convention in Nooyawk a local Rag
gave him a writeup about his strawberry colored shirts
all the Cinci papers copied it and now Louie is havin'
a helluva time living up to hs rep as a Broadway Beau Brum-
mel

• • • THAT John J. Scully has been reappointed as the
company manager in Boston Jawn got his old job back
when he heard that Peggy Shannon was to be featured in Tif-

fany's "Hotel Continental" so Mister Scully told the
Execs at the home ossif that ONLY an Irishman like himself
could successfully market Peggy so he got his job
back!

• • • THAT Harlan Starr, king pin of the Detroit branch
took up bowling to show the boys he was still an Ath-

lete and by golly, now he's the champ bowler of the

state of Michigan

• • • THAT we personally are still trying to figure out

whether Bill Saal and Bob Savini pulled a Fast One on us or

not for when we inquired in their ossif about how "Ho-

tel Continental" was goin' they said "Wait! Just

stick around" and in 20 minutes seven key spot branch

managers phoned in long-distance asking for prints!

could it have been a frame-up ?

• • • THAT Mort Blumenstock is all steamed up over

that British pix of the sinking submarine disaster the Strand

is showing at the very time the newspapers are filled

with accounts of the latest British submarine disaster

Mort sez it knocks the customers off their seats a half

hour of Realistic Thrills of the underseas the like of which

has never been filmed before

« « « » » »

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)
Bringing Back
the Children

^ARY PICKFORD has an-
nounced her intention to pro-

duce a picture that will bring
back the children into the film
theaters. Just what that picture
will be. I do not know (I believe
that Miss Pickford herself has
not yet settled on a story) ; but I
have a notion that it will prove
to be a happy venture for her
as well as for her audiences.
Certainly one must applaud her
purpose. The present sickly
state of the motion picture in-
dustry is largely attributable to
the fact that it has lost much of
its former innocence. It has de-
veloped a sort of surface sophis-
tication, the brittle Broadway
kind of sophistication, that is

essentially as false as was the
sticky sentimentality of bygone
days. Perhaps it is best ex-
pressed in that one, supposedly
world-weary ejaculation. "Oh,
yeah?", which the Broadwayite
uses as a means of dismissing
all the troublous problems of
life. The over-boiled wisdom of
Times Square does not become
the cinema which, for all its

talk, remains what it was ten
years ago when Harry Leon
Wilson, in "Merton of the Mov-
ies," dubbed it the "Peter Pan
of the arts," and condemned it

justly to a state of eternal in-

fancy. With or without sound,
the movie has the divine power
to appeal to the childish imag-
ination which lurks in even the
most aggressively adult, and
when that power is ignored, or
wilfully perverted, the movie is

attempting to be something
which it emphatically is not.

—Robert E. Sherwood,
McCall's Magazine.

t*A).^^6;^.#.;.is.|fe.A.i
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William Haines William Fox
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK,

HOLLYWOOD
^LISON SKIPWORTH, veteran of

more than 100 stagre and film

roles whose thirty-two years of
trouping behind the footlights have
been among the most colorful in

theatrical history, has just been
signed to a long-term contract by
Paramount.

* * *

Dickie Moore, aged five, vnll he

starred by Warner Bros, in "From
Rags to Riches." Maude Fulton is

preparing a modernized version of
this famous story of American boy-
hood.

>)> 4> «

Roy Del Ruth has just completed
directing what is predicted by studio

executives to be a fit successor to

"Taxi!" The newest opus is "Church
Mouse."

*

Doris Hill and George Lewis will

appear in Columbia's next Buck
Jones vehicle, "South of the Rio
Grande."

* * «

Tay Garnett, who made "Her
Man," and who recently completed
Ann Harding's "Prestige," entered
the amusement business 19 years
ago. He was a "top mounter" in an
acrobatic act in Los Angeles, but his

parents learned of it and brought
him straightway back to school.

Russell Hopton has completed an
important role in "The Famous
Ferguson Case," at Warner Bros,
and will play in "Night Club," at
Universal. By the way, he is Uni-
versal's newest contract player.

* * *

Louis Natheaux is playing a lead-

ing role in "Symphony of Six Mil-
lion." He is a popular "heavy," who
recently left Fox, where he played
"heavy" roles in several pictures, in-

cluding "Transatlantic."

Adriev7ie Dore. appearinp cur-
reyxtlv in "The Famous Ferguson
Case," still in production at the
Warner Bros, studios, will replace
Ann Dvorak in a leadhia role in

First National's "The Rich Are Al-
ways with Us," starring Ruth Chaf-
ferfon. Miss Dvorak will be busy
in "Tinsel Lady."

* *

Lionel Belmore has joined the cast
of "So Big." Barbara Stanwyck's
new starring nicture noAv in pro-
duction at the Warner studios under
the direction of William A. Wellman.

* * *

Guy Kibbee has replaced George
Marion. Sr.. in the cast of "The
Mouthpiece," now in production at

the Warner studios. Warren William
and Sidney Fox have the leading
roles.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
iBy HARRY N. BLAIRi

'pHALIA AMUSEMENT CORP.
will produce an all-Italian fea-

ture, "Rondinella," based on an orig-

inal story by Guilio Amauli. Gilda
Mignonette, Italian stage favorite,

will make her debut in the leading
ro'e with Raffaelo Bongini opposite
Eugene Roder will direct with Al-
fred Gondolfi as chief cameraman.
Production will start Feb. 15 and it

is planned to make at least half thp
picture on location in and around
New York.

According to present plans,

Robert L. Ripley, Vitaphone's
"Believe It or Not" star, will be

heard in this country in a radio

talk from Australia, Feb. 25.

The hook-up will be national.

B'way Cast for Arliss

Practically the entire cast supporting
George Arliss in "The Man Who Played
Cod," which opens Feb. 10 for two-a-
day showing at the Warner, has a Broad-
way stage background. Among the
principals are Violet Heming, Ivan Simp-
son, Louise Closser Hale, Bette Davis,

Donald Cook, Paul Porcasi, Oscar Apfel,
Charles Evans, Hedda Hopper and Wade
Boteler.

Fred Stewart, recently added to
the cast of "Sensation," the new
Claudette Colbert-Edmund Lowe co-
starring picture now in rehearsal,
was stage manager of the Stuart
Walker stock company in Cincinnati
for four years before making his
film debut in the recently completed
"Wayward."

Aristide De Loni, one of the
featured players in "The Torea-
dor" starrinq Joe Penner, is a
in~ominent radio character actor
and is at present playinp a lead-
ing role in "Adam Had Two
Sons," a Broadway stage drama.

Vitaphone has released "The Stu-
dio Murder Mystery," fifth of the
S. S. Van Dine series and "Remem-
ber When," one of the "Pepper Pot"
novelty series. The latter consists
of' scenes of many notable events
which had great newspaper promi-
nence 30 years ago. Among the in-

teresting "clips," are those showing
the parade of the "Rough Riders,"
with Theodore Roosevelt; Woodrow
Wilson as Governor of New Jersey,
and former Kaiser "Bill" visiting
King George, before the war.

• •

)•••••

A Complete List • •

Of All Of the

THEATERS<

In the United States •

In Canada and* • • •

Also Alaska • • • •

Will appear in • • •

The Coming • • • • •

Film Daily • • • • • •

YEAR BOOK • • •

The Standard • • • •

Statistical Volume • •

On Motion Pictures •

1932 EDITION

OUT IN FEBRUARY

14th EDITION

1200 PACES
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ERNST

The Greatest Dramatic Hit Ever
Produced. No\¥ tfirilling Broad-
way. S.Wt.O. from tlie Start at $2
Criterion Tiieatre.

LUBITSCH

NAXCY CARROLL

PHILLIPS HOLMES

PARAMOIJXT

^*One of the finest

performances

of lier career"
—J\W. Worlil'Telegram

**ln a splendid

moving per-

formance"

STANDING
ROOM AGAIIV
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VRITTEN BY KANSAS COURT

In granting the recent temporary
njunction to Fox West Coast The-
iters, restraining the State Attor-

ley General from interfering with
he circuit's operation of theaters on
Sunday, District Judge Pollock 0/

J. S. District Court in Kansas City,

Can., wrote an opinion embodying
;ome significant statements on the

luestion of Sunday movies. Because
he arguments can be applied with
squal logic to any other community
ivhere exhibitors are harassed by
)lue laws, the salient part of the

)pinion is quoted herewith:
The bill of complaint avers plain-

iffs are being discriminated against

for that in many cities and towns of

he State motion-picture shows are

miversally permitted to be operated

m Sunday without any complaint
jvhatever from defendant or prose-

cuting officials of the State. It is

|ilso a matter of common knowledge
Inany churches of the State display

[he same motion pictures without
censure from either the pastor or

fhe members of the church. Of
bourse, as we all know, this State

tias a censor board, which sees and
approves all motion pictures pro-

duced before they are allowed to be

I'xhibited within the State.

! Hence, while these motion pictures

re kept clean and decent, yet, of

ourse, the same may furnish some
bleasure to those who are enter-

lained; also, they furnish a great

ileal of knowledge and instruction

iivhich can only work for good to

those who attend. Indeed, a vote of

the citizens of Wichita, where this

{natter was stirred up by a few nar-

|-ow-minded persons, a vote of the

pitizens was taken upon the question

yhether these motion pictures should

there be shown on Sunday, and the

uestion was carried in the affirma-

ive by a very large vote of the

lectors of that city.

Also, there were some of plain-

f;iff's employes arrested under thf

Statute in question and were acquit-

ted on the ground the work done
vas necessary for the proper enter-

;ainment and instruction of the

;itizens of that city.

The question on which the plain-

JflFs rely in this case is not that this

ancient statute is unconstitutional

COMING & GOING
c

0. J. MEREDITH and GEORCIE
PLANCK, Puhlix home office advertising
contact men, are due back this week from
the south.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON, who has
been vacationing in Europe with his wife,

the former Gladys Lloyd, arrives today
ihoard the Conte Grande.

RAQUEL DAVIDO, screen actress who
das been appearing on the European stage,
irrives in New York today on the Rotter-
Jam.

MOE .SILVER, who is in charge of War-
ner Bros. Western Theaters, returned Sat-
urday from a trip through his territory.

NEWS «»OF «»THE «» DAY •

Brownsville, Tenn. — The Felsen-
thal building here has been leased
by S. T. Parks of Memphis, form-
erly connected with Warner Bros.-
First National, who intends to con-
vert it into a picture theater. Re-
building and redecorating are in
progress and the house is expected
to be ready for opening early in

February.

Morgantown, W. Va.—David D.
Leff of Pittsburgh has reopened the
Arcade, with its name changed to

the Morgan. Arthur Schwerin,
Charles Adler and Max Arnold are
associated with Leff.

Detroit—Sid Bowman has resigned
from the local Tiffany office. It is

reported that Educational will take
over sales and distribution of Tif-
fany product in the near future.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Phil Smith, head
of the Phil Smith Enterprises, Inc.,

of Boston, who made his start as an
exhibitor in this city, has taken over
the Harvard, which has been dark
for some time, and reopened it.

Torrington, Conn.—Damage esti-
mated at $1,000 was caused by fire
in the Rialto, East Main St. house.
The blaze was largely confined to
the cellar.

Athens, Ala. — Approximately
$1,000 is being spent for improve-
ments at the Ritz theater, according
to an announcement by 0. J. Wade,
manager. The theater is a unit of
the Sudekum circuit.

Providence — Repairs are being
made to the Hope by the Hope The-
ater Co. after a recent fire.

Dallas—The Robb & Rowley the-
aters are being managed by the
former R. & R. owners, pending final

settlement as to who will own the
circuit in the future. All receipts
are being kept in Dallas, with no
connection with the Hughes-Frank-
lin headquarters in Hollywood.

Wappingers Falls, N. Y.—The new
Academy, replacing the house that
burned some months ago, was open-
ed recently under the management
of Philip Eisenberg.

but that it is not applicable to the
facts of this case or to the present-

day life of the citizens of this State

as now lived by them, for that, peo-

ple living today must be permitted
to determine their own course of

conduct and living and find their own
sources of pleasure and instructior

so long as the source is innocent in

itself and does not in any manner
offend against good morals or thf

firood sense of their fellowmen.
Plaintiffs further rely upon the

fact that the defendants and officials

of the State are going beyond their

official duty and are seeking to

ounish and oust plaintiffs from do-

ing business within the State, thus

discriminating against them, while

they permit others without objec-

tion to carry on the same business

on Sunday which is denied plaintiffs.

That is to say, plaintiffs ar^

''barging defendants as officers of

this State not with any bona fide at-

tempt to arrest or convict plaintiffs

or their employes under the statute

above quoted, but with stepping

aside from that statute and their

official duties to discrirninate, harass,

annoy and punish plaintiffs for the

doing of that which in others is not

condemned. It is needless to state

that which should not be tolerated

and must not be tolerated, in this

representative republic of ours, is

intolerance and oppression, and ir

so far as this court is concerned, it

will not be.

That the business by plaintiffs

conducted in the manner in which it

is done, I am fully persuaded, is not

condemned by the right-minded,

thinking people of this State. And
this State has seen many criminal

enactments not favored by the can-

did opinion and solid judgment of
the people of the State, and hence
not enforced by the courts and
juries of the State, because not in

harmony with public opinion.
And it is true, in the conduct of

our affairs and the regulation by
law, that a stream never can rise

any higher than its source; the peo-
ple of the State are the source and
that laws may be beneficial they
must be enforced first by public
opinion. The signaling out, as is

charged in this case, of some to be
harassed, annoyed, ousted or pun-
ished for what they do, while other?
are not interfered with in the con-
duct of a like business in a like

manner, if true, as charged in the
amended bill of complaint in this

case, must not be permitted.

And, if true, such a course of

conduct pursued by officials of the
State, when they step aside from
their duty as enforcement officers to

discriminate among the citizens of

the State, furnishes a cause of in-

terposition by a court of equity.

Of course, the usual objection to

State statutes raised is that they
are unconstitutional and void. The
plaintiffs in this case do not insist

on this theory of the case. They
contend the business in which they
are engaged and which they believe

they have a right to conduct on

Sunday, not having been dreamed of

at the time the statute in question

was enacted by the Legislature of

the State was not contemplated to

fall within the statue and should not

now, if innocent in itself and proper,

be enforced against plaintiffs even if

attempted to be enforced against all

under like circumstances.

PREPARE EIGHT ON BILL

BANNING EOREIGN STARS

(Continued from Page 1)

already reached the committee for
hearings on the proposal. The meas-
ure seeks to bar foreign talent or
place a heavy tax on their earn-
ings here. With Congress in its

present nationalistic state of mined
and tht "home folks" clamoring for
relief of every conceivable nature,
such a bill is believed to have more
than an even chance to get over.

Another angle in support of such
taxation against aliens who come
here to make big money and then
take it away is the attitude of for-
eign countries toward American
artists, who are practically barred
from all countries as a protection
to native talent, while in the case
of films there are quotas restricting
American imports.

"I do not see any reason why a 6S per
cent surtax shou'd not be imposed upon all

of those aliens who come here for the sole
purpose of making money, taking it right
back with them or sending it away, with-
out even a nickel having a chance to come
back here," says Rep. Dickstein.
"You could not. as an American, go to

Great Britain or France and take one dollar
away. As a matter of fact, they would not
let you perform. An American actor or
an .American star cannot even attempt to
go into those countries, let alone try to
seek employment and take anything out of
those countries.

"T could go on and recite half a dozen
instances to illustrate how unfair the other
countries have been to us and how fair we
have been to them ; as a matter of fact, we
have been entirely too fair. Between fhe
movie stars taking money out of this coun-
try and the prize fighters taking money out
nf the country and our heiresses going over
there and marrying those foreign dukes and
counts. I am surprised we have any money
'eft in the Treasury at all."

103 MORE FOR W.E.
C. W. Bunn, general sales man-

ager of Electrical Research Prod-
ucts, announces that a total of 103
contracts have recently been closed
for theater installations of Western
Electric sound systems throughout
the United States.

RUTH ROLAND EASTBOUND
Ruth Roland arrives in New York

in two weeks to play four weeks of
vaudeville. She opens at the Fox,
Brooklyn,

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Adrian .\musement Go. ; J. L. Bernstein,

299 Broadway, $20,000.

F. 7.. Corp., amusements; Chadbourne,

Stanchfield & Levy, 25 Broadway, New
York. 100 shares common.

Golden Theatrical Enterprises; M. G.

f'titlcr, II West 42nd St., New York. 40

shares common.
Dcry Theaters, amusements ; T. W. Mc-

Donald. Port Henry. N. Y. $20,000.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
General Television Corp.. Red Bank, ser-

vicing of te'evision apparatus, etc. ; Leo F.

Mi'.hIc. Red Bank, N. J. 2..S00 shares

Cf)mmon.

DELAWARE CHARTER
MackeeHellcr, Inc.. New York.- niotiou

liicture films; United States Corporation Co.,

Dover, Del. 500 shares common.
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A fresh new spirit pervades the
atmosphere of the picture business—the
spirit oF the new Universal! Everybody's talking about it I

At first there was doubt. A Universal hit or two were
called luck. Then hit piled on hit until it dawned on the wise showmen

that hits have become a Universal habit.

THESE MONEY-MAKERS ARE ALL FROM ONE COMPANY

-your new-old reliable boy friencl-UNIVERSAL PICTURES

FRANKENSTEIN
STRICTLY

DISHONORABLE

MURDERS IN THE
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LAWAND ORDER
RACING YOUTH
HEAVEN ON

EARTH

NICE WOMEN

RECKLESS LIVING

HOMICIDE
SQUAD

RADIO CAR

WATERLOO
BRIDGE

AMBITION
(TENTATIVE TITLE)

COHENS &
KELLYS IN

HOLLYWOOD
BROWN OF
CULVER

NIGHT CLUB
(TENTATIVE TITLE)

IMPATIENT
MAIDEN

MICHAEL AND
MARY
STEADY

COMPANY

THE UNEXPECTED
FATHER

A HOUSE
DIVIDED

LASCA OF THE
RIO GRANDE

SPIRIT OF
NOTRE DAME

EASTOFBORNEO

MOTHER'S
MILLIONS

ADVENTURE
LADY

BACK STREET

Presented by Carl Laemmie
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JOE BRANDT RETIRES;

H. COHN HEADS COLUMBIA

(Continued from Page D
Cohn as member of the voting trust

which holds a majority of the Co-

lumbia common stock. This trust

runs until April 1, 1940.

While Harry Cohn will occupy the

presidential chair, it is understood

two prominent film men are under

consideration to take over the ac-

tual duties that have been handled

by Brandt. Among names most

mentioned recently as possibilities

for the Columbia executive person-

nel are Charles R. Rogers, on the

California producing end; Joseph I.

Schnitzer, distribution, and Walter

Wanger, studio material. William

Fox, Sidney R. Kent and A. C. Blu-

menthal also have been linked with

Columbia reports.

In the first reports about the Co-

lumbia changes several weeks ago

it was stated that Harry Cohn had

offered $1,000,000 for the interests

of Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn. This

proposal was turned down at the

time. Brandt and the Cohns have

been associated for the last 15

years.

Monogram Starting 9

In February and March
{Continued from Page 1)

start Feb. 4; "The Law of the

North." a Bill Cody-Andy Shuford

western, directed by Harry Fraser,

and "The Arm of the Law." with

likely Richard Thorpe assigned to

the directorial job. All five produc-

tions are to be completed in Febru-

ary.

Four productions are already

scheduled for March shooting, name-

ly, Tom Tyler in "Vanishing Men."
Bill Cody and Andy Shuford in

"Mason of the Mounted." "The
Western Limited" and "The Isle of

Lost Men."

LOEW BOOKS "UNION DEPOT"
Contracts were signed yesterday

for the booking of First National's

"Union Depot" over Loew's Metro-

politan circuit for March. The pic-

ture will play Loew's three de luxe

theaters, the State, the Paradise and

the Valencia, in addition to all

other houses.

APPOINTED REPRESENTATIVE
Mrs. Walter Griffith, secretary of

the M. P. T. O. of North and South

Carolina, has been named a regional

representative for United Theater

Advertisers. Appointment was made
by President Walter Stein on his re-

cent trip.

4-Hour Show for 20c
Elizabeth, N. J.—Three vaudeville

acts, "The Guardsman" and Douglas

Fairbanks in "Around the World in 80

Minutes" is the current program at the

Fox Liberty. The shovi^ runs four hours.

Admission is 20 cents in the afternoon

and 50 cents at night.

WORDS and WISDOM
from within and without

"Don't watch the other fellow;
concentrate on your own product and
let him follow you."—RICHARD
WALLACE.

"/ can 'prove to you that bluffing
in -poker is a losing system."—
GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD.

"I wonder if, some day, we will

be able to hold hearings and public

meetings without our family troubles

being aired out in the presence of

the public which is always looking
for something derogatory rather
than commendable about us."—ED
KUYKENDAHL.

"The only trouble with Hollywood
at the moment is New York; the

financial control is a little panic-

stricken."—EDGAR WALLACE.

"Some companies have spent

money lavishly to establish a repu-

tation for some newcomer, and then
have had to pay the newcomer hand-
somely in order to retain his ser-

vices."—NEW YORK TRIBUNE.

"Can we not have cinema music
without the constant tremolo? It

has spread to the singers in Ameri-
can talkies. They all dither."—DR.
J. W. IVIMEY, Marlborough Col-
lege.

•
"The public must be made aware,

as soon and as vividly as possible,
of the merits of our pictures. This
leads directly to a temptation to ex-
aggerate. From time to time we
yield to it and are sensational."

—

S. CHARLES EINFELD.

"Children like excitement in their
movies."—ERIC M. KNIGHT, Phila-
delphia Public Ledger.

"Fewer programs and more per-
formances; fewer kickers and more
thinkers; fewer shirkers and more
workers; less bunk and more spunk."
—HERMAN A. BLUM.

"Boy, when I emote, I emote, and
there's no kidding about it." —
BABE RUTH.

"When anything goes more than
usually wrong in England, you can
be pretty sure that the press will

blame it on the American movies."
—THORNTON DELEHANTY, New
York Evening Post.

FINER PICTURE ERA ROUTS

El

(Continued from Page 1)

for Samuel Goldwyn.in an exclusive
interview with The Film Daily.

"Authors whose incompetence in writinj
for the pictures lead them to jackass de
nunciation of the medium are completelj
routed by the production and the success
of pictures like 'Arrowsmith," said Mr
Hornblow.
"Hot house talents that are so exquisiti

they can't stand being exposed to Holly
wood's sun arcs will hereafter have to seek
some other excuse for their frustrations thar
the inability of picture makers to give th«

public an adult piece of entertainment. Th(
difference between the screen and the stagi

is that the movie will be seen by million;
of every class of person ; it will bring thou
sands into the picture houses that hav(
never been there before and if the writers

;

of the country are able to give us mor<
high-class pictures, that huge new audieno
will stay there along with the rest."

NEW OPERATOR RULING
Paterson, N. J.—Under a new or-

dinance which has passed its firsl

reading, projectionists will b«l

charge $25 instead of $5 for a 11'

cense besides being held directlj'

responsible for fires in booths, anC
a penalty of $25 to $100 is fixed foi(

violation of regulations. I

ANTI-BILLBOARD BILL
Albany—A new measure calling

for regulation of billboards, desig
nated as the Zimmerman bill, ha;

been filed in the legislature.

Hearing Is Postponed
In W. B. Stockholder Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

contends he is not a stockholder of

record. Endler told the court Sat-

urday that he is not ready to go into

hearing at this time, and the com-
pany consented to postponement.

M-G-M LINEUP FOR S-C

M-G-M has sold its 1931-32 pro-

gram to the Springer-Cocalis cir-

cuit operating in Greater New York.

Deal was closed by William Scully

for the distributing company.

NEW PROVIDENCE HOUSE
Providence—Plans are under way

by the Monast Realty Co. to recon-

struct the brick store building at

754 Broad St. for a new theater.

BRAINTREE HOUSE REOPENS
Braintree, Mass. — The Lyric,

closed for the past season, is now
operating under a new management.
The house is equipped with Western
Electric sound.

SWISS COPYRIGHT RULING
Geneva—A court ruling holds that

sound film adaptation of works of

native authors and composers is

contrary to Swiss law and that the

adaptor could obtain the necessary
license only if he possesses

_
in

Switzerland an industrial establish-

ment for the manufacture of the

mechanical apparatus, and if he has

paid the author a suitable indemnity.

Do YOU announce...or

OQLL your pictures

A NEW TRAILER SERVICE

that will give your screen

SALESiPUNCH

it has never had before!

SUPREME SCREEN SERVICE
INCORPORATED • 630 NINTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY CHICKERING 4-1844

• A local distributing office in every territory •
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IKO Sets $200,000 as Average Feature Cost

lUAL bill[spreading¥south andjar west

. J. Hoffman Promoted to Bcrnhard's Eastern Aide
^111 Supervise Atlantic

Division of Warner
Theater Circuit

jjoseph Bernhard, general man-
\:er of Warner Bros. Theaters yes-

irday announced the appointment
I. J. Hoffman as assistant Ken-

al manager with direct supervis-

ry duties over the Eastern Division

the Warner circuit, embracing: all

i Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New
'npland. Upper New York State,

(Continued on Page 6)

[FFECTED BY MOE SILVER

Following a five-week tour of the

'arner teaters in the western terri-

pry, Moe Silver, assistant to Joseph
ernhard, head of the circuit, has

turned to New York and announces
le following personnel changes ef-

icted on his trip:

Among the numerous changes ef-

>cted by Silver were the replace-
iContinued on Page 6)

I. P. Academy Appoints

Membership Committee
'est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—New membership com-
tee appointed by the Academy of

P. Arts and Sciences, to approve
posed members and suggest

iibership policies, is announced
\- President M. C. Levee as follows:

•^'ir, Antonio Moreno, alternate,
{Continued on Page 6)

Plan Grand }ury Test

In Plainfield Sunday Row

Plainfield—Following another arrest Sunday

hen two Publlx houses again attempted to

3CI1, the local Sabbath show issue is expected

I become a grand jury case after tomorrow's

mrt hearing. With public sympathy apparently

rong on the theater's side, managers arte con-

dent of winning. Ray Puckitt of Perth Amboy,

ting manager of the theaters here, and two

•nploycs figured in the second arrest.

Too Much Enterprise

Tampa, Fla.—An exploitation stunt tor "The Man I Killed" at the Tampa, involv-

ing the hurling of a dummy from a downtown roof to the street, with the fire depart-

ment hook and ladder truck assisting in the ballyhoo, threw noon-hour crowds into a

panic, caused several women to faint, and may lead to an aldermanic investigation.

Re-election of Lightman
ExpectedatMPTOAMeet
Benjamin Hampton Dies

Following Short Illness
Benjamin Bowles Hampton, one-

time prominent in the film industry,

as well as an executive of the Amer-
ican Tobacco Co. and founder of

"Hamoton's Magazine", died Sun-

day night in Mt. Sinai Hospital fol-

lowing a brief illness. He was 56
{Continued on Page 6)

Re-election of M. A. Lightman as

president of the M. P. T. 0. A. is

expected at the coming annual con-

vention scheduled for the Hotel

Mayflower, Washington, March 14-

16. Although Lightman has not

discussed the matter publicly, it is

believed that he will accept the

nomination. Influential members of

the national exhib organization are
{Continued on Page 8)

Estabrook Raps Disgruntled Authors

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Denying there is any

truth in the statements made by

disgruntled writers that in Holly-

wood no author is permitted to write

what he thinks would make a good

picture, Howard Estabrook, Radio

Pictures scenarist, directs the atten-

tion of the dissatisfied fraternity to

the following seven facts:

1. Thousands of dollars have been paid in

i;ood faith by picture producers to renuiner-

{Continued on Page 8)

Christie Sees No Chance
For Three-Reel Comedies

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Comedies of three and

four reels in length will never be-

come popular, because when you

lengthen a short subject to that ex-

tent you no lopf^er have a short,

and it isn't a feature either, de-

clares Al Christie, for years a com-

edy specialist and now producing
{Continued on Page 8)

$200,000 Feature Picture Cost

Set by RKO for 1932-33

Johnston Finds Double
Features Gaining in

New Territories
Double-featuring, after making

rapid strides in the east and cen-

tral states, is now spreading fast

in the south and to the coast, W.
Ray Johnston told The Film Daily
yesterday. Regardless of all the
pro and con discussions that have
been taking place on the subject,

the double feature has been the sal-
{Continued on Page 7)

JACK COHNflSlE-PRES.

IN NEW COLUMBIA SETUP

Under the Columbia setup now in

process of reorganization. Jack
Cohn, secretary and treasurer of

the company, will become vice-presi-

dent. Conferences in connection

with the situation were held yester-

day between Harry Cohn, new presi-

dent, and Jack Cohn.
Joe Brandt, retiring as president,

ends his duties March 1. As yet he

has no future plans, he told The
{Continued on Page 7)

8 Pictures Scheduled

By New Organization
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Eight pictures, to be

directed by Emory Johnson, are

planned by Franklin and Stoner,

new organization. "The Phantom
Express," first production, an orig-

inal by Emory Johnson and Laird

Doyle, is to start in about four
{Continued on Page 6)

Warners to Operate
Loew's Philly House

Philadelphia — Stanley-Warner is

taking over operation of Keith s

from Loew's, thus indicating an in-

creased get-together snirit between
{Continued on Page 8)

Radio Pictures will trim overhead

on its 1932-33 production program

to bring the average cost of fea-

tures down to $200,000, The Film

Daily learns. Joseph I. Schmtzer,

who returned from the coast Sun-

day, held conferences all day yes-

terday with department heads.

Milwaukee Ordinance

Hits Stench Bombers

Milwaukee—Under a new ordinance intro-

duced in the city council as a result of the

epidemic of theater bombings, possession of

stench bomb liquids would be illegal and would

call for fines of from $100 to $200 or 90 days

in jail for first offense, and up to $500 and six

months in jail for second offense,
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind.... 4>4 3^ 454 + V2

East. Kodak 84M 8054 82i4 + 3

Fox Fm. "A" 3% 3H 3% -f Vi

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) % H H
Loew's, Inc. ..... 2954 28 28J^ + Vs

Metro-Goldwyn ... 21/^ Zl'A 2154 + 14

Paramount 10}^ 9}4 954
RCA 7^ 7 7H + %
RCA pf. B 14H 1354 14}4 + VA
RKO "A" 5^ S'A 5V» + 'A

Warner Bros 354 3 3 54 -f 5-<

do pfd 20 1454 20 +10
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Fox Thea. "A".... H Ys % + Vi

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. Yi J4 Va, — Vi

Technicolor 2 2 2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 4 4 A + V2

Keith AG 6s46... 50 50 50+1
Loew 6s 41ww 8254 82 8254 + 1

Paramount 6s 47.. 5254 52}4 5254 + 54

Par. 554s50 47J4 4654 4754 + 35i

Warner's 6s39 .... 3254 3054 32}4 + 2

Double-Standard on Sunday Amusements
Atlanta— In addition to a showdown on whether Atlanta has a right to maintain

its blue Sunday ordinance In opposition to the Georgia Supreme Court decision, It has
been brought out that the city itself operates a Sunday "picture show," the Battle of

Atlanta cyclorama in Grant Park, charging admission and not donating a cent to charity.

All amusement features at Lakewood Park, municipal amusement resorts, also operate for
hire on Sunday.

Judge A. W. Callaway yesterday ruled that there Is no violation of the law If

all proceeds go to charity.

Indie Group Seeks to Release

Through Talking Picture Epics

EMPIRE STATE TELEVISION
The prediction that the airship

mooring mast of the Empire State

Bldg., in New York City would soon
be used for broadcasting sound pic-

tures to radio audiences was made
yesterday by M. H. Aylesworth,
president of the National Broadcast-
ing Co. 'i-9'

JWKI'JWvJ*••»••••'••••••••ii
i,t New York
. 1540 Broadway
y BRyant 9-4712
i.t

Long Island City "
154 Crescent St. j'j
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il Eastman Films i^

is L E. Brulatour. Inc. W

if

j"j Chicago Hollywood
•{ 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica tt
> CALumet 3692 Blvd.
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West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Several prominent

film executives planning to make in-

dependent features for the coming
season have approached Frank R.
Wilson, president of Talking Pic-

ture Epics, with the view of estab-

lishing T.P.E. as a national distri-

bution agent for their features.
Negotiations were practically con-

cluded before Wilson left for New
York last week and formal an-
nouncement of the affiliated pro-

ducer-distributor combination is ex-

pected after further conferences
have been held in New York.

Frank R. Wilson, who arrived in

New York yesterday refused to

comment on the proposed indepen-
dent distributing arrangement other

than to say that he did attend the

meetings and that the plan was
discussed.

GARY COOPER RETURNING
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
HolljTwood—Gary Cooper, having

killed two lions in the African jun-

gles, is starting back to the U. S.,

according to a cable received by his

father, Judge Charles Cooper. The
star will go by way of Rome ana
London, arriving in New York next
month and proceeding immediately
to Hollywood to resume work at

Paramount.

"HIGH PRESSURE" HOLDS
As a result of week-end business

equalling the first big week-end of

"Taxi!" Warners announce that
William Powell in "High Pressure"
will be held at least another week
at the New York Strand.
Newspaper critics gave the pic-

ture a unanimously favorable send-

off.

HUGHES BIDS FOR AIRSHIP
Howard Hughes has opened nego-

tiations for the purchase of the

dirigible Los Angeles, which is un-
derstood to be up for sale. Hughes
plans to use it for a huge air cir-

cus in New York and other cities in

conjunction with the premiere of his

picture, "Sky Devils."

LEO ABRAMS ON BOARD
Leo Abrams has been appointed

a member of the board of directors

of the New York Film Board of

Trade, succeeding Phil Meyer. Ap-
pointment was made by President
Earl Sweigert.

Richard Rowland Backing
New A. H. Woods Show
Richard A. Rowland is backing

the new Al H. Woods stage produc-
tion, "The Inside Story", opening
next week on Broadway.

30 Schine Theaters
Pass to Skouras Bros.

Thirty Schine houses taken over
by Skouras Bros, from Fox are as
follows: Strand, Cathage, N. Y.;

Glover and Hippodrome, Glovers-
ville; Liberty, Herkimer; Capital
and Temple, Ilion; Rialto, Little

Falls; Colonial,. Little Falls; One-
onta and Palace, Oneonta; Pontiac,
Saranac Lake, Avon. Utica and Ma-
jestic, Utica; Avon, Olympic and
Liberty, Watertown; Jefferson,

Strand and Palace. Auburn; Bab-
cock, Bath; Maxine and Capital,
Buffalo; Playhouse, Canadaigua;
Palace, Fox and State, Corning;
Strand, Newark; Cataract and
Strand. Niagara Falls; Strand and
Capital, Oswego; Eckel. Syracuse.

Five of the theaters are closed

at present. They are: Temple,
Olion; Majestic, Utica; Liberty,

Auburn; Maxine. Buffalo. Under
the deal Skouras Bros, are under-
stood to have assumed all contracts

for product.

"SCARFACE" AGAIN RENAMED
United Artists has again changed

the title of "Scarface," recently re-

titled "Shame of a Nation," to "Scar
on the Nation." It will be released

next month.

UFA SUPERVISOR HERE
Carl Winston, who has been in

Berlin for the last three years mak-
ing English and German talkers for

Ufa, is back in New York, taking
in the programs at the Broadway
houses. Winston formerly did film

work in New York.

JANET AS REBECCA
Janet Gaynor's next picture for

Fox with Charles Farrell will be
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,"
made by Mary Pickford as a silent.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc
Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Convention of Independent Exhibi-
tors of New England, Hotel Statler,
Boston.

Feb. 8: Seventh Annual Motion Pictur«
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guild oi
America, El Capitan Theater, Hollywood

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention oi
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-WaUick
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danci
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

Feb. 22-24 : Convention of Monogram Pi*.
tures, Jung Hotel, New Orleans.

March 8-10: Second annual convention sf

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De-
troit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of CzechO'
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n aui
National Film Industry, Prague, Czech*-
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. F.

T. O. A., Hotel MayHower, Washinf-
j

ton, D. C.
I

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House,
New York.

,

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societ}
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

Sunday Shows for Relief

Allowed in Newcastle, Pa.
New Castle, Pa.—Mayor Charles

Mayne is permitting theaters to op-

erate on Sundays, with the entire

receipts going to the mayor's relief

committee to feed unemployed. This
is the first time in history Sundajj
shows have been allowed here, the

state law prohibiting Sunday shows.

COLMAN, CHAPLIN TO CHINA
Ronald Colman, who was due back

at the United Artists studio Feb. 15

to start "Cynara," his next picture

for Samuel Goldwyn, has decided to

visit the Sino-Japanese battle area,

and as a result his new production

will not get started until late in

April. Charlie Chaplin also is due

to visit the Far East late in March,
while Richard Barthelmess, First

National star, plans to be there this

month.

U SIGNS NINA PUTNAM
Nina Wilcox Putnam, prominent

author, has been signed by Carl

Laemmle, Jr., as the latest addi-

tion to the Universal scenario staff

under Richard Schayer. Her first

story will be an original dealing

with a monster charlatan who car-

ried on his scientific experiments
from one generation to another.

EARL KRAMER RESIGNS
Earl Kramer has resigned as as-

sistant to Sol Newman, president of

Radio Pictures, Ltd., London. Kra-

mer is now in New York.

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST
STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed negatives

and positives containing scenes of every

conceivable description

General Film Library, Inc.

MORRIS J. KANDEL, Pres.

729 7th Ave. New York City

BRyant 9-4417 Cable: KANDELFILM



ENCOURAGING INDEED

is the spontaneous and enthusiastic reception accorded

our announcement to distribute our future product

through Territorial Distributors

SECURE A "CRUZE" FRAISCHISE

IT'S THE BEST INSURANCE

FOR A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE

THIS IS YOUR BIG CHANCE

DON'T MUFF IT!
ALL APPLICATIONS

f AND CORRESPONDENCE
TREATED IN CONFIDENCE

JAMES CRUZE PRODUCTIONS INC., LTD.

Hollywood, California



Wll/\1 you play the rest of this season means
i

the difference between the year's profit and loss.

TAKE a look at the RECORD before you fiul

single one of those valuable coming dates.

THEN you'll book the most RELIABLE profit

product available—Fox Pictures.

The first part of this season

FOX GAVE TOU such hits as.,»

MERELY MARY ANN
BAD GIRL I

THE YELLOW TICKET

THE CISCO KID

YOUNG AS YOU FEEL

DANCE TEAM
DELICIOUS



For the rest of the season

FOX GIVES ITOIl these knockouts • • •

JANET GAYNOR
CHARLES FARRELL

in

REBECCA of

SUNNYBROOK FARM
Directed by Al Santell who gave you "Daddy Long Legs"

- •

WILL ROGERS
in

BUSINESS and

PLEASURE
From Booth Tarkington's novel, "The Plutocrat"

AFTER TOMORROW
Frank Borzage production with CHARLES FARRELL,

MARIAN NIXON, Minna Gombell, Josephine Hull,

Wm. Collier, Sr.

DISORDERLY
CONDUCT
IVith SALLY EILERS* SPENCER TRACY,
EL BRENDEL, Dickie Moore, Ralph Bellamy

JANET GAYNOR
in

MY DEAR

plus many others of the same calibre

And RIGHT NOW for Feb. 21st release

the exploitation picture of the year . .

.

SHE WAHTEDA
MILLIONAIRE

JOAN BENNETT
SPENCER TRACY
UNA MERKEL

James Kirkwood

Dorothy Peterson
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Washington and South, including

West Virginia.
Hoifman comes to his new post

with a record of 20 years of suc-

cessful theater operation to his

credit. He started his career in

1912 by opening the Pastime in An-
sonia. Conn. With this venture as

a nucleus, he ultimately developed

a circuit of approximately 30 the-

aters in New England which he sold

to Warner Bros, three years ago.

Upon the purchase of the circuit,

he was retained as general manager
of the New England division.

With Moe Silver in charge of the

western territory, exclusive of the

west coast, and Hoffman supervis-

ing the east, the Warner theater

department setup is now complete,

says Bernhard.

M. P. Academy Appoints
Membership Committee

(Continued from Page 1)

Monte Blue; director, Donald Crisp,

alternate, Frank Lloyd; producer,

E. J. Mannix, alternate, Henry Hen-
igson; technician, John Boyle, alter-

nate, Carl Dreher; writer, Howard
J. Green, alternate, Julian Joseph-

son.

8 Pictures Scheduled

By New Organization
(Continued from Page 1)

weeks. Franklin is a Los Angeles

business executive who has lived in

Hollywood and Beverly Hills for 12

year,s. Stoner formerly represented

New York and London financial in-

terests in the Antipodes.

PUBLIX IN 9 PA. TOWNS
Pittsburgh—During the past year

Publix acquired 18 theaters in 11

situations embraced by the local

Film Board of Trade, a checkup
shows. Nine of the towns are in

Pennsylvania and two in West Vir-

ginia.

LOEW AND ROACH IN RIO
Buenos Aires—Arthur Loew, vice

president of M-G-M, and Hal Roach
left here by airplane yesterday for

Rio de Janeiro, which will be their

last port of call before returning to

the states. M-G-M offices at Guate-
mala, San Salvador, Nicaragua, Pan-
ama, Peru, Ecuador, Uruguay and
Chile have been inspected by Loew.

M-G-M MAY FILM IN FRANCE
M-G-M is reported to be negoti-

ating for a lease on Paramount's
studio,s at Joinville, France. Knowl-
edge of the deal was denied yester-

day at the home office.

Warner Pfd. Up 100%
Warner preferred stock opened and

closed at 20 yesterday, the first time
it had been dealt In since announce-
Tient of the regular quarterly dividend

last week. The net change from the
last previous close vtras 10 points, an
appreciation of 100 per cent.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Hartford, Conn.—Trustees of the

Wadsworth Atheneum are planning
the erection of an auditorium which
will seat 400 persons and have full

motion picture equipment. Charles
A. Goodwin is president of the board.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Frank Sardino,
pioneer showman here, has taken
over the Roxie, East Syracuse, in as-

sociation with H. M. Brown.

Roesbank, S. I.—The Lyric is now
being operated by Rosenfeld and
Terry. Until lately Rosenfeld had
been operating the Hastings.

Wooster, O.—Arch H. Dice has
become sole owner of the Wallace
theater. He acquired the interest ol

his partner, John Palfi.

Auburn, N. Y. — H. P. Wallace,
who formerly operated the Harvard,
is operating the Capitol. Seymour
Morris resigned as manager.

Cleveland—Tom Colby, well known
film salesman, left this week for

California.

Detroit—Harold Robinson of Film
Truck Service has been elected presi-

dent of Detroit's Caravan Club.

Charlotte, N. C.—Replacing Jack
Emenheiser, H. W. Helmbolt is now
branch manager for United Artists.

Jack London occupies the position

as booker formerly held by Mrs.
Frank Hull.

Youngstown, 0. — Hippodrome,
which several weeks ago reopened
with exclusive picture programs,
will offer stage programs each Sun-
day, with straight pictures through
the week. House is opening vaude
in opposition to RKO-Palace, only

other stage show in town.

Cleveland—Louis Freiberg, M-G-
M local office manager, sprained his
ankle and is hobbling around with a
limp.

Denver—L. L. Savage, assistant
manager of the RKO exchange, talks
in a whisper as the result of an at-

tack of the flu.

Wisconsin Dells, Wis.—The Mis-
sion, formerly operated by Joseph
Winninger, has been taken over by
Harry Peterson and Frank McMana-
man.

Cleveland—Frank Greenwald has
been appointed manager of the Cap-
itol, of the Associated Circuit.

Montello, Wis.—Catherine Bruce,
former operator of the Montello, has
again taken over the house. Robert
Nelson had been operating it.

Denver—H. T. Nolan, factory rep-
resentative for theater equipment,
has added a public screening room
equipped with Universal sound ap-
paratus.

Plain City, O. — G. S. Granger,
manager of the Rialto, has left and
the theater was closed temporarily.
Arrangements are being made w
reopen the house within a few
weeks.

Milwaukee—William S. Griffiths
former assistant manager of the
Fox in Sheboygan, has joined the
Columbia exchange here.

Cleveland—Loew's Granada, Mall
and Liberty, for the first time in
years, have adopted a policy of pre-
senting serials. "The Lightning
Warrior" is playing every Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
\By HARRY N. BLAIR \

jSTANCY CARROLL will make per-

sonal appearances in connection

with the showing of "Wayward,"
which she recently completed at

Paramount's New York studio.

Joe Penner, refusing to use a
double, had to hold a certain

position for thirty minutes
while a hundred barrels were
piled up around him and then
let them topple over, as part of
his latest Vitaphone short.

•

Selena Royle and Robert Strange
of the New York stage, both added
to cast of "Sensation," marking
screen debut of Miss Royle. Strange
has already played in ""The Smiling
Lieutenant" and "The Cheat."

Pauline Frederick will be in town
for the New York opening of "Way-
ward," which she made here for
Paramount. Miss Frederick is re-
hearsing for "When the Bough
Breaks," a stage play authored by
Jerry Sackheim, formerly of the
RKO scenario department.

•

William Boyd, who has just com-
pleted a featured role opposite
Claudette Colbert in "The Wiser
Sex," has a theatrical background
that uncovers a chain of ancestors
linked to the foundation of the
American theater. His mother was
Florence Richman, star of twenty
years ago. Both father and grand-
father were similarly labelled Wil-
liam Boyd, which gives him right
to the name by heredity, aside from
his brilliant stage record.

WARNER CIRCUIT CHANCE!

.EEEECTED BY MOE SILVEI

(Continued from Page 1)

ment of Robert D. Hutchinson, zoni

manager of the Oklahoma City dis

trict, by George Henger.
In the Milwaukee territory Jad

Keegan was placed in charge. Ma:
Slott returns to Chicago as distric

manager. In the Milwaukee terri
tory Silver reorganized the bookiof
department as well as the field.

William A. Barron, formerly o:

the New York office, assumes chargi
of the film and booking departmenti
of Cleveland. Sidney Dannenberg'f
who recently joined the company an(

opened the Strand, Akron, with ;

new policy, is now in charge of th(

Lake theater, Cleveland. Did
Wright takes charge of the Strand
Akron. James Carrier has beei
placed in charge of the Uptown
Cleveland. Ralph Pekor is in charg(
of the Lincoln, Massillon, 0. Waltei
Morris, formerly district manager ii

the Washington territory, become;
city manager of theaters in San
dusky, 0.

In addition to managerial shifts
Silver instituted various changes ii

policies and held pep meetings t(

place the circuit in better fightinf
spirit.

Benjamin Hampton Dies
Following Short Illnese

(Continued from Page 1)

years old. In the reorganization o

the old General Film Co., Hamptoi
became president of the firm. H(
also organized Rex Beach Picture;

Co. with Rex Beach and. upon saU
of the company to Samuel Goldwyn
produced pictures for Hodkinson
Pathe and Goldwyn. His bnok. "A
History of the Movies", was pub
lished recently. Hampton is sur

vived by his widow, the formei
actress, Claire Adams, in additior

to two sons and three daughters o)

his first marriage. Funeral services

will be held at 11 o'clock this morn
ing at the Plaza Funeral Home, 4i

West 58th St.

ADDING VAUDE PART TIME
Philadelphia— Stanley-Warner is

inaugurating vaudeville policies foi

three de luxe neighborhood houses

here. They are the Uptown, Circif

and State, on a split-week basis.

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"With the script of the new Andy
Clyde Comedy, 'The Boudoir Butler,'

calling for a litter of young kittens, and
young kittens not being available at

this time of year, Director Leslie Pearce

was forced to substitute a litter of baby
rabbits."

—Educational.
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It BILLS SPREADING

i SOUTH AND FAR WEST

(Continued from Page 1)

iion of many theaters, according

c'Johnston.

In searching for an analysis of

i reason for this'', says Johnston,

;iiave talked to many theater men
n used it and to numerous indi-

iiials who attend these shows and
nd the popularity of the double

(Iture can be attributed to two

l|igs

:

First, due to the general eco-

i(liic conditions, many families

finot afford to attend the theater

Ipe and four times a week as they

ii previously and for that reason

,] 'shopping' for their entertain-

^it—for a place where they can

e two features instead of one

—

I by attending the theater twice

Fkly can see four pictures, the

£16 as when they attended four

lilts a week.
Another thing that appeals to a

ace number of patrons is that the

v' features are always booked so

IS to be of opposite types; for in-

tice, a society picture and an ac-

i I picture. The old principle of

'i'deville applies here on the

Uble feature; that is. if one part

dihe show is not of the type popu-

a with the fans, then the other

V be. The wife may like one

yj, the husband the other, and

hs the family i^ satisfied.

The fans must be in favor of

kble features or the idea would
K be spreading. The theater must
;{ji in income through the double

e;ure or he would not continue

i5>g it. I advocate a tryout in

!\ry neighborhood house by the

h^ter owner and if it is found to

ease business it can well be con-

ed and if not it can be dropped."

Die Native Film Weekly
Ordered in Mexican Bill

:exico City—Mexican exhibitors

r have to show made-in-Mexico

)i ures twice weekly if the
_
Gov-

rnent adopts a recommendation of

I .immittee which is studying means
ifi-ncouraging the use of domestic

t lucts. Importation of American
'^es is undermining the national

try, according to General Ra-

E. Melgar.

cM D̂AILY

\ ALTER MORRIS SHIFTED
eveland—Walter Morris, former

2:er of Warner theaters in the

ington, D. C, zone, has been

'erred to Sandusky as general

er manager for Warner houses.

Blumenthal's Latest

A. C. Blumenthal, whose name is

Dnnected with about half of the big

leater deals or management changes,

now said to be involved in the

sgotiations whereby Paramount may
II its half Interest in Columbia
roadcasting Co. He also Is named In

le background of the changes at

olumbia Pictures, and in addition he
IS just been elected a director of

)xy Theaters Corp. to study the com-
iny's operating methods and arrange

new financial setup.

ALONG™^
ill

• • • ONE OF the most enjoyable hours we ever spent in a

projection room viewing the new series of "Magic Carpet
of Movietone" and if there was ever a series appropri-
ately named here it is these Little Classics of

the Screen have all the polish and painstaking care of big fea-

ture productions transporting you to out-of-the-way cor-

ners of the world or to familiar places but al-

ways presenting them with a new and original camera slant

graphic, dramatic, colorful picture pages from Life

cunningly edited so that they have all the fascination

and punch of an enthralling bit of fiction

* * * *

• • • THERE IS "Zanzibar" which transports you
to languid Oriental life in the Indian ocean with the Sul-

tan himself acting as the star of the pix which finishes

with the annual bull race at Madura probably screened

for the first time then by way of contrast is "Over the

Yukon Trail" which retraces the romantic trail of the

gold-crazed hordes of '98 through the famous White

Pass down the treacherous Yukon through the

rapids to Dawson and thence to the farthest northern

outpost of the Northwest Mounted

• • • AND SO on through a dozen subjects cov-

ering India, the Foreign Legion, a Jap whaling expedition, Brit-

tany and Alpine peaks, with an airplane journey skirt-

ing the very peak of treacherous Mont Blanc a master-

piece of camera work and our own New York

a classic that has caught unerringly the soul of the metropolis

in a medley of unusual shots covering every imaginable phase

of the city's teeming, throbbing activities
* * * *

• • • WHAT IS really behind this Magic Carpet series of

Fox? a world-wide organization of veteran cameramen,

for one thing men accustomed to doing things on their

own all potential directors, judging by their work
men who know the particular part of the world they are oper-

ating in who have caught the atmosphere, the pulse,

the feel of the country and its people and translated them

into photographic gems so that is why all these sub-

jects literally transport you on a Magic Carpet so that

you become a part of the scene unfolding before you on the

screen

• • • THEY SAY that Sam Goldwyn is having a hectic

time trying to pick the next screen opus for Eddie

Cantor or finally he has hit on the idea of playing up

Eddie in his radio gag Cantor for President .

figuring shrewdly on the radio publicity so Mister Gold-

wyn had about 20 writer muggs sweating over at the Waldorf-

Astoria in a private suite trying to get The Proper

Slant

• • • BREEZING RIGHT to the front is Leo Morrison

the Hollywood personal representative with such

names to flash as Chic Sale, Leo Carrillo, Mae Clarke, Rose Ho-

bart, Genevieve Tobin, Spencer Tracy ... and Joe Rivkin

acting as Leo's representative on the New Yawk end, has his

hands full

JACK COHN AS ViCE-PRES.

IN NEW COLUMBIA SETUP

(Continued from Page 1)

Film Daily yesterday. Whether or
not he'll remain in the industry he
doesn't know. Brandt has wired the
Columbia sales personnel in the field

saying he is soj;ry to leave the com-
pany and thanking them for their
co-operation.

Television Development
Slower Than Expected

In a statement issued to stock-
holders of Jenkins Television Corp.
by Leslie S. Gordon, president of the
company, in connection with a plan
to sell the assets of Jenkins to the
De Forest Radio Co. by an exchange
of stock, the official declared that
the commercial development of tele-

vision has been slower and more
costly than expected. De Forest
Radio, of which Gordon also is presi-

dent, owns a controlling interest in

Jenkins and has been obliged to

finance the latter concern lately to
protect its interest.

Order $400,000 Bond
In St. Louis Amus. Case
St. Louis—Circuit Judge Albert D.

Nortoni has announced that the St.

Louis Amusement Co. must post a
bond of $400,000 before the decision
of Circuit Court Judge Granville
Hogan in naming receivers for the
company can be finally appealed to

the Missouri Supreme Court. The
circuit operates 24 neighborhood and.
suburban houses in St. Louis and
is now in the hands of Henri Chou-
teau, named as receiver by the Cir-

cuit Court. The company raised a
$140,000 appeal bond, but Judge
Nortoni held that this was not suf-
ficient and raised the total to

$400,000.

MORRIS BERKOWITZ ILL
Cleveland—Morris Berkowitz, lo-

cal theater circuit owner, is recov-
ering from an attack of double
pneumonia at Mt. Sinai Hospital.

^**^fe:

MANY UAPPY RETUPNS

Feb. 2

« « « » » »

Frank Zucker Ralph Ceder

Ethel Doherty Frank Albertson

Bobby North Hyman Silverman

Benny Rubin



REELECTION OF LIGHTHAN

EXPECTED AT MPTOA MEET

(Continued from Page 1)

understood to be completely sold

on his constructive record and want

him to continue in office. At pres-

ent Lightman is lining up additional

state units for affiliation with the

M. P. T. 0. A.

Christie Sees No Chance

For Three-Reel Comedies
(Continued from Page 1) ^

for Educational release. Keal

comedv stories capable of transcrip-

tion to the screen in feature length

are altogether too rare," says Chris-

tie who scouts the possibilities ot

longer comedies as suggested by

some producers. The Christies at

present are all enthusiasm over a

new find, Harry Barns, whom they

are about to present in his second

Educational release, "That Rascal."

State Righters Are Eager

For Product, Says Zierler

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Samuel Zierler, presi-

dent of James Cruze Productions,

reports many inquiries for territorial

franchises following the announce-

ment that the Cruze organization

would distribute its product in the

state rights field.

"We are now negotiating for sev-

eral important stories," said Zier-

ler, "and will maintain, if not im-

prove, the standard of our product.

With the present shortage of prod-

uct, we believe conditions are^ ideal

for' the independent producer."

Authors Off to Capitol

On Copyright Campaign
In their campaign to have the

copyright laws amended for greater

protection and advantage to authors,

a contingent of the Authors' League

of America left for Washington yes-

terday. The main issue involves

control of copyright with respect to

republication of stories and their

adaptation for motion pictures. The

writers also seek protection against

the future use of their material in

television without due payment.

COMING & GOING
c

CLIVE BROOK arrived in New York ye%

terday from Hollywood en route to London

to visit his father and mother. Accompanied

hy Mrs. IJrook, the actor will sail on the

Bremen next Thursday.

JANET GAYNOR, accompanied by her hus-

band and mother, and EDWARD G. ROBIN-
SON arrive in New York today from abroad.

BILLIE DOVE, after a month's vacation

in New York, leaves today for Palm Beach

to remain for a few weeks.

MOE SILVER of the Warner theater de-

partment is back from a western trip.

SOL LESSER sailed from Los AnRcles

for New York yesterday.

FRANK R. WILSON, president of T.P.E..
arrived from the coast yesterday.

POLA NEGRI leaves Wednesday for

C!hicago en route to the coast. She is much
im"- roved in health.

PAT CASEY leaves for the coast today

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILKm

HOLLYWOOD
TRYING PICHEL has renewed his

contract with Paramount. Under
his new agreement, Pichel will serve

both as an actor and director.
* * *

Our Passing Show: Al Lewin,

Dudley Murphy, William N. Robson,

Jerry Horwin, Pincus J. Wolfson,

John Howard Lawson, W. L. Rivers,

Sylvia Panitz at "The Road to Life";

John Adolfi, Walter Fatter, Tay Gar-

nett, Percy Heath, Joe Jackson, Wal-
ter Herzbrun, Irvin Willat, John
Twist at the Writers' Club entertain-

ment.
* * *

Preliminary work has been started

on Tiffany's next two features.

Stuart Anthony has been signed to

collaborate with Warren Duff on the

screen adaptation of "Lena Rivers,"

famous novel, while Barry Barringer
has been assigned "Strangers of the

Evening." A cast is now being
sought for "Lena Rivers." which
will be the first of the two to go
into production.

* * *

J. Walter Ruben is the recipient

of a double assignment from David
0. Selznick, executive vice-president

in charge of RKO-Radio Pictures

production, who elected him to write

and direct "Lame Dog Inn," newly
purchased story.

* *

"Kid Cowboy." tentative title of

Buzz Barton's third Big 4 Western,
went into production this week with
Barton putting his John Doe on the

line for three more pictures.
* * *

Richard Cromwell will have a

prominent role in "Tinsel Girl,

which is soon to start vroduction at

the Warner studio. Lee Tracy and
Ann Dvorak are also scheduled for

headline honors. The victure, vre-^

viously announced as "Tinsel Lady,'

is based upon
^
a play written hy

Maurine Watkins.
* * *

Doris Daniels, 17-year-old Holly-

wood high school girl who resembles

several leading film stars, has been

placed under a long term contract

by Bud Pollard Productions. Eddie

Cantor recently selected Miss Dan-
iels to appear in his next produc-

tion.
* *

More Passing Show: Carl Laem-
mle, Jr., J. L. Warner, David O. Selz-

nick, Sam Bischoff, Dr. and Mrs. Ed-
ward B. Jones, Slyvia Sidney, Ben-
jamin Glazer, Stanley Smith and Mrs.

Charles A. Greene, Jacques Feyder.

Clara Beranger, Mrs. Max Trell.

David Werner, Miss Sidney Brecher,

Arthur Kober, Alexander Marky at

the opening of "Mata Hari" at

Grauman's Chinese; Manny Wolf
returning from an automobile trip

to New York.
* * *

Louis Stevens, author and RKO-
Radio Pictures contract vrriter, has
booked passage for an extended
stay in France, where he will finish

his third novel for the Stokes Pub-
lishing Co. He will sail Feb. 26
aboard the French liner, Winnipeg,
leaving San Pedro.

Anita Page has been signed to a

new long term contract by M-G-M.

COLUMBIA DANCE FEB. 13
Columbia's social organization will

hold its second annual formal din-

ner-dance at the Hotel Plaza, Feb.
13. President Jeanne Dressier is

cooperating with the committee on
arrangements, composed of Fay
Rothman, Floyd Weber, Mort Worm-
ser and Etta Le Voff. Anthony
Trini will furnish the music. A
supplementary floor show of stage
and radio stars has been lined up,

Harold Reiff is handling the sale of
tickets.

U SALES DRIVE
Denver—Universal plans a clean

sweep of this territory in the next
two or three weeks. Four sales-
men, added to the local force, and
supervised by W. J. Heineman, west-
tern district manager, are putting
on an intensive campaign. The
salesmen added are Sam Henley,
San Francisco; Barney Rose, St.

Louis: John Fry, Los Angeles, ana
Leo Block, Kansas City.

FOX BUYS "CAVALCADE"
"Cavalcade," heralded as the sea-

son's outstanding stage hit in Lon-
don, has been purchased by Fox
along with two other Noel Coward
plays.

NEW FIRM LEASES BEACON
Lease on the Beacon, at Broad-

way and 74th St., formerly held by

Warner Bros., has shifted to Central

Amusement Corp., it is announced

by the Chanins, who own the build-

ing. New company will operate the

theater under substantially the same
policy as formerly, booking the prod-
uct of different companies.

Tuesday, Feb. 2, 19
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RAPPED BY E$TABRO(

(.Continued from Page 1)
ate so-called noted authors for writing
actly what they wished to write.

2. Results of this work have been prodn
with poor returns in many instances.

3. Certain results have been so inf

that production was admittedly imposs:

4. Advance retainers are being paid ritl

now to certain authors who are free to s|

mit anything they choose, the studio tak

;

the gamble. i

3 BILLS IN MISSISSIPPI
Jackson, Miss.—Among the three

bills introduced in the Mississippi
legislature which would affect the
motion picture industry is one which
would impOiSe a tax on film foot-

age. A second measure would place
an admission tax of 10 per cent. A
third concerns a tax on corporations
operating in the state.

MIAMI STAYS OPEN
Miami—Century old Sunday clos-

ing laws were not enforced on the
theaters here Sunday as Sheriff M.
P. Lehman and Solicitor Fred Pine
failed to carry out their threats of
invoking the old law in their anti-
gambling drive.

5. Authors from other fields, on regt

salary at studios, often have been dislo

to their employers. I have heard dramat'
and novelists say that they had not the slis

est intention of delivering their best eJEc

in exchange for the admittedly generous
,1

they were receiving.

6. Writing for the screen is infinitely mi
difficult than writing for stage or publi
tion, because it combines the elements
playwriting and the technique of motion |

tures with the scope of the novel. Writ
from the older fields who have made g(

with screen writing readily admit this. I

no old line writer outside the gates will ;

mit any such thing; it would be treasot»

the tribe. Mudslinging is easier. HoUywc
is unpopular with old line writers becat
it has upset the stage and causes book pi

Ushers to scrutinize novels with an eye towa
screen rights as a principal value.

7. A basic misconception lies in the st

position that every writer who has had a be
published or a play produced is necessar
a potential screen writer. This is not
except in the average number of instanc

that such writers prove adaptable to the ni

medium. There have been marvelous writ«
in Russia. Most of their work isn't wot
a dime on the screen. It is not their mediu

Warners to Operate
Loew's Philly Hous
(Continued from Page 1)

Warners and M-G-M, following the
break of last summer. Expect
tions are that the Stanley-Warn*
'nterests will effect more deals fd

M-G-M product for downtown sei

ond runs.

Mercer Joins Crim
In Kilgore Ventur

Kilgore, Tex.—G. H. Mercer ha
sold the Little in Texarkana to T. "Vi

Lewis and has joined L. N. Crim i

a new theater venture here. Crin
who has a lot of royalty propert
here, also manufactures a soun
equipment, the Dixiephone.

5 MEMPHIS HOUSES CUT
Memphis — Five neighborhoo'

houses, the Linden Circle, Lamaj
Memphian, Capitol and Ritz, ha^
cut admission prices to 10 cents fqj

children and 15 cents for aduli

weekdays, and 20 cents for adul
on Saturdays.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Rinfriss Corp., amusements; Kugel & Tel

sey. 70 Wall St., New York. SO sharei

common.
NEW JERSEY CHARTER

Cinema Co., Inc., Newark, amusemen
places; Silber & Silber, Newark. 1,000 share

common.
DELAWARE CHARTER

World Theaters, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa
amusement places; Corporation Guarantee an

Trust Co., Dover, Del. 100 shares comnioi
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'harles Skouras Expected to Handle Coast Circuit

ouBLE Features encMaging inferI films

ide Range of Subjects on M. P. T. O. A. Program
jpics Will Cover Every
Phase of Industry's

Situation
3ne of the most comprehensive
lections of vital topics ever as-

-nbled for discussion at an exhib-
i r meeting for the betterment of
t siness has been lined up by the
JP.T.O.A. for its annual convention
, Washington, March 14-16. Sub-
i ts already listed by the program
nmittee consisting of M. A. Light-

(Continned on Page 8)

iTIONALIZiTF ARTIES

IGEDBYSAMUELGOLDWYN

Jrging that little motion picture
, ater groups be nationalized
tvaaeX Goldwyn, in a statement
fiterday proposed that "a care-
ly-worked-out plan be prepared

' bringing delegates from these
'bs" to Hollywood to contribute
I ir ideas toward better produc-
11

I would like the personal respon-
(Contimied on Page 2)

. P. Academy Adds Ten
> Conciliation Committee
t Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
[ollywood — Academy of M. P.

;s and Sciences has increased its

iciliation Committee from five to

members. Appeals will be re-

red for redress to the executive

imittees of branches in which the

cipals are members.

Usher Risks Life

To Kick Out Bomb

60 Per Cent of Schools Using Films
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—More than 60 per cent of American schools are using motion pictures

in some way for educational purposes, says J. 0. Malott, specialist in commercial
education, in a statement to the U. S. Office of Education. He adds that 99 per cent

of the teachers report that the pictures are very helpful.

Fox Meets Poli Interest;

Circuit Disposal Quieten
M-G First Quarter Net

Shows Sharp Decline
Net profit of Metro-Goldwyn Pic-

tures for the 12 weeks ended Nov.
20, first quarter of the current fiscal

year, amounted to $434,066 after
operating charges, taxes, compared
with $1,211,808 in the correspondmg
period of the previous year.

New Haven—Payment by Fox
New England Theaters, Inc., of in-

terest on the mortgages held by S.

Z. Poli, builder and first operator
of the 18 houses in the Poli circuit

has silenced for the present rumors
that Poli would resume control.

Louis M. Sagal, former general
manager for Poli and still asso-

(Conitnued on Page 6)

Warner Wins Cinema Patents Suit

Warner Bros, has been awarded
the decision by Justice Campbell of
the U. S. District Court, Wilming-
ton, Del., in the laboratory patents
suit brought more than a year ago
by Cinema Patents Corp., The Film
Daily learned last night. News of

the ruling was received too late to

obtain detailed statements from the

parties concerned. Abel Cary
(Continued on Page 2)

Norma Shearer, Gable
In "Strange Interlude"

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—-Norma Shearer, who

recently signed a new contract with
M-G-M, will appear next in the Eu-
gene O'Neil stage success, "Strange
Interlude," with Clarke Gable oppo-
site her.

Operation of West Coast Circuit

Likely to be tinder Chas. Skouras

licago—At the risk of his life, Albert

er, usher at the Piccadilly, kicked a bomb
of danger when he found the missile sput-

I

g near a door. The explosion wrecked one
ie two steel doors of the theater, shattered
ows in 50 apartments and jolted the sur-

ding district. Sam Harris, manager of the
ter, said there were no labor troubles to

int for the attack.

Harry Langdon Making
Two-Reel Series in East
Harry Langdon will star in a ser-

ies of 12 two-reel comedies to be
made at the Royal studios, Grant-
Wood, N. J., starting Monday. Jos-

eph Boyle, formerly of Paramount,
is production manager and George
Weber is chief cameraman.

Charles Skouras. who, with his

brother, Spyros, leaves New York
over the week-end for the Coast, is

understood to be assuming charge
of the West Coast circuit which
Skouras Bros, are taking over from
Fox. He has been manager of the

Skouras Super Theaters in St.

Louis and Indianapolis. Harry Ar-

thur is reported remaining with

West Coast as a co-operator.

See Poor Quality Product
Being Rushed to Meet

Dual Demands
Important executives of major

producing - distributing companies
are conferring on the double fea-

ture situation, which they find is

growing to increasingly alarming
proportions. Several conferences
have been held in New York, with
more to follow.

Discussing the problem yesterday,
a leading distribution official said

{Conitnued on Page 6)

LOSS 0f1W868
REPORTEHY WARNERS

Net loss of $1,848,868 is reported
by Warner Bros, for the quarter
ended Nov. 28, first period of the

new fiscal year, comparing with
profit of $1,576,421 in the same
quarter of 1930. A profit of $1,-

629,152 on redemption of $3,600,000
(Conitnued on Page 6)

Iowa-Nebraska Allied

In Theater Ad Deal
United Theater Advertisers has

made an arrangement with Lester

F. Martin, secretary of Allied The-
ater Owners of Iowa and Nebraska,
whereby the exhibitor organization

will represent United The.' tt. Ai-
vertiser,s in the two states.

U. T. A., is at present serving

a considerable number of theaters

in these states and others will be

solicited by the Allied unit.

Joseph P. Kennedy

Throush With Films

A persistent report that Joseph P. Kennedy
is returing to the film business via RKO was

discounted yesterday by Pat Scollard, former

Pathe executive vice-president, who is han-

dling certain business affairs for Kennedy. As

far as Scollard knows, Kennedy is through with

the industry.
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93 RCA INSTALLATIONS
Ninety-three installations in the-

aters with seating capacities not ex-

ceeding: 1,200 were made by RCA
Pho'ophone last month. The num-
ber exceeds the initallatinns made
during January, 1930, by twelve.
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

Eastman Films

J. E. Brulatour. Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLIywood4121

"Lady With a Past" Looks Good
Caught the latest Constance Bennett production at RKO headquarters yesterday.

It is a typical Bennett picture that measures up to about the best in the string. Which

is another way of saying that Constance Bennett fans are likely to go for it plenty.

It is a bright, youthful, sophisticated, cinema cream puff, this "Lady With a Past,"

and has the added value of a swell performance by Beau Brummel Ben Lyon. Charlie

Rogers did the master minding. To be distributed pronto.
* —ALICOATE.

Nationalizing of Arties

Urged by Samuel Goldwyn
(Continued from Pat/e 1)

sibility for asking the representa-

tives of these groups to come to

Hollywood as the guests of the mo-

tion picture industry," Goldwyn

said. He suggested that the groups

include literary clubs, art societies

and college groups.

Clash Over Vaudeville

At Canadian Hearing
Toronto — At the film combine

hearing yesterday defense strongly

objected to attempt by the prosecu-

tion to have testimony given by
Harry Harris, vaudeville booking

agent for Bloom & Fine, and about

fifteen independent theaters. R. H.

Ludwig, defense counsel, said the

film hearing was dealing solely with

motion pictures and that the govern-

ment prosecution had sprung some-

thing suddenly that did not appear

anywhere in the particulars of the

charges. Chief prosecutor R. H.

Greer argued that any steps taken

to limit vaudeville acts would con-

stitute restriction. Defense's objec-

tion evidently struck home for the

prosecution at once switched to the

next witness.

Richard Talmadge Unit
Resuming Production

IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Richard Talmadge
Productions will resume activity

within a few days by placing in

work at Universal City a feature
tentatively titled "Mansions of

Fear," starring Dick Talmadge in

his daredevil action stunts. George
Crone will direct. Talmadge says
he has just completed a nationa'
survey which shows that conditions

have turned definitely for the bet-

ter.

^^••...•....•.....•..•.•#•*#

N. J. ALLIED QUESTIONNAIRE
In connection with its plan for a

cooperative buying arrangement to
save money for members, the Allied
Theater Owners of New Jersey, of
which Sidney E. Samuelson is presi-
dent, has mailed questionnaires to
its field asking detailed data on
house operation and equipment.
Samuelson says the committee ap-
pointed to work on this matter has
under way several important com-
mercial deals which will net each
exhibitor a considerable saving.

The N. J. Allied unit now is hold-
ing meetings every Tuesday at 1

P. M. in its New York offices.

Cinema Patents Suit

Won by Warner Bros.
{Continued from Poiie 1)

Thomas of Warners said full text of
the decision probably would be
available in a day or so.

H. J. Yates, while he would not
issue a statement last night, said

that one was forthcoming and that

Cinema Patents would appeal the

decision immediately.

Theater Tax Unsound,
Says Labor Official

In a vigorous attack on the pro-

posed 10 per cent theater tax, Mat-
thew Woll, vice-president of the

American Federation of Labor, and
editor of the American Photo En-
,?raver, declares that such a levy is

a desperation move that would do
far more harm than good.

50 SUB FILM BOOKINGS
Fifty RKO houses and 20 War-

ner theaters, all in eastern terri-

tories, have booked "Trapped in a

Submarine," British International's

five-reel feature. Deals were handled
by Bill Rabell, of B.I.P.

THE INDUSTRyS
DATE BOOK

Feb. 8: Seventh Annual Motion F
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Gu
America, El Capitan Theater, Holly

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convent!
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-W
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb 13: Second annual formal dinner-
of the Columbians (Columbia Picti
Hotel Plaza, Nev» York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball.
dorf-Astoria Hotel. Nev» York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monoeram
tures. Jung Hotel, New Orleans.

March 8-10: Second annual conventior
Allied States Ass'n. Hotel Statler,

troit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in

tral Europe under auspices of Czi
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n
National Film Industry, Prague, Cn'
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M'
T O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Wai
ton, D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic N|

and Dance, True Sister's Club H(
New York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Soi

of M. P. Engineers, Washington

FOX SIGNS FRANK LLOYI
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DA
Hollywood—Frank Lloyd has b'

signed to a long term contract
Fox. Elissa Landi will be featu

in the first Fox story which he i.s

direct under the new agreement.

r
Nei;v Problems

Retfuire ^ew Remedies

Present conditions cannot be met with yesterday's

'

methods. This is as true of your insurance problems

,

during this period of reconstruction as it is of any i

other important phase of your business . . . For
j

more than 25 years we have served the motion pic-

ture industry. Never in our history have we repre-

sented a greater motion picture clientele than we
do today. Modern methods and extensive facilities

— coupled with long experience and highly special-

ized knowledge— enable us to keep abreast of cur-

rent problems and serve our clients economically

and successfully.
jj

Our facilities and our contacts are at the dis-

posal of interested executives, with whom we are

always glad to discuss the best possible solution of

their insurance problems.

Stebliiiis. Leterman & Gates, Inc.
IIIVISION OF MOTIOIV Pit TURE IIVDUSTRIES

New York Los Angeles San Francisco Portland, Ore.

London, England



Emma ^ More Than Trebles

^^ake in First Key City Run
lEmma" Hi

In Charlotte>tte L Bafto. OB $2S.Q0j)

j

Total $4S^ for i Theatres

Portland, Jan. 17.—M-G-M.goaIed

j:
natives here with "Emma," in the

'it key city run of the oicture. The
irie Dressier vehicle more than

bled the gross of the United Artists

rnering $10,200 on the week in a

Uite which averages $3,000^^^_.^P

Emma" Take

Soars $7,500

i In Baltimore

ADVERTISE!
Get the mats illustrated below from
M'G'M Advertising Dept., 1540 B way, N. Y.

Total $88^20 for 9 Theatres

Jaltimore, Jan, 18.— The highl

Dss for the week went to "Emma"
|

iLoew's Stanley, where it was esti-

ited that the box-office took m|
5("^ over average..

IMART PACE IN K. C;

< •EMMA' WINS ";

mpr b
^

reaks anq hit i^7'J,^"^„.enw
j

HtRf
1^ 1 Pyxi \Vl

V.v/ "-^^

then"" , Jrafiia o"*"\ otcW"

^

Ho, Hum! Leo Cops
OffAnotherRecord
Portland Jan. 8.-First two days

Jf Emma" at .the United Artists
^-quailed the house's full week aver,ige exceedme the "Mata Hari" in
:ake by ten pervrent.

<4

Emma" Starts on
Clean-up in Ohio

.
Akron, O., Jan. 17.-For the first

in hiro years, Loew's Theatre depart-
ed from its split-week policy and held
tmma, the latest Marie Dressier

sterriiig vehicle, for an entire week
t-mma

_
playSd to double the aver

age business dn; '

W
'M

'Emma' Nearly

Doubles Take

In Kansas City

^^^V OF Ml^V^^ .iH«

Total $S9.0O0 for S Theatres

THe mnctstejtiSSS

'^1
pirectov

Kansas City, Jan. 18.

'Emma" sent receipts

Loew's Midi

Dressier Is

Seattle Draw;

$16,000 Take

ABOVE:
235 X 6 Cols.

BELOW:
160 K 3 Cols.

Total tS4fi00 for S Theatres

/$13,000 Year
High to "Em"
In Des Moines

'Emma 'BeatsPar by $8,000

In Second Week in Frisco

Seattle, Janj 17.—Marie Dressier
in "Emma" profred her box-office pull
here by boosting the take oT the Fox/
Fifth Avenue to $16,000 for an over-
age of $2,500. Other spots were
^veras£^

'^mma ''Is Sensation in

Angeles; Take DoublQ&£s

inLo^ Gi

2g.&zr|To

Oklahoma City

Gives $9,000

Leo's 'Em'

'Emma,' $11,000 in Cincy

Oh Holdover WIl; Stnr^

Cincinnati. Feb. 1.

•Emma' in fortnight pull is stand*

.Ing up impressively. Otherwise th»

week -will be very quiet along tha

telalto. Weather cold and clear.

^^^Estimates for This Week
^W^-"»"'<11. (3,»00: 35-75)^si

4 Weeks for 'Emi
Portland, Jan. 25.—For thfe

first time in the history ol\
continuous runs here, a pic-
ture is to play four weeks.
It is "Emma," which has been
lotocking over records at the
Cnited Artists since it started
its run.

$32,000 Week
For Good Old
'Emma at Chi
Total $13e,S0O for 7 Theatr

'
hou^^s^c^^i J-d fnTh^Tor ^' T'

,

week, the onlv sii^nl f °°f^^" '^^

•>.£aial,il;ihaih^red hyl^J[

$20,5606%
For ^'Em" in
"Cincy" House

"Em" Doubles
Take in Third

PortlandWeek
Total $38,900 for S Theatres

Don't miss MARIE

DRESSIER
in the greatest picture of her career

The mastdrtiicce of director Clarence BROWN

EMMA
Ki'iih Richard CROMWELL • Jean liERSHOLT* Mynta LOY

Swry hy FRANCES MARION
AJ.pfjilon •".t DUIoEUi hv Addillootl Dtilogut by
LtON,\HD PRASKINS ZELOA SEABS

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Pictur.-
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Gala RKO Mayfair Premiere

Draws Irollowing Response Irrom

Nation s /\olest i^ritics

egri glorious . . . cheered at premiere !

Rose Pelswick, IN. /. Journal

egri s talkie aeout triumph . . . one ol the most vivid

and magnetic perlormers on the screen.

vv m. BochncI, N. /. vvofia TeUgfam

JS/egri a greater star in sound than in silence. She s

vibrant and fascinating as never oelore.

Regina Cfcwc, iN. / . Am«rican

Ihe screen needs actresses like JSIegri— vivid^ glam-

orous^ handsome and capable. Irene TKirer, N. y. Daily News

niegri drew applause from crowded house.

Mordaunt Hall, N. Y- Times

A uuomAn
commAnDs
BASIL RATHBONE
ROLAND yOUNG
H. B. WARNER
DirecteJ by PAUL STEIN
CHAS. R. ROGERS ProJuction

/Associate Proaucer Harry Joe Brown

n ly /^N n A r\ I r>i ni/-^Tiinrr

TUNE IN!
RKO Theatre of the

Air" N. B. C Coast-to-

Coast Networlc tvery

Friday Night, 10:30 P.M
ew Yorlc Time
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SEE DOUBLE FEAiyRES

(Continued from Page 1)

that the principal vice resulting

from dual featuring is bad product.

Seeing a market for features m-

dependent producers rush pictures

into and out of production, he de-

clared, and as a result of the hurry,

inferior product is released. The

executive said he has no objection to

independent producers turning out

good pictures, but he sees cheap,

weak product as harmful to the en-

tire industry.
Even if they believe that the pub-

lic wants two features for the price

of one, exhibitors ought to fight the

policy, declared the executive.

8 Educational Shorts

Set for March Release
Educational has the following

eight shorts scheduled for release

during March: "Hollywood Luck," a

Hollywood girl comedy in the Ideal

series, featuring Virginia Brooks,

Rita Flynn and Frances Dean, and

"The Lost Race," Romantic Journey,

will be released March 13; the fourth

Bing Crosby in the Mack Sennett

Featurettes, "Billboard Girl," March
20; "Mother's Day," Cameo com-

edy, March 20; "The Flirty Sleep-

walker," Mack Sennett comedy fea-

turing Arthur Stone, Dorothy Gran-
ger, Wade Boteler and Patsy
O'Leary, and "It's a Cinch," fourth

in the Mermaid series, featuring

Monty Collins and Phyllis Crane,

March 20; "Play Ball,' a Terry-Toon,
and another in this series as yet

untitled, March 6 and 20, respec-

tively.

F. N. RELEASES POSTPONED
Shifts in the release schedule of

forthcoming First National pictures

will postpone Joe E. Brown's "Fire-
man, Save My Child" until Feb. 27,

while the next Richard Barthelmess
picture, "Alias the Doctor," will be
held until March 5. It is the com-
pany's intention, however, to show
the latter film in a Broadway house
somewhat before that date.

COMING & GOING
E

MAiaO.\ GERING, director of "Ladies
o( the Uig House," has returned to IloUywcxxl
from New York after a six-week business
and vacation trip.

.S. CHARLES EINFELD returned yesicr
day from Philadelphia, where he launched
the openings of "Taxi" and "Safe in Mell"
with special campaigns, which he says resulted
in big turnouts.

HAKKY KOSENQUEST. assistant t(.

Norman H. Moray, Vitaphonc's sales man
ager, returned yesterday from a trip through
Western New York State, with the rcpori
that all key spots in the slate have Ijcen
closed for "Washington, the Man and the
' ipiUl."

I. J. HOFFMAN, new assistant general
manager of Warner Bros, theaters, and
IMVIIJ WESHNER leave immediately for
upstate New York, returning via Tittsburgh
to inspect Warner houses. •

ALONG/"^
-6'

lALTO

• • • GOING BACK exactly 200 years ago Along the

Rialto when Broadway was also a lively street of Scan-

dal and Loose Gossip even as it is today the idle

gentry and playboys would gather around the town pumps
located at every second Broadway corner and

read out loud to each other items such as the following

which we have interspersed with some of our own
of the present day just to prove how Similar

our junk is to that of Broadway's Very First Columnist

who was too modest to sign his name in the

racy kolyum he ran in this Town's first Gossip Rag
known as the N. Y. Weekly Post Boy imagine!

200 yars ago!

It if * *

• • • SATURDAY LAST the Men belonging to the Castor

and Pollux Privateers having found that a Person who
had entered on board them was a Woman they seized

upon the unhappy Wretch and ducked her Three Times
from the Yard-Arm Contrast this with the way we
treat the Dames today The Right Honourable Samuel
Goldwyn, Esq., being of sound mind and big-hearted disposition

wishes it to be heralded throughout the Town
that he hath invited all the Chorus Girls on Broadway to be

his guests this Wednesday at twelve of the clock midnight
for a showing of "The Greeks Had a Word for Them"

at the Rialto theater so there is much excitement and
speculation among the Young Blades of the Town as to

what the Greeks called them they having but One Name
for them which seems Amply Sufficient

• • • I SHOULD take it very kindly, if such of my Read-
ers who are above six months in arrears for the Post Boy
would be pleased to remember the patient Printer and
the same Gentle Admonition goes for the goops who owe their

subscription to this most Estimable Journal

• • • ON WEDNESDAY morning last died here of an
incurable disease called Old Age Mrs. Ursula Vandyke,
Widow aged 96 years she retained her Memory
and Senses to the last which reminds us that Harvey-
Jaediker Service are searching for Kid Deadline their
Phantom Messenger who has not been seen nor heard
of since New Year's probably he also died of Old Age

waiting for one of those Advertising Chiefs to hand
him some Copy for ye Printer

• • • WHILE COOKING Victuals on board the Privateer
Brig Hester a poor Sailor was set upon by a Joiner

the latter being in Liquor and the poor Sailor
had a large Piece of his Ear bit off in a very unfair and bar-
barous Manner That's nothing Yesternoon the
executives of one of our Estimable Film Concerns me.
in conference for purposes of Drastic Economies and
lopped off the Entire Salaries of two office boys saving
a Grand Total of 26 Dollars for the Firm every single
Week

• • • TO BE Seen at the House of Mr. Hamilton
Hewetson at the Sign of the Spread Eagle, near White-
hall Slip Punch's Opera and many other Curiosi-
ties too tedious to mention which gives you a slight
idea of how the pressageys worked in tho,se Early Days
everything was Tedious and Irked 'em all they
wanted was Leisure to run down to the Public Tavern
and swap the Dirt with the rest of the boys between
Drinks and don't we all?

FOX MEETS POLI INTEREST;

L

(.Continued from Page 1)

ciated with him, stated Monday
that Fox would pay the interest as
usual, and the general understand-
ing is that there is now no talk of

vacating the lease. The interest,

due Feb. 1, covered $6,000,000 in

first mortgage coupon bearing
bonds.

Loss of $1,848,868

Reported by Warners
(Continued from Page 1)

face value 6 per cent convertible
debentures and profit of $252,775 on
redemption of subsidiaries funded
debt making a total of $1,881,927,
was credited to earned surplus ac-

count.
During the quarter, company retired $3.-

600,000 principal amount of optional 6 per
cent convertible debentures, series due 1939.
of which $1,287,500 is in anticipation of

the annual purchase fund requirement due
Aug. 1, 1932.

Consolidated income account for quarter
follows: Operating profit $7,830,447; amorti
zation of film costs $5,701,343; amortization
:uk1 depreciation of all properties $2,392,241;
interest and discount $1,679,040; provis on
for investments in affiliated companies $83.-

301; federal taxes $6,105; loss $2,031,5X3:
other income $187,841; loss $1,843,742:
minority interest $5,126; net loss $1,848,8()X:

preferred dividends $99,240; deficit $1,948,108.
Earned surplus on Nov. 28, 1931, was

$95,802, against $223,747 on Aug. 29.

NEW ROXY DIRECTORS
Col. Frederick Pope, William C.

Chanler and Col. Francis L. Rob-
bins, Jr., have been elected directors

of Roxy Theaters Corp. to fill the

three places alloted to holders of

Class A stock. The nominations,
however, were prepared by the ma-
jority interests. Directors repre-

senting the common stock include
A. C. Blumenthal, W. C. Michael, S.

R. Burns, Felix A. Jenkins, C. A.
Caballero, Ernest W. Niver, Rich-
ard Rowland, Harley L. Clarke and
Harry Arthur.

AMERICAN SEATING LOSS
American Seating Co. reports net

loss of $706,589 for the year ended
Dec. 31, against net profit of $183,-

119 in 1980.

^^ff^ft^ft^i^^

« « « » » »

MANY UAPPY mumsl

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Feb. 3
Albert S. Howson James A. Starr

Pat Harman Newell Chase

Milton Silver



-Ahem! Speaking of

nev/s in nev/sreels/

Variety saith:

Universal Gontributes the largest
portion of real and near -real news
on the Lnxer program. It hired a
plane to take in the snow-marooned
town of Bodie, Cal., even before
rescuers arrived. It showed Trukee
under 14 feet of snow and a house
on the main street burning with
firemen helpless. It also covered the
Julius Rosenwald funeral and
^vorked up an interesting review of
some of the phlanthropist's dona-
tions represented in buildings.
Finally, in the news sense, it stayed
av/ay from the much photographed
Mississippi and found a new flood
in California.
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WIDE RANGE OP SUBJECTS

ONM.P.T.O.A.

(Continued from Paijc \)

man, Fi-ed Wehrenberg, M. E. Com-
orford, Walter Vincent, M. J. O'Toole
and others, includes:

"I'liMic Relations, Co(>])eration of Exhilii

tor and Community"; "Bitildins Morale ir

Theater Staflf": "Over-seatini;. over-invest

ment"; "Balancing Programs"; "Banker*'
X'iewpoint of the Motion Picture Industry"
"Theater Design and Construction"; "Sounc'

K'luipnient, Care and Attention": "Exploits
t'on and Advertising"; "Music Tax and
Copyright Laws"; "Score Charge, Servici

Charge, etc."; "Protection and Zoning":
"Personality- Human Touch in Theater Man
:igement"; "Elementary Law" (essential ti

exhibitors): "Theater Insurance"; "Circnil

Operation vs. Independent Operation";
"Over-Selling and OverBuying Films, Fdni
.Shortage"; "Standard Exhibition Contract":
Brookhart Bill, Block Booking, etc."

WILKES-BARRE OPPOSITION
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—Publix seems

destined to have opposition in this

town, with Fred Hermann, former
district manager of that circuit here,

and Alex Blumenthal, local man,
completing their theater proposition,

according to the plans, the house
will seat 1,000 and will be located

on Public Square.

NOAH BLOOMER ADDS TWO
Belleville, 111. — The Washington

and Lincoln theaters have been sold

by Joseph Desberger to Noah Bloom-
er. Bloomer with his son also owns
three other motion picture houses
in Belleville and the acquisition of
the Washington and Lincoln gives
them control of all the theaters in

that city.

SHOWING MEXICAN FILM
A private .screening of a first

presentation of "The Soul of Mex-
ico," romance of the Mexican re-

volution, all of which was filmed be-
low the border, will be given tomor-
row evening in Roerich Hall on
Riverside Drive. The production
was supervised by Mrs. Juliet Bar-
rett Rublee, and Mrs. Dwight W.
Morrow. The Mexican Ambassador
and the consul general of Mexico
are the sponsors.

TN NEW PUBLICITY POST
Martha Wilchinski, former Roxy

'lirector of publicity and who recent-
ly handled publicity for Leo Brech-
er's houses in New York, is now
representing Albertina Rasch on
publicity. Manager E. J. Rosenberg
is supervising publicity for the
Carnegie and Manager Milton Cor-
son is doing the same for the Plaza.

RAY BEALL TRANSFERRED
Dallas—Ray Beall, formerly divi-

sional advertising manager here for
Publix, has gone to Abilene to as-
sume management of the two Pub-
lix theaters. Beall succeeds John
Read.

Bold Bandit
Marion. 0. — The Palace, located

across the street trom the Police Station,
was robbed of $1,108 Sunday night by
a young bandit, who herded five em-
ployes into the manager's office.

A LITTLE From "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK,

HOLLYWOOD
pRANK R. CAPRA, Columbia di-

rector, who married Lucilje War-
ner Rayburn in New York on Mon-
day, is expected back here following
a Southern honeymoon.

David Hempstead has written an
original story, "Manhattan Tower,"
which will be made by Universal. He
has joined the Universal scenario
staff and is writing the dialogue and
screen play for his story. He was
formerly with RKO.

Howard J. Green has been given
a long-term contract by Warner
Bros, and will begin his writing ac-

tivities at the Burbank studio March
1. He is now writing an original
story for Lew Ayres, which will be
made by Universal.

The Cidbertson-Leyiz feud had its

aftermath this week when William
Goodrich cotnpleted proditction on
"Bridge Wives," the seventh of a
series of 13 Cameo comedies. Few
Em.mett is seen as the bridf/e-playing
wife, with Al St. John enactinn the
role of the lonq-sufferina husband.
The rest of the cast includes Lynfon
Brent. Jnh'a Griffith. Paula Drendel.
Georgia O'Dell, Billy Bletcher and
Joe Young.

Jo Swerling is writing an original
story, "Hollywood Speaks." which
will be made by Columbia. He wrote
the adaptation and dialogue for
"Forbidden." "Love Affair." "Tamni-
c-o" and "Platinum Blonde." He
also wrote "The Man Who Dared,"
an original.

Matt Moore and Dorothy Jordan,
who underwent appendicitis opera-
tions about the same time last week,
are recuperating nicely.

* * *

Wheeler Oakman, Wallace Mac-
Donald, James Farleji and Han if

Cording am^ear m Columbia's Tim
McCoy special. "Texas Cyclone,"
which carried the %vorking ittU

"Trail's End." Shij-ley Grey playf

the feminine lead and John Wayne
is the jiivenile. Ross Lederman is

directing.
* * *

John Tribby, veteran sound en

gineer, is doing the recording on
"Veneer," at RKO.

* * *

The Mack Sennett-Andy Clyde
comedy, tentatively titled "The Tem-
porary Butler," has been changed to

"Boudoir Butler." In the cast, sup-

porting the principal comedian are

Irene Thompson, Joe Donahue and
Tom Kennedy. Leslie Pearce di-

rected.
>}: * *

Louis Gasnier and Max Marcin
will direct Paramount's film version

of Arthur M. Brilant's play, "Clara
Deane," in which Wynne Gibson will

have the title role.

^ ^ ^

Al Santell has been assigned di-

rection of "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm.," co-starring Janet Gaynnr
and Charles Farrell, for Fox. He
recently coynpleted work on "Polly

of the Circus," Marion Davies' pic-

ture for M-G-M.
* * ^

James Cagney keeps in shape by
walking from Hollywood to the War-
ner-First National studios at Bur-
bank.

BRENDEL AT ROXY
El Brendel will appear in per-

son at the Roxy for a week starting
this Friday. The stage production
next week will be based on the
Mickey Mouse cartoon characters
with the Arnaut Brothers playing
the parts of Mickey and Minnie
Mouse.

WITHERS AT STATE
Grant Withers heads the coming

week's vaudeville program at Loew's
State on Broadway. Kai-1 Dane, an-
other film celebrity, opens Feb. 13
at Loew's Orpheum.

HOLDUP MEN GET .$2,240

Holding up Manager Clarence
Martineau, two .gunmen got away
with $2,240 in week-end receipts
from the Luxor, Bronx house.

SUNDAY SHOAVS OKAYED
Sea Cliff', L. I.—In accordance

with a referendum last month, when
residents here voted for Sunday
shows, the village board has passed
an ordinance legalizing the per-
formances.

ST. LOUIS CASES APPEALED
St. Louis—An appeal to the Mis-

souri Supreme Court has been taken
by Skouras Bros. Enterprises in

the receivership suit brought by
minority stockholders. Circuit Judge
Albert D. Nortoni granted the com-
pany the right to appeal after fixing
bond at $400,000. Similar appeal
has been taken in the St. Louis
Amusement Co. suit, with bond fixed
at the same figure.

ROBINSON FOR PREMIERE
Edward G. Robinson, just back

from abroad, will make a personal
appearance at the Winter Garden to-

night in conjunction with the pre-
miere of his First National picture,
"The Hatchet Man." He will be in-

troduced by Achmed Abdullah,
author.

PREPARING ST. LOUIS TAX
St. Louis — Among four eiier-

gency tax bills now be'ng draf^'*^

'

under supervision of City Contro'-
ler Nolte is the one calling for a 2

cent tax on amusements.

SPONSOR FOREIGN FILMS
Cleveland— A series of foreign-

made pictures will be presented in

the B. of L. E. Auditorium under
the auspices of the Art Cinema
Ass'n, group of locally prominent
persons. "The Merry Wives of

Vienna," German talker, opens the

policy early this month.

VAUDE FOR 2 OHIO HOUSES
Cleveland—Frank Phelps, general

theater manager of Warner theaters

in Ohio, announces that vaude'ville

will be presented with pictures at

the Ohio here, starting Feb. 7, and
at the Ohio, Mansfield, for the last

three days of the week starting

Feb. 11.

ARLISS FILM IN DEMAND
As a result of demand from ex-

hibitors who desire to play the film

in conjunction with the forthcom-
ing George Washington Bicentennial
Celebration, playdates in 43 addi-

tional cities have been received on
George Arliss in "Alexander Hamil-
ton," according to the Warner of-

fices.

CLOSE NEW BRITAIN HOUSE
New Britain, Conn.—The State,

new house which was opened but a

few weeks ago, has been closed to

make a change in the pitch of the
floor and alterations in the ventilat-

ing system.

STAGE ACTS FOR BEACON
Max Cohen of Central Amusement

Corp., new operator of the Beacon
for the Chanins, is planning to add
stage acts. Cohen also has Wal-
lack's on 42nd St.

Promoting George Brent
irash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — George Brent, who has

landed into popularity and is being pro-

moted by Warner Bros, as another

Chrk C-'ble, will be given the male
lead opposite Ruth Chatferton after he

completes his role with Barbara Stan-
wyck in "So Big."

22 VITflPHONE

COMPLETED IN JANUARll

All production records at th(ll
Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio wercT
broken in January, when 22 one and

'

two-reel pictures were made.
The two-reelers were "The Perfect .Suitor,''

with Benny Rubin; "The Toreador," wltli

Toe Penner; "The Skull Murder Mystery,"
S. .S. Van Dine series, and "The Pleasur
Ship." musical comedy.

t)f the 18 one-reelers produced seven were
E. M. Newman "Travel Talks," the titles

of which are "Dear Old London," "When
11 Rome." "Obernmmergau." "Berlin To-
Iny," "A South American Journey," "Paris
Glimp'^es" and "Soviet Russia." Four "Be-
lieve Jt or Not" shorts with Rohert L. Rip-
ley were completed; two of the Booth Tark-
iugton Juvenile comedies, "Hot Dog" and
"Penrod's Bull Pen"; "Movie Dumb," with
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth; three "Pepper
Pot" novelties. "The Movie Album" and
"Remember When," compiled by Bert Frank,
Sind "The Campus Spirit," with Douglas
Stanb'ury and ' the N.Y.U. Male Choir, and
".Sport Slants," with Ted Husing.
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\U. S. Steel Corporation Puts $2,000,000 Into Tiffany

WANGERTOINS COLUMBIA AS VICE-TrESIDENT

Skouras-West Coast Theaters Deal Effective Feb. 15

Film Facts
. . . have us groggy

By Jack Alicoate-

Once again, as
Interesting impresario o f
Observations the Year Book,

I

we are in the

jpsychological center of our an-

nual statistical jag. Facts and
fegures haunt our waking hours
and our dreams are mainly of

totals, names, places and hay-
stacks of statistics. For in-

stance, 80,000,000, a consider-

able drop, now attend the

weekly cinema. The clever

Japanese produce more feature

pictures than we do. Some 28,000

miles of motion picture films are

Examined, stored, repaired and ship-

ped each working day by film ex-

changes in the U. S. and Canada.

Charlie Chaplin is the most versatile

individual in production, being star,

producer, director, author, scenarist

and editor at one and the same time.

But why get you goofy, too. It's all

in the coming Year Book with some
thousand pages more.

* * *

It is probably none
The Labor of our business, but,

Situation being a kibitzer at

heart, we find it

hard to keep out of differences of

opinion. However, in this instance

being neutral, we do counsel and

suggest a spirit of give-and-take

in labor matters within the industry,

especially at this time. The Chicago

railroad conference was an inspiring

example of cooperation. There never

has been a problem so big that It

could not be worked out by sincere

arbitration.
« * *

It looks like big do-

Clans to ings, down by the

Gather creek, in the merry
month of March. We

have the Allied Indians holding their
(.Continued on Page 2)

Fox's Philly House Also
Included in Operating

Arrangement
Arrangement whereby Skouras

Bros, take over operation of Fox
West Coast Theaters will be effec-

tive as of Feb. 15, it was stated yes-
terday in Fox's official announce-
ment of the deal, which embraces
approximately 550 houses. The
Midland and Midwest divisions, op-.

(Continued on Page 7)

NEW ENGLAillED UNIT

HOLDS HRSTCONVENTION

Boston—First convention of the
Independent Exhibitors of New Eng-
land, Allied unit, held this week at

the Hotel Statler, was without spe-

cial developments. About 150 at-

tended, and Abram F. Myers and
Sidney Samuelson were among the

(Continued on Page 7)

New Producing Company
To Star Bill Robinson

Lincoln Pictures, new corporation
headed by Irving Yates as presi-

dent, Jack Goldberg as vice-presi-

dent, and James O'Neal as treas-

urer, announces it will produce a

feature starring Bill Robinson, the

colored vaudeville headliner, sup-

ported by a large Negro cast. It

will be a singing and dancing pic-

ture, scheduled to start in 10 days
at the Metropolitan studios.

Nickel for Kids

Akron, 0.—Kids are being admitted
for a nickel at the Majestic every
week-day afternoon from 2 to 4. House
plays second and third runs at a dime
for adults, and is the only known the-
ater in these parts with a nickel
admission.

PROPOSED NEWSREEL

Warner Bros, have definitely

abandoned plans for establishing a

newsreel. Decision was reached fol-

lowing a survey of the situation in

which it was found that the project
was impractical at present owing
to its theaters' newsreel commit-
ments to other distributors. Most of
them cover two-year periods, it is

understood.

Call Off Roadshowings
Of New Arliss Picture

Plans for the roadshowing of

George Arliss in "The Man Who
Played God" have been called off

by Warner Bros, with the excep-
tion of the engagements at the War-
ner, New York, starting Feb. 10,

and the Western, Los Angeles, Feb.
9. The move to set earlier release,

Feb, 20, is said to be due partly to

recommendations of members of the

Hays organization who have highly
endorsed the picture as a notable

attraction with wide appeal.

Tiffany Financed by U. S. Steel

In Deal With British Gaumont
Public Agitation Forces

Reopening of Theater

Exira, la.—After being closed for more than

six weeks, the Palace here has been reopened

in response to public agitation.

U. S. Steel Corp. is making a
capital investment of $2,000,000 in

Tiffany Pictures to enable the com-

pany to consummate a deal whereby
Tiffany and British Gaumont will

enter into an international exchange
of product, stars, authors and other

(Continued on Page 6)

Former Para. Production
Manager Signs With

Harry Cohn
Signing of Walter Wanger as

vice-president of Columbia was an-
nounced yesterday by Harry Cohn
as his first action after taking over
the presidency of the company. The
appointment takes effect immediate-
ly and Wanger is expected to de-
vote most of hid efforts to produc-
tion matters. Wanger's theatrical

(Conitnued on Page 6)

BLAME TRIPLE-EEATURING

FOR CHICAGO BOMBINGS

Chicago—Although efforts have
been made to keep the matter quiet,

information leaked out this week
that a serious situation confronts
some eight or ten north and north-
west side theaters that have been
using triple features to combat the

larger houses in their neighborhood.
Since they adopted the three-

(Conitnufd on Page 6)

More Footage Shown
During the Past Year

Providence—A total of 31,739,000

feet of film, an increase of about
2,000,000 over the previous year,

was shown here in 1931, according
to the annual report of Capt.
George W. Cowan, police amuse-
ment inspector. First-run houses
showed 5,158,000 feet, embracing
1,330 subjects. The report includes

18 theaters.

Merchants Sponsor Shows

As an Aid to Business

Anita, la.—To stir up business for local

stores, free movies are being presented every

Saturday afternoon with tickets given out by

the merchants. About 1,000 attended the first

two shows. Merchants also are sponsoring

movies one night a week in Tabor, la.
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GOLDBERG NOT RETURNING
Harry Cohn yesterday denied re-

ports to the effect that Joe Gold-
berg, formerly sales manager of Co-
lumbia, is returning to the com-
pany. Goldberg is now in New York
on a business trip.
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"The Creeks Had a Word for Them"
United Artists deposited a cartload of fluffy merriment at the Rialfo yesterday

morning in this Samuel Coldwyn production based on the Zoe Akins stage hit of

practically the same name. It's the gold-digger story, with Ina Claire, Joan Blondell

and Madge Evans forming a spicy trio who get a luxurious living out of life by the

use of their charms. Lowell Sherman, who also directed with credit, and David

Manners arc the principal male attractions. Though a somewhat sophisticated story,

well sprinkled with snappy laughs and rollicking souse comedy, it is good fun for

any audience.
-GILLETTE.

"The Hatchet Man"
Exciting and frequently hair-raising entertainment is to be found in this Edward

C. Robinson picture which First National presented last night at the Winter Garden.

The star moves bclievably through this drama against a Chinese tong background and

receives able support. William A. Wellman's direction gets the most out of every

high-tensioncd episode. It's excellent screen fare for adult audiences which like thrills.

—EDDY.

Film Facts
. . . have us groggy

(Continued from Page 1)

annual pow wow and scalping con-

test in Detroit, March 8-10. On the

week following the Old Guard ana
standpatters of the M. P. T. 0. A.

gather to discuss the whys and
wherefores at Washington-on-the
Potomac. With these camps as

friendly as Japan and China, or vice

versa, it looks like both shows will

be well worth the Pullman jump.

U. A. AND SHORTS
In denying reports that United

Artists intends to have other shorts

besides "Mickey Mouse" and "Silly

Symphonies" on its program next
season, Al Lichtman says he doesn't

even consider these two series as

shorts, because they have achieved
the importance of features in draw-
ing power.

FELIX ADLER WITH SENNETT
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Felix Adler has been

added to Mack Sennett's roster of

writers. Others on the staff are
Tom Geraghty, Earle Rodney, Ar-
thur Ripley, John Waldron, Harry
McCoy, Jeff Moffatt.

MORE JOINVILLE CONFABS
Discussion of production plans for

Paramount's Joinville studio will be
resumed in New York in about 10
days, when Robert P. Kane returns
from a visit to Florida. John Cecil

Graham leaves today for a trip to
the Middle West, returning in time
for the conferences.

AL SELIG TURNS EXHIB
Al Selig, formerly director of

publicity and advertising of Colum-
bia, has acquired a 400-seat house
in Mattewan, near Red Bank, N. J.

EDDIE DOWLING AT AMPA
Eddie Dowling will head the list

of honor guests at today's Ampa
luncheon at Sardi's. Fifi D'Orsay and
Mrs. Rita McGoldrick also are sched-
uled to attend.

DIETRICH FOR RIALTO
Marlene Dietrich in Paramount's

"The Shanghai Express" is sched-
uled to open Feb. 17 at the Rialto.

16 Features Planned
By P.D.C. in England

London—Plans of P.D.C., Ltd., call

for 16 features to be made this year
at the Stoll Studios, which have been
leased for a long term, it is an-
nounced by Reginald Smith, man-
aging director. First picture, "The
New Hotel," is now in work.

JOHN B. NATHAN HONORED
John B. Nathan of the Paramount

foreign department was tendered a
luncheon yesterday at Sardi's by his

associates in honor of his appoint-
ment as assistant to John L. Day,
Jr., of Rio de Janeiro, general man-
ager of the company's South Amer-
ican organization. Nathan sails

Saturday on the Southern Cross to
take up his new duties.

"MAN I KILLED" RETITLED
Paramount has changed the title

of "The Man I Killed," now in its

$2 run at the Criterion, to "The
Fifth Commandment." Change was
made because the original title

caused wrong impressions in the
minds of the public about the char-
acter of the story. National release
has been set for Feb. 26.

CHANEY'S SON SIGNED
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Creighton Chaney,

son of the late Lon Chaney, has been
signed by Radio Pictures as a stock
player.

M-G-M BUYS PLAY
"What Happen to Jones," George

Bradhurst play originally produced
in New York by William A. Brady,
has been bought by M-G-M.

COLUMBIA RELEASE
Columbia's first February release

will be Buck Jones in "One Man
Law."

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

Thursday, Feb. 4, 193:

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Feb. 8: Seventh Annual Motion Pictur
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guild c

America, El Capitan Theater, HoUywoodl i

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention ol
'

M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-WalUd
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dancii
;

of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wil
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monogram Pie<
tures. June Hotel. New Orleans.

March 8-10: Second annual convention d
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De-
troit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cm-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-I

'

slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n audi
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Washing-
ton, D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House,
New York.

|May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society I
of M. P. Engineers, Washington. '

Action from Class Angle
Is Burton King's Formula
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Independent produc-

ers have the chance of a lifetime to

get Class A bookings if they shoot
good action stories and inject

enough class to make the pictures

suitable for big-time theaters, says
Burton King, Big 4 production su-

pervisor. He cautions, however, that
the story should be kept true to

type—distinctly action drama.

U SUBSTITUTES
Due to Adolphe Menjou's delay in «

returning from abroad. "Marriage .

Interlude", in which he was to have
appeared for Universal, has been re- !

placed by "Steady Company", prize

fight story with Norman Foster,

June Clyde, ZaSu Pitts and Henry
Armetta.

SLIM CHICAGO HOLDUP
Chicago—Only $25, mostly coins,

was obtained by five bandits who
held up the Berwyn, managed by
F. G. Perry.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.
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CANTY TO BERLIN
Paris — Headquarters of U. S.

Trade Commissioner George R. Can-
ty have been transferred from here
to Berlin.
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experience dates back to 1914, when

he was associated with Granville-

Barker, through several years as a

legitimate producer here and in Eng-

land, and then for more than six

years with Paramount, where he

was general manager of production.

Settlement of his Paramount con-

tract is understood to be still pend-

ing.

Blame Triple-Featuring

For Chicago Bombings
(Continued from Pane 1)

feature policy each of the theaters

has had stench bombs placed in the

house on an average of twice a week.

The theater owners have been afraid

to place the blame upon any par-

ticular group, but have been con-

ducting a quiet investigation. A
secret meeting was held this week

to consider the situation and decide

on what course to pursue.

Cut in Wasted Film

Is Reported by RKO
IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—In a report submitted

by Carl Dreher, supervisor of the

sound department, to David O. Selz-

nick, chief of all RKO production,

it is revealed that among various

savings in 1931 the percentage of

film wasted in recording was re-

duced from 8.48 per cent to 7.89

per cent. Ratio of recording to total

production footage increased from
15.3 per cent in 1930 to 28.8 per cent

in 1931. This change upwards, Dre-

her stated, reflected the marked in-

crease in the economic importance

of recording.

Since sound came in, the RKO
studios have used 10,000,000 feet of

positive stock for recording.

OPERADIO SUES
St. Charles, 111.—Operadio Manu-

facturing Co. announces it has filed

suit against J. A. Tannenbaum,
Service-on-Sound and Polymet Man-
ufacturing Corp., all of New York,
claiming the designs of a theater

amplifier marketed by these firms is

practically identical with the Opera-
dio Model 408-T.

COMING & GOING
c

HIRAM S. BROWN will arrive from the
coast tomorrow.

SIDNEY GARRETT will return from
Boston, Saturday.

JOHN D. NATHAN sails Saturday for

Rio de Janeiro to take up his new duties as
assistant to John L. Day, Jr., Paramount
head in South America.

EDDIE BUZZELL is in New York from
the coast.

FRANK GILLMORE, president of Actors-
Equity, sailed last night on a Mediterranean
cruise.

CLIVE BROOK and OSCAR STRAU.S
sailed yesterday on the Bremen for the other
side.

t
A LITTLE from "LOTS

°r RALPH WILK^..^-.^-

11 U. 8. STEEL PUniNG

$2,000,000 IN TIFEAI

pi

HOLLYWOOD
(^HARLES BICKFORD yesterday
^ was signed by Paramount to

play a leading male role with Paul

Lukas and Eugene Pallette in Tal-

lulah Bankhead's picture, "Thunder
Below."

* * *

Martin Mooney, Universal writer,

is the father of twin girls. The first

younger arrived at 11:45 P. M. Jan.

5 and the second at 12:15 A. M.
Jan. 6. He named the "P. M." baby

Patricia and the "A. M.' girl Anne.
Among Mooney's plays are "Sisters

of the Chorus" and "The Towns-
man." He has also done much "ghost

writing" and will write an original

screen story, "The Ghost Writer,"

based on his experiences.
* * *

John G. Adolfi, who directed

George Arliss in "The Man Who
Played God," will direct "The Suc-

cessful Calamity." Adolfi has di-

rected several Warner pictures, in-

cluding "Alexander Hamilton."
* * *

John Darrow, fully recovered

from a recent double attack of pto-

maine poisoning, has returned to

the RKO studios. This juvenile

thespian is shortly to begin work as

the featured male player in a pic-

ture to be produced by an outside

company, arrangements having been

made for his services.
* * *

Having just completed the fea-

tured juvenile role in two Fox pro-

ductions, William Bakewell reported

back to the M-G-M studios, where
he is under contract, only to learn

that two other outside companies
are negotiating for his services.

* * *

William Goodrich is just placing
in production a new Cameo comedy.
Fern Emmett has been assigned the
stellar role.

George Archainbaud, Radio Pic-

tures director, is one of the film col-

ony's champion philatelists {stamp
collector, to yon). He has two vol-

umes containing more than 5,000

stamps from everywhere, including

some used by the Pony Express.

Leslie Fenton has been assigned
one of the principal roles in "Tinsel
Girl," soon to start production ar

Warners. Lee Tracy, Ann Dvorak
and Richard Cromwell are among
the other featured players.

* * *

"Whistlin' Dan" replaces "Border
Renegades" as the title of the sec-

ond of the two Ken Mavnard spe-
cials being produced by Tiffany.

2 CHICAGO BOMBINGS
Chicago—The Piccadilly and the

Granada are among houses bombed
early this week. No cause could be
ascribed by the managements.

BUCK JONES OPENS TOUR
Houston—Buck Jones stood 'em

up at the Iris, where he opened his

personal appearance tour which is

to take him through the state of
Texas.

COMMAND PERFORMANCE
London—A command performance

of M-G-M's "Private Lives" will be
given at midnight March 4 at the
Empire Cinema. In the audience
will be the Duke and Duchess of
York, the Marquess and Marchio-
ness of Cambridge, Princess Alice
and Earl of Athlone.

M. LEWIS AT AUDUBON
Merlin Lewis has been appointed

manager of the Audubon.

WM. BRANDT GETS ANOTHER
William Brandt has taken over

another house, the Jolson, Shubert
theater on Seventh Ave., near Cen-
tral Park, and plans to reopen it

Feb. 9 with films.

MORE PLAINFIELD FINES
Plainfield, N. J.—Raymond Puckitt

and John Kasper were fined $25
each, while John Kasper was given
a suspended sentence yesterday
when they were arrainged before
Judge Meza for attempting to oper-
ate last Sunday. This was the sec-
ond arrest in two weeks.

RATES TO ITALY CUT
Freight rates on film to the west

coast of Italy were reduced yester-
day from $9.25 to $7.75 ner cubic
foot on express steamer shipments
and to $7 on freight steamer ship-

ments. The reductions were de-

cided at a meeting of Italian steam-
ship companies' representatives, ac-

cording to A. F. Cofod, exporter,

of 24 State St.

SAPERSTEIN ON VACATION
Chicago—Aaron Saperstein, presi-

dent of the Allied Theater Owners
of Illionis, and Mrs. Saperstein, have
left for a two weeks' vacation in

Hot Springs, Ark. Nathan Wolf is

in charge of the Allied office during
Saperstein's absence.

PHOTOPHONE DEPTS. MOVE
All RCA Photophone executive and

commercial departments, except the
publicity department, have moved
from 411 Fifth Ave. to the Victor
plant in Camden. E. O. Heyl, vice-
president and general sales man-
ager; Lowell V. Calvert, head of the
recording department, and John A.
Tingle, treasurer, with their staffs
are now at the Victor plant. Gerald
K. Rudulph remain,s in charge of
the New York publicity office.

JUDGE WALKER TO SPEAK
Judge Roy L. Walker, president

of the Texas Theater Owners Pro-
tection Ass'n, will address the an-
nual M.P.T.O.A. convention in
Washington, March 14-16. His sub-
ject will be the theater and its rela-
tion to its community.

(Continued from Page 1)

production activities, the F
Daily learns. Interests of U.
Steel in the deal was brought ab
by L. A. Young, president of 1

fany and head of the Young Spr
and Wire Co. of Detroit, an act

customer of the steel interests. S
eral provisions regarding admir
tration were insisted upon by U.
Steel in closing the deal. One'vli
the continuance of the product! i s

and sales policy established by '^i i

Ham Saal and which, it is claimi

has made it possible for Tiffany ,

repay $1,000,000 in short time not Pl

since March 26, 1930, in addition i
v

the company showing a net profit

$500,000 on its year's outpi

With the inclusion of 18 Gaumojt
features in its 1932-33 line-up, Ti'

fany's release schedule will be au

mented to 50 features for the coi

ing season. One U. S. Steel re

resentative will be added to the Ti

fany board of directors.

More Time for F. & M.
In Skouras-W.C. Setu

Fanchon & Marco stage units wi

receive more time through closin

of the deal under which Skoura i

Bros, take over management of Fou
West Coast Theaters. Not only wii i

units continue generally in house

in which they are now playing bu

they will be given added time. A
present Fanchon & Marco stag

shows are playing 30 Skoura

houses.

TODD FERGUSON ASSIGNED
Oklahoma City— Todd Fergusoi

has been appointed publicity repre

sentative for Warner theaters, suo

ceeding George Henger, who wai

promoted to zone manager.

New Incorporantions
I

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Gloria Films; A. Deutsch, New York. 200

shares common.
Kerham, Ltd., theatrical business; H. E

Reinheimer, 11 West 44th St., New Yorl

100 shares common.
Borjack Amusement Corp.; M. L. Pankei

1819 Broadway, New York. $5,000.

Mattewan Theater Corp., Fitelson, Herman
& Mayers, 70 West 40th St., New York. 2O0

shares common.
Capital Foreign Attractions, motion pic-

tures; Krellberg, Fitzsimmons & Barkin, 34,

Madison Ave., New York. 200 shares con
mon.

Harmos Productions, theatrical business; P
E. Reinheimer, 11 East 44th St.. New York

$2,500 pfd., 50 shares common.

Aetna Amusement Associates; S. E. Levin(

570 Seventh Ave., New York. $100,000 pfc

1,000 shares common.
H. N. Y. Theater Corp.; R. R. Rosa

Port Chesttr, N. Y. $10,000.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Cine-Craft Laboratories, Inc.. Englewoo

photographic laboratories; J. W. Waldro
Leonia. N. J. $125,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Pleasure Pictures, Inc., New York, N.

motion pictures.; U. S. Corp. Co., Dov«
Del. 2,000 shares common.
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;ed out of Kansas City, and Fox
wesco, operated out of Milwau-

, are included in the operating

I, which also takes in the Fox
3t Coast circuit proper. In ad-

on the Fox in Philadelphia goes

Skouras Bros.

statement is expected to be

;hcominff from the Skouras end

h'tly regarding E. L. Alper-

's association with the company.

• IPE Projection Group
[aking Progress in Study
mportant progress in the solu-

i!i of problems involving better

I nd is being made by the Projec-

Lii Practice Committee of the S. M.
»Ie., says Dr. A. W. Goldsmith,

sident of the organization, and
. n completed the work will be a

lable contribution to the indus-

1

n addition to the study which
tins the subject of Dr. Goldsmith's

eliarks, the determination of screen

'Vhtness in relation to its effect

n the audience, and the advisabil-

of stopping down the projector

when projecting cartoons and
r bright subjects, or otherwise

idng the same effect; and the de-

i 1 of suitable apparatus for equal-

i g the sound outputs of the two
ijectors, so that no difference in

end level will be discernible by the

1 ience when the change-over oc-

he successful progress of the

k of the committee is due largely
' he efforts of Harry Rubin, Jesse
kins, H. Griffin, F. H. Richard-
P. A. McGuire, J. 0. Baker, S.

aber, and George Edwards.

EW FILM FOR CARNEGIE
Ein Walzer vom Strauss ("A

* Itz by Strauss"), German produc-
which has been scoring in

nna, opens Feb. 10 at Leo
i cher's Little Carnegie. Gustav
elich, who plays the lead in the

L ent Carnegie film, "Zwei Men-
c?n," also is in the coming at-

tion.

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

Business at the New York Paramount-,
with Ruth Chatterton In "Tomorrow
and Tomorrow" on the screen and Lilyan
Tashman heading the stage bill, has
been so big that the whole show is

being held over.

AlONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY

NtW VORIC IDS ANGELES

• • • TODAY IS being celebrated the 24th birthday of the

motion pix industry in Los Angeles for, according to the

ancient files in the Paramount stude Feb. 4, 1908, work
began on the first short feature in this city "Across the

Divide" Tom Persons and Francis Boggs were the pro-

ducers many of the scenes of this historic short were

filmed in and around Sing Loo's Chinese laundry, then at the

corner of Seventh and Olive Streets the "studio" of these

pioneers consisted of a 100-foot city lot today Para-

mount's studios alone comprise 15 sound stages covering

26 acres in the heart of Hollywood

* * * *

• • • AND TOMORROW is the 38th anniversary of the

first successful projection of a motion picture on the screen

at Riley Brothers Optical Shop on Beekman St. in this

city where Jean Le Roy exhibited on his "Cinematograph"

80 feet of film this first screen "program" lasting less

than two minutes comprised "Washing the Baby" and "The Ex-

ecution of Mary Queen of Scots" here for the very first

time celluloid motion picture film was projected on a screen

so it would be a nice thought if you would lift

your phone tomorrow morn and call Stuyvesant 6899 for
Feb. 5th also happens to be the birthday of this 78-year young
feller Jean who has done so much for the film biz
and got so little out of it

• • • A HECTIC half-hour in the life of Hal Home
we walked in on the United Artists advertising chief to find

him doing his famous ambidextrous stunt answering two
phone calls at once he was spreading hisself to make a
Big Impression on one of his phone callers his tailor

to the other mugg he was as courteous as a Jap talking to a
Chinaman some gyp lawyer threatening a law suit, it

seems unfortunately, the two transmitters were close
together as Hal attempted his Jekyll and Hyde act
consequently his two varieties of "suits" got all balled up
the conversation went something like this

• • • "YES, SIR, I'm delighted with the suit what!
ya didn't get my check? I must speak to my secretary

No, ya heel, I don't mean YOUR suit try and
collect! just try, you so-and-so wait. Mister!
I don't mean YOU YOUR suit is okay I mean
MY suit no, ya dirty crook! not YOUR suit!

• • • SO HAL kept tangling hisself up like this for sev-

eral minutes resulting in the gyp lawyer thanking Hal
or promising to send a check in settlement of the suit

and his tailor off him for life as he hung up, threatening suit

so we left Hal for the first time in his life unable to

find a word to express his feelings toward lawyers and tailors

in general we helped him out in our usual helpful way
"The Greeks had a word for them" and departed
quickly

• • • A FINE tribute that paid by Billy Wilkerson
to Sidney Olcott the man who directed such classics as

"Little Old New York," "The Green Goddess," "Monsieur Beau-
caire" not to forget "The Humming Bird," that made
an overnight star of Gloria Swanson yes, Billy

we also have often wondered why a class director like Olcott
doesn't make more pictures

« « « » » »

NEW ENGLAND ALLIED UNIT

HOLDS FIRST CONVENTION

(Continued from Page 1)
speakers. A committee headed by
Ed Ansin was appointed to prepare
nominations for election of new of-
ficers, scheduled for Feb. 16, and it

was announced that the New Eng-
land unit would be represented at
the national convention in Detroit
by Nathan Yamins, Ed Ansin. Har-
old Stoneman, W. B. Littlefield,
Ralph Snyder, Adolph Bendsley
and George M. A. Fecke.
A report was made of the Allied

activities at the tax hearing in
Washington, and Myers spoke of a
practice that is becoming common
with respect to a new kind of per-
centage contract that is putting
different interpretations on the
availability clause.

In a plea for stronger organiza-
tion, President Yamins said that
the cost of annual membership in
the association would amount to
only eight cents a seat.

Loew Circuit Still Leads
In Metropolitan District
With a total of 68 Metropolitan

houses, Loew's circuit continues to

be the largest theater group oper-
ating in the territory served by the
New York city exchanges, accord-
ing to the latest survey. RKO
comes second with 56 theaters in this

territory and Skouras Theaters
follows with 54.

Stanley-Fabian have 53 houses
and Publix is next with 31. Other
circuits are composed as follows:
Randforce, 39; Prudential and
Playhouses Operating Co., 25; Man-
hattan, 20; Century Circuit, 20;
Jack Springer Circuit, 16; Consoli-
dated Amusement Co.. 14; Isle The-
aters Corp., 13; Cocalis Amusement
Co., 11; Lee A. Ochs Theaters. 10.

CAPITOL ADDS SHOWS
Five de luxe performances will

be given by the Capitol tomorrow,
Saturday and Sunday in connection
with the new Marie Dressier pic-

ture, "Emma."

^^.i*# gt.^.A.§

MANY UAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to tht
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Feb. 4
Paul Stein Walter Tilford

Pat Dowling William French

Ethel Jackson
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JACK HOLT
in a thrilling, fast-moving story— playing

a role that fits him like a glove— giving

a performance that will hold them tense

from start to finish!

BORIS KARLOFF
(Star of ''Frankenstein")

The man who made America "monster-
minded". The biggest draw in years—
more terrible— more menacing than in his

previous best performance.

CONSTANCE CUMMINGS
Lovely foil against a sinister background
of stark horror.

Story, adaptation and
.dialogue by Jo Swerling

Continuity by Dorothy Howell

Directed by

A JOHN FRANCIS DILLON

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

You know the suddei^oiul for

"shocker" pictures— and now
audiences are clamoring for

them. Cash in on it now, while

the fever is at its height. Colum-

bia looked them all over and

decided to go them one better—

THE RESULTS WILL SHOW
AT THE BOX OFFICE!
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ntimate in Character
iternational in Scope
ependent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old
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Mdney R. Kent Stands By the 5-5-5 Contract

ieopeninTof dark hoIes plannedjy allied

iharles R. Rogers to Produce Twelve Mystery Thrillers

igh-Class Melodramas to

Feature Lineup—First

3 Stories Acquired
Charles R. Rogers resumes his ac-

te status as an independent pro-

ccer this month with plans calling

i- an initial group of 10 to 12

iitures of the mystery-thriller

tie. Rogers, who is now in New
'"rk, told The F lm Daily yester-

c y that in talking with prominent
ciibitors and the editorial heads
[ popular 'magazines he found that

public at present is keenest for
(Continued on Pacie 4)

rfANY PLANS TO FINISH

URRENT LINEUP BY MAY 1

St Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

lollywood — Tiffany expects to

iplete its current production

edule of 12 features and 16 west-

s by May 1. "Lena Rivers" has

t gone in work at the Tiffany

dio.

)x Australian Execs
On Way to New York

Sydney—Charles Munro, manag-
director of Hoyt's Theaters,

itrolled by Fox, sailed yesterday

the U. S.. Basil Baron, who
been Harley L. Clarke's finan-

representative here in connec-

with the Hoyt interests, also

on his way to the States with
three Phillips brothers, big Mel-

irne exhibitors.

Slight Decrease Shown

In Colored Theaters

heaters catering to colored patronage gen-

ly came through the past year without

ig seriously atfected by general conditions,

indicated by a survey made for the FILM
LY YEAR BOOK which shows that the

I theaters decreased by only 10. There

now 445 houses of this class operating in

states.

947 Films Recommended by Board Last Year
Out of 1,515 pictures coming before the review committees of the National

Board of Review last year, 947 received classification as "recommended" films, it is

shown in the Board's 17th annual catalogue published for the aid of better films

committees, exhibitors, schools, etc. Of these 947 pictures. 353 were features and

594 shorts.

Chas. Schwartz Joins
Columbia as Secretary

60-Year Copyright Term
Is Asked by Publishers

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Copyright on literary

works to extend for 60 years in

the names of the creators was ad-

vocated by publishers, together
(Continued on Page 4)

Charles Schwartz, attorney asso-

ciated with the Nathan Burkan of-

fice for years, is joining Columbia

as secretary of the company, Harry
Cohn told The Film Daily yester-

day. He succeeds Jack Cohn, who
has been advanced to a vice-presi-

dent in the organization.

Two-Operator Threat Over Dual Bills

Unless circuits owned by produc-

ing-distributing companies cease

double featuring. Allied States Ass'n

will make a national effort to per-

suade operators' unions to demand
another man in the booth in their

houses, declared Al Steffes, presi-

dent, yesterday in New York. The
move will be launched in his own
territory, Minneapolis, Steffes said.

German Gov't Surveying
American Film Situation
That unprecedented attention is

being paid by Germany to films

suitable for American release is in-

dicated by an investigation now be-

ing made by Dr. Martin Freuden-

thal, representing the German
(Continued on Page 4)

Kent to Resume 5-5-5 Efforts

Upon Resuming Film Activity

Oust Bankers from Films,

Eddie Dowling Tells Ampa
"The sooner the bankers get out

of the motion picture industry, the

better for the business," declared

Eddie Dowling, producer and stage

and screen star, in addressing the

A. M. P. A. as its luncheon yester-

day at Sardi's. He blamed "sophis-

ticated minds" for much of the so-

(Contimted on Parte 4)

"I believed in the new standard

exhibition contract when it was

drafted by the 5-5-5 conference, I

still believe in it and when I re-

turn to the industry I will still be-

lieve in it." This statement was ut-

tered by Sidney R. Kent to The
Film Daily last night when asked

if he will continue to work for

actual adoption of the agreement
(Continued on Page 4)

Committee Being Named
To Study Causes of

Closings
Plans for an attempt to reopen

a large number of dark houses
throughout the country will be made
at the annual Allied convention
slated for Detroit, March 8-10, it

was stated by organization officials

in New York yesterday. A survey
is being conducted to determine the

number of theaters which are closed

and to collect facts as to causes of

closing, it was stated. President
Al Steffes will appoint a committee

(Continued on Page 4)

CURRENT H-G-M'LINEUP

WINDING UP BY MAY 30

U'rst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollyv/ood—M-G-M has completed

28 of the 48 new features on its

1931-32 program, and indications

are that the company will complete
work on its current program by
May 30. Five are in various stages

of production, these being: "Grand
Hotel," "Wet Parade," "Are You
Listening?," "The Truth Game" and
"Strange Interlude." In the shorts

(Continued on Page 4)

M. C. Levee Resigning as

Paramount Studio Head
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M. C. Levee, execu-

tive manager of the Paramount stu-

dios, is resigning.

United Artists Adopts

Radio Exploitation

Bi-weekly radio broadcasts for the exploita-

tion of its product will be started by United

Artists on Feb. 16 over WABC and the entire

Columbia network. Abe Lyman and band will

headline the new hour, with Icanette Loff as

mistress of ceremonies, and U. A. stars are

to be utilized for the progiams whenever pos-

sible. Efforts also will be made to harmonize

the broadcasts with current releases.
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MIKE JACKSON IN EAST
Mike Jackson, formerly with M-

G-M on the Coa.st, has joined the

home office publicity department,
handling fan papers.

BLSH.MAN ASKS DAMAGES,
London, Ont.—Francis X. Bush-

man has started a civil action for

$10 00J Lguinst Albert E. Hamilton
of th s c.tv' for alleged injyries in

an auti accident.

J?
if

j::

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

ll Eastman Films
jH. E, Brulatour. Inc.
j:

Warner-F.N. Revise
Releasing Schedule

Revised schedule of Warner-First

National releases for February,

March and the first week in April

is as follows: "The Hatchet Man",
starring Edward G. Robinson, Feb.

6; "The Man Who Played God",

George Arliss production, Feb. 20;

Joe E. Brown in "Fireman, Save
My Child", Feb. 27: "The Expert",

formerly "Old Man Minick", with

Chic Sale and Dickie Moore, March
5; "Play Girl", with Loretta Young
and Winnie Lightner, March 12;

"Beauty and the Boss", with Marian
Marsh and Warren William, March
19; "Alias the Doctor", starring

Richard Barthelmess, March 26;

and "It's Tough to be Famous",
starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

April 2.

ADNA AVERY PROMOTED
Oklahoma City — Adna Avery,

manager of the Criterion here, has
been appointed manager of the
Stewart. Orpheum and Co'onial, in

Lincoln, Neb., it is announced by
Pat McGee, zone manager for Pub-
lix-Regal. Frank McCabe, manager
of the Capito here, has also been
chosen to manpge the Criterion,

NEW BEACON PROGRAM
First program at the Beacon un-

der the new management of Central
Amusement Corp., operating the
house for the Chanins, will open to-

day with Columbia's "Three Wise
Girls" and several shorts on the
screen, and Jimmy Carr and His
Doctors of Melody on the stage.

CHICAGO SMPE MEETING
Chicago—This month's meeting of

the Chicago Section of the S. M. P.

E. will be held Feb. 11 at 6:45 P. M.
at the Electric Ass'n, 20 North
Walker Drive. R. Fawn Mitchell
will read a paper dealing with a
camera subject.

Hollywood li

in

J J Chicago nuiiy wuuu o
Vf 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica Xi

j*X
CALumet 3692 Blvd. tl

;;• HOLIywood 4121 It

jft*.,*>... •••,.., ,•.• •>..•»>•«%#•• *.*

JOE E. BROWN IN PERSON
Joe E. Bi'own has been booked for

another series of personal appear-
ances next month in Warner houses
in Jersey City, Philadelphia, Pitts-

burgh and Washington. Brown wil"

appear almost simultaneously with
the release of his 'atest First Na-
tional comedy, "Fireman, Save My
Child", scheduled for general re-
lease, Feb. 27.

"MURDERS" PASSES CHICAGO
Chicago—At first refused a per-

mit by the local censor board, Uni-
versal's "Murders in the Rue
Morgue" was passed under a
"pink'' (adult) slip after a num-
ber of cuts had been made. The
picture had its premiere this week
at the State-Lake.

Ufa Plans to Increase

American Distribution
An increase in distribution of Ufa

German talkers in this country is

expected to result from the survey

on this side being made by officials

of the company, it is stated by the

New York office of Ufa. Fritz

Thorhauer is now here preparing

data on various situations and Wi'-

helm Meydam, general and foreign

manager of Ufa. Berlin, arrives next

week on the Europa. This is the

annual visit of Ufa executives.

Bloom and Fine Letters

Introduced at Hearing
Toronto—Though strenuous ob-

jection was raised by defense coun-
sel, various letters and other pa-

pers taken from the offices of Bloom
and Fine Theaters were entered as
exhibits at the trial of N. L. Na-
thanson, I. S\ Fine, Samuel Bloom
and other individuals and comna-
nies involved in the charges of vio-

lating the combines act. The papers
were said to cover alleged efforts of

B. & F. Theaters to control supply
of films.

B. L P. FILM HELD OVER
B. L P.'s "Trapped in a Subma-

rine" is being held over at the New
York and Brooklyn Strands for an
additional week. 'The five-reeler also
is being switched from the Winter
Garden to the Warner for next
week's showing.

WASHINGTON SONG
"Father of the Land We Love,"

written by George M. Cohan, is be-
ing published by Edward B. Marks
Music Co. as the official song of the
George Washington Bicentennial.
The recording companies also will
make discs of the number.

WEHRENBERG IMPROVED
St. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg,

president of the M. P. T. 0. in this
territory, is reported much im-
proved after several days of serious
illness. He is now able to sit up
occasionally.

SINGAPORE FIRST-RUN
Singapore—First-run talking pic-

tures at 20 and 40 cents admission,
with two i)erformances nightly, are
now being presented by Nat Nath-
anson of Nathanson Theatrical En-
terprises at the New World Talkie
Theater here. Nathanson recently
leturned from America and Europe
with a quantity of new product.

PETITION FOR SUN. SHOWS
Hutchinson, Kan.—Several civic

organizations here are circulating
petitions urging repeal of the city
ordinance against Sunday movies.
The petitioners seek a special elec-
tion.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

I

CONTINUING ATLANTA SHOWS
Atlanta—Fortified by a decision

fi'om Recorder W. A. Callaway, to
the effect that shows for charity are
not in violation of the Sunday clos-
ing law, Mrs. M. H. Margeson is

continuing her showing of Sabbath
movies at the Paramount.

Feb. 8: Seventh Annual Motion Pic
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guil'Ji
America. El Capitan Theater. Hollyw

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Conventio
i

M.PT.O of Ohio, Deshler-WaJ
Hotel. Columbus.

Feb. 11: Monthly meeting of the Chii
Section, Society of M. P. Engmi
Electric Ass'n, 20 North Wack»r D;
6:45 P. M.

feb IJ: Second annual formal dinner-di
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictui;
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, \
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb. 22-24 : Convention of Monoeram '.

tures, June Hotel. New Orleans,

March 8-10: Second annual convention
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler,

troit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in C
tral Europe under auspices of Czec:
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n ij

National Film Industry, Prague, Czeci
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washii
ton, D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nii

and Dance, True Sister's Club Hoi
New York.

May 9-12: Spring: meeting of the Soci

of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

3 Cleveland Holdups
Net Gunmen $5,0(

Cleveland—Thieves who held i

the Union Square, Savoy and Ga
den theaters, all belonging to Ass
elated Theaters Circuit, got aw:

with approximately $5,000. i

PARA. CHANGES TITLE AGAl
"Broken Lullaby" is the latest tit

given Paramount's "The Man
Killed." The new title had previou

ly been announced as "The Fifl

Commandment."

BEACON BOOKS "FILE 113"

Jack Bellman, president of HollJ

wood Pictures, has booked "Fi,

113" to play the Beacon the wee
of Feb. 19, with the entire Warn*
circuit to follow.

FORECLOSE BALTIMORE HOUSl
Baltimore—Under mortgage for*

closure proceedings, George Weeml
Williams has been appointed truste'

to sell the Rivoli.

ACQUIRES FIGHT FILM
Cleveland—Standard Film Service

has acquired "The Lure of the
Ring," three-reel novelty depicting
highlights in the ring career of Jack
Dempsey for distribution through its

offices in Cleveland, Cincinnati, De-
troit and Pittsburgh.

RELEASING ITALIAN TALKEB
Marconi Film is releasing stab

rights on an Italian talking picture

"Piccola Mamma" ("Little Meti-

er"). William Mancuso is in charge

of sales for New York and New Jer

sey.

H. C. HENRY DIES
Defiance, 0.—H. C. Henry, ownei

and manager of the Valentine anc

Elite, is dead after a brief illness.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Raies

Powers Clnaphona Equipment Corporetloi

T23-TTH AVE,, N. V. BRYANT 0-«O«T
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They Started Out as Working
Girls, but Ended Working Men

Three gorgeous Broadway Gold-diggers—sworn

to fight together—and they did— until a million-

aire came along . . . and the merry fight started.

What a riot of romance and fun!

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
who gave you "WHOOPEE", "PALMY DAYS",

"STREET SCENE" and "ARROWSMITH" now presents

%t GREEKS flADA
WORD FOR THEM

A inn CLfliR€
jofln BLonoeLL - mflDoe evons

Funnier and faster than ZOE AKINS' play

that had Broadway howling for a year.

Directed by LOWELL SHERMAN

UniT€D ARTISTS PICTUR6
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CHAS. R. ROGERS PLANS

12 HYST[RY THRILLERS

(Continued from Page 1)

stories containing high-class melo-

dramatic situations. With that ob-

jective in view, Rogers has acquired

as his first three stories "The Wax
Museum", new thrill play by Charles

Belden, with most of the action tak-

ing place in a wax museum; "Sev-

enty Thousand Witnesses", the

Cortland Fitzsimmons book, which
Rogers says is one of the most un-

usual football mystery stories he

has ever read, and "Bottom of the

Sea", by Henry Symonds, an adven-

ture storv dealing with undersea
thrills.

In selecting all stories Rogers
says he will be governed by their

exploitation possibilities, while casts

will be of his usual hand-picked
type, and no expense is to be spared
to assure quality production.

Rogers leaves in about 10 days
for the coast to launch studio ac-

tivity, which will be at either the

Universal or Pathe plants. Distri-

bution arrangements will be an-

nounced later. y

German Gov't Surveying
American Film Situation

(Continued from Page 1)

GoverTiment foreign' office, who is

now in New York. Causes for the

drop in grosses, popular story

themes, financing methods of pro-

duction and distribution, are the

leading questions Dr. Freudenthal
is investigating.

S. R. Kent Stands by
The 5-5-5 Contract

(Continued from Pane 1)

upon his resuming activities in the

industry.

"I have always been in favor of

anything of a constructive nature,"
said Kent, "and when I return, I

shall continue to do so."

Current M-G-M Lineup
Winding Up by May 30

{Continued from Pane 1)

department, M-G-M is about 75 per
cent finished on its schedule. The
Hal Roach comedy lineup of 40 is

more than 80 per cent completed.

COMING & GOING
c

AL STEFFES of Minneapolis and H. M.
KirifEY of Detroit have returned home
after a l)Usiiirs< trip to New York.

\VII.IIKI..\I MEYDAM, (jeneral and for
(•iRn m.-inaijer of I'fn, Berlin, arrives here
early next week on llie Europa to survey
Iiresciit conililinns in the American market.
He was preceded by Fritz Thorhauer.

IIAKKV RO.SENQl'E.ST. assistant to
N'ormaii Jf. .Moray, Vitaphone's sales man-
ager, left yesterday for Connecticut.

AMEFJEE J. VAN BEUf<EN arrives from
the coast tomorrow.

JACK CONXELLV. editor of Pathe News,
returned from the coast yesterday.
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ALONG lALTO

• • • AND DIDN'T Eddie Dowling tear things Wide Open

in his dynamic talk at the A.M.P.A. luncheon at Sardi's yester-

day! after Tom Mulroy, chief engineer of Byrd's ant-

arctic expedition had finished speaking Eddie starts off

with "You think 20 below zero in the antarctic is cold

you oughta go in the theater biz." then he went

on to paint a graphic word-picture of just how Cold the show

biz is especially the picture industry whose lead-

ers are so Cold to what the Public really wants in the way
of entertainment that they keep right on turning out

the sophisticated, artificial, Broadway-brazen stufif while

in millions of American homes throughout the land, they sit

waiting for something Warm, Human, Wholesome in

their Picture Entertainment
:^ * * *

• • • IT WAS one of the most scorching indictments of

short-sighted, Broadway-blinded manipulation of picture policy

that has ever been uttered according to Eddie the Big
Pix fellers are mostly Broadway Columnist Conscious

they are so saturated in the hard-boiled sophistication of the

Nite Life boys peddling their artificial slant on life up
and down, the narrow confines of the Whoopee Street

that they overlook the folks in millions of American homes
throughout the nation to whom the atmosphere of

Broadway with its easy virtue or lack of it its

scoffing at simple, homely emotions is entirely foreign
so in turning out these sophisticated, tinsel, veneered

pix reflecting the Broadway Idea they are simply mak-
ing Foreign pictures for the great body of the Real American
Public and wondering why these Foreign pix don't get
over so Eddie thinks it's about time to return to the
making of American pictures for the American people . .

* * * *

• • • JUST TO prove that his contention wasn't a mere
flight of rhetoric Eddie cited many instances of whole-
some, human films that had flopped on Broadway and
Cleaned Up throughout the Youessay in spite of the
general panning from the "wise" New York newspaper crits

the Voice of Broadway dwindles to a whining bleat
beyond the Hudson where folks still act Natural
cling to the homely ideals and virtues and like their pic-
ture entertainment the same way so Mister Dowling
made a plea for a return to pix that reflected these
simple ideas and ideals of our mothers and their mothers be-
fore 'em and then watch the box-office tide roll in!
finishing with a Grand Slam at the Banking Interests
whose Park Avenoo slant was as foreign to American home
ideals as that of the Broadway Columnists whose Idea
of Home Life is a corner table in a Nite Club with Floss-Fluff
Babies and their Daddies tearing somebody's private life to
shreds over a bottle of giggle water say, Eddie, you
were Gorgeous!

* * * *

• • • THEN THERE was Mrs. Rita McGoldrick
who preceded Eddie with an illuminating talk on the Women's
Club situation throughout the nation and made the
pressageys' orbs go pop-eyed with the Waiting Oppor-
tunity of influencing favorable box-office reaction to any pix
the Federation of Women's Clubs may endorse she
summed it all up in one terse sentence "The publicity
boys haven't grasped the fact that organized women's groups
can be^of enormous benefit if they will work with them Intelli-
gently." so she showed the pressageys they had been
Asleep Eddie showed 'em their Bosses were Practically
Unconscious and Sam Warshawsky proved the theatrical
producers were in a Mental Coma then Sardi's canary
started to "peep-peep" so while a canary is Still Con-
scious mebbe the rest of the gang will come to Life

some day who can tell? miracles HAVE
happened

Ik

DARK HOUSESi

BY ALLIED ASSII)

<i <<t « » » »

{Continued from Page 1)

to handle the matter. Produceil
will be asked to cut film rental I

in order to allow these theaters tl

reopen, the Allied chieftain said, an!
reductions will be sought in equip

|

ment costs.

Between 500 and 600 independeni
exhibitors are expected to attemj
the meeting, said Allied executives!

First day of the session will be del

voted to board and committee meet I

ings. The banquet is scheduled foil

the last night of the confab. Subf
jects to be discussed include protec-

tion, film rentals, service charges!
score charges, legislation, double)

features, block booking and pro-l

ducer-distributor activities in thel

exhibition field.

Suits testing protection systems!
will be filed in "every territory!

where unreasonable demands are
being foisted upon exhibitors",

Steffes stated yesterday in New
York. The Allied president, who
left for Minneapolis later in the day
with H. M. Richey, said actions will

be filed following the Allied con-

vention at Detroit in March.

60-Year Copyright Term
Is Asked by Publishers:

(^Continued from Page 1)

with writers, at the second day's
hearing before the House Commit-
tee on Patents. The Committee is

continuing- the hearings to obtain
facts for guidance on proposed legis-

lation.

Oust Bankers From Rims,
Eddie Dowling Tells Ampa

{Continued from Page 1)

called inferior product. Dowling
urged the publicity men to boost
the cause of independent producers.

Mrs. Rita McGoldrick said wo-
men's clubs and similar organiza-
tions sell "better pictures". She
declared "the public is to blame for
not supporting good films".

TAKE KEITH'S MARCH 12
Philadelphia—Warner Bros, take

over Keith's on March 12, following
three weeks' run of "Arrowsmith."

^.§m^

MANY PAPPY PETUCNS^

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Feb. 5
Monta Bell

Jean Le Roy

). A. Miller

Lupe Velez
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Coming soon in a sniasli hit that ^vill do
more for your box office than any
picture you've had in years!

SHANGHAI EXPRESS
Willi TLIVE BROOK9 Anna May Wong, Warner
Olan«l« Eugene Pallette, Ciustav von Seyffertitz, Eniile

I lianlar«l. UsinimI on the story by Harry Ilervey.

1Mreete«l by JOSEF VON STEKXHEnO

I

i
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PARAMOUNT STANOiNG
ROOM AGAMN
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Warner - Stanley After Skouras Houses in Philly

M. H. HOFLMAN LAUNCInG 5 -YEAR MlE PLAN

>ta3in3 Series of Musical Revues for Movie Houses
ewly Formed Company to

Produce 10 Miniature
Presentations

With 10 miniature musical shows
w in rehearsal, Columbia De Luxe
2vues, Inc., of which Lewis Gros-
•r is president and general man-
ner, is planning a rotary tour of

om between 30 and 50 weeks. The
tractions are being offered to pic-

re houses, for one day, two days,
{Continued on Page 9)

lUEL ZIERLER BUYS

6 STORIES FOR CRUZE

est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—-Samuel Zierler, presi-

nt of James Cruze Productions,
s bought the following six stories,

lich will comprise half of the com-
my's output for the 1932-33 pro-
am: "The Walls of San Quentin,"

' Gouverneur Morris; "The Home-
in ing," by Bernard Schubert; "The

(Continued on Page 3)

layor Walker to Receive
At Motion Picture Ball

Mayor James J. Walker, honorary
esident of the M. P. Club, will act

the dual capacity of guest of

mor and a committee of one to

ceive the other distinguished
lests at the IMotion Picture Club
ill to be held Feb. 20 at the Wal-
1 f-Astoria, it is announced by Ar-

(Continued on Page 9)

Warner-First National

Dropping Eight Features

Warner Bros, and First National are each
ipping four features from their current sea-
I releasing schedules. Warners are elim-
ting "Manhattan Nights," "Paid to Dance,"
1r Hercules" and "Green Cat." First Na-
nal will drop "Bed and Board," "Name on
; Register," "Rival Wives" and "Single
dy." No pictures will be substituted for

>se eliminations. Releases up to April 1

both companies will total 32 features.

Edwin Loeb Denies "Dictator" Report
H'est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAI Li'

Hollywood—Newspaper stories sent east Friday that Edwin J. Loeb, local attorney,

had been appointed the film industry's "western arbiter" were characterized by Loeb
yesterday as ridiculous and without foundation. Loeb was made an arbitrator in

studio disputes by the Ass'n of M. P. Producers here last December, and he attributes

the distorted reports to the fact that Will H. Hays has given his firm "additional

responsibilities."

Disregard ofMass Appeal,Slow Tempo

Hold Back Foreign Films—Friedgen
Tendency of British and continen-

tal directors to make pictures to suit

their own artistic tastes, instead of

being guided by mass appeal, and

the general slow tempo of the pro-

ductions are the principal drawbacks
making it impossible for foreign

pictures to get very far, even in their

own countries, says Ray Friedgen,
(Continued on Page 3)

Ohio MPTO to Discuss
Adoption of New Contract
Columbus—Adopton of a standard

contract, "the curse of double fea-
tures" and give-away nights are
among the subjects that have been
added to the program of the annual
convention of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio
to be held here Feb. 10-11.

Dickering for Skouras Houses
To Strengthen W-S in Philly

Four Exchanges Lined Up
In Weiss' New Indie Plan
Four exchanges in principal cities

have already been lined up by Louis

Weiss in connection with the new
10-year franchise indie organization

he is promoting.

Philadelphia—In an effort to gain

more complete control of the local

situation, the Warner-Stanley cir-

cuit is understood to be negotiating
for three Publix - Skouras houses
here. They are the Tower, Roosevelt
and Nixon.

On the Trail of Showmanship
—5,000 exhihs, and a few others, ask what it is

-. By DON CARLE GILLETTE ^==^==
SINCE THE recent holidays no less than 101 prominent individuals

in this industry have made the assertion that the prime need of the

hour is Showmanship.

The unanimity of sentiment on this point, coming simultaneously

from sections as far apart as Boston and Bellingham, and Dallas and

Duluth, was nothing less than remarkable.

Nearly every person with advice to give placed Showmanship on

his list in big type.

Reliable forecasters of film trends, asked for their views on the

(Continued on Page 2)

26 Pictures Annally for

5 Years Planned by
Allied Prods.

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M. H. Hoffman, head

of Allied Productions, leaves today
(Saturday) for New York to intro-

duce his five-year franchise plan of
distribution for the independent
field. Allied plans 26 features each
year for the next five years, but
the program will be increased if de-
mands of franchise holders warrant.

Hoffman's plan is one of the first
(Continued on Page 9)

m TARirrs enacted

BY TWO MORE COUNTRIES

Two more European countries are
erecting tariff obstacles to Amer-
ican producers. Great Britain's new
tariff law, which becomes operative
March 1, will affect the motion pic-

ture industry. The exact extent of

its application to American film
(Continued on Page 9)

B. E. Hoffman Named
Warner Zone Manager

New Haven, Conn.—B. E. Hoff-

man has been appointed New Eng-
land zone manager for Warner
Bros., succeeding his brother, L J.

Hoffman, now in New York. Daniel

Finn has been named assistant zone

manager.

Fox Likely to Turn Over

Caumont, Hoyt Theaters

Consistent with Its current policy in this

country, Fox is reported likely to turn over

operations of the Caumont circuit in England

and Hoyt's Theaters in Australia to other in-

terests. Sailing of Charles Munro, managing

director of Hoyt's, and Basil Baron, Harley L.

Clarke's financial representative, from Sydney

for the United States has given impetus to the

latter report. That any deals are contemplated

for the circuits was denied by W. C. Michel,

executive vice-president of Fox.
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BAMBERGER JOINS RKO
Leon J. Bamberger, for 11 years

with Paramount as a member of S.

R. Kenf's sales cabinet, has joined
the home office staff of Radio Pic-

tures, Joseph I. Schnitzer announced
yesterday. Bamberger will work
under the general supervision of Hy
Daab in carrying out a radio-pic-

tures exploitation plan devised by
Bamberger. He will also handle
other advertising and publicity as-

signments.

New York Long Island City >
1 540 Broadway 1 54 Crescent St. ;"{

BRyant 9-4712 STillweU4-7940 ft

§ Eastman Films |

6 J. E. Brulatour, Inc. li

I

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

current outlook, declared it all depends on Showmanship.

Counsellors of the trade, petitioned for a word of hope, expatiated

on Showmanship.

Everybody urged Showmanship.

But nobody told what Showmanship is.

.—r*—
Now comes the "audience reaction."

Exhibitors—some 5,000 of them, to judge from the representations indicated in

their letters—after seeing and hearing the word Showmanship a few hundred times,

are asking for a definition.

The word sounds important, they say, but it tells nothing.

They want particulars.

What constitutes Showmanship?

hlow is it applied?

Can anyone do it, or is there a monopoly in the commodity?

Does the same Showmanship work out alike in New York and in Walla Walla?

These are some of the things they want to know.

And the field is open for all who have details to offer.

Only one query will be answered here today:

Playing three features on a bill, in order to combat the opposition's double-feature

policy, is NOT showmanship.

New Peerless Picture

Headed for Broadway
A print of "Love Bound." new

production by Peerless, of which
Adolph PoUak is president, and
which the company regards as one

of the most important pictures on

its current schedule, is now on its

way from the coast to New York,
where it is expected to be signed

for a Broadway showing. Cast of

the picture includes Natalie Moor-
head, Jack Mulhall, Edmund Breese,

Roy D'Arcy, Clara Kimball Young
and Montagu Love. It was directed

Ijy Albert Herman and Robert Hill.

ROLAND REMAKES "YISKOR"
George Roland, director, author

and producer, has completed the

synchronized sound version of "Yis-

kor," Yiddish picture originally

made as a silent, for Gloria Films,
Inc., new company. Maurice
Schwartz plays the lead. Three of

the silent reels have been substitued
with new reels in sound. Roland,
who for some time has prepared
foreign versions for RKO, Colum-
bia and other companies, also has
completed the English title version
of the Amkino release, "Road to

Life."

HONOR EDGAR MOSS
Philadelphia—Local film men will

gather Wednesday to present a
plaque to Edgar Moss, Fox exchange
manager who recently returned from
a trip abroad. Jay Emanuel, pub-
lisher of "The Exhibitor," is one of
the instigators of the idea.

PARA. SIGNS OSCAR SERLIN
IVcsl Coast Burcati, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Oscar Serlin, legiti-

mate stage producer, has been
signed by Paramount as assistant to

E. Lloyd Sheldon, associate producer
on B. P. Schulberg's staff.

UNION CITY HOLDUP
Union City, N. J. — Bandits en-

tered the Lincoln on Thursday night
and took $529 from the safe.

Hays Advocates Booking
British-Made Pictures

In what is interpreted as an ef-

fort to relieve legislative pressure in

Great Britain, the Hays organiza-
tion is asking circuit owners in this

country to give playing time to

British-made pictures. "Michael and
Mary," is recommended to circuits.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

II

Feb. 8: Seventh Annual Motion Pictui
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guild <

America, El Capitan Theater, HoIlywoo<
Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention (

M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Wallic
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 11: Monthly meeting of the Chicag
Section, Society of M. P. Engmeers
Electric Ass'n, 20 North Wacker Drivt
6:45 P. M.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danc
of the Columbians (Columbia Picture!)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monogram Pic
tures, June Hotel. New Orleans.

Feb. 27 : Eighteenth anniversary dinner am
dance of Operators' Local 306, Hote
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention ol

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De-
troit.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czechia
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washings
ton. D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nielil
and Dance, True Sister's Club House.
New York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

WALTER MEYER RESIGNS
Walter Meyer, head of the War-

ner Bros. Artists' Bureau, has tend-

ered his resignation to take effect

upon the selection of a successor. 1

F Why We Serve
^Varner Brothers
—First National

V
To safeguard Warner Brothers' insurable interests

calls for the services of an organization with unus-

ual facilities, positive experience and administrative

efficiency of the highest order. . . . The Warner
business is varied and complex. . . . Only a well

trained and well organized staff of specialists could

have contended with the intricate insurance prob-

lems that characterized the progress and devel-

opment of Warner Brothers during its period of

growth and expansion. ^ We feel honored that we
have merited the long and continued confidence of

this exacting organization . . . and it is with pride

that we extend our service to organizations with

problems similar to Warners' that feel they,

too, can benefit by our facilities and experience.

Stebiiins. Leterniaii & Gates, Inc.
»IVISIO]V OF MOTIOX PIC TVRE IXDIJSTRIES

New York Los Angeles San Francisco Portland, Ore.

London, England
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IN FOREIGN FILM DRAWBACK
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producer and director, who is just

pack from abroad. Friedgen, who
supervised some productions at the

Associated Radio Pictures studios

[in England during a previous stay

{in England, is of the opinion that

studios on the other side will never

be able to catch up with American
methods because the producers, di-

rectors and players over there do

not have the temperament and en-

terprise for turning out the fast-

moving screen stories wanted by the

'cinema fans. On the trip just con-

cluded, Friedgen visited Africa,

Italy, Spain and other countries,

^here he made sequences for a trav-

jelogue. In Italy, due to foreign

cameramen being barred, Friedgen
imade arrangements with Luce to

isupply a quantity of footage deal-

ing with that country.

Appeal is Being Filed

By Cinema Patents Co.
An immediate appeal will be

taken by Cinema Patents Co. from
'the decision of Judge M. B. Camp-
hell, Brooklyn Federal Court, ruling

jthat Warner Bros, had not infringed

the Gaumont patents owned by Cin-

ema Patents, said M. J. Siegel, pres-

ident of the latter company, yester-

jday. "Our most important object

was to obtain a judgment sustain-

ing the validity of our patents,"

isaid Siegel, "and we consider it a

substantial victory that the court

upheld this validity."

Craft Film Lab. Wins
Decision Over Patents

Wilmington, Del.— Infringement
suit of Cinema Patents Co. against

Craft Film Laboratories has been
dismissed by the U. S. District

Court here. Craft has bought 26

Gaumont machines, but had made re-

pairs with its own replacement
parts. The plaintiff contended that

this replacement and rebuilding of

the machines by the defendant con-

stituted infringement of the patents.

The court ruled against this con-

tention.

BUYS WESTERN STORY
Artclass has purchased "Border

JDevils," Western story by Murray
iLeinster, through Viola Irene Coop-

ler.

A
FILM
FACT
A

DAY
Twelve colleges and universities art

represented by alumni in the personnel

of the Fred Waring orchestra at the

Roxy, New York.

ALONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY

NEW VORIC lOS ANGELES

• • • NOT LONG ago Eric M. Knight, one of our better

newspaper film editors devoted his column in the Phila-

delphia Public Ledger to a defense of the British atti-

tude toward Hollywood films pointing out that Broad-

wayites think they are the Wits of the English-speaking world

whereas our slang is unintelligible to British audiences

and that we offend British sensitivities in much of the

atmosphere and viewpoints expressed in Hollywood productions.

* * * *

• • • THIS ARTICLE from an American film writer was
naturally seized on avidly by British interests the Lon-

don Era quoting it at length and now the Montreal

Daily Star picks up the article from the Lunnon rag

and Gordon Sparling, former Paramount man at the New York
stude, relays the Montreal clipping to us because Mis-

ter Knight summed up his championing of the British viewpoint

by quoting from this kolyum as being typical of the

American attitude toward the English situation

* * * *

• • • WHILE HONORED at the glory of having our junk

picked up by leading rags of Philadelphia, London and Montreal

we still feel that our quoted reference to the British

'distribution of "The Spirit of Notre Dame" under the altogether

inept title of "Vigor of Youth" did not even begin to

express our Real Opinion on this Anglo-American picture sitoo-

tion so as long as an American writer has championed

the British side nobody can object to us taking up the

cudgels for the poor, downtrodden American producer

seeing that all our relatives are British back to the Norse in-

vaders and our being born in the Youessay was just a

Geographical Accident so, as a Britisher who has

been battered and bruised in this American film biz

we will see if we can't dig up a few kind words for the American
producer

• • • WHY SHOULD the British object to our slang in

Hollywood pix? take, f'rinstance, that American
slang classic "Sez you" why, the Britisher's own
Charles Dickens beat us to that one over three-quarters of a
century ago in his "Great Expectations," chap-
ter 58, to be precise you will find this conversation
"There you quite mistake him," said I. "I know better."

"SAYS YOU." Uncle Pumblechook went on so if the
British condemn our slang, they must quit bragging about
Charles Dickens and Shakespeare, for that matter
whose works are filled with slang so you see our slang
in pix is just following out an old English custom

• • • IN CONCLUDING his defense of the British atti-

tude, our own American Mister Knight sez "The Ameri-
can industry must begin to understand the British viewpoint
if we want to sell the British our films" and in the cur-
rent issue of the Kinematograph, London trade weekly
we find 11 AMERICAN films offered to exhibs as against
only 3 British and on ALL the American films the Brit-
ish reviewer sums up the box-office angles as "Excellent enter-
tainment," "Excellent booking," etc. not a single adverse
criticism whaddja mean. Mister Knight "We must
UNDERSTAND the British viewpoint" we DO
here's the Evidence

SAMUEL ZIERLER BUYS

SIX STORIES FOR CRUZE

(Continued from Page 1)

Best Man" and "For Men Only," by
Samuel Mintz; "The Death Train"
and "Thou Shalt Not Squeal," by
Leslie Burton Blades. Zierler is now
on his way to New York to close

additional story deals and arrange
for the premiere of "Lost Idols,"

formerly called "Race Track."

Bi-Centennial Tieups
Urged by M.P.T.O.A.

The M.P.T.O.A. is asking exhi-
bitors to put on special shows with
appropriate patriotic elements dur-
ing the Washington Bi-Centennial
celebration which officially gets un-
der way Feb. 22. Tieups are sug-
gested with local officials, newspa-
pers. Daughters of the American
Revolution, American liegion and
other patriotic societies.

Information concerning ideas for
such shows may be obtained through
Congressman Sol Bloom's Washing-
ton headquarters or through the
M.P.T.O.A. headquarters, at 16,00

Broadway, New York. Congress-
man Bloom is arranging a special

Bi-Centennial program for the open-
ing of the M.P.T.O.A. convention
in Washington.

N. J. Allied Buying Co-op
Serving 30 Theaters

Thirty New Jersey houses are be-

ing served by the buying depart-
ment of Allied Theater Owners of

New Jersey, said President Sidney
Samuelson yesterday. At present
functions of the department only
apply to supplies. Samuelson is in

charge of the unit, operating from
its new headquarters at 303 West
42nd St., New York.

STUNT FLIER KILLED
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Leo Nomis, stunt

flier, was killed Friday at the Metro-
politan Airport when he crashed
while making scenes for "Sky
Brides."

i^.i*§sc=iin^fY^
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MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to tlit

following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Feb. 6-7
Joseph P. Kennedy Ramon Novarro
Louis Nizer Lucile Webster CIcasoii

Ben Lyon Russell Cleason

Fred F. De Silva

Edward Nugent
Fred Stanley
Gertrude Kingston
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HOLLYWOOD
TJOBERT Z. LEONARD, having

been assigned the direction of

M-G-M's "Strange Interlude", with

Norma Shearer and Clarke Gable,

is busy on the preliminary work.
* * *

Edward H. Griffith will direct Con-

stance Bennett in her next star-

ring picture for RKO-Pathe, sched-

uled to go into production late in

February. The story is now being

adapted by Horace Jackson and

Samuel Ornitz from the Cecil

Strange novel, "Free Lady," soon

to be published.
* * *

Harry Barry has succeeded Earl
McMurtie as head of the construc-

tion department at the RKO-Radio
studios. McMurtrie resigned. An-
other resignation in the technical

department was that of John Aal-

berg, who was superintendent of

oroiection.
* * *

Joe E. Brown's next First Na-
tional picture will be "The Tender-

foot." Arthur Caesar, Monty Banks
and Earl Baldimn are preparing the

story. Ray Enright has been as-

signed to the direction.

Two more pictures, following "The
Man Who Played God," are to be

made by George Arliss for Warners
before he returns to England for

his regular summer vacation. The
first of these will probably be "A
Successful Calamity," from the

stage play by Clare Kummer.
* *

Robert Coogan, upon completing
his role in "The Miracle Man," will

start working in "Sky Bride," it is

announced by Paramount.
* If 4<

"Jerry and Joan" is announced by
Paramount as the title for its film

version of the Cleo Lucas novel, "I,

Jerry, Take Thee, Joan." The pic-

ture will have a cast headed by Syl-

via Sidney, Fredric March and Jack
Oakie. Dorothy Arzner will direct.

Edwin Justus Mayer is writing the

screen play.
* * *

Director George Archainbaud has
practically completed shooting on
"Lost Squadron" for RKO. Wallace
Smith wrote the screen version and
dialogue.

* •

While still appearing in sequences
of "Are You Listening?" with Wil-
liam Haines, Wallace Ford has been

Plagi{iarism Increasing
Plagiarism has been very much on the

Increase since the advent of sound, ac-
cording to Carl Laemmie, |r, This
despite the smaller volume of scenarios

submitted by untrained writers. In the
past month alone the Universal studio
spotted three steals from 0. Henry sto-
ries, one current stage play, a Gals-
worthy plot and a synopsis of "Frank-
enstein."

Stardom
George Archainbaud, who has directed his share of stars, says the following are the

reliable cues to those aspirants who want to know when they can consider themselves

in star class:

When the director orders others in the cast to pitch their voices above or below

your own.
When the lighting is so adjusted that you get the full benefit of it.

When the director orders you to work so that the camera angles set you off to

best advantage.
When the back of your head is never seen by your public.

When, in short, the director tosses the ball to you and tells you to run with it

while the rest of the cast runs your interference.

given a part in "The Wet Parade,"
both M-G-M pictures.

*

Claire Dodd and Willard Robert-
son have been assigned roles in

"The Broken Wing," to be filmed by
Paramount with Lupe Velez, Leo
Carrillo and Melvyn Douglas in the
leading roles.

* 4< *

Alan Mowbray has been signed
by Paramount to enact the second
most important male role in George
Bancroft's Russian melodrama, ten-

tatively titled, "On the Black Sea."
* * *

Robert Young, M-G-M featured
player, is playing an important role
in "The Wet Parade." He attracted
much attention by his work in "The
Sin of Madelon Claudet." He was
a member of various stock com-
panies on the coast before entering
pictures.

* 1^ *

David Howard, who has directed

a number of Fox pictures, among
them "The Rainbow Trail," with
George O'Brien, has been assigned
to do "Young America" as his next
film for that organization.

* * *

Warner Baxter's new Fox pic-

ture, "Scotch Valley," now in pro-
duction, will have Harry Dunkinson
among its players. Lucille Powers
replaces Elda Vokel in the cast.

* * *

Charley Chase completed his lat-

est Hal Roach comedy, "First in

War," last week. Nancy Torres ap-
pears opposite the popular comedian
as. the feminine lead, the picture
was directed by Warren Doane.

* * *

Dorothy Dix, who has been play-
ing opposite Ray Cooke in Educa-
tional's Torchy comedie,s, has been
signed for an important role in

Paramount's forthcoming produc-
iton, "Beachcombers."

* *

Alison Skipworth will appear in

the aviation picture, "Sky Bride," as
her first work for Paramount under
the long term contract which she
signed last week.

* * *

William Schorr, who has joined
the Paramount directorial staff,

staged "Six Characters in Search of
an Author," in New York. In
Paris he directed "R. U. R." and
"The Deluge." He co-directed "Out

of the Blue Sky," with Leslie How-
ard, while "The Black Tower" was
his last stage activity in New York.

* * *

Ray June, ace camerman, is in

charge of the photography on "The
Beach Comber," at Paramount. He
recently finished work on "Disorder-
ly Conduct," at Fox. He also did

the camera work on "Arrowsmith."
* * *

Upon completion of "A Danger-
ous Brunette," now in production at

First National, Kay Francis will ap-

pear in "Street of Women." This
is to be a screen adaptation of Polan
Banks' popular novel of the same
title. Archie Mayo will direct and
the picture is scheduled to begir
production Feb. 29. Mary McCall is

adapting the story.
* * *

Harry Barris has been signed by
Al Christie for another Educational-
Vanity comedy, which has already

been placed in production. Barris
is slated for a big eastern radio con-
tract, and Christie hopes to be able

able to make still another comedy
with Barris before he leaves Cali-

fornia.
* * *

Joseph Loren Kelley, formerly
screen editor of the Detroit "Times,"
a Hearst newspaper, has joined the
Universal writing staff. He will do

the treatment and adaptation <

"The Wolf Man," an original I

Robert Florey. Universal all

bought the rights to Kelley's ori|.

inal story, "Young Olympus Go*!
West," as a vehicle for Lew Ayre
The story is written around th
Olympic Games.

The JajMiiese version of "Th
Man. Who Came Back," which wa
made here by Fox, has opened a
extended run at the Ginza Cinem.
in. Tokio. This versioyi was sun
chronized by the Meyer-Lavarillie
process under the supervision of Ab
Meiier.

* * *
I

Clara Horton, a famous "kiddii

star" of past years when the movie:'
were in their ,silent infancy, has j!

role in Warners' "Love on a Bud'
get," featuring Loretta Young anc

Winnie Lightner.
* * *

Harold Shumate has completed z

book, in which a leading New Yorl
publishing company is showing much
interest. It deals with the life ot

a Hollywood actor. Shumate, who
is in editorial charge of the wester
being released by Columbia, has hai

stories published in the "Saturda;
Evening Post" and recently sold twi
stories to the Tower Publications.

* * *

One of the show-spots of Holly-
wood is the large estate on which
is situated the house occupied by
Tom Douglas, Paramount contract}

juvenile player. Lew Ayres, Uni-|
versal star, is reported to be urging;
Douglas to lea,se this property to

him.

Laurel and Hardy are finishing

on "Monkeydoodle," their latest

comedy, under the direction of

James Parrott.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$.^.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Lookfor the "Doorway ofHospitality"

..VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
>By HARRY N. BLAIR

3HN BUTLER has joined the re-

cently formed Cinelog Corpora-

.n as business manager. Butler

IS with Paramount for a period

ten years, at one time as man-
ner of the New York studio. Cine-
jT. headed by Lorenzo Del Riccio,

I making: a series of unusual travel

|iorts, the fii'st of which will short-

be released.
•

0. V. Johnson has been re-

I'lccted business representative

nf International Photographers'
Local 644 by an overwhelming
majority. He will serve for an-

• other year.

j

Paramount is testing most of the

mailable stage talent now playing
1 Broadway. Latest to be tested

Rex O'Malley. flever juvenile of

F'A-perience Unnecessary." Ray Co-
ne directs all tests.-

•

Right OX^lock Mystery," title of

ic latest S. S. Van Dine murder
nstery series now in production at

10 Warner Vitaphone studio is very
ppropriate since all hands must be
n (he set and ready to go at that

our each morning, despite the fact

fiat studio is an hour's ride from
('.roadway. Mystery is that very
'\v of the actors are ever late even
liough most of them are from the
tage and used to sleeping late.

•

Lionel Herbert of the Paramount
.'e\v York studio has been notified

hat his original short story, "Strike
le Pink," was chosen by Columbia
Jniversity as one of the best un-
'uijjished stories by Columbia stu-

lents. Story will be included in the

J932 volume, now in preparation.
•

Vitaphone stndio is getting a
hig play these days with an un-
ttsual member of extras re-
quired for recent pictures.

•

William Gargan, now appearing
n the Broadway legit hit, "The
Vnimal Kingdom," with Leslie How-
ird, has been signed by Paramount

play in "Sensation" to be made
it the New York studio.

•

Standard Sound Recording Corp.
las completed the synchronization
ind studio work of an eight-reel
feature for a national advertiser
*ith "Doc" Hoedt of Hoedt Studios,
Philadelphia, directing.

John Green Goes Lyric

John Crccn, who composed the music ||

tor such outstanding songs as "Body and
Soul" and "Out of Nowhere," has also

written the lyrics for his latest. "Living
In Dreams.' ' which promises to prove a

real hit.

Cukor Solves a Mystery
George Cukor. former prominent stage director who Is now wielding a megaphone

for Paiamount In Hollywood, has made the momentous discovery that the reason folks

are so fond of singing in the bathtub is because their voices sound better there than

any place else. And the reason for the better sound, says Cukor, who has made an
intensive study of sound effects. Is due to the more favorable acoustics of a bathroom
in action. So this blasts the most popular theory that folks sing loudly in bathiooms
to pievent someone else tiom walking into the sanctum in case there is no lock on
the door.

"A Modern Knight," a three-reel

detective mystery made at the Au-
dio Cinema studios by A. T. & T.

and now being shown throughout the

country, including several Broadway
houses, has as its hero the tele-

photograph system, a new invention

for tracking down criminals. Story,

by Roy Vanderford, deals with
rounding up a band of kidnappers
by modern mechanical means.

•

Helene Turner has returned fo

the Paramount New York studio as

film editor and will specialize in

cutting the' short subjects now in

production there and which Aubrey
Scotto is directing.

•

A unique set consisting of a se-

ries of communicating sets on vari-

ous levels has been constructed by
Paramount for "Sensation," which
Stuart Walker is now in the midst
of directing. This set, designed by
Chick Kirk, is built in such a way
that action taking place in various
parts of the house can be photo-
graphed at one time.

Sue Carol and Nick Stuart
may make a short ivhile in the

East provided their crowded
schedule of personal appear-
ances permits. This charmi^ig
couple have a neat routine of
snappy chatter preceded by a

trailer which sets the stage for
their act which is going over big

at various houses in and around
Neiv York.

•

.Joseph Henabery, who was
brought on from Hollywood by Vita-
phone to direct the S. S. Van Dine
detective mystery thrillers, has com-
pleted the seventh of the series.

•Eight OClock Mystery." Support-
ing cast includes Donna Broome,
Herschel Mayall, Leonard Mudie and
Walter Wilson. Tlie screen adapta-
tion and dialogue was written by
Burnet Hershev of the studio staff.

Bill Robinson, considered one of

the world's greatest tap dancers,
will head the cast of an all-Negro
feature musical now in preparation
by Lincoln Pictures, Inc.

Glen Lainbot and Herman
Ruby, Vitaphone staff writers,

are collaborating on the script

for the next Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Norworth comedy which will

probably be called "The Nag-
gers Go Suburban."

A. Dorian Otvos, Vitaphone staff

writer, who has a special flair for
picking titles as proven by "Sub-
way Symphony" and "Musical Mys-
tery," intends to call his next short.

C PRESENTATIONS t)
By JACK HARROWER

Capitol

Shaw and Lee, musical comedy
and vaudeville comedians who also

have appeared in shorts, head the

current Capitol stage show, "Whirli-

gigs," staged by Arthur Knorr. The

Four Flash Devils also appear for

a return engagement. A feature of

the revue is a production number
called "Cycle of Love," which em-
ploys the talents of Paul Keast, bari-

tone; Barte and Arden, the La-
Vernes, George Kiddon and Rolande
Poucel, dancers, and the Chester
Hale Girls. Included in the "cycles"
are the Primitive, Indian, Emnire,
Colonial and Modprn. "Gypsy Melo-
dies" is Yasha Bunchuk's offering
with the orchestra.

Roxy
In addition to El Brendel in per-

son, this week's show at the Roxy
is a special treat for the kids. The
presentation includes four scenes
based on "Mickey's Orphans," the
Mickey Mouse cartoon that was held

over for three weeks at this house.

The characters of Mickey and Min-
nie ar portrayed by the Arnaut
Brothers, popular pantomimists. Pa-
tricia Bowman, Fred Waring's Or-
chestra in a novelty entitled "Danc-
ing Melodies," and the Roxyettes
also are part of the proceedings. In

the Mickey scenes, the Roxyettes
and ballet group are made up to rep-

resent kittens, musical notes and
animated furnishings in Minnie's
boudoir.

a two-reel musical,
Money."

"Dime Is

Arthur Hurley, who directed an
imposing number of successful short
subjects during his two years with
Vitaphone, has the enviable record
of having staged no less than 11
Lambs' Gambols, all of which proved
a hit before the most critical audi-
ence in the world. Before entering
picture business Hurley staged such
hits as "Little Accident," "Brothers,"
"The Firebrand, " "Desert Song" and
many others. Also to his credit is

six years as general stage manager
for Arthur Hopkins productions.

•

Emil "Buddy" Harris has just re-
turned on the S. S. Conte Grande
after a flying visit to Algiers, Gib-
raltar, Naples and Rome, where he
acted as chief cameraman for Ray
Friedgen, photographing enough ma-
terial for a series of travel shorts.
Accompanying him as fellow pas-
sengers were Janet Gaynor and
Edward G. Robinson. Harris will
again leave on Feb. 23 to make the
complete South American cruise on
the same liner during which time
he will film the details of life on
ship board. He will be accompanied
by his wife.

Much has been written of life

"doivn on the farm" but it re-

mains for Vitaphone to make
"Up on the Farm," a musical
short featuring Henry Santry
and his band, vaudeville and
musical comedy favorites.

•

Vitaphone has changed the title

of Joe Penner's latest comedy from
"Nautical But Nice" to "Sea Legs."

Paramount Notes: Ferd Graf, stu-
dio hairdresser, used for similar bit

in "Sensation" . . . Lewis Milestone
directing some U. A. tests on one
of the smaller stages while Chester
Erskin looks on . . . Edmund Lowe
playing his first screen role in the
East, where he appeared on the
stage before going to Hollywood.

According to a prosperity chart
compiled by Wheeler Jennings over
a period of years, we are now on
the up-grade toward better times
with peak in 1935 to be followed by
another decline.

With the Bowlers
Paramount's New York studio has a

crack bowling team which will play

the home office five next Wednsday
evening. Teams consists of Ed. Flaherty,

George Fortung, George Blair. Andy Rut-

ledge and jim Gartland.
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

NEW LENS IS OFFERED

BY PROJECTION OPTICS

Rochester, N. Y.—A new sound

lens, one of the company's Pro-Jex

sound unit lenses, with a straight

line on lens barrel indicating slit

parallel to film, is being put out by

the Projection Optics Co., Inc., of

this city.

Exhaustive optical studies, sup-

ported by experiments of the best

sound experts, are the foundations

of the new formula, the company
claims. The image of the slit on

the film is perfectly corrected and

therefore the reproduction of sound

is declared to be remarkable. High-

est standards in the manufacture,

checked by careful inspections, in-

sure a uniform quality of the new
product, the company states.

Westinghouse to Install

Radio City Elevators
Pittsburgh—Contract for installa-

tion of 76 full automatic equipped

elevators in the 70-story office build-

ing which is to be the largest of

the group of structures'in the Rocke-
feller mid-town New York building

center to be known as Radio City,

has been awarded to the Westing-
house Electric Elevator Co. by the

Metropolitan Square Corp.
Installed at an approximate cost

of $2,500,000, these elevators, ac-

cording to Clyde R. Place, engineer
in charge of the installation, will

adequately take care of approxi-
mately 45,000 persons daily and will

comprise one of the finest installa-

tions of its kind in the world.

INSTALL H-W OPERA CHAIRS
Oakland, Cal. — Heywood-Wake-

field opera chairs, specially designed
for use in sound theaters , have been
installed in the new Paramount here
by the B. F. Shearer Co. The seat-
ing capacity of the house is 3,434.

To IMPROVE
Your Theatre
ECONOMICALLY

Consult

—

|. National Theatre
|)SuppLV Company
/ Your Logical Supply Source

NEW THEATERS

Baltimore—Frank Price, Jr., for-

merly operator of the Rivoli here,

is head of a new firm which has

plans for a 1,200-seat house to be

erected at Gwynn Oak Junction.

Charleston, W. Va.—Construction

on the 1,000-seat theater being
erected here is well under way. It

will be operated by Ben T. Pitts

and E. C. Bill of Fredericksburg.

Hartford—A 500-seat theater is to

be erected here and opened by the
Hartford Theater Co., recently in-

corporated. Members of the firm

include Fred Goode, Charles Braun
and William Brown.

Huntington, N. Y.—Excavation has
been started for the erection of an
800-seat theater here by Morris
Markowitz, Northport, L. I., exhibi-

tor.

SCREEN CLEANING BRUSH
A hand brush said to be made

from the highest grade of goat hair
for use in theaters in cleaning por-
ous sound screens, preserving their
efficiency without injuring the sur-
face, is being marketed by the Na-
tional Theater Supply Co. A small
booklet, covering cleaning equpiment
supplies, consisting of many handy
articles for use in the upkeep of
theaters, is being offered by the
company.

NOVEL ATTACHMENT PLUG
Milwaukee—A novel attachment

plug having a hand grip made of
resilient rubber with the blades
fastened to a bakelite disc imbedded
in the rubber disc, intended to act as
a strain relief protection to the cord
as well as to protect the cord from
breaking in the cord hole, is being
marketed by Cutler-Hammer, Inc.,

of this city.

SAFETY LADDER
Cincinnati—A safety ladder with

broad working platform, recon-
structed with steel rods yet light

in weight for general use in thea-
ters, is being offered in several sizes

by the Dayton Ladder Co. of this

city.

TICK-0-METER AGENTS
Cleveland — Howard Reif an-

nounces that he and his associates
have sold the national distribution
rights for Tick-0-Meter, a new
ticket issuing machine, to the Inde-
pendent Dealers' Association.

ElEC. CO. COOPERATION

MAKES HIT WITH EXHIBS

Philadelphia— Philadelphia Elec-

tric Companies ha,s made quite a hit

with local exhibitors in affording the

services of its engineers to theaters

in conducting an analysis of the

electrical situation in each house

in their territory at no cost to the

theater. This is an effort to bring

about the greatest economy and effi-

ciency in theaters.

If an exhibitor feels that the elec-

tric bill of his house is too high, a

word to the electrical organization

will bring engineers who will study

the situation and cooperate to cut

costs. Exhibitors wno have had the

advantage of this cooperation are

very enthusiastic in recommending
its adoption everywhere.

Portable Screen Meets

Modern Projection Needs
Chicago—A trunk type portable

projection screen, said to have been
designed especially for small audi^

toriums, schools, clubs, churches and
where a wall screen would be diffi-

cult or objectionable, is being mar-
keted by the Da-Lite Screen Co.,

Inc., of this city.

The projection surface is rapidly

raised by an ingenious crank mech-
anism built into the trunk-type case.

The surface is then brought to a

drum-head tightness by the Da-Lite
patented stretching device built in-

to the roller. When ready for use
the screen has no wrinkles.

Offered in sizes of 6 by 8 feet,

8 by 10 feet, and 9 by 12 feet, the
screen cannot collapse from any po-
sition without turning the crank, the
company declares.

BIGGER SEATS AT CENTURY
Baltimore—As a result of the in-

stallation of wider seats in the or-

chestra section of the Century,
Loew house, about 50 seats were
sacrificed in the capacity of the
lower floor, seating 1,700, in addition
to 1,200 seats, making a total of
2,900.

William K, Saxton, Loew's City
manager, is in charge of the house.

41 RCA HOUSES IN HAWAII
Honolulu—The forty-one theaters

operated by the Consolidated Amuse-
ment company are equipped with
RCA Photophone reproducing ap-
paratus, according to Louis La Cha-
pelle, service manager of Consoli-
dated.

ALTERATIONS

St. Louis, Mo.—Contract for
terations and repairs to be m;
at the Rivoli has been awarded l»

Boaz-Kiel Construction Co. Char i'

Goldman and Julius Leventhal
operators of the theater.

Uniontown, Pa.—The West E
theater, recently acquired by Har
Schwartz, will be remodeled and i

opened.

Louisville—An elevating orch€
tra pit is being installed in the Ri£
to at a cost of $6,000 by the Four-
Avenue Amusement Co., operate
of the house. O.her improvemen
also are being made.

Wilmington, N. C. — George V
Bailey, operator of the Royal, plar
to close his house for extensive re

pair work, both on the interior an
exterior of the theatei.

New York—Bids are being aske
for by Thomas B. Lamb, architecil

on the general contract for altera

tions to the theater at 254 Wes
42nd St. Estimated cost is $500,00C

ADOPT LINEN GIVEAWAY
Linen Sales Co., premium distribu

tors with headquarters in New York
is reported doing a land office busi
ness with many circuits and inde
pendents tieing up for the products
of this organization to increase the-!

ater patronage. An advertising anci

publicity campaign for every house,
formulated by Ben G. Kassoy, ad-

vertising manager, is part of the
plan offered by the company.

INSTALL VENTILATION
San Francisco—The local office of

the National Theater Supply Co. re-

ports the installation of ventilating
equipment at the Martinez theater,

Martinez, Cal., and the Granada,
Reno, Nev. Ashcraft Hilo Lamps and
Westinghouse 177 amp. motor gen-
erator set, carpet and miscellane-
ous equipment was also furnished
the latter house.

RCA IN LISBON FIRST RUN
Lisbon — RCA Photophone has

been installed in the Cine Paris, one
of the three leading first run houses
here, replacing unsatisfactory equip-
ment.

Safety Changeover
Philadelphia — Safety control with

automatic changeover that is said to be
fast, accurate and positive in operation,
and which is sold outright with no ren-
tal or service charges of any kind, is

being marketed by the White Engineer-
ing Corp. of this city.
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

[nterest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

By L. H. MITCHELL

I.D.C., LTD.,

London—Reginald Smith, manag-
ig director of P. D. C, Ltd., has

nnounced the following appoint-

lents in the distribution and pro-

uction of the company's lineup,

^hich includes 16 pictures to be

ilmed at the Stoll studios, recently

btained on a long-term lease, in

ddition to other product to be ban-

led on release basis:

C. G. Dickinson to be general

lanager in sole charge of distribu-

ion,

with William Webb, secretary

\ the company, as his assistant, in

large of finance, the staff and rou-

ne matters. E. Hancock is made
ales supervisor, operating from the

irmingham office.

Clive MacManus will be in charge

f the story and scenario depart-

ment and supervise publicity and ad-

lertising. J. F. Lazenby will be his

hief assistant, with F. G. Cobb
iontinuing as assistant in the ad-

ertising department. E. A. Humph-
jes has been placed in charge of

holography and sound reproduc-

ion, and of the cutting and editing

lepartment. A. Knott will be his

ssistant. Bernard Mainwaring will

irect the first group of comedy pic-

ares.

;
Other studio appointments include

lawrence Easson, musical director;

iValter Murton, art director; Des-

lond Dickinson, chief cameraman,
t'ith L. B. T. Chown as his assis-

jant; A. W. Robinson, studio ac-

lountant; Floyd Richards, casting

'irector, and N. W. Langridge,
nund engineer.

Film Shortage in France
Paris—With the French government considering legislation to restrict the impor-

tation of French dialogue pictures made outside of France, and being urged thereto by
delegations of artists and exhibitors, the French film industry is facing a grave
dilemma. There arc not enough pictures made in France to supply its 4,000 picture

theaters. In 1931 only 118 French talking pictures were produced. The minimum
needs of the industry are 450 features.

Advisory Committee
Named for B. U. F. P.

London—The colonial office has
named the following advisory com-
mittee to work in cooperation with
the recently formed British United
Film Producers Co., for the distri-

bution of British motion pictures in

the colonies, mandated territories

and protectorates: Sir Horace By-
att, former governor of Tanganyika
territory; Sir Reginald F. Johnston,

late commissioner of Wei-Hai-Wei;
E. Coxen Cooper, technical adviser

to the British government on cine-

matography. M. Neville Kearney,
head of the film industries depart-

ment of the Federation of British

Industries, has been appointed gen-

eral manager and secretary of

B. U. F. P.

The directors of the company have
circularized British producers show-
ing them how they can make use

of the company and its facilities to

distribute their product in the colo-

nies, protectorates, etc. The British

East Africa Corp. has agreed to act

as agents for B. U. F. P. in East

Africa, and the United Africa Co.,

to handle distribution in West
Africa.

Vrgentine Exhibitors

Oppose New Film Tax
Buenos Aires—The new duty of

") gold pesos a kilogram on im-

orted film, equivalent to a 600 per

cnt increase, is being actively op-

osed by Argentine exhibitors as

atal to their business. An active

ampaign for lowering the import

ax is expected to get under way
nmediately to prevent wholesale

losing of picture houses throughout
V rgentina.

Alex. Korda to Produce
Six British Features

London — Alexander Korda, who
has directed pictures in the United
States and in Europe, will have a

prominent part in a new British mo-
tion picture producing company,
which will make six talking pictures

a year. George Grossmith will act

in an advisory capacity and may di-

rect one or two productions. Pic-

tures will be made at an existing

studio. Distributing arrangements
have been made with Ideal Films,

Ltd. —
START BARRANDOV STUDIO
Prague—Work was begun on the

new A. B. motion picture studio at

Barrandov immediately after build-

ing permits were issued, and it is

expected that the studio will be in

operation during the fore part of the

year. The plant will have two mod-
ernly equipped studios, a laboratory

and a hotel to accommodate the ac-

tors and studio employees.

BIRMINGHAM REEL HOUSE
Birmingham — British Movietone

News had opened its second British

newsreel theater here.

Best French Film

Paris
—"Pour Vous," French fan

weekly, conducted a voting contest on

ihe best motion picture released in

f ranee during 1931. First place went
to "Jean de la Lune," directed by Jean

Choux, with a long lead over Rene

Clair's "Le Million." Third place was
von by the French Paramount production

of "Marius."

NEW ASSOCIATED RADIO FILM
London — Associated Radio Pic-

tures, with "Nine Till Six" in the

cutting room, is now actively at

work filming the Sherlock Holmes
story, "The Sign of the Four," at

the Ealing Green studios. Arthur

Wontner plays the role of Holmes,

with Ian Hunter, Miles Malleson,

Clare Greet, Phillip Kynasten-

Reeves, and Gilbert Davis—all Brit-

ish stage and screen players—in the

cast. Basil Dean is directing.

N. Z. ATTENDANCE DROPS
Wellington—Attendance at motion

picture theaters here is almost

nothing except on Friday and Sat-

urday nights. The leading theaters

throughout New Zealand have suf-

fered along with smaller houses. An
increasing proportion of British-

made talkers is being shown,

KLANGFILM SELLING
Berlin—The trade press is author-

ity for the statement that the

Klangfilm company, at the sugges-

tion of many exhibitors, has decided

to change its policy and sell its

sound reproducing apparatus. Here-

tofore the equipment has merely

been rented to exhibitors.

PRINTING CHARGE REDUCED
Paris—The French Chambre Syn-

dicale, through its film printing sec-

tion, has announced to the industry

a reduction of 30 centimes a metre
for the printing of films, and that

in the future shorter credit will be

given—in no case more than 60

days.

ANN CRESSON WITH HAGEN
London — Julius Hagen has en-

gaged Ann Cresson to play a lead-

ing role in "The Marriage Bond,"

from which Elizabeth Allen retired

due to illness. Mary Newcomb is

the star, with Guy Newall opposite.

The picture, which is to be filmed

at the Twickenham studios, is con-

trolled for world distribution by
Radio Pictures.

THREAT TO U. S. FILMS

N. Z. APPROVES "DREYFUS"
Wellington—The showing of B. I.

P.'s "Dreyfus" in New Zealand has

won the commendation of the Min-

ister of Education under whose au-

thority the story of the production

was published in the "Education

Gazette." "My Wife's Family," B.

I. P. comedy, is a big hit here, and

reports from Auckland are that

"The Flying Fool" is another B. I. P.

success.

Madrid—American film interests
in Spain are threatened with a loss
of from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 a
year if the proposal to make the
importation, distribution and exploi-
tation of motion pictures a govern-
ment monopoly. Such a proposal
is expected to be presented to Par-
liament in the near future as part
of Spain's program for the national-
ization of industries. Spanish film

executives state that 60 per cent of
the money involved in importing
and distributing motion pictures in

Spain remains in that country under
the present arrangement.

Westminster Films
To Produce Features

London—Film Engineering, which
has produced several excellent short
subjects that met with success, has
formed itself into Westminster
Films, Ltd., for the production of

feature pictures. J. Nadler and J.

J. Jackson are the directors. Walter
Tennyson is production manager,
and Michael Powell film director-in-

chief. Its first full length produc-
tion, "C.O.D.," has been in work for

two or three weeks. It will be han-
dled by United Artists.

FOUR WELSH "SUPERS

'

Cardiff, Wales—A new film thea-

ter company, West of England Cine-

mas, Ltd., has been formed here for

the purpose of building four new
"super" houses in Wales, one each
in Penarth, Newport, Haverfordwest
and Cardigan. Plans have been
drawn and it is hoped to start build-

ing in April.

FRENCH FILM FOR LONDON
London—It is stated that Para-

mount's French-talking picture, "II

Est Charmant," directed by Louis

Mercanton at Joinville, will soon be

presented at a London theater. It

is a musical comedy.

RCA IN SOUTH AFRICA
Port Elizabeth, S. A.—The first

RCA Photophone installation in

South Africa was recently placed in

the Metro theater here. Carl Sonin,

of M-G-M attended the opening.

New Norwegian Studio

Oslo—A new company is being or-

ganized here for the production of

Norwegian talking pictures. The Oslo

municipality, which controls the mo-
tion picture theaters of the city, has

appropriated 80,000 kroner to support

the new enterprise.
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C NEWS OF THE DAY ©
Los Banos, Cal.—Laurence Boig

has purchased both the Los Banos
and the Del Rio here. Borg will

move the equipment from the Los
Banos to the Del Rio, and will move
the equipment now in the Del Rio to

his Victoria in Gustine.

East Liverpool—Incorporation pa-
pers for the Columbia theater here
list the names of J. L. Baer, Rose
R. Baer and Attorney George L.
Brokaw. House is a second-run and
was dark most of the winter for al-

terations.

Washington—Sol Korson, son of
Louis Korson of Masterpiece Film
Attractions, Inc., is back with the
Trio exchange here.

brated and Fox exchanges in this

city.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Ray V.
Powell, former Publix booker in

Scranton, has succeeded Milton
Shosberg as manager of the State
here. Shosberg has gone to Glens
Falls where he has opened the new
Paramount.

Salem, Ore.—Earl Rice, manager
of Warner's Elsinore and Capitol
theaters, is succeeded by James
Carey, formerly in charge of a War-
ner house in Aberdeen, Wash.

Canton, O.—Robert Bean, for the
past several months manager of
Warner's Alhambra, has been re-
turned to assistant manager of
Warner's Palace by George Riester,
manager for Warner houses here.

Dallas—Mack Tritich, former "U"
salesman in Oklahoma, has joined
National Screen Service, selling
Organlogues in the Sooner state. He
is a brother-in-law of Leroy Bickel
of M-G-M's Dallas exchange.

Portland, Ore.—Wally Rucker, Ed-
ucational-Tiffany manager in Port-
land and Seattle, has married Helen
Borstern.

Chicago—J. 0. Kent, who has been
manager of the local Paramount e^x-

change, has been transferred to the
Milwaukee branch, and Allan Usher,
Milwaukee manager for Paramount,
becomes manager of the Chicago
branch office.

Minneapolis — The Minneaj
Civic and Commerce association, ,;

city's leading organization of b -

ness men, has appointed E. R. -

ben, local Publix divisional dii .

tor, as chairman of its tourist .

publicity committee.

San Anselmo, Cal.—Blumenfeld
Theaters, Inc., lessees of the Tamal-
pais, have now purchased the en-
tire property.

Hastings, Pa.—R. Allison of the
Rivoli Theater Co. of Cresson has
leased the old Majestic here as an
individual venture and opened it un-
der the new name of the Rivoli. J.
A. Gribble, former Pittsburgh film
salesman is the manager.

Grapewine, Tex.—J. S. Harrison
has sold the Palace to J. K. Buck-
ner, owner of the Palace building.

Milwaukee—Charles Koehler, man-
ager of the local B. N. Judell ex-
change, celebrates this month his
25th year in the film distributing
business, having started as shipping
clerk with the Western Film Ex-
change in 1907. He h^s been with
Pathe, Paramount, Progress, Cele-

Minneapolis—Ted Colvin has re-

signed as secretary of the Publix
advertising department here, to ac-
cept a post in the city engineering
department. Fred Arneson, former-
ly with the Northwest Airways, is

his successor.

Medford, Ore.—Jack Retlaw has
been named as manager of Fox's
Criterion, succeeding Archie Holt,
who has returned to San Francisco.

Poth, Tex. — H. H. Neihaus has
bought the Princess, closed for sev-
eral months, and plans to reopen it

soon.

AMERICAS FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. MoRiTz
OI¥ THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

Nashville—Vernon Rinehart, until
recently manager of the Capitol in
Clarkesville, Tenn., has been trans-
ferred by the Crescent Amusement
Co., to this city as assistant man-
ager of the Fifth Avenue.

Harrisburg, Pa.—Irvin M. En
of the Wilmer & Vincenc organi
tion has leased the Capitol and
having the house wired for soi
as well as changing the seating
rangement. He plans to open 1

house, which has been closed ]

several years, some time this mon
It will be operated as a neighb(
hood house under the managemt
of Engle's nephew, R. P. Conr:
formerly manager of the Russell.

Tabor, la.—Francis E. Pace
Malvern, la., leased the Tabor a
opened it. He plans to prese
shows five nights a week with o

sponsored by the merchants of t
town.

Magdalene, N. M. — Chas. Ho
kins has installed sound and r

opened the Casino.

Woodville, Miss.—Aby Hiller of
New Orleans, a native of this town,
has taken over and reopened the
Pastime.

OO^ryLC^yyvc

Dallas—Jack Flannery has been
promoted to district manager here
for National Screen Service. Until
recently he was supervisor over the
New England division for National
Screen, and before that its sales rep-
resentative in the St. Louis terri-
tory.

Cleveland — Fischer Film E:!

change has moved into its new, ei

larged offices, 507 Film Building.
|

Bowling Green, Md.—Carl Duibi
of Shelbina has leased the Huckste
theater here.

Denver—Walter A. Dick has ir

stalled sound and reopened th!

Folly.

Cleveland—Paul Gusdanovic, op
erating five houses, closed a 100 pe
cent contract with Manager Fran)
Drew for M-G-M product.

Minneapolis—Nat Wolf, who re-
cently resigned as head Publix
booker here, will have no successor,
the position being abolished by Pub-
lix. His duties have been taken
over by Ted Volnick who was his
assistant.

o/ Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing
Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and
lni«ine»s sector*.

Personal Din-rlion of S. GREGORY TaYLOR

Glenville, Ga.—H. B. Ram of Au-
gusta has bought the interest of J
A. Alexander in the State. He for-
merly operated the Temple in
Ithaca, N. Y., and was at one time
with Paramount-Publix. He expects
to improve the building and install
sound.

Braintree, Mass.—Norman Rolfe
of Penacook, N. H., is negotiating
for the purchase of the Braintree,
formerly operated by W. P. Coch-
rane, and plans to install sound
equipment and reopen the theater.

IVcsidcntHoicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Watef
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished i

Housekeeping Apartments with Com-

'

plete Hotel Service by the week,
jmonth or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates

I
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FifE^R INDIE PLAN

(Continued from Page ])

-ives of the coordinated independ-

; producers to eliminated the so-

led peddling of product and give

;hanges a dependable source of

ptures. As president of the In-

lendent M. P. Producers' Ass'n,

ffman expects to develop a much
onger bond of understanding be-

een indie producers and distribu-

ayor Walker to Receive

At Motion Picture Ball
{Continued from i'luic 1)

tar Stebbins, head of the enter-

t nment committee. Lee A. Ochs,

jssident of the club, also announc-
that invitations had been sent to

, vernor Franklin D. Roosevelt, and
;!nators Royal S. Copeland and
]l)bert F. Wagner.
IThree noted radio bands, Abe
•man, Harold Stern and Claude
:)pkins, have been signed as the

] cleus of the music supply at the

m.
Also on the entertainment com-

ittee are S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel,

im Katz, Milton Feld, William
orris, Jr., Al Lichtman and Jack

irtington. Publicity committee
Insists of Hal Home, Chairman;
Seadler, Jack Hess, George Mor-

k Ed Finney, Bert Adler. A. P.

axman, Charles Einfeld. Bill Fer-

ison, George Gerhard, Arnold Van
eer, Paul Gulick, Morrie Kahn,

on Mersereau.

V^ildberg Leaves Para.

For General Practice
John J. Wildberg, attorney for

laramount, has resigned to go into

meral practice.

BRITISH DUTY ON CAMERAS
London—Under the provisions of

le Abnormal Importations Act,

imeras of foreign make imported

to Great Britain are liable to a

irther duty of 50 per cent, making
)0 per cent ad valorem duty in all.

n imported camera taken out of

ngland is subject to another 50 per

jnt duty every time it is taken

ick into the country.

ARLENE PLANS BERLIN TRIP
est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Upon completion of

iv next Paramount picture in April,

[arlene Dietrich plans to visit her

jme in Berlin.

New Incorporations
e

NEW YORK CHARTERS
American News Reel Corp., motion picture
ms; Collin, Wells & Hughes, 25 Broadway,
ew York. 200 shares common.
Central Amusement Corp., theatrical enter-

rises; Kramer & Kleinfeld, 122 East 42nd
:., New York. 10 shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Fulton R. Gordon Productions, Inc., Dover,
el., theaters, opera houses; United States
orp. Co., Dover, Del. 9,000 shares common.

^HAND COLORING OF FILMS
Simple Process Puts Punch Into Many Scenes

-.By a USLAV BROCK;

Every person in a motion picture

audience adds uncon,sciously his own
imaginative coloring to any black
and white picture, and this dream
coloring will always remain the
most beautiful way of bringing color

to the screen. Only in cases, where
the imaginative coloring needs to be
sustained or partly replaced should
color be used, and here lies the prin-

cipal argument for the use of hand
coloring.

Many things in life depend upon
color for their complete conception.
In order that the screen picture of

these things may retain their real-

ism and the lack of color may not
lead to an incomplete illusion, it is

of great importance that certain of

these things should be colored on an
otherwise completely black and
white film.

We may first mention flames.

There is only one conception of

flames and that is a strongly colored
yellow-red lighting mass, which
so completely dominates the sur-

rounding things and color, that the

eye only sees the flames. If the
producer would retain this eff'ect

of the photographed flame on the

screen, he must color the flames in

his fire scenes. White, uncolored
flames can never impress an audi-

ence; all the money spent for the
fire scene i,s wasted, without color

the effect is lost.

Many of the recent pictures have
shown a night scene from Broad-
way. A person who but once has
seen Broadway at night in all its

blazing color.s of lights will never
forget the impression consisting only

of color, strong light emitting colors.

How would it be possible for him
to accept a black and white picture

of Broadway at night on the screen?
Without all the color it will never
be Broadway; without color the ef-

fect is lost.

I saw a picture, "Men on Call,"

where a crazed railroad engineer
raced his train full-speed regardless

of stop signals. Close-ups of the

signal lights were shown now and
then but they were shown white in-

stead of red and consequently no-

body could, during a very Ipng se-

quence, know what it all was about
before finally the train crashes into

another train. The effect of the

sequence was completely lost be-

cause the stop lights were not

colored.

Another picture, "Delicious,"

shows a girl walking slowly and

VA. CENSOR BARS TWO
Richmond, Va.—"Girls For Sale"

and "Road to Hell" have been barr

red from showing in this state until

further notice by the censor's office.

$3,025 FOR JOBLESS
Richmond, Va. — Local theaters

have contributed $3,025 for the ben-

efit of the jobless.

hesitatingly toward a house with
two lanterns in front. Atter this

scene a close-up shows the front of
the house with the sign "Police Sta-
tion" and one gets the idea that the
girl is about to give herself up, but
the meaning and effect of the long
preceding scene was lost entirely
because tne two lanterns were white
instead of green, which color every
child knows is the color on the lant-

erns outside a police station.

In the same picture is shown a
man racing his car through a one-
way street and passing a red light.

The arrow was there to indicate

that the car passes in the wrong di-

rection, but tne red light was wnite,
ciie ertect was totally lost.

In some cases hand coloring is

most uselul where the effect rests

on the strength of contrasts (Jos-

eph's many colored dress contrasting
with the drab dresses of the broth-
ers, or Abel's altar with a bright fire

compared with Cain's altar with
smoke only), and in many cases
where the text of the picture indi-

cates a thing to be of a special color

(a red cape, a green mask) a touch
of hand coloring can be of the great-

est value to a picture.

War pictures always will benefit

by hand coloring of bursting shells,

explosions, booming guns, etc. The
need for coloring here is too obvious
for discussion.

The producer who adopts the idea

of using intelligent hand coloring

as one of his clearest means of ex-

planation and best way of obtaining

full effect of his fire scenes is a

neck ahead of his competitor, be-

cause men and women alike love and
understand the voice of color as

well as music, they remember the

colored scenes as something extra,

and the producer will soon find out

that money paid for hand-coloring is

not money spent but money wisely

invested.

At the present speed of releasing

a picture the use of hand coloring

must be restricted to the most ef-

fective sequences in order to limit

the footage to be colored. Conse-
quently the price for hand coloring

will always be negligible and can
never be an objection to its use. A
fine argument for the use of hand
coloring lies in this restriction;

when intelligently used, there will

be just enough coloring to permit
the color to "talk," "explain," "em-
phasize," and "enhance" the illusion

which the picture is intended to cre-

ate.

FOR TOUR''OF[flLM HOUSES

(Continued from Patic 1)

three days or a full week. Each
unit will be composed of 20 people
as follows: seven principals, chorus
of 12, a musical director and man-
ager.

Allen K. Foster has charge of all
dance numbers and will put groups
of his "Allen K. Foster Girls" in
each show. Seymour Furth will
compose numbers for the units. In
charge of costuming is Madame
Berthe, and stage production will
be handled by Ed Rayn. Beaumont
Studios will furnish sets. Head-
quarters of the company are at 1560
Broadway.

MARY BRIAN DOUBLES
Chicago—Mary Brian will appear

the week of Feb. 13 on both the

Palace stage and screen. Stage show

has as headliners Miss Brian and

Ken Murray, while the screen fea-

ture is "Ladies of the Jury," in

which she has the lead.

Film Tariffs Enacted
By Two More Countries

(Continued from Page 1)

^•ompanies was not yet known Fri-
day in New York. Jugo-Slavia on
March 5 will effect a tariff under
which prints imported into the
country will be assessed $275 each.

5 Educational Comedies
Completed in Past Week

li'cst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Production of five

new Educational comedies was com-
pleted this week "Mother's Holi-
day," a Cameo, and "It's a Cinch,"
a Mermaid, both under the direction
of William Goodrich, were finished
at the Educational studios. Shooting
on "Wedding Night," second Vanity
comedy, starring Harry Barris, was
concluded at the Metropolitan Stu-
dios. The Mack Sennett-Andy Clyde
comedy, "The Boudoir Butler," has
been finished under the direction of
Del Lord, and production has been
completed on "Divorce a la Mode,"
Sennett comedy which Leslie Pearce
directed, with a cast including Ray-
mond Hatton, Harry Myers, Vivian
Oakland, Dorothy Granger and
George Sherman.

NEW RKO THRILLER
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"The Man Without a

Face," mystery thriller by Edgar
Wallace and Merian C. Cooper, will
be produced by RKO.

COMING & GOING

LEE MARCUS and NED DEPINET have
left the coast for New York.

SAMUEL ZIERLER, president of James
Cruze Productions, is on his way to New
York to arrange premiere of "Lost Idols,"
formerly called "Race Track," and to close
deals on some plays and books for next
year's state rights program.

LYDA ROBEKTI and ANNA MAY
WONG, who have been working at the Para-
mount studios in Hollywood, are on their

way to New York.

BILL CUNNINGHAM, narrator of Educa-
tional's .Sports Reviews, arrives from Boston
today (Saturday) with HOWARD C.

BROWN, associated with Curtis F. Nagel
in producing the series.

JOE SMITH and CHARLES DALE have
returned to New York from Hollywood, where
they made "East Side" for Warners.
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Ina Claire In

THE CREEKS HAD A WORD FOR
THEM"

with Joan Blondell, Madge Evans,

Lowell Sherman, David Manners

United Artists 79 mins.

SWELL COMEDY BUILT FOR
THE LAUGHS AND HANDING
THEM OUT IN ZIPPY STYLE.

Putting plausibility aside, this

Samuel Goldwyn adaptation of the

Broadway stage hit ought to pro-

vide a satisfying session of snappy
merriment for any audience that

wants something to laugh about.

Don» in handsome style and acted

by a staff of sure-fire troupers, the

story deals with the escapades of a

trio of accomplished gold-diggers

who have their ups and downs
among the easily plucked sugar dad-

dies and finally wind up in some
surprising complications as well as

a genuine love affair between one of

the girls and a nice rich youth. Ina
Claire's comedy, which runs from
snappy smart stuff to a broad souse

routine in which the others also take

part, is the highlight of the fun.

Lowell Sherman, as a noted pianist,

makes a swell sober foil for the

sparkling Ina. Sherman also did a
fine job of the direction.

Cast: Ina Claire, Madge Evans, Joan
Blondell, David Manners, Lowell Sherman,
Phillips Smalley, Sidney Bracy.

Director, Lowell Sherman; Author, Zoe
Akins; Adaptor, Sidney Howard; Dialoguer,

same; Editor, Stuart Heisler; Cameraman.
fleorge Barnes; Recording Engineer, Frank
Maher.

Direction, snappy. Photography, fine.

Edward G. Robinson in

THE HATCHET MAN"

First National 74 mins.

EXCELLENT ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ADULT THRILL-LOVERS.
ROBINSON FINE IN CHINESE
TONG DRAMA.

Hatchet-tossing gentry of Frisco's

Chinatown form the background of

this story based on a play by
Achmed Abdullah and the late David
Belasco. The picture has some
shocking moments and numerous
thrills, with Robinson providing
most of them. Robinson, an honor-
able hatchet man, marries the
daughter of an old friend he killed

at the orders of his tong. While
he is committing murder for his

tong in a later dispute one of his

guards gets intimate with his wife.

Robinson catches them but lets fhem
go away, telling the man to make
her happy or else. The man doesn't
and so Robinson goes to China,
rescues his wife and does away with
the heavy in a somewhat novel and
surprising finale. The star per-
forms expertly and gets able sup-
port from Loretta Young and other
members of the cast.

Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Loretta Young.
Dudley Digges, .Leslie Fenton, Edmund
Breese, TuUy Marshall, Noel Madison, Blanche
Frederici, J. Carroll Naish, Toshia Mori,
Charles Middleton, Ralph Ince, Otto Yamioka.
Evelyn Selbie, E. Allyn Warren, Eddie Piel,
Willie Fung and Anna Chang.

Director, William A. Wellman; authors,
Achmed Abdullah and David Belasco; Adap-
tors, J. Grubb Alexander; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Owen Marks; Cameraman, Sid Hickox.

Direction, splendid. Photography, fine.

PAILV Sunday, Feb. 7,

Ann Harding in

"PRESTICE"
with

Melvyn Douglas, Adolphe Menjou
RKO-Pathe 73 mins.

FINE CAST WASTED ON WEAK
AND IMPLAUSIBLE MELODRA-
MA IN A FAR EAST TROPICAL
SETTING.
Although Ann Harding, in her

usual gracious style, gives a per-

formance that is in itself an enjoy-

able piece of work, the general com-
position of this story hardly makes
entertainment befitting the caliber

of the star and her strong support-

ing cast. It's another one of those

tropical yarns, in which Miss Hard-
ing makes her difficult way through
tropical hardships to go to the side

of her fiance, Melvyn Douglas, who
is in charge of a penal colony and
is soaking himself with liquor. A
triangle develops wtien another of-

ficer, portrayed by Adolphe Menjou,
comes to the post and takes a fancy
to Ann. He nearly walks off with
her, but the real hero redeems him-
self in a revolt of the prisoners and
the happy ending follows. A good
deal of jungle and other tropical
material is shown, along with the
routine of the prisoners, but much
of the stuff is apt to tax credibility.

Cast: Ann Harding, Adolphe Menjou, Mel-
vyn Douglas, Ian MacLaren, Guy Bates Post,
Clarence Muse, Carmelita Geraghty, Creigh-
ton Hale, Rollo Lloyd.

Director, Tay Garnett; Author, Harry Her-
vey; Adaptors, Francis Edwards Faragoh,
Tay Garnett, Rollo Lloyd ; Dialoguers, Tay
Garnett, Rollo Lloyd; Editor, Joe Kane;
Cameraman, Lucien Andriot; Recording Engi-
neer, Earl Wolcott.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

ml

"THE MONSTER WALKS
Action Pictures 63

MURDER MYSTERY MEl
MADE FOR THE POP CRO
HAS THE CREEPS AND THRU;,
THEY LIKE.

Following the "Frankens
vogue, this one is done alonj
borrow lines to meet the po
fancy. The plot is quite mystif
and so holds the suspense rigljt

the end. It is done with all

good old hoke meller trimmings,
old country mansion, with the 1

ning flashing and the thunderc
the night after the owner has
Everybody is very mysterious
that everybody is suspected of
crime which follows. There is

paralyzed brother of the dead i

the solemn elderly lady who act
housekeeper, her somber son
does the chores, the lawyer read
read the will. Meanwhile the dai

ter of the dead man arrives
her fiance, a young doctor. The
leaves practically all to the dai

ter, and in event of her death
the paralyzed brother. For atr
phere there is a big ape locket
a cage in the cellar that utters
earthly howls. The hand of an
reached out over the bed to straii

the girl. And so on to a mur
and its eventual unwinding.

Cast: Rex Lease, Vera Reynolds, Shcjii

Lewis, Mischa Auer, Martha Mattox, S
Bracy, Sleep 'N' Eat.

Director, Frank Strayer; Author, RJ
Ellis; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same; Ee
Byron Robinson; Cameraman, Jules (':

jager; Recording Engineer, George Hutch
Direction, satisfactory. Photograpy,

"THE FALSE MADONNA"
with Kay Francis, William Boyd,

Conway Tearle

Paramount 70 mins.

FAIRLY GOOD CROOK DRAMA
WITH A SOMEWHAT TOUCHING
STORY AND EXCELLENT PER-
FORMANCES.
Based on the May Eddington

story, "The Heart Is Young," this

is an interesting though somewhat
sad tale of a gang of crooks who
design to shake down a rich youth
but fail when the feminine member
of the outfit turns weak upon find-

ing that the lad is blind. Kay Fran-
is plays the part of the girl, whom
he blackmailers arrange to have
ilaced in the boy's home. John
Breeden is the blind lad whose kind
disposition causes the girl to fall

for him and renege on the shake-
down proposition. William (Stage)
Boyd appears as the head of the
crook outfit, while Conway Tearle
's the unfortunate boy's lawyer and
friend. All give fine performances,
and there are some rather touching
deathbed scenes that ought to prove
sitisfying tear-jerkers for those who
toko to the tragic stuff. Stuart
Walker's direction shows good feel-
ing for the story.

Cast: Kay Francis, William Boyd, Conway
Tearle, John Breeden, Marjorie Gateson,
Charles D. Brown, Almcda Fowler.

Director. Stuart Walker; Author, May Ed-
dington; Adaptors, Arthur Kober, Ray Har-
ris; Dialoguer, Arthur Kober; Editor, not
credited; Cameraman, Henry Sharp,

Direction, nice. Photography, good.

"THE SILENT WITNESS"
with Lionel Atwill, Greta Nissen
Fox 73 mins.

BRITISH FILM FINELY ACT-
ED, WITH LIONEL ATWILL
SCORING STRONG IN DRAMAT-
IC ROLE.
One of the Fox foreign produc-

tions, being an adaptation of the
stage play of the same name. The
story is British in plot and locale,
with an English cast, excepting
Greta Nissen. It is one of the best
British productions that has come
over to this country. The plot re-
volves around the efforts of Sir Aus-
tin Howard, played by Lionel Atwill,
to save his son from punishment for
murdering a gold digger. Eventu-
ally he is brought to trial for the
crime, and then a succession of sur-
prising developments keep building
the suspense to a very unexpected
and tense climax. The trial scene
is produced at length, and is very
expertly handled for dramatic ef-
fects. Here is a play for intelligent
audiences, for the plot is very cun-
ningly contrived, and the acting
throughout is admirable. Lionel At-
will scores impressively as the cen-
tral character.

Cast; Lionel Atwill, Greta Nissen, Weldon
Heyburn, Helen Mack, Bramwell Fletcher
Mary Forbes, Montague Shaw, Wyndham
.Standing, Alan Mowbray, Herbert Mundin
Lowden Adams, Billy Bevan, Lumsden Hare
I'.nc Wilton.

Directors, Marcel Varnel, R. L. Hough-
Authors, Jack De Leon, Jack Celestin;
Adaptor, Douglas Doty; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, not listed; Cameraman, Joseph
August; Recording Engineer, Albert Protz-
man.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

Tom Tyler in

"GALLOPING THRU"

Monogram 55 mins.

FAST ACTION WESTERN
THRILLER PACKED WITH
DARE-DEVIL STUNTS AND
HAIR-BREADTH ESCAPES.

Fans who are strong for westerns

will find plenty to cheer about in

this melodrama which carries a

strong story and enough action to

fill two ordinary features of this

kind. Tom Tyler sets out to avenge

the murder of his father. In his

search for the culprits Tom has to

wade through the guns of every

badman in town. In one of the

sequences Tom drives the stage

coach as it dashes madly down a

steep mountain road. The stage
crashes and falls over the precipice
but Tom hangs on to the reins and
carries on with the harnessed horses
down the steep grade. Other stunts,
equally as thrilling follow in quick
succession. There is a neat romance
and much suspense in the story. It's

a rip-snortin' meller that doesn't rub
the wrong way.

Cast: Tom Tyler, Betty Mack, AI Bridge,
Stanley Blystone, G. D. Woods, John Elliott,

Si Jenks.

Director, Lloyd Nosier; Author, Wellyn
Totman; Cameraman, Archie Stout; Record-
ing Engineers, Balsey and Phillips.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

"THREE WISE GIRLS" I

with Mae Clarke, Jean Harlow

Marie Prevost

Columbia 68 mi

AVERAGE SOPHISTICATE
COMEDY-DRAMA WITH FII

CAST AND LAVISH DISPLAY (

GOWNS.
The high spots in this drama

the worldly-wise are excellent p<

formances by the entire cast and;
galaxy of magnificient gowns a
wraps worn by Mae Clarke and Jes

Harlow. The story is commonplac
lacks a real punch and goes to piec
at the finish. It revolves aroui

Jean Harlow, who, as a smalltov
soda clerk, tires of her small salai

and lack of advantages, and goes i

New York where she becomes
model in an exclusive shop. SI

meets Mae Clarke, another mod(
Jean falls in love with a man who:
she later discovers is also marrie
Mae hands out plenty of advice l

Jean, but in the end Mae's man goi

back to his wife and Jean's fellow
successful in divorcing his wif
Marie Prevost, as Jean's roommat
contributes some clever comedy.

Cast: Jean Harlow, Mae Clarke, Walt
Byron, Marie Prevost, Andy Devine, Nata
Moorhead, Jameson Thomas, Lucy Beaumoi
Katherine C. Ward, Robert Dudley, Man
Harris, Walter Miller, Armand Kaliz.

Director, William Beaudine; Author, W
son CoUison; Adaptor, Agnes C. Johnso
Dialoguer, Robert Riskin; Editor, Jack De
nis; Cameraman, Teddy Tetzlaff; Recordi
Engineer, Russell Malmgren.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.
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\[^ "SOUL OF MEXICO"
{J,

J

(Synchronized)

Kt, .stributor Not Set) 75 mins.

rSlEXICAN ROMANCE ON PA-
JflOTIC THEME HAS NICE
hoRY, ATTRACTIVE SETTINGS
ID FAIR ACTION.

'/"'Produced largely for the love of

%i work by Mrs. Juliet Barrett

lee, wife of George Rublee, who
counsel to the late Dwight Mor-

"tJir and the American embassy in

CO, this production combines

Vine of the Hollywood western ac-

.... with the artistic influence of its

SUsor. As a result, though the

lUng and editing is not always of

f'it-grade professional character,

-tory holds interest and carries

, omantic appeal that should make
"ijvery acceptable fare in the Latin
'cantries and for special audiences
rthis country as well. Theme of the

ftture involves a crusading youth
4|th modern ideals who suffers per-

Efcution to liberate his people. His
vSrk is made harder by the villainy

dan American heavy who is trying
li appropriate some oil lands by
M. means. But the courageous
I'ung man survives all obstacles,

^lns the beautiful rancher's daugh-
tl- and becomes the country's idol,

ifnesto Gillen, known in Hollywood
5 Donald Reed, does well as the
liro, and Alicia Ortiz is pretty much
(j a visual knockout as the heroine.
Irnchronized songs and music help.
past: Donald Reed (Ernesto Gillen), Alicia

™z, and native pla.vers.

foirector, David Kirkland; Cameraman
ues Cronjager; Synchronized Score, Joe
liston.

iDirection, fair. Photography, good.

"MEINE FRAU, DIE HOCH-
STAPLERIN"

("My Wife, the Adventuress")
fa 76 mins.

'light comedy fairly
musing although the
tory is highly improb-
ble. but it gets the
'\UGHS.
One of those very improbable
|Ories written to create laughable
jtuations. The fun is fairly amus-
,g, helped along by the two prin-

pals who manage to make it ap-

par fairly plausible. The wife of

poor bank clerk in a chance meet-
!g with a rich frankfurter manu-
icturer, introduces her hubby as

»e director of a bank in Constan-
nople. Then the rest of the plot

incerns her frantic efforts to live

p to their new station in life, and
romote something out of it. She
; instrumental in reconciling the
lUstard king with his temperamen-
il wife, an opera singer. The re-

lit of it all is that the mustard and
ankfurter barons form a combine,
id the adventuress and her hubby
•e made directors. This far-fetched
lea is built for the laughs, and
icceeds in being quite amusing.
Cast: Heinz Ruehmann, Kaethe Von Naay
itz Gruenbaum, Hermann Vallentin. Alfred
bel, Maly Delschaft, Theo, Lingen, Hans
assmann, Fritz Albert!, Else Heims.
Director, Kurt Geroon; Authors, Ermst
olflf. Dr. Friedrich Zeckendorf. Philipp L.

ayring; Adaptors, same; Dialoguers, same:
litor, not listed; Cameramen, Eugen
:huefftan, Karl Puth ; Recording Engineer,
alter Tjaden.
Direction, satisfactory. Photography, very
od.

"Screen Souvenirs"
(No. 7)

Paramount 12 mins.
Excellent

Another dandy compilation from
old records, and right up to the pre-
vious nirmbers in the series in point
of entertainment. After some
glimpses of co-eds of 1900 riding
bicycles, Civil War vets on parade,
Buffalo Bill in a western picture and
Wallace Beery making his film debut
as a female impersonator, there is

an amusing oldtime drama with
Henry B. Walthall in a leading role.

Aided by genuinely humorous run-
ning comment, the reel is rich enter-
tainment.

"Alpine Echoes"
Fox 7 mins.

Fine Scenic
A Magic Carpet of Movietone.

Fine portrayal of life in the Alps,
with a group of yodelers, herdsmen
tending their cows, a cable railway
traveling up the side of a canyon,
Alpine artillerymen in maneuvers,
and finally a long sequence of an
airplane trip over the highest peaks,
skirting close to the top of Mount
Blanc. This airplane trip is a
corker, with the cameramen scoring
some magnificent pictorial shots.

"The Studio Murder Mystery"
with Donald Meek, John Hamilton
Vitaphone 15 mins.

Another Guessing Skit
Like its predecessor, this S. S.

Van Dine short is concerned with
the efforts to find out which of sev-

eral suspects is the actual murderer.
The crime is committed in a film

studio, where the supposedly acted
stabbing of a woman in bed by a

cloaked intruder becomes the real

thing. Rivalry between a couple of

husky male members of the cast
splits the suspicion. This time it is

John Hamilton, as the chief of the
police investigation, instead of Don-
ald Meek, the scientific detective
who engineers the discovery of the
guilty one. Identity of the killer is

well covered up until the finale,

when the murderer commits suicide

by a jump from atop the studio.

Tom Howard and Joe Laurie, Jr., in

"Meet the Winner"
Paramount 11 mins.

Good Comedy
Tom Howard's dry comedy, Joe

Laurie's snappy cracks and some
wrestling action combine to make
this a good piece of entertainment.
Laurie is manager of a palooka
wrestler matched with an unknown
who turns out to be the well-known
"Russian Bear." While the hairy-

chested mat husky is mopping up
the mat with his opponent, Howard
sits in the back with a dumb friend
swapping funny chatter and finally

getting into a wrestling demonstra-
tion of their own. Plenty of action

and laughs.

"Incredible India"
Fox 7 mins.

Orient Charm
Here is a Magic Carpet of Movie-

tone that graphically catches the
mysterious atmosphere of India. It

covers a diversity of aspects of the
native life. Fishermen are seen in
their quaint outrigged boats, ele-

phants doing all the heavy manual
labor, the ancient art of rug weav-
ing. A journey is made to Gulta
Pass, the home of the sacred mon-
keys. The film is rich in colorful
incident, and is beautifully photo-
graphed.

"A Romeo Monk"
RKO 6 mins.

Good Aesop Fable
In a jungle setting, the monk

principal in this animated car-
toon gets all spruced out and goes
on the make. But he is rebuffed
in his very first attempt to make a
conquest, so he turns a box and a
frying pan into a radio and tunes in

on a series of melodious and amus-
ing musical numbers performed by
jungle animal groups. This draws
a slick hippo damsel to his side, and
after some tussling with her the
monk winds up with the bimbo his

own size.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in

"The Naggers at the Opera"
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Good
More of the amusing domestic

crossfire, which the Norworths can
always be depended upon to put over
for plenty of laughs. On this occa-
sion, after some wrangling at home,
while the neighbors listen at the
walls, hubby gets into a trick eve-
ning outfit and they set out for the
opera. Their car gets stuck in the
mud, it rains on them, and they get
to the theater when the performance
is over.

Frank McHugh in

"The News Hound"
RKO Pathe 20 mins.

Good Comedy
Frank McHugh in one of his typi-

cal souse reporter roles. Action
revolves around a rich kid who gets
lost. Thinking he has found the
lad, Frank 'phones in the story.
Then it develops the kid is just the
son of a rag man. So Frank goes
on a bat, and is followed around by
a youngster peddling papers which
carry Frank's supposed scoop. Frank
tries repeatedly to get rid of the
kid, but can't, and finally winds up
at the newspaper office with the
boy at his heels, whereupon it de-
velops that the newsboy is the lost

child. Amusing all the way and
works up to a strong finish.

Edgar Kennedy in

"Mother-in-Law's Day"
RKO Pathe 20 mins.

Lots of Laughs
This number in the Mr. Average

Man series has Edgar Kennedy try-

ing to stage a surprise party on his

mother-in-law's birthday. He sends
the folks out for a walk, then with
the aid of some well-meaning but
meddlesome neighbors, he sets about
to bake a cake, with everything go-

ing wrong and the house being in

pretty bad shape by the time the

family returns, bringing with them
a medical specialist with a view to

finding out what's wrong with Ed.
After some more rough-house com-
edy, it develops that Ed has made
a mistake in the day of his mother-
in-law's anniversary. Kennedy hands
out a load of laughs as a harassed
provider suffering the burdens of a

talkative wife, played by Florence
Lake, and a menacing ma-in-law.

"Crazy Town"
(Betty Boop Cartoon)

Paramount 6 mins.
Swell

Max Fleischer's pulchritudinous
Betty Boop and her boy friend Bim-
bo hand out another round of en-
joyable cartoon antics in this non-
sensical number. It concerns a
town in which everything is done
backward or upside down. When
folks get on a train, their destina-
tion comes to them, instead of the
train moving. Fish fly in the air,

zoo animals have their voices twist-

ed, and other incidents are similarly
topsy-turvy. Popular musical num-
bers are interspersed with the action,

which contains plenty of novelty.

Ted Husing in

"Sport Slants"

(No. 5)

Vitaphone 9 mins.
Interesting

Backgammon, bowling and jiu

jitsu comprise the sports that pro-
vide the subject matter for this Ted
Husing reel. Little time is devoted
to the backgammon, outside of
showing that it is some centuries
old. In the bowling, a series of

clever tricks are presented. The mat
work, including exhibitions by a
Japanese pair and then an Ameri-
can duo, is good action stuff.

"Big Came of the Sea"
Fox 8 mins.

Sea Adventure
An exposition of modern whaling

methods forms the subject of this

Movietone Magic Carpet number.
The trip is made with the camera-
man on a Japanese whaler to the
Bering Sea, where the harpoon gun
is shot into a 60-foot whale after

an exciting chase that carries a lot

of thrills. Then the fight to bring
the monster alongside the little

whaling vessel. The method of land-

ing the catch in a Japanese port is

detailed. An unusual subject that
carries plenty of action.



Features Reviewed in Film Daily June 14 to January 31
^^^-^-——-^^r=^:^=^= 387 Pictures Covered in 8 Months -

Title Reviceoei

A Dangerous Affair-COL
11-29-31

A Woman Commands-RKO
1-31-32

Acht Tage Glueck-FL ...8-2-31

Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31

Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children ?-RKO
11-15-31

Arizona Terror-TIF .. 9-27-31

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA Hi? ,i

Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31

Bad CompanyPAT 11-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Balinese Love-TPE ...12-13-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP.. 12-6-21

Beloved Baclielor-PAR.. 1018-31

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Business Girl-FN . .6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Big Shot-PAT 1-10-32

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

Blonde Captive-TMP ..12-13-31

Blonde Crazv-WA 12-6-31

Branded-COL 11-1-31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31

Brat-F 8-2-31

Bridegroom For Twro-BIP
1-31-32

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Cain-TPE 1-17-32

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Carmen-BI 1-17-32

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31

Chances-FN .. 6-14-31

Charlie Chan's Chance-F
1-24-32

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Cheyenne Cyclonc-WK ..1-10-32

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
10-25-31

Cisco KidF 10-25-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Cock of the Air-UA. .. 1-31-32

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

romi.r(.misc<l-FN 11-8-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Consolation Marriage-RKO
11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC 10-4-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31
Cosi E I.a Vita-TH 11-8-31

Cuban Love Song-MGM .12-6-31

Cyclone KidBIF 11-22-31
Dance Team-F 1-3-32

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Altc Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31

Das Ekel-UFA 1-31-32

Das Floetenkonzert von
.Sans-sonci-tlFA 10-18-.31

Das Lied 1st Aus-ASC 1-31-32
Das Lied Vom I.ebenTA

10-18-31
Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP

9-20-31
Daughter of the Dragon-PAR

8-23-31
Dead'ine-COL 1-24-32
Deceiver-CLO 11-29-31
Delicious-F 12-27-31
Der Andere-TF .. 1-17-32
Der Hampelmann-TA . 9-13-31
Der Kleine Seitensprung-

UFA 1-10-32
Der Ungctrcuc Ecke Hart-TF

1-24-32
Der Wahre Jakob- TRA 8-16-31
Dcvotion-PAT 10-4-31
Devil Plays-CHE ..12-20-31
Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA

8-23-31
Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-

UPA 6-21-31
Die Crosse SehnsuchtTA

10-11-31
Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-

ASC 9-27-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures

AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures

COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National
FTP—Foreign Talking Pictures
GS—George Schneider

HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HO—Hollyv?ood Pictures

HOF—M. H. HofTman
IMP—Imperial Distributing

TH—Thalia Productions
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures

M OV—Moviegraphs
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior

OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PC—Patrician Pictures
FEE—Peerless
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga
PIZ—William Pizor
PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures

ROA—Roadshow Pictures

RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures

SCA—Scandinavian Talking
Pictures

SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picti.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists

UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WK—Willis Kent
WM—J. D. Williams
WT—Worldart Film Cor.

WW—Bono Art

Title Reviewed Title Reviewed

Die Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

Die vom Rummelplatz-CAP
1-10-32

Die Schlacht von Bademuende
UFA. .11-22-31

Discarded Lovers-CAP . . 1-3-32

Docks of San Francisco-ACP
1-24-32

DoUy Macht Karriere-UFA
7-26-31

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP 1-3-32

Drifter-WK 1-10-32
•irevfiix Case—COL S-Sn-31

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP
8-21-31

East of Borneo-U 8-23-31

Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA ...9-20-31

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-3

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Expensive Women-WA .11-15-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

Fanny Foley Herself-RKO
10-25-31

Fidlovacka-DM 7-5-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fighting Shcriff-COL . 6-28-31
First Aid-WW 7-12-31
Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31

Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31
Flying Fool-RT 10-18-31
Flvins Hiph-MGM 12-13-31

Forbidden-COL 1-17-32
Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31
Freighters of Destiny-PAT

11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31
Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8-31
Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32
Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31
Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
Girl of the RioRKO. .. 1-10-32
Girls About Town-PAR. . 11-1-31
Goldie-F 6-28-31
Good Sport-F 12-13-3
C,raft-TI 11-29-31
Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31
Crief Strect-CHE 10-11-31
Guardsman-MGM .. ..9-13-31
Guilty Ceneration-COL 11-22-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Hard .Hombre-HOF . .9-20-31
Headin' for Troub!e-BIF.9-6-31
He.irthre-ik-F 10-18-31
Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-31
Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Hell Divcrs-MGM 12-27-31
Her Majesty. T,ove- FN . 1 1 -29-31
Heroes All-TMP 10-25-31
High Pressure-WA ....1-31-32
His Woman-PAR 12-6-31

Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31

Holy Terror-F 7-19-31

Homicide Squad-U 8-30-31

Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31

Honor of the Family-FN
10-18-31

Horse Ate the Hat-MOV .9-6-31

24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31

House Divided-U 1-10-32

Huckleberrv Finn-PAR 8-0-31

Human Targets-BIF ..1-24-32

Hurricane Horseman-WK
10-11-31

Husband's Holiday-PAR . . 1 -3-32

Hush Monev-F 7-12-31

I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31

Im Geheimdienst-UFA 11-29-31

In Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31

I Take This Woman-PAR
6-14-31

Ihre Hoheit Betiehlt-UFA
11-8-31

Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31

Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31

Jew At War-AM 7-26-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31
Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31

Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31

I.a Douceur D'AimerFD
1

12-13-3

La Ronde des Heures-FD
1-31-32

Ladies of the Big House-
PAR 1-3-32

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lariats and Six Shooters
COS.. 10-25-31

Lasca of the Rio Grande
U. .12-13-3

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
I 11-29-3!

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,
8-9-31

Law of the Tong-SYN. 12-20-31
Le Mysterie de la Villa
Rose-FD 1-17-32

Left Over Ladies-WW . 10-18-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-29-31
Love Storm-BI 10-18-31
Lure of the Ring-WT. 1-31-32
Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maker of Men-COf 12-20-31
Manhattan Parade-WA 1-3-32
Man From Death Valley-MOP

10-11-31
Man I Killed-PAR ..l-24-3'2
Man in Possession-MGM .7-19-31
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Mata Hari-MGM ..1-3-32
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31
Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31
Men in Her Life-COL. .. 12-6-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Men of Chance-RKO 1-3-32
Men Like These-BI 1-10-32
Merely Marv Ann-F ....9-13-31
Michael and Mary-U. ... 1-10-32
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31
Misbehaving Ladies-FN. . 11-8-31
Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31

Title Reviewed

Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31

Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31

Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31

Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31

Murder At Midnight-TIF
9-20-31

Murder By the Clock-PAR
7-19,31

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-S-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Neck and Neck-WW. . .11-8-31

Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Ouick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31

Newlv Rich-PAR 7-5-31

Nie Wieder Liebe-UFA 1-17-32

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31

Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31

Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31

Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31

No One Man-PAR 1J24-32

Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31

Nur Am Rhein-FTP. . 10-11-31

Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Lady-PAR 11-8-31

One Way Trail-COL. .12-13-31

Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31

Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31

Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31

Panama Flo-PAT 1-24-32

Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31

Parisian. The-CAP 8-23-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP
8-30-31

Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31

Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31

Personal Maid-PAR... 8-30-31

Phantom of Paris-MGM . 11-15-31

Platinum Blonde-COL. .. 11-1-31

Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31

PoHtics-MGM 8-2-31

Po<;=;essed-MGM 11-29-31
Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private ScandaUHED. . .11-1-31
Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Defender-RKO . .7-12-31

Rainbow Trail-F 1-31-32

Range Feud-COL 11-22-31
Range Law-TIF 11-1-31

Rebound-PAT g-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31

Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31
Ridin' for Tustice-COL. . 1-10-32
Road to Life-AM 1-31-32
Road to Reno-PAR. . .10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Ruling Voice-FN 11-8-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31
Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Sally of the Subway-ACP

1-24-32
Salvation Nell-TIF ... ..7-5-31
Scareheads-CAP 10-25-31
Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31
Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Menace-TMP ...12-13-31
Secrets of the Orient-UFA

1-10-32
Secret Service-RKO ...12-13-31
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

7-19-31

Titlt Revii\\

Secret Witness-COL . . 12-2
f

I

Sein Liebeslied-ASC ..11-2 11

Shanghai Love-COL ....9-i

Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Houi i

FD . 7-i; '

Sherifl's Secret-COS 6-Ml
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-2(1

Should a Doctor Tell?-REG
8-2'

Side Show-WA . 9-20

Sidewalks of New York-MG^
11-15

Sin of Madelon Claudet-MGM
11-1

Silence-PAR 8-16-

,

Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR
11-1-

1

Siroco-CF 11-29

Skin Game-BI 6-21-

Sky Devils-UA 1-24

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-

Skyline-F 10-11

Smart Money-WA 6-21

Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-

Sob Sister-F 10-4-;

Son of India-MGM ..7-26-!

Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-3

Sooky-PAR 12-27-i|

Soul of the Slums-ACP 1 1-29-3

1

Speckled Band-FD
Spider, The-F
Spirit of Notre Dame-U
Sporting BIood-MGM
Sporting Chance-PEE
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-3:,

Star Witness-WA 8-2-3:;

Stepping Sisters-F 1-10-3:'

Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31i

Street Scene-UA 8-30-3li

Strictly Dishonorable-U. 11-1 5-31 •

Suicide Fleet-PAT 1 1-29-31
',

Sundown Trail-PAT
Sunset Trail-TIF ..

Surrender-F
Susan Lenox-MGM
Susanne Macht

..11-8-3

8-16-3

f

9-27-3

..8-16-3

10-25-3

.10-18-31i

..1-17-32

.11-29-31

.10-18-31

Ordnung-FTP
I

10-11-311

Sweepstakes-PAT . . 6-28-31
!

Taxi-WA 1-10-32,

Terra Madre-TRC 11-1-31

Theaternaechte von Berlin-TF
1-10-32

....12-13-31

... 1-31-32 -'

12-13-31

9-27-31

The Cheat-PAR
The Menace-COL
The Struggle-UA . .

.

Their Mad Moment-F
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-31

Thirty Days-PC l-i''-32

This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31

This Reckless Age-PAR. . 1-10-32

Three Who Loved-RKO .6-21-31

Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-31

Tomorrow and Tomorrow-
PAR. .1-31-32

Tonight or Never-UA 12-20-31
Too Many Cooks-RKO. 7-19-31

Touchdown-PAR 11-15-31

Toute Sa Vie-PAR 6-21-31

Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Trotte Teodor-FD 1-17-32

Tulane vs. So. California-WA

Two Gun Caballero-IMP
12-13-31

Two Kinds of Women-PAR
1-17-32

U. of S. C. vs. Notre Dame
WW- 1-24-32

Un Soir de Rafle-PRX . 10-18-31

Under Eighteen-WA 1-3-32

Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unholy Garden-UA 9-20-31
Union Depot-FN 1-17-32

Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TF 6-21-31

Viking-WM 6-21-31
Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31

Way Back Home-RKO. 1-17-32

West of Broadway-MGM. 1-31-32
White Devil-TPE 8-30-31

Wicked-F 9-20-31
Wild Horse-HOF 8-2-SI

Without Honors-ARC .1-10-32
Woman Between-RKO 6-21-31
Woman from Monte Carlo-
WA 1-3-32

Women Go On Forever-TIF
8-16-31

Woman of Experience-PAT
7-12-31

Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31
X Marks the Spot-TIF 12-13-31

Yellow Ticket-F 11-1-31
Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31
Zein Weib't Luhovnirk-HA

Zwei Krawatten-CAP ..1-17-32
Zwei MenchenCAP . 12-27-31



THAT EXTRA OUNCE

OF SCREEN QUALITY

When you run across a picture that screens

with particular excellence—that especially sat-

isfies audiences—that makes people pass along

the good news—the chances are that it was

made on Gray-backed Eastman Super-sensitive

Negative. For this improved ultra-speed film,

pioneered by Eastman, gives that extra ounce

of screen quality that frequently distinguishes

the very best picture from the merely good.

Eastman Kodak Company. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,

Distributors,New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative (Gray-backed)



YOU'VE PRATED
for an

exploitation

^v V-VWo

title like this,..
^ny-r-^l^n.^-^K^

NOW
Fox gives it to you—PLUS a Special Ex-

ploitation Manual teeming with brand new
stunts (in addition to those in the Fox
Press Book • • •

'Hov about it,Doc?IF
you have a drop of

showman's blood in

your veins . . .

you'Li
rush to the nearest Fox
Exchange—get your copy

and ...

FCK ACCESSORY DEPT

nr
CIET BUSiy^ ^^ ^^^ exploitation natural of the year?

EjwjmrED
I LLIO AIRE

fox Play Dat^Hre Pay Date*

JOAN
BENNETT
SPENCER
TRACY
Una Merkel

James Kirkwooc

Dorothy Pcterso

Directed by

John Blystone
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iathe Liquidating $1,000,000 in Story Material

NDEPENDLNTS DOUBLING OUTPUT F0RJ932-33

izz Ample Supply oF Product Ahead for Dual Bills

f\i Shortage Created by

Double-Featuring,

Says Freuler
i'ears of an acute shortage of

duct resulting from the spread of

ble features are entirely without
ndation, says John R. Freuler,

sident of Big 4, in an interview

h The Film Daily. He also

uts the idea that dual bills will

ourage inferior product, contend-
that, on the contrary, the in-

ased playdates for independent
tures, will make it possible for

(Continued on Page 7)

M PRACTICALLY SET

ON 1932-33 STORY LIST

Vith one exception, all stories for

M-G-M 1932-33 program have
b n acquired. Company is lacking

iitory for Ramon Novarro. Most
the purchases are novels, the

ge play market having been de-

ted.

7^Varner-F, N. Features

Completed Last Week
Hlrt Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIL^

lollywood —• Four Warner and
ee First National pictures were
npleted last week. In the Warner
)up are "The Famous Ferguson
se," "East Side," "So Big" and
he Mouthpiece." The F. N. trio

ludes "The Crowd Roars," "A
ngerous Brunette" and "It's

]ugh to Be Famous."

Brown Non-Committal

On Kent-RKO Reports

)ther than to repeat his statement that

fp had been among the first to invite Sidney

Kent to join its organization upon his resig-

ion from Paramount. Hiram S. Brown, upon
arrival from the coast on Saturday, would

rlke no statement regarding the Kent-RKO
itus.

Julian H. Saenger Dies

New Orleans—Julian H. Saenger, retired head of the Saenger Circuit, now
controlled by Publix, died Saturday night of a heart attack. He was 58 years

old.

David Weshner Elevated
In Warner Theater Post
David Weshner, director of pub-

licity and advertising for Warner
Bros, theaters, has been promoted to

assistant Eastern division manager,
becoming aide to I. J. Hoffman.
Mort Blumenstock, who has been

Weshner's assistant, takes over his

former duties under Weshner's su-
pervision. Lou Goldberg, formerly
with Publix, has assumed charge of
publicity and advertising in War-
ners' Broadway houses.

Remainder of Radio-Pathe Program

To Be inWork by End of Next Month
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—All RKO pictures for

release this season will be either

completed or in production by the

end of next month, according to

present plans of David 0. Selznick.

The combined Radio Pictures and
Pathe line-up now calls for 44 fea-

tures and 6 westerns. Of the fea-

tures, 32 are completed, two are in

production and seven are being pre-

pared. Four of the six westerns

are completed, with one in produc-
tion and one being prepared. Fea-
tures now in production are "Sym-
phony of Six Million" and "Veneer."
In preparation are "Bird of Para-
dise," "Free Lady," "Westward
Passage," "Hold 'Em Jail," "Lame
Dog Inn," "March of a Nation" and
"State's Attorney." "Ghost City,"

a western, is now in production, with
"Sunset Trail" in preparation.

$1,000,000 Story Material
Being Disposed of by Pathe

Story material valued at $1,000,-

000 by Pathe Exchange, Inc., some

of which was purchased years ago

by F .B. 0., will be sold in open

market during the next few months,

The Film Daily learns. Carrington

North of the RKO scenario depart-

ment has been assigned the work of

reading, assembling and investigat-

ing title rights to all stories. Miss
North will start the work next week
at the Pathe home offices. Katherine
Brown is now head of the RKO home
office scenario department.

More Than 200 Features
Already Planned by

Smaller Units
Output of independent producers

in 1932-33 will be about double the
number of pictures turned out by
them the present season, it is shown
in preliminary plans of the principal
companies in this field. Excluding
foreign importations, schedules in-

dicate more than 200 features ten-
tatively lined up for the coming
year. Monogram expects to boost
its quota to 40, Artclass has plans

{Continued on Page 7)

OPERATORS, SOUND MEN

EORM NEW INTERNATIONAL

New Orleans—International Ass'n
of Projectionists and Sound En-
gineers of North America, officially

describing itself as "an organization
formed to meet the present-day re-

quirements of motion picture projec-

tionists, sound engineers and tele-

phone technicians," has been incor-

porated in Louisiana with headquar-
(Continued on Page 4)

Merge Coast Activities

Of Photophone and Victor
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Staffs of RCA Photo-

phone and RCA Victor have been
consolidated, with John Klenke in

charge of all Photophone activities

conducted by the Hollywood office

and George Hall heading all record
manufacturing. The Photophone or-

ganization will be transferred to the

RCA Victor Building.

First-Run Film Shortage

Inspires 60-Day Revival

Alliance, 0.—Due to the scarcity of first-run

features, the Columbia announces a 60-day re-

vival policy with change of program about three

times weekly and a cut in prices from 25 cents

to 15 cents top at nights and 10 cents at

matinees.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

The Broadivay Parade
(Week of Feb. 5)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURB DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Emma" M-G-M Capitol

"Tomorrow and Tomorrow" (2nd week) . Paramount Paramount
"Silent Witness" Fox Roxy
"Prestige" RKO Pathe Mayfair
"High Pressure" (2nd week) Warner Bros Strand
"Three Wise Girls" Columbia Beacon
"Taxi" (Sth week)* First National Warner

* Moved from Strand.

EXTENDED RUNS

"The Greeks Had a Word for Them" ... United Artists..

"Arrowsmith"** United Artists .

.

"The Hatchet Man" Warner Bros

.Rialto

.Rivoli

. Winter Garden

{QUOTATIONS

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"....
Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
Metro-Goldwyn pfd.
Paramount
Pathe Exch. "A".
RCA
do pfd. B
RKO "A"
Warner Bros

AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Oose Chg.

3H 3M 3y4 — 'A
9'/! 9Y2 9/2 — %

78 77 77 — IJ/2

3^ 3^ 3!^

M ^ M
26J4 25M 26 — 'A

20ya 2054 20;^ — !4

81^ 8 &ii + Vs

**PreviousIy had $2 run at Gaiety.

$2 RUNS

"Hell Divers" (7th week) M-G-M Astor

"The Man I KiUed" (3rd week) Paramount Criterion

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Das Lied 1st Aus" (2nd week) Associated Cinema Europa
"Zwei Menschen" (7th week) Capitol Film Ex Little Carnegie

"Meine Frau, Die Hochstaplerin" Ufa Cosmopolitan

"La Ronde des Heures" (3rd week) First Division Sth Ave. Playhouse
"The Road to Life" (2nd week) Amkino Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS

"The Man Who Played God" (Feb. 10). Warner Bros Warner
"Ein Walzer vom Strauss" (Feb. 10) ... Capitol Film Ex Little Carnegie
"The Shanghai Express" (Feb. 17) Paramount Rialto

30-Day Protection Enough
Toronto Court Is Told

Toronto—Thirty days' protection
for Ottawa first-run houses is suf-

ficient, declared D. B. Stapleton,
owner of the Centre in that city,

testifying at the trial of film com-
panies charged with violation of the
Combines Act.

2/2
7^

2/2
7'A

WA 13'A

3

2/2
tVa, — Vi
nVi — Vz
s% — Vi
3

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 1116 11-16 1116
Technicolor nA 1J4 1J4— Vi
Trans-Lux 1J4 1J4 lH — Vi

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46.. 49M 49J4 49^ — %
Loews 63 41ww iiyk 83"^ 83^
Paramount 6s 47.. 50J4 SO'A SQ'A — 'A
Par. 5J^s50 46^ 46 J4 46}4 — 'A
Warner's 6s39 ... 30}^ 29 29 — Wi

D. A. R, BOOSTS ARLISS FILM
Warners' "The Man Who Played

God," starring George Arliss, has
received first rank rating in the en-
dorsements and reviews issued by
the National Society of the Daugh-
ters of the American Revolution.
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City Vj

1 54 Crescent St. }"j

STillwell 4-7940 ;'{

Eastman Films |

J. E. Brulatour. Inc. %

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

:.:—
:.:

Hollywood M
6700 Santa Monica K

Blvd. K
HOLlywood4121 j-J

J":
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RUN EXTENDED
St. Louis—For the second time in

five years the Ambassador aban-
doned its traditional weekly change
policy last week when "The Hatchet
Man" was held for nine days.

NEW HODGE-PODGE
"All Around the Town," Educa-

tional-Lyman H. Howe Hodge-Podge
which gives a kaleidoscopic view of
New York, has been completed. J. F.
Clemenger, former trade paper and
newspaper writer, is the narrator.

TELEVISION SUIT
Suit for $25,000,000 damages for

alleged repudiation of contracts for
inventions has been filed by William
P. Cox and Television, Inc., against
Television Laboratories, Inc., RCA,
and several other corporations and
individuals.

WESLEY RUGGLES BETTER
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Wesley Ruggles, who

underwent an operation for appendi-
citis last week, is well on the road
to recovery.

SAM MORRIS DELAYED
Sam E. Morris, who was scheduled

to sail from England last Wednes-
day for New York, has deferred his
return until late this month. The
Warner Bros, executive has been
examining the distribution situation
in Great Britain.

Herbert F. Kincey Opens
Charlotte Headquarters

Charlotte, N. C—Herbert F, Kin-
cey, who heads the Publix-Kincey
theaters in North and South Caro-
lina, has moved here from Greens-
boro and established headquarters in

the First National Bank building.
Montgomery S. Hill will succeed
Kincey and will have every theater
in North Carolina, with the excep-
tion of two located here, the Caro-
lina and the State, directly under
his supervision. Kincey will handle
the local theaters and those located
in South Carolina. The local dis-

trict office, also in the First National
building, has been under Roy L.
Stuart. The two districts will be
under the direction of Kincey.

BAR ATHLETES FROM FILMS
Chicago — Except in connection

with items of general public inter-
est such as newsreels, athletes here-
after are barred from appearing in
films in any athletic capacity for
compensation, it has been ruled by
the Amateur Athletic Union. Vio-
lation of the edict will cost the of-
fender his amateur standing.

START AIR SHORT
Hollywood — Arthur Brooks has

started the direction of a trick air-
plane short, his first picture this
year. Practically all of it is being
shot in the air and many thrills are
expected. "Miss California" is fea-
tured, and Ray Mercer is the pro-
ducer.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ral«t

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

723'7TH AVE., N. Y. BRYANT B-aoar

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Seventh Annual Motion Picti
Gambol of the Catholic M. P. Guild
America, El Capitan Theater, HoUywoi

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convention
i

M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Walli'
Hotel, Columbus. I

Feb. 11: Monthly meeting of the Chica
Section, Society of M. P. Engines
Electric Ass'n, 20 North Wacker Dri
6:45 P. M.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dai
of the Columbians (Columbia Picture
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, W
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monogram P
tures. June Hotel, New Orleans.

Feb. 27 : Eighteenth anniversary dinner
dance of Operators' Local 306, Ho
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, I
troit.

March 10: A.M. P. A. luncheon to Indeper
ent producers and distributors, Sardii

12:45 P. M.
March 13-20: First film exposition in O

tral Europe under auspices of Cwcl
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n a

National Film Industry, Prague, Ciecl
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Waihii
ton. D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nij
and Dance. True Sister's Club Hou
New York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Socii

of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

APPOINT TRAILER AGENTS
Michael J. Levinson, general ma

ager of Supreme Screen Service,

back from a trip through the mi
die west in the course of which 1

appointed I. W. Mandel to hand
the Chicago territory and Dav'

Munstuk in the Detroit field. Agen
in other cities are now beir

lined up.
^

,

NED WAYBURN
Institute of Dancing

announces

REDUCED RATES
20^^050

OFF ON ALL REGULAR CLASS AND

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION IN

STAGE DANCINGJ

ACROBATICS
RADIO-TALKIEl
MICROPHONE and VOICE TRAINING.

REDUCING-BUILDING UP
Body Conditioning for Health and Beauty

Evening rates as lovir as $2 and not oyei

$5 wreekly

Regular day classes 5 times a w^eek

Evening classes 1, 2 and 5 times weekly

Children's classes every Saturday

and after school hours

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING
625 Madison Ave. (at 59 St.) New York

606 South Michigan Boulevard, Chicago



A BLUE-RIBBON EXPLOITATION
SPECIAL FROM WAY BACK HOME!

y.

^

I

I

That great American in-

stitution the colorful pan-

orama for a glamorous

background

—

A story geared to the

excitement, bluster and

tumult of the annual com-

munity pageant

—

Production values, cast

and direction in keeping

with that great box-office

title— a title that every

real showman will see as

a gold mine.

WITH
HOBART

BOSWORTH
RALPH. INCE
A^ARION
SHILLING
WILLIAM
COLLI ERJR,

I.E.CHADWICK/>ro</uc/;on
Direded by

HOWARD BRETHERTOf)

WILL PULL THEM IN LIKE
GOVERNOR'S DAY AT
THE FAIR GROUNDS//

MONOGRAM PICTURES CORPORATION
W. RAY JOHNSTON, President, 723 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK
Foreign Distributors: RiTCHEY EXPORT CORPORATION
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SET FOR 3 MORE CITIES

Three more openings of "Arrow-
smith" are set. The Samuel Gold-

wyn production opens at the Allen,

Cleveland, and Loew's Penn, Pitts-

burgh. March 12 and at the Broad,
Columbus, on the following day.

Lynn Farnol, publicity director for

Goldwyn, returned to New York
Saturday after visiting these cities

in connection with the premiers.

RAISE MORNING PRICE
Birmingham — Publix has raised

admission price to the early matinee

at the Alabama because it was found

that the price of 25 cents before

one o'clock was doing more harm
than good. The new price is 35

cents. For the last several weeks
the Alabama has played to capacity

at the early shows.
Several Texas houses recently

announced that the early shows
would be abandoned with the houses

opening at one o'clock.

FIRST NATIONAL RELEASE SET
"It's Tough to Be Famous," First

National production starring Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr., has been sched-

uled for national release April 2. It

will have a pre-release showing on

Broadway.

CHAMBERLAIN IN FLORIDA
Milton H. Chamberlain, formerly

managing director for the Leo
Brecher houses, is now handling the

Arcade in West Palm Beach, Fla.

JOYCE-MOORE IN VAUDE
Alice Joyce and Tom Moore are

appearing in Baltimore this week
in a vaudeville sketch entitled "The
Smart Thing." They are scheduled
to open in New York the week of

Feb. 20.

SANTIAGO QUAKE PICTURES
The United States Navy's airplane

catapult was employed by Camera-
man Harry Tugander of Paramount
Sound News in obtaining the first

pictures of the recent Santiago
earthquake to reach New York.

AS SEEN

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Because of the great need for fidel-

ity in the operating scenes of 'Symphony
of Six Million,' a score of real nurses,

orderlies, anaesthetists and internes

were at work at the studio today."

—Radio Pictures.

ALONG/"^

NJ[W YORK.

lALTO
PUILM.DALY

IDS ANGELES-

• • • A MEDLEY of This and That This News-
paper Club of our hamlet gives its third annual ball at the
Hotel Astor on Feb. 19 and to help push it over they
have a "society" committee with a lotta debbies mixed in with
the older matrons That Tri-C's fifth annual birthday
party sponsored by the Syracuse Herald had Conrad Nagel for
the chief speaker Conrad said that the nation is suffer-
ing today because of its Inconsistencies f'r instance, we
permit the publication in newspapers of that which is Pro-
hibited on the screen atta boy, Conrad

• • • THIS Depression thing is all the bunk, so far as
Atlas Sound studios are concerned last week they Raised
the salaries of all the staff and if this sounds like a
Fairy Tale, just drop over to the stude and you'll open
your eyes they're so gosh darn busy that they're think-
ing of putting on a night shift

• • • THAT Bert Adler's "Will I Ever Forget" kolvum
in the current issue of the Empev Club mag is a Darb
in which Bert lists Their Favorite Press Notice among
others that appealed to us Felix Feist—"Boy Composer
Bids Victor Herbert Look to His Laurels" David Loew

—

"Young Loew Most Democratic Member of Motion Picture Club"
R. H. Cochrane—"Chicago Ad Man Fights Film Trust

With Cartoon Blows" Louis K. Sidnev—"Brothers All
Actors, But Young Lou Picks Business End" Maurice
Kann—"Flaming Locks Guide Kann Familv to 'Red,' Even When
Lights Are Low" Jack Alicoate—"Other Kids Lack
Christmas Tree, Capitol Kid Gives Them His" so Bert
grabbed off about 50 such Press Notices from the Leading
Lights with all of 'em begging furiously to be let off

as they Coyly reached in their pockets and pulled out
the Favorite Clipping they had been carrying around for yars

the big zanies!

* * * *

• • • THIS 380-page compilation of Al Schiller's Alphabet
of Typography . .in all sizes and faces classified
and indexed is a Manual that no advertising man should
be without That Al Sherman is writing the scenarios
on a series of screen shorts featuring Uncle Don of Radio
fame This "Penn Astor-Coffee Room" is one of the de-
lightful atmospheric spots to take a gal when ya want to Get
Away From It All

•
_
• • THAT we pulled a Boner in reviewing Fox's "Silent

Witness" classifying it as a British production, when it

was made entirely in Hollywood But it's still a Pip Pix
with some of the finest all-round acting by all hands

to be seen in any production this season

• • • THIS Hy Daab person's Current Ambish to
have enough shots of the Sino-Japanese shindig to make a fea-
ture ballyhoo it in the terrific Titanic manner
and make a Cleanup with simultaneous roadshows in all key
spots and mebbe ya think he wouldn't

T* V t* Sf*

# # # THAT the trouble with most of these screen stars is

that after awhile they come to BELIEVE all their pressageys
say about 'em

« « « » » »

OPERATORS, SOUND MEN

FORM NEW INTERNATi
(Continued from Page 1)

ters here. Officers listed are: Ji

Tessero, international preside
Maurice Clark, executive vice-pn
dent; J. R. Jordan, internatioi

business agent; A. Booksh, gene
secretary-treasurer.

Applications for charters will

limited to M. P. Projectionists chi

ters and Sound Engineer chapte
but no mixed chapters to serve bi

are to be issued, says Clark. 1

association also will welcome ii

its membership "the vast number
'political refugees' from other
ganizations who are locked out

their profession at this time."

ITALIAN FILM COMPLETEE
"Parigi Affascina," Italian tall

with Adrienne Dori, Muriel Kit

ston, Gina Pazzi, Ada Pardee, I

berto Roberti, Jack Halliday, Ren;

de Mila, Lee Timmons and othej

has been completed by Excels,

Talkfilms at the Sight & Soul

Studio. Songs are by Arturo Gd
vasi and Tecla Rolandi; musical coi

positions, Salvatore Virzi; photoeil

phy, Larry William and Joe Seditj

sound, Harry "Buck" Jones; dirij

tion and supervision, T. R. Milai

The production will be released f

Italy and U. S. Italian centers.

ASKS MUNICIPAL MOVIES'
Albany—A bill introduced in t

Assembly by Kanneth Fake of Sol

harie county authorizes villages

provide for motion picture shows
public expense not exceeding %

200 a year. One of the villages

this county has held free outdo!

movies for several years.

UNION PROTESTS TAX
Letters urging members of Cc

gress to oppose the pending Fc

eral admission tax bill have be

sent out by the I.A.T.S.E. and
P. 0.

TOWN'S ONLY HOUSE BURNj
Plattsburgh, N. Y.—Fire of u|

known origin destroyed the Auditc.

ium, only theater here.

Mvk*

MANY UAPPYmwm
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Feb. 8
Samuel J. Briskin
Hallam Cooley
Billy Dooley

Charles A. Logue
King Wallis Vidor

Howard Jackson



The Great Event of19^2!

THE MOTION PICTURE CLUB

BALL
and

MIDNIGHT BANQUET OF THE STARS!

SATURDAY EVE, FEB. 20th

Revel in the Pageantry

of Hollywood . . . Dance

to the Melodies of an

army of world-famous

Orchestras

ABE LYMAN
in person with his noted

HAROLD
STERN
in Person with his

Hotel St. Moritz

Orchestra

GRAND BALL ROOM
WALDORF-ASTORIA

Dancing 10:30 till Dawn

TICKETS $12.50 per Person

Now on Sale: THE MOTION PICTURE CLUB
1560 Broadway Tel. BRY. 9-7665
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
\By HARRY N. BLAIRi

C. S. VAN DINE did more than
furnish the story for "The Eight

O'clock Mystery," his latest work to

go into production at the Vitaphone
studio. He furnished the idea for
one of the sets depicting the studio
of an author, for it was a repro-
duction of his work room that Mur-
ray Roth, director-in-chief, ordered
built for the picture.

Joe Henabery, who knows the
value of camera angles from his

long experience as a director,

had the cameramen at the War-
ner stulio shooting from the

girders^ prone on the floor and
even from a basket suspended
in m.id-air. The electricians, too,

had their hands full giving the
director the light and shadow
effects which he rvanted.

Harry Ellerbe, who scored on
Broadway last season in "Philip
Goes Forth" and "The Man on
Stilts," has been added to the cast

of "Sensation," which Stuart Walk-
er is directing here. Supporting cast

also includes Stuart Walker, Selena
Royle, George Meeker, Robert
Strange, William Gargen and Edgar
Nelson. •

Gloria Films has completed "Yis-
kor" at the Atlas Sound Film Re-
cording Studios. George Roland di-

rected. Speed records were broken
in making this picture, three reels

being taken in the space of one c

with Walter Strenge as chief c;

eraman. •

Mrs. Winston Churchill, wij

of the famous English states

man, and her daughter, Diani
were the guests of the Viti

phone studio last week. Dor
Warner, daughter of H. A
Warner, acted as hostess to th

Churchills. She took them out 1

the stjtdio where a specii

luncheon was served by Sw,

Sax, production head of the sU
dio. •

Warner Vitaphone studio, en
of many present day featured p!

ers, seems to have another ca:

date for Hollywood in the persoi
blond Donna Broome, who just ci

pleted the leading feminine rol('

"The Eight O'Clock Mystery." 1

Broome previously appeared
"Movie Dumb," with the Norwoi
and "Sea Legs," a two-reel musij

She was first spotted by Gus
wards while attending the Keli

Dramatic School and placed in

of his "School Days" act, which ;

served as starting point for E(

Cantor, Lila Lee and other sta

Murray Roth has returne
from, a two-week vacation i

Miami, looking tanned and fw

of pep, and ivith a number (\

ideas for Vitaphonc's short sid{

ject program.

WORDS and WISDOM
rrom within and without

"The only factor in film produc-
tion is the law of supply and de-

mand."—ROUBEN MAMOULIAN.

"/ am convinced that the com-
paratively brief lives of most screen

stars is due in a greater measure
to their complete lack of private

life than to their all too frequent ap-
pearances on the screen."—LESLIE
HOWARD.

"If they were smarties, stage and
flicker stars would take their broad-
casting as seriously as thev do their

acting endeavors; an indifferent ra-

dio appearance can injure them be-

fore more people in half an hour
than a dull film would in a year."

—

JACK FOSTER, World-Telegram.
•

"I think that Hollywood's future
talent will come from the extra
ranks to a large extent."—MIL-
LARD WEBB.

"We got to give the public the
whole works for SO cents."—SAM-
UEL GOLDWYN.

"/ am afraid my reviews will he-

come monotonous because of the

even tenor of my condemnation.\
WELFORD BEATON.

"Welford Beaton is trying to

ply infallible principles to the m'
ing of motion pictures—while at

^ame time, he rightly derides

Chase National Bank, et al, for t;

ing to do the same thing."—R(

ERT E. SHERWOOD.

"Organization of independent f|

ducers into an association for
pj

tection in problems in regard
'abor and distribution is . . . pr

ably the most gratifying independ
production development of the if

ade."—JAY EMANUEL.

"Giving too much is just 83 1|

as giving too little . . . Too mi|
'eatures at the same time, spoil

theater patron."—M. 0. WEI|
(Allied of 111.).

"Everything in Hollywood is it

ting along with the smooth trn

quility of a bride burning her ft I

biscuits." — CAPTAIN ROSC
FAWCETT.
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FOR DOIM FEATURING

{.Continued from Page 1)

11 1 producers to spend more
and turn out better films.
year the national output is apjirox

400 feature pictures, independenl
mother 100, making a total of bllO,'

ijuler "Next year the independenl
5 tentatively to be increased by lOU
With the national figure remaining

approximately 600 new features will

iable to the exhibitors wno chanv;i

s from once to seven times weekly
-itional survey indicates the three
week type of house to be the mos.
nationally and the requirements ol

house to be 312 features yearly,
needing an extra 156 films for com-
first runs, the total of 468 films

. es a nice margin of safety.

ng as a basis of computation tht

vith six changes weekly, requiring
lures annually, no indication of any
hampering of the dual bill policy is

No house, however, is necessarily
cd to a double-feature policy six out
lays. The double-feature, to retain
ie as an added attraction, can be
iccessfully employed four out of six

I say this with no concern as to

, as the 'repeat' policy, which most
; -s with a daily change have used to

)(| advantage in the past, would take up
I than the lack of 24 features, which, on

of it, would be made up by hold-
i.vo-day specials and a normal num-

;of the previous season's unplayed con-

inder present conditions the rental of
single feature over the second feature
double-bill in most locations is negligi-
Exhibitors are not double-featuring

igh any particular preference for thu
y, but because the revenue so gained
its thein to run and pay for dotibk
res, which, in line with grosses, are
popular."

REY FILMS FOR MIDWEST
idwest Film Distributing Co. of

i sas City has booked the entire
es of eight Harry Carey west-
produced by Louis Weiss of

lass Pictures. The pictures will
' all houses in the Fox Midwest
lit.

RELEASE DELAYED
elease date of Tiffany's "Hotel
tinental," co-featuring Peggy
nnon and Theodore Von Eltz, has
1 changed from Feb. 7 to Feb. 21.

FRED A. BARBER SIGNED
red A. Barber, pioneer trick
;ographer of New Rochelle, has
I signed by Louis Meyer to take
ge of all photography for the
er-Rieger De Luxe trailer ser-

^lew Incorporations

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Jrth Jersey Anuisements, Inc.. Lodi,
iement enterprises; Herman S. Wolf-
New York City. $100,000.
DELAWARE CHARTER

istern Service Studios, Inc., Wilming-
Del., motion pictures; Corporation

t Co., Dover, Del. $100,000 and 30,-
shares common.

NAME CHANGES
tascope Corp. of New York, to Cranjan

.Ikiola Television Corp. to Television
ucts, Inc., New York City.

DESIGNATIONS
easure Pictures, Delaware, motion pic-
, 2,000 shares no par.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
^^J'By RALPH WILKi-m.^,^..^^

//

HOLLYWOOD
LIOWARD HAWKS, who has

signed a new directorial con-
tract With Warner Bros., is en route
oO Honolulu to write a screen story

.ntitiea "Tuna," which he will also

Jirect.
* * ^:

P.-evented from using "Night Club" be-

cause of prior use. Universal has changed
the production which has been known in the

stuuios under this title to "Night World."
Ihis story, by Allan Rivkin and P. J. Wolf-
son, is in its third week of production un-

der the direction of Hobart Henley. Cast
is headed by Lew Ayres, Mae Clarke and
Boris Karloif.

Columbia has several stories in

preparation. Lee Chadwick is

adapting "Three Just Men," second
Edgar Wallace story. Eunice Chapin
is writing a story as yet untitled.

Adele Comandini has been assigned
to Artist's Model." Sarah Y. Ma-
son is adapting "The Halfway Girl."

Barney Sarecky is preparing "Zelda
Marsh." Lambert Hillyer is writ-

ing an original titled "Born to Trou-
ble " for Buck Jones. William Colt

MacDonald is writing "Gun Justice"
tor Tim McCoy.

* * *

Fmeus J. Wolfson, Allen Rivkin
and Jerome Horwin have fashioned
an original story, "Young Justice,"

which will star Lew Ayres at Uui-
uersal. By the way, Ayres and Riv-
kin are Minnesota boys, the former
hailing from Minneapolis and the

latter from Cloquet. Rivkin and
Wolfson also wrote "Night Club"
for Ayres.

* * *

Roy J. Pomeroy is literally burn-
ing the midnight oil. Besides writ-

ing a screen story occasionally and
negotiating for the direction of a

new picture. Pomeroy has contracts
with some of the studios for spe-

cialized photographic trick work,
which must be done mostly at night.

During the daytime he spends much
of his time working out technical

problems at the Motion Picture

Technical Institute, of which he is

president.

"Whistlin' Dan," the second of the Ken
Maynard specials, is now being cut and ed-
ited, and will be released by Tiflany shortly
after the release of the first Maynard spe-
cial, "Texas Gunfighter," scheduled for Feb.
7. Joyzellc, famous dancer, and wife of Phil
Rosen, the director of Maynard's pictures,
plays opposite the cowboy here in "Whis-
tiin' Dan." The rest of the cast includes
George Kenevant, Don Terry, Jessie Arnold,
Lew Meehan, Fred Malatesta and Lon Poff.

At the end of her first day's work
in "The Rich Are Always With Us"
at Warner Bros.-Firsc National,
Ruth Cnatterton said of George
Brent, her leading man: "He is a
splendid actor, tne best leading
man 1 have worked with in Holly-
wood. He was perfect in his lines
and perxect in tne 'business' of the
part. He gave me the most perfect
day 1 nave had since coming to the
screen, it is a pleasure to work
with such an actor."

* * *

George Brent is the strapping
ijoiDig irishman, a recruit of the
Abbey flayers of Dublin via the
stock company route of America.

* * *

Polly Walker, former Broadway
nusicai comedy tavorite, has re-
uuriieu to KlvO-Radio Pictures stu-
dios where she made her Inm debut
lu "Hit the Deck." Her contract
was purchased from Warner Bros.

^.: :i: *

I. E. Chadwick, Monogram producer, has
started work on "The County Fair," an
original by Robert Barsky. Howard Breth-
erton is directing. Featured players are Ho-
bart Bosworth, Marion Shilling, Ralph Ince,
Wm. Collier, Jr., and Kit Guard.

'^ * ^:

Carole Lombard will play the
chief feminine role in Paramount s

film version of Dashiell Hammett s

best selling mystery novel, "The
Glass Key." She will appear with
Chester Morris and Regis Toomey.

George R. Batcheller, president of Ches-
terfield Motion Pictures Corp., has signed
John Darrow and Sally Blane for the lead-

ing roles in Chesterfield's next release, now
in the course of production at Universal
Studios.

OUTPUT FOR NEXT SEASON

(Continued from Page 1)

under way for a lineup of 28, Peer-
less will probably have 24. James
Cruze Productions expects to turn
out at least 12. Charles R. Rogers
about 12. M. H. Hoffman (Al-
lied) has announced 26, Action
may increase its program to 36,
Talking Picture Epics is working on
a proposition to handle one of the
biggest indie lineups of the lot,

To'wer Productions has announced 8^
while additional active companies
such as Big 4, Richard Talmadge,
Chesterfield, Patrician, and others
will add a considerable number more
to the list.

RAPS ST. LOUIS TAX BILL

St. Louis—Criticizing the city for
subsidizing the Municipal Opera,
which runs in direct competition
with theaters in summer and pays
no taxes, Henri Chouteau, owner of
the Odeon and receiver for the 21
St. Louis Amusement Co. houses,
has declared his opposition to City
Comptroller Louis Nolte's proposed
2 per cent amusement tax. He con-
tends the theaters are already pay-
ing enough. Following a hearing on
the tax bill last week, Mayor Miller
indicated that the place for the
amusement interests to wage their
fight is in the Board of Aldermen.
He thanked the theater men for
their aid in relief work, but said
he could do nothing on the special
measure until it reaches him for
signature.

T.P.E. SHORTS ON BROADWAY
Two shorts of the Talking Pic-

ture Epics program have been
booked in first-run spots on Broad-
way. "Manchuria" plays day and
date at the Strand in New York
and Brooklyn. "Boulder Dam" has
been booked for the Roxy.

SERIAL AT TRANS-LUX
Starting next Saturday the Trans-

Lux theater on Madison Ave., will

present a 10-chapter serial, "The
Spell of the Circus" as a bid for

kid trade. One chapter will be
presented each Saturday morning.

BECCARA STAYS AT BEACON
J. Beccara is being retained as

manager of the Beacon by Max
Cohen, managing director o f the
Beacon and Wallack's for the Chan-
ins.

ANSONIA FIRE
Ansonia, Conn. — The building

housing the Tremont theater, closed

for some time, was swept by a $60,-

000 blaze this week. Most of the

theater section was saved, although
damage was heavy.

LOCAL 306 PARTY FEB. 27

Eighteenth anniversary dinner
and dance is planned by Local 306,
projectionists' union, for the Hotel
Commodore Feb. 27. A show is in-

cluded in the program.

MORE VAUDE FOR BALTIMORE
Baltimore—Keith's will revert to

a vaude-film basis tomorrow after

more than a year on straight films.

Frederick C. Schanberger, proprie-
tor, will book his own acts, signing
radio names whenever available.

Arthur Tracy, the Street Singer, will

be the first headliner. House will

use a permanent 30-piece orchestra
directed by Joe Candullo. The Hip-
podrome and Century also are play-
ing combination policies currently

with success.

STOPS SUNDAY SHOWS
New Castle, Pa.—Mayor Charles

B. Mayne has stopped Sunday
movies here, following offers of the
church group to raise at least $15,-
000 with which to care for the needy
here.

COMING & GOING

IIIR.MM S. BROWN arrived .Saturday
from the coast.

]!.\RONi;S.S CARLA JENSSEN, author
of "1 Spy," which was £)0ught by Warner
Hros., is here from England for a visit.

LYNN FARNOL is back from a trip to

Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Columbus in con-
nection with openings of "Arrowsmith."

H. J. MIRISCH of the Warner theater
department has returned to New York after

a trip to Oklahoma City. Memphis and St.

Louis.



CRUZE Productions
Announces First Half of 1932-33 Program

"THE WALLS OF SAN QUENTIN"
Powerful, human and dramatic story

by GOUVERNEUR MORRIS
Author of the latest George Arliss Production

"THE MAN WHO PLAYED GOD"

"THE HOMECOMING"
a story full of emotional depth

by BERNARD SCHUBERT
Author of many stage successes and motion pictures

including screen play of Fannie Hurst's great story

"SYMPHONY OF SIX MILLION"

"THE BEST MAN"
A truly convincing drama of modern-day youth

by SAMUEL MINTZ

»
"LOVE, HONOR and BETRAY
Box-office natural dealing with the struggles of sexes

by SAMUEL MINTZ
Author of "SKIPPY" season's box-office outstanding

success

"MURDER EXPRESS"
Sensational box-office clean-up. Railroad melodrama

by LOUIS STEVENS
Author of John Barrymore's latest picture

"THE STATE'S ATTORNEY"

"THOU SHALT NOT SQUEAL"
Sure fire box-office story with every element of human

emotions

by LESLIE BURTON BLADES

This is the first honest'to-God opportunity, since the retirement of

B. P. Schulberg and Columbia from the State Right field, for a

supply of worth'while pictures for territorial distributors*

Communicate with us immediately:

JAMES CRUZE PRODUCTIONS, Inc. (Ltd.)

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
All applications and communications will be treated confidentially
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fniversal Negotiating Product Deal with Publix

mmm. sehles w[th fox foQ? 00,000

OX Expects to Finish 1931-32 Program by May 1

Two for One
. . . and other things

= By jack Alicoate^=

It seems that this

iuhle wholesaling of cine-

atures ma entertainment in

former retail thea-

(S is causing no end of con-

1 versy. On one hand we have
li school that points out, with

itures, that you can't give

El too much for their money
times like the present. On
I other side of the rosebush
find those who acknowledge,

If, believe and present the
orful conclusion that if one drives

,ny regular patrons with one me-
i;re picture one will drive away
»;e as many, or the same number
126 as fast, with two bad ones.

there you are, and Good Morn-

Having been absorbed in

€ the rumor market for the

ir past few days, it was only

yesterday that we had the
]iortunity to go over the war sit-

ion with Col. Lichtman of the
angpoo Highlanders. Gen. Hays,
iously, will be in full charge of

Shanghai code department, with
flijor Bowes as aide-de-camp. Col.

Jiller and Col. Levy, neither of

3m read or write Chinese, will

left behind in Hollywood for re-

es. Major Warner of the Nan-
g Grenadiers will patrol the
hing beach at Atlan ic City with
dquarters on the Heinz pier.

lljor "Roxy" and his battalion of

Uyettes, accompanied by Major
ft, will be sent direct to the

tjit, or back, wherever the best
n connections can be made. Ah,

v^ll. War is war.
« * <«

SAM goldwyn's
•tures GREEKS make plen-

a-Strinq ty ha has . . . MOV-
PIX ball looks like

-out .... NEIGHBORHOOD
(Continued on Page 2)

35 of 48 Features Are
Completed or in

Production
West Codst Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Indications are that

Fox, which has 35 of its announced
48 features completed or in work,
will finish production on its 1931-

32 program by May 1. "Scotch Val-
ley" is now before the cameras,
while in the cutting room are:

"Widow's Might", "While Paris
(Cotttiuued on Page 7)

I. A. T. 8. E.

E6-9

Columbus—Annual convention of

the International Alliance of The-
atrical S age Employees & M. P.

Operators will be held in Memorial
Hall here June 6-9. Will Hays has
accepted an invitation to attend. It

is expected there will be about 2,000

delegates. Larry Buck, president of

the Columbus local, is chairman of

the local committee.

'Wash'n Merry-Go-Round'
Is Bought by Columbia

"Washington Merry-Go-Round",
the widely discussed book dealing

with the national capital, has been
bought by Columbia as the first

story acquisition under the new
Cohn-Wanger regime.

Fewer Releases Abroad
Only 557 features were shown in

Great Britain last year, against 747 in

1930, a decline of 190 or 32 per cent,

while in Germany 281 features were
censored in 1931, against 305 in 1930
and 426 in 1929, according to official

figures. The decreases are credited

largely as the aftermath of changeover
to sound.

DELAY ON ALIEN BILL

OBTAINED BY PRODOCERS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—As a result of pro-

tests from Fred W. Beetson, vice-

president and secretary of the
Ass'n of M. P. Producers in Holly-
wood, and from the Washington of-

fice of the Hays organization, each
asking for additional time to pre-

pare a case in opposition to the
measure, hearing on the Dickstein
Bill, which seeks to place foreign
talent under the contract labor law,

has been postponed for two weeks.
The House Immigration Committee

(Continued on Page 7)

Duel Circuit Adds
4 Oklahoma Houses

San Antonio — Duel Co. has ac-

quired from Publix the Criterion and
Arcadia in Enid, Okla., and the Rial-

to and Sugg in Chickasha, Okla.

The circuit, which is headed by C.

C. Ezell, W. G. Underwood, J. E.

Luckett and N. E. Depinet, has
further expansion plans in mind.

Product Deal with Publix
Is Being Negotiated by 'U'

Theater Men's Forum

Started in Atlanta

AtUnta— First meeting of the Theater Men's

Round-Tab'.e, an unaffiliated group formed to

discuss ideis for better management, was held

Sunday at the Robert Fulton Hotel. Ted Toddy,

regional exploitation director for Columbia

Pictures, is temporary chairman ot the group.

Negotiations for a booking deal

between Universal and the Publix

circuit are understood to be under
way. The contract would start with

the new season's product. If the

agreement is consummated, it Is

likely there will not be a renewal of

the Universal-RKO Circuit booking
next season.

'A. C Gets $50,000 Down
and $5,000 Weekly for

Two and Half Years
A. C. Blumenthal's suit against

Fox, involving commission as pro-
moter in the deal whereby Fox ac-

quired a group of metropolitan the-

aters, has been settled for approxi-
mately $700,000, The Film Daily
learns. It is understood Blumen-
thal received $50,000 down and $5,-

000 weekly for two and a half years.

MEMBER OF PARA. BOARD

Austin C. Keough, general coun-
sel of Paramount, yesterday was
elected a member of the board of
directors, as well as secretary of

the corporation, at a regular meet-
ing of the board. The office of secre-

tary was vacant due to the recent
resignation of Elek John Ludvigh,
former general counsel of the com-

(Continued on Page 7)

Lee DeForest on Stand
In Tri-Ergon Hearing

Wilmington, Del.—Dr. Lee DeFor-
est took the stand in Federal Court
yesterday as a witness in the trial

of the suit filed by American Tri-

Ergon Corp., controlled by William
Fox, against DeForest, General
Talking Pictures and DeForest
Phonofilms. While the suit involves

patents for means and methods of

photographically recording sound,
the question at issue is whether the

(Continued on Page 7)

5 U. S. Productions

In England's 6 Best

London — Six best box-office attractions of

1931 in England, as picked by Arthur W.
Jarratt, booker for Gaumont-British Corp., were
"Whoopee," "Africa Speaks," "Plunder," "Hell's

Angels," "One Heavenly Night" and "Trader
Horn." All except "Plunder" are American
productions, and three of the six are United

Artists releases.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low
Con. Fm. Ind 3H 3^
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 9}4 954
East. Kodak 77^ 76
Fox Fm. "A" 3H iH
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) H Vi
Loew's, Inc 26^ 25M
do pfd 68 68
Metro-Goldwyn pfd. 20 20
Paramount &Vi 7'A
Pathe Exch Vi Y,
do "A" 2^ 2Ji
RCA 7Yi 7

RCA pf. "B" 14 13}4
KKO new 5^ SVi
Warner Bros 3 2^

Net
Qose Chg

3Vi + Ml

9J4 ^
77
3^ — Vi

26^ + Vs.

68 -f 5420—1^
8 — 5/8

V2
2^ — 34

7J4
14 + %
iVi — Vi

3

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Nat. Scr. Ser 18 18 18
Trans-Lux IM i% Wi + Vi

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 4^4 4 4
Keith AG 6s 46.. 50 49 49^ — Va
Loew 6s 41ww 83^ 83;^ 83!^
Paramount 6s 47.. 50 49^ 49^ — %
Par. By. 5;/^s51... 73 73 73—1
Par. 5Hs50 45^ 45^ 45^ — Va

Warner's 6s39 30J4 30 30 -f 1

REGULAR M-G DIVIDEND
Regular quarterly dividend of 47J4

cents on the preferred stock has
been declared by Metro-Goldwyn
Pictures, payable March 15 to stock
of record Feb. 26.

y
y

It

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

Eastman Films

J. E. Brulatour. Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

Two for One
. . . and other things

(^Continued from Page 1)

houses doing better than mainstem-
mers . . . Big Trans-Lux idea looks

WASHED up ... A SHORTAGE of

features is threatened . . . ALBERT
lasker will be BIGGER in Para-
mount than most folks think . . .

JOE brandt will be BACK even
sooner than that . . . SHANGHAI
EXPRESS looks like a smash . . .

ROXY has some plans that are tre-

mendous . . . HARRY cohn has join-

ed the PRESIDENTS club.

Hal Skelly to Produce
Shorts Series in East

Hal Skelly will make a series of

12 shorts at the Standard Sound
Recording studio. Majority will be
two-reelers, although several three

and four reelers are planned. The
first, "The Mutual Man", starts

Friday. Arrangements are being
completed to release through Edu-
cational.

Trans-Lux Theaters
Book Columbia Shorts

Three series of Columbia shorts
have been booked by the Trans-Lux
houses on Broadway and on Madi-
son Ave. The series include Walter
Futter's "Curiosities," "Mickey
Mouse" and "Silly Symphonies".

UNION WAGE CUT CONFAB
San Francisco—Mort Singer held

a conference here yesterday of all

theater craft officials relative to

wage reductions for projectionists

and stage hands of 10 per cent on
$55 salaries and 15 per cent on $70
salaries. The move would affect 2,-

000 in California.

RADIO CITY DRAMA SCHOOL
A drama and dancing school,

where talented students may live

and receive instruction either free
or at small cost, will be established
in Radio City, Samuel L. (Roxy)
Rothafel said Sunday in a talk at
the Dancers' Club.

SCHOOL FILM TESTS
Tests to determine the value of

talkers in educational will start Feb.
15 in schools of New York, Camden,
Elizabeth, Schenectady and Balti-
more. The films and tests were de-
veloped by Western Electric.

FOX BUYS STORIES
Fox has bought "The Trial of

Vivienne Ware," Kenneth M. Ellis

story which was serialized in a New
York paper, as a possible vehicle
for Joan Bennett, and "My Dear"
for Janet Gaynor and Charles Far-
relL

COLUMBIA PFD. DIVIDEND
Columbia Pictures has declared

regularly quarterly dividend of 75
cents a share on the preference
stock of the company, payable
March 2 to stock of record Feb. 19.

Raspin Productions
Augments Personnel

Personnel of Raspin Productions,
of which Edwin B. Raschbaum is

president, has been augmented by
the addition of Harold McCracken,
author, explorer, radio speaker and
film man, as publicity director;

Larry Jacobs, formerly of United
Artists, director of advertising and
exploitation; George Jacobs, for 15

years in the film industry, sales

manager, and Lou Schnitzer, form-
erly with RKO, special representa-
tive. Raspin is now releasing "Ex-
plorers of the World," with other
travel features to follow.

Four RKO Executives
Hand in Resignations

Four department executives re-

signed from RKO on Saturday.
They are Edward Ballentine and
John F. McAloon of the sales de-

partment, Mannie Goldstein, home
office representative, and Ted Dele-
hanty, foreign representative.

HORNBLOW FOR AMPA
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., production

executive for Samuel Goldwyn, will

.address this Thursday's A.M.P.A.
luncheon meeting at Sardi's on the

subject of "The Personal Equation
in the Production End of the Indus-
try." Jacqueline Logan, just back
from England, were she directed and
acted in pictures, will speak on
British situation.

ZEIDMAN FILM FOR B'WAY
"Hell House," Bennie F. Zeldman

production formerly called "Juve-
nile Court," will have its world
premiere tomorrow night at the
Strand. Cast is headed by Pat
O'Brien, Junior Durkin, Bette Da-
vis and Emma Dunn.

L. MOSDELL IN TOWN
L. Mosdell, formerly a sound en-

gineer with ERPI in the western
territory, and more recently in-

terested in the 16 mm. field, is in

New York.

HAYS ON COAST TRIP
Will H. Hays with his aide, Mau-

rice MacKenzie, leaves New York
immediately for the Coast on a regu-
lar visit. While there he will attend
a directors' meeting of the Associa-
tion of M. P. Producers.

LOMBARDO FOR PARAMOUNT
Guy Lombardo and his Royal

Canadians orchestra will make their
Broadway stage debut Feb. 12 at
the Paramount.

W. F. RODGERS ILL
W. F. Rodgers of M-G-M is con-

fined to his home owing to illness.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.
Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

'1|

I

Feb. 10-U: Eleventh Annual Conventtoa
M.P.T.O. of Ohio. Deshler-Wi
Hotel. Columbus.

Feb. 1 1 : Monthly meeting of the Chici
Section, Society of M. P. Enginee
Electric Ass'n, 20 North Wacker Drii

6:4S P. M.
Keb. 13: Second annual formal dinner.<liii

01 the Columbians (Columbia Pictum
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. W^
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monoeram R
tures, Jung Hotel. New Orleans.

Feb. 27 : Eighteenth anniversary dinner s

dance of Operators' Local 306, Ho
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention ^

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, D

troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Indepn'
ent producers and distributors, Sardi

12:45 P. M.
March 13-20: First film exposition in Ct

tral Europe under auspices of Ciecb
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n u
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecb
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of H.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Wuhii
ton, D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nij

and Dance, True Sister's Club Houi

New York.
April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of 1

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypc

Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.
May 9-12: Sprmg meeting of the Socit

of M. P. Engineers. Washington. :

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internatioii

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employ
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Ha

Columbus, O.

78 Houses Being Booked
By Detroit Co-operativ

DeLroit — Co-operative Bookii

Service Corp. is now booking a tot

of 78 theaters, it is announced 1

Ray Moon, general manager. Majo
ity of the houses are within the cii;

and the others in outlying towns. J

ZIMBALIST WITH WARNERSi!
Al Zimbalist has joined Warm

Bros. Theaters to handle publicii

for the New Jersey district wit

headquarters in Newark.

SAN ANTONIO PRICE CUTS;
San Antonio—Majestic and Azt(

have cut prices, the former going I

a 40-cent top and the latter to ^
cents.

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST i

STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
I

Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed negativesj

and positives containing scenes of every'

conceivable description

General Film Library, Inc.

MORRIS J. KANDEL, Pres.
1

729 7th Ave. New York City

BRyant 9-4417 Cable: K;ANDELFILM|
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With Claudia Dell, Zasu
Pitts, Earl Foxe, Stanley Fields,

Francis Ford. Directed by
Ben Stoloff. Produced by
CARL LAEMMLE, Jr.

Supervised by STANLEY
BERGERMAN.

WHAT ARE MIX'S
FIRST 2 WORDS?
Tom Mix dashes into the First scene of his first

talking picture astride his famous pony, Tony!

Tony rears up on his hind legs!

Tom sweeps off his sombrero with a characteristic

flourish and says:

? ? ? // // ???

You'll never guess.

But you'll be tickled to death when you hear 'em.

And then the best picture Tom Mix ever made is

off to a start that will pound your pulse and

hammerell out of your depression.

'DESTRY RIDES AGAIN'
from the book by Max Brandy is the first of Six

Mix Pix to bring back the good old days!

JOIN THE REST OF THE TRADE IN CELEBRATING
CARL LAEMMLE'S 26th ANNIVERSARY JUBILEE!



A DECLARATION
There are more millions invested in mo-

tion picture theatres in the United States

than there are in motion picture negatives.

The investment in these theatres and the

attendant real estate must be conserved.

This can only be done by keeping these

theatres open at a profit to the owners.

This means a steady supply of depend-

able, box-office entertainment, produced at

a cost that will permit of their rental at a

figure that will not leave the theatre in the

red.

This means intelligent showmanship pro-

duction, without a staggering overhead
saddled on to the negative cost to absorb

millions (YES MILLIONS) of dollars for

executive salaries and millions (YES MIL-
LIONS) for salaries that are carried but

never earned.

With the present set up in major studios

the salvation of theatres, both independent

and circuit owned depends upon the com-
petent, independent producer and distribu-

tor.

By independent producer we DON'T
mean the man with a fresh bankroll and an
amateur mind, but the DYED IN THE
WOOL, INTELLIGENT, EXPERI-
ENCED SHOWMAN, who has proved
his worth by past performances, and who
knows what NOT to do as well as what
TO do.

r

I

,^'

By independent distributor we DO
mean the man who tries to get sometl

for nothing and deliver nothing for scjeri

thing, without financial backing or busi

integrity; but the man who builds for
\

manency and profit on the foundatioi

square dealing, integrity and aggresi

ness.

YOUROPPORTUNITYAND OH
ARE HERE NOW! If you are too s

gish to take advantage of it, then quit N( \t

and for all time. No one organization

matter how large it may be can corra

the brains in the industry.

IF YOU KNOW YOUR BUSINES
if your standing in your community*

your methods of doing business will t

investigation, if you are financially abl

meet your contract obligations, then

invitation will interest you—otherwise

forget it. We are looking for permar

not temporary business association.

HERE IS OUR DECLARATION
WE WILL PRODUCE FOR 1

LEASE DURING THE SEASON T
1933

EIGHT ROMANTIC WESTERNS?
THAT ARE DIFFERENT

When we say DIFFERENT we m
they won't be the proverbial "Quickie!

We won't cheat on negative cost, we w<

Address: Cdrc of BANK OF AMERICA Ni
Hollywood Main Office : Ivar St. anc

P. S.—We are not hiding under any corporate title, nor using any famous motion picture names not connected with



INDEPENDENTS!
al;e "Extras" to play "Leads" and we
I use stories by hack writers written

dight.

ilshort we mean to put as much effort,

is, talent and PRODUCTION
UE in back of these westerns as we
n our other series of

n DYNAMIC MELODRAMAS.
i:h of these will be separately cast with

1 ost popular box office names available

luitable to the parts to be portrayed.

lese will be **Different** because they

>e built for box office returns only, and
3 satisfy any individual's ego or van-

'We are going after the box office ONE
KDRED PER CENT.

1*.
"Bud" Barsky will supervise pro-

on in co-operation with Mr. Jesse J.

(burg who will supervise sales, adver-

i; and exploitation, both here in Holly-

iL So you see that production sales and
mtation will always be in close contact.

I will maintain a representative (your

?sentative) in New York for your
fit as contact man with major circuit

(ings out of New York.

i will guarantee to spend annually in

paper advertising for your benefit,

• than has ever been spent by all other

iendent producers combined.

You will participate in a substantial por-

tion of our receipts in the United States and
from all foreign territories.

You advance us no profit yet we guar-

antee you a profit.

And we expect to make money only be-

cause YOU will make money.

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT.

Because we are delivering productions

on the basis of actual negative cost without

any profit, the franchise is predicated on

eighty per cent of the United States being

closed. THIS IS AN INSURANCE
POLICY FOR YOU AND OUR-
SELVES.

Sounds intricate, doesn't it? Well, it's as

simple as A.B.C., only our plans are built

along legitimate business lines and depend

upon your honesty, integrity and ability.

That's why we are going to be particular

with whom we do business.

If you can measure up to this opportunity

and want to know more, communicate with

us immediately and if you don't think we
know you, send along your references and

present affiliations. If you don't know us,

we will do the same for you.

"Bud" Barsky

Jesse J. Goldburg.

lAL Trust and Savings Association
Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif.

1, hence we sign this advertisement with our individual names.
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LOEW'8 TRYING OUT

FAMILY EXPLOITATION

An experiment being tried by

Loew and M-G-IVI at Mt. Vernon m
connection with special exploiUtion

programs for "fami'y shows" will

be adopted nationally if it works

out successfully. Idea involves the

co-operation of women's c'ubs and

other local organizations in in-

stances where prrgrams are espe-

cially suited for the entire family.

The Mt. Vernon experiment in

volves Loew's Mt. Vernon and RKO
Proctor theaters. Sixtv groups are

co-operating to exploit and otherwise

aid the experimental shows.

Fanchon-Marco Tryouts

Centralized in Nev^ York
With object of centralizing try-

outs for acts seekins: bookings with

Fanchon & Marco, Mike Marco has

arranged to use the Academy of

Music and Audubon in New York

for this purpose. Each house caters

to an audience which is in distinct

'•ontrast with the other. Plan is to

have acts work at both theaters,

thus giving Fanchon & Marco an

opportunity to catch them before

different types of audiences.

SUNDAY FIGHT CONTINUES
Plainfield, N. J. — Although the

Publix houses here obtained a court

order last week to prevent the au-

thorities from interfering with Sun-

day performances, a summons was
served on the circuit when the three

houses opened Sunday, and another

hearing will be held tomorrow be-

fore Judge William G. de Meza.

CONSIDER MPTOA INVITE
Detroit—Invitation of the M. P. T.

0. A. to the Michigan Exhibitors'

Ass'n to join the national organiza-

tion is still under consideration. The
mafer of affiliation has been talked

over in meeting, but no action taken

so far.

MORE FILMS REVIEWED
Richmond, Va.—Within the last

two weeks 68 pictures comprising

216 reels were examined by the

State Division of Censorship. This

was a good increase over the pre-

ceding fortnight.

AS SEEN

THE PRESS

AGENT

"To insure against tickets for George
Arliss in 'The Man Who Played Cod'
falling into the hands of speculators,

the name and business address of every

purchaser of a ticket is being taken
at the box-office and then checked by
telephone."

—WARNER BROS.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK,

HOLLYWOOD
AFTER an absence of a year,

Nacio Herb Brown has returned
to Hollywood to resume his career

as an ace composer for the talkers.

Ever since he wrote the sensational

hits for "The Broadway Melody,"
he has ranked as a specialist in cre-

ating and interpolating original

screen music. His "Pagan Love
Song" stands as the best seller of

all theme songs. He recently com-
posed the original music score for

Pola Negri's first talking picture,

"A Woman Commands," including
the Pola Negri melody, "Paradise,"
which the star is featuring in her
nat'ona' broadcasts.

* * *

Henry B. Walthall. Alexander Kirkland
and Ralph Morgan are additions to "Strange
Interlude," which started work last week at

M-G-M under Robert Z. Leonard.
* * *

Two Boris Karloff productions are
being adapted at Universal. Benn
W. Levy is doing "The Old Dark
House," novel by J. B. Priestley,

and Garrett Fort is working on "The
Tnvis'b'e Man."

* * *

Columbia has signed Vernon Dent and
Walter Brenan for "Texas Cyc'one." Tim
McCoy western, and Charles Requa and
James Durkin for "South of the Rio Grande,"
Buck Jones vehicle.

* * *

Raymond Hatton, of the famous
Wallace Beery-Raymond Hatton com-
edy team, has been signed by Mack
Sennett for "Divorce a la Mode."
with Harry Myers, Vivien Oakland,
Dorothy Granger and George Sher-
man. Leslie Pearce will d'rect.

* * *

AI Christie has purchased "Wedding
Night" from "The Scribblers." for the nex*
Educational-Vanity Comedy starring Harry
Barris. "The Scribb'ers" is a new Holly
wood organization composed of professional

writers only who are not currently un-

der contract. Helen Mann and Eleanor Hunt
will play opposite the new Radio-Screen
star. Ed Kennedy is slated for a big com-
edy part. Bobby Vernon and George Wagg
ner complete the cast.

* * *

Mary Jane Irving, former child

actress, having completed her schoo^

ing, returns to the screen as th'~

ingenue lead in the Educational-

Cameo comedy, "Mother's Holiday."
The comedy, just completed, was di-

rected by William Goodrich, and the
cast includes Fern Emmett, Henry
Roquemore, Teddy Manegan, Joe
Young, Broderick O'Farrell, Polly
Christie, and Bert Young.

* * *

Robert Montgomery has started work in

his new starring film. "The Truth Game."
Nora Gregor, who was a star with Max
Reinhardt's Vienna company and was
brought to this country to appear in Ger-
man versions of M-G-M pictures, has been
given the principal feminine ro'e in this film.

Other members of the cast include C. Au-
brey Smith, Heather Thatcher and Edward
Everett Horton.

Soledad Jiminez, Arthur Stone,
Julian Rivero and Pietro Sosso have
been added to the cast of "The Brok-
en Wing," aviation film be'ng pro-
duced by Paramount with Lupe
Velez, Leo Carrillo and Melvyn
Douglas in the leading ro'es.

* * *

Harvey Thew has been assigned by First

National to adapt Elliot Lester's Broadway
p'ay. "Two Seconds," as Edward G. Rob-
inson's next vehicle. His supporting cast

will include Vivienne Osborne and Preston
Foster.

* * *

George E. Stone, Emmett Corri-

gan and John Deering have been as-

signed roles in "On the Black Sea,"
the George Bancroft starring pic-

ture in which Miriam Hopkins will

have the chief feminine role. The
nicture will be directed by John
Cromwell.

* * *

Jimmy ("Schnozzle") Durante has been
added to the cast of "The Wet Parade,"
now in production at M-G-M under direction

of Victor Fleming. Others in the cast in-

c'ude Walter Huston, Dorothy Jordan, Rob-
ert Young, Myrna Loy, Neil Hamilton,
Wallace Ford, John Miljan, Lewis Stone and
Virginia Bruce.

* * *

C. Henry Gordon, Hardie Al-
bright, Elizabeth Patterson and
Blanche Frederici have been as-

signed to Warner's "Miss Pinkerton
of Scotland Yard."

* * *

Clarpnce Kolster. who edited "The
^inpatient Maiden," will cut "Moun-
'-aivfi in Flame," which is being

made at Universal.

WINTER GAMES FILMED
A film record of the winter Olym-

pic games at Lake Placid has been
made by the five national newsreel
companies in co-operation with East-
man Kodak. The picture, feature

length, will be given to the Interna-

tional Olympic Committee. Hays of-

fice officials aided in its making.

COLUMBIA DENVER CHANGES
Denver—George Naylor, western

division manager for Columbia, has
been here making a few changes.
Thomas Thornton and Don Conley
have resigned as salesmen and Wil-
liam Matthews, formerly manager
of RKO's San Francisco exchange, is

selling for the Columbia exchange
here.

AKRON THEA. LOSES LICENSE
Akron, 0.—License of the Grand,

burlesque house, has been revoked
by Safety Director Luther Park,
who called in Charles Brill, mana-
ger, and ordered him to close the

theater. Mayor C. Nelson Sparks
had Brill in about two weeks ago
and ordered him to "clean up" the

show. Park said Brill had not
changed the show as ordered.

BEN DARE TO ALBANY
Denver — Ben Dare, booker for

Fox exchane-e. has been transferred

to Albany, N. Y., in the same ca-

nacity. He is succeeded here by
Carl Larson, formerly booker at the

Denver Warner exchange.

I

)

UP 119 IN PAST Yf

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM D.

Hollywood—Membership of
Academy of M. P. Arts and Scie
now stands at 720, an increasiJ,!

119 since Jan. 1, 1931, the boarijj,

directors announced at the
meeting. More than 200 meet
of various kinds were held last

;

and increased activities are plai

for 1932.
In the latest group invited

membership are Henry B. Waltl
Frank Murphy, Fred Gage, Ha
N. Ensign, Norman Z. McLeod
members; George M. Arthur, }

vey Johnston, Otho Lovering, Ri!

Dietrich, George Nichols, Mel-

Brown, William Seiter, P. J. Fa
ner, James Z. Flaster, Joseph IV

kiewicz, Hugh McDowell, Jr., C

Merritt, Wallace S. Nickum, Will
F. Rudolph, associate memb
Gladys Percy, Bessie McGal
Frances Richardson, Maude E
man, art director section.

Accredited publicity men are
included as associate members
the Producers Branch. How
Strickling, Barrett Kiesling
Arch Reeve have been transfei

from the Special Branch to the 1

ducers Branch as associate ni['

bers. Film editors also are now^
mitted in the Technicians Braa
Al Kaufman has been added

the Conciliation Committee in p
of J. I. Schnitzer, whose
RKO duties demand his presenc«j

the east.

In the report of Frank Llj.

treasurer, the financial status of

Academy is shown as satisfact

and soundly organized.

SIGN DOMINANT FRANCHI5
Three new franchise holders h

signed with Dominant Pictures,-

cording to Jacques Kopfstein,

is organizing the new co-opera
producing-distributing organizat
They are T. A. Branon of Atla;

for the southern territory; Excel

Pictures of Detroit for Michigan
ritory, and Screen Classics Excha!
of Buffalo for New York state,

cepting Greater New York.

RKO EXECS IN DENVERI
Denver — E. M. Glucksman,!

charge of theater operations, W
Kirby, chief of service, both of If

York, and Morgan C. Ames, Om
division manager of RKO, are 1

and will remain until the oper

of the new 2,800-seat Orpheum
Feb. 11.

CHI HOUSES GOES FILMj
Chicago — Stock productions

giving way to straight films at

Vic, 3143 Sheffield Ave. The he

will play double features.

Soviet Film Sets Record

Attendance records .it the C-"^"
were broken last week, when 26,00(

paid admissions were taken in bi

Atikino's "Road to Life."
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1,31-32 PROGRAM BY MAY

{Continued from Page 1)

', "Almost Married", "Dis-

. Conduct", "After Tomor-
and "The Devil's Lottery."

11 K. Howard is preparing to

The Trial of Vivienne Ware''
and Frank Borzage starts

I mg America" on Feb. 15.

Listin Keough Appointed
jMember of Para. Board

(Continued from Page 1)

i -, while the death of William
i,ley left an opening on the

)i|d of directors,

'^ough was also named a mem-
the Paramount board of di-

,. i on which a vacancy was
ned by the death of William
'' ?ley.

Lirt Bars Picketing
Terming It 'Boycott'

jston—Picketing by union men
ying placards reading "union
losters locked out", which was a

i statement, followed by the

ds "union sympathizers stay

y", constituted in effect a boy-

to the injury of the theater
ers, it was ruled in the case of

Tipia Operating Co. v Costello

1.; Mass. Sup. Jud. Ct. The the-

s had hired union billposters to

the b'llposting and billing out-

of the building, but refused to

nit them to handle the adver-
ig matter in the lobbies. The
)k granted the theater company
r injunction.

]]iana Film Indorsers
Hold Meeting April 29

idianapolis — Sixteenth annual
ting of the Indiana Indorsers of

toplays will be held April 29 at

Clajrpool Hotel. Mrs. Thomas
fimerly is general chairman and
. Davis Ross program chairman,
last week's gathering, Mrs. Mar-
1 M. Paul, secretary of the Film
rd of Trade, was a speaker.

MURDERS" FOR MAYFAIR
fniversal's "Murders in the Rue
gue" will have its eastern pre-
re at the Mayfair, starting at 10
ock Wednesday night.

ICOMING a GOING

ILL ROGERS arrives in New York to-

on the Europa from the Peace Confer
in Geneva. After a short stay in New

c, he will return to the Kox studios to
me work.

DDIE CANTOR leaves today for Holly
I to start in "Ballyhoo" for Samuel Gold

EE MARCUS and NED DEPINET,
) vice-presidents, arrive in New York to
from the coast.

ARRY ARTHUR has arrived in New
: from the Coast.

[CHARD DIX will arrive on the Twen-
Century from the coast this morning.

-^H D̂AILY

lALTO
PUILM.DALY

NtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

» • • LOOKING OVER the lineup of the program for the

Motion Picture Club Ball at the Waldorf-Astoria on Feb. 20th

it is quite evident that the Arrangement Committee
must have been composed of publicity men they wanted

to crash the front pages of the newspapers the morning after

the event so they got Hizzoner James J. Walker to agree

to act as Host now if they want to be real smart and

make the affair Sensational they should invite Investigator

Judge Seabury try to picture it the Judge walks

in Host Walker has to be polite, walk up to him and

welcome him to our happy li'l family and with all the

newspaper reporters hovering over that scene wotta break

the shindig would get in all the papers! and it is not

beyond the realm of the Possible that before the eve-

ning was over, Jimmie and Sammy would get so chummy
that Sammy would say "Aw, Jim, t'hell with this city

investigation. You're my pal!"

• • • FOR THEY say that Our Mayor has such a charm-

ing personality that after you have met him socially

you can't hold a thing against him not even an

investigation of his administration so if our li'l scheme

worked out as outlined the Motion Picture Club would

figure in the newspaper headlines throughout the world

on the other hand, if Judge Seabury started firing the questions

at Jimmy that he's been itching to ask him all these months

the party would still be a great Success

* * * *

• • • OUTSIDE of this clever idea of appointing Jimmie
as Host the party still has Possibilities there is

the Midnite Banquet of the Stars with 30 stars of screen

and stage mixed in with all the production executives

of the biz and if the guy who places the people at the

head table isn't a Diplomatic Wizard there's gonna be

a Riot take it from us if certain stars we could
mention were seated alongside certain executives we could men-
tion well, let your imagination paint the Horrible Re-
sults

* * * *

• • • AMONG THE honored guests who will surely be

there is General Smedley D. Butler give Smed half a

chance in his speech and he'll start to let fly at the
Washington administration or any other little national

issue that pops in his head the Committee lays great
stress on the orchestras of Abe Lyman, Claude Hopkins and
Harold Stern with a dozen other big-name musical or-

ganizations dropping in to lend their harmony to the festivities

but if they have a real yen for Publicity and
want to send this affair down in history as Some Party
all the Ingredients for a Massacre, Holocaust and Earthquake
will be assembled right at the Guest Table and for our
part, we hope they take full advantage of 'em these

film rackets are gettin' to be too Tame and Formal, anyway
let's blow things wide open at this one

• • • HISTORY REPEATS itself the public was
tiring of the ole silents the talkies came along to revive

their interest according to general report, they are get-

ting fed up on talkies this Empey Ball looms up as

the logical thing to Dynamite the public out of their lethargy
and revive their interest in the film bi? in general

« « « » » »

DELAY ON ALIEN BILL

OBTAINEDJYJ'RODUCIRS

(Continued from Pane 1

)

had set today for the hearing. Film

producers and theatrical interests

are expected to put up a stiff fight

against the measure, which would

require alien actors, singers, danc-

ers, etc., to prove they are of "dis-

tinguished merit and ability," enter-

ing in response to a definite demand
for "superior talent" to that already

in this country.

Lee De Forest on Stand
In Tri-Ergon Hearing

(.Continued from Page 1

)

U. S. Commissioner of Patents in

Washington should grant three Ger-
man scientists the patents for their
talking picture inventions. Plain-
tiff asks the court to compel the
Commissioner to grant the patent
applied for by the Germans in

June, 1919. It is contended that
the similar patent granted to De-
Forest was applied for three months
later. After all testimony is in,

the court will fix date for hearing
of oral argument.

Warner Theater Execs
- Meeting in Philadelphia
Philadelphia—Warner Bros, zone

managers will meet here tomorrow
to discuss plans and policies for the
year. Joseph Bernhard, general
manager, will preside. He will be
accompanied at the meeting by his
entire New York executive staff,

consisting of I. J. Hoffman, Moe
Silver, Dave Weshner, Clayton Bond,
Willard Patterson, Jack Cohen and
Stewart MacDonald. Zone manag-
ers who will attend are Bill Gold-
man of Philadelphia, John Payette
of Washington, Earl Bell and
George Tyson representing Johnnv
Harris of Pittsburgh, B. E. Hoff-
man of New England, Harry Kal-
mine of New Jersey, Louis Lazar in

charge of Upstate New York, Jimmy
Coston of Chicago, Lee Goldberg of

Kentucky and C. J. Latta of Ohio.

^Jt, i*i si,.^^fS

Feb. 9
Ronald Colman

Dan Mason

James Murray

Joe King

Phil Quinn

George Ade
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ajor Firms Urged to OpposeAdmission Price Cuts

IrsonauppearanceTolicy gainIg force

iiesterReld Boosts Its Schedule to Twelve a Year
^iry M. Cohen Heads
New Company to

Produce Six
Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Ilywood — Invincible Pictures

has been formed with Maury
ohen as president and George
atcheller as vice-president in

e of production, with plans
(Continued on Page 4)

N "TEN BEST WEEIl",

lOWING 1931 WINNERS

^/eral exhibitors are consider-

presenting a "Ten Best Week"
iig which they intend to show
i features selected as the best

ises of 1931 by the 340 reviewers
i^voted in the annual Film Dail"5^

'.1 Book poll.

Eins under consideration pro

if for tieups with various loca

:|ps interested in civic affairs

cwho are willing to lend their

I
(Continued on Page 8)

dio Pictures Enters
serial Production Field

. Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Ilywood—"Secrets of the French
et Police," chapter thriller

ted from the H. Ashton Wolfe
paper series, is being placed in

; at Radio Pictures under the

rvision of Louis Brock, RKO
ts producer. This marks the

r of RKO in the serial field.

lore Preparation Time

lanned by Indie Group

Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ywood— Hasty construction of story and
fire production will be discarded under
reposed plan of the Independent M. P.

:ers' Ass'n, Members have agreed to de-
nore time and attention to selection and
ation of stories, and In some instances
umber of pictures originally planned will
t from 25 to 35 per cent rather than
ice quality by ruth work.

Predicts American Units for Mexico
Because it is more economical to spend pesos for production of Spanish talkers

for markets whose monetary system is governed by pesos and not dollars, many
U. S. companies will soon be operating production units in Mexico, says jack Lustberg,

production manager for Empire Productions of Mexico City, who is in New York
for a visit.

Ufa Likely to Distribute
Through National Co.

Abel and O'Donnell
Leave Auto Cinema

Sidney Abel, formerly sales man-
ager of RCA Photophone, and E. J.

O'Donnell have ended their connec-

tions with Auto Cinema, which has
closed its Lexington Ave. office at

41st St. and is now occupying space

at Audio Cinema.

Following a two weeks survey of

American distribution conditions as

they pertain to German features,

Wilhelm Meydam, Ufa distribution

head, now in New York, will de-

termine Ufa's future policy in Amer-
ica. "I shall not decide whether
Ufa is to continue distribution in

America until I have thoroughly in-
(Continued on Page 8)

Plan Show Window for Film Material

starting with the presentation in

:he near luture of "The Lingering

f'ast", by Leonard J. Tynan, direct-

ed by Edwin Hopkins, formerly of

he George Broadhurst general staff,

the newly formed Seven Arts Guild

Players plans to offer a series of

dramatic productions at the Broad-
(Continued on Page 8)

Al Lichtman Spikes

Columbia Deal Rumor
Denying there is anything to the

rumors about United Artists and
Columbia combining distribution un-
der the former company, Al Licht-

man of U. A. says the rumors
(Continued on Page 4)

MPTO Unit Calls on Distribs

To Act Against Admission Cuts

Wanger's New Duties

Same as at Paramount
Duties of Walter Wanger, recent-

ly named a vice-president of Colum-

bia, will be comparable with those

he handled at Paramount. He will

be in charge of talent and stories

in the East. Wanger plans to visit

the Coast studio soon, exact date of

departure not having been fixed as

yet.

Philadelphia—Declaring that, un-
less admission price slashing is

checked and kept within reasonable
bounds it will spell ruin for the en-

tire industry, the M.P.T.O. of East-
ern Penna., Southern N. J. and Dela-
ware has issued a statement calling

on four or five major film compa-
nies to take a firm stand against the
showing of their pictures at cheap
prices. If such a step is taken by
the big concerns, the threat of

(Continued on Page 8)

Competition Causing More
Theaters to Add

Stage Acts
Addition of stage acts and the

booking of big names for personal

appearances, which got under way
in earnest a few months ago due to

scarcity of first-run product, has

forced the policy on com^petitive

houses to the. extent that theaters

(Continued on Page 4)

FRANK KENNEDY ASSUMES

RKO riELD SUPERVISION

Frank Kennedy has taken over
the supervision of RKO field repre-
ientatives, following the resignation

jf E. M. Ballentine.

Murray Roth Resigns
From Vitaphone Studio

Resignation of Murray Roth, di-

;ector-in-chief of the Vitaphone
jtudio, Brooklyn, was announced
yesterday. Sam Sax, production
hief at the plant, stated tha„ Her-
nan Ruby becomes head of the

tudio's story department. Roth had
jeen identified with the studio for

he past five years. Stanley Rauh,
v-riter who has been associated with
loth for the past two years, has

ilso resigned.

200 War Zone Houses

Wiii Remain Closed

Shanghai exhibitors have no intention of re-

opening the 200 closed houses until peace re-

turns to the area troubled by the Japanese-

Chinese military forces, according to cabled

dispatches received in New York yesterday.

Richard C. Patterson, Jr., commissioner of cor-

rection of New York and owner of Important

interests in Peacock M. P. Co., which operates

20 houses in Shanghai, said he believes the

current disturbance will not seriously retard the

film industry there.
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"She Wanted a Millionaire"
Obviously patterned on the Nixon-Nirdlinger murder case in France last year,

this Fox melodrama directed by )ohn BIystone depicts the cruelty of a fiendish rich

man to his young beauty-winner wife in such a way as to just about qualify the
picture for the current vogue of horror stories. The action covers a wide range of

elements, not the least of which are some eye-filling beauty contest sequences. Joan
Bennett is at her top best and makes an appealing figure. James KIrkwood portrays

the rich and fiendish playboy with effect, while Spencer Tracy and Una Merkel inject

the light touches. All in all, it shapes up as good popular entertainment with the
added advantage of a timely exploitation angle.

—GILLETTE.

Hell's House"
Forceful in theme, strong in cast and convincing in production, this Bennie

Zeldman production has enough audience appeal to enable it to stand up anywhere.
Dealing with conditions in an industrial home for juveniles, it gives unlimited oppor-
tunities to Junior Durkin, who capably handles a difficult role. Pat O'Brien's part

was made for him. Howard HIggin has handled the story intelligently and built up
plenty of heart interest.

HANCOCK.

THE INDUSTRrS
DATE BOOK

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

CJisHigh Low Close

Con. Fra. Ind 3% 3^ 3%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 9"^ W-i 914
East. Kodak 78K 75% 75^ — 1%
Fox Fm. "A" ... 3/2 3J4 i'A — Vi

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) Yi Va Vi

Loew's, Inc 2'6!^ 25M 25J4 — Vi

Metro-Goldwyn pfd. 20 20 20
Paramount 7% 7% TVi —
Pathe Exch. "A".. 2i/^ 2>4 2^4 +
RCA 7}^ 7 7Vi —
RCA pf. "B" .... \iVi 13-5^ 135/8 —
RKO new 5 4J4 4!^ —
Warner Bros 21/% 2?^ 2?^ —

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A"... M Ji V'.

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. H Va Vs —1/16

NEW YOTTK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 4 4 4

Loew 6s 41ww 84 83^ 83^
Paramount 6s 47.. 50 4914 49i4 — 'A

Par. 5Hs50 4654 46 46!/^ + Ya

Warner's 6s39 30 29 29 — 1

Alternative Writ Issued

In St. Louis Receivership
St. Louis—An alternative writ of

mandamus returnable Feb. 16 has
been issued by the Missouri Supreme
Court to the St. Louis Amusement
Co. in its fight to compel Circuit

Judge Nortoni of St. Louis to re-

duce the appeal bond asked of the
company from $400,000 to $150,000.

When the company posts an appeal
bond approved by the court the 24
theaters, now in temporary receiv-

ership, will be turned back to the
officers of the firm pending final de-

cision in the receivership action.

Six Features Started
So Far This Month by U

H'i-st Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAI-
Hollywood — "The Stowaway,"

which went into production this
week,, is the sixth feature to be
started by Universal since Feb. 1.

Others now being made at Universal
City are "The Cohens and Kellys in

Hollywood," "Destry Rides Again,"
"Mountains in Flame," "Brown of

Culver" and "Night Club."

V2

Vi

NO ACTION ON DIVIDEND
No action on dividend was taken

by Paramount directors at the meet-
ing held this week. Since last June
the company has been paying 2J^
per cent quarterly in stock, and be-

fore that $1 quarterly. While di-

rectors made no statement about the
dividend action due at this time, it

is believed that announcement will

be made after the final figures for
1931 are in.

APPEALING CRAFT DECISION
Cinema Patents plans to appeal

from the decision of Federal Judge
John P. Fields, Wilmington, ruling
that Craft Film Laboratories had not
infringed the Gaumont patent owned
by C. P. M. J. Siegel, preisdent of
Cinema Patents, states that, with
the validity of the Gaumont patent
established, his company will take
further action on its contention that
Craft had gone beyond the license
by reconstructing their developing
machines.

NEGRO CHORUS FOR ROXY
Hall Johnson's mixed Negro choir

of 200 voices will be on the Lincoln

Memorial stage show program at

the Roxy, starting this Friday. The
dance group of the New Negro Art
Theater also will participate.

*••••'••V,4
New York Long Island City <\

1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. *}
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Chicago Hollywood
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MIKE FRISCH INJURED
Minneapolis — Mike Frisch, RKO

branch manager, is in the hospital
in Fargo, N. D., being treated for in-

juries received in a train wreck.

BUCK JONES DROPS SPURS
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAil V

Hollywood—-In his next Columbia
picture, "High Speed," Buck Jones
departs from his western action
stuff for the first time and goes
into a drama with an auto racing
background.

CONSIDINE MARRIAGE SET
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Marriage of John

Considine, Jr., to Carmen Pantages
is set for Feb. 14 at the Hotel Am-
bassador. Marion Davies will be
maid of honor.

"CONTINENTAL" PREMIERE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—World premiere of

Tiffany's "Hotel Continental" will

take place at the Paramount here
Feb. 18.

"EMMA" HOLDING OVER
Marie Dressier in "Emma," M-G-

M production, will hold over a sec-

ond week at the Capitol.

NEW PUBLIX OFFICIAL
Carl R. Hammer, for the last 12

years operating vice-president and
treasurer of the McCord Radiator
& Manufacturing Co. of Detroit, has
been appointed director of real
estate and purchasing for Para-
mount Publix.

HANDLING OAKLAND HOUSE
San Francisco—Morgan A. Walsh,

who is managing the George Mann
houses recently taken back from
Hughes-Franklin, is also operating
the T. & D. theater in Oakland. He
is making his oflJices in the Warfield
Theater Building.

SIGNS "HELL'S HOUSE"
B. N. Judell of Chicago has con-

tracted for the distribution of
"Hell's House", Bennie F. Zeldman
picture, produced under the work-
ing title of "Juvenile Court", for
the territories comprising Northern
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin and up-
per Michigan.

THE LATEST NOVELTY — TITLE AND
THEME PROTECTED

- TABLOID TALKIES -
TRUE TALES TOLD BY SPOTLIGHT

PERSONALITIES

Feb. 10-11: Eleventh Annual Convent
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-V
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 11: Monthly meeting of the C
Section, Society of M. P. Eng
Electric Ass'n, 20 North Wacker
6:45 P. M.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner
of the Columbians (Columbia Pici
Hotel Plaza, Nev» York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball,
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

Feb. 22-24 : Convention of Monogram
tures, Jung Hotel, Nevir Orleans.

Feb. 27 : Eighteenth anniversary dinm
dance of Operators' Local 306,
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual conventic
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Indi
ent producers and distributors, S
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in
tral Europe under auspices of C
slovakian Cinema Artists' As»'W
National Film Industry, Prague, C|
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of 1,

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Wi:
ton, D. C.

'*

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic
and Dance, True Sister's Club \

New York.
April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting <

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, CI.

Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.
May 9-12: Sprmg meetmg of the Sli

of M. P. Engineers, Washington
June 6-9: Annual convention of Interna

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em

'

and M. P. Operators, Memorial i

Columbus, O. '

"EXPLORERS" FOR"cAME
"Explorers of the World,"

'

Raspin production which rec<

had a $2 run at the Criterioi
booked to come into RKO d
soon for a popular price eng
ment.

NEWYORW
' •• HOTEL-*
PLYMOUB
49t^5T. EAST OF BROAO\V>

ff:400 Rooms
all with Bath, Shower, Ci

culating Ice Water, Radi

Convenient to Busine.'

Shopping and Theatric

Districts
In the Heart of the Motion

Picture Industry

Mo.st Moderate Weekly Rates

DAILY

Single $2.50 - $3.00 - $3

Double $4.00 - $4.50 - $5

S. J. MITCHELL '

Manager



The WHISPERING
CAMPAIGN that
Iruined a theatre —

Stop it before it stops you!
"He's slipping!" "The lobby used to be
jammed!" "Is it new management?" "It's

bad management! " "We used to go regu-

larly!" "What happened?" "His pro-

grams are terrible now!" "The house even
looks seedy!" "Poor pictures kill a theatre

quick!" "We go across the street now!"
"So do we!" "So does everybody it seems!"
"We like the shows there "better!" "The
theatre is more cheerful!" "Good pictures

made it successful!" "Too bad about the

other theatre!" "That's his worry!"

^ STOP THE TALK
y^

4
' before it tears brick and

f3^ mortar, piece by piece
from your liouse!

—and there is only
one way to stop it!

r^^ . .4'iJi-*Wf in company with the leading showmen of
America to give your patrons the BEST entertainment that

you can put on your screen! He who hesitates is lost!

IN THE BLACK,
IN THE RED,
blacit, red, red,

blacli, red, red, red

—

WHAT'S THE USE?
One u'eeic you get a good picture— And then A LOT OF
PALOOKAHS! You work hard— You worry— Your wife
worries— What's the use ?

THERE IS ONE COMPANY (and only one company)
that is bringing security and happiness to exhibitors today!

/^^ THERE IS ONE COMPANY
{and only one company)

that is capable of giving you hits, week

after week!
The Hell ujiih Head-
aches—Lite is too short

CERTAINLY IT'S A CINCH to come through with an occa-

sional hit! BUT does that occasional hit solve your problem! THE
FACTS prove that oni^i MetroGoldwyn-Mayer is geared in its Studio

and its personnel and its Stars to guarantee you a continuotrs flow of

great product. The accomplishments of Metro-Goldwyn Mayer have
always been THE TALK OF THE INDUSTRY but this year AS
NEVER BEFORE! And we will show yon that wc have barely started!

HOME SWEET HOME !

BEFORE you book Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures!

HOME SWEET HOME!
AFTER you tell them
you've got M-G-M!

Don't be an OSTRICH/ The Bird that kecf>s

his head in the sand and thinks he's SAFE is

only fooling himself!

THE MOVIE HABIT is the METRO
GOLDWYN-MAYER HABIT!

on all the

them into

Naturally when they see this

BIG pictures, you can' t get

your house unless you give 'em this

-and never, never was there a year when this

was stepping so high, wide and hand-

some !

"Let's go! It's

an M-G-M show!''

FOR INSTANCE! To name just a few:

MARIE DRESSLER in EMMA
Wallace BEERY, Clark GABLE, in HELL DIVERS
GARBO-NOVARRO in MATA HARI
SHEARER, MONTGOMERY in PRIVATE LIVES
Wallace BEERY, Jackie COOPER in THE CHAMP
Joan CRAWFORD in POSSESSED

You don't hear about shake-
ups and upheavals at the
M-G-M studios!

All honor to the brains, loyalty

and conscientiousness of the

M-G-M Studio Showmen.

IT TAKES A SMOOTH-RUNNING
OUTFIT TO CREATE THE BIG, NEW
PRODUCTION IDEAS!
FOR INSTANCE! To name just a few coming:
FREAKS—A land-mark in screen daring!

ARSENE LUPIN

—

John and Lionel Barrymore together!

TARZAN, THE APE MAN—Another "Trader Horn"!

POLLY of the CIRCUS—Marion Davies and Gable together!

PROSPERITY

—

Dressler-Moran are in again!

LIMPY

—

Jackie Cooper at the top of his fame!

STRANGE INTERLUDE—A Norma Shearer Triumph!

LETTY LYNTON—Joan Crawford does it again!

—and of course, GRAND HOTEL with Garho, Beery, Craw-

ford, John and Lionel Barrymore, Lewis Stone.

PARDON ME if I seem
to PAT MYSELF on the
back!"
Pride that's justified! Pride in the product he has
delivered! Pride in every' member of his loyal

organization! Pride in the knowledge that he
goes on to greater heights ! Pride in the faith of
the public which he serves! Pride in his associa-

tion with the leading exhibitors of America! And
they are proud of him!



PERSONAL APPEARANCES

ARE GAINING IN EORCE

{Coiitiiincd from Page 1)

in many situations are now in open
opposition on their flesh attractions,

a survey by The Film Daily shows.
In addition to the scramble for

names on the part of key city de
luxe houses, the tendency has spread
to th? smaller cities. As an instance,

in Steubenville, O., there are now
three houses playing stage talent,

the Paramount having inaugurated
a Sunday vaudeville policy in oppo-
sition to Warner's Capitol, which
has been getting Sunday stage bills

from the Stanley, Pittsburgh, for

several months. The other Steuben-
ville theater using vaude on Sun-
days is the Rex. In Baltimore,
Keith's has adopted vaudeville to

meet the competition of the Century
and Hippodrome. Similar situations

have come up in various other cities.

Coincident with this deve'opment
a checkup shows an unusually large
and growing number of screen and
radio names now being booked foi

personal appearances. Among those
now playing or recently routed are
Fifi D'Orsay, Ben Lyon, Pola Negri,
El Brendel, James Dunn, Benny
Rubin, Jean Harlow, Barbara Stan-
wyck, Joe E. Brown, Mary Brian,
Alice White, Buddy Rogers, Karl
Dane, Daphne Pollard, Lilyan Tash-
man, Nancy Carroll, Esther Ralston,
Tom Moore, Grant Withers, Alice
Joyce, Nick Stuart, Sue Carol,
George E. Stone, Ken Murray, Ruth
Roland, Phillips Lord (Seth Parker),
Morton Downey, Bing Crosby, Clai"k

and McCullough, the Street Singer
(Arthur Tracy), Kate Smith, Harry
Langdon and a host of others.

FIRE DESTROYS HOUSE
Ottawa, 111. — Fire of unknown

origin destroyed the Orpheum and
the People's Trust & Savings Bank
Bldg. on Sunday.

M-G-M BUYS STORY
M-G-M has acquired motion pic-

ture rights to William McFee's
novel, "The Harbourmaster," which
was the selection of the Literary
Guild for January.

COMING & GOING

-SIDNEY R. KENT leaves New York to-

day to spend two weeks in Florida.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON and his wife,
the former Gladys Lloyd, left yesterday foi

the coast, where Robinson will start work
at First National in his next picture, "Two
Seconds.'

HARVEY B. DAY is back at the Ediica
tional home office after several weeks at the
Boston exchanse, where he installed John
Scully, who succeeded F. G. Sliter as man
ager.

HERBERT MARSHALL and his wife.
Edna Best, arrived yesterday from abroad
on the Berengaria.

HARRY BUXBAl'M. Fox exchange
manager, returned to New York yesterday
from Havana.

JACK LUSTBERC; of Empire Produc-
tions, Mexico City, is in New York for a
brief visit.

Wednesday, Feb. 10, l';[;
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Mtw voeic IDS ANGELES

• • • ROUTINE STUFF in the Sales Policy has been

given the bum's rush as far as the Warner outfit is

concerned some concerns are still clinging to the old

methods where service to the exhib ceases with signing

of a contract and securing of a play date oh, yes, they

supply him a pressbook on the pix loaded with a lot of

half-baked exploitation ideas very often concocted by a

feller who has never been outside a home office who
prepares his "practical" stunts after reading a skeleton advance

synopsis of the feature and looking over a half dozen

stills and this is the junk that too often is still being

handed out to exhibitors in our Modern Pressbooks

• • • THE POINT we are trying to make is this

no man living can sit down and concoct IN ADVANCE an

exploitation campaign for a pressbook on a pix that

hasn't yet seen the screen whose show angles can only

be uncovered in Actual Practice for the history of Show-
manship is filled with graphic examples of Unexpected High-

lights Unlooked-for public reactions and above

all grpat inspirational ideas of live showmen every-
where or stunts they doped out after giving that
particular feature close study and seizing on some ex-
ploitation possibility that nobody in the home office could
possibly think of in advance for Ideas are Individual

and every individual showman sooner or later hits on
a Darb that is his Very Own an Individual stunt for an
Individual pix that will mop up for thousands of other
exhibs just as it was a clean-up for its originator

*f* 'T* -P T*

• • • HERE IS an elementary truth that has been recog-
nized to its fullest extent over at Warners thanks to the
combined efforts of Gradwell Sears and Andy Smith
Grad is handling sales in the West and South and Andy
the Eastern and Canadian territories two boys who have
been all through the hard schools of field experience
pxhibitinir. exploitation, exchange work who can talk

the Exhibitor Language for they know his problems
above all they know he wants Practical Stuff

not Theoretical Pressbooks

• • • SO WHAT have they done? do they stop
selling when they get the playdate? why, their work
only begins there they have sold the exhib now
they show him HOW to sell it to his public on an early
playdate some live showman hits one of these exploitation ideas
that Crashes Over a Natural for that particular fea-
ture and Grad and Andy start the telegrams streaming
out to other exhibs who are about to play the pix in

many cases long-distance phone calls steaming him up
on First Hand info on the Splash Stunt that's what we
call Selling Service showing the theater man a red-hot
stunt that has just proved it's box-office draw in some other
locality Personal Service long after the signature is

cold on the dotted line

# # # WE COULD fill this kolyum with concrete examples
of what these sales boys have done in the last two weeks with
this live policy and how they have extended it right

to every branch manager relaying him a complete cam-
paign on some outstanding successful showing to put

right in the lap of the local exhib about to play the number
boy's it's a SYSTEM !

CHESTEREIELD BOOSTS

SCHEDULE TO 12 A YE

(Continued from Page 1)

for six melodramas to be rele;

by Chesterfield. This will give CI

,

terfield 12 pictures a year. Rich:|

Thorpe, director, has been pk
under exclusive contract by
vincible and Chesterfield. Invincj

will make its production headqil'

ters at Universal City.

Al Lichtman Spikes
Columbia Deal Ruitii

(Continued from Page 1)
j

apparently originated as a re

of the new contract signed by
company for the handling of Coli

bia product in certain foreign ir

kets. U. A. also recently sign&
booking deal with the Warner th

ters.

MANAGERS GET PRIZES
!

In recognition of their stag
the most effective and energi

campaigns in behalf of "Am!
smith" in their respective circu

Samuel Goldwyn has sent fit,

leather traveling bags to two ho
managers. They are Louis
Pierre, Coronado, a Publix house
Rockford, 111., and John McManus
Loew's Midland, Kansas City.

"ROAD TO LIFE" 3RD WEE^
Amkino's "Road to Life," wh

has been packing them in at

RKO Cameo, will be held a th

week at this house. This first
'

viet talker has drawn widespr^

praise from prominent quarters <

is attracting a good deal of el

patronage.

S. K. WOLF TO SPEAK
Sidney K. Wolf, director of

i

acoustic department of Electri

Research Products, will deliver;

paper on "Noise and Its Measu
ment" before the American Socii

of Heating and Ventilating En
neers tomorrow at the Enginet

Club, Philadelphia.

JERRY SAFRON ON VACATIO I

Jerry Safron, who was in Ja

sonville on business for RKO, 1

!

jumped to Havana for a 10-day rt

« « « » » »

MANY PAPPY RETURNS

Feb. 10
Harry Beaumont Aim Halt

Roy D'Arcy Henry Herzbrunj

George Henry Leverett
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liS^THEMANIKIL
For the first time in enter- in its success that they have

tainment history theatre actually insisted on a new
patrons have literally de- title for the picture . . .

manded a new title for a one more worthy of the

great motion picture! greatness of its drama and

magnificent love-story

!

The thousands who have
seen and been moved by In deference to these many
**The Man I Killed" have requests "The man i killed"

takensuch a personal interest is re-named —

BROK€N
LULL'ABY

AN ERNST

LUBITSCH
PRODUCTION

A Paramount Picture with

LIONEL BARRYMORE
NANCY CARROLL
PHILLIPS HOLMES

IPARAMOUNT

f__
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Short Shots from Eastern Studio^
<By HARRY N. BLAIRi

ROBERT L. RIPLEY, en route
to the Orient, stopped in Los

Angeles long enough to pick up the
cameraman who will photograph the
many "Believe It or Nots" which he
will encounter in his travels and
which will later be incorporated in

the series he is making for Warner
Vitaphone. Among the places he
will visit are the Hawaiian, Samoan
and Fiji Islands; New Zealand and
Australia, Java, Singapore, Siam,
Korea, China and Japan.

•

Broadway has contributed four
more players to the cast of "Sensa-
tion," now in production at the Para-
mount New York studio. Nina
Walker, John Troughton, Kirby
Hawkes and Elsie Esmond are the
new additions. Miss Walker appear-
ed with success here in "Oh Kay,"
and recently returned from a long
stock engagement in Baltimore.

•

Twelve short subjects are being
released by Vitaphone during Feb-
ruary. Two-reelers are "Subway
Symphony," "The Imperfect Lover,"
"The Perfect Suitor" and "The Skull
Murder Mystery." Single-reelers are
"Hot Dog," "Spreading Sunshine,"
with the Norworths; "Cigars, Ciga-
rettes," with Majorie Beebe; "Sport
Slants" No. 6; "Believe It or Not,"
No. 6; an E. M. Newman "Travel
Talk," one "Looney Tune" and one
"Merrie Melodie" cartoon.

•

The depression having spread
to the bootleg business, there
hasn't been much need for solid
silver coffins lately. However,
one undertaker in Brooklyn
picked up a piece of change by
renting a $2,000 coffin to the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio for

use in "The Eight O'Clock
Mystery," one of the S. S. Van
Diyie series. Coffin was made oj

silver mounted in platinum.
•

Burnet Hershey, one of ViU
phone's staff writers, came close t

getting back into harness as a wa

correspondent. During the Worl
War he was correspondent for ft.

New York "Times," "Sun" u
"Herald Tribune." With the ogt

break of present hostilities, a new

syndicate asked Hershey to go

China as a war correspondent. A

though the old yen that comes '

veteran newspaper reporters whe:

trouble starts, surged up, Hershey:

who had been in the Orient duri-

the revolutionary days of 1920

decided to pass up writing for ttj

press and stick to writing for th J

screen. ;i

Roy Mack, who directed "Up «

I

the Farm," featuring Henry SmJ
try's band, this week, held the M
hearsals every afternoon at the Bei

con theater, where the band wa

currently playing.

Dan Doran, until recently

charge of the properties at Pai.

mount's New York studio, has jon

ed the Royal studios at Grantwooc

N. J., as prop master. Doran, ;

brother of John Doran, Paramour
stage manager, is one of the mof

popular production executives in tl'

East.

Hal Skelly's second two-reel-

er will be "The Chump," fol-

lowing the "Mutual Man" which

starts Friday at the Standard

Sound Recording studio.

Deny Reports of Cut
In Recording Royalty

Contradicting a newspaper dis-

patch from Paris, P. L. Palmerton,
export manager of Electrical Re-
search Products, yesterday said that
no royalty reduction agreement con-
cerning recording apparatus has
been reached following conversations
in Paris. The cabled report was to

the effect that American electrics

had agreed to cut royalties at least

25 per cent in an effort to aid pro-

ducers of French talking pictures.

Asked if American producers
formally acting in concert have re-

quested a reduction in recording
royalies, C. W. Bunn, general sales

manager of Electric Research Prod-
ucts, stated that nothing of this

sort has occurred recently.

"ROAD TO HELL" IN FLA.
West Palm Beach. Fla.—"Road to

Hell," the Samuel Cummins release

which played eight weeks at the Lit-

tle, Philadelphia, and six weeks at

the Central, New York, is now play-

ing the Publix Rialto here.

U. A. Sends Out 7 Men
To Exploit "Arrowsmith'
Hal Home has sent out an exj

ploitation force of seven men
connection with current showing>
"Arrowsmith." The men and th

headquarters are as follows: E

Wright, Cleveland and Pittsburgh

Bill Rudolph, Columbus; Charle;

Baron, Buffalo and Syracuse; Jame

Ashcraft, Chicago and Milwauke-^

Nat Dyches, Fresno, Cal; i-

Wood, New Haven, and Bob Long

Baltimore. The exploiteers wer

routed by Monroe Greenthal unl-

supervision of Home.

r

EXHIBIT AT CARNEGIE
A collection of photographic art b

Irving Browning will be an exhibii

in the foyer and lounge at the Littlj

Carnegie starting today, with thi

opening of "A Waltz by Strauss.l

new German production. Althougj

showings of the picture begin at nooij

the formal opening is to take placf

at a reserved seat performance a|

8:45 tonight.
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MAJOR FIRMS URGED TOACT

AGAINST ADMISSION CUTS

(Continued from Page 1)

wholesale price slashing will be
nipped, says the exhibitor unit,

which contends that the company
selling a picture on a percentage
basis has a right to dictate at what
price the entertainment shall be sold

to the ultimate consumer. The state-

ment also says:
"Rentals and cairj'ing charges on theater

properties are fixed and can be brought down
only by foreclosure sales. Other expenses
incidental to theater operation are stationary
and can NOT be cut. Therefore the exhibitor
who reduces his admission price must depend
on an increased volume of business large
enough to take care of the loss sustained by
the reduction in his admission scale.

"Excepting in special isolated cases no the-

ater has evei benefited from a slashing of

admission prices! Spectacular changes of

policy always invite retaliatory measures by
competitors. One theater reduces its admis-
sion prices and its competitor is forced to

follow suit. A temporary advantage is sup
planted by a permanent disadvantage. Where
there is no competition, the exhibitor dis-

covers that the temporary increase in attend-
ance following the announcement of cheaper
admissions is followed by a lull in interest

by his patrons. Soon the customers revert

to their former habit of patronizin.g the good
pictures and passing up the ones that are
weak, regardless of admission prices!

"Ten years ago features cost $50,000 to

$100,000 to produce. Today they cost five

times that. Ten years ago $50,000 would re-

model the average theater. Today—but what's
the usel

"Don't let a few peanut-visioned 'show-
men' wreck the price structure nf the in-

dustry!"

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
,By RALPH WILKr.

Plan "Ten Best Week,"
Showing 1931 Winners

(Continued from Page 1)

support to worthwhile pictures.

Schedules of playing the pictures

depend upon their availability and
the respective theaters' booking
commitments.
The pictures selected as the ten

best of 1931 are as follows: "Cim-
maron", "Street Scene", "Skippy",
"Bad Girl", "Min and Bill", "Front
Page", "Five Star Final", "City
Lights", "A Free Soul" and "Sin

of Madelon Claudet".

EDGAR WALLACE ILL
ll'.est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Edgar Wallace, Eng-

lish writer under contract to RKO,
is seriously ill of double pneumonia
at his home in Beverly Hills,

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESf
AGENT

"Leslie A. Pearce, a director for 25
years, met with his hardest bit of di-
recting during the filming of 'Divorce
A La Mode,' when the script called for
goldfish flopping up and down on a
piano keyboard. Pearce soon discovered
that goldfish were as temperamental
and stubborn as some stars."

—Jed Buell, Mack Sennett Studios.

HOLLYWOOD
JOHN G. ADOLFI, who directed

J "Alexander Hamilton," which
opened the Warner Bros. Western
theater, also directed "The Man Who
Played God," which has the distinc-

tion of being the second picture to

be given a big premiere at the same
playhouse.

^ ^ ^

LrcRoy Mason, leading man, who has spent
the past 15 months on his ranch near Las
Vegas, New Mexico, has returned to Holly-

wood to resume his screen career.
* * *

Barry Barringer is completing the

script of "Strangers of the Eve-
ning," which is slated for production
at the Tiffany studios following

"Lena* Rivers."
* * *

Joe Hachey, Los Angeles high school boy.
whose work as Isaac in the talking version

of "Over the Hill" attracted much attention,

has been signed for the leading juvenile role

in the new Fox fi.m, "Scotch Valley," whic.

John Blystone is directing.
* *

Nella Walker has returned from
New York. Her last engagement
before leaving for the East to spend
the holidays, was with Constance
Bennett in "Lady With a Past."

* *

Sid)Ley Salkow rises to say that

the direction of the New York stage
play, "The Black Tower," should be

credited to hrin. Will.am Schorr
was preparing it when Paramount
sent him to the coast.

"The Tinsel Girl," adapted from a play
written for the stage by Maurine Watltins,

started production this week at First Nationa
with Michael Curtiz directing. Principals in-

clude Ann Dvorak; Jimmy. Richard
Cromwell; Scotty, Lee Tracy; Nick, Lei ic-

Fenton ; Pop, Guy Kibbee.
* * *

"Mother's Holiday," Educational-
Cameo comedy, makes the 18th pic-

ture in which Fern Emmett has
played during the two years she has
been in pictures. Miss Emmett pre-

viously served 18 years on the stage.
* * *

Permanent title of Columbia's
prizefight story, the first full-length

feature to be directed by Eddie Buz-
zell f&r the company, is "The Big
Time." It carried the working title

of "The Challenger."
* * *

Caryl Lincoln has completed a

role in Big 4's "Tangled Fortunes,"
starring Buzz Barton, and returns
to Paramount to appear in "Dan-
cers in the Dark."

* * *

Production is under way at First National
on the French-speaking film starring Doug
Fairbanks, Jr. Claude Lara is directing this

picture, which, in addition to the star, will

number in its cast Jeannette Ferney, Barbara
Leonard, Carrie Daumery, Jean Delval,

George Davis, William Barry, Arthur Hurni,
Jean Delmour and Mathilde Commont. The
film was adapted by V. Mandelstamm from
"Local Boy Makes Good."

* * *

Willis Goldbeck will supervise
"Lame Dog Inn," story purchased
recently by Radio Pictures. J. Wal-
ter Ruben has been assigned the

writing and adaptation, while Eric
Linden and Arline Judge will play
principal roles.

*

Claudette Colbert and Clive Brook will

appear together in a film for the first tim«
in a co-starring picture to be produced by
Paramount beginning in March, after Brook
returns from abroad.

* * *

Charlotte Merriam and Edward
Van Sloan have been signed to com-
plete the cast supporting Kay Fran-
cis in "A Dangerous Brunette" at
First National under the direction

of William Dieterle.

Adaptation of "Lena Riven," famous
novel by Mary J. Holmes, has been com-
pleted by Stuart Anthony and Warren B.
Duff. The picture will go into production
at the Tiffany studios immediately upon it-

lection of director and cast.
* *

Wilson Mizner will adapt "The
Main Event," James Cagney's next
starring picture for Warner Bros.

* * *

Jack Oakie will play a leading part in

Paramount's "Jerry and Joan."
+ *

"Tangled Fortunes," the Buzz
Barton Western previously known
under the working title "Kid Cow-
boy," is in the cutting room. In

addition to Barton there are Francis
X. Bushman, Jr., Caryl Lincoln,

Francis Ford, Edward Cobb and
Charles Herzinger, under the direc-

tion of J. P. McGowan.
* * *

Charles WHliatns, who played in

"Dance Team" and who has written
much revue material, has been sign-

ed to act and direct at the Hal
Roach studio. Williams is known
as "the dancing author."

* * *

Kurt Neuman, who has directed

several pictures for Universal, has
been assigned to direct "Informa-
tion Kid."

Nina Wilcox Putnam, famous fic-

tion writer, declares she finds mo-
tion picture work interesting and
pleasant. She is writing an original,

which deals with the life of Cagli-

ostro, the Italian magician. It will

serve as a starring vehicle for Boris
Karloff,

Robert Bennett is one of the busi-

est young players on the Coast. He
recently completed an engagemeni
in "The Mouthpiece," at Warner
Bros.

Tom Douglas has been assigned
the featured juvenile role in Para-
mount's "Sky Bride." This precludes
his accepting several other offers
made him recently, including one
from Universal and another from
Astoria Films, Ltd., of London.

* * *

"L'Athlete Incomplet" will be the
title of First National's French-
speaking film on which Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., is now at work.

Wednesday. Feb. 10, 193: |

UFA MAY DISTRIBUTE

THROUGyATl Fl«

(Continued from Page 1) I
vestigated the conditions," Meydi
told The Film Daily last nig
"It is possible that we shall supi

impose English titles on our o:

standing features and seek natioi

distribution through a large sales (

ganization. The future of Ufa
America is in the balance, the m
few weeks will answer all qu'

tions." F. Wynne Jones, Americ!
managing director for Ufa here,

seriously ill in Geneva, N. Y.

Plan Show Window
For Film Materi

(Continued from Page 1)

hurst Theater with a view to givi

material scouts a chance to S'

look over the possibilities of V
plays and players presented. Oi)

works of American playwrights w
be produced, according to Hopkin

Photography, Television

For World Exhibiti(
Amsterdam, Holland—Motion p

ture photography and television v
form parts of the International i
hibition to be held here May 6-

Radio and related industries a
will.be included.

r

CAPITOL BOOKINGS
After another week of "Emmr

the Capitol will present Robi
Montgomery in "Lovers Courai
ous", together with Arthur Tra
(The Street Singer) on the sta

Feb. 19; John and Lionel Bar
more in "Arsene Lupin", Feb.
followed by Buster Keaton, Jimi
Durante and Polly Moran in "1

Passionate Plumber", and Mari
Davies in "Polly of the Circui

All are M-G-M pictures.

RAZE PIONEER HOUSE
Ft. Worth, Tex.—Wrecking of t

Orpheum, pioneer movie house he
is under way. When the thea
started showing films, 35 years a\

it made $11,000 in its first 10 moni
at a nickel admission.

HEADS ARTISTS BUREAU
Harold Kemp has been promd

to head the Warner Bros. Arti
Bureau, succeeding Walter Meye
who resigned last week.

f

I

Edward G. Robinson, War-
ner-First National star,!
speaks eight languages —
French, German, Spanish,

|

Italian, Russian, Hebrew, Rou-
manian and English.
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Jsposal of Theaters by Publix Not Being Pushed

tHIBITORS TURN AGAINST 'JUVENILE FILMS'
I _^^___^.^__
1

Ibuthern Territory OFF Dual Bills^ Says Fred M. Jack

Harry Cohn
Columbia's new maestro

= By jacic Alicoate-

Whenever we talk

i^ew to Harry Cohn, the
rit new head man at

Columbia, we are re-

ikied of a combination
t'ling dervish and dynamo.
ey think us Coast boys are
y," says Harry. "Well, just

abh Columbia from now on."
that's just what an entire

cistry will be doing. We
iijember Harry Cohn from

days of the "Hallroom
ofe." Later, with the help
ree financial partners, he pro-
d a gigantic spectacle "More to

tied than Censured" at a total
enty grand. It made ten times
ost. His record as production
of Columbia is an open book,
ingle Hollywood exi cutive has

enp.ished more. His bringing
'alter Wanger into '^e picture
nerally conceded as ood busi-
We have kibitzed about the

, Wanger & Co. outfit enough
e past ten days to know that
ithusiasm amounts to even a
dime, Columbia is headed in
general direction of prosperity
even bigger accomplishments
in the past.

e Work
The hour was

late. The atmos-
i Will Hays phere was philo-

sophical. We were
kg with one of the outstanding
les of the industry. "I sometimes
er if those of us of the motion
re really appreciate the true
icance of the accomplishments
7i\\ Hays and his outfit," he

"Look back over the years
you will find many rocks upon
1 the industry would have been
wide open without his guiding

(.Continued on Page 2)

Warner District Manager
Finds Double Features!

Not Popular
Dallas — Contradicting the state-

ments of independent film men that
double feature programs are spread-
ing in the south, Fred M. Jack,
southern district manager of War-
ner-First National, states that dual-
billing in this territory is almost
negligible and that the trend of the
practice and opinion on the advis-
ability of the policy are against it.

"I am in close touch with every
(Conitnued on Page 6)

4 UNIVERSAL SPECIALS ON

NEXT SEASON'S PROGRAM

Universal will expend particular
efforts in behalf of four features
which are slated for its 1932-33 pro-
gram, expected to present 26 pic-

tures. They are: "Mountains' of
Flame," with Tala Birell, new Vien-

i Co^itinued on Page 6)

U. S. Films Going Static,

French Writer Charges
Although American studios have

the best personnel and material,
they are becoming static, as well as
lacking in inspiration and artistry,

(Continued on Page 6)

Bombing Theory
Chicago—Detectives detailed on the

recent bombings ot the Granada and
several other de luxe theaters that have
had no labor trouble are now working
on the theory that the bombings were
prompted by garage interests because
of the free parking privileges the the-
aters are extending to patrons.

ACADEMY HEARS TINKER

T

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Speaking at a lunch-

eon tendered him by the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
President Edward R. Tinker of Fox
explained the circumstances sur-
rounding recent non-approval of
seven contracts by the company's
board of directors, and stated that
further adjustments of these con-
tracts would be deemed necessary by
the board. A few of these have
already been taken care of, he said.

Tinker stated there also may be
(Continued on Page 6)

600 German Theaters
Closed in Six Months

Six hundred German houses have
closed during the past six months,
according to information given to

Clarence MacKain, personal repre-
sentative of Carl Laemmle, who has

(Continued on Page 6)

Publix Circuit is Not Pushing
Disposal of Houses, Says Bolger

U Installs Teletype
First -Teletype, telephone company de-

vice for the transmission of messages,

installed in the film industry is work-

ing for Universal. One machine, which

operates like a typewriter and allows

instantaneous reception of the message
at the other end, has been installed in

the office of Helen Hughes at the
Universal headquarters in New York and
another in the office of Carl Laemmle,
Jr., at Universal City.

Publix is not conducting any cam-
paign to dispose of theater holdings,
although it is willing to consider any
satsfactory offers for houses, says
J. C. Bolger, new head of the Para-
mount-Publix real estate department,
in an interview with The Film
Daily. Additional new theater con-
struction is not included in this

year's plans, according to Bolger.
About 100 of the circuit's houses are
now dark.

Overstressing Kid Angle
Turns Out to be Un-

profitable
After nearly a year of plugging

for juvenile films, the majority of
the country's exhibitors have come
to the conclusion that it is not a
sufficiently profitable proposition,
and their reaction will govern pro-
ducers in their forthcoming pro-
grams. The Film Daily finds in a
checkup of the situation. The state

(Continued on Page 6)

HARRY ARIrTO HANDLE

iFOX THEAJERS CONTACT

Harry Arthur, vice-president of

Fox Theaters, will function as repre-
sentative of that organization in its

dealings with interests which have
taken over most of their houses on

(Continued on Page 6)

"Roxy'* Says Rus&ians
Lead World in Film Art

More great pictures are now be-

ing produced by Soviet Russia than
by any other country in the world,
said S. L. (Roxy) ilothafel at a

(Continued on Page 6)

"The Man Who Played Cod"
George Arliss returned ro Broadway

last evening in "The Man Who Playod

Cod," a Warner Bros, pictu.'e at the

Warner Theater. All this is small talk

compared to the brilliance ot this un-

usual piece of screen entertainment.
George Arliss, master of many roles,

was never more vigorous or compellingiy

interesting. The cinematic unfolding of

the Gouverneur Morris story is ingenious

and ironically imaginative. It is cut
from the material of which great screen

triumphs are made. We are not pre-

pared to say that it will be a great

money-maker. Too many tine pictures

have fallen by the commercial wayside
through public apathy. Here, however.
Is a characterization by Arliss, and a

story of such spiritual vitality that,

with a little tightening, should appeal
to other than class audiences. Personally

it left us with two positive convictions.

It should be shown in every theater in

America, and it has our nomination as

one of the Ten Best Pictures of 1932.
—ALICOATE.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Qose Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind 3H 3H ZVa — Vi

East. Kodak 76 -^ 68 "/^ 69/2 — 5-/8

Fox Fm. "A" 3M i'A i'A
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) H Yt
Loew's, Inc 26J4 25^
Paramount TYi 7

Pathe Exch Ys V2
do "A" 4 2Y»
RCA 7}4 7

RCA pf. "B" .... 14 \3Vi
RKO new 4^ 4'4
Warner Bros 3 2^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A"... Va Y* Y*
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. . 1116 H Yi
Technicolor l?i lYi 1^ —
Trans-Lux '. 1)4 W* W* —

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. ZY* 3M 3J4 —
Loew 63 41ww 83Ji 83j4 83J4 +
Paramount 6s 47.. SQVi SOJi 50}^ +
Par. 5^s50 A6Yi 46
Pathe 7s37 71 71
Warner's 6s39 30 29

Harry Cohn
... Columbia's new maestro

* (Continued from Page 1)

hand and influence. Those who criti-

cize are those who don't know," he
concluded. And from what we know
of this gentleman he seldoms misses
in his appraisal of either man or
situation.

Nicholas Schenck, Rubin
Going West Next Month
President Nicholas M. Schenck of

M-G-M and J. Robert Rubin plan to

go to the Coast about March 20 to

map out plans for next year's pro-
gram and discuss other important
matters.

Edgar Wallace Dies
After Brief Illness

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI Li

Hollywood — Edgar Wallace, 56,

mo,st prolific of British authors, died
here yesterday of double pneumonia
after a short illness. He was noted
as a writer of thrillers, and had been
brought over here by RKO to do
originals.

26 +
7'A —
Ys +

2Yi +
754 +

135/8 +
4M ..

27/8 ..

EASTMAN OMITS EXTRA
Eastman Kodak directors yester-

day declared the regular quarterly
dividend of $1.25 on the common
stock, payable April 1 to stock of

record March 5, but omitted the 75
cents extra which has been paid reg-
ularly since 1930, Directors ex-
plained that the company desired to

maintain its present strong financial

position. Thomas J. Hargrave, sec-

retary, was elected a vice-president,
and Albert F. Sulzer, manager of

the Kodak Park Works, was made
a director. The regular wage divi-

dends were also declared.

COLMAN IN "KARAMAZOV"
Because of restrictions on the re-

lease date of "Cynara," current
stage hit which was to have been
Ronald Colman's next vehicle for
Samuel Goldwyn, the star's next pic-

ture will be a screen play by Sidney
Howard based on Dostoievsky's nov-
el, "The Brothers Karamazov."

SUNDAY RULING EXPECTED
Newark—Although Vice Chancel-

lor Alonzo Church has reserved de-

cision on a motion by C. Wallace
Vail, counsel for Publix New Jersey
Theaters, to restrain interference
with Sunday shows in Plainfield, the
court directed that memoranda be
submitted and indicated that a de-
cision would be given this week.

ARLISS CLICKS ON COAST
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "The Man Who

Played God/' new iGeorge Arliss
vehicle, received a big ovation on
its premiere at Warner's Western.
It was hailed as the best Arliss pic-

ture so far and predictions are that
it will have wide appeal.

46}4
71
30

-t- 6

+ 1

U STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING
Officers and board of directors of

Universal will be elected at the an-

nual stockholders' meeting planned
for Baltimore in March. No change,s

are expected in executive person-
nel.
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JOE BROWN'S TOUR OFF
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Because of studio de-

mands, Joe E. Brown's personal ap-
pearance tour has been postponed.
He was to have opened next month
in the east. "The Tenderfoot" will

be the next Brown picture.

DROP SUNDAY BENEFITS
Memphis — The Sunday benefit

shows at local theaters have been
suddenly called off. Exhibitors were
taking too much of a loss, and it is

expected that feature schedules will

be arranged so the performances can
be resumed.

LIGHTMAN STOCK CO. TOURS
Memphis—Having made quite a

success at the Little, the stock com-
pany brought in by M. A. Lightman
is making a tour of several sur-
rounding cities. "Trial of Mary
Dugan" made the big hit.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Eleventh Annual ConventiM
M.P.T.O. of Ohio, Deshler-Wil
Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 1 1 : Monthly meeting of the Chic
Section, Society of M. P. Enpni
Electric Ass'n, 20 North Wacker Dt
6:45 P. M.

feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner^i
of the Columbians (Columbia PictUB
Hotel Plaza, New York.

fieb. 20: Motion Picture Club BalL 11

dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.
Feb. 22-24

: Convention of Monogram
I

tures. Jung Hotel, New Orleans.
Feb. 27

: Eighteenth anniversary dinner
1

dance of Operators' Local 306, Hi
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler,
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Indepe
ent producers and distributors. Slid
12:45 P. M.

Martn 13-20: First film exposition in C
tral Europe under auspices of CnC
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n

1

National Film Industry, Prague, Ctec
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of H.
T O. A., Hotel Mayflower, WaiU
ton, D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Si
and Dance. True Sister's Club Hoi
New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Clayp
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Sod
of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internatio
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Emplo
and M. P. Operators, Memorial H
Columbus, O.

FAIRBANKS TO SAIL
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Douglas Fairbanks

plans to sail Feb. 17 from San Fran-
cisco for Papeete, Tahiti, to shoot
his new picture, tentatively called

"Tropical Night." William Farnum
and Edward Sutherland, director,

will accompany him.

WOODS THEATER DARK
Chicago—The Woods, which has

been playing stock burlesque and
first run j)ictures, closes today due
to poor business. It may reopen
shortly with pictures.

FERGUSON FALLS FOR FLA.
Bill Ferguson of M-G-M, just

back from a vacation jaunt in Ha-
vana and Miami, fell so hard for the
Florida climate that he is buying a
home at Miami Beach.

RKO MEMPHIS PREVIEWS
Memphis—Previews on Wednes-

day and Saturday nights have been
inaugurated by the RKO Orpheum.
On these bargain nights the new
picture will go on at 10 o'clock.

MIKE SIMMONS BACK ON JOB
Michael L. Simmons has returned

from a vacation in Bermuda and is

back on the job turning out mate-
rial for Sono Art-World Wide.

DELAY BARTHELMESS FILM
"Alias the Doctor," the picture

completed by Richard BarthelmeSs
shortly before he sailed for the Fa?
East recently, has been set back on
the First National release schedule
until March 26.

"CAIN" BOOKED
"Cain," the Talking Picture Ep

feature which recently had a r

of two weeks at the Cameo, li

been booked over the entire Cc
solidated Theater Circuit.

COMING & GOING
c

HEGGIE BACK TO STAGE
0. P. Heggie, after appearing in

several pictures on the coast, re-
turns to the stage in "They Didn't
Mean Any Harm," A. A. Milne play,
opening in New York this month.

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

SOL LESSER arrives from the coast M
day.
HECTOR TURNBULL leaves Feb.

for the Paramount West Coast studios.
RUSSELL MACK, Universal director,

visiting relatives and friends in Provider
CLARENCE MacKAIN, personal repres

tative of Carl Laemmle, is back from abro
BILL FERGUSON of M-GM yesten

returned to New York after a vacation
Miami.
LEILA BENNETT, actress, leaves N

York for the Coast on Friday.
EMIL STERN of the S. & S. circuit, C

cago, has arrived in New York on busini

THE LATEST NOVELTY — TITLE AND
THEME PROTECTED

TABLOID TALKIES
TRUE TALES TOLD BY SPOTLIGHT

PERSONALITIES

MURDER AT DAW)

WHY
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SHMOHM
EXPRESS

Directed by

JOSEF von STERXBERO
with

I

CLIVE BROOK
ANNA MAY WONG, WARNER
OLAND, EUGENE PALLETTE

•
DIETRICH! The most popular star on the

screen, bar none! In one of the biggest

money-makers you've had in a long time.

Love! Thrills! Excitement! Dietrich as

the fans want her. . . in a new love-warm
mood! Plus a timely story— leaping from

the front pages every day! Plus superb

direction of von STERNBERG. Get ready

for big dough with Dietrich!

Here IS Box Office!

«flS.^-«'%-4pqK.%
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EXHIBITORS TURN AGAINST

JUVENILEM PICTURES

(Continued from Parte 1)

rights field, which is perhaps closest

to the rank and file of movie trade,

was among the first to obtain and
transmit the reaction. This is

understood to be the chief reason for

Bennie Zeldman changing the title

of "Juvenile Court" to "Hell's

House," as it was felt that the

"juvenile" designation might kill the

picture for a lot of adult trade

which would otherwise attend and
enjoy it. Reports from many of the

representative key city exchange
centers to the distributors' home of-

fices also are not encouraging with
respect to pictures made directly for

the kid trade. Most recommenda-
tions, especially from the indepen-

dent field, urge more of the "family"
appeal in pictures. It is also recom-
mended that pictures having particu-

lar juvenile appeal should not be

generally exploited as kid films, but

rather sold from other angles that

interest a wider range of patronage.

Four Universal Specials

On Next Season's Program
(Continued from Pape 1)

nese star, now in production with

Cyril Gardner directing; "The Road
Back," which James Whale will di-

rect, probably with Lew Ayres in

the cast; "The Left Bank," Elmer
Rice play, and "Once in a Lifetime,"

stage hit of last season.

600 German Theaters
Closed in Six Months
(Continued from Page 1)

arrived in New York from Europe.

This figure has been somewhat off-

set by the opening of 150 new thea-

ters m that country, he said. Many
French houses are also closing, Mac-
Kain declared.

MacKain has been production
manager on "Detective Lloyd," se-

rial made in England by Mutual,
Universal subsidiary, and which is

being released in this country by
Universal. Visiting France, Ger-
many and England, he surveyed the
distribution field.

ORDER 4.5 MORE PRINTS
In response to exhibitor demand

for George Arliss in "The Man Who
Played God," Warner Bros, yester-

day ordered 45 additional prints to

take care of houses desiring to get
the benefit of the national campaign
by setting their opening dates for

the week of Feb. 19-25.

Col. Story Dept. Changes
Personnel of Columbia's story depart-

ment Is being changed, with Walter
Wanger expected to name a new de-
partment head within a few days.

Walter Hart, Sidney Harmon and W. ).

Fadiman have all left the department.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
Btf RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
VHE "vacuum blimp," devised by

the Educational studio technical

department, has been installed, as

part of the regular equipment, at

the Mack Bennett, Metropolitan and
Tiff'any studios, as well as the Edu-
cational studios. Orders for the
"blimp" from other studios are be-

ing filled as fast as the equipment
can be turned out. It is not sold

outright, but leased on a day rate.

E. A. Browyi, War
er, has been given
assignment on "The
ways With Us," Rv
first starring vehicle

Brown was placed
by Major Le Vinson,

for his excellent woy
nious Ferguson Cas
released.

ner sound mix'
the important
Rich Are Al-

th Chatterton's

for Paramount,
on the picture

sound director,

k on "The Fa-
e," soon to be

The array of talent responsible tor

bringing "Cimarron" to the screen

will be utilized again by RKO-Radio
Pictures in a melodrama to be play-

ed against the background of war-
torn China. Howard Estabrook is

now at work on the scenario and
Director Wesley Ruggles will begin
shooting March 1 with Richard Dix
and Irene Dunne in the leading

roles. The original story was writ-

ten by Merian C. Cooper.
* * *

Oscar Apfel, Mitchell Lewis and
Francis McDonald have been added
to the cast of the George Bancroft
picture, "On the Black Sea."

* * *

Dance hall sequences now being

filmed brought seven additions to the

cast of RKO-Pathe's new Helen
Twelvetrees starring picture, as yet

untitled. Players getting parts are
Walter Percvival, Phyllis Crane,
Patricia Karon, Virginia Dare,
Frankie Mills, Jack Herrick and
Willy Keeler. William Seiter is di-

recting the picture.
* * *

Beryl Mercer has been signed by
Fox for "Young America," soon to

enter production under the direction

of Frank Borzage.
* * *

Ned Sparks has been added to the

comedy roster of "Hold 'Em Jail,"

RKO production.
* * *

"Sunset Trail" will be the title of

the next Tom Keene western to be

produced by RKO-Radio Pictures.

The story is an original adapted by
Oliver Drake.

* * *

Richard Wallace is holding daily

conferences xvith Josephine Loveti
during the ivriting of the script for
"Thunder Below." Wallace is to di-

rect this with Tallulah Bankhead as
the star.

George Archalnbaud is being
warmly congratulated on his direc-

tion of "Lost Squadron," a David
Selznick production for M-G-M.
Archainbaud "stepped in" on this

picture after it had gone into pro-
duction and is said to have acquitted
himself admirably.

* + *

Armand Schaefer is supervising
"Ivory," which Andrew L. Stone, Jr.,

is directing for George Weeks and
Cliff Broughton. Production is at

the Ralph Like studio.
* * *

William Bakewell's last two as-

signments with the Fox organiza-
tion required much night work. Con-
sequently his sleeping was done in

the day time. Now that he has fin-

ished, the young M-G-M contract
player is having difficulty in read-
justing himself to sleeping nights
again.

* * *

Tom Douglas, according to reli-

able authority, is shortly to affix
his signature to a term contract
with another major studio. The
young stage star's present agree-
ment with Paramount expires coin^

cident with his completion of the
present assignment in "Sky Bride."

John Darrow, who recently com-
pleted his contract with RKO, is

one of the best athletes in filmland's

younger set.

* * +

C. Gardner Sullivan, executive
writer for M-G-M, defends higher
salaries for scenarists on the ground
that they have less chance for last-

ing fame than the novelists, play-
wrights, etc., whose works they
adapt to the screen. Few persons
notice the writers of photoplays, he
says.

* * *

Charles Starrett, Tom Douglas
and Harold Goodwin todav are ad-
ditions to "Sky Bride." th° talker
version of Russell Holman's orig-

inal aviation romance being pro-
duced by Paramount.

SOUTHERN TERRITORY I

OFF DOUBLE FEAl
(Continued from Pape 1)

situation in the entire south,"
;

told The Film Daily, "and I
i

pen to know that there is no spi

ing of double features. On the
trary, this section of the cou
is strongly against them. I wai
go on record as being opposei

this practice and opposed to

propaganda that might encourai
condition in the south which
not now exist."

Last year some of the cii

houses in the southeast tried

ble-featuring, but abandoned
idea after a short time.

U. S. Films Going Static,

French Writer Charges
(Continued from Page 1)

in the opinion of Vicomte Alain de

Leche, French writer, who arrived

from abroad this week to handle
the French department of M-G-M.
With a little moderning, American
films will be able to hold the mar-
kets of the world, he says,

"Roxy" Says Russians
Lead World in Film Art

(Continued from Page 1)

luncheon of the Round-Table group
of the Town Hall Club. Germany
also leads the U. S. in some phases
of production, he declared, adding
that American films lack realism
and have given foreigners a distort-

ed impression of thTs country.

St. Louis Court Dismissi

Interstate Amusement S
St. Louis—Suit of W. Gordon 1

nett of Atlanta, asking for an
counting from Interstate Amusen
Co., which was taken oved by R
has been dismissed by U. S. Disi

Judge Faris on the ground that
action was premature because
•^al notes on a Birmingham the

'ease, for which Burnett made cli

had not become due.

Academy Hears Tinker
On Contract Situatii

(Continued from Page 1)

a readjustment of situations of

ecutives who made the original (

tracts. He declared the corp

tion's legal and moral responsi^-

ties to its stockholders required t

changes in certain contracts wl

were drawn in such a way that t

were not sanctioned from the st

M. C. Levee, president of ;

Academy, pledged the co-operal,-i

of the Association to Tinker when
turn thanked the Academy for ;

sane attitude towards Fox at 3

time. Richard A. Rowland said 1

1

he thanked Wall Street and the

pression for sending him back i

the picture industry. Louis
Mayer and Cecil B. de Mille ;

were among the speakers.

Harry Arthur to Handh
Fox Theaters Contj
(Continued from Page 1)

management deals. Under the i

setup, Arthur, who is now in ^

York, will principally be in cont

with Skouras Bros., who are r

operating Fox West Coast and af

ated circuits and the Schine grou]

upstate New York. The Poli-N

England division, which has been
subject of numerous conferen

aiming toward a deal, is still in

Fox fold up to the present.

Zeldman Plans Serial

Bennie Zeldman will make a 12

episode serial, titled "Tarzan, the

Fearless," to be ready for release next

fall. Zeldman returns to the coast

about March 1. when, in co-operation

with Sol Lesser, production will be

started.

i
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C'veland — Nate Bigelson, man-
e of the Union, got his car back
the shop after a smash-up just

ttie to have it stolen.

Oford, Neb. — The Auditorium
eaer has been sold by W. T.

i£on to Raybourn & Bennie.

ivirion, 0.—Bake Miller has beer

pfnted manager of the Marion
ifcx-Great States house, succeed-

jf\ A. Williams.

Lungton, Ky.—The Kentucky has
dl vaudeville, playing three acts

f; days a week.

derson, Ind.—The Paramount,
il(x-Great States house which has

closed for some time, has re-

efed. L. E. Nye, formerly vsrith

iC, has been made manager.

ainsboro, Ga. — The Princess,

cktly damaged by fire, will re-

operations as soon as the dam-
chas been repaired.

llinsville, Ala. — The Crickett
er, closed for several months,
been leased by Clarence and

iJett Clayton.

(pveland—Lew Thomson, former
branch manager, is staging

efemblance" contests in picture
us.

(jveland—Abe Kramer of Asso-
d Theaters, Inc., and his family
returned from a vacation in

1*11.

OHENS" SONG ON RADIO
he Cohens and Kellys in Holly-

)\," Universal's new Sidney-Mur--
feature now in production at

s^ersal City, will have a coast-
)ast radio plug this Saturday
ling, when Bing Crosby will in-

cjuce for the first time on the
'Where Are You (Girl of My

rims)," one of the songs from
(picture.

IIHIND THE MASK" RELEASE
<>lumbia's "Behind the Mask,"
I Holt's latest starring vehicle,
I have its national release Peb. 25.

vS SEEN BY

AitHi

The Hollywood film colony Is taking
3 the liquid diet in a big way. Over
pO gallons of punch, cider and soft
inks are being served weekly to mem-
-vs of the 'The Wet Parade' cast."—M-C-M.

ALONG™^ lALTO
PHILM.DALY

NtW VOPIC IDS ANGELES

• • • ONE OF the Bright Spots in the field of independent
production is the work of Alfred T. Mannon who for the
past year has been turning out a line of product that

is notable for Consistency of Class that is seldom achieved in

the independent field if history repeats itself

as it has a habit of doing it won't be long now before

some first-line production organ izashe takes him in its fold

Mister Mannon's latest "Cross Examination"
starring H. B. Warner and released by the Weiss boys

from where we sit has all the ear-marks of

what the Grade A houses need

* * * *

• • • IN THIS era of specialists in the film biz

a gent is inclined to get a li'l lopsided gazing too closely

at his particular Slant so it is always refreshing to

contact an antidote in the person of Herbert Ebenstein

who has a happy faculty of seeing and weighing All

Sides and puts you in a position where you again get

the Right Focus on the entire Picture for Herb has a

broad Viewpoint built up over years of film training as first

secretary of the F. I. L. M. Club, the pioneer organizashe

first sec of the T. 0. C. C. trea,surer of the Empey Club

and other honorary jobs too numerous to mention

down through the years he knows practically

everybody especially in the theater end and un-

derstands all their varied problems which makes him
such an ideal man for his post with the Stebbins, Leterman &
Gates organizashe

V T* "l^ •!

• • • ALL YOU bridge hounds should snatch yourself a

copy of "The Bridge Battle of the Century" a travesty

by our own Halsey Raines of Emgeem publicity on the national
indoor pastime that breaks up homes makes
criminals out of upright film men and makes women
forsake their children fearing they will grow up to be as lousy
bridge players as their husbands Halsey brings all this

out graphically and funnily , with the help of John Held
Joonior's foreword and illustrations by Vincentini
the tome is issued by SoUinge Publishing Co.

• • # BY WAY of recognition of up-and-comin' young
fellers take Harry Maizlish exploitashe director

for Warner theayters in Cali-for-nigh-aye Harry engi-

neered an interview between Professor Albert Einstein and
Gene Dennis and the psychic told the great physicist
about secrets on which he has been working that "no one could
possibly know" as he stated and the Pacific pa-
pers played it up in full columns a great publicity stunt,

Harry proving again that the saving grace of the pix
biz is that there can be no monopoly of brains

* * *

• • • HERE IS a yarn from Alf Goulding that should touch
the hearts of a lotta personal representatives a master
of ceremonies hadn't worked for months suddenly a unit

sent out a call for his services a scout was sent to
search for him and after a long time staggered through
the stage door "Did ya find him?" bellowed the pro-
ducer "We can't use him!" sputtered the scout
"Why?" thundered the producer the scout gasped
"He was EATEN by his agent!" why not? meat
costs money

« « « » » »

Findlay, O.—Leslie Theater Cor-
poration has taken over the Royal
and Lyceum, formerly owned by
Kraft and McKinley. Frank Nolan
is president of the company. It is

reported that E. C. Flanigon and
B. C. Steele, prominent theater op-

erators in this territory, are also in-

terested in the deal, which was con-
summated through Maurice Lebens-
burger, theater broker. Nolan will

manage the Lyceum. Mrs. Leslie

Kraft continues in charge of the
Royal.

Cleveland—Harry Gibbs, former
Pathe branch manager has resigned.

Toledo—Nat Charnas has closed

the Priscilla. It is reported that the
closing is permanent and final.

Grundy Center, la. — The Rialto

theater here has been leased by the

owner, L. G. Slater, to C. E. Thrash-
er, formerly of Des Moines.

What Cheer, la.—Frank Green of

Des Moines has leased the Masonic
here, installed talking equipment,
and is reopening it.

Pittsburgh—The Roosevelt is in-

stalling RCA Photophone sound re-

producing equipment.

Denver — West Masters is now
playing the organ at the Tabor,
formerly silent. He comes from the

Mayon, Denver, whose organ will be

silent for a time at least.

CAMPAIGN DOUBLES BIZ
New Orleans—As a result of a

campaign engineered by the Warner
home oflSce, "Safe in Hell" more
than doubled the average weekly
gross at the Tudor, according to

Manager Horace Houglan. Picture

is being held a second week.

"SHANGHAI EXPRESS" FEB. 17

Opening date of "Shanghai Ex-
press," Paramount's new Marlene
Dietrich picture, has been set for

Feb. 17 at the Rialto.

i^.i*#sfcl^A.§

MANY PAPPYmmm
Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Feb. 11
Joseph Mankiewicz

Joe Brown

Anita Carvin

Rex Lease



Peerless Productions Presents^

A Daring Picture That Smart Showmen on

the West Coast Have Labeled ''A Winner!"

Featuring a cast of prominent screen favorites including

Natalie Moorhead, Jack Mulhall, Edmund Breese, Roy D'Arcy/

Clara Kimball Young, Alice Day, Tom Richards, Montagu Love.

Directed by Robert Hill ... An Albert Herman production.

Box-office entertainment dated 1932!

A production that will bring smiles

of satisfaction to the faces of patron-

starved theatre owners everywhere!

''LOVE BOUND'' has all the elements

of romance, pathos, tense moments

and brilliant characterization that

audiences everywhere take to their

hearts. Screen it! Book it! Play it!

|i||]iilRlLi§§

ADOLPH POLLAK, Pretid*
630 NINTH AVENUE

NEW YORK
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I timate in Cha racter
Inernational in Scope
liJependent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old
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louMetzgerResigns as Sales Manager of Columbia

RGES EXHIBITORS BODY TO WATCH LEGISLATIONS

[^embow and Balaban Assigned Bigger Duties in Publix

4tz Turns Over Some
Responsibilities

to Aides
nportant changes effected in the

V es of Publix executives were an-

cnced yesterday with statement
h; Sam Katz has "designated ad-

i|onal duties" to Sam Dembow,
-president, and John Balaban in

Publix end of the organization,

[iz remains active head of the
(Continued on Page 4)

PER SUIT DISMISSED;

ANOTHER ACTION EILED

/ilmington, Del. — Petition of

i!s Endler for a Warner Bros, re-

e ership was dismissed yesterday
the Chancellor of Delaware at

request of Endler's attorney's.

V ler was not a stockholder of the

c Deration and for other reasons he
I! eared to be unwilling to face

is-examination. Simultaneously
ther petition was filed by the

I le attorneys on behalf of one
ll-inus T. V. Newcastle, who says
holds 1,000 shares of the War-
common stock. It is substanti-

a copy of the petition heretofore

it on behalf of Jules Endler.

he complete denial heretofore
{Continued on Page 4)

ifagen and Hamm Form
'Frisco Theater Firm

an Francisco—B. E. Kragen and
S. Hamm have organized Bay-

\re Theaters, Inc., with plans to

(uire and build theaters in and
«]r San Francisco. The firm's at-

Diey is A. S. Newburgh.

Columbia Pays Off

All It's Bank Loans

I of Columbia's bank loans, which amounted
c ibout $900,000 at their peak, have been
. off, it was announced yesterday by Harry
111 president of the company.

Room and Bath Next
-

B irmingham-—Two features, a comedy, newsreel , sandwich and cup of coffee all

for a dlme, constitutes the program up to 6 P.M. at the Temple. The Capitol this

week went dual -bill at 15 cents, with the Rialto a nd Fairfield also doubli ng.

Shiftman Slated to Head
Sol Brill Enterprises

$5,000 Advance Sale

For Arliss $2 Run
Warner Bros, report a $5,000 ad-

vance sale for "The Man Who
Played God," new George Arliss pic-

ture, which opened Wednesday night

for a $2 run at the Warner on
Broadway.

Harry Shiffman is understood to

be slated to become president of the
various motion picture interests of
the late Sol Brill. Election will take
place at a meeting of the board of
directors to be held next Wednesday.
Promotion will place Shiffman as
head of the Landon Realty Corp.,

(Continued on Page 4)

Boston Circuit Operators Take Cut

Boston—RKO, Publix. and Loew
operators, more than 150 in all, have
accepted a voluntary wage cut of

10 per cent, effective on or about
March 1, according to James F.

Burke, business agent for Boston
M. P. Operators' Union 182. Burke
estimates that this reduction will

mean a saving of approximately
(Continued on Page 4)

National Syndicate Plans
Two Construction Projects
San Francisco — National The-

ater Syndicate plans a $140,000
stadium-type house seating 1,000 in

Woodland, Cal. Bliss & Fairweather
are the architects. National also

will transform the Brown, in Ma-
(Continued on Page 4)

Metzger Resigns from Colunbia;
Bert Ennis Also Leaving Co,

Jacqueline Logan Urges
Interchange of Talent

Exchange of talent between the

American and British film industries

will be mutually advantageous, as-

serted Jacqueline Logan, who is now
directing for B. I. P., addressing the

A. M. P. A. luncheon yesterday at

Sardi's. The British producers, she

said, are trying to make pictures

for American audiences.

Lou B. Metzger yesterday resigned

as general sales manager of Colum-

bia. He intends to leave shortly for

California to culminate plans for a

new project on which he has been

working for some time. Jack Cohn

will assume full charge of Columbia
sales.

Bert Ennis, director of advertis-

ing and publicity, also has resigned,

effective Feb. 20.

Lightman Plan For Nat'l
Organization Okayed

By Ohio Unit
Columbus—Formation of a nation-

al exhibitor organization or board
to handle legislative and other na-
tional matters applying to theaters
was proposed by President M. A.
Lightman of the M.P.T.O.A. in ad-
dressing the M.P.T.O. of Ohio con-
vention here. A rosolu^^"'" w'"»

adopted in support of the plan.

William James was re-elected
president of the unit, being named

(Continued on Page 4)

MADISON SQ. GARDEN FILM

FIRST ON ROGERS' LIST

Charles R. Rogers yesterday
closed a de 1 with William F. Carey,
president I Madison Square Gar-
den, wher( )y a big sports picture
will be pre luced with the Garden's
cooperation as the first release on
the new in ependent lineup planned
by Rogers The picture will be
titled "Mac son Square Garden" and
Carey will .id in getting champions
of various sports to appear in it.

Story is being written lay Thomp-
son Burtis. James Gleason has al-

ready been signed by Rogers to play
(Continued on Page 4)

"Strange Interlude"
To Be Sold as Special

M-G-M's "Strange Interlude" with
Norma Shearer and Clarke Gable
is to be sold to exhibitors as a spe-
cial.

New Setup Gives RKO
Surplus of $7,845,485

After giving effect to the recent refinancing

plan, consolidated balance sheet of RKO shows
total assets of $139,014,980, current assets of

$29,376,180, current liabilities of $8,632,069
and surplus of $7,845,485.
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ADDING ENGLISH TITLES
Superimposed English titles will

hereafter be put on all German films

playing the Europa, The Film
Daily learns.

J?
J.:

:.:

J.:

J.:

it

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City '
154 Crescent St. '
STillwell 4-7940 it

!^ Eastman Films I

% I. E. Brulatour, Inc. H

Chicago Hollywood J-J

J? 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica t-J

ft CALumet 3692 Blvd. W
j*j HOLlywood 4121 K
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Gala Celebration Marks
Denver Orpheum Opening
Denver—Preceded by a parade in

which the American Legion and
Shrine Drum Corps, Orpheum con-

cert orchestra, police department,
Boy Scouts, a company from the
nearby U. S. Army post and nu-
merous business firms participated,

the new $1,250,000 RKO Orpheum
was opened last night. Proceeds of

the first show were turned over to

the local committee for relief of un-
employed. Only about a dozen pair
of passes were given out, even the
Governor and Mayor paying for
their seats. The 2,650-seat house
will be managed by Lou Hellborn,
with Charles Stevenson as assistant;

G. G. Alexander, publicity, and W.
J. Eckert, art director.

Milwaukee First Stop
In Skouras Inspection

Milwaukee—Spyros and Charles
Skouras, accompanied by Edward L.

Alperson, who has joined Skouras
Bros, in a general executive capac-
ity, are here on their first stop in

a tour of inspection of the Fox
West Coast group of houses which
they have taken over for operation.

"RAIN" AS TALKER
"Rain," stage play which was

made as a silent by United Artists
in 1928 under the name of "Sadie
Thompson," with Gloria Swanson in

the title part, is to be made this

spring as a talkie by United Artists.

Tallulah Bankhead is being con-
sidered as the star, with William
Gargan, now playing in the stage
play, "The Animal Kingdom," in the
part of the sergeant. Screen tests

of Gargan have proven satisfactory.

SMITH-DALE FILM RENAMED
Title of the new Warner comedy

picture starring Joe Smith and
Charles Dale, recently completed,
has been changed from "East Side"
to "The Heart of New York." It

will have its world premiere at a

Broadway theater late this month.
The picture is based on the stage
play, "Mendel, Inc."

COLUMBIA RADIO TIEUP
Chicago—A radio tie-up has been

eff"ected here by Columbia and Sta-

tion WCFL (Voice of Labor)
whereby the company's product and
its stars will be the subject of a

column of chatter over this station

five times weekly.

IN NEW 16 MM. VENTURE
International 16 MM Pictures,

Inc., having suspended, Rudolph
Mayer is now developing a company
to handle 16 mm. pictures with
sound-on-fi"m. International's plan
involved sound on disc.

THE LATEST NOVELTY — TITLE AND
THEME PROTECTED

- TABLOID TALKIES -
TRUE TALES TOLD BY SPOTLIGHT

PERSONALITIES

End of Ontario Trial

May Be Reached Today
Toronto — H. L. Nathanson of

Regal Films was the last witness
called by the prosecution at the com-
bine hearing. Judge Garrow then
called on the defence for its wit-
nesses, but all defence lawyers
stated they had decided not to call

any. The film trial may conclude
today.

1,500-Seat House Favored
As Ideal for Independents
Ideal size house for independent

theater operation is 1,500 seats, de-
clared Harry Shiffman of the Sol

Brill interests, in an interview with
The Film Daily yesterday. A
house of this capacity carries a rea-

sonable overhead, he pointed out.

Shiffman finds that juvenile pictures
are not clicking.

CHEVALIER FILM PLEASES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Maurice Chevalier's

new Paramount picture, "One Hour
With You", previewed at the Up-
town, was hailed as another hit for

the French star. Ernst Lubitsch
directed this fast-moving, light-

hearted comedy, with good music
and many laughs.

ANOTHER GERMAN POLICY
Another German talking motion

picture theater opened in New York
yesterday with Lil Dagover in

"Elizabeth von Osterreich". The
theater is at 79th Street and First

Ave.

DRIER SUCCEEDS POLGLASE
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Hans Drier has suc-

ceeded Van Nest Polglase, Para-
mount art director, who resigned.
B. P. Schulberg denies current re-

ports that W. R. Rothacker will suc-
ceed M. C. Levee or join the Para-
mount studios.

"THE SCAR" FINAL TITLE
"Scarface," the Howard Hughes

production which has been delayed
due to title difficulties, will be defi-

nitely released in a few weeks as
"The Scar," it is announced by
United Artists.

BARBARA WEEKS CLAWED
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Barbara Weeks was

badly clawed by a leopard at the
Cliff Broughton studio while film-

ing of a new picture was in prog-
ress. One of three leopards used in

the scene became enraged and in-

flicted 13 deep wounds on Miss
Week's leg before Jack Mulhall
could beat it off with a cane.

VAUDEFILM CLICKS
Baltimore—Keith's shot to S.R.O.

last week-end, when the house
changed to a vaudeville and film

policy. Arthur Tracy, radio ace
known as The Street Singer, is head-
liner, and "Nice Women" is the pic-

ture.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Peb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-(
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictu
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball.
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monoeram
tures. Jung Hotel. New Orleans.

Feb. 27 : Eighteenth anniversary dinner
dance of Operators' Local 306, 1

Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual conventioi
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler,

|

troit.

March 10: A.M. P. A. luncheon to Init|
ent producers and distributors, fc
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in
tral Europe under auspices of C>
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n
National Film Industry, Prague, Cs
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Wti
ton, D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic 1

and Dance. True Sister's Club H
New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting ol

diana Indorsers of Photoplays. Cla;

Hotel. Indianapolis, Ind.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the S(

of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of Internal
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Emp
and M. P. Operators. Memorial
Columbus, O.

Coast Legal Departmen
Being Established by Rl
RKO is establishing a permai

legal department on the coast,

cording to B. B. Kahane, gen
counsel, who has assigned Dd
O'Shea of the home office stafiFi

head of the coast bureau. Goi
Youngman of the home office 1

department is now in Los Anj
arranging office personnel li

O'Shea.

WARNER MANAGERS SHIF
Wilmington, Del. — Joe Miii

manager of Warners' Aldine,

been transferred to the Elite

Philadelphia. Lewis Black, man
of Warners' Queen here, goes to

Aldine to succeed Minski. H
Rose of the Kenwick in Philadel

has been transferred to the Qi

•'HELL'S HOUSE" FOR OH:
William Rosenthal of Clevel

formerly district sales manage
the United Artists, and who rec(

entered the open market field,

contracted for the distributioi

Bennie F. Zeidman's latest pre

tion, "Hell's House," for the dist:

comprising Ohio and Kentucky.

CHAS. ROGERS BUYS STO
William Morris Agency has

the talking pici^ure rights to

Lait's story, "A Girl Withoi
Room," to Charles R. Rogers.

Studio and Locatn

Sound on Film Record!
Low Daily or Weekly Rales

Powers Crnephone Eqiilpmsnt Corp

723-TTH «VE., N, V. BRYANT •-•
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riMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

e>
I Rise

antes Dunn

these days when records

ar» scarce, James Dunn, a

ive New Yorker, steps into

motion picture limelight by

ablishing a record of his own.

I the short period of seven

nnths he has transformed

Hnself from a small-time

loadway actor looking for

rk to one of the most prom-

ig young men in motion pic-

•e;s . . . His smile and cheer-

"0. K. boy" are just the

ne today as they were in his

5t picture, "Bad Girl." Some

i^e predicted that success com-

; too quickly can spoil a man.

mn will testify that if it

cnes too quickly it won't even
tijister ... He played minor
es in some short pictures be-

f made in New York and had
cen tests for nearly every

npany in the business except
3tro and Fox. He took one
Metro at the Fox Eastern

fjidio and when that company
[i;ided that it would relinquish

e option every player signs

len taking a test, Fox sent the

it to the Coast. Enthusiastic
jponse from Winfield Sheehan
d Frank Borzage came in the

;k of time. He signed with
X, borrowed $300, bought back
i trunk only to find there was
thing in it of any value, and
:t for the Coast three days
ier in the same old suit with
. empty trunk. He wore the
it in his first picture, "Bad
rl." During that seven months
scarcely had time to see

jUywood. He made "Sob Sis-

Over the Hill," and finally,

)ance Team," with Sally
lers.

—N. Y. Evening Post

SUN$HIN€
IN

THE

DAYS

NEWS

Another all-time record was smashed
at the Loew's, Akron, last week, when
"Hell Divers" piled up the biggest gross
in the history of the house.

—^S D̂AILY

• • • ONCE IN a great while an Authentic Voice comes out

of Hollerword and gives us the real lowdown
such a rare event happened when Arthur Hornblow Joonior

addressed the A.M.P.A. at the Sardi luncheon yesterday

he was frankness personified he mentioned pix and per-

sonages casting the bouquets and brickbats with a free

and generous hand without fear or favor it was
all very exhilarating Arthur had the Real Dope
and everybody in the room knew they were listening to Gospel

so when he concluded we all stood up thankfully

and offered him a tribute of silent prayer with

bowed heads

* * * *

• • • THE ENTIRE tenor of Arthur's sermon was that

the Author is the Alpha and Omega the beginning and

the end of the Hollywood Picture you can take the ace

director the most scintillating star of the hour

all the tricks of technique mix these ingredients with

a million dollar production gravy and if the Foundation

the Story isn't right what do you get?

just HASH
^ * * *

• • • SO THE production exec for Samuel Goldwyn cited

chapter and verse to prove his thesis stating that his

organizashe had enormous reverence for the Sanctity of the
Script once it was approved not even the di-

rector could make any radical changes and the dialogue
couldn't be touched he looked upon Sidney Howard as

the shining example of a screen writer and Ben Hecht
as the type that does the pix biz a load of harm a writer
must be sold on the motion picture believe in his Art
and give of his best like Howard which explains
his success whereas the gink writing with tongue in

cheek grabbing ofif some easy dough no matter
how clever a novelist or playwright is just a Flop on
the screen and so is his scenario

• • • TO SUM it all up Mister Hornblow stated

"Everything resolves to the Writer situation

Hollywood must stand or fall WITH the Writer We have
enormous respect for the writer if he in turn respects the film

industry, and gives of his best." after that, if the Authors'
League doesn't erect a bronze tablet to Arthur thej^'re

just a bunch of dumb ingrates that's all

• # # HE HAD some Kind Words for the Supervisor, too

it appears that the world has been entirely misinformed
on this person he's the yap who does all the gruelling

work from the time the pix goes into production
watching every angle fighting with everybody to get the
Producer an even break and when the director shoves ofif

to Catalina for a sun tan . the Supervisor is still sweat-
ing over the pix in the cutting room just a Drudge
the homely sister cleaning up the house while Cinderella has a
continuous party "That's why," concluded Arthur, "the
supervisor dies very young."

• • • A VERY illuminating address it was with
Georgia Jessel gagging niftily at the close the luncheon
itself was a Chicken Contest won by the Indies present

who are used to picking bones

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

f)
Broadway Ballyhoo

for "Hatchet Man"

|y[ORT BLUMENSTOCK, ad-

vertising manager for War-
ner Bros.' Broadway theaters,

didn't overlook anything in ex-

ploiting "The Hatchet Man" at

the Winter Garden. He pro-

moted several thousand dollars

worth of genuine Oriental art

objects from a Chinese dealer

in antiques. These art objects

were placed in the lobby. In

addition Mort secured for the

theater six incense burners and

about a ton of incense. The

burners, which will be in op-

eration about 15 hours a day

for the entire stay of "The

Hatchet Man" have been placed

in front of the theater. In ad-

dition to securing the foregoing

gratis, Blumenstock had a 40

ft. dragon made up to go with

the huge electric sign that ex-

tends over the entire front of

the Winter Garden. He had a
steam pipe connected to the

mouth of the dragon giving the

effect of the dragon's breathing
steam. He also had blinking

lights placed in the eyes of the

dragon. Besides these examples
of showmanship at the theater,

40,000 small leaflets were dis-

tributed on Broadway. These
leaflets with a red outside cover

carried a message in Chinese on
the outside. The message was a
translation of the English read-

ing matter on the inside which
called attention to "The Hatchet
Man."
—Winter- Garden, N. Y. C.

« « « » » »
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[MANY UAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Feb. 12
Tom Moore William Collier, Jr.

Adele Buffington Margarite Fischer

Gabriel L. Hess
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URGES EXHIBITORS BODY

TO WATCH LEGISLATIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

for his sixth term. Other officials

were selected as follow: E. C. Flani-
gon, Cleveland, vice-president-at-
large; A. J. Hold, Cincinnati, first

vice-president; Henry Bierberson,
Jr., Delaware, second vice-president;
Ed Hiehle, Newark, third vice-presi-
dent; M. C. Smith, Toledo, secretary;
Caldwell H. Brown, Zanesville, treas-
urer; P. J. Wood; Columbus, busi-
ness manager.

President James was authorized to

represent the body at the coming na-
tional M.P.T.O.A. convention at
Washington. Resolutions were adopt-
ed opposing the present system of
protection and zoning and a clause
said to be included in some newsreel
contracts providing for automatic
renewals.

Shiffman Slated to Head
Sol Brill Enterprises
(Continued from Page 1)

Isle Theatrical Corp., Park Strand
Amusement Co. of Lakewood, New
Theater Co. of Port Jervis, Pond
Amusement Co. of Ridgewood and
Spur Amusement Co., Forest Hills.

Boston Operators
Take Cut in Scale

(Continued from Page 1)

$50,000 a year to the management
of the circuits. The cut does not
apply to operators employed in the
independent houses. The minimum
is now $80 and the maximum $100
per week. The present contract,

which does not expire until Sep-
tember of this year, is extended un-
der the recent reopening of the
wage section of the former contract
until September, 1933. with the un-
derstanding that the working con-
ditions remain according to the
original agreement.

Madison Sq. Garden Film
First on Rogers' List
(Continued from Page 1)

the part of a matchmaker at the
Garden, and negotiations for Bob
Armstrong and Edmund Lowe, as
well as for an internationally noted
girl sports champion for the femi-
nine lead, are now under way. The
picture will be backed up with a
big advertising and exploitation
campaign.

COMING & GOING
c

EDDIE SCHNITZER and JOE LEE of
the Fox New York Exchange leave Feb. 20
for a cruise to South America.

THOMAS MEIGHAN arrives in New
York today from the coast and leaves for
Miami on Tuesday.
NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone sales

manager, returned yesterday from a two
weeks' trip through the south.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
J^OY DEL RUTH is to remain

with Warners for at least an-
other year. Recent reports that he
would leave the Burbank plant in

March really had no foundation,
since both Jack L. Warner and
Darryl Francis Zanuck concede that
Del Ruth is an invaluable asset to
their organization and not infre-
quently have declined to loan him
to other companies who were willing
to pay almost three times his week-
ly stipend. Del Ruth's last two
achievements, "Blonde Crazy" and
"Taxi," are going over big both in

this country and abroad, and re-

cently he completed what is pre-
dicted as another winner, "Churcli
Mouse."

* • •
Sally Blane and John Darrow

have the leading rules in Chester-
field's new release, as yet untitled,

with J. Farrell MacDonald, Eddie
Phillips, Clara Kimball Young, Bet-
ty Grable (through the courtesy of
Samuel Goldwyn), David Rollins,

Mary Jane Irving, Matty Kemp and
David Durand. Richard Thorpe is

directing at the Universal studios.
* * *

Bette Davis is appearing current-
ly in two films on Broadway—"The

Man Who Played God," George Ar-
liss vehicle, at the Warner, and
"Hell House," Bennie Zeldman pro-
duction at the strand. Miss Davis
was recruited from the Broadway
stage.

* * *

A letter written by George Wash-
ington to a member of his family
during the Revolution is one of the
proud possessions that adorn Victor
Schertzinger's home study. Schertz-
inger was recently signed by M-G-
M to direct three productions.

.1= * *

Frank Borzage started his the-
atrical career as an actor in a
traveling stock company. He spent
several years in this capacity, emot-
ing behind the footlights in "tank
towns" all over the country. Thomas
H. Ince signed Borzage as a leading
man and later on a director's as-

signment came his way.
* « *

Maureen O'Sullivan has been
signed by Universal to play oppo-
site Tom Brown in "The Jockey
Kid," racetrack story by Earl Snell.

Adaptation and continuity have been
provided by James Mulhauser. It

will be directed by Kurt Neumann.
Mickey Maguire is the only mem-
ber of the cast so far selected.

2 PRGTECTiyE GROUPS
With the formation of a new pro-

tective committee including Frank
Callahan of Chase Securities and
various other banking men, two com-
mittees are now in a contest for de-
posits of the $30,000,000 General
Theaters Equipment 10-year 6 per
cent bonds on which interest is due
April 1. Depository of the new
group is the City Bank Farmers
Trust Co., while the first committee
named Manufacturers' Trust Co. as
depository.

ALLIED HOUSEWARMING
A "house warming" given by the

Allied Theater Owners of New Jer-

sey will be held Tuesday noon be-

tween 12 and 2:30. Buffet luncheon
will be served and matters of im-
portance to exhibitors will be dis-

cussed. Delegations of exhibitors

from Southern Jersey will attend.

Mark Block is head of the arrange-
ments committee.

DOUBLE HOLDUP
Indianapolis— While police were

investigating the holdup of the
Fountain Square theater, which was
robbed of $100, two bandits ap-
peared again right across the street

and held up the Granada for another
$100.

INVITE WARNER TENDERS
Holders of Warner Bros, first

mortgage 6 per cent sinking fund
bonds were invited yesterday by the
Tradesmen's National Bank and
Trust Company of Philadelphia to

submit offers until Feb. 25 for the
sale to it of enough of such bonds
to exhayst the sum of $105,000 now
in the sinking fund.

DENVER 5-AND-lO GRINDS
Denver — Two more five-and-ten

grinds are installed in old theaters
on Curtis St. The old Music Box
has been taken over by Ed Mapel,
who has installed Goodall sound. He
will probably put on a bill of prize-
fighting one night a week. The
Riant, small house, has been reno-
vated, RCA sound installed, and
pictures and vaudeville are being
given under a five-and-ten policy.

BOOKS "HOTEL CONTINENTAL"
Budd Rogers has closed a deal

with the United Artists theater, San
Francisco, on the first-run booking
of "Hotel Continental" in that ter-

ritory.

RKO BOOKS "WASHINGTON"
Vitaphone has closed a deal for

"Washington, the Man and the Cap-
ital" with RKO for showing dur-
ing Washington's birthday week in

Cincinnati, Dayton, Fort Wayne,
Trenton, Omaha, Boston, Madison,
Wis., and South Bend. Jack Kelly
represented RKO in the transaction,
while Harry Rosenquest represented
Warners.

BACK TO FULL WEEK
Akron, 0.—RKO's Palace, playing

films and vaude, returns to its for-

mer policy of full-week runs, effec-

tive Feb. 20^ after several months
of split week shows.

AND BALABAN

ASSIGNED MORE

(Continued from Page 1)

theater department, it was sti

and he is delegating these di

"because of other duties taking s

of Katz' time."
Under the arrangement it

understood that Balaban will b
contact with division managers.

Warner Suit Dismissed;
Another Action Fi
(Continued from Page 1)

made by Warner Bros, of all

allegations contained in the peti
filed on behalf of Endler will be
mediately repeated in an answe
the petition now filed on behal
Newcastle. Warner Bros, state 1

will use every effort to push
matter to a speedy determinatio

National Syndicate Plan
Two Construction Proje

(Continued from Page 1)

dera, into a stadium type theate
a cost of about $40,000. Hai
Amusement Co. of Watsonvilh
the lessee in the latter case.

FOX ROCKY MT. CHANGES
Denver — Frank Gulp, assis

manager of the Rocky Mountair
vision Fox West Coast annou:
the following changes in Color
Millard Gettier, manager of
America and Rialto, Sterling,
Charles Yaeger, manager of
Longmont theater at Longm
have traded places; G. G. Dur
of the Grand at Rocky Ford has
signed and will be succeeded
Dave Morrison as manager. M(-
son's place as manager of the E(!

tian, Denver, will be filled by Lu
M. Harris, a newcomer in the pic

business.

MAY FINE ARTHUR LOEV
Santiago, Chile—Reports are

rent here that the Government
impose a fine of about $10,OOC
Arthur Loew and Hal Roach, if i

return to the U. S. by way of C
charging that they broke avia
rules by leaving the country witli

obtaining all formal papers.

New Incorporation

NEW YORK CHARTERS
First Choice Pictures, motion picture!

P. Carrigan, 1501 Broadway, New York,
shares common.

Shu-Bran Operating Co., theatrical i

prises; W. Klein, Shubert Theater Bldg.,

York. 100 shares common.
Producing Associates, theatrical busi

W. Klein, 1440 Broadway, New York,
shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Allied Producers, Inc., Philadelphia,

operate theaters, carnivals; Corporation
antee and Trust Co., Dover, Del. 100 s

common.
DESIGNATIONS

Eastern Service Studios, Delaware, n
pictures studios; 10,000 shares preferred
each; 30,000 common, no par.
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Produced by Frank Moser and Paul Terry
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'Campaigns Planned for 12 Paramount Films Yearly

;uT IN Sr scheduleTboon to indeRndents

) Features on RKO Studio's 60-Day Production Drive

Films Scheduled to

Start Between Now
and April 1

Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

jllywood—Representing the big-

60-day schedule in the history

He RKO Radio Pictures studios,

aid 0. Seiznick has mapped out a

uction program embracing 18

siires during this period. In ad-

tn to five pictures now shooting,

a serial due to start next month,
program calls for 12 new pro-

. ions to begin before April 1.

ijther five features are now being
(Continued on Page 3)

liUMBIA WILL PRODUCE

iGEPLAYS^SWANGER

jlumbia is definitely planning to

rluce stage plays as a source of

r/en material, Walter Wanger,
.-president, told The Film Daily
Eterday. Preliminary arrange-

II ts are being discussed.

]niel B. Clark Heads
imm. Scenario Company
' Coast Bureau of THE FILM D.AU.Y

ollywood—Home Movie Scenarios

( has been organized with Daniel

Jlark as president; Edward Mull,

i -president; William Mull, treas-

t-, and William Stuff, secretary,

: sell stories and scenarios to

riteur users of 16 mm. film. The
pany has a staff of 12 writers.

Two 24-Reel Serials for RKO
Following announcement a few days ago of its entrance into the serial field with

a 24-reel chapter play called "Mysteries of the French Secret Police," RKO states it

already has plans for including another serial of equal length on the company's program.

Louis Brock will supervise both.

Distributors Vote Same Budget

For Copyright Bureau Work in *32

Activities of the Copyright Pro-

tection Bureau this year will be

conducted on the same scale as last

year, the sales managers of all na-

tional distributors having unani-

mously approved an appropriation

equal to the 1931 sum, it is an-

nounced by Gabriel L. Hess.

Emanuel Mandelbaum Dies
In Cleveland Hospital

Cleveland—Emanuel Mandelbaum,
who authored the First National
franchise plan, died Thursday in the
Cleveland Clinic following an opera-
tion. He was 64 years old. Funeral
is being held Sunday.

Paramount Plans Campaigns
On 12 Features Each Year

Joe Felder to Handle
Sales for Capitol Exch.

Joe Felder has been appointed

to take charge of sales for Capitol

Film Exchange.

Special exploitation treatment and
pre-release booking is planned by
Paramount for about 12 features
each year, it is announced by George
J. Schaefer,- general sales manager.
Pictures selected for this handling

{Continued on Page 11)

FOLLOW THE LEADER
—small pickings left for the imitators

By DON CARLE GILLETTE ;i^^i^=;==

Cantor's Stock Woes
To Be Aired in Court

larging that his holdings of $330,000 in

Iman-Sachs stock have sunk to $7,000,
e Cantor has started a receivership action

New York and Wilmington charging im-
er management and seelting an accounting
he C-S affairs. Walter E. Sachs, president

he company, minimized the suit.

FACING their best opportunity in a decade, independent producers could adopt few

better policies than a determination to use their own initiative and try not to track

behind what the big companies are doing.

The game of follow the leader always has proved disastrous for the tail-enders.

By the time the imitator arrives on the scene with his duplicate copy, the enter-

prising originator has started to interest the public in something else.

So the followers are always just a few laps behind the parade.

Cycles in films are made by the originators and killed by the imitators.

If it were not for the avidity to cash in on a type of picture the minute it clicks,

there would be none of these cycle floods, a better balance in variety of product would

be maintained, and the industry would be healthier all-around.

Furthermore, an independent turning out a good picture that is distinctively original

(Continued on Page 2)

Opportunity for Smaller
Units Seen in Fewer
Releases Planned

Tentative plans for 1932-3o pro-
duction schedules of major compa-
nies indicate that the nujnber of
feature releases will be substantial-
ly reduced during the year ahead,
thus opening up a wide market to
independently-made productions, ac-
cording to a checkup made by THE

(Continued on Page 3)

MPTOA, ALLIEDIxTEND

NUTUAIJVITATIONS

"Any exhibitor unit, regardless of
its national affiliation," is invited
to send delegates to the M. P. T.
0. A. convention in Washington
March 14-16, it was stated at the
M. P. T. 0. A. headquarters in New
York yesterday. The one condition
is that they participate "with the
intention of aiding efforts to develop

(Continued on Page 11)

24 Units Already Set
For MPTOA Convention
Present commitments indicate that

at least 24 exhibitor organizations

will be represented at the M. P. T.

O. A. convention in, Washington
March 14-16, said President M. A.
Lightman in New York yesterday,

following his arrival from Columbus.
More will signify their intention of

attending later. Interest of the

various units, and other state _or-

,?anizations considering affiliating

(Continued on Page 3)

5 Warner Chi. Houses

Adopt Preview Policy

Chicago—Five Warner Bros, neighborhood

houses have adopted a Saturday night preview

policy, showing the feature scheduled to open

its run on Sunday. The theaters are the Sym-

phony, Grove, Jeffrey, Highland and West
Englewood.
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FINANCIAL

The New York Stock Market was
closed Friday on account of the
holiday.

J. L. Carlton Develops
New Portable Projector
A portable sound-on-film projector

embracing several new and novel
features for an equipment of this

type has been developed by the
James L. Carlton Laboratories of

Elmhurst, L. I. The device will be
marketed immediately.

M-G-M BUYS PLAY
"Reunion in Vienna," Theater

Guild production in which Alfred
Lunt and Lynn Fontanne are ap-
pearing, has been bought for the
screen by M-G-M. The company also

has acquired "Footlights," Saturday
Evening Post story by Clarence
Budington Kelland, as a Buster Kea-
ton vehicle to be directed by Edward
Sedgwick.

ASTORIA STUDIO CLOSING
Closing of Paramount's Astoria

studio is now set for about March 1,

upon completion of "Sensation" and
the added series of 10 shorts.

\i it
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FOLLOW THE LEADER
—small pickings left for the imitators

(Continued from Page 1)

would make more money for himself and do his field more good than by turning out a

programmer that invites the accusation of being a carbon copy of some major producer's

success.

IT IS NOT alone in the production of pictures, of course, that the copy-cat tendency
' has flourished with more or less disastrous results.

Look at the double-feature situation.

Exhibitor A forced Exhibitor B into it.

Then A had to meet the competition by going B one better, so he added another

feature or some other extras.

This in turn caused B to take on vaudeville.

If he is just an exhibitor, instead of a showman with the ability to properly merchan-
dise vaudeville, the added overhead of the stage policy is apt to be his undoing.

Playing two features on a bill is okay when the second picture is a short west-

ern, a novelty, a record of an important football contest, a foreign talker or some other

attraction with limited appeal by itself.

But coupling Grade A features is too much a lazy exhibitor's recourse.

It requires no salesmanship to draw customers by giving more value at less cost.

On the other hand, there are consistent examples of where well-engineered cam-
paigns have enabled a house to hold a picture for double the average run and even at

double the average intake, while a nearby theater offering merely quantity struggled

along with two or three changes of dual bills in the same space of time.

THUS getting back to Showmanship, from the first replies to last week's plea for

particulars on the subject, the following summary of requirements, compiled by

Joe Weil, Universal's double-barreled director of exploitation, is presented for consid-

eration and action:

Sound analysis of a picture's points of appeal.

Headwork.
Originality of ideas.

Willingness to work hard . . . and to act quickly.

Mastery of advertising, publicity and exploitation technique.

Ability to think from the box-office angle.

New twists to make timely good, tried and proved stunts.

Salesmanship keyed to mass appeal.

Honest-to-Cod horse sense.

Inspiration in your work.

Push and pep to apply all this and put the picture over.

"The actual makers of motion pictures never looked upon the acquisition of

thousands of theaters with any degree of enthusiasm . . . Now these theaters are

being unloaded literally by the thousands."

So sang the dear old New York Times in its last Sunday issue.

Whereupon an interested reader, seeking details, wound up at THE FILM DAILY
offices.

If you have an elastic imagination you will be able to picture the layman's surprise

upon being regaled with authoritative records, not sensational headlines, showing that

there never had been any acquisition of theaters "by the thousands" on the part of pro-

ducers, that only one circuit ever had as many theaters as a whole thousand or there-

abouts, that all of these producer-owned circuits put together never controlled as much
as three thousand theaters, and that therefore the "unloading by the thousands" just

simply could not happen regardless of the fondness of some papers for conjuring with

fat, round figures.

So much has been, and still is being, said and printed—even in quarters that should

be better informed—about this supposed "turning back of thousands of theaters to

independents" that it is high time the misinformation were definitely spiked.

The chief harm done by such erroneous statements is their implication that the

circuits have owned or controlled enormous strings of theaters instead of the few hun-

dred that are under their wings.

Loose outbursts of this kind, like the poppycock about tremendous salaries for

stars and the elephantine b. o. grosses, not only does harm by misleading a lot of intelli-

gent persons, but it is pouring kerosene on the legislative fires.

L. A. UNION PARLEY NEXT
San Francisco — Having finished

conferences with local unions call-

ing for a sliding scale of wage re-

ductions on most existing agree-
ments, Mort Singer has left for Los
Angeles to open parleys with studio

unions and theatrical crafts.

MURDER AT DAWN"

RELEASED BY

BIG 4

FEBRUARY 15th

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

I

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club B,ill.

dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monogram
tures, Jung Hotel. New Orleans

Feb. 27: Eighteenth anniversary dinner
dance of Operators' Local 306, i

Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convemio?
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler,

troit.

March 10: A.M. P. A. luncheon to Inde]

,

ent producers and distributors, Sa
'

12:45 P. M.
March 13-20: First film exposition in

tral Europe under auspices of Cz
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n
National Film Industry, Prague. Cz
Slovakia

March 14-16: Annual convention ol M
T O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Was

|

ton. D. C. 1

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic ^

and Dance. True Sister's Club H
New York.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Clai

Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.
May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Sc

of M. P. Engineers. Washington
June 6-9 : Annual convention of Internal

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Emp
and M. P. Operators, Memorial
Columbus, O.

BARHAM IN NEW POST
Tracy Barham, division booke

New York for the southeast
seaboard divisions of Publix.
succeeded J. J. Deitch as home <

booker for the midwest territory

which M. J. Mullin is director.

J. Bureau takes on Barham's
mer territory in addition to his >

Texas and Saenger divisions.

MAJOR BOWES TO REST
Major Edward Bowes, manat

director of the Capitol, after an

ness of ten weeks, leaves Wedi
day for Palm Beach to recupei

He will be accompanied by his w

Margaret Illington.

RESUME K. C. BOMBINGS
Kansas City — Resumption

bombings in the operators' war 1

day resulted in an explosion at

Sun.

PrcsklcjitHoicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk E f''

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea W
Baths — American and Euroj r.

Plans. Also Beautifully Furnii o

Housekeeping Apartments with C i

plete Hotel Service by the viji

month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced JFinter Rates
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IN MAJOR SCHEDULES

HOON TO INDEPENDENTS

(Continued from Page 1)

IM Daily yesterday. With the

ciible exception of one or two
ricipal organizations, all of the

rortant and near-important pro-

;rs will cut schedules next sea-

according to present indications.

t of them also are reducing the

LJiber of their releases for the

•ent season.

Units Already Set

F'or MPTOA Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

ii the M. P. T. 0. A., has been
lulated by the new setup of the
mization now being effected and
:'h gives independent exhibitors

eased latitude in its operatons.

BOSTON PARA. STAFF
oston—When the new Para-

u nt opens Feb. 23 it will have a
F composed largely of employees
noted from the local Publix per-

lel. George Laby, now manag-
the Washington St. Olympia,
be managing director. Harry

ilwn, Jr., will handle publicity.

UNIVERSAL RELEASES
niversal has set "Impatient
den," starring Lew Ayres and
• Clarke, for release March 1.

Hi-ts added to the release schedule
the latter part of March also

iibde Daphne Pollard in "Monkey
les," Jack Lloyd in "Heroes of

Law," and a new "Strange as

eems."

OMING & GOING

MUEL GOLDWYN has left New
for a ten-day holiday in Palm Beach,

irst visit to the Southern resort. He
:companied by Mrs. Goldwyn, the for-

Frances Howard, and his six-year-old

Samuel. Jr. Goldwyn will take part

he gala opening of "Arrowsmith" in

Beach and Palm Beach.

lOMAS MEIGHAN is in New York
the coast.

IN N. Jl'DELL. midwest exchange op-
r, has returned to his territory after a

rence in New York with President John
reuler of Big 4.

\JOR and MRS. EDWARD BOWES
Wednesday for Palm Beach.

\RVEY DAY has left for Pittsburgh,
; he will visit the new headquarters of

educational branch, of which Joe Kaliski
inager.

C. PETTIJOHN is back from Colum-
where he was a speaker at the Ohio
T.O. convention.

1 J. HOFFMAN, STEWART Mac-
f ALD and DAVE WESHNER have
ft for a tour of Warner houses in the

irk and Pittsburgh territories.

.RBAKA STANWYCK and FRANK
are in New York to open a vaude-

tour at the Palace.

H. WOLK of Chicago Cinema Equ^p-
Co. is in town.

Sturgis of Da-Life Screen Co., Chicago,
rrived in New York.

A. GEDRIS of Ideal Upholstering Co.,
Kl Rapids, is in New York.

ALONG
NtW VORIC

lALTO
M.DALY

lOS ANGELES

• • • AFTER A series of strategic maneuvers we
finally corralled Harry Cohn in his ossif not that Harry
makes a habit of dodging people it's just that he leads a

Full Life ideas, opportunities crop up every hour

of his working day and if the Idea looks good he

goes after it and if it's an Opportunity well, did

a Cohn ever pass one of those things up? so that's why
it's tough to get an appointment with Harry he's an

Opportunist a hair-trigger gent and that's why
Columbia is what it is today principally and don't

let anybody kid you otherwise

# # # WHILE OTHER companies go into long executive

conferences to decide on a policy Harry Cohn
grabs an Idea goes into conference with himself

like this "Mister Cohn, what do you think of it?

Well, Harry, it's thus and so mebbe yes, mebbe no
Fine, Mister Cohn now that we're agreed let's

Go!" and he GOES and how in a few
days Columbia comes out with a Policy a Pix or
whatever it may be and the execs in some other com-
pany sit back and say "He beat us to it!" sure
he did just a case of Individual Initiative beating Hesi-
tant Group Minds it will always be thus in pix

or anything

• • • A LOT of legends have been launched through the
years about Harry Cohn but after studying him at close

range we've decided that Harry is eternally Putting On An Act
for the gallery while he keeps the critics down

front meaning all the other executive gents in the biz

GUESSING he disarms you with his frankness
switches from one topic to another apparently

tells you what you want to know and you go out pleased
with yourself tor securing NOTHING Harry ain't

disclosing his hand to anybody he's a Close Corporation
wouldn't he be a sucker to open up his heart to a trade

kolyumist! so that's why we're able to write so Illumin-
atingly about our subject for he told us practically Noth-
ing

# # # OH, YES, he did discuss the new setup with Walter
Wanger a great guy, Walter (Harry Cohn speak-
ing) he knows pictures the stage people

has a lot of swell idea,s mebbe we won't always
agree but we can hash it out together, can't we ?

he wins me over or I win him in six months
either Walter will be talking out of the side of his mouth
or I'll be wearing a handkerchief in my coat sleeve say,

honest, I've been swamped with congrats on the new lineup
from bankers, congressmen, er-everybody every-

thing looks so rosy that I'm almost worried going back
to Hollywood the end of the week everything's great!

anything else? got your story, haven't you?
sure you have! not at all you're welcome come
in any time"

• • • NOW WE understand that slogan "Progress
With Columbia" we progressed right outa Harry's ossif

with this Illuminating Story also a Strong Conviction
that he's one of the greatest Actors in the film biz

that's why he KNOWS pix and this biz could do fine

with more actors as good as Harry Cohn

« « « » » »

IS FEATURES SCHEDULED

IN RKO'S 60-DAY DRIVE

(Continued from Pane 1)

cut and edited, which makes a grand
total of 23 features.

Pictures now shooting are: "Symphony of
Six Mill.on," featuring Ricardo Cortez and
Irene Dunne under the direction of Gregory
La Cava; "The Bird of Paradise," starring
Dolores Del Rio under the direction of King
Vidor, on location in Hawaii; "Veneer,"
temporary title, starring Helen Twelvetrees,
with William Seiter directing; "Ghost Val-
ley," temporary title, starring Tom Keene;
"The Beast," temporary title of Edgar Wal-
lacce story, under supervision of Merian C.
Cooper.

Features in the cutting rooms are: "The
Lost Squadron," starring Richard Dix, di-
rected by (leorge Archainbaud; "Girl Crazy,"
Wheeler-Woolsey vehicle, directed by William
Seiter; "Lady with a Past," starring Con-
stance Bennett, directed by E. H. Griflth:
"Carnival Boat," starring Bill Boyd, directed
by Al Rogell; "The Saddle Buster," starring
Tom Keene, directed by Fred Allen.

Scheduled for February production are:
"Westward Passage," starring Ann Harding:
"State's Attorney," starring John Barrymore,
with Helen Twelvetrees; "Lame Dog Inn,"
temporary title, featuring Eric Linden and
Arline Judge; "Hold 'Em Jail," with Bert
Wheeler, Robert Woolsey, Edna May Oliver,
Rosco Ates and Ned Sparks; "The Road of
the Dragon," starring Richard Dix under
the direction of Wesley Ruggles, and one
other feature.

On the March calendar are starring pic-
tures for Constance Bennett. Ann Harding,
Dolores Del Rio, Helen Twelvetrees, Tom
Keene, and one to be announced. Miss Ben-
nett's picture will be "Free Lady," which E.
H. Griffith will direct. When this series
is completed another cycle will follow imme-
diately, continuing through the summer
months.

TED ALTMAN TO BUILD POOL
Theodore Altman has filed plans

for erection of a swimming pool next
to the Roxy theater at a cost of
about $125,000.

"HATCHET MAN" HOLDS
Cleveland—"The Hatchet Man" is

being held a second week at War-
ner's Lake. "The Man Who Played
God" is set to follow for at least

a two-week run.

"BRUNETTE" RELEASE"
"A Dangerous Brunette," first

Kay Francis vehicle for First Na-
tional, will be released April 23.

ftfe^ft*

HAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes are extended b>

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Feb. 13-14
Howard Brotherton Kate Price

George Fitzmaurlce )ohn Wray
Dorothy Mathews

Marcia Harris Jack Benny
Lew Short Ted Schlanger
Bernard McEveety Stewart Erwin
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
"nORIS KENYON, who is to play

the feminine lead in Fox's

"Young America," still intends to

make three concert appearances in

New York about the latter part of

next month.
« * *

Lupita Tovar is to go along with

the Douglas Fairbanks party to ap-

pear in the South Sea travel picture

planned by Doug. William Farnum
is slated as another member of the

cast. Harry Ham will be co-director

with Edward Sutherland.
* * *

Stuart Anthony has been signed

to collaborate with Warren Duff on
the screen adaptation of Tiffany's

"Lena Rivers," famous novel by
Mary J. Holmes. Harry Barringer,
one of the foremost writers of screen

mysteries, is writing an original for

Tiffany, titled "Strangers of the

Evening."
* * «

Marty Brill and Jack Elder, for-

mer Notre Dame All-American foot-

ball stars, have been signed by Para-
mount to enact roles in "Dancers in

the Dark."
* * *

Arthur Reed, veteran cameraman,
was in charge of the photography
on Jack Hoxie's initial talking pic-

ture. Reed also did the camera
work on eight Ken Maynard pic-

tures, which are being released by
Tiffany.

* * *

Production has been completed on
"Hubby's Last Chance" Educa-
tional-Mack Sennett Com,edy, featur-
ing George Byron, Dorothy Granger,
Harry Myers, Wade Boteler and
Monaei Lindley. Del Lord directed.

* * *

Ramon Novarro's new M-G-M ve-
hicle will be "Huddle," a football

story, with Sam Wood directing.

Supporting cast includes Madge
Evans, Una Merkel, Frank Albert-
son and Martha Sleeper.

* « *

Nils Asther will have the leading
male role in "Letty Lynton," Joan
Crawford's next starring picture

for M-G-M. Clarence Brown will

direct.

Chatterton Film to Finish in Four Weeks
When Ruth Chatterton's initial picture for Warner-First National, "The Rich Are Always

With Us," entered production this month, four weeks as a minimum and six weeks as a

maximum were allotted it on the production schedule. Matters have been going so

smoothly that it now appears likely the film will finish within the minimum number of

weeks. Executives consider this something of a record for so important a production.

Actor- Directors

Reginald Denny, who is forsaking act-

ing to become a director, is one of a

number at M-C-M studios who have
done this In the past. Former directors,

now actors, at the studio include Wal-
lace Beery, John Gilbert, Buster Keaton,
Ramon Novarro, Lionel Barrymore and
)ean Hersholt. And former actors now
Well-known directors include- Harry
Beaumont, Charles Brabin, Tod Brown-
ing, Jack Conway, Edmund Coulding,
Robert Z. Leonard, Harry Pollard,

Charles Riesner, Edward Sedgwick, Edgar
Setwyn and Sam Wood.

George Brent, whom Warner
Bros, already have used in "So Big"
and who will play with Ruth Chat-
terton in "The Rich Are Always
With Us," also has been cast for

the male lead with Joan Blondell in

"Miss Pinkerton of Scotland Yard."
* * *

"This Is the Night" is the title

given Paramount's "He Met a
French Girl," screen Tnusical ro-

mance being directed by Frank Tut-
tle with Lily Damita, Charlie Bug-
gies, Roland Young, Gary Grant,

Thelma Todd and Irving Bacon in

the leading roles. "Sinners in the

Sun" is the new title of Mildred
Cram's story, "The Beachcomber,"
being directed by William C. de
Mille with Carole Lombard, Chester
Morris and Adrienne Ames enacting

the chief roles.

* * *

Henry Armetta has just been cast

in an important role in Universal's

"Mountains in Flame," which pro-

duction already includes Tala Birell,

Luis Trenker and Victor Varconi.

It is being directed by Cyril Gard-
ner.

Ik i|i 4i

Harry Cording, actor, and Alexis

Davidoff, technical advisor, have
been signed- by Paramount for work
with George Bancroft in "On the

Black Sea."
4< * *

Hobart Bosworth, Marion Shilling,

William Collier, Jr., Ralph Ince and
Kit Guard have been selected by
I. E. Chadwick for parts in "The
County Fair," Monogram racetrack

story. Louis King will direct.

* * *

Marlene Dietrich, who has called

off her trip to Berlin, will start work
in about two weeks on her next

Paramount picture. She plans to

make three productions before going
back to Germany for a vacation.

Huston Branch, scenarist under
contract to Warners-First National,

is the author of "Tuna," which Dar-
ryl Francis Zanuck announced as

having been purchased for one of

the special Warner productions on
this year's program. Branch is also

the author of "Safe in Hell," in

which Dorothy Mackaill starred. In

addition he wrote the screen ver-

sion and dialogue for "Alias the

Doctor," new Richard Barthelmess
picture, and in collaboration with
Arthur Caesar wrote the screen ver-

sion and dialogue for the stage suc-
cess, "Mendel, Inc.," which Mervyn
Le Roy directed under the title of
"East Side." On top of this he has
sold two stories to national maga-
zines.

* *

Nils Asther has been added to the
cast of "The Truth Game," in pro-
duction at M-G-M under direction

of Jack Conway.
4: * *

Doris Kenyon has been signed by
Fox for an important role in "Young
America," which shortly enters pro-
duction under the direction of Frank
Borzage. Tommy Conlin and Dawn
O'Day have been added to the cast

of this picture in which Spencer
Tracy and Beryl Mercer have fea-
tured parts.

* * *

Max Davidson will have a comedy
role in M-G-M's "The Wet Parade."

« * *

Casting is being rushed on "The
Trial of Vivienne Ware," the radio
mystery drama, now in production
at Fox. Allan Dinehart, Herbert
Mundin, William Pawley and Nora
Lane have received acting assign-
ments. Eight other players given
roles include, Bert Hanlon, Virginia
True Boardman, Donald Cook,
Blanche Craig, Noel Madison, J.

Maurice Sullivan, James T. Mack
and William Worthington. Lillian

Bond and Richard "Skeets" Galla-
gher have been secured for featured
roles.

Shirley Grey, who plays opposii\
Buck Jones in Columbia's "One Ma
Law," is a born trouper. She ac
mits that while on the legitimate
stage she thoroughly enjoyed ovl

night stands. Her "sticks" exper'
ence included two seasons on th'

road with George M. Cohan in "Th
Tavern."

* * It

Stella Adams and Thelma Danie
have been added to the cast of i\\

new Educational - Vanity corned
"Wedding Night," in which Harr
Barris has the stellar role. The ca:l

includes Helen Mann, Eleanor Hun
Bqby Vernon, Ed Kennedy arj
George Waggner.

Wallace MacDonald, with an in

portant role in Columbia's "Tex;
Cyclone," starring Tim McCoy, d
clared several months ago he w,

going to retire and become a bus
ness man. He did for a while, bi

he is back again in pictures, wi
his popularity increasing with evei

new production.

W. S. VanDyke will direct "Nig
Court," a story by Mark Helling''

and Charles Beahan, for M-G-I
Walter Huston is the only memb
of the cast selected so far. Contin
ity and dialogue are by Bayard VeJ
ler and Lenore Coffee.

Margaret Perry, well-known ata

actress, has been signed by M-G-i

Ed Kennedy, who .starred in I

own series of comedies for RI
Pathe, plays an important role

support of Harry Barris in the im

Educational-Vanity comedy, "Th
Rascal."

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"

Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-

venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.

$.^.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the "Doorway ofHospitality"

.VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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€) NEWS OF THE DAY ©
Ihambra, Cal.—The Garfield has

ei disposed of to the Lazarus-

'iiikof circuit.

omona, Cal.—The Belvedere has

ek taken over from the Hughes-
iiklin circuit by George Bresson,

Inma, Ariz.—Publix has reopened

ti Lyric. It is reported that a new
hiter is contemplated here.

orrence, Cal.—The Pacific Na-
ic^l circuit has disposed of the

'cirence to J. F. Higgins and H.

^^Iille^.

t. Paul—Carlton Duffus of the

I|neapolis Publix publicity office,

a returned here to succeed Don
>'eill (resigned to enter the Uni-
eity of Minnesota) as assistant

opon Alexander, local publicity

hf for Publix

OS Bancs, Cal.—Horatio Harvey
disposed of his two theaters, the

Banos and the Del Rio, to John
>rs and Lawrence Borg. They
J closed the Los Banos but are

ating the Del Rio.

anover, Kan.—R. E. Berner has
osed of his lease of the Isis to

A. Larsen of this city. Berner
operated the house for the past
/ears.

tockton, Cal. — The Imperial is

being managed by J. J. Clux-

sceola, Mo.—J. F. McKinney is

irted to be the new owner of the
ola.

ansas City — Jack Truitt, well
nlwn local theater man, and J. E.

, also an experienced film the-

man, have formed a company
3uy, sell or lease theaters for
e desiring such a service. They
3 opened offices at 1007 Davidson
f., this city.

V|ind,

t

fi

a

II

inneapolis— Fred Arneson has
ft !n over his new duties as secre-

a^ of the Publix Advertising de-
latment, succeeding Tex Colvin,
i\ has entered the city engineer's

Ds Angeles — Frank Pratt has
ed the Garden in Belvedere Gar-
from Simon Lazarus and has

blished a 10-cent admission.

More Outdoor Scenes
Paramount is going in for outdoor

cenes on a larger scale recently. All
cenes for "The Broken Wing" with the
xception of five interiors are being
lade on a ranch 40 miles from Holly-
wood, "Sky Bride" will be a 100 per
ent location picture, more than half
f "On the Black Sea" will be made out-
loors and there are plenty of exteriors
n "The Miracle M^n." "Thunder Be-
ow " "Shanghai Gesture" and "One
lour With You."

Norfolk, Va.—The Ghent Theater
Corp. has been chartered here for
the operation of suburban theaters.

T. A. Bain is president.

Sawtelle, Cal.—W. S. Vanderlip,
formerly at Inglewood, has reopened
the Tivoli here, having taken over
the house from "Shorty" McManus.

Baltimore — George R. Peppier,
who has been managing the Red
Wing here, has been transferred by
the Durkee interests to Havre de
Grace, Md., as manager of the State,

and Charles Turner of the State
has been brought here as manager
of the Red Wing.

Indianapolis—Joe Cantor, former-
ly exchange manager for United
Artists in Cleveland and Pittsburgh,
has been transferred here in the
same capacity.

San Diego, Cal.—Mevins & StoU
have reopened the Rivoli here.

Johnstown, Pa. — The National
(also known as the Fourth Avenue)
is being reopened after having been
dark for several months. Joseph
Simon, in charge of the theater for
20 years, is again managing it.

San Francisco—Irving Auerbach
was unanimously elected steward of

the Sound Technicians* Union No.
695 of this city. Ray Duhem was
appointed secretary.

Boston—John Scully who opened
the Educational exchange here and
remained for nine years as local

manager, is returning in the same
capacity, succeeding Fred Sliter who
has gone to New York City. Scully
has been manager of the Boston of-

fice of the Rodd Federal Service for
several years.

Horicon, Wis.—The Horicon has
been acquired by the Dodge Theater
Co. and will be redecorated, reno-
vated and reopened soon.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIRi

A/fR. and Mrs. Jack Norworth,
having completed a successful

vaudeville tour, are preparing to re-

sume their "Naggers" series for
Warner Vitaphone. Other Vitaphone
regulars now touring in vaudeville
are Edgar Bergen, Joe Penner and
Billy Hayes, while Max Hoffman,
Jr., is rehearsing to open in a com-
edy act with George Haggerty.

•

Lonnie D'Orsa, who was asso-

cited with Edmund Gonlding on
many of his most successful
pictures, was a recent visitor to

the Paramount New York stu-

dio.
•

Richy Craig, Jr., is making his

film debut before the Vitaphone cam-
eras this week in a two-reel comedy
written by himself. Helen Lynd of

the current "Vanities" is included
in a cast, totalling 62 persons. Craig
is widely known as a vaudeville and
revue comic. He recently completed
several weeks' engagement at the

Palace theater.
•

Phil Cohan, manager of the Para-
mount studio music department, has
turned author in his spare moments.
He has turned out an original one
reel musical in which Louis Arm-
strong will be featured. The latter

is a colored trumpeter and "Blues"

singer who is credited with having

started the present vogue for weird

Negro rhythm and effects.
•

Burns and Allen have completed

"The Park," and Tom Howard has

finished "What Price Air," both one-

reelers directed by Aubrey Scotto.
•

Fred Zimermann, assistant

director to Berthold Viertel on
"The Wiser Sex," celebrated the

completion of that picture by
having his appendix removed.
He is now recuperating from the

operation at Medical Arts sani-

tarium and expects to leave the
hospital on Tuesday.

•

The first public showing of War-
ner Bros. Bi-centennial film, "Wash-
ington, the Man and the Capitol,"

took place Wednesday evening at

the Warner theater in conjunction
with the opening of "The Man Who
Played God," starring George Ar-
liss. Clarence Whitehill, Metropoli-
tan Opera baritone, who plays the

role of George Washington in the Bi-

centennial two-reeler, was present
at the opening.

Ann Rosenthal of Paramount stu-

dio legal department, and who has
the honor of being the only feminine
practising attorney in the motion
picture business, specializes in

drawing up contracts governing the

purchase of literary material and
services of stars, directors and fea-

tured players.

Wilfred Lytell, brother of Bert
Lytell, has been added to the cast

of "Sensation," which Stuart Walk-
er is directing for Paramount. Gert-
rude Michaels, stock actress, also

makes her film debut in the same
picture.

Denver — The Washington Park
has installed RCA sound on film.

Cleveland — Sidney Dannenberg,
former manager of Publix theaters
in Toledo, and now with the Warner
theater department, is here handling
publicity for Warners' Lake.

Denver—Joe Solomon has taken
the agency for the "Our Gang"
statuettes for Utah and Montana.

Portales, N. M.—The Palace the-
ater will be closed after Feb. 27 by
H. C. Kyle,

Sacramento, Cal.—Sierra Theater
Co. announces that the Sequoia will
reopen Feb. 22nd.

Columbus, Ga.—RCA Photophone
engineers are installing sound appa-
ratus in the Gala.

Cleveland—"Trapped in a Subma-
rine" has been purchased for distri-

bution in this territory by Standard
Film Service Co.

Rusk, Tex.—The Astor will re-

open soon with RCA Photophone
sound equipment.

Westminster, Md. — The Opera
House has contracted for the in-

stallation of RCA Photophone sound.

Cleveland—Jack Flanagan, presi-
dent of Tri-State Motion Picture Co,,

is back from a four weeks' vacation
in Florida.

San Francisco — Marion Davies
Theater has been sold by Wm. B.
Wagnon to Universal Pictures.

Monessen, Pa.—RCA Photophone
sound apparatus is being installed

in the Olympic.

Kosciusko, Miss.—Contracts have
been signed by the management of

the Amusus for RCA Photophone
sound apparatus.

Lisbon, O.—The Lisbon is install-

ing RCA Photophone sound repro-
ducing equipment.

Woodstock, Va.—RCA Photophone
sound apparatus is being installed

in the New.

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest" Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

NEW COMPANY SUCCEEDS

MACHINE CORP.

NEW THEATERS

A new organization to succeed

the Dworsky Film Machine Corp.

and which will carry on under the

name of the Film Processing Ma-
chinery Corp., with headquarters at

354 West 44th Street, New York,

has been announced by John Man-
heimer, representative of the newly

formed company. It will operate

under the Dworsky patents. An-
nouncement is also made that Sam
Dworsky, associated with the former

company since its inception, will

continue with the Film Processing

Machinery Co., in charge of factory

operations, design and equipment,

with headquarters at 5-15 48th Ave.,

Long Island City.

Products manufactured and of-

fered by the company include film

buffers, renovators^ rewinders, film

cleaning fluids and film and projec-

tion room accessories.

San Francisco— Construction on
the 850-seat theater to be erected
here by Norman Webb has been
started. The house, which has been
named the Mayfair, is expected to

be ready for opening April 1.

Chicago Solons Revive

"Flip-Up" Chair Bill

Chicago—A bill calling for the in-

stallation of automatic "fiip-up"

seats in Chicago theaters, introduced

on the ground that it is a protection

in case of fire, making egress from
the theaters easier, has been au-

thored and placed before the city

solons by Alderman James F. Ko-
varik. The same measure, spon-

sored by Alderman William R.

O'Toole, was withdrawn before its

effective date after being passed by
the councilmen last year.

The device is a spring attachment
which causes the seats to spring up
and back when unoccupied. As the

installation of this device would
mean a minimum expenditure of 75

cents per seat for equipment in all

theaters, Chicago exhibitors are

again preparing to fight the measure.

NATIONAL
SERVICE

IS

Nation Wide!

National Theatre
Supply Company
Your Logical Supply Source

Savannah — An order for the

building of a modern theater at Fort
Screven has been issued by the

United States Government.

Charlotte, N. C—Plans for the

erection of an 800-seat theater for

colored patronage here, at an esti-

mated cost of $30,000, has been an-

nounced by the Royal Amusement
Co. of this city.

Bellows Falls, Vt.—Complete re-

building of the three-story theater,

store and office building, recently
destroyed by fire, is planned by J.

W. Stutter, at an estimated cost of

$150,000.

NEW OPERADIO DEVICE

St. Charles, 111.—A new portable

and completely self-contained unit

for reproducing records through
radio sets and power amplifiers, has
been announced by the Operadio
Manufacturing Co. of this city.

Housed in a leatherette carrying
case are an electric phonograph
motor and turn-tables, and a sensi-

tive electro-magnetic pick-up. A
carrying case in the cover provides
for storage of several records with-

out danger of breakage.

Suitable to many purposes, this

unit is adapted for use with all

radio sets and amplifiers having pro-

vision for connection to either high
or low impedance pickups, the com-
pany declares. Ada_r)tors are also

available for connections to most
other radio sets.

ADJUSTABLE VOLUME FAN

MARKETED BY VALLEN

Akron—Marketing of an ad.iust-

able volume ventilating fan, as an
addition to the regular line of spe-

cial purpose electrically operated

equipment now manufactured by the

company, has been announced by the

Vallen Electrical Co., Inc., of this

The device, which is said to have

been specifically designed for duct

installations, consists of a motor
mounted outside the duct away from
deteriorating and harmful elements.

The fan shaft is at right angbs to

the motor driving shaft, with power
transmitted through specially con-

structed gears which provide a posi-

tive drive. All shafts are carried on

ball bearings.
One of the most unusual features

of the fan is its adjustable pitch

blades. The pitch of the blades, it

is declared, can be adjusted to ex-

actly meet the needs of the installa-

tion whether exhaust air, hot or cold,

steam, fumes, spray, smoke, dust,

odors, etc. Thus by blade adjust-

ment the specific or weight of vari-

ous elements can be compensated.
Fan blades were designed espe-

cially for this purpose by a well-

known aviation engineer and their

unusual design provide the unit with
efficiencies and volume capacities

that reflect the influence of the

swiftness of the airi»lane, the com-

pany declares.

ALTERATIONS

Pittsburgh—After being dark i[

eral years, the Center Square 1

ater, owned by Harry Handel
N. Rosen, is being completely
modeled and renovated and
open soon.

BLATTNER DAMAGE AWARD
London—The courts awarded the

Blattner Corp. 20,000 pounds dam-
ages in its suit for 176,000 pounds
against British Photophone, Ltd., on
its charge of breach of contract by
Photophone in failing to install syn-
chronizing sound apparatus in the
Blattner studios at Elstree.

Woodland, Cal.—A lease on v

National has been secured by 1.

1

Ware, owner of the Dixon,
plans for complete reconditioning
the house are being made.

Cumberland, Md.—Extensive
modeling, both inside and out.
been started at the Maryland by
Burke Theater Co., new theatr
organization headed by Thomas
Burke. All new equipment willii

installed and the house will reoii

under the name of the Burke.

Pittsburgh—Bids on complete
decoration and alterations 1-

!

been asked on the Liberty, by
East Liberty Corp., which rece

;

reopened the house under the nl

agement of William Davis. i

HONOR FRENCH FILM MEN
Paris—The Legion d'Honneur has

been bestowed upon three more men
who are prominent members of the
film indi^stry in France—Charles
Jourjon, owner of the Tobis studios

at Epinay; Felix Silly, and Paul
Montel, director of the Technical
Cinematographic School in Paris.

Dyke Cinema Products

Takes Over Duplex Line

Laurelton, N. Y.—Products of the

Duplex Motion Picture Industries,

formerly of Long Island City. N. Y.,

have been taken over by the Dyke
Cinema Products Co., of this city,

''ccording to an announcement made
by C. L. Dykeman.
Dykeman states that the Dyk'j

Cinema Products Co., designers and
manufacturers of special laboratory

and theater equipment, in addition

to its own line of laboratory equip-

ment, will continue to manufacture
the major part of the equipment
previously manufactured by the

Duplex flrm.

Present equipment of the Duplex
make, requiring service or extra

parts, will also be handled by the

company, it is said.

KAUFMAN NOVELTY MOVES
Oscar Kaufman, importer and

wholesaler of toys, novelties and
premium merchandise for exhibitors'

use in increasing theater patronage,
has moved into new and spacious

quarters in the Film Exchange
Building, New York.

Iverness, Fla.—The Valerie
been leased by Mr. and Mrs. Pi
Gallop, and plans are being mad ;

open the house soon. New eq

ment has been installed and ''.

house has been remodeled and

'

furnished.

FULCO ISSUES BOOKLEl
Chicago—A new booklet of

scriptive illustrations on the F
projector, along with the intrb

tion of a new service policy off

by the company, is being distribi

by the E. E. Fulton Co.. manu
turers and distributors of mo
picture equipment and supplies.

r

Successful Managership

The public has been educated to d(

mand much in theaters. It wants coit

fort and cleanliness and good ventil.

tion. It expects handsome furnishini

that are in good taste, a restful "atmo'

phere" and stage equipment th.

pleases the eye and does not becottt

boresome. In these trying times, ar

with competition as l<een as it i

modernity of equipment and progres

iveness of showmanship are the tv

main factors in profitable picture thest

management. Pleasing atmosphere. go(

projection and good sound reproductic^

are absolute essentials: and, unforfi

nately shortcomings in these factors ai

the rock upon which m^ny ^n oth'?rwi
,

promising theatership is being driv(

today.
If you, Mr. Exhibitor, are experien '

ing a falling off at the box office, car

fully check up the standard and quail

of your projection, pictorial and soun

also the furnishings to which you as tl

manager have become accustomed throu)

the passing of time, may look disii

greeably out of date to many of vo

critical patrons. And their good will

valuable!

1
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

fLL KNOW MEXICANS

EITERING EMPIRE PRODS.

By L. H. MITCHELL

lapire Productions of South
rica, with home office and stu-

in Mexico City, is in the process
reorganization that will bring

1 mber of well known Mexicans
tjthe company, stated Jack Lust-
;rl production manager, upon his
n/al in New York for a visit,

nng those soon to be officially

irected with Empire Productions,
;c:-ding to Mr. Lustberg, is Angel
a .el Frias, president of another
^eican film company, Nacional
ri uctora de Peliculas, which has
If completed a Spanish talker,
5 ita," with Antonio Moreno,
u ta Tovar and Donald Reed. Jose
a ieyou, who supervised the pro-
iijion of "Santa," and Senor de la
:cb, who established Mexico's most
jular sport, the Fronton, will also
li Empire Productions.
aurice A. Chase, president of the

many, and Jorge A. Martinez, as-
s.nt manager, are working in
^eico City on the company's pro-
1 ion schedule. Lustberg expects
\ eturn there after a brief stay
I tJew York. He states that Ar-
ii- Boytler, director signed by the
iipany, is now preparing to start
ng on his first assignment on
h he will have the collaboration
n American director.

<ur Farmer Prince"
Gets Circuit Bookings

Dndon—The tradeshow of Butch-
• special Empire Production,
Zr Farmer Prince," was such a
i that P.C.T.-Gaumont-British cir-

is have booked it for all their
ters, including the West End
release showings at the New
ery. The production shows the

ining activities of the Prince of
es.

JW "SECRETS OF NATURE"
ondon—British International an-

: rices the third of the interesting
^^rets of Nature" shorts series is

g completed under the editorship
lllary Field whose work on pre-
is issues in the series has ac-
nted for their popularity. Six
ipects are dealt with—trout, the
ihtingale, the bittern, "cuckoo
," the short-eared owl, and the
t.

Franco-Hungarian Pact
Paris—Negotiations are in progress

>etween Films Osso and the Hungarian
|rm of Hunnia, for the production of
fwo talking pictures in French and Hun-
jarian to be produced in the Hungarian
:apital. Adolphe Osso, Major Keith
frevor and M. Louis Manheim represent
Dsso in the contemplated deal.

"Congress Dances" in Eleventh Week
London—The Ufa production, "Congress Dances," is completing the eleventh

week of its extended run at the Marble Arch Pavilion, with prospect of con-

tinuing for some weeks longer.

French Exhibs Fight
Authors and Composers

Paris—The six exhibitors' organi-
zations in France, usually at odds
on policies, are a unit in fighting
the 50 per cent increase of royal-
ties demanded by the Society of Au-
thors, Composers and Music Pub-
lishers. The society had its share
of exhibitors' takings raised from
2.20 to 3.30 per cent. At a meeting
of exhibitor organizations it was de-
cided to ask all exhibitors to pay
nothing to the Society in 1932, hop-
ing in the meantime to obtain gov-
ernmental relief.

"STOP ME!" CAST
London-—With the closing of the

Elstree studios for reorganizing and
re-equipment, B. I. P. units are ac-
tive at the Welivyn studios. "Stop
Me!" is the first production to get
under way there. Norman Lee is

directing with a cast that includes
Molly Lament, Arty Ashe, Reginald
Gardiner, Joan Wyndham, Wallace
Lupino and Charles Hickman. "The
Window Cleaner" and "London Wall"
will go into production in the order
named after the completion of "Stop
Me!"

IRISH MUSICAL SHORTS
London—Patrick Heale has gone

to Ireland to produce a series of
single-reel Irish musical films with
James P. McCafferty, Irish baritone,
making his first screen appearance
in them.

WIELAND'S INCLUDES FILMS
London—Wieland's, oldest casting

agency in Great Britain, has
branched out to include a film de-
partment which will offer its the-

atrical facilities to producers and
actors in talking pictures.

BERLIN TAX SLUMP
Berlin—Returns from the Berlin

amusement tax for December, 1931,

was 830,757 marks, a decrease of

350,000 marks over the receipts for

December, 1929. The December re-

turns were less than for any other

month in 1931.

"DAS LIED 1ST AUS" IN PARIS
Paris—The German film, "Das

Lied ist Aus," in the original Ger-
man version, but under the French
title of "Reve de Vienne," is playing
at the Studio I'Etoile here. This is

the production now running at the

Europa iln New York City.

Pathe-Natan Announces
Three for New Season

Paris—Pathe-Nathan, the biggest
French producing firm, Jias an-
nounced the titles of three of the
productions on its large program for
1932-33. The three are "The Swan
Song," based on the life of Mozart;
an adapation of Alphonse Daudet's
humorous story, "Tartarin de Taras-
con"; and "The Stroke of Mid-
night" which Charles Vanel wiii

direct and in which he will play the
lead.

CZECH FILMS FOR FRANCE
Paris—P. Bourst and R. Jayet

have perfected arrangements with
G. Machaty, the director of "Eroti-
kon," by which the two former will
inaugurate a new firm. Bravo, which
will distribute the principal Czech
motion pictures in France. The pro-
ductions will be synchronized after
reaching France.

FRENCH "KRISS" FOR U. K.
London—Fimophone Renters has

obtained the rights for the United
Kingdom of the French production,
"Kriss," which is declared to be one
of the outstanding French pictures
of the year, and the first film of its

type—dealing with an entire nation
—ever to be filmed.

CAPITAL REDUCED
London—Justice Bennett in the

Chancery Division has confirmed the
petition of Gainsborough Pictures.
Ltd., to reduce its capital by half,

and for the issue of new capital.

BERNSTEIN WRITES SCENARIO
Paris— Henri Bernstein, famous

French playwright, has written the
scenario of "The Famous Jeanine
Lacroix," which P. J. De Vanloo will

produce in Paris.

FRENCH AMUSEMENT TAX
Paris—The French amusement tax

yielded 78,136,000 francs during the
first eight months of the fiscal year,

an increase of 4,078,000 francs over
the same period the preceding year.

For November the tax was 12,715,-

000 francs, an increase of 225,000
francs over the same month in 1930.

HEADS FRENCH FILM BANK
Paris—M. Charles Levy is slated

to be the first managing director of

the French film trade bank, the So-

ciety Cine Financiere, the formation
of wliich was recently announced.

L

OE BAIRD TELEVISION

London—Isidore Ostrer, president
of the British-Gaumont Co., has ob-
tained control of Baird Television,
Ltd., through the B-G subsidiary,
British Acoustics, and will take a
leading part in managing the firm
under the new arrangement. J. L.
Baird will remain as managing di-
rector. Mr. Ostrer bought 800.000
shares of Baird deferred shares.
Maurice Ostrer, a director of G-B,
will be a director in the Baird con-
cern, as will Sydney Mosely. vice-
chairmar of Baird television. Brit-
ish interests believe that the control
of the Baird television process by
the Ostrers will prevent foreign con-
trol of the television apparatus and
making it such a costly affair for
the British as talking picture ap-
paratus proved to be. Tele-kinema
(talking pictures by television) is

expected by British television lead-
ers to be an accomplished fact with-
in eighteen months.

Simon Rowson Predicts
20% British Films in '32
London—Simon Rowson, presiding

at the first annual meeting of the
B. K. S., predicted that British ex-
hibitors would show 20 per cent
British product during 1932 instead
of the 12 J/, per cent quota imposed
by law. He bases his production
upon the greater commercial value
of recent British productions.

"RUBACUORI" IN PARIS
Paris—Cines J*ittaluga's French

version of "Rubacuori" has been
shown here at the Palais Rochechou-
art through the Maurice Rouhier
company which has obtained the
French rights for this and other
Cines productions. "Rubacuori" was
well received here and at the Cine-
ma Vittoria in Brussels under the
title "Vous que j'adore."

ACQUIRES UFATONE SHORTS
London — Gaumont has acquired

another series of ten Ufatone Kul-
tur short subjects for distribution
in England—"Ibises and Herons,"
"Feathered Prey," "Gold of the
North," "Steel," "The Mystery
Ship," "Animals at School" and four
others not yet titled.

20 Censors for 2 Houses
London—With nine censorship offi-

cials already appointed by the Becken-
ham Urban District Council, eleven

others remained to be appointed. This

gives twenty censors to pass upon the
films shown at the two theaters in the

Beckenham district.
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Words and Wisdom

"The frenzy of turning out many
films diminishes the sober thought
that should be given each one."

—

LESLIE HOWARD.

"There are no better audiences in

the world than American audiences."
—MAURICE CHEVALIER.

"It is a very strange thing that,

if you paint in a certain way, it's

technique, but if you act in a cer-

tain way, it's only a bag of tricks.''

—STUART WALKER.

"The moving picture's principal
claim to recognition as an individual
art is, as it has always been, its

ability to express the eloquence of
silence." — ROBERT E. SHER-
WOOD.

"The independent owners gave the
country this great motion picture."

—

ABRAM F. MYERS.

"Monopolization of picture-making
and exhibiting by big business has
been a failure and the bankers will

undoubtedly get out as soon as they
can and take their loss."—SOL
LESSER.

"This organization (Allied) can-
not be licked any more than were
the Colonists licked in these United
States 150 years ago."—SIDNEY
E. SAMUELSON.

"There never will be a more effec-

tive method of preventing adverse
criticism of motion pictures or cre-

ating friendly cooperation than . . .

in creating more beautiful theaters."

—HULDA McGINN, Pacific Coast
Exhibitor-Bulletin.

"I don't believe in this idea of
always feeding mental pap to grown
men and women. Sometimes they
need strong meat. The widest tol-

erance must be shown."—MARK
GOSLING, chief film censor of New
South Wales.

"Great film stories cannot be writ-

ten behind ofiice doors between 9
and 5 o'clock even by the best wri-
ters in the world."—PAUL STEIN.

A
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Of 17,500 extras registered at Central

Casting Bureau, H ollywood, only 619

averaged one day's work a week last

year, according to Variety's checkup.

British Films Strive to Meet
American Taste Requirements

Major English producers are mak-
ing a sincere and united effort to

build all their product along lines

which will meet fully the entertain-

ment requirements of American
audiences, and they are fast achiev-

ing their aim, in the opinion of Sid-

ney Garrett, general manager of

British International Pictures
(America), Inc. Taking exception

to the frequent accusation that for-

eign films lack action, Garrett says

that while a few British pictures

may have deserved this criticism,

there are many other productions

which have moved along with all the

snappy rapidity of the fast-action

American pictures.

"The English picture," says Gar-

rett, "needs not so niuch a defender

as a champion, one who will bring

to the attention of American exhibi-

tors the fact that the faults which

may have been incorporated in some
British productions in the past have
been for the most part, remedied oi,

as in most cases, entirely elim-

inated."

Progress in the British studios
during the past year has been "lit-

tle short of remarkable," Garrett
continues, "and those who have been
critically studying British produc-
tion will bear me out in this state-

ment. Where, in the past, we have
been confronted in this country with
a rather definite prejudice against
English-produced pictures, I am glad
to say that today our B. I. P. prod-
uct is being accorded the same cour-
teous consideration offered to Amer-
ican product, and, furthermore, is

getting a gratifying volume of busi-

ness. Our producers are making
every picture with the thought that
eventually it must be submitted to

critical analysis in America and, re-

gardles,s of destructive statements to

the contrary, they are turning out
« type of product which, in every
way, will measure up to that pro-
duced in this country.

Eric Knight Comments
Also adding some comment to re-

cent discussions of the British movie
situation. Eric M. Knight of the
Philadelphia "Ledger" says: "With
the advent of talkies the British

market has become even more im-

portant than before. Our natural
talkie outlets boil down to Britain,

Canada, Australia, South Africa,

and New Zealand—every one is Brit-

ish to some extent in its psychology.

"Britain has more houses wired
for sound than any other foreign
country—ergo it becomes our best-

paying customer. Perhaps I was
rooting for American film men when
I advised trying to please that .cus-

tomer instead of saying: 'Oh, they're

only silly ass Englishmen—make 'em

take what we give 'em and make
'em like it.'

"To date we have been able to

make 'em take it because the Brit-

isher, like the American, likes to

go to movies—and because we are

technically equipped to put out the

finest movies in the world. But that

isn't enough. One deals with an

over-bearing monopolist only as long

as one is unable to buy from any-

one else—and that goes for movies,

groceries, electric power or bananas.

Britian at this stage of the game
is looking for another manufacturer,

finding none, and thus turning pro-

ducer herself. And this is the last

thing American cinema men, of all

people, should wish to see.

"American film makers should re-

member that Britain has slews of

darned good young players—enough
to send us a bushel or two every

year, among them such as Ronald

Colman, Charlie Chaplin, Basil

Rathbone, Leslie Howard, Lynn
Fontanne and so forth. Britain also

has playwrights and fiction concoc-

tors by the score. Lord help our
export business if we ever force

Britain, by our own snooty attitude,

into learning how to utilize those

assets. If English cinema (still

pretty terrible but yearly getting a

bit better) ever grows up to control

our best export market, only Ameri-
can film men themselves are to

blame for their loss.

"I state with confidence that

American stories and films will al-

ways be popular in England. Sam-
uel Goldwyn can call the critics of

London together and do his bit to-

ward cementing his trade alliance

by calling them all the damfools he

wants to. England v^ill still watch
with appreciation the finer portray-

als of America such as 'Street

Scene' and 'Cimarron.' It will al-

ways frown upon the 'Public Ene-
mies' we send over. It won't laugh
when we portray Englishmen as

monocled daffodils. It won't cheer
when it sees American doughboys
winning the World War single-

handed. (The Allies, you know, did

lose a few million men before we
got our feet wet.)

"Really, it is no money in my
pocket who gets the export market.
I am no richer nor poorer. But,
times being what they are in Holly-
wood, it might be a good business
idea to try selling the customer the

sort of candy he likes instead of

insisting that he learn to chew gum
in a good American way. We like

it; he doesn't. It's his money we're
after. We've got to make some ef-

fort to please him."

IN THE

MAIL BAG
Too Much Sophistication

Editor, The Film Daily.
I was rather impressed with

report by Phil M. Daly in your
sue of Feb. 5 on Eddie Dowlii
speech at the AMPA luncheon.

This speech was certainly to
point and represents the viewpt
at least of the smaller towns, an'

venture to say even a lot of
larger cities.

I wrote Edgar Moss of Fox F'

in a similar vein just a week befi

and told him that the small tc

public at least were certainly
up on the sophisticated type of
tion picture. I further said t

they want humor, and plenty of

but they are certainly getting s

and tired of the type that conti
ously smacks of wise cracking at
cardinal virtues of life.

The paragraph that follows i:

quotation from the letter to h
"I notice that the crowd appeal
still that of the human affairs

our natural every day lives. We
in a changing world, but a gr

note of human sympathy still 'rii

the bell.' I have been in this gs|

almost since its inception. I

getting more conscious every
of the tremendous responsibi
that rests upon the motion pict

producers, who have a great c

more to do with creating pui

opinion, than even they from tV

advantage position realize. Havi
six children of my own, rang*
in age from 7 to 24, all of wh
are strong for the movies, I hav
chance to get a good many reactiC|

I confess that there are times wl
I hate to accept the responsibi

^

for some of the impressions t

are created in our own motion
ture show, even with my own e

dren."
My hat's off to Eddie Dowl.

and his masterly way of expos,

the weakness of the present ]

ture situation. We are starviM
death on those sophisticated >i
and mighty hungry for the "wa
human, wholesome" type that
ways fills the house.

J. I. Hoffman, Secretary,

Y.M.C.A., Coatesville,

"Nearly 1,000 Russians appeared at

the Paramount studios seeking work in

'On the Black Sea,' film drama of the

Russian revolution."
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
\ashington, the Man and the

Capitol"

with Clarence Whitehill

(hone 20 mins.

Impressive

excellent timely subject with

teal values from an educational

e' joint in addition to its enter-

inent qualities. Made expressly

r'howing in conjunction with the

3i^e Washington Bi - centennial

hti gets under way this month,

Ki produced with the cooperation

e Bi-centennial commission, this

LOf should be shown in every the-

;ef it belongs to the better class

: Im material. Divided into two
iiB, the first section, contains en-

itjents of highlights in the career
' korge Washington, including in-

dlts leading up to the famous
cfeirig of the Delaware, his nomi-

iiU as first president, taking the

it of office, and assisting a French
"citect in laying out the capital

tand its principal buildings. The
icid part consists of glimpses of

16 various buildings and monu-
4s in the nation's capital. Clar-

Whitehill portrays General
hington impressively. The syn-

nnized descriptive talk is good.

jelma Todd and ZaSu Pitts in

"Catch as Catch Can"

M 19 minfi

Good Comedy

lelma and ZaSu appear here as

|i)hone operators in a hotel.

ma's boy friend is trying to

! 6 some jack by promoting a

I itling match. But his protege,

fed by Guin Williams, is home-
and wants to go back to his

e on the farm. Then he meets
au, falls for her like a lead

€[ht, and remains for the bout,

ejiainder of the footage is devoted
iely to comical mat proceedings
ii the girls sitting in the audi-

lum and ZaSu in some comedy
jness with other spectators who
3 ct to her wearing a big hat
'Ich the wrestler bought her.

hty of action and enough laughs
atisfy generally.

"Looking Back"

^ distributor set) 10 mins.

Good Kidding Reel

compilation of old library shots.

1 Johnny Walker doing the nar-
on. The monologue by Levy
r is well gagged, and gets the

jhs. The shots are the usual

7S of old New York in the gay
jties, including the horse cars,

hing beauts at Coney, ancient

ce patrol wagon, and the Jeffries-

ssimmons fight. Johnny puts it

r with his characteristic pep, and
3 the laughs on the kidding com-
its.

"The Race With Death"

Detective Lloyd Series No. 7

Universal 18 mins.

Very Meller

This episode will take you back
.0 the da^s of long mustached vil-

lains, screamn.g heroines and melo-
drama of the vintage of many years
ago. The picture opens with an
involved explanation of what hap-
pened in the previous episode. Then
with creepy music as atmosphere, a
murder is committed and Lloyd
starts a new man hunt. Sinister

characters, mysterious noises, con-

cealed panels in the wall and all the
old stuff is contained in the action

that follows. The episode ends with
Lloyd and two escaping culprits

having a terrible hand-to-hand bat-

tle in the rear seat of a speeding
touring car.

Tom and Jerry in

"Rabid Hunting"

Average Cartoon

RKO 6 minsi

In this Van Beuren animated
cartoon comedy the principal char-

acters, Tom and Jerry, go hunting
for rabbits. After chasing a little

animal through a long series pf non-
sensical antics, they bring it to

earth, only to have the rascal take
off his rabbit skin and reveal him-
self as a skunk, which quickly puts
the hunters to rout. Rates as aver-

age number of its kind.

Chic Sale in

"Many a Slip"

RKO 18 min^
Very Good Comedy

Another number in the Lem Putt
series produced by Lou Brock and
directed by Mark Sandrich. Chic
Sale is sent to get a suit for his big
brother-in-law, who is in a hurry
to catch a train. On the way back
Chic is delayed by various incidents
including a session with a deaf
neighbor who understands every re-

mark the opposite way, then a visit

with a chap who has a bottle of
wine, which Chic proceeds to gobble
up, finally getting home soused with
the suit all messed up. Sale gives
another of his interesting and amus-
ing performance in the character
of Lem Putt, and the skit as a whole
is good entertainment.

"The Imperfect Lover'

Vitaphone 18 mins.

Good Gags

Jack Haley does a comedy sketch

as the goofy lover who is so ab-

sorbed in his nut inventions that he
forgets how to make love to hi?

sweetie. Finally he takes a course
in love from a femme heart special-

ist. He gets the idea so strong
that he becomes a cave man, and
goes home and wins his girl in the
cave man manner. Plenty of good
gagging keeps this pepped up for
laughs all the way.

O PRESENTATIONS O
By JACK HARROWER

Roxy

Clark Robinson has produced an
elaborate and highly enjoyable Lin-

coln Memorial presentation, featur-

ing Hall Johnson and a chorus of

200 mixed negro voices together with

the New Negro Art Theater dance

group under the direction of Hems-
ley Winfield, for the current stage

offering at the Roxy.

Hall Johnson wrote the score and
the lyrics for "Let Freedom Sing,"

the Lincoln Memorial program. The
production is in five scenes and de-

picts the transition of the African
negro from his native home to the

cotton plantations of the South. The
scenes are changed without lowering

the curtain and the music and ac-

tion continue without interruption.

In addition to supplying the back-

ground of instrumental music for

this production the Roxy Synco-

Symphonic Orchestra under the di-

rection of Fred Waring presents a

novelty called "Dancing Dominoes."

Paramount

In celebration of St. Valentine's
Day, the Paramount this week is

presenting a stage show entitled

"Valentines," starring Guy Lom-
bardo and His Royal Canadians,
popular radio band which is making
its New York stage debut at this

Times Square house.

Others featured in the novel stage
presentation are the Bredwins, John
and Edna, Nicodemus and the David
Bines Ballet.

Rubinoff conducted the Paramount
orchestra in a symphonic arrange-
ment of Schubert melodies, while

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford present
an organ concert titled "Trees" at

the twin stage consoles.

The Roxyettes and the ballet

corps, with Patricia Bowman as

soloist, repeat a special number that

made quite a hit several weeks ago.

Karl Dane and George K. Arthur in

"Shove Off"
Paramount 18 mins.

Big Laugh Number
George K. Arthur dressed as a

sailor attends a masquerade ball.

During the festivities he is asked by
a woman to get her compact from
her car, which is around the corner.
While fishing for the compact, a cop
arrests Arthur, believing him to be
a thief. Dane, a sailor in uniform,
is passing. He takes Arthur from
the cop and with a black-jack forci-

bly enlists Arthur in the Navy. Out
on tlie briny, Arthur gets in plenty
of trouble with Dane, but the real
kick comes when, unknowingly,
Arthur forces all hands on board to

go through a fire drill, a collision

drill and finally to abandon ship.

The finish is a scream. Many big
laughs in this one.

"Pagan Moon"
Vitaphone 7 mins.

Poor
A "Merrie Melodies" cartoon, that

rates poor, with some animated tech-
nique that seems outdated. The hero
cartoon character woos his sweetie
with jazz melodies on his violin, and
lands up at the bottom of the ocean
where he chases his lost instrument.
Here he encounters adventures with
the giant fishes and an octopus. Old
stuff that has been done many times
before.

"Ted Musing's Sport Slants"

Vitaphone 8 mins.
Thrill Sports

Ted Husing, the radio announcer,
does the narration on several varia-
tions of outdoor sports. Opens with
a girl's hockey game, that is pretty
tame. Switches to a fast soccer
game, and finishes with a wow in an
Irish hurling contest. These two
teams play the ancient Gaelic game,
using their flat sticks to propel the
ball. Half the time they miss their

swings, and clout each other along-
side the head with the sticks. Play-
ers were dropping all over the fieEl,

knocked cold. It was like a slice

from the Sino-Jap war, only more
exciting.

"Torchy Turns the Trick"
Educational 21 mins.

Fast Comic
A Torchy Comedy, with Ray

Cooke featured. Quite an intricate

plot in this one, with Torchy as the

office boy in a big steel company
that is trying to sell its product to

the prince of a foreign country.

There is a lot of dirty work afoot,

with the grand duke trying to swing
the order to a rival concern, and
keep the prince away from his

sweetie. Torchy schemes to bring
the prince and girl together, and
grabs the order for reward. A fast

paced number, with plenty of gag-
ging in the typical Torchy manner.
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George Arliss in

"THE MAN WHO PLAYED COD"
Warner Bros. 81 mins.

MASTERFUL PERFORMANCE
BY GEORGE ARLISS IN HUMAN
STORY WITH STRONG SPIRI-

TUAL ANGLE.
Another distinguished character-

ization by Arliss, and the fact that
the story has a semi-religious theme
which should enlist support of

church and other organizations, are

the main selling points of this ve-

hicle. It belongs distinctly to the

finer class, worthwhile achievements
of the screen, and as such it merits

all the plugging that exhibitors can

give it. Arliss plays the role of a

noted pianist whose whole life is

wrapped up in his music. Suddenly
made deaf by an explosion, he at

first rails wildly at God and the

world in general, but after being

saved from attempted suicide by his

faithful butler he is made to see a

new light, and through the medium
of reading other people's lips he de-

votes himself to relieving the

troubles of other,s.

Cast: George Arliss, Violet Heming, Ivan

Simpson, Louise Closser Hale, Bette Davis,

Andre Luguet, Donald Cook, Charles Evans,

Oscar Apfel, Paul Porcasi, Raymond Mil-

land, Dorothy LeBaire, William Janney,

Grace Durkin, Russell Hopton, Murray

Kinnell, Harry Stubbs, Hedda Hopper, Wade
Boteler, Alexander Ikonikoff, Michael Visa-

roff.

Director, John Adolphi ; Author, Cover-

neur Morris; Adaptors, Julian Josephson,

Maude Howell; Dialoguers, same; Editor,

William Holmes ; Cameraman, James Van
Trees.

Direction, fine. Photography, good.

Will Rogers in

"BUSINESS AND PLEASURE"
Fox 70 mins.

VERY CHOPPY AND RAGGED
STORY WITH WILL ROGERS
TRYING HARD TO GET THE
LAUGHS IN A MECHANICAL
STORY.

It is quite evident that they were
trying to pick a story for Will
Rogers that would exploit his un-
usual comedy gifts, but in this one
they went far astray. The story is

far-fetched, the treatment is poor,
and the general results from the
standpoint of entertainment are nil.

The scenario is one of the most
choppy and disconnected affairs of-

fered to the screen fans in a long
time. Whatever comedy gets over
is due entirely to Will Roger's native
gifts, and not to any intrinsic merit
in the story, which is a washout.
The whole affair is too artificial and
far-fetched to appeal to any but the
most uncritical of audiences. Will
is the head of an American safety
razor concern trying to sew up the
rights for production of the famous
Damascus steel. His rival employs
an adventuress to thwart him. Will
slips it over on the gang. A very
weak number from all angles.

Cast: Will Rogers, Jetta Goudal, Joel

McCrea, Dorothy Peterson, Peggy Ross, Cyril

Ring, Jed Prouty, Oscar Apfel. Vernon Dent.

Director, David Butler; Author, Booth
Tarkington; Adaptors, William Conselman,
Gene Towne; Dialoguers, same; Editor, not

listed; Cameraman, not listed.

Direction, the stnry licked him; Photog-
raphy, okay.

Nancy Carroll in

"WAYWARD"
with

Richard Arlen, Pauline Frederick
Paramount 71 mins.
MILD EFFORT WITH UNCON-

VINCING STORY THAT HANDI-
CAPS A FINE CAST AND FALLS
FLAT.
An analysis of this story shows it

to be nothing but a modern version
of "East Lynne," but the last men-
tioned play got over strong because
the characters were at least human.
The present version shows most of
the types as very artificial and
totally lacking any sympathetic in-

terest for the average audience.
Richard Arlen, came of an aristo-

cratic and rich family in the hinter-
lands, falls for a cabaret player on
a visit to New York. The girl,

Nancy Carroll, marries him because
she really loves him. Then the old

stuff of the mother's opposition to

the marriage, eventually separating
the young couple on circumstantial
evidence. The husband finally learns
the truth, renounces his mother, and
clings to his wife and dear little

baby. Just the old hokum poorly
executed, and showing up a fine cast
in a very poor light.

Cast: Nancy Carroll, Richard Arlen. Pau
line Frederick, John Lite], Margalo Gillmore
Burke Clarke, Dorothy Stickney, Sidne>
Easton, Gertrude Michael.

Director, Edward Sloman; Author, Matee'
Howe Farnham; Adaptors, Gladys Unger.
William Day; Dialoguers, same; Editor
Arthur Ellis; Cameraman, William Steiner.
Recording Engineer, C. A. Tuthill.

Direction, handicapped by poor material.

Photography, okay.

"MURDERS IN THE RUI

MORGUE"
with Bela Lugosi and Sidney

\

Universal 75
HORROR, THRILLS AND

MANCE COMBINED IN G
ADAPTATION OF POE'S
MOUS NOVEL.

This is a nerve-shocker that
give audiences the creeps
chills. Plenty of screen hokun
been injected by Director R
Florey to give the feature po
appeal. Bela Lugosi gives an in

characterization of the fan;

scien ist who attempts to con
the blood of an ape with that
white girl. Sidney Fox, as the
is beautiful and entrancing,
cially in the scenes at the car
where she first meets Lugosi.
emotional work, when she is s

by the ape and carried over
roof-tops, is intense. The dim;
done in real old-fashioned i

drama style and will pull plen1

applause from the fans. Ligl

effects have been carefully exe;

to bring about a weird atmosf
in the laboratory scenes. A b i

?omedy by Bert Roach help
::

lighten sequences that become s

what ponderous.
Cast: Bela Lugosi, Sidney Fox.

Waycofif, Bert Roach, Brandon Hurst.
Johnson, D'Arcy Corrigan, Betty
Clarke.

Director, Robert Florey ; Author.
Allan Poe; Adaptors, Tom Reed, Dak
Every ; Dialoguer, John Huston ; I

Milton Carruth ; Cameraman, Karl Fr
Recording Engineer, C. Roy Hunter.

Direction, box office. Photography,
lent.

(

i
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"SHE WANTED A MILLIONAIRE"
with Joan Bennett, Spencer Tracy,

James Kirkwood, Una Merkel

Fox 80 mins.

JOAN BENNETT SHINES IN
ENGROSSING STORY OF BEAU-
TY WINNER MARRYING FOR
MONEY.

There's a little bit of a lot of

things in this story of a poor girl

who sets out to marry into big

dough, but the chief interest is cen-

tered in Joan Bennett, who looks

and acts her best. The yarn is a

reconstruction of the Nixon-Nerd-
linger case, wherein the beauty
contest winner married an elderly

millionaire whom she met in Atlan-
tic City. He takes her to a chateau
in France, persecutes her shamefully
and finally is prevented from send-
ing her to death by being killed him-
self by one of his servants. Miss
Bennett is the girl and James Kirk-
wood plays the millionaire. In the

background are the girl's real sweet-
heart, portrayed in a breezy vein

by Spencer Tracy, and a newspaper
writer, played by Una Merkel, who
helps add a few laughs to the pro-

ceedings. The Atlantic City beauty
pageant affords a change to inject

snappy pulchritude into the picture,

which has action and flash.
Cast: Joan Bennett, Sencer Tracy, Una

Merkel, James Kirkwood, Dorothy Peterson,
Douglas Cosgrove, Donald Dillaway, Lucille

La Verne, Tetsu Komai.
Director, John Blystone; Author, Sonya

Levien ; Adaptor, Wm. Anthony McGuire

;

Dialoguer, same; Editor, Ralph Dixon; Cam-
eraman, John Seitz ; Recording Engineer,
C. Clayton Ward.

Direction, first-rate. Photography, fine.

"HELL'S HOUSE"
with Pat O'Brien, Junior Durkin,

Bette Davis

Capitol Films 72 mins.

STRONG ACTION DRAMA OF
CONDITIONS IN INDUSTRIAL
HOME FOR BOYS. GREAT WORK
BY PAT O'BRIEN AND JUNIOR
DURKIN.

Director Howard Higgin has han-
dled this dramatic story carefully
and forcefully. He also made a
happy choice of talented players for
the leading parts, the result being
a photoplay of far-reaching interest
that should register with a bang
wherever played. It concerns a
country lad who goes to a large
city and there falls for the glib

tongue of Pat O'Brien, whom he be-
lieves to be "the greatest man
alive." O'Brien is a bootlegger and
gives the lad a job answering phone
calls at the hideaway. Police raid
the joint and arrest the boy, who re-

fuses to tell the judge the name of

the man who hired him. Then fol-

low scenes of the industrial home
and its inhuman treatment. A news-
paper editor trying to clean up con-
ditions at the home is the ultimate
means of releasing the lad and hav-
ing O'Brien's game exposed.

Cast: Junior Durkin, Pat O'Brien, Bette
Davis, Junior Coghlan, Charles Grapewin,
Emma Dunn, Morgan Wallace, Hooper
Atchley, Wallace Clark, James Marcus,
Mary Alden.

Director, Howard Higgin; Author, same;
Adaptors, Paul Gangelin, B. Harrison Or-
kow ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Edward
Schroeder ; Cameraman, Allen S. Siegel ; Re-
cording Engineer, not credited.

Direction, fine. PhotoKraphy, very good.

"THE LAST RIDE"
Universal 64 mins.

GANGSTER MELODRAMA WITH
A MECHANICAL PLOT AND
ACTING AND DIRECTING.
RATES VERY LOW.

This looks like a rehash of differ-

ent elements from all the gangster

stories ever screened. It has all the

well known ingredients. The hero,

the young reporter is there, ferret-

ing out the gang killers when the

detectives fail. This time it is his

own brother, the rival gang leader,

who has been killed. And the hero

doesn't know his brother is the no-

torious gang leader till a cop tells

him over the bullet-riddled body.

The hero gets in the other gang
as a member in order to get the

goods on the gang leader. There he

encounters a girl, acting as the
sweetie of the head gangster, and
finds out that she, too, is just try-

ing to get the goods on him for the

death of her brother. And so on,

this mechanical effort creaks along
as it unwinds to its inevitable con-

clusion that you can figure out long
before it happens.

Cast: Dorothy Revier, Virginia Browne
Faire, Charles Moton, Fank Mayo, Tom
Santschi, Fancis Ford, Bobby Dunn.

Director, Duke Worne; Author, Arthur
Hoerle; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, not listed ; Cameraman, M. A. An-
derson ; Sound Recorder, not listed.

Direction, poor. Photography, fair.

Buck Jones in

"ONE MAN LAW"
Columbia 61 r

GRIPPING WESTERN, Wl
ACTED AND DIRECTED Wl
LOGICAL STORY CLEVEf
WORKED OUT.

This action picture is thoroui

good entertainment for every

especially the outdoor picture J

Story is plausible and ha,s

directed carefully and forcef

The convincing work of Buck J

will hold the interest of everj

It concerns Buck, who unknowt
becomes a booster for a crook

is doing the ranchers out of 1

land and crops. Buck is force

enforce the law and disposses

friends and fellow ranchers,

magnificent horse "Silver" play

important part. The picture o

with a thrilling hor,se race and

tinues at a fast pace to the

fade out. A sweet romance
through the story. This is an

western.

Cast: Buck Jones, Shirley Grey, B
Ellis, Murdock McQuaiTie, Harry
Henry Sedley, Ernie Adams, Richard
ander.

Director, Lambert Hillyer ; Author, <

Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ; E
not credited ; Cameraman, Mack Ster

Recording Engineer, Russell Malmgren

Direction, speedy. Photography, goi
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Ken Maynard in

TEXAS CUN-FICHTER"
63 mins.

^ISTERN OF STAGE COACH
IS PLENTY FAST WITH

^MAYNARD IN ACTION ALL
EHME.

\\ is one of the old-fashioned

ngers that the fans like, get-

ack to the original silent tech-

where westerns belong. Ken

i^ird breaks with a gang of out-

sand takes his old buddy along

lihim. They rescue the coach

11 gold shipment from the out-

and bring i' into town. The
sfn the mining town decide to

Ken their sheriff. He starts

clean up the bandit gang, but
^^beat him to it by forcing him
i;n the safe containing the gold
ent. The mining boys decide

heir sheriff has double-crossed
and a hanging party starts

him. Meanwhile Ken and his

t?r are staging a gun battle

hjhe mob out in the desert, and
eriff's posse comes up in time

I cue him. It is filled with fast

and plenty gun play, with the

Tarzan much in evidence.

Ken Maynard. Sheila Manners,
Ingraham, Harry Woods, Bob Flem-
Igar Lewis, Jim Mason.

ii tor, Phil Roien ; Author. Ben Cohen ;

r r. same ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor.

Webb ; Cameraman. Jackson Rose

:

ng Engineer, John Stransky.

tion, smooth. Photography, clear.

H. B. Warner in

"CROSS EXAMINATION"
Artclass 74 mins.

MURDER MYSTERY PACKS
STRONG PUNCH IN DRAMATIC
PLOT AND NOVEL TECHNIQUE
IN COURT ROOM SCENES.
Here is one for the mystery solv-

ers that will please them. It con-

ceals the real murderer right up to

'he final disclosure, and does it very
naturally and logically in a well knit

and clever story. The technique is

well handled, in telling practically

the entire story from the cross-

examination of the defense lawyer
in the court trial. He is defending
the son of the murdered man, with
circumstntial evidence pointing over-

whelmingly to him as the criminal.

H. B. Warner, as the defense coun-
sel, gradually develops the real hap-
penings as he cross-examines the

various witnesses. A big surprise

kick in the final .sequence, when a

last-minute witness goes on the

stand and discloses what really hap-
oened the night of the murder. This

film is notable for the deft manner
in which the story is unfolded from
the court room trial. A strong cast,

with H. B. Warner fine as the de-

fense counsel.
Cast: H. B. Warner, Sally Blane, Natalie

Moorhead, Edmund Breee, William V.
Mong. Donald Dillaway, Sarah Padden, Wil-

fred Lucas, Niles Welch. Nita Cavalier,

Margaret Fealy, Alexander Pollard, B.

Wayne LaMont. Frank Clark. John Webb
Dillon. Lee Phelps.

Director, Richard Thorpe ; Author, Arthur
Hoerl ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same

;

Editor, not listed ; Cameraman. A. Ander-
son ; Sound Recorder, Mack Dalgleish.

Direction, very good. Photography, okay.

K WALZER VOM STRAUSS"
("A Waltz by Strauss")

recher 90 mins.

1 BASING GERMAN TALKER
ICTING ROMANCE OF THE
HGER STRAUSS ENLIVEN
JY WALTZ KING'S MELO

I e is a costume piece of the

enth century that romanticises

fe of Strauss the younger in

etertaining manner. A product

1e German studios, it will no

have a strong appeal for the

lovers, for the melodies of the

t!

king" are scattered through
els and are very well recorded,
tory deals with the efforts of

der Strauss to prevent his son
'ing a musical career that has

liht him so much suffering. But
outh persists, gains favor at

nt of Vienna through the
f a titled married lady who
love with him, and returns
home town to find that he

1 )st his sweetheart. She sacri-

Ihim,
feeling that his career

> before their love, and she
es another. The costumes are
ntic, and it has been produced
much historical attention to de-

Hans Junkermann, Julia Serda, Gus-
oelich, Maria Paudler.
ctor, Conra<l Wiene ; Author, Paul

Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same

;

not credited ; Cameraman, Carl

; Recording Engineer, Eugen Hrich.
ction, good, Photography, okay.

Para. Plans Campaigns
On 12 Features Yearly

(Continued from Page 1)

will get the benefit of a strong ad-

vance build-up which will react to

the benefit of surrounding towns
that play them. Three strategic

points for advance showings will be

New York, Chicago and Los Angeles.

When special pictures play these

towns, it will be considered pre-

release for the respective territory,

with general release one week late'-.

This plan will be followed with
"Shanghai Express" and "The
Broken Lullaby" (formerly "Th°
Man I Killed"), and possibly with

"One Hour with You" and "The
Miracle Man."

MPTOA. Allied Extend
Mutual Invitations

(Continued from Pane I)

a constructive national organiza-

tion." it was declared. Allied also

has asked the M. P. T. O. A. to at-

tend its national convention in De-
troit.

Each MPTOA unit has been urged
to invite its district Senators and
Representatives to attend the con-

vention.

George O'Brien and
Victor McLaglen in

"CAY CABALLERO"
Fox 60 mins.

FIRST-RATE WESTERN WITH
PLENTY OF ACTION AND EX-
CITEMENT. UNUSUALLY GOOD
WESTERN ACTING.

This is a de luxe Wes'ern with a
story that has several unexpected
twists, a good measure of suspense
and fighting, gun-play and hard-
riding galore. An unusual feature
is that the acting all the way down
the line is excellent. O'Brien and
McLaglen both contribute fine per-
formances and the two girls in the
cast. Conchita Montenegro and
Linda Watkins, are both mighty at-

tractive. The story has O'Brien re-

turn West to join his pal, McLaglen,
who is doubling as a mysterious
Robin Hood, righting the wrongs
"aused by a tyrannical and crooked
'andowner. He falls in love with the
heavy's daughter. Finally McLaglen
gives himself up to prevent the
slaughter of his cornered gang and
O'Brien puts over a ruse whiclh

makes the authorities believe that

his pal is not really the mysterious
bandit, thus effecting his release.

Dialogue is far better than that

found in the average Western.
Cast: George O'Brien, Victor McLaglen,

Conchita Montenegro, Linda Watkins, C.

Henry Gordon, Weldon Heybum, Willard
Robertson, Martha Garralaga, Juan Torena.

Director, Alfred Werker ; Author, Tom
Gill ; Adaptors, Philip Klein, Barry Con-
ners; Dialoguers, same; Ed tor, AI De
Gaetano : Cameraman, George Schneiderman ;

Recording Engineer, Eugene Grossman,
Direction, A-1, Photography, fine.

Tom Tyler in

"TWO-FISTED JUSTICE"
Monogram 63 mins.

FAST - ACTION WESTERN
FILLED WITH EXCITING FIGHTS
AND GUN-PLAY WITH TOM
TYLER SCORING STRONG.

This is a well-knit western that

centers around the Civil War days,

with Tom Tyler deputized by Ab-

raham Lincoln to keep peace on the

frontier while the boys are fighting

at the front. Opens with some good

scenes of Lincoln in the White
House which gives this western an
authentic historical flavor. Tyler
organizes a secret band of night
riders, and sets out to uncover a
poli.ician whose gang is terrorizing

the section with their high-handed
methods. There is an abundance of

intrigue and double dealing that

keeps the action steamed up all the
way. Bobbie Nelson, the j'uvenile,

plays a prominent part, which makes
it a swell number for the kids. A
very satisfactory western, with a

nice balancing of all the ingredients

the thrill fans like. Tyler is in ac-

tion most of the time to a thrill

finish.

Cast : Tom Tyler, Barbara Weeks, Bobbie
Nelson, John Elliott, G. D. Wood, Kit

Guard, Bill Walling, Pedro Regis, Carl De-
Loue. Yakima Canutt, Joe Mills.

Director, G. A. Durlam ; Author, same

;

Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, not

credited ; Cameraman. Archie Stout ; Record-
ing Engineers, Balsley and Phillips.

Direction, good. Photography, clear.
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ASH LEAVING WARFIELD
San Francisco—Paul Ash ends his

run at the Warfield on Feb. 24 and

will be replaced by Hermie King
of the Oakland Fox. Ash is re-

ported negotiating for a new con-

nection outside the theater.

nS N •*

AMERICA S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

TMiE

St. Moritz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the

spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest

of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of

Oi/fryu^^yyt-OJ/e^

of Paris, London and the Riviern.

Rooms single or en suite, faring

Central Park and but a moment

from the city's amusement and

business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TAYLOR
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Title Revtewe*

A Dangerous Affair-COL
11-29-31

A Woman Commands-RKO
1-31-32

Acht Tage Glueck-FL ...8-2-31
Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31
Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31
Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

AUas The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children ?-RKO
11-15-31

Arizona Terror-TIF . . 9-27-31

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11-22-31

ArrowsmithUA 12-13-31

Bad CompanyPAT 11-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Balinese Love-TPE .12-13-31
Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP. .12-6-21

Beloved Bachelor-PA R. . 1 0- 1 8-3

1

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Gamb'e-PAT 9-27-:"

Big Shot-PAT 1-10-32

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

BoughtWB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutinv-AM 6-21-31

Blonde Captive-TMP .
12-1.V31

Blonde Crazv-WA 12-6-31

Branded-COL 11-U31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-l.V.M

Brat-F 8-2-31

Bridegroom For Two-BIP
1-31-32

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29.^1

Cain-TPE 1-17-32

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captivalion-CAP 9-27-31

Carmen-BI 1-17-32

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Chamn-MGM 11-15-31

Charlie Chan's Chance-F
1-24-32

Cheyenne Cyclone-WK ..1-10-32

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Chinatown After DarkACP
10-25-31

Cisco Kid F 10-25-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Cock of the Air-UA ... 1-31-32

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Compromjsed-FN 11-8-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Consolation Marriage-RKO
11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC 10-4-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31
Cor: r t^a Vita-TH 11-8-31

Cuban Love Song-MGM . 12-6-31

Cyclone Kid-BIF ....11-22-31
Dance Team-F 1-3-32

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31

Das Ekel-UFA 1-31-32
Das Floetenkonzert von

Sanssouci-ITFA 10-18.11

Das Lied 1st Aus-ASC 1-31-32
Das Lied Vom Leben-TA

10-18-31
Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP

9-20-31
Daughter of the Dragon-PAR

8-23-31
Deadline-COL 1-24-32
Deceiver-CLO 11-29-31
Delicious-F 12-27-31
Der Andere-TF .. .. 1-17-32
Der Hampelmann-TA . 9-13-31
Der Kleine Seitensprung-

UFA 1-10-32
Der Ungetreue Ecke Hart-TF

1-24-32
Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31
Devotion-PAT 10-4-31
Devil Plays-CHE .12-20-31
Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA

8-23-31
Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-

UFA 6-21-31
Die Crosse SehnsuchtTA

10-11-31
Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-

ASC 9-27-31
Df« Lustigen Weiber Von

Wein-CAP 7-12-31
Oi« Prlvttsekretaerin-CAP

6-21-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CKL—Celebrity
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
CO L—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental PicturesDM-Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD— First Division
FF— Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National
FTP—Foreign Talking Pictures
GS—George Schneider

HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures
HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HO—Hollywood Pictures
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
IMP—Imperial Distributing
TH—Thalia Productions
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Moviegraphs
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PC-—Patrician Pictures
PEE—Peerless
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga
PIZ—WiUiam Pizor
PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SCA—Scandinavian Talking

Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WK—Willis Kent
WM—J. D. Williams
WT—Worldart Film Cor.WW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed

Die vom Rummelplatz-CAP
1-10-3

Die Schlacht von Bademuende
UFA.. 11-22-31

Discarded Lovers-CAP ..1-3-32
Docks of San Francisco-ACP

1-24-32
DoUy Macht Karriere-UFA

7-26-31
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP. . . 1-3-32

Drifter-WK 1-10-32
•»revfir« Case—COl. 8-S0-31

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP
8-21-31

East of Borneo-U . .8-23-31

Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA . .... .9-20-31

Eine Freundin So Cold'g
Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-3

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32
Enemies of the Law-REG

7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31
Expensive Women-WA . 11-15-31
Explorers of the World-RAS

9-6-31

F.xpress 13-UFA 8-9-31

False Madonna-PAR 2-7-32
Fanny Foley Herself-RKO

10-25-31
Fidlovacka-DM ... ..7-5-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL . 6-28-31
First Aid-WW 7-12-31
Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31
Five Star Final-FN . . ..9-13-31
Flying FooI-BT 10-18-31
Flyine Hiph-MGM 12-13-3
Forbidden-COL 1-17-32
Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31

Freighters of Destiny-PAT
11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31
Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31

Friends and Lovers-RKO
11-8-31

Calloping Thru-MOP 2-7-M
Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32
Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31
Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girl of the Rio-RKO ... 1-10-32
Girls About Town-PAR. .11-1-31
Goldie-F 6-28-31
Hood Sport-F 12-13-3
Craft-U 11-29-31
Great Lover-MGM ..8-30-31
Greeks Had a Word for Them

UA . . 2-7-32
Grief Street-CHE 10-11-31
Guardsman-MGM .. ..9-13-31
Guilty Ceneration-COL 11-22-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Hard Hombre-HOF . .9-20-31
Hatchet Man-FN 2-7-32
Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Heartbreak-F 10-18-31
Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-31
Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Hell Divers-MGM 12-27-31
Her Majesty. Love-FN . 1 1-29-31
Heroes All-IMP 10-25-31
High Pressure-WA 1-31-32
His Woniin-PAR 12-6-31

Title Reviewed

Hiartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31
Holv Terror-F ... 7-19-31
Homicide Squad-U 8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31

Honor of the Family-FN
10-18-31

Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31
>* Hours-PAR 10-4-31

House Divided-U 1-10-32
Huckleberrv Finn-PAR 8-Q-S1

Human Targets-BIF ..1-24-32
Hurricane Horseman-WK

10-11-31
Husband's Holiday-PAR. . 1-3-32
Himh Mnnev-F 7-12-31

T Am From Siam-PTC .. .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-1.^-31

Tm Geheimdienst-TTFA 11-29-31
Tn Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31
Thre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA

11-8-.l1

Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31

lew At War-AM 7-26-31
Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31
I. a Doiiceur D'AimerFD

12-13-3

La Rondc des Heures-FD
1-31-32

Ladies of the Big House-
PAR 1-3-32

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

I^ariats and Six Shooters
COS.. 10-25-31

Lasca of the Rio Grande
U.. 12-13-3

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
11-29-3!

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31
Law of the Rio Grande-SYN.

8-9-31
Lawr of the Tonsr-SYN. 12-20-31
Le Mysterie de la Villa
Rose-FD 1-17-32

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-3!
Lightnin" Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-29-31
Love Storm-BT 10-18-.11

Lure of the Ring-WT. 1-31-32
Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
MaBni6cent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maker of Men-COT 12-20-31
Manhattan Parade-WA 1-3-32
Man From Death Valley-MOP

10-11-31
Man I Killed-PAR ..1-24-32
Man in Possession-MGM .7-19-31
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Mata Hari-MGM ..1-3-32
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31
Meine Frau, Die Hochstaplerin

UAF. .2-7-32
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31
Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31
Men in Her Life-COL. .. 12-6-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Men of Chance-RKO 1-3-32
Men Like These-BI 1-10-32
Merely Marv Ann-F ...9-13-31
Michael and Mary-U 1-10-32
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31
Misbehaving Ladies-FN.. 11-8-31
Monkey Business-PAR .9-27-31
Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31
Monster Walks-ACP ..2-7-32

Title Reviewed

Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . 8-30-31

Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31

Murder At Midnight-TIF
9-20-31

Murder By the Clock-PAR
7-19,31

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Neck and Neck-WW. . .11-8-31

Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31

Newlv Rich-PAR 7-5-31

Nie Wieder Liebe-UFA 1-17-32

Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31

Night Nurse-WA ...7-19-31

No One Man-PAR 1J24-32

Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31

Nur Am Rhein-FTP. . 10-11-31

Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Ladv-PAR 11-8-31

One Way Trail-COL. .12-13-31
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31

Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Davs-UA 9-27-31

Panama Flo-PAT 1-24-32
Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31
Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP
8-30-31

Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31
Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Personal Maid-PAR... 8-30-31
Phantom of Paris-MGM . 11-15-31
Platinum BIonde-COL. .. 11-1-31
Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31
PoHtics-MGM 8-2-31
Posspssed-MGM 11-29-31
Prestige-PAT 2-7-32
Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private ScandaliHED ... 1 1-1-31

Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31
Rainbow Trail-F 1-31-32
Range Feud-COL 11-22-31
Range Law-TIF 11-1-31
Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31
Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31
Ridin' for Justice-COL. . 1-10-32
Road to Life-AM 1-31-32
Road to Reno-PAR. ..10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31

Riibicon-AM 9-27-31
Ruling Voice-FN 11-8-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31
Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Sally of the Subway-ACP

1-24-32
Salvation Nell-TIF 7-5-31
Scareheads-CAP 10-25-31
Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31
Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Menace-TMP ...12-13-31
Secrets of the Orient-UFA

1-10-32
Secret Service-RKO ...12-13-31
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

7-19-31
Secret Witness-COL ..12-20-31

Reviewi

..11 -22-.

...9-6-3

Hour-

.7-26-3

.11-8.3

8-16-31

9-27-31

.8-16.31

10-25-31

Title

Sein Liebeslied-ASC .

Shanghai Love-COL .

Sherlock Holmes' Fatal
FD

Ships of Hate-MOP .

.

Should a Doc'or Tell?-REG
8-23-3

Side Show-WA 9-20.3

Sidewalks of New York-MGM
11-15-31

Silent Witness-F ... ..2-7-3;

Silence-PAR 8-16-3

Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR
11-1-3

Siroco-CF 11-29-3

Skin Game-BT 6-21-31

Sky Devils-UA 1-24-3;

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-3

Skyline-F
_ 10-11-31

Smart Money-WA ....6-21-3
Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31

Sob Sister-F 10-4-3

Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31

Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31

Sooky-PAR 12-27-31

Soul of Mexico 2-7-32

Soul of the Slums-ACP 11-29-Jl

Speckled Band-FD .

.

Spider, The-F
Spirit of Notre Dame-U
Sporting Blood-MGM
Sporting Chance-PEE
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31

Star Witness-WA 8-2-31

Stepping Sisters-F ...1-10-3!

Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31

Street Scene-UA 8-30-31

Strictly Dishonorable-U . 11-15-31

Suicide Fleet-PAT 11-29,11

Sundown Trail-PAT ...10-18-31

Sunset Trail-TIF 1-17-32

Surrender-F 11-29-31

Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31

Susanne Macht Ordnung-FfP
10-11

Sweepstakes-PAT . . 6-28

Taxi-WA 1-lC

Terra Madte-TRC 11-1

Theaternaechte von Berlin-TF
1-1 n

The Cheat-PAR 12-1'

The Menace-COL ...1-31
The Struggle-UA 12-1,'

Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-i

Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA
8-I6-31

Thirty Days-PC 1-17-3:

This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-3i|

This Reckless Age-PAR. .1-10

Three Wise Girls-COL. . .2-7

Three Who Loved-RKO , 6-21

Tip-Off-PAT 11-1.

Tomorrow and Tomorrow-
PAR. .1-31

Tonight or Never-UA 12-20
Too Many Cooks-RKO.7-19
Toiichdown-PAR 11-15

Toute Sa Vie-PAR 6-21-3

Transatlantic-F 7-26-31

Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-3
Trotte Teodor-FD 1-17-3

Tulane vs. So. California-WA
1-24-3

Two Gun Caballero-IMP
12-n-]

Two Kinds of Women-PAR
1-17.3

U. of S. C. vs. Notre Dame
WW- 1-24-3

Vn Snir de Rafle-PRX . 10-18-.'

Under Eiehteen-WA 1-3-

Undertow-U 8-30-3

Unholy Garden-UA 9-20-3

Union Depot-FN 1-17

Versuchen Sic Meine Schwes-
ter-TF 6-21

Viking-WM 6-21
Waterloo Bridge-U . , .8-16-3

Way Back Home-RKO. 1-17-1

West of Broadw^v-MGM.1-31
White Devil-TPE 8-30-1

Wicked-F 9-20-i

Wild Horse-HOF 8-2-!

Without Honors-ARC 1-10
Woman Between-RKO 6-21-!

Woman from Monte Carlo-
WA l-a-

Women Go On Forever-TIF
8-16-4

Woman of Experience-PAT
7-1

Women Love Once-PAR.6-2i
X Marks the Spot-TIF 12-1

Yellow Ticket-F 11
Young As You Feel-F ...8-!
7ein Weih'i Lubovnick-HA

10-4.I

Zwei Krawatten-CAP ..l-lj-l

Zwei MenchenCAP ...12-27.!



A CLAIM
THAT HAS
COST THE
INDUSTRY
MILLIONS

2232 Theatres have replaced

unsatisfactory sound equipment

with

^^^ SOUND SYSTEM «^^

Ekctricat Research Products fnc,

250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.



TOUR DATE BOOK
and start a new one—to make

room for these FOX hits . .

.

FRANK BORZAGE'S

AFTER TOMORROW
Only director who twice won Photo-

play Gold Medal and gave you "Bad

Girl" and "Young as You Feel."

•

The exploitation natural of the year

SHE WANTED A
MILLIONAIRE

with Joan Bennett, Spencer Tracy, Una
Merkel. Released February 21.

ih. CAY CABALLERO
with George O'Brien, Conchita Montenegro,

Victor McLaglen, Linda Watkins. Released

February 28.

DISORDERLY
CONDUCT

with Sally Eilers, Spencer Tracy, EI Brendel,

Dickie Moore. Released March 20.

CHARLES FARRELL
Marian Nixon, Minna Gombell, Wm.
G)llier, Sr. Released March 75.

WILL ROGERS
America's Humorist in

BUSINESS and PLEASURE
From Booth Tarkington's novel, "The Pluto-

crat." Prints now available at local Fox Exchange.

•

WHILE PARIS SLEEPS
with Victor McLaglen, Helen Mack, William

Bakeweli. Released March 27.

JANET GATNOR
CHARLES FARRELL

The team that has never failed you

Rebecca of Sunnybrook
FaraiB Released April 24.

They rate immediate dating!r
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evised Form of Block Booking Urged by Lightman

IGANTITNEWSREEL MpGER IN NEGFTIATION

ishabilitation Plan to be Presented at Allied Meet
rtgram for Restoration
Normalcy Will High-
light Convention

)ii

nneapolis—An "understandable,
ion-sense plan "to rehabilitate

;er operation and restore the

industry to normalcy has been
ulated by Allied States Ass'n

cwill be presented on the floor

le national convention at the

Statler in Detroit, March 8-

is announced by W. A. Steff'es,

ejdent of the organization. Let-

have been sent by Steffes to

officer of every theater organ-
not affiliated with Allied, as

as to Will H. Hays, inviting
11 )n

{Continued on Page 4)

1C GROUPS ENDORSE ;

ilEN BEST" SELECTIONS

of the winning pictures in

I Film Daily's "Ten Best Pic-

of 1931" list received unani-
endorsement by five national

rl groups which reviewed them,
ki the remaining seven winners

endorsed by various numbers
ilese groups. The organizations
isfhe General Federation of Wo-

(Continued on Page i)

^ vision on Combine
Announced for March 7
ronto — Written judgment in

1 rio combine case will be given
ah 7, it was announced by Judge
low at the conclusion of the
: ing. General feeling is that the
Lcution put up a very weak case,

! result of which the defense
tied it unnecessary to put any

(Continued on Page 4)

Sol Wurtzel Exits Soon
n'cst Coast Bui can of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Sol Wurtzel is understood to be merely awaiting settlement of his

contract before making his exit from the Fox studios. He already has been relieved of

his duties, it is stated, and formal announcement of his resignation is expected
shortly.

150 Vitaphone Shorts
Planned for 1 932-33

Warner Bros, is expected to make
150 Vitaphone shorts for distribution

in 1932-33, the same number as an-

nounced for the current season.

Work will be done at the Flatbush
studio under supervision of Sam
Sax. The program, as tentatively

outlined, includes 12 two-reel com-
edies with Jack Haley, 12 two-reel-
ers with Joe Penner, 12 "Believe It

or Not" with Robert Ripley provid-
ing the material but not appearing
in the pictures, 12 two-reel band
shorts, 24 musicals in two-reel
lengths and six mystery two-reelers.

Theater Surveys for Halsey, Stuart

Being Made by Harold B. Franklin
IVesf Cua-t Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—A survey of several

theater properties for Halsey, Stuart

& Co., is being made by Harold B.

Franklin, who is now on his way
east. The New York investment
house at one time was very active
in the movie field, handling particu-
larly the Fox West Coast Theater3
securities.

Speaking of business conditions,
Franklin, just before leaving, said

the kind of pictures that the public
wants are getting money on a par
with the best returns in the boom
periods, which is a boast that no
other industry can make. At the
Paramount here, under Franklin's
management, "Shanghai Express" is

piling up the biggest gross for the
house in 18 months, he declared, and
the picture may run a third week.
"Mata Hari" recently broke all rec-
ords at the Capitol and is now
repeating at Grauman's Chinese.

? Detroit Allied Houses

Dost Biz With Giveaways

C roit—Greatly increased business has re-
t at 39 local Allied houses which are af-
' d in a weekly giveaway plan totaling
( in prizes. Cost of the program is five

1 a seat weekly. A $650 auto is first prize.

More Latitude in Cancellations^
Urged in Block Booking Change
Suggesting that exhibitors be

given more latitude in the cancella-
tion of inferior pictures. President
M. A. Lightman of the M.P.T.O. A.,

in a statement issued Saturday,
urged that the block booking system
be retained in revised form as, he
declared, it works out advantageous-
ly for theaters. He denounced the

Brookhart bill, pending before Con-

gress, and said that block booking
will be discussed importantly at the
coming annual convention.
Lightman said:

"In as much as renewed efforts
are being made for the passage of
the Brookhart Bill now pending in

Congress, it is high time that inde-

pendent exhibitors give very careful
(.Continvtd on Page 22)

E. B. Hatrick Dickering
to Combine All Reels

Into One Issue
Merging of all newsreels under

one head is contemplated in negotia-
tions which got under way recently
but have not yet reached a definite

stage, The Film Daily learns. E.
B. Hatrick, representing William
Randolph Hearst's motion picture
interests, is understood to be the
moving spirit in the proposed con-
solidation, and he very likely would
have supervision of the combined is-

sue if it materializes. Whether or
{Continued on Page 3)

5 NEW M^GMAMS
GOING_

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With five features in

production at present, M-G-M has
plans for putting five more in work
in the immediate future. New pic-

ture^ scheduled are: "China Seas,"
with Tod Browning directing; "Letty
Lynton," directed by Clarence
Brown; "Limpy," directed by Harry
Pollard, "Prosperity," with Leo Mc-

(Continued on Page 4)

Arthur Loew to Survey
European Field Next

Arthur Loew, who has just made
a 16,000-mile trip to South America
in 23 days by airplane, plans to sail

this week for Europe to visit M-G-
M offices there and survey the Euro-
pean film field generally. Hal Roach,
who accompanied Loew south, is still

(Continued on Page 3)

280 Meetings Scheduled

By Academy This Year

Hollywood—Approximately 280 meetings of
groups, committees, sections, etc.. of the Acad-
emy of M. P. Arts and Sciences will be held
during 1932, according to present plans. Of
this number, 159 are regularly scheduled meet-
ings. The Academy's budget for 1932 is set
at $74,090, of which the largest item is $27,884
for administrative salaries.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Con. Fm. Ind. ..3^ 3^ iVi — Vi.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. lOJ^ 10 10j4 + 5-^

East. Kodak 77J4 735^ 77 + 4"^
East. Kodak pfd... 118 118 118
Fox Fm. "A" 4 354 4 + }^
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) % M V*
Loew's, Inc 30^ 29}4 30}4 -f \'A
do E.fd 71!^ 70 71 J4 + \'A
Metro Goldwyn pfd. 19Ji 1954 1954+ !4

Paramount 9i4 9 9J4 + !4

Pathe Exch 54 H 54 + ^
do "A" 4^ 35^ 454 -f 15^8

RCA 9 85^ 8% -f Vf,

RCA pfd. "B" .. 16H ISVi 165i + ! J^

RKO new 5^ 5/2 ':,% + y»
Warner Bros 3^^ 3^ 35^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. E<j. pfd... 11/16 11/16 11/16 —1/16
Technicolor 2;^ 2 2]/% -\- 'A
Trans-Lux 2 2 2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

The Broadivay Parade
(Week of Feb. 12)

PICTURB THEATEK
FIRST-RUNS

DISTRIBUTOR
"Emma" (2nd week) M-G-M Capitol
'"Wajnvard" . . Paramount Paramount
"Business and Pleasure" Fox Roxy
"Murders in the Rue Morgue" Universal Mayfair
"Hell's House" Capitol Film Ex. . .Strand

EXTENDED RUNS
"The Greeks Had a Word for Them"

(2nd week) United Artists.
"Arrowsmith" (2nd week)* United Artists.
"The Hatchet Man" (2nd week) Warner Bros. . .

"The Man Who Played God" Warner Bros. . .

. Rialto
, Rivoli
. Winter Garden
Warner

$2 RUNS
"Hell Divers" (8th week) M-G-M Astor
"The Broken Lullaby"** (4th week) Paramount Criterion

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Das Lied 1st Aus" (3rd week) Associated Cinema. . Europa
"Ein Walzer vom Strauss" Capitol Film Ex. .. Little Carnegie
"Meine Frau, Die Hochstaplerin" (2nd week) . Ufa Cosmopolitan
"Le Mysterie de la Villa Rose"*** First Division 5th Ave. Playhouse
"The Road to Life" (3rd week) Amkino Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
'Shanghai Express" (Feb. 17) Paramount
'Fireman, Save My Child (Feb. 17) First National. . .

'Charlotte Lowenskold" (Feb. 19) (Swedish talker)

.

. .Rialto
. .Strand
. .Sth Ave. Playhouse

*Previously had $2 run at Gaiety.
**Formerly "The Man I Killed"
***Return engagement. .

Amencan|[Ncglect^of Foreign Market

Inducing Greater Production Abroad

Gen. Th.Eq. 6s40 3^ 354 iVi + V»
Loew 6s 41WW 85 85 85 +2"^
Paramount 6s 47 .. S3 53 53+2
Par. S}4s50 48 48 48 + V2
Pathe 7s37 75 75 75 +4
Warner's 6s39 32' 32 32

WESLEY RUGGLES BETTER
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Following removal of

his appendix, Wesley Ruggles is re-

ported recovering nicely.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

g Eastman Films j^

II J. E. Brulatour* Inc. H

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

::

Paris (By Cable)—Encouraged by
failure of American producers to
improve their standing in the for-
eign market during the past year,
European picture-makers are begin-
ning to map next .season's programs
with new zest. Cognizant of the
impracticability of making dialogue
features for each country, their
plans generally call for productions
in which visual action predominates
over dialogue, thus allowing any
audience to follow the story.

Indications at present are that
American producers will practically
ignore the foreign field from the
standpoint of producing talking pic-

tures in the languages of the re-

spective countries. Paramount has
already cut its foreign language
picture at Joinville studio by ap-
proximately 50 per cent as compared
with last year.

Rival Detroit Exhib Unit

Loses Members to Allied

Detroit—Practically every char-
ter member of the Detroit Exhibi-
tors' Club, set up last year as a
rival to Allied Theaters of Michi-
gan, has approached the latter or-

ganization for reinstatement, accord-
ing to E. S. Kinney of Allied. Most
applicants were readmitted upon
condition that they sever their con-
nection with the Club.

BEN PRICE WINS U DRIVE
.

Ben Price of Universal has won
the sales drive contest throughout
the east. The prize is a trip to

California for Ben and his wife.

"Ubangi" Investigated
By Better Business Bu.

Following an exhaustive investi-
gation to determine the authenticity
of "Ubangi," the National Better
Business Bureau has issued a state-
ment denouncing "theatrical touches"
in pictures that represent themselves
as natural history films. Acting on
complaints questioning the advertis-
ing claims made for "Ubangi," the
Business Bureau went to extreme
lengths to check up on the truth ol
the statements. Misrepresentation
in expedition pictures not only de-
ceives the public, but is unfair to
those who risk both lives and capital
to obtain genuine films of this kind
says the Bureau.

COLUMBIA MIDWEST CHANGE
Columbia has effected revision of

its Middle States Division, under
the supervision of Harry Taylor.
The re-alignment places Dallas and
Oklahoma city branches under di-
rect supervision of E. C. Levees,
New York special representative.
Levees will eventually make head-
quarters in Dallas, but for the time
being is working out of Oklahoma
City. Taylor retains district super-
vision over Kansas City, Omaha and
Des Moines. St. Louis will have no
district supervisor.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, '

dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monogram
tures. Jung Hotel, New Orleans.

Feb. 27 : Eighteenth anniversary dinner
dance of Operators' Local 306, I
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler,
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Indep
ent producers and distributors, Sai
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in
tral Europe under auspices of Czi
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n
National Film Industry, Prague, Czi
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Wasl
ton, D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic h

and Dance, True Sister's Club H
New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claj
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 9-12: Sprmg meeting of the Sc 1

of M. P. Engineers, Washington.
June 6-9 : Annual convention of Internal :

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Emp 1

and M. P. Operators, Memorial I

Columbus, O.

HAROLD LLOYD'S LEAD
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Constance Cummings

has been chosen by Harold Lloyd to
be his leading woman in the fea-
ture he is now preparing for Para-
mount release. Production starts
Feb. 22 at the United Artists lot.

D'ARRAST TO DIRECT JOL'

v

H. d'Abbadie d'Arrast is slat'

direct an original by Ben Hec!
which Al Jolson will be starred.
ture will be made by Art Cinema ii

United Artists release. This is -

of a trio in which Joseph M. Scl
is personally interested, one
being "Rain," which Lewis
stone will direct, while the thii >

still undecided.

MILTON SILLS' BOOK
"Values: A Philosophy of Hu|

Needs," co-authored by the late;
ton Sills and Ernest S. Holj
founder and dean of the Institui
Religious Science and School!
Philosophy in Los Angeles, is tl

published by the University of;
cago press.

NEW LOEW HOUSE OPENl
Loew's new 72nd St. theatel

Third Ave. will be formally oi
next Saturday morning. Projl
will change three times a wee

RENEE ADOREE IMPRO^
Prescott, Ariz.—Renee Adore

regained her health sufficiently
planning to leave the hospital I

for her own home here.

A. E. ANSON IMPROVINJ
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM l\

Hollywood—^A. E. Anson,
and screen actor, who has betk
ill health for several Months, :|

ported improving.

Studio and Localil

Sound on Film Record!
Low Dally or Weekly Ralei

Powers Cinephona Equipment Corpo

raa-TTH ave.. n. y. BRYANT M
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nC GROUPS ENDORSE

"TEN BESrSELECTIONS

(^Continued from Pai/c D

I's Club, International Federation

Catholic Alumnae, Los Angeles

men's University Club, National

;iety of the Daughters of the

erican Revolution, and Young
n's Christian Ass'n.

Cimarron," "Skippy" and "Sin of

delon Claudet" were the unani-

isly endorsed pictures. "Bad Girl"

"Street Scene" were reviewed by

y three groups, all of which en-

sed them. "Front Page" was re-

f/ed by two groups and endorsed

both. "Min and Bill" and "City

:hts" were endorsed by four of

five groups which reviewed them.

ve Star Final" by three out of

r," and "A Free Soul" by two

of four.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Detroit—Harold Jones and Earl
Quick have organized the Signcraft
Studios, on Selden Ave., making
theatrical sign and lobby displays.

Philadelphia — S. Palan has re-

signed from the RKO sales staff.

Birmingham — The Woodlawn,
neighborhood house, reopened re-

cently with W. T. Williams the op-

erator.

Chicago—Richard Beck, manager
of the Castle theater, has been laid

up with a bad case of the flu.

Denver—Richard R. Raub, for the
past five years reporter and picture
critic of the Denver "News," has
been made publicity director for the

Denver theater. Walter Shuttee
will still be assistant manager and
treasurer.

BIG NEWSREEL

IS UNDER

(Coiitiiiurd from Piuic 1)

not actual consultations have al-

ready taken place with all the news-

reel firms, including Pathe, Para-

mount, Fox Movietone, Hearst Met-

rotone and Universal, could not be

ascertained on Saturday, althougfi

it was definitely established that the

proposition had been broached in

certain quarters.

-thur Loew to Survey

European Field Next
{Continued from Pacic 1)

;he Latin countries ot)taining ad-

onal data for his department. At

ut this time Roach is supposed

be en route by air from Bolivia

feru with William Melniker. gen-

1 representative for M-G-M in

ith America. While in Argentine,

ich bought some polo ponies

ch he is shipping to his Califor-

ranch.
,oew. whose plane was co-piloted

Captain James B. Dickson, said

|i reports of a $10,000 fine being

led against him and Roach in

Ijle for violation of airport rules

e ridiculous and without foun-

lion.

,
ROYALTY SEES "MATA"

Undon—A distinguished audience

Ided bv the Prince of Wales and

=)nce George attended a private

wing of M-G-M's "Mata Hari"

he home of Mr. and Mrs. James
Beck, Jr., London representative

the Hays organization.

I

HANDLING "TRAPPED"
alt Lake City—B. I. P. America,

i| . has appointed C. C. McDermond
qUertified Productions here to han-

ij "Trapped in a Submarine" in the

tky Mountain territory.

!
PSTATE EXHIB BANKRUPT

I

uffalo — Menno Dykstra, owner
\ operator of the Grider Street

isington theater here and the

n, Williamsville, has filed a peti-

1 in bankruptcy. Herbert T. S\\-

berg, attorney, has been appoint-

to act for the trustee.

LRY CO-OP HOUSE BOMBED
ary, Ind. — While 800 patrons
e watching a show, a bomb was
loded at the Gary, startling the

ilience but doing only slight dam-
to the theater. The house has

1 operating for five months pji a

Jeratjve plan.

«

>i

I

7

3

GEORGE WASHINGTONS

A Music Noveltyof Historic Importance

^Tribittoteliiiijloii
FEB.22

Artistic Animation
Beautiful Music

Soundon Film -Approximately 90 Feet

A Timely RatrioticTouchTo Any Proj^ram

NowAvailable ForAny Theatre Because Of

Its Exceptionally Low Price Only

Q^roducedand 'Distributed Ir)

^^^ ADVANCE TRAILERS '%^
126WEST46 "STREET Newvork

I

9

3

2

BiaNTENNlAL NOVELTY
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R[HABILITATION PLAN

MAPPEDJ)T BY ALLIED

(Continued from Pane 1)

them to attend the Detroit conven-

tion and enter into a free discussion

of the mutual problems. Among the

unit heads to receive communica-
tions are M. A. Lightman, Jack Mil-

ler, R. R. Biechele, Fred Wehren-
berg, Charles Picquet, Fred S.

Meyer, Lewen Pizor, Arthur Lock-

wood, George Parr, Charles O'Reilly,

Thomas D. Van Osten, C. E. Wil-

liams, W. M. James, G. W. Erd-

mann, A. R. Bender, Ed Kuykendahl,

Homer Holmgren.
Steffes lists the eight major prob-

lems confronting the industry as (1)

unreasonable protection, (2) unfair

percentage, (3) poor product, (4)

elimination of producers from ex-

hibition, (5) legislation, (6) block

booking, (7) double feature evil, (8)

music tax and copyright protective

bureau. He is opposed to any fur-

ther "round table discussions," de-

claring that positive action is the

present need, and that the indenend-

ent theater owner is the one Moses
to lead the industry out of the

wilderness.

Decision on Combine
Announced for March 7

(Continued from Pane 1)

of its 40 witnesses on the stand in

rebuttal.

At the final session. W. N. Tilley.

senior defense counsel, said, "If it

is a crime to be well organized, suc-

cessful, bold and aggressive, then

I have to plead guilty.
_
But itis a

shocking interference with the rights

of people who carry on business in

a legitimate manner to be charged
with forming a combine."

A. G. Slaght, counsel for N. L.

Nathanson and Regal Films, declared
there was an oversunply of pictures

in Canada, and distributors had
more films than they could sell.

Five-Year Franchise
Asked in Publix Deals

Boston—Publix is interested in

letting go some of its houses in the

New England territory, but so far

no deals have been completed. Deals
must carry a five-year Paramount
franchise, it is understood.

MICKEY MOUSE JEWELRY
A full line of Mickey Mouse kiddie

jewelry, including necklaces, brace-
lets, purses, brooches, rings and
other trinklets is being carried by
Gimbel's.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Television Fqiiipmcnt Co. ; Moffat

ford. .142 Madison Ave.. New York,
shares common.

Bridal Wise, theatrical business

;

& .San-

15.000

Cohen,
Cole. Weiss St Wharton. 61 Broadway, New
York. $.10,100.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Marralliim Pictures. Tnc. Philadelnhia.

Pa., theaters, amusement places: Cornorafion
Guarantee and Trust Co.. Dover. Del, $10,-

000, 150 shares common.

ALONG lALTO

• • • AMONG THE Serious Students of the Motion Pic-

ture we have Arthur Reuter, manager of the Regent theayter

in Norwalk, Conn Arthur recently gave a splendid talk

before the local Woman's City Club he quoted from the

recent U, S. Census Survey showing that in a group of

towns from 10 to 30 thousand population every $100

spent in a given town averages about $1.69 for admission to

motion picture theaters whereas $23.87 is spent for au-

tomobiles and accessories so when our Legislatures are

thinking about taxing the picture theaters they might

do well to bear this comparison in mind

• • • AND WHAT a strong argument Mister Reuter puts

up for the local theater that is not locally owned such

as his own Regent proving that the bulk of the money
taken in at the b.o. is spent right in town 64% spent on

local expenses 30% for film while a mere 6",-

including administration, sound equipment inspection,

repair and insurance leaves Norwalk and as

Arthur summed it up to his audience "There are few
businesses, even those entirely owned and controlled by local

residents, which are as valuable to the town economically, since

there are but few in which local overhead plays so large a

part"

• • • IT STRIKES us that if other local managers
of circuit theaters went before the community with sim-

ilar facts and figures it would do wonders in setting

the folks right about the value of the circuit theater to the

community when properly managed as in this instance

and kill off a load of Local Prejudices

• • • THREE YEARS back N. L, Manheim foreign man-
ager of "U" gave the Prophetic Lowdown on the Euro-
pean market sitooation in his article in the Year Book

he pointed out that the solution of the pix problem
was in Hollywood making features for the foreign market with
the story told by Visual Action and that the production
of talking features for individual countries was impractical

owing to inability to recoup negative and other costs

from the limited number of foreign houses all of which
has proved to be Gospel in the three years past

* * * 4i

• • • FROM THE Paris Pavements George E.
Kann is in Paree for Emgeeni Eddie Klein for Big 4
and Talking Picture Epics and Frankenstein is there
for Universal Now that P. K. Thomajan has resigned
as publicity head for Raspin Productions, he is considering va-
rious offers from producers in connection with comedy construc-
tion

* « * *

• • • AND AIN'T that a swell system Sime Silverman
has inaugurated when a pal like Al Jolson writes him a
friendly letter Sime runs it as a full-page ad at Regular
Rates then all Al's friends tell him what a Splendid
Writer he is and he is so flattered that he pays for the
ad and THANKS Sime for the honor he bestowed on
him here Sime has hit on exploiting the Secret Yen of
every actor for they all think they are Great Writers

ya gotta hand it to Sime

5 NEW M-G-M FEATURES

GOING IN PRODUGTIOi

(Continued from Paiic 11

Carey directing, and "Sky Scraper,'

with Edgar Selwyn as director.

In production are: "Are Yoi
Listening?" directed by Harry Beau
mont; "Wet Parade," with Victo
Fleming as director; "Grand Hotel,
directed by Edmund Goulding
"Strange Interlude," directed b
Robert Z. Leonard and "The Trutl
Game," with Jack Conway direcrting

Release dates on new features se'

so far are: "The Beast of the City,'

Feb. 13; "Freaks." Tod Browning
"Polly of the Circus," Feb. 27
"Arsene Lupin," March 5; "Tarzai
of the Apes," March 12; "Are yoi
Listening?" March 19; "Wet Par
ade," March 28.

State Unit Independence

Favored by M.A. Lightmai
Declaring himself in favor of ;

"state rights policy" as regards re

lations between a national exhibito
organization and its affiliated star
units. President M. A. Lightman o

the M. P. T. 0. A stated on Satur
day that a national body should no
interfere with the operations of ir

dividual exhibitor units. State bodies
however, should appoint committee
to take up matters of major or ns
tional significance with the parer
body, he asserted. He indicated th

following subjects as coming withi
this scope: block booking, servic

charges, score charges, censorshi]
non-theatrical competition and proj

aganda having to do with "inspirin
exhibitors to a higher valuation (

the industry to the nation."

SUMMERVILLE ADOPTS BOY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAU
Hollywood — Slim Summervill

film hero of "The Unexpect(
Father," just completed at Unive
sal, has become a real unexpectf
father. Yesterday Slim and Mr
Slim adopted a 12-pound baby so

It will bear the name of Ellio

Summerville.

%fc^

<( « « » » »

t^i^^o^^

MANY PAPPY PETUBNS,

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Feb. 15
A. H. Halprin Howard HIggin
)ohn Barrymore Leo Trainor
Benjamin Listengart William |anney

George Culiette
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EXTRA PLAYING TIME!

EXTRA^^/^FORYOIII

These pictures mean extended playing time!

These pictures mean extra profits for you!

-that's paramouxt:



SIX
EXTRA-PLAYING -TIME NATURALS
WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS

Previewed!

Tested/

Proved/
Book these paramount Extra Playing Time hits!

And reap Extra Profits!

s

PARAMOUIVT
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SHANGHAI EXPRESS
Dietrich Lets Herself Go! warm, yielding-

will they go for her in this? And how! And is the story timely?

Wow! Every newspaper in the world today is a press book for

^^Shanghai Express"! Every box office in the land will be a gold

mine! Already set for extended runs everywhere! New York!

Chicago! Detroit! Buffalo! St. Louis! Philadelphia! Boston!

Stretch the calendar for this one—and double^^^^^ your profits!

A
JOSEF VON STERNBERG

PRODUCTION
with

CLIVE BROOK
ANNA MAY WONG • WARNER OLAND

and EUGENE PALLETTE

Jif
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IHERES HOW W /,
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c5/2^^ LUBITSCH'S

BROKEN LULLABY// \\

LIONEL BARRYMORE •NANCY CARROLL- PHILLIPS HOLMES

No picture in years has received such

thunderous acclaim from newspaper crit-

ics! Now playing at $2 top in New York

and opening for extended runs in Chicago,

Detroit, Buffalo, St, Louis, Philadelphia,

Boston! A powerful newspaper campaign

is being run in the key-points of the coun*

try-each ad 1000 lines! The public will

longremember this picture for its entertain-

ment! The exhibitor will long remember
it for the grosses it's piling up! And the

longer you run it the more you'll make!
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* • WITH MIRIAM HOPKINS
JACK OAKIE • WILLIAM COLLIER, Jr. • EUGENE PALLETTE

FROM THE PLAY, "JAZZ KING, " BY JAMES ASHMORE CREELMAN



t^^K/iRiAM HOPKINS! One big picture after another has built her to stardom!

"Smihng Lieutenant"! "Twenty-Four Hours"! "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"! More luscious

and enticing in each picture! And now exhibitors, fans and the press are clamoring for

her! In "Dancers in the Dark" (What a title!) she proves again that she's here to star!

A box office actress in a box office picture that'll work your box office overtime! Set

for long runs in New York, Chicago, Detroit, Buffalo, St. Louis, Philadelphia and Boston!
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with FREDRIC MARC K AT^ FR A NC r S

STUART ERWIN JULIETTE COMPTON

GET INTIMATE!— on6 you'll get intimate with some of the biggest monev

your box office has ever taken! FREDRIC MARCH, a big draw, has always

had big ^Wures and big casts. Here he is teamed with KAY FRANCIS—

mid that makes a combination that'll cram your safe full of dough! Get

ntimate," Mr. Exhibitor— '^Intimate' and get the profits

Directed by Lother Mendes.

Based on the novel/The Shorn

Lamb," by Wilham J. Locke.
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THE MIRACLE MAN
Vfl<th

SYLVIA SIDNEY CHESTER MORRIS
Irving Pichel • John Wray • Robert Coogan • Hobart Bosworth

BOX OFFICE miracle! The story of a sweet, tender love ... of a new
faith . . . everything that makes the world go 'round . . . everything

that makes the world come to the box office! • In a great all-new,

all-talking production that sweeps on to greater grosses! Hun-

dreds of exhibitors have asked us to keep the title — they say it's

perfect! Everything's perfect! • New York, Chicago, Detroit, Buffalo,

St. Louis, Philadelphia and Boston are set for extended bookings!
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Short Shots From Eastern Studios
By IIARKY N. BLAIR

TACK SHALLIT, Paramount's ace

J portrait photographer, has been
invited to lecture on portraiture at

one of the country's leading schools

of pictorial photography.
•

The Warner Bros, home office is

highly elated over "Subway Sym-
phony," a two-reel musical comedy
which Sam Sax's corps of experts

recently turned out at the Vitaphone
studio. Norman Moray, Vitaphone's

sales manager, goes so far as to say

that it is the best two-reeler ever

produced at the Vitaphone studio,

which is no mean praise considering

the number of top-notch shorts re-

cently turned out there.
•

Edmund Lowe thinks that work-

ing in New York is conducive to

putting on weight because of the

difficulty in taking regular exercise

here as compared to Hollywood with

its outdoor life. Accordingly, he has

joined the New York Athletic Club

and spends his spare moments there

playing squash and handball fol-

lowed by a plunge.

Among recent candidates for

screen work tested here by Uni-

versal was Frances Rich, daugh-
ter op Irene Rich. Frances is

now playing in "Brief Moment"
in which she made her stage

debut several months ago.
•

Tammany Young, who claims to

ba the world's champion "gate

crasher," managed to "crash" the

Vitaphone studio for a part in

"Maybe I'm Wrong," featuring

Richy Craig, Jr. Tammany plays

the role of a cab driver with a pure
unadulterated East Side accent.

•

John Hobble, playwright and
at one time a staff writer at the

Warner Vitaphone studio, has
completed a mystery play en-

titled "The Great Secret," which
will shortly be p^-oduced on
Broadway. Hobble's previous
hits included "Daddies," which
starred the late .Jeanne Eagels.

At the recent dog show in New
lYork, S. S. Van Dine's Scottish ter-

mers won four first prizes, two sec-

onds and one third. The title .of

:he latest Van Dine mystery two-

Paramount's coast studio in 1931
bought for use on sets 1,380 quarts of

grape juice, 4,294 bottles of ginger ale,

1,039 bottles of apple cider and 3,660
bottles of near beer, according to a

checkup credited by Miriam Hopkins,
featured player.

reeler has been changed from "The
Eight O'clock Mystery" to "The In-
surance Murder Mystery." It's said
to be a doggone good short.

•

Standard Sound Recording Corpo-
ration's studio force now consists of
J. Miner, chief studio executive;
Sonny Barkes, assistant to studio
executive; .1. F. Clemenger, studio
manager; Hazzard E. Reeves, chief
sound engineer; Harry Glass, re-

cording engineer; Harry Soule, am-
plifying engineer; Harry Bellock,

mike control engineer; Kai Bonnez,
production control engineer; Charles
Whaley, research chief; Lew White,
music department head, with Sonny
Barkas also handling publicity.

•

Much interest has been expressed

by many of the leading newspapers
in a scene which Bert Frank in-

cluded in his recent "Movie Album"
for Warner Vitaphone. The .scene

shows Leon Trotsky, deposed Soviet

leader, as a five-dollar-a-day extra

at the old Vitagraph studio, now
used by Vitaphone. Harry T. Morey
who starred in the picture and still

plays parts at the same studio, re-

members Trotsky when he was just

one of the mob, before he became a

world figure in politics.
•

"The Great Miracle," a popu-

lar Jewish stage play, is to be

made into a film by Sidneii M.
Goldin, ivith Aaron Lebedeff

and Leon Blank featured.

James Colligan is now assisting

Walter Wanger in the latter's new
post with Columbia.

Lincoln Productions, making
a negro feature, took Lincoln's

bh-thday off to celebrate. Harold
Godsoe is acting as assistant

d'rector.

Olive Shea selected by Warner
Vitaphone to appear opposite Jack

Haley in his next short, also slated

for a Broadway stage production.
•

S,ol Brill, late exhibitor, left

his watch, a vrized possession,

to Sam Kaplan.

Claiidette Colbert is laid up for

several days with lumbago.
•

Pattie DeCicco, double for Budd^'^

T?ogers. appearing in "Sensation."

likewise Erica Newman of the New
Vo>-k stage. Latter seated to go to

Hollywood.

William Gargan, until recently of

the ranks, has offers from three ma-

ior producers foU^winir his success

in "The Animal Kino^dom " current

Broadway success. Also doublinir in

"Sensation." at Paramount's New
York studio. Latter company has

an option on his services.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
»//

Bv RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
P ICHARD BARTHELMESS and

Mrs. Barthelmess have arrived
in Yokohama, Japan, and will pro-
ceed from there, if practicable, to
Shanghai, where Dick will take a
look at the war zone in company
with Ronald Colman. He expects to
spend about two weeks at or near
the scene of hostilities, and then will
return to Hollywood.

:!« * *

William Powell's next starring
picture for Warner Bros, will be

"The Dark Horse," in which Powell
will play the timely role of a dy-
namic politician. The picture will

go into vroduction at an early date
under the direction of Mervyn Le-
Roy. Joseph Jackson is working on
the screen adaptation.

* * *

Minna Gombell, who became a
screen notable by her work in "Bad
Girl," with James Dunn and Sally
Eilers. has been re-signed by Fox.
upon the expiration of her oi'iginal

contract.
* *

Two of Broadway's outstanding
players have been signed by First

National for "Street of Women," the
next Kay Francis starring vehicle.

41an Dinehart is to have the leading

masculine role opposite Miss Fran-
"is and Marjorie Gateson also will

nlay a part of great importance in

the nroduction. Archie Mayo will

•lirect.
* * «

ZaSu Pitts has ioined the rapidly

=;baping cast of Fox's "The Trial of

Vivienne Ware," now in production,

with Joan Bennett in the leading

"ole.
* *

Virg'nia Bruce, formerly a beauty
i/" the Follies and now a rising

'minnru of the screen, has been as-

'aned the ingenue lend in "The
Main Event." James Cngney's next

-^nrrinn 1^'cture for Wai-ner Bros,

^ittle Dickie Moore will also have a

-romincnt role in the picture.

* * *

Ralnh Bellamy will enact a ma.jor

-ole in "Young America" when
^vpnk Borzage begins his direction

^f th^t Fox picture within the next

•en days.
* * *

Mae Madison, Marv Doran and

holmes Herbert are the latest addi-

;«n<5 to the cast of "Miss Pinkertnn
f Scotland Yard." the Marv Rob-

^-t's Rinehart pivsterv thriller in

hich .loan Blondell will be starred

•>v Warner Bros., and in which

Oeorp-'' Brent is to olay the leading

nias'-iiline rolp. Others in the cast

...-p TT^rdie Albriffht. C. Henrv Gor-

e-^n. Elizabeth Patterson and Blanche

Frederici.
it * * ,

Ben Hendricks has been signed by

Paramount for an important role in

the George Bancroft picture, "On

the Black Sea."

Richard Tucker has been added to

the cast of Radio Pictures' "Sym-
phony of Six Million," being directed
by Gregory La Cava. Five impor-
tant roles will be played by Al Rich-
mond, Ted Lorch Belle Mitchell, Es-
ther Michelson and Wilson Benge.

* *

"Scarlet Brand" has been selected
as the next Big 4 western on the
current program. It is the work of
Ethel Hill and casting will begin
shortly.

« • *

The death of Edgar Wallace will

not delay production of three screen
olays written for RKO during the
few weeks the British author work-
ed in Hollywood, it is announced by
David O. Selznick, executive vice

nresident in charge of production.
"The Beast" is now in work under
supervision of Merian C. Cooper. The
other Wallace stories are tentatively
titled "The Soul Hunter" and "The
Man Without a Face."

* « *

Susan Glaspell will return to the
United States from London to adapt
her novel. "Ambrose Holt and Fam-
ily" for Radio Pictures. It is plan-
ned as a starring vehicle for Ann
Hardiner after completion of "West-
ward Passage," her last on this

year's program.
* * *

Columbia's mcture which carried
the working title of "The Man Who
Dared," starring Jack Holt, from
the story "In the Secret Service,"

has been vermanently named "Be-
hind the Mask."

* * *

Russ Clark, former boxing in-

structor at the University of Illi-

nois, and Frances Moffett have been
signed by Paramount for "Sinners
in the Sun," film version of Mildred
Cram's story; "The Beachcomber."
being directed by William C. de

|

Mille from a screen play by Vincent
Lawrence. Waldemar Young and
Samuel Hoffenstein.

* * *

Shooting has been completed on

"So Biff," new Barbara Stanwyck
vehicle for Warner Bros., under the

direction of William Wellman.
* * *

Arthur Caesar, Monty Banks and

Earl Baldwin are completing the

screen treatment for "The Tender-

foot," next Joe E. Brown picture,

which Ray Enright will direct for

First National. Starting date will

be about Feb. 23.

Comeback from "Grave"

Universal executives are trying to fig-

ure out whether or not it is advisable to

"resurrect" Lew Ayres for the principal

role in "The Road Back." In "All Quiet

on the Western Front" the Remarque

story in which the characters used In

"The Road Back" originate, th» young

star was killed off in the final reel.

i
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More Latitude in Cancellations

Urged in Block Booking Change
(Continued ff

thought to this most serious matter.

"It is enough in itself to reject

any such proposal in as much as it

invites governmental control and
governmental supervision of our in-

dustry. Even if present methods of

buying pictures is bad, surely it is

the lesser of the two evils. Secondly,

any fair-minded exhibitor must real-

ize" that an attempt to buy one pic-

ture at a time, and particularly after

the picture is made, will place us at

a terrible disadvantage in playing

pictures within a reasonable time

after they are released, because it

is obvious that it will not be neces-

sary for the circuits to be compelled

to wait for their own pictures and
they will have the tremendous ad-
vantage of playing them quickly
while we will be entirely at their

mercy as to when they will be made
available to us.

"Also, it is natural that producers
can only operate at a profit and
continue to make pictures, therefore
it will certainly be necessary for
the exhibitor to bear the extra cost
of selling caused by the many neces-
sary business appointments for that
nurpose. There has been a tremen-
dous amount of complaint about un-
fair protection. Can't any intelli-

gent exhibitor see that we vs^ill pre-
sent circuit operators complete con-
trol of this issue in the manner in

which we will be forced to buy prod-
uct?

"In other words, we will deliver
complete control of protec'ion to the
circuits, because it is obvious that
there is no power on earth that can
prevent a distributor selling circuits

quickly and delaying sales to the
independents in most any manner
that they choose, namely: terms
wrong, split not enough, film rental
inadequate, delay in acceptance and
what not.

"In my mind the above statement
of facts alone would justify any ex-
hibitor to definitely denounce the
Brookhart Bill, but in the last analy-
sis all of the above seems trivial

when you consider the real issue.

Isn't it a fact that an exhibitor
must have a certain number of pic-

tures per year? In most instances
this is a fairly large figure I am
wondering how many exhibitors
would care to invite a situation
whereby it would be necessary to

buy 'Emma,' 'Possessed,' 'Hell

Divers,' 'The Champ,' etc., from
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer or a similar
selection of the outstanding pictures
of any other company from thai
company one at a time, bearing in

mind that we will need just as many
pictures for the year under the
Brookhart Bill as we need now un-
der the present system. Remember
that your next door competitor
would have the opportunity of run-
ning up the price on each and every
picture as it becomes available. Fur-
ther, bear in mind that at any
moment if someone decides to build

a theater next to yours, just a little

bit bigger and 8 little bit finer than

om Pacic I

)

yours, you will have absolutely no
security for product even though
vou may have been a very satisfac-
tory customer of certain exchanges
for years. But every time a picture
is made you would have to go into
open competition to buy it. Can't
vou read between the lines and vis-

ualize the many things that I could
mention? Pointing out the danger
of this system without the necessity
of my using up so much space to
do it.

"In order that there be no con-
fusion in the minds of exhibitors
who do believe that it is mv sincere
desire to serve the motion picture in-

dustry in a constructive way. I want
to state mv position vi^ith ree-ards to

'block booking.' I am unalterably
opposed to a system of enforcing 100
per cent contracts tieing in both fea-
tures and shorts. These two sub-
iects should be sold separately. Fur-
ther. I am just as opposed to the en-
forcing of a 100 per cent sale of a
block of pictures for an entire sea-
son without a reasonable elimination
clause.

"Certainly neighborhood exhibi*-ors
ind small town exhibitors should be
nermitted to cancel a few so-callea
'clucks,' racial and undesirable fea-
tures. It is the only sane and sen-
sible manner in which any stability

can be assured an independent ex-
hibitor. Isn't it reasonable to as-

sume that it is far more effici-^nt

and practical for a distributor to s*"!!

85 per cent of his best ni"tnT-°'= to

100 per cent of his possibilities than
it is for him to sell 100 per cpnt o--

his product to 85 per cent of his pos-
sibilities?

"I can prove to any reasonabl«>
audience that the fir=!t plan will

<?ross more money. After all there
^re only a certain number of plav-

dates in a given year. It is a plain

fact that in elimination of some pic-

tures from every pompany would
make room for more comnanies to

get in any particular situation. This
important subject will receive major
consideration at our national conven-
tion."

COMING & GOING

SAM E. MORRIS, vice-president aiul een
eral manager of Warner Bros., who has lieoi

aliroad on companv business, sailed last Frida'
from Europe on the Bremen. The boat is Aw
to dock some t'me Thursday.
RUBE TACKTER of Columbia has re

turned to his office following a visit to Flnr-d""

on which \i further recuperated from his re-

cent illness.

T.OU METZGER leaves New York for the

Coast on Saturday.
ARTHUR M. LOEW, back from South

America, plans to sail this week for Europe.

BOB WOLFF, manager of the RKO ex-

chance in New York, returns today from
Havana.
MR. and MRS. JESSE L. LASKY sailed

Saturday for Bermuda.
MR. and MRS. J. R. GRAINGER are

down at Miami Beach for a vacation.

MRS AT.MA GRTFFTTH GREY, wife of

\1 '^'iffith Grey and sister-^n-'^w nf P. W.
Crififith. arrives today on the He de France

from a year of opera and eonpfrt ffork IB

lEwrope, mostly Itslj^
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Motion Picture Club Ball and Banquet of the Stars
THE GREATEST EVENT OF ITS KIND IN THE INDUSTRY'S HISTORY

IN THE MOST MAGNIFICENT SETTING IN THE WORLD
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Saturday Night, February 20th

TICKETS and PRIVATE BOXES on sale at

THE MOTION PICTURE CLUB OF NEW YORK

1560 Broadway

Telephone: BRyant 9-7664



It's Dynamite at the Box Office

SIZZLING HOT FOR LIVE WIRE SHOWMEN

THE SINO-JAP CURSE

MANCHURIA
Told in 2 Reels by NORMAN BROKENSHIRE

Famous Radio Announcer

A De Luxe Theatre Attraction

Built to Increase Receipts
For Immediate Bookings In

Albany — Buffalo — Washington — Philadelphia— New York

Territories Book Through

FIRST DIVISION EXCHANGES
HARRY H. THOMAS, President

Executive Offices: 1600 Broadway

For Your Territory— Write, Wire or Phone
m

WORLDART FILM CO.
729 7th AVE., NEW YORK Tel. BRY-9-4373
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More Class Films Planned This Year— Will Hays

ALLIED TAKES ISSUE WW MPTO ON Mi CUTS

Charles Rosenzweig Appointed Columbia Sales Manager

Pictures
. . . ori'tt'String

• By Jacic Alicoate=

CHOP SUEY war makes BULL
narket for newsreels ... If we were

m EXHIBITOR we would run the

PEN BEST PICTURES of 1931 in

otation and exploit them to the

ouse tops . . . Big NEWS soon from

'aramount . . . THEY'RE betting

ven money that within three months

lARRY cohn will be carrying his

lerchief in his sleeve and WALTER
vanger will be talking out of the

ide of his mouth . . . JOE plunkett

3 doing a CLASSY job with the

IKO houses . . . MOST of the gang

n the COAST are still worrying . . .

;ID kent "could be happy with

ither, were the other three charm-
rs away" . . . They're dusting off

he 5-5-5 compact for future refer^

nee.

"I enjoyed your Band Box so

nuch," said Mr. Goldwyn to Mr.
)ietz. "And I thought your Arrow-
oot simply swell," said Mr. Dietz to

Ir. Goldwyn. "Good Morning," Mr.
>ietz. "Good Morning," Mr. Gold-
•yn . . . HATCHET MAN is red
ot meller . . . PLEASE don't kill

liss Harding with any more silly

lories . . . We're tired of seeing the
.merican Navy in a storm . . . ED
ynn in the proper vehicle on the
n-een would be a smash . , . Foreign
ictures are picking up MOMEM-
UM . . . "The Man I Killed" is a
reat picture under ANY title . . .

omeone pulled a silly with the
DDIE loeb story.

MICKEY MOUSE is still a lion in

reen popularity . . . FLORIDA is

lissing the film gang . . . FARE-
/ELL old Pathe ROOSTER, it

asn't your fault . . . CAVALCADE,
aid by George Cohan to be the

(Continufd on Page 2)

Former RKO Sales Head
Takes Over Post Va-

cated by Metzger
Charles Rosenzweig, vice-president

and general sales manager of RKO,
on Monday joins Columbia as general

sales manager, succeeding Lou Metz-
ger, who resigned. Rosenzweig re-

turned to New York Sunday from the

coast. Indications last night were
that Ned Depinet, vice-president in

(Continued on Page 10)

PROGRflMlFUEflTURES

18 PLANNEHY PREMIER

A production schedule calling for

eight features is being mapped out

by Premier. Morris Schlank, who
heads the company with Joe Slm-

monds, has arrived in New York to

arrange for national distribution on

two of his current season releases.

They are: "Discarded Lovers," with

Natalie Moorhead, and "Shop An-
gel," with Walter Byron and Marion
Shilling.

Hubert Voight to Handle
Columbia Coast Publicity
Hubert Voight, formerly director

of publicity for Warner Bros, and

First National studio on the Coast.

has been placed in charge of Colum-
bia studio publicity, succeeding

George Landy. Voight is now in

New York to confer with Harry
Cohn and other Columbia executives.

Not Interested in Merger
Participation in the newsreel merger

which E. B. Hatrick is reported to be

planning was denied by executives ot

newsreel companies in New York yes-

terday. Hatrick, who represents William
Randolph Hearst's tilm interests, is at

present on the coast and returns east

about May 1, but Theodore C. Dietrich

of the Hearst interests emphatically

denied a consolidation plan. Jack Con-
nelly of Pathe and officials of other

reels also stated they were not inter-

ested in such a merger deal.

W' OE NEGATIVE COST

GOES FOR STAR SALARIES

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Only 17^ per cent of

Paramount's negative costs are at-

tributable to salaries and expenses

of stars and other players, according

to a checkup made at the studio.

Total of 414 per cent is figured on

star salaries and expenses and 13^
per cent for other players and their

expenses.

Opposed to Letting Film
Companies Dictate

Admissions
Detroit—Taking sharp exception

to the recommendation of the M.P.

T.O. of Eastern Penn., Southern N.

J. and Delaware that major_ pro-

ducers take steps to stop admission
price slashing by exhibitors at large,

Allied States Ass'n, in a statement

issued by H. M. Richey, general

manager, replies that it is impos-

sible for the small theater owners to
(Continued on Page 4)

LEGAL FACIsTrEVENT

Service Fee Necessary

To Foot Television Bill

Chicago—Because of the tremen-

dous expenditures necessary for the

"transmission of musical shows, op-

eras, symphony concerts, etc., in

".elevision broadcasts, it is doubtful

that advertisers and broadcasting

stations will be able to assume all

the expense, and therefore the tele-

vision fans will probably have to

(Continued on Page 10)

Studios Stepping Up Product
To Meet Higher Tastes—Hays

Efforts of distributors to wipe out

double featuring can only follow

"persuasive lines," as any coopera-

tive movement on the part of ex-

changes to refuse to sell houses

which are operating on this policy

would be apt to bring them afoul

of the Federal laws, in the opinion

of legal department heads of distrib-

uting companies, expressed yester-

day to The Film Daily.

An attempt to solve the problem
(Continued on Page 11)

Dent, Bernerd and Gell

On Their Way to N. Y.
London — Maurice Arthur Dent,

B. I. P. official, is on the Bremen
en route to New York, while W. J.

Gell, managing director of Gaumont
Co., and Jeffrey Bernerd, general

manager of W. & F. Film Service,

Ltd., are sailing on the Europa.

Arrest IB Atlanta Exhibs

In Test of Sunday Laws

Atlanta—Managers of 13 local theaters giv-

ing Sunday charity shows at the request of

the Emergency Relief Committee were arrested

in a move to tesf th? flty (>'"« '»*•

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Class as well as mass

entertainment will feature the film

industry's program in 1932, and in-

stead of leveling stories to a fixed

common denominator the studios are

stepping up entertainment standards
" {Continued on Page 4)

Wisconsin Probe Trial

Gets Under Way March 10

Milwaukee—Hearings in the probe of film

activities in Wisconsin conducted by the State

Department of Agriculture in behalf of inde-

pendents is scheduled to get under way her*

March 10. Nearly a score of distributors, cir-

cuits, etc., are named as defendants, charged

with various practices that are working to the

disadvantage of independent exhibitors,
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greatest piece of stage material he
has ever seen, will be a Fox super
. . . LOWELL thomas and his news-
reel will soon be off to a flying s^'art

. . , It seems to us that the WORLD
should be hearing MORE of the do-

ings of an outstanding personality

like ROXY . . . BUSINESS might be
WORSE . . . You're telling ME.
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John Wild Arranging
British Distribution

John Wild, American representa-
tive for Film Sales. Ltd., London
firm which is headed bv A. Fried and
acts for all British independent pro-

ducers in the overseas market, is

arranging distribution with a na-
tional company for "Frail Women,"
Twickenham production which RKO
had expected to distribute. The pic-

ture, a drama produced by Maurice
Elvey, has received good reports on
the other side. Mary Newcombe
American actress, heads the cast.

Lvtell, Sidney Howard
Slated for AMPA Meet

Bert Lytell, who is at present
starring in the Broadway play, "A
Church Mouse'; his wife, Grace
Menken; Sidney Howard, play-

wright, who adapted "Arrowsmith"
and is doing other screen work for

Samuel Goldwyn, and P. K. Thoma-
ien, who was one of Harold Lloyd's

aides and is an authority on "gags,"

will grace the A.M.P.A. slate at this

Thursday's weekly luncheon in

Sardi's, it is announced by President
Edward Finney.

Ulmer Joins Peerless
In Ch'^ree of Production
Edear George Ulmer, who was

associated with the late F. W. Mur-
nau as chief art director on "Sun-
T-i.se" and previous to that was with
Universal, M-G-M, and Ufa in Ger-
many, has joined Peerless and will

have charge of production, it is an-
nounced bv Adolnh Pollak, president.

Ulmer will handle the next Peerless
picture, to be made in the East.

/.

Regular Dividend
Declared by Loew's

Regular quarterly dividend of 75

cents was declared yesterday by di-

rectors of Loew's, Inc., payable
March 31 to stock of record March
15.
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Eastman Films
) E. Brulatour. Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

MARY PICKFORD COMING EAST
lVe.<:f Cna.^ Bureau nt THF FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With the departure

tomorrow of Douglas Fairbanks for
the South Seas to make his second
travel-adventure picture, tentatively
titled "Tropical Niehts," Mary Pick-
ford plans to visit New York before
starting work on her next film.

"Happy Ending." William Farnum
and Lupita Tovar are accompanying
Fairbanks to play principal roles in
the picture, while Edward Suther-
land. Harry Ham, Chuck Lewis and
a technical crew also are going
along.

3 WARNER RELEASES SET
Three new features have been set

for release by Warner Bros, in
March. On the 5th "The Expert,"
starring "Chic" Sale and based on
Edna Ferber's "Old Man Minick."
will be nationally released. The 12th
is the scheduled date for "Play
Girl," with Loretta Young and Win-
nie Lightner, and on the 19th
"Beauty and the Boss," with Marian
Marsh and Warren William, will be
released .

BANDITS' RETURN DATE
Lafayette, Ind.—Two bandits, who

were part of a gang that held up
and robbed the Mars of $4,000 last
November, returned a few days ago
and took $300 from Manager Harry
Frederickson after terrorizing him.

Tobis to Release
Dubbed "Karamazov"

An English version of "Karama-
'.ov," the Tobis production shown
here last fall in German, will be re-

leased next month, it is announced
bv David Diamond of Tobis-Ameri-
"f>n. Following the favorable recep-
tion given the German talker it was
the plan of Tobis to dub it with
English dialogue and offer it for
general release in the near future,

says Diamond. Now that United
\rtists has announced a play based
on "The Bro*^hers Kramazov" as the
next vehicle for Ronald Colman. the
Tobis version in English will be
rushed through.

BRAY FUNERAL TODAY
Funeral services for Charles Ed-

ward Bray, former Orpheum circuit

executive and traveling pioneer, who
died Saturday night in the Hotel As-
tor at the age of 72. will be held
at 11 o'clock this morning at Eichel-
berg's Parlors, 934 Eighth Ave. His
wif« and two sisters survive.

HOLDUP MEN GET $500
William Roth, manager of the

Chelsea at 312 Eighth Ave., was held
up by two armed bandits yesterday
and relieved of $500 in week-end
receipts.

JULE POWER DIES
West Coa!^ Bureau oi THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jule Power, screen

and stage actress, wife of Edwards
Davis, character actor, is dead fol-

lowing an illness of several weeks.

LAURA WILCK JOINS PARA.
Laura D. Wilck, stage producer

and agent, has joined the Paramount
story department under supervision
of D. A. Doran, Jr.

Shorts Producer Wants

Travelogues & Interesting Silent

Reels; no dupes. Write or phone

James F. Clemenger
220 E. 38th St. MUrray Hill 2-1155

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST
STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed negative*
and positives containing scenes of every

conceivable description

General Film Library, Inc.
MORRIS J. KANDEL. Pres.

729 7th Ave. New York City
BRyant 9-4417 Cable: KANDELFILM

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wi
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb. 22-24 : Convention of Monogram Pi
tures. June Hotel. New Orleans.

Feb. 27 : Eighteenth anniversary dinner ai

dance of Operators' Local 306, Hot
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, D
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Indepen
ent producers and distributors, Sardi'
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Ce
tral Europe under auspices of Czech
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n ai

National Film Industry. Prague. Czech
Slovakia

|

March 14-1 6' Annual convention of M. 1-

T O. A.. Hotel Mayflower. Wa»Mai|
ton. DC.

I

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nigl
and Dance. True Sister's Club HouSi
New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of It

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypoc
Hotel. Indianapolis, Ind. '

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Sodel
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9
: Annual convention of Internation

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employ
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Ha
Columbus, O.

J. J. Hess Taking^ Over
Publix Post Next Wee

J. J. Hess, director of RKO a(i

vertising and exploitation, is slate

to start next week in his new po;

under Arthur L. Mayer at Publi:

Meanwhile Hess will take a week
rest. E. M. Orowitz takes over tl

RKO post vacated by Hess.

SENNETT 15-REELER TITLED
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM ri_4n

Hollywood — "Hypnotized" hi

been decided upon by Mack Senne
as the title of his 15-reel roadsho
fea*^ure which goes into productir
shortly at the Sennett studios. TK
title conforms to the plot of tl'

story and is figured to lend itse

to extensive exploitation.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

MURDER AT DAWN
Big 4's Chill-Chocked

mystery-melodrama

was directed by

Richard Thorpe



unit

ow!
Only the users of the Universal Newsreel

can appreciate what this pleased ex-

hibitor means when he says we are ''get-

ting the news while it is hot." He telegraphs:

//

Sam B. Jacobson, Universal Newsreel:

Congratulations on quick work done on

the Olympic games material. Had your

shots of opening ceremonies and first

day's racing on our screen before the

crowds had stopped talking about them.

This is getting the news while it is hot

and makes the newsreel the biggest unit

in the show.—E. G. Dodds, Palace Theatre,

Lake Placid, N. Y.

universa
newsree

(With Graham McNamee as our Talking Reporter)
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ALLIED ASS'N TAKES ISSOE

WITH MPTO ON PRICE CUTS

(Continued from Page 1)

maintain prices and compete with
the types ol shows being ottered by
tne circuit houses at such compara-
tively low admission scales.
Richey contends that present

business conditions and the trend to
lower prices in all lines must be
recognized in the amusement indus-
try, too, and that it would be better
for four or five hundred enormous
theaters, which cannot survive on
lower admissions, to go out of busi-
ness because the industry can no
longer sustain them, than to force
out 15,000 independents by attempt-
ing to make them hold up to admis-
sion price not consistent with the'
run tney can buy. He also accuses
the major company circuits of start-
ing the price-cutting war by either
reducing admissions, by running two
features for the price of one, by add-
ing complete stage shows of a
musical comedy production, or by
the policy of personal appearances
of stars, which are not available for
subsequent run independent houses.
Declaring that the solution is for

production costs to be brought
down to the point where piotures
can be delivered to theaters for sale
at admission prices in keeping with
prevailing conditions, Richey invites
the Eastern Penn. group to attend
the Allied convention here, March
8-10, and outline its plan for a solu-
tion of the problem.

RESERVED OPENING
Premiere of Marlene Dietrich in

"Shanghai Express" at the Rialto
next Wednesday night will be a re-
served seat affair.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

.By RALPH WILK^

MUSIC RECORDS FOR LOEW
Loew's entire circuit has pur-

chased and is now using the new
theater records made by the Ameri-
can Record Co. for use as overtures,
exit music, etc.

COMING & GOING
c

HAKRY COHN left yesterday for the
coast.

THOMAS MEIGHAN, who arrived in
New York on Friday, leaves today for Miami
Beach, Fla. He will be accompanied by Mrs.
Mcigban.
YASHA BUNCHUK, conductor of the

Capitol orchestra, leaves Thursday night for
Palm Beach on a two weeks' vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. GRAINGER are back

in New York from a brief southern vacation.
MORRIS SCHLANK of Premier is in

New York.
JOHN W. CONSIDINE, JR., and his

bride, the former Carmen Pantages, arc en
route to New York for a honeymoon.
MR. and MRS. RICHARD DIX are in

town.
TAY CARNETT and his wife, PATSY

RUTH MILLER, have arrived in New York
for a visit.

NORMA TALMADGE is in New York.
CONRAD NAGEL has arrived in town

from Hollywood.
SAM KATZ is in Florida for a week's

stay.

ERNST LUBITSCH and JEANETTE Mac
DONALD arrive in New York today on the
Advance Century for extended vacations in
New York.

HOLLYWOOD
TW'ARREN WILLIAM and Bette

Davis will be co-featured by
Warners in "The Jewel Robbery,"
from the play by Ladislas Fodor.

William is one of the busiest actors

on the Coast. He is now appearing
in "The Mouthpiece," at Warner
Bros.

« * «

Charles S. Vidor, who was foiv

merly with Fox, is now writing the

continuity for "Empty Chair," which
will be made by Universal, with Lew
Ayres as the star.

* * *

Russell Hopton, Universal con-

tract player, who has completed
work in "Night Club," has been as-

signed a role in "Radio Patrol,"

which Edward Cahn will direct.
« « *

Daniel B. Clark, ace cameraman
who has photographed numerous
Tom. Mix pictures, has com/pleted

work on Mix's initial talking pic-

ture, "Destry Rides Again." Clark
also did the camera work on "Rain-
bow Trails," starring George
O'Brien,

* * *

H. Louis Oberndorf, motion pic-

lure publicity agent, will move to

his new office at 6272 Yucca St.

about March 1. His increased busi-

ness forced him to seek larger quar-
ters.

* « *

Tom Mix and Mabel Hubbell,
known in the circus world as Mabel
Ward, left for Yuma, Ariz., yester-
day to be married. The wedding

party included Mr. and Mrs. Monte
Blue, Tomasina Mix, daughter of

Tom Mix and Victoria Forde, and
Dale Tierney.

* * *

M. H. Hoffman, Jr., vice-president
and general manager of Allied Pro-
ductions, has made 10 important
script assignments. F. Hugh Herbert
gets two of the Allied Classics, "Pa-
risian Romance55 and "The Iron
Master." Frances Hyland will do
"Madame Bovary." Harvey Gates, E.
Morton Hough, and Harry Barringer
will each do one for the Monte Blue
series of dramas. Adele Buffington
for the Hoot Gibsons. Peter B.
Kyne, who just finished the first
Monte Blue script, "The Stoker,"
will also do another for Monte.

* * i»

Burton King, Big 4 production
supervisor, is planning a western
and a melodrama release every 30
days,

* *

Sam Bischoff, in charge of produc-
tion at the Tiffany studios, an-
nounces the signing of six players,
leaving two more principals yet to
be selected for "Lena Rivers," based
on the novel by Mary J. Holmes.
Shooting is under way. Those al-
ready selected for important roles
are Charlotte Henry, Morgan Gal-
loway, Beryl Mercer, Joyce Comp-
ton, Betty Blythe and Russell Simp-
son. Stuart Anthony and Warren
B. Duff collaborated on the screen
adaptation of the famous old novel.

KANE, SEIDELMAN LEAVING
Following a discussion of foreign

production plans for the new season,
Robert T. Kane, head of Paramount's
Joinville studio, and Joseph Seidel-
man of the Paramount foreign de-
partment leave for abroad next
week. John Cecil Graham is now
en route to London after a vacation
in Florida.

PLAN TELEVISION TESTS
Philadelphia—Under a permit ob-

tained from the Federal Radio Com-
mission, the Philadelphia Storage
Battery Co. will conduct a series
of television tests which may solve
many outstanding problems of sight
transmission and reception.

MEMPHIS CENSOR BACK
Memphis—Lloyd T. Binford, who

resigned a year ago due to ill health,
has returned to his old post as chair-
man of the Memphis Censor Board.
Mrs. Walter Stewart and Mrs. Mary
V. Smith also have been reappoint-
ed to the board.

ENDORSE ARLISS FILM
In a letter to Albert Warner, the

California Federation of Women's
Clubs, expresses high praise of the
George Arliss picture, "The Man
Who played God." The organization
has a membership of nearly 25,000
women.

ITALIAN TALKER FINISHED
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Tormento," a Bruno

Valletty production, from an original
story by Alessandro Ciardelli Cer-
rai, has just finished shooting. The
cast is headed by Livia Maracci,
supported by Rino Naldi, Cesare
Vanoni, Paul Cremonesi and Louis
Colombo. Theme song and incidental
music were composed by Aldo Fran-
chetti. The dialogue is done en-
tirely in Italian. Bruno Valletty di-
^??ted, camera work is by Ernest
Miller, production manager was Ar-
thur Barbera-Rubin, and technical
art and sets by Vincent Palmentola.

"FINAL EDITION" FOR HIPP
Columbia's "Final Edition," with

Pat O'Brien and Mae Clarke, will
have Its first New York showing
starting Saturday at the Hippo-
drome.

SOVIET FILM AT APOLLO
Chicago—"Road to Life," first

Soviet Russian talkie, has opened at
the Apollo, Shubert house just va-
cated by Al Jolson.

W. S. GRIFFITH JOINS COL.
Milwaukee— William S. Griffitti,

formerly with Publix and Fox the-
aters in Milwaukee, as assistant
theater manager, has joined the Co-
lumbia excbanire here as shipper.

•

MORE CLASS PICTURES

ARE PLANNED, SAYS HAYS

(Continued from Page 1)

to meet the needs of every element
of the potential movie audience, said

Will H. Hays on his arrival here to

attend the annual meeting of the

producers' association. "Such pic-

tures are turning millions of casual

moviegoers and non-attenders into

regular patrons," said Hays.
"Many of the pictures now in the

theaters or coming from the studios

are attracting entirely new audi-

ences. Pictures of a dramatic and

intellectual caliber that would not

have been successful popular enter-

tainment a few years ago are now
being received with enthusiastic ap-

proval by the regular motion picture

patron as well as tapping new strata

of attendance for motion picture the-

aters. Experimentation in mechanics,

lighting, photography, sound effects,

has been succeeded by equal boldness

of courageous enterprise in the field

of story experimentation.
"In this time of stress and strain

the screen has made most impres-

sive artistic progress. The quality

of our world entertainment is at a

higher level now than at any time in

history—and that level constantly

rises. The motion picture industry

will meet its purely industrial prob-

lems with no less courage.

"The expression of public taste

reflected to the motion picture in-

dustry through the widespread or-

ganization of group leadership has

helped greatly. Such leadership is

aiding in shaping community taste

toward higher levels of entertain-

ment. It would be conservative to

say that a volunteer army of more
than 30,000 serving on various co-

operating committees is working
with the industry toward the same
objective of developing the widest

possible, acceptance of these high en-

tertainment standards.
"We have still far to travel to

reach the ultimate goal, but all must
applaud the definite milestones oi

progress evident in the great pic-

tures of 1932."

PLAN BETTER FILM GROUP
Mount Vernon, N. Y.—Formation

of a county league of Better Films

Councils will be discussed at a meet-

ing to be held here this week under

the direction of the Mount Vernon
Better Films Council. The plan will

be to promote cooperation through-
out the county to work with theater

managers on suitable programs.

New Incorporations

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Cardiana Theaters, Inc., Wilmington, Del.

Corporation Fiscal Co. 200 shares common.
Indiana Amusement Enterprises, Inc., Wil-

mington, Del., theaters, amusement places.

Corporation Trust Co. 200 shares common,

,
1 NEW YORK CHARTERS

Federated Neon Signs, advertising. Attor-

ney's Albany Service Co., 299 Broadway.
$10,000.
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her allure enhonced

her box office mogic

multiplied hy

mm i\a
in o sumptuous portrayal

of sensuous society and

modern morals

TN€ WCU Mie
ALIUAHS UJITH US"

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE





You got glimpses of her

genius in ''A/ladame X''

''Soroh and Son' enlarged

her fame

'Tomorrow and Tomorrow''

placed her First in the hearts

of the picture public

But wait till you see her in

all her glory in

TNC i^icN Ai^(mm ujiTH us

kUTPCyATCWON^
9ou^

for FIRST NATIONAL
and the ^^^ixt^ of

TREM ENDOUS E XTRA
productions for EXTRA profits

from WARNER BROS.
Watch for the NEXT -to be

announced sooni

IT'S HEADED
FOR THE

HEADLINES
with all these values

Packed in one

Production!

Super-DeLuxe Park

Avenue and Paris

settings.

Enough star names to

fill two marquees

—

Bette Davis, Adrienne

Dore, George Brent,

John Miljan, Robert

Warwick, and others.

A scintillating story

from the best-seller

by E. Pettit.

Alfred E. Green's

direction.
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions
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W
Lubitsch On
Direction Technique

ITH his first dramatic talk-

ing picture, "The Man I

Killed," Ernst Lubitsch, German
director, explains the so-called

technique which enables him
with apparent facility to trans-

fer his talents from comedy to

drama, musical to non-musical,

without causing the subject mat-
ter, i. e., the production, to suf-

fer. "One of the first ques-

tions I am invariably asked is

to enumerate the rules which
govern the making of a success-

ful picture. And I am at a loss

for a reply. I discard rules in

making pictures. Rules are for

scientists. They are obstacles in

the process of picture produc-
tion. ... In the making of 'The
Man I Killed,' which is my first

dramatic story to appear on the

screen since the talkies, I was
presented with a difficult prob-

lem. My characters were people

who might be found in any pro-

vincial German town. Yet they
held in their hearts and minds a
hatred which was sweeping all

of Europe. They held, too, in

their hearts and minds a quality

of love which is only known to

those of us who have lived and
suffered deeply." A striking ex-

ample of Lubitsch's refusal to

follow conventional lines is in

his substitution of human in-

terest for the ever-present com-
edy twi,sts which so many di-

rectors employ to relieve or
heighten dramatic effects. There
is no conventional comedy in

"The Man I Killed."

N. Y. Evening Post

!
SUNDAY SHOWS RUN AGAIN
Plainfield, N. J. — Three Publix

louses here again gave shows on
Sunday, and a summons again was
erved on an acting representative
'f the management. An appeal
rom fines on previous arrests is still

ending in the Union County Com-
lon Pleas Court.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"During the filming of a scene in

"Dancers in the Dark," 50 bottles of
ginger ale and 10 bottles of grape juice
were consumed by players working be-
fore the carema."

—PARAMOUNT.

ALONG™^

• • • DAVE BARRIST, Philly exhib leader, has gang-
planked in the general direction of Havana and Kingston, a
dark-haired beauty allegedly being the lure in the latter place

Bill Canavan, former I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. O. prexy,
is still reported looking for those four trunks which went astray
while he was en route to St. Louis from Manhattantown
Jay Emanuel, who gets out that pert ill' publication tagged
"The Exhibitor" and other newsy trade sheets, will tell you he
"gave all" on his recent trip to the West Indies Over
in Naples theater customers wear their coats while watching
pix shows, sez Buddy Harris, cameraman, who has just returned
to This Great Big City Not that they're afraid of having
'em stolen but even the high class fillum houses there, avers our
Buddy, are unheated, coal being so scarce

4: :|I Hs :>:

• • • THE PLAZA Hotel has regained its Normal Calm
and Dignity following a Columbian attack The annual
dinner and dance there the other nocturnal was a 100 per cent
wow, smash, hit, etc There wasn't a dead spot in the
entire special The floor show clicked with such talent
as Georgie Price, George Jessel, Harry Hershfield, Bill Robin-
son and Eddie Buzzell The word "depression" was taboo

Plenty congrats to the committee which staged the
rumpus

* * * «

• • • BETTY BRAINERD, for nine years women's editor

of a national syndicate, used to have Sidney Fox, Universal fea-

tured player, as her stenog Now Betty's handling pub-
licity tor Harwood-Scott & Williams and has arranged a lace

stocking tie-up with Fanchon & Marco through Bert Adler
"The New York Daily Mirror" will publish serially

"No Bed of Her Own," from the Ambitious Typewriter of Val
Lewton, M-G-M publicity scribe Add similes: As subtle

as a 24-sheet

• • • BALTIMORE JOTTING: James M. Shellman, m. p.

ed, of "The Sun," has purchased a five-story brownstone house
at 1530 Park Ave With a pipe organ 'n' everything

John F. Barry, director of tne Publix Theater Man-
agers' Training School, will soon bag and baggage southward
to tell editors of college publications something about exploiting

theaters Yasha Bunchuk, baton-wielder of the Capitol

Grand Orchestra, is doing the vacation act at Palm Beach
Phil Spitalny is pmch-hitting for him beginning Friday
There will be a Mayfair Club dance Saturday night

next, all reports to the contrary notwithstanding, sez the club

Itself Mickey Mouse gets an average of six thousand
fan letters a day, sez the Walt Disney organization

• • • SUPREME SCREEN SERVICE, which is marketing
a new trailer, reports that 61 independent film exchanges have
asked for a franchise Theodore Dreiser, who authored

"An American Tragedy" and such things, now types out his

stories on a silver-plated typewriter, no less A letter

from Joe Weil, ghosted by nis sec, gives one the impression

that "Impatient Maiden" is the AU-American you-know-what
David Arlen, Coast p. a., provides jokes involving Wal-

ter Huston, Clarence Muse and others
* * * *

• • • FRANK STICK, a reformed m. p. press agent, is

sending out ballyhoos for the Newspaper Club annual party

scheduled for the Astor Friday night The bill includes

Maurice Chevalier, Mort Downey, Bing Crosby and Rudy Vallee

Gerald Griffin, president of the Catholic Actors' Guild,

is ruthlessly ransacking the fillum industry for memberships

and gettin' plenty of 'em Two feminine names

from the flickers open in stage plays on Broadway this week

Pauline Frederick in "When the Bough Breaks" at the

48th St., and Marguerite Churchill in "The Inside Story" at

the National

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
Photographs for
"Way Back Home"
jyfANAGER R. E. Norman ar-

ranged several excellent

stunts in putting over "Way
Back Home" at the Publix-

Paramount, Clarksdale, Miss.

One of these stunts was put

across through a tie-up with a

prominent photographer. The
photographer used a window
display carrying photographs of

a young girl and a young man
together with a hand-painted
window card between them. A
lettered card in the foreground
read, "Be sure to send your
photograph 'Way Back Home' "

—and other sales copy pertain-
ing to the picture. In front of
the window was a hand-painted
card on "Way Back Home" giv-

ing cast, sales copy, playdates,
etc.

—Paramount, Clarksdale, Miss.

* * *

What Price
for Courage?
JyfANAGER L. J. Mason de-

rived a lot of publicity for
"Frankenstein" when he played
up the "thriller idea" of the pic-

ture. Announcement was made
through the local papers that

$5.00 would be paid to any man
and another $5.00 to any woman
who would sit through a pri-

vate screening of "Franken-
stein"—one on each side of the
house with all lights out and
doors locked. Evidently there
are a lot of brave people in this

Texas town as over 100 made
known their intentions of want-
ing to earn the mony prizes.

Mason took the first two to ap-
ply-

—Palace, McAllen, Tex.

&*i*t Sit^.i^

Feb, 16
William Le Baron Chester Morris

H. R. Kassman
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CHAS. ROSENZWEIG NAMED

COLUMBIA SALES MANAGER

{Continued from Page 1)

charge of distribution for RKO,
would not appoint a successor to

Rosenzweig but that his duties would
be absorbed by Jerry Safron and
Cresson Smith, division sales man-
agers.

Service Fee Necessary
To Foot Television Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

pay for television on much the same
basis as they pay for gas and elec-

tricity, says George Gruskin, execu-
tive director of Sanabria Television
Corp. In view of this, the company
is now conducting a national survey
to ascertain whether the public

would be willing to pay. In a locally

conducted questionnaire during the
recent radio show, about 20,000 fans
indicated they would pay for such
programs, according to Gruskin.

6,109 TOM MIX ACCOUNTS
Universal reports 6,109 accounts

also on its books for the Tom Mix
pictures now in production.

THE^ P̂AILV Tuesday, Feb. 16, 1932
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WORDS and WISDOM
from within and without

"Proper appreciation of the times
we are in entails a realization of the

value of pennies."—SAM KATZ.

"When we have the picture and
run it in a house that uses effective

and attractive shoivmanship, the

box-office doesn't recognize hard
times."—HAROLD B. FRANKLIN.

"There is no reason in the nature
of things why first-rate pictures

should not be made in England; but
they still have a great deal to learn

about that branch of the theater."

—

GEORGE ARLISS.

"Today the film industry is the
young growing giant which holds the
center of the stage."—EDWARD R.
TINKER.

"There always has been more ex-

cuse for blunders in the films than
in the legitimate theater."—STU-
ART WALKER.

"The day is rapidly approaching
when brains and initiative will get
their break."—SOL LESSER.

"The man who advocates a return
to the admission prices of a decade
ago as a short-cut to prosperity in

the movie theaters should be con-
fined to the psychopathic ward of

the nearest institution."—M.P.T 0.

of Eastern Penna., So. N. J. and
Delaware.

"The Hollywood atmosphere is

stultifying. It stifles creative effort;

it kills enthusiasm. The people in

the film colony are so wrapped up
in their own afifairs that they lose

contact with the outside world."

—

WALTER WANGER.

"Now is the time for producers
and distributors to learn the lessons

of the past and to lay the founda-
tion for good product, economically
produced, so that they may be pre-
pared to meet the greater demands
of what, I believe, will be an early
upturn."—JOHN R. FREULER.

14 CASH PRIZES AWARDED

TO RKO EIELDSALES FORCE

Fourteen members of the RKO
sales force have been awarded cash

prizes by Ned Depinet for sales ef-

forts in the January Clean-up Drive.

F. C. Ross, Boston, won first prize

of $300 in the Eastern division and
other division winners are: W. J.

Collins, Atlanta, second, $200; R.
Kinsler, Cincinnati, third; $175; L.

Wechsler, New York, fourth $150;
B. G. Kranze, New York, fifth,

$125; C. L. deViziz, Boston, sixth,

$50. Western division winners are:

S. W. Whitehead, Los Angeles, first,

$300; S. Gorelick, Chicago, second,

$200; S. Decker, Chicago, third,

$175; J. Abrose, Milwaukee, fourth,

$150; T. C. Tobin, St. Louis, fifth,

$125; N. L. Colquhoun, Memphis,
sixth, $50.

Ned Schukler Joins
Allied Productions

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ned Schukler, for-

merly a New York exhibitor, has
joined Allied Productions as associ-
ate producer.
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
iBy HARRY N. BLAIRi

•TED HUSING. in his newest
"Snort Slants" just released by

Vitanhone. offers a boxing exhibition
by Tony Canzoneri and an interest-
ine exposition of pocket billiards by
Ralph Greenleaf.

•

Paramount studio has its own
League of Nations. Gaston Duval is

a native of Spain; George Popovici,
conies from Rumania: Ernest Zator-
sky, Polish: Charles Wendling,
French: Herman Zerrener, German;
Nils Asther, Danish; John Minotti,
Italian; George Folsey. Irish; Nick
Mamula, Serb; Frank Serjack,
Czech; Charles Moore, Russian;
Henry Wald, Norwegian.

•

Paramount studio team beat home
oflRce bowlers' five-man team by 111
noints. A'so beat office three-man
team in two matches. Return en-
gag°mpnt scheduled for Feb. 24 at
Grand Academy.

•

Hermav Rvhii avd A. D.
Otvo<< rc^invfi^hlp for idea and
story bark of Vitaphone's "Sub-
way Symphony," current shorts
sensation.

I
Gaston Duval, head of Paramount

I studio research, considered country's
'eading authority on the art of bull-

fighting.

Nick Basil, formerly of the "Nick
and Tony" comedy series, which
Lou Brock made here, is one of the
featured players in the latest Zieg-
feld show, "Hot Cha," which stars
Bert Lehr.

Title of the Educational-Bill Cun-
ningham Sports Review produced at

Lake Placid changed from "Thrills
and Spills" to "Slides and Glides."
This reel will include many shots
of the winter Olympic stars.

"Pla7j Bair and "Ye Olde
Songs" are the titles of the two
Terry-Toon releases for March.

Louis Armstrong, popular negro
singer and musician, will apnear
nersonally at the Paramount New
York studio to make a short under
Aubrev Scotto's direction. Arm-
strong's voice should sound familiar
as Tallulah Bankhead used to play
his records continuously on the set

between "takes."

New Device Prevents
Fires in Proiectors

We^f roast Bvreaii nf THE FTLM riATLV
Hollywood—Edmison Film Protec-

tive Device Corp. is manufacturing a
device to prevent fires in proiectors.
The device can be used on nroiection
machines of all tynes and is guaran-
teed for the life of the projector on
which it is annlied.

F. J. Hawkins, who was president
of Haworth Pictures Corp.. which
nroduced several r)iftii>-ps starring
Sessue Hayakawa. is nvpcirlprit and
general manager, and George S.

Snencer. who on'^r^'tod nn indepen-
dent exchansre in Cleveland, secre-
tary and treasurer.

FOX BUYS PLAV
"The Woman in Room 1,S." staije

nlay by Samuel Shinman and Max
Marcin. has been b^nqrht hv Fox as a

starring vehicle for Elissa Landi
Onv Bolton is doine the screen ver-
sion. Ralnh Bellamy will have a
featured role in it.

U. A. RADIO STUNT
Inaugurating its =p'-ies of radio

broadcasts over WABC tonight,
United Artists, in association with
Danderine. will launch a search for
the woman with the most beautiful
hair in America. .Teanette Loff, Ina
Claire. Jean Harlow and Samuel
Goldwyn will be the judges.

Lights Out
West Const Bur. THE FILM DAIJ.V

Hollyv/ood — Extras with gold teeth
hvc been banned at Paramount, it

having been found that brilliant light-
ing and supersensitive film now used
ciuses the sold dental work to gleam
I ke automobile lights.

Leeal Factors Prevent
Action Affainst Doubling

(Continued from Pane H
as it concerns the Philadelphia ter-

ritory has been made cooperatively

between exhibitor leaders and ex-

fhangemen. The situation has been

discussed and examined at two con-

ferences attended by Lewen Pizor,

Tay Emanuel, Leonard Schlesinger,

Louis Berman. William Heenan,
Morris Spiers. Morris Gerson, Allen

Benn. George Lessy and George P.

Aarons, all theater men, and^ the

"allowing exchange renresentatives

:

Mike Landow, Edear Morse. Robert

'^ynch. Robert Mochrie, P. A. Bloch,

Sam Gross. Sam Rosen, John Bach-
man and Harry Bodkin.

FLYING TO M. P. BALL
Captain Frank M. Hawks, noted

American speed flier, will make a

flight across the Alleghenies to at-

tend the M. P. Club Ball at the

Waldorf-Astoria on Feb. 20. He
has a date to lecture in Wilkes-
Barre that night, and will take off

for New York immediately there-

after.

EASTMAN THEATER REVERTS
Syracuse, N. Y.—Control of the

Eastman theater, given to the city

by George Eastman, will return to

the University of Rochester on
March 1 by an agreement under
which the Publix lease expires on
that date, it is announced by Dr.

Rush Rhees, president of the Uni-
versity.

WEDARE
the competitor who is

spreading malicious

rumors concerning us to

prove his statements

WE ARE IN THE TRAILER

BUSINESS TO STAY I

IS

SOMEONE AFRAID
OF REAL

COMPETITION?

#

SUPREME SCREEN SERVICE
INCORPORATED
NEW YORK CITY

NEW YORK
MAIN OFFICE

• 630 NINTH AVENUE
CHICKERING 4-1844

DETROIT CHICAGO
420 FILM EXCH. BLDC. 1304 S. WABASH AVE.

MILWAUKEE
641 N. SEVENTH ST.

INDIANAPOLIS
404 N. ILLINOIS ST.



The Death Knell of Independents
Will lie in glutting the market with inexpertly produced pictures

m ade by ambitious but untrained/ non-creative minds

It takes imagination, showmanship and vision

to choose proper screen material; it takes brains

and years of grinding experience in every branch

of production plus inborn creative power to

turn a good story into a box-office draw. A
good story won't necessarily make a good pic-

ture and a good picture can't be made out of

a weak story.

GREAT PICTURES WON'T MAKE MONEY
FOR THE INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR UN-
LESS THE DISTRIBUTION TERMS ARE
RIGHT, FAIR AND CO-OPERATIVE.

OUR FRANCHISE TERMS ARE THE MOST
PRACTICAL, FAIR AND BUSINESS-LIKE

EVER DEVISED IN THE HISTORY OF INDE-

PENDENT PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBU-

TION.

YOU MR. DISTRIBUTOR will regulate the neg-

ative budget of each picture in advance. That
permits you to control the negative cost in

keeping with current and changing business

conditions. You don't sew yourself up with set

obligations for twelve months in advance.

You will know the kind of picture, the story,

stars and director three months in advance of

production on each picture.

We are not selling a bunch of attractive sound-
ing titles, by authors, fictitious or otherwise,
and then trust to God an acceptable story will

be written to fit the title.

NOW GET THIS—AND GET IT QUICK!
MR. GEORGE WALSH

(formerly of Fox, Goldwyn, United Artists)

will star in a series of Eight Dramatic Westerns
supported by his Great Dane dog "Duke" and
"Dynamite," his blue-blooded Stallion.

So you see we are not taking "a drug-store cow-
boy" or "an amateur," giving him a popular

western name and have you try to make a star

out of him.

NOW GET THIS—AND LET IT SINK IN!
One of the Greatest Directors of Outdoor Pic-

tures will direct Mr. Walsh in the first dra-

matic western.

AND WE HAVE OTHER SURPRISES FOR YOU
IN CONNECTION WITH OUR SERIES OF 8

DYNAMIC MELODRAMAS WHICH WE
WILL REVEAL WHEN YOU ARE READY TO
TALK BUSINESS.

If we can't produce the best, if we don't know
every angle of production and exploitation bet-
ter than any other Independent producer, we
should quit and will quit. Sounds like brag-
ging, doesn't it? Well, go ask

Louis B. Mayer, Ben Schulberg, Joe Schnitzer,
Lee Marcus, Herbert Yates, joe Brandt, Jack
Alicoate, "Red" Kann, Dr. Lee DeForest, Harry
Warner, David 0. Selznsck and John Stahl,

and you will learn something.

The replies to our initial announcement of last

week are not coming in fast enough to suit us.

Maybe we put too much faith in the ability of

State-Right buyers to grasp an opportunity.

BUT OTHER MEN NOW CONNECTED WITH
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTING ORGANIZA-
TIONS MIGHT FIND THIS THEIR OPPOR-
TUNITY TO GO IN BUSINESS FOR THEM-
SELVES.

OUR NEXT ANNOUNCEMENT WILL BE A
STAGGERING ONE BUT IT MAY BE TOO
LATE FOR YOU.

"BUD" BARSKY
JESSE J. GOLDBURG



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old
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K. C. Union Men Get Life Sentences for Bombings

MANAGEMENT BOARD |g UP AT FOTSTUDIOS

Connecticut Exhibitor Organization Joins M.P.T.O.A.
New England Unit Will

Send 15 Delegates
to Convention

M. P. T. 0. of Connecticut, for

years unaffiliated with a national ex-

hibitor organization, has cast its lot

with the M. P. T. 0. A. and will send
15 delegates to the forthcoming M.
P. T. 0. A. convention in Washing-
ton. This information was conveyed
by Edward Levy, business manager,
to President M. A. Lightman of the
national theater men's organization
in New York yesterday.
Levy stated that practically all of

{Continued on Page 7)

H.H.HOrri«NOUNCES

ALLIED'SJTORY LINEUP

Majority of the stories for the
26 features to be produced by Al-
lied Pictures for 1932-33 were an-

nounced by M. H. Hoffman upon his

arrival in New York yesterday from
the Coast.
Eight Monte Blues are scheduled

with five of the stories selected as

follows: "The Stoker," by Peter B.
{Continued on Page 7)

It Happened in Detroit
Detroit

—

Two local theaters recently have been reported to the Recorder's Court

for packing in more customers than their seating capacity permits under the Fire

Marshal's regulations. Allied's giveaway plan has resulted in so many jammed houses

on Wednesday nights that Fire Marshal C. S. Coldwater has cautioned the association

about safety rules.

Independent Producers
To Buy Cooperatively

Consol. Film Reports
Upturn in January Net

Net profits of Consolidated Film
Industries for January was $120,-

271.42, a substantial increase over

the preceding month, it was an-

nounced yesterday following a direc-
(Continued on Page 7)

Activities of the Independent M.

P. Producers Ass'n will include buy-
ing of insurance, equipment and
other accessories for its members,
President M. H. Hoffman told THE
Film Daily yesterday upon arriv-

ing in New York from the Coast.

Thirty-two producing firms are now
{Continued on Page 8)

Court Refuses Sunday Law Action

Unless Other Businesses Included

Fox Dividing 52 Shorts
Between Two Seasons

Only shorts on the Fox 1932-33
program, according to current plans,

will be 26 Magic Carpets, single reel

subjects. The same number is being
released during the present season,
instcid of the 52 announced at the
beginning of the year.

D. W. Griffith to Preside

In Debate on Prohibition

lola, Kan.—Sustaining the right

of Vogel Gettier, manager of the

lola, to give shows on Sunday with-

out molestation as long as other

business houses are permitted to

keep open on the Sabbath, District

Judge Frank R. Forrest has denied

County Attorney Frank Taylor's ap-

plication for a temporary restraining
(Continued on Page 8)

40% Increase in Tax
Proposed by Quebec

Quebec—An increase of 40 per

cent in the amusement tax is pro-

posed by the Quebec Legislature to

give the Government $600,000 for

hospital aid. Official circles believe

the theaters will absorb the levy

themselves and not raise admissions.

Sheehan Will Be Chairman
of Newly Created

Studio Board
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A management board
consisting of Winfield R. Sheehan as

chairman, and including D. E. Mc-
Intire, business manager; Sol M.
Wurtzel, general superintendent;

George Bagnall, comptroller; Al
Rockett, senior associate producer;

Robert North and Vice President

Richard A. Rowland of the New
York office, has been created at the

Fox studio, it is announced by Presi-

dent Edward R. Tinker. In the

absence of Sheehan, W. C. Michel

will be acting chairman.

UNArriLIATED OPERATORS

CHARGE LABOR MONOPOLY

In its campaign to line up theater

engagements for its members and to

further its expansion plans, the

Movie Projectionists' Union of Amer-
ica, through F. A. Rinehart of Cin-

cinnati, president, has asked the M.
{Continued on Page 7)

Union Officials Given Life

For K. C. Theater Bombing

D. W. Griffith will preside tomorrow after-

noon in a debate on prohibition to be held at

Station WIP, Philadelphia, between Raymond
Pitcairn of the Republican Citizens' Committee
Against Prohibition and a representative of the
Anti-Saloon League. Griffith's latest picture,
"The Struggle," opens Friday at Keith's, Phila-
delphia.

Lubitsch Undecided
On Future Activities

Ernst Lubitsch, who arrived yes-

terday from the coast with Jeanette

MacDonald following completion of

the Maurice Chevalier picture, On,e

Hour With You," which was directed

by George Cukor under the super-

{Continued on Page 7)

Kansas City—Pleading guilty to

the bombing of the Midland on Jat^.

11, causing the death of a Negro

janitor, Ermal J. Lime, president of

the Sound Projectionists' Ass'n,

local union, together with E. M.

Evans, business manager, and John

E. Gellespie, who carried the bomb
to the theater balcony, were sen-

{Continued on Page 7)

Baltimore Sunday Shows
Are Approved by Mayor
Baltimore — Mayor Jackson has

signed the bill liberalizing the Sun-

day ordinance, subject to a referen-

dum at the May election. The Lord's

Day Alliance is preparing to chal-

lenge the constitutionality of the

measure in court.

Talker in 4 Tongues

On Soviet's Program

A feature in four language versions, showing

the European war of the future, is on the

1932 program of the Soviet film trust, says

a dispatch from U. S. Trade Commissioner

George R. Canty. He adds that 80 per cent

of the year's Soviet output will be in sound,

and that most of the country's cinemas will

be wired with domestic equipment by 1933.
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EXHIB KIDNAPPED
Lubbock, Tex.—Cliff Lindsey, local

exhibitor, recently was kidnapped
from his home, taken to one of his

theaters and forced to open a safe

from which the bandits took $1,000.

V''••>*•••••>i
\X *•

Jt New York Long Island City j>
J.t 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. j'j

y BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 fj
« ix

i| Eastman Films

P J. E. Brulatour. Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood4I21

Deliver What You Announce—Indep't Slogan

Don't announce pictures that you're not going to deliver,'' will be an important

slogan of the Independent M. P. Producers Ass'n, said President M. H. Hoffman

yesterday in New York. This will be included in the organization s code of ethics,

which will be completed within two weeks, Hoffman stated.

Allied to Invade
Buffalo Territory

Invasion of the Buffalo territory by

Allied through its New Jersey unit

is expected, following its expansion

efforts in the greater New York ter-

ritory.

The Sidney Samuelson organiza-

tion yesterday held a "house warm-

ing" at its new New York office at

303 West 42nd St., with about 15U

exhibitors attending. A buffet lun-

cheon was served and a meeting

followed.

Kent-Warner Confabs

Being Held in Florida
Conferences are being held be-

tween Sidney R. Kent and H. M.

Warner in Florida. Jack Warner

will soon arrive to participate.

BREAK FOR NEWSPAPERMEN
Responding to protests against

films showing the newspaper profes-

sion in a false light, Al Lichtman

of United Artists has written to the

Pennsylvania Newspaper Publishers'

Ass'n pledging that U. A. would re-

frain from bringing discredit upon

the Fourth Estate. The publishers'

group last week passed a resolution

deploring the misrepresentation of

newspaper men on the stage and

screen and in literature. In the U.

A. release, "The Scar," sequences

showing editors cooperating with the

police to combat crime were inserted

after the picture was finished.

SKOURAS-STANLEY DEALS
Philadelphia — Expectations are

that Skouras Bros, will either turn

over their holdings in this territory

to Stanley-Warner or make deals

to rid themselves of several of their

houses in this locality.

MAURICE COSTELLO ILL
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Maurice Costello is

reported in a critical condition in the

California Hospital following a cere-

bral hemorrhage.

COLLEEN MOORE MARRIED
Miami—Colleen Moore and Al P.

Scott, New York broker, were mar-
ried Monday at Fort Pierce, Fla.,

the former film star announced on

their arrival here.

TAX BILL FILED IN MASS.
Boston—A bill proposing a 10 per

cent tax on theater admissions has
been introduced in the Massachu-
setts Legislature.

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices Cr Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Rogers Starts Shooting

"Garden" Sports Picture

Shooting of scenes for "Madison
Square Garden," the Thompson Bur-
tis story which will be first on the

new Charles R. Rogers independent
program, is scheduled to start tonight

in Madison Square Garden. B. K.

Blake will direct the taking of the

scenes, comprising the New York
Athletic Club track and field meet.
Rogers will remain in New York
long enough to complete various
other scenes of boxing, wrestling and
hockey to be staged at the Garden,
after which he will return to the

coast to complete casting. James
Gleason and Robert Armstrong are
already in the cast.

ARLISS GETS RADIO BREAK
Columbus, 0.—Rabbi Jacob Tar-

shish, who is giving a weekly movie
review over the radio from Station
WAIU, told Roy Haines of Warner's
Cincinnati Exchange that he was so
impressed with "The Man Who
Played God" that he covered the pic-

ture in his weekly radio talk yester-
day.

Wednesday, Feb. 17, 1932

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wa.
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monoeram Pic-

tures, June Hotel, titv/ Orleans.

Feb. 27 : Eighteenth anniversary dinner and
dance of Operators' Local 306, Hotel
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention of

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De-
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ-
ent producers and distributors, Sardi's,

12:45 P. M.
vlarch 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-

tral Europe under auspices of Czecbo-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n aad
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton. D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nighi
and Dance, True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In-

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall,

Columbus, O.

HOWSON TO SPEAK
Albert Howson, head of the War-

ner Censor Bureau, will address the

regular monthly meeting of the Mo-
tion Picture Bureau of the Interna-

tional Federation of Catholic

Alumnae at Sherry's on Park Ave-
nue tomorrow at one o'clock.
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Why We Serve
Loeifv^s, Incorporated
Metro - i«oldi;vyn -Mayer

i/

For a number of years we have been successful in

keeping Metro-Goldwyn -Mayer protected against

insurable losses at the lowest possible cost. With

diversified interests all over the globe, Metro's in-

surance problems require unceasing vigilance and

constant attention. The business literally offers a

challenge to insurance knowledge and acumen . . .

Only a national organization with international

affiliations could cope with Metro's problems. We
are proud to be able to meet the standards and

requirements of so astute a company as Loew's, Inc.

We solicit the privilege of cooperating with

interested executives in solving their specific insur-

ance problems.

Stebbiii$$9 Letermaii & Gates, Inc.
IIIVISIOIV OF MOTIOIV Pl« TITRE IIVDITSTKIES

New York Los Angeles San Francisco Portland, Ore.

London, England



HO! HUM! LEO
DOES IT AGAIN!

^^Pl THIS CLIPPING from the Hollywood

Reporter gives you just a faint idea of what

the motion picture colony is talking about

today!

'TARZAN, THE APE MAN"
is being discussed at every studio, by every

producer and director as one more "fast

one" pulled by that M-G-M crowd! Not

since "Trader Horn" such excitement. Wait!

You'll see. Meanwhile, stick close to your

pal—Leo, that good old Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer lion!



ALL OVER
i^mjyyjliy^

WARNER - NEW YORK CITY • WESTERN - LOS ANGELES • PARAMOUNT - DETROIT •

STRAND - ALBANY • PALACE - ST. PAUL • SAENGER - NEW OCEANS* CRITERION -

WARNER - SAN FRANCISCO • MUSIC BOX * SEATTLE • PALAC^- NOlmiCH • GEORGIi

GREAT LAKES - BUFFALO • STRAND - SYRACUSE « LYRIC - CINCINNATI • COLONIAL

REGENT - FLINT • APOLLO - INDIANAPOLIS • STRAND - LOUISVILLE.^ROGER SHElY1

STANLEY - JERSEY CITY • WARNER - PITTSBURGH • MARYLAND - HmpSTOWN '^H
i

ROYAL - WILMINGTON • ALADDIN - DENVER • WARNER - MEMPHIS • WARNER - Mil

• COLONIAL - HARRISBURG • WARNER - ALTOONA • RITZ > CLARKSBUftfliJWARNEi

BROADWAY - CHARLOTTE • STERLING - GREELEY • RIALTO -lllSPER|^AttJ.OIZ -^
STRAND - SHREVEPORT • PARAMOUNT - GULFPORT • SAENGER - BILOXI • PARAMll

CAMEO - BRISTOL • MAJESTIC -^ WOVIDENCE • STATE - SCHENECTADY • CAPITOL

RICHARDSON - OSWEGO • llAJESTIC - HORNELL • BABCOCK > WELLSVILLE • STRANG

INDIANA - MARION • GRaAiI - TERRE HAIJJgJt INDIANA - RICHMOND • MARS - LAF/H

FOX - MERIDIAN • CAMEO - BRiTOePORT^^PITOL - MIDDLETON • STATE - SOUTI^

GRAND - LANCASTER • LINCOLN -J;BENT0N • BUTLER > BUTLER • WARNER - MORGi

IMPERIAL - AUGUSTA • PALACE - BRADENTOWN • EDWARDS - SARASOTA • HOWELL

IMPERIAL - ASHEVILLE • STATE - GREENVILLE ^AROLINA - FAYETTEVILLE • PARAII

PARAMOUNT - COLORADO SPRINGS • ENGLERT - IOWA CITY • FOX - JOPLIN • GRAI

CAPITOL - MANITOWAC • PARK - WAUKESHA • APPLETON - APPLETON • GARRICK

HEILIG-EUGENE • RIVOLI - GRANT'S PASS • LIBERTY - ASTORIA • C0LU1WIA - LUI

ALCAZAR - NAUGATUCK • MILANE - SANFORD • POLK - LAKELAND • SUNSET - FT.

WARNER BROS.'
SUPREME CONTRIBUTION TO THE
WELFARE OF THE PICTURE INDUSTRY



Ik ilkELPHIA • METROPOLITAN - WASHINGTON • HENNEPJR^mPRkuM - MINNEAPOLIS •

A CITY • RITZ - TULSA • MUSIC BOX - PORTLAND « PARAIllbuNT - SALT LAKE CITY •

TA • STANLEY - UTICA • CAPITOL - SPRINGFlttD © WARNER - WORCESTER • GREAT •

<l • LAKE - CLEVELAND • PANTHEON - TOLEDO « GLADMER^ LANSING • REGENT • • •

/ HAVEN • WARNER - ATLANTIC CITY J^SRANFORD^ME^RK • STANLEY - JERSEY •
•'6 a^' mT

. JACKSONVILLE • TAMPA - TAMPA ® PLAZA - ST. PEfERSBURG • PARAMOUNT - MIAMI

• STRAND - HARTFORD • FABIAN - PATERSON • STiiAND - EASTON • CAPITOL - YORK

COURT - WHEELING • NORVA - NORFOLK « PARAMOUNT - PALM BEACH • BROADWAY

.D • PALACE - WICHITA • MISSION - SAN DIEGO • PULASKI - LITTLE ROCK • STRAND

lAHA • CAPITOL - SIOUX CITY • PARAMOUNT - PRqVO • ORPHEUM - TWIN FALLS • •

RIVIERA - BINGHAMTON • STATE - ITHACl « itEiNlY - ELMIRA • RICHARDSON • • •

1 v^PITOL - KALAMAZOO • FRANKLIN - SAGINAW • BIJOU - BATTLE CREEK • INDIA

PALACE - DANBURY • PALACE • S^tlQBWALK • STATE - WATERBURY • FOX - MERID

CAPITOL - WILLIMANTIC MONTAUK - PAsM^ • GARDEN - PRINCETON • GRAND • •

• CAMBRIC - JOHNSTOWN • FAIRMONTHiiKlRMONT • STATE - WASHINGTON • IMPER

V • CAROLINA - DURHAM • CAROLINA - COLUMBIA • CAROLINA - GREENSBORO • • •

GOLDSBORO • PARAMOUNT - HIGH POINT • COLONIAL - TARBORO • PARAMOUNT • •

A • WATSON - SAUNA • FOX -44UTC^INS0N • PARAMOUNT - GREENVILLE • CAPITOL •

-LAC • HOME -ANTIGO • EGYPTIAN -^MAR^fFIELD • ROSE - ROSEBURG • HEILIG •

ILUE MOUSE - TACOMA • CAPITOL - ANSONIA ^WARNER - TORRINGTON • ALCAZAR •

-E • SUNRISE - FT. PIERCE • JEFFERSON ^m". AUGUSTINE • DREKA - DELAND • • • •

' TIME—EXTENDED RUNS— PREFERRED DATES!
3 BOOKINGS IN FIRST 2 WEEKS FOR —

CEORGE ARLISS
m

HE MAN WHO PLAYED GOD
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It Looks Like The

Tide Has Turned •

Opportunities
Wer e Never
Greater ForThose

Of Industry Back-
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The Trend Of
The Times • Two
Full Page Ads In
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• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Denver—W. J. Eckert, former art

director for Publix here, has ac-

cepted the same position with the

new Orpheum.

Dora, Ala.—The Pastime has re-

opened after being closed several

weeks.

Lyndhurst, N. Y.—The Lyndhurst
has been taken over by F. H. Starr,

of the Rialto, Monticello, N. J.

Burlington, Wis. — The secon
stench bomb was released in a loc;

theater within the past sever;
weeks when the Plaza was attacket
Before that it was the Crystal.

Viroqua, Wis.—Articles of incor-

poration have been filed by the Vi-

roqua Theater Co., capitalized at

$3,000. Incorporators are Thomas
Ellefson, O. G. Brown and J. Henry
Bennett, all of this city.

Akron, O. — The RKO Palace,

vaude-film house, starting this week
offers one change of bill weekly in-

stead of split week.

Louisville, Miss.—Installation of

sound equipment is being made at

the Louisville.

Ontonagon, Mich.—J. J. Clarke has
taken over the Rex from Sam Kin-
ter.

Detroit—The Ecorse, only theate
in Ecorse, west side suburb, hs
been bought by Milo Owens fret
Andrew Bzovi. Owens also operate
the Garrick in Milan.

Detroit — The Mack, east sid

house formerly operated by T. A
Yager, has been purchased by Mrs
Emma Dingwall.

Parish, Ala.—The Star theater ha
resumed operation.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Frank Sardine
formerly operator of the Syracuse
"Brighton and Empire in Syracuse
now operating the Roxie in Eas
Syracuse, has taken over the Capitc
in East Syracuse from James Ker
nan. Jack Sardino, brother of Franl
will manager the Capitol. It is be
lieved that Kernan is preparing t

retire from film exhibition. At pre?
ent he has the Liberty, Burnet, Oar
and Kernan theaters.

10% Fewer Films Shown
In Kan. Censor's Report
Kansas City, Kan.—Reflecting the

curtailment of product released, the
report of the Kansas State Censor
Board for 1931 shows that 10 per
cent fewer pictures were reviewed
during the past year as compared
with 1930. A total of 4,812 reels of

approximately 1,000 feet per reel

were viewed.

NEW DETROIT CODE
Detroit-—Contemplated passage of

a revised building code here is ex-

pected to work hardships on many
theater owners. The measure goes
before the council soon. Meanwhile
Allied Theaters of Michigan is try-

ing to have revisions made in it.

5 to 6 Against Duals,
Chi. Fan Survey Show;

Chicago—Although this city i

probably the most heavily double'

featured and triple-featured com
munity in the country, a surve
conducted by the Chicago Dail

Times revealed that five out of si

movie fans preferred a single fea

ture to the dual bills.

TWO KENTUCKY MEASURES
Louisville—Two bills affecting the

film industry are pending in the
Kentucky Legislature. They pro-
vided for a 10 per cent tax on ad-
missions and state censorship. Bert
New, Washington representative of

the Hays organization, is in Ken-
tucky conferring with legislative and
exhibitor leaders concerning the
measures.

DEFEAT SUNDAY SHOWS
Bonham, Tex. — Sunday shows

were rejected at an election held
here. Col. H. A. Cole operates the
American here, managed by Major
H. S. Cole.

UNION OFFICIAL DIES
Kansas City—Jack L. Herring, 49,

official of the I.A.T.S.E. & M.P.O.,
is dead at his home following a heart
attack.

4 N. J. BILLBOARD BILLS
Trenton — Changes in New Jei

sey's billboard laws are proposed i

four bills introduced into the Stat

Legislature. Two seeks repeal of th

law, a third provides for control o

outdoor advertising by licensing, an

the fourth bill would repeal section

of the billboard law to enable "smal

time" bill posters and card distribu

tors to work without a license.

ROSENTHAL'S CINCY OFFICE
Cincinnati — William Rosentha

former United Artists branch man
ager in Cleveland and Cincinnati am
who recently organized Regal Filn

Service Go. with headquarters in th-

Film Building, Cleveland, is prepar

ing to open his Cincinnati office t

serve southern Ohio and Kentuckj
He has obtained rights to "Hell'

House," Bennie Zeldman productioi

originally called "Juvenile Court."

Inviting Trouble
Philadelphia

—"Over-emphasis on sex

phases of current pictures is again rear-

ing its ugly head in the local movie
hemisphere as an issue to provide bait

for reformers and those unfriendly to

the industry," says "The Exhibitor." The
publication notes a return to "sensa-

tionalism" particularly on the fronts of

houses.
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mnecticut's delegation in Congress
,ve accepted invitations to attend

3 banquet, which will highlight the
nventon. Members are: Senator
iram Bingham and Congressmen
Ison, Longeagan, Tierney and
iss.

r. H. Hoffman Announces
AUied's Story Lineup
(Continued from Page 1)

/ne; "The Midnight Alarm," stage
ay; "Valley of Adventure," by
;orge Washington Ogden, and
'he Nesters," a play. The eight

)ot Gibsons will include two Peter
Kyne stories. Six stage classics

ill include "Vanity Fair," "File
3," "The Iron Master," "Madame
)uvary," "Parisian Romance" and
Lnna Karenina." Four specials

e listed as follows: "Davy Jones'
)cker," based on a. play; "Red
sses," play; "Slightly Used," orig-

il by E. Morton Hough and
'hree Castles."
"Vanity Fair" and "File 113"
ve been completed and the first

bson and "The Stoker" are now in

oduction.
Allied made eight features for the
rrent season. Eddie Eckles is

ndling nublicity for Hoffman, who
11 arrange distribution deals in

' state right market while spend-
j two weeks in New York.

naffiliated Operators
Charge Labor Monopoly

(Continued from Page 1)

T. 0. A. to be allowed to dscuss
abor Monopolies in Theater

. oths" at the M. P. T. 0. A. con-
ition in Washington. The organ-

i tion is in competition with locals

Jiliated with the I. A. T. S. E. and
1 P. 0. and therefore in opposition
f' the A. F. of L.

PANTAGES REOPENING
Minneapolis — After being dark
ce Feb. 4 due to lack of suitable
)duct, the Pantages is scheduled
reopen March 3 with "Arrow-

ith." The United Artists lease
nains in effect.

COMING & GOING

rOE SILVER, Warner Theater executive
'large of the Western territory under
h Bernhard, leaves tonight for Cleve-
Chicago and Milwaukee.
M. HALPERIN and LOUIS R. LIP-
VE of the Publix Chicago offices are in
York.
LIAN SCHLESINGER sailed last night
'e Berengaria for England en route to

' Africa.
SEPH SCHILDKRAUT sails tonight
I- New York for the other side.
YMOND MASSEY, English actorpro
leaves tomorrow for Universal City.

'U METZGER leaves New York Satur
for the Coast.
BE DANIELS has arrived in New York
the coast.
A. LIGHTMAN leaves New York
en route to Memphis.

ALONGJ^IALTP
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• • • LOOKS AS if the Ancestor of the entire film indus-
try has at last been brought to light in locating samples
of perforated film that dates back to 1889-91 which
made it possible for Edison to go ahead with his pioneering ex-

periments the film is in possession of William Kennedy
Laurie Dickson Edison's chief experimental expert in

the early days who now writes to Merritt Crawford from
his home in England saying he has just uncovered the

Treasure in some of his old junk it is Eastman stock
showing that the 1889-91 perforations were slightly

smaller than the present stock the phases, or size ot
the pictures are the same as today also four holes per
phase

* * * *

• • • A MOST important discovery as it consti-
tutes an authentic record of the date of the first motion picture
film a direct ancestor of the film of today
Edison applied for his patents in 1891 the Kinetoscope
"peep-box" was not publicly shown until the fall of 1893
even the Eastman people have none of this original stock in

their possession it was Mister Dickson who developed
the Edison kinematographic camera and the Kinetoscope for

his chief and it was because of this early perforated
film that Edison was able to go ahead with these two inven-
tions

* * * *

• • • NOW COMES "America's New Sweetheart"
copyright applied for by Bob Savini of Tiffany to be
used in exploiting a new find Charlotte V. Henry
who recently had a very small part in Columbia's "Forbidden"

Bill Saal was looking for a star for Tiffany's "Lena
Rivers" and when Bob called attention to the pix then
playing the Rialto Bill signed her up on the Coast

just like that from Obscurity to Stardom over-

night looks like a Record

• • • IN THE new lineup at Columbia looks as if

Jack Cohn will be more important than ever he will

really be handling most of Joe Brandt's work as well

as his usual duties with a big voice in distribution and
sales Walter Wanger picks 'em Harry Cohn
makes 'em and Jack distributes 'em that's about

the way it works out with all three functioning indepen-

dently but harmoniously a sort of 3-in-l oil in

pix Very Smooth

• • • OUT IN Kansas City the boys are giving Ed Dubin-

sky the royal razz for doing the Big Zanie act

it seems that an empey editor of a local rag framed it with

several pals so they phoned the theater man at his

home and interrupted him in a bridge party the

Voice on the phone told Ed he was connected with the local

radio station WDAP and asked him if he would speak

on local problems Ed being chairman of the city's in. p.

and theatrical unemployment relief committee Mister

Dubinsky sez he was honored, but how about his bridge game?
the jokester said the broadcast could be relayed via

his house phone at 9 o'clock sharp so for 35

minutes the game was interrupted while Mister Dubinsky spoke

to the Radio Audience in his Most Polished Manner and

the radio audience of about five funsters on some speakeasy

phone kept passing the receiver back and forth they say

Ed is off Radio for LIFE

UNION MEN GIVEN LIEE

FOR THEATER BOMBING

(Continued from Page 1)

tenced to life imprisonment by Judge
Brown Harris in county court here.
Meanwhile another tragedy was

being enacted at the Sun theater,
where P. G. Vaughn, manager, was
near collapse as a result of the dy-
namiting of his house. Vaughn as-
cribes the attack to his refusal to
hire two operators, which he says
he cannot afford to do because his
600-seat house could not stand the
added overhead. Vaughn's health
has been badly undermined by
fears arising out of his union
troubles.

Lubitsch Undecided
On Future Activities
(Continued from Page 1)

vision of Lubitsch, stated that his

future plans are indefinite. Miss
MacDonald returns to the coast in

due course to appear in the nex^
Chevalier film.

Consol. Film Reports
Upturn in January Net

(Continued from Page 1)

tors' meeting. The company de-

clared regular quarterly dividend
of 50 cents a share on the preferrea
stock, payable April to stock of
record March 10.

BREUNINGER IN NEW POST
Salina, Kan.—Lawrence Breuning-

er, owner of the Jayhawk, is now
manager of all Fox houses here, re-

placing Forest McPhail.

BLUMSTEIN LEAVES ROXY
Abe Blumstein, formerly Fox

Theaters film buyer and lately buy-
ing films for the Roxy, has resigned.

DIX UNDER KNIFE
Baltimore-—Richard Dix has un-

dergone a minor operation at Jonns
Hopkins Hospital.

« « « » » »

Feb. 17
Henry Weber

Mary Brian

Sol Lesser

Landers Stevens

Milton R. Krasner

J. Harold Murray
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TO BUY COOPERATIVELY

(Continued from Page 1)

identified with the organization,

said Hoffman.
"Our members must consider the

motion picture industry an honor-

able business, not a racket," Hoff-

man asserted. The association will

prevent its members from making
censorable subjects, he said, and will

operate for the protection of its af-

filiated companies and for the ad-

vancement of motion pictures in

general. The association also is

trying to discourage use of the

words "quickies" and "indies" in

connection with independent pro-

duction.

Big Star Bill Lined Up
For M. P. Club Ball

More than 30 Hollywood stars are

already on the list to join with

prominent figures in the world of

politics, aviation and industry to

make the Motion Picture Club Ball

at the Waldorf-Astoria, Feb. 20, an

outstanding function, it was an-

nounced yesterday by Arthur W.
Stebbins, chairman of the entertain-

ment committee. The following well-

known personalities will attend the

ball and take part in the stage show:

George Jessel, master of ceremonies;

Lou Holtz, Smith and Dale, Lyda
Roberti, Vincent Lopez, Ted Lewis,

Burns and Allen, Sophie Tucker, Ed
Wynn, Bing Crosby, Mills Brothers,

Boswell Sisters, and a host of others.

Among those who will also attend

the ball are Jimmie Durante, El

Brendel, James Dunn, Zelma O'Neal,

Edward G. Robinson, Janet Gajmor,
Sally O'Neill, Rudy Vallee, George
M. Cohan, Claudette Colbert, Mar-
ilyn Miller, Beatrice Lillie, Leslie

Howard, Edmund Lowe, Lilyan
Tashman, June Collyer, Mary Eaton,
Richard Dix, Bebe Daniels, Maurice
Chevalier, Chic Sale, Eddie Dowling,
Ethel Merman, Fifi Dorsay, Lois
Moran, Ernest Lubitsch, Jean Har-
low, Bert Lahr, Norma Talmaage,
Pauline Frederick, Diane Sinclair,

Millard Webl^, and other stars.

BOSTON BOOKERS' DANCE
Boston—Annual dance of the New

England film , bookers will be held
sometime in April, it was decided at

a recent meeting-.
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profit of Consolidated

shows substantial in-

previous month.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

\By RALPH WILKT-

HOLLYWOOD
T EWIS MILESTONE reaches the

status of producer in his new
capacity with Art Cinema. He will

be responsible for four productions,
two of which he will direct. Next
Milestone picture will be "Rain,"
adaptation on which he is now work-
ing in collaboration with Maxwell
Anderson.

Ginger Rogers, musical comedy
and screen star, has been signed to

appear opposite Joe E. Brown in

"The Tenderfoot," his next First
National picture.

* * *

"Strangers in Love" is the neVfr

title of the picture which has been
under production at Paramount un-
der the tentative title of "Intimate,"
with Fredric March, Kay Francis,
Stuart Erwin and Juliette Compton
in the leading roles.

« « 4<

Tom Mix is making up for lost

time. "Destry Rides Again" will be
finished at Universal City on Feb.
20 and while it is being cut Tom
Mix will start on a story by Jack
Cunningham and Stanley Berger-
man, entitled "Death Valley." Al
Rogell will direct it and it will start
on Washington's Birthday.

:|c « 4<

Earl Haley, who is adapting Oli-

ver La Farge's "Laughing Boy" for

Universal, is now in Arizona mak-
ing atmospheric scenes for this film,

scheduled to be Lew Ayres' next
starring vehicle.

* * *

Pierre De Ramey has been signed
by Paramount to enact an important
role in "Sinners in the Sun."

* * *

Viola Brothers Shore, author, is

back at the Paramount studios after
a four months' leave of absence.

* * *

Claire Dodd will appear in Para-
mount's "This Is the Night," new
title of the Lily Damita picture for-
merly called "He Met a French
Girl."

* * *

Lew Cody and Vivian Oakland
have been signed by First National
for important roles in support of
Joe E. Brown in "The Tenderfoot."

* * Jjs

James Dunn has been assigned the
leading male role in Fox's picturiza-
tion of the New York stage success,
"Society Girl," authored by John
Larkin, Jr., and Charles Beahan.
Sidney Lanfield will direct.

* * *

Constance Bennett has been or-
dered by her doctor to take a rest,
due to infected wisdom, teeth having
greatly drained her strength.

British Equity Asks Gov't
To Lift Foreign Actor Ban
London—Fearing that the British

restrictions on foreign actors will

lead to reprisals in other countries,

the British Equity Ass'n has ap-
pealed to the Government to grant
permission to foreign artists to

come into this country and work
subject to the approval of the Brit-

ish Equity.

WINS POSTER PRIZE
First prize in the international

contest for the best example of mo-
tion picture poster art has been won
by Yetta Tiger of 2167 Cruger Ave.,
New York. She gets the Motion
Picture Club's gold medal. Forty
states and five foreign countries
were represented in the competition,
with Eugene Zukor, Lee A. Ochs
and John W. Alicoate selecting the
winning work. The award will be
made yearly, and this year's creation
called for a window card in con-
nection with the M. P. Club Ball.

REICHBLUM ADDS ONE
Wheeling, W. Va.—The Colonial

had been leased to Sam M. Reich-
blum for ten years, effective May 1.

Consideration was said to be $45,500,
covering the lease period. Reich-
blum, who operates theaters in New
York, Pennsylvania and Ohio, con-
templates reopening the Colonial as
a second-run. Sound equipment will

be installed and the entire house im-
proved.

"Man Who Played God"
Opens in 150 Key Spots

George Arliss in "The Man Who
Played God," which started two-a-
day runs in New York and Los An-
geles last week, will open in 150 key
spots during the week starting Feb.
20, it is announced by Warner Bros.

BUCK JONES TOURING EAST
Buck Jones, Columbia star, who

has been on a personal appearance
tour in the southwest, is extending
his engagements to the east. He
plays the Binghamton, Binghamton,
tomorrow, followed by the Capitol,
Rochester, Feb. 21; Fay's, Prov-
idence, Feb. 27, and Fay's, Philadel-
pria, March 7.

MORE SUNDAY FINES
Plainfield, N. J. — Fines totaling

$150 were imposed by City Judge
DeMeza on Robert Jonasson and
William Chesney, acting managers
of Publix houses here covering Sun-
day law violations by three local
houses on two successive Sundays.

BRANDT-ROGERS CONFERRING
Joe Brandt, who has resigned as

president of Columbia, and Charles
R. Rogers, former RKO production
executive, are holding daily confer-
ences in New York in connection
with their plans for forming an m-
dependent producing enterprise.

10 MEMPHIS THEATERS

GIVING FAMILY SHOW!

Ten Memphis neighborhood house
are now running "family nights'
each Friday, each presenting pro
grams which are suitable for thi

entire family. Eventually the plai

is to extend the policy to embraci
other nights, Saturday being nex
in line. Pictures are selected by j

committee of interested womei
headed by Mrs. L. W. Akers.

Discussing the project in whicl
he is a leader, M, A. Lightman, ii

New York City yesterday, said tha
the plan is working out successfully

both from the standpoints of thi

houses engaged and the audiences
He stressed the value of such pro
grams in the bringing about of i

closer relationship between member:
of families and the providing of i

common topic for conversation.

Refuse Sunday Action
Against Theaters Aloni

(Continued from Page 1)

order against the theater. Tb
County Attorney also was repri

manded for seeking an injunctio]

that would apply only to one busi

ness, without applying for restrain

ing orders against all other so-calle(

unnecessary business houses operat:

ing on Sunday in violation of thi

state labor law. District Judge For
rest declared that if the injunctio
application were made to include al

businesses violating the Sunday law
he would grant the injunction.

The result of the district court'

action in 2.ermitting theaters to op
erate has brought about a mov
for putting the question up to th

voters at the April election.

Another local theater, the Kelh
operated by Earl Van Hyning of th

M. P. T. Ass'n of Kansas and Wes
ern Missouri, has decided to remai
closed on Sundays.

EDGAR WALLACE ESTATE
London—Estate of the late EdgS'

Wallace who died while in Holly!

v/ood writing for RKO, is estimatej
in the neighborhood of a quartej
million dollars, according to hi*^

widow.

"LADY WITH PAST" OPENING
Constance Bennett in "Lady Wit

,

a Past," Charles R. Rogers produe
'ion for RKO Pathe, opens Frida:
night at the Mayfair.

Of Germany's 5,057 cinemas with

seating capacity of 1,986,813, there are

2,193 houses with 1,159,291 seats oper-

ating daily.
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Schlaifer Appointed General Manager of Universal

REMAININLSCHINE HOMS REPORTEnN DEAL

5 Producer-Owned Houses in Memphis May Be Pooled

A Film Fable
about gold and enthusiasm

By Jack Alicoate-

ONCE upon a time there was a

noble but impecunious king who
had a cabinet composed of motion
picture reviewers. It seems that

one of his subjects, anxious to marry
ofif a slow-moving daughter, spread

4hc gospel that the miss spun pure
gold instead of calico. The word
was carried to the one good ear of

the king, who thereupon sent for the

miss and bade her spin enough gold

to get his kingdom out of debt. After
which he reached for his clubs and
proceeded to the royal course to

play a chukker of golf, leaving the

miss under the watchful scrutiny of

his cabinet. When the reviewers
saw that she was the bunk, they
bade her drink a cup of hemlock and
ordered their formal clothes pressed
for the funeral. The young lady
had been oversold.

•
We have before us a naive letter.

It is written by somebody-or-other's
secretary who has just seen such-
and-such a picture in the projection
room and we are told in utmost
secrecy, probably not over 70 or 80
other critics having received the
same letter, that the picture is, with-
out question and positively, the
finest three pictures of the next
four years. We are further ad-
monished that if we even breathe
this secret to the sweet young thing's
boss we will be immediately cut off

her mailing list, and that a beauti-
ful friendship of many years' stand-
ing between her and her executive
might be severed. The letter was
written by a smart man. We ad-
mire his courage more than his
judgment. Over-selling is bad stuff.

•
Getting down to facts, figures and

statistics regarding the matter in
question, we can point rather posi-
tively to no less than four splendid
pictures of the past three months
that got off to miserable starts

(Cmitinued on Page 2)

Loew Would Run Houses
Under Deal Being

Negotiated
Pooling of the five producer-owned

houses in downtown Memphis is be-
ing worked out at conferences be-

ing held in New York City. Loew
will operate the combination under
the deal which involves the follow-

ing houses: Warner, Warner Bros.;

Orpheum, RKO; State, Loew;
Strand and Palace, Loew-Publix.

CABALLERO TO HANDLE

Charles Caballero, who completes

his duties in charge of the Roxy at

the end of this week, is joining

Skouras Bros, to handle the Schine

circuit in upstate New York, recent-

ly taken over from Fox on a man-
agement basis. Caballero will make
his headquarters in New York City.

5 to 1 Film Quota
Proposed in Prague

Prague, Czechoslovakia—A quota

regulation calling for one domes-
tically-produced film for every five

imported has been decided upon by
the Government. At present there

is practically no production here.

Tax Proposal Unchanged
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — In the amended tax

program of the Treasury Department,
transmitted by Secretary Mills to the

Ways and Means Committee, the pro-

posed 10 per cent tax on admissions

down to 10 cents remains the same as

originally recommended by the former
Secretary of the Treasury, Andrew W.
Mellon. The budget sets down $110,-
000,000 to be collected from the the-

ater tax.

FIRE GUTSjKO PALACE

Just two days after Lou Holtz

opened his opposition show at the

Hollywood, the RKO Palace theater

last night had a disatrous fire that

might have resulted in a tragic loss

of life if it had not been for the

coolness and discipline of the theater

staff in getting the audience out

{Continued on Page 7)

Speakers Being Lined Up
For M.P.T.O.A. Convention

Over-seating, over-buying, (Over-

selling and over-building will be dis-

cussed by Walter Vincent, head of

the Wilmer & Vincent circuit, at

the M. P. T. 0. A. convention in

Washington March 14-16. Other

speakers who have accepted invita-

tions to talk are: Jack Miller, on

{Continued on Page 7)

L. J. Schlatter is Appointed
General Manager of Universal

Circuit to Dispose of

Additional 22

Theaters
Disposal of the remaining the-

aters, numbering 22, of the Schine

group, is understood to be in nego-

tiation. J. Meyer Schine and George
Lynch, booker for the circuit, which
now embraces 18 houses in upstate

New York and four in Ohio, have
been in New York this week on the

deal, according to reliable reports.

The Fox-Schine group of about 30

houses recently went under Skouras
management.

GALLUP InsTOLUMBIA

AS ADV., PUBLICITY HEAD

Bruce Gallup, who recently re-

signed from United Artists, has been

signed by Columbia as director of

advertising and publicity, succeed-
{Continued on Page 8)

Special Car Taking
Monogram Crew South

A special car containing the east-

ern delegation to the Monogram
sales convention at the Hotel Jung,

New Orleans, Feb. 22-24, leaves
{Continued on Page 8)

Second Boston Depot Movie

Boston — Following on the heels of

the recently opened short subjects the-

ater in South Station, it is announced

that a movie theater is now planned

by the Boston & Maine Railroad at

North Station. Policy will be features

and shorts with about three weekly

changes.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—L. J. Schlaifer has

been appointed general manager of

Universal, it was announced yester-

day. The post has been unfilled for

the last two years. Schlaifer will

make his headquarters at the home

offices in New York,

"Shanghai Express"
Before a $2 premiere audience at

the Rialto last night Paramount pre-

sented the pict'ire of the hour. Timely

to the mini/ e and box-office from

start to finish, it is a fast-moving

melodrama packed with colorful action,

suspense, t'-'' glamour of Marlene Diet-

rich, the suavity of Olive Brook, great

work by an ace supporting cast and

cleverly conceived direction by Josef

von Sternberg, who achieved something

of a record for the imaginative manner

in which he included cumulatively ef-

fective details and excluded the un-

necessary. Miss Dietrich was never

more alluring nor ever gave a more

fascinating performance. Brook likewise

is at his best, and Warner Gland plays

the heavy role to the last inch of its

value. The camera work by Lee Carmes

is notable. Even if the angle of time-

liness were not present, the picture

could crash its way on its unusual

entertainment values. As things stand,

it's a double-barreled demand for right-

of-way at the b. o. —GILLETTE.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind AH 4 4 — J^
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 10J4 1054 10^ + K
East. Kodak 79}4 75!^ 75?^— 2^
Fox Fm. "A" 4 354 3^ — '/)

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) % Vg Vi + Vi
Loew's, Inc 32!4 29J^ 30 — 1^
do pfd 70 69"^ 69!/J — y,

Metro-Goldwyn pfd. 21 21 21 + %
Paramount 9ii 8J4 9 — V:i

Pathe Exch 1 J4 % + 'A

do "A" Sa 4!/j 5^ + l'/4

RCA lOM 9'A 9y^ — li
RCA pf. "B" ... 18-4 155i 16'A — VA
RKO new 6J4 5J4 5^4— '/i

Warner Bros 3 54 3 3 — 'A

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. ..654 6H 65i + 154
Fox Thea. "A"... % 54 %
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 11-16 % %
TransLux 2% 2'A 2Vr,

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 454 4 454 + Va

Keith AG 6s 46.. 62 62 62 + '

Paramount 6s 47.. 54 5354 5354 —
Par. By. S5^s51.. 73 73 73
Par. 55/2S50 S05i 5054 5054 +
Pathe 7s37 77 77 77 +
Warner's 6s39 32 32 32 —

PEERLESS BRITISH DEAL
A deal for Bi-itish distribution

has been closed by Peerless with
John Wild, acting for Butcher's,
London.
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

Eastman Films

J. E. Brulatour. Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

5-Hour Kid Show for Dime
Newark, N. J.—Saturday afternoon shows for kids, with programs lasting five

hours, at 10 cents admission, are being given at the Elwood, now managed by A. Lewin.

Three features, two-reel comedy, news and organlogue are used.

A Film Fable
. . . about gold and enthusiasm

(Continued from Page 1)

through over-selling of their merits

to the critics. When one is told, not

once but several times, that the pic-

ture one is to be privileged to see

is the best picture ever made, one

naturally expects to see the best

picture ever made; and v^rhen one

doesn't see the best picture ever

made, one is apt to feel somewhat
silly for being such a sucker. The
moral, dear film executives, that old

Deacon Alicoate is trying to convey

is this: Don't let anyone in your out-

fit try to kid the critics. The road
to Cinema Hades is paved with fine

pictures that were verbally oversold.

Let the critics themselves find the
good ones. They've been at it long
enough to know what it's all about.

Claim Misunderstanding
In Ohio's Anti-5-5-5 Vote
Action of the M. P. T. 0. of Ohio

iri voting against adoption of the
5-5-5 standard exhibition contract
was due to a misunderstanding of
the manner in which the agreement
was drafted and approved, according
to expressions by exhibitor leaders
friendly to the contract in New York
yesterday. Sessions at which the
agreement was prepared and okayed
Were dominated by exhibitors,
representing both Allied and the M.
P. T. 0. A., it was pointed out, and
every clause adopted was unanimous-
ly agreed upon without the necessity
of actual voting.

LOEW BOOKS 2 F.N.'s

"The Hatchet Man" and "Union
Depot," both First National pictures,
have been booked for the entire
Loew metropolitan circuit on the
four-day time, as well as playing
the full-week A houses. "Union
Depot" opens on the circuit March
10, and "Hatchet Man" the first

week in April.

"HELL'S HOUSE FOR LOEW
Herman Gluckman of Capitol

Films has closed a contract for the
release of "Hell's House," Bennie
F. Zeldman's picture which has been
playing at the New York Strand
theater, for the entire Loew metro-
politan circuit, opening with Loew's
Metropolitan in Brooklyn on Feb. 27.

BARTHELMESS RELEASE
Richard Barthelmess in "Alias the

Doctor," First National picture, will

be released during the Easter holi-

day week. A special drive for play-
dates in all key spots during that
week has been launched.

CHAMBERLAIN CIRCUIT

BEING SOLD BY SHERIFF

Sunbury, Pa.—Houses owned by
the Chamberlain Amusement Enter-

prises, Inc., will be sold at sheriff's

sale within a month, either on March
16 or 23, at the courthouse, follow-

ing issuance of a writ for the the-

aters.

Stockholders of the company had
been given until Feb. 27 to reorgan-
ize their affairs and to take over an
obligation of $287,170 due the Penn-
sylvania Trust Co. of Reading under
a decision handed 'down by Judges
Frank H. Strouss and Albert Lloyd.
Interest from Jan. 28, 1931, is also

demanded. When stockholders failed

to act the bank pressed the execu-
tion.

Chamberlain houses are located in

Shamokin, Mt. Carmel, Tamaqua,
Lansford and Mahonoy City.

British Censor Warns
Against Sex Pictures

London—A warning to producers
and distributors, that unless the sex
element in pictures is toned down
it will result in more drastic censor-
ship action, is contained in the an-
nual report of Edward Shortt, presi-

dent of the British Board of Film
Censors. The statement shows that
the unusual number 34 pictures
totalling 146,183 feet were rejected
last year, while eight others are still

under consideration. The examiners
also took exception to 284 films, a
marked increase. The report cites

the license allowed today in fiction,

as well as the adaptation of daring
plays, as factors in the more daring
tendency of the screen.

Not the "Time for Deals,

Says Harold B. Franklin
"This is no time for deals" Harold

B. Franklin told The Film Daily
yesterday in New York when asked
if he expected to make a new asso-
ciation while in town. He said he
came East in connection with the
survey he is making for Halsey,
Stuart & Co. and that he expects to
remain in New York a week before
returning to the Coast.

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

THE INDUSTRyS
DATE BOOK

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. W.
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York

Feb. 21 : Eighth Annual Memorial Servici
of Jewish Theatrical Guild of America
Temple Rodeph Sholom, 83rd St. am
Central Park West, New York, 3 P.M

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monoeram Pic
tures. June Hotel. New Orleans.

Feb. 27 : Eighteenth anniversary dinner an<
dance of Operators' Local 306, Hote
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention o:

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ
ent producers and distributors, Sardi'i
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Ccn
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho
alovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n am
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho I

Slovakia. '

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. !-

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Washing
ton, D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nigh
and Dance, True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypoo
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societ
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of Internationa
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall
Columbus, O.

Films Not Included
In New British Levj

London—Only the existing tax oi

films is included in the new impor
tariff bill, it develops. The first im
pression of the new Governmen
levy was that it would place an addi
tional 10 per cent tax on film im
ports.

MAURICE COSTELLO BETTER
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL_
Los Angeles—Maurice Costello i

reported considerably improved
though still in a critical conditior

following a cerebral hemorrha^L
early this week.

Shorts Producer Wants

Travelogues & Interesting Silent

Reels; no dupes. Write or phone

James F. Clemenger
220 E. 38th St. MUrray Hill 2-1155

"MURDER AT DAWN"
BIG 4's shiver-sensation

IS

EVERYBODY'S
picture

!
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

e
Irother Teams
In Pictures
' 'THE success of John and

Lionel Barrymore while ap-

pearing together on the screen,

and now working in their sec-

ond picture, sets a new precedent

in picture production. It started

when M-G-M produced "Arsene
Lupin," with John as the de-

bonair and elusive Parisian

thief and Lionel as the implac-

able detective, Guerchard._ They
had appeared together twice on

the stage, in "Peter Ibbetson"

and "The Jest" in New York,

but, though both have been on

the screen for years, they never

before appeared together on

the screen. So successful was
the combination that they are

now playing together in "Grand
Hotel," Lionel as the timid

Kringelein and John as the ro-

mantic Baron. Brother,s, as a

rule, while they may reach the

pinnacle of success individually,

have not scored working to-

gether in the same picture. Wal-
lace and Noah Beery tried it

once, some ten years ago, and
appeared in "The Trap," which
Robert Thornby directed. It

was an interesting sea picture
—^but not particularly successful

for the Beerys a,s a "brother

act."
4> 4< *

Are You Overlooking
he Ole' Pipe Organ?
A/TANY an exhibitor who has

a pipe organ laying idle in

his theater is overlooking a good
bet. The other evening we
dropped in a theater to catch a
picture we had missed during its

first run. And the outstanding
item of the entire program was
an organ recital. There is some-
thing about a pipe organ that

"gets" the audience and their

reaction in this instance was
significant to say the least. They
enjoyed it immensely. These
recitals were only occasional

events in this theater, but the

theater staff received so many
inquiries as to when the recitals

would be given that they were
made a regular nightly feature

and were properly advertised as

such. We firmly believe the use
of the organ was a contributing
factor in the growth of the busi-

ness of this house.—Motion Picture Record

Un-Allied
Allied Pictures is in no way iden-

tified with Allied States Ass'n, M. H.

Hoffman, president of the company,
said in New York yesterday, denying
reports that his concern affiliated with
the national exhibitor organization.

AIONGJJ'^IALTO

• • • INCIDENT IN the life of a news cameraman
Jack Kuhne, aviation editor of Fox Movietone starts
out on a nice clear day to get some "effect" shots above
the clouds of li'l ole Nooyawk up up
10,000 feet no clouds still climbing 11

12 13 14,000 feet at last! above
some fleece clouds Jack gets his shots then he
suddenly realizes that he's freezing 12 below zero
up there and the sky artist had started out in his ordi-

nary clothes for it was a fine, balmy day down below the
skyscrapers it was so cold that the crystal on his watch
contracted, and fell out the filter on his camera was de-

stroyed low temperature froze the gelatine which
crumbled like powder when he reached the ground
Mister Kuhne found his hands were frozen had to go
to a hospital to have 'em thawed out all for a few fleet-

ing screen flashes of gorgeous cloud shots of the Big City never
before caught by a lens that's why such Newsreels as

this thrill us not the shots but picturing the

patience, fortitude and courage of the men who bring such Art
to Earth for our idle amusement

• • • DOWN HAVANA Way ... Bob Wolff, the Arkayo
New York branch manager down for a visit

got his phiz in all the Havana papers showing him at

Oriental Park watching the ponies canter Ernesto Smith
worked out a swell stunt in the lobby of his Campoamor the-

ayter for "Platinum Blonde" he had a half dozen gilded

cages imprisoning canaries that never stopped singing fo

ya see, in Cuba the pix is known as "His Gilded Cage".

* * * *

• • • IF THIS feller Billy Ferguson corners you and

starts a long ballyhoo about the Marvellous Advantages of

Miami Beach don't fall for the salve there's a

catch in it after he gave us the works for an hour

we sneaked back to his ossif while he was out and found

a slew of photographs of a house he just bought down there

with him posing on the front lawn while cameras

clicked and he passed out stories to the assembled repre-

sentatives of the United Press, Universal Service and Interna-

tional News on "The Superiority of Florida Over Cali-

fornia" if Bill doesn't sell the shack in two months at a

Handsome Profit then it's the first exploitation stunt he

ever fumbled and can ya picture Bill fumbling with his

OWN dough invested? please don't underestimate a

Scot "enjoying complete rest and relaxation on vaca-

tion" as he postcarded us and like a sucker, we
fell for it

• • • AND DIDN'T Alice White spill a lotta HoUerword
lowdowns over the ether from Pittsburgh recently she

should know! We regret to inform Grad Sears' friends

that the gent has gone polo pony and other things

Add Similies As Movable as a Working Title—or a

Film Exec As Inefficient as an Efficiency System
need we name 'em? fill in on dotted line, and mail to

where it will do the most good

a « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

t)^
School Board
Helps "Ben Hur"
A4"ANAGER L. St. Pierre of

the Coronado, Rockford,
111., where "Ben Hur," re-issued
with sound, was scheduled to

play, visited the offices of the
mayor and other city executives
and requested cooperation and
premission for an interview with
the school board. He also invited

them to see the picture on the
opening day. Then he visited

Mr. Jensen of the school board
and obtained his consent to

place announcements of the film

on the bulletin boards of the
recreation rooms of the Abraham
Lincoln Junior High School and
Roosevelt High School. In ad-

dition, Mr. Jensen had all

teachers in the grade schools

make announcements to the ef-

fect that the picture, "Ben
Hur," would be presented soon
in Rockford and that it was an
excellent photoplay.—Coronado, Rockford, III.

Local Veteran
Helps War Film
"W/HEN it was leraned that a

local member of the Vet-

erans of Foreign Wars had a

colorful war record. Managers
Ralph Allan and Les Patterson

of the Fox Mission, San Jose,

California, arranged for an in-

terview with him in the Mer-
cury Herald. This was in con-

nection with the showing of

"The Big Parade" with sound
at that theater. At noon of the

opening day, the band from the

San Jose High School paraded
along the main street, halted in

front of the theater, and gave a

musical demonstration. The
band had a motorcycle escort.—Fox Mission,

San Jose, Calif.

MANY imw mum.

Feb. 18
John F. Goodrich Leslie F. Whelan

Adolphe Menjou Elinor O'Relly

Reginald Sheffield Russell flopton

Maury Ascher
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FHE MAN
WHO MADE
IMERICA
'MONSTER-

MINDED"! mm

BORIS

I

,'^fiS^

PHIIIO ("'Frankenstein") KARLUrF
cWn $TAN C EaC U M M I N G S

Story^kdaptation and dialogue by Jo Swetling

Continuity by Dorothy Howell =-«»

Directed by J O H N FRANCIS DILLON



Results Count!

THE

AMERICAN NEWSREEU
'^ CORPORATION

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

NEW YORK CITY Feb. 5, 1932

The Film Daily

1650 Broadway

New York City

Gentlemen: ^^^^^ ^ page

advertisement xn you P
^^,,,,i,,

TO our ^^"-.^Vf^^QlAters from

exchanges and exni

in forming a N«^f^„!,\f all theW to hive the co-operatxon of al
^^^.^g^out

we had Y ^t pxhibitors and
©^^"'"l'. ^ont from

independent exhxDi ^^ ^^^ ^^f^^f that the

r.n":vr."ntK-\e,
started us o«

right direction.^^
Yours very truly,

H. A. McCorry,
«oT pornoration.

The American Newsreel Corpo

Vice president.

a/h

THE FILM DAILY
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IRE GUTS RKO PALACE

{Continued from Page 1)

luickly and with little personal in-

ury to patrons.

The fire started backstage just as
jophie Tucker had finished her "Red
^ot Momma" song, strange as that
nay seem. Sophie sensed the danger,
itarted clowning and assuring the
ludience. Meanwhile Manager El-

ner Rogers and Arnold Van Leer
vera passing through the house su-

pervising the usher service, which
vorked like a charm. The boys did
splendid work, and the audience was
jotten through the emergency ex-

ts in record time.

So fierce and sudden was the blaze

;hat it burst right through the
isbestos curtain as soon as it was
iropped. Flames shot out above
;he orchestra, and they scrambled
eaving their instruments, which
vere destroyed. The curtain pieces
:e!l in flames into the orchestra, and
the side balconies were soon en-
veloped in flames. The entire back-
stage was gutted, and the manage-
nent could not estimate the damage,
which will run into a huge sum. It

night have been a short circuit, and
-hen again—it might not. Nobody
.vas willing to make a statement.
Thomas Krauss, an orchestra mem-
jer, was the only employee injured,
md that not severely. Two women
»rere treated for lacerations by am-
bulance surgeons. Patrons all agreed
hat the discipline of the house staff

was splendid, and prevented a panic.

"FILE 113" AT BEACON
"File No. 113," an M. H. Hoffman-

Allied production with Lew Cody,
Mary Nolan and Clara Kimball
young, opens tomorrow at the Bea-
con on upper Broadway. Harold
Stern's Orchestra will head the stage
m.

COMING & GOING

ANDY SMITH, Warner sales executive
n charge of Eastern and Canadian distribu

ion, left yesterday for Boston, on business in

:onnection with "The Man Who Played God,"
which opens tomorrow at the Metropolitan,

Publix ace house.

DICK PEARL of Tec-Art left New York
esterday for the Coast, where he will remain
leveral weeks.

WILLIAM C. SMALLEY of the Sraalley

ircuit, Cooperstown, N. Y., stopped in New
Vork yesterday on his way to Miami.

ARTHUR VARNEY, who has been dl

ecting pictures in London, is now in New
^ork.

,

LEO BRIXTON of New England Film
-orp^ has returned to Boston after two wecKs
n New York obtaining product.

.
JAMES R. GRAINGER leaves New York

or the Coast tomorrow.
^EDDIE SCHNITZER, JOE LEE and SOL
I4.B.LCEY sail Monday on the Conte Grande
or a West Indies trip.

WILLIAM J. HEALY of Unique Foto
Mlm IS back in New York from upstate
New York, and will leave soon on anotbet
rip.

Cleveland—Frank Porzinski, own-
er of the Garfield and New Victory,
has left for a four weeks' holiday
in Florida.

Detroit—Allied Amusements, new
company, has been formed to take
over the Crown, West Side house.
Homer A. Sweeney and Allen B.
Johnson are the promoters.

Buffalo — Warner Bros, pictures
have been booked into three of the
four first-run Publix houses here for
the week of Feb. 19. "The Man Who
Played God" will play the Great
Lakes, "Taxi!" plays the Buffalo and
"Manhattan Parade" will show at
the Hippodrome.

Detroit—The Delray, southwest-
ern suburban has been bought by
Frank Scheuer from Klatt Land Co.
House has been reopened after be-
ing closed nearly a year.

Akron, 0.—The Portage, neigh-
borhood house, has reopened after
being dark several months. It has
been renovated and equipped with
sound.

Morgan City—The Arcade was
destroyed by fire.

See New Development
Advancing Television

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Development of a

new apparatus which may revolu-
tionize television as the audion tube
revolutionized broadcasting is not
improbable, according to the Federal
Radio Commission. The present out-

standing problem, says the Commis-
sion, is to clarify and increase the
scope of pictures. Difficulties of in-

terference and of synchronized
transmission of pictures and sound
have been largely eliminated. En-
gineers have succeeded in transmit-
ting and receiving a fairly clear pic-

ture of a person, showing full length
of body, and it is possible to broad-
cast the image of one man singing,

for instance, but they cannot yet
transmit a picture of a quartette.

There are now 30 experimental tele-

vision stations licensed by the Com-
mission, with 23 of them operating.

GUILD MEMORIAL SERVICE
Eighth annual memorial service of

the Jewish Theatrical Guild of

America will be held this Sunday
afternoon at Temple Rodeph Sholom,
83rd St. and Central Park West, it

is announced by William Morris,
president of the guild. Among those
for whom the services are being
held are Marcus Loew, Sol Brill,

Harry Reichenbach, Josiah Zuro,
George Lemaire and others.

Cleveland—J. S. Jossey, Nat Lof-
ton and Sam Gorrel of Standard
Film Service are driving to New
Orleans to attend the Monogram
convention. They plan to return
about March 1.

Fort Payne, Ala. — The Opera
House has been leased by R. Son-
some, operator of the theater in
Gadsden. W. N. Tillery has been
made manager.

Detroit—William Guensche, pro-
prietor of the Lakewood, is taking
over personal management of thti

house following the death of R. H.
Stubbs, manager.

Detroit—Richard D. Maurice, for-
mer producer of colored cast motion
pictures, has leased the Holbrook
from Ruby S. Fisher. It is under-
stood that Maurice is acting for a
large theater owner in Detroit who
is making a new venture in this
class of neighborhood house.

Dothan, Ala.—The Alcazar is now
under the management of John J.

ReVolt, Jr.

Birmingham — The Five Points
theater, remodeled after being dam-
aged by fire several weeks ago, has
reopened. J. W. Peck, Jr., is the
owner.

ALL ATLANTA THEATERS

Atlanta — Following acquittal of
Mrs. M. H. Margeson on charges
of violating the Sunday regulations
in operating the Paramount here,
practically every house in the city
will open on Sunday afternoons here-
after, according to Love B. Harreli,
secretary of the Atlanta Theater
Managers' Ass'n. The theaters will
perate Sunday afternoon shows until
June 5, giving their proceeds to the
emergency relief committee. Mem-
bers of the unions have agreed to
waive their rights to double pay on
Sunday and to accept only the regu-
lar week-day scale.

Speakers Being Lined Up
For M.P.T.O.A. Convention

{Continued from Page 1)

"Score and Service Charges"; P. J.

Wood, "Organization and Service of
Exhibitor Organizations"; Judge
Roy Walker, "Government Regula-
tion of Distribution and Block Book-
ing," and Frank C. Walker, whose
subject will concern a uniform con-
tract.

LOEW MANAGER ASSIGNED
Harold McMahon, formerly at

Loew's Valencia, has been assigned
to manage the circuit's new 72nd St.

theater, which opens Saturday morn-
ing.

Watch • • •

Washington, D.C

March 14-15-16
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GALLUP JOINS COLUMBIA

AS ADV., raBLICITY HEAD

(^Continued from Page 1)

ing Bert Ennis. He is now on his

way to New York from the roast

and is due to take up his new duties

on Monday. Gallup will also have
under his direction the sales promo-
tion, exploitation and art divisions,

as well as the two house organs, the

Showman and the Beacon.

Special Car Taking
Monogram Crew South

^Continued from Pane l)

Pennsylvania Station at 8:10 A. M.
Saturday, arriving at destination

Sunday evening.

In the delegation will be W. Ray
Johnston, president of Monogram: J.

V. Ritchey, foreign vice-president;

Harry H. Thomas, vice-president for

exchanges; Albert Fiedler, treasur-

er; George Harvey of Harvey-
Jaedicker Service, advertising agents

for Monogram; Albert K. Goodman,
vice-president of Motion Picture Ac-

cessories Corp. and the following ex-

change managers: Otto Ledei'er,

New Jersey; Morris Epstein, New
York; Al Blofson, Philadelphia;

Herman Rifkin, Boston; J. Berko-
witz, Buffalo; B. H. Mills, Albany;
Sam Flax, Washington.

H. H. Everett of Charlotte, A. C.

Bromberg of Atlanta, and Carl

Floyd of Tampa will join the Nev»

York delegation in Atlanta. Othefs
who will attend are: J. H. Alexander,
Pittsburgh; J. S. Jossey and Nat
Lefton, Cleveland; Sam Gorrell,

Cincinnati; Irving Mandel, Chicago;
Nat Steinberg and Barney Rosen-
thal, St. Louis; C. A. Schultz and
Robert Withers, Kansas City; C. M.
Parkhurst, Omaha; J. L. Stern, Mm-
neapolis; J. T. Sheffield, Seattle;

Floyd St. John, San Francisco; Leo
Seichsnaydre, New Orleans; Howard
Stubbins, Los Angeles. Represent-
ing the producing units will be Trem
Carr, Monogram vice-president, I. E.

Chadwick and C. C. Burr.
The Convention will open Monday

afternoon at 2:30. A business ses-

sion has been scheduled at 10:30 and
2:30 daily for three days. The first

annual Monogram Birthday Dinner
will be celebrated Feb. 23.

NEW GERMAN OFFERING
A guest screening of the Allianz

Gesellschaft first sound film pre-
sented in America, "Die Grosse
Liebe," will be held tomorrow night
at the 79th St. theater, new German
talker policy theater, under the di-

rection of Ned Gerber. The house
is located at 79th St. and Second
Ave.

John Gilbert's Next
John Gilbert's next M-C-M starring

picture will be "Downstairs," written
by the actor himself as an original
story for the screen. Monta Bell,

whose last directorial work was on
Paramount's "Personal Maid" and who
in the past made such films as "Tlie
Torrent," "Man, Woman and Sin" and
"The Bellamy Trial," will direct "Down-
stairs."

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

\Bv RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
"DEGIS TOOMEY has been signed

by C. C. Burr for the lead in

"The Midnight Patrol," Monogram
newspaper story, which goes into

production next week with Christy
Cabanne directing.

* * *

Radio telephony is being employ-
ed to keep executives op RKO-Radio
Pictures studios in touch with the
King Vidor's "Bird of Paradise"
company in the Hawaiian Islands.
Daily conversations bring news that

production is moving sunftly and
that first rushes of- scenes nmde with
Dolores Del Rio and Joel McCrea at

Hilo will reach Hollywood Thurs-
day.

* *

John Darrow, prominently fea-
tured juvenile player, has "done a
Culbertson." Since Jan. 1, when he
resolved to keep score, he and his

mother have played 1.52 rubbers of
contract bridge, using the Culbert-
son method, and have piled up the
amazing total of 53,756 points
against the various opponents' tally

of 42,591.
* *

Busby Berkeley, dance director,

has been signed by RKO-Radio Pic-

tures to put a chorus through its

paces for "The Bird of Paradise."

Roy Del Ruth, Warner Brothers
director, was a child prodigy who
carried on into maturity. At the
age of 12 he wrote and sold a short
story, and staged two juvenile plays
before he was 15. For the first the-
atrical venture he not only wrote the
scenario and two songs which were
used, obtained the use of a vacant
livery stable, borrowed chairs from
an undertaker, painted the scenery,
got credit from a printer for hand-
bills and tickets, acted the leading
role—but he made a profit of four-
teen dollars as well.

* * *

The second time he became a pro-
ducer he rented a hall, paid for an
tdvertisement in a newspaper—and
^ost what he made the first time.
"Tried to expand too quickly," he
^•eminisces.

* * *

Virginia Bruce has been assigned
•o the feminine lead opposite Rich-
•ird Arlen and Jack Oakie in Para-
mount's "Sky Bride." She was bor-
rowed from M-G-M to whom she is

under contract.
* * *

Another writing name was added
to RKO-Radio Pictures' roster with
the signing of John Russell, noted
author, adventurer and globe-trotter.
He will work with Merian C. Cooper,
associate producer of mystery-adven-
ture films, in developing an adven-
ture-romance.

* « •

"The World and the Flesh" is an-
nounced as the title of the George
Bancroft starring picture in produc-

1

tion at the Paramount Hollywood
studios under the tentative title, "On
the Black Sea."

Roscoe Ates has stuttered his way
info a new RKO picture. The com-
edian was assigned a role in the
Helen Twelvetrees' untitled starring
vehicle now in production.

* * *

Alison Skipworth's first role as a
Paramount contract player will be
in "Sinners in the Sun," in support
of Chester Morris and Carole Lom-
bard.

* * »

Frances Dee will play the ingenue
lead in "Clara Deane," Paramount's
picture version of the Arthur M.
Brilant play in which Wynne Gibson
will enact the title role.

* *

Harry Sweet has been signed by
Paramount to work with Bert Kal-
mar, Harry Ruby and S. J. Perel-
man in creating comedy situations
for the Four Marx Brothers in their
next picture tentatively titled,

"Horse Feathers."
* * *

Reginald Barlow has been signed
for the role of Carole Lombard's
father in "Sinners in the Sun," it is

announced by Paramount.
* it if

Invincible Pictures Corp., of which
M. M. Cohen is president and George
R. Batcheller vice-president, is now
in production on the first of its se-

ries of six pictures to be released
by Chesterfield Motion Pictures
Corp., entitled "Deceit," featuring
Anthony Bushell, Sally Blane and
Jameson Thomas. Richard Thorpe
is directing, with production at Uni-
versal studios.

* * *

Louise Closser Hale has been as-
signed one of the leading parts in
"Sky Bride," the aviation film being
produced at Paramount under direc-
tion of Stephen Roberts.

* * *

Anna May Wong has been signed
for RKO-Radio Pictures' "Roar of
the Dragon," to be directed by Wes-
ley Ruggles with Richard Dix and
Irene Dunne featured . . . Adele
Rogers Hyland has been signed by
RKO-Radio Pictures to write an
original entitled "The Truth About
Hollywood" . . . "Symphony of Six
Million" and "Veneer" are in the
RKO-Radio Pictures' cutting rooms.

* * m

Frederick Ryter, who wrote the
Golden West Magazine story, "Fang
Branded." also has an important
part in. the picture adaptation of his
no^rel which is now shooting at
Monogram studios under the title of
"The Man From New Mexico." J. P.
McGowan is directing this western,
which stars Tom Tyler, with Caryl
TAncoln, Jack Richardson, Robert
Walker, Lewis Sarpent, Blackie
Whitford, Charles Whittaker, Wil-
liam Nolte (ind Lee Tinn in the cast.

ENGINEERS TO DISCUSS

Greater stress than ever before
will be placed on exhibitor problems

j

at the coming spring meeting of the
S. M. P. E. scheduled for Washing-

1

ton, May 9-12. Keynote of the ses-

j

sions will be: "How Can the M. P.;
Engineer Be of Greater Service to

Theater Managers in Overcoming

!

Their Problems?"
Problems confronting the indus-

try in regard to release prints and
theater operating practices will re-

ceive special consideration. Another
session will be devoted to photo-
graphic problems, according to 0.

M. Glunt, chairman of the papers
committee.

It is believed by the society that I

the poor quality of release prints has I

complicated the work of the projec-
tionist and has affected theater at-

tendance, and the papers committee!
plans to secure the best authorities'
in the industry to present papers on
this general subject. Leaders in

theater operation will also be ob-

tained to deliver papers before the

session on theater operating prac-
tices.

Memphis Houses Resume
Sunday Benefit Showsj

'

Memphis — All local suburban,
,

houses, includnig 13 white theaters
and three catering to colored patron-
age, will hold shows Sunday in aid

of the Mayor's relief program. The
differences which arose recently and
kept the houses closed last Sunday
have all been straightened out, ac-

cording to Charles A. McElravy of

the theater committee. Except foi

the salaries of projectionists, all re-

ceipts will go to the Mayor's fund.

8-Week Broadway Run _
Expected for Arliss

Following the first week's result,-

of George Arliss in "The Man Whc
Played God" at the Warner, the pic

ture is expected to hold at th(

Broadway house for about eigh

weeks on its two-a-day policy. Gros
for the opening week was $24,600

according to Warners.

"ALICE" FOR BOSTON ARTY
Boston — "Alice in Wonderland,'

Unique Foto Film release handle(

here by Leo Britton of New Enj;

land Film Corp., opens a first-rui

local showing Saturday at the Loev

Fine Arts Theater. Britton, jus

back from New York, also has ac

quired the Knute Rockne two-reelei

"The Man Everyone Knows," editei

by Jack Corbett.

Arliss Picks Mary Astor

Mary Astor has been selected by

George Arliss as leading woman in his

next starring picture, "A Successful

Calamity," which will go into produc-

tion soon at the Warner studios.
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Shortage of Shorts Seen as Next Dual Bill Result

KEISMANJESIGNS ASJNIVERSAL SAL[S HEAD

'OX Launching Production on Its 1932-33 Program '

irainger Goes West for

Confabs Prior to

Sales Meet
Following the arrival on the

jast of James R. Grainger, vice-

resident in charge of Fox distri-

ution, who leaves New York today,

reduction on Fox's 1932-33 pro-

ram of 48 features will get under
'ay, and it is expected to have six

r eight of the pictures finished in

me for showing at the annual Fox
\les convention to be held in New
fork. May 2-7. it is announced by

I

rainger.
Accounts sold in the current 52-

(Continued on Page 3)

FEATURES, 16 SHORTS

PLANNED BY GOLD SEAL

Seven features and 16 shorts are

lanned for release next season by
old Seal Productions, said O. A.
eters in New York yesterday, fol-

iwlng his arrival from the Coast,

his is an increase over the original

lans. Four of the titles of the fea-

ires, being produced at Metropoli-
iContinutd on Pagi 4)

Tinker Calls for Suggestions
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Addressing a meeting of Fox employees, President Edward R. Tinker
expressed optimism over the future of the industry, and invited suggestions from
the staff for the betterment of the company.

M-G-M May Release
Columnist Newsreel

Palmer Stilson Resigns
As Para. Traffic Mgr.

Palmer H. Stilson, traffic man-
ager of Paramount Publix for the

last 15 years, has resigned. An an-

nouncement of his future plans is

expected to be made shortly.

M-G-M is considering a releasing

deal on Louis Sobol's Screen Scoops,
new newsreel with intimate slants

on celebrities. Sobol, Broadway
columnist of "The Evening Journal,"

writes and speaks the descriptive

dialogue. He does not intend that
(.Continued on Page 3)

Warner Bros. Teddington Studios

To Make English -French Versions

^ew M-G-M Shorts Lineup

Same Size as Current List

M-G-M is expected to have ap-

:oximately 93 shorts on its 1932-

\ program, the total being the same
^ that for the current season. The

{.Continued on Page 3)

Legion of Honor Medal

Is Presented to Zukor

Adolph Zukor, who recently was made a

levalier of the Legion of Honor by the

cnch Government, yesterday was formally

esented with the decoration in his office

the Paramount Building. Henri Job, French

insul, made the presentation. Bestowal of

e high honor on the Paramount Publix presi-

nt was in recognition and appreciation of

s services in promoting cordial relations be-

een the film industries of the two countries.

Warner Bros, will make the 10

features scheduled for its Tedding-
ton, England, studio in English and
French, said Sam E. Morris upon
his return to New York yesterday

from Europe. Possibly a few will

'.e made in German, he stated. War-
ner foreign productions will be made

{Continued on Pao* 4)

Chas. Skouras Westbound
For Coast Circuit Post

St. Louis—Charles Skouras, as

first reported in The Film Daily
on Feb. 3, is leaving for Los An-
geles to assume operation duties

of Fox West Coast Theaters taken
over by Spyros and George Skouras.

L. J. Schlaifer Expected
To Take Over *U'

Distribution
Phil Reisman has resigned as gen-

eral sales manager of Universal
and negotiations were under way
yesterday toward buying up his
contract, The Film Daily learns.

L. J. Schlaifer, who is under-
stood to be assuming charge of sales

as part of his duties as general man-
ager, arrives in New York Wednes-
day from the Coast.

Schlaifer was born in Ovrick,
Russia, Dec. 15, 1891. He gained

(Continued on Page i)

MUSIC TAX AMENDMENT

SPONSORED BY SENATOR

A modification in the copyright
laws which would satisfactorily ad-
just the music tax problem has been
embodied in an amendment now in

the hands of a leading Senator, who
very likely will discuss it at the M.
P. T. 0. A. convention to be held
March 14-16 at the Mayflower Hotel,

(.Continued on Page 4)

Fear Shortage of Shorts Next
As Result of Dual Bill Policies

50 Fleischer Cartoons
On 1932-33 Para. List

Production of 50 cartoon shorts

for Paramount release in 1932-33 is

planned by Max Fleischer, his pro-

gram representing the same number
of subjects as provided for the cur-

rent season. He will make 25 Betty

Boops and 25 Song Cartoons, using

prominent personalities in the latter.

All will be single reel subjects.

Due to the unfavorable effect of

double-featuring on short subject

production, it is predicted in both

distributing and exhibitor circles that

a decided shortage of shorts will be

experienced later when the dual-

billing fad comes to an end. An
actual instance has already cropped

up in Philadelphia, where the recent

bannhig of double features by ex-

changes created a sudden call for

more short subjects and the mar-
ket was unable to meet the demand.

E. V. Richards Resumes
Neg'otiations With RKO

E. V. Richards, identified with
Publix and particularly concerned
with operation of the Saenger house
in the South, has resumed negotia-

tions with RKO on a deal which
would bring him to that organiza-

tion in an executive capacity in its

theater department. He is in New
York.

Buddy Rogers Causes

A Ripple in Congress

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Charles "Buddy" Rogers, as the

guest of Speaker John N. Garner, proved almost

as much of an attraction as the legislative

debate when he appeared in the spectators'

gallery during yesterday's session of Congress.

Rogers is appearing at the National theater.
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13 Atlanta Exhibitors
Convicted Over Blue Law
Atlanta—Renewal of warfare on

Sunday performances has come
with the conviction of 13 theater
managers on complaint of Mrs. J.

E. Andrews, chairman of the Wo-
men's Georgia Commission on Law
Enforcement, charging violation of

the city ordinance in giving Sunday
shows for charity.
Managers who were given a copy

of the charges were Roy G. Young-
blood of the Fox; E. E. Whitaker,
Keith's Georgia; L. Welford, Cap-
itol; G. T. Willy, Cameo; H. T.

Kimmel, Rialto; L. M. White,
Grand; T. L. Anderson, Tenth
Street; E. W. Hathcock, Palace; G.

T. Bailey, Royal; G. W. Gaston,
Madison; L. S. Batch, Alpha; John
Thompson, West End, and A. H.
Duran, Empire.
The case is being appealed and

the theaters plan to open again
Sunday.

RKO Palace Fire Damage
Repaired in Record Time
As a result of a record set by the

Kleigl, Peter Clark and other re-

pair forces in patching up the dam-
age caused by the backstage fire

Wednesday night, the RKO Palace
was able to reopen yesterday.

Several of the radio stations, in

addition to NBC, voluntarily made
announcements several times during
the day that the Palace would give
shows as usual.
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16 MM. PROJECTOR AT MEET
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—At the convention of

the National Education Ass'n which
starts tomorrow and runs until Feb.

25 at the Washington Auditorium,
the delegates will be given their

first opportunity to witness demon-
strations of the new RCA Victor
Photophone portable 16 mm. sound-
on-film reproducing equipment.

PARA. SIGNS PLAYER
Adrianne Allen, English actress

appearing in "Cynara" on Broad-
way, has been signed by Paramount
and will go to the coast at the con-

clusion of the play's run. She is the

wife of Raymond Massey, actor-di-

rector, signed by Universal.

$25,000 FIRE
Springfield, 111.—Damage of $25,-

000 was caused at the Fox Lincoln
by fire of undetermined origin. The-
ater will be closed pending repairs.
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SHEEHAN MAY GO ABROAD
San Francisco—To continue his

recuperation from a nervous break-
down, Winfield Sheehan will prob-
ably leave for Europe in about a
week, according to his physician. Dr.
Milton Lennon.

St. Louis Trade Union
Opposes Local Taxation

St. Louis—A resolution protesting
against the city's proposed special
taxes, including a levy on admis-
sions, was unanimously adopted by
the Central Trades and Labor Union.
While the bill is still pending, local

theaters are joining in two monster
benefits which are expected to raise
more than $12,000 for the relief

fund.

FINISH STORY FOR SONO ART
Michael L. Simmons and Joseph

K. Foster have just completed an
original newspaper story, "Scoop,"
for George W. Weeks. It will be
next on the schedule of Sono Art-
World Wide pictures. Casting be-
gins immediately.

$1,000 'FRISCO HOLDUP
San Francisco—The Fox theater

here recently was held up and rob-
bed of $1,000 by a lone gunman who
entered the treasurer's office, lined

up the three employees and took the
money from the open safe.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Balet

Powers CInaphonf Equipment Corporation

723-TTH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT •-•OCT

EXTEND CHEVALIER DATES
A third week has been added to

the concert engagement of Maurice
Chevalier at the Fulton. The Para-
mount star also will give an added
Sunday performance Feb. 28, after
which he returns to the coast.

U SIGNS AUTHOR
London—R. C. Sherriff, author of

"Journey's End," has been signed
by Universal and leaves shortly for
Hollywood to collaborate with James
Whale on a new picture.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

l-eb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wai
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

Feb. 21: Eighth Annual Memorial Service
of Jevpish Theatrical Guild of America,
Temple Rodeph Sholom, 83rd St. ana
Central Park West, New York, 3 P.M.

Feb. 22-24 : Convention of Monoeram Pic-
tures. Jung Hotel. New Orleans.

Feb. 27: Eighteenth anniversary dinner and
dance of Operators' Local 306, Hotel
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention of
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De-I
troit. I

March 10: A.M. P.A. luncheon to Independ-
ent producers and distributors, Sardi's.
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen.
tral Europe under auspices of Czecbu-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n andi
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton, D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7 : Fox Film sales convention, Ne»
York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of Internationa]
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall
Columbus, O.

JOE WOLF IN 'FRISCO
San Francisco—Joe Wolf has beer

transferred here from Los Angeles,
as manager of Atlas Pictures;

branch, succeeding Abe Markowitz

Watch
THE MAYFLOWER HOTEL

Washington, D. C,

March 14-15-16
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OX'S 1932-33 PROGRAM

[ING PLACED UNDER WAY

(Continued from Page 1)

eek period have exceeded all pre-

ous years, according to Grainger.

Convention sessions will be held

. the auditorium at the company's
jme offices. Headquarters will be

: the Park Central Hotel. Roger
erri is again in charge of the con-

'ntion arrangements. The sessions

ill open with an address by Presi-

jnt Tinker and will be held twice

lily, with screenings also sched-

ed.

Grainger expects to return to

ew York late in March.

I-G-M May Release
Columnist Newsreel
(Continued from Page 1)

s material will scoop his news-
iper column. Frank Seltzer, form-
•ly with "Warner Bros, and other

ajor companies, is producing the

el.

few M-G-M Shorts Lineup
ame Size as Current List

(Continued from Page 1)

)31-32 list provides 46 two reel

ibjects in six series and 47 single

;el subjects in five series. Fred
uimby, director of short subject

lies, will go to the Coast in about
iree weeks to work out the new
•ogram.

I Educational Shorts
On March Release List

Educational releases for March
ill include "Play Ball," Terry-
oon, March 6; "The Lost Race,"
omantic Journey, and "Hollywood
uck," Ideal comedy, March 13;
rhe Billboard Girl." Mack Bennett
eaturette with Bing Crosby; "Ye
Id Songs," Terry-Toon, and
Mother's Holiday," Cameo Comedy,
arch 20; "The Flirty Sleepwalk-
'," Sennett comedy, and "It's a

inch," Mermaid Comedy, March 27.

NBC EARNINGS RISE
Earnings of National Broadcast-
ig Co., derived principally from
irnishing facilities to backers of

idio programs, amounted to $29,-

)0,000 for the past year, an in-

•ease of $7,500,000 over 1930. Cli-

its in 1931 decreased to 231, against
)3 the previous year.

j
Big Fan Vote for "Best"

Minneapolis — Indicating the great
public interest, not only in pictures
but also in the selection of the year's
best films, more than 1,350 fans par-
ticipated in the "Best Pictures Contest"
held by Merle Potter, drama and screen
editor of the Minnsapolii Journal.
Prizes were awarded to those whose
selections of the year's ten best pic-
tures corresponded closest to Potter's
own list.

ALONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY 7n

NtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • AFTER HIS talk at the A.M.P.A. luncheon at Sardi's
Bert Lytell will be chalked up in the archives of the

club as a raconteur par excellence his yarn of "How They
Crowned Me King of the Raisins" is as good as "The Treasurer's
Report" few speakers at this historic banquet board
have ever garnered the gales of laughter this tale invoked
Bert could tour the country with it and establish his rep as

one of the nation's Real Humorists

• • • FOR SOME reason or other. Mister P. K. Thomajan
delivered an oration on The Labors of Harold Lloyd
in working out gags for his comedies passing over this

courteously and diplomatically we come to Carl Berger
one of Gene Buck's company on the trek to Malay to

get material for "Bring 'Em Back Alive" looks as if

the boys have come back with a real wild animal pix at

least the shots will be Authentic Sidney Howard, the

playwright, was there also as well as Mister Lytell's

inspiration Grace Menken there seemed to be

some doubt in the minds of the pressageys present as to who
employed Prexy Ed Finney so Ed graciously clarified

the matter by explaining at length that his employers were
United Artists oh, yes and Mister Goldwyn

• • • FOR A surprise Quick Recovery that feat

of the Palace in opening for a matinee performance right after

a three-alarm fire that raised havoc backstage speaks

volumes for the efficiency of the entire Arkayo organization

Messrs Rogers and Cook, however deserve the

lion's share of bows for the way they handled a tough
situation during the near-holocaust the whole town is

buzzing with the machine-like precision which emptied the the-

ater in four minutes 1,700 full capacity and NO
casualties a record that they can well be proud of

# # # CAN YA picture this a nice portrait of

George Washington on the cover of a current mag and
the name of the periodical emblazoned above it "The
American Hebrew!" now all the Joosh schoolteachers

in town will start bragging all over again about "the

Father of his Country"

• • • CAN YOU Remember? when the pix biz

gravitated around 14th Street and diamonds were the

chief topic of discussion as the boys gathered for the

daily luncheon in Luchows it was then known as the

Diamond Exchange it was there that J. E. Brulatour

lined up the foundation of his Success signing up all the

then existing companies to use Eastman film Laemmle
of Imp P. A. Powers, of Powers Pictures Mark
Dintenfass, of Champion Pictures Edwin C. Thanhouser

Charley Horsley of Nestor Films Kessel &
Bauman of Kay-Bee then, as now, Mister Brulatour stood

as the symbol of a generous and democratic gentleman

• • • AFTER LOOKING over a lotta these wisecracking

teams on stage and screen we can well understand how
they work as partners they're Half Wits

« « <i » » »

L

AS UNIVERSAL SALES CHIEF

(Continued from Page 1)

his schooling in Omaha and entered
the film business in 1914 as a sales-

man for Warner Features working
out of Calgary. Later he joined
United Film Service and in 1916
became a salesman for the "U"
exchange in New York. Afterward
he worked for Universal in Chicago
and then started a group of state
rights exchanges. Rejoining Uni-
versal he managed its Seattle ex-
change and was later connected
with the company's branches at
Spokane and Portland. In 1926 he
became Western division manager,
resigning in June, 1927, to become
identified with United Artists. He
served as district manager with that
company until a few months ago.

12 Warner-F. N. Films
Set on Release List

Eight Warner and four First Na-
tional features have been set for
release between now and April 30.
Pictures and release dates are:

Feb. 6, "The Hatchet Man," star-
ring Edward G. Robinson and Lo-
retta Young; Feb. 20, George Ar-
liss in "The Man Who Played God";
Feb. 27, "Fireman, Save My Child,"
starring Joe E. Brown and Evalyn
Knapp and Lilian Bond; March 5,

"The Expert," by Edna Ferber. star-

ring Chic 3ale and Dickie Moore;
March 12, "Play Girl," with Loretta
Young and Winnie Lightner; March
26, "Heart of New York," the Smith
and Dale comedy previously an-
nounce for release April 9; March
26, "Alias the Doctor," starring
Richard Barthelmess; April 2, "It's

Tough to be Famous," starring
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.; April 9,

"Beauty and the Boss," starring
Marian Marsh and Warren William;
April 16, "The Crowd Roars," star-

ring James Cagney and Joan Blon-
dell; April 23, Kay Francis in "A
Dangerous Brunette," April 30,

Barbara Stanwyck in "So Big," by
Edna Ferber.

^M^^ s^*^&.^^§

MANY HAPPY RETURNS.

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Feb. 19
John C. Adolfi Bob Fleming

Arche Mayers Dorothy Janii

Earl Stockdale
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MUSIC TAX AMENDMENT

SPONSORED BY SENATOR

(Continued frcmt Paqe 1)

Washington, it was stated at the or-

ganization's headquarters yesterday.

One of the contentions is that the

recording fee for music in theaters,

now being principally produced in a

mechanical way through the films,

implies the right to reproduce. It_ is

held that if a recording fee is

charged it need not in any way
be paid until such time at it is

reproduced in the theater, the

argument being that the music
was not recorded until such time as

it is made public on the Screen.

Therefore it is arranged to amend
the Bill carrying with it the right of

reproduction. If this contention is

made to hold in Congress and later

on in the Courts, it will relieve The-
ater Owners from the pa3mient of

any music seat tax that can be
cared for in the recording fee.

Score and Service Charges in an-
other contentious problem, in which
discussion will be led by Jack Miller

of Chicago, head of the Chicago Ex-
hibitors Association and a national
director of the M.P.T.O.A.

Personality and human touch in

theater management will be dis-

cussed by Jay Emanuel of Philadel-

phia. '
i

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
\By RALPH WILKl

ACQUIRE COLUMBUS HOUSE
Columbus, 0. — Harry Schwartz

and A. J. Cooper of Youngstown
have taken a lease on the Hartman,
local legitimate house for 20 years
and will install sound equipment.
The lease for 20 years becomes ef-

fective May 1. Schwartz and Cooper
also operate 10 other houses.

COMING & GOING

PRESTON EATON left yesterday for
Paramount's West Coast studios.

ROBERT T. KANE sails Tuesday on the
Berengaria.

MAX FLEI.SCHER leaves New York
tomorrow for a vacation in Florida.

ARTHUR LOEW sails for Europe on Fri-
day of next week.
JESSE J. (;OI,DBURG is flying from the

coast to New York to close deals on the
Goldburg-Barsky product.
O. A PETERS of Gold Seal Productions

is in New York from the coast.
SAM KATZ and bis secretary, Roy Fur-

man, return to New York on Tuesday from
Florida.

G. K. RUDULPH of RCA Photophone
leaves today for WashinRton, where the RCA
Victor Photophone 16 mm. portable projec-
tor will be demonstrated at the National
Education Ass'n convention.
HECTOR TURNBULL. associate produc

er at Paramount's New York studio, and
BERTHOLD VIERTEL, director, have left
New York for Hollywood.
JAMES DUNN, after a two months'

absence from the Fox studios, leaves on the
Century today for the coast to start work
in "Little Teacher."
CHARLES McCarthy of Paramount

Pulilix leaves tomorrow for the coastEDWARD R. TINKER, Fox president,
is due back in New York from Hollywood
about the middle of next week.
BOGART ROGERS, writer, leaves for the

coast tomorrow.

J. ROBERT RUBIN of M-G-M is leaving
this weekend for Hollywood.

HOLLYWOOD
CAMSON RAPHAELSON, Para-

mount scenarist, has written a

new ending for "One Hour With
You," which stars Maurice Cheval-

ier. He has also written an untitled

play, which is scheduled for Broad-

way. It is understood that Helen
Hayes or Ruth Gordon will play the

leading role.
* * *

William Dietz has completed the

photography on "Border Devils,"

starring Harry Carey. The picture

was directed by William Nigh and
rhany of the exteriors were shot

near Palm Springs.
* » •

"State's Attorney," starring John
Barrymore, is scheduled for produc-
tion at RKO this week, according
to announcement by David 0. Selz-

nick. The film will be directed by
Rowland Brown under the supervi-

sion of James K. McGuinness, asso-

ciate producer. Helen Twelvetrees is

to appear with Barrymore. Others
cast so far are Jill Esmond and Os-
car Apfel. Irving Pichel will direct

the dialogue and play an important
role. The story is an original by
Louis Stevens, adapted and dia-

logued by Gene Fowler.
4> * *

Title of the second Educational-
Vanity comedy, starring Harry Bar-
ris, has been changed from "Wed-
ding Night" to "He's a Honey."
Preparations are now under way for
a third comedy which Al Christie
is producing with Barris, who is due
east the early part of next month
to fulfill an NBC radio contract on
a national hookup.

« * >»

Production began this week on
"Limpy," Jackie Cooper's new star-

ring picture for M-G-M, under di-

rection of Harry Pollard. In the
supporting cast are Charles "Chic"
Sale, Dorothy Peterson, Helen Par-
rish, Andy Shuford and Gus Leon-
ard.

« * *

George Cukor, and not Ernst Lu-
bitsch as inadvertently reported, di-

rected the Maurice Chevalier
picture, "One Hour With You."
Lubitsch supervised this Paramount
production, which was enthusiasti-

cally hailed at its first showing here.
« * *

The leading masculine role in

"Miss Pinkerton of Scotland Yard,"
in which Joan Blondell will be star-

red by Warner Bros., is to be played
by Norman Foster. Hardie Albright,
previously assigned to this part, unit

instead plxiy a prominent role in

George Arliss's next starring pic-

ture, "A Successful Calamity," based
on the stage play by Clare Kummer.

* *

Thornton Freeland will direct

Warners' forthcoming production of
"Week End Marriage," adapted
from the novel by Faith Baldwin.
Loretta Young and David Manners
will probably play the two leading
roles.

* * *

The latest addition to the cast of

"The Tenderfoot," First National's
new Joe E. Brown picture, is John
Sheehan, well known on the Broad-
way stage. As already announced.
Ginger Rogers will have the leading
feminine role, and among other
members of the cast are Lew Cody
and Vivian Oakland. Ray Enright
will direct.

« * *

The seventh production to be
started at Universal City since Feb.
1 will get under way by Friday or
Saturday at the latest. It is "Radio
Patrol" by Allan Rivkin and P. J.

Wolfson. Already Mae Clarke, Rus-
sell Hopton and Andy Devine have
been cast.

rt m *

With the assignment of Frank
McHugh, James Durkin, Walter
Percival and Hank Mann to "The
Tinsel Girl," now in production at
First National, the cast of this pic-

ture is complete.
* * *

Frances Dee will be James Cag-
ney's leading woman in "The Main
Event," Warner Bros, announce.
Virginia Bruce and Dickie Moore
will also have prominent roles.

CITES WARNER OFFICIALS
St. Louis—Circuit Judge Nortoni

has ordered H. M. Warner, Abel
Cary Thomas, Sam Carlisle, Fred
J. Laurent and Ben Steerman, officials

of Warner Bros. Pictures, to appear
Feb. 25 and show cause why they
should not be punished for contempt
of court for their alleged refusal to
turn over certain assets and records
to the receiver of Skouras Bros. En-
terprises. Warner Bros, own 93
per cent of the stock of the St. Louis
concern.

HARRY GOLDSTEIN AT HELM
Boston—Harry H. Goldstein, for-

mer district manager for the New
England Theaters Operating Co., is

manager of the Franklin, which re-
opens tonight.

POPULARITY GROWS
Class A playing time already re-

ceived for "Fireman, Save My Child,"

starring Joe E. Brown, is 78 per cent

ahead of Brown's former picture,

"Local Boy Makes Good," according

to Warner Bros. Another star whose
growing popularity is reflected in

greater Class A bookings is James
Cagney.

"FILE 113" FOR SKOURAS
"File 113," the M. H. Hoffman

production being distributed here by
Jack Bellman's Hollywood Pictures
Corp., has been booked to play all
the Skouras Class A houses in the
metropolitan area.

ATWARNER BRITISH PLAN]

{Continued from Page 1)

exclusively at the Teddington stu-

dio, said Morris.
The Warner executive visited

England, Germany, France, Noi-'

way, Denmark, Sweden and other

countries, examining film industry
conditions. He found business in

England showing an improvement.
Morris resumes charge of distri-

bution for Warners and First Na-
tional, this post having been handled
by Major Albert Warner, since Ed-
ward Alperson's resignation and
pending Morris' return.

7 Features, 16 Shorts
Planned by Gold Seal
(.Continued from Page 1)

tan studios, are: "Ave Maria," "Tes
Coyers," "What Goes Up," by Wil-
liam Couch, and "Malaya."
Twelve of the shorts will be made

with all-children acts and in two-
reel lengths. The Gold Seal short
program includes four Nick Harris
shorts. Each subject will be released
in four reels, the plan being for a

theater to play the first installment
of two reels one week and the sec-

ond installment, embracing the ex-

pose, the next week.

"EXPLORERS" ON ROAD
"Explorers of the World," Raspin

Production's adventure and animal
picture, opens at the RKO Victory,

Providence, Feb. 25; the Colonial,

Richmond, Va., Feb. 26; the Metro-
politan, Washington, March 25; and
the Cameo, New York, following th«

current offering.

BI-CENTENNIAL BOOKLETS
Booklets dealing with the lives oi

Presidents, tieing in with the Wash-
ington Bi-Centennial, are to be dis-

tributed free by theaters affiliated

with the Allied M. P. T. O. of New
Jersey. Each house will handle ^
000 pamphlets.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Amusement Securities Corp., constructii

Krealberg, Fitzsimmons & Parkin. 342 M4
ison Ave. $100,000.

Norman Pierce, theatrical business; M
Berman, 475 Fifth Ave. $1,000.

Commonwealth Neon Corp., tube displ
signs; R. P. Weill, 36 West 44th St. I

shares common.
Fox Radio and Television Co. ; B.

Brody, 261 Broadway. 200 shares comm
New York and Westchester Amusem(

Co. ; D. S. Talley, 41 East 42nd St. $S,0(|

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Radio Productions Corp., New York,

eral broadcasting, recording, transmitti:

United States Corp. $300,000; 6,000 shai

common.

NAME CHANGES—NEW YORK
Erpi Pictures, Manhattan, to Erpi Pie

tures Consultants.

lari
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B. 1. P. Cutting 1932-33 Program from 40 to 25

H. B. FRANKLIN MAY OPEME RKO HOUSETIN WEST

More Advance Preparation Urged by Sidney Howard
Sees Big Economies by

Adoption of Better
Methods

Tremendous economies could be
effected in production costs if

scripts were thoroughly prepared in

advance of camera work and direc-

tors refrained from overshooting on

a large scale, declared Sidney How-
ard in an interview yesterday. Lack
of organization on the part of di-

rectors is an important production

flaw, in the opinion of Howard, who
is now adapting "The Brothers Ka-
ramazov" for Samuel Goldwyn as

a Ronald Colman vehicle.

Directors haven't learned the dif-

ference between a silent and a
iConiinued on Page 9)

STANLEY W. HATCH QUITS

EDUCATIONAL SALES POST

Stanley W. Hatch, general sales

manager of Educational for the last

three years, resigned yesterday
(Friday). Before joining Educa-
tional, Hatch was with First Na-
tional for nine years, including six

years as head of the franchise de-

partment and three years as west-

ern sales manager.

John F. Barry Resigns
Publix Personnel Post

John F. Barry, director of per-

sonnel for Publix, is leaving after

lumerous years' association with
;hat company. He has also been
n charge of the Publix managers'
school.

"Shanghai Express" Sets

3-Year Record at Rialto

Paramount's "Shanghai Express," starring Mar-
ene Dietrich, gave the Rialto its best opening
n three years, the management announced yes-
erday. The house record was set by Gloria
Iwanson in "The Trespasser."

Eskimo Feature to Get Major Release
Wesi Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Two major companies are negotiating for "Igloo," five-reel adventure
film dealing with a tribe of Eskimos in the Arctic Circle, produced by Edward Small

with Ewing Scott as director. Walrus and Polar bear hunts on pack ice are among
the thrills in the picture, which also contains a romance. Val Burton has written

the musical score, and a narrator will be used.

8 Features Starting This Month

At Warner-First National Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In addition to five

pictures now in work. Warner-First
National this month is launching
eight new productions calling for

283 speaking parts to be cast, and
believed to be the biggest month's

(Continued on Page 12)

No Paper Monday
Owing to the holiday,

Washington's Birthday, there

will be no issue of THE FILM
DAILY on Monday, Feb. 22.

Fewer and Better Pictures

Is B. I. P. Plan, Says Dent

Kentucky Censor Bill

Reported Unfavorably
Lexington, Ky. — The measure

calling for state censorship has been

reported unfavorably by the com-
mittee. Another bill, asking a 10

per cent tax on admissions, is still

under consideration.

B.I.P.'s production schedule for

1932-33 has been set as 25 features,

which is 15 less than the company
made last year, Arthur Dent, vice-

president of B.I.P., told Film Dailk
yesterday. Dent who arrived from
London on Thursday said that the

number of pictures to be sent to
(Continued on Page 9)

Movies In Public Welfare
—acknowledging the necessity of films

— By DON CARLE GILLETTE ;iiii^i^=

IN THE New York state legislature at Albany there is now pending a most interesting

bill, sponsored by Assemblyman Gates, having to do with motion pictures.

It is designated as "An Act to amend the village law, in relation to the operation

of moving pictures to promote the general commercial and industrial welfare of the

village
"

"Moral, spiritual and psychological welfare" also could have been added without

stretching any points. ...... »l » .l.,.

The measure proposes taxation, "levied and collected m the same manner that other

village taxes are assessed," in order to provide for the moving pictures to be shown

free to the public. . . . _ l- i

In other words, the sponsors of the bill consider motion picture shows so essential

(.Continued on Page 2)

Deal for Handling of the

Orpheum Theaters in

Negotiation
Provided negotiations now under

way reach a successful conclusion,

Harold B. Franklin will join
RKO to operate its houses west of

Chicago. The group which will come
under his supervision was formerly
in the old Orpheum circuit and in-

cludes RKO theaters in the Chica-

go territory. Deal is now under
way in New York.

PHILLY EXHIBITOR ONIT

EXPECTED TO JOIN MPTOil

Philadelphia — Although the M.
P.T.O. board of directors referred

the matter to a general meeting set

for Feb. 26, indications are that the

organization will affiliate with the

M.P.T.O.A. instead of Allied. The
matter was discussed at a tempes-
tuous meeting yesterday afternoon.

Yamins Again Heads
Mass. Exhibitor Unit

Boston—Nathan Yamins of Fall

River has been re-elected president

of the Independent M.P.T.O. of New
England. Other officers chosen are:

Max L. Levenson, first vice-presi-

dent; W. B. Littlefield. second vice-

president; E. H. Horstmann, secre-

tary; E. H. Stoneman, treasurer;

George M. A. Fecke, business man-
ager; Edward Ansin. Julius Jolson,

A. M. Graves, Ralph Snider, Frank
Lydon, Philip Smith, W. H. Mc-
Laughlin, Carl Myshrall, E. M.
Loew, Wm. A. Viano, executive com-
mittee.

"Prestige" Pulled
After Second Day

Binghamton, N. Y. — The Strand pulled

"Prestige," RKO Pathe picture, after two days

of its run at the Strand. The feature had

been set in for four days.
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Movies In Public Welfare
—acknowledging the necessity of films

^{Continued from Page 1) ,

to general commercial and industrial welfare that they deem it justifiable to provide

them at public cost.

Now switch your telescope to Washington.

There you have a Secretary of the Treasury and a House Ways and Means Com-

mittee seeking to slap a tax on something which the Albany solons desire to make

available to the public at large without any charge at all.

The purpose of the 10 per cent Federal admission tax is solely because the Gov-

ernment needs money and doesn't care where it comes from.

The motivation for the Albany bill is GENERAL COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

WELFARE.

What the foregoing contradiction brings up, among other things, is to what extent

the country would be harmed by burdening a commodity which has been officially rec-

oznized as a necessity for public welfare.

At any rate, the case affords a sound argument against the proposed Federal

taxation.

It is up to the opposition forces to make the most of it.

4% 47A + Vi

954 10 + a

3'A 354 + 'A

H
2/2
2

60

%

2'/i + Vi

254 + Vi

60

Break Record in Bringing
Reels from War Zone

By flying from San Francisco to

New York, Majors James Doolittle

and John R. MacReady brought in

for Paramount the first pictures of

the Japanese attack on Shanghai.
Incidentally, the flyers broke the air-

plane speed record from Cheyenne
to New York. The Paramount
newsreel consignment was received
in New York close to midnight on
Thursday, and after all night work
by Paramount employees, the pic-

tures were being shown in Broad-
way houses Friday morning. The
films were so extraordinary that
the Associated Press used eight
clips from them in preference to

their own newspaper stills which
also were brought to New York by
Doolittle.

Loew 6s 41ww 865^ 8654 8654 + 1

Paramount 6s 47.. S3 S3 53
Par. 554s50 5054 49^4 50
Pathe 7s37 8054 7954 8054 -|- 54

HENRY W. PETERS ON TRIP
Henry W. Peters, studio represen-

tative of Walt Disney, is making a

tour of exchanges on his way to the

Coast.

*,v vV«V«W««V*V«V«V*W*«V««'••/•
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Plan Double Premiere
For *One Hour With You'
Paramount plans to open "One

Hour With You," Maurice Cheva-
lier-Ernst Lubitsch picture, simul-
taneously at the Rivoli and Rialto
on Wednesday night, March 17.

Premieres will be on a reserved seat
basis.

Shorts Producer Wants

Travelogues & Interesting Silent

Reels; no dupes. Write or phone

James F. Clemenger
220 E. 38th St. MUrray Hill 2-1155

BIG 4's

''MURDER AT DAWN"
Now Playing

FIRST RUNS!

Czechoslovakian Quota
Denied by F. L. Herron

Establishment of a 5-to-l quota

in Czechoslovakia, reported from

Prague several days ago, is denied

by Major F. L. Herron, who handles

foreign matters for the Hays Or-
ganization. No such law has even
been under consideration, says
Herron.

AFTER "MAYOR HARDING"
Paramount is dickering for screen

rights to "Mayor Harding of New
York," best seller.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Eighth Annual Memorial Service
of Jewish Theatrical Guild of America,
Temple Rodeph Sholom, 83rd St. ana
Central Park West, New York, 3 P.M.

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monoeram Pic-
tures, June Hotel. New Orleans.

Feb. 27: Eighteenth anniversary dinner and
dance of Operators' Local 306, Hotel
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention of

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De-
troit, r

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ-
ent producers and distributors, Sardi'i,

12:45 P. M.
March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-

tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, WaiUnf-
ton, D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance. True Sister's Club House.
New York.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In- i

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis. Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention, New
York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society

of M. P. Engineers, Washington.
June 6-9 : Annual convention of International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall,

Columbus, O.

CAPITOL HANDLING IT
"Ein Walzer vom Strauss," the I

German operetta now running at the

Little Carnegie, is being distributed

by Capitol Film Exchange.

/-
=^ \Why \¥g Serve

Consolidated Film Laboratories
^ f

Real service is the foundation of success. Consoli-

dated—in building its enterprise to its present huge
proportions— set a standard for quality and service

that has enabled it to meet and overcome competi-

tive conditions laid down by exacting clients. In

passing along some of its burdens of management.
Consolidated demands the same standard of scrupu-

lous service that it maintains itself.
'

It is gratifying to us, therefore, that we were
chosen by Consolidated to safeguard its important
insurable interests. Only an experienced organiza-

tion that understood its insurance objectives—and
knew how to go about securing them at low cost

—

could have continued to serve Consolidated suc-

cessfully year after year.

We can also serve you successfully.

Stebbiiis, Letermaii & Gates, Inc.
mVISlOX OF MOTIOIV PICTURE II^n»USTRIES

New York Los Angeles San Francisco

London, England
Portland, Ore.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

Bv RALPH WILKl

HOLLYWOOD
AGNES CHRISTINE JOHNSON,

scenarist of Mary Pickford's si-

lent screen production of "Daddy
Long Legs," is now on the writing

staff at the Paramount studios.

Edward Childs Carpenter has

been signed by M-G-M to write

original stories for the screen. Car-
penter has written both plays and
novels, his outstanding stage suc-

cesses including "The Bachelor
Father" and "The Cinderella Man."

Pat O'Brien has won the leading
role opposite Wynne Gibson in

"Clara Deane," Paramount's picture

version of the Arthur M. Briiant
play. Filming is scheduled to start

next week under direction of Louis
Gasnier and Max Marcin.

Lee Tracy, well-known Broadway
player who is currently at work for
First National in "The Tinsel Girl,"

shortly to be completed, has been
signed for another role to follow at
the same studios. He will play an
important part in support of Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., when the latter be-

gins work on his next starring ve-
hicle, "Love Is a Racket," adapted
from the recent novel of Rian James.

Douglas Fairbanks as "Crusoe"
Douglas Fairbanks will portray a modern "Robinson Crusoe" in the picture he is to

make in the South Seas, it was announced following his departure on Thursday. How-
ever, he will have more company than the "Friday" of fiction fame, since William
Farnum, heavy, and Lupita Tovar, leading woman, are in the party that sailed. Tom
Ceraghty, author of the story for Fairbanks, also is a member of the party. Joseph
M. Schenck's yacht, the Invader, wil meet the company in Tahiti and provide real

modern facilities and conveniences for the 1932 "Crusoe."

One of the principal roles in
George Arliss's next picture f-or

Warner Bros., "A SucessfuL Calam-
ity" will be played by David Tor-
rence.

Leslie Fenton, a leading dramatic
juvenile of stage and screen, has
oeen signed by Paramount tor a
leading part with Talluiah Bank-
aead in iier next starring picture,
Thunder Below." Kichard Wallace

is directing the film, which J osephine
ijovett and Sidney Buchman have
ddapted from ihomas Kourke's
aovel.

* « *

Warren Hymer has been assigned
d prominent role in "Love is a
dacket," which will be Douglas
.^' airbanks, Jr.'s, next starring pic-

ture for First National.

John Cromwell will direct with
Ernest B. Schoedsack the Para-
mount film version of "The Lives of
a Bengal Lancer." The script for
the story, which will feature CHve
Brook and Phillips Holmes, is being
prepared by Albert Shelby LeVino
and Sidney Buchman, with Samuel
Hoffenstein doing the dialogue.

"Play Girl," the new Warner
comedy in which Loretta Young and
Winnie Lightner are co-featured, has
been edited and cut and will be pre-
viewed on the Coast early next
week.

Walter Byron, stage and screen
actor, will play one of the leading
roles in "Sinners in the Sun," film
version of the Mildred Cram maga-
zine story, "The Beachcomber,"
being produced at Paramount under
direction of William C. de Mille.

Estabrook As Novelist

Howard Estabrook, Radio Pictures
scenarist who won the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences' award
for his work on "Cimarron," will turn
novelist this year. He will novelize "The
March of a Nation," which RKO is to
produce this summer, arranging his 12-
hour-a-day working schedule so that it

will fit in with his other duties.

Tut Mace, who recently played
the feminine lead in "Nine Clock
Girl" at the Music Box, Los Angeles,
aas been signed by E. H. Allen for a
featured roie in the new Hollywood
Girl comedy which is going into pro-
duction at the Educational studios.
v' irginia Brooks and Rita Flynn will
once more appear as two of the
•three girls." Ted Shea will essay
the male lead, while Fern Emmett
will play an important character
role. William Goodrich will direct.

* « *

Shooting has been completed on
Bono Art-World Wide's new melo-
drama, a Fanchon Royer production
titled "Her Lover's Brother." It fea-
tures the "Trader Horn" team of
Duncan Renaldo and Edwina Booth.
The cast also includes Joseph W.
Girard, Dot Farley and Manuel
Paris. Wallace Fox directed.

* « «

C. Jerome Horwin and Allen Riv-
kin, Universal writers, have written
"0-Kay, New York," a musical com-
edy which deals with radio broad-
casting studios. The comedy has
been accepted by New York pro-
ducers and an unannounced radio
personality will play the leading
role. Sam Coslow has written the
music and lyrics for the production.

• * *

Donald Ogden Stewart has been
signed by M-G-M to write originals.

• « «

Our Passing Show: Arthur M.
Briiant spraining his ankle playing
handball; Cary Grant taking his
daily drink of lemonade; Arthur

Pierson at "Merry Wives of Vienna,"
at the Filmarte.

* * *

Groucho Marx says he went on
the stage in the days when the cor-
netists wore derbies, instead of

blowing into them.
* * *

Twelve years ago, Stephen Rob-
erts was proprietor, cashier, chief
stunt man and head mechanic of a
flying circus, and now is directing
"Sky Bride," the story of one,

* * *

According to Harry Hervey, who
wrote "Shanghai Express," Chinese
theater managers go before audi-
ences at the start of each perform-
ance and explain what a Iqss is and
what it means in the film. Chinese
do not kiss, so you can't expect the
Chinese and Japs to kiss and
make-up.

* * «

Bernard Schubert, playwright and
scenarist, who is an RKO-Radio
staff writer, is the author of an orig-
inal, "Homecoming," which will be
made by James Cruze Productions.
He also wrote the adaptation and
dialogue for "Symphony of Six Mil-
lion," which is being made by RKO-
Radio.

* « «

Robert Bennett will play the role

of Tommy in "Lena Rivers," for
Tiffany. He recently completed a
role in "The Mouthpiece" at Warner
Bros.

* « «

Al Martin is writing the dialogue
for an untitled story, which willthis week,

serve as a starring vehicle for Tom
Mix.

* * *

More Passing Show: Herman
Robbins of National Screen Service
visiting the Radio studios; Bela Lu-
gosi trying to buy a copy of "The
Iron Age."

* * *

Sam Bischoff, in charge of Tiffany
production, announces the signing of
six players, leaving two more prin-
cipals yet to be selected for "Lena
Rivers," which is based on the novel
by Mary J. Holmes and now in pro-
duction at the Tiffany studios. Char-
lotie Henry has been selected for
the title role. Others are Morgan
Galloway, Beryl Mercer, Joyce
Compton, Betty Blythe and Russell
Simpson. Stvxirt Anthony and War-
ren B. Duff collaborated on the
screen adaptation of the famous old
novel.

* *

Frank Rice and Hooper Atchley
have been assigned roles in Para-
mount's air adventure film, "Sky
Bride," now in production with
Richard Arlen, Jack Oakie and Vir-
ginia Bruce enacting the leading
roles under direction of Stephen
Roberts.

* * *

Luke Cosgrave, veteran of screen
and stage, has returned to the fara-
mount Hollywood studios, where he
made his film debut in "The Covered
Wagon," to enact an important rolt

in the Chester Morris-Carole Lom-
bard picture, "Sinners in the Sun."

* * *

Dudley Nichols is completing the
script for the RKO-Radio Pictures'
mystery shocker, "The Beast," tak-
ing up the story where the late

Edgar Wallace left off. Technical
shots are already being made at the
studios and principals will be picked

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse*
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$.^.59 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Lookfor the "Doomxay ofHoipitalily"

-VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
. By HARRY N. BLAIR i

PDGAR GEORGE ULMER, now in

charge of production for Peer-

less, of which Adolph Pollak is presi-

dent, has served in various studio

capacities in recent years, principally

as art director. Peerless is plan-

ning to make its next picture in the

East.
•

Audio Cinema is now known as

Eastern Service Studios, Inc.
•

Ben Blake, while directing exteri-

ors for "Madison Square Garden,"
I Charles Rogers production, is mak-
ing his headquarters at the Royal
studio in Grantwood, N. J. Frank
Zucker is acting as chief camera-
man.

•

"Harlem's Holiday" is the

title of the negro feature now
in production here with Bill

Robinson starred. Charles
Levine is acting as chief camera-
man.

•

Harry Langdon and his associates

are highly enthusiastic over the com-
edy which they just completed at

the Royal studios with Langdon di-

recting as well as playing the prin-

cipal role. It's called "Show Goat"
and is said to be crammed full of

the comedy touches which helped

to put Langdon in the ace comedian
class.

Ruth Roland, preparing to

make some musical shorts in be-

tween personal appearances
here, has a calico dog covered

unth autographs of the great

and near-great. She carries it

along as a mascot.

Terrytoons has a new home now,
located at 203 West 146th Street, in

the heart of Harlem.
•

Santa Biando, lyric soprano of the

Metropolitan Opera, will have the

leading role in Thalia Productions'

next feature. Both Italian and Eng-
lish versions will be made. Cast is

now in rehearsal and starting date

is set for March 1. Eugene Roder
will direct, with Alfred Gondolfi as

head cameraman.

Among the various players

now prominent whose profes-

sional career was started by
Stuart Walker are Charles Star-

rett, Harry Ellerbee, Fred Stew-
art, Gertrude Michael, Will

Geer and Beulah Bondi.

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

ISTANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Columnists in 20 One-Reelers
William Rowland is planning a series of 20 single reel novelties In which Nick

Kenny, radi* columnist, and Ed. Sullivan, Broadway columnist, will be featured. In

those in which Kenny appears he will interview famous radio personalities and drama-
tize the most thrilling moment in their lives. Sullivan will do the same with stage

and screen names. Idea is now a popular air feature.

Jack Haley has completed his third

two-reel comedy for Warner-Vita-

phone. The title is "Absent-Minded
Abner," with story by Herman Ruby
and Ben Ryan, and Alf Goulding di-

recting. Olive Shea, Hugh Cameron
and Valerie Bergere head a cast of

100 players.

Alice Joy, known as the "radio

dream girl," and Arty Dunn and
Les Reis, radio comics, have been

engaged by Max Fleischer to record

two Screen Songs for Paramount.
•

The next issue of Vitaphone's Ted
Husing "Sport Slants" will contain

a complete film record of the recent

Winter Sports Olympic Games held

at Lake Placid.

Lester Scharff, former actor

and director, offered job as radio

announcer with Station WOR
one week after plajiing a similar

role in Marjorie Beebe's Vita-

phone short.

Sight and Sound studios have

completed "Amor In Montagna," or

"Love In the Mountains," an all-

Italian feature, for Alta Phonofilm

Corp. Technical direction was by

Raymond B. Lewis with Walter and

Lester Lang in charge of camera

work, Harry "Buck" Jones on sound

and Bert Tuey on make-up.
•

"Old China" may mean dis-

carded crockery to some people

but to James F. Clemenger, who
has just finished adding voice

and music to a one-reeler under

that title, it's a most timely

short on the Orient, which ia

now so much in the public eye.

•

Joe Boyle is acting as production

manager on the Harry Langdon

comedy with George Weber as chief

cameraman, Percy Glenn on sound;

Walter Keller, art director; Dan
Doran, props; Kitty Wilkenmg,

wardrobe and props; Alice Hunter,

script. David Thursby is assistant-

ing Langdon on the directing.

•

Sight and Sound recently com-

pleted the synchronization on

"Damaged Souls" for Public

Welfare Pictures. Now in pro-

duction at the same studio is

"Parigi Affascina," or "Parts

Fascinates," an Italian talkie,

which T. R. Malano is directing

for Excelsior Talkfilms, Inc.

S. L. Sidney of Cameramen's
Local No. 644 is leaving this week
to assist Roy Fenwick on a series of
shorts to be made at various points
in New England.

Ernest Lubitsch payed a brief
return visit to the Paramount New
York studio on Thursday to shoot
an added scene for "One Hour With
You," his latest picture. Maurice
Chevalier and Jeanette MacDonald
took part in the scene which repre-
sented a section of milady's boudoir^

Paramount Notes: Adolph
Zukor playing one of his in-

frequent visits to the New York
studio the occasion being lunch-
eon with Ernst Lubitsch and
Maurice Chevalier. .. .George
Folsey, chief cameraman, dou-
bling between the Lubitsch and

"Sensation" sets .... Ernest
Zatorsky, monitoring on the
Lubitsch set.

The fifth of the series of Vita-
phone shorts in which Mr, and Mrs.
Jack Norworth are starring is now
in production at the Warner studio.
The story bears the title of "The
Naggers Go Ritzy" and is the work
of Glen Lambert and Herman Ruby.
Alf Goulding is directing with cam-
era work in charge of Ed DuPar.

•

A. Seymour Brown has been added
to the staff of writers at the War-
ner Vitaphone studio by Sam Sax,
production chief. Besides being ex-
perienced as a comedy writer for
Harold Lloyd, Brown is both a play-
wright and song writer. His play
"Adrienne," enjoyed a year's run at
the George M. Cohan theater. Prior
to joining Vitaphone he was asso-
ciated for six years with Jones and
Green, producers of the "Green-
wich Village Follies" stage reviews.

•

Hugo Maienthau is planning to

produce a series of six two-reelers
in the East, featuring Uncle Don of
radio fame.

-^...p«—
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Theater EQUIPMENT Stwdio

A. C. llMPLIflER MARKETED

BY PACIEICRE8EARCH LAB.

Los Angeles—A complete all-A. C.

operated theater amplifier for sound-

on-film reproduction, known as the

type 9-AC Sound System, designed

to meet the requirements of theaters

having a capacity up to 1,200 seats,

has been brought out by the Pacific

Research Laboratories of this city.

The new unit, it is declared, is a

complete and self-contained power

supply and high-gain amplifier der

signed especially for sound-on-film

reproduction and constitutes the en-

tire electrical apparatus necessary

between the P. E. cells and the stage

horns. ,, ^v
Being comparatively small, the

unit can be placed between two pro-

jection machines, connections to the

P. E. cells, exciter lamps, horns and

A. C. line being brought to a marked

terminal strip through knockouts

provided in the sides and bottom of

the cabinet. In addition to suppl37^

ing the current for the P. E. cells,

the unit is equipped with a new type

transformer which it is said sup-

plies the current to the exciter lamps

without the aid of filtering.

Controls of the device which in-

clude a volume-control and sound

changeover switch is placed in the

top and front of the cabinet, for

convenience and simplicity of opera-

tion. The amplifier and all appa-

ratus is mounted on a steel panel.

This feature, the company declares,

makes it possible to remove the en-

tire assembly from the cabinet with-

out disturbing the conduit connec-

tions from the cabinet to the sound

heads and other apparatus. This

also permits quick inspection and
facilitates servicing, the company
claims.

ADDS LOBBY DISPLAY LINE
Minneapolis—Addition of a new

line of custom built lobby displays
is announced by the Northern Thea-
ter Supply Co. of this city.

Trade where
you're always
TREATED

By M. P. BOOTH

Peabody, Miss.—Plans are being
made by the Mutual Development
'Co. for the erection of a theater,

store and office building here at an
estimated cost of $150,000.

RIGHT!

1^
National Theatre

ISuppLY Company
/ Your Logical Supply Source

Providence—Plans are under way
by the Monast Realty Co. to re-

construct a brick store building here

into a modern theater.

Hazelhurst, Miss.— W. M. Car-

michael, owner of theaters in Crys-

tal Springs, Miss., and Hammond,
La., is making preparations for the

erection of a theater in this city.

Chicago—Teich & Sullivan, archi-

tects of this city, are preparing
plans for the theater to be erected

here at an estimated cost of $200,-

000.

Atlanta—J. F. Higdon has been
awarded the contract for the erec-

tion of a theater here by J. A. Rebb.

Fort Worth, Tex.—Construction of

a 1,400-seat theater and apartment
building, Jis planned here 'by the
Meredith Cramer Enterprises, Inc.,

at an estimated cost of $450,000.

Operadio To Cut Prices

;

Improving Equipment
St. Charles—Improvements in Op-

eradio sound equipment are being
perfected in the company's labora-

tories, and the most important ad-
vance since Operadio introduced the
first all-A. C. system will be pre-
sented to the film industry within
the next few weeks, according to an
announcement made by the Operadio
Mfg. Co. of this city.

New principles of operation, new
methods of design, improved protect

tion for program continuity are said

to be some of the advanced features
to be offered with the new Operadio
all-A. C. sound equipment for the-
aters.

Notwithstanding drastic improve-
ments in design and performance,
this sound equipment achievement
will come to theater owners at a
substantial saving in cost, the com-
pany states.

NEW SIGN & SERVICE CO.

A new concern known as the Nu-
Art Sign Co., with headquarters at

358 West 44th St., New York, and
operating under the direction of Joe
Katzoff, formerly of the RKO Pathe
Poster department, is now serving
exhibitors in the metropolitan area
with signs, cut-out sand displays.

SOUND HEAD PUT OUT

BY LEROY EQUIPMENT CORP.

Rochester, N. Y.—LeRoy Sound
Equipment Corp. of this city makes
its bow in the theater equipment
field with the introduction of new
sound heads designed for Simplex
and Pov/ers standard, and Holmes
portable projectors.
Ruggedly designed and built of

the finest materials with nothing to

get out of order, the case is made
entirely of aluminum and embodies
every feature that a projectionist

could demand. The heads are easily

installed and easily operated, and
are offered on a money back guar-
antee if unsatisfactory, the company
declares.

S. 0. S. Corp. Wins
G. E. Sales Contest

In a nation-wide contest sponsored
by General Electric and participated

in by many of the country's largest

organizations, the motion picture

trade received very favorable recog-
nition.

In the sales campaign, which was
not limited to any particular field,

several of the industry's better

known factors were up near the top.

Results were based upon the In-

crease in sales for the last quarter
of 1931, as compared to the same
period in 1930.

In the Metropolitan District, the
outstanding leader and winner of

the grand prize in that division, waq
the S.O.S. Corp. of New York,
manufacturers and distributors of

theater equipment.

NEW SCREEN SERVICE CO.
Chicago—Schacht Motion Picture

Screen Co., formerly known as the
Re-Nu Screen Service, has opened
with headquarters at 2949 Sheffield

Ave., this city, under the direction

of W. A. Schacht. The company is

offering exhibitors a screen service

whereby old screens are resurfaced
and remade as good as new.

HUSSEY IN NEW POST
Milwaukee—C. F. Hussey, former-

ly manager and mechanical engineer
for the Precision Machine Co., has
joined the Motion Picture Machine
Co., of this city, as acting engineer.

The latter company manufactures
gears, sprockets, rollers, etc., for
Simplex and Powers projector heads.

Memphis—Reube Emery and Leo
Doty have been appointed district

representatives in the Tennessee and
Louisiana territories, respectively,
for the Kooler-Air Engineering
Corp., manufacturers of theater
cooling systems.

ALTERATIONS

Detroii^—Work of remodeling the
Savoy has been started by Ben R.
Zabowsky, manager. New exits are
included in the alteration plans.

Horicon, Wis.—The Horicon, re-
,,

cently taken over by the Dodge ]

Theater Co., is being completely re-

decorated and renovated.

New Castle, Pa. — Marousis and
Freeman have leased the Dome here
to T. J. Masters and the house is

being redecorated. Sound-on-film
will be installed.

Uniontown, Pa.—General improve-
ments and alterations are being
made on the Dixie here by Jake
Spanko, who plans to have the work
completed for opening soon.

New Britain, Conn.—The State, a
new house recently opened, has been
closed to make a change in the pitcb
of the floor and alterations in the
ventilating system.

Elberton, Ga. — The Strand has
been closed for completion of im-
provements on the building and the
installation of new equipment.

Many Handy Features
In New "Zoom" Lens

A so called "zoom lens" of ngw
construction was exhibited with some
of its work at the February meet-
ing of the International iPhotog-
raphers. This lens permits the
gradual transition from long shot to

close-up with focus maintained auto-
matically in a range from 40 to 160
millimeter focal lengths, and it is

po,ssible to achieve efficiently the
effect of travelling shots in any di-

rection or over any obstructions.

The new lens may be attached and
removed from the camera in less

than 10 seconds and does not inter-

fere with other lenses on the tur-

ret. Its weight is leas than five

pounds and it is compact enough to

fit in a corner of the camera case.

Bringing it to initial focus on the
subject selected is as simple as

focusing an ordinary lens.

The designer, Otto Durholz, stated

that he was arranging for its dupli

cation for the market.

Automatic Printer

Chicago^Development of a new fully

automatic printer by which theater

prints are turned out in a manner not

very dissimilar from that in which the

automatic screw machine turns out its

product, has been announced by the

Bell & Howell Co., of this city.
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

(nterest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'By L. H. MITCHELL

200 BRITISH PICTURES

OFFERED FOR COLONIES

London—The British United Film
Producers' Co., recently organized to

distribute British-made product to

the colonies and mandated territor-

ies, has already received offers of

200 British-made pictures for exam-
ination as to their suitability. Ex-
amination and classification of the

productions is now in progress. A
policy of the company is to have

enough films on hand when distribu-

tion starts so that there will be no

let-down in the supply to exhibitors.

Circuits on the east and west coast

of Africa have already signed for

the service and they will receive six

to eight pictures at a time.

ARGENTINE TELEVISION CO.
Buenos Aires — A company has

recently been formed here, under

the name of Baird Television Limited

(Argentine Co.) for the purpose of

exploiting in Argentina, Uruguay,
Brazil and Chile the patents of the

Baird Television Co. of England.^ It

is intended to establish a combina-

tion television and radio telephone

service. In Argentina it will be estab-

lished in conjunction with the Buenos
Aires broadcasting station of Radio

Splendid.

AID FOR NORWEGIANS
Oslo—A Norwegian film company,

subsidized by Norwegian municipali-

ties, to support the taking of Nor-

wegian motion pictures, is in the

process of formation. The company's
capital will be devoted mainly to

aiding producers of films though the

company may itself produce.

CINES AVIATION PICTURE
Rome—Cines Pittaluga is prepar-

ing a motion picture dealing with

the progress of Italian aviation iii

dramatic form. Gullo Lombardozzi
will be in charge of the production.

The principal actors are Germana
Paolieri, Leda Gloria, Giulia Costa,

the aviator Alfredo Moretti, and En-

nio Cherlesi.

DELAC'S NEW FILM
Paris — Germain Delac, France's

noted woman director, is preparing

to direct "The Invisible God," a taljc-

ing picture dealing with gold.

French Patents Conference
Paris—A conference on patents will be held here this month at which motion

picture exhibitors will be present. They refused to attend the conference in 1929 and

their absence is said to have cost them millions of francs. The royalty question which

has been disturbing the French film industry will come up for revision.

Gaumont-British Opens
First of "1932" Supers

London—Gaumont-British opened
its first new "super" cinema theater
for the year, the Gaumont Palace,

at Peckham, London suburb, last

week. It is the first of a series of

suburban "supers" planned for the

year by Gaumont-British.

PORT OF LONDON FILM
London — The Port of London

Authority has completed a sound
motion picture illustrating the

growth and history of that port. It

is called "The Story of the Port of

London."

GULLIVER WITH MOSS
London — Charles Gulliver has

been appointed one of the managing
directors of Moss' Empires Theaters,

to co-operate with R. H. Gillespie

in the management of the theatrical

and variety end of the circuit. Will

Evans continues to control the mo-
tion picture section of the business.

"SERVICE" FOR U. S.

London — "Service for Ladies,"

Paramount's British-made produc-

tion, which recently played the

Plaza, Piccadilly Circus, for an ex-

tended run, will be distributed

throughout the United S^tates, Can-

ada, Australia, New Zealand, Africa,

India and the British colonies by
Paramount.

Flicker Productions
Will Make Features

London—Flicker Productions, Ltd.,

formed two years ago to make
"book movies" illustrating sport and
other subjects, has been so success-
ful that it is going into the produc-
tion of feature pictures, with a
schedule for six productions during
the present year. A studio site of

60 acres, including a magnificent old

house which is being transformed
into a studio, has been acquired at

Littleton Park, Shepperton, Middle-
sex. N. W. Loudon is managing di-

rector of the company. Visatone re-

cording apparatus has been installed.

Stereoscopic Invention
Paris—Twenty patents have been is-

sued here to the inventors of a new
stereoscopic device for projecting motion

pictures. The invention has been kept

a strict secret, but the "Paris-Midi" re-

cently announced such an invention had

been made. It is reported to be based

on the filtration of light rays through

multiple lenses.

FRENCH ARBITRATION
Paris — The French Exhibitors'

Ass'n has agreed to a two months'

truce with the Society of Authors

and Composers in the exhibitors'

war against paying increased royal-

ties. A settlement of the matter

will be sought by arbitration in the

meantime.

"LILY CHRISTINE" CAST
London — Walter Morosco, Para-

mount production chief at the Els-

tree studios, announces the following

cast for "Lily Christine," which Di-

rector Paul Stein has just put into

work: Corinne Griffith, Jack Trevor,

Anne Grey, Colin Clive, Miles Man-
der and Margaret Bannerman.

FILM PIONEER DIES
London—R. I. Beard, who made

the first Geneva Cross projector in

1897, which was used by Sir William

Jury, and invented the oxygen-hy-

drogen generator used before elec-

tricity became general, is dead here

at the age of 76.

"Road to Life" Director

Is Honored by Soviet
Moscow—Nikolai Ekk, who direct-

ed the production now appearing at

the Cameo Theater, New York,
under the title of "Road to Life,"

has been chosen, because of his re-

markable work on that production,

to direct the outstanding film of the

fifteenth anniversary of the Russian
Revolution to be held in Moscow
next October. His production will

deal with the "Five Year Plan," and
will show the great new Palace of

the Soviets, which will be the new
seat of the Russian government.
Sergei M, Eisenstein, now in Mexico,

has been recalled to start on a film

for the anniversary program.

AUSTRALIAN EXHIBS CET

REBATE J^EQUIPMENT
Sydney—Western Electric is re-

bating 20,000 pounds to 240 Aus-
tralian exhibitors following tariff

readjustments. Checks varied in
amount from a few pounds to as
high as 400 pounds, and were sent
out without previous notice. The
exhibitors who benefit by the rebate
are those who signed for installa-
tions after the Federal Government
had imposed a "loading duty" more
than two years ago. Western Elec-
tric asked the Customs Department
for a revision of the tariff on its

recording apparatus. The loading
duty was reduced from 100 to 60
per cent. When the Customs Depart-
ment rebated the differences to
Western Electric the latter passed
it on to exhibitors who had paid tht
full price under the loading duty.

CHEAP COLOR FILMS
Wellington—Tru Color, invention

of a New Zealander in natural color

cinematography, was demonstrated
for government officials and film ex-

ecutives at the Art Craft theater.

The inventor claims that colored mo-
tion pictures can be made as cheap-

ly by his process as black and white

pictures. The general opinion of

those who saw the demonstration

was that Tru Color is better than

any other color filming process yet

shown in New Zealand.

"MONTE CARLO MADNESS"
London — Pathe will release

throughout the United Kingdom
Erich Pommer's Ufa production,
"Monte Carlo Madness," of which
an English version has been made.
Sari Maritza has the leading role,

supported by Helen Haye, Charles
Redgie, John Deverill and Thomas
Weguelin.

ROWLAND LEE TO ENGLAND
London — Associated Radio Pic-

tures, it • is stated, has signed the
American director, Rowland V. Lee,
to direct pictures in England. Basil
Dean is said to have persuaded Lee
to come here. His latest picture,

"The Guilty Generation," was re-

cently featured at the New Gallery.

SOVIET FILMS FOR FRANCE
Paris—The French Conseil Gen-

erale du Cinema is conferring with

representatives of the Soviet film

industries with a view to possible

reciprocal production in France and

Russia, with a guarantee of markets

in both countries. Abel Gance has

recently taken over the Paris agency

for Soviet films. M. Chouniatsky

arrived in Paris in time to take part

in the conferences.

ITALIAN MUSICAL NOVELTY
Rome — Cines Pittaluga has in

preparation a novel musical motion
picture, named after Pergolesi, one
of the outstanding figures in Italian

music, and which will deal with his

adventurous love affairs, accompanied
by his own music. Vittorio Guy is

preparing the scenario and continu-

ity.

BRISTOL FILM CARNIVAL
London—The suggested Kinema

Carnival and Ball of the Bristol and
West of England branch, is expected

to be postponed until fall.

Central Preview Theater
London—The scheme for « central

preview theater where newspaper critici

could see the new motion pictures In

advance of their regular showing, put

forward by one of the film reviewers,

is attracting a good deal of attention

here and may result in such a venture

being undertaken. It is receiving sup-

port from others of the film critics.

i
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o NEWS OF THE DAY ©
Portland, Ore. — Oregon Visual

Arts, Inc., has been incorporated
here, with U. S. Burt, president;
Carl A. Theobald, vice-president and
director of production in Hollywood.

San Francisco—Mel Hulling, for-
mer manager of Tiffany's branch
here, is now manager of Pacific
Coast Exchanges branch in Los An<
geles.

Salem, Ore. — James Carey of
Aberdeen, Wash., has succeeded Earl
Rice as manager of the Capitol and
Elsinore theaters.

Lowell, Mass.—For the tenth con-
secutive time. Bob Gray has been
elected president of local M. P. Op-
erators' Union No. 546. Sidney E.
LeBow was re-elected business rep-
resentative; Sidney C. Barton, sec-
retary, and Maurice Cooper, treas-
urer.

Interlaken, N. Y.—The Lakes, 16
miles from Ithaca, in the Finger
Lakes section, just wired by W. E.,
after a short try with sound, plans
to close until summer.

Racine, Wis.—Mrs. Elsie Krofta,
39, wife of Max Krofta, manager of
the Granada, is dead following a
brief illness. She is survived by her
husband and a son.

Fond du Lac, Wis.—Fox's Fond du
Lac is being remodeled and the en-

tire balcony rebuilt in modernistic
style. The circuit's Retlaw will also

be renovated and redecorated, ac-

cording to Nat Blank, manager of

the houses.

Menasha, Wis.—August Mueller,
acting as attorney for the petition-

ers, purchased the Menasha theater
building here.

Platteville, Wis.— The Gem, re-

cently remodeled and scheduled to

open shortly, has been refused a

permit by the city council, which
holds that the construction work does
not conform to the city building
code.

Easton, Pa.—A receiver has been
appointed for the Theater Realty
Co., operator of the Seville, one of

the largest theaters in Easton, on
petition of the First National Bank
and Trust Co. C. Oakley MacFad-
den, the receiver, will operate the
theater until the property and busi-
ness are sold.

Detroit—Henry Kuenzel has been
made house manager of the Cin-
derella, operated by the J. N. Rob-
ertson Theater Circuit. He succeeds
0. S. Edwards, who has gone to Al-
gonac, Mich.

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. Moritz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

C4Aryue£yyi.aj/e^

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and
business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TAYLOR

Philadelphia — Herbert R. Lewis
has transferred the Tivoli to the
Kent Securities Corp., subject to
mortgage of $15,500.

Dallas—Recent theater changes in

the Texas territory include: Ray-
mond T. Moore has bought the thea-
ter at Dayton from Mart Cole; S. L.
Kinter has leased the Iris at Kerens;
S. S. Pepper and M. Mills have ac-
quired the Nederland at Nederland;
J. H. Beggs has purchased the Pal-
ace in Crane; L. V. Yates is now in
charge of the Majestic at Decatur.

Dallas—The Midwest Theater Op-
erating Co. of Oklahoma City haj
taken over the Liberty at Sand
Springs, Okla. Midwest is owned
by Phil Isley and W. B. Moran, who
now have a string of 10 houses.

Neosho, Kan.—Glen Klock has as-
sumed management of the Neosho,
replacing John Irwin, who has gone
to Kansas City.

Greenleaf, Kan.—Walter Hohfield
has leased the New Elite from L. F.
Larson of Hanover, Kan.

Kansas City—The Twelfth St. the-
ater has closed for good, being the
last of the downtown silent houses.
The theater had been sub-leased by
William H. Harper from Skouras
Bros.

Jennings, Kan.—Smith & Tacha
have taken over the Opera House
here from John Schieferecke. They
are installing new equipment.

Detroit—Col. W. S. Butterfield has
left with his wife for their annual
trip through California.

Albion, Mich.—E. G. Hamer will
reopen his Censor theater after re-
modeling and decorating.

Minneapolis — Pox exchange is
considering removal from 38 Glen-
wood Ave. to the former First Na-
tional quarters at 1101 First Ave.,
N., requiring additional space.

Minneapolis — Charles A. Zinn,
manager of the Publix Uptown, has
announced his engagement, with
definite merger this summer.

Glens Falls, N. Y.—The State,
Fred Mausert, manager, has gone
into a second-run double-feature
policy. Since the Empire opened
with RKO vaudeville four days a
week, the Rialto, of the Benton cir-
cuit, is adding vaudeville, booked
by A. & B. Dow.

Auburn, N. Y.—J. B. Wallace, for-
merly three-fifths owner of the
Capitol, has bought out the interest
of his partners and is now operating
the theater alone.

Cartersville, Ga.—^V. S. Golden of
Acworth has announced that he will
shortly reopen the Dixie here. He
is now renovating the house, and
plans installation of sound equip-
ment.

Brownsville, Tenn. — The South-
land, recently completed, has opened
under the management of Harold
Parks.

West Jefferson, N. Y.—C. 0. Par-
sons has sold the Paddy Mountain
theater to Orville L. Stewart of
Maryland who will manage the
house.

Opelousas, La. — Herbert Bailey
has reopened the Bailey which was
recently damaged by fire. New sound
equipment has been installed.

New Orleans — Manager Rodney
Toups of Loew's State has again
appointed Moise Bloch as press rep-
resentative.

New Castle, Pa. — Marousis and
Freeman have leased the Dome to
T. J. Masters, who is having the
house redecorated and sound-on-film
equipment installed.

Nu Mines, Pa.—Kenneth Snowden
has

_
bought the lease of the local

motion picture theater from John
Magy.

Kittanning, Pa. — Al Greenwood
has resigned as manager of D. Ser-
rao's local picture houses.

Olyphant, Pa.—The new Ferguson
theater, known as the Roxy, opened
last week. The house seats 350 and
is playing at 10 cents for children,
20 cents for adults at matinees, and
15 and 25 cents at night. Shows
change three times a week.

Philadelphia—Will Cohen, former-
ly with the Warner-Equity interests,
has taken over the Warner "arty"
theater, the World (Mammoth), in
Girard Ave., and will operate it in-
dependently.

York, Pa.—Charles Reimer is as-
J

sistant manager of the Ritz, suc-
ceeding James Boyer, transferred
back to the Capitol.

Tamaqua, Pa. — The Victoria is
showing five acts of vaudeville with
its feature picture.

Pottsville, Pa.—The old Majestic
will reopen, it is reported. Seats
are being installed. The theater was
formerly operated by the Higgins'
interests who now operate the Ma-
jestic, Shamokin, and the Majestic,
Tamaqua.
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GREATER PREPARATION

URGED BY SIDNEY HOWARD

(Continued from Page 1)

sound script, declared Howard, who
asserted that in the silent era pic-

tures were largely made in the cut-

ting- room. He urged that directors

work out their scripts with their

writers before shooting on the pic-

ture begins.
When so-called artistic pictures

and plays flop, it is not so much a
reflection on public taste as on the

piece of writing, Howard said. He
di scribed such stories as "empty,"
lacking the human qualities^ vital

to productions which have impor-
tant and deep appeal. If producers
and directors selected and made
stories according to their own tastes,

without trying to figure out what
the public wants, the results would
be more apt to entertain picture-

goers, Howard declared.
Acting for the screen is_ much

more difficult than acting in the

theater, the writer said, as a screen

sequence must be plaved in rapid-

fire time as compared with one on
the stage which is allowed more
time for building. Furthermore, he
pointed out, the dramatic continuity

of a stage show naturally helps in-

spire a player to expertly play the

ensuing scenes. Playing of love

scenes in talking pictures is prac-

tically impossible, said Howard, due
to their seemingly unreality.

Howard will return to the Coast
in three or four weeks.

American Pictures Lead
Czechoslovakian Imports
Prague—American product, in-

cluding 209 features and 518 shorts,

led the list of pictures shown last

year in Czechoslovakia, according to

the annual report of the censors.

German pictures were next with 173

features and 299 shorts, while
France sent 28 features and 84

shorts. The one sound studio in

Ithis country turned out 27 features,

of which 18 were talking or sound,

and 239 shorts. There are now 489
sound theaters in Czechoslovakia,

NEW THEATER FIRM
New Haven, Conn.—The WICO

Co. has been incorporated here with
paid-in capital of $2,000 to oner-

ate motion picture theaters. Max
Cohen is president; Robert Wiener,
vice-president, and Frances Wiener,
secretary-treasurer.

New Incorporations
E

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Continuous Daylight Projector Corp.; J. S.

Spidman, 2 Lafayette St. 200 shs. common.
Television Exhibitors; G. Schwartz, 132'

Nassau St. $5,000.
NEW JERSEY CHARTER

Continental Amusement Enterprises, Inc.,

Trenton; Donald R. Bryant, Trenton. 100
res common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Ware Radio and Television Corp., Belle-

\ille, N. J., broadcast theatrical plays, drama-;,

operas: Registrar and Transfer Co., Dover,
Del. 200,000 shares, common.

ALONG™^

NtW VORIC

lALTO
PUILM.DALY

IDS ANGELES

• • • EVERY ONCE in awhile we recall that there are
Exhibitors in this dizzy biz and that we should take
note of 'em in this kolyum we are so besieged with home
ossif execs and pressageys tryin' to get a break in this Dis-
tributing Channel of Flamboyant Flapdoodle that, dogonne
it, the Exhibitor is oft forgotten he is relegated
to the background for the nonce

• • • THE EXHIBITORS are just about as lucky as the
Chinese in this Japanese Wah-Wah nobody pays much
attention to 'em the League of Nations writes a lotta

scolding notes to the Japs telling' 'em to please stop lambastin'
the poor Chinamen and the Japs answer with a stream
of notes denying they're at war that it is the Chinamen
who are slaughterin' their helpless soldiers that the Jap
Navy has blown up the Woosung Forts 47 times in two weeks

but the Chinese won't take it seriously and keep firing

from the Woosung Forts and it's all very annoying to

the honorable Jap generals and admirals and won't the
august Leak of Notions please do something about it or

the patient Japs will get mad and bite a Chinese chow
dog and that'll be REAL War News for Worshipful
Floyd Gibbons to write about to the Hearst papers and
wotin'ell is the Worshipful Floyd doing out in Shanghai, any-
way he sends a lotta cables but says Nothing

and it's all Very Confusing to 60 million Japs
BO please answer quick yes or no either recall Honorable
Floyd Gibberish who is more annoying than the Chinese they

can't find or inform Bewildered Japs how to find China-

men so they can get together and learn wotin'ell it's all

about and while the League secretaries are trying to

Unscramble all these conflicting notes everybody FOR-
GETS about the Chinamen

• • • THAT'S WHAT has happened to the poor Exhibitor

he's been entirely Overlooked and Forgotten in

the mass of confusing home ossif memos, rumors, switches,

mergers and general damphoolishness but be of good

cheer. Exhibitors! we at least in our humble way have

not forgotten you mebbe who can tell? by

again introducing this almost foreign word "Exhibitor" to the

film execs they may recall you dimly, of course

as something that had a part in this film biz in the

Long, Long Ago and they, like the Japs may try

to get together with you fellers and find out What It's

All About

• • • BUT WHAT recalled the thought of Exhibitors to

us just now was thinking about George Washington's

Bi-Centennial Anniversary which only happens once in

200 years so naturally can't happen again you

Exhibs should do something for George on his birthday celebra-

tion plant Cherry Trees in your lobby provide

patrons with hatchets to chop 'em down Very Symbolical

the hatchets represent the Chinese chopping

down the Jap cherry trees with the cherries all hands

make wine and drink a toast to Departed and Forgotten

Liberty then the Federal agents raid your joint

put a padlock on your b.o. and you break the front

pages of all the local rags wotm'ell more can you ask

for? as you hang a sign out front "Gone To

Mount Vernon To Lie Down Alongside the Father of His Coun-

try—Just Another Forgotten Hero."

NEW B. I. P.

IS BEING CUT TO 25

{Continued from Page 1)

this country would not be corres-
pondingly decreased. Twenty pro-
ductions were released here by B.I.P.
during 1932. According to Dent the
reduction in production line-up has
been made to assure a more dis-

criminating selection of material and
better production values. "Condi-
tions in Great Britain are similar to

those of America," said Dent. "Our
audiences are shopping for their
movies and I believe that overseat-
ing is one of the great drawbacks
to a return to normalcy. We have
set a maximum production cost at
$200,000 and will produce some out-
standing stage plays and novels at
that figure. Six musicals will be
included in the coming schedule."
Regarding B.I.P. producing in

Hollywood, Dent said, "We are in-

vestigating conditions and costs, but
under the present rate of exchange,
I do not think much will be done
along that line at present."

Sennett Three-Reeler
Going Out As Special

Mack Sennett's three-reel comedy,
"Heavens! My Husband!" starring
Andy Clyde, will be released by
Educational as a special, with ex-
tra advertising and sales pressure
behind it. Sennett considers the
picture suitable as a second half of

a double-feature bill.

^ « « » » »

DUALS ON WEEK-DAYS
Waterbury, Conn. — The State,

Warner house managed by Julia
Smith, has inaugurated a double-
feature policy Wednesday through
Friday. One feature and shorts are
used on the week-end show.

EXHIBS PLAN INJUNCTION
Atlanta — Theater owners here

plan an injunction to prevent police

interference with Sunday charity
shows while their legality is studied
by high courts.

MANY PAPPY RETURNS,

Ed Schiller Florence Gilbert

Ann Carter John Langan
Charles C. Moskowitz

Cordon S. White Julllan Sand
Robert Young
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Marlene Dietrich in

"SHANGHAI EXPRESS"
with Clive Brook, Warner Oland,

Eugene Pallette, Anna May Wong
Paramount 80 mins.

GENUINE BOX-OFFICE HIT.
PLENTY OF ACTION AND RO-
MANCE PLAYED BY EXPERT
CAST.
With newspaper headlines shriek-

ing of warfare in China, this picture

is unusually timely with its back-
ground of revolutionary China. Its

story is told mostly in silent picture

fashion with visual action speaking
for itself. Although not particularly

new, the yarn has been made with
intelligence and big production val-

ues and has been given expert per-

formances by Dietrich, Clive Brook
and other players. There's plenty
of suspense and movement, and
Marlene has again been gorgeously
photographed amid numerous close-

ups. The atmosphere seems real anti

is always colorful. The story has
Dietrich as a girl who went on the
loose when the British army doctor
she loved lacked faith in her. After
five years they meet on the Shang-
hai express and go through drama-
tic experiences until the happy end-
ing.

Cast: Marlene Dietrich, Clive Brook, Anna
May Wong, Warner Oland, Eugene Pallette,

Lawrence Grant, Louise Closser Hale, Gustav
von Seyffertitz, Emile Chautard.

Director, Josef von Sternberg; Author,
Harry Hervey; Adaptor, Jules Furthman; Dia-

loguer, not credited; Cameraman, Lee Garmes,
not credited; Recording Engineer, not

credited.

Direction, A-1. Photography, beautiful.

Bill Cody in

"LAND OF WANTED MEN"
Monogram 62 mins.

WEAK WESTERN WITH CARE-
LESSLY CONSTRUCTED STORY
THAT GETS LAUGHS IN WRONG
PLACES AND MISSES GENER-
ALLY.

This one was caught at the New
York theater where they go strong
for westerns with a large male audi-

ence, and there were general laughs
in many instances during supposedly
tense and dramatic scenes where the
audience took it the wrong way.
This was attributable to the poor
showing of the star, direction, and
general weaknesses in story con-
struction and dialogue. It compares
very unfavorably with all the recent
westerns turned out by this com-
pany, many of which have been
Grade A. The fight scenes especially

are poorly staged, with a lot of

phoney falls and slugging that were
very amateurish. The story is trifl-

ing, with a lot of repetitious ma-
terial involving the hero trying to

save a boy and girl from the brutal-
ity of their stepfather. The latter

returns repeatedly to the town to

wreak his vengeance on the kids, in

spite of the fact that he is practical-

ly outlawed by the community.
Cast: Bill Cody, Andy Shuford, Gibson

Gowland, Sheila Manners, Jack Richardson,
Frank Lackteen, James Marcus.

Director, Harry Fraser; Author, same;
Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same; Editor, not

listed; Cameraman, Archie Stout; Recording
Engineers, Balsley and Phillips.

Direction, poor. Photography, okay.

Joe E. Brown in

"FIREMEN SAVE MY CHILD"
with Evalyn Knapp, Lilian Bond
Warner Bros. 67 mins.

ROLLICKING L A U G H-F E S T
WITH JOE E. BROWN PUTTING
OVER FAT PART IN A BIG WAY.

This is pure, unadulterated farce
with a nonsensical story that is

nevertheless interesting and sus-
penseful. Laughs are plentiful, gags
are mostly new, and Joe E. Brown
breezes through in a part that fits

him like a glove. He starts out as
a small-town baseball player who is

also the town's fire chief. In order
to finance the manufacture of his

latest invention, a hand fire extin-
guisher, Joe accepts an offer to

pitch for the St. Louis Cardinals.
Leaving Evalyn Knapp, his home-
town sweetheart, Joe joins the ma-
jors and immediately is taken in

hand by Lilian Bond, notorious ne-
mesis, of "hick" ball players. Laughs
and suspense fill in the scenes up to
the finish, which finds St. Louis and
New York in the midst of the last
World Series game, with Joe, as the
Cardinals' star pitcher, missing. The
finish is more than you expect. It's

a wow.
Cast: Joe E. Brown, Evalyn Knapp, Lilian

Bond, George Meeker, Guy Kibbee, George
Ernest, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Virginia Sale,
Frank Shallenbach, Richard Carle, Louis
KobiHson, Curtis Benton.

Director, Lloyd Bacon; Authors, Robert
Lord, Ray Enright, Arthur Caesar; Adaptors,
same; Dialoguer, not credited; Editor, (jeorge

Marks; Cameraman, Sol Polito; Recording
Engineer, not credited.

Direction, fast. Photography, okay.

"NICE WOMEN"
with Sidney Fox, Frances Dee,

Alan Mowbray
Universal 72 mins.

ENTERTAINING SOPHISTI-
CATED COMEDY-DRAMA WITH
MANY HEARTY LAUGHS,
BRIGHT DIALOGUE AND A
SWEET ROMANCE.
A wide diversity of emotions and

attention - holding situations are
packed into this entertaining pro-
duction. It is the old theme of the
poor but decent girl being forced to

accept the marriage otter of a mil-
lionaire in order to save her family
from poverty, and her father from
losing his job. Prances Dee, as the
girl, gives an excellent performance,
especially in the scenes with Russell
Gleason, the boy wiuh whom she is

in love and temporarily deserts to
satisfy her selfish sister and mother.
Sidney h'ox is the younger sister,

who in the end captures the wealthy
Alan Mowbray. Dialogue is breezy
and is the source of much laughter.
All parts are capably handled. The
picture lets down at the finish, but
can be classed as satisfying.

Cast: Sidney Fox, Frances Dee, Alan Mow-
bray, Lucille Webster Gleason, Russell Glea-
son, James Durkin, Kenneth Seiling, Carmei
Myers, Leonard Carey, Jo Wallace, Patsy
O'Byrne, Florence Enright.

Director, Edwin H. Knopf; Author, Wil-
liam A. Grew; Adaptors, Edwin H. iCnopt,
Gladys Lehman; Dialoguer, Edwin H. Knopt;
Editor, Robert Carlisle; Cameraman, Charles
Stumar; Recording Engineer, C. Roy Hunter.

Direction, fine. Photography, very good.

Robert Montgomery in

"LOVERS COURAGEOUS"
M-G-M 78 mins.
FREDERICK LONSDALE

STORY IS BEAUTIFUL AND UN-
USUAL LOVE THEME WITH
MONTGOMERY AND MADGE
EVANS A GREAT TEAM.
Given a Frederick Lonsdale story,

and with this clever British writer's
scintillating dialogue, right off the
bat you have something that is sure
to attract the femmes of every age
and degree. Add to this the gorg-
eous love story of the poor young
man winning the British admiral's
daughter against parental opposi-
tion, and making good in a dramatic
and touching climax, and you have
something to shout about. Especial-
ly with Robert Montgomery and
Madge Evans getting over the ex-
quisite and appealing love story. Di-
rector Robert Leonard took full ad-
vantage of all the rich material, and
delivered a sweet and poignant
romance that will sell the ladies
without a struggle. It is a very
human story, a lale of youth strug-
gling for its right to happiness.
It is one of those tender and whole-
some love themes that will score
anywhere.

Cast: Robert Montgomery, Madge Evans,
Roland Young, Frederick Kerr, Reginald
Owen, Beryl Mercer. Evelyn Hall, HaJliwell
Hobbes, Jackie Searl, Norman Phillips, Jr.,
Alan Mowbray.

Director, Robert Z. Leonard; Author, Fred-
erick Lonsdale; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, Margaret Booth; Cameraman,
William Daniels.

Direction, expert. Photography, fine.

"FILE 113"

with Lew Cody, Mary Nolan, William
Collier, Jr., Clara Kimball Young
Hollywood Picts. Corp. 63 mins.

ENGROSSING DETECTIVE
STORY AIDED BY AN ABLE
CAST CONTAINING PLENTY OF
GOOD NAMES.
For the masses who never get

enough of detective mysteries, this

M. H. Hoffman production is a sat-

isfying piece of entertainment of its

kind. The story itself, concerning
a French detective's solution of a
jewel theft and a bank robbery with
suspicion in the latter case falling
on a young cashier who is in love
with the banker's daughter, holds
interest at a nice level all the way.
Of equal value is the excellent cast
that was lined up, with Lew Cody
doing a fine job as the detective of-

ficial; Buster Collier and June Clyde
as the love interest; Mary Nolan as
the owner of the recovered jewels;
George E. Stone as Cody's aide; Roy
D'Arcy and Irving Bacon as the vil-

lains, and Clara Kimball Young as
the banker's wife who is being vic-

timized by the two crooks. The
picture has not been slighted on
production values, while both pho-
tography and recording are of good
quality.

Cast: Lew Cody, Mary Nolan, William Col-
lier, Jr., Clara Kimball Young, June Clyde,
George E. Stone, Roy D'Arcy, Herbert Bun-
ston, Irving Bacon, Craufurd Kent, Harry
Cording.

Director, Chester M. Franklin; Author,
Emile Gaboriau; Adaptor, J. Francis Natte-
ford; Dialoguer, same; Cameramen, Harry
Newman and Tom Gallagher; Editor, not
credited; Recording Engineer, L. E. Topt.

Direction, okay. Photography, fine.

Constance Bennett in

"LADY WITH A PAST"
with Ben Lyon, David Manners

RKO Pathe 70 mins.

EXCELLENT SMART COMEDY
WITH CONSTANCE BENNETT
CLICKING STRONG IN NEW
TYPE OF ROLE.

In this last production for the
RKO Pathe program, Charles R.
Rogers delivered a delightful piece
of sophisticated entertainment. Con-
stance Bennett displays some re-
freshing new versatility as a studi-

ous society girl who, having been
passed up by romance, goes abroad
and acquires a "past" in order to
make herseK interesting to men. In
Paris she takes on a stranded Amer-
ican lad, played by Ben Lyon, as a
sort of gigolo and promoter to put
her in the spotlight of demand
among men. After succeeding hand-
somely along these lines, she re-

turns to the U. S. and is quickly
claimed by the hero whom she pre-
viously had been unable to win.
Smartness and class are written all

over the production, yet the popular
appeal elements have not been sac-
rificed. Ben Lyon makes a swell
role out of the gigolo, while David
Manners is the lover. Excellent cast.

Cast: Constance Bennett, Ben Lyon, David
Manners, Astrid Allwyn, Merna Kennedy,
Nella Walker, Blanche Frederici, Albert Conti,
Don Alvarado, John Roach, Donald Dillaway,
Freeman Wood, Cornelius Keefe, George Irv-
ing, Arnold Lucy.

Director, Edward H. Griffith; Author, Har-
riet Henry; Adaptor, Horace Jackson; Dia-
loguer, same; Editor, Charles Craft; Camera-
man, Hal Mohr; Recording Engineer, D. A.
Cutler.

Direction, topnotcb. Photography, fine.

"SEIN SCHEIDUNGSGRUND"
("Grounds for Divorce")

Ufa 79 mins.

GERMAN LIGHT COMEDY OF
DOMESTIC TRIANGLE AMUSING
AND WELL ACTED, ENLIVENED
WITH CATCHY MUSIC.

A typical Berlin light comedy that
is carried through commendably by
the two principals. Lien Deyers and
Johannes Riemann. Musical num-
bers by Otto Stransky lend it a lot

of charm. Miss Deyers, a talented
young musical composer, gets in a
situation where she becomes the co-
respondent in a framed up divorce
between the young president of a
flying corporation and his wife. The
divorced husband later flirts with
his unknown co-respondent, and falls
madly in love with her. When he
wants to marry her, he learns to his
dismay that she is the "guilty" one
in his divorce, and under the Ger-
man law cannot marry her. A happy
political incident enables him to
overcome this barrier. The plot is

light and gay, and filled with light
comedy touches and some very
humanly appealing situations. Cap-
ably acted throughout, and smooth-
ly directed.

Cast: Johannes Riemann, Blandine Ebinger,
Lien Deyers, Heinz Salfner, Paul Hoerbiger,
Julius Falkenstein, Harry Halm, Leopold V.
Ledebur.

Director, Alfred Zeisler; Authors, Franz
Arnold, Max Jungk; Adaptors, same; Di-
aloguers, same; Editor, not listed; Cameramen,
Franz Planer, Bernhard Wentzel; Recording
Engineer, Gerhard Goldbaum.

Direction, smooth. Photography, good.
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
"Keep Laughing"

Educational 19 mins.

Lively

A Mermaid Comedy, being the

story of two dames who are trying

to sell their nite club to a couple

of prospects. But when the prospects

drop in to look the place over, sev-

eral numbers are injected into the

floor show that were not on the bill.

A riot and free-for-all follows, and
the prospects walk out. Monty Col-

lins as the cook, and Andy McPhail
as the check gal, are responsible for

the improvised numbers that bust up
the show. A lively number with the

laughs on the slapstick order.

The Round the Towners Quartette in

"Wait Till the Sun Shines, Nellie"

Paramount 7 mins.

Swell Song Cartoon

Another of the delightful Max
Fleischer screen song creations. The
quartette appears first in tuxedos,

then go into old-time costumes to

coincide with the date of the theme
song, winding up with a flashback

to the present day. In between these

scenes the cartoon comedy takes

place, with Betty Boop and her boy
friend Bimbo going out to the skat-

ing pond for a few highjinks. Clev-

erly conceived bits, along with the

tuneful song stuff, make it a thor-

oughly enjoyable reel.

"Hollywood Luck"
Educational 21 mins.

Breezy
The three Hollywood extra girls

—Rita Flynn, Virginia Brooks and
Frances Dean—still trying to crash
into the studios. They dig up a
newcomer who through dumb luck
accomplishes more than they have
been able to do in months. She gets
herself married to a cowboy hero,

and becomes his leading lady. The
offering is bright and moves along
at a fast pace, with the three girls

proving to be a good comedy com-
bination as well as a pleasing eye-
full.

Thelma White and Fanny Watson in

"Shake a Leg"

Vitaphone 5404 17 mins.

Plenty of Laughs

In this edition of the "Girl Friend"

comedy series, Thelma White and
Fanny Watson are a couple of dance

hall hostesses who put on the dog
when they meet a couple of boys

who pretend to be swells, whereas
they actually are a couple of house

servants out for a splash. A number
of laughs are developed in the dance

hall, especially one very funny bit

in which the big Fanny Watson is

paired with a midget. A cafeteria

scene also produces some fast com-
edy action for the finish. AK Gould-

ing directed.

"Cameraing in China"

Talking Picture Epics 8 mins.

Novel Travelogue

Some of the best material to ap-

pear in any travel picture of China

is contained in this interesting and

amusing short. Shots of the great

wall of China are thrilling, and the

method of describing by a dialogue

between a man and woman not only

gives the audience a clear explana-

tion of the various scenes but a

sketchy outline of their geography
and history. Some good humor is

injected into the talk. It is unusu-

ally entertaining for a travelogue.

"Bon Voyage"
RKO Pathe 20 mins.

Real Laughs

A Mr. Average Man comedy, with

Edgar Kennedy and his quarrelsome
family taking a trip abroad. It is

one of the best of the series, with

fast tempo and some big natural

laughs all the way through. Ken-
nedy gets in a quarrel with a little

foreigner over their respective lug-

gage, and the stranger drops one of

the big fellow's trunks overboard.

Kennedy tries to even things up by
dropping one of the other fellow's,

only to discover it is his own. A
later sequence where Kennedy en-

tertains the passengers in the diningr

salon with a song is a scream. Sure

laugh number anjrwhere.

"College Crapplers"

RKO Pathe 10 mins.

Fast Wrestling

Very interesting reel on wrestling,

showing the Pennsylvania State Col-

lege squad in some snappy training.

Then several matches are staged,

with the students around the ring-

side with their cheer leaders and all

the atmosphere of a big football

game. The bouts are fast and
clever. This one will click with all

the lovers of strenuous athletics.

Paramount Pictorial No. 4

Paramount 8 mins.

Entertaining

Following a few scenes of coral

reefs and some explanatory matter
regarding the growth of coral, con-

siderable footage is devoted to shots

of a marionette theater and the

methods used in the manipulation

of the tiny figures. A new device,

whereby the operator may work
four figures at one time, is explained

and shown. The reel ends with an
organ solo by Ann Leaf.

"Bridge Wives"
Educational 16 mins.

Snappy Gags
A very good burlesque on the

bridge craze, with Al St. John as

the distracted husband driven goofy
by his bridge-crazed wife. She is

a contestant in a marathon bridee
congest held in his home. He finally

throws the whole gang out, and pro-

ceeds to die a grave for the radio
which is still sending him news of

the contest going on some place

else. The windup is funny, for
when he attempts to commit suicide

to get away from it all, he finds he
has to use a bridge. For a one-

reeler, this crowds more material
than a lot of two-reel comics.

"Japanese Roam"

(Port O' Call Series)

Imperial Dist. Co. 7 mins.

Interesting

Excellent shots of picturesque
Japan, its temples, industries, skilled

natives producing the famous Sat-
suma ware, native dances, religious
cults and subjects are shown and
described in detail. The reel is a
first class travelogue that would
gain considerably by a more pleas-
ing talker for the descriptive mat-
ter. No attempt has been made to
synchronize effects. The musical
background is okay. A good filler.

"The Door of Asia"

RKO Pathe 9 mins.

Timely

A Vagabond Adventure, with

Gayne Whitman as narrator con-

ducting a very delightful trip

through Manchuria, showing the

Mongolians pursuing their hard and

gruelling manual labor in all fields

of activity as their ancestors did a

thousand years ago. No modem
machinery. Crude implements, and
muscle. An authentic peep behind

the scenes that is very timely, with

the present Sino-Japanese fracas

raging. It should go well with the

public keyed up by the war ac-

counts.

HPTy Farris in

"That Rascal"

Educational 21 mins.
Crooner Capers

Tntroducine Harrv Birvis in the

fivst of a series bv Al Chri^^tie in

which the Cocoanut Grove celeb in-

troduces manv of his now song hits

thft have made him famous. As a

radio star, he has a co-nsid^rable fol-

lowinff that s>iould help the picture

mflterinlly. Thp action has to do
with Harry's attemnts to sell him-
self to the father of his girl. Dad
has been listening on ^hc radio to

Harry's mplodies, and thinks thevVp
erreat. But he has no use for a iazz

singer on the same nroeram. littV

realizing that Harry is one and the

same. The* fun starts when thp

hero calls at the girl's home, and
dad discovers that he is also the

hated crooner. The mixture of

melodies and comedy antics keens

the film pepped up to a fast finish.

"The Wide Open Spaces"

(Masquers Comedy)

RKO Pathe 20 mins.

Big Laugh Number

Graced with another array of

name talent from the Masquers'
Club of Hollywood, with Dorothy
Sebastian recruited for the feminine
interest, this travesty on the west-
ern melodrama of the early days is

great stuff for laughs. It seems
that every conceivable bit of mate-
rial from the blood-and-thunder
drama was crowded into the action,

from saloon action, bandits, charming
school teacher and comedy sheriff

right down to a spectacle of covered
wagons, Indians and U. S. Cavalry.
Among the names in the roster of

players are Ned Sparks, Tony Mo-
reno, William Farnum, Walter Hiers,

Mack Swain, Clyde Cook, Earle Fox,
Mathew Betts and other popular
troupers. A real comedy spree for

any audience.

"All Around the Town"
Educational 10 mins

Okav
An imnressionistic stndv of New

York, with a variety of interestins'.

shots depictine some human and

very unusual angles and sidplights.

Tt is nrincinally con''erned with the

life of Broadway. J. F. Clemineer

does the narration very well, and al-

together it is a fine p^psentation of

unusual sights in the big city, with
excellent sound recording.

IVesidcntHotcl
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,

month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates
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EIGHT FEATURES STARTING

AT WARNER-FIRST NATIONAL

(Continued from Page 1)

casting by a major studio. Extras
are not included in the figure.

The eight new pictures on the

February production schedule are:

"A Successful Calamity," George
Arliss vehicle; "Miss Pinkerton,"

starring Joan Blondell and George
Brent; "The Main Event," with

James Cagney; "Love is a Racket,"
starring Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.;

"The Tenderfoot," Joe E. Brown
vehicle; "Street of Women," star-

ring Kay Francis; "Two Seconds,"

starring Edward G. Robinson, and
"Tinsel Girl," with Lee Tracy.

Uniform Image Area
Is Put Into Eifect

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAII.Y
Hollywood—Following adoption

by the major studios and theater

circuits of the uniform practice

governing the image area on 35

mm. film for photography and pro-

jection, the specifications as spon-

sored by the Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences are being put in-

to effect by Columbia, Educational,

Fox, Hal Roach, M-G-M. Para-
mount, RKO. United Artists, Uni-
versal and Warner-First National.

One of the chief aims that are ex-

pected to be achieved is to get the

full picture on the screen that was
intended by the studio, and avoid

cutting off heads and feet of char-

acters.

CLEAN BILL FOR "EXPERT"
"The Expert," Warner picture

starring "Chic" Sale, has been

passed by every censor board in the

United States without a single

elimination. This even beats the

previous record of "The Man Who
Played God," which passed all cen-

sor bodies intact with the exception

of Chicago. In that city, part of a

line consisting of eight words, was
ordered out.

FREE TALKERS FOR PARK
Canton, 0.—Tried out as an ex-

periment last summer, free silent

movies at Meyers Lake Park proved
a good night business plug and
owners of the park have decided to

continue the feature this season, but
will replace the silents with talkies.

New projection machmes were pur-
chased recently.

Eight hundred applications
for patents in cinematography
were made to the British
Patent office during 1931.

f) PRESENTATIONS €)
By JACK HARROWER

Capitol
Arthur Tracy, the Street Singer

of the radio, is featured in this

week's colorful stage presentation at

the Capitol. The offering is entitled

"Cuban Holiday," devised and staged

by Chester Hale under the super-

vision of Louis K. Sidney, and the

cast also includes the Three Gobs,

tap and eccentric dancers; Jack Reid,

singer; O'Hanlon and Zambuni,
dancers; the Picchiani Troupe, acro-

bats; and the Chester Hale Girls.

Phil Spitalny is guest conductor

of the Capitol Grand Orchestra while

Yasha Bunchuk is enjoying a two
weeks' vacation in Florida. Spitalny

wields the baton for his own ar-

rangement of "Hungarian Fantasy"
and, in celebration of Washington's
birthday, "Father of the Land We
Love" — written for the American
people by George M. Cohan to com-
memorate the 200th anniversary of

the birth of George Washington.

Paramount
Ted Lewis, making his first Broad-

way appearance in a year, heads the

f'urrent program at the New York
Paramount. The show is a complete
musical comedy with about 50 en-

tertainers. Heading the presenta-

tion with Lewis are Eleanor Brooks,
Dixie Four, Snowball, Ted Lewis
Octette and the David Bines Girls.

In observance of the Washington
Bi-centennial Celebration, Rubinoff
conducts the Paramount Orchestra
in a musical pageant depicting his-

Roxy
The famous painting of Washing-

ton Crossing the Delaware is

brought to life in a tableau at the

Roxy this week in commemora-
tion of the 200th anniversary of

George Washington's birth. The
role of Washington is portrayed by
Ellsworth Woods, said to be a direct

descendant of Colonel Jonathan
Woods of Washington's staff during
the Revolutionary War. Woods is

well known for his resemblance to

Washington and recently imperson-
ated him in a motion picture made
of his life for use in the public

schools.

In addition to recreating the pic-

ture across the entire width of the

stage the Roxy's Washington Bi-

centennial program includes "Spirit

of '76" with the 32 Roxyettes and
"Red, White and Blue," with Har-
rison and Fisher and the ballet

corps.
Fred Waring's Synco-Symphonic

Orchestra repeats its presentation of

the musical novelty, "Dancing
Dominoes." Beatrice Belkin, colora-

tura soprano, formerly with the
Metropolitan Opera Company, sings

the jewel song from "Faust." Patri-

cia Bowman, premiere danseuse, the
ballet corps and the Roxyettes are
included in this number.

torical moments in the life of Wash-
ington. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Craw-
ford will present "Songs of the
South" at the twin stage organs.

State Not to Act Against
Houses Using Vaude

Philadelphia —Exhibitor expec-
tations are that the state authori-
ties will make no definite effort to

•:lose houses playing vaudeville
which are not conforming with cer-

tain fire regulations. Several weeks
ago an edict went out ordering these
theaters to comply with regulations
or state troopers would be brought
in to close them. State authorities,
however, are understood to be reluc-

tant about taking such a drastic
step, especially in the face of the
laity's failure to get excited over
the situation.

PARA. EXECS WESTBOUND
George Schaefer, James D. Clark

and Russell Holman of Paramount
are on their way to the coast. Schae-
fer and Clark will hold sales meet-
ings in several cities along the route.
Early next month Paramount ex-
ecutives will meet in Hollywood to
decide the date and place for the
company's annual convention and set
the 1932-33 production schedule.

SPECIAL OPENING
World premiere of "The Blonde

Captive" at the Liberty on Feb. 26
will be a special performance, after
which popular prices will prevail.
Max Rudnick has just taken over the
former legitimate house on 42nd St,

Rinehart and Young
After More Theaters

Canton, 0.—Rinehart and Young,
owners of two neighborhood houses
here, the Mozart and McKinley, plan
to acquire more Ohio houses soon.
A number of houses in nearby towns
are under consideration by the local

exhibitors.

JOHN GREEN AS CONDUCTOR
John Green, Paramount composer-

arranger, has accepted the post of
conductor of the Brooklyn Para-
mount theater orchestra. Starting
March 4, he will conduct the first

of a series of special orchestral over-
tures in the course of which he will
play a piano solo. Conrad Salinger,
long associated with Green, will act
as his chief arranger and general
assistant.

Green still remains under contract
to Paramount-Publix and Famous
Music Corp. and will continue his
composing.

W. B. BOOKS "HELL'S HOUSE"
"Hell's House," Bennie F. Zeld-

man's independent production, has
been booked by Herman Gluckman
of Capitol Films for the entire War-
ner Bros, circuit of theaters in Up-
per New York State and Upper New
Jersey.
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WARNERS NOT TO BOOST

PHILLY ZONING DEMANDS

Philadelphia—Assurance that the
Stanley-Warner interests are not
going to seek additional protection
during the coming season was given
the M. P. T. 0. board of directors
at a meeting yesterday. WiUiani
Goldman, unable to attend the ses-

sion personally, sent a spokesman
who conveyed the message. The
board decided to write to Philadel-

phia exchanges stating that exhibi-

tors are satisfied with the present
protection system and if changes
are affected at the request of dis-

tributors, they will form plans for

retaliation.

State Taxation Hinges
On Federal Finance Bill

li'ashincton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Fate of the LaFot

lette-Costigan bill, which would em-
power the Federal Government to

make loans to the various states,

will decide whether or not numerous
State Legislatures turn to the film

industry for revenue through taxa-

tion. If the measure fails to pass,

a number of assemblies will meet in

special sessions to devise means of

raising revenue, and in practically

every case admission taxes and other
plans affecting the film business are

under consideration. At present, in-

dications are that between 10 and
12 Legislatures will hold special

sessions this year with object of pro-

viding machinery to produce addi-

tional revenue.
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U SHORTS FOR MARCH
Next month's short subject re-

leases on the Universal schedule will

include a novelty reel, "The Unshod
Maiden," set for March 14; and
"Beau and Arrows," comedy; an
Oswald cartoon, and "Pirates of the

Air," first of the Airmail Mystery
series featuring James Flavin and
Lucille Browne, March 28.

VIRGINIA CENSORS STAY
Richmond, Va.—John Q. Rhodes'

amendment to abolish the State Di-
vision of Motion Picture Censorship
has been defeated by a vote of 62
to 23.



THAT EXTRA OUNCE
OF SCREEN QUALITY

When you run across a picture that screens

with particular excellence—that especially sat-

isfies audiences—that makes people pass along

the good news—the chances are that it was

made on Gray-backed Eastman Super-sensitive

Negative. For this improved ultra-speed film,

pioneered by Eastman, gives that extra ounce

of screen quality that frequently distinguishes

the very best picture from the merely good,

Eastman Kodak Company. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,

Distributors,New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative (Gray-backed)
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vv "Will Rogers' syndicate royalties are greater

than the syndicate royalties of Coolidge or

Smith" —Ed. Sulliyan in N. Y. Eve. Graphic

DATE IN and
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WILL
America's Humorist in
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and

PLEASURE
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FOX PLAT DATES ARE PAT DATES
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Jetta Goudal

Joel McCrea
fr

Boris KarlofF

Dorothy Peterson
rom

BOOTH TARKINGTON'S
novel, "The Plutocrat." Based on the stage comedy by Arthur Goodrich.

Directed by DAVID BUTLER.

FOX PICTURE
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Delegation to Appear for Anti-Censorship Bill

MONOGRM GROUP DOJl $14,000,0i; YEARLY

Newman Succeeds Rathner as Head of Universal Circuit

The Parade
.,,in passing

== By jack AIicoate=

Our old friend,

Senator Senator Brook-

3rookhart hart, has appar-

ently again taken

an a peeve against motion pic-

tures. He announces that he

will shortly introduce, in Con-

gress, a resolution proposing a

wholesale investigation of the

industry. From where we sit it

looks like the good Senator is

about two years too late. The

industry has been investigating

itself so critically and severely

since the big bust of 1929 that there

is mighty little left to pull apart.

If the gentlemen on Congressional
Hill would tarry but a minute and
realize the important part the mo-
tion picture is playing in holding up
public morale during these trying
days they would be working out
plans to aid in its rehabilitatipn

instead of putting obstacles in its

path.

. The merry old biz
Cleaning seems to be in the mid-

House die of an epidemic of

resignations, switches,
reverse-english promotions and old

fashioned firings. Very few outfits

are not feeling the effects of the
pruning knife. The old rule of the
survival of the fittest is function-
ing again. However, it's but part
of the price paid for the now ap-
parently unnecessary expansion
folly of recent years. Looking the
matter squarely in the bull's eye,

it does seem that the quicker the
industry again reaches a plane of

stability and efficiency the better

(.Continued on Page 2)

Harry Rathner Taking
Over New Post

in South
With Mike Newman now general

manager of the Universal circuit,

Harry Rathner, formerly in charge,

will be shifted to Atlanta to handle
the three local situations. He leaves

New York tomorrow.
Newman was recently director of

publicity for Columbia at its studio
(Continued on Page 8)

ADDING ENGLISH TITLES

ON UEA RELEASES HERE

Following a survey of the situa-

tion here, Wilhelm Meydam, Ufa
distribution head, has decided to

super-impose English titles on many
(Continued on Page 5)

Honor Laemmie
M'est Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—As part of the celebration

of Carl Laemmle's 26th anniversary in

the film business, Wampas will tender a

testimonial dinner tonight to the Uni-

versal chief, with Will H. Hays, Gover-

nor Rolph, Rupert Hughes and President

Von Kleinschmidt of the U. of So. Cali-

fornia among the speakers. Tomorrow
night there will be a celebration at

Laemmle's home in Beverly Hills to

which only his intimate friends have
been invited.

Samuel Goldwyn Studio

Reopening Next Week
iVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Preparations are un-

der way for reopening of the Samuel

Goldwyn studio next week after a

shutdown of three months. Advance
work and rehearsals for the new
Ronald Colman and Eddie Cantor

pictures will get under way about

March 1. Both stars are to make
two pictures for United Artists re-

lease in 1932-33.

AUSTRALIAN REJECTIONS

HIGHEST FOR BRITISH

Sydney (By Cable)—Annual re-

port of the Australian censor shows
that British pictures met with the

highest percentage of rejections last

year, the total English films barred

being eight out of 91 imported,
(Continued on Page 5)

Ratification Expected

For New M.P.T.A.O Setup
Ratification of the new M. P. T.

0. A. setup, giving increased au-

thority to its independent theater

members, is expected to take place

without serious opposition at the

convention of the organization in

Washington, March 14-16. Not only

are members of the association's

(Continued on Page 8)

Bill to Open Censor's Records
Supported by National Council

Another War Is Started

—For N. Y. German Trade

On the heels of the opening of the 79th

Street Theater in the Yorkville district as a

German policy house, the Europa, on 55th St.,

3tso playing German talkers, announces a free

bus service from Yorkville, which has a big

German population, to the latter house. Large

touring busses will run from 6 to 9:45 p.m.

between 86th St. at Lexington Ave. and the

Europa.

Declaring that "public interest

demands an accounting by the New
York State board of motion picture

censors. Hatcher Hughes, chairman

of the National Council on Freedom

from Censorship, will lead a strong

delegation to Albany tomorrow, in

support of Representative Langdon

Post's bill to open the records of the

(Continued on Page S)

Exchanges Top Quotas by
$880,400, Johnston
Tells Convention

New Orleans—Combined business
of Monogram Pictures and affiliated

organizations in the independent
field now runs to $14,000,000, ex-
clusive of interests abroad. Presi-
dent W. Ray Johnston stated yes-
terday at the opening session of the
second annual convention being held
at the Hotel -Jung, Johnston's re-

port also disclosed that over one-
half of the exchangemen had ex-
ceeded the sales quotas set at the
beginning of the year, some of the
exchanges having passed the mark

(Continued on Page 8)

SIDNEYiKENT TO RESUME

NEGOTIATIONS WITH EOX

With his RKO deal definitely off,

indications are that Sidney R. Kent,
now in Florida, will move in the
direction of Fox. When Kent re-

turns to New York from Florida
within a few days it is understood
that he will resume negotiations
with Chase banking executives. If

he accepts the Fox post he will go
into the outfit as president and gen-
eral manager.

Reisman's Exit from U
Is Jointly Confirmed

In a joint statement issued Sat-
urday confirming the resignation of
Phil Reisman as general sales man-
ager of Universal, as exclusively

(Continued on Page 5)

Irving Jacobs Planning

Mickey Mouse Theaters

Irving Jacobs, independent theater operator,

is negotiating for a Broadway house as the first

of a circuit to be devoted solely to presentation

of a program of Mickey Mouse and Silly Sym-
phony movie cartoons. Jacobs has arranged with
Walt Disney, creator of the cartoons, for the
advertising use of the characters in a series of

presentations.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind 3^ 3^ iVa — H
Con. Fm. Ind.pfd. 10^ 10^ 10^ — Ji
East. Kodak 80 78 J4 79 — 1

Fox Fm. "A" .. 3H 3^ iH — 'A
Gen. Th.Eq.(new) M Ji 54
Loew's, Inc 31J4 SO'/i 30J4 — H
do pfd 72 72 72
Paramount 9^ 9% 9Vi — 'A
Pathe Exch ^A H H — Vi
do "A" 4A i'A 4 — Vi
RCA 97/g 9A 954 — J4
do pf "A" O'A).. 2iVt. 287A 2m + 2/8
do pf "B" 16J^ 16 16 — 1/2
RKO new 55^ S'A S^A — A
Warner Bros 3A 3^ 3J4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" . . % Va, Vi
Technicolor 2Vi 2]/! 2Vi
Trans-Lux 2Yi 2A. 2^ — A

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 4A ^A 4A + A
Keith A-O 6s 46. 63 61 63 + 3A
Radio KG 6s41..101}^ lOV/g lOlJ^ + A
Warner's 6s39 32 32 32

The Broadi«^ay Parade
(Week of Feb. 19)

FIRST-RUNS
PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Lovers Courageous" M-G-M Capitol
"Nice Women" Paramount Paramount
"She Wanted a Millionaire" Fox Roxy
"Lady With a Past" RKO Pathe Mayfair
"Fireman, Save My Child" First National Strand
"File 113" Hollywood Picts. Corp. . Beacon
"Final Edition" Columbia Hippodrome

EXTENDED RUNS
"Shanghai Express" Paramount Rialto

"Arrowsmith" (3rd week)* United Artists Rivoli

"Hatchet Man" (3rd week) -.Warner Bros Winter Garden

$2 RUNS
"Man Who Played God" (2nd week) Warner Bros Warner
"Hell Divers" (9th week) M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Das Lied 1st Aus" (4th week) Assoc. Cinemas
'Ein Walzer vom Strauss" (2nd week) Capitol Film Ex
"Sein Scheidungsgrund" Ufa
"Charlotte Lowenskold" Scandinavian Talk. Pics.

'Road to Life" (4th week) Amkino

FUTURE OPENINGS
"The Expert" (Feb. 25) , Warner Bros.

Europa
Little Carnegie
Cosmopolitan
Fifth Ave.
Playhouse
Cameo

'Blonde Captive" (Feb.
'One Hour With You'"

26) Imperial Dist.

(March 17) .... Paramount.

. Strand

. Liberty
. Rivoli-Rialto

Previously had $2 run at Gaiety.

The Parade
»*.in passing

{Continued from Page 1)

it will be for everybody connected
with it.

NOTE—The New York Stock Market was
closed yesterday on account of the Wash-
ington's Birthday holiday.

BESSIE LOVE A MOTHER
H^ert Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Bessie Love (Mrs.

William Hawks) is the mother of a
seven-pound girl, who has been
christened Patricia.
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. There is a recent
Smut in tendency, from a few
Dialogue sources, to drift a lit-

tle past the line of de-

cency in screen dialogue. There are
a couple of flagrant examples in a
picture now playing Broadway.
Smut has no place on the screen. It

can do more harm than all the
Congressional investigations in the
world. Those who have the power
should watch this drifting situation.

We can assure them it is packed
with dynamite.

Warners and Skouras

In Utica Showdown
Utica, N. Y.—A showdown be-

tween Warner Bros, and Skouras is

expected here, with either Warner-
Stanley taking over the Fox houses
or Skouras taking the Stanley thea-
ters. In either case it means an
upheaval in policies of houses in

both circuits. The Warner-Stanley
has given everybody two weeks' no-
tice, effective Feb. 25. Freder and
Grossman also operate a house here,
the Colonial, managed by Bob Wag
ner.

Paramount Shorts
To Be Made on Coast

Expectations are that Paramount's
new season short product will be
made on the Coast, following shut-
down of the New York studio March
1 or thereabouts. Last subject to
be made at the Astoria plant will
be finished this week.

DROPPING RKO VAUDE
Birmingham—The Alabama, only

solely-owned Publix house in Ala-
bama, discontinues its RKO vaude-
ville and will return to straight
films in two weeks.

:.:HOLlywood4121 j-*

ENDS $2 RUN
Ernest Lubitsch's "Broken Lulla-

by," formerly titled "The Man I

Killed," which concluded its $2 en-
gagement at the Criterion on Sun-
day, will be shown for the first time
at popular prices at the New York
and Brooklyn Paramount theaters
starting this Friday.

MATIESEN KILLED IN CRASH
Safford, Ariz.— Otto Matiesen,

screen character actor, was killed

in an automobile crash near here
Friday night. Duncan Renaldo, who
was riding with him, received minor
injuries. Matiesen was 38 years
old.

GATES HEADS BEACON FILMS
Roy Gates has been named presi-

dent of Beacon Films, producer and
distributor of non-theatrical pic-
tures.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.
Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST
STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed negatives
and positives containing scenes of every

conceivable description

General Film Library, Inc.
MORRIS J. KANDEL, Pres.

729 7th Ave. New York City
BRyant 9-4417 Cable: KANDELFILM

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Feb. 22-24: Convention of Monogram Pic-
tures. Jung Hotel, New Orleans.

Feb. 27: Eighteenth anniversary dinner and
dance of Operators' Local 306, Hotel
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention fl(

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, D^
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ-
ent producers and distributors, Sardi'i,
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in C«p-
iral Europe under auspices of Czecbo-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n umi
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. t.

T. O. A.. Hotel Mayflower, Waihiii|.
ton, D. C.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nighl
and Dance, True Sister's Club Houte,
New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In-

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis. Ind.

May 2-7 : Fox Film sales convention, New
York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employei
and M. P. Operators, Memorial HiU,
Columbus, O.

General Advisory Post
For Franklin at RKO

Harold B. Franklin's deal with
RKO, first reported in The Film
Daily on Saturday places him "in

a general advisory capacity, giving
the organization the benefit of his

wide and successful experience in

all branches of the industry," said

Hiram S. Brown on Saturday.

PERRIN WESTERN READY
A print of Jack Perrin's latest

Western, "45 Calibre Echo," releas-

ed by Unique Foto Films, arrived
from the coast on Saturday.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ralet

Powers CInephons Equipment Corporation

793.TTM AVE N V BRVCNT a-«n«T

Pep Up Your Show With

75c THEATRE RECORDS 75c

Latest Broadway Hits
by Leading Artists

Music with the showing of the pictures

is as Important in the arrangement of a

program as the picture on the screen.

These records are ten-inch double disc,

same selection on both sides, without
vocal choruses and furnished In either

33 A or 78 RPM. Used by leading cir-

cuits such as Warner Bros., Fox, Para-
mount, R.K.O., etc. YOU TOO CAN
KEEP UP TO THE MINUTE. These
records can also be used for dancing.

Send for Our Latest Bulletin

American Record Corporation

1776 Broadway New York City

Theatre Record Division
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There's aVast Difference in

Tlie Quality of Entertain-

ment Printed on tlie Film?
Film all looks alike, sure! But there is a vast difference in what's printed

on it! Short subjects too. • Some are just film and nothing more. Others

(PARAMOUNT SHORTS, for instance) offer satisfying, after-the-feature

entertainment. Wise movie patrons are quick to judge—don't let them go

away disgruntled. Keepthemhappy ; give them quality entertainment like. .

.

!

PARAMOUNT NEWS
Far and away, the best news on the market.

TWO-REEL COMEDIES
i

Downright funny comedies. Why not, with such stars as Burns & Allen

Tom Howard, Billy House, Smith & Dale, to name a few.

ONE-REEL PRODUCTIONS 4

Snappy single-reelers featuring big-time stars and acts. Borrah Minnevitch,

Mitchell & Durant, Herb Williams and others. Screen Souvenirs included

here.

SCREEN SONGS
TALKARTOONS

Powerful little seat-sellers. Designed by Max Fleischer. With The Mills

Brothers (Columbia Broadcasting stars) Irene Bordoni, Rudy Vallee, Cab

Calloway, Lillian Roth, Ethel Merman, Boswell Sisters, The Street Singer

and James Melton.

PICTORIALS
•

Popular single-reel feature.

Paramount Shprts
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AUSTRALIAN RDECTIONS

HIGHLSnOR BRITISH

(Continued from Page 1)

while out of 368 American pictures

only 18 were turned down. Refer-

ring to the British productions, the

censor said that during 1931 there

was improvement in quantity and
quality but the proportion of poor

quality is still high. Of 1,455

shorts imported during the year,

1,131 were American, 230 English

and 94 from other countries. The
report's unflavored patriotism is

expected to bring heavy criticism

from Fleet Street newspapers.

Adding English Titles

On Ufa Releases Here
(Continued from Page 1)

German dialogue features to be sent

to this country this year. Less dia-

logue and more silent technique in

special productions will make the

super-imposed English titles possi-

ble. Meydam has also decided to

distribute Ufa English dialogue fea-

tures through an American national

distributor. Several propositions

are now under consideration. An-
other decision reached by Meydam
is to continue the Ufa American of-

fices under the present system and
personnel.

Reisman's Exit from U
Is Jointly Confirmed
(Continued from Page 1)

announced to the trade in The Film
Daily on Friday, R. H. Cochrane,
vice-president, and Reisman declar-

ed that "an honest difference of

opinion over sales policy caused

the resignation for which pro-

vision had been made in Reis-

man's contract." The parting

was friendly and Reisman will co-

operate in connection with all pend-

ing negotiations. Cochrane stated

that no changes were contemplated
in the sales department.

TEXAS THEATER CHANGES
Dallas—J. H. Beggs has taken

over the Palace in Crane.

L. V. Yates has taken over the

Majestic in Decatur.

William Daniels is the new own-
er of the Star (Negro) in Green-
ville.

Raymond T. Moore has purchased
the theater in Dayton from Mart
Cole.

S. L. Kinter has leased the Iris in

Kerens.
S. S. Pepper and M. Mills have

leased the Nederland at Nederland.

Archainbaud Re-Engaged
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George Archainbaud, who

recently completed "The Lost Squadron"
for RKO Radio Pictures, has been
awarded a new contract by David 0.
Selznick.

ALONG

• • • AS USUAL, we take delight in digging out Real
stories about gents who are doing things in this biz

but never ballyhoo themselves and in this Rare Group
you can chalk up the names of ALL the newsreel boys
their exploits in risking life and limb to secure screen enter-

tainment are even more fascinating than their camera scoops
some day the newsreel companies are gonna awake to

the fact that screening the newsreel boys in the ACT
of shooting dangerous material along with the shots

they got will prove a Sensational Novelty in a News-
reel because the public is always crazy to know what
went on Behind the Scenes in a dangerous adventure

• • • FOR EXAMPLE picture a Newsreel such as

Fox Movietone now at the Embassy showing subma-
rines R14 and R4 in diving practice off the base at New Lon-

don thrilling and unusual shots in themselves

but how much more entertaining if the other side of the pic-

ture had also been shown How the Camera Boys Got

the Material Johnny Tondra was lashed to the peri-

scope of one sub the boat submerged until the water

was up to Johnny's knees and on one of the dives,

Johnny thought they had forgotten him and were going

Clear Under he was getting ready to cut the ropes

but he stuck, grinding away and the sub finally

leveled off, and came up but before doing so it made a

run of a mile at maximum speed and all that time

Johnny had the tremendous pressure and wash of the waves
against his body STILL grinding away, shooting the

maneuvers of the other sub on which Johnny Bock-

hurst was perched sitting over the side on a plank

with the briny washing the seat of his pants most of

the time as he caught the other sub in action

yeah, bo, the Days for Sagas are not over not while the

newsreel lads are with us

• • • IT WAS the 37th anniversary yesterday of some-
thing beside Washington's Birthday for on Feb. 22,

1895, the first motion picture roadshow was given at
Clinton, N. J. by the Cinematograph Novelty Co.
of the six pioneers in that venture only one is alive to-

day Jean Le Roy

• • • THEY HAD to stop production temporarily on
"Noah's Ark" in HoUerwood because the yesmen couldn't

say "NO-ah" Duke Ellington did the excellent front on
the Rialto for "Shanghai Express" The president of

Hongkong Amusement Co. writes to say that the Year Book
has disappeared from his ossif mebbe the Japs pinched
it, mistaking it for the Chinese army code book

• • • AND NOW W. Erie Homan, empey ed of the Read-
ing Times is wondering if Walter Winchell will make
public several days in Advance the President's Annual Mes-
sage Dave Bader of the "U" Lunnon ossif wrote an
article for the London Evening News and is being

swamped with fan mail

« « « » » »

DELEGATION TO APPEAR

fOR ANTI-CENSOR BILL

(Continued from Page 1)

censor board for public inspection.

The bill is pending before the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means.

"These records," Hughes said yes-
terday, "are now kept in the confi-

dential files of the Motion Picture
Division of the Department of Ed-
ucation, and no interested citizen or
organization can ascertain the ex-
act nature of the cuts ordered. No
agency with practically absolute
control over so popular a form of
entertainment should be permitted
to exercise that power in secret."
Helen Arthur, Dr. Louis I. Har-

ris and Barrett Clark are other
members of the council who have
voiced their intention of appearing
in support of the Post measure.

Alien Actor Measure
Up for Hearing Tuesday

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Hearing on the Dick-

stein bill, which would bar actors,
artists and singers from the United
States unless they can prove their
superlative ability, is now set for
tomorrow. It was originally sched-
uled for Feb. 9, but was put over
because of requests for time made
by Hollywood producers who wanted
to appear.

EXCHANGES CARRY ON
Exchanges operated by Ameri-

can distributors in war-torn Shang-
hai are continuing to operate al-

though business is practically nil,

according to cables reaching home
offices in New York. A storm of
bullets passed through the windows
of the Paramount branch recently,
but no one was injured.

MRS. NORMAND DIES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mrs. Mary J. Nor-

mand, mother of the late Mabel
Normand, is dead at her home here.
She was 65 years old.

&^.©*^ %,^:(i$

}Mm UAPPY mvm\

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Feb. 22-23
Harry Hammond Beall James Kirkwood
Lew Cody Frank Dexter
B. P. Fineman Nacio Herb Brown
Albert Herman Harold Hurley

Dwight W. Cummings Victor Fleming
Al W. Fremont Emil C. )enscn

Norman Taurog Edward M. Saunders

I,
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
Bv RALPH IVILK

HOLLYWOOD
^LISSA LANDI'S first novel to be

published in America will reach
the bookstores on March 10. It is

titled "House For Sale" and is de-

scribed by the publishers as "a beau-
tiful introspective story with depth
as well as distinction." This will

be Miss Landi's third novel.

George Brent even has the extras
asking for his autograph at the
First Nationul studios, according to

the publicity department, which con-
siders this real news.

Following "Little Teacher," James
Dunn will make "Society Girl," a

picturization of the New York stage
success by John Larkin, Jr., and
Charles Beahan, to be produced by
Fox under the direction of Sidney
Lanfield. Marion Nixon plays with
Dunn in "Little Teacher."

L E. Chadwick, associate Mono-
gram producer, will start work on
"The Fatal Alarm" immediately
upon his return from the New Or-
leans convention.

UNIVERSAL SIGNS WRITER
Lester Cohen, playwright, has

been signed for the Universal writ-

ing staff and has left for the coast.

Universal also has bought "The
Murder Invisible," novel by Philip

Wylie.

RAYMOND AT VALENCIA
Charles Raymond, formerly of

Keith's, Philadelphia, is now man-
aging the Valencia, New York, suc-
ceeding Harold McMahon, who was
transferred to the new Loew's 72nd
St. theater, which opens today (Sat-
urday).

NEW SELLING SEASON START?
First shot in the Fox 1932-33

selling campaign has been fired with
preliminary contract discussions be-
tween Harry Kalmine, in charge of
Warner Bros. New Jersey circuit,

and Joe Lee, representing Fox. The
circuit is using Fox product cur-
rently.

MPTOA BI-CENTENNIAL BILL
lVa-:hinqtcm Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A special Washing-

ton Bi-centennial program has been
arranged for the opening of the M.
P. T. 0. A. convention next month.
Sol Bloom will deliver an address

and other M. P. T. 0. A. officials

will speak.

MEYER FISCHER ON VACATION
Cleveland—Meyer Fischer, presi-

dent of Fischer Film Exchanges in

Cleveland and Cincinnati, accom-
panied by Mrs. Fischer, have left

by automobile for a six weeks' va-
cation in California.

NORFOLK PRICE CUTS
Norfolk, Va.—Price cutting war

here has brought dime top scales to

several of the second and third run
houses. First runs are not affected

by the situation.

DALLAS LOCAL FILM
Dallas — Melton Barker, who is

credited with the discovery of three-
year-old Spanky McFarland, local
youngster who is now a member of
the Hal Roach gang, is casting for
a local talking comedy in which
about 50 amateurs will appear. When
the picture is given its premiere at
Uncle Mac's Texas theater in Oak
Cliff, the audience will vote on the
best actor, who will win a trip to
Hollywood.

BUYS STAGE RIGHTS
American stage rights to "A

Waltz by Strauss," the Viennese
screen musical now in its third week
at the Little Carnegie Playhouse
have been bought from Sir Oswald
Stoll by Max Gordon, producer of
"Band Wagon."

M-G-M MARCH RELEASES
Features on the M-G-M release

schedule for March include: John
and Lionel Barrymore in "Arsene
Lupin"; Johnny Weissmuller in
"Tarzan, the Ape Man"; William
Haines in "Are You Listening?" and
"The West Parade."

ROB CLEVELAND HOUSE
Cleveland— About $1,200 was

taken from the safe of the Univer-
sity Theater, Euclid Ave. and East
107th St., when Martin Polster was
forced to open the safe by two
thieves who waylaid him as he was
leaving the theater. House belongs
to the Community circuit, operated
by Max Lefkowich and Henry
Greenberger.

M. BERKOWITZ ILL
Cleveland — Morris Berkowitz,

part owner of the Ambassador, Ritz
and Waldorf, is recuperating at

home from a serious illness and
plans to leave for Florida as soon
as physically possible.

FOX BOOKS WASHINGTON FILM
"Washington, the Man and the

Capital," Vitaphone's two-reel Bi-

centennial special, has been booked
over the entire Fox West Coast and
Mid West circuits.

MORE WARNER TWO-A-DAYS
Richard Barthelmess in "Alias the

Doctor" and James Cagney and Joan
Blondell in "The Crowd Roars" will

follow "The Man Who Played God"
into the Warner theater as two-a-
day pictures, according to present
plans of Warner Bros.

Watch...
WASHINGTON, D. C

March 14-15-16

The seat of our Government

and birthplace of its current

legislation .... The meeting

of the year and the most repre-

sentative and most influential

exhibitor body in the industry

.... The ears of our elected

representatives listening to the

voice of a united theatre owner

and industry front .... Protect

your investment, it's worth

fighting for .... On to Washing-

ton—the center of diplomacy,

the architecturally perfect, the

historically endowed.

We repeat . . .

Watch Washington!

All Exhibitors Welcome!

12th Annual Convention

M. P. T. O. A.
MAYFLOWER HOTEL

Make your reservations NOW!!!

National Headquarters: 1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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Throat!

Up
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-N. y. DaWy News
Make the old heart thump! That's showmanship. That's what we
deliberately aimed for in making Edgar Allan Poe's "Murders in
the Rue Morgue/' That's what we succeeded in doing. The
audience "squeals" according to the New York Times.

murders
in the rue
morgue
is the logical successor to "Frankenstein" and "Dracula." It features

Bela Lugosi (Dracula himself) and Sidney Fox (of Strictly Dis-

honorable) LeonWaycoff, Bert Roach^ Brandon Hurst,NobleJohnson,

D'ArcyCorrigan. Directed by Robert Florey. Based on the classic by

EDGAR ALLAN POE

Produced by
CARL LAEMMLE, Jr.

Presented by
CARL LAEMMLE
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(Continued from Page 1)

by fifty to fifty-nine per cent. Na-
tionally, the exchanges as a whole,
in combined totals, have exceeded
the quotas set by the parent organ-
ization by approximately $880,400
on the year to date, with three
months yet to go.
Of the 28 pictures announced by

Monogram for the current season,
22 already have been finished, leav-
ing only three westerns and three
melodramas to complete the 1931-
32 lineup.

Johnston stated that the com-
pany's product was being booked by
the leading circuits and independ-
ent houses of the country and that
the 1932-33 lineup would be increas-
ed about 40 per cent to take care of
the increasing demand for product.
The treasurer's report submitted

to the meeting showed the com-
pany in excellent financial shape
and the treasurer stated that a sug-
gestion would be made to the meet-
ing that the stock be put on a divi-
dend paying basis for the year. The
treasurer further stated that the
bank loans of the corporation had
been paid off in full on Feb. 1, leav-
ing the company in excellent shape
to borrow funds to go ahead with its

1932-33 program.
Committees were appointed for

the re-zoning of the different terri-
torial divisions to conform more
nearly to the lines used by the na-
tional companies and a committee
appointed to handle the re-assess-
ment of percentages to be paid by
the various franchise holders to con-
form to the new territorial divisions.
Today plans for the forthcoming

season's produccion program will be
taken up and one of the company's
latest pictures, "The County Fair,"
featuring Hobart Bosworth, William
Collier, Jr., Marion Shilling and
Ralph Ince, will be screened. To-
night a Monogram birthday dinner
will be given at the Hotel Jung.
Among those attending tlie convention are

W. Kay Johnston, New York; Herman Rif.
km, Boston; Harry H. Thomas, New York
Otto Lederer, New York; Al Blofson, Phil,
adclphia; Morris Epstein, New Y'or'k • J
Berkowitz, Buffalo; B. H. Mills, Albany
Sam Flax, Washington; Al Fiedler, West
New York; Arthur C. Bromberg, Atlanta
H. H. Everett, Charlotte; Carl Floyd, Tam
pa; Leo Seicshnaydre, New Orleans; J. V
Ritchey, New York; George W. Harvey
New York; A. K. Goodman, New York
J. H. Alexander, Pittsburgh; Nat Lefton
Cleveland; J. S. Jossey, Cleveland; Sam
Gorrel, Cleveland; Irving Mandel, Chicago;
Floyd St. John, San Francisco; Nat Stein-
berg;, St. Louis; Barney Rosenthal, St.
Louis; Joe Stern, Minneapolis; J T Shef-
field, Seattle; C. A. Schultz, Kansas' City •

Joe Silverman, Dallas; I. E. Chadwick'
Hollywood; Trem Carr, Hollywood.

Monogram Convention Notes

New Orleans—Here they are, the
cream of independents, a regular
Dunch of fellows, out on serious
Ousmess, the builamg of their ±ran-
cHise organization being uppermost
in their thoughts.

Louisiana has its sugar cane and
Jim Kitcliey his walking stick.

The jovial Riff, Herman Rifkin,
of Kitkin, Kifkm and Kilkin, JBos-
con, strohs through the lobby, shak-
mg hands with tne boys. Herm tops
it with "Okay."

home about, contacted the New Or-
leans dailies, the regionals and
pulled exploitation stunts to the
right, left and center. George has
done everything but ride a horse in

the first race.

Arthur Bromberg, Atlanta, still

telling of a trip tie took to Tia
juana and Agua Caliente with Trem
oarr. Art must have put some long
^reen on a long shot. Lot of boys
like to torget iia Juana.

Harry Thomas, New Yorker, just
recovering trom la grippe. Docs kept
Harry m the hay lor a week, but
you u never think he had been stop-
ped to see him all attention when
Lhe gavel fell.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Italian Star Film Productions Co • A SGoldberg, 1501 Broadway. $10,000

'
'

Amusement Publishing Co : N Ro<;i.
nauer, 51 Chambers St. $10 000 '

DISSOLUTIONS
Talisman Film Corp., Manhattan

Utto Lederer, Fi7'st Division, New
J^'ork, says he never knew the iSun-
liy tioian covered so much ground.

Jack Berkowitz, Buffalo, always
calking seriously, and always talk-
ing Monogram. Be careful, Jack
will be selling you sompen.

B. H. Mills, Albany, knows more
about pictures than 1' ord does about
ilivvers. "B. H." can tell you the
cast in the "Runaway ii'reighl
Train." He's a bureau of informar^
don on the film biz.

Sam Flax, former Washington
neavywei^ht, hopped aboard at the
japital. riani has more notches

—

aot in use—on his belt than Jesse
James had on his gat. And with
much poundage gone, Sam is watch-
ing the old diet. "Waiter, another
neiping, please!"

About the busiest man at any
Monogram convention seems always
to be little Albert K. Goodman, de
Luxe lobby manufacturer—always
crying to tend a helping hand—say-
ing fiello to his customers from
coast to coast—wise-cracking and
cracking at a wise-crack.

Looking for other worlds to con-
quer, J. a. Alexander blew in from
r'ittsburgh with beaucoup smoke on
che bail. Alex is leading exchange-
man in that zone—a red hot one.
Constructive, helpful and business-
like at all times.

The Cleveland delegation blew in

by motor car, with Jack Jossey, dis-

trict manager, free wheeling. Nat
Lefton, Cleveland, and Sam Gorrell,

Cincinnati, were in trio of one hun-
dred percenters. They belong to

sales gods who went by quota like

an alley cat by a dog kennel.

Some one in lobby starts to warble
'California, Here i Come," as Trem
Carr, Monogram production head
arrives with I. E. Chadwick, asso-
ciate producer, and Floyd St. John,
of San Francisco. Delegates stand
at attention as studio execs take
spotlight.

A well known glad hander with
the trio is Kink Charney of the
Royal Laboratories, Hollywood. He's
a regular, oozing with good cheer.

Al Fiedler, big lab man from West
New York, N. J., is always in a
cerner in conference. Serious guy
is Al, in and out of huddle.

H. H. Everett, Charlotte manager,
with more pep than the third rail,
drove across country, accompanied
by one of his salesmen. Boys came
through with colors flying and one
flat.

Jim Ritchey, head of the Ritchey
Export Co., gets honors for best-
dressed gent. Jim was seen shop-
ping early this morning.

George Harvey, president of Har-
vey-Jaediker Service, Monogram's
advertising agents, was busier than
^he proverbial one-armed paper-
hanger with the hives. George
found plenty to wire and write

Some bird shouts to turn on the
fans as H'ving Mandel wings in

from the Windy City. Irving is al-

ways mopping his brow in warm
weather and the boys had a fan in

the convention room all tuned up.

NIKE NEWMAN IN

OE UNIVERSAL

Cowboy warwhoop rings out as

Joe Silverman, Southwestern dis-

trict manager, from Texas, hoofs
through lobby. Joe responds with
prairie cry that would break up a

stampede.

Leo Seichshnaydre, Bromberg
manager, New Orleans, host to he-

man hitters, it's the House of He-
Man Hits, has had more business to

attend than a cranberry merchant
—reservations, banquets, meeting
trains, etc., etc. Being Leo's home
town, he can pull the strings with
ease. He's even arranging a "Mono-
gram Handicap Special" at the race
track for the middle of the week.

The Monogram prexy, W. Ray
Johnston, is the boy with the heav-
iest load on his shoulders. Ray
could use a couple of more hands,

feet and eyes. Conferences, sched-

( Continued from Page 1)
and handling its Coast exchange
publicity. He was formerly with
Sid Grauman. Newman is now mak-
ing his headquarters in New York.
Newman on Saturday said that

he intends making no changes until
he "personally examines each sit-
uation" and tries to work out a so-
lution of whatever problems he may
find.

Ratification Expected
For New M.P.T.O.A. Setup

(.Continued from Page 1)
board of directors sold on the plan,
as indicated by their endorsement
some months ago, but other leaders
within the organization are under-
stood to be backing the idea.

ules, committees, the chairman's job
and the complete handling of the
program fall into Ray's lap. The
suave prexy keeps cool under fire
ind looks after the boys like a com-
bination major general and top
kicker.

Newcomer is Carl Floyd, Tampa.
Carl put over a swell sales job in
the Florida zone for Bromberg.
They don't tampa with this baby.
If you haven't met him, say howdy!

Morris Epstein, sales manager for
New York, always waiting for ac-
tion. And puffing at a cigarette.
He's ready to start sompen any
time—cards, bones, argument or
fight.

Al Blofson, manager from Philly,
IS a live wire all the time—giving
the lie to the old one about the
sleepy town. Boys asked Al why
he didn't bring the Liberty Bell
along to tie up with "The Declara-
tion of Independents," which is one
of the slogans of the convention.

The "St. Louis Blues" is sung as
Nat Steinberg and Barney Rosen-
thal check in. "Sing it, boys," yells
Nat, "for Barney and I don't savvy
this blue business."

COMING & GOING

SADA COWAN, writer, is aboard the
Panama Pacific steamer Pennsylvania en
route to Hollywood.
ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR chief of

Samuel Goldwyn's production staff, has left
for the coast.

IVOR NOVELLO sailed on the Majestic
for England.
ROBERT McINTYRE, production man

agcr and casting director for Samuel Gold-
wyn, sailed Saturday on the Pennsylvania
for Hollywood.
MR. and MRS. LOU METZGER are on

the same boat.
CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN returns t..

New York tomorrow after a business trip t.

Washington.
NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone's

Sales Manager, left last week for a six

weeks' trip during which he will visit all

Warner branches on behalf of Vitaphont
shorts and trailers.
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One-Reelers Being Discontinued by Mack Sennett

FILM INDUSTRY HAS NOTgR OF PROBEjAYS HAYS

$2,400,000 Budget Announced For Monogram's 40
Eight Specials, 16 Dramas,

16 Westerns Set for

1932-33 Program
New Orleans—Forty features, In-

cluding eight specials, involving a

total production budget of $2,400,-

000, has been agreed upon by fran-

chise holders as the Monogram
Pictures schedule for 1932-33, it was
announced by President W. Ray
Johnston at yesterday's session of

the convention being held at the

Hotel Jung. The program represents
{Continued on Page 7)
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DOUBL» MANAGERS

Chicago—To bring overhead down
to the point where the houses can
remain open, owners and executives

of Essaness Theaters are now doub-
ling as managers of houses. This
means that, after their regular daily

duties, they must be on the job part
of the night. Emil Stern is handling
the Vogue; Sidney Soiegel, Jr., has

(Continued on Page 7)

New Film Venture to Show
Cause and Cure of Crime
Fulton R. Gordon Productions,

Inc., has been formed by Fulton R.
Gordon, millionaire realtor of Wash-
ington, D. C., to produce a feature
based on his original story, "The

(Continued on Page 8)

Protests Piling Up
Against Alien Bill

IVaihinpton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Protests from the film and

legitimate fields against the Dickstein alien

actor bill continue to pile in and strong oppo-
sition is expected when the measure comes up
for open hearing before the House Immigra-
tion Committee today. Louis B. Mayer, Fred
Beetson of the M. P. Producers' Assn., Presi-
dent Frank Gillmore of Actors' Equity, and
various other New York and Hollywood in-
terests are among those who have protested
against the bill. C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays
offic* will attend the hearing.

Harvard Now Owns Keith's, Philadelphia
Philadelphia—Sole ownership of B. F. Keith's theater, now leased to Loew, hat

passed to Harvard University under a deed just recorded. The property was willed by
the Keith family partly to Harvard and partly to Cardinal O'Connell of Boston, whosa
share has been bought by Harvard.

10'Year White Elephant
Put in Black by Loew

RKO Stockholders to Vote
On Cut in Capitalization
A proposal to cut the capitaliza-

tion of RKO by reduction of the

no par stock from a book valuation
of $19.94 to $10, which will amount
to a slash of $24,462,489 in the cap-

ital account, will be voted on by
stockholders at a special meeting
called by the company for March 23
in Baltimore. A large number of

(Continued on Page 8)

Wilmington, Del.—After being a

'white elephant' since its erection

ten years ago, the former Parkway
has been turned into a paying prop-
osition by Loew's, Inc. The 1,200-

seat residential house has under-
gone many changes of management
and policy, including a try at indoor
golf, but never was able to draw.
Loew bought the house a few
months ago, put M-G-M pictures in-

to it, with George A. Jones as man-
(Continued on Page 7)

Plan Washington Feature in Color

A full-length feature in Harris-
color tentatively titled "The Life of

George Washington and the Birth
of American Liberty" -^vill be pro-

duced partly in the East and partly
on the Coast by Master Art Produc-
tions. Ray Boswell of Master Art
is now in New York lining up spon-
sorship by various patriotic and
historical societies, with permission
to use data, exhibits and actual sites

(Continued on Page 8)

John T. Doran Joins

Eastern Service Studio
John T. Doran, construction head

of the Paramount New York studio

and identified with that company for

12 years, today joins Eastern Ser-

vice Studio, formerly known as Au-
dio Cinema, as executive studio

manager. Doran will be associated

with T. E. Glennon, general man-
ager.

Mack Sennett Discontinuing
One-Reelers on New Program

Bankers Invited to Tell

Their Side of Film Story
The bankers' side of the motion

picture industry story will be pre-

sented at the coming M. P. T. 0. A.
convention in Washington, March
14-16. M. J. O'Toole, secretary of

the organization, will invite one or

more representative Wall St. officials

(Continnti on Page 7)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mack Sennett will

discontinue making one-reelers at

the end of the present production

season. According to present plans

36 two-reelers will be made by Sen-

nett for Educational release. There

will be eight Andy Clyde comedies,

12 Mack Sennetts. six featurettes

under another title, and 10 two-reel-

ers yet to be named.

Brookhart Deceived and
Misled, Say Hays

Officials
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Following the ap-

pearance of Senator Brookhart be-

fore the Senate yesterday to de-

mand a sweeping investigation of

the entire film industry, statements

were issued simultaneously by Will

H. Hays in Hollywood, C. C. Pet-

tijohn in Washington and Gabriel i

L. Hess in New York declaring that I
Brookhart has been deceived and f

(Continued on Page 8)

SKIRBALL MAY ASSUME

EDUCATIONAL SALES POST

J. H. Skirball, for years associat-

ed with Educational as special rep-

resentative, left yesterday for a tour

of all Educational exchanges. Al-

though no official ."-'lonncement was
forthcoming from the Educational

offices yesterday, it is likely that

Skirball will be announced as the

successor to Stanley W. Hatch, who
(Continued on Page 8)

Reeves Espy Handling
Skouras Super Theaters

St. Louis—Reeves Espy is tempo-

rarily head of Skouras Super Thea-

ters, following the recent departure

of Charles Skouras for the Coast.

The group, owned 50-50 by Publix

and Warners, includes the Ambassa-

dor, Missouri and Grand Central
(Continued on Page 8)

Roxy Management Deal

Being Sought by Fox

In line with its policy of relinquishing opera-

tion of houses throughout the country, Fox Is

definitely in the market for a management

deal for the Roxy. Representatives of th«

Chase Securities have held conferences in con-

nection with projected deals, but none of them

had approached successful culmination up to

last night.
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"Rockefeller Center" Official Title

"Rockefeller Center" is the final and official name selected by the board of

directors of the Metropolitan Square Corp., tor the development commonly known as

Rjdio City. The 31 -story office building on Sixth Ave., between 50 and 51 Sts.,

will bear the name The RKO Building.

NEW DICK TALMADGE FILM
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILV
Hollywood—"Get That Girl," writ-

ten by Charles R. Condon, is being
produced by Richard Talmadge Pro-
ductions with Richard Talmadge as
the star. The picture was originally
titled "Mansions of Fear." It is

being directed by George R. Crone.

t
>*«««M*«#«*

New York Long Island City fi
tf 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. fl
y BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 it

I I
il Eastman Films I

I J. E. Brulatour. Inc. W
1^ i.t— ^t

i.i

Hollywood U
6700 Santa Monica ^i

it

i.i

fl Chicago

ff 1727 Indiana Ave
ft CALuraet 3692 Blvd.

ft HOLlywood 4121 C-J
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Educational To Handle
Johnnie Walker Shorts

Educational will distribute a ser-

ies of six smg.e-reel subjects com-
piled from old stock shots, produced
by Johnnie Walker in conjunction

with the Stone library. First sub-

ject is titled "Looking Back. ' Presi-

dent E. W. Hammons of Educational

yesterday said that an agreement
has been reached on the deal, al-

though contracts have not been

actually s gned as yet.

Martin Beck Heads
RKO Vaudeville Dept.

Martin Beck has been named man-
aging director in general charge of

RKO vaudeville, according to an
announcement made yesterday by

Hiram S. Brown. Charies J. Free-

man will continue as general man-
ager of the RKO booking depart-

ment.

GEO. MacFARLANE KILLED
n'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL)
Hollywood — George MacFarlane,

stage and screen character actor and
stage producer, died Monday night
in the Hollywood Hospital as the

result of injuries received in a traf-

fic accident while he was on his way
to the Forum theater to see the pre-

view of a picture in which he was
featured. In crossing Beverly Boule-
vard, MacFarlane stepped in front

of a moving car and was struck. He
was 52 years old and is survived by
a wife, who is appearing with the

Al Jolson show on tour.

ALEX GRAY AT PARAMOUNT
Alex Gray, baritone who played

the male lead in several Warner-
First National pictures and is now
being featured on the Chesterfield

radio program, will headline th^
coming week's stage bill at the New
York Paramount.

WARNERS BUY PLAY
Screen rights to "New York

Town," an unproduced play by Ward
Morehouse of the New York "Sun,"
have been bought by Warner Bros,
for $25,000.

PEGGY SHANNON WITH FOX
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL\
Hollywood—Fox has signed Peggy

Shannon to a long term contract.

Her first role will be the feminine
lead in "Society Girl" opposite
James Dunn, with Sidney Lanfield
directing.

MICHAEL PURVIANCE DEAD
Marysville, Cal.—Michael Purvi-

ance, father of Edna Purviance, is

dead at his home here. He was 84
years old.

CLARKE IN T.P.E. POST
Chicago—John J. Clarke is now

midwestern division manager for
Talking Picture Epics.

M. H. Newman to Survey
*U' Theaters in South

M. H. Newman, who has been
placed in charge of physical opera-

tion of all Universal theaters, leaves

tomorrow to survey the circuit's

houses in Washington and Atlanta.
He will be away from the home of-

fice for one week.
Advent of Newman in the theater

department does not affect its cor-

porate or executive management.
These activities continue under
Charles B. Paine.

13 One-Reelers for Para.
Being Made by Lou Lewyn
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Louis Lewyn, who

makes the "Voice of Hollywood"
shorts for Tiffany, will produce 13
one-reelers for Paramount release,

with 90 per cent of the producer's
profits going to the Motion Picture
Tlelief Fund.

LUBITSCH READING SCRIPT
Ernst Lubitsch is reading musical

comedy scripts in search of a story
for his first American stage show.
Walter Wanger is interested in the
project. Albertina Rasch, who is

also identified with the enterprise,
will handle the dance end, and
Dimitri Tiomkin will write the
score.

GOLDBURG NEGOTIATING
Jesse J. Gollburg is in New York

conducting negotiations in connec-
tion with the new independent fran-
chise plan which he has drawn up in

association with Bud Barsky.

$4,000 K. C. FIRE
Kansas City — Fire believed to

have been of incendiary origin did
$4,000 damage at the Fairmount,
owned by John F. Neupert and op-
erated by Edward Cochran.

FILMS FOR CARROLL MAYBE
Walter Reade is understood to be

negotiating for the Earl Carroll the-
ater as a second-run picture house.
Carroll is taking his "Vanities" out
of the 3,000-s6at house due to diffi-

culties over rent.

In preparation

WOMAN WITHOUT
LOVE"

an original by Arthur Wilson

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film
Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Convention of Monogram Pic-
tures. Jung Hotel. New Orleans.

Feb. 27 : Eighteenth anniversary dinner and
dance of Operators' Local 306, Hotel
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention ol

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, D^
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ-
ent producers and distributors, Sardi'i.

12:45 P. M.
March 13-20: First film exposition in Cw

tral Europe under auspices of Czecho
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n anr

National Film Industry, Prague, Czech<
Slovakia.

j

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. f I

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Washini '

ton, D. C.
Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic NiKh'

and Dance, True Sister's Club Houm
New York.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool

Hotel, Indianapolis. Ind.

May 2-7 : Fox Film sales convention. New

.

York.
May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Socieh

of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

Martin Schiff Appointed
Big U Office Manager

Martin Schiff, for years traveling

auditor for Universal and later or

duty in the company's London offices,

has been appointed office manager of

the Big U exchange in New York
under the management of Leo'

Abrams. He takes up his new duties

today.

HOLDUP UNDER COP'S NOSE
Columbus, 0.—Even wth a police-

man guarding the cash, four armed
bandits held up the Palace for

$4,000, week-end receipts. The quar-

tette waited in the men's lounge

until the money was transferred to

the office of Edward Stevens, assis-,

tant manager.

NED WAYBURN
Institute of Dancing

announces

REDUCED RATES
20% TO 50%

OFF ON ALL REGULAR CLASS AND
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION IN

STAGE DANCING
ACROBATICS

RADIO-TALKIE
MICROPHONE and VOICE TRAINING

REDUCING-BUILDING UP
Body Conditioning for Health and Beauty

Evening rates as low as $2 and not ovar

$5 weekly
Regular day classes 5 times a week

Evening classes 1, 2 and 5 times weekly
Children's classes every Saturday

and after school hours

Ned Wayburn lattitute of Dtncing
625 Madison Ave. (at 59 St.) New York



AND 1932 IS

TILL YOUNG!
The Motion Picture Herald makes a complete analysis of the box
office receipts of 175 leading theatres in 30 key cities. Each month
the 6 box-office champions are listed. Month after month Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer has consistently had 3 out of the 6 money pictures.

In the current issue of the M. P. Herald you will find the box-office

score for January. And 1932 is still young I

NOVEMBER
3 out of 6

for M-G'M

POSSESSED (Joan Crawford—Clark Gable)

SIN OF MADELON CLAUDET (Helen Hayes)

CUBAN LOVE SONG (Lawrence Tibbett)

IN DECEMBER
3 out of 6

for M'G-M

THE CHAMP (Wallace Beery-Jackie Cooper)

PRIVATE LIVES (Norma Shearer-Robt. Montgomery)

POSSESSED (Joan Crawford—Clark Gable)

IN JANUARY
3 out of 6

for M'G-M

EMMA (Marie Dressier)

HELL DIVERS (Wallace Beery-Clark Gable)

MATA HARI (Greta Garbo-Ramon Novarro)

T^^V-

IN

"It's a

pleasure
!

"

EVERY MONTH
THE YEAR-
Metro 'Qoldwyn "Mayer

leads the industry!

I



TAKE ANOTHER
NEDAL, frank..

for putting into "After Tomorrow" the

same greatness that made your "Seventh

Heaven" and "Bad Girl" pictures that the

public can never forget.

TAKE ANOTHER
BO'W, Chariie..

for coming through again after knocking

'em over in"Delicious." The best acting

job you ever did—not excepting "Seventh

.
Heaven."

TAKE A BIG
BOIIQIIET, Marian

for a swell job of aaing in one of the most

dramatic young-love roles ever created. It

puts you right up with the top-notchers.

Released MARCH 13

FRANK BORZAGE

CHARLES FARRELL

1 1WM 1 \^^H
^ «^ir ^^,1i^^" .iMPII
k\ \' •^ m s^^^^M ^^ Mg^H

MARIAN NIXON

FOX PLAT DATES ARE PAY DATES



TAKE ANOTHER
IT, Nr. Exhibitor...

from FOX—one company that's beating

its great early-season product with even

bigger hits ! Better date it in RIGHT
NOW!

WATCH N.y. AND
CHI. Papers..

Like

YOUNG AS YOU FEEL

MERELY MARY ANN
BAD GIRL

DELICIOUS

DANCE TEAM

for reviews on these

pre-release bookings

Balaban dC Katz |

ORIENTAL (Chi) I
March 4

ROXY (N.Y.) I
''^

February 26

With CHARLES FARRELL
Marian Nixon Minna Gombell William Collier, Sr.

William Pavvley Nora Lane Ferdinand Munier

'Based on the stage play by John Golden and Hugh S. Stange

FRANK BORZAGE'S

FOX PLAT DATES ARE PAY DATES
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

HOLLYWOOD
VfARIAN NIXON will be James

Cagney's leading woman in his

next starring picture, "The Main
Event," Warner Bros, announces. It

had been planned that Frances Dee
was to play this role, but she was
unable to re-arrange her schedule

at another studio. The picture will

start production late this week with

Roy Del Ruth directing. Virginia

Bruce and little Dickie Moore will

be prominent in the cast.
•

Walter Klinger, Mack Sennett's

casting director, has been confined

to his home for the past week on
account of the flu. George Sherman
has been doing the casting in Wal-
ter's absence.

• • •

John Boles has been signed for

the leading male role in "Back
Street," the Fanny Hurst best-seller

which Universal is pnttijig into pro-

duction the last week in February.
* •

Richard Wallace has started film-

ing "Thunder Below," in which
Tallulah Bankhead enacts the star-

rig role. Paul Lukas and Charles

Bickford appear opposite her.

* •

Howard Phillips, who has been

seen in a number of recent Fox
films, has joined the cast of "The
Trial of Vivienne Ware." Produc-

tion of this picture, with Joan Ben-

nett in the leading role, is in prog-

ress under the direction of William

K. Howard.

Roland Young will play an impor-

tant role in support of Kay Francis

in "Street of Women."
* *

Gilbert Roland has been secured

by Fox for a featured role in the

mystery drama, "The Woman in

Room 13," Elissa Landi's next star-

ring picture. Director Henry King
has also selected Neil Hamilton and
Myrna Loy for important places in

the cast. Ralph Bellamy has a fea-

tured part.
* * *

Marion Byron, knoivn sometimes
as "Peanuts" Byron, has been add-

By RALPH WILKi

Hollywood Paradoxes
Compiled by Paramount Publicity Deft.

Hollywood, the "film city," is not a

city but a suburb.

A trailer is an advertising film shown
in advance of a picture.

Sound pictures can only be made
where there is silence.

Film stars can make all the noise

they want to when still pictures are

taken.

Most "long shots" last only a few
moments on the screen.

The slower a camera is turned, the

faster the action will be.

A "sound mixer" who really mixed
sounds would lose his job.

Paramount studio electricians use

"whistle boxes" to keep lights silent.

ed to the cast which will support
Joe E. Brown in "The Tenderfoot"

* * »

Frank Borzage is putting the fin-

ishing touches to the cast of "Young
America," which has just begun
production at Fox. His latest choices

for roles are Robert Homans, Ray-
mond Cortella and Sarah Padden.

* * <»

Assigned one of his most impor-
tant roles since signing a Para-
mount contract, Kent Taylor has
joined the supporting cast of "Sin-

ners in the Sun," featuring Chester
Morris and Carole Lombard. Wil-
liam C. de Mille is directing the pic-

ture.
* * *

Edmund Breese, veteran character

actor of stage and screen, has been
added to the cast of the untitled

Helen Twelvetrees picture in pro-

duction at the RKO-Radio studios.
m * *

James Finlayson's native Scotch
accent has been put to work in Tal-
lulah Bankhead's current Para-

mount starring picture, "Thunder
Below."

* « *

Phyllis Clare, blonde British stage
star recently appearing on Broad-
way in "The Band Wagon," has ar-

rived in Hollywood to join RKO-
Radio Pictures' stock company.

* * *

One of the important roles ia

"Clara Deane," Paramount's picture
version of the play by Arthur M.
Brilant, will be played by Dudley
Digges.

* * «

Warner Baxter's forthcoming Fox
production, "Scotch Valley," lias «
new member among its players in

Edwin Stanley. Marian Nixon
plays the leading feminine role in

this photoplay.
* 4> *

Tala Birell, Universal's Viennese
star, whose first American appear-
ance will be opposite Luis Trenker
in "Mountains in Flame," is to be
starred following the completion of

her role in this production. "Nana,"

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
iBy HARRY N. BLAIR

pjUGH O'CONNELL seems to

have the hit habit. After com-
pleting a year's run in "Once in a
Lifetime," he is now featured in

"Face the Music," which opened last
week to terrific notices. O'Connell,
who has appeared in several Para-
amount features made here, drew
his share of the raves in the role
of a police official who backs a show
as the best way to lose his ill-got-

ten gains prior to an investigation.

• .

Three songs were written

especially for Vitaphone's
"Subway Symphony." They are

"Rhythm of the Wheels,"
"Doin' the Subway" and "It
Cost Me Just a Nickel to Find
the Girl I Love." Numbers
are featured respectively by
Joan Abbott, Frances Lang-
ford and Frank Hazzard.

•

Another Hugh, this one Hugh
Cameron by name, while complet-
ing his role in "Around the World
in Eight Minutes," ai, the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio, appeared with the
late Minnie Maddern Fiske in sev-
eral of her greatest successes, over
a period of three years. Cameron
also appeared with Mrs. Pat Camp-
bell during her first American tour,
plajnng second comedian, while
George Arliss, then unknown here,
played first comedian.

•

Harry Langdon's supporting
coat in "Show Goat" includes

Iva Hayivard, Maryan Lynn,
Barbara Willison, Ann Green
and Harry Hamill.

•

New York is the ideal producing
spot and will become more and more
popular as a motion picture produc-
tion center, in the opinion of B. B.
Wesley, vice-president of the Royal
studios, where Harry Langdon has
just completed a new comedy.

•

Pauline Frederick, appearing
simultaneously on Broadway in

"Wayward," Paramount picture and
"When the Bough Breaks," stage
play by Jerry Sackheim, winning
critical acclaim for both portrayals.

•

Helen Harper, who is often mis-
taken for Greta Garbo while appear-
ing in various pictures made here,
is appearing with Smith and Dale,
stage and screen comedians, in their

sketch at the Palace.

Fanny Belle DeKnight, Negro
character actress, who had a prom-
inent role in "Hallelujah," appears
opposite Sid Easton in "Rhapsody in

Black and Blue," a one reel musical
by Phil Cohan, which Aubrey Scot-
to directed.

Margaret Ortli, young Southern
actress who recently appeared in

"The Good Companions," on Broad-
way, was assigned a role in Harry
Langdon's picture, "The Show Goat."

the novel by Emile Zola, has been
selected as her first starring vehicle.

• • •

Production has started on three
new Educational comedies. Shooting
began on "Three Star's Final," ten-
tative title of the Hollywood Girl
comedy which is being directed by
William Goodrich. The cast in-
cludes Rita Flynn, Virginia Brooks,
Tut Mace, Ted O'Shea, Fern Em-
mett, Lynton Brent, Jack Shaw,
Bert Young and Teddy Mangean. It
is being made at the Educational
studios.

A new comedy also went into prO'
duction at the Mack Sennett studios'.

Billy Bevan is featured, with M-ir-
jorie "Babe" Kane, Ed Kennedy and
Monaei Lindley in the supporting
cast. Del Lord directed the first day
of production when he was stricken
with "flu" and "Babe" Stafford im
mediately picked up the directorial
reins. The comedy is tentatively
titled "The Spot on the Rug."

* * >i<

At the Metropolitan Studios, Al
Christie has placed in production the
.hird Vanity comedy starring Harry
Barris. The comedy, as yet untitled, !

.nust be finished before Feb. 25, the
Jay Barris is scheduled to leave for

j

the East to start on his NBC con-
tract.

* *

Violet Heming, Broadway actress
A-ho appeared with George Arliss in

The Man Who Played God," is on
vacation in Santa Barbara. She re-

turns in about a week to start in a

new picture.
* * *

Polly Moran has signed a new
long-term contract with M-G-M.

* * *

Carole Lombard's signature hasil

been attached to a new Paramount
contract.

*
il

Regis Toomey, Edwina Booth,
Mary Nolan, Betty Bronson, Jim
Jeffries, Ted Sloan, Mack Swain,
Edmund Breese, Robert Ellis, Earle
Fox, Franklin Pangborn, Eddie Kane
and Mischa Auer comprise the cast
of Monogram's "Midnight Patrol," i

which C. C. Burr will produce with
'

Christy Cabanne directing.

' 11 Extra Beauts Cast
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has selected II

beauties from the extra ranks for roles

in "Sinners in the Sun," featuring Carole

Lombard and Chester Morris. The girls,

who were picked by Miss Lombard, Di-

rector William C. de Mille and Travis
Banton, fashion designer, include Dor-
othy Dix, Owen Zetter, Harriet Mathews,
Dorothy Compton, Mary Ashcraft, Muriel
Evans, Nadine Dore, Mary Jane Temple,
Mary Cooper, Lynn Browning and Cale
Ronn.
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$2,400,000 BUDGET SET

EOR MONOGRAM EEATURE8

(.Continued from Page 1)

an increase of 12 features over this

year's lineup.

In this first group, to be known
as Monogram's Magnetic 32, will be
16 action dramas and 16 action west-
erns. The dramas will include:

"Black Beauty," by Anna Sewell; James
Oliver Curwood's "The Law and the Man,"
from his story. "God's Country and the

Law" ; "North of the Law," by Peter D. Kyne,
from "The Just Judge"; "The Return of

Casey Jones." a picturization of the song;
"The Streets of New York," modernized from
the stage classic by Dion Boucicault; "Bad
Boy," suggested by the book, "The story of a

Bad Boy," by Thomas B. Aldrich; "The
Thirteenth Guest," by Armitage Trail, author
of "Scarface"; "The Girl from Calgary," from
James Oliver Curwood's "The Wolf Hunters";
"West of Singapore", by Jackson Murdock;
four "Master Mysteries" by Arthur Hoerl,
serialized by the King Feature Service, the

temporary titles being "Someone Must Pay."
"Beckoning Lights." "The Wavne Murder
Case" and "Who's Guilty?"; "The Ape,"
taken from the Broadway play by Adam Hull
Shirk; "The Mystery of the Hansom Cab,"
by Fergus Humes and another production to

be announced later.

The westerns will be divided into two
groups, each featuring a well-known western
star. Remainder of the program will consist

of eight features costing about $100,000 each,

to be contracted for with some leading pro

ducer.
Election of Monogram officers resulted as

fn'lows: W. Ray Johnston, president; Trem
Carr. vice-president for production; Harry
H. Thomas, vice-president for exchanges-

James V. Ritchey, vice-president for foreign:

Albert Fiedler, treasurer; J. P. Friedhoff.

assistant treasurer; M. S. White, secretary;

Tnhn-ton, Fiedler. Thomas, Carr. Robert

Withers, Floyd St. .John. Herman R'fkin

Arthur C. Bromberg, Irving Mandel, board

of directors; Johnston. Thomas Rifkin, Fied-

ler, Ritchey, executive committee.

T,EW PRESTON ON VACATION
Lew Preston, manager of the

Skouras Academy of Music, leave.S

Saturday for a sea voyage and a

month's vacation in the West Indies.

Clayton Corum, will assume the reins

during the absence of Preston.

PHILLIPS HOLMES AT M-G-M
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL\

Hollywood—Phillips Holmes, Par-

amount featured player, has been
engaged by M-G-M to appear with
Anita Page in "Night Court," which
W. S. Van Dyke is directing. Walter
Huston and Lewis Stone also are

in it.

"LAW AND ORDER" FOR HIPP.

"Law and Order," Universal pro-

duction, will have its first New York
showing at the Hippodrome begin-

ning Saturday.

Cash Prizes for All

In Warner Sales Drive

Warner-First National has set aside a new
high figure in cash prizes to be awarded In

this year's sales drive. Dedicated to the dis-

trict managers and running from April 17 to

May 28, the contest makes it possible for all

employes of all branches to share In the bonus
money. There will be $500 tor the district

(nanager whose territory makes the best show-
ings on billings and collection, $100 to each
branch manager In the winning district except
rhose who qualify for a salary bonus, and ad-
ditional salary awards for employes In the
grinning district and In territories exceeding
quotas.

AlONGMIALTO
^rf^^fy^^'^^^^^llt^^^"^ PHIL.M.DALY

• • • WELL, WELL, and wasn't that some welcome home
extended to Bruce Gallup at the very special private luncheon
yesterday

!

it started out as a li'I gathering of Bruce's
friends at the Aster hotel and wound up as a

hilarious ribbing party everybody goodnaturedly panning
everybody else it all started when Larry Weiner in

charge of luncheon arrangements socked the customers three

berries so the dinner started with a roas—er—toast to

Bruce as the guests stood patriotically posed like the

statue of Liberty with one arm upraised some-
body noted that all the gang had their thumbs UPRAISED, too

as they gave three hoarse cheers for Mister Gallup

and that, boys and girls, is how The Thumb Club came
to be born destined to go down in film history as the

happy and inspirational Idea of a gang of muggs who THINK
they can take it

if * * ie

• • • FIRST THING you know they had drawn up a rough
draft of the by-laws and initiation of new members
there was no question about the Initiation all hands
were unanimous and with a bunch of wisecrackers shoot-
ing the gags and ribbing around the table the gathering
was in a state of hysteria from laffink one of the most
hilarious affairs ever held in the film biz without any
planning absolutely spontaneous

* 4< * *

• • • IT WAS just like one of the good old naked truth
days with the razzing and good natured panning shoot-
ina: back and forth across the table till the place rane
with the laughter and dizzy merriment ' yezzir, The Thumb
Club is a great idea to meet once a week for luncheon

no officers no dues no initiation fee
limited to 50 ginks who can Take It so if ya see some
fellers passin' each other on Broadway with Upraised Thumbs

you'll know that they are members in good standing
of The Thumb Club »

• • • CHARTER MEMBERS are Bruce Gallup. Don
Mersereau, Red Kann, Lou Rvdell, Jimmie Cron, Tom Gerety,
Larry Weiner, Julius Cohen, Ray Gallagher, Herb Fecke, Jim-
mie Cunningham, Kelsey Allen, Ding Bell, Henry Reston. Ed
Finney, Mike Simmons, Marvin Kirsch, J. Cohen, Larry Sobel

and can they take it! you should have been there
to see 'em be of good cheer you too may be tapped
for membership with some guy's thumb but can
ya take it ah, that's the Question!

• • • DOWN HAVANA way Henry Weiner, United Artists'

branch manager, is feeling elated over the compliment handed
to him by the boss Joe Schenck who stated at a

gathering of film men down there that Henry was get-

ting excellent results

• • • OUT IN Kansas City recently Morton Van
Praag of National Screen dropped in to the Midland thea3rter

and dropped right out again propelled by the

explosion of a bomb some striking projectionist had planted
wasn't even scratched tough eggs, these trailer

men

• • • THE BIG film electric signs on Broadway must take
a back seat to the one on the Chrysler auto factory in Detroit

letters forty feet high of solid electric bulbs
largest number of mazdas ever used on one display

a « « » » »

lO-YEflR WHITE ELEPHANT

PUT IN BLACK BY LOEW
(Continued from Page 1)

ager, and it is now doing practically
capacity business. Even matinees
have been built up to the point
where they beat downtown houses.
Prices are the same as the main
Warner houses. Exploitation stunts
have been an important factor in

the success of the theater.

Bankers Invited to Tell

Their Side of Film Story
(Continued from Page 1)

to discuss their viewpoint at the
session. Senator James J. Davis of
Pennsylvania has accepted an invi-
tation to speak, and Louis Wiley,
business manager of "The New York
Times," will talk on "News and Pic-
tures."

Essaness Executives
Doubling as Managers

(Continued from Page 1)

the Embassy; Edward Silverman
the Byrd; Herbert Elisburg, adver-
tising manager of the circuit, the
Devon, and Herman Jensen, in
charge of maintenance of the cir-

cuit, the Logan.
Changes have been made in the

management of several other the-
aters in the circuit. The new align-
ment is as follows: Biograph,
Charles Shapiro; Broadway Strand,
Perry Crawford: Crawford, Elmer
Immerman; Davis, Hugh Flannery;
Lamar, Tom Hungerford; North
Center, Chas. Durrell; Four Hun-
dred, Nathan Slott.

SCOTT HEADS K. C. BOARD
Kansas City — Ward Scott has

succeeded Oscar A. Morgan as presi-
dent of the Kansas City Film Board
of Trade for the ensuing year. Scott
formerly was vice-president. Other
elections include: William Warner,
vice-president; Arthur H. Cole, sec-
retary-treasurer; Russell C. Borg,
Frank Hensler, Robert F. Withers
and T. R. Thompson, Morgan and
Warner, directors.

ILLINOIS ALLIED TO ELECT
Chicago—Election of officers and

directors of the Allied Theater
Owners of Illinois postponed from
Feb. 18, will take place today.

r-—

MANY HAPPY RETUre

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays :

Feb. 24
Richard Thorpe
Nathaniel Finston

Harry D. Buckley
Nan Collins
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OF PROBE, SAYS HAYS

(Continned from Page 1)

misled by a few dissatisfied individ-

uals in the business and that his

bill is just a painstaking: and thor-

ough rehash of every criticism, true

and untrue, distorted and exagger-
ated, that has been uttered against

the movies in the past 10 years.

Hays said:

"From the press reports which reach me
concerning a soeech made by Senator Brook-
h^rt in Washington today, it is apparent
that he chooses to reiterate the position he
has taken for the last five years with reeard
to the motion picture industry and he re'^ts

his conclusions upon many untrue and dis-

torted statements that have been published

and repudiated from time to time.

"The motion picture industry has nn ob-

i'ction of course to an inquiry should the

Senate of the United States see fit to au-

thorize it.

"The complaint which Senator Brookhart
fi'es against us is otiite on a par with the

charges of meditated propaganda to defeat

l->w enforcement which he recently fi-'-d at

*he organized press of the nation. No in-

dustry anvwhere could conduct its business

more frankly, openly and ahove hoard than

does ours. The thin<rs we do. the contracts

we negotiate, the theaters we buy or sell and

the artists we employ are of pub'ic interest

and general'" noted 'n the newspapers
^
of

the world. There is no 'ecret about anything

we do in the motiop p'c'ure industry. We
#»ncage in no ac*ivitie<^ a* anv tim'* of anv

kind whic^ restra-n anybody from do'no' bn-'-

n»ss anvw^e'". Our Job is to rirovide "''lo'"-

t:ome entertalnmer^t for Our m'lb'ons of pat-

•-nnc throu"'^out fie world This !<: ai e=-

c-oTit'al t-ervlce HTid its value is a*'t'"-*ed bv
tVie rn'"'onc who da!'" anp-o"» it. Wp -"^on-.

pwo thi« as a Tea+ ptl^'ir recnon=ibi'itv

"'^Irb w° a.-" rT-'on'-arT'^qr \j\ t^e tho'-'^TI'Ttilv

Am-t-i'pnri .^p^Vio'l '^f p*T°rti-'-p ciplf-r«"ii1at!on.

ronstantlv imp.-o'--r»rr t^f nuah'tv of *^" pir-

tTl-es in an r."«ri m-^-''-^*- and w'+h unrp-

cf-icted romn*.ti*?^n Toll's Proar^^Tl pno-^cr^-

all r>Mr pnp.-o-ip.! ap'l to •'* WP e'^all n<\y\p'-p,

"Onr - in'^ll'-trv '*« ""-tp ^r'lWncr fo c + on't

nnon 'ts efforts a"d •*= Tp'-.;p"em""*'= whipin

countless thousands e"prvwhprp dailv morp

COMING a GOING
a &

JACK L. WARNER arrived in New York
yesterday from the coast. He will remain
in the city for only a few days and probably
will go to Florida for a week before return-
ing west.

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK leaves Friday
for the coast.

LYNN FARNOL sails for London Friday
on the Mauretania.

C. J. LATTA, who has been succeeded
by Nat Wolf as zone manager for Warner
theaters in Ohio, is due in New York next
week to take up his new duties at the home
office.

MOE SILVER of the Warner theater de-

partment is back from a trip to the midwest.

R. H. HAINES. Warner-First National
branch manager in Cincinnati, and Robert
Smeltzer, Washington manager, were in town
yesterday attending a business meeting at

the home office.

JACK McGOWAN, playwright, and Mrs.
McGowan are in town.
JESSE J. GOLDBURG, who is launching

«n independent franchise plan with Bud
Barsky, has arrived in New York from the

coast and is stopping at the Park Central
Hotel.
WILLIAM S. HART, now in New York,

expects to return to his California ranch
next week.
HOWARD DIETZ is leaving for Holly-

wood on F"riday.

I. J. HOFFMAN, assistant general man-
ager of Warner theaters; Stewart MacDonald
and Dave Weshner, who returned Tuesday
from the West Virginia territory, left again
last night for a tour of inspection throughout
the Pittsburgh territory.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Charlotte, N. C. — R. T. Good,

formerly with RKO sales staff

here, is now with the National The-

ater Supply company located here.

Paonia, Colo. — The Paonia has

been taken over by the owner of

the building. Thos. Poulous. who
has installed Mellophone sound and

will operate the theater.

Portales, N. M. — The Palace has

been bought by the R. E. Griffith

circuit, which will prevent its being

closed, as had been intended, on

Feb. 27.

Denver—Ray Marshbanks, form-
erly with the RKO Mainstreet in

Kansas City, has been appointed
assistant manager of the new Den-
ver Orpheum.

Dallas—The RKO Majestic has
put up the largest theater sign in

Dallas. It contains 272 of the new
type, raised opal glass letters, which
are 15 inches vdde each. The sign
cost $22,000, contains 5,520 lamps
and weighs six tons.

Sand Springs, Okla.—Midwest
Operating Co. has leased the Lib-
erty.

Skirball May Assume
Educational Sales Post

(Continued from Page 1)

resigned last week as general sales

manager. Reggie Wilson and Har-

vey Day are sharing thp sales execu-

tive position responsibilities for the

present.

Reeves Esp*»v Handling
Skouras Suner TTheaters

(Cnntinurd from Pane 11

hpve and three first-mns in Tndianap-

-^lis. TTnder a standing agreement.

'>ie withdrawn! of Charles Skouras
r<\fKCPA control of the houses with

Publix.

-TATK HOTT'S MOTHER II-L

Markham. Va.—.Tack Holt is on
Tn'<? wv t" thp ViP'^t'tde of .his mother,
who is critically ill here.

onf-.i-J-^t'Vsllv applaud in appreciation and

T>"+t-iir>hn c^id in nnrt:
**\^''ii-i«- tiqc been «aid in praise of t*^-

mai.Ioo anfl th* pt-onrre<:s ft^pv have m'-de ^"

v.-.t fJn^p wou'd make a much larger and mftrp

^'•-"•"-'tinc vobime,
"R'o-tit P""v thp m^t'on nirtiiT-p indnstrv jn

ppmmnp with othpr trrpat >mP'''CaP indns
f.-:«c and onr rrnvprnmpnt itsplf. is goi"'*

f-tirnti/rti a serious ecnnnmip trans'tipn. Tt

mu«!t sppm to even a rasnal obcp'-vpr that thi«

ic n p'vit- time to ctib'ppt ou»" inductrv or an"

nthpr 'ndu'trv to pppd'e'ts harassm»"t. or to

«nppd lip tavpavers' moppv to enable a fp"'

fl'sivriinflpd and up=uppp'"=f"' mpml^prs pf th»

niptnrp profes='op to vent their cpleen beforp

a '-nate committee.
"Thp persona' charf^e! nnnted bv Sp"a*p-

Rroo'-liart are absolutelv unfounded and T d"

not bel'pve that anv member of the United

<;tstps Sppate would have repeated tVipm V'-;-'

t,„ npt bppp 0—issly deceived as to their ori<rip

qn'i apcuraev.**
TTo-e eai'd. amon<' other th'ngs-
"Til. attack- made hv Senator 'Rrnokhaj-t i'

tpp pl^ararteristic of his destrurtive att-*--'-

tnn'arrl all industries to reou'Ve evtendpfi

pnmm»nt. Brookrart is one of the trial cnn.
c^l r,f rppord in a case schednlpd for *-•-'

„.,.-1.. n«v.t month that involvps the vpi-v ;-^'-»'

i..t.;pli lip no"' seeks to re-a'r in advapp- ^•

moans nf a Senatorial innuirv. The ra-p '•-

Tvnn Abram^on and Hranhir Film Po-p
-."aJnct the M. P. Producers & niofr'l^"*"-'

nf A"pripa. et a1. When thp aptlon ppm"-

UP fpr trial, the public will have _•"""'-

"pnnrfnnifv to determine the s'neerit" "f

Rrnnl^tiai-t's Protestations that he is sppVin"

to n.-ntppt the morals of the nat!on."

Tr^^ptifptirin of all jictivitipc of

+ViP M.PP^D.A. fnd the indiisf-rv

in (r°"ieral i"? e^^'^owprpd hv +hp

RrnnVh^rt b'll. Th" Tv,oqRnrp pl<?o

inol'iflpc! -5 T)pw n»T\r>o<?il to prpven^
hlock bor>kin(r ond 't calls f^r a

Senate Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee to conduct the probe.

New Film Venture to Show
Cause and Cure of Crime

{Continued from Page 1)

Dawn of a New Civilization," deal-

ing with cause and cure of crime.
Production will take place in an
Eastern studio and Gordon expects
to arrive in New York shortly to
arrange for space and a technical
staff. John Fredericks, writer, is

now in Washington from Hollywood
adapting the story. The picture, ac-

cording to Gordon, will show the
injustice being dealt out by the
courts using law and order as a
cloak. Story starts 50 years ago,

reaching its climax in 1982 in a

millenium where there is no further
need for present-day court methods.

WASHINGTON FEATURE

BEING MADE IN COLOR

{Continued from Page 1)

connected with the life of Washing-
ton. Boswell already has obtained
the cooperation of the Five Arts
Club, and he will address this or-
ganization on March 14 at the Hotel
Astor in conjunction with a program
that will feature Carmela Ponselle
and Rafaelo Diaz, both of the Met-
ropolitan Opera Co.

Master Art heretofore has pro-
duced only shorts and comedies. The
present undertaking has been in-

duced by the wide interest being
shown throughout the country in

the Washington bi-centennial, arid

the extensive tieups and backing
available for such a production. Bos-
well has contracted with Harriscolor
for 6,000,000 feet of this three-color
process during 1932.

E. H. Brooks is publicity man-
ager for Master Art Productions.

Series of Opera Shorts
Planned by Guy Golterman
Provided suitable arrangements

can be made with a producer, a se-

ries of 12-minute operatic excerpts

will be staged and directed by Guy
Golterman, New York musical im-

nresario. who directs the summer
Opera Festivals in Cleveland and
St. Louis. Golterman who plans out-

door operatic festivals in three cities

this summer, also proposes to ar-

range for filming of some of the
operas presented on a massive scale

in the open air theaters. ' The Cleve-

land presentations last year drew
88,700 in six performances.

SHEFFIELD SUIT SETTLED
Denver—While re-trial of the case

was in progress, the suit of J. T.

Sheffield vs. Thomas Sullivan. H. T.

Nolan and others over the Engle-
wood theater was settled out of

court. Sheffield sued for $7,000.

ZUKOR. CHEVALIER IN PHILLY
Philadelphia—Adolph Zukor and

Maurice Chevalier came to Philadel-

phia yesterday in connection witb
the showing of "One Hour With
You" to the Pennsylvania censor
board.

NEW RCA DIRECTOR
Harold Smith, vice-president of

Westinghouse Electric, has been
elected a director of RCA.

RKO Stockholders to Vote
On Cut in Capitalization

(Continued from Page 1)

RKO theaters are being carried on
the books at 1926 appraisal values,
and the revaluation is deemed ad-

visable in view of recent changes in

the amusement industry and in val-

ues of property in general, says H.
S. Brown in a letter to stockholders.
Surplus created by the revaluation
will be restored to capital surplus.
At the annual meeting to be held

on the same date vote will be taken
to change the date of future annual
meetings from the fourth Wednes-
day in March to the second Wednes-
day in April. Stockholders of rec-

ord March 3 will be entitled to vote
at the meetings.

ARLISS RUN IN BOSTON
Following its one week engage-

ment at the Metropolitan, Publix ace
house in Boston, George Arliss in

"The Man Who Played God" prob-
ably will be shifted to the Fenway
in that city for a run of four or five

weeks, it was stated by Andy Smith,
Warner sales official, on his return
to New York from Boston on Fri-
day.

NEW MICKEY MOUSE HONOR
San Antonio — Governor Ross

Sterling is scheduled to preside at

the state convention of Mickey
Mouse clubs which opens here
Aug. 1.

New Incorporations
3 t

NEW YORK CHARTERS
DeLuxe Trailers, motion pictures ; Mon-

roe & Byrne, 50 Broadway. 2,000 shs. com-
mon.

Empire State Television Institute, con-
duct schools ; Miller, Fieldman & Paul, 276
Fifth Ave. 100 shs. common.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
The Pantheon Corp., Brooklyn; theaters,

other places of amusement ; United States
Corp. Co., Dover, Del. 4,000 shs. common.
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Predict Plenty of Grief for Brookhart and His Bill

J. I. sci[TZER resignTfrom radITpictures

Al Rockett Heads Production Committee at Fox Studios

Personalities
. in the cinema spotlight

By Jack Alicoate-

Harold Frank-
Mr. FranA:/m lin unpacks his

Steps In b a g at R K
headquarters.

His association, for the pres-
ent, is m a strictly advisory
capacity. He knows, pretty
much, what this industry is all

about and has his finger con-
stantly on the trend of things.

What his permanent post with
this outfit will be remains for
the future to unfold. However,
Mr. Franklin is a diplomat,
has proven his ability, and has
hosts of friends. The door
seems to be wide open for him.

=K 4c «

. Phil Reisman and
Mr. Reisman Universal have
Steps Out smiled, shaken

hands a^A called it

quits. An official commu' que gives
the reason as "an hones difference
of opinion." The broad vision, ex-
perience and ability of Mr. Reisman
are too essential to the progress of
pictures to suggest that the indus-
try may let him get away. A few
.'eeks finishing up at Universal, a
short vacation in sunny Florida and
then back in harness in an impor-
tant executive capacity is the way
we dope it.

* * «

_- „, ,
Any questions re-

Mr. Sheehan garding the future

in Command of Winnie Sheehan
are out, for he has

been given a vote of confidence by
the Fox board of strategy and is

Dnce again in full command and
control of the Fox studios in Movie-
tone City. A month in Europe. A
5hort visit to New York, and then
Jack on the job again full of vim

(Continued on Page 2)

Newly Appointed Group to

Hold Weekly Meetings
on Studio Matters

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fox has set up a pro-

duction committee headed by Al
Rockett, senior associate producer,
and including Robert North, asso-
ciate producer; William Goetz and
Edmund Grainger, supervisors; Rob-
ert Yost, in charge of story scena-
rio department; David Todd, casting
head, and Victor M. Shapiro, pub-
licity head. The group, according

(Continued on Page 4)

J. B. FISHSlflDS

CONNECMM.P.T.O.
New Haven, Conn. — Dr. J. B.

Fishman of the Fishman Bros. Cir-
cuit was elected president of the
M. P. T. 0. of Connecticut at the
annual meeting here. He succeeds
Harry L. Lavietes, who will be given
a testimonial dinner March 8. Alder-
man Adolph Johnson was elected

(Continued on Page 4)

Theater Headquarters
Distributed in Ontario

Toronto—Although it is not indi-

cated whether the move has any re-

lation to the recent film trial con-
ducted by the Government, head-

( Continued on Page 4)

Honors for Eight
Eight gold cards, symbolic of life

membership in Local 306, operators'
union, will be presented at the annual
party, Feb. 27, at the Commodore.
Those who will receive them are: Hiram
Brown, Larry Kent, Lester Isaacs, George
Quigley, Harry Charnas, Arnold Van Leer
and Fred Dempsey, besides a posthu-
mous presentation to Sol Brill, with
Harry Shiftman receiving it in behalf
of the deceased's family.

ARTISTS' MANAGERS FIGHT

H'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A fight on the pro-

ducers' arbitration agreement has
been launched by the board of gov-
ernors of the Artists' Managers
Ass'n, who will urge members of the
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
to vote against it when it is sub-
mitted to the Academy. The board
declares the general impression is

that the agreement will curtail prob-
able earning power of persons work-

(Continued on Page 4)

Vice-President of RKO
Film Unit to Become

Independent
Joseph I. Schnitzer, vice president

of RKO Pathe Pictures since organi-
zation of the company three years
ago, has resigned to enter the inde-
pendent production field. No one will
be named as his successor, Hiram
S. Brown told The Film Daily
yesterday, but a rearrangement of
executive duties, affecting several
officials and department heads is to
be made. "No one from outside the
organization will be brought in,"
Brown said.

Myles Connelly Becomes
Columbia Assoc. Producer
Hollywood—Myles Connelly, who

resigned his supervisor post at
Radio Pictures a few months ago,
has joined Columbia Pictures as an
associate producer.

Committee to Inform Brookhart
Recommended by M. J. O'Toole

Radio Playlets Added

To 'U' Accessory List

Radio playlets, suitable for 15-minute broad-

casts, are now being supplied by Universal as

an accessory on pictures that lend themselves

to this form of exploitation. First to receive

such treatment is "Murders in the Rue Morgue."
Joe Weil adapted the radio script, which is

arranged for a small cast, with full directions

on sound effects as well as snappy dialogue.

Coincident with predictions
throughout the trade yesterday that
Senator Brookhart would run into
plenty of gi'ief when it comes to a
showdown on the various allegations
contained in his bill demanding an
investigation of the film industry,
recommendaton that a committee
representing the industry be appoint-
ed to confer with Brookhart and pre-

(Continued on Page 4)

JACK MANSFIELD DEAD;

FRANKLIN AIDE

Chicago—Jack Mansfield, widely
known and popular theater execu-
tive, at one time assistant to Harold
B. Franklin and lately connected
with the Balaban & Katz houses
here, died yesterday. Mansfield was
with Franklin during the latter's
regime at Publix and later in Fox
West Coast Theaters.

Felix Young at Universal
As Associate Producer

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Felix Young, former-

ly a producer on the Paramount lot,

is now an associate producer at Uni-
versal. He joins the associate ros-
ter that includes Eph Asher, Stanley
Bergerman, Paul Kohner, Henry
MacRae, Sam Friedman and Lou
Ostrow.

N. j. Allied Invites East

To join in Detroit Trip

Through a bulletin sent out to members and
to other independent exhibitors in nearby states,
Sidney E. Samuelson, head of Allied Theater
Owners of New Jersey, is attempting to line
up a big eastern delegation for the Allied Ass'n
convention in Detroit, March 8-10. If the
number making the trip is large enough, ar-
rangements will be made to have special cars
attached to a fast train. Half-rate return
fare also is being arranged.
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. in the cinema spotlight

(Continued from Page 1)

and vigor and with the best wishes
of everyone on the Coast. That's
""he schedule for Mr. Sheehan, who
has proven his ability to make good
pictures under conditions that would
discourage most of 'em.

High

East. Kodak 79
Fox Fm. "A" . . 3J4
Gen. Th. E(|. '-..cw) yi

Loew's, Inc JIJ^
Paramount 944
Pathe Exch 54
RCA 9J4
RCA pf. "A" OYz) 25
RCA pf. "B" \SM
RKO new S'A
Warner Bros. ... 3 ^

Net
I^w Close Chg.

ViVi 79 + 3=4

iVt 3M ••
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30 '31'/, 4- 2"/i

8J4 9!/$ + Vi
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24J4 25 3

14'/
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3

1554 + ^i

3

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thca. "A" Vt Vi Vf.

Technicolor 2Va 2!4 2J4 — '^

Trans-Lux 2^4 2 2"4+ !4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 3'/ VA 3'A — 54

Loew 6s 41ww ... 88 8754 8754 + 'A

Paramount 6s 47.. 52'A 5254 52^ — 54

Par. 5j<;sS0 4954 49 49% — Vi,

Warner's 6s39 32 31 32

BUY MARKSON-RIVKIN PLAY
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO Radio Pictures

has acquired and will picturize "Is

My Face Red," play by Ben Markson
and Allan Rivkin. It is reported
that Bob Armstrong will play the
lead, wi h Lowell Sherman directing
and Harry Joe Brown supervising.

^.N \*#«V«««W#«>«>«>«>«••»•>{

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City '•

1 54 Crescent St. }'{
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y
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jj Chicago
j"j 1727 Indiana Ave.
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6700 Santa Monica
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640 Films on Schedules
For Educational Field

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAU Y

Washington—In addition to sub-
jects already pi'oduced, 640 films of
an educational nature are now on
the schedules of Eastman, RCA
Photophone, Fox and Erpi, it was
.-tated yesterday in the report of
F. Dean McClusky, Ph.D., president
of the National Academy of Visual
Instruction, which is meeting here
jointly with the Department of Su-
perintendents of the National Educa-
tion Ass'n. The report is the result
of a request by Will H. Hays for a
scientific summing up of progress
and needs in the light of what has
happened siijce Hays, in 1922,
pledged the industry's cooperation
with the educational group.

K.TStnian Teaching Films h.is 7.=i pxtnres
now in prmhictinn and 50 more planned, in

addition to 200 already produced, it was
stated. Electrical Research Products has
finished 60 out of 360 planned, with 20 cur-
rently in work; Fox has 15 in production
and 200 more scheduled, not counting 52
already finished, while Photophone is con-
centrating on exnerimentation in the realm
of h'gher education such as "Action of Forces
in Space." etc.

A long list of investigating committee re-

ports attested to the great value of films in

education, and Dr. McChisky declared that

the vaidts of producers are filled with treas-

ures for the schoolroom. Of the sources to

draw upon newsreels are regarded as the
most valuable.

Alien Actor Bill Would Hit
Foreign Trade—Pettijohn

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Enactment of the

proposed legislation subjecting alien
actors to the provisions of the con-
tract labor law would have the ef-

fect of preventing producers from
making foreign versions of pictures
in this country, C. C. Pettijohn told

the House Committee on Immigra-
tion and Naturalization yesterday.
Such a law "would practically ruin
our foreign trade by placing almost
insurmountable obstacles in the way
of foreign production," Pettijohn
said.

Norma Talmadge Picture
Is Planned in the East

Norma Talmadge is to appear in

a feature now being prepared from
the novel "For Hire" by its author
Irwin Franklyn, who will also di-

rect. Interested in the production
is the William Goodwin Publishing
Co., who are handling the book. The
feature will be made at the Ideal
Studios, Hudson Heights, N. J.

DREW HEADS CLEVE. BOARD
Cleveland — Annual election of

officers of the Cleveland Film Board
of Trade resulted in unanimous
selection of Frank D. Drew as presi-
dent; I. J. Schmertz, vice-presid'^nt'

H. R. Skirboll, treasurer, and Mrs.
Georgia D. Moflfett, secretary.

MARX FILM TITLED
"Horse Feathers" has been set bv

Paramount as the title of the new-
Marx Brothers picture.

A
ro-c/r\.

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C

Freudenberger Resigns
From Meyer-Rieger Lab
Walter J. Freudenberger, general

sales manager of the coming attrac-
tion trailer service department of
Meyer-Rieger Laboratories, has re-
signed, eff'ective Feb. 27. He has no
immediate plans for the future.

Columbia Expands Again
For the third time in a year,

Columbia is expanding its home of-
fice space, the latest move giving
the company the equivalent of three
floors at 729 Seventh Ave. With the
shifting that takes place this week,
the entire sales division will be on
the tenth floor, along with the ad-
vertising, publicity, exploitation,
sales promotion, art, accounting and
accessories departments. The foreign
department will be on the ninth
floor. The company also has the
eleventh floor and part of the sev-
enth.

EISENSTEIN TO APPEAL
Laredo, Tex.—Denied entry into

the U. S. because he could not satis-
fy immigration officials that the pic-
tures he has been making in Mexico
would not be used for Communistic
propaganda, Sergei M. Eisenstein,
Russian director, said he would ap-
peal to Washington. Meanwhile
Eisenstein and his three assistants
have returned to Neuvo Laredo,
across the border.

"LOST SQUADRON" TESTS
RKO's "The Lost Squadron" will

be shown at three "test" cities start-
ing Friday. The picture will play
Keith's in Syracuse, Keith's Wash-
ington and the Albee, Providence.
Special exploitation is being handled
by Arthur Houseman in Syracuse,
William Usilton in Washington and
Dick Farrell in Providence.

Mavfair Theatre BMdg, N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

Call-Board

POLA NEGRI
SHUBERT THEATRE

Newark, New Jersey

HOLLYWOOD

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Feb. 27: Eighteenth anniversary dinner and
dance of Operators' Local 306, Hotel
Commodore. New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention ol
Allied States Ass'n. Hotel Statler, De-
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ-
ent producers and distributors, Sardi't
12:45 P. M.

,
March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen.

tral Europe under auspices of Czeclio-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Assn and
National Film Industry, Prague. Czecho-
slovakia

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washior
ton D. C

Mar. 23: Annual and special meetings ofRKO stockholders. Baltimore, Md.

MONOGRAM MEET ENDS
New Orleans—An address by W.

Ray Johnston praising the sales or-
ganization "who in a sales campaign
have driven home sales of approxi-
mately $2,400,000," was the high-
light of the closing session of the
Monogram convention, which ended
yesterday. '

FOX BUYS STORY
Fox has acquired screen rights

;

to "Racketty Rax," short story by i

Joel Sayre which caused much dis- I

cussion when published recently by
"American Mercury."

PINCUS REPLACING PARKER
Returning to his former position, '

Joe Pincus is succeeding Al Parker
i

in charge of acting talent and tests
in the East for Fox. Pincus vacated
the spot last fall.

SAM MORRIS IN HOSPITAL
Sam E. Morris yesterday entered

the Sydenham Hospital to undergo
a minor operation. He will be away
from his office about 10 days.

NEW VICE-PRES. FOR I. A.
Harland Holmden of Cleveland

has been named seventh vice-pr^i-
dent of the I. A. T. S. E. and M.
P. 0. He fills a vacancy created
through automatic promotions, fol-

lowing the recent resignation of

President William F. Canavan.

Pep Up Your Show With

75c THEATRE RECORDS 75c

Latest Broadway Hits
by Leading Artists

Music with the showing of the pictures
is as important in the arrangement of a

program as the picture on the screen.
These records are ten-inch double disc,

same selection on both sides, without
vocal choruses and furnished in either
33 J^ or 78 RPM. Used by leading cir-

cuits such as Warner Bros.. Fox, Para-
mount, R.K.O., etc. YOU TOO CAN
KEEP UP TO THE MINUTE. These
records can also be used for dancing.

Send for Our Latest Bulletin

American Record Corporation

1776 Broadway New York City

Theatre Record Division



CONGRESS
SHOULD

INVESTIGATE
NOW!

There's dirty work in the fillum business!

The Senate ought to do something about it. There ought to be a
law! Or something!

Only by deep-down skulduggery could it be possible for one com-
pany to dominate the business by making nearly all of its best pictures.

Without any doubt whatever there must be a conspiracy in the

universal studio to beatell out of all competitors.

Otherwise, what I mean, how could it be possible that one conniv-

ing, powerful, young-old, up-and-at-em company could turn out the pic-

tures that are cleaning up at the box office?

Look at frankenstein. Look at murders in the rue morgue. Look
at impatient maiden. Look at steady company. Look at night world.

Look at hot news. Look at the cohens and kellys in hollywood. AND
BOY, LOOK AT 'EM! Look at the unexpected father. Look at a house

divided. Look at heaven on earth. )

I tell you it's rotten to have ONE company running the whole-

dambusiness.

I'm going to introduce a bill in Congress. Or somewhere. It will

not only clear up this monopoly of good pictures but it will get me on the

first page of the papers.
,

SENATOR BELCH
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SEVEN NEW FEATURES

Wftt Coast Burtau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Launching its spring

production drive ahead of time,

Paramount has placed seven new
features in work, as follows:

"This Is The Night," with Lily Damita,

Charlie Ruggles, Roland Young and Cary

Grant, under direction of Frank Tuttle; "The

World and the Flesh," with George Bancroft

and Miriam Hopkins, under direction of John

Cromwell; "Sky Bride," with Richard Arlen,

Jack Oakie and Virginia Bruce, under di-

rection of Stephen Roberts; "Sinners m the

Sun," with Chester Morris and Carole Lom-

bard, under direction of David Burton;

"Thunder Below," with Tallulah Bankhead,

Charles Bickford and Paul Lukas, under di;

rection of Richard Wallace; "Clara Deane.

with Wynne Gibson, Pat O'Brien and Frances

Dee, under direction of Louis Gasnier and

Max Marcin; "The Broken Wing," with

Lupe Velez, Leo Carrillo and Melvyn Doug-

las, under direction of Lloyd Corrigan.

J. B. Fishman Heads
Connecticut M.P.T.O.
(.Continued from Page 1)

first vice-president; Morris Shulman,
Hartford, second vice-president; Ed-
win S. Raffile, treasurer, and Attor-

ney Edward G. Levy re-elected ex-

ecutive secretary.
Directors named are: Frank Arri-

goni, William Brennan, Clyde Hess,

B. E. Hoffman, Irving C. Jacoks, Jr.,

Al Pickus, Jack Schwartz, Herschel
Stuart, David Sugarman, Benjamin
Weinstock and Samuel Weiss.

The Connecticut group recently

voted to affiliate with the M. P. T,

O. A. and will send 15 delegates to

the March convention in Washing-
ton.

Artists's Managers Fight
Producer Arbitration
{Continued from Page 1)

ing in the industry. The association

has 24 members, representing 1,200

players, writers and directors.

CHL HOUSE FOR AMKINO
Chicago—Joe Burstjm, represent-

ing Amkino, has leased the Punch
and Judy, dark for some time, and
is moving the Soviet film, "Road to

Life" into the house after a week
at the Apollo.

COMING & GOING

MAURICE OSTRER of London is sailing
for New York on the Berengaria.

HARRY BERNSTEIN, who operates the
Crescent, State, Strand and Temple in Ithaca,
yesterday was a visitor of A. W. Smith,
Warner Sales Executive.

MARTIN BROWN, playwright just placed
under contract to Universal, is on his way to

the coast.

CARL LAEMMLE and CARL LAEM-
MLE, JR.. arrive in New York from the
coast tomorrow. Also in the party are L. J.

SCHLAIFFER, HARRY ZEHNER. FRANK
MASTROLY, JACK ROSS, DAVID C.
WERNER and MAURICE FLECKLES.
JOHN R. FREULER, president of Big 4,

is back from a sales trip.

WALTER WANCER leaves for the coast
tomorrow.
WILIIELM MEYDAM returns to Ger-

many on the Bremen, March 9.

CHARLES R. ROGERS leaves tomorrow
for the coast.

ALONG™^ lALTO
PHIL.M.DALY

NtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • A NEW Spirit is permeating the Columbia home
offices traceable in great part to the recent acquisition of

several gents in key spots men who have made their in-

dividual marks in the film biz with other organizations

specialists in their respective lines men who are held

in high regard because of their splendid records of worthwhile

achievement and because of their likeable personalities . .

* * *

• • • TOO OFTEN in this film biz are encountered men
whose abilities cannot be questioned but who are the

possessors of unfortunate personalities so their achieve-

ments are discounted in great part by their inability to inspire

confidence to foster goodwill in those who must
work under them

* * * *

• • • AND AS show business is predicated so strongly on
Personalities the ideal executive is one who combines
native ability with proved experience, and enriched with a Per-
sonality that attracts, holds and inspires those associated with
him such men are Walter Wanger, now picking produc-

tion material for Columbia Charlie Rosenzweig, general

sales manager Bruce Gallup, advertising and publicity

chief and Hubert Voight, handling publicity on the

Coast

* * * *

• • • SO IT looks to us like a very happy and fortuitous

alignment that augurs well for the future of Columbia
a company that has fought a gruelling fight up from

obscurity to a place among the big line producers by
turning out Pictures and we mean Pictures for
they have showed a profit for exhibitors and themselves
which is Something in these days and with Jack
Cohn commanding in the East and Harry Cohn turning
'em out on the Coast this addition of new Young Blood

seasoned with their experience with big organizations
is all set to go so watch Columbia with

no dead wood no headaches no involved red tape
they are rounding the turn with a position on

the rail and it's a cinch they'll be In the Money

• • • AND THE reason Walt Winchell took a slam at the
Motion Pix Club Ball at the Waldorf was because they intro-
duced Louis Sobol on that occasion as "Broadway's leading
columnist" just another case of "He can't take
it"

• • • SPENT AN interesting hour with Hugh MacKay,
of Sapulpa, Oklahoma Mister MacKay is the largest
individual leaser of oil lands in the world and a picture
fan he was wondering why no epic story of the oil lands
has never been woven around the industry here is a
field that is filled with drama and romance some bright
boy might do well to look into it

# # WHAT A time was had at the Monogram Annual
convensh at New Orleans and wotta spot they picked for
it! some great reports and rumors seeping back
not overlooking that special race at the Orleans track
"The Monogram Derby" Ray Johnston will probably build
a feature story around it if the Mutuel book didn't cop
all his coin

PREDICT PLENTY OF GRIEF

FOR BROOKHART'S BILL

(Continued from Pag* 1)

sent to him "The true facts of the
situation" was made by Secretary
M. J. O'Toole of the M. P. T. O. A.
O'Toole said he believed the senator
has been "grossly misinformed" con-
cerning conditions within the film
industry. The same opinion was
voiced by numerous other film ex-
ecutives.

Production Committee
Created at Fox Studio

(Continued from Page 1)

to W. C. Michel, acting chairman
of the Fox studio management board
in the absence of Winfield Sheehan,
will meet weekly to discuss stories,

players and ideas. Recommenda-
tions will be submitted to the man-
agement board for final action.

Theater Headquarters
Distributed in Ontario

|

(Continued from Page 1)

quarters of nine theaters formerly
in this city are being moved to va-
rious localities in Ontario. The shifts

involve the Model, moved to New
Toronto; Gem, to Smth's Falls; Vic-
toria, to Preston; Savoy, to Port
Colborne; Leamington, to Leaming-
ton; Peterboro, to Stratford; Rex, to
Kitchener; Monarch, to Cobalt, and
Kent, to Wallaceburg. Meeting of
the stockholders of the nine compa-
nies is understood to have taken
place recently in Washington, D. C.
The houses are operated by Theater
Building Corp., partly controlled by
Famous Players Corp., it is admit-
ted by S. Crafton, secretary of the
nine companies, but Arthur Cohen
of F. P. states the nine theaters are
only remotely connected with his
company.

NEW 306 BUSINESS AGENT
Abe Brenner has been appointed a

business representative of Local 306,
projectionists' union. He succeeds
Morris Kravitz.

"LADY WITH A PAST" HOLDS
RKO's "Lady With a Past," star-

ring Constance Bennett, will remain
for a second week at the Mayfair.

^^/<M^J^^.%:!sMu

« « « » » »

MANY PAPPY PETUPNS

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Feb. 25
Helen Jerome Eddy Warren Hymer
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Jules Levy Named General Sales Manager of RKO

E fiejTfor i93z¥strongest1n decade
I

[^ew OFfers Sway Joe Brandt From Retirement Idea

3everal Deals Now Being
Considered by Retiring
Columbia President

Instead of retiring: from the in-

iustry and taking up golf as he
lad originally intended upon term-
nating his duties as president of

Dolumbia tomorrow, Joe Brandt will

set up a temporary office at 580

Fifth Ave. and, in the clear atmos-
jhere of the 31st floor, leisurely

;onsider several new offers already

3laced before him by interests who
{Continued on Page 4)

PLANS EIGHT WESTERNS

Eight western features starring

loger Carr are planned by Monarch
Productions for independent distri-

)ution, it is announced by Clifford S.

rlfelt, who will supervise the pic-
iContinucd on Page 11)

3 Dyott One-Reelers
Being Released Shortly

A series of 13 one-reel adventure
)ictures will be released soon by
eaturettes, Inc., in association with
lommander George Dyott, it is an-

lounced by Joe Finston, head of

''eaturettes. The pictures have been
ompleted except for synchroniza-
;ion, which will have an original

jcore with special arrangements.
)yott is the internationally famous
ixplorer whose feature picture,

Hunting Tigers in India," had wide
irculation.

Educators See Films

As Great Moral Power

Vashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Motion pictures are "an agency

if moral education of tremendous power," says

he National Education Ass'n in its Tenth
ear Book, made public at the convention

ow in progress here. Due to the unavoidable

ommercial nature of the screen as an enter-

ainment medium, however, considerable argu-

lent arose as to whether its possibilities as a

ultural institution were being realized.

Franklin to Look Over RKO Studio

Harold B. Franklin, who has joined RKO in an advisory capacity, leaves

for the coast a week from today to survey the situation at the Radio Pictures

studios.

J. I. Schniizer May Join
Chas. R. Rogers Venture

Phil Reisman Scouts
Reports of New Deal

"I haven't discussed any propo-
sitions so far," Phil Reisman told

The Film Daily yesterday, refut-

ing current reports of new connec-

tions. The Universal general sales

manager, who resigned last week,
said that he intends to remain at his

post for about 10 days more.

Joseph I. Schnitzer, who has

resigned as vice-president of RKO
Pathe, is understood to be interested

in the production enterprise being

developed by Charles R. Rogers,

with Joe Brandt, who concludes his

duties as Columbia president on

Saturday, also reported as interested.

26 Features on New Columbia List

Columbia's tentative production

schedule for the 1932-33 season will

provide 26 features in addition to

an undetermined number of West-

erns. The program is expected to

be definitely set within the next

week.

Wm. F. Canavan Begins
Duties With Paramount

Following conferences with Sam
Katz and Sam Dembow, William F.

Canavan, who resigned several
months ago as president of the 1.

{Continued on Page 11)

Depinet Appoints Jules Levy
General Sales Manager of RKO

Futter Takes Over
Former RCA Quarters

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Walter A. Futter,

president of Wafiilms, has taken over

the quarters formerly occupied at

7000 Santa Monica Blvd. by RCA
Photophone. In addition to his "Cu-

riosities" and "Travelaughs," Fut-

ter is now preparing a feature,

"Jade," which goes into production

soon.

Appointment of Jules Levy as

general sales manager of RKO
Radio-Pathe, succeeding Charles

Rosenzweig, was announced yester-

day by Ned E. Depinet, vice-presi-

dent in charge of distribution. Levy,

who has spent 15 years in film dis-

tribution and lately has been general
manager of the film booking de-

partment of RKO theaters, will have
for his assistants Jerry Safron in

(Continued on Page 11)

Manpower of Independent
Ranks Boosted by

Upheavals
Probability of higher grade prod-

uct being turned out by the inde-

pendent field in 1932-33 is being
stimulated by the current upheavals
among major companies, resulting
in placing on the market the best

array of production and distribu-

tion brains available in a decade or

more. With Charles R. Rogers,
(Continued on Page 12)

gluckman1oTandi[

26 german talkers

Twenty-six German dialogue fea-

tures imported by World's Trade
Exchange, Inc., will be distributed

in the United States by Capital

Foreign Attractions, of which Her-
man Gluckman is president. Arthur

(Continued on Page 12)

Actors' Equity Protests

Proposed N. Y. State Tax
Protest against Governor Roos:'-

velt's proposed 10 per cent amuse-
ment tax to raise funds for relief

was voiced yesterday by Paul DuU-
zell, executive secretary of Actors'

Equity. Added to the pending Fed-
eral tax, this would mean a levy of

20 per cent against the theaters,

many of which are barely able to

break even at present, even with

actors working for little more than
a living wage, said Dullzell. Legiti-

mate theater interests are lining up
to oppose the measure.

Receivership Asked
For Kaplan's Union

Action to bring a receivership for Local 306,

M. P. Operators' Union headed by Sam Kaplan,

was started yesterday before Justice Isidor

Wasserman in Bronx Supreme Court by Nathaniel

Doragoff, lawyer who is one of a group of

expelled members whose complaints led to in-

dictments now pending against Kaplan and 21

other union officials on conspiracy charges.
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Planning to Speed
Copyright Measure

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Prompt legislation

on the copyright question, along
lines discussed Wednesday at the
hearing attended by Gabriel L. Hess,
Samuel Spring, A. Julian Brylawski,
Louis Swarts and others, is promised
by Representative William I. Siro-
vich, chairman of the House Com-
mittee on Patents. Features of the
bill to be drawn up are:

(1) All copyrights will be issued in the
name of the author; (2) any copyright own-
er can assign his copyright to some other
party, provided such assignment is registered
at the copyright office here; (3) copyright
owner shall have authority to license the use
of the copyrighted material either in whole
or in part by another party, providing such
fact is registered in the copyright office; (41
it shall be a crime for a copyright owner to

assign to the same persons at the same tinif

the same feature of the material copyrighted,
and (5) it shall be a crime for an author to

receive money for the use of a copyright,
the basis of which was plagiarized or other-
wise not his own.

Alien Actor Measure
Taken Under Advisement

W'asliingtoH Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Following the hear-

ing held Wednesday on the Dick-
stein bill seeking to restrict the en-
trance of foreign actors, the House
immigration committee has taken
the measure under advisement. It

is contended by the committee that
the proposed law would not bar any
foreign artists "needed" by the in-

dustry, although C. C. Pettijohn
argued that, when the time came
to bring a foreigner into the coun-
try, a different construction might
be placed on the bill. William Orr
of the M-G-M studios also appeared
against the measure.
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Loew Presentation Units
Get 2 Additional Weeks

Increasing Loew presentations
unit weeks to 13, two more theaters
are being added to the list in March.
Shows originating at the Capitol,

New York, and produced under
supervision of Louis K. Sidney, pro-

duction manager for Loew, will go
into the Fischer, Detroit, March 11,

and the Oriental, Chicago, March 18.

OFF AND ON SICK LIST
Harry Gittleson, RKO-Radio Pic-

tures house organ editor, has re-

turned to his desk recovered from a
severe attack of grippe.
Hal Danson, in charge of RKO

press books, is off the job for a week
because of illness.

TERRETT TO WASHINGTON
Courtenay Terrett, Warner staff

writer and former newspaper re-
porter of national reputation, is en
route from Hollywood to Washing-
ington to study certain aspects of
politics for use in William Powell's
next starring picture, "The DarK
Horse." Terrett is working on the
script with Joseph Jackson.

GARBO'S NEXT
West Coast Btireau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Garbo's next M-G-M

nicture, following completion of
"Grand Hotel," will be "As You De-
sire Me." the play by Liugi Piran-
dello which ran a season at the Max-
ine Elliot Theater a year ago. It

will be directed by George Fitz-
maurice. One of the leading roles

will be played by Eric Von Stro-

heim.

TIFFANY FILM FOR FOX
Budd Rogers, Tiffany sales man-

ager, has closed deals for the show-
ing of "Hotel Continental" at the
Roxy, New York, and the Fox de
luxe houses in Brooklyn, Detroit,
Washington and St. Louis. The pic-

ture is now playing the Paramount,
Los Angeles, and is set for the
United Artists, San Francisco.
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Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

ROXY OMITS DIVIDEND
Quarterly dividend of 8714 cents

a share on the Class A cumulative
stock of Roxy Theaters has again
been omitted by the board of direc-

tors. This brings accumulations to
$9.62i/<.

"SKY DEVILS" FOR RIVOLI
"Sky Devils," Howard Hughes

production for United Artists, has
been set to open March 3 at the Riv-

oli. A special evening premiere will

be held.

ANOTHER ARLISS HOLDOVER
New Orleans — "The Man Who

Played God," which is heading for

a $20,000 week at the Saenger, may
hold over for a second week.

"ALIAS DOCTOR" OPENING
Richard Barthelmess in "Alias the

Doctor," First National production,

onens March 2 at the New York
Winter Garden, succeeding "The
Hatchet Man."

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS

LATEST equipment for recording sound

on film and disc and synchronizing.

Several large sound stages, many sets.

Sound truck available. Prices very

reasonable.

1600 Broadway New York

Tel.: LAckawanna 4-7511

JENSEN FILM FOR B'WAY
"The Silver Lining," Emil Jen-

sen's Patrician Pictures production
formerly known as "Thirty Days,"
will be given a Broadway showing
shortly by United Artists, which
has taken over the picture and plans
to release it nationally April 16
Alan Crosland directed the film, with
Maureen O'Sullivan, Betty Compson
and Montagu Love heading the cast.

DITA PARLO FOR PEERLESS
Dita Parlo, German film star, has

been signed by Adolph Pollak, presi-

dent of Peerless Productions, for the
lead in "The Warning Shadow," to
be produced in the East under the
direction of Edgar George Ulmer.

ALICE WHITE FOR STATE
Alice White, now playing in out-

lying theaters on the Loew circuit,

has been booked for a week's en-
gagement at Loew's State on Broad-
way starting March 5.

SET FOR TWO WEEKS
After a showing at the Warner

home office yesterday, the Smith and
Dale feature, "Heart of New York,"
was set for a two-week engagement
at the New York Strand beginning
March 3.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recordins
Low Dailjr or Weekly Ralet

Powers Ctnaphona Equlpimnt Corporation

723-TTH AVE., N. V. BRYANT •.•OCT

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Feb. 27: Eighteenth anniversary dinner ai
dance of Operators' Local 306, Hot
Commodore, New York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention i

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, D
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Indepen(
ent producers and distributors, Sardi'
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cei
tral Europe under auspices of Czechi
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n an
National Film Industry, Prague, Czechi
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. I

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washini
ton. D. C.

Mar. 23 : Annual and special meetings <

RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nigt

and Dance, True Sister's Club Housi
New York.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of Ir

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypoc
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention, Nei
York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societ
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of Internationa
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hal'
Columbus, O.

Dan Douger Resigns
As RKO Purchasing Agt
Dan Douger has resigned as pur

chasing agent for RKO He end
his duties at the home office tomor
row.

GEO. O'BRIEN RE-SIGNED
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood — George O'Brien ha

been signed to a new long-term cor
tract by Fox. His first picture ur
der the new agreement will be th
Stewart Edward_ White story, "Th
Killer," now being adapted by ^
Cohn, with David Howard slated t

direct under the supervision of Ec,
mund Grainger.

COLUMBIA BUYS STORY
Columbia has bought "The Bittt

Tea of General Yen," by Grace Zai
ing Stone, for early production.

Released March 27th

PUSS in BOOTS
AN OPERETTA IN FOUR REELS

by

NATHANIEL SHILKRET

In Preparation

HUMPTY-DUMPTY
RIP VAN WINKLE
JACK and JILL

National Distribution

Announced Soon!
PICTURE CLASSICS, INC.

(Producers)

NEW YORK



OH. MRS.WINCHELL!
Your bad boy Walter is in tlie Movies Now!

Sensation of the Hour . . •

.

In the News
On the Air
On the Stage 1

Now you can have him on your Screen!

WARNER BROS. GIVE YOU

WALTER

2 Afore Proofs that

"THE BARD OF BROADWAY"
The Man Who Knows EverybodY— and whom
everybodY knowsl A tremendous draw
wherever he plays. Radio pays thousands for

him weekly. Now you can get him for the
price of a VITAPHONE SHORT 1

_ Another "Feature" Name
1 at "Short" Pricesl ....

VITAPHONE\

SHORTS
FILL THE BILL

MADGE EVANS
in "ENVY'

Ifand "Many Happy Returns

Two sparkling short subiects that
enctble you io cash in on the wide
publicity this new star is getting this

very minute 1 Ready to play tomorrow!

i

yiTAGRAPH, INC., DISTRIBUTORS
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NEW OFFERS SWAY BRANDT

FROM RETIREMENT IDEA

(Continued from Page 1)

have convinced him that manpower
of the Brandt type should not desert

the industry in a critical time like

this. Harry Cohn officially takes

over the chair of president on Mon-
day.
Brandt has no idea at this time

what his new connection will be, he
told The Film Daily yesterday.

There is even a likelihood that it may
be in the exhibition end. Brandt
will continue as a member_ of the

Columbia voting trusteeship, but

there is nothing in the terms of his

withdrawal from the presidency

that would restrict his future activi-

ties in any branch of the business.

He expressed regret over leaving

the organization which he had so

largely helped to build in 15 years

from a little company with a staff

of four to a world-wide unit employ-
ing more than 2,000, and he said it

is a great satisfaction to know that

he is leaving the company in its

best financial shape since the re-

financing plan was put into effect

three years ago. All bank loans

have been paid off and the com-
pany has a comfortable cash sur-

plus. Brandt stated.

Speaking of industry conditions

in general, Brandt said the two big-

gest problems of the industry at

present are, first, difficulty of turn-

ing out consistently good pictures

due to the speed with which product

must be turned out, and second,

growing shortage of product due to

double-featuring, which in turn is

partly a result of fewer outstand-

ing pictures.
"Putting it cryptically." said

Brandt, "the industry is turning

out plenty of celluloid, but not

enough pictures."
Trade-marks are a thing of the

past and the only thing that counts

now is whether a picture is good,

Brandt also stated, and this means
a wide open field for independents

who can turn out the right grade of

product.

SUNDAY UP TO PEOPLE
Ada, 0.—A petition presented to

the village council of urging pass-

age of an ordinance prohibiting

Sunday movies, was refused action,

the council claiming that under the

newly enacted Ohio law the proposi-

tion should be placed on the ballot

at the November election.

Expenditures in production and the-

ater activities in France during 1931

amounted to $53,300,000.

ALONGJ^IALTO
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MtW VORK. IDS ANGELES'

• • • A GALA meeting for the A.M.P.A. luncheon at

Sardi's yesterday with the boys turning out in the big-

gest gathering for the past year to do honor to Bruce

Gallup and Hal Home as toastmaster paid a fine tribute

to this reg'lar feller one gent in this biz whom nobody

ever heard pan which is a Record in itself and

Bruce was so affected by the grand Homecoming welcome he

has received on all sides that he could only say a few

words he was that Choked Up so we went away
with renewed faith in this dizzy biz which can show such

fine appreciation of one of its most worthwhile sons for

underneath all its hardboiled cynical veneer it has the

saneness and the soul to pay fine homage to Personal Worth.

* * * *

• • • THERE WAS also Lewis H. Haney, economist

who told us just what chance we had in the coming months

with our stocks and bonds Lewis must have got slightly

balled up figuring he was addressing the board of di-

rectors of the U. S. Steel company when most of us

had to borrow a berry to attend the luncheon okay.

Mister Haney we were touched by the compliment

* * * *

• • • AND DIDN'T Faith Baldwin, the sexy novelist

give the pressageys a clever ribbing! in introducing her

Mister Home referred to her as "prolific" so

Faith wondered whether he referred to her literary work or

her four children admitting that they were all "works

of God" until the film biz went to work on some of her

novels and then she wasn't so sure and now she

has no Hlusions about how her literary works are coming out
in pix she just takes the producer's dough like a court
award for Damages smiles courageously like the brave
dame she is and goes out into the crool world to give
birth to another Brain Child to be mangled some day in
the Hollerword machine Faith how well you're
named!

• • • THEN CAME Fannie Hurst. her Serious
Speech all shot to razzberry juice by the preceding word-
juggler so Fannie went into a Combination Act a
mixture of satire, salve, sentiment and serio-comedy
and she was GOOD_ as she delicately hinted that there-
was room for vast improvement in transferring printed wo^ks
to the screen so Mister Home hastened to explain that
the assembled gang only sold the pix they didn't make
'em but it would be a really novel thrill and pleasure

to sell some good pix like Fannie referred to

* * If if

• • • THEY WERE just about the two cleverest femmes
who ever had the nerve to stand up in front of the pressageys

and give 'em a fine ribbing done with Class
so if there's gonna be a Ladies' Auxiliary to The Thumb

Club Faith and Fannie are right in line they
can take it and Give It

• • • IN BETWEEN it all the toastmaster made various
remarks noting the proposed installing of traffic cops
in home offices to keep the incoming and outgoing execs
from bumping into each other and he felt hopeful that
the Vogue of Guest Publicity Directors was now on the
Decline

Friday, Feb. 26, 1932

NEW WRITING GENERATION

IS NEEDED-FANNIE HURST

Indicating that the screen can-
not look to contemporary fiction for
its stories, Fannie Hurst, novelist,
yesterday told the A. M. P. A., at
its weekly luncheon at Sardi's, that
writers are generally adopting the
psychological type of yarn in pref-
erence to the kind in which phy-
sical action predominates. Envi-
sioning motion pictures in "the
slough of despair," Miss Hurst said
a new era will develop when "a new
generation of writers" comes into be-
ing.

Bruce Gallup, new director of
publicity and advertising of Colum-
bia, was guest of honor and spoke
briefiy. Hal Home officiated as

master-of-ceremonies. Faith Bald-
win, several of whose novels have
been filmed, also spoke.

MONTA BELL WITH M-G-M
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M-G-M has signed

Monta Bell to direct one picture.

Maureen O'Sullivan has also been
signed to a six months' contract to

start after the completion of her

present Universal contract.

« « « » » »

JERRY CROWLEY IN NEW POST
Philadelphia—Jerry Crowley, for-

merly associated with the Para-
mount Publix here in Ed Corcoran's
office, has become publicity director

of WIP-WFAN, Philadelphia mem-
ber of Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem.

YUGOSLAVIAN QUOTA
Belgrade, Yugoslavia — Under a

law recently enacted, for every 1,000

meters of imported entertainmpnt
film up to the end of 1933 the
porter is obliged to order or pro-

duce domestically and put into traf-

fic at least 70 meters, and after 1933
it will be at least 150 meters. Im-
porters unable to fulfill the condi-

tion will be obliged to pay a fine.

Showing of 10 per cent cultural films

also has been decreed.

^i*: ^.i.% i..%.(^M

MANY PAPPY PETUCNS;

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Feb. 26
Stanley Sandford Lawrence T. Postal

Isadora Sidman Lee L. Armstrong

Fay S. Reeder Chris Phillis
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Starring

LEW
AYRES
with MAE CLARKE, UNA
MERKEL, JOHN HALLIDAY
Andy Devine. Produced by
Car! Laemmie, Jr., from the

novel by Donald Hender-
son Clarke. Presented by
Carl Laemmie. Directed by

JAMES WHALE
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Ah, you'd be surprised

!

Bismuth, my boy, bismuth

he sow!

And where did he see it?

— that's what

Well, he sow it in about the fourth reel,

running down her duodenum 1 And yet

he fell madly in love with her!

James Whale, who gave you "Franken-

stein'' hath wrought another pippin.

Lew Ayres is the handsome young doctor

and Mae Clarke the bootiful blonde.

Beg—implore— the nearest Universal

salesman, if he is not too busy, to let

you see

IMPATIENT
MAIDEN
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CONSTANCE BENNETT
"LADY WITH A PAST"

//

Held over New York, Chicago, Boston,

Cleveland, Fort Worth, Des Moines,

Tops ^^Bought'* and '^Common Law'\

LOST SQUADRON
starring RICHARD DIX
Watch for test exhibition results

Washington, Syracuse, Providence.

//

adio-Pathe Leaps to the Attack



Ii6lLywood swing
for all the worl

Presold in sweeping

fashion by RKO's big

national radio hour.

Wherever you are, tune

in every Friday evening.
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Mary ASTOR . . . Erich]

VON STROHEIM
Joel M^CREA . . . Dorothyl

JORDAN . . . Roberi

ARMSTRONG . .

Directed by GEORGE ARCHAINBAUI

IT'S INTWE ffntl Hollywoo
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Mot an Air Show . . . But an Ait Show

n the Making— Planes Zooming . . .

Looping. . .Crashing. . .While Far Below

in Inhuman Genius Drives Men to

Destruction For the Supreme Thrill]

Unquestionably the Season's Outstanding
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tures. Carr is a newcomer, a trick

rider with U. S. Calvary training.

His first picture will be "Redwood
and Gold," by Jackson Gregory. El-

felt foi-merly piloted Ken Maynard.

Theater Overhead Cuts
Noted by John Freuler

Reduction of theater operating
overhead is taking place on an ex-

tensive scale, particularly in cases
where houses are turned over by cir-

cuits to independents, said John R.
Freuler, president of Big 4, on his

return from a sales trip to the South
and West. In the readjustment,
values are being written down to a

scale corresponding with current
conditions, Freuler states. He re-

ports one house, built at a cost of

$150,000, being sold to an indepen-
dent circuit for $10,000. Elimination
of third and sometimes second mort-
gages also are helping to put many
houses back on a paying basis, he
says.

Keen Interest Shown
In Talkers for Schools

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—That sound pictures

are destined to play an important
part in education was the belief

voiced in reports of scores of educa-
tors at the annual convention of the

National Education Assn. Interest

was particularly noticeable with re-

gard to recent developments in the

16 mm. field, although the use of,

equipment of standard size is

deemed to be most practical for

auditorium reproduction. For class

room work, much interest was mani-
fested in the new RCA Victor

Photophone 16 mm. sound-on-film

portable apparatus, which was
demonstrated to the educators for

the first time.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

NEW MEXICAN TAX
Mexico City—Revised Mexican im-

port tax on films, imposing a high

duty, is scheduled to go into opera-

tion April 1. American distributors

are appealing to the Government's
tax authorities to eliminate or modi-
fy the law.

BIG 4 RELEASES
"Tangled Fortunes," Big 4 pro-

duction starring Buzz Barton, will

be released March 10, and "Scarlet

Brand" on April 10.

Movies Aid Cosmetics
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Movies have created a big

market for cosmetics in the Orient, by
making women of the Far East desirous

to acquire American complexions, says

T. M. West, head of a Shanghai make-
up studio, who is here to study methods
of applying cosmetics to Oriental

women.

HOLLYWOOD
^ALLACE SMITH, novelist, art-

ist and soldier-of-fortune, has
received woi-d from his publishers,
Brewer, Warren & Putnam, Inc.. of
New York, that they are compelled
to make a second new printing of
the author's novel, "The Little
Tigress," which was written several
years ago. Smith is now writing
another novel.

* * *

Ross Alexander, Francine Larri-
more's leading man in the Broadway
and road productions of "Let Us Be
Gay," has arrived in Hollywood from
New York to join Paramount's
group of stage and screen players.

Ann Dvorak, now at work for
First National in the leading • role
of "The Tinsel Girl," has also been
assigned to the chief feminine role
opposite Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in

"Love Is a Racket."
* * *

"Careless Lady" is announced by
Fox as the permanent title for
"Widow's Might," featuring Joan
Bennett and John Boles under the
iirection of Kenneth MacKenna.
Minna Gombell plays an Important
role.

* * *

Randolph Scott, newcom.er to the

films from Virginia, has been as-

signed to his first screen role, one
of the principal portrayals ivith

Richard Arlen and Jack Oakie in

Paramount's "Sky Bride."
* * *

Frank McGlynn has been added
to the cast of M-G-M's "The Wet
Parade," adapted from Upton Sin-

clair's best-selling novel. Also in it

are Dorothy Jordan, Walter Hus-
ton, Lewis Stone, Robert Young,
Neil Hamilton, Jimmy Durante,
Wallace Ford, Myrna Loy, John
Miljan, Joan Marsh, Emma Dunn
and others.

* * *

Pincus J. Wolfson, Universal
scenarist, has completed another
novel, "Summer Hotel," which will

be published shortly. His publishers

predict the book will be one of the

biggest sellers of the year. He also

wrote "Bodies Are Dust."
* * *

John G. Adolfi, who directed

George Arliss in "The Man Who
Played God," "The Millionaire" and
"Alexander Hamilton," will also di-

rect "A Successful Calamity," which
will star Arliss.

* * %

Cecil B. De Mille, John Colton
Jetta Goudal, George Arliss, Walter
Hiiston and Fred Latham are

among the members of the film col-

rniy, who have attended Conrad
Seiler's new farce-comedy, "Cen-
sored," at the Pasadena Cormrnmity
Playhouse.

* * *

Harry J. Edwards, recently di-

recting Slim Summerville at Univer-
sal, was engaged by Al Christie to

boss the players in the third of the
Harry Barris comedies which the
Christie Brothers are filming for
Educational release.

Chester Morris, Carole Lombard
and Regis Toomey will head the
cast in a murder mystery melodrama
by Martin Flavin and Joe Sherman,
tentatively titled "Through the Win-
dow," Paramount announces. Marion
Gering will direct and the produc-
tion will go before the cameras early
in March.

* * *

John Darrow's literary aspirations
have been given further impetus by
the acceptance of a short story
which he recently submitted to a
national magazine.

* * *

Robert Lord is writing the screen
version and dialogue for "The Main
Event," which Roy Del Ruth will

direct with James Cagney as the
star.

* * *

Critical reviews of "Lady With a
Past" give lots of credit to Horace
Jackson for the screen version and
dialogue.

* * *

Adrienne Dore and John Wray are
additions to the cast which will sup-
port Edward G. Robinson in "Two
Seconds."

Although his contract with Para-
mount has expired, Tom Douglas is

still with the Schulberg organiza-
tion, having been recently assigned
to enact the featured juvenile role

in "Sky Bride."
* *

Critics who have previewed Con-
stance Bennett's latest product:cn.

Lady With a Past," are unanimous
in praising Horace Jackson's screen

version and dialogue.
* * *

His ability to hold the stage in a
ten minute monologue has won for

Alan Mowbray the role of a man
of few words. His portrayal of the

talkative old "King Magnus" in

George Bernard Shaw's "The Apple
Cart" started him on a motion pic-

ture career. His part in "Red Har-
vest" is in direct contrast to his fa-

mous stage characterization.
* * *

As "King Magnus," Mmvbray
gave an unbroken speech of 10 min-
utes. In "Red Harvest" he plays the

part of a terse Russian aristocrat,

who seldom speaks, but when he
does utter a word, it is of startling

importance.
:!: 5P V

Ethel Barrymore, tentatively set

to appear in an M-G-M picture with

her brothers, John and Lionel, is ex-

pected here in June following the

lose of her road tour.
* <i< *

Fontaine Fox is suing to prevent

Joe Yule from using the name of

Mickey McGuire, created for a car-

toon character and recently adopted

legally by Yule.

JULES LEVY IS NAMED

GEN. SALES MGR. OF RKO

{Continued from Page 1)
the east and Cress Smith in the west,
both continuing their former duties.

Before joining the RKO theater
department. Levy was associated
with Depinet as branch district and
general sales manager at Universal
and later First National. His suc-
cessor as RKO film booking head
has not yet been selected.
With the departure of Joseph I.

Schnitzer as president of RKO Radio
Pictures, it is understood Depinet
will take on additional duties and
function as executive vice-president
of that unit.

Wm. F. Canavan Begins
Duties With Paramount

(Continued from Page 1)

A. T. S. E. and M. P. 6.. yesterday
formally assumed his new duties
with Paramount in its public rela-
tions department. He will particu-
larly contact unions.

Cinematography Exhibit
At Internat'l Bock Fair
Florence, Italy—An international

exhibit of cinematography will be
part of the Fourth International
Book Fair to be held here from
April to June, it is announced. Artis-
tic developments, different uses of
films, publications dealing with the
cinema, equipment, etc., will be cov-
ered in the exhibit.

HORACE JACKSON RENEWS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — RKO has renewed

Horace Jackson's contract for three
months. At the end of that time
he may take a trip to Europe. Jack-
son is now writing another Con-
stance Bennett story.

"PARADISE" UNIT RETURNS
Honolulu—King Vidor and his unit

producing "The Bird of Paradise"
for RKO has completed its scenes
here and left for home on the Mat-
sonia, arriving March 2 in San Fran-
cisco.

R. & R. SCALES CUT
Dallas—Admission scales in all

Hughes-Franklin-Robb & Rowley
houses are now under 50 cents.

Usual top for the circuit is now 35

cents, with a few houses at 40 cents.

EXPEDITION FILM AT ROXY
"The Tragedy of Everest," three-

reel expedition film, will be shown
on the Grandeur screen at the Roxy
as part of the bill starting today.

Cycle on Wane?
Baltimore — Failure of "Freaks" to

draw any substantial business at the

Stanley despite a clever city-wide ex-

ploitation campaign, is interpreted by

local showmen as indicating that the

public already has had enough of the

shock and horror cycle.
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Joseph I. Schnitzel-, Joe Goldberg,
Mannie Goldstein. Jesse J. Goldburg
and Bud Barsky already among
those who have tossed their hats

in the independent production ring,

the field also has possibilities of in-

teresting Sidney R. Kent, Joe
Brandt, Phil Reisman. Lou B. Metz-
ger and other big guns of the indus-

try. Along with M. H. Hoffman,
James Cruze, Emil Jensen, and a

long list of others already active or

formulating plans, the lineup reach-

es imposing proportions.

Production of exceptionally good
pictures by the independents will

likely force the formation of one or

more national distribution agencies

which will either sell coast-to-coast

franchises or operate on a coopera-

tive basis. Creation of an indepen-

dent distributing company to serve

as an outlet and nucleus for fea-

tures is now under negotiation with

Talking Picture Epics as the dis-

tributor.

NEW TERMINAL POLICY
Chicago — In another change of

policy at the Terminal, vaudeville

will be presented Wednesday nights

and double features on Sundays,
Mondays and Tuesdays, with one
feature and shorts on the remaining
nights.

TELEVISION FOR HOTEL
Preparations for experimenting

with television in guest rooms are
now being made by the Hotel New
Yorker. Complete units specially

designed by the Freed Television &
Radio Corp. are being installed in

all de luxe suites.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE««DAy •

Los Angeles—The Victory at Bur-
bank, which has been dark for some
time, is being remodeled and will be

reopened within a few weeks under
control, it is reported, of the Para-
mount Theaters of Hollywood, of

which Mark Hanson and H. Y. Her-
ond are the managers.

Orville, O.—E. P. Mott, owner of

the Grand, has taken over the man-
agement of the house, operated by
John Dike for the past year.

Stockton—The Imperial is now be-

ing managed by Bill Kohler, for-

merly of the Premier, Oakland.

Charleston, W. Va.—Benjamin T.

Pitts, head of the circuit operating
13 houses in Virginia, has opened
a new $100,000 playhouse here. It

seats 800 and was opened the sec-

ond week in February.

IN WASHINGTON SPIRIT
Co-operating with Sol Bloom's

Washington Bi-centennial committee.
United Theater Advertisers has in-

cluded appropriate features in its

current cut and advertising layout
service, Vice-President R. F. (Pete)
Woodhull stated yesterday.

Indianapolis—Notices and articles

of incorporation have been filed with
the secretary of state by the Up-
tovm Theater Corp., Laporte, Ind.,

capital stock, 1,000 shares. Incorpo-
rators are Maurice Rubin, Laura
Rubin and Rebecca Rubin. Gardiana
Theaters, Inc., and Indiana Amuse-
ment Enterprises, Inc., both Dela-
ware corporations were admitted to

do business in Indiana; objects, to

own and operate theaters.

Oklahoma City—E. C. Leeves has
been appointed special representa-
tive for Columbia in Oklahoma and
Texas, with headquarters here.

Los Angeles — The Los Angeles,
recently acquired by William Fox
personally, has opened with a 15-

cent grind policy, with Jack Leo
operating the house, and Earl Rice
as manager.

Jacksonville—The Florida, de luxe
house built five years ago, will go
on a half-week schedule commencing
the last half of this week. Dog
races operating here for the past
few months put a crimp in the b. o.

Fitzgerald, Ga.—Contracts have
been signed for the immediate in-

stallation of a modern theater in

the Bowen Building on Central Ave.
It will seat 700 and will open on
or about April 1, it is announced.

Denver — As one of his first

efforts as publicity director of the
Orpheum, Gardner Wilson invited

a local breakfast club to eat their
weekly get together breakfast on
the stage of the new Orpheum, and
over 200 responded. Wilson has re-

cently been with RKO houses in

Omaha and Kansas City.

Sacramento—The old Sequoia has
been taken over by the Blumenfeld
circuit. It is being remodeled and
will reopen soon as the Sierra.

Charlotte, N. C.—Recent theater
thansfers and changes in the Caro-
linas are: Falls Theater, Granite
Falls, formerly operated by Sher-
rill Brothers, has been taken over
by Tague and Warren as the Lyric
theater; Cameo, Belhaven under the
present management of W. A.
Beckham, was previously controlled
by C. B. West; Carthaginian, for-

merly the Playhouse, located at

Carthage and operated by Dan Car-
ter, is now under the management
of C. B. Welch; H. Plaster has
taken over the Lincoln at Newbern,
formerly operated by Bijou Amuse-
ment Co. of Tennessee; Carolina,
Rock Hill, S. C, owned by Steven-
son Amusement Co., reopened under
the same management.

COMING & GOING

MARY PICKFORD has arrived in New
ifork for a visit. She will be joined later

>y Frances Marion, who is writing Miss
Pickford's next story.

AL LICHTMAN leaves Tuesday for the

:oast.

HUBERT VOIGHT, Columbia studio di-

rector of publicity, leaves New York for

he coast today.

CRESSON SMITH, assistant to Ned
Depinet at RKO, returns Monday from a

vacation in Havana.

JEANETTE MacDONALD leaves today
or the coast to resume work at the Para-
nount studios.

LEON SCHLESINGER, producer of the
iVarner series of screen cartoons, arrived
n New York yesterday from Hollywood t"

:onfer on next year's product.

BOMBER IS CAUGHT
Middletown, Conn. — William

Kramer of New London was ar-

rested Feb. 20 when a bottle of
evil-smelling chemical was found on
his person in the Middlesex theater.
The house, operated by Frank Ar-
rigoni, has been picketed by union
representatives since the staff was
changed when the house was re-

opened last fall. A bottle of chem-
ical was emptied at the New Year's
eve performance. Kramer, who has
been held in $2,000 bond, carried a
New London union card.

PRESS BOOK ON WASH'N FILM
Vitaphone has issued a compre-

hensive press book on "Washington,
the Man and the Capital," two-reel
special made for the George Wash-
ington Bi-centennial Celebration.

ERIN MANAGING STUDIO
A. Brin, formerly with National

Screen Service has been appointed
studio manager of Ideal Studios Inc.,

Hudson Heights, N. J.

PIERRE CLUB TO AID ACTORS
Leslie Howard, Mary Nash, Basil

Rathbone, and Lawrence 'Tibbett

head the committee for the weekly
Saturday night supper dances of the
"Pierrette," the new club at the Ho-
tel Pierre. Part of the first week's
profits will go to the Actors' De-
fense Fund.

GET NEW M-G-M CONTRACTS
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M-G-M has awarded

new term contracts to Frances Ma-
rion, writer, and Robert Young,
actor. Miss Marion is now working
on a Marie Dressier story, after
which she will do originals for
Norma Shearer and Marion Davies.

NATHANSON RUMOR AGAIN
Reports to the effect that N. L.

Nathanson will rejoin Famous Play-
ers Canadian circuit as managing
director are in the circulation again
in Toronto. Denial of such a move
was made at the Paramount home
office in New York yesterday.

GLUCKMAN TO HANDLE

26 GERMAN TALKERS

(Continued from Page 1)

Ziehm acted for World's Trade Ex-
change in the deal. Eleven features
have already been delivered to Cap-
ital for release. The remaining 15
will be delivered during the next
eight months.

Paramount 'Frisco Meet
Is Scheduled for March
Third of a series of sales meet-

ings at which greater co-ordination
between Paramount's theater and
distribution departments is being
stressed will be held in San Fsan-
cisco early in March. George
Schaefer, new general sales man-
ager, and John D. Clark, Western
division manager, both of whom are
at the Coast, will attend.

Meetings will follow at Dallas
and other points in the South. In
Dallas, Schaefer will be joined by
Stanley Waite, director of short sub-
ject sales and w?jo is also handling
feature sales in the East with Joe
Unger.

ARLISS FILM HOLDS
Columbus, 0. — "The Man Who

Played God," which opened last Fri-
day at the Grand, is playing to such
fine business that Real Neth is hold-
ing over the picture for a second
week.

LAEMMLE TO AWARD PRIZES
In addition to installing L. J.

Schlaiffer as general manager, Carl
Laemmle, who arrives from the
coast today with Carl Laemmle,
Jr., and party, will present the
prizes in the three-month celebra-
tion of his 26th jubilee.

LOVEJOY JOINING RKO
Boston—Col. Albert R. Lovejoy of

the Cambridge School of Drama,
connected with Harvard University,
is joining RKO's production forces
on the Coast.

New incorporations
3 c

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Synchro-Art Pictures Corp. S. Rabinowitz.

25 Court St.. Brooklyn, N. Y. 200 shares
common.

Raives Exhibitors' Film Delivery; Such-
man & Samuels, 545 Fifth Ave., New York.
100 shares common.

Television Dubs of America; Miller, Feld-

man & Paul, 276 Fifth Ave., New York
100 shares common.
Frank Rowland Productions, theatrical en

terprises; Beals & Nicholson, 230 Park A\f .

New York. 200 shares common.

Lincoln & Douglas Motion Pictniv

Corp. ; G. J. Jaffe, 1450 Broadway, New
York. 40 shares common.

Audio Publix Projection Room, motion
pictures; Kravit & Paley, 130 West 42nd
St., New York. $5,000.

Rogers Recreation Co., amusements; J.

H. Cavanagh, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. $50,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Consolidated Sound Equipment Corp.,

Philadelphia, Pa., motion picture equipment

;

Corporation Guarantee and Trust Co., Dover,
Del. 1,000 shares common.
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11 Star Series on New Warner-F.N. Program

WM. FOO SUE THEAjgS IN TRI-ERGON ISSUE

Gene Buck Favors Lower Music Tax For Small Exhibitors

New Copyright Bill Points

Are Endorsed by
Composers

Washington Bureau Off THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Small exhibitors

should not pay as much to the Amer-
ican Society of Authors, Composers
and Publishers for using copy-

righted music as big exhibitors,

Gene Buck, president of the Society,

told the House Patents Committee
yesterday. He added that he did

(Continued on Page 11)

iPmiLY mTtoIommihee

WILL STUrflFnUATION

Philadelphia—Action with regard

to affiliation of the M.P.T.O. of East-
ern Penna., So. N. J. and Delaware
with the M.P.T.O.A. has been put

in the hands of a committee of six

members, appointed at yesterday's

meeting, to attend the national con-
iContinued on Page 11)

J. R. Keegan Now Heads
Warner Wisconsin Houses
Milwaukee—J. R. Keegan, former

supervisor for' Warner Bros. The-
iters here, is now head of the cir-

uit in Wisconsin. He succeeds Max
Schott, who in turn succeeded E.

W. Van Norman, who continues^ as

manager of the circuit's Venetian,

jeorge Warrick is now booker for

he circuit, succeeding Eugene Arn-
itein, who is managing the Juneau.

Funeral Was Exploited

To Aid Valentino Films

'Vashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Expenses incurred in "surround-

ng the tuneral of Valentino with pomp and
:eremony as an aid in publicizing pictures then
n release" are among deductions sought from
lis Incomes in 1926 to 1928 in avoidance of
in income tax deficiency of $40,623 and pen-
ilties of $17,956, payment of which has been
lemanded from the Bank of America, adminis-
rator. funeral advertising cost is set at
:i 8,239.80.

L. J. Schlaifer Re-titled
Title of L. ]. Schlaifer has been changed from general manager to general sales

manager of Universal. Upon his arrival in New York yesterday from the Coast he
began familiarizing himself with his new duties.

Judge Flays Picketing Tactics;

As Contrary to A. F. of L. Ideals

Miami—In granting an injunction
to prevent M. P. Operators' Local
316 from picketing four houses of

the Wometco Theaters circuit. Judge
Alexander Akerman wrote an un-
usually straightforward and signifi-

cant opinion with respect to unions
employing pressure of this kind to

(Continued on Page 11)

Leon Britton Bringing
Far East War Pictures

Leon Britton, who now has a film
studio in Shanghai, arrives Monday
with a large quantity of Sino-Jap-
anese war pictures. One consign-

(Continued on Page 3)

J. L. Warner Sets 1 1 Star Series

For New Production Program
Auten Resigns from RKO;

Entering Indep't Field

Capt. Harold Auten, foreign rep-

resentative for RKO Radio Pictures,

has resigned effective today. Auten
plans to enter the independent for-

eign distribution field.

Eleven star series will be included
in the Warner Bros, and First Na-
tional 1932-33 programs. Jack L.

Warner told The Film Daily yes-
terday (Friday) in New York. Two
featured players, Joan Blondell and
Kay Francis, will be elevated to

stardom, he said. Others to star
{Continued on Page 9)

CURSED WITH QLAMOUR
—movies draw more attention than mattresses

Rv DON CARLE r.n t nTTji

IF
MOTION PICTURES were not such a glamorous business, it would not be

the object of so many attempts at investigation, legislation and general persecution.

Like the irresistible charms of an inordinately beautiful woman, the film Industry's

fascination is its curse.

Anybody desiring a loud horn with which to call attention to himself finds the

screen a powerfully tuned instrument.

It commands attention quick, far and wide.

In dozens of other lines of business the Federal Trade Commission is regularly

making actual investigations, discovering actual malpractices, and issuing actual orders

to cease and desist or to modify or to take whatever action is deemed necessary in

the public interest.

But seldom does a line of publicity regarding these cases ever get into the

papers, although the Commission mails out almost daily reports of its activities.

Yet in the case of the movies, any mugg at all has only to make a random
(Continued on Page 2)

15 New York Houses Using
German Pictures Face

Patent Action
William Fox's Tri-Ergon Com-

pany will immediately start court
actions against approximately 15
Greater New York houses and a
number of distributors of German
talkers in an effort to enforce what
it considers its sound reproducer
patent rights. Papers are now being

(Continued on Page 3)

ANOTHER WEStl SERIES

IS PLANNED BY LAEMMLE

Pointing out that Universal is

making a special effort to appeal to

child audiences through its Tom
Mix series of features, Carl Laem-
mle, upon his arrival in New York
from California yesterday, told THE
Film Daily that he is negotiating
for another established Western star

to appear in another series. He is

particularly enthusiastic over "Co-
(Continued on Page 3)

$615,786 Net Profit

Reported by Universal
Net profit of $615,786.64 for the

fiscal year ended Oct. 31 is reported
by Universal. This reflects the re-

sult of the first full year's opera-
tions under the company's new pol-

icy of amortizing negative and pos-
itive costs on the basis of experi-
ence tables. The change in the
method of amortization was started
with the pictures of the 1930-31
season. There was, therefore, in-

(Continued on Page 9)

Paramount Likely to Aid

Employee Stockholders

Paramount Publix employees who bought the

company's stock at $52 a share when it was
selling around $70 will be given relief through

a plan which the management is understood

to be working out. An employee profit-sharing

plan, separate and distinct from the stock re-

purchase, also is reported under consideration.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chp;.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 10'/^ 1054 10'^
East. Kodak 80 78 78^ + Vn

Fox Fm. "A" 3Vs 3^4 3^ . . . -•

.

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) Vi Vs V»

Loew's, Inc 32 30?4 31'/^ + Vi

do pfd 68 68 68 — 4

Metro Goldwyn pfd. \9Vi 19'/^ 19!^ — 1

Paramount lO'/l 9^ 9Vg + Vi

Pathe Exch % ?4 H
do "A" 47A AVi 454 — Vi

RCA 9^ 9 9yi — Vi
RCA pf. "B" ISVi UH 14T4 + M
RKO new 5 54 SVg 5 54 — 'A

Warner Bros 35^ 3 35^+5^
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Pets. Vtc. 6 6 6 — IVt.

Fox Thea. "A" 54 H V» — Vi
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. Yg 9-16 Vt.

Trans-Lux 254 25^ 254

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Ea. 6s40. 4 3 4
Keith AC 6s 46.. 5554 55 55
Paramount 6s 47.. 53 53 53 -f 54

Par. 5y;s50 4854 4854 4854 + 54

Warner's 6s39 ... 3254 3254 3254 + 154

CURSED WITH QLAMOUR
—movies draw more attention than mattresses

~ (Continued from Page 1) ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

squawk, and even without the slightest hint of official recognition the headlines

immediately start screaming with ominous insinuations.

Notwithstanding the fact that, out of a thousand cries for film investigations,

the actual cases in which the Federal Government has found a basis for procedure
could be counted on half the fingers of your left hand, jumping on the movies as a

handy ballyhoo device continues unabated.

The answer, as already indicated, is that the movie business fires the imagination,

whereas there is no allurement about a probe of the pickle industry, or an investiga-

tion of unsanitary mattress stuffing, or a run-in of the thousands of fakes who
illegitimately merchandise all sorts of humbug articles from bust-developers to fat-

removers.

It's like the perennial bids for publicity by attacking so-called rotten plays on
the stage, whereas nobody pays any attention to the rotten apples that come with

every barrel, or the paper soles used on plenty of shoes, or the shirts that shrink two
sizes in their first washing.

There's no glamour in- the mundane and the utilitarian.

The comparison could be carried quite a bit further, but you've got the idea

by now.

In short, this business must pay the price for being such a flaming torch to

the imagination.

nONDERING over the latest amusement field survey compiled by Standard Statistics

' Co., it becomes more and more evident that the major ills of the movie business

at present, and for a while to come, spring from the capital inflation of the boom
period.

The film industry was not alone in making the mistake of believing that the

lower curves of the business cycle were a thing of the past.

And the major picture companies, which fell in with the trend of all big business

toward expansion, were not much more to blame than the little fellows who over-

loaded or overtraded according to their respective capacities.

Nothing is to be gained, however, by trying to fix the blame now.

The industry as a whole has been handed a stiff dose of cause-and-effect, it has

been shown that the sins of overcapitalization must be borne by the second and third

generations, and as a result of these lessons the writing down of book values and

other healthy steps are already under way to relieve the strain on corporate treasuries.

From the Standard Statistics outlook, only modest profits are in sight for the

movie business in the first half of 1932, followed by a pickup in the second half,

with recovery in public income continuing to be the major factor in any substantial

increase in theater patronage.

TIFFANY BUYS THAYER STORY
Tiffany Productions has purchased

from Jacobsen Publishing Co. the
motion picture rights to Tiffany
Thayer's best seller, "The Illustrious

Corpse."

.^^••••»>••^'5
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AFTER WEEKS of figuring, it is still a mystery in at least one mind how a certain

short subject producer is going to achieve his announced desire to drive out

double-featuring by producing shorts of such additional length that they can be booked

and exploited like a second feature.

L. C. Griffith Re-elected

Head of Southwest Circuit
Oklahoma City—L. C. Griffith has

been re-elected president of Griffith

Amusement Co. Expansion activi-

ties of the circuit are at a standstill

owing to depressed conditions in the
oil fields.

Morris Goodman Heads
Mascot Distribution

Morris Goodman, formerly asso-

ciated with Universal, has become
associated with Mascot Pictures to

handle distribution. Mascot will

again produce four 12-episode ser-

ials for 1932-1933. Preparations for
the first are now under way in Hol-
lywood under the supervision of

Nat Levine, president.

HARLAN THOMPSON SIGNED
Harlan Thompson, prominent in

the legitimate field as a playwright,
composer, director and producer, as
well as a scenarist, has been signed
by Columbia to write and direct.

He is now on his way west with
Walter Wanger.

Barney Rose Appointed
U Manager in Denver

Denver—^Barney Rose, salesman
from the Omaha office, has been
made manager of the Universal ex-
change. C. J. Feldman goes to the
San Francisco territory as sales-

man. Jim Hughes has resigned as

salesman at the local office. W. J.

Heineman, western district manager,
was here making the changes.

Mauer Quits Educational
After 11 Years* Service

G. J. Mauer has resigned as as-
sistant treasurer and general audi-
tor of Educational after being with
the company for 11 years. Before
that he was with Selznick for five

years. Mauer plans a vacation be-
fore taking up a new film connec-
tion.

JOE BRANDT FETED
Joe Brandt, retiring president of

Columbia, was tendered a farewell
party by male executives and em-
ployees of the company. Party was
given at the M. P. Club.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 8-10: Second annual convention of
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De-
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ-
ent producers and distributors, Sardi's,
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen.
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n ana
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton, D. C.

March 17: Annual meeting of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

Mar. 23 : Annual and special meetings of
RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House.
New York.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In-
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7 : Fox Film sales convention, New
York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall.
Columbus, O.

WM. E. SMITH ON TOUR
Philadelphia— William E. Smith,

Paramount divisional manager, is

leaving on a six weeks' tour.

NAT LEVINE
1650 BROADWAY

NEW YORK

Now Preparing A
Twelve Episode Serial

"THE PHANTOM

EXPRESS"

IVesidcntHotcl
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates
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WM.FOXTO SUE THEATERS

OVER TRI-ERGON PATENT

{Continued from Page 1)

drafted and summonses will be serv-

ed immediately.
All houses involved are showing-

German dialogue pictures. In its

actions alleging breach of contract

the Fox concern will base its suits

on the German Tri-Ergon patents
which have been substantiated by
German court decisions.

Allegation will be made that cer-

tain distributors have violated
agreements with German Tri-Ergon
under which, it will be claimed,
they are obligated to pay royalties
to American Tri-Ergon for German
pictures shown in this country. The-
aters which have shown these Ger-
man talkers will be sued also.

Another Western Series
Is Planned by Laemmie

(Continued from Parie 1)

hens & Kellys in Hollywood,"
"Night World," "Hot News" and
"Destry Rides Again."
Laemmie and Carl Laemmie Jr.,

will confer with Universal home of-

fice executives on next year's pro-
gram of 26 features. They plan to

remain in New York about 10 days
before returning to the Coast. Carl
Laemmie will again come East late
in April and plans to sail May 10
on his annual trip abroad. After
his return he will attend the Olym-
pic games in California.

Leon Britton Bringing
Far East War Pictures

(Continued from Page 1)

ment of the films, which show actual
fighting in the Japanese invasion,
already has been received by Jack
Rieger of Meyer-Rieger Laborator-
ies.

WM. E. SPRAGG HONORED
Providence — William E. Spragg,

formerly district manager of the
Paramount Publix and now elevated
to divisional manager, was honored
at a testimonial dinner given by
•^embers of the Theater Owners'
Association of Rhode Island. Many
out-of-town theater men were pres-
ent. Spragg will now have oflSces

in Springfield, Mass.

COMING & GOING
u

MRS. ROWLAND V. LEE sailed Friday
on the Euiopa for the other side.
HARLAN THOMPSON, writer-director.

is on his way to the coast under contract to
Columbia.

HARRY ROSENQUEST. assistant Vita-
phone sales manager, has left for Indianapolis.
S. Louis, Memphis and Louisville. He will
be gone about ten days.

J. C. BARNSTYN has arrived from abroad.

LEON BRITTON is due in New York
on Monday from Shanghai.

CAPT. HAROLD AUTEN is back in
New York from Europe.

AMBROSE "BO" DOWLING sails for
Europe on the lie de France, March 4.

AlONG/"^

• • • WONDER HOW many of the Oletimers recall the
Mittenthal studio up Yonkers way that's going back
around 1915 with the ole Pilot stude next door
in those early days every so often the local power house
would go dead and "swish !" would go the lights in the
stude with the whole town in darkness until they
sent down to the I.A.T.S.E. in Nooyawk to send a crew up to

fix the juice this usually took a coupla days
meanwhile the Broadway actors "at liberty" who had con-

descended to do a part in the lowly movies drew their

full salary this was what changed the Broadway actor's

ideas on vacation it was better to vacashe on the flicker

producer than to dig into the ole boodle bag y' remem-
ber? the ole chamois bag with a safety pin snaffled on
your undershirt? wonder how many ole time actors

still wear a boodle bag?

* 4c « 4s

• • • IT WAS at this same Mittenthal stude that an assist-

ant director originated the idea of wearing colored glasses on
the set he said he had to wear 'em because he was suf-

fering from kleig eyes but the truth of the matter was
that he was still boiled from the nite before and wore
the glasses so the company and the director wouldn't know
about it those were also the days when every man
carried his own wardrobe the nite before they were go-

ing up to Yonkers to work everybody was phoning to

each other borrowing this and that to complete a wardrobe

• • • THE ODDEST baseball team ever assembled will go
into action at Wrigley Field on the Coast tomorrow for sweet
charity's sake Joe E. Brown has a "mystery" team lined

up, with a bunch of big-league players The "freak" team
is captained by Buster Keaton, challenging Joe's outfit

these Keaton Krushers consist of Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy,
Bert Wheeler, Buster Keaton, Slim Summerville, Bob Woolsey,
Eddie Gribbon, Jimmy Durante, Cliff Edwards Buster
has chosen Kosco Ates as one of the umpires if he stut-

ters a decision, they'll know about it by the next inning

• • • JUST TALKED to Alban Conway, the latest foreign
imported find for the screen Alban is a great combina-
tion he has the suave grace and allure of Valentino

with the he-man punch and personality of Clark Gable
he has been knocking 'em cuckoo in England, his home

grounds on stage and screen if Leo Morrison and
Joe Rivkin haven't got a Big Bet in this son of Albion
then all our years of pickin' 'em don't mean a thing

* * « *

• • • JUST A well-earned bow to Ed Finney and his AMPA
committee for slamming over a row of knockout lunch-
eons that has never been topped in the history of the organ-
izashe not only the guest talent has been beaucoup

but the affairs are pervaded with a spirit of Good
Fellowship that every pressagey needs

* * * *

• • • THAT WAS a nifty that Kelcey Allen pulled at the
first luncheon of The Thumb Club some gink asked him
why he wasn't puUin' his famous wisecracks and Kelcey
carroms back "Oh, I thought I had walked in on the
Amateur Tryouts!" after that Slam, all the gang have
been thinking up broadsides for Kelcey which will be
fired at the next luncheon on Tuesday

RCA VICTOR-PHOTOPHONE

Following the recent unification of
the RCA Victor export and domestic
sales activities and the consolidation
of Photophone with Victor, at Radio
headquarters, in Camden, the follow-
ing realignment of executive sales
personnel is announced by E. A.
Nicholas, vice-president in charge of
sales:

E. O. Heyl, formerly in charge of Photo-
phone sales, has been appointed manager of
the Photophone Division of RCA Victor,
with headquarters in Camden; L. W. Yule
appointed assistant manager of the Photo-
phone Division ; F. R. Deakins appointed
manager of the engineering products division;

J. M. Sawyer continues as assistant manager;
Ernest H. Vogel. manager of the radio and
phonograph division, is in charge of all for-

eign and domestic sales activities, in connec-
tion with radio and phonograph instruments

;

A. R. Beyer continues as assistant manager

;

C. Lloyd Egner, manager of the record and
recording division, is in charge of all foreign
and domestic record sales activities : W. W.
Early continues as assistant manager : W. A.
Graham, formerly of Photophone. appointed
assistant manager in charge of recordinsr
equipment sales; E. M. Hartley, manager of

the service and installation division, is in

charge of the service and installation re-

quirements of RCA Victor, including the new
Photophone Division; T. E. Francis, formerly
of Photophone, appointed assistant manager

:

Pierre Boucheron, manager of the advertising
and sales promotion division, is in charge of

all the foreign and domestic advertising, sales

promotion and rublicitv activities of the com-
pany, including Photophone.

'Bo' Dowling to Install

New Sales Plan Abroad
Ambrose "Bo" Dowling, head of

RKO Radio Pictures export depart-
ment will sail for Europe on March 4

for a three months' inspection tour
during which he will install the "trav-
eling salesman" idea of selling Ra-
dio Pictures in several foreign coun-
tries. Dowling will also visit the

Associated Talking Pictures studios,

where conferences regarding next
year's feature production line-up

will be held. It is believed that
A.T.P. will produce 17 features for
1932-33 release.

&^^%^.^^M

MANY UAPPY RETUPNS,

a « « » » »

Mickey McBan
James Dixon Williams

Joan Bennett

William Demarest

Enid Hibbard

Ian Keith

Irving Briskin-

Carl Henry Graf

Edwin Beach Abrams

Charles Walter Beyer

Pat Somerset

William Wellman
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
ARTHUR KOBER is writing the
^ ^dialogue for "Merton of the Talk-
ies," which will star Stuart Erwin,
and is also working on the adapta-
tion in collaboration with Sam
Mintz.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Berthold Vier-

tel being greeted on his return from
New York; Mr. and Mrs. Allen Riv-
kin returning from a week-end visit

at Palm Springs; the two Phils,

Gersdorf and Scheuer, chatting on
Gower Street; Ralph Block visiting

Palm Springs; Fred Rath motoring
to the Paramount studios.

* * *

Leon Waycoff, who is one of the
busiest actors on the coast, has been
given a featured role in "State's At-
torney," the John Barrymore pic-

ture now in production at the RKO
Radio studios under Irving Pichel's

direction. Originally from the New
York stage, Waycoff came to Los
Angeles to play the lead in the stage
presentation of "Tomorrow and To-
morrow." Universal engaged him
for "Murders in the Rue Morgue"
and a contract with the company
followed.

* * *

Abe Meyer of the Meyer Syn-
chronizing Service, recently arranged
a radio broadcast program over the

Don Lee Pacific stations for the "H.
0. Surprise" hour. Rosea Ates and
Racquel Torres were among the per-

formers.
* * *

Gilbert Emery has been engaged
by Carl Laemmle, Jr., to adapt
Emile Zola's "Nana" as the first

Tala Birell vehicle for Universal.
* * *

RADIO PICTURES notes:

"State's Attorney," starring John
Barrymore, is in production with
Irving Pichel directing and a sup-

Telegraphic Brevity for Film Dialogue
The telegram should serve as a guide for the writing of talking picture dialogue,

according to Ernst Lubitsch, Paramount director.

"Whenever writers of dialogue develop the feeling that they are shaping a

telegram and that every superfluous word costs them money, they will have attained
perfection for such scenario work," explains the director. "We must use spetch
only to express moods and situations that cannot be effectively expressed in panto-
mime," Lubitsch declares.

porting cast including Helen Twelve-
trees, Harry Bannister, Jill Esmond,
Mary Duncan, Nat Pendleton, Lee
Phelps, Robert Wayne, Harry Staf-
ford, R. H. Mitchell, Bernie Lamont,
George Reed, Nicholas Koblinsky,
Leilani Sherwood and others
Jacques de Bujac has been assigned
to the cast of "The Roadhouse Mur-
der" in support of Eric Linden and
Arline Judge Eunice Martin,
secretary to David O. Selznick, has
just had her one-act play, "God
Bless the Queen," presented by the
Writers' Club.

* * it

Hal Roach has signed George
Marshall, who directed the Bobby
Jones golf shorts, to direct the next
ZaSu Pitts-Thelma Todd comedy,
"Hot Harmony," by Paul Gerard
Smith. Bud Jamieson and Charlotte
Meno also are in the cast.

* * *

Mel A. Hulling is now sales man-
ager of Atlas Pictures, Ltd., operat-
ing independent exchanges in Los
Angeles and San Francisco.

* * *

Walter Walker and Louis Alberni
have been added to "The Woman In
Room 13," Elissa Landi's Fox pic-

ture now in production.
* * *

Al Christie has closed a deal with
M-G-M for the services of Mary
Carlisle, blonde ingenue, for the
feminine lead in the Educational-
Vanity Comedy starring Harry Har-
ris, just placed in production. Harry

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in HoUywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$.^.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Look/or the "Dofr-way ofHospitality"

.VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

J. Edwards is directing. The cast of
the new comedy, as yet untitled, also
includes Ed Kennedy, Carol Wines,
Violet M. Barlow 'and Neal Burns.

* in iH

Lee Kohlmar, veteran character
actor, has arrived in Hollywood from
New York to play one of the fea-
tured roles in "Clara Deane" at
Paramount.

* * Hf

A new Andy Clyde Comedy, tenta-
tively titled "April Fool," is in pro-
duction at the Mack Sennett Studios
under the direction of Leslie Pearce.
Dorothy Granger is Clyde's leading
lady. The rest of the cast includes
Richard Kramer, Knute Ericson,
Pete Morrison, Bobbie Dunn and
Marvin Loback.

« 4> *

Albert Conti, Gustav von Seyffer-

titz, C. Henry Gordon and H. Gib-
son-Gowland have been added to

Universal's "Mountains in Flame."
* + *

First National has added Evalyn
Knapp, Mary Doran, Ben Alexander,
Donald Dillaway, Hank Mann, C.
Henry Gordon and Claire McDowell
to "Tinsel Girl."

* * *

"Law of the West," starring Bob
Steele, has been placed in produc-
tion at the Trem Carr Studios for

Sono Art-World Wide release. Steele
is taking direction from his father,

R. N. Bradbury, who also wrote the
story. Nancy Drexel is playing the
feminine lead, while Ed Brady is

essaying the heavy role.
* *

Elynoe Dolkert, brilliant young
writer, who spent several years in

Europe, has a new hobby. A collec-

tion of rare posters from every
country in Europe adorns her office

at Universal.
* * *

Arthur Pierson will play one of

the supporting roles in "Clara
Deane," Paramount's picturization of
Arthur M. Brilant's play. Brought
to Hollywood from the stage severaj
months ago, Pierson recently fin-

ished featured roles in "No One
Man" and "Tomorrow and Tomor-
row."

* * :tc

J. Samuel Berkowitz of Atlas Pic-
tures, local exchange, reports he has
booked "Trapped in a Submarine"
over the Fox West Coast circuit. The
picture was made by British Inter-
national Pictures. Atlas is also dis-
tributing product made by Supreme
Pictures.

Gloria Stuart, 18-year-old ingenut
of the Pasadena Community Play-
house, Pasadena, Cal., is the latest
discovery of Carl Laemmle, Jr., gen-
eral nuinager of Universal City.
Laemmle has signed her to a long-
term contract.

4> * «

Val Burton, musical director and
composer who wrote "Singing a
Vagabond Song," "Pent House Ser-
enade" and other hits, is writing th«
musical score for "Igloo," which was
produced by Edward Small. He also
wrote the score for "Lena Rivers"
and was in charge of the musical
arranging for "Hotel Continental."

* •

Paranwunt has given Chester
Morris and Richard Arlen the lead-
ing roles in "Come On Marines,"
which Marion Gering will direct . . .

David Landau will appear in the
Four Marx Brothers' picture, "Horse
Feathers" . . . David Burton is com-
pleting the direction of "Sinners in
the Sun," which uxis started by
William C. de Mille, who later de-
cided it was not his type of picture.

* *

More Passing Show: Fred A. Cou-
ture, owner of a chain of theaters
in New Hampshire, and Miss Alyie
Beaudoin, entertaining Miss Elynore
Dolkart, screen writer, at the Cocoa-
nut Grove; Martin Mooney motoring
to Universal City; Frank Lloyd,
Richard Schayer, Herman Robbins,
Harry Chandlee, Marlen Pew, Joe
Breen, Oscar Carter, Robert Ritchie,
Paul Kohner, Claudia Dell, Onslow
Stevenson, Anita Louise, Barbara
Weeks, Gloria Stuart, Lupita Tover,
Marion Schilling helping President
John LeRoy Johnston wind up his
administration in a blaze of glory at
the Wampas entertainment.

* -^ it

Rouben Mamoulian is mcking
preparations for his next picture,
"Love Me Tonight," which will star
Maurice Chevalier.

« • •

Ramon Romeo has written "Liz-
zie Streeter," a satire on "Lysis- ;

trata." It will be presented by the
;

Dominoes at their club house Feb.
28. The cast will include Louise
Fazenda, Thelma Todd, Sally Eilers
and others.

Laurel-Hardy Foreign Tour
With prospects of a vacation in the

offing, Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy,
Hal Roach comedians, are planning to

leave in June for a vacation in England.
They expect to spend several weeks in

and around London, possibly making per-
sonal appearances, having already been
assured of suitable bookings. Laurel, a

native of London, is making the trip

essentially to see his parents who live

there. It is possible the comedians will

also visit Germany, France, Switzerland
and other neighboring countries. This
will be Hardy's first trip abroad.
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
.fiy HARRY N. BLAIR

IJERMAN RUBY, recently ap-
-*^ pointed chief of Vitaphone's

scenario department at the Brook-

lyn studio, has declared himself flat-

ly against so-called "smart" stories

written for Broadway audiences. A
scenario, before it receives his en-

dorsement, must be of the type

which audiences all over the country

will be able to understand and en-

joy.

Hollywood would have to go
some to match the story of Alice

Snow Barbee, a Southern belle

from High Point, N. C. While
visiting here, Alice accompanied
a friend to the Warner Vita-

phone studio who had an ap-

pointment with Herb Hayman,
the casting director. Alice made
such an impression on Hayman
that she was offered extra work
and, after one picture, now has

a small part in "Absent Minded
Abner," one of the "Big Star"
comedies.

Vitaphone is releasing "Oberara-

niergau," one of the E. M. Newman
'Travel Talks" as an especially ap-

propriate Lenten attraction. The en-

itire reel is devoted to the Passion

iPlay which is staged every ten years

m the little town of Oberammergau
in southern Germany.

"The Pullman Murder Mystery"
is the title of the eighth of the S.

S. Van Dine Detective Mystery se-

ries now in production at the Brook-

lyn Vitaphone studio under the di-

rection of Joseph Henabery. As
with the preceding two-reelers by
Van Dine, the script for the current

picture was prepared by Burnet
Hershey, studio scenarist who wrote
Ithe adaptation and dialogue.

•

So many opportunities for good
•omedy came up during the filming

)f "Subway Symphony" that Sam
5ax has worked an underground se-

quence into "Absent Minded Abner,"
iirected by Alf Goulding.

•

Edgar George Ulmer, prepar-

ing to direct "The Warning
Shadow," for Peerless Produc-
tions, was previously associated

with F. W. Murnau. He has
directed several Ufa produc-

tions, notably "Menschen am
Sonntag."

J

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment-

Large Stage

For Motion Picture Work
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Showmanship in the Studio
(By Chester B. Bahn, Cinema Critic, Syracuse Herald)

There seems to be an impression that showmanship is essentially an exhibitor
quality. Granting that the individual theater operator must be a showman, I feel

that showmanship is as necessary in the studio, and in circuit headquarters, as in

the manager's office.

Read on and you shall understand my point of view.
Making pictures with at best a limited appeal for mass consumption is NOT

showmanship.
Neither is showmanship found in the filming of those stories which, rightly or

wrongly, must be so radically altered to meet the dictates of the Hays office that

the finished picture bears slight resemblance to the original.

Nor is showmanship exemplified by attempts to translate into cinema themes
unsuited to the screen.

Nor in the production of pictures designed primarily for metropolitan audiences,

with subsequent distribution nationally.

Nor in confusing attempts to make gory history palatable by resort to trite

romanticism.
Nor in flagrant mis-casting.

Nor in efforts to present a double-chinned actress as a glamorous heroine.

Nor in subordinating the star's part to that of a comparatively unknown newcomer.
Nor in burdening a new star with a trashy vehicle and, worse, a character that

is obviously a mis-fit.

Nor in the frequency with which Hollywood leaves good unrewarded by good,
thus upsetting dramatic balance.

Nor in many other common practices which might be cited—and may be before
this sermonette is concluded with a critical "Amen!"

Sam Sax, head of the Warner
Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn, an-
nounces that he has signed Joe
Frisco to star in a two-reel singing

and dancing short to be filmed there

within the next few weeks. A spe-

cial story is now being prepared by
one of Vitaphone's staff writers.

•

An Autogiro type. of airplane was
used as part of a feature production

by Stuart Walker, who is directing

"Sensation," for Paramount. The
plane was piloted by James Ray,
vice president of Pitcairn Autogiro
Co., through whose courtesy it was
secured. Claudette Colbert, who flew

with Edmund Lowe in the action,

was so enthusiastic that she is plan-

ning to buy one of these new type
planes for her own use.

•

Gaston DuVal, head of Para-
mount's research department at the

New York studio, who is an author-

ity on bull-fighting, was called in

as technical advisor on the Ziegfeld
stage production, "Hot Cha."

•

The Penn Astor-Coffee Room,
situated in the Astor Hotel, is

interested in lining up teams
composed of film players who
like to "dunk," with the idea of
staging a contest. Betty Garde
and William. Gargan, both of
whom have appeared in pictures
made here, have already en-
rolled.

•

Ray Cozine is directing a series

of color tests for Paramount with
William Steiner, Jr., officiating at

the camera. Olga Phelan and Paul
Claire were among the subjects re-

cently tested. Regular pink and
white make-up is used for the best
results.

•

Newspaper critics who praised the

mansion set designed by Chick Kirk
for "Wayward" are sure to go for

Public Morality Council
Is Favorable to Films

London — The report on motion

pictures submitted to the Public

Morality Council by the special sub-

committee empowered a year ago to

investigate and report on motion

picture programs, under the presi-

dency of the Bishop of Kingston,

pays an unusual tribute to the

cleanness of motion pictures, and

forms a complete answer to the local

censorship agitation. It reported

that criticism of films was exagger-

ated and that it was far better for

young people and children to be in

motion picture theaters than wan-
dering the streets and lanes or read-

ing many of the books they get

hold of.

A summary of the investigation in

one district shows 23 programs com-
mended; nine reported good but

marred by single items or slight in-

cidents; four generally unobjection-

able though unsuited for children;

two to which specific objection was
taken—one on the ground of sor-

didness, the other for an entire pro-

gram of sex films. The report

quoted from a Mothers' Union En-
quiry Committee report that "a

great deal of the criticism of cinema
programs is exaggerated and not

based on careful observation or ade-

quate data."

the hunting lodge setting which fig-

ures prominently in "Sensation." It

is to the latter spot that Claudette
Colbert is taken by autogiro air-

plane, after being kidnapped by Ed-
mund Lowe.

•

Lincoln Pictures is now producing
"Anybody's Woman," with an all-

negro cast starring Bill Robinson,
at the Ideal studios.

•

Ernst LMbitsch, on vacation
here, makes no secret of the fact
that he prefers making pictures
in the East.

•

Vitaphone has released "The Skull
Murder Mystery," sixth of the S. S.

Van Dine series of two-reelers now
in production at its studio in Brook-
lyn.

•

Ruth Etting, while preparing to

leave for Hollywood to appear in a
feature, will make two two-reel mu-
sicals for Warner Vitaphone. Her
next short will be second in a series

of four, the first of which, "Words
and Music," was recently released.

Herb Hayman, Vitaphone's casting
director, is lining up an unusually
fine cast of supporting players, re-

cruited from the Broadway stage.

•

Screen tests are being held
almost daily at the Standard
Sound Recording studios by
Samuel Goldivyn officials, with

the idea of selecting screen
types for Eddie Cantor's next
picture, tentatively titled "Bal-

lyhoo."
m

Harry Baldwin, who acted as sec-

retary to Walter Wanger, Monta
Bell and James R. Cowan, before

becoming an assistant director, will

join one of the independent compa-
nies working in the East, upon the

closing of Paramount's New York
studio.

•

Dita Parlo, popular German star,

who has been signed by Adolph
Pollak, president of Peerless Produc-

tions, to play the lead in "The Warn-
ing Shadow," described as a "cinema
fantasy with a New York back-

ground," will start work in the pic-

ture here as soon as suitable studio

arrangements have been made. This

will be the first American picture

to feature Dita Parlo since she was
brought here to play the leading

feminine role in the German version

of "The Big House."

Still Hunting Redhead
Continuing its search for a feminine

lead for "Red Headed Woman," M-C-M
will test Jean Harlow in New York on

Sunday. Miss Harlow is now making

a personal appearance at Loew't Cen-
tury, Baltimore.
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Theater O EQUIP
By M. P.

EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNIT

OFFERED BYJAT'L SUPPLY

Enslen Hydro-Electric emergency
lighting unit type lA, a product of

the Utilities Service, Inc., Troy, Pa.,

for use in theaters in case of electric

power failure, is now being offered

at less than one third the regular

price through the National Theater
Supply Co.
The Type lA, water started and

operated units, consist of a genera-

tor directly connected to a water
-c^heel which uses as the source of

power water supplied to the build-

ing in which the unit is installed.

The generator is especially designed

and constructed to give constant

voltage from no load to full load.

These units, it is said, are auto-

matically started and stopped by
an electrically controlled water valve

which is held in the closed position

by a solenoid energized by the regu-

lar supply. Upon failure of this

current, the valve opens, admitting
water under pressure to the water
wheel which drives the generator

and creates the emergency current.

When the regular current supply

is restored, the solenoid is again
energized and closes the water sup-

ply valve to the wheel, automatically
stopping the emergency unit.

A double-throw switch, which is

operated by the above solenoid, and
which automatically switches the

lights to and from the regular cur-

rent supply and the emergency gen-

erator as may be required by the

current failure, is also furnished
with the unit the company states.

INDIRECT LIGHTING
Cleveland—A novel indirect light-

ing fixture of semi-modernistic de-

sign, called a "Louverlux," that em-
bodies a Lunalux globe for reflecting

and diffusing the light, and a series

of louvers to direct the remaining
light toward the ceiling, has been
developed by the Westinghouse
Electric Co.

Ir IT'S A GOOD
BUY you CAN

GET IT AT

NATIONAL!
^National Theatre
OllSuppLY Company

mg

Artificial Rays Replace Spotlights
Science with its modern magic invaded the stage of the Capitol theater, on

Broadway the past week, when for the first time on any stage a presentation was
produced by the rays of artificial sunlight. General Electric Sunlamps took the place

,of spotlights, bathing in a warm glow of artificial sunlight the intricate movements
,, of a rumba performed by the Chester Hale Girls in an appropriate Cuban beach setting.

f To the artificial tan of the girls' beach makeup was added the mtural coloring

[obtained by the dancers from additional sunlamps placed in their dressing rooms.

16 mm. Optical System
Increases Illumination

Davenport, la.—Development of a

new Hi-Power optical system for

16 mm. projectors, said to give twice

the illumination of the regular Vic-

tor optical system when the same
projection lamps are used is an-

nounced by the Victor Animato-
graph Corp. of this city.

The new Victor Hi-Power optical

system consists of a super reflector

adjustably mounted in a special

lamp house extension, a set of pre-

cision ground bull's eye condensers
and a more powerful projection lens,

and all parts may be easily in-

stalled, the company declares.

RECORD INSTALLATION
Although early reports predicted

a shut down from 10 days to sev-

eral weeks, after the fire back stage

at the RKO Palace, on Broadway,
last week, prompt action on the part
of the management and equipment
manufactures enabled the theater to

open as usual the following day.
Record installations of temporary

equipment were made by equipment
manufactures including curtains,

curtain tracks, floodlights, stage
plugs, lenses, boarder lights, music
stands, spotlights and other stage
lighting and equipment devices.

Permanent stage lighting equip-
ment is being constructed by Kliegl

Bros., curtain by Peter Clark, Inc.,

and screen by Beaded Screen Corp.

New Chromolite Screen
Installed at RKO Palace
A new chromatic screen, to re-

place the one destroyed recently
when fire broke out backstage at
the RKO Palace, New York, was in-

stalled within 24 hours by the
Beaded Screen Corp., Roosevelt, L. I.

Installation of new chromolite
screens have also been made in the
Paramount theaters in New York
and Brooklyn. These screens, the
company declares, are the largest
ever installed in a theater.

NEW ACOUSTIC TILE
Chicago—An acoustic tile made

from felted cane fibers, said to be
perforated with 441 holes per square
foot, has been developed by the Celo-
tex Co. of this city.

E TRAVEL SIGN

FOR STRjn OR LOBBY

Development of a unique travel

sign for lobby or street, consisting

of a combination of traveling mes-
sage and transparencies, marketed
under the trade name of "Travel-

graph," has been announced by the

Reliance Specialties Mfg. Co. of New
York.

^
The new device, it is said, pro-

duces colorful stills as well as a

traveling message containing as

many as 200 words. The color of

the letters may be changed easily

by inserting or removing various

different colored glasses.

Constructed of furniture steel and

offered in any color desired, the de-

vice may be had in any size and
requires no service or maintenance
to keep it in order, the company de-
clares.

13.6mm X 22;inc

ESTABLISH N. Y. OFFICE
Chicago— A branch office of the

Schacht Motion Picture Screen Co.,

with headquarters in this city, has
been established in New York, un-
der the direction of R. W. Schacht.
A screen service, whereby old
screens are resurfaced and remade
as good as new, is being offered by
the company.

FILM CLEANING MACHINE
A small, sturdy automatic film

cleaning machine for theaters, that
is said to consist of the finest ma-
terials and workmanship, with noth-
ing to get out of order, has been
marketed by the Film Processing
Machinery Corp. of New York,
operating under the Dworsky
Patents.

One more double reel

per trim

3 less carbons per

twelve hour day
These results are reported by projec-

tionists using the new 13.6 mm x 22

inch National High Intensity Projec-

tor Carbons.

N o increase in price

Improved manufacturing facilities

permit this new length to be offered

at the same price as the 13.6 mm x

20 inch carbons formerly supplied.

NATIONAL
PROJECTOR CARBONS

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Carbon Sales Division • Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide IIHH inJ Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales Offices:

New York Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco
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M E N T o Studio
BOOTH

Wm PROPER ySE OF

IGENERATORS IN PROJECTION

By JOHN HERTNER
The problem of a clear cut, prop-

erly lighted picture has always been
before the exhibitor, from the time
the screen was first used. Many
elements are involved, such as the
quality of the lens, the density of

the film, the kind of screen, the na-

ture of the arc and the arrangement
of the lamps, the length of throw
and size of picture.

It resolves itseK into a balance
between the abundance of the light

furnished and the degree of econ-

Dmy with which this light is utilized.

The arc carbons and the electric

current generate the light. The
Dther elements above mentioned are

ill more or less busy in consuming
t, each one absorbing some of the

ight with the remainder being re-

flected from the screen to the ob-

server's eye.

The function of the generator is

:o produce a continuous flow of di-

rect current adjustable at the will

Df the projectionist the voltage pro-

Iduced and the current being non-
fluctuating once the setting has
been made.

It is only to be expected that with
the improvement made in the show-
ing of the picture, with more ac-

Lurate mechanisms in the projector,

with the new demands arising with
the sound picture there should be
more expected of the generator.

It must be quiet in operation with
as little vibration as possible; it

nust produce a voltage as free as

possible from ripple which is likely

:o cause a sing at the arc and inter-
fere with the sound effects. It must
3e designed, as already pointed out,

^0 that the voltage produced is flat,

hat is, not materially different with
hange of load in order that when
hanging from one arc to the other
here will be no noticeable dimming
m the screen.

There is a lack of standardization
n the ratings and requirements of

iiotor generator sets for picture
vork. This is due to several rea-

sons:

Various projectionists and various
ircuit managements have their own
deas as to correct generator vol-

ages. The different types of lamps
equire different arc voltages, which
efiects back to generator voltage.
vVith a high-low lamp operating at

m arc voltage below 50, a generator
oltage of 65 can be made to do,

hough this is scarcely enough for
;ood ballast, and most projectionists
vill call for 25 volts ballast drop.
On high intensity operation where

he arc voltage is near 70, the gen-

erator voltage should certainly be
30 and is better near 100 although
we know of cases where high inten-
sity lamps are operating on a gen-
erator voltage of 85.

It is the part of wisdom to ar-
range means for the projectionist to
watch the arc voltage. This is pro-
vided for in many of the larger
houses by having a voltmeter wired
into the arc circuit of each lamp and
located near the lamp, generally on
the wall of the projection room in

easy sight at all times.

It is bad practice to put the bal-

last into the same room with the
motor generator sets. The amount
of heat liberated by the ballast at

full load is generally as great or
greater than that given off by the

generator itself, and unless a room
is extraordinarily well ventilated,

such heat contributes to the general
overheating of the room and the
generator.

It must be understood that high
temperatures in and about a genera-
tor set have nothing to recommend
them from any standpoint. By high
temperatures we mean from 90°

Fahrenheit up. It is true, too, that

the owner or projectionist is often
unnecessarily alarmed about the gen-
erator heating, for on a hot day he
may lay his hand on the frame or

some other metallic part of the unit

and it will feel uncomfortably hot.

He should remember that his hand
when moist, as it will be in warm
weather, will burn when laid on
metal at a temperature of 120°

Fahrenheit.
The generator room should prefer-

ably be ventilated to the outdoors,

two openings being provided. In this

way there is no added heat to the

house and whatever noise is present

does not become an additional ele-

ment of annoyance.
The setting of a generator unit is

of importance, and generally speak-

ing, each manufacturer has his rec-

ommendations as to how best to

accomplish it.

The important thing in setting a

unit is not to fasten it down with

bolts or screws because, if only fair-

ly in balance, it will not move even
if not held down at all. It is im-
portant to so place it as to not have
vibrations transmitted into the floor

which supports it. The older type

of vertical units were easier to set

than the present horizontal ones be-

cause the heavier vibration was at

right angles to the length of the

shaft so that in a vertical machine
a fair amount of cork or rubber un-

derneath would suffice nicely because

since the vibration of the body of

the machine was in a horizontal

plane it carried less into the sup-

porting floor.

With a horizontal machine the re-

quirements are more severe and
more care is necessary.

One of the most common mistakes

Theater Music Records
Music records tor use in the arrange-

ment of programs, consisting of all the
latest Broadway hits by leading artists
and furnished in either SSj/j or 78 RPM.
are being offered to theaters by the
American Record Corp. of New York.
They are being found very desirable in
providing exit marches, music for trail-
ers, intermission numbers, etc.

is to make the support too rigid.

For instance, the cork used is se-

lected of too solid or hard a kind
and too large a sheet is used so that
the degree of flexibility is not suf-
ficient to kill the vibration. Cork,
if elastic and properly applied, is

good. A high quality of rubber
while possibly not as durable as cork
is probably better, having greater
elasticity than cork. Spiral springs
are often used and are excellent.

A very inexpensive and efficient
plan is to place the unit on a pair of
planks themselves longer than the
unit and supported from the floor
at their ends. These planks must be
chosen so that the weight of the
unit produces a fair degree of de7
flection.

N. J. RECLAMATION PLANT

ADDSTOUNIVERSALPROTITS

Universal is deriving a substan-
tial amount of revenue this year
from its film reclamation plant at
Woodridge, N. J. Under supervision
of Henry Eysam, superintnedent,
who is responsible to Frank Paine
at the home office, old film is dis-

posed of in two remunerative man-
ners. Silver salts are recovered
from the film emulsion and are
eventually sold to assayers. The
washed celluloid is converted into a
basis for lacquer, which Universal
sells to paint manufacturers.
The plant is on a five-acre piece

of property. It is valued at $100,-

000.

SEATING BOOKLET
Grand Rapids, Mich.—An interest-

ing booklet, titled "Modern Theater
Seating," describing in text and pho-
tographs the company's product,
has been issued by the Steel Furni-
ture Co. of this city.

Announcing...,

A new service to the Motion Picture Ex-

hibitor whereby SOUND SCREENS which

have become discolored and oxidized can

be refinished and made LIKE NEW.

Resurfacing by this new method will in-

sure CLARITY OF OUTLINE, MORE
LIGHT, and ORIGINAL NEWNESS, re-

gardless of the condition your screen may

be in before being serviced.

This service is now available in your

locality at SMALL COST.

Write today for information

Schacht Motion Picture Screen Company

2849 Sheffield Ave. Chicago, HI.
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'^By L. H. MITCHELL

BASIL DEAN TO INJECT

U. S. SLANT IN riLMS

London—Basil Dean, in confirm-

ing the signing of the American
director, Rowland V. Lee, says the

lather's duty will be to assist Dean
in getting the American viewpoint
into Associated Radio Pictures' pro-

ductions. Dean also announced the

engagement of the American film

star, Corinne Griffith, for one pic-

ture, and of Francis Lederer for two
pictures, in one he will be leading

man for Miss Griffith, before he
leaves for America to appear in

"Autumn Crocus." Dean has signed
Gracie Fields for a second picture,

and has bought Sapper's story, "The
Impassive Footman," which will be
given a new title. Graham Cutts
will direct it.

Pathe-Natan Acquires
Consortium, Cineromans
Paris—Pathe-Natan is absorbing

the Pathe Consortium, and with the
merger will be included Cineromans.
These two companies held a con-

trolling interest in the great studios

at Joinville (not the Paramount
Joinville studios) which will now
go to Pathe-Natan. Shareholders of

the '.wo acquired companies will re-

ceive stock in Pathe-Natan.

OPPOSE NON-FLAM ORDER
Paris—French exhibitors are pro-

testing to the Minister of the In-

terior against the order that motion
pictures be printed on non-inflam-
mable stock, as ordered from Oct. 1

of this year, pointing out that there
has been no bad fire with the pres-

ent stock. Kodak-Pathe has written
the president of the Chambre Syn-
dicale that it cannot manufacture a

non-inflammable stock as good as

the present film in use.

SUPER SOUND CAR
London—The first of Movietone's

fast, smart fleet of luxurious super
sound-recording cars, to supersede
its trucks, was shown to the British

trade press recently. The car is a

British-built Talbot, 17.9 horse-
power, capable of 75 miles an hour.

It is a graceful saloon model. Cam-
eramen can photograph from the
interior of the car while it is in

motion. All the batteries are fitted

on the running boards, wired to a
switchboard inside the car.

Feyder Asks Million Francs

Paris—Jacques Feyder, French director,

has sued Pathe-Natan for 1,000,000

francs damages for breaking the con-
tract by which he was to direct the
projected "1940" motion picture pro-
duction.

London Pavilion May Be Newsreel House
London—A. E. Abrahams of the famous London Pavilion, questioned on the

rumor that the Pavilion would become a newsreel theater at the end of B.I.P.'s

occupancy of the house at the end of April, stated that such a step had been con-
sidered but that no decision had been reached.

Only 20 Per Cent Talk
In New Rene Clair Film

London—Rene Clair's "A Nous la

Liberty," to be called "Liberty" in

English by Universal, which has
acquired the production, is said to

have but 20 per cent dialogue, and
to show a new art of the cinema.
The picture is declared to be on a

bigger and more spectacular scale

than anything Clair has attempted
before. Georges Perinal is respon-
sible for the advanced photographic
ideas. Leading players are Paul
Olivier, Henri Marchand and Mile.

RoUa France. Armand Bernard
composed the music.

W. E. Offers Theater
For London Previews

London—Western Electric has of-

fered the use of its theater in Bush
House as a preview theater for ad-

vance showings of motion pictures

to the newspaper and trade press
reviewers, following the scheme re-

cently suggested by one of London's
prominent film critics, provided def-

inite and regular dates for the show-
ings can be arranged so as not to

interfere with W. E.'s own showings
in the theater.

P.D.C. AT WORK ON FOUR
London—P.D.C. is filming two

productions at Cricklewood, with
two others in an advanced stage of

preparation. In work are "The New
Hotel," under the direction of Bern-
ard Mainwaring, and "The Spare
Room." In preparation are two
stories by Charles Bennett, "Part-

ners Please," which Lloyd Richards
will direct, and "To Have and to

Hold."
P.D.C. has shortened the title of

its just completed Sherlock Holmes
story, "The Strange Case of the

Missing Rembrandt," to "The Miss-

ing Rembrandt." Distribution rights

in 'America were disposed of before

the picture had been completed.

Arthur Wontner plays the role of

Sherlock Holmes.

INDIA'S FILM IMPORTS
London—The Department of Over-

seas Trade report for 1929-30 shows
that India imported during the pe-

riod 6,555,124 feet of film from the

United Kingdom; 7,195,524 feet

from the United States; 9,959,611

feet from Germany; 5,522,938 feet

from Belgium, or a total of 31,747,-

630 feet. The value of the imports

was about 25,250,000 pounds.

Tobis-Klangfilm Erect
Europe's Finest Studios

Berlin—Tobis, in conjunction with
Klangfilm, has erected what is as-
serted to be Europe's most up-to-
date and lavishly equipped sound
motion picture studios on the site

of the Jofa studios. They have just
been completed by the installation
of Topoly ( Tobis - Polyphon - Film
G.m.b.H.) which plans to concen-
trate its entire management and
production at the studios. The post-
synchronization studios and a num-
ber of laboratories are still under
construction.

Germany Imported 80

American Films in 1931
Berlin— Eighty American and

fifty-eight other foreign films were
censored in Germany during 1931,
according to official statistics, while
148 German-made productions were
submitted. No silent pictures were
submitted in the latter half of the
year while but three German-made
silents and a few foreign-made were
before the censors during the first

half of the year.

FOUR BRITISH "SUPERS" OPEN
London— Four big new "super"

motion picture theaters have recent-

ly opened. The latest are the Regal,
Kingston, and the Mayfair, Upper
Tooting, with combined seating ac-

commodations for 5,500 persons.
Gaumont's 2,225-seater opened in

Peckham a week earlier, and Hyams'
Trocette, seating 3,000, has just

been opened. Paramount's new
super at Leeds is nearly ready for

opening.

FRENCH QUOTA DECISION
Paris—By a reciprocity move in-

stigated by the French government,
all motion pictures made in France
in collaboration with German pro-

ducers are now being classed as
German product and be accorded
free entry into Germany. Vice
versa, any film made in German
with French capital will be accorded
free entry into France. The industry
is reported hostile to this move.

EDINBURGH BANS SHOWS
Edinburgh — Local authorities

have definitely decided that no Sun-
day motion picture shows will be
permitted in this city during the

present year.

NEW BRITISH PRODUCER

PLANS 3-STAGE STUDIO

London— A new British motion
picture producing company. Castle
Sound Productions, Ltd., has been
formed here with a registered
capital of 15,000 pounds, but un-
derstood to have financial backing
to the extent of 100,000 pounds. The
home office address of the company
is given as Castle House, High
Street, Hampton, Middlesex. The
directors are H. Lorraine, chairman
and joint managing director; C. J.
French-Savill, joint managing di-

rector and secretary; C. W. Slaney
and Major A. H. Pullman.

The company has acquired
grounds for a studio site within
ten miles of London where it pro-
poses to erect a three-stage studio.

France Put $53,300,000

In Film Industry in 1931
Paris—French film trade journals

report the amount of capital in-

vested in the French motion pic-

ture industry during the year 1931

,

at 1,350,000,000 francs ($53,300,-
000). Of this amount 250,000,000'

francs went for equipping theaters
for talking pictures; 280,000,000

.

francs to the building of new houses

'

and remodeling of old theaters;

150,000,000 for studio constructioi

and sound equipment. During the
year new companies formed in

France had a capital of 83,000,0JJ

francs.

BRITISH DUTY ON RAW STOCK
London— The new duties intro-

duced under the British general

tariff touch the motion picture in-

dustry at one point. The tariff

falls on raw celluloid which hitherto

has not been taxed, and the price
^

will go up ten per cent. Prepared
fim stock is already taxed and
therefore does not fall under the new
tariff regulation.

UFA RE-ENGAGES CHARELL
Berlin— Ufa has signed Eri|

Charell, who directed "Congres
Dances," for another English dia

logue production.

Brazil's Annual Convention
Rio de Janeiro—Brazil's first motion

picture convention, while not very fruit-

ful in results, has served to spread in-

•erest in the question of getting a

eduction of import duties on films

and of theater taxes. It was decided

to make the convention an annual

jffair.
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^By JACK HARROWERSS

\lex Gray Headlines
Paramount Stage Show

In a Boiis Petroff production, "As
rime Goes By," depicting romantic
overs of various ages, Alex Gray,
he star barytone of stage, screen
md radio, returns to Broadway in

lerson at the Paramount this week.
Vith a voice considerably improved
;ince he made his last New York
ippearance. Gray went over solidly

it the opening show. Yorke and
img, the famous tintype characters
if vaudeville, put punch in the com-
!dy end of the program. Madeline
Cilleen, night club and musical com-
(iy celeb, injects some pep in the

)ioceedings, and other enjoyable
•ariety bits are supplied by Warren
3oden, the Reilly Kids, the Mossie
Oancers, the Paramount Octette and
fesse Crawford.

Colorful Dream Fantasy
Presented at the Roxy

"Dreams," a colorful fantasy of

nusic, dance and color, produced in

our elaborate scenes, is the current

)ffering on the Roxy stage. Though
acking special names outside of the

tloxy regulars, the presentation is a

lelightful affair. Patricia Bowman,
3ert Nagel, Evalyn Nair, Three Girl

Friends, Val Gueral, Fred Waring's
Aggregation and the Roxy ensembles
!:omprise the cast. A "Nightmare"
5cene, employing radium color cos-

;umes, and enormous twin beds for

an Aphrodite dream number, are

imong the outstanding items. Nagel
^oes some amusing stuff as a cat

jn a backyard fence.

Good Variety Program
Is Offered at Capitol

A good bill of the variety type
IS being presented on the Capitol

5tage this week. It is titled "For-
A^ard March" and was produced by
Arthur Knorr. Featured performers
include the Twelve American Step-

pers; Tyrrell and Fawcett, come-
dians; Gandreva Brothers, trumpe-
cers; the Loyolta Arabian Stallions,

and others, along with the Chester
Hale Girls. Phil Spitalny is guest

Iconductor of the orchestra While

Yasha Bunchuk is on vacation.

COLUMBIA RELEASE SET
"The Big Timer," featuring Ben

Lyon and Constance Cummings, will

be Columbia's second release for

March.

Erwin as Merton
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Stuart Erwin, whose

comedy has featured many screen pro-

ductions, will play the leading char-

acter in a motion picture about Holly-
wood, "Merton of the Talkies," Para-
mount announces. The screen treatment
of the play is being prepared by Sam
Mintz and Arthur Kober. Direction has
been assigned to Stephen R. Roberts.

Washington—L. J. Vandderburgh,
treasurer of RKO Keith's, has been
promoted to assistant manager to

succeed Eugene Spencer, who has
been transferred back to Trenton.
Spencer was assigned to the local

theater to await reconstruction of

the Trenton RKO house following a
fire.

Denver—Milton Feld is expected
here this week to confer with Louis
Finske, in charge of this territory

for Publix.

Los Angeles—The Temple, Ver-
mont Ave., has been acquired by
George Harrison from Guy Douth-
waite. Harrison formerly operated
the Astor also in Vermont Ave.

Drumright, Okla. — Drumright
Midwest Theater, Inc., has been
chartered with P. R. Isley, F. M.
Isley and W. P. Moran as incor-
porators.

San Rafael, Cal. — The Orpheus,
Blumenfeld house, has been closed.

$615,786 Net Profit

Reported by Universal
(Continued from Page 1)

eluded in the income for the fiscal

year, revenue on pictures of prior

seasons' releases, the cost of which
had already been completely written
off.

Current and working assets as of

Oct. 31 were $8,873,344.31, and cur-

rent liabilities, $2,270,606.43. Total
surplus was $3,652,018.42, which in-

cludes $2,194,125.07 earned surplus,

$1,354,000 surplus account revalua-
tion of land, and $103,893.35 dis-

count on first preferred stock ac-

quired for sinking fund.

United Artists to Handle
Ufa's "Congress Dances"
Ufa's "Congress Dances," with

English dialogue, will be released by
United Artists this spring. Distri-

bution contracts were signed yester-

day. Starred in the Eric Pommer
feature are Lillian Harvey, Con-
rad Veidt, Deny Garat and Lil Dag-
over.

PEGGY FEARS ON HER OWN
Peggy Fears (Mrs. A. C. Blumen-

thal) is the sole backer and pro-
ducer of "Child of Manhattan," new
Preston Sturges comedy which opens
Tuesday at the Fulton. Newspaper
reports about film company execu-
tives being interested in the venture
are denied by Mrs. Blumenthal.

MACKAILL IN PERSON
Dorothy Mackaill has been booked

into the Stanley, Pittsburgh, week of

March 4, followed by the Mastbaum,
Philadelphia, for a personal appear-
ance by Harold Kemp, head of War-
ner Artists Bureau. She will appear
in a singing and piano act consist-

ing of four people.

GEO. K. ARTHUR OPENS
George K. Arthur opens a brief

Loew personal appearance tour in

Brooklyn today (Saturday). He will

soon appear in a radio motion pic-

ture feature.

MORE ARLISS HOLDOVERS
George Arliss in "The Man Who

Played God" is being held a second
week at the Earle, Washington, and
the Stanley in Syracuse.

Eleven Star Series

On New W.B.-F.N. List
(Continued^ from Page 1)

in series will be: James Cagney, Joe
E. Brown, George Arliss, Edward
G. Robinson, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Richard Barthelmess, Ruth Chat-
terton, Barbara Stanwyck and Wil-
liam Powell.

Stating that new season story material is

definitely set, Warner announced the titles

of six specials to be included among others.
They are: "The Cabin in the Cotton," by
Harry Harrison KroU, with Barthelmess;
"Maytime," the Shubert play with music,
made all-color; "The Silver Dollar," starrins
Robinson; "S. S. Atlantic," directed by Tay
Garnett; "New York Town," by Ward More-
house, and "Romance of the Mail."
Warner and First National product shows

100 per cent improvement, declared the ex-
ecutive. He said that "Two Seconds," star-
ring Robinson, is being made for current
season release. "Winner Take All," Cagney
vehicle, is now in production, and "The Jewel
Robbery," with Warren William and Bette
Davis, is also being made. "Doctor X" is be-
ing made all-color for this season. A special
for current release will be "Dark Horse,"
a political story starring Powell.

Warner-Fiist National players who will be
particularly groomed for stardom next year
will be: Bette Davis, Loretta Voung, George
Brent, David Manners, Warren William,
Evalyn Knapp and Marion Marsh, stated War-
ner. He plans to remain in New York about
three weeks before returning to the Coast.
Warner said that dropping of eight pic-

tures from the current Warner and First
National programs was due to inability to

find suitable stories.

U Theaters Meeting
Changed to March 17

Annual meeting of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp. is slated for
Baltimore on March 17, instead of

March 8, as originally planned. Of-
ficers and directors will be elected.

Meeting will be held at the Corp.
Trust Co.

TIFFANY PLAYDATE RECORD
Tiffany claims a new record for

itself with 19 first-run bookings and
playdates set for "Hotel Continen-
tal" within less than six weeks of

release date. A deal was consum-
mated yesterday with the RKO Cir-

cuit for seven of its first-run houses.
Fox and Publix are among the other
bookings.

CONVENTION FARE CUT
Arrangements have been made

whereby the Trunk Line Railroad
Ass'n will grant fare and one-half
concession to those attending the

M.P.T.O.A. convention in Washing-
ton next month.

Words and Wisdom

"Plenty of celluloid is being turned
out, but not enough pictures."—JOE
BRANDT.

"Within 12 months British pic-
tures will become Hollywood's most
serious menace in the American
market." — MAURICE ARTHUR
DENT.

"The scenarist is dealing with liv-

ing people, while the novelist is deal-
ing vnth words."—HORACE JACK-
SON.

"The producers and distributors
have fallen down on the job of sav-
ing this business. The only one left

to try his hand is the independent
exhibitor."—SIDNEY E. SAMUEL-
SON.

"Senator Brookhart's contribution
to public welfare, apparently is to

offer to stage a Senatorial show
with the movies as the main attrac-

tion."—GABRIEL L. HESS.

"You're only as good as your last

picture." — BARBARA STAN-
WYCK.

•
"I like to be happy and carefree

and make others happy, because,
af cer all, life isn't so terribly long."
—MARY PICKFORD.

"Know your actor's capabilities

and let him extend himself to their

limits; know his limitations and see

that he is not allowed to attempt
anything beyond them."—ROY DEL
RUTH.

"In this time of stress and strain

the screen has made most impressive
artistic p^-ogress." — WILL H.
HAYS.

"Independent exhibitors would be
at a serious disadvantage if they
were obliged to buy one picture at

a time, and particularly after the

picture is made, as circuits would be
able to play them more quickly and
control their availability to indepen-
dents."—M. A. LIGHTMAN.

"Maybe it would be a good i4«a

to let the independent theater owaar
alone to operate his theater as k«
sees fit, for a while, and maybe that

would result in a more stable iadaa-

try."—H. M. RICHEY.

Cutting the Cutters

li'cst Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The cutting room will be

eliminated at the RKO-Radio Pictures

studios if an ambitious pre-editing plan,

put into operation this week, proves

successful. By carefully pruning scripts

before the cameras grind, David 0. Selz-

nick. production head, hopes to reduce

to a minimum wasted footage which in

the past has been a major item in film

costs. "Westward Passage." next Ann
Harding feature, will be the first show
iroduced under the new plan, with

)oane Harrison editing.
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Lionel and John Barrymore in

"ARSENE LUPIN"
M-G-M 84 Mins.

THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE
MYSTERY DRAMA WITH FIRST-

CLASS COMEDY AND ROMANCE.
BARRYMORES GIVE OUT-
STANDING PERFORMANCES.

This is an entertainment gem en-

acted by a cast of capital players.

The adaptation of the well-known

story has been handled cleverly with

the result that from start to finish

it is replete with action, suspense,

good humor and strong romantic se-

quences. John Barrymore plays the

cunning and slippery Arsene Lupin,

debonaire raffles of France. Lionel

takes the part of the detective chief

whom Arsene torments with his con-

tinued robberies and defiance of

law and order. Karen Morley, as

one of Lionel's stool-pigeons, gives

the best portrayal of her screen

career. She is beautiful and alluring.

Dialogue is well written and given

its full value by the players. Ex-

hibitors can go the limit in ex-

ploiting this feature as genuine en-

tertainment for all ages and classes.

Cast: John Barrymore, Lionel Barrymore.

Karen Morley, John Miljan, Tully Marshall,

Henry Armetta, George Davis, John David-

son, James Mack, Mary Jane Irving.

Directors, Jack Conway; Authors, Maurice

Le Blanc, Francis de Croisset; Adaptor.

Carey Wilson; Dialoguers, Leonore Coffee

Bayard VeiUer; Ed'tor, Hugh Wynn; Camera-

man, Oliver T. Marsh.

Direction, strong. Photography, fine.

"CHEATERS AT PLAY"
with Thomas Meighan,

Linda Watkins
Fox 73 Mins.

LIVELY CROOK YARN WITH
TRANSATLANTIC SETTING
GIVES MEIGHAN FAT PART IN
WHICH HE SCORES.

Adapted from the story by Louis
Joseph Vance, this makes lively and
suspenseful entertainment. Thomas
Meighan plays the role of a reformed
notorious jewel thief. On board a
cransatlantic liner coming to New
^ork, he acts as the detective in

thwarting an attempt to steal a
handful of emeralds owned by the
wife of a social registerite. There
is a romance between the matron's
stepdaughter and a youth, who
proves to be Meighan's son. The
latter has followed in his father's
earlier footsteps as a jewel crook,
and is after the jewels. An interna-
tional gang is also after them. Com-
plications on their arrival in New
York bring all hands together in

some exciting action that will keep
.he audience keyed up. Charlotte
Greenwood does a neat comedy char-
acterization.

Cast: Thomas Meighan, Charlotte Green-
vood, William Bakewell, Ralph Morgan, Bar-
jara Weeks, Linda Watkins, William Paw-
ley, Olin Howland, James Kirkwood, Anders
Van Haden, Dewey Robinson.

Director, Hamilton MacFadden; Author.
Louis Joseph Vance; Adaptor, Malcolm Stuart
lioylan; Dialoguer, same; Editor, Irene Mor-
ra; Cameraman, Ernest Palmer; Recording
Engineer, Joseph Aiken.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, fine.

"THE EXPERT"
with Chic Sale, Dickie Moore,

Lois Wilson
Warner Bros. 69 mins.
GOOD CHARACTERIZATION

BY CHIC SALE IN RATHER
MILD STORY. COMEDY HELPS
iT CONSIDERABLY.
Edna Ferber's "Old Man Minick"

has been broadly handled, in some
cases to the point of farce, to make
a fairly entertaining picture out of
a story that lacks dramatic or com-
edy highlights. Chic Sale's charac-
terization of an old man, all bent
but still spry, is a fine piece of work
and consistently intei-esting. But a
plot with guts is lacking. Sale comes
oo live with his son and daughter-
in-law, played by Earle Foxe and
Lois Wilson. Being a meddlesome
though well-meaning old fogy, he
upsets the household and makes life

miserable for the wife, who has social-

worker aspirations. Then he makes
a pal out of an orphan newsboy,
nicely played by Dickie Moore,
whose shiftless older brother
sends him out to work and
steal and then takes the money
from the kid. Sale put the little

fellow on the right track. Eventu-
ally the old man winds up in a home
for aged men where he is happy.

Cast: Chic Sale, Dickie Moore, Lois Wil-
son, Earle Foxe, Ralf Harolde, May Boley,
Adrienne Dore, Noel Francis, Dorothy Wol-
bert, Louise Beavers, Ben Holmes, William
Robyns, Charles Evans, Walter Catlett, CJara
Blandick, Zita Moulton, Elsa Peterson.

Director, Archie Mayo; Author, Edna Fer-
ber; Adaptors, Julian Tosechson. Maude How-
ell; Dialoguers, same; Editor Jim Gibbon;
Cameraman, Bob Kurrle.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

Tom Keene in

"PARTNERS"
RKO Pathe 62 min

SNAPPY WESTERN WITH TO!
KEENE SCORING STRONG I
AN ACTION DRAMA THA
PACKS THE THRILLS.

This boy Tom Keene is comin
along in great shape, and looks 111

a strong contender for western hei
honors. He has the personalit;
looks, and knows his riding aii

fighting stuff. He also has a vei
pleasing voice, which helps a lo
This outdoor production combin<
good kid interest with Bobby Ne
son as Tom's partner. The kid
granddad has been murdered, ar
the gang leader who perpetrated ti

crime tries to pin it on Tom wil
circumstantial evidence he plante
Plenty of pathos and heart interei
involving the youngster, the hei
and the girl. Incidentally, Nanc
Drexel is away above the averag
heroine in the westerns. The scenar:
avoids the trite situations with soir

unique twists in the action that hoi
the interest easily. A good examp!
of the modern style western thi

combines all the popular elemen"
in a very human story.

Cast: Tom Keene, Nancy Drexel, Bob
Nelson, Otis Harlan, Victor Potel, L
Shumway, Billy Franey, Carlton King, B
Corbett, Fred Burns.

Director, Fred Allen; Author, Donald \
Lee; Adaptor, not credited; Dialoguer, r
credited; Editor, Walter Thompson; Camei
man, Harry Jackson; Recording Enginei
Richard Tyler.

Direction, very good. Photography, okay.

Tim McCoy in

"THE FIGHTING MARSHAL"
Columbia 63 mins.

GOOD ATMOSPHERE IN FAST
WESTERN WITH TIM McCOY
SCORING IN FAT PART.

This one will please all the Tim

McCoy fans, for their hero has a

strong role that gives him every

chance to display his riding and

fighting ability. The plot is intelli-

gent, and will appeal to grown-ups

as well as the juveniles. Tim nas

been framed and railroaded on a

murder charge and loses his mine

along with his liberty. He escapes

with a tough criminal, who kills the

marshal sent to get them. Tim

poses in the marshal's clothes, and

sets out to uncover the two men

who framed him. He proves him-

self a fighting sheriff, and then has

his work cut out for him when the

crooks pin it on him as the escaped

convict. The action from here on

is fast, with plenty of thrills and

gun play to keep the fans peppeJd

up. Mathew Betz does a good bit

as the tough convict.

Cast : Tim McCoy, Dorothy Gulliver, Mary
Carr, Mathew Betz, Pat O'Malley. Edward
Le Saint, Lafe McKee, W. A. Howell, Dick

Dickinson, Bob Perry, Harry Todd.

Director, D. Rose Lederman ; Author,

Frank Howard Clark ; Adaptor, same ; Dia-

loguer, same ; Editor, Otto Meyer ; Camera-
man, Benjamin Kline; Recording Engineer;
Homer Elmaker.

Direction, very good. Photography, okay

"DEVIL ON DECK"
with Reed Howes, Molly O'Day

Sono Art 70 Mins.

SOUTH SEA ISLAND MELLER
PACKS A LOT OF LURID DRAMA
WITH PLENTY OF ACTION BUT
NO CLASS.

Just another wild tale of the sea

outlaw who shanghaies his crews

and also his women. Meanwhile

ieed Howes, an honest young cap-

tain of a sailing vessel traiding in

he South Seas has a romance with

the daughter of the old trader on

;;he native island. Later in San Fran-

cisco his sister is shanghaied by the

brutal captain of the other ship,

escapes, and dies from the shock.

So hero Howes sets out for revenge

by getting himself shanghaied on

the outlaw boat so he can get the

evidence on the killer of his sister.

Then back to the island, where the

.lero schemes with the heroine to get

the outlaw in their clutches and give

nim the works, which they do in the

good old fashioned meller manner.
It is all great excitement for the

small stand audiences who like their

hoke strong.

Cast: Reed Howes, Molly O'Day, Wheeler
Oakman, June Marlowe, Kenneth Treseder,

Rolfe Sedan, A. S. Byron, Constantine
Romanoff.

Director, Wallace W. Fox; Author, Bernard
McConville; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, not listed; Cameraman, not listed.

I Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"FORGOTTEN WOMEN"
Monogram 69 Mins.

MIXED STORY OF HOLLY-
WOOD, RACKETEERS AND
NEWSPAPER LIFE BUILT FOR
THE GOOD OLD HOKE FOR
SMALL HOUSES.

They threw a lot of the good old

hoke elements into this one, and

came out with a film that has its en-

tertaining moments for uncritical

audiences. The story is too far
fetched and illogical to make much
impression on the more critical audi-
ences. Rex Bell is the young re-

porter out Hollywood way who
scores a scoop by showing up a

Hollywood racketeer producer and
the big gangster in back of him.
Then a lot of sob stuff involving
Beryl Mercer who tries to keep the
boy from marrying the publisher's

daughter, as he is practically en-

gaged to his first sweetie, Marion
Shilling. Marion is just another girl

trying to break into the studios. It

is all very mixed up, and makes
more or less of a heel of the hero
by deserting his sweetheart for a
time. It is quite evidently made for

the shop girl vote, and as such will

no doubt go strong.

Cast: Marion Shilling, Rex Bell, Beryl
Mercer, Carmelita Geraghty, Edna Murphy,
Virginia Lee Corbin, Edward Earle.

Directors, Richard Thorpe; Authors, Adele
Buffington, Wellyn Totman; Adaptors, same;
Dialoguers, same; Editor, not listed; Camera-
man, not listed.

Direction, better than material. Photog-
raphy, okay.

"THE CANNONBALL
EXPRESS"

Sono Art-World Wide 63 min

RAILROAD YARN CARRIE
PLENTY ACTION WITH UNUSU
AL LOVE ANGLE AND PLENT '

OF HUMAN INTEREST.

This one has some very autheu.

railroad atmosphere showing the i:

side workings by the boys at tl

throttle of the big passenger train
The story is very human, and
strong number for the family traJ

with its clean, wholesome story

a railroad engineer's family life ai

devotion to duty. Tom Moore is e

cellent as the engineer bringing i\

his two boys to follow in his foo

steps. Rex Lease has the juveni
part with Lucille Brown, with a goi

three-cornered love interest in t'

rivalry of himself and brother f

the girl's affections. Works up in
good dramatic suspense with t
brother going crooked with a tra
wrecking gang, and his brothel
fight to save him at his own e
pense. Plenty of action throughoi
with the railroad material hand!
without hoke meller.

Cast: Rex Lease, Tom Moore, Luci
Browne, Leon Waycoff, Ruth Renick.

Director, Wallace W. Fox; Author, i

credited; Adaptor, Bernard McConville; D
loguer, same; Editor, Jeanne Spencer; Ca
eraman, Ernest Miller; Recording Engine
Earl M. Grain.

Direction, good. Photography, good.
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"THE FINAL EDITION"
dth Pat O'Brien and Mae Clarke
olumbia 66 mins.

FAIR NEWSPAPER DRAMA
I^ITH RACKETEER ANGLE.
OLDS SATISFACTORY INTER-
ST BUT LACKS BIG PUNCH.
Although it lacks any outstanding
ements in its drama as well as its

medy, this newspaper-racketeer
irn carries a fair suspense and
oves along sufficiently fast to

aintain interest all the way. Pat
Brien plays the part of a city edi-

r who fires a sob sister, Mae
arke, for not making good. The
rl also had turned down his mar-
age proposal. So Mae goes out.

umbles on an exclusive story about
e murder of a police commissioner
ho had just launched a war against
icketeers, and, after getting her

b back, follows one of the crooks
a resort for further dope. After

riking up an acquaintance with
le underworld lad, Mae goes
rough his room and obtains access
some papers which he had stolen

om the commissioner, but the
ooks pick her up just as she is

loning the newspaper office. The
oken-off call sets Pat on the trail,

id he leads the way to the rescue
the girl and the roundup of the

mg.
Cast: Pat O'Brien. Mae Clarke, Mary
oran, Bradlev Page, Morgan Wallace. Tames
onlan. Pliil Tea'd. Wallic Clark. Bertha
ann.
Director, Howard Higgin; Author, Roy
hanslor ; Adaptor, Dorothy Howell: Difl-

ffuer. same; Cameratnan. Benjamin Kline;
ditor. .Tack Dennis; Recording Engineer;
dward Bernds.
Direction, good. Photogranhy. good.

"MURDER AT DAWN"
with Josephine Dunn, Jack Mulhall
Big 4 61 Mins.

THRILL MELLER WITH MYS-
TERY MURDER BUILT FOR
CREEPS AND CHILLS SHOULD
PLEASE THE SENSATION-LOV-
ERS.

This is frankly a thriller a la
"Frankenstein" type, built along the-
atrical lines to get the suspense and
creeps. In this it succeeds admir-
ably, and for the thrill lovers it

should score strong. Jack Mulhall and
his fiiancee, Josephine Dunn, visit

the old country mansion where the
arirl's uncle is completing an inven-
tion for drawing electric energy di-

rect from the sun. It seems there
are a lot of mysterious people creep-
ing around the house that night,

bent on getting the old man's secret.

A friend of the inventor, a judge, is

murdered, and the old man disap-

pears. Then a series of hair-raising

episodes with folks dashing myster-
iously from room to room, and a lot

if devilment under foot generally.

The culprit is finally uncovered by
he hero, and all ends happily.
Should go well where they like their

thrills fast and terrifying.

Cast: Josephine Dunn. Tack Mulhall. Misrha
Auer. Martha Mattox. Crauford Kent. Phil-

lips Smalley, Marjorie Beebe, Al Cross, Frank
Ba'l. Eddie Boland.

Director, Richard Thorpe; Author, Barry
Barringer; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer. same;

Eflitor, not listed; Cameraman, not listed.

Direction, strong. Photography, okay.
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"DIE CROSSE LIEBE"
("The Great Love")

oreign American Films 90 mins.

GERMAN FILM OF VIENNA
IFE POOR NUMBER WITH
AMBLING STORY LACKING
ACE AND TECHNIQUE.
This Allianz Film is only interest-

ig because of the very enjoyable
ad finished characterizations of sev-

al of the cast who are away ahead
the weak material. It is a very

imbling and disjointed tale, wan-
ering off into innumerable side an-
les that have nothing particular to

with the action. It is supposed
3 be based on a true story, con-

erning a young Austrian soldier

'ho had been imprisoned in Russia,
nd returns to Vienna ten years
iter. A middle aged woman sees

is picture in a newspaper, and
listakes him for her own son who
/as reported missing in the war.
'he hero humors her in her belief,

eeing she is getting so much hap-
iness out of her son's return. Then
; rambles on in a maze of incident,

ivolving the daughter of a rich

lan about to be married off to a

oted lawyer against her will. The
eheming of the "mother" to set her
on up in business and get him in

Dve with the girl completes the
tory.
Cast: Hansi Liese, Attila Horbiger, Fer-

inand Mayerhofer, Maria Waldner, Betty
?ird, Hans Olden. Adrienne Gebner, Franz
Cngel, George Denes, Carl Gotz, Hugo
'himig.

Director. Otto T^udwig Preminger ; Au-
hors, Siegfried Bernfield, Arthur Berger;
Vdaptors. same ; Dialoguers. same ; Editor,
ot listed ; Cameratnan, not listed.

Direction, weak. Photography, spotty.

"CHARLOTTE LOEWENSKOLD"
Scandinavian Films 85 mins.

SWEDISH ADAPTATION OF
T^AMOUS NOVEL HAS BEEN
WELL HANDLED ALTHOUGH
THEME IS HEAVY AND RATHER
TRAGIC.

The appeal of this Swedish pro-

duction by Svenska Films will be

almost wholly confined to Swedish

audiences. It is evidently a silent

production with added scenes in

dialogue. These latter are few, and

Swedish titles are inserted through-

out. It is based on a story by

Selma Lagerloff, winner of the No-

bel prize for literature several years

ago. The plot is pretty heavy and

at times gloomy, having to do with

the romance of a girl for a clergy-

man who is quite fanatical in some
if his beliefs. His jealousies and
misin^'erpretations of the girl's ac-

tions force her at last to marry an-

other suitor. In the end. she pre-

tends marriage to the minister, at

the bedside of her sick mother, in

order to assure her that she done
the right thing. Capably acted and
direction good, but weak in spots on
technique.

Cast: Brigit Sergelius, Eric Bareley, Pau
line Brundus. Gertrud Wettergren. Urhn
Srmersalmi.

Director, Gustaf Molander: Author. Sflma
T,qr,prloff; Adaptor. Ragnar Hylten-Cavallius:
Dialoguer. .Selma Lagerloff; Editor, not cred-

ited; Cameraman, not credited.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good

Guaranteed
Denver—So sure are they of the pic-

ture's ability to satisfy that Manager
Holden Swiger and Assistant Manager
Walter Shuttee are making money-back-
guarantee talks from the stage this
week in connection with Paramount's
Broken Lullaby."

FAVORS LOWER MUSIC TAX

FOR SMALL EXHIBITORS

Union Picketing Tactics
Flayed by Miami Judge

iContimied from Page 1)
bring exhibitors around to their
.erms. The judge said:
"There can not be any disuute at this

time on the general princioles of the relative
nglit of capital and labor or of emnlover and
employe. An employer has a right to em-
ploy anyone that he sees fit and has a right,m the absence of contract, to discharge any-
one that he ,^ees fit. The employee has the
right to accept employment from anvone he
sees fit, in the absence of contract, to quit
that employment when he sees fit. The union
has a right to negotiate with their employers
when they see fit. Thev have a right to call
a strike ana call out all the union employee-
and they have a right to use all legitimate
means to prevent others from taking the places
ot the striking employees. But that is about
as far as it goes.

.

"In other words, a man has a constitutional
right to make a fool of himself if he wants to,
-so long as making a fool of himself docs notdamage anyone else.

"These people have no riffht to go and
raise a disturbance in front of this theater
however that disturbance may be raised. The
pulihc patronizes these theaters; men. women
and children. Those that I have observed
generally have a lady selling tickets right out
at the sidewalk, and in times, when the street?
ire crowded, the men parading these sign?
up and down in front of the place of busi-
ness would, in itself, have a tendency to
create a disurbance and cause a crowd tc
congregate and cause timid women and chil-
dren to refrain from patronizing the picture
shows.
"These people answer that thev are mem-

bers of the American Federation of Laboi
or are

_
affiliated with it. I very seriously

doubt, in view of the controlling officers ir

the American Federation of Labor, that they
would for one moment put their approval on
the conduct that has been charged here and
that the evidence tends to show was cor-
rectly charged. I believe that if old Sam
Oompers were alive and could read this rec-
ord, he would repudiate it. It is enough to
make him turn over in his grave. Nobody
has a higher admiration for labor and laboi
u'lions than I have. The most powerful and
effective labor organization is the Brotherlmo
if Locomotive Engnieers and I have been in

close contact with them for many years, and
it affords me pleasure to sav that thev arc

the highest type of men I have ever come
in contact with. Their instructions^ are that

when a strike is called and when it reaches
in engineer, he must not leave his encin'

immediately but must take it to the end ot

the run and see that it is in the road house
and properly cared for so that the emplovei
will not suffer iniury and then his instruc-

tions are to get away from the company|s
property and stay away from the company'?
property until the strike is called off. And
that is one thing that makes them so effec-

tive and makes them have the backing and

sustainin.g of the American public. But this

case here is not a question of preventing

somebody from taking somebody's iob. but it

is just a question of getting even and pun-

ishing somebody. However, it is all over

The union plans to carry its right

to "passively picket" theaters to the

U. S. Supreme Court.

MAYNARD SIGNS AGAIN
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ken Maynard has

signed a new long-term contract

with TiflFany. The new group ol

westerns planned for him will be a

complete innovation, the company
states.

"SUNSHINE SUSIE" RELEASE
Release of "Sunshine Susie/'

Gainsboroueh production made in

England, will be released in the U. S.

next month by RKO-Radio Pictures.

(^Continued from Page 1)

not think the present 10 cents a seat
per year was excessive.
Buck unreservedly endorsed the

five major points of a proposed copy-
right bill to be offered by Chairman
Sirovich of the Commitee. The
points are: that copyrights shall be
in the author's name, that he shall
have the right to assign them, that
a copyright owner may license any
part of his product, that identical
licenses issued to different people
shall bring fine and imprisonment,
and that proof of plagiarism in a
copyrighted piece shall incur the
same penalty.
Sigmund Romberg, composer and

John Philip Sousa, also testified and
endorsed the five points.

Philly MPTO Committee
Will Study Affiliation
(.Continued from Page 1)

vention in Washington next month
and make a further observation with
a view to determining the course to
be taken. This committee, author-
ized to act without necessity of re-

porting back to the organization, in-
cludes David Barrist, George P.
Aarons, Allan Benn, Milton Bogan-
der. Herb Elliott and Lewen Pizor.
Election of officers resulted in the

continuance of Lewen Pizor as presi-
dent. Others include: C. F. Hopkins
and Martin Lewis, vice-presidents;
George Lessy, treasurer; George P.
Aarons, secretary; George Kleine,
Mike Lessy and Barrist, placed on
board of managers.
A committee also was appointed

to call on houses playing double fea-
tures, and another to call on ex-
r-hanges, with a view to bringing
about solution of the dual-bill evil.

About 60 theaters in the territory
are now on this policy.

On zoning, it was decided that, if

any attempt is made to increase pro-
tection, action will be taken. Late
dating of features also was discussed
and the 'as available" clause came
under fire.

About 150 theaters were repre-
sented at the meeting.

EISENBERG ON HOLIDAY
Ben Eisenberg, salesman who won

first Western division honors in Uni-
versal's recent sales contest tied in
with Carl Laemmle's 27th anniver-
sary in the film business, arrived in

New York yesterday from Chicago
as guest of Laemmle.

More Push Needed
"Exhibitors must get behind pictures

and sell them to the public as never

before," declared )ack L. Warner In

New York yesterday. "Our companies

will supply them with real names for

their marquees," he said, asserting that

their policy will continue to be per-

sonalities which mean something.
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
Laurel and Hardy in

"The Music Box"

M-G-M 30 mins.

Pip Gags

The two Hal Roach comics do one

of their typical goofy acts, this time

as proprietors of a carting company.

Their first job is to cart a mechani-

cal player piano to the home of the

woman who has bought it as a sur-

prise birthday gift for her husband.

The principal gagging is done in

getting the piano up a long flight

of stone steps to the house on top

of a hill. Then getting the piano

into the house creates more confu-

sion and hilarity. It is up to the

Laurel-Hardy standard, and should

score easily.

Daphne Pollard in

"Monkey Shines"

Universal 17 mins.

Poor

A very tedious and tiresome reel,

with some ancient antics that are

far from funny. The gagging con-

sists principally of Daphne on board

a train with her son and a trained

chimp in her vaudeville act. The

usual mixups with the chimp on the

train, and a lot of bromide stuff that

has been worked before till it is

threadbare. Then the inevitable

pullman car sequence, with the gags

drawn out till they become tiresome.

"Sino-Jap Curse"

Worldart Film 20 mins.

Fine Manchurian Reel

With world interest focused on

Manchuria, this is a most interest-

ing and instructive reel. It shows

peace-time Manchuria, an attractive

country rich in natural resources

and modern developments. In fact,

the beauty and high state of devel-

opment undoubtedly will surprise a

lot of persons who picture Man-
churia as a more or less desolate

country. Norman Brokenshire sup-

plies the accompanying talk, which

is excellent.

Charlie Chase in

"The Tabasco Kid"

M-G-M 21 mins.
Okay

Charlie Chase is a sort of financial

secretary to the owner of a ranch,

and in love with the owner's daugh-
ter. He lines up the cowhands as

a musical troupe to serenade the

girl on her arrival from the East.

But a Mexican bandit appears, and
the girl falls romantically in love

with him when he makes a raid.

Charlie impersonates both charac-

ters, and then doubles again for the

bandit part when the latter gets

knocked unconscious. The film has
a lot of funny gags, done in the
best Chase manner that should ap-
peal to his fans.

"Only Men Wanted"
Fair Comedy

RKO Pathe 20 mins.

In this number of the Gay Girls

Comedy Series, the three feminine

musketeers, consisting of Marion
Shilling, June McCloy and Gertrude

Short, set up a matrimonial agency,

apparently for the purpose of land-

ing husbands for themselves. An
elderly business man from across

the way, played by Harry Holman,
happens to drop in for another rea-

son, and is immediately vamped into

a marriage candidate with the al-

luring Marion as his running mate.

But on the eve when he's supposed

to call at the apartment and bring

the ring, a gang of boy friends, one

of whom is none other than Harry's

collegiate son, also drops in. Eddie

Nugent is the son. There is the

usual business of trying to keep the

old man from discovering the boys,

who are raising a racket in another

room, but eventually the truth is

brought to a climax. Action con-

tains several laughs, but on tTie

whole it seems that some good play-

er talent has been wasted on a

rather weak story.

With J. P. Medbury in

"Voodoo Land"

(Walter Futter Travelaugh)

Columbia 12 mins.
Good

A trip through the island of

Haiti with J. P. Medbury as the

wisecracking off-stage lecturer. First

are shown some of the various na-

tive occupations and primitive meth-
ods, most of the work being done
by women while the men specialize

in loafing. Then after following a

series of countryside trails the

scene of the voodoo ceremonies is

reached. This spectacle is nothing
very special, just a little hip shak-.

ing and drinking, but the comedy
comments by Medbury make it quite

amusing.

Babe Ruth in

"Fancy Curves'

Universal 9 mins.

Nice Baseball

A Christy Walsh All-America
Sport subject. Babe Ruth coaches a

ffirl's team, and puts them through
the fine points of baseball, as he
shows them how to wind up, how
to hold the ball, batting position,

catching the ball without losing Bal-

ance, and how to tag a runner at

second base. This gets over the in-

structional part of the reel enter-

tainingly. Comedy is interjecteo

when the girls play the men's team,
and Ruth goes in disguised with a

wig to bat when the girls are in a

tight spot. The reel is entertaining,

and Ruth shapes up as a good actor

with a comedy sense.

"His Honor, Penrod"

with Billy Hayes
Amusing Kid Stuff

Vitaphone 5805 9 mins.
Penrod's father is running for of-

fice against a crooked politician,

played by Harry T. Morey. Penrod
gets his gang together to go stump-
ing for dad, and when they get hold
of an incriminating letter written by
the rival candidate in buying support
for his election, they call the politi-

cian on the carpet and force him to

quit the race. Rather naive in point
of logic, but as a kid affair it's

amusing.

Marjorie Beebe in

"Cigars—Cigarettes"

Vitaphone 5906 10 mins.
Fair Comedy

Marjorie Beebe is pretty largely
wasted in this comedy wherein she
plays the part of a cigarette girl in

a night club. In a kiss auction, an
elderly gent gets her for $100, and
follows this up with a further invi-

tation to the willing girl. As tTiey

drive off, the chap starts making
advances, whereupon Marjorie fights

and does considerable damage
to the playboy and the car, which
turns out to be rented. Taken to

court, Marjorie wins when she gives
the judge a sample kiss.

"Fire, Fire"

M-G-M 6 mim
Neat Cartoon

A Flip the Frog cartoon. Consist
ing of fun at the local fire depart
ment in a small town. Flip and hi

gang turn out for a fire alarm, am}

go through a lot of funny antics ii:

trying to put out the blaze in ;

house. Flip endeavors to rescue thij

heroine on the top floor, and encoun
ters a lot of difficulties that worl
up considerable merriment.

"Tragedy of Everest"
Capital 30 Mins

Very Good
A very dramatic and beautiful!;

photographed account of the tragi

attempt to scale the highest moun
tain in the World—Mount Everest

in the forbidden Thibet country. Th
explorers are seen climbing gradu
ally to within striking distance o

the 29,000 foot summit. Through i|

telescopic lens two of the party ar-

seen going on alone until they fad
out of sight, never to return. Th
scenes of the peaks and ice glacieri,

are gorgeous, as well as the snoT
flurries and effects of the sun sha

dows on the snowy caps. Captail

Noel as narrator gives a very dra

matic description of this historic ad
venture that will hold all spectator
breathless. A fine short.

.Yl'i'^'ji
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AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. Moritz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the

spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of

cC'PTyte^r^'C

^Jt

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
I from the city's amusement and

(business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TaYLOR
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i9l3r with a clean slate

llGdCh for the BLACK INK

19316 in Fox because you can COUNT
ON Fox—

.

^VO iNT topping its early season smashes with

these current and coming releases . . .

WILLROGERS
America's Humorist in

Business and
Pleasure

with Jetta Goudal, Joel McCrea

Frank

Botzage's AFIEII

TONORROW
with Charles Farrell, Marian Nixon,

Minna Gombell, Wm. Collier, St.

RELEASED MARCH 15

DlSORDERLT
CONPUCT
with Sally Eilers, Spencer Tracy, El

Brendel, Dickie Moore

WHILE
Paris Sleeps
with Victor McLaglen, Helen Mack,

William Bakewell, Rita La Roy

RELEASED MARCH 27

Lottery
with Elissa Landi, Paul Cavanagh,

Alexander Kirkland, Victor McLaglen

RELEASED APRIL 4

JanetGATNOR
FARRELL

RELEASED MARCH 20

Charles

who have never failed you

Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm

Directed by Al Santell

RELEASED APRIL 24

33n



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Da ily N ewspa p er

Of Mo t i o n Pict u res

Now Fourteen Years Old
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Union Opposes Incidental Work by Musicians

NEW MAlR GOMPANmiNG FORMEDJ EAST

Changes in Story Trends Seen by Whitman Bennett
Sex Plays Becoming Drug
on Market—Sentiment,

Romance Coming In
Sex stories are becoming a drug

on the market and have already

started to hit the toboggan along
with so-called realism, while public

taste is now turning strongly to

romance, sentiment, adventure and
modern melodrama, says Whitman

(Continued on Page 6)

7NEWM-C-MFEftTURE8

SCHEDULED BY APRIL i

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Seven features sched-

uled for production by M-G-M be-

fore April 1 include "China Seas,"

"Downstairs," "Footlights," "Letty

Lynton," "Night Court," "Prosper-
ity," and "Skyscraper." Now in pro-

duction are "Wet Parade," "Huddle,"
"Limpy," "Strange Interlude," "The
Truth Game," and "Grand Hotel,"

which is practically finished.

Death of Four Bills

Foreseen at Albany
Albany — At least four motion

picture measures pending in the

Legislature are expected to die in

committee. One, introduced by As-
semblyman Langdon Post, would
abolish state censorship of pictures.

Another Post measure would make
strips of rejected films available for

public inspection. Another bill pro-

vides for the showing by villages

of motion pictures which are to be
exhibited free in streets or on town
property. The fourth measure would
give equal rights to all colors, races
and creeds in any place of public

amusement.

M-C-M's "Beast of City"

Booked to Play the Roxy

"Beast of the City," M-C-M production fea-
turing Walter Huston. )ean Harlow and Jean
Hersholt, has been booked by the Roxy for its

Mtth anniversary show, the week of March 11.

Soviet to Compel Movie Attendance
Because the screen is the main channel for disseminating Communist propa-

ganda, the Soviet government will make greater attendance at cinemas

compulsory, according to dispatches from Moscow.

30 Expected to Attend
First Action Convention
First national convention of Ac-

tion Pictures franchise holders gets

under way this morning at the Park
Central Hotel. Approximately 30

are expected to attend the three-day
session, which will be inaugurated

by an address by Claude Macgowan.
Attending will be territorial distri-

bution representatives, members of

the home office staff and the com-
pany's foreign distributors, includ-

ing :

Melvin Hirsch, Bert Kulick and
Lester Adler of New York; Al

Friedlander of Buffalo; Marcel Mec-

kelberg of Boston; Louis Korson, E.

L Boreth and George J. Gill of Phil-

adelphia and Washington; Irving
Mandel of Chicago, Milwaukee and
Minneapolis; R. Wintraub of Omaha
and Kansas City; Thomas McKean
and John Walsh of St. Louis, and
C. M. White of the AmerAnglo
Coi-p., New York, foreign distribu-

tors.

The home office delegation com-
prises Claude Macgowan, M. C.

Howard, Robert Mapletoft, Harold
Flavin, H. C. McCormick and P. E.

Holman.

Eighth Decision Sustains Copyright

Spi-ingfield, 111.—A decision just

handed down by U. S. District Judge

William FitzHenry, in the Southern

District of Illinois, holding that the

unauthorized exhbition of a copy-

righted motion picture is a violation

of the Copyright Law, makes the

eighth judge sustaining this position

taken by the distributors.

The single contrary decision is the

one in Massachusetts handed down
almost simultaneously with the de-

cision of Judge Coleman. An appeal

is now pending from the Massachu-
setts decision in the U. S. Circuit

Court of Appeals, First District.

Doubling by Pit Orchestras
Arouses Union Opposition

Important Banking Group
Is Behind Producing-
Distributing Unit

Backed by a group of bankers
described as representing some of

the most important financial inter-

ests in America, a new producing
and distributing company is being
projected. Preliminary conversa-
tions are being held in New York
City.

The entire enterprise is geared a?

a Class A company. The plan is to

use stories by established authors.
Tentative arrangements call for the
acquisition of a big Eastern studio

as the production center of the

project.

ALLIED liWPHILLY

IF UNIT JOINS M.P.T.O.A.

Philadelphia—Invasion of this ter-

ritory by Allied States Ass'n is

expected if the M. P. T. 0. decides
to aflSliate with the M. P. T. 0. A.,

as indicated. Sidney Samuelson, head
of the Allied unit in New Jersey,
would engineer the campaign.

Glen AUvine Winds Up
Contract With Fox Film
Glen Allvine, for four years direc-

tor of advertising and publicity for

Fox Film, left that organization
Saturday on the completion of his

contract. He is sailing late this

week for a vacation in Bermuda.
Allvine's departure will necessitate

no changes at Fox, as G. S. Yorke is

now handling the advertising and
publicity work*.

At a meeting of the musicians'

union to be held in Carnegie Hall

this morning, a battle will be waged
to determine whether any employed
musician shall do incidental work
and whether they shall sing, recite

or act from a theater pit. In the

center of controversy is the Fred
Waring novelty orchestra recently

installed at the Roxy in place of

the former straight symphony or-

chestra. Theater operators, includ-

ing Harry Arthur of Fox Theaters,

declare they are prepared to fight

any ban on doubling by musicians.

If it comes to a showdown, mechani-

cal music will be used instead of the

orchestras, they state.

Ministerial Committee
Will Boost Worthy Films

Middletown, Conn. — Protestant ministers of

Middlesex county, through its religious educa-

tion committee, have voted to pass on all films

shown here and recommend those considered

free from objectionable material. Films will

be previewed and recommendations will be

made through the newspapers. The committe*

began its work by giving favorable notice to

"The Man Who Played Cod."
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FINANCIAL

The Br<Midi«^ay Parade
(Week of Feb. 261

FIRST-RUNS
PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Arsene Lupin" M-G-M Capitol
"Broken Lullaby"** Paramount Paramount
"Cheaters at Play" Fox Roxv
"Lady with a Past" (2nd week) RKO Pathe Mavfair
"The Expert" ... .Warner Bros Strand
"Cross Examination" .-Artclass Pictures Beacon
"Law and Order" Universal Hippodrome

EXTENDED RUNS
"Shanghai Express" (2nd weekl .... .Paramount Rialto
"Arrowsmith" (4th week)*. United Artists Rivoli
"Hatchet Man" (4th week) Warner Bros. . . Winter Garden

$2 RUNS
"Man Who Played God" (3rd week) .Warner Bros. . .

"Hell Divers" (10th week) M-G-M
. Warner
Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Das Lied 1st Aus" (5th week) Assoc. Cinema
"Ein Walzer vom Strauss" (3rd week) .Capitol Film Ex
"Sein Scheidungsgrund" (2nd weekl . . . Ufa
"Charlotte Lowenskold" (2r-d week) ... Scandinavian Talk. Pics.
"Road to Life" (5th week) Amkino
"The Blonde Captive" . . Imperial Dist

Europa
Little Carnegie
.Cosmopolitan
.Fifth Ave. Plavhouse
Cameo
Liberty

FUTURE OPENINGS

"Alias The Doctor" (March 2) First National
'Heart of New York" (March 3) Warner Bros
'Sky Devils" (March 3) United Artists

'Rubacouri" (March 4) Transcontinental Pics.

'One Hour with You" (March 17) . . Paramount

.Winter Garden
. Strand
Rivoli
Pifth Ave. Plavhouse

. Rivoli-Rialto

*Previouslv had S2 run at Gaietv.

**PreviousIv had $2 run at Criterion.

NEW YORK
(QUOTATIONS

East. Kodak ....

Fox Fm. "A". . . .

Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
Pathe Exch. .. .

do "A"
RCA
do pfd. "B"
RKO (new)
Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

•;iEW YORK
Gen. Th. Ecj. 6s40.
Loew 6s 41WW. . .

.

Paramount 6s 47..
Par. 5}^s50
Warner's 6s39 ....

STOCK MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

79J4 77 78^
3M 3}i 3V4
V4 V4 a + M

31 30M 31 — Ji

9H 954 9V%
V4 Vi V*

AVi 4'^ 4!^
954 9 9K + 5^

15 IS 15 + H
5^ 554 554 — Vi

35^ 3 3 — ^
CURB MARKET
2^ 2% 2yk — Vi

254 25^ 2yi — %
BOND MARKET
i'A 3'A 3'A — 'A

88 88 88 + ^
S27A 52^ 52% — 'A
48 48 48—54
3254 3154 3154 — 154

VOTING TRUST FOR ROXY
A voting trust for Roxy Theaters

Corp. to negotiate new film contracts

with Fox and to meet the problem
of about $1,500,000 bond maturities

in July is recommended to Class A
stockholders in a letter from F.

Pope. F. L. Robbins and W. C.

Chanler, Class A directors. After
the passing of the next dividend, the
Class A stockholders will be entitled

to choose a majority of the direc-

tors.

KINE YEAR BOOK OUT
Kinematograph Year Book for

1932, published by Kinematograph
Publications, Ltd., London, has just
come off the press. It covers activi-

ies in the British field for the past
year, as well as containing the usual
foreign trade directory, information
on who's who and what's what in

Great Britain's film industry.
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

Eastmain Films

J. E. Brulatour* Inc.
y

> Chicago

J'j
1727 Indiana Ave.

JX CALumet 3692
it

Hollywood :.t

6700 Santa Monica tj
Blvd. :•:

HOLlywood 4121 j-J
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SUSPEND SUNDAY SHOWS
Atlanta—Pending an appeal to

the Fulton Superior Court fr(:>m

fines of $50 apiece levied by the
Recorder's Court, Atlanta movie
managers will not conduct Sunday
shows for charity. The Paramount,
however, will continue in operation
Sunday afternoons.

MOE SILVER MARRIED
Moe Silver, executive in the War-

ner Bros, theater department, was
married yesterday at the Park Cen-
tral Hotel to Lily Jav Shadur of Los
Angeles. Among those present at
the ceremony were Jack L. Warner,
Mr. and Mrs. Moe Mark, Leon
Schlesinger. Harry Charnas, Mr.
Mrs. David Metzger. The couple
leave this week on a Southern cruise.

NEWSREELS NOT RESTRICTED
IVo'I'inntnn Bureau of THE PII.M DAW
Washington—Newsreel films are

among the products upon which no
import restrictions have been placed
for the months of April, May and
•Tune by the Turkish government, the
Department of Commerce has been
advised. The Ottoman government
revises its import quotas for three-
month periods in advance.

"EXPLORERS" OPENING SET
Opening of the popular nrice run

of "Explorers of the World" at the
RKO Cameo has been set for March
4. This Raspin release already has
had a $2 run at the Criterion. At
t^he RKO Victory in Providence last

Thursday the picture broke the
year's opening record.

»>.*.*,..,•......•* »*»*i'i

"ROXY" ON FAIR COMMISSION
S. L. ("Roxy") Rothafel has re-

ceived from Herbert Witherspoon.
chairman of the commission, an ap-
pointment as a member of the music
committee of the coming World's
Fair in Chicago,

PORTLAND'S DISLIKES
Portland, Ore. — Gangster and

freak nictures have no friends here,
according to Mrs. Pat Allen of the
censor board. Poor business done
by "Freaks" will automatically keep
future pictures of that tyne out of
here, she said. Out of 148 pictures
viewed last month, eliminations wei'e
made in one, while "Birth of a Na-
tion" was barred because of its race
angle.

"PLAY GIRL" FOR STRAND
"Play Girl." starring Loretta

Young and Winnie Lightner, has
been set for the Broadway Strand,
week of March 18. following a two-
week run of "Heart of New York."

AUSTER JOINS RKO
Islin Auster, formerly with Para-

mount and Columbia, has joined the
RKO story department in New York.

NEXT ROBINSON STORY
Warner Bros, have purchased

"The Silver Dollar," by David Kars-
ner, as a vehicle for Edward G. Rob-
inson.

PRODUCERS ATTENTION?
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 Seventh Ave. BRyanf 9-5395

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 8-10: Second annual convention of

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De-
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ-
ent producers and distributors, Sardi's,

12:45 P. M.
March 13-20: First film exposition in Can I

tral Europe under auspices of Czecho I

slovakian Cinema Artists' Assn ancl
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho

]

Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. Pi
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, WaBhint]
ton, D. C.

March 17: Annual meeting of Universal"
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

Mar. 23 : Annual and special meetings of

RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night

and Dance, True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In-

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, ClaypoolJ
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7 : Fox Film sales convention, Ne
York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of International!

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes!
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall.|
Columbus, O.

PARA. MARCH BOOKINGS
Bookings of the New York Para-

mount for March include: "Strangers
in Love," starring Fredric March,
week of March 4; "The Wiser Sex,"
with Claudette Colbert, William
Boyd. Lilvan Tashman and Melvyn
Douglas, March 11; "Dancers in the
Dark," with Miriam Hopkins and
Jack Oakie, March 18; "The Broken
Wing," with Lupe Velez, Leo Car-
rillo and Melvyn Douglas, March 25.

WARNERS SIGN BEAUTY
Warners have signed Helen Bar-

clay, beauty and wife of McClelland
Barclay, artist. Her first role will

be in "Week End Marriage."

ATTENDANCE DRIVE
Washington — Managers in the

Washington zone of Warner theaters

will stage a 20-week "Greater At-
tendance Drive," led by John J.

Payette, zone manager. Winners
will get cash prizes.

QUITTNER SUIT ON CALENDAR
Conspiracy action of Edward

Quittner, Middletown. N. Y., thea-

ter operator, against Paramount is

elated for April 5 in the U. S. Dis-

trict Court, New York City. The
olaintiflF is seeking damages amount-
ing to $5,180,000.

NEW 'FRISCO THEATER FIRM
San Francisco — Davies Theater7|

Co. has been organized with a capi-

talization of 1,000 shares of no par
value, by J. Conrad, V. Starr, and S.

Rhein. The new firm's attorney is

Herbert Choynski, 110 Sutter St.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ratet

Powars CInephona Equipment Corporation

T23-7TH AVt., N. V. BRYANT 9-6067
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MAKES EVERY BOX OFFICE

A GOLD MINE!

That's true! Check it yourself! Every engage-

ment is sure fire extra profits! Rialto, New

York—biggest opening week in three years!

Roosevelt, Chicago—^^displaying best money

form in loop'' (Variety) Indiana, Indianapolis!

Palace, Cincinnati! Newman, Kansas City!

Denver, Denver! Ambassador, St. Louis!

Strand, Louisville! Minnesota, Minneapolis!

Paramount, Omaha! Criterion, Oklahoma

City! Palace, Dallas! Des Moines, Des Moines!

The perfect entertainment natural! Every

box office is a gold mine!

PARAMOUNT pS^7s



THE

NEW TRENDS IN STORIES

PREDICTED BY BENNETT

{Continued from Page 1)

Bennett, one-time prominent pro-
ducer and now established in the
publishing and book-store business.
Although there is a fair audience
for some sophisticated and intellec-

tual sex stories, the masses have
been fed up with "sap sex," Bennett
declares. The rule holds good in the
book field as well, and not one of
these sex stories have been among
the best sellers for months, he
states. Satiety and bad times are
cited by Bennett as the controlling
factors in the swing back from sex
and realism to romance and imagi-
nation. Not only has the public had
its fill of the former types, but in
gloomy days it is not in the mood
to dream about dilettante stuff or
to be further depressed by stark
spectacles, says Bennett. He looks
for big successes from the following
types of stories:

(a) Period American romance—"Birth of
a Nation," "Covered Wagon," "The Spoil-
ers," "Cimarron," "Rose of the Rancho" sort
of thing—melodramas with eood characteriza-
tions against the background of American
history which is so marvellously increasine in

popularity all the time. In the present debacle
of first editions of rare books Cmv own trade)
the outstanding American books have vir-

tually held their own while English books
have fallen off fifty or sixty or even seventv-
five per cent.. This is the age of American
interest in America—and it gets more so
every month.

(b) Modern melodramas with a distinctly
romantic swing.

(c) Broad modern comedy to chase awav
the blues . . . comedy founded on good situa-

tions and gags—not dirt—comedv of tin

"Charley's Aunt" variety UD to date. I could
name fifty action comedies suitable for mod-
ernization—for comedy plot is the most per-
manent commodity in the world of stage and
letters.

(d) "Mother stufr" and "kid stuff" if well
done—"Over the Hill" and "The Champ"

—

the distinctly sentimental thing, well done and
with "story."

The vogue of horror entertainment is prob-
ably a passing phase but not out of keeping
with the general trend. These plays are the
mad romanticising of realism—more fantastic

than any costume play—guaranteed to take
the observer into a field of terror, it is true,

but a field entirely removed from realities of

daily life.

WANT MORE BRITISH FILMS
Toronto—In addressing a get-to-

gether dinner at the Royal York
Hotel, with about 100 exhibitors
represented, W. H. Ireland of the
Ontario Legislator stated the Im-
perial Conference to be held in Ot-
tawa this summer will take up the
question of increasing the number of

British films shown in Canada.

COMING & GOING
E

ED OLMSTEAD, Publix home office ad
contact man, is on a trip to Dallas, Fort
Worth, Houston and San Antonio.

D. J. CHATKIN returned last week from
a trip.

C;LEN ALLVINE sails late this week for
Bermuda.
FRANK LE grange, formerly connected

with the laboratory of the Paramount New
York studio, is en route to that company's
London studio to handle laboratory matter.s.

He is aboard the Bremen.
EMIL JENSEN left for the Coast yes-

terday.

ALONG™^ "lALTO

• • • OUT IN Hollerword there are stars and stars
most of 'em twinkle a while and are gone

occasionally a Meteor appears lights up the film firma-
ment for a brief spell and disappears into the blackness
of obscurity as quickly as he or she had appeared such
a meteor was Alice White

• • • QUITE A mystery about Alice never has
been fully explained they say the real story would make
quite—er—sensational reading she appeared from no-

where was an almost instantaneous success and
among the younger fiFm fans outside the intellectual circles

the heh-heh boys and the cha-cha gals meaning
about 70 per cent of the more youthful patronage of our great
and honorable industry Alice was a Riot she

was one of their hotsy-totsy, gum-chewing, slangy Own
they could Understand her so they loved her
went nuts over her among the drugstore cowboys she
was the chief topic of conversation for months we men-
tion this fact merely because the soda fountain squirters reflect

Accurately the opinion of the Mob in the youthful and flippant

circles and every producer and film exec who is striving
to make pix for the Great Unthinking Masses would do
well to spend a few hours every week circulating around
the soda sanctuaries getting a load of conversation be-

tween the cowboys and their young gal patrons and
they'd find out just what They Like on the screen Alice
White typified their Ideal and still DOES

• • • TO AVOID any scandal personally in our own home
circle we hasten to state that Alice is not Our Type

on or off the screen so in plugging her we are
espousing A Type not an individual preference
for there is no doubt that the box-office needs the Alice White
type she represents the Inarticulate Millions of callow-
youth of both sexes who constitute a big per-
centage of every picture house's patronage and they
want the rough and ready cha-cha heroine for their screen ideal
and idol they don't give three hoots for your Bennetts,
Chattertons, and others of the sophisticate society school

• • • ALL THIS preceding chatter has been born of the
shock received on looking over a batch of newspaper notices

from various parts of the country commenting
on Alice White's personal appearances she stampeded
'em in many spots and shapes up as one of the biggest
stage attractions of any screen personality proving that
Alice is still a Draw so why in 'ell ain't she back where
she belongs ? • making dough for the film biz ? is

there a Trick in it somewhere? we don't know
we're only thinking out loud

• • • OUR LI'L pal Eddie Golden crashed through with
a great publicity stunt in Philly the other week he
took a weak sister like "The Struggle" arranged a de-
bate on Prohibition between two leading exponents of both
sides of the question broadcast it over WIP
the local papers all played it up and this Showmanship
actually sold the pix to the crits and Philly crits have
the rep of being about the most conservative in these Youessay

there's a Money Angle to almost any pix Eddie
shure FOUND it

Monday, Feb. 29, 1932

NEW YORK THEATER MEN

IN ALBANY TO EIGHT Till

Albany—A hard fight against the

proposed 10 per cent state tax on

amusements is indicated following

the appearance of a delegation ol

New York theater men, headed by

William A. Brady, who conferred

with Governor Roosevelt on the

inadvisability of placing this addi

tional burden on theaters.

FORM NEW TRAILER FIRM
De Luxe Trailers, Inc., a new

company for the production and dis-

tribution of trailers has been or

ganized by P. A. Powers, with Vin

vent C. Wolff as president and Ralph
Ricca, secretary-treasurer. Produc-
tions will be made at the Meyer-
Rieger Laboratories with Louis

Meyer as general manager of thei

new company and Jack Rieger in

charge of laboratory activities.

ALEX ROMANO ASSIGNMENTS
fVtst Coast Buriou of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Alex Romano, young'

artist who is back at the Tec Ait

studios from Catalina Islands, -will

go East shortly by way of the Pana-

ma Canal to do some work at the

Earl Carroll theater in New York..

After that, he has been commis-|

sioned by the Italian Art Society of;

Los Angeles to do a bust of Mus-'

solini.

ATLANTA BARS "FREAKS"
Atlanta—Following protest by the

Atlanta Board of Review, the Fulton

Superior Court granted an injunc-

tion to prevent the showing of

"Freaks" at the Fox on the ground
that it is too bizarre.

RE-SIGN MIRIAM HOPKINS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has given

a new long-term contract to Miriam
Hopkins.

« « « » » »

SWAPS FARM FOR THEATER
j

Wellman, la. — I. T. Alfred of
I

Coneville has purchased the Well-

man, trading a 40-acre farm and a

town residence property for the the-

ater.

New incorporations
c

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Best Radio and Television Corp. ; A. K

Zaldin, SOU Church Ave., New York
$20,000.
Monarch Pictures Corp. ; Phillies & Ni

1560 Broadway, New York. 200 shares c

mon.
K. & S. Amusement Corp.. theatrical I i

ness ; Schack & Schack. 1440 Broadway. N
York. $10,000.
Monogram Film Exchanees : H. Silverl"-

Buffalo, N. Y. 200 shares common.
NEW JERSEY CHARTERS

The Great Northern Theater Co., 1"

Camden; New Jersey Corp. Guarantee .n

Trust Co., Camden, N. J. $125,000.
Skouras Park Lane Theater Corp., Jerse.v

City, amusements; filed by the company-
2,500 shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
York Road Theaters, Inc. : Wilmintrtor.

Del.; Corporation Trust Co.. Dover. Del-

$100,000.



And some pianos hove
more legs than others T

LEW AYRES AGAIN!
teamed up with

MAE CLARKE
(Of "Impatient Maiden")

BORIS KARLOFF
(The "Frankenstein" Monster HimselF)

AND Hcdda Hopper, AND Russell

Hopton, AND Arietta Duncan,

AND J. Farrell MacDonald, AND—

Dorothy Peterson,

AND Bert Roach,

AND Dorothy Revier,

AND Pat Somerset,

AND Gene Morgan,

AND Florence Lake.

in the glittering, differ-

ent, modernistic produc-

tion in which Universal

steps out again and

leads the way to bigger

and better hotcha-cha!

Presented by Carl Laemmie Directed by Hobert Henley Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.



A STATEMENT BY
JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER

HAVE withdrawn from RKO Radio Pic-

tures and desire by this means to express

my thanks for the well wishes of my friends

in the organization and throughout the

industry.

I want particularly to voice my gratitude to those

loyal and competent showmen of the RKO production

and distributing units who have worked side by side with <

me through the stress of these trying times and to the

hundreds of exhibitors throughout America whose
friendship and support I have valued through the years.

If our industry is to evolve ultimately into the sound,

sane and profitable enterprise for which we are striving,

good will must be the fundamental basis of its growth.

A man may count himself rich indeed today if he

possesses the good will of his associates and the faith and
confidence of the men on the firing line . . . the exhibitors.

It is my opinion that the day of the independent pro-

ducer has arrived. I plan, therefore, to enter the field

of independent production and to carry out hopes and
ambitions I have long entertained.

The destiny of our industry rests in the quality of

merchandise which is produced from now on. It is to

this task that I shall dedicate my efforts in the future.

I shall be in a position to announce more compre-
hensive plans shortly.

JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER,
LoEW Bldg.,

1540 Broadway,
11th Floor.
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British Producers Tripling Output, Says Bernerd

RECEIVERJAMED FOR Tj. E.-TO RlRGANIZE

Lack of Varied Roles Kills Stars Early, Says Lubitsch

The Cinema
,,. on a string

:^= By lack Alicoate==

BROOKHART thing looks like

more noise than investigation . . .

NED depinet has joined the HEAD-
MAN'S club . . . They are now call-

ing 'em GUESr sales managers . . .

Those precious stems of MARLENE
dietrich were not shown EVEN once

in SHANGHAI EXPRESS . . .

HATCHET MAN is NOT a

GEORGE Washington picture . . .

Former sales managers thinking of

applying in a body for Congressional

relief . . . Regardless of smoke screen

Sid Kent-Fox talk is getting hot.

•

HAROLD franklin IS important

in the RKO set-up . . . SAM gold-

wyn made more money than any in-

dividual in pictures last year . . .

JOE brandt formerly of Columbia

and points East will be back with

both fee: shortly . . . It's about time

for a bang-up serial ... At least the

WAR is better to talk about than

the depression . . . Who can remem-
ber CHARLIE Chaplin? . . . NEWS-
REELS were never more interesting

and never less exploited and pub-

licized . . . SHANGHAI EXPRESS
is the picture of the hour and the

smash of the year.

TELEVISION seems to be stand-
ing still . . . SCARFACE will not be
shown as SCARFACE in NEW
YORK but WILL be SCARFACE in

non-censor territory ... It has been
an irritable year for the YES men
. . . WILLIAM fox WILL be back
. . . ALLIED convention in Detroit
looks like good old-fashioned SHIN-
DIG . . . HORROR cinema operas
are fading . . . Anyway it's SPIN-
ACH and to hell with it.

More Music and Less Talk
Is Predicted by

Director
Screen careers of many players

are being shortened due to lack of

variety of roles they play, declared
Ernst Lubitsch in an interview with
The Film Daily yesterday. The pol-

icy of casting them repeatedly in

the same kind of part eventually
proves disastrous because the

(Continued on Page 7)

LAEMMLE, JR., LINING UP

NEW UNIVERSAL STARS

A new group of stars, including

Boris KarlofiF and Tala Birell, will

be presented along with Lew Ayres
on the 1932-33 Universal program
of 26 features, Carl Laemmle, Jr.,

told The Film Daily yesterday in

New York. Candidates besides the

three mentioned are now being lined
(Continued on Page 7)

Singer and Foute Named
For 16 mm. Presidency

Julius Singer of the Show-at-

Home Movie Library and George P.

Foute of the Motion Picture Screen

Corp. have been nominated for the

presidency of the 16 mm. Motion

Picture Board of Trade. Election

will be held March 23 at the organi-

zation's headquarters in the Hotel
(Continued on Page 7)

Amateur Supervision
Commenting on proposed federal regu-

lation of the film industry, Edward M.
Barrows, writing on "Motion Pictures;

Success Through Self-Regulation" in the

current issue of Review of Reviews,

declares that "no business can stand

the intrusion of amateur supervision

backed by arbitrary authority instead

of knowledge, no matter how well

meaning that supervision may be."
Barrows, who has previously written on
power, railroads and insurance, surveys

the ten-year regime of Will H. Hays
in the industry and remarks that "fu-
ture historians will not wonder at the
shortcomings of the motion picture so

much as at the marvels of the indus-
try's accomplishments.

IT TO PRODUCE

50 IN FRANCE, 12 IN ENG.

Paris (By Cable)—Fifty pictured

will be produced by Paramount at

its Joinville studio during the year
ahead. The company also plans to

make 12 at its London plant.

Sol Lesser as President

In T.P.E. Re-alignment
Negotiations are practically con-

cluded whereby Sol Lesser becomes
president of Talking Picture Epics,

and Joe Goldberg general sales man-
ager. Frank R. Wilson, is to be
vice-president, with Ira Simmons in

an executive sales position. Final

papers will not be signed until Sol

Lesser, now convalescing at the

Warwick Ho^el, has fully recuper-

ated.

Smaller Supply of U. S. Product
Causes Britain to Triple Output

New Paramount Contract

Will Be Ready in April

Paramount will have its new exhibition con-

tract ready in April. Drafting of the form

will be handled by Attorney Louis Phillips,

working with Austin C. Keough, head of the

company's legal department, and sales depart-

ment executives.

Three British producing compa-
nies will triple their last year's

schedules for 1932-33, according to

Jeffrey Bernerd, director and gen-

eral manager of W. and F. Film
Service, Ltd., London, who is now
visiting New York. Bernerd, who
is also associated with British &
Dominion, Gainsborough and British

(Continued on Page 7)

Firm Consents to Action
Filed in Wilmington

by Creditor
Wilmington, Del.—On application

of Gordon B. Affleck, New York,
creditor for $11,164, Chancellor J.

0. Wolcott yesterday appointed U.
S. Senator Daniel 0. Hastings of
Wilmington receiver for General
Theaters Equipment, Inc. The com-
pany, which is headed by Harley L.

(Continued on Page 6)

RENAME ACSTpICTURES

WITH CEO. WEEKS AS HEAD

Change in name of Action Pic-

tures, Inc., to Mayfair Pictures Corp.
and appointment of George W.
Weeks as president were announced
by Claude Macgowan, general man-
ager, at yesterday's opening sessiort

of the company's three-day conven-
tion being held at the Park Central
Hotel.
Welcome address was made by

Macgowan, who s4;ated that the com-
pany's original plans for 36 pictures
next season had been cut to a sched-
ule of 24 until it is ascertained how
manv of the other announced inde-

nendent series are likely to be de-

livered. If it is found, by August
(Continued on Page 7)

Sidney Garrett Resigns
As B.I.P. American Head
Sidney Garrett resigned yesterday

as head of the American office of

British International Pictures. No
successor has been named. Bill

Rabell. general sales manager has
been appointed sf'-^etary and a di-

rector. Stanley Whiteley continues

as treasurer.

No Deal Closed Yet,

Says Sidney R. Kent

Sidney R. Kent, who returned to New York

from a Florida rest, yesterday said that "noth-

ing new" has developed in his plans and he

expects no tangible move tor several days.
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Radio Pictures Moves Up
"Lost Squadron" Release
As a result of strong b. o. reac-

tions in three test showings over the

weekend, RKO Radio Pictures is

rushing preparations to release
"Lost Squadron" day-and-date at the
end of this week in as many as pos-

sible of the RKO circuit houses
around the country. In the test

showings, RKO reports the picture

topped the "Cimarron" all-time high
in Syracuse, hit within $3 of the

record at Keith's, Washington, and
bettered "Cimarron" and "Check and
Double Check" in Providence.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Con. Fm. Ind 3-5^ iVg iVg —
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.lOJ^ lOK 1054 +
F^st. Kodak 80 J4 78 nVn —
Fox Fm. "A" i'A i'A 3'A —
Gen. Th. Eq.(New) U % % —
Loew's, Inc 32 31 31^ +
do pfd 68 68 68
Paramount 10'/4 ^Va 9% +
Pathe Exch. "A".. 4!^ 4^4 4^ —
RCA 9-^ 8^ 9 —
RCA pf. 'B" ....15/2 15 15

RKO new 5'/^ 5'/i i'A —
Warner Bros 3^4 iVf. i'/n +

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq, pfd... H '/ /, —
Technicolor 2 2 2 —

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
(ien. Th. Eq. 6s40 . 35^ 3 3 —
Loew 6s 41ww ... 88 88 88
Par. By. 5j4s 51.. 72 72 72
Par. 5Ms 50 49"4 47^ 49!4 +
Warner's 6s j9 ..32 31

A

31^ ..

Net
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A
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A
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Paramount-CBS Deal
Still In Nefi^otiation

Deal under which the Paley inter-

ests, who now own half of the Co-
lumbia Broadcasting system, will ac-

quire the other half owned by Para-
mount for about $5,500,000 is still

in negotiation, but no se':tlement has
been reached yet, it was stated at

the Paley offices yesterday.

^A

STAGE PLAY BY F. MARION
A drama by Frances Marion will

be among the stage plays to be pro-
duced by Peggy Fears (Mrs. A. C.
Blumenthal) following "Child of
Manhattan," which opens tonight.
Miss Fears also plans to put on "I
Must Have Someone," by Jack Kirk-
land.
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CONFER ON S.M.P.E. MEET
Conferences in connection with the

forthcoming S. M. P. E. spring
meeting, scheduled for the Ward-
man Park Hotel, Washington, May
9-12, have been completed in New
York by Nathan D. Burkan, chair-

man of the local Washington com-
mittee, and W. C. Kunzmann, chair-

man of the convention committee.
As in past conventions an equip-

ment exhibit will be a feature.

Mrs. Golden will act as hostess
to the women attending the meet-
ing. Expectations are that arrange-
ments will be made for Mrs. Her-
bert Hoover to participate in a tea.

MEYER BECK PROMOTED
Meyer Beck, Warner publicity and

exploitation man, has been promoted
to the post of assistant manager of

advertising and exploitation of War-
ners' Broadway theaters by Lou
Goldberg, advertising manager.
Beck's promotion comes to him after

two years of hustling. Prior to

ioining the Warner staff Beck work-
ed on the "Evening Journal" and
was in the Dublicity department of

Loew's and RKO.

GEORGE RONAN OUT
George Ronan, who was cashier

of Pathe and subsequently went over
to RKO in the amalgamation, has
ended his connection with the com-
pany. He had been on the Pathe
staff over a period of 12 years.

NATIONAL SCREEN NET OFF
National Screen Service reports a

net profit for the year 1931 of $328,-

452.85, equivalent to $3.64 a share
on 90,111 shares, as against $515,-

755.62 or $5.23 per share on 98,635
shares in 1930.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Real mWRAhlCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

International Confab
This Week at A.M.P.A.

Matters of international interest
will be discussed at this Thursday's
luncheon meeting of the A.M.P.A.
in Sardi's. Speakers obtained by
Prexy Ed Finney and his aides al-

ready include Clayton Sheehan, for-
eign manager for Fox; Arthur Dent
of B.I. P., David Diamond of Tobis,
and probably Wilhelm Meydam of
Ufa and one or more of the Gau-
mont officials now in New York. In
addition there will be Thyra Sam-
ter Winslow, prominent American
author, as well as some other names
now being lined up.

SIGNED FOR NEGRO FILM
Eddie Hunter, who co-authored

and appeared in various stage sViows,
has been signed by Lincoln Pictures
to head an all-Negro cast in one of
the feature pictures planned by this

lew company. Hunter and Jack
Hanley are working on the script,

titled "In Trouble," and James
O'Neal will act as production man-
ager, with Hanley directing. The
company also is making a picture
starring Bill Robinson, and is see.k-

ing an unknown to be exploited as
a find in another production.

SHEEHAN OUT OF HOSPITAL
San Francisco—Winfield Sheehan,

recovered from his nervous break-
down, has left a local sanitarium, it

is learned. He is understood to be
planning a sea voyage before return-
ing to Hollywood to take charge of
he Fox studios.

HARRY TRAUB BURIED
Harry Traub, who died Saturday

night, was buried yesterday in

Washington Cemetery, Brooklyn.
Traub formerly operated the Tivoli
in Brooklyn and the Grand Opera
House, Manhattan.

LAST RITES FOR MANSFIELD
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Last rites for Jack

Mansfield, who died last week in

Chicago, where he was connected
with Balaban & Katz, were held yes-
terday at the Little Church of the
Flowers.

RALPH BLOCK'S MOTHER DIES
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mrs. E. S. Block,

mother of Ralph Block, died Satur-
day. Block is accompanying the

body to Kansas City for burial.

NOW BOOKING
A ROAD SHOW ATTRACTION

GRETA CARBO "^

"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST
STOCK SHOT LIBRARY

Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed negatives
and positives containing scenes of every

conceivable description

General Film Library, Inc.
MORRIS J. KANDEL, Pres.

729 7th Ave. New York City
BRyant 9-4417 Cable: KANDELFILM

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today
: Weekly luncheon of the Thumb

Club, Hotel Astor. New York.
March 1-2: Convention of franchise hold-

ers of Action Pictures, Park Central
Hotel. New; York.

March 8-10: Second annual convention ol
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, Dfr
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ
ent producers and distributors, Sardi's
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20; First film exposition in Cer
tral Europe under auspices of Czechi
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass n an
National Film Industry. Prague. Czech
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M t

T O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Washini
ton, D. C.

March 17: Annual meeting of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

Mar. 23 : Annual and special meetings ofRKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nighi

and Dance. True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention, New
York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9
: Annual convention of International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall
Columbus, O.

DEZEL BACK IN CHICAGO
Chicago—Al Dezel has closed his

exchange in St. Louis and is back
here to continue his film activities
under the name of Road-Show Pic-
tures, Inc., with headquarters at 804
South Wabash Ave. His initial re-
lease this spring will be Edgar Wal-
lace's "Should a Doctor Tell," which
Dezel will handle in Illinois, Indiana
and Wisconsin.

PHONE BR 9-2180

ll\

ROOM 701

BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing. Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. NYC
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Bros., Wilmer and Vincent and other
large circuits throughout the country.
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CLE. RECEIVER NAMED;

TO REORGANIZE

{Continued from Page 1)

Clarke and is the holding unit for

Fox Film and Fox Theaters in addi-

tion to its extensive activities in the

equipment field, filed answ^er admit-

ting insolvency and consenting to

the receiver. It was also stated in

the bill of particulars that the two

bondholders' protective groups form-
ed recently are conferring with the
management on a reorganization
plan.

The bill of complaint states that
G. T. E. has $22,318,000 in notes
falling due March 15, all secured by
pledges of Fox stock, in addition to

$212,000 unsecured debts, $500,000
due Feb. 1 and unpaid, and $1,000,-
000 accrued interest on debts. Cash
on hand as of Dec. 31 was only $2,-

524, it is stated.

Interest on $30,000,000 debentures
also is due April 1.

In a statement last night, Harley
L. Clarke stated:
"The consent to the receivership of Gen

eral Theaters Equipment, Inc. which was
instituted today in Delaware was given be-

cause the company believed such action was
in the interest of conserving the assets of
the company pending the development of a

contemplated reorganization plan.

"The interest on the large indebtedness of

the corporation created mainly in connection
with financing of the purchase of Fox A and
B stocks cannot be paid while those stocks
are unalile to pay dividends.

"Accordingly the formulation of a plan of

reorganization became necessary. In this
connection, as previously announced, a com-
mittee has been organized headed by Arthur
W. Loasby, as chairman, to protect the hold-
ers of debentures. Other members are:
Frank Callahan, Chase Securities Corp., New
York; Edward C. Delafield, City Bank Farm-
ers Trust Co., New York; Lloyd S. Gil-
niour, Blyth & Co., Inc., New York; Seton
Porter, Sanderson & Porter, New York; Ray
W. Stephenson, Cassatt & Co., Philadelphia:
and Schuyler B. Terry, Chase Harris Forbes
Corp., Chicago.

"A committee also has been formed to

represent the Preferred stockholders. This
committee is headed by John W- Prentiss of

Hornblower & Weeks as chairman and its

other members are: George Benard, Inter-
state Equities, New York; W. Wallace Lana
han, W. W. Lanahan & Co., Baltimore; Wil-
liam H. Mitchell, Mitchell, Hutchins & Co.,
Chicago; and J. Clark Moore, Barclay, Moore
& Co., Philadelphia.

"As the General Theaters Equipment, Inc.

is a holding and non-operating company, none
of the companies in which General Theaters
Equipment, Inc. has controlling holdings is

adversely affected by these receivership pro-

ceedings. These companies, other than the

Fox interests, are: International Projector
Corp., National Theater Supply Co., J. E.

McAuley Mfg. Co., Theater Equipment Ac-
ceptance Corp., Strong Electric Co., Ashcraft
Automatic Arc Co., Hall & Connolly, J. M.
Wall Machine Co., Fearless Camera Co., and
the Cinema Building Corp."

Stars' Memorial Short
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — For release beginning

Memorial Day, Ralph Staub, director of

Screen Snapshots for Columbia, has
compiled shots that he made in past
years of Rudolph Valentino, Barbara La
Marr, Milton Sills, Mabel Normand.
Louis Wolheim, Lon Chaney, Lya De
Putti, Theodore Roberts, Wallace Reid,
Alma Rubens, Robert Ames. Larry Semon,
Dustin Farnum, George Beban, William
Russell, Tom Santschi, Rudolph Schlld-
krauf, and others.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
>/i

\By RALPH WILKi.

HOLLYWOOD
piRST NATIONAL has signed
^ Houston Branch to write "The
Romance of the U. S. Mail," epic

of the mail service . . . Marian
Marsh will have a part in the Kay
Francis film, "Street of Women,"
which Archie Mayo will direct . . .

Frances Dee has been borrowed
from Paramount for the feminine

lead with Doug Fairbanks, Jr., in

"Love Is a Racket," with Lee Tracy

also in it.
* * *

Betty Blythe will play a mother

role in Tiffany's "Lena Rivers," with

Charlotte Henry, Morgan Galloway
and Joyce Compton.

* * *

Radio Pictures has added Jayne
Kerr, Harry Arris, Clark Burroughs,
James Harrison and Jerry Miley to

"State's Attorney" . . . Julie Hayden,
stage player, has been placed under
contract by David O. Selznick.

* * *

Elliott Nugent and James Flood
will direct "New York Town," the
Ward Morehouse unproduced play
bought by Warner Bros. Robert
Lord is adapting it.

Ten Vitaphone Shorts

Completed in February
Ten shorts were completed at the

Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in Feb-
ruary, notwithstanding the Lincoln's

and Washington's birthday shut-

downs. Two reelers finished were:
Joe Penner in "The Toreador," Jack
Haley in "Absent Minded Abner,"
Richy Craig, Jr., in "Maybe I'm

Wrong," all three of which are part

of the "Big Star" comedy series;

and two S. S. Van Dine Detective
Mystery thrillers, "The Cole Case,"

and "The Pullman Murder Mystery,"
in which Donald Meek and John
Hamilton are co-starred. The single

reel pictures completed were two of

the "Peppet Pot" series, "Around
the World in Eight Minutes," with
Hugh Cameron, and "Napoleon's
Bust," with Dan Coleman; a Band
short, "Up on the Farm," featuring
Henry Santry and his band; a Rob-
ert L. Ripley "Believe It or Not";
and "The Naggers Go Ritzy," with
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth.

WARNER OHIO CHANGES
Cleveland—James Keefe, former

publicity man for Warner theaters
here, has been appointed manager
of Warners' Capitol, Elyria, suc-

ceeding Frank Gear, who resigned
to go with the Skouras enterprises.

Sidney Dannenberg has been ele-

vated to the post of publicity man
for all Warner theaters in the north-
ern Ohio territory.

CLEVELANDERS ON VACATION
Cleveland — I. J. Schmertz, Fox

branch manager, and Mrs. Schmertz
have left for a three weeks' vaca-
tion trip to Havana.
W. N. Skirboll, circuit theater

owner, has reserved passage for a
cruise to the West Indies, leaving
here March 12.

CLEVELAND HOUSE BURNS
Cleveland—The Vandora, operated

by Edward Ward, was destroyed by
fire of unknown origin.

LANGDON FINISHES FIRST
"Show Goat," first of a series of

12 two-reel comedies starring Harry
Langdon, has been completed at

Royal Studios, N. J. Work on the
second starts within a few weeks.

Eight Columbia Shorts
On March Release List

Columbia has set the following
eight shorts for release in March:
"The Grocery Boy," Mickey Mouse
cartoon; "The Bird Store," Silly

Symphony; "The Gall of the North,"
Eddie Buzzell "Bedtime Story for
Grownups,"; "Railroad Wretch,"
Scrappy cartoon; "Screen Snap-
shots," No. 7; "Laughing With Med-
bury in Abyssinia"; Putter's "Curi-
osities," C-231, and "What a
Knight," Krazy Kat cartoon.

HIT VIRGINIA BLUE BILL
Richmond—By attacking the in-

consistency of the state's blue law,
forces opposing Senator Norris' bill,

which would forbid even charity per-
formances on Sunday during times
of dire need, have practically shot
the measure to pieces. Although
Norris stated that the bill is de-
signed to clarify and make more
rigid the present blue law, the meas-
ure has been recommitted to the
general laws committee, and it is

expected to die there.

VIRGINIA CENSOR CUTS G"

Richmond—Out of 77 films com-
prising 314 reels viewed recently by
the state censors, cuts were made in

six. The censor board reports an
increased number of films being ex-
amined, following a lull over the
midwinter holidays.

"SKY DEVILS" STUNT
To exploit the opening of the lat-

est Howard Hughes air picture, "Sky
Devils," at the Rivoli on Thursday
night, United Artists has arranged
an air circus to be pulled off" over
Broadway. Various types of planes
and some prominent flyers are sched-
uled to take part.

3 PASSED WITHOUT CUTS
Three Warner pictures last week

were passed by the New York Cen-
sor Board without a single elimina-
tion. The pictures are "Play Girl,"
starring Loretta Young and Winnie
Lightner; "Beauty and the Boss,"
starring Marian Marsh and Warren
William; and "The Heart of New
York," starring Smith and Dale with
George Sidney.

B. P. SCHULBERG RAPS

ALIEN ACTOR LEGISLAIIOI

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIV.
Hollywood—-To ban foreign stagi

and screen players would be as un
fair to the rights of American peo
pie to enjoy the best in entertain
ment as to exclude from Americai
circulation the literary works of H
G. Wells, the plays of James Barri
or the music of Oscar Strauss be
cause they compete with native tal

ent, says B. P. Schulberg, produc
.ion manager at Paramount, in I

statement against the propose!
Dickstein bill in Washington df

signed to curb the entrance of foi

eign talent. Schulberg points ou
that the careers of players who com;
here from abroad depend entireli

upon how they are received by th^

public.

8 Educational Subjects
Set For April Releas(j

Eight new subjects have been S(

for release in April by Educations'
"He's A Honey," Vanity Comet'
itarring Harry Barris, Al Christie
screen 'find,' and "Mediterranea
Blues," Romantic Journey, are to I

released on April 17. Andy Clyi
in "Speed in the Gay Nineties
'Torchy's Night Cap," fifth in tl

Torchy series, and "Bull-ero," Te
ry-Toon, are April 3 release
'Listening In," Mack Sennett Coi
edy featuring Arthur Stone ai

Dorothy Granger, will be releasi
April 24. A new Terry-Toon and
new Cameo Comedy, both as yet u
titled, are set for April 17.

Marchetti Receives
Double Appointmei

iVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAU
Hollywood—Upon returning fro

a three months' stay in the Eai
Roger Marchetti, attorney, was fo
mally notified that he had been mai
an honorary member of Wampas,
well as counsel for the associatic

TO START UNCLE DON SHOR'
First of the series of six shoi

featuring Uncle Don of the rad
directed by Bud Pollard for Uniq
Foto Film, will go into product!
March 7 at the Metropolitan Stud
Script is by Jay Arr. Charles Nas
has been signed to design and bu
the sets, while Jerry Barton a
Mark Asch will be the sound eni
neers.

WALLACE SMITH TO REST
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI
Hollywood—With the expirati

of his RKO contract today. Walls
Smith, novelist and scenarist, v
take a two months' vacation befc
accepting a new offer.

Thumb Club Catches On
The Thumb Club, which had its

origin spontaneously at the welcome
back luncheon given at the Hotel Astor
last Tuesday by advertising and pub-
licity men to Bruce Gallup, new director
of advertising, publicity and exploita-
tion for Columbia, will bcome a regular
weekly affair. The second luncheon
will be held today at the Astor.
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U or VARIED ROLES

lis STARS-LUBITSCH

{Coiitinued from Page 1)

iblic wearies of them, said the di-

ctor.
Personalities are vital to pictures, Lubitsch

ierted. Experiments by various producers

ve proven this, he said. He liclieves that

the future more music will be used in

ice of dialogue, thus permitting further

i-elopment of an evidenced tendency toward

ent picture technique. Unnecessary dia-

ue, like a person who talks without any-

ng worth talking about, bores an audience,

pointed out.

Lubitsch believes that music will be re-

,red to pictures, but introduced properly,

thout disturbing continuity of action and

;d by competent players. Audiences more

d more are showing a preference for adult

ries, said the director.

aemmle, Jr., Lining Up
New Universal Stars
{Continued from Paqe 1)

) by Laemmle, Jr. Karloff's first

arring vehicle will be "Invisible

an," while Miss Birell will be

arred in "Nana." Actual camera
jrk on the new schedule will get

ider way in May, Laemmle said,

id no musicals or color pictures

e contemplated.
Universal will place five and

issibly six features in work
is month. If the sixth is

arted, the company's entire pro-

am will be completed considerably

lead of time. The impending

cup includes: "Back Street," by
inny Hurst, with John Boles, di-

eted by John Stahl; "Radio Pa-

ol," by Allan Rivkin and P. J

olfson, with Mae Clarke, directed
' Edward Cahn; Tom Mix in "Des-

t Loot," directed by Al Rogell;

Adventure Lady," directed by
rnst L. Frank, and "Brown of Cul-

ir," directed by William Wyler.

inger and Foute Named
For 16 mm. Presidency

(Continued from Pane \)

ctoria. A. D. V. S'orey has been
nomination for treasurer and exec-

ive secretary. The Board, nearly

year old. plans a monthly luncheon
the Victoria on the second Tues-

y of each month.

COMING a GOING

MAURTCE CHEVATJER is on h's way
:k to Hollywood to start work in "Love
: Tonight" at Paramount.

MAX GORDON is back in New York
im the coast, where he aided the Four
irx Brothers in preparing their Paramount
ture. "Horse Feathers."

N. D. GOLDEN of the M. P. Division

partment of Commerce, was a New York
itor yesterday.

SIDNEY R. KENT is back in New York
>m Florida.

[. J. HOFFMAN, STEWART MacDON
-D and DAVE WESHNER. executives o

irner theaters, who returned yesterday froir

•rip through the Pittsburgh territory, leave

lin tonight for a tour of inspection of the

stern Pennsylvania territory.

WILLIAM KEYES, who runs the Vic

y, Dayton, O., was a visitor yesterday at

Warner offices. He spent the day with

dy Smith, Warner sales executive.

ALONG

• • • IF THE Class will come to order and quit

running around in film circles chasing the various buga-
boos that affect our li'l industry we will try to get down
to cases and paint a New Conception of the Film Biz

presenting it as a Manufacturing Industry pure and
simple so if you can rid your minds of the Fixed Idea

for a spell that the motion picture is an Art
not bound by economic laws that govern every other industry
that survives then you can follow our discourse with an
Open Mind and when we're finished razz it or

cheer it at least you'll admit we've tried to throw on
the screen an entirely New Picture

* * * *

• • • TOO LONG has the film biz kidded itself into the

belief that it is an industry of and by itself subject to

none of the fundamental principles that govern industries en-

gaged in manufacturing staple products seemingly over-

looking the fact that to millions of "consumers" our product

is just as much a staple as the clothes they wear and the food

they eat the Public long ago STAPELIZED the motion

pix but the producers have never learned how to

STABILIZE it and that's where our li'l proposition comes
in

* * * *

• • • MANY AN important key industry would be as
lacking in Stabilization as is the film biz if it were not
for its By-Products we need mention only the oil and
packing industries as examples which derive more reve-
nue from by-products than they do from the Original Commod-
ity you immediately answer that the film biz has no
By-Product but we beg to differ it has been
overlooking the most valuable sort of By-Product ever since

Hollywood studios were properly organized

* * * *

• • • NOW THIS By-Product is secured through the

proper u^-ilization of several component parts of the Motion
Picture Machinery first, the enormous studio technical

equipment second, the highly organized expert man-
power in various departments third, a Plan to fully

utilize the Entire Range of show business in the picture theater

created right from the studio using elements

that have never been properly co-ordinated and ex-

ploited commercially right in the theater program

* * * *

• • • THE PLAN will only utilize the studio's Slack Time
lay-off periods when there is no regular pro-

duction under way periods when the ole Overhead keeps

rolling up just the same both in idle technical

equipment and, say union salaries that go on.

work or no work yezzir the film biz sorely needs

such a Bv-Product to distribute the Overhead
take UD the Wastage and make it a Stabilized Industry

like oil. packing and steel now if the Class has any

cheers to offer along with the razzberries we might

knock you right off your chairs with the Next Instalment

then, again we might not but hasn't it been

Interesting?

* * *

• • • JOE BRANDT'S li'l speech on the occasion of that

testimonial dinner at the Empey Club is a Classic in

which he gave credit to his co-workers for any Success that

he may have achieved it takes a Big Man to make such

a Statement

TRIPLING SCHEDULES

(Continued from Paqe 1)

Gaumont, told Film Daily yester-
day that England found it impos-
sible to purchase for release a suffi-

cient supply of satisfactory pictures
to meet the demands of theaters,
hence the decision to increase native
production.
Bernerd also said that better inde-

pendent features will find a ready
sale in Great Britain.

Rename Action Pictures
with Geo. Weeks as Head

(Continued from Paqe 1)

or September, that some of these in-

dependent schedules will not ma-
terialize, Mayfair will put the addi-
tional 12 pictures in work. Exchange
men attending the convention were
presented with a group of stories
and titles, which will be discussed
and reported upon today, when an-
nouncement of the product lineup is

to be made.

LEAVING PHOTOPHONE
Complete absorption of RCA Pho-

tophone by Victor will take place be-
fore the end of March. E. V. Cal-
vert, in charge of service, is leaving
the company at the end of this week
and G. K. Rudulph, publicity direc-
tor, who is in charge of the remain-
ing New York offices, is expected to
leave the company in about 30 days.

CANTOR ON AIR AGAIN
Eddie Cantor will again star on

the Chase & Sanborn radio hour
upon completion of his new picture
now in work at the Samuel Goldwyn
studios on the coast.

KILL BILLBOARD BILL
Richmond—The roads committee

in the senate has killed the bill to

tax and restrict the use of billboards.

« « « » » »

NEWCASTLE HOUSE BURNS
Newcastle, Pa.—Fire destroyed

the Capitol on Sunday, causing a
loss of about $75,000.

U<K%?^,^^M

MANY UAPPY RETUPNS

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 1

Lois Moran John Loder

Wells Root
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Bankers Seen Behind New Drive to Sell Houses

STUDIOSlGE PROBLEMlT NEW TALENTSOURCES

State's 10^ Tax Bill Rouses Storm of Opposition

More Organizations Join

In Protest Against
New York Levy

On top of protests already regis-

tered by Actors' Equity Ass'n, the
Episcopal Actors' Guild, the Actors'
Supper Club, and theater groups as

well as individual showmen, further
pro estations against the proposed
10 per cent New York state tax on

(Continued on Paqe 6)

WURTZEL TO NEGOTIATE

NEW CONTRACT IN MAY

\lrsl Coast Buieau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Contract of Sol M.

Wurtzel, genetal superintendent of

Fox, has been adjusted amicably.

Adjustment provides that Wurtzel
will remain under contract as gen-

eral superintendent until May 25. A
mutual understanding has been
reached that Wurtzel's connection

with Fox after May 25 will be he

subject of negotiations at that time.

Non-Theatrical Biz
Is At A Standstill

Detroit—Business in non- heatri-

cal films, especially for scl -•.o\ use,

is practically at a standstill, says

J. J. Norris, head of Michigan Film
Library, which has moved from the

Film Exchange to Rosemont Road in

' Redford, a suburb. Price of sound

equipment is too high, while nobody
wants silents any more, Norris

states.

Dual-Billing Carbo—Before and After

Two Carbo features on one bill! The Park Central, New York, is currently

playing "Mata Hari" and "Streets of Sorrow," the latter a feature which the star

made in Germany before she went to Hollywood.

Four "Specials" Listed
On Mayfair Program

N. J. Allied Endorses
Brookhart Measure

Endorsing the Brookhart bill

Allied Theater Owners of Nev
',ey, at a meeiting yesterday
York, adopted resolutions wh . re

to be sent to members of Congress
asking them to support the measure.
Plans were discussed in connection

with the national Allied convention

at the Hotel Statler, Detroit, March
(Conitnued on Page 6)

Four "specials" will be included

in the minimum of 24 features to be

produced by Mayfair Pictures Corp.

next season, it was announced yes-

terday by Claude Macgowan, execu-

tive vice-president and general man-
ager of the former Action Pictures

unit. Budget on these four is to be

about double the cost of the others,

Macgowan said. Out of 50 stories

brought from the studio, the follow-

ing already have been scheduled for

production: "The Man I Betrayed,"
(Continued on Paqe 6)

Four Serials Planned by Gluckman

Herman Gluckman, president of

Capital Films, will include four

serials on his 1932-33 schedule in

addition to his feature lineup, which

has not as yet been announced.

Serials, all in 12 episodes, will be:

"Last of the Mohicans," "The Devil

Horse," "Phantom Express" and

one other yet to be selected.

Dwan, Cummings Signed

As Columbia Directors
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Allan Dwan and Irv-

ing Cummings have been signed to

direct for Columbia. Their first

vehicles will be selected shortly.

Stock Companies Being
Combed for Star

Possibilities
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—How to replenish the

dwindling ranks of new talent with
stardom possibilities has become one
of the chief current problems of the
studios, resulting in a special drive

by agents to comb the highways and
byways for player material. New

(Continued on Page 6)

COURT REfSESTO BAR

PiCKniNGJlF CIRCUIT

Preliminary efforts to prevent
Local 306, projectionists union,
from picketing 16 Springer-Cocalis-
Hamburger-Kutinsky houses employ-
ing members of the Empire M. P.
Operators have failed, with decision

(Continued on Page 8)

George Cukor Predicts

New Movie Prosperity

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Declaring that the screen is

geared to keep in step with every advance of

progress, whereas most of its competitive forrns

of amusement are being outmoded either in

style or economically, George Cukor, Paramount
director, predicts a new era of prosperity for

motion pictures. The former prominent stage

director regards the 1932 product generally

superior to anything turned out by studios in

I the past.

Attractive Terms Proposed

In New Drive to Sell Theaters

Joe Brandt Denies
Zierler Affiliation

Reports that Joe Brandt would be

affiliated with Sam Zierler in a new
independent production venture were

denied yesterday by Brandt. The

former Columbia president told

The Film Daily that his new under-

taking probably will be all set by

next week.

As a further step toward cutting

down overhead and curtail sources

of loss, bankers interested in the

film business are understood to be

behind a new plan for disposing oi

a considerable number of producer-

owned houses by offering them to

independents at more attractive

terms. Financial considerations are

said to have been the chief difficulty

(Continued on Page 8)

Gen'I Theaters 1931 Loss
Is Set At $900,000

Preliminary figures indicate a net
operating loss of about $900,000 for
General Theaters Equipment in the
year ended Dec. 31, it was stated by
Harley L. Clarke yesterday. Earn-
ings for the period included $2,200,-

000 in dividends from Fox, which
discontinued payment of dividends
last fall. Appointment of a re-

ceivership for G. T. E. on Monday
-aused the protective committees to

ncrease their efforts to enroll note-

holders with a view to pro*^ecting

heir interests and aiding in the pro-

posed reorganization plan.

1,400 U. S. Theaters

Dropped Disc Last Year

Approximately 1,400 theaters in this coun-

try discarded disc equipment in favor of sound-

in-film devices during the past year, it i$

indicated by a national survey |ust completed.

Total of 3.542 houses now arc using disc ap-

Diratus only the checkup ,shows. Thea»«"

using tracks only aggregate 6 360 and houses

with dual equipments number 4,836.
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LEAP YEAR PARTY CLICKS
Newark, N. J.—A leap year bride

party, staged by the Branford in

conjunction with the Newark Ledger,
jammed the house and broke the
Monday business record by about
$2,000. Ruth Roland was mistress
of ceremonies.
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"Memory Lane" Series

Starting Next Week
Bill Rowland of Standard Sound

Recording Corp. studio. New York,
has signed Ray Friedgen to direct
a series of one-reelers based on
Louis Sobol's "Down Memory Lane"
columns in the New York "Evening
.Journal." First of the shorts, with
Texas Guinan as the subject, goes
in work next week. Sobol also will

have a part in each picture, and
Mike Simmons will write the stories.

One of the shorts will be made in

the Club Richman.

LubJtsch Is Negotiating
New Paramount Contract
Ernst Lubitsch, through his at-

torneys, is negotiating a new con-
tract with Paramount. The director,

now in New York, is still reading
scripts in connection with a stage
musical he hopes to do if he finds

the right book.

C. W. GREENBLATT BURIED
Shreveport, La. — Clarence W.

Greenblabt, former Southern district

manager for Publix-Saenger, was
buried here Sunday. His body was
brought from San P^rancisco, where
he died after eight months of treat-

ment at a clinic. Greenblatt, who
was 50 years old and had been with
the Saenger circuit almost from its

beginning, is survived by his broth-
er, Edward A. Greenblatt of Mon-
roe, La., and a sister, Mrs. Moe
Levy of Shreveport.

GRAINGER ON COAST DEALS
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI'LY

Los Angeles—In addition to lay-

ing out next year's program, James
R. (irainger of Fox is conferring
witli Spyros and Charles Skouras
regarding product in connection with
the taking over of the West Coast
circuit by Skouras Bros. Gi-ainger

win remain on the Coast about a

month.

OPENING MOVED UP
Opening of Warners' "The Heart

of New York," Smith and Dale pic-

ture based on the stage play, "Men-
del, Inc.," was moved up from to-

morrow night to last night at the

New York Strand, succeeding "The
Expert" after a five-day run.

WARNERS SIGN ACTRESS
Helen Vinson, leading woman with

Charles Laughton in the Broadway
play, "The Fatal Alibi," has been
signed by Warner Bros, and leaves

for California tomorrow to appear
in "The Jewel Robbery."

A REMINDER
We purchase American product for Europe

W« supply European product to America

We cover Europe FROM Europe since

1923 *

38bisAve,dela'«=i=^ PARIS
RipubUque ArS^Sr/r

r^fru^**

E. M. Fadman. Pres.

"Man Who Played God"
Cited vs. Brookhart

As its reply to Senator Brook-
hart's recent tirade against the

movies, for which he had nary a

kind thing to say, Warner Bros, has
compiled some excerpts from a land-

slide of ministerial, civic and other
endorsements being received on the

George Arliss picture, "The Man
Who Played God," which is eliciting

praise all over as one of the screen's

most creditable achievements.
In addition to the numerous min-

isters who have recommended the
picture from their pulpits and over
the radio, one clergyman in Cleve-

land went so far as to run an ad-

vertisement in all the local papers
urging the public to see the picture

and then attend his church the fol-

lowing night to hear his sermon
about "The Man Who Played God."

NEXT FOR 5TH AVENUE
Following "Rubacuori" ("Heart

Breaker"), the Cines-Pittaluga Ital-

ian feature which opens Friday, the

Fifth Avenue Playhouse will pre-

sent "Jean de la Lune," French pic-

ture.

"BLONDE CAPTIVE" FOR RUN
Having received a favorable send-

off from the critics, "The Blonde
Captive," Australian expedition pic-

ture with dialogue and narrative by
Lowell Thomas, has been set in for

a run at the Liberty on West 42nd
St. William M. Pizor is handling
the picture.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Jl
Today: Convention of Franchise Holders

of Action Pictures, Park Central Hotel,
New York.

,

March 8-10: Second annual convention v.

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, D«
troit.

March 10: A.M. P.A. luncheon to Independ-
ent produceri and distributors, Sardi't,

12:45 P. M.
March 13-20: First film exposition in Cer

iral Europe under auspices of Czecnu
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n ane
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of H. f
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Waihini
ton. n. C.

March 17: Annual meeting of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

Mar. 23 : Annual and special meetings of

RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-

ater, New York.
Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Niglli

and Dance, True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In-

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention, New
York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

P
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Why We Serve
United Artists

A

=/

Our service is availal)le immediately to United

Artists executives on the West Coast as well as in

the East. In Hollywood, we serve United Artists

from our Los Angeles office, which is manned by

trained executives and a staff of fire and safety

engineers steeped in the most effective ways of

reducing losses and of insuring against them eco-

nomically. In New York, United Artists is served

by executives who have a specialized knowledge of

film industry problems gained through more than

two decades of intimate contact.

United Artists is thus amply covered by a single

insurance organization with continuity and uni-

formity of service and responsibility. That United

Artists is satisfied, is best evidence of the fact that

we have been serving it successfully and efficiently

for so many years.

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates. Inc.
DIVISIOIV OF MOTIOIV PICTURE IXDIISTRIES

New York Los Angeles San Francisco Portland, Ore.

London, England
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HERE'S WHAT DID IT!

Wallace BEERY—Clark GABLE
in "Hell Divers"

MARIE DRESSLER
in "Emma"

GARBO—NOVARRO in "Mata Hari"

GARBO—GABLE in "Susan Lei\ox"

Joan CRAWFORD—Clark GABLE
in "Possessed"

Norma SHEARER—Robt. MONTGOMERY
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Wallace BEERY—Jackie COOPER
in "The Champ"
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YEAR BOOK is now being

distributed to all subscribers

to THE FILM DAILY

ne which has no equal. Everything pertaining to the motion picture industry can be found

This important volume which runs well over 1,000 pages each year contains a complete

of ideas which are practical. The ideas are not just theory, they are ideas which have been

They are so grouped and arranged so that no matter what type of picture an exhibitor is

I stunts which will help him sell his picture to the public. The Year Book contains a com-

s throughout the country, circuit or individually owned. Wired, silent, open and closed are

more than twelve thousand features released since 1915 together with review dates and dis-

i complete list of all features released during the year with all data, such as players' names,

uying guide that is unsurpassed, giving names and addresses of all important equipment ven-

oducts handled by them. Personnel of all major producing and distributing companies. Ad-

of important societies. A summary of

ensorship. Censor boards and their per-

est pictures of the year. A financial

! financial structure of the major com-

ection which gives you a survey of the

e are only a few of the many subjects

vithin its covers. THE FILM DAILY

'en free with a year's subscription to

THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway,

New York City:

Please enter my subscription to THE FILM DAILY.

I enclose check for $10.00.

Name

Address

City. State.
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STUDIOS FACE PROBLEM

OF NEW TALENT SOURCES
(.Continued from Page 1)

York has been pretty thoroughly de-
pleted of likely newcomers, and as
a consequence the scouts are direct-
ing their searches into the smaller
cities where dramatic stock compa-
nies and Little Theater organizations
are active. Al Rosen has been mak-
ing airplane trips to numerous cities

in search of candidates, and Para-
mount has signed Arthur Pierson,
whom Rosen found in a Denver stock
company. Lysle Talbot, discoverea
by Arthur Landau and Lew Schrei-
ber in a Texas stock company is

now under the Warner-First Na-
tional banner. From the Pasadena
Community Playhouse troupe Uni-
versal has recruited Onslow Steven-
son.

With dramatic stock companies
appearing to be on the way to virtu-
al extinction, it is realized by pro-
ducers that the channels of future
talent supply will soon be dried up
to such an extent that new sources
\vill have to be created. Considera-
tion of how to meet this emergency
is already in progress at several
studios.

Att'y General Enters
Baltimore Sunday Issue

Baltimore—Faced with the task
of surmounting in six weeks legal
obstacles placed in the way of the
local blue law modification_ by the
Lord's Day Alliance, the Attorney
General's office plans immediate
steps to speed court action.

LAMBS' GAMBOL APRIL 24
The annual Lambs' Gambol has

been set for Sunday evening. April
24, at the Imperial Theater, it was
announced yesterday by A. 0. Brown,
Shepherd.

BACK TO "HOT NEWS"
Universal has decided to release

the Charles Bickford-Rose Hobart-
Pat O'Brien feature previously
known as "Ambition" under the
original title of the book, "Hot
News." It is a newspaper story by
Emil Gauvreau.

BANCROFT'S NEXT
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"The Challenger," an

original by Grover Jones and Wil-
liams Slavens McNutt will be the
next George Bancroft vehicle for
Paramount.

COMING & GOING
c

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN leaves for the
coast Friday.
JOHN W. CONSIDINE and his bride,

the former Carmen Pantages, now on their
way to New York from the coast by boat,
will spend a week in Havana, then go to
Florida and come north by train.
SOL EDWARDS of the Sono Art-World

sales staff left last night for Syracuse and
other upstate citiei to close deals on Tiffany
product

ALONG lALTO
PHILM.DALY

NEW VOSkL lOS ANGELES

• # # THE AIR is filled with declarations of gents re-

cently occupying big executive posts with first line producers

telling how they are gonna be the Modern Moses to

lead the Indies out of the Wilderness and while they

talk two fellers who not only qualify with Big Time
experience but who have been tackling problems of the

Independents for some years hack and therefore know
Both Sides have stepped right out and done something

Concrete

• • • WE REFER to George W. Weeks and Claude Mac-
gowan who have just formed Mayfair Pictures out of

the structure of their old company. Action Pictures

Mister Weeks is a vet of the Front Line he started as

manager for the Kunsky Theaters in Detroit and from

there to Paramount becoming general manager of dis-

tribution Claude Macgowan rolled up a fine record as

general manager of Columbia before he associated himself

with Mister Weeks as prexy and general manager re-

spectively of Mayfair they are starting out with a con-

structive policy of Doing Things they can afford to can

the Chatter the film biz in general will probably do all

of that after they hit their stride associated with them

are Harold Flavin, Cliff Broughton, M. C. Howard all

specialists in their lines also with Big Time experience.

if if * If

• • • IT SURE looks as if David O. Selznick has gone and

turned the Trick as vice-prexy in charge of production

at RKO-Radio studios his first supervisory job shapes

up in a big way meaning "The Lost Squadron"

it has oodles of Class in every department a perfect

balancing of story, direction and production values and
Acting! meaty parts for Richard Dix, Mary Astor, Doro-
thy Jordan, Joel McCrea, Bob Armstrong, Erich von Stroheim

the latter is immense as the sinister director shooting
about the m.ost realistic air stuff ever filmed looks as if

Mister Selznick called for a pix with emphasis on Story
giving every player a chance to cop and they did
that's why it's Entertainment Plus

if if ^ if

• • • SAY, FELLERS, meaning you exhibs if Dave
Selznick will continue this grand work of insisting that
Story Interest dominates and not close-ups and poses
of Some Particular Star naively passed on to your screen
as A Great Production mebbe other producing officials

will follow his example and first thing you know
the Star will become secondary to Story and the long-
suffering public will wake up some day and exclaim
"Oh, Lookee! There are Entertaining Pictures in the theaters
once more."

• • • ONE ANSWER to the legit theater problem is plays
like "Blessed Event" surefire for screen production
a good stage show that looks like a perfect fit for film dress

the lead could be handled by Jimmy Cagney, James
Dunn, or Lew Ayres here is clever dialogue, action, in-
triguing situations mebbe the stage is learning to co-
operate with the screen after all these yars

• • • ADD SIMILES As appropriate as the word
"securities" and are we tellin' You!

STATE'S 10^° TAX BILL

i{Continued from Page 1)

amusements were sent by telegrSp^l

to Albany yesterday by Daniel Froh
man of the Actors' Fund of Americ:
the Catholic Actors' Guild, A. (

Brown of the Lambs' Club and Wil
liam Morris of the Jewish Theatrics
Guild. All addressed messages t

Governor Roosevelt, Lieutenant Go^
ernor Lehman, and the two membei
of the senate and two of the asseml
ly. At the same time exhibitors an

their organizations in all parts c

the state were launching an offensiv

against the proposed bill, whic
would cause the closing of hundrec
of theaters. Various private an

civic associations also are active i

fighting the measure, which is d(j

signed to raise funds for relief, bi

which the theater interests declai

would only result in creating moi
unemployment.

<c « « » » »

Four "Specials" Listed

On Mayfair Prograi
(Continued from Page 1)

drama; "The Last Patrol," air stor;

"My Wandering Boy," mother-lo'[

drama; "Masters of Steel," story I

the mills; "The Yankee Flyer," avi'

tion story; "Heaven's Speedway;)
airplane comedy; "A Lady of tl'

Avenue," tale of easy virtue; "Visi

ing Nurse"; i*Jim's /Boy," fath-

love; "The Black Bag," mysterj

yarn, and "The Unseen Terroi;

melodrama.
It is expected that the rest

the titles will be definitely decid

upon before the close of the c

vention today.
George W. Weeks is president

|

Mayfair, and Cliff Broughton vie!

president.

N. J. Allied Endorses
Brookhart Measu

(Continued from Page 1)

'-10. Between 15 and 20 membt
of the unit plan to attend, leavi

"^ew York on Monday night at 6:

o'clock in a special car.

I

MANY HAPPY PETUUNS

lest wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 2
Jack White

N. L. Manheim

Samuel N. Ro;l

Val Cleveland
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asK your

local editor
--what is most important in a newspaper

and he'll answer ''NewsT' Ask him what

comes next and hell say ''Human inter-

est. And he'll be exactly right.

ask any

exhibitor

I

--who is using Universal Newsreel the

same questions and he'll give you the same

answers to both in explaining why this

newsreel hits his Folks right on the button I

UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL

GIVES you THE NEWS WHILE IT IS NEW
AND THEN DISHES IN THE HUMAN INTEREST

through the intensely human broadcastins voice oF

GRAHAM McNAMEE
N.B.C. STAR ANNOUNCER

Produced under the supervision

of Sam B. Jdcobson
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BANKERS SEEN BEHIND

"

NEW THEATER SALE DRIVE

{.Continued from Paqc 1)

thus far in negotiations for theater
sales, with the result that compara-
tively few houses have been bought
by independent operators. Confer-
ences toward additional studio
economies also have been held re-

cently in New York. The recent
coast visit of E. R. Tinker, Fox
president, is understood to have a
connection with the moves in ques-
tion. '

J. L. Carlton Putting Out
Sound-Film Reproducers
James L. Carlton Laboratories,

Elmhurst, L. I., is lining up dis-

tributors for its new 35 mm. port-

table sound-on-film reproducer. The
entire outfit weighs less than 100

pounds, it was stated yesterday, and
can be operated either through di-

rect or indirect current.

Carlton expects to have his 16 mm.
sound-on-film reproducer ready for

marketing next summer.

Dent May Pick U. S. Man
As Head of B.I.P. Here

Before he returns to London in

April, Arthur Dent, vice-president
of B.LP.. will select a successor to

Sidney Garrett who resigned Mon-
day as head of the B.I.P. American
offices. Dent told The Film Daily
yesterday. "It is possible that, with
so many recognized U. S. film ex-
ecutives now being free agents, we
may have one of them as our Amer-
ican sales representative," Dent said.

TWELVETREES FILM TITLED
"Young Bride" will be the final

title for the new Helen Twelvetrees
RKO Pathe picture made under the
working title of "Veneer." It was
directed by William Seiter. Fea-
tured with Miss Twelvetrees in the
cast are Eric Linden and Arline
Judge.

MORE FARE REDUCTIONS
Reduction in railroad rates for

exhibitors attending the annual M.
P. T. O. A. convention has b^en ex-
tended by Secretary M. J. O'Toole
to cover New England and Middle
West states, in addition to other
states. Total of 21 states are em-
braced in the special fare proposi-
tion zone, with others to be added.

ADD ENGLISH TITLES
First presentation of the English

title version of the Viennese screen
operetta, "Das Lied ist aus" ("The
Song Is Over"), will take place to-
rnorrow at the Europa, where the
picture enters its sixth week.

100 for Buck Jones

Columbia's "South of the Rio Grande,"
being released this week, sends Buck
(ones' list of outdoor productions over
the hundred mark.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
\By RALPH WILK^m

HOLLYWOOD
JOHN DARROW. who recently

J completed a long-term RKO
contract, may shortly play the
juvenile lead in a Universal film.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., before depart-
ing for New York last week, ap-
proved Darrow's selection for an
important assignment.

* * *

B. P. Schulberg takes the place
of J. I. Schnitzer as second vice

president of the Ass'n of M. P. Pro-
ducers. Otherwise the officers re-

main the same, with Louis B. Mayer
re-elected president, J. L. Warner
vice president, and Fred Beetson ex-

ecutive vice president.

Nate Sloft has opened a gymnas-
ium at the Hollywood Mineral
Baths. His pitpils include Ben
Lyon, Dorothy Mackaill, Ian Keith,
Richard Barthelmess and other cel-

ebrities. Slott has been a member
of the film colony for several years.

* * *

Paramount has given a new con-
tract to Herman J. Mankiewicz, who

has been a writer with the company
for six years Arthur Sheekman
also has been signed to aid in tne
comedy writing for "Horse Feath-
ers," Marx Brothers picture.

* * *

John Stahl has decided on Irene
Dunne for "Back Street," the Fan-
nie Hurst story being filmed by Uni-
versal Tom Mix is back from his
honeymoon and ready to start his
second picture, "Death Valley Town,"
by Jack Cunningham and M. Stanley
Bei'german, with a supporting cast
that includes Dorothy Burgess, Fred
Kohler, Forest Stanley, Willard
Robertson and Edith Fellows.

* * *

Tom Douglas is remaining with
Paramount for another assignment.

^ ^ ^

Esther Howard has been signed
for a. featured comedy role in "Win-
ner fake All," the James Cagney
starring film ivhich is now in pro-
duction. Miss Howard has just com-
pleted the role of "Mrs. Kelly" in

"The Cohens and Kellys in Holly-
wood."

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
\By HARRY N. BLAIR

^ASTERN SERVICE STUDIOS,
formerly Audio Cinema, has in-

stalled two sound channels in prepa-
ration for considerable independent
and industrial picture making ac-

tivity.

•

Burnet Hershey, who does all

the adapting and dialogue writ-
ing for the S. S. Van Dine se-

ries, is now at work on the
next S. S. Van Dine story, as
yet untitled.

Vitaphone Vitamins: Joe Hena-
bery shooting within the narrow
confines of a Pullman car working
out interesting angles for "The
Pullman Murder Mystery" . . . Wan-
da Lyon, leading lady, flashing a
fortune in real gems instead of the
naste jewelry offered by the prop
department . . . Olive Shea is now
Gloria Shea.

•

Herman Ruby, head of Vitaphone's

story department and Glen Lambert,
staff writer, have completed the
script for a new story called "Na-
poleon's Bust," which Sam Sax has
ordered into immediate production.
Alf Goulding will direct the picture
which will be released as one of

Vitaphone's "Pepper Pot" series.
•

With the closiyig of the Para-
mount studio, independents
ivorking in the East will have a
rare opportunity to sign highly
skilled techniciayts in the cam-
era and sound field as well as
in all ends of the business.

•

John Hamilton, who plays the po-
lice inspector in the Vitaphone S. S.

Van Dine mystery series, dropped in

to see "The Symphony Murder Mys-
tery," while in Detroit recently,

where he appeared in an industrial

short. It seems the theater man-
ager recognized him and he wa?
called upon to take a bow at the
conclusion of the two-reeler.

.3 WARNER RELEASES SET
Three features will be released

nationally by Warner Bros, this

month. March 5 Is the date for

"The Expert," starring "Chic" Sale

and featuring Dickie Moore. On
the 12th, "Play Girl," co-featuring

Lorebta Young and Winnie Light-

ner, with Norman Foster as leading
man, will be released, followed on
March 26 by "The Heart of New
York," with Joe Smith and Charles
Dale.

AL BIRCH AS CRITIC
Denver—Kasper Monahan has re-

signed as critic on the Denver
"Post" and left for Pittsburgh,
where he joins the "Press." Al
Birch, publicity director for the
"Post," will add Monohan's duties
to his own.

ERWIN-COLLYER IN PERSON
Stuart Erwin, June Collyer (Mrs.

Erwin) will appear in person at the
New York Paramount starting Fri-
day. Mme. Luisa Tetrazzini. operatic
star, also will be on the bill.

COURT REFUSES TO BAR

PICKETINGJIF CIRCy

(Continued from Page 1)

of Judge Selah E. Strong, Supreil
Court, Brooklyn, refusing to grai
a temporary injunction. He decid^
that all matters in connection w
the picketing will be held in abi
ance until March 14 when the u\
is tried. This means that when V.

trial takes place evidence will
given personally rather than throu
affidavits. Pending trial. Local 5

is unhampered in its picketing act
ities.

S. M. P. E. Recommends
16 mm. Film Standari

Recommendations for 16 mm. fi

standards, together with compl
layouts for two types of 16 n

film, have been reported by the s'

committee of the Standards Comn
tee of the S. M. P. E. and are n

up for approval. J. L. Spe'
headed the work of the sub-comn!
tee, which also included V. B. Set
P. H. Evans, L. A. Jones, H. T. J

main, H. Griffin, R. P. May, T.

Shea, L. A. Elmer and H. G. Tasl
The entire Standards Committee
headed by M. C. Batsel.

Senator Davis to Talk
At M.P.T.O.A. Banqv

One of the principal speakers

;

the banqueit which is to be a hi

light of the M.P.T.O.A. convent
in Washington, March 14-16,

be Senator James J. Davis of Pe
sylvania on the subject of Mo
Picture and Industry. Davis
in the cabinet of three President;
secretary of labor. President M
Lightman also will talk to the \

quet gathering, which will incl

;

many senators and representati .

WARNER-WALTER WOOLF 1

With the filing of a $50,000 sui

Walter Woolf, musical comedy :

against Warner Bros, for all(

breach of contract, a counter ij

for $515,000 has been entered in

oreme Court by the film compi
demanding $15,000 for securing
lease of his contract with the i

berts and $500,000 on the gro
that he was not in his best v
in the filming of "Golden Dat

AVERT SIGN WRITER JAR
A break with the New York I

Writers' union Local 233 was a\

ed yesterday by RKO officials

agreed to stop the use of non-u
made banners and flags displaye

connection with the Texas Gu
vaudeville acts playing RKO hoi

The banners were being relaye

•^heaters playing the act.

French Station Movies
Paris—Movie theaters showing new

reels and animated cartoons at a lo

admission price are planned for tl

Care St. Lazare and other big Paris A
pots. Programs will be short, to me
the requirements of travelers who ha'

a brief period to wait for trains.
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Bunn OffersNo Hope for Cut in Erpi Service Charge

COPYRIGHrCOMMinEEJEARS EXHIBIRS' PLEA

Goldburg-Barsky to Concentrate on Eight Specials

Conventions
.

.

. and other things

^= By jack Alicoate

It looks like a

I

llied at Roman holiday for

Detroit Detroit when Al-

lied braves meet
;t week for annual pow-
\v. From advance info the

xiucers and distributors will

I be thrown to the lions,

^hed, polished and simon-
d, and then shot at twi-

nt. Not since the good old

ry-man-for-himself conven-
es, like the one on the Mis-
sippi steamboat, has there
n the promise of so much red

At any rate, if one is bored
n the oratory, wet Windsor is

a mashie swim across the river,

.on all in all. it looks like the
i-rs-Steffes-Richey show is in.

* * *

The week fol-

i.P.T.O.A. at lowing finds the

tshington consei-vative wing
of exhibitors,

tied by Deacon Lightman from
> n Memphis way, assembled in

inn conclave at Washington, D.
The last time the boys met at

<hington, Sidney Cohen and Jim-
Walker hooked up in a free-for-

Charlie O'Reilly and his

nhattan delegation bolted the
• V and somebody threw a piano
of the window. Ah, them was
good old days. However, the

aeon and his elders have a con-
uctive and educational program

id out that looks most interesting,
lul if one does not like speeches
|ic can always get caught up with
iio's sleep, can't one?

* * *

The good old indus-
'aster try is having an orgy
'inding oi mysticism, deep

thinking and niaster-
inding. Few companies are im-

(.Continued on Page 2)

Only Published Books and
Plays to be Utilized

for Program
After getting the reactions of in-

dependent distributing executives in

New York for the past week, Jesse
J. Goldburg stated yesterday that
the independent lineup of features
planned by him in association with
"Bud" Barsky would be modified to

exclude the eight westerns and to

concentrate on eight special melo-
dramas for which the budget would
be increased 40 per cent.

Reputable state righters are de-
iContinued on Page 8)

EXEMPTIONM CENTS

REGARDED ALMOST LIKELY

Ifnsliiiiiiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Exemption on tickets

up to 50 cents was regarded yes-

terday as the most likely outcome
of the tax bill now being framed
by the House Ways and Means Com-

(CoHtinued on Papc 8)

Dan Lederman Appointed
Columbia Foreign Agent
Dan Lederman, at one time gen-

eral manager of Universal Chain
Theatrical Enterprises as well as

serving the company in the foreign

field, has been appointed Columbia
representative for Australia and

New Zealand. He leaves this week
for Sydney, where he will make his

headquarters.

Opinions Jibe

In a "best pictures" poll conducted
among students attending progressive

high schools in 16 cities from coast to

coast. 12 of the first 20 pictures selected

for last year were the same as in the

nationwide critics' poll conducted by

The Film Daily, it is announced by Wil-
liam Lewin of Central High School Pho-
toplay Club, Newark, N. )., which con-
ducted the vote as an experimental de-
velopment of photoplay appreciation. As
In Film Daily's results, "Cimarron " led

the school list with 627 votes.

ON AMUSEMENT TAXATION

Albany — Deluged with protests
from all sides, including amusement
industry and the public, both Gov-
ernor Roosevelt and the members
of the legislature yesterday showed
signs of wavering in connection with
the state's proposed 10 per cent

(^Continued on Page 8)

Hoffman Finds Circuits

Keener for Indie Films
"Big circuits are showing more

interest in independent producers
and their product than at any time
during my 22 years in the film in-

dustry," declared M. H. Hoffman,
president of the new independent
producers' organization and head oi

Allied Pictures, in New York yes-

terday.
"They have inaugurated a 'wid^

open door' policy," declared Hoff
man.

Meyer Assails Holdover
Penalty and Dupli-

cates Charges
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Recommendation

that the copyright laws be revised
to exclude holding over of pictures,
so that holdovers will not be viola-

tions of exhibition contracts, was
made by Abram F. Myers, general
counsel of Allied States Ass'n, be-
fore the House Committee on
Patents at a hearing yesterday. Sid-
ney Samuelson of the New Jersey

(Continued on Page 8)

Minimum Already Reached
In Service Charge, Says Bww

Major Firms Considering

Anti-Dual Bill Clauses

Both Paramount and Warner-First National

are considering inserting anti-double feature

clauses in their exhibition contracts for 1932-

33. Other major distributing companies are

expected to examine the advisability of adopt-

ing similar policies.

Indicating that there is little hope
of Electrical Research Products cut-

ting service charges below present

levels, C. W. Bunn, general sales

manager, yesterday issued a state-

ment stating that Erpi has "reduced
charges to the absolute minimum
consistent with satisfactory repro-

duction and the greatest possible
{Continued on Page 8)

ALLIED ASS'N TO SEEK

CUT IN TRAILER COSTS

Reduction of trailer rentals will

be sought by Allied States Ass'n at
its second annual convention which
gets under way Tuesday at the Hotel
Statler, Detroit.
First day will be .evoted to regis-

tration and various sub-meetings.
The board of directors will convene

(Continued on Page 8)

Brecher May Distribute

Ufa Product in the U. S.
Negotiations are about to be com-

pleted whereby Leo Brecher will

take over the distribution of Uia
German dialogue features in Amer-
ica, starting this spring. Wilhelm

(Continued on Page 8)

Rothacker Serving 16,000

In Non-Theatrical Field

Approximately 16,0Q0 contact paints, includ-

ing nearly 6,000 schools, are now being served

by Douglas D. Rothacker, who operates the

country's biggest non-theatrical distribution

service. Contradicting the statement of |. J.

Norris of the Michigan Film Library, Detroit,

that activity in this field is at a low ebb.

Rothacker says that in 1931 he made 5,112

film shipments and exhibited pictures 19,387

times to a reported attendance of 3,576,370.

Except for one sound subject which has been

out only five months all of the films w?re

silent, says Rothacker and all of the com-
pany's silent subjects are booked well into

May.
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Net

High Low Close Chg.

Conventions
. . . and other things

(.Continued from Page 1)

mune. Columns of figures appear
from nowhere. Efficiency diagrams
are carefully drawn. Desks and
typewriters are being psychoana-
lyzed. We are taken aside and told,

in whispers, that the business has
changed. It's all new. The picture

business is dead. Long live the pic-

ture business. Which again brings
us back to that gem of a thought
from the solid and sensible Nick
Schenck: "There is nothing in this

business which good pictures can-
not cure." Somewhat easily under-
stood and rather direct to the point,

sez we.

Con. Fm. Ind. ...

Con. Fra. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
Fom Fm. "A"...
Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
Pathe Exch
do "A"
RCA J . .

.

RCA pf
RCA pf. "B"....
RKO new
Warner Bros

m +
10J4 105/^ lOfi + 'A

83J4 80 8354 -I- 4J4
3^
'A H

3H + 'A

3314 31Vs 33^ + 2

10^ 9H IQYi -{ H

4^
1054
27

454
954

1754 15

5/2 5'A
3H 3/8

4H + Vi

105i 4- Wa
25^ 2654 -k- I'A

USA + m
5H + 'A

3A + 'A

Reisman and Schlaifer

Dined by Universal Folk
Phil Reisman, Universal's depart-

ing general sales manager, and J.

L. Schlaier, who succeeds him, were
tendered a joint dinner last night at

the St. Moritz Sky Grill by Univers-
al heads of departments. R. H.
Cochrane was toastmaster, and
speeches were made by Carl Laem-
mle, Carl Laemmle, Jr., Schlaifer,
Reisman, Ted Schlanger, Harry
Lorch and Charles B. Paine.

The dinner was strictly a family affair,

attended by the following officials and heads
of departments: P. D. Cochrane, Harry
Milstein, E. McEvoy, Sam Sedran, Willard
S. McKay, John Ward, Joe Weil, Sydney
Singerman, Ben Grimm, Julius Singer, Harry
Zehner, Frank Mastroly, Paul Gulick, Leo
Abraras, Nat Goldberg, George Cochrane,
Sam Jacobson, Oscar Binder, Eugene Walsh,
Nate Manheim, Charles Kirby, Dave Werner,
Herman Stern, A. Raynis, E. Gomersall,
Charles McKain, J. Agell, Max Eisenkraraer,
F. Butterfield, and Douglas Leishman and
Jack Ross.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" ... 'A 54 54
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. }4 H 7-16 + 1-16

Technicolor 2 2 2
Trans-Lux 254 254 254 -|- A

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 2}i 2 254
Keith A-0 6s 46.. SO 50 50—3
Loew 6s 41ww 88 88 88
Paramount 6s 47.. 54 53 54 -f 2%
Par. 554s50 5054 49 5054 -|- 154
Warner's 6s39 32}4 31 3254 -1- 1

MATTY RABIN'S MOTHER DIES
Funeral services for Matty Radin's

mother, who died yesterday at her
home, 605 West 170th St., New
York, will be held today.

»
•>•>^-5
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Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

Eastmaii Films

J. E. Brulatour. Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumct 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

RUDULPH TO CONVENTIONS
G, K. Rudulph of RCA Victor

Photophone will attend the Allied
convention in Detroit and the M. P.
T. 0. A. meet in Washington in the
interests of his company. Rudulph's
duties, formerly confined largely to

advertising and publicity, will here-
after be concerned more with the
sales end.

ACCOUNTS AND GROSS BIZ

DOUBLED BY BIG 4 IN '31

Indicative of the better times in

the independent field. Big 4 doubled
its gross business during 1931 as
compared with the previous year,
John R. Freuler, president, told
The Film Daily yesterday. Ac-
counts recorded as of Nov. 4, 1931
showed a total of 7,112 as against
4,704 the previous March. The pos-
sibility of holding the first Big 4
convention is being considered by
Freuler, but no definite plans will
be made for at least a week. Re-
garding double features, Freuler
recommended a flexible policy suited
to the season, local conditions and
other factors.

M. J. Mintz with Colortype
In New Theatrical Dept.
M. J. Mintz has joined American

Colortype Co. as manager of a new-
ly created special promotion depart-
ment, which will be devoted entirely
to the interests of the film, radio
and theatrical industries. The firm
is a specialist in printing and di-

rect advertising.

SAM MORRIS AT HOME
Sam E. Morris returned to his

home yesterday after an operation
performed last week at the Syden-
ham Hospital.

CANADA OUTLOOK GOOD
Outlook for theater business in

Canada is very good, according to
A. W. Smith, sales executive in
charge of Canadian and Eastern
distribution for Warner-First Na-
tional, who reports March and April
bookings far ahead of last year. H.
0. Paynter is Canadian district man-
ager or the company.

TIFFANY BUYS STORY
"The Illustrious Corpse," by Tif-

fany Thayer, has been bought by
Tiff'any and will go into production
shortly under a different title.

GOLDWYN to HAVANA
After a short stay at Palm Beach,

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn have
left for Havana to spend two weeks
before returning to the coast.

Advertising Campaign
Is Planned by Mayfair

A special budget for a big na-
tional advertising campaign in trade
and fan papers was decided upon
yesterday at the closing session of
the Mayfair Pictures convention.
Claude Macgowan, executive vice-

president and general manager, also
stated that it was tentatively de-
cided to hold next year's convention
in Chicago.

LEO PILLOT'S MOTHER DIES
Mrs. Annie Pillot, 46, mother of

Leo Pillot, a member of the editorial

staff of "Publix Opinion," house
organ of Publix Theaters, Inc., died
of a sudden heart attack at her
home, 2911 Barnes Avenue, New
York, yesterday morning. Mrs. Pil-

lot is survived by her husband, Sam,
three sons, Emanuel, Leo, and Jerry,
and a daughter, Irene. Funeral
services are being held today.

NOW BOOKING
A ROAD SHOW ATTRACTION

GRETA CARBO "^

"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 8-10: Second annual convention oi
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, D»

j

troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ-
ent producers and distributors, Sardi'i,
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecbo-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n sad
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. f
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing,
ton, D. C.

March 17: Annual meeting of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

Mar. 23 : Annual and special meetings of

RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-

ater, New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club Hout*.
New York.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In-

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7 : Fox Film sales convention. New
York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employei
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall,

Columbus, O.

DINNER TO LAVIETES
New Haven, Conn. — Harry L,

Lavietes, retiring president of th
M. P. T. 0. of Connecticut, will be
tendered a testimonial dinner herei

on Tuesday by his fellow-exhibitors.
Lavietes, who is succeeded as presi-

dent by Dr. J. B. Fishman, is the

operator of the Pequot theater in

this city.

J

NEW DUTIES FOR LUESCHER
Mark Luescher has been placed i

charge of all RKO institutional pul
licity and of public relations activi'

ties of the entertainment sections of

Rockefeller Center. Luescher will

soon move his offices from the Bond
Building to offices adjoining S. L
"Roxy" Rothafel in the Palace build-

ing.

PHONE BR 9-2180

//

ROOM 701

BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

m
Call-Board

SMITH & DALE
IN

"The Heart of New York"
AT

N. Y. STRAND

HOLLYWOOD



BRING BACK THf GOOBlLB BAYS
THE CRGWBSi^ THE COIN.

I

It was

ILLEGAL
to save the life of this woman! For years he had defied

the law for others. Now with the fate of his loved one

at stake, he was CAUGHT! And then ... A blinding flash

of drama ... A terrific test of your nerves and courage!

Read these Los Angeles Reviews

...Then chalk up another hit for

WARNER BROS.
"One of the best dramatic pictures of

this season or any other."_L. a. Examiner

"Pictorial treat as well as grippingly
interesting."—L. a. News

"Powerful climax. Barthelmess
unusually iine."-L. a. times

"Terrific in intensity."-!, r. Record

"To other memorable feats on the

screen, Richard Barthelmess may
now add 'Alias the Doctor'!'

— L. A. Evening Herald

Hats-Off Ovation Last Night

at N. Y. Winter Garden Opening

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE

wilh MARIAN MARSH, NOR-
MAN FOSTER and great cast.

Directed by MICHAEL CURTIZ

VITAQRAPH, INC, DISTRIBUTORS"
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CLOSER PRESS RELATIONS

SOUGHTBYM.P.T.O.A.

In obtaining Louis Wiley, business

manager of the "New York Times,"
as the principal speaker at the con-

vention banquet in Washington, the

M.P.T.O.A. is desirous of building

up closer relations with the press,

says President M. A. Lightman.
Wiley will talk on "News and Pic-

tures."

Jack Miller, Chicago exhibitor

leader, will discuss "Score and
Service Charges" at the convention,

Lightman also announced.

E. Van Hyning, president of th^

M.P.T.O. of" Kansas and Western
Missouri, will urge the adoption o

a universal system of con rolled

protection and zoning similar to that

employed in Kansas City.

Trailer Firm Opens
New Branch Offices

Al Wolf, well-known independent
distributor in this territory, is

handling the newly opened branch of

Supreme Screen Service at 308 South
Harwood St., Dallas.

John Hennessey, formerly United

Artists branch manager, is in charge

of the ti'ailer company's Philadel-

phia office. Supreme also has

branches now in Chicago, Detroit.

Indianapolis, and Milwaukee.

UNION SCALE ADJUSTMENTS
Reports current yesterday to the

effect that Local 306, projectionists

union, had agreed to a reduction in

wages were denied at union head-

quarters last night. Incidentally

statement was made that recently

the local effected a reduction in the

scale of 10 Skouras Bros, houses,

embracing nine small theaters on
Long Island and one in New York
City. Readjustment was made to

bring wages down to scales paid by
competitor houses.

BOSTON'S STATION THEA. CO.

Boston — Incorporators of the
North Station Theater Co., recent-

ly formed with capital of $50,000
primarily to entertain the transient
"while-you-wait-for-the-train" pa-
trons, are P. V. Amon, Quincy,
Mass.; P. R. Miller, Boston; J. E.

Duggan, Maynard, Mass.

"ARSENE LUPIN" HOLDS
"Arsene Lupin," M-G-M produc-

tion with Lionel and John Barry-
more, is holding over at the Capitol.

Results of High Tax
London — In 12 weeks since the

higher Entertainments Tax has been in

effect a Leeds l<incma reports a reduc-
tion of 24.210 in attendance and a drop
of $2,000 in profits, while the additional
^^x collected was about $400, it was
'.tatcd by the delegate of the Leeds
branch of the C. E. A. at a meeting here
nn the tax situation.

• • • WITH THE second annual convention of Allied
States getting under way in Detroit next Tuesday

attention is being focused on that Eight-Point Platform out-

lined by prexy W. A. Steffes which hashes over all the

ole Sore Spots and entirely overlooks the On<,- Supreme
Issue as far as all independent theater operators are

concerned first let us touch on Mister Steffes" Points

and then the Main Point which would Solve

practically all the Eight Points

• • • THE FIRST Point is "obnoxious, unreasonable pro-

tection" there are approximately 2,500 producer-con-
trolled theaters; as against a minimum of 6,500 theaters allied

with the two national exhibitor organizations not
counting more than 6,000 unaffiliated isn't it just pos-

sible if the affiliates got together and presented a Solid

Front for once in their history they could easily do
something about it?

* * 5}: *

• • • THEN COMES "unfair and unreasonable percen-
tages" is there any law that compels any exhib *<;

show a certain pix? can an exhib be put in jail for

refusing to sign his name to a contract?

•t* *!* ^ •!*

• • • NEXT WE have "exceedingly poor quality of prod-
uct" well, didn't certain independents inaugurate the
"double-feature" epidemic? they got 'em dou-
ble-feature celluloid in place of single feature Quality
if indies want a lot for their money, they get a job lot

who is to blame ?

• • • NOW WE come lo Mister Steffes* Fourth PoinI
"elimination of producers from exhibition"

they want to tell the gents who gamble millions in production
that they can't sit in the game The Game being the
Theater End where the real dough is and al-

ways will be that's like asking a banker to finance your
biz with his jack and you'll pay him savings bank in-

terest of 4 per cent he takes all the risks and
you cop the Big Profits sounds childish? it is.

• • • THEN THERE is the Point of "compulsory block
booking" here again, as in "unreasonable protection"

if the independents showed a Solid Front with
their powerful ct)llective voice couldn't they do some-
thing about that

• • • THE POINT of the "double-feature evil" is one and
the same with the Point of "poor product" you can't
expect the other fellow to quit if you persist in the evil your-
self either side can stop it overnight one side
refuses to sell to the guilty party or the other side re-

fuses to buy from the guilty party what could be sim-
pler? if the independents could present a United Front?

like the producers

• • • SO THE Point Mister Steffes overlooked of
a United Front would solve all his Points the
theater biz can't be manacled, absorbed, systematized
it's too much a part of the everyday life of the Public
and if all the various indie forces could scrap their personal
jealousies, petty politics and personal egoes and get a
Strong National Leader like Sidney Kent or Joe Brandt,
f'rinstance they could go places and Do Things

Thursday, March 3, 1932

ONE FOR THREE EXCHANGE

REPORTED FOR PARA. STOCK

A reverse split-up of Paramount
stock, with one new share being
issued for three of the present
shares, is reported being worked out.
The stock was one of the most ac-
tive in yesterday's trading.

Vic McLaglen to Appear
In British Production

London — Victor McLaglen has
been signed by British & Dominions
for the talker version of Jeffer\
Farnol's "The Broad Highway" ti-

be made here. It is understood Mc-
Laglen will shortly i-eceivean eight-
week vacation from the Fox studios
in Hollywood during which time he
is coming to England for the B. &
D. production.

UNIVERSAL BUYS STORIES
Edna Ferber's current Cosmopol

itan Magazine story, "Glamour," ha-
been bought by Universal. The com
pany also has purchased ''S. S. San
Pedro," the James Gould Cozzens
Scribner's Magazine prize-winning
short story, later novelized and
chosen by the Book of the Month
Club. The latter will be a Boris
Karloff vehicle. .

FIRST HOLDOVER IN MONTHS
Kansas City—Marlene Dietrich in

"Shanghai Express," Paramount
[licturc, being shifted from the New-
man to the Liberty for a continua-
tion of its run, marks the first hold-

over here in months.

MARX FILM SEMI-MUSICAL
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Horse Feathers," the

new Four Marx Brothers picture

for Paramount, will be a semi-mu-
sical in a collegiate locale. Kalmar
and Ruby will do the words and
music. Norman McLeod is direc-

tor. _ ^

« « « » » »

t^i).
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1
MANY UAPPY RETUUNS,

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

March 3
Edmund Lowe

Larry Kent

lean Harlow

Myrtle Stedman

Stanley Taylor

Betty )ensen

Sigmund Scheffel
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SMASH
MORE
BIG ONES
COMING

Depression cracks up as

Radio's careening sensation

brings back the mobs in

three trial engagements •• •



ROtKS
Another 'Xim'^ Smash from Radio

*mk



rASHINGTON, PROVIDENCE. SYRACUSE, IN TICKET

UYING RIOT AS RADIOES JUGGERNAUT OF THRILLS

WEEPS TO NEW HIGH ALTITUDE RECORDS!

olid/ Substantial^ Mortgage-lifting Smash!
>pens 23 More Keys at Once! Then
n to Grand International Clean-up!

M^IR"VlCTURE IN THE MAKING i!
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COPYRIGHT COMMIHEE

HEARS EXHIBITORS' PLEA

(Continued from Pape 1)

Allied unit also appeared for the ex-
hibitors, and Gabriel L. Hess was
present on behalf of the producers.

Assailing score charges, Myers declared
that "exhibitors feel that they should pay a

single charge in the form of film rental and
that all costs, charges and profits to the
distributor should be included therein."
Pointing out what he visualizes as duplica-
tion of payments, Myers said that exhibi-
tors already pay a seat tax for the privilege
of playing music in their houses. In attack-
ing the American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers, he said that "under
these arrangements it appears that the Amer-
ican society gets paid twice and the theater
owner pays thrice, for substantially the same
thing." Myers reviewed the relations between
the electrics and distributors.

In connection with the pending copyright
bill, Myers directed the committee's atten-

tion "to the element of compulsion inherent
in the activities of the Copyright Protection
Bureau."

He said in part:

"X call your attention to the fact that

it purports to represent 13 national distribu-

tors, who are listed on the margin, and who
represent the source from which these theater
owners must obtain their films. There are

a few distributors not contained in this list,

but I think it will be agreed that no exhibitor

could operate his theater without the product
of two or more of the distributors listeil.

Across the bottom of this letterhead, under
the caption 'United States Copyright Law,'
we find printed excerpts from Section 25

providing for injunctions, and for 'liquidated

damages' of from $250 to $5,000.

"We do not think the United States Gov
ernment should put it in the power of thest-

13 supposedly competing national distributors

to band together and exert compulsion in this

way on the small independent theater owners
to settle claims for alleged violations of con
tract, in which there is no claim of actual

damage beyond the bare film rental, on the

basis of a statutory penalty masquerading
in the guise of liquidated damages."

Samuelson, who also advocated a single

charge for all film rentals and pointed out

that the present copyright law provides no
remedy for the exhibitor who is injured,

insisted that the creative works now protected

by copyright are all falling into the hands
of organizations who are in reality middle-
men "and all these fees and charges that are

being discussed are reflected in the price

paid by the theatergoer." He said the film

business is now a seller's market. Samuel-
son also argued that there is discrimination
'- copyright proceedings between pro<lucer.

owned and independent houses. In the area

covered by his organization, he said, there

is no independent house that is not in compe
tition with a producer-owned theater. He
asked the committee to determine who gets

the money collected by the Copyright bureau.

NEW THEATER FIRM
New Haven, Conn. — WICO Co.,

Inc., 147 Congress Ave., recently

incorporated to operate theaters,

etc., has been organized with Max
Cohen of Bridgeport as president;

Robert Wiener, New Haven, vice-

president, and Frances Wiener, New
Haven, secretary and treasurer.

GLENN GRISWOLD leaves the Coast to-

day for New York.

AL J-ICHTMAN left yesterday for the
coast.

CECIL B. DE MILLE arrived in New
York last night from the coast, his eastern
trip being variously reported as for the pur
pose of putting on a stage play and possibly
negotiating a deal with Paramount.

• NEWS««OF«»THE«>>DAy •

Merrick, L. I.—Paul Raisler is

opening the 500-seat Gable here. He
has houses in Laurelton and Little

Neck, L. I.

Kingston, N. Y.—The Orpheum is

now offering vaudeville the latter

part of each week in opposition to

Reade's Broadway, vaude house.

Massillon, O.—Ralph Pecor has
been named manager of Warners'
Lincoln. He came here from At-
lanta.

Newburgh, N. Y.—The Publix
Broadway is presenting stage shows
on Thursdays and Fridays, in oppo-
sition to the vaude-film policv of
the New State.

Wheeling, W. Va. — Sam Reich-
blum, operating the Columbia, East
Liverpool, has taken a ten-year lease
on the Colonial. He is putting in
RCA Photophone, redecorating and
re-equipping the house completely,
and will open it March 12.

Albany Solons Wavering
On Amusement Taxation

(Continued from Page 1)

ticket tax. Among delegations com-
ing here to appear against the levy
was a group of exhibitors headed bv
Charles L. O'Reilly of the Theate
Owners' Chamber of Commerce.
New York, and C. C. Pettijohn of

the Hays organization.

Allied Ass'n to Seek
Cut in Trailer Costs

(Continued from Page 1)

at 10:30 and other meetings will in-

volve the following major commit-
tees: protection, trailers, score
charges, service charges, and copy-
right bills.

The convention will stage its first

general business session Wednes-
day afternoon. At the banquet
planned for Thursday night, and
which will end the gathering, a
number of persons of political im-
portance will speak.

Brecher May Distribute
Ufa Product in the U. S.

(Continued from Page 1)

Meydam, managing director of Ufa.
returns to Germany on March 9.

leaving Herbert Grau in charge ol

the New York Ufa office pending the
recovery of F. Wynne-Jones, now
convalescing in the Geneva Hospital,
Geneva, N. Y,

DETROIT THEATER CHANGES
Detroit—Fred B. Miller, former

manager of the Dexter for the
Brown circuit, has leased the Loyal,
west side house, and reopened it.

Frank Krueger, former manager
with Publix, has taken over the Wol-
verine from Raymond Schrieber,
who is now with the Alex Schrieber
houses.

Burton London has leased the
Ferry Field, formerly operated by
Sam Carver. He is assisted in the
management by his father, I. Jack
London, who previously had the Re-
gent and O'ther houses.
RKO's Temple, slated to close Sat-

urday night, is holding open another
week due to unexpected business
with "The Road to Life," Soviet
talker. The RKO Downtown has
dropped vaudeville and gone back
to straight films.

I

Bunn Offers No Hope
For Service Charge Cut

(Continued from Paac \)

promise of continuous, dependable
performance." At the same time
Bunn outlined where every cent of
the service dollar goes, stating that
only 4.3 cents is for administrative
and engineering expenses, while tht
'-•egular inspection service takes 54.1
centt, emergency and appointment
calls, ]3 cents; maintenance of re-
placement part inventories in 35 key
cities and 173 service points, 13
cents; 4.6 for free replacemen's, and
11 cents for protection against fire
loss.

A.M.P.A. Adds Names
For International Confab
List of speakers for the "foreign

meet" to be held this noon by A.
M. P. A. at Sardi's was swelled yes-
terday by the addition of several
names, making the roster now as
follows:

Clayton Sheehan, general foreign manager
for Fox Films; Arthur Dent, managing direc
tor and vice-president of British Interna-
tional Pictures, Ltd.; David Diamond, vice-
|)resident of Tobis Forenfilms, Inc.; W.lhelni
.\U;. tlam, managing director of Ufa; William
(iell, managing director of Gaumont Co., Ltd.;
leffrey Bernerd, managing director of \V & F
film Service, Ltd.; Maurice Auster, d rector
III Gaumont British Subsidiaries; Arthur Lee,
piesident Amer-.Anglo Corporation; Maurice
Kami, editor of the "Motion Picture Daily,"
.lUil Thyra Samter Winslow, writer.

I. A. VICTOR JOINS SACK
San Antonio — I. A. Victor, Jr.,

former advertising Uianager for the
RKO Majestic in San Antonio, has
joined Sack Amusement Enterprises,
Southwestern states-righters, as
salesman. Victor will cover Okla-
homa and Arkansas.

MORE THEATER BOMBINGS
Erie, Pa.—Stench bombing of the-

aters, continues in Conneaut, Ashta-
bula, Cleveland and Erie, the action
being laid to labor troubles. John
Vida of Cleveland and Donald Feiler
of Ashtabula were fined $50 and
costs when arraigned here this week
on a charge of disorderly conduct.
The Cleveland man confessed to po-
lice that Feiler dropped a stench
bomb in a theater in Wesleyville,
Pa. The bombs had been dropped
there intermittently for three weeks,
police said.

GOLDBURG AND BARSKY

TO CONCENTRATE ON I

(Continued from Pane 1)

manding higher grade independent
product and are finding a profitable
'.\e\d for the higher cost negatives
hat can stand up alongside the
major company product, said Gold-
burg, and the only way for the in-

dependents to cash in on the present
ijpportunity is by making the better
-lass of features.
Only published books and stagf

ilays will be used as material for
heir forthcoming pro"-ram, Gold-
burg said. He also stated that, in

he few days since he arrived ir'

New York, he had closed 54 r.oi

•ent of the U. S. territory and thel
•^-ntire foreign field.

j

Goldburg will return west at Ih.

md of the week.

Exemption to 50 Cents
Regarded as Most Likely

(Continued from Page 1)

mjttee. Just how high the co
mittee will go in exempting adm
sions will depend on how mu
money can be raised on other ite
certain to be taxed. Meanwhile
definite decision has been reachi
by the committee, although it i>

understood the exemption of ticko -

below 25 cents has been tentative
agreed upon. The matter of a sal.-^

tax on films has been given littl'

consideration by the committee,
far as could be learned.

Circuits Coonerating
In N. V. A. Week Drivf

Plans for major ciicuits co-opni|
ating with National Vaudevilli'
Artists Week are being mapped ou:

following a conference betwe
heads of the various advertising a
publicity departments. A seco
meeting w-ill be held Tuesday.

Comprising the major committees represei
ing the circuits are: Will H. Hays, Ma,
L. H. Thompson. Harry Arthur, E.
.Schiller, Charles Moscowitz, Sam Katz, S;

Dembow, Hirini Brown, E. R. Tinker, Ha
M. Warner, Nicholas M. Schenck and Davi'
Weshner. Attending the sessions are: M.-^
Luescher, Oscar Doob, (iabe Vork, Joel Swei
son, Arthur Mayer, Jack Hess and Lo
Brager.

RKO CUBAN FIRE
Havana—Fire in the local office

of RKO Pathe destroyed a quantit;

of film and did damage of severa
thousand dollars.

New Incorporations

.NEW VOUK CHAKTERS
Bfit Theaters: Messingcr & Brown, I

Wall .St.. .New Vork. 200 shai'cs common
Recwich Productions, theatrical-business: 1

,1. Karrell, H7J Broadway, New Vork. 3C

shares common.

Brolaiul Bar Amusement Corp.. realty; I

n. Mason, 291 Broadway, New Vork. $20,00

NAME CHANCE
Kill-N-Our Motion Picture Corp.

Vork, to Forest Productions.

~^:^r^T^"t^-'
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Allied to Hit Local System, Not Principle, of Zoning

PRICE m NOW HEADlES CHICAGOORRIES
Fox Launching Final Eleven in Current Lineup of 48

Mn BYishane
. . . talks on taxes

==^ By jack Alicoate

^RTHUR BRISBANE is generally

recognized as the foremost edi-

iiial writer of the country. When
speaks, through the inedium of

le Hearst newspapers, millions

.

sten. His views on the motion
icture tax situation are so force-
il that we obtained permission ol

ing Features Syndicate to pass
lem along to our readers.

Mr. Brisbane says:

"New York State acts unwisel;^

I taxing, at this time, moving pic-

nes, and other amusements of the
iiple. Such a tax has never been
id and should not be laid, except

I times of extreme prosperity, if at

1.

"It is difficult enough, under ex-

ting circumstances, to keep the

owd in a cheerful mood, discour-

;ing active dissatisfaction, without
ying an odious tax on the people's

irmless amusement.
'It is a sad comment on New York

tate's government that it cannot
IX or suppress the tens of thou-
mds of speakeasies that exist in

ew York City alone, taking hun-
eds of millions from the public's

'cketbook, and must get its income
taxing an industry already in

-atest difficulties.

'If the government could get for

-elf a reasonable share of the

ffantic sum that its public officials,

ectly and indirectly, get from
tleggers and other criminals, it

"uld not need to tax the people's

easures.

"Governor Roosevelt, and Lieuten-
it-Governor Lehman, if they put
I tough this tax, will find that they
ive made a political mistake.
"If the tax is enforced, each the-
er should put at its entrance a tin

x, into which the public would be
luired to drop the amount of the
:, the box appropriately inscribed

. ith the names of the politicians

sponsible."

Four Features at Present
in Work—One-a-Week

Release Plan
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Eleven features, rep-

resenting the last group in the Fox
program of 48 for this season, are
practically ready to go in produc-
tion, while four others are now near-
ing completion, the studio announces.
These 15 pictures will be released

one a week until the middle of Aug-
ust, when the new production sea-

(Coittititicd on Par/c 8)

10 PER CENT TAX BILL

FILED IN NEW JERSEY

Trenton—A bill calling for a 10

per cent tax on amusements, and
another specifying a 2 per cent

luxury charge on cigars, cigarettes,

soft drinks, etc., have been intro-

duced in the New Jersey Assembly.

S. O. S. Corp. Takes Over
Amplitone Plant and Stock

Entire stock, plant and fixtures of

Royal Amplitone Corp., New York
sound device manufacturers, has

been bought by the S. 0. S. Corp.,

1600 Broadway, New York. A com-
plete stock of parts and replace-

ments is being carried by the

S. 0. S. Corp. and will be available

as long as there is any demand. The
{Continued on Page 8)

Curtis for MPTOA Banquet
Vice-President Charles Curtis has ac-

cepted an invitation to be a guest at

the banquet which will feature the
annual M. P. T. 0. A. convention in

Washington on March 15. Carl E.

Milliken of the Hays organization will

discuss public relations from the theater

angle at the first session. Eddie Dow-
ling will officiate as master-of-cere-
monies at the banquet and will present
various stage and screen stars.

POSTPONED TO MARCH 22

Milwaukee — Hearings of the
charges that producer-owned thea-
ters and various film exchanges are
in a conspiracy have been postponed
from March 10 to March 22. The
delay was requested by various par-
ties who wish to be heard, including
the Oconto Chamber of Commerce
and the Neenah and Menasha civil

organizations.

United Artists Reopening
Shubert Theater, St. Paul
St. Paul—After spending $20,00C

for equipment, etc.. United Artistf

is reopening the Shubert as a first

run under the management of Harr^
L. Dow. "Tonight or Never" is the

first attraction.

U. A. also has reopened the Pan
tages, Minneapolis, with "Arrow
smith" after a shutdown of severa'

weeks.

Local System, Not Principle,

Is Allied's Zoning Grievance

Essaness Theaters

Discontinue Vaude

Chicago—After a pretty thorough trial vaude-

ville has been dropped from all Essaness thea-

ters with the exception of the North Center,

where it is now presented only on Sunday

nights.

Allied States Ass'n attack on pro-

tection, slated to receive impetus
at the annual convention opening
Tuesday in Detroit, will be centered

on the system as it applies to the-

aters in different towns. Leaders
of the national exhibitor organiza-

tion, it is understood, have no quar-

(.Continued on Page 3)

Cutting of Admissions
Giving Exhibs More
Grief Than Duals

Chicago—After a long series of
headaches over double features,
exhibitors in this territory are now
complaining that the price war cur-
rently ragmg in the smaller neigh-
borhood houses is assuming an even
more menacing aspect than dual
bills. In many theaters admissions
have been cut to 10 cents for adults

(.Continued on Page 8)

VITAPHONE STUDIO TO RUN

THROUJOUT THE SUMMER

Having only 29 subjects to com-
plete on its 1931-32 program, Vita-
phone expects to complete the cur-
rent schedule by May 1, when activ-
ity will begin at once, without any
shutdown, on the 1932-33 schedule,
it was announced yesterday by Sam
Sax, production head at the Brook-

{Contittui d on Page 3)

Schlaifer on U Board
Succeeding Reisman

L. J. Schlaifer has been named
a member of the Universal board
jf directors, succeeding Phil Reis-
man, who resigned from this post
when he tendered his resignation as

^eneiui sales manager of the com-
pany.

Cor.imenting on a report that the
deal under which Phil Reisman may

(Continued on Page 8)

Taking Vote April 5

On Wisconsin Blue Law

Madison, Wis. — After 11 unsuccessful at-

tempts to repeal the state blue laws, the

issue will be decided by the people at the

polls on April 5. The assembly previously has

voted repeal, but the senate blocked the move
each time, and it was finally decided to put

it to a vote.
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Catering to Critical Few
Scored by Wallace Smith

OPEN VAUDE AGENCY
Gardner and Green, vaudeville and

night club entertainers, have opened
a talent booking office at 1560

Broad-way.

i.t

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Producers are show-

ing an increasing tendency to make
pictures that will win the plaudits

of its audible minority, instead of

ignoring the critical few and aim-
ing at the likes of the masses, says

Wallace Smith, RKO-Radio Pictures

writer, in an interview with The
Film Daily. "We who play a part

in the production of pictures are los-

ing sight of our objective," Smith
declares. "This objective is to sup-

ply unadulterated entertainment to

the millions— entertainment and
nothing else.
"On releasing our product we should take

this democratic stand: 'This is a cnmlv"

tion of the best direction brains, the best

writing brains, the best acting branis obtain-

able in the world. We're proud of what
we've done.' Today we do not do this. In-

stead of attempting to thrill, to hearten, to

amuse the bulk of the population, we ignore

that bulk and bow humbly before a handful

of self-appointed judges, like a chef before

his master, politely asking if the chops are

cooked to suit his individual taste. We are

the slaves of a few critics instead of the

equals of the multitude we serve."

Smith, who is just completing a long-term

contract with RKO, admonishes against pay-
ing too much attention to the film analyists,

professional and amateur, and to ignore iso-

lated complaints, but pay attention to the

demand of the crowd.

Radio Personalities

In New Shorts Series
Nick Kenny, radio announcer

and editor will be featured in a
series of 13 one-reelers to be pro-
duced by William Roland at the
Standard Sound Studios. The fol-

lowing radio artists have been
signed to appear in the series, Kate
Smith, Tony Wons, Morton Dow-
ney, Rudy Vallee, Phil Cook, Rubi-
noff, The Goldbergs and the Bos-
well Sisters. Mike Simmons is

writing original material for the
releases. Roland is also producing
the Louis Sobol 'Down Memory
Lane" series.

Academy Makes Report
On Conciliation Methods

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A complete report of

the setup and operation of the con-
ciliation machinery of the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences was put
out in booklet form yesterday for
the information and guidance of all

concerned. The report tells all

about the procedure in mediation,
conciliation and arbitration, actor-

producer relations, contracts, etc.

RKO CLEVELAND CHANGES
Cleveland—J. L. McCurdy, RKO

theater division manager in the Cin-
cinnati district, has been appointed
manager of the Hippodrome here.

He succeeds Wallace Elliott, who has
been transferred back to Keith's
East 105th St. J. Knox Strachan,
manager at the East 105th St., has
been transferred to New York.

Educational Releasing
Leon Britton War Film

Educational will release "War in

China," a three-reeler now being
assembled and edited by Leon Brit-
ton who returned this week from
the Far East with 10,000
feet of actual war scenes taken in

and around Shanghai. H. V. Kalten-
born will deliver the descriptive
matter. The film will be ready for
release Monday. Associated with
Britton in the filming of the scenes
were Charlie Hugo, co-producer, M.
Caveri and Joe Smith, cameraman
and Byron Guerin, sound engineer.

SPRAGUE AT PARAMOUNT
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Chandler Sprague,

scenario editor and associate pro-
ducer at Fox for the last three
years, has taken up his duties at
Paramount as a member of the edi-
torial board on B. P. Schulberg's
staff.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 8-10: Second annual convention ol

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De-
j

troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ-

1

ent producer! and distributors, Sardi'i, <

12:45 P. M.
Uarch 13-20: First film exposition in Gen-

1

cral Europe under auspices of Czecbo-i
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n cadi
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. t
T. O. A.. Hotel Mayflower, Washini

:

ton, D. C. I

March 17: Annual meeting of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

Mar. 23: Annual and special meetings oi

RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-

ater, New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nigb
and Dance, True Sister's Club Houses
New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypooi
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention, Nev
York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societ
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of Internations

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hal
Columbus, O.

Budd Rogers to Hold
World Wide Sales Meetfl

Sales meetings in Cleveland ol

Monday and later in Chicago wi!'|

be held by Budd Rogers, genera
sales manager of Sono Art-Worlf
Wide, on a trip which begins Sunt

day. Branch managers will atten

the sessions.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

i^ Eastman Films
ft

% L E, Brulatour. Inc.

ft
y
J.:

if

ft

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Long Island City J>
154 Crescent St. "{

STillwell 4-7940 it

ft

ft

:.:

:.t

if
if
if

ft
if
if
if
if
::

BAXTER FILM RENAMED
"Bachelor's Affairs" has been set

by Fox as the definite title for the
Warner Baxter picture made from
Mildred Cram's novel, "Scotch Val-
ley." It is scheduled for early re-

lease.

STEUBENVILLE HOLDUP
Steubenville, 0. — Two gunmen

bound and gagged two janitors and
took $250 from the safe of the Cap-
itol.

MRS. NANNIE DESBERG DIES
Cleveland—Funeral services were

held this week for Mrs. Nannie Des-
berg, mother of Fred Desberg, gen-
eral manager of Loew's Ohio Thea-
ters, Inc., and of Leo Desberg heaa
of United Fixtures and Supply Co.

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ralei

Powers CInephona Equlpmant Corporation

723-7TH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT a-aOaT

NEW GIBSON SERIES SOON
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M. H. Hoffman, Jr.,

plans to start the first of the new
series of eight Hoot Gibson features
about March 21. Initial story, not
yet titled, is by Adele Buffington.
Hoffman has just completed "The
Spirit of the West," last of the se-

ries of six Gibsons.

RKO Appoints Seymour
Associate Story Edito

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—James Seymour hi

been appointed associate story ed'

tor at the RKO-Radio Pictures sti

dios.

AUCTION BALTIMORE HOUSE
Baltimore—The Rivoli, one of the

oldest and best-appointed movie
houses in town, is to be sold at auc-
tion March 8. It has been in hands
of receivers for several weeks. One
reason for failure was inability to

secure good pictures, another is due
to the location.

MORE LAEMMLE HONORS
Carl Laemmle leaves New Yoi

today for Chicago, where the Cb
cago Press Club, oldest and large

organization of its kind in the coui

try, will tender him a testimoni

luncheon at which he will be ma<
an honorary member of the clu

whch was founded by Mark Twai
From Chicago, Laemmle will retu:

to the coast. Carl Laemmle, Jr., l

mains in New York for a whi

longer.

WILLIAM HOLDEN DIES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAL
Hollywood—William Holden, vi

eran character actor, died here y<

terday.

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS

LATEST equipment for recording sound

on film and disc and synchronizing.

Several large sound stages, many sets.

Sound truck available. Prices very

reasonable.

1600 Broadway New York

Tel.: LAckawanna 4-7511
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ilLIED TO OPPOSE SYSTEM

jlOT PRINCIPLE, IN ZONING

{Continued from Page 1)

el with the principle of local pro-
action systenvs, but are opposed to

rie plan when its ramifications ex-

^nd beyond one community and into

nother. This phase they are assail-

ler as illegal and alleging that it is

1 restraint of trade.

1 Vitaphone Subjects

Set for March Release
Eleven shorts have been set for

elease this month by Vitaphone, it

; announced by Norman H. Moray,
ales manager. The two-reelers are
The Cole Case," S. S. Van Dine
etective-mystery; "Sea Legs," a

inging and dancing short in the
Broadway Brevities" series, and
Shake A Leg," one of the "Girl
'riends" comedies starring Thelma
Vhite and Fanny Watson. The sin-

le reel pictures include two car-
bon numbers, "Big Hearted Bosko,"
"Looney Tune," and "Crosby, Co-

imbo and Vallee/' a "Merrie Mel-
dy" song cartoon; "Believe It or
lot," seventh of the series; "Sport
lants," seventh of the series;

Soviet Russia," E. M. Newman
Travel Talk"; "Penrod's Bull Pen";
The Movie Album," a "Pepper
"ot" novelty, and Benny Meroff and
is band in "Its A Panic," one of
he series of "Melody Masters"
horts.

PUBLIX BOOKS SERIALS
Boston—Herman Rifkin of Holly-

wood Films Corp. has booked the
lascot serials produced by Nat
jjevine with the entire Publix cir-

iuit in New England.

PLANS FOREIGN POLICY
St. Louis—Lee Hildebrand of 28

/andeventer Place is sponsoring »

novement to present a series of

oreign pictures here.

COMING & GOING
c

OLEN ALLVINE sails tomorrow on the
''Miiitania for a Mediterranean cruise. He
ill be gone a month.

MOE SILVER, Warner Theater executive
n charge of Western territory, who was
larried last Sunday, sails today with his
nde for an extended honeymoon in South-
in waters.

SAM KATZ left yesterday for the coast.

CARL LAEMMLE leaves today for Los
\ngeles, stopping off in Chicago.

JEFFREY BERNERD is returning to
t ndon today on the Berengaria.

\MBROSE J. "BO" DOWLING, export
'lager of RKO Radio Pictures, and J. S.

N'NOLLY, editor of Pathe News, sail to-

ut on the lie de France.

RICARDO CORTEZ is en route to New
' rk via the Panama Canal, arriving March

FRANK O'HERON, vice-president of

JKO Radio Pictures, is en route to the coast

or an indefinite stay.

BUDD ROGERS, R. M. SAVINI and
OE SKIRBALL leave for Cleveland Sun-
ay.

AIDNGJ^IALTO

N[\V VOCk. lOS ANGELES

• • • NOW THAT the Monogram convention down in New
Orleans is over, it is possible to check up the casualty list

but the boys didn't do so bad on that Monogram "Special" at

the racetrack they passed up the form chart and played

"Rusty" Jockey Harry Thomas was in the saddle

so with Harry Thomas of First Division present, they naturally

got their jack down on the winner just dumb
luck meaning Indie Luck

• • • UP STEPS W. Ray Johnston to present a silver

cocktail shaker to the winning jockey and some Dry
snoops thought Ray had something in the hardware
and wanted to pinch him as he pushed his way into the judges'

stand

m ti * *

• • • AND THE New Orleans "Morning Tribune" splashed

a streamer "City Greets Executives of Monogram Pic-

tures" so they sent out messenger boys to buy up the

Entire Edition instead of letting the local citizens buy

the rag and find out they were in town weren't they the

saps!

* « * *

• • • COMING HOME on the rattler, Sam Flax was
caught with a House of David stubble so Morrie Enstein

encased him in towels and wielded a razor Al Blofson

was the manicure gal while J. H. Alexander appropri-

ately handled the shoe rag Sam's bill was $2.85

so he went Scotch with No Tips

* * * *

• • • ORATORICAL HONORS at the convensh were easily

copped by I. E. Chadwick, the producer for he devoted

ONLY three minutes to California sunshine Nat Lefton

brought the wife along to look after his expense account

and other things the Missus was photographed with the

winning boss in the Monogram Handicap while Nat a

short distance away was sorrowfully settling for a 20-spot

loss on the same race well, he can always look at his

wife's photo with the nag

* * * *

• • • SO YA can see that altogether the Monogram boys

had quite a time with the current issue of Advertismg

Age giving half a column to the ad talk by George Harvey

the headline says "Harvey Looses Epigrams

George denies it calling 'em "Monograms

now Ray Johnston is back going mto a huddle with

hisself figurin' out how to get all that Convention lack

back on rentals to the boys just good ole Southern

hospitality

* * * *

• • • IN COURSE of preparing a special trailer for St.

Patrick's Day Maury Ascher over at Advance 1 railers

went 100 per cent Erin he's wearing an ensemble of

green tie, sox and shirt Larry Weiner «ez he knows a

booker who is goin' so good that he can keep the Salvation

Army busy just lookin' after the unemployed acts he has on his

list

* * * *

• • • IT'S OKAY with us when certain producers duplicate

another producer's product but what gets us sore is

that they are Duping the exhibs
.

« « « » » »

VITAPHONE STUDIO TO RUN

TTHE

(Continued from Pane 1)

lyn Vitaphone studio. Eight of the

remaining shorts are two-reelers and
21 one-reelers. On the new season's

program there will be 54 two-reel-

ers, against 26 this year. Sales of

Vitaphone shorts this season have
been the best in history, Sax states.

Big names will be featured in the

new lineup.

Foreign Men Advocate
More Music, Fewer Stars
Success and failure of American

made pictures in foreign countries
and the fate of foreign made pic-

tures in the American market were
discussed at length at the regular
weekly luncheon of the A.M.P.A. at
Sardi's yesterday. David Diamond,
vice-president of Tobis, made a plea
for more music in films. Arthur
Dent, managing director of B. I. P.,

suggested better productions without
"star" values. He said: "America,
to whom we have relied for years
and years, has not been giving us
pictures up to past standards."
Other speakers introduced by Ed
Finney, president, included Clayton
Sheehan and Jeffrey Bernerd.

INSTALLING PHOTOPHONE
Boston—'Fourteen Massachusetts

State institutions, including 11
hospitals and three juvenile schools,
have contracted with the RCA Vic-
tor Co. for installation of Photo-
phone sound equipment. The con-
tracts include the State hospitals a>
Wrentham, Worcester, W -stboro,

Taunton, Northampton, Medfield,
Grafton, Gardner, Foxboro, Denvers
and Boston, and the State schools
at Belchertown, Waverly, and Palm-
er. The Norfolk County Hospital in

Braintree, the Rutland Sanitorium
in Rutland, and the Pondville State
Hospital in Wrentham have had
Photophone equipment for some
time.

M^^t^t^^itt^iliim
MANY PAPPYmm\

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 4
Robert ). Rubin David Bader

Dorothy Mackaill Edward Chandler

Louise Weyhrauch Pierre Ccndron
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'^Msis-im^

*** Johnny's first picture

^Disorderly Conduct"^ » PJ^i^ess

that gave .*»® ^..jion plenty of

Santa Mom^ Cn^Ji^ther night

SnTwafg^en^o them as a

surprise preview.

Bin McGuire had a hand in P

up success lor the P
^^^ motivated

ing in a lof^^g furnished some
story. Del ^i^^'^^^^^ncer Tracy and
snappy dialogue Spencer

J> ^^^
R,lph Bellamy look

^^.^^ ^^^ ^.
team lor Fox. They j^anner.

tion along m a
^»fV?; .^^-^g good

..Disorderly
Conduct ^f/^^V-

news to the managers ot

atres throughout the i.*^

CROWDS
WOWED
AT COAST
PREVIEW

Clipping from

Hollywood Herald
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SENSES A HIT
WORD-OF-NOUTH . .

.

has started working for you. Help

it along with

EXPLOITATION . .

.

and here's a title wide open for it (see

Fox Press Book for 16 socko stunts).

START PLANNING . .

.

for big business . . . and start your

planning by setting your date NOW.

SALLY EILERS • SPENCER TRACY
EL BRENDEL

Dickie Moore Allan Dmehart

Claire Maynard Ralpji Bellamy

Story by William Anthony McGuire

Direrted by JOHN W. CONSIDINE, Jr.

FOX PICTURE
Released MAR. 20th

SALLY EILERS

SPENCER TRACY

EL BRENDEL

DICKIE MOORE

H

FOX PLAY DATES

ARE PAY DATES
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MR. ADVERTISING MANAGER

MR. GENERAL MANAGER •

MR. SALES MANAGER •

MR. EXECUTIVE •

Wouldn't you like to get the principal inde-

pendent exhibitors and the executives of the
leading circuits all into one room where you
could demonstrate and impress your service to

the industry?

That's just the opportunity you are offered if

you were fortunate enough to be invited to par-
ticipate in the Theatre Equipment Exhibition
and Demonstration to be held at our annual
conclave.

We like to be startled by the new and the un-
usual—So! If you have not been invited and
have something you wish to show us—communi-
cate with our Secretary at once.

All prominent firms will exhibit.

I2tli Annual Convention

M.P.T.O.A.
MAYFLOWER HOTEL

WASHINGTON, D. C.
March 14-15-16

Make your reservations NOW!!!
National Headquarters: 1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

A LITTLE from "LOTS
^^i^By RALPH WILKi^^^^^^,^

II

HOLLYWOOD
jyjELVYN DOUGLAS has been

borrowed by M-G-M from Sam-
uel Goldwyn for the lead opposite
Greta Garbo in "As You Desire Me."
Lewis Stone also is in the cast, and
George Fitzmaurice will direct
Sidney Bracy will appear with Joan
Crawford in "Letty Lynton" under
Clarence Brown's direction.

* * *

Paramount assignments: Zita
Moulton, Ida Lewis and Voda Buck-
land for "Sinners in the Sun" . . .

Edward Van Sloan for "Thunder
Below" . . . Russell Gleason for
Clara Deane."

* * *

Wallace Smith would like to join
his war correspondent friends, in-
cluding Floyd Gibbons, out in the
Sino-Japanese war field, but his con-
tract with Brewer, Warren & Put-
nam, Inc., publishers of his novels,
does not give him the latitude to
take the necessary leave at thl.s time.
Smith served Chicago news^apors as
a correspondent on the border in
1915.

* . * *

Paramount has assigned George
Barbier to "Clara Deans" . . . Gary
Grant will appear in "Sinners in the
Sun" . . . Charles A. Marshall will
do the air camera work on "Sky
Bride" . . . E. Lloyd Sheldon has
signed a new contract as associate
producer . . . Charles Lang will be
head cameraman on "Thunder Be-
low," Tallulah Bankhead picture . . .

Edith Head, fashion creator under
Travis Banton, has been given a
new contract.

* * *

Tiffany has completed production
on "Law of the West," Bob Steele
western made at the Trem Carr stu-
dio under direction of R. N. Brad-
bury, father of the star. Nancy
Drexel is leading woman.

Our Passing Show: David O. Selz-
nick, Sam Behrendt, Melville Brown.
Sada Cowan, Charles Rosher, Percy
Heath, Waldemar Young, Paul Snell.

Arthur M. Brilant, Nick Carter at

the Writers club entertainment.

"Love Nuts," third Educational-
Vanity comedy starring Harry Bar-
ris, has been completed binder the
d'rectioyi of Harry J. Edwards.
Mary Carlisle was borrowed from
M-G-M for the leading feminine role.

The cast also includes Ed Kennedy-
Carol Wines, Violet M. Barlow and
Neal Bums.

Fox is preparing to start the new
Elissa Landi picture, "The Woman
in Room 13", which Henry King will

direct Also in the cast are Gil-

bert Roland, Ralph Bellamy, Neil
Hamilton, Myrna Loy, Edwin Stan-
ley, Oscar Apfel Clarence Nord-
strom is an addition to "The Trial
of Vivienne Ware," Joan Bennett
film now in production Al Mow-

bray has been added to "Man About
Town" William Pawley and Ed-
die Sturgis will appear with Spencer
Tracy in "Young America," which
Frank Borzage will direct.

* * *

Because Marian Marsh is laid up
with an attack of pleurisy, First
National has substituted Gloria
Stuart in the role. Miss Marsh was
to have played in "Street of Wo-
men" Wilfred Lucas and Ralph
Ince are additions to "The Tender-
foot."

* * *

First National has selected Mer-
yyn LeRoy to direct Edward G. Rob-
inson in "Two Seconds," which was
to have been directed by Michael
Curtis . . . Lysle Talbot will appear
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in

"Love Is a Racket."
* * *

More Passing Show: Mr. and Mrs.
Zachary Mamoulian, narents ot
Rouben Mamoulian, Hollywoodin^
from Caucasus; Arthur Sheekman
cutting capers in the El Miradov
pool at Palm Springs.

* * «

Columbia has started production
on "Gun Justice," Tim McCoy ve-
hicle being directed by D. Ross Led-
erman.

* * *

Warner Bros, has decided on
"Winner Take All" as the title of

the James Cagney picture formerly
called "The Main Event" . . . Row|
Del Ruth has started filming thia^

production, based on the magazinj
story, "133 at 3," with scenario bl
Robert Lord . . . Ward Morehous^
New York "Sun" dramatic columr
ist, is here to help, Lord adapt "Nei|

York Town," which Warners bougli
from Morehouse and which is to

directed by Elliott Nugent and Jame
Flood.

* * *

Universal is enthusiastic ov<

Onslow Stevenson, who has playej

in several productions at the Pasi

dena Community Playhouse. He ai

*racted much attention by his work
in "The Sea Gull" and "Julius

Caesar." He also played in "Thought"
at the Hollywood Theater Mart.

The third subject in Mack Sen-

ne*-t's Cannibals of the Deep Series,

"Playground of the Mammals," has

been completed. Sennett himself is

figuratively and literally very much
"in the picture." The comedy pro-

ducer appears in the opening shots;

he personally supervised the picture;

and is responsible for the dialogue.

Featuring Youth
Except for Guy Kibbee, the cast of

star and feature players in Warner's

"The Crowd Roars" is composed en-

tirely of youth, including some who
have risen to popularity in the past

year. Among them are James Cagney.

the star; Joan Blondell, Eric Linden.

Ann Dvorak, Frank McHugh, Charlotte

Merriam and others.
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PRICE WAR NOW HEADS

(.Continued from Page 1)

and five cents for children. In ad-

dition, various premium proposi-

tions are being used in an effort to

attract trade. Glass and chinaw^are

are being offered on special nights.

Some of the houses are giving away
dresser sets to ladies, presenting
each woman with one piece one week
and another piece the following
week until a complete set has been
obtained. A few are using ladies'

hose as the gift on their special

nights; others are giving away comb
and brush sets and various other
articles.

Henri Ellman. of the Allied The-
aters of Illinois, declares that the
situation is becoming desperate.
"With high rent, costly films, two
operators and other heavy overhead
the theaters can not continue as they
are going," he said. "Unless some
steps are taken to remedy the situ-
ation 40 per cent of the smaller the-
aters in Illinois will be closed in
six months."

\

Friday, March 4, 1932

Los Angeles — George Zakarofa
has acquired the Novelty here and
has installed a dime grind policy.

Orrville, O.—The Grand after be-
ing closed for repairs and changes,
is reopening under the management
of B. W. Bickert.

Schlaifer on U Board
Succeeding Reisman

(Continued from Page 1)

join RKO to take charge of all

film buying for its houses is defi-
nitely set, Hiram S. Brown yester-
day said that he had "no formal
announcement to make at present.

JAMES KEEFE IN ELYRIA
Eljrria, 0. — James Keefe, form-

erly publicity man in the Cleveland
area, has been appointed manager
of the Warner theater here. He
succeeds Frank Gear, who resigned
recently to become affiliated wit?
Skouras Enterprises.

WARNER MILWAUKEE SHIFTS
Milwaukee—Ben Cooney, formerly

supervisor of Warners' Riviera,
Granada and Juneau, local neighbor-
hood houses, has been named man-
ager of the Granada. Victor Poyn-
ter has been placed in charge of tRe
Riviera, and Eugene Arnstein, for-
merly booker for the circuit, man-
ager of the Juneau.

NEW CALIFORNIA COMPANY
San Francisco— Lyceum Theater

Corp., with a capitalization of 2,500
shares of no par value, has been
organized by Erland 0. Erickson,
John J. Goldberg and S. A. Ladar.

LAMMLE, JR. ILL
Carl Laemmle, Jr., is confined to

his suite at the Hotel Pierre, suf-

fering from an acute attack of hay
fever.

New Fox Official

Reports current yesterday to the

effect that Leonard A. Woolam from
the financial district was joining Fox
Film as a vice-president were explained
by President E. R. Tinker, who said that
Woolam is doing special work for him.
He pointed out that no meeting of the
board of directors has been held re-

cently.

Milwaukee—L. A. Gneier, former-
ly state advertising manager for
Fox-Midwesco, is now operating his

own advertising agency here. Eu-
gene Schroeder, formerly artist at

Warner Bros., is affiliated with
Gneier as artist.

Denver—H. T. Nolan, theater sup-
ply representative, has gone to

Brownsville, Tex., for his annual
winter vacation.

Los Angeles—Frank Pratt, witfi

Mark Hanson as trustee, has opened
the Garden in Belvedere Gardens.

Kansas City—Lawrence Childs is

spending approximately $6,000 re-
modeling and reconditioning the
Broadmour, suburban house, which
he will reopen in a week or two.

London, 0. — Virgil Price owner
and manager of the Majestic, is
closing the house for improve-
ments.

Logan, O.—For the first time in
almost a year, Logan has two pic-
ture theaters. The Ruble has re-
opened under the direction of Archie
F. Bangert.

Knights Landing, Cal.—G. F. Tay-
lor has taken over the management
of the Knights Landing theater.

Indianapolis—The Lincoln, South
East at Lincoln Street, has opened
under new management. Al Gubin
is proprietor.

MOTHER-IN-LAW CONTEST
Something novel in the way of

.stunts is being staged by Manager
Albert L. Greene at the Tuxedo,
Brighton Beach, in the form of a

"Perfect Mother-in-Law Contest."
Since announcing the idea from the
stage, Greene says more than 25
entries have been received by wo-
men willing to undergo the ordeal.

HENLEY'S NEW U CONTRACT
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Hobart Henley has

been given a new contract by Uni-
versal following the first preview of

"Night World." His next produc-
tion will be a story on which E.

Richard Schayer is now working.

GREGG TO HANDLE NEW THEA.
Durham, N. C.—L. A. Gregg will

be in general charge of the the-

ater being erected here by Criterian
Amusement Co. of Charlotte under
the management of J. M. Gregg and
L. C. Sipe. It will be the first in-

dependent theater here, and opening
is scheduled in six weeks.

PLAN NEW THEATER
Woodland, Cal.—National Theater

Syndicate, San Francisco, of which
L. H. Cook is president, is having
drawings prepared for a $100,000
reinforced concrete 1,000-seat thea-
ter of stadium type to be created
here.

GEO. O'BRIEN ON TRIP
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILI
Hollywood — After placing his

name on a new Fox contract, George
O'Brien has left for a three-week
vacation. He will visit New Orleans,

Jacksonville and New York.

J. F. DILLON AT FOX
H'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—John Francis Dillon

has signed a Fox contract and his

first assignment will be the direction

of Joan Bennett in "Week Ends
Only," adapted by William Consel-

man from a story by Warner Fa-
bian.

ST. LOUIS TAX HEARING
St. Louis—Public hearing on the

local tax bill, to provide funds for
unemployment relief, will be held
March 7. Inside sources have it

that a majority of the Aldermen
favor the levy on amusements. The
scale would be 1 cent on tickets up
to 75 cents, 2 cents from 75 to a
dollar and 3 cents from $1 to $2.

WARNERS GET B'WAY PLAY
Warner Bros, are understood to

have closed for screen rights to
"Blessed Event," stage hit by Man-
uel Seff and Forrest Wilson now
current on Broadway.

UFA FILM FOR B'WAY
United Artists, which will dis-

tribute "Congress Dances," Ufa fea-
ture, in this country, will open the
picture at the Rivoli or Rialto late
in April. Title will be changed.

FOX JUST MANAGING HOUSE
The Fox, Brooklyn, is no longer

owned by Fox Film although this
organization is managing the house
for the S. W. Straus interests, which
recently took over direction opera-
tion of the building in which the
theater is located.

4 WEEKS FOR "DOCTOR"
A run of at least four weeks foi

Richard Barthelmess in "Alias the
Doctor" at the Winter Garden h
announced by Warner Bros, follow-
ing the premiere of the picture Wed-
nesday night.

DWIGHT TAYLOR WITH U
Dwight Taylor, son of Laurette

Taylor and adaptor of "Secrets of a

Secretary" and author of several
other stories, has been signed by
Carl Laemmle, Jr., to adapt Edna
Ferber's "Glamour" for Universal.

LEE GARMES WITH FOX
iVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lee Garmes, camera-

man who photographed "Shanghai
Express," has signed a Fox contract.

FOX STARTING lAST

IN CURRENT LIST OF 41!

(Continued from Page 1)

son starts. The features in work
are "Bachelor's Affairs," with War-
ner Baxter and Marian Nixon;
"The Trial of Vivienne Ware," with
Joan Bennett; "Young America,"
with Spencer Tracy and Doris Ken-
yon and "The Woman in Room 13,"

starring Elissa Landi.
Next to start will be "Man

About Town," with Warner Baxter;
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,"
with Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell; "Society Girl," with James
Dunn and Peggy Shannon and
"Week Ends Only," with Joan Ben-
nett. These will be followed by
"Precious," from the play by James
Forbes; "The Killer" with George
O'Brien; "After the Rain," with
Peggy Shannon; "Under Cover,"
from the drama by Roi Cooper
Megrue; "My J)ear," with Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell, and
"Burnt Offering," with Elissa Landi.

S.O.S. Corp. Takes Over
Amplitone Plant and Stock

(Continued from Page \)

S. 0. S. salvage department hag
been extending a nelping hand td
many of the independent equipment
firms who have been unable to mainJ
tain their plants. It is now supply]
ing orders on such makes ai
Sterling, Tone-O-Graph, Melotonc
Kersten, Supertone, Biophone, Brisj
tolphone, Gennett, Moviephone, Or
chestraphone, Gries, Kinemaphont
Orotone, Radiotone, Stanaphone anfl
several others.

MONOGRAM COMPLETES 3
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM UAII.
Hollywood—Three Monogram re-

leases recently completed are "The
Coun.y Fair," directed by Louis
King under supervision of I. E.

Chadwick, with a cast including
Ralph Ince, Hobart Bosworth, Wil-
liam Collier, Jr., and Marion Shill-

ing; "The Midnight Patrol," C. y.A
\

Burr production directed by Christj
Cabanne, with Regis Toomey, Ed-j
wina Booth, Earle Fox, Mary Nolan
Betty Bronson and Jim Jeffries, andl
"The Man from New Mexico," Ton^
Tyler western directed by J. P. Mc
Gowan under the supervision o:

Burton King.

YIDDISH FIRM STARTING
Yiddish Talking Pictures, Inc., has

been organized and starts its first

feature in the East next week.
Maurice Schwartz will be featured
with Ruben Goldberg, radio actor,

included in the cast. Sidney Golden
and Harry Revier will co-direct.

Story is by Scholam Ash. i

Serkowich in Line
Ben Serkowich, in charge of RKO

theaters field publicity, is being con-

sidered tor the post recently vacated

by ). J. Hess, THE FILM DAILY learns.

Serkowich is now in Detroit.
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Yon can secure these ross-board illustrations in
tivocolunin matjorm in all Paramount exchanges
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MIRIAM HOPKIX!^
William Collier, Jr.

Extra profits! Certainly! Here's

a box office magnet with defi-

nite dollar-pulling possibilities.

Far above the average in en-

tertainment, say advance tips.

Your fans will thank you for

running it! From the play

"Jazz King" by James Ash-

more Creelman.

JACK OAKIE
Eugene Palletfe
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I P. Schulberg ElectedMember ofParamountBoard

EW yoJloperatorsTcale cut iFper cent

Soidstein to Compile 'Odd Lot' Shorts Into Series

lans General Clearing

House Service for

Independents
As one phase of his plan for aid-

ig independent producers financial-

T, E. H. (Manny) Goldstein, who
as opened an office in New York,
itends to aid producers in selling

orphan" shorts. He plans to line

p shorts made by various compa-
ies and convert them into series,

'hich he will sell. Subjects to be
sed under this arrangement will be
horts made for series which their

{Continued on Page 11)

10 WITHToiCN TITLES

ON FOX'SJXPORT LIST

Fox will distribute 40 features

'ith superimposed titles in foreign

ountries where English is not un-
erstood, and its entire program of

8 dialogue features in English-
peaking countries next year, Clay-

m P. Sheehan, foreign manager of

le company told The Film Daily
esterday. The group of 40 will

omprise pictures most suitable for

oreign markets, he stated.

izor to Road-Show
"The Blonde Captive"

As a result of business done at

|he Liberty on West 42nd St., Wil-
am M. Pizor has decided to road-
how "The Blond Captive" instead
f releasing it on a state rights
;isis. The attraction will play legi-

CContinued on Page 11)

Patrons Force Sunday Opening
Salina, Kan.—As a result of agitation on the part of patrons, Fox West Coast

will have Sunday shows here tomorrow. The circuit operates three local houses, the

Grand, Watson and Strand.

Many Problems in Television Field

Still to be Solved; Says Radio Ass'n

Many problems remain to be solved
before television can become a satis-

factory means of home entertain-

ment, says the Radio Manufacturers
Ass'n in a statement on the present
status of this broadcasting develop-
ment. Declaring that television and
its prospects have been very much
oversold to the public, and that it

is still a question how it will be
possible to obtain sufficient revenue,

(Continued on Page 11)

M-G-M Sets Releases

For Next Two Months
In addition to "Arsene Lupin,"

being released today, M-G-M has set

the following dates: William Haines
in "Are You Listening?" March 26;

"Wet Parade," April 2; Robert
Montgomery in "Truth Game," April

9; Jackie Cooper in "Limpy," April

16; Ramon Novarro in "Huddle,"
(Continued on Page 3)

Reduction Affects Houses
in Vaudeville Man-

agers Ass'n
Major circuit houses in Greater

New York, all of which are affiliated

with the Vaudeville Managers Ass'n,

will effect a 10 per cent reduction

in wages of projectionists Monday,

in accordance with an agreement

just reached with Local 306, opera-

tors'union. Negotiations have been

under way for several days.

Endowed Historical Films

Advocated by Dr. Ferrero

Schulberg Elected Member
Of Paramount Publix Board

RKO Sales Convention

Slated for Chicago

RKO Radio Pictures is planning

to hold its annual convention in Chi-

cago the second week in May.

B. P. Schulberg, general manager
of production at Paramount's west
coast studios, was elected a member
of the board of directors yesterday

(Friday) to fill a vacancy. Schul-

berg has been with the Paramount
organization since 1912, and in his

present post since 1925.

PASS THE ANESTHETIC
—films going clinicaU hut with little promise

Rv DON CARLE '-'rruTTn

An endowment by some wealthy patron to
rovlde for production of special historical

ilms which would be "a sound investment in

uture culture" is advocated by Dr. Cuglielmo
errero, noted historian, in an article for
Motion Picture Monthly, organ of the Hays
ffice. Dr. Ferrero also says war films pro-
iuced as entertainment are an influence for
eacc.

FROM the looks of things, another of those epidemics known as cycles is in the

works.

This time it's clinical. ....
Seems like some of the boys out west got the idea that the surgery and biology

were responsible for the success of "Arrowsmith."

So now the public is about to be regaled with more operating room operas featur-

ing such romantic elements as anesthetics, forceps and autopsies.

Though there are vivid illustrations of the principle year after year, it still hasn't

(.Continued on Page 2)

WARNERS RE-ISSUING

BOBBY JONES SUBJECTS

Warner Bros, will re-issue the
Bobby Jones series of 12 single-reel

golf shorts beginning about April 1.

Special advertising campaigns to

plug the series are planned.

McConnell Quits Columbia
For Post With Van Beuren
With resignation of Fred McCon-

nell, who joins A. H. Van Beuren
Corporation, Columbia will abolish

the post of short subject sales man-
ager, Charles Rosenzweig, general
sales manager, told The Film Daily
yesterday. Besides concentrating
with RKO on sale of Van Beuren
shorts, McConnell will aid on the
marketing of Van Beuren's Frank
Buck feature, "Bring 'Em Back
Alive."

Schukler to Supervise

'Custom Made' Features

Wht Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILV
Hollywood—Ned H. Schukler, new associate

producer at Allied Productions, has been dele-

gated by M. H. Hoffman, Jr., to supervise the

company's 'Custom Made' series, which will

follow the suggestions of several thousand ex-

hibitors and distributors contacted by Allied.

"As they want them, so shall they have them,"
is the unit's slogan.
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Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. llji nVt UVt — H
East. Kodak 835^ 81'A 82'54 + Vs

Fox Fm. "A" S'A 354 3!^ — H
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) A Yi Vi — Vi

Loew's, Inc 33 32 32?i + Vt
Paramount ..' 10^4 1054 105^
Pathe Exch. "A".. 4^ 4fi Wi
RCA 10 9}4 9Vi — Vi

RCA pf. "A" (35^) 26 2554 25K — 1/2
RCA pf. "B" .... 1654 155^ 1554 — 54

RKO new 5Ji 554 5 54 -f Vi
Warner Bros 35^ 35^ 35^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 9-16 54 9-16 — 1-16

Trans-Lux 25^ 25^ 25^
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 2J4 254 254 — f|
Keith A-O 6s 46.. 50 50 50
Paramount 6s 47.. 5654 5554 56 -f 54
Par. By. 554s51 ..70 70 70—2
Par. 554s50 51 J4 50?^ 51^4 + 34
Warner's 6s39 ... 33 32^ 32^ — ^

sunk into some beans that it's not what you produce, but how you produce it.

And there are some things that have distinct limitations from the standpoint of

entertainment.

Carving anatomies is one of them.

IN CASE the matter has not been noticed, the reception accorded "Arrowsmith" was

due in no small measure to the intelligent manner in which it was sold to the

public.

Contrasted with the "illegal operation" gag used in exploiting one of the new
medical yarns, it illustrates the difference between sincere merchandising that brings

a solid response, and pandering to moronic curiosity that results in a harmful kickback.

Picture fans are fed up with ballyhoo that misrepresents.

The public has become more fact-minded than ever, therefore it can be won by

a straightforward statement far more easily than by shocking adjectives.

SIMILE: As conducive to solving the nation's economic ills as a Brookhart federal

probe of the film industry or a Sirovich senatorial hearing to see if dramatic

critics can spell.

Schlesinger Repeating
Two Series of Cartoons

Leon Schlesinger, producer of

"Looney Tunes" and "Merrie Melo-
dies," will again make 13 of each
of these animated cartoons for War-
ner Bros, next season.

HERZIG WITH VITAPHONE
Sid Herzig, formerly with M-G-M,

Paramount and Columbia, has been
engaged by Sam Sax as a staff

scenario writer for Vitaphone.

ARLISS RUN ENDS
George Arliss in "The Man Who

Played God" closes at the Warner
on Sunday night and begins a popu-
lar price run at the Strand the fol-

lowing Thursday.
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GORDON STARTS CASTING
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Fulton R. Gordon,

author and sponsor of "The Dawn
of a New Civilization," to be pro-

duced as an "epic" by Fulton R.
Gordon Productions, will also appeal
in a,chief role. He is 6 ft. 4 in. tall

and weighs 220. John Fredericks
has been here from Hollywood work-
ing on the script and shooting is

expected to start in 30 days. Robert
Cain, screen heavy, is among the
first to be interviewed for roles.

Series of Two-Reelers
Planned by Van Beuren

Van Beuren is planning a series

of two-reelers, for RKO release,
featuring Paul Whiteman, Olsen and
Johnson and other prominent stage
and screen stars.

RKO TRENTON OPENING
Trenton—RKO last night opened

its new Capitol with a gala pro-
gram. The house was rebuilt on the
site of the former Capitol. Pro-
ceeds of the first show went to
charity.

(VcsidcatHoicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates

MILLIKEN SPEAKS
Boston—Carl E. Milliken of the

Hays Office delivered an address
Friday before the Bates College
Alumnae Ass'n here. He spoke on
"Raising Standards of Taste."

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 8-10: Second annual convention o|

Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, D»
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ'
ent producers and distributors, Sardi'i,

12:45 P. M.
March 13-20: First film exposition in Cm-

tral Europe under auspices of CzecliO'
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n im
National Film Industry, Prague, Czech»
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A., Hotel MaySower, WaiUai
ton, D. C.

March 17: Annual meeting of Univeru
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

Mar. 23: Annual and special meetings 9
RKO Stockholders, Baltimore, Md.

Apr. 4: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The
ater. New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nigh
and Dance, True Sister's Club House'*
New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypook
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind. m

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention, Nei|
York.

jMay 9-12: Spring meeting of the Socist'
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internationi
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe

jp
and M. P. Operators, Memorial HaU
Columbus, O.

If

"SUNSHINE SUSIE" CLICKS
Boston—"Sunshine Susie," Brit

ish production acquired for U. S

release by RKO, received a gre;

audience reception and raves froi

the critics on its premiere hei

Thursday night.

/=

Why We Serve
National Screen Service

National Screen won an important place in the

film industry because of the outstanding ability of

the men who conceived and developed its service.

Its executives are keen and exacting. Those who
serve them must measure up to their own standards

of economy, efficiency and responsibility.

When National sought an organization to cover

its insurance requirements, the task was entrusted

to us. Our ideals of service are akin to its own. We
already were serving Warner Brothers, Loew's, First

National, Consolidated Film Laboratories, United

Artists, Metro-Goldwyn—and other important com-
panies in the film industry—and we knew we could

also serve National to its entire satisfaction.

We have enjoyed many years of successful busi-

ness association with National . . . evidence of the

quality and efficiency of our service.

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates, Inc.
DIVISION OF MOTIOIV PICTURE IIWDITSTRIES

t-.

New York Los Angeles San Francisco

London, England
Portland, Ore.
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SIX NEW PRODOCTIONS

est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — In addition to five

atures now in work, Warner-First
ational is preparing six new stories

lat are scheduled to go into pro-
iction about April 1.

Pictures now under way are "Winner Take
I," starring James Cagney with Marian
xon; "Miss Pinkerton," starring Joan
ondell; "Two Seconds," starring Edward
Robinson; "The Tinsel Girl," featuring

m Dvorak and Lee Tracy, and "The
nderfoot," starring Joe E. Brown with
iiger Rogers.
Those being prepared are "Love Is A
icket," starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.;
"ompetition," which will star "Chic" Sale
A'eek-end Marriage," starring Loretta
iung; "The Dark Horse," starring War-
1 William; "A Successful Calamity," star-

-; George Arliss, and "Street of Women,"
n ring Kay Francis.

enator Capper To Appear
At M.P.T.O.A. Banquet

Senator Capper of Kansas, head
the Capper Publications, will at-

nd the M.P.T.O.A. convention ban-
let in Washington on March 15 as
le guest of Earl Van Hyning,
resident of the M.P.T.O. of Kan-
is. Van Hyning is to speak on
)ning.

M. E. Comerford will address the
)nvention on the subject of show-
anship.
Headquarters of the M.P.T.O.A.

IS received word that the Canadian
assenger Ass'n, Eastern lines, will
rant fare and a half concession to
lose attending the meet.
Warner Bros, will make a special
cture of the banquet and show it

5fore the affair concludes.

BETTY BRONSON MARRYING
'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Betty Bronson will be
arried in about a week to Ludwig
auerhass of Ashville, N. C. They
ill go abroad for their honeymoon.

FAIRBANKS IN PAPEETE
Papeete, Tahiti — Douglas Fair-
inks and his production crew have
lived here to start "Tropical
night," the modern Robinson Cru-
)e story starring Fairbanks.

AUTEN APPOINTED AGENT
Harold Auten has been appointed
ipresentative here for Transocean
ilms, owned by Huebsch and Fritz
he of Berlin.

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Birth Productions, theatrical enterprises;
P. Bickerton, Jr., 220 West 42nd St.,

;w York. 200 shares common.
II. V. Theatrical Ent., theatrical business;
J. Klansky, 188 Montague St., Brooklyn,
V, $500.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Kamsey Theater Corp., Ramsey, amusement

prises; John G. Turnbull, New York
200 shares common.
DELAWARE CHARTER

I list Pictures Securities Corp., New York
tv. motion pictures; United States Corp.

Dover, Del. 1,000 shares common.
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IDS ANGELES,

• • • YOU CAN watch with interest the innovation of
Mack Sennett with his three-reel comedy "Heavens

!

My Husband!" all you exhibs who may be tangled up in
the Double Feature Pest for the lowdown is this
Mister Sennett figures that a 30-minute comedy in con-
junction with ONE good feature pix will offer an "out"
to the exhibs who are trying to throw off the evil of the double
feature program add to this the newsreel, a cartoon,
and mebbe a two-reeler and you have a perfectly bal-

nced two-hour program that should send any audience
away satisfied

• • • LOOKING AT the matter impartially we can
vouch for the fact that Mack has made a good start

this Andy Clyde special three-reeler has been scientifically

built along the lines of feature technique no padding
nice continuity no repetition of gags

a comedy with a real "theme" in itself an Achievement
that last one and gawd knows the Public needs

laughs now more than ever why should the film biz
leave it to the Hoover Administration to supply the Nation's
Humor in large doses ? so Mister Sennett steps up with
this half-hour of merriment and the least you Double
Feature Exhibs can do is give it a whirl on your screen
thus kicking the two-feature fizzle with a strong Laugh Anti-
dote keep your audience in mirth for 30 minutes
and relieving yourself of the Headache which has become a
Habit and if the Public likes the Idea Mack is

ready to turn out a series of three-reel special Comics
how can you lose ?

• • • IN HIS comments on the Double Feature Foozle
Chet Bahn, writing in the Syracuse "Herald," says
"Exhibitors generally have given too much for the

money for years when business has slumped
the favorite solution has been 'more show' the fan re-

action has been a curious one is he appreciative?
hardly he feels he has been gypped in the Past."
sounds logical, doesn't it? and here is another logical
answer to the problem offered by Mack Sennett
two hours of Diversified Entertainment to replace two hours
of time-killing celluloid

• • • ONE OF those news-starved Broadway kolyumists
recently made a crack that Leo, the Emgeem Lion
was starving in St. Louis and while he was writing the
Sensational Scandal Leo was devouring liver and a side
of beef in a southern New Jersey town where he was
making a personal appearance on a local stage the meat
provided by the neighborhood butcher on a tie-up Leo
turned up his nose at some proffered Boloney which
isn't on the Emgeem diet looks as if the kolyumist in

question copped the Boloney wonder who's feeding Him ?

• • • IT'S NICE to report that the first annual convention
of Mayfair Pictures at the Park Central was a swell affair

both business and socially and in another suite
in the hotel Nat Saland and his Craft Film Lab boys
were staging a nifty Side Show and all the Lab Tests
were a great success every visitor walked out with a
cheer and a film over his eyes .

• if you follow us ever so
slightly

7-COURSE STUDY PROGRAM

COMPILED FOR PICTURES

A seven-course motion picture
study program, compiled by Mrs.
Thomas G. Winter and Mrs. Alice
Evans Field, is being issued by the
Hays organization in response to
requests from clubs, debating socie-
ties and individuals interested in
pictures. First section of the course
deals with History and is now off
the press. Others to follow will
cover Business of Picture Making,
Artistic Phases, Outstanding Per-
sonalities of the Screen, Problem of
Moral Standards, Educational Im-
portance and Foreign.

M-G-M Sets Releases
For Next Two Months
(Continued from Page 1)

April 23; Shearer-Gable in "Strange
Interlude," April 30; Walter Huston
m "Night Court," May 7; Joan
Crawford in "Letty Lynton," May
14.

BUCK JONES IN NEW YORK
Buck Jones arrives in New York

today (Saturday) for a one-day
visit to officially greet the 10,000
members of the Buck Jones Rangers
Club of Greater Manhattan. The
boys and girls will meet him at 10
a.m. in the field opposite the Yankee
Stadium. Next week Jones makes
his final appearance at Fay's, Phil-
adelphia. He will then return to
the coast and start production on
"Born to Trouble" his next outdoor
drama for Columbia.

"LENA RIVERS" RELEASE
"Lena Rivers," with Charlotte

Henry in the title role, has been
set for release by Tiffany on March
28. Synchronization of the original
musical score is now being complet-
ed in Hollywood.

^tS^S^fe^.

MANY UAPPY RETURNS

« « « » » »

est wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

March 5-6

D. A. Doran, Jr. Aileen Carlyle

Jules Furthman William H. Jenner

Houston Branch Walter Long

Irving Sinclair

Lee Cuglick Laverne Davis

Sam Corso Charles Hovaten

Corinne Bulick Agnes Arnold
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

HOLLYWOOD
D OGER MARCHETTI has resumed
'^ his legal practice in Los An-
geles after three months in New
York with Howard Hughes. While

in the East, Marchetti, who is cred-

ited with having put over Bmg
Crosby as an ace radio attraction,

sold June Pursell, "The Songbird of

the Air," to National Broadcastmg.
*

Through a swap in roles at War-

ner Bros., William Powell will ap-

pear in "The Dark Horse," while

Warren William is to play in 'The

Jewel Robbery."
Ik: * *

"Hollywood Lights," the fifth Edu-

cational-Ideal comedy this season

dealing with the adventures of three

girls in Hollywood, has been com-

pleted under the direction of Wil-

liam Goodrich. Virginia Brooks,

Rita Flynn and Tut Mace play the

"three girls." Fern Emmett, Ted

O'Shea, Lynton Brent, Jack Shaw,

Bert Young and Teddy Mangean
complete the cast .

Charley Grapevnn has been add-

ed to the cast of Elissa Landi's new
Fox production, "The Woman in

Room Thirteen," which Henry King
will direct.

* •

Harry Barris has just finished his

last comedy for Al Christie. Orig-

inally called "Love Nuts," the pic-

ture has been re-titled "Now's the

Time," taking its name from Eddie

Cantor's hit number, "Now's the

Time to Fall in Love," which is the

theme song of the comedy. Mary
Carlysle, borrowed from M-G-M,
appears opposite Barris.

* *

"After AH" will go in production

in a few days at M-G-M under di-

rection of Charles Brabin. Margaret
Perry will make her .motion picture

debut in this film.

* * *

Donald Dillaway will appear in

"Miss Pinkerton," now in production
at First National. He will play the

part previously allotted to Norman
Foster.

* * *

Bryan Foy Productions has
bought "Murder in the Train," my-
stery story by Harry Adler, and will

put it into production within a few
weeks. Isadore Bemstine is adapt-
ing the story and Lew Seiler will di-

rect. Foy is at present engaged in

selecting a cast for this feature.

By RALPH WILKi = >'

5 Years for Jos. Jackson
Joseph Jackson, pioneer talking pic-

ture scenario writer, completes a five-

year contract with Warner Brothers this

month. During that time he has had
his name on 31 talking pictures, prob-
ably the largest number of any writer.

These included "The Singing Fool,"
"The Barker," "The Man from Blank-
ley's" and "Smart Money." His most
recent releases were "Safe in Hell"
•nd "High Pressure."

Bankhead-Wallace Combination Clicks
Inside reports have it that Paramount, though saying little at present about the

new Talullah Bankhead picture. "Thunder Below," which Richard Wallace is directing,

will hand the trade a surprise when the feature is released. Miss Bankhead is said to

have responded to Wallace's direction in a manner beyond expectations. Wallace also

directed Ruth Chatterton in "The Right to Love," and "Tomorrow and Tomorrow."

May Robson will play Joan Craw-
ford's mother in M-G-M's "Letty
Lynton," now in production.

Randall Faye has been signed by
Tiffany Productions to write the
first story for Ken Maynard's new
series of outdoor dramas.

* * *

Alberta Vaughn and Wallace Mac-
Donald have been given roles in

"Gun Justice," Columbia's next star-
ring vehicle for Tim McCoy which
is in production under the direction
of D. Ross Lederman.

"Hollywood Olympics" is the title

of the next Thalian comedy to be
made by the Bryan Foy Produc-
tions. This is the fifth of a series

of six for release by Universal.
Charles LaMont again vAll direct.

* * it:

Col. Reginald Barlow, Broadway
stage actor who recently entered
the ranks of film players, began the
seventh month of his Hollywood so-
journ by beginning- work in his
thirteenth motion picture role since
leaving New York. Paramount
signed him for one of the principal
supporting roles in "Clara Deane."

* * *

One of Hollywood's newest suc-
cesses is Ann Dvorak. In "The
Guardsman," now playing on Holly-
wood screens, she is the feminine
lead. She is now under contract to

Howard Hughes and has been bor-
rowed by Warner Bros.-First Na-
tional for leading roles. She was an
extra for a few years before being
given her first real part in "Soar-
face," yet to be released.

* * *

Do you know that during the two
years he attended Columbia Uni-
versity, Eric Linden was the young-
est student at that institution? That
Robert Woolsey has written three
"gag" books with a total of 3,420
funny stories? That Edna May
Oliver studied for grand opeja?
That Rosco Ates paid $1.50 for his

first violin, when a boy of 10, and
that he still plays it? That Bert
Wheeler's nickname for Robert
Woolsey is "Cardinal"?

Director Stuart Walker is a cousin
of Mary Anderson, who was one of
the greatest drawing cards of the
American theaters.

* * *

Lambert Hillyer, who has written
and directed many of Columbia's
outdoor dramas, is now writing the
dialogue and continuity of "Born to

Trouble," Buck Jones' next vehicle.
* * *

Richard Cromwell, featured with
Jack Holt in Columbia's "Maker of
Men," will shortly move over to the
Warner Bros, studios. His services
have been lent to this company for
one production, "Tinsel Girl," in

which he will play the juvenile lead.

It will be directed by Michael Cur-
tiz.

* * *

Robert Alden, appearing in Bar-
bara Stanwyck's latest starring
vehicle, "Shopworn," is noted for his
football and college student char-
acterizations. He is a direct descea-
dant of John Alden of Colonial
days,

4: % 4e

Patricia O'Brien, wife of Pat
O'Brien, will soon make her screen
debut in an untitled picture starring
Owen Moore.

* * *

Now that Adrianne Allen has
joined Paramount, writers will have
to be careful not to confuse her with
Adrienne Ames, who is also under
contract to Paramount.

Joan Crawford began work a few
days ago on "Letty Lynton," her
new M-G-M starring picture. Rob-

ert Montgomery, who has just com-|i
pleted a role in "Tne Truth Game,'!,
will be co-starred with her, and Nils'"
Asther will play in the same film

'

'

Clarence Brown is directing.

Simile—As light as the meal (

"gold-digger" orders when she pay:
her oivn bill.

* * 1^

Guy Kibbee, instead of John Wray
will play the bookie role in Firs
National's "Two Seconds," starring i_

Edward G. Robinson.
* * <>i

Karl Struss, ace cameraman, h
been given a new contract by Pa
mount.

* * *

hi

1

Gwili Andre, Danish beauty sign:
ed by RKO, is appearing opposib
Richard Dix in "Roar of the Drag
on," original by Merian C. Coopi
with screen play by Howard EstJ
brook. William LeBaron is the pro
ducer, and Anna May Wong alsi

is in it.

* * *

Here and There: Eddie Canton
Harry Cohn, Eddie Buzzell, till

Marx Brothers, Herman J. Mankie
wicz, Norman McLeod, J. G. Mayer
Frank Orsatti, S. K, Lauren, Walte
Futter, Charles K. Feldman, Hee
man Politz, Frank Whitbeck a
Palm Springs; Felix Young, Wan
ren William, Casey Robinson, Arthis
Kober, S. J. Perelman playing ten
nis.

« o *

Ray Cooke, Snub Pollard an^
Franklyn Pangborn were among th^

comedians used in "The Midnigl
Patrol" by C. C. Burr, who produce
the picture for Monogram, wit
Christy Cabanne directing. Othe
principals included Regis Toome;^
Betty Bronson, Edwina Booth, Mar
Nolan, Earle Foxe, Robert Elliot

William Norton Bailey, Mischa Aue
and Jack Mower.

During the 15 months that Nacio
Herb Brown was under contract to
M-G-M, he composed ten song num-
bers, each of which sold more than
a quarter of a million copies. Out-
standing among them was "The
Pagan Love Song," which still stands
as the best seller of all theme songs.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood*
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse*
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con*
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2. 50 up, single.

$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Look/or the "Dof-way oj Hospitality"

, VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

!
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
— 5v HARRY N. BLAIR^^^

UTH ETTING is at work at the
"" Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn on
•'he Unemployed Lover," another
: the series of two-reel pictures
Mich she is making for that com-
ny. After completing "The Un-

(iployed Lover," according to Sam
ix, in charge of production for
taphone. Miss Etting will also be
Mrred in another two-reeler next
' ek to be released on this season's
taphone program. After making
e picture next week she is sched-
:'d to leave for Hollywood to ap-
ar in a feature picture.

•

Supporting cast in "The Un-
employed Lover" which Roy
Mad: is directing, includes
Wanda Perry and Edward
Letter, the latter prominent on
the stage as well as in silent
pictures a few years ago. Major
Mite and Yvonne Magna, the
famous circus midgets, and
other well known Broadway
names.

•

Billy Hayes, star of Vitaphone's
>pular series of "Penrod and Sam"
ories written by Booth Tarking-
m, and who is convalescing in the
^illard Parker Hospital from a case
f scarlet fever, is expected to be
)le to leave the hospital within the
;xt ten days.

•

Paramount Notes: Stuart Walker,
ith his overcoat draped about his
loulders in such a manner as to
ake it appear he had a broken arm
lereby causing undue alarm on the
sensation" set . . . Claudette Colbert,
rrayed in black and white sports
)stume, breaking windows to es-

ipe Edmund Lowe's embrace . . .

1 part of the action . . . C. A. Tut-
ill wreathed in smiles over winning
court case pending for the past

ear . . . Lower stage alive with
obs for a comedy short directed by
ubrey Scotto, last of the current
sries.

•

Sam Sax insists on trained stage
layers for every part, no matter
ow small, in the S. S. Van Dine
eries of murder mystery thrillers,

tecause the Van Dine stories de-
lend solely upon proper dramatic
nterpretation for effectiveness. Sax

'eels that stage players of proven
bility are especially essential.

•

The comedy which Harry Langdon
ecently completed at the Royal
tudios is now in the process of be-

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Worl<

Re-Recording on Disc and Film
Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone; MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Legislative 'Muscling In' on Talkies

Even Brookhart must know that art, like nature, abhors a vacuum. The talkies
aren't made m a vacuum. Their raw material is taken from life. They feature gang-
sters because there are gangsters in present-day America; and they feature free and
easy young ladies because we have such ladies today. Moviegoers are interested in
those people, and will pay to see talkies about them.

The big reason for the gangsters' prosperity is Brookhart's beloved prohibition law,
as Brookhart must know but won't admit. And we believe, though we can't prove
it, that prohibition has had a lot to do with bringing the American girl out of the
cotton wool in which Brookhart longs to rewrap her. But Brookhart doesn't attack
what he considers the diseases of society. He attacks the symptoms of those diseases
as reflected in the talkies.

We don't think, either, that a gangster picture ever turned a normal boy into a
criminal; or that a picture showing the wages of sin to be ermine coats and pent-
houses ever inspired a good girl to become a gold digger.

The talkie theaters are about the last places left to which Americans can retire
for a couple of hours and forget the chains with which the bureaucrats have bound
them; and where everybody can imagine himself or herself young, rich, lovely and
beloved.

Let's discourage the Brookhart-Dickstein attempts to muscle into the talkies.
We, the people, are better censors than these gentlemen are. We exercise our
censorship by going to see the pictures we like and staying away from those we don't
like. And they have the devil of a nerve when they try to make us see talkies that
they would like instead of talkies that we like.

—Daily News, New York.

ing cut for early release. Those
who have seen the "rushes" claim
that Langdon stages a real come-
back in the picture which has a side
show background.

•

"Was That the Human Thing
to Do/" written by Sammy
Fain, former staff composer
with Paramount's New York
studio, is number one on the
list of popular song best-sellers.

•

A company of Negro thespians,
headed by Bill Robinson and Nina
Mae MacKinney, took several scenes
for "Nobody's Woman," an indepen-
dent feature, on the stage of the
Kenmore theater, Brooklyn, with
Harold Godsoe, assistant director, in

charge.

•

The cast of Stuart Walker's "Sen-
sation" took advantage of the mild
weather to shoot a number of scenes
on the lot in back of Paramount's
New York studio. Following the
completion of this picture on Satur-
day, the plant will close indefinitely.

•

Glen Lambert is at work on the

script for the next of the "Naggers"
series starring Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Norworth.

Bert Frank, head of Vita-
phone's cutting room, has just

sent up to the home office two
of E. M. Newman's "Travel
talks." One is called "Soviet
Russia" and the other is "South
American Journeys."

ROXY ARTIST ON TOUR
Joseph Teichner, scenic artist of

the Roxy Theater, sailed Friday for
an extended tour of Europe and
Northern Africa. He was commis-
sioned by the theater to make a

survey of theatrical art for Clark
Robinson, production director.

DROPPING VAUDEVILLE
Philadelphia—Vaudeville in neigh-

borhood houses is on the decline,

says "The Exhibitor," following a

survey of this territory. Trend now
is toward longer screen bills at

matinees. Additional overhead due
to vaudeville is more than the
houses can stand.

Presentations
'•By JACK HARROWERi

Roxy
A musical extravaganza, "Metal-

lic," in five flashy scenes entitled
Gold,, Bronze, Tin, Iron and Steel,
is the novel stage offering at the
Roxy this week. Principals in the
presentation include Harold Van
Duzee, tenor; Patricia Bowman,
premier danseuse; Roger Pryor
Dodge Duo, modern dancers; Five
Hot Shots, colored songsters; Roxy
Ballet, and the Roxyettes.

Paramount
In addition to the operatic star,

Mme. Luisa Tetrazzini, the current
presentation at the New York Para-
mount has a Boris Petroff unit, "In
the Bag," headed by Johnny Burke,
popular comedian, and including
Ayers and Rene. Five Elgins, Three
McCann Sisters, and the David Bines
Ballet.

PHONOGRAPH SOUVENIRS
Phil Spitalny, guest conductor of

the Capitol Grand Orchestra, is giv-
ing away "gratis" to Capitol theater
patrons, for a week starting today,
"Now's the Time to Fall in Love,"
recorded by Spitalny and his or-
chestra. This souvenir is being dis-

tributed in order to familiarize the-
atergoers with the new Durium
Record.

fOn to Washington!
12th ANNUALCONVENTION
M. P. T. O. A.
Ma yflower Hotel

WASHINGTON, D. C.

March 14-15-16
LAST CALL FOR RESERVATIONS!

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS:

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

STANDARD IMAGE AREA

BEING PUT INTO EFFECT

West Cua.sl Bureau of THIS I'lLM DAILY
Hollywood — One of the final

changes in the transition from silent

to sound pictures will be completed
with the current adoption by studios

and circuits of the uniform practice

governing the image area on 35 mm.
film, for photography and projec-

tion, resulting in an improvement in

photographic quality, according to

an announcement made by the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences.

Specifications and instructions for

adapting apertures, lenses and
screen masks will be distributed to

projectionists of all theaters in the

United States during the next two
months.

Studio camera apertures will be

immediately adjusted to photograph
an image .868" by .631" on the

negative, with center line .7445"

from the control edge, to be cor-

related to theater projector aper-

tures .600" X .825", with center line

.7380" from the control edge, the

difference being necessary allow-

ances for shrinkage and mechanical
tolerances.
The uniform practice will apply

to all types of motion pictures made
for exhibition in theaters and will

supplant the different image areas

used for disc prints, sound track

prints and silent versions. It is ex-

pected to settle difficulties which
have vexed studios and theaters

since the introduction of talking pic-

tures and to end the wide variation

in projector apertures for which
studios have had to provide in

photography.
Principle advantages of the uni-

form practice will be that when
equipment is adjusted to the specifi-

cations, movable lens mounts, slid-

ing aperture plates and other adap-
tive devices may be dispensed with
in theaters, the likelihood of cutting

off heads and feet of characters on

the screen will be reduced, and both

studios and theaters will be assured

that the full height of the photo-

IF IT'S A GOOD
BUY you CAN

GET IT AT
NATIONAL!

\ National Theatre
JSuppLY Company
/ Your Logical Supply Source

Projector Safety Device
Philadelphia—A projector safety device marketed under the trade name of "Chief"

safety control, automatically operated and said to positively prevent fire from reaching
the upper or lower film magazines, is being put out by the Film Fire Prevention Co.
of this city.

Nat'l Offers Rectifiers

For All Sound Systems
Current rectifiers, a product of

Forest Electric Co. of Newark, N. J.,

and said to be available for every
make and type of sound installation,

and for every sound power require-
men , are being distributed by Na-
tional Theater Supply Co.

These rectifiers, it is claimed,
completely replace any storage bat-
tery unit of any type or voltage
used to supply current to sound-on-
film equipment, are quiet in opera-
tion producing no hum when
introduced into even the largest
sound systems, produce a pure di-

rect current and are made for 50-60
cycle, 100-120 volts, or for 220 volts

if required.

All low tension requirements of

sound-on-film pickup are supplied
by these rectifiers. The exciting

lamp current and filament supply
for the photo-cell amplifier (where
one is used) are drawn from this

unit. One rectifier is required for
each projector equipped for sound-
on-film, except where fader switch
is used to transfer the exciter lamp
supply. In installations of the lat-

ter type, one rectifier will supply
two projectors, the company de-

clares.

DIFFER ON DIMENSION
With the S. M. P. E. and the

Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
10 mills apart in their opinions as

to what constitutes a proper heig'itn

for pictures on the screen, the form-
er organization's committee on
standards and projection practices

is now examining the matter to

learn if the diffei'ence in dimension
is important. The Academy has de

cided that .600 is the ideal height

and the society .590.

graphed image will be transferred

to the screen. Increased efficiency

in photographic operations on tha

studio set will also be made possible

through the matting out of wasted
film area which it has been neces-

sary to photograph to accommodate
variation in theater apertures.

Projection of the picture image
by the new specifications will result

in screen proportions of approxi-

mately three by four in theaters

with medium projection angles. The
screen will appear slightly wider
when the picture is projected from
a low angle and slightly taller in

theaters with steep projection

angles.

Fulton Co. Adopts
New Service Policy

Chicago—A new service policy on
Fulco projectors that is said pro-
vide for the replacement of all parts
that are defective in materials and
workmanship without charge either
for labor or parts, during a period
of six months, has been adopted by
the E. E. Fulton Co., manufacturers
and distributors of motion picture
equipment.

In addition to the provision for
the elimination of both parts and
labor charges, the new service pol-
icy, the company states, entitles one
to a five year guarantee, in which
they guarantee Fulco projectors not
to exceed a maintenance cost of
more than $25 a year, for 5 years.

REMOVES FILM SCRATCHES
A special machine that is said

removes scratches on negatives, is

being put out by the Andre Debrie,
[nc, of New York.

M. P. SERVICE CO. OFFEBS

COMPLETE LIGHTING LINE

A complete line of lighting equip^

ment and service, for all purposes
including sound proof and ventilatec
lamps for sound studios, and thi

handling of installations on interioi

and exterior work in any part of th(

country or abroad, is being oflfer«

by the Motion Picture Service Co
of New York.
Equipment for theater openings

balls, or any affair requiring light

ing for the taking of motion pit

tures, is also being offered by thi

company.

W. B. CONSTRUCTION NOTES
Due to the mild weather, work oi

the Warner theater in Ridgewood
N. J., is ahead of schedule and open-

ing is scheduled for May, accordinj

to Herman Maier, head of the War
ner construction department.

Warner's new house in Mansfield!

0., is due to open the middle o

April, and the roof has just beei

placed on the new structure in Naak
ville.

A MESSAGE—
For the Exhibitor who strives for

Better Projection

There is NOW available throughout the

UNITED STATES and CANADA a
PROVEN, SUCCESSFUL, DEPENDABLE
SERVICE, whereby your Old Sound Screen
which has become discolored and oxidized

can be re-finished and made like NEW, at

SMALL COST.

Resurfacing by this new method, which is

the result of two years of constant labora-

tory experimental research work, will in-

sure CLARITY of OUTLINE, MORE
LIGHT, and ORIGINAL NEWNESS, re-

gardless of the condition your screen may
be in before being serviced.

Write today for prices and further information

Schacht Motion Picture Screen Company
2849 Sheffield Avenue Chicago, HI.
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'By L. H. MITCHELL

GAUMONT FRANCO AUBERT

iS BEING REORGANIZED

Paris — Drastic economy steps
have been undertaken by Gaumont
Franco Aubert in order to survive.
The board has decided to shut down
the Contin Souza works, taken over
three years ago; to sell all the tech-
nical material made by the Contin
Souza works, valued at 15,000,000
francs, at a sum not less than 1,000,-

000 francs; to merge the labora-
tories in a new concern; to abolish

the Radio T.S.F. studio; to stop con-
centration on the manufacture of

technical apparatus, projectors and
the Radio Cinema sound apparatus;
to abandon the patents on the Peter-
sen Paulsen system.
Edouard Costil, director general,

will leave the managerial board and
be sent abroad on an important for-

eign mission. Leon Gaumont will

be head of the newly organized body.

His contract stipulates that he must
work at least eight hours a day.

High Taxes Are Killing

Exhibitors in Vienna
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Extremely high

taxes and present economic condi-

ions are driving motion picture the-

ater owners in Vienna to the wall,

according to a report received by
the Department of Commerce. After
paying taxes, the owner, in most
cases, has less than 40 per cent of

the receipts with which to pay ex-

penses.

ISOBEL ELSOM FOR "ILLEGAL"
London— Warner-First National

has signed Isobel Elsom for the

leading role in "Illegal," which Wil-
liam McGann will direct at the Ted-
dington studios. D. A. Clarke-
Smith, Margot Graham and Ivor
Sarnard will be in };he supporting
ast.

WARDOUR'S AFRICAN FILM
London — "The Civilization of

Africa" is the title of a forthcom-
ing Wardour release in six one-reel

pisodes which has just been trade-

hown. It illustrates, with spoken
•ommentary, a 6,000-mile trip by
railway, river and automobile from
Cairo to Cape Town.

Menjou's Second B.I. P.

London—Fred Niblo, American direc-

tor, Is at work on Adolphe Menjou's

second picture for British International,

"Diamond Whoopee," at the B. & D.

studios at Elstree. Claude Allister and

Peggy Ray are chief in the supporting

cast.

Chaliapin Film for U. A.
London—United Artists will distribute the film shortly to be made at Elstree by

the great Russian bass, Feodor Chaliapin. The story is to be founded upon his own life.
It is reported that the grand opera star will receive 5.000 pounds for his appearance
in the film.

Ask Eckman and Dent
To Continue in Office

London—At the last council meet-
ing of Kinematograph Renters' So-
ciety it was unanimously agreed
that Sam Eckman, president, and
Arthur Dent, vice-president, be
asked by the new Council, following
its election, to continue for another
year in the offices which they now
hold. Both invitations, it is statedj^

will be issued officially as soon as
the new Council is elected.

LIGHTWEIGHT APPARATUS
London—Western Electric is de-

signing a new lightweight sound re-

cording apparatus for the new
luxurious location cars of British
Movietone. The design calls for the
elimination of the steel cases m
which the amplifiers are mounted
and their replacement by duralum-
in covers.

LIVERPOOL PICTUREDROME
Liverpool—Frederick Stuart Jones,

of the Temple, this city, has applied

to the city authorities for permis-
sion to erect a picturedrome at the
corner of Longmoor and Mosspit
Lanes.

RUSSIAN FILM IN BOGOTA
Bogota—For the first time in

many months residents of this city

are flocking to see European-pro-
duced motion pictures—the Russian
picture, "Troika," produced by the

German company, Hissa-Usonian;
the German-produced "Catherine the

Great," and the English "Yellow
Mask." "Troika" is regarded as one

of the best films of the year.

ARMY THEATER AT PANAMA
Panama, C. Z.—The U. S. Army

has awarded the contract for a new
$10,000 motion picture theater at

Fort Amador to the firm of Grebien
and Martinez of Panama City. The
building will be 107 feet long and
53 feet wide. It will be provided
with a small stage.

BOGOTA FILM CO. EXITS
Bogota—A recent attempt to pro-

mote a motion picture producmg
company here came to an abrupt
stop when the police stepped in. It

was found that the promoters were
collecting 10 pesos from every per-

son who wished to get a part in the

productions. Police characterized

the scheme as a swindle.

Kiba Circuit Lowers
Prices of Admission

Vienna—Kiba, the leading Aus-
trian circuit of motion picture the-
aters, has lowered its admission
scale in all of its theaters except
the two first-run houses, Apollo and
Scala. All of its other houses now
have an admission scale of 0.70, 0.90
1.10 schillings, with 0.50 schilling
matinees in suburban theaters. In-
dependent exhibitors will not be able
to meet this decrease in admission,
it is believed, without being forced
into ruin. The German film industry
is also protesting the lowered scale
as inimical to its Austrian interests.

Moss' Empires Show
Loss of $100,000

London—Moss' Empires Theaters'
net loss for 1931 was about $100,000,
as against a profit of $240,000 for
1930. This was after deducting de-
benture interest and other charges
including depreciation. The poor
showing for the year is attributed
to the general depression, unem-
ployment and intense competition.
No dividend was recommended on
the preferred stock which the previ-
ous year paid 10 per cent.

B.I.P. REOPENS STUDIOS
London—British Intei'national Pic-

tures' studios at Elstree, which were
closed for a general overhauling,
have been reopened. The "London
Wall" unit is now at work there
under the direction of Thomas Bent-
ley, with Frank Lawton and Heather
Angel heading the cast which also

includes Viola Lyel, Garry Marsh,
Katie Johnson, Frank Royd, Bill

Speechley and Eileen Peel.

COLOMBIA'S FINEST THEATER
Bogota—What is said to be the

finest theater in Colombia has re-

cently been opened at Call. It is

called the Jorge Isaacs, and is mod-
ern in every respect, equipped with
Zeiss Ikon sound apparatus, and
seats 2,000. Contract with an
American producer for films has

been signed.

GERMAN FILMS FOR SWEDEN
Stockholm—Biograph Theaters of

Sweden is reported to have closed

with the Deutsche Lichtspiel Syndi-

kat to show the latter's new season
product of 15 films in its 170 theaters

throughout Sweden.

OVER PROJCT OOTLOOK

English producers will get re-
leases from American companies if
their product is "right," declared
Jeffrey Bernerd, British Gaumont
official, in an interview with The
Film Daily while in New York the
past week. He takes the attitude
that the clamor of foreign producers
oyer their inability to get American
distribution is due to inferior qual-
ity of pictures rather than other
reasons.

After examining new American
'

product, the Gaumont executive
brings a pessimistic report back to
his organizations in England. He be-

'

lieves that unless American product '

improves, big circuits abroad will
be forced to produce or make ar- '

rangements in their own country to
get pictures.

Bernerd sailed Friday for Eng-
land on the Berengaria. '

B. & D. SIGNS JACK PAYNE ;

London—Herbert Wilcox, director !

of production for British & Domin-
|

ions, has signed Jack Payne and his
|

band for an original dramatic story
by William Pollock, "Say It With
Music." Payne's band is one of the
most popular in England.

BLATTNER'S RE-ELECTS
London—At the annual meeting of

the Blattner Picture Corp., Sir Wal-
ter B. Townley was re-elected chair-
man of the board. A loss on the

i

year was reported. !

"CRUISER EMDEN" IN SOUND
Berlin—Louis Ralph, who directed

\

the silent version of "Cruiser Em-
'

den," dealing with the exploits of
,

the famous German raider, has made
a sound version of the production
which will be presented throughout

'

Germany by Emelka. '

BRITISH MOVIETONE MANAGER
London—Charles H. Philipp, for

the past year assistant sales man-
ager of the Fox Film Co., has been
appointed general sales manager of
British Movietone News.

Wins Peace Story Prize
Paris — The prize of 1,700 pounds

offered for an international peace story

scenario by the international film asso-
ciation known by the initials C.I.D.

A.L.C. has been awarded to a French-
man, Eugene Louis Blanchet, for his

scenario entitled "The Hate That Dies."
The international jury in Paris, assisited

by Marcel L'Herbier, examined manu-
scripts submitted from citizens of 47
different countries.
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards oF Trade
ARlZOl^A
Closings

Nogales—AU Baba.

Re-Openings
Yuma—Lyric.

CALIFORNIA
Clianges in Ownership

Redwood Theaters, Inc. have taken over the

following theaters from Hughes-Franklin

Theaters ; Areata—Minor ; Dinuba—-Wil-

liams ; Eureka—New Liberty, Rialto, State;

Ferndale—State ; Fort Bragg — Liberty,

State ; Fortuna—Fortuna ; Ukiah—btate.

Westland Theaters, Inc. have taken over

the following theaters from Hughes-Frank-

lin Theaters ; Los Angeles—Melrose, Metro,

Mirror, Studio; Orange—Orange ; Alham-
bra—Garfield, sold to Vinnicoft Circuit by

Kellow Estate; Atascadero — Playhouse,

sold to W. G. Peck by Wilkings & Watt

;

Cedarville—Surprise, sold to Hawkins &
Hawkins by Delman & Denehy ; La Mesa
—La Mesa, sold to La Mesa Thea. Inc.

by L. Maxwell; Los Banos—Del Rio, sold

to M. Borg, J. Peters by Jack Frates

;

Los Angeles — Rivieria, sold to George
Browne by Hughes-Franklin ; Madera

—

National, sold to Harvey Amuse. Co. by
National Thea. Synd. ; Pomona—Belvedere,

sold to F. Bresson by Hughes-Frankhn

;

San Francisco—Marion Davies, sold to

Melmar Amuse. Co. by W. B. Wagnon

;

Torrence—Torrence, sold to Higgins & Mil-

ler by Pac. Natl. Thea. ; Willov»s—Rialto,

sold to Sarah Daly by L. KilHngsworth.

Closings
Brea — Yost's ; Corcoran — Harvester ; Long
Beach— Carter; Los Angeles—Moneta,_Uni
versity ; Madera — National ; Ontario —
Granada ; Stockton—Royal, Stockton.

Re-Openings
Alvarado—Alvarado ; Berkeley — Campus ;

Chino—Woods ; Irvington—Leal
;
Quincy

—

Quincy ; San Diego—Rivoli ; SavTtelle

—

Tivoli ; Weed—Weed.

COLORADO
Changes in OwnersJiip

Central City — B.P.O.E.. sold to W. B.

Cook by B.P.O.E. ; Denver—Folly, sold to

Walter A. Dick by Margaret Rosche

;

Antonito—Opera House, sold to Miller

and Ohr by Fred Washauer ; Linom

—

Auditorium, sold to J. G. Lowderman by
John Blair.

Closings
Center—Fawn ; Denver—Annex, Rex, Royal

;

Dolores—Pythian ; Hotchkiss — Crescent

;

Palisade—Palisade; Paeonia — Paeonia;
Serene—Serene.

Re-Openings
Denver—Folly ; Fairplay—Fairplay.

CO'NNECTICUT
Closings

Avon—Town Hall ; Bantam—Rivoli ; Bridge-
port—Astor, Barnum ; Broadbrook—Broad-
brook ; Colchester—Tip Top ; CoUinsville

—

Town Hall; Deep River—Pratt's; Kent

—

Community House ; Lyme—Town Hall

;

New Britain—Capitol, State ; Ridgefield

—

Town Hall ; Simsbury—Auditorium ; Tor-
rington—Alhambra ; Wallingford—Strand ;

Waterbury—Royal ; Watertown—Commun-
ity ; Westbrook—Paramount ; Windsor —
Windsor.

DELAWARE
Changes in Ownership

Bridgeville— Keller, sold to C. Schwartz and
Son by Wm. Keller.

Closings
Bridgeville—Keller.

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership

Coral Gables—Coral Gables, sold to Geo. J.
Border & Vernon C. Seaver by Publix.

GEORGIA
Changes in Ownership

Eastman—Eastman, sold to Ward & Ed-
wards by Mrs. F. 1,. Liggett ; Glenville—

-

State, sold to H. H. Ram by J. A. Alex-
ander ; Montezuma—Grand, sold to R. L.
Tucker by Nick Economou.

IDAHO
Changes in Ownership

Twin Fal's -Roxy. sold to T. F. Williams
by C. L. Bond.

Closings
Aberdeen—Ward Hall; Albion — Albion;
American Falls—Grand ; Bruncau—Idle-

time ; Hagerman — Park Opera House;
Hazelton—Ward Hall; Lava Hot Springs

—Resort ; Lewiston—Temple ; Roberts —
Roberts; Spirit Lake—Cozy.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Belleville — Lincoln, Washington, sold to

Noah Bloomer by Illinois Amuse. Co.

;

Breese—Grand, sold to V. A. Urbane by

J. W. Schmidt ; Greenup—Greenup, sold to

Paul Musser liy Humphrey Thomas ; Lex-
ington—Strand, sold to Mrs. Mary Shade
by Paul Kaufman ; Mason City—Liberty,

sold to W. M. Caton by A. D. Pierce;

Minonk—Royal, sold to O. P. Morse by
H. E. Hinrichs ; Petersburg—Strand, sold

to Lloyd Pearson by Watkins Pierce

;

Waterloo—Capitol, sold to A. H. Fridrichs,

Jr. by Schroeder & Fridrichs.

Permanent Closings
Bethany—Cozy, sold to Chas. Harned ; Wav-

erly—Bijou.

Closings
Lexington—Scenic ; Tilden—Electric.

Re-Openings
Greenup—Greenup.

Sound Installations
Breese—Grand, Western Electric.

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership

Indianapolis—Orpheum, sold to H. Golden
by L. B. Goulden ; Middletown—Rialto,

sold to J. M. Walker by Horace Keller;

Oakland City—Storm, sold to Gilbert May
by Gladden & Carter ; Rockport—Alham-
bra, sold to Albert Frenchville by E. M.
Savage.

Closings
Indianapolis—Garrick ; South Whitley—-New

Whitley ; Veedersburg—Tokyo.

Re-Openings
Marengo—Rialto.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

Bedford—Rialto, sold to I. W. Maple by
S. W. Leavitt; Humeston—Princess, sold

to R. C. Hoadley by Mrs. R. O. Well-
meyer ; Lohrville—LoMar, sold to C. M.
Anderson by W. S. Morley ; Moville—Mo-
ville, sold to E. Smith by E. C. Henry;
Rockwell City—Empress, sold to H. Wol-
cott by Earl Neu ; Sioux City—Rialto, sold

to Popular Amuse. Co. by Rialto Thea.
Co. ; Woodbine—Woodbine, sold to I. E.
Short by Olson & Blubaugh.

Closings
Bubuque—Liberty ; Durant—Palace ; Eddy-

ville—Bonzo ; Elma—Elma ; Lowden—Lib-
erty ; Tabor—Tabor.

Re-Openings
Bancroft—Star ; Dow City—Iowa ; North-
wood—Northwood ; Shenandoah—Zenith.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

Harlan—Margie Grand, sold to G. S. Scott
by C. C. Bowling ; Latonia—Latonia, sold
to Willis Vance by Legler & Weber;
Morganfield — Princess, sold to W. E.
Horstfield by Ken-Mo Amuse. Co. ; Stone
—Stone, sold to Collins & Boehl by T.
M. Carroll.

Closings
Betsy Layne—Paramount ; Wallins Creek —

Wallin.s.

Re-Openings
Erlanger—Gayety ; Stone—Stone.

Sound Installations
Greenville—Palace, formerly Mecca, West-

ern Electric.

LOUISIANA
Closings

Delhi—Virginia; Newellton — Hops; West
Monroe—Happy Hour.

MAINE
Re-Openings

Bar Harbor^—Criterion.

MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership

Brunswick—Imperial, sold to H. E. Connor
by Brunswick Amuse. Co.

MASSACHUSSETTS
Changes in Ownership

Lowell—Rialto, sold to Merrimac Thea. Corp.
by C. Williams.

Re-Openings
Watertown—Loew's Watertown.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

Detroit—Holbrook, sold to Richard Maurice
by Ruby S. Fischer ; Flint—Family, sold

to R. Ingersol by B. A. Myslicki ; Grand
Rapids—Fulton, sold to R. G. Taylor by
Joseph Roszkbwski ; Ontonagon—Rex, sold

to J. J. Clarke by S. Kinter ; Three Rivers
—Rex, sold to Hughes & Hughes by But-
terfield.

Closings
Decatur—Decatur.

Re-Openings
Albion—Ritz ; Detroit—Crown, Delray, Ritz ;

Quincy—Gem.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Lakefield—Lyric, sold to Varing & Leitch
by Livingston & Leitch ; Middle River —
Lyceum, sold to C. O. Overold by John
Brummond ; St. Paul—Radio, sold to Don-
ald Gutman by Cameron Bros.

Closings
Dassel—State ; Barnham—^School ; Blooming

ville—Lakeville
; Jasper — Happy Hour;

Minneapolis—Gopher; Red Lake Falls —
Lotus.

Re-Openings
Fertile—Liberty ; Halstad—Halstad ; Min-

neapolis—New Park ; Northome—Movies.

New Theaters
Minneapolis—Chateau, Parkway.

MISSISSIPPI
Closings

Tchula—Tchula.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

ChaSFee—Pullman, sold to Pullman Thea. Co.
by J. E. Whitten.

Closings
Piedmont—Princess.

Permanent Closings
Mansfield—Paradise.

Re-Openings
Cuba—Nicalee.

MONTANA
Changes in Ownership

Dillon—Hartwig. sold to C. B. Hartwig by
W. B. Hartwig.

Closings
Boulder—Temple Hall ; Culbertson — Prin-

cess ; East Helena—Hartwig ; Hot Springs
—Myah ; Joplin—Hi-Line; Kevin—Kevin;
Lima—Lima ; Manhattan—Gallatin ; Medi-
cine Lake—Lake : Nashau—Orpheum ; Out-
look—Outlook ; Saco—Park ; Savage—Or-
pheum ; Sheridan—Sheridan ; St. Ignatius
—Mission ; Standford—Liberty ; Virginia
City—Virginia City ; Wibaux—Gem ; Phil-

lipsburg—Roseland.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Clay Center—Sunbeam, sold to W. C. Swails
by G. W. Chitty ; Ewing—Eldorado, sold

to Orville Dowell by Brookes Tilsworth

;

Friend—Family, sold to Kemp & Swoboda
by J. H. Hungerford ; Omaha—Columbia,
sold to Nebraska Thea. Corp. by Tony
Delizzi : Valpariso—^Strand, sold to Means
& Burling by R. K. Lattin.

Closings
Allen—Allen ; Beemer—Gem : Big Springs

—

R. & B.; Bloomington—Rialto ; Blue Hill—Sterling; Brainerd—Star; Cook—Strand;
Farnam—New Farnam ; Homer — Star;
Long Pine—Palace ; Orchard—Rex ; Over-
ton—Gem ; Republican City — Liberty

;

Superior— .Sterling : Ulysses—Ulysses.

Re-Openings
Anselmo—Community; Boelus—Star; EvTing—Eldorado ; Merna—Merna ; Tobias—Lib-

erty : Walthill—Sun.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Re-Openings

Manchester— St. Cecilia Auditorium.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Hasbrouck Hts.—Strand, sold to Charles
Glasser by N. Coriaty ; Linden — St.

George, sold to Albert Cooper by Suburban
Thea. Inc. ; Ramsey—Ramsey, sold to Mor-
ris Leff and Samuel Goldberg; New Egypt
— Isis, sold to Isis Thea. Co. by S. D.
Foulks.

Closings
Bayonne—Opera House ; Fords—Fords ; Ise-

lin—Kay ; Manasquan—Arcadia ; Pt. Pleas-
ant—Grove ; Woodbridge—Woodbridge.

NEW MEXICO
Changes in Ownership

Hot Springs—Rialto. sold to Albert McCor-
mick by W. J. Williams.

Closings
Santa Rita—Orpheum.

Re-Openings
Hot Springs—Rialto ; Magdalena—Casino.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

The Skouras Bros, have acquired the fol-

lowing theaters from Fox Met. Playhouses;
Auburn—Jefferson, Palace, Strand ; Bath
—Babcock ; Buffalo — Capitol, Maxine;
Canandaigua — Playhouse ; Carthage —
Strand; Coring — Palace, Fox, State;
Gloversville — Ginve. Hippodrome: Herk-
imer^Liberty ; Ilion — Capitol, Temple;
Little Falls—Rialto; Newark — Capitol;
Niagara Falls—Strand, Cataract ; Norwich
—Colonial; Oneonta — Oneonta, Palace;
Oswego—Strand, Capitol ; Saranac Lake—

'

Pontiac ; Syracuse—Eckel ; Utica—Avon,
Utica, Majestic ; Watertown—Avon, Olym-
pic ; Liberty ; Auburn—Capitol, sold to H.
P. Wallace by Trio Thea. Corp. ; BufTalo
—Star, sold to Phillip J. Gordon by J.
Wallingford ;• Cold Springs — Playhouse,
sold to John Sokolich by Smernofif & An-
derson ; Friendship—New Star, sold to T.
D. Smith by Thos. F. Cotton ; Harrison—Biltmore, sold to H. N. Y. Theater Co.
by Biltmore Thea., Inc. ; Pearl River —
Granada, sold to Alee Thea. Co. by E.
W. Mathews ; Syracuse—Harvard, sold to
Phi! Smith by Harvard Thea. Corp.

Closings
Central Valley—Firemans Hall ; Goshen —

Central ; Lackawanna — Park ; Niagara
Falls—Rialto ; Syracuse — Brighton ; W.
Hurley—Grange Hall ; Woodstock—Fire-
mans Hall.

Permanent Closings
Oakfield—Star.

New Theaters
Wappinger Falls—Academy, Philip Eisen-

berg, owner.

NEW YORK CITY
Changes in Ownership

Acme—E. 14th St., sold to Gallub Amuse.
Corp. by Rhonheimer & Rudin ; Bridge

—

1316 St. Nicholas Ave., sold to Washing-
ton Bridge Amuse. Corp. by Lee A. Ochs;
Camkino—1499 First Ave., sold to Cam-
kino Ent., Inc. by Henry E. Levack

;

Fifth Ave.—B'way & 28th St., sold to
Jack Stern bv Madrubel Amuse. Co.

;

Rex—E. 67th St., sold to Rex Thea., Inc.
by Mr. Warren.

Closings
Globe Photoplay—149th St. & 8th Ave.;
Grand-,^10 Grand St.; Kelton—71 E.
Burnside Ave. ; Model Photoplay — 3220
Third Ave.; Park—451 E. 169th St.

BROOKLYN
Changes in Ownership

DeKalb—1155 DeKalb Ave., sold to Joseph
Quittner by DeHal Corp. ; Halsey—928
Halsey St., sold to Yeslah Amuse. Corp.
by DeHal Corp. ; Palace—5602 Sixth Ave.,
sold to C. Michaelfelder by Barr Bros.

Closings
American—E. 92nd St. ; Glory—71 Park
Ave. ; Gotham—2560 Fulton St. ; Sun Ray
—1901 Broadway; Tip Top—357 Wilson
Ave.

New Theaters
Empire—Ralph and Bushwick Ave., Ralph

Theatrical Ent. owners.

LONG ISLAND
Changes in Ownership

Elmhurst—Queensboro, sold to O'Reilly &
Hamid by Independent Op. Corp. ; Flush-
ing—Taft, sold to Kissena Amuse. Corp.
by B. S. Moss; Smithtown—Assembly
Hall, sold to James Poro by Geo. W. Ban-
ford.

Closings
Woodhaven—Manor.

STATEN ISLAND
Changes in Ownership

Rosebank—Lyric, sold to Rosenfeld & Terry
by James DeStasio.
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
Andy Clyde in

"Heavens! My Husband!"
Educational 29 mins.

Clicks

Andy Clyde featured in a Mack
Sennett comedy that is well up to

the standard of this fine comedian's

work throughout. By way of a Spe-

cial, Sennett made this a three-

reeler, and the theme is built up
without any padding. Andy is a

private policeman in a small t5wn
who works the night shift, roving

around on his bicycle to see that

the town is properly and securely

put to bed. Coming back on his

honeymoon, he runs into a series of

complications in the Pullman. For

the first time to our knowledge, the

jPullman gags have been done with

Iclass—and they're funny. Then a

nosey friend gives him a bum steer

on a handsome youth who is selling

Andy's wife an automobile as a sur-

prise gift to hubby. Andy misin-

terprets the stranger's visit to his

house while he's on duty, and the

results are warranted to set any

normal audience laughing practical-

ly continuously. What we mean is

—it's good.

"Puss in Boots"

M. J. Weisfeldt 38 mins.

Great Juvenile Stuff

Based on the old and popular chil-

dren's tale, this picture, produced

and directed by M. J. Weisfeldt,

makes first rate juvenile entertain-

ment which also ought to appeal to

parents who have youngsters.
_
It

is cleverly done with a cast which,

with two exceptions comprises chil-

dren, all talented. Always with an
eye to kiddie audiences the story en-

tertainingly tells of the episode in

which Puss raises her poor master
to a lord possessing a fine castle,

following driving out of a terrible

giant. Nathaniel Shilkret has ar-

tanged an effective score and the

words and book by Robert A. Simon
are expert. In the cast are: "Wee"
Willie Robyn, Oscar, Ragland, Jun-
ior Addario, Robert Skilling, Jr., and
the Elsa Greenwood Juveniles. Re-
cording is via RCA Photophone.

Bing Crosby in

"Billboard Girl"

Educational 21 mins.
Fair

A Featurette Comedy with Bing
Crosby. Bing falls in love with a

billboard girl he has never met, and
finally meets up with her in a col-

lege town where she attends the
co-ed institution. The girl's brother
dresses up like his sister and has
Bing do a pash love scene with all

the class as hidden audience. The
girl also hidden, sees it, and falls

in love with Bing's singing. Busi-
ness of parental opposition and also

a big goof who is engaged to the
girl, but love triumphs. The com-
edy is fair, but the singer's croon-
ing puts it over.

"The Skull Murder Mystery"
with Donald Meek, John Hamilton
Vitaphone 20 mins.

Good
Quite a bit of mystery, as well

as some horror suspense, is devel-
oped in this edition of the S. S.
Van Dine detective series. As a
mystery yarn, it is one of the best
in the group released so far. Some
diggers for a gas company stumble
on a box containing the bones of a
murdered man. By rebuilding the
face to conform with the pattern
of the ,skull, it is found that the
victim was a Chinese student, killed
by a trio of nuts who are experi-
menting in biological chemistry and
who are caught just as tliey are
about to sacrifice another life. John
Hamilton again appears as the
chief investigator, with Donald
Meek in his customary role of sci-

entific detective.

"Playground of the Mammals"
fllducational 10 mins.

Exciting

One of the Mack Sennett Canni-
bals of the Deep Series. Some very
exciting episodes in connection with
a school of porpoises, and one of
the crew battling with a porpoise
to land him in a row boat. Then
the big thrill comes with the har-
pooning of an 80-foot whale, which
affords a big kick to the spectators.
The narration is done by Mr. Sennett
himself, and for some unknown rea-

son he decides to wisecrack, thus
destroying the fine effect of a high-
ly exciting adventure where the sub-
ject matter calls for dramatic treat-

ment and not a load of flip gags.
Mack is an expert supervising his

comedies, but he made a tactical

blunder in trying to talk comedy
personally in an adventure subject.

It isn't his forte, and we're telling

him like a brother.

"Subway Symphony"
Vitaphone 20 mins.

Fine Musical Novelty

Employing the fantastic idea of

setting up entertainment at the va-

rious subway stations to entertain

folks so they won't all try to crowd
into the first cars that come along,

the stage is set for a series of en-

tertaining musical comedy numbers
that register all the way. Subway
guards and other attendants are

placed in uniforms a la Roxy and

they make announcements about

the entertainers instead of about the

trains, while the passengers take

more interest in the station shows

than in their destinations. It's all

very amusing and put over with

enough speed and snap to keep

things humming throughout. Charles

Bennington and his pegleg crew,

Joan Abbott, the Dave Gould girls

and other popular song-and-dance

artists are among the principal per-

formers.

"Slides and Glides"

Educational 9 mins.

Swell Sports
A Bill Cunningham Sports Re-

view. The sports writer narrates
some of the stirring outdoor con-
tests at the recent Lake Placid
Olympic meet in his usual snappy,
gatling gun style. Opens with the
skating events, then into the ski
jumping with contestants from all

nations. Finishes with some shots
of the hair-raising bob-sled events
on the famous Placid course with
its dangerous banked curves. Fine
outdoor sports number, with excel-
lent camera angles and good sound
recording.

"Freddy the Freshman"

(Merrie Melody Animated Cartoon)
Vitaphone 7 mins.

One of the fastest and funniest
musical cartoons turned out so far
by the Leon Schlesinger shop. With
the current popular song number,
"Freddie the Freshman," for the vo-
cal background, the action takes
place in a collegiate atmosphere^
with some dormitory pranks follow-
ed by a travestied football game be-
tween two aggregations of animated
characters, knocking out laughs ga-
lore.

"The Movie Album"
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Swell

Like all the dug-up material from
the film files of the early and so-
called crude days, this is surefire
for laughs. Of particular interest
in the short is a scene including
Leon Trotsky, who shortly there-
after was catapulted from the
movie extra ranks into the political
limelight of Russia. Also a rare
sight is a sequence showing Charlie
Chaplin in the unusual role of a fe-
male impersonator doing some
mighty comical calisthenics. Wally
Reid, Maurice Costello and Antonio
Moreno are among the many other
early celebrities shown in action.

"Found in Morocco"
Talking Picture Epics 10 mins.

Fair Travel Stuff

This follows pretty much along
the line of the usual travelogue
short. Shows scenes in various
cities of Morocco, principally Fez,
and some of the countryside. Mar-
ket places, silk factories, olive

groves, and various familiar activi-

ties of the natives are presented,
with a synchronized descriptive lec-

ture.

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. Moritz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the

spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest

of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of

oc/yryue^yy^c

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and

business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY Taylor
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"THE LOST SQUADRON"
with Richard Dix, Mary Astor,

Erich von Stroheim
RKO 72 mins.

GREAT ENTER TAINMENT
FROM ALL ANGLES WITH POW-
ERFUL AIR DRAMA PACKING
THRILLS AND SUSPENSE FINE-
LY ACTED.
This is Class A entertainment in

all departments. Dramatic values

have been crowded into a finely

woven drama that keeps building

suspense to a tense climax. The
acting parts have been built up for

a half dozen players, and all of them
score heavily. Although Richard
Dix is the principal character, fat

parts have been provided for at least

five other players, which makes this

one so unusual. All share in the

honors, and they all do sterling

work. Erich von Stroheim as the

thrill-crazed director willing to send

the fliers to their death in rickety

planes in order to secure the thrills

for his picture is immense. Famous
stunt fliers provide the air sensation,

giving a strong build-up for Dix,

Joel McCrea and Robert Armstrong
as the featured fliers. A showman
picture, cleverly directed, with an

unusual love angle.

Cast: Richard Dix, Mary Astor, Erich von

Stroheim, Dorothy Jordan, Joel McCrea,

Robert Armstrong, Hugh Herbert, Ralph

Ince, Dick Grace, Art Goebel, Leo Norma,
Frank Clark.

Director, George Archambaud ; Author,

Dick Grace; Adaptor, Wallace Smith; Dia-

loguer, Herman Mankiewicz ; Editor, William

Hamilton ; Cameramen, Eddie Cronjager,

Rob Robinson, Elmer Dyer; Recording En-
gineer, Hugh McDowell.

Direction, very good. Photography, excel-

lent.

Maurice Chevalier in

"ONE HOUR WITH YOU"
with Jeanette MacDonald

Paramount 80 mins.

GENERALLY DELIGHTFUL
COMEDY WITH MUSIC DONE IN
A SMART AND SOPHISTICATED
MANNER. ADULT STUFF.

Typifying the Ernst Lubitsch pic-

ture with music, plus extreme so-

phistication and a cast which ought
to please any group of fans. Pleas-
ant songs have been interpolated in

the light, frothy story, which is de-
signed along triangle lines. Cheval-
ier sings in his customary gay and
personable fashion, and Miss Mac-
Donald is charming and competent.
The theme has Chevalier, a Paris
physician, finding himself sought
after by a seductive lady, played by
Genevieve Tobin, the wife of a droll

history professor. The amorous
lady is the "best pal" of Chevalier's

wife, impersonated by Miss Mac-
Donald, which helps complicate the
situation. After the anticipated mix-
ups, it all ends happily with Mau-
rice and his wife reconciled. This
picture, expertly directed by Lu-
bitsch, should principally appeal to

class audiences.

Cast: Maurice Chevalier, Jeanette MacDon-
ald, Genevieve Tobin, Charles Ruggles, Ro-
land Young, George Barbier, Josephine Dunn,
Richard Carle, Charles Judels, Barbara Leon-
ard.

Director, Ernst Lubitsch; Author, Lothar
Schmidt; Adaptor, Samson Raphaelson; Dia-

ioguer, same; Editor, not credited; Camera
man, Victor Milner.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

Walter Huston in

"LAW AND ORDER"
with Harry Carey, Raymond Hatton;

Ralph Ince
Universal 70 mins.

HEAVY-SHOOTING MELODRA-
MA OF LAWLESS WEST CON-
TAINING NO FEMININE PRIN-
CIPALS OR LOVE INTEREST.
Adapted from W. R. Burnett's

novel, "Saint Johnson," this is a
story of the wild frontier days in

which Walter Huston portrays the
fearless sheriff, who is supposed to

have been famous to the point of
becoming a legend. After supposedly
retiring from cleaning up bad towns,
Huston and some of his buddies, in-

cluding' Harry Carey and Raymond
Hatton, turn up in Tombstone, a

hotbed of lawlessness. After much
persuasion on the point of duty,
Huston is prevailed upon to again
take up the cause of law and order.

As" deputy sheriff he meets conflict

with a gang headed by Ralph Ince,

and the two factions shoot it out
until all are dropped except Huston,
who thereupon goes elsewhere to

seek peace. The picture is packed
with gun action and holds a tense
interest, but lacks a feminine side.

Huston's performance is notable and
he gets fine support all around.

Cast: Walter Huston, Harry Carey, Ray-
mond Hatton, Russell Simpson, Russell Hop-
ton, Ralph Ince, Harry Woods, Richard
Alexander, Alphonz Ethier, Andy Devine,
Dewey Robinson, Walter Brennan.

Director, Edward L. Cahn ; Author, Wil-
liam R. Burnett ; Adaptors, John Huston,
Tom Reed ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Mil-
ton Carruth; Cameraman, Jackson Rose; Re-
cording Engineer, C. Roy Hunter.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

Charles Farrell in

"AFTER TOMORROW"
with Marian Nixon, Minna Gombell,

William Collier, Jr.

Fox 79 mins.

BOX-OFFICE CREAM. HUMAN
AND DRAMATIC STORY, WELL
ENACTED AND DIRECTED,
WHICH IS BOUND TO SCORE.

Frank Borzage has again turned
out a picture which is certain to do
business, particularly appealing to

the women owing to its tear-jerking
elements. It deals with a young
couple's efforts to marry despite
such obstacles as insufficient income
and a whining, selfish mother who
stands in the way of her son's hap-
piness. On the eve of their wedding
the girl's mother, dissatisfied with
her husband, a business failure, runs
away with the family's boarder.
When the situation reaches its dark-
est point the boy's mother shows
matrimonial intentions toward a
widower and her son's investment
produces a profit, thus clearing the
way for the marriage. There's much
suspense and emotionalism in the
picture, all expertly portrayed. Far-
rell is at his best and Marian Nixon
is great as his sweetheart. Cutting
will help snap up the story.

Cast : Charles Farrell, Marian Nixon, Min-
na Gombell, William Collier, Sr., Josephine
Hull, William Pawley, Greta Granstedt, Fer-

dinand Munier, Nora Lane.

Director, Frank Borzage; Authors, John
Golden, Hugh S. Stange; Adaptor. Sonya
Levien ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Margaret
Clancy ; Cameraman, James Howe ; Record-
ing Engineer, George Leverett.

Direction, A-1. Photography, fine.

Richard Barthelmess in

"ALIAS THE DOCTOR"
with Marian Marsh, Adrienne Dore,

Norman Foster
STORY OF MEDICAL PROFES-

SION MAKES ONLY FAIR EN-
TERTAINMENT. STRONG FINISH
HELPS IT SOME.
With most of the characters in

roles that arouse little sympathy,
this story rates just fair. The fact

that it goes in heavily for operating
table and clinical details also hurts
it as entertainment. Outlawed by
the medical profession when he took
the blame for a drunken foster
brother's illegal operation on a girl,

while both boys were still students,

Dick in sent to jail. On his release,

the mother forces him to assume the
name of her real son, who mean-
while has died, and fulfill her dream
of having a famous surgeon for a

son. Dick is in love with his foster
sister and their desire to marry
finally leads to the mother revealing
his identity to the authorities. At
the same time she is seriously in-

jured, with Dick the only one who
can perform the delicate operation.
The hospital board at first object,

but finally let him make his final

operation, which is a success. Cli-

max has a strong suspense punch.
Cast : Richard Barthelmess, Marian Marsh,

Lucille La Verne, Norman Foster, Adriene
Dore, Oscar Apfel, John St. Polis, Walli^
riark, Claire Dodd, George Rosener, Boris
Karloff, Reginald Barlow, Arnold Lucy, Har-
old Waldridge, Robert Farfan.

Director. Lloyd Bacon ; Author, Houston
Branch ; Adaptor, not credited ; Dialoguer,
not credited ; Editor, William Holmes ; Cam-
eraman, Barney McGill.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

"THE HEART OF NEW YORK"
with George Sidney, Smith and Dale,

Ruth Hall
Warner Bros. 78 mins.

PLENTY OF LAUGHS AND
SOME HUMAN INTEREST IN
FAST MOVING COMEDY OF NEW
YORK'S LOWER EAST SIDE.
Based on the stage play, "Mendel,

Inc.," with the comedians. Smith and
Dale, as scrapping business partners
who try to make a living among the
East Side Jews by dealing in every-
thing from real estate to match-
making. Their main activities re-

volve around Mendel, played by
George Sidney, whose dish-washer
invention opens the road to riches

and causes his wife and children to

desert him for Park Avenue, while
Mendel remains among his own peo-

ple, with the family coming back to

him in the end. Although there is

a little sentimental and love interest

in the story, the action is designed
mainly for the laughs, and it gets

plenty of them, in vaudeville fash-

ion and otherwise, all through the

picture. Credit goes to Mervyn Le
Roy for fast direction, also the lively

performance of Smith and Dale, the

excellent characterizations by Sid-

ney and by Anna Appel, as his wife.

Ruth Hall is nice in a daughter role.

Cast: Joe Smith, Charles Dale, George Sid-

ney, Anna Appel, Ruth Hall, Aline Mac-
Mi3hon, Marion Byron, Ann Brody, Harold
Waldridge, Donald Cook, Oscar Apfel,

George MacFarlane, Charles Coleman.
Director, Mervyn Le Roy ; Author, David

Freedman ; Adaptors, Arthur Caesar, Hous-
ton Branch ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Perry
Morse ; Cameraman, James Van Trees.

Direction, lively. Photography, good.

Lew Ayres in

"IMPATIENT MAIDEN"
with Mae Clarke

Universal 72 mins.
MECHANICAL VERSION OF

SEXY NOVEL FALLS FLAT
WITHOUT A KICK IN IT. BAD
REACTION ON CLINIC SCENE.
From Donald Henderson Clarke's

"Impatient Virgin" they deleted all

the sexy situations or else played
them down to such a point that the
whole affair rates just a series of
flat episodes in a very uninteresting
love affair. Lew Ayres seems mis-
cast as the young surgeon, Mae
Clarke is unimpressive, and the rest
of the cast seem to be licked gen-
erally. The theme is that of a sec-
retary in love with the young doc-
tor, but will not marry him as she
dreads the prospect of unromantic
marriage and struggling along till

he builds up his practice. She sug-
gests their love proceed without
marriage, and he turns her down
flat and goes his noble way. Then
her middle aged boss, a philanderer,
goes to work, put her up in a gor-
geous apartment, but nothing hap-
pens. Big climax is in the operating
room, with the young doctor remov-
ing her appendix, then love after the
operation.

Cast: Lew Ayres, Mae Qarke, Una Mer-
kel, John Halliday, Andy Devine, Berton
Churchill, Ethel Griffies, Helen Jerome Eddy,
Monty Montague, Lorin Baker, Cecil Cun-
ningham, Arthur Hoyt, Blanche Payson.

Director, James Whale; Author, Donald
Henderson Clarke; Adaptors, Richard Schayer,
Winifred Dunn; Dialoguer, Donald H. Clarke;
Exlitor, Clarence Kolster; Cameraman, Arthur
Efleson; Recording Engineer, C. Roy Hunter.

Direction, weak. Photography, good.

Fredric March in

"STRANGERS IN LOVE"
with Kay Francis

Paramount 76 mins.

MARCH AND KAY FRANCIS
IDEAL TEAM IN CLEVER STORY
THAT HAS LAUGHS RIPPLING
THROUGH IT.

A delightful number that is bound
to please the femmes with its adap-
tation of the William J. Locke story,
"The Shorn Lamb." The theme is

productive of some very whimsical
comedy that brings the laughter
right through the picture. Of course
in a Locke story the romantic ele-

ment is stressed, and the adapta-
tion has managed to catch the spirit
of the author and so the sentimental
scenes are the kind that the women
go for in a big way. March is a:
his best in the dual role of two
brothers, one of whom has died, and
the other through force of circum-
stances is compelled to impersonate
him. Thus he meets Kay Francis,
and there follow some delightful se-
quences as March tries to get his
bearings, the girl and everybody else
taking him for his dead brother.
Some funny complications with an
adventuress, and March trying to
pacify both women.

Cast: Fredric March, Kay Francis, Stuart
Erwin, Juliette Compton, George Barbier,
Sidney Toler, Earle Foxe, Lucien Littlefield,
Leslie Palmer, Gertrude Howard, Ben Tag-
e-irt, John M. Sullivan.

Director, Lothar Mendes; Author, William
J. Locke; Adaptors, Grover Jones, William
r.lavens McNutt; Dialoguers, same; Editor,
not listed; Cameraman, Henry Sharp.

Direction, smooth. Photography, very good.
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"SHOP ANGEL"
Capitol 71 mins.

VERY SUPERIOR INDEPEN-
DENT FILM WITH UNUSUAL,
LOVE THEME THAT HITS BIG
DRAMATIC CLIMAX. FIRST-RUN
CALIBRE.

Here is one of the finest indepen-

dent productions of the season, qual-

ifying in all departments. Story,

])i-oduction, direction and acting

would do credit to any big producing

organization. Marion Shilling is

featured, and handles a difficult role

with finesse and charm. A good-

looker, with real dramatic ability.

Has all kinds of femme appeal with

the theme of a girl in a big fash-

ion establishment ambitious to be-

come a foreign fashion buyer and

expert. She tries to sell the idea

to her middle-aged employer, a man
with a rep as a roue. Strong love

angle, with the fiance of the man's
daughter falling in love with her,

and trying to save her from the el-

derly man's plan to possess the
girl. Powerful climax in a pent
house scene. Pop elements done
with lots of class.

I

Cast: Marion Shilling, Walter Byron,

I

Holmes Herbert, Anthony Bushnell, Dorothy
: Christie, Creighton Hale.

Director, E. Mason Hopper; Author, Isola

Forrester; Adaptor, Edward T. Lowe; Dia-
ksruer, same; Editor, not listed; Cameraman,
William Hyer.

Direction, very good. Photography, good.

"PLEASURE"
with Conway Tearle, Carmel Myers
Artclass 70 mins.

RAMBLING DRAMA OF MIXED
LOVES IS POORLY MOTIVATED
AND FALLS FLAT WITH UN-
INTERESTING CHARACTERIZA-
TIONS.

This one looks like a concoction of

several ideas from other plots that
the author thought would make a
good love drama, and is strongly
reminiscent of several scenes from
recent screen plays, but they fail

to shape up into a coherent and in-

teresting story. The motivation is

so mixed up that no suspense is

built, and no particular interest in

any of the weakly drawn characters.
In a word, you can arouse no sympa-
thy for any of the players, so what
they do or what happens to them
doesn't make much difference. Con-
way Tearle as the older of two broth-
ers is a famous novelist, while the
younger is a struggling artist,

sponging on him. Tearle is unhap-
pily married, and forms an attach-
ment for a girl. Meanwhile the
artist brother grows infatuated
with her. Then the showdown, with
all hands mixed up until the tangle
is mechanically straightened out.

Cast: Conway Tearle, Carmel Myers, Fran-
ces Dade, Paul Page, Roscoe Karns, Lina
Basquette, Harold Goodwin.

Director, Otto Brower; Author, John Var-
ley; Adaptors, Jo von Ronkel, Thomas Thite
ley; Dialoguers, same; Editor, Tom Pearsons;
Cameraman, Sidney Hickox; Recording En-
gineer, L. E. Tope.

Direction, weak. Photography, fair.

Long Beach, Cal.—David Hunter
has taken over the Home.

Lima, O. — J. B. McCarthy has
taken over the Rialto, formerly op-
erated by Nick Mailers.

Denver—Ben Carter, formerly of
the Mission, has opened the Rex.

Nubieber, Cal.—L. A. Schelling
and Granville MacPherson, well-
known theater men from Reedsport,
Ore., will lease the new Nubieber
theater to be erected here by Green-
wood, McBride & Voorhees.

Cleveland — R. Wellington Volz
has opened an office in the Arcade
to teach theater management.

"IM CEHEIMDIENST"
("On Secret Service")

Ufa 67 mins.

STRONG GERMAN WAR DRA-
IMA OF SECRET SERVICE WELL
'acted CARRIES GOOD SUS-
PENSE.

A drama of the operations of a

German secret service agent trying

to upset the plans of the Russian

drive against Germany during the

world war. Willy Fritsch in the role

I handles it very capably, and Brigitte

Helm as the German wife of the

,
high Russian officer helping him

j
provides a good love angle. There

is a lot of plot and intrigue that

keeps the interest going, and it is

capably acted throughout. In the
role of an American musician the
secret service agent arrives in St.

Petersburg, and a Russian agent is

immediately set to watch him. But
this agent is secretly opposing the
Czarist government, so works with
the German spy and the wife of

the Russian officer to secure the
plans of the offensive against Ger-
many. Works up into some pretty
tense situations, with the usual hap-
py ending.

Cast: Willy Fritsch, Brigitte Helm, Oskar
Homolka, Theodor Loos, Karl Ludwig Diehl,
Harry Hardt, Ferdinand Hart, Tamara Desni,
Edyard von Winterstein, Friedrich Kayssler,
Alfred Beierle.

I

Director, Gustav Ucicky; Author, Walter
Reisch; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same; Ed-

I
itor, not credited; Cameraman, Carl Hoffman.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.

Bob Custer in

"MARK OF THE SPUR"

Big 4 60 mins.

HIGH-DIVING HORSE AND
RIDER ARE THRILL FEATURE
OF FAIR WESTERN MELO-
DRAMA.

Plenty of the hokum that western

film fans go for strong, is packed

into this outdoor thriller which

boasts a slinking villian, a frail but

defiant heroine, and Bob Custer as

the hero who struts in where others

have feared to tread. Bob starts

out by taking a job as boss of a

hard riding outfit. He convinces the

cowhands that he is fitted for the

Job of cleaning up everyone in the

ranch house. The girl who doesn't

like him at first, gradually falls

until in the end. Bob saves the day
by catching and exposing the villjan.

A high dive from a precipice into

a lake, performed by horse and
rider, is a wow. Some cattle herd-

ing scenes, hard riding and plenty

of fist fights hold the ordinary story

together. All parts are handled fair-

ly well.

Cast; Bob Custer, Lillian Rich. Lafe Mc-
Kee, George Chesebro, Charles Edler, Frank-

lin Farnum, Annabelle Driver, Blackie White-

ford, Bud Osborne, Frank Ball, Jack Long.

Director, J. P. McGowan; Author, Fred
erick Chapin; Adaptation, same; Editor, Fred

Bain; Supervisor, Burton King; Cameraman,
F^ward Kull.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

Pizor to Road-Show
"The Blond Captive"
(Continued from Page 1)

timate houses and the first unit opens
in six weeks in Boston, followed by
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Detroit, Chicago and Cincinnati.
Arthur E. McHugh, formerly gen-
eral press representative for Arthur
Hammerstein, is handling publicity
and advertising with headquarters
at the Liberty.

Television Problems
Still to be Solved

(Continued from Page 1)

either from advertisers or by taxing
the public, to meet the added cost
of staging television programs, the
association cites the following
as the most important technical ob-
stacles still to be overcome:

1. Greater detail should be obtained in re-

ceived picture.

2. Television transmission pick-up equip-

ment should be portable and as easily used
as present-day sound picture pick-up equip-
ment.

3. Transmitting systems must be evolved
which will have a satisfactory and reliable

service range.

4. Receivers as simple in operation as our
present radio receivers must be desigfned and
built at a reasonable cost.

5. Quiet and satisfactorily illuminated p'c-

ture equipment for the home must be de-

signed and built at a reasonable cost.

Henrv SiV<rel S*»lls

3 Brooklvn Hou«ies
Bert Theaters Corp. htis nur-

cha«ed the Ritz. Park and 'Rerkshire

in Brooklyn from Henry Siegel.

ENDORSER DICKSTETN RTLT-

At a special meetiner of the coun-

cil vesterdav. Actors' Enuity vnted

a stronp" endorsement of the Dick-

<=.fe':r\ bill desiened to ret^ulate entrv
of foreien players. President FranV
Gillmore said the measure would
not prevent actors of unusual abilitv

from coming- into the countrv. but

would stop wholesale arrival of le«=:-

er talent, and give more opportuni-

ties to American talent.

Goldstein to Compile
'Odd Lots' Into Series

(Continued from Page • 1)

producers failed to complete owing
to various discouragements.

Discussing his project, Goldstein
says he will act as a "clearing
house" for producers. Many are so

concerned with actual production
problems that they are not familiar
with conditions in the distribution

market, he pointed out. His com-
pany also will handle exploitation,

publcity and advertising, including
press books, for these producers.

Frank Merritt After
More Birmingham Houses
Birmingham—Frank Merritt, head

of Birmingham Theatrical Amuse-
ment Co., now operating five down-
town houses, is reported negotiating
for one or more additional down-
town theaters.

KINOGRAMS FTLES BTLL
q^iipflule filed in the recpivership

o^' K'inoerams. Inc., shows linbilitif>«

nf $47..594. against asse^-s of $99,337.

the main items being a laboratory
valued at $75,000 subiect to lien,

and accounts of $20,635.

l^'AR-FLUNG DAY-AND-DATE
Warnev Bros, plan to release

James Cagney in "The Crowd
Roars" simultaneously in the U. S.,

Canada. Great Britain and Australia,

on April 16.

"STOWAWAY" RELEASES
Universal will release "The Stow-

away," third Whirlwind production,

featuring Fay Wray, Leon Waycoff
and Montagu Love, on April 4, while

"Steady Company," with Norman
Foster and June Clyde, is set for

April 14. Also set for April re-

lease are the following shorts: "A
Leap for Life" in the Airmail Mys-
tery series, "Running with Pad-
dock," and "Beau and Arrows,"
Oswald cartoon.

TAYLOR AS K. C. MANAGER
Kansas City—Under the revised

setup of Columbia sales department
in the field, Harry Taylor, formerly
district manager handling Kansas
City, St. Louis and Omaha, becomes
manager of the Kansas City ex-

change.

S.M.P.E. TOASTMASTER
Congressman William P. Connery

will act as toastmaster at the ban-

quet which will highlight the Spring
meeting of the S.M.P.E. in Wash-
ington May 9-12. Connery per-

formed a similar task at the annual
M.P.T.O.A. convention in Washing-
ton a year ago last October.

BIG 4 CAMPAIGN BOOK
A comprehensive campaign book

is in preparation by Big 4 on prod-

uct to be released by that organi-

zation during 1932-33. Melodramas,
westerns and specials are said to

be included on the program.



Features Reviewed in Film Daily July 12 to Feb. 28
387 Pictures Covered In 8 Months

Title Revitwei

A Dangerous Affair-COL
11-29-31

A Woman Commands-RKO
1-31-32

Acht Tage Glueck-FL ...8-2-31

Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children ?-RKO
11-15-31

Arizona Terror-TIF 9-27-31

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11-22-31

Arrowsraith-UA 12-13-31

Arsene Lupin-MGM 2-28-32

Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Balinese Love-TPE ...12-13-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP.. 12-6-21

Beloved Bachelor-PAR.. 10-18-31

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Big Shot-PAT 1-10-32

Blonde Captive-IMP ..12-13-31

Blonde Crazv-WA 1 2-6-3

1

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Branded-COL lNl-31
Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31

Brat-F 8-2-31

Bridegroom For Two-BIP
1-31-32

Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Business and Pleasure-F. 2-14-32

Cain-TPE 1-17-32

Call of the Rocki'es-SYN 7-12-31

Cannonball Express-WW. 2-28-32

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Carmen-BI 1-17-32

Caught Plastercd-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31

Charlie Chan's Chance-F
1-24-32

Charlotte Loewenskold-SCA
2-28-32

Cheaters at Plav-F 2-28-32

Cheyenne Cyclone-WK ..1-10-32

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Cock of the Air-UA. . .1-31-32

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Compromised-FN 11-8-31

Consolation Marriage-RKO
11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC .10-4-31
Corsair-UA 11-22-31

Cosi E La Vita-TH.... 11-8-31

Cross Examination-ARC .2-14-32

Cuban Love Song-MGM. 12-6-31

Cyclone Kid-BIF 11-22-31
Dance Team-F 1-3-32

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31

Das Ekel-UFA 1-31-32

Das Floetenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied 1st Aus-ASC 1-31-32

Das Lied Vom Leben-TA
10-18-31

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Deadline-COL 1-24-32
Deceiver-CLO 11-29-31
Delicious-F 12-27-31

Der Andere-TF 1-17-32

Der Hampelmann-TA . 9-13-31

Der Kleine Seitensprung-
UFA 1-10-32

Der Ungetreue Ecke Hart-TF
1-24-32

Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31

Devofion-PAT 10-4-31
Devil on Deck-WW 2-28-32
Devil Plays-CHE ..12-20-31
Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA

8-23-31
Die Grosse Liebe-FAM. .2-28-32
Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA

10-11-31
Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-

ASC 9-27-31
Df« LuBtigen Weiber Von

Wein-CAP 7-12-31
Die vom Rummelplatz-CAP

1-10-3

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema

HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HO—Hollywood Pictures

ATA—American Trading Asoc. HOF—M. H. Hoffman
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four

IMP—Imperial Distributing

TH—Thalia Productions
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange JQH—W. Ray Johnston
CEL—Celebrity
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures

F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National

MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Moviegrapht
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PC—Patrician Pictures
PEE—Peerless
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga

FTP—Foreign Talking PictureiPIZ—WiUiam Pizor
GS—George Schneider PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SCA—Scandinavian Talking

Pictures
SYN—Syndicate

TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films

U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WK—Willis Kent
WT—Worldart Film Cor.WW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed

Die Schlacht von Bademuende
UFA.. 11-22-31

Discarded Lovers-CAP ... 1-3-32

Docks of San Francisco-ACP

Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA
7-26-31

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP 1-3-32

Drifter-WK 1-10-32
•>revtu8 Case—COL ...8-30-31

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP
8-21-31

East of Borneo-U 8-23-31

Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA ...9-20-31

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Ein Walzer Vom Strauss-CAP
2-14-32

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-3

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Expensive Women-WA .11-15-31

Expert, The-WA . 2-28-32

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

False Madonna-PAR 2-7-32

Fanny Foley Herself-RKO
10-25-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fighting Marshall-COL. .2-28-32

File 113-HO 2-21-32

Final Edition-COL 2-28-32

Fireman Save My Child-FN
2-21-32

First Aid-WW 7-12-31

Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31

Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31

Flying Fool-BI 10-18-31

Flying HiRh-MGM 12-13-3
Forbidden-COL 1-17-32
Forgotten Women-MOP .2-28-32

Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31
Freighters of Destiny-PAT

11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31

Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8-31

Galloping Thru-MOP 2-7-32

Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32

Gav Caballero-F 2-14-32
Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31

Girl of the Rio-RKO. . .1-10-32
Girls About Town-PAR. .11-1-31

Good Sport-F 12-13-3
Graft-U 11-29-31
Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31

Greeks Had a Word for Them
UA. .2-7-32

Grief Street-CHE 16-11-31
Guardsman-MGM .... 9-13-31
Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Hard Hombre-HOF 9-20-31
Hatchet Man-FN 2-7-32
Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Heartbreak-F 10-18-31
Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Hell Divers-MGM 12-27-31
Hell's House-CAP 2-14-32
Her Majesty, Love-FN. 11-29-31

Title Reviewed
Heroes AlI-IMP 10-25-31

High Pressure-WA 1-31-32
His Woman-PAR 12-6-31
Holy Terror-F 7-19-31
Homicide Squad-U 8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31

24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31

House Divided-U 1-10-32
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31

Human Targets-BIF ..1-24-32
Hurricane Horseman-WK

10-11-31
Husband's Holiday-PAR. .1-3-32
Hush Money-F 7-12-31

I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
Im Geheimdienst-UFA 11-29-31
In Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31
Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA

11-8-31
Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31
Jew At War-AM 7-26-31

Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31
La Douceur D'Aimer-FD

12-13-3

La Ronde des Heures-FD
1-31-32

Ladies of the Big House-
PAR 1-3-32

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady With a Past-PAT 2-21-32
Land of Wanted Men-MOP

2-21-32
Lariats and Six Shooters

COS.. 10-25-31
Lasca of the Rio Grande

U.. 12-13-3
Las Companas Capistrano-HG

11-29-31
Last Flight-FN 8-23-31

Last Ride-U 2-14-32
Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,

8-9-31
Law of the Tong-SYN. 12-20-31
Le Mysterie de la Villa
Rose-FD 1-17-32

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-29-31
Love Storm-BI 10-18-31
Lovers Courageous-MGM

2-21-32
Lure of the Ring-WT. 1-31-32
Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maker of Men-COI 12-20-31
Manhattan Parade-WA 1-3-32
Man From Death Valley-MOP

10-11-31
Man I KiUed-PAR 1-24-3'2

Man in Possession-MGM. 7-19-31
Man Who Played God-WA

2-14-32
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Mata Hari-MGM 1-3-32

Meine Frau, Die Hochstaplerin
UAF.. 2-7-32

Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31

Men in Her Life-COL. . .12-6-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Men of Chance-RKO 1-3-32

Men Like These-BI 1-10-32
Menace, The-COL 1-31-32

Title Reviewed

Merely Marv Ann-P 9-13-31

Michael and Mary-U 1-10-32
Miracle Woman-COL. .. .8-2-31

Misbehaving Ladies-FN.. 11-8-31

Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31

Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31

Monster Walks-ACP 2-7-32

Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31

Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31
Murder at Dawn-BIF. . .2-28-32

Murder At Midnight-TIP
9-20-31

Murder By the Clock-PAR
7-191,31

Murders in Rue Moreue-U
2-14-32

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Neck and Neck-WW. . .11-8-31

Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31
Nie Wieder Liebe-UFA 1-17-32
Nice Women-U 2-21-32
Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31

Night Nurse-WA . 7-19-31

No One Man-PAR 1-24-32

Nur Am Rhein-FTP. .10-11-31

Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Lady-PAR 11-8-31

One Man Law-COL. .. .2-14-32
One Way Trail-COL. .12-13-31
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31

Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31

Panama Flo-PAT 1-24-32

Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31

Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31

Partners-PAT 2-28-32
Partners of the Trail-MOP

8-30-31

Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31
Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31

Personal Maid-PAR 8-30-31

Phantom of Paris-MGM. 11-1 5-31

Platinum Blonde-COL. . .11-1-31

Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31

PoHtics-MGM 8-2-31

Possessed-MGM 11-29-31
Prestige-PAT 2-7-32

Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private ScandaUHED. . .11-1-31

Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31

Rainbow Trail-F 1-31-32

Range Feud-COL 11-22-31
Range Law-TIP 11-1-31

Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31

Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31

Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31
Ridin' for Justice-COL. . 1-10-32
Road to Life-AM 1-31-32
Road to Reno-PAR... 10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Ruling Voice-FN 11-8-31

Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Sally of the Subway-ACP

1-24-32
Scareheads-CAP 10-25-31
Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31
Secret Call-PAR . 7-12-31
Secret MenaceIMP ...12-13-31

Title Reviewei

Secrets of the Orient-UFA
1-10-32

Secret Service-RKO ...12-13-Jl
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

7-19-31
Secret Witness-COL . . 12-20-31

Sein Liebeslied-ASC ..11-22-31
Sein 'Scheidungsgrund-UFA

2-21-32
Shanghai Express-PAR 2-21-32
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31

Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
PD 7-12-31

She Wanted a Millionaire-F
2-14-32

Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31

Should a Doctor Tell?-REQ
8-23-31

Side Show-WA 9-20-31
Sidewalks of New York-MGM

11-15-31

Silent Witness-F 2-7-32

Bilence-PAR 8-16-31
Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR

11-1-31

Siroco-CF 11-29-31

Sky Devils-UA 1-24-32

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31

Skyline-F 10-11-31

Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Sob Sister-F 10-4-31

Son of India-MGM 7-26-31

Sooky-PAR 12-27-31

Soul of Mexico 2-7-32
Soul of the Slums-ACP 11-29-31
Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31

Spider, The-F 8-16-31
Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31

Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31

Stepping Sisters-F 1-10-32

Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Strictly Dishonorable-U. 11-15-31
Struggle, The-UA 12-13-31

Suicide Fleet-PAT 11-29-31
Sundown Trail-PAT ...10-18-31
Sunset Trail-TIF 1-17-32

Surrender-F 11-29-31

Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP

10-11-31

Taxi-WA 1-10-32
Terra Madre-TRC 11-1^1
Texas GunFiphter-TIF 2-14-32

Theaternaechte von Berlin-TF
1-10-32

The Cheat-PAR 12-13-31
Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-31
Thirty Days-PC .1-17-32
This Modern Age-MGM. 9-6-31

This Reckless Age-PAR. .1-10-32

Three Wise Girls-COL. . .2-7-32
Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-«1
Tomorrow and Tomorrow-

PAR . . 1-31-32
Tonight or Never-UA 12-20-31
Too Many Cooks-RKO. 7-19-31
Touchdown-PAR 11-15-31
Transatlantit-F 7-26-31
Trotte Teodor-FD 1-17-32
Tulane vs. So. California-WA

1-24-32
TwoFisted Justice-MOP .2-14-32
Two Gun Caballero-IMP

12-13-31

Two Kinds of Women-PAR
1-17-32

U. of S. C. vs. Notre Dame
WW- 1-24-32

Un Soir de Rafle-PRX. 10-18-31
Under Eighteen-WA 1-3-32
Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unholy Garden-UA 9-20-31
Union Depot-FN 1-17-32
Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31
Way Back Home-RKO. 1-17-32
Wayward-PAR 2-14-32
West of Broadwav-MGM.1-31-32
White Devil-TPE 8-30-31
Wicked-F 9-20-31
Wild Horse-HOF 8-2-31

Without Honors-ARC . 1-10-32
Woman from Monte Carlo-
WA l-3-3a

Women Go On Forever-TIP
8-16-31

Woman of Experience-PAT
7-12-31

X Marks the Spot-TIF 12-13-Sl
Yellow Ticket-P 11-1 -SI
Young As You Fecl-F ...8-9-31
Zein Weib's Lubovnick-HA

Zwei Krawatten-CAP ..1-17-32
Zwei MenchenCAP . . 12-I7-SI



A SIMPLE EXPEDIENT

NOW BRINGS YOU
BETTER PICTURES

A YEAR ago Eastman announced the first

super-speed negative film—a medium that

helped to set up new artistic standards in the

motion picture industry. Now a simple expe-

dient—a gray backing on the film base—gives

you even better pictures.When you run a release

that is truly exceptional in photographic

quality, the chances are it was made on this

perfected Eastman Super-sensitive Negative.

Eastman Kodak Co. (J.
E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

tributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative [Gray-backed)



JANET GAYNOR
WARNER BAXTER
JOAN BENNETT
EL BRENDEL
MARIAN NIXON

CHARLES FARRELL
ELISSA LANDI
JOHN BOLES
SALLY EILERS

PAUL CAVANAGH

Pisorderly
Conduct
with Sally Eilers, Spencer Tracy, El

Brendel, Dickie Moore

Released MARCH 20

While
Paris Sleeps
with Victor McLaglen, Helen Mack,
William Bakewell, Rita La Roy

Released MARCH 27

Pevirs Lottery
with Elissa Landi, Paul Cavanagh, Alex-

ander Kirkland, Ralph Bellamy

Released APRIL 3

Careless Lady
with Joan Bennett, John Boles, Minna
Gombell, Weldon Heybum

Released APRIL 10

Janet Gavnor
Charles Farrell

who have never failed you

REBECCA OF
SUNNYBROOK FARM

Released APRIL 24

Make FoxPLPTDJiiES
PAT HATES



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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National Poll on Film Tastes Launched by Hays

EXTENDINLOPERATOR ClT THROUGHOUTCOUNTRY

23 Warncr-F. N. Releases Set for April to August
Titles Are Announced for

Schedule Covering
Three Months

Twenty-three Warner
tional features are set

from April 1 to Aug.
stated at the company's
iirday. Policy will be
trate production efforts

reason product and good
be made immediately ins

{Continued on Page
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for release
1, it was
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on current
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tead of be-
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JERRY SAERON APPOINTED

ASSISTANT TO ROSENZWEIG

Jerry Safron, who resigned Sat-

urday as eastern general sales man-
ager at Radio Pictures, will become
assistant to Charles Rosenzweig.
general sales manager of Columbia.
Safron finishes at RKO on March 12

and takes up his new post March
14. No successor has been an-

nounced.

Predicts Movie Attendance

As Part of School Course
Boston — Supplementary theater

ittendance will occupy a place in

the curricula of the future similar

Lo that of reading, it was predicted

by Carl E. Milliken of the Hays
bffice in an address yesterday before
he Bates College Alumnae Ass'n.

The increasing number of historical,

Ijducational and inspirational pic-

l-ures is strengthening the position
if the theater in education, he
•tated.

Tax Bill Includes Tickets from 25 Cents
Washington—Admissions up to 25 cents are exempt from the 10 per cent tax in

the new revenue bill completed Saturday by the Ways and Means Committee. The
measure, approved by Secretary Mills, goes before the House today. The amusement
levy is expected to bring in $90,000,000. Some parts of the bill may be modified in

the Senate.

Another Blow at 5-5-5
Indicated at Allied Meet
Detroit—Another blow at the 5-

5-5 standard exhibition contract is

indicated at the Allied States Ass'n

convention which gets under way to-

morrow. Leaders of this national
exhibitor organization recently ex-

pressed themselves as being opposed

to the agreement owing to develop-

ments in the industry since its adop-
tion by representatives of its organ-
ization, the M. P. T. 0. A. and the

distributors. Resolutions opposing
the contract are likely to be passed
at the convention at the Statler.

Censor Cuts in Independent Films

50 Per Cent Under Major Product

other Cities to Follow
New York Local in

Temporary Slash
Operators' locals throughout the

country are expected to follow the
lead of Local 306, New York, in ac-

cepting 10 per cent reduction in

wages from major circuits affiliated

with producing companies. These
local organizations are understood
to have been waiting for Local 306

(Continued on Page 12)

Independent pictures are being

subjected to about 50 per cent less

-uts by censors than the product of

najor companies, a checkup of the

past six months' activities reveals.

State censor reports generally in-

dicate that indie films are giving

them the least trouble. This is

scribed to the average independent's

policy of sticking to popular ap-

peal family stuif.

Screen Names Beat Radio

As B.O. Draw, Says Sidney

Screen personalities unquestionably have a

Jraw at the box-office, but radio names do not

:onstitute an important b.o. influence, says Louis

Sidney, who has charge of all stage shows

>roduced by Loew's. In the way of overture

nusic, Sidney states movie theater audiences

ike overtures composed of highlights of popu-
ar operatic and concert numbers.

Hays Organization LaunchesPoll

On Motion Picture Preferences
A nationwide survey, designated

a Motion Picture National Prefer-

ence Poll, to determine the enter-

tainment tastes of the individual

classes making up the vast mass

audience for film entertainment, has

been launched by the Hays Office..

Every city and town in the U. S.

will "be covered in the vote, and

forms are being addressed to repre-

sentative leaders in every walk of

life, including purposes to be served

bv the poll, it is declared in the

s'^atement accompanying the form,

are:
, ,

1 To widen the scope of the screen in

its ^eVS'ice of universal entertainment, by

iletcrmining the entertainment preferences

if the spec fie classes that make up the vast

•mnular audience for motion pictures.^

2. To increase tlie flow and variety of

dramatic material for the screen by indicnt-

hr to writers, authors and dramatists the

dramatic themes preferred by the American
public.

.). To answer moot questions as to dis-

tinctions of entertainment appeal as between

various classes of the population.

The poll lists 34 specific classifications of

entertainment now being given by the screen

and invites the listing of such additioal

tliemes as might be added to the entertain-

ment service now being rendered througn

motion pictures.

Among the questions, which it is ex-

pected will be answered by the nitiona

movie poll are: What differences, if anv.

exist in the entertainment preferences nl liro->cl-

way and Main Street? Whether reali-m oi

(Continued on Page 12)

NEW EXCHANGE SYSTEH

PLIINNEDJ^GOLDSTEIN

E. H. (Manny) Goldstein said

Saturday that he plans to build up
a group of exchanges in the charge
of important industry executives
who at present are without posts.

He will aid in the financing of such
branches, which will distribute prod-

uct he handles through his financial

aid plan for independent producers,

he said.

Fox Rocky Mt. Division

Drops Admission Scales
Denver—Fox West Coast Theaters

has cut prices n most of its Rocky
Mountain division houses 25 to 30

per cent. Where the top has been

40 and 50 cents it is now 35. ex-

cepting at the Lincoln, Cheyenne,

Wyo., where the top remains 50

"ents. This cut does not affect their

four Denver houses, as the top price

here is only 35 cents. Skouras Bros,

ire now operating the circuit.

26 New York Solons

Attending MPTOA Meet

New York City and the surrounding district

will be represented by two Senators and 24

Congressmen at the annual banquet planned for

Mv. 15 at the M. P. T. 0. A. convention at

W-'shington. Senators Copeland and Wagner

wi'l attend. The Southeastern Passenger Ass'n

his extended to the Southern states the fare

and ono-hilf concession to those attending the

convention.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak . . . .

Fox Fm. "A" . . . .

Oen. Th. Eq. (new)

High Low
11^ 115/^

83/ 82/
3/ 3/
H Mi

34 33/
70 70
\QVi 10/

10 9/
26/ 26/
16/ 16/
3/ 3/

CURB M/

Vs /
2 2

BOND Ut

2% 2/8
50 48
89 89
57 56
70 70
52/ 52
33/ 33

Close (

115/8 +
83/ +
3/ +
5^ .

33-5^ +
70
lOM +
M .

9% +
26/ +
16/ +
3/8 .

VRKET

Yi +
2 —

i.RKET

2/ . .

:hs.

1

'A

Loew's. Inc
do pfd

Va

Paramount
Pathe Exch

/
RCA >/

do pfd. "A" (3K)
do pfd. "B"
Warner Bros

1

54

NEW YORK
Fox Thea. "A" . .

Trans-Lux

NEW YORK
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40

'A

Keith AG 6s 46. 50
Loew 6s 41 WW . . .

Paramount 6s 47. .

Par. By. 5/s5I..

89 —
57 +
70

/
1

Par, 5/s50
Warner's 6s39

52/ +
33 + H

RCA DEFERS DIVIDEND
RCA has deferred action on the

Class A preferred dividend due at
this time. The dividend matter will
be considered at the meeting of
March 18, it vi^as stated.

;.: New York
y 1540 Broadway
J.J BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City j'j

154 Crescent St. >
STillwell 4-7940 :':V.

M

p Eastman Films

|

i J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

«

t.i

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

ft

Hollywood J-,

6700 Santa Monica K
Blvd. :•:

HOLIywood 4121 M

The Broafll^ay Parade
(Week of March*4)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURB DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Arsene Lupin" (2nd week) M-G-M Capitol
"Strangers in Love" Paramount Paramount
"After Tomorrow" Fox Roxy
"Impatient Maiden" Universal Mayfair
"Heart of New York" Warner Bros Strand
"Michael and Mary" Universal Beacon
"Explorers of the World"* . . Raspin . Cameo

EXTENDED RUNS
"Shanghai Express" (3rd week) Paramount Rialto
"Sky Devils" United Artists Rivoli
"Alias the Doctor" First National Winter Garden

$2 RUNS
"Hell Divers" (11th week) M-G-M .. Astor
"Man Who Played God" (4th week) Warner Bros Warner

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Das Lied 1st Aus" (6th week) Assoc. Cinema Europa
'Ein Walzer vom Strauss" (4th week) . Capitol Film Ex Litt'e Carnegie
"Rubacuori" Transcontinental Pics. . . Fifth Ave. Playhous
"The B onde Captive" (2nd week) .... Imperial Dist Liberty

FUTURE OPENINGS

"One Hour with You" (March 17) .Paramount RivoU-Rialto

Previously had $2 run at Criterion.

PLAY-DATE DRIVE
A big drive for play dates on

Richard Barthelmess in "Alias the

Doctor," to open simultaneously in

all key spots Easter week, has been
launched by the Warner-First Na-
tional sales force. Men in the field

have been notified by Andy Smith
and Grad Sears, executives in charge
of distribution, that they are to try

to surpass the 150 opening play

dates secured for "The Man Who
Played God." So far over 90 play

dates in key spots have been secured

for "Alias the Doctor" for Easter

week.

UNION ELECTS WATHEY
Providence—John I. Wathey, of

this citv, has been elected first vice-

president of the Motion Picture

Employees of North America at the

annual New England convention

held here. Nicholas Rossi, president

of the local, was the principal

speaker.

WM. ELLIOTT RETURNING
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA'.LV

Hollywood—William Elliott, pres-

ident of the I. A. T. S. E. and M. P.

0., who is here attending confer-

ences on a new contract covering

cameramen, operators and studio

sound and laboratory technicians,

will return to New York next week.

PHILIP J. SCHECK DIES
Baltimore—Philip J. Scheck, pio-

neer motion picture man here, died

Friday night, less than a week after

the death of his brother, John
Scheck.

W. E. EQUIPS ZIEGFELD
A Western Electric public address

system has been installed in the

Ziegfeld theater, legitimate house,

by Electrical Research Products.

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing. Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

MAKING JEWISH FILMS
George Roland is producing "Jo-

seph and His Brethren" as a Jewish
talker. The cast of the picture, which
is being made in the East, includes
Ben Adler. Immediately upon coin-
pletion of this picture, "The Jewish
King"' will be started by Roland for
distribution by Empire State Pic-
tures.

PEERLESS SIGNS TOM MOORE
Tom Moore has been signed by

Peerless Productions as leading man
for Dita Parlo in "The Warning
Shadow," which is to go into pro-
duction about March 14 at the Met-
ropolitan Studio under the direction
of Edgar George Ulmer.

TIFFANY-SKOURAS DEAL
Tiffany's entire Quality Group has

been sold to the Skouras Central
Circuit of New York, it is an-
nounced by Sol Edwards on his
return from upstate.

START ON NEW SEASON
In addition to Fox, two more

ma.ior companies have started pre-
liminary sales Avork on 1932-33 pro-
grams. They are Paramount and
Universal.

GOOD NEWS
Birmingham — Buster Keaton's

"Sidewalks of New York" was held
over at the Galax unexpectedly due
to rushing business. It was the first
holdover here in nearly a year.

LOUIS J. BARTELS DIES
H'rst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Louis John Bartels,

36, stage and screen actor, was
found dead at his home here Friday.

WARNER BUYS STORY
"The Mud Lark," by Arthur

S^ringer, has been bought by War-
ner Bros.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ralei

Powers Cinaphona Equipment Corporation

723-TTH AVE., N. V. BRYANT S-COeT

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 8-10; Second annual convention
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ
ent producers and distributors, Sardi'i.
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cer
tral Europe under auspices of Czecbb
slovakian Cinema Artists' Assn anr
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho
Slovakia.

Marcti 14-16: Annual convention of M. I-

T O A., Hotel Mayflower. Washini
•nn. r). C

March 17: Annual meeting of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

Mar. 23: Annual and special meetings of

RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol. Imperial The-

ater, New York.
Apr. 8; Universal Club's Dramatic Nigh'

and Dance. True Sister's Club Houst
New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel. Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7 : Fox Film sales convention. New
York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societv
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall.
Columbus, O.

HEADS HOSPITAL COMMITTEE
Lee Shubert has been named gen-

eral chairman of the committee for
the theatrical district for the West
Side Hospital and Dispensary at 446
West 43rd Street. The hospital
serves both employees and patrons
of the theatrical industry. Last year
35.684 treatments were given in its

clinics, many of them free.

Shubert's committee includes Hi-
ram S. Brown, Nicholas Schenck, C.

B. Dillingham, William A. Brady,
John Golden, Sam H. Harris, Arthur
Hopkins, Arch Selwyn, Geo. White,
Jane Cowl, John Emerson, M. S.

Bentham and William Morris.

II

Bf EDW A YBURN
THE man who has staged over 600 Broadwav

productions, including the best editions of

Zeigfeld Follies, and helped up the ladder of

fame many stars of the first magnitude, such

as Al Jolson, Marilyn Miller, Fred and Adele
Astaire, Eddie Cantor, Ann Pennington, Ed

Wynn, Jeanette McDonald, Harry Richman,
Charlotte Greenwood, Marie Dressier and hun-
dreds of others, has opened new international

dancing headquarters in the heart of the Park

Avenue District, This, the world's greatest

dancing institute, now offers:

Every Type of Stage or Social Dancing

Special Sai-urday Classes for Children

(Ages 4 to 16)

Reducing and Building Up— Mild

Courses for Middle-Aged Folks

Courses in Diction and Microphone
Technique for Talkies and Radio

—Morning. Afternoon and Evening Sessions-

TEMPORARILY, 20% to 50% RE

DUCTION IN ALL RATES

ISend for one of the following free bookip
"YOUR CAREER" (48 pages); or 'HOI
STUDY COURSE IN DANCING": or "COURSES

IN MICROPHONE TECHNIQUE"
NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING

ni'F.N ALL YEAR ROUNn
Studio F, 625 Madison Ave., New York City

(Between .';Rtl\ and 59th StK.)

Tel. Wickersliam 2-4300
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P-sssst!

Grab the

^'^$-

We'll never tell our secret! That would almost

enable the other newsreeis to catch up with

the Universal Newsreel^ and our customers

wouldn't like that at all.

UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL
with Graham McNamee doing the yodeling as our talking reporter

AND LET YOUR COMPETITOR WORRY!



First Complete mhi Stor^

Play this Big
Profit Special

NOW
while its vivid story is bla-

zoned in the front page
headlines of the world.

Here is the whole tragic story of the Shang-

hai disaster • • • . authentic pictures of the

Japanese air raids on Chapei • . . • the

bombing and burning of this teeming Chi-

nese community • • • • the fighting Japanese
talcing possession of Hongkew . • • • multi-

tudes fleeing for their lives • • • • landing of

American Troops • • • • every detail of the|

battle that rocked the world, shown in

startling close-ups.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
£. IV. MAMMONS, President



D)f the Siege^of

A THREE-REEL SPECIAL
Produced in Shanghai

By Leon Britton

and Charles Hugo
With a complete graphic description

hyH.V.Kaltenborn

. !i^^.V^S>/^,'^THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"



OK — Harry and Jack Cohn —OK for the tre-

mendous strides you have made in the past—
the courage—the vision—the stamina that brought

Columbia right up front as the one great

independent.

And Now— Overnight— you have the entire industry saying '^OK
COLUMBIA''- watch them go-NEW ideals-NEW Plans-NEW
BLOOD — Young blood with a fresh outlook and an inspired con-

ception— rarin' to go!

j(ftf^ OK Columbia— you're the Pep child of the New Year—
f "1 the industry sensed that BIG THINGS were afoot when
'1 -IS* <«!>

'
^^ 1'i55' WALTER WANGER Joined shoulders to Columbia's

^^/^ great wheel of achievement— brilliant— young— daring—
MK^A he knows his pictures— a Sensational asset!

It was sure of it when Charles Rosenzweig, sales expert

par excellence, moved over to Columbia with his dynamic
selling genius to line up big contracts for the new product

all over the map — that's plenty more youth and new
blood for Columbia!



And then, just to double check on it, you signed

Bruce Gallup and Hubert Voight for advertising

and publicity — East and West— new blood-
young— dynamic energy — know their stuff— and
HOW!

And now — the first shot— a triple broadside to open up the season

with the electrifying production announcement of the buying of

''WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND'' and "THE BITTER TEA
OF GENERAL YEN"- and the signing of great directorial talent—

OK — Allan Dwan — OK — Irving Cummings — OK — Harlan Thomp-
son— BOY!— that's grabbing 'em!

AND WE'VE ONLY JUST STARTED !

K^^ '

uou're cjoin(j places-- and pmsperitif

Loill qo with uou/
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Words and Wisdom

"Next to sleeping, my greatest di-

version is smoking cigars." —
ERNST LUBITSCH.

"We are making a mistake in
turning from 'the roar of the crowd'—the successful producer will ig-

nore individual complaints and serve
the general public what it wants."—
WALLACE SMITH.

"All things being equal, stories,

which in book or play form, which
have had the approval of the public,

are the likeliest bets for motion pic-

ture successes."—SAM BISCHOFF.

"We have always had some form
of protection and it will always be
with us."—E. VAN HYNING.

"If sex advertising is proving of-

fensive, it is up to theaters to stop
that sort of practice. Otherwise the
industry will have another worry on
its brow, which is becoming as wrin-
kled as the proverbial prune."—
JAY EMANUEL.

"Very often the gnats who sting

the industry are allowed to go un-
swatted; emboldened by their un-
challenged attacks, the enemies of

the trade are led to believe they can
mxike any sort of accusation and get

away with it." — ERNEST W.
FREDMAN.

"It is sometimes held that attacks

from without are useful for promot-
ing unity within. If this is so, the

film industry should be the most
unified body in existence."—L. H.
CLARK.

"A country, I think, can be judged

by the matinee idols it keeps."

—

ED SULLIVAN, New York Graphic.

"Like every other industry, mo-
tion pictures have had to come
through their periods of experiment
and difficulty, but they rest upbn
better foundations than many other

kinds of business enterprise."—DR.
ALBERT SHAW, Review of Re-
views.

AS SEEN

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Climbing rocks in Big 4's western,
'Tangled Fortunes,' made it necessary for

Caryl Lincoln to buy four pairs of spe-
cially made boots costing $68 each."

—HELEN HARRISON, Big 4.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

iBl/ RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
y-IVIENNE OSBORNE is playing

her first blonde role opposite

Edward G. Robinson in "Two Sec-

onds," which Mervyn Le Roy is di-

recting for Warner-First National.
Miss Osborne, who is a graduate of

the New York stage, has appeared
in "Beloved Bachelor," "Husband's
Holiday," "Two Kinds of Women"
and "The Ferguson Case," on the
screen.

^ ^ ^

Our Passing Show: Harry Ruby,
Bert Kalmar, Luis Trenker, Zion
Myers at Palm Springs; Lee Kohl-
mar being greeted on his return
from New York; Merian C. Cooper
busy at RKO.

* * *

Mark Sandrich is all smiles these
days. His wife recently gave birth

to a baby boy.
* * *

More Passing Show: LeRoy Ma-
son taking a workout in the Para-
mount gymnasium; Arthur Pierson
preparing for a game of handball;
William Beaudine chatting with
Louis Lewyn at Tec-Art.

Lillian Bond, who appeared in

"Fireman Save My Child," and Irene
Purcell, who has played in M-G-M
pictures, are screen players who are
supporting Edward Everett Horton
in "Springtime for Henry" at the
Hollywood Playhouse. Benn Levy,
English playwright who wrote and
staged the play, is a member of the
Universal scenario staff.

Florence Britten has been signed
by Paramount for "Clara Deane."
She is a former stage actress and
recently was under contract to Sam-
uel Goldwyn.

Melvyn Douglas, now playing op-
posite Lupe Velez m "The Broken
Wing" at Paramount, has decided
to settle in Hollywood. He is the
husband of Helen Gahagan, Broad-
way star.

* * *

Joan Crawford has signed a new
long-term contract with M-G-M to
start as soon as her present picture,
"Letty Lynton," is completed.

* * *

Lionel Atwill has been signed by
Warner Bros, for "Doctor X." Pres-
ton Foster also will be in it.

* * *

C. Henry Gordon, J. Carroll
Naish, William Janney and Lew
Brice are additions to First Na-
tional's "Miss Pinkerton."

Nancy Drexel, Bob Steele's lead-
ing lady in "Law of the West," just
completed, is the first girl playing
opposite the cowboy hero who could
really ride a horse. Bob is all for
having Nancy as his permanent lead-
ing lady.

* * *

D. Ross Lederman, who is direct-
ing Tim McCoy in Columbia's "Gun
Justice," writes many of his oivn
continuities and has several original
screen stories to his credit.

Gene Raymond has returned to
Hollywood to resume his film work
at the Paramount studios after sev-
eral months in New York.

Ursula Parrott, known to literally

thousands of readers for her novels,
'The Divorcee" and "Strangers May"
Kiss," is the author of Dorothy Mac-
kaill's new starring vehicle, Colum-
bia's "Love Affair."

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
iBy HARRY N. BLAIR

CIX seniors from Hamilton Col-

lege will be entertained today
at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio,
by Sam Sax, production head. The
students have taken the subject of
making motion pictures as the basis
for their graduating theses. There-
fore the trip to the studio.

•

Bert Frank, head of Vitaphone's
cutting room, has just sent up to

the home office two of E. M. New-
man's "Travel Talks." One is called
"Soviet Russia" and the other is

"South American Journeys."
•

Don Tomkins, who made his debut
in pictures a few months ago
opposite Ruth Etting in "Words and
Music," is being starred in "The
Newlyweds," now in production at

the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio
under the direction of Alf Gould-
ing. Merel Foster, who just finished
playing the lead opposite Harry
Langdon, has the feminine lead.

Others in the cast include Gunboat
Smith, former heavyweight fighter
who is frequently seen in the ring
these days as the third man;
Frances Dade, and Edward Field-
ing, who is currently appearing in

"The Moon in the Yellow River,"
at the Guild Theater.

•

"The Prowlers," a jungle picture,

is the latest subject to be finished
in the Educational-Lyman H. Howe's
Hodge Podge series. J. F. Clemen-
ger, radio announcer and ex-motion
picture trade paper writer, wrote
the dialogue and appears as the
narrator.

NEW BOOKS
On the Art and Business

of M-otion Pictures

FAMOUS STARS OF FILMDOM
{Meyi), by Elinor Hughes. L. C.

Page & Co., Boston. $2.50,

In this attractive little volume, a
companion to "Famous Stars of
Filmdom — Women" by the same
author, 15 of the outstanding male
stars of the day are described to
the public in a manner that is far
more satisfactory than the custom-
ary "interview" or writeup appear-
ing in newspapers and magazines.
The author, who is motion picture
editor of the Boston "Herald," ad-
mirably fulfills her purpose of giv-
ing readers such personal, biogra-
phical and "fan" data about the
stars as will enable the public to
understand the artists better and en-
joy their work more. The sketches,
written in an unaffected style, are
painstaking and minus the usual
bunk. As a result, they not only
make very engrossing reading, but
they serve in an admirable way their
practical end of paving the way to
better appreciation of the stars'
work. Included in the subjects, with
an attractive autographed photo-
graph of each, are George Arliss,
John Barrymore, Richard Barthel-
mess, ¥/arner Baxter, Charles Chap-
lin, Maurice Chevalier, Gary Cooper,
Douglas Fairbanks, Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., Walter Huston, Emil
Jannings, Tom Mix, William Powell
and Will Rogers. Without fanciful
digression. Miss Hughes tells the
salient facts about each one, from
the professional to the domestic end,
and including such items as hob-
bies, tastes, artistic views, accom-
plishments off the screen, etc. With
respect to the many popular stars
who could not be included in the

group of 15, as in the case of the

preceding feminine collection, it is

intimated that further volumes
along the same line are a reason-
able possibility. The printing is an

excellent job.

DAVE MARTIN IN FLORIDA
Miami, Fla. — Dave Martin has

been appointed assistant manager of

the Capitol. He was formerly as-

sistant manager of the Punch and
Judy Club in Grosse Pointe Farms,
suburb of Deti'oit.

The International Music Hall of Rocke-

feller Center will have a ground floor

area of over one and one-third acres and

seating capacity of over 6,100.
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
Lobby Register Aids

\"Hotel Continental"

A "NATURAL" exploitation

stunt was put over eifactive-

ly on "Hotel Continental." Ar-
cade patrons were requested to

"register" in the lobby of the

theater, dressed up to resemble
'the lobby of a hotel. Each
registrant was handed a ticket

which represented ten cents

worth of admission to "Hotel
Continental." The theater se-

cured considerable publicity by
'tieing up with the Sun-Demo-
crat which announced in its news
columns that a coupon printed

in the Sunday issue of the paper,

presented at the Arcade during
the run of "Hotel Continental,"
would entitle the bearer to a ten

cent discount. The newspaper
allotted generous space to the
picture the week preceding
"Hotel Continental's" opening
and during the run of the pic-

ture.

Arcade Theater,

Paducah, Ky.

Jackson, Miss., House Offers

Bonus for Best Suggestion

THE Publix-Majestic in Jack-

son, Miss., A. M. Jacob,
manager, has a very cooperative
service staff. The entire per-

sonnel of the theater meets
weekly—including the manager,
secretary, projectionists, door-
man, ushers, porters, maid and
cashiers. It was decided at the
last weekly meeting that some
form of a bonus would be given
each month to the person giv-

ing the best suggestion at the
staff meetings during the month
in the belief that the bonus will

serve to add a new impetus in

formulating ideas and sugges-
tions that will hopefully result

in increased patronage.

—Publix-Majestic,

Jackson, Miss.

New Incorporations
c

DAILY

NEW YORK CHARTER
Bloodstream, theatrical business ; Attor-

eys' Albany Service Co., 299 Broadway,
sew York. $10,000 pfd., 100 shares com-
non.

NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
Spring Theaters, Inc., Newark, motion

icture theaters ; Yarchover & Yarchover,
^lew York. $10,000.

Monte Carlo, Inc., Newark, amusement
nterprises; D. E. Feldman, Newark, N. J.
00 shares common.

ALONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY

NtVV VORK. lOS ANGEUS

• • • WHAT WE personally have been striving for years

to foster in this film biz is beginning to bear fruit

that is mixing the kidding, spoofing spirit into the dry

routine of the day's work all us film muggs have been

inclined to take ourselves and our work too seriously

which is really very silly for is not our biz the Na-
tion's Playground? and if we stay Serious it

is bound to reflect in the Product why, for a time it

looked as if the exhibs would hafta run an Explanatory Trailer

in front of every comedy announcing to the audience

"The Next Film Will Be a Comedy. The Idea Is to

Laugh. Please Relax. If You Can't Laugh WITH the Comedy,
Laugh AT It. If the Producer Happens to Be in the Audience,

Your Laughter Will Kid Him Into Thinking Me Has At Last

Produced a COMEDY."
* * l{f iti

• • • BUT BEFORE such drastic methods had to be re-

sorted to a Sense of Spoofing crept into Hollerword

they started kidding their own work and the

Industry was saved audiences are so accustomed to

laughing now at Comedies that sometimes they laugh

at the feature Romances and Dramas and if you have

been following some of the current releases you can't

blame 'em

• • • SO IT is a very heartening sign to note that this

Spirit of Spoofing has crept into of all things! the
Sales Department of one organizashe, at least
which is getting away from the Usual Line passed out
in the sales organs which goes somewhat like this

"Your sales manager is depending on \oul It means
work, men hard work look at myself
how did 1 get to the top? by Hard Work long,

grinding hours never ceasing sacrificing every-
thing to the Company wife, children, friends all

went by the board but I won Success! I made
good! by Hard Work and YOU can do the same

I want to see it reflected in your next quota
you can do it! you must you will or some
other guy will be drawing your pay envelope next month
this isn't a Threat it's a PROMISE."

• • • AND WITH this cheering, kindly encouragement
the poor sales clucks rushed desperately into the ex-

hib's private ossif and on bended knees begged him for

the sake of his wife and kiddies to sign on the dotted

line it was all so Serious and Tragic and the

exhib moved to tears would cry on the sales-

man's shoulder and say "You're a half hour late,

Jake Moe, your competitor, was just in here with the

same Sad Story and I gave him all my Open Dates."

• • • SO GIVE a Cheer for Warners' sales dep't

they have lined up with the forces of Cheerfulness and the

Kidding Spirit selling Yitaphone Shorts on a Spoofing

Campaign Andy Smith, sales exec of Eastern distribu-

tion, is the Republican Presidential candidate and Grad
Sears, Western and Southern distribution exec, is the Demo-
cratic nominee and the sales lads are going out with

Smiles on their muggs and Happiness in their hearts

having a helluva good time Kidding the Sales

over in Tremendous Volume

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

t)

« « « » » »

The Film Art
of James Cagney
/^AGNEY'S ascent to eminence

during the past year has
been astounding, unaccountable.
He is the type who, according
to all the laws and traditions,

should be a competent small
part player, but never a star.

He is not the first to achieve
popularity by dint of sheer rug-
ged combativeness; George Ban-
croft did that and Victor Mc-
Laglen almost did it. But both
Bancroft and McLaglen are
bulking heavyweights, whereas
Cagney is not much bigger than
his leading ladies. There is

nothing of the beloved ape-man
about him. His unique position
has been gained legitimately.
It is a triumph of sheer ability

over all manner of natural dis-

advantages . . . There have been
movie heroes who have been
worshipped because of the man-
ner in which they could kiss or
ride horse-back, or perform ac-
robatic feats. But Cagney is

the first one whose appeal is

based on a sock in the jaw de-
livered either to the man he
hates or to the woman he loves
(preferably the latter). Every
time Cagney clenches his little

fi,st, the audience begins to
squeal with delight, and when
he lands it with audible impact
upon the fair countenance of
Mae Clarke or Joan Blondell or
Loretta Young, or whoever the
unlucky girl may be, the audi-
ence's enthusiasm is unbounded.
"Hit 'er again, Jimmy!" they
shout in their atavistic glee.
What's the reason for this? Is
it possibly a manifestation of
wish-fulfillment? Have the film
fans been nourishing a secret
desire to bust the noses of their
favorite cuties?—Robert E. Sherwood,

Bell Syndicate

S,».-£f fcfcA&

MANY UAPPY RETURNS

est wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to th«

following memberi of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 7
Rufus T. Freiling

Kenneth A. Rogers
Ted Holt
Colette Merton
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HtU Box Office Profits!

WANGHA/ EXPRESi
^tk CLIVE BROOK w

Anna May Wong •Warner Oland • Eugene Pallette

Directed by JOSEF yon STERNBERG

The timeliness of the story; the fascination and allure of the screen's most

beautiful actress; the excellent acting of all the cast; the expert direction of

von Sternberg and matchless photography make this the outstanding screen

success of months. Every engagement tells an extra profit story! Every

box office is a gold mine! Exhibitors are shouting with joy! ^^Shanghai

Express" The mighty record wrecker! GET IT! BOOK IT WHILE ITS HOt!

iMOriVT Extra
profits
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EXTENDING OPERATOR CUT

THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

{Continued from Pane 1)

to determine a course in the situa-

tion. Representatives of the circuit?

are expected to immediately start

negotiations with the locals in an
effort to bring about a reduction.

Under the arrangement betweer
Local 306 and the circuits, five per
cent of the cut will be restored in

1933, regardless of business condi-

tions. The following year, if busi

ness is improved, another five pe^

cent will be returned, thus com
pletely restoring the 10 per cent
which the local accepts beginning
today.

Independent theaters, which arr

expected to demand a similar cut

in operators' wages, have made no
formal demands as yet.

23 Warner-F. N. Releases

Set for April to August
(.Continued from Pane 1

)

ing held up until the new program
it was declared.

Among features to be released during th'

next four months are; "It's Tough to B-
Famous," with Doug Fairbanks. Jr. ; "Be^ut:
and the Boss," with Marian Marsh and War
ren William ; "The Crowd Roars." wit!

James Cagney and Joan Blondcll ; "A Dan
gerous Brunette," with Kay Francis : "Th-
Famous Ferguson Case," with Joan Blnndell
"The Mouthpiece," with Warren William an-

Sidney Fox ; "The Rich Are Always witl

Us," starring Ruth Chatterton ; "The Tins'-'

Girl," with Lee Tracy and Ann Dvorak
"Two Seconds," with Edward G. Robinson
"The Tenderfoot." with Joe E. Brown
"Love Is a Racket," with Fairbanks. Jr. :

"Winner Take All," with Cagney ; "The
Dark Horse." with Warren William

;

"Street of Women," with Kay Franc's:
"Miss Pinkerton," with Joan Blondell
"Week-End Marriage," based on Faitl-

Baldwin's novel ; "Central Park." "Docto'
X." with Lionel Atwill ; "Competition." wit'

Chic Sale: "The Jewel Robbery." with Wil
liam Powell and Kay Francis ; "The Dan
gerous Set," with Constance Bennett.

COLUMBIA SALESMEN RESIGN
Denver—W. E. Matthews, who re-

turned from San Francisco recently
to accept a position as salesman for

Columbia, wired in his resignation
from New Mexico and stated he was
on his way back to the coast. Thos.
Thornton, also a Columbia salesman,
also is out.

J. D. APPLETON IN NEW YORK
John D. Appleton, formerly man-

ager of the RKO Plaza, Schenectady.
has been called to the home office

and will be assigned a New York
or Brooklyn theater. Robert Unger-
felt has replaced Appleton at the
Plaza.

Sweef Tie-up

Columbia Pictures has arranged a na-

tional tie-up with the Repetti Candy Co.

for the distribution of a one-cent

boxed-candy-stick, called Scrappy. The

candy box carries the name and pic-

ture of "Scrappy" as well as the tag,

Columbia Pictures Star.

THEATER CHANGES
Reported by Film Boards of Trade

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownershio

Aberdeen—Dixie, sold to C. W. Picquet by

J. C. White ; Mebane—Majestic, sold to A.

Collins by C. J. Ross ; Morresville—Vic-

tory, sold to J. W. Bishop by Jackson &
Bishop; Silver City—Gem, sold to W. A.
Thomas by J. B. Mclntyre.

Closings
Charlotte—Pearl : China Grove — Welcome ;

Marion—Oasis ; Marshallberg -^— Lyric ;

Marshall—Princess : Morganton—Carolina ;

Mt. Holly—Rex: Pittsboro—Pilot: Saluda
—Princess : Shelby—Lyric : Statesville —
Palace; Wilmington—Academy, Carolina;
Windsor—Palace; St. Paul—Grand.

Re-Openings
Morganton—Carolina.

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Oaks—Grand, sold to W. T. Cameron by
E. A. Moe.

Closings
Dravton—Metropolitan ; Flsxton—Lvceum :

Hebron—Rialto ; Leith—Opera House :

Neche—Movies ; Northwood—New Grand ;

Noonan—Grand ; Sheyenne—New Era.

Re-Openinsrs
Eli?in—Auditorium

; McVillc—-Hollywood :

Oaks—Grand.

OHIO
Changes in Ownershio

Cheviot—Chevwood. sold to Cheviot Amuse.
Co. by Queen City Motion Picture Co. :

Woodlawn, sold to Cheviot Amuse. Co
by David Helbig ; Columbus—Pythian, sold
to Louis Azorskv by Maurice Kaplan

:

Fifth Avenue, sold to Tom Snowden bv
Mevers Thea. Circuit ; Portsmouth—West-
land, sold to Robert Shields by J. Sam
Davis ; Rittman—Pastime, sold to Or'
Yudelevitz by R. C. Carmichael : Rockford—Princess, sold to J. V. Sidenbender bv
Vovle Dudgeon: Savler Park—Parkland,
sold to Louis H, Stewart by C. H. Gor-
man; Toledo—Liberty, sold to The West-
way Theater Co. by The Toledo Theater
Ent.

Closings
Columbus—Rialto; Hubbard—Liberty; Lock-

land—Avenue.

Re-Openinffs
Portsmouth—^Westland : Ripley—Ripley.

Name Changes
Ripley—Ripley, formerly Gavety.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

Garber—DeLuxe. sold to Chamber of Com-
merce by C. C. Smith.

Closings
Blair — Palace ; Hennessey — Electric ; Pan-
handle—Rex : Tin<-"n—Dixie.

Re-Openinsrs
Webb City—Liberty ; Woodvyard—Terry.

New Theaters
Cordell—A-Mu-Su, T. E. Smith, owner.

Sound Installations
Newkirk^—Newkirk, formerly Palace.

Dismantled Houses
Vici—Luella.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

Albany—Glr^be, Ramesium. sold to A Adam-
son. F. Horrigan by V. B. Kenwnrthy

;

J. J. Parker has taken over the following
theaters from Fox West Coast : Astoria

—

Liberty, Portland—Broadway, Hollywood.
Paramount. United Artists : Portland

—

Star, sold to H. Smithson by Joe Doyle.

Closings
Baker—Emnire ; Bend—Grand : Brownsville—Brownsvil'e ; Bums—Liberty ; La Grande—State ; Ontario—Maiestic : Richland

—

Richland : The Dalles—Columbia ; Wheeler—Little Theater.

Re-Openines
Eugene—Rex; Portland—R'alto.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

Evans City—Rialto, sold to H. S. Findlav
by C. A. Glenn ; Farrell—Colonial, sold to
P. M. Pegadiotes by J. Leslie; Harris-
burg—Capitol, sold to Irvin M. Engle;

Hastings—Rivoli, sold to R. Allison and
J. A. Allison by S. C. Miller; Nanticoke—
Rex, sold to Nanticoke Thea., Inc.. by
Connoly & Quigley ; NuMines—NuMines,
sold to Kenneth Snowden by John Nagy

:

Parkers Landing—^ Liberty, sold to Amer.
Legion by G. C. Foust ; Philadelphia

—

Aurora, sold to Wm, R. Tripler ; Byrd,
sold to Earl M. Forte bv West Phila.
Thea. Co.; Chestnut Hill, 'sold to Harry
B. Cahan ; Riviera, sold to Riviera Amuse.
Co. ; Stratford, sold to Bellevue Stratford
Amuse. Co. by M, M. Wax ; Pittsburgh

—

Hazelwood, so'd to M. A. Samuels by
Steinberg & Landv ; Rockwrood—Photo-
play, sold to J. W. Jones ; Steelton

—

Strand, sold to R. M. Houser by Nicholas
F. Power.

Closings
Allentown— State; Claridge — Dreamland;

Galeton—Main Street ; Grassflat—Photo-
play ; Hallstead—Eckert ; Philadelphia

—

Nelson ; Pittsburgh—Lyric ; Reading

—

Capitol, .San Toy ; Republic—Grand,
Dismantled Houses

Altoona—Palace.

Re-Ooenings
Albion — Gibbs ; Bentleyvi'le — Majestic ;

Broughton—Brouirhton ; Farrell—Strand
;

Co'onial : Evans City—Rialto: Harrisbure—Capitol; HasHngs—Rivoli; Meadowlands—Crystal : Philadelphia—Aurora. Chestnut
Hill, Riviera; Rockwood — Photoplay;
Slovan—Penn,

RHODE ISLAND
Closings

Woonsocket—Park.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Di'lon—Ritz, so'd to J. C. Ramsey by Di'-

Ion Ami e. Co.: McColl—Princess, sold
to Mrs. G. H. Welborn by W. B. Finch.
Jr.

Closings
Aiken—Rex ; Barnwell—Garden ; Beaufort

—

Ritz ; Bennettsville—Lincoln ; Clear Water
—Mills ; Fountain Inn—Rex ; Gaffney

—

Cozy ; Greenville—Temple ; Inman—Am-
usu ; Orangeburg—Ritz.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Closings

Alexandria — Alexandria; Eagle Butte —
Strand ; Leola—Century ; Platte—Lyric :

Revi'lo—Auditorium ; Soringfield—Strand ;

Worthington—Rialto ; Webster—Liberty.
TEXAS

Changes in Ownership
The R, & R, Theaters have acquired the

Hughes-Franklin theaters in the follow-

ing cities : Big Springs. Corpus Christi.

Dallas, Del Rio, Laredo, Palestine. San
Angelo, Sherman, Sweetwater, Waxa-
hachie; Archer City—Royal, sold to R. B.
Graves ; Crane—Palace, sold to J. H.
Beggs ; Decatur—Majest'c, sold to L. V.
Yates ; Floresville—Arcadia, sold to Carl
Johnson bv W, W. Harper ; Follett—Cri-

terion, sold to D. C. Crites : Garland

—

Crescent, sold to B. F. Sharp; Grapevine—Palace, sold to J. K. Buckner ; Houston
—Royal, sold to Fr^'nk Brown : Kerens-
Iris, sold to S, L. Kinter ; Kilgore—Crim,
sold to Crim Thea. ; Nederland—Neder-
land, sold to S. S. Pepper and M. Mills

:

Pittsburg—Crvstal, sold to McBay & B'e-
vins ; Poth—Princess, sold to Henry Ni"-
haus ; Rosebud—Gem, sold to J. R. Kil-
gore Royse City—Palace, sold to R. A.
Gill: Ennis—Grand. Lvric. sold to John
M. Saveg by Hughes-Franklin: San Be-
nito—Rivoli, Palace, sold to San Benito
Amuse. Co. by Hughes-Franklin ; Texar-
kana—Little Princess, sold to T. W.
Lewis.

Closings
Cuero—Palace ; Dallas—Parkway ; Daisetta

—

Twin City ; Dayton—Texas ; Ganado

—

Iris; Granger—Alamo; Houston — Or-
pheum ; Hillsboro—Texas : Knox City

—

Texas ; Olney—Princess ; Panhandle—Rex ;

Santa Anna—Queen : San Diego—Empire ;

Sherman—Grand ; Sonora — La Vista ;

Thorndale—Gem ; Three Rivers—Rialto
;

Turkey—Palace; Waco—Lyric.

Re-Openings
Crane—Palace ; Archer City—Royal ; Del Rio—Casino ; Houston — Royal ; Dajrton

—

n

NATIONAL POLL ON TASTES

LAUNCHEDjYHAYSOFnCE
(.Continued from Page 1) "I

romance is preferred on the screen. The ex- |

tent to which themes treating various phases :

of current life are preferred in motion picture
entertainment. The extent to which the pro-
iluction of classic drama on the screen might
receive popular support. The differences, if

any, between the movie entertainment re-

quirements of the debutante and the shop I

g'rl—or whether the Colonel's Lady and Judy I

O'Grady are sisters under the skin, in their

choice of films.

Questionnaires will accompany the vot.nR
forms to determine other questions of spec'al

interest to the motion picture industry, such
IS : Who dictates the choice of entertainment '

f.ire for the family—husband or wife? The
type of pictures that parents prefer as enter-

j

tainnient for their children, and other ques-
j

tions of importance to the production heads
of the industry.

Texas : Hamilton—Royal : Kirbyville—-Ps

ace : Poth—Princess ; Silsbee — Palaci

Waco—Strand.

Name Changes
Ga'veston — Cozy, formerly International

Kilbore—Crim, formerly Rex ; Nederland-
Nederland.

New Theaters
Gilmer—Strand, C. H, Cox, owner.

UTAH
Changes in Ownership

Gunnison—Casino, sold to Mrs. Lyda Dui
gins by O. E. Mclflf ; Richfield—KineinJ
sold to Huish & Asbury by A. L. StalP
ings.

Closings
Blanding—Opera House ; Dragon—Dragon
Merc; Enterprise—Star; Escalante—Star;

Fountain Green—Fountain Green ; GosheR
—Victory ; Hurricane—Star ; Montice'lo—
Monticello ; Richfield—Lyric ; Roosevelt—

*

Utopia ; Scipio—Scipio Amuse. Hall ; Kai.

mas—Opera House ; Cedar City—Or
pheum, Thorley.

VIRGINIA J

Re-Openings
|

Coeburn—Star ; S. Richmond—Ponton. I

WASHINGTON \

Changes in Ownership
Bellingham—Grand, sold to Loren L. Wah'
by Hughes Franklin ; Vancouver—CastI"
sold to J. J. Parker by Fox West Coasi
Seattle—Fremont, sold to G. W. Kingsl
by Loew & Knudson ; Stadium, sold

E. Gustafson by Montlake Thea. Co.

Closings
Glenwood—Glenwood ; Seattle—Yesler.

Re-Openings
Seattle—Fremont, Stadium.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Anawalt—Anawalt, sold to W. P. McFar
land bv U. S. Coal & Coke Co. ; Kim
ball—Kimball, sold to L. E. Rodgers b:

M. K. Murphy ; Milton—Virginia, sold ti

C. E. Reynolds by J. L. Ruthven ; Mot
gantown—Arcade, sold to D. LefF, It
.Arnold, Otto Schwerin by J. Maple ; Web
ster Springs—Millsvance, sold to Die'

P.-ilmer by Mills and Vance.

Closings
Bluefield—Granada ; FoUansbee—Roxy ; Pin
Grove—Paramount ; Ripley—Ripley.

Re-Openings
Bramwell—Palace ; McComas—Mora ; Mil
ton—Virginia.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

Kilbourn—Mission, sold to Harry Peterso
& Frank McManman by Jos, Winninger
Montello—Montello, sold to Kathryn BrUC
by Robert Nelson ; Waterford—Straw
?old to Geo. Schroeder by Schroeder i

Guthrie : Melrose—Strand, sold to I. H
Young by H. Scheppke.

Good News
Birmingham — Buster Keaton's "Side-

walks of New York" was held over at
the Galax unexpectedly due to rushing
business. It was the first holdover here
m nearly a year.

h
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Allied Appeals to Producer - Circuit Stockholders

TORONTOTOURT FINDSW FILM COMRM EXISTS

Percentage Threat Induces Action Against Dual Bills

Prexy Hays
. conducts a movie poll

By Jack Alicoate-

The good old

Preference public is to have
of the Public its say as to

what its good
old head and good old heart

prefers on the screen. No less

an authority than the good old

schoolmaster Will Hays him-
self says so, and ballots are al-

ready on the way to leaders in

every walk of endeavor to de-

termine the specific entertain-

ment preferences of every
class of population in these
good old United States. This may
be purely an academic gesture or
it may mean the virtual inaugura-
fion of a new era of motion picture
entertainment. At any rate, Prexy
Hays is enthusiastic and effervescing
with the idea and its unlimited pos-
sibilities. And further, we like it,

too, if anybody cares.
* * *

Ten years ago
A balute to today, to the very

Mr. Pettijohn hour, Charlie Pet-
tijohn stepped in-

to the Hays organization. He is the

oldest, in point of service, with the

outfit. His first position was that

of executive assistant to Will Hays.
Later he became general counsel of

the organization. His efficient work
on legislative and censorship mat-
ters is known from coast to coast,

and for it he has earned the appre-

ciation of an entire industry. We
happily extend our felicitations to

the official barrister of the industry.

He has a big job to do and is doing
it well.

News Reels
Pull 'Em In

Never in their

history have news-
reels had more
dramatic and uni-

ve^al appeal. We have had several

folks tell us recently that their reg-
(ContiHMed rm Page 2)

Cleveland Exhibitor Ass'n
in Move to Curtail

Double Features
Cleveland—Influenced largely by

a threatened percentage sales policy

on the part of distributors and f

predicted shortage of product, dou-

ble featuring as a regular policy

met its Waterloo here when mem-
bers of the Exhibitors' Association

unanimously passed a motion to pre-
(Continued on Page 5)

KENT, POMEROY CONFER

ON CO-OPERATIVE UNIT

Roy J. Pomeroy, inventor and

technical expert, is in New York
from the coast to confer with S. R.

Kent regarding a co-operative pro-

ducing and distributing organiza-

tion which is expected to include

several former studio officials.

Kansas Sunday Appeal
Set for Hearing April 20

Denver—Appeal of Kansas offi-

cials from the decision enjoining

them from interfering with the

operation of theaters in that state

on Sundays will be heard by the
(Continued on Page 5)

More M.P.T.O.A. Speakers
Names added yesterday to the speak-

er's list at the M.P.T.O.A. convention

banquet at the Mayflower Hotel, Wash-
ington, on March 15, included Conrad
Nagel, who will talk for the industry

generally. M. A. Lightman will handle

the exhibitor division, while Eddie

Dowling is to be master of ceremonies
and Louis Wiley of the New York 'Times'

will talk on behalf of the press. The
roster of convention speakers also will

include George Schaefer, Hal Home, Dr.

A. N. Goldsmith, C. E. Milliken, Martin
Quigley, Charles L. O'Reilly, Jules

Michaels, E. C. Levy, Walter Vincent,
Earle Van Hyning, Ed Kuykendahl, Fred

Wehrenberg, Jack Miller and others.

24 FEATURES SCHEDULED

BY PEERLESUOR 1932-33

Peerless intends to have 24 fea-

tures on its 1932-33 program, said

President Adolph Pollak yesterday.

This is the same number planned

for the current season, five of which
are completed. One feature, "The

(Continued on Page 16)

Neilan and Shweitt Plan
Two Features on Coast

Production of two features on the

Coast is planned by Marshall Neilan

and Murray Shweitt. Neilan, who
is now in New York, is looking for

stage plays to picturize. He expect?

to remain in the East two weeks.

Pressure Through Stockholders

Seen in Allied War on Circuits

Motion Picture Interests

Declared Not Guilty
in Ontario Case

Toronto—All film companies, the-
ater organizations, distributors and
individuals involved in the Ontario
Government's suit were found not
guilty in a decision handed down
yesterday by Justice Garrow, who
declared that the Crown had failed

to prove charges that operations of
(Continvd on Page 16)

ALLIED SEEKs¥rE FUNDS

THROUCH JNDEP'T TIEUPS

Allied States Ass'n is seeking
additional financing through tieups

with independent producers. Peer-

less Productions, headed by Adolph
Pollak, has made a deal with the

national exhibitor organization

under which Peerless will give one
theater in each territory in which
Allied operates a free booking of

(Continued on Page 8)

Ted Eshbaugh Producing

Cartoon Series in Color

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— "The Goofy Coat," first of a

series of 12 all-color sound cartoons, has made

its debut. Ted Eshbaugh, young Hollywood ar-

tist and animator, is producing the series under

a secret color mixing process which he de-

veloped. Carl Stallings is supervising the mu-

sical arrangements. New studios are being

prepared for Eshbaugh, who has temporary

headquarters at 1818-Argyle.

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Detroit

—"Stockholders and credi-

tors" of producing companies will

be asked to support Allied States

Ass'n in its efforts to "restore order

out of existing chaos" to be made

at the organization's second annual

convention which gets under way to-

day at the Hotel Statler. This

statement is understood to be linked

with the exhibitor body's move to

(Continued on Pane 8)

Theater League Calls Tax
Unjust Discrimination

In a telegram to Representative

Crisp, who introduced the new tax

bill in the House yesterday, William

A. Brady and Dr. Henry Moskowitz
of the League of New York The-

aters declared that the proposed

levy of 10 per cent on admissions

is "unjust discrimination" in com-
parison with the general manufac-
turers' tax of only 2% per cent.

Fear of Shortage Causes

Caumont to Boost to 40

Apprehensive over suitability of coming

American product for the British market,

Caumont British is expected to increase its

feature production schedule for next year from

30 to 40 pictures. The company made 23 for

release this season.
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Dual Bills Hurt Attendance, Says Saperstein
Chicago—Double features are resulting in poor quality shows, and lengthy per-

formances are keeping many people home because they don't want to stay up so
late when they must go to work In the morning, said Aaron Saperstein, president of

Allied Theater Owners of Illinois, who held a meeting yesterday to consider ways of
wiping out dual and triple bills. Several plans are under consideration.
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(Continued fyotn Page 1)

ular visits to the cinema were be-
cause of these screen animated
newspapers. And yet, with actual
drawing power and so much to offer,

their appeal, in most cases, is hid-

den under the proverbial bushel
basket. In times like the present,
when unusual news events ride the
stars, the daily newspapers sell hun-
dreds of thousands of additional
copies. In most picture houses this

same news interest, in the form that
closely approximates the real thing,
is allowed to slumber peacefully for
the lack of enthusiastic exploitation.

GOLDBERG-T.P.E. DEAL OFF
Joe Goldberg is no longer nego-

tiating with Sol Lesser and Talking
Picture Epics in the formation of
a new independent distributing and
producing company. Lesser and
Frank R. Wilson, the latter of T.P.
E., are holding daily conferences re-
garding the new organization.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STiUwell 4-7940

Eastnian Films

J. E. Brulatour. Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

2*.>...•..•>>.•>.>>>.>•>.•*>

Little Carnegie Becomes
Ufa's Premiere Theater

As a result of the closing of the
Ufa Cosmopolitan, American pre-

mieres of Ufa pictures will here-
after take place at Leo Brecher's
Litie Carnegie. First presentation
will be the Emil Jannings picture.

"Tempest," now running abroad
under the title of "Stuerme der
Leidenschaft." It opens March 15.

Brecher's method of superimposing
English translations of important
dialogue will be followed on all Ufa
films.

SOBOL REEL AT CAPITOL
First edition of "Louis Sobol's

Newsreel Scoops" opens Friday a*

•he Capitol. The showing of the

Broadway columnist's novelty news-
"eel is being announced this week
with a special one-minute ti-ailer.

something unusual in connectior
vith a one-reel subject.

HEARING PUT OFF
Hearing on the appeal in the six-

vear-old Famous Players-Lasky
(Paramount) block booking case,

tentatively set for yesterday in the

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, has

been put off until sometime later in

the week.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY. Inc.

Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741. 3742

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST
STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed negatives

and positives containing scenes of every
conceivable description

General Film Library, Inc.

MORRIS J. KANDEL, Pres.

729 7th Ave. New York City
BRyant 9-4417 Cable: KANDELFILM

PettiJohn Is Hopeful
On Tax Bill Outcome

Commenting on the proposed Fed-
eral tax bill which would impose
an admission tax on motion picture

theaters, C. C. Pettijohn said yester-

day before leaving for Washington.

"After action by the House, the

bill goes to the Senate finance com-
mittee. If we can meet this situa-

tion there with a united front, as it

was met in New York state, I am
hopeful."

Upon being introduced in the
House yesterday, the tax bill was
immediately referred back to the
Ways and Means Committee for the
formality of a report.

LAEMMLE RECEIVES AWARD
Chicago—In the presence of a dis-

inguished gathering Carl Laemmle
on Saturday was presented with a
solid gold honorary life membership
card in the Chicago Press Club. Jack
Miller and Aaron Saperstein were
among the speakers at the affair.

Telegrams were received from Mary
Pickford, Will H. Hays, Governor
Emmerson and Mayor Cermak. Also
included among film men present
were Simon Simansky, J. E. Coston.
•Jack Rose, Barney Balaban, Floyd
Brockwell, Lou Reinheimer, H.
Schoedstadt, P. F. Watkins, Henri
Ellman, R. A. Lucas, Henry Herbel,
A. J. Sharick and others.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 8-10: Second annual convention of
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De-
troit.

March 10: A.M. P. A. luncheon to Independ-
ent producers and distributors, Sardi's
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.

T. O. A.. Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

March 17: Annual meeting of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

Mar. 23 : Annual and special meetings of

RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-

ater. New York.

Apr. 8 Universal Club's Dramatic Nighi
and Dance, True Sister's Club Huubc
New York.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In-

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel. Indianapolis. Ind.

May 2-7 : Fox Film sales convention. New
York.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

Louis Sarecky Resigns
As Columbia Producer

H'cst Coast Bureau, THE FILM D.^ILV
Hollywood—Louis Sarecky, asso-

ciate producer at Columbia, has re-,

signed.

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 Seventh Ave. BRyant 9-5395

ROAD TO LIFE f
First Soviet Sound Film •

4 ABSOLUTE CAPACITY WEEKS
at the RKO Cameo Theatre

Booked over the RKO New York Circuit

30 Others To Follow
All in Sound

Sound Shorts Sound Newsreels

AMKINO GORPORATION
723 Seventh Avenue New York, N. Y.



AT LAST!

A REAL NEWSREEL!

A reel made up of international

Spot News and devoid of any

Propaganda

THE AMERICAN NEWSREEL
An Independent Newsreel

for Independents —

Talk by

LOWELL THOMAS
famous author, explorer and correspondent,

whose voice is known to the millions.

The American Newsreel Corporation
Charles Kranz, General Sales Manager

1775 Broadway New York City
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Producers Must Develop
Own Talent, Says Parker

In order to be assured of screen \
personalities in the future, pro-
ducers must develop talent, declared
Albert Parker, director and former-
ly in charge of talent in the East
for Fox, in an interview vi^ith The
Film Daily. Players of promise
should be "nursed along" until audi-
ences become familiar with them
and want to see them in more im-
portant parts, said Parker. He
believes that putting new players
into featured or starring roles is an
evil which can only prove harmful
in a great majority of cases.
A year ago the talent market was

washed clean, said Parker, and to-
day it is in even worse condition
Prom the standpoint of producers.
He pointed out that no longer can
they expect to find trained players
in roadshows and stock, as these
fields are practically extinct at pres-
ent. In screen talent, "spark,"
which is the way Parker defines
personality, represents 75 per cent
and ability 25 per cent, according
to his estimate. Ability can be de-
veloped, but not personality, he said.

Parker is enthusiastic over the
screen possibilities of Marion Burns,
current in a Charles Hopkins show,
whom he tested before he left Fox
and rushed the test to the Coast.

New Series Increases

Allied Pictures Total
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Allied Pictures' new

series of features, known as the

Custom Made group with Ned
Schukler in charge, will be in addi-

tion to the 28 features already list-

ed in the company's yearly an-

nouncement book, says M. H. Hoff-

man, president of Allied. The or-

iginal 28 includes 8 Hoot Gibsons,

8 Monte Blues, 10 Classics and two
roadshow specials. One of the lat-

ter is E. Morton Hough's "Without
Children."

Noted Lawyer as Speaker

At Ampa Fete to Indep'ts

Arthur Garfield Hays, noted
lawyer, will give the inspirational

talk at the testimonial luncheon to

independent producers being given

this Thursday by the A.M.P.A. at

Sardi's. Don Hancock will be chair

man and among the independents

who will attend are W. Ray John-
ston, Dr. Frank R. Wilson, George
R. Batcheller, Louis Weiss, Sol

Lesser, Sam Zierler, Adolph Pollak,

Joe Godberg, Jack Bellman, M. J.

Kandel and others.

MCE SILVER ON HONEYMOON
After several delays, Moe Silver,

Warner theater executive, and his

bride, the former Lily Jay Shadur^

sailed yesterday on the Scythia for

a honeymoon of several weeks in

southern waters.

STUDIO REOPENING DENIED
That the Paramount New York

studio will reopen within six weeks,
as reported in the East yesterday,
was denied by Jesse L. Lasky, who
said the plant is closing permanent-
ly.

FUTURE OF TRANS-LUX
Future plans for the three Trans- '

Lux theaters will be decided after
completion of the first fiscal year
of the Madison Ave. house on Sat-
urday. Twenty days will be allowed
all stockholders to decide the future
of the theaters. During the past 12
months the house, which seats 1^9
has played to over 475,000 admis-
sions. Stockholders are RKO, Trans-
lux Daylight Screen and Courtland
Smith.

LYON-DANIELS VISIT GARNER
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washingcon—Ben Lyon and Bebe

Daniels, who are in town in con-

nection with the personal appear-
ance of Lyon at the Fox, where his

new picture, "Big Timer," is show-
ing, were guests of Speaker John N.
Garner at yesterday's meeting of

the House of Representatives.

"SQUADRON" FOR MAYFATR
RKO's "The Lost Squadron" opens

Thursday night at the Mayfair.

COMING & GOING
3 C

M-G-M BUYS STORIES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M-G-M has purchased

the talking picture rights to the
Ibanez stories, "The Temptress" and
"The Torrent" Both were made
into silent features by M-G-M with
Greta Garbo as star.

NEW WASH'N FILM CENTER
Washington—New film center of

Washington seems set for a film

building at 119 D St., N. E. Project
is planned by real estate firm of

Carl G. Rosinski, who has invited

exchanges to locate in the building.

JACK L. WARNER sails on the Bremen
today for London in connection with War-
ner-First National production abroad.

C C. PETTIJOHN left yesterday for
Washington.

ED DONNELLY of Aesop's Fables leaves
New York for Hollywood on March 15.

DAVID LOEW and Mrs. Loew are on
their way back from the coast by auto.

PATSY RUTH MILLER is in New York.

SAM GOLDWYN sails from Havana to-

day for the coast.

STANLEY RAUGH and ARTHUR
HOUSEMAN leave New York on Friday
for the coast by auto.

JOE SEIDER has returned to New York
after a West Indies visit.

M. A. LIGHTMAN is due in New York
from Memphis tomorrow.

HARRY ROSENQUEST. assistant Vita-

phone sales manager, returned yesterday from
a two week trip to Indianapolis, Memphis,
St. Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville. He re-

ports greater cheerfulness among exhibitors.

GREGORY LA CAVA arrived from the

coast vesterday.
WILLIAM FOX is due on the coast this

week.
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THREAT OF PERCENTAGE

BRINGS DOAL BILL ACTION

(Continued from Page 1)

sent to its members a petition for
signatures in which they agree to

eliminate double features program
on all but one change a week, which
change shall not fall on a Sunday or

a holiday.

The organization as such cannot
establish policies for its members.
For this reason, the petition, as pre-
sented by M. B. Horowitz, general
manager of the Washington circuit,

could not be accepetd by the asso-
ciation, although it appeared to ex-
press the unanimous sentiment of its

membership. While such an agree-
ment, if signed by all Cleveland sub-
sequent run exhibitors, cannot be en-

forced, it is expected that it will be
binding as a gentlemen's agreement,
the petition reads:
Whereas the showing of double features is

one of the greatest evils of the industry and
Whereas continuance of same will bring

n a shortage of feature pictures, and
Whereas producers are trying to stop this

practice and
Whereas information has reached us that

producers are going to insist on percentage
pictures next year knowing that this must

•p this double featuring, and
W'hereas the neighborhood theaters cannot

\ist in Cleveland if compelled to play pic-

tures at the percentage now being asked, and
Whereas so many of the pictures that are

luiw released are of such poor quality and
V. oukl be somewhat difficult to be shown by
tliemielves, and

WTiereas business conditions are so bad in

'leveland that the exhibitors cannot afford

to pay and shelve these pictures, now there
fore

Be it resolved that commencing (tentative

date March IS, 1932) all exhibitors here
a>sembled agree to partially eliminate double
features by showing a double feature program
nn only one change a week, and that change
*hall not be a Sunday or Holiday.

Film Committees Aid
In Elevating Tastes

Cincinnati—With the cooperation
of film committees of various or-

ganizations, standards of motion
picture tastes gradually are being
elevated throughout the country,
said Carl E. Milliken of the Hay?
Office in addressing the Cincinnati
Motion Picture Council yesterday.
Great product can come only with
anlightened demand and support for

the best, Milliken declared.

REGULAR STATE THEA. DIV.
Boston—Regular quarterly div-

dend of $2 on the preferred sto'-'

has been declared by State Theater
Co.

BRITISH RIGHTS SOLD
Peerless has sold British rights to

"The Reckoning" to Butchers' Film
Service, London, through John Wild.

Staging Clucks for Films

Stage producers are putting on in-

ferior plays in order to sell their screen
rights, declared Edward Sullivan, Broad-
way columnist, over Station WOR on
Sunday night in attacking Congressman
Sirovich for his bill to probe dramatic
critics. Most of these shows should
never have been produced, asserted the
newspaperman, who accused playwrights
of trying to be commercial instead of
turning out worthwhile productions.

AlONQ™^ 'CEni DEMiL' tmni

• • • ONE OF the most significant Events in the entire
history of the film biz was launched under the most in-
significant circumstances imaginable just 25 years ago

J" Chicago when two brothers leased a 100-
seat house and their kid brother of 13 after school hours
operated a phonograph in the theater to attract patrons
the horn was on the front of the house and the young-
ster operated it from the inside

* * * *

• • • WHAT COULD sound more trivial than that?
but this initial humble job happens to be typical of a man
who for the past quarter century has wrought Great
Achievements into the foundation and structure of the Indus-
^^y that have given it Direction, Purpose, Stability,

Policy, System and above all Organization
and in every great constructive step this man has taken
he placed the Horn on the Outside while he operated
it unassumingly from the Inside so let us present the
Most Unusual Individual in motion picture history John
Balaban

• • • IT WAS in 1907 this Significant Event referred to

occurred when A. J. and Barney Balaban leased the
Kedzie theater in Chi and the youngster John did his
phonograph stuflf the next year the older brothers built
the Circle a 700-seater John was promoted to
usher of the new house he also sold tickets and
when the house was packed, and the mob started stamping their
feet for action as was the custom in those artless, care-
free days John would rush up to the booth and operate
the machine practical knowledge gained at 14
of theater operation

• • • FOR THE next 10 years this youngster was a film
salesman by day a theater operator by night
till in 1920 his brothers A. J. and Barney, along with Sam Kat?.

built the first de luxe theater the Central Park
and John Balaban joined them a full fledged

theater exec taking big part in the building of thi^

Balaban & Katz de luxe circuit that set a New Stand
ard

• • • IT WAS as director of the Tivoli that John Baiaban
inaugurated the present theater Service System now universally
used when Sam Katz came to New York in 1925 to

assume management of Publix he took over manage-
ment of Balaban & Katz and Kunsky circuits and now,
marking the crest of his brilliant accomplishments he
is handling the Paramount-Publix circuit in association wth
Sam Dembow

• • • IT WAS his keen foresight that sent Publix into the
presentation field ALWAYS working hand in hand with
Sam Katz the greatest combination of Organizing
Talent in the theater business

• • • ONE BEAUTIFUL Trait stands out in this excep-

tionally modest individual his abiding Faith in and
Loyalty to Sam Katz his chief, counsellor, guide and
pal

<i « a » » »

Buffalo—A "general denial" by an
exhibitor in an action for copyright
infringement is insufficient as a mat-
ter of law and cannot be interposed,

it has been ruled here by U. S. Dis-
trict Judge John Knight in the case
of Paramount vs. Gross and Fox vs.

Gross for holding over pictures. The
Judge holds that denials of inform-
ation sufficient to form a belief are
improper so far as they concern
allegations in the complaints regard-
ing the execution of the license con-
tracts or the designation of play-
dates thereunder, upon the ground
that these transactons are vdthin
the personal knowledge of the de-
fendants and must be either admit-
ted or denied specifically. The court
directed that an order be prepared
striking out the exhibitors' answers
unless these answers conform to his
directions in the opinion. Herbert
T. Silverberg acted as attorney fo'

the distributors, and U. S. Commis-
sioner Harding argued for the ex-
hibitors.

Kansas Sunday Appeal
Set for Hearing April 20

(Continued from Page 1)

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals on
April 20. Fox West Coast and Fox
Kansas Theaters Corp. are fighting
the case.

"TARZAN" PREMIERE
Eastern premiere of M-G-M's

"Tarzan the Ape Man" will be held
Friday night at the Stanley, Balti-
more. Special exploitation has been
arranged by Bill Ferguson for the
opening. "Grand Hotel" is scheduled
to replace "Hell Divers" at the
Astor, the first week in April.

2 RKO HOUSES DROP VAUDE
Two RKO houses in New York,

the Jefferson and the Franklin, will

drop vaudeville and go into straight
films beginning Saturday.

MANY UAPPY RETURNS

est wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the
Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birtbdayi:

March 8
Edgar B. Hitrick

Hal Hodes

Letter Solberg

Lcota Tiptoe

Glenn E. Miller

Illif M. Meore
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COMMIHEESARE NAMED

ON ALLIEDm TOPICS

Detroit — Principal topics which

will receive discussion at the Allied

States Ass'n convention starting to-

morrow at the Hotel Statler are

being mapped out and handled by

the following committees:
QUESTION BOX: C. R. Metzeer, chair-

man, Indianapolis ; A
chairman, Houma, La.

Indiana, Bloomington,

Alamo, Indianapolis

;

. J. Bethancourt. vice-

; Harry Vonderschmitt,

Ind. : Manuel Marcus.

E. R. Kelly, Empress.

Solida, Col.; W. Peterson. Palace, Tohnson-

burg. Pa.; G. C. Wilson, El Patio. Tyrone,

Pa.; Robt. Gumbier, c/o A. T. O.. 1018 S.

Wabash, Chicago; G. F. Bromley, c/o 1914

S. Vermont St., Los Angeles; Joseph Diener,

Capitol, Dubuque, Iowa; C. W. Beckler,

Electric, Burwell, Nebr. ; R. .T. Hiehle,

Hiehle, Parkersburg, W. Va. ; E. L. Staup,

Capital, Delphos, O. ; E. J. Callahan, Audi-

torium, Crockett, Tex.; Max Torodor, Ritz,

Minneapolis; Sam Zuckman. Mounds, St.

Paul; G. Lee, Eufaula, Georgia; E. F.

Maertz, Zenith, Milwaukee; W. Burr, Or-

pheum, Lancaster, Wis. ; Allen Johnson, Our,

Grand Rapids, Wis. ; Custer Garland, Garden,

Frankfort, Wis.; Tom Goldberg, 531 N.

Howard St., Baltimore; C. L. Robinson. Mt.

Prospect, Newark, N. J.; A. Gottesman,

New York.

GRIEVANCE: Otto N. Raths. chairman,

St. Paul; V. S. McCarthy, vice-chairman,

Eagle, Monteviedo, Minn.; H. T. Reynolds,

Family, Grand Rapids, Mich.; C. R. Beech-
ler, Eaton, Charlotte, Mich.; C. L. Hyde, 509

Pence Bldg., Minneapolis ; Harry Shiller.

Island, Grand Island, Nebr. ; Ben Harding,
Liberty, Council Bluffs, Iowa; Simon Myers,
Criterion, Moorestown, N. J.; Ben Amster-
dam, Philadelphia; I. A. Roth, Lyons. Mor-
ristown, N. J. ; Geo. Huebner, Crystal.

Oconomowoc, Wis. ; R. H. Dickson. Colonial.

Wabash, Ind.; A. M. Howard. New Strand,

Monon, Ind. ; H. E. Hammond, Lyric. Erie,

Pa.; M. Winograd, Oriental, Rochester. Pa.;
A. L. Sanborn, c/o 1914 S. Vermont Ave..

Los Angeles; F. E. Price, Strand. Marys-
ville, O. ; C. C. Bowling, Harlan, Harlan,
Ky. ; R. N. Smith, Mission, Mission, Tex.;
Sam Borisky, Chattanooga, Tenn. ; Geo. Gus-
sen. Ideal, Bloomer, Wis.; L. K. Brin. Gar-
den, Milwaukee.

TRAILERS: Bennie Berger, chairman,
Sioux Falls, S. D. ; Thornton Kelly, vice-

chairman, Grant-Lee, Palisade, N. ).; Charles
Komer, Piccadilly, 4014 Fenkell. Detroit ; Art
Robinson, Medbury, 5848 Hastings, Detroit

;

E. J. Schults, Casoer, Wyoming ; Sol Best,

1018 S. Wabash, c/o A. T. O.. Chicago;
.\. Alperstein, Los Angeles ; Ernest Langer-
mack. Colonial, Milwaukee ; Geo. Bishop,
Stacey Theater Bldg., Trenton, N. T. ; Frank
Henry, Stacey Theater Bldg., Trenton, N. J.

;

O. E. Panknen, Strand, Marengo, Iowa ; Tom
Brown, Strand, Iowa City, Iowa; R, R.
Livingston, Strand, Lincoln, Nebr. ; Walter

Circleville. O.; T. L.
New Lexington, O. ; S.

Kokomo, Ind. : Harry
Indianapolis: E. T.

Canonsburg, Pa. ; Wm.
Pa. ; Leaman

Geo. Gran-

Uaughman, Grand,
Hatcher, New Lex,
W. Neall. Indiana,
.\Iarkhum, Talbott,
Heedle, Alhambra,
Gray, Anton, Monongahela,
Marshall, Iris, Terrell. Tex.
Strom, Hamline, St. Paul; H. P. Greene. 31
W. Lake St., Minneapolis; W. C. Patterson,

J. C. Ritter Presiding

Detroit—James C. Ritter, veteran De-
troit exhibitor, will preside at the Allied
convention, which holds preliminary ses-
sions today and formally holds its initial

session tomorrow. Abram F. Myers will

call the session to order and will outline
pending cases on protection and legisla-

tive matters. Col. H. A. Cole will be
toastmaster at the banquet Thursday
night. Today's programs calls for meet-
ings of the board of directors and vari-
ous major committees.

2:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

12:00 M.
12:00 M.
1:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M.

10:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.

1:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

6:30 P.M.

10:30 P.M.

12:00 Night

Allied Convention Program
TODAY

Registration of Delegates

Meeting of Committees under call of Chairmen.

Dinner and meeting of National Board of Directors.

Theater parties in the evening for visiting ladies.

TOMORROW
Registration of Delegates

Opening luncheon, main ballroom.

Ladies' luncheon, ladies' parlor, ballroom floor.

Opening business session, small ballroom.

Tour of the City, Belle Isle, etc., for ladies.

Evening, theater parties.

THURSDAY
Business session, small ballroom.

Trip to Henry Ford's Early American Village at Dearborn followed

by a luncheon at Dearborn Inn, for ladies.

Buffet luncheon for men in ballroom.

Final session.

Grand banquet, grand ballroom.

Millionaire's party.

Dancing until 2 A.M.

Atlanta, Ga. ; W. Burr, Orpheum, Lancaster,
Wis.
MUSIC TAX AND COPYRIGHT: R. E.

Myers, chairman, Chillicothe, O.; M. A.
Rosenberg, vice-chairman, Rialto. Pittsburgh

;

Bert Fischer, Lincoln, Milwaukee; A. Berk-
holtz, Mermac, West Bend. Wis.; W. C.
Hunt, Casino, Wildwood, N. J. ; A. Dol-
linger. Plaza, Linden, N. J. ; Ludy Bosten,
Uptown, Muscatine, Iowa; Don Thornburg,
Family, Marshalltown, Iowa; L. C. Ehlers,
Nunden. Nunden, Nebr. ; L. Burns, Cham-
pion, Columbus, O.; P. Semelrath. 910 St.

Nicholas St., Dayton, O. ; Beniamin Beck,
Avalon. Baltimore; T. D. Goldberg, Harford,
Baltimore ; Maurice Rubin. Uptown, Michi-
gan City, Ind.; Geo. Heliotes. Rialto. Fort
Wayne, Ind. ; Peter Antonaplas, Frederick,
E. Pittsburgh, Frank Panaplos, Capitol, Mc-
Keesport. Pa. ; Holmer Mulkey, Pastime,
Clarendon, Tex. ; H. J. Peterson, Opera
House, Jamestown, S. D. ; Hiller Hoflman,
Bluebird. St. Paul; E. D. Boyd, Odel,
Georgia; Elmer G. Huhnke. Peerless. Mil-
waukee : Neil Duffy, Elite, Appleton, Wis.

;

Nathan Wolf, Lane Court, Chicago.

POOR PICTURES: H. A. Cole, chair-

man, Dallas ; E. E. Kirchner. vice-chairman.
Family, Detroit; Anthony P. Jim. Drake.
Oil City, Pa.; Israel Rath, 3414 Penn Ave..
Pittsburgh; John Bancs. Strand, Rawlins.
Wyoming; Jack Rose, c/o A. T. O.. 1018
S. Wabash, Chicago ; Saul M. Meltzer, c/o
A. T. O., 1018 S. Wabash, Chicago; C. A.
Ferry. Los Angeles; W. F. Smith. Colonial,

Clarion, Iowa ; C. C. Porter, Sun, Holdridge,
Nebr. ; J. C. ShankUn, Greenbrier, Charleston.
W. Va. ; Leo Dwyer, Celina Amusement Co..
Celina. O. ; Oscar Fine, Alhambra, Evans-
ville. Ind. ; Joe Brokaw. Opera House, An-
gola. Ind. ; Henry Hall. Rialto, Beeville,

Tex. ; C. F. Schnee. Unique, Litchfield,

Minn.; H. J. Ludcke, Ludcke. St. Peter,
Minn.; Mitchell Walfson, Miami, Florida;
C. W. Doctor, May, Maysville, Wis. ; Jack
Hickey, Grand. New London. Wis.

PERCENTAGE AND SALES POLI-
CIES: Lester Martin, chairman. Circle,

Nevada, Iowa; Emmett Thurman, vice-chair-

man, 2106 Broadway, Denver; V. E. Guil-
foile, Virginia, Wellston. O. ; R. E. Wells,
Grand, Dayton, O. ; Maurice Rubin. Uptown,
Michigan City, Ind. ; Oscar Fine. Alhambra,
Evansville, Ind, ; Wm. R. Wheat. Sewickley.
Sewickley, Pa. ; A. S. Moore, Hilltop, 804
Warrington Ave., Pittsburgh ; Leaman Mar-
shall, Iris, Terrell, Tex.; Chas. Dunsmoor.
Capitol, Marshalltown, Iowa; John Filler,

Filler, V^alley City, S. D. ; F. A. Wetsman,
Avalon, 13303 Linwood, Detroit: E. E.
Kirchner, Family, Cadillac Sq.. Detroit; L.
B. Harrell. 125 Walston St., Atlanta: Max
Torodor, Ritz, Minneapolis; N. C. Rice,
Algona, Iowa; E. M. Loew, Boston; Jack
Silliman, Avalon, Milwaukee.
BLOCK BOOKING: Fred T. Herrington,

chairman, 425 Van Braam, Pittsburgh; W. H.
Ostenberg, vice-chairman. Midwest Amuse-
ment Co., Scottsbluflf, Neb. ; John Maclay.
Strand, Dubuque, Iowa ; A. W- Lilly, Rialto,

Greenville, Tex. ; J. C. Peck, Rowena, Fen-
ton, Mich. ; R. P. Leahy, Washington, Bay
City, Mich.; C. A. Pape, Shiloh, Pittsburgh,
Pa. ; Geo. Panagotacos, State, Johnstown,
Pa. : S. J. Smith. Unique, Sisseton. S. D.

:

Geo. Johnson, Red Wing. Minn.; H. A.
Sclieidker. Orpheum, Hannibal, Mo. ; G. G.
.Shaner, Premier, Valpariso, Ind.; E. J.

Scluilte. Rialto, Casper, Wyoming; Tom Sul-
livan. Sullivan, Englewood, Cal. : Sol Best,
Chicago; Saul N. Meltzer. Chicago; L. L.
Bard, Los Angeles: R. E. Wells. Grand.

Dayton ; F. J. Ferguson, Avondale. Colum-
bus ; Joseph Brodie. Brodie, Baltimore; L.
Garman, Pimlico, Baltimore; L. H. Gold,
Treat, iNewark.

DOUBLE FEATURE: Joe Pastor, chair-
man, 1618 S. Wabash, Chicago; Fred Guil-
ford, vice-chairman. Century, Chicago; A.
Guttenberg, Hollywood, Milwaukee; Harry
Hecht, Rialto, Passaic. N. J.; G. H. Bren-
nen, Orpheum, Jersey City; iH. T. Waxmann,
Astor, Atlantic City; Nathan Dax, Hipp,
Sioux City ; Tom Brown, Strand, Iowa City

;

L. Burns, Champion, Columbus ; E. E. Finch,
C & M Amusement, Marietta, O.; H. H.
Johnson, Madison, Madison : A. E. Hancock.
Columbia. Columbia City. Ind. ; Archie Fine-
man, Pittsburgh ; Wm. Finkle. Pittsburgh

;

Dave Young, Dittman, Brownsville, Tex.

;

Paul Scott, Varsity, Dallas; Abe Kaplan,
Dale, St. Paul; E. S. Noreen. Rex. Hutchin-
son, Minn. ; O. C. Lam, Rome, Ga. ; J.
Turner, Rex, Beloit, Wis. ; O. L. Meister,
Whitehouse, Milwaukee; Everett Cole, Rialto,
Alamosa, Col. ; Samuel Halper. 1018 S. Wa-
bash, Chicago.

LEGISLATURE ACTIVITIES: Nathan
Yamins, chairman, Boston ; H. E. Huffman,
vice-chairman, 100 Broadway. Denver; A. J.

Hamilton, Hiawatha, Denver ; O. V. Kelly,
Badger, Reedsburg, Wis. ; Paul Hooven,
Trumble. Mt. Sterling, Ky. ; C. H. Robin-
son, Pastime, Williamsburg, O.; R. C. Wilby,
Atlanta ; Senator Charles L. Hyde, Grand,
Pierre, S. D.; Hiller Hoffman, Bluebird. St.

Paul; H. T. Hall. Russell, Detroit, Ray
Branch, Strand, Hastings, Mich. ; E. O.
Ellsworth, Iowa Falls, loiya : Tom Arthur,
Mason City, Iowa; A. V.' Wade, Maiestic,
Gainsville, Tex. ; H. Goldberg, Brighton,
Brighton, Pa. ; Wm. Lipsie, Indiana County,
Blairsville, Pa.; Paul Meloy. Strand. Shelby-
ville, Ind. ; E. L. Miller, Lark, Brazil, Ind.

:

J. Levine, ilrvington, Baltimore ; L. W. New-
bury. Ocean, Asbury Park, N. T.

ELIMINATION OF PRODUCERS
FROM EXHIBITION FIELD: Sidney E.
Samuelson, chairman. New York : H. A.
Blum, vice-chairman, Baltimore; Henry
Lazarus, Wonderland, New Orleans : L. L.
Lewis, Lyric, Rolla, Mo. ; J. C. Ritter, Rialto,
6345 Gratiot, Detroit; t). W. Thompson,
Deluxe, 9355 Kercheval. Detroit; H. Perle-
witz. Parkway, Milwaukee; Samuel Soltz,
Howard, Baltimore; F. W. Zimmerman. Pal-
ace, San Marcos, Tex. ; Sam Zuckman,
Mounds, St. Paul ; Geo. Settos. Rialto,
Plymouth, Ind. ; P. L. Werner. Clarendon,
Morocco, Ind. ; W. N. Youngclaus. Capitol,
Madison, Nebr. ; G. T. Woodlaw. Columbia.
Portland, Ore. ; A. E. Wilcox, Unique, Bricy-
len, Minn. ; Fred Streif. Cincinnati : Edwin
Sonr, New Roxy, Cincinnati, Ohio : Sidney
Selig, 1018 Wabash, Chicago; C, E. Nolte.
Baltimore.
PROTECTION: F. J. McWilliams. chair-

man, Milwaukee; M. B. Harowitz. vice-
chairman, Washington Circuit, Cleveland ; W.
A. StefTes. 509 Pence Bldg., Minneapolis,
Minn. ; Glenn A. Cross. Rex, Battle Creek.
Mich.; R. E. Mvers. Chillicothe, Ohio: W.
F. Easley, K. of P., Grecnsburg, Ind. ; D. J.
.Selznick, McKees Rocks, Pa. ; C. L. Niles.
Anamosa. Iowa ; W. H. Osterberg. Scotts-
bluflf. Nebr. ; Nathan Yamins. Fall River.
Mass.; A. J. Bethancourt, Houma, La.; Sid-
ney Samuelson. Newton, Newton. N. J.

:

N. W. Williams, Thomasville, Ga. : H. .
E.

Hufifman, Denver ; Aaron Saperstein, Chica-
go ; G. A. Metzger, Los Angeles; W, B.
Littlefield, Egleston, Boston ; Bert Fischer,
Alamo. Milwaukee; W. W. Whitson. Fairy-
land. I-os Angeles.

ALLIED ASS'N APPEALS

TO

(Continued from Pape 1)
ask these companies to divest them-
selves of their theater holdings.
An important object of the ses-

sions will be to "outline a general
economic program for the industry,
the foundation of which is that the
business of selling pictures to the
public should be left to independent
theater men under conditions which
will inspire them to throw into the
effort every ounce of their energy
and resourcefulness." Also to "de-
vise means to insure the determined
prosecution of all legal proceedings,
both by the Government and private
individuals, involving the interests
of the theater owners to the end
that the rights of the latter may b
vindicated. This has special refer-
ence to cases involving protection."

The convention will endorse tb'
Brookhart industry investigation
proposal and organize to support the
bill.

Plans will be made for a nation-
wide fight to defeat the pending ad-
mission tax measure on the grounds
that, if it is passed, it will "close
thousands of small theaters, prolong
the depression and increase unem-
ployment." Preparations will alsr

be made "for strengthening tb'

position of Allied and resisting the
efforts of the Hays organization
through M. P. T. 0. A., to get con-
trol of the independent exhibitors."

Allied Seeks More Funds
Through Indep't Tieups

(Continued from Page- 1)

its entire 1931-32 program. Revenue
from these bookings will go to the
Allied treasury. As a reciprocal
consideration, 'Allied will use its in-

fluence in aiding the sale of Peer-
less product. Allied has also talked
to W. Ray Johnston of Monogram
regarding a similar deal but the

matter is still pending.

PATHE CASE COMING UP
An application to exanaine before

trial all defendants in the suit of

Lena Vincent against Pathe Ex-
change is expected to be acted upon
within the next week by Judge
Aaron J. Levy in the Supreme Court.

The application, filed last month by

Harry L. Kreeger for the defen-

dants, represents over 200 stockhold-

ers in the old Pathe company acting

in accord with Lena Vincent. Cou-

dert Brothers are attorneys for

Pathe.

Patriotic Spirit

Detroil—Oscar R. Hanson's Ontario

exhib delegation, tor obvious reasons, is

headquartering on the Canadian side of

the border at the Norton-Palmer Hotel,

Windsor. The ^arty includes J. Earl

Lawson, K. C, legal counsel of Asso-

ciated Theaters, Ltd.
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EXHIBITORS WISE
AND OTHERS WISE

read the FILM DAILY
every day to know
what is happening in

the motion picture industry

as it happens.

The Film Daily has sincerely served its readers for the past fourteen years

—

Live News — Unbiased Reviews of Features and Shorts — Constructive

Criticism — Showmanship aids— Everything pertaining to the motion picture

industry in the Daily and Week End Editions

—

PLUS

THE FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOKI
( The Standard Reference Book of the Industry)

1932 Edition-lust Off The Press

The fourteenth edition of

THE FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
Containing

—

A complete list of all the theaters—open and closed.

Productions of the year with all credits.

Work of Directors—Cameramen's work.

Players and their work—All about Production.

A list of all features released since 1915, together

with review dates and 1001 other important features.

I

FREE with

one year's

subscription to

THE FILM DAILY

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway
New York City

Dear Sir:

n Please send more information regarding

the FILM DAILY SERVICE.

n Please enter my subscription to the FILM
DAILY, and The Film Daily Service
I enclose $1000 (foreign $15.00).

Name

Street

City.. Stat*.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
^HESTER M. FRANKLIN, who '

-^ directed "File 113" and the ultra- I

lodern version of Thackeray's
j

ory under the titles of "Vanicy i

air of Today," both pictures for

le Allied Classics program, has

jen retained on a long-term con-

act by M. H. Hoffman, president

Allied. Franklin, however, will

; temporarily shifted from the

lassies to the Monte Blue unit,

hich is just getting under way.

* * *

Eric Linden is being co-featured

'The Roadhouse Murder," which
Walter Ruben is directing at

KO. He recently finished work in

'he Roar of the Crowd" at War-
r First National.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Boris Karloff,

nn Dvorak, William Hawks, Seton

Miller, Richard Rosson, Fred
jhlmar, Earle Haley, Gordon Kahn,
itnur Wenzel, Jack Sherrill, Tom
jnlon, Allen Rivkin, C. Jerome
oiwin, Pincus J. Wolfson at the

eview of "Scarface."
* * *

Gene Morgan, stage and screen

vonte, will open the Gene Mor-
m Jr'yramid Club March 10. Bunny
Lldon will put on the floor show

1 each member of the chorus will

named alter one of the major
adios. After the formal opening,

le night a week will be devoted

i
I

one of the studios as a special

'.ght.
* * *

Valentin Mandelstamm, who is

cral French counsehor for Para-
int, M-G-M and Warner Bros.-

<t National, will spend a few
•jiiths in Paris, where he will at-

iid conferences dealing with new

p
gidations pertaining to synchron-

\ ed French pictures.
I 4> * *

Sammy Fuller has completed
Jirt," a newspaper novel, which
cCauley's of New York is consid-

ing for publication.
* *

Arthur Pierson has been cast by
iramount in "Clara Deane."

« * *

John G. Adolfi has added Ran-
^Iph Scott, Murray Kinnell and
2on Waycoff to his cast for "A
"^cessful Calamity," starring
>rge Arliss.

* * *

C Jerome Horvnn, who wrote
'Vie Higher Ups" in collaboration
ith Marion Dix, is collaborating
ith Allen Rivkin and Pincus J.

olfson on "Young Justice," an

Kidnaping Stories on Way
Bernard Schubert, who recently concluded an RKO writing contract, has a kid-

naper story up his sleeve which he thinks will exert wide intluence toward discouraging
crimes ot this kind. Arrangements tor production are in progress at Universal City,
timeliness ot the subject is expected to bring out a number ot kidnaping stories shortly.

640 Roles for Pallette
Eugene Pallette began his 640th role

when he started work the other day in

Paramount's "Thunder Below," starring

Tallulah Bankhead. Pallette made his

screen debut 21 years ago as a juvenile
lead.

jrigMul which vnll serve as a Uni-
jeraui starring vehicle for Lew
.17/res. "Ihe Higher Ups" will star
^oiistance Bennett at Warner-First
National.

* * if

Charlotte Henry, playing the title

role in Tiffany's "Lena Rivers," is

another girl from Brooklyn who
made good in Hollywood. At the
age of 14, Miss Henry made her
Broadway debut in "Courage," in
which she played the leading juve-
nile role opposite Junior Durkin.

* if Mf

Options on Buzz Barton and Bob
Custer for the remaining pictures
on the current schedule have been
taken up by Big 4.

* * *

Big 4 will start production on
"Scarlet Brand," a Bob Custer west-
ern, as soon as Custer returns from
a vacation in the California wilds.
Custer, who has worked continuous-
ly, asked Supervisor Burton King
for some time off to play.

* * *

In addition to Ginger Rogers, Lew
Cody, Vivian Oakland, John Sheehan,
Wilfred Lucas and Ralph Ince, who
have been announced as members of

Joe E. Brown's supporting cast in

"The Tenderfoot," other names in

the cast include: Mae Madison,
Marion ("Peanuts") Byron, Walter
Percival, Joe Barton, Edith Allen,

John Larkin, Harry Seymour, Rich-
ard Cramer, Douglas Girrard, George
Chandler, Jill Dennett, Theodore
Lorch, Alan Lane, Charlotte Mer-
riam, Zita Moulton and Lee Kohl-
mar. Ray Enright is directing the
picture, which has been authored by
Arthur Caesar, Monty Banks and
Earl Baldwin.

if * *

Paramount announces that Alison
Skipworth, Richard Bennett and
George Barbier will be united in a

dramatic human interest story ten-

tatively titled "The Countess of

Auburn." Frances Dee will supply
juvenile interest. The story, just

purchased, is an original by Malcolm
Stuart Boylan and Harvey Harris

Gates.
« * «

Murdock MacQuarrie and Ed Le
Saint have been assigned character

roles in Columbia's next Tim Mc-
Coy vehicle, "Gun Justice," now in

production with D. Ross Lederman
directing. Alberta Vaughn and Wal-
lace MacDonald have already been

signed for this feature.
* *

Dick Pritchard is arranging a girl

contest which will be held March
18 and 19 at the Strand theater,

Belvedere Gardens, a suburb of Los
Angeles. The winner will be given

a contract by Allied Productions. J.

Farrell MacDonald will judge the
contest. Donald Keith and Jimmy
Harrison, screen players, will pre-
sent a sketch in conjunction with the
contest.

if * it

More Passing Show: Edward I.

Luddy and Sidney Fox chatting at

Universal; D. W. Kaufman, Holly-
wood correspondent of the Detroit

"Free Press," driving his new Ca-
dillac.

* * *

Manny Nathan and Jerry Fair-

banks, producers of the "Strange As
It Seems" series, were nearly
drowned while photographing "Jew-
els of the Sea," a subject dealing

with deep sea fish life.

if if if

Arnold Lucy has completed work
in ''Western Passage," the Ann
Harding picture at RKO-Radio. He
also worked in "Polly of the Cir-

cus," "Alias the Doctor" and "Lady
With a Past."

:ti ^ if

It happened at the Mack Sennett

lot. "Andy, I've dyed my hair back
to its natural shade," said Betty
Henderson, the telephone girl. "Off

the gold standard, eh?" was Andy
Clyde's rejoinder.

« « *

Daniel B. Clark, ace cameraman
who has photographed Tom Mix in

several pictures, will be in charge
of the photography on "Death Val-

ley Tom," which will star Mix.
* * *

Bernard Schubert, who recently

completed a long term contract as

scenarist with Radio, may shortly

return to his first love of producing
stage plays. Schubert, it is reported,

is negotiating for the rights to a

German play, "Loving Child," which
he plans to present locally.

if if *

John Darrow, prominent juvenile

player, who recently completed a

long term contract with Radio, has
started a new fad in Hollywood that

is proving popular among the

younger set of athletes. It is polo

played astride a bicycle instead of

a horse.
* * *

Wallace Smith's popular novel of

several years ago, "The Little Ti-

gress," is going into another print-

ing. Brewer, Warren & Putnam,
Inc., of New York are the pub-

lishers.
* *

Pete Smith will supply some more
of his humorous rapid-fire comments

for "Trapeze Short," an M-G-M short

subject in which Alfedo Codona,
noted acrobate, will appear.

if * *

J. Carroll Naish's press agentess,
with a burst of speed, rushes us the
information that Naish's family tree
bristles with important names.
Among them are the Duchess of
Marlborough, Sir Roger Bellingham,
Lord Chief Justice John Naish, Gen-
eral Sarsfield and Gerald Griffin-
Naish, novelist and poet. 'Tis a
"Naish" thing to know.

* * «

,
By the way, Naish, who is the

first of his family to take up a the-
atrical, career, is playing one of the
leads in "Two Seconds" at Warner-
tirst National.

if if if

Florine McKinney, former Fort
Worth, Tex., girl, is making good in
Hollywood, her work in "The Mira-
cle Man ' was so pleasing that she
was assigned a supporting part in
Clara Deane," which Louis Gasnier
and Max Marcin are directing.

* if if

Albert Lovejoy, former head of
ihe Cambridge School of Drama at
Jtiarvard University, is now coaching
the young stock players at the RKO-
iiaaio studio. Prior to taking charge
ot the Cambridge School of Drama,
ne neaded dramatic departments at
me University of Washington and
Columbia University.

* *

Horace Jackson, author of the
screen plays for most of the recent
Constance Bennett starring films,
has been given a new long term
contract as an RKO-Radio writer,
ile is collaborating with Samuel Or-
mtz on the adaptation and dialogu-
ing of the forthcoming Constance
tiennett vehicle, "Free Lady."

The membership, to date, of the
West Side Asthma and Riding Club
consists of S. J. Perelman, who ed-
ited the Brown "Jug"; Samson
Raphaelson, Illinois "Sien" ; Herman
J. Mankiewicz, Columbia "Jester";
Albert De Mond, John Hopkins
"Black and Blue Jay"; Bob Philippi,
Standford "Chapperal" ; Allen Riv-
kin, Minnesota "Ski-U-Mah" ; Bill

Crouch, Grinnell "Malteaser" ; Jim-
my Starr, California "Pelican"

;

Jerry Horwin, N. Y. U. "Medley";
W. R. Wilkerson, St. Mary's "Moun-
taineer"; Austin Parker, Cornell
"Widow." More former editors of
college humorous papers are ex-

pected to join the organization.

55 Cameras on Para. Lot
Cameras in daily use on the Para-

mount lot in Hollywood total 55. Of
this number, 24 are motored and
equipped for sound, 16 silent cameras
with motors are used for auxiliary work,
and 15 motored cameras are used for

filming main titles, etc. Number of

cameras used on a single set varies from
one to ten.



What yoHi*'

ERPl SERVICE
dollar buys ...

These facts show

how each ERPl Service dollar

protects the exhibitor . . .

I 54. 1 % for the inspection service that pre-

vents trouble— rendered by 600 men trav-

eling 5,720,000 miles a year— to maintain

highest standard of tonal quality.

II 13% for emergency and appointment calls

which would be greater except for the pre-

ventive inspection service.

III 13% for maintenance of 35 branch

oflSces, 173 other service points and $750,000

stock of spare parts which make possible imme-

diate emergency repairs, quick replacements.

IV 4.6% for replacements, repairs and im-

provements made at ERPl cost and for main-

tenance of Bureau which reduced repair

costs 46% in 1931— saving exhibitors over

$750,000!

V 4.3% for general administration and engi-

neering which make possible efficient nation-

wide service and uniform quality operation.

VI 11% for protection against fire loss—
assuring complete replacement immediately

without cost to exhibitor.



f 5 years of ERPI
SERVICE experience
made this economic
dollar division possible

Experience with more than 8000 theatres proved to us that further

'educing the number of preventive calls means increased emergency and

ippointment calls! CL To reduce branch points and stocks would endanger

naintenance of service— which would prove costly to the exhibitor.

fL ERPFs protection against fire loss by immediate

replacement without loss of time is an economy of

ijERPI service. CL All economies made possible by

five years of developing the present efficiency of

ERPI Service have been reflected in repeated and

voluntary adjustments of the service charge.

Westcrti
sou N D

^tectric
SYSTEM

Rate of ERPI Service

charge reduction

1928 1929 1930 1951

>forthern Electric in TanadM

distributed by

Ekctrkat Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.

These ERPI economies have

resulted in savings of more

than $7,000,000 yearly to ex-

hibitors— without impairing

quality and performance.
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Denver-^Sam Feinstein, formerly
manager of the RKO exchanere, has

Standard px^^aj»n the agency for the "Passion
Play" for the United States from
Denver west.

TORONTO COURT TINDS

NO r!LM COMBINE EXISTS

{Continued from Paar 1)

the accused were in violation of the

combines or investigation act or

criminal code. The opinion states

that no price fixing or lessening o^

competition in supply of films hac'

been proved. Protection was founr'

to be inherent in industry and no'^

in violation of law
hibition contract and arbitration

clause were found lawful. America' r,

decisions were held not to be anrlic-

able in Canada. Motion Picture

Distributors and Exhibitors' Ass'n

was found not to be dominated or

controlled by Famous Players Can-

adian Corp. Distributing companies
were found not to be acting in com-
bination. Reasons for iudgment in

detail are to be handed down in

few days.

The Toronto hearing represen'e''

the action taken by the Province of

Ontario following the decision hand-

ed down in Ottawa last July by

Peter White, K. C, who was ap-

point to conduct the Canadian Labor

Ministry's probe. White turned in

a finding to the effect that a com-

bine existed and left it to the var

ious provinces to prosecute.

Among those named in the indict

ment here were Famous Player?

Canadian, Bloom & Fine Theaters

Samuel Bloom, Irving Fine. Theater

Holding Corp., Premier Operating

Co., N. L. Nathanson, M. P. Dis-

tributors and Exhibitors of Canada.

Canadian Educational Films, Cana-

dian Universal Films, Famous Lasky
Film Service, Fox, RKO, Columbia.

Regal Films, United Artists, Vita

graph and Tiffany. Upon being ar-

raigned, all pleaded not guilty.

In the Ottawa suit the defendant?

included Famous Players Canadia-

Corp. and subsidiaries, Canadian

Educational Films, Canadian Uni-

versal Film Co., Famous Lasky Film

Service, First National, Fox, RKC
Columbia, Regal, United Artists

Warner Bros., Vitagraph, M. P. Dis-

tributors and Exhibitors of Canadr

and others.
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SID DANNENBERG PROMOTED
Cleveland — Sidney Dannenberg

has succeeded E. J. Keefe as pub-

licity and advertising man for the

Warner theaters in the Cleveland

territory.

TO-DAY'S^
BIG \

EVENT L
AS SEEN BY VM^P
THE PRESS ^ «k

AGENT

"Employees at the M-C-M film plant

In the last year used 2,000,000 paper

cups on stages where drinking water

is kept."

—M-C-M.

Los Angeles—The San Carlos and
'he Starland have been temporarily
closed by Jake Lustig. Both north-
end houses are scheduled for early
reopenings.

Longmont, Col.—Wm. Menagh is

remodeling a store building and i?

installing a 400-seat theater to be
known as the State, the name of
his houses at Boulder and Greeley.

Denver—Gus Cohn, manager, and
Bill Egren, chief booker for the
Rocky Mountain Division of Fox
West Coast Theaters, are in Los
Angeles for an organization meet-
ing.

Pomona, Cal.—The Belvedere, for-

mer Hughes-Franklin house, is now
under the management of Frank
Bresson.

Chicago — Theaters which have
closed during the last few weeks
include the Prophets, Prophetstown;
State, Princeton; Community, Meta-
mora (through Lent), and Haw-
thorne, Cicero, all in Illinois. Re-
opening are the Lucille, Chicago,
by Morris Zimmerman; and the
A.lcyon, Highland Park, by Johnny
Jones.

Los Angeles—Mel Hulling is the
new manager of Mannie Brown's
Pacific Coast exchanges, in place of

George Calderas who recently re-

signed.

Meriden, Conn. — The Fox-Poli,
East Main St., has closed for the
season.

Denver—Theaters closing in the
past week in this district include:
State, Lewellen, Neb.; Sagauche,
Sagauche, Colo.; Lyman, Lyman,
Neb.; Folly, Denver; Princess. Ault.
Colo., and the Auditoriurri, Limon.
Colo.

N.V.A. WEEK APRIL 16-22

Apri 16 to 22 inclusive has been
designated bv the executive commit-
tee of the N.V.A. Benefit Fund for

the national drive, with the pageant
of stars at the Metropolitan Operp
House the evening of May 1. In

the executive committee are Sam
Katz, Pat Casey, Nicholas M.
Schenck, Harley L. Clarke, Hiram S
Brown, Harry M. Warner, Will H.
Hays and Spyros Skouras.

NEW HOUSE FOR DELAND
Deland, Fla.—Good-Fellows The-

ater Co., sponsoring a new, locally-

owned theater, announce the open-
ing date as April 15. Work of re-

modelling a store building begins
immediately. B. L. Hall, theater
manager for many years, will have
charge of the new house. Officer?

of the corporation are W. H. Good-
fello, president; E. K. Jones, vice-

president and H. V. Pay, secretary-
treasurer.

PLAINFIELD HEARING TODAY
Plainfield. N. J.—Court hearing in

two cases involving Sunday shows
here will be held today. Publix has
continued to operate its houses on
Sunday for the past seven weeks in

the face of arrests or summons
each time.

ADDS MOVIE DEPARTMENT
"Ladies' Home Journal" is the

latest periodical to start a motion
picture department listing "Recom-
mended Motion Pictures" together
with a brief report on the new films.

PATSY RUTH MILLER IN PLAY
Patsy Ruth Miller, now in New

York, will play the lead in "All
That Glitters," a play written by
her husband, Tay Garnett, director.

Production is now being arranged.

PROTEST YUGOSLAV QUOTA
Paris — Likelihood of American

film firms quitting Yugoslavia as
a result of that Government's new
film quota law is expressed by Paris
i-epresentatives of the American
firms. Yugoslavia wants the dis-

tributors to either produce films

there, or buy 70 meters of native
sound films for every 1,000 they
bring in. Beginning with 1934 the
quota goes up to 150 meters for
every 1,000.

SHOWING FAY FILM
Frank Fay's independent feature

"Fool's Advice." direc^'ed by Willian^

A. Seiter, will be given a privatr
r)review at the Palace tonie-ht fol

^owing the regular vaudeville per-

formance. Also in the cast are Half-

Hamilton, Ruth Hall, Berton Chur-
•"hill and Nat Pendleton. No dis-

ribution arrangements have been
made.

PUBLIX ALABAMA CHANGES
Birmingham — Rollin K. Stone-

brook succeeds Vernon Reaver a?

manager of the Alabama, Public-

house. Stonebrook has been with
Publix in Florida. Jack Murphy be
comes assistant manager, replacing
Ben Sims.

THEATER CO. BANKRUPT
Gadsden, Ala.—A voluntary peti-

tion in bankruptcy was filed recent-
ly by the Gadsden Amusement Co.
with liabilities listed at $23,974.37
and no assets. Company operates
the Gadsden.

"ALIAS DOCTOR" GROSS UP
Week-end gross of "Alias the

Doctor," Richard Barthelmess film
at the Winter Garden, was $1.78-4

more than the first week-end of
"The Hatchet Man," according to
Warner Bros., who predict a $50,-

000 week.

24 FEIITORES SCHEOOLED

BY PEERLESS FOR 1932-33

(Continued from Page 1)

Warning Shadow," has just gom,
into production at the Metropolitarl
Studios with Edgar George Ulmei!
directing. "A Child, for Sale" fol-!

lows.

:.

5 MORE YEARS FOR MALOY
Chicago—Thomas E. Maloy, busi

ness representative of the M. P. Op
erators' Union for 15 years, haj
been re-elected for another five-yeai
term along with the other officials
who include: Thomas J. Reynolds
vice-president; Hal Johnstone, sec-

retary-treasurer; Jack Wolfberg
David Day, and Arthur Lyons,
trustees; Michael G. Whelan, Berl
P. Hannaberg, Louis A. Morris anc
Ralph W. Russ, executive board, am
William Brooks, sergeant-at-arms. i

NEW QUEBEC THEATER TAX
Montreal—Under new amusemeni

taxes which have just gone into ef
feet in the province of Quebec, th(,

old tax of 10 per cent has been in-|
creased to 12y, per cent and this isl

further increased by making al«
fractions of a single admission int(

a full cent. The Provincial Governi
ment gets the benefit of the entirf
increase.

CLEVELANDERS GO SOUTH
Cleveland -— Mr. and Mrs. Pai

Gusdanovic and Mr. and Mrs. Sa:
Stecher have left bv automobile
spend a month in Florida.

FLANIGON ATTENDING MEET
Cleveland — Edward C. Flanigo

president of the Cleveland M. P. E:
hibitors' Ass'n, will represent thf
organization at both the Allied a;

M. P. T. 0. A. conventions.

JULIUS NORDINE BETTER
Cleveland—Julius Nordine, lod|

Publix booker, returned to his desl
this week after an eight weeks* ilB

ness.

FIGHT PICTURES FOR RKO
Official pictures of the Petrolle

Battalino fight at Madison Squar
Garden this Friday night will b
shown the following day at the Hip
podrome and various other RKO cir

cuit houses in New York.

AGNES AYRES IN VAUDE
Agnes Ayres opens in Philadel

phia on Monday in a vaudevill
skitch written by Louis Cline.

America has one picture theater for

every 4,800 inhabitants; England one

for every 12,000; the Netherlands one

for every 27,000.



Intimate in Character
international in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Fox Threatens Action on Re-sale of Accessories

ALLIED m OPENS WM BROOKHARQ FRONT

Cleanup oF 'Premium Racket' is Voted by Allied

National Better Business

Bureau Planned—Ass*n

to Share in Profits
By ARTHUR ff'. EDDY

Detroit^—Creation of a National
Better Business Bureau to "end the

premium racket" was voted by the

Mard of directors of Allied States

A.ss'n at its meeting yesterday prior

to the formal opening of the annual
eonvention, which gets in full swing
today. Allied will effect a tieup with
an estabished premium company

(Co^nttHKCd an Pafic 11)

IMD OF CIRCUITS SOUGHT

IN CHICAGO DUAL BILLWAR

Chicago—Although no information
has been given out as to the word-
ing of the resolution against double

and triple features adopted by a

majority of the 250 independent ex-

hibitors on Monday, it is understood
to be an appeal to producer-circuit

owners asking their cooperation in

eliminating the current evil. Floyd
Breckel, head of Midwest Theaters,

(C<nitinHed on Papc 11)

Unions and Studios Reach Settlement
Wfst Cmut Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A settlement has been reached in the contract negotlatioRs between
the studios and the unions. New pact will be for two years. Pat Casey represented

the producers, while President William Elliott of the t.A.T.S.E. & MJ>.0. has been

here from New Yorfc to sit in on the union side.

AmericanNewsreelAfter
2,000 Allied Accounts

450 Solons to Be Guests
At M.P.T.O.A. Banquet

Biggest attendance in the history

of M. P. T. O. A. conventions is in

prospect for next week, with Vice-

President Curtis and 450 senators
and congressmen listed among the

guests for the banquet Tuesday eve-

ning at the Mayflower Hotel, Wash-

No Layoff This Summer
At Warner-F. N. Studios
Activity at the Warner-First Na-

tional studios in Burbank will con-

tinue throughout the summer with

no shutdown, it was stated by Jack

L. Warner in New York yesterday

before sailing on the Bremen for

England. From four to six pictures

will be in work continuously, War-
ner said.

Detroit—A deal whereby Allied

States Ass'n will guarantee 2,000

accounts and share in revenue is

expected to be closed by officials of

the American Newsreel Co. now at-

tending the Allied convention here.

Charles Kranz and Harry McCorry
will present the proposition to the

Allied board of directors probably

today. The arrangement would pro-

vide for two issues a week, obtained
(Continued on Page 11)

Allied May Invoke Trust Laws

In Fight on Producer Houses

Federal Probe Endorsed
by Allied Board of

Directors
By ARTHUR W. F.ODV

Detroit—Unanimous endorsement
of the Brookhart measures by the
board of directors of Allied States
Ass'n at a session yesterday after-
noon marked the opening of the Al-
lied's second annual convention at
the Hotel Statler here. The action
of the directors in giving first at-
tention to the proposed bills, one

(CoHtinncd on Paqc II)

SALE OF RADIO UNIT ENDS

PARA. STOCK REPURCHASES

With the sale of its half interest

in Columbia Broadcasting System to

William S. Paley and associates for

$5,200,000, Paramount has repur-
chased all of its common stock which
it was obligated to buy back under
the agreement under which it ac-

quired C. B. S., and the company has
(.Continued on Pa{ic 11)

(Ci»itiinifd OH Piuir 11)

Plainfield Sunday Fight

Going Before Grand jury

Detroit — Invoking of the anti-

ti-ust laws in an effort to compel

producer-circuits to divest them-

selves of theaters is expected to

come up at the Allied convention

now in progress here.

The situation in New Jersey as

regards Warner Bros, domination is

certain to enter into the discussions

during the session.

Indie Protective Ass*n

Proposed by A. G. Hays
A protective association for inde-

pendent producers and distributors

may be formed as the outcome of

the A.M.P.A. luncheon tomorrow for

the independents at which Arthur

Garfield Hays will sound the key-
(Continued on Pane 11)

Supply Houses Notified by Fox
Against Re-sale of Accessories

Plainfield, N. |.—At the trial for operating
theaters here on Sunday, three Publix managers,
Douglas Comar of New Dorp, Allen Goldsmith
of Perth Amboy, and Rocco Dilinoex of Red
Bank, were held under ball bonds of $1,000 for
tlie grand jury. They are charged with main-
taining "disorderly houses in habitual violation
of the Sunday closing law."

Fier Quits Nat'l Screen,

Succeeded by Wm. Quinn
WeU Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAJU
Hollywood—Jack Fier, for eight

years western division manager for

National Screen Service, has re-

signed. He is being succeeded by

William Quinn.

Claiming that re-sale of advertis-

ing posters and accessories is a vio-

lation of the copyright law, Fox
Film is threatening action against

various supply houses engaged in

the practice. In a letter signed by
Vice-President Charles F. Richard-

son, it is pointed out that acces-
(Cniiliniied on Pa<ie 11)

Albany Senate .*
. . roves

Bill to Admit Juveniles
Albany—By a vote of 27 to 20 the

Senate has passed the Hickey bill

permitting unaccompanied juveniles

from 10 to 16 years old to be ad-

mitted to theaters in cities of less

than 1,000,000, between hours of 10

A. M. and 6 P. M., provided the films

have been approved by the depart-

ment of education, and also provid-

ing there are seats available in a

segregated section with a super-

visor in attendance. The measure
now goes to the Assembly.

Only Exchange Using

5-5-5 Film Contract

Detroit—Hollywood Pictures' exchange here,

believed to be the only exchange in the coun-

try using the S-5-5 contract, will continue to

use this agreement during next season.
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Loew's,' Inc
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MORE INDIES FOR LUNCH
In additions to names already an-

nounced for the A.M.P.A. testimoni-

al luncheon to independents sched-

uled for tomorrow at Sardi's, the list

was amplified yesterday by the addi-

tion of Claude Macgowan, Harry
Thomas and Herman Gluckman.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City J>
154 Crescent St. J'J

STUlwell 4-7940 iX

Eastman Films

J. E. Brulatour. Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

::

$2,516,602 Operating Loss
Reported by RKO for 1931

Consolidated operating loss of $2,-

576,602.66, without taking into ac-

count a net loss of $44,860 from the

sale of investments and capital as-

sets and exclusing $1,500,000 of the

loss from the operation of the prop-
erties of RKO Pathe Pictures, Inc.,

and its subsidiaries, for which a re-

serve was created to provide for

losses expected at the time of ac-

quisition pending complete organiza-

tion, is reported by RKO and all

subsidiaries for the calendar year

1931.

In addition to the foregoing, ex-

traordinary items were charged to

profit and loss account in the amount
of $2,577,834.78, representing
charges, write-offs and deductions in

respect of unabsorbed salaries of

artists, abandoned picture produc-
tions, amortization of organization,

development and experimental ex-

penses, provisions for deposits and
loss on foreign exchange, which from
the staridpo'int of future bperatipns

the nianagement 'deemed it advisable

to make as of Dec. 31, 1931, and
also representing an acceleration of

the basis for. amortizing the costs

of" pictures, it is stated in President

Hiram S. Brown's letter to stock-

holders.

Under the plan of refinancing ap-

proved in December, $5,981,887.50

has been paid on debentures and
stock, with the balance to make up
a total of $11,600,000 being payable

on call. At the meeting scheduled

for March 23 the company will ask

stockholders to vote on reduction of

common stock valuation from $19.94

to $10 a share.

Keith-Albee-Orpheum statement
for 1931 shows net profit of $1,-

620.33, while statement of Orpheum
Circuit for the year shows net loss

of $798,621.50. Plans for a revalua-

tion of the theaters and properties

of these two subsidiaries are men-
tioned by Brown in his letters to the

respective stockholders.

CHAPLIN TO JAPAN
Naples—Charlie Chaplin, accom-

panied by his brother, Sydney, sail-

ed 'his week on the Suva Mara fo:

Kobe.

NEC $cmjr;LEc
Announces
he has

Now in Preparation
•)AIL BAIT"

Also known as

"UNDER ACE"
ALL RIGHTS FULLY PROTECTED

5360 Melrose Ave. Hollywood, Cal

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS

LATEST equipment for recording sound

on film and disc and synchronizing.

Several large sound stages, many sets.

Sound truck available. Prices very

reasonable.

1600 Broadway New York

Tel.: LAckawanna 4-7511

West Coast Interests

Confer with S. R. Kent
Sidney R. Kent in the past week

has been approached by various
coast interests, with whom he has
held conferences regarding the situ-

ation in Hollywood, but nothing in
the way of a deal expected to de-
velop before the middle of next
month, Kent said yesterday. Roy J.

Pomeroy is among those who have
come here from the coast to see him
on propositions.

Jackter Not Affected
By Safron Joining Col.

Rube Jackter, assistant sales man-
ager of Columbia, is in no way af-
fected by the appomtment of Jerome
Safron to an executive capacity for
the promotion,. of sales, with head-
quarters in- .New York. Charles
Rosenzweig is general sales man-
ager of Poliirn'bia. ..'...'_.,

^ MASCOT SERIAL AT ROXY
Mascot Pictures . latest serial,

"Shadow of the Eagle," with John
Wayne, Dorothy Gulliver and Ken-
neth Harlan, has been booked to

play the Roxy, starting March 12.

This is the third Mascot serial to
play this house since July. "The
Lightning Warrior," another Mas-
cot serial, has just completed its

run.

POLA NEGRI AT PARAMOUNT
Pola Negri will appear in person

at the New York Paramount for a
week starting this Friday.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 8-10: Second annual convention of
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De-
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ-
ent producers and distributors, Sardi's
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

March 17: Annual meeting of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

Mar. 23 : Annual and special meetings of

RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-

ater, New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House.
New York.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of 'In>

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypooi
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind. '.I''

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention, New
York.

WARNER BACK TO GRIND.
After a $2 run of "The Man Who

Played God," which goes into the
Strand at popular prices on Friday;'
the Warner on Broadway resumes &'

continuous policy with "The Heart"
of New York," which is currently
playing the Strand.

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film
Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone; MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

ROAD TO LIFE f
First Soviet Sound Film •

4 ABSOLUTE CAPACITY WEEKS
at the RKO Cameo Theatre

Booked over the RKO New York Circuit

30 Others To Follow
All in Sound

Sound Shorts Sound Newsreels

AMKINO CORPORATION
723 Seventh Avenue New York, N. Y.
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The clipping on this page reprinted

by courtesy of Motion Picture Daily,

from its issue of January jtK, 1932.
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State-Lake, Chicago, Records Leap to

Peak in Premiere Onslaught.

CROWDS! CROWDS! CROWDS! in a

swooping stampede to box-offices!

Depression scrams. Prosperitycomes
baclcwitli awlioop!

Wires throb . . . telephones

hum , , , as gala throngs

write the dramatic story \

of ''Squad's '' Sensational

Performance!
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TAKES OFF IN ALL
THE NATION'S KEYS!

Preceded by TerrificAd
Salvo Which Presents

This Attraction Exactly

As ItIs: THE GREA TEST
MELODRAMATIC NOV-
ELTY SMASH HIT OF
THE SEASON!
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THE BIGGEST BILL OF SHO
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UN
for Easter Release

VvxlAl a piaure to yank audiences out of

their humdrum lives . .

.

LAJNUl— the screen's dramatic meteor, soars

to new heights of stardom . .

.

A STOIv I bristling every second with

dynamic thrill and action

FOUR winners of the Calcutta Sweepstakes —
overnight millionaires— thrown together, staking

life, love and honor on more millions . .

.

AVAILABLE March 27th

':«^*:&=^v^
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t

r;i

with

ELISSA LANDI
VICTOR McLAGLEN ALEXANDER KIRKLAND

PAUL CAVANAGH RALPH MORGAN
BARBARA WEEKS BERYL MERCER

HERBERT MUNDIN
Uovel: NALBRO BARTLEY Screen play: GUY BOLTON

SAM TAYLOR Production

FOX PLAT DATES ARE PAT PMES
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H'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Paramount will com-

plete its 1931-32 production sched-

ule by May 1, according to present

plans, which call for nine features

going into production within the

next two weeks and five to follow

immediately after.

Five pictures are now in the final

stages of editing for release during

March and April. They are: "Danc-

ers in the Dark," "The Broken
Wing," "Sky Bride," "The Miracle

Man" and "This is the Night." Pic-

tures now in production are "Sin-

ners in the Sun," "The World and

the Flesh," "Thunder Below" and

"Clara Deane." Scheduled for pro-

duction this spring are a Marlene

Dietrich feature not as yet titled,

"Love Me Tonight," "Horse Feath-

ers," "The Lives of a Bengal Lanc-

er," "Jerry and Joan," "Merton of

the Talkies," "The Challenger,"

"Come on Marines," "The Glass

Key."

"Lost Squadron" Beating

"Cimarron" B. 0. Records
Running ahead of "Cimarron,"

first of the ten best pictures for

1931 in The Film Daily pool, RKO's
"The Lost Squadron" has broken at-

tendance and box-office records in

the majority of key city openings.

Box-office reports from eight situa-

tions show the feature doing greater

grosses than "Cimarron" in early-

week receipts. These houses include

RKO Keith's, Syracuse; RKO
Keith's, Washington; RKO Albee,

Providence; RKO Keith Albee,

Rochester; RKO Palace, Cincinnati;

RKO Main Street, Kansas City;

RKO Orpheum, Seattle; RKO Ma-
jestic, Dallas.

Despite inclement weather, and in

several cities heavy snowfalls, hold-

overs for "The Lost Squadron" are

reported for Chicago, Cleveland, Des
Moines and Washington, with sever-

al other cities planning to hold the

film for two and three weeks.

Hollywood Pictures

Opening Fourth Office

Cleveland — Hollywood Pictures
will open its fourth exchange on
March 20 in this city. Joe O'Don-
nell, formerly with Graphic, will be
in charge.

Convention Film Star

Vice-President Charles Curtis will be
the leading figure in the motion pic-

ture ot the M.P.T.O.A. banquet which
is to be made by RKO Rathe. About
450 senators and congressmen will be
among the "supporting cast." Chair-
man A. Julian Brylawski ot the con-
vention committee has provided for

rapid development of the film so it

can be shown a few hours later at the
banquet.

ALONG,
ilk
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PHILM.DALY

, NtW VORKL IDS ANGELES

• • • AT LAST it is being officially recognized that there

are Independent Producers in this film biz the indie

boys have persisted for years in making pix this past

year they have done so well that several of 'em staged Annual

Conventions it is a very encouraging sign this

past few months we have seen several indie productions that

were easily first-run calibre proving that these fellers

understand Production so it is interesting to speculate

suppose the indie producers were put in charge of the

big studios for a season and the big stude execs were

assigned to run the independent outfits what would

happen?

* * * *

• • • IT WOULD be the acid test of Real Executive Abil-

ity certain big company execs riding on the wave of

organization prestige, unlimited facilities in studio equipment

and personnel, big star names, writers, directors and
Unlimited Bankroll would probably shape up as very

' mediocre indie producers whom you would seldom hear

of until their outfit was listed in the bankruptcy re-

ports

• • • ON THE other hand take an indie producer
an expert in the school of hard knocks abso-

lutely bound by a fixed expediture per picture which he
has to allot to cover story, director, and cast and STILL
turn out a presentable product what would happen if

he was sitting high, free and handsome in an executive posi-
tion in a First Line studio could he equal the record
of the average big company exec? with unlimited re-
sources at his disposal? mebbe some of these indie
producers would prove Sensational in such a soft spot
producing pix the way they had always wished to do 'em
but never commanding the facilities

• • • AFTER ALL is said and done a gent can
have outstanding ability but if he isn't in the right
spot how can he prove the extent of his Capabilities?

conversely a gent with ordinary ability
backed by a Big Organization looms up like a light-
house and everybody sez "Wotta great Execu-
tive Genius he is!" when he's merely ridin' soft and
easy on Company Prestige and Organization Facilities

• • SO BE of good cheer whether you are a
small indie producer or a small guy is any other film
field secretly nursing in your heart the knowledge that
you are a Sensational Riot some day the Era of Justice
will come to the biz you will get your Big Chance

and look down on clucks like us of the Trade
Papers who helped to make YOU and say
"Those muggs are just where they belong. They never did
amount to anything, anyway." they ALL DO
why shouldn't you?

• • • SO NOW we come to what we started out to say
the A.M.P.A. will give a Testimonial luncheon to the

Independent Producers at Sardi's on Thursday so look
'em over carefully you pressageys they may be your
Bosses some day stranger things have happened
in the film biz

NEW M-G-M SALES POLICY 1

FOR CENTRAL AMERICA

State Rights distributors handling
M-G-M product in the West Indies
and the northern boundary of South
America will be dropped and a di-

rect sales policy established in ter-

ritories where satisfactory condi-
tions and results cannot be obtained,
according to Sam Burger, home of-
fice representative for M-G-M who
left for Miami last night. Follow-
ing an investigation of state rights
sales offices, Burger will recommend
changes where necessary and in

some cases is expected to advocate
construction of M-G-M owned the-
aters.

Geo. Washington Data
Obtained for Pictures

A quantity of new data on George
Washington that is considered of
great value from an educational
viewpoint has been obtained by
Master Art Productions from Henry
Woodhouse, president of the Aeria'i

League of America an authority on
Washington. Master Art, of which
Ray Boswell is president, plans a
series of pictures for special ex-
ploitation during the Washington
Bi-centennial under the sponsorship
of various groups.

Wenzel State-Righting
Dempsey Three-Reeler

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Arthur Wenzel will

state-right "Dempsey Returns,"
three-reel subject covering high-
lights of Dempsey's fights with
Firpo, Carpentier, Gibbons, Sharkey
and Tunney. Curtis Benton, fight

announcer, describes each event. The
picture is now showing at the Pan-
tages here.

SKOURAS BOOKS "RECKONING "

"The Reckoning," released in the
New York territory by Holly^vood
Pictures Corp., has been booked by
Skouras for all the Class A theaters
in the metropolitan area. It is a

Peei'less Production featuring Sally
Blane and James Murray.

« « « » » »
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MANY PAPPY PETUUNS

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to th«

following members ot the

industry, who are celebrat

ng their birthdays

March 9
Dick Willis

Ruth A. Skelly

Russel McCullough

Arch R. Zimmer

Walter Miller

Bobby Vernon

Margaret Lee

Jess Smith 1



COMPLETE
INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THE MOTION

PICTURE INDUSTRY CAN BE
FOUND IN THE 1,056 PAGES OF THE

1932
YEAR BOOK

of

MOTION PICTURES
(Fourtct'uth Edition)

The industry's ready reference guide—now being distributed to sub-

scribers of the FILM DAILY.

On its more than 1,000

pages, including: A completeCOVERS EVERYTHING
list of theaters throughout the country, circuit or individually owned, wired and silent,

closed and open. Over 12,000 features released since 1915 together with review

dates and distributors' names. A complete showman's manual consisting of ideas

which have been profitably used. Ten best pictures, directors, outstanding achieve-

ments and awards for the year. Personnel of all major producing and distributing

companies. Addresses and officers of societies, clubs and guilds. Censor boards and

their personnel. A financial section covering the major companies. Complete survey

of the foreign fields. A buying guide of equipment vendors that is unsurpassed and

1,001 other items of information that will prove of inestimable value to everyone.

|- Q ^ pi This important, informative volume covering the entire motion picture

r t\ Q Q industry is given FREE to subscribers to the FILM DAILY and the

FILM DAILY SERVICE.

THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway

New York City

Dear Sir:

n Please enter my subscription to the FILM DAILY, and The Film

Daily Service.

I enclose $15,00).

Name

Street

City State
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Big Springs, AVyo.—J. Thompson
has leased the R. & B. theater and
reopened it.

Denver—Claude Watson, M-G-M
salesman, has resigned.

Oakland, Cal.—Gene Carline, for-

merly with Publix Theaters, has as-

sumed the management of the

Premier in this city.

Milwaukee—Rollie Sickels, foriner

M-G-M film exchange cashier, has
been sentenced from to one to seven
years in Waupun prison for embez-
zlement. Sickels admitted embez-
zling $24,000 from the local ex-

change during the time he served
as cashier.

Hopeville, Cal.—Glen Miller is the

new manager of the Arcade.

Denver—Ernie Gibson, formerly
manager at Salt Lake, has been
made booker in the Denver Office.

Los Angeles—W. J. Peck is the

new owner of the Atascadero which
opened a short time ago.

New Britain, Conn. — The State

has reopened after completion of al-

terations which involved changing
the pitch of the orchestra and in-

stallation of a new ventilating sys-

tem.

Chicago — The Michigan, South
Side house operated for colored
clientele, has been dropped by
Essaness, as it has failed to pay.
Ralph Smitha, who managed the

Michigan, is now assistant to

Charles Durell at the North Center.

Westmoreland, Cal.—The Casino
was opened recently by Sam C.

Meserve, after installing Western
Electric sound equipment.

Sawtelle, Cal.—The Nuart is now
under the management of George
Burke, formerly of the Pike, Long
Beach, and M. E. Baylis, former
manager of the Nuart for "Shorty"
McManus.

COMING & GOING
c

PHIL KEISMAN left yesterday for a
lOday vacation at Miami Beach.

LLOYD CORRIGAN, Paramount director,
i-i on hi.s way east for a three months' trip
aliroad.

YASHA BUNCHUK, conductor of the
Capitol orchestra who has been on vacation
in Florida for three weeks, returns to his
post on Friday.

V. J. VINTON, president of Vemlnln
Corp., is back in New York after a three
weeks' business trip covering up-State ter-
ritory. 'WW'

H. B. FRANKLIN, left yesterday for the
coast. i «ri !

GEORGE 9CHAEFER and CHARLKS
E. MCCARTHY of Paramount return fnmi
the coast Monday.
SAM BURGER of M-G M left for the

We-^t fndics last night.

Detroit — The De Soto, recently
changed to this name from the La
Veeda, in Highland Park, is being
remodeled. Lee Carrow, former
owner, has added Charles Hagedorn
to partnership. Hagedorn was man-
ager of the National here for ten
years, and was lately with the Krim
theaters of Mount Clemens.

Milwaukee — Lew Kane, former
operator of the Majestic, is now
managing the Avalon, south side
house operated by j. H. Silliman.
Louis Sewnig had been manager of
the theater since its opening sev-
eral years ago.

Denver—Due to a new ruling, film
salesmen may make four trips a
year into New Mexico without bar-
ing to buy a license. Heretofore all

salesmen making the state were re-

quired to buy a license on the first

trip.

Martinez, Cal.—The Junior State
theater here has been closed. The'

State will reopen March 4.

Milwaukee — Although the War-
ner discarded its vaudeville and
stage show policy after a four-week
trial, the Alhambra has engaged an
18-piece orchestra under the direc-

tion of Sol Shapiro and is featuring
it in connection with its film.

Coral Gables, Fla.—Vernon Seav-
er and George Border, lessees of the

Coral Gables, are ready to open the
theater, which has been closed for

several years. William H. Woibur,
who was associated with Seaver in

his Chicago houses, will manage
the Coral Gables.

Detroit—Daniel J. Lewis, former
assistant manager of the Dexter for

the Sam Brown Circuit, has been
made manager, following resigna-

tion of Fred B. Miller.

York, Pa.—Admission scale at the

Rialto, managed by Earl Wadge, has
been cut from 40 cents to 35 cents

after 6 o'clock, with the exception
cf SattiTdays.-'- -

—
•

--

Philadelphia—Harry Rush is now
supervising both the Tioga and the
Great Northern. The latter house
was recently acquired by the Great
Northern Theater Co., Inc., of which
George Wartel is president; Arthur
W. Taylor, vice-president, and Harry
Rush, secretary-treasurer.

Detroit—W. H. Holland has be-
come sole owner of the Buchanan
theater, following withdrawal of I.

J. London from partnership. London
is at the Ferry Field.

Washington—George Richardson,
advertising manager at the Para-
mount exchange here, has been pro-
moted to a post in the Boston of-
fice.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILKi^

HOLLYWOOD
piRST of the Merian C. Cooper ad-

venture films to be made at the
Radio Pictures studios will be "The
Most Dangerous Game," by Richard
Connell. Ernest B. Schoedsack will

direct.

* * *

Rhss Clark, former boxing in-
strnctor at the University of lli-

nois, is playing a supporting role in

"Clara Deane," which Louis Gasnier
and Max Marcin are co-directing at
Paramount. In addition to co-di-

recting, Marcin is credited with the
adaptation of Arthur M. Brilant's
play.

* * *

Our Passing Show: P. J. Wolfson,
C. Jerome Horwin, Allen Rivkin,
Leonard Spigelgass, Abe Simon at

Agua Caliente; William Slavens Mc-
Nutt planning a yachting trip to the
South Seas.

* * Ht

A United States Congressman
played Romeo to Tallulah Bank-
head's Juliet. It happened years ago
when Tallulah's dad was giving her
dramatic lessons.

* * *

Harry W. Lieb, veteran film ed-
itor who cut "Racing Youth," has
completed the editing of "The Cohens
and Kellys in Hollywood,"

* * *

Hal Roach's studios will complete
work this week on "Stvictly Unre-
liable," latest ZaSu Pitts'-Thelma
Todd comedy originally called "Hot
Harmony." Paul Gerard Smith
wrote the story, with George Mar-
shall directing. Among supporting
players are Charlotte Meno and Bud
Jamieson. Laurel and Hardy have
just finished "County Hospital." di-

rected by James Parrott. This i^

the eighth and last of the Laurel-
Hardy series for the current season.

Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. is to have
two leading ladies in "Love Is A
Racket." which enters production
late this week at First National.
Both Ann Dvorak and Frances Dee
Jiave now been assigned to the oic-

ture. Warren Hymer is another
player who has just been signed.

* * *

Llovd French and Anthony Mack
will direct a new comedy in which
the Hal Roach Studios will use two
girls selected from more than 350
candidates for a "trial contract."
The comedy will be one of the "Boy
Friends" series. Mary Kornman.
Mickey Daniels, Gradv Sutton and
Eddie Morgan also will be in it.

* * "" '*

William. Bakewell had incipient
ambitions to become a poloist, but
ivhen he tabulated the expenditures
entailed for ponies, saddles, upkeep,
etc., totaling nearly $6,000, he de-
cided to go in for ice hockey, which
is practically the same thing, with-
out the horses.

Wallace Smith, who recently com-
pleted his RKO contract, plans a
two months' vacation in the North-
west.

Radio Pictures assignments: Dor-
othy Jordan and Williayn Hall igan
for "The Roadhouse Murder," Her-
bert Bunston for "Westward Pas-
sage," Ben Markson for "Is My Face
Red?" under the direction of Lowell
Sherman.

* * *

Paramount assignments: Ralph
Forbes for "Thunder Below," Fran-
ces Dee and Adrienne Ames for
"Come On Marines."

* * *

John Farrow, formerly of Holly-
wood, is now a writer with Associ-
ated Radio Pictures in England. This
British branch of RKO also has
signed Corinne Griffith as star and
Rowland V. Lee as an associate pro-
ducer, and Captain West engineer in

charge of sound. The studios are at

Ealing Green, near London, and Ba-
sil Dean is in charge of activities.

"The Sign of Four," second of a se-

ries of Sherlock Holmes stories, is

now being completed.

Harold Lloyd has added Eddie
Featherstone, Sydney Jarvis and
Kenneth Thomson to the cast of

his new picture now in work under
the direction of Clyde Bruckman and
Edward Royce. Vincent Lawrence
wrote the dialogues and Constance
Cummings is feminine lead.

*
I

* *

John Bright and Kubec Glasmon.
who wrote "Public Enemy" and
"Taxi!", are collaborating on an or-

iginal story entitled "Central Park"
for First National.

Camera work has been completed f

at the Tiffany Studios on "Lena ;

Rivers," in which Charlotte Henry '

plays the title role. The picture,

now in the final stages of editinsr.
'•

will be released March 28. Morgan
Galloway, appears opposite Miss i

Henry, with Beryl Mercer, Joy'"^'
Compton, Betty Blythe and Russell

'

Simpson also essaying important
roles.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Yiddish Talking Pictures; H. G. Kosch, 383

Madison Ave., New York. 200 shares com-
mon.

Foreign-American Film and Trading Cori
G. Golterman, 120 Broadway, New York. 2'"

shares common.
Hagert Productions, theatrical business;

Hirsh, Newman, Rease & Becker, 100 Broad-
way, New York. 200 shares common.

DELAWARE CHATER
Peacock Motion Picture Co., Inc., Wilmins-

ton, Del., dispose of talking pictures for home
use: Corporation Trust Co., Dover, Del
$50,000.

I



ALLIED ASS'N MEET OPENS

iWITHBROOKHART IN FRONT

(Continued from Page 1)

calling for a federal probe of the
entire film industry and the otRer
dealing with block booking, indicates
that this legislation will be the con-
vention's major topic, and presum-
ably will be pushed by the organi-
zation as a lever to obtain some of
the "reforms" which it seeks.

Pete Harrison recommended to the
iirectors that Allied have at least
ive prominent persons in each town
send wires to Congress asking for
;he passage of the Brookhart meas-
ires.

The board meeting yesterday also
outlined the convention program in
general.

Up to last night approxiniately
150 exhibitors we^e registered, with
:otal attendance! expected to ' reach
too.

12:00 M.
12:00 M.
1:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M.

10:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.

1:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

6:30 P.M.

10:30 P.M.

12:00 Night

Allied Convention Program
TODAY

Registration of Delegates
Opening luncheon, main ballroom.
Ladies' hincheon, ladies' parlor, ballroom floor.
Opening business session, small ballroom.
Tour of the City, Belle Isle, etc., for ladies.
Evening, theater parties.

TOMORROW
Business session, small ballroom.
Trip to Henry Ford's Early American Village at Dearborn followed

by a luncheon at Dearborn Inn, for ladies.
Buffet luncheon for men in ballroom.
Final session.

Grand banquet, grand ballroom.

Millionaire's party.

Dancing until 2 A.M.

Allied Convention Sidelights
By ARTHUR W. EDDY

Fox Threatens Action
On Re-Sale of Ad Matter

(Continued from Page ,1)

ories are leased and not sold to ex-
libitors. Supply houses are ordered
o return the accessories immediate-
y or action will follow.

'"THAT old convention-scarred war-
horse, Al Steffes, is rarin' to go.

Predicts that there'll be more fire-

works here than. at. a Fourth of July
celebration.

H. M. (Rich) Richey is complai'-ii-

hig about the lack of hours per day.
So busy engineering the start of the
confab that he's going sleepless.

American Newsreel After
2,000 Allied Accounts
(Continued from Page 1)

ly 26 cameramen throughout the
jountry. Before returning to New
fork, Kranz and McCorry will spend
eyeral weeks visiting western and
niddle western exchanges handling
he reel.

indie Protective Ass'n
Proposed by A. G. Hays

(Continued from Page 1)

lote address. Hays who is famous
s an organizer of protective asso-
iations and an advocate of strict
ndustril ethics, told Film Daily
'esterday that the situation of in-
ependent producers and their com-
plaints regarding unethical prac-
ices by some state rights distribu-
ors will be the foundation of his
ddress.

E, Thornton' ifCelly, vice-prexy of
the New Jersey unit, chaperoned a
healthy contingent into town.
Healthy and noisy.

AbraTn F. Myers has accumulated
plenty of legal ammunition for the
Allied big guns which are going to

roar at those industry targets fag-
ged "evils."

tell 'em about co-operative buying,
which is woi-king out okay in Jer-
sey.

Oscar HansOn, plus a Canadian
delegation, is certain to add color
and interest to the proceedings.

That I'eport, published somewhere,
about Al Steffes being slated to suc-
ceed Aaron Saperstein as president
of the Allied unit in Chicago wa.';

more than "greatly exaggerated,-"
according to Al himself.

WAR ON 'PREMIUM RACKET'

VOTED BULLIED ASS'N

(Continued from Page 1)
which will handle all premium sales
to members of the exhibitor organi-
zation. Agents will represent the
company in each territory and Allied
will supervise all premium offers. It
is anticipated that Allied will sharem the profits. Various suits due in
individual exhibitor premium deals,
as well as the financial prospects,
induced the plan.

Aid of Circuits Sought
In Chicago Dual Bill War

(Continued from Page 1)
Inc., was chairman of the meeting.
Allied Theater Ovniers of Illinois
and the Exhibitors' Ass'n of Chi-
cago bqth were represented. Mrs.
lichardiM. McClure, chairman of the
M. P. Committee of the Illinois Fed-
eration of Women's Clubs, said her
organization is opposed to dual bill^
because a good "family" film, harm-
less for children, often is coup|ed
witV a; picture unsuitable for yoiing
minds. '

;

Sid Samuelson, pepped up over
what's going to happen, is willing to

Aaron Saperstein, as the world
knows, has been administering the
duties of his office with more than
enough satisfaction on the part of
his followers, as his recent re-elec-
tion proves.

Al Gottesman of the Jersey Allied
outfit is doing the w. k. hand-shak-
ing act.

Sale of Radio Unit Ends
Para. Stock Repurchase

(Continued from Page 1) i.

no further obligations in connection
with this or any other transactions
to repurchase any more of its stock,
it was stated by Paramount yester-
day in oflScially confirming the C.
B. S. deal. The C. B. S. repurchase
obligation involved payment of $4,-
036,000.

NO N. Y. TAX THIS YEAR
Albany—It is now pretty definite-

ly set that no 10 per cent amuse-
lent tax will be enacted in the New
'ork state legislature for this year
t least. Concerted protest from
he amusement field and other di-

ections proved effective pressure
gainst the bill, and the state will
eek the money it needs through
ond issues and other sources.

Rembusch Locked Out
Detroit—Frank J. Rembusch, veteran

exhibitor leader who has been In dis-
cord with Allied leaders for several
years, is at the hotel, but won't be
admitted to the convention. Allied
officials state.

Iowa-Nebraska Allied

Raises Youngclaus Fund
Detroit—Fund of $15,000, voted at

the recent Iowa-Nebraska Allied

convention to be used in prosecuting
the Youngclaus protection case, has
been fully raised, Lester F. Martin
told The Film Daily yesterday.

The case will be heard early in

April before Judge Hunger in Fed-
eral Court, Lincoln, Neb.

Cremonim in Export Firm,
Also Handling "Kinema"
J. W. Cremonim, vice-president

and treasurer of the recently form-
ed Cremonim-Wood Corp., exporters

of portable theater sound equipment
and accessories, also has been reap-
pointed in the U. S. for "Kinema,"
motion picture publication of Italy.

He will make efforts to popularize

the magazine in this country.

FREDERICK VOLFE DEAD
London—Frederick Volpe, veteran

stage and screen actor, who made
his debut in 1887, is dead at the

age of 66. He had appeared in New
York as well as here.

Action on Dickstein Bill

Is Expected This Week
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Favorable action by

the House Committee on Immigra-
tion and Naturalization on the Dick-
stein bill, which proposes to bar
foreign actors unless they can show
superior talent, is expected this
week.
Chairman Dickstein said he hoped

to get his committee together in a
few days to consider the bill, and
there seems to be little doubt that
the committee will take favorable
action on the bill.

450 Solons to be Guests
At M.P.T.O.A. Banquet

(Continued from Page 1)

ington. Every vital problem in the
Industry will be covered at the con-
vention sessions. March 14-16.
A nre-convention meeting of tVio

board of directors will be held Sun-
day evening at the Mayflower.

PHIL REISMAN TO REST
Phil Reisman, who resigned re-

cently as general sales mana.£rer of

Universal, left yesterday for Miami
Beach, where he will take a rest for
about 10 days. Reisman has just
undergone a minor operation for re-

moval of a cartilage from his nose.
No deals pertaining to his next

film connection have been closed by
Reisman as yet.

FRENCH FILM AT 5th AVE.
"Jean de la Lune," French talker,

will open Friday at the Fifth Ave-
nue Playhouse.

LEAN HOLDUPS
Chicago—Holdup men who picked

out the Biograph and the Senate for
their operations early this week got
only $25 from the former house and
$35 from the latter.

UNIVERSAL PFD. DIVIDEND
Universal yesterday declared reg-

ular quarterly dividend on its 8 per
'"ent first preferred stock, payable
April 1 to stock of record March 25.

BARTHELMESS TO PARIS
Singapore—Richard Barthelmess,

now sojourning in the Orient, is

due to sail from here March 17 for
Venice and thence to Paris for a
visit before returning to the U. S.

Merger Cold
Detroit—Talk of a merger between

the M.P.T.O.A. and Allied is absent
from the convention. Allied leaders
agree that the idea is dead.
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Buying in Block Optional UnderNew Brookhart Bill

ALLIED'SJCONOMIC PLMORM TAKING SHAPE

Service Charge Cutand New Models Announced by RCA
Pictures

,., on a string

By Jack Alicoate

'

HELL'S ANGELS will do two-and-
a-half million, leaving HOWARD
hughes on the cuff for but ONE
million . JACK warner is a DUDE

... It takes about FIFTY people

to make a good sound cartoon

SKY DEVILS is a cyclone of laughs
..They're WHOOPIN things up

out DETROIT way . It's not how
MANY pictures the independents

make, but how GOOD they make
'em . . ED sullivan, columnist-de-

graphic, will do a ONE-reel series

... Old DR. alicoate suggests

HUMORING the film critics and
not trying to cure 'em ...

•

FRANKENSTEIN looks good for a

million . . DOUBLE FEATURE
bogey is like MARK twain's weath-
er. Everybody talks about it, but

no one does anything about it. .
.

The 1933 Year Book is ALREADY
in preparation ELABORATE
program planned for M.P.T.O.A.
convention at Washington-on-the-
Potomac . CONTRACT bridge
special for exhibitors, with KIBITZ-
ERS barred, leaves N. Y. sunday
afternoon . . . . Even money on JOE
kennedy against E. V. richards in

the BLESSED EVENT derby .

SHANGHAI EXPRESS keeps piling

up record breaking grosses It's

surprising the number of FAKERS
who attempt to CHISEL free YEAR
BOOKS.

•

SID kent is about SET with his

new affiliation . Business reports

on the UPTREND FILM GOLF
TOURNAMENT will play a RE-
TURN engagement at FENIMORE

. HIRAM brown owns a farm in

Maryland . COLOR and WIDE
FILM are permanently on-the-shelf

. LEGITIMATE stage is having
the WORST season in its history

A. Z. is STILL the daddy of 'em' all

. TIME for EXHIBS to start

their annual clean-up and paint-up
round - up . GOOD MORNING
have you sent in your 1931 income
tax report?

Prices on Three Types of

Equipment Also
Reduced

Detroit— A further reduction in

service charges, a substantial reduc-

tion in the prices of three types of

apparatus, introduction of two new
all-AC operated models designed for

houses up to 4,000 seating capacity,

and an entirely new merchandising
policy were announced at yesterday's

(Continued on Page 8)

anotherMIderway

to reopenjark houses

A plan for reopening a large num-
ber of dark houses with a complete

new type of program is being spon-

sored by a group which has ap-

proached H. E. Aitken, former presi-

dent of Mutual Film Co., to join it

in an advisory capacity. Aitken

stated yesterday that he has r.e-

ceived substantial :assurance that

such a program can be produced on

a basis which will enable theaters

to exhibit at very low admission
(Continued on Page 6)

Harry M. Goetz Resigns

From Paramount-Publix
Harry M. Goetz has resigned from

Paramount-Publix, where he oc-

cupied a post of assistant treasurer.

The resignation takes effect this

Saturday.

In the Red

Detroit — Five major companies are

losing $200,000 a week at present, it

was stated by Pete Harrison at yester-

day's session of the Allied convention.

40 SUBJECTS ARE LISTED

ON M.P.T.O.A.

Approximately 40 subjects are
listed for discussion on the program
of the MP.T.O.A. convention in

Washington, March 14-16, it was an-
nounced yesterday by President M
A. Lightman, who is now in New
York to complete details for the
event. Lightman also stated that
Jesse L. Lasky had promised th

attendance of Ernst Lubitsch anc
Claudette Colbert at the reception

be held at the Mayfair Hotel,
Tuesday night. Other stars whi

(Continued on Page 6)

Brookhart Bills, Tax and
Protection Covered at

First Day's Session
By ARTHUR W. EDDY

Detroit — Substantial prog-

ress toward the formulation of

an economic platform was
made yesterday by Allied

States Ass'n in its first full

day's session at the Hotel Stat-

ler.

In the opening statement of the
(Continued on Page 8)

ERANKWlra ELECTED

PRESIDENJJF WAMPAS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frank Whitbeck, now

with Universal, yesterday was elect-

ed president of Wampas. He suc-

ceeds John Le Roy Johnston.

Censor Bill Based on Hays Code

Being Sponsored by Canon Chase

NEW YORK STATE TAX

IS DEFINITELY KILLED

A federal censorship bill, spon-

sored by Canon Chase and based

on the Hays production code, is to

be introduced in Congress soon. It

provides for a commission of nine
members, each to be paid $8,000 ?

year.

Block Booking Made Optional

Under New Brookhart Measure
Mexico As Well As U. S.

Wants Eisenstein Elsewhere

Mexico City—Serge Eisenstein, Russian di-

rector, recently refused admittance into the

U. S. after making a picture here, has now

been notified by the Mexican government that

he must leave this country upon expiration of

his tourist card, w^hich was extended for eight

days.

Detroit—That the pending Brook-
hart anti-block booking bill would
not compel exhibitors to buy pic-

tures individually, but would make
it optional whether they buy in

block or not, was emphasized by
Abram F. Myers in an interview

with The Film Daily yesterday.

Myers said there is an impression

in some quarters that the bill would
XContinued on Page 6)

Albany—Definite decision not to

place a 10 per cen^ state tax on
amusements was announced yester-

day following a conference in which
exhibitors headed by Charles
O'Reilly took part.

Para. Eastern Studio

Placed on the Market

Paramount's New York studio will be made
available immediately for any producer who
wishes to buy or lease the property, the Para-

mount real estate department announced yes-

terday. The plant has just been closed and
all Paramount production hereafter will be in

Hollywood.
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1^^
i of H. S. Students Attend Movies Weekly

Kirkwood, Mo.—Seventy-five per cent of the students of the Kirkwood High
School attend movies at least once a week, while 16 per cent go three or four times,

it is Indicated in questionnaires filled out by 500 juveniles ranging from 14 to 17

years of age. In reading matter. Ballyhoo, American Magazine and Saturday Evening
Post lead, with movie magazines and detective stories following.
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N. J. Allied Demands
More Action Against Tax
Exhibitors in the east have not

shown enough unanimity in wiring
legislators at Washington in protest
against the proposed admission and
sales taxes, it is indicated in a bul-

letin just sent out by the Allied

Theater Owners of N. J. urging
members to act immediately. The
bulletin, signed by Sidney E. Sam-
uelson, points out that with the 10
per cent admission tax, which must
be passed on to patrons, and the
2% per cent sales tax on film rent-

als, equipment, etc., theaters will

have to stand a levy of more than
12 per cent. A 10 per cent tax bill

also is pending in Trenton.

Columbia Will Hold
Two Sales Meetings

First of two regional sales meet-
ings to be held by Columbia is sched-

uled for the Park Central Hotel
starting Saturday. The second will

be held in Chicago, March 19. Home
office executives, the New York sales

force and representatives from eight

^astern exchanges will attend the
first meeting. Jack Cohn will open
bo^^h meetings and formally present
Charles Rosenzweig, new general
sales manager.

Final Argument Heard
In Paramount Appeal

Final argument on the appeal in

the government's "cease and desist"

order involving Paramount was
heard yesterday in the U. S. Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals. The court

expects to hand down its decision

the latter part of next month.

^••....•..•.•......•..^.•....^•.^^•'•••->
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FAY MARBE SUIT SETTLED
Suit for $50,000 brought by Fay

Marbe against Prudence Pictures

Corp. for breach of contract was
settled yesterday before Supreme
Court Justice McGeehan for $6,-

000. The actress has another suit

against Samuel Zierler scheduled to

be heard today.

"CROWD ROARS" SPECIAL
Trade showings of "The Crow-

Roars." James Cagney vehicle, wiP
be held by Warner Bros, in all filr

trade centers throughout the coun-

try and at all Warner exchanges
the evening of March 31.

This picture and Ruth Chattertor

in "The Rich Are Always With Us"
are specials being sold apart fror

the current Warner program.

PULVERMAN RECEIVERSHIP
Bankruptcy proceedings involving

Pulverman Corp., which has been
manufacturing the Royal Zenith

sound projectors in the Duluth plant

of Safety Projector Co. on a royalty

basis, have been filed in the South-

ern District Court. Creditors be

hind the action are Wyner Machinr
Works, Racon Electric, and Koll-

morgen Optical Corp.

Copyright Revision Asked
In Measure Filed by Dill

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—-A general reorgani-

zation of the copyright law with the
inclusion of certain new provisions
is represented in a bill introduced in

the Senate by Senator Dill.

Commenting orally on the
measure, Dill said he seeks to

assemble the present scattered pro-
visions into related sections, such as
what copyright includes, how to se-
cure copyright, assignment, infringe-
ment and term of copyright, impor
tation of books, etc.

The bill does not provide for auto-
matic copyright, Dill said. How-
ever, it incorporates many provi-
sions of the amended Vestal bill con-
sidered by the Senate during the
last session of Congress.
One new provision, the Senator

explained, is that, while it does not
prohibit combination of copyrights
and copyright owners, such com-
binations must observe certain regu-
lations such as filing of lists, no
discrimination of charges, etc. A
board of arbitration is provided in

this connection, he said.

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

Publix-Kineey Invades
Virginia Theater Field

Charlotte, N. C. — Publix-Kineey
Theaters has invaded Virginia with
the purchase of two houses in Dan-
ville from Rialto Amusement Corp.
J. Bonner Sams, now manager o^
the Colonial, Winston-Salem, wiV
take over the theaters as manager
when transfer is made March 14
The circuit's headquarters are here.

GILDA GRAY TALKER
Gllda Gray is reported to have

been signed by Bennie Zeldman for
a talker to be written by Harry
Hei'vy and produced in conjunc-
tion with Regal Productions. She is

now in vaudeville.

GUARD MITZI GREEN
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIJ.Y
Hollywood—A private detective is

accompanying Mitzi Green on her
way east to fill vaudeville engage-
ments.

GLORIA SHEA IN FEATURES
Gloria Shea, a blonde discovered

by Sam Sax and used in Vitaphone
shorts here, has been signed by Jack
L. Warner for feature work on the
coast. She goes west next week.

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Second annual convention of
Allied States Ass'n, Hotel Statler, De-
troit.

March 10: A.M.P.A. luncheon to Independ-
ent producers and distributors, Sardi's
12:45 P. M.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

March 17: Annual meetine of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp.. Baltimore.

March 19: Columbia sales meeting. Park
Central Hotel New York.

Mar. 23 : Annual and special meetings of
RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.

Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nighi
and Dance, True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In-
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention, New
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam,
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societ;
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

B. F. Keith Corp. Reports
1931 Profit of $545,777

B. F. Keith Corp. and subsidiaries,
fully owned by RKO, reports net
profit of $545,777.96 for the year
ending Dec. 31.

"HATCHET MAN" HOLDS
Edward G. Robinson in "The

Hatchet Man" is being held a second
week at the Brooklyn Strand.

^NEWYORk
4 « HOTEL « « «

PLYMOUTH
-49t^ST. EAST OF BROADWAY

400 Rooms
all with Bath, Shower, Cir-

culating Ice Water, Radio.

Convenient to Business,

Shopping and Theatrical

Districts

In the Heart of the Motion
Picture Industry

Most Moderate Weekly Rates

DAILY

Single $2.50 - $3.00 - $3.50

Double $4.00 - $4.50 - $5.00

S. J. MITCHELL
Manager



The Capitol, N. Y. has S300 seats.

It takes Big Pictures to play here for

Two Weeks'.

''What has been happening

UNDER YOUR NOSE
at the Capitol?" asks the

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
March 2, 1932

that cfi'ppinjf

interestinc
'

PICTURE AFTER PICTURE HOLDS OVER!
The CapitoVs record for the past few months:

2 WEEKS—THIS MODERN AGE (Joan Crawford)

2 WEEKS—A FREE SOUL (Norma Shearer-Clark Gable)

2 WEEKS—SUSAN LENOX (Garbo-Clark Gable)

2 WEEKS—SIN OF MADELON CLAUDET (Helen Hayes)

2 WEEKS—POSSESSED (Joan Crawford -Clark Gable)

2 WEEKS—PRIVATE LIVES (Shearer^Montgomery)

3 WEEKS—MATA HARI (Garbo-Novarro)

2 WEEKS—THE CHAMP (Wallace Beery^Jackie Cooper)

2 WEEKS—EMMA (Marie Dressier)

And Currently John and Lionel Barrymore
in "Arsene Lupin" are Held Over 2d Week!

GET READY FOR THESE:
TARZAN, THE APE MAN (The Trader Horn of 1932)
THE WET PARADE (M-G-M outsmarts the field again!)

JOAN CRAWFORD in "Letty Lynton", JACKIE COOPER and
'CHIC SALE in "Limpy"—GRAND HOTEL (Garbo, John Barrymore,

Joan Crawford, Wallace Beery, Lionel Barrymore)

ft

Weekly change

houses don't have to ring in new bills

every seventh day when enough
quality product comes their way.
There is the living, breathing ex-

ample of the Capitol right on Broad-

way which, by one week from tomor-

row, will have played five pictures in

ten weeks. "Mata Hari" stuck it out

for three- weeks; "The Champ"
played two; "Emma," two; "Lovers

Courageous," one, and now "Arsene

Lupin," two. Decision to hold over

the brother's Barrymore was reached

yesterday on the strength of the
opening day's business, the barometer,

as usual, in arriving at decisions of

this kind.

What has been hap-

pening under your nose at the Capitol

is potentially far more significant

than the actual performance, althoufh

the money that has been passing

through those busj; ticket booths at

Broadway and 51st cannot be ignored;

it's that formidable.

It occurs to us that the episode,

reasonably, might be constrijed as ..n

indication of what exhibition at large

may become when Hollywciod supplies

enough real attractions to make a
system of two or more week runs
possible.

Todav, to narrow the matter down,
there are many pictures that get one
day in a theatre when easily they are

worth more. Just why a specific

engagement is limited to the one day.

is something that has. never been
entirely clear to us, unless it repre-

sents a perfunctory kowtow in the

direction of long-established trade

custom.
If the argument holds for th» daily

change house, it should be applicable

to the weekly change theatre, always
bearing in mind, naturally enough,
that pictures which are good for a
second week come along entirely too
infrequently

The Extended Run
Habit's a Cinch with

iVIETRO-GOLDWYN-IVIAYER
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—that there is only one YEAR BOOK and that's

the Year Book published annually by The Film
Daily for the past fourteen years, each year sur-

passing its previous editions.

—that the 1932 edition substantiates this.

that it is most comprehensive in every way.

that it contains a world of valuable information.

-that everyone interested in motion pictures

should have one.

that the YEAR BOOK is the standard reference

book of the motion picture industry.

that right now is the time to get your copy.

:tHE
nNnsMFfB
Of niMDOM

1650 BR04DWAY NEW YORK CITY
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40 SUBJECTS ARE LISTED

ONM.P.T.O.fl.

(Continued from Page 1)

will attend are Conrad Nagel, Eddie
Dowling, Jacqueline Logan and
Stewart Erwin.

In order to perfect a more prac-

tical method of drafting indepen-

dent exhibitors in the active work
of the organization, Lightman said

there will be an open forum follow-

ing each speech and committees will

then be appointed to investigate and
answer major problems by referring
back to the executive committee and,
in the case of extremely important
matters, to present the findings to
the general committee at a semi-
annual meeting.

The convention will be officially

opened at 1 p.m. Monday. M. E.
Comerford will preside. William
James, president of the M.P.T.O.A.
of Ohio, will be toastmaster.

The speaking program includes:
"Overseating and Overbuilding," Walter

\'incent; "Future of the Independent The-
ater," C. L. O'Reilly; "Score and Service
Charges," Jack Miller; "Music Tax and
Copyright Law,' U. S. Senator Dill; "Copy-
right Law Discussion," Atty. Sam Spring:
"The Public as a Partner," C. E. Milliken:
"Law Affecting Theaters," E. G. Levy;
"Government Regulation of Picture Distribu
tion," Judge Roy L. Walker; "Basic Prob-
lems of the Industry," Sidney R. Kent
"Personality—Human Touch in "Theater Man
agement," Jay Emanuel; "Use of Theater
for Visual Education by Local Schools,"
Glenn Griswold; "Cut Rate Competition," J.
H. Michael, "Intelligent Program Arrange
ment," Fred S. Meyer; "Uniform Zonina
Plans," E^rle Van Hyning; "Admission Tax,"
Ed. Kuykendahl; "Censorship," William Orr;
"Standard Exhibition Contract," Frank C
Walker; "Organization and Service of Local
Exhibitor Associations," P. J. Wood; "Fifty
Per Cent Return Express Rates," Love B.
Harrell; "Cooperation of Exhibitor and Civic
Groups," Fred Wehrenberg; "Modern Me
chanical Type of Theater—Trans Lux,"
Major L. E. Thompson; "Theater Equipment
of Future," Joseph Hornstein ; "The Motion
Picture and Industry," Hon. James J. Davis;
"Mot'on Picture Publicity," Hal Hornc:
".Selling the Picture," George Schaefer;
"Mechanical Division of Picture Presenta-
tion," Dr. Louis Goldsmith; "The Trade
Paper," Martin Quigley; "George Washing
ton Bi-Centennial," Hon. Sol Bloom.
Conrad Nagel is to be another speaker, and

David Barrist of Philadelphia also was added
yesterday.

"Other subjects allied to the above and
to be discussed generally will revolve abour
the inadvisability of the Government tryinc

to collect penny taxes from men, women and
children every time they enter our Theaters,"
said Lightraan.

"We want a standardized, fair and under-
standable exhibition contract to save time.

expense and confusion and so that we can
readily determine the terms of our agree
ments with the distributors of motion pic

tures.

"We desire to avoid law suits and litiga-

tion. We believe they are expensive, un-

Hishlislits of Opening Address

By ABRAM F. MYERS
At Allied States Ass'n Convention in Detroit

To convince any business group
that anything of value was accom-
plished during the dark days of 1931
is a well-nigh hopeless task.

It is a tribute to your national
association that it was able to sur-
vive the low-ebb of the depression
intact and emerge the efficient, vigi-

lant, fighting organization that is

destined to make history in this
room during the next two days.

throw into the effort every ounce
of their energy and resourcefulness.

We have it on no less authority
than Carl Laemmle that the with-
drawal of the producers from the
field of exhibition will do more than
anything else to revitalize the mo-
tion picture business.

The producing companies, having
builded their great structures on the
sand of oppression, instead of on
the rocks of good will, have suffered
their great edifices to tumble about
their ears, and their dreams of ag-
grandizement and power definitely

shattered.

I must charge them (exhibitors
who have withdrawn from partici-

pation in organization effort) with
major responsibility for the failure
of their organizations to make great
er progress.

A competitive market, and the
restoration of public contacts
through the independent exhibitors,
will stimulate the production of pic-
tures more in keeping with the pub-
lic tastes and preferences.

It has become painfully apparent
that, under existing industry organi-
zation and policy, the independent
theater owners can not obtain con-
sideration of their grievances by
those in ultimate authority through
the orderly processes of petition and
negotiations.

{Continued from Pane 1)
force theaters to buy films singly,
as m the old Brookhart bill exhibi-
tors were not allowed to buy in
blocks.

The new measure, though sub-
stantially the same as the former,
differs in that instead of being re-
quired to show pictures to exhibi-
tors before they are bought, pro-
ducers must submit a synopsis on
films of 4,000 feet or more. The
bill also empowers the Federal
Trade Commission to arbitrate dif-
ferences concerning unfair and un-
reasonable protecton and to en-
force decisions. Price discrimina-
tions covering licenses and leases of
patented material, such as films,
would be prohibited under the meas-
ure.

All other leadership having failed,

it devolves upon the independent
theater owner to raise the torch and
carry on.

I would like to see you emerge
from this meeting a living refuta-
tion of the charge that the indepen-
dent exhibitors are seeking to break
up the industry so that they may
make away with some of the pieces.

Two opposing forces, the products
of two rival philosophies, are bat-
tling for supremacy in the industry
today.

Admit Blind Free

Milwaukee— At the suggestion of

Assemblyman John T. Kostuck of Stevens
Point, the M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan has recommended to

theater owners in this state that blind
persons be admitted free at any time,

provided they are accompanied by one
paid admission. The proviso is not
prompted by any mercenary or ulte'lor

motive, says Fred S. Meyer, president
of the association, but is solely to fix

responsibility of the safety of the blind
persons while they are in the theater.

One is the centripetal force, domi-
nant until recently, which tends to
vest all authority and all responsi-
bility in a few men in New York;
the other is the centrifugal force,

now in the ascendency, which tends
toward decentralization and defla-

tion.

The business of selling pictures
to the public should be left to the
independent theater men under con-
ditions which will inspire them to

Movements too often are initiated
under the spell of oratory or the
urge of enthusiasm which cannot
later be carried out.

While you are planning for the
elimination of industry abuses and
the protection of your own invest-
ments and business, do not fail to
include plans for the elevation of
standards of ethics and showman-
ship.

There is no place in such a move-
ment as you are about to inaugurate
for the exhibitor whose ideas of
showmanship consist in posting a
one-sheet and registering a squawk.

Another Plan Under Way
To Reopen Dark Houses

{Continued from Page 1)

prices, and the plan has reached the
point where it is stated at least 1,-

000 houses can be lined up by fall.

A franchise will be provided for
each town or community, and in
places where there are no theaters
at present assistance will be given
in selecting sites and erecting and
equipping the houses, Aitken stated.
Arthur Friend, film attorney, said
yesterday that he is representing
certain interests in negotiations re-
lating to such a plan, but declined
to give details.

There is no place for the oppor-
tunist who would "clean up" on a
single picture at the expense of de-
cency and good taste.

There is no place for the sharp-
shooter who has no regard for the
obligations of a contract.

There is no place for the exhibitor
who does not have full appreciation
of his responsibility to the patrons
who attend his theaters, the com-
munity in which his house is located,

and the public in general.

satisfactory, dilatolry, unintelligent and a
wholly impractical method of solving business
prol)lems, disputes and controversies.
"We want a fair, practical and enforce-

able arbitration system restored to this busi-
ness.

"It is most desirable that we have a fair
and openly negotiated uniform zoning plan
limiting all protection within limits that we
can all agree are fair and reasonable fixing
definite and early availability on our pictures
.ind preventing any theaters from securing un
reasonable or unnecessary protection over
another.

"Non-theatricals as being competitive to
our organization, public relations insofar as
they concern the handling of motion picture
Tiidcnces with regard to increasing family
trade, and the formation of several important
investigating committees will also be included
ill the paramount issues to be discussed."

10-YR. EMPLOYES IN TIEUP
Des Moines—In connection with

the Warner-First National sales

drive that is to run from April 17

to May 28, Elmer J. Tilton, local

branch manager, is holding an an-

niversary celebration of employes
who have had at least 10 years of

service under him. Among those

qualifying are C. A. Pratt, sales-

man; J. M. Beatty, booker; Ruby
Dyer, secretary, and J. E. Melone,

cashier.

TO DISCUSS FILM EDITING
]Vest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A meeting of the

Technicians' Branch of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
will be held Thursday evening,
March 17. The subject of Film
Editing will be discussed and papers
will be presented dealing with the
mechanical aspects of the subject as
well as the artistic and di-amatic.

I

SHOWING FOR CABINET
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Samuel Goldwyn's

"Arrowpmith" will be privately
shown tomorrow evening for Presi-
dent Hoover's cabinet, delegations
from both Houses of Congress and
other government officials. The
presentation was arranged through
the cooperation of Will H. Hays,
United Artists and Erpi.

CAPT. HAWKS AT OPENING
Captain Frank M. Hawks will at-

tend tonight's opening of "The Lost
Squadron," RKO picture, at the May-
fair.

Para. Extras at Peak
Paramount's west coast studio is now

employing more extras than at any
time in the past two years, the com-
pany announced yesterday, it is esti-

mated that nearly 10,000 checks will

be given out in less than a month.
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Detroit—The Crescent, West Side
house which has been closed for sev-

eral months, is to be converted into

stores.

Philadelphia — Operation of the
Crescent has been taken over by
Samuel S. Lear.

Bridgeton, N. J.—Operation of the
Criterion, seating 1,100, is being re-

sumed by Lou Linker.

Lancaster, Pa.—Herbert Thatcher,
formerly of Youngstown, 0., is now
manager of the Grand here.

Big Stone Gap, Va.—J. R. Taylor,
who recently closed his house for
improvements, expects to reopen
about the middle of this month.

. Williamsport, Pa.—Publix has re-

duced prices at the Capitol. The
house has been running vaudeville
on Saturday, Monday and Tuesday
at 60 cents top. This has been cut
to 40 cents.

Deland, Fla. — E. J. Sparks an-
nounces that the long closed Athens
theater will soon be opened again.

Chaffee, Mo. — Pullman Theater
Co. has purchased the Pullman the-

ater from J. E. Whitten.

Waterloo, 111.—A. H. Fridrichs,

Jr., has taken over the Capitol, for-

merly operated by Schroeder & Frid-
richs.

Cleveland—Si Silverman, manager
of the Savoy, belonging to Asso-
ciated Theaters, was held up on his

way home from the theater the other
night and robbed of the night's re-

ceipts.

HARWOOD BOYS IN FIELD
Cleveland—Max and John J. Har-

wood, Jr., sons of the late John J.

Harwood, have purchased the Lex-
ington from their father's estate.

BROCKTON HOUSE BURNS
Brockton, Mass.—Fire early yen

terday destroyed the Majestic the
ater building, causing damage esti-

mated at $35,000. House was empty
at the time.

COMING & GOING

CLIVE BROOK. Paiamoimt star, arrived
in New York yesterday from a vacation in

Kngland, accompanied by Mrs. Brook. After
10 days here, they will return to the roast.

BILLIE DOVE left yesterday for Wash
ington on her way to Palm Beach, where
she will extend her vacation before returning
to the United Artists lot in Hollywood.

R. W. G. MACKAY, member of the board
I'i directors of Union Theaters. Au'stralim
circuit, arrived in New York yesterday for

a visit.

LEON JANNEY, young player who ap-

peared in several Warner pictures, is in

New York.

AIDNG/"^

;NEWVDRIC.

lALTO
PUILM.DALY

IDSANGEliS

• • • SNAP JUDGMENT as a personally expressed opin-

ion on any important subject automatically brands the

author as a mental lightweight so you dismiss him and
his remarks as idle piffle as you turn on your heel and leave

him but when a gent commissioned as a film

critic on an important national weekly passes Snap
Judgment on pictures that represent investment of small

fortunes by their producers it becomes a matter of grave

importance for it constitutes an Injustice to the thous-

ands of picture patrons who may read the comments
to the Producer whose product is slammed without a comeback

and to the publisher whose periodical must inevitably

lose respect in the minds of all fair-minded people

• • • WE ARE referring to last week's issue of "Life"

in which the film critic (?) at the end of his article

lists "Good" and "Fair" pictures and then winds up

with this superb example of Snap Judgment "DON'T
SEE" and then lists four current features

• • • PLEASE GET us straight being a crit our-

self we are the first to fight for the Craft's inalienable

right to print honest critical comment on any production

but has any critic the right to damn a picture by telling the

readers of a big national weekly NOT to see the production?

assuming for the sake of argument that it is a critic's

province to set himself up as Dictator and instruct his

readers to stay away from a picture has he the right

to do so without giving his hones criticism of that film as

justification for his Personal Opinion that thousands of

fans may not agree with at all?

* * * «

• • • SINCE THE publishers of this otherwise highly

regarded journal allow such unbridled and unsportsmanlike

condemnation of Motion Pictures we suggest they ex-

tend the system to include other industries on the same

page, for instance, with the Snap Judgments in question

there is an ad of Palmolive shaving cream why not

allow the commentator on Fashions For Men run a cute li'l item

"Don't Use Palmolive" wouldn't the manufac-
turer just love that?

* * * *

• • • JUST BECAUSE the "Life" commentator uses

Zilch's shaving cream after trying Palmolive and not

liking it personally why shouldn't he be allowed to tell

readers not to use it just because he likes some other product

better? WITHOUT stating why he doesn't like it

and suppose the motion picture industry got together

and advised its members NOT to advertise in "Life"

would the publishers of this mag have as just a protest as

the Industry has against their reviewer who says "Don't

See these pictures"?

• • • THE COLLECTIVE film biz has been docile and

meek long enough toward such detractors of their prod-

uc t really, something should be done about it

« « « » » »

ELittle
from ''Lots*'

Bx RALPH JVILK

HOLLYWOOD
LJORACE JACKSON, RKO scenar-

ist, who has been collaborating
with Sam Ornitz in vsrriting the
screen version and dialogue for
"Free Lady," is confined to his home
with a severe cold. Conferences
with Director Edward Griffith are

held daily at the scenarist's bedside.
* * *

Florine McKinney, former Fort
Worth school girl, is making rapid
strides at Paramount. She has just

been awarded the ingenue part with
the Four Marx Brothers in "Horse
Feathers." This is her first film

leading role.
* * *

Howard Estabrook, RKO scenarist
for "Cimarron," "Are These Our
children?" and others, is busily en-

gaged in writing the screen version
and dialogue for "Roar of the Dra-
gon," which Wesley Ruggles will di-

rect.
* * *

"Love Is A Racket," starring
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is scheduled
to enter prodvction at First Nation-
al next Monday. Players just an-
nounced as additions to the cast are
George Meeker, Cecil Cunningham.
John Marston, Andre Luguet, Wil-
liam Burress, George Raft, Marjorie
Peterson and Edward Kane. Direc-
tion of the pictiire has been assigned
o William A. Wellman. Ann Dvorak.
Lee Tracy, Frances Dee and War-
ren Hymer also are in it.

WARNER BROS. BUY STORY
Robert E. Burns' narrative, "I Am

A Fugitive From A Georgia Cham
Gang," has been bought by War-
ner Bros, for screen production.

PETITION WITHDRAWN
Bankruptcy petition filed against

Audio Cinema has been withdrawr
and further plans regarding activi-

ties at the studio will be announced
shortly. The plant has been re-

named Eastern Service Studio.

ai:4*«A#*4«..&ft,^

MANY UAPPY RETURNS

lest wishes art extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrit-

Ing their birthdays:

March 10
Gregory La Cava Lowell Calvert

William Courtrlght Stuart Holmes

Frank P. Donovan Melville Brown

Jean Cirard
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ALLIED IISS'N PLATFORM

BEING WHIPPED IN SHAPE

(Continued from Page 1)

convention, Abram F. Myers, chair-
man and general counsel, summar-
ized events of the past year, the
existing situation and the future
prospects. "Bringing protection
within reasonable bounds is an im-
portant plank in the economic plat-

form which you will construct be-
fore the close of this convention,"
and the determined prosecution of

the Youngclaus zoning action in

Nebraska, the similar exhibitor suit

in Cleveland and the E. M. Loew
case in New England, as well as

enactment of Brookhart's Federal
probe and anti-block booking legis-

lation and defeat of the admission
tax, "are the ends at which you
should direct your efforts," Myers
stated.

Coordination of effort on legisla-

tion will be reported by Nathan
Yamins in a plan from the Commit-
tee on Legislation, said Myers. Par-
ticular attention will be given to

the federal government's tax of 10

per cent on admissions from 25 cents

up and the 2% per cent levy on
sales of film, equipment, etc. Music
tax and copyright matters also will

have attention.

Arbitration with the Federal
Trade Commission as the referee wa?
advocated by Myers as the desired

substitute for circuit dictation in the

matter of protection. The proposed
federal investigation, he said, would
place the facts thus obtained before

the public, as well as the stockhold-
ers and the creditors of the big com-
panies and thereby induce influence

from those directions toward cor-

recting abuses.

Tieing in Short Subjects
Condemned in Resolution

Reported policies of certain dis-

tributors in tieing in shorts v^rith

feature sales was condemned in j

resolution adopted at the opening
session yesterday afternoon assail-

ing block booking. The resolution
was presented by the Block Booking
Committee through Chairman Fred
•J. Herrington. Recommendation by
this committee that M-G-M be repri-

manded for allegedly making the-
aters take reissues caused a slight

squabble. Thomas D. Goldberg of

Baltimore urged leaving out refer-

ence to the company and finally the
matter was referred back to the
committee.

Oppose Admission Tax;
Greater Exemption Sought

At the recommendation of the
Legislation Committee, headed by

Gag Rule Barred
Detroit—Cag rule tactics will not

enter the Allied convention, Al Steffes
told THE FILM DAILY. Any exhibitor
who wants action on plans can present
them on the floor at general meetings,
he said, with no fear of recommenda-
tions being killed in committee.

Allied Convention Sidelights
By ARTHUR IV. EDDY

'T'OMMY Goldberg of that militant

Baltimore unit is giving the low-

down on trade papers.

Joe Cohen of Hollywood Pictures'

local branch is plugging his contract

ivith much eyithusiasm.

Another exchange manager who
dropped in to say "howdy" was Carl

Shalit, Columbia's head man here.

Fred Zaring of Indianapolis is

proving an authority on over-seating

in that fair burg.

Wisconsin's delegation is chaper-
oned by Fred McWilliams.

Another Baltimorean who is re-

newing plenty of friendships is

Herman Blum, Allied leader in that

territory.

Pittsburgh and environs are rep-

resented by a contingent headed by
Fred Harrington.

Lester Martin, biz manager of the

Allied unit in loxva and Nebraska,
is all pepped up over membership
prospects for the year ahead.

Pete Harrison arrived in excellent

condition with Abram F. Myers via
Pittsburgh.

Al Steen, who is getting out a con-
vention daily for the "Michigan
Film Review," furnishes the aston-
ishing information that Canada, lies

south of Detroit and not north. And
has he got proof!

Entertaining the visiting ladies
are: Mrs. H. T. Reynolds, Mrs. H.
M. Richey, Mrs. E. E. Kirchner, Mrs.
J. C. Ritter, Mrs. H. T. Hall, Mrs.
Fred. De Lodder, Mrs. A. Eise-
man, Mrs. Glenn A. Cross,
Mrs. Frank Wetsman, Mrs. Allen
Johnston, Mrs. Tom Ealand, Mrs.
Tom Lancaster, Miss P. M. Sprott,
Mrs. W. A. London and Mrs. Alex
Schreiber.

Will H. Hays won't attend this

confab. He's still at the Coast.

Through the courtesy of Nate
Piatt of Publix, Bill Raynor of Fox
and Walter Norris of RKO, conven-
tioneers are being okayed at houses
throughout this hamlet.

Glenn A. Cross, prexy of the Mich-
igan Allieders, is doing great work
as a receptionist.

Nathan Yamins, Allied adopted a

resolution opposing the federal ad-
mission tax, and expressed the hope
that if any bill is enacted it will

apply to admissions of 50 cents and
up.

Protection System
Strongly Assailed

Upon recommendation of the Pro-
tection Committee, headed by F. J.

McWilliams, the protection system
was assailed in a resolution that
was adopted.
McWilliams reviewed the Wiscon-

sin protection case and said that
victory in the hearing scheduled fo

March 22 in Milwaukee would heir
exhibitors everywhere.
Sam Horwitz, Cleveland attorney,

speaking of the Cleveland exhibitors'

protection suit, pointed out that the
Clayton Act allows private anti-

trust law actions, while the Sher-
man law only authorizes the attor-

ney general to sue.

Publication of Grosses
Attacked and Defended
An attack by Tommy Goldberg

on the practice of publishing box-
office grosses, with an amendment
to the motion to also urge elimina-
tion of references to star and direc-

tor salaries, brought a rejoinder
from Pete Harrison, who defended
oublication of such information on
the ground of freedom of the press.

Appeal to Fox Film
In Poster Situation
A resolution was adopted asking

Fox Film to allow poster exchanges
to continue under the present plan

without prosecution for copyright
infringement. Sidney E. Samuelson
made the resolution.

Cole Says 1931 Product
Was Worst in History

Col. H. A. Cole, as chairman of

the Poor Pictures Committee, de-

clared that the past year's product
was the worst in history, and he
recommended that exhibitors ought
to be allowed to pass on stories

He suggested legislative means, re-

ferring to the Brookhart bill. Tomm^
Goldberg opposed the resolution a?

dictating types of stories to pro
ducers. The resolution was referred
back to the committee.

Raising Funds to Push
Four Protection Cases

Lester F. Martin discussed the
Youngclaus case, with Youngclau?
himself expected to speak to the
convention today. It was decided to

raise funds to help exhibitors in

four major protection oases now
pending in Ohio, Nebraska, Massa-
chussetts and Wisconsin. A com
mittee headed by Aaron Saperstein
will handle ways and means.

Two Brookhart Bills

Unanimously Approved
Resolutions approving both Brook-

hart measures were unanimously
adopted. One of the bills calls for
a federal probe of the whole mo
tion picture industry, while th
other relates to block booking.

Trailer Price Subject
Causes Some Excitement
Some excitement was caused when

Benny Berger, reporting for the

REDOCTIONS, NEW MODELS

ARE ANNOONCED BY RCA

(Continued from Patie 1)

session of the Allied convention by
E. 0. Heyl, manager of the Photo-
phone division of the RCA Victor
Co. Heyl said this move was the
first fruit of the economies resulting
from the recent consolidation of
Photophone with Victor.

Service charge reductions from $32.50 to
$25 a month on the Special Size equipment-
from $65 to $32.50 on the Standard Small
Size equipment and a reduction from $13(1
for four contract calls to $65 for two caIN
monthly on the Standard Super Size equip-
ment, as well as a reduction in the financinE.
interest and collection charges, were an
nounced by Heyl.

The two new all-AC operated sound repro-
ducing units, which Heyl referred to as the
Standard Large, for theaters having from
1,400 to 2,500 seating capacity and the
Standard Super, for theaters having from
2,500 to 4,000 seating capacity, are said to
be the only standard equipments operated by
AC power supply that have been designed for
theaters of the capacities mentioned. In addi-
tion to the convenience provided by the elim-
ination of batteries and motor generators and
the resultant saving in upkeep and installation
cost, the prices of these two equipments have
been materially reduced. Heretofore the sn

called Super Size equipment's lease price ha-
been $8,000. The new price of the Standarl
Super allAC operated apparatus is $5,0(1(1.

The former price of the Large Size equip
ment was $6,000. The new price of the

Standard Large Size equipment is $3,750.

Heyl also announced that the seating ca
pacity limitations of the new all-AC c-P'"

'
Special Size equipment had been increased tn

600 seats; the Standard Small Size to 1,400
seats and the Standard Large Size to 2,500
seats.

Outright Sale Explained
Questioned by exhibitors as to the

accuracy of reports that Photophone
is selling its equipment outright.
Heyl explained that in Texas and
Massachusetts such sales have been
made to state institutions, as they
'^annot lease property but must own
it.

Trailer Committee, said that Na-
tional Screen Service could not cut
prices. Berger declared that he anf'

the committee had examined the
company's books. Bill London of

Detroit protested against the report
and Al Steffes made him chairman
of the committee replacing Berger
to continue work on the matter.

Music tax and copyright amend-
ment recommendations of Abram
Myers were approved in the com-
mittee's adopted report.
Reports on double featuring will

be presented today.

Allied Convention Program
TODAY

10:00 A.M. Business session, small ball-

room.

10:30 A.M. Trip to Henry Ford's Early

American Village at Dear-
born followed by a lun-

cheon at Dearborn Inn, for

ladles.

1:00 P.M. Buffet luncheon for men in

ballroom.

2:00 P.M. Final session.

6:30 P.M. Grand banquet, grand ball-

room.

10:30 P.M. Millionaire's party.

12:00 Night Dancing until 2 A.M.
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Allied Will CloseHouses Unless Film Costs Are Cut

NEW EXHjBjTION CONTRACT VOTED JY ALLIED

15 Chicago Houses Lead Way in Dropping Dual Bills

Scores of Other Theaters

Set to Follow Suit in

Return to Singles
Chicago—At least 15 houses on

the west side are already set to drop

double features, starting Sunday,
with scores of others expected to

follow suit shortly. The move has

been accelerated by the meeting of
{Continued on Page 4)

II

IINION Tll[ftTER8

NOW OPERATING AT PROFIT

Since the recent reorganization of

Union Theaters, Ltd., with Greater

Union Theaters, Ltd., taking over

40 of the 55 houses in the Aus-
tralian circuit, the newly formed
organization has turned a weekly

loss into a profit and figures up to

the end of Febrnarv indicate a profit

of about $250,000 for the year, says

R. W. G. Mackay, member of the

board of directors, who is now in
(Continued on Page 4)

Rothafel to Address
S.M.P.E. Convention

S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel has ac-

cepted an invitation to address the

spring meeting of the Society of M.

P. Engineers in Washington, May
9-12, it is announced by 0. M. Glunt,

chairman of the Papers Committee.

Rothafel v/ill talk en "The Ideal

Theater." He is expected to de-

scribe some of the features being

incorporated in the Radio City the-

aters.

Soviet Releasing Film

Panning U. S. 'Prosperity'

Moscow—"Prosperity," sound production de-

signed to "expose the hokum about the ma-

terial blessings of the workers in the U. S.",

is expected to be released shortly by Mejrab-

pomfilm, which has been working on the pic-

ture since last May. This is the first time

the Soviet screen has attempted to portray con-

temporary American life. Russian and French

dialogue versions are being prepared.

$90,000 Allied Finances Assured
Detroit—Continuance of Allied for another year was assured by payments of

$15,000 in cash and an assessment of 2 cents a seat per year, which Allied officials

state will raise nearly $90,000. Other pledges are payable within 30 days. Estimate

is made that the average house will pay $10 a year through the seat tax.

Supreme Screen Service
Signs Allied on Trailers

Theatrical Premium Co.

Makes Tieup With Allied
Detroit—Exclusive premium tieup

was made by Allied with Theatrical

Premium Co. of New York. Alliea

gets part of the gross, estimated to

bring it between $30,000 and $50.-

000 a year. Allied unit offices will

exhibit the company's products and
give Allied patrons protection ovc
other houses.

Detroit—Reporting for the Trailer
Committee at yesterday's Allied ses-
sion. Bill London stated that a tie-

up had been made with Supreme
Screen Service under which Allied
houses will get one to four trailers a
week for $4, and pay $1 for each
additional trailer. Allied cuts in

from 5 to 10 per cent for its co-

operation. This is estimated to net
the association from $15,000 to $30,-

000 a year. The plan was adopted.

Three Regional Allied Meets Are Set

Detroit—Joint meeting of Allied

Theaters of Ontario and Allied The-
atrical Industries of Quebec is

planned for March 22 in Ottawa.
It will be a one-day session at the

Chateau.
Allied unit in Baltimore will hold

its annual meeting and election
(Continued on Page 4)

Name Players in Series

Based on Famous Poems
H'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A series of one-reel

novelties, based on famous poems
and using a name player for each,
will start at the Standard Studio

iCotitir.ued on Page 2)

5-5-5 Called Obsolete by
Convention—New Form

Up to Directors
By ARTHUR W. EDDY

Detroit—A resolution disap-
proving of the 5-5-5 contract
as obsolete and empowering
Allied directors to work for a
new standard exhibition form
nrnvided they deem it advis-
able, was adopted at yesterday's
closing session of the Allied States
Ass'n convention at the Hotel Stat-
ler. Producers having failed to put

(Continued on Page 4)

Closing of Theaters June 1st
Allied's Threat on Film Costs

Spread of Dual Bills

Is Feared in Dallas

Dallas—Adoption of double fea-

tures by the RKO Capitol has caused

considerable excitement here, and
the move is expected to force the

Publix Old Mill and the R. & R.

Mirror, as well as various other

neighborhood houses, to follow suit.

Detroit—A recommendation to all

Allied members that, unless pro-
ducers effect reductions in film costs,

theaters be closed June 1 and kept
dark until business warrants, was
voted at yesterday's closing session
of the Allied States Ass'n conven-
tion at the Hotel Statler. Sidney E.

Samuelson presented the resolution,

which was unanimously approved by
the New Jersey delegation.

ERPI POSITION UNCHANGED

BY RCA CUTS^SAYS BUNN

Action of RCA Photophone in
further reducing service charges
and cutting the price of some equip-
ment models will cause no change
in the position taken by Electrical
Research Products that it cannot
make any more slashes at this time,
C. W. Bunn, general sales manager
of Erpi, told The Film Daily yes-
terday. Bur.i repeated his recent
statement thr.t Erpi had already re-

duced its charges to the minimum.

Philadelphia M.P.T.O.
Will Banquet Jules Levy
Jules Levy will be tendered a

banquet March 29 at the Hotel
Adelphia, Philadelphia, bv the M.
P. T. 0. of Philadelpr

William Fox or/ Coast

Denies Indep't Plans

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—William Fox, on his arrival here

for a stay of four of five weeks, declined to
discuss the affairs of the company bearing his
name, but intimated that he would not enter
the independent production field. Fox is now
at Santa Barbara for some medical treatment.
He came west primarily for recreation, he said.
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Fox Remaking "What Price Glory" in Dialogue
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A dialogue version of "What Price Glory," the stage hit which
Fox filmed as a silent six years ago, will be made by Fox with Spencer Tracy and
Ralph Bellamy In the leading roles. William K. Howard will direct.

Frank Cambria Joins

Capitol Producing Staff
Frank Cambria, pioneer in the

de luxe stage presentation field and
for years associated with Publix,
will become an associate producer at
the Capitol on April, it is announced
by Louis K. Sidney, chief of the
Capitol production department. Cam-
bria will stage shows alternately with
the present associate producers,
Chester Hale and Arthur Knorr.
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EMPORIA VOTES BLUE
Emporia, Kan.—In the largest

vote ever cast at a city primary
election, Sunday shows were turned

down here. Vote was 1,984 to 1,605.

Boris Petroff to Stage
All Shows at Paramount

All future stage shows at the New
York Paramount will be produced
by Boris Petroff, it was announced
yesterday. Petroff, who has been
with Paramount for seven years,
will be assisted by David Bines, bal-

let master; Vincent Minnelli, cos-
tumer and scenic designer, and
Carmine Vitolo, who will execute
Minnelli's designs.

Name Players in Series
Based on Famous Poems

(Continued from Page 1)

on Monday, when Ben Holmes and
Leigh Jason begin work on "Lasea,"
with Hobart Bosworth. This will
be followed by Louise Fazenda in
"Some Little Bug," Chic Sale in
"Whisperin' Bill" and James Glea-
son in "Casey at the Bat." Lew
Cody, Bela Lugosi, Mary Carr, Noah
Beery and others will be presented
later.

BALTIMORE HOUSE SOLD
Baltimore — The Rivoli Theater,

offered at auction, was purchased
for $90,000 by William Martien and
Co., real estate dealers, acting for
persons whose identity was not dis-

closed. It was announced that the
theater will continue operation with-
out interruption.

RAOUL WALSH JOINS M-G-M
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Raoul Walsh, who re-

cently ended his Fox association,

has been signed to a long-term con-
tract to direct for M-G-M.

LOWE WITH COLUMBIA
Edmund Lowe has been signed for

the principal role in the first pro-
duction to be directed by Irving
Cummings for CQlumbia.

GERMAN CENSOR BANS FILM
Berlin (By Cable)—German cen-

sor has forbidden the showing of

"Her Man" as submitted.
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New York
1540 Broadway
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Long Island City
154 Crescent St.
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I Eastman Films
li J. E. Bnilatour, Inc.

J.:

»
Chicago

1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

CHATTERTON TWO-A-DAY
Ruth Chatterton in "The Rich Are

Always With Us," just completed by
First National and scheduled for
release May 21, will probably re-
ceive a preliminary two-a-day show-
ing on Broadway.

ONLY 3 SPOTS LEFT
Only three more cities. Pitts-

burgh, Omaha and Kansas City, re-
main to be signed in the national
coverage on Peerless product, ac-
cording to Adolph Pollak, president.
With the closing of these spots
Peerless will have 100 per cent cov-
erage. Hollywood Pictures Corp. of
Cleveland has just been opened in
Cleveland with Joe O'Donnell as
general manager to cover Ohio and
Kentucky. This brings the number
of exchanges, known either as Hol-
lywood Pictures or Peerless Produc-
tions, up to 20.

RKO VAUDE NIGHT ON AIR
Tonight's program of the RKO

Theater of the Air will be devoted
almost exclusively to popular vau-
deville headliners, in recognition of
the keener public interest now pre-
vailing toward vaudeville. The ner-
formers who will appear include Ken
Murray, Norma Terris, Nick Lucas,
Russ Columbo and the Landt Trio
and White.

KAIN TO TRENTON
W. W. Kain has been assigned

the direction of advertising and ex-
ploitation of five Trenton RKO
houses, by E. M. Orowitz, national
director. Theaters to be handled
bv Kain are the Capitol, Lincoln,
Trent, Palace and South Broad.

WILLIAM QUINN FUNERAL
Funeral services for William

Quinn, who was head 'still' photog-
rapher at the Vitaphone Brooklyn
studio, will be held today from the
Paulist Fathers Church. He died
Wednesday at the age of 47.

THEATER BURNS
Vinton, la.—The Palace has been

destroyed by fire. Manager H. C.
Waldorf estimates the loss at $40,-
000.

COLUMBIA BUYS STORY
"Soldiers of the Storm," Thom-

son Burtis' novel of the air, has
been purchased by Columbia.

PLAN FILM RATINGS
Wooster, 0. — Wooster Better

Movies Ass'n has adopted a plan for
listing films locally. For this work
the National Film Estimate Service
is available and will be used as a
basis for the ratings. It was de-
cided to publish full ratings on all

films, as furnished by this service.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

March 17: Annual meeting of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

March 17: Allied Theater Owners' annual
convention, Southern Hotel, Baltimore.

March 19: Columbia sales meeting. Park
Central Hotel New York.

March 22
: Allied Theaters of Ontario and

Allied Theatrical Industries of Quebec,
joint meeting, Chateau, Ottawa.

Mar. 23: Annual and special meetings of
RKO stockholders, Baltimore. Md

March 30-31 : Allied Theaters of Minne-
sota, North and South Dakota, annual
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.

Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater. New York.

Apr. «• Universal Club's Dramatic Nigh'
and Dance. True Sister's Club H""-
New York.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April
^
29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In

diana Indorsers of Photoplays. Claypoo'
Hotel. Indianapolis. Ind

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention. New
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Roval Automobile Institute, Amsterdam.
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societv
of M. P Engineers. Wasbington

June 6-9 : Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators. Memorial Hall.
Columbus. O.

LAVIETES GETS GIFT
New Haven, Conn. — Harry L.

Lavietes, retiring president of the
M. P. T. 0. of Connecticut, was pre-
sented a set of traveling bags at
a testimonial dinner. The presenta-
tion was made by Adolph Johnson.
The gift committee also included
Abraham Fishman and Edward G.
Levy.

NEW COMPANY
New Haven, Conn.—Art Cinema,

Inc., has been organized here with
authorized capital of $50,000. of
which $1,200 is paid. Incorporators
are I. B. and Clara Richman and
A. Abelson.

FRANK FAY ILL
Frank Fay, after opening his

second week at the Palace,' was
obliged t.o drop out of the show due
to severe cold. Barbara Stanwyck
(Mrs. Fay) remains on the program.

OPERATION FOR 'ROXY'
Samuel L. ("Roxy") Rothafel will

undergo a minor operation at the
Fifth Avenue Hospital on Sunday.

PROTEST SUNDAY VAUDE.
Steubenville, 0.—Stage shows in

connection with Sunday movies are
being protested by the Steubenville
Ministerial Ass'n. The protest will
go to Prosecutor J. K. George and
City Solicitor Carl Weinman.

U. SPRUCING UP CHI. OFFICE
Chicago—Universal is extensively

remodeling its offices and installing

considerable new office equipment.
When completed they will be
among the finest film offices in the
city.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Balei

Powers Clnophoiw Equipmsnt CorporatMui

723-7TH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT 0-«0«r
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Breese, 111.—The Grand has been
sold by J. W. Schmidt to V. A. Ur-
bane.

Minneapolis—Clyde Hitchcock and
associates have sold the Princess,
old East Side house, to Twin City
Theaters Corp., which takes posses-
sion March 21 and will reopen it

March 26 after some improvements.
Dick Latschaw is president of Twin
City Theaters, with M. E. Montgom-
ery as vice-president; Howard Dale,
treasurer, and W. L. Hamilton, sec-
retary.

Minneapolis—H. O. Mugridge of
Celebrated Film Exchange has made
a deal with Claude Macgowan to
handle the Mayfair (formerly Ac-
tion) lineup of 24 in this territory.

Cleveland — William Rosenthal,
operating Regal Film Service here,

has purchased "Shop Angel" for
distribution in Ohio. Rosenthal has
also acquired "Hell's House" and
"Discarded Lovers."

Los Angeles—Mark Hansen is now
operating the Belvedere Gardens. W.
"W. Brown is the new boss at the
Moneta. Albert Galston, formerly
of Detroit, has taken over the Nov-
elty.

Big Springs, Neb.—J. M. Thomp-
son is again operating the Big
Springs theater, formerly the R. &
B., which was closed for several
months.

Paonia. Colo.—Tom Poulos has re-

opened the Paonia, formerly oper-
ated by R. D. Giffee of Hotchkiss.
Poulos owns the building.

CAROLINA THEATER CHANGES
Charlotte, N. C—Among theaters

transferred in the Carolinas are:
Dixie. Scotland Neck, formerly oper-
ated by R. J. Madry, taken over by
H. P. Harrill; Paddy Mountain,
West Jefferson, formerly operated by
C. 0. Parsons, taken over by Orville
L. Stewart; Cameo, Belton. reopened
under management of M. F. Mit-
chell; Temple, Sanford, formerly
operated by William Krout, taken
over by R. J. Ingram; new theater
at Maiden opened under manage-
ment of E. S. Holleman, who form-
erly owned the Dixie, Aberdeen; new
theater at Canton opens April 15
under management of W. H. Odum;
Dixie, Raeford, destroyed by fire.

Believer in Signs

Detroit—Edgar Kirchner is telling one
about his Family theater. Next to the
house's name outside was a sign an-
nouncing its admission price of 10 cents.
One night a customer tried to bring
In his wife and two children on one
ticket. By way of argument he pointed
to the signs: "Family" and "Admission
10 Cents."

AlONG™^ lALTO
WITH

PUILM.DALY

NtW VORIC IDS ANGELES

• • • THE ALL-TIME record for billposting has just been
pasted up in Baltimore by Billy Ferguson for Emgeem
exploiting "Tarzan the Ape Man" with a 168-sheet spread

some paper ! Bill was so exhausted from watch-

ing the Actual Work being done by Phil De Angelis and his

demon paste wielders that he had to be carried to his

hotel room to rest for a coupla hours Bill sez it isn't

the physical effort but the Mental Strain that gets him

* * III «

• • • THIS IS certainly the Independent Year according

to all the signs now comes word that "Cross Examina-
tion" produced by Alfred Mannon at the Tec-Art stude

is mopping up on the Coast playing first-runs in many
key spots

• • • NOW COMES Al Parker the director who has

been pickin' future greats for stage and screen for yars and
yars . . Al has finished a screen test of Marion Burns

appearing in a Charles Hopkins show the test has been

airplaned to the Fox studio Al is staking his rep that

the girl is one of the greatest current bets for the pix

* * * *

• • • DOWN HAVANA way Pedro Saenz, handling

Radio product crashed the local rags with the biggest

ads in the past five years for "Cimarron" so the

Fausto theater is also experiencing an Epic Rush

• • • OUR OWN Charles Reed Jones has crashed into the
Lindbergh kidnaping case as a recognized writer of detec-
tive stories he wrote a critical analysis which went over
the wires of the Standard News Service Charley as-
cribes the kidnaping to personal vengeance against the Lind-
berghs and works out a clever and logical theory to back
it up

• • • WHILE INTERVIEWING Harry Barris on the
Metropolitan lot in Hollerword Elizabeth Wilson, western
editor of "Silver Screen" inadvertently got into a scene

and later the assistant director handed her a check
for $7.50 for her work as an extra now she knows just
how they feel

* * * *

• • • SO THE Independent producers had their day in

court at the A.M.P.A. luncheon at Sardi's they were just
so nice and polite and didn't say one cross word against
the major producers even the exchangemen came in

for bouquets of all things! it was just one big
happy family and we fell to dreaming that it

would be nice to run out and corral all the execs among the big
producers and spread 'em at the guest table among the
indie producers for the Spirit of the occasion was ripe
to Adjust Everything all grievances would be ironed
out they would be calling each other "Pal" a ti-

the Big Shots would agree to give their indie playmates ANY-
THING

* * * *

• • • AND AS we AWOKE from our dream
attorney Arthur Garfield Hays was trying to sell the indie boys
an Idea for a Protective Association sell Messrs. Mac-
gowan, Weiss, Kandel, Bellman, Freuler, Pollak, et al!

YOU try and sell 'em Anything

« « « » » »

ELittle
from "Lots"

By RALPH WILK mm^^
HOLLYWOOD

RETTE DAVIS will play the lead-

ing feminine role opposite War-
ren William in Warner's "The Dark
Horse," which goes into production
late this month. Frank McHugh
will also have an important role in
the picture. "The Dark Horse" is

based on a story written by an
anonymous author. Screen adapta-
tion is the work of Courtenay Ter-
rett and Joseph Jackson.

* * *

David Manners will appear oppo-
site Marian Marsh in "Competi-
tion," soon to start production at
the Warner studios.

* * *

Russ Clark, former boxing in-
structor of Illinois, has been as-
signed a role in "The Strange Case
of Clara Deane," it is announced
by Paramount.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Paul Lukas.
Eugene O'Brien, Sidney Fox, Chico
Marx, Tom Keene, James Whale,
Robert Montgomery, Arthur Kober,
Sam Hoffenstein, Jack Fier, Al Sem-
els, J. Walter Ruben. Casey Robin-
son, Harvey Thew, Kubec Glasmon.
David Lewis, Laura Hope Crews.
Jean Neuglesco, Colonel Jason C.
Joy, Nicholas Grinde at the opening
of "Springtime for Henry."

* «

Paul Stein, director of Pola
Negri's "A Woman Commands," re-
turns to duty at the RKO-Radio Pic-
tures studio March 26.

W. E. SYSTEM FOR ROAD
George White's "Scandals" is go-

ing on tour taking with it the first

Western Electric portable Public
Address System to make a trans-
continental theatrical trip. The sys-
tem was installed during the run
of the "Scandals" at the Apollo,
New York.

EXTEND ARLISS RUN
Philadelphia — "The Man Who

Played God," after a three week
run at the Boyd, has been moved
for an extended first run at the
Karlton.

5!,»»*^l&fcASt!

MANY HAPPY muml

est wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the
Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 11
Raoul Walsh

Lois Moran

Ralph A. Kohn

Richard A. Foster

George N. Loebe

Charles C. Hayward
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NEW EXHIBITION EORN

VOTED BY ALLIED ASS'N

{Continued from Page 1)

the 5-5-5 agreement into effect,

conditions have altered since its

drafting, the resolution stated. It

was also contended that inferior

pictures help make the contract

provisions out of date. The resolu-

tion was adopted without discus-

sion.

Earl Lawson, K. C. and Canadian
exhibitor legal advisor, said that
unless theaters get a new exhibition

contract in Ontario legislative relief

will be sought.

Adopt Resolution to Oust
Producers from Exhibition

The convention adopted the com-
mittee recommendation for eliminat-

ing producers from exhibition pre-

sented by Sidney E. Samuelson. It

was urged that units start a cam-
paign to educate the public on un-
economic and unfair operation of

producer houses. Screens, radio,

newspaper advertising and public
speakers were recommended as
means to this end. Allied also will

get out a press book in the matter.

Double Feature Epidemic
Blamed on Producers
Blaming producers for the spread

of double features, the convention
adopted a resolution condemning the
practice presented by Joe Pastor of

the committee handling this matter.

It was charged that Will H. Hays
would not cooperate on the problem.
Discussion of the resolution caused
warm arguments pro and con. One
speaker said the policy developed
because theaters cannot normally
play all pictures which producers
force on them. Bill London claim-
ed that inferior shorts compel ex-
hibitors to use two features, and
several speakers blamed poor shorts
for the situation. Glenn Cross saw
danger of producers making inferior

pictures to serve dual bill purposes.

F. J. McWilliams complained
about shortage of feature footage,
and accused producers of trying to

Allied Convention Sidelights
By ARTHUR W. EDDY

p-REDDIE SCHADER, who knows
his Broadway, too, is greeting

many of his friends from 'round the
country. He's handling publicity
and advertising at the big Fox de
luxer here.

H. M. Rickey plotted to convert
Pete Harrison into a Canadian pub-
lisher, but Pete outsmarted him. As
a party was returninff to Detroit
from Windsor the other night. Rich
framed Pete with the im/migration
inspectors, but the "victim" slipped
by 'em and the conspiracy fell flat. '

Abe Leff and Mike Berg of the
Jersey unit are going around the
convention hand in hand.

Col. H. A. Cole has his wild and
woolly Texans under control.

Sam Ackerman's pup commented
on one resolution at the opening
session of the confab. Al Steffes
interpreted the "remark" as an aye
vote.

They've brought in a 10-foot traf-
fic light signal to stop speakers who
overtalk their limit.

Three Regional Meets
Set by Allied Units

(.Continued from Page 1)

March 17 in the Southern Hotel,
Baltimore.
The northwest Allied group

stages its annual convention March
30-31 at the Radisson Hotel, Min
neapolis. Al Steffes will attend.

LAUGH SHORT FINISHED
First of a series of 52 laugh reels

titled "The Screen Jester" has been
completed by Pierre Arnaud. Dis-
tribution is now being arranged.

15 Chicago Theaters
Dropping Dual Bills

(Continued from Page 1)

independents held early this week
to take action in the matter. Al-
though no reply has been received
yet from the circuits, favorable ac-

tion on their part in discontinuing
dual bills also is anticipated. A
special announcement has been pre-
pared for use by theaters in telling
their patrons of the more enjoyable
programs that will be made possible
through bills comprising a single
feature and shorts.

UNION THEATERS CIRCUIT

NOW OPERATING AT PROFIT

(Continued from Page 1)

New York. All of the houses are
showing pictures at a profit, accord-
ing to Mackay. The new company
entered into arrangements with
landlords modifying the rental pre-
viously paid and more favorable film
contracts were negotiated, Mackay
states. With a liability to the bank
as the only obligation, G.U.T. is
voluntarily setting aside 20 per cent
of its yearly profits toward meeting
the claims of creditors of the old
company, says Mackay.

Speaking of general conditions,
Mackay declared that Australians
will always attend good pictures and
the company which can exhibit good
films runs no risk of being unable to
make a reasonable profit during the
period of the depression even if it
extends for another three or five
years.

COMING & GOING

LOUIS K. SIDNEY left yesterday for an
extended vacation in Florida.

ARTHUR HOUSEMAN of the RKO pub
licity forces is back from Syracuse. He says
the report about his autoing west with Stan-
Icy Rauh must be a confusion with two other
fellows.

LEE MARCUS left for the coast yester-
day.

M. A. LIGHTMAN leaves tomorrow for
Washington.

CARL LESSERMAN, Warner-First Na-
tional midwest district manager with head-
quarters in Chicago, is in New York con-
ferring with (Jradwell Sears, general sales
manager in charge of southern and western
distribution.

WILLIAM SHIRLEY, owner of the State,
Schenectady, was a visitor to the Warner
offices yesterday.

CARL G. BERGER is on his way to the
coast by airplane.

force independents out of business
through double feature bills.

Convention Votes Against
Publication of Grosses
A resolution condemning publica-

tion of grosses, as well as star sal-

aries and production costs, "unless
authentic," was adopted by the con-
vention. The legislative dangers of
the practice were stressed, and a
different form of classifying pic-

tures as to box-office worth was
suggested. Abram F. Myers indi-

cated producers are to blame for
allowing press agents to publicize
figures. The resolution was re-
drafted to include producers as well
as trade papers.

Committee is Named
To Aid Bennie Berger

It was voted to have Al Steffes
name a committee of three to aid
Bennie Berger of Bemidji, Minn.,
in his difficulties with M-G-M. al-

leged to be encouraging the erection
of an opposition house in this small
town. Steffes charged that Berger
is being persecuted because he is

president of the Allied northwest
unit. He attacked Felix F. Feist
for his unrelenting attitude in re-
fusing to stop encouraging efforts
in behalf of the new house.

Steffes also called upon Will H.
Hays and C. C. Petti.iohn to stay
out of three northwest states as
they cause legislative difficulties.

Wherever exhibitor organizations
which "receive Hays support" op-
erate, there are bills adverse to the
industry, Steffes said. He criticized
the M.P.T.O.A. for inviting con-
gressmen to its banquet as guests
while it talks hard times.

Percentage System
Arouses Opposition

A resolution was adopted opposing
straight percentage or guarantee
and percentage with preferred play-
ing time on Saturday and Sunday.
These discussions took the form of
an attack on producers for designat-
ing playing dates under such deals.

Col. Cole Urges Campaign
For Brookhart Measure

A militant campaign for the
Brookhart measures was urged by
Col. H. A. Cole, who told exhibitors
to inform their friends that under
these provisions they can assume re-
sponsibility for the type of pictures
on their screens. Col. Cole urged
getting the aid of Parent-Teachei
associations.

H. M. Richey Not Yet Set
In Business Manager Post
H. M. Richey has not yet form-

ally accepted the post of business
manager for Allied. The matter
will be handled by the board of di

rectors, and it will depend upon
whether they meet his salary de
mands.

Banquet and Parties
Wind Up Convention
At the conclusion of yesterday',

business sessions, the conventior
crowd, several hundred strong, at
tended the grand banquet, which go)
under way about 7 P.M., follow?-
by a "millionaire's party" and danc-
ing until morning.
The highlight of the banquet was

a gag broadcasting stunt fakin"
Will H. Hays and various M.P.T.O.A.
officials.

DRAMA SCHOOL IN SHOW
Feagin School of Dramatic Art

will present its senior students m a
group of plays as the final perform-
ances before their graduation, which
takes place March 18. Presenta-
tions will take place in the school
theater, 351 West 57th St., this
afternoon and evening, tomorrow
evening, Tuesday afternoon and
Wednesday evening.

FORMING MICKEY CLUBS
Cleveland — Fourteen Warner

houses in northern Ohio will es-
tablish Mickey Mouse Clubs, accord-
ing to H. W. "Hank" Peters, repre-
sentative of Walt Disney, who has
been conferring with Nat Wolf, zone
manager of Warner theaters. Lew-
Thompson, well known in the film
industry, will get the clubs started.

TITLE CHANGED
Title of the Universal Whirlwind

picture, "Tricked," has been changed
to "Stowaway." Cast of "Stow-

1

away," which is scheduled for re-
lease April 4, includes Fay Wray,
Leon Waycoff, Montagu Love, Rosco
Karns, Lee Moran and Betty Fran-
cisco. It was directed by Phil Whit-
man from the story by Norman
Springer.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Lumatone Production Co., motion pictures;

M. H. Lavenstein, 1775 Broadway, New
York. 100 shares common.

liartlett Pl;iy<. theatrical business; S. E.
(jinsburg, 511 Fifth Ave., New York. $8,000.

Natlu Amusement Corp.. theatrical enter-
prises; Abberley & Bryde, 42 Broadway, New
V ork. 100 shares rommon.

Tiffany Motion Pictures: Fitelson, Lerman
& Mayers, 70 West 40th St., New York.
100 shares common,
Armrad Radio and Television Corp. H.

Hoffert, 1450 Broadway, New York. $10,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Gibson Theaters, Inc., Dover, Del., amuse-

ment places; Melvin Hopkins, Dover, Del.
$100,000; 10,000 shares common.
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Fewer and Shorter Studio Shutdowns This Summer

REDRAFTJNG OF 5-5-5 PROPOSED BY MJ- T 0. A.

Publix Launching Intensive Drive For Spring Business

Managers Asked to Submit
Campaigns Against Sum-

mer Opposition
An intensive campaign to fore-

stall the drop in attendance that
comes with spring and summer
weather has been launched by Pub-
lix. Sam Dembow and John Bala-
ban, who recently took over some of

the duties formerly handled by Sam
Katz, are directing the drive. Thoy
have issued an order to all district

and local managers on the circuit,

asking each one to submit immed-
iately an analysis of his particular

situation, a plan of action for meet-
ing the situation, and a specific

{Continued on Pane 3)

MACK SENNEH PROGRAM

80 PER ICENT FINISHED

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Having only five

more comedies to finish in his cur-

rent program of 26 two-reelers for

Educational release, Mack Bennett
has completed approximately 80 per

cent of his 1931-32 lineup. When
the present schedule is terminated,

activity will begin on the 1932-33
shorts without any studio shutdown.

Jim Normanly Resigns
From Bank of America

Jim Normanly, for years asso-

ciated with Dr. A. H. Giannini in

the Bank of America here, has re-

signed and will leave March_15 for

the coast to become executive as-

sistant to Dr. Giannini in the Bank
of America of California.

"Most Serious, Constructive Meet," Says Myers
Detroit—Allied's convention here this week was "the most serious and

most constructive" he ever attended, said Abram F. Myers, chairman and gen-

eral counsel of the organization, at the conclusion of the affair.

Steffes-Saperstein Break
Manifest at Allied Meet

Detroit—Symptons of a break be-
tween Aaron Saperstein, president
of the Chicago exhibitor organiza-
tion, and Allied States Ass'n were
in evidence here yesterday following
the Allied convention, which Saper-
stein attended but did not partici-

pate in. According to several mem-
bers of the Saperstein delegation

(.Continued on Page 9)

Spitalny Leaves B. & K.
To Enter Radio Field

Chicago — H. Leopold Spitalny,

who has been musical director with
Balaban & Katz for eight years,

will leave the firm April 1. He in-

tends to devote all of his time to

radio work.

Convention to Consider
New Contract, Says
M. A. Lightman

Prospects of a new standard ex-
hibition contract became consider-
ably brighter Friday when Presi-
dent M. A. Lightman of the M. P.
T. 0. A. indicated that his organiza-
tion is ready to help redraft the
present 5-5-5 agreement by making
what he termed "moderate changes."
The Lightman statement follows a
move in the same direction made by

(.Continued on Page 9)

BROOKHART MAY SUPPLY

M. P. T. 0. A.

ShutdownsAmong Coast Studios
Fewer and Shorter This Year

Publix Manager Tops 30
For Ten Weeks in a Row

Clarksdale, Miss.—Although business condi-

tions in this community arc worse this year

than last, Manager R. E. Norman of the Para-

mount, Publix house, has bettered his last

year's grosses for 10 consecutive weeks.

Louis Weil Dies in Chi.;

RKO Circuit Division Mgr.
Chicago—Louis Weil, local divi-

sion manager for RKO circuit, died

this week in Grant Hospital after a

short illness. Weil, who was 47

years old, previously was with Lub-
liner & Trinz and Balaban & Katz.

His widow survives.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—studio shutdowns this

summer will be fewer and shorter,

according to present plans, due to

the necessity of catching up on pro-

grams that have fallen behind
schedule, as well as to meet the in-

creasingly acute product shortage
situation. Although some of the

major producers like Fox. M-G-M,
(Continued on Page 3)

Convention ^nX\\usxasm
-oratory casts its spell, and resolutions fly

Rv DON CARLE '~" ' "T-rt:

W
wow.

ELL, it seems there was a convention out there in Detroit.

In the shadow of old Fort Dearborn the Allied braves engaged In heap big pow-

They shot arrows at this white man's industry until it resembled a big porcupine.

Then, by way of liniment and bandages, they passed a flock of resolutions.

Boy, did they pass resolutions!

From the perspective of a distant and calm observer, the gem of the convention

was voiced by Abram F. Myers in his opening address, wherein he said:

(Continued on Page 2)

If the M. P. T. 0. A. convention
which starts Monday in Washington
presents any fireworks, it is likely

they will be ignited by the Brook-
hart block booking bill now pending
in Congress. President M. A. Light-
man and some other organization
leaders are known to be opposed to

(Continued on Page 9)

F. Wynne-Jones Resigns
As President of Ufa Here
F. Wynne-Jones has resigned as

president of Ufa here and has been
succeeded by Ernest Eisele, who
with Herbert Grau, vice-president

and manager, will control the Ufa
interests in America. Wilhelm
Meydam of the Ufa Berlin office will

return to Germany on the Europa,
March 16. Arrangements were con-

cluded yesterday whereby Leo
(Continued on Page 9)

S. R. Kent Will Address

M.P.T.O.A. Convention

Uncertainty as to whether Sidney R. Kent
would address the M.P.T.O.A. convention at

Washington, Monday was dispelled Friday

through formal announcement that he will

take part in the proceedings.
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U SELLS CHICAGO HOUSE
Chicago— The Alcyon, Highland

Park, has been purchased from Uni-
versal by Johnny Jones of Jones,

Linick & Schaefer. He is operating
it as a straight picture house.

J?
i.i
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Convention Enthusiasm
-oratory casts its spell, and resolutions fly

(Continued from Page 1)

"Movements too often are initiated under the spell of oratory or the urge of en-

thusiasm which can not later be carried out."

It's a powerfully freighted remark.

This oratory business has ruined more good exhibitors than the ticker tape did.

It has given theater owners more bum steers than the weather man hands out.

Some of the most impressively loquacious individuals in the world are the radicals

and misfits who congregate regularly in Union Square, New York.

To hear them talk, the whole universe is wrong.

They are always protesting against this or complaining about that, and all they ever

get out of it is a caressing from a cop's stick when their oratorical fervor reaches the

point of annoyance to their neighbors.

From these spectacles it must be apparent to the observant mind that, if the world

is wrong, you cannot correct it by oratory.

Nor by passing resolutions which die next day in the minutes of the meeting.

When things aren't going well with an exhibitor, his first Impulse is to look around
for something or somebody ELSE to blame.

It doesn't occur to him that the trouble may be right in his own back yard.

And among exhibitors who flock to conventions where industry "abuses" are built

up into great big monsters, there are many whose theaters are so uninviting, so unat-

tractive, so poorly maintained and so indifferently operated that these factors alone are

enough to prevent them from being a success.

This is the type of theater owner who falls with the biggest thump for "the spell

of oratory or the urge of enthusiasm."

A MONO the most heavily applauded statements these days is the assertion that cur-

•'* rent product is terrible.

Col. H. A. Cole, that merry old soul from the Texas plains, gets up in meeting and
declares ri°ht out that the 1931 film output "was the worst in history."

This is a typical example of how oratory and enthusiasm can run away with itself

and do widespread injustice to the facts.

Col. Cole, if he means what he says, brands the highly perfected talking pictures of

1931 as inferior to the crude sound films of 1928.

He calls the present skilled characterizations inferior to the 10-20-30 emotional

calisthenics of 1905.

Most unjust of all, he makes no allowance for the fact that last year pictures had
to buck the toughest conditions of their career because of the general industrial calamity

—and in spite of these conditions, the film industry is still operating at a higher ratio

than the steel industry, the railroads and a lot of other big businesses!

the

One bad trouble with exhibitors nowadays is that they have developed a "smash"
complex.

They want every picture to be a knockout.
Years ago they were satisfied with two or thr^e big hits a year, and it was with

in-betweens that they made most of their money.
Today the in-betweens are despised as clucks.

Exhibitors can see pictures only in two lights now—they are either outright socks

or downright flops.

If other lines of business can profitably handle different qualities of goods, by apply-

ing appropriate merchandising to each as befits the case, why can't theaters do like-

wise with different qualities of pictures?

It's humanly impossible to make every feature a hit that sells itself, just as nobody
expects every theater owner to be a perfect showman.

But if exhibitors would make a greater effort to adapt themselves to the situa-

tion as it stands, instead of dissipating their energies in trying to bring about the Utopia

painted to them by inspired oratory, this business might not be so bad after all.

lUST one thing more, this time with regard to that plan of placing the independents'

^ grievances before the public.

Suppose your tailor were having difficulty with the buttonhole-makers' union and he
unloaded his troubles on you when you came in to order a suit.

What would be the result?

Next time you needed a suit, you would go to a tailor who interested himself in

giving you a good fit instead of trying to interest you in his shop troubles.

The same principle applies to the theatergoing public.

A good show, presented under agreeable and comfortable auspices, is all that a

movie fan cares about.

Not only is it going to be a tough job to gain the sympathy of a public who knows
nothing about the ramifications of show business, but to thrust your business complaints
on folks who pay you their good money to be entertained is the surest route to b. o.

suicide.

If you still think you can get anywhere by appealing to the public, check up on the
results from the million spent by the American Federation of Musicians in trying to win
the support of the populace in the union's fight against canned music!

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

March 17: Annual meeting of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

March 17: Allied Theater Owners' annual
convention, Southern Hotel, Baltimore.

March 19: Columbia sales meeting. Park
Central Hotel New York.

March 22 : Allied Theaters of Ontario and
Allied Theatrical Industries of Quebec,
joint meeting. Chateau, Ottawa.

Mar. 23 : Annual and special meetings of
RKO stockholders, Baltimore. Md.

March 30-31 : Allied Theaters of Minne-
sota. North and South Dakota, annual
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.

Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Niiih'
and Dance. True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis. Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention. New
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Roval Automobile Institute, Amsterdam.
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers. Washington

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall.
Columbus, O.

UNIVERSAL BUYS STORY
Carl Laemmle, Jr., has purchased

"The Prison Doctor," by Louis Berg,
M.D., for Universal's 1932-33 line-up.

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS
LATEST equipment for recording sound

on film and disc and synchronizing.
Several large sound stages, many sets.

Sound truck available. Prices very
reasonable.

1600 Broadway New York

Tel.: LAckawanna 4-7511

PrcsidciitHoicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates
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LAUNCHES DRIVEPU6LIX

FOR SPRING

(Continued from Page 1)

account of what the theater may be
expected to do from April to Sep-
tember in the way of business.
"Each manager should consider

the possible effect on his theater of

a change in policy or price," the
instructions state, "and should make
the recommendations he deems best.

In extreme cases, the advisability

of closing the theater should be coji-

sidered."

Sales Matters Only
At Columbia Confab

Columbia's eastern division meet-
ing being held today (Saturday) at

the Park Central Hotel will be de-

voted entirely to sales. Vice-Presi-

dent Jack Cohn will open the ses-

sion. Other home office executives
present will include Charles Rosen-
zweig, Maurice Goodman, Abe
Schneider, Jerome Safron, Bruce
Gallup, Lou Weinberg, Rube Jack-
ter, George Gray, Hal Hodes, and
Henri Brunet. Exchange represen-

tatives attending are: Joe McCon-
ville and Abe Montague, Phil Meyer,
Nat Cohn, Irving Wormser, S. Trau-
ner, A. Weissman. W. Fraum, S.

Kulik, S. Schussel, J. Becker, C. Pen-
zer, J. F. O'Toole, C. Johnston, Joe
Miller, Louis Astor, Benj. L. Lourie,

J. F. Sharkey, S. A. Galanty, H. E.

Weiner, M. Gillis, Wm. Bethell,

David Korson, Ely J. Epstein.

ZUCKER WITH PEERLESS
Frank Zucker, who is in charge

of cameras for Charles Rogers in

the production of "Madison Square
Garden," has been engaged as chief

cameraman for Peerless Produc-
tions' eastern unit at the Metropol-

itan Studios. He will work under
director Charles Ulmer.

ON MASCOT FOREIGN TRIP
Morris Goodman sailed Friday

night on the Majestic for London
Paris and Berlin in the interests

of Mascot Pictures Corp.

COMING & GOING

EDMUND LOWE, who has been working
at Paramount's eastern studio, left Friday
for the coast.

LILYAN TASHMAN, who also has been
acting at tht Paramount New York studid
and making personal appearances, has gone
to Boston to fill an engagement at the Para-
mount in that city.

JOHN CONSIDINE, Fox director, and his

bride, the former Carmen Pantages, arrive
in New York on Sunday from the south.
ALINE MacMAHON leaves for the coast

in a few days to appear in another First
National picture.
BARBARA STANWYCK, now in New

York, is due to return to Hollywood by April
1 to start work in her next Warner picture,
"The Mud Lark."
BOB SAVINI. assistant to Bill SaaL re

turned Friday to New York from a visit

to the Sono Art-World Wide exchanges in

Cleveland and Detroit.
BUDD ROGERS arrived in Detroit Fri-

day from Indianapolis, and leaves there
Sunday for Chicago, continuing his tour of
the Sono Art-World Wide branches in the
middle and southwest.

ALONG

• • • WHEN WE do our lightning change act from Col-

umnist to Reviewer and sit down to appraise the pix

we have seen in our review we are often tempted to

devote the entire review to a thesis on The Damphoolishness of

Miscasting for some of the casting in recent features

has been so assinine and gawdawful that it has all but
ruined the author and director who are blamed for the Terrible

Result not to mention the Chief Victim the player

who was so terribly miscast

• • • IN OUR simple, innocent way we have occasion-

ally called the attention of producers to this deplorable sit-

uation which seems to be getting highly organized into

a System but without any appreciable results

they continue sticking sophisticated actresses in coy, demure
roles callow, immature youths play the parts of finan-
cial titans and the "sex lure" gals who can only say
it with shapely limbs and adorably dumb faces are given sub-
tle psychological roles that call for projecting THOUGHTS

which makes it awfully tuff on the audience
the men are interested in the Limbs, and don't want to be
disturbed with anything Serious and the femmes all

know that a gal with Leg Lure and a Pretty Face doesn't need
to Think so the pix Flops right there because
the miscasting ignores all the obvious Facts of Life that even
the dumbest in the audience knows

• • • SO IF Hollywood feels that it must persist in this

Miscasting Fallacy why not have recourse to the nursery
literature for scripts for Miscasting originated in Fairy
Tales because the child mind adores paupers who be-

come princes and pigmies who destroy giants
but the grown-ups know from life's sad experience that it just

ain't so only the kiddies and Hollerword believe in Fairy
Tales and in spite of the fact that kid patronage in

theaters averages only 5 per cent Hollerword seems
firmly convinced it is 100

• • • BUT ONE gent out there in the Never-Never Land
of the studios has seen the light George Cukor, a Para-
mount director has analyzed the Miscasting Mania
and blames it in great part on the desire to get Names in a

pix when the roles are admirably adapted to players

of lesser fame but the player with a rep gets the part
when a competent actor of lesser fame or no

fame at all, for that matter would have made the role

stand out

• • • OUT THERE in Hollerword there are hun-

dreds of actors with some measure of ability according

to Mister Cukor who are particularly adapted to some
type or role and a sane system of casting would
readily disclose them help make ordinary pictures out-

standing develop new Names that are so desperately

needed and give the author, director and the public a

Break not to mention the bank account of the producer.

• • • WE SUGGEST that the gents responsible for Cast-

ing be credited or discredited, as the case may
be and let the trade and the public find out who's Messing

Up the Works why pan the poor direcor and author?

COAST STUDIO SHUTDOWNS

TO BE FEWERAND SHORTER

(Continued from Page 1)

Universal, United Artists and a few
others are on the way to finishing
on or near schedule time, quite a few
are behind and some will even cur-
tail their quota of pictures for the
season. Independent activity also
promises to develop into unusual
proportions by summer, adding to
the demands for studio space. Chief
factor^ however, is that the lower
rate of production through the win-
ter and the hgher rate of consump-
tion as a result of double features
has caused such a depletion of film
inventories that quick action will
have to be taken to replenish them.

Stoddard in Charge
Of Publix Personnel

All personnel placements and
records at Publix are now under the
direc'ion of Chester L. Stoddard,
formerly a district manager in the
New England territory.

« « « » » »

MANY PAPPY RETURNS,

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat

inn their birthdays

March 12-13

George W. Harvey Dave Morrison

Milton Cohen Edward Carlson

William Stoermer

Charles A. Buckley Lloyd Mosler

Ruby Middleton Henry Roquemore

Paul Fix A. C. Martin

Carroll )ohnson

Jack Lustberg Joins
J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc.

Jack Lustberg, who recently re-
turned from Mexico City where he
was connected with a studio venture
headed by Maurice Chase, has
joined J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc., to
specialize in the preparation and dis-
tribution of independent films for
Spanish and Portugese speaking
territories. First deal closed by

j)

Lustberg is for the Peerless prod-
uct. He is now preparing to make
a sales trip to Cuba, the West In-
dies and Mexico.

BILLIE DOVE VISITS HOOVER
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Billie Dove called on

President Hoover and had a brief

conversation while stopping over
here en route to Florida.

^;hMih% *, ^^A§^

I
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILKi

A/fONA RICO, Wampas Baby star

of 1932 who made her screen

debut opposite John Barrymore in

"Eternal Love," has been signed by
Paramount for "Thunder Below."

* * *

"Bunny" Weldon, who staged the

dance number for several features

Robert T. Kane produced at the Cos-

mopolitan studio. New York, has

produced the floor show for the new
Gene Morgan Pyramid club, which
opened this week. He produced two
Folies Bergere shows in Paris and
one at the Savoy in London.

* * *

Cast additions announced for "The
Roadhouse Murder," now in rehears-

al at the RKO-Radio Pictures studio

under the direction of J. Walter
Ruben, include David Landau, Rosco
Ates and Gustav Von Seyffertitz,

supporting the young leads are Eric

Linden and Dorothy Jordan. Among
other supporting players ai-e Creigh-

ton Chaney, Purnell Pratt, Roscoe
Karns, Julie Haydon, Phyllis Clare,

Jacques de Bujac, Alfred James.
Charles Quigley, Sammy Fuller and
Shirley Chambers.

* 4> *

RKO Pathe has announced a new
group of six westerns for Tom
Keene. The first release will be
"The Law Rides," by Bennett Cohan.

* * *

William Seiter will direct RKO-
Radio Pictures' "The Truth About
Hollywood." Adela Rogers St. Johns
Hyland is completing the story.

Robert Presnell will write the con-

tinuity.

*

Edna May Oliver will head an
all-star cast in "Hell Bent for
Election," it is announced by David
O. Selznick, production head at

RKO. S. J. Perlman and Ralph
Murphy are the authors. Murphy
and Zion Myers will co-direct.

* if if

Joe Berliner, well known member
of the film colony, is opening a res-
taurant at 5637 Wilshire Boulevard
March 25. His restaurant will be
known as "Josephs."

* * *

George Fitzmaurice will direct

Constance Bennett in her next pic-

ture to follow "Free Lady," now
in preparation at the RKO Radio
Pictures studios, and Frank Lloyd
has been borrowed from Fox to di-

rect Ann Harding in a pciture to
follow "Westward Passage," now en-
tering production.

The Way It Goes
Harpo Marx is one of Hollywood's outstanding paradoxes, He has never spol^en in

a talking picture, relying solely on pantomime to put over his character. But several

years ago, when he tried to play in silent films, in which pantomime is of vital

importance, he was unsuccessful and had to return to the stage.

In Her Element

Eileen Percy, former screen star and
now a newspaper columnist, has joined
the cast of RKO-Radio Pictures' )ohn
Barrymore starring film, "State's Attor-
ney," as a "sob sister" reporter.

H. N. Swanson, editor of College
Humor Magazine, has been signed
as RKO story editor. Swanson
states, however, that he will not
sever connections completely with
his magazine.

* * *

Casey Robinson, Paramount wri-
ter, has been borrowed by RKO to
collaborate with Ben Markson on the
screen play for "Is My Face Red."
Robert Armstrong, Jill Esmond,
Phyllis Clare and Arline Judge are
late additions to the cast.

Jf * if

John Francis Dillon's first duty
under his recently signed Fox con-
tract will be to direct Warner Bax-
ter in "Man About Town," for
which the cast is now being as-

sembled. Selections for roles, up to

the present, include Karen Morley,
Conway Tearle, Halliwell Hobbes,
Lawrence Grant, Alan Mowbray and
DeWitt Falk.

* * 4<

Courtenay Terrett, New York
newspaperman and author of "Only
Saps Work," has completed the
screen adaptation of Rian James's
recent novel, "Love Is a Racket,"
which enters production Monday at
First National as a starring vehicle
for Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Wil-
liam A. Wellman will direct.

* * *

The seventh release on the present
Big 4 Western schedule is casting.
It is "Scarlet Brand," starring Bob
Custer, the fourth in a series of
six. Immediately after this is com-
pleted a Buzz Barton Western will
go into production.

* * *

Raymond Borzage, nephew of
Frank Borzage, has been given a
role in "Young America," which is

now in production at Fox under his
uncle's direction. Featured in the
picture are Spencer Tracy, Doris
Kenyon and Ralph Bellamy. Spec
O'Donnell is a recent addition to the
cast.

* * *

According to Richard Wallace,
who is directing Tallulah Bankhead
for Paramount in "Thunder Below,"
if you are inclined to whistle while
shaving, you are subconsciously wor-
ried. Analyze it yourself, he ad-
vises.

* * *

"The Strange Case of Clara
Deane" has been selected as the title

of the film version of Arthur M.
Brilant's play, "Clara Deane," ac-
cording to announcement from tfie

Paramount studios, where the pic-

ture is in production. Featuring
Wynne Gibson in the leading role,

the cast includes Pat O'Brien, Fran*

ces Dee, Dudley Digges, Russell
Gleason, George Barbier, Florence
Britton, Lee Kohlmar and Florine
McKinney. Louis Gasnier and Max
Marcin are jointly directing.

• « *

Bernard Schubert, who recently
completed the screen version and
dialogue for RKO's "Symphony ol

Six Million," which, incidentally, is

reported to be a sensational opus, it

shortly to turn producer.
« * «

After spending approximately
$500 outfittmg himself with the full

paraphernalia required by th,ose

bent on horseback riding, Roy Del
Ruth, Warner Bros, director, has
been compelled to forego this pleas-
ure. For Jurther particulars, those

interested are referred to studio

chief, Darryl Francis Zanuck.
* * *

Mack Sennett has two subjects
in work which are as different from
each other in plot and locale as two
comedies can be. "Divorce a la

Mode," a domestic comedy, is now
in the final stages of cutting and
editing. Leslie Fearce directed the
picture, which features Raymond
Hatton, Dorothy Granger, Harry
Myers and Vivien Oakland. In "Dr.
Jekyll's Hideaway," on which Di-
rector Del Lord is working, most of

the action takes place in and around
a lighthouse, although the escapades
of the principal characters take
them to Chma as well. A large
comedy cast has been assembled for
this laughmaker, with Arthur Stone,
Franklyn Pangborn, Tom Kennedy,

Heinie Conklin, Dorothy Granger
and Mack Swain playing important
roles.

William Bakewell, M-G-M juvenile
player, has organized a ping pong
club. The members thus far are
Johnny Mack Brown, Lew Ayres,
Rnssell Gleason, Tom Douglas and
John Durroiv.

Ronald Colman, back from Shang-
hai, is resting at his Beverly Hills
home prior to starting rehearsals on
"The Brothers Karamazov," the
screen version of the Dostoievsky
novel, which will be Samuel Gold-
wyn's first production of the new
season. Goldwyn is en route by
boat from Havana to Hollywood and
is expected to arrive here March lb.

Burton King, supervisor in charge
of Big 4 po-oductions. will realign
activities so that no time or motion
will be lost in castint/, selecting loca-
tions and building the required sets
for the melodramas and ivesterns
on the 1932-33 Schedule. There will
probably be altematilng directors
on the Western series and one will
be shooting while another is in
preparation at all times, adhering to
a SO-day release schedule on both
Melodramas and Westerns.

Thornton Freeland has been as-
signed to direct Faith Baldwin's
story, "Week End Marriage," which
is shortly to enter production at
First National. Already named for
the cast are Loretta Young, Nor-
man Foster, George Brent, Vivienne
Osborne and Helene Barclay. Sheri-
dan Gibney has adapted "Week End
Marriage" for the screen.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the "Doorway ofHospitality"

,VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By "C. A."

CAM SAX, production head of the
^ Vitaphone studio, has added Jack

Henley, former newspaper writer, to

his writing staff. Together with Sig

Herzig, who joined the Vitaphone

forces last week, there is now a staff

of six writers under the direction of

Herman Ruby, concentrating solely

on stories for Vitaphone short sub-

jects.

"Little White Lies," described as

"a new idea in comedy short sub-

jects," is in production at the Vita-

phone studio under the direction of

Glen Lambert. This short is tht

second one to be directed by Lam-
bert, who is regularly one of the

studio's staff writers. The cast of

the picture includes Franklyn Ar-

dell, Agnes Franey and other well

known Broadway names.
•

Louis Sobol and Texas Guinan are

featured in the first of a series of

shorts which Eddie Bowling and Bill

Rowland are producing at the Stand-

ard Sound Studio. Sobol, New York
"Journal" columnist, will do 13

shorts for the firm, using a different

stage personality for each.

•

Carl G. Berger has become
"air minded" since his work as

first cameraman in "Bring 'Ern,

Back Alive" and now makes his

trips via plane. He left for the

Coast on Thursday.
•

Don Tompkins, playing comic

leads at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio and featured in "The Newly-
weds," his third picture for that

company, has come back to the

scene of his childhood. As a child

actor, Don appeared in numerous
pictures at the old Vitaphone stu-

dio, the site upon which Vitaphone's
present production plant is situated.

•

Gunboat Smith, one-time contender
for the heavyweight boxing crown
and now a New York boxing referee,

was given a role at the Vitaphone
studio in "The Newlyweds," comedy
one-reeler. Alf Goulding, director

of the short, is an ardent boxing
fan.

Fred Graff, formerly hair dresser
at the New York Paramount studio,

is giving a lecture and demonstration
Tuesday night before the National
Hair Dressers' Ass'n on "Future

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film
Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Hair Styles" as forecast by the
movie stars. The demonstration is

to be broadcast by teleA-ision.

•

A short subject, "Songs of
Erin," featuring Lew White at
the organ with Norman Broken-
shire announcing, produced by
Master Art Productions, has
been completed at the National
Screen Studio. Neil McGuire
acted as art director.

•

Mrs. Lee (Gugick) Seslove, from
General Manager Ed Savin's depart-
ment, has bid the gang at the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio goodbye. Lee
says she is going to devote all her
time to her hubby.

Ruth Etting, after completing "The
Unemployed Lover," is again be-

ing starred at the Brooklyn Vita-

phone studio in a two-reeler, "The
Picture Bride." This makes the

third picture Ruth Etting has made
for Vitaphone this season.

Supporting cast in the "The Pic-

ture Bride," which Roy Mack is di-

recting, includes George Brand, Dor-
othy Dodge, currently appearing in

"Counsellor at Law" on Broadway;
Gregory Jaye, Elvira Trabert, Owen
Martin, and Donald Douglas, radio
announcer who also plays that role
in the picture. A special story was

Schnitzer Urges Making Directors

Financially Interested in Their Films

A production policy whereby di-

rectors take a half interest finan-

cially in the pictures they handle is

one of the surest ways of eliminat-
ing studio waste and assuring bet-
ter product, according to Joseph I.

Schnitzer, who resigned recently as
president of Radio Pictures to enter
the independent field. In an inter-

view with Eileen Creelman of the
New York "Sun," Schnitzer says:
"Each studio should have a num-

ber of capable producers, each one
financially interested in a few pic-

tures. Let's say that I was to make
a picture costing $250,000. All right,

I'd go to the studio and say here'^s

my picture schedule and here's my
$125,000. If the picture makes
money then I get half the profits.

If it fails I'm responsible for half

the loss. Don't you think, with my
own money at stake, I'd be pretty
careful that there were only profits ?

"Let's look at a famous director.

He gets $150,000, let's say, a produc-
tion. Well, he's a conscientious

worker. He tries hard; but maybe
that picture doesn't do well. All

right, he has his $150,000. All he
can do is say he's sorry the picture

didn't turn out as well as he had
hoped. And the producer, drawing
down his $2,000 a week regularly,

can only say he's sorry. If that pro-

duction money had been his, or half

of it, anyway, maybe the picture

would have turned out a success.

"That financial interest is a vital

point. So is the individual attention

given by a producer to each film.

Samuel Goldwyn, who makes only a

few pictures a year, has probably
made more money out of pictures

than any one else in the industry

—

out of pictures, mind you, I didn't

say out of theaters or stocks or any-

thing but the actual picture itself.

"My plans are still indefinite. But
I know what I'd like to be. That is

one of those independent pro-

ducers."

written for the Ruth Etting picture
by Herman Ruby, head of Vita-
phone's story department, and Sig
Herzig, one of the staff writers.

The sound feature film recently
produced at the Paramount New
York studio under the tentative title,

"Sensation," as a co-starring vehi-
cle for Edmund Lowe and Claudette
Colbert, is to be released under the
title, "Escapade." The picture,

which was directed by Stuart Walk-
er, will open at the New York and
Brooklyn Paramount theaters on
April 8.

"It's a Panic," featuring Benny
Meroff and band, recently completed

Vitaphone short made at the Brook-

lyn studio, has been nationally re-

leased "Believe It or Not" No. 7,

with Robert L. Ripley; two E. M.

Newman Travel Talks, entitled "A
South American Journey," and "So-

viet Russia," and a "Merrie Melody"
cartoon produced for Warner Bros,

in Hollywood by Leon Schlesinger,

entitled "Crosby, Columbo and Val-

lee," also have Ijeen issued for na-

tional release.

LetYourTheatre Benefitfrom
Intelligent Management . . .

THERE IS NO OPPOSITION.
There are still profits in theatre operation—for every dollar

that has been made another dollar can be made. Stop guessing.

LET MEN DO IT WHO KNOW.
Only MAN POWER that has proven ability CAN PRODUCE
PROFITS.
SHOW BUSINESS needs EXPERIENCED SHOWMEN,
ADVICE and ABILITY.

A group of theatre owners now successfully operating their

own theatres have formed the

THEATRE MANAGEMENT AND
OPERATING GROUP

This body will manage, operate, set up a policy for theatres

which will increase profits, reduce losses, eliminate waste,

properly advertise and sell your show, plan your programs,

book your attractions, supervise your personnel and equip-

ment, and REDUCE YOUR OVERHEAD.
This is NOT A CHAIN OPERATING OR CO-OPERATIVE
BUYING PLAN.
We DO NOT LEASE, BUY or RENT THEATRES. YOU
STILL OWN OR CONTROL YOUR THEATRE.
WE UNDERTAKE INTELLIGENT MANAGEMENT OF
THEATRES, EITHER INDEPENDENT OR CHAIN OWNED,
RELIEVE YOU OF PROBLEMS THAT ONLY EXPERI-
ENCED SHOWMEN CAN SOLVE.

For Further Information Inquire

THEATRE MANAGEMENT GROUP
Address Box 906 Care of Film Daily
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

TEST SOUND ABSORPTION

or WEARING APPAREL

Because the lighter apparel of mod-
ern women absorbs less sound than
clothes worn by women years ago,

sounds in theaters or auditoriums
are more audible today, according to

Paul R. Heyl of the Bureau of

Standards, Department of Com-
merce, in a circular recently pre-

pared by him, entitled "Architectural

Acoustics."
The circular in part says that in

the calculation of the amount of

sound absorbing material necessary,

allowance must be made for the ab-

sorption of the audience. Because
of the fibrous character of clothing

material each person is equivalent

in sound absorption to perhaps 10

to 12 square feet of acoustic plaster.

Experiments conducted in 1895 by
Professor W. C. Sabine of Harvard
University showed that, in a mixed
audience made up about equal num-
bers of men and women, the average
per person was about 4.7 units of

sound absorption.
Similar experiments conducted re-

cently at the Bureau of Standards
have given only 3.9 units. As ex-

periments on audiences consisting

wholly of men gave practically the

same figure as those obtained by
Professor Sabine over 30 years ago,

it appeared that the difference was
to be ascribed to changing feminine
fashions.

To confirm this, experiments were
made on an audience of women with
and without coats. The results ob-

tained were respectively 2.3 and 4.0

units of absorption.
Similar figures for men with and

I without overcoats were 4.1 and 4.8

units.

MARKETS CARBON SAVER
Pittsburgh—Marketing of a new

' carbon saver that is said to fit all

makes of Hi-Low intensity carbons,

and show a saving of 30 per cent,

,
has been announced by the Tri Car-

^
bon Saver Co. of this city.

To IMPROVE
Yo ur Theatre
iECONOMICALLY

Consult

—

|, National Theatre
ISuppLY Company
/ Your Losical Supply Source

NEW THEATERS

Jeffersonville, N. Y. — Plans are

being made by local business men
for the erection and operation of a

moving picture theater.

Durham, N. C.—Work on the con-
struction of the theater being erect-

ed here by the Criterion Theater
Corp. has been started.

Hartford, Conn.—Hartford Thea-
ter Co., recently incorporated, plans
the erection of a 500-seat theater in

this city.

Baltimore—J. Louis Rome, man-
aging director of Associated Thea-
ters Co., is said to be planning erec-

tion of a large motion picture thea-
ter.

Wyzata, Minn.—A theater pro-
moted by the local business men's
association is planned here. The
new structure will house three floors

in addition to the theater.

New Screen Service

Improves Projection
Chicago—The new screen cleaning

and refinishing service "recently an-
nounced by the Schacht Motion Pic-

ture Screen Co. of this city is being
approved by exhibitors as an aid to

better projection, according to R. W.
Schacht, representative of the com-
pany, who states that over 350
screens have now been serviced by
this new method.
The treatment will insure clarity

of outline, more light and original

newness regardless of the condition
a screen may be in before being ser-

viced, the company states.

THEATER PERFUME
Chicago—A new theater perfume

spray, marketed under the trade
name of "Swee-Tone," that is said

to give a delightful odor, refreshes
the premises, and is a deodorizer
and germicide as well, is being dis-

tributed by E. E. Fulton Co.

BRUCKNER INSTALLATION
Installation of stage equipment in

the new RKO Capitol, Trenton, N.
J., was made by Bruckner Mitchell,
Inc., of New York, manufacturers,
consultants and engineers of com-
plete stage equipment, including or-

chestra, console, stage elevators,
stage hardware and stage rigging.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
Leonard Mitchill has opened a

sound effects library for pictures
and radio at 729 Seventh Ave. He
will handle sound effects on both
disc and film.

OEFER AIR CONDITIONING

ON COSmSEAT BASIS

Perfect year 'round weather in

theaters and scientific drying in

modern laboratories by air condi-

tioning is being offered by the Tiltz

Engineering Corp. of New York and
Los Angeles on a per-seat basis.

This recent development by the

company is said to bring to theaters

of all sizes the means of offering its

patrons absolute comfort the year
round, regardless of outdoor weath-
er. Advancement of the science of

air conditioning, the company
claims, makes it practical for every
theater, be its capacity 500 or 5,000
seats, to install air conditioning on
a cost-per-seat basis that is econom-
ically sound.

Regardless of outdoor weather
conditions, a Tiltz system used in
laboratories will permit drying,
printing and processing with as-
sured satisfaction of clear uniform
prints, the company declares.

ALTERATIONS

Kansas City—Complete renovation

and installation of about 1,000 new
spring chairs of 20-inch width with

arms and with 40-inch spaces be-

tween rows allowing ample leg room,

have been completed at the Liberty

here.

Marion, N. C.—Extensive remod-
eling and general improvements are
being made at the Oasis.

Cartersville, Ga.—Interior decora- "

tion on the walls and woodwork and
complete renovation have been made
at the Dixie here.

Martin, Tenn. — Work has been
started on the remodeling and reno-
vation of the Capitol. Alterations,
including a balcony and new facade,
are being made. The house is owned
by the Ruffin Amusement Co.

Achieving the Unusual...

Over 325 exhibitors, in addition to

major circuits, throughout the UNITED STATES and

CANADA have adopted the SCHACHT MOTION
PICTURE SCREEN SERVICE as a medium to meet

the demand for better projection.

INESURFACINC your old screen by this new method

relieves patrons of EYE STRAIN, produces CLARITY
of OUTLINE and MORE LIGHT.

IxEGARDLESS of the condition your screen may be

in, ORIGINAL NEWNESS can be obtained at SMALL
COST, by the use of this new PROVEN method of

resurfacing.

Write Today for Particulars

T E

2849 Sheffield Avenue Chicago,
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers
FOREIGN MARKETS

Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'*By L. H. MITCHELL

MOSS' EMPIRES BOARD

LAPPR0VE8J.RIE POLICY

London—At the annual meeting

of the stockholders of Moss' Empire
Theaters the policy of the directors

in transforming 12 of the theaters

into talking picture houses was ap-

proved. An effort was made by some

of the stockholders to get a com-

mittee appointed to investigate the

proposed policy, but it was defeated.

Col. Gillespie of Moss' Empires

stated that last year the circuit had

paid the government 133,210 pounds

in taxes, bringing its total contri-

butions to the entertainment tax

up to 2,866,000 pounds. The profits

of the company for 1931 was 46,000

pounds, or 100,000 pounds less than

for 1930. Four of the theaters to

become talking picture houses are

already equipped with sound repro-

ducing aparatus.

"East of Borneo" Set

For Lons: Sydney Run
Svdney—Universal's "East of Bor-

neo" has been booked into the Ly-

ceum. Sydney, for a lone: run durms-

the Bridge oneninsr celebration and

t-he holidays following. "Strictly Dis-

honorable" and "Dracula" had excel-

lent runs, and "Frankenstein" is in

the ofiing.

BAN "ROAD TO SINGAPORE"
Bath, Eng.—The American pro-

duction. "The Road to Singapore,"

which had been booked into the Beau
Nash Picture House, has been ban-

ned by the licensing magistrate. This

makes the third picture banned in

Bath this year.

W. E. INSTALLATIONS
London—Western Electric has re-

cently installed sound reproducing

anparatus in theaters in Portsmouth,

Norwich. Fishguard. Tooting. King-

ston-on-Thames. Hendon, Wands-
"'orth and in the new Paramount
theater at Leeds. Seven of the in-

s'-allations were in newly built houses,

including several of the new "super"

theaters.

PATHE-BABY PROFIT
Paris—The Pathe-Baby Co. re-

ports a profit for 1931 of 3,000,000

francs.

International Exhibit
Amsterdam—The date for the Inter-

national Film exhibition to be held here

in the spring has been fixed for May
6 to 16 at the Royal Automobile Insti-

tute. Space has already been applied

for by many American, German, English

and other firms engaged in motion pic-

ture, radio, television, photography and

allied industries.

"Viennese Nights" Australian Record
Adelaide—Warner's "Viennese Nights" has completed a 12-weeks' run at

the Majestic, the longest run any picture has ever had in this city. The run

is as remarkable as its 20-weeks' run in the larger city of Sydney.

Teleyision Inyention
Reported in London

London—A new television inven-
tion that may have far-reaching re-

sults has been revealed in London
to film trade papers. The new in-

vention seems to overcome the great
difficulty of getting enough light a

the receiving end of the apparatus
to illuminate a large area, such as

a cinema screen.

The new apparatus consists of a

specially designed projector, pro-

jecting film at the normal rate o^

speed. In conjunction with this pro-

jector is a television receiving ap-

paratus. Each complete "scanning"
of the image is photographed on the

film, which is developed and fixed

at once on the same machine some-
what on the "Photomaton" principle.

By a simple adjustment in the cir-

cuit of the television receiver, th^

photograph will be a "positive," this

doing away with the need of print-

ing.

The received film is shown in the

ordinary way, and can be used to

project almost instantaneously de-

tails of current events, such as box-

ing matches, etc. The sound may
also be received by a parallel chan-

nel, and photographed on to the film

for reproduction simultaneously.

One advantage of the method over

direct television is, that the film

constitutes a permanent record, and

can be used again.

CORINNE GRIFFITH STORY
London — Associated Radio Pic-

tures has bought Robert Hitchens'

"Slander" for the talking pictures

and it is reported that Basil Dean
has slated Corinne GriflSth for the

stellar role. "The Impassive Foot-

man," from a story by "Sapper,'^ is

now in work at the Ealing studios,

with Owen Nares, Betty Stockfield

and George Curzon featured.

MOVIETONE REDUCES CAPITAL
London—The petition of British

Movietone to reduce its capital from

50,000 pounds to 35,000 pounds ha?

been granted by Justice Bennett in

the Chancery Division. The com-

pany, which raised its capital in

cash, stated in its petition that the

capital of 50,000 pounds was more
than it required and that it had

ample cash resources.

ABERDEEN SUPER OPENS
Aberdeen — Poole's Regent, new

2,000-seat "super" film theater here,

has been opened. A popular pric^

admission scale has been put into

effect.

Australian Film Stocks
Show Big Loss for 1931

Melbourne—Figures computed and
given out by the "Argus," show that
holders of film stocks in Australia
had a bad year in 1931. Statistics
for six amusement companies show
a loss of 17,164 pounds on the year
as against a profit of 134,575
pounds in 1930. Amalgamated Pic-
tures' profits dropped from 21,480
to 2,428 pounds; Hoyt's Pictures
from 80,800 to 4,341 pounds; Carroll
Musgrove theaters from a profit of

15,096 to a loss of 152 pounds; J. C.

Williamson, Ltd., from a profit of

811,602 to a loss of 32,931 pounds,
and Greater J. D. Williams a drop
of 28,145 to 2,658 pounds profit.

New Zealand to Fight
Increased Taxation

Wellington — The New Zealand
Exhibitors' Association has decided

to put up a vigorous fight against

any increase in the amusement tax.

realizing that further imposition at

this time would be disastrous to the

film industry, and add to unemploy-
ment. Many exhibitors have been
forced out of business already by
the general conditions. Increased

taxation would force many more to

close their doors, the association

feels.

B.I.P. UNITS IN AFRICA
London — British International's

two expeditionary units to film pic-

tures in Africa have reached their

destinations. Director Norman Walk-
er, who will film Conan Doyle's

"Fires of Fate" in the Sudan ar-

ranged while in Cairo for a Camel
Corps and the Air Force to cooper-

ate in the big scene of the picture,

a fight between a party of white

tourists and desert Arabs. Walter
Summers, when last heard from, was
approaching Timbuctoo, where the

nicture titled "Timbuctoo" will be

filmed. At Ghardaia the party met
the Governor General of the prov-

ince and recruited a medical officer.

The itinerary of the "Timbuctoo"

unit will amount to 5,000 miles.

"LIVINGSTONE" SHOWN
London—"Livingstone," the mo-

tion picture story of the life of the

great African missionary and ex-

plorer, produced by M. A. Wetherell

F.R.G.S., who also enacts the role

of Livingstone, has been acquired

for distribution by First National,

and is being shown at the Polytech-

nic for an indefinite London run.

82 PATHE-NATAN niMS

DURING LAST TWO YEARS

Paris—Pathe-Natan produced 82
pictures during 1930 and 1931, ac-
cording to a report just issued. The
turnover during the two years was
58,000,000 francs. The salaries paid
to the staff amounted ot 13,524,962
francs.

GERMAN FOREIGN TRADE
Berlin—Germany's film trade with

foreign countries during 1931 show-
ed an increase in imports of blank
films and exposed negatives, with a||||l

decrease in exposed positives. Ex- '|l|f

ports declined in blank film and
negatives, but increased in positives.

MAX DEARLY FOR HAIK'S
Paris—Max Dearly, noted Pari-

sian actor-manager and race horse
owner, will star in Haik's new talk-
ing picture, "Coup de Roulis," soon

go into work at Courbevoie. "Coup
de Roulis," by the way, is the name
of one of Dearly's race horses.

SHELTER FOR PATRONS
Rotherham, Eng. — The Regent

theater here has built an ornamen-
tal veranda to afford shelter to
patrons waiting admission into the
theater. The veranda is large
enough to accommodate 1,000 per-
sons.

OPEN LEEDS PARAMOUNT
Leeds, Eng.—-"The Smiling Lieu-

tenant," Paramount's Maurice Che-
valier-Claudette Colbert picture, was
chosen as the initial screen offering
at the magnificent new 2,500-seat
Paramount here. The Lord Mayor
and other Leeds officials and exhibi-

tors from all over the Midlands dis-

trict attended the opening of the
theater and the dance which fol-

lowed. The house is one of the finest

in Paramount's circuit of British

"super" theaters. m
GLASGOW REDUCES PRICES
Glasgow—Both the Rosevale and

the New Savoy here have reduced
admission scales, the former
throughout the week, the latter ev-

ery day except Saturday.

"Liberty" Breaks Records
London—Rene Clair's new picture, "A

Nous la Libete," ("Liberty") has bro-

ken all records both for attendance and

receipts at the Rialto here, according to

Billy Stewart, manager, and that in-

cludes the previous record set up by

"The )azr Singer," first of the sound

pictures, and Clair's two previous money-

makers, "Le Million" and "Sous le Toits

de Paris."

i!
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€) NEWS OF THE DAY €>
Canton, O.—A lone gunman held

up the cashier of the Mozart and
escaped with the day's receipts,

while scores passed on the street

outside. Cashier was checking up
for the day when the bandit put in

his appearance, and worked un-
molested.

San Francisco—Fred Dixon, for-

merly of Detroit, is now short sub-
ject booker at the local M-G-M ex-

changes. He succeeds Bill Strick-

land.

East Palestine, O.—East Palestine
Ministerial Ass'n has presented to

the council a petition requesting the
passage of an ordinance prohibiting
Sunday movies here. Council men
say they do not want to interfere
with the Sunday movies and will

make no stand before submitting the
issue to a vote of the people.

Atlanta — An intensive selling
campaign has been launched by the
A. C. Bromberg Attractions on the
Big 4 melodrama "Murder at Dawn,"
co-starring Josephine Dunn and Jack
Mulhall.

Dallas—Albert H. Reynolds and
Paul W. Kay have reopened the Sun-
set, which C. R. McHenry of Oak
Cliff has kept dark for the last few
years.

Denver — Mollie Moidel succeeds
Jack Lucas as manager of the
Comet. She is the daughter of the
owner, Mrs. C. M. Moidel.

Hollywood as Max Gordon Saw It

Max Cordon, legitimate stage producer, who returned recently from the

coast, where he assisted Paramount in preparing "Horse Feathers," the new
picture starring the Four Marx Brothers, rises to the defense of Hollywood.

Taking exception to the way the film capital was represented in "Once in a

Lifetime," Gordon had the following to say in a New York Herald-Tribune

interview with Marguerite Tazelaar:

"The true picture is that the curtain rings up at 9 o'clock in the morning
out there. Actors are ready to act with their makeup on at that hour. The
director has his manuscript in shape and the reading of parts begins at once.

"They all work together like partners in an enterprise. I never heard a

whisper in all the four weeks I visited Hollywood. No arguments. Everybody

knows his job and does it with infinite patience. Politics are out of it. Each

one isn't trying to star himself all the time. By that I mean the director, the

cast and the writing staff seem to work together for one purpose, every indi-

vidual appearing to realize that he can't survive unless all do.

"It took the crash to clear the atmosphere. Then they began to under-

stand that they all had to get together and work for the interests of the com-
pany if Hollywood was to stay on the map as the world's 'movie' capital. And
they could take it—the directors, the dialogue writers and adaptors. The
result is that the 'talkies' have come through. There are at least 20 knockout

pictures a year—you can't boast that number for the stage. At present, the

impression you get of the place is one big, well oiled, co-ordinated organization."

Statesboro, Ga.—Mai Macon of
Corele is now managing the State
here.

Pine BIufF, Wyo.—Joe Gertz has
sold the Pastime theater to T C,
Stanton.

Bird City, Mo.—Mr. and Mrs. J. J.

Book, formerly exhibitors in Cul-
bertson, Neb., have taken over the
Kansas theater here.

Baldwin, Kan.—Ramon McKittrick
is now operating the Gem, formerly
under Allen Meyers.

Kansas City — Johnny Taylor,
brother of Harry Taylor of Colum-
bia, is sailing for India, where he
will represent Universal.

Kilgore, Tex.—L. N. Crim and G.
H. Mercer have opened the new
Crim theater here. Mercer is to op-
erate the house, which is owned by
Crim.

Denver—Sam Feinstein, who has
the western states on the "Passion
Play," has sold the Fox West Coast
100 per cent in this territory.

Dallas—Robb & Rowley Theaters,
Inc., has been chartered with H. B.
Robb, E. H. Rowley and W. G. Un-
derwood as the incorporators. D.
Bernbaum is not interested in this

new unit, although he is connected
with the original R. & R. Theaters,
Inc.

The Motion Picture Bureau of the
National Council ot the Y. M. C. A. in

1931 made 17,495 shipments of non-
theatrical films, with 46,321 showings
and an attendance of more than 9,000,-

Boston — Barnet Wilansky of
Washington Boston Amusement Co.
has taken over the Globe, formerly
operated by Publix. Policy will be
straight pictures with three weekly
changes.

Oakland, Cal.—Gene Carline, at
one lime with Publix, is back from
the East and has taken over man-
agement of the Premier here.

Pittsburgh—E. J. McDade now
has the Elliott, which he leased from
the former operator, Al Glazer, who
is giving his attention to the Colony
in McKees Rocks.

Canton, 0.—Robert Bean, for the
past several months manager of
Warner's Alhambra, has been re-
turned to Warner's Palace as assist-
ant to George Riester, local man-
ager for Warner theaters.

Wheeling, W. Va.—The Colonial
IS reopening under the management
of Sam M. Reichblum of New
York. Policy will be second run
film programs.

Belton, S. C.^Marion Mitchell has
reopened the Cameo, formerly man-
aged by Julon Campbell.

Scotland Neck, N. C—W. D. Joy-
ner has succeeded E. F. Moore in

the management of the Dixie. The
house was leased recently by H. P.

Howell of Smithfield.

WORDS and WISDOM
from within and without

"

"I am sick of motion picture
knockers." — MARY ROBERTS
RINEHART.

"The motion picture cannot go
forward alone in the upward march
of entertainment standards. It must
have the support of the minister,

of the parent and of the teacher in

the great task of eliminating a dis-

criminatory faculty on the part of
audiences."—CARL E. MILLIKEN.

"Films may be more than an aid

to history—they may very nearly
be history itself."—DR. GUGLIEL-
MO FERRERO.

"There is no competition between
the stage and the movies. If any, it

works out in favor of the stage. The

theater will get back Marie Dressier,
Maurice Chevalier, the Barrymores,
and also will have Greta Garbo.
Stage audiences have been built up
for them because of the motion pic-

ture houses."—MAX GORDON.

"I have come to the conclusion
that pictures must be made by in-

dependent producers, each one pro-
ducing, say, four pictures a year."

—

JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER.

"Ah suttinly wouldn' talk this way
unless ah wuh brought up daowti
thair."—UNA MERKEL.

"Theatergoers the world over arc-

professional critics."—MAX SHAG-
RIN.

Akron, O.—Warner's Strand has
gone split week, following Loew's
in opening on Tuesday and Fridays.

Woodland, Cal.—J. A. Harvey, Jr.,
has leased the National and after
extensive improvements will reopen
it as the Yolo on or about May 1.

Westerville, O.—Papers have been
filed with the secretary of state
chartering the Westerville Theater
Co. to operate a motion picture the-
ater. Incorporators are James M.
Curl, Henel J. Curl and Rodney B,
Baldwin. The house is being re-
modeled under a new lease.

Alturas, Cal.—. E. Niles has pur-
chased the Alhambra from tJohn
Sharp.

Arbuckle, Cal. — David Steele
opened the Arbuckle March 6.

Seattle—Terry McDaniels, is fill-

ing the newly created post of city
manager for all houses in the Fox
West Coast Theaters group here, in-

cluding the Fox Paramount, Fifth
Avenue and Coliseum. McDaniels,
who came here from Pasadena, is

making his headquarters at the Fox
Paramount.

San Francisco—N. C. Steele is re-

suming operation of the Arbuckle,
which was closed for several months.

lO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Hollywood, whose boast Is a lack of

mosquitoes, today provided 100 yards of

mosquito netting to protect a group of

players from imaginary insects on sets in

Tallulah Bankhead's starring picture,

as the locale is a tropical country."
—Paramount
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\llied States Ass'n at its Detroit

;onvention when its directors were

mpowered to work for a new con-

Tact, if, in their opinion, they deem

t advisable.

The M. P. T. 0. A. will consider

he matter at its convention open-

ng at the Mayflower, Washington,

VIonday.

Brookhart May Supply

M.P.T.O.A. Fireworks
(^Continued from Pape X)

;he measure, but whether other lead-

srs and members will go along ir

the matter remains to be determ-

ined. An endorsement recommenda-

tion is expected to appear during

the proceedings.
Non-theatrical competition is cer-

tain to be the subject of much dis-

cussion as well as "family night

programs, protection, zoning, block

booking, service, charges on sound

equipment, music tax, copyright bill

and trailer costs.

Clive Brook has accepted an in-

vitation to attend the banquet sched-

uled for Tuesday night. Indications

are that 600 will attend the busi-

ness sessions, it was stated by Sec-

retary M. P. O'Toole yesterday, and

that 1,200 will be present at the

banquet.

Oppose Fox West Coast

In Sunday Show Plan
Dodge City, Kan.—Announcement

by Fox West Coast Theaters that

Sunday shows would be given here

under interlocutory decree from the

Federal Court has caused the Min-

isterial Ass'n to ask the city com-

mission for an ordinance prohibiting

Sunday performances.

COKELL HEADS STATISTICS
W. B. Cokell, formerly manager

of the Budget Dept. at Publix, has

been placed in charge of all statis-

tical work, which has been con-

solidated into one department, it

is announced by Ralph A. Kohn,
treasurer.

NEW RENO HOUSE OPENS
Reno, Nev.—The New Majestic

has opened under the management
of C. A. Thompkins. "Fireman, Save

My Child" was the initial attrac-

tion.

"FERGUSON CASE" RELEASE
National release for First Nation-

al's "The Famous Ferguson Case"

has been set for May 7. Joan Blon-

dell heads the cast.

Banquet on Radio

A national radio hook-up with NBC
has been arranged in connection with

the M.P.T.O.A. banquet Tuesday night

at the Hotel Mayflower, Washington.

M.P.T.O.A. Convention Program

Following is the official program for the 12th annual con-
vention of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America
to be held March 14-16 at the Mayflower Hotel, Washington:

MONDAY, MARCH 14
Registration of Delegates, Information and Registration on Mezzanine

1 P. M.
Opening address by A. Julian Brylawski, Chairman of Washington Com-

mittee.
Address of Welcome to City of Washington by Hon. Sol. Bloom, Di-

rector United States Commission of the George Washington Bi-
centennial—followed by

:

Bi-Centennial Tableau and Exercises.
Formal Opening of business session of the Convention by National Presi-

dent M. A. Lightman.
Report of National President.
Report of Washington Committee on Entertainment.
Report of National Secretary M. J. O'Toole.
Report of National Treasurer Jay Emanuel
Appointment of Credentials, Constitution, Rules and Resolutions Com-

mittee.
Overseating and Overbuilding Walter Vincent of New York
Future of the Independent Theater C. L. O'Reilly of New York
Score and Service Charges Jack Miller

2 P. M.
Music Tax and Copyright Law U. S. Senator C. C. Hill
Copyright Law Discussion . . Attorney Samuel Spring of New York
International Theater Situation M. A. Schlessinger of New York
The Public as a Partner. Former Governor of Maine, C. E. Milliken
Law Effecting Theaters .

.

E. G. Levy of Connecticut
Government Regulation of Picture Distribution

—

Judge Roy L. Walker of Texas
Basic Problems of the Industry bidney R. Kent of New York

7:30 P. M.
Reception to be arranged by Washington Committee—Mid-night Shows.

Theater Parties, etc.

TUESDAY, MARCH 15

10:00 A. M.
Report of Credential Committee,
rartial Report Committee on Resolutions.
Keport of Constitution Committee.
Uniform Zoning Plans Earl Van Hyning of Kansas
Censorship Wm. Orr of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei
Trade Press Martin Quigley, Quigley Publications
Organization and Service of Local Exhibitor Associations

—

P. J. Wood of Ohio
Independent Production Harry Thomas of New York
i^ifty Per Cent Return Express Rates Love B. Harrell of Georgia
oooperation of Exhibitor and Civic Groups Fred Wehrenberg of Missouri
iNomination of National Directors.

2:00 P. M.
Modern Mechanical Type of Theater—Trans-Lux

—

Major L. E. Thompson of New York
Theater Equipment of Future .Joseph Hornstein of New York
The Motion Picture and Industry

—

Hon. James J. Davis, United States Senator from Penn.
Election of National Directors.

6:30 P. M.
Annual Banquet in Ballroom, Mayflower Hotel. (Tickets must be secured

in advance from Committee).
Speakers Table: M. A. Lightman; M. E. Comerford; William M. James;

Louis Wiley; Rev. Dr. McLeod; Eddie Dowling; Jacob Tarshish.

Dinner Committee: A. Julian Brylawski, Chairman Washington Committee.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16

10:00 A. M.
New Business.
Report of Committee on Resolutions.

Report of other Committees.
General Business.
Selling the Picture

—

George Schaeffer, Gen. Sales Mgr., Para.-Publix, New York.

Motion Picture Publicity

—

Hal Home, Publicity Manager United Artists, New York

Theater Operating Costs. David Barrist, of Philadelphia, Pa.

Personality—Human Touch in Theater Management-
Jay Emanuel, Philadelphia, Pa.

Cut Rate Competition J- H. Michael, Buffalo, N. Y.

Intelligent Program Arrangement. . Fred S. Meyer of Wisconsin

Election of National Officers.

Open Forum—Unfinished Business—Adjournment.

STEFFES-SflPERSTEIN BREAK

MANIFEST AT ALLIED MEET

(.Continued from Page 1)

their presence was practically
ignored by Allied leaders. Basis of

the situation is generally credited
to reports, denied by Al Steffes, thai
he might become head of the Chi-
cago exhib unit.

F. Wynne-Jones Resigns
As President of Ufa Here

{Continued from Pai/e 1)

Brecher will handle 15 Ufa films in

this country during 1932. "Monte
Carlo Madness" latest Ufa English
dialogue production has been pur-
chased for this country by William
D. Shapiro.

Ticket Tax Opposed
By Michigan Senator

Detroit — Declaring that he is

opposed to any tax on theater ad-
missions, State Senator Conlon,
speaking at the grand banquet of

the Allied States Ass'n convention
in the Hotel Statler, pledged his co-

operation in keeping the levy out

of Michigan.

ERPI MEN AT MEET
Deti'oit—Erpi was well represent-

ed at the Allied States Ass'n con-

vention, delegates to which started

back to their respective homes yes-

terday. The Erpi contingent com-
prised: D. H. Ruliffson, division

sales manager. Central division; C.

R. Mundinger, W. W. Simons. F. H.
Gildemeyer, C. L. Stong and Carl

^eeks.

UNIVERSAL RELEASES
Short subject releases just set by

Universal include: "Strange As It

Seems" No. 19, and "The Fatal

Crash" in the Airmail Mystery se-

ries, April 18; "The Marriage Wow,"
with Bert Roach, April 20.

HERMITAGE, HITCHIN, OPENS
London—The luxurious new 1,400-

seat Hermitage Cinema, has been

opened at Hitchin, with the film ver-

sion of A. A. Milne's "Michael and

Mary" as the first attraction.

PARKER MANAGING PSYCHIC
Portland, Ore.—J. J. Parker has

taken Anna Lee Snyder, blind psy-

chic, under his personal manage-
ment He is directing her tour

through this territory.

Subsidy Instead of Tax
IVash. Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Arguing that when you

take away the theater from a town

you take away its heart, leaving its

inhabitants lifeless and pulseless. Repre-

sentative Sirovich, in the course of his

speech in House investigation of dra-

matic critics, declared that the theater

should be subsidized instead of taxed.
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"BEAST OF THE CITY"
with Walter Huston, Jean Harlow,

Jean Hersholt, Wallace Ford
M-G-M 87 mins.
OUTSTANDING RACKETEER

PLAY FEATURING THE POLICE-
MAN'S SIDE. EXPERTLY HAN-
DLED. WITH FINE ACTING AND
PLENTY GRIPPING.
Few pictures dealing with the

law's fight against racketeers have
come anywhere near this one for
effective combination of entertain-
ment and moral. In contrast to the
sensational handling of most other
gang films, the present picture has
been worked out with natural but
strong human interest, and topnotch
characterizations, especially the one
by Walter Huston as chief of police
whose younger brother, a member of

the vice squad, is tricked by a girl

into an alliance with a powerful
gang headed by Jean Hersholt. Jean
Harlow is the temptress and Wal-
lace Ford plays the brother. Though
the police chief refuses to spare his
brother when he is caught after an
officer and kid have been killed in an
attempted holdup, the gang's crooked
lawyer, admirably played by Tully
Marshall, wins his release with the
others. The brother then redeems
himself by leading a raid in which
cops and gangsters shoot it out to

the last man.
Cast: Walter Huston, Jean Harlow, Wal-

lace Ford, Jean Hersholt, Dorothy Paterson.
Tully Marshall, John Miljan, Emmett Corri-
gan, Warner Richmond, Sandy Roth, J. Car-
rol Naish.

Director, Charles Brabin; Author, W. R.
Burnett; Adaptor, John L. Mahin; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, Anne Bauchens; Cameraman,
Norbert Brodine.

Direction, tense. Photography, fine.

"THE WISER SEX"
with Claudette Colbert, Melvyn

Douglas, Lilyan Tashman

Paramount 76 mins.

CLAUDETTE COLBERT DE-
LIGHTFUL IN SMART UNDER-
WORLD STORY THAT CARRIES
GOOD SUSPENSE.

The chief charm of this film is

Claudette Colbert, who as a society
girl sets herself up as a lady of the
town in order to get the lowdown
on how her sweetheart was framed
for a murder. It is all done in the
very ritzy manner among nice sur-
roundings. Melvyn Douglas is the
hero who is framed by the big
racketeer who himself has commit-
ted the murder. Lilyan Tashman
does a finished characterization of
the racketeer's girl, from whom
Miss Colbert manages to wheedle
the evidence of her sweetheart's in-

nocence. The gangster stuff' is for-
tunately conspicuous by its absence,
merely being used as a background
for the plot. Claudette wears a
blonde wig when she goes in for
her easy lady part, and it becomes
her marvellously. She easily carries

the picture, the others merely feed-
ing her.

Cast: Claudette Colbert, Melvyn Douglas,
Lilyan Tashman, William Boyd, Ross Alex-
ander, Franchot Tone, Effie Shannon, Gran-
ville Bates, Paul Harvey, Victor Kilian,

Robert Fischer, Douglas Dumbrille.

Director, Berthold Viertel ; Author, Clyde
Fitch; Adaptors, Harry Harvey, Caroline
Francke: Dialoguers, not listed; Editor, not

listed; Cameraman, George Folsey.

Direction, smooth. Photography, very good.

Buster Keaton, Jimmy Durante,
Polly Moran in

"THE PASSIONATE PLUMBER"
M-G-M 73 mins.

GOOD LAUGH - PRODUCING
FARCE WITH JIMMY DUR-
ANTE'S 'SCHNOZZLE' AND BUS-
TER KEATON'S PANTOMIME
FEATURED.

There is plenty to laugh at in this

nonsensical farce, an adaptation of

the stage play "Her Cardboard Lov-

er." The action is swift and breezes

through some hilarious situations

that are sure fire laugh-producers.

Although Buster Keaton has quite

a bit of talking, he is best in his

old silent technique pantomime stuff.

Jimmy Durante pulls all his famous
tricks to good advantage and fea-

tures his well-proportioned nose for

added mirth. The story is a jumble
from start to finish. It envelops
some ardent love making, a few
thrills, an extremely funny duel
scene in which Durante seconds
Keaton, and other sequences that are
senseless but funny. Polly Moran's
part is small but adequate. Other
parts are handled capably.

Cast: Buster Keaton, Jimmy Durante,
Irene Purcell, Polly Moran, Gilbert Roland,
Mona Maris, Maude Eburne, Henry Armetta.
Paul Forcasi, Jean del Val, August ToUaire

Director, Edward Sedg-wick; Author, Jnc
ques Deval; Adaptor, Laurence E. Johnson;
Dialogue, Ralph Spence; Editor, William S
Gray; Cameraman, Norbert Brodine.

Direction, fast. Photography, fine.

"THE OFFICE GIRL"
with Renate Muller

RKO 85 mins.

BRITISH MUSICAL COMEDY
OF VIENNESE LIFE IS ENTER
TAINING NOVELTY WITH RE-
NATE MULLER SCORING
STRONG.

A Gainsborough production adapt
ed from the German film, "The Pri-

vate Secretary," and a far better job
done with it. The musical themes
are very cleverly woven into the
light plot, and the comedy touches
keep the merriment going right to

the end. Renate Muller as the sec
retary determined to get ahead in

the world is a delight. She troupes
with a light, effervescent touch, is

charming of feature and form, and
scores with her laugh throughout,
that is contagious. She looks like

a fine Continental bet for Hollywood
to grab. The idea is that of a young
bank director taking the secretary
out for supper at a beer garden, she
mistaking him for just a bank clerk
Complications are cleverly worked
out, with nice love interest. Owen
Nares does a slick comedy charac
terization that stands out."

Cast: Renate Muller, Jack Hulbert, Owen
JNares, Morris Harvey.

Director, Victor Saville; Author, Fran;
Schulz; Adaptor, Victor Saville; Dialoguer
not listed; Editor, not credited; Cameraman
not credited.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.

Rex Lease in

"THE LONE TRAIL"
Syndicate Exchange 61 mins.

POOR NUMBER THAT LOOKS
AMATEURISH WITH SOME
POORLY STAGED FIGHT STUFF
AND A WEAK STORY.

This western was evidently thrown
together on short notice, and filmed

the same way. Rex Lease, as one
of the rangers, is having a tough
time with the gang that is running
the territory in a high-handed man-
ner. He comes to town under an
assumed name with his pal, for the
leader is out to get him before the
hero pins the goods on him. It

seems there is a girl who is about
to be forced to marry the gang lead-
er against her will, also Rex has a

little matter to settle with the gent
concerning a wrong done to his sis-

ter. The outlaw traps him into ad-
mitting who he really is after his

clever dog refuses to recognize him,
sensing that such recognition wil
cost his master his life. Then the
rangers hit town for a free-for-all
fight that is poorly handled. Climax
has the death fight on the precipice,
with the dog sending the villain
over the side.

Cast: Rex Lease, Edmund Cobb, Billy
O'Brien, Virginia Brown Faire, Jack Mower,
Robert Walker, Harry Todd.

Directors, Harry Webb, Forrest Sheldon;
Authors, Elizabeth Burbridge, Bennett R.
Cohen; Adaptor, Elizabeth Burbridge; Dia-
Itigtier, same; Editor, not credited; Camera-
man, not credited.

Direction, weak. Photography, fair.

Tim McCoy in

"SHOT CUN PASS"

Columbia 59 mins.

PEPPY WESTERN WITH TIM
McCOY IN PLENTY OF GUN
PLAY AND FAST RIDING THAT
SHOULD PLEASE THE FANS.

This western features a lot of

hard riding, with Tim McCoy and

his boys trying to drive a consign-

ment of horses through the Pass to

sell to the army post. The outlaw

gang scatters the herd after they

are in the corrall, and then starts
a warfare in an effort to drive Tim
and his outfit off the range. The
hero's dad has been murdered, and
he is also out to get the murderers,
whom he strongly suspects are the
gang who are trying to drive him
off the range. Then to make it more
complicated, the gang has by unfair
means secured control of the girl's

ranch. So you see hero Tim has
his hands full straightening out all

these tried and true ingredients.

Thanks to the director as well as
Tim's good work, the film shapes up
better than it sounds. Plenty of
fast action, fighting, and suspense
nicely built up.

Cast: Tim McCoy, Virginia Lee Corbin,
Dick Stewart, Frank Rice, joe Marbra, Mont
X'andergrift.

Director, J. P. McGowan; Author, Rober
Quigley; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same
Editor, S. Roy Luby; Cameraman, Benjam.i
Kline.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, goo!
angles.

Gene Gerrard in

"MY WIFE'S FAMILY"
British International 80 mins.

GENE GERRARD MAKES DEFI-
NITE HIT WITH FINE COMEDY
WORK IN UPROARIOUS FARCE
OF IN-LAW MIXUP.

The all-English cast come through
with honors in a fast-moving farce

of the hilarious order, made for the

popular taste. One of the best Brit-

ish offerings seen on this side. It

is adapted from the stage play of
the same nam.e. It is worthy of
mention that Monty Banks, the di-

rector, chose players whose accents
are not too English, so it is easy
for American audiences to follow
every word. The dialogue is unusu-
ally clever, and the misunderstand-
ings keep piling up at a dizzy rate
in a farce situation that is quite
logically worked out. Gene Gerrard
as the young husband gets in wrong
with his ma-in-law over a baby
grand piano and a baby, with scan-
dal popping out at every turn. This
chap Gerrard is a finished comedian,
with class, and his style is on the
American order. He makes the pic-
ture real comedy entertainment.

Cast: Gene Gerrard, Murial Angelus, Amy
Veness, Charles Paton, Dodo Watts, Tom
Helmore, Molly Lament, Ellen Pollock, Jimm\
Godden.

Director, Monty Banks; Author, not cred
ited; Adaptors, Fred Duprez, Val Valentine
Dialoguers, same; Editor, A. C. Hammond
Cameraman, Claude Friese-Greene; Recording
Engineer, Cecil B. Thornton.

Direction, very good. Photography, excellent.

"KEEPERS OF YOUTH"
B. L P. 80 mins

TEDIOUS FILM OF BRITISH
PRIVATE SCHOOL LIFE IS
HEAVY, DREARY STUDY OF
TYPES THAT MISSES.

This is probably an adaptation of
some psychological novel, for it has
all the ear-marks. Certainly it lacks
any evidence of being written for
the screen in its original form. Brit-

ish audiences might like it, but for
American fans it is far removed
from their point of view. In the first

place, the private school system for
boys is so far removed from the sys-
tem we have here. It is slow paced,
even for the British film producer
who can't sense the need for tempo
if he wants to make the grade over
here. An idealistic young teacher
joins the staff of a private boys'
school. The story details his sur-
roundings, his fellow-teachers' char-
acteristics in long-drawn-out scenes
that are boring. A lot of petty peo-
ple leading petty lives, trying to

hypocritically instill all the noble
virtues into their young pupils,
while their own private lives are
pretty spotted. It's just dull.

Cast: Garry Marsh, John Turnbull, Robert
Irvine, O. B. Clarence, Herbert Ross, Vaughan
Powell, Ann Todd, Ethel Warwick, John
Hunt, Mary Clare, Mathew Boulton.

Director, Thomas Bentley; Author, Arnold
Ridley; Adaptors, Thomas Bentley, Walter
-Mycroft, Frank Launder; Dialoguers. same;
Editor, not listed; Cameramen, J. Wilson, B.
Ford; Recording Engineer, A. E. Rudolph.

Direction, heavy. Photography, good.
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Ken Maynard in

"WHISTLIN' DAN"
Tiffany 65 mins.

SWELL WESTERN, WELL ACT-
ED AND DIRECTED WITH SNAP-
PY DIALOGUE AND BEAUTIFUL
SCENIC BACKGROUND.

This picture provides genuine en-

tertainment for all, especially lovers

of outdoor melodramas. The story

' is interesting and carries much sus-

pense and mystery. Comedy is plen-

tiful and well handled. It is fast-

moving throughout, except in scenes

where Joyzelle, a colorful Spanish

miss, performs some native dances.

Even then it holds interest. Ken
who sets out to avenge the murder

of his pal, a Mexican bandit is the

culprit. Ken manages to win the

good graces of the Mex and becomes
one of his men, even going through
with the body-branding demanded by
the Mex of all his followers. Ken
plays his cards slowly, finally,

through placing his life in jeopardy,

he corrals the bandit and wins the

girl. The chase is photographed
against beautiful mountainous back-
grounds. It's a thoroughly good
western.

Cast: Ken Maynard, Joyzelle, Georges Ren
avent, Harlan E. Knight, Don Terry.

Director, Fhil Rosen; Author. Stuart An-
thony; Adaptor, same; Editor, Rose Loew
inger; Cameraman, Ira J. Morgan; Recording
Engineer, John Stransky.

Direction, snappy. Photography, fine.

"PROBATION"
Chesterfield 70 mins.

CLASSY INDEPENDENT RATES
GRADE A IN ALL DEPART-
MENTS WITH STRONG LOVE
THEME THAT WILL CLICK ANY-
WHERE.

This one is definitely in, and
shapes up as one of the best inde-

pendents ever produced. It has been

given a fine production, with Rich-
ard Thorpe again proving that he
is a director to be reckoned with.
The cast has been well picked, and
Johnny Darrow and Sally Blane in

the featured parts make an engag-
ing sweetheart team. Sally never
looked better, and Darrow shows
that under right direction he is a

dramatic actor of unusual capabili-
ties. The story is intensely human,
with an appealing love story that
will get the femmes. J. Farrell Mac-
Donald has a sweet part as a humane
judge stacking the cards to bring
the society girl and her chauffeur
to a complete understanding. Well
edited and with superior camera
work, here is a production that will

stand up with the first line current
product, for sheer entertainment.

Cast: John Darrow, Sally Blane, J. Far-
rell MacDonald, Clara Kimball Young. Eddie
Phillips, Matty Kemp, Mary Jane Irving.

David Rollins, Betty Grable, David Durand.

Director, Richard Thorpe; Authors, Arthur
Hoerl, EMward T. Lovi^e; Adaptor, E<lward
T. Lowe; Dialoguer, same; Editor, Richard
Thorpe; Cameraman, M. A. Andersen; Re-

cording Engineer, Pete Clark.

Direction, excellent. Photography, ditto.

"BEHIND STONE WALLS"
Action 60 mins.

MISSES WITH DISAGREEABLE
THEME THAT AROUSES NO
SYMPATHY IN A POORLY MO-
TIVATED DRAMA.

This story is credited to a darn
good director, George B. Seitz. Mr.
Seitz directed a good drama with .'

strong court room angle for this
company, and we surmise that he
had the atmosphere strong in his

mind when he concocted this one.
For it plays all around the district
attorney, court rooms, and legal at-

mosphere, and only goes to prove
that a good director should remain
a good director. Let the regular writ-
ers write the stories. This one
misses with a stepmother killing her
paramour, and her stepson taking
the rap of a life sentence to save his
father, the district attorney, from
the shock of his wife's infidelity. The
dad prosecutes his own son, and
sends him up. Later the father kills

his wife in a struggle, and the son,
pardoned, defends his dad and sells

the jury on the "higher law" idea.
It's all very involved, and uninspir-
ing. Most of the cast acted as if

they felt that way about it, too.

Cast: Robert Elliott. Eddie Nugent, Pris-
cilla Dean, Ann Christy, Robert Ellis,
George Chesebro.

Director, Frank Strayer; Author, George
B. Seitz; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Byron Robinson; Cameraman, Juie^.
Cronjager; Recording Engineer, Earl Crain.

Direction, handicapped by material. Pho-
tography, good.

"SIN'S PAY DAY"
Action 61 mins.

GOOD HUMAN INTEREST AN-
GLES IN DRAMA OF MAN'S RE-
GENERATION THROUGH LOVE
AND A CHILD.

Strong family picture with who'e-
some story of a lawyer for the un-
derworld who sees the error of his

ways, and goes out to fight the ene-
mies of society he formerly defend-
ed. Forrest Stanley does a very
good piece of acting as the under-
world attorney whose wife leaves

him when he refuses to give up his

dishonorable practice. Her loss

sends him to the bottom with drink,

but he stages a comeback through
the help of a kid, played by Mickey
McGuire. The youngster's death
through a stray gangster bullet

sends the attorney back to his wife
after he has tricked the gang leader
into an admission of the crime.
Shows the evils of gang rule, and
as such should be well received by
all the reform elements. Has plenty
of pop elements, with some good
dramatic punches.

Cast: Dorothy Revier, Forrest Stanley,
Mickey McGuire, Harry Semels, Alfred Cross,
Hal Price, Lloyd Whitlock, Bess Flowers.

Director, George B. Seitz; Authors, Gene
Morgan, Betty Burbridge; Adaptors, sann;,
Dialoguers, same; Editor, Byron Robinson;
Cameraman, Jules Cronjager; Recording En-
gineer, James Stanley.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"RUBACUORI"
("Heart Breaker")

Transcontinental 70 mins.

ITALIAN FILM IS LIGHT COM-
EDY FAIRLY ENTERTAINING
WITH SKILLED COMEDY WORK
OF ARMANDO FALCONL

A Cines-Pittaluga production from
the Rome studios, which is by far

the best of the recent Italian offer-

ings over here. While very sketchy
in plot, it has a fine quality of buoy-
ant mirth, due to the finished tech-

nique of Armando Falconi, the Ital-

ian star, who plays the role of r

philandering middle-aged banker.

The acting throughout is commend-
able, the direction capable, and i'

has been given finished production,

with some very elaborate sets. I'

is sure to score with Italian-speak-

ing audiences. The theme is that

of a banker who flirts with the

sweetheart of the champion prize-

fighter in a cabaret. Her necklace
is torn from her neck when the

lights are extinguished, and the

banker finds the jewel in his pocket
on arriving home. Then the compli-

cations of concealing his affair from
his wife, who discovers the necklace.

Quite a comedy climax at the prize

ring, with all participants involved

in laughable situations.

Cast: Armando Falconi. Mary Kid, Egon
Stief, Grazia del Rio, Tina Lattanzi, Mer-
cedes Brignone.

Director, Guide Brignone; Authors, Gino
Rocca, Dino Falconi; Adaptors, same; Dia-

loguers, same; Editor, not listed; Cameraman,
Massino Tercanio.

Direction, good. Photography, very good.

"JEAN DE LA LUNE"
("Moon-Dreaming John")

Tobis 90 mins.

LIGHT FRENCH ROMANTIC
COMEDY OF MARITAL INFIDEL-
ITY WELL ACTED AND MAKES
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT.

A typical French treatment of the

popular married infidelity theme

which seemed to greatly please a

French audience when shown at the

Fifth Avenue Playhouse. There are

only four main characters employed,

and they carry most of the action

and dialogue throughout, and do it

very competently. In the Parisian

stage manner, the dialogue runs to

extreme length, and slows up the

action. In spite of this, the interest

holds. Madaline Renaud is featured

as the frivolous wife of an idealistic

florist who adores her and believes

in her implicitly. Why he should,

seeing that he stole her from his

best friend is just another of those

French mysteries. However, she

falls for a rich youth who prepares

to elope with her to South America.

On the train, she has a change of

heart, and returns to hubby, realiz-

ing that he is a great scout after all.

Cast: Madaline Renaud, Michael Simon,

Constance Remy, Rene Lefebre.

Director, Jean Choux; Author, Marcel

Achard; Adaptor, Jean Choux; Dialoguer,

same; Editor, not listed; Cameraman, not

listed.

Direction, commendable. Photography, good.
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AMERICAS FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

TIME

St. MoRiTZ
OI¥ THE PAKK

50 Central Park South
iVeM; York City

Old world hospitality in the

spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest

of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of

U/9ryL££y>^c

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and

business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. Gkkcoky TaYLOR
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
ZaSu Pitts and Thelma Todd in

"Red Noses"
M-G-M 21 mins.

Fair Slapstick

This time the girls, who are suf-

fering from bad colds, visit a Turk-
ish bath in an effort to obtain relief.

At the bath they are met by two
husky female attendants and "given
the works." While Thelma is being
thrown about in a vibratory chair,

ZaSu receives similar treatment
astride a mechanical horse. Plenty
of slapstick scenes follow ending
with the throwing of great gobs of

facial mud all over the set. A few
new gags help the comedy along.

Robert L. Ripley in

"Believe It or Not"
(No. 6)

Vitaphone 9 mins.
Very Interesting

Better than the average of recent
novelty shorts of this kind. The
stage for the presentation in the

P'-esent instance is the parlor car

of a train, supposedly carrying Rip-
ley on a tour for "Believe It or Not"
material. First he draws some
sketches on a panel, then the reel

goes into actual scenes of the odd
incidents, which include chickens
having fur instead of feathers, the
biggest horseshoe pile in the world,
an enormous boulder balanced on

a small spot atop a mountain, an
additional half dozen or more curi-

osities along the same line.

"Torchy's Night Cap"
with Ray Cooke

Educational 19 mins.

Fine Comedy

This is a dandy and will click any-
where. Torchy is sent by his boss
to deliver an important communica-
tion. While en route the paper is

destroyed and Torchy gets mixed up
in an elopment. While trying to
help out the lovers, Torchy gets in-

to plenty of trouble and finally
lands in jail. There is much good
comedy in the scenes where he
prances around, dressed as a girl.

In the end things are fixed up and
the happy pair married by the judge.
Instead of losing his job, Torchy
gets a raise because the paper that
he destroyed contained information
that his boss wished to recall. This
is a snappy release.

Louis Sobol's

"Newsreel Scoops"
Louis Sobol 10 mins.

A Knockout

Here's something new on the

screen that is bound to meet with

favor no matter where played.

Sobol's clever handling rf the talk

and more clever choice of subject

matter with its intimate though not

offensive content, both interosts and
amuses. The reel includes shots of

Rudy Vallee and his four loves.

First his schoolday sweetheart, then
his first wife, then Agnes O'Lough-
lin who sued him, and finally his

present wife, the former Fay Webb;
Harry Thaw and Evelyn Nesbit, as

they were in the days of the famous
murder trial and as they are today;

Roger Wolfe Kahn and his wife, the

former Hannah Williams; two notor-

ious Broadway playboys; Mayor
Walker playing the piano at home;
the A. C. Blumenthals; scenes in 3

swanky speakeasy; old and new Fol-
lies girls, and the tenement in the
ghetto where Eddie Cantor was born
and also his present mansion. It

is a real screen column and should
click. The audience at the Capitol
yesterday applauded the reel a*, the
final fade out.

f) PRESENTATIONS f)
By JACK HARROWER

"The Knock Out"
(Boy Friends Series)

M-G-M 21 mins.
Good Juvenile Stuff

As a bashful freshman who has
"never kissed a girl or never wal-
loped a man," Mickey Daniels car-
ries the comedy and does a good
job. Mickey accidentally knocks
down the tough member of the
freshman class and is immediately
touted by his friends as the pugilis-
tic championship hope of his follow-
ers. The night of the fight, Mary
Kornman, his sweetheart, appears
at the ringside disguised as a college
boy. Mickey is being smashed all
over the ring, when Mary gets the
idea of kissing Mickey to inspire
him. After each kiss, Mickey re-
enters the fray and ends by knocTc-
ing out a flock of pugs. It's a good
laugh, especially for the young
folks.

Eddie Younger and His
Mountaineers in

Paramount
Fair Musical

10 mins:
'%

Roxy

Louis John Bartels in

"Stop That Run"
RKO Pathe 18 mins.

Fair Comedy
In his role of traveling salesman,

handling women's stockings, Louis
John Bartels does his usual flirting

act, being rebuffed by a girl in a
dining car, and running across her
again when he calls on a prospect
in Montreal. While he's trying to

get away from the girl's irate pa-
rent, played by Luis Alberni, he
runs into another French damsel.
Yola D'Avril, who is plenty anxious
to go for him, but he isn't willing.

There is a good deal of chasing
around and some slapstick action,

winding up with Bartels taking it

on the run.

"When the Red, Red Robin Comes
Bob, Bob, Bobbing Along"

(Screen Song)
Paramount 7 mins.

Swell

A front line subject of its kind.
It's one of the Max Fleischer screen
song series, with the usual cartoon
antics built around the popular old-

time song. The dancing ball busi-
ness is very clever and the number
as a whole is a lively affair that will

find gleeful acceptance anywhere.

For his fifth anniversary bill, the
Roxy stage program includes Bea-
trice Belkin, soprano, who appeared
in this theater's second stage pro-
duction in March, 1927, and who last

year was a member of the Metropol-
itan Opera company. Miss Belkin
in private life is Mrs. Joseph Littau.
whom she met at the Roxy when
he was a member of the theater's
music staff.

Also participating in the big cele-

bration on the stage are the Muske-
teers, male quartette that has been
featured over the radio; Patricia
Bowman, premiere danseuse; the
Roxyettes, the ballet corps and
about 80 members of the uniformed
.staff, while Fred Waring and his

Synco-Symphonic Orchestra supply
their usual syncopation.
Clark Robinson did a fine job in

staging the production, and Russell
Markert is responsible for a knock-
out dance specialty.

Capitol

Paramount
Pola Negri makes her Broadway

stage debut this week at the Para-
mount in a skit especially written
for her by Jack Lait and titled "So
This Is Love." Miss Negri heads
^he cast of the "Revue Interna-
tional," a new Boris PetrofF stage
production featuring favorite enter-
tainments of various nations. In

"Dance Dreams," devised and
staged by Chester Hale under the
supervision of Louis K. Sidney and
s'^arring the colored comedians.
Buck and Bubbles, supplements the
feature film at the Capitol this
week. Also featured in the revue
are Jack Triesault, Russian panto-
mimist; Mary Miles, acrobatic dan-
cer; Olive Sibley, singer; Buck and
Bubbles, Jr., Marie Rizzo, former
Chester Hale Girl who has just been
made "ballerino," and the Chester
Hale Girls. After an absence of
three weeks, during which time hp
took a vacation in Miami, Yasha
Bunchuk, conductor of the Capitol
Grand Orchestra, returns to conduct
an overture compiled by himself, en-
titled "Popular Melodies of the
Hour."

the large cast are the Yacopi troupe.
Spanish dancers; Gypsy Markoff,
Russian singer; Eduardo Brito, Cu-
ban tenor; the David Bines Girls,
and an array of Slav knife throwers,
an Apache troupe. Bavarian singers
and others.

To mark St. Patrick's Day, Rubin-
off presents a compilation of Irish
tunes in a special Paramount Or-
chestra overture. After an absence
of several weeks, Mrs. Jesse Craw-
ford is back to join her husband in

a twin organ concert of famous song
hits.

Novelty musical aggregation in
rube makeup and rural setting pro-
vides a fairly fast-moving routine
of instrumental music, with some
song and dance thrown in. One of
the dancers is a country girl, who
also engages in a bit of byplay with
one of the lads. Title of the subject
doesn't have much to do with the
proceedings, although the back-
ground includes a country sheriff
angle—presumably implying that the
racket raised by the musical crew
brings the law down upon them.

"Ten Dollars or Ten Days"

"Ye Olde Songs"
Educational 6 mins.

Good Cartoon
A Paul Terry-Toon featuring a

variety of old songs, with the car-
toon hero introducing them in his

'

stage act. Then the motif of the
songs is worked out in animated
acdon. The original musical score
of Philip A. Scheib as usual lifts

:his above the average run of car-
toon subjects. '

"Colorful Jaipur"

(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
M-G-M 9 mins.

Very Interesting

An unusually interesting travel
film taken in the interior of India.
Cleverly described by FitzPatrick
and beautifully photographed. In
addition to scenes of natives at work
and play, various modes of transpor-
tation and shots of the countryside,
there is an unexpected thrill when
a speeding motor car crashes into
two camels drawing a sightseeing
vehicle.
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Court Bars Picketing Despite Lack of Violence

NATIONATIONING COMMjTtEE PLANNEDBY MPTOA

IH. B. Franklin Sees Constructive Progress by RKO
New Manpower Intended

For Reinforcements,

Not Replacements
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Manpower now being

recruited by RKO is for the purpose

of reinforcing the organization, and

not to replace any of the present

staff, says Harold B. Franklin, who
is now on a visit to the Radio Pic-

tures studios in his advisory ca-

pacity with the company. Franklin

is enthusiastic about the manner in

which Diivid 0. Scbnick is handling

production activities, and he says

that the efforts and cooperation be-
(Continued on Page 6)

RKO COMPLETKIOUR;

ARE NOWUNDER WAY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollsrwood—Having just completed

"Young Bride," "Girl Crazy," "Ghost
Valley" and "Symphony of Six Mil-

lion," the RKO Radio Pictures stu-

dio now has 11 more productions
under way. Four, now in work, are

"Bird of Paradise," "State's Attor-
ney," starring John Barrymore;
"Westward Passage," starring Ann

{Continued on Page 6)

Protest School Shows
With Admission Charged
New Haven, Conn.—Neighborhood

theater owners here have filed a

formal protest with the Board of

Education against the use of school

auditoriums for entertainments to

which admission is charged, in

competition with theaters. Attorney
Edward G. Levy, counsel for M. P.

T. 0., is handling the protest for
the neighborhood operators.

Rounding Up the Kids
Columbia's newly launched Buck Jones Club, designed to build up juvenile attendance,

already has a membership of 300,000 and is adding to it at the rate ot 1,000 daily,

it was stated at the Eastern sales meeting held by the company Saturday at the Park
Central Hotel. The club is self-operative, imposing no burdens on exhibitors.

Columbia Will Deliver
26 Features, 1 8 Westerns
Larry Kent Resigns

As Para. Shorts Head
Larry Kent, in charge of all Para-

mount short subject production for

the past two years, has resigned and
will complete his duties at the New
York studio on Saturday. Pending
final determination of his future
plans he will make his headquarters
at Room 1009, 1560 Broadway.

Columbia will carry out its full

program of 26 features and 18 west-

erns announced for 1931-32, it wa^
stated by Jack Cohn at the Eastern

sales meeting held Saturday in New
York. Cohn also said the production

outlay on some of the product

would be increased to assure better

quality.

Kent to Talk on Allied's 8 Points

At M.P.T.O.A. Convention Banquet

Committee Would Adjust
Protection When Local

Efforts Fail
By ARTHUR W. EDDY

Washington—Appointment of a
committee comprising independent
exhibitors to function nationally

with the object of helping local

units to work out revisions of their

protection and zoning problems, will

be considered by the M.P.T.O.A.,
which opens its convention today at

the Mayflower. President M. A.
Lightman believes that such mat-
ters are primarily for local adjust-

ments. However, in event adjust-
{Continued on Page 6)

LI

Silver Anniversary

For Bell & Howell

Chicago—Bell & Howell, among the pioneers
:n the motion picture camera and equipment
industry, will celebrate its silver anniversary
next month. The company is now engaged in
business on an international scale and a big
part of its work is in the amateur flefd.

Washington — Allied's "Eight
Points" will be among the subjects

that Sidney R. Kent plans to discuss

at the M.P.T.O.A. convention ban-
quet tomorrow night. He also is

expected to say something on "half-

cocked legislation," in addition to

talking on the merchandising of pic-

tures and on other industry matters.

Consolidated Film Earns
96 Cents on Common in '31

Net profits of $1,303,561.78, equiv-
alent after preferred dividends to

96 cents a share on the common
stock, is reported by Consolidated
Film Industries for the year ended

{Continued on Page 6)

Picketing Held Intimidation
Despite Lack of Violent Acts

Revenue Dept. Disallows

Franchise Tax Deduction
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Deduction for $152,-

245 in franchise tax paid the state

of New York and a deduction for

"reserve for inter-company profits,"

are among the items disallowed by
the Commissioner of Internal Rev-

enue in the Warner Bros, income

tax for 1929, resulting in the com-

pany appealing to the U. S. Board

of Tax Appeals.

Hartford—Actual physical viol-

ence or threats to inflict injury are

not essential to intimidation, it has

been ruled by the Connecticut Su-

preme Court of Errors in sustaining

an injunction against picketing. The
acts of the defendants in following

non-union employees to and from
work were intimidating and coercive

even though the picketers did no

more than give the workers "black

and threatening looks," the court
{Continued on Page 4)

ALLIEDJ FINANCES

Washington—Replying to infor-

mal attacks by Allied States Ass'n
against the M.P.T.O.A. concerning
sources of financial support. Presi-

dent M. A. Lightman of the latter

organization declared Sunday night

that the M.P.T.O.A. gets money
from three circuits whose interests

are parallel to those of independents.

Lightman said the money being ob-
{Continued on Page 4)

Organize to Oppose
Additional Taxation

New Haven, Conn.—At a meeting
held here by the M. P. T. O. and
representatives of all branches of

the industry, the following commit-
tee was formed to map out a course

for fighting additional taxation:

George Cruzon, Publix: B. E. HofT-

man, Warner; B. J. Hynes, Fox;
{Continued on Page 6)

W. E. installations

Reach Total of 8,600

Western Electric equipped houses now total

approximately 8,600, and the market for theater

installations is approaching saturation although

considerable business is being developed in the

non-theatrical field, it is stated in the compa-

ny's annual report. Contracts signed during last

year were mostly with smaller theaters.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

The Broadiray Parade
(Week of March 11)

FIRST-RUNS
PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR
"Passionate Plumber" M-G-M
"Wiser Sex" ... Paramount
"Beast of the City" M-G-M
"Lost Squadron" RKO
"Man Who Played God"** Warner Bros.

THEATER
. Capitol
. Paramount
. Roxy
.Mayfair
.Strand

"Explorers of the World"* Raspin Cameo
"The Blonde Captive" (3rd week) Imperial Dist Liberty

EXTENDED RUNS
"Shanghai Express" (4th week) Paramount Rialto
"Sky Devils" (2nd week) United Artists Rivoli
"Alias the Doctor" (2nd week) First National Winter Garden

$2 RUNS
"Hell Divers" (12th week) M-G-M Astor

SECOND RUNS
"Heart of New York"*** Warner Bros Warner

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Das Lied 1st Aus" (7th week) Assoc. Cinema Europa
"Ein Walzer vom Strauss" (Sth week) . . Capitol Film Ex Little Carnegie
"Jean De La Lune" Tobis Forenfilms Fifth Ave. Playhouse

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Tempest" (March IS) Ufa Little Carnegie
"One Hour With You" (March 23) .. .Paramount . . . Rivoli-Rialto

Previously had $2 run at Warner.
Previously shown at Strand.Previously had $2 run at Criterion.

Con. Fm. Ind 3% 3% 3}i
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 10J4 lOM lOM — 14

East. Kodak S\'A 79% 81^4 + W?
Fox Fm. "A" 3H 3^4 3^ — %
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) ^ H H
Loew's, Inc 31 SOVs 31 -f ^
Paramount 9"/^ 9% 9^ + Va

Pathe Exch % Vs ^
do "A" 4 4 4
RCA SVi 7K 8 — Va
do pfd. "A" (3K) 24'/^ 23'/5 24'A + V,

do pfd. "B" \3Vi. 13^ 13'/$ — %
RKO (new) 5?^ 5 5 — Vt.

Univ. Pict. pfd 46 46 46+1
Warner Bros 3 2^ 3

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Ptcs. Vtc. 7 7 7 .

.

Fox Thea. "A"... Vi Vi Vs .

.

Trans-Lux 2% 2% 2'A +
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th .Eq. 6s40 IH l^A I'A ..

Paramount 6s 47.. 56^ 5654 56 J4 ..

Par. SJ^sSO 53 52^ 53 —
Warner's 6339 31 31 31

Allied Still Undecided
On Trailer, Reel Tieups

Washington—Neither trailer nor
newsreel tieups have been concluded
yet by Allied, says Abram F. My-
ers. The matters are still under
consideration by the board of di-

rectors. The only actual arrange-
ment made so far is with the The-
atrical Premium Co.

Va

DOUBLE OPENING MARCH 23
Dual premiere of "One Hour With

You," Paramount's new Maurice
Chevalier picture, has been set for
March 23 at the Rialto and Tivoli.

8
J.: New York
).t 1540 Broadway
i,t BRyant 9-4712
ft
ft

t>•«>* « •> •

It
Long Island City }{
154 Crescent St. j'j

STillwell 4-7940 ft

ilEastniain Films I
ft if

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc. H

CAMERA CONTEST
H^est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — With a board of

judges including prominent produc-
ers, directors, writers, actors and
cameramen, the American Society of

Cinematographers has formed an
Organization Committee to handle
the $1,000 Amateur Movie Contest
being conducted by the Society's

magazine, American Cinematograph-
er. On the committee are George
Schneiderman, John Arnold. Dan B.

Clark, Charle<? G. Clarke, Elmer G.

Dver, Frank B. Good. Arthur Miller,

John F. Seitz and William Stull.

STARTING JEWISH PICTURE
Maurice Schwartz is preparing to

start work in "Uncle Moses." to be
nroduced bv Yiddish Talking Pic-

tures, Inc., in association with Weiss
Bros. At the same time he an-
nounces that he has begun legal

action to prevent the re-release of

"Broken Hearts" and ''Yiskor," in

which he appeared as silents.

W. E. PROFIT $10,816,387
Net profit of Western Electric, in-

cluding all activities of the company,
for the year ended Dec. 31, amounted
to $10,816,387. Total sales were
$228,956,000, against $361,478,000 in

1930. and net profit rate on sales

was 4.0 per cent against 2.4 per cent
in 1930.

ft
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ft
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Chicago
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Hollywood >
6700 Santa Monica *v

Blvd. .•
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il

PHONE BR 9-2180
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ROOM 701

BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing. Financing. Laboratory. Re-
cording. Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

Monogram Starting

Four New Features
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—To clean the slate for
the 1932-33 program of 40 pictures,
Trem Carr, Monogram production
head, has okayed the scripts for
three new melodramas and a Cody-
Shuford western, with all four pro-
ductions scheduled to get under way
within the next 15 days. The ap-
proved scripts include "The Fatal
Alarm," an I. E. Chadwick pro-
duction which Otto Brower will di-

rect; 'The Arm of the Law," an
original by Arthur Hoerl, to be
directed by Louis King; "Klondike,
by Arthur Hoerl, to be produced by
C. C. Burr and directed by Christy
Cabanne and "Mason of the Mount-
ed," starring Bill Codv and Andy
Shuford, which Trem Carr will su-
nervise, with Harry Eraser direct-
ing.

NEIGHBORHOOD TRYOUT
New Era Film Exchange has

booked the German picture, "Tineel
Tangel," with Fritz Kamners, Eliz-
abeth Pinajeff and Einst Verebes,
into the 72nd St. Playhouse as a
first-run tryout away from Broad-
way. It opens today.

Another German booking is the
Joseph Fliesler release, "Love Comes
But Once," with Gustave Diessel
and Mady Christians, which opened
Friday at the Amkino theater, 78th
St., for a two-week run.

RELEASING YIDDISH FILM
"The Unfortunate Bride," syn-

chronized Jewish production with
Maurice Schwartz and Lila Lee, is

now being released by Judea Films.
It is an adaptation of Libin's play,
"Broken Hearts."

NOW BOOKING
A ROAD SHOW ATTRACTION

GRETA CARBO "^

"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists* Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
March 15: Luncheon of he Thumb Club.

Hotel Astor, New York.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

March 17: Annual meetine of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

March 17: Allied Theater Owners' annual
convention. Southern Hotel, Baltimore.

March 22: Allied Theaters of Ontario and
Allied Theatrical Industries of Quebec,
joint meeting, Chateau, Ottawa.

Mar. 23: Annual and special meetings of

RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
March 30-31 : Allied Theaters of Minne-

sota, North and South Dakota, attnual
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.

Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nighr
and Dance. True Sister's Club House
New York

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays. Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

WARNERS SIGN MUNI
Paul Muni, now being starred in

the Broadway play, "Counsellor at

Law," has been signed by Warner
Bros, to play the leading role in

"I'm a Fugitive from a Prison
Camp."

J. BENNETT TO WED MARKET
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAUV
Los Angeles—Joan Bennett wiU

wed Gene Markey, screen writet^

next Wednesday.

NEW GREAT STATES MANAGER
Marion, O.—S. Gladstone has suc4

ceeded J. R. Wheeler as city man*
ager for Great States Theaters.

NEDW AYBURK
THE man who has staged over 600 Broadwa

productions, including the best editions

Zeigfeld Follies, and helped up the ladder
fame many stars of the first magnitude, sui

as Al Jolson, Marilyn Miller, Fred and Ade
Astaire, Eddie Cantor, Ann Pennington
Wynn, Jeanette McDonald, Harry Richma
Charlotte Greenwood, Marie Dressier and hur
dreds of others, has opened new internatiom
dancing headquarters in the heart of the Pai

Avenue District. This, the world's greats
dancing institute, now offers:

Every Type of Stage or Social Dancing

Special Saturday Classes for Children

(Ages 4 to 16)

Reducing and Building Up— Mild

Courses for Middle-Aged Folks

Courses in Diction and Microphone
Technique for Talkies and Radio

—Morning, Afternoon and Evening Session:

TEMPORARILY, 20% to 50% Ri

DUCTION IN ALL RATES
Send for one of the following free bookletJ
"YOUR CAREER" (48 pages); or "HON
STUDY COURSE IN DANCING"; or "COURSI

IN MICROPHONE TECHNIQUE"
NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCI

OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
Studio F. 625 Madison Ave., New York Clf

(Between 58th and 59th Sts.)
Tel. Wickersham 2-4300

I



CAX BUY YOUR
SHORTS tMM)0 WAYS...
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TO FILL YOUR PROGRAM {any shorts will do this)

TO FILL YOUR SEATS
(only Paramount shorts will do this)

Make no mistake, today^s smart fans search for good shorts too ! To do good business consistently

you've got to give them good entertainment in every foot of film. Don't worry ! Play these favorites

and you'll win ! PARAMOUNT NEWS. PARAMOUNT TWO-REEL COMEDIES. PARAMOUNT ONE-

REEL PRODUCTIONS. (Including the ever-popular Screen Souvenirs). PARAMOUNT SCREEN

SONGS and TALKARTOONS. And PARAMOUNT PICTORIALS.

PARAMOIJXT
shorts
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SIDELIGHTS

pREXY M. A. LIGHTMAN raU-

roaded here from New York on
Friday night to start the conven-

tion ball a-rollin'.

Ed Kuykendahl, he of the broad
Southern accent and the intimate

knowledge of small toum exhibition

problems, is on the talking schedule

as a much-anticipated feature.

M. E. Comerford and Frank C.

Walker, both importantly identified

with M. P. T. O. A. activities, were
among the early arrivals.

No M. P. T. O. A. convention

would be complete without Pete

Woodhull. He's here.

Representing the Wilmer & Vin-

cent circuit is Walter Vincent, who
presided at the exhibitor protest

meeting in New York last Septem-
ber.

Jay Emanuel, who publishes as

fine a regional trade paper as they

make, is on hand as treasurer.

Although the T. 0. C. C. of New
York has no direct affiliation with

the M. P. T. 0. A., President Charlie

O'Reilly always attends the national

exhibitor convention.

Jack Miller, loaded with good
stories, is here as head man of the

Chicago contingent.

Pinehurst's best publicity man,
Charley Picquet, is on the ole con-

vention grounds with serious mat-
ters on his mind.

Newest unit affiliation of the M.
P. T. O. A., which is Connecticut,

is represented by a delegation head-

ed by Ed Levy.

Mike O'Toole is all geared up
for the occasion—with work.

Hal {"Trader") Home is sure to

produce plenty of wit and such at

one of the sessions. He's United
Artists' publicity and advertising

exec.

Paramount's story will be released

by George Schaefer, recently ap-
pointed general sales manager.

Claude Macgowan and Harold
Flavin are doing the honors for

Mayfair Pictures.

COMING & GOING

JULES RUBENS, Great States Theater
executive, has returned to Chicago from a
sojourn on the West Coast.
GEORGE MEEKER, stage and screen ac-

tor who has been working at Paramount's
Eastern studio, is on his way to the Coast.
ANDY SMITH, Warner executive in

charge of Eastern and Canadian sales, leaves
today for Baltimore on business. He will be
gone two or three dajra.

ALONG
ilk

lALTO
DALY

MtW VORIC
,

lOS ANGELES

• • • THE ROXY is celebrating its Fifth Birthday

and after all the compliments are passed out to the gents

responsible for the admirably conceived and executed stage

presentations many of whose numbers top anything

to be seen in your "Follies" or "Vanities" don't let's

forget a gracious salaam in the general direction of the house

staff for the way they handle the customers

through the finest usher service any theater has ever known
these ushers never make you feel that you are an

Inferior as they escort you to your seat neither do they

adopt the cringing attitude of a uniformed menial in overdoing

the Politeness stuff they have hit on the Happy Medium
and it is remarkable how they maintain it year in,

year out

* * * *

• • • TO ENTER the Roxy is to feel that you are in the

home of a gracious friend an aristocrat who knows that

unobtrusive service is the hallmark of genuine hospitality

in a word, you feel that you are not the recipient of

Commercialized Courtesy like the hotel operator's per-

functory "Good Morning" which bores her worse than

it does you most of our de luxe theaters model their

courtesy service on the same principle it's cold, artificial,

phony and doesn't fool anybody so the Roxy
still continues in a class by itself because of its house

staff Sincerity Service as much as the exceptional qual-

ity of its Entertainment
* * if *

• • • MEBBE WE'RE all cockeyed but it's so sel-

dom we get a chance to give strong commendation to an English

production that it's a pleasure to comment on the Gains-

borough pix, "The Office Girl" distributed over here by

Arkayo they took a German screen story

treated it with Novelty and Originality and introduced

what may prove to be the solution of the filmusicai problem

the musical theme becomes an intrinsic part of the

motivation, plot and action the characters are in the

same tempo with the harmonies in contrast to the

Hollywood system of chucking in musical numbers regardless

whether they fit into the action of the story or not.

* * * *

• • • THESE BRITISHERS did a smart thing in casting

Renate Muller, a Continental for the leading femme
role she has all the lightness, charm and vivacity of the

Viennese atmosphere something no American or British

star has ever been able to translate to the screen she

makes the picture but it had the Material it's

the combination that does the trick

« 4c 4i *

• • • BY WAY of contrast is another British production

the B. I. P. offering, "My Wife's Family" an

uproarious farce that will make all the gagmen in Hollerword

envious done with broad comedy strokes it keeps

piling up laugh complications in a most hilarious manner
it is fine fast tempo with Gene Gerrard standing out

as an ace comedian to be reckoned with on any Nation's screen.

Las Vegas, Cal.—R. Brick and
Thomas plan to open their new Pal]
ace here about March 15.

Watts, Cal.—Robbins and Drum
have taken over the Largo from
Hughes-Franklin.

Pasftdena, Cal.—George Hanes hasi
added the Pasadena, first-run house,
to his group. Fox West Coast for-i

merly had the house. Hanes also?
has the Park, Florence and StrandJ
all local houses. 1

Portales, N. M.—R. E. Griffith in-

terests have taken possession of th«

Palace here.

Lightman Answers
Allied on Finances

(Continued from Page 1)

tained by his organization is from
sources "above aboard."
At a meeting of the M.P.T.O.A)

board of directors last night the
new setup, giving independents mow
representation, was approved.

In a stormy forum, attended b]

about 40 exhibitors representing
localities, to discuss whether certai
units will align with M.P.T.O.A
several voted yes. Judge Roy
Walker of Texas indicated his un:
will join. Joe Deniston of Michiga
also was impressed by M.P.T.O.,
policies, as were Moe Horwitz of t

Ohio M.P.T:0. and Meyer Fine
the Cleveland Ass'n.

« « « » » »

Court Bars Picketing
Despite No Violen«
(Continued from Page 1)

held. The fact that as many as
picketers were present while t|
number of employees retained
the plaintiff did not exceed 35 wa
construed by the court as "a displa

of force, which, with the inscription
on placards, indicating that tl|

whole power of the American Fe
eration of Labor was back of tt
strike, was well calculated to ova
awe and intimidate. The court rigj
ly held that such picketing was nd
peaceful and was unlawful."

MANY HAPPY PETUTO

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ins their birthday!

:

March 14
Joseph I. Schnitzer
Sydney Norton
Evelyn Thatcher
Charles F. Rieiner

lames McCoy

William T. Brent

Maitland Rice

James Lederer
Abraham Karski
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LEW AYRES AGAIN!
I

teamed up with

MAE CLARKE • BORIS KARLOFF
(Of "Impatient Maiden") (The "Frankenstein" Monster Himself)

Hedda Hopper^ Russell Hopton, Arietta Duncan^ Dorothy Peterson, Bert

Roach, Doroil^iy Revier, Pat Somerset, Gene Morgan, Florence Lake. Produced

by Carl Lcieirirnle, Jr. Directed by Hobart Henley. Presented by Carl Laemmle.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK 1

HOLLYWOOD
HARDIE ALBRIGHT has been

given a long term contract by

Warner Bros, following his work in

two pictures for this company, "So

Big " with Barbara Stanwyck, and

"A Successful Calamity," starrmg

George Arliss. His next will be

with William Powell and Kay Fran-

cis in "The Jewel Robbery."
* *

Lee Tracy also has been given

two more important Warner roles

following "The Tinsel Girl. He
tvill appear in "Love Is a Kaclcet

and then in "Doctor X."
* *

Gretchen Thomas has been added

to the cast of Elissa Landi's new

Fox film, "The Woman in Room 13,

now in production under Henry

King's direction. Casting on "Man

About Town," with Warner Baxter,

is going forward. Leni Stengel has

been selected for a part by Direc-

tor John Francis Dillon.

* * *

Betty Gillette, social registerite

from Douglaston, L. I., has beer

placed under contract by Warner

Bros, and is coming West this week.

Her only experience has been in

amateur theatricals, but she is an

outdoor girl, a blonde, devoted tr

riding, swimming and tennis. Her

mother appeared on the stage a?

Viola Kellogg.
* * *

Robert Young's success in "The

Wet Parade" and "The Sin of Ma
delon Claudet" has been rewardec'

with one of the most important role-

of the year. He has been cast ?

the hero of "After All," M-G-M
filmization of the New York stap

hit. John Van Druten and Made
leine Ruthven prepared the filn

transcription, which will be directc

by Charles Brabin.

Sammy Fuller, who wrote "Dirt.'

a novel dealing with a columnist,

has joined the Columbia scenaric

stafF.
* *

Charles Farrell was a week-end

host at Palm Springs to film colony

friends. Evalyn Knapp and Hardie

Albright, appearing together in John

G. Adolfi's picture, "A Successful

Calamity," starring George Arliss

chartered a plane Sunday morning
and flew down to the resort for the

day.
* • •

Johnny Farr, entertainer at the

Paris Inn Cafe, has completed his

Fanchon Royer's Fourth
Fanchon Royer will start shooting on

her fourth production this week, it is a

newspaper story, untitled as yet. Cast

includes Eddie Nugent, Rita LaRoy,

Wheeler Oakman, Dorothy Gulliver, Rus-

sell Simpson and John Ince. The pic-

ture will be directed by "Breezy" Eason.

Borzage to Work With Coward on "Cavalcade"
Frank Borzage, who is completing direction of "Young America," at Fox, is already

making preparation for "Cavalcade" to go into production immediately after he finishes

his present assignment.
Borzage will have the experience of working on "Cavalcade" with the author of the

play, Noei Coward, who is on his way to Hollywood. Borzage plans to make the
Coward story in record time, after which he will go to Honolulu to meet his wife who
is on vacation in Hawaii. —

..„_^

X —

role in "Night World." He is known
as the "singing waiter."

* * *

"Window Panes," a play by Oi

Printzlau, scenarist, which was pro-

duced in New York, will be present-

ed at the Spotlight theater, Holly-

wood ,opening March 15. It is beii.

staged by Gene Lewis. It is one
of a series of plays that will II..

sponsored by the Hollywood Lit^k
Theater Club, founded by Eulaut
Andreas.

Uochelle Hudson, RKO-Radio con-
tract player and Wampas baby star,
h^s been assigned the feminine lead
in\ "hunrise Trail," new outdoor fea-
tuije starring Tom Keene.

* * *

Raymond Keane, former featured
player for Universal, terminates an
absence of nearly two years from
pictures with his addition to the
cast of Monogram's "Vanishing
Men," a Tom Tyier western. Others
in the cast are Yakima Canutt, W.

Nat'l Zoning Committee

Planned by M.P.T.O.A.
{Continued from Page 1)

ments cannot be brought about in

Che territory involved, his plan is

CO have the unit take the macLer up
with the proposed national commit-
tee.

"There is no situation so big con-

fronting exhibitors that they them-
selves cannot bring about a read-
justment," declared Lightman.
Such a national committee, it was

pointed out, could take up tne block
oooking problem. This topic is cer-

tain to play an important part m
cne convention program. Aitnougn
exhibitors are believed to be gener-
ally opposed to tne policy on tne
ground tnac it is unsound business,

nevertheless whether or not tne

M.P.T.O.A. will adopt a definite

stand in the situation is purely i-

matter for speculation as some
members regard dual featuring as

necessary under existing conditions.

Consolidated Film Earns

96 Cents on Common in '31

{Continued from Page 1)

Dec. 31. This compares with $2,-

309,311.30 or $2.50 a share in I'ddO.

i'he company last year reduced its

good-will valuation by $1,000,OUO

and fixed assets by $906,406.95,

charging both items to capital sur-

plus, says Herbert J. Yates in his

letter to stockholders. Following

additional experimental work on its

color process, Magnacolor, the com-
pany expects to benefit this year

from the sale of these color prints.

"CROWD ROARS " FOR GARDEN
James Cagney in "The Crowd

Roars" will follow Richard Barthel-

mess in "Alias the Doctor" into the

Winter Garden, it is announced by
Harry L. Charnas of Warner The-
aters. Date has not been set.

Franklin Sees Progress

Being Made by RKO Unit
(.Continued from Page 1)

ing extended by President Hiram S.

Brown toward building up RKO's
personnel will soon be renected in

a constructive spirit that will make
itself felt ihroughout the organiza-
tion.

Among the new RKO associations
expected to be ofiicially announced
snortiy are those of Phil Reisman
and Watterson R. Rothacker. Among
recent appointments that are practi-
cally cercain to have an important
bearing on future activities include
oflose 01 IVlartin Beck, as the vaude-
vfiile head, and Ike Libson as a divi-

sion theater manager in Ohio.

RKO Completes Four;
11 Are Now Under Way

(Continued from Page 1)

Harding; and "The Roadhouse Mur-
der." In preparation are "The
ijeast," Constance Bennett in "Free
i^ady," Richard Dix in "Roar of the
ijragon," Wheeler-Woolsey in "Hold
iL,m Jail," Tom Keene's "Sunset
xrail," Helen Twelvetrees in "Truth
About Hollywood," and "Is My Face
KedV" with Ricardo Cortez and
rCobert Armstrong.

Organize to Oppose
Additional Taxation
(Continued from Page 1)

Dr. J. B. Fishman, president M. P.
T. 0.; Edward G. Levy, executive
secretary; Adolph Johnson, E. S.

Raifile, Maurice Shulman, all of

M. P. T. O.; J. Robert Smith, M-
G-M; E. X. Callahan, Paramount;
Arthur Horn, United Artists.

B. I. P. CHANGES NAME
B. I. P. (America) has officially

changed its name to Best Interna-
tional Pictures, it was announced
Saturday by Arthur Dent, now in

New York.

L. Thorne, Charles King. James
Marcus, John Elliott, Dick Dickin-
son, Lou Short and Adele Lacy.
Harry Eraser is directing from the
original screen play by Wellyn Tot-
man.

* * *

Edwin Maxwell has joined the
cast of Paramount's 'The Strange
Case of Clara Deane."

* * *

Fay Wray has been selected b,

Warner Bros, to play the leadin;
feminine role opposite Lionel Atwill
in "Doctor X," mystery thriller b
Howard Comstock and Allen Miller,
which is soon to start produotion.

|

It will be made in color.

Martin Brown, playwright and
scenarist, who is now under con-
tract to Universal has lived in Mon-
te Carlo for ten years.

James Cagney is planning a Eu
ropean trip after the completion o

'Winner Take All," on which he i.

now working at the Warner studios
Mrs. Cagney will accompany him.

4Dorothy Wegman, wife of Sam
son Raphaelson, is starting work
on her second novel. Her first book,

"Glorified," was published by Bren-
tano's. She was a featured girl in

Ziegfeld productions before marry-
ing the playwright and scenarist.

She recently posed for a portrait
by Dario Rappaport, who has paint-

ed Mussolini and many other celeb-

rities.

* *

Frank Clarke, a member of the

once-famous "Black Cats," a barn-il
storming troupe of 13 Clover Field 1
flyers, and Roy Wilson, who has
flown thousands of hours for the

films, have important assignments in

"Sky Bride," Paramount's air pic-

ture now in production in Holly-

vood. Clarke and Wilson joined a

rroup of six pilots already working
in the Richard Arlen-Jack Oakie
picture, including Captain E. H.
Robinson, Ira Reed, O. C. Le Bouti'-

'iere, Jack Rand, Earl Gordon and
Clint Herberger.

Billy Sullivan and Buddy Roose-

velt are additions to the cast of

Radio Pictures' "The Roadhouse
Murder." J. Walter Ruben is di-

recting.

Rex Bell Stars
Signed for his third Monogram melodra-

ma, Rex Bell gets his first starring role

under the independent banner with his

selection by Trem Carr to play the lead-

ing part in "The Arm of the Law," po-

lice melodrama, to go into production

this week. Others so far selected in the

cast are Mary Nolan and Pat O'Malley

and Bryant Washburn.
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5. R. Kent Joining Fox As Chase Representative

CONVENWN RATIFIEOEW M.P.T.M. SETUP

High Taxes Cause Closing of 143 Ontario Theaters

eorge Eastman
I great figure passt

By jack Alicoatei

—Washington

A PALL was cast upon the M. P.

T. 0. A. convention at the May-
flower Hotel here yesterday noon,

when M. A. Lightman made an-

nouncement from the speaker's table

of the sudden passing of George
Eastman. Overwork and failing

health were the direct causes lead-

ing to the death of founder and

guiding spirit of the important in-

ternational institution of Eastman
Kodak Company.
As a prominent figure in the de-

velopment of the motion picture in-

dustry from its beginning, and as a

philanthropist whose benefactions

were world-wide in scope, George
Eastman had few equals. A cour-

ageous pioneer, possessed of unusual

inventive faculties, he contributed

immeasurably to the constant im-

provement and refinement in the

presentation of screen entertain-

ment. His loss to the film world

cannot be calculated and cannot be

replaced. His loss to humanity is

likewise great.
* * *

Philanthropic contributions aggre-

gating about $90,000,000 were made
by George Eastman. Universities,

libraries, medical centers, commun-
ity chests and other institutions of

public welfare in all parts of the

world were the recipients of the

donations, and the good that result-

ed from these gifts extended to mil-

lions. And the sincere motives of

the giver were evidenced by the fact

that in many instances the gifts

were made anonymously.
Employees of his company also

shared in the success of Eastman
institution by gifts of stock.

In addition to giving freely of

his money, George Eastman devoted
a great part of his time, attention

and ability wherever necessary to in-

sure the wise use of the funds he
had entrusted to others.

Though his passing leaves a big

void, his memory will ever be kept
alive by the monument of his deeds.

Cohen, Bickel Head Exhib
Delegation Protesting
New Tax Proposal

Toronto—In the last five years
143 Ontario theaters have closed be-
cause of heavy taxation and other
numerous regulations, it is stated in

a brief submitted to Premier George
S. Henry at the Parliament Building
here by a deputation of theater own-
ers including Arthur Cohen and J.

P. Bickel who are attempting to
(Continued on Page 8)

CONTRACT CALLED VALID

BY N. C. SUPERIOR COURT

Charlotte, N. C—Validity of the

old standard exhibition contract in

North Carolina has been confirmed
in a decision handed down by Judge
Schenk in the Superior Court here,

awarding damages of $1,565 plus in-

terest and costs to Fox Film in its

suit against E. S. and Z. Beam,
(Continued on Page 8)

Double Check
Washington— In the Cleveland terri-

tory, distributors are using checkers to

check on checkers, Morris Fine told the
M.P.T.O.A. convention.
And Jules Michaels of Buffalo told

of a Syracuse house issuing passes car-
rying a five-cent service charge, while
in Buffalo one house is admitting six

persons for a total of 25 cents, and in

Rochester a theater Is selling $2 worth
of tickets in book form for $1.

GEORGE EASTMAN DIES

IN HIS ROCHESTER HONE

Rochester, N. Y. — George East-
man, head of the vast Eastman
Kodak Co. enterprises and for years
one of the world's leading philan-
thropists, died yesterday afternoon
of a self-inflicted bullet wound while
lying ill at his home here. He was
77 years old and had been in ill

health, induced primarily by over-
work and strain attendant upon his

devotion to humanitarian causes. In
a note which he left, Eastman said:

(Continued on Page 8)

M. A. Lightman Re-elected

President by New
Board

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Washington—Ratification of

the new M.P.T.O.A. setup was
voted by the convention, which

got under way yesterday after-

noon at the Mayflower Hotel.

Under its new setup, which gives
independent exhibitors almost com-
plete control of the organization, the
new M.P.T.O.A. board of directors

(Continued on Page 4)

Robert F. Sisk Appointed
RKO Adv.-Publicity Head
As the final step in the coordina-

tion of the RKO circuit and Radio
Pictures advertising and publicity

activities, Hiram S. Brown yester-

day announced the signing of Robert
F. Sisk to head the two departments.
The new move. Brown says, will not

affect the personnel of these de-
(Continued on Page 8)

New Educational Lineup
Includes 52 Two-Reelers
Educational's 1932-33 program of

shorts will be about the same as the
present schedule, said E. W. Ham-
mons yesterday. Although definite

commitments as to the various
series will not be made until Ham-
mons visits the coast in the near
future, the number of two-reel

comedies is expected to be about 52,

like this year.

Sidney R. Kent Joining Fox
As Chase's Representative

Special Session on Tax

Is Probable in Ohio

Columbus— It is considered likely that Gov.

George White of Ohio may call a special ses-

sion of the legislature to act on the proposed

10 per cent admission tax.

Washington—Word passed rapidly

around the convention last night

that Sidney R. Kent, who is sched-

uled to speak on today's program,

is definitely set to join Fox, repre-

senting the Chase interests.

riRST DIVISION HANDLING

75 FEATURES THIS YEAR

First Division Exchanges will

handle distribution of 75 features
this year in the five branch offices

controlled by the company in the
eastern states, said Harry Thomas
yesterday before leaving for Wash-
ington to attend the M.P.T.O.A. con-
vention. These five exchanges repre-
sent 25 per cent of the territories,

which makes First Division the larg-

est independent distributor in the
U. S., Thomas stated.

On his way back from Washing-
(Continued on Page 10)

Sol Hankin Is Appointed
Warner Circuit Zone Mgr.
Sol Hankin, former district man-

ager of Warner theaters in Pitts-

burgh, has been made zone manager
in the Wisconsin territory, Joseph
Bernhard, general manager of War-
ner Theaters announced yesterday.

Ben Lyon in the Flesh

Competes With His Film

Baltimore—Ben Lyon, making a personal ap-

pearance In his home town here, is booked at

Loew's Century, while his latest film, "The Big
Timer," is showing in a rival house, Keith's,

two blocks down the street.
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"LOST SQUADRON" HOLDS
RKO's "The Lost Squadron" star-

ring Richard Dix, will be held over
at the RKO Mayfair for a second
week starting Friday.
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Will H. Hays Pays Tribute to Eastman
In a message sent from the coast, Will H. Hays paid the following tribute

to George Eastman:
"No industry holds a greater debt of gratitude to the memory of George Eastman

than the motion picture industry. He is described as a notable pioneering figure
whose Inventive genius helped to make possible the unusual services now rendered
by the screen. George Eastman was much more than the great inventor and industrial

leader. He was a great humanitarian. He kept on developing whatever he undertook
to the greatest degree for the world's benefit. The future will discover the thoroughly
distinguished services that he rendered in recent years when he undertook to pioneer
the filming of educational motion pictures, with a life of achievements already
behind him."

Captain Baynes Heads
Eastern Service Studios

Officers of the recently formed
Eastern Service Studios, Inc., or-

ganized by Audio-Cinema as a sub-
sidiary to operate the studio and
supply complete Western Electric
sound service to the trade are an-
nounced as follows: Capt. J. McLeod
Baynes, president; W. E. Roberts,
secretary-treasurer; T. K. Glennan,
general manager. F. Lyle Goldman
heads Audio, with George Lane as
vice-president, and T. R. Williams,
secretary-Treasurer. Al Wilson re-
mains as Production Manager.

Report Sound Variance

In Different Climates
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—In a report on the
variance of recorded sound according
to climatic conditions just made by
Tom White, director of the Hunting-
ton Expedition, which returned a
few months ago from a world tour,
it is revealed that the best quality
recording took place in Bala, Dutch
East Indies. India with its terrific

heat, imposed great difficulties on
the sound recorder. In the Philip-

pines, where humidity abounds, the
recorder ran into further difficulties.

The violet-ray, common to Califor-
nia and the Dutch East Indies, yields
the best sound, while the infra-red
of India returns a lower grade, says
White.

RCA EARNS $768,903

RCA reports net profit of $768,-
903, after operating costs and heavy
writeoffs, for the year 1931, com-
pared with $5,526,293 in 1930. Total
income for the year was $102,645,-

420, against $137,037,596 the
previous year. In his letter to stock-
holders. President David Sarnoff
proposes a reduction of the com-
pany's capitalization by reducing the
stated value of common stock to $2
a share from about $4.22 and by
cancelling the company's treasury
stock.

NEW B'WAY GRIND
Raymond Snyder and Sam Green-

field are negotiating for a lease of
the Gaiety on Broadway for the
showing of double feature programs
at a sliding box-office scale of 15
to 50 cents. Notices advertising to-
morrow as the opening day were re-
moved yesterday, when certain dif-

ficulties were encountered in the
formulating of the plans. Opening
is expected next week.

John Ford, Tay Garnett
Are Signed by Universal
John Ford and Tay Garnett have

been signed by Universal to direct
productions on the 1932-33 program,
it is announced by Carl Laemmle,
Jr., who is now in New York. Laem-
mle has nearly recovered from his
recent illness.

More Sunday Show Leeway
Is Sought in Providence

Providence—A new Sunday show
law amendment introduced into the
General Assembly here would ad-
vance opening time for Sunday
shows to 1 P. M. It would also
broaden types of shows to be given
to include juggling and stage danc-
ing. Licenses, to cost $100, would
be issued for each performance.

OHIO TAX ON EQUIPMENT
Columbus — Theaters equipped

with Western Electric or RCA sound
apparatus must pay a tax on these
devices at the value fixed by the
manufacturer under the new Ohio
tax law, which requires the filing of
a property by March 31 on penalty
of a heavy fine for non-listing. Erpi
and RCA have furnished the M. P.
T. 0. of Ohio with schedules show-
ing the value of all their equipments
in Ohio, and the exhibitor organiza-
tion is cooperating with its members
in complying with the law.

TWO CHICAGO HOLDUPS
Chicago—About $2,200 was taken

from the Palace the other night by
two bandits who held up Florence
Luthardt, cashier. Another duo got
$20 from Rose Beck, cashier of the
Shakespeare.

CLARA BOW AS PRODUCER
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Clara Bow is reported

to have brought "Souls in Pawn,"
original story by Charles Putnam,
who wrote the scenario for "It." She
may turn producer.

HUSTON WITH COLUMBIA
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Walter Huston has

been signed by Columbia for the
lead in a picture to be directed by
Allan Dwan.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741. 3742

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho.
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

March 15: Luncheon of he Thumb Club,
Hotel Astor, New York.

March 17: Annual meeting of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

March 17: Allied Theater Owners' annual
convention. Southern Hotel, Baltimore.

March 22: Allied Theaters of Ontario and
Allied Theatrical Industries of Quebec,
joint meeting. Chateau, Ottawa.

Mar. 23 : Annual and special meetings of

RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
March 30-31: Allied Theaters of Minne-

sota, North and South Dakota, annual
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolii.

Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic NiKht
and Dance. True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In-
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7 : Fox Film sales convention. New
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition,
Roval Automobile Institute, Amsterdam.
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societv
of M. P Engineers. Washington.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators. Memorial Hall,
Columbus. O.

Earl Kramer May Head
B.I.P. American Office

Administrative head of B.I.P.
America is expected to be announced
by Arthur Dent upon his return
from Canada tomorrow. Earl Kram-
er, formerly of the RKO Export
department, is reported to be nego-
tiating with Dent for the place.

MRS. HECTOR TURNBULL DIES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mrs. Hector Turnbull,

wife of the Paramount production
executive, died Saturday night of

bronchial pneumonia. Mrs. Turnbull
was the sister of Jesse L. Lasky.

COMING & GOING

SAM E. MORRIS has gone to Miami for
a rest following his recent operation.
GEORGE O'BRIEN, Fox star, is in New

Yorl< from the coast.

RICARDO CORTEZ has arrived in town
for a visit.

CLAUDE EZELL and B. F. LYON, War-
ner sales executives, have gone to Toronto
on business.

I. J. HOFFMAN, STEWART MacDON-
ALD and DAVE WESHNER, Warner the-

ater home office executives, returned yester-

day from a two week tour of inspection
[

through the Eastern Pennsylvania territory.

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST
STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed negatives
and positives containing scenes of every

conceivable description

General Film Library, Inc.
MORRIS J. KANDEL. Pres.

729 7th Ave. New York City
BRyant 9-4417 Cable: KANDELFILM



THE EYES OF
AMERICA ARE ON .

HOW fitting it is that

WHILE the gentlemen assembled in convention

AT Washington—
ARE discussing bigger and better business

IVIETRO-Goldwyn-Mayer gives the boys

AN example of how it's done—
AT Baltimore, only 44 miles away!

TARZAN, THE APE MAN opened last Friday

AT the Stanley in Baltimore—

BEATING 'Trader Horn' to a fare-thee-well

!

NEW matinee records Friday—and Saturday!

TICKET sale stopped at 12:30 Saturday

WHILE 2000 waited on line-

THE Stanley enjoyed swell business with

"MATA HARI", "Emma'', "Champ", "Possessed"

BUT "TARZEN THE APE MAN" (The Trader Horn of 1932!)

BEATS them all!

AND remember, this is Lent!

THE best news we can bring the convention

IS this-

''TARZAN THE APE MAN'' is coming!
from Metro'Goldwyn-'Mayerf of course 1
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New M.P.T.O.A. Board to Have 6 Indies, 1 Affiliated

Directorial Group to

Consist of at Least
20 Members

(Continued from Pane 1)

last night re-elected M. A. Light-

man as president. Others officers

are M. E. Comerford, first vice-

president; Walter Vincent, second
vice-president; Joe Denniston of

Monroe, Mich., third vice-president;

Love B. Harrell, fourth vice-presi-

dent; A. Julian Brylawski, fifth vice-

president; M. J. O'Toole, secretary;

Jay Emanuel, treasurer.

The new board of directors repre-

senting 17 units is comprised of O.

C. Lam, Southeastern Exhibitors'

Ass'n; J. B. Fishman, M.P.T.O. of

Conn.; Edward M. Fay, M.P.T.O. of

R.L; Roy L. Walker, Texas Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n; Ed Kuy-
kendahl, Tri-State Ass'n; Charles
W. Picquet, M.P.T.O. of North
and South Carolina; Sidney Lust,

M.P.T.O. of Washington, D. C; Jack
Miller, M.P.T.O. of 111.; Earle Van
Hyning, M.P.T.O. of Kan. and Mo.;
Fred Wehrenberg, M.P.T.O. of East-
ern Mo. and So. 111.; Charles WiU
liams, M.P.T.O. of Neb. and Iowa
R. M. Clark, M.P.T.O. of Okla.; Wil-
liam Benton, Albany; Frank C. Wal-
ker, New York; Arch Hurley, M. P.

T. O. of New Mexico.

Announcement will be made today
of the director who will represent
the M. P. T. 0. of Va.

Six more units are definitely se'

to affiliate with the M.P.T.O.A. fol

lowing favorable expressions by
their representatives attending the

convention. They are: Mass., Ohio
Penna., Buff'alo, Wis. and Maryland.
Indications are that the T.O.C.C. o

New York also may affiliate with the

M.P.T.O.A.

The new directorate was set up
following a meeting of state unit

delegates here late last night. It

was planned to divide the country
into six geographical circles. Exhib-
itors of each circle will elect one
member of the new executive com-
mittee. Affiliated theaters will name
the seventh member. This new plan
will be effected within 30 days. The
committee in charge of this matter
includes Wehrenberg, O'Toole, and
Lghtman.
The six units which have indicated

intentions of affiliating with the M.
P. T. 0. A. must formally make this

connecton within 30 days. Other-
wise application for membership
must be passed by the board of di-

rectors.

Incidentally all officers of the asso-
ciation also are included in the di-

Another War Feature
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "Shanghai Interlude,"

written by Wellesley Wong, who was
born in China but educated in London
and is now under contract in Holly-
wood, will be produced by Universal.
Anna May Wong is likely to appear
in it.

W-A-S-HJ-N-Q-T-O-N
— on a string

Ry )ACK Ai irnATF

—Washington

THE twelfth annual MERRY-GO-ROUND of the Motion
Picture Theater Owners of America is playing a THREE-
DAY-STAND at the Mayflower Hotel here in Washington
IT is called the GEORGE Washington bi-centennial MEETING,
probably because of george WASHINGTON. .. .Exhibitors
may adopt HATCHET or bowl of CHER.^IES as national em-
blem .... Congressman sol BLOOM of times square pulled a

JIMMY walker, arriving hours LATE .... He was voting for

LIGHT beer and heavy WINES up on tlie HILL
:•:

LOOKS like this outfit will amount to SOMETHING, after all

They are finally battling among THEMSELVES Prexy LIGHTMAN
is a severe SCHOOLMASTER to those who speak out of turn Rumored
that ALLIED undercover men stole the COSTUMES of those in the opening
tableau What, no TABLEAU? From now on it will be SENATOR
mike comerford, if you please . NEIGHBORHOOD entertainment idee

is gaining momentum St. Louis is already electioneering for 1933 pow-
wow First Division is giving away free HOT COFFEE on convention
floor, probably to keep delegates AWAKE during speeches ...

•

NATE Golden did some GLADHANDING on behalf of uncle SAM
Fred Desberg is writing a new book on contract BRIDGE Whenever
things SLOW UP on the convention floor, they ring in george WASHING-
TON the eight POINTS here are "give us GOOD pictures and to

HELL with the other SEVEN New REORGANIZATION plan gives
merry gate to AFFILIATED exhibs May be fireworks Tuesday
GOOD MORNING!

rectorate. Officials serve without
salary.

The following committee was ap-
pointed to redraft the organization's
constitution and by-laws: Frank C.

Walker, Fred Desberg, Edward
Levy, Dave Barrist, Jay Emanuel,
Roy Walker, Ed Kuykendahl.

Bloom Urges Solid Front
Against Legislation

Exhibitors were urged to organize
to prevent adverse legislation in an
address by Congressman Sol Bloom.
Unless such action is taken, more
obnoxious laws may be expected, he
said. Bloom went on record as op-
posed to censorship, calling the pub-
lic the greatest censors. Amuse-
ments should not be taxed, he de-
clared, but in the present matter
pending before Congress he is op-
posed to any tax on admissions un-
der $L

Jack Miller Lays Dual Evil
At Door of Distributors

Attacking distributors as respon-
sible for the double feature curse,
Jack Miller of Chicago declared
they haven't got enough 'guts' to

cure it. Correction of the problem
is beyond the exhibitors, he declar-
ed. Miller said the practice orig-
inated in Chicago indirectly through
Gobriel L. Hess, who approved the
policy at its origin. It started, he
said, when a woman theater owner
married to an operator tried out the
policy with Hess getting distribu-
tors to okay the plan. In Chicago,

Miller said, 80 per cent of inde-

pendent houses voted to quit the
policy, but Publix refused to play
ball because the plan was clicking in

eight of its houses. After seeing a

double feature bill, patrons are so

tired that theaters ought to hire a
masseur to treat them as they come
out, declared Miller.

Jacob Conn of Providence blamed
short-length features for inducing
dual picture policies.

Price Cuts Condemned
by Jules Michaels

Price cutting was severely con-

demned by Jules Michaels of Chi-
cago, who declared that fair and
reasonable zoning plans are the so-

lution of the problem. He calls for
a standard exhibition contract and
arbitration as well, if not compul-
sory.

Lightman Defends
Hollywood Producers

In his opening address. President
Lightman defended Hollywood pro-
ducers, asserting that they are do-
ing all possible to make good prod-
uct. He called upon exhibitors to

carry out a constructive convention
program and to remember that the
organization was not a political ma-
chine. Lightman announced he
would bar any destructive material,
and cited major issues before the
convention.
Lightman blamed parents for al-

lowing children to see adult pic-

tures. There is nothing censorable

in pictures from the adult view-
point, he said.

M. J. O'Toole presented the sec-

retary's annual report. Sidney Lust
gave the welcome address. Free
Wehrenberg, as chairman of th
board, reviewed the year's work am
reported the board's satisfactioi
with the new setup. Isaac Wein
berg explained the convention ar
rangements.

Attack is Planned
On M-G-M Policy

Sales policy of M-G-M will be at-
tacked during the convention, it is

learned by The Film Daily from
an authoritative source.

Trying to Line Up
Skouras Theaters

Efforts are reported being made
to line up the Skouras theaters for
membership in various units affiliat-

ed with the M.P.T.O.A.

Cleveland Going Off
Duals and Premiums

All Cleveland theaters have
agreed to not only discontinue dou-
ble featuring April 15, but also to
make no more premium deals when
the current arrangements expire,
Morris Fine of Cleveland told that

open forum Sunday night.

Committees Named
By M. A. Lightman

President M. A. Lightman named
the following committees yesterday:
Credentials, Ed Kuykendahl, Colum-i
bus. Miss.; Sidney Lust, Washing-:
ton; William Quigley, Penna.; Ed-i

ward G. Levy, New Haven; Martin
C. Smith, Ohio; Resolutions—Earh
Van Hyning, Kansas; Jack Milleri
Illinois; M. J. Kallett, New York;
Love B. Harrell, Georgia; Lewer
Pizor, Penna.; Franc C. Walkeri
New York; Public Service Rela-i

tions—George P. Aarons, Penna.;
Lou Ansell, St. Louis; William Ben>
ton. New York; H. D. Wharton
Ark.; Joseph Denniston, Mich.

Ohio Unit Willing to Join
If Independence Assured

If the M.P.T.O.A. is assured o:

true independence through the nev
setup, the M.P.T.O. of Ohio wil
join the organization, said Moe Hon
witz of Cleveland yesterday. Tb
Ohio unit delegation, which also inr

eludes Martin G. Smith of Toledo
Henry Bieberson of Delaware am
P. J. Wood of Columbus, appearei
suspicious of what they characterize,

as "Hays Office leanings" of th
M.P.T.O.A.

!

Three national exhibitor organiza

Farrell-Caynor Win Poll
Charles Farrell and Janet Caynor came

out winners in the latest King and
Queen of the Movies poll conducted by
Irene Thirer, film critic of the "Daily
News." Clark Cable and Joan Crawford
were runners-up, with James Dunn,
James Cagney and Lew Ayres also figur-
ing high in the male list, and S.^lly

Eilers, Creta Carbo and Clara Bow
among the feminine contineent.
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Proposed Federal Control Scored by Judge Walk
ons; one comprising the Hays
lembers, another for independents
id a third to include affiliated the-
;ers was recommended by Horwitz.
he suggestion was the same as one
lade by Al Steffes jn Detroit last

eek. Horwitz said that certain

aders of the M.P.T.O.A., although
Dt associated with affiliated the-

ber interests, nevertheless have a

indency to play ball with them.
low can we get together with the

leaters we fight with?" he asked.

e also attacked the M.P.T.O.A. for

iceiving duties from affiliated the-

ers.

'avor Modification
f 5-5-5 Contract

Modification of the 5-5-5 contract

) that it could be put into effect

lavored by the Ohio exhibitor unit,

. J. Wood, business manager of

18 organization, told The Film
AILY.

O. Heyl Outlines
^ew Savings on Sound
Addressing the M.P.T.O.A. gather-

g on the subject of sound charges,

0. Heyl, manager of the Photo-
hone division of RCA Victor Co.,

lid that with the reduction in con-

act service charges there would be
saving of upwards of $40,000 a

lonth to the more than 1,000 ex-

ibitors whose types of equipment
t present call for $65 a month
!rvice, which, under the provisions
' the new policy, would be reduced
) $32.50 a month. In like manner,

) e said the savings in service

larges on all other types of appar-
tus would be as favorable in com-

r larison.

Heyl elaborated on the announce-
lent he made at the Allied meet in

)etroit last week, when he told

bout the introduction of two new
11 AC operated sound reproducing
nits designed for theaters having
etween 1,400 and 4,000 seating
apacity; substantial reductions in

ontract service charges on all types
f equipment; two year maximum
n contract service charges and in-

reases in capacity limitations of the

11 AC operated Special Size equip-
lent from 500 to 600 seats and the
tandard Small Size equipment from
,200 to 1,400 seats.

Heyl credited the M.P.T.O.A. with
laving helped to bring about the
ound charge reductions.

Udney R. Kent
Vill Speak Today
Sidney R, Kent is scheduled to

alk at 4 o'clock this afternoon. His
liscussion will deal principally with
'Allied eight points."

New Universal Cartoon
In addition to continuing the

"Oswald" animated cartoons, Universal
will put out another series next season
under the title of "Pete the Pup."

er

^1iWASHINGTON MERRV-GO-ROUND
By ARTHUR W. EDDY

'THIS Mayflower Hotel is so snooty
it reminds us of the United Art-

ists reception room in New York.

Another investigation threatened.
Dry senator in lobby mistaken for
Brooklyn exhibitor.

Delegates can attend all Washing-
ton picture shows for nothing. Now
ain't you sorry you stayed away?

Looks like they muffed one by not
putting Senator Brookhart on the
program.

The speech of Charlie O'Reilly is

entitled "Is the Future of the Inde-
pendent Exhibitor Behind Him?"

Sid Kent urill point out, in poig-
nant fashion, the salient points of
the Allied eight points. Catch wise?

With Mike Comerford, Charlie
O'Reilly and Mike O'Toole steering
things, it looks like us Turks still

have a chance.

Stock prices are even worse here
than in New York.

Convention may be prolonged a
few days, as it is interfering with
several poker games.

Walter Vincent is an alderman at
heart. His speech is about over-
building. Obsolete subject.

Jay Emanuel is the only trade
paper mugg that really likes work.

Lester Tobias is on hand repre-
senting the National Profit Sharing
Corp.

The best trailer-booster on the
premises is Art Jacobson. Naturally,
he's from National Screen Service,

Pat Garyn's up-and-going organiza-
tion.

Lou Marks and Mark Swaab are
doing all the handshaking in behalf
of Ideal Seating Co.

Isaac Weinberg figures that at
least 75 per cenc of Congress will
attend the banquet tonight.

The Congressional Limited Sunday
afternoon brought in Ed Schiller
Major Thompson, Dave Palfreyman,
Ed Fay, Frank Walker, Mike Kallel
and Pete Woodhull.

Paul Henkel, representing New
York restaurant and hotel owners, is

here to work out a cooperative plan
with the M. P. T. 0. A. Had a date
with President Hoover Tuesday noon
to ask him to enforce dry laws so as
to stimulate hotel and restaurant
biz. With him is Marty Stern, hi.^

press impresario.

Judge Joe Duffy is on the records
as declaring that exhibitors ough
to take increased interest in civic

affairs in their communities.

Paul Greenhalgh and Ken Hallair
acted as an official reception commit-
tee in the Mayflower lobby Sunday
night as the registrations accumu-
lated.

William Benton, who operates in

upstate New York, sez business is

fine, with a flock of question marks
following.

George Aarons expects that the
Philly delegation will total approxi-
mately 30 members.

Bill Cadoret, poker expert and also
expert in numerous commercial
ways, is conventioneering with the
Comerford crowd.

From now on, if you please, it's

Senator Mike Comerford. Well, any-
way, they're holding it at a swell
hotel.

PAUL SHORT BETTER
Dallas—Paul Short, boss of the

Melba, is up and about and suffi-

ciently well to talk about his recent
appendicitis operation. He is ex-

pected to be back at his desk soon.

HARRY SACHS IN CLEVELAND
Cleveland—Harry Sachs, former

Paramount booker in Oklahoma
City, has been appointed head War-
ner booker in this territory, succeed-
ing Bill Barron, who leaves shortly

to go into the home office.

JIM CARRIER TO NEW YORK
Cleveland—Jimmy Carrier, man-

ager of Warners' Uptown, has been
called to New York. He is succeed-
ed by J. A. Bercerra.

NEW LIBSON HOUSE MGR.
Columbus, 0.—Thomas O. Davis,

formerly manager of the Capitol,
Cincinnati, has been named manager
of the Palace here, formerly the
RKO house and recently taken over
by Ike Libson of Cincinnati. Davis
succeeds E. F. Masters, who a few
weeks ago followed Bryon F. Moore,
who in turn succeeded Burns O'Sul-
livan about a year ago.

"TARZAN" OPENS BIG
Baltimore—"Tarzan the Ape Man"

opened at the Stanley to one of the
biggest first-day grosses in the last

year, following an intensive cam-
paign of exploitation conducted by
Arnold Stoltz, climaxed by the ex-

hibition of a live lion in the May Co.

department store.

Texas Exhibitor Leader
Sees Bad Effects of

Gov't Meddling
Washington — Speaking on the

subject of federal control of the
film mdustry at the M. P. T. 0. A.
convention yesterday. Judge Roy L
Walker, head of the Texas Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, said in
part:

.

"Tlie question of government regulation of
-lecture distribution is one that strikes at the
loundation of the right of free and unstricted
nntract, between individuals and corporation^
uid den.es them the privilege to make con^
racts according to their own ideas and need=
ind, were it not for the few. through ignor-mce or a desire for personal gain, who arc
-ontinually trying to cure all ills by legisla-
lon, the proposition would not be given se-
lous thought by those who are familiar with

'lie problems of the picture industry.
"The question naturally resolves itself into

(wo classes.

"First: The right and authority of the
C.overnment to attempt to regulate a strictly
rivate business by invading the const tutional
light of every person or corporation to make
contracts and conduct their business along
such lines as will best conserve the interest
if all parties concerned.

".Second: Is it possible for a legishtive
committee or board to promulgate a set of
rules or trade regulations for the distribution
)f pictures that will meet the needs of thou-
sands of exhibitors and the constant changing
mditions of the industry?

"In my opinion the Federal, as well as
'he State Government, is without constitu-
Hinil authority to regulate a private busi-
less, other than the general power to pro-
'lihit combinations or trade agreements in
restraint of trade, and any act by a legisla-
tive body attempting to pass such rules or
emulations or to create a commission to
-iio\ide for a plan of this character would
xcecd their constitutional authority.

"The Government has authority to provide
ii!es and regulations for Public Utilitie-, but

':annot by legislative fiat declare a private-
business to be a public utility, on the grounds
that the business defends upon the general
Tublic for its patronage."

AGNES AYRES DRAWS BIG
Philadelphia — Appearing at the

Uptown last week in "Your Holly-
wood and Mine," a playlet written,
staged and presented by Louis Cline,
until now solely identified with the
legitimate stage, Agnes Ayres did
-ecoi-d business for the house, ac-
cording to Manager J. A. Lexey.
Cline, ill of the flu in New York, di-

e^ted final rehearsals of the act in

Philadelphia by radio short waves.

OPPOSE COLOMBIAN TAX
Bogota, Colombia — If municipal

and provincial amusement taxes are
increased, members of the Ass'n of

M. P. T. 0. here will close their

theater April 1, officers of the or-

ganization state.

Sign Arbitration Pact
RKO Radio and RKO Rathe Pictures

yesterday signed the arbitration agree-
ment of the Motion Picture Producers'

Association, it was announced by Presi-

dent Hiram S. Brown. The following
statement was issued: "After careful

consideration we have signed the ar-

bitration agreement because we believe

it is constructive and fair in all respects
and it will be a stabilizing factor of
great usefulness to all branches of the
industry."
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HICH TAXES CLOSE

143 ONTARIO THEATERS

(Continued from Page I)

head off a threatened increase in

taxes. It has been rumored that

tickets under 14 cents are to be

taxed one cent; tickets from 14 to

2") cents, two cents, and tickets from
23 to 37 cents, three cents. At pres-

ent the tax starts at 26 cents.

Contract Called Valid

By N. C. Superior Court
(^Continued from Page 1)

former operators of the Princess,

Shelby, N. C.

The Beams sold their theater after

presenting Fox's "In Old Arizona"

and two Fox screen entertainments.

After the sale they refused to recog-

nize the validity of the contract.

Fox sued for breach of contract.

Among defenses employed was the

Thacher decision. Defendants claimed

that the entire contract was void by
reason of this ruling. The Court

did not sustain the defendants in

their con ention, but held that the

Thacher decision had no effect upon
the validity of the contract and was
collateral thereto and that the con-

tract was valid.

The jury was instructed by the

Court that the damages Fox Film

was entitled to was the contract

price, less such sums as the Fox
Company could have obtained for

the pictures from the same or a

similar first run house.

Fox was represented by Cansler

and Cansler of Charlotte, and the

case was tried by E. T. Cansler and

Percy Heiliger, one of the Fox at-

torneys. Preston and Ross, also

of Charlotte, appeared for the de-

fendants.

Robert F. Sisk Appointed

RKO Adv.-Publicity Head
(Continued from Page 1)

partments, which are headed by E.

M. Orowitz and Hy Daab, respective-

ly, but Sisk will be the boss, re-

porting to Brown. Sisk gives up

his present post of general press

representative for the Theater Guild

next week. Before joining the Guild

six years ago he was with Variety.

The Flaw

My baby likes the cinema.

And many times I've been with her

Because she never asks me what

I really think about the plot.

She grasps the substance of each scene,

Indeed, her penetration's keen,

For she seems to get with ease

All the talkies subtleties.

No matter what may greet her eyes

She never gasps or shows surprise.

Enunciation, poor or clear,

My baby always seems to hear.

Throughout the show I almost feel

That I'm alone and that's ideal.

You'd say, perhaps she has no match,

But, naturally, there is a catch

—

Although my baby's very nice.

She likes to see the feature TWICEI
—Harcourt Strange in N. Y. "Sun"
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• • • WHEN THE first issue of Film Daily Year Book
was published in 1918 the idea of the publishers seemed
to be to make it a sort of an annual index to their daily periodi-

cal so they sat down and rooted through the file copy
for the year and presented the important industry events
under the caption, "The Year in Headlines" and just to

show you how a Great Institution grows from practically noth-

ing that's about all the volume had in the way of informa-
tive data of course they had articles from the Leading
Lights of the industry on what they thought the Most
Important Event of the Year and purely as an after-

thought and to make it look more Diversified

they included an alphabetical listing of all features shown that
year

* * * *

• • • THEN CAME a careless suggestion from somebody
probably one of the mail-room boys to give a

break to the directors, players and authors who made
the pix that made the film biz possible to exist so one
of the publishers while dining at the Astor that noon hour

had his check paid by an actor wishing to re-

pay the courtesy, he recalled the mail-room boy's suggestion
and sez "Ole pal, I want to feature you in our

first Year Book" and the goof actor comes back
"Sure, Delighted! HOW MUCH a page?"

• • • AND WHEN the Publisher recovered his breath
he gulps "Oh, it won't be much. We'll send

you a bill." and that, so help us, is how Advertising
started in the Year Book which was planned purely and
altruistically as a Philanthropic Gesture of goodwill to the In-
dustry

• • • SO THE Publishers were placed in a very embarrass-
mg and delicate situation, as you can imagine must
they be FORCED to accept paid advertising just because some
goof misinterpreted their kindly motives? so they held
a long executive session and decided that they could not
offend the gent if he insisted on paying for the notice,

they would just try and make the best of it so they went
out and sold 60 pages of Nice Nocices as full-page ads
not bad for a starter the Ads were all Up Front

and the Data in the back and they didn't bother
numbering the pages there were only 200

• • • NOW, WITH advertising in the Year Book
it became necessary to give the directors, authors and players

something beside a reproduction of their photographs
and the list of the year's features created universal comment
and approval for it was the first time any such thing
had been attempted so in succeeding issues the Year
Book grew and GREW till in 1927 it reached
almost 1,000 pages the current edition the Four-
teenth is over 1,000 covering everything imagin-
able of importance in every field of the Motion Picture

• • • SO IT just proves that if you have a Kindly

Thought and do something about it you will

be Rewarded with Ads 'n everythin' we have
dozens of letters from big execs who have been tellin' us ever

since that first Edition in 1918 "This one beats the last

Year Book." and that's what makes us proud
more than anything

GEORGE EASTMAN DIES

IN HIS ROCHESTER HOME
(Continued from Page 1)

"To my friends: My work is done.
Why wait?" Dr. Audley D. Stew-
art, Eastman's physician, said that
although Eastman had been in poor
health for many years, he apparent-
ly had recovered to a degree that
was very encouraging to his friends,
but must have been in such a mental
state that he shot himself a few
minutes after sending all his friends
from his room.
George Eastman was among the

world's foremost industry builders,
his activities centering in the camera
and film. Through his business in-

genuity, resource and foresight, he
built the Eastman Kodak Co. into
a woi"id organization, figuring im-
portantly in commercial business as
well as pleasure, and providing work
and opportunty for millions.

He was no ed equally for his num-
erous benefactions, which totalled

about $90,000,000. More than $15,-

000,000 went to the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology as a gift of

the "Mr. Smith," who eventually
turned out to be none other than
George Eastman. He gave $23,600,-

000 to the University of Rochester
for the schools of music and medi-
cine and the college of liberal arts
and sciences.

Nearly $1,500,000 went to Tuske-
gee and another million to Hamp-

j

ton Institute, both institutions de-

voted to improving the lot of the
American Negro. The Rochester
Dental Dispensary received $2,500,-

000, the Rochester War Chest and
Community Fund $1,800,000, the
Chamber of Commerce Building took
another $1,340,000, and there were
numerous gifts ranging from $5,000
to $500,000. In addition he divided

$9,000,000 worth of Eastman Kodak
stock among his employees.

RUSSIAN FILM FOR CAMEO
"Cossacks of the Don," a Russian

synchronized picture, directed by
the only woman producer in the

U. S. S. R., Olga Preobrazhenskaya,
will have its American premiere
showing at the RKO Cameo Friday.

H^^:^
1
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MANY PAPPY mum.

•est wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 15
Lloyd Richmond
Ctorge Emmick
Lerraine Eddy
Frank Holliday

Howard Higgli
George Sidney
Lee Shubert
Marion Lessing
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MAIN LEGAL PRINCIPLES

BY E. G. LEVY

Washington—Taking as his sub-

ject "Legal Principles an Exhibitor

Should Know," Edward G. Levy of

New Haven delivered the following
address at Monday's session of the

M. P. T. O. A. convention:
"Four general classes of le^al proinisitions

ilTect the exhibitor: (1) Leases; (2) Injures
to employees, patrons and other persons; (.O

Contracts; (4) Miscellaneous.
"CIcnerally speaking, where terms of lease

are indefinite, they are construed in favor

of the tenant, but in entering into a lease,

make certain to set out clearly your inten-

tions. I had a case once, Wilkinson vs.

Ciinsberg, which was in the nature of a

declaratory judgment requesting the Court
to interpret one sentence in a 14-page lease,

'the premises shall be at all times open as a

motion picture theater'—did that mean open
every day whenever it was open (once a

week, or month) it must be used as a mo
tion picture theater? In this case Wi'kin
son saved thousands of dollars because the

Court said this clause didn't necessarily re-

quire his opening each day. Insist on clear,

concise phraseology in any lease you sitcn

with special clauses such as the one here dc
scribed. In leasing a building to be useil

as a motion picture theater, make certain

that your landlord guarantees that the premi-

ses comply with State, County and local or-

dinances and statutes for the operation of a

motion picture theater. If possible, insist

that your landlord retain control of the ex-

terior of the building, i.e., roof, outside walls.

etc. Lease agreements usually provide for

certain sums as security for faithful per

formance of covenants therein but Court wil!

not be bound by the language of the con-

tracting parties. If Court feels such is a

penalty, even though described as liquidated

damages, it will return deposit to lessee.

"A theater owner is not liable either uiulei

common law or compensation law for in

juries sustained by a plaintiff 'seeking' unless

the latter proves he was actually in the em
ploy of the theater owner and acting within

the .scope of his employment. To a theater

proprietor, a patron is an invitee and the

theater proprietor must exercise reasonabh

care: to keep and maintain the premises in

a reasonably safe condition and to warn of

those dangers which he knows or in the ex

ercise of ordinary diligence should have dis

covered ; and if he fails to do so, he is

h'able to those injured through his negligent

in filling to perform his duty. The proprietor

is not an insurer against accidents, however
In simple words, negligence is the doing of

an act which a cautions and prudent man
would not do or the failure to do an art

which a cautious and prudent man would
not neglect,

"Study your contracts well before you sign.

Make sure every special agreement is incor

porated into the written application. An or.-il

contract isn't worth the paper it is written

on. Have your protection and run clearly

designated. All I can say is 'Film Con
tracts are the staff of life'—study them be

fore you sign, but once you've signed don't

look for an 'out.'

"The law is well established that a theater

proprietor is privileged to erect any kind

of a legal advertising sign not damaging to

a leased property, unless specifically pro

hibited therefrom in the lease. Infringement

Theater Names can be prevented by injunc

tion on the ground of unfair comnetitioii

hut possibilities or actual substantial damn"<-

must be demonstrated. A theater ticket

though granted for a consideration is a license

issued by the proprietor and is evidence of

the holder's right to admission on the date

named, and is revocable for the violation of

any condition named therein."

German exports of films and equip-
ment to Russia In 1931 amounted fo

approximately $835,000.

ELittle
from **Lots"

By RALPH ll'lLKmrn,^^

HOLLYWOOD
gERNARD BURTON will edit Har-

old Lloyd's untitled picture,

which is now in production. Burton
has been with the Lloyd organza-
tion for four years and was with
Universal before joining the com-
edian's forces.

* * *

TaUnlah Bankhead is named after
Tallulah Falls {Indian meaning,
"Love Maiden"), in Georgia. She
dislikes "high hatters" and those
with "acts." Her hobby is good food
and she has kept the same cook for
the past s^ix years.

t * t

Our Passing Show: Rosco Ates,
Lucille Brown, June Clyde, "B.B.B.,"
James Flavin, Bill Cody, Thornton
Freeland, Florence Hayden, Eddie
Schafer at the opening of the Gene
Morgan Pyramid Club.

First Division Handling
75 Features This Year

(Continued from Page 1)

ton this week, Thomas will stop in

Philadelphia to attend the formal
opening of the new First Division
exchange there. The Albany office

will be opened March 21.

Planning Fight in Fall

On Philly's 2 P. C. Tax
Philadelphia — The M. P. T. 0.

plans to launch a campaign next fall

seeking to repeal the new city tax
of two cents per admission on thea-
ters. The levy, recently passed by
the city council, will raise $1,500,000
annually, according to a city esti-

mate. It does not become effective

until Jan. 1, 1933.

ZIMBALIST EDITING MAG.
"Howdy," a new weekly magazine

published for the Warner New Jer-
sey Theater managers and home of-

fice staff, is being edited by Al
Zimbalist under the supervision of
Harry M. Kalmine, zone manager,
and Harry Goldberg, advertising and
publicity director. The weekly pre-
sents original topics on theater man-
agement and new exploitation stunts
conceived by the editorial staff and
exploitation dept.

CAPT. HAWKS TO MAKE SHORT
Captain Fi-ank M. Hawks, inter-

nationally known aviator, has been
signed by Sam Sax, head of the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, to star
in a Vitaphone picture.

PLAINFIELD MGR. SERVED
Plainfield, N. J.—Thomas Phelan.

acting manager for the three Publix
houses here, was served with a
summons because the theaters again
operated Sunday. Hearing on appeal
of the previous convictions on simi-
lar charges is scheduled for March
24 in the Union County Court

EXHIBS URGED TO HOLD Oin

FOR EOUm CONTRACT

Washington — Provided no new
standard exhibition contract, accept-

able to exhibitors, is placed in use,

theater men's groups can assert and
establish their rights by refusing to

sign contracts which in their opin-

ion are unfair, President M. A.
Lightman of the M. P. T. O. A.
said yesterday. He suggested thj^t

units obtain expert legal counsel to

enable them to enfoi'ce their rights

through modification of exhibition

contracts.
"If exhibitors band together in

refusing to sign contracts covering
deals which are not 'right,' they can
force any distributor to give them
fair and equitable agreements," de-

clared Lightman.

Talking Film Production
Gets Under Way in Japan
Tokio—Neglect of American com-

panies to cooperate with interests

here in the production of Japanese
talkers has induced native units to

launch such activity on their own.
Shochiko Kinema plans to make two
pictures a month, one in Kamata
and one in Kyoto. Shintaro Shirai,

a director of the Shochiko company,
is sailing for Amerca with a tech-
nical expert to study talkie making.
M. lyonaga, chief of the Kikkatsu
studio in Kyoto, also has arranged
for production of a talker at Kinuta.
Another plan of the Kamata studio
is to make German versions of Japa-
nese films. The "Gencho Daily Re-
port," film trade publication, sees

the talking film activity here as
eventually closing the market to im-
ported pictures.

Meyer Schine Denies
Sale of Circuit Now

Washington — Meyer Schine, at-

tending the M. P. T. 0. A. conven-
tion, told The Film Daily that he
has no intention at the present time
of selling his 50 houses in New
York and adjoining states.

B. I. P. PREVIEWS
B.I.P. will hold two previews of

feature pictures at the Criterion
this week. Today at 3 p.m. "The
Shadow Between" will be shown and
at the same time on Friday "Why
Saps Leave Home" will be pre-
viewed.

N. J. BILLBOARD LICENSE
Trenton—The New Jersey House

has repealed the present Billboard
Tax Act, and substituted a license
fee system. The measure has been
forwarded to the Senate.

CHICAGO THEATER CHANGES
Chicago—Notice is up at the En-

glewood, which probably will close
in a week or two. The Stratford,
Warner South Side house, also has
notice up for discontinuance of
vaudeville.

NEWS of the DAY

Boston — "Fireman, Save My
Child," the second picture to go
into the new Paramount, will play
day and date with the Uptown,
starting Saturday, thus giving the

picture simultaneous first run dates
in Boston.

Cleveland—Meyer Fischer, presi-

dent of Fischer Film Exchange, wh
has been spending the month in Cal-

ifornia, is following the road back
East, and is expected to arrive home
about April 1.

Albany—C. H. Buckley has closed
his State theater, which for months
was operating under double feature
policy.

Peoria, 111.—The Palace has added
vaudeville to its bills on Fridays,
Saturdays and Sundays, using four

acts.

$5.50 Broadway Revue
At Paramount Friday

First of the Broadway $5.50 mu-
sical comedy productions to play the

New York Paramount, following out

the policy recently inaugurated ii

Chicago with "Girl Crazy," will be

"Three's a Crowd," opening Friday
Hassard Short will stage the presen
tation, with the original Howard
Dietz book and Dietz - Arthur
Schwartz songs and lyrics. Frei

Allen and Tamara Geva are cast in

their original roles, with Thomas
McLaughlin in the Clifton Webb rol(

and Winnie Shaw in Libby Holman'i
part.

RIAN JAMES SELLS THREE
Three more stories by Rian James,

Brooklyn "Eagle" columnist who*
first novel, "Love is a Racket," i

being filmed by First National, havi

been sold through Sanford J. Green
burger, former story editor at Firsi

National studios and now vice-presi

dent of Kennaday & Livington Liter-

ary Agency. The stories are "Ha:

Check Girl"; "Crooner," bought b!

Warner Bros., after Jacob Wilk hai

read the story in manuscript fortt

and another not yet titled.

TO-DAYS
BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Buzz Barton, Big 4 star, can talk

fluently the sign language of the Indian

plains tribes and will be inducted into

one of the tribes as honorary chief as

soon as he is of age."
—HELEN HARRISON, Big 4.



A message to the

Motion Picture

Theatre Owners
of America

A most important announcement was deliv-

ered at the Allied States Convention in

Detroit, and the M. P. T. O. A Convention

in Washington by the Photophone Division

of the RCA Victor Company.
It was at the same time the most impor-

tant announcement exhibitors have heard

since sound became the screen's most domi-

nating factor.

Cut to the bone and right down to the solid

facts, it is herewith transmitted to motion
picture theatre owners of Anaerica, large and
small, from the largest circuit to the indi-

vidual exhibitor.

Before one or the other contemplates the

installation or replacement of sound repro-

ducing equipment, investigation of the fol-

lowing information is respectfully suggested:

The Photophone Division

of the RCA Victor Company announces

The introduction of two new all AC
operated sound reproducing equip*

ments, the Standard Super, designed

for theatres from 2,500 to 4,000 seat-

ing capacity at $5,000 and Standard

Large, for theatres between 1,400 and

2,500 seating capacity at $3,750,

Reduction in the price of the Special

Size equipmentfrom $l,600to$l,450.

Other material reductions including

contract service charges, all made pos-

sible by the recent merger of the RCA
Photophone Co.withRCAVictor Co.,

Inc. Increases in capacity limitations

of allA C operated Special Size equip-

ment from 500 to 600 seats and all

AC operated Standard Small Size

equipment from 1,200 to 1,400 seats.

For further information communicate tvith

Photophone Division

RCA Victor Co., Inc.
Camden, N. J.—branch offices in principal cities

PHOTOPHONE
SYSTEM

THADE MARKS REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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ExclusiveRunBookingBy Circuits GainsMomentum

I^PTOA TTMAP out NAWNAL ARBITRgjON PLAN

Only 23 Out of 25,000 Players Highly Paid, Says Nagel

cademy Vice-President

Explodes Salary Myth
At MPTOA Banquet

Washington—Only 23 out of 25,-

00 film players in Hollywood draw
headline" salaries, Conrad Nagel,

/ice-President of the Academy of

notion Picture Arts and Sciences,

laid last night at the M.P.T.O.A.
'onvention banquet in the Mayflower
lotel.

1 "As President of the Motion Pic-

ure Relief Fund," Nagel said, "I
{Continued on Page 4)

IT FEATURES

PLANNED IN THE EAST

I
Six independent features are

flanned for the present season by
ess Smith, formerly of Standard
lound Studios, in association with
Iharks H. Abramson and Frederick
lerendeen, authors and stage pro-

ucers. Production will likely take
lace at the Audio Cinema studios.

)istribution has not been arranged.

'olumbia Studios Reopen
After Eight-Week Layoff
^est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — After a layoff of

ibout eight weeks, the Columbia
tudios have reopened. Resumption
f activity means work for about

,000 persons, it is stated by Harry
John, president.

'Confidence' Advertising

Urged by Sydney S. Cohen

Policy of film companies in curtailing ad-

erfising and exploitation has played as big a

art as "gutter gossip," the "rumor market,"

ront page receivership stories and the stock

larket debacle in undermining general con-
idence in the Industry, said Sydney S. Cohen,
ormer M.P.T.O.A. president, yesterday. He
rged mobilization of the combined manpower,
rainpower, screen power and trade paper
•ower to "sound affirmative and reassuring

otes" to offset the destructive negative

eaction.

Music Copyright Violation Fine Reduced
Washington—Under Senator Dill's copyright law amendment the fixed fine of

$250 minimum for each violation is eliminated and replaced by a minimum penalty

of $50, with courts fixing the exact amount, the Senator stated at the M.P.T.O.A.
convention yesterday. The bill, now before the Senate Committee, also specifies that

theaters playing files with music will not have to pay a music tax on discs.

Exhibs Balk at Acting
As Collectors of Tax

William Faversham Heads
Warner's Montclair Stock
Warner Bros, is sponsoring an-

other dramatic stock venture at the

Montclair, Montclair, N. J., with Wil-
liam Faversham heading the troupe.

The company will incidentally serve

as a testing ground for new plays
and a training school for talent.

Opening takes place March 28, with
"Lord and Lady Algy" as the first

bill.

Toronto — Adoption of a stand
whereby they will refuse to continue
as "collectors of tax money" for the
Government is under consideration
by the Allied Exhibitors of Ontario
following announcement in the Leg-
islative Assembly that, in spite of
the present precarious condition of
the theater business, the Govern-
ment will again bring into force the
war tax on small as well as high
admissions. Legal counsel for the

(.Continued on Page 4)

Hays Praises Exhibitor Spirit;

Pledges Producers* Cooperation

Washington—High praise for the

good work done by exhibitors, not

only in providing entertainment to

maintain morale, but also in rais-

ing money, food and clothing for the

needy in the period of stress, was
expressed by Will H. Hays in a

(Continued on Page 8)

Seven Essaness Theaters
Reduce Admission Prices
Chicago—Seven of the Essaness

theaters have cut admission prices

both afternoon and evening.
Matinees, formerly 25 cents,

(.Continued on Page 4)

Circuits Going in Stronger
For Exclusive Run Bookings

Milton Silver Heads
Van Beuren Advertising
Milton Silver, formerly director of

advertising for Universal, has been

engaged by Amedee J. Van Beuren

as director of advertising, exploita-

tion and publicity for Van Beuren
(Continued on Page 4)

Washington — Buying exclusive

runs on pictures is gaining momen-
tum among major circuits, several

exhibitors attending the M.P.T.O.A,
convention told The Film Daily.
Publix is reported to have effected

such a deal in Atlanta, while Loew
is said to be working out similar

arrangements.

Committee Appointed to

Frame Voluntary Medi-
ation System

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Washington — Steps toward

working out a voluntary arbi-

tration system of national

scope were taken by the M.P.
r.O.A. yesterday through adop-
tion of a resolution authorizijTL^

appointment of a committee to han-
dle I he matter. Edward G. LeVy
of Nv-^w Haven, who submitted the
plan, ^:aid it would operate in con-

(Continued on Page 11)
,rl) ,

83 SHORTS, 0N[ FEATliE

ON NEW VAN BEUREN LIST

Sixty-five one-reelers, 18 twx^reeU
ers and a l6-reel fealture are sched-

uled for release in 1932-33 by the

Van Beuren Corp. through REO.
The shorts include 26 Aesop's J'a-

bles, 13 Tom and Jerry cartoons, 13

Van Beuren miniatures and 13 Vaga-
bond Adventure travelogues. Twelve
two-reel Charlie Chaplin synchron-

(Continued on Page 8)

George Eastman Funeral
Tomorrow in Rochester

Rochester, N. Y.—Funeral services

for George Eastman will be held

tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 o'clock

in St. Paul's Episcopal Church here.

Arrangements for the funeral are

being made by Mrs. George B. Dry-
(Conlinued on Page 8)

Flesh Drama and Films

Together at 20 Cents

Condensed versions of plays in conjunction

with talking pictures, at 20 cents top, will

be the new policy of the Fifth Avenue Theater,

once famous vaudeville house at Broadway and
28th St., starting next week. Jeanne Dore,

who has appeared on stage and screen, heads

the stock troupe. First drama on the bill is

"Blonde Surrenders." an underworld play.
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' SOL LESSER UP
Sol Lesser, who has been ill for

'the past four weeks, left this suite

at the Warwick Hotel yesterday for

a short conference with Frank R.

Wilson of Talking Picture Epics.
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Hess Denies Fathering

Double Feature Program
Answering charges made by Jack

Miller of Chicago at the M.P.T.O.A.
convention on Monday, when he de-

clared that Gtabriel L. Hess, general
attorney of the Hays Office, was re-

sponsible for the double feature idea

in Chicago, Hess yesterday denied
the charges in the following state-

ment:
"It was as great a surprise to me

as it must have been to the trade
generally to learn that I was the
'father' of the practice now prev-

alent in Chicago of showing two
or more feature pictures on a single

program. It is not my function as

General Attorney of the Motion Pic-

ture Producers & Distributors of

America to advise exhibitors nor
have I the authority to order or di-

rect distributors or their exchanges
to supply or refrain from supply-
ing feature or any other class of

motion pictures. I do not know
Mrs. Garring of the Rosewood The-
ater in Chicago, and I never have
been in communication with her in

regard to any matters."

"WAR IN CHINA" READY
Final editing was completed yes-

terday by Forrest Izard on "War in

China," Educational's two-reel spe-

cial, and prints were shipped imme-
diately to all Educational branches.

The picture includes shots of the

wreckage of the largest Japanese
bombing plane brought down. De-
scriptive dialogue, written by Izard,

is narrated by John S. Young, N.B.C.
announcer.

Para. Execs. Returning

From Coast Conferences

George J. Schaefer, Charles Mc-
Carthy and John Clark are due back

in New York this week from the

coast, where they attended confer-

ences on forthcoming Paramount
product. McCarthy arrives today,

while Schaefer is stopping off to

visit some southern exchanges and

will probably get in Friday, Sam
Katz remains in Hollywood a while

longer.

Paramount's 1932-33 program is

likely to be about 25 per cent small-
er than the 1931-32 announcement
of about 65 features, which also is

expected to be cut to around 60.

Another report, as yet unconfirmed,
is that Charles R. Rogers will sup-
ply about eight features for release
by Paramount next season.

LEON JANNEY FOR PALACE
Leon Janney, juvenile screen play-

er, who arrived in New York several
days ago for a tour of RKO the-
aters, will come into the Palace
within the next few weeks. He is

now at the Coliseum and will be at
the Fordham next week.

Ben Lyon, who also has been mak-
ing personal appearances for RKO,
comes into the 86th St. this Satur-
day and will play Flushing starting
next Wednesday.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Annual convention of M. t
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washim!
ton, D. C.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cso-
tral Europe under auspices of Czeckc-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 17: Annual meeting of Univernl
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

March 17: Allied Theater Owners' annuil

convention, Southern Hotel, Baltimore.

March 22: Allied Theaters of Ontario aal

Allied Theatrical Industries of Quebtc,
joint meeting. Chateau, Ottawa.

Mar. 23 : Annual and special meetings «l

RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
March 30-31: Allied Theaters of Minw

sota. North and South Dakota, aimail
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolfa,

Apr. 4: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial Tl»
ater. New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club HouM,
New York.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists WMk
drive for benefit fund.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of I»
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film tales convention, Nm
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition,
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdan,
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Soci«l|
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internatioul
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employ*
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hd,
Columbus, O.

LEO CARRILLO IN PERSON
Leo Carrillo, who has just fin-

ished work on the coast in Para-
mount's "Broken Wing," with Lupe
Velez, is coming east in about two
weeks for a series of personal ap-

pearances which probably will in-

clude the New York and Brooklyn
Paramount theaters, as well as other

key city houses. He is being booked
by the Leo Morrison office.

GEORGIA HALE FOR VAUDE
Georgia Hale, formerly of the

screen and lately appearing as a

singer over the radio, is rehearsing
an act for vaudeville appearances.
She is being handled by Leo Mor-
rison.

PARAMOUNT BUYS PLAY
"Wild Waves," the comedy-drama

recently presented here at the Times
Square theater, has been purchased
by Paramount. The film will be
produced and released under the title

of "The Crooners."

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film
Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices Cr Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

"Why We Serve
General Talking Pictures

General Talking Pictures is one of our new accounts.

Mr. Max A. Schlesinger, president of that company
is known in the film industry as an alert executive

with wide experience in motion pictures, tremen-

dous interests— and a "show-me" attitude.

We approached Mr. Schlesinger's problems

with no preconceived notions. Our experts made
a thorough survey—and we presented a constructivej

program based on our findings. We were able to

demonstrate to Mr. Schlesinger that General Talking;

Pictures—under our program—would be assuredi

more complete coverage— and at reduced rates. I

We are equipped to render to interested motion^

picture executives an insurance brokerage service'

based on a quarter century of experience with the

film industry and its problems.

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates, Ine.
UIVI.SIO]!V OF MOTION PICTURE IIVDUSTRIES

New York Los Angeles San Francisco Portland, Ore.

London, England



NOTICE!
To all Trade Papers and
Trade Paper editors in the
motion picture industry!

WARNING!
We advise you to have your printers

set up in type and keep standing for

emergency use the following head'lines:

"TARZAN, THE APE
MAN" BREAKS ALL
Dir^^\D^C AT ('^^^^ space for^tWiWi/O M I theatre name)

This advice is based on the fact that in its very first engage-

ment, at the Stanley Theatre, Baltimore, against keenest

competition {including Lent) TARZAN, THE APE MAN
broke the opening day, Friday, matinee record, the Saturday

matinee record with doors closed at 12:50 and 2000 on line

stretching around the block ! And as this is written, Monday is

the best yet! It is smashing the totals of M-G-M's biggest hits,

including "Mata Hari", 'The Champ'', ''Emma" and others.

Ask M-G'M for the sensational, showmanship campaign.

Get ready, gentlemen, The Trader Horn of 1932
Is here

!



23 OF 25,000 PLAYERS

HIGHLY PAID, SAYS NAGEL

{Continued from Page 1)

conducted a drive a few months ago
to raise money for our Fund. All

salaried people in the industry were
asked to contribute one-half of one
per cent of their salaries every
week. Before staging this drive, I

had to make sure that such a pro-

cedure would secure sufficient

money. So I was permitted to ex-

amine the salary lists of the various

studios. To my amazement, I found
that with 25,000 registered actors

and actresses in Hollywood, there

are actually only 23 of the so-called

'headline' salaries — the amounts
which, plus an added cipher or two,

make startling news stories or ma-
terial for a certain type of radio

gossiper.

"Contrast this fact with the re-

cent report of the Collector of In-

ternal Revenue in New York. Ac-
cording to his report, 276 men and
women reported for the last year
incomes in excess of $1,000,000 for

the year. Quite a few ran over $5,-

000,000 for the year.

"If a picture star ever received

$1,000,000 a year, it ^ would be
flashed from the headlines of the

nation's papers and there would im-

mediately be hundreds of meetings
all over the country condemning mo-
tion pictures and picture people in

general. Just what the experience

would do, beggars the imagination."

Milton Silver Heads
Van Beuren Advertising

{Continued from Page 1)

Corp. He is already preparing a

nationwide campaign on "Bring 'Em
Back Alive," Frank Buck's animal

feature, which is to be road-shown.

The picture will have a Broadway
de luxe opening in May.

N. S. S. SPLITS OHIO FIELD
Cleveland—Nat Barach has been

appointed National Screen Service

representative in northern Ohio,

with headquarters in Cleveland.

Arthur Ehrlich, who formerly cov-

ered the entire state, has been as-

signed to the southern part, with

headquarters in Cincinnati. Barach
will continue to handle the Master
Ai't logues.

Market value of amusement stocks as

of March 1 was $171,444,406, according

to figures compiled by the New York
Herald-Tribun*.

THE

-;%g D̂AILY

ALONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY

NJtW VORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • HAS THE exploitation of the News Reel fallen into

a rut? it would seem so judging by the instant

reaction to a few crisp remarks by Publisher Jack Alicoate
who commented editorially a few days ago that

now more than ever before "News Events Are Riding
the Stars" a fact clearly recognized by all newspaper
publishers who are selling hundreds of thousands of

additional copies playing up the Sino-Japanese War
the Lindbergh kidnaping the recent presidential

election in Germany that threatened to rock the peace of Europe
and the world

• • • YET THE Newsreel has this identical news interest

far more graphically presented in pictorial movement
than any newspaper can emulate and what are they
doing about it? so Universal has been moved to recognize
this obvious fact telling exhibs that they don't cash in.

on the full value of their newsreel just taking it for
granted like a cartoon or their trailers

• • • AND IN the current issue of Emgeem's "Distribu-

tor" company sales organ Mister Alicoate's re-

marks are featured with added comment on their ap-
plication to the Lindbergh kidnaping as handled by the News-
reel the comments are so cogent and devastating
that we run them entire "The theater has in its projec-
tion room a newsreel giving marvelously INTIMATE details

of this remarkable event presenting them more dramati-
cally and convincingly than the newspaper does inaking
a special subject of them yet ofifers this epochal material
in habitual silence as if it were something for which
it should Apologize"

• • • NOW THAT two leading producers have recognized
the Truth stated by a trade paper publisher the time
seems ripe for a concerted movement by all hands why
leave it to the exhibitor alone to make the public Newsreel
Conscious ? if the creators of the Newsreel assume that
their product is so well established which most of them
do that it therefore needs no special advertising
can the exhib alone be held responsible?

• • • TIME WAS going back a coupla years
when the Newsreel was a live and pulsing thing

stirring up continual controversy among the producers
of such as to which one scored a beat over the field

on every big news subject that broke every
modern means was employed from steamer to airplane

fast motor boats special lab facilities

to get the print to the theaters FIRST a margin of an
hour in beating a competitive Newsreel was
something thought fit to crow about and it was
and still IS

• • • IT WAS a healthy sign putting every mem-
ber of a Newsreel outfit on his toes keeping everything
stirred up to a constant pitch of enthusiasm which was
reflected in trade papers to the exhibitor and
finally, to the Public but, alas, the Newsreel
wi.h the biggest News Events in the past decade being dumped
into its lap in rapid succession does NOTHING
but turn out the weekly releases in drab routine
just a theater service not a Sensational, Interest-Com-
pelling, Box-Office Stimulant which it is if ade-
quately and continuously advertised as such.

Wed., Marcli 16, 1932

EXHIBS BALK AT ACTING

AS COLLECTORS OF TAI

(.Continued from Page 1)

association, which represents 110
houses, is now studying the matter.
It is held that the theaters not
only are acting as agents, but are
forwarding considerable returns to

the Government. Theater owners
pay a large sum for the cost of

auditing the tax returns and they
submit that exhibitors are entitled
to interest on moneys advanced to

the government for the tax tickets
and payment for the time and trou-
ble in handling the work.

Seven Essaness Theaters
Reduce Admission Pric^

(Continued from Page 1) )'

are now 15 cents, and admissio|i
after 6 P. M. has been cut from 31

to 25 cents. The houses affected ai|
the Logan, Devon, Davis, Crawfon
Embassy, Biograph and North Cei
ter.

Wisconsin Exhib Unit
Cutting Up Territory

Milwaukee—The Wisconsin M.R
T.O., headed by Fred S. Meye
plans to cut up Milwaukee into s

zones in an effort to ultimately g
at serious problems, such as douh
featuring, price cutting and pr
mium rackets. The plan will lat
be made state-wide. The system
now in operation in Racine. J

WANT SUNDAY MOVIES
East Orange, N. J.—Although t|

Lord's Day Alliance is opposing t|

move, a proposal has been submi
ted to the committee on legislatifc

and motion pictures to permit the

two local movies to give Sunday
shows.

BUDDY FISHER ENDS TOUR!
Buddy Fisher, the dead ringer f

j
Benny Rubin, returned to New Yoi
yesterday from a series of vaua
ville engagements. He expects
return to the west coast in aboBl'

two weeks to resume film work.

iiti *,ii*.A.^

MANY UAPPY RETURNS

« « « » » »

•est wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 16
Harrison Ford
Conrad Nagel
George Weber
Lucille Brown

Marion Byron
Junior Coghlan
Cus Schlesinger

Harry Lte II

..I



OPERATORS!
CHARLIE
MURRAY

Insist on having a whole projection room full

oF assistants when you grind out Cohens &
Kellys in Hollywood^ because you're going to

bust a G string and laugh right out loud like

a regular human being. You think you're hard-

boiled. You have dared the producers to make

you crack a smile. But wait till you see

GEORGE
SIDNEY

COHENS AM» KELLYS
IN HOLLYWOOD
By Far the Funniest of the Whole ^Cohens & Kellys Series

With June Ciyde^ Norman Foster, Dorothy Christy, Emma Dunn, Esther

Howard, Luis Alberni. Directed by John Francis Dillon. Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. Supervised by Stanley Bergerman. Presented by Carl Laemmle.

STEP OUT WITH UNIVERSAL



NEW YORK AMERICAN- DAILY NEWS.

'Lost SquadrcMi' Thrilling Air Film

HOLLYWOOD STUNT

IE

'By BEGINA CBEWB
Those UiriUlDK Idiots of th«

»lr, the Hollywood stunt fliers.

»re both lact and fiction heroes
of the splne-chining. heart-
stopping drama which paclced

the Mayfair Theatre from floor

to ceiling for Its premiere last

Bight.
Dick Grace, the aerial death-

taunter of the cinema circus,

authored the tale, and appar-
ently he and his pals. Art Go-
bel, Frank Clark and Leo Nomls
set out to do Dick's story jus-
tice when It reached the stu-
dios. For sheer tempting of
Tate, motion picture 'history
records few follies to compare
with the mad, screaming
plunges with which "The Lost
Squadron" fliers leave their
spell-bound audience gasping
tor breath. Crazy youngsters
revelling in air stunts and mo-
tion pictures—all that remains
of romance and adventuring.
teo Nomls never lived to see the
picture. He met the Death with
which his pals are on such easy
and familiar terms. Sooner or
later, as they'll teH you, there'll

be a reunion of the quartet.
Meantime the remaining trio

will continue to make pictures

like '"nie Lost Squadron."

THE SEATTLE
DAILY TIMES

'LOST SQUADRON'

AT ORPHEUM HUMS
By B. E. H.

Muchine guns spitting, bon^bs de-

fltroying a village, airplanes in oattle,

doing dizzy spirals, nose diving, crash-
ing and burning—and, yet, "The Lost
fjquadron" isn't a war picture.

This new thriller, which comes into

the R-K-0 Orpheum today along with
u bill of R-K-0 vaudeville, is a tale

of Hollywood — a vivid, exciting
glimpse of a "movie" in the making.
It is a story of the daredevil "stunt"
flyers who make our sky-fighting pic-

tures, and of a director who sends
them up to risk their lives in the
hope that the worst may happen and
thus give his picture add'id realism.

NEW YORK SUN
By JOHN S, COHEN JR.

It Is photographed superlatively

well. There Is genuine dynamic
quality In Its down-to-e^rth and up-
in-the-cloud photography. There la

also very excellent aUnosphere In

the dialogue and the general scheme
of the picture.
Richard DIx does exceedingly .well

as the first of the d«ad pilots who
is born again in Hollywood uid who
dies again. Joel MacRae shows an
incredible Improvemetit over his

past performances and Robert Arm-
strong proves again that he Is a first

rate actor.

Lost Squadron
' Is Packed with

Many Thrills

Story of Movie Stunt Men
Pleases

Thrills and

Action Mark
Keith Talkie

lOST SQUADRI
Dix Dominates This Stunt-Flier Pie

Air Shots Swell and Acting Good

By IRENE THIRER

Hats off to something really new in a celluloid thriller!

"The Lost Squadron" starts off In papier niache France,
in real Hollywood, and packs a terrific punch ell through eig

'The Lost Squadron''

Rates as a Corking
Melodrama

By MAE TINEE
Screen Critic, Chicago Daily Trilmne

Good morningt
Here's a thrill packed movie

adapted from a story written by
Dick Grace, a movie air "stunt man."
The original appeared in Liberty
magazine some months back.
"The Lost Squadron" proves un-

usual and arresting entertainment.
It's not a war picture, and yet, of
war and war's aftermath it sings.

The acting is splendid, in the
main. Kichard Dix gives a sincere
and moving portrayal of gallant
Capt. Gibson and Joel McCrea whose
usual histrionic contributions have
all the blazing appeal of a lump of
cold lard, comes to life and is spon-
taneous and likeable as Bed. Hugh
Herbert, as the lowest brow of the
three actors—their mechanic, in fact
—ia believable. Dorothy Jordan is

adorable as Woody'a sister, with
whom both Gibson and Bed fall in

love.

Mary Astor is, as always, a lovely
thing, and, though called upon this

trip to Impersonate a far from noble
woman, she makes you like that
woman with all her faults. As for
Von Stroheim's Von Farst—B-rr-r-r
WHAT a beastl
The air sequences are breath-tak-

ing. Some of the "Buddy" scenes
seero a bit thick and sentimental,
but probably they're not wh^n you
consider what those boys had been
through together.

By OHESTEB B. BAHN
Cinema Critic, Syracuse Herald

"The Lost Squadron" is a corking
melodrama, assured "box-oftice" uiid

definitely a contender for "Best Ten"
lionors come next December when
The Herald takes the annual fan
poll.

A Badio Picture, it i» easily that

studio's outstanding production-

since "Cimarron," although critical

honesty dictates the qualifying state-

ment that it ia lacking in some of

the qualities which made Edna Fer
ber's romance a Hollywood epic.

Fast action, terrific suspense, u

full complement of dynamic thrills

and tender romance—these are the

principal assets of "The Lost Squad-

ron." How potent they are is dem-
onstrated by the fact that up to

3 ;30 o'clock yesterday afternoon

Keith's had sold 4,500 tickets. The
doors had opened at 11:30; the the-

atre seats 2 .514.

Thrills and
New Idea

Joel McCrea and Dor-
othy Jordan as they ap-
pear in the latest Rich,
ard Dix talkie offering.

in Film
By BOB REEL

Screen Critic, Chicago American

Yoii- birds who have been holler-

ing for the movies to do something
different, fly right over to the EKO
State-Lake tomorrow I They have
something different in "The Lost
Squadron." It's not only unlike any
movie done for yeahs and yeahs,

but it also happens to be grand en-

tertainment.

"The Lost Squadron" is going to

mute«^ you laugh and thrill and shed

:i tear or two. Tfii the men and
kids, marvelous airplane stuff; for

the women-folks, lots of romantic

angles (TWO triangles in this ono)

nnd the glamor of Hollywood as it

is. And for ANYBODY a story

that races as fast as its planes

Richard Dix, starred in

"The Lost Squadron,"
which opened at the
Mayfair last night.

Eric von Strohe
^ Mary Astor ar*

a scene . froB
Lost Squadri

Robert Arm- wx)rth of.dashinj
strong, featured shots,
in the new RKO ft isn't a »
Radio production. And although

scenes are sim^)
they don't cut out the script whio
a neat little continuity concern!)

and friendships, and does not one
tb the saccharine, even when the
might permit it.

> The Mayfair's new movie—scr

by the capable Wallace Smith

—

i

four aces who fti^d life entirely cha
them when they return to Amer:

France—heroes of the World War.
Gibby—that's Capt. Gibson—learns that his actress swefr

haying an affair with another man. Red can get his old job '

it means putting an older man out of his. Woody discovers
partner has swindled him out of a fortune. And Fritz—well,

willing to tag along with his buddies who decide they'll fac
together. They bum it across country to Hollywood,
Woody at a movie premiere—all dressed up. They learn
doing stunt flying for Director Von Furst, and that it pays iii

a shot. And the other boys join up for similar jobs.
Gibby's ex-girl friend is now married to this Von Furst, an

a terrible life. He's cruel and mean. In fact he friimes it f
to crash, by putting acid on his plane wires. He doesn't succe
ghastly plan, but Woody goes to his death and the buddies ave

Richard Dix neither has the spotlight all the time, norS
win the leading lady, nor indeed—if you want to know—does >

out of the mess safely. It is Dix's picture, nevertheless,
'

grand in it without being a lens hog.
Joel McCrea, Robert Armstrong and Hugh Herbert shaii

with Dix. They all give dandy performances—especially Aij
Eric von Stroheim is a fierce director, via movie character. i

Dorothy Jordan and Mary .Astor do the girls' roles «xl
well. Ralph Ince has an effective bit as a police officer. Al
for the actual stunt flying—magnificent, breath-taking, sup<l
is to be tendered to Dick Grace, Art Gobel, the late Leo Nf
Frank Clark.

"The Lost Squadron" Is sure-fire entertainment. Our b0|i|
and their girl friends will certainly enjoy it thoroughly.

avi^. Selznic



(Vnd the public confirms their
erdict throughout the nation
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ACKED WITH THRILLS
Ba "REIT KANN

IfOTION PICTURE

PfAILY
ii\ the money. No doubt

1 ii. Radio's ''The Lost Squadron"

everything your box-office picture

d have and plenty more that a lot

tractions have missed,

melodrama, makes no pretense at

anything else, has some breath-

g air thrills, heroics by Richard

and unvarnished villainy by Eric

Stroheim and what always gets

mces: a backstage, inside slant on

ihey make pictures in Hollywood.

<n Furst, played by Von Stroheim

« power and (orcefutness that

mofit of Hollywood's heavies look

by comparison.

all departments, "The Lost Squad-

is there, right down the line to

•I class take-off on Von Stroheim

mI by Von Stroheim himself. The
>g ia top-notch while a compara-

i unimportant war-time and, then

io» mechanic, approaches the mem
ifle in Hugh Herbert's hands.

-he picture rates noise. If you make
Jy. we don't believe you can go
'«g. Without a plug, it should sidle

ay into real grosses. With a boost,

's like the real McCoy.

\\ If you don't believe one
ire earmarked as a clicker can
spirits into the hot-cha class, a

through the RKO offices yesterday

have demonstrated otherwise.

[iree test runs of "The Lost Squad
turned the trick. In Syracuse
at the RKO Keith, the picture
td to I7J33 over Saturday and
y, or exactly $565 more than

larron," prrvious two-day record
r at that "(neatre. In Providence,

irday and Slinday turned in $5,977.
idly pointed to l^y the RKO as a

,1^
alliime peak for the RKO Albee

j^ that period. Then Washington.
t the RKO Keith separated the

Q ic from $5,868 of iu dough over

^ week-end and ended two rush days

K by of the house record which, as it

{i
>eiu, is likewise held by '*Cim."
dements weren't friendly.

(1

NEW YORK TIMES,

MARCH n, 1932.

THE SCREEN
An Ama&on Melodrama.

THE Lost SQUADRON, baied im a itory by
Dick Grace; directed by Oeorg, Arcbala-
baud; an RKO Radio picture. At the Ulji-
falr.

Captain Gibson Richard Dtx
Follette Mann Mary Ajtor
Von Furat Erlcb von stroheim
The Peet Dorothy Jordan
Red Joel McCrca
Woody '.Robert Armstrong
Frill Hugh Herbert
Detective Ralph Ince

men Dick Grace. Art OoBel. Vta
Nomla and Frank Clark.

By MOBDAUNT MALL.

Unlike lt« predecerwora, "The Lost

Squadron," k picture which came to

the Mayfair last night. Is a story

about aviators which can boast of a

rich vein or originality and clever

dialogue. It Is ah, excellent melo-

drama, ably directed, with a back-

ground familiar to producers—for it

Is chiefly concerned with stunt flying

before ithe cameras In Hollywood and

a film director Is the evil genius. It

races along »o effectively that it

seams short, whereas it is really a
pCJ>durtiftTi nf the Mveraee length..

It Is a picture endowed with rus-
pense and humor. Wallace Smith la

responsible for the adaptation and
Herman Manklewlcz and Robert
Presnell are credited with added
dialogue.
The scenes of flying are expertly

photographed. particularly the
emash-ups and exploding fuel tanks.
There are also some adrlotly con-
ceived dissolves, ail of which add to

the success of this sterling produc-
tion.

Mr Dlx gives a forceful per-

formance and he Is competently sup-
ported by Messrs. McCrea, Arm-
strong and Hugh Herbert. Dorothy
Jordan and Mary Astor do good worlt

In their respective rdles

NEW YORK
WORLD-TELEGRAM.

Film Capital

Itself Basis

of Air Epic
By WILLIAM BOEHNEL.

gTUNT flying, picture mak-
ing, love, hate, conceited

directors, ambitious Stars
sweet ingenues—indeed, all

those phases of life which
make Hollywood so exciting

and fabulous—form the melo-

dramatic basis of "The Lost
Squadron," Richard Dix's lat-

est starring vehicle, which
came ta • the Mayfair last

night
Although "The Lost Squadron" Is

still another chapter in that great

and varied saga ol movie air ex-

ploits, it differs considerably from
most of Its brethren in that it has a

fresh and stimulating melodramatic

Idea and Is a thorougWy enJoynWe
and entertaining picture.

EVENTNG ORAPHir

'Lost Squadron'
Stars R. Dix in

Air Thriller

By JCLIA SHAWELL
The most thrilling air stuff

that has ever been photo-

graphed for film entertain-

ment may be seen on the

screen at the Mayfair Thea-
ter, where "The Logt Squad-
ron" had its first New York
showing last night With
Richard Dix as the star and
a splendid supporting cast,

this is an exciting film of

post-war flying in the Holly-

wood sectors. It is unusually

well made and finely enacted,

a new note in aerial drama
for the cinema and should

hold its present tenancy at

the Mayfair for the next two

week.''.

NBW TORK BVBNINQ .TOUBNAl*

ROSE PELSWICK
Stunt Fliers Given Their Due

In Melodrama Depicting

Hair-Raising Crackups
By ROSE PELSWICK.

The unsung heroes of the screen—stunt fliers who provide

the breath-taking aerial sequences in aviation pictures at fifty

dollars a stunt—are finally given their due in "The Lost

Squadron," which opened last evening at the

Mayfair Theatre. Written by Dick Grace, one

of filmdom's ace stunt men, the story boasts

a novel and intriguing idea and builds up into

thrilling melodrama.
"The Lost Squadron" is the story of an

air picture in the making. Three war-time

aviators, finding themselves at loose ends after

the armistice,, go to HoUywoo'd and become
.stunt fliers.

Captain Gibson (Richard Dix) has re-

turned from the war only to find that his girj,

Follette (Mary Astor), has furthered her

theatrical career by cultivating impoi-tant men.
Red (Joel McCrea) realizes that getting his

old office job back would mean that an

elderly friend, of his would be fired. Woody (Robert Arm-
strong) discovers that while he's been earning medals in France,

his partner ran off with his money. So Woody is the first of

the trio to find a berth in

Hollywood where he's looked

after by his sister (Dorothy
Jordan), known as The Pest.

Bo»« Pelawick.

Plots Crackup
The :Jobs they get are In a nim

being directed by Arthur Voo
Furst (Eric Von Stroheim). The
director, whom Follette has mar-
ried, learns of his wife's Interest

In Captain Gibson and decides to

get rid of him by applying acid

to the control wires of the stimt
plane.
The air scenes, which include

three hair-raising crackups, are
extremely effective. Author
Grace. Art Gobel. Prank Clark
and the late Leo Nomis are the
stunt men who supply the spec-
tacular aerial dramatics. And
scenes showing how a flying pic-
ture is made lead up to a climax
thot paclcs a decided punch.
While Richard Dix Is billed as

the star and is on hand for a
heroic finish, the other parts in
the film are almost equally Im-
portant. Von Stroheim offers one
of the most villainous characteri-
zations of the season 'in the role
of the bullying screen director

When Pete Harrison
Raves. It's INI

t Reprinted from J{arri8on*» Reports)

Excellent. This picture is filled

with action and suspense from
lieginning to end, find is pnclced with
thrills. The thrilling situations are

those in which the stunt flying is

done. Some of these situations are

filled also with deep pnthos, as l9r

instnnce when Bobert Armstrong is

up ia an' aeroplane, unaware that

the control rope was gradually giv-

ing nwn.r, and finally falls to hi^

dentil. But the most pathetic situs,'

tion is where Dix, in -order to 'save

his friend Joel ilcCred from a mur-
der charge, tai:es the body of the

murdered man in his aeropIaAe and
then deliberately plunges it to de-

struction hnd to his death. There
is much human interest in the friend-

ship of the three men and their

willingness to risk their lives for

each other.

"or RadioT^RViKi How He Delivered!
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A LITTLE From "LOTS"
\By RALPH WILK^

RARBARA
HOLLYWOOD

STANWYCK'S next^ starring ^ictwe . ior- -Wanier,|.,Jf4l^o«; [or no one pays to listen

Bros, will be "The Mud Lark," from -^ '*" " "'™''

the story by Arthur Stringer which
recently was serialized in the "Sat-

urday Evening Post." The picture

is scheduled to start production

April 10.
'is * *

Warner Baxter's latest Fox pic-

ture has been renamed "Amateur
Daddy." It is an adaptation of Mil-

dred's Cram's novel, "Scotch Val-

ley."
* * *

William Wyler is assembling a

corps of junior leading men in their

teens for "Brown of Culver." There
will probably be a great many sur-

prises when their names are di-

vulged. Tom Brown is the only one
so far announced. Col. Robert Ross,
commandant of cadets at Culver
Military Academy, has arrived at

Universal City to act as technical

advisor for the production.
* * *

Donald Cook has been added t

the cast of "After All," now in pro-

duction at M-G-M under direction r

Charles Brabin. Robert Young.
Margaret Perry, Lewis Stone anr'

Laura Hope Crews are other mem-
bers of the cast so far selected.

* * *

Leon Lee is working on the dia-

logue of the Arthur Hoerl story,

"Arm of the Law," in which Mono-
gram will star Rex Bell. Mary No-
lan, Pat O'Malley and Bryant Wash-
burn also are in it, with Louis King
directing.

<i< <i< *

Murdoch MacQuarrie and Ed Le
Saint have been assigned important
character roles in Columbia's next
Tim McCoy vehicle, "Gun Justice."

* * *

Lillian Bond, who is scoring a big
hit in "Springtime for Henry," at
the Hollywood Playhouse, came to
New York from London to appear
in Earl Carroll's "Vanities" three
years ago. She was with Schwab and
Mandel for two seasons and has
been in pictures for about a year.

* * *

"Are you as funny when you are
at home as you are in pictures?"
was one of the questions asked Eddie
Cantor when he addressed pupils

COMING & GOING

N. I!REW.STER MORSE, screen writer,
is in New York. He came ea.st by air on
account of the suddent death of his father.
GENE RAYMOND. Paramount contract

player, leaves for Hollywood today after a
vacation in the East.
HERMAN ZOHBEL, treasurer of RKO,

has left for the coast. He will he gone
alx)ut tvi'o weeks, visiting circuit 'houses
along the route.
GEORGE K. ARTHUR is scheduled to

•ail for Bermuda tomorrow on a vacation.
BETTY GILLETTE, the Dou(?laston, L.

1., society girl who has just been signed
for the movies by Warner Bros., leaves
for Hollywood studios today.

of the Haxvthorne School, Beverly
Hills. The comedian answered that

'trTWim at home.

Arietta Duncan, young Universal
contract player, "celebrated" her re-

turn from a location trip to Agua
Caliente by having her tonsils re-

moved.
* * *

Walter Futter, producer of "Trav-
elaughs" and "Curiosities," is the
nephew of A. T. Futter, who has just

published "Palestine Speaks." a book
dealing with the Holy Land.

Alturas, Cal.—Johnny Dalzell is

is now managing the Alhambra,
which he took over from R. F. Hunt.

Jersey City—The New Plaza has
reopened under management of Vin-
cent Saparai.

Horicon, Wis. — Ray Earls has
taken over the Palace from J. E.

Hoeft.

Troy, N. Y.—Edward M. Hart, for-

mer manager of the Stanley of
Utica, is now manager of the War-
ner Troy here.

Hays Praises Exhib Spirit;

Pledges Producers* Aid
(Continued from Paqe 1)

wire from the coast addressed to

M. A. Lightman and read at the

M. P. T. 0. A. banquet last night

Hays said:

"Enthusiastically I appreciate the

spirit animating the convention

where this message will be read.

No finer example of courage and

public spirit has been set by any

group in the national emergency
than the attitude and performance

of the exhibitors of motion pictures.

You were the front line of indus-

try cooperaton in the raising of

large sums for local unemployment
relief agencies throughout the na-

tion and your theaters as always

have been at the complete obedience

of every worthwhile community en-

terprise.

"Moreover and fundamental in im-
portance you have realized the vital

necessity of maintaining unimpaired
the nation's supply of entertainment
at a time when an ounce of morale
is wor.h a pound of gold. You
have made tremendous strides in

availing yourselves of community
leadership in support of the finest

pictures and you are wisely shap-
ing your programs with the whole
American public in mind, working
with the producers to create and
satisfy an increasingly higher level

of entertainment demand. All this

progress and service at a time when
economic conditions cause you to

operate on so slender a margin of

possible profit that the public is sub-
stantially in your debt.

"Be sure, too, that the courage
and enterprise will bring you just

reward. On behalf of the producers
[ pledge you first no slackening any-
where in our efforts to give you the
finest pictures the studios can make;
second, an unfailing recognition that
your interests and ours are mutual
with full disposition on our part to

cooperate with you as partners in

a thrilling and essential endeavor.
We will go around that corner J;o-

gether and meet prosperity not wait
for it."

83 Shorts, One Feature
On New Van Beuren List

(Continued from Pane 1)

ized revivals and six two-reel musi-
cal subjects with a well-known vaude-
ville team complete the short sub-
jects line-up. Amedee J. Van Beuren
is now negotiating with Olsen and
Johnson for the musicals.

Frank Buck's "Bring 'Em Back
Alive," originally scheduled to be
released in a series of two-reelers,
has been made into a 10-reel fea-
ture which Van Beuren plans to

road-show. It is likely the film will

be showTi at the Globe on Broadway,
with Buck making personal appear-
ances.

George Eastman Funeral
Tomorrow in Rochester

(Continued from Pape 1)

den of Evanston, El., niece of the
bachelor manufacturer.

Tributes to George Eastman
poured in yesterday from all parts
of the world. Thomas J. Hargreaves,
vice-president of Eastman Kodak,
estimated that Eastman's fortune to-

day was between $15,000,000 and
$20,000,000. His holdings of East-
man Kodak stock are understood to
amount to less than 1 per cent of
the outstanding shares.

"CROWD ROARS" MARCH 22
Opening of "The Crowd Roars,"

with James Cagney and Joan Blon-
dell, has been set by Warner Bros,
for next Tuesday evening at the
Winter Garden.

9 EXHIBITS AT CONVENTION
Washington—Nine concerns have

space in the exhibit section in the
M. P. T. 0. A. convention audi-
torium. They are: Monogram, War-
ner-First National, Mayfair Pic-
tures, Ortho-Krome Screen, Crest-
wood Carpets, National Profit Shar-
ing Co., Ideal Chairs, Fii*st Division
and Theaterphone.

"THE DESTROYER" NEXT
"The Destroyer," Harry Harvey's

story of romance and adventure in

the navy, has been selected by Co-
lumbia as the next offering in its

group of special productions which
included "Submarine," "Flight" and
"Dirigible."

Cleveland—W. N. Skirboll has
left for an 18-day cruise in South-
ern waters.

Meriden, Conn. — A. Norman
Couch, 48, more than 17 years a
projectionist in Meriden theaters,
was fatally injured in a fall onto
the sidewalk from the porch steps
of his home last week.

Rhinelander, Wis.—L. A. Bruns is

the new operator of the Majestic,
formerly conducted by Harry New-
man.

Wichita, Kan.—Mrs. Charles Bar-
ron has closed the Kansas for an in-

definite period because unable to re-

new her lease except at pre-depres-
sion prices.

Racine, Wis.—Mrs. Ann Andis has
taken over the Capitol from Robert
Ungerfeld, who at one time man-
aged the Fox.

Cleveland—Marie Goodsteen, with 1

the local Warner exchange for five '

years, will be married Easter Sun-
day to Abe Dryer of Canton.

Milwaukee—Elmer P. Huhnke has
named G. Lellow manager of the
Peerless, neighborhood house now
being operated as a partnership.

West Salem, Wis.—The Rex, for-
merly operated by Earl Scott, is now
being conducted by A. C. Kullmann.

East Hampton, Conn. — Howard
Rich has taken over management of
the Strand and plans to operate
three nights a week.

Utica — Bert Leighton, former
Warner district manager in New
Jersey, is now managing the Stan-
ley here, succeeding Edward M.
Hart, who has been transferred to

Troy.

Woonsocket, R. I.—State Amuse-
ment Co. has been chartered fori

this city by Saul Baron of Fallj

River, George A. Haley and Israelj

Rabinowitz.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Capitol Motion Picture Supply Corp. ; J

Brothers, 60 East 42nd St., New York. 100
shares common.

Carright, amusements ; Hays, St. John,
Abrahamson & Schulman, 43 Exchange Place
New York. $1,000 pfd., 100 shares common
Town Theaters. Smitbtnwn ; C. H. .Sei

fert. Hempstead. N. Y. $20,000.

Interboro Theaters ; Levy. Gutman & GoldJ
berg, 2 Lafayette St., New York. $1.571,40a|
pfd., 1,000 shares common.

Gel-Berg Amuse. Corp. ; Kagan & Green
stein, 119 Nassau St., New York. $5,000

DELAWARE CHARTER
Presentation Productions, Inc., WilmiuK-

ton, Del., theatrical proprietors ; Corporation
Fiscal Co., Dover, Del. 100 shares common.



DYNAMIC drama and melodrama in a

scorching story of the headlines,
headquarters'' and the footlights.

Beautiful chorus girl, a term completed,

is mysteriously whisked away from prison

gates in a taxi, leaving the star reporter

sent to interview her, beaten, bewildered.

A few minutes later he turns to leave

the scene—and the chorine's body comes
hurtling at him from the same speeding

cab! Murder! A baffling crime with a solu-

tion leading to a tremendous climax
backstage during the rehearsal of a

musical comedy.

C. C. Burr Production

Directed by
Christy Cabanne

Screen Play By
George Jeske

From a Story by Arthur Hoerl

The greatest

name draw in

recent releases.

^ms>

^M<^

AVAILABLE AT 33 MONOGRAM EXCHANCES
MONOGRAM PICTURES CORPORATION
723 SEVENTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS
RITCHEY EXPORT CORPORATION



DON'^T GIVE THEM INDIGESTION!

A balanced program . . . pleasing everybody . . .

Science . . . and your tummy . . . favor this diet Foolish? No more so than two features on one show!

That overstuffed feeling after a double feature program . . . and that pain in the middle after an

all-meat dinner . . . both are indigestion! The first rules of showmanship dictate variety in your show

just as surely as the simplest rules of dietetics prescribe variety for healthful eating. Attract more

happy customers by using more of EducalionaVs snappy short feature dishes. Names such as Mack
Sennett, Bing Crosby, Harry Barris, Andy Clyde, Tom Patricola, will add zest to any program.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

E. W. Hammons, President

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"
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Sidney R; Kent Discusses Allied's ^^Eight Points^^
Pledges to Work With

Industry Along Con-
structive Lines
(Continued from Page 1)

nection with state arbitration laws
in some localities. Lightman will

name the committee to map out the

system.

Allied's "Eight Points"
featured in Kent Talk
, Commenting principally on Al-

lied's "Eight Points," Sidney R.

jKent recommended that the M.P.T.
p.A. send a committee to the coast

jto examine production. He defended
Hollywood producers as doing their

utmost to make good pictures. "You
can't legislate quality," Kent de-

clared.

Business in the film industry is no
ivorse than in other industries, Kent
asserted. Protection difficulties can
jnly be settled locally or through
i national arbitration board, courts

oeing the last resort, he said.

One thousand houses are paying
between 60 and 65 per cent of all

film rentals, Kent stated, and point-

sd out that the depression has ac-

centuated the industry's various ills.

Percentage policy grievances can be
adjusted through round table talks,

Kent urged. That product is poor
will be agreed by independent and
affiliated theaters, he said. It is

more difficult to build personalities

today than during silent days, he
declared.

Economics are taking care of the

Allied point of eliminating producers
from exhibition, according to Kent.
Certain houses may be more profit-

ably operated by independents, he
admitted. Regarding block book-
ing, Kent said that less than 15

per cent of thinking men of the in-

dustry" want this policy eliminated,

ilthough some may want its modi-
iication. Criticizing double features,

le said he has no confidence that

;he practice will end.

The industry needs a standard
ontract, Kent declared, and sug-
gested "Let's sit down and talk

ibout whatever changes are needed."
Trick clauses do not solve problems,
le said. A guarantee of the sanctity
of contract is needed, Kent said,

and he pledged himself to work
ilong sane and constructive lines in

lehalf of the industry.

MGM Sales Policy
Attacked by Barrist

M-G-M's sales policy was attacked

WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND
By ARTHUR IV. EDDY

JJARRY BUXBAUM and Eddie
Grainger checked in Monday

afternoon as important members of

the Fox delegation.

Harry Thomas vnll tell you it's

going to be a great year for inde-
pendent producers.

The committee in charge of the
ladies' program comprises: Mrs. Jul-

ian Brylawski, Mrs. George A.
Shuler, Mrs. Hardie Meakin, Mrs.
Maurice Davis, Mrs. A. Lichman and
Mrs. Carter Barron.

Official observers for Allied Thea-
ters of Mass. are James J. McGuin-
ess, secretary of the organization,

and President G. H. Giles.

l-'ox Movietone made a newsreel
of the banquet and celebs.

The more we see of Washington,
the better we like Times Square.

Harry Buxbaum is sporting a

Hiivana tan.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney H. Kent
leave today for a two week's vaca-
tion at White Sulphur Springs be-

fore Kent joins Fox.

Tom Moore of the old First Na-
tional is unofficial one-man recep-

tion committee.

Earl Van Hyuing panned Skouras
Bros, the other night for refusing to

join in the anti-double feature move
in St. Louis.

Morris Fine had a suspicious-

looking character arrested in Cleve-

land after he had observed the man
watching his theater. The man turned
out to be a checker who was check-

ing a checker.

C. J. North of the Department of

Commerce saying Hello to the boys.

Ned Depinet and Jules Levy ar-

rived yesterday to reinforce the

RKO contingent.

Political Activity
Washington—Advocating that exhibi-

tors make themselves and their theaters

an Important part of political cam-
paigns, Ed Kuykendahl yesterday said to

the M.P.T.O.A. gathering:
"No fence rider ever made any prog-

ress in politics or business. Be openly
for your choice for public office. Be
a factor in the support he gets. If

the opposition wins, you will have his

respect and a desire on his part to get
your support for the future, because
you have demonstrated that you do
things."

Dave Barrist is a firebrand—at

least Metro is getting plenty of free

advertising.

Arrangements are being made for

the Ed Schiller-Moe Horwitz con-

troversy under Marquise of Goose-
berry rules.

Billy Orr appeared with his fam-
ous pipe Tuesday.

Ivan Abramson, oldtime producer,

has become the pal of Jake Conn.

Fred Wehrenberg is happy be-

cause he won a 25 grand suit to

have a will set aside.

.Jacqueline Logan, recently back

from Lunnon, said theaters in Eng-
land are not suffering as much as

other industries.

The convention is a great place to

catch up on lost sleep.

A message from President Hoover
said he regretted his inability to

attend.

by David Barrist of Philadelphia,

who declared that although Felix

Feist told the exhibitors' protest

meeting last September that his

policy was uniformly for 25-30-35

per cent he has learned that the

company made different deals

throughout the country. Barrist

asked that score charges be elimi-

nated or reduced, and said that the

Philly unit opposes the Brookhart

bill, although it approves some
phases of it. Barrist deplored the

practice of certain companies in tie-

ing in shorts with features.

Col. Schiller Answers
Jacob Conn's Charges
Replying to charges made by

Jacob Conn earlier in the session.

Col. E. A. Schiller, who also acted

as spokesman for the affiliated the-

ater delegation comprising Sam
Dembow and Major Thompson, de-

clared that in the involved Provi-

dence situation his company is in

the same buying position as Conn.

Schiller also declared that Cleve-

land exhibitors repudiated a protec-

tion agreement made with Loew, in

reply to statements made earlier in

the day of Moe Horwitz of Ohio.

Vincent Urges Round Tables

For Settlement of Disputes
Walter Vincent urged that indus-

try disputes be settled at round table

conferences. He hit block booking,

but pointed out that it is not prac-

tical for producers to throw away
bad pictures.

A message from President Hoover
said he regretted his inability to

attend.

$1 Weekly Service Charge
Possible, Says Schlessinger
M. A. Schlessinger charged pro-

ducers with bringing sound inta the

industry without consulting exhibi-

tors. He declared operators should

service own equipments and asserted

that all electrics could afford to get

together and supply service for $1

weekly per house. Distributors

should provide reproducers with

their product, he said, and declared

he knows one company that is con-

sidering this plan.

Morning Session

Is Lively Affair
The morning session opened with

the adoption of the board of di-

rectors' report on the election. Presi-

dent M. A. Lightman rapped the
Washington "Post" for its story in-

dicating that the theater depression
is bunk as exhibitors are all happy.

Jacob Conn of Providence criti-

cized distributors for giving affiliat-

ed houses product over independents
despite better prices offered.

Senator James J. Davis of Penn-
sylvania spoke on educational values
of films. Exhibitors must keep the
government out of the film business
through exercising self-regulation,
he said.

30,000 Cooperating
In Family Night Bills

Carl E. Milliken of the Hays Of-
fice, discussing Family Night pro-
grams, declared that 30,000 persons
are now organized to cooperate with
theaters in such plans. Elective
planning of play-dates, with pro-
gram suitable for the entire family
at week-ends; close cooperation of
local civic leaders and groups, and
development of a community sense
of responsibility for the quality of
motion picture entertainment were
advocated by Milliken. He said ex-
hibitors can do a lot of good work
by lining up cooperation of the lead-

ers in their respective communities
in registering their reactions toward
pictures and thereby serving as a
guide to the studios in their selection

of stories for production.

Less Hooey, More Ethics
Urged by Kuykendahl

Exhibitors exaggerate costs to the
public, and producers do the same
to exhibitors, thereby getting the
film industry into ill repute and in-

ducing legislation, declared Ed
Kuykendahl in his address on Un-
fair Legislation and Admission
Taxes. "We need more business
ethics and less politics in the motion
picture industry," he said:

"Directors in Hollywood, by in-

jecting obscene, indecent scenes into

what would be clean entertainment,
are more responsible than any one
unit in this industry for discrimina-

tory legislation. But part of this

blame goes to the executive head,

who, in his mad scramble for in-

creased box-office results, overlooks

the necessity for favorable public

sentiment.
"A good picture will get money

without obscenity, and by the same
token a poor picture cannot be put

over by obscene injections, though
some producers seem to think so.

"Producers and directors do not

have proper understanding of pub-

lic sentiment as to this industry, or

as to kind of pictures most popu-

lar. Only the exhibitors really know
this.

"It is our four-flushing, our pa-

rading, our utter disregard for the

Bid for Next Meet
Washington — Bidding for the next

MPT O.A. convention is in progress,

with Kansas City, Pinehurst and St.

Louis as the chief contenders.
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Politics Influences Censorship, Says William Orr
fundamentals of common decency
that is now bringing, and will con-

tinue to bring, discriminatory legis-

lation and unfair admission taxes

down upon us.

"It is beyond my understanding
how some exhibitors and producers

can by indecent advertising and ob-

scene pictures hope to ever get the

sympathetic understanding of de-

cent-thinking men and women.

"We create sentiment for censor-

ship of our own free will and ac-

cord, then spend thousands fighting

censorship. This same thing applies

to admission taxes.

"We spend too little time and
money in educating lawmakers and
public in our real problems. There
are many exhibitors who have no
understanding of how to encourage
and develop the friendship of those

elected to public office. Sincerity and
actual facts will work wonders.

"Too little is known about our

real problems, and too much about
fabulous salaries, most of which is

'ore four-flushing."

More Family Pictures

Advocated by Wehrenberg

Speaking on the subject of co-

operation by exhibitors with com-
munity groups, schools and civic

associations, Fred Wehrenberg
stressed the need of more pictures

suitable for the whole family. _He

said he would introduce a resolution

at this convention asking producers

to give more attention to this type

of film.

Wehrenberg stated he had found

that the best way to bring children

and stay-at-homes into the theater

is by cooperating with schools, by
giving them a special benefit show
with 50 per cent of the tickets that

they sell going to the association

and the other 50 per cent to the

theater, the latter keeping the cash

taken in at the box-office and there-

by paying overhead. Every school

in his community has one or two
nights a year in his theater, Wehren-
berg said, and it has always worked
out profitably.

In tieups with merchants, Wehren-
berg recommended that theater

managers get in touch with the

stores themselves instead of placing

these arrangements in the hands of

promoters who are here today and
gone tomorrow.

Cooperation with women's groups

also has worked out to advantage
with him, said Wehrenberg. He said

1,400 ATTEND BANQUET

Washington—About 1,400 were present at the M.P.T.O.A. convention

banquet last night. The unexpectedly large turnout of film folk, con-

gressional representatives and others taxed the facilities of the Mayflower
Hotel. The program was opened by M. E. Comerford, who introduced

Walter Vincent. The latter presented M. A. Lightman, who in turn in-

troduced Louis Wiley, business manager of the New York "Times."
Wiley told exhibitors to play up newsreels in programs.
He was followed by the Rev. Norman McLoud of North Carolina.

Sidney R. Kent then spoke, deploring the fact that the film industry
lacked adequate authors. Motion picture making is not a case of operat-

ing machinery, he said, but each production is an individual effort. In

conclusion, Kent stated that "we are striving to keep motion pictures a

family entertainment."
The next speaker was Rabbi Jacob Tarshis of Columbus, 0.

Presentation of screen celebrities then took place, among those intro-

duced being Eddie Bowling, Clive Brook, June Collyer, Claudette Colbert,

Conrad Nagel, Stuart Erwln, Jacqueline Logan and Ernst Lubitsch.

Eisenstein Wins Entry

Laredo. Tex.—Sergei Eisenstein, hav-

ing won his fight tor entry into the

U. S. atter making a picture in Mexico,

has letf for San Antonio, where he will

await word from Upton Sinclair, who
IS understood to have financed the pic-

ture, before deciding on his next step.

The passport granted Eisenstein for en-

try is good for only three months, and
during that time he is not permitted

to engage in any remunerative work.

he had found members of these

groups fair and open minded, often
willing to put their 0. K. on a pic-

ture for Family Night, even though
the film had not been so endorsed
by the Better Films Council, so long
as the picture was clean and whole-
some.

Facts Wanted in Ads,

Declares Ed Finney

Discussing the subject of adver-
tising and exploitation, Ed Finney,
president of the A. M. P. A. and
a member of the United Artists ad-

vertising department, declared that
far better results could be obtained
by exhibitors if they gave more
actual facts, and passed up the
meaningless ballyhoo in their adver-
tisements. The two things about a

picture that interest the prospective
patron most, said Finney, are (1)
what is the nature of the story, and
(2) who are appearing in it. Sky-
high claims about the picture the
greatest this or the greatest that

not only are meaningless as far as

giving the public an informative cue
on whether the picture is something
they will like, but in most cases

such claims arouse expectations that
are not fulfilled and result in a bad
reaction, Finney said. Neither pro-

ducers nor exhibitors should circu-

late raves about a picture or a star

before actual showing, but should
confine their advance matter largely
to facts, and then make capital of

the favorable public and critical re-

sponses as they are received.

'Good Times' Talk

Decried by Jack Miller

Jack Miller of Chicago critized

the conduct of the convention, as-

serting that exhibitors are in no
mood to hear 'good times' talk when
distributors, as in the case of M-G-
M, are forcing them to accept re-

issues in order to get hits. "We
ought to pay for bad pictures,"

Miller said, and declared that Holly-
wood is doing its best to make good

product. He credited Allied with
helping to break up the old arbitra-
tion system.

Miller and Lightman had an ex-
change of words in which Light-
man panned the exhibitors for not
getting to session on time and then
crying that nothing is being accom-
plished.

Need for New Zoning Plan
Discussed by Van Hyning

Earle Van Hyning discussed pro-
tection and zoning. He pointed out
the need for new plans throughout
the country.

Lightman declared the old con-
tract was 'lousy' but better than
present conditions. He said a fair

contract and arbitration system
should develop out of the convention.

Meyer Calls for Showdown
On Legality of Zoning

Fred S. Meyer of Milwaukee de-

clared the convention ought to go
on record for a uniform zoning and,

protection system, and called for a
showdown to determine if such a

plan is illegal.

RELEASE DATES ON SPECIALS
Warner Bros, has set release dates

on its two specials, "The Crowd
Roars," with James Cagney and
Joan Blondell, to be nationally dis-

tributed April 16, and Ruth Chat-
terton in "The Rich Are Always
With Us," set for May 21. The
dates also represent the start and
finish of the annual Warner sales

drive.

M-G-M Executive Scores
Film Cuts Based on
Personal Opinion

Washington — Politics plays too

big a part in censorship, declarec

William A. Orr of M-G-M in h"

address today on censorship before

the annual convention of the M.P.T
O.A. in session here at the May
flower Hotel. He characterized cen^

sorship as simply personal opinion
and called it unfair as a whole be-

cause no two persons agree in every-
thing.

"Censorship is political," he said.

"I don't mean in the sense of mak-"
ing jobs for unemployed politicians,

but I do mean in the sense that a
j

censor being human and having re- I

ceived his job because of politics

cannot and does not ignore the po-

litical aspect when it comes before
him.

"Certainly we all know that the
campaign behind every censorship
law and the first activities of every
censor have been based on the ac-

cusations that the screen was sug-
gestive. Most censorship laws are
aimed at and use the word 'obscen-

ity,' but once you get a censor he
must censor to keep his job and
finding no obscenity he turns to

other fields. Then we find him using
his power to protect his fellow poli-nj

ticians from just and fair criticismlJ

"We have had scores of pictures i

in which eliminations were ordered f

wherever the story suggested that

police or other authorities took
graft. Your newspaper, your maga-
zine, your books and your st^ge
have been loaded with stories, both
fact and fiction, showing graft, but
when you try to show the public any
such thing on the screen the politi-

cally-minded censor tries to clamp
the lid. It appears to be applying

-j

the well known ostrich with his'

head in the sand theory to the idea

that if you don't tell people about
graft there won't be any graft. Cen-
sorship is political. Censorship is

un-American. Censorship is incon-
sistent."

Orr added that the Federal and
state governments should grant the
same freedom of expression to the
screen as they do the press.

WARNER BROS. SIGN ACTRESS
Sheila Terry, who appeared on

the stage as Kay Clarke, has been
signed by Warner Bros. She ap-

peared on Broadway as understudy
to Queenie Smith in "The Little

Racketeer," and previously to that

in stock. She is now on her way
to the coast.

HEADS ART CINEMA, INC.
New Haven, Conn.—I. B. Richman

has been elected president and treas-j
urer of the Art Cinema, Inc., 36'

Howe St., for which incorporation
|

papers were recently filed. Clara
jRichman is vice-president, and A.

Abelson, secretary.

Guaranteed Endorsement
San Antonio—Something unprecedented

in local film history occurred with the
local showing of the Warner picture,

"The Man Who Played Cod," starring

George Arliss, when the leading local

civic group granted the following en-
dorsement of the picture: "The claims

for this unusual entertainment are

guaranteed to be absolutely true and
genuine"— (Signed) City of San Antonio,
Vigilance Committee.
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Fantages Plans Production as Well as Big Circuit

STORMYJESSION WINDyP MPTOA ClVENTION

[slew Florida Studio Launched by Chester BeecroFt

Washington
. u raeeiing worth while

By Jack Alicoate^=
No one could have

'^rom the been in attendance

Sidelines throughout the three

days of the 12th an-

lual Convention of the M.P.T.O.A.
It Washington without being im-

itessed with its constructive atmos-
)here, the energetic though militant

incerity of its deliberations, and
he general trend toward mutual in-

lustry understanding, cooperation,

ind a sympathetic viewpoint of the

blems of the other fellow. The
sions were interesting through-

)Ut, were well attended, and kept
it constant high pitch by the con-

inual introduction of leaders high
n the affairs of the nation as well

if those of prominence from stage
md screen.

* *

I . From the moment the
^igh curtain was rung up by
Spots the gavel of the fighting

and energetic President
ightman, there were high spots a-

)lenty and verbal fireworks enough
keep all delegates constantly in

ittendance. To point out just a few.

The splendid address of Congress-
nan Sol Bloom. Sidney Kent and
lis dynamic and understanding
)bservations on the Eight Points
.f Allied. The brilliant talk on the
opyright bill by Senator Clarence
3ill of Washington. The pointed
ipeech of Senator James Davis of
Pennsylvania. The Mark Anthony
iddress of Col. Ed Schiller. But best
)f all, from the standpoint of the
)bserver, was the dignity and
seriousness with which the conven-
;ion went about its job.

^ This old town of
The Washington is used to

Banquet banquets, but seldom
has it had a more bril-

iant or popular one. Tables had to
36 set in the halls and adjoining
rooms to accommodate the 1,400

(Continued on Page 2)

Production Starting in

April at New Plant
Near Tampa

Tampa, Fla.—In a move having
the cooperation of the Tampa Cham-
ber of Commerce and Governor Carl-
ton's State Committee, who are anx-
ious to develop motion picture pro-
duction in Florida, Chester Beecroft
has formed a $100,000 corporation

(^Continued on Faiic 8)

DUAL FEflTMIDEMIC

HITS KANSAS CITY AREA

Kansas City — Double-featuring
has been launched here on a scale

that threatens to match the similar
epidemic in various other cities. Fox
has adopted the policy in the fol-

lowing Friendly theaters: Isis, War-
wick, Rockhill, Linwood, Waldo,
Vista, Gladstone, Mokan and Gill-

ham.

Wm. S. Holman Appointed
Columbia Studio Bus. Mgr.
(O.vf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — William S. Holman

has been appointed studio business
manager by Columbia to succeed

Walter Stern. Holman was former-
ly treasurer and general manager of

the Metropolitan Sound Studios and
was for several years vice presi-

dent, treasurer and business man-
ager of Christie Productions.

Cameramen's Union Signs

West Coait Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A two-year agreement

has been signed by the cameramen's

union with the producers. It calls for

a 10 per cent cut the first year, with

full pay the second year.

20 PER CENT NATIVE HEMS

London — A possible product
famine, due to fewer suitable Amer-
ican pictures, was prevented in this
country last year by the showing of
more than 20 per cent British pro-
ductions, as against the quota re-
quirements of only 7i-< per cent, it

is shown in the annual report of the
general council of the C.E.A. A
total of 145 British films were trade-
shown, against 502 foreign.

Rick Ricketson Heads
Fox Rocky Mt. Division
Denver—Rick Ricketson, manager

of the Los Angeles Paramount, has
been made manager of the Rocky
Mountain division of Fox West
Coast Theaters by Skouras Bros.
The district covers Colorado, Wyom-
ing and New Mexico, with headquar-
ters here. He succeeds Gus Kohn,
who remains with the company for
special work.

500 Houses, Film Production
Announced by Alex Pantages

Paramount Will Produce

Series of Cowboy Stories

A series of pictures from the stories of Will

)ames, author-artist-cowboy-adventurer, will be

produced by Paramount under a deal just signed

with James. First picture will be "Lone

Cowboy," with Randolph Scott, Hollywood

newcomer, in the lead. Production starts in

two months on the James ranch near Billings,

Mont,

H'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Alexander Pantages

announces that in addition to taking
over management of from 200 to 500
theaters this summer, he intends to

engage in film production. Asso-
ciated with him will be Rodney
Pantages and John Considine, Jr.

The latrer is now in New York with
his bride, the former Carmen Pan-
ages.

Shorts - Features Tie - in

Stirs Hot Debate on
Closing Day

Bii ARTHUR EDDY
Washington—Oratorical fireworks

enlivened the final session of the M.
P. T. O. A. convention yesterday
morning, when the exhibitors for-

mally set out to stop the reported
distributor practice of requiring
theaters to take their entire short
subject output in order to get their
features. After a hot debate which
threw the meeting into a tumult, the

(Continued on Page 4)

FOX FINANCECiMITTEE

OKAYING KENTDEAE TODAY

Approval by the Fox Finance
Committee of the agreement under
which Sidney R. Kent will join Foj;
is the major piece of business for
the attention of the Committee at

its scheduled meeting today in the
offices of the Chase National Bank.
Official announcement of Kent's as-

sociation with Fox is expected to

be made follow g this conference.

Cruzen Will Supervise

Publix Conn. Theaters
Hartford, Conn.—George T. Cru-

zen, former manager of the Allyn
here, has been appointed district su-

pervisor of all Connecticut houses
operated by Publix. Cruzen will

supervise all bookings for the state

houses. He has also become a mem-
ber of the national executive board
of the corporation.

Offer to Give Benefits

in Place of Ticket Tax

St. Louis—As an alternative for the pending

amusement tax bill sponsored by the City

Comptroller, local theater interests have agreed

to raise $50,000 through a series of benefit

shows. Baseball clubs have offered to obtain

an additional $30,000 by benefit games. A
deciding vote on the tax bill, recently amended
to exclude tickets under 25 cents, has not yet

been reached by the committet.
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Product Better, Say Trinidad Censors
Regardless of what American exhibitors may say about pictures being poor, the

film censors in Trinidad, in their report for the past year, state that a larger number
of high-grade films were submitted than in former years. Out of 1,400 American
reels examined during the year, only 10 subjects were rejected and three reels deleted,
says the report.
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Washington
...a meeting worth while

(Continued from Page 1)

who jammed the Mayflower to at-

tend. Over three hundred represen-

tatives of the House and Senate
were in attendance. Vice-President
Curtis and Senate Minority Leader
Robinson were at the speakers' table,

in addition to many screen lumin-

aries including Conrad Nagel, Ernst
Lubitsch, Clive Brook, Ben Lyon,
Stuart Erwin, Eddie Dowling, Claud-
ette Colbert, Bebe Daniels, June
Collyer and Jacqueline Logan.
Never, at a motion picture affair,

have the speakers been more in-

spired by the occasion. Those who
spoke included Prexy Lightman,
Rev. Dr. McLeod, Rabbi Jacob
Tarshish, Sid Kent and Conrad
Nagel. Walter Vincent toastmastered
in splendid fashion. Entertainment
continued well into the morning and
official, diplomatic and political

Washington carried on enthusiasti-

cally until the final curtain. No mo-
tion picture banquet has had more
significance.

4< * •

Looking back we
After see this Washington
Thoughts convention of the Mo-

tion Picture Theater
Owners of America standing out as
the best and most constructive meet-
ing since the Cleveland gathering
of years ago. There were plenty
of battles on the floor. The last

session was a three-ring circus of

verbal boxing gloves. That's a gogd
sign. The new physical set-up
limiting the affiliated representation
to four against an ultimate 26 in-

dependent directors makes for a con-
structive balance of power. The re-

election of M. A. Lightman is a
splendid tribute to the executive
ability, energy and honesty of a
regular fellow. Best of all was the
manifested spirit, throughout the en-
tire convention, of joining hand-in-
hand, with all branches of the indus-
try, for mutual advancement and
protection. It looks like the M.P.
T.O.A. is on its way back, bigger
and stronger than ever.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

m
Call-Board

"70,000 WITNESSES"
BY

Courtland Fitzsimmons
TO

Charles R. Rogers

HOLLYWOOD

IT TO RELEASE

GRANTLANDJCE SHORTS

Under the new title of "A Sports-
Eye-View" as seen by Grantland
Rice, the "Grantland Rice Sport-
lights" for the past two years pre-
sented by the Van Beuren Corp., and
since 1920 released by Pathe and
RKO Pathe, will be released next
year by Paramount. Production will
continue under the direction of Jack
Eaton. Thirteen releases will be
supplied.

Sol Lesser-T.P.E. Deal
Up for Action Tomorrow
At a meeting of the board of di-

rectors of Talking Picture Epics to
be held tomorrow in the offices of
Louis Delafield, attorney, contracts
and agreements which will make Sol
Lesser president of T.P.E. will be
acted upon. It is expected that the
deal will be approved making T.P.E.
the distributing organization for
productons made by Lesser and
other unit producers. Daniel E. Con-
roy is president of the board, with
Frank R. Wilson president of T.P.E.

KIRKPATRICK BACK ON JOB
A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president

of Educational Pictures and assist-
ant general manager of Educational
exchanges, has returned to his desk
after several week's illness.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Annual meeting of Univeml
Chain Theaters Corp., Baltimore.

Allied Theater Owners' anniul
convention. Southern Hotel. Baltimore.

March 13-20: First film exposition in C»
tral Europe under auspices of CzechO'
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n i_
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecht.
Slovakia.

March 22: Allied Theaters of Ontario ud
Allied Theatrical Industries of Quebtc,
joint meeting. Chateau, Ottawa.

Mar. 23: Annual and special meetinKS dRKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.

March 28: Special Meeting of Actoi*!
Equity Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York

March 30-31 : Allied Theaters of Minfl
sota, North and South Dakota, annib'
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolb

Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nigh'
and Dance, True Sister's Club Houh
New York.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Wetl
drive for benefit fund.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, ClaypooJ
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention, Ne«
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam
Holland.

May 9-12: Sprmg meeting of the Soclet<
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internationi
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employci
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall
Columbus. O.

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

WANTED
New unusual one-reel novelty subjects and

material that will make really outstanding

one-reel productions for world wide dis-

tribution. The subjects submitted do not

necessarily have to be in series. Give full

details and description of product when
answering. Will pay cash for negative.

II

THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway

Box 907

New York City
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Tally had had j'.ibt one faii-

/ ing- But It was a lerdble one

-so terrible that it had
wrecked our rcarriage.

And now that I had broker, with Waliy

,

I stood on the brink of black despair. I

was alone; witJiout food, without rtionty.

And ft WAS almost time for me to

go to the hospital to /iav» my bahy!

I had to get money- bomewhe e some-

how. And the black truth loomed before

me—there was only one wayl I would

hsve to jield to that saice terrible habit

for which I had coiiden'^nedmy husband!

Bui I had always gambled with life.

Wlr. shouldn't I gamble for the little

life which was in my keeping?

So for my baby's sake I threw my tor-

tured conscience to the winds and
pjunt;ed wildly into a mad adventure,

with the image of my %'anishcd husband

mocking nie i:i my guilt!

Could ber desperate gamljle m against tremendous odds? Find out in—

PLAY C I IVL
with LORETTA YOUNG
NORMAN fOSTf-P AND GREaI CaST

WARNER BROS. SERVICE
leads again by equipping "PLAY GIRL" with the

most original, arresting, seat-selling Ad Campaign
ever placed at your disposal. These ads have
already proved their power by building receipts

at the Hollywood, Los Angeles, above even the

record figures of "Alias the Doctor"! This campaign
would mean business for any picture. For a
picture as big as "PLAY GIRL" it means tremen-
dous business] Get "PLAY GIRL" and sew up this

superior advertising for your house.
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Settling of Problems Within Industry Favored
Agitators for Federal

Intervention Are
Defeated

(CoH'tinucd_ from Page 1)

association instructed its board of

directors to take up tlie matter with
offending cornpanies.

The dispute which led to all the
excitement principally centered,

around the question of whether or

not. the resolution would appeal to

the Federal Trade Commission for
official intervention in the situation.

Exhibitors who advocated "settle

industry problems within the indus-
try" finally won out, with the reso-

lutions committee in accord with the
idea of eliminating any reference
to seeking- a federal "cease and de-

sist" order. It was the sense of
the meeting, however, that if dis-

tributors operating on this policy
decline to cancel it, the organiza-
tion will move legally to bring
about relief.

With President M. A. Lightman
occupying the floor, the discussion
veered off in the direction of block
booking, which he favored, but with
theaters given more latitude in can-
celling unsuitable pictures.

"Producers can't carry all pro-
duction burdens," declared Light-
man.

Block booking assures theaters of

a necessary supply of product, he
pointed out. He launched the meet-
ing into a tempestuous argument as
to whether the resolution should
concern itself with adjustments on
current season contracts or apply to

product starting with the new year
programs.
Jack Miller went on the records

as a proponent of block booking. He
claimed that producers have violated
previous agreements as regards this

policy and declared that appeal to

"the Federal Trade Commission is

the only course left." Fred Meyer
said he was for the resolution in

principle, but did not favor dragging
in the Government. Harry Helman
of Albany also advocated keeping
the matter out of the courts.
Lightman defended the producers

in connection with quality of their
product, saying that pictures are
not so tad but business conditions
are to blame. He made a personal
appeal to the convention to keep the
Federal Trade Commission slant out
of the resolution until it has been
definitely established that distribu-
tors will not discard the discussed
policy. Calling for immediate ac-

tion, Sugarman of Connecticut
pointed out that some houses in his

{Continued in CoUimii 4)

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS
LATEST equipment for recording sound

on film and disc and synchronizing.
Several large sound stages, many sets.

Sound truck available. Prices very
reasonable.

1600 Broadway New York

Tel.: LAckawanna 4-7511

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED
AVashington—A miniature flood of )ast-niinute resolutions at the

M. P. T. O. A. convention yesterday included the following:
Drafting of a new standard exhibition contract. A committee of seven

exhibitors to be appointed to meet with representatives of other phases of

the industry in an effort to agree on a contract. Edward Levy of Con-
necticut introduced the resolution, which was unanimously adopted.

To take steps toward working out a national rezoning and protection

system with permanent features. Boards of arbitration would function
in each territory in event of disputes. The independent theater would
name an arbiter and the affiliated house involved the other. In case of

a deadlock they would agree on a third member of the board.

Protection of the industry's interests in the music tax' situation, and
authorizing the board of directors to act to that end. After some discus-

sion it was decided to ask members for voluntary contributions to aid in

battles against adverse legislations.

Calling upon producers to "make a greater volume of family pic-

tures," which the resolution termed as builders of good will for theaters
Fred Wehrenberg pointed out that such programs are a powerful force in

combatting censorship. Resolution was presented by George Aarons in

behalf of the resolutions committee.

That Electrical Research Products reduce its service charge. This
subject afforded plenty of warm discussion. Debate centered around word-
ing of the resolution, which points out that Erpi, bv virture of its bulk
of equipments, can well afford to readi'ist its scale. President M. A
Lightman urged exhibitors to write to C. W. Bunn, general sales man-
ager of the company, presenting their case.

Asking reproducing equipment conmanies to give a theater 10 days'
notice when an equipment is to be pnlled out owing to delinauency in

nayments. The recommendation was based on statements to the effect

hat frequently reproducers are taken out iust before start of a show.
President Lightman, in discussing the matter, said that Erpi is consider-
ing basing its service charges on the number of hours a theater operates
He said he believes operators can service their own equipment as well as
they can projectors.

Asking Fox to cease its campaign against poster and advertising
accessory companies, owing to their value to independent theaters. As
indicated in an exclusive FILM DAILY story last week, the distributing
company has warned various poster firms to discontinue re-selling its

advertising supplies.

Deploring the reported practice of forcing of re-issues on theaters
along with current feature product. The executive committee was in-

structed to communicate with offending distributors in regard to the
matter.

Recommending that producer-controlled circuits prohibit their em-
ployees from engaging in exhibition on the side in opposition to independ-
ent theaters. An instance in Chicago was cited. Col. E. A. Schiller of
Loew's declared his company enforces this policy and he believes other
circuits have^ issued similar orders. Jack Miller came back with a state-
ment that the case he had in mind involves a M-G-M distribution de-
partment man.

Recommendation by Jack Miller that exhibitors engage Sidney R.
Kent to represent them. He characterized Kent as "the finest and smart-
est man in the industry."

Expressing regret at the death of George Eastman.

Thanking the banquet and convention committees.

Thanking the trade press.

Expressing appreciation of RKO's aid for making pictures of the
convention and in other ways.

IEXHIBITOR COMMITTEE

TO RESUME MGM PARLEYS

Washington — Repeated attacl
on the M-G-M percentage sales pc
icy came to a head at the M. P.
O. A. convention yesterday wh(
the exhibitor continuing committ
appointed at the national prote
meeting in New York last Sept.
was revived to examine the situ
tion. Upon confirmation of the r
ports concerning an inconsistei
policy, the body headed by Walti
Vincent will confer with the co
pany in an effort to persuade it

ad.i'ust the matter.
Charges were made that Fell

Feist had informed the committi
last fall that his concern was sel

ing pictures for 25. 30 and 35 pi

cent. Various exhibitors claim*
that flat rental and other deals i:

volving different percentages h
been made by M-G-M.

Brylawski Calls It

Best Confab in Yeai
Washington—"The best conven-

tion since Cleveland" was the wa\
A. Julian Brylawski described th

M. P. T. O. A. session wbjch endei
yesterday. Oddly enough no resi

lutions were adopted concernir.
block booking or the Brookhai
bills.

In the final moments of the con
vention President Lightman an
nounced naming of a sub-committei
of the committee appointed to draf
a new set of by-laws and a consti

tution. It comprises Frank C. Wal
ker. Jay Emanuel and Edwar*
Levy.

(Continued from Column 1) -*f

state have bought shorts two year
ahead.

|jj |

Somebody made a remark that %\\
rectors of the body are liable to b

offered favors, aiming it in the d

rection of Fred Wehrenberg, wh
jumped to his feet and made a denij

of the statement.
Ed Kuykendahl urged the asS

ciation to settle the dispute withi
the industry.

iii^

NAT LEVINE
1650 Broadway New York^]

Now Preparing a

I

Twelve Episode Serial |

^^The Hurricane
Express"

A Mascot Production
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M.P.T.O.A. Calls Allied's Bluff on Circuit Revenue
Four State Units Said

To be Linked With
Steffes Ass'n

Washington — President M. A.

Lightman opened up the M. P. T.

0. A. Big Berthas on Allied States

Ass'n when he charged that four

state units affiliated with that na-

tional organization are taking dues

from circuits identified with major

producing companies. "We accept

dues from affiliated theaters, too

but we are honest enough to admit

it," said Lightman. hitting at fre-

quent Allied attacks on the fact

that affiliated theaters hold mem-
berships in the M. P. T. 0. A.
The president pointed out that Al-

lied receives revenue from produc-
ers and other outside sources.

TIGHTENING SMOKING RULES
Milwaukee—Disapproval of the in-

novation by some theaters in the
state of reserving a section of the

balcony for smoking is expressed by
the Wisconsin industrial commission
in a bulletin. The commission said

that although it does not plan to

issue a "no smoking" rule for the-

aters, because it does not have the
means to enforce such a rule, it will

tighten the safety regulations in

theaters where smoking is per-

mitted.

KEEGAN IN NEW POST
Milwaukee—^Jack R. Keegan, for-

mer district supervisor for Warner
theaters in Wisconsin and more re-

cently manager of the circuit, has
been named manager of the Warner
theaters here, succeeding Earl
Payne, who at one time managed
RKO's Palace.

1,800 EXTRAS GET WORK
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

,; Hollywood—Warner-First National
gave work to 1,800 extras this week,
using them in "Winner Take All,"

"The Dark Horse," "The Tender-
foot," "Love Is A Racket," "Miss
Pinkerton," "Two Seconds," "Street
of Women" and "A Successful Cal-
amity."

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT ^^^^^^"^""i"
"The lengths to which Hollywood goes

in order to bring realism to the screen
was strikingly demonstrated when it is

learned that Wynne Gibson has devoted
54 hours or almost seven working days
to hair-dressing during the last three
weeks." —Paramount,

Lightman Threatens a Walkout
Washington — In the heat of convention battle President Lightman of the

M.P.T.O.A. offered to "quit" his post if the members weren't satisfied with his

conduct of the meeting. But instead they later adopted a resolution eulogizing him
for his splendid job in presiding at the long and frequently tiresome sessions.

William Fox is Sued
Over "Tips" on Merger

Charging that William Fox mis-

informed them about the proposed
Fox-Loew mei-ger in 1929 and there-

by caused them to sustain a loss on
24.000 shares of Fox Theaters stock,

which they would have sold if they

had not been assured of the merger
going through, Louis and Morris
Golde have filed suit in Supreme
Court against Mr. Fox for $692,821

damages. Max D. Steuer is counsel

for the defendants. A general denial

of the charges has been entered by
Mr. Fox.

ITALIAN FILM AT 5TH AVE.
"Love in the Mountains," an Ital-

ian singing, talking and dancing pic-

ture featurine Frances Doria and

Silvio Castelli, produced by Alta

Phonofilm Co. at the Sight & Sound
Studios, will have its premiere Sun-
day at the Fifth Avenue theater.

The stars will appear in person at

the first showing in a dramatic

sketch.

M-G STOCK RETIREMENTS
New York Stock Exchange has re-

''eived notice from Metro-Goldwyn
Pictures Corp. that, pursuant to the

terms and conditions under which its

tireferred stock was issued, and in

accordance with a resolution of its

board of directors. 3.741 shares

^$101,000 par value) of said pre-

ferred stock have been selected by
lot for redemption on June 15 at

$27 a share, plus any dividend ac-

crued.

RKO MEMPHIS CHANGE
Memphis — Louis DeWolfe. who

has been managing the RKO Orph-

eum since last December, is beine

transferred to Cedar Rapids, la. A.

S. Rittenberg is coming here from

San Antonio to handle the Orpheum
temporarily.

H. L. KLEIN LEAVING HIPP
Howard L. Klein, chief of service

at the RKO Hinoodrome. has tend-

ered his resignation, effective March

18.

LEGIT. HOUSE GOES FILM
An Italian film policy will onen

Faster Sunday at the Sam H. Harris

Theater, until now a legitimate the-

ater. First offering will be "Zapna-

tore." presented bv Nanoli Film Co..

headed by Pasquale Napoli.

JACK HOLT RETURNS WEST
lVr-r.;nnfnn Bureau of THE Frrj'f D./"\'

Washinp-ton—After a flying trip

here to visit his mother, who was

ill. Jack Holt has returned to the

coast to resume work for Columbia.

Publix Makes Shifts

In Colorado District
Denver — Publix has made the

following changes in Colorado:
Holden Swiger, manager of the Den-
ver, transferred to Chicago; Jerry
Zigmond, Paramount manager here,
advanced to the managership of the
Denver; Watlet B. Shuttee made
manager of the Paramount; Gerald
Sweeten, treasurer of the Para-
mount, shifted to the Denver; A. E.
Patchen, manager of the Avalon,
Grand Junction, transferred to the
Denver here.

S. L. ROTHAFEL IMPROVING
S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel, who was

operated on this week at the Fifth
Ave. Hospital, is making good prog-
ress and will probably leave the hos-
pital at the end of next week.

RKO FIRST-RUN AT HIPP.
"Carnival Boat," Radio Pictures

production, will have its first New
York showing at the Hippodrome
starting Saturday. It features Bill

Boyd, Ginger Rogers and Hobart
Bosworth.

OHIO UNIT'S AHITUDE

STIRS IRE OT M.P.T.O.fl.

Washington—The Ohio exhibitor
delegation attending the M. P. T.
O. A. convention got panned for its

conduct by Ed Kuykendahl, who de-
clared that the national organiza-
tion doesn't want the type of the-
ater man that Moe Horwitz repre-
sents. President Lightman also
took a crack at Horwitz and Mor-
ris Fine for what he termed at-
tempts to guide the convention al-

though the Ohio unit had indicated
no desire to join the M. P. T. 0. A.

CHL BANDIT GETS $400
Chicago—A lone bandit held up

the Lido, Maywood house, and got
away with $400. The burglar alarm
was out of order, and efforts of the
cashier, Edna Cameron, to kid the
bandit out of it were halted when
he pulled out a gun and indicated
business.

JAMES H. CURTIN DEAD
Maplewood, N. J.—James Henry

Curtin, who formerly managed ther
aters in Brooklyn, is dead at bis

home here at the age of 73.

^1

Judge This Book
By The Company \t Keeps
No matter where you go,

if the man you see is IM-

PORTANT, he

keeps a copy of

the 1932 FILM

DAILY YEAR
BOOK where it

is always avail-

able. Whether

he is an execu-

tive, or an ex-

hibitor, or a

story editor, or

a branch man-

ager, or any of

the many im-

portant people

1,056 pages;
cloth, embossed
to Film Dally

On its 1,056 pages are

listed data on the motion

picture industry

in all its many

phases. Produc-

tion, distribu-

tion, theaters,

foreign, finan-

cial, exploitation

and a host of

other items are

completely and

accurately cov-

ered. By so ac-

curately report-

ing the many
branches of the

industry, the Year Book has

earned for itself the name of

bound In

cover; free

Subscribers.

in this industry, he needs the

Year Book in his daily work.

THE STANDARD REFERENCE BOOK OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

I The 1932 Year Book is included in a year's subscription to THE FILM DAILY. 1

< At $10.00 a year this is an opportunity to get the leading industry >
(publications. Address The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway, New York City.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK i

HOLLYWOOD
TAMES ASHMORE CREELMAN
J will write the screen play for

"The Most Dangerous Game," RKO-
Radio Pictures production adapted
from the Richard Connell short
story. I is to be the first of the
Merian C. Cooper adventure films

on the Radio schedule and brings
Cooper again into association with
Ernest B. Schoedsack.

« « «

Roy Del Ruth, who is at present
directing James Cagney in "The
Main Event," a Warner production,
is slowly becoming an author. In

his spare time he is writing a joke-

smith's textbook which he expects
to title "The Mechanics of Humor."
The book is designed to show the
various ways in which humorists and
gag men concoct their jokes, and the
way they utilize stock situations to

tickle the risibilities of the public.
* * *

Wallace Smith, who recently com-
pleted a long contract with RKO.
has left with Mrs. Smith for an
extended vacation. His last assign-

ment was the screen play for "The
Lost Squadron."

* * *

Scott Seafon is the latest add^itiov

to the cast of Paramnunt's "The
Strange Case of Clara Deane."

« * *

Excellent reports have filtered in

on the work of Gary Grant in "This
Is the Night," at Paramount. He is

now working in "Sinners in the
Sun." He is a Paramount contract
player and was recruited from the
Broadway stage.

* * *

Frances Dee was born in the mo-
tion picture capital, within a stone's

throw of the studios, but it was nof

until after she had moved to Chi-
cago, graduated from the Universiti

of Chicago, and "crashed" a studio
casting office during a summer va-

cation in Hollywood, that she began
her film career.

it If *

Ernest Pagano, Pueblo, Colo., boy,

who made good in Hollywood, and
Norma Drew, actress, were married
in Yuma, Ariz., last week. Pagano
is a member of the Educational
scenario staff and has also written
for M-G-M and Columbia.

* * *

Bernard Schubert has abandoned
independent production plans and is

to again becom,e associated with a

For Mutual Benefit
Reciprocal arrangements whereby in-

dependent producers would give em-
ployment to contract players on the

rosters of major studios where activity

is at a low rate, in consideration of

these studios renting their Idle stages

to independents at a price compatible
with their budgets, would be of mutual
benefit, says )ohn R. Freuler, president
of Big 4. He urges that the recently
farmed Independent producers' associa-
tion take steps to work out trade deals
along such lines.

major studio as scenarist. Schubert
recently completed a long term con-
tract with RKO. His last assign-
ment was the screen version and
dialogue for "Symphony of Six Mil-
lion."

* * *

Emory Johnson is directing "The
Phantom Express," which is Frank-
lin and Stoner's initial independent
production. The cast includes J.

Farrell McDonald, Buster Collier,

Jr., Hobart Bosworth, Sally Blane,

Huntley Gordon, David Rollins, Rob-
ert Ellis and others. The story is

an original by Johnson and Laird
Doyle.

* * *

Milton Krims, member of the Co-
lumbia scenario staff, has written

"The Trading Post," a book which
is a satire on politics. The book is

being published by Macaulay of

New York and will make its appear-
ance next month. Krims wrote
"The Dude Ranch," which was made
by Paramount, and is now writing
the screen play and dalogue for

"Rustlers War,'"' for Columbia.
* « *

Word has been received from A.
A. Kline, playwright and scenarist

who is now in India gathering ma-
terial for a new play. Kline has been
with Paramount, Fox, M-G-M and
other companies.

* * «

Lloyd A. French, who directed

"You're Telling Me?" one of the

comedies in the "Boy Friends" se-

ries at Hal Roach's, is collaborating

with Anthony Mack on an original

for another subject in the series.

French directed several comedy
shorts at RKO Radio before joining

the Roach forces.
ii> * *

John BIystone will next make
"After the Rain," an adaotation bv
Guv Bolton of the play by Alfred

C. Kennedy. It will feature Peggy
Shannon.

m * *

Production will start this week at

the Hal Roach studios on the latest

"Our Gang" comedy for M-G-M,
Robert McGowan, who has been con-

fined to his home for the oast three

weeks with a severe cold, is fully

recovered and will direct the pic-

ture.
* * *

Charles Kenyan has been working
with Mary McCall on the screen

Hory for "Street of Women" at

First National.
* * *

To make uo for the absence of

Mae Clarke, Universal's "Radio Pa-
trol" has two leadine ladies, Lila

Lee and June Clyde. The male con-

tingent consists of Robert Arm-
strong. Russell Hopton, Andy De-
vine. Onslow Stevenson. Universal's

latest contract player, Sidney Toler.

John Lester Johnson and Harry
Woods. Edward Cahn is directing.

George Marshall, who directed

ZaSu Pitts and Thelma Todd in

"Strictly Unreliable," their latest

Hal Roach comedy, is preparing an
original story which he will direct

as the next picture for the two com-
ediennes.

* * :i<

John P. Medbury, wise-cracking
monologist and international humor-
ist, recently finished the dialogue for

his next Columbia-Futter travelogue,
"Laughing with Medbury in Man-
dalay." The title of Eddie Buzzell's
next "Bedtime Story for Grown-
Ups" will be "Wolf in Cheap Cloth-
ing."

* * *

Add to Hollywood's go-getters a

blonde beauty named Phyllis Clare.
Three weeks ago Miss Clare, newly
arrived from the English and New
York stages, signed with RKO-Radio
Pictures. Her first part came three
days later in "The Roadhouse Mur-
der." Now she is cast for another
important role in "Is My Face Red?"
which will feature Ricardo Cortez
and Robert Armstrong with Arline
Judge and Jill Esmond in support-
ing roles.

* N< 4<

Frank Lloyd will direct Ann Hard-
ing in the picture to follow her cur-
rent starring vehicle, "Westward
Passage." The director will be bor-

rowed from Fox under an arrange-
ment completed by David 0. Selz-
nick, RKO production head.

« * *

One of the beauty spots of Holly-
wood's residential district is the
home and spacious grounds belong-
ing to Richard Wallace, who is di-

recting "Thunder Below" for Para-
mount. Rare flowers and plants, im-
ported from various parts of the
globe, are included in the botanical
gardens.

* * 4>

Many of the beautiful gowns worn
by Constance Bennett in "Lady'
With a Past" were designed and
made by Irene Jones, filmland's ora-
cle of milady's fashions. The recent
gowns made by Miss Jones for Betty
Compson, Evelyn Brent, Dolores Del
Rio and other feminine stars have
caused no little comment.

« * *

Universal is understood to be ne-

gotiating for the services of William
Bakewell, M-G-M contract juvenile

Bakewell's last appearance for the

Laemmle organization was in "Thci
Spirit of Notre Dame."

* * *

George Cukor has been handec.

five stories from which to select one
as his next assignment for Para
mount. Three magazine opuses and
two novels make up the list.

In the Past Year or So

More than ten of our most promi-

nent stars, directors and writers have

purchased acreage and estates in the

San Fernando Valley.

It's good security for the future.

Splendid insurance.

Investigate Now Some of These Outstanding Buys

HARVEY E. GAUSMAN
and ASSOCIATES

ACREAGE ACRE HOMES INCOME RANCHES ESTATES

6759 Van Nuys Blvd., S. W. Cor. Vanowen

VAN NUYS, CALIF.
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1 PAKA.Wm IN WORK

EMBRACE 9 STORY TYPES

Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Nine different types

f stories are represented in 11 pic-

ures now under way at the Para-
[lount studios. Comedy heads the

ist with three, and there is one each
f musical, society drama, emotional
omance, action thriller, matrimoni-
il, athletic drama, youthful ambi-
ion, and religious motif. Paramount
i not following any trends or cycles,

lut will stick to diversity, says B.

•. Schulberg. Pictures on the cur-

ent working schedule include:
"Horse Feathers," college comedy starring

le Four Marx Brothers; "Love Me Tonight,"
tarring Maurice Chevalier with Jeanette
lacDonald, a musical drama; Marlene Die
rich's next, which is to have a society back-

round; "Jerry and Joan," emotional romance
eaturing Sylvia Sidney and Fredric March;
Come on Marines," action adventure film;

picture with Claudette Colbert and Clive

Irook, to have a domestic setting; "The
[ountess of Auburn," comedy; a story based
in the Olympic Games; "Merton of the

'alkies," tale of youthful ambition in Holly-

ooii, George Bancroft's "The Challenger";

fallulah Bankhead's next, and a special fea-

ire of a religious nature.

tl,oUywood Pics. Handling
15 to 40 Films Next Season
Hollywood Pictures will distribute

etween 35 and 40 features in New
'ork state during 1932-33, according

3 Jack Bellman, president. Peer-

>ss Productions will supply 12, with
lonarch Productions providing

ight. The remainder will be re-

eased for two independent produc-
rs now negotiating contracts with
ellman.

ON TODAY'S A.M.P.A. BILL
Gilbert Seldes, noted critic, col-

jninist and author, now doing a

ally column on the New York
Evening Journal," will discuss mo-
on picture criticism at today's

.M.P.A. luncheon in Sardi's.

Ernst Lubitsch also has promised

f
try to be on hand.

AMKINO'S ST. LOUIS AGENT
St. Louis—Lee Hildebrand, of 28

andeventer Place has formed
/^orld, Inc., and entered into an
preement with Amkino for the ex-

usive rights for exhibition of the

tter's Russian pictures in St.

louis. Henri Chouteau, owner of

ie Liberty, is on the advisory com-
ittee assisting Hildebrand, and the

ganization will reopen the Liberty
March 26 with "Road to Life."

Out of 25,000 film players in Holly-

wood but 23 draw "headline" salaries.

AlONG

• • • LOOKS AS if Emgeem might do a smart thing by
making a company slogan out of prexy Nicholas M. Schenck's
pronouncement "There is nothing in this business which
Good Pictures cannot cure." that's all Mister Schenck
had to say when we asked him for his Forecast for 1932
to appear in the Year Book it was Enough

• • • IT STANDS as a brilliant, smashing summation of
the entire Motion Picture industry situation in an epi-
gram of 11 concise words at the time it was uttered we
thought it one of those rare inspirations but now we
realize that Mister Schenck was speaking in serene confidence

from his Inside Dope of the New Product his company
had in preparation

• • • FOR ALONG comes "Tarzan, the Ape Man"
a print was previewed by the sales managers and theater
executives at the home office and the general reaction
was "Here is a bigger smash than 'Trader Horn'

"

why? it has a similar atmosphere is

more intensely dramatic has a steady stream of breath-
taking thrills amazing, spectacular stuff Johnny
Weissmuller does a great part as Tarzan and above all,

it has a double-barrelled Lure to get men and women, leave
alone the kids in an unusual romance wherein
an ape-man tries to woo a girl away from civilization and back
to the wilds a surefire theme that gets every human
with its siren call back to nature away from all the
artificialities of civilization

• • • AND THAT, if you ask us is what this film

biz needs folks in these tough times are fed up on the
sophisticated stuff tired of looking at screen players
dawdling in luxurious surroundings while the average
Jawn Public and his family have to scratch plenty for the aver-
age comforts of life leave alone necessities yet
Hollywood expects the nation to sit through these direct Slaps
in the Face and Cheer rather silly show-
ing more graphically than anything how far removed
the studio moguls are from the intimate lives of the Public
they are supposed to serve and entertain so we are
standing up to hooray for "Tarzan, the Ape Man" that
marks a Return to Popular Entertainment

• # # SO THE Emgeem officials moved fast they
made arrangements for a premiere in Baltimore Billy

Ferguson, their exploitation specialist, was sent down there
and what he did in putting this Smash over at the

Stanley is now history he more than equaled his record
on "Trader Horn" which is saying plenty we
have seen the Evidence why, they had to make TWO
panoram photos of the lines extending both sides of the theater

before the opening show to get the mobs all in the

picture!

• • • EVERY EXHIB owes it to himself to look over the

special exploitation in Baltimore one of the most com-
plete, novel, smashing publicity campaigns ever put in back
of a picture they didn't miss a thing had prac-

tically the whole town working for them and the news-
papers "Tarzan" will bring a lot of prosperity to every
town it plays for this Campaign is cunningly geared
to be staged Everywhere

3 FOX 1932-33 PICTURES

READY rOR CONVENTION

H'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Three features on the

Fox 1932-33 line-up will be com-
pleted and ready for showing at the
annual Fox convention in New York
starting May 2. "Down to Earth,"
with Will Rogers, first of the new
season's product, is now being made.
Work is being speeded to complete
the six features now in production
and to start production on eight
pictures now in preparation to com-
plete the current season's schedule
of 48. Now being made are "Wo-
man in Room 13," "Young Amer-
ica," "Week-Ends Only," "Man
About Town," "Society Girl" and
"Down to Earth." In preparation
are "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,"
"The Killer," "Precious," "After the
Rain," "Under Cover," "My Dear,"
"Burnt Offering" and one other not
yet titled.

KOKOMO HOUSE BOMBED
Kokomo^ Ind.—Believed to be a

continuation of local differences with
the operators' union, a bomb was
exploded the other night at the rear
of the Indiana. Sam Neal is man-
ager of all local houses. Several
stench bombs have been broken in

the Indiana.

MARIAN NIXON SIGNED
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fox has signed Mari-

an Nixon on a long-term contract.

She has appeared recently for the
company in "Charlie Chan's Chance,"
"After Tomorrow" and "Amateur
Lady."

EQUITY MEETS MARCH 28
A special meeting of Actors'

Equity will be held the afternoon
of March 28 at the Hotel Astor
for the purpose of electing six mem-
bers of the Equity nominating com-
mittee to fill vacancies in the coun-
cil, several of whose members will

complete their five-year terms this

year.

FIRE IN PIERRE, S. D.
Pierre, S. D.—Fire a few days ago

did about $25,000 damage to the
Grand here.

a « « » » »

MANY UAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 17
John McCarthy Helen D. McMillan
Edward Golden David H. Markell

H. D. Goldberg Sonny Barkas

Sid Crauman
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TIfFANY STARTS WORK

ON 1932-33 PROGRAM

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Tiffany has started on

its 1932-33 production schedule with
the first of the new series of eight
Ken Maynard westerns now in work.
The complete 1931-32 feature pro-
gram will be finished by May 31
with "Stranger of the Evening" now
in production and "The Man Called
Back," "The Last Mile" and "Those
We Love" ready for production next
month.

WORDS and WISDOM
* From within and without

"

Charley Chase Signed
For New Comedy Series
Charley Chase, who has been

touring in vaudeville for the last

five weeks, has been signed for an-
other series of Hal Roach comedies
to be released by M-G-M next sea-
son. This makes his thirteenth year
as a Roach star. Chase returns to

the studio early in May.

6 TRADE SHOWINGS SET
Six situations have already been

set for the national trade showings
of Warner's "The Crowd Roars" on
March 31. They are: the Warner
theater in Pittsburgh, the Lyric in

Cincinnati, the Strand in Albany,
the Roger Sherman in New Haven,
the United Artists in Detroit, and
the Fenway in Boston.

LANCASTER HOUSE ROBBED
Lancaster, 0.—Police are seeking

two young men who held up the
manager and the cashier of the Pal-
ace here and escaped with $250.

WARNER OHIO SHIFTS
Canton, 0. — Dick Cruisger has

been shifted from the Lincoln in
Massillon to manager of Warners'
Alhambra here, succeeding Bob
Bean, who has been named assistant
to George Riester, Warners' Canton
manager, stationed at the Palace.

COMING & GOING

GEORGE O'BRIEN, Fox star, left New
York yesterday for Hollywood to begin work
in "The Killer," which Al Cohn is adapting
for David Howard to direct.
STUART ERWIN and OLIVE BROOK

are on their way to the Paramount studios
on the coast.

JIM LUNDY, who has been doing Loew
exploitation in Washington, arrived in New
York yesterday to take up similar duties
for Loew's Journal Square, Jersey City, and
Loew's in Newark.
JOHN CONSIDINE and his bride, the

former Carmen Pantages, after an unexpected
delay in Florida, arrived in New York yes-
terday.
ALEX ROMANO, sculptor, arrives from

Hollywood today and will leave for Miami
for a week's stay.
GLORIA SHEA, Warner contract player,

leaves today for Hollywood.
ANDY SMITH, Warner sales executive,

returned yesterday from a short business trip
to Baltimore.

I. J. HOFFMAN, STEWART MacDON-
ALD and DAVE WESHNER leave today
for Utica and adjoining territory on a tour
of inspecUoB.

"The moving picture industry
must be understood as a separate
identity, not dependent on the stage
for second-hand material, not depen-
dent on rewritten novels and short
stories."—CLIVE BROOK.

"It's a mistake to compare actors
. . The screen doesn't want two of

anything."—ALICE WHITE.

"It is the cinema which shows the
genius for imitativeness by which a
photoplay which happens to be an
economic success is immediately fol-

lowed by an outburst of films on the
same subject. If a producer makes
a successful picture about a mouse-
trap a thousand imitators will at-

tempt to beat his path to the door."
—RICHARD WATTS, JR.

"There is a certain feeling of sym-
pathetic satisfaction in seeing some-

one else get into trouble."—BUS-
TER KEATON,

"Never let the audience wonder
what it's about."—FRANCIS MAR-
ION.

"A man can't act dramntic roles
with his wife looking on."—VIV-
IAN DUNCAN (Mrs. Nils Asther).

•
"Censorship was in existence long

before motion pictures. I under-
stand it started eyen before man had
developed from the monkey; and
that man's immediate predecessor,
the monkey, was the first to try
censorship."—WILLIAM A. ORR,
M-G-M.

"There are a lot of fine, sincere
men and women in the picture in-

dustry, but as a whole we are four-
flushers and pretenders." — ED
KUYKENDAHL.

Jonesville, Mich.—The Jonesville
theater, only house here, was de-
stroyed by fire of undetermined ori-

gin.

Portland, Ore.—Frank A. Lacey is

now managing the Rialto, one of the
J. J. Parker theaters under the gen-
eral managership of Charles E.
Couche.

Denver — Frank Milton has re-

signed as manager of the Empress
and is succeeded by Tom Brown,
who has been in charge of the stage
shows at that house. Milton will

devote his full time to his Rivoli.

Detroit—The Alexander Film Co.

exchange, located at 1764 Calumet
Ave. for a short time, has folded up.

162 BARTHELMESS PLAYDATES
Exceeding the goal of 150 day-

and-date openings set for Richard

Barthelmess in "Alias the Doctor"

on its national release March 26,

the Warner-First National sales
forces up to yesterday had turned
in 162 bookings on the production.

DENVER CRITIC CHANGES
Denver—A. De Bernardi, for eight

years dramatic editor of the Denver
"Post" and recently city advertising
manager of the "News," has been
made dramatic critic and editor for
the latter paper. Fred Speers has
been made dramatic editor of the
"Post."

"First Principles"

Epitomized in a recent speech made at a meeting of Central Divisioti

showmen in Omaha by M. J. Mullin, are some of the first principles of good
showmanship.

A good showman, Mr. Mullin pointed out, is a man who can sell pictures.

Almost anybody can sell a good picture, but a good showman finds something,

even in the most casual pictures, upon which he can base an advertising cam-
paign, and create an appeal.

He sells his short subjects as hard as he sells his features. He lets his

patrons know what they are getting for every cent they lay down at his box-

office, and he sells them as big a program as he can.

He is thoroughly familiar with every item of operation and knows how to

remedy any emergency that might arise. He knows that poor sound, dirty

lenses and dirty screens cut down his intake.

Above all, he knows that he is one of a town's leading citizens and always

deports himself accordingly. His status in the community is one of his best

business assets and he does nothing to jeopardize that status at any time.

—Publix Opinion.

NEW STUDIO IN FLORIDA
*

LAUNCHED BY BEECROEI

(Continued from Page 1)

and obtained a lease, with option a
purchase, of the big Coliseum o:

Davis Island, Tampa Bay, fiv
minutes from the heart of the citj
and will open it shortly as the Bee
croft-Florida Movie Studios. Th
plant is now being equipped for pre
duction of pictures in sound an
color, and Beecroft states that thre
independent producers have alread
contracted to make a series of pic

tures, including the filming of si

grand opera productions, the fir

of which is scheduled to start Apr
4.

Because of its quick and easy a.

cess to New York, the new stud
will make a special bid for activiti*
by eastern independents who cann(
afford to go to the coast and wl
cannot produce up north during tl

winter because of weather cone
tions.

Harry G. Smith of New Yor
Charles A. McKeand of the Tani]
Chamber of Commerce, Russell Roll
of Boston, and John Bell, Tam]|
attorney, are on the new companjj
board of directors with Beecrol
The studio is fully financed and :l

stock will be sold, it is stated.

German Booking Edict
Ruinous to Distributor

Berlin—A conference with To)
on the German film market siti
tion, particularly with regard to t

restrictions on blind booking, \\

held here before the return of IV

ton Diamond to the U. S. Geoi
Canty, American trade commissic
er, and representatives of U. S. c

tributors joined in the discussio
It was declared that the ed
against blind booking of foreign p
tures is proving ruinous.

i

DRAMA SCHOOL GRADUATIO
Graduation exercises of the Fea

School of Dramatic Art will be h
at 8:45 Friday night in the 57th
Playhouse, the theater of the schi
Speakers will include Cosmo Har
ton, playwright, and Rev. Dr. Rob
Wood. John Golden, C. P. Crenel
George Kelly, Janet Beecher,
Wyndham and Lady Standing ar<
be the guests of honor.

New Incorporation!!

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Polish American Talking Pictures; M.

lich, 11 Park Place, New York. $10,0ll
Digby Productions, theatrical business!

H. Werner, 236 West 44th St., New "(

100 shares common.
R. G. S. Amusement Corp., theatrical I

ness; Levin, Rosmarine & Schwartz, 1 ll
son Ave., New York. 100 shares corrl

Paragon Pictures Corp.; M. A. R|
Jamaica, N. Y. $20,000.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
T. M. W. Corp., Camden, amusemen I

terprises; Clarence H. Goldstein, Philadel
Pa. $4,200.

te
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2 Features Planned for Start, Says Considine

lARD TMS making RADIO TOUGHER fPOSITION

lorida Congressmen Will Oppose Federal Ticket Tax

xhibitor Ass'n Lines Up
Solons in Fight on

Proposed Levy
Miami—Through the efforts of

5 Greater Miami and Palm
ach Theater Owners and Manag-

Ass'n, working through the
utheastern Theater Owners Ass'n
Atlanta, expressions have been
;ained from all of Florida's Sen-

)rs and Representatives that they
II oppose the proposed Federal
on theater tickets. Committee

(.Continued on Pane 3)

MOUNT TO TAKE ON

MORE INDEH PRODUCT

31 Cartoon Shorts on U. A. List

There will be 18 Mickey Mouse and 13 Silly Symphony animated shorts in the

lineup to be distributed by United Artists starting )une 1. A conterence was held

at the U. A. offices yesterday under the direction of Hal Home to map out special

exploitation for the Walt Disney shorts.

Allied Ass 'n Appoints
Follow-up Committee

n addition to the eight Charles
Rogers features, Paramount's re-

'hse schedule next season will in-

'iide several other independently
tide pictures, Charles J. McCarthy

; d The Film Daily yesterday fol-

ving his return from the coast.

) decision has been made as to

; number of independent pictures
*' (Continued on Paae 3)

[l

[New Amusement Firms
J Chartered in Virginia
ill Richmond—Four new amusement
'Ijerprises recently filed charters
Virginia. They are: Apollo The-
ir Corp., Norfolk, with E. Lynn
oppe of Washington as president;
lem Theater, Inc., Salem. V. E.
Isey of Blacksburg, president;
kton Theater, Inc., Norton, R. C.

"pitsett, president, and Ghent The-
Corp., Norfolk, T. A. Bain,

2sident.

Convention Proceedings

Printed for Distribution

shiiifiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
/ashington — Complete proceedings of the
ed States Ass'n convention in Detroit, with
resolutions, are being printed and copies
be sent to all interested persons in and
of the industry.

Washington Bureau oj

Washington — Following out the

resolution made at the Detroit con-

vention, President W. A. Steffes of

Allied States Ass'n has appointed a

group of five including himself,

Abrajn F. Myers, Sidney E. Samuel-
son, Nathan Yamins and J. C. Rit-

THE FILM DAILY
ter as a committee to follow up on
the work of the convention. Duties
of the committee will be to see that
certain convention proposals are
carried into execution, and "to de-
tect and expose counter propaganda
on the part of other branches of
the industry and organizations."

Public Wants Realism, Says Lubitsch

Commenting on the present trend

in pictures, Ernst Lubitsch in an

informal talk at the A.M.P.A. lun-

cheon at Sardi's yesterday, summed
it up in one phrase: "In rough
times, the public wants their pic-

tures rough." He said that as a
general rule there is no possible way
for the industry to gauge exactly

what the public wants in the way
of entertainment. But in recent

months, the hard economic facts

people have been forced to face
have caused them to look for real-

ism and more serious material in

their film fare. The sympathetic,
sentimental and tender appeal in

pictures is out for the present, he
maintained. He agreed with Sidney
Kent's statement made at the Wash-
ington convention to the eff^ect that
the times create and shape the de-

mand for picture material.

Considine Lines Up Directors
For Pantages Production Units

Premium Company Plans

Branches in Big Cities

National Profit Sharing Co., deal-

ing in premiums, plans a national

system of branches, states Presi-

dent Lester Tobias of New Haven.
First exchanges are being opened
in New York, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh, with Harry Germaine in

charge.

Twelve features are planned for
the first year's production schedule
of Alexander Pantages' new $5,000,-

000 production company, John Con-
sidine, Jr., told The Film Daily
yesterday. All pictures will be made
on the coast at a leased studio.

Considine will be in complete charge
of production and has already de-

cided upon three directors to head
production units. "Mr. Pantages

(Continued on Paqe 3)

Broadcasting Co. Profits

Show Big Jump in

Past 2 Years
That radio entertainment, avail-

able at minimum cost, has become
a more important factor in opposi-
tion to theaters during the past two
years of hard times and depleted
pocketbooks is indicated in the an-
nual statement of Columbia Broad-
casting Co., which with National
Broadcasting System dominates the
broadcasting field. Until recently
Paramount had a 50 per cent inter-

est in CBS.
Earnings of CBS for 1931 show

{Continued on Page 3)

lOMAX BILL PASSED

BY MISSISSIPPI SENATE

Jackson, Miss.—A bill calling for
a tax of 10 per cent on amusements
of all kinds has been passed by the

State Senate. Forty-two solons

voted in favor of the measure, and
none against it.

Tax Outlook Brighter
Says Abram F. Myers

ll',i'lnniitoii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—^Abram F. Myers re-

ports "gratifying progress in Al-
lied's efforts to secure further relief

in respect of the proposed Federal
admission tax." He says Congress-
men cooperating with Allied report
that determined fight will be made
to raise the exemption to 50 jents

and that there is "better than a
fighting chance" to get this relief

if exhibitors continue their efforts.

Studios Pay Tribute

To George Eastman

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—As a tribute to the memory of

the late George Eastman, whose funeral took
place yesterday in Rochester, N. Y.. the studios

here ceased activity for one minute yesterday
afternoon.
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SOMMA IN POLITICS
Richmond—Charles Somma, prom-

inent local amusement man, has en-

tered the political arena here and is

waging an active campaign as a

candidate for the Common Council.

His chances are regarded as good.

1 ...••..••...•..•.•........iMttttttt'JJiff
3« *X

if

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City },{

154 Crescent St. it
STillwell 4-7940 J.t

if
i.t

i.t

Eastman Films I

1. E. Brulatoer, Inc. H

Chicago Hollywood >
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica *v

CALumct 3692 Blvd. f*
HOLlywood 4121 fj

Court Holds Off Sale

Of Chamberlain Circuit
Sunbury, Pa.—Sheriff's sale of the

six Chamberlain Amusement houses
in this state has been put off by
Deputy Sheriff Edward Brennan
here until a ruling is made by the

court on a motion made on behalf
of stockholders seeking to stay the

sale. Petitioner for the sale i.s the

Pennsylvania Trust Co., Reading, the

claim being $286,000, principal and
interest on bonds. Receiver Stephen
L. Gribben and Attorney J. A.
Welsh, Shamokin, represented the

stockholders at the hearing.

FIRST "MEMORY LANE" DONE
First of the series of Louis So-

bol's "Down Memory Lane" one-

reelers being produced by William
Roland under the direction of Ray
Friedgen, was completed yesterday
morning after an all-night's work
at the Standard Sound Studios. In
the initial short are Texas Guinan
and her gang. Sobol and Miss
Guinan supplied the dialogue, most
of which is in the wisecrack vein,

and Nick Kenney also is involved

in the venture. Next picture, which
will have Sophie Tucker as its main
attraction, starts in two weeks.

CHAS. ROGERS' NEXT
ll'rst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAII v

Hollywood — Following "Madison
Square Garden," first of the eight

features he is making for Para-
mount release, Charles R. Rogers
has begun preprations for "Seventy
Thousand Witnesses" and "The Girl

Without a Room."
Paramount states that "Madison

Square Garden," which was started

in New York and is being completed
here, will be released at the height
of the Olympic Games.

Ontario Delegation
In Drive Against Tax

Toronto—Meeting under the aus-

pices of the Motion Picture Section

of the Toronto Board of Trade,

amusement representatives protested

vigorously against the Ontario Gov-

ernment's ticket tax plan. It was
decided to organize a large deputa-

tion to wait upon Premier G. S.

Henry and make a new, strong pro-
test. A committee consisting of

Col. John A. Cooper, Oscar R. Han-
son of Allied Exhibitors of Ontario,
Harry Sedgwick and George N.
Duthie, will make arrangements for
the deputation. N. L. Nathanson
and Arthur Cohen also are protest-
ing strongly against the tax.

DYOTT TO THE RESCUE
Commander George Dyott, noted

explorer, who is now completing the
editing of his adventure series to

be released by Featurettes, Inc., of
which Joe Finston is head, is in-

vestigating current newspaper re-

ports that Col. Fawcett is being
held captive by Indians in Brazil,

and if he finds the reports true
Commander Dyott plans to go to
the rescue of Col. Fawcett in the
Brazil jungles.

BAGLEY JOINS VITAPHONE
Eddie Bagley, for seven years

head cameraman at the Paramount
Astoria studios, has been placed in

charge of the "still" photographs at

the Vitaphone Brooklyn studios. He
succeeds the late William Quinn.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cei
tral Europe under auspices of Czecb
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n at
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecb
Slovakia.

March 22: Allied Theaters of Ontario 81

Allied Theatrical Industries of QuebC
joint meeting, Chateau, Ottawa.

Mar. 23: Annual and special meetings
RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.

March 28: Special Meeting of Actoi
Equity Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New Yol

March 30-31 : Allied Theaters of Mini
sota. North and South Dakota, anni
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapoi

Apr. 4: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial Tl
ater. New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nig
and Dance, True Sister's Club Hou
New York.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists We
drive for benefit fund.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of ]

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypi
Hotel, Indianapolis. Ind.

May 2-7 : Fox Film sales convention, Nl
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibitic
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdi
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Sod
of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internatio'
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Emplo;
and M. P. Operators, Memorial H
Columbus. O.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE — RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.
Phone: BRyant 9-5543

PAUL LAZARUS ON TOUR
Paul Lazarus, western division

manager for United Artists, left yes-

terday for a tour of the midwest
and western territory. He expects
to be gone about three weeks, and
the stops will include St. Louis, Kan-
sas City, Dallas, New Orleans and
o'her centers.

rs i^
TWO DELUXE EASTER GREETING SUBJECTS

VANDALS DO $2,000 DAMAGE
Dothan, Ala.—About $2,000 dam-

age to projection machines was
caused by vandals this week at the

Alcazar, managed by Jack ReVolt, Jr.

No insurance was carried to cover

the loss. As a result of the incident,

pictures will not be shown before the

weekly preview tomorrow night.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratet

Powers Crnaphone Equipment Corporation

723-TTM *VE.. N. V BBVaMT B-«Oa7

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

TIMELY-ENTERTAININGr
JUST THE THING TO ROUND
OUT YOUR HOLIDAY PROGRAM

STYLE A

Here's a delightful fantasy of Easter, cleverly

animated and illustrated with life-like figures

and characters. Beautiful music— excellent

vocal accompaniment plus mirth provoking

sound effects. H's an extra length subject at

a special rental price of ^8.50.

ORDER ACCORDING
TO STYLE NUMBER

tv>

STYLE B

'A miniature episodic productiori of Easter

Festivities, lavishly produced v^ith human

characters—idyllic settings—magnificent

musical and vocal accompaniment. It's a

short greeting trailer chock full of entertain-

ment. Boofc it at this low cost, $3.75.

JX V^^
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE

ADiVANCE TRAILERS
126 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK

Chicago, III.

1307 So. Wobath Aven
Dallas. Tei

300 . So. Horwo
los Ange

1932 So. Verr
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ADIO OPPOSITION IS

BECOMING TOUGHER
(Continued from Page 1)

t profit of $2,346,766, an increase
168 per cent over 1930, and about

)0 per cent over 1929. Net for
e first nine weeks of the current
;ar also is estimated at about 75

;r cent ahead of 1931, and radio

Bcials interpret this as an indica-

on of the public's tendency, large-

influenced by the lack of pocket
oney, to spend less for entertain-

ent. Increase in the size of the
idio audience has induced advertis-

s to contract for more broadcast

g time in order to take advantage
the bigger 'circulation'.

2 Features Are Planned
For Start, Says Considine

(Continued from Page 1)

ans to acquire about 100 houses
1 a start. These theaters must all

5 equipped for showing sound pic-

ires and have stages large enough
>r complete vaudeville bills," said

onsidine. "The theaters will show
IT own pictures and outstanding
latures made by other companies.

y plans are far from being set

at I shall hold daily conferences
id may possibly leave for London
)on to confer with certain produc-
on executives." Rodney and Lloyd
antages also will be associated
ith their father in the new com-
any.

EW MAYOR FAVORS SUNDAY
Atlanta — Georgia exhibitors are
ated over the re-election of Mayor
imes Key of Atlanta, advocate of
unday shows. He was represented

y Attorney Love B. Harrell during
defamation and libel action he

rought against certain clergymen
ho resented his anti-Blue law atti-

ide.

COMING & GOING

HARRY ROSENQUEST, assistant to

orman H. Moray, Vitaphone's short sales
anager, left yesterday for Pittsburgh. He
ill return tomorrow.
HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, BuiTalo at-
rney for film distributors, has returned home
)Uowing a business trip to New York.
PAUL LAZARUS, United Artists sales ex-
;utive, left yeterday for a swing around the
liddle west and western exchanges.
MERVVN LE ROY is coming east to ar-

inge for taking of scenes for "Central Park,"
hich he is directing for Warners.
FRANK BUCK has gone to Cleveland,
here he brings his lecture tour to a close
ith an address before the University Clul>.

uck has cancelled future lectures to devote
is time to his film version of his sensational
3ok "Bring Them Back Alive," which Van
euren is releasing.
KITTY KELLY, who plays the leading
!minine role in RKO's "Girl Crazy," is in

wn to appear on the radio for the "RKO
heater of the Air."
CHARLIE CHASE, CLIFF EDWARDS,
EN LYON, BEBE DANIELS and HARRY
OPKINS are among the Hollywood folk
5w in New York.
RICARDO CORTEZ leaves for the coast
day.
FRITZ THORHAUER, of the Ufa Ber-
n office, sails for Germany on the Albert
allin, March 23.

ALONGJ^IALTQ
m
• • • IN HIS talk at the A.M.P.A. luncheon Ernst Lubitsch
packed a Big Truth into a few words one which may be
a shock to a lot of gents who think they know what the Public

wants in the way of screen entertainment Herr Lubitsch
contended that when folks are living in tough times, they want
their films the same way the namby pamby sentimental

stuff is a floppo hard knocks of the past year or so have
forced even the dumbest to do some Serious Thinking so

they are ready for the Serious Film the newspaper head-

lines blazoning every day the hard realities of life have made
the public sober-minded even toward their entertainment

not to mention the effect of the depleted pay-envelope

IF they are fortunate to still have such

• • • COMING FROM an ace director who gave us such
deligthful fluff as "The Love Parade" and "The Smiling Lieu-
tenant" it means Something when a gent talks
down the style of pix he can handle more consummately than
any director in the biz that is probably why he turned
to the serious in his last and gave us "Broken Lullaby."

• • • IF YOU insist on further proof what's the
matter with "The Man Who Played God" this Warner
production has stirred up more favorable reaction among the
upper brackets where our serious and sober citizens are classic

fied than any pix we can think of since probably "The
Ten Commandments" endorsements and commendations
from church bodies, the individual gentlemen of the cloth in all

religious denominations club women in fact all

branches of our serious-minded intelligentsia

• • • AND HOW this struggling ole film biz needs such
pats on the back right now! when legislators, agitators,
reformists and such are taking healthy, vicious wallops at it

so we can all take heart and point with justi-

fiable pride to this Arliss production

• • • TO THE disheartened the weary the
care-worn to hopeless and helpless thousands
here is a screen message of Inspiration it buoys them
up makes them take a fresh grip on life a new
ray of hope, comfort, cheer and when the Industry can
do such service to the nation in time of stress why con-

tinue to take it on the chin from its Detractors? such
a film does more good than a thousand sermons and all

the legislative efforts of the current Administration
sure, Lubitsch is right so is Warners

• • • BY WAY of shedding light on the Critics of the

film Gilbert Seldes no slouch critic himself
gave the Ampa pressageys his views anent Producer

and Critic Gilbert claims the crit always calls the money
turn on a given pix when he tries to appraise the Art
values he is a flop conversely, the Producer doesn't know
a thing about the b.o. angle but is a connoiseur on Art

so there you are privately, we think Mister

Seldes said all that with tongue in cheek but he was
Refreshingly Different getting Dough is an Art
so wotth'ell •

. . .

WILL AID IN TAX FIGHT

(Cotttinued from Page 1)

handling the tax matter for the as-
sociation included Mitchell Wolfson
of the Wolfson-Meyer Theater En-
terprises, chairman; Ernest Mor-
rison and James H. McKoy of Pub-
lix. The association conducted a vig-
orous campaign, obtaining the aid
of influential and prominent citizens
throughout the district who wrote
the congressmen. The theater men
also wrote in, and the congressmen
thereby were given a clear picture
of the situation.

Paramount to Take On
More Indep't Product
(Continued from Page 1)

that will make up the 1982-33 sched-
ule. Paramount will also reduce its

short subject production schedule by
purchasing some independently made
releases. The first to be announced
is the Grantland Rice "Sports-Eye-
View" series.

HOST TO S.M.P.E. MEET
The Bureau of Standards will play

host to the members of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers the
evening of May 10, during the spring
meeting of the society in Washing-
ton. At this meeting. Dr. L. J.

Briggs, acting director of the Bu-
reau, will describe work carried on
by the Bureau of interest to the mo-
tion picture industry. Dr. I. G.
Gardner will deliver a demonstration
and talk on optical phenomena.

WAR FILM FOR HOLT
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"War Correspondent,"

comedy-drama with the Sino-Japa-
nese War as the background, has
been selected as Jack Holt's next
starring vehicle for Columbia. Har-
lan Thompson, Broadway playwright
and producer recently signed by Co-
lumbia as a director, will handle the
megaphone.

M^:'P;'&M%'^^^-^(i'Pi
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MANY UAPPYmmm

Edward Everett Norton Willis K. Shrode
Ben Hall Eugene A. Fawcett
Bartlett Cormack Harry C. Bourne
Betty Compson Oscar Potoker
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«

- - - - I find it

to be exceedingly

practical and no

doubt will be of

unlimited value

to me in my work

during the coming

year.

SidGrauman

NEWS OF THE DAY
Philadelphia — S. Gurman has

taken over the Montgomery from M.
Zumoff and has conveyed the in-

terest to D. Stiefel, both transac-
tions subject to a mortgage of $22,-

000.

Columbus Junction, la.— Charles
Jennings and Donald Oakes have
purchased the Lyric from Ralph
Kelley.

Philadelphia—Sentry Safety Con-
trol and Universal Sound System
have moved to new offices at 10th
and Allegheny Sts.

Anita, la.—The Rialto has been
reopened. W. F. Budd purchased the
house at sheriff's sale. Pictures are
being presented Saturdays and Sun-
days.

New Orleans—T. H. Stevens, man-
ager of the RKO Orpheum theater,
spoke on "The Spirit of '76" at the
Lions' Club Washington bi-centen-
nial celebration held Tuesday in the
Roosevelt Hotel.

Philadelphia — Mark Swaab has
been made local representative for
Ideal Chair Co. Swaab still is asso-
ciated with Continental Theater
Accessories, but the Ideal franchise
is his personal account.

Logan, la.—Mrs. A. C. Spraker of
Des Moines has purchased the Iowa
theater here and taken possession.

Collingswood, N. J. — Tamtam-
Shields Post, American Legion has
leased the Collingswood for a spe-
cial Legion show on March 31.

Philadelphia—First Division Ex-
changes will soon move into its new
quarters at 1240 Vine St.

Richmond, Va.—Walter J. Coulter,
who increased his holdings during
the period of financial stress in
which there were numerous bank
failures in Virginia, now has suc-
cessful amusement interests in three
cities, including Petersburg, Hope-
well and Richmond.

Philadelphia — National Projec-
tionists' Union of America has
opened an office at 309 N. 13th St.

Al Crafts is secretary.

Glenside, Pa.—Al Fisher is repre-
senting the new owners of the Kes-
wick here and the Embassy in Jen-
kintown, recently sold by Rovner
Amusement Co.

Philadelphia—Charles Durkin has
succeeded Bill Tripler as manager
of the Aurora.

Philadelphia—M. L. Fineman has
transferred the theater at Frankford
Ave. and Sergeant St. to A. Biron,
subject to a mortgage of $40,000.

Coral Gables, Fla. —- After being
dark ever since the big hurricane
which damaged its building, the
Coral Gables theater is again open.

Detroit—"Alias the Doctor" will
play the Big Michigan theater,
Easter Week, day and date with the
162 other bookings secured by First
National for the Richard Barthel-
mess production for the week of
March 26.

Hershey, Pa.— Hershey Estates,
Inc., has taken over the Little the-
ater and appointed J. B. Shollen-
berger manager.

Philadelphia — George T. Wilson
has taken over the Allen on Chel-
ten Ave.

Norton, Va.—J. D. Ammons an-
nounces that the Lyric is ready to
resume motion picture shows after
undergoing reconstruction due to the
disastrous fire some time ago.

Earle, Pa. — Tommy Charack,
former manager of the Strand, has
been transferred to Phildelphia. J.

Luke Gring, of Reading, has suc-
ceeded Charack here.

Philadelphia—Ed Weaver, who has
been with RKO in Cleveland, is back;
in this territory.

Tuckerton, N. J.—Iz Hirshblond
has taken over the Tuckerton and!
will renovate it. Hirshblond alsol
operates the Traco at Toms River.]

I
Chester, Pa. — Thomas Mangar

has been transferred by Warnerl
Bros, from the Lansdowne to the|
State. Lee Harvey has been trans-
ferred from the Parker at Darby|
to take over the Lansdowne. Roland
Haines has been transferred fror
the State at Chester to manage thel
Parker while Elmer Hollander has|
been shifted from the State to man-
age the Stanley at Chester.

M-C-M states that it used nearly

3,000,000 square feet of lumber for

sets in connection with productions
made last year.
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If
ITH all advance publicity should

be a mop up! 'SCARFACE'

has now attained reputation before

^ American public unlike any that has

ever been associated with any pic-

ture. Whenever 'SCARFACE' is shown

it will pack theatres as no other picture

has ever done before."

//you may think you have seen gangster

pictures before but until you have seen

'SCARFACE' you have never seen one. If

Howard Hughes in making 'SCARFACE' de-

termined it should be last of that type picture

he has succeeded. No other producer could

hope to make anything but a futile imitation."

...From editorial in "HERE'S HOW."

':?

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE
f



said a smart

m mmm] faci
About Paramount Shorts is: No matter what kind

of a booking requirement presents itself when I'm

building up an entertaining show, it's no problem

at all when I select my short features from
»

Paramount's Quality line-up. No chasing around

vainly trying to get a good "belly-laugh" two-reel

comedy; a light single-reeler; a beautiful scenic

garnished with high class musical accompaniment,

a clever cartoon, or a novelty subject. They're all

with Paramount. And they don't only fill my pro-

gram either—they sell tickets—they fill seats. Sure

I'm cheering!

PARAMOUNT JLr,.

PARAMOUNT NEWS

PARAMOUNT TWO-
REEL COMEDIES

•
PARAMOUNT ONE-
REEL PRODUCTIONS
(Including the ever popular

Screen Souvenirs)

•
PARAMOUNT SCREEN

SONGS

*
PARAMOUNT
TALKARTOONS

* i

PARAMOUNT
PICTORIALS
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CourtRulings BeatDownSundayShowFoes inKan.

SCREENMHORS AVERM U PICTURgjN YEAR

Dialog Now Giving Censors More Trouble Than Action

V^irginia Board Declares

Directing and Acting
are Improved

Richmond—Although feature pic-

ures are now causing somewhat
ewer complaints, where fault is

bund it is mostly in the dialogue
nd not the acting or direction, ac-

ording to the Virginia State Di-

ision of M. P. Censorship. Im-
irovement in the work of both
(layers and directors is noted by

(.Ctmtinued on Page 3)

llNION DOUBLES EFFORTS

IN FIGHT ON SPRINGER

More than half of this week's
'New York Labor World," labor

taper affiliated with the A. F. of L.,

3 devoted to the union's fight

igainst the circuit headed by Jack
Jpringer, whom 'Operators' Local

_i06, is trying to bring into its fold.

)ne double-page spread in the issue

ontains schedules of bus services

leing maintained by the union to

ransport patrons from the Spring-
T locations to and from theaters in

(Continued on Page 3)

Sam Lefliowitz Assumes
Warner-F.N. Sales Post

Sam Lefkowitz, formerly booker
or RKO theaters, has been appoint-
sd office manager of the Warner-
i'irst National metropolitan branch-

^, with offices at the New York
'.xchange, it is announced by A. W.
mith, general sales manager in

(Continued on Page 3)

Union Attitude Blamed

In Dropping of 'Flesh'

Philadelphia—Dropping of 'flesh' enfertain-
nent by bofh circuit and independent houses,
nany of which have already posted notice, is

fining force in this territory. Stanley-Warner
theaters are among those considering the move.
Difficulty with the stage hands' uni9n is given
M Qne of the chi«f reatons.

Columbia Seeks Listing on "Big Board"
Columbia has applied to the New York Stock Exchange for listing of 235,868

voting trust certificates for shares of common stock which are now traded in on
the Curb.

W. B. Speed Production
At Studios in Englana

London—With the presence of
Jack L. Warner, who is here for a
short stay, production by Warner-
First National at the Teddington
studios is being speeded up, and
several of the features made there
will be released in America, accord-
ing to present plans. In the last

(Continued on Page 3)

Frank Whitbeck Joins

Paramount Adv. Staff
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Frank Whitbeck has
left Universal to join Paramount's
advertising forces. His duties will

be to create special ad matter.

MoreSundayOpeningsinKansas
As CourtsRuleBlueLawsIllegal

Ontario Allied Meeting
Switched to Toronto

Toronto—Instead of the meeting
originally scheduled for Ottawa,
the Allied Exhibitors of Ontario
will hold a meeting at the King
Edward Hotel here on Tuesday,
starting at 9:30 A.M. and winding
up with a dinner dance the same
evening, it is announced by Oscar
R. Hanson.

Topeka, Kan.—Opposition to Sun-

day shows is gradually being laid

low throughout Kansas as a result

of courts consistently ruling that

preventing Sunday movies is un-
constitutional because it is discrim-
inatory under the "blue" labor law.
In view of this, cities and towns
are now putting up very little fight

against Sunday shows, and more
(Continued on Page 3)

Evidence Against Taxation
what's happening where theaters are overburdened

R'- DON CARLE r.rj i tittt: —
/^ ENERALS who are directing the campaign against the oncoming Federal amusement
^^ fax will find some of their best ammunition in the actual experiences of localifies

that have been struggling under the burden of governmental levies.

In England, the Leeds branch of the Cinema Exhibitors' Association, reports thaf

a Leeds theater, in 12 weeks since the higher entertainments tax went info effecf,

suffered a reduction of 24,120 in attendance and a drop of $2,000 in profits, whiU
the government collected $400 additional in faxes.

Any fair minded legislator can see that collecting money at such a high cost if

economically unsound.

In Canada, a brief filed with Premier George S. Henry at the Parliament Building,

Toronto, by Arthur Cohen, ). P. Bickel and other exhibitors, shows that over the la»t

{Continued on Page 2)

1,239 Writers, 297 Di-

rectors, Figured in

1931 Releases
Works of 491 authors of books,

plays, stories and original scripts

were used in the 622 features re-

leased in the U. S. last year, it is

shown by an analysis of the new
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK. This
is an average of less than IV2 pic-

tures for each author during the

year. Adding in the 391 who work-
ed on scenarios and 357 who did

dialogue^ it makes a total of 1,239

writers who had a hand in the 622
releases.

The direction of these produc-
tions was accomplished by 297

(Continued on Page 3)

10 PER CENT TAX BILL

FILED IN RHODE ISLAND

Providence—Under a bill intro-

duced in the Rhode Island legisla-

ture by Walter Curry of Newport,
communities would place a 10 per

cent tax on amusements if they re-

quire money to repay state loans

for unemployment relief. The meas-
ure is sponsored by Republicans,

who control the Assembly.

D. J. McNerney Appointed

U. A. Division Manager
San Francisco—D. J. McNerney,

heretofore branch manager of the

United Artists Exchange here, has
been promoted to the post of divi-

sion manager.

State-Lake, Chicago
Showing Dual Features

Chicago—First of the important Loop the-

aters to show double features is the State-

Lake, RKO house, which is presenting two
full-length pictures this week. A 30-mlnut«
subject, "Lure of the Ring." is on the same
program. Whether the policy will continu*

for any l«ngth of tlm« ha> not b«9n determinQd,
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HARRY W. GRIBBLE SIGNED
Harry Wagstaff Gribble, stage di-

rector and playwright, has signed a
long term contract with Paramount
and is en route to Hollywood to

join the company's production staff.

•
if
if
if
if

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

if
Long Island City }{
154 Crescent St. ft
STillwell 4-7940 ft

if
if

§ Eastman Films I
if i^

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc. H
if iji

if
if

if
if
if

if

M
:.:

Chicago Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
CALumct 3692 Blvd.

HOLlywood4121 ;*
•V

Evidence Against Taxation
— what^s happening where theaters are overburdened

(Continued from Page 1)

few years 143 theaters in Ontario alone have been forced to close on account of heavy

taxation and similarly onerous regulations.

Down in Bogota, capital of Colombia, the theater owners' association declares that

practically all movies must close if the government saddles them any further with levies.

From Vienna comes word that the exorbitant duties exacted by the government
from theaters has driven exhibitors to the wall and may result in the national catastrophe

of a complete shutdown.

The foregoing are a few of many parallel situations now existing in various countries.

More along the same line can be found, among other sources, in the unbiased

reports regularly received by the Motion Picture Division of the Department of Com-
merce from foreign attaches of the U. S. Government.

These are just a few hints of what our legislators will do to this country if they

don't change their ideas on the ticket tax subject.

Incidentally, considering that close teamwork between them is so vital to their

mutual welfare, it is a strange and sad commentary that Allied and M. P. T. O. A. can't

get together four-square on this tax matter.

If the fight is lost, it will be due in no minor way to the lack of a united froat

on the part of these two outfits.

In a crisis of such proportions, where the interests of one unit are as much in

jeopardy as those of the other, it is no time for the rivals to be making faces at

each other.

lOSEPH i. SCHNITZER has the right idea in recommending a production system

^ under which directors participate financially in the backing of pictures and profit

according to the success of the venture.

When a director realizes that he is playing with his own money and gambling on

the outcome, instead of being paid a fat salary regardless of expenditures or results,

it is a safe bet that he will exert keener effort to avoid unessential expenditures, reduce

shooting time to a minimum, and apply his best ingenuity toward turning out product

that will hit.

It's just a modified phase of independent production, which, like independent
theater operation, can't be beat.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today

:

First film exposition in Cen-
]

tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 22: Meeting of Allied Exhibitors
of Ontario, King Edward Hotel, Toronto,
9:45 A. M.

Mar. 23 : Annual and special meetings of

RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
March 28: Special Meeting of Actor's

J

Equity Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

March 30-31: Allied Theaters of Minne-j
sota. North and South Dakota, annual]
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.

Apr. 4: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis. Ind.

May 2-7 : Fox Film sales convention. New
York.

WARNERS BUY STORY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Warner Bros, have

purchased the screen rights to the
novel, "They Call It Sin," by Al-
berta Stedman Eagan.

POLA NEGRI ILL
Pola Negri is confined to her suit

at the Ambassador Hotel following
a collapse Friday as the result of

strain brought on by a six weeks'
vaudeville tour.

Re-recording Facilities

Installed Here by RCA
Photophone Division of RCA

Victor Co. has installed complete
re-recording facilities in its studio
at 411 Fifth Ave. with Grover C.

Schaefer in charge of the depart-
ment. The move was made to ac-

commodate increasing activities in

the production of 16 mm. sound-on-
film subjects by reduction from 35
mm. or the dubbing of sound on
16 mm. silents. RCA's 16 mm.
sound-on-film projector also is be-
ing demonstrated there.

IVcsidcjitlloicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms writh Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates

Why We Serve
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.

> f

Wurlitzer is an honored name— and one of national

significance in the field of music. After making a

complete survey of Wurlitzer's insurance require-

ments, we proved that we had a broad concept of

its business and a thorough understanding of its

hazards. We were able to present Wurlitzer to the

insurance companies in a new and better light. By
competent underwriting we radically reduced its

costs. Because of our expertly manned and fully

equipped branches, when Wurlitzer suffered losses

in Los Angeles, St. Louis, Cincinnati and New York,

we were in position to render prompt and efficient

service. Today we represent all of Wurlitzer's insur-

able interests, and consider it a privilege to serve

them and meet their high standards.

Stebbins. Leterman & Gates, Ine.
niVISIOIV OF MOTIOIV PICTURE IIVDITSTRIES

New York Los Angeles San Francisco Portland, Ore.

London, England
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DIALOG GIVING CENSORS

MORE GRIEFTHAN ACTION

(Continued from Paqe 1)

the board, and it is believed the

missteps in dialogue will be checked

v. due course, the present tendency

;o take wido liberties being ascribed

to producers' experiments to feel

3ut reaction. Shorts as well as fea-

;ures appear to have broken out

noi-e broadly in dialogue, with the

-esult that there have been greater

•uts h.tely in short subji.'Cts.

Court Rulings Beat Down
Sunday Show Foes in Kan.

(Continued from Page 1)

louses are gradually being opened.

The Dickinson circuit has started

Sabbath performances in Garden
3ity, as well as in Neodesha. B'ox

recently added Newton, Burlington,

Winfield and Dodge City to its list

)f houses operating seven days a

week. This is in addition to the

;hree Fox houses in Salina which
ire giving Sunday shows.

Union Doubles Efforts

In Fight on Springer
(Continued from Page 1)

leighborhoods where Local 306 op-

erators are employed. Three full

Dages carry ads of free shows being

jiven in opposition to the Springer

louses. Another half page lists

louses that are not using the union's

Tien, and nearly a page is editorial

I
:omment on the situation.

Sam Lefkowitz Assumes
Warner-F. N. Sales Post

(Continued from Page 1)

Aarge of Eastern and Canadian
iistribution. Lefkowitz will have
:harge of the physical properties

md operation of the exchange in-

;luding booking and will assume his

luties at once.

NEW COAST FAN MAGAZINE
frst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A new five-cent fan

nagazine called "Hollywood Star"
las been launched by James G.

Doyle, formerly with the Hearst
)rganization, as publisher, and
liouis Macloon, who lately has been
jctive as a legitimate producer, as

iditor and general manager. Offices

md plant will be at 115 No. Rob-
ertson Blvd. First issue is due to

;ome out March 24.

COMING & GOING

BERT GRANET, who has just been signed

ly Paramount as a writer, sails today on
he Virginia for Cal'fornia.

HARRY WAGSTAFF GRTBBLE is on his
^'ay to the coast to join the Paramount pro-
Itiction department.

SHEILA TERRY is on her way to the
oast under contract to Warner Bros.

BUDn ROGERS, Sono Art-World Wide
ales manager, arrives today (Saturday) in
)maha from Des Moines, and leaves Sun-
ly for Kansas City. He then continues west
nd south on his tour of exchanges.

AlONG™^

IMtW VORIC
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IDS ANGELES

• • • WITH SPRING on the way folks in this film
biz seem to be thawing out and getting more like hu-
man beings or do we just imagine it? but it is

certainly reflected in some of the current house organs
in their columns where they comment on various members of
the office staff a lotta Intimate Stufif that per-
sonal, friendly touch that makes the individuals men-
tioned realize that they are a Personality at last they
have broken into print

• • • AND THIS is as it should be why should the
big shots get all the publicity breaks? imagine the sensa-
tions of Joe Glutz second assistant mail clerk
when he picks up the current house organ and finds
this item "Joe Glutz is moving ahead rapidly. He
washes his neck regularly now. Keep up the good work, Joe.
We're proud of you, kid!" as Joe takes the mag home,
and shows it proudly to all his relatives and friends
he has Arrived the li'l item has filled him with enthusi-
asm, ambition the will to do and dare next
morn he appears at the ossif he is a sensation
not only his neck but his ears are clean the power of
the press is astounding even a film company house
organ can accomplish wonders

• • • NOW COMES the "En-Ess-Ess Family"
house organ of National Screen with a brand new slant
in this Intimate Personality stufif in an anonymous col-
umn entitled "Who Is It?" a sort of variation on the
cross-word puzzle or the puzzle picture whpro you pick
out the hidden rhinoceros, goat and monkey in the jungle scene

no names are mentioned you are just given
subtle hints this causes the office force to take new
interest in their fellow workers everybody becomes more
human and curious trying to figure out who the
mugg or muggess is who was alluded to as per the fol-
lowing examples

• • • WHAT BUDDING young poet burned up because
the editor changed her alleged poem all round? what
over-caparisoned stenog is preening herself these days in a

new fur coat that looks like Unborn Bronx Skunk ?

Who is the miss who has reduced the weight of her clothing to

its lowest possible denomination? what gal was queried
by a visiting old customer with: "My God, kid, are you here
yet?" Who got very angry at who when she showed
him her new spiffy haircut, and he asked if she had cut it

herself ?

• • • BUT PUTTING aside the joshing this is all

Good Dope for any large organization it straightens
out a lot of kinks in various members of the stafif gives

them a proper slant on their relations to the rest of the; gang
they must live with amicably every day puts everybody
on their mettle and keeps a lotta goops from doing
things that may reflect on the organization they work for

which, after all IS Important so more
power to these house organ eds like "Pep-0-Grams" of Para-
mount and National Screen's "En-Ess-Ess Family"

a « « » » »

SCREEN AUTHORS AVERAGE

1^ PICTURES IN A YEAR

(Continued from Page 1)

megaphone wielders, or an average
of slightly more than two pictures
for each director. In the camera
end, 233 men are credited, and film
editors, 182.

Players appearing in the year's
productions including stars, fea-
tured artists and others receiving
screen credit, but excluding extras
and foreign actors, totaled only 1,-

758 for the 501 American produc-
tions.

Warners Speed Production
At Studios in England

(Continued from Page 1)

four months the Teddington plant
has turned out three features, sev-
eral four-reelers and a number of
shorts, but none of this product has
been accepted for American distri-

bution as yet. Jack Warner returns
to New York in about a fortnight.

Columbia Signs McVeigh
For Coast Publicity Staff
Blake McVeigh has been appoint-

ed by Bruce Gallup, director of ad-
vertising and publicity for Colum-
bia, to handle publicity under Hu-
bert Voight at the coast studios.

McVeigh formerly was with Tech-
nicolor, M-G-M and Paramount, and
lately has been handling publicity
for Alice White on her personal ap-
pearance tour.

PLAN NEW HOUSE
' Pittsburgh, Cal.—Louis Trager, P.
S. MacDonald, and Phil A. Frease of
the Community Theatrical Co. of
Vallejo are to erect a $75,000 thea-
ter at Cumberland and Seventh Sts.

here. Architect is Alexander A.
Cantin, San Francisco.

JAMES SICCARDI DEAD
Plainfield, N. J.—James Siccardi,

manager of the Liberty theater here,
shot himself Friday in the waiting
room of the Central R. R. of New
Jersey in New York.

m'S^iiiib'kii.pt

MANY PAPPY RETUUNS

est wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 19-20
Edmund Coulding Milton Sands
M. H. Hoffman Louis William Chandet
Howard |. Green Bert Frank
Eleanor Griffith

Sidney Franklin Sam Hardy
Edward Cronjager W. S. Van Dyke
James Ford )ack Jungmeyer
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
A/TAE BUSCH will return to the
•^ screen in First National's

"Doctor X," which Michael Curtiz

will direct, with Lionel Atwill in

the leading role.

*

Claire Du Brey, signed to a con-

tract by M-G-M, appeared in "For
the Love O'LH" and "Two Sisters."

* * •

Robert Ellis and Bobby Nelson

have been signed by Columbia for

"Daring Danger," the Tim McCoy
feature formerly called "Gun Jus-

tice."
* * *

First National has completed pro-

duction on "Miss Pinkerton," star-

ring Joan Blondell. Lloyd Bacon di-

rected.
* * *

James Cagney has been elected an

honorary member of The Insiders,

an association of professional auto-

mobile racers of which Harry Hartz
is president. Hartz, with Fred
Frame, Jack Brisko, Billy Arnold,

Spider Matlock and other famous
drivers appeared with Cagney in the

production of Warners' "The Crowd
Roars."

* * *

Edward G. Robinson is eoopected

to finish work in First National's

"Two Seconds" about March 26 and
he will start in "Silver Dollar" two
weeks later.

* * *

"The Jewel Robbery," in which
Warner Bros, are starring William
Powell and Kay Francis, will be the

next picture to go into production

at the Burbank studios. Rehearsals
have already started under the di-

rection of William Dieterle. Sup-
porting cast includes Henry Kolker,

Spencer Charters, Hardie Albright,

Andre Luguet, Lee Kohlmar, C.

Henry Gordon, Robert Greig, Helen
Vinson, Lawrence Grant, Jacques
Vanaire, Harold Minjur, Ivan Linow,
Harold Waldridge, Charles Coleman
and Herman Bing. Lucien Hubbard
Is production supervisor.

* « *

Jack Jordan, discovered in a mix-
ing booth in the M-G-M studio, has
an important role in "The Wet Pa-
rade."

Auspicious Start for Fairbanks Film
Reports from Papeete, Tahiti, where Douglas Fairbanks is at work on his South Sea

production to be released as "Tropical Knight," state that the first test shots were made
on the day celebrated by the natives to bring good omen to whatever enterprise is

started on that particular day. Upan completing the shots in and around Papeete, Fair-

banks will sail for remote spots to continue the filming of his modern Robinson Crusoe
story. Natives will be used in the picture, and Dave Rose, business manager of the
unit, says the customs and superstitions of the natives will not be violated in any way,
as the visitors want to be certain of their good will.

Dialogue Coming Up
Dialogue has reached tht point of 4«-

velopment where it frequently •xct*4s
the theme value of the itory, says How-
and Estabrook, who won the 1931 Acad-
emy award for his script on "Cimarron"
and is now writing the screen play for

"Roar of the Dragon," an RKO produc-
tion. Several producers have remarked
about this, says Estabrook, and it hti
caused speculation as to whether some
new turn of events in motion picture art

is near at hand, like the coming of

t 'k?rs v/hen the technical perfection of

photo^rphy, sets and lighting began to

exceed the quality of stories in the si-

lent era.

George Cukor says a writer of

dialogue must know his actors like

a tailor knows his customers. Each
must make his articles "fit" his per-

sonality.
* :•> «

"Merrily We Go to Hell" has
been selected by Paramount as the

title for the picture featuring Fred-
ric March and Sylvia Sidney which
goes into production next week.
This is the screen version of Cleo

Lucas' prize novel, "I, Jerry, Take
Thee, Joan." Dorothy Arzner will

direct the picture. The script is

being prepared by Edurin Justus
Mayer.

* • *

Wallace Smith, novelist and sce-

narist, was the guest of honor lOr

cently at a banquet given by several
prominent civic authorities of San
Francisco. Smith is en route to

Portland for a three months' vaca-

tion.
* * *

The biography of Gene Markey,
who was married to Joan Bennett
this week, discloses that he collabo-

rated with Samuel Hofifenstein on
the play, "The Eskimo," in 1926.

Markey is now with M-G-M and
Hofifenstein with Paramount.

* * 4>

Kay Francis's first picture under
her Warner Bros, contract, pre-

viously announced as "A Danger-
ous Brunette," was previewed at

the Forum in Los Angeles, Wednes-
day night, under the new title of

"Man Wanted." According to Max
Shagrin of Warners' West Coast
Theater Department, Kay Francis,

who was in the audience which re-

ceived the picture with great en-

thusiasm, declared "Man Wanted"
to be the best picture she has made
and expressed herself as being de-

lighted with the splendid produc-
tion. The picture is scheduled for

general release April 23, but it will

have its Broadway premiere earlier

in the Month.
* * *

Preston Foster, Broadway player
who made his first trip to Hollywood
a few weeks ago to play an im-
portant role in support of Edward
G. Robinson in "Two Seconds," now
in production, has been signed for

another picture by First National.

As soon as "Two Seconds" is com-
pleted he will join the cast of "Doc-
tor X." It is expected that "Doctor
X" will probably start the following

week. Others already signed for the

latter production are Lionel Atwill,

Lee Tracy, Fay Wray, Mae Busch,

Leila Bennett and George Rosener.
Michael Curtiz will direct.

* « *

Rita La Roy has been signed by
Paramount to enact a prominent
part in "Sinners in the Sun" with
Carole Lombard and Chester Mor-
ris.

» *

Gloria Shea, 20-year-old actress
who has been appearing in Vita-
phone short subjects, is on her way
to Hollywood, having signed a long-
term contract with Warner Bros,
which calls for roles in full-length
feature pictures. Miss Shea ap-
peared in the Broadway productioii

of "Blind Mice" before acting in

shorts at the Vitaphone studio in
Brooklyn. She is the third young
actress signed by Warner Bros, to

start for California within a week.
The other two "comers" are Betty
Gillette and Sheila Terry.

* * m

A new Bob Steele action drama,
as yet untitled, has just been placed
in production by Trem Carr for

Sono Art-World Wide release. Ger-
trude Messinger has been signed for

the leading feminine role, opposite
the cowboy hero.

* <t> *

Our Passing Show: Mervyn LeRoy,
Ginger Rogers, Larry Darmour,
"Red" Golden, Edward I. Luddy, Nat
Goldstone and Jim Mulhauser watch-
ing the New York Giants win an
exhibition game from the Chicago
Cubs.

^RNST LUBITSCH, by the terms
of his new Paramount contract,

vvill receive $125,000 for the first
picture which he will make under
that agreement.

"Scarlet Brand," a Big 4 Bob Cus-
ter Western is now in production,
with Betty Mack appearing opposite
and with Nelson McDowell, Frank
Ball, Bob Walker and Duke Lee in
the cast. J. P. McGowan is directing
the story by Ethel Hill, under the
supervision of Burton King.

* *

Allen Rivkin, secretary of the
West Side Asthma and Riding Club,
who was a track star at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, broke a new-
cinder record in rushing us the in-
formation that Austin Parker had
been elected dictator of his organi-
zation. The club consists of former t

editors of college humorous publi-
cations.

Norman Krasna and Sidney
Kingsley are the latest important
additions to Columbia writing staffi

at the West Coast Studios.

Before this column becomes morel
athletic, we should report that Ash-:
ley Loafea makes celebrities tak
orders and like them. He givei

"orders" to Richard Dix, Regir
Toomey, Louis A. Sarecky, Norma*
McLeod, Herman J. Mankiewicz
Charles Starrett, Rosco Ates, Ri
cardo Cortez, Stanley Fields, Rober
Montgomery, J. Walter Ruben, RobI
ert Hopkins, Eddie Quillan, Free
Pelton, Dorothy Jordan, who arr

among his golf pupils. He was als:

technical advisor on "Love in thl

Rough" and "Follow Thru."

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$.^.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Look/or the "Dofrway ofHospitality"

, VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOr
5LVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIP'"'

I(
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By "C. A.

i.JARRY LANGDON'S new pic-

ture, which was being produced

t the Royal Studios as a short sub-

let comedy, has been changed to a

eature. Those who have seen the

icture claim that Langdon staged

uch a marvelous comeback in the

wo-reeler that it was decided to

lake it into a feature.

"Jazz Africaniis" is the title

of the first of a series of six

musical shorts now in produc-

tion at the Royal Studios. His-

tory of musical instruments

showing shots of ancient in-

struments from the Museum of

National History are showyi.

Special music for the produc-

tions is being written by Arthur
Butts.

Final work on Peerless' "The
Varning Shadow," which includes

hots at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel

nd studio work at the Metropolitan

lOund Studios, Inc., Fort Lee, will

e completed this week.
•

Featured in the cast o*' "The
Warning Shadow," which Edgar
G. Uimer is directing and who
is also co-author of the story

with Florence Pollack, are Tom
Moore, Dita Parlo, Williain

Desmond, Arthur Housman and
Ruth Burns.

Ed Bagley, formerly in charge of

he camera department at the Para-
nount studio, has joined the forces

)f the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio

n the capacity of still cameraman.

Colored Night Club Show Filmed

Elmer Snowen's band, singers, dancers and comedians which make up the complete
entertainment unit of Harlem's famous colored night club, Small's Paradise, moved in

bag, baggage and instruments last Friday at the Vitaphone Brooklyn studio to start

work in a musical short called "Smash Your Baggage, " under the direction of Roy Mack.
The story for the musical short was written by A. D. Otvos and Sig Herzig, two of the
studio's staff scenarists.

A polo team has been organized

it the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio.

Monroe Schaff, assistant production

nanager of the studio who has al-

eady gained considerable notice as

I star back on the California Riding
riub quintet, is captain of the team.
\fter a session of practice games,
t is understood the Burbank studio

«am, captained by Darryl Zanuck.

n charge of West Coast production

ictivities for Warner Bros., will be
:hallenged.

"The Big Top Murder," the ninth

)f the S. S. Van Dine detective

itories in which Donald Meek is eo-

itarred with John Hamilton, has
been completed at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio.

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Supporting cast in "The Big
Top Murder," which Joe Hena-
bery directed and in which
Terry Carroll, sister of Nancy
Carroll, played the lead in-

cludes Ray Collins, Herschel
Mayall, Frank Kingsley, Jos-

ephine Fox, Henry Mullins, a
giant; Flo Carlson, fat lady;
Helen Roy, a midget, and Don-
ald McBride. Burnet Hershey
wrote the dialogue and the

adaptation.

Captain Frank Hawks, interna-

tionally known aviator signed by
Sam Sax, head of the Brooklyn Vita-

phone studio, to star in a Vitaphone
aviation short subject, is preparing
for his picture. A special story

dealing with flying has been writ-

ten, and work is scheduled to start

next week. Shooting of the picture,

which is mostly outdoor sequences,

will be at one of the Metropolitan
airports and, according to the pre-

pared script, a battery of 54 planes

will be used in the production.

Upon completion of the installa-

tion of all new equipment, which is

expected to be finished this week,

production on several pictures that

are now being prepared, will be
started at the Eastern Service Stu-

dio.

Norma Talmadge. who last ap-

peared in "DuBarry" in 1930, will

play the lead in a new picture which
is soon to go into production at the

Ideal Sound Studios, Inc.. Hudson
Heights, N. J.

•

Joseph Henabery, director of Vita-

phone's S. S. Van Dine series of

two-reel detective-mystery stories,

has won the reputation at the

Brooklyn studio for being a stickler

for realism. Besides using 98 ex-

tras for a scene depicting a fight in

a circus in "The Big Top Murder,"

latest of the series, Henabery called

for a re-take because it wasn't "real"

enough. Extras with black eyes

and damaged make-up, after the

second "take" showed the boys had

made a real fight out of the scene.

George Roland, directing "Joseph

and His Brethren," a Jewish talkie

described as a biblical drama, has

finished the taking of additional

scenes. Included in the cast are

Ben Adler, eminent Jewish actor
who plays the part of Jacob; Joseph
Greenberg, who essays the role of
Joseph; Wolf Goldfaden, Maurice
Zuckerberg, Herman Serotsky, Ida
Adler and Joseph Schwartzenberg.
A special musical score was ar-
ranged by I. J. Hochman and the
picture is to be distributed by Em-
pire State Pictures, Inc., which plans
to release it during the Passover
holidays.

A. Dorian Otvos, one of Vita-
phone's staff' writers, is now at work
preparing the script for another of
the Brooklyn studio's two reel

musical shorts, which Roy Mack is

directing.

7'ed Husing completed an-
other "Sport Slants" last week
at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio. This time the well-

known radio sports broadcaster
featured Whippet Racing and
Driving.

Monroe Schaif, assistant produc-
tion head of the Vitaphone studio,
is spending his nights and week-ends
making the rounds of New York's
swanky supper clubs and cabarets
all the way from Greenwich Village
to Harlem. His visits are in quest
of outstanding material for Vita-
phone's series of band shorts. He
is accompanied in his nightly rounds
by Roy Mack, who directs all of the
studio's musical shorts.

"For Him," ivhich Byron Gay
wrote as the theme song, and
sung by Ruth Bums in "The
Warning Shadow," has all the
ear-murks of a hit.

Walter Sheridan, has been en-

gaged by Peerless Productions to

serve as the assistant director t<j

C. Edgar Ulmer, who is directing

the first of a series of features "The
Ruling Shadow" at the Fort Lee
Metropolitan Studios.

LetYourTheatre Benefitfrom
Intelligent Management . . .

THERE IS NO OPPOSITION.
There are still profits in theatre operation—for every dollar

that has been made another dollar can be made. Stop guessing.

LET MEN DO IT WHO KNOW.
Only MAN POWER that has proven ability CAN PRODUCE
PROFITS.
.SHOW BUSINESS needs EXPERIENCED SHOWMEN,
ADVICE and ABILITY.

A group of theatre owners now successfully operating their

«»wn theatres have formed the

THEATRE MANAGEMENT AND
OPERATING GROUP

This body will manage, operate, set up a policy for theatres

which will increase profits, reduce losses, eliminate waste,

properly advertise and sell your show, plan your programs,

hook your attractions, supervise your personnel and equip-

in..nt, and REDUCE YOUR OVERHEAD.
This is NOT A CHAIN OPERATING OR CO-OPERATIVE
BUYING PLAN.
We DO NOT LEASE, BUY or RENT THEATRES. YOU
STILL OWN OR CONTROL YOUR THEATRE.
WE UNDERTAKE INTELLIGENT MANAGEMENT OF
THEATRES, EITHER INDEPENDENT OR CHAIN OWNED,
RELIEVE YOU OF PROBLEMS THAT ONLY EXPERI-
ENCED SHOWMEN CAN SOLVE.

For Further Information Inquire

THEATRE MANAGEMENT GROUP
Address Box 906 Care of Film Daily
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

Lawton s Sound Guide Cue Sheet

Aids in Improving Sound Quality

Stanley W. Lawton, who has been
executive in charge of musical ac-

tivities and stage presentations for

14 years on the Keith-Albee, Proc-
tor's and Moss circuits and has writ-

ten and arranged a great many mu-
sical scores for many of the leading
Broadway pictures, has specialized
extensively, while in New York and
Hollywood studios, in the synchron-
izing of sound and music with pic-

tures ever since the beginning of the
talking picture. While in Hollywood,
and after an extensive study in the
sound projection field, he has devel-

oped a Sound Guide Cue Sheet on
which patents and copyrights have
been applied for.

Lawton claims that almost invari-

ably music, voice and sound effects

are not run at the proper volume
level to give the best effect. There
is still an insufficient latitude on the
present sound tracks to properly re-

produce music and voice with artis-

tic sound expression.

Present day pictures are usually
satisfactory when leaving the stu-

dio because when the recording is

done, great pains is taken to record
music and voice perfectly. However,
•when the pictures are shown at the
theater, the difference between the
acoustics of the studio and that of

the theater, to say nothing of the
frequent and unavoidable miscalcu-
lations of the projectionist, causes
the pictures to develop many "weak
spots" and when the enunciation is

not clear or the tone volume is in-

sufficient, the audience in many
cases, loses the thread of the story.

The public blames the manager.

i
The manager blames the projec-

' tionist.

i The projectionist blames the re-
' cording and the sound system but
the. present method of projection in

NATIONAL
SERVICE

IS

Nation Widel

\ National Theatre
JSuppLY Company

sound is not supplied with the means
whereby the projectionist can be
guided by or is able to judge the
proper volume required while pro-
jecting a picture in his particular
theater. Because of this, the enun-
ciation and sound, from time to time,
becomes too soft in spots so that
the dialogue can not be clearly un-
derstood. On the other hand, the
tone may suddenly become harsh
and strident, attracting attention to
the mechanical organism of the
sound device.

The sound seems to be satisfac-
tory in the projectionist's booth at
all times because the horns are clo^e
to his ear and the room is small so
that he can not know whether or
not the sound volume and expres-
sion are satisfactory throughout the
entire theater. There is no ade-
quate supervision of the sound vol-

ume in the theater and by the time
he is signaled to increase or de-
crease his volume, the audience has
either lost the dialogue through the
lack of proper volume or has been
annoyed by the grating sounds
emanating from the horns.

The new scientifically arranged
Sound Guide Cue Sheet for the pro-
jectionist is so arranged as to be
adaptable and practical to all thea-
ters and sound systems, covering all

types of systems and amplifications
as well as theater capacity, and
which will make the motion picture
realize its fullest possibilities at all

times in voice and sound expression.

In conjunction with this Sound
Guide Cue Sheet, he has made up a

questionnaire which the manager
and projectionist of the theater fill

out, giving all the necessary infor-

mation as to the capacity of the the-

ater, sound system, amplification,

fader setting, etc. After this ques-
tionnaire is properly filled out and
returned the theaters are classified

in different groups according to the
information received and for which
the cue sheet provides.

The procedure is then to rehearse
each picture and make notations on
the Sound Guide Cue Sheet, giving
all the cues for the necessary fader
settings, phrasings and expressions
of sound for the various situations

in the picture, as well as the timing
of each cue. The Sound Guide Cue
Sheet also provides a warning be-

fore each cue so that the change in

volume is gradual and not abrupt.
Not only will it relieve the projec-

tionist of a great deal of responsi-
bility but it will enable him to bring
out the proper volume and sound
expressions in the picture at all

A Timely Suggestion

Summer davs are not far away. Slip

covers will soon be hauled out, checked
over and made ready for placing on
seats. Why not do this now so that all

necessary repairs can be made and the
covers properly cleaned and made ready
for use at the first sign of warm
weather.' Remember your patrons like

cleanliness in your house, and clean
slip cavers emphasize the careful upkeep
of your theater if they are properly
cared for.

Novel Black-Out Shutter

Run by Remote Control

A novel black-out shutter, oper-
ated by means of an electro-magnet
controlled from the theater switch-
board or other remote point, and
providing facilities for the instan-
taneous and simultaneous control of
the light beam of every spotlight
in the theater, has been brought out
by Kliegl Brothers of New York,
manufacturers of theater lighting
equipment.

The device, which is self con-
tained, may be attached to any spot-
light, but in the case of balcony
spots the shutters may be mounted
on the inside front balcony wall so
as to shut off the openings pro-
vided for the light rays, it is de-
clared.

NEW SOUND EQUIPMENT
Complete all new studio equip-

ment, including Western Electric
sound recording apparatus, lighting,
cameras, etc., has been installed at
the Eastern Service Studio in New
York. The stages also have been
completely padded, making for per-
fect sound recording, work being
done by the General Insulating
Products, Inc., of New York.

times and eliminate the sameness of
tone volume, whether the theater is

partly filled or full.

When the picture is shown in the
theater, the exhibitor will receive
the Sound Guide Cue Sheet with
3ach picture and every theater will

be able to give a perfect perform-
ance as far as sound is concerned
and as through they have had a
great many private rehearsals for
that purpose.

With this method the "weak
spots" in sound projection are elim-
inated, dialogue is clearly enunci-
ated at all times and the audience
never loses the thread of the story.

The emotional appeal of the various
situations is not only enhanced to

the utmost but the entertainment
value increased to a marked degree
and artistic sound expression is pro-
duced in pictures.

VENDING MACHINES MATCH

THEATER ARCHITECTURE

A complete line of candy vending
machines specially designed to meet
theater architecture is being offered
by the Vendola Corp. of New York,
manufacturers and operators.
These vending machines not only

add to theater profits, but act as an
added service to patrons, the com-
pany declares.

Dual Amplifier Put Out
By Operadio Mfg. Co.i

St. Charles, 111.—A dual amplifier,:
designed to eliminate amplifier
troubles and localize other causes
of impaired performance in the the-
ater, has been brought out by the
Operadio Manufacturing Co. of this

city.

The device, which is known as

Model 64, is said to provide twc
complete, independent sound ampli-
fiers with self-contained power sup-

plies. Control facilities make i'

possible to shift from one amplifiei

to the other in 30 seconds, in even
of a tube or amplifier failure.

The amplifier supplies in a singl<

unit everything for the sound sys
tern between the sound-heads an.

the stage speakers. It is entirel;

alternating current operated anc

provides both the photo-electric eel

voltage and exciter lamp current
the company declares.

RE-CONSTRUCTION YEAR
"Re-Construct in 1932" is the ti

of an article written by John Ebei
son, noted theater architect, and a
pearing in the 1932 Film Daily Yei

Book. Eberson explains the advai
tages of re-construction now, and 1

offers many helpful hints for eij

hibitors in theater improvements.

MADE N. W. DISTRIBUTOR!
Minneapolis — Exclusive distribd

tion rights in the Northwest fq

the Preddy sound head, have heel

secured by the Sound Service Co. <j

this city.

CHANGES NAME
Grand Rapids, Mich.—Steel FuJ

niture Co. of this city has changii

its name to the Irwin Seating C|

Back in Business

Kansas City—T. H. Elstrand owner of

the Midland Seating Co., Manufacturers'

Exchange Building, has re-entered the

business handling a complete line of

seats and furniture for auditoriums,

theaters and schools.
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'By L. H. MITCHELL

I B. 0., TIFFANY FINED

FOR BREACH OF QUOTA

London — Film Booking Offices,

jtd., was fined 75 pounds and 50

)ounds costs, and Tiffany 50 pounds

ind 25 guineas cost, on charges of

)reach of quota regulations, in

rower Bridge Police Court. It was
illeged that F.B.O. had made the

Jritish picture, "The Magic Flute"

.lot for the purpose of distribution

but merely to satisfy the require-

ments of the quota act. The same
allegation was made against Tiffany

in the case of "Auntie's Ankles."

German Price Commiss'r
Fixes 10% Film Cuts

I

Berlin—Following the recent con-

ferences between Dr. Goerdeler, Ger-

man Price Commissioner, and repre-

sentatives of the film industry, a 10

per cent reduction is to be made in

all branches of the industry wher-
ever possible. All standard costs

—

studio rents, Tobis fees, raw film,

printing, etc.—will come under this

fegulation. The Commissioner also

recommended cuts in distributors'

prices to the exhibitor and of the

salaries paid to prominent stars.

AUSTRALIAN MUSICAL FILM
Melbourne—The first Australian-

produced film musical comedy will

be "His Royal Highness" which
Frank Thring has announced as the

next production of Efftee Films.

HOYT'S BUYS 4 U SERIALS
Melbourne—Hoyt's Theaters ha;^

closed a contract for Universal'?

entire serial output for 1932 for

showing in the houses of its Mel-

oourne circuit. The four serials are

'Battling with Buffalo Bill," "Heroes
of the Law," "The Airmail Mys-
tery" and "Danger Island."

DONADA GETS LONDON HOUSE
London—C. J. Donada has added

the Leicester Square theater, Lon-
don, to his circuit of thirty houses,

six of which were acquired during
the past nine weeks. Donada is

credited with the design to acquire

a circuit of 100 picture theaters,

giving him control of one of the

three largest circuits in the United
Kingdom. He has acquired sites for

six super cinemas, the seating capa-
cities of which will range from 1,-

500 to 2,500.

Japan Still Showing "Thief of Bagdad"
Tokyo—In view of the continued good business being done by Douglas Fair-

banks' old picture, "The Thief of Bagdad," new prints have been brought in by

United Artists for return engagements throughout the country.

Scientific Films Free

London—An amendment to the Import
Duties Bill, proposed by the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, placing scientific

films on the free list, was agreed to by
the House of Commons.

Hitler May Acquire
Control of Emelka

Berlin — Report is current here
that Adolph Hitler, leader of the
Nazis, is seeking a film connection
which will give him a screen outlet
for propaganda for the German
Fascist organization, and Emelka is

the company which it is indicated
he is interested in. He is reported
to have made a flat offer for con-
trol of Emelka, the complete Ger-
manization of which, under the aus-
pices of the German government, is

now in progress. Present control

by French financiers woulcf be swept
away in the Germanizing process,

all French stockholders bought out.

and the French personnel on the ad-

ministrative side forced out.

Full Twickenham Lineup
Is Bought for Australia

London — Julius Hagen has an-
nounced the closing of a contract

with British Dominions Films, Ltd.

(of Australia) for the sole distribu-

tion throughout Australasia of the

entire Twickenham product for the
present year.

COMPLETING "WHITEFACE"
London — T. Hays Hunter, the

American director, is completing the

filming of "Whiteface" for Gains-
borough-British Lion at the Beacons-
field studios.

NEW BERLIN FILM FIRMS
Berlin—Three new production and

distribution film firms have been
formed in Berlin: The Union Ton-
film, G.m.b.H., with Gregor Rabi-
nowitsch and Arnold Pressburger as

directors; H. M. Films, G.m.b.H.,

with Dr. Hans Boehm as manager;
and Nova-Film, with Erich Mar-
awsky and Payl Greatuz, both form-
erly of Terra Atlas, as managers.

SECOND GAUMONT PALACE
London — The second Gaumont

Palace theater to be erected within

the London environs, built on Streat-

ham Hill, has been opened. The
house seats 3,500 persons and its

auditorium is said to be the largest

in London. Popular prices will pre-

vail.

Flicker Changes Name;
Starts Shooting Soon

London—Flicker Productions, Ltd.,

has changed its name to Sound City,

Ltd., and expects to begin shooting
the first of its features for the cur-
rent season at Littleton Park, Shep-
perton, next month. The mansion
acquired with 60 acres of park land
is being transformed into a picture
studio by the architects who planned
the ARP studio. Sound City. Ltd..

will rent studio space to indepen-
dents in addition to producing six

features a year on its own account.

Suggest Film Quota
For British Liners

London—A suggestion was made
in the House of Commons that the
British film quota should also appl\-

to the great British passenger ships
now fitted for the showing of talk-

ing pictures and on which no British
productions are screened. The Presi-
dent of the Board of Trade stated
that the film quota act did not apply
outside the United Kingdom. It is

doubtful if any official action can
be taken, but the discussion in the
House shows the public interest in

the matter.

WILL PRODUCE IN AUSTRIA
Vienna—According to reports pub-

lished here German film manufac-
turers will produce in Austria in

order to use up their schillings ac-

cumulations in this country which
they are unable to convert into

foreign currency. The Sascha Studio
is at work on a new German film,

"Prince of Arcadia." Alliance is

also planning to produce here.

UNPERFORATED FILM
Paris—Joseph Brami, French in-

ventor for some time connected with
Pathe Cinema's technical depart-

ment, claims to have perfected a

process for the manufacture and
use of unperforated film.

P.D.C. COMPLETES TWO
London—Filming has been com-

pleted on two new P.D.C. produc-

tions—"The New Hotel" and "The
Spare Room." "Partners Please"

has gone into work under the di-

rection of Lloyd Richards.

3 MORE SHINJUKU HOUSES
Tokyo—Arrangements have prac-

tically been completed for three

more motion picture theaters in

Shinjuku, western suburb of Tokyo,
in an effort to make Shinjuku a seri-

ous rival of the Asakusa amusement
park.

NEW BRITISH FILM BOOK
London — Andrew Buchanan,

editor of the "Ideal Cinemagazine,"
has published a book on the motion
picture, "The Way of the Cinema.''

NEW TELEVISION SYSTEM

OMITS DISCS AND TUBES

London — There are no scanning
discs and no Neon tubes in the new
television apparatus invented by G.
W. Walton, young English physicist,
after nine years of experimenting
with television and sound record-
ing on film. A company to handle
his invention has been formed under
the name of Schophony, Ltd., with
practical film men at its head. Simon
Rowson is chairman of the board of
directors. Others on the board in-
clude Oscar Deutsche, Birmingham
exhibitor, and Arthur Levy, film im-
porter. Solomon Sagall is managing
director. It is a private company
and has a capital of 15,375 pounds.

Walton's television apparatus is

said to differ radically from any
other television system in that it

dispenses with all forms of scanning
wheels, discs, Neon tubes, and is

theoretically capable of giving a
degree of television definition at
least equal to, and probably superior
to, that of the present motion pic-

ture. The picture to be televised
is translated into a one dimensional
record by means of a novel optical
system which makes use of cylindri-
cal lenses. This optical system is

said to be both cheap and simple.
Home television equipment can be
produced, it is claimed, for as low
as 5 or 6 pounds.

WANT IRISH FILM QUOTA
Dublin—Father Devane's sugges-

tion for an Irish Central Films
Bureau, to be financed by a film tax,
censorship fees, fines, licenses, etc.,

has aroused a good deal of discus-
sion in Irish film circles as a means
of forcing the production of motion
pictures in Ireland. The proposal
would include a national film quota
of 70 meters of Irish-produced film
for every 1,000 meters shown, with
fines going to the proposed Films
Bureau for every breach of the
quota regulation.

FOX'S NEXT 4-REELZR
London—Production is under way

at the Twickenham studios on Fox's
next British four-reeler, "Once Bit-
ten," by John Barrow of the Fox
publicity department. Leslie Hiscott
is directing.

"Miracle Woman" Banned
Manchester, Eng. — The Manchester

Watch Committee has banned the pic-

ture, "The Miracle Woman" on the
ground that it travesties religion.
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade

ALABAMA
Changes in OwnersMp

Florala—Strand, sold to W. D. Patrick by
Malone & Farmer; Fort Payne—Opera
House, sold to R. Sansone by J. R. Long

;

Geneva—Arcade, sold to Mrs. Ida Coe by
L. M. Gay; Troy—Princess, sold to James
W. Fowler by J. G. Crouch.

Closings
Anniston — Theato ; Birmingham — Lyric;
Montgomery—Plaza.

ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership

Atkins—Royal, sold to J. C. Burnett by C.

L. Matthews.
Closings

Atkins— Royal ; Booevilla— Joyland ; Des
Arc—Dixie; Pocahontas—Dixie; Walnut
Ridge—Sharum.

Dismantled Theaters
Gtenwood—Glenwood.

Re-Opening
Stamps—Brown.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

Alameda—Lincoln, sold to R. Lippert by

Herman Swartz ; Alturas—Alhambra, sold

to J. E. Niles by John Sharp; Arbuckle—
Arbuckle, sold to David Steele by Colusa

Thea Co. ; Belvedere Gardens—Garden,

sold to M. M. Hansen by S. Mohi ; Cor-

coran—Harvester, sold to Fred R. Kodley

by Frank Leino ; Holtville—Arcade,
_
sold

to Glen Miller by F. E. Holmes; Kmghts
Landing—Welcome, sold to G. F. Traylor

by Dr T. H. Dixon: Los Angeles—Glas-

sell, sold to R. N. Reddig by I. A. Iver-

son; Mission, sold to Ben Bronstem by

Zamsky & Cranfield ; Moneta, sold to W.
W. Browne by J. D. Hill; Novelty, sold

to A. A. Galston by A. L. Sailor; Ram-
part, sold to Robert Armour by A. Fynn

;

Riverside, sold to E. W. Fletcher by F.

E. Rainsberger ; Temple, sold to G. A.

Harrison by G. Douthwaite; Oakland

—

Peralta, sold to Richards & Foss by W. R.

McKenna; Rialto, sold to Wally Feehan

by Moshler & Cook; San Francisco-
Lyceum, sold to Lyceum Thea. Corp. by

Sol Lesser; Edison, sold to George Lievre

by Frank Gosliner.

Closings
Long Beach—Carter; Los Angeles—Starland,

San Carlos; Oakland—Roxie ;
Oxnard

—

Boulevard; San Jacinto—Saboba; Sebasto-

pol—Royal ; Westwood—Village.

Re-Openings
Arbuckle—Arbuckle ; El Centro—El Centre;

Los Angeles—LTnion Square; Oakland

—

Peralta ; Ontario—Granada ; San Diego

—

New Victory ; Westmoreland—Casino.

COLORADO
Closings

Aut—Princess : Limon—Auditorium ; Sagua-

che—Saguache.

Re-Openings
Denver—Gem. Raint, Rex ; Hotchkiss

—

Crescent ; Paonia—Paonia.

CONNECTICUT
Changes in Ownership

Moosup- Best, sold to H. Fontane by N. J.

Fournier ; Watertown—Community, sold to

Robert Zoeller by R. Pasho; Willimantic

—

Gem. sold to R. Pasho.

Re-Opening
Willimantic—Gem

.

FLORIDA
Change in Ownership

Brooksville— Dixie, sold to Mrs. D. L. Mor-
rison by C. M. Biggers.

Closing
Fernandina— Little.

GEORGIA
Changes in Ownership

Glennville- State, sold to H. B. Ram by J.

A. Alexander ; Lithonia—Capitol, sold to

Mrs. It. M. l-orbes by W. J. Brooks;
Statesboro—State, sold to H. H. Macon
by J. L. Martin.

Closings
ddel- Majestic ; Arlington—Paramount ; Ash-

burn— Ideal; Colquitt—LaGloria ; Colum-
bus-Gala; Fort Gaines—Lyric; Macon

—

Grand ; Wrightsville—Palace.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Cbicago— Lucilr, sold to J. Montana, Jr.,

by S. Kowal ; Mendota—Strand, sold to

E. E. Alger by A. M. Robertson,
cord.

Closings
Bunker Hill—Lincoln ; Chicago—Hamlin,

Lucille, Ogden, Orchard, Orpheus, Sher-

rin ; Cicero—Hawthorn ; Granite City

—

Rialto ; Ottawa—Orpheum ; Pawnee—Paw-
nee ; Petersburg—Strand ; Prophetstown

—

Prophet ; Princeton—State ; Ramsey—Mid-
way ; Springfield—Fox Lincoln ; Vandalia
—Liberty.

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership

Anderson—Kaybee, sold to C. C. Charles

;

Albion—Mystic, sold to H. B. Arick

;

Freemont—Star, sold to J. W. Heller;

Indianapolis—Orpheum, sold to H. Gold-
den ; Regent, sold to Don Hammer ; Mt.
Vernon—Southern, sold to Maurice Davis

;

Oakland City—Amuzu, sold to G. W.
Kendall and Geo. Clark ; Storm, sold to J.

N. May; Rockport—Alhambra, sold to

Albej-t Frenchville ; Sellersburg—Empire,
sold to Robt. Jacobstein ; Warsaw—Strand,

sold to John R. Boice.

Closings
Beech Grove—Palace; Brook—Temple; Shel-

byville—Alhambra ; Terre Haute—Liberty ;

Veedersburg—Tokyo ; Warren—Mystic
IOWA

Changes in Ownership
Grudny Center—Rialto, sold to Mr. Thrasher
by E. P. Smith; Jewel—Strand, sold to

Central Iowa Thea. Co. by H. O. Hud-
dleston ; Sumner—Opera House, sold to

C. J. McNally by J. H. Cass; Thurman—
Portal, sold to G. D. McCartnery by
Clancy Story ; Woodbine—Woodbine, sold

to Mrs. A. L. Spraker by I. E. Short.

Closings
Anita—Rialto ; Lakota—World ; New Sharon
—Sharon ; Redfield—Peoples.

Re-Opening
Tabor—Tabor.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

Harlan—New Harlan, sold to G. S. Scott by
C. C. Bowling ; London—Southland, sold

to L. R. Cobb by Lee Moffitt ; Louisville
-—Aristo, Crescent, sold to General Amuse.

Co. ; Palace, sold to Schwartz Amuse. Co.

;

Paintsville—Arcade, sold to Kirk & Cain
by W. H. Kirk.

Closings
• Bloomfield—Bloomfield ; Grandenburg—Ritz

;

Dawson Sprgs.—Strand ; Fulton—Grand ;

Louisville — Lincoln ; Mayfield — Dixie

;

Munfordsville—H. S. Auditorium ; Olive
Hill—Dixie.

New Theater
Paintsville—Sipp. Kirk & Cain, owners.

LOUISIANA
Closings

Ruston—Palace ; Selma—Princess.

New Theater
Albany—Albany, W. Kinchen. owner.

MASSACHUSETTS
Closing

Lowell—Rialto.

Re-Openings
Boston—Paramount ; Dorchester—Franklin
Park

Name Changes
Quincy—State, formerly Merchant's.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

Detroit—Park, sold to Oscar Hadley by S.

Kulinski ; Fremont—Ideal, sold to L. Leigh
by W. E. Lyon.

Closings
Amasa—Pioneer ; Detroit—Crystal ; Grand

Rapids—Alcazar ; Marcellus—Your ; On-
tonagon—Rex ; Painesdale—Opera House

;

• Republic— Pastime ; So. Range — Star ;

Union ville—State.

Re-Openings
Albion—Colton; Constantine—^Grotte ; De-

catur—Decatur; Mason—Pastime; South
Lyons—Temple.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Mapleton—Pastime, sold to Clement Kohler
by S. F. Heath ; Mora—New Mora, sold

to Harold Jaensen by A. Stark ; Wabasso
—Community, sold to F. E. Erickson by
John Nelson.

Closings
Clarissa—Rex ; Erskin—Cameron ; Halstad

—

Movies; Holdingford—New Holdingford;
Maynard—Pavilion ; West Concord—Con-

Re-Openings
Blooming Prairie— State ; Jasper— Happy
Hour; Karlstad—Karlstad; Red Lake Falls
—Red Lake.

MISSISSIPPI
Change in Ownership

Louisville—Louisville, sold to Louisville
Thea. Corp. by J. A. West.

Closings
Batesville—Rex ; Bude—Amusu ; Tcbulai

—

Tchula.

Re-Opening
Newton—Palace.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

Cabool—Lyric, sold to C. R. Bryan and W.
Drennan by T. A. Medley ; Houston

—

Melba, sold to Warren R. McKnight by
Carl Morrison ; St. Louis—Roxy, sold to

Mrs. A. Shank and Joe Litvag by Alex.
Papand.

Closings
Bismark—Monarch; Gideon—Princess; Over-

land^—Overland.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Big Springs—Big Springs, sold to James M.
Thompson by R. & B.; Humphrey—Cor-
onada, sold to H. R. Lewijohn by W. N.
Youngclaps ; Oxford—Auditorium, sold to

Rabourne & Bennie by Heaton & Wilcox-
son.

Closings
Blue Springs—Majestic ; Comstock—Com-

stock ; Elgin—Avalon ; Lewellen—State

;

Lyman—Lyman ; Omaha—Lyric ; Otoe

—

Moon ; Sioux City—World ; Stuart—Gran-
ada ; Wynot—Wynot.

Re-Opening
North Loup—Strand.

NEVADA
New Theaters

Los Vegas—New Palace, R. Brick and R.
W. Thomas owners ; Reno—Majestic, T.
& D., Jr., owners.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Atlantic City—Royal, sold to Royal Amuse-
Co. by Joseph Schwartz ; Bridgeton—Cri-

terion, sold to Louis Linker ; Elmer

—

Elmer, sold to S. H. Wright; Jersey City
New Plaza, sold to New Plaza Thea. Co.

;

Lyndhurst—Lyndhurst, sold to F. H.
Stark by Robert Machett ; Newark—Essex,
sold to Davis & Goldbaum by Essex
Thea. ; Little, sold to Cinema Co., Inc., by
Newark Motion Picture Guild; Orpheum,
sold to J. Feinberg by Newark Orpheum
Thea. Corp. ; Ridgefield Park—Rialto, sold

to Rialto Amuse. Corp. by J. Quittner.

Closings
Butler— Butler ; Ridgefield Park— Rialto.

Re-Openings
Bridgeton—Criterion ; Elmer—Elmer ; Lynd-

hurst—Lyndhurst ; Newark—Lewis ; Wood-
bridge—Woodbridge.

NEW MEXICO
Change in Ownership

Portales—Palace, sold to R. E. Griffith by
H. C. Kyle.

Re-Opening
Helen—Central ; Tularosa—Muse.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

Fulton—Happy Hour, sold to Julia Fanning

;

Kingston—Orpheum, sold to H. & W.
Theatrical Ent. by West Shore Thea.,
Inc. ; Niagara Falls—Cataract, Strand,
sold to Skouras Bros, by Fox Met. Play-
houses ; Yonkers—American, sold to Chas.
Rosenzweig by Mrs. Weiss.

Closings
Brocton—Alcazar ; Buffalo—Orpheum, Park

;

Dundee— Beekman ; Interlaken — Lakes

;

Ontario—Ridge ; Pawling—Lyceum, Opera
House.

New Theater
Beacon—Apollo. E. Barraco, owner.

NEW YORK CITY
Changes in Ownership

Beacon—2124 Broadway, sold to Central
Amuse. Corp. by Warner Bros. ; Central

Park—59th St., sold to Harry Brandt b
Leo Brecher; East End—1185 First Ave,
sold to Tendler & Lefif by H. & R. Amuse
Corp. ; Greeley—30th St. and 6th Ave.
sold to 6th Ave. & 30th St. Corp. b
Loew's, Inc. ; Kameo—Third Ave., sold t
Lubern, Inc., by C. S. W. Corp.; Mecc
14th St, sold to Brolanbar Amuse. Corj
by Woodall, Ind., Inc. ; 79th St.—2nd Ave
sold to Rijo Amuse. Corp. by 79th SI
Amuse. Corp.; Yorkville Casino—210 I
86th St., sold to Estate of Michael Noi
ton by Yorkville Casino, Inc.

Closings
Loew's Greeley—30th St. and 6th Ave. 9

Moss' Broadway—Broadway and 73rd

New Theaters
Liberty—42nd St. and 7th Ave., Max Rui

nick, owner ; New—72nd St. and 3rd Av«
Loew's, Inc., owners ; Thalia—Broadws
and 96th St., Springer & Hamburge
owners; Windsor—315 E. Fordham Re
Windsor Thea. Corp., owner.

BROOKLYN
Changes in Ownership

Berkshire—8th Ave., Park—4222 Fifth Av(
sold to Bert Theater, Inc., by Hense
Thea. Ent. ; Paragon—Fulton St., sold
Anthony DeLucia by D. & S. Corp
Plaza—High St., sold to B. H. Bert
man by San Pedro Amuse. Corp. ; Ritz-

4509 Eighth Ave., sold to Bert Thea. 1

Henseig Thea. Ent.

Closings
City Line—Lincoln Sz Liberty Aves ; Hat

ilton—Hamilton Ave. ; Jefferson

—

JeBi]

son Ave.
LONG LSLAND

Changes in Ownership
Bellport— Bell, sold to Clifford Read by

Kost; Sea Cliff—Cliff, sold to S. I. D.
woodie by Williams & Hollman.

Closing
Long Island City—Victor.

Re-Opening
Bellport— Bellport ; Oyster Bay—Lyric.

New Theater
Merrick—Gable. Paul Raisler, owner.

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Belhaven—Cameo, sold to W. A. Beckn
by C. B. West; Carthage—Playhouse, s

to O. B. Welch by Dan Carter; Grai
Falls—Falls, sold to H. E. Teague :|

Warner by Sherrill Bros. ; High PoinI
Rex. sold to G. C. Hill and C. A. W|
by Pope & Matthews ; New Bern—LinCM
sold to L. R. Orringer by Bijou AmiJ
Co.; Sanford—Temple, sold to R. J.
gram, Jr., by W. M. Krout ; Scotii

Neck—Dixie, sold to H. P. Howell byj
J. Madry ; W. Jefferson—Paddy Mtn., i\

to O. L. Stewart by C. O. Parsons.

Closings
Morganton—Carolina ; Raeford—Dixie ; I|

Square—Imperial ; Windsor—Palace.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

Akron—Portage, sold to Frank Brill by
S. Falkenberg ; Basil—Aurora, sold

Pythian Sisters by J. F. Laver ; C
ington—Dreamland, sold to J. W. W
staff by G. S. Grainger ; Columbi -

Franklin, sold to Leroy Osborne by M
Thea. Corp. ; Fredericktown—Neil,

to John Jones by Bert W. Bickert; H'l-

ilton^Lyric. sold to Conrad Zost i>

Cloyd & Caliban; Holgate—Palace, o

to Wm. Cuahgey by T. A. Yeager; In
—Rialto, sold to J. B. McCarthy by
Mailers Thea. Co. ; Lockland—Ave it

sold to Henry C. Coleman by C. O. J ;!

son; Massillon—Grand, sold to Mass IK

Grand Thea. Corp. by Warner By;
Mingo Junction—Ideal, sold to FredjI
Lawson by Charles Papoulias ; Mt. G
—Rex, sold to Charles Zack by The
Thea. Co. ; Orville—Grand, sold to B.
Bickert by John Dike ; Tippecanoe Ci

Ohio, sold to C. S. Granger by E
Zirkle.

Closings
Brilliiant— Garden ; Cincinnati — Evan; D

Franklin— Miami ; HamiDtoa—< My
Harrison—Mystic.

Re-Openings
Basil—Aurora ; Cincinnati—Fairview,

vel. Uptown; Columbus—Franklin; 1

land—Avenue ; Mingo Junction—Idea

e

If
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
"The Marriage Wow"

with Bert Roach

iversal 16 mins.

Good Domestic Tangle

'here is a profusion of slap-stick

flf in this release and the story

ves along rapidly with plenty of

ghs. It concerns Bert, who in-

js his boss to spend the night

h him, after a late party. Arriv-

home, Bert finds all available

jping space occupied by his wife's

lily. Then the trouble starts.

ft orders the unwelcome guests

m the house, but they refuse to

Ige. He thinks up a plan of hav-

a circus strong woman pose as

wife and visit his house. She

«s so and rids the place of not

y Bert's in-laws but of Bert's

e, too. The finish will bring a

"War in China

ucational 19 mins.

Very Timely

Phis is the special put together

Leon Britton and Charles Hugo,
ing probably the first complete

I detailed resume in pictures oi

Shanghai tragedy. It's tragedy

right. But what a living docu-

nt to stir the imagination and the

npathies of all who see it! The

rration is expertly handled bj

in S. Young. Finely edited b\

Ijrrest Izard, tracing in graphic

nera work all the important hap-

lings from the first Japanese air-

ine bomb up to the most recent

mts. Timely subject with the pub-

educated up to it.

"The Unshod Maiden"
Universal 10 mins.

A Wow
This is a real "flicker and stop,"

movie accompanied by a 1932 run-
ning comment, that will sure get
laugh results. The picture is not
only of the Gay Nineties, but is pho-
tographed in real old fashioned
style. It concerns Mary, a pathetic
little shop girl, who, because she is

obliged to turn over her meagre
earnings to her unworthy family,
hasn't the price of a pair of shoes.
And she needs shoes! Another clerk
in the store introduces her to a
smooth villain, and the last scene
shows Mary arriving home tearful
but with a brand new pair of 12-

button shoes.

Robert L. Ripley in

"Beheve It or Not"

(No. 5)

taphone 5305 8 mins.

Fine

\nother engrossing collection, and
3 of the biggest and most diversi-

d so far, of odd items collected

im many parts by Robert L. Rip-
. Among the "believe it or nots"
Ripley's statement made in this

3rt that finding new incidents is

loming easier instead of harder,
e present group seems to bear
t the contention. It includes a

idle placed in a position to burn
)m both ends, lace work from a
je, floating steel, floating rock,

J mummified head of an Indian
ef, a series of strange epitaphs
)m tombstones in various parts,
i about a dozen more of the same
eeriosities. Some of the items are
ssented from film records made
Ripley on one of his trips, and

lers are sketched by him.

"Strange as It Seems"
(No. 17)

Universal 9 mins.
Good Novelty

Interesting throughout, this re-

lease shows five curious facts with
a snappy running fire description.
First is a Belgian sailor who bal-

ances weights on his index finger,

then follows scenes of a cactus pear
farm. The fact that threads from
a spider's web are used in surveying
instruments and are essential in the
delicate construction of measuring
lenses is graphically described. Tra-
ditional customs of the American
Navy and the oldest enlisted man,
and a sequence devoted to Eskimos,
their habits, work and recreation,
complete the reel.

"Seen in Syria"

Talking Picture Epics 9 mins.
Fine Travelogue

Many Oriental cities are visited
in this release, produced by Central
Film Co. Photography is excellent
and the running description in-

telligently handled. Modern schools
and colleges overlooking desert land
and street cars passing through Old
World streets stand out in noticeable
contrast to natives and their time-
worn methods of grinding wheat,
making rugs and engaging in other
crude manufacturing procedures.
The "Street Called Straight," ruins
of magnificent castles and beautiful
stone carvings complete this short
glimpse of Syria.

"Speed in the Cay Nineties"

Educational 19 mins.
Laugh Special

A Mack Sennett comedy with
Andy Clyde featured, that goes back
to the days of the gay nineties, and
kids it to a laugh finish. Andy is

the small town inventor who wants
to annihilate speed, traveling in his

gas buggy at the dizzy speed of 15

miles an hour! Everybody thinks he
is nuts, till Andy begins to think

so himself. However, he starts in

the horseless vehicle race at the
county fair, and comes through vic-

torious with the sensational record

of 20 miles an hour. It's a scream.
Done with class, and the old-time

atmosphere is perfect in all details.

"Northern India"

(E. M. Newman Travel Talk)
Vitaphone 5706 9 mins.

Okay
An interesting travel number,

well up to the average of the E. M.
Newman series in which this is the

sixth edition. It covers localities

and life in the northern part of the

more or less desolate Indian empire,

and the accompanying descriptive

talk makes the reel instructive as

well as entertaining.

"Beau and Arrows"
(Oswald Cartoon)

Universal 7 mins.
Just Fair

Oswald appears as a fearless wild
west rider leading a caravan across
the desert. Indians surround the
pioneers and steal Oswald's sweet-
heart. Then starts a back-and-forth
bombardment which is fast but not
particularly funny or clever. Draw-
ings are well handled, but new gags
are lacking. Synchronization is

okay.

"In the Bag"
with Slim Summerville, Eddie Grib-
bon, Nedra Norris, Tom Kennedy
Universal 21 mins.

A Rib Tickler
They've piled a wealth of really

funny dialogue and situations into
this one. The old feud between
Slim and Eddie continues, and this
time Slim smuggles a girl aboard
a transport but finds it difficult to
keep the matter quiet. Eddie dis-

covers Slim's secret and is about to

expose the bugler but Slim turns
the tables and the result is fiis-

penseful and very laughable. This
release is one of the best in the
series.

Benny Rubin in

"The Perfect Suitor"

Vitaphone 6410 18 mins.
Good Comedy

This two-reeler has a wow com-
edy finish that is enough in itself

to class the short as a sure-fire bet
for any audience. When caught, the
climax had the audience laughing
for quite a stretch after the picture
was over. Alf Goulding directed

the comedy, which is one of the
"Big Star" series, and it is a do-

mestic skit with some business
about a baby supplying the kick at

the end.

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. MoRiTZ
OTV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the

spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest

of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of

e>/ Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and

business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY Taylor
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Marion Davies in

"POLLY OF THE CIRCUS"
with Clark Gable

M-G-M 72 mins.

RAMBLING STORY MIXES
CIRCUS AND CHURCH UNCON-
VINCINGLY WITH TRAPEZE
THRILL AS ITS ONLY PUNCH.

Here is a peculiar blending of

the circus atmosphere with Marion
Davies as a trapeze performer, and
the church atmosphere with Clark
Gable as the young Episcopalian
minister. The results are not very
happy. Gable seems entirely mis-

cast as the quiet, serious young
cleric with his mind entirely on
ecclesiastical matters, when all his

femme fans expect to see him the
burning lover. And Miss Davies is

not convincing as the girl of the

big top who forsakes it to be a

struggling young minister's wife.

In her light comedy moments she

is good, but her sentimental bits are
forced and mechanical. The big
kick is the climactic scene where
she returns to the circus after a
misunderstanding, and a double goes
through a long sequence of thrill

stuff with some daring trapeze work.
But it takes more than one big

scene to make a picture. The two
names will drag 'em in, but don't

try to oversell it.

Cast: Marion Davies, Clark GaWe, C. Au-
lirey Smith, Raymond Hatton. David Landau,
Ruth Selwvn, Maude Ehurne, Little Billv,

Guinn Williams, Clark Marshall, Ray Mill-

antle, Phillip Crane.
Director, Alfred Santell: Author, MarRaret

Mayo; Adaptor, Carey Wilson; Dialosuer.

T.aurence Johnson; Editor, George Hively;
Cameraman, George Barnes.

D'rection. crood. Phootgraphy, excellent.

"HOTEL CONTINENTAL"
with Peggy Shannon

Tiffany 60 mins.
GOOD CROOK DRAMA WITH

ACTION TAKING PLACE EN-
TIRELY IN HOTEL. WELL ACT-
ED AND DIRECTED.

Instead of being any kind of a
comprehensive cross-section of hotel
life, this is an outright crook drama
acted entirely within the confines
of a famous hostelry. It is an ab-
sorbing affair, however, holding in-

terest and carrying suspense with-
out going in for any particular
shocks. The hotel is celebrating its

last night prior to being torn down,
and among the gay gathering are
some rival crooks. One, just out of
jail after making a rep as the boy
embezzler, is there to recover a wad
of dough which he concealed years
ago in one of the rooms. Another
trio, including Peggy Shannon as
the decoy, follows him to grab the
roll as soon as it is found. The girl

falls in love with the intended victim
because of his kindness to her, and
then follows the conflict as to

whether she shall double-cross her
crook pals or the man she loves. In
the climax, justice and love have
their way. The able cast has been
smoothly directed by Christy Ca-
banne.

Cast: Peggy Shannon, Theodore Von Eltz,

Alan Mowbray, J. Farrell MacDonald, Rock
cliffe Fellowes, Ethel Clayton, Henry B.
Walthall, Bert Roach, Wiliam Scott.

Director, Christy Cabanne; Authors, F.

Hugh Herbert, Paul Perez; Adaptors, Warren
B. Duff, F. Hugh Herbert, Paul Perez; Di
aloguers, F. Hugh Herbert, Paul Perez-
Editor. Rose Loweinger; Cameraman, Ira

Morgan; Recording Engineer, Corson Jowett.
Direction, good. Photography, good.

"DANCERS IN THE DARK"
with Miriam Hopkins, Jack Oakie,

William Collier, Jr.

Paramount 60 mins.
ENTERTAINING MIXTURE OF

DANCE HALL ROMANCE, COM-
EDY, MUSIC AND A TOUCH OF
UNDERWORLD STUFF.

Plenty of diversified entertain-
ment has been packed into this pro-
duction. The main theme is a dance
hall romance between a taxi dancer
who has been around some, played
by Miriam Hopkins, and an innocent
sax player,William Collier, Jr., who
is the protege of the band leader.
Jack Oakie. Believing that the girl

will wreck the kid's life, Oakie tries
to break up the match. In this he
is aided by a slick underworld char-
acter, effectively played by George
Raft, who has a strong yen for the
girl. But she resists the frameup
and ends by proving that her love
for the boy is the real thing. Oakie
supplies some good comedy punches,
with some additional enjoyment
along this line supplied by Eugene
Pallette and Lyda Roberti. Miss
Hopkins does delightful work and
Collier is sincere as the juvenile.

The dance hall background provides
opportunity for some pleasing music
and some vocal renditions of "St.
Louis Blues."

Cast: Miriam Hopkins, Jack Oakie, Wil-
liam Collier, Jr., Eugene Pallette, Walter
Hiers, Lyda Robert!, George Raft, Maurice
Black, Frances Moffett, DeWitt Jennings,
Alberta Vaughn, Paul F:x.

Director, David Burton; Author, James
Ashmore Creelman; Adaptors, Brian Mar-
low, Howard Emmett Rogers, Herman J.

Mankiewicz; Dialoguer, not credited; Editor,
not credited; Cameraman, Karl Struss.

Direction, fine. Photography, good.

l

"PLAY GIRL"
with Loretta Young, Winnie
Lightner, Norman Foster

Warner Bros. 60 min
AMUSING ROMANCE OF

SHOPGIRL AND A RACETRAC
GAMBLER. HELPED BY SOM
SNAPPY COMEDY.
Winnie Lightner's comedy, mu(

of which is pretty broad and snapp
is the chief item of enjoyment
this love affair between a depai
ment store sales-girl, played 1

Loretta Young, who falls for a g]
young racetrack gambler, Normi
Foster. Winnie is Loretta's p
sticking up for her all the til

against the abuses of other sto

girls. The gambler doesn't tell t

girl about his source of income un i

after they are married and he gc|i
broke. Then she makes a break *

leave him, but he wins her over '

the promise of reforming. Insti

of going straight, however, he ci

tinues gambling. Finally they sp

With a baby coming, the girl fa

for race betting herself and win=
long shot the very first time. S

bets again, and just as she is abi

to be cheated out of another
pot by a racetrack tout the husb:
turns up and there is a reconci
tion.

Cast: Loretta Young, Winnie Light
Norman Foster, Guy Kihbee, Noel Madi
Polly Walters, Dorothy Burgess, Mae M
son, Eileen Carlisle, Rene Whitney, Ja
Ellison, Edward Van Sloane, Elizabeth
terson, Adrienne Dore, Velma Gresham,
Pendleton.

Director, Ray Enright; Author, Mfl

Fulton; Adaptor, Maurine Watkins; D!al«

er, same; Editor, Owen Marks; Cameran
Gregg Toland.

Direction, fair. Photography, okay.

"WHY SAPS LEAVE HOME"
B.I.P. America 63 mins.

FAIRLY AMUSING BRITISH
ATTEMPT TO BURLESQUE
AMERICAN GANGSTERS AND
BOOTLEGGERS.

It is difficult to tell, during the

first three reels of this feature,

whether it is serious drama with a

touch of humor or an attempt at

burlesque, but as it unreels it turns

out to be the latter and, in spots,

very good satire. Slow to get start-
ed, it finally gives Henry Kendall,
the comedian, some excellent oppor-
tunities, which he makes the best
of and which will cause plenty of
laughter. The story concerns Ken-
dall, an English "fop," who goes
to Chicago to take over a thriving
milk business that has been willed
to him. The "milk" business turns
out to be a big bootlegging racket in
the throes of a gangster fight over
territory. Kendall is "taken for a
ride" but gets out of trouble and
wins a pretty little miss in the bar-
gain. Parts are well handled but
several "Americans" with Cockney
accents are amusing.

Cast: Henry Kendall, Betty Norton, Margot
lirahame, Binnie Barnes, Bernard Nedeil, Ben
VVeldon, Peter Bernard, Charles Farrell,
.Maurice Beresford.

Director, Lupino Lane; Author, J. W.
lirawbell, Reginald Simpson; Adaptor, Lupino
l.ane, Leslie Arliss; Editor, Leslie Norman;
Cameraman, H. E. Palmer; Recording En-
gineer, A. E. Rudolph.

Direction, good. Pbotosraphy, fine.

"COSSACKS OF THE DON"
AMKINO 77 mins.

SOVIET DRAMA OF ETERNAL
TRIANGLE THEME WITH CUT-
IN ENGLISH TITLES AND SOME
DUBBING.

Unnecessary gestures, profuse

waving ol arms, heaving of breasts,

and an old-school technique of act-

ing take from this feature a con-

vincing atmosphere. The film is

silent except for a musical back-

ground throughout, a few feet of

dubbing which is badly synchronized,

and one or two mechanical effects.

It concerns a young Cossack who
falls in love with the flirtaiious wife
of a neighbor. Their affair is dis-

covered by the woman's husband and
the boy is forced to marry a girl

chosen by his father. He returns to

his paramour and finally leaves his

home. The couple secure work at
a neighboring estate but while ht
is away at war, the woman again
proves faithless and has an affair
with the son of the estate owner.
Technically the picture is interesting
and continually shows some well di-

rected sequences and beautiful
photographic studies.

Cast; Emma Cessarskaya, M. Abrikosov, R.
Puzhnaya, M. Stepanov, N. Churakovski.

Director, Olga Preobrajenskaya; Author,
Mikhail Scholokhov; Adaptors, Olga Preobra
jenskaya, Mikhail Pravor; Dialoguers, same;
Editor, not credited; Cameraman, D. Feld-
man.

Direction, good. Photography, excellent.

Bill Cody in

"GHOST CITY"
with Andy Shuford

Monogram 60 mins.

FAST ACTION WESTERN
WITH PLENTY OF GOOD OLD
HOKE THAT CARRIES A KICK
WITH CODY AND HIS KID PAL.

This one was built for the thrill

fans, and they piled plenty of gun
play and fights into the action, which
keeps moving all the way. Bill Cody
comes to the Ghost City to clean

out a bad man and his crowd b;

publishing the lowdown on them in

a newspaper he proposes to start.

But he never gets started, for he is

driven to drop the pen and pick up
his gat again and go after the lead-

er, whose men have wounded his kid

pal, Andy Shuford. Of course there

is the girl, for whose father's stolen

claim he is fighting. The big climax
falls rather flat with some pretty

amateurish work that isn't very con-

vincing. But the thrills and action

are there in gobs, and that's what
the fans want.

Cast: Bill Cody. Andy Shuford, Helen Fos-
ter, Walter Miller, Kate Campbell, Charles
Knig, Walter Shumway, Jack Carlyle.

Director, Harry Fraser; Author, same;
Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same; Cameraman,
Archie Stout; Recording Engineers, Balsley
& Phillips.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

Bob Steele in

"LAW OF THE WEST"
Sono Art-World Wide 50 m;

WORTHY WESTERN G E
OVER UNUSUAL HUMAN
TEREST PUNCH ALONG WI
PLENTY ACTION AND FIG
STUFF.

Looks as if some warm humani
terest and heart stuff was creep
into the mechanical westerns at 1

Somebody suddenly discovered 1

a horse opera can treat of :i

human emotions and at the s;' i

time be crammed with all the ne i

;

sary gun play and action that )

normal fan requires. So for ^i

achievement the current subit

stands out from the ruck of its \\ '

Bob Steele is kidnapped as a b*(

and seventeen years later we h

him a member of an outlaw gi!(

believing its chief to be his li

His real pater is the marshal, !i

the vengeance plan of the outla'i
to have the youth kill his own fa lie

unknowingly. So it all works f«

into suspenseful material and sm
real heart-warming pathos when lb

boy is restored to his father 'n

mother. The kidnap angle is h

first to hit the screen, and with|h
nation kidnap-conscious it shoulBi

'

a pushover.
|

Cast: Bob Steele, Nancy Drexel, Ed Ejd;

Hank Bell, Charles West, Earl Dwire,
Dickinson, Rose Plummer.

Director, Robert N. Bradbury; Ai|
same; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer,
Ed.tor, Chailes Hunt; Cameramen, i\
Stout, Will Cline; Recotdiug Engineer,
Stransky.

Direction, very good. Photography,
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Godfrey Tearle in

THE SHADOW BETWEEN"
.
' 86 mins.

EAVY BRITISH DRAMA OF
BRRIED LIFE HAS FINE MO-
VTS BUT IS WEAKENED BY
OLVED PLOT.
his production was given ex-
jnt technical handling and ex-
ionally good photography, and
is some fine drama with a strong
;rayal by Godfrey Tearle as the
)and. But it is weakened by an
Ived story, or rather, too much
y. If it had been simplified and
e of the rambling episodes
inated, it would have carried a

rer punch and held the sus-

36 better. As it is, it holds
ty of entertaining moments in

e strong scenes that are well
lied. The daughter of a minister
small English town agrees to

ry, a young banker "in name
'" till they find that they really

each other. A previous mar-
e with the first husband killing

self has a big bearing on what
)ws. The banker is sent to jail

n his partner absconds, and upon
release the plot still keeps un-
ling to tedious length. It needs
ity and simplicity in continuity.

St: Godfrey Tearle, Kathleen CRegan.
Lindo, Henry Caine, Henry Wenman.

ur Chesney, Mary Jerrold, Hubert Har

rector. Norman Walker, Antbor, Dion
radsre: Adantor, Norman Walker; Di-
er. D-on Titheradfre; Cameraman. Clatid"
e-Greene; Recordinft Engineer, Cecil V.
nton.
rection, good. Photography, excellent..

Emil Jannings in

"TEMPEST"
("Sturme der Leidenschaft")

Ufa 80 mins.
JANNINGS SCORES IN BERLIN

UNDERWORLD MELLER WITH
ANNA STEN LOOMING UP
STRONG AS A BIG BET.

A typical Jannings vehicle made
to fit his unusual requirements. He
is the head of a crook gang in Ber-
lin, who returns from a prison sen-
tence to discover his sweetheart
with whom he lives is having an
affair with a photographer. In a
struggle, he kills him, and when the
police discover his hideout he learns
that his sweetie is trying to get him
out of the way, as she has discov-
ered a new lover. He escapes from
.jail to wreak vengeance on his rival,
to discover it is a youth he has be-
friended. The plot is old stuff whe
analyzed, but so cunningly is it han-
dled and Jannings is so fine, that
the film has some powerful and
dramatic moments. Jannings has a
good natured side to his character
as a tough customer, that fills the
footage with delightful bits. Anna
Sten is a revelation, and looks like

a real find. English titles make it

good American fare.

Ca^t: Emil Jannings, Anna Sten. Franz
Nicklish. Anton Pointner, Otto Wernicke,
Trtide Hesterberg, Tulins Falkenstein.

Director, Robert Siodmak; Authors, Robert
Tviebmann, Hans Muller; Adaptors, same;
D'aloguers, same; Ed-tor, Victor Gertler;
Cameraman, Gnnther Rittau; Recording En-
gineer, Fritz Thiery.

Direction, adequate. Photography, very good.

'TINCELTANCEL"

New Era 83 mins.

GERMAN MUSICAL COMEDY
OF SIDE-SHOW AND CABARET
LIFE CARRIES FAIR AMOUNT
OF ENTERTAINMENT.

This is one of the lesser German
offerings, from the Fritz Engel stu-
dio in Berlin. They didn't waste
any money in producmg this one, but
the simple little story manages to be
moderately entertaining. The theme
is that of a girl working in a side-
show in Berlin, and a young com-
poser who meets her through a
stray fox terrier he has picked up.
This dog is very clever, and through-
out the story is featured as he man-
ages to tangle and untangle the
young lovers, and finally bringing
them together for the usual happy
climax. The first half of the action
centers around the side-show where
the girl is the featured act, then
moves to a pretentious cabaret
where she goes over big with a song
her sweetie has written. The dog
is also featured, and provides most
of the light comedy by his antics.
A pleasant little number, but won't
cause any stampedes in German
audiences.

Cast: Elizabeth Pinajeff, Ernst Verebes.
Fritz Hampers, Katta Sterna, Bruno Auen.
Tulius Falkenstein, Alfred Braun. Austin
Egen.

Director, Jaap Speyer; Author, A. Alex
ander; Cameraman, Brummondi.

Direction, fair. Photography, spotty.

UTNANT WARST DU EINST

BEI DEN HUSAREN"

("Love Comes But Once")

;hey Export Corp. 85 mins.

TTRACTIVE GERMAN MUSI-
L COMEDY HAS NICE RO-
NCE AND MUSIC WITH MADY
RISTIANS SCORING.

'ne of those mythical kingdom
;s that fits well with the light
antic musical theme. It has some

; sentimental touches and is a
imendable production from the
FA-Films studio in Berlin. Mady
istians as the queen gives a fin-

id performance, and is very
rming. She abdicates her throne
m a revolution threatens, and
is for Paris. On the way, she
a collision with the young head
the revolutionists. While the
uffeur is fixing her car, they go
|in inn. A storm forces them to

\/ overnight in the one spare room
ether, with a curtain between
n. Here some sprightly comedy
elops, and continues through the
ure till the revolutionary leader
:overs who his chance acquaint-
e is. Holds plenty of suspense
a final showdown, with both of
n leaving their country flat to
to Paris, and love.

St: Mady Christians, Gustav Diessl,
e Alexander, Lotte Spira, Gretl Theimer,
nan Picha.

rector, Manfred Noa; Author, B. E.
ge; Adaptor, same; Dialog:uer, same;
ir, L. Vajda; Recording Engineer, Hans
m; Cameraman, not listed,

rection, smooth. Photography, good.

I

Harry Carey in

I "BORDER DEVILS"
Artclass 63 mins.

PRETENTIOUS WESTERN
WITH FINE WORK BY CAREY
WEAKENED BY TOO MUCH EX-
PLANATORY STUFF.

This is a very well done western,

with more production values than

you see in most pictures of this

type. The story is intelligent, and
Director William Nigh has worked
in some very clever bits that give

it a lot of class. But it is weakened
by too slow paced action for half

the distance, and too much explana-

tory talk to get over a rather com-
plicated plot. In the last half, there

is plenty of gun play and encount-

ers, and Carey's work throughout

puts it on a high level. The hero

is out to uncover a secret gang with
a mysterious leader who always re-

mains in the background. He has
two rival ranches blaming each
other for a lot of devilment en-

gineered by the outlaw leader. Final-
ly Carey gets into the stronghold
of the gang, and then the gun play
starts, with a lot of real excitement.

Cast: Harry Carey. Kathleen Collins, Nile"

Welch, Olive Fuller Golden, George F. Hayes,
AI Smith, Merrill McCormick, Maston Wil-
liams, Ray Gallagher.

Director, William Nigh; Author. Murray
Leinster; Adaptor, Harry Christ; Dialogue'
same; Editor, not credited; Cameraman, Wil-
liam Dietz; Recording Engineer, B. J. Kroger,

Direction, good. Photogiraphy, good.

35 Execs and Salesmen

At Columbia Chi. Meet
Chicago—About 35 home office

executives, division managers,
branch managers and others of tTie

sales force are attending Colum-
bia's regional sales meeting here to-

day (Saturday). Home office con-
tingent is headed by Jack Cohn and
includes Charles Rosenzweig, gen-
eral sales manager; Abe Montague,
Rube Jackter, Jerome Safron and
Milton Hannock.

George Naylor, western division manager
represents his six exchanges, while Sam Mos-
cow, southern division manager heads his

delegation, which includes Walter Anderson,
Atlanta manager; R. J. Ingram, Charlotte
manager; J. B. Underwood, Dallas manager-
T. J. Rogers, Memphis manager; H. DuvpII
New Orleans manager; F. L. Stocker, Okla
hnma City manager, and Sam Benjamin,
salesman.

Present also are: Phil Dunas, Chicago
manager; Dave Dubin. county sales manager-
H. H. Greeiblatt, Thomas Greenwood. C
Phillips, Gerrold St. Clair, salesmen, and M.
T. Delano, booker: Allan Moritz, Cincinnat'
manager; H. C. Bissell, Cleveland mana-jpr

.T. Levy, Des Moines manager; C. H. Shalit

Detroit manager; M. Solomon, Indianaool'?
manao-er; Harry Tavlor, Kansas City m-in-

ger; B. C. Marcus. Minneapolis manager; W.
C. Brimmer, Omaha manager; C. D. Hill.

St. Louis manager; L. D. Ross, Milwaukee
manager. S. Schuster, S. R. Chapman, sales-

men, and D. V. Chapman, booker.

Presentations
SSiBy JACK HARROWERSi

Paramount
Something new for Broadway is

taking place on the Paramount stage
this week in the presentation of
"Three's A Crowd," the Broadway
musical hit of last season. It is not
a condensed or revised version, but
a complete hour of the songs and
skits, with all reprises and extra
choruses eliminated. Hassard Short
staged the Paramount presentation,
with the original Howard Dietz
book, the Dietz-Arthur Schwartz
songs and lyrics and the Albert
Johnson sets. The members of the
cast appeared in the original produc-
tion. Fred Allen and Tamara Geva
portray their original roles, with
Thomas McLaughlin, Clifton Webb's
understudy, in the Webb role, and
Winnie Shaw in the Libby Holman
part. The rest of the cast includes
Portland Hoffa, Amy Revere, Helen
Ault, Wally Coyle, Betty de Pascue,
Charles Lang and the original Al-
bertina Rasch dancers.

Roxy
"Spring Festival," staged by

Clark Robinson in seven scenes
holds forth this week on the stage
of the Roxy. In addition to this
spectacle the Roxy show offers the
Synco-Symphonic Orchestra under
the direction of Fred Waring in
two musical numbers, the overture
and an instrumental and vocal
novelty titled "How Am I Doin'?"
Grace Cornell, exponent of modern

rhythmic dancing; her partner, Jose
Limon, Patricia Bowman, the Three
Voices, Thirty-two Roxyettes and
the Ballet Corps are included in the
cast of "Spring Festival." Miss
Bowman makes one of her few solo
appearances.

WM. MORRIS SUES MARXES
William Morris Agency has filed

suit in Supreme Court against the

Four Marx Brothers for $20,000

alleged to be due as commission on
the picture "Monkey Business." The
brothers contend their contract

with the agency expired before Par-
amount produced this picture.

Capitol
Don Barclay, popular comedian,

is starred in the Arthur Knorr stape
presentation, "Westward Hi Ho!",
currently at the Capitol. The pro-
gram also features the Carlton
Brothers, dancers; Marguerite and
Gill, well-known iDallroom dancers;
Bob Pitkin and the Chester Hale
Girls. Yasha Bunchuk conducts the
orchestra in the premiere of a sym-
phonic poem entitled "Ocean" by
Flora W. Lasker, which Mana-Zucca
has set to music.

MANAGER SLUGGED
Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Two masked

men recently held up W. C. Kyle,
Jr., assistant manager for the three
houses here, and slugp-ed him. Rob-
bery was apparently the motive. No
money was obtained as Kyle had
left the day's receipts in a safe in

his office.

T.P.E. MEET PUT OFF
Meeting of the Talking Picture

Epics board of directors scheduled
for yesterday was postponed to Mon-
day as not enough members to make
a quorum were on hand.



Features Reviewed in Film Daily July 26 to March 13
392 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Revtfvoe4

A Dangerous Affair-COL
11-29-31

A Woman Comraands-RKO
1-31-32

Acht Tage Glueck-FL ...8-2-31

After Tomorrow-F 3-6 32
Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31

Alexander Harailton-WA 9-20-31

Alias the Doctor-FN 3-6-32

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children?-RKO
11-15-31

Arizona Terror-TIF . . 9-27-31

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11-22-31

Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31

Arsene Lupin-MGM 2-28-32

Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Balinese Love-TPE ...12-13-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP.. 12-6-21

Beast of the City-MGM . .3-13-32

Behind Stone Walls-ACP
3-13-32

Beloved Bachelor-PAR. . 10-18-31

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Big Shot-PAT 1-10-32

Blonde Captive-IMP ..12-13-31

Blonde Crazv-WA 12-6-31

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Branded-COL 11-1-31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31

Brat-F 8-2-31

Bridegroom For Two-BIP
1-31-32

Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Business and Pleasure-F. 2-14-32

Cain-TPE 1-17-32

Cannonball Express-WW. 2-28-32

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Carmen-BI 1-17-32

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31

Charlie Chan's Chance-F
1-24-32

Charlotte Loewenskold-SCA
2-28-32

Cheaters at Play-F 2-28-32

Cheyenne Cyclone-WK ..1-10-32
Chinatown After Dark-ACP

10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Cock of the Air-UA. . .1-31-32

Compromised-FN 11-8-31
Consolation Marriage-RKO

11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC 10-4-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31
Cosi E La Vita-TH.... 11-8-31

Cross Examination-ARC .2-14-32

Cuban Love Song-MGM .
12-6-31

Cyclone KidBIF 11-22-31

Dance Team-F 1-3-32

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31

Das Ekel-UFA 1-31-32

Das Floetenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied 1st Aus-ASC 1-31-32

Das Lied Vom Leben-TA
10-18-31

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Deadline-COL 1-24-32

DeceiverCLO 11-29-31

Delicious-F ...12-27-31

Der Andere-TF 1-17-32

Der Hampelmann-TA . 9-13-31

Der Kleine Seitensprung-
UFA 1-10-32

Der Ungetreue Ecke Hart-TF
1-24-32

Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31

Devotion-PAT 10-4-31
Devil on Deck-WW 2-28-32
Devil Plays-CHE ..12-20-31

Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

Die Grosse Liebe-FAM. .2-28-32

Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA
10-11-31

Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-
ASC 9-27-31

Di« voin RuinmeJplati-CAP
MO-3

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
AM—Amkmo
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
ATA—American Trading Asoc.

BI—British International
BIF—Big Four

CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE:—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Picture!

F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National
FTP—Foreign Talking Pictures

GS—George Schneider

HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HO—Hollywood Pictures
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
IMP—Imperial Distributing

TH—Thalia Productions

JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Moviegraphs
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PC—Patrician Pictures
PEE—Peerless
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga
PIZ—William Pizor
PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SCA—Scandinavian Talking

Pictures
SYN—Syndicate

TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.
TkC—Transcontinental Pics.
TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films

U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa

WA—Warner Bros.WK—Willis Kent
WT—Worldart Film Cor.WW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed

Die Sohlacht von Bademuende
UFA.. 11-22-31

Discarded Lovers-CAP ..1-3-32

Docks of San Francisco-ACP
1-24-32

Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA
7-26-31

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP 1-3-32

Drifter-WK 1-10-32
>revtus Case—COL 8-SO-3I

Ougan of the Bad Lands-MOP
8-21-31

East of Borneo-U... ..8-23-31

Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA ...9-20-31

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-2'?-31

Ein Walzer Vom Strauss-CAP
2-14-32

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-3

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Expensive \A/omen-WA .11-15-31

Expert, The-WA . . 2-28-32

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

False Madonna-PAR 2-7-32

Fanny Foley Herself-RKO
10-25-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fighting Marshall-COL. .2-28-32

File 113-HO 2-21-32

Final Edition-COL 2-28-32

Fireman Save My Child-FN
2-21-32

Five Star Final-FN. . . .9-13-31

Flying Fool-BI 10-18-31
Flying Hi?h-MGM 12-13-3

Forbidden-COL 1-17-32

Forgotten Women-MOP .2-28-32

Fra DIavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31
Freighters of Destiny-PAT

11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31

Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8-31

Galloping Thru-MOP 2-7-32

Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32

Gay Caballero-F 2-14-32
Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31

Girl of the Rio-RKO. .. 1-10-32

Girls About Town-PAR. . 11-1-31

Good Sport-F 12-13-3

Graft-U 11-29-31
Great Lover-MGM ..8-30-31

Greeks Had a Word for Them
UA. .2-7-32

Grief Street-CHE 16-11-31

Guardsman-MGM .. ..9-13-31
Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31

Hard Hombre-HOF 9-20-31

Hatchet Man-FN 2-7-32

Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Heartbreak-F 10-18-31

Heart of New York-WA. . 3-6-32

Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-31
Hell Divers-MGM 12-27-31

Hell's House-CAP 2-14-32
Her Majesty. Love-FN . 1 1-29-31

Heroes All-IMP 10-25-31

High Pressure-WA 1-31-32

His Woman-PAR 12-«-S1

Homicide Squad-U 8-30-31

Title Reviewed

Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31

24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31

House Divided-U 1-10-32
Huckleberry Fmn-PAR 8-9-31

Human Targets-BIF ..1-24-32
Hurricane Horseman-WK

10-11-31
Husband's Holiday-PAR. . 1-3-32

I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
Im Geheimdienst-UFA 3-6-32
In Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31
Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA

11-8-31
Immortal Vaeabond-TPE 8-2-31

Impatient Maiden-U 3-6-32
Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31

Jean De La Lune-TA. . .3-13-32
Jew At War-AM 7-26-31

Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
K-epers of Youth-BIP. .3-13-32
Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31
La Douceur D'Aimer-FD

12-13-3

La Ronde des Heures-FD
1-31-32

Ladies of the Big House-
PAR 1-3-32

Lady With a Past-iPAT 2-21-32

Land of Wanted Men-MOP
2-21-32

Lariats and Six Shooters
COS.. 10-25-31

Lasca of the Rio Grande
U.. 12-13-3

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
11-29-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31

Last Ride-U 2-14-32
Law and Order-U 3-6-32

Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,
8-9-31

Law of the Tong-SYN. 12-20-31

Le Mysterie de la Villa
Rose-FD 1-17-32

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-31

Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN
8-16-31

Local Boy Makes Good-FN
11-29-31

Lone Trail-SYN 3-13-32
Lost Squadron-RKO 3-6-32

Love Storm-Bl 10-18-31

Lovers Courageous-MGM
2-21-32

Lure of the Ring-WT. 1-31-32

Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31

Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maker of Men-COL 12-20-31

Manhattan Parade-WA 1-3-32

Man From Death Valley-MOP
10-11-31

Man I Killed-PAR . . l-24-3'2

Man Who Played God-WA
2-14-32

Many a Slip-U 8-30-31

Mark of the Spur-BIF. . .3-6-32

Mata Hari-MGM ..1-3-32

Meine Frau, Die Hochstaplerin
UAF.. 2-7-32

Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31

Men in Her Life-COL. .. 12-6-31

Men of Chanee-RKO 1-3-32

Men Like These-BI 1-10-32

Menace. The-COL 1-31-32

Merely Marv Ann-F 9-13-31

Michael and Mary-U. ,. .1-10-32

Title Reviewed
Miracle Woman-COL. .. .8-2-31
Misbehaving Ladies-FN.. 11-8-31
Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31
Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31
Monster Walks-ACP 2-7-32
Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother anri Son- MOP. .. 8-30-31
Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31
Murder at Dawn-BIF .2-28-32
Murder At Midnight-TIF

0-20-31

Murders in Rue Morgue-U
2-14-32

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31
Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

My Wife's Family-BIP. .3-13-32
Neck and Neck-WW. . .11-8-31
Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31
New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31
Nie Wieder Liebe-UFA 1-17-32
Nice Women-U 2-21-32
Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31

No One Man-PAR 1J24-32

Nnr Am Rhein-FTP. . 10-11-31

Office Girl-RKO 3-13-32
Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Ladv-PAR 11-8-31

One Hour With You-PAR. 3-6-32

One Man Law-COL 2-14-32
One Way Trail-COL. .12-13-31
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31

Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Davs-UA 9-27-31

Panama Flo-PAT 1-24-32

Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-Sl
Parisian. The-CAP 8-23-31

Partners-PAT 2-28-32
Partners of the Trail-MOP

8-30-31

Passionate Plumber-MGM
3-13-32

Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31
Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31

Personal Maid-PAR 8-30-31

Phantom of Paris-MGM. 11-1 5-31

Platinum Blonde-COL. . .11-1-31

Pleasure-ARC 3-6-32

Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31
Politics-MGM 8-2-31
Pos<=essed-MGM 11-29-31
Prestige-PAT 2-7-32

Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private Scandal-HED. ..11-1-31

Probation-CHE 3-13-32
Rainbow Trail-F 1-31-32

Range Feud-COL 11-22-31
Range Law-TIF 11-1-31

Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31

Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31

Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIP

8-16-31

Riders of the Purple Sage-
F 9-27-31

Ridin' for Tustice-COL. .1-10-32
Road to Life-AM 1-31-32
Road to Reno-PAR. . .10-11-31
Rnad to Sineapore-WA. .10-4-31

Rubacuori-TRC 3-13-32
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Riilmg Vnice-FN 11-R-31
Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Sally of the Subway-ACP

1-24-32
Scareheads-CAP 10-25-31
Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31

Secret MenaceIMP ,,.12-13-3l

Title Revint

Secrets of the Orient-UFA
1-10-

Secret Service-RKO ...12-13
Secret Witness-COL ..12-20.

Sein Liebeslied-ASC ..11-22-

Sein Scheidungsgrund-UFA
2-21.

Shanghai Express-PAR 2-21-

Shanghai Love-COL ....9-6-

She Wanted a Millionaire-F
2-14-

Ships of Hata-MOP 7-26-

Shop Angel-CAP 3-6-

Shot Gun Pass-COL. . . .3-13.

Should a Doctor Tell?-RBO
8-2).

Side Show-WA 9-20-

Sidewalks of New York-MGM
11-1S

Silent Witness-F 2-7.

Bilence-PAR 8-16-

Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAK
11-1-

Sin's Pay Day-ACP 3-13-

Siroco-CF 11-29

Sky Devils-UA 1.24-

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23
Skyline-F lO-U-

Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-

Sob Sister-F 10-4-

Son of India-MGM 7-26-

Sooky-PAR 12-27

Soul of Mexico 2-7-

Soul of the Slums-ACP 11-29
Speckled Band-FD 1 1-8

Spider, The-F 8-lS
Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27'

Sporting Blood-MGM . .8-16-

Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25

Squaw Man-MGM 9-20
Star Witness-WA 8-2

Stepping Sisters-F 1-lt

Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-28

Strangers in Love-PAR. . .3-6

Street Scene-UA 8-30
Strictlv Di>!honorable-U . 1 1-1|

Struggle, The-UA 12-

Suicide Fleet-PAT 11-

Sundown Trail-PAT ...10
Sunset Trail-TIF 1-

Surrender-F ll-l

Susan Lenox-MGM . . .10 - ._
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FH

10-11

Taxi-WA 1-11

Terra Madre-TRC 11-1

Texas Gun-Fighter-TIF 2-1'

Theaternaechte von Berlin-T
1-r

The Cheat-PAR 12-1

Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-2;

Thirteen Men and a Girl-UP
8-1'

Thirty Days-PC .1-'

This Modern Age-MGM 9-

This Reckless Age-PAR..1-1
Three Wise Girls-COL. . .2-

Tip-Off-PAT n-'
Tomorrow and Tomorrow-

PAR 1-3

Tonight or Never-UA 12-2

Touchdown-PAR 11-1

Transatlantic-F 7-2
Trotte Teodor-FD 1-1

Tulane vs. So. California-W/
1-2

TwoFisted Justice-MOP .2-1

Two Gun Caballero-IMP
12-!

Two Kinds of Women-PAR
1-1

U. of S. C. vs. Notre Dam
WW- 1-2

Un Soir de Rafle-PRX. 10-1

Under Eighteen-WA 1 ,

Undertow-U J-Jii

Unholy Garden-UA 9-2

Union Depot-FN 1-1

Waterloo Bridge-U 8-1

Way Back Home-RKO.1-1
Wavward-PAR 2-1

West of Broadwav-MGM.1-3
White Devil-TPE S-S

Whistlin' Dan-TIF 3-1

Wicked-F 9-S

Wild Horse-HOP t
Wiser Sex-PAR 3-1

Without Honors-ARC .1-

Woman from Monte Carlo-
WA 1

Women Go On Porever-TIl
8-1

X Mark<! the Spot-TIF 12-

Yellow Ticket-F 11
Young As You Feel-F ...8
Zein Weib'i Lubovnick-Hi

IIH

Zwd Krawatten-CAP ..1

Zwei McnchenCAP . .It-l



A SIMPLE EXPEDIENT

NOW BRINGS YOU
BETTER PICTURES

A YEAR ago Eastman announced the first

super-speed negative film—a medium that

helped to set up new artistic standards in the

motion picture industry. Now a simple expe-

dient—a gray backing on the film base—ogives

you even better pictures.When you run a release

that is truly exceptional in photographic

quality, the chances are it was made on this

perfected Eastman Super-sensitive Negative.

Eastman Kodak Co. (J. E. BnJatour, Inc., Dis-

tributors, New Y^rk, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative (Gray-backed)



Hollywood Herald tips off the Trade :

44JOAN RIVALS CONSTANCE!
IN NE1¥FOX ROLE!Joan Rivals

Constance in

NewFoxRole

edy drama in «-ai

Joan Bennett m
tbe title role and

John Boles oppo-

site witH support :

of a capable cast
\

The striUiiiS

similarity in

theme and plo^

to "Lady With a

past" presents a r-^-
^.^^^ ^^^^

coincidence rarely

^ ^ ^^^^^^
found in the annals o

.^ ^^

^-- ^r^hfrnwo'sters. Joan and

case of where command the

Constance Bennett ^^^^ ^^^^ ^oon

title spot m two pic
.^^^ each

will be -"'^P^^St circuits. This

other on di"erent ^^^^-^

however, does not °we ^

of the new ^^^ °i
artists ca-

sisters are distinct .^

P-^^^ ^^onaw/sSted to their tal-

part, reasonaDiy

ents. attains the ulti-

joan in this case a^
^^^ ^

^ate in the Poj^^^y/^ckling seek-

sophisticated ug^y « ^^.^ed she

ing romance but
^^^^^ ^i^jg

must obtain ^
past

^^^3 a Btruc-

goal. The q^^f'^P using situations

fure for many ^musi S^
parading

o? an incessant

?loW of witty dia-

log scenes
change from a

small town to

New York, Pa"s

and back to the

small towri. where

t^^ ^''\' through
M,jm changed throug

k
- JMg a Beries of excit

k ^Mm tng escapades and

k ^HL. becomes recon-V a^^ ^iled with John
01..^^^^

Roles who follows

.
nice-oru

^oje"
^eross the

„d back hotne determined

water and baCK-

to marry her. colorful,

'%he Paris seque^^^^^^,\nd laughB

and amusing situation ^^^.^

were procured thro^S^^^,^ ^,,i, de

tion of the Frencn ^^^^ ^^^ t

toward wome- It^^^
asserted his

Fortunio S°'^^"ting with John

talent hy comP^tmg ^^ j^^^

Boles for the
^^^^ aphy and

Direction
c^tpho\g^ towards

settings all
J^o^'J^^^ung and witty

making this a sparK
^^^^3 obvious

bin of entertainment, a
.^^ ^^

from
^the^applause^a ^^^^^sday

night.

Put it in your date

book and you'll put it

in your bank book —

I

Minna Gombell

Raul Roulien

Story by Reita Lambert

1'

Weldon Heyburn

Nora Lane

Directed by KENNETH MacKENNA

FOX PICTURE

FOX PLAT DATES ARE PAT DATES^



i ma te i n Character
lernational in Scope
lependent in Thought
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heater Closings Running 70^^ Ahead of Openings

omedyYear' promis¥^not being made good

ghtman to Push Work on Convention Resolutions

P.T.O.A. President Is

Now Appointing
Committees

jmphis—Appointment of com-
>es to carry on the work laid

it the M.P.T.O.A. convention in

lington will be undertaken im-

ately by President M. A. Light-

who returned Friday from the

al meet. Lightman, expressing

.siasm at the good faith shown,

he intends to push work on all

-esolutions adopted.

1EEVE8"KPY10ININC

IAS BROS. ON COAST

Louis—J. Reeves Espy, who
)een handling the Skouras Super
iters since Charles Skouras left

the coast, is leaving in a few
; for Los Angeles to join the

iras Brothers in the operation
'ox West Coast Theaters. Ac-
management of the Ambassador
Missouri theaters has been as-

id by Publix. Charles Perry of

do is the new managing director

the Ambassador, with Spyros
las as house manager. Jack
1, formerly of the Paramount,
Moines, is now managing the
ouri.

; "Doomed Battalion"

Set as Special Release
Tie Doomed Battalion." Univer-
production depicting the war on
Italian front, will be released
.pril as a special. Cast is headed
Pala Birell, Viennese star. Cyril
dner directed.

Chrysler Throws Party

or Herr Lubitsch Today

ge, screen and society will mingle this
lOon at a tea being given by Walter P.
ler, Jr., in the Chrysler tower for Ernst
sch in honor of the world premiere of the
^t Lubitsch production, "One Hour With
opening tomorrow evening simultaneously

e Rivoli and Rialto theaters.

Tax from 30 Cents Voted in St. Louis
St. Louis—By a 4 to I vote the Board of Aldermen has reported out favorably the

bill to tax amusement admissions as one means of raising relief funds. The measure
was first amended to eliminate tickets under 30 cents. The bill, which now goes to the
Mayor, calls for a tax of one cent on tickets up to 50 cents, two cents on tickets from
50 cents to $1, and five cents on tickets from $1 to $2.

United Profit Sharing
Issuing Theater Coupons
Stanzler Takes Over

Two Rhode Is. Houses
Pawtucket, R. I.—Myles Stanzler,

operating theaters here and in Cen-
tredale, has taken over the Wake-
field theater in Wakefield and the

Casino at Narragansett Pier.

Philadelphia — Theater United

Profit Sharing Coupons, which may
be cashed for premiums along with

United Profit Sharing Coupons is-

sued by the Schulte chain cigar
stores, will be distributed exclusive-

(Continued on Page 8)

Warner Zone Managers Holding Meet
Warner Bros, zone managers and

bookers from the east, south and

middle west will meet in New York

today for a conference on operating

problems, policies and product. Jo-

seph Bernhard will direct the meet-
ing and among home office execu-

tives attending will be I. J. Hoffman,
Moe Silver, Dave Weshner, Clayton

Bond, Willard C. Patterson, Jules

Girden, Mort Blumenstock, Jack

Cohn and others.

Jeff Lazarus Joins

Para. Production Staff
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jeff Lazarus, for 10

years an advertising and publicity

director and who lately has been
operating the Los Angeles Para-
mount and United Artists theaters

as division manager for Harold B.

Franklin, has joined B. P. Schul-

berg's production staff at Para-
mount.

260 Houses Opened, 440 Closed
Within the Last Three Months

Czechoslovakia Plans

Drastic Film Quota
Berlin (By Cable)—U. S. Trade

Commissioner George R. Canty left

yesterday for Prague upon receipt

of Information that the Czechoslo-

vakian Government plans to impose

a drastic film qutoa.

Tabulation of theaters opening
and closing over the last three

months, as reported to Film Boards
of Trade, show that number of

houses going dark exceeds the re-

openings and new theaters by about
70 per cent. In the period approxi-

mately 440 theaters went dark,

against 260 openings. Among latest

closings are many houses equipped
with standard sound. Wired houses
in operation now are approximately
13.000,

Only 10% Comedy Releases
In Last Six Months

—

Over 50% Dramas
Predictions and announcements

made last fall that the current sea-
son would be a "Comedy Year" have
failed to materialize, a checkup of
the past six months' releases show-
ing that only slightly more than 10
per cent of the 250 features were
comedies, while more than 50 per
cent were dramas and melodramas.
The theory that, in times of wide-

(Continued on Page 8)

[.LMcEVOY JOINING RKO

AS SHORTS SALES HEAD

Eddie McEvoy, until recently with
the sales department of Universal
Pictures, has been appointed RKO-
Radio Pictures short subject sales

manager by Ned E. Depinet, execu-
tive vice-president in charge of dis-

tribution. McEvoy assumes his new
post today. Prior to joining Univer-
sal, McEvoy was western division

sales manager for Pathe, joining

when J. P. Kennedy took over the
presidency. He was previously with
FBO under Kennedy.

Gen. Theaters Equinment
Defaults Bond Interest

Interest due April 1 on the $30,-

000.000 of 6% convertible debentures
of General Theaters Equipment will

not be paid, the company has in-

formed the New York Stock Ex-
change. The committee on securities

(.Continued on Page 8)

New Copyright Rule

Proposed by Sirovich

Amending of the copyright law to prohibit

mention of even the name of the characters in

a booit or show without permission of the copy-

right owners is provided for In a bill now ba-

(fore the House Patents Committee, It was
stated by Congressman William I. Sirovich at

the annual luncheon of the Drama Study Club
at the Waldorf-Astoria. Sirovich also assailed

the proposed 10 per cent federal tax on tickets.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

^ Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 954 9'/^ 954 — Vi
East. Kodak . 75 54 75 54 75 54 — Vs
Fox Fm. "A" ... 354 354 354
Cen. Th. Eq. (new) ^ Vg Vs
Loew's. Inc 285^ 28^ 28 J| —
Metro-Goklwyn pfd. 18 18 18
Paramount 7ii 754 7^ —
Pathe Exch Yg S/g Yg
do "A" 3Vg 354 m +
RCA 754 7 7 —
do pfd. "A" (354) 24 24 24 +
do pfd. "B" 11J4 11?4 ll:^ —
RKO (new) 3% 3J4 iVs +
Warner Bros. .... 2?4 2 2'/^ —

•>8

Yg

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
rdumbia Pets, vtc 7Yg 7Yg
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 54 54
Technicolor 1^ 1^

7Yg
54 +1/16

iVg — 54

Gen. Th.
Warner's

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
+ 154Eq. 6s40 254

6s39 ... 2554
1'/^

25
254

25

RADIO PAYS PFD. DIVIDEND
Regular quarterly dividend of

87 Va cents on the preferred A stock
has been declared by Radio Corp.
of America. It is payable April 15
to stock of record April 1.

!**. .**...•.•...........•....•.•;W

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City }'{

154 Crescent St. j"{

STillwell 4-7940 :'J

.

I Eastman Films I

\l 1. E. Brulatoiir, Inc. H

if

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumct 3692

HoIIjrwood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

'i»»»««<:'»«»»»»»»::«.::.::.«.::.jK:.;;.£j

The Broad^vay Para«le
(Week of March 18)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Polly of the Circus" M-G-M Capitol
"Dancers in the Dark" Paramount Paramount
"Hotel Continental" Tiffany Roxy
"Lost Squadron" (2nd week) RKO Mayfair
"Play Girl" Warner Bros Strand
"Blonde Captive" (4th week) Imperial Dist Liberty
"Carnival Boat" RKO Hippodrome

EXTENDED RUNS
"Shanghai Express (5th week) Paramount Rialto
"Sky Devils" (3rd week) United Artists Rivoli
"Alias the Doctor" (3rd week) First National Winter Garden

SECOND RUNS
"The Expert" Warner Bros Warner

$2 RUNS
"Hell Divers" (13th week) M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Das Lied 1st Aus" (8th week) Assoc. Cinema Europa
"Tempest" Ufa Little Carnegie
"Jean De La Lune" (2nd week) Tobis Forenfilms Fifth Av. Playhouse
"Cossacks of the Don" Amkino Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Crowd Roars" (March 22) Warner Bros Winter Garden
"One Hour With You" (March 23) ... Paramount Rivoli-Rialto
"Beauty and the Boss" (March 24) . . . Warner Bros Strand
"Grand Hotel" (April 5) M-G-M Astor

Plan 3 Features, 6 Shorts

With All Negro Players

Three features for state rights

release and six shorts for national

distribution are scheduled for im-
mediate production by Paragon
Pictures at its Jamaica studios. All

negro casts will be used. The first

feature, "Hell Valley," will feature

Thomas Moseley, Inez Clough, Fay
Miller and Lawrence Chenault. The
shorts series will be titled "Negro
Chants." Charles White will direct

and George Coudert will be in

charge of cameras.

BUCK JONES OPENS IN EAST
Buck Jones, Columbia outdoor

star, returns to New York this week
for a series of personal appearances
in the Metropolitan District. He
opens tomorrow at the Crotona.

Following his New York engage-
ment, Buck will return to the coast

where he is scheduled to begin work
on his next Columbia production,

"Born to Trouble."

Alice White to Resume
Film Work, She Tells Fans
Speaking over the radio. Alice

White said that upon conclusion of
her present stage tour she will re-
turn to Hollywood and resume work
in pictures. Miss White has .iust
closed a big week at Loew's State
on Broadway. The act will play
Newark next week and has several
more Loew engagements to fill be-
fore leaving for the coast. Fan re-
sponse to Miss White has been tre-
mendous at every stand.

NAGEL TO PLAY MASTBAUM
Conrad Nagel has been booked for

a personal appearance at the Phila-

delphia Mastbaum for the week of

April 8 by the Warner Bros. Artists

Bureau.

MORE CHICAGO HOLDUPS
Chicago—After taking about $50

from the cashier of the Rosewood,
two bandits escaped in an automo-
bile. George Gehring, manager,
fired at them, but they were out of

his range. The Symphony also was
visited by two stick-up men who
got $40.

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 Seventh Avo. IRyant 9-5395

UNIVERSAL BUYS "HARLEM"
Arrangements will be completed

today for the purchase by Universal
of the Negro play, "Harlem," by
William Jordan Rapp and Wallace
Thurman, which played at the
Apollo Theater a season ago.

PARAMOUNT SIGNS THREE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has signed

George Raft and Gordon Westcott,
stage actors, and William Hurlburt,
playwright.

FRED DATIG BETTER
'Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

_
Hollywood—Fred Datig, casting

director at the Paramount Hollywood
studio, has returned to his desk
after a week's illness.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
Stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for
SCREEN — STAGE — RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.
Phone: BRyant 9-5543

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recordino
L»« Daily sr WaekJy Ralai

Powers Clatyhona EsuipnwM Corporatior

Taa-TTM Ave. N. Y. BRVANT 9-«0«T

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 22: Meeting of Allied Exhibiton
of Ontario, King Edward Hotel, Toronto
9:45 A. M.

Mar. 23: Annual and special meetings g

RKO stockholders, Baltimore, Md.
March 28: Special Meeting of Actoil

Equity Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New Yorl

March 30-31 : Allied Theaters of MinD^
sota, North and South Dakota, arniu
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolii

Apr. 4: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial Tht
ater. New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nijt
and Dance. True Sister's Club Houk
New York.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Weel
drive for benefit fund.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of h
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypoid
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention, Nti
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibitil
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdi
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Socien

of M. P. Engineers. Washington.
June 6-9: Annual convention of InternationI

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employt
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hal
Columbus. O.

CONSTANCE CUMMINGS ON AH

Constance Cummings, Columbis
star, will appear before the miki

on Wednesday, at 7:15 P. M., ow
Station KDKA, Pittsburgh. Mis

Cummings has just been cast fo

the leading feminine role oppositi

Edmund Lowe in the company'
"Criminal Court."

WILDBERG OPENS LAW OFFll

John J. Wildberg, who resigJ

recently as Paramount attorneyj
resume general law practice,

opened offices at 545 Fifth Ave.

NEDW AYBUR
who has staged over 600 productions, includ

the best editions of the Zeigfeld Follies, 1

who has directed and helped up the ladder]

fame many stars of the first magnitude, SI

as Al Jolson, Ma^'iyn Miller, Fred and Ad
Astaire, Eddie Cantor, Ann Pennington,
Rogers, Marie Dressier, Ed Wynn, Jeanette
Donald, Harry Richman, Charlotte Creenw
and hundreds of others, has opened new ilj

national dancing headquarters in the hear
the Park Avenue District. This, the wO
greatest dancing school, offers:

Every Type of Stage or Social Dancing.l
Morning, Afternoon and Evening Ses-'

sions for Adult Cirls 16 to 60 Ysars
of Age.

Reducing and Building Up — Mildj
Courses for Middle-Aged Folks.

Special Saturday and After-School
|

Classes for Children (Ages 4 fo 16'

Years).
Thorough Courses in Diction and Micro-

phone Technique for Radio and the
Talkies.

TEMPORARILY, 20% to 50%
DUCT ION IN ALL RATES

Send for one of the following free bookfl
"YOUR CAREER" (48 pages); or "HJ
STUDY COURSE IN DANCING"; or "R/
COURSES '•

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANC
OPEK ALL YEAR ROUND

Studio F, 625 Madison Ave., New York
(Between 58th and S9th Sts.)

Tel. Wickersham 2-4300



get an extra set of S. R. 0. signs

order larger money bags

call out the

for receipts

cops to handle the mobs

YouVe going to do the biggest liusiness yon've

ever done in all your life ivhen you play—the
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GEORGE
SIDNEY

JUNE CLYDE, NORMAN FOSTER, Dorothy Christy,

Emma Dunn, Esther Howard, Luis Alberni. Directed by

John Francis Dillon.



BELLYLAFF ! ! !

noduced by Carl Laemmle, Jr. . . . Supervised by

Stanley Bergerman . . . Presented by Carl Laemmle . . .

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.

CHARLIE
MURRAY
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UNITED PROFIT SHARING

ISSUES THEATER COUPONS

(.Continued from Page 1)

ly by the Lipault Corp. of this city.

The plan is to have theaters issue,

from 15 to 20 coupons with each

ticket bought on certain nights,

preferably the poor night of the

week. Theaters subscribing to the

plan will be supplied trailers an-

nouncing the coupon days and show-
ing some of the premiums contained

in the catalogue of 600 gifts.

EDITING COLORED FILM
"Harlem is Heaven," first of the

colored productions planned by Lin-

coln Pictures, is now being edited

by Elmer McGoern at the H.E.R.
Laboratories and will be ready for

release in 10 days. A Broadway
house is being sought for the pre-

miere. Bill Robinson is starred in

the picture.

WAR FILM BOOKED
Chicago—"War In China." Edu-

cational's two-reel special on the

siege of Shanghai, has been booked
to play at the Roosevelt, week of

March 26. The picture, made by
Leon Britton, Shanghai motion pic-

ture producer, was edited by Forrest

Izard, who also wrote the dialogue,

which was spoken by John S. Young,
radio announcer.

SPEEDWAY SIGN AT GARDEN
A replica of the Indianapolis

Speedway, with speeding cars rac-

ing along at 40 miles an hour on a

banked track, is being constructed

as part of the lobby display for

"The Crowd Roars," Warner produc-
tion which opens tomorrow evening
at the Winter Garden. Morton Le-

vine, manager of the house, plan-

ned the track. Two Duesenberg
cars also will be on display.

RELEASING "TEMPEST"
Release of "The Tempest," Emil

Jannings picture produced by Ufa
and now playing at the Little Car-
negie, will be handled by Leo
Brecher under his recently signed
agreement whereby he becomes the

Ufa distributor in this country.

"ALICE" SOLD FOR CANADA
Unique Foto Film has arranged

for Canadian distribution of "Alice

in Wonderland" through Excellent
Pictures of Toronto. The picture's

first run in Canada will start March
26 at Loew's Yonge St. theater,

Toronto.

The Paramount West Coast studio
property department has more than
1.500 vehicles of various types and ages.

ALONGJ^IALTO

NtW YORK IDS ANGELES

• • • WHAT WE like about Roy Del Ruth is that he is

consistent Roy has always believed that there is too
much dialogue in pix in fact, he goes so far as to insist
that there is too much dialogue everywhere less words
and more work, is his motto he even extends it to his
telegrams a friend at Catalina Island wired him to
bring his wife and family for a visit over the week-end, sug-
gesting that he use his own 72-foot yacht Roy replied
by wire "CANTANKEROUS WEAKENED AVALON
DRY DOCTOR." sounds like the results of a studio
three-day conference, doesn't it? but Roy's would-be
host figured it out correctly "I can't anchor us this
week-end in Avalon because I have dry docked my yacht."

• • • THEY STAGED the Harry Kalmine Furlong Drive
for the Warner New Jersey theayters and the grosses
broke all records for any sales drive held there Louis
Stein, manager of the Ritz in Newark, copped first place
Mister Kalmine is going over in a Big Way for he com-
bines business showmanship with a knack of enthusing those
who work with him which is a tough combination to

beat

• • • YOU MAY read any day now that Arkayo has
booked Mark Luescher with his trained pigeon act
when he moved his ossif from the Bond building to the Palace
theater building he set his pigeon coop up on the win-
dow ledge and darned if the pigeons didn't locate it

without being notified with one of Mark's publicity
notices "Your Kind Attention Will Be Appreciated."

haw

• • • THE TIME seems ripe for the shorts subject pro-
ducers to apply intensive selling methods direct to the exhibs

everything is in their favor, with the double-feature
flop, and other breaks was talking to Sid Rechetnik,
formerly handling publicity on Vitaphone shorts he has
a novel idea for boosting the shorts direct with the exhib
he sez aw, let him tell it to ya he can do it

much better reach him at 27 Sumner Avenue, Brooklyn.

• • • NEW NOTE in Exchanges Harry Thomas
and his First Division outfit are showing the way in the ultra-

ultra Modernistic Exchange down in Philly they took
an ordinary store remodeled it in the futuristic pattern

fancy front, duraluminum fixings, mahogany wall ef-

fects, trick desks that lock with a reg'lar safety vault combi-
nation, 'n everythin' and a New Selling Policy goes
with the Decorations every pix is advertised with a

one-sheet in a handsome gold frame as the exhibs walk
around the Art Gallery the salesman walks alongside
courteously explaining everything from a special Art Catalogue.
just like in the Anderson Galleries on Fifth Avenoo
after this Show, the worst chiseller in the biz is afraid to offer

$7 is it a System?

• • • IN A recent survey of theaters by a research organi-
zashe a pressagey for one of the big metropolitan cir-

cuits was interviewed .... he was told that the survey gent
was asking the circuit managers what they read, and what
they would like to read in the way of trade news and
the pressagey comes back "Do you ask them if they
CAN read?" should he know?

'COMEDY YEAR' PROMISES

NOT BEING MADE GOOD

{Continued from Page 1)

spread gloom, the public wants pic-
tures that will make them laugh
has not been borne out by box-office
results. Several excellent comedies
have been disappointments, while
most of the thrill and shock pic-
tures have done much better.

Gen. Theaters Equipment
Defaults Bond Interest

{Continued from Page 1)

of the Stock Exchange has ruled
that this issue will be dealt in "flat"
and to constitute a delivery mus-
carry the April 1, 1932, and sub
sequent coupons. G.T.E. went into

receivership on March 1. Two pro-
tective committees were formed in

the interests of bondholders, but no
announcement has been made by
either group as to amount of bonds
deposited.

ENGLISH TITLES FOR UFA
Super-imposed English titles in all

Ufa German dialogue features has

been decided upon, according to

Herbert Grau, following favorable
response to the method used in

"Tempest," the Emil Jannings fea-

1

ture at the Little Carnegie Playj
house.

a « « » » »

MIDWEST MANAGERIAL SHIFTS
Kansas City—Midwest division of

Fox theaters has undergone a per

sonnel rearrangement resulting in t

new setup of managers consisting o

Harry A. McClure, eastern Kansas
Nat Holt, western Kansas; H. E

Ulrich, Springfield, Mo., area, at

William H. Wagner, Greater Kar

sas City.

UFA OFFICES TO MOVE
Ufa offices, now at 1540 Broa

way, will move April 30 to small

quarters. Herbert Grau is negotia

ing for space at 729 Seventh Av

Ufa's staff in New York will

reduced to five. Leo Brecher is no

handling American distribution

Ufa features. jii



Mildsivill

—that the 1932 YEAR BOOK is the greatest of the
series of fourteen.

—that the YEAR BOOK is the "Recognized Standard
Reference Book Of The Motion Picture Industry."

—that the YEAR BOOK completely and accurately
covers every important phase of motion pictures.

—that it is used by each and every important person
in the industry.

—that it has no equal.

—that everyone in the industry or associated with the
industry should have a copy.

—that NOW IS THE TIME TO GET YOUR COPY.

—that the book is sent to all FILM DAILY subscribers.

—that the subscription price is $10.00 a year (foreign

$15.00).

THE NEWSPAPER
OF niMDOM

ITHE US ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

ir^=^^DAILY-
1650 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WlLKi

HOLLYWOOD
pDWARD KAUFMAN, author and

producer of short subjects, will

work with Martin Flavin on the

adaptation of "Come On Marines,"

scheduled for early production by
Paramount with Chester Morris

and Richard Arlen in the leading

roles.
* * *

"In the Spirit," a three-act play

by Alan Mowbray which was pre-

sented at the Beverly Hills Com-
munity Players, was well received.

The cast included Russell Simpson,

John Page, Bramwell Fletcher, Ray-
mond Lawrence, Judith Wood, Bodil

Rosing, Richmond Lewis, Henry
Mowbray and Ethel Griffis. It was
directed by Claude King.

* *

Max Ree, who won the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences award
for art direction for his work on

"Cimarron," will leave next month
for a trip to Denmark, Germany,
France, Spain and England. In

Germany, he will confer with Max
Reinhardt for whom he designed

the stage settings for "Orpheus"
and "A Midsummer Night's Dream."
Ree, who was supervising art direc-

tor at RKO-Radio for three years,

resigned recently.

* * *

Girls who walked home from au-

tomobile rides used an extra pair

of shoes, but girls who go on air-

plane rides should take along a

parachute. Don't shoot.

* * *

Ollie Garver, veteran press agent,

has resigned from Paramount to

produce trailers ai the National
Screen Service's Coast studio.

* * *

Melville Brown captained his

crack badminton team against a

Pasadena team last week. Each
team won four out of eight games
and the final game to determine the

winners will be played on Brown's
court, which is the finest in Cali-

fornia.
* * *

Naomi Stevens, six-year-old child

actress who has done much screen

work, has been cast for the role of

Misha, in "Window Panes," which
is playing at the Spotlight, Holly-
wood's Little Theater. The play was
directed by Livmsden Hare.

Extra Footage

Darryl Zanuck, Chief Executive in

charge of Warner-First National produc-
tion announces that "The Mouthpiece."
which stars Warren William and Sidney
Fox, will run almost 8,000 feet when
released. Zanuck predicts that "The
Mouthpiece." which is based upon the
activities of a notorious New York crimi-
nal lawyer, William Fallon, will do for

Warren William what "Public Enemy"
did for lames Cagney.

Noah Beery, Jr., in Film Debut
Noah Beery, Jr., will make his film debut shortly in the Universal serial,

"Heroes of the West," written by Peter B. Kyne and to be directed by Ray

Taylor. Henry McRae is associate producer of Universal serials.

Walter Futter's film editors are
busy. Thirty-nine reels of film were
shot for "Jade," Futter's newest
feature.

* * *

Dorothy Christy says she knows a
girl so dumb that she thinks a harni-

let is a small portion of the stuff
they serve with eggs.

* * *

The beautiful scenic background
of the famous Noah Beery ranch in

California will be seen in the cur-
rent Big 4 production "Scarlet
Brand." After scouting for suit-

able locations for this cattle story
the Beery outfit was selected by
Director J. P. McGowan.

* * *

Production is expected to be com-
pleted next week on "The Tender-
foot," the Joe E. Brown starring
vehicle now shooting at the First

National studios under the direction

of Ray Enright. Principals in sup-
port of Brown include Ginger
Rogers, Lew Cody, Vivien Oakland,
Marion Byron, Robert Greig, Wilfred
Lucas and Ralph Ince.

* * *

Harold Minjir, formerly a comed-
ian with Ziegfeld's "Follies," has
been signed by Paramount to enact
his seventh film role in Hollywood

in less than a year. He will have
a prominent part in "Sinners in the
Sun" with Carole Lombard and
Chester Morris.

* * *

Aline MacMahon and Gloria Shea
will be prominent in the cast of
"Week End Marriage," soon to start
production at the Warner studios
with Loretta Young and David Man-
ners in the leading roles. Helen
Barclay, wife of McClelland Barclay,
the artist, is also to appear in this

picture, which has been adapted by
Sheridan Gibney from the novel by
Faith Baldwin. It will be directed
by Thornton Freeland.

* * *

Following completion of "The
Jewel Robbery," in which Kay
Francis is to co-star with William
Powell, this actress will be seen in

"S.S. Atlantic," to be directed by
Tay Garnett. This production will

be delayed for some little time, how-
ever, since even its predecessor on
the shooting schedule, "The Jewel
Robbery," cannot start until after

the completion of "Street of Wo-
men," on which Miss Francis is now
at work for First National.

^ ^ ^

George Meeker has been added to

the cast of "Back Street," the Fan-

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
By "C. A.

PRODUCTION starts today on the

Vitaphone short starring Cap-
tain Frank Hawks, renowned holder
of numerous speed records including
many Coast to Coast flights. The
picture, an aviation story tem-
porarily titled "The Sky Hawk,"
will employ the use of 54 planes
with many of the better known
pilots in control. Weather permit-
ting the planes will take-off from
the Floyd Bennet Airport, around
which most of the action will take
place.

•

Joseph Henabery, veteran direc-

tor, will direct "The Sky Hawk,"
from a story written especially for

Captain Hawks by Sig Herzig and
Burnet Hershey, Vitaphone staff

scenarists. Jay Rescher, Vitaphone
cameraman, with 89 flying hours to

his credit, will be in charge of the

battery of aerial photographers.
•

Ruth Burns, who played the part
of a cabaret entertainer in "The
Warning Shadow," singing the song.

"For Him," specially written for the
picture by Byron Gay, did her part
so well in putting the song over
that her future appearance in pic-

tures is almost a certainty. Since
completion of her part in the pic-

ture she has appeared with Abe
Lyman and his orchestra over the
radio.

•

Aside from the filosing of
Paramount's Astoria studio,

continued production activity in
the East is evidenced by the fact
that besides the Brooklyn Vita-
phone studio, the Metropolitan
studio in Fort Lee and the
Standard Studio are going at

full blast, with further produc-
tion being planned at the East-
ern Service Studio, Ideal Sound
Studios in Hudson Heights and
the Royal Studios in Grantwood.

•

Little Billy Hays, the Penrod of

Vitaphone's Booth Tarkington .iuve-

nile comedies, will appear with Cap-
tain Hawks in the latter's Vitaphone
picture.

nie Hurst story which John Stahl
is directing for Universal. Irene
Dunne and John Boles head the
cast, which also includes June Clyde,
Carl Miller, Paul Weigel, James
Donlan and Jane Darwell.

* * *

Joan Blondell will be the star o:

Warners' forthcoming production o:

"New York Town," by Ward More
house. The featured masculine lea

will be played by Eric Linden. An
other important role has been aS'

signed to Inez Courtney and Sheila
Terry, now en route to the Coast
under a long-term contract, will

also be in the cast.
* * *

Tom Mix's company, which re-

cently left for Yuma, Ariz., to film

•'Destry of Death Valley" with Al
Rogell as director, includes six fa-

mous old-time stars in addition to

Lois Wilson, Fred Kohler, Willard
Robertson and Forrest Stanley. The
famous old-timers are Mae Busch,
who rose to prominence in "Foolish

Wives"; Max Asher, who for years

was starred in Universal comedies;
Pete Morrison and Edmund Cobb,
whom Universal starred in two- and
five-reel westerns; Francis Ford,

whose first serial, "Lucille Love,"

was made in 1914, and Otis Harlan.
* * *

"For the Love of Ludwig" is Andy
Clyde's newest comedy for Mack
Sennett. The two-reeler deals with

swordfishing. The cast includes Ad
die McPhail, Vernon Dent and Wade
Boteler.

* * *

Simile—As nervous as a screei

star at her fourth wedding.

de

Regis Toomey, Dorothy Sebastiari

and Earle Foxe head the cast oi
"They Never Come Back," a prize-

fight story, which Fred Newmeyer
is directing for Supreme Prods.

* * *

Major Robert Ross, veteran film

man, is acting as production man-
ager on "The Phantom Exp^-ess,''

ivhich is being made by Franklin
and Stoner Prods., tvith Emorj,

Johnson directing. Rose Fisher fs ?'

charge of the camera work.

Henry McRae, associate produce)

of Universal serials, is preparing

for the first serial release of thi

new season. It is to be "Heroes o

the West," by Peter B. Kyne. Ra:

Taylor will direct, and Universa
scouts are rapidly assembling ai

amazing collection of old locomc
tives, old railway cars, stag

coaches, prairie schooners, and arm
and accoutrements of pioneer day;

Pastime

First National has changed the title

of "Tinsel Girl" to "The Strange Love of Mff
Molly Louvain." Betting is 13 to 1 ,,.
that it won't stick. *
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THEATER CHANGES
Reported by Film Boards of Trade

OKLAHOMA
Closings

eaver—State ; Binger—A-Mu-Su ; Blanchard—'Nushow; Gage—Toy; Sasakwa—Lib-

erty; Tulsa—Dixie; Tuttle—Tuttle ; We-
woka—Ritz.

New Theater
nadarko—unnamed, Ray Rosser and A. J.

Morris, owners.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

eaverton—Roseway, sold to Delbert De-
Camp by C. E. Davis; MoUala—Lyric,

sold to L. M. Stone by Wallace & Re-
deir.

Closings
•seph—Star ; Huntington—Lyric ; Walloa

—

McLean.
PENNSYLVANIA

Changes in Ownership
shley—Park, sold to J. C. Wolfkeil by
Harry Seitzinger ; Athens—Morley. sold

to Nathan I. Meltzer ; Benton—Universal,

sold to A. C. Harrison by Ben W. Jury;
Berwyn—Bervfyn, sold to C. S. Dingle-

man; Carrick—Brentwood, sold to C. W.
Dickinson by J. Snyder; Dillsburg—Dills-

burg, sold to J. W. Reinbold ; Girard

—

Denman, sold to Harry Schwartz by D.
R. Bly ; Hazelwood—Hazelwood, sold to

M. A. Samuels by Steinberg & Landy

;

Hershey—Little, sold to Hershey ; Mason-
town—Liberty, sold to Masontown Relief

Assoc, by Dr. S. E. Peters ; Myerstown

—

Karlton, sold to James Theros by J. A.
Bricker ; New Castle—Dome, sold to E. J.

Masters bv Marousis & Freeman; New
Holland—Edison, sold to W. C. Winger
by H. E. Ressler ; NuMines—NuMines,
sold to Kenneth Snowden by John Nagy

;

Phi'dalephia—Auroa, sold to Benjamin S.

Goodman ; Avenue, sold to David E. Mil-

gram ; Crescent, sold to Samuel S. Lear
by Simon Mikelberg; Globe, sold to

Nathan Milgram by H. Weiss; Little,

sold to Tri-Co Amuse. Co. by Samuel
G. Neil ; Pelham, sold to Robert Breden-
back & Son by W. C. Lomax ; World,
sold to William Cohen by Warner Bros.

;

Pittsburgh—Lorenz, sold to E. J. Mc-
Dade by A. Glazer.

Closings
llentown—New Allen ; Blairsville—Grand ;

Claridge — Dreamland ; Easton — Third
Street ; Exter—Liberty ; Export—Liberty ;

Grassflat—Photoplay ; Greenville—Strand ;

M'artinsburg—Martinsburg ; Miff'inburg

—

New ; Palmerton—Colonial ; Plains—Lin-
coln ; Republic—Grand ; Swoyersville

—

Strand ; Williamsport—Majestic ; Zelienople

—Strand.

Re-Openings
thens—Morley ; Broughton—Broughton

;

1
Carmichaels—Ross; Dillsburg—Dillsburg;
Hershey—Little ; Hill Station—Grand ;

Hooversville — Savoy ; Johnstown — Na-
tional; Knox—Knox; Masontown—Lib-
f ty ; Myerstown—Karlton ; Parkers Land
ing—Liberty; Philadelphia—Avenue. Lit-
le: Pittsburgh—Center Square; Republic
Princess; Rockwood—-Photoplay: Smith-

ton—Or>era House ; Uniontown—New
West End. Dixie, West Tarentum.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Closing

elton—Cameo.

EDUCATIONAL RELEASES
Releases scheduled by Educational

)r April include "Speed in the Gay
ineties," Andy Clyde comedy;

Torchy's Night Cap," "Bull-ero"

nd "Radio Girl," Terry-Toons;

Mediterranean Blues," Romantic

irney; "He's a Honey," with

rry Barris and Helen Mann:
[listening In," Mack Sennett com-
'v with Arthur Stone and Dorothy
anger, and a Cameo comedy as
untitled.

Re-Opening
Rock Hill— Carolina.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Alcester—Barrymore, sold to M. J. Nathan
by H. W. Lind ; Webster—Liberty, sold

to B. Skappel by Hai'old Schenecker.

Closings
Artesian—Lyric ; Conde—Community ; Fred-

rick—City ; Presho—Lyric ; Montrose

—

Woodman Hall ; Wilmont—Opera House.

Re-Opening
Webster—Liberty.

TENNESSEE
Changes in Ownership

Memphis—Chelsea, sold to J. J. Federicci by
A. R. Richards.

Dismantled Theaters
Humboldt— Princess

; Jackson—State.

Re-Openings
Obion—Princess ; Waverly—Patriot.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

Canyon—Strand, sold to E. E. Anderson;
Cleveland—Cleveland, sold to G. M. An-
derson ; Dallas—Sunset, lessee, L. Reyn-
olds ; Devine—Majestic, sold to L. G.
Talley ; Floresville—Arcadia, sold to H. D.
Talley ; Joinersville—Dixie, sold to J. M.
Bowie; Malakoff—Ritz, sold to S. L. Kin-
ter.

Closings
Gorman—Ritz ; Hobbronville—Casino ; Roby— Apex ; Poth — Princess ; Sanderson

—

Princess ; Valley Mills—Lyric ; Dumas

—

Gem.
WASHINGTON

Closings
Chewelah—Empress ; Ferndale—Ferndalem ;

Vashon—Vashon.

Re-Opening
Seattle—Royal.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Cabin Creek—Wilson, sold to W. E. Kin-

grey by Wilson & Wagner; Paden City-
Virginia, sold to Pomeroy & Gaffney by
W, J. Burke ; Philippi—American, sold to

L. F. Boyle by John Seamone ; Wheeling
—Colonial, sold to Sam Richblum by C.
A. Feinler.

Closings
Anawalt—Anawalt ; FoUansbee—Roxy.

Re-Openings
Chester—Lincoln; Fairview—Majestic; Flem-

ington—^Liberty Bell ; FoUansbee—Roxy ;

Paden City—Virginia ; Philippi—American ;

Sutton—Victory.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

Horicon—Palace, sold to Ray Earls by J.

E. Hoeft ; Milwaukee—Majestic, sold to

Majestic Thea. Co. by L. Kane; Racine

—

Capitol, sold ot Capitol Amuse. Co. by
Roht. Ungerfeld ; Rhinelander—Majleistic,

sold to L. A. Bruns by Harry Newman.
Closings

Cassville—Picture Garden ; Omro—Omro ;

West Salem—Rex.

Re-Openings
lola—Tola; Little Chute—Little Chute;
Luck—Luck ; Weyauwega—Opera House.

A Picture Is As

Big As You

Yourself Make It

OAKLAND HOUSE CHANGES
Oakland, Cal.—Mabel Cook Shawn

has leased the Rialto, at 2763 San
Pablo Ave.

UNIVERSAL APRIL RELEASES
Universal has scheduled two new

features. Lew Ayres and Mae
Clarke in "Night World." and "Hot
News," with Rose Hobart, Pat
O'Brien and Charles Bickford, for

release next month. "The Hawk
Strikes," in the Airmail Mystery
series, and "Let's Eat," Oswald car-

toon.

Many a picture and many a project has flopped
just for lack of enthusiasm and inspiration.

What this business needs is more hop, pep and
ginger. "A picture is as big as you yourself
make it."

A high-powered go-getter coined that phrase.
Then he went ahead and proved it. On Broad-
way. And in the field. Many times.

This man will be available soon for the first

time in nine years.

He is the rare combination of creator-execu-
tive. He can create campaigns that give a sales-

man and an exhibitor something to work with.

This man was Director of Publicity, Adver-
tising and Exploitation for some of the biggest
picture producers in the industry.

His advertising campaigns have been char-
acterized by originality, novelty and resource-
fulness, all hall-marked by that certain some-
thing known as showmanship.

While he has put over many publicity and
exploitation campaigns on Broadway, he has also

personally gone into the field with equally ef-

fective results.

He has learned that the box-office can't afford

to pay out more than it takes in ; that ads, stories

and stunts are designed to fill seats and not to

fill scrap books and scrap baskets; and so he
has learned to go after results without wasting
time, effort and money.

This man has handled one of the country's

biggest circuits; many theaters on Broadway;
many two dollar road show engagements; and
many of the most successful pictures in recent

years.

His proudest achievement is that he has al-

ways saved his salary many times over, because

he believes a budget is just a guide and not a

blank check on the Bank of England.

Communications will be received in strictest

confidence.

Address;
HOP, PEP AND GINGER,
Box (908),

FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y.
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Denver — Harry Nolan, former

theater owner, is back from a win-

ter vacation in Brownsville, Tex. He
is now agent for sound equipment.

Belton, S. C.—Marion Mitchell has

reopened the Cameo.

Gering, Neb.—B. B. Grove has

bought the Royal from Clyde Gil-

land.

Denver—James Killorin, auditor

for Warner Bros, exchange here,

has gone to Seattle as auditor at

the Sheffield Exchange System head-
quarters.

Kansas City—L. 0. Ringler, for-

merly with United Artists, now is

covering Kansas and Western Mis-
souri for Midwest Film Distributors,

according to Robert F. Withers,
manager.

Denver—Clyde Watson, salesman,
is back with Metro after a brief

layoff.

Chicago—The Echo has reopened
under the management of George
Zimmerman. The Echo in Des
Plaines also has reopened.

Jewell, la.—H. 0. Huddleston has
sold the theater here to Central
Iowa Theater Co., which now owns
a circuit of theaters in the state.

Bremen, Ga.—L. B. Hobgood has
rebuilt the Bremen which was re-

cently destroyed by fire.

Erie, Pa.—Foreign pictures are
being shown exclusively at the Pal-
ace.

Hawkinsville, Ga.—J. H. Thomp-
son, who recently took over the
Princess from Mrs. F. L. Liggett,
has decorated and reopened the
house.

Fitzgerald, Tenn. — Earl Collins
plans to open the Ritz by April 1.

Hornell, N. Y.—Vaudeville is sup-
plementing feature presentations at
the Strand.

Concord, N. C.—H. A. Martin and
H. F. Moore are renovating the Star
and will soon reopen it.

Troy, N. Y.—Edward Hart is now
city manager of Warner Bros, the-
aters here. Ben Stern, formerly of

the Troy, has switched to the Fox
Avon in Utica. Bert Leighton has
taken Hart's place as manager of

the Warner Stanley in Utica.

Glenville, Ga.—H. B. Ram is re-

decorating the State and installing

new seats.

Des Moines—Jack Roth, who has
been manager of the Paramount
here for several years, has gone to

St. Louis as manager of the Mis-
souri. A. W. Baker, formerly man-
ager of the Texas in San Antonio,
succeeds him here.

Sweetwater, Tenn.—0. L. Ball is

now managing the Gay.

Coin, la.—The Sun has reopened
after being closed for several
months.

Clarkston, Wash.—Sunday shows
have been authorized by the city
council. No theaters have been op-
erating here because of the former
ordinance.

Minneapolis—Twin City Theaters
Corp. has taken over the Princess
from Clyde Hitchcock and associates.
Theater will be temporarily closed
for alterations.

Lowell, Mass.—Norman C. Glass-
man and Fred E. Lieberman have
taken a long term lease on a site

on Central St., including the Rialto
and a section of an adjoining garage.
They plan to build a de luxe house
on the property.

Atlanta—J. A. Rebb has opened
the new Fairview.

Hazelhurst, Miss.—W. M. Carmi-
chael has opened the new Queen
with Russell Longgrear as manager.

WORDS and WISDOM
from within and without

"

"It is imperative that the able

and organized minds of our industry
give their time, thought and atten-

tion to an intensive and extensive
camnaign of advertising." — SYD-
NEY S. COHEN.

Cochran, Ga.—Hays and Powell
have opened a house here to be op-
erated on Tuesdays and Wednes-
days.

COMING & GOING

GARY COOPER, who • has been on a
vacation which carried him into the interior
<i_f Africa for several months, will sail for
New York from London on the Europa next
Friday en route to Hollywood to resume
work at the Paramount studios.

-MCE SILVER, Warner Theater executive,
who has been spending his honeymoon in
Havana, returns to New York today.

BUCK JONES is back In town for per-
^<lnal appearances.

"In the public interest we need
some form of restriction of ex-

cesses, but it is rare in human ex-

perience that a censor has been
found to be the wisest agency for

setting up such restrictions." —
LOUIS WILEY. Business Manager
of New York "Times."

•

"All the honeyed words in the

world aren't equal to one good pic-

ture."—AL LICHTMAN.

"There is no such thing in this

business as one branch of it becom-
ina prosper07is at the expense of the

other."—JAMES R. GRAINGER.

"National depression is neither

our fault nor our funeral."—NED
E. DEPINET.

"I maintain that the product is

good—not great, but good, generally

speaking, and worthy of the best
efforts of every circuit operator and
every independent theater owner.
What has died is enthusiasm and the
confidence that one use to have in

this business. Get back that en-
thusiasm and you have solved 75
per cent of your problems."—WIL-
LIAM SAAL.

"When a moving picture is really
good, there is no keeping it a se-

cret."—CARL LAEMMLE.

"Entertainment for the masses
must be based on variety."—E. W.
MAMMONS.

"When love and marriage come,
they are likely to be entirely dif-

ferent from one's plans. So whv
make plans 7—TALLULAH BANK-
HEAD.

"We've got skid chains on. You
know how it is when you're ridin?

in an automobile and start skidding
—you put on chains and get cau-
tious. That has happened in the
picture industry."—WILL H. HAYS

FORMS EQUIPMENT FIRM
San Francisco—Fred E. Turner

has organized the Stage Equipment
Studios, with factory at 78 Henry
St. and will manufacture and dis-

tribute stage equipment, drapery,
mechanical rigging, scenery, etc.

SPRUCING UP ASTOR
When "Hell Divers" ends its run

at the Astor on Thursday night, the
house will be closed for 11 days,
during which time it will undergo
repairs and redecorating for the
premiere of "Grand Hotel" on Apr. 5.

Jamestown, N. Y.—Warner Bros.
Palace is now showing two features.

Denver—Lon Hoss, formerly with
RKO Pathe at Portland, is now with
Universal in this territory.

Ute, la.—The Star has reopened
for shows on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday.

Bemidji, Minn.—The house being
built here by E. J. and A. W. Baehr
is scheduled to open about June 15

San Francisco — J. J. Gottlob,
Ralph Pincus and Herbert Roesnerj
have formed West States Enter
crises to operate theater to sho
foreign films. The Roxie Interna
tional, at Oakland, formerly the
Roxie, is the first house in the cir-

cuit.

i

Cassville, Mo.—Mrs. Emmett No-
land has reopened the Ozark after

installing RCA equipment.

Spokane — Earl Sinks recently
purchased the Liberty at a receiv-

ers' sale.

Minneapolis—Steve Dickenson and
Walter Hickey recently joined the

:

local Columbia office.

Martin. Tenn. — A new building!

will soon be built to house the New.
Canitol. Herbert Joe Brown is man-
ager.

Des Moines—M. Lou Elewitz has-

resigned as manager of the Strand.

Dallas—Griffith Amusement Coi
will operate the houses recently:

taken over from Publix by Duew
Amusement Co. Theaters are the!

Sugg and Rialto at Chickasha, andj
•^he Arcadia and Criterion at Enid.I

Some of the houses will be closedj

when they conflict with other Grif-

fith holdings.

San Francisco—Henry J. Henrij
oulle has been made assistant t«i
Robert A. McNeil of the GoldeiP
State circuit.

San Augustine, Tex.—Fred RibBj
has taken over the Angus from Wp
M. Wade.

Attica. N. Y.—The Park has beei

reopened.

"I|

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Aviation Amusement Corp.: Wilcnx & Vai|

sllen. BufTalo. N. Y. $1,500.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
New Pla/a Theater Co., Inc., Jersey Cit:l

P. P. Artaserse, Jersey City. l.SOO shar|

common.
DISSOLUTIONS

Sears Amusement Co., New York.
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Wisconsin Film Probe Is Halted by Injunction

HAYS OmCE READY TOjD MPTOA ONIEZONING

Joe Brandt Cuts Allied's "Eight Points" to Three
Platitudes, Adjectives, Pro-

tection are Called

Major Problems
EDITOR'S NOTE—The following dis-

cussion of current problems in the film

business was dictated by Joe Brandt
upon request of THE FILM DAILY.
Brandt was asked to state his frank

views from the perspective of one who
is at present sufficiently detached from the

routine of the industry to analyze mat-

ters c'early and writhout bias.

By JOE BRANDT
Three words describe the situation

n a nut shell. They are: Platitudes,

Adjectives and Protection. Any one

)f these three would constitute a

•najor problem, but combined they

epresent a condition which must be

;orrected if the motion picture in-

(Continued on Page 6)

m RECEIVERSHIP SUIT

E

Baltimore—Receivership suit filed

•ecently against RKO by J. Cook-

\ nan Boyd was dismissed yesterday

k )y Judges Owen and Stein in Circuit

3ourt.

RKO Sales Convention
Set for May 10-15 in Chi.

Pictures' sales convention

definitely set for May 10-

jago.

Frank Walker

Dirt and Blah in

Scores

Ads

Salaclousness and exaggeration in motion pic-

ure advertising was condemned by Frank C.

Valker of the M. E. Comerford circuit in an
ddress before the New York Federation of

Women's Clubs yesterday at the Astor. The
l3ys advertising code, however, Is helping cor-

ect the situation, he said. Walker declared
lints are becoming more clean and wholespme
n subject matter.

Six Features for One Admission!

Chicago—Patrons of at least two local houses, the Drake and Admiral, are getting

six features for one admission price at midnight shows three times a week. The three

features on the expiring bill are supplemented by the three on the new program.

Reisman, Sisk, McEvoy
Take Up Duties at RKO

Tom White Organizes
New Travelogue Firm

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Continental Films,

just organized by Tom White, has

opened a studio and offices at 1611

Cosmos St. and plans to produce a

new type of long and short travel

pictures. White, formerly with

Paramount and who recently di-

(Contiitued on Page 4)

Phil Reisman, Bob Sisk and E. L.

McEvoy began their duties at RKO
yesterday as RKO theater depart-

ment booking head, chief of theater

and film advertising and publicity

and short subject sales manager,
respectively. In coordinating the

heater and film advertising-publicity

departments, no drastic changes are

contemplated, Sisk said yesterday.

After two weeks at the home office,

Sisk will visit the coast.

De Forest Equipment Without Cost

M. A. Schlesinger will make form-

al announcement shortly of a deal

under which a distributing company

will provide General Talking Picture

(De Forest) equipment with its pic-

tures under a single film rental

charge. No exhibitor investment in

a reproducer is required.

Publix-Kincey Houses
Cut Scales to a Dime

Charlotte, N. C.—Reduction of

-dmission prices in three South

Carolina houses by Publix-Kincey

has caused speculation over similar
(Continued on Page 4)

Film Investigation in Wisconsin
Is Restrained by Court Order

Detective Story Series

Is Bought By Columbia
Rights to the entire Anthony Ab-

bott murder mystery series of de-

tective novels have been acquired

by Columbia. First of the books

to go into production will be "About
the Murder of the Night Club

Lady."

Madison, Wis.—A temporary re-

straining order preventing the State

Department of Agriculture and

Markets from proceeding with an
investigation of an unfair trades

practice complaint against 12 mo-
tion picture companies was issued

here Saturday by Federal Judge F.

A. Geiger at the request of the com-
(Continued on Page 4)

PARAMOUNT SALES MEET

ON WEST COAST IN MAY

Paramount will hold its annual
sales convention in I-os Angeles the
middle of May. This national gather-
ing will take the place of regional
conventions held during the past
few years, when principal sessions
were he' in Atlantic C'y.

Burton ^lolmes Takes Out
RCA Recording License
Burton Holmes Lectures, Inc.,

will hereafter record with RCA
Victor Photophone equipment. The
new RCA licensee maintains a stu-

dio in Chicago and at present is

making 12 subjects for release by
M-G-M. In addition to its standard
35 mm. product. Burton Holmes will
immediately begin production of 16
mm. sound pictures for n'»n-the-

iContinned on Page 4)

First Canadian Talker

Is Favorably Received

Toronto—Showing of "The Bells," first all-

Canadian talker at the Belsize Theater here was
greeted with enthusiasm. E. Wyly Crier, noted
Canadian artist and painter, who was present
at the premiere, said this picture was the for«-

runner of an established Canadian film industry.

It was produced here by George T. Booth, and
plans are under way to follow it with a seriej

of two-reelers.

PettiJohn Willing to Help
on New Protection

System
The Hays organization is under-

stood to be ready to cooperate with
the M. P. T. O. A. in eiforts to

work out a new national zoning and
protection plan. Under supervision
of President M. A. Lightman ex-
hibitors in charge of the matter will

formally launch the plan within a
few days. C. G. Pettijohn yester-

day told The Film Daily that he is

willing to co-operate.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Net Low Close C\v
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Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 95^ 9/2 954 + Vt

East. Kodak 77?4 7554 llVt, + 2'/
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Gen. Th. Eq. (new) Vi :^ ^
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Par. 5;^s50 46 45 4.^ — 2
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BROOKLYN HOUSES SHIFT
Pear Estates has entered the

Brooklyn theater field by taking over

three houses in buildings it owns.

They are the Avon, Garfield and
Sixeenth, formerly operated by
Harold Eldridge.

•••«•••,..•.,•,...•..•....•^'jt
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Laemmle, Jr. and Party
Return to West Coast

Carl Laemmle, Jr., leaves New
York today for the Coast, accom-
panied by his assistant, Harry
Zehner, and David C. Werner, who
has been eastern scenario head and
contact man between stmdio and
writers but is now going west to

devote himself to active production.
Maurice (Red) Hirshon will accom-
pany the party as far as Chicago.
"Shanghai Interlude," starring

Lew Ayres under John Ford's di-

rection, has been decided upon as

the last picture for the current U
schedule.

2 More Fox Kan. Houses
On Sunday Show Policy
Ottawa, Kain.^—Having received

copies of the Federal court injunc

tion restraining the state attorney
general and other officials from in-

terfering with operation of Sunday
shows, the two Fox houses here
iiave been added to the list of the-

ater's giving performances Sunday
afternoon and at night after church
services.

RKO PUBLICITY CHANGE
Richard Maney joins RKO to

handle Palace publicity starting
Monday, Arnold Van Leer, who has
been shouldering these duties for

the Palace, Mayfair and Albee, will

hereafter give his whole time to

"^he two latter houses.

PARAMOUNT FILM RENAMED
The Claudette Colbert-Edmund

Lowe co-starring talking picture pro-

duced at the Paramount New York
studio under the tentative title,

"Sensation," will be released under
the title of "The Misleading Lady."

FOX SIGNS ACTRESS
Marion Burns, a Hollywood girl

who has been appearing on the
stage in the east, has been signed
by Fox and will report at Movie-
tone City on April 27.

PRANCES MARION ILL
IVn'f Coast Bmeav of THE FILM PAI'V
Hollywood—Frances Marion, M-

G-M scenarist, i.s in Good Samaritan
Hospital following a collapse as-

cribed to overwork.

NEGATIVES FOR SALE
—wonderful collection 35 mm. silent nega-
tives of features, comedies and other shorts.

Large quantity, tremendous bargain. Good
legal title. More recent releases excellent
for 16 mm. libraries of country. Many can
be used to supply picture shortage in foreign

countries. Older releases made 12 to 18
years ago. Great for film memories.

THE FILM DAILY Box No. 909

1650 Broadway New York, N. Y.

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST
STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed negativei
and positives cotitaining scenes of every

conceivable description

General Film Library, Inc.
MORRIS J. XANDEL. Pres.

729 7th Ave. New York City
BRyant 9-4417 Cable: KANDELFILM

Union Denies Connection
With Fund-Raising Drive
Operators Local 306 yesterday is-

sued a statement warning thea'er

managers against buying tickets for

an affair which, according to those

handling the tickets, will raise funds

to fight non-union theaters and with

which the Local is not identified.

The union will prosecute cases in

which its name is being used, it was
stated.

Hoffberg and Big 4

Sign Foreign Contract
J. H. HofFberg Co., which last

week acquired the Peerless product
for foreign distribution, has closed

with Big 4 for the latter's entire

output of westerns, specializing in

all Spanish and Portuguese speak-
ng countries. John R. Freuler and
"harlf^s Glett acted for Big 4 and
Jack Lustberg for HolTberg.

Chevalier Film Included
In New Lubitsch Contract
A Maurice Chevalier picture will

be included in the three feature?
which Ernst Lubitsch is to make
for Paramount under his new con
ract signed yesterday afternoon.

M-G-M TITLE SET
"But the Flesh Is Weak" has

been selected as the final title for
M-G-M's picture version of Ivor
Novello's "The Truth Game." Rob-
•rt Montgomery is starred in it.

\TLANrA PARAMOUNT OPENS
Atlanta—After being closed about

11 months, the Paramount here is

being reopened.

Tuesday, March 22, 19:

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Meeting of Allied Exhibit [ll'

of Ontario. King Edward Hotel, Toroi
9:45 A. M.

Mar. 23: Annual and special meetings
RKO stockholders. Baltimore. Md.

March 23; Monthly meeting of New
Section of S.M.P.E.. Westineh
Lighting Institute, Grand Central Pa
8:15 P.M.

March 28: Special Meeting of ActI
Equity Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New Y(

March 30-31: Allied Theaters of Mis
sota. North and South Dakota, am
convention. Radisson Hotel. Minneam

March 30; Dinner given bv Philadelp
M.P.T.O. to Jules Levy, Shanle
Baltimore, Md.. 7 P. M.

Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol, Imperial X
ater. Ne* York,

^pr X Univci..a. Cliih V DiniiKiiii Ni
and Dance. True Sister's Club Hoi
New York.

\pril 16; Associated Theater Owners
Maryland dance and entertainment. Ba
more. Md.

\pri' 16-22; National Variety Artists W
drive for benefit fund.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of

diana Indorsers of Photoplays. Clayp
Hotel. Indianapolis. Ind.

VI ay 2-7. Fox Film sales convention, M
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibit!
Roval Automobile Institute, Amsterdi
Holland.

REUBEN SAt^UELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY. Inc.;

Real INSURANCE Servici'

540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740. 3741, 3742

Ol i^
TWO DELUXE EASTER GREETING SUBJECTS

TIMELY- ENTERTAINING/
JUST THE THING TO ROUND
OUT YOUR HOLIDAY PROGRAM

i^ "^^^^^ STYLE A

Here's a delightful fantasy of Easter, cleverly

animated and illustrated with life-like figures

and characters. Beautiful music— excellent

vocal accompaniment plus mirth provoking

sound effects, /f's on ex\ra length sub/ect at

a special rental price of $8.50.

ORDER ACCORDING
TO STYLE NUMBER

STYLE B

^A miniature episodic production of Easter

Festivities, lavishly produced with human

characters—idyllic settings—magnificent

musical and vocal occompaniment. It's a

short greeting trailer chock full of entertain-

ment. Boot it at this low cost, $3.75.

>^>
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE

AD-VANCE TRAILERS
126 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK

Chicago, III.

1307 So. Waboth Avenue
Dotlos, Texas

300' - So. Harwood Srr

Los Angeles, Col.
1922 So. Vermont Avenue

II
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nash Twin Opening in giant Pubiix theatres set for April first!

op-notch picture in top-notch houses! Columbia "natural" is

racting big play-dates by the dozen from every direction!
•

STANWYCK'S EMOTIONAL MASTERPIECE!
Giving everything she's got in a performance that reaches
genius. Great story and cast, it's your picture— it's

EVERYBODY'S PICTURE!

with REGIS TOOMEY-ZASU PITTS
Lucien Littleffield— Robert Alden

story by Sarah Y. Mason
Dialogue by Jo Swerling and Robert Riakin

Directed by NICHOLAS GRINDE

rLjr> I k.iL/^ BEfrtAirt-kJ CLtrWAi LACkl A kirk DD/^CITCI

PLAY-DATE
Here are just a few hig

spots in the march aeros

the mapl
• •

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Lafayttte

LOWELL, MASS.
RKO KeitI,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

RKO Keith'

t

FT. WAYNE, IND.
RKO Embeyd

CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

RKO Virginia

TACOMA,WASH.
RKO Orphtum

CLEVELAND, O.
RKO Hippodrome

FT. WORTH, TEX.
RKO Hollywood

DALLAS, TEX.

RKO Majettie

MEMPHIS, TENN.
RKO Orpheum

ROCHESTER, N.y.
RKO Palace

YOUNGSTOWN, O.
RKO Palace

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RKO Albee

AKRON, O.
RKO Palace

CINCINNATI, O.
Keith

•

Pictures in these house
have got to pay! Take

tip from the bis bookers-

Book"SHOPWORN"NO



AGAINST WISCONSIN PROBE

{Contintied from Page 1)

panics. The hearing was to have

opened today in Milwaukee.
An injunction was first sought by

Paramount to restrain the depart-

ment from conducting its hearing.

Other concerns involved filing sim-

ilar bills of complaint included

RKO, Pathe, Fox, Metro, Universal,

Tiffany, United Artists, Midwesco
Theaters, Orpheum Theater Co. of

Madison and Madison Theater Corp.
Arguments of the defendant com-

panies for a permanent injunction

are expected to be heard early next

month. Until then the temporary
injunction will remain in force.

It is argued by the film concerns

that the department's proposed in-

vestigation violates the copyright,

interstate commerce rights, and is

unconstitutional under the state

statute by which it was authorized.

Tom White Organizes
New Travelogue Firm
(^Continued from Page 1)

rected the Huntington Expedition,

has stationed cameramen in remote
parts of the globe with instructions

to shoot only material that has hu-
man interest value.

JULES LEVY DINNER ALL SET
Arrangements have been complet-

ed for the dinner to be given by the
Philadelphia M.P.T.O. unit in honor
of Jules Levyj now general sales

manager of RKO Radio Pictures.
The affair will be held March 30 at

Shanley's, Baltimore, starting at 7

P. M. Iz Rappaport is chairman and
Frank Durkee treasurer of the din-

ner committee. Governor Ritchie
of Maryland and the Mayor of Balti-

more have accepted invitations to

attend. Ned Depinet also is to be
there. Tickets are $5.

RKO DOUBLING IN B'HAM
Birmingham — As an experiment

to boost business, the RKO Ritz
has adopted double features at no
advance in prices. The house is

second largest here.

RECEIVER FOR TOLEDO HOUSE
Toledo—The Avalon, operated by

Jack O'Connell, is in the hands of
a receiver.

COMING & GOING

HARRY M. WARNER, accompanied by
Mrs. Warner and their three children, are
due back today from Florida.
GREGORY LaCAVA, RKO Radio Pic-

tures director, is on his way back to the
coast following a brief vacation in New
York.
RICARDO CORTEZ has returned to

Hollywood to resume work at the RKO
htudios in "Is My Face Red."
ROBERT SMELTZER, Warner-First Na

tional zone sales manager with headquarters
in Washington, is in New York conferring
with his chief, A. W. Smith. Smeltzer will

be here for about a week.
ERNST LUBITSCH leaves New York

for the Coast Friday.
MARTIN BECK and JOSEPH K.

PLUNKETT left for Chicago yesterday.
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NtW VORK COS ANGRES

• • • IF YOU will concede that the Foundation is the

most important part of any structure then you must
admit that the Author who builds the foundation on which the

entire motion picture industry rests IS Important
if he turns out good material Producer, Distributor, Ex-

hibitor and all of us identified with the biz

Collect so you and You and YOU -
should be vitally interested in the present Author Situation in

Hollerword which we will try to sketch in highlights

the subject really needs a volume to cover it adequately.

« 4< * •

• • • LET'S TAKE one major stude typical of

most with about 60 authors signed up covering

gents with international reps novelists, playwrights
writers with years of experience working direct for the

films promising beginners with an overnight success in

some hit outside the screen and in the past 12 months
what has happened ? about a dozen of 'em have seen
their work actually produced and screened

* « * «

• • • QUEER SYSTEM or lack of system
with many of these writers putting in full time at the stude

cooped up in a small office alone staring

at four blank walls for Inspiration and in the
evening they congregate together at one of several
haunts frequented by the writing craft and all have the
same drab, uneventful tale to relate one has been there
for weeks with no definite assignment, drawing big dough

another has finished an original, and can't get an inter-

view with the Big Stude Exec to learn whether it's okay
or not still another has worked weeks on a script, when
they decide to forget it through no fault of the writer
so he sits around waiting for another assignment and
so it goes through the list Inaction Futility
Lost Motion No Motion

• • • AND THESE Creative Workers were brought to
Hollywood and signed up because they Had Something

a big proportion of 'em go through these weeks of
uncertainty putting in time at the stude spend-
ing their evenings together no Outside Contacts
no New Incentives just Hollerword Atmosphere
morning, noon, nite

if ^ * :!,

• • • WHAT HAPPENS? take any creative worker
in any field deprive him of the opportunity to feel the
pulse of the great world about him lulled into a gentle
mental coma by that Cali-for-nigh-aye sunshine and
smug, self-satisfied feeling that is in the very air out there

"Hollywood is the Beginning and End of Everything"
then give him a nice fat check every week for doin'

practically nothing and he'd go Blooey, too just
like the Screen Writers do

• • • LOOK OVER the list of famous virriters in the past

year brought to Hollerword to write for the screen

they may score one hit mebbe two then

most of 'em disappear for good from the land of milk and
hooey why? because they went blah for

lack of New Ideas Incentive . ! OUTSIDE CON-
TACTS there should be a clause in every virriter's con-
tract to get away from the Death Valley of Ideas called
Hollywood every few months visit a Live City

or town where folks are Human, Alive, Vital,

Thinking, DOING absorb this Inspiration to Creative
Effort and come back to Hollerword and write
something with a Spark of Vitality

S.M.P.E. TO HEAR ABOUI

TRICK PICTURES, CARTOONS

Monthly meeting of the New
York Section of the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Engineers will be held
in the Westinghouse Lighting Insti-

tute, Grand Central Palace, March
23, at 8:15 P.M. Harry Bailey, of

Fables Pictures, Inc., vdll present
a paper, with illustrations, on "Ani-
mated Cartoons in the Making." Ed-
ward White will present a paper on
"Trick Photography."

Burton Holmes Takes Out
RCA Recording License

(Continued from Page 1)

atrical exhibition through the med-
ium of the recently introduced Pho-
tophone portable sound-on-film
equipment.

Publix-Kincey Houses
Cut Scales to a Dime
(Continued from Page 1)

reductions in other local houses
soon. Kincey lowered the prices at

the Strand, Spartanburg, S. C;
Carolina, Greenville, S. C, and Ri-

voli, Anderson, S. C, to 10 cents
The State, first-run Kincey hous(
here, also may be subjected to a re-

duction.

NEW EQUIPMENT FIRM
Columbus, 0.—Papers have beer

filed with the secretary of state

chartering the Motion Picture Screen
Resurfacing Co. of Cleveland to

manufacture, buy, sell and generally
deal in motion picture screens, pro-

jection machines, etc. Incorporators
are Lester F. Garland, Wayne N.

Clugston and L. M. Roberts.

HUNGARIAN TALKER HERE
"Csak Egy Kislany Van a Villgon"

("The Only One Girl"), announced
as the first Hungarian talker, opened
yesterday at the 72nd St. Playhouse
It is a musical.

OLIVER WATSON PROMOTED
San Francisco — Oliver Watsoa

formerly salesman, has been pro
moted to branch manager at the

United Artists exchange here. D
J. McNerney, the previous manager
was recently elevated to divisioi

manager.

a « « » » »

MANY PAPPY PETUM

est wlshei are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

March 22
Henry Hobart Carmelita Ceraghty
Joseph Schildkraut Peggy Prior
»(.. s- .« ::if Bernice Claire



ERIC M. KNIGHT
OF THE

PHILADELPHIA PUBLIC LEDGER
SAYS

O OUTRAGE, shock, astonish and
worry movie-patrons, D. W. Griffith's

'The Struggle' came to Keith's yester-

day. An audience trained by years of

cinemas to expect plots of passionate

love, watched it with mixed emotions.

"For Mr. Griffith has committed the cardinal sin

of cinema. He has been original. This were a grievous

fault and grievously will all such sinners answer it.

"Mr. Griffith here eschews shiny sets, well-clad

actors, nice stories of passion and polite fashion. In-

stead he deals with a mill-worker and his family and
with the potent story of prohibition. And even in this

he commits the sin of originality. For instead of pictur-

ing poverty in a romantic manner, photographing dirt

picturesquely through soft-focus lenses, he turns a cold

eye toward realism.

"The result is nearer perfection than we, at this

stage of the game, will be liable to admit Possibly, as

in the case of 'Intolerance,' they will see it ten years

later and change their minds completely. . .

.

"Whether audiences like it or not 'The Struggle' is

the most vital portrayal we have had of the most vital

phase of American life in this year of grace."
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Ailments of Film Business Diagnosed by Joe Brandt'

High Pressure Advertising
Can't Overcome Poor
Quality of Films
(Continued from Page 1)

dustry as a whole is to make a

recurrence of its present situation

impossible.

Platitudes and adjectives are
simply the result of the ego complex
which has affected every individual

in the film industry during the last

ten years. However, platitudes and
adjectives are so closely linked to-

gether as to make it possible to

group them together for frank dis-

cussion.

It is unfortunate that the last

few seasons have witnessed an in-

creasing use of high pressure ad-
vertising in an effort to overcome
the decline in production quality.

Producers, distributors and exhibi-

tors, fearing that pictures would fail

at the box-office, have resorted to

artificial stimulation in the way of

high pressure publicity. In this

publicity, adjectives have been given
full play. The inevitable result has
been to weaken the confidence of

theater owners and theater goers in

all motion picture advertising.

We've cried "Wolf!" too often, with
the result that when we do have
something worth shouting about the

public is inclined to regard our an-

nouncements with decided skep-

ticism.

The problem can be solved and
confidence of the buying public re-

gained, but only through a reversal

of the present advertising policy.

This advertising policy would con-

sist of getting back of those pictures

deserving vigorous publicity, and al-

lowing the poorer ones to go by
without trying to make them what
they definitely are not.

I don't mean that less meritorious
product should be allowed to come
into a theater utterly unheralded.

Indeed, few are the productions

which lack some saving grace. In-

stead, my idea is to advertise a pic-

ture according to its merits and for

what it is worth. Let us remember
that promises are like checks in that

they result in black eyes to the in-

dividual who cannot honor them.
Adjectives lose all value and ex-

aggerated descriptions become plati-

tudes after repeated disappoint-

ments have dulled the reader's faith

in them.

By the same token, producers and
distributors, should be honest with
the trade in their advertising. After
all, it isn't humanly possible for any
organization to turn out a 100 per
cent perfect product. Being human
we are fallible, and being fallible

we do well if we are right part of

the time. No exhibitor expects an
output to be 100 per cent perfect.

Most of the pictures released in the
last year have contained some en-

tertainment qualities. It is unfor-
tunate that producers and distribu-

tors and exhibitors insist upon ad-

vertising almost every release as a

box-office knock-out, and in issuing

misleading statements regarding
their merit.

The Ego Complex has worked im-
measurable damage to the industry.

It represents the belief on the part

of production heads that they can
do no wrong, and vice versa that

the sales and distributing and ex-

hibiting heads can do no wrong. It

is directly responsible for the lack

of co-ordmation and an honest sur-

vey of the real trouble and the plac-

ing of the blame where it belongs
so as to correct the errors that are
responsible for the present condi-

tions in the industry.

Within my own knowledge I know
of the head of a great producing
and distributing organization who
some years ago fired his sales man-
ager because the latter had the
courage to express an honest opin-

ion of a picture which he and the
chief executive had just viewed.
"Any man who doesn't believe that

every one of this company's pic-

tures are the best on the market,
cannot do full justice to the job of

selling," he said. Yet, the last year
has conclusively demonstrated that
a mere belief on the part of a dis-

tributor in the exclusive superiority

of his product has not been sufficient

to attract a large number of patrons
to the exhibitors' box-offices.

It is unfortunate that with the
growth of this ego complex, its own-
er becomes inclined to the belief

that every member of the motion
picture parade is out of step but
him. If his productions flop, as so
many of them do, he lays the blame
on the exhibitors' lack of what he
deems to be intelligent advertising,
the weather or conditions which,
peculiarly enough, he seems to be
the only one able to understand.

The only solution to the ego com-
plex problem is that every man re-

gard himself as merely a cog in

the film industry's machine—an im-
portant cog perhaps, but neverthe-

less just a cog. Other industries

have no difficulty in this respect.

Scientists responsible for discover-

ies that have revolutionized man's
habits are on the pay rolls of various
industrial organizations. Famous in

their own circle, they are content
to remain unknown to the general
public because a play to the gallery
is repulsive to them, and because
they realize that with all their

knowledge, they still have much to

learn. After all, no producer has
ever achieved a record of having
made nothing but perfect product.

All of them have been responsible
for some bad pictures. Therefore,
until such time as they have nothing
more to learn it would profit them
to continue their work in a spirit

of humbleness—striving to learn by
their mistakes instead of bragging
about their achievements.

Protection is a problem which ex-

hibtiors themselves must solve. It

represents an effort on the part of

circuits, as well as other independ-
ent showmen, to wring the last dol-

lar possible out of a picture before

it passes on to the screen of other

theaters. I anticipate the reply that

houses charging higher admission
must be protected against those the-

atei's charging less money. The
subsequent run gets these pictures

eventually anj'way. Why not cut

down the protection time so thai

the producer and the subsequent run
can still get some benefit from the

advertising of the picture in the first

run theater while it is still fresh in

the mind of the public?

In my opinion the present method
of protection does not eliminate

competition. The first run should

be aggressive enough to advertise

the superior advantages possessed

by his theater, rather than attempt
to hold a picture back from general

exhibition until he believes its value

is dissipated,—;normal protection is

fair, but the present protection

periods demanded by first runs
smacks of an attempt to monopolize.

II

WARNING
TO ALL THEATRE MANAGERS

It has come to our attention that certain unauthorized persons

are selling tickets of some kind to managers of theatres, and stat-

ing that the proceeds are for the benefit of Local 306.

These people are IMPOSTORS and RACKETEERS. Theatre
managers who are solicited to buy tickets of this kind are requested

to immediately have the person offering same for sale arrested and
notify the main office of Local 306, BRyant 9-8620.

THE UNION WILL PROSECUTE ALL OFFENDERS SO
ARRESTED TO THE LIMIT OF THE LAW.

SAM KAPLAN, Pres.

MOVING PICTURE MACHINE OPERATORS

UNION LOCAL 306

"Live and let live" — especially in

these times—has always been a good
rule, and close study of the proteffl

tion situation has yet to reveal thai
the present method has materialh
benefited those who seek to enforci
it. *

A future generation will lool*

back at the evils which have brought
our business to its present condi-

tion, and will marvel that the mer
:^.t the head of industries had so lit-

tle foresight to allow such fallacies

|

to continue, and were devoid of suf-

ficient courage to break down tradi-

tional barriers and foster ideas that

would eliminate the egoists, realize

the effect of platitudes and abuse ol

adjectives on their business, and etj'

courage healthy competition.

\

en-

I
ANOTHER PARAMOUNT REV

Following up the success of tl^^

'Three's A Crowd" production now
playing at the New York Para-

m.ount, a similar revue of legitimate

^tage proportions, staged by Boris.

Petroff, will be presented the week,

itar.ing this Friday. It will have

sketches by Eddie Cantor and

George Jessel, with the latter and
Bing Crosby, Lillian Roth and Burns
and Allen as the headliners. "The
Broken Wing" will be on the screen;

The 1932
Film Daily Year

Book
contains:

A list of PLAYERS AND
THEIR WORK FOR 1930-31

With this list, exhibitors,

casting agents, critics and
others may ascertain the
previous appearances of
all players who received
screen credit during 1930
and 1931.

This is only one of

the many valuable lists

included in this "Ref-

erence Book Of The

Motion Picture Indus-

try. " No one in the

business should be

without it. The Year

Book is included In a

year's subscription to

THE FILM DAILY.

Mail your check for

$10.00 (foreign $15.00)

to:

THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway, N.Y.C.

One of a series of ads desifitied
j

to shoiv what the 1932 Film Daily

Year Book includes. '
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ames R. Cowan Slated

For New Paramount Post
Closing of the Paramount New
nrk studio will not eliminate
unes R. Cowan, in charge of Para-
u unt production there, from the
•ganization. He will join either

le theater department or enter
inie other production phase, with
lances in favor of the former move
iving to his former association
ith this end of Paramount's busi-

ess. The studio's last feature,
The Misleading Lady," is now be-

ar dubbed.

PUBLIX SALT LAKE SHIFTS
Salt Lake City—Publix has made

lo following personnel changes in

e Salt Lake City division; William
)iack, former local division book-
and for the past ten months with

(> New York booking office, has re-

1 ned to his former position here;
kIc Marpole, booker here during
mack's absence, has been appoint-
1 manager of the Paramount in

rnvo, and Starr A. Deuel, manager
the Provo theater has been pro-

oted to manager of the Orpheum,
gden.

REOPENING AS "ARTY'
Hartford, Conn.—Henry Needles
strict manager for Warner thea-

rs, announces that the Princess
ill be reopened March 26 as a

ittle playhouse," offering foreign

nis as the principal fare, with ar

casional American feature of out

anding merit. The policy will b"-

itterned after that of the Little

prnegie Playhouse, New York. Thr
itial feature will be "Ein Walze'
mi Strauss."

lli

NEW LONG BEACH HOUSE
Opening of the Laurel Theater
5w being erected in Long Beach
expected to take place the second
eek in May.

RERI ON F. & M. TOUR
Reri. South Sea native star of

Tabu," has been signed by Fan
ion and Marco for a tour opening
pril 15.

EW PARAMOUNT EXCHANGE?
Construction of two new exchange?

1 planned by Paramount. New
ranch buildings are being opener"

1 Washington and Omaha.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER.S
Film Products Corp. ; Beckman, Bogiie S
lark, 15 Broad .St., New York. $5,000.
Rockland Film Service, express husiness
Gold, Pater.son, N. J. 200 shares com

on.

Theater Craftsmen, theatrical bu'ine s: D
. .Steinbeck, 36 West 44th St.. New "S'or'

I shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Popular Pictures Corp., WilniinKton. Del
otion pictures; Corp. Trust Co.. Dover, Del
).000 shares common.
Felton Theater Co.. Inc., Philadelphia. Pa
loving nictures and places of amusement
apital Trust Co. of Delaware, Dover, Del.
,000 shares common.

$250,000 Improvements
For Atlanta Loew House
Atlanta—Plans are understood to

be under way for remodeling of

Loew's Grand at a cost of about
$250,000, making it one of the finest

houses in this section. When Loew
signed a 60-year lease on the the-

ater five years ago it was stipu-

lated that the lessee should replace
the present building with a mod-
ern structure within five years. If

the contemplated improvements are
made, it is said another five years'
time will be granted before the erec-

tion of the new building.

SCHNEIDER PASSES CIGARS
Sam Schneider, Warner Bros,

home office executive, is receiving
congratulations from the gang on
the latest addition to his familv
It's a boy, weighing eight pounds
and two ounces, born last Saturday
at 7 P. M. in the Sydenham Hospital.

WARNER THEATER MEN MEET
Warner theater executives who at-

•ended the meetinor called for yes-

terday by Joseph Bernhard, general

manager of Warner theaters, at the

New York offices include:
T. J. Hoffman. Mne Silver, Dave Weshner.

'"lavtoii Rnnil. Willard C. Pr'ttersnn, .Tnle

^.irrlen, Mort Blumenstock and Tack Cohen
ill home office executives, and the followin"

^one managers and hookers: William Gnlil

man and Louis Schlesinper. Philarlelnhia

T(ihn Pavette .-md Georn;e Croi"-h. Washing
fon: B. E. Hoffman and Max Ifoffman. Nr-
"^.ngland: Harry K.ilmine and Frank Dam's
Vew Jersey: T,ou Lazar and Wilbur Gr.-int

"nutate New York: John Harris and Wil''-'"-

^^acGrea^v. Pittsbur<vh; Nat Wnlfe and Hi''

Barron. Cleveland: T.ee Goldberir, Loni^v'lle

"^nmes Cnston and F. Wil'iams. Chicago-

'"to Hill, St. T.nuis; Sol Hankin Milwaukee-

'd George Hen.ger, Oklahoma City.

\RRFSTFD FOR SUNDAY SHOW
Plr>infield. N. J.—Instead of the

isual summons to appear for Sun-

day law violation in operating th-?

T^nramount. Oxford and Strand.

Manager Andrew Saffron was ar-

»-ested this time and taken to po-

'if'P headquarters, charged with vio-

"atine- the state law relating to "dis-

-.rderlv houses." He was later re-

'aased on his o^vn recognizance to

•appear in City Court today.

YEAGER RUNS FOR .ITTDGE

Portland, Ore.—Clarence E. Yeag-
^r, former exhibi*^or and owner of

1 number of suburban theaters here,

low one of the citv's leading attor-

"evs, is a candidate for Circuit

Tudge of Multnomah County.

WFBB CITY HOUSE BURNS
Webb City. Mo.—The Blake was

-^pstroved by fire last week. Loss is

"st'mated at $60,000. of which $15,-

000 is covered by insurance.

SOVIET FILM HOLDS OVER
"Cossacks of the Don," Soviet

film, at the RKO Cameo, will re-

main for a second week.

SCRIPT READER WANTED
with knowledge of German. Address

anplicaHons with details as to pre-

vious oicture experience to Box

No. 910.

FILM DAILY 1650 Broadway

Trade Papers

Also

Make Pictures!
Studios are not the only ones that

make pictures. Trade papers have
made picture after picture. Every
Advertising Manager knows it.

Many a picture that might have
been just so-so, has been made by the
trade papers. Through a proper
campaign with a proper sales angle.

Trade papers are a great short cut
for speedy recognition. Tell 'em and
you sell 'em.

This writer helped bring $5,000,000

worth of contracts, from independent
exhibitors, in one month's time.

Through just one trade paper an-

nouncement. And just recently.

But that announcement was an an-

nouncement! Not just a skimpy lit-

tle quarter-page ad.

This writer has put over campaign
after campaign through the trade pa-

pers. He knows how to tell the Sales

Manager's story in language the ex-

hibitor understands.

He was Director of Advertising,

Publicity and Exploitation for many
major companies.

He will be available shortly for the

first time in nine years.

jAddress *

HOP, PEP AND GINGER
Box No. 908,

Film Daily,

1650 Broadway, N. Y.



CEO. R. BATCHELLER and MAURY M. COHEN

WILL PRESENT

CHESTERFIELD
i

AND

INVINCIBLE
FEATURE PRODUCTIONS

WINNERS FOR 1932-1933
INCLUDING

//

All

GEO. R. BATCHELLER
Productions

ESCAPADE
By EDWARD T. LOWE

With Anthony Bushell, Sally Blane, Jameson

Thomas, Thomas E. Jackson, Walter Long, and

Carmelita Ceraghty. The first 1932-1933 fea-

ture completed by any producer. A pace-setter

for the industry.

//

All To Be

Directed By

RICHARD THORPE

THAT NOTORIOUS WOMAN INTIMATE STRANGERS
Now in Production

EAST OF THE SETTING SUN
PITFALLS FOR VALUE RECEIVED

THE INVITED TRESPASSER

BEAUTY PARLOR DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

THUNDER IN THE NIGHT

THE DEVIL'S WORKSHOP THE BROADWAY MYSTERY

FRANCHISES AVAILABLE FOR SOME TERRITORIES

^Wa
Distributed By

9 CHESTERFIELD MOTION PICTURE CORP.

MO'l'ION PICTUUB'

'"C'POP.ATi'"

1540 BROADWAY
Telephone: BRyant 9-6884

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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ndie Circuits Combine to Control Indie Product

ENT BEPES FOX OPERATING HEAD lAPRIL 4

rpi, RCA Claim Ample Leniency Accorded Delinquents

nn and Heyl Reply to

Charges of Pulling

Out Equipment
nswering a M. P. T. 0. A. con-

;ion resolution asking electrics

ive 10 days' grace to exhibitors

re pulling out equipments when
iquency in payments occur, C.

Bunn of Electrical Research
iucts and E. 0. Heyl of RCA
tophone yesterday lold The

(Continued on Page 3)

P. A. Powers Buying Into B. I, P. America
Negotiations are under way between Arthur Dent and P. A. Powers

whereby Powers may secure a financial interest in 6. I. P. America distributing

organization.

RKO'sl 932-33 Program
Boosted to 52 Features

PE TO HOLD LEE OCHS

8 M.P. CLUB PRESIDENT

Ithough Lee A. Ochs retired as

lident of the Motion Picture Club
;'esterday's annual meeting, it is

:3rstood that when the newly
I ted board of directors meets in

!it a week for the election of £

r lident and to fill other vacancies
rng officers every effort will be
|e to induce Ochs to continue

(Continued on Page 8)

Iramount Sets Dates
For Sales Convention

Dates for Paramount's annual
IS convention scheduled for Los
i;eles have been set as May 17,

S 19 and 20.

Suiiivan Says Novelists

becoming Film Conscious

' Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
llywood—Prospects of a more ample supply

' reen material being available from novelists

dicated by the fact that authors are be-
iihg more film conscious, says C. Gardner
ilan, M-C-M executive scenarist. While
iVercentage of sales of novels to film pro-
|s has been relatively small, there is a

liiant increase, Sullivan declares. Only
II of the so-called "ten best sellers" of
>. are being filmed, and only 11 of 87
••"best sellers" have been bought.

I 1932 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK is

' Recognized Standard Reference Book"
£ motion picture industry.—Advt.

Ontario Allied Names
Contract Committee

Toronto—President Tom Ross and
General Manager Oscar R. Hanson
of Allied Exhibitors of Ontario, at

yesterday's convention of the or-

ganization here, were appointed to

represent Ontario independents at

a conference with distributors on
the new standard exhibition con-

(Continited on Page 8)

RKO Radio Pictures line-up for

the coming season has been in-

creased to 52 features. In addition

to its regular list of star names,
the new schedule includes features

headed by Kate Smith, Clara Bow,
Joel McCrea, Edmund Lowe, Dolores
Del Rio, Eric Linden and Arline
Judge. The production line-up is as

follows: three Constance Bennett
features, three Ann Harding, three

(Continued on Page 8)

Roy J. Pomeroy Forms Producing Unit

Fox Board of Directors
Also Elects Woolams

Vice-President

Sidney R. Kent's appointment as
executive vice-president in charge
of operations of Fox Film was
formally announced yesterday by
President Eward R. Tinker follow-
ing a meeting of the compansr's
board of directors, who at the same

(Continued on Page 3)

'Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Roy J. Pomeroy has

organized Co-Operative Producers

Ass'n to make 12 features and a

group of short sub.iects for release

through a national distributing com-
pany, it is announced. A budget
of $3,000,000 for production is

planned. Harold Schwartz will be

associated with Pomeroy.

Compromise on Tax
Expected in Canada

Toronto — Although no definite

answer was forthcoming from Pre-
mier Henry yesterday when a dele-

gation of exhibitors called on him
to protest against the amusement
tax, it is believed the Government

(Continued on Page 3)

AT. Y. Indie Houses Join to Book
Exclusive Runs on Indie Films

Robt. E. Knight Heads
Warner W. Va. Division

Steubenville, 0. — Robert E.

Knight of Fairmont, W. Va., has

been appointed district supervisor

of the West Virginia territory for

Warner theaters. His new duties

include direct charge of houses in
{Continued on Page 8)

A booking combine involving six

and possibly seven theater circuits

in the metropolitan district has
been formed for the purpose of

booking independent features for

exclusive showings in approximate-
(Continued on Page 8)

On the 1,056 pages of the 1932 FILM
DAILY YFAR BOOK you can find leliahle

information on nearly any pha.se of the in

dustry.

—

Advt.

REOPENING PATHE STUDIO

WITH PHIL RYAN IN CHARGE

IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Phil L. Ryan has

been made general manager of the

Pathe studio, which will be reopened
next month as a rental studio. RKO
will be financially interested in some
productions to be made there by
independents for release through
this company.

R. H. Townsend Acquires
Studio Property on Coast

li'c'st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Western Pictures

Corp., of which R. H. Townsend is

president, has acquired the former
Standard Sound Studios. The plant

(Continued on Page 8)

"Roar of the Crowd"
The season's biggest dramatic sock

was delivered last night at the Winter
Garden by this Warner Bros, auto racing

yarn starring )ames Cagney and Joan
Blondell and directed by Howard Hawks.
Except for a few love angle interludes

that don't mean much, the action shoots

along in speedway style, pounding out
thrills and excitement until it has the
audience almost bewildered. So real-

istic are the racing collisions, explo-
sions, and resulting deaths, that a good
part of the premiere audience was
thrown into genuine hysterics. This is

no picture for weak hearts, and even
stout ones will be left as limp as a
rag when it's over. But that's just

why audiences are going to take to It

like a Deusenberg takes to the Indian-
apolis speedway.

—CILLETTE
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg
Con, Fm. Tnd 354 3H 3^ — /

.. Ton. -Km. Tnd. pfd. 9^4 9]/, 9'/$ — ^
F^st. Kodak 7854 7S^4 77 — M
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) yi yi Yf,

I^oew's. Inc 29 285^ 29 + Vr
Metro-Gol<lwyn pfd. 17?4 17.'^ \7^/k — •i-'

Paramount R'.^ 7.V^ 7^ — Vr

RCA 7^. 7% 7'4 — V
RCA pf. '•A- (VA) 2554 2,';'4 2'SYi — l.s-

RCA pf. "B" 125/ 12 125^ -f -V

RKO new 45^ 4 4

Warner Bro<i 254 254 23.^

do pfd 10 10 10 — 3

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc. 7 7 7 — -li;

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 7-16 5-16 3^ — '

Technicolor \% \% IH + V
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6=40. 25^ 2 2?^ — '

Keith A-O 6s46... 50 50 50 +3'
Paramount 6s 47.. 52 52 52
Par. 554'=50 45 4454 45 .....

Pathe 7s37 75 74 7/^ 75
Warner's 6s39 2654 25 25

Bernerd Says He Found America

Open Market (or British Films

London—America not only has
become an open market for British
pictures, but it is actually starving
for them, declared Jeffrey Bernerd.
g-eneral manager of W. & F. Film
Service, on his return from New
York. At no time in the trade his-

tory has there been anything com-
parable to the possibilities now un-
covered, he said. Shortage and high
cost of American product are among
the chief contributing causes to the
situation, thereby placing the Brit-
ish producer in the same favorable
position as the American indepen-
dent, according to Bernerd. He
added that he found both the trade
and the public now quick to praise
worthy productions from England.

FIGHT FILMS FOR HIPP.
Beginning Friday, the RKO Hip

podrome will show the official sound
pictures of the Bat Battalino vs.

Billy Petrolic boxing contest to be
held at Madison Square Garden to-

morrow evening.

*>•> *>* •• «* ••% *.**.**>*.**.**.»*.».»..»>».*»,•*> •> »,* » '^
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No Wholesale Selling

Of Warner Theaters
Warner Bros, theaters has no

'ntention of wholesale selling of its

houses. This is the message zone
managers and bookers are bringing
back to their associates from Joe
Bernhard, head of the circuit, fol-

lowing their meeting in New York
on Monday and Tuesday, Need of
careful economy has been empha-
sized.

NEXT FOR EUROPA
American premiere of "The Theft

of Mona Lisa" will take place at the
Europa on March 29, succeediner the
nine weeks' run of "Das Lied ist

Aus" ("The Song Is Over"). The
new picture is a German musical
fllm drama, directed by Geza von
Bolvary, who also handled "Two
Hearts in Waltz Time" and "Das
Lied ist Aus." Willy Forst has the
male lead.

Fatty Arbuckle Signed
For Personal Appearances
Fatty Arbuckle has been signed

by Joe Rivkin of the Leo Morrison
office in New York for a series of
personal appearances, opening April
22 in St. Louis and playing several
key cities on his way east. Arbuckle
will do a comedy act and officiate as
master of ceremonies, for which he
hi.s demonstrated talent.

Bob Sisk, Frank Buck
Tomorrow's Ampa Guests
Tomorrow's weekly luncheon of

the A.M.P.A. at Sardi's will be a

joint testimonial to Bob Sisk, new
advertising and publicity executive
at RKO, and Frank Buck, whos"
animal feature, "Bring 'Em Back
Alive," is now being prepared bv
V^an Beuren. Milton Silver will do
the announcing, and Prexy Ed Fin-
ney says a few other celebrities have
tentatively promised to be on hand

"TARZAN" BIG IN BALTIMORE
Baltimore—M-G-M's "Tarzan the

Ape Man" came close to breaking
the house record at the Stanley on
the week of its premiere, grossins-

more than $25,000. a figure not

reached by more than half a dozen
pictures ever shown in this town
Keith's, incidentally, tried to get a

share of the publicity by billing a

trained ape act as Tarzan in person.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Monthly meeting of New ^
Section of S.M.P.E., Westingh
Lighting Institute, Grand Central Pal
8:15 P.M.

March 28: Special Meeting of Afl
Equity Ass'n, Hotel Aster. New Y

March 30-31: Allied Theaters of Mi
sota, North and South Dakota, an
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneaf

March 30: Dinner given by Philadd
M.P.T.O. to Jules Levy, Shanl
Baltimore, Md., 7 P. M.

Apr. 4: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial
ater, New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic N
and Dance, True Sister's Club Hi
New York.

April 16: Associated Theater Owneri
Maryland dance and entertainment, I
more, Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists \
drive for benefit fund.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Parami
Publix stockholders, New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Cla)
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention,
York,

May 6-16: International Film Exhibi
Royal Automobile Institute, Amster
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Sc
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Coi
tion, Chicago,

May 17-20: Paramount annual sales
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of Internalu
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Emp
and M. P. Operator!, Memorial
Columbus, O.

189 DAY-AND-DATES
Topping the goal set bv the com-

'lanv with a good margin, a total
of 189 day-and-date bookings have
been closed by the Warner Bros.
sales staff for "Alias the Doctor,"
being released March 26.

PIONEER EXHTR DEAD
White Plains. N. Y.—Martin C.

Soreitzer, 67, who opened the first

movie house here, is dead at his
home here. He had been out of the
exhibition field for many years.

i Eastman Filmsi^

h]» E. Brulatoor, Inc

}•{ Chicago

f{ 1727 Indiana Ave.

J'j
CALumet 3692

•V

if

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLIywood 4121

4 PASSES WITHOUT CUTS
"The Crowd Roftrs," Ja'^es Cag-

nev vehicle which Warner Bros, are
releasinp- for national distribution
_A.T)r''l 16. has already been passed
bv the Censor Boirds of New York
Virginia. Massachusetts and Mary-
land without a single elimination
being ordered.

WALL STREET SHORT OPENS
"The Nation's Market Place,"

oroduced by Visugraphic for the

New York Stock Exchange and
showing for the first time the actu-

al details of work on the exchange
floor from the time the gong strikes

at 10 A,M. until Wall Street editions

are off the press, opens tomorrow
at the Plaza."

"ALIAS DOCTOR" MOVES
Richard Barthelmess in "Alias the

Doctor," which gave way to "The
Crowd Roars" last night at the
Winter Garden, opens today at the
Warner for a continuance of its

Broadway run.

N. E. RECK SHTFTEO
Indianapolis—N. E. Beck, for sev-

°rtil vears w'th Pnblix in the South
hns been shifted to the managerial
nost at the Circle here, it is an-
nounced by B. V. Sturdevant, gen-

:iK-»»»»««»a»»»::«.::«.»»»»-«.»j@{
| eral manager of local Publix houses.

THIRD TOWER FILM STARTS
HV.v/ Coast Bureau nf THE FILM DA 11 V
Hollywood — Tower Pictures will

place its third feature in work at

the Tiffany studios on Monday. The
title is "Daring Daughters."

SAVO OPENING LOEW TOUR
Jimmy Savo opens a 13-week

Loew tour in New York Friday.

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing. Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

"Scarface" Impresses
Legit. Stage F^

A group from the legitimate s'

field, headed by Max Gordon,
terday attended a special shovj

of the Howard Hughes produe'
"Scarface," starring Paul Mun
United Artists headquarters
went out raving about the pici

In the group were Arthur Ham
stein, Irving Berlin, Owen Davi
Lawrence Weber, Brock Pembei
Antoinette Perry, Marcus Heii
Arthur Schwartz and Louis CI

CHARLES B. NOMEJKO DII
Milford, Conn.—Charles B

mejko, 58 builder of the Caj
Milford Center, and operator of

house for a number of years,
in a Bridgeport hospital folic

a four months' illness.

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment-^

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING C|
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Harriet Huntington
ANNOUNCES

THE COMPLETION OF

"Bali" ft""

'A Feature Length Production K.
All Rights Fully Protected It);
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INT STARTS APRIL 4

IS FOX OPERATING HEAD

{Cantinued from Page 1)

,i e elected Leonard A. Woolams
i»-president to handle finances on
\ Pacific Coast. Kent takes up

! new duties April 4. Tinker, in

;i statement, lauded Kent's record

li his standing in the industry,

,1 stated that the Fox organiza-

ii is now prepared to carry out

I new constructive program that

I uld mean vast benefits to the

cipany.
V^oolams, a resident of San Fran-

; and known in New York
iiLigh his services as vice-presi-

. t of Transamerica Corp., as well

ia director of California Packing

p., Simmons Co., and United
eels Co., will divide his time be-

•. en the east and the west.

peaking of the new appoint-

its. Tinker said:
\ few weeks ago the corporation an-

I that it had completed the reor-

on of its western properties by the
iishment of a management board to di-

tlie affairs of the studio and by signing
Liiiagement contract for the operation of

\\ est Coast Theaters. The election of

Kent and Mr. Woolams rounds out our
;iitive organization. Its personnel should
dci|iiate to all future needs of the corpo-
11 with such department heads as W. C.

lel, in charge of home office operations
liaison officer with our theater organiza-

; Richard A. Rowland, New York pro-

ion executive working in liaison with
production department in Hollj-wood; J.

Grainger, in charge of sales; C. E.

ardson, in charge of finance in New
c; Leonard A. Woolams, in charge of

ice in the west and Glenn Griswold, in

ge of public relations."

Kent's Statement
Cent, in a statement issued at

same time, said:
hereby confirm the statement of Mr.

t. Tinker, president of Fox Film Corpora-
that I have joined that company in the

city of executive vice president in charge
operations. I am deeply grateful for

ofifers that have been inade to me since

resignation from Paramount Publix. How-
, after weeks of negotiation and in

ligation, I have decided that association

I
Fox Film Corp offers the opportunity

t attractive to me from many angles,

re is no doubt in my mind that the com
I, long one of the leaders in the industry,

only can be restored in due time to a

tion of prosperity, but will be a unit in

business of which everyone, officials, di

Drs, stockholders and those in the Indus
who appreciate that a clean and healths

pany, even as a competitor, is a decided
t to the entire business, may well be

id. To this work in all its phases, to Mr.
<er and to the directors, I shall give all

ossess of ability, loyalty and effort."

GOODMAN TO PRODUCE
3dward Goodman, stage and
•een director, who returned re-

itly from the coast, plans to do
'eral stage productions in New
rk.

COMING & GOING

fAT LEFTON, independent exchange
rator in Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and
sburgh, has arrived in New York from
veland on a business trip.

ILYAN TASHMAN returns to New York
n Boston on Friday.
;RNEST VAJDA, Hungarian playwright
' has been working in Hollywood lately,

n New York.
:EGINALD REUBENSON, importer and
orter, arrived in New York yesterday from
don. He expects to remain here for four

ALONG/"^ lALTO
M.DALY

NEW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • AND THERE was the case of the femme cashier
in a midwest exchange who had occasion for business cor-
respondence with a party in the home ossif who always
signed letters with the initial for the first name and the
midwest gal got the erroneous impression that the he was a
she well, you know how a gal gets gushy and confiden-
tial when writing to another and in the course of a few
months' correspondence she told him practically every-
thing of a Very Confidential nature just between
girls until one day she saw the gink's mugg in a house
organ dangling a baby on his knee . , . c'n ya imagine!

the poor gal's Reactions?

• • • THE WAY Johnny Darrow broke into pix was this

he was an insurance clerk and one eve a friend
who was an extra called and said he had two calls for
work in the morn of course this was in the days when
they needed extras he asked Johnny if he would help
him out and take one Johnny did and has been
in pix ever since now the moral to this story should
be that the friend is still doing work as an extra
Hollerword stories always go like that but the truth
of the matter is that the extra took Johnnie's job as an insur^
ance clerk is now head of the works selling in-

surance to all the big players and studios and will be
making big dough long after Johnny is all washed up

• • • DO THEY ever come back? sure they do
Fatty Arbuckle, who has been directing pix under the

name of William Goodrich for the last few years has
been booked by Joe Rivkin of Leo Morrison's ossif for personal
appearances Fatty is a swell stage entertainer
and should burn 'em up as an emcee

• • • THEY HAVE re-named the Educational house organ
"WE" which comes from throwing into reverse the
initials of Educational-World-Wide and J. H. Skirball
writes an Inspirational Article on what would you do if you
were president of the company which opens like this

"Suppose you were sitting in Mr. Hammon's seat

now! Suppose you were the president of a corporation that
dealth with millions of dollars a year! Suppose—

"

and doggone, the next day, all staff were crowding
into the prexy's ossif trying to show him how to run
the joint NOTE Mister Hammons is STILL
president but, shucks, it was a great Experiment in

Inspiration

• • • BUT WHAT most of the office staffs in film or-

ganizations are asking, is Supposing the Boss was sit-

ting in My Seat! but why Suppose? why should
he? at that, as a temporary expedient, some Bosses
might learn Something

• • • NOW IF you will kindly join us any afternoon be-

tween 2 and 5 at the Little Picture House on East 50th

Street manageress Sophie Smith will act as hostess

and pour us a cup of tea that being the latest

in the li'l art movement what! you don't drink tea?
neither do we

« « « » » »

AMPLE LENIENCY GRANTED,

ERPI AND RCA CONTEND
{Continued from Page 1)

Film Daily that such theaters are
given generous advance warnings
which more than covers the indicated
period. Neither company has a
blanket policy in such situations,
but treats each case individually, it

was pointed out by both Heyl and
Bunn. Each said that equipment
is not removed from theaters until
after "exhaustive efforts" have been
made to persuade the delinquent to
act in the matter.

Compromise on Tax
Expected in Canada
(Continued from Page 1)

may respond by compromising on
tax legislation through the exemp-
tion of tickets up to 25 or 30 cents
in the smaller theaters. Oscar Han-
son, general manager of Allied Ex-
hibitors of Ontario, told Premier
Henry that the theater industry
was in desperate straits, present
conditions making it almost impos-
sible to assume further taxes. He
said two-thirds of the theater rev-
enues came from 25-cent tickets and
that no theater today was making
more than 1 cent on each admission.
More taxes would drive many small-
er theaters out of business.

Sam Eckman Is Re-elected
By Kinema Renters Society
London—Sam Eckman of M-G-M

has been re-elected president of the
Kinema Renters Society for the en-
suing year.

2 MORE SUPREME BRANCHES
Supreme Screen Service has

opened two more branch offices in

New England. One is located at

28 Piedmont St., Boston, and the
other at 134 Meadow St., New
Haven. Both are under the super-
vision of Henry M. Sperling. This
makes nine offices in the Supreme
group to date.

JANE WINTON IN OPERA
Jane Winton makes her operatic

debut in Montreal on April 18, sing-

ing the role of Marguerite in

"Faust" for the French Italian

Opera Co.

MANYmW RETURNS,

est wishes are extended b>

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ini their birthdays:

March 23
loan Crawford Bernd Afdor

Emma Hill
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p Ione ransy!
Advertising like pictures has been

going in cycles. We are just passing

through an era of ladylike delicacy

—

diffident, hesitant, uncertain.

This past season, picture after pic-

ture has got down on its knees and

pleaded for exploitation. Picture

after picture has done just fair to

middlin', where it could have mopped
up had it been given proper exploita-

tion.

This writer has put over many pic-

tures and many theatres by a judi-

cious injection of enthusiasm and in-

spiration.

He was Director of Publicity, Ad-

vertising and Exploitation for many
major companies. He will be avail-

able shortly for the first time in nine

years.

Address:

HOP, PEP AND GINGER,
Box No. 908,

Film Daily,

1650 Broadway,

New York.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
\By RALPH WILK^

HOLLYWOOD
(^HARLES E. BUTTERWORTH

has been signed by Paramount
for one of the two leading comedy
roles in Maurice Chevalier's next
starring production, "Love Me To-
night."

* If *

Russell Hopton, who plays the
role of a policeman in "Radio Pa-
trol," at Universal, was mistaken
by a passing autoist for a dyed-in-
the-wool cop and asked about traffic
regulations.

* *

Van Nest Polglase, formerly head
of the Paramount art department,
has joined Radio Pictures and is

designing the sets for "Unmated,"
the Constance Bennett picture, which
Edward H. Griffith is directing.

4> * *

Karl Freund is doing the camera
work on "Back Street," the Univer-
sal special, which John M. Stahl is

directing. Joe Lapis is in charge
of the recording.

4> * *

George Meeker, who worked in

"Sensation" at the Paramount New
York studio, has returned to Holly-
wood. He attracted much attention
by his work in "Strictly Dishonor-
able" and "Emma." He played in

the New York and London engage-
ments of "Strictly Dishonorable."

« * *

Charles Stumar, veteran camera-
man, is in charge of the photogra-
phy on "Mountains in Flame,"
which is being made by Universal,
with Cyril Gardner directing. Stu-
mar also did the camera work on
"Steady Company."

* *

Our Passing Show: Harold B.
Franklin, Howard Dietz, Felix
Young, Roy Disney, Larry Wein-
garten, James Ashmore Creelman,
Sam Marx at the opening of "The
Wet Parade" at Grauman's Chinese;
a lobby bar, serving near beer, did

excellent business, with all the
drinks on Sid Grauman.

* « •

Anthony Coldeway, former First
National executive and veteran
screen writer has joined the Para-
mount scenario staff.

»> -K 4<

Charles Barton, Paramount as-

sistant director since his assignynent
on "Wings," has been made as-

sistant to Director Norman McLeod
on the Four Marx Brothers comedy,
"Horse Feathers."

* « *

Edward J. Montagne, who recent-
ly terminated his contract as sce-

nario-editor-in-chief for Paramount,
is spending a brief vacation, before
joining RKO, watching the big
league teams in training.

* * if

Ray June, photographer of "Ar-
rowsmith," will handle the head
cameraman duties on the Four Marx
Brothers' Paramount comedy, "Horse
Feathers."

Horace Jackson, who, with San
Ornitz is collaborating in the writ
ing of the screen version and dia
logue for Constance Bennett's nex
production, "Unmated," will remaii
with RKO for some time, having re

cently signed a new agreement.
* * «

Irving Cummings, who directs
"In Oid Arizona,' was signed 6|

Paramount Last week to direct th
character film story tentativet,

titled "The Countess of Auburn.
In the cast will be Alison Skipworth
Richard Bennett, George Barbiei
Frances Dee and others. The storj

is an original by Malcolm Stuar
Boylan and Harvey Harris Gatei
co-authors of "Hell Divers."

« * *

Gregory Ratoff will play an im
portant role in RKO-Radio Pictures
The Roar of the Dragon," whici

will star Richard Dix and featur
tile Norse beauty, Gwili Andr«
vVesley Ruggles is to direct. Th
;>tory is an original by Merian C

Cooper.
* * «

The first co-starring vehicle fo

Claudette Colbert and Clive Brool
tentatively titled "Bride of the Ene
my," is in preparation. Oliver EH
P. Garrett is writing the screel
play. Berthold Viertel will direc'

* * *

William (Stage) Boyd, husk)
screen menace, has been added t

the featured cast of "State's Attoi|
ney," the John Barrymore starrin;

picture now being filmed at th

RKO-Radio Pictures studio. Produu
tion has been resumed following
brief postponement caused by ii

juries to Barrymore. George At
chainbaud is directing.

* * *

Zion Myers, RKO-Radio directK

and writer, will co-direct "Hell Bei
for Election," with Ralph Murphj
Edna May Oliver will be starred.

* >» «

Adrianne Allen, star of the cm
rent Broadway success, "Cynara
who recently was placed under Ion
term contract by Paramount, w<
make her screen debut with Sylv-
Sidney and Fredric March in "Me
rily We Go to Hell." Miss Allen vn
arrive here next week.

First National has given a loni

term contract to Preston Foster, r

cently recruited to Hollywood fro
the New York stage and current
at work with Edward G. Robinsi
in the film version of the reee
Broadway play, "Two Seconds." B
next assignment will be the role

Dr. Wells in "Doctor X."

1

1

In Wrong Cast
IVest Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Eve Southern will have to

remain in a plaster cast for several

months as a result of spinal injuries re-

ceived in an accident.

t*



Everything
pertaining to the motion picture

industry can be Found in—

The

>tandard Reference

)ook of the Motion

Picture Industry

The 1932 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK now being

distributed to all subscribers

to THE FILM DAILY
Here is a volume which has no equal. Everything pertaining to the

motion picture industry can be found within its covers. This important

volume which runs well over 1,000 pages each year contains a complete

showman's manual of ideas which are practical. The ideas are not just

theory, they are ideas which have been used to satisfaction. They are

so grouped and arranged so that no matter what type of picture an

exhibitor is playing, he can find stunts which will help him sell his

picture to the public. The Year Book contains a complete list of the-

atres throughout the country, circuit or individually owned. Wired,

silent, open and closed are indicated. A list of more than twelve thou-

sand features released since 1915 together with review dates and dis-

tributors' names. A complete list of all features released during the

year with all data, such as players' names, directors, etc. A buying

guide that is unsurpassed, giving names and addresses of all important

equipment venders listed under products handled by them. Personnel

of all major producing and distributing companies. Addresses and

officers of important societies. A summary of arguments against cen-

sorship. Censor boards and their personnel. The ten best pictures

of the year. A financial section showing the financial structure of

the major companies. A
^

foreign section which

gives you a survey of the

foreign field. These are

only a few of the many

subjects of interest

found within its covers.

THE FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK is given

free with a year's sub-

scription to THE FILM

DAILY.

THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway,

New York City:

Please enter my subscription to THE FILM DAILY

I enclose check for $10.00. Foreign $15.00.
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City. State
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INDIE CIRCUITS COMBINE

TOCONTROLINDIE PRODUCT

(^Continued from Page 1)

ly 125 Greater New York houses.
Circuits already in the deal are the
Lee Ochs, Rinzler-Frisch, Consoli-
dated, Manhattan Playhouses,
Springer-Cocalis and Century, with
the possibility of the Skouras Bros,
joining the group. Independent dis-

tributors will be guaranteed about
400 play-dates with the proviso that
the features rented by the group
will not be released in the Metro-
politan area to the larger theater
circuits. Full-page daily newspa-
per ads will be utilized to attract
public attention in lieu of the pub-
licity usually gained by Broadway
showing of independent features.
Negotiations are under way to book
"Vanity Fair," distributed by Jack
Bellman of Hollywood Pictures, as
the first release under the new plan.

RKO's 1932-33 Program
Boosted to 52 Features

(Continued from Page 1)

Richard Dix, three Wheeler and
Woolsey, two Edna May Oliver, two
Linden and Judge, two Ricardo
Cortez, three Dolores Del Rio, two
Joel McCrea and two Edmund Lowe.

Single features will be as follows-
a German made feature "Theft of

Mona Lisa," Frank Buck's "Bring
'Em Back Alive," a Dix and Hard-
ing, a John Barrymore special, a

Lionel Barrymore feature, Special
Radio Broadcast feature, a Clara
Bow production, a Kate Smith pro-
duction, "Kong," "13 Women," "Most
Dangerous Case," "French Police,"

"Alaskan Call of the Wild," "Hell
Bent for Election," "Deportation
Train," "Verge Winters," "Good
Provider," "Wrestling," a Sweet and
Kennedy feature, and two outdoor
pictures.

NEWS OF THE DAY

PARAMOUNT ANNUAL MEET
Annual meeting of Paramount

stockholders is slated for April 19
in New York. Terms of one-third
of the directors expire and it is ex-
pected that re-elections will occur
in each instance. The board will

convene the following day to elect

officers of the corporation.

ALPINE FILM AT 5th AVE.
"Avalanche," Alpine talker with

English dialogue, directed by Dr.
Arnold Franck, who produced
"White Hell of Pitz Palu," opens
Friday at the Fifth Ave. Playhouse.

Wallace Smith, Emissary
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILV
Hollywood—Wallace Smith, who wrote

"the screen play for RKO's "The Lost
Squadron" and recently left for Port-
land on a vacation trip, has made stop-
overs along the way and already ad-
dressed five women's organizations and
seven men's clubs on the value of the
motion picture to the world in general.
Yet this author-artist-soldier of fortune,
who is now one of Hollywood's biggest
boosters, a few years ago turned deaf
ears to film offers until he was won
over by the persuasion of Douglas
Fairbanks.

Anderson, S. C. — The Rivoli,

formerly a B house, has become
Kincey's first run house here because
of larger seating capacity.

Chicago—M. D. Zimmerman, own-
er of the Eagle and the Crane, has
taken over the Lucille at 653 Cicero
Ave. and installed W. E. sound
equipment.

Akron — The State and Portage
have closed.

Minimum of 15 Releases
In Brecher Deal With Ufa
National distribution for several

Ufa German dialogue productions
with super-imposed English titles is

planned by Leo Brecher, who has
contracted to select a minimum of
15 features for American release
from Ufa's 1982-33 production
schedule of 35. According to Brecher,
"Tempest" is now being considered
by a national circuit of theaters for
general release. "All Ufa pictures
which we select will have 'screen
translations,' or English titles, as
they are more commonly known,"
said Brecher yesterday. "As I see
the situation now, I do not think it

will be necessary to set up a na-
tional distributing organization of
our own. The majority of features
will prove successful financially
through release in many houses of
the Little Carnegie type but several
outstanding productions now antici-

pated will have national distribu-
tion."

R, H. Townsend Acquires
Studio ProDerty on Coast

(Continued from Page l)

will be renamed Western Studios
and operated on a rental basis
None of the former Standard offi

cials or emnloyes will be connected
with it. Townsend formerly was
sound director for Paramount and
RKO.

SPONSORED BASEBALL RERTE^
A series of five sponsored baseball

shor+s. in sound and running fivp

minutes each, has been completed bv
Visueraphic Pictures, with the Phila-
delphia "Evening Bulletin" as
sponsor. Scenes were shot at thp
training camps of the Athleti'^s and
Phillies in Fort Myers and Winter
Haven, Fla., and star players of the
two teams appear in them, demon-
strating various points of the
<rame. Off-screen chat is by "Bul-
letin" sports writers.

JOE E. BROWN ON STAGE
Wr-i Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA'^V
Hollvwood—Joe E. Brown, who

finished work last week on his latest
^iv^t National picture, "The Ten-
derfoot." is now appearing on the
T,os Angeles stage in "Square
Crooks." Brown has already played
San Francisco in this stage piece,

and after the Los Angeles run he
plans to take it to several other
western cities.

McKinney, Tex.—F. B. Pope is

remodeling the Pope and will soon
reopen the house.

Colony, Kan.—The former B. &
B. theater has been reopened as the
Broadway.

McKinney, Tex.—E. L. Black will
open a theater in this town, with
the equipment from the Queen at
Frisco.

Ontario Allied Names
Contract Committee
(Continued from Page 1)

ti-act. Officers of Ontario Allied
also were granted the privilege of
dealing with circuits in matters
affecting the whole business.
The meeting was held following a

big deputation to the Parliament
Buildings to protest against the
amusement tax. A resolution en-
dorsing the activities of Allied
officers in agitating against tax in-
creases was adopted. Officers of
Allied recently elected at a board
meeting were confirmed, and they
will hold office for a year. Decision
was made to continue fighting in be-
half of independents against taxa-
tion, copyright fees and Government
regulations requiring two men in
a booth. A publicity representative
for trade propaganda was appointed.
Hanson told the meeting that the

suit for damages against W. S.
Brady, proprietor of the Toronto
Madison, by the Pei-forming Rights
Society, would be a test case and
the whole weight of Allied was be-
hind the action.

Abram F. Myers and H. M. Richey
wired felicitations on behalf of Al-
lied States Ass'n.

First National Sets
Four Releases for May

Four new First National pictures
have been set for release in May.
"The Famous Ferguson Case" is

down for May 14. It stars Joan
Blondell, with Vivienne Osborne
and Tom Brown. "The Rich Are
Always With Us," first Ruth Chat-
terton picture for First National
will be released May 21, followed
May 28 by "The Strange Love of
Molly Louvain," changed from "The
Tinsel Girl." with Lee Tracy and
Ann Dvorak, and Edward G. Rob-
inson's latest picture, "Two Sec-
onds."

Horkheimer Re-entering
Production on the Coast

H'rst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA'I Y

Hollywood-;-H. M. Horkheimer,
who at one time was an active pro-
ducer with his brother, E. D. Hork-
heimer, is planning to resume activ-

I

ity at the Tec Art studios. Title
|

of his first picture is "I Shot My I

Husband." I

HOPE TO HOLD LEE OCHS

AS M.P. CLi PRESIDENl

(Continued from Page 1)

in the chair. The new directors wantll
Ochs to remain because of his ex-
cellent record in the handling oj
club affairs. The board elected yes-
terday includes Leo Klebanow
Charles O'Reilly, James L. Ryan
Joe Brandt, Louis Nizer and San-
Stern.

In submitting his annual report,
Ochs said that at the end of the
fiscal year on March 1 the Club was
in sound financial condition, wit}
$16,830 cash in the bank. Paul
Gulick read the treasurer's report
and Bruce Gallup also spoke.

Reports showed that $2,500 nel
was realized from the program <yi

the M. P. Club Ball, while the ball
itself netted a profit of $1,300. 01
the tickets for the ball sent out tc
members, 54 per cent were returned

The Club received a tax refunc
of $10,593 from the government
and members voted that the amouni
be turned into the treasury insteac
of crediting it proportionately t<

members.
A slight decrease in membershij

was reported, and five members diec

in the past year. The meeting stooci

in silence for a moment in tribute

to deceased members.

Robt. E. Knight Heads
Warner W. Va. DivisioD

(Continued from Page 1)

Steubenville, Morgantown, Clarks
burg, Fairmont. Charleston, Par
kersburg, all West Virginia, an'

Washington, Pa. He succeeds Jame
G. Balme.

EXTRA ROXY SHOWS
Starting Friday the Roxy will rui

five full performances each day fo

a week. A special short subject am
s*^age program for the Easter holi

days has been arranged by manage
Charlie Griswold for the childrei

First performances will start a

10:30 a. m.

LILYAN TASHMAN TO REST
Lilyan Tashman, who returns t

New York on Friday from Bostoi
where she has been making person?
appearances, will remain here for a

extended rest before going to tb

coast to resume work for Parf
mount.

Exploitation Broadcasts
A series of broadcasts to exploit pic-

tures is being planned by Dan Wolhelm.
who presents his initial offering Friday

night in the form of a condensed ver-

sion of Columbia's "Forbidden." The
feature goes over WMCA at 9:30 o'clock.

Wolheim Is negotiating with other pro-
ducers to conduct similar broadcasts.
Supporting him in the radio version of

"Forbidden" are Evelyn Pierce and
Robert Lewis Shayo.

I

SI
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(5 Per CentAttendanceDrop Seen if Tax BillPasses

i MAJOTCOMPANIES MJVERING ENTM LINEUP

)ol Lesser, Frank Wilson Form New National Unit

Legislation
-fought on the screen

=By Don Carle Cillette;=

olitical

totection

There has been a
good deal of debate,

and no small amount
of timidity, over the

latter of whether the film industry

:|ould use the power of the screen

:i a weapon of defense against un-

.ist legislation and unwarranted at-

i'cks of all kinds.

Newspapers and magazines freely

ilize their mediums to combat on-

aughts. Unions turn their man-

!wer into pickets when they want
1 win a cause.

But the film business, though bom-
Irded on five sides by inimical

:rces, holds a lot of meetings, cries

i the skies, passes resolutions, sends

ifew single-handed men to the bat,

!kd makes all kinds of scattered ef-

lirt, instead of acting in mass for-

lation and using its deadliest spear,

1)6 screen.

Take a tip from
lewspapers the newspaper fra-

how How ternity's recent war
, on misrepresentation

. its craft in motion pictures. After

uch indignant squawking by publi-

tions everywhere, "Editor & Pub-

sher," trade paper of the fourth

tate, sent its Editor Marlen Pew
the coast.

He returns with the assurance

iat there will be no more of it.

So, you see, newspapers can play

|) movie scandal at every chance

thout the film powers doing any-

ing about it.

But, when the film portray re-

rters as stews and comics, that is

lite another matter to the news-
pers.

As W. E. J. Martin of the Buffalo

Jourier-Express" editorially com-
ents, "If producers can't make the

ctures right, the public will b©
(Continued on Pape 2)

12 Features, 12 Three- and
Four-Reelers, Shorts

Are Scheduled
Long pending negotiations be-

tween Sol Lesser and Frank R. Wil-
son of Talking Picture Epics were
brought to a close yesterday with
the formation of a new national dis-

tributing corporation under the name
of Principal Distributing Corp. with
Lesser as president and Wilson as

vice-president and general manager.
The new unit will handle not only

the product heretofore distributed

by Epics, but an augmented pro-

gram of features and shorts.

Lesser will continue to make his

headquarters in Los Angeles and de-
(Continued on Page 4)

LARRY DARNOUR MAKING

SERIES FOR 1

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Larry Darmour will

produce a series of outdoor pictures

for release by Paramount. The first

three are Zane Grey stories.

1. B. Wilby Takes Over
Publix Atlanta House

Atlanta—R. B. Wilby, operator of

a circuit in North and South Caro-

lina, has leased the Georgia Theater
from Publix. The new manager for

the theater will be Earl Holden, for-

merly associated with Sparks in

(Continued on Page 32)

RKO Capit-alization Cut
Baltimore — RKO stockholders at a

special meeting yesterday approved re-

duction of the company's capitaliza-

tion by changing the value of common
stock from $19.94 to $10 a share. At
the regular annual meeting also held
yesterday Joseph A. Bower, DeWitt
Millauser and Frederick Strauss were
elected directors. The board was re-

duced to 19 members from 23.

TEST CASE IS PLANNED ON

SEIZURE OF EQUIPMENT

Harrisburg—Legality of a Penn-
sylvania state law which allows the-
ater landlords to seize equipments
and other properties when an ex-

hibitor goes into bankruptcy owing
them rent, will soon be tested. The
statute has been particularly em-
barrassing to the electric compa-

(Continued on Page 32)

Milton Kusell Named
Para. District Manager

Milton Kusell, manager of the
Paramount New York exchange, has
been appointed by George Schaefer,
general sales manager, as New York
state district manager. He succeeds
Joe Unger, who was promoted in

January. Kusell, whose elevation
was forecast by The Film Daily
on Jan. 24, takes over supervision
of the New Yoi'k, Brooklyn, north
ern New Jersey, Albany and Buffali

exchanges.

Reductions in 1931-1932

Programs Comparatively
Small

Five aajor and other companies
went on record as stating that they
will deliver all features announced
for the current season, in a check-
up made yesterday by The Film
Daily. They are: M-G-M, Pathe.
Universal, Columbia, Fox and Sono
Art-World Wide.

Universal will make all of the 26
(Continued on Page 4)

COLUMBIAEAiNGSHOLD;

STOr ' GOES ON BIG BOARD

Coincident with announcement
that Columbia Pictures securities

has been admitted to listing on the

New York Stock Exchange, the com-
pany yesterday made public its

financial report for the first six

months of the fiscal year, to Dec.
26, showing net profit after all

charges of $276,006, equal to $1.46
(Continued on Page 4)

Estimate 15% Attendance Drop
If Ticket Tax Goes Through

erywhere you go you will find THE FILM
VILY and the 1932 FILM DAILY YEAR
)0K.—Advt,

The B. 0. Roars
starting today the Winter Garden

will give performances continuously

from 9 a.m. to 2:30 a.m., putting in

a total of 9 shows a day. The reason

is the stampede at the box office occa-

sioned by "The Crowd Roars," starring

lames Cagney. Receipts of the open-

ing night and the first full day indicate

this Warner picture has a strong chance

of breaking records at the Broadway

house.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAIIY
Washington — A drop in attend-

ance running up to 15 per cent will

result if the proposed Federal ad-

mission tax measure is passed, it

is estimated by conservative heads
(Continued on Page 32)

If it is important you will read it fi""'! in

THE FILM DAILY.—Advt,

Universal Pays $175,000

For "Counsellor at Law"
"C ninsellor at Law," Broadway

hit r, ;

• ng Paul Muni, was bought
yes' .J in New York by Carl
.!> '.,, Jr., for $175,000, which

i^s adaptation and working
cript by Rice. Universal also agrees

ro consult with Rice on the casting

and direction.

"One Hour With You"
Since the delightful merits of this

Ernst Lubitsch production for Paramount
have already been extolled in The Film

Daily of March 6, it remains only to

fulfill the reportorial function of record-

ing that twin premiere audiences at

the Rivoli and Rialto last night put

their stamp of approval on the latest

Maurice Chevalier comedy with music.

The way the classy crowds in those

two houses took to this snappy, tuneful

'nd continually effervescing entertain-

ment indicates that it is going to click

strong with fans who want the smartest

and most sophisticated type of screen

fare. —GILLETTE.
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EPICS IN .3 B'WAY HOUSES
Talking: Picture Epics has short

subjects running in three Broadway
houses this week. The "City of

Faith," two-reeler about Jerusalem
and environs, is at the Roxy, while

"High Andes" of the Lowell
Thomas-Latin American Series is at

both the Rialto and Rivoli.

M
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luegisXation
-fought on the screen

iConlinited from Page 1)

informed in detail just what the
ilms mean, where they are wrong
.nd why."
Other papers have been much

more blunt in their warnings and
threats.

Newspapers have immense power
'o help or hurt the screen. They
Have made it known that they will

ise this power in defense.
The screen, too, has power of

vast proportions. It, too, is entitled
to use it for protection.

•
-J

There needn't be
niewsreeis any heavy splurging
Can Help or injudicious playing

of politics. Individual
wisdom and careful analysis of audi-
ence reactions can be depended unor
to regulate the activity. Perhaps
the newsreel, which is so akin to

the newspaper, could help in some
matters.
There certainly is news value to

the moviegoers to be informed that
the proposed 10 per cent tax on
tickets is in addition to the 2M ner
cent sales levy on film rentals. Wbnt
other industry is being doublv
taxed ?

Newspapers make no bones about
asking legislators just where *^he^-

^tand on vital issues. When solon'-

beein to feel the same direct con-
tact with the screen, thev won't b'^

so oiiick or carelf-ss about sponsor-
ing unfair anti-film legislation.

Harrv Ch^indler* ResiV^is
As Schulbero- Story As«!t

'tV-f Cnast Bvreov of TMF PU ^' P -f ' ' '

Hollywood—Harry E. Chandlee
story assistant to B. P. S'-hu^berg at

Pir.nmonnt. has resigned. He will

shortly join another major company

U'„-l:ii,nton Bureau of THE FILM I1AII )

Washington — Joe Brandt's re-

marks on protection, as set forth

in his Film Daily article on March
22, are so completely in line with
the views of Allied States Ass'n that

the exhibitor organization hopes
they will gain wide publicity, says

Abiam F. Myers, chairman and gen-
eral counsel of the organization.

Myers contends, however, that there

are still "eight points" to be
straightened out in the motion
oicture business, despite Brandt's
classification of the industry's trou-

bles under ju.st three headings. The
matters of "platitudes" and "ad-

jectives," which were the other tvifo

points cited in the Brandt article,

apply to producer advertising, says

Mvers. and do not figure in Allied's

"eight point.s."

SIROVICH FOR GTTTTT) t\tfkT
Jeivi«h Tb'^atricpl Guild of Amer

ica will hold its ^^Ist onen mee^inp•
^t thp Morosco The^iter n^xt Sun-
day afterr'^oTi at ''•30 p. M. Con-
"•ressm-in W'lli-^m I. Sirovich will b^
the guest srio'jker of the afternoon
and he has cho.sen as his subject.
"Dramatic Critics." Harry Hersh-
field will be the guest of honor, and
Ofoi-ge .Tesspl, s°pond vice-president
of the Guild, will preside.

BACKING DOWN ON TAX
Toronto—Such a storm of protests

has risen aorainst the Ontario Gov-
ernment's plan to ag-ain put in force
the war time tax on theater adir'is-

sions that the government has in-

timated it may not take this action
after all, but instead mav secure
the extra revenue by adding an-
other cent to the tax on gasoline.

YONKERS HOUSE RENAMED
Yonkers, N. Y.—E. Alfred Ros-

enzweig has changed the name of

the American to the Lido.

Chas. Glett Aopointed
Bia: 4 Vice-President

Cha'les L. Glett has b^en ap
lointed vice-president of Bie 4 bv
Tohn R. Freuler. pvosident. For th?

past four i-"onths Glett has been as-

sociatf^d with Big 4 in an advisory

"apa'-i*^v on sales and production
Previous to making his present con-

nections Glett nrod\iced shorts for

"Paramount and Pathe. His offices

will be at the Big 4 home office.

KALMTNE DIVISION DRIVE
Harry Kalmine's division in the

Warner Theater circuit yesterdav
laimcbf^d its K.K.O. (Falmine Kas-i-

0'^"npiad') drive for business. It

will pxtend for T6 weeks, with priz'^'^

ran'rine: from two-week vacations t/^

wepk-ends and other inducpments. A
ne^v manual was made bv Harrv
Goldberc- containing a bat-cb of new
exploitation stun'^s and full details

on ivho to see and what to do. Fir«t

dav's results of the campaign indi-

cate it will beat last year.

TAX BILL UP APRIL 1

St. Loui«—Having been approved
wit>> amendments bv a 15 to 10 vot^

of the Board of Aldermen, the local

amusement tax bill will_ come up
for final passage on April 1.

NO WALTER READE DEAI-
Replying to current reports about

the possibilitv of his ac((uiring the.

Earl Carroll theater for pictures

Walter Reade yesterday stated that

he has no such intentions.

ALAN CROSLAND WITH FOX
nV.c/ r„nst Bincau nl TIIF PIJM PA'rV
Hollvwood — Alan Crosland has

been signed by Fox to direct "Week
Ends Only," Joan Bennett picture.

FILM SALESMAN
Write immediately. State full experi-

ence and references. Information will

be kept confidential.

Box 934, THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway New York City

THE INDUSTRYS
DATE BOOK

(

March 28: Special Meeting of Actor's,
Equity Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York!

March 29: Testimonial dinner by Phi'adel-
phia M. P. T. O. to Jules Levy, Adel-
phia Hotel, Philadelphia.

March 30: Testimonial dinner by Baltimore I

exhibitors to Jules Levy, Sherry's I

Baltimore. I

March 30-31: Allied Theaters of Minnfr
sota. North and South Dakota, annual
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolii,

Apr. 4 : Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The
'

ater. New York.
i

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Uianidiii Niki
1

and Dance, True Sister's Club H..„. ,

New York.
April 16: Associated Theater Owners ol'

Maryland dance and entertainment, Balti'
more, Md. '

,

'^pril 16-22: National Variety Artists WmM
drive for benefit fund.

I

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramounij
Publix stockholders. New York.

April 29 . Sixt.ienth annual meetmg of In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention, Nm
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Soctaf
of M. P. Engineers. Washington

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven
tion, Chicago.

May 17-20: Paramount annual sales con
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of InternationB
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall
Coliunbus. O.

$392,523 Loss Reported
By Pathe Exchange in '31

Pathe Exchange, Inc., reports ;

net loss of .$392,523.37 for the 5:

weeks ending Jan. 2. The report i;

primarily a liquidating statemen'
following the sale of certain asset;
to RKO. Substantial progress ii

liquidating the company has beei
niade, says S. W. Webb, executivi
vice-president, but considerable timi
is required to wind up all existing
contracts and claims.

SHERLOCK FILM AT STRANDi
1 A last minute change in booking
'vvill bring "The Missing Rem
brandt," British picture starrini
Arthur Wontner as Sherlock Holmes
into the New York Strand tonight
"Beauty and the Boss" was orig
inally announced.

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

Creator) of good impressions

liiLOBK: EN4WilA% li^fG i4>ilfPAIVV
VTKKL A 4 0PPKR (•I.ATIf KiXURAVBHS.

LCTTERHEADS. tNVEiOPfcV CAHOS, WCDOING$, ,MONOGRAMS
BUSINtSS k SOOAL ANNOUNCEMENTS Of EVERT DESCRIPTION

BE (Um. )-M17 tOi 7 HJLION ST. NEW yO«K. N y.
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)
rt Connoisseurs
I Hollywood

'TpHERE are a far greater num-

ber of genuine artists be-

hind the cameras in Holljrw'ood

than in front of them, a promi-

nent studio executive once re-

marked. How true! A whole

le.urion of them comes to mind

scenic and costume: designers,

i-chnical geniuses, jewelers,

SI Lilptors, painters, master car-

penters, artists in miniatures,

many, many more. Robert

Ackerschott, connoisseur of fine

objets d'art and special im-

porter for the major studios in

Hollywood, is one of the best

known. His specialties include

original porcelain statuary by

Th. A. Vos of Amsterdam, by

Schliepstein and others, delicate

"Sabino" glass from Paris,

ceramic and majolica masks by

prominent Continental artists,

teakwood light fixtures with
sculp.ored beasts holding the

lif^hts, from the Orient, lovely

odd papers covered wii,h deli-

cately colored spun glass used
for decorative purposes, exquis-

ite, hand-blocked modernistic
wall papers—all for use in

American films. In 1923, when
he first came to America, Ack-
erschott walked into th« old

Lasky studio with some of his

lovely cloth importations. Cecil

B. De Mille was just beginning
I) film "The Ten Command-
ments.'' So captivated was the

ait staff by the fascinating for-

eign designs shown them, that
they requested and were grant-
ed permission to do a complete

decoration of several impor-
rit sets, using the -leu' pat-

terns. —David Arlen

COMING & GOING

I.IX F. FEIST and HOWARD DIET/.
from the coast Friday.

MES K. GKAINGEK returns to New
frcjm the coast on Thursday of next

C. SHER'RIFF. British author who
"Journey's End," arrived yesterday on

'Iremen. CARL I.AE.MMl.K, JR., de
his trip west until tixlay in order tu

I with SherrifF on "The Road Hack,"
! Universal will prodnce.
\RRY ROSENQUEST, assistant Vita

' sales manager, left yesterday for a

ly trip to Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland and
'it.

I'.N PIAZZA leaves New York for the

at today.

I

tRITZ THORHAUER, chief of Ufa's for

'gn activities, sails from New York
larch 31.

.,

• • • SOME DAY Hollywood is going to emerge from
the Coma and experience a rush of Ideas to the head

and when that fortuitous event takes place
one of the xMain Ideas will be to produce The Interna-
tional Picture in a sane realization that Hollywood has
no gawdgiven monopoly on Screen Entertainment that
Berlin, Moscow, London and Paris studios have developed En-
tertainment Ingredients that Hollywood lacks which ap-
peal strongly to the Composite Audiences of the World
and combine these with the many unquestioned Superiorities
of the American pix and Hollywood will have a produc-
tion that will have the whole world streaming to the
Box Office

• • • LET'S SCAN the setup for this International Pic-
ture -it may surprise you even the smug gents in

Hollywood who dictate Picture Policies which Policies
have become a Shroud enveloping them so completely

that they lose sight of the fact that the Entire World
outside these Youessay stands waiting for Screen Entertain-
ment which reflects their emotions, thoughts and feel-

ings strikes a Responsive Chord in their hearts
with a Universal Appeal , which Hollywood pictures
DON'T that's why Europe calls us Provincial .

and in our film product we certainly are

• • • THE THEME of the International Picture is not
hard to evolve something that has probably never been
done in any American or European studio it has a hun-
dred variations take one, tor example the Amer-
can hero in Berlin has a romance with a girl of the
Khineland, or Bavaria, or Saxony marvelous scenic
backgrounds breathing Romance oppohition to the ro-

mance on the part of the girl's parents circumstances
bring them both to England or France or Russia

here, in an atmosphere foreign to both of them
they encounter any variety of experiences that any
clever screen writer can build up along the lines of
Adventure, Comedy, Drama or a combination of all three.

• • • YOU START this International Picture with a solid

foundation of Hollywood technical skill including equip-
men:, director, cameramen, leading man in Germany
you secure as leading lady a Mady Christians, Anna Sten, or
Renate Muller girls with Continental charm, poise and
verve that no Hollywood-bred star can duplicate and the
romantic atmosphere of the Bavarian Alps, the Rhine
with their folk lore that is altogether charming their
laughter, gayety, naturalness their superior gift of music

and your Picture is Going Places and Doing Things.

• • • THEN WE hop to England where our two
lovers work out their destiny .trying to adapt them-
selves to new and strange environment teeming with all

sorts of possibilities in the way of Plot and above all

getting the British Point of View into the Picture
which IS important if we want to sell British

exhibitors in England, Scotland, Australia, Canada, Africa
or we might jaunt to France for the same Effect or

Austria, Italy, Spain it would at least be a Grand Ges-
ture that Hollywood recognizes the rest of the World
as having Ideas, Picture Possibilities and People
who WILL patronize an International Picture which is

Something

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

Radio Stunt
for "Frankenstein"

lyrANAGER William J. Cos-

grove of the Publix-Strand,

Scranton, Pa., used many excel-

lent stunts in his advertising

campaign for "Frankenstein."

A "Name the Monster" contest

was staged over the radio

—

WGBI. Announcements were,

"When 'Frankenstein' created

this monster he forgot to name
it-—and to the best 25 names
suitable for this monster two

guest tickets each will be given

to see the pictui-e." This con-

test started four days in ad-

vance and the winners were an-

nounced over the air on Monday
morning, second day of picture's

run. —Strand, Scranton, Pa.

Free Passes
from Airplane

A/fANAGER J. V. Minton of
-'--'

the Shea, Erie, Pa., ar-

ranged with the McCrea Air
College of Fairview, Pa., and
advertised in the newspapers
that free passage would be

thrown from the air from an
airplane. The theater furnished

the throw-away with the copy
reading: "Take thi,s to the Shea
theater, and if the number cor-

responding to the one on this

herald is posted on the 'Flying

High' airplane in the lobby you
will receive a free pass to see

'Flying High.' " Five thousand
of these were thrown from an
airplane over the city of Erie

on a Saturday morning and two
thousand more were distributed

in parking lots about the city.—Shea, Erie, t'a.

MANY PAPPY PETURNS

« « « » » »

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who arc celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 24
Judy King
Jameson Thomas

Mildred Califano

J. A. Duffy
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FIVE MAJOR COMPANIES

DELIVEfiiNGJLL UNEUP

(Continued from Page 1)

pictures announced, it was stated

at the company's home office. A sim-
ilar statement was made in behalf
of Fox, which intends to deliver 48
features. RKO executives said that

Pathe will turn out its 21 announced
pictures. Columbia, with 26 regular
features and 16 Westerns, will ful-

fill its quota, it was declared. M-
G-M will provide 50. instead of 48
features, according to a home office

statement-

Paramount, which announced a

program of between 65 and 70 fea-

tures at its sales convention last

Spring, will deliver about 60 pic-

tures. Warners and First National
will turn out a maximum of 31 each,

instead of the 35 each announced.
RKO will produce between 26 and
27 features instead of 36, as orig-

inally planned. Sono Art-World
Wide announced 10 Thrill-0-Dramas
at the beginning of the season and
will deliver these and additional

features.

Columbia Earnings Hold;
Stock Goes on Big Board

(Continued from Page 1)

a share on the common stock. This
compares with $2.99 earned in the

full year ending June 27. 1931. The
corporation's balance sheet as of

Dec. 26 showed current assets of

$4,798,466, including $615,522 cash,

compared with liabilities of $1,894,-

984. Total assets are placed at $6.-

619,502.

Four Warner Features
On April Release List

Four feature pictures are to be
nationally released next month by
Warner Bros. They are "Beauty
and the Boss," with Marian Marsh
and Warren William; "The Crowd
Roars." with James Cagney and
Joan Blondell; "Man Wanted," star-

ring Kay Francis, with David
Manners as leading man. and "So
Big," starring Barbara Stanwyck.

\
ATTENDING LEVY PARTIES

' Large delegations of New York

J film men are planning to attend the

I
parties to be given in honor of

Jules Levy, new RKO general sales

manager, next week. First blowout
is scheduled for the Adelphia at

Philadelphia Tuesday night, with the

second at Sherry's, Baltimore, the

following evening.

License Change Sought

St. Louis—A theater license bill based

on seating capacity, so that small houses

would not have to pay as much as the

supers, is to be introduced by Ralph

Eilers, chairman of the Legislation Com-
mittee of the Board of Aldermen. At
present the smallest neighborhood thea-

ters are paying $150, same as the Fox,

downtown house with 5,000 seats.

WORDS and WISDOM
from within and without

"

"Audiences don't go to picture
houses to hear stories told. They
go to SEE things."—WELFORD
BEATON.

"The silent picture was so unspe-
eifie that the audience could idealize
ad lib."—SAMUEL GOLDWYN.

"The camera, having found its

tongue, is losing its eyesight."—C.

GARDNER SULLIVAN.

"Nothing comes and goes as quick-
ly as names on picture studio doors."
—EDGAR ALLAN WOOLF.

"Poverty Row is Easy Street to-

day."—GOVER JONES.

"The independents are making
good pictures because time forces
them to shoot stories as writers
write them." — W. SCOTT DAR-
LING.

"In all the time that I've been
fooling around with entertainment
I've met very few people who
couldn't convince themselves that
every good idea was theirs and ev-
ery ineffective one belonged to

somebody else."—JOHN MEEHAN.
•

"Is motion picture writing an art?
This is indeed a very pregnant ques-
tion and one fraught with intrica-

cies."—RICHARD SCHAYER.

"There never was a shortage of
story material nor will there ever

be. The sum total of pictures pro-
duced each year would not be more
than a fractional part of one per
cent of the adequate and excellent
stories being written today and hav-
ing been written in the past." —
JOHN F. GOODRICH.

"Legislation can hardly be ex-
pected to take care of the evils in

this business. Where, then, does
the weapon lie? In pitiless public-
ity."—JAY EMANUEL.

•
"EXCLUSIVE trade-mark picture

exhibition may yet be the solution
to this industry apparently whirling
in social, legislative and industrial
strife. Similar moves have devel-
oped within the past two or three
years."—THOMAS D. VAN OSTEN,
Pacific Coast Exhibitor-Bulletin.

"/ ivish I had a hundred thousand
pounds to put into British produc-
tion at the moment. I could make a
million:'—JEFFREY BERNERD.

"There are reporters who have lit-

tle pity upon any creature who flut-

ters under the kleigs . . . Anything
that will reflect disgracefully on the
private life of a star, especially a
pretty girl, is sure-fire material."

—

MARLEN PEW, Editor & Publisher.
•

"The Hollywood system is rotten
to the core and the only thing that
will cure it is an operation."—PETE
HARRISON.

Nat Levine Takes Over
Exchange in Seattle

Nat Levine, president of Mascot
Pictures, is this week acquiring the
P. C. Hurst Co. of Seattle, one of

the outstanding independent ex-
changes in the Northwest territory.

Pete Higgins, formerly with M-G-M,
will manage the exchange. Aside
from Mascot serials, the exchange is

distributing a program of features
and shorts.

ROBT. T. SMITH GOING WEST
St. Louis—When J. Reeves Espy

goes to Los Angeles shortly to join

Skouras Bros, in operation of Fox
West Coast Theaters, Robert T.

Smith, former house manager of

the Ambassador here, will accom-
pany him. Spyros Cardas is now at

the Ambassador, with Charles Perry
as managing director, and Jack
Roth is managing the Missouri.

M-G-M SIGNS ACTRESS
Diana Wynyard, English stage

actress, currently appearing with
Basil Rathbone in "The Devil
Passes," has been signed by M-G-M.
She will leave for Culver City im-
mediately upon completion of the

road run of "The Devil Passes," be-

ginning next week.

Clark, McCuUough Sign
For RKO Shorts Series

Clark and McCullough have sign-
ed contracts for a new series of six

comedy featurettes to be made for
RKO-Radio Pictures. They will go
to Hollywood early in May to start
work. The series will be under the
supervision of Louis Brock, associate
producer of short subjects.

Educational Convention
Scheduled for Chicago

Tentative plans for Educational's
annual sales convention are for the
meetings to be held in Chicago the
first week in July. Salesmen em-
ployed under the Sono Art-World
Wide banner will also attend.

ANDY ROY SHIFTED
Cedar Rapids, la.—Andy Roy,

manager of the RKO-Paramount,
has gone to Omaha as manager of

the RKO-Orpheum. L. P. De Wolfe,
formerly of New Orleans, succeeds
him here.

FRENCH FILM COMING
"II Est Charmant" ("He Is

Charming"), French screen operet-
ta now running in Paris, will be
presented at the Fifth Avenue Play-
house here the first week in April.

NEW DISTRIBUTING UNIT

fORNED BY SOL LESSI

(Continued from Page 1)

vote his efforts to production. Tall
ing Picture Epics will maintain i

identity and continue to function
i

a production organization, releash
through Principal Distributing Cor
which takes over the activities
Epics exchanges, consisting of
branches located in the princip i

cities of tne United States. I

It is contemplated that Princip f]

Distributing Corp. will release
least 12 features a year to be pi
duced in Hollywood; 12 featurett
consisting of three and four-reel a

venture subjects, in addition to t

short subject program emanati
from Epics and its producers. T
company announces two serials
which the first will be "Tarzan
the Apes," to be released in St^
tember. One of the features i

nounced by the new company
Harold Bell Wright's "When
Man's A Man." Another featu
"Shandy," featuring Jean Hersh(
J. Farrell McDonald and Jad
Searle is now in production. 1
story is by Olga Printzlau and
being directed by Christy Caban
Production was started in Hollywt
yesterday by John Klein at Tec t

Studios.

Principal Distributing Corp. I

completed a deal with M. A. De
managing director of the British
ternational Pictures, for distribut
of its product throughout Gr[
Britain.

St. Louis Receivers File

First Operating Rep(|
St. Louis—First report, cover|

the period from Nov. 24 to Feb.
filed by Roy F. Britton and Ht|
Chouteau, receivers for St. L(j

Amusement Co., controlled by W]
ner Bros., shows receipts of $3|
434, disbursements of $238,527,
a balance of $113,906. Of the
ter amount, $96,565 was spent]
paying interest and principal
mortgages and other obligations.1

Elizabeth North Appoinll

RKO Representatj

Elizabeth North, scenario edj

for Associated Radio Pictures. ll

ish production unit of RKO-RjI
Pictures, has been appointed E|

lish representative for RKO
Katherine Brown, head of the ]|

York story department.

Novarro's Tax Refund
Wash. Bur. of THE FILM DAIL.l
Washington—Ramon Novarro has beel

notified by the Commissioner of Inl

ternal Revenue that he was overl

assessed $11,100.48 in income tax il

1928 and $19,336.96 in 1929. Of thi

total overcharge, $4,063 was refundel

and the remainder credited to the star|
tax account.
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months

period

ODAY your box office faces three crucial

—April, May, June—

a

during which only OUT-

STANDING MONEY PRODUCT can pull your theatres through

to extra profits. It's a real test of *'the survival of the fittest."

EVEN in normal times, this is often a period of uncertainty

at the box office. It is doubly hazardous today when the BIG

crowds will come out ^^

for GREAT Pictures—and ^

have never been too many of these.

only

there

pIarARAMOUNT is deeply aware of this situation

and has faced it squarely, strongly, earnestly. With pictures

into which Paramount has poured every dollar, every ounce

'^'W9—41^
/^^^ of showmanship brains, every possible

box office element that would put this

product in the extra playing time, extra

profit class. Every foot of film has been measured by the one



yardstick oij^j^^^!^^^ DOLLARS AT YOUR BOX OFFICE.

The result is a group of pictures

that will give your theatre receipts a decided immediate lift—

and Paramount will keep them there!

IODAY from Paramount—and only from

Paramount in any quantity— you get not merely pictures you

want—but pictures you absolutely MUST HAVE to protect your

theatre investment.

IHEY are pictures that warrant and will g^ EXTRA PLATINQ

TIME from every exhibitor

for the extra profits that are

in them. And every exhibitor who accords them the proper

handling— the extra play dates their obvious merit and out-

standing box office qualities merit—will reap his reward in in-

creased profits. And consequently Paramount v^^^ ^

will reward him with even greater product in

the future. These are facts— proved in your own box office.



plARARAMOUNT is expending millions of

dollars on several pictures at a time when this is the exception,

rather than the rule.

Because Paramount realizes that RIGHT NOW is a critical test

of box office values. Because RICH T NOW is a time when out-

^^ „^ /^^^ standing product is literally worth Its weight

in gold. Because your theatre cannot con-

tinue to exist in these strenuous times with-

out motion pictures PLUS i^ such as these from Paramount.

IarARAMOUNT IS laying the foundation now

for Its policy for the future— when every picture will be looked

upon as a SPECIAL— special in treatment, in cast, in produc-

if
tion value, in hox ojfice possibilities.

pllC1ICTURES built for longer runs, extra play dates, special handling

and cooperation that Paramount anticipates from all exhibitors.



s TART RIGHT NOW! With the Pictures

described here. Screen them! Book them! Play them for

extra time and extra profits!

^-jt^j>^

PARAMOUNT
(
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STRANG t

CASt Of

LAKA
DtANt

WITH

'
-^ 'fTf

WYNNE GIBSON
PAT 6KIEN
FRANCES DEE
Tender romance that turns to fierce hatred; heart warm-

ing mother love, sacrificed on the altar of a child's happi-

ness; a hard boiled sleuth who shields a murderer by

placing the guilt on himself! What a story! What a cast!

Wynn Gibson, Pat O'Brien, Frances Dee— everything to

send your grosses up to the sky! Give it extra playing time!

Directed by Louis Gasnier and Max Marcin

^^^^^^^ From a play by Max Arthur

7raranuHint

,

r-





DKTRKH
D€€P NIGHT
JOSEF VON STERNBERG

PRODUCTION

aWic/.; The .„ost glamorous star of the™ all!

In a story of the world's most glamorous city ! The

biggest box office role she's ever played ! How

they'll go for her as the gorgeous stage beauty who

takes New York by storm ... the idol of millions

and millionaires . . . who gives up a brilliant career

to marry the man she loves—and sacrifices her

soul to save his life! A picture that'll pull 'em yy

straight to your box office. Play it to the limit!

PARAMOUNT



SINNERS
CAROLE

Mif&"^



TH€SUN
CHESTERMORR
Carole Lombard! The envy of women! The desire of men! What

clothes! What beauty! What box office! Caught in the gay,

flaming whirlpool of glittering, gilded society—yachts and cars.

Palm Beach and Park Avenue! With C/iesfer A/lorr/s, virile, hand-

some idol of all fans. They'll love Carole Lombard, the star who

has everything that draws everybody to your box office! They'll

love ^'Sinners in the Sun'/* Plan for long runs with this one and

get every dollar! • With Adrienne Ames and Alison Skipworth. •

Directed by David Burton from a story by Mildred Cram.

PARAMOIJXT
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^yj racv, riotous, romantic tangle! Prop up tlie walls of your llieatre

wnen you snow it— or roars oi laughter w^ill tear tliem aow^ii! A laitnless w^ile

w^no keeps losing ner clotnes ... A jealous javelin-tnrowin^ nusoand ... a oorea

lover with a phony w^ile lor protection! Lau^h alter lau^h alter lau^h! Side-

splitting situations ana daring dialogue! Saucy, seductive LILY DAMITA ! Comic

CHARLIE RUGGLEs! Romantic ROLAND YOUNG ! "This Is The Night" will hring you

many happy box onice nights! And the longer you run it the more you 11 prolit!

^^
mil,

LILY DAMITA
CHARLIE RUGGLES
ROLAND YOUNG
THELMA TODD
GARY GRANT

Directed by Frank 1 ulllc

From a play by Avory I lopwood. • Adapted

from "Pouclic", by Rene Peter and 1 lenri FalU

•

D A D A M O T T 1\I T
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IDE GO TO

• LUITH •

FREDRKMARCH
SVLVIA

SIDNEY
OA Kl

What a box office combination! In a great story that's run-

ning in the nation's greatest newspapers! Think of it! . . .

Fredric March alone brings mobs to your theatre. Sylvia

Sidney draws the biggest fan mail on the lot. Jack Oakie

bigger now than ever! And millions are mow; reading the story!

You get them all combined in this great extra money pro-

duction. A "natural" for extra playing time and extra profits!

Directed by Dorothy Arzner

From the novel "I Jerry, Take Thee Joan" by Cleo Lucas

Y^arojnount





Marines
CHESTER

MOHRIS
RICHARD

AKLEN
FRANCES DEE
ADRIENNE AMES
Action ! Adventure ! Beautiful girls ! Handsome
fighting men ! Romance! "Come On Marines"!

A story as timely as tomorrow's news. CHESTER
MORRIS and RICHARD ARLEN as two young adven-
turers who carry their rivalry into the ports of

turbulent China. "Come On Marines "

—

come
ON EXHIBS—PROFIT! Directed by Marion Gering.

\Parammint)



THUNDER

TALLULAH BANKHEAD



TaLLULAH BANKHEAD comes into her OWN!

As the one woman— beautiful, desired . . . and

desiring— torn between passion and honor,

lovers and husband! Below the Equator, where

barriers of civilization are quickly brushed

aside. What a great role for this great start

What a great supporting cast with her

—

Paul Lukas, Charles Bickford, Eugene Pallettel

"THUNDER BELOW" will thunder way, way up

above par at your box office! Set it for long runs!

Directed by Richard Wallace

From the novel by Thomas Rourke

PARAMOUNT
With PAUL LUKAS • CHARLES BICKFORD • EUGENE PALLETTE



Your Profit

Is Assured

!

IGHT sure-fire money-makers from

Paramount (and more).

Taking the crucial three-month period of April, May, June . .

.

. . . out of the fog of uncertainty . . . into the

assurance of Sure Profits!

B,IG Money Pictures . . . when they'll

do you the most good ... at a time when your box office is

crying for them . . .

Y|ou know what Paramount Spring

Product such as ''Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde", ''Shanghai

Express", "One Hour With You", "The Miracle Man"



(to name a few) has done and is doing all over the country.

HERE are more that will keep your

profit ball rolling up, up and UP -And there will be more

after these, and more—

Extra Playing Time, Extra Profits Pictures from Paramount!

^M^^Hr^

PARAMOUNT
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK i

HOLLYWOOD
FOLLOWING promotion of Lynn
"

Shores to head the new talent

lepartment at the RKO-Radio Pic-

ures studio, Charles Richards was
ippointed the studio's cashing direc-

,or. David 0. Selznick, executive

rice president in charge of RKC
jroduction, announced that the

ransfer was made at Shores' re-

luest. Richards formerly was casi-

ng director at the RKO Pathe stu-

lio where he was employed since

.924. At his request Shores will

emain in the casting department
ntil he becomes familiar with
lepartmental routine and the stu-

io's players. Shores will then take

p his new duties of discovering po-

ential talent for RKO pictures.
* * *

Pandro Berman will supervise

Mysteries of the French Secret

'olice," originally intended as a se-

ies of two-reel subjects, and now
be made into a single feature for

elease on the RKO-Radio Pictures
932-33 program.

* * *

Our Passing Show: L. J. Selznick,

Sfe Asher, David Selznick, Benny
leidman, Charles Beyer, Zion Mey-
rs, Dave Thompson at the preview
f "The Symphony of Six Million";

'iorman Krasna buying a Ford.
* * *

Cora Sue Collins, a recent addi-

ion to Hollywood's group of child

ilayers, is portraying an important
ole in "The Strange Case of Clara
)eane," film version of the Arthur
yl. Brilant stage play being pro-

iuced at Paramount under direction

f Louis Gasnier and Max Marcin.

Edmund Lowe is back from the
^ast and has started work at Co-
umbia in the picture tentatively

ailed "Criminal Court."
* * *

Barbara Stanwyck, now appearing
1 vaudeville with her husband,
rank Fay, is due back at the Co-
umbia studios next month.

* * *

Brian Marlow has signed a new
igreement as a Paramount staff

>riter.

* • *

Spencer Tracy has been given an
Tiportant role in "Society Girl," Fox
icture featuring James Dunn and
'eggy Shannon, which is now be-
ng prepared for production under
lie direction of Sidney Lanfield.

Vidor May Do Another for RKO
When King Vidor finishes "The Bird of Paradise" for RKO, It is likely that he may

produce one or the outside pictures that are to be made for RKO release next season.

Vidor is under contract to M-G-M, which adds another contingency to the deal, since

that compjny may decide to utilize his services itself.

I

Drop Morbid Title
Tiffany Thayer's novel, "The Illustri-

ous Corpse," the screen rights to which
were recently purchased by Tiffany Pro-
ductions, will be released as "Strangers
of the Evening." This is the seventh in

Tiffany's Quality Croup. The scenario
is now being prepared at the Tiffany
studios and Sam Bischoff, in charge of
production, is lining up a cast.

Charles Starrett has been signed
to a new Paramount featured player
contract. He is working now with
Richard Arlen and Jack Oakie in

"Sky Bride."

Following completion of "Grana
Hotel" the various M-G-M stars in-

volved immediately rushed prepara-
tions for new individual vehicles.

Garbo is now working in "As You
Desire Me," the Pirandello play,

while Joan Crawford is busy with
"Letty Lynton" and Wallace Beery
is gecting ready for a story with
a Russian background. John Barry-
more is working in "State's Attor-
ney" for RKO, and Lionel is to have
another new role soon.

* * *

Harold Hecht, Broadway dance
director, vnll direct two dance en-

sembles which open the Four Marx
Brothers' next Paramount comedy,
"Horse Feathers."

* * *

Robert Warwick has been added
to the cast of "Doctor X," which
will enter production late this

month at First National.
* * *

Harry Bannister has settled his

contract with RKO and is now free-

lancing. His wife, Ann Harding,
remains under contract with the

company.
* »

Production has started on "Pros-

perity," M-G-M film co-starring

Marie Dressier and Polly Moran
under direction of Leo McCarey.
Anita Page, Wallace Ford and Otis

Harlan have supporting roles.
* * *

Latest additions to the cast of the

mystery melodrama, "Doctor X,"

which will enter production shortly

at First National, are John Wray
and Harry Beresford.

* * *

Kathryn Crawford, Mitchell Lewis

and Myrna Loy have been added

to the cast of "After All," now in

production at M-G-M. Others in

the cast of this picturization of the

John Van Druten stage play of the

same name are Robert Young, Mar-
garet Perry, Donald Cook, Lewis

Stone, Laura Hope Crews and Jean

Hersholt.
* * •

Constance Cummings has been

selected to play the feminine lead

opposite Edmund Lowe in Colum-

bia's "Criminal Court" (tentative

title).
* * *

Eugene P. Thackrayi political

writer and newspaperman, has been

signed by Columbia to do the screen
ueaimeni lor ine recently acquired
VVasnington ivierry - Uo - Kound.'
inacKray, who was a Wasmngton
correspondent during the presiaen-
iial term ot Calvin Cooiidge, covered
ootn tne Cooiidge and Hoover cam-
paigns, and is Uioroughiy convers-
anL witn the "inside' of othcial

Washington. He is now on Colum-
uia s writing staff.

f * *

••'ihe Dark Horse," First Nation-
als new picture on politics, is now
lu proauciion under the direction oi

rt.ij.red ii;. Green. The production
bupervisor is Raymond Griffith. War-
xmi William and Bette Davis heau
tiie cast, with a supporting lineup
including Vivienne Osborne, Guy
Kibbee, x* rank McHugh, Sam Hardy,
Kooert Warwick, Harry Holman,
unarles Seilon, James Burke ana
Uerton Chui-chill. Dialogue and con
cmuity are by Courtenay TerreU
and Joseph Jackson.

* * 4>

Irene Purcell has joined the cast
of Ann Harding's "Westward Pas-
sage," RKO production. This makes
Irene very busy. Her days are spent
at the studio. Night time finds her
at the Vine Street Theater, where
she is featured in "Springtime for
Henry," In addition to Miss Pur-
cell the cast of "Westward Passage"
includes Laurence Olivier, who plays
opposite Miss Harding, Irving
Pichel, Nance O'Neill, ZaSu Pitts,

Juliette Compton, Donald Reed and
others,

* * *

Burton King, production manager
for the Big 4 Film Corp., immedi-
ately upon the completion of shoot-
ing "Scarlet Brand," starring Bob
Custer, which will be ready for ed-
iting at the end of the week, will

start casting on the next Big 4
western to star Buzz Barton. Pro-
duction on the five remaining melo-
dramas will be accelerated, and cast-
ing on the first will begin early next
week. Four more westerns, two
starring Custer and two starring
Barton, will be dovetailed in the
melodrama set-up and the entire
program will be completed in time
to launch the 1932-33 product as
scheduled. John R. Freuler is now
conferring with his studio personnel
and Big 4's new program will be
announced shortly.

* • •

Claudia Dell has been added to

the cast of "Shandy," which John
Clein is producing, with Christy Ca-
banne directing. She recently played
opposite Tom Mix in "Destry Rides
Again"

JEAN HERSHOLT has been added
J to the cast of "After All," now in
production at M-G-M, Charles Brabin
is directing this screen play from
John Van uruten's stage production
ot tne same name. Also in the cast
are Robert Young, Margaret Perry,
Lewis bione, Donald Cook and Laura
Hope Crews.

* * *

John Halliday has been added to

the RKO-Radio Pictures' "Ihe Bira
of Paradise" cast, now in produc-
uori. jSance O'Neill joins tne cast

of "Westward Passage," the Ann
tlarding starring vehicle now m pro-
duction at RKO. Oscar ApfeL is in
i^he cast of "State's Attorney," the

John Barrymore starring picture
now being filmed at the RKO-Radio
studio.

* * *

Norman Phillips, Jr., who is re-

memDered lor his work in "Side-
waiKs of New York," and "Lovers
Oouriigeous, ' has returned to Holly-
wood alter an absence of nine
months and has resumed his picture

work.
* * *

Title of the Educational-Mack
Sennett comedy, recently completed,
nas been changed from "Listening
In" to "The Line's Busy." The
comedy, directed by Leslie Pearce,
features Arthur Stone, George By-
ron, Monaei Lindley and Dorothy
Granger.

* »

A press agent reports that several

years ago a Racine, Wis., citizen

gave Fredric March a sound spank-
ing for stealing apples from his

orchard. This week, the man wrote
.viarch in praise of his work in "Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." Mebbe. the

moral is—be spanked by the right

person and you will become a suc-

cess.
* * •

Simile—As bashful as a Holly-

wood party crasher.
* * *

Following selection of "Unmated"
as its permanent title, production on

the new Constance Bennett starring

picture at the RKO studios will be-

gin before April 1. Necessary
changes in the script because of the

new title and extreme care being

used in selecting the supporting cast

will occasion the delay. The picture

was originally scheduled to go into

rehearsal the first of next week.

"Unmated" is adapted from "Free

Lady," new novel by Cecil Strange.

Edward H. Griffith will direct and

Phillips Holmes will have the male
lead opposite Miss Bennett.

Estelle Taylor Sues

Estelle Taylor has filed a $150,000

damage suit against Frank Joyce, agent,

and Noel L. Scott, chauffeur, charging

the latter fell asleep while driving her

home in Joyce's car last Christmas, re-

sulting in an accident in which she was
injured.
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COMPREHENSIVE

-

AUTHENTIC-
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USED DAILY

366 Days-a-Year

PUBLISHED annually for

over ten years and recog-

nized as the encyclopedia

of the motion picture

industry and its branches

throughout the world.

The 1932

of the

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
is regarded as the finest ever published

containing everything pertaining to the

motion picture industry.

A complete list of theaters—wired

—

silent—closed and open—work of direc-

tors, cameramen, players, authors, etc.

—

A list of 12,577 titles of features released

since 1915—Productions of the year with

all credits—Personnel of companies—

A

complete Buying Guide—A showman's

manual and 1,001 other important fea-

tures can be found in its 1,056 pages and

it is sent

FREE TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS

of

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway New York City

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
By "C. A.

pRANK MOULAN, veteran musi-
cal comedy star who has appeared

many times on the stage of the Roxy
theater, appears on the Roxy screen
for the first time this week. Moulan
is one of the large cast headed by
Peggy Shannon and Theodore von
Eltz in "Hotel Continental," a film
drama inspired by the passing of
the old Waldorf-Astoria.

With one short following an-
other in rapid succession at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, An-
drew Quinn, in charge of con-
struction, is being kept busy, as
is Emil Bildstein who, as studio
art director, designs the sets.

Production on the Vitaphone short
starring Captain Frank Hawks,
scheduled to start last Monday but
postponed due to inclement weather,
was started Wednesday at the Floyd
Bennett Airport. The picture, ai.

aviation story temporarily titled

"The Sky Hawk," employs 54 planes
with many of the better known
pilots in control.

The cast in addition to Captain
Hawks and the pilots of the 54
planes used in the picture, which is

being directed by Joseph Henabery,
include Billy Hays, seven-year-old
star of the series of Booth Tarking-
ton's "Penrod" short subjects; Alice
Reinhart, who has the feminine lead

;

Bob Blake, Maurice Cass and others.

Jay Rescher, Vitaphone cameraman,
with 89 flying hours to his credit, is

in charge of the battery of aerial

photographers.

"Uncle Moses," starriyig Mau-
rice Schwartz, prominent Jewish
actor, is the Jewish talking pic-

ture scheduled to go into produc-
tion the later part of this iveek

at the Metropolitan studios,

Fort Lee.
•

Supporting Maurice Schwartz in

"Uncle Moses," which is being pro-

duced by Louis Weiss, are a group
of Jewish stage and radio stars in-

cluding Rubin Goldberg, Judith
Albarbanell, Michael Gibson, Jacob
Mastel, Sally Suhor, Michael Rosen-
berg, Zvee Scogler, Mark Schweid,
Rebecca Weintraub and Leon Sei-

denberg. Production of the picture

is to be completed in time for re-

lease for Passover week.

The taking of additional scenes
of the Harry Langdon picture which
was originally scheduled as a two-
reel comedy and later changed to a

feature, has been started at the
Royal Studios.

•

Frank Zucker and Lester Lang
have completed camera work on
"The Warnins: Shadow," made for

Peerless Productions at the Metro-
politan studios. Fort Lee. Mar<
Asch was in charge of sound rec-

cording.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth
completed their ISth Vitaphone
short subject yesterday at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio,
where they were engaged in the
final scenes of the last of their
"Naggers" series. The short
just completed is entitled "Four
Wheels—No Brakes," and was
directed by Alf Goulding.

Maurice Schwartz has applied i
i

Brooklyn Supreme Court for a ten i

porary injunction to prevent Glori
,

Films, Inc., from using his name i

connection with exploitation of
picture called "Yiskor. ' Decisio
was reserved. Schwartz said h
agreed to appear in the picture

\vhich was to have been a talkin
)ne, but found it came out as
silent one with a spoken prologv
and epilogue.

Jack Haley and Benny Rubi
both of whom recently starred
the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio
two-reel comedies, have been booke
into the Pittsburgh Stanley theat
for the week of April 25 by Haroi
Kemp, head of Warner Bros. Artist
Bureau.

•

The physical production of t'

Peerless feature, "The Warnii
Shadow," directed by George Ulm(
featuring Dita Parlo and Tcj

Moore, has been completed. Tl'

will be the first American pictuj

to feature Dita Parlo since she wi

brought here to play the leadi

feminine role in the German versiai
of "The Big House.

•

"Hell Valley" is the title o/j

the first of a series of three fea-\

tures, using an all negro castJ
now in production by Paragort
Pictures at its studio in Jci-i

maica.

Supporting cast in "Hell Valle|
which Charles White is directing,

.

eludes Thomas Mosley, Inez Cloul
Fay Miller and Lawrence Chena'Bi,,

•
\

Alex Romano has been addedl
the Beecroft Florida studio, Tain|
in the capacity of art director.

Names in Person
St. Louis—New policy of giving big-|

ger stage shows has started keen com-
petition on this score here. The Am-
bassador this week has Dorothy Macl
kail! in person, while George f.. Stontl

is at the St. Louis. Next week then!
will be Barbara Stanwyck and Franll

Fay at the Ambassador, followed b'f

Conrad Nagel the succeeding week]
Fatty Arbuckle also is coming in.
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Dallas—Jack Steinberg and Nat

[echtman have opened the Holly-

ood Advertising Co. at 2009 Jack-

)n St.

Olney, Tex.—John Richardson has

aken "over the two local houses

•om Kindle «fe Sadler.

Cleveland—Harry Sachs has been

•ansferred from Oklahoma City to

ecome chief theater booker for

Earner Bros.

St. Paul—Walter M. Feist, form-
;• manager of the Tower, was re-

jntly appointed manager of the Up-
)wn", largest neighborhood theater

ere. Feist had spent four years

ith Publix in the Twin Cities and

as been connected with the Strand

St. Paul and the State and Lyric

I
Minneapolis.

Washington—Carter Barron, new
general manager for Loew's in this
area, has brought Eddy Gilmore.
formerly of the "Atlantic Journal,"
here in charge of publicity. Jim
Lundy. former publicity director
here, has been transferred to Loew's
Journal Square, Jersey City, and
Loew's, Newark.

Anaheim, Cal.—The Fairyland has
been sold by the Whitsons to the
Anaheim Theaters Co., which oper-
ates the Fox here and the Fox at
Fullerton.

Yuma, Ariz.—J. W. Leathv has
opened the Orpheum here. It has
a seating capacity of 47.5.

Salt Lake City — The suburban

un theater at Sugar-House has

;en opened by Clifton Pierce, well

lown film man.

San Pedro, Cal.—Charley Moreley,
oldtime exhibitor, has sold the Bar-
ton to Herbert A. Shute.

Oakland, Cal. — William Kohler,

irmerly with the Premier, is now
anaging the Imperial here and the

nperial in Stockton for Bob Helm.

Portland, Ore.—Allan Cushman is

handling the publicity and exploita-

tion at the Capitol. He has beer
in Klamath Falls for a time.

Carson City, Nev.—Pat Stevenson,

anager of the Roxie in Reno, re-

«ntly announced that he plans to

)en a Roxie theater here soon.

San Jose, Cal.—Manager Charles
ayman of the Victory is the father
an eight-pound boy who arrived

cently.

Spokane, Wash. — Earl Sinks of

Los Angeles has bought the Liberty
here at a receiver's sale. The price

paid was $30,100. The new owner
will take possession as soon as the

sale is confirmed by the Superior
Coui-t. Judgments against Spokane
Theaters, Inc., former owners of

the house, total $39,434. with a $1,-

500 attorney's fee. A deficiency

judgment against Rov A. Grom-
bracher. head of the Spokane The-
aters, for the remainder has beer
called for by the court. Sinks is

acting for someone else.

Vancouver, B. C. — Stage shows i

ire are now playing the RKO Or-
leum ins.ead of the Strand which
to remain dark, according to J.

Fitzgibbons, managing director of

imous Players Canadian circuit.

San Diego, Cal.—Billy Politzer is

now operating the Hollywood. The
Rivoli in the southern part of the

city, has changed its name to the

Diana.

Nome, Alaska—Charles Code has
en appointed manager of the
'earn theater here. He is a brother
. .William Code, Seattle exhibitor.

Hagerstown, Md. — Byron C.

•imes has been made assistant
mager of Warner Bros. Maryland
re. He is a son of B. J. Grimes,
perintendent of schools. He suc-
eds William G. Nevin, transferred
Waynesboro as assistant man-

er of Wai'ners' Arcade.

Heavy On 'Flesh'
Current bill at the Academy of Music

offers 1 hour and 52 minutes of stage
show; including a Fanchon & Marco
uniti This supplements a feature and
shorts.

Cleveland, Tenn.—C. L. Hardwick.
James F. Corn and Charles Frost

have formed a corporation to take

over the Roxy, which was opened
about six months ago. R. D. Pa pre

has been named manager of the

house.

Ponca City, Okla.—Fred Pickrel

who operates the Poncan. Murray
pnd Ritz theaters, has closed the

Ritz.

Who's Who
m
Ballyhoo?

Portland, Ore.—James Keitz. Port-

land manager for the Sheffield Ex-
change System, is now covering

southern Oregon.

Cleveland — Paul Gusdanovic and

Mrs. Gusdanovic, with Mr. and Mrs
Sam Stecker, who have been spend-

ing a month in Florida, toured to

AVashington to a! tend the conven-

tion, after which they returned

home.

It's a small book and it doesn't con-

tain many names. But it does contain

the name of this writer.

He knows the difference between
ballyhoo and ballyhooey. That dif-

ference represents thousands of dol-

lars saved in time, effort and money.

Fiddles have been used too often of

late to herald the arrival of pictures.

The good old brass band is due for a

come-back.

Fiddles are all right for those who
want to fiddle around, but a brass

band is what's needed, if you want
the crowds to come a-running. This

writer knows when and how to use a

brass band.

This writer was Director of Ad-
vertising, Publicity and Exploitation

for many major companies. He will

be available shortly for the first time

in nine years.

Address;

HOP, PEP AND GINGER
Box No. 908

Film Daily

1650 Broadway, N. Y.
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IF TAX BILL IS PASSED

(Continued from Page \)

of the amusement business who are

appealing to their Congressmen and

Representatives to vote against the

bill. A decline of anywrhere from

5 to 15 per cent in business would

mean doom for thousands of movie

theaters of various types and var-

ious prices of admission, it is stated.

Amusement interests also point out

that there is not a theater in Amer-
ica now making a profit of 10 per

cent of its gross receipts, and those

making a profit of half that amount
could be counted on the fingers of

one hand. The tax will, therefore,

have to be passed on to the public,

which cannot absorb it now like they

did during the war when everybody

was employed and had money.

In all probability one or more
amendments will be introduced m
the House of Representatives in

Washington providing for the ex-

emption of admission taxes to places

of amusement charging "50c and.

less." Such amendment or amend-
ments will probably be introduced

only after a vote is taken on the

sales tax feature of the bill. In case

the sales tax is defeated the entire

revenue bill will likely be referred

back to the Ways and Means Com-
mittee before any vote is taken on

such admission tax exemption on

"50c and under."
In case the sales tax feature of

the bill is passed, it is probable that

at least one of the admission tax

amendments will then be voted on.

It is the consensus of opinion in

Washington that a large vote in

favor of such an amendment will be
recorded and it may pass.

In any event, the bill, in whatever
form it passes the House, will go to

the Senate, where it will be con-

sidered by the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, composed of the following

Senators:
Reed Smoot, Utah, Chairman; James E

Watson, Indiana; David A. Reed. Pennsyl
vania; Samuel M. Shortridge, California;

.Tames Couzens, Michigan; Henry W. Keyes,

Ney Hampshire; Hiram Bingham. Connec-
ticut; Robert M. LaFollette, ,Tr., W^isconsin:

I"hn Thomas, Idaho; Wesley I.. Jones,

Washington; Je^se H. Metcalf. Rhode Island:

Pat Harrison, Mississippi; William H. King
I'tah: Walter F. George, Georgia; David I.

Walsh. Massachusetts: Alhen W. Barkley.

Kentucky; Tom Connally, Texas; Thomas P
Gore. Oklahoma; Edward P. Costigan. Colo

rado; Cordell Hull, Tennessee.

TO DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"The First National studio has an
electric washing machine in the ward-
robe department which is kept busy
wearing out clothes to fit the require-

ments of movie scripts,"

—FIRST NATIONAL.

104 Out of 105

Detroit—Columbia's Showmanship Croup has received almost 100 per cent

representation here. With 105 available spots, 104 of them were sold by

the local exchange.

23 Pictures Under Way
At the Radio Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO Radio Pictures

at present has five features in work,
another in rehearsal and 17 being
readied for early filming, it was an-

nounced yesterday by David 0. Selz-

nick. As a result the studio has
about 1,800 men at work in various
technical and administrative depart-

ments, while the extra payroll is the'

biggest in years.
Pictures in work are "The Bird

of Paradise," John Barrymore in

"State's Attorney," Ann Harding in

"Westward Passage." "The Road-
house Murder" with Eric Linden and
Dorothy Jordan, and Tom Keene in

"Sunrise Trial."

Constance Bennett is rehearsing
for "Unmated."
Of the 17 pictures in prenaration.

six are to start before Anril 15.

These are "The Roar of the Dragon"
starrine Richard Dix: "Hold 'Em
Tail." "Hell Bent for Election," "Is

My Face Red," Tom Keene in "The
Law Rides," and one other.

Five in Production
At Warner-First Nat'l

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Five pictures are cur-

rently in prodiiction at Warner-
First National and a sixth will start

at the end of the week. Those now
in work include "Winner Take All,"

with James Cagney and Marian
Nixon; "Two Seconds," starring Ed-
ward G. Robinson; "Love is a

Racket," starring Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr.; "Street of Women," Kay
Francis vehicle, and George Arliss
in "A Successful Calamity."
Either "Week-End Marriage,"

with Loretta Young and Norman
Foster, or "The Jewel Robbery,"
with William Powell and Kay Fran-
cis, will start this week.
Joe E. Brown in "The Tender-

foot," and Joan Blondell in "Miss
Pinkerton" were finished a few days
ago.

Television Unable to Produce
Perfect Theater Size Images

An interesting editorial comment
on the television outlook appeared
recently in the New York "Times,"
which had the following to say on
the subject:
"When C. Francis Jenkins claims

that he can give us television images
3,600 times brighter than those now
attained, communication engineers
naturally open their eyes and prick
up their ears. Inasmuch as he is

a pioneer motion picture and tele-

vision inventor, well known on both
sides of the Atlantic, his assertions
deserve more than passing consid-
eration.

"A television image is a mosaic
A face, for example, is transmitted
as a number of separate light and
dark points which are reassembled
one after another at the receiving
end with such rapidity that the eye
sees a whole image. Brilliant images
as large as the pictures pro.iected
in a motion picture theater are im-
possible because the larger the
screen the more surface must the
lierht source cover point by point.

We have only a certain amount of
luminous paint, as it were, and a

very small light-brush with which
to stipple a light-image of any size.

"Mr. Jenkins gives us a new prin-
ciple. We must imagine a fixed
transparent plate changing its sensi-
tized surface with more than chame-
leon-like rapidity. A spot that is

opaque becomes crystal clear in less

than the twinkling of an eye in

response to the varying impulses
equivalent to light and shade, sent
over a wire or through space from
the transmitter. Areas of blackness
and crystal clarity shift about in an
ever-changing pattern, and this with
such rapidity that we accept the
changing pattern as a book or a
smiling face. Thus an animated
lantern slide results, with which it

is possible to pro.iect an image of
great size and brilliancy in the
usual way.

"In radio broadcasting we have
electrical means for amplifying a
sound from a barely audible pianis-
simo to a deafening blast. No one
has yet invented a device which will

convert the feeble light of a candle
into the glare of an arc lamp. Un-
fortunately, Mr. Jenkins's article in

the current number of The Yale Sci-

entific Magazine does not enable
us to .judge how near he has come
t^o this ideal. Photographers know
to what lengths they must go to
obtain and fix images on a sensitive
emulsion. Yet Mr. Jenkins assures
us that he has devised what is in

effect an electrochemical method of
causing minute portions of a surface
to pass almost instantly from crys-
tal clearness to opacity. If so, his
discovery is greater than television.

But until he tells us what his chemi-
cals are and how minute electrical
currents affect them almost mirac-
ulously, we must continue to scan
faces with bright spots of light."

M CAS[ IS PLANNED ON

SllE OF EQUIPMENT

(.Continued from Page 1)

nies, despite the fact that they are
leasing, not selling reproducers to
theaters. Under the law several
incidents have occurred in which
landlords have seized equipments.
The planned test case is made addi-
tionally important because similar
statutes exist in two other states.

R. B. Wilby Takes Over
Publix Atlanta House

(Continued from Page 1)

Florida. A new scale of prices will

be introduced, including 25 cents for
evening and 25 and 15 cents for

matinees. Publix is reopening the
Paramount, with E. E. Whitaker,
now at the Georgia, as manager.

Illegal for City Council

To Bar Sunday Movies
East Palestine, 0.—City councij,

meeting to discuss action of peti-

tions presented by the Ministerial jw:

Ass'n protesting against Sunday
movies, was advised by City Solici- jjuri

tor Frank W. Springer that it had |l(

no legal right to pass a law pro-
hibiting shows on the first day of

the week. HUf

BUCK JONES CLUB, INC.

Columbia has incorporated the

Buck Jones Rangers Club, with

Buck Jones, National Chief Ranger;
Harold Davis Emerson. Ph.D.. D.D..

National Chairman; Bruce Gallup,

National Recorder; F. Heath Cobb.

First Assistant National Chief

Ranger; and Fred Marshall, Second
Assistant National Chief Ranger.
The officers are the trustees.

F. N. RELEASE SET
"The Strange Love of Molly Lou

vain," First National picture pre

viously known as "Tinsel Girl," is^

now scheduled for national release

May 28. Lee Tracy and Ann Dvoraks

have the leading roles.
jj

BAR PRICES IN CO-OP ADS
Buffalo—Publicizing of admissio

price scales is taboo in the neig'

borhood theaters' co-operative a^Fj

running in local newspapers. Jules

H. Michaels engineered the idei il

some time ago. ^'

All but ten of the 137 sound equipped

theaters in India have installed Ameri-
can-made apparatus.

-3
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HeavierProduction ThisSummerSeen By H. J. Yates

MYERS mS RELIEF OFSEAT TAX, JLDOVERS

Sales Tax Defeated in House by Vote of 223 to 153

Measure Calling for 2^4

Per Cent Levy on Film
Rentals Loses Out

Vashinpton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Film distributors

von an important point yesterday
n their efforts to avoid a manufac-
urers' sales tax when the House,
)y a vote of 223 to 153. defeated
he general sales tax bill. The
neasure would impose a tax of 2K
)er cent on gross sales.

!l FOX HOUSES REMAIN

UNDER DIRECT OPERATION

Checkup of the Fox theater inter-

sts discloses that the company is

ow operating 21 houses, although

; still retains ownership of several

undred other theaters, most of

/hich are under Skouras Bros,

management. Practically all of the

tieaters under direct Fox operation

re embraced in Fox New England
(Continued on Page 4)

jubitsch Stage Show
Is Planned for Fall

Ernst Lubitsch's new contract

ith Paramount will not interfere

ith his plans for producing a mu-
cal stage show in association with

Ibertina Rasch and Dimitri Tiom-
in. The production is scheduled for

ext fall. Meanwhile Lubitsch leaves

)day for the coast, while Mme.
asch and Tiomkin proceed with se-

ction of book, cast and other de-

.ils.

Four Out of Seven

Giving Stage Shows

Sheehan Reported Settling Contract

A report current in New York to the effect that Winfield R. Sheehan, who is

in town, would try to settle his agreement with Fox, was answered at that company

yesterday by a statement that there has been no official contact between Sheehan

and the company executives here.

RecordAdvanceBookings
Coming in for "Scarface

'

'

Doane Making 26 Shorts

For New Universal Lineup
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Universal's 1932-33

short subject program will include a

series of 26 two-reel subjects pro-

duced by Warren Doane.

IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Howard Hughes'

"Scarface," being released by United
Artists, is having the biggest ad-

vance sale to exhibitors since "Hell's

Angels," says W. R. Marshall, sales

manager for the Caddo Company,
producers. Marshall declares that

{Continued on Page 12)

K. C. Exhibs Fight Daylight Saving

Kansas City—Jay Means, presi-

dent of the Independent Theater

Owners Ass'n, and Arthur Cole,

secretary of the Film Board of

Trade, called members of their or-

ganizations together here this week

to defeat the proposed daylight sav-

ing schedule for Kansas City. The
theater men were instrumental in

securing the defeat of the proposi-

tion in 1928, and "the reasons that
{Continued on Page 12)

Expect Kent to Create
Division Sales Managers
Expectations are that Sidney R.

Kent, upon joining Fox on April

4 as vice-president in charge of op-

erations, will introduce the division

sales manager plan in that com-
pany's setup, naming managers to

handle the Eastern and Western
sections of the country. This will

have no effect upon status of James
R. Grainger.

Baltimore—The New Theater will offer a stage

traction in connection with its feature film

;xt week for the first time in several years,

ark and McCuUough having been booked by

anager Morris Mechanic. If it draws, the

ilicy will be continued, giving Baltimore four

its major houses on a combination policy,

ith only the Stanley, Europa, and Rivoll left on

straight film basis.

Summer Step-up in Production

Foreseen by Herbert J. Yates

Fox Plans to Continue
Sunday Shows in Newton
Newton, Kan.—Fox West Coast

Theaters, which presented Sunday
shows here for the first time last

Sunday, plans to continue the policy

indefinitely. Authorities made no

effort to close the houses.

Plans of major film companies
provide for a greater number of new
pictures to be made this summer,
partly as a result of lower activity

in recent months due to the unfav-

orable weather and other condi-

tions, said Herbert J. Yates, presi-

dent of Consolidated Film Industries
{Continued on Page 12)

Copyright Changes Urged
in Memorandum to

Sirovich
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAU-Y
Washington—Amendment of the

copyright laws by exempting the-

aters from the seat tax in connection

with sound pictures and making pro-

ducers and recording companies pay

all music royalties is urged by

Abram F. Myers, chairman and gen-

eral counsel of Allied States Ass'n,

in a memorandum submitted to
(Continued on Page 4)

S. R. BURNS NOW HEADS

1

Samuel R. Burns, who recently re-

signed as a vice-president of Fox
Films, has been elected president of

International Projector Corp. Burns
has been in the motion picture pro-

jector and equipment business for

the past 15 years. He was vice-

president and secretary of Inter-

national Projector, and prior to that

president of Nicholas Power Co.

Julius Bernheim Named
Universal Supervisor

Julius Bernheim. who has been ir

charge of Universal's producing ac-

tivities in Germany, left New Yorl*

for the Coast yesterday in the Carl

Laemmle, Jr., party to rejoin the
(Continued on Page 4)

De Forest Replaces 150

Of its Own Equipments

General Talking Pictures has replaced 150 ol

its own De Forest equipments installed in th(

early days of sound pictures. One characteris-

tic of the new De Forest reproducer whicf

makes it appealing to theaters, as comparec

with pioneering De Forest models, is the fad

that it does not operate through batteries, bul

is electrical in operation. The 150 replace-

ments cover a period of four months.
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M-G-M BUYS "THE CLAW"
M-G-M has acquired the motion

picture rights to "The Claw," Henry
Bernstein's melodrama, produced
originally by Arthur Hopkins in

1921 with Lionel Barrymore, Irene

Fenwick (Mrs. Barrymore) and
Charles Kennedy in the cast.

. ••••...••...........MMMMMtlt*''
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Fox Proposes Change
In N. E. Circuit Bonds

A plan, whereby holders of 6^
per cent convertible sinKing funo
gold debentures ot Fox-JNew Eng-
land i heaters will advance their po-

sition irom one ot a second mort-
gage debentureholders to that of

nrst mortgage bondholders, has been
proposed by the company according
to a circular issued recently by Hai-
sey, ytuart & Co.

LJnder the plan of readjustment
of lunded debt, holders of the de-

bentures, of which $3,621,900 are
outstanding and on which the com-
pany failed to pay the interest due
Feb. 1, 1932, are given the privilege

of exchanging their holdings pro
rata for $3,326,U00 first mortgage
5 per cent gold bonds which are
now pledged as additional security

for the debentures.
Though the company defaulted

on debenture interest, it is pointed
out that it paid in full the interest

requirements due on Feb. 1 last on
Its $13,852,500 of first mortgage
bonds, of which the block being of-

fered to debentureholders is a part.

Irwin Franklin Plans
Norma Talmadge Film

Production of a feature starring
Norma Talmadge is being planned
by Irwin Franklin, who wrote the
story and will direct. According to

tentative arrangements, work will

be started about April 15 at the
Ideal Studio. Supporting Miss Tal-
madge will ^e James Hall. Charles
Levine will be in charge of camera-
work.

VICTOR McLAGLEN BOOKED
Victor McLaglen, assisted by

Charles Judels, will open for per-
sonal appearances at the Lyric, In-
dianapolis, on April 2. The booking
was arranged by the Leo Morrison
office.

ROXY MEETING ADJOURNED
Meeting of the Roxy Theater

board of directors was adjourned
yesterday to the second week in

April, at which time new officers

will be elected. David Russell pre-
sided.

RALPH OVIATT BURIED
Kansas City—Funeral services for

Ralph E. Oviatt, 42, purchasing
agent for Fox West Coast here, were
held Wednesday. He died Monday
at his home here.

WARNERS BUY STORY
Warner Bros, have bought "Mar-

riage License" by Nick Kenny, radio
editor, and Danny A'Hearn.

BABE RUTH SHORT AT ROXY
"Just Pals," one of the Babe Ruth

shorts being released by Universal,
has been booked for the Roxy pro-
gram starting today.

OSTROW SHOOTING IN EAST
Lou Ostrow, Universal director, is

making process shots in New York.
Charles Harten is doing the camera
work..

Einfeld Off to Hold
Advertising Confabs

S. Charles Einfeld, executive in

charge oi aavertismg and pubiictiy

lor Warner liros., leaves todciy for
Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Chiccigo and Milwaukee for a series

01 conierences with the various cir-

cuit advertising managers and
branch managers. He is accom-
panied by Mort Blumenstock, who
was recently promoted to the posi-

tion ot manager of advertising and
exploitation lor the Warner The-
aters. It will be Blumenstock's first

trip since his promotion.

Maury Cohen Westbound
For Production Activity
Maury M. Cohen, president of In-

vincible Pictures Corporation, leaves
New lovk. today for the coast to

prepare tor the production ol the
second of six feature productions
which he will make lor the 1932-
1933 season. "Escapade," his initial

release, aiready completed^ iS the
nrst 1932-1933 production to be com-
pleted by any company. All Invin-
cible pictures will be distributed
through the states rights market by
Chesterfield Motion Picture Corp.
Kichard Thorpe, who is also direct-

ing six Chesterfield pictures for the
1932-1933 season, will direct all the
Invincible features.

Al Nathan Joins Mayfair
As Associate Producer

ii\\st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILi
Hollywood—Al Nathan has joined

Mayfair Pictures as associate pro-
ducer and will supervise six society
melodramas starrii.g Glenn Tryon
and Vernon Dent.

U. A. SIGNS NEWCOMER
Vivian Mathison of Brooklyn, who

won a United Artists contest con-
ducted through the Danderine ra-
dio broadcasts over 130 stations, will

play a part in "The Kid from
Spain," Eddie Cantor's next picture.
Her screen name will be Vivian
Mathews.

ARLISS FILM FOR LOEW
"The Man Who Played God" will

open April 9 over the entire Metro-
politan Loew circuit, including the
three ace houses, Loew's State, the
Paradise and the Valencia.

ACQUIRING EASTON HOUSE
Philadelphia—John J. McGuirk

and Abe Sablosky are preparing to
take over the Third Street Theater,
Easton, Pa.

IRENE RICH AT COLISEUM
Irene Rich will appear in person

at the RKO Coliseum for four days
starting tomorrow.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratet

Powers Clnaphone Equipment Corporation

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 28: Special Meeting of Actor's
Equity Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

March 29: Testimonial dinner by Philadel-
phia M. P. T. O. to Jules Levy, Adel-
phia Hotel, Philadelphia.

March 30: Testimonial dinner by Baltimore
exhibitors to Jules Levy, Sherry's
Baltimore.

March 30-31; Allied Theaters of Minne-
sota, North and South Dakota, annual
convention. Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.

Apr. 4: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The
ater. New York.

Apr. 8: Univetsai Club's Dramatic Nigli
and Dance, True Sister's Club Hoiin.
New York.

April 16: Associated Theater Owners of
Maryland dance and entertainment, Balti-
more, Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In-)
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypooi
Hotel. Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7 ; Fox Film sales convention, New
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam,
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Sodet;
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-|
tion, Chicago.

May 17-20: Paramount annual sales con-j
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internationall
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employeil
and M. P. Operators, Memorial HaUJ{
Columbus, O.

Wheeler-Woolsey Film
For Columbia Release

Columbia has closed a deal foi

release of a Bert Wheeler-Rober

Woolsey vehicle, in addition to get

ting an option on the future prod

uct of this comedy team. Wheel
and Woolsey have been making pi<

tures for RKO.

r23-TTH AVe., N. Y. BRYANT 0-eoeT
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Current Opinions

€)
Independent Producers'

Have Great Opportunity

QRGANIZATION of indepen-

dent producers into an as-

sociation for protection in prob-

lems in regard to labor and

distribution is a healthy sign,

probably the most gratifying

independent production develop-

ment of the decade. There is

no denying the fact that the

importance of the independent

producing market is growing,

and that even the major produc-

ers are shaping their courses so

that the independents must cer-

tainly supplement the market.

Examination of some of product

distributed by the independents

this season confirms the thought

that the calibre of many of

these pictures has grown high-

er, and that there is a new

quality to be found here. The

new season will present a glow-

ing picture for the indepen-

dents. 1932-1933 should give

them their big chance. Success

of the present product should

encourage them to invest more

money, attempt new ideas which

have been held in check by lack

of capital, of market. Now there

is a larger market, and the

purse strings should unloosen

for these independent studios

which have given evidence of

their abilities. Economy pro-

grams of the larger studios have

been responsible for the release

of more capable men, more

prominent players, more experi-

enced writers and technicians.

There are few non-contract
players who cannot be secured

by the independents. And now
this new association, a body
which will probably establish its

own distribution channels if

shoestring state righters persist

in shoestring and petty meth-
ods. It is to be hoped that this

faith which independent exhibi-

tors are placing in independent
production will be held in-

violate. —Jay Emanuel

For Luck
In honor of Mayfair Pictures, whose

product is distributed by his company,
Syndicate Exchanges, Melvin Hirsh

named his daughter Lois Mayfair Hirsh.

The child was born yesterday. Inci-

dentally Bert Kulick, Hirsh's partner,

celebrated his fourth wedding anniver-
sary yesterday.

jgE2aDAILV

AlONG
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NtWVOCIC' .IDS ANGELE$

• • • THEY THREW a reception to Robert Sisk at the
A.M.P.A. luncheon welcoming him as the publicity and
advertising chief of Arkayo Mister Sisk made his rep
as the pressagey for the Theater Guild he admitted he
was new to this biz just getting his bearings
said he had received a raft of congratulatory letters from a
lotta gents and was saving 'em for he might
have occasion to use 'em some day which proves that
he's goin' in with his eyes Wide Open to this dizzy film
biz

* * * *

• • • THEN THE pressageys were taken for a trip through
the Malay jungle with Frank Buck of "Bring 'Em Back
Alive" fame supplying the narration Frank told three
adventures with wild animals that had the boys pop-eyed
if his film is half as good as his stories it should be
sen-say-shu-nal prexy Ed Finney also kicked in with
a story about a bicycle that had the gang Dizzy

• • • FUNNY REACTIONS on Warners' "The Crowd
Roars" unquestionably one of the greatest realistic

thrill pix ever filmed the metropolitan femme reviewers
were unanimous in praising it while the male crits were
inclined to go blase and pretend the thrill stuff was good, but

oh, well, it was okay, but our guess is that it's

not the thrill stuff the male contingent plaved down
most of 'em showed up on opening nite with a dame
and every dame went blooey with emotion over James Cagney

as they Always Do for Mister Cagnev hss that
Certain Something that every crit lacks the Primal
Urge the He-Man Charm that knocks his wimmen
around and makes 'em like it yea. even a film crit's d^me
would like the Exoerience of bein' knocked around occasionally

but she'll never get it from the intellectual,

blase, ennuied film crit so they played the thrills down
thus subconsciously registering their personal pique at

.lames who brings a light to wimmen's eyes a

heave at the bosom that no male crit can ever do
only the femme crits got it right so they sent .limmy
in a mile and so will every femme who sees the pix . .

• • • ARE WE proud ? a letter from Randolph
Boggs of the Congressional Library who writes

. "Film Year Book next to House Manual on desk
of floor leader of the House of Representatives Mister
Rainey where it is used by ALL members" Are
We proud ?

• • • OUT AT Tec-Art stude Fred Newmeyer is

directing "They Never Come Back" a prize fight yarn
that has the real inside ring atmosphere, so they tell us
usually the ring stuff is reserved for the kidding short comedies

when it contains the elements for the tensest kind of

dramatic thrills .*. so here's watching you, Fred in

a Noble Experiment

• • • WE NOTE with mild surprise those Emgeem ads

printed in all the trade papers quoting prexy Nicholas
Schenck's famous statement.. "There is nothing in this

business which good pictures cannot cure" crediting

Original printing of the statement to another trade paper on
Jan. 5 when we ran it Originally on Dec. 29th
as it was dictated by Mister Schenck for our Year Book
oh, well as we said our eyebrows are raised

politely in Mild Surprise

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)-
Masked Girl
for "The Champ"

A VERY beautiful girl in the

smartest of evening clothes,

wearing a half-mask, was en-

gaged for the week while "The
Champ" was being shown at

the Capitol, Little Rock, to take

photographs through the win-

dow of an exclusive shoe store.

The photographs taken were de-

veloped and placed in the lobby.

The people who identified them-

selves were given free tickets to

see the film. It was necessary

to call police from time to time

to clear traffic in front of the

store.

—Capitol, Little Rock, Ark.

New Radio Stunt
Builds Patronage

^ANAGER C. T. Perrin of

the Sterling, Greeley, Colo.,

has inaugurated a new kind of

radio stunt that has served to

give lots of publicity to his

forthcoming pictures. Four daily

announcements go over the air

telling about the current picture.

And inviting a certain party by
name to come to the Sterling

theater and identify himself,

taking the show in as the guest
of the radio station. This stunt
causes many people to listen in

in the hope that their names
will be mentioned.—Sterling, Greeley, Colo.

\Mm HAPPY RETUPNS:

El Brendel Edward F. Hurley

Ray Enright Jackie Condon

Bertram Millhauser
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Hop, Pep
Abram F. Myers Asks Relief

On Seat Tax and Holdovers

an

F

d Ginger

or Sale!

Hop, Pep and Ginger used to be

three of the most important ingredi-

ents in the sale of pictures to the

trade and to the pubHc.

The pubHc is a parrot. It will repeat

what you repeat. If you don't be-

lieve in your product, how can you

ask the trade and the public to be-

lieve in it?

Hop, Pep and Ginger are contagious.

This business needs plenty of two-

fisted, he-man, high powered enthu-

siasm.

The writer was Director of Publicity,

Advertising and Exploitation for

many major companies. He helped

put over many pictures and many
theatres. He will be available shortly

for the first time in nine years.

Address: Hop, Pep and Ginger

Box No. 908

Film Daily,

1650 Broadway, N. Y.

{Continued from Page 1)

Congressman William I. Sirovich,
chairman of the House committee on
patents and copyrights. Myers pro-
poses that producers, in turn, be
empowered to convey to exhibitors,

"without further license from any
source," the right to project the
pictures and reproduce their sound
and "to exact therefor a single rent-

al which shall include all charges
and costs which the producers sec
fit to take into account in fixing the
rental to be exacted of the exhibi-
tor."

Myers made these recommenda-
tions toward relieving theaters of

the assessments made by the Amer-
ican Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers in commenting on
House Bill 10,364.

In an eflTort to lighten blows which
may fall upon theaters in holdover
cases Myers urged certain modifica-
tion of the proposed clauses. Under
the bill, as drafted at present
"where the infringer establishes that
he has acted without intent to in-

fringe the court shall limit recovery
to an amount which will justly com-
pensate the owner for use of his

copyright.
"The difficulty is that the ex-

hibition contracts under which the

distributors license films all have
a provision that parole evidence may
not be received so as in any manner
to alter or amend the written con-

tract. Thus the exhibitors are de-

nied the right to prove the oral

representations and understandings

21 Fox Houses Remain
Under Direct Operation

(Continued from Pane 1)

Theaters, under Herschel Stuart,

with headquarters in New Haven.

These houses are as follows: Hart-

ford, Palace and Capital; Bridge-

port, Lyric, Fox Poll, Majestic and

Globe; New Haven, Poli, Bijou and

College; Worcester, Palace and

Poll's Elm St.; Waterbury, Palace;

Springfield, Poll's Palace and Fox;

Meridan, Palace and Fox's Poli. Fox

de luxers are Roxy, New York; Fox,

Brooklyn; Fox, Detroit; Fox. St.

Louis; Fox, Washington.

N. E. MANAGERIAL CHANGES
Boston—Interstate Theaters Corp.

has made M. Edgar Fain district

manager of the Revere and Cres-
cent Gardens, at Revere; Old Colojiy
and Plymouth, Plymouth; Opera
House, Bellows Falls; Scenic, Roch-
ester; Colonial, Brockton, and the

State, Stoughton. At the same time
the company made James Mahoney
supervisor of the Orpheum, Daniel-

son; Bradley, Putnam; Palace, Rock-
ville; Mahaiwe, Great Barrington,
and the State, Milford.

which led to the holdover and under
which they qualify as innocent in-

fringers.

"To make certain that the exhibi-
tors are not denied the relief which,
it is the purpose of subsection (b)
to afford, I suggest the inclusion
of the words underscored in the fol-

' owing excerpt:
"But where the infringer establishes from

f// t}ie circumstances leadinq up to an sur-
oiiiuling the infringement that he has acted
"ithout intent to infringe, the court shall

limit the recovery hereunder to an amount
vhich will justly compensate the copyright
owner, etc.*'

Subsection (c) providing statutory
penalties of from $100 to $5,000
'where it appears to the satisfaction

3f the court that just relief can
lot be given to the owner of the
copyright under subsection (b),"

obviously intended to cover cases of

infringement where, from the nature
3f the case, actual damages can not

be computed under the principles

'aid down in subsection (b).

"It is likely that courts will take

this view of the matter, particularly

f this is pointed out in the Com-
mittee Report on the bill, but it

might be well to make this certain

by amending the subsection as in-

dicated by the words which I have
underscored in the following ex-

cerpt:

"Where it appears to the satisfaction of

the court tliat from the nature of the transac

lion damages can not be fairly comfulcil

under the' principles set forth in subsection

ib) hereof, the court, in its discretion, may
award statutory damages, etc."

Julius Bernheim Named
Universal Supervisor
(Cotttinued from Page 1)

studio as a supervisor. He was for-

merly in charge of the plant. While
in Germany, Bernheim. who arrived

in New York on Wednesday, made
nine German dialogue features. Ger-

man production is now in the charge

of Joe Pasternak.

NEW K. C. THEATER COMPANY
Kansas City—South Town Thea-

ters, Inc., has been formed to op-

erate the Colonial and the South

Town. Chief Theater Corp. has

taken over the Chief; C. A. Schultz

is operating the Madrid, for the

Farm and Home Savings & Loan
Ass'n; the Tivoli has reverted to

Stanley Schwartz and the Lindbergh

to Mr. and Mrs. A. Baier. These

are all former Hughes-Franklin

houses.

German Vaude-Film Policy

Renamed the Hindenburg, the Presi-

dent theater, New York, will reopen

March 31 with a policy of German

features and three acts of German

vaudeville on each bill. Capitol Films

is sponsoring the house, which formerly

showed foreign language pictures, with

Arthur Ziehm in charge.



''Gentlemen, IVe just come back from the Stanley

Theatre in Baltimore. We put on TARZAN THE
APE MAN' and cracked the house record held by

'Hell Divers' by a wide margin. We rolled up our

sleeves and went to work because it was Lent

and we had other opposition too. We've got a

picture that looks bigger than 'Trader Horn\ I

want you to see how we promoted Tarzan— (see

next pages) because I'm giving prizes for the best

campaigns on this picture: 1st Prize $100,
2nd Prize $50, 3rd Prize $30, 4tli Prize

$20. Please send your campaigns with photos,

etc. to TARZAN CONTEST EDITOR, Adver^

tising Department, M-G-M, 1540 Broadway, New
York. Thank you."



IT'S A PLEASURE TO PROMOTE!
—and what a joy when
the records go hlooiel

4

The graveyard of
La the elephanisl

Sacred ground.
$5,000,000 in ivory
tuaki. Bui danger
lurki there)

b When you crocs the
river of Hippopota-
muaes, vou take your
life in your hands!

I The Jungle mating in*

Pa Btinct— to abduct the
girl one adoresi

The hand'tO'hand bsitle
' between Tarzan and the

Lional

5 Stampeding elephants
• destroy a village of hos'

ttte Pygmies!

6 The Bath of Love in the
crystal-clear jungle pool!

7 Girls! Wouldn't you.be
willing to live like eve
—if you found the right

Adam!

AND MANYMORE!
tvilh JOHNNY WEISSMULLER,
Adoni'i Stvlm Champion, and Neil
Hsmllioo. MaorccD O'Sulllvsn.
C. Aubrey Smith. Directed by
W. S. Vsa Dvkc.

Coming

FRIDAY

GET READY FOR
1932 s BIGGEST HIT!

Not since "Trader Horn" flashed its

wonders to the world has a motion
picture been so keenly awaited. Edgar
Rice Burroughs' newest Tarzan thriller

is his masterpiece. And M-G-M has
- filmed it magnificent'

ur-TDA lyagainstthemystery-

GOLDWYN background of the

S?iyi!2; Dark Continent!
IVIAYER
BRINGS

a NEW MOVE in the MOVIES

APE
MAN
TOPS

•TRADER HORN
FOR THRILLS

Ad No. 3

—

Size of Mat. loo lines x 3 columns

USE THE SAME AD MATS
AND STUNTS THAT TOOK
BALTIMORE BY STORM!

Praije/
Read what the

Crttks iay

NORMAN
CLARK.

TAR7AN ThcApf Mj,,

wi r«d" ojl *>d jsnt A' '

iWtrrfp lie

OtOROt ,i-.

.Ton ti»<» *'"'",

• «».*"'*f*.

Panel 0/ critics fyraisc

B. V. D. living bathing suit models
in defyartment store window tie-ul^

traffic in Baltimore's main street

All the ad mats and ex-

ploitation aids in these

pages are reproduced in

a supplementary section

added to the "Tarzan"

press sheet. Get one

from your M-G-M Ex-

change today and start

planning your cam-

paign.

NATION-WIDE
B.V.D. SWIM-
SUIT TIE-UP!

The B. V. D. com-

pany features

JohnnyWeissmuller

i in all its promo-

tion. Get in touch

with your principal

department store

and arrange a tie-

up now.

Not since "Trader Horn" has this industry had
a box 'Office attraction with the possibilities of

"Tarzan, the Ape Man." A great show in itself,

that becomes greater with every ounce of promo-
tion effort put behind it ! Roll up your sleeves,

folks, it's fun to exploit a picture when you can

smash records with it. Let M-G-M help you! The
whole industry is talking "Tarzan". Baltimore (in

Lent) started the ball a-rolling! Your house record

goes next!

BELOW: Two giant billboards, 1 44-sheet poster, and 140-sheet poster

in view of all railroad trains!

THE TBAPER HO|rW OF 1932 t i 1^1"

tamanMPE



SHOUT IT from the HOUSE-TOPS!

Hang out a banner where folks can see it!

A FEW OF MANY THINGS
TO
1
2-

3

4
5-

6
7-

8
9
10

DO!
-Use extra newspaper space.

-Advertize the thrill and love angles.

-Tie-up with B. V. D. swim-suits which
feature Johnny Weissmuller in all ads.

-Post the town thoroughly.

-Newspaper contests:
(a) Where Tarzan serial strip appears, get newspaper to run

a contest to color those strips. A few free tickets for prizes.

(h) In Baltimore, a lion cub from the z(^o ivas used in a

"NAME THE CUB" contest.

-Lobby cut-out of Tarzan carrying girl.

-Ape cut-out hangers, and Tarzan cut-out

hangers shown on next page.

-Enlarge No. 6 thrill-ad for house-front.

-Book-store tie-up with Tarzan books.

-Use special Tarzan circus herald and
Tarzan tabloid newspaper.

A NEW and SENSATIONAL Idea
in Screen ENTERTAINMENT!

the most eagerly awaited of all

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER HITS!

TARZaH
MAN
TOPPING "TRADER
HORN" for THRILLS

The producers of "Trader Horn" now
answer an overwhelming demand for

another Giant Romance of primitive

Life and unfettered Love. Edgar Rice
Burroughs' newest Tarzan thriller is

truly "The Trader Horn' of 1932!"

Maybe Lofe
was greater

when Men
took their

Mates
like this! ,'

GIRLS r WOULD
YOU LIVE LIKE
EVE— if vou fouad
the right ADAMI

Hold

Your

Breath!

It's More

Excltlne

Than an

Earthquake

Johnny Wetssmullcr, as Tarzan, escapes

from the den of Crocodilesl w

... ..^..-^.-r.as . .^

-~««i^<

Johnny WEISSMULLER
Adonis iwiminlng champioa and a

great cast iodudiog

Neil HAMILTON
C. Aubrey SMITH
Maureen O'SULLIVAN
Thrill follows thrill! W. S. VAN
DYKE, who made "Trader Horn",
has directed this most daring and ex*

citing of screen advencuret

!

J J —Arrange early-bird newsboy showing.

J2—Circularize schools and libraries.

J2—^se miniature moving-pictures of lion

fight in give-away movie-book shown on
next page.

2^—Inquiring reporter gets fans' reaction toMORE
picture, published with side-walk photo-Qn MFVT
graphs of each fan. DA/^t i

2000 on line around block ^^'hen doors shut Saturday 12 noon ^^Mfc

Ad No. 4—Mat is 160 lines by 3 columns



YELL LIKE H
—the perfect exploitation

picture—

about TARZAN!
'Ksexmmmsm.

TODAY YOU WILL ENJOY YOUR
tost amazing SCREEN ADVENTURE!

Are you all ready for tho thrill

of your lita>tiinel L'nqur^Tion-

Newspaper strip coloring contest.

CROWDS LIKE'

TilLLSOF

Patrons Tell Features
Film That Made Biggest

Impression; Actors Lauded

Delighted crowds filing out

of the Stanley Theatre yester-

day after attending the world

premiere of "Tarian, the Ape
Man," voiced unqualified

praise of the latest Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer talkie.
Thnl "beaulllal.
id "dellEbUul
ant often herd Iroro iti? [tir ift.
mle male member* of Ibe mil-
:ce Eenerally agreed IbHt It vts
"awpll picture."

Ad Inquiring rrporttr caught a
few at the cairont o( rbe Staolp?
as Ibey werp emeritlDc froni Ibe
flral productloD of [he newest
Ibrliler aod asked what bad tm-
premed them moeL Tbe (otrowlng
oplolooB were voked:

, By H. RaymoDd'
Crone, 6U6 Bill-'

the
I t yet tnd

em«r».a6le faahlon. Jl r«iriy l«
Bmethlno (a ti* and I am gvlng

(ell my frlenda about IL"

IDEAL LOVEfl
Br Mlsa Bea Knighton, 73S Ean

ABOVE: The movie

book of Tarzan shows

him fighting with a
Lion, actual movies
from the picture.

THE APE MAN

ABOVE: Colored cut-

out window card for

hanging.

RIGHT: Special col-

ored marquee hanger.

LEFT: Clipping shows
Inquiring Reporter's sur-

vey among fans after

the show, with their

Ad No. 6—Mat is 160 lines by 3 cols.

All of these stunts
and exploitation aids

are shown in the

press sheet!

Get one!

»200

THE APE IVIAN
a great Metro-Qoldwyn-Mayer
attraction promoted in the typical

M-Q^M manner. Send your campaign to

TARZAN CONTEST EDITOR, M-G^M
Ad Dept., 1540 BVay., N. Y. C.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
TERRY HORWIN, for several years

j with Universal is now writing

original stories. He is the co-author

of "The Higher Ups," an original

story, which will serve as a starring

vehicle for Constance Bennett at

Warner Bros,
* * *

Columbia has completed the cast

if Tim McCoy's next starrina veh-

cle, "Daring Danger," with the

ngning of Richard Alexander, Ver-

lon Dent and Max Davidson.
* * •

"The Dark Horse," a drama of

lational politics written by Courte-

lay Terrett and Joseph Jackson,

)oth one-time reporters, went into

iroduction yesterday morning at

i'irst National. Warren William

las the principal role, supported by

I cast including Bette Davis. Viv-

enne Osborne, Guy Kibbee. Frank
rfcHugh, Sam Hardy, B e r t o n

:;hurchill and James Burke. Alfred

C. Green is directing the film and

he production is being made under

he supervision of Raymond Grif-

th.
* * *

'They Never Come Back" fifth

Lrtclass feature has been put into

iroduction bv Louis Weiss at the

'ec Art Studios. Fred Newmeyer
5 directing, with Regis Toomey and

orothy Sebastian heading the cast.

* * *

Travis Banton, fashion creator at

le Paramount studios, was operated

pon for appendicitis this week at

be Hollywood hospital.
* *

Three additions to the cast of

he Four Marx Brothers' next star-

ing comedy "Horse Feathers," be-

iir produced at the Paramount
[ollvwood studios, were announced

esterday. Thev are Sheila Man-
ors. Capt. E. H. Calvert and Ed
e Saint.

* *

Charles Lang, who photographed

uth Chatterton in six pictures, is

oing the camera work on "Thunder
elow." starring Tallulah Bankhead.

* *

Every member of the cast of "The

tranpe Case of Clara Deane," by

rthur Brilant, which is beinsr di-

ected by Max Marcin and Louis

asnier, is an ex-stage actor.

to

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

/'Miriam Hopkins wears a costume con-
sisting of 20 articles of clothing and
weighing more than 35 pounds in por-
traying the leading feminine role in
'Th« World and the Flesh'."

—Paramount

Constance Bennett is Hollywood's
most consistent polo addict. She
sees all matches.

* * *

Cary Grant, Paramoitnt's new
popular lead, will soon be sharing
honors with Jack Oakie as the stu-

dio's leading wit, Grant likes to ex-
change quips and sallies with John
P. Medbury and other Brown Derby
humorists.

* * *

Charles Williams, "the dancing
author," has finished a role in "Ra-
dio Patrol," and has been cast for

a part in "Strangers of the Evening."

at Tiffany. He recently completed
an ensragement in "Letty Lynton,"
at M-G-M.

* * *

Another simile—As important as

St. Patrick's Day in a studio.
* *

David Hempstead, who wrote
"Manhattan Tower," an original for

Universal, has returned to the RKO
scenario staff. He is a Detroit bov
and a graduate of the University of

Michigan.
* * *

Edward J. Monfagne, RKO's new-
est associate prodvcer, for the past

three years, in addition to supeiyns-

ing vroductions, was scenario-editor-

in-chief of the Paramount studios.

Previously, for a long time, he was
supervising editor and producer of

victures for Universal. He has had
approximately 100 original stories

vroduced on the screen and has

ndavted about an equal number of

books and plays.
* * *

Sam Bischoff. ir charere of pro-

duction at the TiflFanv s+udios. an-

nouncps the sie-ninp- of five peonle

for "Strans'ers of the Everinsr." thp

'lew Tiffanv featuvp based on Tif-

f»r\v Thavpr's "The THustrious

Corppp." Thpodnre von Eltz. who
Tilayed the male lead in "Hotel Con-

*-inentpl." was re-sicned for one o^

the nrincinal ro1p=! in "Straneers of

^he Evenino-." Miliar" Seegar. T-u-

"ien I-it*^lpfield. ZaSn Pif-ts. and En-

"•enp Palette havp also been signed

for important rolp<5.

* * *

Leonar Samaviecios. iiouvaer sis-

ter of Ramnn Novnrro. M-G-M star,

arrived in Los Anneles recently frow

El Paso. Trr.. after a boat journey

ncrosf! the Atlantic. She is a nun
and has beev transferred from a

convent in Madrid. Sr^^'n. to the Los

Avneles Ornhanane. Nova.rro. whose

real vame is Sanmnieaor^. has three

sisters v>ho are nuns, the new^ ar-

rival heina the vounaest girl in a

family of 1? children.
* * *

Arthur Brooks, former film editor,

has iust romoletpd h's first direc-

torial assienment. "How to Flv,"

onp of a series of shorfs dealing

with the fi'ndamentals of aviation.

It was well received bv a preview

audience at the Ritz theater. Ray
Mercer is the producer.

'It is a wonderful

piece oF work and is

the best Year Book

that you folks have

published to date.

I recommend it as a

useful reference book,

and it is my opinion

that every film execu-

tive should have a

copy
//

Sidney Kent



DAVID O. SELZNICK
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OFF TO ROUSING
START! . .

.

RKO MAYFAIR
LAST NIGHT
Hard on zooming
wings of TostSquad-

ron . . . Grand spring-

time comedy smash.

Galaxy of Headline Comics to Make the Wild

West Wilder and the Rockies Roar

WHEELER-WOOLSEY
EDDIE QUILLAN DOT
ARLINE JUDGE

MITZI GREEN KITTY KELLY
Directed by WILLIAM SEITER

RAGE GROSSES ASSURED with this STAR-STUDDED JAMDOREE
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SUMMER PRODUCTION JUMP

ISmm. J. YATES

(Continued from Page 1)

at the annual meeting; of stockhold-

ers held yesterday. As a result,

Yates stated, Consolidated is get-

ting ready to handle a big volume
of business during this period. He
also announced that contracts are
under negotiations with two leading

producers who have not previously
given their release printing to Con-
solidated.
Acts of the officers and board of

directors for the preceding year
were ratified and approved, and a

new board of directors elected. Fav-
orable comment was made on the

impj'ovement in the company's bal-

ance sheet due to the writing down
of good-will, and also on the strength

shown in the ratio of current as-

sets to current liabilities.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Martin, Tenn.—Work is progress-
ing on the building to house the
Capitol. House will be located in

its new home, formerly the G. H.
Parker building, early in April.

Elgin, Tex.—T. W. Folkes is now
operating the ElTex.

Willits, Cal.—The remodeled Ma-
jestic has been reopened by Edna
tierg. Syncrofilm sound equipment
was installed.

Gorman, Tex.—C. C. Cayce has
opened the Ritz.

Granite City, 111.—The Rialto is

dark. Its reopening is indefinite.

FULL ITALIAN PROGRAM
In addition to the Italian feature,

"Zappatore" ("Toilers of the Soil"),

the new policy opening Sunday at

the Sam H. Harris theater, formerly
a legit, house, will include a com-
plete program of Italian shorts. One
of the subjects stars Ria Rosa, noted
Neapolitan singer, in a cycle of na-
tive songs. Performances of the
Italian program will be continuous.

LUCKY BRIDE CONTEST
Elizabeth, N. J.—Spitzer Cohen of

the Regent is conducting a Lucky
Bride contest and has already
promoted $2,500 worth of merchan-
dise for the event. Six couples have
consented to participate, with each
posting a $100 forfeit.

COMING & GOING

W. RAY JOHNSTON leaves for Boston
today.

MAURY M. COHEN, head of Invincible
Pictures, leaves today for the coast.

SAM KATZ arrives from the coast Mon-
day.

ROLAND YOUNG is scheduled to sail
soon for England, wliere he will make
a picture and visit his family.

JAMES GLEASON and LUCILLE
WEBSTER are coming east for scenes of
"Madison Square Garden," which Charles
R. Rogers is producing for Paramount re-
lease.

BEBE DANIELS and BEN LYON have
left for the coast.
CARL LAEMMLE, JR., and DAVID

WERNER left New York for the Coast
yesterday following several delays. TULIUS
BERNHEIM and "RED" HIRSHON also
were in the party. KURT LAEMMLE joins
them in Chicago.

R. C. SHERRIFF, who has just arrived
in NewT York from England, leaves today
for Universal's Coast studio.
LUIS TRENKER. German star who has

heen appearing in Universal's German pic-

tures, arrived in New York yeterday from
Hollywood. He last worked in "The Doomed
Batallion."
LEE INSLEY, well-known exhibitor in

eastern Maryland with headquarters in Sa-ls-
Imry, was a visitor yesterday at the home
offices of Warner Bros.
JOHN J. McGUIRK and ABE SABT-O

SKY. both ot Philadelphia, visited the W;ir-
ner executive offices yesterday.

Tiptonville, Tenn. — J. Lederer,
manager of a house at Olion, has
opened the New Strand in this town.

Des Moines—The following Iowa
theaters have closed: Princess, Sioux
City; World, Lakota; Iowa, Fort
Dodge; Community, Baxter, and
Princess, Keota.

Archer City, Tex.—R. B. Graves
has taken over the 250-seat Royal.

Vandalia, 111.—The Liberty is not
operating at present.

Sweetwater, Tenn.—Owen Ball is

now managing the Gay.

Detroit—Charles T. Short, former
vaudeville and legitimate actor, has
opened the Caniff, closed about a
year, in Hamtramck.

Pittsburg, Tex.—McBay & Blevins
has taken over the Crystal.

St. Louis — The Roxy on Lans-
downe Ave. in Southampton district

has been purchased by Mrs. A.
Shank and Joe Litvag. Alex Papand
formerly operated the house.

Kansas City — Arthur Johnson,
formerly employed by M-G-M here
as salesman, is being returned from
California by officers on a charge of

cashing between $1,500 and $2,000
in checks payable to the M-G-M dis-

tributing company here.

Houston—Frank Brown has leased
the Royal.

San Antonio—C. H. (Buck) Weav-
er is planning to open a colored the-

ater here.

St. Louis—The German Film the-

ater, 2345 Lafayette Ave., has
adopted a double feature program.

Galveston—The International has
been renamed the Cozy, and is ca-

tering to colored patrons.

Fitzgerald, Ga.—The Ritz, new
picture house being built here, will

be ready for opening March 29, ac-

cording to Earl R. Collins, president
of the Collins Theaters, Inc., who
will be its owner and operator.

Milford, la.—Fifty Milford mer-
chants are uniting in the presenta-
tion of the second series of free
picture shows April 6 and 7. The
first experiment a few weeks ago
proved so successful that the crowd
could not be accommodated in four
showings.

Detroit — The Crown, recently
opened by the Crown Amusements
under Homer A. Sweeney and Allen
B. Johnson, has been closed again
after a few. weeks.

Detroit — The Cooley, first new
house here in about a year, has
been opened in the northwest sec-
tion of the city by the Houghton
Theatrical Enterprises. The house
has no competition for some six
miles in three directions, and repre-
sents the "farthest out" theater lo-
cation in this part of the city. Ralph
Philbrook is house manager.

Cartersville, Ga.—V. S. Golden
will soon open his local theater.

Corsicana, Tex.—Publix will soon
close the Palace and will remodel
the Ideal.

San Francisco—Al Bernstein has
been made manager of the Davies.

Houston, Mo. — Warren R. Mc-
Knight has purchased the Melba
from Carl Morrison.

Manly, la. — The Princess has
closed until conditions improve.

St. Louis—The former Fox Lib-
erty on Delmar Blvd., west of
Grand Blvd., has had its name
changed again, this time to the
World and is reopening with the
Russian picture, "The Road to Life."
Other foreign films will follow.

Boone, la.-—S. N. Fangman is the
new manager of the Rialto, succeed-
ing C. V. Lyman, who has gone to
Kansas City to join Fox-Midwest
there. Fangman was formerly man-
ager of the Ames in Ames.

Dallas—Leslie Wilkes, former ex-
change manager and exhibitor, and
Thelma Pond, of Richland, were
married recently.

Deland, Fla.—Consolidated Thea-
ters, Inc., will soon reopen the
Athens, after installing new sound
equipment.

Haskell, Tex. — Haskell Amuse-
ment Co. has repurchased the Texas
from Draper & Mathena. Courtney
Hunt is president of the Haskell Co.

EIGHTONDAYUGHTTIMEf

LAUNCHEDJNKANS. CITY

(Contiitned from Page 1)

were good then are good now," Colj

said.

"Daylight saving would be ruinoi

to the suburban houses, he adde^

cutting them out of one show
night, a cut they cannot under pre

ent conditions stand. Experience
that daylight saving cuts attendance

about 36 per cent at suburban the-

aters."

Record Advance Bookings
Coming in for "Scarface"

(Continued from Page 1)

"Scarface" has equalled or bettered
the sales record of "Hell's Angels"
in all territories where a check ha
been made on advance bookings.
The picture will be released in its

original version in all sections of

the country starting early in April,
Marshall states. Declaring that re-

ports about censorship opposition
have been much exaggerated, Mar-
shall says the picture in all prob-
ability will be exhibited without
cuts in every state.

I

MARION BURNS IN NEW PLAY
Marion Burns, young actress re

cently signed by Fox, will fill a

short stage engagement on Broad
way before reporting at Movietone
City on April 27. She is to have
the ingenue role in "Intimate Rela
tions," featuring Blanche Ring.

JOINVILLE STUDIO RESUMES
Paris — Paramount's Joinville

studio has resumed production, with

three features before the camera
Robert T. Kane, in charge of th.

plant, has returned from London.

N. C. HOUSE REOPENING
New Orleans—The National, pop

ular neighborhood house, reopen
Easter Sunday after having beei

closed since the advent of sound i'

New Orleans, it is announced b;

United Theaters, Inc. L. E. Jacobajj

former manager, will again be iij

charge. Besides installation of West
ern Electric sound equipment th^

1,000-seat theater has been com

pletely renovated and modernized.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Westchester Playhouse, theatrical h\\-

Beals & Nicholson, 230 Park Ave. ^

York. 200 shares common.
Commonwealth Theater ; Delaney i^ M

ler, 60 East 42nd St., New York,
shares common. '

NAME CHANGE
Action Pictures, New York, to Maytij

Pictures Corp.
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UNRIVAiy.EDT
Starts Friday

Doors Open 1 A. M.

FIRST SEATTLE SHOWING
iA LAUGH Eiot You Can't Afford to

Miss . . . The world's funniest Star

in a gloom-chasing, palpitating moun-
tain of men-imentl TIUU SEVEI

;30'^AFTE
SkEVCN

Ittair

PATSy O'LEARY
• and a Strong Supportins ^^

Cast of Fun Makers

The Seattle Star

SeattieShoiffi^

mlfdesiGreaiesiSensatkn!

GREATER on the

icreen tdan he is

on the Air . . . Thi*

new KING of CROONERS
. . . The Pacific Coast'*

famous discovery who has

become the reigning favorite

overnight . . . That's BING

CROSBy . . . You'll never

forget the thrill of his inim-

itable, rich baritone voice as

he croons his most-popular

tunes, I Surrender, Dear,"

"At Your Command," and

You Came to Me" . , ,

fJomance, Rhythm and Rol-

icfcing Comedy are packed in

this picture in glorious gobs 1

1

EDUCATIONAL
IXCHANCES.Inc. f »^tt4WA<0^5
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Revivals in B and C Houses Planned by Publix

3 -REELEir 'NAMES' WILL COMBAT DUAL BILLS

Conn. M. P.T.O.Want W. E. to Meet RCA Service Cut

Committee Is Appointed to

Confer on Reduction
in Charges

New Haven—A committee includ-

ing Adolph Johnson, Edward G.
Levy, J. B. Fishman, W. W. Gale
and Albert Robbins, Jr., has been
appointed by the M.P.T.O. of Con-
necticut to confer with Western
Electric on a reduction in service

charge similar to that announced by
RCA. An entertainment committee
also was named to handle special

and benefit performances in all

(Continued on Page 24)

EARLIER SUNDAY OPENING

UNDER RHODE ISLAND BILL

Providence — Rhode Island the-

aters will be allowed to open one
hour earlier Sunday afternoons
under the revised Schroeder bill ap-

proved by the House Judiciary Com-
mittee and expected to pass when
it reaches the floor Tuesday. At
present theaters open at 3 o'clock

{Continued on Page 23)

Court Finds No Control
Of Cooper Unit by F. P.

Toronto — That Famous Players
Canadian does not dominate or con-

trol the Cooper organization is the
finding of Justice GArrow of the

Supreme Court in his full judgment
on the Motion Picture Combines
Case made public yesterday, "There

(Continued on Page 24)

Exemption to 25 Cents

Seen Likely in Ontario

Toronto — Although an amendment to the
amusement tax bill providing exemption of
tickets under 25 cents was tabled this week
in the Legislature by Provincial Treasurer E. A.
Dunlop, it is believed the exemption may
yet be granted, since Dunloy indicated that
his action was not "definite or final."

"Tarzan, The Ape Man"
M-C-M again delivers a smash in this African adventure story done in the

"Trader Horn" style. It's jammed with thrills and comedy and competently enacted

and directed by W. S. Van Dyke. The story Is comparatively an unimportant structure

upon which are strung exciting, hair-raising episodes with plenty of excellent animal

shots. It's great entertainment for any audience. —EDDY.

Fixing Negative Costs in Advance

Not Practicable, Says Maj.Warner
Pre-production fixing of negative

costs is impractical, declared Major
Albert Warner Friday, in denying
a report that Warner Bros, and
First National will try to keep
costs on the average feature at

$200,000 or under. "Costs entirely

depend upon the story," he asserted.

Six Writers Receive
Paramount Contracts

Paramount yesterday signed five

new writers and gave a new con-

tract to a sixth. Authors added to

the staff are Raoul Whitfield. Na-
(Continued on Page 23)

Publix Getting Good Results
With Revival Nights in Canada

Condensed Musical Show
Booked by Warner Bros.
A condensed version of the stage

musical comedy, "Follow Thru," has
been booked by Warner Bros, to

open at the Mastbaum, Philadelphia,
April 1. Joe Penner and Olive
Olsen will be starred in it.

As a result of the marked suc-

cess of revival nights in a number
of Canadian situations. Publix has
recommended the policy for B and
C. houses throughout the circuit

wherever a shortage of product
exists. J. J. Fitzgibbons, on his last

visit to New York from Canada, de-
(Continued on Page 24)

Short Subject Conscious
, tha^s what the exhih is not at present

n-,, DON CARLE r.rr t nxTn

YOU can theorize and shout yourself hoarse on the preferability of a diversified and

balanced program over a bill of two or three features, BUT, until these double-

featuring exhibitors are convinced that they can attract more cash customers by showing

more shorts, there is not likely to be any radical change in the situation.

The problem must be attacked from the exhibitor's viewpoint.

He has only one purpose in playing double features, and that's to boost his business.

It's up to the shorts producers and distributors to SHOW him how he can accom-

plish that end better with shorts.

For one thing, the average exhibitor is not sufficiently shorts conscious.

(Continued on Page 2)

More Formidable Shorts
Planned in Fight on
Double Features

Plans of short subject producers
for 1932-33, now in the formative
state, call for more 'name' players,
bigger production values, and some
series in three or more reels, pri-

marily as a move to combat double
feature policies. This is revealed
in a survey of the short subjects

producing field just made by The
(Continued on Page 24)

DAAB, OROITRESIGN;

Hy Daab and E. M. "Emo" Orowitz
resigned yesterday (Friday) from
RKO. Daab was in charge of Radio
Pictures publicity and advertising,

and Orowitz in charge of RKO the-

ater exploitation and publicity.

Barrett McCormick has been ap-
pointed to succeed Daab, with Terry
Turner replacing Orowitz. Richard
Maney, scheduled to take over the
Palace publicity on Monday, has
been replaced by Charles Washburn.

Orowitz will likely leave for the
coast within the next few months
to enter the production field.

Inventor Demonstrates
His Thantom Orchestra'
A 'phantom orchestra' was demon-

strated to the press Friday in the
55th St. Auditorium by C. R. Smith,
inventor. About 25 ordinary musical
instruments were arranged on the
stage and, through loud-speakers at-

(Continued on Page 24)

Book Week's Repertoire

Of Clark Gable Pictures

Cleveland—A week of Clark Gable pictures,

with daily change, has been booked for show-
ing at Loew's Alhambra starting April 3. The
pictures are: "Dance, Fools, Dance," "A Free

Soul," "Secret Sex," "Laughing Sinners," "Hell
Divers," "Susan Lenox" and "Possessed."
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FINANCIAL

The New York Stock Markets
were closed yesterday. Good Friday.

BOOK DEMPSEY FILM
West Coast Bureau oi THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Pacific Coast Para-

mount Theaters, Inc., have booked
"Dempsey Returns," three-reel sound
picture, for the entire circuit. The
picture is now playing the Warner
theaters on the Coast, and offers

for state rights are now being re-

ceived by Arthur Wenzel, owner of

the subject.

EISENSTEIN FILM AT EUROPA
Supplementing "The Theft of the

Mona Lisa," which starts Tuesday
at the Europa, will be "Romance
Sentimentale," first sound film pro-
duced by Serge Eisenstein, who
made it about a year ago in Paris.

"CAPTIVE" FOR COLUMBIA
Columbia will handle national dis-

tribution on "The Blonde Captive,"
American rights to which are con-
trolled by William Pizor. Feature
recently had its premiere in New
York.

Short Subject Conscious
that's what the exhih is not at present

(.Canhmied from Page 1)

Samples of theater advertising from two-score representative cities and towns

prove this.

Shorts are being advertised in only about one out of three instances, on the average.

In omitting mention of the shorts, the exhibitor not only fails to get the benefit

of whatever box-office values the shorts may contain, but they directly minimize the

importance of short subjects in the eyes of the public and the reviewers.

There are contrasting instances of exhibitors who have applied such showmanship

to their shorts that the local critics are beginning to review them along with the

feature.

PRODUCERS of shorts are pretty much to blame for the apathy of the average ex-

hibitor in the handling of their product.

They have gone out and engaged high-priced directors, stars and writers.

They have invested their shorts with big production values.

They have given the subjects the benefit of almost every attention accorded a

feature—except to sell the exhibitors in a manner that will induce him to show it in

his local advertising.

Exhibitors at large are conscious of some values about any feature that comes along,

because feature product for the most part is systematically advertised in the trade and,

in turn, to the public.

But all that shorts get are spasmodic airings.

If producers of brief subjects would win the exhibitor away from plural features,

let them first of all map out a campaign to consistently and comprehensively sell him

on the merits of short product.

And then back up the representations by turning out still better shorts.

Gene P. Foute Heads
16 mm. Board of Trade

At the annual election of the
16 mm. Motion Picture Board of
Trade, held at its headquarters in

the Hotel Victoria, Gene P. Foute
of the Motion Picture Screen Corp.
was elected president; A. D. V.
Storey, treasurer and executive sec-
retary, and Walter Bradley, as-
sistant secretary. Directors of the
board also include Joseph
Dombroff of Willoughbys, New
York; M. Ellison, president of Peko,
Inc., Chicago; A. C. Erker of Erker
Brothers Optical Co., St. Louis; B.

H. Noden, Pacent Electric Co., New
York, and Past President Julius
Singer, A. M. Miltenberg and H. 0.

Bodine of New York. A monthly
luncheon is held the second Tues-
day of each month at the Hotel
Victoria, open to everybody inter-

ested in 16 mm. films.

Airplane Trip to N. Y.
For Lucky Night Winners
Baltimore — Unique tie-up has

been effected by Keith's, playing
combination movies and vaudeville,
and the Ludington Air Lines. Every
Friday a drawing is held on the
stage, and the holders of two lucky
ticket stubs are given round trip
passage to New York via plane.
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H. M. WARNER BACK
Harry M. Warner, who returned

to New York from Florida a few
days ago, will resume activities at
his office Monday following a slight

throat trouble.

SMALLEY HOUSE BURNS
Norwich, N. Y.—Smalley's thea-

ter here was among the buildings
destroyed by fire on Thursday.

HATHAWAY JOINS WARNER
Cleveland—F. H. Hathaway has

been added to the sales force of
Warner Bros. here.

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

W. E., GRAYBAR TO SPLIT
Expiration soon of a sales agree-

ment between Western Electric and
Graybar Electric Co., distributing
organization, will probably end this
association. Graybar is handling
W. E. reproducer and other equip-
ment and is understood to be con-
cerned by the fact that Electrical
Research Products, a W. E. affiilia-

tion, is engaged in the same field.

PrcskkatHoicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

March 28 : Special Meeting of Actor's
Equity Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

March 29: Testimonial dinner by Philadel-
phia M. P. T. O. to Jules Levy, Adel-
phia Hotel, Philadelphia.

March 30 : Testimonial dinner by Baltimore
exhibitors to Jules Levy, Sherry's
Baltimore.

March 30-31 : Allied Theaters of Minne-
sota, North and South Dakota, annual
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.

Apr. 4: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

Apr. 8; Universal Club's Dramatic Nighi
and Dance, True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 16: Associated Theater Owners of
Maryland dance and entertainment, Balti-
more, Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 19 ; Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of lo-
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention, New
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition,
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam.
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion, Chicago.

May 17-20: Paramount annual sales con-
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall,
Columbus. O.

CATHOLIC WRITERS MEET
Nine speakers and singers enter-

tained at the Catholic Writers Guild
meeting Friday. Judge Caroll Hayes
opened the meeting and introduced
Dr. James J. Walsh, who was fol-

lowed by Thomas F. Woodlock, Le-
lane Rivera, Father Kelly, Otto
Kahn, Tandy McKenzie, Anna Leona
Werth and R. Dana Skinner.

LOUISE FAZENDA OPENS
Chicago—Louise Fazenda opened

a stage tour Friday at the Oriental.

You Will Find It

In TheYear Bool^
Whether you want to

know the work of a

player, or the number
of theaters in a town,
or the motion picture

situation in a foreign

country, or the officers

of an industry organ-
ization, or a thousand
and one other facts,

you will find it in

The 1932

FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK

Free to FILM DAILY
Subscribers

Your check for $10.00
brings you this unsur-

passed reference volume
In addition to the

FILM DAILY six times

a week for one year
(Foreign subscription

$15.00)
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1650 Broadway New York City
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€
Banner Copy
Attracts Attention

A/fANAGER J. Harry March-
and of the Publix-Crown.

Mobile. Ala., played to capacity

business practically throughout
the five-day run of Dorothy
Mackaill in "Safe in Hell." Per-

haps one of the most important
media in Marchand's campaign
was the suspending of a huge
banner from the third story of

the theater building. Copy on
this flag-banner read. "Her
Life Was No Bed of Roses-
She Wasn't Even Safe in Hell."—Crown, Mobile, Ala.

Valuable Gifts

Help "Susan Lennox"

A/TANAGER A. H. Jacobs o:

the Publix-Majestic, Jack-

son, Miss., promoted two valu-

able prizes which were given

away during the engagement of

"Susan Lennox." A gown given

away from the stage on first

night of picture's engagement
was secured through a tie-up

with a heady-to-wear store. On
second night of picture's run, a

radio was given away to the

holder of the lucky number.—Majestic, Jackson, Miss.

Telephone Pole
for Lobby Stunt

A/TANAGER Fred V. Greene,
^ ^ Jr., of the Publix-Irving,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., tied up with

the telephone company that re-

acted very favorably for "Five
Star Final." The company loan-

ed one of its new six-foot high

telephones which was used in the

lobby a week in advance.
A tag on the telephone read,

"Two of the Biggest Things To-
day—The Telephone and 'Five

Star Final.'"—Irving, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

COMING & GOING

:gBg D̂AILV

ARTHUR COHEN of Famous Players
Canadian has arrived in New Yorlc to con-
fer with Paramount executives.
FELIX F. FEIST arrived in New York

I'i'dav from the Coast.
EDDIE CANTOR, now on the coast, an-
nnces he is leaving for Mexico to look
er the bull fights for ideas to use in his

i;cw picture. BERT KALMAR and HARRY
RUBY are to accompany him.
BEBE DANIELS and BEN LYON have

postponed their departure for the coast due
to Lyon beinpr laid up by an attack of grippe.

S. L. 'ROXY' ROTHAFEL. who left

the hospital this week following an operation,
has left for the South, where he will spend
ereral weeks convalescing.

ALONG lALTO
PHILM.DALY

. NtW VORIC IDS ANGELES

• • • THEY ARE still trying to dope out a system for
picking picture titles as Howard Estabrook claims
a lot of good pictures miss their full drawing power
through an unfortunate title one that lacked lure
or failed to get over the entertainment value of the subject

he thinks the ideal title is one that suggest the primary
interest of a production yet leaves much to the imagina-
tion

* * * *

• • • BUT IN the case of "Cimarron" for which
Howard himself prepared the scenario it landed first

place in the Ten Best poll but who would claim that the
title helped? how many folks who have seen the pix
can tell you what the title means ? it certainly does not
convey to the average person the entertainment value of the
film and leaves practically everything to the imagina-
tion but good title or poor it crashed over by
the sheer power of Entertainment Value and a beau-
coup Advertising Campaign

• • • SO IT seems to us after scanning titles of
the past few years that the drawing power of the Title

is often greatly overrated some punk production has a
smash title and doesn't get to first base and vice
versa and many eye-arresting and interest-arousing
titles were picked because of that and nothing else ab-
solutely misleading getting the public sore at being
fooled or stressing sex, or some other lure which
keeps a lot of customers away from the b. o because
they are not looking for that particular type of entertainment

and that's where the efforts of the theater manager
come in the front of his house Clarifies the title

creates the urge to see the film when the title itself

may not appeal this also goes for his newspaper ad-
vertising and general local exploitation our guess
is that almost any title is GOOD if the picture is good

and the theater man knows his stuff

• • • THAT REMINDS us of "One Hour With You"
now at the Rivoli on Broadway with a knock-

out front a very strong title with Chevalier's

name to back it up but did they stop there ?

nozzir they stuck two immense heads of the Frenchey
in striking relief on both sides of the front straw hat,

gorgeous smile and Jeanette MacDonald and Genevieve
Tobm in full length relief on both sides of Chev's phiz

looking at him nirtatiously as he flips his rolling eye-

balls at each of 'em in turn and, boy, that smash front

stops the pedestrians dead in their tracks and lures 'em
right up to the b. o would you say the Title did it?

• • • AND ALONG comes Bill Healy exploiting

"Alice in Wonderland" an ace title great for the

kids and conjuring up happy childhood memories to all

us grownups Bill put a strong campaign in back of it

on all-round publicity and where they've used this tested

exploitation the pix clicks and in every spot where
they didn't the film either brodied or just went so-so

sure, a good Title is great but it's Publicity

and Advertising that still sells the public but first the

theater man must be sold and that's where trade paper

ads come in, Mister Producer and Distributor if you'll

pardon us mentioning it

« « « » » »

TIMEiy TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

e
Double-Take Method
Is Hollywood Innovation

"'pAKE and double-take" is

the system Robert Z. Leon-
ard is using in screening Eugene
O'Neill's famous play, "Strange
Interlude" for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. The outstanding tech-

nical feature of the play was
the spoken "asides," or thoughts
of the players. How to present

this on the talking screen was
a problem. Various experiments
were made with double-expos-

ures, shadowy transparencies
and other tricks known to the
camera^ to obtain the spoken-
thought effect. Finally, Leon-
ard decided upon the "take and
double-take" method. In this,

the characters will be seen talk-
ing to each other, speaking the
lines supposed to be spoken.
But at the same time, their
thoughts also will be spoken, in
slightly different tones. While
the "thoughts" are being trans-
mitted, the lips of the player
will remain motionless. To do
this, Leonard first makes a
"take" in which only the
"thoughts" are recorded. The
scene is then taken again with
the players speaking their reg-
ular lines, the "thoughts" being
played back and re-recorded to
fit in with the dialogue.

FEWER FILMS IN ENGLAND
London — The British Board of

Censors passed 52 feature films, one
of which was silent, during January,
1932, as against 58 in January, 1931.

Shorts passed were 89, a drop of 27
from the figures for the same month
a year ago.

MANY PAPPY RETUBNS.
I .±

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 26-27
Alfred A. Cohn Biliie W. Davis

Gloria Swanson Andre Beranger

Betty Balfour Edward F. Clarke

Harry ). Helmer
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110 Vitaphone Shorts Finished—24 Subjects to Come
Full 1931-32 Program to

Be Completed by May,
Says Sam Sax

Having completed 100 shorts so
far on the 1931-32 program, leav-

ing only 24 more to come, Vitaphone
will wind up the current schedule
by May 1, according to present
plans, says Sam Sax, in charge of

Vitaphone production.

Of the 24 pictures still to be
made, eight will be produced in

Hollywood. These include four each
of the two series of cartoons, "The
Looney Tunes" and "The Merrie
Melodies," being produced for War-
ner Bros, by Leon Schlesinger. This
means that only 16 more shorts
will have to be filmed at the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio before start-

ing on next year's product.

Of the 16 pictures to be made,
five are two-reelers, three of which
belong to the Si S. Van Dine series,

and the other two to the "Broad-
way Brevities" series, in one of

which Ruth Etting will be starred

for her fourth two-reeler for Vita-

phone this season. Of the 11 re-

maining one-reelers to be completed,
two are of the "Pepper Pot" novelty
series, one of "The Melody Masters"
series of band shorts, four of Ted
Husing's "Sport Slants," three of

Robert L. Ripley's "Believe It or

Not," and one of "The Naggers,"
with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth.
With the completion of these

shorts, Vitaphone will have con-

cluded its program consisting of 36

two-reelers and 98 singles, in addi-

tion to two specials, "Season's
Greetings," and the two-reel George
Washington Bi-centennial Celebra-
tion Special, "Washington, the Man
and the Capital,"

Following are the titles of the

shorts already finished and the

series to which they belong.

BROADWAY BREVITIES: Ruth
Etting in "Words and Music," Ruth
Etting in "A Regular Trouper,"
Ruth Etting in "The Mail Bride,"

"The Musical Mystery," "Foot-
lights," "Hello, Good Times"; Jack
Haley in "The Imperfect Lover,"
"The Subway Symphony," "Sea
Legs," Jack Haley in "Absent
Minded Abner."
BIG STAR COMEDIES: Complet-

ed, Thelma White and Fanny Wat-
son (The Girl Friends) in "Lucky
13," "Of All People," "Her Wed-
ding Nightmare," "Shake a Leg,"
"Poor, but Dishonest," "In the Fam-
ily"; Walter O'Keefe in "The Smart
Set-Up"; Dr. Rockwell in "Relativ-

Group of Three- Reelers Likely

On Educationars New Program
By W. E. HAMMONS

President, Educational Film Exchanges

PROVING that the double-feature
situation has not caused us to

fear for the future of the short fea-
ture. Educational will, for the sea-
son of 1932-33, produce the same
number of short features as it has
on its current schedule. Plans are
now being formulated for at least
as elaborate a program for next
year, as we have this year. It will
represent as great, if not a greater,
expenditure for production, sales
promotion and advertising.

I strongly believe that the reac-
tion to the double feature will be
a greater demand for quality short
features, and on that account Edu-
cational Pictures is geared to pro-
duce one, two and possibly three-
reelers, that should reach new
heights in entertainment value.

It is altogether likely that Educa-
tional's new line-up will include a
group of three-reel comedies. This
deviation from the orthodox lengths,
breaking down the hitherto rigid re-

strictions to one, two and five reels,

is a step in the right direction.

In a time of stress, many indus-
tries suffer set-backs as a result of

their great eagerness to overcome
quickly business depression. Artifi-

cial stimulants are frequently ad-
ministered which more often than
not are more harmful than helpful.

In our own industry, I believe, in our
anxiety to counteract the ill effects
of an international economic depres-
sion, we have instead given our-
selves a set-back.

The double feature policy, which
from its inception I have claimed
to be diametrically opposed to sound
showmanship, was introduced at zn

time when a panacea was desperate-
ly sought. It has proven, however,
not to be a cure-all, but a deterrent.
That the practice will not survive, I

am certain, but the sooner it is

abolished, the more rapidly will we
get back to normal.

Although Educational's interests
in the production and distribution
of short features represent an in-
vestment and annual expenditure far
in excess of many feature compa-
nies, I have never once been appre-
hensive of its future, for I have
never once wavered in my faith in
the fundamentals of showmanship,
which is, after all, the backbone of
the motion picture business. At best
the double feature policy can only be
a temporary thing which will be but
a memory when well-balanced pro-
grams, consisting of a feature-length
picture, and a carefully selected sur-
rounding program, flourish univer-
sally.

One-Sheets on Series
An effective looking lot of one-

sheets have been made up by Vitaphone
for each of its series. Where the

same star appears throughout the en-

tire series, a stock one-sheel was used
with a title cross-snipe for each. But,

IS In the case of "The Big Star"
comedies and the S. S. Van Dines, an
individual one-sheet was gotten up for

each short. In addition two black and
white lobby stills were supplied for

each short.

ity and Relatives"; Benny Rubin in

"The Perfect Suitor"; William and
Joe Mandel in "On Edge"; Richy
Craig, Jr., in "Maybe I'm Wrong";
Joe Penner in "The Toreador."

S. S. VAN DINES, with Donald
Meek and John Hamilton: "Clyde
Mystery," "Wall Street Mystery,"
"Week-End Mystery," "Symphony
Murder Mystery," "Studio Murder
Mystery," "Skull Murder Mystery,"
"Cole Case," "Murder in the Pull-

man," "Big Top Murder."
Robert L. Ripley "Believe It or

Not" Nos. 1 to 10.

Ted Husing "Sport Slants," Nos.
1 to 9.

LOONEY TUNES: "Bosko's Ship-
wrecked," "Bosko the Doughboy,"
"Bosko's Soda Fountain," "Bosko's
Fox Hunt," "Bosko at the Zoo,"
"Battlin' Bosko," "Big Hearted
Bosko," "Bosko's Party," "Bosko and
Bruno."
MERRIE MELODIES: "Smile,

Darn Ya, Smile," "One More Time,"
"You Don't Know What You're
Doin'," "Hitting the Trail for Halle-
lujah Land," "Red-Headed Baby,"
"Pagan Moon," "Freddie the Fresh-
man," "Crosby, Columbo and
Vallee," "Goopy Dear."

E. M. NEWMAN "TRAVEL
TALKS": "Little Journeys to Great
Masters," "Southern India," "Road
to Mandalay," "Mediterranean By-
ways," "Javanese Journeys," "North-

ern India," "Oberamergau," "Soviet
Russia," "South American Jour-
neys," "Paris Glimpses," "Dear Old
London," "When in Rome," "Berlin
Today."
BOOTH TARKINGTON JU-

VENILE STORIES: "Snakes Alive,"
"Batter Up," "One Good Deed," "De-
tectvus," "His Honor-Penrod," "Hot
Dog," "Penrod's Bull Pen."
"THE NAGGERS" with MR. and

MRS. JACK NORWORTH: "The
Naggers Anniversary," "The Nag-
gers at the Opera," "Spreading Sun-
shine," "Movie Dumb," "The Nag-
gers Go Ritzy."
MELODY MASTERS: Earl Car-

penter's Band in "The 'Big House'
Party"; Castro's Cuban Band in "A
Havana Cocktail"; Rudy Wiedoeft
and Orchestra in "Darn Tootin' ";
Horace Heidt and His Famous Cali-
fornians; Benny Meroff and His.
Band in "It's a Panic"; Henry San-
trey and Band in "Up on the Farm."
PEPPER POT NOVELTIES:

Edgar Bergen in "The Eyes Have
It"; Edgar Bergen in "Free and
Easy"; Marjorie Beebe in "Hot
News Margie"; Marjorie Beebe in

"Cigars-Cigarettes"; "Thrills of
Yesterday"; Hal Le Roy in "The
High School Hoofer"; "The Movie
Album"; "The Wise Quacker"; "Re-
member When"; Douglas Stanbury
and N. Y. U. Choir in "Campus
Spirit"; "Featurette Movie Album."

PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS

CLAIMS SERIES OF BEATS

Paramount Sound News, kept on
its toes by the flood of big news
events during the last few months,
lays claim to having succeeded in
bringing to New York first pictures
of practically all outstanding occur-
rences throughout the world.

Getting away to a fast start last
September, Paramount, within a
period of two weeks obtained scoops
on the crash of Kay Don's speed-
boat in the Detroit River, the tying
up of a blimp to the mast atop the
Empire State Building in New York,
the arrival of Colonel and Mrs.
Charles A. Lindbergh in Japan on
their trans - Pacific flight, the
Chinese floods which wiped out thou-
sands of lives, the disastrous hurri-
cane which destroyed Belize, British
Honduras, and the laying of a
smoke screen around the naval
dirigible Los Angeles which she
floated above New York's downtown
section.

Then in December, Paramount
brought first pictures of actual
fighting in the Japanese invasion of
Manchuria.

This was followed in February by
first pictures of the Japanese attack
upon Shanghai. To obtain this beat
the newsreel employed Majors James
Doolittle and John A. MacReady to
fly the film from San Francisco to
New York and incidentally estab-
lished a new airplane speed record
from Cheyenne, Wyo., to the East
Coast.

In order to get first visual news
of developments in the search for
Colonel Lindbergh's son, and also to
do everything in its power to appre-
hend the kidnapers. Paramount
Sound News now has posted a net-
work of newsreel units around the
Lone Eagle's home at Hopewell, N.J.

Seven of these outfits, consisting
of a cameraman, a sound technician,
an electrician and complete sound
equipment and lights, are located at
strategic points in Hopewell and
surrounding cities, ready to get into
action at a moment's notice. The
men on duty sleep in three shifts so
that one with each unit is always
on the alert for the latest news,
and they will remain at their posts
until the baby is found or hope
abandoned.

New "Gang" Members
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Hal Roach has signed to a

starring contract "Spanky" the three-

year-old "find" whose real name is

George Robert Phillips McFarland.
"Spanky" will appear in all "Our Carig"
comedies for the coming season. Roach
has also signed Harold Eugene Wertz,
four-and-a-half years old, for the se-
ries. The Roach studios will close for

five weeks this summer and will be
rented to independent companies.
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• Drama, action, spectacle in the

hidden comers of the world . .

.

• Fast-paced, amazing . . . gilt-edged

class . .

.

• Caught in natural sound . . . backed

by heart-stirring music . .

.

• Smooth-running scenarios built to

a bang-up climax.

• Grabbed by bookers as fast as we

make them, because

• They add a wallop to any program!

RELEASED BY FOX
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Paramount Winds Up Its Short Subjects Program*
98 Subjects Turned Out

in Eight Months'
Activity

Paramount has virtually com-
l)leted all work on its 1931-32 pro-

grram of short subjects, with 98 one

and two-reelers being turned out in

the eight months of activity from
August of the past year to April

of this year.

Last shorts to be prepared for

release are "The Musical Doctor,"

with Rudy Vallee; "Hot Dogs," with

Burns and Allen; "Rhapsody in Blue

and Black," with Louis Armstrong,
and "What Price Air," with Tom.
Howard.

Although plans for next season

have not been definitely determined,

the complete closing of Paramount's
New York studio means that future

shorts will be produced on the coast.

It is also expected that Paramount
will take on for release some series

by outside producers. One of these

deals, calling for some sport sub-

jects by Grantland Rice, has already
been negotiated.

Clyde Plays Dual Role

In Educational Comedy
[Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In his newest comedy

being produced by Mack Sennett for

Educational release, Andy Clyde
plays the dual role of an American
doughboy and the king of a country
called Bullvania. Leslie Pearce is

directing the two-reeler, which has
not yet been titled, and Dorothy
Granger appears in the role of the
queen.

B.I.P. TO FILM SHAAV PLAY
London—British International has

obtained the film rights to Bernard
Shaw's play, "Arms and the Man,"
for later production.

WASHIN6TQ
*%£ MAN ,»^ ^

THE CAPITAL^
Striking one-sheet for Vitaphone's
Bi-centennial special, "Washington,

the Man and the Capital."

Fox's Magic Carpet of Movietone

Distinguished by Novel Technique

£)EVELOPMENT of a new tech-

nicfue, which has resulted in

packing into one reel of celluloid

what would normally take two, three

or more reels, is the feature of the

latest series of Magic Carpet of

Movietone releases, produced by

Movietonews, Inc., and released by

Fox.

According to Truman H. Talley,

general manager, the new technique

involves no revolutionary methods

but careful attention to what are

the very fundamentals of the art of

sound motion pictures.

The first step in the new technique
is exactness in the blending of the
action involved, the pictorial spec-

tacle and the related music which
in the Magic Carpet releases is su-

nerimposed on the natural sound.

With these effects carefully har-

monized the full sense and impoi't

of the scene presented is immediate-
ly gotten over, which allows for the

cutting of the scenes to a length

hitherto thought impractical.

The next step, a natural result of

the shortness of scenes made neces-

sary by the first, is the complete
abandonment of that old motion pic-

ture standby, the dissolve. Dis-

solves waste from 10 to 50 frames
of picture and leave what amounts
to a blank screen whenever used.

Magic Carpet releases have no use
for this outworn camera effect.

One of the best evidences of the
marvels of this new treatment is

the Magic Carpet release "Manhat-
tan Medley." Here is a one-reeler.

856 feet in length which contains 146
'icenes. ranging in length from two
feet, the shortest, to eight feet, the
longest. This picture, all in na-

tural sound, with a characteristic

musical score superimposed, gives

the lie to the adage that sound pic-

tures have sacrificed the mo^^ion pic-

ture camera's ability to nrpsent as

many scenes as were possible in the
days of the silent pictures. This one-
reeler was an impressionistic view
of Manhattan and it presented in i^'s

limited footage all the everydav life

on the isle, from the dawn of one
'lav to that of another. Compare
this to "Berlin," the famed German
production of a couple of vears ago.
which took five reels to tell its stov
of the German capital.

This new technique or treatment
Talley points out, is not the only

unique feature of the.se one reel re-

leases. Louis de Rochemont. direc-

tor in charge of this production unit,

ha? made an arbitrary ruling that

each picture must be cut and scored

to the tempo of the subject involved.

An example of the effectiveness

of this treatment is available in one
of the latest releases, "Pirate Isles,"

a visit to the West Indies wherein
each scene has a music score as

indigenous to the scene as the peo-

ple who appear in it. Further,
though this picture involves the

using of the ,short scenes, the tempo
of it makes it as languorously
tropical as the isles themselves.

In all, there is no haphazard, hit-

or-miss shooting connected with the
make-up of these Magic Carpet one-
reelers. Each cameraman engaged
in making these pictures has a script
with him to start. These scripts are
drawn up at the home ofl^ce by
writers after a careful check with
every available authority on the sub-
ject.

De Rochemont has waited for one
year before sending a camera crew
up the Yangtze River in China to
film the famed Dragon Gorge. The
reason for this is that the famed
bore of the Gorge will pass through
it this year during the daytime. This
is one of the greatest natural spec-
tacles in the world and it has never
been actually photographed at its

best.

Much research is expended on each
and every production. Men are not
sent to the Isle of Bali, Borneo, etc.,

just because the names sound ro-
mantic. Magic Carpet crews are
sent to these places timed to get
the best possible scenes and activ-
ities that take place there.

"In "Zanzibar," another of the
late releases, there is a very good
illustration of the value of this
home-office planning. In this short
on the "Enchanted Isle," as Zanzi-
bar is called, there are scenes of a
bull race which were never seen or
any screen before the Magic Carpet
presented them. The race was so
good and unusual, veteran newsreel
men said that in themselves these
shots would have warranted the de-

spatching of a news crew to the
isle. Here was a bull race run off

with more trappings than the Ken-
tucky Derby and the animals were
as graceful, as well trained and as
fleet as most of our race horses.
Thev ran in teams with the driver
behind, chariot fashion, makinp- a
remarkable and unusual sight. This
race is run once a year.

De Rochemont now has a crew in

the Presidency of Bengal, India,

which is going on a tiger hunt with
the native ruler, the Great Mogul.
This hunt is so gigantic an under-

ROACH STUDIO LAYING Off

nVE WEEKS THIS SUMMER

Wat Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Hal Roach, who is

now nearing completion on his 1931-

32 program of comedies for release

through M-G-M, plans a five-week
layoff at his studio this summer.
During the period of inactivity by

the Roach forces, the plant will be
made available to independent pro-
ducing companies.

taking that it is only held every
seven years. An idea of its im-
mensity may be gleaned from the
fact that the Magic Carpet crew has
been assigned 40 elephants by the
Great Mogul.

There are six other expeditions
engaged solely in the making of
Magic Carpets. One of these is

trekking from the Kenya Colony in

British East Africa to the head-
waters of the Nile and then through
the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan.

Another Magic Carpet crew is

just about completing a trip through
the Malay Archipelago, which in-

cluded stops at the isles of Java,
Sumatra, Bali and Borneo.
Two Magic Carpet crews are

operating in South America. One
of these crews has just completed
a trip on an ancient square rigger,
the Dar Pomorza, sailing between
Ecuador and Rio de Janeiro. The
other has finished an air flight all

through the British, French and
Dutch Guianas.
The Australian and New Zealand

inlands are being gone over by two
other Magic Carpet crews.

Perfect negative is another prime
requisite of the Magic Carpet
editors. In this connection, working
with raw stock and equipment man-
ufacturers, charts have been drawn
up which insure each crew raw
stock, lenses, and filters which will

°:et the best results in the climate
in which it is working.

Further, before the year is ou^

all Magic Carpet crews will be

equipped with six-wheeled trucks of

the tractor type which will enable

them, without sacrificing anv too

much speed, to get to places hither-

*^o unexplorable by sound cameras.
These trucks can safely cross deserts

ind climb inclines up to eighty de-

grees.

Champion on Billing

Most heavily billed short subject star

this season has been BIng Crosbv, whcp
"iprles of two-reelers were produced by

Mick Sennett for Educational release.

Checkup of key city returns indict^'

that Crosby tops all others for amount of

space given to his billing and the n"--
ber of times he was billed ahead of th?

feature picture.

«
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SLIM SUMMERVILLE
In a series of the cleverest two-reel come-

dies ever made. His Face in your lobby

is as important as that oF your Feature star.

BABE RUTH
And other great stars oF sports in the

remarkable Christy Walsh All America

Sports Reel!

STRANGE AS IT SEEMS
The one-reel novelty which stands ab-

solutely in a class oF its own.

OSWALD CARTOONS
The Lucky Rabbit in a steady supply

oF unFailins laughs For the Fan millions.

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL
The one original, smart, newsy newsreel

with Graham McNamee as Talking

Reporter.
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Universal Completing Shorts Schedule in April
61 Subjects, 4 Serials Al-

ready Finished—30

More to Go
Universal has completed 61 sub-

jects and four serials on its shorts

lineup for 1931-32, and the entire

program except for a few "Oswald"

cartoons and "Strange As It Seems"

will be finished by April.

Completed product include nine

"Oswald" cartoons, out of 26 to be

made; five "Strange As It Seems,"
out of 13; 19 Sport Reels, the total

number that will be made, against

26 originally planned; one Novelty
Reel, "The Runt Page," out of 13

planned in place of the "Dangerous
Jobs" series; 21 two-reel comedies,

of which there will be 27, including

a four-reel Slim Summerville,

against 14 originally planned; six

"Shadow Detective" series, this

group having been cut to six from
13, and the four 12-part serials, in-

cluding "Danger Island," "Battling

With Buffalo Bill," "Detective

Lloyd" and "Airmail Mystery."

Now in production are three "Os-

wald" cartoons, one "Strange As It

Seems," five two-reel comedies, and

the four-reeler starring Slim Sum-
merville, titled "Doctor's Orders."

The Sports Reels are divided into

several groups, including Notre

Dame Football, Pop Warner Foot-

bal, Doc Meanwell Basketball, Babe
Ruth Baseball, a Charles Paddock

track subject, and a Bill Tilden ten-

nis reel.

Headline players in the comedies

are Summerville, Lloyd Hamilton,

Daphne Pollard, George Sidney and

Charlie Murray, Bert Roach, Eddie

Lambert, Charles Lawrence, Don
Brodie and others.

BEHIND THE NEWSREEL
By HARRY LAWRENSON

Foreign Editor, Fox Movietone News

Many Vitaphone Tieups

Numerous exploitation possibilities ex-

ist in connection with Vitaphone shorts,

and the company has made it a point

to cooperate with exhibitors desiring

to take advantage of these oppor-

tunities.
. ,, .

The Ripley "Believe It Or Not sub-

jects have been exploited through the

Hearst papers under an arrangement

whereby the paper carrying this strip

also publishes reviews and daily men-

tion of the Ripley shorts being shown

locally.

In the case of the S. S. Van Dme
detective stories, theaters can arrange

for papers to publish an incomplete

synopsis of each two-reeler, the readers

being invited to send in their solu-

tions. Vitaphone also is arranging for

« syndicated cartoon strip on this

series.

On "Washington, the Man and the

Capital," Vitaphone has put out a

most comprehensive press book similar

to those for regular feature pictures.

This book outlines tieups for all of the

40 holidays during the Washington
Bicentennial celebration.

Syndication of a comic strip based

on "Looney Tunes" has been arranged

through a Los Angeles newspaper syn-

dicate. In addition there will be
"Bosko" and "Honey" dolls, paint

books and novelties. "Bosko" clubs

also have been launched.

^HAT is back of the "dateline"

on a newsreel story? When,
for example, Fox Movietone News
depicts a political event in some Eu-
ropean capital or even a picture of

large scale sheep shearing in Aus-
tralia—just what has happened to

get that story in the newsreel?

Have you ever thought about it—it's

mighty interesting.

Having spent the past few years

traveling for our newsreel—I have

covered more than 65,000 miles and
have visited no less than 28 differ-

ent foreign lands—'and having just

returned from the Antipodes, where
it was my privilege to inaugurate

Fox Australian Movietone News, I

can speak with some authority when
I say that there is more of adven-
ture and romance in world newsreel
gathering than in most any other oc-

cupation I can think of.

In Australia, where I went after
spending almost a year in Paris ed-

iting our French newsreel, which
goes under the name of Actualites
Parlantes Fox Movietone, I was
faced with the necessity of creating,
from nothing as it were, one more
efficient unit of the world-wide
Movietone News organization. Up
to the time of my arrival, we had,
of course, been represented from the
news covering angle by two news
sound trucks whose duty it was to

film everything of interest "down
under" and ship their negatives to

New York. These two trucks were
the nucleus of the organization to

be created.

On the exhibition side. Fox Movie-
tone News had already established
an enviable reputation throughout
Australia and New Zealand with im-
ported and ready-made prints sent

out from New York. My iob was to

create a production and distribution

center to make up these reels lo-

cally; to inaugurate an all-Austral-

ian newsreel and +o establish a more
regular source of supply to inter-

Ick with similar centers already es-

^ablished in London, Paris. Berlin.

Rome and, of course, the New York
home office.

The first step naturally, was to

increase the battery of sound canc-

eras by importing three more
American trucks for which Austral-

ian photographers and sound enei-

neers were ene^ifred prid trained
fllopo- American lines. Next came
the bnildine of editorial and labora-

torv headnuarters in which to de-

velop and process original negatives

and edit the reels. Thanks to the

efficiencv of the local editorial and
technical men I engaged, it was but

a matter of weeks before our first

all-Australian newsreels were on the

screens of Sydney, Melbourne, Bris-

bane and other large cities and, to

put it mildly, our enterprise was
immediately acclaimed by both the

Australian film industry and public.

Up to this time, there had been no
such thing as an all-Australian

sound newsreel.

Within another couple of weeks,
our plant was in shape to take over
the direct makeup of what we
termed our "overseas" releases, this
being the term given to the reels
up to then imported ready-made and
consisting of news items from the
United States and Europe, etc. To
do this. New York headquarters was
requested to cease shipping finished
prints and ship only duplicating
prints of individual items, our Euro-
pean centers were likewise instruct-
ed, so that we began to exercise
local editorial judgment on all ma-
terial received, titling, printing and
making up each week two separate
releases containing only this over-
seas subject matter. The importance
of this system can be judged when
it is realized that under it we were
able to inject into these reels, in

both title and screen dialogue, the
essential Australian viewpoint and
preference. For example: if we re-

ceived a news item from New York
with perhaps an accompanying dia-

logue in the "American" language,
we would, before releasing the item,

redialogue it with an Australian
voice and in Australian phraseology,
etc. Where foreign dialogue came
to hand, from Paris or Berlin, this

of course was transmuted into "Aus-
sie" language.

At the same time, with our one
all-Australian and two overseas
reels well under way. our enlarged
camera and technical facilities en-

abled us to supply the home office

and our European centers with a

greater proportion of Australian
happenings, many of which have
found their way into the Embassy
newsreel theater on Broadway, and
into our other editions.

As time went on, we were able to

withdraw the greater part of our
American personnel, replacing these

men with Australians who could

farry on efficiently. When I left

Sydney, a few weeks ago. Fox Aus-
tralian Movietone News, in point of

personnel and direction, was practi-

cally an all-Australian unit. caterin<'-

to the Australian film industry and
public, yet atune to the American
world policies of our organization.

Similarly at our centers in Lon-
don, Paris, Berlin and Rome, in

TIFFANY SHORTS LINEOP

IS ENTIRELHOMPLETED

Tiffany's lineup of shorts for
1931-32 release has been entirely
completed . The program includes
six two-reel "Chimp Comedies," 13
in the "Voice of Holljrwood" series
and six in the "Football for the
Fan" series.

which it has been my privilege to
work, the organizations are essen-
tially native in character, and yet
are operating successfully along es-
tablished American newsreel lines.

This interlocking system of news
production and distribution centers
forms the backbone of Fox Movie-
tone News world-wide organization
and is the reason why Fox Movie-
tone News has attained its pre-
dominance in this sphere.

Literally, Fox Movietone News,
under the direction of Truman H.
Talley, its general manager, has in
the past four years created a news-
reel "empire on which the sun never
sets." Take a typical example to
illustrate the significance of what
Fox Movietone News means by
"world coverage": Mr. Jones and
his wife go to the local movie the-
ater in Creek Valley, Neb. In the
Movietone newsreel they see and
hear the bombardment and destruc-
tion of Kiangwan by the Japanese
army in China. Perhaps that very
same evening or at best a few days
later, French audiences in Paris,
British audiences in London and
German audiences in Berlin are wit-
nessing the very same scenes in the
French, British or German editions
of Movietone News. This is made
possible by the fact that immediate-
ly the negative of the picture was
received from China, duplicate nega-
tives were struck off and dispatched
to all of the foreign publication cen-
ters. In similar fashion, original
news pictures filmed in Europe or
even in the Antipodes are rushed
without delay to the other centers
at the same time the original nega-
tive is being dispatched to New
York.

"Laugh Nite" Sells Shorts

A good way of boosting short feature

sales and plugging Columbia Laugh
Month at the same time was devised

by Salesman Slocum of the company's
Oklahoma City branch.

Slocum promoted the idea with an
exhibitor to set aside one night each
week as "Laugh Nite," playing nothing

but short features on the program. In

doing this he secured dates on four

shorts to be used on each of these

programs, all in addition to the regular

amount of short features used by the
exhibitor in his daily programs.



IT SOUNDS LIKE A BARGAIN ONCE...BUT.|

FIRST TIME ,vV

^^ LONG FEATURES
3 MONTHS LATER
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two LONG FEATURES
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A DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM SOUNDS
LIKE A BARGAIN. . . THE FIRST TIME

BUT it's quality, NOT QUANTITY THAT COUNTS,
AND THE DOUBLE BILL SOON BECOMES TIRESOME

BIG FEATURE
fQMEPY NEWSREEL NOVELTlPc

MAMIUiHl^iTT
BIG FEATURE

^qKA£DY NEWSREEL NOVg lT|g^

THE DIVERSIFIED, BALANCED PROGRAM
APPEALS TO EVERYONE

AND ATTRACTS A CROWD THAT HAS
A NORMAL AND STEADY GROWTH

You can't keep up interest in bargain sales if you try to hold one every day. The only program that will

build business consistent/j is the variety-quality program . . one good feature and a balanced show of such

quality short subjects as Educational Pictures bring you week in and week out . . Mack Sennett

Comedies, Torchy Comedies, Ideal Comedies, Terry-toons, Mack Sennett's Cannibals of the Deep
. . these and many other short features that have proven their worth on the screen and at the box-office.

E DU CAT I ON AL FILM
EXCHANGES, /^c. THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM" W ' HA M M O N S

=r Pyt^c^AM^rLL.



THIS AD TELLS

SELL 'EM WITH

A VENGEANCE!
BOX OFFICE... FIRST ..

LAST . . . AND ALL THE
TIME . . . ^^Squadron^^ is a ticket

selling smash and the profit you

make with it will he determined

by the measure of effort you put

behind it I

"Squadron" Is

$7,500 Above
In Kansas City

Kansas City, March 20.—RKO's;
full page ads in local newspapersi
brought S. R. O. business to thel

Mainstreet on "The Lost Squadron."!
The ad campaign was the largest!

put over here in weeks, resulting in'

$7,500 above average. "Arrowsmith";
at the Midland was the only other
bright spot of the week with a boost 1

of $3,500 over normal business. Tn-1

clement
_
weather, Lent and strong i

competition from a Walkathon com-]
bined to hit other first runs below

|

the belt.
'

Estimated takings for the week end-j
ing March 12: 1

"MICHAEL AND MARY" (Univ.)
APOLLO—(1,400), 35c, 7 days. Gross:]

$1,000. (Average, $1,400.)

"STRANGERS IN LOVE" (Para.)
i

7 (lavs phis
50,400. (Av-.'

2Sc-50c,
Gross:

LIBERTY—(1,200),
Sat. midnight show.
erage. $5,000.)

|

"THE LOST SQUADRON" (Radio)
MAINSTREET—(3,049), 35c-60c, 7 days

plus Sat. late show. Gross: $22,500. (Av-
erage, $15,000.)

"ARROWSMITH" (U. A.)
"

MIDLAIM)—(4,000), 2Sc-S0c, 7 days plus!
Sat. midnight show. Gross: $18,000. (Av
eraee. $14,500.)

"BUSINESS AND PLEASURE" (Fox)NEWMAN—(2,000), 35c-50c, 7 days plus,
Sat. midnight show. Gross: $10,700. (Av-j
erage. $12,500.)

ii f9Squadron
Draws $29,000

In Windy City

Chicago, March 20.—Starting out

at a rate that promised to equal the

house record, but cut into consider-

ably by several days of what was this

city's first, real winter weather, "Thd
Lost Squadron" at the State-Lake

j

managed to turn a fine |29,000 for jts ,

first week. The Richard Dix star-
j

ring vehicle tied the big opening day's

business of "Frankenstein" and but

for a continued stretch of near-zero
|

weather the week's total would un-

questionably have rated alongside the

top notch week on the house's gross'

columns "Frankenstein," it will be

remembered, shattered the State-

Lake Rouse's record, which gives ar

idea of the crimp that the weather

put into final figures of "The Los'

Squadron."

Estimated takings for week endinj

March 8:

"BROKEN LULLABY" (Para.)
McVICKERS—(2,284), 35c-S0c-75c-85c, 2n

week, 7 days. Gross: $14,500. (Averagi
$28,500.)

"SHANGHAI EXPRESS" (Para.)
ROOSEVELT — (1,591), 35c-50c-75c-8Si

3rd week, 7 days. Gross: $11,000. (Avei
age, $23,000.)

"THE LOST SQUADRON" (Radio)
STATE-LAKE— (2,776), 3Sc-S0c-75c-85c.

days. Gross: $29,000.

Week ending March 10:

"ARSENE LUPIN" (M-G-M)
CHICAGO — (4,000), 35c-50c-75c-85c,

days. Stage' show. Gross: $41,000. (Ave
age, $46,000.)

"AFTER TOMORROW" (Fox)
ORIENTAL—(3,9-10). 3Sc-S0c-75c-85c,

days. Stage show. Gross: ?2S,000. (Ave
age, $36,500.)



A BIG STORY
Read every word of it I

SKY HIGH GROSSES FOR SQUADRON!
Radioes hig air show in headlong swoop to top figuresl

Motion Picture Daily^s authentic returns from major

keys Racing at record clip throughout the nation!

'Squadron"

Leads Field

In Houston
Houston, March 20.

—"The Lost
Jquadron" headed the parade in the

oldest March weather on record. It

ron an overage of $1,000 at the Ma-
estic, while the other runs were re-

ording average business.

Estimated takings for the week
nding March 10:

THE GREEKS HAD A WORD FOR
THEM" (U. A.)

KIRBY—(1,654), 2Sc-3Sc-50c, 7 days.
ross: $5,000. (Average, $5,000.)

"THE MAN WHO PLAYED GOD"
(WsuTiers)

METROPOLITAN—(2,512), . 25c-35c-50c,
days. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $8,500.)

"ARSENE LUPIN" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE—(2,700), 25c-3Sc-50c, 7

lays. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $8,000.)

"THE LOST SQUADRON" (Radio)
RKO\ MAJESTIC—(2,250), 25c-35c-50c, 7

lays. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $7,000.)

Squadron" at

$14,000 Tops
St. Paul Runs

St. Paul. March 21.—"The Lost
Squadron" with a take of $14,000 was
the week's leader. Will Rogers was
strong at the Paramount, where
"Business and Pleasure" chalked up
$8,500,

Estimated takings for the week end-
ing March 18:
"BUSINESS AND PLEASURE" (Fox)
PARAMOUNT—(2,300), 2Sc-50c, 7 days.

Gross: $8,500. (Average, $7,000.)
"POLLY OF THE CIRCUS" (M-G-M)RIVIERA — (1,300, 25c-3Sc-S0c, 7
days. Gross: $5,500. (Average, $5,000.)
"THE LOST SQUADRON" (RacBo)
RKO ORPHEUM—(2,600), 2Sc-50c, 7

days. Arthur and Morton Havel heading
vaude. Cross: $14,000. (Average, $12,000.)

"COCK OF THE AIR" (U. A.)
-SHUBERT— (1,500), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days.

Gross: $8,500. (Average, $3,500.)
"THE CHEAT" (Para.)

STRANI>-(800), 15c-25c, 3 days.
$750. (Average, $750.)

"THE AGE FOR LOVE" (O.
STRAND—(800). 15c-25c, 4 days.

$750. (Average, $750.)
"CHEATERS AT PLAY" (Fox)

TOWER—(1,000), 15c-25c, 7 days. Gross:
$2,000. (Average, $2,000.)

Gross:

A.)
Gross:

aSquadron" Is

Portland Top

;

$3,000 Above
Portland, March 20.—Top money

for the week went to "The Lost
Squadron" at the RKO Orpheum,
where it took in $13,000 for an over-
age of three grand. The stanza was
marked by heavy rains.

Estimated takings for the week
ending March 17:

"THE LOST SQUADRON" (Radio)
RKO ORPHEUM— (1,700), 25c-50c, 7 days.

Vaude. Gross: $13,000. (Average, $10,-
000.)

"ARSENE LUPIN" (M-G-M)
FOX PARAMOUNT—(3,068), 25c-60c, 7

days. Stage show. Gross: $12,500. (Aver-
age, $12,000.)

"THE PASSIONATE PLUMBER"
(M-G-M)

FOX UNITED ARTISTS—(945), 25c-35c,

7 days. Gross: $2,600. (Average, $5,000.)

"FIREMAN SAVE MY CHILD" (F. N.)
HAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX—(1,800), 2Sc-

35c, 7 days. Gross: $4,600. (Average, $4,-

000.)

66 99Squadron
Doubles Take
In Des Moines
Des Moines, March 20. — "The

Lost Squadron" crashed through at

the Orpheum, grossing $10,000 and
doubling the par figure. The Des
Moines - offered' strong competition

with "Broken Lullaby," which grossed

$9,000. Both pictures had a tremen-

dous first-of-the-week business which

fell off with the severely cold and

blustery weather at the end of the

week.
Estimated takings for the week

ending March 12:

"BROKEN LULLABY" (Para.)

DES MOINES—(1,600), 2Sc-35c-60c, 7

days. Gross: $9,000. (Average, $8,000.)

"LOST SQUADRON" (Radio)
ORPHEUM—(2,000), 25c-30c-40c, 7 days.

Gross: $10,000. (Average, $5,000.)

"POLLY OF THE CIRCUS" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT—(1,700), 25c-35c-60c, 4

days. Vaude. Gross: $5,000. (Average,

$6,000.)
••DANCERS IN THE DARK" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—(1,7001), a5c-35c-60c, 3

days. Vaude. Gross: $5,000. (Average,
$5,000.)

'Squadron' Is

$1,500 Over
In Cleveland

Cleveland, March 20.— A heavy
snowfall and strong legitimate com-
petition caused grosses to drop gen-
erally. The best showing was made
by "The Lost Squadron," which drew
$16,500 into the tills of the Hippo-
drome, thereby beating the par figure

by $1,500.

Estimated takings for the week
ending March 11:

"BROKEN LULLABY" (Para.)
ALLEN— (3,300), 25c-30c-50c, 7 days.

Gross: $16,000. (Average, $18,000.)

••THE LOST SQUADRON" (Radio)
RKO HIPPODROME—(3,800), 25c-30c-50c,

7 days. Gross: $16,500. (Average, $15,000.)

"FIREMAN, SAVE MY CHILD"
(Warners)

WARNER'S LAKE— (800), 2Sc-30c-50c, 7
days. Gross: $5,500. (Average, $5,000.)

••THE UNEXPECTED FATHER" (Univ.)
RKO PALACE— (3,100), 25c-30c-7Sc, 7

days. Gross: $23,000. (Average, $23,00Q;)

••POLLY OF THE CIRCUS" (M-G-M)
STATE—(5,400), 2Sc-30c-50c, 7 days.

Gross: $19,000. (Average, $20,000.)

THE LOST

Richard Dix, Mary Astor, Erich Von Stroheirrit Joel McCrea,

Dorothy Jordan, Robert Armstrong . . . RKO Radio Picture

Dn9)ifi O. ^plmirh Prnrlurtinn . . . DirprtpA hy Gen. Archainhaud



HOW I PLA
Twelve 1-Reel Golf Lessons by the

VITAGRAPH, INC., DISTRIBUTORS

Just 2 Typical Examples of the Uni

VITAPHC
They Fill the B



BACK THE CROWD
HE TURNED A

with the most sensational Short series

Iver issued!

rnaway mobs wherever he's played....

t millions more are waiting for him....

er millions want to see htm again!

you can play BOBBY JONES at the
i-off of the season—when golfing
s at its height.

e dough you missed last year.

fice figures prove this champion
npions is as big a draw as a
star!

GOLF
»»

I's Greatest Golfer

Mit PossibilitiesWARNER BROS. OfferYou in

SHORTS
liind that goes 2 ways!

ADVENTURES
IN AFRICA
Over 5,000 houses have found this twelve
2-reel adventure series has ail the lure of

a Feature Seriall Attracts steady, repeat
patrons. . . . Ideal for Saturday shows. . . .

If you've overlooked this proved profit op-

portunity, don't wait another day to call your
Vitaphone exchange!

Ticket-Selling Trailer FREEl
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RKO Radio Pictures and Pathe Finish 135 Shorts
Entire Schedules Will Be

Completed in Next
Few Weeks

With 135 shorts of the combined

RKO Radio and RKO Pathe 1931-32

shorts program completed, and the

remainder in various stages of

preparation, production of RKO
shorts is scheduled to wind up

within a few weeks. The following

Radio Pictures shorts, listed by se-

ries, have been completed:

Louis Brock's Headliner Series;

"Trouble From Abroad," with Ford

Sterling and Lucien Littlefield; "The

House Dick," with Jimmy Save;

"False Roomers," "Scratch as Catch

Can," "A Melon Drama," with Clark

and McCullough. Five featuring

Rosco Ates: "The Gland Parade,"

"A Clean Up on the Curb," "The

Lone Starved Ranger," and "Use

Your Noodle." Four featuring Ned
Sparks: "The Way of All Fish,"

"The Strife of the Party," "When
Summons Comes," and "Big Dame
Hunting." The County Seat," "Cow-
slips," "Many a Sip," "Ex-Rooster,"
"A Hurry Call," and "A Slip at the

Switch," featuring Charles "Chic"

Sale as Lem Putt.

The Mickey McGuire series of six

produced by Larry Darmour:
"Mickey's Helping Hand," "Mickey's
Sidelines," "Mickey's Travels,"

"Mickey's Holidays," "Mickey's Big
Business," and "Mickey's Golden
Rule."

Nick Harris celebrated, detective

series of four produced by Spencer

Bennett: "Facing the Gallows,"

"The Mystery of Compartment C,"

"Swift Justice," and "Self Con-

demned."

"Stung," "Ether Talks," "Double

Decoy," "Endurance Flight," com-
plete the Liberty Short Stories se-

ries produced by Van Beuren.

Seven of the Tom and Jerry car-

toons, "Wot a Night," "Polar Pals,"

"Trouble," "A Jungle Jam," "A
Swiss Trick," "Rocketeers," and

"Rabid Hunters," are completed. Six

others in this series are now in

preparation.

Pathe shorts completed are:

Traveling Man series: "That's My

Clyde Comedy Tieup

A tie-up was effected by Educational

Film Exchanges with the manufacturers

and distributors of the Oldsmobile which

will give Mack Senneft-Andy Clyde

Comedy. "Speed In The Cay Nineties"

nation-wide publicity. A reproduction

of a still from the comedy, with de-

scriptive caption, as well as mats, were

made up and sent out by the Olds-
mobile people to 1175 newspapers. The
still shows Barney OldfTeld at his steer-

ing tiller of the 1900 curved dash
Oldsmobile starting a race against Andy
Clyde and the motorized surrey in the

Sennett comedy.

Studio Crew Provides Audience Reaction
Grace Allen, of the comedy team of Burns and Allen, while making a series of

shorts at the Paramount New York studio, used an ingenious bit of psychology to

overcome that first fear of appearing before the camera with which most stage
people are affected.

"Stage people appearing in pictures for the first time find it hard to accustom
themselves to the new technique, chiefly because of the lack of an audience to
encourage them," Miss Allen said. "Counting the electricians, cameramen, grips and
other people on the set, I found that they made a small audience, so I forced myself
to think of them as a theater audience, and the set on which we were playing as

the stage. Although on account of the sound recording, they couldn't laugh at our
gags, you could tell by their actions and comment after the scene was 'shot' what
they thought of it. It was a 'deaf and dumb' audience during the shooting but it

served the purpose."

T. P. Epics Adds Three-Reelers

To Combat Double Feature Bills

Talking Picture Epics has added

two three-reel subjects to its di-

versified program of more than 200

shorts, and others of this length,

considered the ideal one for com-
batting of the double-feature bill,

will be listed from time to time.

With a three-reel featurette and
a two-reel and one-reel novelty sub-
ject, the exhibitor will have the best
antidote for the douole-feature idea,

in the opinion of T. P. E. officials.

"The Living God of the Mongols,"
three-reel featurette just released,

covers the journey of Sven Hedin
into the heart of the little-known
Gobi desert in Mongolia, searching
for the reputed cradle of humanity.
This drama of an ordeal of sand
and snow is particularly timely be-
cause of its North-China setting.

"Gaunt," a three-reel dramatic
feature, will be ready for early re-

lease. It deals with one of the hu-
man cogs in the tnachine age and
the struggle of conscience following
the committing of a crime of major
nature. It embodies a novel idea

which is said to be tremendously
effective as stark drama.

Still another new short subject

added to the Epics' program is "The
City of Faith," in two reels, said to

be one of the most authentic pic-

torial record of Jerusalem and en-

virons yet made for screen purposes.
The story of the land that never
dies is interpreted by Wilfred Lu-
cas.

With spring having arrived. Epics
is releasing the rest of its Big
League Baseball series. "Outfield-
ing," "Batteries for Today's Game,"
"Infielding" and "Slugging" follow
"Pitching Form," with Lefty Grove,
first released during the World Se-
ries last fall. Stars featured are
Simmons, Klein, Averill, Ferrell,
Sewell, Gerringer, Cronin, Kamm^
and Gehrig.

The latest unit completed for the
Wanderlust series of 13 one-reel
subjects is "Morocco."

John Mack Brown, the Gleasons
and Laura LaPlante are featured,
respectively, in three new subjects
in the series called ''Intimate Inter-
views of Famous Screen Personali-
ties."

"Tombstone Ghosts" has been
completed for the "Ghosts of Other
Days" series of 12 one-reel units.

"Boulder Dam" has been added
to the American Scenics series.

The "Candid Camera" series of
travel subjects has been completed
with the addition of "In the Pa-
cific."

The third unit in "Tony Won's
Scrap Book" series is being released
this week.

Line," "Beach Pajamas," "Selling

Shorts," "Stop That Run," "Blondes

by Proxy," and "A Perfect 36."

Mr. Average Man Series: "Lem-
on Meringue," "Thanks Again."
"Camping Out," "Bon Voyage."
"Mother-in-Law's Day" and "Giggle

Water."
Manhattan Series: "She Snoops to

Conquer," "Crashing Reno," and
"Oh! Marry Me."

Van Beuren Aesop's Fables: "Big
Game." "Love in a Pond," "Fly Hi."

"The Family Shoe," "Fairvland Fol-

lies." "Horse Cops," "Cowboy Caba-
ret," "In Dutch," "The Last Dance,"
"Toy Time." Thirteen others in the

series are in preparation.

Vagabond Series: "The Fallen
Empire," "Beneath the Southern

Cross," "Utmost Isle," "Song of the
Vodoo," "Thru the Ages," "Children
of the Sun," "Land of the Ghandi,"
"Door of Asia," and "Second Para-
dise." Fpur more complete this se-

ries and they are now in production.
Sportlight Series produced by

Van Beuren: "Olympic Talents,"
"Manhattan Mariners." "Floating
Fun," "Pigskin Progress," "Timing,"
"Pack and Saddle," "Riders of
Riley," "Canine Champions," "Un-
crowned Champions," "Ducks and
Drakes," "College Grapplers," "Slim
Figuring," "Flying Leather," "Bob
White" and "Take Your Pick."
Two Thrills produced by Van

Beuren featuring Floyd Gibbons:
"The Great Decision" and "The
Turn of the Tide."
Ten Pathe Reviews.

REISSUING GOLF SHORTS
j

SINGLEJ^IN GROOPSi

In reissuing the Bobby Jones se-

ries on "How I Play Golf" on April I

1, Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone'sj

sales manager who has been out in'

the field during the past eight weeks,,

visiting all Warner branches and(
talking with exhibitors all over the
country, has decided to permit thei
exhibitor to decide how he wants to^

run the shorts. After talking with,
scores of theater owners, Morayj
found a wide diversity of opiniori
among them as to just how they arOi

going to use the Bobby Jones series.1

Some wanted to run one picture aP

week, others were anxious to havei|

two or three to show at the same
time, while still other exhibitors who
have a change of program three|
times a week, wanted to run twqj
new Jones' pictures at each ne\^
show. In order to satisfy all hands^
Mr. Moray announced that tha|
shorts are to be handled by the ex-^

hibitors as they want to use them.j
Those desiring to run one a week!
may do so, and those who care to!-:

run them oftener, and in a batchig;

may do that, too.

I

Issue Hand Coloring Book
On "Flip the Frog" Series
Characters in the "Flip the Frog"

series of animated cartoons produced
by Celebrity Productions for M-G-M
have now been recreated in coloring

book form for children. This boo^

which measures 10% x 15% inchei

consists of 16 pages, many of whicl

are in full color giving the child

splendid guide for coloring the add;

tional pictures which it containi

The publisher is the Saalfield Man
facturing Co., Akron, 0. Copies an
now on sale in 5 and 10 cent stor

and department stores throughouf|<

the country at 10 cents each.

Exhibitors wishing to use t'

book as a give-away-premium arff

privileged to order quantities direclj

from the manufacturer at wholesale i|

prices, $9 a gross or 75 cents |

dozen.

TO DAYS

EVENT

AGENT

"James Dunn, who plays the part of

a boxer in his next Fox picture, "So-
ciety Girl," has finished a ihort course

of training under the tutelage of Nate
Slott. former Pacific Coast lightweight

pugilist." —Fox



WHEN THEYRE MADE BY

COLUMBIA
tkeu're the BEST MADE/

SHORT FEATURES
THAT ARE LONG
ON ENTERTAINMENT!

Charles Mintz's

SCRAPPY
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80 Shorts Completed on Current Columbia Lineup

Entire Program Will Be
Finished Some Time

in May
Columbia has already completed

80 subjects on its shorts program
for 1931-32, and the entire lineup of

104 is to be finished some time in

May.

Eight subjects, covering a range

from animated cartoons to sophisti-

cated comedy, are now in produc-

tion for immediate release. They
include:

"Barnyard Olympics," a Mickey

Mouse cartoon; Walt Disney's Silly

Symphony, entitled "The Bird

Store"; Eddie Buzzell's latest Bed-

time Story for Grown-Ups, "Wolf

in Cheap Clothing"; Charlie Mintz'

Scrappy and his dog Yippi in "The

Pet Shop"; Screen Snapshot No. 7;

John P. Medbury's "Laughing with

Medbury in Mandalay"; Futter's

"Curiosities" No. C-232, and Charlie

Mintz' Krazy Kat Kartoon, "Soldier

Old Man."
No changes have been made in

the Columbia short subject schedule

as announced at the beginning of

the season, except for the addition

of six two-reelers, "Football Thrills,"

during the football season.

Shorts Getting Bigger Production Values
By SAM SAX

In Charge of Vitaphone Production

NEVER in their history have short subjects received as elaborate treatment as they

are getting in the current season. This is a big selling point tor exhibitors

and they should take advantage of it. Many of the two-reelers and even some of

the one-reelers now being turned out have stars, settings and production values equal

t3 some feature pictures. Authors writing the shorts also come from the highly

paid ranks.

In our Broadway Brevities series each picture is worthy of feature billing because
it is really a Broadway stage production, only more compact. In each of these two-
reelers we presented entertainers who often came to our studio right after completing

a successful run on Broadway. We used sets that often took up the entire length

of our biggest stage. And the casts were of equal proportions. The same policy

was followed in making our band numbers, our Big Star Comedies, etc. In this

manner we have striven to supply the three prime essentials of good short subjects

—

Names, Entertainment and Variety.

12 Chaplin Re-Issues, 6 Musicals

On Van Beuren's List for 1932-33

Encouraged by reports of failure

and abandonment of double feature

policies in important situations

throughout the country, an ambi-
tious program has been set by the

RKO Van Beuren Corp. for 1932-33

production.
The new program will continue

with 26 "Aesop's Sound Fable" car-

toons, 13 "Tom and Jerry" cartoons,

13 "Van Beuren Mmiatures," based
on stories appearing in "Liberty"
Magazine, 13 "Vagabond Adven-
tures." In addition, the Van Beuren
Corp. will re-enter the two-reel

Educationars Bing Crosby Shorts

loited in Tv/o National TieupsExph
Two important exploitation tie-ups have recently been made by

Educational Film Exchanges between Bing Crosby and two nationally

advertised products. The
manufacturers of the Lion
Brand Shirts have named
one of their best-sellers

' "The Bing Crosby Har-

ff mony Chord Shirt" and
the thousands of stores

throughout the country
carrying their shirts are

being supplied with attrac-

tive window display mate-
rial, playing up Crosby,
and allowing the exhibitor

to make a direct tie-up

with the store in his neigh-
borhood.

The Bing Crosby Three
Hat Ensemble, each of

which carries Bing Cros-
by's signature, is featured
by the Washington Hat
Co. who are also supplying
their dealers with approp-
riate window display ma-
terial, and exhibitors
playing Educational's Bing
Crosby Comedies are mak-

Haberdashery window display in tieup made by ing direct tie-ups with the
Educational on Bing Crosby shorts. shops in their vicinity.

comedy fiield with the re-issuing of
12 two-reel Chaplin comedies in
sound, with a strong possibility of
six two-reel musicals starring a
well known comedy vaudeville team.

Feeling that the majority of ex-
hibitors are now seeking some plan
whereby double features may be
eliminated, it is felt that the Chap-
lin comedies will supply the neces-
sary box-office dra^» to supplant the
second feature picture in most
cases. In fact, it is felt that the
Chaplin name will be a greater pull
than some of the features now on
the market. A nation-wide publicity
and exploitation campaign will be
inaugurated shortly to sell this
Chaplin series to the public, as well
as to the exhibitor.
"Van Beuren Miniatures" will lay

greater stress on comedy angles in

next year's series, although each
subject will follow a story back-
ground and will be truly a Minia-
ture Feature picture with outstand-
ing cast as has been the policy in

the past.

The "Miniature," "Vagabond Ad-
ventures" and musicals, if pro-
duced, will be made at the Van
Beuren West Coast studios. "Aesop's
Sound Fables," "Tom and Jerry"
cartoons, and the synchronization of
the Chaplins will be handled in the
East.

"Bring 'Em Back Alive," a fea-
ture picture made in its entirety in

the Malayan and Borneo jungles,
depicting the adventures of the well
known wild animal collector, Frank
Buck, is now in its final stages of
assembly and cutting will be re-

leased for a Broadway run within a
month.

lELLBORN BACK TO MEMPHIS
Denver—Louis Hellborn, manager

)f the old Orpheum here for 18
vears. and sent here to open the
new Orpheum, is returning to his

former job as manager of the
Orpheum in Memphis. The man-
agership here has been given to Al
Lever, lately of the Palace, Cin-
cinnati.

EXHIBITORS DEVELOPING

By NORMAN S. MORAY
Sales- Manager, Vitaphone Short Subject'

J^URING the past eight weeks, I

have been in personal contact
with exhibitors all over the country,
have visited and talked wi h ex-
change managers, met the theater
owners and indulged in the moit
frank discussions with them regard-
ing short subjects. I have found
business conditions improving in all

situations, with the most favorable
exhibitor reaction toward our cur-
rent short product.

Exhibitors nationally now realize
more than ever, the necessity for
better showmanship in the presenta-
tion of each program which must
include well selected shorts sub-
jects, to properly build for perfect
entertainment. Shorts subjects can
no longer be produced with the idea
that after all they are only fillers.

They must be made to compete with
the greatly improved quality of the
features and in order to be able to

do this, the short subject producer
must give the theaters, feature pro-

duction values, outstanding enter-

tainment, and that means some-
thing at the box-office. It is per-

fectly obvious that if a short
carries an unknown name, no mat-
ter how good it may be, the show-
man cannot advertise it, because the
name will not mean anything. But
give the exhibitor a good short with
a big name, and the theater can
splash the name in the advertising '

and on the marquee. The exhibitor

then has the edge over his compe-
tition which may lack the big name.

In the final analysis, perfect en-

tertainment plus box-office values,

means success which will tend to

eliminate the double feature evil and
senseless price cutting which has

been so disastrous to date, for the

exhibitors who are trying to lift

themselves by their own bootstraps.

Exhibitors everywhere who are sell-

ing their entire show that has been

built up carefully, are doing ex-

cellent business.
I honestly believe that more than

ever, good short subjects will be

in great demand during the coming
year. We have spent more time and

money on our current program than

ever before, but the sales results,

and exhibitors reactions have justi-

fied our policy.

New Edgar Kennedy Series

West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Edgar Kennedy will con-

tinue his "Mr. Average Man" comedies

in a new series to be made at the RKO-
Radio Pictures studio. The comedi.in

was signed for six more pictures this

week by David 0. Selrnick, executive

vice-president in charge of all RKO
production.



"'WAR IN CHINA
is the most interesting

new film in town"

£ducatfOfia/'s
TWO-REEL WAR SPECIAL

is commanding first lionors in first

run fiouses everywiiere tfirougli tlie

irresistible force of its tragic story

of the terror of Shanghai.

"The War in China,

at the Rivoli Theatre

as a secondary fea^

ture, is the most in^

teresting new^ film in

town. As a supple-

ment to newspaper

accounts, the picture

is invaluable . . . the

best pictorial account

of the w^ar in China

yet to appear

—BALTIMORE SU7S[

PRODUCED IN SHANGHAI
BY

LEON BRITTON
AND

CHARLES HUGO
EDITED BY

FORREST IZARD
WITH A COMPLETE
GRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

BY

JOHN S. YOUNG
"Very timely— it's

tragedy all right. But

w^hat a hving docu^

ment to stir the im-

agination and the

sympathies ofall w^ho

see it . . . Timely sub-

ject w^ith the public

educated up to it."

—FILM DAILY

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Ine.,

E. W. MAMMONS, President
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98 Educational Short Subjectsjfon Completed List

DEMAND FOR DIVERSITY

IS GROWMYS COHN

By JACK COHN
Vice-President, Columbia Pictures

ASA result of exhibitors and pub-

lic fast turning against double

features and asking for more diversi-

fied bills in their plays, the coming
season will see the short subject

take a more important place in the

industry than ever before. Prospects

of fewer, though better, shorts next

season also will help to drive out

the dual bill evil. The public is

demanding more diversified pro-

grams and a greater number of

single reel novelties. The popularity

of the short subjects is demonstrated
by the fact that the Trans-Lux The-

ater on Broadway shows only short

subjects, and many of the big first

run houses make a specialty of run-

ning high class shorts. Some of

our short subjects have been held

over for a second week in these the-

aters, and some of them have been

given return engagements.

To meet the demand for diversified

short films, Columbia has provided

a variety of subjects, many of which
have been featured in first run

houses. Among them are "Mickey
Mouse," The Disney "Silly Sym-
phonies," "Scrappy," and "Krazy
Kat." These form the cartoon
group. In addition there are "Mon-
keyshines," animal picture. Travel
is treated in "Travelaughs" and
"Curiosities" and film happenings in

"Screen Snapshots."

4 Camera Units Shooting
Last Port O'Call Shorts
Four camera crews are now cov-

ering Turkey, Bohemia, Ukraine,

Greece, Hungary, Austria, Yugo-
slavia, Italy and Rumania to obtain

material for the nine remaining
subjects in the Port O'Call travel-

ogue series being released by Im-
perial Distributing Corp.

Pictures already in distribution in

this series include "Isle of Isolation,"

"In Maori Land," "Ghosts of Em-
pire," "Southern Crossways," "Haunt
of Romance," "Castillian Memoirs,"
"Cannibals Once," "Honeymoon
Heaven" and "A Celestial Venice."

Recently completed and now ready
for release are "Sunny Splendor,"
"Death's Hostelry," "Fairest Eden,"
"Raffles 'n' Rubber," "An Oriental
Metropolis," "Temple of Heaven,"
"A Garden Granary" and "A Japa-
nese Rose,"

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By "C. A.

gUCK JONES, Columbia's western
star, is having visits with some

of the Eastern studio folk while he
is in the East making personal ap-
pearances. Buck played at the Cro-
tona theater the past week and
moved his vaudeville act to the
Academy of Music on Friday for a
four-day stay. Assisted by Ruth
Warren, former two-a-day headliner,
he presents a rapid-fire comedy
sketch highlighted by a roping ex-
hibition. His New York appearance
completes a ten-week vaudeville
tour from Coast to Coast, and Jones
will then return to the Coast to be-
gin production on his next Columbia
western. •

Tom Howard, whose latest one-
reeler for Paramount is "What Price
\ir," wears exactly the same outfit

in every motion picture. It is a
throwback on his old days in bur-
'esque. The outfit consists of f

brown derby, brown checked suit and
old run-over shoes. Once in a while
Tom sports a trick black mustache
for variety. •

Ideal Studios are looking forward
to the start of activity on the Nor-
ma Talmadge picture, scheduled to

Tet under way April 15. Irwin
Franklin is the sponsor, as well as

MASCOT FINISHES SERIALS;

STARTS ON NEW PROGRAM

Mascot Pictures Corp., the only
serial specialist in the film industry,
has completed its schedule of four
12-part serials for the 1931-32 sea-
son. The productions are: "The
Vanishing Legion," with Harry
Carey, Edwina Booth. Rex, King of

Wild Horses, and Frankie Darro:
"The GalloDing Ghost." with Har-
^ld (Redt Grange, Dorothy Gulliver
Francis X. Bushman, Jr., and Gwen
Lee; "The Lightning Warrior." with
Rin-Tin-Tin, Frankie Darro, George
Brent. Georgia Hale, and Pat O'Mal-
lev: and "The Shadow of the Eagle,"
with John Wayne, Dorothy Gulliver.

Kenneth Harlgn, and Walter Miller
Mascot plans four serials for the

'932-83 season, and preparations
have been started for the production
of "The Last of the Mohicans," the
*\rst of the series. The others arp
"Phantom Express," "Devil Horse,"
with Frankie Darro. and "Whisner-
ing Shadow." Nat Levine, president
of Mascot Pictures, will personally
supervise all productions.

TITLE IS CHANGED
Title of the "Our Gang" comedy

which was placed in work bv +he
Hal Roach studios as "Yes and No"
^as been changed to "The Pooch."
Robert McGowan is directing the
two-reeler.

author of the story and director.
James Hall will appear with Miss
Talmadge. •

Employiyig motion pictarr
ynethods to sell his two hits, "Of
Thee I Sing" and "Face the
Music," Sam Harris is using the
huge billboard on the Hotel
Claridge, Broadway at 44th St.,

in what is probabl'j the most ex-
-pensive piece of advertising of
this type known to Broadway
producers. Joe Bernat of Gen-
eral Outdoor Advertising han-
dled the deal.

•

Ted Husing's next issue of "Sport
Slants" will be devoted to Florida
sports activities. Steward Karpf is

now cutting the shots that were
taken by a Vitaphone cameramen.

•

"The Sky Hawk" featuring
Captain Frank Hawks, and di-
rected by Joe Henabery, ha><
been completed at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone Studio. Captain
Hawks has so impressed the
studio officials with his work be-
fore the camera that there is a
strong likelihood, of Warner
Bros, starring him. in an avia-
tion story of feature length.

Remainder of 1931-1932
Schedule to Wind
Up Next Month

Completed productions on the cur-
rent release schedule of Educational
include 40 two-reel comedies, 5.5

one-reel subjects and a three-reel
comedy special starring Andy Clyde
under the title of "Heavens! "Mv
Husband!"
Present plans call for finishing

the remainder of the 1931-32 pro-
gram within the next month.
Now in production are two Mack

Sennett comedies and two Terry
Toons, as yet untitled.

Three Comedies in Work
At Hal Roach Studios

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAH.)
Hollywood — Three comedies ar

currently in work at the Hal Roacl
studios. George Marshall is direct
ing "Strictly Unreliable," starrin;
ZaSu Pitts and Thelma Todd. A)
"Our Gang" comedy titled "Th
Pooch" is being directed by Rober]
McGowan, who is back on the jo
after an illness of three weeks. Prc|
'uction also is starting on a "Bo_
'^riends" comedy under the directio»
)f Lloyd French and Anthony MaclP'
vith a cast including Mickey Dar|
'els, Grady Sutton, Charles Roge
-nd Charles Hall. "Girl Trouble,
another "Boy Friends" comedy, wa|

completed this week.

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

TIME

St. Moritz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City-

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of
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of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and
business sectors.
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M-G-M Shorts Release Schedule Is 81% Finished
73 Subjects Completed —

17 Are Still to

Come
Of a total of 90 short features

scheduled for release in 1931-32 by

M-G-M, a total of 73, or slightly

more than 81 per cent, have already

jeen completed, leaving 17 to go.

In the ZaSu Pitts-Thelma Todd
group of eight comedies, all have
jeen finished except one, which is in

production.
Three Dogville comedies are com-

pleted, and this completes the canine
series.

Six of Hal Roach's "Boy Friends"
comedies are finished, with two
more to come.
Seven in Hal Roach's "Our Gang"

two-reelers have been turned out
and one is in production at present.
Charley Chase has completed his

eight comedies for Roach, while
Laurel and Hardy have wound up a
similar number for the same pro-
ducer.

Harry Lauder's four shorts are all

done and the 12 "Sport Champions"
have been completed.

In the "FitzPatrick Traveltalks"
series of 13 there are still five to

come.
Two more subjects are to be made

in the "Fisherman's Paradise" group
of eight, and in the "Flip the Frog"
animated cartoon series there are
six more to come.
The entire program with the ex-

ception of the "FitzPatrick Travel-
talks" and "Flip the Frog" animated
cartoons will be completed within
)ne month.
FitzPatrick is now touring Cen-

tal America shooting new material
'or forthcoming releases.

The "Flip the Frog" cartoons are

lelivered at regular intervals prior

;o release dates of each scheduled
•elease, and on this basis will not

)e finished for about five months
No changes in schedule have beer

vade since the last announcement.

Power of Suggestion
|ohn Foster, head of the RKO V.m

Pe'jren cartooning stiff, wondered whit
h^d struck several members of his an-

i-nating staff recently when an epidemic
of absent-mindedness seemed to settle

on the department. When it was time
to start work it was found that pencils

had not been sharpened, nor any of

the hundred and one preparations made
in order that getting down to the busi-

ness of making animated cartoons could

begin. The cause at first could not be

learned, but final'y it c.ime to light

that the artists were working on the
new Tom and 'erry picture tentatively

titled "Plumb Dumb," in which these
two characters trke th? p^rt of plum-
bers, and so absorbed hid the artists

become i"" their atmosphere thit the
absent-minded plumber gag filled to

be a joke in the eyes of Foster whose
business it is to see that pictures are
turned out on schedule. The boys were
asked to ple'-se put thck atmosphere
in th='ir drawings, but not to actually
live the parts.

AESOK FABLES
MOVIE nOL

Aesop's Fables dolls, based on the movie cartoon characters, now being
handled by more than 900 stores, shops and other outlets throughout

the country.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

B.v RALPH WILK

]Sg"ATALIE M. KALMUS, color di-

rector of Technicolor Motion
Picture Corp., is using a new line of
"olors on her chart for the coming
Warner-First National picture, "Doc-
tor X." Dull, mysterious, spooky
colors will be used to give an ef-

'^ective background to this mystery
thriller. Much interest is directed
toward the picture because it is the
first story of its type ever filmed in

Technicolor.
* * :!=

Charley Chase, who recently com-
pleted his twelfth year under the
Hal Roach banner and was signed
o a new contract for another series
if comedies to be released by
\I-G-M, collaborates on all finished

scripts of his vehicles.

On Monday First National will

)ut into production a new story by
"hose inveterate collaborators, Ku-
'lec Glasmon and John Bright, en-

"^^itled "Central Park." Mervyn Le-
Hoy, who is .iust finishing "Two
seconds," starring Edward G. Rob-
nson. has been assigned to the di-

•ection of the new film and will start
'0 work with only the week-end in-

'ervening between the completion of

ne .iob and the start of another.
* * *

Charles {"Chic") Sale's next star-

>-ivg pictvre for Warner Bros.,

'Competition." will start prodnrtiov
lext week. Marion Marsh and Dnvir'

Manners will have the two principa

oles in support of the star. "Com
Petition" is based on a story writte-

"DEMPSEY RETURNS"
Can jack Come Back?
State Ri^hters— Exhibitors

Wire or Write

ARTHUR WENZEL
6021 Hollywcod Blvd., Hollywood

For this 3 reel sound pictures. Record-

ing historical world championship events

of Jack Dempsey, showing him today

and yesterday.

World premiere at

Hollywood Pantages Theatre
packed 'em in.

by Carl Erickson and adapted foi
the screen by the author in collabo-
ration with Harvey Thew.

* * +

"Week End Marriage," adapted by
Sheridan Gibney, Broadway play-
wright, from the novel by Faith
Baldwin, will go into production at
First National on Monday, the same
day as that set for start of "Central
Park." Thornton Freeland is to di-

rect "Week End Marriage," and
Loret'a Young and Norman Foster
are assigned to the leading roles.

Other players recently engaged foi'

the picture are Aline MacMahon,
Gloria Shea, recent discovery who
has just arrived in Hollywood from
New York, and Helene Barclay, wife
of the well-known illustrator, Mc-
Clelland Barclay.

Basil Woon, who has written nine
books, is completing a novel dealing
with Southern California, in gen-
eral, and Hollywood in particular.
Woon recently finished a long con-

tract at Fox.

AESOP FABLE ACCESSORIES

NOW RECEIVmiOE SALE

Accounts handling the sale of
"Aesop's Fables" doll and toy ac-
cessories now total over 900, includ-
ing the largest department p/id

chain store outlets in the country.
Originally starting with a line of

dolls patterned after the cartoon
characters appearing in the films,

this accessory tie-up now includes
children's handkerchief books in

which the characters are printed in

color on the handkerchiefs and out-
lines of the characters are printed
in black and white on another page
of the book for the children to fill

in the colors. There is also a nov-
elty line for the home including hot
pot holders for the kitchen, printed
material for children's dresses, beUs,
caps, etc.

Last of Masquers' Series

Being Made by Lou Brock
iVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM U.liLY
Hollywood—"Iron Minnie," or the

-Railroad's Man's Daughter," last
of the series of Masquers' comedies
being produced by Louis Brock for
RKO this season, is now under way.
Like the other subjects in this se-

ries, it is a broad satire on the old-

fashioned railroad melodrama.

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"

Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.

$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the "Donrway ofHospitality"

^VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

KOOLER-AIRE MARKETS

NEW AUTOMATIC CONTROL

Minneapolis—Marketing of a new
automatic control for use on washed
air cooling systems, and known as
the Automatic Temperature Equal-
izer, is announced by the Kooler-
Aire Engineering Corp. of this city.

The new device, said to be adapt-
able to any washed air cooling sys-

tem, automatically controls the sys-

tem, so that uniform cooling at

every seat in the house, regardless
of outside weather conditions, is

obtained.

Flooding nozzles, with their added
value in use on a cooling system,
are also being offered by the com-
pany. The flooding nozzles, the
company claims, keep the moisture
eliminator plates covered with a thin

film of water, so that any particle

of dirt, dust or other suspended mat-
ter in the air will impinge on the
eliminator plates and be washed
down into the settling tank below
instead of being carried through the
washer in the air stream. This ac-

tion keeps the eliminator plates

clean, increases the cleansing effi-

ciency and the cooling efficiency of

the air washer, or cooling chamber,
by reason of the eliminator plates
being constantly covered with the
cold water from the supply tanks.

Flooding nozzles are also valu-
able for winter operation, when the
system is used in connection with
heating or tempering coils. They
cleanse the air and add just about
the right amount of humidity for
winter use when artificial heat is

required, the company declares.

REDUCES PRICES
Cleveland — Prices on the Best

stereopticon, a product of the Best
Devices Co. of this city, have been
reduced. This equipment, which can
be used with a 400-watt lamp, in-

cludes 10 feet of lamp cord, a switch,
slide carrier and bi-convex lens.

Trade where
you're always
TREATED

RIGHT!

^. National Theatre
ISupPLY Company
y Your Losical Supply Source

D.C. Vertical Motor
St. Louis, Mo.—Designed with ball bearings, grease lubrication and arrangements

for mounting on either a ring base or directly on the driven equipment, as installation

conditions may require, a d. c. motor for vertical operation has been brought out by
the Century Electric Co. of this city. Built in sizes from 1 to 150 horse power, the top
bearing bracket is protected with a cover, which may be supplied in an open, a screen
or solid type.

Westinghouse Introduces

Mazda Photoflood Lamp
East Pittsburgh, Pa. — A new

Mazda photoflood lamp designed for

105 to 125 volts, is being put out

by the Westinghouse Electric.

The Mazda photoflood lamp, it is

said, is particularly suited as a com-

panion lamp to the photoflash lamp
for taking still pictures and is a

convenient and powerful light source

for taking home movies. Due to a

high operating temperature of the

filament, the photoflood lamp has a
short life, averaging 120 minutes at
115 volts. But since it is needed
for only a minute or two on each
subject, it can be used for many
pictures. Approximately 3,000 feet
of 16 mm. motion pictures at a nor-
mal speed can be made during the
life of one lamp, the company de-

clares.

Portable Reflector Lamp
Is Giving Good Results

Toledo, 0.—The new portable type
reflector arc lamp, a product of the

Strong Electric Corp. of this city,

is giving excellent results, according
to reports which the company says
it is receiving from users in many
parts. The new lamp, designed for

projection of 35 or 16 mm. film, is

said to give a brilliant picture as

large as 8 to 12 feet wide, even on
porous screens, making it especially

valuable with sound equipment.

The device operates from any
lamp socket with current from 8 to

16 amps. It weighs less than 25

pounds, is 18 by 12 by 10 inches in

size, and is extremely simple in op-

eration, the company declares.

SCREEN INSTALLATIONS
A new Super Vocolite sound

screen and a new Chromolite screen

have been installed in the Bellerose

theater, Bellerose, N. Y., and the

RKO Capitol, Trenton, N. J., respec-

tively, by the Beaded Screen Corp.

of Roosevelt, L. I.

FOWLER'S COMPLETE LINE
A complete assortment of drap-

eries, scenery, electrical effects and
costumes on a rental or sales basis
is now being offered by Fowler's
Scenic Studio of New York. A large
stock of used draperies, scenery, etc.,

is also carried by the company.

New Portable Projector
Is Developed by Carlton
Elmhurst, N. Y.—Development of

a new portable sound-on-film pro-
jector said to consist of several
unique and novel features for this
type of equipment has been an-
nounced by the James L. Carlton
Laboratories here.

16 mm. PROCESSING RACK
Westfield, N. J.—A new process-

ing rack for 16 mm. film that en-
ables the amateur to develop his own
pictures has been brought out by
the Phillips Laboratories of this

city.

ISSUES NEW CATALOGUE
A new 40-page catalogue describ-

ing in text and photographs the
complete line of stage equipment
manufactured by the company, has
been issued by Bruckner Mitchell,

Inc., of New York.

6L0E SEAL INTRODUCES

riLM CLEANING DEVICE

A novel film cleaning device that
is attachable to projectors and is

known as the Treatizor is being
marketed by Blue Seal Products Co.
of Brooklyn. The new device is

said to remove oil, dirt, gum, grease
and other waste from the film as it

runs through the projector. In the
same operation, new film is so lubri-
cated that it will not cake on the
tension shoes.

Simple in design and assemblecf"
in one unit, the device is attached
by removing the top magazine and
film valve casting, the Treatizor isf'f

then attached and the magazine re
placed. A tank, which is part oJ "

the assembly, is then filled with
special fluid provided and, after
slight adjustment is made to reg\i
late the flow of liquid, it is readjP
for operation. This tank adjust
ment also has a lead to a safetj
valve placed over the apertun
which is automatically release<
should a fire break out in the to]

loop and thus would release the en
tire contents of the tank, puttin)
out the fire.

ii:

II'

Announcing

85 Aifnp^^^ 9 X 20

IMPROVEMENTS in the 9 mm
X 20 inch National "High-

Low" White Flame Projector

Carbon permit operation at

arc currents up to 85 amperes.

LONG LIFE

STEADY BURNING

EVEN CRATERS

feature the performance of

this improved carbon . . .

N A^ I O N A L

P RO J E G T O R GAR B O N S
'^y^/''^^''^^^^' NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

//l\ \\\\ Carbon Salei Division • Cleveland, Ohio
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
James Gleason in

"Battle Royal"

with Eddie Gribbon
RKO Pathe 20 mins.

Fair Slapstick

A Rufftown Series comedy. Jimmy
jleason is the manager of a prize-

Ighter, played by Eddie Gribbon,

vho is supposed to be so tough that

lobody will fight him. One of the

jimart towners frames Eddie into a
jattle royal, Eddie believing that

Battle Royal is the name of the pug
le is supposed to fight. When Eddie
rets into the ring he finds that he

s faced with five burly opponents,

,nd the idea is for all of them to

e blindfolded, including Eddie. From
his point there is plenty of action

nd some laughs when the black rag
alls from Eddie's eyes and he picks

ut the groping sluggers one by one.

tut the five opponents soon get wise

things^ with the result that Eddie
irinds up sprawling in the audi-

3rium.

Our Gang in

"Spanky"

G-M 21 mins.

It's In

Another of Hal Roach's "Our
rang" that easily rings the bell,

well idea, with the Gang giving

performance of "Uncle Tom's
abin." The stuff the kids pull

rings a series of guffaws, and they

ive been beautifully rehearsed to

) their acting in a way to play up

1 the laughs. The stage props and

le costumes and make-up prove

jain the ingenious brains in back

this unit. Especially the bit

here Little Eva dies and goes to

eaven on a plank hoisted by two
ds in the garret above, and these

ds hoist her by jerks that result

a couple of spills for the

orpse."

Charley Chase in

"First In War"
G-M 20 mins.

Scores

A Charley Chase comedy. Charley

a private in a Marine detachment

itioned in a Central American

intry. He and three buddies are

Iincipally interested in a close-har-

my quartette. There is a raft

funny situations involving a revo-

ionary leader who has been cap-

ed by the Marines, and Charley

a him to slip one over the second

atenant who is after the same

1 Charley loves. The closing gag
a pip, with Charley rewarded by
! colonel making him a second
utenant, and the hero yelling:

0, no! Not that!"

Laurel and Hardy in

"The Chimp"

M-G-M 16 mins.

Plenty Laughs

A Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy
comedy. They evidently made use
of some of the props from "Polly
of the Circus" very advantageously,
and knocked out a good laugh num-
ber for this pair. The two buddies
are circus roustabouts, who put on
uniforms and assist the strong man
in his act. This they gum up beau-
tifully, and help to put the circus on
the bum. The owner pays off by
dividing up his circus. Laurel
draws the trained fleas, and Hardy
the chimp. With the latter the fun
starts as they sneak him into a
boarding house, and the tough pro-

prietor mistakes "Eleanor" for his

faithless wife, who has the same
name. It will grab laughs wherever
they haven't forgotten how to

chuckle.

"Sea Legs"

Vitaphone 16 mins.

Routine

A sort of tabloid musical comedy
idea, with a week-end sea voyage
for those who want to make whoopee
beyond the 12-mile limit. A lot of

vaude names are featured, with
dance and singing acts worked in,

and a girl chorus staging a couple
of routine numbers. The plot con-

cerns two cronies who have dated
up a couple of girls, but the vdfe
of one gets aboard by mistake for
an ocean liner she was booked on.

Usual gag of wifie crashing and
beating up the "wise" hubby. Pret-
ty routine all the way, enlivened by
the specialty numbers.

"Sportslants" No. 7

Vitaphone 9 mins.
Snappy Sports

Another of the Ted Husing series,

with the radio announcer narrating
further shorts events at Lake Placid

during the Olympics. The shots are

well photographed, covering the

range of skating, bob-sled work on
the dangerous course, and finally the

ski-jumpers. Snappy reel that has

the punch.

"Crosby, Columbo and Vallee"

Vitaphone 7 mins.

Lively Cartoon

A Merrie Melodie cartoon, with
the animated figures as tiny Indians^

The hero chief woos the girl with a

radio, from which come the croon-

ing of the three air palpitators,

Crosby, Columbo and Vallee. Makes
a tuneful number, with the usual

animated antics.

Henry Santrey and His Band in

"Up on the Farm"
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Fair Musical Novelty
In a farm setting on a skyscraper

roof, Henry Santrey's tuneful musi-
cal aggregation dispenses some
pleasing music while the guests in
evening clothes and rube trimmings
dance around and make merry. The
shindig is supposed to be staged by
a playboy who inherited a wad of
dough on the condition that he would
settle down on a farm. Since the
will didn't specify where the farm
should be located, he took advan-
tage of the technicality and made
it a penthouse farm. It's a fairly
entertaining flash number.

Richy Craig, Jr., in

"Maybe I'm Wrong"
Vitaphone 12 mins.

Packed With Laughs
Sent to some provincial town on

an assignment, Richy Craig, Jr.,

finds that everybody there is goofy.
The hotel clerk tries to sell him the
pen used for registering guests. All
rooms are numbered the same be-
cause it's the landlord's birthday.
The bellboy turns out to be the own-
er of the hotel. Detectives go around
wearing a policeman's uniform as a
disguise. And so on. The nut stuff

is handed out so fast and unex-
pectedly that it keeps the laughs
coming almost continually.

"Take Your Pick"

(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
RKO 15 mins.

Interesting
A series of alternating scenes of

the snowy North and the sunny
South, with the audience being told

to "take your pick" of the type of

sport preferred. Tobogganing, mush-
ing, ski riding and other winter
diversions are contrasted with recre-

ations on the sands of Florida and
the golf and tennis courts of the

South. A nicely conceived subject

and presented in interesting fashion.

"Secretary Preferred"

(Van Beuren Miniature)

RKO 10 mins.
Very Good Crook Skit

A crook and his moll plan to make
a haul by going to a high-class jew-

eler, ordering a $10,000 trinket in

the name of a prominent playboy,

for whom the crook poses as secre-

tary, and then getting possession of

the valuable article after it has been

delivered to the office of the rich

gent. But when the con man ap-

plies at the office to pick up the

package on the pretext that it was
delivered by mistake, it turns out

that the playboy's stenog has

vamped him into accepting the

trinket and presenting it to her. A
smoothly performed short story,
with Selmer Jackson, Craufurd Kent
and Hazel Howell among the prin-
cipal players.

"He's A Honey"
Educational 20 mins.

Weak
A Vanity comedy, with crooner

Harry Barris featured along with
Edgar Kennedy and Helen Mann.
The best we can say for this one
is that Kennedy furnishes the only
real humor, and Helen is an eye-
filler. Barris works hard and con-
tinuously, and where they like him
as a radio star, he may draw. The
theme follows the rest of the Barris
series, with the crooner winning the
girl in spite of father's objections,
and the efforts of a prize fighter and
a jealous suitor.

"Radio Girl"

Educational 7 mins.
Lively

A pleasing Paul Terry-Toon with
Philip A. Scheib's special musical
scoring keeping it pepped up. The
cartoon hero is in love with a radio

voice, and in a spectacular fire, per-

forms a novel rescue over the air

waves. Nice cartoon work, and a

lively number.

"Blondes by Proxy"

with Louis John Bartels

RKO 19 mins.

Fast Comedy
Plenty of gags in this one to make

any audience laugh. Bartels as a

hair-dye salesman is invited to

change all the brunettes in a harem
to blondes. His first demonstration
is successful. A beautiful brunette
dancer s^on. sports golden tresses.

While mixing the dye for the harem
girls, Bartels becomes confused and
empties a bottle of hair remover in

the mixture. The result is obvious

and a merry chase concludes the

story. There is some novel material

nacked into this release that keeps

it on the funny side throughout.

"Fly Frolic"

(Aesop's Fable)
RKO 7 mins.

Not Much
This is a sort of a Jekyll and

Hyde theme reversed. A horrible

spider, who has captured a sweet

little lady fly, takes her to his un-

derground laboratory and there

mixes and drinks a concocton that

changes him into a debonnaire gen-

tleman. An army of man-flys

breaks into the spider's den and
savps the frightened girl fly. The
snider and his growls and foam-
ings may scare the kids rather than

amuse them.
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3-REELER8, 'NAMES' WILL

iL BILLS

(Continued from Page 1)

Film Daily. Some of three-reeler

plans, including those of Educa-
tional and Talking Picture Epics,

are detailed elsewhere in this issue.

In addition several independent pro-

ducers have similar intentions. The
search for big name talent is al-

ready under way. and the move is

expected to gain momentum when
production on current schedules is

entirely completed within the next

month or so.

Revivals Are Planned
In Publix B. C. Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

dared the revival policy doing very
well throughout his territory, and
enabling many houses to keep in the

black. Harry Sedgwick and Morris
Stein reported similarly favorable

results. The policy is looked upon
as particularly advantageous for the

next few months.

ARTHUR J. McELHONE DEAD
Funeral services for Arthur J.

McElhone, who acted as the model
for the first motion pictures ever
taken in the United States, were
held Thursday in New York. At
the time of his death McElhone was
a member of the advertising depart-
ment of the McGraw-Hill Publish-
ing Co.

GERVERS HEADS COMMITTEE
F. Ralph Gervers, in charge of

exploitation for Columbia, has been
appointed chairman of the commit-
tee to handle publicity for "The
Press Agents Show" to be given at
one of the large New York theaters
May 22. Serving on the committee
with Gervers are Robert Sisk,
Charles Washburn, C. P. Greneker,
Phyllis Perlman, Nellie Revell,
Thomas Namack, Ann A y r e s,

Thomas Barrows and Helen Hoerle.

ASK MALOY TO WAIVE PAY
Chicago—Reinstatement of Joseph

E. Maloy as examiner of motion pic-

ture operators is contingent upon
his signing a waiver to any claim
for salary during the time he was
suspended, starting last August
when he was indicted with his
brother, Tom.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Orantland Rice Sport Pictures Corp., Phil-

lips & Nizer, 1560 Broadway, New York. 200
shares common.

American Roumanian Film Corp.; Yank-
auer, Davidson & Mann, 122 East 42'nd St.,
New York. $100,000 pfd., 500 shares com-
mon.

Ace Feature Syndicate, photography; J.
Schultz, 522 Fifth Ave., New York. $10,000.

Intimate Relations, theatrical business; J
Levine, 26 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y. $10,000
pfd., 100 shares common.

Liberty Amusement Corp., theatrical busi-
ness; L. Tannenbaum, 38 Park Row, New
York. $10,000.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Portland, Ore. — Ike Geller has

purchased an interest in the West-
ern Sound Equipment Co., which dis-

tributes Synchrofilm equipment.

Canton, O. — The Windsor, only
non-union house here, announces
that union projectionists have been
engaged and this policy will con-
tinue in the future.

Pleasanton, Tex.—J. S. Edwards
has taken over the Plestex from P.

A. Vance.

Cleveland^American News Reel
will be distributed in Ohio through
Zenith Picture Co., Film Exchange
Bldg.

Cleveland—Moe Koppelman, Uni-
versal district booker, is spending

several weeks in the local Universal
exchange.

Akron, O.—RKO Palace has re-
turned to split-week policy after
several months of full-week. House
is using mostly first-runs in connec-
tion with four-act stage bill.

Alliance, O.—The Columbia, after
several weeks of revival policy at
reduced admission, is returning to
first-run M-G-M features at the for-
mer admission of 25 cents for adults.

San Diego, Tex.—A. E. Garcia
has purchased the Empire.

Galion, O.—P. E. Essick of the
Scoville Essick and Reif circuit, and
Myer Fine of Associated Theater,
Cleveland, have purchased the State
here from A. J. Paul.

C> PRESENTATIONS O
By JACK HARROWER

Roxy
Comedy is the feature of the cur-

rent Roxy stage show. Chief per-
formers are Frank and Milt Britton
and their Gang from the last Zieg-
feld "Follies." The Brittons are
accompanied by Gene Gory and Tito.
Others are Pepito, clown; Roger
Pryor Dodge Trio, dancers; Patricia
Bowman, premiere danseuse; Fred
Waring's band with Stuart Church-
ill, tenor, and the Roxyettes and the
Ballet Corps.

Paramount
"Joy Jamboree," new Boris Petroff

show, is at the Paramount. It has

Capitol
Joe Cook, comedy star, headlines

the program on the Capitol stage

this week. Slate Brothers, Harrison

and Fisher and the Chester Hale
Girls also are on the bill, in addition

to Joe Cook's Specialty Stars. Yasha
Bunchuk's orchestra compilation is

"Through the Opera Glasses."

a star cast including George Jessel,
Bing Crosby, Lillian Roth, Burns
and Allen, and Trainor Bros., with
Rubinoff and the Jesse Crawfords
also appearing in the stage offering.

Inventor Demonstrates
His "Phantom Orchestra"

(Continued from Page 1)

tached to each, band and orchestral

music was amplified and distinctly

heard. Smith is now negotiating for

a public demonstration at the Roxy.

RKO BOOKS HOFFMAN FILM
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Vanity Fair of To-

day," produced by Allied Pictures,
of which M. H. Hoffman is presi-

dent, has been set in for tentative
dates at the RKO theater in Los
Angeles and the RKO Orpheum, San
Francisco, with other RKO houses
to follow. The picture also has been
sold to Gaumont for England. Hoff-
man is now in New York closing
other territories for the series,

known as Allied Classics.

FIRE DAMAGES CHL HOUSE
Chicago—Fire the other day did

$15,000 damage to the old Gayety
at 9205 Commercial Ave.

Court Finds No Control
Of Cooper Unit by F. P.

(Continued from Page 1)

is nothing to indicate that Famous
Players were or are responsible for
the existence of the Cooper organi-
zation," the judgment states.

QUEBEC ALLIED ACTIVE
Montreal—Quebec Allied Theatri-

cal Industries, Inc., formed recently
to embrace exhibitors as well as
other branches of the film business
in the province of Quebec, is now
installed in its headquarters at the
Mount Royal Hotel and launching
various activities in the interests of
its members.

"U" CHANGES TITLE
"Scandal for Sale" is the final

title for the Universal picture for-
merly known as "Scandal Market"
and "Hot News." It is being re-
leased April 10. Tom Mix's "Destry
Rides Again" is set for release
April 17.

CONN. MPTO WANTS W.E.

TO MEET RCA SERVICE COT

(Continued from Page 1)

member houses. The membership
expressed complete satisfaction over
the recent affiliation with the M. P.
T. 0. A. and agreed to stand firmly
behind President M. A. Lightman in
all the constructive projects of the
national body.

1State Film Censorship
Is Called a Failure

Cleveland—Declaring the "sta'

censorship has failed because it hai

been carried out in name only am
not in spirit," the Cleveland Cin^mi
Club has gone on record for aboli-

tion of state control and the sub-
stitution of a federal system. It

was proposed that a motion picture
commission be established with nine
members, preferably those who have
had experience in social work. They
shall be named by the President, ap-
proved by the Senate and maintain
headquarters in Washington, with
court power in making decisions

WINS PUBLIX SLOGAN PRIZE
Providence — Morris Mogelever,

publisher of "The Weekly World'
with offices at Pascoag, has beei

awarded an automobile by Publi
for his slogan, "A Nation Can't B<

Wrong." Slogans were submittec
through Publix houses in Paw
tucket, Woonsocket, Newport an(

Providence.

FRANK MELFORD WITH WEISf
Frank Melford, who recently com

pleted editing the feature version o:~

"King of the Wild," featuring Bori
Karloff, for J. H. Hoffberg Co., ha
been engaged by Weiss Brothers t

assist Aubrey Scotto and Sidne;

Goldin in the direction of "Unci!

Moses," feature starring Mauric;
Schwartz. Shooting starts Mondai
at the Metropolitan Studios in Foi
Lee.

MORENO FINISHES "SANTA"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—Antonio Moreno, wl

is directing pictures in Mexico Git;

has completed "Santa," a featul

starring Lupita Tovar. Alex Phij

lips was in charge of the photor

raphy.

Calcutta, with a popular of 1,250,000,

has 30 motion picture theaters, lombay,
with less than a million inhabitants, kas

26 theaters.
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They'll never forget the thrill he gave

them in "DADDY LONG LEGS"

— and they want another! A title that

tells them they'll get it. Date it for a

cinch clean-up

AHArEUR
DADDY

'Wlith

Narian Nixon
Rita La Roy, William Pawley. From

Mildred Cram's novel, "Scotch Valley."

Directed by JOHN BLYSTONE.

Released

APRIL 10th
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Thrill Films Lead in Preference, Hays Poll Shows

POSTERJRMS ORGANJlG PROTEGM GROUP

10 Union Locals Vote to Accept Scale Reductions
More Cities Follow Lead

of Local 306 in

Wage Cut
Recognizing the seriousness of

the situation more than 10 operators'

and stagehands' locals have voted to

cooperate with theaters through ac-

cepting wage reductions approximat-
(Continucd on Page 8)

EAST-WEST SALES MEE18

PLANNEDJY COHA
According to present plans Colum-

bia will hold sales conventions in

Atlantic City and Los Angeles the

latter part of May. Branch man-
agers and salesmen will attend.

Next season's line-up will include

26 features and 16 westerns.

Wisconsin Film Hearing
Scheduled for April 2

Milwaukee — Arguments in the

request of 12 film companies for a
permanent injunction restraining the

state department of agriculture and
markets from proceeding with an
investigation into alleged unfair

practices are expected to be heard
in Madison on April 2.

Three Federal judges, including

Judge F. A. Geiger, who issued a
temporary injunction March 19, will

sit jointly to hear the order to show
cause why a permanent injunction

should not be issued. If it is pos-

sible for the three judges to meet
together on April 2, the hearing
will be held at that time.

Fox Asks Circuits to Return Posters

Fox has "requested" affiliated circuits to return all of its posters after they
use them, following its threat to legally prevent Behrend Supply Co. from handling
in advertising accessories. The circuits so fai! have not indicated their intention of

complying with the request, it is understood.

Family Type Pictures
Increased Last Month

More Working Capital

Obtained by Paramount
Paramount is understood to have

added to its working capital by a

loan of about $15,000,000 from the

Chemical National Bank.

A slight increase over the usual
percentage of family films, as desig-
nated in the monthly Selected Pic-
tures Guide of the National Board
of Review, is shown in the current
issue of the Board's magazine, which
gives a "family audience" rating to

(.Continued on Page 8)

Court Holds Empire Union is Bona Fide

A decision upholding the status of

Empire State M. P. Operators'

Union as a bona fide labor organiza-

tion, and declaring that certain

phases of picketing by Local 306

were unlawful, has been handed
down by the Appellate Division in

the Brooklyn cases involving the

Windsor, Stillwell and Rugby thea-

ters. The ruling says in part:
"The evidence amply justified the finding

that the Empire State Motion Picture Opera-

tors' Union is a bona fide labor union; that

there were valid, binding and subsisting con-

(Contmued on Page 8)

Phil Dunas Resigns

As Columbia Chi. Mgr.
Phil Dunas has resigned as branch

manager of the Columbia exchange

in Chicago. A successor will be ap-

pointed by Jerry Safron of the Co-

lumbia home office sales department

who left yesterday for Chicago.

Dunas expects to announce new
plans in about a week.

30 Poster Companies to

Participate in Chi.

Meet April 11-12
Formation of a national protective

association of poster supply and al-

lied companies is the object of a
convention called for April 11 and

(Continued on Page 8)

THEATER POOLING DEALS

IN UPSTATE NEW YORK

Utica—In a deal which is regard-
ed as a forerunner of other similar
pooling plans, "ivolving major cir-

cuits, Skouras 'os. have turned over
two local hous , to Warner Bros, to
operate. Benjamin Stern has been
placed in charge of the theaters.

In Syracuse RKO is reported after
the Strand, which is leased by War-
ners, following failure of negotia-
tions through which Publix tried to
get the house.

More Native Production

Sought by French Gov't

Paris—A plan whereby the tax burden of

exhibitors will be lightened if a greater amount
of film production is undertaken in France Is

I
now under consideration by the Government.

IPremier Tardieu and Minister of Education Rou-
Istan have conferred on the matter. The idea

linvolves a basic reorganization of the French
I Movie industry.

Preference for Thrill Films
Shown in First Poll Returns

Max Fellerman Joins

RKO Film Booking Dep't

Max Fellerman has joined the

RKO film booking department under
Phil Reisman. He will handle west-

em houses.

Pictures containing thrills are

the almost universal favorite, low
comedy is the overwhelming choice

of intellectuals, and Texas Guinan
is in favor of uplift on the screen.

These are highlights from the first

returns in the National Motion Pic-

iContinued on Page 8)

Agent Wins Court Ruling
In Suit Over Commission

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Regardless of during

what period of a year's agreement
an agent obtains work for a client,

the latter must continue to pay the
agent 10 per cent of his earnings
even after the life of the agreement,
it has been ruled by Judge Wilbur
C. Curtis in the case of the Selznick-

Joyce Agency, which claimed $1,105
due from Samson Raphaelson,
writer.

Memphis Suburban Exhibs

Meet on Mutual Problems

Memphis—Zoning of the city to secure ad-

mission price uniformity in various sections and

a reduction in the operator scale were discussed

at a meeting of the newly formed Suburban

Theatrical Ass'n. Charles A. Boyd of the Your

Theater Croup is acting chairman of the new
organization. Operators said they would take

a 10 per cent cut if given a 22 months' con-

tract.
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The Broadiray Parade
(Week of March 25)

FIRST-RUNS
PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Tarzan, the Ape Man" M-G-M Capitol
"Broken Wing" Paramount Paramount
"Gay Caballero" Fox Roxy
"Girl Crazy" RKO Mayfair
"Missing Rembrandt" First Division Strand
"Blonde Captive" (5th week) Imperial Dist Liberty

SECOND RUNS
"Alias the Doctor" First National Warner

EXTENDED RUNS
"One Hour With You" Paramount Rivoli and Rialto
"Crowd Roars" Warner Bros Winter Garden

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Das Lied 1st Aus" Assoc. Cinema ..Europa
"Tempest" (2nd week) Leo Brecher Little Carnegie
"Avalanche" First Division Fifth Ave. Playhouse
"Cossacks of the Don" (2nd vreek) Amkino Cameo
"Zappatore" Napoli Film Co Sam H. Harris

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Theft' of the Mona Lisa" (March 29) . Tobis Forenfilms Europa
"Grand Hotel" (April 5) M-G-M Astor

FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net

Net Low Close Chg.
Col. Pict. ctfs 7 ea 7 — %
Con. Fm. Ind 3ii 3}i SH ~ 'A

East. Kodak .... 75^ 74 74'/i — iVi

Fox Fm. "A".. 3}4 3'A 3M
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) Ji ^ ^
Loew's, Inc 28 27!^ 27Y2 — Va

do pfd 68^ 68'/i 68^ — 1

Paramount 7^ 6}4 7 — V2

RCA 7y» 6J4 6J4 — %
do pfd. "B" lOH 10 10—2
RKO (new) 4 3Va 3H — H
Warner Bros 2^ 2J^ 2\i — Vt

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technocolor 1^ \1i VA

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 3 2M 2M
Keith A-O 6s 40.. 49 J« 48 48
Loew 6s 41ww 87 87 87
Paramount 6s 47.. 44 42 44
Par. By. SJ^sSl.. 65 65 65
Par. 5Hs50 39^ 39 39

— 2

SIROVICH STRICKEN
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Representative Siro-

vich, chairman of the patents com-
mittee in drafting a copyright bill,

is recuperating following a collapse

Friday due to kidney trouble.

» ^t
ft New York Long Island City ${
It 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. it
it BRyant 9-4712 STillweU 4-7940 :*:

:^ in

.t

li Eastman Films I

« J. E. Brulatour, Inc. H

Chicago Hollywood
ft 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica ft

fl CALumet3692 n'"-" «

"Face on Bar Room Floor"

For State Rights Field
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Aubrey Kennedy Pic-

tures Corp. will produce "The Face
on the Bar Room Floor" as a state

rights attraction. The company
says that 75 per cent of the U. S.

territory already has been sold.

Sunday Show Campaign
Being Waged in Wisconsin
Milwaukee — Interests favoring

repeal of the Wisconsin "blue laws,"

as well as forces opposed to a

change, are conducting strong cam-
paigns in advance of the vote on the

issue scheduled for April 5.

Churches, the Milwaukee Retail

Grocers' Ass'n and the United Mas-
ter Barbers' Ass'n are among those
opposed to repeal, while exhibitors,

Seventh Day Adventists and the Re-
ligious Liberties Ass'n are working
for legalization of Sunday activi-

ties.

NEW TELEVISION FIRM
Television Enterprises of America

has been formed to manufacture
and sell a television receiver that

will show an image 10 x 12 inches.

The company's plant at 338 Berry
St., Brooklyn, has been equipped to

produce 500 televisors a week, and
will have models ready for public
demonstration by April 12. The re-

ceiver and televisor was designed by
H. Marshall Scolnick, radio and tele-

vision engineer. Mechanical design
is attributed to Louis Schulman, and
production superintendent is Benja-
min May.
TOOK A CHANCE—AND LOST
Racine, Wis.—Dan Parant, usher

at the Uptown theater here, was
ribbed of $215 in theater receipts
which he was taking to the bank.
The holdup occurred the first time
Parant was not accompanied by a
police officer in making his deposits.

Frank Borzage to Direct

"Cavalcade" for Fox Film
Frank Borzage has been assigned

to direct the Noel Coward London
stage hit, "Cavalcade," and will sail
with Coward in the near future fot
England to see the original stage
production. Sonya Levien and S. N.
Behrman, who are to write the
screen play, also will sail. Mrs.
Borzage, who is now in the Far
East, will join her husband in Lon-
don and return here with him.

Eddie Buzzel Signs
Columbia Contract

Eddie Buzzell, who recently com-
pleted "The Big Timer," his first
feature-length production, has been
placed under long-term contract by
Columbia. His next picture will be
announced shortly.

Three Writers Signed

By Samuel Goldwyn
William Anthony McGuire, Bert

Kalmar and Harry Ruby have been
signed by Samuel Goldwyn to write
story material, music and Ijrrics for
the two Eddie Cantor pictures
which Goldwyn is making for re-
lease by United Artists next season.

CROMWELL SIGNS AGAIN
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 1>AILY
HolljTwood — John Cromwell has

signed a new Paramount contract as
director. His next assignment will
be a Tallulah Banfchead picture to
follow "Thunder Below."

Blvd. i>
HOLlywood 4121 J?

w««a«MMtc«OTm««ffi«««»a»«

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Baloi

Powers CInaptiona Equipment Corporation

SENNETT NATURALIZED
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mack Sennett has be-

come a naturalized U. S. citizen. He
was born in Canada as Michael Sin-
nott.

723-TTH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT •-•0«T

NOW BOOKING
A ROAD SHOW ATTRACTION

GRETA CARBO "^

'STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

72>—7Mi AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Special Meeting of Actor'i
Equity Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

March 29: Testimonial dinner by Philadel-
phia M. P. T. O. to Jules Levy, Adel-
phia Hotel, Philadelphia.

March 30: Testimonial dinner by Baltimore
exhibitors to Jules Levy, Sherry's
Baltimore.

March 30-31: Allied Theaters of Minna-
sota, North and South Dakota, annual
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolit.

Apr. 4: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister't Club Housa.
New York.

April 11-12: Meeting to form a national pro-
tective association of poster supply and
allied companies. Hotel Stevens, Chicago.

April 16: Associated Theater Owners ol
Maryland dance and entertainment, Balti-
more, Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In-
diana Indorsers of Photoplayi, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolii, Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film tales convention. New
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam,
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Sodaty
of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion, Chicago.

May 17-20: Paramount annual sales con
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employei
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hal],
Columbus, O.

ri

I
G. Wm. Wolf Now Heads
San Francisco Film Board
San Francisco—G. William Wolf,

branch manager of the local RKO
exchange, has been elected president
of the San Francisco Film Board 0:

Trade.

ZANE GREY FILM FOR CAMEC
Zane Grey's "Adventures of the

South Seas" has been booked 1||

open Thursday at the RKO Camei

You Will Find I

In TheYearBook
I

Whether you want to

know the work of a

player, or the number
of theaters In a town,
or the motion picture

situation in a foreign

country, or the officers

of an industry organ-
ization, or a thousand
and one other facts,

you will find it in

The 1932

FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK

Free to FILM DAILY
Subscribers

Your check for $10.00
brings you this unsur-

passed reference volume
in addition to the

FILM DAILY six times
a week for one year
(Foreign subscription

$15.00)

THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway New York City
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THERE ARE HITS

THERE ARE GREAT HITS
— and then comes

MAURI CE

HEVALIERi
IN AN

Opened March 23rd, double world

premiere, Rivoli and Rialto, New York!

Two long-run houses to take care of

the crowds! Two box offices to take

care of the money! What a man!

What a picture! What a profit maker!

Directed by Ernst Liibitsch. From a play by Lothar

Schmidt. Music by Oscar Straus. W^ m Tp M l^/flT ^~^ W T l^T ^V^

ONE HOUR WITH YOll

JeanetteHAcDONALD
GENEVIEVE TOBIN

|

ROLAND YOUNG • CHARLIE RUGGLES



BringYouRPflTRONf
Every one knows that TESS OF THE STORM
POLLYANNA, DADDY LONQLEQS and h

meaningless pictures at different intervals, lef

LENA RIVERS has the same sweetness aip-

cry and he entertained.
\

LENA RIVERS is a real hox office

man and here is a worthwhile pict

Don't let the good will and gi
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Owned and Produced

QUADRUPLE
FilmCorp.Ltd.

JAMES KIRKW<
MORGAN GALL<
JOHN ST. POI
JOHN LARKIN
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TRY, REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM,
i OF THE BEESf after a series of sordid and
isiness hack to public favor,

ineness that will make your patrons laugh.

Wake up I You are a smart shoW'

^ou and your patrons,

'cam of dollars pass you by,

ire quick!
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THE

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

c=
Presidential Campaign
Plugs Rogers' Pix

'T'O exploit Will Rogers' pic-

ture, "Business and Pleas-

ure," Manager J. L. Mitchell of

the Genesee, Waukegan, 111.,

sold the Waukegan "News-Sun"

the idea of putting on a Will

Rogers for President Campaign

Platform contest. Ballots were

printed in the newspaper, pro-

viding for six planks, the first

to be Business and Pleasure.

Twenty guest tickets were
awarded to the 20 people who
sent in what the newspapers

thought to be the best plat-

forms. While the contest was

conducted along humorous lines,

the great quantity of platforms

providing for the repeal of the

18th Amendment and action on

unemployment evoked a long

editorial in the paper sponsor-

ing the contest.

—Genesee, Waukegan, III.

Aeroplane Stunt

For "Hell Divers"

AJANAGER C. Frederick of
•^ -^ the Capitol, Pittsfield,

Mass., used a large airship and
an effect record to advertise
"Hell Divers." Frederick bor-

rowed a large airship which he
planted on top of the marquee
with a long banner carrying
title only from top of upright
sign to airship. In addition, an
aeroplane effect record was used,

with loud speaker concealed on
roof. This was operated at cer-

tain intervals; the loud roar
causing passersby to gaze sky-
ward.—Capitol, Pittsfield, Mass.
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SUN$HIN€
IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

In the face of "hard times" Columbia
Pictures in the first six months of the
current fiscal year succeeded in showing
a net profit equal to the same period in
the preceding year.

AlONG lALTO
PIIILM.DALY

NtW YORK. lOS ANGELES

• • • LOOKS AS if the most comprehensive plan ever
launched in the film biz to aid employees of an organizashe has
been inaugurated by the Warner Club this home office

activity, that started as a social and co-operative buying club

has been enlarged to include every Warner employee
in the Youessay and Canada with a system of benefits

to members that is all-embracing

* * * *

• # • C'N YA imagine! for three berries a year
or two bits per month members are entitled

to a death benefit sick benefits medical attention
legal aid and mebbe a pension in addi-

tion to all the social benefits

• • • AND THE Marriage Racket is given a boost
any member who gets shackled collects 50 smackers
so no doubt there will be a slew of inter-office marriages among
members that will jack the bounty up to 100 iron men

and many a married couple starts off nowadays on less

than that but it grieves us to note that the sponsors
of the Warner Club plan have made no provision for Alimony

for that is bound to follow in any percentage
of marriages it seems to us that the company is mor-
ally responsible to do something about that after bait-

ing a mugg into marriage with the 50-dollar snare and
the tie-up goes blooey and the dame nicks him for a
weekly kick-in isn't he gonna feel that the Warner Club
plan started the Agony ? and won't that break down his
morale?

• • • FIRST AID to the Census Bureau is also provided
in this scheme every member adding a baby to the fam-
ily collects 50 berries this generous proviso is liable to
bring on an epidemic of clock-watchers because every
minute counts in a matter like this the guy who scrams
from the ossif first has a toe hold on this prize money.
just like any other sprinter

• • • BUT IN all seriousness this Warner CluB
plan is of inestimable value in building up a loyal and perma-
ment personnel for the company for $3 a year a member
gets $250 death benefit $10 per week for every week
of illness service of doctor and nurse and legal
aid and advice so with all these comprehensive advan-
tages any Warner employee is liable to think seriously
about hopping to another organization

• • • RIGHT THERE if you ask us enters
the first definite step by any major film company to conserve
its personnel built up laboriously and expensively over
a period of years which is always bein' shot to 'ell in
this dizzy biz as some key-man in an important job
hops to a competitor giving them the benefit of all the
ripe experience the first company has paid for and not
only that but taking with him all the Confidential Data
of inside operating policy that competitors are always
eager to secure so mebbe Common Sense is creeping
into the Industry at last with this realization on the
part of Warners that any company is only as strong
as its Personnel kept Intact to continue building
Constructively

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

e
Time for Distributor

To Use His Brains

pROM sources which may be
believed to be reliable, comes

information that the chains, un-
willing to admit that huge
groups of theaters can not be
operated on the chain grocery
plan and ever ready to prevent
the opposition from making
profit, will demand more exces-
sive protection than in the past.

Showmanship has apparently
been thrown out the window.
Instead, the circuits will attempt
to insure their profits by pre-
venting the independents from
making any at all. ... In
Washington the annual Brook-
hart bill is under consideration.

Yearly, more and more support
is thrown toward the measure,
mainly due to selfishness, and
always a headache for the dis-

tribution end of the business.

If the distributor and producer
play fair with the independent
exhibitor, then the Brookhart
measure can be little aid to the

unaffiliated theaterman. But,

when the selling season rolls

around, if the chains demand
excessive protection, then the

independents must turn toward
governmental regulation to se-

cure his own protection, of his

right to stay in business. No
producer, no distributor, no
smart exhibitor wants the

Brookhart measure to become
effective. Few theatermen feel

that the measure is a real cure.

But faced with an alternative,

the exhibitor would have little

choice. It would seem easier to

let the distributors deal with
the government if they so desire

than fight a fosing battle

against protection. In the last

analysis, it is for the distributor

to choose. The time is now.
—Jay Emanuel

MANY PAPPY RETUPNS

« « « » » »

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 28
William T. Cleason William Laidlaw, Jr.||
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

I

HOLLYWOOD
J^ARRY WAGSTAFF GRIBBLE,

the noted stage director who has
just been signed by Paramount to
try his hand at directing pictures,
celebrated a birthday Easter Sunday.

* 4> *

Frances Dee, who will play oppo-
site Stuart Irwin in "Merton of the
Talkies," started her colorful career
when she was chosen from the ranks
of the extras to play opposite Mau-
rice Chevalier in "Playboy of Paris."
She has also appeared in "An Amer-
ican Tragedy," "Rich Man's Folly,"
"June Moon," "Caught" and other
pictures.

• * *

Aben Kandel, playwright and
scenarist, who is with M-G-M, was
an interested spectator at the Los
Angeles opening of "Wonder Bar,"
starring Al Jolson. Kandel who co-
adapted the play from the German,
acted in the Washington and New
York engagements of the play, but
had never seen it from "out front."

• « *

Our Passing Show: B. P. Schul-
berg, Emanuel Cohen, Al Kaufman,
Eddie Cantor, Al Jolson, Edgar Sel-
wyn, Samson Raphaelson, William
Beaudine, Rosco Ates, Al Rosen,
James Flood, J. Samuel Berkowitz
watching Lee Ramage outpoint Steve
Hamas at the Olympic.

* « *

Erie Hampton and Roy Miller,
veteran press agents, have formed
a partnership to publicize stars,

writers and directors and have
opened oiBces in the Figuero Build-
ing. Hampton, who is a former
New York newspaperman, has been
with Fox and Pathe, while Miller
was press agent for the Carthay
Circle for several years.

* * *

Charles Nester of Nester Produc-
tions has signed Ethel E. Taylor to
a long contract for a series of fea-
tures, the first of which will be
"Buffalo Trail." Miss Taylor has
had much stage experience.

« « *

Rowland Y. Lee is acting as asso-
ciate producer on "The Sign of the
Four," his first picture for Basil
Dean Productions, London. The
Prince of Wales visited Lee's set re-
cently.

Of Hie 25 talking and sound pictaras
raltased in Turkty durinf th« first five
wetks of 1932, but six war* productd !
Hia United States.

Francis Lyon, a Mack Sennett
film editor, is "toning" down the
sound of footsteps in "Heavens, My
Husband." Lyon is softening the
clatter made by a heavy-footed
comedian as he walks down a long
hallway in one of the comedy
scenes. Lyon does this by his own
process of re-recording the sound on
new film to soften the volume.

* * *

Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby,
who with William Anthony McGuire
have just been added to the Samuel
Goldwyn staff to write story and
musical material for the two Eddie
Cantor specials on the new season's
schedule, have just finished their
work on "Horse Feathers" for the
Marx Brothers in collaboration with
S. J. Perlman, with whom they also
wrote "Animal Crackers." They will

prepare the book and music for
"The Kid from Spain," which is to

be an extravaganza even more ex-
travagant than either "Whoopee" or

"Palmy Days." In it Cantor will

ortray the role of a bull-fighter, and
he has gone to Mexico to find local

color for his part.
* 4> 4>

Anderson Lawler, New York lead-

ing man, has been signed by Para-
mount to enact the role of a gigolo
in "Sinners in the Sun," in support
of Carole Lombard, Chester Morris,
Adrienne Ames and Alison Skip-
worth.

* * *

William Anthony McGuire, author
of Eddie Cantor's two outstanding
stage successes, "Kid Boots" and
"Whoopee," will prepare the second
Cantor vehicle to follow im/medi-

ately upon the completion of "The
Kid From Spain," on which shoot-

ing is tentatively set to start the

second week in May.
* * 4c

Thelma Todd, who appeared with
the Four Marx Brothers in "Monkey
Business," will play in their next
Paramount film, "Horse Feathers."
As the icy-hearted "college widow"
wooed by all four of the comics, she
will share feminine honors with
Florine McKinney, the ingenue lead.

* * *

Sidney Howard is on his way here

from New York with the completed
script of "The Brothers Karama-
zov," which will serve as the next
Ronald Colman vehicle for Samuel
Goldwyn. No leading woman has
been assigned as yet, but production

is tentatively scheduled to start

May 15.
* * *

John Breeden will play the juve-
nile lead in the Paramount picture
tentatively titled "The Countess of
Auburn." Breeden will work with
three of the screen's leading veter-
ans, Alison Skipworth, Richard
Bennett and George Barbier, all of
whom now are under contract to

Paramount,

LOUIS WEISS

PRESENTS

THE GREATEST OF ALL JEWISH ACTORS

Maurice Schwartz
in His FIRST and ONLY

TALKING PICTURE

// //

UNCLE MOSES
A SPECTACULAR PRODUCTION OF THE SENSA-

TIONAL STAGE SUCCESS BY

SHOLOM ASCH
WITH A DISTINGUISHED CAST OF JEWISH STARS

INCLUDING

RUBIN GOLDBERG
THE JEWISH RADIO FAVORITE

JUDITH ABARBANELL
MARK SCHWEID—ZVEE SCOOLER—SALLY SCHOR—
REBECCA WEINTRAUB — LEON SEIDENBERC— WOLF
COLDFADEN—SAM CERTLER—ABE SINCOFF—MICHAEL
GIBSON—JACOB MESTEL

RELEASED APRIL 20th FOR

PASSOVER WEEK
DIRECTED BY SIDNEY COLDIN
SUPERVISED BY AUBREY SCOTTO

DISTRIBUTED BY

YIDDISH TALKING PICTURES, Inc.

SUITE 506, 729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-3169 Cable: Weisspict, N. Y.
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THRILL FILMS LEAD

IN PREFERENCE POLL

(Continued from Page 1)

ture Preference Poll being conducted

by the Hays Organization. The re-

sponse indicates that many of the

modern entertainment pictures have

drav.'n new elements of attendance

to movie houses, says Carl E. Milli-

ken in issuing the first report. He
adds: ,. ^ ^,

"It is too early to predict the

most significant features of public

preference which this national sur-

vey will develop, but three points

stand out from the opinions thus far

received.
"First, is the fact that the con-

tinuously increasing number of good
pictures produced is greatly widen-

ing the entertainment appeal of the

scrGGii*

"Second, is the almost universal

preference for entertainment that

thrills, expressed by banker and
butcher, by artist and housewife

and by poet and merchant alike, as

evidenced in the decided choice of

adventure and mystery themes; and
"Third, is the general apprecia-

tion of comedy on the screen, with

the interesting fact brought out that

low comedy or slapstick, usually

considered the preference of the low-

ly 'moron,' is the overwhelming
choice of many prominent intellect-

uals.

"Many distinguished leaders of

public opinion would have the screen

mirror every possible aspect of life,

their only proviso being that each
picture furnish the best artistic de-

lineation."

Among the notable figures who
have cast their votes in the poll are:

Bernard M. Baruch, former head of the

U. S. War Industries Board; J. C. Penney,
chain store magnate; Gov. and Mrs. Gifford

Pinchot, Pennsylvania; Prof. Michael I. Pup-
in, the famous physicist and inventor; Dr.

Hendrik Willem van Loon, author and his-

torian; H. L. Mencken; Prof. E. W. Kem-
merer, of Princeton, economic adviser to

many foreign governments; Daniel Frohman;
Mrs. Andrew Carnegie; William Allen White,
the Kansas editor; Mrs. Dolly Curtis Gann,
sister of the Vice-President ol the United
States; George Ade; Dr. Smith Ely Jelliffe.

president of the Psychoanalytic Society of

America; Irvin S. Cobb, humorist; Agnes
Repplier, the essayist; Judge Ben B. Lind-

sey of Denver; Matthew Woll, vice-president

of the Amreican Federation of Labor; Prin-

cess Troubetzkoy (Amelie Rives) ; William
Jennings Bryan, Jr.; Darwin R. James, the

banker.
Mme. Maria Jeritza, Metropolitan Opera

star; Grantland Rice, sports authority; Gen.

Hugh L. Scott, former Chief of Staff of

the U. S. Army; Edwin Markham, author

of "The Man with a Hoe"; Leopold Stokow-
ski, conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra;

Aimee Semple McPherson (Hutton), famous

COMING & GOING

SIDNEY HOWARD left Sunday for the

coast, taking along his script of "The Broth-
ers Karamazov," in which Samuel Goldwyn
will star Ronald Colman.
BUDD ROGERS, Sono Art-World Wide

sales manager who is on a tour of exchanges,
arrives in Dallas today.
RICHARD BARTHELMESS, First Na-

tional star who is on his way to Europe from
the Orient, is due to arrive in New York
on April 18.

JERRY SAFRON left for Chicago yes-

terday.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By "C. a:

T GUIS SIMON, originator and star

for many years in the popular
"Simple Simon" comedies and who
also won fame as co-star with the
late George LeMaire, is being star-

red at the Vitaphone studio in

Brooklyn in a new comic novelty
written especially for him, called

"Stuck, Stuck, Stucco." Alf Gould-
ing is directing the picture, written
by Jack Henley and Glen Lambert,
Vitaphone staff scenarists. The sup-
porting cast features Ralph Locke,
one of the leading players in

"Blessed Event," current Broadway
stage success; Maurice Barrett,

Gertrude Mudge and Lucille Sears.

Aubrey Scotto is directing "Uncle
Moses," Jewish talking picture star-

ring Maurice Schwartz, supported by
a group of Jewish stage and radio

stars now in production at the Met-
ropolitan Studio.

•

Alice Reinheart, who appeared in
several shorts and feature produc-
tions for Ufa while in Berlin, and
who played the feminine lead on
Broadway in "Papavert," makes her
first appearance in pictures in the
United States in "The Sky Hawk,"
featuring Captain Frank Hawks,
and produced at the Brooklyn Vita-
phone studio.

•

Ed Gargan, who is playing
in the current Broadway pro-
duction, "Face the Mu^ic," has
an important role in "Four
Wheels—No Brakes," in which
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth
are starred by Vitaphone studio
under the direction of Alf
Goulding.

10 Union Locals Vote
Reductions in Scale

{Continued from Page 1)

ing 10 per cent. In addition to

Local 306, New York City, which
started the balF rolling, the unions
in the following situations are vol-

untarily accepting cuts in pay of

members working in both circuits

and independent houses: Boston,
operators; Akron, 0., operators; At-
lantic City, operators and stage
hands; Worcester, operators; Mem-
phis, stage hands and operators;

Pittsburgh, operators ; McKeesport,
operators; Olean, N. Y., operators;

Albany, stage hands.

Skouras Jersey House __
Launch Business Drive

Managers of the Skouras New
Jersey division are preparing to

launch an extensive campaign for

business during the entire month of

April, which they have designated
as Maurie Stahl Month as a testi-

monial to Zone Manager Maurie
Stahl. Bookings, publicity, exploita-

tion stunts, etc., are all being set up
and taken care of by the men in

the division, which is divided into

two districts: Jersey City, super-
vised by Irving Lesser, and Bergen
County, supervised by Dan Wein-
berg.

LOEW BOOKS CLYDE SPECIAL
Loew's Greater New York Circuit

has booked "Heavens! My Hus-
band!" Educational-Mack Sennett
three-reel comedy special starring
Andy Clyde, for all the theaters.

The deal involves a minimum of 180
days of plasdng time.

evangelist; Richard Washburn Child, ex-am-
bassador to Rome; Robert W. Chambers;
Wallace Irwin, the autkor; Howard Chandler
Christy; Secretary of the Interior Ray Ly-
man Wilbur; Mrs. Helen Wills Moody, tennis
champion; Rev. Arthur J. Brown, secretary
emeritus of the Presbyterian Board of For-
eign Missions, and others.

Empire State Operators

Upheld as Bona Fide Union
{Continued from Page 1)

tracts of employment for definite period of

time between the plaintiffs and that union at

the time the defendant conducted its picketing
of the theaters of the plaintiffs, and that this

picketing was conducted with knowledge on
the part of the defendant of the existence of

such contracts.
"Such orderly picketing with truthful pla-

cards was wrong, although the means em-
ployed were otherwise lawful, _ because such
acts were indulged in to attain a wrongful
and therefore an unlawful purpose, to wit,

the breach of contracts of employment for

fixed and definite periods of time."

MONTY MacLEVY MOVES
Monty MacLevy, director of pub-

licity for the Rinzler and Frisch
Theaters (Randforce Amusement
Corp.), is now making his headquar-
ters at the Savoy theater, Bedford
Ave., Brooklyn. Benjamin Freed-
man replaces MacLevy as manager
of the Lefferts theater, Richmond
Hill, L. I. MacLevy, in addition to

being in charge of publicity work
for the 40 former Fox theaters, will

also manage the Savoy.

PASSED WITHOUT CUTS
"The Famous Ferguson Case,"

newspaper story in which First Na-
tional stars Joan Blondell, has been
passed by the New York Censor
Board without a single elimination
being ordered.

PUBLIX CONSOLIDATES DEPTS.
Purchasing, maintenance and sound

projection departments of Publix
have been consolidated under the su-
pervision of Eugene Zukor.
A consolidation of the transporta-

tion and traffic departments also has
been effected, with Larry Flynn in

charge.

"ARROWSMITH" IN LONDON
London—"Arrowsmith" opens at

the Tivoli today after a preview
which was attended by some of Eng-
land's leading literary, medical and
social figures.

POSTERIHRMS TO TORN

PROTECTIVEJRGANIZATION

{Continued from Page 1)

12 at the Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
The move is inspired by recent ac-
tion of Fox in demanding that a
poster company cease re-selling its

posters.
Plans for the meeting are being

arranged by New York and Phila-
delphia poster men. Representatives
of 30 poster firms and others from
sign shops, banner manufacturers,
poster mounters and associated in-
dustries will attend. National offices

may be established in New York or
Philadelphia.

Counsel will be engaged to repre-
sent the organization, which will
also fight the proposed amendment
to the copyright bill under which
poster and allied companies will be
prohibited from using the titles of
pictures and names of characters in
them in their jobs on grounds of in-

fringement upon the owner's copy-
right.

Family Type Pictures
Increased Last Month
{Continued from Page 1)

15 out of 34 pictures reviewed. This
is a 45 per cent showing on films

recommended for persons from 12
years up. In the list so indicated
are "Air Eagles," "Avalanche,"
"Business and Pleasure," "Fireman,
Save My Child," "The Local Bad
Man," "The Man Who Played God,"
"The Mark of the Spur," "Polly of
the Circus," "Sky Devils," "South of

the Rio Grande," "Steady Company,"
"Strangers in Love," "The Texas
Cyclone," "Texas Gun Fighter,"
"Wild Women of Borneo."

PLAN KID SHOWS
Hartford, Conn. — Henry L,

Needles, district manager for War-
ner Theaters, attended a meeting of

the Hartford Juvenile Commission,
at which plans for special film per-
formances for children were dis- mj

cussed. The films would be showi]ffe«!

on Saturdays.

IBI

li

NEW PARAMOUNT OPENING
Amarillo, Tex.—Opening date ol

the new Paramount here has bee:

set for April 21, The house seats

1,484 and has facilities for vaude-
ville and small stage shows. Will

R. Winch, present city manager foi

Publix, will be in charge of the the-

ater.

•}(

i\
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New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Radio Screen Artist Productions; Telleri

& Gluskin, 276 Fifth Ave. $20,000.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Adams Production Corp., New York Citj

production of plays, concerts, radio broax

castings; United States Corp. Co., Dovei
Del. 100 shares common.
Movie Stamps, Inc., Dover, Del., furnis

to individuals and firms devices designed ti

attract additional trade; Universal Chatttj

Co. of Delaware. 40O shares common.
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Strong CircuitsAdvocated by U.S. Consul in Canada

KAHANEJUPERVISING ALTRKO PIGTUREAGTIVITIES

M-G-M on Last Lap of Production With 18 in Work
The 90 Per Cent
. . . don't estrange them

=By Don Carle Cillette^;;^

QVERLOOKING the Texas Guinan
crack that she favors films of

the uplift variety, by far the most
sage, sensible and practical com-
ment elicited up to now in the Na-
tional Preference Poll on Motion
Pictures being conducted by the
Hays Office is the statement of Dr.
Hendrik Willem van Loon.

Speaking of the problem of the
screen, he says:
"The only solution is to recognize

the fact that 90 per cent of all peo-
ple everywhere and all times will
never grow older, mentally speaking,
than 12 years, and will never be able
to appreciate what the other 10 per
cent will like. Give the 90 per cent
what they like and let the others
find some other sort of entertain-
ment."

•
// this advice is taken to heart

and followed, the Poll will have
been worth while even though noth-
ing else is brought out by it.

•
^LTHOUGH the Hays survey is

being conducted among a na-
tion's most distinguished pul men,
scientists, bankers, psycho ,'ists,"

etc., who obviously would oelong
largely to the 10 per cent minority,
their replies show that they prefer
1-niicIpally thrills, low comedy and
other cinema fare which plays on
the ordinary emotions.
There is little intimation that any

of these leading citizens want the
fibns to go highbrow.
This would indicate that the mak-

ing of expensive "artistic" produc-
tions, with a view to creating new
movie patrons from the class ranks,
is shooting at a pretty small target.

Besides, exhibitors are not so
much interested in finding the 10
per cent as they are in holding the
M) per cent

Wlien in doubt, look in the 1932 FILM
MII.Y YEAR BOOK.—Advt.

Seven Pictures Now in

Production and 11

in Preparation
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Entering the last

quarter of its production year, M-
G-M has seven pictures in work and
11 in preparation. Pictures now in

various stages include Joan Craw-
ford in "Letty Lynton," Garbo in

"As You Desire Me," Wallace Beery
in a Russian story, Norma Shearer

(Continued on Page 4)

P.A.POWERmP.DEAl

BEINGcm TOMORROW

Negotiations which will result in

P. A. Powers assuming a financial

interest in British International Pic-

tures in America will be completed
tomorrow, when formal announce-
ment of the deal will be made, The
Film Daily learns. Powers and
Arthur Dent, vice-president of B. I.

P., were in conference yesterday.

Sam JaJffe Managing
Para. Coast Studio

Sam Jaffe, associated with Para-
mount's Coast production for some
years, has succeeded Mike Levee as

executive manager of the studio, it

was learned yesterday following re-

turn to Nejv York of Emanuel
Cohen, Sam Katz and Russell Hol-
man.

94% of Intake Stays

Toronto — Ninety-four cents out of

every dollar taken in at the box-office
in Canada is spent in Canada, while
only 6 per cent goes to producers in

the U. S., England and France, it is

stated in a survey of the motion pic-

ture industry in Canada compiled by
U. S. Vice Consul, Donald H. Robinson.

AMERICAN NEWSREEL DEBUT

POSTPONED UNTIL AUC. I

Debut of the American Newsreel,

tentatively scheduled for next
month, has been postponed until

Aug. 1 due to the fact many exhibi-
tors would be unable to begin the
service until mid-snmmer, it is an-
nounced by Charles Kranz, general
sales manager of the American
Newsreel Corp. Meanwhile Kranz
is busy signing up independent ex-
changes, while cameramen are busy
throughout the country shooting
library subjects under the direction

of Major Ross D. Whsrtock, super-
vising editor of the reel.

Phil Rosen WiU Direct
Darmour Series for Para.

H'r.H Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Phil Rosen will di-

rect the series of westerns which
Larry Darmour is to make for Para-
mcunt's new program, as first rer

ported in The Film Daily of

March 24.

Sees Shorts, Strong Circuits

Aiding Business in Canada
De Mille to Produce

3 Plays With Selwyn

Cecil B. De Mille is understood to have

formed a partnership with Arch Selwyn to

produce three plays on Broadway next sea-

son. One of them will be "Chocolate,"

dramatization of a Russian novel.

Toronto—Circuit systems will be-
come more and more necessary to

enable groups of theaters to buy
best programs at an economical out-

lay, and box-office returns will be
consistently remunerative but fewer

(Continued on Page 4)

Read the reviews in the Snnday FILM
DAILY.—Advt.

Hiram Brown Turns Over
Duties of Film

Division
B. B. Kahane, vice-president and

general counsel of RKO, has been
assigned to supervision of the activi-

ties of Radio Pictures and RKO
Pathe, it was announced yesterday
by President Hiram S. Brown. A
statement from Brown said: "To
enable me to give more time to other
matters requiring' my attenti'iTi -for

the next several months, I have ar-
(Continued on Page 4)

$IOO,OOOliJSTRIAL

COMINGJO^BROADWAY

A 10-reel industrial in sound and
color costing $100,000, just com-
pleted under the direction of Don
Malkames for the Hershey Co., cho-
colate firm, will be shown soon in a
Broadway house with an especially

arranged bill of shorts to fill out the
program. Trick camera work by
Malkames is a feature of the job,

with Tom Brown as assistant and
Harry Belock, formerly of Para-
mount, at the mixers. Final scenes

were shot at the Standard Sound
Recording Corp. studios here last

week.

W. W. Brumberg Resigns
As RKO Mgr. in Omaha
W. W. Brumberg, RKO branch

manager in Omaha, has resigned, it

is announced by Jules Levy, general
sales manager.

Showmanship Splurge
Lifts Baltimore Grosses

Baltimore

—

In one of the biggest waves of

competitive showmanship ever to hit this town,
with eight first-run films and four houses play-
ing big name combinations, intake over Eatter

week-end set a long-time record. The Audi-
torium, which plays films only now and ttien,

opened to take advantage of the holiday
crowds.
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PARA. SIGNS 3 WRITERS
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Holljrwood—Malcolm Stuart Boy-
Ian and Harvey Harris Gates, auth-
ors of "Hell Divers," and Benn W.
Levy, English playwright, have been
added to the Paramount writing
staff. This gives Para. 38 stage and
screen writers under contract.
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Expect 150 to Attend
N. W. Allied Convention
Minneapolis — Approximately 150

exhibitors in Minnesota, North and
South Dakota are expected to at-

tend the Allied convention here
tomorrow and Thursday. Sessions
will be held in the Radisson Hotel.

Aaron Saperstein of the Illinois

Allied unit is sending a delegation
of Chicago exhibitors to attend the
Northwest convention as a compli-
ment to President Al Steffes.

Wellesley on Expedition
For Universal Picture

IVfst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI!^'
Hollywood—Wong Wellesley will

sail late next month with a party
of four players and 10 technicians
for the Malay States, where he will
produce "Pagan River," which will

be released by Universal. His orig-
inal story, "Shanghai Interlude,"
will go into production at Universal
on April 15. Wellesley produced
"Black Sand," a feature in English,
in the Malay States.

McCormick as Sisk Aide
In RKO Co-ordination

In coordinating the advertising
and publicity activities of RKO the-
aters and Radio Pictures, Bob Sisk
has appointed Barrett McCormick
as his associate to direct publicity,

advertising and exploitation for
Radio Pictures and to handle all

paid advertising. Terry Turner is

in charge of vaudeville publicity and
RKO theater exploitation. Rutgers
Neilson becomes general press repre-
sentative, with John Moynihan re-

turning to the advertising depart-
ment. David Strumpf remains as
art director.

AMPA EMPLOYMENT DRIVE
In an effort to secure employ-

ment for its members and other
publicity men, the A. M. P. A.,

through President Ed Finney, will

immediately communicate with the
heads of film companies asking them
to notify them when they have
vacancies in their staffs. Means for
developing this phase of A. M. P. A.
activity will be discussed at the
weekly Thursday luncheon at

Sardi's.

OTTERSON TO SPEAK
J. E. Otterson, president of Elec-

trical Research Products, will be
the speaker at tomorrow's luncheon
of the Electrical Ass'n in the Hotel
Astor. His subject, "A Decade of

Recording and Reproducing of
Sound," will be demonstrated by
various disc records of different

periods in the past ten years and
by two sound pictures.

HOLLERAN IN BANK POST
F. J. Holleran, assistant vice-

president of the Bank of America,
has taken over duties of Jim Nor-
manly, who recently resigned to join

Dr. A. H. Giannini at the Bank of
America in California. Holleran's
duties will include contacting film
companies.

5 Cleve. Circuits Reject
M-G-M Sunday Guarantee
Cleveland—Claiming that the lo-

cal M-G-M exchange is offering
"Emma" only on percentage with a
Sunday playdate guarantee, five

leading independent circuits operat-
ing 38 houses have refused to book
the picture. The five circuits are
the Washington, Community, Asso-
ciated Theaters, Paul Gusdanovic
and Schwartz-Levine.

Charles Beahan Named
'U' Story Editor in East

Charles Beahan of American Play
Co. was placed under contract as
eastern story editor for Universal
just before Carl Laemmle, Jr., re-
turned to the coast last week. Bea-
han, who took up his duties at Uni-
versal yesterday, will be direct rep-
resentative of Laemmle and the
studio on production matters and
stories in the cast.

Four Weeks' Recess
For Vitaphone Studio

Warners' Brooklyn studio will
close April 23 for a four-week pe-
riod. When the plant reopens work
will start on the 1932-33 Vitaphone
shorts program.

CAGNEY IN PERSON
James Cagney who is due in town

today from the coast, will make a
personal appearance Thursday night
at the Winter Garden, where his pic-

ture, "The Crowd Roars," is show-
ing. Cagney came east with Di-
rector Roy Del Ruth to see "Blessed
Event," in which he will appear.

U AFTER ALICE WHITE
Universal is understood to be

dickering with Alice White on a
contract under which she would
make three pictures a year. Cy
Bartlett is representing Miss White,
who resumes her personal appear-
ance tour of Loew at Newark on
Saturday.

LEAHY FUNERAL TODAY
Funeral services for William H.

Leahy, story broker and scout for
film talent, who died last Sat-
urday, will be held at 10 o'clock this
morning from the Church of Notre
Dame, 114th St. and Morningside
Ave., with burial in the family plot
at Derby, Conn.

DETROIT STUDIO EXPANDS
Detroit—Metropolitan Motion Pic-

ture Co., oldest local organization
engaged in the production of indus-
trial sound motion pictures, and
licensee of RCA Photophone in the
middle west, has completed arrange-
ments for the occupancy, April 1, of
its new and larger studios and labo-
ratories.

Criotori of good impressions
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THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Testimonial dinner by Philadel-
phia M. P. T. O. to Jules Levy, Adel-
phia Hotel, Philadelphia.

March 30 : Testimonial dinner by Baltimore
exhibitors to Jules Levy, Sherry's
Baltimore.

March 30-31: Allied Theaters of Minne-
sota, North and South Dakota, airaual
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.

Apr. 4
: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-

ater, New York.
Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Niuin

and Dance, True Sister's Cluh Horn.
New YorW

April U-12: Meeting to form a national pro-
tective association of poster supply and
allied companies, Hotel Stevens, Chicago.

April 16: Associated Theater Owners of
Maryland dance and entertainment, Balti-
more. Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York.

"South Seas Adventures"
Slated for Run at Cameo
"South Seas Adventures," the

Zane Grey picture which opens
Thursday at the Cameo, is expected
to remain for a run at this RKO
house. The film was made by the
author on his recent trip to the
South Seas and is being distributed
by Principal Distributing Corp., of
which Sol Lesser is president. It is

an adventure picture dealing chiefly
with thrilling struggles with mon-
sters of the deep.

Frank Heath, H. Blair
Join Jack Livingston

Frank Heath, for the last eight
years general casting director at
Paramount's New York studios, and
Harry N. Blair, formerly eastern
studio representative of The Film
Daily, have joined Jack Livingston's
International Casting Directory
staff.

RAY-BELL STUDIO IMPROVED
St. Paul, Minn.—Sound recording

equipment has been installed by
Ray-Bell Films here, and their stu-

dio has been completely sound-
proofed for interior work. The com-
pany has been producing industrial-

educational shorts for 20 years, and
serves the Northwest Division of

Publix with special trailers and news
stories.

fREUBEN SAMUELS |
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.
Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST
STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed negative!
and positives containing scenes of every

conceivable description

General Film Library, Inc.
MORRIS J. KANDEL. Pres.

729 7th Ave. New York City
BRyant 9-4417 Cable: KANDELPILM :
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BEECROFT-FLORIDA STUDIOS

M
ANNOUNCE THE OPENING

OF THE

MODERN SOUND
AT TAM PA, FLORIDA

SIX STAGES
EQUIPPED WITH THE VERY LATEST

LIGHTS, SOUND ON FILM AND DISC.

STUDIO

SOUND TRUCK FOR EXTERIOR WORK.

PROJECTION AND CUTTING ROOMS.

READY TO ACCOMMODATE OUTSIDE

PRODUCTIONS

BEECROFT-FLORIDA STUDIOS, INC
NEW YORK OFFICE
1775 BROADWAY

Circle 7-2830

Davis Islands

TAMPA
FLORIDA



B.B.KAnANE SUPERVISING

RKO PICTURE ACTIVITIES

(Continued from Page 1)

ranged for the company's vice-presi-

dent, B. B. Kahane, temporarily to

take over the supervision of the af-

fairs and activities of RKO's picture

companies."
Kahane joined the Orpheum Circuit in

1919, assisting in the organization of the

company. He remained as general counsel,

secretary and treasurer and member of the

board of directors until the consolidation

with Keith-Albee, when he became secretary

and director of Keith-Albee-Orpheum. Upon
formation of RKO in 1928, he was elected

secretary and treasurer of the company, and
a member of the board of directors, executive

committee and finance committee. In March,
1929, he was elected a vice-president and on
Sept. 14 of that year succeeded Maurice
Goodman as general counsel.

M-G-M on Last Lap
Of 1931-1932 Schedule

(Continued from Page 1)

and Clark Gable in "Strange Inter-

lude," Clark Gable in "China Seas,"

Ramon Novarro in "Huddle," Robert
Montgomery in "But the Flesh is

Weak," "The Wet Parade," "Are
You Listening?" Jackie Cooper in

"Limpy," Marie Dressier and Polly
Moran in "Prosperity," "The Red
Headed Woman," Walter Huston in

"Night Court," "Skyscraper," John
Gilbert in "Downstairs," "After
All," Buster Keaton in "Footlights,"
and another Norma Shearer picture

to follow "Interlude."

INDUSTRIAL IN 18 TONGUES
Synchronizations in from 10 to

18 languages will be made imme-
diately for the three-reel industrial
announcing the new Ford V-Eight
car. Standard Sound Recording Corp.
has just set a record in speedy syn-
chronization of the picture by James
F. Clemenger as Ford announcer.
Planes had to be used to bring the
required amount of positive from
Rochester so that the picture could
be sent on its way to 80 points
throughout the country.

CHARLES N. TAYLOR DIES
Albany, N. Y.—Charles N. Taylor,

retired showman, who years ago
managed one of Marie Dressler's
tours and later handled theaters in
Denver and Los Angeles, is dead
here at the age of 75.

BEAUMONT SIGNS ANEW
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harry Beaumont has

signed another year's contract with
M-G-M as director.

COMING & GOING

BEBE DANIELS and BEN LYON leave
-Vew York today for the Coast. Miss
Daniels will work for Warner Bros, and
I.yon will appear in "Week-End Marriage"
for Fox.

AL LICHTMAN arrives in New York
frcxm the Coast on Sunday.
ARTHUR DENT leaves Friday on the

Majestic for England.

ROY DEL RUTH and JAMES CAGNEY
arrive today from the coast.

—JXI^
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• • • BEING VERY much Infatuated with that piece of

property known as "Tarzan the Ape Man," Metro is staging a
national contest inviting theater managers to kick in with
advertising and exploitation campaigns for this lulu

Four prizes, ranging from one hundred American dollars to

twenty bucks, also American money which is particularly good
in Europe, are offered, sez Billy Ferguson The judges
will be Epes W. Sargent of "Variety," Charles E. Lewis of

"Motion Picture Herald" and the guy wot signs himself as

Phil M. Daly
* « * 4:

• • • MAURY SILVERSTONE, United Artists' boss in

London, is doubling between the home oflBce and the medico's,
following an eye operation Jimmy Savo, Jr., whose daddy
is the legit and screen star, is writing scripts for him while a
student at the Page Military School in L. A. Hannah
Kass, Columbia foreign department manager, returns to this

Great Big Boisterous Hamlet on Monday after mingling with
Havana ozone They're calling him John Sherlock Holmes
Wild these days Harry N. Blair, among other things, is

publicizing the Park Central Hotel and in particular its Floren-
tine Grill which opens tomorrow night

* * * *

• • • MARTIN LEWIS is not concealing the fact that
"The Theft of the Mona Lisa" premiere's tonight at the Europa,
with various Important^ in attendance Paul Stein will

flicker through New York on his return trip from Europe to
the Coast, where he is due April 19 A story emanating
from the jurisdiction of Charles McCarty of Paramount sez
that Norman McLeod, now directing "The Miracle Man," is the
son of a Presbyterian minister

* * * *

• • • ANNA MAY WONG, who is just about as attractive
as they make 'em in China, will begin a stage engagement at

the New York Paramount on April 1 Sez Alex Gottlieb
Louis Sobol, who has been called Broadway's best col-

umnist, Winchell or no Winchell, has completed his first "Mem-
ory Lane" short for William Rowland Ray Friedgen
directed, with that w. k. exponent of nightclubbing, Tex Guinan,
starred and Helene Turner is cutting the film

Speaking of Tex reminds us that in the motion picture poll

conducted by the Hays organization she's on the records as
favoring uplifting subjects As Bob Ripley would say,
believe it, etc

* * * *

• • • THE ROXY is doing its part in the interests of
national defense Three ex-ushers are now West Pointing
and two more are at Annapolis S. L. 'Roxy' Rothafel,

who was scheduled to go south to recuperate following his oper-
ation, had to return to the Fifth Ave. hospital yesterday for a
re-examination E. M. Orowitz, just out of his RKO the-
ater publicity post, has resumed his former company known as
EMO, Ideas for Sale, with offices at 572 Madison Ave.
He will specialize in national exploitation for radio, film and
vaude Henry Kaufmann is handling publicity for the
Hindenburg Theater, formerly the President, which is reopen-
ing with a German policy Dave Weshner is being meas-
ured for his new uniform as a major on the military staff of

Governor Moore of New Jersey He has been titled Major
Aide-de-camp to the Governor

* * * *

• • • LARRY KENT, who turned out plenty of good
shorts while in charge of all production of this type for Para-
mount, will announce a new enterprise within a few days
A. M. Bostford soon ceases to be a Great Necker He
will fold up his home in that spot and move to the Coast to

function there for Paramount's story board It seems
to be thumbs down as far as the Thumb Club is concerned

Dan Ferrone goes into spasms cheering for "The
Blonde Captive," U. S. rights to which have been sold to Co-
lumbia by Bill Pizor

« « « » » »

STRONG CIRCUITS URGED

BYU.S.CONSULIN CANADA
(Continued from Page 1)

theaters will share in these profits,
says U. S. Vice Consul Donald H.
Robinson in a survey of the motion
picture industry in Canada sub-
mitted to the M. P. Division of the
Department of Commerce in Wash-
ington.

"Competition is darkening many theaters."
he adds, "and the number of houses actually
open is now less than at any time in the
last five years. The public is becoming more
conscious of the entertainment possibilities of
a cinema house and consequently expects
a varied and competent bill. This is increas-
ing the overhead for those capable of obtain-
ing larger shows, and closing down many
houses unable to provide this entertainment.
"The extraordinary development in the en-

tertainment value of short subjects is provid-
ing and will provide an impulse to cinema
attendance. There is no reason to believe
that the limit of this medium's capabilities
is even nearly reached. New ideas and new
inventions will stimulate the short subject and
newsreel."

Del Ruth and Cagney
Come East to See Play
Roy Del Ruth, who has been as

signed to direct "Blessed Event"
for Warners, and James Cag^ney,
who will play the lead, arrive today
from the coast to look over the
stage production. They made the
trip specially for this purpose. Del
Ruth will remain only a couple of
days. Cagney is to appear Thursday
evening at the Winter Garden, where
his current picture, "The Crowd
Roars," is playing.

Paramount Sues to Stop
Use of Its Name on House
Greensboro, N. C. — Paramount

Publix has instituted proceedings in

federal court to restrain Southeast
em Theaters from further use of
the word "Paramount" as the name
for the latter's house here.

PEORIA HOUSE BOMBED
Peoria, 111.—Several persons were

injured in the bombing of the Gar-
den, which has been having trouble
with the operators' union.

NEXT BUCK JONES RELEASE
"High Speed," Columbia's latest

starring vehicle for Buck Jones, will
(layj

have its national release April 2.

MANY HAPPY PETUCNS;

Best wishes are exteiKied by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

itver

lent,

iJyt

March 29
John Otterson
Frank Merlin
Crover Laube

Warner Baxter
Joseph Cawthom
Arthur Caesar
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Exemption to 45 Cents Allowed in New Tax Bill

hirlamaFforming laband producinTcombine

132 Short Subjects For Paramount Release in 1932-33
Next Season's Schedule

to Be Same Size As
Current List

Tentative plans call for Para-
mount to release approximately
132 shorts during 1932-33. The line-

up will be about the same as the
current year's program. It is un-
derstood that all of Paramount'

s

shorts next season will be made by
outside producers.

THEATER OPERATION DEAL

Skouras Bros, are working out
another theater operation exchange
deal, this one being with Publix.
Under the plan to be definitely

closed within a few days Publix-
Shea will operate the Capitol and
Maxine in Buffalo and Skouras will

run the Bellevue in Niagara Falls

for Publix.

Dual Feature Policy

Tops 10 Canton Houses
Canton, 0.— Warner's Alhambra,

playing double features, has been
topping ten theaters here in recent

weeks. The dual policy, instituted

several months ago as an experi-

ment, will be continued indefinitely,

according to George Riester, local

Warner manager. The house plays

mostly second runs, with occasion-

ally two first-runs. Top admission is

25 cents.

Govt's Warner-F. N. Suit

Coming Up About May 1

Federal Government's anfi-trust action against

Warner-First National, based on the merger sev-

eral years ago, is now scheduled tor trial in the

U. S. District Court, Southern District of New
York, about May I. Action is brought under
the Clayton Act.

You can rely on FILM DAILY news an.)

reviews.-—Advt.

Would Arrest "Dark Checkers"
Philadelphia

—"Dark checkers" of houses as well as prospective robbers will be
affected if members of the M.P.T.O.A. adopt advice of their counsel, George P. Aarons,

and instruct the police to arrest as suspicious persons loitering around their theaters,

theaters.

M.H. Hoffman WillMake
6Dramas forMonogram

Nine Writers Join
Paramount Roster

IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has added

another nine writers to its staff.

They are: Arthur Caesar, James
Bernard Fagan, Harvey Fergusson,
Hugh Stange, Lester Cole, Daniel
N. Rubin, Ward Wing, Edward
Kaufman and Nick Barrows.

M. H. Hoffman, president of Al-

lied Productions, yesterday con-

cluded arrangements with W. Ray
Johnston, president of Monogram
Pictures, to produce six of the
dramas announced for the 1932-33
Monogram schedule. Tentative titles

are: "Streets of New York," by Dion
Boucieault; "The Thirteenth Guest,"

(Continued on Pane 6)

6 Features, 26 Shorts, All Travel,

Planned by Continental Pictures

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Continental Pictures

plans to make six features and 26

shorts, all of a travel and scenic na-

ture. Stories will be used in the

features, and native casts will be
photographed in the particular lo-

cales. First feature, "Torrent," will

have a Siamese background.

Tiffany Loses Round
In Battle for Name

Despite an adverse decision
rendered yesterday in the Supreme
Court, New York, in the suit
brought by Tiffany & Co., jewelers,
to prevent Tiffany Productions from

(Continued on Page 6)

Substitute Revenue Measure
Exempts Tickets to 45 Cents

Theater Operating Firm
Organized in Northwest
Minneapolis—Carl R. Michel has

organized Independent Tri-State

Theater Co., with offices at 70

Glenwood Ave., as an operating-

holding company for a number of

(Continued on Page 6)

Washiiifiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Admissions up to 45

cents are exempt from the 10 per
cent Federal tax in the substitute
revenue bill prepared by the House
Ways and Means Committee. The
measure now goes to the floor of

(Continued on Page 6)

PILM DAILY subscribers renew their sub
scriptions year after year,—Advt.

Several Plants in East
Being Merged—Produc-

tion on the Coast
A combine of several large film

laboratories in the metropolitan dis-

trict, operating under one corporate
name and with subsidiary indepen-
dent production comapnies, is being
formed by George Hirlaman, who
five years ago sold the Hirlagraph
Laboratories to Consolidated Film

(Continued on Page 6)

COL. COOPER RE-ELECTED

HEAD OF CANADIAN ASS'N

Toronto—Colonel John A. Cooper
was re-elected president and G. 0.

Burnett was re-elected treasurer of

the M. P. Distributors' Ass'n at a

meeting of the directors immediate-
ly after the annual meeting yester-

day. Directors elected at the an-

nual meet were C. Hague, Univer-
sal; P. C. Taylor, RKO; J. P.

O'Loghlin, Fox; J. Travis, Educa-
tional; M. A. Milligan, Paramount*
H. L. Nathanson, Regal; H. M.
Masters, United Artists; H. Payn-
ter, Vitagraph.

David J. Nolan Killed

In Automobile Crash
Rochester, N. Y.—David J. Nolan,

manager of Loew's Rochester the-

ater, was killed yesterday in an au-
tomobile crash on the Buffalo-Roch-
ester Highway. Three other the-

atrical men were injured. They
are: Frank Smith, Bob Murphy and
Edwin Hitchcock of United Artists.

Sees Television Control

Going to Utility Firms

Chicago—Within a short while television will

be under the commercial control of utility in-

terests, such as the telephone systems, and it

will greatly change certain commercial and social

phases of the world, in the opinion of U. A.

Sanabria, television inventor, on his return from

the east, where he recently demonstrated his

system. Sanabria says motion pictures and ac-

tion scenes will be broadcast by television

within the next five years.
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Refuse to Pay Warners
Higher Rates on Shorts

St. Louis—Contending that the
rates charged the St. Louis Amuse-
ment Co. by Warner Bros, for shorts
are higher than the theaters pay to
other distributors for similar pic-
tures, Henri Chouteau and Roy F.
Britton, receivers for the circuit,

have ruled that they will not pay
the higher prices any longer. Since
taking over the houses, the receiv-
ers have cut overhead about $800 a
month and had a cash balance of
$60,000 on Feb. 27.
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CLEVELANDERS TO NEW YORK
Cleveland—William Rosenthal, Ar-

thur Siman and Nate Schultz are in

New York looking for new indepen-
dent product for Ohio and Kentucky
release.

Five Poster Companies
Backing Protective Move
Five poster companies are be-

hind the movement to form a na-
tional protective organization at the
conference scheduled for April 11-12
in Chicago. They are:

National-Kline Poster Co.. Philadelphia
Behrend M. P. Supply House, New York
Exhibitors Poster & Supply Co., New York
Progressive Poster Exchange, New York
Sampliner Advertising Co., New York. Ac-
ceptances to attend the convention are be-
ing sent to George P. Aarons, 301 N. 13th
St., Philadelphia.

ANDY SMITH'S BOY KILLED
Andrew Smith, 3rd, six-year-old

son of A. W. Smith, Jr., of Warners,
was killed Monday night when he
fell out of his mother's sedan and
was run over by a truck. The in-
cident spread gloom throughout the
Warner organization yesterday.

"CONGRESS DANCES," RIVOLI
"Congress Dances," the Erich

Pommer German production which
United Artists will distribute in
this country, follows "One Hour
With You" at the Rivoli. Date has
not been set.

ACQUIRE ARGENTINE FILM
Ferdinand V. Luporini & Co. have

bought_ the rights for distribution
in Latin-America of the first Ar-
gentine all-talking picture, "La Via
de Oro," produced bv the Argentine
writer, Arturo S. Mom.

ROGELL TO DIRECT CANTOR
We^ Coast Bnrean. THE FTT.M DAILY
Hollywood — Albert Roeell has

been signed by Samuel Goldwyn to
direct Eddie Cantor in "The Kid
from Spain."

•\» • • • • • • •• • • V» • • •• •• *
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BENEFIT AT HINDENBURG
Tonight's premiere of "Mein

Leopold" at the Hindenburg thea-
ter, formerly the President, will be
for benefit of the German-American
Conference unemployment fund.

SAVINI IN LEXINGTON
Lexington, Ky. — Bob Savini of

Tiff'any is here to launch a cam-
paign for the opening of "Lena
Rivers."

BUDD ROGERS TO CHARLOTTE
Atlanta — Budd Rogers of Sono

Art-World Wide arrived here yes-
terday and leaves today for Char-
lotte on the last lap of his swing
around the exchanges.

RKO ADDS CINCY HOUSE
Cincinnati—RKO has acquired the

Orpheum, which will be operated
along with the circuit's other houses
here under Ike Libson.

Associated Press Editor
Will Address Ampa Meet
Charles E. Honce, executive news

editor of the Associated Press, will
talk on publicity and how it links
with newspaper work at tomorrow's
luncheon of the A.M.P.A. in Sardi's.

Charles A. McKeand of the Tampa
Chamber of Commerce is on the
program to discuss the advantages
of Florida for production activities.

Helen Chandler and Buck Jones also
are scheduled to be present.

Studio Course for Writers
Urged by Edgar A. Woolf

/iVrt Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAU Y
Hollywood—A course in film writ-

ing for all new authors signed by
studios is recommended by Edgar
Allan Woolf, M-G-M writer. He
recommends a department in every
studio, headed by a great film tech-
nician, which would take writers in

charge on their arrival here and put
them through a thorough course, the
same as is done with players.

DEL RUTH'S BRIEF STAY
Roy Del Ruth, who arrived from

the coast yesterday with James
Cagney, returns west again tomor-
row. He's here merely to see
"Blessed Event," in which he will

direct Cagney for Warners.

SIMMONS' "SCOOP" STARTS
We^t Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "Scoop," from the

original story by Michael L. Sim-
mons, has gone in work with Elliott

Nugent, Rita LaRoy, Dorothy Gul-
liver and Wheeler Oakman heading
the cast. B. Reeves Eason is di-

recting it for George W. Weeks.

18 SCREENS FOR AFRICA
Beaded Screen Corp. is shipping

nine Super Vocalite and nine Chro-
molite Sound Screens to Africa this

week.

SPENCE WITH M-G-M
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ralph Spence has

been added to the M-G-M writing
staff. The company also has just

given new contracts to Lionel Bar-
rymore and Harry Beaumont.

MEMORIAL DAY SHORT
Columbia's special issue of Screen

Snapshots devoted to the stars of

yesterday will be released by the
company on Memorial Day.

TESTIMONIAL TO FELLERMAN
A testimonial luncheon will be

tendered Max Fellerman by his

friends in the industry, at Dinty
Moore's on Tuesday.

DYOTT SERIES NAMED
Commander Dyott's adventure pic-

tures now being prepared by Fea-
turettes, Inc., will be called the
"Magic Vault Series."

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP,
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St,

Phone: MUrray HIM 2-115S-6-7

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Testimonial dinner by Baltimore
exhibitors to Jules Levy, Sherry's
Baltimore.

March 30-31: Allied Theaters of Minne
sota. North and South Dakota, armuai
convention, Radisson Hotel. Minneapolis

Apr, 4: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The
ater. New York,

'^^^'
'J

Universal Clubs Dramatic Nighi
and Dance. True Sister's Club HouseNew York,

April 11-12: Meeting to form a national pro-
tective association of poster supply and
allied compames. Hotel Stevens, Chicago,

'"''L ,
Associated Theater Owners of

Maryland dance and entertainment, Balti-
more, Md,

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York,

New West Coast Agency
Also to Produce Acts

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack Gardner, Martin

Vincent and Martin Broones, who
are forming a new agency to repre-
sent talent, also plan to produce
vaudeville acts.

MAXWELL ARNO A PAPA
Maxwell Arno, picture scout for

the Warner Bros. Artists' Bureau, is

handing out the cigars and receiving
the congratulations of the office. His
wife presented him with a seven-
pound girl on Saturday at the Beth
Israel Hospital.

WARNER-SKOURAS BOOKING
Warner-First National has closed

a booking deal on "The Crowd
Roars" and Ruth Chatterton's "The
Rich Are Always With Us" to play
all the Skouras houses in New York
State.

LEM STEWART ON VACATION
Lem Stewart of Publix is leaving

on an extended vacation. He may
be gone from three to six months.

You Will Find It

In TheYear Book
Whether you want to

know the work of a

player, or the number
of theaters In a town,

or the motion picture

situation in a foreign

country, or the officers

of an industry organ-

ization, or a thousand
and one other facts,

you will find it in

The 1932

FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK

Free to FILM DAILY
Subscribers

Your check for $10.00
brings you this unsur-

passed reference volume
in addition to the

FILM DAILY six times

a week for one year

(Foreign subscription

$15,00)

THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway New York City



WE'VE GOT A
MILLION OF 'EM

!

U
A TELEGRAM from Charles A. Midelburg, Capitol Theatre, Charleston, W. Virg^mia

In Im^nM ended the picture busi-

ness depression yesterday in a pouring

rain from opening until closing Stop Tarzan

broke Trader Horn opening record and

would have grossed more had we been

able to take care of the crowd Stop The

holdout yesterday was the biggest in

the history of the Capitol Theatre Stop

Our patrons think it a greater picture than

Trader Horn and it's the talk of the town

TARZAN, THE APE MAN IS THE TALK OF THE INDUSTRY!
Send in your campaign to TARZAN CONTEST EDITOR, M-G-M Ad Dept., 1540 B'way,

N. Y. City. 1st Prize $100, 2nd Prize $50, 3rd Prize $30, 4th Prize $20.



OCKED THE CUSTOMER
'Season's biggest dramatic sock

'Rich with a thousand thrills''.

'A knockout".

'It will take your breath".

'Don't miss this thriller".

"Piles one breath-taking scene up
another".

"Ace thriller".

"Left onlookers breathless and tl

reviewer limp".

"Jammed with box-office appeal",

"Women were hysterical".

DAWN PATROL

AND 5-STAR
FINAL RECORDS

SENT SPRAWLING

IN HOLY WEEK
AT N. Y. WINTER P"

GARDEN!-DOORS I

OPEN 9 A.M.- 9

SHOWS DAILY TO 1

1

MEET THUNDER-
I''

ING DEMAND FOR-

JAMES

with Eric Linden — Ann Dvorak

Directed by HOWARD HAWKS You're in the money now!-Thanl



RIGHT OUT OF THEIR CHAIRS"
''Such spills, chills and thrills!"

''Women can't help but be thrilled

and thrilled".

"A smash-bang thriller thundering
across the screen".

"Rip-roaring drama!"

THESE ARE JUST A WHISPER
FROM THE DEAFENING ROAR OF
APPLAUSE BY NEW YORK CRITICS!

THINK WHAT THESE REVIEWS
WILL DO FOR YOU IN YOUR
LOCAL ADS!

''Cagney is grand."
—Graphic

"Cagney is superb.''
— Son

Cagney is made!

BLONDELL III

m,

wm

"Joan Blondell fascinating."
-Mirror

"Joan Blondell grand trouper."
—Joumo/

"Joan Blondell gets her audience."
— Graphic

SEE WITH YOUR OWN EYES AT

TRADE SHOWINGS MARCH 31st at

Albany Strand
Boston Fenway
Buffalo Great Lakes
Cincinnati Lyric
Cleveland Lake
Dallas Melba
Detroit Michigan
Detroit .... United Artists

Indianapolis .... Apollo
Milwaukee .... Warner
New Haven Roger Sherman
New Orleans .... Globe
Philadelphia .... Aldine
Pittsburgh Warner
Portland .... Music Box
Toronto Tivoli

Washington . . Metropolitan
And Many Others

Phone your WARNER BROS.

Exchange for time of showing!
VlTAGRAPri. INC., DISTRIBUTORS



THE

HIRLAMAN RE-ENTERING

LAB, PRODUCTION HELD

{Continued from Page 1)

Industries. A clause in the sales

contract prevented Hirlaman from
re-entering the laboratory business

for five years. This arrangement
expired last month. Pretentious of-

fices have been taken by Hirlaman
at 230 Park Ave. Two big labora-

tories are about to be taken over
by the new corporation, with sev-

eral smaller labs to be taken in

later. One independent production
unit is to be started within the next
month on the coast.

Tiffany Loses Round
In Battle for Name
{Continued from Page 1)

using the name "Tiffany," the film

company will continue to use its

corporate name indefinitely, having
been granted a stay pending its ap-
peal to the Appellate Court. Defi-

nite decision in the case is not likely

to occur for several years, it is un-
derstood.

WARNER 'FLASH' OPENINGS
Staging of a regular 'Hollywood

opening' for "The Crowd Roars" at
the Lake in Cleveland, with a big
advance campaign, is part of a new
Warner Bros, plan to hold more of
these flash openings, not only as an
advertising for the first run, but for
their exploitation values to subse-
quent runs. The Cagney vehicle
opens April 6 at the Lake and is

expected to run three weeks. It

is also being given a splash pre-
miere at the United Artists, Chi-
cago, tomorrow night.

FORD FILM IN 6,000 HOUSES
Detroit—More than 6,000 theaters

are expected to show the industrial
short on the new Ford car, accord-
ing to Metropolitan M. P. Co., which
recorded the picture by the Photo-
phone system. Allied theaters and
several other circuits already have
arranged for presentation^, and
newsreels also will show parts of

the reel. The Consolidated Film
laboratories in the east have ^al-

ready turned out a large quantity
of prints on the subject.

AID ANTI-HOARDING DRIVE
Miami—Local houses are working

with the Citizens' Reconstruction
Organization for return of money
from safe deposit vaults to circula-

tion. Greater Miami Theater Own-
ers' Ass'n has agreed to run trailers

urging citizens to buy U. S. Baby
Bonds.

fiARY COOPER, who is due in New York
111 ttu- F^uropa this Friday from his foreiRn

j^Miit. will leave at once for the Paramount
Mudios on the coast. CHARLES LAUGH-
TON, English actor signed I)y Paramount,
will accompany him.
.STANLEY WHITELEY. rcsiRned as

treasurer of B.I. P. Ameriea, sails back to

London this week.
S. L. "ROXY" ROTHAFEL sails today

on the Morro Castle for the West Indies.
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NtW VORK. IDS ANGELES *>

• • • ALL THE histories of the motion picture biz we
have ever read credit "The Great Train Robbery" as being the

first feature-length subject this is incorrect like

a lot of other fairy tales that gain general credence
it was preceded in 1899 by "The Life of An American Fireman"

an 800-foot subject it was handled by Ed Porter as

production manager for the Edison Company

• • • THIS PIX established Mister Porter as the First

Director of a feature the First Feature Producer
and the First Cameraman to work on anything over 75 feet

for Ed functioned in all three spots on this "epic"
which introduced the drama into films in a big way

this pix established Arthur White as the first leading man
the leading lady was Vivian Vaughan

• • • THE SUCCESS of this feature caused Porter to

make "The Great Train Robbery" G. M. (Broncho Billy)

Anderson was one of the "bold bandits" selected because
he said he could ride a hoss when they arrived at lo-

cation Anderson was missing he rode about a mile from
the livery stable where the ihorses were hired and did
a Prince of Wales picked hisself up, returned the horse
to the stable, and beat it back to New York another
man was hired to take Broncho Billy's place and the
picture went on that's how the first Western Hero en-
tered pix he started taking hossback lessons and
became one of the best riders the screen has ever known

• • • IT WAS this same Ed Porter who introduced D. W.
Griffith to the industry D. W. had been working in

stock and writing short stories for magazines Ed hired
him as leading man for "The Eagle's Nest" after this
first effort, D.W. went to Biograph as scenario writer
when the regular director became ill Mister Griffith

was given his first chance to direct the rest is history
including "The Struggle" but why should we

include it? just to complete the record

• • • AFTER LEAVING the Edison company
Porter founded the Precision Machine Company makers
of the Simplex projection machine he then formed the
Rex Company later, with P. A. Powers, Carl Laemmle,
David Horsley and other independents he formed the
Universal Film Mfg. Company he was also instrumental
in forming the Famous Players-Lasky Company he held
a forty-five per cent interest in that company until he sold out
in 1912 so ya see Ed Porter rates High when
you start to talk about Pioneers in the film biz

• • • ALL YOU gents who have anything to do with the
foreign market should snatch yourselves a copy of
"Foreign Government Representatives in New York City"
published by the Cunard Steamship Co it lists the
resident consuls of all foreign countries

* * * *

• • • SOME OF the boys are developing Strange Hobbies
Si Seadler is collecting empty bottles Charles

Reed Jones is learning all about Publicity by lecturing on the
subject at New York University and answering questions
if you want to be mean, and embarrass 'em get 'em
talking on their Hobbies

EXEMPTION TO 45 CENTS

ALLOWED INNEW TAX BILL

{Continued from Page 1)

the House, where efforts will be
made to raise the exemption to 75
cents. From the House, it goes to
the Senate Finance Committee, and
if necessary the fight will be car-
ried on to the end of the line. Ex-
emption up to 45 cents means a
saving of about $40,000,000 a year
as compared with the previous ex-
emption to 25 cents.
The increase in the exemption is

credited largely to the efforts of
independent exhibitors in laying the
facts before their representatives.
Inability to extend the relief to 50
cents is due to the belief that this

is the average admission charged by
de luxe houses to which Congress
must look for revenue. Both Allied
and M.P.T.O.A. officials, however,
are hopeful for still higher exemp-
tions.

M. H. Hoffman Will Make
6 Dramas for Monogram

(Continued from Page 1)

by Armitage Trail; "The Ape," by
Adam Hull Shirk; "Big City Lights,"
by Arnold Stinson; "Guilty or Not
Guilty," by Arthur Hoerl, and "West
of Singapore," by E. Morton Hough.

Theater Operating Firm
Organized in Northwest

(Continued from Page 1)

semi-key city independent houses in

this territory. It is stated the firm

already represents about $750,000 in

theater properties.

MINNEAPOLIS REOPENING
Minneapolis—W. L. Hamilton, sec-

retary of Twin City Theater Corp.,

which recently took over the Prin-

cess, east side theater, is managing
the reopened house. Twin City also

has the Garrick in St. Paul. Dick
Latshaw is president of the com-
pany and Howard Dale treasurer.

GIVING BENEFIT SHOWS
Charlotte, N. C—For the benefit

of the needy and unemployed, the

Criterian is giving matinees for four

consecutive Saturdays. Proceeds are

turned over to the Salvation Army.

« « « » » »

MANY UAPPY mums.

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 30
Anna Q. Nllsson
Henry Lehrman

George Lederer

Elsie Duane



WHAT I WANT, AND BY GOSH,
WHAT I DEMAND IN A NEWSREEL

(DNEWS
Hot off the sriddle. Not what happened

then, but what is happening now. I de-

mand news the way it is handled in the

Universal Newsreel.

(2) LAUGHS
I want them as Graham McNamee

creates them. I demand more than a

mere titter. I want a tummy laugh. I

don't want forced comedy.

(3) THRILLS
When the news is sensational or grip-

ping I want it described in words of

fire. I don't want a blah description

by someone with a fuddy-duddy voice.

I want the Universal Newsreel and

Graham McNamee and I don't want any

imitations. So there!

(Signed) EVERYBODY
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BOSTON AMERICAN

BOX OFFICE AND PRESS SENSATIONS
AT BOSTON -WASHINGTON PREMIERES!

With Vienna's Dazzling Charmer

RENATE MULLER
Europe's Newest Gift to Hollywood

JACK HULBERT
Funniest of All Comedians

Owen Nares • Morris Harvey

And The

Novelty Typist's Chorus

"Miss Muller turns into a screen sensation . . .

overnight a star of the First water . . . heralds a

new era on the screen."— Boston Dai'fy Record

|i^ife,a,,,lAO:iOi;:;.lJ£l:U,^|ili
"^

DARINGLY DIFFERENT

"No less than revolutionary . . . even the

great Ernst Lubitsch never achieved quite the

unusual effects . . . extraordinarily daring."

— IVashington Post

"Nothing could be funnier ... its makers

may well be proud."—Boston Herald

NOW AVAILABLE FOR
IMMEDIATE BOOKINGS
— Just when you need novelty,

freshness and something to talk

about!

Qjlimli^^ IavI l(.e



Intimate in Character
international in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old
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23 Releases Set for Uniform Projector Aperture

WAR OOHEATER RENWS seen in LP MOVE

M.P.T.O.A. to Confer on Putting Resolutions in Effect

Lightman Arriving in New
York Tomorrow to

Launch Moves
Conferences toward putting into

operation movements authorized in

resolutions adopted at the M.P.T.O.
A. convention at Washington will

be held at the national exhibitor or-

ganization headquarters late this

week, following arrival of President
(Continued on Pape 4)

NEW TYPE STORIES TEST

ACTING ABILITY-DEL RUTH

The trend in stories, as Roy Del
Ruth sees it, is toward yarns which
consist of a series of episodes deal-
ing humanly and intimately with the
activities of a distinct character. In
an interview with The Film Daily
yesterday in New York the Warner
Bros, director declared that the tend-
ency is away from attempts to arti-

ficially Actionize life partly because
the old basis plots are wearing out.

With this trend asserting itself more
(Continued on Paqc 4)

Joe Brandt Nearly Set

Joe Brandt within a week will formally announce plans for a new dis-

tribution company. Policy of the firm will be to handle pictures made by

independent producers, it is understood.

Alex Pantages Lines Up
First 40 for New Circuit

Skirboll Joins Lesser
As Sales Representative

Joseph S. Skirboll has joined Prin-
cipal Distributing Corp. as personal
sales representative for Sol Lesser.

Lesser goes West on Saturday to

start production units.

IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Alexander Pantages

has already acquired over 40 houses
for his proposed circuit. John W.
Considine, Jr., who is now in New
York is expected here April 5 and
will likely announce his production
plans after a conference with Pan-
tages.

150 From Six States
Attend Jules Levy Fete

Baltimore—More than 150 per-
sons from six states were counted
at last night's testimonial dinner
here to Jules Levy, new general
sales manager of RKO. This was
the second fete for Levy in two
(lays, the other taking place Tues-
day night in Philadelphia. Sherry's,
largest Baltimore night club, was
taken over for the entire evening,
and local theaters supplied a long
program of entertainment. Isadore

(Continued on Paiic 4)

10 Per Cent Sales Tax on Cameras

U'ashintiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A tax on cameras

weighing not more than 100 pounds,

and lenses for such cameras, sold

by the manufacturer, producer or

importer, equivalent to 10 per cent

of the selling price, is included in

the 11 amendments to the House
revenue bill. This levy is expected

to yield $1,000,000.

Massachusetts Exhibs
Lean to MPTOA Tieup

Boston—Allied Theaters of Mass-
achusetts is reported all set to join

the M.P.T.O.A. It is also said that

George M. A. Fecke, resigned as

business manager of Independent
Exhibitors of New England, local

Allied unit, is forming a new group
to join M.P.T.O.A.

Rochester Case May Lead
to Other Efforts at

Rent Reduction
Rochester—As a climax to a the-

ater rental reduction dispute which
may react nationally, Loew has an-
nounced its intentions of closing
Loew's Rochester tonight unless a
readjustment is made. Outcome of
this battle, intensified by action of

owners in serving a dispossess no-
(Continucd on Pape 3)

12 8TARRING8ERIES

ONWm NEW LIST

M-G-M will present 12 starring
series in its 50 features for 1932-33
release, according to present plans.

Heading the various groups will be:
Marion Davies, John Barrymore,
Wallace Beery, Jackie Cooper, Joan
Crawford, Marie Dressier, Greta
Garbo, John Gilbert, Buster Keaton,
Robert Montgomery, Ramon Novar-
ro and Norma Shearer.

First 23 Releases Are Set

Under Uniform Aperture Plan

Admission Tax Bill

Being Framed in Ohio

Columbus — An admission tax bill is being

prepared for presentation at the current special

session of the Ohio Legislature.

Improvement is Seen
In Second Loew Quarter
Earnings of Loew's Inc., for the

second quarter of the current fiscal

year, to Feb. 29, will make a rela-

tively better showing than the

first quarter, when $1.09 a share

was reported, says Standard Statis-

tics. Though attendance is below

last year, Loew houses are running

at a" level with a year ago, the

statistical service reports.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Twenty-three pictures

are announced in the first batch of

productions under the uniform aper-

ture plan worked out by the Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts and Sciences

with a view to standardizing the

size and shape of pictures as photo-

graphed in Hollywood and projected

in theaters. The releases include:
"rriminal Court" and "The Riilin' Kid

frtim Santa Fe," Columbia; "Anyl)0<ly's Goat"
ind "Hollywood Luck," Educational; "Devil's

(Continued on Pape i)

Six Warner-F. N. Films
Being Started in April

H'csl Coast Bureau, THE FILM PAILY
Hollywood — Warner-First Na-

tiinal will start shooting six new
pictures in April. First three are

Barbara Stanwyck in "The Mud-
lark," Kay Francis in "S.S. Atlan-

tic," and Edward G. Robinson in

"Silver Dollar." Joan Blondell and

(Continued on Pape 3)

Hollywood Is Latest

In Film Story Cycles

Hollywood Itself appears to be the latest to

become the subject of a film cycle. Paramount
is making "Merton of the Talkies," RKO has

just announced "The Truth About Hollywood"
starring Constance Bennett, Monogram's recent-

ly finished "Fame Street" is sub-billed "The
Untold Story of Hollywood," Universal has
"Cohens and Kellys in Hollywood." and Harold
Lloyd's new picture has Hollywood atmosphere.
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ELISSA LANDFS 3RD NOVEL
Elissa Landi, Fox player whose

next picture, "Devil's Lottery," opens
tomorrow at the Roxy, has just had
her third novel, "House For Sale,"

published by Doubleday, Doran.

New York
1.''40 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

%

Eastman Films I

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. :|

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood j'j

6700 Santa Monica f«
Blvd. ix

HOLlywood412I
;;;

Fox Playhouses Benefit

From Subleasing Deals
Subleasing of houses in the Fox

Metropolitan Playhouses group to
independent operators will yield

about $880,000 a year to Oct. 31,

1941, and $500,000 yearly for the
remaining period of the lease, none
Jt which extend beyond 1956, while
operating expenses are about $150,-
000 a year, says Ernest W. Niver,
head of the noteholders' protective
committee for the $13,000,000 61/2

per cent notes due May 1. Niver
states that 65 per cent of the notes
already have been deposited with
Central Hanover Bank & Trust in

connection with the committee's re-

organization plan, but a bigger per-
centage is needed.

B'way Musical Comedy
Booked by Loew Circuit
"Girl Crazy," the Broadway musi-

cal comedy, has been booked by
Loew's to open Friday at the Para-
dise. This marks a new departure
for the circuit and is in line with
similar bookings of compact ver-
sions of Broadway revues booked
by Publix and Warner.

U. A. SIGNS ANNA STEN
Anna Sten, blonde Russian star

who scored in the German version
of "The Brothers Karamazov" and
with Emil .Tanninsrs in "Tempest,"
now at the Little Carnegie, has been
given a long term contract as a
TJnited Artists star, it is announced
jomtb' by Joseph M. Schenck and
Saranel Goldwyn. She is due to

leave Paris for Hollywood on
April 15.

TWO WRITERS JOIN RKO
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Leonard Praskins

and Wanda Tuchock have been
added by David O. Selznick to the
RKO writing staff. Both recently
werp with M-G-M.

RKO PUBLICITY CHANGES
Changes in the RKO theater ad-

vertising and publicity department
under the direction of Terry Turner,
yesterday placed E. J. Rosenwald in

charge of costs and purchases and
Bill Usilton in charge of trailers.

John Pollock has resumed his form-
er post of head of the press and
photo bureau.

"AVALANCHE" BEING HELD
Dr. Arnold Franck's Alpine film,

"Avalanche," is being held another
week at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse.

ANDERSON WITH COLUMBIA
Maxwell Anderson, playwright,

has been signed by Columbia to

adapt "Washington Merry Go
Round."

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

Defense Loses 5 Points
In Gabe Hess Libel Suit
Judge Albert Cohen of the Su-

preme Court, New York County, has
granted a motion made by At-
torney Louis Nizer striking out five

of the seven defense points in the
libel suit brought by Gabriel Hess
of the Hays office against "The
Churchman," religious publication.
Action is based on the publication
of a statement to the effect that
Hess was indicted in the recently
Combines Investigation Act enquiry
in Canada. A similar motion will

be made by Nizer in the Hess libel

case pending against P. S. Harri-
son, publisher of "Harrison's Re-
ports." Trial of both cases is likely

to occur not earlier than one year.

RENAMING T. P. E. EXCHANGES
Twenty-eight sales branches in

the United States and Canada form-
erly controlled or sub-leased by
Talking Picture Epics have been re-

named Principal Distributing Corp.
branches. According to Frank R.
Wilson, additions and changes will

be made in the home office and field

sales line-up within the next month.
First feature to be distributed under
the new arrangement will be
"Shandy," with Jean Harlow, which
will be completed by director John
Cline at the Tec Art studios this

week.

BILLIE GOULD IN HOSPITAL
Billie Gould of Station WMCA,

formerly a writer for various fan
magazines, is recovering from an
appendicitis operation at the Mt.
Morris Hospital.

HERRINGTON IN WASHINGTON
Wasliington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Fred Herrington,

exhibitor leader, is here from Pitts-

burgh in connection with the copy-
right bill amendments pending in

Congress.

FIRST-RUN AT BEACON
"Fame Street," Monogram produc-

tion with a cast headed by Henry
B. Walthall, Leon Janney and Aileen
Pringle, will have a first-run show-
ing at the Beacon starting tomor-
row.

BARRYMORE-DEL RIO TEAM
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Barrymore and

Dolores Del Rio will be teamed as
co-stars in a special RKO produc-
tion, David O. Selznick announces.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y. s
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1 HOLLYWOOD

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Allied Theaters of Minne-
sota, North and South Dakota, annual
convention, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.

Apr. 4: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

Apr. 8 Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance. True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 11-12: Meeting to form a national pro-
tective association of poster supply and
allied companies. Hotel Stevens, Chicago.

April 16: Associated Theater Owners of
Maryland dance and entertainment, Balti-
more, Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York.

April 25: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers of
New England, Hotel Statler, Boston.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting ot In-
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 2-7: Fox Film sales convention. New
York.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition,
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam,
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion, Chicago.

May 17-20: Paramount annual sales con-
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe!
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall.
Columbus, O.

"TARZAN" HOLDS OVER
"Tarzan of the Apes," M-G-M

picture, is holding over a secon^
week at the Capitol.

The 1932
FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOK
contains:

A LIST OF FEATURES
RELEASED IN 1931

Complete cast, director,
author, scenarist, dia-
loguer, editor, cameraman,
recording engineer, release
date and Film Daily re-
view date on all pictures
released during 1931.

This is only one of
the many valuable lists

included in this "Ref-
erence Book Of The
Motion Picture Indus-
try." No one in the
business should be
without it. The Year
Book is included in a

year's subscription to
THE FILM DAILY.
Mail your check for
$10.00 (foreign $15.00)
to:

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway, N.Y.C.

One of series of ads designed

)

to short' what the 1932 Film Daily r

Year Book includes. )
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WAR ON THEATER RENTALS

SEEN IN LOEW DISPUTE

(Continued from Page 1)

tice, may have the effect of shaping
policies of other major circuits in

their efforts to cut operation costs,

Loew, through Col. E. A. Schiller^

has stated that "we have been op-

erating at a loss since we took over
the theater in July, 1928." Closing
of the house, owned by Greater
Rochester Properties, will throw 84
persons out of work.

Six Warner-F. N. Films
Being Started in April

(Continued from Page 1)

Eric Linden in "New York Town,"
and 'Chic' Sale in "Competition" will

follow. A year-round schedule of
four to six pictures shooting each
month is planned, according to Jack
L, Warner.

CUKOR TO DIRECT CONNIE
W.':si Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George Cukor will di-

rect Constance Bennett in "The
Truth About Hollywood" for Radio
Pictures. Story is by Adele Rogers
Hyland, continuity by Robert Pres-
nell, and Pandro Berman will be
associate producer. "Unmated,"
originally set for Miss Bennett, is

being postponed.

SACKHEIM IN NEW POST
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jerome Sackheim has

been appointed assistant to Kenneth
Macgowan, RKO story chief, by
David 0. Selznick. Sackheim, now in

New York, is expected here Monday.
For the past three years Sackheim
has been assistant to Katharine
Brown in the eastern story depart-
ment.

PICKETING CASE OPENS
Hearing started yesterday in

Brooklyn Supreme Court in an ac-
tion by Empire State M. P. Opera-
tors' Union of Brooklyn to stop
Local 306 of New York from picket-
ting 33 houses owned by Esco
Operating Co. and nine other com-
panies.

ASK SUNDAY SHOW VOTE
Butler, N. J.—In a petition signed

by 781 voters, the borough council

is asked to hold a referendum on
Sunday movies.

JUGOSLAV STUDIO BURNS
Zagreb, Jugoslavia—Fire yester-

day destroyed the Star Film Co.
studios. Two persons were burned
to death and many injured.

M. P. CLUB DIRECTORS MEET
Directors of the M. P. Club hold

a meeting this noon.

I

Mary in Block-Aid Short

Mary Pickford has completed work in

a short made at . the Fox New York
studio for the Block-Aiders, unemploy-
ment relief fund movement.

ALONG™^

NEW YORK.

lALTO
PUILM.DALY

lOS ANGELES

• • • TWO TESTIMONIAL dinners in one week is by
way of being a record for any film gent to hang up
but when the gent in question happens to be a sales manager
for a major producer and the testimonials are given
by indie theater owners and exchangemen then the honor
enters the realm of the Sensational

* * * *

• • • IT ALL happened to Jules Levy sales chief
for Radio Pix Tuesday eve down at Philly they threw
a party at the Adelphia hotel for Jules not only were
all the local exchangemen and exhibs on hand but a big
bunch of notables from New York journeyed down for the
event and last nite the Baltimore indie boys duplicated
the honor at Sherry's

* * * *

• • • IT SEEMS that Mister Levy endeared hisself to
the hearts of the gang in both territories while acting
as district manager for Universal over a period of years
proving that the indie boys have a sense of values recog-
nize worth when they encounter it even in a gent who
becomes a sales manager eventually which is one of
the most encouraging happenings of the season proving
again that Personality and Individual Merit can weld
together warring factions in this dizzy biz for it's men
like Jules Levy who have an inside knowledge of the
problems of both distributor and exhibitor and can
weigh them impartially and sympathetically and accord
to each what is justly due them to such men the in-

dustry must look to bring harmony out of chaos through
establishing Mutual Understanding between distributor and
exhibitor which this film biz sadly needs

* * * *

• • • IN THE old days of the silent pix when the
season's Hollywood product averaged around 700 features
they shelved the clucks and didn't attempt to pass the
Liability along to the exhib and the public but with the
talkies they release 'em ALL even the worst
duds with shortage of product serving as the alibi.

* * * *

• • • SO WHAT happens in thousands of towns supporting
at least two good houses? where the Average Family
went twice a week to the show patronizing both houses

now that the entertainment budget has been sliced

along with everything else the Average Family goes
Shopping and how ! the house with the best pix

gets the play and they lay ofif the other what's
the Answer? there ain't any Hollywood clucks

will continue to be released and the Wised-Up Public

will continue to lay off for they know picture values

better than most folks in the biz why shouldn't they?
for they have been seeing pix weekly for years

the Average Fan sees more features than the Average Execu-
tive who generally looks at his own company's product

and let's it go at that but the Public knows
AH the Product they're Experts but we of the
film trade will keep right on trying to fool the Experts
in our artless, childish way ho, hum

* * * *

• • • A NEW structure to be known as La Maison Fran-
caise, dedicated to the industry, art and commerce of France

is announced for Rockefeller Center The building

will front on Fifth Ave Henry Dreyfuss, reported as

slated to become art director with the Radio City theaters in

the Rockefeller Center will not be associated with the

new venture because of previous contracts. ........

Caricatures of screen and stage celebrities will go on exhibition

Saturday at the Ainslie Galleries, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria. They
are the work of Nat Karson

* * * *

• • • BESSIE MACK of the Capitol reports that

if reactions of feminine patrons who are thronging to see

"Tarzan, the Ape Man" means anything Johnny Weiss-

muller, the swimming champ who plays the title role, is set

to be the screen's newest idol Johnny has a physique

that is making the girls rave

23 RELEASES ARE SET

FOR UNIFORM APERTURE

(Continued from Page 1)
Lottery" and "Careless Lady," Fox; "The
Flirty Sleepwalker" and "The Line's Busy,"
Mack Sennett; "Love is a Racket" and "Suc-
cessful Calamity," Warners; "Frankenstein"
and "Cohens and Kellys in Hollywood,"
Universal; "Strangers of the Evening," Tif-
fany; "Girl Crazy" and "Symphony of Six
Million," RKO; "The Broken Wing," "The
Miracle Man," "This is the Night," Para-
mount; "Private Lives," "Mata Hari," "Em-
ma," "Freaks," M-G-M.

Detailed instructions regarding the new
frame size are being received this week by
theaters throughout the U. S. and Canada in
leaflets distributed by the Academy. Local
exchange managers will act as sources for
further information needed.

Vitaphone Studio Staff
Stays On During Layoff
Only stage crews and cameramen

will be laid off during the four-week
shutdown of the Vitaphone studio
starting April 23, said Sam Sax
yesterday. Writers, directors, cast-
ing office and other help will remain
on the job during the improvements
and alterations in the studio's phy-
sical properties.

CIRCUITS BOOK "CROWD"
Publix, Fox and RKO circuits

have booked Warner's "The Crowd
Roars" for A time extended runs,
with many houses asking for play-
dates in advance of the regular na-
tional release, April 16, it was
stated yesterday by Major Albert
Warner.
At the Winter Garden, where the

picture is now in its second week,
business indicates it will stay at
least four more weeks.

COMPLETING JUNGLE FILM
Bud Pollard is completing assem-

bling and editing of "The Voice of
the Jungle," African adventure fea-
ture in nine reels. Synchronization
is being made at the Empire Labor-
atories with D. A. Dary at the mi-
crophone. The film will be marketed
by Samuel Cummins.

ROBBERS GET $600
Bloomington—Three bandits held

up the Indiana the other night and
got away with $600 taken from the
cashier.

6!a.Sfci^*6

MANY PAPPY RETUeNS,

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

March 31
Eddie Quillan Lou Baum
Victor Varconi John Harron
Clifford Brooke Doris Hill

John Cordon Bennett Otis Johnson
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M.P.T.O.A. TO CONFER

ON RESOLUTIONS ACTION

{Continued from Page 1)

M. A. Lightman tomorrow from
Memphis.

In addition to conferring with Secretary
M. J. O'Toole, Lightman will announce ap-
pointment of several committees to get in

contact with distributors concerning certain
readjustments.

Matters to be taken up include appointment
of a committee to endeavor to work out a
new standard exhibition contract, developing
a new national rezoning and arbitration plan,

asking Electrical Research Products for a
reduction in service charges and requesting
all electrics to give 10 days' notice when
they intend to pull out an equipment owing
to delinquency in payments, asking Fox to

cease its campaign against poster companies;
and asking certain distributors to quit tieing

in shorts with features.

150 From Six States
Attend Jules Levy Fete

(Continued from Page 1)

Rappaport was chairman of the
committee in charge, with Frank H.
Durkee, treasurer; Guy Wonders
and Sidney Lust of Washington and
Walter J. Coulter of Richmond also

on the committee. Others present
were Herman A. Blum of the Mary-
land M.P.T.O.A., Frank McNamee,
Cresson Smith, Eddie McEvoy,
Harry Thomas, Eddie Sherman, et
al.

Mayor Jackson attended, but Gov-
ernor Ritchie, Ned Depinet and Jos-
eph Plunkett could not come.
Levy was presented with a hand-

some silver service.

BOOK WAR FILM
San Francisco—National Theater

Syndicate has bought Educational's
two-reel special, "War in China,"
for its entire circuit. It is also
playing the United Ai-tists here
this week.

MACK SENNETT'S LATEST
We.u Coast Bureau, THE FILM PAILY
Hollywood—"Hatta Marry," fea-

turing Harry Gribbon, is the latest
comedy to be put into work by Mack
Sennett for Educational. It's a
travesty on the Tom Mix western
stories, but has a Foreign Legion
post for locale.

"HELL'S HOUSE" DEAL
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Benny Zeldman has

made arrangements whereby Atlas
Pictures will handle the entire west
coast distribution of "Hell's House."

COMING & GOING

M. A. r,lGHTMAN arrives in New York
tomorrow.

fJVA MOORE and ERNEST THESSIG-
ER, stage players signed by Universal lor
"The Old Dark House," are on their way
to the coast.

JUr.KS C. STEIN, president of Music
Corp. of America, arrives tomorrow on the
Europa from abroad, where he surveyed radio
and musical conditions.
JACKIE COOPER, young M-G-M star, ar-

rives in New York next Tuesday with his
mother.

J. ir. TtJRNER sailed yesterday with
'ROXY' on the Morro Castle for a two weeks
cruise of the West Indies.
JEROME SA( KHEIM of the RKO story

department leaves for the coast today.
SOL LESSER leaves for the coast Satur-

JOHN W. CONSIDINE, .JR., leaves for
the coast Sunday.

'Family Thrillers' for New Big 4 Program
Taking his cue from the preliminary results of the Hays film preference poll,

which showed a strong leaning to thrill pictures. President John R. Freuler of Big 4
has decided on a new type of production which he calls a 'family thriller' as the
keynote of his program for 1932-33. Freuler says the response to the Hays ques-
tionnaire coincides with periodical surveys made by him among exhibitors.

Osso and Associates
Launch Hungarian Firms
Budapest, Hungary — Minerva,

Ltd., for the production of sound
films, and Osso Film Co., Ltd., to

handle distribution, have been form-
ed by a group including Adolph
Osso, French producer; Louis Mann-
heim, Hungarian banker of Paris,

and Lord Trevor. The two compa-
nies are jointly controlled by a pa-
rent firm under the name of Ostre-

ma, also just formed. Eugene Hel-
tai, Hungarian theatrical producer
and writer, has joined the new units

as director. Osso has leased the
Hunnia Studios here for about five

weeks to make a trial film, "The
American Boy."

COTTER IN ST. LOUIS
St. Louis—Albert Cotter, former

Moberly, Mo., exhibitor, has re-

turned here from Oklahoma. Re-
cently he disposed of his theater
holdings in the southwest and is

looking around before deciding

where to locate.

ANOTHER FOR LOU ANGER
Bridgeport, Conn.—The Barnum,

East End neighborhood house, has
been taken over by Louis Anger, op-

erator of theaters in this city. New
Britain and Hartford, and reopened.
The house has been completely reno-
vated and new sound and projec-

tion equipment installed.

NEW EXCHANGE FOR 'U'

New Haven, Conn.—The Universal
Film Exchange has taken a 10-year
lease on a building which is to be
specially constructed for its use at

125 Meadow St., opposite the Kil-

feather Building, which houses most
of the Connecticut exchanges.

CORSICANA CHANGES
Coi-sieanna, Tex. — Publix has

closed the Palace and the bookings
of this house have been shifted to

the Ideal, a former B house. The
Grand, reopened last September as

an independent house, has been dis-

mantled by Publix.

DURANTE ON TOUR
Jimmy Durante is on his way

east from the coast for a series of

personal appearances, starting in

Pittsburgh. He just finished in

M-G-M's "The Wet Parade."

.3 RKO RELEASES IN APRIL
Fannie Hurst's "Symphony of

Six Millions." "Young Bride" and
"The Office Girl" will be released by
RKO in April. The first two are
RKO productions, while "The Office

Girl" is a British-made film.

KUTINSKY GETS HOUSE
Morris Kutinsky on April 1 takes

over the Community, Queens Vil-

lage, from Barney Grobe of Grobe
& Noble.

Non-Theatrical Progress
Cited by J. E. Otterson
Although prevailing conditions

have slowed down activity some-
what, steady progress is being made
in the use of films in the fields of
advertising, politics, industrial
training, education a, religious
teaching, said J. E. Otti.son, presi-
dent of Electrical Research Prod-
ucts, in addressing the Electrical
Ass'n at its luncheon in the Hotel
Astor yesterday. Otterson spoke on
the progress of sound over the past
10 years and illustrated his talk
with some short reels.

ASTOR AFTER NEW RECORD
A new record for length of run

at the Astor is expected with
"Grand Hotel," opening April 12.
In the last 167 weeks M-G-M has
presented 12 features at the house.
"Broadway Melody" holds the rec-
ord, 27 weeks, followed by "Rogue
Song," 21; "Hollywood Revue," 19;
"The Big House," 18; "Trader
Horn," 17 ;"Hell Divers" and "Free
Soul," 15; "War Nurse" and
"Guardsman," 9; "New Moon" and
"Champ," 6; "Devil May Care," 5.

PARA. WINS CONTRACT SUIT
A judgment for $5,177 was won by

Paramount yesterday in a suit
brought against Harry Gilbert, oper-
ator of the Riveria, Syracuse, charg-
ing failure to perform 3n exhibition
contract. Case was heard in the
Supreme Court, New York, with
Attorney Louis Phillips represent-
ing Paramount.

NAT ROSS TO DIRECT SERIES
Nat Ross will direct the series of

six two-reelers in which Van Beuren
Corp. will star Olsen and Johnson,
the musical comedy and vaudeville
headliners, for RKO release. Stories
are now being written in musical
comedy technique.

7 OUT OF 14 M-G-M
Sydney— Motion picture history

was written here by M-G-M when
in the course of a single week, out
of eight pictures showing, seven
were Metro attractions. The seven
included three long-runs, "Mata
Hari," "Private Lives" and "Pos-
sessed."

RKO SHORTS FOR GERMANY
Arrangements have been com-

pleted between Tiges, of Berlin, and
RKO Export Corp. for complete dis-

tribution in Germany of 11 Van
Beuren shorts. Nine are Grantland
Rice Sportlights and two Aesop's
Fables.

DAUPHINE REOPENS
New Orleans—After being closed

for several months, during which
time it was remodeled, the Dauphine
has opened under the management
of Alex Schulman. Policy is films

with tab musicals.

NEW TYPE STORIES TEST

ACTING ABILITY-DEL RUTH
(Continued from Page 1)

and more, said Del Ruth, increasing
burdens are placed upon the talents
of players.

Del Ruth pointed out the scarcity
of leading men—not regulation good-
lookers, but leading men who are
not models but have a masculine,
he-man appearance.

Metzger and Alperstein
Acquire San Diego House
San Diego, Cal.—Lou Metzger

and Emil Alperstein have acquired
the Spreckles from J. J. Franklin,
Ben Bernstein and B. H. Lustig.

ATTEND SMITH FUNERAL
Various Warner Bros, executives

and other film industry officials at-
tended the funeral of Andrew Smith,
3rd, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Smith, Jr., yesterday. Services were
held at the Church of the Resur-
rection, Rye, and burial was in Gate
of Heaven Cemetery, near Kensico.

JAMES BALMER PROMOTED
Pittsburgh— James Balmer, for-

merly manager of houses in West
Virginia and here, is now in charge
of the local suburban theaters for
Warner Eros., succeeding Sol Han-
kin, who was promoted to the Mil-
waukee zone. E. V. Knight takes
Balmer's place in West Virginia.

BALTIMORE RECEIVERSHIP
Baltimore—Frederick C. Schaun-

berger, Jr., and Walter C. Pinkard
are acting as receivers to conduct
the business of the Maryland and
Auditorium theaters and Kernan's
Hotel. Penn Mutual Life Insurance
Co., mortgage holder, filed the peti-
tion.

ZANUCK FOR EUROPE
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Darryl Zanuck plans

to go to Europe next month for a
brief vacation.

HESS' NEW PRESS BOOK
Jack Hess is getting out an en-

tirely new type of exploitation book
for Publix theaters. It will be ready
shortly.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Invincible Picture Corp.; W. Weintraub,

2 Lafayette St.. New York. $100,000.
Cinemotion Studios, motion pictures; I. H.

Greenfield, 1540 Broadway, New York. 100
shares common,

Herkimer Cooling Systems, constructions;
H. S. Heckheimer, 140 West 42nd St., New
York. $10,000.

NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
Kinatome Automatic Advertiser, Inc., cam-

eras, projectors: William II. Foster, Ridge-
wood. N. J. $36,000 pfd., 1,200 shares com-
mon.

Milsbrook Amusement Corp., Westwood,
amusement places; Milton M. Brooke, New
York City. 160 shares common.

CAPITAL INCREASES
Group Theater, New Y'ork, 1,000 to 3,000

shares, no par.

Royal Studios, New York, 2,000 to 5.000
shares, of which 2.500 are preferred, $100
each; 2.500 common, no par.

DISSOLUTIONS
Re.\ Beach Pictures Co., Maine.
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Fox Reports Net Loss of $4,263,557 for 1931

N. W. ALOED votes TFCLOSE HOUSEOY JUNE

Warners Boosting British Output to 25 a Year
Hollywood Directors to

Be Sent Over, Says
Jack Warner

London — Plans for adding one

»r two more stages at the Tedding-
on studiosj bringing over Alfred E.
Jreen, John G. Adolfi and several

ither directors from Hollywood,
md boosting production activity

lere to 25 or possibly 30 pictures

year, were announced by Jack L.
(Continued on Pone 8)

10 FIRMS TO ATTEND

MEETING ON POSTERS

Forty poster and other allied

ompanies throughout the country
lave accepted invitations to attend
he conference scheduled for Chi-
ago, April 11 and 12, for the pur-
)Ose of forming a national protec-
ive association, it was stated yes-
erday.
Indications are that a large num-

>er of exhibitors will attend the
(Continued on Pane 8)

pel Andrews Joins Rl^f^

As Pre-Production '^^ ^or
f'e.tt Coast Bureau, THE FILM i,

' V
Hollywood—With a view to elim-

lating excess footage from scripts
lefore they are given to the direc-
or to film, David O. Selznick of
IKO has signed Del Andrews,
mter and director, for the post of
ire-production editor.

Co-op Building Society

To Erect British Houses

I London—A co-operative building society to

uild 800-seat cinemas of standard pattern at

loderate cost for cities of from 15,000 to

0,000 population, with operators of the thea-
ers paying for the property on the rental plan
ver a period of 15 years, has been launched
ere by a group of companies identified with
he building trade. A company called the
ritish Cinema Building Society has been
armed, with Alfred S. Ward-Woodger as presi-

cnt.

complete list of theaters in the United
tales and Canada is included in the 1932
ILM DAILY YEAR BOOK.—Advt.

Para. Repays Loans With New Credit
Credit of about $15,000,000 obtained by Paramount from a group of banks in

New York, Chicago and Philadelphia, will be used principally to repay $9,500,000
bank loans, representing approximately what the company paid out for repurchase of

its own stock under agreements. Other banks participating in the credit include

Bankers Trust, National City, Commercial National, Empire Trust, Central Hanover,
and County Trust.

Al Steffes Re-elected
Allied Unit Manager

U. A. Making 8 to 10
British Quota Films

London (By Cable)—United Ar-

tists will have between eight and

ten quota pictures made in the coun-

try for release during the coming
season. Provided Albert De Cour-
ville, director, is willing to sign

(Continued on Pape 8)

Minneapolis—W. A. Steffes was
re-elected general manager of the

Northwest Allied unit at its annual
convention here yesterday. Otto
Raths of St. Paul was named presi-

dent to succeed Benjamin Berger of

Sioux Falls. A. A. Kaplan of St.

Paul was elected president and B.

J. Benfield of Morris, S. D., was
named vice-president. A banquet
and dance concluded the convention.

165,000,000 Attendance Drop

Follows High Tax in England

London —- A drop of more than
165,000,000 in yearly admissions un-
der the recent ticket tax increase is

indicated in official figures compiled
by the C. E. A. from a question-
naire issued to members of the ex-
hibitor organization. As a result of

(Continued on Page S)

Safron Will Supervise
Columbia Field Sales

Jerome Safron, who joined Colum-
bia recently following his resigna-
tion from RKO, has been appointed
field sales supervisor, with head-
quarters in New York.

$4,263,557 Fox Loss in 1931;
Cut in Capitalization Proposed

Extols Florida's Merits
As Film Producing Field
Advantages of Florida for produc-

tion of motion pictures were out-

lined by Charles A. McKean of the
Tampa Chamber of Commerce at

the A. M. P. A. luncheon yesterday.
Tieing up his talk with the new Bee-
croft-FIorida studios near Tampa,

(.Continued on Page i)

Net loss of $4,263,557..56 after all

charges is reported by Fox Film
Corp. for the year ended Dec. 26,

against profit of .$10,251,826.90 in

the previous fiscal year. Operating
income net was $1,127,414.87,

against which there was additional
(Continued on Pane .^)

Production is thoroughly covered in the 1.056
p.nees of the 1932 FILM DAILY YEAR
BOOK.—Advt.

Minneapolis Convention
Resolves to Carry Out
Lower Rental Fight

Minneapolis — Northwest Allied
members yesterday voted to close

their houses between May 15 and
June 1 unless film rentals are re-

duced to an "equitable basis." This
action, taken at the unit's annual
convention at the Radisson, is some-
what similar to the plan proposed by
Sidney R. Samuelson at the nation-

(CoKtinited on Page 3)

CIRCUITS PLAN TO ADOPT

PROFIT SHARING COUPONS

Philadelphia—Adoption of United
Profit-Sharing Coupons by several

large circuits, as well as by many
independent exhibitors, as a patron-

age stimulator, is now under nego-

tiation, according to Lipault Corp.,

exclusive distributors for the cou-

pons in the theater field. Exhibi-

tors planning to take on the plan

will give on "Coupon Days" (prob-

ably one, two or more days a week)
(Continued on Page 8)

Start Shooting Next Week
On Fox's 1932-33 Program
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fox commences work

on its 1932-33 program of 48 fea-

tures next week, when "Down to

Earth," starring Will Rogers, goes

into production. Frank Borzage,

who will direct "Cavalcade" for the

new program, arrives in New York
on Sunday with Sonya Levien and

Sam Behi-man, who will adapt the

stage hit. They are en route to

London to see the show.

All Fox 1932-33 Titles

To Be Announced at Meet

Fox will announce all of its 28 feature titles

at its annual sales convention in New York

In May. said lames R. Grainger yesterday fol-

lowing his arrival in Nev/ York from the Coast.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chy

Coil. Fm. Ind 3 3 ? — Vf

Con. Fm. Iiul. pfd. 8.)4 8^ 854 — '/J

Fast. Kmlak 76'A 72yJ 73 — 3

Fox Fm. "A".... 3Vi i'A i'/» — ^^

Geii. Th. Eq. (new) Vs Vi Vi • • • •

Loew's, Inc 28 '4 26 26 — \'A

Paramount 7Vs 6'A 6]A — 5'4

Pathe Exch Vs Vi Vi • •

RCA OH 6 G^i —
I;

RCA pf. "A" (3'A) 24 24 24 + Is

RCA pf. "B".... 11 in 10—1
RKO 3.U iVs -'Ss — 5s

Warner Bros 2]^ 2 2 — 'A

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A"... . K 'A ^ 'A

Cen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 7-16 7-16 7-16 + M<'
Technicolor n4 1 '4 IM — i-S

Tran-;-Lnx 1

M

1 '^ 1-34

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. r>s40. 3;.^ 3 iVi — Vi

Keith A-O 6s46... 50 50 50 +2
T.new 6s 41ww RSJ-g 85'4 85'4 — %
P.iramount 6s 47.. 45 42^^ 42;^ — 2/i

Par. 5Ks50 40^4 40 40!^ + %
Pathe 7s37 77 77 77 +3
Warner's 6s39 24 24 24 — Vi

Western Electric . 98 97 ;4 97^ -f 'A

G. T. E. DEFAULTS INTEREST
As forecast some time ago, Gen-

eral Theaters Equipment has noti-

fied the New York Stock Exchange
that it is unable to meet interest

payment due today on the $30,000,-

000 debentures of the company.

fc ••'•••''••••••••••••••^.j

if

if
if

M

New York
1.''40 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

LonK Island City i}

1 54 Crescent St. }.{

STillwell 4-7940 i.t

:.t

Eastman Films |

J. E. Brelatoiir, Inc. h

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLIywood 4121

Sign Writers' Strike
Affects N. Y. Circuits

Theatrical show card writers,
outdoor advertising painters and
commercial sign painters, members
of N. Y. Sign Writers Local 230,
voted last night to strike against
Loew. Paramount, RKO, Warner
and Fox theaters in the metropol-
itan district for alleged failure of
the circuits to renew contracts with
t^he union that would uphold last
vear'.s salary terms. The circuits
demand the men take a 25 per cent
••"duction in salary for the fiscal

"ear. About 60 shops are involved
'•rifi affected by the walk-out. James
O'Brien is president and S. A. Mar-
"ou, secretary of the union.

Korda's British Company
Plans Six Films a Year

London—Six features a year are
'planned by London Film Pvoduc-
Hons. new firm which includes on
'ts directorate Alexander Korda.
'George Grossmith. Laios Biro. Lord
T.urean. Cant. A. C. N. Dixie. M. P.,

-^nd John Sutro. Korda and Capt.
^ixie are joint manaerinq' directors,
''^he company is nrivatelv finan^^ed
^^orda savs. and distribution will be
"Vivoiio-h Ideal Films. First feature
"Wedding- Rehearsal." starts this
-'-'onth. It will be followed by
"Bvppnh of Promise." Roland Young
will play in one of the pictures.

4 FOX APRIL RELEASES
Four features have been =pt bv

'^o\ for June release: "The Killer."
'"ith Georq-e O'Brien .Tune ."i: "April
T^nnV CtentPtive title). June 12:
"Wppk-Fnds Onlv." formerly "W'-ek-
"^^nd Girl." with .Topn Bennptt. June
"): "Af+er the Rain," with Peggy
Shannon, June 26.

TWO WEEKS FOR "LENA"
'fV.- r„„sf B'irrnv. THE FTT M H''"'"
TToUvwond—Tiffanv's "Lena Riv-

-^rs" has been booked in'^o Pantages
"'^y a f,wo-wpek run. The house usu-
ally books for a week only.

BLOCK-AID CHAIRMAN
Glpnn Gvi«wold. Fnx director of

•Public relations, is block chairman
•^or fhp^ Block-Aiders unemployment
"elief campaign.

M-G-M BUYS STORY
M-G-M has acnnired motion pic-

*^'ivp ri!?ht=: to "Tlip Web and thf
^Tot " unnnblished story bv Richard
Wilyner Rowan, a contributor to

Munsey's magazine.

MORE RICHY CRAIG SHORTS
Richy Craig, stage comedian who

recently made "Mavbe I'm Wrong"
^'or Vitaphone. is being sought by
Warners for a series of 12 shorts.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recordin?
Low Dally or Weekly Relet

Powers Clnaphona Equipment Corporation

70 Per Cent of England
On Duals, Says Silverstone
Approximately 70 per cent of the

theaters in Great Britain are
double-featuring, Maury Silver-

stone, United Artists managing di-

rector for that territory, told The
Film Daily yesterday. He esti-

mated that 99 per cent of London
theaters are on this policy. Only
exception among major houses in

that city is the Empire, operated by
Loew's.

Fox Houses Get Order
Permitting Sunday Shows
Kansas City, Kan.—Judge Pol-

lock's division of the Kansas Federal
Court has served an interlocutory
injunction on city and county peace
officers in El Dorado, preventing
them from interfering with Sunday
shows in the local Fox houses. Judge
Pollock also has upheld the right

of Glen W. Dickinson Theaters to

give Sunday shows.

HARRY SWEET TO TRIPLE
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Under his new con-

tract with RKO, Harry Sweet will

lirect himself in a series of short

omedies supervised by Louis Brock,
direct Edgar Kennedy in a second
group of the "Mr. Average Man"
comedies, and later team with Ken-
nedy in a comedy feature.

Taa-TTH •VI.. N. V RRVANT O-ttOm''

ZIEGFELD TO FILM SHOW
Florenz Ziegfeld is understood to

be planning to make a screen ver-

sion of his current musical comedy,
"Hot-Cha," with the original cast

including Bert Lahr and Lupe Velez.

The picture is to be made in New
York after Ziegfeld recovers from
his illness. It is strong on comedy.

M-G-M SIGNS ACTRESS
Diane Sinclair, 19-year-old Phila-

delphia girl, was signed yesterday

to a long term M-G-M contract.

Miss Sinclair, who is described as

a brunette of striking personality,

was discovered playing in stock.

She will leave April 6 for the coast.

VICKI BAUM AT PREMIERE
Vicki Baum, author of "Grand Ho-

tel," will be a guest of honor at the

Astor when the M-G-M screen ver-

sion opens there April 12, M-G-M
has announced.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film

Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

A REMINDER
W« purchase American product for Europe

We supply European product to America

We cover Europe FROM Europe since

1923 *

38 bis Ave. de )a

Ripublique

PARIS

»)>ipicTunnNE4

E. M. Fadman. Pros.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Apr. 4: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 11-12: Meeting to form a national pro-
tective association of poster supply and
allied companies. Hotel Stevens, Chicago.

April 16: Associated Theater Owners of
Maryland dance and entertainment, Balti-
more, Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York.

April 25: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers of
New England. Hotel Statler. Boston.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In-
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel. Indianapolis. Ind.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societr
of M. P. Eneineers. Washington.

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion. Chicago.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe!
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall,
Columbus, O.

VAN LEER, ADLER RESIGN
Arnold Van Leer, one of the best

known and most popular of Broad-
way press agents, resigned yester-
day from RKO, where he had been
handling the Palace, Mayfair and
Cameo. Bill Adler, former assistant
to J. J. Hess, also handed in his

resignation. Jack Goldstein has
been engaged to handle the Albee.
Joe Cullin, assistant to Johnny Cas-
sidy, has been transferred to the
Fordham where he will direct ex-

nloitation and publicity for all RKO
Bronx houses. According to Bob
Sisk, national director of RKO ad-
vertising and publicity, a special ex-
ploitation man will be engaged to

exploit "Symphony of Six Million"
for the Mayfair run. 1

RKO-PITTALUGA DEAL ^

Rome—A deal whereby Pittalugai

would release the RKO product in

Italy is understood to be under ne
gotiation.

I WANT A JOB
Sidney Rechetnik—NOW AVAILABLE

—Formerly publicity director of Vita-
phone Eastern Studios,—feature stories,

—formerly editor of Warner house or-

gan,—press sheets,—theatre exploitation,

etc. Address Film Daily.

1650 Broadway New York City

Harriett Huntington

announces the comple-

tion of

"Man's Paradise"

A Feature Length

Production

All Rights Fully Protected
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N. W. ALLIED VOTES

TO CLOSE THEATERS

(Continued from Fiuir 1 )

al Allied convention in Detroit re-

cently.

Theater men declared that they

are still operating at the high 1927

costs level and that drastic action

s imperative. W. A. Steffes, who
ed the discussion, predicted that

unless immediate relief is granted,

between 5,000 and 10,000 theaters

,n the United States would have to

close before June 1.

Block booking was also condemned
by the association. Convention went
on record endorsing The Brookhart

sill and resolution, declaring that

the practice of block booking is

"illegal, oppressive and un-Amer-
ican." It was decided to petition

the Federal Trade Commission and

other governmental agencies to pros-

ecute pending actions seeking to

eliminate the practice. The exhibi-

tors also voted to enlist public sup-

port in the matter.

A resolution was adopted assailing

practice of tieing in shorts with fea-

tures. Double featuring was at-

tacked in a resolution which was
adopted.

Extols Florida's Merits

As Film Producing Field
(Continued from Page 1)

McKean emphasized the economies

in production possible in Florida due

to cheap labor costs, low price of

raw materials, cheap housing facili-

ties in the best hotels at an average

of $2.50 a day, convenience to New
York, ideal studio facilities, as well

IS a great variety of exterior loca-

tions that are different and novel.

McKean stated that the advocates

of Florida productions did not ex-

pect producers to scrap their Holly-

ivood studios, nor that Florida would
replace Hollywood. Tampa, he

stated, offered a supplementary
studio city* with advantages that

Hollywood could not duplicate, and

;herefore had possibilities that pro-

lucers could develop to their finan-

:ial advantage. He decried the

tories of Florida summer heat with

lot of data that refuted such state-

nents.

iVARNER CLOSES ONE IN OHIO
Portsmouth, 0.— Warners' Lyric

las been closed and Dick Cruisinger,

nanager, shifted back to Warners'
Vlhambra in Canton.

Canada has more Canadian dollars in-

vested in the motion picture industry,

and more Canadians employed in it,

than in the automobile industry.

aiong;^ialto

M[w vock: IDS ANGELES

• • • THE PRESSAGEYS were greatly cheered at the

A.M.P.A. luncheon at Sardi's when Charles E. Honce,
executive news editor of the Associated Press told them
how easy it was to get news breaks over the association's wires

provided the news measured up to the A. P. standards

it must be interesting informative time-

ly truthful then he added casually that it must
be NEWS which of course let most of the assembled
pressageys out so they sank back into the usual coma.

• • • HE DIVULGED the amazing fact that since Novem-
ber 30, 1930 the A. P. service had not one single occa-

sion to chide the industry for trying to slip a "news" story over

neither had Mister Frank Wilstach any occasion to write

a protest letter about the industry being blamed for influencing

any man, woman or child to commit arson, larceny or bigamy
which was all very, very encouraging to all hands

but one cynic who shall be nameless opined that

either the A. P. had changed its standards of what constitutes
News or that the pressageys since 1930 had Really been
writing News figure it out yourself for our part

we're convinced pressageys wouldn't be worthy of the
name if they wrote News they're Creative
Writers and how!

• • • WHEN ASKED by George Bilson why the A. P.
wires didn't mention picture titles as a rule Mister Honce
raised his eyebrows in surprise what good would it do
to mention titles when they change 'em every other day? he
parried so Mister Bilson subsided gracefully

• • • AFTER THAT Charles A. McKean of the Tampa
Chamber of Commerce launched into a brilliant ballyhoo
for productions in Florida he had all the Cali-for-nigh-
aye Climate Cheerers stopped he got off to a swell start

when prexy Ed Finney introduced him as the gent who was
stirring up production in the sunny south and some wit
(sotto voce) suggested somebody stir up production right now
in Hollerword but a joke's a joke this guy went
too far

* * * *

• • • NOW IF the class will kindly turn to the front page
you will find an excellent News Story on Mister Mc-

Kean's story about Production Advantages of Florida
and in writing it we tried to carefully adhere to the

A. P. standards of what constitutes News and, take it

from us, it was a tuff assignment we enjoy much more
writing in this kolyum where Fancy can roam hither

and yon regardless of Facts just so long as we
are Interesting come to think of it mebbe Mister

McKean's story belongs Here he sure was Interesting.

• • • WE WERE intrigued by Mister McKean's statement
that there had been no hurricane in Florida since 1921
for if memory does not deceive us Henry King made
"Hell Harbor" at Tampa in 1929 for Inspiration Pix

and a fierce hurricane blew the sets away and
all hands were called out in the dead of night to clamp every-

thing down which story was carried over Mister Honce's

A. P. wires as a Fact Story ... but mebbe we're

wrong

NET LOSS OF $4,263,557

REPORTED BY FOX FOR '31

(Continued from Page 1)

charge of $4,079,658.05 for deprecia-
tion and $1,248,421.54 for amortiza-
tion of bond discount and expenses.

Gross income amounted to $85,-

774,237, compared to $102,004,009 in

1930. Decline of $16,229,772 was
principally accounted for by a de-
crease of approximately $3,800,000
in film rentals, $10,000,000 in the-

ater admissions and $1,800,000 in

dividends received.
Operating expenses, exclusive of studio, de-

clined from $54,563,268 in 1930 to $50,-
363,056 in 1931. This was chiefly accounted
for by a reduction in the cost of theater
operation, the reduction in studio expense
being reflected in the production cost of

pictures which is amortized separately. At
the beginning of the year, picture inventory
including the cost of completed negatives,
positive prints and stories and production in

process, etc., amounted to $21,627,175.99.
Cost of picture production in 1931 was

$19,861,147.32 as compared to $26,203,623.01
in 1930.

Amortization taken against picture costs

last year totaled $24,352,023.04. This left

an inventory of $17,136,300.27, at the end
of 1931.

Surplus account declined to $1,954,102.64
on Dec. 26, against $9,618,442.48 at the
beginning of the year.

Write-off for film amortization, participa-

tions, etc., for the year, amounting to $29,-

761,505.02, was $2,456,148.25 in excess of
similar charges in 1930. Increase was d\i''

to a large portion of the amortization for
the year being based on the cost of films pr''-

duced during the year before. As a result,

the year's operations reflect but a portion
of the reduced costs of pictures produced dur-
ing the year.

la his letter to stockholders, President
Edward R. Tinker states that at the annual
meeting there will be a vote on the proposal
to change the company's per share value
to $5, plus such amounts as, from time
to time, may be added by resolution of the

board of directors. This will reduce the
capitalization to $12,628,300 from $90,780,-

000, and at the same time enable the com-
pany to write certain of its investments down
CO a nominal figure and set up adequate re-

serves for the revaluation of other assets.

It is proposed to write down to $1 the in-

vestment in the stock of fox Theaters Corp.,
Fox Chicago Theaters Co. and in the equip-
ment of Kodo-Chrome Laboratories. Fox The-
aters has been carried, at cost, at $2,602,46.1.

In addition, in view of the marked diffi-

culty under present conditions of determ-
ining accurate valuations on a number of
the company's other assets, it is deemed ad-

visable to increase reserves from $2,233,095.25
to $40,030,525.17, Tinker states.

The proposed capital changes also would
set up a paid in surplus of $36,062,396.21
in addition to the earned surplus of $1,-

i>54,102.64.
Consolidated balance sheet at Dec. 26

hows current assets of $23,402,481.05, in-

:iuding $3,340,596.12 cash, against current
abilities of $16,637,895.78.

^-^^ b:j^O^

« « « » » »

MANY PAPPY RETURNS

April 1

Wallace Beery
Dorothy Revier
Leon Janney

Harry Green
lack Cunningham

E. Louise Fay
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Produced by Carl Laemmie,
Jr. Directed by Russell Maci</

who directed the ''Spirit of

Notre Dame." Presented
by Carl Laemmle. With

—

1

CHARLES BICKFORD
ROSE HOBART-PATOO'BRIEN

Claudia Dell^ J. Farrell MacDonald/ Harry Beresford^

Berton Churchill Glenda Farrell.

#1



From the novel,

HOT NEWS;
by Emile Gauvreau.

He spied on the pri-

vate lives of others,

and screamed their

misdeeds totheworld!
• ••' I

•aV STEP OUT WITH UNIVERSAL
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"The Film DailyYear

Book is one of the Few

really essential books

in the moving picture

business. Unless some-

body published such a

book, I don^t know
what we would all do,

for reference and for

essential facts.

Carl Laemmie
President

Universal Pictures Corp.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WU.K

HOLLYWOOD
QEORGE O'BRIEN has returned

from his Eastern pleasure
jaunt. During his three weeks' ab-
sence, he visited New Orleans, Ha-
vana and New York. His first

assignment under his new contract
with Fox is "The Killer," by Stew-
art Edward White. This production
will mark the beginning of his eighth
consecutive year with Fox, where
he started as a prop boy.

* * *

Jack Natteford is writing the
screen play and dialogue for "Oh,
Promise Me," based on Peter B.
Kyne's book. "Oh Promise Me" will

be made by Universal.
* * *

Brian I. C. Norton, former mem-
ber of the English Davis Cup tennis
team, recently gave a brilliant ex-
hibition on Melville Brown's court.
Mr. and Mrs. Conway Tearle, Eddie
Woods, Robert Armstrong, Victor
Schertzinger and Major Hinde of

Pasadena were among the specta-
tors.

* * *

Val Burton, musical director for

Tiffany, has just completed the score
for "Igloo," which was made by
Edward Small.

* * *

Ralph Parker, Universal scenarist,

is the proud father of a nine-pound
baby boy born this week.

Corson Jowett, veteran recording
engineer, is handliyig the sound on
"The Illustrious Corpse" at Tiffany.
He also did the recording on "Igloo."

* * *

Dorothy Sebastian, who played tht

feminine lead in "Contraband," will

be featured in "They Never Come
Back," which Fred Newmeyer is di

recting.
* * *

Ralph Block has joined the M-G-M
scenario department. He plans to

make a trip to Europe in the sum-
mer.

* * *

Stuart Anthony and Warren Duff
wrote the adaptation and dialogue
for "The Illustrious Corpse," which
Lucky Humberstone is directing for

Tiffany.

Bernard Schubert, who did the

screen version and dialogue for
"Symphony of Six Million," is the

latest acquisition to Universal'

s

rapidly growing writing staff. Hift

first assignment, it is understood,
will be to prepare for the screen a)i

air story written by an aviator of

international prominence who re-

cently figured in the headlines of
newspapers throughout the country.

* * *

William Wellman is to direct Rich-

ard Dix in a picture to be filmed at

the RKO-Radio studios some time in

June, it is announced by David 0.

Selznick. No story has been chosen
as yet. Wellman is being borrowed
from Warner Bros.-First National.

The next Dix starring vehicle is to
be "The Roar of the Dragon," which
Wesley Ruggles will direct. Well-
man will direct the film following.

* * *

Ann Dvorak has been assigned the
leading feminine role in "Competi-
tion," the new "Chic" Sale picture
which started production this week
at the Warner Bros, studios.

* * *

Erie C. Kenton will direct the
studio scenes for Paramount's "Lives
of a Bengal Lancer," for which
Ernest B. Schoedsack procured ex-
terior scenes in India.

* * *

Jerry Horwin, writer has been
signed to create original stories for
RKO-Radio Pictures production. He
recently was under contract to Uni-
versal.

* * *

Stephen R. Roberts, now directing
"Sky Bride," aviation story featur-
ing Richard Arlen and Jack Oakie,
has been selected to direct George
Bancroft in his next Paramount
starring picture, "The Challenger."

* * *

Maude Turner Gordon returns to

the Paramount studios in support of

Carole Lombard, Chester Morris,
Adrienne Ames and Alison Skip-

worth in "Sinners in the Sun."

Blanche Frederici is an additioiv

to the cast of "State's Attorney,"
the John Barrymore starring pic-

ture now in production at the RKO-
Radio Pictures studio.

* * *

When "Week End Marriage" en-

tered production this week at First

National, Sheila Terry, the blonde

young screen novice, who recently

arrived in Hollywood from New
ifork, replaced Gloria Shea in the

cast. Miss Shea has been assigned

instead to a role in "New York
Town."

* * *

Jean Sorel, one of the "finds" of

the year has been borrowed by Co-

lumbia from Samuel Goldwyn for its

special bank story, temporarily

^iitled, "Faith," which stars Walter

Huston. Allan. Dwan is directing

this production.
* * *

Sarah Mason, veteran screen

A-riter, has joined the creative per-

sonnel at the RKO-Radio Pictures

studio.

Estabrook Probes China

Should the hostilities in the Far East

become more international, Howard
Estabrook, RKO scenarist, will be in

^ualitied line tor appointment as an

intelligence officer of some kind in the

Orient. His qualifications come from

the amount of research he had to do in

writing the screen version and dialogue

of "Roar of the Dragon." Histories of

China, visits to the Oriental section of

Los Angeles, study of maps, data and

information furnished by native Chinese

and interviews with returning visitors to

the Mukden battle front were among
the media of his probe.
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By "C. A.

CTANDARD SOUND RECORDING
has completed the synchronizing

of another industrial feature for

DeFrenes of Wilkes-Barre. It is

a nine-reel production, prepared by
DeFrenes for the Thermoid Rubber
Co. of Trenton, demonstrating the

use of the Thermoid Brake Lining.
•

This mokca the third big

synchrovizivg job handled by
StaJidard Sound Recording re-

cently. The other two were the

indntrial on the new Ford
model, with J . F. Clemenger as

the Ford announcer, and 10-

reeler for Hershey's chocolate.
•

Burnet Hershey is writing the
script for the next S. S. Van Dine
short. He recently completed the

.scrint for the 21st "Believe It or
' Not" short he has written for the

Robert L. Ripley series.
•

James C. Morton, who has been
doing considerable work at the Vita-

Dhone studio, spends his time when
he is not working there running a

rehearsal hall in Manhattan.
•

Sam Sax, Vitaphone's Brooklvn
studio chief, was so elated with the
rushes of "Smash Your Baggage,"
all-colored musical short featuring
the Elmer Snowden band and the
entire show of the Harlem night
club. Small's Paradise, that he im-
mediately signed Nina Mae McKin-
ney, colored screen actress and blues
singer, and the Eubie Blake or-

chestra for another colored revue.
•

The picture featuring Nina
Mae McKinney, went into pro-
duction last Friday under the
direction of Roy Mack. A. D.
Ofvos, Vitaphoyie staff scenar-
ist, wrote a story especially for
Miss McKinney called "Pie, Pie,

Blackbird."

"Pals" is the name of the first

of a series of six short subjects fea-
turing "Uncle Don" Carney, of radio
fame, to be produced for Unique
Foto Films and scheduled to go int^^

production about the first of April.

•

Patricia Lynn, recent St. Louis
boauty contest winner, was given a

role in "Four Wheels—No Brakes,"
new Vitaphone comedy starring Mr.

and Mrs. Jack Norworth and di-

rected by Alf Goulding.
•

Since the closing of the Paramount
Astoria studio. Herb Hayman, cast-
ing director of the Brooklyn Vita-
phone studio, is being swamped
with talent applications. The strange
part about it all is the fact that
for weeks prior to the closing of
the other studio, Vitaphone was
using from 60 to 150 extras in pro-
duction, but during the past few
weeks the shorts called for very
few.

•

Hal LeRoy and Mitzi Mayfair,
now appearing at the Hollywood
theater in the Lou Holtz show and
who were the dance sensations of
fhe last issue of "The Follies," have
been signed by Sam Sax, head of

the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, for

a Vitaphone two-reeler. LeRoy made
his screen debut several months ago
when he was starred by Vitaphone
n "The High School Hoofer."

Connolly Surveys Europe
For Trans-Lux Locations
London—Possibility of a circuit of

Trans-Lux theaters in England,
Germany and France, along the
same lines as the New York houses,
was indicated by Jack Connolly of
Pathe News on his arrival here.

Connolly is surveying the situation
here and on the continent with a
view to picking spots for the shorts
houses.

Basketball Game Aids B. 0.

Success of an experiment tried at

the Ritz, Elizabeth, N. )., in which
a basketball game was played on the
stage in addition to the screen show,
may lead to adoption of similar policies
in other Warner Bros, houses through-
out the country. Harry Kalmine, zone
manager, and George Kelly, house man-
ager, put the stunt on in connection
with a Monday night show with the
result that the gross was $700 over
the average Monday night take, it Is

stated. Local amateur teams competed
and sports editors co-operated in stag-
ing the game.

TENTH SUPREME OFFICE
Supreme Screen Service has ap-

nointed Thomas Branon of Affiliated

Producers, Inc., Atlanta, operator of
its southern states exchange to

cover both North and South Caro-
lina. Georgia. Florida. Tennessee,
Louisiana, Alabama and Mississippi.

This makes the tenth office for Su-
preme, with others to follow in

Omaha, Seattle and San Francisco,
savs M. Wax.

Philip Rosenberg: of Boston, affili-

ated with A. and M. Wax in several
theater pro.jects. has been added to

Supreme's board of directors.

BRICE IN RADIO FIELD
Monte Brice, director and writ'er,

has formed Trans-Air Broadcast Co.,

which will build radio programs
among other functions in that field.

EflForts will be made to arrange to

publicize pictures through radio pro-

gram tieups. Offices have been
opened at 1775 Broadway.

VIOLA SHORE SELLS SERIAL
Viola Brothers Shore, scenarist

with Paramount, has sold serial

rights to her new novel. "Murder
on the Glass Floor," to the "Chi-
cago Tribune."

GRAINGER RETURNS
James R. Grainger arrived in

New York from the Coast yester-

day.

Anybody

Can

Hits

Produce

Anybody can tell producers how to

produce, directors how to direct,

sales managers how to sell.

And anybody, positively anybody,

can tell ad writers how to write ads.

Doing the job is something else

again.

Writing ads is a full-time man's-

size job. And when it's a spare time

job or anybody s job—it looks it.

Advertising is entirely too impor-

tant to be a side issue for anybody.

Advertising demands everything

you've got. Not some of the time.

All of the time.

This writer was Director of Pub-

licity, Advertising and Exploitation

for circuits and major companies.

He will be available shortly for the

first time in nine years.

Address:

HOP, PEP AND GINGER
Box No. 908

Film Daily

1650 Broadway, N. Y.
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BRITISH OUTPUT TO 25

{Continued from Paqc 1)

Warner following his arrival for a

brief visit. George Arliss also is to

come over for a picture as soon as

a suitable story is found, Warner
said. He further stated that, in

addition to French versions of Eng-
lish pictures made here, from 12

to 15 pictures w^ould be made in

France in association with a French
firm. Warner expressed himself
well pleased with the seven English
and one French productions made
at Teddington in the last seven
months under Irving Asher.

40 Firms to Attend
Meeting on Posters

(Continued from Pape 1")

New York meeting to begin at 1

o'clock at the Hotel Astor today
to protest against action of Fox in

demanding that poster exchanges
cease re-selling material.

U. A. Making 8 to 10
British Quota Films
(Continued from Pane I)

with the company, it is likely that
the firm will produce on its own
instead of having other companies
make these productions.

GROSSED HEAVILY ABROAD
According to reports that reached

United Artists yesterday, Ufa's
"Congress Dances" which follows
"One Hour With You." at the Rial-
to. grossed $500,000 in Great Bri-
tian and 2.830.000 marks in Berlin,
where it played to 1,210,000 people.

LOEW OHIO TRANSFERS
Akron, 0. — Lawrence Thompson

from the Midland. Kansas City, has
been made assistant manager of
Loew's here, replacing Ray Jones,
who goes to the Broad in Columbus.

VICKT BAUM, author of "Grand Hotel."
arrived from ahroad vesterdav on the Enropa.

S. CHARLE.S EINFEEb. Warner ex-
ecutive in charge of advertisinc and publicitv.

and MORT BLUMENSTOCK. who is in

charge of advertising and exploitation for
Warner theaters, returned yesterday from a

series of advertising conferences in Washing-
ton. Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago and Mil-
waukee.
WARD MOREHOU.se. Broadway column

ist of the New York "Sun" and author of

"New York Town," recently purchased as a

picture by Warner Bros., left for Hollywood
yesterday afternoon to assist in preparing
the screen adaptation of "Central Park."

T.EO ROBIN, lyricist on Maurice Che-
valier's starrnig picture. "One Tlour With
You," has returned to Hollywood to resume
his work on the Paramount music writing
staff after a vacation In New York.
ERIC STACEY, an assistant director at

the Paramount Hollywood studios for the
last two years, is en route to Devonshire
England, to assist Frank Tuttle in directing
the talking picture version of John Gals-
worthy's "The Apple Tree."

AI, I.ICHTMAN is expected to return
from the coast next week.
WALTER WANGER is planning to leave

the coast for New York the latter part of

next week.
M. H. HOFFMAN leaves tomorrow on his

return trip to tfae coast.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Cleveland—Meyer Fischer, presi-

dent of Fischer Film Exchange, is

driving back from California where
he has been spending the past
month.

Meriden, Conn.—Edward Fitzpat-
rick has returned to Meriden to re-

sume management of the Fox-Pal-
ace after an absence of six months,
during which he has been manag-
ing the Fox-Plaza, Worcester, re-

cently closed. He is now convalescing
after a sever illness. Ernest Dorau,
assistant manager of the Meriden
house, who was in charge during
Fitzpatrick's absence, will continue
as assistant.

Kansas City—M. Miltenberg and
L. Childs have opened their New
Broadmour at 34th and Broadway
here. The 600-seat house, closed for

three years, has been remodeled, re-

seated and redecorated.

Cleveland—F. H. Hathaway, for-

merly city sales representative for

RKO, has joined the local Warner
sales force, covering the Akron,
Canton, Youngstown territory.

Boston—Orient Garden Theater,
Inc., was recently incorporated by
Sol Hamburger and Elamae Ham-
burger, both of Brookline, and Frank
Savasta, Boston.

Battle Lake, Minn.—The Ameri-
fcan Legion will soon open a theater
here under the management of F.
B. Platte.

Clitherall, Minn.—The Community
has been reopened by Postmaster
Julius Severson after being closed
for installation of sound equipment.

Hartford, Conn. — Francis Morin,
until recently acting manager of the
Strand, New Britain, has been
named manager of the Warner
Princess, which has been reopened
as an art theater devoted primarily
to foreign language films and se-

lected domestic product.

Warner-F. N. to Release
6 Thrill Films in 8 Weeks
In the next eight weeks Warner-

First National will release six

"thrillers," the company states,

"The Crowd Roars," now at the

New York Winter Garden and
which will have its general release

April 16 will be followed by "Man
Wanted," starring Kay Francis,
April 23; "The Mouthpiece," star-

ring Warren William and Sidney
Fox, May 7; "The Famous Fergu-
son Case," starring Joan Blondell,
May 14; "The Strange Love of

Molly Louvain," featuring Lee Tracy
and Ann Dvorak, May 28, and "Two
Seconds," starring Edward G. Rob-
inson.

British Film Quota
Advances to 15 P. C.

London (By Cable)—Quota pic-

ture requirements go up another
2'/2% today, when 15 per cent of

all footage handled by distributors
operating in this country must be
British-made pictures.

B. DUBINSKY MANAGING TWO
Kansas City — Barney Dubinsky

has been made manager of both the
Newman and Liberty here. He for-

merly supervised Dubinsky houses
outside Kansas City. The organiza-
tion has 22 theaters in eight Mis-
souri and Kansas cities.

PUBLIX TOLEDO SHIFT
Toledo, 0.—Ray Allison, former

press agent for the Paramount, has
been named manager -and will han-
dle publicity as before. He suc-

''eeds Charles Perry, assigned to St.

Louis. Dwight Van Meter, assistant
manager, has been transferred to

the Princess here, succeeding Eddie
Bresendine.

10 Educational Subjects
On May Release List

Ten new sub.iects, consisting of

five two-reel comedies and five sin-

gle-reelers, have been set by Edu-
cational for release in May. They
include: "Torchy Raises The Aun-
tie," a new Terry-Toon, entitled

"Woodland," and a Lyman H.
Howe's Hodge-Podge. "The Prowl-
ers," to be released May 1 ; "Holly-
wood Lights," May 8; a Mack Sen-
nett Featurette and a Terry-Toon,
both as yet untitled May 15; a
Mack Sennett Comedy, "Divorce A
La Mode," featuring Raymond Hat-
ton and Dorothy Granger, May 22,
and "The Boudoir Butler," Andy
Clyde Comedy, as well as a Terry-
Toon and a Cannibals of the Deep
subject. May 29.

Loew Resumes Parleys
Over Rochester Rental

Under an extension granted for
a one week period, Loew's in Roch-
ester did not close last night as thr
climax of the theater rental dispute
between Greater Rochester Proper-
ties. Inc., and Loew's. Col. E. A.
Schiller told The Film Daily.
Negotiations have been resumed to-
ward a rental readjustment.

FEAR POSTER CENSORSHIP
Minneapolis—Action of the Mayor

in barring "Crazy Quilt," musical
revue, from appearing at the Met-
ropolitan here because the billing
matter used on the attraction de-
picted dancers in abbreviated cos-
tumes, has caused anxiety in local

film circles, which fear that the
censorship may extend to movie
houses. The show moved to St. Paul
and did a big week's business.

BIG ATTENDANCE DROP

EOLLOWS TAX IN ENGLAND

(Continued from Pape 1)

this drop, which means few theaters
will operate at a profit, the Govern-
ment's loss in income tax paid by
theaters is expected to exceed the
increase from the higher ticket tax.

Circuits Plan to Adopt
Profit Sharing Coupons

(Cotttinued from Page 1)

coupons at the ratio of four for
every 5-cents admission. Coupons
are redeemable for more than 600
articles, some of the items requir-
ing as little as 30 coupons. They
can be redeemed in combination with
all other coupons issued by United
Profit-Sharing Corp., which includes
the Schulte cigar stores, Wrigley's
Gum, Smith Bros. Cough Drops and
more than 30 other concerns.

PARA. ASSIGNS 5 DIRECTORS
MVrf Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAITV,
Hollywood—Paramount has madej

the following directorial assign-

ments: Richard Wallace on ""The!

•Crooners," David Burton on "Come'
On Marines," Marion Gering on the

Tallulah Bankhead-Gary Cooper pic-

ture, Stuart Walker and Dudlev
Murphy on "Merton of the Talkies."

MORE TASHMAN DATES
Lilyan Tashman, after a brief rest

in New York, has left for St. Louis
,

to appear for a week at the Am- *

'

bassador. She will then fill an en-

gagement in Washington, D. C, be-

fore returning to the coast.

KLANG WITH McEVOY
Charles Klang, for years Philadel-

phia salesman for the Van Beuren
Corp., has resigned to accept a sales

position with Eddie McEvoy, RKO
short subject sales manager.

MAY RELEASE BRITISH FILM
Paramount is understood plan

ning a U. S. release for "Service

for Ladies," produced in England.
Leslie Howard is starred in the

production made by Walter Morosco
and directed by Alexander Korda.

BACKS BROOKHART BILL
Chicago—"The Christian Cen-j|

tury." religious publication, is sup-
r)orting the Brookhart bill and reso-|

lution through its columns.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS . Jl
Astrophel, theatrical business; Lippitt

B'-rle, 67 Wall St., New York. 100 sharMf
common.

_ JL
T.ong Acre Productions, theatrical businessjj

Gnrey &• Carey, 63 Wall St., New York, 20CJI

*;hares common. il

.'\den Play Co., theatrical productions)!

Snmnels & Goldberg, 545 Fifth Ave., Ne^|
York. $20,000.

NAME CHANGE
Popular Pictures Corporation to Populall

Motion Pictures Corporation, Wilmington,f

Del,
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Exhibitors Determine to Fight Return of Posters

HARBYiRTHUR TAKESJVER FOX N.T HOUSES

Powers Pictures, Inc. Plans 30 Features Plus Shorts

New Company Also Will

Release B. I. P.

Films Here
p. A. Powers last night (Friday)

announced his return to the field of

production and distribution through

the formation of Powers Pictures,

Inc., which plans to present a sched-

ule more than 30 features and sev-

eral series of short subjects. At
the same time Powers officially con-

firmed the deal whereby he acquires

control of B.I.P. America, Inc., which
(.Continued cm Page 3)

SAUL E. ROGERS SEHLES

CONTRACT WITH FOX CORP.

Saul E. Rogers, formerly vice-

president and general counsel of

Fox Film Corp. and counsel for

Fox Theaters, has made an amicable

settlement of his contract. Though
the amount of money involved has

not been made known, it is under-

stood to be a substantial amount.
Rogers is resuming private law
practice.

New Officers Elected
By B. I. P. America

At a meeting of the B.I.P. Amer-
ican board of directors yesterday
(Friday), following completion of

the deal whereby P. A. Powers as-

sumes financial and administrative

control, the following officers were
elected: David T. O'Malley, presi-

lent, Arthur Dent vice-president,
(Continued on Page 11)

Brendel in Character

Baltimore—At the testimonial dinner

to Jules Levy given here this week, El

Brendel, the Fox comedian, who was
one of the guests, forgot that they were
doing honor to an RKO executive, and
started in to sing the praises of forth-

coming Fox pictures.

A survey of all important foreign markets
is included in the 1932 FILM DAILY YEAR
BOOK—Advt.

S. R. Kent 'Optimistic and Confident'

Sidney R. Kent, who is now acquainting himself with every phase of Fox

activity, yesterday expressed himself as "optimistic and confident" as he

proceeds as vice-president in charge of operations. He intends to leave New
York for the Coast not later than April 15.

Lesser Takes in Ira Simmons;

Release Schedule is Augmented
Ira Simmons, for the past year

general sales manager of Talking
Picture Epics, has resigned that

position to assume joint ownership
of the franchise of the Principal

Distributing Corp. exchange in the

metropolitan distribution in asso-

ciation with Sol Lesser, president of

Principal, and Frank R. Wilson,

vice-president. Lesser's lineup for

1931-32 will also include the sale of
(Continued on Page 11)

Gell and Saal Close
Tiffany-Gaumont Deal

William Gell, representing Gau-
mont Co., Ltd., of London, yesterday
completed negotiations with Wil-
liam Saal of Tiffany whereby Gau-
mont will distribute Tiffany's en-

tire line-up of 1932-33 features in

the United Kingdom and Great
Britain. The distribution arrange-
ment starts June 15.

Demand for Return of Posters

Will Be Fought by Exhibitors

Mountan Closes Office;

Working on New Deals
D. J. Mountan, president of Rich-

mount Pictures, has closed his of-

fices and will temporarily make his

headquarters at the New York
Athletic Club. He is working on

several new propositions and ex-

pects to announce his plans shortly.

The T. 0. C. C, cooperating with

the poster exchanges, will battle Fox
if this company resorts to legal

action to compel exhibitors to return

posters, as threatened. This course

was decided upon at an exhibitor

protest meeting held at the Hotel

Astor Friday afternoon, when offi-

cers of the New York theater men's
(Continued on Page 3)

Poli Theaters Acquired
on Management Deal

—

Stuart Staying
Harry Arthur, who has been in

charge of Fox theaters, yesterday
took over the Fox New England
circuit, comprsiing the Poli houses.
The deal is understood to be on a
management basis similar to the
ones made by Fox with Skouras
Bros. Herschel Stuart is under-
stood to be remaining with the cir-

cuit.

Cycles and Other Things
—including some idiosyncrasies of exhibitors

17, DON CARLE GILLETTE ,,

CYCLES in motion pictures may be compared to styles in clothing, shoes, millinery,

coiffures, cigarette cases and other odds and ends.

But there is this difference:

In the mercantile lines each new vogue is welcomed and plugged for its value as

a business stimulant.

While in the film field the minute three pictures of the same type appear on the

(Continued on Page 2)

LARRY KENT TO PRODUCE

SHORTS FORjDUCATIONAL

Production of a series of shorts

starring Tom Howard for Educa-
tional release is planned by Larry
Kent and Max E. Hayes. Work
starts at a New Jersey studio with-

in two weeks. Until a few weeks
ago Kent was in charge of all Para-

mount short subject production.

Hayes, a vaudeville producer, was
recently a dialogue director at the

Paramount New York studio. Other
series will be announced later.

Freedman Group Buys
Fox Film Laboratories

DeLuxe Laboratories, Inc., headed
by Alan Freedman as president, has

bought the Fox Film laboratories

at 441 West 55th St., with a 10-

year printing franchise from Fox
as part of the contract. Freedman
has been chief of the Fox labora-

tories for 17 years. The plant is

equipped for all kinds of work, in-

cluding color and 16 mm.

Tax-Exempt
IVash. Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Effects of the proposed

10 per cent tax on admissions costing

45 cents or more will not be felt by

Speaker Garner. In the first place, he

says, the price of movies in his home
town, Uvalde, Tex., is only 35 cents.

Besides, adds the Speaker, Mrs. Garner

always pays his way.

Latest news of all industry happenings ap-

pears first in THE FILM DAILY—Advt.
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Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. SH &H SJi
East. Kodak 73 6954 70ii — ZV^
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Gen. Th. Eq. (new) H H H
Loew's, Inc 27 2SH 2654 + 'A

do pfd 665i 6554 6S% — 3

Metro-Goldwyn pfd. 18 18 18 + ?^

Paramount 6% 654 65^
RCA 6^ 6 6 — Vs

RCA pf. "A" (354) 2354 2354 2354 + Vs

RCA pf. "B" 1054 9^ 954— Ij

RKO 3H 354 354 — 5i

Warner Bros 25^ 2 2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A"... ^ 54 Vi + H
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 54 54 'A
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Trans-Lux Wi 154 m — %
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
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Paramount 6s 47.. 44^4 44 4454 -f 2

Far. 554s50 405^ 40 40 — yk

Warner's 6s39 ... 24 2\Vt 21% — 2ii

Cycles and Other Things
including some idiosyncrasies of exhibitors

(.Continued from Page 1)

horizon somebody yells "Cycle!" and the whole industry, aided by the critics, proceeds

forthwith to fire away at the newcomer without as much as waiting till they can see the

white of their eyes.

It's just another bit of evidence that this is a very different and very funny business.

nARLY last season exhibitors were unanimous in crying out for more comedy and more
*~ cheerfulness in feature pictures.

They argued that, in times of general gloom, the public wants the kind of entertain-

ment that will bring out smiles.

It sounded very plausible.

So the producers immediately responded that they would make this a "laugh year."

And what has been the result?

Feature comedies, including some very good ones, have had an uphill fight all season,

whereas the horror, shock and thrill dramas have done the big business.

Proving, It would seem, that misery likes reality for company.

COAST 'HERALD' AS WEEKLY
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM D ^ ILT
Hollywood—Starting today, Mar-

tin (^uigley's "Hollywood Herald"

will discontinue publication as a

daily and will become a weekly.

First issue comes out next Thurs-

day.

rXHIBITORS for years have made a great deal of fuss over the economic unsoundness

^ of alleged practices of major companies in erecting opposition houses in situations

where sales contracts could not be negotiated.

Now it's the independent theater owners' turn to become economically unsound by

threatening to close several thousand theaters unless distributors cut film rentals.

A high court has ruled that a man has the legal right to do what is legal to do

in the eyes of the law.

It is perfectly legal, the court added, for major companies to build opposition houses;

and it is equally within the law for independents to close their theaters.

But the economics of the thing still remain.

Common sense, and not the law, must be called in there.

A NOTHER thing that doesn't exactly jibe: exhibitors have been yelling from the

'^ housetops for more family pictures, yet they persist in playing double features, in

the face of the fact that features as a whole register less than 50 per cent family

suitability, instead of using just one feature and going in stronger for shorts, which

average more than 95 per cent okay for the whole family.

German Representative
Surveying Coast Studios
Dr. Martin Freudenthal, who is in

this country as representative of
the German Government to survey
the film situation, has completed his

study of conditions in New York
and is now on his way to the coast
to continue his survey from the
production end.
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St. Louis Defeats
Amusement Tax

St. Louis — The Board of Alder-
man yesterday (Friday) overwhelm-
ingly defeated City Comptroller
Louis Nolte's amusement tax mea-
sure. Final vote was 22 to 6, kill-

ing the measure. Fred Wehrenberg,
president of the M.P.T.O. of St.

Louis, Eastern Missouri and South-
ern Illinois, led the fight against the
tax.

BUCK JONES ENDS TOUR
Buck Jones, who is just conclud-

ing his personal appearance trans-
continental tour in New York, will

return to the coast in a few days
to start work on his next Columbia
production.

BOTSFORD TO HOLLYWOOD
A. M. Botsford leaves New York

today for Hollywood to assume his

new duties as chairman of the edi-

torial board of the Paramount
studios. Russell Holman, member of

the New York editorial board, will

leave New York shortly to become
Percy Heath's assistant in Holly-
wood. Heath is now in charge of the
studio writing forces.

Academy of M. P. Arts
Admits 22 New Members

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edward R. Tinker,

Fox president, heads a list of 22 re-

cently admitted to membership in

the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences. Others enrolled as mem-
bers are:

Henry B. Walthall, actor; Norman Z.

McLeod, director; Fred Gage, Harris N. En-
sign and Frank Murphy, technicians, while
the following have been enrolled as asso-

ciate members : William Seiter and Melville
Brown, directors; George M. Arthur, Harvey
Johnston, Otto Lovering, Ralph Dietrich,

James Z. Piaster, Gene Merritt. Wallace
.S. Nickum and William F. Rudolph, techni-

cians; Joseph Mankiewicz, writer.

FREDERICK GARDENER QUITS
H. Frederick Gardener has re-

signed from the Fawcett Publica-
tions, effective April 15. Gardener,
who was editoi* of "Screen Book"
for four years, had been with the

Fawcetts since they bought the pub-
lication last July.
Hank Arnold, who recently joined

the Fawcett Publications, has suc-

ceeded Gardener.

WAXMAN TO MEET GIBBONS
A. P. Waxman left Friday night

for San Francsico to meet Floyd
Gibbons and be his guest for a visit.

He returns to New York in two
weeks.

PHONE BR 9-2180

//I

ROOM 701

BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Apr. 4: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club House
New York.

April 11-12: Meeting to form a national pro-
tective association of poster supply and
allied companies. Hotel Stevens. Chicago.

April 14: Testimonial dinner to Milt Kus-
sel, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 16: Associated Theater Owners of
Maryland dance and entertainment, Balti-
more, Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York.

April 19: Annual meeting of Fox Fihn
Corp., New York.

April 25: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers of
New England, Hotel Statler, Boston.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam
Holland.

^
May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societj Ui

of M. P. Engineers. Washington.
May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-

tion, Chicago.
June 6-9: Annual convention of International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall.
Columbus. O.

MILLWARD FINDS OPTIMISM
Portland, Ore.—D. C. Millward of

Cosmopolitan Film Exchange of
Portland and Seattle, distributor of
Big 4 Product, on his return from
a 5,000-mile tour of Oregon, Wash-
ington and Idaho, reports that he
noted encouraging progress in many
directions. Confidence and optimism
are gradually returning, he said.

WILCHINSKI AT MAYFAIR
Martha Wilchinski, for years pub-

licity director at the Roxy, has been
appointed special publicity and ex-
ploitation agent for the Mayfair
during the run of "Symphony of Six
Million." i

CINECRAFT CREDITORS' MEET
Philadelphia—A meeting of credi-

tors of Cinecraft Films, Inc., bank-
rupt, will be held Monday noon in

the offices of John M. Hill, referee,
in the Bulletin Bldg.

Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Watetl
Baths — American and European'
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnishedll
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rate$

t
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EXHIBITORS WILL FIGHT

FOX DEMAM POSTERS

1
(Continued from Page 1)

J
organization were instructed to pro-

ceed if this development occurs.

Nearly 100 attended the session,

at which President Charles L.

O'Reilly presided. If Fox enforces

its demand, claiming re-sale of its

posters in infringing on its copy-

right, theaters will have to pay 50

per cent more for posters, O'Reilly

declared. Theaters can't stand this

increase in costs, he said, especiaUy

in view of existing business condi-

tions.
Rudy Sanders expressed the idea that dis-

tributors should supply posters without charge

to theaters as advertising accessories are pro-

vided in other industries. He quoted costs

md selling prices. John Bolte recommended
;hat exhibitor contracts eliminate the poster

•eturn clauses.
Statement was made that Fox is now try-

ing to compel exhibitors to sign agreements

under which they would return posters 10

lays after playing the pictures so advertised.

Paramount and Warners are allowing their

theaters to re-sell posters although these

»mpanies won't allow independents to do this,

;t was charged.
As amendments were suggested to the or-

iginal motion, authorizing officers of the T.

D. C. C. to proceed in the matter, President

D'Reilly pointed out that the organization

las able counsel in Nathan Burkan. One
ecommendation was to the effect that ex-

—libitors appeal to the Federal Trade Com-
nission charging that the proposed Fox ac-

tion is in restraint of trade.

R. R. Behrend said that the Noithwjst
Mlied unit has notified Fox that if they kill

)£f poster exchanges, all members will stop

ising posters from Fox. Original intent of

he poster clause in the exhibition contract

»as to prohibit theaters from using posters

o exploit other pictures than the ones for

hich they were designed, it was pointed out.

Many small houses will be forced out of

msiness providing distributors prevent poster

;ompanies from operating, declared Harry
Sgert of Progressive Poster Co., who said

hat theaters cannot buy posters as econom-

cally from distributors or as conveniently

from independent exchanges.
Harry Kutinsky urged exhibitors to go to

he Fox exchange and register their protests.

' Other Distributors

Vot Selling Posters
In addition to Fox, four other na-

ional distributors are not selling

losters to independent exchanges,

?HE Film Daily was told yester-

ay. They are: Paramount, War-
ier Bros., United Artists and Co-

umbia.

Hxhihs Consider Strike

n Protest Over Posters
If Fox tries legally to enforce its

diet against poster companies, ex-

libitors could call a strike by post-

toning dating in pictures. President

iharles L. O'Reilly oi the T. 0. C
^. pointed out at the exhibitor pro-

est meeting at the Hotel Astor yes-

erday. He said he would call a

lass meeting with the co-operation

f the theater men's organizations

1 New Jersey and Philadelphia.

THOMAS MEIGHAN is back in New
ork from Florida.
MAJOR EDWARD BOWES, managing

irector of the Capitol, has returned from
lorida, where he went to recuperate after
long illness.

ARTHUR BROOKS is en route to New
ork from the coast with a print of his
icture, "How to Fly."

A1DNG™= lALTO
PUILM.DALY

:, Ni\V„VOCIC lOS ANGELES

• • • FILM FAIRY Tale for all you eager boys
who aspire to be great big successful film execs some day

ah. Success! how we all struggle and ache for

it overlooking meanwhile the simple, innocent joys of

life that are ours but for the asking so hark to

the tale of one film exec who reached the pinnacle of Success
and found it just a Jest a Joke a lotta

wobbly Jello

* * « *

• • • HERE IS De Lancey Whiffle a great big

film exec the name is fictitious to spare his feel-

ings has a film exec Feelings ? ha
you're telling us ? no matter this is not a De-
nunciation of Film Execs it's tuff enough these days
to be one without rubbing it into them

• • • BE THAT as it may De Lancey had his

good points being of a philosophical, analytical turn of

mind please don't laflf this is sad tragic

but with a Happy Ending like all Fairy Tales

so De Lancey paused one eve in his brilliant career

to take stock of himself

• • • HERE HE was, 49 years old and what did he
have to show for it all ? a fortune of $247,069
tied up in non-negotiable securities such as I.O.U's

seven lottery tickets on the Irish Sweepstakes, 1927
loans to relatives two receipts for his sub-

stantial contributions to the Democrats and Republicans on the
last national election the sucker had played both sides

and lost both ways how could he win ?

still, he had the receipts, nicely autographed by both the na-
tional chairmen

# # # HE ALSO had a lot of assorted stock certificates

from A to Z industrials, railroads, amusements
he was a hound for punishment, this De Lancey he
had bought 'em outright at the Peak Prices and was
holding them purely for sentimental reasons you know
how one becomes attached to Useless Things

* * « >ic

• • • so BEFORE Mister Whiffle said his prayers that
nite he took all the stock certificates from beneath his

pillow and cried over 'em softly till the salt

tears turned the certificates to a mass of Wet Pulp
which he made into a big round ball and bounced it

up and down against the ceiling ha! at last De
Lancey had found Happiness by just becoming a Little

Boy again t'hell with this bunk of being a Successful
Film Exec

• • • SHOW BIZ needs all the Real Entertainers it can
get these chaps who have that Certain Something
which strikes a responsive chord in all of us who can
put us all on the Common Level where we meet in full

enjoyment of Mirth and Merriment for after all

Laughter is the One Universal Language we all under-
stand so here's welcoming the Return of Roscoe ("Fatty")
Arbuckle one of the Real Laugh Dispensers
opening his stage engagement in St. Louis April 22

there can be no Depression in gurgles, snickers and
hilarity with Arbuckle in Action

« « « » » »

POWERS PICTURES, INC.

PLANSJO FEATURES

(Continued from Page 1)

means that the pick of the product
of the Elstree studios in England
will be included in his release pro-
gram along with the productions of
several Hollywood producers.

Bob Sisk Completes
Co-ordination at RKO

Bob Sisk has completed the co-
ordination of the RKO theater and
film advertising and publicity depart-
ments. Radio Pictures department
headed by Barrett McCormick will
move Monday from the 14th floor
of 1560 Broadway to the eight floor,

where personnels of both departments
will join. The final arrangement of
departments and personnel is as fol-
lows:

Bob Sisk, national director; Barrett Mc-
Cormick, head of Radio Picutres advertising
department; Terry Turner, in charge of RKO
theaters publicity; art department, Dave
Strumpf, Charles Courtney and five artists;
publicity, Rutgers Neilson, Ralph Evans and
Irving Shriffkin; business office, L. E. Gaud-
reau and Ed. Rosenwald; ad copy and press
books, John Moynihan, Hal Dansen and Fred
Herkowitz; exploitation and promotion. Ken
Hallam and Arthur Houseman; vaudeville
and house organ, John Pollock and Floyd
Scott; Palace press agent, Charles Washburn,
Mayfair, Martha Wilchinski; trailers, Wil-
liam Usilton and Isobel Heath; local circuit
paper and exploitation, Harry Mandel and
Johnny Cassidy.

Turf Authority Praises
Pathe's Race Pictures

Pathe News' official pictures of
the Grand National Race, currently
showing on American screens, have
come in for strong commendation by
Paul Brown, internationally recog-
nized turf authority who witnessed
the race and has just arrived in

this country to lecture on the great
English classic at Yale late thia

month. Forty standard and slow mo-
tion cameras were trained on the
race by Pathe through its assign-
ment as official photographer of the
annual classic. "The Grand National
Race, as shown in Pathe News, is

the greatest film of this century-old
race that I have ever seen," states

Brown who has personally watched
five of the classics.

%xM.^%^.b^h

MANY UAPPY muml

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to th«

following members of tht

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

April 2-3
E. M. Schnitzer Charles B. Pain*

Arthur Hirsch lack Buchanan

J. W. Cirard

Maurice "Red" Kann Duncan Renaldo
George Jessel
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK'i

HOLLYWOOD
lyfALCOLM STUART BOYLAN

and Harvey Harris Gates, who
wrote "The Countess of Auburn"
for Paramount, are now staff writ-

ers at Paramount. Boylan joined

the film ranks in 1916 and became
one of the leading title writers of

silent pictures. Before talking pic-

tures gave him opportunity to write

dialogue, he titled more than 70

pictures, including "What Price

Glory?" Gates' work includes "The
Terror," "Desert Song," "What a

Man," "Stark Mad," "Sky Raiders"
and "In the Next Room." Boylan
and Gates worked together on "Hell
Divers."

Al Jolson had a great surprise at

the Los Angeles opening of "Th«
Wonder Bar," when a large floral

piece was brought to the stage. It

was from William Fox, who, several

years ago, rejected Jolson as a screen

possibility.

Our Passing Show: Eddie Cantor,

King Vidor, Mervyn LeRoy, Leon
Schlesinger, Al Green, Darryl Zan-
uck, John Stahl, Rouben Mamoulian,
Michael Curtiz, Ivan Lebedeflf, Frank
Orsatti, Raymond Griffith, Sol

Wurtzel, Nicholas Grinde, Al Cohn,
Al Rosen, Bert Wheeler, Aben Kan-
del, Russell Mack, Charles Abrams,
Frank Murphy, Erwin Gelsey, Nat
Goldstone at the opening of "The
Wonder Bar."

Gertrude Astor now heads her

own cosmetic company. Gary Nagle
has opened a branch of his Paris
laboratories here and it will be

known as the Gertrude Astor Cos-

metics Co.
* * *

Charles Ruggles will appear again
with Maurice Chevalier in Para-
mount's "Love Me Tonight."

Thomas Jackson is a late addition

to First National's "Doctor X," now
in work under the direction of Mich-
ael Curtiz. Cast includes Lionel

Atwill, Lee Tracy, Fay Wray, Pres-

ton Foster, John Wray, Arthur Ed-
mund Carewe, Harry Beresford,

George Rosener, Robert Warwick,
Leila Bennett and Mae Busch.

* *

"Hold 'Em Jail," prison comedy
inspired by the Sing Sing football

Cagney's Pug Training
James Cagney, now on vacation in

New York for a few days, trained for

two months before playing his role of a

fighter in "Winner Take All" for War-
ner Bros. To make sure that Cagney
acted like a pug, Director Roy Del Ruth
had Jack Johnson and Joe Rivers work
with him as "technical advisers."

Garbo on Location

Carbo left this week on the first location trip she has made in almost three years.

The last time she boarded a yacht for sea scenes off Catalina Island for "The Single
Standard." Emerging from the security of an M-C-M sound stage, Carbo has gone with
the "As You Desire Me" company to two different locations, one near Laguna, where she
will make sea scenes again, and another at the famous Gillespie estate near Santa
Barbara. George Fitzmaurice is directing the picturization of the Pirandello play with
a supporting cast headed by Melvyn Douglas and Eric von Stroheim and including Albert
Conti, Hedda Hopper, Anita Louise and Owen Moore.

team, goes into immediate produc-
tion at the RKO with Bert Wheeler
and Robert Woolsey in the starring
roles. Norman Taurog is to direct.
Edna May Oliver and Rosco Ates
are other members of the cast se-
lected to date.

* * >):

Cecilia Parker will have the fem-
inine lead in George O'Brien's new
Fox outdoor picture, "The Killer."
David Howard will direct. Other re-
cent additions to the cast are Charles
Stevens, Forrester Harvey, Charles
Middleton and Noble Johnson.

* * If

Noah Beery, Raymond Hatton,
Maude Eburne and Lysle Talbot
have been assigned prominent roles
in "Competition," the new "Chic"
Sale picture now in production at
Warner Bros., under the direction of
Alfred E. Green. Ann Dvorak has
the leading feminine role, and David
Manners will be seen in the mascu-
line juvenile lead.

Albert Conti has joined the cast
of "State's Attorney," RKO-Radio's
current John Barrymore starring
picture. He joins a cast which in-

cludes Helen Twelvetrees, William
Boyd, Jill Esmond, Mary Duncan,
Raul Roulein, Oscar Apfel, Ralph
Ince, Frederick Burton, Lita Chev-
ret, Muriel Evans, Leroy Mason,
William Arnold, Nat Pendleton and
others. George Archainbaud is di-

recting,
* * *

"Scarlet Brand," starring Bob
Custer, now editing, has been set for
release this month. Custer's next
Big 4 Western will start shortly.

* * *

Robert Gray has been assigned an
important part in the Marx Broth-
ers picture, "Horse Feathers," now
being produced at the Paramount.

* * *

William Bakewell, it is reported,
is being sought for two stellar roles
in as many Universal productions.
Carl Laemmle, Jr., it is understood,
is negotiating for this juvenile's ser-

vices with M-G-M, to whom he is

under contract.

Tully Marshall has been added to
the cast of "After All," now in pro-
duction at M-G-M. Others in the
cast of this picturization of the John
Van Druten stage play of the same

name are Margaret Perry, Robert
Young, Lewis Stone, Laura Hope
Crews, Donald Cook, Jean Hersholt,
Kathryn Crawford, Mitchell Lewis
and Myrna lioy. Charles Brabin is

directing.
* Hi *

Richard Wallace and the entire
group engaged in filming scenes for
Tallulah Bankhead's starring pic-

ture, "Thunder Below," have gone
to Palos Verdes for several days.

7)1 * *

Simile—As speedy as an actor de-

aling "stage offer" to accept a screen
engagement,

* * *

Back in Hollywood after a three
weeks' vacation in New York and
Havana, Ricardo Cortez has begun
preparations for his next RKO-
Radio picture, "Is My Face Red!"

Gertrude Messinger, Bob Steele's

leading lady in his new outdoor
drama, "Riders of the Desert," has
had 18 years' actu^il stage and screen
experience, although on April 28
she will celebrate her twentieth
birthday.

* * *

Walter Fatter, who produces "Cu-
riosities," received this wire from
New York: "Wire at once if you
can use Walter Winchell for your
'Curiosities'." Futter wired back:
"Okay New York."

'J'HE first business attended by
Stuart Erwin following his re-

turn to Hollywood from New York
was transacted when he appeared at
the Paramount West Coast studios
and put his signature on a new con-
tract as a preliminary to beginning
work in his first leading role, the
title part of "Merton of the Talk-
ies," soon to go into production.
Frances Dee will play opposite him.

Victor Schertzinger, it is under-
stood, will direct one picture for an-
other major company before start-
ing to direct John Gilbert in "Can-
dle Light," an M-G-M picture.

Tom Douglas, character juvenile,
who recently completed his Para-
mount contract, has placed his busi-
ness in the hands of Orsatti &
Breen, prominent film representa-
tives.

"Heroes of the West," by Peter
B. Kyne, has gone into production
at Universal City. Ray Taylor had
previously announced that Noah
Beery, Jr., would play an important
role in the serial. Universal now
announces that the romantic roles
will be played by Onslow Stevens
and Jacqueline Wells. Others an-
nounced for the cast are Ed Cobb,
Martha Mattox, Jules Cowles, Har-
ry Tenbrook and Frank Lackteen.

Warner Richmond, Harold Wald-
ridge, and Francis Sayles have been
added to the cast of Tiffany's
"Strangers of the Evening," mystery
comedy based on Tiffany Thayer's
"The Illustrious Corpse." The cast
now includes ZaSu Pitts, Theodore
von Eltz, Eugene Pallette and Mir-
iam Seegar.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"

Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.

$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the "Doorway ofHospitality"

^VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

IVID
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Words and Wisdom

"Today Hollywood is most defi-

nitely the intellectual center of the
world."—JOHN EMERSON.

"The stimulus, not of blatant bal-

lyhoo, but of well-founded publicity,

was never more necessary than
now."—DR. JULIUS KLEIN.

"There are so many people who
can spend three years at Oxford
and never officially realize that there
is such a thing as a talking picture,

and you can certainly spend 30 years
in talking picture productions with-
lout realizing that there is such a
place as Oxford."—R. C. SHERIFF.

"Words always fail to portray ac-

tion as well as actio7i portrays itself.

That is why we all enjoy newsreels
ond why newspapers spend fortinies

yearly to get photographs." — C.

GARDNER SULLIVAN.

"I feel that my screen career is

just beginning with 'Thunder Be-
low.' My other pictures were only
rehearsals." — TALLULAH BANK-
HEAD.

"What the people want in the way
of entertainment or in the way of

education on Sunday, they must and
should have."—JUDGE JOHN C.

POLLOCK, Federal District Court,

Kansas City, Kan.

"The first duty of motion pic-

;ures is to survive, that is, to be
irofitable."-EDWARD A. FILENE.

"/ would like to see a movie menu
m-epared liked a bill-of-fare, first

tn appetizer to stimulate interest,

hen the red meat of drama,
ollowed by the sweets of romance."
-OSCAR of the Waldorf.

"The hope of every drop of ad-

ertising ink and poster paint is to

ncite action, to make a number of

luman beings do something they
7ant to do, but would not have done
f their attention had not been at*

racted."—JACK HESS.

I gotta cinch. I read the lines,

nd if I forget 'em in the scene I

ust go ahead and say something,
len apologize to the director after-

ard and tell him I'm mortified,

rsaally I get by with it."—JIMMY
URANTE.

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment-

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

ISTANDARDSOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
By "C. A.

]\TEGOTIATIONS are under way
by RKO for the acquisition of

Ted Husing, C. B. S. sports an-
nouncer, for a feature sports pic-
ture which is expected to go into
production about June.

"Mother Melodies" is the title

of the organlogue now in pro-
duction by Master Art Products
at the National Screen Studio.

It is scheduled for release in

time for Mothers' Day.

Featured in the "Mother Melodies"
organlogue are David Ross, radio
announcer, with Lew White at the
organ. The picture includes scenes
which bring mother back to olden
memories. It is being supervised by
E. H. Kleinert, with pictorial set-

tings, photography and direction by
Neil McGuire.

"Uncle Moses," the Jewish talking
picture featuring Maurice Schwartz,
supported by a group of Jewish
stage and radio stars, has been com-
pleted at the Metropolitan Studio in

Fort Lee.

El Brendel, who completes his

stage appearances in picture houses
in the East this week, returns im-
mediately to the Fox lot in Holly-
wood.

Ray Foster, Vitaphone cam-
eraman, claims the distinction

of being the only cameraman of
Local 644 who has been con-

stantly engaged in the shooting

of pictures since production
started in the East.

An industrial picture for the
American Telephone & Telegraph,
the first to be produced by Audio
Cinema since the announcement of

the reorganization of the company,
went into production last week in

the revamped Eastern Service stu-

dio, in the Bronx.

Joe Ruttenberg, formerly cam-
eraman at the noiv closed Para-
mount studio, Astoria, has been
added to the ranks of the

Eastern Service studio in the

same capacity.

•

A large and exceptionally impres-
sive cast has been signed by Sam
Sax, production head of the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio, for roles in

the new two-reel musical currently

in production, called "In the Bag."
Most prominent among the enter-

tainers are Zohnhi Bergman, lead-

ing lady for Eddie Buzzell and un-

derstudy for Marilyn Miller; Lucille

Page, acrobatic dancer featured in

Earl Carroll's "Vanities"; Harriet
Hilliard, seen as a featured dancer
in a number of recent musicals and
presently mistress of cei'emonies at
the Hollywood Restaurant; Frank
Judnick, the popular accordionist re-

tained as permanent entertainer at
the Brooklyn Paramount theater;
"Three Harmony Misses," Gus Ed-
wards' new proteges; Lucille Sears,
niece of Zelda Sears, author and
playvirright, recently seen as Pen-
rod's mother in Vitaphone's Booth
Tarkington shorts, and many othev
entertainers of note.

A novel sequence in "In the Bag,"
which is a musical fantasy written
by A. D. Otvos of the Vitaphone
scenario stafif, is a dance by the
"horror" stars of recent cinema suc-
cesses, "Dracula," the Frankenstein
monster and "Mr. Hyde." Roy Mack
handled the direction of the film.

Dick Willis, Vitaphone's make-up
man, spent three days studying pho-
tographs of the characters, Franken-
stein, Dracula and Mr. Hyde, in

order to be able to make up their

counterparts for the Broadway
Brevities two-reeler, "In the Bag."
When he finished making up the
men who played the roles, even the
fussiest person was unable to find

a flaw in the make-up.

Ralph Locke, one of the lead-

ing players in "Blessed Event,"
the current successful Broad-
way stage show, the screen
rights for which have beeyi

bought by Warner Bros., dou-
bled in brass during the past
week by playing a strong sup-
porting role in "Stuck, Stuck,
Stucco," under the direction of

Alf Gouldiyig.

Lucille Sears, who has been play-

ing the role of Penrod's mother in

the Booth Tarkington series of Juve-
nile stories at the Brooklyn Vita-

phone studio, was used twice during
the past week by Vitaphone in com-
edy roles. She appeared in "Stuck,

Stuck, Stucco," a comic novelty

starring Louis Simon, originator of

the Simple Simon comedies. She also

played an important comedy wife

role in "In the Bag," a two-reel

musical comedy.

"Pie, Pie, Blackbird," Vitaphone's

one-reel black and tan revue, will

feature in addition to Nina Mae Mc-
Kinney, popular colored songstress,

a solo by Broadway Jones, one of

the foremost Negro baritones. Sam
Sax, production head of the studio,

engaged Jones for the short the day
after Jones returned to New York
from a European concert tour.

Presentations
J^By JACK HARROWER

Roxy
Fred Waring and his Glee Club

join with the 32 Roxyettes in pre-
senting a burlesque of present day
prison life as one of the features
of "April Folly," this week's stage
production at the Roxy. A collegiate
atmosphere is introduced into this
penitentiary scene with many lux-
uries and diversions available for
the "inmates." The Glee Club ap-
pears on the stage with the Roxy-
ettes during this number. The Roxy
orchestra, under Waring, presents
an overture of Italian songs in ad-
dition to a special arrangement of
"Minnie the Moocher." The Ballet
Corps with Patricia Bowman as
soloist presents a medieval ballet
to the accompaniment of the organ.
Comfort and Reilly, radio singers
and pianists, are included in the
stage cast.

Paramount
Anna May Wong headlines the

current Paramount stage show in a
Boris Petroff' production, "Spring-
time in the Orient." Clad in her ex-
otic costumes. Miss Wong sings na-
tive songs and offers several Far
East dances. Bing Crosby, Walter
O'Keefe, Nell Kelly, Young China
and the David Bines Ballet are fea-
tured in the presentation. Rubinoff
conducts the Paramount Orchestra
in a symphonic overture, and Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Crawford present a
concert at the twin stage organs.

Capitol

Joe Cook, who is appearing at the
Capitol in his own revue being held
over along with the feature picture,
"Tarzan, the Ape Man," has added
the Slate Brothers, three dancing
comedians, to his comedy presenta-
tion. The boys' last New York ap-
pearance was in Earl Carroll's "Van-
ities."

Harriet Hilliard, singer and
dancer, who is now acting as mis-
tress of ceremonies at the Holly-
wood Restaurant and has appeared
in numerous Broadway musical com-
edies and Paramount shorts, has a
prominent part in "In the Bag,"
which Vitaphone completed this

week. Though her getting to work
at 8 each morning meant going
without her beauty sleep. However,
during the day, she was able to get
some rest while not appearing on
the set.

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block

ON THE BOARDWALK
ATLANTIC CITY

A Smart Hotel in

America's Smartest Resort

ideal Convention Facilities

ATTRACTIVE RATES
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

H.P. ACADEMY GIVES DATA

ON USING WORM IMAGE

New product is now being released

with a uniform picture frame size

which is the same for all types of

prints—movietone, disc, and silent

—

and leaflets describing the recently

adopted improvement have been
mailed throughout the industry by
the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sci-

ences.

The new frame size was recom-
mended Feb. 15 by the Academy
and has been adopted by the follow-

ing companies: Columbia, Darmour,
Educational, Fox, Hal Roach, Mack
Sennett, Metro, Paramount, RKO,
Tiffany, United Artists, Universal,

and Warner Bros.-First National.

It is the result of months of re-

search to give the theaters the best

possible picture frame on standard
35 mm. film. It is intended to do
away with the variety of apertures,

interchangeable devices and the dif-

ficulty of exact framing which have
been an expensive nuisance in pro-

jecting sound pictures.

The new releases can be recog-

nized by the fact that the frame
lines are about four times as wide
as previously. No changes have been
made in the sprocket holes or sound
track.

An initial minor adjustment of

aperture plates and projection screen

masks will be necessary to show the

new product to best advantage and
give the audience the full value of

the picture photographed by the stu-

dio. When this adjustment has been
made as stated below, all prints may
be run with the uniform aperture.

Specifications of New Aperture
The uniform projector aperture

for which the new product is pho-
tographed is .600" high x .825" wide.

The center line should be .7380"

from the edge of the film on the

sound track side. The corners may
be square or rounded to a radius of

3/64".

Plates of the specified .600" x
.825" size are obtainable from your
supply dealer.

Screen Masks
Correctly masking the projection

If IT'S A GOOD
Buy you CAN

GET IT AT
NATIONAL!

\ National Theatre
I Supply Company

mm

Advantages of Uniform Aperture
TO THE STUDIOS

Saving in time now spent in setting up cameras for composition in three apertura
sizes.

Scaffold lights can be lowered from three to five feet, making passible a reductioa
in the wattage or number of lighting units.

Tops of sets can be lowered by as much as six feet and all sets can be reduced in

width by nearly ten per cent without making any change in the placing of essential

action and props as photographed during the past year.

Single aperture will make for better composition on the set for the cinematographer
and director.

Microphones can frequently be lowered from three to five feet, resulting in advan-
tage in sound quality and convenience for the sound department.

Camera lenses can be recentered on the new aperture for better optical coverage.
TO THEATERS

Elimination of sliding apertures and other mechanical contrivances for adapting to
varied film frame sizes and shapes.

Elimination of movable lens mounts and other centering devices required by tha
variations in frame sizes and shapes.

Increased efficiency in projection by elimination of these extra devices.
Improved projection quality.

screen is very important. Black
material should be masked over the
top and bottom of the screen only
just enough to secure a sharp edge
and masked over the sides only
enough to correct keystone.
New product is framed from the

top of the picture by the studios
and should be framed from the top
of the picture in projection as well
in order to allow the headroom in-

tended in the photography.
Proportions of the Screen

The proportions of the projected
screen picture with the new uniform
aperture size will be approximately
three by four at medium angles of

projection and will vary slightly

with lower or steeper angles.
To correct extreme keystone, "un-

dersize" aperture plates slightly

narrower in width than the specifi-

cations are obtainable. The full

height of the aperture should be
maintained but theaters having very
steep angles may, if desired, cor-

rect keystone by filing the "under-
size" plate on the sides in addition
to adjusting the screen masks.

Lenses
Lenses used for movietone or

proportional apertures should be

satisfactory for the new uniform
aperture. It is desirable that the

axis of the optical system be in the
center of the projector aperture.

When ordering special trailer ser-

vice, managers should indicate that
trailers are to be made for the new
aperture.

Further Information
Further information may be ob-

tained from any local exchange
manager, district projection super-
visor if in circuit theater (partial

list below), nearest Film Board of

Trade; the Academy of Motion Pic-

ture Arts and Sciences, Hollywood,
Lester Cowan, executive secretary;

Fox Film Corp., Earl Sponable;
Loew's Theaters, Lester B. Isaac;

Paramount Publix Corp., Dr. N. M.
LaPorte; Radio - Keith - Orpheum
Corp., L. Roy Cox; Universal Pic-

tures Corp., J. V. Ward; Warner
Bros. Theaters, Frank E. Cahill, Jr.;

Film Boards of Trade, New York
City, A. S. Dickinson; Society of

Motion Picture Engineers, 33 West

42nd St., New York; or an officer
of the society ,or any officer of the
American Projection Society.

Projection Supervisors
Fox Theaters—R. H. McCullough,

Fox West Coast Theaters, Los An-
geles; W. K. Pettus, New York; F.
A. Charney, Randforce Amusement
Corp., Brooklyn; C. J. Brewster, Pox
Midwesco Theaters, Milwaukee; E.
J. McClinnen, Fox Detroit theater,
Detroit; Walter Bush, Fox Washing-
ton theater, Washington, D. C.
Paramount Publix—Harry Rubin,

New York; R. Foskett, Chicago;
Bud Harris, Detroit; J. T. Knight,

CONTROLS JHEATER LIGHT*

Long Beach, Cal.—A thermionic!
switchboard, a product of the West-
inghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., that
controls elaborate theater lighting
systems and is manipulated with the

^same ease and precision as a radio
jj

receiving set, is being installed in
the new Municipal Auditorium here.
It is the only switchboard which en-
ables the operator to set up lighting
combinations at predetermined in-

tensities for ten scenes in advance
of a performance. One simple con-
trol makes changes from one light-
ing effect to the next, the company
declares.

Jr., Boston; J. Frazer, Denver; S.

Posey, New Orleans; H. Rubens,
Minneapolis; E. Parsons, Scranton,
Pa.; J. Elder, Atlanta, Ga.
Warner Bros.—P. J. De Ivemois,

Pittsburgh; C. J. Bachman, Newark,
N. J.; William Charles, Philadelphisi;

J. A. Pratt, Washington, D. C; C.

P. O'Toole, New Haven, Conn.; V.

0. Tresidder, Milwaukee; James A.
Wotton, Albany, N. Y.; Harry Ryan,
Chicago; R. H. Giles, Cleveland.

Dependability.,,,

/OUR projection screen re-surfaced by the

SCHACHT process guarantees CLARITY of

OUTLINE, ORIGINAL NEWNESS and LAST-

ING QUALITY.

Hundreds of Exhibitors have taken advan-

tage of this ECONOMICAL METHOD of IM-

PROVING projection—WHY NOT YOU?

I HIS service is NOW available throughout the

UNITED STATES and CANADA.

Write today for further information

SCHACHT MOTION PICTURE SCREEN COMPANY
2849 Sheffield Avenue Chicago, III.
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'By L. H. MITCHELL

NAY PRODUCE FILMS

Paris—The French film industry
may be faced with governmental
competition in the near future. The
Government has named a commis-
sion of five men to create a "Centre
de Production Francaise Cinematog-
raphique." Delegates on the Com-
,missio,n are Messrs. Malvy, former
minister; Paternotre-Denoyers, A.
Lefas, J. L. Libreton and J. Locquin.

It is understood that the govern-
ment plans a vast production or-

ganization which would make its

own films with state funds and state

backing, with power to call upon
the actors and singers of the

Comedie Francaise and upon the

Ministry of Fine Arts.

30 Per Cent Decline

In Berlin Ticket Sales
Berlin — Christmas holidays

brought a temporary revival in mo-
tion picture receipts in Berlin, but
the sale of tickets for the months of

December and January showed a

decline of 30 per cent, according to

figures made public by the Berlin

Chamber of Commerce. The gen-
eral 10 per cent reduction in wages
land salaries is partly responsible

for the decline. General reduction

in production costs, including Tobis-

Klangfilm sound film royalty rates,

as decided upon by the German price

commissioner, may bring some re-

lief.

Iremake old mcLaglen film
1 London—Delta Pictures is putting

linto work a talking picture version

of the late A. E. Coleby's story,

"The Call of the Road," the silent

aversion of which resulted in stardom
for Victor McLaglen. Philmophone
Renters, Ltd., will distribute the

picture which Widgey Newman is

directing.

CHALIAPIN IN "DON QUIXOTE"
London — Feodor Chaliapin will

make a talking picture version of

Pervantes' "Don Quixote" for Nel-

son Films, Ltd., at the A. R. P. stu-

dios. Production will start in June
under the direction of Paul Morand
|Who made the French version of the

jscript. John Farrow made the Eng-
ish version.

Surveying Australia

Sydney—)esse C. Fishman, of the

Warner-First National foreign distribu-

tion department is here to make a survey

of Warner-First National affairs and of

theaters and film conditions generally

in Australasia for the home office in

association with Ralph Clark, head of

the company in Australasia.

French Exhibs Making Film

Paris—The society of French exhibitors recently formed for the co-operative

making of motion pictures is proceeding with arrangements for its first pro-

duction under the direction of Leon Brezillon.

85% of Australian Film
Imports Come from U. S.

Sydney—Despite the growing pop-
ularity of British-made motion pic-

tures in Australia, this country
imported seven times as many
United States films as British films
during the season of 1930-31. Im-
ports from America totaled 17,112,-

834 linear feet valued at $9,820,029,
as against 2,530,715 feet, valued at

$546,218, from Great Britain. Im-
ports from France and Germany
have shown a decided falling off

during the past two years. The de-
cline in imports from 35,971,603
linear feet in 1929-30 to 20,035,216
feet in 1930-31 is partly due to the
high import duty of 4 pence per
foot, plus primage. Many importers
have reduced the number of nega-
tives brought into the country and
have duplicates made here.

British Dominions Signs
Deal With Fuller Circuit

Melbourne — British Dominions
Films has taken over the Athaeneum
here and signed a contract with the
Fuller circuit by which B. D. F.

product will have first-runs in Ful-
ler's Roxy and St. James, Sydney;
the Empire, Brisbane; the Majestic,

Adelaide; and the Victoria, New-
castle, as well as in all the com-
pany's suburban theaters. Only
British and Australian productions
may be on the program with B.D.F.
features.

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE CAST
London—Gertrude Lawrence and

Owen Nares will be co-starred in the

Paramount-British production,
"Aren't We All?", from the Lons-
dale play which Cyril Maude made
famous. Harry Lachman will di-

rect at the Ellstree studios.

2ND ALL-AUSTRALIAN UNIT
Melbourne— The second all-Aus-

tralian unit program offered by Eff-

tee Films opened at Hoyt's De Luxe
here on Easter Saturday for an
extended run. The feature picture

is "The Sentimental Bloke," with

several shorts of native production.

NEW RIO DE JANEIRO HOUSE
Rio de Janeiro—A new reinforced

concrete 9-story building which will

contain a theater seating 3,000 per-

sons is under construction here. Ex-

cavation for the building was started

recently. A modern air condition-

ing system will be installeH.

State Film Censorship

Adopted in Colombia

Bogota—A recent Presidential de-
cree has established a film censor-
ship committee for each department
in the nation in response to requests
from Governors of Departments.
The Governor of each Department
will appoint two well-educated per-

sons as censors. Previously each city

did its own censoring which added
greatly to booking confusion and
difficulties.

Australia Again Permits

Changes in Banned Films

Sydney—A recent regulation in

the Commonwealth censorship sys-

tem restores to distributors of films

the right to reconstruct imported
pictures before they are submitted
to the censors—a privilege which
was abolished several years ago. It

is believed that this will save time
in the official censorship as dis-

tributors can make eliminations and
changes in the pictures to bring
them more in line with censorship
regulations before submitting them.
The personnel of the Appeal Board
has been reduced from three to one
member. Brig.-Gen. I. G. MacKay
has been appointed as the appeal
authority.

ANOTHER WALLACE THRILLER
London—British Lion has started

work at Beaconsfield on a new Ed-
gar Wallace thriller, "The Flying
Squad," with F. W. Kraemer direct-

ing. The picture was made as a

silent by British Lion a few year's

ago.

SWEDISH FILM TARIFF

Stockholm—The Swedish govern-

ment has placed before Parliament
measures which will increase tariffs

on the admission of films, cinema
apparatus, raw stock, etc. The
Riksdag has sanctioned the measures
which will add 19 million crowns to

the national revenue.

EXTENDED RUNS FOR 3 PARAS.

Sydney — Three Paramount pro-

ductions have been booked for ex-

tended runs at the Prince Edward,
Sydney, and the Paramount Capitol,

Melbourne. They are "Dr. Jekyll

and Mr. Hyde," "Man of Mayfair"

and "The Broken Lullaby."

PATHE-NATAN CREATING

flLM-VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

Paris—Pathe-Natan is continuing
its extraordinary expansion scheme,
having recently taken over the
Folies Wagram and Empire theaters
here. It is stated on excellent au-
thority that Pathe-Natan will not
institute film policies at these two
theaters, but plans a great French
chain of variety theaters of which
the two newly acquired Paris houses
and the Bobino and the Ambigu will

be the head. Important theaters in

the provinces will be drawn into the
circuit which already numbers 300
houses. Indications are that the cir-

cuit will play films and vaudeville
fifty-fifty.

Chambre Syndicale Aided
By American Film Men

Paris—American distributors and
producers of motion pictures in

Paris have contributed 250,000
francs to the funds of the Chambre
Syndicale, the French film organi-
zation, which has been in financial

straits. To show its appreciation
of the aid, the Chambre Syndicale
will appoint two members of the
American trade to its Comite de
Direction.
ITALY BANS BARRIE FILM
Rome—The Minister of the In-

terior has issued orders banning the

film version of J. M. Barrie's short

play, "The Old Lady Shows Her
Medals." The ban is believed to be
the result of an injunction issued to

the Paramount Film Company
against the Caesar Film Company
which produced a picture of that

title with Emma Grammatics,
Italian film star, in the leading role.

ENDING FRENCH PHOTOPHONE
London—French Photophone at a

recent meeting adopted a resolution

that the affairs of the company
should be voluntarily wound up and

that William Henry Cork be appoint-

ed liquidator. The attempt of

George Smith to get a reorganiza-

tion of the company is thus defeated

as a result, it is understood, of the

action by the Blattner Corp. against

British Photophone.

Fijian Censorship

Suva, Fiji—Censorship problems are per-

plexing enough in highly civilized cifies

and states that have censorship. In

Suva the censors maintain that only the

right type of picture may be shown for

the natives—and the right type must

have no undercurrent of sex or gun-play

or leg-show, lest it lessen respect for

the white population. Suva has 3,000

whites to 80,000 Fijians and Indians, the

various castes of which hold different

ideas on what is suitable film fare.
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Pittsburgh—Jack Rainey and Bill

Leibler have again joined to dis-

tribute foreign films, with offices at

1030 Forbes St.

High Bridge, N. J.—The Rialto

will be sold on April 5 to satisfy

the claim of Clara Bonnell for $13,-

000 against the owners of the thea-

ter, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Sokoloflf of Flemington and Mrs.

Ethel Rosenbaum of Hackettstown.

Pittsburgh—E. J. Murray has sold

the Washington, Mt. Washington, to

John Keul, new to the exhibition

field. Mr. and Mrs. Murray are tak-

ing a trip to Florida.

Fulton, N. J.—The Happy Hour
has been sold to Julia Fanning.

Pittsburgh — Sam Jacobson, for-

merly local city salesman for Co-
lumbia, is selling his firm's product
in the West Virginia territory.

East Hampton, Conn. — Manage-
ment of the Strand has been taken
over by Howard Rich who plans to

operate three nights a week.

Greensburg, Pa. — Warner Bros,

have closed the Strand, which they

recently reopened.

Attica, N. Y.—The Park has been

reopened.

Slovan, Pa.—The Penn has been

reopened for showings two days a

week.

Utica, N. Y.—The Orpheum is

now being managed by William Van
Dine, formerly of Buffalo.

Pittsburgh—Mrs. Sam Gould has

teased the Lyric. Her husband op-

erates the Arcadia, just across the

street from the Lyric, which has

been dark for several months.

Albany—Mell Edwards has joined

the local sales force of Hollywood
Pictures Corp.

Pittsburgh—"Red" Hirshorn has

joined Max Cohen's local force of

"U" salesmen, now increased to five.

He comes here from Universal's

Cleveland exchange.

Woonsocket, R. I.—Saul Baron of

Fall River, George A. Haley and
Israel Rabinowitz have chartered the

State Amusement Co. for this city.

Boston — Harry Brown, Jr., has
been appointed publicity director for
the Publix new Paramount, Olympia,
Uptown, Modern and Fenway the-

aters. Brown's father is manager
of the Nixton, Pittsburgh, and he
himself has been a theatrical press
agent, manager of the Princess,
New York, RKO Proctor's, Newark,
and manager of theaters in Mans-
field, Loraine and Akron, 0.

Hummelstown, Pa. — Rogers and
Reinhold have sold the Royal to

Willard Beckley.

Patchogue, L. I.—Joseph Phelps,
house manager of the Patchogue for
the past five years, has resigned
from Prudential Theaters.

Bay Shore, L. L—Fred Sargent,
manager of the Bay Shore for the
past year, has resigned.

Far Rockaway, L. I.—R. Cavello,
district manager of RKO houses in

this section, has resigned. William
F. Sandford is his successor, with
Jack Rochelle remaining as assistant

manager of the Strand.

Jersey City—Vincent Saparai has
taken over the management of the
New Plaza, which he has reopened.

Utica, N. Y.—Edward M. Hart
has been transferred from the Stan-
ley here to the Warner Troy in

Troy; Bert Leighton, formerly dis-

trict manager for Warners in New
Jersey, has been appointed manager
of the Stanley.

southeast Missouri, is the father
of a girl.

St. Louis—Progressive Pictures,
operated by Tom McKean and John-
ny Walsh, has taken over the local

distribution of B. I. P. Product.

St. Louis—Cecil Mayberry is back
in St. Louis. He has been along
Picture Row recently.

Pana, 111. — The Capitol, Pana's
latest picture theater, has been
opened under the management of
Paul Stonem, who formerly man-
aged the Fox West Coast Capitol in

Taylorville.

Sparta, 111. — Billy Keigley, who
formerly operated a theater here,
and Charles Wells, former Flora, 111.,

exhibitor, are roadshowing "Cain."

Cleveland — Corliss Collins, as-
sistant manager at Keith's East
105th St., is recovering from a bad
flu attack.

Rapid City, S. D.—A. L. Brown
has bought out the interest of his
partner, J. B. Shearer, in the Palace.

Chillicothe, O. — Two burglars
broke into the Sherman, forced en-
trance to the cabinet safe and es-

caped with its contents, $50 in

change.

Minneapolis — Recent closings in

the northwest include the Unique,
Bricelyn, Minn.; Strand, Coopers-
town, N. D., and Star, Veblen, S. D.

* WEST *
Pine Bluff, Cal.—Joe Gertz had

sold the Pastime to T. C. Statton.

Pittsburgh—Jack Conley has been
brought here from Cleveland to join

the local Standard sales forces.

Eighty-five per cent of Australia's

total film imports during 1930-31 came
from the United States as against I21/2

per cent from Great Britain.

* CENTRAL *
Viroqua, Wis.— Thomas Ellefson

will soon open the new 400-seat
Vernon.

Big Springs, Wyo.—J. Thompson
has leased the R. & B. theater here
and reopened it.

* SOUTH *
Dallas—J. G. Tomlin, owner of the

Square Deal film exchange and
Monarch Talk-a-Film Sales Co., has-
announced his candidacy for com-
missioner of University Park, a
suburb, on an "economy ticket."

Roanoke, Va.—The Grondin, sec-
ond run, opened March 26. It seats
1,000.

Norton, Va. — The new theater
here is to be called the Boiling.
Blank and Kelsey have taken over
the management.

Silver Springs, Md.—J. C. Boss
has disposed of the Seco to the
Lewis-Bernheimer-Wilcox Circuit.

Birmingham—The North Birming-
ham theater has been taken over by
Bill Speck. The house has been re-

modeled inside and out and sound
equipment installed.

Clarksdale, Miss.—Sunday benefit

shows will be discontinued here by
the Public Associated Charities, due 1

to s+rong opposition on the part of

!

tho ministers.

Samson, Ala.—A referendum on :

Sunday shows will be held April 12
at the Democratic city primary elec-

tion. The city council has agreed I

to abide by the result.

Tuskegee, Ala.—The Rose theater-
has been remodeled and reopened.

Kansas City — Two attachments,

,

one for rent and another for stage '.

hands' salaries, have closed the
Gayety, recently a burlesque house,
and last year a movie.

Detroit—Dorothy Zirbes, formerly
assistant secretary of the Detroit
Film Board of Trade, has joined

Excellent Pictures Corp.

St. Louis—An involuntary peti-

tion in bankruptcy has been filed in

the U. S. District Court here against
Mrs. Cora B. Nugent, owner of the

Hollywood theater building at 506
St. Charles St. Action was brought
by building tradesmen who recent-

ly remodeled the building.

Cairo, 111.—Carson Rodgers, op-

erator of the Rodgers here and
other houses in southern Illinois and

South San Francisco, Cal.—State
theater, operated by A. J. Eschel-
bach, Walter Preddey, and Charles
Peterson, is now officially under the
ownership of the Bayshore Theaters,
Inc.

San Francisco—National Theaters
Syndicate, whose president, Law-
rence R. Crook, died recently, will

go on as usual with its bookings
and activities. So far no one has
been elected to succeed in the presi-

dential post.

Oakland, Cal.—The American, at

18th St. and San Pablo Ave., will

be reopened as a first-run about
April 20, according to Charles D.
Carroll, who heads the Charles D.
Carroll, Ltd. Some $50,000 will be
spent on alterations.

Wheeling, W. Va.—John Papulis
has leased the State and opened it

under his own management. D. R.

Kautz, now local manager for Para-
mount-Publix, managed the theater
for a number of years.

TO-DAYS
BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

"A call issued today from the Para-
mount coast studios for women experi-

enced in running sawing machines dis-

closed that only a small percentage of

women are familiar with the work."
—PARAMOUNT
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
Charles "Chic" Sale in

"A Slip at the Switch"
RKO 18 mins.

Big Laugh
All the comedy tricks of the trade

seem to be packed into this one.

New gags and old, but all of them
are handled cleverly and the sub-

ject is sure to garner more than

a score of hearty laughs. Chic

Sale takes the part of a station

gatekeeper who substitutes for the

station agent. He is entrusted with
' $5,000, but is robbed by a couple

of tramps. How he battles the rob-

bers, shouting and firing a revolver,

while the deaf sheriff and his equal-

ly deaf cronie play checkers only a

few feet away, is a highlight in this

unusually bright and sparkling com-
edy.

"The Flirty Sleepwalker"
Educational 18 mins.

Mechanical
Arthur Stone is the chief comic,

ft,ssisted by Wade Boteler, Dorothy
(Grranger and Patsy O'Leary. The
two men are golf pals, and Stone
arouses the unreasoning jealousy of

his friend over the latter's wife.

The principal gag involves a sleep-

walking scene, with Stone entering

the bedroom of his friend's wife,

with the usual developments. They
resort to the old stuff of hanging
on a broken fire escape over the

street far below for thrills. Pretty

mechanical.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in

"Spreading Sunshine"

Vitaphone 18 mins.

Good Slapstick

After one of their customary nag-

ging sessions at home, the Nor-

worths load themselves with spare

clothes and take them out to a

rescue mission. The rough derelicts

make a scramble for the apparel,

with some of the hats and other

items being torn up in the melee.

Then one of the down-and-outers is

taken home by the Norworths and
installed as butler. While the folks

are out, he calls up the mission and

asks one of his friends to come up.

In due course the friend arrives,

followed by all the other grizzlies,

and there follows a party with the

tramps helping themselves to the

Uquor, cigars, eats, etc.

Farmer Al Returns
Van Beuren Corp. will soon bring Far-

mer Al Falfa back to the limelight in

the Aesop's Fables cartoon series. Far-

mer Al Falfa led the Fables cast of

characters for more than eight years and

returns to the screen after an absence

of almost two years. A story is now
being prepared to include this human
character in the Fables animal setting

which will be ready for release within
a month. Farmer Al will appear promi-
nently in future releases of this series.

Chic Sale in

'A Hurry Call"

RKO 18 mins.
Amusing

Another of the Lem Putt series.

This time Chic Sale, as Lem, is sent
by his brother-in-law to take deliv-
ery of a horse which the former
has arranged to buy. Chic spends
part of the money for something
else, and is obliged to take another
mare that is supposed to be dumb
or for some other reason refuses
to move when ordered. Through an
excited Frenchman, played by
Charles Judels, it develops that the
horse formerly belonged to the
French cavalry and responds imme-
diately when addressed in French.
Judels teaches Chic the words, but
later when the Frenchman has gone
and Chic is driving his fares to the
hotel he forgets the words that
cause the horse to stop. A wild ride
follows, with a fast finish. The sub-
ject has plenty of action and enough
comedy to keep it moving at a good
entertainment level all the time.

"The Cole Case"
(S. S. Van Dine Series)

Vitaphone 20 mins.
Fine Murder Mystery

One of the most intriguing in the
group of Van Dine murder myster-
ies, this two-reeler has a neatly con-
ceived plot, more action than the
majority of such shorts have had,
and a few surprise twists to help
keep interest on edge. It's about a
generously insured fellow who re-

ports to the police that he has been
receiving daily notices informing
him that he is to be bumped off at
a certain hour on a certain day. At
the appointed time, despite the pres-

ence of detectives and cops, the
murder is committed just as the

man has stepped into the next room
for the announced purpose of tele-

phoning his brother and beneficiary

to come over. In the subsequent
sleuthing by Donald Meek and John
Hamilton, it develops that the mur-
dered man was not the insured man,
but his secretary who bore a strik-

ing resemblance, and that the sup-

posed brother did not exist, but was
impersonated by the man himself

with a view to collecting his own in-

surance.

Tom and Jerry in

"Joint Wipers"
RKO 7 mins.

Good Cartoon
As a pair of plumbers, Tom and

Jerry, the Van Beuren animated
cartoon characters, answer a call

from a top floor apartment where a
pipe is leaking. They monkey around
until the place becomes flooded, and
the water gradually washes down
the entire building, leaving only the
pipe-work and bath tubs standing,
like a tree with a lot of funny
branches. Finally Tom and Jerry
tumble down to the ground them-
selves with the tubs.

"Oberammergau, Land of the Pas-

sion Play"

(E. M. Newman Traveltalk)
Vitaphone 10 mins

Good
Most of this travel subject is de-

voted to shots of the interesting
residents of Oberammergau who ap-
pear as players in the famous Pas-
sion Play that is staged there every
ten years. There are also scenes
of the crowds that come to the little

town in the Bavarian Alps during
the play's presentation. A few shots
also give an idea of the beauty of
the town and its surrounding coun-
try.

Ned Sparks in

"When Summons Comes"
RKO 19 mins.

A Scream
This is one of Sparks' best and

it's a wow. The story concerns
Sparks and his flirtatious wife who
has invited a former sweetheart to
have dinner with them. Sparks
raises a howl until he finds the ex-
pected visitor is a fugitive from
justice whom Sparks wishes to
serve with a summons. The guest
arrives and so does Sparks vdth the
summons in his pocket, but when he
comes to serve it, the document is

in the possession of their pet dog
who causes plenty of suspense and
laughter. The finish is strong and
a scream. This is real entertain-
ment.

"It's a Cinch"
Educational 20 mins.

Misses
A Mermaid comedy, featuring

Monty Collins. The idea is built

around a prize fight, with Monty
framed by a tough fighter to enter
the ring with him so he can get even
with him for cutting in on his girl.

There is a lot of preliminary busi-

ness that fails to score any laughs,
and the prize fight also falls flat.

They strained too hard for the com-
edy, and missed.

Ria Rosa in

"Sotf e Ccancelle"
Napoli Films 20 mins.

Fair Musical
A group of song numbers in Ital-

ian song by Ria Rosa, a hefty op-

eratic artiste. The selections are

popular Neapolitan tunes, including

a skit sung under a prison window,
another at a roadside refreshment
stand and two on a concert order

in front of an orchestra. It's a little

too much of the same thing for

general movie audiences, but Ital-

ians doubtless will go for it all right.

St. MoRiTZ
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
iVetc York City

Old world hospitality in the

spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest

of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and

business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TaYLOR
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Barbara Stanwyck in

"SHOPWORN"
Columbia 72 mins.

BARBARA STANWYCK EXCEL-
LENT IN PLEASING ROMANTIC
DRAMA THAT IS HURT BY A
WEAK FINISH.

Although the story is somewhat
familiar, director Nicholas Grinde
has held dramatic interest and in-

serted many light comedy spots
that make this picture, as a whole,
fairly good entertainment. Interest

is sustained and the scenes are

thoroughly convincing until the last

reel, when it weakens through poor
dialogue and some unbelievable situ-
ations. The story concerns Barbara
Stanwyck, who as a poor small-town
waitress falls in love with Regis
Toomey, son of wealthy parents.
Toomey's mother, enranged at the
proposed union of her son to a "com-
mon" person, prevents the marriage
by taking him to Europe. Barbara,
believing she has been deserted, be-
comes a woman of many loves. Up
to this point the picture is fine, but
the reconciliation scenes spoil much
that has gone before.

Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Regis Toomey,
1 ZaSu Pitts, Lucien Littlefield, Ciara Blandick,
J

I
Robert Alden, Oscar Apfel, Maude Turner
Gordon, Albert Conti, Wallis Clarke, Edwin
Maxwell.

Director, Nicholas Grinde; Author, Sarah
Y. Mason; Adaptor, not credited; Dialoguers,
Jo Swerling, Robert Riskin; Editor, Gene
Ilavelick; Cameraman, Joseph Walker; Re-
cording Engineer, Glenn Rominger.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"BEAUTY AND THE BOSS"
with Marian Marsh, Warren Wil-

liam, Charles Butterworth
Warner Bros. 66 mins.

PLEASING COMEDY ON THE
CINDERELLA THEME PRESENT-
ED IN SNAPPY TEMPO WITH A
GOOD SHARE OF LAUGHS.
Adapted from the stage play,

"Church Mouse," this turns out to

be an enjoyable little comedy about
a dashing banker, played by Warren
William, and his many lady friends.

It starts out with William's stenog,
Mary Doran, making a play for him,
whereupon he lets her out as an em-
ployee but retains her as one of his

off-duty fancies. Marian Marsh, a
rather over-countrified hoyden, then
crashes her way into the banker's
office and, by perseverance, lands
the vacant job. On the surface, she
is a dynamo for work and efficiency,

but underneath she has fallen in love

with the boss and takes /special

pains to keep other girls away from
him. When the big banker eventu-
ally sees her dressed up in evening
gown and very much in contrast to

her plain appearance during busi-

ness hours, it becomes a match.
Comedy is supplied at satisfactory

intervals by the humorous Charles
Butterworth, as one of the bank
president's secretaries.

Cast: Marian Marsh, Warren William,
Chas. Butterworth, David Manners, Mary
Doran, Lilian Bond, Polly Walters, Fred-
erick Kerr, Robert Greig, Yola d'Avril, Bar-
bara Leonard.

Director, Roy Del Ruth; Authors, Ladis-
laus Fodor, Paul Frank ; Adaptor, Joseph
Jackson ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Ralph
Dawson ; Cameraman, Barney McGill ; Re-
cording Engineer, not credited.

Direction, snappy. Photography, fine.

"DEVIL'S LOTTERY"
with Elissa Landi, Victor McLaglen
Fox 77 mins.

RAMBLING DRAMA OF MIXED
LOVES POORLY MOTIVATED
WITH ELISSA LANDI PULLING
IT OUT OF THE RUCK.

Looks like another novel adapta-

tion that was never intended for

screen fare. Director Sam Taylor

did wonders with a loose knit drama,
injecting clever technique that makes
the film look better than it really

is on close analysis. The acting

throughout is above par, and the

photography exceptional. Elissa

Landi as the lady with a slightly

soiled past searching for true love
and happiness gives a finished per-
formance, and her personal charm
makes this offering entertaining in

spite of the weak and poorly mo-
tivated plot. It centers around the
winners of an English sweepstakes,
invited for a week-end to the home
of a British newspaper publisher.
Here the drama of Miss Landi's sev-
eral conflicting loves develops none
too convincingly, with a forced end-
ing that does not impress.

Cast: Elissa Landi, Victor McLaglen, Alex-
ander Kirkland, Paul Cavanagh, Ralph Mor-
gan, Barbara Weeks, Beryl Mercer, Herbert
Mundin, Halliwell Hobbes, Ruth Warren.

Director, Sam Taylor; Author, Nalbro Bart-
ley; Adaptor, Guy Bolton; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, not listed; Cameraman, Ernest Palmer;
Recording Engineer, Joseph Aiken.

Direction, handicapped by material. Photog-
raphy, excellent.
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"LADIES OF THE JURY"
with Edna May Oliver, Ken Murray,

Rosco Ates
RKO 65 mins.

VERY AMUSING COURTROOM
TRAVESTY DESIGNED SOLELY
TO GET THE LAUGHS.

Notwithstanding the limited ex-
tent of the story, this production
maintains a steady laugh pace from
start to finish by the force of its

many comedy punches, put over by
an adept cast, which has been di-

rected by Lowell Sherman with a
good eye for effect. The action re-
volves around a young woman on
trial for killing her rich and elderly
husband. Edna May Oliver, as a
somewhat eccentric member of the
upper set, is a member of the other-
wise largely lowbrow jury. Ignorant
of how to behave in court, she causes
continual uproars by her remarks to
the judge, the attorneys, the prison-
er and others. Then she votes "Not
Guilty" against all other members
of the jury, and after a series of
clever maneuverings she gradually
brings the entire panel around to

her side. Fine work by Miss Oliver,

Robert McWade and Jill Esmond.
Cast : Edna May Oliver, Rosco Ates, Jill

Esmond, Kitty Kelly, Lita Chevrot, Morgan
Galloway, George Andre Beranger, Guinn
Williams, George Humbert, Kate Price,
Charles Dow Clark, Florence Lake, Cora
Witherspoon, Alan Roscoe, Robert McWade,
Helen Millarde, Susan Fleming, Tom Fran-
cis, Leyland Hodgson.

Director, Lowell Sherman ; Author, John
Frederich Ballard; Adaptor, Marion Dixon;
Dialoguers, Salisbury Field, Eddie Welch;
Editor, Charles Kimball ; Cameraman, Jack
MacKenzie.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

I

"POLICE COURT"
with Henry B. Walthall, Leon

Janney, Eileen Pringle

Monogram 63 mins.

SLOW PACED ACTION IN HU-
MAN INTEREST STORY WITH
HENRY WALTHALL DOING FINE
CHARACTER PART.

This is a human interest drama
centering in and around the life

of Hollywood, with Henry Walthall
and Leon Janney doing a father-and-
son act that is the bright spot of
the feature. Walthall throughout is

the finished actor, giving a very be-
lievable and touching performance
as the great actor gone to the dogs
with drink, and trying to stage a
comeback for the sake of his son. In
order to allow Walthall to build up
his characterization, it seems that
the tempo was allowed to drop. It
drags throughout, with too much
unessential detail. This is its only
weakness, for otherwise it is a very
human and appealing drama that
should register with the family trade
especially. It carries a fine moral
lesson without preaching, showing
•Walthall reduced to trouping in a
side show as he stages his fight
against the drink habit for a come-
back. The Hollywood studio atmos-
phere is well done.

Cast: Henry B. Walthall, Leon Janney,
Aileen Pringle, King Baggott, Lionel Belmore,
Al St. John, IMmund Breese.

Director, Louis King; Author, Stuart An-
thony; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Charles Hunt; Cameraman, Archie
Stout.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good.

Zane Grey in

"SOUTH SEAS ADVENTURES"
Principal Dist. Corp. 50 mins.

THRILLING AND EXCITING
TOUR OF SOUTHERN WATERS
WITH FAMOUS AUTHOR.

Opening with a few shots of Zane
Grey and his family preparing for

the trip, the action quickly jumps
aboard his spacious yacht and the

party leaves for southern waters.

A few shots of fishing off the coast

of Lower California are first seen.

Then the yacht sails down to Tahiti,

where, while Zane Grey is out in a

motor boat, scouting some fishing

banks, his pilot tries his hand at

hooking a big marlin. He gets a
strike and after some hard pulling
lands a 1,000-pound monster. Then
comes a neat bit of editing and con-
struction. Grey, although happy at
the luck of his pilot, is disappointed
at not making the biggest catch of
the trip. The day before they are
scheduled to return north. Grey de-
termined to outdo his pilot, finally

lands a 1,100-pounder. This adven-
ture film should please and thrill

all audiences. It is presented by
Sol Lesser.

Travelogue with Zane Grey; Author, Tom
J. Geraghty; Narrative spoken by Wedgewood
Nowell ; Editor, Carl Himm; Cameramen,
Romer Grey, Bob Carney, Thomas M. Middle
town; Music and Effects, Pacific Sound Track
Service ; Recording Engineers, Balsley and
Phillips.

Direction, good. Photography, excellent.

"THE CABLES MYSTERY"
B. I. P. 67 mins.

HIGH GRADE MURDER MYS-
TERY DONE WITH CLASS HAS
THE THRILLS AND SUSPENSE
TO KEEP THE FANS KEYED UP.

This British production has been

cleverly handled, and the mystery

is concealed right up to the final

sequence in a very logical plot that

keeps the suspense mounting con-

tinuously. The setting is an old

English baronial hall, which lends a

fine atmosphere to the dark proceed-

ings. Scotland Yard receives a

phone warning of the murder, the

Chief Inspector goes there, only to

find a most baffling series of inci-

dents confronting him. All parties

involved seem disinclined to talk,

but gradually events force slight ad-
missions from first this one and that
one, till the spectator finds himself
sitting on the edge of his seat, try-

ing to outguess the inspector. The
disclosure of the criminal is a genu-
ine surprise. Several English ac-

cents are too broad, but for all that

it should score with American audi-

ences who like their thrills.

Cast : Lester Matthews, Anne Grey, Ger-
ald RawUnson, Charles Farrell, John Turn-
bull, Arthur Stratton, Herbert Ross, Kenneth
Kove, Minnie Rayner.

Director, Harry Hughes ; Authors, Jack
Celestin, Jack De Lion, Victor Kendall

;

Adaptors, same; Dialoguers, same; Editor,
A. R. Gobbett ; Cameraman, H. E. Palmer.

Direction, clever. Photography, fine.

"DER RAUB DER MONA LISA"
(The Theft of the Mona Lisa")

(In German)
Tobis Forenfilms 90 mins.

SLOW-MOVING FACT STORY
OF FAMOUS THEFT, EXPERTLY
DIRECTED AND ACTED.
The director of "Two Hearts in

Waltz Time" has done a very cred-
itable work from the standpoint of
technique and artistry, but it is

hardly popular fan material. The
story is too threadbare, and is

stretched out to interminable length.
It is really a psychological study of
a thief's reactions after he accom
plishes his crime and finds the girl

he did it for is unworthy. The story
is based on the actual theft of the
famous Leonardo da Vinci painting
of the Mona Lisa from the Louvre in

Paris in 1911. A young Italian, anx-
ious to impress a housemaid with
whom he is infatuated, steals the

painting from the Louvre, takes it

to Florence where he is apprehended,
is tried, given a short sentence, and
proclaimed a national hero by the
Italian populace for stealing what
Napoleon originally stole from the
Italian city. That's the bare story,

cleverly portrayed by von Bolvary,
and finely acted.

Cast: Willy Forst, Trude Von Molo, Gui-
tav Gruendgens, Fritz Odemar, Max Guel-
storf, Roda Roda, Anton Pointner, Rosa
Valerri, Alexander Granach.

Director, Geza von BoIVary; Author, Wal-
ter Reisch ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same

;

Editor, not credited ; Cameraman Willy
Goldberger.

Direction, excellent. Photography, fine.
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"LENA RIVERS"

with Charlotte Henry
Tiffany 61 mins.

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT,
WELL ENACTED DRAMA WITH
KENTUCKY BACKGROUND.

Substantially aided by sincere

performances, this picture has a

story which is fairly interesting and

ought to appeal to the smaller stand

patrons. Its direction is spotty.

Dialogue is for the most part na-

tural. Story concerns an illegitimate

daughter whose mother dies at her

birth and who doesn't know the

identity of her father. Upon death

of her grandfather she goes to live

with a relative in Kentucky and it

develops that the owner of the ad-

joining estate is the missing father.

He conceals his identity until late

in the yarn owing to the girl's bit-

terness against the man who de-

serted her mother. Into the theme

is woven a horse race and love in-

terest between the ward of the girl's

jfather. Some broad negro comedy
?ontributes to the entertainment.

Cast: Charlotte Henry, Beryl Mercer,
Tames Kirkwood, Morgan Galloway, Joyce
Compton, Betty Blythe, John St. Polls, Clar-
ence Muse, Russell Simpson.

Director, Phil Rosen ; Author, Mary J.
Holmes; Adaptors, Stuart Anthony, Warren
B. Dufif ; Dialoguers, same; Editor, not cred-
ited ; Cameraman, Ira Morgan ; Recording
engineer, Corson Jowett.

Direction, spotty ; Photography, good.

"THE RECKONING"
with Sally Blane, James Murray,

Edmund Breese

Peerless r 63 mins.

ENGROSSING UNDERWORLD
STORY ALONG FAMILIAR LINES
BUT HELPED CONSIDERABLY
BY ABLE CAST.

There's quite a bit of plot and ac-
tion in this underworld drama, even
though it contains nothing especial-
ly new or out of the ordinary, and
with the added advantage of a cast
of competent players it manages to
hold interest with fair satisfaction.
Sally Blane and James Murray ap-
pear in the respective roles of a
crook and his moll. She decides to
shake the underworld for the
straight and narrow, but the lad is

unable to break away from the in-

fluence of his scheming paj. The girl

meanwhile has gone out and landed
herself in an honest job. In a holdup
of the place where she is employed,
her boy friend's chief meets his

death by accident. Then a detec-
tive, played by Thomas Jackson,
goes on a hunt for the boy and girl,

finally rounding them up, but their

innocence is soon established and
the lovers are free to go forth and
start all over.

Cast ; Sally Blane, James Murray, Edmund
Breese, Bryant Washburn, Pat O'Malley,
Tom Jackson.

Director, Harry Frazer ; Author, Dwight
Cummings ; Adaptor, Leon Lee ; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, not
credited.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"DIE CSIKOS BARONESS"
(In German)

Capital Films 85 mins.
MUSICAL FILM OF HUNGAR-

IAN LIFE HAS NICE ATMOS-
PHERE IN LIGHT ROMANCE
THAT DRAGS.
The Berlin studio that produced

this one dragged it out to threadbare
length, with a lot of the sequences
growing tedious. What saves it is

the novelty of the Hungarian set-

tings and atmosphere, and good work
by the principals. Gretl Theimer,
who scored such a success in "Zwei
Hertz," is the girl, and she is very
winsome and capable. Paul Vincenti
plays the part of a Hungarian noble
in disguise as a sort of native cow-
boy, and he sings very romantically.
The theme concerns the young no-
ble's wooing of the aristocratic girl,

and the scenes are contrasted be-

tween drawing room atmosphere in

Budapest, and the merry villagers

sporting themselves in festive scenes
in a rural community. The lightness

and gaiety of the songs and fun-
making are fine, but the tempo is

slow-paced, and scenes are too long
drawn out. Hungarian audiences

will go for it, for plenty of their

native idioms are interspersed, with
the Magyar dances and songs.

Cast: Gretl Theimer, Paul Vincenti, Ida

Wuest, Julius Falkenstein, Albert Paulig,

Berthe Osten, Camilla von Hallay, Jaro
Surch, Emil Byron, Eugene Rex, Ernst
Verebes, Leo Teukert, Ernst Behner, Terry
Rade.

Directors, J. and L. Fleck ; Authors, Fritz
Gruenbaum, Ida Jenbach ; Adaptors, same;
Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Hans Zerlatt

;

Cameramen, Willy Goldberger, Georg Musch-
ner ; Recording Engineer, Victor Behrens.
Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"MEIN LEOPOLD"
("My Leopold")
(In German)

[llapital Foreign Attractions 27 mins.

HEART-THROB DRAMA OF
ERMAN LIFE ADAPTED FROM

•FAMOUS STAGE PLAY SCORES
STRONG WITH HUMAN ELE-
MENTS.

This is one of the major offerings
rom the Berlin studios, and with an
;xcellent cast, strong direction and
i story of universal and sympathetic
ippeal, it looks like a real attraction
for American as well as German
audiences, for interpolated English
titles make it easy to follow the
dmple and direct story. Gustav
Froelich of "Zwei Herz" fame is

featured, but the chief honors go to

Max Adalbert, the famous character
actor. His poignant and touching
Dortrayal of the old man worship-
ping his shiftless son who almost
uins him, is one of the outstanding
screen performances of the season.

The simple drama of the wealthy
shoemaker whose rich establishment
iwindles under the money borrow-
ing tendencies of his son, the loss

Df his friends and family, and the

eventual reuniting of all in a per-

fect understanding, is real family
entertainment, filled with light com-
ely touches.
Cast: Gustav Froehlich, Max Adalbert, Har-

ild Paulsen, Camilla Spira, Lucie Englisch,

Elfrieda Borodin, Herman Thimig.

Director, Hans Steinhoff ; Author, Adolph
L'Arronge ; Adaptor, Hans Brennert ; Dia-
loguer, same ; Editor, not listed ; Camera-
j-nan, not listed.

Direction, very good. Photography, okay.

"ZAPPATORE"
("The Toiler")

(Italian and English Titles)

Napoli Films 90 mins.

SILENT FOREIGN PRODUC-
TION WITH ITALIAN AND ENG-
LISH TITLES. HAS INTEREST-
ING BACKGROUND BUT TECH-
NIQUE IS OLD-FASHIONED.

Italians probably will get fairly
satisfactory enjoyment out of this
production made in their native
land, but for general audiences it is

too out of date in story, acting and
technical details. Titles, in English
and Italian, take up entirely too
much of the footage, thereby doing
pretty much to spoil the pleasure
of quite a few colorful scenes of the
Italian countryside. A few attempts
were made to synchronize bits of

dialogue with the action, but they
were not very successful. Musical
score and a few song numbers, how-
ever, are worth while. The story
is a simple affair about a hard work-
ing peasant's son who is sent to law
school, where he squanders money
on a gold-digger, fails in his exams
and becomes involved in debt and
other troubles, bringing much grief

to his parents. But he finally re-

deems himself and returns to marry
the good country girl.

Cast: Silvio Orsini, Mina Violetto, Anna
Martelli, Tina Renaldi, Gustavo Sereno.

Director, Gustavo Sereno ; Authors, Liber-

to Bovio and Guido Albano ; Adaptor, Gus-
tavo Sereno ; Cameraman, not credited

;

Recording Engineer, Lougi Orlando.

Direction, slow. Photography, fine.

New Officers Elected
By B. I. P. America
(Continued from Page 1)

Harry Post, treasurer. Bill Rabell,
former secretary and general sales

manager, resigned following the
election of the new officers.

Exhibitors Are Puzzled
On Right to Pick Help

New York theater owners are
faced with the question as to

whether they have the right to se-

lect their own employees, it was de-

clared at the exhibitor protest
meeting at the Astor on Friday.
Reference was to the dispute be-

tween Local 306, operators' union
affiliated with the A. F. of L., and
the Empire M. P. Operators' Union,
in which the former organization is

reported trying to induce theaters
to employ their members.

Concentrated Protest
Helped Defeat Tax Bill

A powerful influence in the re-

cent defeat of the state admission
tax bill at Albany was brought
about through 34,000 telegrams sent
to legislators within three days,
Charles L. O'Reilly told the exhibi-

tor protest meeting Friday at the
Hotel Astor.

MORRIS GOODMAN IN LONDON
London—Morris Goodman of Mas-

cot Pictures Corp. is in London with
several chapters of his company's
serial, "The Shadow of the Eagle."

Ira Simmons Joins
New Sol Lesser Unit
(Continued from Page 1)

Epics product. For 1932-33, Lesser
now plans to distribute 12 American
features, to be made mostly by out-
side producers and to be based on
popular plays and stories; two ad-
venture pictures, 12 three-reel fea-
turettes dealing with adventure and
exploration, six two-reel comedies
and adventures, one serial called
"Tarzan the Fearless" in 12 episodes
and 26 one-reelers of various types.
The Epics exchanges throughout the
country are changing their names to
Principal Distributing Corp., making
the new Lesser Company a national
organization.

BRANDT-CARROLL DEAL OFF
Harry Brandt's negotiations for

the Earl Carroll as an independent
first-run house have fallen through.
Deal was virtually completed when
hitch occurred.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP.
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION. ETC..
REOTTIRED BY THE ACT OF CON-
GRESS OF AUGUST 24. 1912.
OF "THE FILM DAILY." published daily

'xcent Saturday at New York, N. Y., for
April 1, 1932.
State of New York, )

County of New York, f

ss.:

Before me. a notary public, in and for the

State and Countv aforesaid, personally ap-
neared Donald M. Mersereau, who, having
heen duly sworn according to law, deposes
-•nd says that he is the General Manager of

"THE FILM DAILY," and that the fol-

'nwincr is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership,
management (and if a daily paper, the cir-

culation), etc.. of the aforesaid publication
for the date shown in the above caption, re-

Tuired by the Act of August 24th, 1912, em-
Sndied in Section 411. Postal Laws and Reg-
'jlations, printed on the reverse of this form
'o wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the
ntiblisher, editor, managing editor, and busi-
ness manager are:

Publisher, John W. Alicoate, 1650 Broad-
way, New York. N. Y.; Editor, John W.
Alicoate, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

:

Managing Editor. Don Carle Gillette, 1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y. ; Business Man-
leer, Donald M. Mersereau, 16J0 Broadway.
New York, N. Y.

2'. That the owners are: "Wid's Film
t Film Folk," Inc., 1650 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.; John W. Alicoate, 1650 Broad-
way, New York, N. Y. : Pearl Dannenberg.
1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y. ; Addie
Dannetiherg. 1650 Broadway. New York.
?<r. Y. : Edna Sussman, 1650 Broadway, New
York. N. Y.

3. That the known bondholders, mortga-
gees and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:
None.

4. That the -two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
security holders, if any, contain not only the
list of stockholders and security holders as
they appear upon the books of the company,
hut also in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the name of the person or corpora-
tion for whom such trustee is acting, is given,
also that the said two paragraphs contain
tatements embracing affiant's full knowledge
Tnd belief as to the circumstances and con-
litinns under which stockholders and security
holders who do not appear upon the books
of the company as trustees, hold stock and
-ecurities in a capacity other than that of a

bona fide owner and this affiant has no rea-
son to believe that any other person, associa-
tion or corporation has any interest direct or
indirect in the said stock, bonds or other
securities than as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies
of each issue of this publication sold or
distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to
paid subscribers during the six months pre-
ceding the date shown above is 5,466.

D. M. MERSEREAU,
General Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this
1st day of April. 1932.

(Seal) Abraham S. Lang.



Features Reviewed in Film Daily Aug. 9 to March 27
397 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Revifwtd
A Dangerous Affair-COL

11-29-31

A Woman Commands-RKO
1-31-32

After Tomorrow-F 3-632
Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias the Doctor-FN 3-6-32

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children?-RKO
11-15-31

Arizona Terror-TIF ..9-27-31
Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11-22-31

Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31

Arsene Lupin-MGM 2-28-32

Avalanche-FD 3-27-32

Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Balinese Love-TPE ...12-13-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP.. 12-6-21

Beast of the City-MGM . .3-13-32

Behind Stone Walls-ACP
3-13-32

Beloved Bachelor-PAR.. 10-18-31

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Big Shot-PAT 1-10-32

Blonde Captive-IMP ..12-13-31

Blonde Crazv-WA 12-6-31

Border Devils-ARC 3-20-32

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Branded-COL 11-4-31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31

Bridegroom For Two-BlP
1-31-32

Hroken Wing-PAR 3-27-32

Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Business and Pleasure-F. 2-14-32

Cain-TPE 1-17-32

Cannonball Express-WW . 2-28-32

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Carmen-BI 1-17-32

Carnival Boat-PAT 3-27-32

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 1 0-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31

Charlie Chan's Chance-F
1-24-32

Charlotte Loewenskold-SCA
2-28-32

Cheaters at Play-F 2-28-32

Cheyenne Cyclone-WK ..1-10-32

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Cock of the Air-UA. . .1-31-32

Compromised-FN 11-8-31

Consolation Marriage-RKO
11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC . 10-4-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31

Cosi E La Vita-TH.... 11-8-31

Cossacks of the Don-AM .3-20-32

Cross Examination-ARC .2-14-32

Crowd Roars-WA 3-27-32

Csak Ecy Kislany-NEA. . 3-27-32

Cuban Love Song-MGM. 12-6-31

Cyclone Kid-BIF 11-22-31
Dance Team-F 1-3-32

Dancers in the Dark-PAR
3-20-32

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31

Das Ekel-UFA 1-31-32

r)a>! Floetenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied 1st Aus-ASC 1-31-32

Das Lied Vom Leben-TA
10-18-31

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Deadline-COL 1-24-32

Deceiver-CLO 11-29-31

Delicious-F 12-27-31

Der Andere-TF 1-17-32

Der Hampelmann-TA . 9-13-31

Der Kleine Seitensprung-
UFA 1-10-32

Der Ungetreue Ecke Hart-TF
1-24-32

Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31

Opvotion-PAT 10-4-31

Devil on Deck-WW 2-28-32
Devil Plays-CHE ..12-20-31

Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

Die GrosM Liebe-FAM. .2-28-32

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
ALD—Allied Pictures
AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BRE—Lee Brecher
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Cetebrity
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National

GS—George Schneider
HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures
HG—J. H. Ho£fberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HO—Hollywood Pictures
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
IMP—Imperial Distributing

TH—Thalia Productions

JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
NEA—New Era Exchange
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Moviegraphi
NOR—Norwegian Amer. LiQe
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PC—Patrician Pictures
PEE—Peerless
PIC—Picture Classics

FTP—Foreign Talking PicturesPIT—Pittaluga

PIZ—WiUiam Pizor
PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
RIT—Ritchey Export Co.
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
KKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SCA—Scandinavian Talking

Pictures
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIP—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picti.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WK—WilUs Kent
WT—Woridart FUm Cor.WW—Sono Art

Title Revietoed
Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA

10-11-31

Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-
ASC 9-27-31

Die vom Rummelplatz-CAP
1-10-S

Die Schlacht von Bademuende
UFA. .11-22-31

Discarded Lovers-CAP . . .1-3-32
Docks of San Francisco-ACP

1-24-32
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP 1-3-32

Drifter-WK 1-10-38
Oreyfus Case—COL ...8-30-31
East of Borneo-U S-23-S1

East of Shanghai-BIP... 3-27-32

Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA 9-20-31

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Ein Walzer Vom Strauss-CAP
2-14-32

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-3

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31
Expensive Women-WA .11-15-31
Expert, The-WA 2-28-32

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

False Madonna-PAR 2-7-32

Fanny Foley Herself-RKO
10-25-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fighting Fool-COL 3-27-32
Fighting Marshall-COL. .2-28-35

File 113-HO 2-21-32
Final Edition-COL 2-28-32

Fireman Save My Child-FN
2-21-32

Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31
Flying Fool-BI 10-18-31
Flying High-MGM ....12-13-3
Forbidden-COL 1-17-32
Forgotten Women-MOP .2-28-32

Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31

Freighters of Destiny-PAT
11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31

Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8 31

Galloping Thru-MOP 2-7-32

Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32

Gay Caballero-F 2-14-32
Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31

Ghost City-MOP 3-20-32

Girl of the Rio-RKO. . .1-10-32
Girls About Town-PAR. .11-1-31

Girl Ciazy-RKO 3-27-32
Good Sport-F 12-13-3
Graft-U 11-29-31
Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31

Greeks Had a Word for Them
UA. .2-7-32

Grief Street-CHE 10-11-31
Guardsman-MGM .. ..9-13-31
Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Hard Hombre-HOF 9-20-31

Hatchet Man-FN 2-7-32
Headin* for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Heartbroak-F 10-18-31

Heart of New York-WA. . 3-6-32

Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-31
Hell Divers-MGM 12-27-31

Hell's House-CAP 2-14-32
Her Majesty. Love-FN. 11-29-31

Title Reviewed
Heroes All-IMP 10-25-31
High Pressure-WA 1-31-32
His Woman-PAR 12-6-31
Homicide Squad-U 8-30-31
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31

Hotel Continental-TIF ..3-20-32
24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31

House Divided-U 1-10-32
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31

Human Targets-BIF ..1-24-32
Hurricane Horseman-WK

10-11-31
Husband's Holiday-PAR. .1-3-32
I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31

Im Geheimdienst-UFA 3-6-32

In Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31
Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA

11-8-31

Impatient Maiden-U 3-6-32

Is There Juatice?-WW. .9-20-31

Jean De La Lune-TA. . .3-13-32
Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
Keepers of Youth-BIP. .3-13-32
Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31

La Douceur D'Aimer-FD
12-13-3

La Ronde des Heures-FD
1-31-32

Ladies of the Big House-
PAR 1-3-32

Lady With a Past-PAT 2-21-32

Land of Wanted Men-MOP
2-21-32

Lariats and Six Shooters
COS.. 10-25-31

Lasca of the Rio Grande
U.. 12-13-3

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
11-29-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31

Last Ride-U 2-14-32

Law and Order-U 3-6-32

Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,
8-9-31

Law of the Tong-SYN. 12-20-31

Law of the West-WW. .3-20-32
Le Mysterie de la Villa

Rose-FD 1-17-32

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-31

Leutnant Warst Du Einst
Bei Den Husaren-RIT. 3-20-32

Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN
8-16-31

Local Bad Man-ALD. . .3-27-32

Local Boy Makes Good-FN
11-29-31

Lone Trail-SYN 3-13-32

Lost Squadron-RKO 3-6-32

Love Storm-BI 10-18-31

Lovers Courageous-MGM
2-21-32

Lure of the Ring-WT. 1-31-32

Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31

Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31

Maker of Men-COL. .. .12-20-31

Manhattan Parade-WA 1-3-32

Man From Death Valley-MOP
10-11-31

Man I Killed-PAR... 1-24-32

Man Who Played God-WA
2-14-32

Many a Slip-U 8-30-31

Mark of the Spur-BIF. . .3-6-32

Mata Hari-MGM 1-3-32

Meine Frau, Die Hochstaplerin
UAF.. 2-7-32

Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31

Men in Her Life-COL. . .12-6-31

Men of Chance-RKO 1-3-32

Men Like These-BI 1-10-32

Title Reviewed

Menace, The-COL 1-31-32

Merely Mary Ann-F 9-13-31

Michael and Mary-U 1-10-32
Misbehaving Ladies-FN.. 11-8-31

Missing Rembrandt-FD. .3-27-32
Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31

Morals for Woraen-TIF 11-22-31
Monster Walks-ACP 2-7-32

Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31

Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31
Murder at Dawn-BIF .2-28-32

Murder At Mldnight-TIP
9-20-31

Murders in Rue Moreue-U
2-14-32

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

My Wife's Family-BIP. .3-13-32

Neck and Neck-WW. . .11-8-31
Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31
NIe Wieder Liebe-UFA 1-17-32

Nice Women-U 2-21-32
Night Beat-ACP 12-27-Sl
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31

No One Man-PAR 1-124-32

Nur Am Rhein-FTP. .10-11-31

Office Girl-RKO 3-13-32
Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Lady-PAR 11-8-31

One Hour With You-PAR. 3-6-32

One Man Law-COL 2-14-32
One Way Trail-COL. .13-13-Jl
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31

Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31

Panama Flo-PAT 1-24-32

Pardon Us-MGM 8-2S-S1
Parisian, The-CAP 8-2S-31
Partners-PAT 2-28-32

Partners of the Trail-MOP
8-30-31

Passionate Plumber-MGM
3-13-32

Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31

Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31

Personal Maid-PAR 8-30-31

Phantom of Paris-MGM. 11-15-31

Platinum Blonde-COL. . .11-1-31

Play Girl-WA 3-20-32

Pleasure-ARC 3-6-32

Pocatello Kid-TIF ....12-20-31

Polly of the Circus-MGM
3-20-32

Possessed-MGM 11-29-31

Prcstige-PAT 2-7-32

Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private ScandaNHED. . .11-1-31

Probation-CHE 3-13-32

Rainbow Trail-F 1-31-32

Range Feud-COL 11-22-31

Range Law-TIP 11-1-31

Rebound-PAT 8-30-31

Reckless Li;ving-U ...10-11-31

Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31

Riders of the Cactus-BIP
8-16-31

Riders of the Purple Sage-
F 9-27-31

Ridin' for Justice-COL. .1-10-32

Road to Life-AM 1-31-32

Road to Reno-PAR... 10-11-31

Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31

Rubacuori-TRC 3-13-32
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31

Ruling Voi'ce-FN 11-8-31

Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31

Sally of the Subway-ACP
1-24-32

Scareheads-CAP 10-25-31

Secrets

Secret
Secret
Sein
Sein

Title Reviewed
Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31
Secret Menace- 1MP . . . 12-13-Jl

of the Orient-UFA
1-10-Sa

Service-RKO . . . 12-13-31
Witness-COL ..12-20-31

Liebeslied-ASC . . 1 1-22-31
Scheidungsgrund-UFA

2-21-32

Shadow Between-B IP... 3-20-32
Shanghai Express-PAR 2-21-32
Shanghai Love-COL ....9-6-Sl
She Wanted a Millionaire-F

2-14-32
Shop Angel-CAP 3-6-32
Shot Gun Pass-COL 3-13-32
Should a Doctor Tell?-REO

S-2S-3i
Side Show-WA . 9-20-31
Sidewalks of New York-MGM

u-is-si
Silent Witness-F 2-7-31
Bilence-PAR 8-16-31
Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR

11-1-31

Sin's Pay Day-ACP 3-13-32
Siroco-CF 11-29-31
Sky Devils-UA 1-24-32
Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31
Skyline-F 10-11-31
Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Sob Sister-F 10-4-31
Sooky-PAR 12-27-11
Soul of Mexico 2-7-32
Soul of the Sluras-ACP 11-29-31
Speckled Band-FD 1 1-8-31
Spider, The-F 8-16-SI
Spirit of Notre Dame-U . 9-27-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31
Stepping Sisters-P 1-10-32
Strangers in Love-PAR. . .3-6-32
Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Strictly Dishonorable-U. 11-15-31
Struggle, The-UA 12-13-31
Suicide Fleet-PAT 1 1-29-31
Sundown Trail-PAT ...10-18-31
Sunset Trail-TIF 1-17-32
Surrender-F 11-29-31
Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP

10-11-31

Tarzan. The Ape
Man-MGM 3-27-32

Taxi-WA 1-1042
Tempest-BRE ... 3-20-32
Terra Madte-TRC 11-1-91
Texas Gun-Fighter-TIF 2-14-32
Theaternaechte von Berlin-TP

The Cheat-PAR 12-13-31
Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

Thirty Days-PC 1-17-32
This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31
This Reckless Age-PAR. .1-10-32
Three Wise Girls-COL. . .2-7-32
Tingel Tangel-NEA 3-20-32
Tip-Off-PAT 11-141
Tomorrow and Tomorrow-

PAR.. 1-31-82
Tonight or Never-UA 1 2-20-31
Touchdo-wn-PAR 11-1 5-31

Trotte Teodor-FD 1-17-32
Tulane vs. So. California-WA

1-2442
Two- Fisted Justice-MOP .2-14-32
Two Gun Caballero-IMP

12-13-31
Two Kinds of Women-PAR

1-17-32

U. of S. C. vs. Notre Dame
WW- 1-24-32

Un Soir de Rafle-PRX. 10-18-31
Under Eighteen-WA 1-3-32
Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unholy Garden-UA 9-20-31
Union Depot-FN 1-17-32
Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31
Way Back Home-RKO. 1-17-32

Wayward-PAR 2-14-32

West of Broadway-MGM. 1-31-32

White Devil-TPE 8-3041
Whistlin' Dan-TIF 3-13-32

Why Saps Leave Home-BIP
3-20-32

Wicked-P 9-20-31

Wiser Sex-PAR 3-13-32

Without Honors-ARC 1-10-31

Woman from Monte Carlo-
WA 1-3-31

Women Go On Forever-TIF
8-16-31

X Marks the Spot-TIF 12-1341

Yellow Ticket-F 1 1-141

Young As You Feel-F . . . 8-941
7ein Weib's Lubovnick-HA

10-4-11

Zwei Krawatten-CAP ..1-17-32

Zwei MenchenCAP .It-t74l
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WHAT DOES YOUR PUBLIC

KNOW ABOUT RAW FILM?

INIOTHING, perhaps. Yet, whether they're

aware of it or not, people are profoundly in-

fluenced by the photographic quality which that

film gives or does not gvv^ them on the screen.

It may mean all the difference between a pic-

ture that goes its quiet, unprofitable way and

one that becomes the talk of the town.

There's no need, these days, to run the risk

of sacrificing photographic quality. Eastman

Gray-backed Super-sensitive Negative, with its

unmatched qualities and its never -failing uni-

formity, costs no more than other films, yet it

helps substantially to head the picture for suc-

cess. Wise the cameraman who uses it . . . lucky

the exhibitor who runs prints made from it!

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood



iVS GOT THE
DAPPy LONG LEGS

WARNE

Don't wait for your audiences to discover

that!

Plug, boost, push and shout it to a smash

opening.

It <will live up to

every promise

Released

APRIL 10th

the "Daddy" of "Daddy Long Legs" in

ANHrEUR
DADDY

with MARIAN NIXON, Rita La Roy, William Pawley

From Mildred Cram's novel, "Scotch Valley." Directed byJOHN BLYSTONE

u Truer now than ever before - FOX PLAYDAfES ARE PAY PATES



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old
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Naming 6 Indies on MPTOA Executive Committee

LEVEE FJRMS CO-OPERMVE PRODUCTION GUILD

Regular Short Subjects Output Launched in Canada
Two Series Under Way in

Canadian Studios for
1932-1933 Release

Montreal—For the first time in

Canadian film history there will be
a regular schedule of short sub-
jects made in the Dominion and of-

fered to theaters in 1932-33. Two
leries, one called "Sport Chats" and
the other known ai the "Cameo"
froup, largely scenics, are being
produced by Associated Screen
N'ews Limited in Montreal. This
lompany does a jrood deal of fea-
:ure printing for American pro-

(Continued on Page 7)

99.9986 Per Cent Okay
Richmond—Only 25 films out of approximately 18,000 viewed by the Virginia

censor board since 1922 were rejected in toto, according to reports now being

compiled by the State censorship office. This places the percentage of rejec-

tions at about .0014, against 99.9986 per cent being passed.

m. NEWSREEL MAKING

ffi OF NOVELTY SHORTS

Between now and Aug. 1, when
;he American Newsreel is to make
ts debut, the new company's camera
itaflf under the direction of Major
Ross D. Whytock, supervising edi-

tor, will make novelty shorts for
listribution through independent ex-
;hanges, it is announced by Charles
Cranz, general sales manager. News-

{Continued on Page 7)

Meeting Thurs. to Decide
I Philly MPTO Affiliation
I

Philadelphia—Whether the M. P.

p. 0. casts its lot with the M. P. T.

p. A. or Allied will be officially

letermined at a meeting planned for
Thursday at the Elks Hotel. Prac-
tice of some distributors in tieing

n shorts with features will be dis-

cussed.

Earlier Sunday Opening

Passes Rhode Is. House

' Providence — The Schroeder bill, allowing
l^arlitr opening for theaters, has passed Hie
louse of Representatives with an amendment
{hanging the opening time on Sundays to 2
I'clock. The bill which also permits Sunday
llancing, now goes to the Senate.

I

li'scribers to FILM DAILY receive the
2 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK without

tiarge.—Advt.

$2.02 a Share in '31

Reported by Paramount
Symon Gould Dickering

With Circuit on Foreigns
Symon Gould, exploitation and

advertising consultant who recently

handled the campaign on "The Theft

of the Mona Lisa" at the Europa,

is negotiating with a circuit to han-

dle 16 of its houses on a special

foreign film policy.

Net profit of $6,345,488, equal to

$2.02 a share, is reported by Para-
mount Publix for the year 1931,
compared with $18,381,178 or $6.15
a share in 1930. The last quarter,
ended Dec. 26, 1931, showed a loss

of $649,796. Annual statements
shows foreign assets separately as

$53,564,044, compared with the com-
pany's aggregate assets of $298,-

304,108. Current assets are $37,-
(.Continued on Page 2)

Schnitzer May Produce For RKO
Joseph I. Schnitzer is understood

to be slated to head an RKO pro-

duction unit for the coming season.

It is reported that Radio Pictures

will be financially interested in

Schnitzer's production company.

M. J. Kandel Acquires
Kinograms' Library

M. J. Kandel has bought out the

entire film library properties of

Kinograms. He will combine it with

his own films.

MPTOA Executive Committee
Will Have 6 Indies Out of 7

Mayers in Full Charge

Of Colorfilm Activities

Arche Mayers, formerly eastern

sales representative, is now general

manager of Colorfilm Corp. He will

have full charge of the company's

affiairs, supervising sales, produc-

tion and laboratory research. In ad-

dition to New York headquarters,

Colorfilm plans to open another

laboratory in Hollywood.

Six of the seven members of the

M. P. T. 0. A. executive committee,
part of the organization's new setup
voted at the recent Washington con-

vention, will be named from inde-

pendent exhibitors, said M. A. Light-

man upon his arrival in New York
Saturday. The seventh member of

the committee, as planned at the

convention, will be a representative

of affiliated theaters and will be
selected by the four major producer-

owned circuits. Election of com-
mittee members is within the juris-

(Continued on Pag* 7)

New Coast Unit Likely to
Distribute Through

United Artists
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M. C. Levee, who has

just ended his duties as executive
manager of the Paramount studios,
announces the formation of The
Screen Guild, an independent pro-
ducing organization which will seek
to combine and organize on a prac-
tical and equitable participating ba-
sis the best available creative and
business forces for the making of
higher quality pictures. Among im-

(Continued on Page 7)

SEVEN NEWCiPORATIONS

CHARTEREDJN VIRGINIA

Richmond — Seven new corpora-
tions recently chartered in Virginia
are: Carroll Theater, Inc., Harrison-
burg, Va., Carroll Menefee, presi-

dent; Apollo Theater Corp., Lee The-
(.CotUinued on Page 2)

Stanley-Warner Reduces
Vaudeville Attractions

Philadelphia—Local vaudeville has
received a setback with Stanley-
Warner cancelling full week policies

at the state. Uptown and Circle, and
cutting shows in Delaware and up-
state locations because of falling at-

tendance. The Earle, downtown
house, has cut its bill from eight to

six acts.

Application of Ticket Tax

Explained by Committee

K^est Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Washington—To clarify some existing doubts

as to whether the proposed Federal admission

tax of 10 per cent applies only to the value of

the ticket above 45 cents or to the full value

of ticket if it is priced above the exemption

figure, members of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee state that the levy applies to the entire

amount of the admission. In other words, a

ticket priced 50 cents would take a tax of 5
cents.

Everyone in the motion picture industry
should have a copy of the 1932 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK.—Advt.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK
(^QUOTATIONS

Am. Seat
Colum. Pict. ctfs. .

.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A" ..

Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
P.-ithe Exch
RCA
do pfd. "A" (354)
do pfd. "B"
RKO
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. .

NEW YORK
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Loew 6s 41ww .

.

Par. Si^sSO
Pathe 7s37
Warner's 6s39 . .

.

STOCK MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.
'

' 2'54 2%2Va
654
2yi
854

6H
25'

85

6}4
25i — 54

8^ — Yi

7054 6854 69J4 — H
3 254 3

Vi
257^ 255^« 2554 — 1

6!/j 6 6/, — %
54 54 /2 — V>.

6 6 6 • . .

225^ 20 54 20)4 — 2*4m 954 .

385^
3!/2 3J4 + 54

38 38 — 6

2 2 2 • > .

CURB MARKET
5-16 5-16 5-16 — 'A

BOND MARKET
3 5^« 3 iVi + %

83 81 81 — 4

40 3954 40
77 77 77 . .

.

2154 2VA 2154 — «

EXPLOITATION DISCS FREE
Fox is furnishing without charge

electrical transcription programs for

broadcasting in connection with
"The Trial of Vivienne Ware." The
discs, made by Columbia Broadcast-

ing System, run 30 minutes each
and deal with the highlights of the

picture.
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New York
1.^40 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
1 54 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940
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Eastman Films

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

a Chicago
:: 1727 Indiana Ave.
|-; CALumet 3692
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Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121
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Schenck Calls "Scarface"
Constructive Influence

Following public reaction to "Scar-
face" in New Orleans, where the
picture is having its premiere show-
ing at Loew's to sensational busi-

ness, President Joseph M. Schenck
of United Artists, in a message from
Los Angeles, says he feels sure that
the Howard Hughes picture, in its

final version conforming with the
production code, will prove a con-
structive influence against organized
crime.

NEW EXHIB UNIT PROPOSED
Wilmington—Formation of an ex-

hibitor organization covering Dela-
ware is being planned by A. D. De-
Fiore of the Park, this city, and
Louis Handloff of the State, New-
ark. Independent houses will be
asked to join.

RKO NORTHWEST SHIFTS
Spokane—James Andrus, former-

ly assistant to Homer Gill, north-
west division manager for RKO the-
aters, has been assigned to the Or-
pheum here, succeeding Joe Cooper,
who becomes manager of the Or-
pheum, Portland. Cooper succeeds
Ted Gamble, who has taken over
the Rialto, formerly the old Helig.

POLLER WITH LEVY
Michael G. Poller, assistant to

Jules Levy when the latter was in

charge of RKO film booking, is now
located with his chief at the RKO
executive chambers on the 16th floor

of the Bond Building.

WARNER THEA. EXECS ON TRIP
Moe Silver, Stewart MacDonald

and Jules Girden, home office execu-
tives of Warner Theaters, left yes-
terday for a swing through the
Cleveland and Western territories.

JOIN RKO DALLAS BRANCH
Dallas—E. A. Phelps, formerly

with the RKO Chicago exchange,
has joined the sales force here. A.

M. Avery, formerly salesman, has
returned in the capacity of office

manager.

NEXT GAYNOR-FARRELL
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Janet Gaynor and

Charles Farrell will appear next foi"

Fox in "The First Year," from the
Frank Craven stage hit. William
K. Howard will direct. Lynn Star-

ling adapted it.

FILM STOCKS' HEAVY LOSS
Drop in market value of five lead-

ing amusement stocks in March to-

talled $25,174,787. Paramount lost

$11,404,493, Fox $909,622, Loew $7,-

504,051, RKO $1,080,109, and War-
ner, $4,276,512.

NEW SPOKANE MANAGERS
Spokane—Tom Olsen is new man-

ager of the Liberty, on which Al
Finkelstein and Al Rosenberg have
extended their lease at a monthly
rental of $1,400.

WEISMULLER ON TOUR
Johnny Weismuller, who appears

in M-G-M's "Tarzan, the Ape Man,"
is coming east this month to open
a tour in Loew houses.

Seven New Corporations
Chartered in Virginia

(Continued from Page \)

ater Corp. and Langley Theater
Corp., all of Norfolk, with E. Lynn
Sheppe of Washington as president;
Salem Theater, Inc., Salem, V. E.
Kelsey of Blacksburg, president;
Ghent Theater Corp., Norfolk, T. A.
Bain, president; Norton Theater,
Inc., Norton, R. C. Whitsett, presi-
dent.

ASK REZONING IN PHILLY
Philadelphia—Request for a re-

zoning of this territory has been
sent by the M. P. T. 0. to the Hays
organization. The communication
says that the tentative plan drafted
more than one year ago will be ac-
ceptable.

JULIA SMITH TAKES HOUSE
Waterbury, Conn.—Julia M. Smith,

managing director of the two War-
ner houses here, the State and
Strand, has taken over the Com-
munity in Watertown, a suburb, for-
merly operated by Ralph S. Pasho.
The house has been renamed the
Cameo.

FRENCH STRIKE ON AGAIN
Paris—Movie and other amuse-

ment representatives have decided
to call a 24-hour shutdown tomor-
row as a protest against high tax-
ation. About a week ago they
threatened an indefinite closing.

BERMAN SIGNS NEW PACT
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Pandro Berman, RKO

associate producer and executive as-

sistant to David O. Selznick, has
been signed to a new term contract.

His latest production is "Symphony
of Six Million."

RESUME WEEKLY NOTICES
All RKO theaters in the metro-

politan district with the exception of

the Palace, will resume issuing week-
ly pamphlets giving advance pro-
grams and local theatrical news.
Isobel Heath will edit.

E. B. KELLY JOINS S., L. & G.
Edward B. Kelly, for several years

in the insurance business downtown,
has joined Stebbins, Leterman &
Gates .

FERRANDINI BURIED
Richmond— Funeral services for

Frank Ferrandini, builder of the
National and the Broadway, two
Richmond theaters, and who was
identified with the First National
agency here for the distribution of

motion pictures, were conducted last

week.

MANDEL WITH STERN PHOTO
Perry Mandel, formerly of Con-

solidated Film Industries, is now
associated with Stern Photo.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recordinc
Low Daily or Weekly Balei

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporator

Tas-TTH AVE.. N. V BRYANT »-coa7

THE INDUSTRyS
DATE BOOK

Today: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The
ater. New York.

Apr. 8: Univeiaai Club's Uramaiic Niko
and Uance, True Sister s Club Hqum.
New York.

April 11-12: Meeting to form a national pro-
tective associatioa at poster supply and
allied companies. Hotel Stevens. Chicago.

April 14: Testimonial dinner to Milt Ku»
sel, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 16: Associated Theater Owners of
Maryland dance and entertainment, Bala;
more, Md. 4

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Wedi
drive for benefit fund.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
PubUx stockholders. New York.

April 19: Annual meeting of Fox Film
Corp., New York.

April 25: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers of
New England, Hotel Statler. Boston.

April 29 ; hixt<:enth annual meeting oi In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypooi
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam.
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societ|<
of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

May 10-1 S: Radio Pictures Sales Convett»
tion, Chicago.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe!
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall,
Columbus. O.

$2.02 a Share in '31

Reported by Paramount
(Continued from Page 1)

732,542, including $4,949,283 cash,
against current liabilities of $23,-

681,680. Losses during the year in-

cluded $485,000 in connection with
British and Canadian exchange. A
notation on the balance sheet shows
the company has fulfilled all obligor
tions for repurchase of its stock. At
the end of 1931 Paramount had
30,500 stockholders, against 20,788
in 1930.

All Alexander Bookings
Being Cleared in Colo.

Colorado Springs, Colo.—Due tt

the development of a new type od

sound service known as Talkyettes,
which cannot be serviced efficiently

by organization facilities other than
those of the headquarters plantj

Alexander Film Service is no\»

clearing all its bookings througll
the home offices here.

IMPROVING ATLANTA CAPITOL
Atlanta — Improvements to cost

approximately $25,000 are an-«

nounced by the new management
of the Capitol.

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 Seventh Ave. BRyant 9-5395

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE — RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.
Phone: BRyant 9-5543
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A charming feast for ear, eye and mind. You will like it."

—

N.Y. Sun.

Lubitsch has done it again! Delightful diversion!''—N. Y. Journoi

Take it from this reviewer, it is worth a once-over!''

—

N.Y. Graphic.

Altogether different form of picture-making—expert playing by

entire cast!"— N. Y. World-Telegrom. "Cute as can be, clever,

naughty in a nice way. A delicious cinematic hour."

—

N.Y. American.

"You will adore every moment ... a tonic for whatever ails you!

Don't miss it."—N. Y. News. "Chevalier's best American perform-

ance . . . Delightful photoplay!"—N.Y. Hera/d-Tr/bune. "Scintillating

comedy . . . magnificently mounted . . . Lubitsch and Chevalier at the

top of their form!"—N. Y. Times.

It happens to be real

box office. That's the

pay-off on One Hour

With YouT'-'Rec/" Kann,

M. P. Daily
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Put Your Box

Office in His

Hands for the

Most Profitable

Business You've

Ever Had

!
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Chevalier
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/production&LUBITSCH

ONE HOUR WITH YOU

II

w/M

JeanetteHAcDONALD
GENEVIEVE TOBIN

ROLAND YOUNG • CHARLIE RUG6LE

Directed by Ernst Lubitsch. From a play

by Lothar Schmidt Music by Oscar Straus

Extra Profits—and How !
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M. C. LEVEE

SCREEN GUILD ON COAST

(Continued from Page 1)

portant personalities who already

have pledged their alliance to the

new venture, according to Levee,

are Mary Pickford, Douglas Fair-

banks, Cecil B. De Mille, Frank
Lloyd, George Fitzmaurice, Benja-

min Glazer, Howard J. Green and

and others.

Stockholders of the Screen Guild Corp. will

be men and women from the higher ranks of

all branches of the film industry, with the

business and production management headed

by Levee as president. Cecil B. De Mille

is treasurer. There will also be a board of

directors and an advisory council to give to

the managing head the benefit of advice on
various matters.

Negotiations are pending between the Guild
and IJnited Artists for distribution of the new
company's product. Executive offices of the
Guild have been established at the Metropoli-
tan studios.

The Screen Guild will finance and manage
production and have a moderate interest in

the profits, the major portion of which will

go to those engaged in creating such produc-
tion as provided by the plan of operation.
Each Guild production becomes an investment
trust, administered through the trust depart-
ment of the Bank of America. The Guild
will charge no interest or cash bonuses of

any kind for the use of its funds in the
financing of Guild productions.

Stars, featured players, directors, authors,
cameramen and such artists as may be neces-
sary in producing will receive the full amount
of their current salary rating, payable partly
in cash and partly in participation trust

certificates. The returns for each production
are to be paid directly to the Bank of

America, as trustee, by the distributing com-
pany. First the Guild's actual cash outlay
is repaid, then all participating trust cer-

tificates are paid in such proportion as each
bears to the total number of certificates is-

sued, after which profits are divided between
the Guild and the participating trust certifi-

cate holders in their respective proportion
to the full cost of production.

Dr. A. H. Giannini, chairman of the execu-
tive committee of the Bank of America, is

among those who have endorsed the new
undertaking.

President Joseph M. Schenck of United
Artists, commenting on Levee's plan, said

:

"I have full confidence in the success of

the Screen Guild. The plan is practical and
should be of value to the industry and to

those within the industry, in that it opens up
an opportunity to artists who have heretofore

desired to participate in profits of pictures,

permitting them to receive full value for their

services as is reflected in their box-office

popularity.

"Having had numerous business dealings

with Mr. Levee covering a period of years,

part of which time he was in an executive

capacity with my business enterprises, I have
come to regard him as a man of unusual
business ability and capable of carrying any
enterprise he undertakes to success."

Levee is president of the Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences. He also has been treasurer

of the Mayfair Club since its beginning and
for several years has been treasurer and ad-

visor of the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
Harry D. Wilson will be associated with

the Guild in the handling of publicity and
other matters.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Vide-Vox Corp. of America, motion pic-

ture apparatus ; Olcott Holmes, Glass, Paul
k Havens, 170 Broadway, New York. 100
shares common.
Bebm Amusement Corp., theatrical busi-

neis; Reit & Kaminsky, 1441 Broadway,
New York. $5,000.

^ Philbin Amusement Corp. ; R. Cooper, 303
West 40th St., New York. $1,000.

ALONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY

NtW VOPIC IDS ANGELES'ii-

• • • LOOKS AS if the automobile industry has stolen
the film industry's Ballyhoo Complex did ya see by the
noisepapers the stunt they pulled in Washington? they
got no less a person than President Hoover to act as emcee

in their Grand Opening of the new selling season's
spring models and Herbert's Sales Talk for autos quali-

fies him as salesmanager for Fords or Lincolns or both
it's the logical spot for him after he retires from the

Capitol he can boost Fords for the Common People
and Lincolns for the Haute Monde all on the

same pay check a Natural for Herbert who is

an Expert at playing for the Popular and Conservative Votes.

• • • WHAT WE rise indignantly to ask is why
didn't the Film Biz beat the auto boys to this master coup?

there we go unconsciously talking about coupes
a striking demonsti>ation that the Hooverized Auto Ballyhoo
has got us sold already and think what it has done to

millions of others potential theater patrons sit-

ting home nites in the family circle discussing free

wheeling, floating power and the new V-8 when they
ought to be resting their feet and minds in your loge or mez-
zanine Really Enjoying themselves looking at

pictures with no down payments notes
theft insurance garage bills and gasoline plus the

new revenue tax to Worry about it's a Calamity.

• • • BUT WHEN you analyze Herbert's ballyhoo
it's not so hot sez he "There's nothing that pro-

vides widespread employment more than automobile construc-

tion." well, how about the motion picture industry

employing ordinarily close to 300,000 in production, dis-

tribution and the theaters

• • • AND THE big point is that motion picture enter-

tainment EMPLOYS the unemployed takes 'em into

the theaters at nominal expense lifts 'em out of them-
selves makes 'em forget their griefs and grocery bills

and the lousy show bein' permanently staged in Wash-
ington humorously called "Government Administration"

for which the Public has to foot the bill and
most certainly gets no Entertainment from it ellsbells

at least the film biz gives the people Something for

their dough aw, well occasionally if ya

want to be so darn cautious and critical

• • • SO THE film industry allowed the auto boys to

get away with the biggest National Publicity stunt in the last

decade when they could have given Ballyhooer Hoover

a far better Show to present to his dear public

what this biz needs is Concerted Action the all-for-one

spirit of the Automotive Industry plugging nationally

the Entire Industry not with each producer just bally-

hooing his own particular product and as long as the

Nation's President has been taken over as a supplementary

publicity service of the auto field mebbe we can grab

ofif the Secretary of the Navy to ballyhoo our bathing

beauty pix is that asking too much? yes, lads

and lassies were our Film Moguls ASLEEP?
you tell 'em we're Speechless

« « « » » »

6INDIEMEMB[RS0UT0F7

ONMPTOAEXECCOMMinEE
(Continued from Page 1)

diction of the board of directors,
which will vote on the subject
through the mail or by telegram,
the M. P. T. 0. A. president stated.

Lightman will spend this week in

New York following up plans launch-
ed at the convention. Tomorrow he
will attend the conference with
Felix Feist concerning the M-G-M
percentage sales policy. Several
Philadelphia exhibitor leaders will

also be present.

Regular Shorts Output
Is Launched in Canada

(Continued from Page 1)

ducers and also handles Canadian
newsreel assignments.
The "Sport Chats," first of which

has already been shown in about
50 houses, deal with lacrosse,
hockey, ski-ing and similar topics.

The "Cameo" group has as its first

release a short dealing with the
successful climb of a Rocky Moun-
tain peak by a younjf Canadian
girl.

"The Flyinir Postman." made by
the Alexander Studios in Montreal,
has been showing in Canadian
Famous Players houses for sever? 1

weeks. It is understood to be thT
first Canadian-made talker, anothe"
beinsr "The Bells," made by Georg?
T. Booth, was shown in Toronto.

Amer. Newsreel Making
Series of Novelty Shorts

(Continued from Page 1)

reel franchises covering the entire
U. S. are expected to be signed in

the next few weeks. Contracts have
just been closed with B. N. Judell
for his four exchanges in Chicago.
St, Louis, Indianapolis and Milwau-
kee; Graphic Film Exchange, De-
troit; Standard Film Exchanee,
Buffalo; Standard Film Exchange.
Albany; Co-Operative Film Ex-
change, San Francisco; Co-Opera
tive Film Exchange, Los Angeles-
Zenith Film Exchange, Cleveland.
Deals are pending for the New Eng
land, Atlanta, New York, KansE.s
City, Omaha, Minneapolis and Port-
land territories.

MANY PAPPVm\m
Best wishes are ext«nd«4 by
THE FILM DAILY to Nit

following members tf tht

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

April 4
Harold B. Franklin Carmel Myers

Estelle Bradley
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THOUSANDS storm doors of LAFAYETTE,

\Buffalo - PARAMOUNT, New York to see J
Columbia's sensation -Barbara Stanv^yck

in ''SHOPWORN'' knocking depression^
for loop with RECORD BUSINESS!
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Pickford, Fairbanks, Chaplin, Jolson on U. A. Lineup

KENT DEgNITELY SETH PRESIDENCfOF FOX

Columbia Finishing Its 1931-32 Schedule by May 15

Kibitzing
. the good old cinema

By Jack Alicoate^

We hate to be
Bring Back classified as one
the Laughs of those I-told-

you-so canaries,

but when Hon. Hays started
his Hon. Vote on the Hon. Pub-
lic we made the quaint but
modest observation that most
folks had a custard pie comedy
complex and that the slightly

worn slapstick would win in a
common canter. We are vin-

dicated. Reports from even
the dry and conservative old

State of Kansas reach the defi-

nite conclusion that custard
pies are in the controlling majority.
Go ahead and give the main stem
sophisticates their sexy giggles. We
personally prefer to string along
with those who get their laughs out

I

of properly aimed pastry instead of

I

lace brassieres and silk panties.

* * »

The present industry tax
The situation and its damning
Tox uncertainty all over the coun-

try has slowed this business
to a walk. If the Senate insists in

carrying through the House recom-
mendations and levying higher taxes
than the traffic will bear, it will

bring on a wave of theater closings
everjrwhere. The situation is seri-

ous. It is hoped that the Senate will

take a saner view of the potentiali-

ties of keeping vitally alive and in

robust health an industry that means
so much, especially at this time, to

the courage, morale and progress of

our peoples.
* * *

We have had our
Cycles and mushroom cycle. Our
Bankers silent, costume, west-

ern and serial cycle.
We are now nearing the end of our
banker-executive cycle. It took but

(.Continued on Paae 2)

20 Features, 16 Westerns
Already Completed

—

Four Now in Work
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia expects to

complete its current line-up by May
15. Out of a schedule of 26 fea-

tures, 20 have been completed with
four now in production. The latter

are "War Correspondent," "Faith"
and "Hollywood Speaks," and a

(Continued on Page 8)

MARCO REPORTED BACKING

HARRY ARTHUR IN DEAL

Mike Marco is understood to be
backing Harry Arthur in the newly
incorporated Arthur Theaters Corp.,

which has leased Fox New England
theaters for 10 years at a rental

approaching $1,000,000 annually.

Arthur is reported to have received

more than $100,000 in settlement

of his contract at Fox, where he was
in charge of all theaters.

Para. Names Wm. Clark
Australian, Far East Head
William J. Clark, general sales

manager for Paramount in Aus-
tralia, New Zealand and the Far
East, has been appointed managing
director for this territory, succeed-

(Continued on Page 8)

Twin-Run for "Symphony"

RKO's "Symphony of Six Million"
will be presented for simultaneous two-
a-day showings at the Gaiety and
Criterion on Broadway starting April 14.

J. J. McCarthy will handle the New
York showing of the picture.

HERSCHEL STUART TAKES

MANAGEMENT OE THE ROXY

Herschel Stuart, who has resigned
as head of Fox New England the-

aters, following acquisition of these
houses by Harry Arthur, assumes
the post as managing director of

the Roxy, which passes to the con-

trol of Class A stockholders the mid-
dle of this month. Stuart, who is

credited with having done an excel-

lent job in the operation of the

former Poll circuit, is understood to

have received offers from four maj-
or circuits. Class A stockholders

are expected to approve selection

of Stuart when the matter comes up
at the stockholders' meeting soon.

Educational Sales Meet
In Los Angeles, July 15

Educational-Tiffany annual con-

vention will be held July 15 in Los
Angeles, according to present plans.

It is understood that the Sono Art-

World Wide trade mark will not be

continued for the coming season.

U. A. Schedule for Next Season
Includes 14 Features, 31 Shorts

E. R. Tinker Will Become
Chairman of Board in

Place of Clarke
Sidney R. Kent within a few

months will definitely assume the
presidency of Fox, succeeding E. R.

Tinker, who will become chairman
of the board. Tinker will replace
Harley L. Clarke, who will retire

from active participation in company
affairs. Provision for Kent's eleva-

tion to the presidency is understood
to be provided for in his contract

with Fox.

P. A. POWERS WILL STICK

TO THE DISTRIBUTION END

Powers Pictures Corp. will not

produce nor finance independent pro-

duction, P. A. Powers told Film
Daily yesterday. "Our new com-
pany will only distribute," said

Powers. "Percentage arrangements
to state rights buyers and franchise

holders will be on an altogether dif-

ferent basis than heretofore.
_
It

will be a mutual benefit idea which
(Continued on Page 8)

"Scarface" Surpasses

"Hell's Angels" in N.O.

New Orleans—In its first four days at Loew|s

here, "Scarface" was ahead of the "Hell's

Angels" record by about $300, the theater man-
agement reports. In addition to good reviews,

the picture received editorials and front page

comment of an unusual nature.

If it's important you'll read it in the FILM
DAILY first.—Advt.

United Artists' tentative produc-

tion lineup for next season, including

14 features and 31 shorts, was an-

nounced yesterday by Al Lichtman,
vice-president and general manager,
on his return from five weeks in

Hollywood, where he conferred with
President Joseph M. Schenck and
Samuel Goldwyn.

Included in the pictures already lined up
are four from Goldwyn, the same number
from Schenck to be supervised by Lewis

(Continued on Page 8)

F. & M. Taking Over
Warner Vaude Booking

Fanchon & Marco is taking over

the Warner Bros, vaudeville book-

ing office. F. & M. will move from

its present quarters in the Cunning-

ham building, Broadway at 51st

Street, to the Warner offices.

17 of Season's Plays

Bought for the Screen

Out of approximately 120 stage plays pro-

duced in New York this season, only 17 have

been found suitable for purchase by motion pic-

ture producing companies. Of this total, War-

ner Bros, bought the biggest number, six.

Work of players, directors, writers, film

editors, cameramen and recording engineers

for 1930 and 1931 appears in the 1932 FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK.—Advt.
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"Symphony of Six Million"
RKO's new production stride, launched with "The Lost Squadron," takes another

leap forward In this pulsating Fannie Hurst story directed by Gregory La Cava. It Is

an intensely human tale of the Ghetto and Its children who answer the call of

ambition, taste the sham success of the upper section of town, and finally return
to their own kind on the lower east side. A Jewish family, with a son gifted in

surgery, are the central characters. Though the great amount of footage devoted
to hospital and operation routine may have lost some of Its edge as a result of
several pictures along the same line already released, there is such straightforward
sincerity In Miss Hurst's big theme, and such compelling performances by Gregory
Ratoff, Ricardo Cortez, Irene Dunne and an all-around swell supporting cast, that
the picture stands out In a class by Itself and should have no trouble commanding
plenty of attention at the box-office. —GILLETTE.

Yjhitzing
,

.

. the good old cinema
(Continued from Page 1)

a couple of highly irritating and
distressing years for Wall streeters
to properly prove to themselves that
they know less than that about run-
ning the show business. Bankers
are made. Showmen are born. As
long as it had to come sometime,
perhaps the past three years was
as good a time as any.

Weekly Luncheon Speaker
Is Planned by M. P. Club
A weekly luncheon meeting, with

a prominent speaker, will be held
at the Motion Picture Club starting
next Tuesday, when Will H. Hays
is scheduled to appear as the first

talker. A special table d'hote
lunch will be provided for these af-

fairs. The plan was decided upon
at the recent annual election, when
President Lee Ochs and all officers

were continued for another year.
Checks for interest on M. P. Club
bonds are being mailed out this

week.

Posters to Be Hot Topic
At Tri-State Exhib. Meet
Memphis—The Fox poster situa-

tion will be a major topic at the
Tri-State exhibitor convention on
Sunday and Monday. A year ago
the organization voted to make its

own paper if Fox enforced its an-
nounced intention of discontinuing
selling independent poster exchanges.
Indications are that this plan may
be invoked unless the matter is ad-
justed to the satisfaction of the ex-
hib unit.

Ed Kuykendahl, who was elected
temporary president upon resigna-
tion of W. F. Ruffin of Covington,
Tenn., will preside at the sessions.
Officers will be elected.

BLUMENTHAL WITH SKOURAS
Elizabeth, N. J.—Harold Blumen-

thal is now managing the Liberty,
local Skouras house. He promoted
a basketball game on the stage of

his theater last week, and is now
working on some new exploitation

projects.
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B. I. P. May Produce
6 M-G-M Quota Films

Negotiations are under way for a
deal whereby B. I. P. would make
six quota features for M-G-M. Ar-
thur Dent has been handling the
matter here for the British produc-
ing company.

Langdon for A.M.P.A.
Harry Langdon will be the prin-

cipal speaker at this Thursday's
luncheon meeting of the A.M.P.A.
Vicki Baum and two or three others
also are being lined up by Presi-

dent Ed Finney for the speaker's
table.

Ross Federal Service
Moving Offices to N. Y.
Headquarters of Ross Federal

Service, Inc., will be moved on May
1 from Chicago to New York, it is

announced by Harry A. Ross, presi-
dent. The company, organized two
years ago to check percentage book-
ings for distributors, has extended
its operations to include gate admis-
sions and box-office surveillance of
all classes of amusements, as well
as traffic statistics, inventories, etc.

It has 27 branch offices and a field

force of 3,000 bonded employees.

FIRST PHOTOCOLOR FEATURE
"Memory Lane," an original by

Myron C. Fagan, will be the first

of six color features to be pro-
duced by the Photocolor, it is an-
nounced Frank E. Nemec, president
of the Irvington-on-the-Hudson
color studios. Work starts May 1.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nigti'
and Dance. True Sister's Club House
New York

April 10-11: Tri-State Exhibitors' conven-
tion, Memphis, Tenn.

April 11-12: Meeting to form a national pro-
tective association of poster supply and
allied companies, Hotel Stevens. Chicago.

April 14: Testimonial dinner to Milt Kus-
sel, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 16: Associated Theater Owners of
Maryland dance and entertainment, Balti-
more, Md,

'Vpri: 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York.

April 19: Annual meeting of Fox Film
Corp., New York.

ROWLAND BROWN WITH RKO
ll'rst Coast Bureau, THE FILM nAILY
Hollywood—-Rowland Brown, wri-

ter-director, has been signed by RKO
Radio Pictures for a period of three
months.

THOMAS L. JEFFERSON DIES
I'-r ' r:.3ft Bureau THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Thomas L. Jefferson,

stage and screen actor, is dead here
at the age of 73. He was one of

the early film players, coming to

California with D. W. Griffith in

1912.

"TWO SECONDS" RELEASE
First National's "Two Seconds,"

starring Edward G. Robinson, has
been scheduled for release on

May 28.

H. M. WALKER TO FLORIDA
IVfsr Loast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—H. M. Walker, editor-

ial chief of the Hal Roach studios,

has left on a motor tour through
the southern states to Florida, where
he will spend a vacation with his

wife. He will return for the reopen-
ing of the studios May 2.

VOGEL PLANS EDISON FILM
William Vogel is planning to make

a 10-reel picture dealing with the

life of Thomas Edison. The pro-

duction would include clips from the
outstanding film hits of past years.

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST
STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed negatives
and positives containing scenes of every

conceivable description

General Film Library, Inc.
MORRIS J. KANDEL, Pres.

729 7th Ave. New York City
BRyant 9-4417 Cable: KANDELFILM

WALLACE SMITH ENDS TRIP
IVrsi Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Wallace Smith, sce-
narist and novelist, has ended a
month's trip to Portland with Mrs,
Smith. The writer went up north
to rest, but had to devote so much
time to luncheons, dinners and lec-

tures that he will now take a va-
cation at home.

"LENA" BREAKS 2 RECORDS
Lexington, Ky.—Tiffany's "Lena

Rivers" broke all Saturday records
in its first day at the Strand, and
followed this up the next day by
breaking the Sunday record of the

house since "Sunny Side Up," ac-

cording to J. B. Elliott of Phoenix
Amusement Co.

CARRIER GETS CONTRACT
Contracts for air conditioning

both theaters in Rockefeller Center
have been awarded the Carrier En-
gineering Corp.

FOX BUYS PLAY
Screen rights to the play, "Trick

for Trick," have been bought by
Fox.

FURTHMAN WITH COLUMBIA
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jules Furthman has

been added to the Columbia writing

staff.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

Film and Disc Recording

Re-Recording on Disc
and Film

Special Synchronizing

Electrical Transcription

BRUNSWICK RADIO
CORPORATION

Brunswick Laboratory
799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912



Announcing

THE SCREEN GUILD
An explanation

The Screen Guild is a new co-operative producing

|| organization sponsored by some of the most prominent

artists and executives in the motion picture industry.

The Screen Guild offers an opportunity to accom-

ll
plish for film entertainment what The Theatre Guild

has accomplished for the stage.

«t

The Screen Guild believes that creative brains

can achieve their highest results when free to operate

without restriction and obstructive supervision. Subject

only to wise business control, these outlets are now

made possible and will be found economically just and

practical, bringing about the foregoing results with

profit to the industry as well as proper reward for its

participants.

The Screen Guild is not designed as an opponent

M of existing companies but as a means of filling a recog-

nized gap in the industry where higher creative talents

will be given an adequate opening for unhampered

development and expression along lines that will meet

full public approval.

M. C. LEVEE, President

THE SCREEN GUILD

ADDRESS

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.



A mighty story of war on
highest Alpine peaks, .on angle
of the world war never before
pictured • • • the fierce perils of

Nature pitted against the man-
made perils of battle in a gigantic

onslaught against two armies!

Breath-taking action • • • heroism
^.•. deeds of supreme daring •••

armies tearing at each others
throats amid scenes of super-
grandeur!

Fighting in a hell of iceand snow!

Battling for life on the loftiest

peak!

Relief squads swept away by
an avalanche!

A mountain blown to bits!

Unheard-of situations in a tre-

mendous picture!
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./ith TATA BIRELU LUIS TRENKER,
Victor Varconi, Henry Armetta, Gustav
von Seyffertitz. A Marcel Vandal and
Charles Delac Production directed by Cyril

Gardner. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

Associate Producer, Paul Kohner.

Presented by Carl Laemmle.

k

Depend orr

UNIVERSAL
to come across with the

big ones right when you

need them most! »|
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Like throwing *10,000.00
IN TOUR LAP

EVERY WORD MEANS ^^^
TO YOU Read Carefully

LINKS YOUR HOUSE
& RADIO STATION

« FREE Vi HOUR
BROADCASTS

1
*>^^'T>

\

I

• At absolutely not

a nickel cost to you,

Fox has arranged a

sensational good-will and box-office tie-up

between YOUR THEATRE and your LOCAL

BROADCASTING STATION no matter how

big. It will put you in right with them for

years to come.

• Fox supplies you

— for the asking—
with electrical tran-

scription records for six one-half hour radio

programs— one each day. They give you

"The Trial of Vivienne Ware" wordfor word

as it was put on in the original broadcasts

that were the talk of the country.

RADIO STATIONS
WILL GRAB IT
• Stations BIG AND SMALL will grab for

^



unprecedented
radio build
yoim screen « • .

it. And put it on

free. They know

the unparalleled

success "Vivienne Ware" excited wherever

broadcast. They want it! ESPECIALLY

since there is not a single line of advertising

in the entire six broadcasts. BuT THERE

IS A WAY FOR YOU TO CASH IN BIG.

TOUR HOOK IN

• The six broadcasts

are a teaser. They

build up an im-

mense popular interest in the solution of

the murder. Experience has proven that

thousands of listeners write in their opinion.

But only your theatre tells the

solution!

GET THE
SPECIAL BULLETIN

• Fox is preparing

a special bulletin

showing you how

to handle this sensational stunt step by step.

Armed with this information, you can go

to any local station and be assured of a tie-up.

In the meantime, see your local Fox Branch

Manager for advance details.

\^^ .^tf^^ ^^..M^t

ifi^ byFOX
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COLOMBIA TO COMPLETE

CURRENT LINEUP IN NAY

(Continued from Page ]

)

criminal court story. Two more
features will start in the next three

weeks. Fifteen of the 16 westerns

scheduled are finished, with one Tim
McCoy picture now being made.
"The Dreyfus Case" and "The
Blonde Captive" were added to the
present line-up of features.

Para. Names Wm. Clark
Australian, Far East Head

(Continued from Page 1)

ing John W. Hicks, who will assume
an important post in the Para-
mount home office foreign depart-
ment. Hicks will arrive in New York
from Sydney in about a month.
Clark is a brother of John D. Clark,
Paramount's westei-n division sales

manager.

M. P. Exhibit Installed

In Los Angeles Museum
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — A motion picture

exhibit, portraying and preserving
the traditions of the films, has been
created by the Los Angeles Museum.
The exhibit is under the supervision

of the S.M.P.E. and will include a

file of Film Daily Year Books, which
will be made available for reference.

3 MIAMI BOMBINGS
Miami — Three theaters in this

territory were bombed last week.

The Tower, a Wometco house, had a

hole blown in the rear wall and sev-

eral windows shattered, while an in-

dependent house. Regent, owned by
N. T. Ragland, and the newly opened
Coral Gables theater, leased from
Publix by Vernon C. Seaver and
George Border, were damaged to

about the same extent.

COMING & GOING
a c

JOSEPH H. SEIDELMAN of Paramount
arrives in New York tomorrow on the lie

de France.

MILTON H. CHAMBERLAIN has re-

turned to New York from Florida.
MIKE CONNELLY leaves New York for

the coast tomorrow.

BUDD ROGERS, Sono Art-World Wide
eastern sales manager, has returned to New
York from a tour of exchanges.

SAM E. MORRIS returned to his office

yesterday after a vacation in Florida.
ANDY SMITH and Mrs. Smith have

gone on a Southern trip.

GEORGE K. ARTHUR, back from a two-
weeks' vacation in Bermuda, where he was
guest on Howard Hughes' yacht, will go to

Baltimore next week, for a series of per-
soanl appearances, and then return to New
York to begin a series of weekly radio
broadcasts.

JIMMY DURANTE, who arrived in New
York on Sunday from Culver ("ity, will spend
several days here before beginning a serie^

of personal appearances in Pittsburgh and
other cities.

SOL LESSER, president of Principal Dis-
tributing Corp. II leaving for the coast to-

day on the 20th Century.

A10NG

# 9 # A FINE demonstration of what show brains can do
in helping the present unemployment relief was staged
Saturday eve at the Seventy-first Regiment Armory
being the annual entertainment and ball of the Eighth Masonic
District over 10,000 cash customers crowded the immense audi-

torium filling the Armory floor and galleries to the
rafters

« * * <»

• • • IT WAS one of the most inspiring sights we ever
saw and what a Responsive Audience! they cheered
every act and there were dozens of 'em the ac-

tors were so elated they forgot they were working for charity
and gave Everything they had Nils ("N.T.G.")

Granlund, putting his Hollywood Restaurant girls through their

paces sighed, and sez to us wistfully "Wotta
break if I had this gang in my nite club!" and Harry
Hershfield, taking up the emceeing where Nils left off

was so excited and happy that he lit his cigar on both ends.

• • • THEY OPENED the show with a grand Spectacular
Splash big studio lights on the stage movie cam-
eras mikes directors and yes-men rushing hither

and yon and guess who the Leading Man and his Lady
were? no less than Charles K. Stern, assistant treasurer
of Emgeem, and the Missus for they were practically

the Cause of It All wherever there's a big charity
movement under way in this town yon can usually find

this couple mixed up in it they like to help folks who
need helping they're funny that way

• • • THEN THE supporting cast got into action
consisting of the Arrangements Committee J. H. Blake-
man, Benjamin Gassman. Billy Ferguson, Carl Levy. Eddie
Carrier, Lester Isaacs, Morris Slepian and Sidney Mandell

so having got the big audience in the proper Hollywood
mood they launched into the stage show which
kept going for hours

• • • WE ONLY wish we had space to list all the acts
with the crowds yelling and applauding every

trouper stepped out and showed 'em Something it was
just Grand there was Benny Rubin Eddie Lam-
bert Cates Brothers Bob Hall The Fu-
ture Stars a great aggregation of little girls that rocked
the house and so on right through the list of
the Show Biz

• • • AND THE beauty of it was every nickel
went to the Relief Fund and everything was donated

big commercial concerns kicked in generously
such as Mallory hats and Philco radio with prizes an'
everythin' one of the biggest kicks we get out of it

was listening to a group of members of various lodges in the
Eighth Masonic district who all happened to be con-
nected with the theater end in the metropolitan film biz
they stood on one side of the stage gazing at the im-
mense audience with pop-eyes all they could do was
murmur repeatedly "Wotta house! Wotta House!"
mebbe the Experience will Inspire 'em to go out and
think up some stunts to do the same for their own par-
ticular theaters oh, yes the Grand Master of
the State of New York was there which helped a lot.

a « « » » »

14 FEATURES, 31 SHORTS

SETFORNEWy.PROGRAN
(Continued from Page 1)

Milestone, at least two from Howard Hughr
and one each from Mary Pickford, Dougla
Fairbanks and Al Jolson. Charlie Chaplii
will return to Hollywood in about a montli
and he, too, is expected to announce plan.
for one picture this year. In addition, there
will be 18 Mickey Mouses and 13 Silly Sym
phonies.

Goldwyn's four will be "The Brother
Karamazov" and "Cynara" for Ronald Co:
man, and "The Kid From Spain" and "Balh
hoo" for Eddie Cantor. Included in Schenck
pictures will probably be "Rain". AI Tol

son's contribution will be an original by Bf
Hecht. Douglas Fairbanks is now makin
"Robinson Crusoe in the South Seas." Mar
Pickford will do one, tentatively titled "Happ
Ending.

All the officers of United Artists were rt

elected at yesterday's annual meeting of tin

board of directors. Attending the meetinf
were Mary Pickford, D. W. Griffith, Nathat
Burkan, Denis O'Brien, James Mulvey
Arthur Kelly, Joseph Moskowitz, Bertran
Nayfack, Albert H. T. Banzhaf and Al Licht

P. A. Powers Will Stick
To the Distribution End

(Continued from Page 1)

will place 'average' percentages or

all product." In addition to 1!

British International features, Pow
ers will distribute about 15 inde

pendently made American picture
and about 60 British shorts.

BIG 4 ANNIVERSARY .
i

Big 4 will celebrate its second an
niversary April 12 with the inaugu
ration of a new sales plan idea t(

be called "Dividend Drive" in whicl
all franchise holders will shan
$15,000 in extra percentages througl
the sales of certain series. The plai

replaces the usual sales drives witl

prizes.

FOX THEATERS CORP. MOVES
Fox Theaters Corp. has moved it

headquarters f*om the Fox hom
office on Tenth Ave. to the suit

formerly occupied by the now d«

funct Red Star Music Co. at 72

Seventh Ave. »<

MACGOWAN OPTION TAKEN U)
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood — Kenneth Macgowa

will continue as story editor at th

RKO studios, options for his servic€

having been taken up by David (

Selznick.

MANY IJAPPY RETURNS

Best withes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY ta the

following memben of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdayt:

April 5
Spencer Tracy

Frank R. Conklin

Maud Hill

Michael SimmoM

It

i
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Distribs Can't Dictate B. O. Scales, Court Rules

COURT Fappeals upIlds blocOooking

Levy Completes Reorganization of RKO Sales Staff

Cresson Smith, McEvoy,
Mertz Promoted in

New Setup
Reorganization of the RKO Radio

Pictures sales staff, involving sever-
al promotions, has been completed
by Jules Levy, recently appointed
general sales manager by Ned E.
Depinet, vice-president in charge of
distribution. Michael G. Poller is

assistant to Levy. Under the new
-'tup, Crcssoii E. Smith, who ha>; Iieen west-
' in sales nianaKcr receives the added dutie*
' f the southern division, Ijecomint; western
end southern sales manager. E. L. McEvoy

(Continued on Patic 4)

FEATURE, 39 SHORTS

ON NEW IDEAL PROGRAM

One feature and 39 short sub-
jects is the 1932-33 lineup of Idea'

Pictures, of which M. J. Kande! is

president. The feature, "Headline
of Yesterday," will be in six reel;

and ready for release in September
It will be compiled from the Gen
eral Film Library owned by Kan
del, and to which 4,000,000 feet o'

negative was added last week
through the purchase of the Kino-
Krams library. The shorts, all one-

(Continued on Page 12)

Supreme Screen Service

Plans Recording Studio
Supreme Screen Service, trailer

company, plans to establish its own
sound recording studio, it is an-
nounced by M. Wax. The company
intends to handle outside work as

well as its own.

House Committee Passes

New Copyright Measure

H'ashincfton Bureau of THE FILM DAII.V
Washington — Representative Sirovich's copy-

right bill, giving more protsctlon to authors,

has been reported tavorably by the House
Copyrights Committee.

Tax Boomerang
Paris — About 1.500,000 francs in

taxes was lost by the Government yes-
terday, when movies and other places
ot amusement closed in a 24-hour strike

against high Governmental levies. The
lockout threw 3,200 out of work and
affected 600,000 theatergoers.

NO AGREEMENT REACHED

ON M-G-M SALES POLICY

The exhibitor committee protest-
ing against the M-G-M sales policy
held two sessions with Felix Feist
yesterday and at the conclusion of
the final conference, was unable to

agree as to what sort of a statement
3ught to be issued. It was decided,

however, to meet with Feist again
next Tuesday morning at 11 o'clock

to continue discussions, which proved
warm yesterday. Feist is under-
stood to have co-operated with the

ommittee by producing certain
(Continncd on Pm/c 4)

Columbia Signs Cruze
For "Merry-Go-Round"

Hrst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAH.Y

Hollywood—Columbia has signed

.James Cruze to direct "Washington
Merry-Go-Round," from the popular

book of that name. Maxwell An-
derson, assisted by Eugsne Thacke-
ray, is writing the screen story.

Federal Trade Commission Loses Its "Cease
and Desist" Action Against Paramount

—

No Illegality Found in Group Selling

In a comprehensive and lucid decision upholding the

legality of block booking, the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit has denied the order of the Federal

Trade Commission against Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
(Paramount), Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky, which order

directed them to cease and desist from practices found by the

Commission to constitute unfair methods of competition in

violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

The decision, v^ritten by Circuit Judge Manton, who heard
the case with Circuit Judges Augustus W. Hand and Chase,

reverses the order of the Federal

Trade Commission dating back to

1927 and following three years of

(Continued on Page 10)

ONE FEATURE, 25 SHORTS

PLANNED BY FITZPATRICK

James A. FitzPatrick, who re-

turned from Mexico and South

America yesterday will produce one

feature and 25 shorts for the com-
ing season. The feature will be a
seven-reeler, the nature of which is

')eing kept secret for the time being
by FitzPatrick. M-G-M has signed
for 13 more "TravelTalks." Twelve
"Music Masters," each incorporating
new treatment and introducing mod-
n-n composers, will be made. Dis-

tribution of the latter series has not
yet been arranged. " According to

(Continued on Pacic 4)

Illegal for Distribs to Dictate

Box-Office Prices, Says Court

Akiba Weinberg Dies;

Formed National Screen
Akiba Weinberg, who organized

National Screen Service and was
vice-president and treasurer of the

company, died Monday. Funeral will

be held at 9:30 this morning from
the Hornthal Funeral Parlor at 52nd

St. ^nd Lexington Ave.

In the sale or lease of pictures, it

is unlawful if the transaction is

brought about by an agreement,
either actual or implied, as to the
maintenance of resale price, says

Judge Manton of the U. S. Circuit

Court of Appeals in his decision cov-

ering the Federal Trade Commis-
sion's suit against Paramount. This

(Continued on Page 41

WINEIELDSHEEHAN'S LEAVE

EXTENDED TWO MONTHS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—At his request Win-

field Sheehan has been granted two
months' additional leave of absence
from the Fox studios.

Gomersall Appointed
U Western Sales Mgr.

E. T. ("Peck") Gomersall has
been promoted to western sales man-
ager of Universal, taking the place

of Harry S. Lorch, resigned, it is

announced by L. S. Schlaifer, gen-
eral sa'es manager. Gomersall ar-

rives in New York late this week to

issume his new duties.

Porto Rico Exhib Unit

Seeks to join M.P.T.O.A.

M. P. T, 0. of Porto Rico has indicated Its

desire to affiliate with the M. P. T. 0. A.

President Pedro Celabert of the unit has written

to the national exhibitor organization. Hii

oulflt vya5 organized eight months ago.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Col. Picts. ctfs 614 6'4 bVi, — Vi

Con. Fm. Ind 2i/$ 2'/4 2Vi. + H
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 8J^ IVi 7j4 — 1

East. Kodak 69 dlV^ (y^V% — VA
Fox Fm. "A" ZVi. 2Vz 2^i — '/s

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) -V^ K Vt, — Vi
Loew's, Inc 24J4 23 2}. — \Vi
do pfd 65 65 65 — Vt,

Metro-Goldwyn pfd. 18 18 18
Paramount 6-5^ iVs, 6 — K'
Pathe Exch. "A". ZVi 3 3 — ^
RKO ii^ ly. iV2 .

RCA 6 m. 5-^ —
RCA pf. "B" 9'/i 9 914 —
Univ. Pict. pfd.... 37 37 37 —
Warner Bros W^ IH IM —

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Trans-I.iix 1 !-^ 1 .v«

1 J^ —NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 4 3=-^ 3)^ -f
Keith A-0 6s46... 50 49 49 —
Loew 6s 41ww 77'4 7714 77% —
Paramount 6s 47.. 45 45 45 +
Par. 5^s50 ..... 40 39 39 +
Warner's 6s39 22 Ziyi 21 K- +
West. Electric ... 98 96 96

Eastman Kodak Reports
$5.78 a Share for 1931

Report of Eastman Kodak for
year ended Dec. 26 shows net profit
of $13,408,785 after depreciation and
federal ta.xes, equivalent after the
6 per cent preferred dividends, to
$5.78 a share on the 2,255,965 no-
par shares of common stock. This
compares with $20,353,788 or $8.84
a share for 1930.
At yesterday's meeting, A. F.

Sulzer was elected a director, suc-
ceeding the late W. S. Hubbels.
Other directors were re-elected.

Motion Picture Club
Appoints Committees

Motion Picture Club board of di-

rectors, at a meeting yesterday,
named the following chairmen of

committees of various activities for
the ensuing year: Louis F. Blumen-
thal, house; Harry D. Buckley, mem-
bership; Joe Brandt, entertainment;
Jack Shapiro, bridge; Jack Alicoate,
athletics; Paul Gulick, publicity.
Arthur W. Stebbins also was ap-
pointed "ambassador to California."
He will consolidate the activities of
the club members on the coast.

LUKAS, DOUGLAS WITH U
a-'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal has bought

".he contract of Paul Lukas from
Paramount and will present him in
at least four pictures a year, start-
ing with a special called "Zeppelin,"
in which Tala Birell will play the
feminine lead.

Melvyn Douglas has been bor-
rowed by U from Samuel Goldwyn
for "The Old Dark House."

Low-Priced Admissions
Exempt in Ontario Tax

Toronto—It is announced definite-

ly by Hon. E. A. Dunlop, Provincial
Treasurer of Ontario, that the gov-
ernment has decided not to put a tax
on admissions under 25 cents. He
states the resultant loss of revenue
will be made up by increases on ad-
mission fees above the 25-cent level.

This will be from 8 to 9 per cent

on theater admissions from 25-cents
to $1.50. Above that level, admis-
sions will be taxed 11 and 12 per
cent. The new-scale of taxes will

be ratified at a cabinet meeting of

the government next week.

Levy on Passes to Raise
Money for Figrhting Tax
Among plans being mapped out

by the League of New York The-
aters and representatives of the-
atrical labor unions for fighting the
10 per cent federal admission tax
is a proposal, already adopted by
resolution, to charge a 10 per cent
fee on all passes to legitimate the-

aters, with receipts going to an anti-

tax fund. It is also proposed to run
ads in papers asking theatergoers
to protest against the ticket tax.

N. Y. FILM BOARD MOVES
The New York Film Board of

Trade has moved from 1560 Broad-
way to the Paramount Bldg. on the
18th floor.

».' it
y New York Look Island City »»
.; I.'40 Broadway t ^4 Cr^^cent St t.t

. BRyant 9-4712 STillwdl 4 7q40 it
it

V
>-• V
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Eastman Films!

S L E. Brulatour, Inc. il

MILESTONE TO START
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Lewis Milestone ar-

rives here today from New York,
accompanied by Chester Erskin and
H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast, directors,
and Charles Lederer, writer, to start
preparations on the four pictures he
is to make for Joseph M. Schenck.
"Rain" probably will be his initial

production, with Erskin directing,
followed by the Al Jolson picture,
which D'Arrast will direct.

"SYMPHONY" AT GAIETY ONLY
Due to the strike of sign painters

which would delay completion of the
elaborate electrical and sign displays

planned by RKO Radio for the
Broadway engagement of Fannie
Hurst's "Svmphony of Six Million."

the run will bp confined exclusively

to the Gaietv Theater instead of be-
ing shown in two houses as origi-

nally intended.

OLIN LAMBERT KILLED
Ifasliinriton Bureau of THE FILM DAI'V
Washington — Olin Lambert, 30,

office manager of the M-G-M ex-

•hange, died at Walter Reed Hos-
pital yesterday from injuries re-

ceived when he fell out of the sixth
^tory window of his apartment Sun-
day night while walking in his sleep.

it

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 369?

Hollywood
67nn Santa Monica }'j

BlvH ••»

J,t HOLIywoH 4121 ;";

ARBUCKLE TO MARRY
il'.-.v/ Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Engagement of Ros-

^•oe (Fatty) Arbuckle and Addie Mc-
Phail has been announced.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Soeci^l Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE — RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

MORE NAMES FOR A.M.P.A.
Due to a change in Harry Lang-

don's plans, which will make it im-
possible for him to appear at tomor-
row's A.M.P.A. luncheon in Sardi's.

the following have been lined up to

appear: Dan Totheroh, playwright;
T.eslie Howard, now appearing on
Broadway in "The Animal King-
-lom": Father John B. Kelly of the
Catholic Writers' Guild, and James
Hall, at present making personal
anoearances. Vicki Baum will prob-

ably attend next week.

NEW LAEMMLE FIND
William Daly. 26-vear-old six-

footer discovered by Carl Laemmle,
Jr., on his recent trip to New York,
is on his way to Universal City.

JACK WARNER BACK
Jack L. Warner arrives this

morning on the Tie de France from
England, wh^re he he'd conferences
on Warner-First National British

production activities.

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARDSOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices 6 Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrrav Hill 2-1155-6-7

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nigh
and Dance, True Sister's Club Houm
New York.

April 10-11: Tri-State Exhibitors' conven-
tion, Memphis, Tenn.

April 11-12: Meeting to form a national pro-
tective association of poster supply and
allied companies. Hotel Stevens. Chicaeo

April 14: Testimonial dinner to Milt Kus-
sel. Hotel Astor, New York.

April 16; Associated Theater Owners ot

Maryland dance and entertainment, Balti-
more. Md.

'^pril 16-22; National Variety Artists Wee*
drive for benefit fund.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramoum
Piiblix stockholders. New York.

Apri' 19: Annual meeting of Fox Film
Corp., New York.

April 25: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers oi

New England, Hotel Statler. Boston,
April 29 Sixteenth annual meeting ot in

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel Indianapolis. Ind.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition,
Roval Automobile Institute, Amsterdam
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societv
of M P. Engineers, Washington.

May 10-15- Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion. Chicago.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employa
and M. P. Operators. Memorial Hill
Cnlumhns O

Ju'y 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

Harry Arthur Taking Up
New Haven Headquarters
Harry Arthur on Friday takes up

his headquarters in New Haven to

operate the former Poli circuit

which he has leased from Fox. He
will temporarily make his home at

the Hotel Taft.

DOUG, JR., SELLS STORY
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., First Na-

tional star, has sold a short story,

"Gay Love", to Liberty Magazine.

^NEWYORI^
' • * HOTEL • • •

PLYMOUTH
49t^ $T. EAST OF BROADWAY

400 Rooms
all with Bath, Shower, Cir-

culating Ice Water, Radio.

Convenient to Business,

Shopping and Theatrical

Districts

In the Heart of the Motion
Picture Industry

Most Moderate Weekly Rates

DAILY

Single $2.50 - $3.00 - $3.50

Double $4.00 - $4.50 - $5.00

S. J. MITCHELL
Manager



FAMOUS DATES IN

AMERICAN HISTORY
February 22, 1732 — Washington's Birthday

February 12, 1809 - Lincoln's Birthday

November 11, 1918 — Armistice Day

APRIL 12, 1932
The opening of

GRAND HOTEL
at the ASTOR THEATRE, New York City

{not an advertisement^ hut merely

to record a great event)

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents

GARBO - John BARRYMORE
Joan CRAWFORD - Wallace BEERY

Lionel BARRYMORE n

GRAND HOTEL
mth LEWIS STONE—JEAN HERSHOLT

An EDMUND GOULDING Production

The Biggest First Night
In Screen History
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JOLES LEVY REORGANIZES

RKO SALES PERSONNEL

{Continued from Page 1)
beeomes eastern sales manager. Al MerU,
for five years RKO Radio branch manager
in Cleveland, has been promoted to short
subject sales manager. Harris A. Silver-
berg, salesman and previously Pathe man-
ager in Detroit, succeeds Mertz in Cleveland.
Smith, McEvoy and Mertz will all make their
headquarters in New York.

Three district managers will be associated
with Cresson E. Smith as follows:
Walter E. Branson, formerly Chicago

branch manager, has been promoted to Mid-
West District Manager covering Chicago,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Sioux Falls, Omaha,
Des Moines, St. Louis and Kansas City.
He will make his headquarters in Chicago.
Jack Osserraan, a veteran in the film business
and formerly country sales representative at
Chicago succeeds Branson in Chicago.

W. E. Callaway, formerly southern special
sales representative, becomes Southern Dis-
trict Sales Manager covering Dallas, Okla-
homa City, Memphis, New Orleans, Charlotte,
Atlanta and Jacksonville. Headquarters in
DaUas.

Harry C. Cohen continues as western divi-
sion district manager, covering Los Angeles,
Denver, Seattle, Salt Lake City, Portland
and San Francisco, headquarters in Los An-
geles.

Leo M. Devaney becomes general manager
for RKO in Canada, succeeding Percy C.
Taylor, resigned.

L. I. Kutinsky and Phil Hodes are trans-
ferred from the home office to the New York
exchange. Kutinsky will devote his entire
time to special selling in New Jersey. Hodes
becomes New York and New Jersey sales
manager under Robert Wolf?, New York ex
change manager.
A. M. Avery, special sales representative in

Dallas is promoted to manager of the Omaha
exchange succeeding W. W. Brumberg, re-

signed.
The branch office personnel under the re-

organization is as follows:
Cresson E. Smith, western and southern

division manager, in charge of following
personnel and offices: H. C. Cohen, western
district manager in charge of the following
branches: Los Angeles, J. H. Mclntyre; Den-
ver, J. H. Ashby; Seattle, E. A. Lamb;
Salt Lake City, T. J. Walsh; Portland, M.
E. Cory; and San Francisco, G. Wni. Wolf.
W. E. Callaway, southern district manager,

in charge of: Dallas, L. E. Harrington;
Oklahoma City, R. B. Williams; Memphis,
P. M. Baker; New Orleans, G. C. Brown;
Charlotte, R. C. Price; Atlanta, C. W. Allen;
and Jacksonville, H. M. Lyons.
W. E. Branson, mid-western district man-

ager, in charge of: Chicago, Jack Osserman;
Milwaukee, A. N. Schmitz; Minneapolis, M.
J. Frisch; Sioux Falls, S. W. Fitch; Omaha,
A. M. Avery; Des Moines, B. J. McCarthy;
St. Louis, R. V. Nolan; and Kansas City,

T. R. Thompson.
E. I. McEvoy, eastern division manager,

which also includes the Canadian division, in

charge of: Albany, C. R. Halligan; Boston,
K. C. Cropper; Buffalo, H. T. Dixon; De-
troit, Nat Levy; Indianapolis, R. E. Chur-
chill; New Haven, B. Pitkin; New York,
R. S. Wolff; Philadelphia, Sam Rosen;
Pittsburgh, H. J. Michalson; Washington,
F. L. McNamee; Cincinnati, S. C. Jacques;
and Cleveland, Harris Silverberg.

Leo M. Devaney, general manager of the
Canadian division under E. L. McEvoy in

charge of: Calgary, V. Dixon; Montreal, E»
H. Wells; St. John, A. L. Gaudet; Toronto,

J. Allen; Vancouver, W. S. Jones; and Win-
nipeg, S. H. Decker.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Apex Films; L. L. Brooks, 13 East 41st

St., New York. $10,000.

Em & Ar Amusement Corp., theatrical en-

terprises; M. Wolf, 220 Fifth Ave., New
York. $20,000.

Estates Operating Co., theatrical business

;

L. E. Hirsch, 44 Court St., New York.

$5,000.
Framan Theater Corp. ; Hastings. Horn-

burg & Andrews, Glean, N. Y. $5,000.

Powers Pictures, photography; Monroe &
B>rne, SO Broadway, New York. 200 shares

common.

ALONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY

MtW VORkL tOSANQELES

• • • SO THEY decided to make Herschel Stuart manag-
ing director of the Roxy a smart move, if you ask us

Mister Stuart has been doing a grand job as head of

the Fox New England theaters formerly the Poli circuit

where one of the toughest competitive situations in

the film biz exists he possesses one of the most diversified

backgrounds of any man in the theater field he was with

Publix for years and at one time was in charge of Fox
Northwest theaters Hayden Stone & Company commis-
sioned him to report on the West Coast Circuit before they put

their dough in it and it was Harold B. Franklin who
recommended him to Fox when they acquired the Poli circuit

probably this is about as strong a testimonial any the-

ater man can ask for Mister Franklin has always been
chary about putting his okay on anybody when he does,
it means Something there are lots of accredited doctors
of theaters but Herschel has proved himself a competent
doctor of circuits which is something else again
there aren't even a handful who are entitled to stick the degree
of D.C. after their name Herschel Stuart more than
qualifies we think the Roxy is fortunate in securing him.

• • • THIS YEN for vice-presidents is getting to be quite
a problem and it creates a lotta confusion in those film
companies where the vice-prexy list runs around a dozen
it often happens that some important city official calls up and
sez "Lemme speak to the vice-president."
then the gal on the phone explains courteously that they have
seven or eight vice-presidents the city official sez
"Gimme any one of 'em." now all the G. 0. wants is a

pair of passes the switchboard gal doesn't know that
so here's what happens

• • • SHE SWITCHES him onto the vice-prexy in charge
of office memoranda he never heard of a pass
he's a former banker just in the film biz three days
they inveigled him in by taking him to an opening Broadway
nite with the house FILLED with passes right
then and there they took him over for a half-million for a block
of stock the only pass he ever heard of was passing a
dividend but a banker giving Something for Nothing!

no wonder they fool 'em into the film biz

• • • SO THE ex-banker vice-prexy in charge of memo-
randa talks to the city official about this pass business
and gets all wised up the city official is a third assistant
commissioner of sanitation in the Bronx supervising the
inspector who supervises the staff who supervises the fish mar-
kets they should have vice-prexys in the city administra-
tion, too he tells the film vice-prexy that he has been
getting theater passes for his family every week since the
Hylan administration

• • • THEN THE vice-prexy in charge of office memoranda
hangs up the phone thoughtful like and calls all the
other seven vice-prexys into conference about the Pass
Evil of course the vice-prexy in charge of passes fights

hard for his job but they abolish it, and make him vice-

prexy in charge of after-hours phone calls which is a
tremendously responsible post till they discover him
making all the after-hour phone calls in order to make
his job Important yeh, the Vice-Prexy IS a Problem

DISTRIBS CAN'T DICTATE

B.O. SCALES, SAYS COORT
{Continued from Page 1)

point is regarded as of utmost signi-
ficance in the various controversies
that have arisen as to whether dis-
tributors have the right to exert in-
fluence in the matter of specifying
minimum box-office prices among ex-
hibitors to whom they sell.

No Agreement Reached
On M-G-M Sales Policy

(Continued from Page 1)

records having bearing on exhibitor
complaints. The exhibitor delega-
tion comprised: Walter Vincent, M.
A. Lightman, Lewen Pizor, Jay
Emanuel, Edward Levy and David
Barrist.

One Feature, 25 Shorts
Planned by FitzPatrick

(Continued from Page 1)

FitzPatrick, business conditions in

the countries visited are normal
with some theaters playing as much
as 10 shorts and two features on
their programs.

STARS TO APPEAR
Mary Brian, James Gagney, Alice

White, Grant Withers, Gapt. Frank
Hawks, Borough President Samuel
D. Levy and Mary McGall, Jr.,

author of "The Goldfish Bowl,"
which has been filmed by Warners
as "It's Tough to be Famous," are
to appear at the Strand tomorrow
night, when the picture has its pre-
miere.

STAGE SHOW'S RETURN DATE
Boris Petroff's stage unit star-

ring George Jessel, Bing Crosby,
Lillian Roth and Burns and Allen,
recently presented at the Para-
mount, will play a return date start-

ing this Friday.

DIANE SINCLAIR TO M-G-M
Diane Sinclair, who came to the

attention of motion picture producers
at the recent Motion Picture Club
Ball and subsequently was signed
by M-G-M, leaves today for the
company's studios on the coast.

fl
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MANY HAPPY RETUPNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to th«

following members of tho

Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

April 6
). C. Nugent

Dudley Nichols

Arthur Cozine

Walter Huston
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A STORY OF HUMAN HEARTS
NOTHING MORE..
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!... CRUCIBLE OF DREAMS.
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ANNA APPEL
DIRECTED hrm
GREGORY LA CAVA

DAVID O. SELZNICK
PRODUCTION



RADIO SETS k STANDAR

SYMPHONY OF SIX MILLION
THE LOST SQUADRON

COMING . .

.

JOHN BARRYMORE
HELEN TWELVETREES

STATE'S attorney!
Screen Play by Gene Fowler, Author of ''The Great Mouthpiece

and Roland Brown, Writer ofDoorway to HelL
ipiece''

KING VIDOR'S
BIRD OF PARADISE
DOLORES DEL RIO JOEL McCREA 'Skeets' Gallagher John Hallida]

From the most successful play in American Stage History by RICHARD WALTON TULLY

ANN HARDING
WESTWARD PASSAGE

Best Selling Novel by Margaret Ayer Barnes, Winner of last year*s Pulitzer Prize,

L

KO

PICTURES
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK i

HOLLYWOOD
'HOMPSON BURTIS, who wrote

the screen play for "Madison

!(uare Garden," being produced b.

iliarles R. Rogers, has 34 publish^

:,vels, including the Russ Farrel

:ries, to his credit as well as m
;2rous short stories and magazine

•tides. In collaboration witn Ma
:ii Mooney, he wrote "Sisters of ti;

;iorus," which enjoyed length,

'ns in New York and Chicago, wit)

Ina Hibbard in one of the fea

red roles.
* * *

George Brent will play the leading

isculine role in "The Mud Lark,"

irbara Stanwyck's next starring

dure for Warner Bros.
I * * *

While he is playing in Los An-

'les in the stage production of

Square Crooks" these days, Joe E.

•own is preparing for his next

rst National picture, to be titled

'•ou Said a Mouthful." It is a farce

jm an original story by one Lon

ipton, and goes in work late this

bnth.

lEdward Everett Horton has been

'ned for Richard Dix's next RKO
Ihicle, "The Roar of the Dragon,"

lich Wesiev Ruggles will direct,

•line Judge also has been added

the cast.
* * *

Marian Nixon as Rebecca
Marian Nixon's first role under her recently signed Fox contract will

b: the feminine lead in the talking version of "Rebecca of Sunnybrook

Farm."

I Florine McKinney, who relin-

lished her high school coiirse for

chance in motion pictures, has

ITied a new long-term contract as

Paramount player.
* * *

A wedding invitation plays an im-

1 irtant part in "Hail the Bride," an

iginal story by Ernest Maas and

:ederica Sagor. The writers issued

nvitations" to various members of

e industry.
* * *

Frances Marion is recuperating at

aya del Rey. As soon as she is

>le, she will join Mary Pickford m
ew York to work out the ftnal

ript of the story tentatively called

lappy Ending," which Miss Pick-

rd will produce here.
* * *

Fernando Mendes has completed

ontraband," in English and Span-
., Robert Bennett directed, with

orothy Sebastian, Don Alvardo

id Paul Ellis in the cast. Mendes

ill also make "Royalty at Love,

I Sherman Lowe, Jr., with a cast

laded by J. Farrell MacDonald and

ertrude Astor. "Royalty at Love '

ill be directed by Fred Newmeyer.
* * *

Francis Lyon, of the Mack Sen-

In Father's Steps

Bonita Granville, nine-year-old daugh-

ter of the former musical comedy star,

Bernard Granville, has joined the cast

of RKO-Pathe's "Westw^ard Passage,

starring Ann Harding, to play the role

of the star's daughter.

iei.t lilm editing staff, cutting "Hat-
., a.ri," a western comedy. Harry
i-l,.,n and Dorothy Granger are

featured.
* ^: *

Nat Levine has moved his offices

to larger quarters at 6001 Santa
Monica Blvd. and has taken over
practically the entire second floor

of the building.
* * *

H. M. Horkhei^ner will shortly

start productio7i on "I Killed My
Huband," in which Billy Robert
Cramer, boy actor, will make his de-

but.
* * *

Our Passing Show: Herman Mich-
elson, Norman Krasna and Eugene
Thackeray, former New York
"World" writers, now scenarists

playing tennis; Harry Joe Brown.
Casey Robinson, Allen Rivkin and

Ben Markson lunching on Melrose;

William Schorr demonstrating his

ability on a tennis court.
* * *

Dwight Caldwell nas resumed his

work as film editor at the Larry
Darmour studios. He is now cut-

ting a Mickey McGuire comedy.
* * *

Sidney Kingsley is at work on an

original story at Columbia and is

collaborating with Robert Keith. His

play, "The Crisis," will be produced

on Broadway in the fall. He will

supervise the production.
* * *

Latest additions to the cast of

"The Dark Horse," now in produc-

tion at First National, are Robert

Warwick, Sam Hardy, Sam R. Mc-

Daniels (the radio announcer), Ber-

ton Churchill and Harry Holman
Warren William and Bette Davis

have the leading roles, and as sup-

porting principals Vivienne Osborne,

Guy Kibbee and Frank McHugh. Di-

rection is in the hands of Alfred E.

Green and the story was authored

by Courtenay Terrett and Joseph

Jackson.
* * *

Orry Kelly, well known New York

designer, has arrived in Hollywood

to serve as costume supervisor for

the combined studios of Warner

Bros, and First National.
* * *

With the additions of Gloria Shea,

Walter Catlett, Humphrey Bogart,

Evalyn Knapp, Josephine Dunn,

Thomas Jackson and Jobyna How-

land, the cast of Warner's "New
York Town," is complete. Joan Blon-

dell will be starred, Eric Linden will

have the principal masculine role,

and Inez Courtney and Lysle Talbot

are also in the lineup. Mervyn Le-
Roy will direct.

* * *

Mme. Josette Delima, New York
designer, and Kate Drain Lawson,
former technical adviser for the
New York Theater Guild, have join-

ed RKO. With Mrs. Brock Pember-
ton, studio style advisor, they form
a "styles cabinet."

* *

Al Christie recently placed in pr-o-

duction the seventh Vanity com,edy
in his series of eight for Educa-
tional this season. Tentatively titled

"Ship A-Hooey," the comedy fea-
tures Glenn Tryon and Bobby Ver-
non as two goofy gobs. Mary Carlyle
is the girl, and the cast also includes

Walter Loyig and Eddie Baker
Harry J. Edwards is directing from,

a story written by Carl Harbaugh,
who for the past two years has been
writing Laurel and Hardy com-
edies.

i^ ^ •/(.

Robert Lord, Warner scenarist,

has one of the most complete pri-

vate library of works on the subject

of motion pictures in the world.

ifi ^ ^

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.'s next pic-

ture, now scheduled to enter pro-

duction late this month, is "Revolt,"

by Mary McCall, Jr. William Die-

terle will direct. The adaptation is

being made by Niven Bush, Erwin
Gelsey and Doug Junior himself.

* * *

C. Henry Gordon, William Orla-

mond and Edgar Kennedy are the

latest additions to the cast of the

RKO Radio prison comedy, "Hold

'Em Jail". Wheeler and Woolsey,

Rosco Ates, Edna May Oliver are

headlined in this attraction under

the direction of Norman Taurog.

* * *

Tay Garnett is seeking an actor

to play the co-starring role in "S.S.

Atlantic", which he will direct for

Warner Bros. He has already se-

lected Kay Francis for the feminine

lead and has persuaded Wilson Miz-

ner to play a comedy character part

as a bartender on shipboard. Mizner
and Joe Jackson are writing the

adaptation of the screen story.

* * *

Carl Harbough, who left the Hal
Roach writing staff several months
ago to complete an assignment at

another studio, returned to the com-
edy lot last week. He is collaborat-

ing with Laurel and Hardy on the

writing of their forthcoming feature

length comedy.

Frank Partes, for the past four
years with M-G-M, has joined the
Paramount writing staff. He work-
ed on "Grand Hotel" recently.

* * *

Harry Cording, who did excellent
work in "The Patriot", recently
completed the role of Ivan Ivano-
vitch in "The World and the
Flesh", starring George Bancroft.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Richard Wal-
lace, John Wray, Courtenay Terrett,
Erwin Gelsey, Carl Laemmle, Lester
Cohen, David Lewis, Charles Stumar,
Sylvia Panitz at the preview of
"The Doomed Battalion."

It is reported that Universal and
Educational are interested in re-

leasing the product to be made by
Roy J. Pomeroy and Harold
Schwartz.

April 14 has been set as the re-

lease date on "Summer Hotel', P.

J. Wolfson's second book. His first

book was "Bodies Are Dust". He is

a member of the Universal scenario

staff.

Johnny Weissmuller, who has been
given a new contract by M-G-M fol-

lowing his work in "Tarzan, the Ape
Man," will follow this picture into

various eastern houses on his per-

sonal appearance tour.

Important roles have been as-

signed Donald Dilloway and Brad-
ley Page in Columbia's "Criminal
Court."

* * *

Hal Roach and Henry Ginsburg,
who plan a wide search for new
players, writers and directors for

next season's comedies to be made
at the Hal Roach studios, are now
conducting a campaign to find a girl

13 or 14 to play opposite Laurel and
Hardy in their feature-length com-
edy, which goes in work under the

direction of James Parrott when the

Roach studios reopen May 2.

* * *

Randolph Scott will: play the

juvenile lead in George Bancroft's
next Paramount starring produc-
tion, tentatively titled "The Chal-
lenger," which Grover Jones and
William Slavens McNutt are writ-

ing.
* * 4<

The two final additions to the cast

now appearing in "Doctor X" at

First National are Harry Holman
and Tom Dugan.

Schertzlnger's Retort
Victor Schertzinger is no slouch at

repartee. When he emerged from a

building the other day and a scowling

cop pointed to the M-G-M director's

auto with the admonition, "Can't you

sec you're in the red?" Schertzinger

answered right back, "Sure, but who
isn't in the red these days?" And he
got off!
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Block Booking Upheld by U. S. Court of Appeals
(Continued from Page 1)

investigation, which also embraced

other industry practices.

The opinion in full follows:

The Federal Trade Commis-

sion issued an order against the

respondents directing them to

cease and desist from certain

practices found by it to constitute

methods of unfair competition in

violation of the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act. That part of the order

sought to be enforced directs the

respondents to cease and desist

"from leasing or offering to lease

for exhibition in a theater or the-

aters motion picture films in a
block or group of two or more films

at a designated lump sum price for

the entire block or group only and
requiring the exhibitor to lease all

such films or be permitted to lease

none; and from leasing or offering

to lease for exhibition such motion
picture films in a block or group of

two or more at a designated lump
sum price for the entire block or
group and at separate and several

prices for separate and several

films, or for a number or numbers
thereof less than the total number,
which total or lump sum price and
separate and several prices shall

bear to each other such relation as

to operate as an unreasonable re-

straint upon the freedom of an ex-
hibitor to select and lease for use
and exhibition only such film or
films of such block or group as he
may desire and prefer to procure
for exhibition; or shall bear such
relation to each other as to tend
to require an exhibitor to lease such
entire block or group or forego the
lease of any portion or portions
thereof; or shall bear such relations

to each other that the effect of such
proposed contract for the lease of

such films may be substantially to

lessen competition or tend to create
a monopoly in any part of the cer-

tain line of commejce among the
several States, or with foreign na-
tions, involved in the said proposed
sale, to wit: the business of the pro-
duction, distribution and exhibition

of motion picture films to the pub-
lic, or the business of production and
distribution, or of production or dis-

tribution of moving picture films for
public exhibition". No review of all

or any part of the order entered has
been sought by the respondents.
However, upon an application to en-
force the order, it is not essential

to establish a violation of the Com-
mission's order, for the first ques-
tion we must examine in the pro-

Tying-ln Lawful
The pictures of one company are

not indispensable to any exhibitor, since
the pictures of other companies are
available, and tying-in pictures Is law-
ful so long as the corporation doing this
does not have a monopoly of the article,

says the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals.

Smaller Blocks at Higher Cost Upheld

There is no coercion or intimidation in the practice of distributors offering ex-

hibitors the alternative of booking in block or taking less than a block at higher

prices, according to the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals decision.

ceeding is whether or not there has
been a violation of the law.

Court of Appeals' Scope

The statute grants jurisdiction to

the court to enter, upon the plead-
ings, testimony and proceedings, a
decree affirming, modifying or set-

ting aside an order entered by the

Commission and in so doing, the
court has the power to examine the
whole record and ascertain for it-

self the issues presented and wheth-
er there are material facts not re-

ported by the Commission. Section

5, which is alleged to have been
violated, has reference to unfair
methods of competition in commerce,
which are declared to be unlawful,
and, in determining whether given
acts amount to unfair methods of

competition within the meaning of

the act, the standard is the one "es-

tablished by the Sherman Act in the
words 'restraint of trade or com-
merce' and 'monopolize or attempt
to monopolize', and by the courts in

construing the Sherman Act with
reference to acts 'which operate to

the prejudice of the public interest
by unduly restricting competition or
unduly obstructing the due course
of trade', and 'restrict the common
liberty to engage therein.' " A prac-
tice which is against public policy
because of its dangerous tendency
unduly to hinder competition or cre-

ate a monopoly, is declared to be
unfair and unlawful. And public
policy is the policy of the common
law, equity or statutory, with stat-
utes paramount.

Resume of Action

The Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration is a New York corporation
engaged in the business, interstate
and foreign, of producing, leasing,
transporting and distributing to ex-

hibitors and exhibiting for profit,

motion picture films. These films

are produced at their studios located

in several states of the United
States and are distributed and trans-
ported therefrom in interstate com-
merce to theaters located in several
other states. It is in competition
with other producers. The individ-

ual respondents are officers of the
corporation and as such, operate and
control its business activities.. The
Commission found that it adopted
a method of leasing its films under
a system known as "block booking".
Under such a plan, films were of-

fered in blocks only. A block is a
group of films offered as a unit,
containing a number of individual
motion pictures which are available
for lease by exhibitors for three
months or for one year. Such blocks
contain 13 or 26 films, or 52 or 104
films, according to whether the the-
ater changes films once or twice a
week. The individual films in blocks
being offered are not always iden-
tical. The blocks offered to an ex-
hibitor contain certain films which
the exhibitor may not want to lease
but he must lease all or none. He
may not select some of the indi-
vidual films and reject others con-
tained in the block unless he exer-
cises the option to pay prices found
by the Commission to be arbitrarily
fixed from 50 to 75 per cent higher
than the estimated prices of such
films as part of the block. If the
exhibitor declines to take all, the
block is successively offered to his
competitors until a lease is made.
Only if all competitors refuse the
block are the individual films of-
fered to exhibitors upon some other
basis arrived at by negotiation be-
tween the producer and exhibitors.
The Commission determined this

Year All Companies
P

FPL Released FPI
(^) 1919 81S 139

1920 735 116
1921 830 120
1922 707 95
1923 527 61

(1.)

Per Cent
FPL Released

17
16
14
13
12

p^j.; , Percentage of film rentals

Fiscal year June 30, 1919 to June 30, 1920..
forI< PL K-atures

Fiscal year June 30, 1920 to June 30, 1921. . '>s '

June 30, 1921 to January 1, 1922 ' %n"s
Calendar year 1922 oc'r
Calendar year 1923 H' ?
Calendar year 1924 205

Nunilier of
(c) Kr.ilures

I9I9
Total of all producers.. 815
Respondent 139
Universal Fm. Mfg. Co. 64
Fox Film Corp 70
I'athe 58
Warner Brothers
•Mctro-Coldwyn 83
First National 21
I'nited Artists 3

Miscellaneous State
rights companies ... 117

%of
increase or

Numl)er of decrease in% of Features %of % of total
Total 1919 1 923 Total 1923 distribution
100 527 100
17.05 61 11.57 •— 32.3
7.85
8.58

63
55

11.95
10.43

-1- 52.2
4- 21.5

7.11 26 4.93 — 30.7
2.10 new comer

10.18 60 11.38 4- 11.8
2.57 46 8.72

-t- 34
.36 11 2.08 -1-477.7

14.35 108 20,49 -f 42.8

method of distribution to be unfair,

and that the purpose and effect of

the alternative offer is to coerce and
intimidate an exhibitor into sur-
rendering his free choice in the
leasing of films, and into leasing
films in blocks as offered, thereby
denying to such exhibitor the op-
portunity and profit of leasing and
exhibiting certain other films of

higher qualities and which such ex-
hibitors patrons demand and which
such exhibitor desires to exhibit. It

is thus concluded by the Commis-
sion that this distribution policy
lessens competition and tends to cre-

ate a monopoly in the motion pic-

ture industry by tending to exclude
from the market and industry inde-
pendent producers and distributors
of films, and denies to the exhibi-
tors freedom of choice in leasing
films.

Production Divided
There are seven other producers

of major rank and some smaller,
who are in competition with the
respondents. The evidence discloses
the total number of feature pictures
released annually, and the percent-
age thereof produced by the re-
spondent in the years 19i9 to 1923,
is shown in the table (a) below.
Since 1919 there has been a reduc-
tion in the percentage of feature
films released by the respondent,
and table (b)' below sets forth the
percentage which film rentals re-
ceived by the respondent from fea-
ture pictures were of the total ren-
tals paid to all producers and dis-
tributors for feature pictures for
the same period.
From this, it is apparent that the

genera] production of feature pic-
tures has likewise declined since
1919, and these tables demonstrate
that there is free competition among
producers and distributors for the
distribution and marketing of their
pictures. There is a lack of monop-
olization by the respondent and, in
fact, lack of ability to achieve a
monopoly and therefore not a busi-
ness operation which would unduly
hinder competitors, as indicated by
the foot-note (c) showing first, the
total number of feature pictures re-
leased during the years 1919 and
1923 respectively; second, the num-
ber and percentage of total released
by the respondent; third, the num-
ber and percentage of total released
by each of the respondent's princi-
pal competitors, and fourth, the
number and percentage released by
smaller distributors. These tables
indicate a state of free competition
in the industry and sufficiently nega-
tive the finding of the Commission
that the respondent dominates the
industry. The percentages disclosed
by the evidence sufficiently demon-
strate that the respondents have not
absorbed the exhibition time of the
first-run theaters, to the exclusion
of other producers, large or small.
Nor has the method of negotiation
for the leasing of its films shown
effective or destructive injury to
first-run houses. About one-half of
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"Cease and Desist" Order Against Paramount Denied
the houses of the key cities are dis-

ilosed not to have shown the re-

spondent's pictures, and of those
showing its pictures, but a small
percentage have shown them in sub-
stantial numbers. In the last two
\ears, approximately three-fourths
( f those showing respondent's pic-

tures show less than 25 per cent
thereof.

Sales Methods Called Fair

There is no finding by the Com-
mission that the method of negotia-

t on in block booking, which it con-

damns, was generally successful in

ihe distribution of their pictures to

the detriment of respondent's com-
petitors, nor is there a finding in re-

spect to the existence or absence of

free and active competition in the

industry generally. The record dis-

closes that the respondent's releases
in 1923 were but 12 per cent of the
total releases, and this shows a de-

cline in percentage since 1919. The
small producer or distributor, as
distinguished from the. larger com-
nanies, has not been shown to have
been effected by any combination
between the large companies. The
respondent's sales methods have not
been shown to have any effect upon
its competitors—the smaller produc-
ers—when the whole field is sur-

veyed, and it is impossible to say
on the evidence that the effect of

block booking as practiced by the
respondent, or its accumulative ef-

fect as practiced independently by
the respondent and others, has un-
fairly affected competition. On the

other hand, it may fairly be said

that all persons engaged in the pro-

duction of pictures have been able

successfully to distribute their prod-
uct. This has permitted fair com
petition in the industry.

Freedom in Purchasing

It is admitted that the purpose
of the respondent's method of nego-
tiation and block booking is to sell

thn entire product to a single ex-

hbitor in a single locality, but the
method is said to deny to exhibitors
freedom of choice in leasing films.

Where an offer, unaccompanied by
any declaration that the exhibitor

must take all or none, is accepted,
there is no restraint upon the ex-

hibitor's freedom of choice. If the

offer is rejected and the respondent
refuses to consider the lease of less

than the block until the block has
been successively offered to the ex-
hibitor's competitors, there is no re-

straint placed unon the freedom of

choice of the exhibitor if all refuse
the block. But if, under these cir-

cumstances, the exhibitor is induced
to take all. by refusal of respondent
at that time to consider the lease

of less, the result is not due to

denial or freedom of choice, but to

the exercise of his choice of two al-

ternatives, namely, to refuse at that
time to take the block and await
developments as to other competi-
tors, or to take the block and there-

by forestall any of his competitors
from obtaining it. After this, there

Buying in Small Blocks
Indicating that on!y a small percentage of contracts made are tor blocks, the

evidence m the Famous Players-Lasky case shows that "the respondent succeeded in
making a total of 9.128 contracts with exhibitors for pictures in groups, and of
these 571/2% were for 10 pictures or less."

s the in.stance on an increase in

price by the respondent if individual
films are accepted. But these we re-
gard as merely ordinary incidents
of bargaining and negotiating be-
tween seller and buyer, out of which
a contract may or may not result,

in either case, the buyer exercises
his legal right to purchase or not,

as he chooses.

Rights of Seller

A distributor of films by lease or
sale has the right to select his own
customers and to sell such quanti-
ties at given prices, or to refuse to

sell at all to any particular person
for reasons of his own. But in the
sa'e or lease, it is unlawful if the
sale is attempted to be brought
about by an agreement, either actual

or implied, as to the maintenance
if resale prices. No such effort

was made here.

The Commission did not find that

the method of negotiation tor the

leasing of the films in quest'on was
carried on by the respondent as the
•^snlt of a conspiracy or agreement
with other producers, and, in the

ibsence of such finding, thry had an
undoubted right to sell in blocks or

'o adhere to a po'icy of terms of

>ale, price of sale, and persons to

vhom they so'd. Of course, there

are some exceptions to a sales pol-

icy which w" th'nk are not applic-

ble here. The Commission may not

interfere w'th the respondent's at-

tempt to effectivel}' dispose of their

products as a whole before entering

upon negotiations for the disposi-

tion of less than all. Nor is this

method of negotiation and sales cre-

ative of a dangerous tendency to

unduly hinder competition or to cre-

ate a monopoly. We see nothing in

the method of competition which is

disclosed by the efforts of salesman-

ship involved in the respondent's

business which has or can have any
dangerous tendency unduly to hinder

competition or to create a monopoly.
The method of distribution by sale

or lease, or the practice of selling

through a common distributor is

open to every other producer, large

or small, to the extent of his pic-

tures produced. To the extent that

the method of negotiation carried

op by the respondent is successful,

the greater number of pictures pro-

duced by it and the greater number
which may be placed at wholesale in

a single contract, may result from
the size of its business and the in-

dustry it employs. But the size

alone does not give rise to a viola-

tion of the law. The mere fact that

3 given method of competition mak"s
it difficult for competitors to do

business successf\il'y is not of it-

self sufficient to brand the mpthod

of competition as unlawful and un-

fa r. From the tables referred to,

it is apparent that the respondent
did not have a m.)nopo y in the film
industry.

Acts Not Proved

It is true that the Commission in

its findings (Para. 11) determined
that the "acts, practices, and things
done as hereinbefore set forth, have
unduly hindered and are now unduly
hindering the competition in inter-
state commerce of competing pro-
ducers and distributors of motion
picture films; and * * * have a dan-
gerous tendency to create * * * a

monopoly in the mgtion picture in-

dustry'. This finding relates to and
inc'udes blotk booking for it says
(Para. 10), "the purpose and neces-
snry effect of such distribution pol-
icy is to lessen competition and to
tend to create a monopoly in the
motion picture industry, tending to
exclude from the market and the
industry small independent produc-
ei-s and distributors of films and
d°nving to exhibitors freedom of
choice in leasing of films.'' An ex-
amination cf the record reveals,
however, that this is a conclusion
of the author of this finding, which
is not sustained by the evidence.
Without support by evidence in the
record, it will not sustain the order
to cease and desist. The Commis-
sion is required to make findings of
fact, but whether a given method
of com'^°tit'on is fair or unfair
within the meaning of the act. is a

question of law for the courts. The
respondent is not required, under
the law, to so conduct its business
that every competitor may conduct
his with an enual degree of success
according to his size and imoortincp
It was not the purnose of th'^ ict to

equalize opportunity or insure an
equal degree of success upon the
part of all competitors in a given
industry, but it n'as its Purnosf> to

preserve for the benefit of the pub-
lic, active competition theroin. and
where there is no question of monop-
oly involved, the question is whether
+he method of comnptition described
has a dangerous tendencv u"duiy to

hinder competitio" As the Su-ireme
Copr-t put it in Voi] Trade Comm.
v. Curtis Pub. Co. (sunra).

"Effective competition re(|uires
th-if traders have l^^rge fr-edom
of action when conducting their

own affairs. Sncce«s alone does
not show renrehpns'b'e methods
'•'Ithough it m^y in^vf^gsf or make
insuperable th^ difficulties which
rivals must face".

No Combine Found

In the instant case, there is no
findirer that the respondent comb'n-
ed with other i-rp-o rirod"''ers fn»'

the purpose of hindering those out-

side the large combination, and the

evidence would not warrant such a
finding. In the absence of combine
tion or agreement, the fact that the
method of negotiation as practiced
by the respondent tends to exclude
other independent producers, is of
itself insufficient to establish any
probable tendency toward the crea-
tion of the evils prohibited by the
Sherman Act. Where a practice is

rot inherently unlawful and unfair,
;^nd its 'egality depends upon its ef-

fect, a finding that it has a danger-
ous tendency unduly to hinder com-
petition or create a monopoly, must
be based upon its effect as demon-
strated upon the experience of com-
petitors.

The cases of Paramount Famous
Lasky Corp. v. United States (282
U. S. 30) and United States v. First
Natl. Pictures (282 U. S. 44), in no
iway support the decision of the
Commission. The freedom of con-
tract therein protected was the right

ta contract independently of a re-

straint placed upon either party by
\an agreement with others, and the
\nce of the agreement condemned
was that by unlawful agreement or
conspiracy the distributors had
agreed among themselves not to con-
tract with exhibitors, except in ac-

cordance with a form of agreement
to which all distributors agreed to

adhere. That question is not in-

volved in this case. The basis of

the order here sought to be enforced
is that by refusing to consider an
offer for less than a b'ock of pic-

tures, until the possibility of se'ling

the same block to others had been
exhausted, the respondent exerts
pressure unon the exhibitor for th"
purpose of compelling or inducing
him to take the block, and that is

said to be unfair and unlawful, for

it is claimed to deny to the exhibi-

tor freedom of choice in the pur-
chase of his pictures. But that free-

dom is denied only if the distributor

is able to find some other exhib'tor
who will take the block. If. on the

other hand, he cannot, the first bid-

der for the picture may buy at the

pcreased price.

Small Percentage of Block Sales

Moreover, the evidence in the rec-

ord discloses that the effect of this

method of negotiation has not be"n
to unduly restrain the exhib'tor's

freedom of choice. It is only a

small percentage of contracts m^de
'•hi'h are for blocks offered. The
greater number are shown to be fo'-

T few pictures only. The record
shows that the respondent succeeded
in making a total of 9 128 contracts

(Cnntiitucd on Papc 12)

Counsel in the Case

Couis^l in th-; F- der-<l Tr^dp Co-n-

r^ic-ion-Pir-'mOMnt r sn included Fred- ||

' '-k R. W^nd ' n-t R'.IC B'0-il»v of

""--v-th dc CersH i-«f S-'-ir " nnd Wind.
fo- P lOM"*- " "b" -t F HeMv chief

r^uns"! *o' th' F "de-M Tr 'de Ci-rnis-
'i'l -id W-'tii A M-'-ri^on 'ssi-.tint

ch'sf counsel for

i

th? Commission.
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Court of Appeals Upholds Block Bookings
(Cniitinnrd from Page 11)

with exhibitors for pictures in

groups and of these 57l4% were for

ten pictures or less. This, it would
seem, demonstrates that the method
of negotiation prohibited by the

cease and desist order has not had
the effect of unduly restraining Vn<=

exhibitor's freedom of se'e?ting from
among the nictures offered those

which he desires.

Nor is the alternative offer per-

mitted to be m^de for the fi'ms. that

is. to lease less than a block at

h'gher prices, a coercive or intimi-

dating method. The Commission
found that the alternative prices

are "so h'gh as to make it impos-
sible for him (the exhibitor) suc-

cessfully to compete with rival the-

aters," The exhibitor can free'y ac-

cent or refuse this offer. If the

distributor has the rieht to sell or

attempt to sell his films and the
right to make terms wh'ch f re reas-

ciable. this offer of sale under such
terms in no way restrains competi-
tion in trade; it constitutes merely
a part of the ordinary process of

barg^'n'np- with the customer for
the sale of ore's product. Each sale,

bpcansp of the d'fferppce in films

pres-^nts an individual problem
"'hich must be considered by the
b'lver and seller according to the
c'rfnm=tancps and in conformity
"'ith thoir best judgments. At no
t'me did the respondent refuse to

sell if its terms were met. It en

g'Jged in a lawful effort to marked
I'ts r>rridi'">ts at what it deemed to

b° dosirpb'e terms.
Tvinff Contracts Not Unlawful
Nor mav the o''der hp supported

i'-^'->»i the *-heory that the contracts
m^de for the leasing of tho films ^••'~

-rv'-wful qs tying or exclusive con-
l—'S'^'-c: ar)d onnospd to nubl'r- nolif'"-

A *yip(j contract is one in which— '•- ""orp different articles are
tied together for s"!". Such co"
f-o^fe, oro -"o*- nnlawf'il as opposed
*'> «.-f,i;/> nnl^'^x' v^v ^'^ b'^t o^H^ vh^rt
Jn^isfpfi „»ir,v, in a sale bv a corpora-
•'^n vVi'"b h^s "^ »^o"'^po^v. Tt'ed

T'''>dp C'>m»^. V Cvptz. fs'inr" ) S^"*-

•^"T, s of +h" Ci''"<-on Act makes i+

COMING & GOIN^

VVAr.TKk WANGER arrived in New York
from the coast last night by plane.

TAMES fAGNKY leaves New York on
Saturday for the coast.

DON JOSE MOJICA has returned from
the West Indies and is stoppinjf at the Park
fcntral Hotel.

London film critic.

"cntral Hotel

CEOKir nEr.FRAGE,
is in New York.

FRANK BORZAGE, SONYA I.EVaEN
•nd S. N. BEIIRMAN sail for London to<lay
on the Ai|iiitania.

SERf.Ef EISENSTEIN is .l„c in New
^ "rk this week.

FAMES A. FITZPATRirK returned ves
I'rday from a tour of Mexico. West Indies
.iiid Central and South America.
MARRY ROSENQPEST, Assistant Vita

lihoi.r Sales Manager, relumed yesterday from
a three-week trip through the middle we t.

CRESSON E. SMITH leaves today for a
trip through the southern and western RKO
.sales territory.

unlawful to lease or make a con-

tract for the sale of goods "on the

condition, agreement or understand-
ing that the lessee or purchaser
thereof shall not use or deal in the

goods, wares, merchandise * * * of

a competitor * * * of the lessor or

seller, where the effect of such lease,

sale, or contract * * * may be to

substantially lessen competition or

tend to create a monopoly in any
line of commerce."
No such contract is made here.

When pictures are leased in blocks,

they are nPt tied together, and the

e^pondent's pictures are not indis-

pensable to any exhibitor. And as

said in Fed. Trade Comm. v. Gratz
(supra),

"All questions of monopoly or

combination being out of the

way, a private merchant, act-

ing with entire good faith, may
properly refuse to sell except

in conjunction, such closely as-

sociated articles as ties, and
bagging. If real competition is

to continue, the right of the in-

dividual to exercise reasonable
discretion in respect of his own
business methods must be pre-

served."
No Monopoly of Pictures

It is true that respondent's pic-

tures are copyrighted and that one

?annot use them except under lease

license, but by reason thereof,

no monopoly in the pictures has been

created, and moreover, the respon-

dent's pictures are not indispensable
: , any exhibitor, as found by the
Commission. Exhibitors need pic-

tures, to be sure, but not necessarily
respondent's. Its competitors have
pictures which are also covered by
copyrights and subject to lease; any
person can make a picture and copy-
right it and any exhibitor is free to

lease a copyrighted picture or refuse
to do so.

The respondent has lawfully ex-
ercised its right to sell its product
to the best advantage and in such
quantities and to such persons as it

chooses. It neither has a monopoly
and, apparently, nor the ability to

acquire one. The percentage of the
pictures produced in the film rentals
received have progressively declined
during the period covered. The
means and methods employed in

.narketing its leases of films to pros-
pective customers are matters within
the business judgment of a private
producer of films and carries with
it the legal right to bargain and
negotiate as the respondent did. The
method of negotiation which has
been condemned by the Commission,
does not disclose a dangerous tend-
ency unlawfully to hinder competi-
tion, nor does it create a monopoly.
The findings are insufficient in law
to support the conclusions of fact
reached and therefore the petition
to enforce Paragraph 2 of the order
CO cease and desist must be denied.

Petition denied.

I FEATURE, 39 SHORTS

ON NEW IDEAL PROGRAM

MRS. TURNP,ULL'S ESTATE
An estate valued at about $240,-

000 was left by Mrs. Hector Turn-
bull, according to temporary letters

-)f administration received by her

husband, former Paramount studio

-xecutive. Mrs. Turnbull, who died

March 12, was the sister of Jesse L.

La sky.

.JONES SERIES AT STRAND
Return engagements of the Bobbv

Tones golf serips will oP°n at th"

New York and Brooklyn Strands on

April 15. The shorts will fo'li-v a+

he rate of one week'v. Norman
Moray. Vitaphone sa'es manrger, is

-ow in the field arrang'ng repen*
bookings.

SOVIET FILM PREMIERE
"Golden Mountain.s". Soviet tilk-

"r. will have its Amevv-an premier^^

before an invited aud'enee ?t the
RKO Cimeo on April 14.

RUTH CHATTERTON'S NEXT
lVct!l Coiisl Bureau of TUP. I'lT.M DAI!.)'

Hollywood — "Children of Pleas-
ure." a novel by Larry Barretto.
author of "Walls of Glass." has been
purchased by First National as a
second starring vehicle for Ruth
Chatterton.

FRENCH FILM OPENING
"II Est Charmant" ("He Is Charm-

ing"), French talker, opens Friday
at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse.

?ANE GREY FILM HOLDS OVER
Zane Grey's "South Seas Adven-

tures", Sol Lesser release, is being
held a second week at the RKO Ca-
meo.

20 VITA. RELEASES IN APRIL
Vitaphone has 20 .shorts sched-

uled for release in April. This is ;

record number for a single month.

(Continued from Page 1)

reelers, will be 13 "Milt Gross Ex4
iggerations," 13 "Quaint People in

Queer Places" and 13 "Screen Bio.

graphs." The first of the "Gross
Exaggerations" has been sold out-
right to Warners. With the Kino^
<?rams library, Kandel also acquired
the Kinograms laboratory, cameras
and news reel equipment.

Porto Rico Exhib Unit
Seeks to Join M.P.T.O.A.
M. P. T. O. of Porto Rico has in^

dicated its desire to affiliate witli

the M.P.T.O.A. President Pedro
Gelabert of the unit has written to

the national exhibitor organization,
His outfit was organized eight
months ago.

|pt

yc

p

JOYCE RENTS BEACH HOME
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frank Joyce of the

Joyce-Selznick firm has rented the
Pickford-Fairbanks beach house at
Santa Monica for the summer. Joyce
will occupy the house until just be-

fore the Olympic Games, when Doug
must be there to serve as chairman
of the Junior Olympics Committee

DEVERICH BACK IN FILMS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nat Deverich, once a

prominent figure in the film Indus
try, is back in the motion picture

business as vice-president of the

Frank Joyce-Myron Selznick agency
Deverich has given up his interests

as part owner in a Los Angeles
men's store.

U FILM FOR MAYFAIR
Universal's "Scandal for Sale,"

'rom the Emile Gauvreau novel,

"Hot News," opens tomorrow night

at the RKO Mayfair.

FILM CENTER BUILDIIVG
Offices — Film Storage Vaults — Stores

NINTH AVENUE, 44th to 45th Sts., New York City

Metropolitan Headquarters of the Film Industry

/^pri^pc. Excellent space in the environment of the

largest and most important film exchanges.
Units in any size from 18 x 30 feet upward.

FILM STORAGE VAULTS :'^'^^P^°°^ ^^"'^1 .°"

every floor, each in-

dividually sprinklered, and equipped with a complete super-

visory fire alarm system. Vaults may be rented separately or

in conjunction with floor space.

C TQ p C C . Each about 18 x 50, all on Ninth Avenue.
• One now completely and modernly equipped

for a Banking Office.

ATTRACTIVE RENTALS

^?p^/ at the Building. orERWIN S. WOLFSON Renting Arcnl

2 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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Allied Charges Unfair Additions to Copyright Bill

MAJOR lOMPANIES JOFFOX IN POSTTR FIGHT

Publix Planning More Versions of Stage Musicals

The Fallacy'
... oj screen taxation

••

By jack Alicoate=

This industry shares the thought

that the budget MUST be balanced.

Its executives believe, along with

all patriotic Americans, that EV-

ERY industry^ including motion

pictures, must do its share.

Never in the history of the

screen has the motion picture busi-

ness failed to do MORE than its

part in a national emergency.

It continues ready to aid as a

first line defense.

BUT—
The tax now contemplated by

Congress upon the motion picture

theaters of America is fraught with

such DANGEROUS possibilities that

the situation is alarming.

The TRUTH of the matter is

that the motion picture industry

CANNOT stand it.

The amount of money being lost

each week, right at this time, by

many elements in this business, is

STAGGERING.
They can only stand this condi-

tion so long.

If Congress insists upon impos-

ing a tax on admissions over )45

cents it is very possible that soon

no admission price in America would

be higher than that amount.

Instead of millions, the U. S.

Treasury would receive nothing.

In addition, a great industry

would be seriously crippled. With
reduced admission prices quality of

entertainment MUST suffer. The
{Contitwti on Page 2)

Ziegfeld and Other B'way
Producers Approached

on Shows
Publix is planning to go into the

production of special versions of

stage musical hits in a big way, fol-

lowing success of the recently pre-

sented "Girl Crazy" and "Three's
A Crowd." Plan as discussed at

present is to have versions made by
iCcmtinued on Page 3)

SYDNEY ABEL IS GEN. MGR.

OF NEW DISTRIBUTING UNIT

Eldorado Productions Inc., a new
company for the distribution of in-

dependent product has been formed
by Henry E. BraloflF, a newcomer
in the motion picture field, with
Sydney E. Abel, formerly of Fox

(Continued on Page 6)

Monogram Makes Deal
With P.D.C. in England
Monogram Pictures has closed a

deal for a three-year distribution

franchise in Great Britain with

P.D.C, Ltd.. of London. Reginald

Smith, managing director of P.D.C,
handled the negotiations with Ar-

thur Levey, London representative

of Ritchey Export Corp., foreign

distributors for Monogram. Smith
will visit the U. S. soon.

Push Block Booking Bill

Notwithstanding the decision of the

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, New
York, upholding the legality of block
booking. Allied States Ass'n has just

sent out another call to its member-
ship urging concerted effort toward
effecting passage of the Brookhart Bill

dealing with block booking.

ERPI AND PHOTOPHONE

AGREE TO MORE NOTICE

Both Electrical Research Products
and RCA Photophone have agreed
.0 comply with the M.P.T.O.A. re-
quest and give exhibitors 10 days'
notice before taking "drastic action''

against them. President M. A. Light-
man of the theater men's organiza-
tion was notified yesterday to this
eflfect by C W. Bunn of Erpi and
E. 0. Heyl of Photophone.
Bunn, in his notification, agreed

to give 10 days' more notice. The
Heyl letter said, in part: "Our con-
stant aim will be to assist the ex-

{Contimied on Page 8)

James V. Allan Appointed
Asst. to Gradwell Sears

Gradwell L. Sears, Warner-First
National general sales manager in

charge of western and southern dis-

tribution, yesterday announced ap-
pointment of James V. Allan as his

assistant.

Myers Calls New Copyright Bill

Most Obnoxious for Exhibitors

Film Men to Exhibit

World War Panorama

M. E. Comerford, Harry Crandall and Frank

C. Walker will exhibit a World War panoramic

oil painting in Washington starting the middle

of June. A building is being erected to house

the exhibition, acquired from France. It will

later be shown at the World's Fair at Chicago.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Declaring that un-

fair additions and deletions have
been made in the copyright revision

bill, H. R. 10,976, which makes it

quite different from the impression
he received of it, Abram F. Myers,
general counsel of Allied States
Ass'n, has written Rep. William L
Sirovich, chairman of the committee

(ConM'nMrtf on Page 7)

All Big Distributing Firms
Declare Against Resale

of Accessories
All major distributing companies

are joining Fox in its fight against
independent poster exchanges. They,
too, will declare re-sale of their post-

ers an infringement of copyright.
Fox is understood to have been un-
willing to carry on the campaign
alone and consequently other con-

(Continued on Pag'' 3 ^

ROTHACKER TAKES GHARGE

OF RKO STUDIO BUSINESS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Watterson R. Roth-

acker, who has been making a gen-
eral survey of the RKO studios for

Hiram S. Brown, yesterday took full

charge of business administration at
the plant. This leaves David O.

{^Continued on Page 8)

M.P.T.O. to Drop Duals
If Circuits Do Likewise

St. Louis—A committee composed
of Oscar Lehr, Louis Ansell, Victor

Theim and Clarence Kaiman has
been appointed by the M. P. T. 0.

of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois to confer with the

St. Louis Amusement Co. and other

circuits on the subject of eliminating

double features. Independent exhib-

itors are understood to be willing

to drop the duals if the circuits

do likewise.

Lxliibs Laying Down,

Budd Rogers Accuses

Accusing exhibitors of laying down on show-

manship and special efforts to attract the

public, Budd Rogers of Sono Art-World Wide,

„n his return from a sales trip, declares that

much of the current b. o. trouble is due to

managers permitting pictures to open cold with-

out the benefit of exploitation. In their efforts

to economize, exhibitors are pinching pennies

and loiing dollari, («yi Rogert.
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GABLE SIGNS NEW CONTRACT
Wat Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Clark Gable has been

signed by M-G-M to a new long-

term contract.

ft ;;
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T/ie Fallacy
. . . of screen taxai ion

(Continued from Page 1)

obvious result is smaller attendance.

Associated Press reports a de-

creased attendance of 165,000,000

in motion picture houses of Great

Britain during first twelve weeks

of operation of the new entertain-

ment tax.

That's something to think about.

There is much discontent in this

country. The collective nerve of

America has about reached the

snapping point. Uncertainty and

unrest is everywhere. To ignore this

situation is to play with fire.

Our peoples MUST have whole-

some entertainment and relaxation

from the turmoil, strife and heart-

aches of the day.

Where can they find it if not

(he motion picture theater?

Instead of being taxed to the

point of impotence and anemia, the

theater should be fostered and en-
couraged, even to the point of Con-
gressional subsidy.

The present is a time for calm-
ness, deliberation and clear think-
ing on the part of Congress, be-
fore adding additional burdens, in

the shape of taxes, upon the most
sensitive industry in existence.

There is MORE to theater taxa-
tion than the collection of a few
dollars.

The future of an industry, strug-
gling to keep its house together,
and the bankruptcy of the happi-
ness and morale of one hundred
millions are at stake.

U. S. Methods Succeeding
In England, Says Warner
Adoption of Hollywood methods

in British studios is gaining force,

and product being turned out over
there is growing correspondingly
better, said Jack L. Warner on his

return yesterday from the other
side. While in England, Warner ar-

ranged for an increase in Warner-
First National activities at the Ted-
dington studios. He also made a
studio affiliation in France for the
production of French dialogue pic-

tures.

More Prominent Speakers
For M. P. Club Forum

Following Will H. Hays, who is

to be the first prominent speaker at
the Motion Picture Club's luncheon
forum to be held every Tuesday
starting next week, the luncheon
committee has lined up Captain
Frank M. Hawks, Count Felix von
Luckner, George E. Medalie, Lieut.
Commander Charles E. Rosendahl,
Lawrence Gould of the Byrd expedi-
tion, the British Consul, and others.
Jack Alicoate is chairman of the
committee, assisted by Arthur W.
Stebbins, Charles L. O'Reilly and
Joe Brandt.

WARNER BAXTER AS CHANDU
tVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Preparations for the

picture based on the radio serial,

Ohandu the Magician, is under way
at Fox, with Warner Baxter prob-
ably being assigned to portray
Chandu. Fox recently bought the
film rights to Canada from Earn-
3haw-Young, Inc., Los Angeles ad-
vertising agency which owns and
produces the radio serial.

LIGHTMAN REPORTS PROGRESS
Following conferences with sev-

eral important industry executives
yesterday, President M- A. Light-
man of the M.P.T.O.A. said that
"definite progress" had been made
toward effecting the plans proposed
in the major resolutions adopted at
the recent annual convention at
Washington.
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B. & K. PAYS $430,866 TAX
Chicago—Tax payment of $353,-

906.94 made by Balaban & Katz
Corp. this week, together with $76,-
9.')9.32 paid in cash a few weeks
ago, makes $430,866.29 collected by
the county treasurer from the the-
ater corporation for 1929 and 1930
taxes.

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing. Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y C

MAY SHIFT ZANE GREY FILM
Following its run at the Cameo

on Forty-second St., the Zane Grey
picture, "South Seas Adventures,"
may be presented in a Broadway
house, according to negotiations be-

gun by Sol Lesser, president of

Principal Distributing Corp., before
he left for the coast.

SONO ART GETS TWO
Sono Art-World Wide has pur-

chased domestic distribution rights

of two Gainsborough productions.
Both stories are by Edgar Wallace.
They are "The Ringer" and "The
Calendar." Title of the latter will

be changed.

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc

and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO
CORPORATION

Brunswick Laboratory
799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

THt INDUSTRys
DATE BOOK

Apr. 8: Universal Club's Dramatic Nigii
and Dance, True Sister's Club Hous.
New York.

April 10-11: Tri-State Exhibitors' conven-
tion, Memphis, Tenn.

April 11-12: Meeting to form a national pro-
tective association of poster supply and
allied companies. Hotel Stevens. Chicago

April 14: Testimonial dinner to Milt Kus-
sel, Hotel Astor, New York.

Apiil 16; Associated Theater Owners o(
Maryland dance and entertainment, Baiti
more, Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 18: Special meeting of Class A stock-
holders of Roxy Theaters Corp., New
York.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York.

April 19: Annual meeting of Fox Film
Corp., New York.

April 25: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers of
New England. Hotel Statler. Boston.

April 29: Sixt<;enth annual meeting ol Iti

diana Indorsers of Photoplays. Claypou
Hotel. Indianapolis. Ind

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Socle'
of M. P. Engineers Wasbineton

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion. Chicago.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internation.
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employ,
and M. P. Operators. Memorial Ha
Columbus. O

Ju'.y 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

National Fox Sales Drive
Set for May 29 to July 2
The Fox sales force will stage a

new national drive for business from
May 29 to July 2 when Harry H.
Buxbaum Month will be observed
in honor of the New York exchange
manager. Between seven and eight
features will be released during that
period.

THIRD HOLDUP IN 6 WEEKS
Chicago—In the third holdup of

the house within six weeks, the
Maryland was robbed of $45, taken
from Madeline Rickey, cashier. A
larger amount in a cash drawer was
overlooked.

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

Creators of good impressions

Globe Engraving Company
STEEL & COPPER PLATE ENGRAVERS

Letterheads, Envelopes, Cards, Weddings^
Monograms, Business and Social An-
nouncements of Every Description

Designers and Actual Producers of
Engraved Commercial and Social Stationery

105-7 Fulton St. New York, N. Y.

BEekman 3-6417
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MAJOR COMPANIES JOIN

m IN POSTER EIGHT

(Continued from Page 1)

cerns will also insist that poster

I

companies cease re-selling their post-
ers.

Exhibitors in the New York ter-

ritory yesterday received a second
letter from Fox directing them to

return all Fox lobby photos, litho

paper and slides within 10 days af-
ter final showing of the picture. The
communication, signed by Harry H.
Buxbaum, branch manager, was
sent by registered mail.

Rex Bell Will Make
8 Monogram Westerns

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Trem Carr, vice-presi-

dent of Monogram Pictures, has
signed Rex Bell for a series of eight
westerns to be released in 1932-33.

KESNICH TO DALLAS
Dallas — Charles A. Kesnich,

M-G-M division sales manager lo-

cated in Atlanta, is coming here to
discuss the likelihood of having the
world premiere of "Strange Inter-
lude" in Dallas, with Norma Shear-
er, Clark Gable and Lewis Stone at-

tending.

PERELMAN ON CANTOR STORY
S. J. Perelman will write th^

story for Eddie Cantor's next vehi-
cle under the Samuel Goldwyn ban-
ner, it is announced by the William
Morris Agency, which negotiattfl
the contract.

SEEK BACK TAXES
St. Louis -— A tax lien against

Skouras Bros. Enterprises has been
filed by the internal revenue col-

lector, who seeks to recover addi-

tional taxes, amounting to $38,677,
said to be due for 1920 to 1922.

WEHRENBERG RESTING
St. Louis—Following defeat of the

proposed local amusement tax or
which he waged a strenuous fight,

Fred Wehrenberg went to his farm
at High Hill for a short rest.

LESLIE HOWARD POSTPONES
Leslie Howard will appear as an

A.M.P.A. luncheon guest on Thurs-
day of next week, instead of today
as previously announced.

Australian censors rejected 18 of the
368 feature films imported from the
U. S. in 1931, and 8 of the 91 imported
from England.

AIDNG™^

• • • IT IS our secret ambition to write a kolyum some
day a la O. O. Mclntyre of the N. Y. "American" one
of those diaries of a day's meanderings where he starts
out aimlessly in the morn and runs into all sorts of sur-
prising adventures with Important and Interesting Peo-
ple ours would probably go something like this

• • • UP BETIMES and at our daily stint finishing
our kolyum by 5 a.m. just as the milkman arrived
so we allowed him to read it as he finished, we anxious-
ly awaited his comments but he merely stared at us
strangely

_

and went wandering off down the street
disappearing in the distance leaving his horse and wagon
standing in front of our door then we knew the kolum
Had Something just what, is still a Mystery
(cries of "Here! Here!" from all of you) well, you saps

you read it, don't you ?

• • • ARRIVED AT the ossif bright and early too
early it was only 7:09 but preceding us we found
a bunch of eager subscribers pounding on the locked door

clamoring for copies of the paper among the
throng we discerned E. W. Hammons, Paul Gulick, the Prince of
Wales, Tarzan the Ape Man, Ned Depinet, Alice in Wonderland,
Jack Warner, Fanny Foley Herself, Al Lichtman, Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde also Arthur Loew and Hizzoner Jimmy
Walker in a corner playing a rubber of bridge the Mayor
had been up all nite, which accounted for his being early for
once so the three of us adjourned to the Plaza for coffee
and muffins

• • • A FALSE rumor spread quickly through the town
that Arthur was signing Jimmy up as Emgeem foreign repre-
sentative in Passaic as soon as he finished his part-time
job of Mayor in a jiffy the Plaza dining room was
swarming with big film execs eager to outbid Emgeem
for Jimmy's social services the film execs posted them-
selves at adjoining tables and kept sending over notes
to Jimmy by the waiters making him Extravagant
Offers

• • • AT WHICH Mister Loew cried aloud in great glee
"The Publicity Stunt worked perfectly, Phil—just as

you said it would!" at that crack. Mister Walker gave
us both a Dirty Look and went to sleep at the table

Arthur and I tiptoed away leaving the Mayor
with the breakfast checks why not? he has an
Expense Account, too

• • • SPRING WAS in the air so we left our
Companion in Crime and sauntered through Central

Park it's surprising how many film men one can find

in the Park on these gorgeous, effulgent mornings so

we soon discovered a bunch of film execs now "at liberty"

feeding the pigeons on the Mall we also passed in rapid

succession a string of vice-presidents of various major producers

walking to their offices for exercise we delicately

called their attention to the fact that they were all walking

UPTOWN toward the Bronx River they thanked us

politely and kept right on walking but who can

blame them? tush, tush not us so we joined

the parade and phoned the office from Yonkers late that

afternoon that we GOT the Story and Mister

Alicoate sez "Good work, kid. I knew you wouldn't

fail us." why should we? . . .our work is so Terribly

Fascinating

E

STAGE MUSICAL VERSIONS

(Continued from Parie ])

established Broadway producers.
Matters have been taken up with
Flo Ziegfeld, Arthur Hammerstein,
Max Gordon and other producers.

Publix is understood to have about
12 de luxe houses which can pay the
freight required by stage shows of
'hese proportions. It is possible
that they also will be routed in
Loew houses. Idea is to use com-
petent casts without names.

Kansas Blue Law Trial
Is Scheduled for Today

Toppka. Kan.—Trial is scheduled
'or today in the cases of George A.
Nescher, manager of the Dickinson
"ircuit theater in Junction City, and
Glenn Carver, manager of the cir-
cuit's house in Parsons, who were
arrested last week for operating on
Sunday.

In view of the order granted by
the Federal Court permitting Fox
theaters to run on Sunday, Glenn
W. Dickinson contends that the rul-
ing protects his houses also if he
shows Fox pictures, and he plans
to operate under this condition in
various towns.

ARTHUR ON HIS OWN
Harry Arthur, who has just

taken over the Fox New England
Theaters, yesterday denied that
Mike Marco is backing him in the
deal. "I'm on my own," said Ar-
thur.

FOUR NEW EXCHANGES
Woshinnton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Four exchanges are

understood to have approved the
new exchange building project
launched by Small & Schafli'er in the
Woodward Bldg.

NEXT FOR CARNEGIE
"Ronny," Ufa musical picture,

will follow "Tempest" at the Little

Carnegie Playhouse on April 13.

Kaethe von Nagy and Willy Fritsch
\YQ featured in the new film.

MANY PAPPY RETURNS.

« « « » » »

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

April 7
Cavin Cordon

Maria Cambarelli

Neal Hart

Tom Lingham



Years You've been for it"

7.000,00
have been

Now WARN
give yo



And everything that goes with it^

BARBARA STANWYCK
The Hit-Girl-as they liked her in "Illicit" and "Night Nurse"

EDNA FERBER
and her tremendous following—7,000,000 read "So Big!"

I
A MIGHTY CAST

Bette Davis— Dickie Moore— Guy Kibbee— George Brent-
Mae Madison - Hardie Albright- Robert Warwick— Arthur

Stone— Earle Foxe— Alan Hale

A SUPERB PRODUCTION
Directed by William A. Wellman

Put them all togethet-they spell M-O-N-E-Y!

to uncontested leadership with "MAN
WHO PLAYED 60D"-"THE HATCHET
MAN"-"ALiAS THE DOCTOR"-"THE
CROWD ROARS"-"PLAY 6IRL"-"SO
BIG."And if you think thaVs something,

wait till you get CHATTERTON in "The
Rich Are Always With Us"-"THE
MOUTH PiECE"-KAY FRANCIS' "MAN
WANTED"-"BEAUTY AND THE
BOSS"- DOUG. FAIRBANKS, JR. in

"IT'S TOUGH TO BE FAMOUS"- and
so on far into the summer— from
WARNER BROS, and FIRST NATIONAL

TheShowmen of the Hour!

"VITAGRAPH, INC., DISTRIBUTORS"
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SYDNEY ABEL IS GEN. iMGR.

or NEW DISTRIBUTING UNIT

(Continued from Page 1)

and RCA Photophone , as general
manager. It is understood that

Braloff, who has been connected with
construction and engineering work,
is being partly financed by several

Wall Street brokers. Eldorado Pro-
ductions will distribute in domestic

and foreign fields. First of the at-

tractions will be announced within
a few days. It will be road-showed
in the larger cities.

Harry Richman to Attend
Famous Persons' Night

Harry Richman has been added to

the list of those who are to be pres-
ent at the Famous Persons' Night
at the New York Strand tonight at
10 P. M. Other celebrities sched-
uled to witness the premiere per-
formance of "It's Tough to Be Fa-
mous," and then speak from the
stage on the difficulty of fame, in

elude Mary Brian, James Cagney,
Alice White, Capt. Frank Hawks,
Grant Withers, Borough President
Samuel D. Levy, and Mary McCall,
Jr., author.

KANSAS CITY HOLDUP
Kansas City — Samuel Naster,

manager of the Lincoln, 1334 East
18th St.. was held up by two Ne-
groes who got away with .$421 in

receipts.

NIELSEN COMPLETES SHORTS
Lester Nielsen has completed two

shorts for Jack Miller, working at

Standard Sound studio, East 38th
St. Harry Richman appears in one
of the subjects.

FRANK CAHILL A FATHER
Frank Cahill, director of sound

projection for Warner theaters, is

the daddy of a boy, weighing six

pounds, 4 ounces, named Frank, Jr.,

born Apr! 12.

DEMOLISHING THEATER
Cleveland—A parking lot is plan-

ned on the site of the Colonial, 731
Superior.

Sf) o w -

man
D a'i I y .

REMINDER
Chrck cooling plants now

for summer.

l>ri)iirlmrnl store tie-ups

on jiir storage; good for
s/iarr and hlork ticket sales.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
Bv RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
WILLIAM SEITER has been as-

signed by David O. Selznick,
RKO production chief, to direct "Is
My Face Red?" The script is an
original by Ben Markson and Allen
Rivkin. Adaptation and continuity
were by Markson and Casey Robin-
son. The film goes into production
next week, with a cast headed by
Ricardo Cortez, Robert Armstrong,
Arline Judge, Jill Esmond and Phyl-
lis Clare.

* * *

William Wyler has started "Brown
of Culver" at Universal. In addi-

tion to Tom Brown and Slim Sum-
merville, this picture, centering
around the Culver Military Acad-
emy, will have a cast including H.
B. Warner, Ben Alexander and Rich-
ard Cromwell.

Keene Thompson, author and
screen writer, has been engaged by
Columbia Pictures to assist Harlan
Thompson in preparing the Anthony
Abbott murder mystery series for

the screen.
* * *

Robert McWade and Louise dos-
ser Hale have been signed for im-
portant parts in Harold Lloyd's next
feature comedy, "Movie Crazy,"
now in prod'xction.

* * *

David 0. Selznick has purchased
"Gun Law", a new story by Ben-
nett Cohen, as a vehicle for Tom
Keene, RKO Western star. Cohen
will write his own screen adapta-
tion.

* * *

Elizabeth Patterson was selected

for one of the major supporting
roles in Chevalier's next starring

pict-)ire, "Love Me Tonight". Robert
Greig and Ethel Griffies also have
been added to the cast.

* * *

Joe McCrea will be Constance
Bennett's leading man for the third

time through his assignment to the

male lead in RKO Radio's "Tho
Truth About Hollywood". Lowell
Sherman also is in it.

* * *

Lou HoltzendorflF, one time chief
of police at Rurbank, has been ap-
pointed superintendent of Dolice and
maintenance at the RKO-Radio Pic-
tures studios. E. J. Donnolly, form-
erly police chief, remains as a mem-
ber of the force.

* * i^

Wynne Gibson will act the lead-
ing feminine role opposite George
Bancroft in Paramount's "The Chal-
lenge)".

-^ ^ *

Bob Custer. Buzz Barton, Burton
Kivg. .7. P. McGowan and the cast
a»d personnel working on Big 4

productionn are to hold a dinner and
evtertainyupnt next iveek in celebra-
tion of Big 4's second anniversary.

* * *

Ren Lyon will be featured by Fox-

in Week Ends Only," Joan Ben-

nett's next picture to be dii'ected

by Alan Crosland. John Halliday
has also been added to the cast.

Story is by Warner Fabian.
* * *

Richard Rodgers and Lorenz
Hart, who have written 2.5 Broad-
way musicals iyi five years, have
signed long term, contracts to com-
pose music for Para/mount pictures.

* * *

Myrna Loy and Wallace Ford
have signed new contracts with M-
G-M.

^ * ^

Lucy Dorane, former English and
German film player, has been added
to the cast of RKO Pathe "Westward
Passage," starring Ann Harding.

* * *

Tom Douglas, who recently com-
pleted a long term contract with
Paramount, has abandoned his an-
nounced intention of resuming his

stage work. Avid interest in the
juvenile actor on the part of sev-
eral major studios has convinced
him that Hollywood still off'ers op-
portunities.

* * *

Caryl Lincoln has been assigned
to Paramount's "Horse Feathers".

Victor Schertzing'^r, who is pre-
naring to direct John Gilbert in

"Candle Light," has been asked to

compose a musical march for the
Olympic Meet to be hcM here short-
ly.

* * *

Richard Wallace has added an-
other box-offiop hit to his long list,

according to Paramount studio ex-
e^ufives who witnessed a nreview
'ihowin'T of a fir.st cut of "Thunder
Below."

* * *

Al Hall, film editor during the past
*^ve years has now been signed to a
'irectorial contract by Paramount,
^s a result of his work in aidine-
^^vid Burton in the filming of
"Dancers in the Dark" and "Sinners
!n the Sun."

* * *

ErnJ \]'nlrntf. retrran fto'ivd en-
n'tifier. is do'ng th" recording on
"Wc^twrd Passage." starring Ann
Harding.

William Desmond and Philo Mc-
rnilouo-h have b^en added to the
""st r>f TTnivPTsal's "Hproe« of the
AVp«t" bv Petev B. Fvne. This ad-
''°nture storv is to be the first of
the serie"! of five serials which Uni-
versal will make for next year. It
'" being directed by Ray Taylor.
The romantic leads are Onslow
Stevenson and Jacqueline Wells. For
nicture nurnosps. Universal has
changed both of thpsp names. On-
slow Stevpnson will be known as
Onslow Stevens and Jacqueline
Wells as Diane Duval.

22 PLAYS AND NOVELS

^

ON M-G-M'S SCHEDULE

iy,'si Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nine plays and 13

novels or stories are on the M-G-M
list for current or early future pro-
duction. The plays mclude "Strange
Interlude," Pirandello's "As You De-
sire Me," John Van Druten's "After
All" and "The Awakening," "Re-
union in Vienna," "Turn to the
Right," "Three Wise Fools," "The
Claw" and "The Christian." Stories
are: Francis Wallace's "Hididle,"
"Letty Lynton," "The Red-Headed
Woman," "China Seas," "Skyscrap-
er." "Footlights," "If I Were King,"
"Bridge Versus Bridge." "The Web
and the Net," "Honolulu," "Eski-
mo," "The Red Son of Carlisle" and
"The Harbourmaster."

Big 4 Sending Negatives
Of All Product to Canada
Negatives on all Big 4 product.

both westerns of the first, second
and third series, and melodramas,
will be sent in alternating groups
to the Associated Screen News, Ltd.,

for printing. Prints will be dis-

tributed by the Toronto, Montreal
and St. John branches of the Excel-
lent Film Exchanges of Canada.

TOBIS EXPEDITION
An expedition sponsored by Tobis

Forenfilms is scheduled to sail Sat-

urday on the Dominica for West In-

dies. The party will include Morri<;

A. Helprin. wi'iter: Saul Schary.
artist, and Edward Hyland, camera-
man.

IN FOR TWO WEEKS
WrsI Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—^"It's Tough to be

Famous," starring Douglas Fair-

banks. Jr.. with Mary Brian, has
been booked into the Hollywood the-

»ter for a two-week run starting to-

day.

ALICE WHITE IN RKO HOUSES
Alice White opens a three-weeks'

RKO tour May 5 at Cincinnati. She
follows at Youngstown and Indian-

qnolis. then returns to picture work
at the Coast.

A"^ <;fEN BY

ACEW

"Bob Steele has a specially con-

structed car which he uses to carry his

h^rse to and from distant locations.

But the horse had the last laugh during

the production of 'Riders of the Desert.'

The car got stuck and the horse had

to get out and pull it out of the sand."

—Sono Art-World Wide.
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Charge Unfair Additions
In New Copyright Bill

HEARINGS ON TAX BILL

SOUGHT BY ALLIED ASS'N

{Continued from Page 1)

on patents, that the measure in its

I'present form, reported favorably thi

week by the committee, "is withou
doubt the most obnoxious bill froiv

the standpoint of the independent
theater owner that has ever been
proposed." The measure not only

ignores the suggestions made in be

half of the indie exhibitors, says
Myers, but it omits the slight con-

cessions made to the theater own-
ers in Sirovich's former bill, H. R.

10,364. In addition, Myers adds,

the bill for the first time singles out

the theater owners for prejudicial

and discriminatory treatment by
denying to them rights accorded to

others charged with infringement and
making them subject to penalties

not imposed on other classes of

persons.

Speaking of the unfair additions

to the bill, Myers says:

"These are to be found in Subsection (e)

of Section 10 and are such a radical departure

from other drafts that they were not even in

contemplation when we appeared before tht

Conmnttee in behalf of the independent the-

ater owners.
"In subsections (a), (b) and (c) remedies

are provided for the infringement of copy

rights which we. in our memorandum dated

March li, relating to H. R. 10304, pro-

nounced fair m principle.

"By the addition of subsection (e) you

liavc taken 'dramatic or dramatico-musical
works' and 'motion pictures' out of the

general category, and made tlie 'unauthorized

public presentation' thereof subject to special

penalties called 'statutory damages.' This

of course, narrows down to the theatei

owners, at whom it was obviously aimed.

"Not only that, but the bill, instead of be-

ing confined to infringements, leaving it for

the courts to say whether the holding over

of a picture actually constitutes infringement,

provides that the penalties may be availed

of, at the option of the complainant, for tht

'unauthorized public exhibition' of a picture.

"If this cunningly devised language wa.=

submitted by counsel for the motion picture

trust under the broad invitation extended at

the hearing on March 24th, your courtesy has

been abused and you should welcome having

the matter called to your attention.

"The final sentence in the subsection, 'the

recovery provided by this subsection shall be

at the option of the complainant exercised

at any time prior to the conclusion of the

trial on the merits,' does not limit the

subsection as stated by you over the tele-

phone but makes the discrimination against

the motion picture theater owners all the more
hateful. What it clearly means is that the

motion picture distributor has the right to

elect, at any time prior to judgment, whether
he will take the provable damages actually

suffered, or avail himself of this statutory

penalty, depending on which will yield the

greater return.

"The only way in which that fairness and
disinterestedness which should characterize all

legislation can be restored to the b'll is to

strike out subsection (e) in its entirety and
this we respectfully ask you to do."

In the matter of omissions from the bill,

Myers says:

"Although we have fully presented to the

Committee the manner in which royalties are

multiplied under existing law, and have pro-

posed a method for compelling the consolida-

tion of these royalties into a single charge.

Final RKO Broadcast

Tomorrow night's broadcast will be

the final program of the "RKO Theater

of the Air," which is being temporarily

discontinued after three years. The final

program will be dedicated to Fannie
Hurst, author of "Symphony of Six

Million," new RKO picture.

" 'li'iifitnii Bureau of THE FILM D.tll.)

V/PiVington—Allied States Ass'n
has sent a call to exhibitor leaders

1 us ranks to wire for leave to
be heard on the admission tax bill

before the Senate Finance Commit-
tee, of which Reed Smoot is chair-
man. Present indications are that
there will be a lengthy contest in

the Senate, with the sales tax bat-
tle expected to be re-fought. Efforts
also will be made to raise the ticket
exemption to 75 cents. Allied quotes
Congressman McCormack as saying
that some 'spokesman for the indus-
try' agreed that the 45-cent exemp-
tion would be satisfactory. The ex-
hibitor association says efforts
should be made to find out the name
of this 'spokesman.'

GETS PICKETING INJUNCTION
Minneapolis — Louis H. Kopman,

operator of the Niles, has obtained
a temporary injunction restraining
the Independent Motion Picture Op-
erators, Inc., from picketing and
bannering his theater. He also asks
for a $dOO judgment. The suit is

the outgrowth of trouble between
the defendant corporation, organized
last December, and Operators' Local
219, affiliated with the state and
American Federation of Labor.

GREAT STATES CONTEST
Chicago—A dance contest to de-

velop a new ballroom dance has been
inaugurated in Publix-Great States
theaters throughout the midwest.
Madeline Woode, in charge of Great
States publicity, originated the idea
and has worked out an extensive
program of publicity and exploita-

tion.

BACK FAMILY NIGHTS
Memphis—Scope of the "family

night" program activities of 11 local

neighborhood houses has been in-

creased through agreement of all

civic organizations to co-operate,

thus substantially expanding the

original plan. Specially-arranged
programs are being presented on

Friday evenings.

nothing is contained in the bill to remedy
this abuse."

, •

Among changes asked is the addition of

the following under Licenses:
"Provided, that any assignment, license,

lease, grant or other disposition by the owner

of a copyrighted motion picture of the right

to exhibit such picture in any theater shall

include the right to reproduce any and all

sound recorded on the same film as the

pictures, or on discs accompanying and syii

chronized with such pictures; and no owner

of a copyrighted motion picture shall license

the exhibition thereof unless at the time of

such license he possesses the authority t"

license the reproduction of all dialogue, sound

and music synchronized with such picture.
'

.... it surpasses

everything you have

previously done. It is

great/ and certainly no

one in the industry

can afford to be

without it.

//

James R. Grainger



ROTHACKER TAKES

OF RKO STUDIO BUSINESS

{Continued from Page 1)

Selznick free to devote all his time

to production. Upon completion of

his survey here, Rothacker will sub-

mit his report and then probably

undertake a similar survey in Eu-

rope, according to B. B. Kahane,

vice-president of RKO, who is now

in Hollywood.

S. M. P. E. Announces
Tentative Program

Tentative program of the S.M.P.E.

meeting to be held May 9-12 at the

Wardman Park Hotel, Washington,

is announced as follows:

Tentative Program
Mf.iilay, May 9, 11:00 to 12—Morning will

he devoted to registration committee meet-

ings, address of welcome and president's

address.
12:.!0 to 2 P. M.—Luncheon.
2 p. M.—Little Theater: Convention called

to order.
Address of welcome and response by the

president. ,

Reports of the convention committee, the

secretary, and the treasurer; committee

reports.
Consideration of proposed amendments ot

constitution and by-laws.

Technical papers, if time permits.

/:30 P. M.—Little Theater: Social gather-

ing and film program of especial interest.

Tuesday, May 10, 9:30 A. M.—Little Theater:

Papers program.
12- TO to 2 P. M.—Luncheon.
) p M —Little Theater: Papers program.

7:.'iO P. M.—Little Theater: Lecture and

film program.
Wednesday. May 11, 9:30 A. M.—Little The-

ater: Papers program.
1 1 A. M.—Adjourn to new auditorium of

Dept. of Commerce—Talks by Govern

ment heads.
12:30 to 1:45 P. M.—Luncheon.
1 :45 P. M.—Recreation and sight-seeing

trips.

7:30 P. M.—Film program.
Thursday, May 12, 9:30 A. M.—Little The-

ater: Papers program.
12:30 to 2 P. M.—Luncheon.
2 p. M.—Little Theater: Papers program.

open forum.
7:30 P. M.—Gold Room, Wardman Park

COMING & GOING

.MARGUERITE CHURCHILL and her
mother have left for the coast.

CLAUDETTE COLBERT is on her way
to Hollywood.

EDDIE BRYMER, who was costume de-
signer at M-G-M for three years, has arrived
in New York.

ADOLPJIE MENJOU and wife (Kathryn
Carver) are in New York following a so
journ abroad.

J. H. SEIDELMAN arrived yesterday from
Europe.

AR'I-IIUR LOEW arrived from abroad
yesterday on the He de France.

ROKERT SAVINI of Tiffany has returned
lo .N'cw York after opening "I^eiia Rivers"
ill Lexington, Ky.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, in charge of

advertising and publicity for Warner The-
aters, left yesterday for theater meetings in
-Albany and New Haven.
HAKRV (;ILBERT, owner of the Riviera

iliialrr in Syracuse, was a visitor yesterday
ill New York.

ROBERT SMELTZER, eastern division
sales manager for Warner Bros., with head
i|uarters in Washington, is in New York for
.iboiit ten days.

l-'RKD M. JACK, southern division sales
inaiiager for Warner Bros., with headtiuaii-
ers ill Dallas, arrived in New York yester.
day.
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Akron, O. — C. T. Smeltzly of

Cuyahoga Falls announces plans to

open the Ideal theater on April 8.

Providence—The charter of the

corporation of Associated Theaters,

Inc., has been amended, changing
the capital stock from 100 shares
of no par common to $100,000.

Hartford, Wis.—The new Hart-
ford theater is scheduled to open
about June 1. It will be operated
by Hartford Theater Corp. with E.

T. Rippey and Charles Braun, for-

mer Milwaukee theater man, as in-

corporators. Hartford now has two
theaters, the State and Opera
House, operated by Harry Leach.

Akron, O.—Paul Jones, projection-

ist, is now managing Doll's theater.

Dover, Del. — Benjamin Shindler,

operating the Capitol and the Tem-
ple here and the Strand in Smyrna,
has filed a petition in banckruptcy
in the U. S. District Court, Wil-

mington, giving his assets at $4,701

and his liabilities at $25,013.32.

Creditors are National Theater Sup-
ply, Exhibitors' Reliance Corp., M-
G-M, Fox Film, RKO, G.T.P., Man-
agement and control of the Capitol

goes back to its former owner,
George Schwartz.

Louisville, O.—The name of the

Louisville has been changed to

Playhouse. J. Stein is operating it.

Minneapolis—Fox is moving its

exchange this week from 38 Glen-

wood to larger quarters at 1101

First Ave. N. J. H. Lorentz is man-
ager, and Norwood Hall assistant

manager.

HIGHBROW STORIES OUT
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—No heavy highbrow

plays or stories will be used as vehi-

cles for Ruth Chatterton, it is an-

nounced by Darryl Zanuck, Warner-

First National production chief.

Following the recently completed
"The Rich Are Always With Us,"
which is called a definite woman's
picture , the star will appear in

"Children of Pleasure", from the

novel by Larry Barretto.

Hotel ; semi-annual bancjet and dance

;

an evening of frolic.

Committtee on Arrangements

Washingtuii Local Committee — N. D.
Gulden, chairman; C. J. North, N. C. H.iefele,
C. X. Nichols, C. Francis Jenkins, Raymond
Evans, Nat Glasser, James T. Corngan.

Reception—C. Francis Jenkins, Raymond
Evans, James T. Corrigan, W. C. Hubbard,
\. D. (jolden, Nat Glasser, F. J. Storty, W.
C. Kunzmann, C. J. North, N. C. llaefele,

J C. Brown, M. W. Palmer.

Convention Registrars—H. T. Cowling, E.
R. Geib, \V. C. Kunzmann, S. Reiiwick.

Hostess to Convention—Airs. N. D. liokleii.

assisted by Mrs. C. Francis Jenkins, Mrs.
Raymond Evans, Mrs. C. J. North, Jlrs.
-N'eUie B. Corrigan, Miss Evelyn Glas-.ei'.

E^iitertainment and Annisements—C. Francis
Jenkins, Nat Glasser, C. J. North, James T.
Corrigan, N. D. Golden, Kaviiioiid Evan.-.,

N. C. Haefele, F. J. Storty.

Banquet Arrangements, W. C. Hubbard,
("hairman; W. C. Kunzmann, F. C. Badgley.
N. 1). Golden.

Hiinquet—Master of Ceremonies, Hon. W.
I'. Connery, Jr., Congressman, 7th District.
Massachu.setts.

Supervisors of Projection E(|uipmeiit, In
stallation and Operation—If. Griffin. Chair-
man; James Frank, Jr., N. C. Haefele, Nai
(ilasser, F. J. Storty, Officers and Members
of Projectionists' Local No. 224, I..\.T..S. K.,

Washington, D. C.

Press and Publicity—W. Whitniorc, Chair-
man.

Membership- -H. T. Cowling, Chairman.
Transportation, Bulletins, and Reservations— VV'. (;. Kunzmann, P. A. McGuire, .V. D.

Golden, Raymond Evans, T. E. Shea.

.New Apparatus Exhibit—H. Griffin. Chair-
man; James Frank, Jr., Sylvan Harris.

Papers Committee—O. M, Glunt, Chairman.

Convention Committee—W. C. Kunzmann,
Chairman; W. C. Hubbard, M. W. Palmer.

BARTHELMESS IN PARIS
Paris—Richard Barthelmess ar-

rives here today from the I''ar East
by way of Italy. He leaves with hit

wife in a few days for New York
and Hollwood to begin work ai

First National in "The Cabin in the

Cotton".

PLUGGING AT BOTH ENDS
Chicago — Added attractions on

Saturday nights in the way of a

repeat showing of a popular picture
presented after the last performanct
has been effective as a b.o. stimula-
tor for Publix-Great States houses
throughout Illinois. Another idea
that is helping considerably is the
"early bird matinee" at prices 10 oi

15 cents under the regular matinee
scale.

A. & B. DOW MOVE
A. & B. Dow, operators of the

Paramount vaudeville agency, are
moving their offices from the Strand
theater building to the Brill build
ing, formerly known as the Lefcourt
building.

PUBLIX DES MOINES SHIFT
Des Moines—M. L. Simon of the

Publix offices has succeeded M. L.
Elewitz as manager of the Strand
here. Elewitz is now located in

Omaha.

DRAMAGRAPH MEETING
A meeting of creditors of the

bankrupt Dramagraph Motion Pic-
ure Corp. will be held April 11 in

the office of the referee, Robert P.
Stephenson, 32 Broadway.

CAPRA REPLACES DWAN
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE lU.M DAILY
Hollywood—Due to the illness of

Allan Dwan, who was to have di-

rected Columbia's "Faith," starring
Walter Huston, this directoi'ial as-
signment has been taken over by
Frank Capra.

ERPI AND PHOTOPHONE

AGREE TO MORE NOTICE

(.Continued from Page 1)

hibitor over a critical period. To
this end it is important that the
exhibitor realize the necessity of
keeping us posted as to his actual
situation and answering all com-
munications that we address to him
on the subject of his delinquency."

Roxy Stockholders Meet
Is Called for April 18

A special meeting of Koxy ihe-
aters Corp. stockholders has been
called for April 18, when Class A
holders will elect a majority ot the
board of directors as provided tor
following omission of the A dividend
last month. It is understood that
sufficient A stock has been depos-
ited in favor of the voting trust
agreement to assure control. R. F.
Hoyt, F. Pope, F. L. Kobbins, W.
C. Chanler and P. W. Russell have
agreed to serve as voting trustees.

4 F. N. RELEASES IN MAY
Four films will be released by

First National in May. The first of
chese, listed for May 14, will be
"The Famous Ferguson Case," fea-
turing Joan Blondell, Tom Brown,
V^ivienne Osborne and others. Next
will be Ruth Chatterton in "The
Rich Are Always With Us," May 21.
'The Strange Love of Molly Lou-
vain," with Ann Dvorak, Richard
Cromwell, Lee Tracy and Leslie Fen-
-on, and Edward G. Robinson's "Two
Seconds," May 28.

"SHANGHAI EXPRESS" ABROAD
Paramount's "Shanghai Express"

has opened in London, Stockholm,
Amsterdam, Budapest, Bucharest.
Belgrade and the Hague, marking
the first time that an American pic-
cure has been shown abroad almost
iimultaneously with the Broadway
showing.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Ki'ldi' .Managers, theatrical business; Hart-

iian, .Sheridan, Tekulsky & Pecora, 28ii Mad-
ison Ave., New York. 200 shares common.

Color Studios, photography; J. T. McGov-
rn, 31 Nassau St., New York. $100,000 pf.

1,000 shares common.
Movietone Music Corp., musical produc-

tions; L. M. Weber, 444 West 5(ith St.,

N'nv York. $10 shares common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
Luniino Corp., Inc., West Orange, cameras,

films; Andrew J. Whinery, Newark, N. 1.

.flOO,000 I)f. and 4,000 shares common.

Atlas Theatrical Enterprises, Inc. of Bay-
onne, N. J., Bayonne amusement enterprises;
Ben M. Horwach, Bayonne. $125,000.

Paramount Amusement Co., Inc.. Jersey
City, amusement enterprises; Louis Sch.ilTcr,

Jersey City, N. J. 25 shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Arthur Theater Cor;i., Dover. Del., the-

aters ; United States Corp. Co., Dover, Del.

1,000 shares common.
Memphis Operating Corp., Wilminglon.

Del. theaters proprietors; Corporation Tru t

Co,, Dover, Del, 400 shares common.
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Paramount Proposes to Reduce Its Capitalization

M. p.T.OX SATISFIED WJTH THE 5-5-5lONTBACT

Consent Decree Ends Monopoly Action in Chicago

Distributors, in Denying
Charges, Agree Not

to Commit Acts
Acting as spokesman for major

distributors, Austin Keough, Para-
mount general counsel, yesterday
interpreted the final decree signed
by Federal Judge Charles E. Wood-
ward in Chicago enjoining 20 com-

(Continued on Page 8)

NO appeaTScted

' BY TRADE COMMISSION

The Federal Trade Commission
is not expected to appeal the U. S.

Circuit Court of Appeals decision

finding block booking, as practiced
by Paramount, legal. Within a 60-

day period the commission has the

right to apply for a writ of cer-

tiorari. Only in a very few instances
in court history have such writs
been granted.

Academy Postpones Report
On Arbitratioi Agreement
H^f.f« Coast Btoreau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Meeting of the board

of directors of the Academy of

M. P. Arts and Sciences to hear
reports from various Academy
branches on the recently adopted
producers' arbitration agreement,
originally scheduled for this week,
has been postponed to April 20. The
delay is due to the technicians,

writers and producers branches not

having completed their reports.

Board of Censorship

Is Created in Brazil

Rio de Janeiro—A board of censorship has been
created by the government, and new taxes are

being promulgated to cover the expense in-

volved. Film circles are aroused at the move
declaring it will mean the closing of theaters.

Cinema owners already have protested that the

increased film duties announced several weeks
ago »re working a hardship on them.

Profits 72 Per Cent Under 1929
Profits of the motion picture industry in 1931 showed a decline of 72.2 per cent

from the net of 1929, it is shown in a summary compiled by the National City Bank.

Earnings of 17 companies were included in the survey. The average decline for

various industries was 74.3 per cent.

Lightman Asks Distributors
Not to Utilize Tieing-In Edict

Myers Calls Block Edict
An 'Academic Decision'

Wasliiniiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Characterizing the

Circuit Court of Appeals ruling in

the Paramount block booking case
an "academic decision," Abram F.

Myers, general counsel of Allied

States Ass'n, declares the evidence
(^Continued on Page 8)

Hope that distributors will not
invoke the right, as fixed by the U.
S. Court of Appeals decision legaliz-
ing block booking, to compel exhibi-
tors to take shorts in order to get
features, was expressed by Presi-
dent M. A. Lightman of the M. P. T.
0. A. in an interview with The
Film Daily yesterday in New York.
Lierhtman said:
"The decision of U. S. Circuit Court of

{Continued on Page 8)

Maintaining Present Copyright Damages

Avoids Higher Distribution Costs, Says Hess

Declaring that the proposed bills

in Washington to lower the minimum
damage provision in copyright viola-

tions is an open invitation to law-
lessness and infringement, Gabriel

L. Hess, general attorney of the

Copyright Protection Bureau, has

issued a memorandum in which he
{Continued on Page 8)

Academy's Annual Meet
Scheduled for April 27

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Annual meeting and

banquet of the Academy of M.
P. Arts and Sciences is scheduled
for April 27. Officers will be elected.

Reduction in Its Capitalization

To Be Voted on At Para. Meet

Murray Roth Joins

Fox Writing Staff
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Murray Roth, former

production executive at the Brook-

lyn Vitaphone studios, has joined the

Fox writing staff and is at work on

an untitled story, which will be di-

rected by David Butler,

Proposal to change the value of its

common stock to $10 a share, from
about $40 a share at which it is

now carried, will be one of the chief

matters to come up for vote at the
annual meeting of stockholders of
Paramount Publix on April 19. Of
the 4,000,000 Paramount shares
authorized, there were 3,160,596 out-

standing at Dec. 26. Other matters
{Continued on Page 8)

Committee Appointed to

Handle Exhibition
Agreement

Owing to the close proximity of

the new selling season which pre-
cludes adequate time for re-drafting
the 5-5-5 standard exhibition con-
tract, the M. P. T. 0. A. will be
satisfied with the agreement in its

present form, it was indicated yes-
{Cotitinued on Page 8)

M.P.T.O.¥iLADELPHIA

VOTETOJOIN_M.P.T.O.fl.

Philadelphia—The M. P. T. 0.
voted to affiliate with the M. P. T.
0. A. at a special meeting attended
by 74 members. E. A. Jeffries made
the motion, seconded by David Bar-
rist, and the action was unanimous-
ly carried.

Distributor practice of tieing in

shorts and newsreels with features
{Continued on Page 8)

Pathe News Extends
Its European Coverage

Pathe News has extended its Eu-
ropean coverage to include signed
representatives in Scandinavia,
Rumania and Central Europe ac-
cording to Jack Connelly, editor, who
returned Wednesday from England
and the Continent. These tie-ups
give Pathe News complete European
coverage, says Courtland Smith,
president, who states that sound
films will be received from the new
European cameramen within the
next two weeks.

Cen'l Talking Pictures

Dickering With 3 Firms

General Talking Pictures is negotiating with

Universal, Columbia and Tiffany in connection

with its plan to have distributors provide re-

producing equipment with films. Under the

proposal, distributors would include equipments
I undtr a $in(l« charge of film rental.
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Bruce Johnson to Handle
Zane Grey Film Abroad
E. Bruce Johnson has signed a

contract with Principal Distributing
Corp., of which Sol Lesser is presi-

dent, to handle the foreign rights

to Zane Grey's "South Sea Adven-
tures," now playing at the Cameo.
Johnson was for many years foreign
manager of First National and for

the last few years has been handling
independent foreign sales. He ex-

lects to leave soon for Europe.

MORE MILWAUKEE BOMBINGS
Milwaukee — Local theaters are

again being made the target for
stench bombs. Louis Kaiser, man-
ager of the National, reported that
a patron found a bomb beside his

seat in the balcony. Similar bombs
have been released in the Milwau-
kee and the Paradise and Capitol
theaters in West Allis.
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ANDREW TALBOT MARRIED
New Orleans—Andrew H. Talbot,

Jr., press agent at the Orpheum, has
married Francis Whitworth of Paris,

Tenn.
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FRED REETHS MARRIED
Fred Reeths, Jr., manager of

Warmers' Sheboygan, and Beulah
Hayes, singer and actress, were mar-
ried at Waukegan. Mrs. Reeths is

completing an engagement with a
musical unit and is exnected in

Sheboygan some time in June.

DON NICHOLS SHIFTED
-"Charlotte, N. C. — Don Nichols,

manager of Warners' Broadwav here

and one of the best known theater

managers in the state, has been
transferred to the managership of

the Maryland in Hagerstown. Md.
Walter Morris, native of Tennessee.
takes over the Broadway.

ARLISS TO SAIL SOON
West Coast. Bureau of THE FIJ.M DAllY
Hollywood — Geoi-ge Arliss, who

originally was to have made another

picture directlv following "A Suc-

cessful Calamity." which has just

been completed, will instead start

soon for England, where he will

spend the spring and summer, re-

turning here in the fall.

GEO. OLSEN FOR VTT\PHONE
George Olsen and h's band have

been sig'^ed bv Sam Sax. h^ad of

the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, for

one of- the series of "Melody Mas-
ters" .shorts.

BUZZELL A«5STr.NF,n
Wr^t Coast Bureau of THE FIT.M nAlI-V
Hollywood—"Hollvwood Speaks."

comedy-drama of the movie colony

by Norman Krasna, will be Buz-
zell's first assignment und°r his new
directorial contract with Columbia.

PHIL ABRAHAMS TO MARRY
Phil Abrahams, manager of War-

ner Bros, home ofRce film depart-
ment, is taking the fatal leap on
April 17 with Bertie Cooper of Phil-

adelphia.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Bales

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

10 RKO Short Subjects

Being Released in April
RKO is releasing 10 short sub-

jects this month, including "Extra,
Extra," featuring Frank McHugh,
with Mae Busch, Ralph Ince, Frank
Austin and Jerry Mandy; "Blondes
by Proxy," a Traveling Man comedy
with Louis John Bartels, Kalla
Pasha, Joyzella and Bud Jamieson;
Pathe Review No. 10; "A Slip at

the Switch," featuring Charles
"Chic" Sale as Lem Putt; "Beautiful
and Dumb," last of the Van Beuren
miniatures based on a Liberty Mag-
azine short story by Walter Mar-
quis, with Mary Nolan, Lew Cody
and Dot Farley; "Gigolettes," a Gay
Girl comedy with June MacCloy,
Marion Shilling, Gertrude Short,

Bud Jamieson, Bud Fine, Art Thal-
asso, Jerry Mandy, Charles Dorety,
Heinle Conklin and Bvoderick O'Far-
rell; "Joint Wipers," Tom and Jeri-y

cartoon, and "Mother-in-Law's Day,"
an Average Man comedy with Edgar
Kennedy, Dot Farley, Florence Lake,

Billy Eugene, Isabel Withers, Eddie
Boland, Georgia Billings, Andre
Cheron and Billy Fletcher.

Playing F. & M. Units

Birmingham—Fanchon & Marco
units in addition to films have gone
in at the Alabama. Publix house
here. RKO vaudeville was dropped
four weeks ago.

78J-7TH *V«.,N. V. BRYANT 0>«OeT

GERMAN "FRA DIAVOLO'
A German screen version of the

opera, "Fra Diavolo," opens today at

the 79th St. theater under the Htle
of "Der Teufelsbruder."

DOUBLE BOOKING
Boston—Publix has booked "The

Crowd Roars" day and date at their

Paramount and Uptown theaters
for a two-week run at each house,
starting April 15.

FANNIE HURST ON RADIO
Fannie Hurst, author of "Sym-

phony of Six Million," will make her
radio debut tonight on the final RKO
Theater of the Air program. She
will be introduced by James W. Ger-
rard.

WARNER BOOKS F. & M. UNIT
Pittsburgh—A Fanchon & Marco

unit has been booked into the Stan-
ley for the week of April 15 by the
Warner Bros. Artists Bureau.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Universal Club's Dramatic Night
and Dance, True Sister's Club Hou»«
New York.

April 10-11: Tri-State Exhibitors' conven-
tion. Memphis, Tenn.

April 11-12: Meeting to form a national pro-
tective association of poster supply and
allied companies. Hotel Stevens. Chicaeo.

April 14: Testimonial dinner to Milt Kus-
sel, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 16: Associated Theater Owners of
Maryland dance and entertainment. Balti
more. Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund

April 18: Special meeting of Class A stock-
holders of Roxy Theaters Corp., New
York.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York.

Apri' 19: Annual meeting of Fox Film
April 19: Annual meeting of Paramount

Publix stockholders. New York.
April 24:- Lambs' Gambol. Imperial The-

ater. New York.
Corp., New York.

April 25: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers of
New England, Hotel Statler, Boston.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting ol In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays. Claypoo'
Hotel. Indianapolis Ind

April 27
:

Annual meeting and banquet of
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.

May o-lb: Internationa! Film Exhibition
Roval Automobile Institute. Amsterdam
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meetine of the Societ^
of M. P. Engineers Washineton

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion. Chicago.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe*
and M. P. Operators. Memorial Hall
Columbus. O

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

L. J. GRIFFITHS BURIED
Sandusky, 0.—Lewis J. Griffiths,

50, well known motion picture thea-
ter executive and theatrical man
who died in a hospital here follow-
ing an attack of the flu, was buried
under the Elks auspices.

JACOCKS CALLED WEST
Don Jacocks of Skouras Bros.

leaves for the coast today tn join
Spyros and Charles Skouras. He
will remain there for six weeks.

FOR SALE
6,000 ft. original negative

Chinese-Japanese War
THE FILM DAILY BOX 921

1650 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

ERWIN S. WOLFSON
Speeinliziiig in Locations

for the

Motion Picture Industry
A complete and efficient service throughout the

Metropolitan District based on many years'

experience. Consultation invited.

2 Park Avenue New York City
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A picture that will

catch a million patrons

for your theatre
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Opened to smashins business at world's premier showing at

Cameo Theatre N.Y.March 31st— and held over for a second week
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The Reviews speak for themselves
N. Y. Times — ". ... it is a very interesting adventure film."

Daily WeM^s—"Folks will get plenty of vicarious thrills out
of Mr. Zane Grey's 'South Sea Adventures'."

N, Y. American— Zane Grey Fishing Talkie Gives Big
Thrills of Deep .... "Thoroughly interesting . . .

."

Worid-Telegram—"lt is a thrill worth waiting for."

Evening Graphic—". . . . real thrills are provided in the way
of fishing on a big scale . . .

."

Film Daily—"This adventure film should please and thrill

all audiences."

M. P. Daily— "It is gripping throughout its 50 minutes."

Daily Mirror—". ... it is an unusually attractive and inter-

esting adventure film . . .
."

Evening Post—"Both from a pictorial and dramatic stand-
point, 'South Sea Adventure' is eminently worth seeing."
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HOOK A BIG BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
PRINCIPAL DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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Every one knows that TESS OF THE STORm\\
POLLYANNA, DADDY LONQLEQS and KEETj

LENA RIVERS has the same sweetness and hun
entertained, LENA RIVERS is a real box

man and here is a worthwhile picture for

^ and golden stream of dollars pai
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and
the

PATRONS AKE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING ITS SERVICE
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UNION
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WILLIAM SAAL TIFFANY PICTURES INC

1501 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

LENA RIVERS OPENED TODAY STRAND THEATRE TEN AM BIGGEST

OPENING THIS SEASON CROWDED THIRTY MINUTES AFTER OPENING

STOP STANDING THEM OUT NOW AT TWO PM POSITIVE NOW YOU ,

HAVE A GREAT BOX OFFICE PICTURE NOT ONLY FOR EXHIBITORS

OF KENTUCKY BUT THE WHOLE UNITED STATES STOP MAKE US MORE

LIKE LENA RIVERS REGARDS

J B ELLIOTT STRAND THEATRE

ED

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO ^END MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH Oi

THE

DAILVI
"LENA" BREAKS 2 RECORDS
Lexington, Ky.—Tiffany's "Lena I

Tlivers" broke all Saturday records
[

I in its first day at the Strand, and I

followed this up the next day by
|

breaking the Sunday record of the
house since "SuTiny Side Up," ac-
cording to J. B. Elliott of Phoenix

|

Amusement Co |

BY C
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LENA RIVERS GREAT BOX OFI
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Prcjci^bcd bqTirPANV
Pictures

Owned and Produced

QUADRUPLE
V, FilmCorp.Ltd. k
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MTRY, REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM,
' THE BEES, led this business hack to puhlic favor,

s that will make your patrons laugh, cry and he

agnet» Wake up I You are a smart shoW'

i your patrons, Don^t let the good will

yy. Book this picture quick I
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APRIL 6 1952 127 PM

OVER-

JOHN B ELLIOTT

STRAND THEATRE

2 42 PM
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TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS INC 1501 BROADWAY NEW YORK NY

SECOND DAY LENA RIVERS AGAIN BREAKS HOUSE RECORDS PACKED

STRAND ALL DAY AND EVENING AGAIN HOLD OUT DUPLICATING

SATURDAYS RECORD BREAKING BUSINESS STOP POSITIVE LENA

GROSSED MORE TODAY THAN KENTUCKY WITH

TOGETHER STOP GIVE US^
MORE LENA RIVERS REGARDS

B ELLIOTT PHOENIX AMUSEMENT C0=MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
"Lena" Scores

Lexington, Ky, April •!.—

All Saturday records were
broken at ihe Strand on
"Lena Rivers'" opening, ac-

cording to J. B. Elliott of the

Phoenix Amusement Co. The
second day set a high mark
for Sunday business since the

run of "Sunny Side Up," he

says.

QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE

Distributed by

SONO-ART
WORLD-WIDE

Immortal Romance
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
Bv RALPH IVILK

HOLLYWOOD
QEORGE ARLISS was presented

with a gold loving cup at the
Warner studios this week by the

cast of his recently completed pic-

ture, "A Successful Calamity." The
list of donors includes Mary Astor,
Evalyn Knapp, Grant Mitchell, Dav-
id Torrence, William Janney, Hardie
Albright, Hale Hamilton, Richard
Tucker and the other principals who
took part in the production, and the
inscription expresses the "high es-

teem, admiration and affection" felt

for the star by the supporting play-
ers. John Adolfi. the director, also
contributed to the purchase of the
cup.

* ^ :lj

"A Successful Calamity" was
adapted by Maude Howell, Atistin

Payker and Julian Josephson from
the stage-play by Clare Kummer in

which William Gillette appeared sev-

eral years ago. Arliss will h< gin

another picture shortly.
* * :|i

Tim McCoy's next outdoor drama
with the temporary title "The Ridin'
Kid from Santa Fe," has been per-
manently named "The Riding Tor-
nado." The film will be directed by
D. Ross Lederman.

* * *

The editors and cutters have com-
pleted their work on "Winner Take
All," James Cagney's next starring
picture. It is a story of the prize
ring, with Cagney appearing as a

lightweight pug of the Nelson-Wol-
gast school. Marian Nixon is the
leading woman.

^ ^; ^

An unexpected laugh developed in

the stage version of "Girl Crazy,"
at the Pantages. During an ardent
love scene, the juvenile, pressing his

right hand to his heart, said, "I'm
just crazy about you. Ginger," to

Ginger Rogers. Ginger's stage name
in "Girl Crazy" is "Molly."

Aben Kandel is working on the
script of "Man on the Nile," which
is an original by Edgar Selwyn.
The picture will star Ramon Navar-
ro and will be made by M-G-M.

* * *

Maude Eburne is playing an im-
portant characterr role in "Compe-
tition," a First National picture
starring Chic Sale. She has been
joined by her daughter, Marion
Eburne Hall, who has played in sev-
eral New York successes.

=^ ^ ^

Bernie Grossman is one Broadway
song writer, who has stuck it out
in Hollywood and made a success
of it. He has contributed songs for
"Tonight or Never," "Prestige,"
"Cock o' the Air," "Resurrection"
and has just finished, in collabora-
tion with Dave Silverstein, seven
new songs for the Mack Sennett
short, "Hatta Marri," which features
Harry Gribbon, Babe Kane and Dor-
othy Granger.

A circulation of 200,000 is claimed
for the first issue of the Hollywood
Star and Film Spectator, which is

being distributed by a nationally
known grocery store chain. Arthur
Wenzel, veteran publicity man, is

picture editor and studio contact
man.

* * *

Sam K. Wineland, form-er music
director for M-G-M and more recent-
ly with Warner Bros. Radio station,
"KFWB," has joined the Meyer Syn-
chronizing Service. Wineland was
the musical director on "The Rogue
So7ig,' "The Pagan," "Good News"
and "Singer of Seville."

Walter Futter is now an author-
ity on a device that should interest
gold diggers. The machine lightly

scrapes the ground, and by electric

waves draws out any gold nuggets
that may be hiding in the ground.
Futter demonstrates the machine in

his latest "Curiosities" short.
^ ^ ^

Ray Coffin, international publicist,

an)iounces a new affiliation in Ber-
lin. Herbert Kline, former Los An-
geles newspaper man, now a popu-
lar figure on Unter Den Linden,
will represent the Coffin agency in

Germcf^ny. Incidentally, Kline has
just married Coffin's former secre-

tary, Minna Cooper.
* * *

Simile—As likely as a "Western"
without a sherifif.

^ ^ ^

Walter Klinger, Mack Sennett's
casting director, heard his five-year-

old making queer noises like m-mm,
ohhhh, m-m, oh-h, and when he
asked what he was doing the young
chap replied, "Just learnin' to be a
radio crooner."

* * *

Richard Boleslavsky, director and
author of "Way of a Lancer,' chosen
as the Literary Guild book of the

month, will direct three pictures for
L E. Chadwick. The book has sold

60,000 copies to date and the picture
rights to it are sought by three
major companies. Boleslavsky also

has assignments to write three

books, and in January, 1933, is

scheduled for a 12-week lecture tour

of the country.

COMING & GOING

NORMA TALMADGE lias left for the
coast.

WALTER WANGER is on his way to

New York from the coast.

HAL HORNE leaves New York on Thurs-
day for the Coast to confer with United
Artists executives.
CECIL MAYBERRY, formerly with Co-

lumbia, returned yesterday from a hunting
trip through Oklahoma.

M. VAN PRAAG of National Screen
Service has left for a tour of eastern Penn-
sylvania.

JACK CONNELLY, editor of Pathe News,
has returned from Europe.

B. N. JUDELL, head of B. N. Judell, Inc.,

with four exchanges in the middle west, is

in New York visiting John R. Freuler of the
Big 4 Film Corporation.
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Movies First Worthwhile
"ublic Recreation

CINCE the first crude motion
picture wavered across the

screen, its possibilities for social,

civic and ethical improvement
have been obvious. What are the

tendencies of the motion picture

in our public recreation life? A
feeling is sometimes expressed
that v^^e live in degenerate times,

as far as public recreations are

concerned, and that the univers-

al interest in Hollywood and in

the movies is a sign of the

times. Those who remember
the American scene in the '90's

know better. There were no
motion pictures then, nor any-

other public recreations worth
mentioning.

In the commercial recreation

field the line between the classes

and the masses was sharply

drawn. There were tawdry bath-

ing beaches for the poor, and
expensive ones for the rich.

Dance halls were very select or

very bad. Street carnivals and
county fairs catered to elements

that parents were anxious for

their children to avoid. Saloons,

race-tracks, and baseball games
were places where classes and
masses met on common ground,

but scarcely anywhere else.

Into this haphazard recrea-

tional scheme the motion pic-

ture first appeared as a peep

show. This settled its social

status, for the peep show was
a cheap, hence vulgar, amuse-
ment. From this lowly position

it sprang almost overnight,

when it advanced mechanically

far enough to permit moving
pictures to be thrown by a pro-

jector on a magic-lantern screen.

Instantly a social revolution

of our public recreations set in.

It was as though the world had

been waiting for a form of

amusement that was both cheap

and respectable. The demand
for motion pictures assumed
proportions far beyond their

mechanical limits. ,—Edward M. Barrows, in

Review of Reviews
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The Bata shoe iworks studio in Prague

turned out 72,390 meters of film adver-

tising its product durlng 1931.

AIDNG lALTO
PIIILM.DALY

NJtW VOPIC IDS ANGEtES

• • • A MESSAGE straight from Cardinal Hayes which
the prelate voiced especially for the occasion to the en-

tire Motion Picture Industry was the keynote of the

address delivered at the A.M.P.A. luncheon at Sardi's

by the Rev. John B. Kelly, who is the Spiritual Director of the

Catholic Writers' Guild of America

• • • THE CARDINAL'S message was "On the
basis of self-preservation, the motion picture industry should
clean its own house and thus forestall outside censorship."
and Father Kelly proceeded to elaborate on this thought of his
superior with that eloquence that only an Irishman can
command he was serenely confident from his long and
wide contact and experience with showfolks that the
industry was perfectly capable of handling Censorship from
WITHIN the Industry it only called for the intelligent
co-operation of all divisions of the film business to

achieve the happy result and deprive the professional
censors of even a half a leg to stand on

• • • HIS TALK was one of the most inspiring and stimu-
lating the pressageys were ever privileged to hear he
was talking man to man and Reverend Kelly said that
he has found the greatest response to Idealism in the industry

all factors are eager and willing to build for Decency
and the history of showmanship proved that Decency

had the call on the biggest market for folks were essen-
tially decent everywhere as Melville Stone once wrote

"Decencv Means Dollars." a grand guv, this
Rev. John B. Kelly

• • • EDDIE DOWLING'S signed for 13 broadcasts over
Columbia Broadcasting System for that auto feller Chrysler

The first show, with Eddie as m.c, drew authentic
laves from the ether critics Jacqueline Logan, who can
direct mighty well, too, is rehearsing in a new Broadway show

You're apt to see James Hall and Grant Withers hik-
ing around Times Square these days J. J. McCarthy is

reviving roadshows days in picture biz Reviving memor-
ies of his excellent work doing same bv such smashes a? "Birth
of a Nation." "The Big Parade," "Ben Hur," "Covered Wagon"
and "Way Down East."

• • • ADD EXCITING news: First National announces
that "It's Tough to be Famous" will be dedicated to Rear-Ad-
miral Richard E. Byrd Manny Seflf, co-author of "Blessed
Event," is writing another play and planning to produce an-

other Gov. Carl Milliken of the Hays office plays a

smashing game of tennis, indoor or out in the ozone
Have Harry Crandall tell you that newest exhibition gag
Signor Marconi sez overseas television is just around the corner

like prosperity, maybe "The Movie Times." Jap
film mag, gives Paramount five of the 10 best pictures released

in that country during 1931

• • • THERE'S ONE going the rounds about an Exploita-

tion Incident which occurred recently in Springfield. Mass.

Manager hired a colored man for a "Tarzan the Apeman" bally-

hoo Crowd got curious regarding authenticity of phony
Tarzan and began to stick pins into him The result: one

brawl and one police interference

7

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
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stepped On It

To Overcome Lent

QEORGE ROTSKY, manager
of the Publix Palace in

Montreal, got behind "Man Who
Played God" in a big way. His
opening announcement took the
form of a full page in all the
Montreal English newspapers
printing in red the headlines:
"It Will Live in Your Memory
Forever! George Arliss" and
the name of the theater. Rotsky
also used large display ads in
all the Montreal French news-
papers and the "Jewish Adler."
He followed his opening big gun
with three column ads which ran
the length of the papers. His
faith and confidence in the
George Arliss production was
more than justified by a gross
that exceeded the house aver-
age by $1,800, in a week when
every other theater in Montreal
did worse than average because
of the Lenten season.

—Palace, Montreal

Auto Numbers
Help "Taxi"

JyfANAGER Leonard Worley
garnered a number of

boxed stories in the Peoria
:
"Star" when he played "Taxi."
Daily the "Star" ran two inch
boxes reading: "Tickets for
Numbers 383-746. Owner of
the automobile bearing the above
1932 license numbers will be
presented with two tickets, good
today or Saturday for 'Taxi,' in

which James Cagney and Loret-
ta Young play stellar roles at

! the Madison theater. Present
your license card to the city
editor at the 'Star' office."

-Madison, Peoria, III.

tsJ*.t*#*i i^,^^A.^

MANY UAPPY mumsl

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

April 8
Mary Pickford

Victor Schertzingcr

Alfred Allen

Yola D'Avril
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M. P. T. 0. fl. SATISflED

WITH 5-5-5 CONTRACT

(Continued from Page 1)

terday. Before the 1933-34 season,
however, the organization hopes that
certain changes will be effected.

President M. A. Lightman yester-

day announced appointment of the
following committee to handle the
contract matter: Frank C. Walker,
chairman; Fred Wehrenberg, Chas.
Picquet, Jack Miller. Lewen Pizor,

P. J. Wood, Edward Levy.

David Barrist has been named a
member of the national board of di-

rectors representing the M. P. T. 0.
headquartering at Philadelphia.

NEWS OF THE DAY
New Britain, Conn.—Dzicek and

Davenson, operators of the Em-
bassy, have been granted a further
extension until April 18 in fore-
closure proceedings brought by
Louis .Jaffer so that final efforts
may be made to" raise the sum of
$121,858.

Galion, O.—Myer Fine and P. E.
Essick, both circuit owners in Cleve-
land, took over the operation of the
State theater on April 1.

Milwaukee—Ed Harris has taken
over the Pastime, neighborhood
house, from Nyklewicz and Dorszyn-
ski.

Philadelphia —^ TJie . Avenue has
just opened. David E. Milgram is

general manager of the Avenue The-
ater Co.

Appeals to Distributors

On Tieing-In Ruling
(Continued from I'acic 1)

Appeals resardiiig lilock liooking should not
cause alarm to independent exhilitors. As a
matter nf fact I doubt seriously that there
was dnulit in the minds of any of the dis-

tributors that they did not have a right tc

sell their pictures in any manner that thev
desired and that it was no surprise to them
that the decision was favorable. But com
ing as it does right at a time when a resolu-
tion drawn at the recent M.P.T.O.A. con-
vention, after a mo^t fiery session, pertaining
to tieing in features and shorts in one block.
naturally causes one to reflect as to what
effect this ruling might have upon our chances
for a showdown on this unfair practice.
"The mere fact that the distributors ap-

parently have the decisiou. a£- tbe-.U. S. Court
liehind them should not lessen our chances
to obtain satisfactory cooperation regarding
the sale of features and shorts separately and
with some latitude of selertivity.

"The entire structure of the Af.P.T.O.A.
is founded upon the principle that even
though we may from time to time have the
right to legally combat certain so-called
distributor or circuit e\ils. we have never
resorted to such tactics, but rattier have al-

ways contended that adjustments should be
made from within. Then by the same token
if the distributors really appreciate that kind
of cooperation, surely when the situation is

reversed they can ill afford to take advantage
of it and s-mply say that they are within
their legal rights. Should they assume that
attitude, I am frank enough to admit that
the very foundation of our organization*'s
structure will be endangered.

"As a matter of fact the very decision
implies that it is expected that, by giving
•his latitude to the distribuors. we should
be competent to adjust our problems from
within the industry, therefore they should
lean forward rather than take legal advantag<
of this newly created situation. ,So in the
last analys's this shouH prove whether or
not our policy is right.

West Bend, Wis.—The West Bend
newest house here, will be taken
over April 7 by August Berkholtz,
operator of the Mirmac. The West
Bend has been operated by the
Community Theater Co.

Pleasant City, O.—John Troy is

the new owner of the City Theater,
which he has renamed the Town
Hall.

Milwaukee — Louis M. Orlove,
manager of the Uptown, Skouras
neighborhood house, has been named
vice-president of the West North
Avenue Advancement Ass'n.

Bridgeton, N. J.—The Criterion,
Lou Linker's new house, opened last

week with a special preview and
with five acts of vaudeville im-
ported especially for the opening.

CONSENT DECREE ENDS

CHICAGO MONOPOLY SUIT

^

Minneapolis—M. J. Frisch, man-
eger of the RKO exchange, and
Mrs. Frisch, are enjoying a brief
vacation at Excelsior Springs, Mo.,
and other points. At Boonville, Mo.,
they visited their son, who is at-

tending the Kemper Military Acad
emy.

(Continued from Page 1)
panies from an alleged monopoly of
the film industry.

Keough pointed out that the de-
cree is a consent decree. Distribu-
tors denied charges of "action in
combination" in matters of block
booking, protection, tieing in shorts
with features and other practices,
he stated, and these denials still
stand. Furthermore, in consenting
to the decree, they agreed that such
actions in concert are illegal and
therefore should be prohibited. This
agreement, Keough pointed out,
makes unnecessary protracted and
expensive litigation.

Ambler, Pa.—Stanley-Warner will

take over its only competitor here,
the Opera House, in September.
Keasby and Matison are the pres-
ent operators.

LAMBS' GAMBOL APRIL 24

The Lambs' public Gambol has
been set for Sundav night, April
24, at the Imperial " Theater. Ed
Wynn will be Honorary Collie for
1932. The private Gambol took
place last Sunday at the clubhouse.

Paramount Proposes
Cut in Capitalization
(Continued from Page 1)

scheduled for the meeting will be
the election of five directors in the
place of those whose terms expire
at the date of the meeting, electing
inspectors of election; approving the
action of the board of directors in

authorizing certain personal service
contracts between the corporation
and certain of its officers, who are
also directors, which include provi-
sions for the issuance of common
stock of the corporation to such
officers in compensation for services
and against certain cash payments,
and all other action of the board of
directors, since the last annual meet-
ing, and such other matters as may
require attention.

In acting to cut its capitalization,
Paramount follows similar moves al-

ready made by RKO, Warner Bros,
and Fox.

Myers Calls Block Edict
An "Academic Decision

(Continued from Page 1)

in this case related to conditions
prior to 1925 and that conditions
have since changed. He points to
the Warner-First Naitonal, RKO-
^athe-FBO and other mergers, as
well as acquisition of theaters by
major circuits since that time, add-
ing that "the manner in which the
case was handled by the Federal
Trade • Commission in abandoning
numerous contentions and stipulat-
ing much of the evidence out of the
record will be made the subject of
inquiry and report under Senate
Resolution No. 170." The decision,
Myers says, makes it all the more
imperative for independent exhibi-
tors to get behind the Brookhart
bill, since there is no further hope
for relief under present laws.

Hess Urges Maintaining
PresentCopyrightDamages

(Continued from Page 1)

states that maintaining the present
minimum statutory damages will
serve to avoid the additional distri-
bution cost caused by investigations
and prosecutions.

Hess points out that the honest exhibitor
has nothing to lose from maintaining the
present minimum damage provisions, whereas
t will deter his dishonest competitor from
taking unfair advantage of him in the pur-
chase of pictures.

The proposed new minimum damages of
$50 in the Senate bill and $100 in the House
bill, since they merely approximate rentals^
will not deter the dishonest exhibitors, and
do not provide adequate redress for the in-
tangible damages sustained, says Hess, since
courts will necessarily award the minimum
damages permitted by the law. Hess cites
various other facts to justify the existing
law, and urges that the minimum statutory
damages fixed at $250 by the present law
should be retained and strengthened if pos-
sible.

METRO BUYING STORY
Metro is understood to be buying

"The Good Earth," best-seiling
novel written by Pearl S. Buck.

Soviet Film Men Get Life

Moscow— Accused of graft and dis-
sip-'tlon and of producing pictures dis-
torting the Russim viewpoint Art
Director Leonidov. Production Manager
tgmtcnko and Factory Director Koonin
have been given life sentences.

VITAPHONE COAST DEAL
San Francisco—A deal involving

over 30 situations has just been
closed between the Golden State Cir-
cuit of California and Vitaphone for
their George Washington Bicenten-
nial Special, "Washington, the Man
and the Capital." The deal was
closed by Charles Muehlman of local
Warner branch.

DEL RICCIO'S THIRD SHORT
With two single reel subjects com-

pleted, Lorenzo Del Riccio, head of
Cinelog Corp., has gone to Charles-
ton, S. C, where he is now making
his third production. He is using a
portable W. E. recording device.

JAILED FOR FRAUD
New Brunswick. N. J. — Found

guilty of embezzlement of $3,776
from Publix and of forging a check,
Philip Engel, former Perth Amboy
theater manager, was sentenced to
one year in the county workhouse.
He is also required to pay a fine of
$500 and the costs of his apprehen-
sion in California.

M.P.T.O. of Philadelphia
Vote to Join M.P.T.O.A.

(Continued from Page 1)
was again condemned and plans
were made for checking instances of
this sort. Action of the T. O. C. C.
in New York in opposing the Fox
poster exchange edict was approved.

STUDENTS WANT PRICE CUT
Hamilton, N. Y.—Unless the local

movie house cuts its prices in ac-
cordance with a promise said to have
been made before Sunday shows
were endorsed, the theater will be
boycotted, according to a resolution
adopted by the Colgate Students'
Ass n.

COLUMBIA SHORTS RELEASES
Columbia's short subjects release

schedule for April includes seven
single-reelers, as follows: Charlie
Mintz' "Scrappy and His Dog, Yip-
pi" in "The Pet Shop"; "Screen
Snapshots" No. 8; Mickey Mouse in
"The Mad Dog"; Eddie Buzzell's
latest "Bedtime Story for Grown-
Ups," entitled "Wolf in Cheap
Clothing"; "Laughing in Mandalay,"
with John P. Medbury; Futter's "Cu-
riosities" C-232, and Mintz' "Krazy
Kat" cartoon, "Birth of Jazz."

Capt. Hawks Injured
Worcester, Mass.

—

Captain Frank M.
Hawks, flier and film actor, was severe-
ly injured here yesterday in a plane
accident. He was taken to the
Worcester City Hospital.
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Joint Research is Industry's Need, Says Eisenstein

PROFITSHARING PLAN FORPARAMOUNTIMPLOYEES

"U" Sending Out Two Expeditions for 1932-33 Films

One Unit Going to Arctic,

Another to the
Far East

Two expeditions are being or-
ganized by Universal to make pic-
tures for release on the 1932-33 pro-
gram. The first, to be headed by
Dr. Arnold Fanck, noted European
explorer and director, who arrives
Monday from abroad, will go to
the Arctic to make a feature tenta-
tively called "Iceberg." Carl Laem-
mle is already outfitting a ship in

a Copenhagen shipyard and has ob-
tained governmental, scientific and
diplomatic backing for the expedi-

(Contitiued on Page 3)

Film Boards to be Topic at Meeting
ConMnuance of the Film Boards of Trade is a principal topic to be discussed at

a meeting of the Hays organization board of directors in New York on Monday.

Expectations are that there will be no change in the matter.

INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS

FIGHTING CLOSED SHOP

IVest Coast Bui COM of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Independent produc-

ers, led by Phil Goldstone, will make
a fight against unions whom they
charge with trying to force a closed
shop on them. The unions insist
that independent producers use two
grips and two property men at reg-
ular union scale on sound shorts and
features.

Ninety Per Cent of Chicago Houses

Are Planning to Close This Summer
Chicago—About 90 per cent of

the independent houses in this ter-

ritory are expected to close for the
summer on June 1, according to

present plans. Usually not much
more than 10 per cent close for the
warm months.

Shooting is Started
At New Florida Studio

Tampa—Preceded by ceremonies
including a welcome by Mayor Chan-
cey, the Beecroft-Florida studios
shot its first footage in the new

(Continued on Page 3)

E. C. Levees Joins
"U" Sales Department

E. C. Levees, formerly assistant
sales manager for Erpi with head-
quarters in Chicago, has joined Uni-
versal under L. J. Schlaifer, general
sales manager. His exact post will
be determined within a few days.

New Sunday Show Bill

Filed in Philadelphia

Philadelphia—An ordinance whereby Sunday
shows would be permitted here, with the city

getting a 25 per cent cut, has been introduced
by Councilman W. W. Roper. The city's share,
estimated at $1,250,000 a year, would go for
relief. A committee is now studying the le-
gality of the bill.

Eisenstein Calls Research
Greatest Need of Industry

Rocky Mountain Meet
Scheduled for June 7-8

Denver—Annual convention of the

Rocky Mountain Theater Owners'

Ass'n has been set for June 7-8.

A research division to serve all

branches of the motion picture field

in America is one of the greatest
needs of the industry at present, in

the opinion of Sergei M. Eisenstein,
Russian director, who is now in New
York. In an exclusive interview with

(.Continued on Page 3)

BLOCK BOOKING
-a much abused term and much overrated evil

-By DON CARLE GILLETTE . i=.

PERHAPS no aspect of the anti-block booking activities reveals such a slight apprecia-

tion of the fact that this is show business as that part of the present agitation which

seeks to have producers supply an a''"ance synopsis of 1,000 words so that a check can

be made to see if they deliver what thoy promised.

In making such a request, exhibitors not only are invoking an impractical expedient,

but they are doing something that is bound to work to their own disadvantage.

A motion picture is a creative affair, the final outcome of which may be affected

by any number of factors which cannot be anticipated but which could add immeasurably

to the values of the story.

Since it goes without saying that no director knowingly passes up any known device

for bettering his production, it is to be assumed that the finished picture, though it

sometimes differs from the original intention, represents the studio's efforts to turn out

the best possible product from the material in hand.

(Continued on Page 2)

Zukor Recommends Plan
As Aid to Organiza-

tion Morale
Employees of Paramount Publix

and subsidiaries will share in the
future success of the company, in

addition to being compensated in

connection with purchases of the
company's stock at $52 a share un-
der the Employees Stock Purchase
Plan authorized several years ago,
through a profit-sharing plan now
being worked out by a committee
appointed by the board of direc-

(Continued on Page 9)

K08CH MMPiSIDENT

OF ROXY THEATERS CORP.

Harry Kosch, attorney, was elect-

ed president of Roxy Theaters Corp.
yesterday (Friday) at a meeting of
the board of directors held at the
Roxy Theater. Another meeting of
the board and class "A" stockhold-
ers will be held April 18, when a
final organization will be perfected.
Kosch was on the original board of
the Roxy and one of the first offi-

(Coniinued on Paqe 9)

Vitaphone to Produce
Color Musicals on Coast
A series of two-reel Technicolor

musical shorts will be made at the
Warner coast studios for release on
the Vitaphone program in 1932-33.
Sam Sax. head of the Brooklyn Vi-
taphone studio, and Roy Mack, who
will direct the series, exnect to leave
for Hollywood on April 17.

New RKO Rental Division

Will Handle Entire U. S.

RKO has established a rental division in its

real estate department under the supervision
of Fay H. White to handle properties of the
company throughout the U. S. Harold E. Wolf
will be associated with White. First offering
of space will b? in the RKO building In Radio
City.
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BLOCK BOOKINQ
— a much abused term and much overrated evil

(Continued from Facte I)

Screen stories, in synopsis form, may be very commonplace and matter-of-fact

affairs.

When illuminated by personalities and the inclusion of certain successful bits of

business that develop in rehearsal or production, they become something Quite different.

How many exhibitors have the ability to pick winners from a synopsis?

Suppose the picture lived up to every detail in the advance resume and yet failed to

click at the box-office?

What could the exhibitor do about it?

On the other hand, if the production turned out with a lot of additional values not

called for in the synopsis, what would the producer get out of it?

Consequently where would there be any incentive for studios to make pictures better

than called for in the svnopsis?

/

2H
4

VA

^\UE of the main contentions against the practice is that it forces exhibitors to take
^^ bad pictures along with good ones.

In the same breath, just as strenuous protest is raised over the distributors' demand
for higher prices if pictures are bought singly.

Compare film buying with similar transactions in any other field.

If you buy a whole bunch of bananas from a produce merchant, each of those
bananas will cost you about a third as much as they would if you bouj^ht them indi-

vidually at a fruit stand.

The same goes for a barrel of apples.

There may be some small ones and some bad ones in those "blocks" of bananas
and apples, but the low average cost per banana or apple is in favor of the buyer.

Poor logic is exercised by an exhibitor who claims that he should be allowed to buv
only the pictures he wants to pick out from a producer's lineup and at no higher cost
than if he were taking them in a block.

Privilege of selection is worth money.
No business gives that privilege away for nothing.
Even hen's eggs cost more when bought in selected grades.
In any field of trade, price goes up in proportion to the amount of selectivity that is

exercised and the downward volume of the pu chase.

When you come right down to it, the amount of fuss made over block booking has
been entirely out of proportion to the actual merits of the issue.

Even without the decisions of hi-^h courts, there are enough every-day business
precedents to bear out the fairness and economic expedient of group selling.

To continue beclouding and fighting the practice is merely to dissipate a lot of good
energy that could be put to much better use.

Columbia Makes Benjamin
Oklahoma Branch Mgr.

Oklahoma City — Sam Benjamin,
formerly with Univer.sal, ha.s been
appointed manager of the local Co-
lumbia bi'anch, succeeding F. L.
.Stecker.

I.OEW'S BOSTON DIVIDEND
Flegular quarterly dividend of 15

cents on the common .stock has been
declared by Loew's Boston Theaters,

payable April 30 to stock of record

April 2;S.

New York Long Island City H
1.'40 Broadway 1 54 Crescent St. J..

BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 %

Eastman Films §

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.lt

if
if
•f

Chicago Hollywood •'•

1727 Indiana A»«. 6700 Santa M.<nic»
f*

CALumct 3692 Blvd. ;*{

HOLlywood 4121 ft

MASCOT MOVES COAST OFFICE
ll'r~-t Cniisl Rnican of THE FILM P tri r
Hollywoofl—Nat Levine, president

of Mascot Pictures, has moved his
local offices from the Tec-Art Studios
•^o fiOOl Santa Monica Blvd.. where
Mascot oc'unies the entire floor. Sev
eral additions will be made tn
I.evine's permanent production staff.

Levine plans one of the most ex-
tensive campaigns ever attempted on
a serial in connection with "The
Last of the Mohicans," first of his
four chanter plays for 19.32-3.3.

Chai-les Reed Jones will dii-ect the
campaign from New York.

100% Men Will Attend
Paramount Sales Meet

In addition to district and branch
managers, all men e'ected to Para-
mount's One Hundred Per Cent Club
will attend the company's sales con-
vention at the Ambassador Hotel.
Los Angeles, May .5-8. Selection of
candidates is now being made.

RUDIILPH WRITES PLAY
A new nlay entitled "Snooty."

written bv Gerald K. Rudulph, form-
er newspaper and magazine editor
and for the nast three years direc-
tor of publicity of RCA Photonhone.
will be nresented bv the National
Plavers in 'Washington during the
coming stofk sf^son. According to
present nlans. "Snooty" will be giv-
en a Broadway pyroduction next
fall.

EBERSON ARCHITECT LEAVES
Alexandre Mercil, chief draftsman

for John Eberson, architect, has
^ailed on the He de France for an
extended stay in Paris, where he will
issume the duties of supervising the
completion of Theatre Poissonniere
in Paris which Eberson has designed
<'or Etablissements Jacques Haik.
This theater is scheduled to open
within the next four months. It
seats 3,000 and is one of the major
theater operations in Paris.

OPENING W4RNER MEMORIAL
Worcester. Mass. — The Warner

Memorial Theater will be oflficially

dedicated today (Saturday). It was
built and donated to Worcester Col-
lege by Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. War-
ner in memory of their late son
Louis W.nrner. a graduate of this
"ollege. This building was designed
by Drew Eberson, son of the well-
known theater architect, John Eber-
son.

THE INDUSTRyS
DATE BOOK

April 10-11: Tri-State Exhibitors' conven-
tion. Memphis, Tenn.

April 11-12: Meeting to form a national pro-
tective association of poster supply and
allied companies. Hotel Stevens. Chicago.

April 14: Testimonial dinner to Milt Kus-
sel. Hotel Astor, New York.

Npiil 16: Associated Theater Owners of
Maryland dance and entertainment. Balti-
more. Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
Hrive for benefit fund.

April 18: Special meeting of Class A stock-
holders of Roxy Theaters Corp., New
York.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York.

Aori' 19: Annual meeting of Fox Film
April 19: Annual meeting of Paramount

Publix stockholders. New York.
April 24:- Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-

ater, New York.
Corp., New York.

April 25: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers of
New England. Hotel Statler. Boston.

April 29 Sixteenth annual meeting ol In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays. Claypoo'
Hotel Indianapolis. Ind.

April 27 : Annual meeting and banquet of
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.

Vlav 0-10 International Film Exhibition
Roval Automobile Institute, Amsterdam
Holland

May 9-1? Spring meeting of the Societt
of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

May 10-15- Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion. Chicago.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internationa'
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employer
and M. P. Operators. Memorial Hall
Columbus. O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

Ju'y 15: Educational-Tiflany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

3 San Francisco Houses
Pass to Nasser Bros.

San Francisco — Nasser Bros, is

now operating the American, New
Fillmore and New Mission, local
houses acquired from Greenfield
Theaters.

RKO SALT LAKE CHANGE
Salt Lake City—Fred Gulbransen

has been assigned to the RKO-Radio
Pictures' exchange here following
the resignation of D. McElhinney.

heskkntHotcl
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced iFinter Rate*
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UNIVERSAL SENDING OUT

TWO PICTUOPEDITIONS
(Ccinti lined from Fiuic '

)

tion to Greenland. Everything is

expected to be in readiness by May
20. Following his arrival here Dr.

Fanck goes to Hollywood to confer

with Laemmle and Paul Kohner, who
will act as associate producer.

The other unit will go to the

Malay Peninsula and the Straits

Settlement, where it will make "Pag-

an River" under the direction of

Wong Wellesley. This expedition

is now being fitted out and expects

to leave Universal City about June 1.

Shooting is Started

At New Florida Studio
(Ciintiiiucd from I'ayc 1 )

mammoth coliseum on Davis Island.

The plant is now ready for iull

production, says Chester Beecroft.

Studio personnel includes Georgj
Orth, stud.o manager; Charles Mc-
Grath, technical director; Percy R.

Glenn, ch.ef sound engineer; Henry
Kunhell, assistant recorder; Pat
Hearst, chief property man; Harry
G. Smith, pub icity. A new sound
truck for outdoor location work and

a generatoi wagon have b.tn addeu

to the equipment.

MEXICO PUSHES QUOTA
Mexico City — All movie houses

here have been notified that they

must comply with the Government's
new regulations which require the

showing of one native-made two-

reeler each week or suffer heavy
fines. Many exhibitors feel this will

force them to close, as native films

are practically non-existent.

BUTTERWORTH FOR REVUE
Charles Butterworth, who has

been appearing in Warner-First Na-
tional pictures and is now working
at the Paramount coast studio in

the next Maurice Chevalier vehicle,

has been signed by Max Gordon for

his new Broadway revue to be

staged this summer.

MONTEDORO TO SPEAK
Marco Montedoro, costume de-

signer of the Roxy, will speak or

'•Pictorial Art and The Dance" Sun-
d y afternoon at the club house of

The Dangers Club.

COMING & GOING

.SAI.I.V EILERS. Fox player, arrives in

,\ew \'(>rk on Monday for a vacation.

.\k'riiri< W. KEI.L'S', vice-president anci

treasurer of United Artists, and .\IAUI<^
.SII.VEKSTONE, the company's manaRiiiK d

rector in Entjland, left Friday for Holly
wood to confer with I'. A. officials on com-
ing pro<hict and with Harry Cohn of Co-

lumbia with ret;ard to that company's product
which is handled by U. A. on the other side

HARKN BARKIS, who has been appeariii'

in Christie comedies for Educat onal. is in

the east with his wife, professionally known as

Lois Whiteman.
M. A. LIGHTMAN left New York Fri-

day night en route to Memphis.

ALONG™^
lit

lALTO
DALY

NtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • FILM FAIRY Tale Once upon a time the film
biz found itself in a Financial Jam along with the rest of
the country and the Film Moguls developed a bad case
of Panic none of their many Expert Adjusters and Sys-
tematizers could do a thing to help except lopping off a
theater scrubwoman's wages here and there which didn't
help much, as you can imagine so in desperation they
called on Little Twinkle Toes, the fairy elf who had a
rep in Fairyland for making everybody happy by smoothing
out All Difficulties

* !it * :J:

• • • SO THIS fairy elf started right for the Seat of
the Trouble Hollerword he may have been an
elf but he was no dope here he felt right at
home for here was a Fairyland more Unreal and Ex-
travagant than the original fairyland where he lived
there was no sign of Depression here they started a
picture off on a budget of 300 grand but that was only
a Starter all hands were disappointed if it didn't hit a
million then they felt that they had turned out A Pic-
ture .•

.

O 3 • THEN BACK to New York came the fairy adjuster
and wrote his report and recommendations for Curtail-

ment of Extravagances and as he sagely concluded his
report "If you guys are trying to run a Fairyland,
you've got us regular fairies stopped we can make
Something out of Nothing but you fellers start with
Something and what do you get for your Investment?

Nothing on the other hand, if you're really try-
ing;' to run a Commercial Industry why not adopt com-
mercial methods like all other industries? and
quit playing Fairy Godfather to a lotta Witches, Dragons and
0;jres whose Extravagance is sapping your life blood
and bank balances if any and putting your racket
on the rocks?"

^ % :Ji ^

• • • SO HE called a conference of the big producing
company execs but when he arrived to read his report
he found them in a condition typical of all industries at this

time that is, in a helluva stew as they excitedly
scanned the Stock Market reports showing that the
market had hit a New Low and all they were doing was
talking about their Losses and calling up their brokers.

* * * ^:

• • • AT LAST Little Twinkle Toes made himself heard
above tne hubbub he knew there was no sense in read-
ing his Report on Hollerword Conditions so he told
them a li'l Fairy Tale about the Beautiful but Dumb
Princess who had a Gorgeous Castle and ruled a king-
dom of Loyal Subjects whom she entertained with Mo-
tion Pictures that WERE pictures and everybody wa
Happy till one day a slick and handsome stranger
came into her life and aroused her Cupidity with a 1.

Shell Game called Stocks and Bonds she becimo
so Goofy over the new game that she neglected her Loy^
Subjects while her court retinue took advantage of her
preoccupation to graft and chisel on the picture produc-
tions which became more lousy as they became mort
Expensive till her loyal subjer'i-- staved away from her
Castle which she eventually had to hock to pay the
(.ambling Stranger and her entire Kingdom went on the
bum and did the assembled film execs Pay Attention
to the Moral of Little Twinkle Toes' tale? can a rabbit

climb a tree? don't be Silly

« « « » » »

JOINT RESEARCH NEEDED,

SAYS SERjE[EISENSTEIN

{Continued from Paiw 1)

The Film Daily, Eisenstein said

that all his experience in this coun-

try had emphasized the fact that

the American producers were doing-

nothing practical and constructive

to build the motion picture of to-

morrow. They were content to go
along in the same routine. When
some director hit on a new angle or

novel technique, they all followed

suit, eager to cash in, resulting in

a flood of similar pictures of which
the public soon tired.

Eisenstein visualized a research <livision for
the benefit of the entire industry, supported
by pro rated contributions from all the major
producing organizations. This would func-
tion on the same principle as the research
departments in all our first-line industries
and manufacturing corporations. Special
men, who were experts in their various de-
partments—directors, writers, cameramen,
technicians—would be given carte blanche to
work along their specialized lines, and when
they had developed something unu;.ual and
ivith new showmanship possdiilities, the dis-
covery could be worked out scientifically in

a special production. The results of this
combined effort would be available to all

studios in creating new standards, new
methods, new avenues of screen entertamnicni.

This work would fall within the province
>f the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences to organize, supervise and develop,
tated Eisenstein, who says he found this or-
ganization doing nothing really constructive
iU build the motion picture of the future,
.[is argument is that the American industry
las superior facilities for undertaking sucli
I Research Division, having the technical ex-
.lerts, general manpower, eiiu.pment and finan-
jial resources. It is the only major industry
.n the United States that does absolutely
nothing along organized research lines to
levelop and improve its product. He pointed
10 the fact that other countries such as Rus-
ia and Germany, lacking the facilities and
inances of American producers, were never-
iheless pursuing scientific research work along
uch lines. He saw men like Robert Flaherty,
producer of "Moana," whose genius was
lot being properly utilized by the indnstr\.
ind yet whose work had intiuenced and guideil
-he major, ty of our best directors. Such
ypes of men would be available for research
.vork, if they were permitted to develop tbei;
deas unfettered liy commercial restrictions,
esulting eventually in a great addition ol
ipw technique and standards that would be
reflected some da/ substantialy at all bo-N-
offices.

™
MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes ,»re extended by
THE FILM DAILY to th«
tollowing members of th«
industry, who art celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

April 9-10
Al Lichtman
Thomas Meighan

Carmel Myers
Edgar J. Patterson

Joe Moskowltz Tom Ceraghty
George Arliss Tim McCoy

Nick Stuart
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK i

HOLLYWOOD
L^AY JOHNSON has been signed

for the feminine lead in Colum-
bia's bank story, temporarily titled

"Faith," which stars Walter Hus-
ton.

George Raft will appear in Para-
mount's story tentatively titled

"The Countess of Auburn," joining

a cast headed by Alison Skipworth,
Kichard Bennett and George Bar-
bier, it was announced today.

J. Farrell MacDonald has been
signed by First National for a lead-

ing role in "Week End Marriage,"
wnich is currently in production.

Other additions to the cast made
since the picture started are Louise
Carter and Grant Mitchell. Thorn-
ton Freeland is directing.

Will Stanton, comedian, will do
an eccentric sailor role in "The Roar
of the Dragon," the RKO-Radio
picture starring Richard Dix which
goes into production late this week
with Wesley Ruggles directing.

Gwili Andre is to be Dix's leading

woman.
* * *

David Manners is taking vocal

lessons from an expert instructor in

Hollywood in preparation for the

title role in "Crooner," scheduled to

start soon at the Warner studios.

Gwinn (Big Boy) Williams has
been signed by Paramount for the

role of a star football player in the

Four Marx Brothers' comedy, "Horse
Feathers."

« * 4>

Paul Hurst, Stanley Mack, Wil-
liam Bailey and Lloyd Ingraham are

new additions to the large cast of

"State's Attorney," the John Batry-
more starring picture now in pro-

duction at the RKO-Radio studios.

Helen Twelvetrees is Barrymore's
leading woman. George Archain-
baud is directing. Other featured
parts are played by William Boyd,
Will Esmond, Mary Duncan, Raul
Roulien, Oscar Apfel, Ralph Ince
and Nat Pendleton.

Plans are already being made for
the casting of "S. S. Atlantic," the

Mike Blunders
One of the results of "mike panic" or nervousness of motion picture actors while

dialogue is being recorded, is the inadvertent transposition of words. George Cukor,
who has been borrowed from Paramount by RKO to direct Constance Bennett in "The
Truth About Hollywood," has made notes of many of these slips of speech and some
of them are screams. A few samples follow: "I leaped into the galjop and saddled
away"; "there is a dark Jones hanging over the secret family"; "I drew my beast and
shot the gun in his tracks"; "I am lodging for lookings, ' and "Undoor that say, I

lock!"

U. S. C. Band in RKO Film

Harold Roberts and his crack Uni-

versity of Southern California band, fea-

ture ot big football spectacles, are going

into the movies for RKO Radio Pictures

as an added attraction in the feature

comedy, "Hold 'Em Jail." The bands-
men will be converted info "convicts"
for their parts in this comedy inspired

by the Sing Sing football eleven. Bert
Wheeler, Robert Woolsey and Edna May
Oliver head a large cast under the di-

rection of Norman Taurof.

Starring vehicle which Kay Francis
will make at the Warner Bros, stu-

dios after the completion of "The
Jewel Robbery,'' in which she is

now appearing opposite William
Powell. Two of the most prominent
roles in the picture, which is based
0)1 a story by James Ashmore Creel-
man and Robert Lord, have already
been assigned to Frank McHugh
and Warren Hymer. "S. S. Atlantic"
will be directed by Tay Garnett.

Eric Linden will be seen as Helen
Twelvetrees' leading man in "Young
Bride," an RKO April release.

* * *

C. Aubrey Smith has been bor-
rowed by Paramount from M-G-M
for "Love Me Tonight," the new
Maurice Chevalier vehicle.

* * *

Charles Quigley, who played the
juvenile lead with Ethel Barrymore
in "The Love Duel" on the New
York stage, makes his screen debut
in RKO Pathe's western, "The Sad-
dle Buster," starring Tom Keene.

* * *

Charles Starrett will play the
juvenile lead in George Bancroft's
next Paramount starring vehicle,

"The Challenger." Starrett will start

his new role as soon as he completes
his part in "Sky Bride' with Rich-
ard Arlen and Jack Oakie under the
direction of Stephen Roberts. Wynne
Gibson will have the feminine lead
in the Bancroft picture.

"Week Ends Only" will be the
title of Joan Bennett's next Fox
picture, formerly known as "Week
End Girl." It is from a story by
Warner Fabian and will be directed
by Alan Crosland.

If * *

Betty Mack, leading woman op-
posite Bob Custer in Big 4's "The
Scarlet Brand," was recently co-

starred with Nance O'Neill in the
nationally discussed classic, "Lysis-
trata." Miss Mack enacted the com-
edy role of Kolineka which brought
Miriam Hopkins fame and stardom
in pictures.

*

Roy J. Pomeroy is now assembling
various units of his newly organized
film producing company at the Met-
ropolitan studios. Harold Schwartz,
former Radio, Paramount and Pathe
executive, is associated with Pom-
eroy in his new company, which is

scheduled to make a series of 12
feature pictures for one of the ma-
jor releases. The plan also calls for

a necessary number of short sub-
jects which will be made in con-

junction with the major program.

Bob Walker, heavy in "The Scar-
let Brand," a Big 4 western starring
Bob Custer, is one of the charter
member villains in pictures. Walk-
er has been dying by feet, movie
feet, ever since Theda Bara, Anna
Q. Nilsson and Grace Cunard were
savable.

William Slavens McNutt, motion
picture scenario and fiction writer,
will desert his typewriter on Aug.
21, to 7nan his sailing yacht, Fayth,
in the race to Honolulu. McNutt is

completing current writing assign-
ments at the Paramount studios to
enable his sailing with the entrants
from Santa Barbara. He hopes to
clip the record time, which is now
ten days.

"The Jewel Robbery," adapted by
Eti'win Gelsey from the play by
Ladislas Fodor, and co-starring Wil-
liam Powell and Kay Francis, is now
in production at the Warner studios
under the direction of William Die-
terle. The cast of principals also
includes Helen Vinson, Hardie Al-
bright, Andre Luguet, Henry Kol-
ker, Lee Kohlmar, Spencer Charters,
Robert Greig, Charles Coleman,
Ruth Donnelly.

Columbia's next vehicle for Tim
McCoy, "Ridin' Kid from Santa Fe,"
is in work under the direction of D.
Ross Lederman.

TOAN CRAWFORD will soon start
J preparing for her role in the pro-
duction of "Rain," which Joseph M.
Schenck and Lewis Milestone will
make for United Artists release.
M-G-M, which is setting somewhat
of a precedent in lending a star of
such magnitude to another company,
will share in the profits of the pic-
ture. M-G-M executives had been
trying to get "Rain" as a vehicle
for Miss Crawford.

A Buzz Barton pony express story,
as yet untitled, has been decided
upon as the eighth western in the
current series, and casting has been
begun by Burton King, Big 4's pro-
duction supervisor.

Charles Stumar, ace cameraman,
who photographed "The Doomed
Battalion," is now working on
"Brown of Culver." He also did
the camera work on "Shandy," an
independent production.

Merian C. Cooper's original story,
"The Roar of the Dragon," is in
production at RKO, with Wesley
Ruggles directing. It is a drama
set in the turbulent background of
Manchurian banditry and intrigue.
Richard Dix is starred.

Marking his first appearance in

the local stage since his memorable
"Topaze" and "The Applecart," Alan
Mowbray will star in two of his
own plays at the Hollywood Play-
house. The first play, "Dinner Is

Served," a comedy drama, was
staged two seasons ago in London.
His second play will be "In the
Spirit."

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Look/or the "Donrway ofHospitality"

^VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By "C. a:

TTWENTY Vitaphone short sub-
jects, a record number, are being

released by Warner Bros, during the
month of April. Six of the films
are two-reelers and the remaining
14, are single reels.

•

The two-reel pictures are "A Reg-
ular Trouper" starring Ruth Etting;
Jack Haley in "Absent-Minded Ab-
ner," a "Broadway Brevities" com-
edy; Thelma White and Fanny Wat-
son in "Poor But Dishonest," fifth of
the "Girl Friends" comedies; Richy
Craig, Jr., in "Maybe I'm Wrong"
and Joe Penner in "The Toreador,"
both "Big Star" comedies, and "Mur-
der In a Pullman," eighth of the S.

S. Van Dine mystery series.

•

The one-reelers are "The Wise
Quacker," a comic novelty featuring
a cast of ducks; "The Campus
Spirit," featuring the N. Y. U. Glee
Club and Douglas Stanbury, and
"Remember When," consisting of

memorable scenes from newsreels of

a decade or more ago, all three pic-

tures belonging to the "Pepper Pot"
series; Henry Santrey and his band
in "Up on the Farm," a "Melody
Master" short; Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Norworth in "Movie Dumb" and
"The Naggers Go Ritzy" in the pop-
ular "Naggers" comedy series;

Robert L. Ripley in "Believe It or

Not," issues number 8 and 9; Ted
Husing in "Sport Slants," number
8; "Goopy Geer," a "Merrie Mel-

ody" song cartoon, "Bosko's Party"
and "Bosko and Bruno," two "Loo-
ney Tune" cartoons and "South
American Journeys" and "Paris

Glimpses," in the E. M. Newman
"Travel Talk" series.

•

Margaret Ortli, young actress

who appeared in Broadway
legitimate shows, and who
played a part in the recently

completed Harry Langdon pic-

ture, plays a role in the Jewish
Talking picture, "Uncle Moses,"

featuring Maurice Schwartz.
•

Seven-year-old Eddie Ryan, who
plays a part in the American Tele-

phone & Telegraph industrial pic-

ture recently completed at the East-

em Service studio, played his role so

well that those who watched his

performance before the camera pre-

dict a brilliant future for him.

•

Frank Zucker, cameraman, assist-

ed by Buddy Harris, recently com-
pleted the shooting of "Uncle Moses"

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment-

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING COR'
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

at the Metropolitan Sound studio,
Fort Lee.

A group of selected players from
Broadway legit shows were given
screen tests at the Atlas Sound
studio for Universal Pictures. Among
those recently to make tests was
Billie Seward, now playing in the
Broadway production, "Of Thee I

Sing."

Norma Talmadge, who was to

be featured in the new picture
scheduled to go into production
Monday at the Ideal Sound
studio, Hudson Heights, N. J.,

is to be supplanted by a new
feminine lead. Irwin Franklin,
who is sponsor of the picture
as ivell as author of the story,

ivill direct.

Production on "Memory Lane,"
the first of a series of six color fea-
tures planned by Photocolor Corp.,
is scheduled to start May 1 in the
company's studio in Irvington-on-
the-Hudson.

Gustavo Serena, w"ho not only di-

rected but is featured in "Zappa-
tore," Italian talkie at the Sam H.
Harris theater, is expected here next
month, along with Anna Martelli,
Silvio Orsini and Tina Renaldo, to

make Italian films for Napoli here.

"Lonesome Manor," described as
something different in comedy short
subjects, went into production last

Wednesday at the Brooklyn Vita-
phone studio. The story, an original
by Jack Henley and Glen Lambert
of the studio scenario staflT, is be-
ing directed by Alf Goulding. Ray
Collins, featured in numerous plays
on the legitimate stage; James C.
Morton, Jane Allyn, Owen Martin
and Victor Kilian are among the
players in the cast.

Synchronization, of the Mar-
tin Johnson nine-reel African
picture titled "Congorilla,'' and
"Joseph" a seve7i^reel picture

for Guaranteed Pictures, Inc.,

has been completed at the Atlas
Soundfilm Recording Studio.

C PRESENTATIONS C
By JACK HARROWER

Capitol

An elaborate stage revue under
the title of "Blue Waves" is the
current attraction at the Capitol in

conjunction with the popular-price
showing of "Hell Divers" following
its four months' two-a-day run at

the Astor.

A lavish stage revue — "Blue
Waves"—supplements. The pi-esen-

tation was devised and staged by
Chester Hale and features Block and
Sully, well known comedians; Serge
Flash, juggler; Phelps Twins, per-

sonable songsters; Doloi-es, Eddy and
Douglas, adagio dancers, and the

Chester Hale Girls.

Yasha Bunchuk conducts the
famous Capitol Grand Orchestra in

a selection of Irving Berlin's com-
positions.

Paramount

Because of its previous big busi-

ness here and later at the Brook-
lyn Paramount, the stage revue

head by George Jessel is back for

another week at the Times Square
house, making the first return en-

gagement ever played in a motion
picture theater by a stage produc-

tion. Also in the cast of this Boris

Petroff production are Bing Crosby,

Roxy

A colorful presentation in fou>
parts entitled "Spain" is the current
stage attraction at the Roxy. Among
the principals appearing in it are
Viola Philo, Grace Cornell and Jose
Limon, Fred Waring, Patricia Bow-
man and the Spanish Serenaders.
The Roxyettes and the ballet corps
also are included in the cast.

The Roxy orchestra under Waring
introduces the production with
"Melodias Espanolas," a new medley
of Spanish songs. The four scenes
are titled "Castanets," "The Spanish
Fan," "Street in Spain" and "El
Palacio."

Miss Philo, soprano formerly with
the Metropolitan Opera Company,
and Miss Cornell, concert dancer
who was soloist at La Scala in Milan
and with the Philadelphia Sym-
phony, appear together in "The
Spanish Fan."

The production was staged by
Clark Robinson with the assistance
of Fred Waring, Hussell E. Markert,
Florence Rogge and James Mor-
com. Marco Montedoro designed the
costumes.

Burns and Allen, Lillian Roth,
Rubinoff, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Craw-
ford, the Trainor Brothers and the
David Bines Ballet.

What is claimed to be the largest
reproduction of an accordion in the
world was especially constructed at
the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio for
use in "In The Bag," one of the
rJ'oadway Brevities" series of two-

reel musical comedies. The accordion,
wnicn is complete in every detail, is
12 feet high, 10 feet wide and 6
feet deep. An immense vase, cap-
able of holding and concealing three
people, was also constructed for one
of the scenes in this musical num-
ber.

Monroe Schaff, assistant pro-
duction head of the Vitaphmie
studio, has been confined to his
bed for the past week with a bad
attack of grippe.

"The Campus Mystery," tenth of
the series of detective-mystery
stories written for the screen by
S. S. Van Dine, went into produc-
tion Thursday at the Vitaphone
studio.

A group of well known players of
the legitimate stage make up the
cast of "The Campus Mystery," the
action of which centers around a
crime at one of the country's lead-
ing universities. Prominent mem-
bers of the cast include John Hamil-
ton, Harry Davenport, Harriet Hil-
liard, Lee Crowe, Don Rowen and
Harry Shannon. Joseph Henabery,
veteran director brought from Holly*
wood by Warner Bros, especially for
this series of two-reelers, is direct-
ing.

Milton Singer, assistant to Herb
Hagman, casting director, is back
at his desk at the Brooklyn Vita-
phone studio after being confined to
his home for the past several days
due to illness.

Cutting and editing of the
Peerless production "The Warn-
ing Shadow," featuring Tom.
Moore and Dita Parlo, produced
at the Metropolitan studio. Fort
Lee, is expected to be completed
this week.

Tom Brady, information clerk at

the Vitaphone studio, always has a
big smile for everyone.

ST. CHARLES
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ON THE BOARDWALK
ATLANTIC CITY
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

Cooperation Between All Employees

Important in Theater Management

There is no one on the staff of a
theater who cannot be of material
assistance to the manager in selling

campaigns, in effecting economies,
and in solving the general problems
of management!

That was the substance of a

statement made by John Balaban of

Publix Theaters urging managers
"to help themselves" to the ideas
and suggestions of their staffs.

"There's no reason," Balaban de-

clared, "why a manager can't ask
his usher, in a man-to-man spirit,

for ,
a report on audience reaction

instead ,,0^ waiting until it comes
througli'.pn a paper form. In his

owri way, the usher is as much a

part., p£ the operation as the man-
ager, and anything that can be done
to make the man on the floor realize

that his ideas are valued and his

responsibility recognized will be of

value in building company morale.

"From time to time, it has been
suggested that the staff of a theater

be made to constitute a cabinet sit-

ting in on those problems which the

manager would lay before it, and
offering suggestions. The ladies'

matron could probably give a better

report on the. woman's reaction to a
program than anyone in the house,

and the janitor could probably sug-

gest economies in the use of cleaning

supplies unthought of by the man-
ager.

"Regardless of the ideas present-

ed, if the ushers, janitors and cash-
iers can be made to feel that they
are not merely cogs in a machine
but that their co-operation in mat-
ters of general welfare is appreci-

ated, then you can be sure that such
co-operation will be forthcoming and
that staff morale will be consider-

ably heightened. Nothing is so im-
portant in building manpower as

maintaining a humanized relation-

ship.

To IMPROVE
Yo ur Theatre
ECONOMICALLV

"In this connection it is of the
utmost importance that the assist-

ant manager be permitted to devel-
op a feeling of responsibility for his

duties. Treat him and his ideas
with respect, encourage him to de-
velop his ingenuity, see to it that
he receives public recognition for his

good work, and in general make him
realize that in time of emergency
you will lean heavily on him. No
one can so easily make or break a

manager as a good or bad assistant."

.onsu It-

\ National Theatre
iJSuppLY Company

iBi

Photo Cell and Kit

Put Out by LuxTron
A new photo cell known as the

LuxTron "ST" type, together with
a new "R-1" relay and a complete
photo cell kit, has been brought out
by the LuxTron Devices Co. of

Brooklyn. The LuxTron cell, which
operates at 22.5 volts, is said to be
a very simple yet powerful cell,

rugged enough not only for experi-
mental, but for practical applica-

tions, and may be classed as a

"photo conduction" or "photo resis-

tance" device. Its functional char-
acteristics are such as to vary its

electrical resistance, or conductivity,

on exposing it to a source of light.

Because of the large current
change resulting from light expos-
ure, obtained by the use of the
LuxTron cell, it is possible to op-
erate a relay directly without the

necessity of employing amplifica-

tion.

Included in the LuxTron kit,

which is said to be complete in ev-

ery way, containing all the essential

components needed to start in the
light-operated control field, are a
light-sensitive LuxTron cell, a relay

for controlling a 110-volt circuit, a

gum-wood relay cabinet and a com-
plete set of instructions and dia-

grams.

National Promotions

Cleveland— L. P. Langford, for the past

five years head of the engineering de-

partment of National Theatre Supply in

the central district, has been appointed

manager of the local office. Frank

Masek, former manager becomes assist-

ant manager and sales representative.

R. W. Cudmore is also on the sales force.

C. 0. Yarger remains as office manager.

INSTALLS ORTHO KROME
St. Paul—The new Ortho Krome,

the latest development in sound
screens, being distributed by Elec-

trical Research Products, has been
installed in the Shubert theater
here, now operated as a first-run

de luxe movie house and the first

showhouse in the Northwest to be
equipped with this type of screen.

The Ortho Krome screen consists of
Jt new material which is said to ab-
.lorb objectionable rays of the light
projecting the picture on the screen,
making it possible to view the pic-
tures from any part of the theater
without eye strain.

New Rectifier Supplies

Current for 2 Machines

Newark, N. J.—A current recti-

fier known as the M.P. 25-25 model
that is said to meet the demand for
a single unit in supplying direct
current for two projectors, and which
furnishes 15 to 25 amperes to either
projector continuously, is being mar-
keted by the Forest Electric Corp.
of this city.

The device, it is declared, embodies
the use of four rectifier tubes which
are connected to supply current to
two direct current circuits indepen-
dently of each other, thus preventing
loss of current at the first arc when
the second arc is struck.

Both arcs can be operated at the
same time during the change-over
period and there will be no dimin-
ishing of the light from one projec-
tor while lighting up the second,
the company claims.

A model M.P. 15 for use with
one projector in smaller houses,
schools, churches, and small audi-
toriums where a maximum current
of 15 amperes is sufficient, is also
being offered by the company.

WESTINGHOUSE DEVELOPS

IMPROVEDCIRCUIT BREAKER

East Pittsburgh, Pa.—A new safe,

flashless device known as the AB
"De-ion" circuit breaker developed
to perform the function heretofore
left to carbon circuit breakers or
fuses, for use as a circuit protec-
tion in buildings, homes, theaters,
studios or wherever electricity is

used, has been brought out by the
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
A number of advantages over the

fuses and carbon circuit breakers
are claimed for these "De-ion"
breakers. Unlike a fuse, the "De-
ion" breaker has nothing to be re-

placed or renewed. It can be
reclosed by anyone as quickly and
easily as a switch. It cannot be
held closed against an abnormal
overload or short circuit, nor can
it be blocked to prevent opening the
circuit, and its rating cannot be
changed by unauthorized persons. It

also has a time lag preventing un-
necessary tripping on slight, mo-
mentary overloads.
The device requires only about 70

per cent as much mounting space as

a carbon breaker, and unlike the

latter it opens a short circuit with-
out flash or undue noise.

Enclosed in a molded composition
box with no live parts exposed, the
device consists of a handle, like that

of a switch, that protrudes through
the cover to provide means for man-
ual operation and for reclosing the

breaker after it has been tripped,

but the remainder of the mechanism
is entirely enclosed, the company
claims.

HAND BOOK ON RUGS

Amsterdam, N. Y.—An attractive
new hand book containing valuable
information on the subject of floor

coverings for theaters has been is-

sued and is being offered to the
trade by the Mohawk Carpet Mills
of this city.

The new edition contains 23 pages,
including handy tables for calculat-
ing carpet yardages, as well as a
section which deals with the proper
care of rugs and carpets to insure
the maximum service, and a discus-
sion of pile crushing, the removal
of spots and repairing of burns and
holes.

Theater Seat Coverings
Supplied on Short Notice
Philadelphia—A complete line of

theater chair slip covers, made of

genuine imported "Trusha" Jaspe

cloth, Indanthren dyed, said to be
absolutely fast to washing, light

and weather, and obtainable in a

large range of beautiful colorings,

is being offered by the Sure-Fit

Products Co. of this city.

The company is equipped to turn

out chair covers for theaters of

from 200 to 2,500 seats within a

period of 10 hours.

Special padded sets for the

veneered or hard surface seat, which
adds to the appearance of the seat-

ing equipment and greatly enhance

the patrons' comfort, are also being

offered.

REFLECTOR LAMP
Morelite Co., Inc., of New York,

manufacturer of reflector arc lamps
is completing the development of
another new model that is said to

be one of the best yet,, offered for
this type of lamp.

|

Fireproofing Compound
^ compound that is easily applied

•i h a sprayer on draperies, scenic ef-

'"'A-. flowers, etc., making them fire-

n ^"f is being marketed by the Crown
Motion Picture Supplies of New York.
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

[nterest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'By L. H. MITCHELL

RUSSIA TO EMULATE

Moscow—The Soviet government
is planning to recognize the produc-
tion of Russian films along Holly-
wood lines. It will construct a cen-
tral production plant in the neigh-
borhood of Moscow. Two million

rubels has been allowed for this pur-
pose. It is reported that Pudowkin
will have charge of the project. It

is officially reported here that the

two raw film plants built in Mos-
cow last year are now turning out

60,000 meters of raw stock daily,

and that the output is to be doubled
during the current year. If carried

into effect this will make Russia
independent of foreign countries for

its supply of raw film stock. When
the two plants are enlarged they
will be capble of turning out enough
raw film to supply Russia's require-

ments which is about 40,000,000

meters a year.

Tobis Plans to Open
Exchange in Vienna

Vienna—Tobis will soon open a

Vienna exchange chiefly to aid in

the revival of the Sascha product,

and has signed contracts with these

producers: Lothar Stark of Berlin,

Lamac-Ondra of Prague and Muel-
leneisen-Osso of Berlin and Paris.

Suedfilm of Berlin may join the

combination. Recording of all fea-

tures must be on Tobis-Klangfilm,

but Selenophone recording may be

used for educationals. The plan

would free much of Tobis' frozen

credits in Austria.

P. C. T. EARNINGS
London—P. C. T. made a net prof-

it on the year ending Jan. 31, 1932,

of 485,605 pounds, a drop of 21,204

pounds from the previous year's net

income. This is equivalent to a divi-

dend of 15 per cent on the common
stock for the year, with 120,572

pounds to be carried forward to

next year's account. The available

balance of 195,572 pounds is 6,000

pounds more than for the previous

year. Isidore Ostrer is now presi-

dent of P. C. T., and Mark Ostrer

chairman and joint managing direc-

tor.

Swiss Protest Tax
Basel—Exhibitors in French Switzer-

land, at a recent meeting of their as-

sociation, decided to petition the au-

thorities for a reduction in the "Droits

des pauvres" tax. Exhibitors of the

Canton of Vaud will petition the can-

tonal authorities against the new license

fee.

Germany's January Imports
Berlin—During January, 1932, Germany imported 3,393,000 meters of film,

an increase of 1,287,000 meters over the December imports. The January film

exports were 13,468,000 meters, a drop of 3,614,000 meters over December
exports.

British Seeking Market
In South American Field
London—Sidney Bernstein has re-

turned from a trip through various
South American cities investigating
possibilities for establishing a mar-
ket there for British motion pic-
tures. Bernstein suggests that
British distributors should form a
cooperative national British organi-
zation in South America to dis-

tribute eight or nine of the best
British productions yearly.

Dutch Imported More
U. S. Than German Films
Amsterdam—The report of the

Dutch film censor for 1931 shows
that Holland imported 185 Ameri-
can-made talking pictures during the
year, 131 German, 11 English, 29
French, two Russian and five from
other countries, with no native prod-
uct. Of the silent picture supply
America furnished 16, Germany 51,

France 10, Holland two, Russia one,
other countries six. No English si-

lents were imported. German prod-
uct seems to be slowly gaining in

strength as a large section of the
Dutch population understands Ger-
man.

NEW FRENCH FILM CENSOR
Paris—Edmond See has been ap-

pointed French film censor, succeed-
ing the late M. Ginisty. M. See is

vice-president of the Dramatic
Critics' Association.

MARGOT GRAHAME SIGNED
London—British International has

signed Margot Grahame under a

year's contract. Her first produc-

tion will be "The Maid of the Moun-
tains."

HAGEN STARTS NEXT
London—Julius Hagen's next pro-

duction has gone into work at Twick-

enham under the direction of Leslie

Hiscott. It is title: "Double Deal-

ing" and has a strong comedy cast.

McGANN FINISHING "ILLEGAL"
London — William McGann, the

American director, is completing "Il-

legal" for Warner-First National at

the Teddington studios.

NEW GAUMONT PALACE OPENS
London—The new Gaumont Pal-

ace, in Hammersmith, with a seat-

ing capacity of 4,000, was opened

Easter Sunday with "A Night Like

This."

Strike Likely to Create

Latvian Film Monopoly
Riga—The cinema strike in Riga,

which now involves 24 theaters with
a reported annual patronage of

4,000,000, may result in a state film

monopoly. The Government is in

negotiation with a Dutch capitalistic

group, which may be Kuechenmeis-
ter of Amsterdam, to take over dis-

tribution rights in Latvia. The Dutch
group is reported to have offered

500,000 Lats (about $100,000) for

such rights. The strike grew out
of the entertainment tax which
amounts to 35 per cent of the box-
office receipts. The mayor of Riga
has stated that he would be willing
to consider a reduction of 5 per cent
in the tax if the distributors would
reduce their rentals by an equal
amount. The distributors are un-
willing to do this and state that

until taxes are reduced the film

business would remain unprofitable.

BRITISH QUOTA SHORTS
London—Four short subjects trade

shown by Equity recently rank for

British quota. They are "His Great
Moment" with Owen Nares, "An
Intimate Interlude" with Albert
Wheelan, "The Superior Sex" with
John Henry and Bolssom, radio

stars, and "The Intruder" with Juli-

ette Compton and Robin Irvine.

TOM WALLS, STAR-DIRECTOR
London—Tom Walls will be both

director and star of the new British

and Dominions comedy, "Leap
Year," to be filmed at Boreham
Wood. Anne Grey will play oppo-
site him. Ellis Jeffries, Jeanne Stu-

art and Edmund Breon are in the

cast.

START "ACCOUNT RENDEREU"
London—Leslie Howard Gordon is

directing "Account Rendered" for

P. D. C. at the Cricklewood Studio.

Arthur Prince, the ventriloquist,

and Jessie Bateman, West End ac-

tress, head the cast.

SCOTTISH SCENIC FILMS

Edinburgh—The Scottish Travel
Association has formed a library of

Scottish scenic films to be loaned

out free of charge to motion picture

clubs as propaganda to attract vis-

itors to Scotland.

PATHE-NATAN ANNOUNCES

12 FEATURES FOR 1932

Paris — Pathe-Natan has an-
nounced 12 feature talking pictures
for 1932. Production on the first,

"Enlevez Vous," will start immedi-
ately, with Leonce Perret directing.
The second is a Maurice Tourneur
production, "Les Gaietes de I'Esca-
dron," for which F. Ozep will be
responsible.

82 American Pictures
Shown in Germany in 1931
Berlin—Figures given out by Ger-

man film trade journals give the to-
tal number of feature pictures dis-
tributed in the German Republic
during 1931 as 285. Of this num-
ber 140 were of foreign manufac-
ture, 82 of this number being Ameri-
can-made productions. In 1930 the
total number of features was 314,
including 180 foreign and 154 Ger-
man.

RENATE MUELLER'S NEXT
London—Renate Mueller, famous

German screen star, will again be
seen in a British production, Gains-
borough having signed her for
"Girls Who Marry," which William
Thiele will direct at the Islington
studios. Michael Krausz has written
the music.

EQUIPMENT FOR COLOMBIA
Bogota—The Lux theater in Po-

payan has bought American-made
sound apparatus, which will be in-

stalled within a month or so. The
2,500-seat Santander at Bucaraman-
ga, just opened, is expected to place
an early order with an American
firm. Theaters in smaller Colombian
towns are negotiating with Ameri-
can manufacturers for sound equip-
ment. Bogota is considering a law
which would require a ticket vend-
ing machine in every picture house
for the purpose of keeping tax rec-
ords.

"SHANGHAI EXPRESS" BIG
London — Marlene Dietrich in

Paramount's "Shanghai Express" is

doing amazing business at the Carl-
ton. Earl St. John reports that re-
ceipts of the house with this picture
are the biggest for the theater since
it was built. Packed houses, from
the noon opening right up to to

closing, are the rule.

"Queer People" for England?
London— It is understood here that

Erik Hakim is negotiating for film rights

to Garrett Graham's satiric story of
Hollywood life, "Queer People," which
were once owned by Howard Hughes,
the American producer, and then aban-
doned.
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Philadelphia — York Roads The-
aters, Inc., is the title of a new
company formed to operate the Em-
bassy in Jenkintown, the Keswick
and the Glenside in Glenside. Al
Fisher and Jack Brown are two of

the incorporators. Others are be-

lieved to be former local exhibitors.

Westmont, N. J.—The Westmont
is now open Friday nights, with a

feature picture, as well as Satur-

days, when the bill includes feature

and five acts of vaudeville. Top
Fridays is 30 cents; Saturday nights

50 cents.

Pittsburgh—Bill Selman, formerly
connected with the Universal and
United Artists sales force in Cleve-

land, is now here with Columbia.

* CENTRAL •
Montello, Wis.—Mrs. Frank Dodge

has taken over the Montello from
Katherine Bruce.

St. Louis—George I. Stern has
taken over the B. I. P. product for

this territory. He is releasing the

British films through Progressive

Pictures, Inc.

New Lisbon, Wis. — The Home,
formerly operated by L. E. Baker,

is now being conducted by Julius

Grulke.

Dover, O.—Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Jirell plan to open the Ohio The-

ater in the immediate future.

Minneapolis—United Artists will

not renew its six months' lease on

the Pantages when it expires April

15.

Madison, Wis.—Articles of incor-

poration have been filed by the Min-

eral Point Theater Co. here. In-

corporators are C. P. Desormeaux,
Glenn W. Stephens and R. J. Suth-

erland.

Denver—Tony Hartford has been
transferred from Salt Lake City to

the local Universal exchange, suc-

ceeding Lon T. Fiddler who resigned.
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"Ann Harding for the first time in

her life had her hair waved, for RKO-
Pathe's 'Westward Passage,' now in pro-
duction."

—RKO

2

Minneapolis—Eph Rosen has re-

signed from the Columbia exchange
to produce radio programs for ad-
vertisers.

St. Paul — Clyde Strock is now
managing the Uptown for Publix,
having been transferred from the
Granada at Minneapolis. Eddie Kane
succeeds Strock at the Granada.

Detroit—Allied Theater of Michi-
gan has arranged a tie-up with the
Cut-Rate Janitor Supply and Hard-
ware Co. which will save exhibitors
20 per cent and 2 per cent more for
cash.

Milwaukee — Fred Good is now
manager of the B. N. Judell ex-
change.

Chicago — Lou Pollock and Ed
Nikoden, both formerly holding
managerial positions here with Bal-
aban & Katz, have recently taken
over the management of the St.

Louis theater, RKO house.

Wellsville, O.—C. J. Vogel and W.
B. Urling, owners of the Liberty,
have leased the house to C. G. Da-
vis for a period of ten years, effec-

tive Sept. 1 last. Davis is to pay
15 per cent of the gross receipts as
a rental charge.

Chicago — F. E. (Red) Johnson,
who left the local Universal staff

some time ago, is back with them.

Denver—Eugene Beuerman, Den-
ver actor and director in local Little
Theaters, and Paramount exchange
booker, has gone to Hollywood,
where he has accepted a position
in the production end with Para-
mount.

Lima, O.—Papers have been filed

with the secretary of state charter-
ing the Fourot Theater Co. with a
capital of $25,000 to opei;^te a mo-
tion picture theater. Incorporators
are George A. Ritzier, Fred M.
Stohan and C. S. Carl.

Denver — Jerry McGee has been
appointed manager of Certified Pro-
ductions exchange, replacing Jimmy
Dugan, resigned.

Cleveland—H. Fichensher is man-
aging the State, Galion, recently
taken over by P. E. Essick and Myer
Fine of Cleveland.

* WEST *
Oxnard, Cal.—Steve Brown is now

associated with Dietrich & Feld-
stein who recently took over the
Oxnard. Lynn Yost is managing
the house.

Glendale, Ariz.—L. M. Parks has
taken over the Rainbow.

San Diego, Cal.—Diana is the new
name of the former Rivoli, recently
reopened by Nevins & Stoll.

Portland—Ted Gamble has moved
from the RKO Orpheum to the Fox
Rialto.

Long Beach, Cal.—Jesse Jones has
taken over the Carter and is op-
erating it as the Lee.

Portland, Ore. — Joe Cooper has'

been transferred from the RKO Or-
pheum at Spokane to succeed Ted
Gamble at the Orpheum here. James
Andrus has taken over Cooper's
former job at Spokane.

San Francisco—With the passing
of L. R. Crook and the appointment
of Walter Preddey as president of
the National Theaters Syndicate,
Homer Le Ballister takes the post
of vice-president and general man-
ager.

Portland, Ore.—L. E. Davis, Wal-
ter S. Wessling and Howard G.
Mapes have formed the Northwest
Film Distributors at 211 N. 19th St.

Los Angeles—J. Austin McGough
will soon join the publicity bureau
of Pete Smith and Lynn Farnol. Mc-
Gough has been handling publicity
at the United Artists Pantages in

Minneapolis.

San Jacinto, Cal. — H. Hoffman
and his father have reopened the
Saboba.

San Jose, Cal.—Charles Hayman,
manager of the Victory, is the father
of an eight-pound boy.

Spokane — Finkelstein & Rosen-
berg has taken over the Liberty.

San Francisco—Al Hixon, for-
merly of Golden State Theaters
Corp., is now managing the Ameri-
can, which is operated by Nasser
Bros.

Portland, Ore. — Ralph Stewart,
former theater manager, has joined
Features, Inc.

San Francisco — Al Hanson has
been made purchasing agent for Fox
West Coast Theaters. Hanson was
formerly with National Theater
Supply Co.

Spokane — Tom Olsen, who for-

merly managed the Fox Fifth Ave.
and Fox Paramount theaters, is

now manager of the Liberty.

San Francisco—Pacific Coast Ex-
changes has recently taken on JoJfn-

nie Decosta, salesman, and Harry
Foxe, booker.

Seattle—Max Rubenfeld has been
transferred from Portland to the
local M-G-M sales force.

San Pedro, Cal. — The Strand,
which was damaged by fire some
time ago, has been reopened by
Fox West Coast.

Burbank, Cal.—H. Y. Herond has
reopened the Paramount as the Vic-
tory. The house had been do^eti
for about a year.

Twin Falls, Ida.—T. S. Williams
has taken over the Roxy from
Charles Bond.

Los Angeles — The Alhambra is
now being operated by Perk Swope.

* SOUTH *
Amarillo, Tex.—Publix is open-

ing its new house here, seating 1,-

500, on April 21.

New Orleans — The New Rialto,
Agriculture and Havana Streets,
has reopened after extensive re-
modeling. It was formerly known
as the Reo. H. E. Fitzsimons and
T. J. Keel are owners.

Knoxville, Tenn.—Local business
men, operating under the name of
Peruchi Bijou Co., Inc., have re-

opened the Bijou after renovating it".

St. Pauls, N. C. — Fire recently
destroyed the Grand, owned by John
S. Butler and Jas. L. Caudell.

Glenville, Ga.—Margaret Easter-
ling has replaced R. B. Ram as man-
ager of the State. Miss Easterling
teaches dramatics in local schools.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—Independent
Theater Co. has reopened the Amer-
ican which was damaged by fire last

August.

Lucedale, Miss.—Claude Shuttle-
worth will install sound equipment
in the Palace which he recently took
over.

Paramount makes on an average 200

prints of each of its productions on the

first order.
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PROriT-SHARING PLAN

FOR PARA^EMPLOYEES

{Continued from Faye 1)

tors, says Adolph Zukor in his an-

nual letter to stockholders. Zukor

declares the directors fe:;. this move

would be of great benefit to the co:

poration in ma.ntaininK organiza

tion morale.

Suljject to approval by the stockholders, em
ploynitnt contracts are being entered into

with >ome of the principal executives of thi

corporation, who will not part.cipate in th

prorit-shar.ng plan, under which six block:

of stock, each block consisting of a total o

1U8,0U0 shares for all such executives, will

be set aside, one block for each six months
service between Jan. 1, 1932 and Dec. 31

ly34, for issue to such executives on payment
by them in cash of $15, $18, $21, $24, %2h
and %iZ per share for the respective blocks.

The right of each executive to take up his

respective share of each block extends to

Dec. 31, 1935, but is conditioned upon his

having continued in the employ of the corpor-
ation during the six months' period for which
each block is reserved. Thus, in proportion
to the success of these oiiftcers in their man-
agement of the corporation, they will be able

to take up stock ot the corporat.on upon mak
ing cash payments which may be less than
market prices then prevailing, but which are
very greatly in excess of the present markei
prices, such cash payment in respect of the
nr»t block being more than twice the present
market price.

Some of the officers with whom these
coiitracta have been made, have heretofore had
contracts under which they were entitled to

rece.ve, as part of their compensation, a per-

centage of tne profits of the corjioration. Upon
approval of the new contracts, these officers

will surrender all of their future rights under
the prior profit-sharing contracts.

DANZIGER SUCCEEDS ROBERTS
Bill Danziger of the Publix ad-

veitiaing department is now filling

the place vacated by Ed Roberts,
who has joined the Columbia writ-

ing start" on the coast. Robert re-

cently wrote a play, "At High
Noon," which Arthur Hopkins is to

produce.

COMPLETES FIRST TWO
M. H. Hoffman, who leaves New

York today for the coast, has al-

ready completed two features on his

next year's program and has a third
in production. He has sold all ter-

ritories except Seattle, Denver and
Dallas.

CHESTER TRAVELOG AT ROXY
"Keep Cool," one-reel travelogue

of the Swiss Alps produced by C.
L. Chester for Talking Picture Epics,
is on the current Roxy program.
Emma-Lindsay Squier, noted femin-
ine globe trotter and writer, pre-
sents the dialogue.

WORDS and WISDOM
from within and without

"

"We are no longer in the old-time
picture business. It is now show
Dusiness."—P. A. POWERS.

"Most uinhurn write for the
creen wun iiieir left hand. They
.re interenteu cii the money rather
Man sincerety moved to teu a story
jr expi-ess an idea."—BERTRAM
BLOCH, M-G-M.

"Exhibitors are going through a
Jouble depieasion. iney're suttering
irom a financial depression and also
a dearcn of good pictures."—BEN-
NIE BERGER.

"While showmanship is creeping
into other fields of business, it seems
to be losing its foothold in the busi-

ness which created it."—BUDD
ROGERS.

"I have observed that the exhibi-

tor who has hand-picked and indivia-

ually bought a group of pictures is

just as lull of complaints as though
ne had bought a clock, if the pic-

tures do not do business for him."
—SIDNEY R. KENT.

"Now the fact is that the talking

motion picture is a new art. It is

AFTER STARS IN PERSON
Special eftorts are being made by

the Joyce-Selznick agency to book
screen stars for personal appear-
ance engagements. Walter Meyers,
formerly head of the Warner Bros,

booking office, who has just joined

the agency, is expending much time
on this plan. He leaves New York
for the Coast next week. Eddie
Meyers is now in charge of the

firm's New York office.

yieither photography alone, nor is it

speaking drama alone. It is a com-
bination of both that becomes nei-
ther. To appreciate it properly one
must regard it as something new
under the sun. You cannot be intel-

ligent in estimating it unless and
until you get that point of view.
Undoubtedly it reaches the masses.
And anything that does should com-
mand our respectful attention and
estimation.'—REV. BURRIS JEN-
KINS, Kansas City.

"In my opinion, the cinema is the
finest and greatest temperance re-
former yet discovered."—ALDER-
MAN WHEELDON, Lord Mayor of
Hull.

"Local censorship may appeal for
a time to the self-importance of a
few unimportant and inexperienced
people, but in the end invariably
brings ridicule on the community
which indulges in it."—ERNEST W.
FREDMAN, "Daily Film Renter."

"There are 543 different kinds of
moustaches that an actor can de-
sign and wear, and each will change
the player's character." — JEAN
HERSHOLT.

KOSCH MADE PRESIDENT

Of ROXY THEATERS CORP.

{Continued from Fage 1)

cers. Up to two months ago, when
he became secretary and director
at the request of the Class "A"
group, Kosch was not connected with
the industry since his retirement to
private legal practice three years
ago. Charles A. Caballero will re-

main as director.

STRAND BOOKS MONTH AHEAD
In celebration of its anniversary

month, the New York Strand is an-
nouncing its bookings for the next
four weeks. "Man Wanted," star-
ring Kay Francis, opens April 14,

followed by "Famous Ferguson
Case," "So Big" and the "Strange
Case of Molly Louvain."

BID FOR M.P.T.O.A. MEET
Indications are that the next an-

nual M. P. T. 0. A. convention will

be held in the Middle West late in
November or early in December.
Several bids for the sessions include
exhibitor invitations from Kansas
City, Rochester and Pinehurst, and
Chamber of Commerce bids from
New York and St. Louis.

J. J. PATRIDGE DIES
San Francisco — J. J. Patridge,

branch manager for Paramount, died
Friday of heart trouble. Patridge
joined the company in 1916 and has
been in charge of the San Francisco
branch since 1927.

"U" BUYS STORY
Universal has bought "Automa-

ton," by Abner J. Gelula.

"Lena Rivers" Held Over

Lexington, Ky. — Tiffany's "Lena
Rivers," which had Its world pre-

miere here on April 2 for a four-day
showing, was held over for a full week,
the firsf time this has happened here
In a year.

MILLIKEN IN COLUMBUS
Columbus, 0.—Carl E. Milliken of

the Hays organization spoke here
yesterday (Friday; at the Ohio
State Educational Conference. He
said that in a wide range of surveys

it was found that motion pictures

increased the efficiency of the child's

learning from 10 to 100 per cent.

MIX SERIES FOR FIRST-RUN
As part of an unusually intensive

sales drive to sell the first Tom Mix
talking series. Universal has closed

with the Roosevelt, Chicago first-

run, to play "Destry Rides Again."

Malco Theaters, operating in Arkan-
sas and Tennessee, will open the pic-

ture in 10 houses on Sunday dates

about April 20.

CAGNEY HOLDS OVER
James Cagney, who was to leave

this week-end for the coast to re-

sume work at the Warner studios,

will remain in New York for another

week at least.

AMERICA'S FIKST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTKL

THE

St. Moritz
OI¥ THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the

spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of

CC^^yte^T-va^^

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and
business secton.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY Taylor

^
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"SYMPHONY OF SIX MILLION"
with Ricardo Cortez, Irene Dunne,

Gregory Ratoff, Anna Appel
KKO 85 mins.

STRONG HUMAN INTEREST
STORY HIGHLIGHTED BY EX-
CEPTIONAL PERFORMANCES.
SHOULD CLICK BIG.

Another "Humoresque" type story

by Fannie Hurst. In this case the

(Jhetto family has a son who is a

gifted doctor. He wants to do good
among his own people, but a more
worldly brother and sister influence

the family into moving uptown,
where they swim around in luxury

while the young physician labors un-

happily among idle women with im-

aginary ailments. Then a tragedy
befalls the family, with the father

dying despite the efforts of his son

to save him by an operation. Broken
in spirit and confidence, the doctor

returns to his work of mercy on the

lower east side. Ricardo Cortez, as

the doctor, gives the best perfoi-m-

ance of his career. Gregory Ratoff,

in the role of the hard working
father offers an arresting character-

ization that sets him in solid. Irene
Dunne, a crippled teacher who is

eventually cured by Cortez, with
whom she is in love, also is im-
pressively sincere, and Anna Appel
plays the mother admirably.

Last: Kicaido Cortez, Irene Dunne, Anna
Appel, Gregory Ratoff, Lita Chevret, Noel
Madison, Helen Freeman, John St. Polis.

iJirector, Gregory LaCava; Author, Fannie
Hurst; Adaptors, Bernard Schubert, J. Waltci
Kulien; Uialoguers, Bernard Schubert, J.

Walter Ruben, James Seymour; Etiitor,,

.Archie Marshek; Cameraman. Leo Tover;
Recording Engineer, George Ellis.

IJirection, aces. Photography, fine.

"DISORDERLY CONDUCT"
Fo.x 80 mins.

ACE ENTERTAINMENT BAL-
LYHOOING POLICE FORCE WITH
SPENCER TRACY SEWING IT UP
IN SWELL ROLE.

First we must give author William

Anthony McGuire due credit for lin-

ing out a clever, fast-paced yarn

strictly modern that should make
every cop in the U.S.A. a friend

of the industry. The theme is no

preachment, but so adroitly handled

that it gives the police a great break
in their fight against the gambling

element. Sally Eilers is charming,

and Spencer Tracy scores strong

with a great characterization of an

honest cop driven crooked by cir-

cumstances, and paying heavily by

the death of his little nephew
through his own misdeeds. Has
heart interest, suspense, laughter
and tears, and some of the snap-
piest and brightest dialogue we have
heard in many a day. El Brendel
adds comedy touches, and the entire

cast is well picked. Family enter-

tainment with a sophisticated slant

geared to please almost anybody.
Cast; Sally Eilers, Spencer Tracy, El IJren-

del, Dickie Moore, Ralph Bellamy, Ralph
Mmgan, Allan Uitiehart. Caire Maynard,
Frank Conroy, Cornelius Keefe, Nora Lane,
licneva ilitchell, Charles Grapewin, Janicj
Todd, Sally Blane.

Director, John W. Considine, Jr.; Author,
William Anthony McGuire; Adaptor, same,
IJialoguer, same; Editor, not listej; Camera-
man, Ray June; Recording Engineer, Dun-
can Cramer.

Direction, excellent. Photography, the best.

"SCANDAL FOR SALE"

with Charles Bickford, Rose Hobart,
Pat O Brien

Universal 75 mins.

FAST ACTION STORY OF TAB-
LOID NEWSPAPERDOM WITH
FAIR ELEMENTS OF SUSPENSE
AND THRILL.
Taken from the Emile Gauvreau

book, "Hot News," this expose of

sensational journalism is the fastest

moving yarn of its kind to come
along, and in the person of Charles
Bickford it presents about the tough-

est managing editor yet seen on the

.screen. Quitting a job because the

publisher won't let him play up
scandal news, Bickford comes to New
y'ork, hooks up with an unprincipled

tabloid and proceeds to paint the

town with daring headlines. Even
the death of one ot his small chil-

dren and the pleas of his neglected

wife do not shake him out of his

fantastic ambitions. Highlight is

when he sends his old pal and star

leporter, Pat O'Brien, on a trans-

Atlantic flight promoted by the pa-

per for publicity. Pat and the pilot

go down in mid - ocean following
some tense sequences. Bickford then
wakes up and decides to return to

clean newspaper work.
(!ast: Charles Bickford, Rose ilubart, Pat

O'Brien, Claudia Dell, Harry Beresford, Ber-
lun Churchill, Glenda Farrell, Mary Jane
uraham, Buster Phelps, Paul Nicholson,
.lames Farley, Mitchell Harris, Henrich vori

i'wardofski, TuUy Marshall, Lew Kelly, Jack
Richardson, .Angle Norton.

Director, Russell Mack; .Author, Emih
(iauvreau; Adaptors, Ralph Graves, Robert
Keith; Uialoguer, Ralph Graves; Editor, not
credited; Cameraman, Karl Freund.

Direction, snappy. Photography, tine.

"THE MISLEADING LADY"
with Claudette Colbert, Edmund

Lowe, Stuart Erwin
Paramount 70 mins.
VERY AMUSING ROMANTIC

COMEDY WITH STUART ER-
WIN'S BUFFOONERY CREATING
LOADS OF LAUGHTER.
Though this is basically a story

about a bored society girl, Claudette
Colbert, who sets out to make
a man, Edmund Lowe, in order to

win a bet with a ttieatrical manager
and thereby get the leading part in

his show, the highlights of enjoy-
ment are supplied mostly by Stuart
Erwin, as an escaped lunatic with a
Napoleon complex, who has hidden
in the hunting lodge where Lowe
takes the girl after he discovers her
game. Aside from Erwin's nutty
actions, the caveman stuff applied
by Lowe to Claudette also gets a
big response. Of course, these two
fell actually in love with each other
just after it was too late for the
girl to call off her stunt. But by
the time the finale rolls around ev-
erything has been made Jake. Clever
lines and funny situations are spot-
ted all along the route, and the
whole aftair has been directed and
acted so as to make it enjoyably
amusing.

Cast: Claudette Colbert, Edmund Lowe.
Stuart Erwin, Robert Strange, George .Mecver.
Selena Royle, Curtis Cooksey, Wdiiani Gar
gan, Nina Walker, Edgar Nel-on, Fred Stew-
art, Harry Ellerbe, Will Geer, Donald .\!c-

Bride.
Director, Stuart Walker; Authur^, ( lunle

W. Goddard, Paul Dickey; Adaptors, Adelaide
Heilbron, Caroline Francke; Dialoguers. s.mir;
Editor, not credited; Cameraman, George Fnl-
sey.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

Buck Jones in

"HIGH SPEED"
Columbia 64 mins.

THRILL MELLER OF AUTO
SPEEDWAY PACKS A SUCCES-
SION OF ACTION WALLOPS
THAT WILL GET THE FANS.
They took the western star, Buck

Jones, and put him in an auto seat
instead of a saddle, and proved that
the western technique in a new and
ritzy setting is what this film biz

needs for its thrill entertainment.
Jones has the pep and snap that
fits in perfectly with this fast-ac-

tion meller. The plot is well handled
to build suspense in a series of thrill

sequences that keeps the audience
steamed up all the way. Buck Jones
as an auto speedway racer disquali-

fied through a crooked gang's schem-
ings, stages a great comeback. In
doing so, he uncovers the gang lead-

er who is trying to ruin the auto
manufacturer the hero is racing for,

saves the girl, wins the race which
is a lulu, and all in all delivers a
brand of thrill entertainment that is

built for the popular vote. They
have given the film strong produc-
tion, with realistic auto racing
scenes and plenty of side angles.
Kid interest is strong with the
hero's young pal.

Cast: Buck Jones, Loretta Sayers, Wallace
MacDonald, Mickey McGuire, E<i I.e Saint,
W'iliiam Walling, Ward Bond, Dick Dickin
son, Martin Faust, Joe Bordeau, Pat O'Mal-
Icy. Ed Chandler.

Director, D. Ross Lederman; Author,
Marold Shumate; Adaptor, Adcle Buffing
t(jn; Uialoguer, same; EMitor, not credited;
Cameraman, Teddy Tetzlaff; Recording En-
gineer, George Cooper.

IMrection, snappy. Photography, very good.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in

"IT'S TOUGH TO BE FAMOUS"
with Mary Brian

First National 80 mins.

LIVELY SATIRE ON HEROES
OF THE DAY IS PACKED WITH
COLORFUL ACTION AND PLEN-
TY OF LAUGHS.

Based on "The Goldfish Bowl,"
this is a most amusing and refresh-
ing satire on those who are public
idols for a day or two. Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., made a hero by a
submarine accident, arrives in New
York to find the world at his feet.

A manager takes him in hand, rides
him through a ticker tape parade to

the city hall, gets him connected
with a big firm which pays him
$80,000 a year solely for the pub-
licity value of his name, and gener-
ally runs the lad's life so that he
hasn't a private moment. Eventually
the hero, who has little taste for all

this stuff, becomes so fed up with
the rigmarole that he kicks over the
traces. Also figuring in this deci-
sion is the love interest, involving
Mary Brian, whom he marries and
later nearly loses tnrough his public
obligations. The story affords op-
portunity to sandwich in a lot of
martial parade, harbor welcome and
other ballyhoo matter that should
get a good rise out of any audience.

Cast: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.. Mary Brian.
Walter Catlett, Lillian Bond, Terrciice Ray,
David Landau, Oscar Apfcl, Emma Dunn.
J. Carroll Naish, Harold Minjer, Claire Mac
Dowell. Louise Beavers, Ivan Linow.

director, Al ( jrccii ; Author, Mary McCall;
Adaptor, Robert Lord; Dialoguer, same; Ed-
itor, not credited; Cameraman, Sol Polito.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

"FASCINATION"
British International Pictures

55 mins.

SLOW, DULL DRAMA OF TRI-
ANGLE THEME ONLY GETS GO-
ING IN LAST REEL AND MISSES
A MILE.
Slow tempo is glaringly apparent

throughout this picture. The theme
was a strong one, but they failed to

bring it out in the direction and
scenario treatment. For several reels
it ambles along leisurely with a lot

of unessential details. Along aoout
the middle they get down to the gist
of the drama — a young interior
decorator's fascination f o r an
actress, while his faithful young
wife languishes and pines her heart
out at home. She continues taking-
it on the chin until you wish some-
body would put some backbone into
her, and into the film at the same
time. Not till the vamp in the per-
son of the actress enters does the
production develop any kind of real
interest. This Madeleine Carroll is

there in every way—looks, charm
and acting ability. She is one of
the few British femme screen play-
ers we have seen in years who rates
a Hollywood classification. The lead-
ing man is stilted, stodgy and unin-
teresting. Why two women should
fight over him makes this film s

real mystery drama.
Cast: Madeleine Carroll, Dorothy Bartlam,

Carl IL-irbord. Kay Hammond, Kenneth Kove,
Louis (Joodrich. Roland Culver.

Director, Miles .Mander; .-Xuthor, X'ictor
Kendell; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Eilitor. not listed; Cameramen, W. Winter-
stein, H. Wheddon.

Direction, poor, Photography, good.

"STRICTLY BUSINESS"
British International Pictures

40 mins.

AMATEURISH FILM RAMBLES
UNCERTAINLY AND UNINTER-
ESTINGLY TO A PLOP FINISH
IN VERY WEAK ROMANCE.

Jacqueline Logan is the author

and producer of this British effort.

It leels off like a schoolgirl's idea

of a terribly fascinating love story.

One character is presented as a

typically American girl. She is

typically British, which spoils every-

,ning right from the jump-off. A
.voung English business man in a

deal with her father is forced to

neglect his fiancee to escort her

around London and show her the

ights. She fools him in her girlisli

way by dressing up with horn

immed glasses and looking like a

fright, when she is really pretty.

The youth, Carl Harbord, is a blonde,

pale character with nothing mascu-

line to make him attractive. Then
into a wild meller sequence, and she

doesn't win him after all. No motive.

No nothing.

Cast: Betty Amaiiii, Percy Parsons, Carl
Harbord. C. M. Hallard, Molly I.amont,
Phillip Strange.

Director, Jacqueline Logan; Author, same:
Dialoguer, same; Adaptor, same; Editor, not
listed; Cameraman, Jack Parker; Recording
Engineer, Albert F. Birch.

Direction, amateurish. Photography, goo<l.
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"THE HOUND OF THE
BASKERVILLES"

First Division 72 mins.

WEAK REPRODUCTION OF
FAMOUS STORY AMATEURISH-
LY DIRECTED AND POORLY
ACTED.

A Gainsborough production fi-om

the British studio in their series of

Sherlock Holmes detective stories

Anyone who has read the original

masterpiece, will be doubly disap-

pointed in this shoddy imitation on
the screen. Robert Rendel in the

part of Sherlock Holmes does not

suggest the great fictional detective

as he has been pictured in all the

published stories. This character is

as well known to everybody as the

portrait of Lincoln or Washing-
ton, and it is amazing that they did

not even attempt to simulate the

character in the simple matter of

makeup. Direction is slipshod, and
production values lacking. The fear-

someness of the desolate moor at

night is lacking. The dreaded
hound is just a big bloodhound
ambling along leisurely after his

prey. The fight scenes are unreal-

istic. Looks like a total loss.

Cast: John Stuart, Reginald Bacli. Robeit

Kendel, Fred Llovd, Heather Ansel. Wilfred
Shine. Sybil Jane, Henry Hallett. Elizabeth

\'aughan.

Director, V. Gareth Gundrey: .\uthor.

.^rthur Conan Doyle; Dialoguer, Edfjar Wal-
lace; Editor. Ian Dalrymple; Cameraman,
Bernard Knowle.s.

Direction, weak. Photography, indifferent.

"THE UNEXPECTED FATHER"
with Slim Sumnierville, ZaSu Pitts

Universal 71 mins.
QUEER MIXTURE OF COMEDY

AND CHILD PATHOS, ENGLISH
AND AMERICAN ACCENTS IN
FAR-FETCHED FARCE.

This number introduces a lot of

English accents, and looks like a film

that was made for the British trade.

It suddenly switches to a Long Island
atmosphere, and from there on is

practically American, except for a

lot of butlers with pronounced Eng-
lish accents. Slim Summerville has
a baby girl of four years wished or

him. Slim being an Oklahoma oil mil-

lionaire. A gold-digger and her fam-
ily have hooked him into a near-
marriage. Before the wedding com-
plications arise, with ZaSu Pitts a?

a nurse for the baby falling in love

with Slim, and he taking a strong
fancy to her. The baby is one of

those precocious kids who calls him
'daddy" and tries to iTiake a love

match between the two. Some of the

incidents are funny, but it is toe

loose-jointed and improbable to

score. ZaSu Pitts grabs the honors
with a clever performance, blending
comedy and sentiment believably.

Summerville seems lost in his senti-

mental scenes with the kid.
Cast: Slim Summerville, ZaSu Pitts, Cora

Sue Collins. Alison Skipworth, Dorothy
Christy, Grace Hampton, Claude ."Mlister, Ty
rell Davis. Tom O'Brien, Richard Cramer.

Director. Thornton V. Freeland ; Author,

Dale Van Everv: Adaptor, not listed; Dia-

loRirers. Robert 'Keith. Max Lief, Dale Van
Everv; Editor, not listed; Cameraman, Jerome
\sh."

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"DER TEUFELSBRUDER"
(In German)

Foreign Service Co. 80 mins

FINE OPERATIC WORK OF
LEADING CHARACTER DISTIN-
(;U1SHES EN.IOYABLE GERMAN
> ERSION OF THE OPERA "FRA
DIAVOLO."

This is a German dialogue version

of the opera, "Fi-a Diavolo," an Ital-

ian version of which has already

been shown here. Tino Pattiera, who

played the title role in the Italian

production, has the same part in the

Teutonic edition. Vincent May is

another member of the previous cast

who appears again. The remainder
of the leading players are German.
Pattiera, an excellent actor as well

as the possessor of an outstanding

voice, repeats his fine performance,
and receives able support from an
all-around good cast. The produc-

tion has plenty of flash, production

values and scenic beauty, with the

vocal renditions by Pattiera and the

ensemble augmentation being among
the highlights. There is plenty of

story and action, as well, dealing

with a certain robber chieftain

known as Fra Diavolo who outwits

the pursuers sent on his trail by the

King of Naples.
Cast: Tino Pattiera. Kurt I.ilien. Brigittc

Horney, Heinrich Heilinger. Ernst Stahl-

Nachbauer, Vincent May, Dr, Philiop Man-
ning. Jack Mylong Muenz, Friedrich Gnas.

Margarete Hruby.
Director. Mario Bonnard; Authors. Scribe,

Auber; Adaptors, Mario Bonnard, Munzio
Malasomma; Dialoguer, Dr. Kurt Braun;

Cameraman, Nikolaus Farkas.
Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

SOUND SHORTS

"11. EST CHARMANT
("The Charm School")

(In French)
Paramount 95 mins.

FRENCH MUSICAL COMEDY
WITH CHARMING LOVE THEME.
CATCHY MUSIC AND FINE
WORK BY PRINCIPALS.

This is easily the best picture

from the Paris studios since sound

-^ame in. with the exception of

"Under the Roofs of Paris." It is

done entirely in the musical comedy

meter, with a great part of the ac-

tion paced to music and song, and

done very cleverly. k fine bunch

nf Teller Girls pep it up in specia^

numbers, and the regular cast also

has a bunch of pretty mademoiselles.

Henri Garpt is a Chevalier type, and

very good. Meer. Lemonnier will

nvobnbly be in Hollvwood soon, for

she has everything they are looking

for in the way of Contin^^^tal talent

—and she's a beauty, with unusual

voupine- ability. Thp theme is that

of a young law student who opens

^n ofBce in a small town in France,

and runs it on a musical comedy
nrinciple. Nice love interest, and

'ivelv entertainment all the wav
Noveltv opening, with two pi-incipals

-^xnlaining the plot in English.
CaM- TIenri Gnrat. Me". T.^motimer. P'-'

•lem- Bavnn Fils. Moiis^ia. S\izetfe O Nil

Tassive. Marthe Dermini.
riM-ector. T.ouis Mercanton Author. All.eri

Willemetz; Adaptor, same: Di.aIoguer. same-

Cameraman, Harry Stradlmg.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.

"The Air Mail Mystery"
Universal 10-chapter serial

18 mins. each
Fast Serial

A very fast-action serial thriller,

with the air mail service for its

background. The air sequences pre-

dominate and are well handled from
the standpoint of direction and
camera. The air shots are nicely

balanced with a lot of fast action
on the ground. The plot concerns
the attempt to make shipments from
a gold mine in the mountains by air

mail, in order to thwart a gang
which has been systematically hold-

ing up the overland shipments. A
regular air mail pilot attempts the
shipment, but is brought down and
made prisoner by the Hawk, a mys-
terious air bandit who heads the un-
known gang. Then the hero at-

tempts the second flight as a decoy
for the Hawk, resulting in both
planes crashing. There is a mass
of suspensive action in the various
ground activities of the gang in

their secret hideout in the moun-
tains, that keeps the thrills piling

up steadily. The first three chapters
show a very lively serial that should
please the thrill fans with the up-to-

the-minute airplane atmosphere. Ray
Taylor directed. Ella O'Neill wrote
the script. The principals are James
f^lavin and Lucille Brown.

Laurel and Hardy in

"County Hospital"

M-G-M 20 mins.
A Pip

Another pip from Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy. One of the best that

the Hal Roach studios has turned
out in this long and brilliant comedy
series. Hardy is in the hospital with
a sprained leg all bandaged up and
trussed up on a pulley above the cot.

His pal Laurel visits him, and gets

mixed up with the weight that is

holding the invalid's leg up. The re-

sults are riotously funny. Especially

a sequence where the doctor is hang-
ing out of the window, being zig-

zagged up and down 20 stories above
the street while the patient inside

is also being hoisted up and down
toward the ceiling on the other end

of the pulley. Guaranteed to make
a horse laugh till he's hoarse.

"Running With Paddock"
Universal 10 min.s.

Fine Sports

One of the Christy Walsh All-

.\merica Sports Series. And very
trood. The crack runner, Charles

Paddock, opens with a talk on

sprinting, and then the film goes

into a detailed exposition of just

how he achi<=ves his terrific speed on

the track. Foot work, the start, and

tricks at the finish tape are all

brought out clearly and entertain-

ingly. Will go big with all the

athletes both amateur and profes-

sional.

"Meet the Princess"
Universal 17 mins.

Very Poor

Looks as if the Slim Summerville
series is curling up from lack of
comedy nutrition. The gag boys have
certainly messed this one up with
the choicest selection of mechanical,
unfunny gags that we have seen in

a long while. Not only are Slim
Summerville and his buddy, the
tough sergeant in the person of Ed-
die Gribbon, put in a bad light with
the mirthless junk handed to them,
but it also puts the U. S. Marines
in a bad light with the obvious re-
flections on the service's dumbness
and lack of dignity. A joke's a joke,
but there are limits. This is about
the worst they have made in the
series. The business of fighting over
the girl is played to a frazzle, with
most of the outworn gags again
dragged into service with very slight
variations.

"What A Life"
(Flip the Frog Cartoon)

M-G-M 7 mins.
Clicks

A Flip the Frog cartoon, with the
two buddies doing a sidewalk music-
al act, but getting in bad with the
cop, who chases them into his wife's
apartment. Later he discovers them
there, with disastrous consequences
to the two heroes. Clever animated
work, and a real story sequence for
a change—in cartoons. Should please
the grown-ups as well as the kiddies.

With John P. Medbury in

Abyssinia
Columbia 10 mins.

Swell Laugh Number
John P. Medbury has packed more

real laughs in this edition of Wal-
ter Futter's Travelaughs than in

any that has preceded it. The tour
takes in a sail along a river fn-

fested with alligators and hippos
then scenes of ivory carriers, coffee
nickers, hemp workers, ceremonial
dancing and other native stuff. Med-
bury's wisecracking comments are
all sure-fire.

Benny Meroff and Orchestro in

"It's a Panic"

\'itaphone 9 mins.

Lively Novelty

This issue in the "Melody Mas-
ters" series is devoted in a large
measure to showing the versatility

of Benny Meroff, who plays various
instruments, sings, dances, imitates
Ted Lewis and conducts his novelty
orchestra through a rapid succes-

sion of different bits. Only criti-

cism of the short is that it contains
a little taste of a lot of thines, but
not enough of any one thing in

particular.



Features Reviewed in Film Daily Aug. 16 to April 3
402 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Reviewed
A Dangerous Affair-COL

11-29-31

A Woman Commands-RKO
1-31-32

After Tomorrow-F 3-6 32
Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias the Doctor-FN 3-6-32

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children?-RKO
11-1 S-31

Arizona Terror-TIF . . 9-27-31

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11-22-31

Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31

Arsene Lupin-MGM 2-28-32

Avalanche FD 3-27-32

Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Balinese Love-TPE ...12-13-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP. .12-6-21

Beast of the City-MGM . .3-13-3?

Beauty and the Boss-WA 4-3-32

Behind Stone Walls-ACP
3-13-32

Beloved Bachelor-PAR. . 10-18 31

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Big Shot-PAT 1-10-32

Blonde Captive-TMP ..12-1.V31

Blonde Crazv-WA 12-6-31

Border Devils-ARC 3-20^32

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Branded-COL 11-1-31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31

Bridegroom For Two-BIP
1-31-32

Uroken Wing-PAR 3-27.^2

Rrokga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Business and Pleasure-F. 2-14-32

Cain-TPE 1-17-32

Cannonball Express-WW. 2-28-32

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Carmen-BI 1-17-32

farnival Boat-PAT 3-27-32

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Chamo-MGM 11-15-31

Charlie Chan's Chance-F
1-24-32

Charlotte Loewenskold-SCA
2-28-32

Cheaters at Plav-F 2-28-32

Cheyenne Cyclone-WK ..1-10-32

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31
Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Cock of the Air-UA. .. 1-31-32
rnmiiromised-FN 11-8-31
Consolation Marriage-RKO

11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC 10-4-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31
Cos^ F. L.T Vita-TH 11-8-31

Cossacks of the Don-AM .3-20-32

Cross Examination-ARC 2-14-32
r.,,wd Roars-WA 3-27-.^2

Csnk Kcv Kislany-\EA. .3-27-32

Cuban Love Song-MGM. 12-6-31

Cyclone KidBIF ....11-22-31

Dance Team-F 1-3-32

Dancers in the Dark-PAR
3-20-32

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31
Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Da« Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31

Das Ekel-UFA 1-31-32
Ha". Flnetenkonzert von
San«<nnr;.rFA 10-18-11

Das Lied 1st Aus-ASC 1-31-32
na« T.ied Vom T.ebrn-TA

10-18 .'1

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Deadline-COL 1-24-32
Deceiver CLO 11-29-31
Delicious-F 12-27-31
Der Andere-TF . . . 1-17-32
Der Hamnelmann-TA . 9-13-31
Der Kleine Seitensprung-

UFA 1-10-32

De- Raub Der fHona Lisa-TF
4-3-32

Der Ungetreue Ecke Hart-TF
1-24-32

Der Wahre Jakob- TRA 8-16-31
Devotion-PAT 10-4-31
De"i1 on Dcck-WW 2-28-'<?

Devil's LotlcrvF 4-3-32
Devil Plays-CHE .12-20-31
Die Blonda Nachtigall UFA

8-2S-3I
Die Csikos Baroness-CAP 4-3-32

AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
ALD—Allied Pictures
AM—Amkino
A RC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI— British International
BIF— Big Four
ERE—Lee Brecher

CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
GEL—Celebrity
CFA—Capitol Foreign Attrac.
OF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures

F— Fox

FD— First Division
FF— Foreign Film
FL— Joseph Fleisler

FN— First National

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
FTP—Foreign Talking PicturesPIZ—William Pizor

OS—George Schneider
HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HO—Hollywood Pictures
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
IMP— Imperial Distributing
TH—Thalia Productions
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
NAP—Napoli Films
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
NEA—New Era Exchange
MOP—Monogram Pictures

PRI—Principal Dist. Corp.

PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures

RIT—Ritchey Export Co.
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures

SCA—Scandinavian Talking
Pictures

SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Pictt.

TRC—Transcontinental PicsMOV—Moviegraphi
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line TRI—Triangle Films

OS—Osso Productions U—Universal
PAR—Paramount UA—United Artists

PAT—RKO Pathe UFA—Ufa
PC—Patrician Pictures WA—Warner Bros.

PEE—Peerless WK—Willis Kent
PIC—Picture Classics WT—Worldart Film Cor,

PIT—Pittaluga WW—Sono Art

Title Revieaied

Die Grosse Liebe-FAM. .2-28-32

Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA
10-11-31

Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-
ASC 9-27-31

Die vom Rummelplatz-CAP
1-10-3

Die Schlacht von Bademuende
UFA.. 11-22-31

Discarded Lovers-CAP ..1-3-32
Docks of San Francisco-ACP

1-24-32
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP. . . 1-3-32

Drifter-WK 1-10-32
•irevli.. Case COL 8-30-31

East of Borneo-U . .8-23-31

Ka'it nf Shanghai-BIP... 3-27-32

Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA ...9-20-31

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Ein Walzer Vom Strauss-CAP
2-14-32

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-3

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32
Ex-Bad Bov-U 9-27-31
Expensive Women-WA .11-15-31

Expert. The-WA 2-28-32
Explorers of the World-RAS

9-6-31

False Madonna-PAR ...2-7-32
fanny Foley Herself-RKO

10-25-31
Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL

8-16-31

Fighting Fool-COL 3-27-32
Fighting Marshall-COL. . 2-28-32

File 1I3-HO 2-21-32
Final Edition-COL 2-28-32
Fireman Save My Child-FN

2-21-32
Five Star Final-FN.. .9-13-31
Fivine Fnol-RT 10-18-31

Flying High-MGM 12-13-3
Forbidden-COL 1-17-32
Forgotten Women-MOP .2-28-32

Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31
FreicliTers of Dc^tinv-PAT

ii-8-.n
French Leave-TPE 12-6-31
Frida'« Visor-MAL ..10-2S-3I
Friend*; and Lovers-RKO

11-8 11

liahles MvsteryBIP 4-3-32

CallopinR Thru-MOP 2-7-3^

Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32

Gav Caballero-F 2-14-32
Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31

GHost City-MOP 3-20-32

Girl of the Rio-RKO ... 1-10-32
Girls About Town-PAR. . 11-1-31

r.:\ Cra7v RKO 3.27-32
Good Sport-F 12-13-3
Craft-TT 11-29-31
Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31

Greeks Had a Word for Them
UA . .2-7-32

Crief Street-CHE 16-11-31
''.iia'HsmanMGM 9-13-31

Cniltv Ceneration-COL 11-22-31
Gui'rv Hands-MGM 8-30-31
H'.rH Homhre-HOP . 9-20-31

Hatchet Man-FN 2-7-32
Headin' for Trouble-BIF 9-6-31

Henrthr-ak-F .
10. 18 11

Heart of New York-WA .. 3-6-32

Heaven on Earth-U .... 12-20-31
Hell Dlvers-MGM ....12-27-31
Hell'i Hous^CAP 2-14-32

Title Reviewed
Her Majesty. Love- FN . 1 1-29-31

Heroes All-IMP 10-25-31

High Pressure-WA 1-31-32
His Woman-PAR 12-6-31
Homicide Squad-U... 8-30-31
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV 9-6-31

Hotel Continental-TIF .,3-20-32
i4 Hours-PAR 10-4-31

House Divided-U 1-10-32
Human Targets-BIF ..1-24-32
Hurricane Horseman-WK

10-11-31
Husband's Holiday-PAR. . 1-3-32
f Am From Siam-PIC .. .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
Tm Ceheimdiensf-UFA 3-6-32
In Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31
Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA

11-8-31

Impatient Maiden-U 3-6-32
Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31

Jean De La Lune-TA .. .3-13-32
Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
Keepers of Youth-BIP. .3-13-32
Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31
f,a Douceur D'Aimer-FD

12-13-3

La Ronde des Heures-FD
1-31-32

Ladies of the Big House-
p/\p 1-3-32

Lady With a Past-PA-T 2-21-32
Ladies of the Jury-RKO 4-3-32

Land of Wanted Men-MOP
2-21-32

Lariats and Six Shooters
COS. .10-25-31

Lasca of the Rio Grande
U.. 12-13-3

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
11-29-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
Last Ride-U 2-14-32
Law and Order-U 3-6-32
Law of the Tnnfr-SYN . 12-20-31
Law of the West-WW. .3-20-32
Le Mysterie de la Villa
Rose-FD 1-17-32

Left Over Lad.es-WW . lO-lS-l 1

Lena Rivers-TIF 4-3-32
Leutnant Warst Du Einst

Bsi Den Husaren-RIT. 3-70-32
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Local Bad Man-ALD. .. 3-27-32
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

n -29-31
Lone Trail-SYN 3-13-32
Lost Squadron-RKO 3-6-32
Love Sform-HI 10-18-.H
Lovers Courageous-MGM

2-21-32
Lure of the Ring-WT. 1-31-32
Mad Genius-W.\ , . 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maker of Men COI 12-20-31
Manhattan Parade-WA ... 1-3-32
Man From Death Valley-MOl'

10-11-31
Man I Killed-PAR ..1-24-3-2

Man Who Plaved God-WA
2-14-32

Manv a SMp-U 8-30-31
M-irk of the Smir-BIF. . .3-6-.12

Mata Hari-MGM .1-3-32
Meine Frau. Die Hochstaplerin

UAF. .2-7-32
Mcin Leopold-CFA .. 4-3-32
Men Are Like That-COL 8-16-31
Men in Her Life-COL. .. 12-6-31
Men of Chance-RKO 1-3-32
Men Like Theie-BI 1-10-32

Title Reviewed

Menace, The-COL 1-31-32

Merely Marv Ann-F 9-13-31

Michael and Mary-U 1-10-32

Misbehaving Ladies-FN.. 11-8-31

Missing Rembrandt-FD . .3-27-32

Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31

Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31

Monster Walks-ACP . . 2-7-32

Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP 8-30-31

Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31

Murder at Dawn-BIF .2-28-32

Murder At Midnight-TIF
0-20-31

Murders in Rue Moreue-U
2-14-32

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

My Wife's Family-BIP. .3-13-32

Neck and Neck-WW. .. 1 1-8-31

Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Ouick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31

Nie Wieder Liebe-UFA 1-17-32

Nice Women-U 2-21-32
Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31

No One Man-PAR 1^24-32

Nur Am Rhein-FTP.. 10-11-31

Office Girl-RKO 3-13-32
Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Lady-PAR 11-8-31

One Hour With You-PAR. 3-6-32

One Man Law-COL 2-14-32
One Way Trail-COL. .12-13-31

Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31

Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Davs-UA 9-27-31

Panama Flo-PAT 1-24-32

Pardon Us-MGM .8-23-31

Parisian. The-CAP 8-23-31

Partners-PAT 2-28-32
Partners of the Trail-MOP

8-30-31

Passionate Plumber-MGM
3-13-32

Peach O'Reno-RKO . . .12-27-31

Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31

Personal Maid-PAR ... 8-30-31

Phantom of Paris-MGM . 11-15-31
Platinum Blonde-COL. . .ll-l-.'l

Play Girl-WA 3-20-32
Pleasure-ARC 3-6-32

Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31

Po'ice Court-MOP 4-3-32

Polly of the Circus-MGM
3-20-32

Possessed-MGM 11-29-31
Prestige-PAT 2-7-32

Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private ScandaUHED. . .11-1-31
Probation-CHE 3-13-32
Rainbow Trail-F 1-31-32
Range Feud-COL .11-22-31
Range Law-TIF 11-1-31
Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Living-TT ...10-11-,11
Reckoning, The-PEE ..4-3-32
Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31
Ridin' for .Tustice-COL. . 1-10-32
Road to Life-AM 1-31-32
Road to Reno-PAR.. .10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. 10-4-31
Rubacuori-TRC . 3-13-3''

Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Ruling Voice-FN 11-8-31
Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Sally of the Subway-ACP

1-24-32
Scareheads-CAP lQ-25-31

Title Reviewed

Sea Ghost-PEE 1 1-29-31

Secret Menace- IMP .12-13-31

Secrets of the Orient-UFA
1-10-32

Secret Service-RKO . . . 12-13-31
Secret Witness-COL ..12-20-31
Sein Liebeslied-ASC ..11-22-31
Sein Scheidungsgrund-UFA

2-21-32
Shadow Between-BIP. . ,3-20-32
Shanghai Express-PAR 2-21-32
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31
She Wanted a Millionaire-F

2-14-32
Shop Angel-CAP 3-6-32
Shopworn-COL 4-3-32
Shot Gun Pass-COL 3-13-32
Should a Doctor TelI?-REG

8-23-31
Side Show-WA 9-20-31
Sidewalks cf New York-MGM

11-15-31
Silent Witness-F 2-7-32
Silence-PAR 8-16-31
Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR

11-1-31
Sin's Pay Day-ACP 3-13-32
-Siroco-CF 11-29-31
Sky Devil»-UA 1-24-32

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31
Skyline-F 10-11-31
Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Sob Sister-F 10-4-31
Sooky-PAR 12-27-31
Soul of Mexico 2-7-32
Soul of the Slums-ACP 11-29-31
South Sea Adventures-PRI.

4-3-32
Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31
Spider, The-F . 8-16-31
Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31
Stepping Sisters-F ...1-10-32
Strangers in Love-PAR. . .3-6-32
Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Strictlv Dishonorable-U. 11-15-31
Struggle, The-UA 12-13-31
Suicide Fleet-PAT 11-29-31
Sundown Trail-PAT ...10-18-31
Sunset Trail-TIF 1-17-32
Surrender-F 11-29-31
Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP

10-11-31
Tarzan. The Ape
Man-MGM 3-27-32

Taxi-WA 1-10-32
Tempest-BRE 3-20-'"
Terra Madre-TRC 11-1-31
Texas Gun-Fighter-TTF 2-1432
Theaternaechte von Berlin-TF

The Cheat-PAR 12-13-31
Their Mad Moment-P. . .9-27-31
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-31

Thirty Days-PC 1-17-32
This Modern Age-MGM. 9-6-31
This Reckless Age-PAR. .1-10-32
Three Wise Girls-COL. . .2-7-32
Tingel Taneel-NEA 3-20-12
Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-31
Tomorrow and Tomorrow-

PAR 1-31-32
Tonight or Never-UA.. 12-20-31
Touchdown-PAR 11-15-31
Trotte Teodor-FD 1 -1 7-32
Tulane vs. So. Califomia-WA

1-24-32
TwoFisted Justice-MOP .2-14-32
Two Gun Caballero-IMP

12-13-31
Two Kinds of Women-PAR

1-17-32
U. of S. C. vs. Notre Dame

WW- 1-24-32
Un Soir de Raf!e-PRX . 10 18-31
Under Eighteen-WA 1-1-37
Undertow-U 8-10-3t
Unholy Garden-UA 9-20-1'
Union Depot-FN 1-17-32
Waterloo Bridge-U 8-1 S-l'
Way Back Home-RKO. 1-1 7-32
Wavward-PAR 2-14-37
West of Broadwav-MGM.l-3I-32
White Devil-TPE 8-30-11
Whistlin' Dan-TIF 3-13-3?
Why Saps Leave Home-BTP

3-20-1''

Wicked-F 9-20-31
Wiser Sex-PAR 3-13-1"
Without Honors-ARC 1-10-32
Woman from Monte Carlo-
WA 1-3-3?

Women Go On Forever-TTF
R.1«-1'

X Mark= the Spot-TIF 12-13-31
Yellow Ticket-F 11-1-31
Zappatore-NAP 4-3-32
7ein Wetb's Luhovnick-HA

'n i i»

Zwei Krawatten-CAP ..1-17-S2
Zwei MenchenCAP . 11-1T->I
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IT TAKES BORZAGE
TO GIVE A PICTURE

— and this has it! American boyhood on

the threshold of manhood. Plunging gaily

ahead— always unafraid, sometimes un-

loved, seldom understood. A picture for

adults that kids can enjoy.

Its humanness will open the nation's purse

strings.

FRANK BORZAGE'S

YOUNG
ANERICIi

with

SPENCER TRACY
DORIS KENYON
TOMMY CONLON
RALPH BELLAMY , BERYL MERCER

Based on John Frederick Ballard's play

Screen play by William Conselman

A FOX PAT DATE



intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fifteen Years Old
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RKO and Loew Cutting Down on Vaudeville Time

ghurchTouncil in move to aid good films

Columbia Will Aid Independent Units, Says Jack Cohn
About 10 Outside Pictures

to Be Added to New
Program

In connection with its plan to add
about 10 independently made pro-
ductions to its 1932-33 schedule of

26 features, exclusive of westerns,
Columbia is prepared to finance to

a reasonable extent a few indepen-
dent units with a recognized direc-

tor, popular stars and good stories,

says Jack Cohn in an interview with
The Film Daily. Fine productions
can be made by independents for

about $150,000, Cohn states.

15 INTERNATIONAL FILMS

ON BHinON'S PROGRAM

Three adventure features and 12

shorts for international release, and
24 features and 24 shorts for Far
East release are planned for 1932-

33 by Leon Britton, producer of

"War in China," who returns to

China on June 12. During his re-

cent 10 months' stay in the Far
East, Britton built a sound studio

{Continued on Page 8)

Bruce Gallup Joins

Donahue & Coe A y
Bruce Gallup, who recently joined

Columbia as director of advertising

and publicity, has resigned to be-

come associated with Donahue &
Coe, Inc., advertising agency which
includes several big film companies
among its accounts. Joining the

agency at the same time are George
(Continued on Page 8)

Arranging to Broadcast

M. P. Club Forum Meetings

Arrangements are being made to broadcast

the weekly luncheon Forum sessions being in-

augurated tomorrow by the Motion Picture Club
with Will H. Hays as the first speaker. Officers

of the club intend to have all meetings of in-

terest to the general public as well as to the
industry. Forums will take place every Tuesday
noon.

Sennett-Paramount Deal Closed
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Deal has been closed whereby future comedies produced by Mack
Sennett will be released through Paramount. Emanuel Cohen, vice-president of Para-

mount, signed the papers with Sennett. Program for the new season calls for a big

number of extra-length Sennett comedies designed as a substitute for second features.

Court Rules Sunday Labor Law
Is Not Applicable to Movies

Warner and F. & M.
Call Off Booking Deal

Deal under negotiation whereby
Fanchon and Marco was to take over
the Warner Bros, vaudeville book-
ings has been called off.

Elizabeth, N. J.—Operation of a
motion picture show on Sunday
cannot "by any stretch of the imagi-
nation" be considered the sale of
merchandise or the exercise of man-
ual labor as defined in the ordinance
against Sunday labor, said County

{Continued on Page 8)

Claim Right to Dictate B. O. Price

Decision of the U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals finding block booking
legal provided the sales are not

brought about by an agreement as

to the maintenance of resale price,

does not actually determine that a

distributor may not legally fix ad-

mission prices at which his pictures

are to be exhibited, in the opinion

of several film attorneys contacted

by The Film Daily yesterday. In

the cases of patented or copyright
articles the owner may exercise this

{Continued on Page 6)

Two More Exhib Units

Lining Up with MPTOA
Two more state exhibitor units

are lining up to affiliate with the

M. P. T. 0. A. In addition to Allied

Theaters of Mass., which has indi-

cated its intention to join, Lou Rome,

in Baltimore, is organizing an asso-

ciation and has enrolled more than

65 exhibitors up to the present time.

Union Troubles Causing Cuts
In RKO and Loew Vaude Acts

Vaudeville Takes Jump
In British Theaters

London (By Cable) — Approxi-
mately one-half of the first runs in

Great Britain are now playing

vaudeville, as compared with prac-

tically none one year ago, it is indi-

cated by a survey just completed.

Bands, in particular, are in demand.

RKO and Loew, two leaders
among circuits playing vaudeville
plus pictures, are understood to be
considering substantial reductions in

their stage entertainment bills. Dif-

ferences with stage hands' unions in

various situations throughout the
country is declared partly responsi-

ble for the movement, designed to

effect important economies.

Ohio Body Out to Educate
Public in Support of

Better Pictures
Columbus—Urging the public to

attend the good pictures, and edu-
cating fans to exercise better dis-

crimination in the choice of films,

are among the objects of a cam-
paign launched by the Ohio Council
of Churches, of which Rev. B. F.
Lamb is executive director. The
drive is being carried on through
an organization. Those interested

{Continued on Page 8)

ON MORE POOLING DEALS

Publix is expected to work out
more pooling deals with Skouras
Bros., this time in the Middle West.
Negotiations will be started when
Spyros Skouras arrives in New York
from the coast within three weeks.
Several situations will be involved
in the arrangements.

Levee to Address Groups

On Screen Guild's Merits
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Meetings of directors,

stars and writers are being called

to hear M. C. Levee explain the ad-
vantages of his newly formed
Screen Guild. Cecil B. de Mille

will call important directors togeth-

er, while Rupert Hughes is assem-
bling writers. Levee declares the

Guild will not seek to engage con-

tract people.

Radio City Film Theater

Scheduled to Open in Fall

Opening of the 3,500-seat motion picture

theater in Rockefeller Center is scheduled for

next fall. S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel will direct its

activities together with the International Music
Hall, for RKO. The Photophone division of
RCA Victor has been awarded the contract for

four standard size sound equipments.
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FINANCIAL

The Broadway Parade
(Week of April 8)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Hell Divers"* M-G-M Capitol

"Misleading Lady" Paramount Paramount
"Disorderly Conduct" Fox Roxy
"Scandal for Sale" . . .Universal Maylair

"It's Tough to Be Famous" First National Strand
"South Seas Adventures" (2nd week) Principal Dist. Corp Cameo

SECOND RUNS
"Beauty and the Boss" Warner Bros Warner

EXTENDED RUNS
"One Hour with You" (3rd week) .Paramount Rivoli and Rialto

"Crowd Roars" C3rd week) Warner Bros Winter Garden

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Theft of the Mona Lisa" (2nd week) Tobis Forenfilms

"Tempest" (4th week) Leo Brecher
"II Est Charmant" Paramount
"Mein Leopold" (2nd week) Capitol Foreign Attractions.

"Zappatore " (3rd week) Napoli Film Co
FUTURE OPENINGS

"Grand Hotel" (April 12) . M-G-M
"Golden Mountains" (April 13)... Amkino
"Ronny" (April 13) Ufa
"Symphony of Six Million (April 141 RKO
"Man Wanted" (April 14) Warner Bros
"10 Condemned" (In Polish) (Apr. 20) Siegmund Sulin

Europa
Little Carnegie
5th Ave. Playhouse
Hindenburg
Sam H. Harris

Astor
Cameo
Little Carnegie
Gaiety
Strand
Vanderbilt

Previously had $2 run at Astor.

NEW YORK
{QUOTATIONS

Cx)n. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
£^st. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A". . . .

Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
Pathe Exch
do "A"
RCA
do pfd. .."B"
RKO
Univ. Pict. pfd. . .

Warner Bros
do pfd

STOCK MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.
2f4 2^ 2^ + Kg
TA ryi 7'A — Vi
een 65'A 65}4 + 1/2

2Ji 2 2!4 — iS^

'A a 'A
23 22'A 22^ + Vz

554 S S'A + %
V2 'A 'A

2H 2^ 2^
S'A S'A S'A + %
9 8 8 — M
3'A i 3Ji + >/^

36 36 36 -f 1

VA lA iH
SA 5A S'A — 4/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" A A A
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. H A A —1-16
Technicolor lA VA VA
Trans-Lux VA VA VA — A

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 3J4 3A i'A — A
Loew 6s 41ww 75^ 75J4 75"^
Paramount 63 47.. 41 40 40
Par. 5!^sS0 35 33 33 — 2
Warner's 6s39 18 17 17 + A

RKO SIGNS ZITA JOHANN
Zita Johann, stage and screen

player, has been signed by RKO-
Radio Pictures. She is due to re-
port at the coast studios May 2.

It

New York
1.^40 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City Jt
154 Crescent St. ix
STillwell 4-7940 ft

il Eastman Films!
ft ;•;

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc. I

Chicago Hollywood K
j-{ 1727 Indiana A»*. 6700 Santa Monica »'
j'j CALumet 3692 Blvd. t>

ft HOLIywood 4121 W
ft ;i

Wanger Returning West
After N. Y. Conferences

Walter Wanger, vice president of
Columbia, who arrived in New York
on Saturday from the coast, will
remain in New York about a fort-
night to confer with writers and see
several Broadway plays in which he
is interested. He will then return
to Hollywood for the summer, hav-
ing taken a house at Malibu Beach.

TRANSCONTINENTAL RELEASE
"Der Teufelsbruder," German ver-

sion of the Italian feature under the
title of "Fra Diavolo," is being re-
leased in this country by Transcon-
nental Films, representatives for
Cines Pittaluga of Rome. The Ger-
man edition is currently playing at
the 79th Street theater.

CARRILLO FLYING EAST
Leo Carrillo and Leo Morrison,

his representative, are flying east
from Hollywood to make prepara-
tions for (5arrillo's personal appear-
ances starting April 15 at the Met-
ropolitan, Boston, followed by the
sew York Paramount on April 22.
Morri.son will remain about two
weeks.

MORE "CROWD ROARS" PRINTS
Jump in Class A bookings for

Warners' "The Crowd Roars" has
necessitated an order for 60 addi-
tional prints. The Cagney picture
has chalked up 236 day-and-date
openings in A time, setting a new
Warner-First National record for
the year.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for
SCREEN — STAGE — RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.
Phone: BRyanf 9-5543

^ of Para. Players
Have Stage Training

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Almost 90 per cent of

Paramount's contract players at
present are stage-trained, says B.
P. Schulberg. In issuing a warning
to screen-struck boys and girls
against coming here on chance, the
Paramount director of production
points out that even in the extra
ranks nowadays many of the actors
have stage experience.

WARNERS SIGN TWO
Two members of the cast of

"Blessed Event," the play by Man-
uel Self and Forrest Wilson now at
the Longacre theater, have been
signed by Warner Bros, to appear in
the screen version, in which James
Cagney is to be starred. They are
Allen Jenkins and Milton Wallace.
Both leave for California in a week
or ten days, having secured leave
of absence from the Broadway pro-
duction.

REGIS TOOMEY IN PERSON
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood-—Regis Toomey, who

recently completed his contract as
featured player at Paramount, is

going East soon for personal ap-
pearances. He is to fill an engage-
ment in Pittsburgh, his home town.

NOW BOOKING
A ROAD SHOW ATTRACTION

GRETA CARBO "^

"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Bates

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation

TaS-TTH »Vt.. N. V BRYANT »-«OeT

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Tri-State Exhibitors' conven-
tion, Memphis, Tenn.

April 11-12: Meeting to form a national pro-
tective association of poster supply and
allied companies. Hotel Stevens, Chicago.

April 14: Testimonial dinner to Milt Kus-
sel. Hotel Astor, New York.

April 16: Associated Theater Owners of
Maryland dance and entertainment, Balti-
more, Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 18: Special meeting of Class A stock-
holders of Roxy Theaters Corp., New
York.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders, New York.

April 19: Annual meeting of Fox Film
April 19 : Annual meeting of Paramounit

Publix stockholders. New York.
April 22 : Gold Tournament and Dinner-

Dance under auspices of The National
Exhibitor, Maryland Country Club, Balti-
more.

April 24 :—^Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.
Corp., New York.

April 25: Annual Ball, Movie Bookers of
New England, Hotel Statler. Boston.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In-
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

April 27 : Annual meeting and banquet of
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.

May S-8 : Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition,
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam,
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion, Chicago.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall,

Columbus. O.
June 7-8 : : Annual convention of Rocky

Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

NEDW AYBTRN
who has staged over 600 productions, including
the best editions of the Zeigfeld Follies, and
who has directed and helped up the ladder of
fame many stars of the first magnitude, such
as Al Jolson, Marilyn Miller, Fred and Adele
Astaire, Eddie Cantor, Ann Pennington, Will
Rogers, Marie Dressier, Ed Wynn, Jeanette Mc-
Donald, Harry Richman, Charlotte Greenwood,
and hundreds of others, has opened new Inter-

national dancing headquarters in the heart of
the Park Avenue District. This, the world's
greatest dancing school, offers:

Every Type of Stage or Social Dancing.
Morning, Afternoon and Evening Ses-

sions for Adult Cirls 16 to 60 Years
of Age.

Reducing and Building Up — Mild
Courses for Middle-Aged Folks.

Special Saturday and After-School
Classes for Children (Ages 4 to 16
Years).

Thorough Courses in Diction and Micro-
phone Technique for Radio and the
Talkies.

TEMPORARILY, 20% to 50% RE-
DUCTION IN ALL RATES

Send for one of the following free booklets:
"YOUR CAREER" (48 pages); or "HOME
STUDY COURSE IN DANCING": or "RADIO
COURSES."
NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING

OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
Studio F, 625 Madison Ave., New York City

(Between 58th and S9th Sts.)
Tel. Wickersham 2-4300

II



Xo matter where you place

your pencil, you'll reach a

happy box office!

Sure-fire extra profits with



c EWill.

OI^R
All over the country, exhibitors are singing the song of big-

nioney-business.

"ONE HOUR WITH YOU"! From coast to coast MAURICE

is sweeping through every box-office. No matter what size

the theatre. Small towns, large cities; they're all the same.

Every booking means extra profits. Lucky Showmen!

{For ifXfunpie)

NEW YORK (2 theatres)

BOSTON

ROCHESTER
SYRACUSE

DETROIT

CHICAGO

WILKES-BARRE

BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA

NEW HAVEN
HARTFORD

ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE
MINNEAPOLIS

ST. PAUL

SALT LAKE CITY

DES MOINES

MEMPHIS

OKLAHOMA CITY

SOUTH BEND
YOUNGSTOWN
BIRMINGHAM
{to name a very fciv)
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In my opinion, it is

the best book that

you nave ever pub-

lished and should be of

untold value to a

who take advantage of

using it.

E. A. Schiller
Loew's, Inc.
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By "C. a:

jVTARRATIVE recording by Lowell

Thomas on "Isle of Romance,"
the second Cinelog short to claim his

services, has been completed. It pic-

tures the abandoned Fort Jefferson,

once America's foremost defense in

the Gulf of Mexico. Thomas per-
formed a similar service for a pre-
vious Cinelog short, "Sponge Divers
of Tarpon," much of which was
filmed undersea.

With two of Vitaphone's two-reel-
ers starring Ruth Etting, "A Regular
Trouper" and "A Mail Bride." still

in the process of editing, production
is scheduled to start at the Brooklyn
plant Monday on a third. Roy Mack,
who directed the first two will be in

charge again. All three will be re-
leased bv Vitaphone on this season's
series of "Broadway Brevities" two-
reelers, in four of which Ruth Etting
is the star.

David Mendoza, musical director
of the Vitaphone Brooklyn studio,
made his initial radio appearance
last week since his recent return
from Warners' Burbank studio
where he was in charge of that
plant's musical activities. Previous
to leaving for the West Coast, Men-
doza was well known to radio audi-
ences having been conductor of the
Capitol theater orchestra for nine
years. He was also associated with
Roxy and numerous other musical
programs broadcast on the ether.

Bert Frank, in charge of film
editing at the Vitaphone studio,
kept things humming in his de-
partment last week with four
shorts, two two-reelers and two
single reels, delivered to the
home office for screening for ex-
ecutives.

•

Francis X. Bushman has been
cast as one of the leads in "For
Hire," the independent talker which
Irwin Franklin wrote and is produc-
ing at the Ideal Sound studio, Hud-
son Heights, N. J.

Having an elaborate progra/m
of one and two-reel pictures
outlined for Vitaphone's 1932-
33 product, Sam Sax, produc-
tion chief of the Brooklyn
studio, has his scenario staff,
consisting of six writers, headed
by Herman Ruby, working full
steam on the preparation of
stories.

Robert L. Ripley, whose last stop
was in Kobe, Japan, on his annual
trip for material for his "Believe It

or Not" Vitaphone pictures, cabled
Sam Sax, production head of the
Brooklyn studio, that the first ship-
ment of film taken by Ripley in the
South Sea Isles has been shipped
from Australia, together with other
"Believe It or Not" material taken
by the cameraman with Ripley in

Hawaii. Ripley was scheduled to

leave Kobe for Yokohama Sunday.

Distributors Claim Right

To Dictate B. O. Price
{Continued from Page 1)

authority, it was pointed out. In
illustration, the policy of sound
pquipment companies in their rela-
tions with leasees of their recording
devices, and indirectly producers
using these devices, was cited.

LIPSTONE ON AIR

Chicago—^Louis R. Lipstone, gen-
eral music and production director
for Publix-Balaban & Katz, has as-
sumed control of the Chicago The-
ater broadcasts on Wednesday nights
and the special theater broadcasts,
both formerly presented under H,
Leopold Spitalny.

WENTZ'S 10 YEARS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Lee Wentz, short

subjects booker at the RKO exchange,
has just celebrated a decade with
the organization. Wentz was with
the Pathe outfit prior to the Radio-
Pathe consolidation last December.

George M. Dillon Joins |

Powers Pictures, Inc.

George M. Dillon has been ap-
pointed branch manager of the New
York exchange of Powers Pictures,!

Inc.

POLISH FILM OPENING

"Ten Condemned" ("10 - ciu z

Pawiaka"), one of the first Polish

talkers, will be presented by Polish
Film Corp. starting Wednesday at

the Vanderbilt theater, former legit,

house and recently occupied by
Tobis. Symon Gould has been en-

gaged to handle exploitation of the
picture for the U. S. and Canada.
Siegmund Sulin is handling book-
ings.

I

WHITELEY SAILS

Stanley Whiteley, treasurer of B.
I. P., sailed Saturday on the Em-
press of Britain for England.

I

CENTRAL PARK HELD UP
Box-office of the Central Park the-

ater was held up Friday night for
about $260.
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)
People Should Applaud,
Not Disparage, Movies
A/fOTION pictures, when facts

and circumstances are duly
weighed, are so dynamic in

their influence, and so univer-
sal in their appeal, that people
of open minds, seeing things
relatively, should applaud more
than they disparage. The
churches might borrow some-
thing—not of mechanism, but
of energy and fascination

—

from this new form of entertain-
ment and instruction. Church,
school, motion pictures, radio

—

these are all major forms
through which we express what
is common in our hopes, inter-

ests and activities. All such
forms are inter-related. The
movies echo literary tastes and
reflect dramatic forms. But it

is evident that their ethical

standards are more closely re-

lated to those of the churches.
They are the enemies of vice

and crime. They are wholesome
and objective, rather than mor-
bid. In order to succeed they
must find their audiences in all

our states and in thousands of

communities. They are com-
pelled to appeal to average
standards; but in the nature of

the case they must note the up-
ward tendencies, and increasing-

ly resist temptation to pander
to the degrading.
The so-called "sound" pic-

tures or "talkies" are at the

beginning of a marvelous suc-

cess. In the years to come they
will improve the vocabulary, ac-

cent and conversation of mil-

lions of listeners. They will

react favorably upon the legiti-

mate drama. They will influ-

ence pulpit methods and politi-

cal speaking. They will have an
international influence in lessen-

ing barriers of language.—Albert Shaw, in

Review of Reviews

MANY HAPPY PETUCNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to Mm
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

April 11
James Ryan Franic O'Connor

ALONG™^ lALTO
DALY

NtW VORIC lOS ANGELES

• • • IT TOOK the film industry to wake up those Legis-
lative boys down in Washington Thursday eve, as a
certain motion picture was about to enter on its world pre-
miere in the Capital a flashing, revolving sign in enor-
mous lettering was projected by the Skyprojector on Certain
Buildings it read "Stop Hoarding Dollars. Put
Idle Money To Work. See 'The Wet Parade.'

"

and
guess what buildings the glaring announcement appeared on?

the U. S. Treasury and the Congressional Library, no
less! and if the sign rested for the briefest time on
the Capitol ITSELF as the boys were switching the
flash from the Treasury to the Library it was probably
the Purest Accident these things will happen

* * * *

• • • NEVER IN the history of Washington has any kind
of a sign appeared on a Government building except
some small bulletin notice we have a sneaking suspicion
that this "Wet Parade" alluded to in the ad has some-
thing to do with the Emgeem picture opening that same nite in

a Loew theayter with a title somewhat similar
"The Wet Parade" or is the coincidence far-fetched in

your opinion?

• • • IN THIS connection we note another strange coin-
cidence a wire received from Billy Ferguson
exploitation director of Emgeem sent from Washington,
D. C, that same evening saying "Sending you
Unusual Photos of Capitol, Treasury, Library Buildings. Some
guy must have pulled a Fast One. Pure coincidence my being
her, I assure you. Ferguson."

• • • A FINE tribute from the M.P.T.O. of Eastern
Pennsy, Southern New Jersey and Delaware to Edgar
Moss, Fox sales representative in Philly ya see, Edgar
has been highly regarded in those parts for 16 years
for his fair dealing with all exhibs his untiring efi'orts

in their behalf and now that he is incapacitated some-
what by illness the exhibitor body adopted unanimously
a Resolution to get behind Edgar for the forthcoming
sales drive and help his branch to grab First Place such
a Tribute is enough to restore Mister Moss to perfect health

and we hope it does

• • • AND NOW Harry Arthur plans to make all man-
agers of his Poli theaters his PARTNERS operating
under a Sharing Arrangement ohmigawd! the
shock to the managers was too much wild rumors are
seeping in four managers struck down with paralytic
shock three went stark mad with joy two just

slumped down dead in their theaters we are trying to
verify the sad news will advise you later

• • • SEE WHERE Gloria Swanson has nicknamed her
baby "Mike" probably so's she can still stand before the

mike in days to come, and talk to it kidding herself

that she's still in pix Donn McElwaine, formerly pub-
licity man with Fox, Pathe, and now with Grauman in Holler-

word is the daddy of a future film magnate he
fears Charlie Garrett, former foreign publicity director

for Pathe and editor of the Rooster Booster has been
appointed picture and theatrical editor of the Havana-American
"News" Pete Mulligan's new phone number is Lacka-
wanna 6969 upside down it's 6969 how can ya
go wrong?

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

Stunt on
Identifying Stills

^ LARGE display frame
mounted with eight stills of

stars and featured players with
whom Marie Dressier has ap-
peared in different films was ar-
ranged in the lobby of the Para-
mount, Marion, Ind., where
"Emma" was being shown. Pa-
trons were asked by Manager
C. E. Browne to identify the
productions from which the
stills were taken. A small stand
with pads and pencils was
placed beside the display and
patrons filled in the titles and
dropped the answers into a box
on the table. Twenty-five sin-
gle tickets were awarded as
prizes for the best answers.—Paramount, Marion, Ind.

* * *

Class Appeal
for "Broken Lullaby"

^NE of the many stunts car-

ried out by Manager J. K.
O'Donnell of the Haines, Water-
ville. Me., in publicizing "Broken
Lullaby" was to send letters to
the intellectual. The letters
gave a brief but poignant de-
scription of the picture; the let-

ters being sent in advance to
college professors of Colby Col-
lege and High School teachers.—Haines, Waterville, Me.

* * *

College Faculty
Aids "Lupin"
"^//"ITH permission of the presi-

dent of Centre College,
stills and smal card displays
were placed on bulletin boards
in fraternities and sororities,

with publicity on "Arsene Lu-
pin," which was scheduled to be
shown at the Kentucky, Dan-
ville, Ky. Frank Sutton, theater
manager, also distributed card
pluggers asking students to sub-
mit 100-word essays stating
which of the Barrymore broth-
ers, in their opinion, is the bet-
ter actor. Prizes were 25 guest
tickets.—Kentucky, Danville, Ky.

Of the 285 feature pictures distributed
in Germany during 1931, 140 were of
foreign make and of tliis number 82
were American made.
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CnORCH COONCIL IN MOVE

TO AID GOOD PICTURES
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(Continued from Page 1)

are asked to donate $1 each, and
they will be known as co-operators.

Efforts also will be made to prevent
repeal or weakening of the censor-
ship law.

15 International Films
On Britton's Program

(Continued from Page 1)

in Shanghai and now plans to en-

large the buildings for increased
production.

Features and shorts for general release

are now being made in Mongolia and Tibet

by Len Fields, director, with Jack and Joe
Smith, cameramen. The first will be re-

leased here in June. Britten will take back
to China a number of recording units, which
he will place on sale.

"China has 68 wired houses and 253 the-

aters available for sound," Britton told

Film Daily yesterday. "Average admis-
sion is 15 cents in gold. On my return
voyage, which will be by way of the Mediter-
ranean, I shall have photographed a series

of shorts for national distribution, which
will take in almost every country in the east-

ern hemisphere." Britton will open New
York office before leaving. His local repre-
sentative has not as yet been appointed.

WARNER THEATER EXECS
Moe Silver, Jules Girden and

Stewart MacDonald, Warner theater
executives, returned Saturday from a
series of conferences with zone and
theater managers in the Cleveland
and Chicago territory.

Fred M. Jack, district sales man-
ager for Warner Bros., with head-
quarters in Dallas, who has been in

New York conferring with Gradwell
Sears, left for Memphis Saturday
on his way back to Dallas.

PAUL SLOANE TO DIRECT HOLT
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paul Sloane has been

engaged by Columbia to direct Jack
Holt in "War Correspondent," com-
edy drama with the Sino-Japanese
war as background. It was written
by Ray Schrock.

ELVEY SUCCEEDS NIBLO
London—Maurice Elvey has taken

over the direction of "Diamond Cut
Diamond" for Erik Hakim. It was
to have been directed by Fred Niblo,
who has parted company with
Hakim.

Sh O W
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REMINDER

Clu-ik your Sound at

I'lery pcrformnncp. Avoid
fxcessive volume.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
A FRENCH version of "High

Pressure," William Powell's re-

cent starring vehicle for Warner
Bros., has just started production

at the company's Burbank studios

under the direction of Henry Blanke.
The leading role, portrayed by
Powell in the English language edi-

tion, has been assigned to Andre
Luguet. "Le Brasseur d'Affaires"

is the French title.

El Brendel returns to resume pic-

ture work at the Fox studios in

Hollywood following a series of per-
sonal appearances throughout the
East and Middle West.

Six players have been added to
the cast of Tiffany's "Strangers of
the Evening," now in the final stages
of production. Tully Marshall, Alan
Roscoe, Jimmy Burtis, Charles Wil-
liams, William Scott and Mahlon
Hamilton augment the list of play-
ers originally signed, including ZaSu
Pitts, Eugene Pallette, Lucien Lit-

tlfield, Miriam Seegar, Theodore Von
Eltz, Warner Richmond, Harold
Waldridge and Francis Sayles. H.
Bruce Humberstone is directing.

* * *

Blanche Friderici joins the sup-
porting cas for Maurice Chevalier
in his next starring picture, "Love
Me Tonight,'' which Rouben Matnou-
lian is directing at the Paramownt
studios.

* * *

Part of the production of RKO
pictures was returned to the old
Pathe studios in Culver City for a
few days this week, when opening
scenes for the Wheeler and Woolsey
feature comedy, "Hold 'Em Jail,"

were made in one of the big outdoor
sets. All other scenes of this pic-

ture will be staged at the RKO-
Radio studios in Hollywood where
all production is now concentrated in

charge of David O. Selznick, execu-
tive vice-president.

* * *

To the already announced stars

of Universal comedy short product
has been added the name of Skeets
Gallagher. The exact number of

pictures that Gallagher will make
under the supervision of Warren
Doane has not as yet been deter-

mined.
* * *

Howard Higgin has been assigned
to direct Columbia's Jack Holt spe-
cial production, as yet untitled.

* * *

Irene Rich will be cast as Will
Rogers' screen wife for the third
time when David Butler begins the
filming of the Fox picture, "Down
to Earth," adapted for the screen
by Edwin Burke from Homer Croy's
story. Dorothy Jordan and Theo-
dore Lodi have been assigned parts
in the production.

Vincent Barnett, stage and film

actor, has been signed for a role as

one of the foils to the Four Marx
Brothers in their next starring pic-

ture, "Horse Feathers," being pro-

duced at the Paramount studios.

^ ^ 4=

The cast recruited by First Na-
tional for "Week End Marriage,"
now in production with Loretta
Young and Norman Foster in the
featured roles, has been completed.
Final additions to the comj)any,
which Thornton Freeland is now di-

recting, are Luis Alberni, Harry
Holman, J. Carroll Naish, Richard
Tucker, Allan Lane and Roscoe
Karns. Previously announced as the
principals supporting Miss Young
and Foster were George Brent,
Vivienne Osborne, Aline MacMahon,
Sheila Terry, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Grant Mitchell and Louise Carter.

Production has been completed on
the new Educational-Mack Sennet
comedy featurette, "Hatta Marry,"
a travesty on the cowboy drama, in
which Harry Gribbon essays the
principal lead, supported by Mar-
jorie "Babe" Kane, Dorothy Granger,
Marvin Loback, and others. Original
music has been specially written by
Bernie Grossman and Dave Silver-
stein.

* * *

Ralf Harolde has been assigned
one of the prominent roles in "Com-
petition," now in production at the
Warner studios under the direction
of Alfred E. Green. Harolde re-
places Lysle Talbot, who has been
transferred to the cast of "New
York Town."

* * *

Warren Hymer has been added
to the cast of "Hold 'Em Jail,"
RKO-Radio Pictures' prison comedy.

* * *

Myrna Loy has been signed by
Paramount for a role in Maurice
Chevalier's new production, "Love
Me Tonight."

Ruth Chatterton, it is reported,
has been so well pleased ivith George
Brent's work as her leading man in
her initial First National picture,
'The Rich Are Always With Us,"
that several weeks ago she made a
special request to company execu-
tives that he be assigned to her next
film. Consequently Brent will again
appear with Miss Chaaterton in
"Children of Pleasure."

Shooting has been finished on the
Educational-.Vanity comedy, "Ship
A-Hooey," in which Glenn Tryon and
Bobby Vernon play two goofy gobs.
Mary Carlyle, borrowed from M-G-
M to whom she is under contract,
is "the girl." Harry J. Edwards
directed from the story by Carl
Harbaugh.

COURT RULES LABOR LAW

DOESN'TAPPLY TO MOVIES

(Continued from Page 1)

Judge Alfred A. Stein in awarding
decision to theater managers arrest-
ed for operation on the Sabbath.
Judge Stein contended in his deci-
sion that the ordinance is "discrimi-
natory and unconstitutional," and
therefore must ge set aside. "The
ordinance is penal in character," he
wrote, "and therefore must be strict-

ly construed. Its provisions cannot
be extended by implication. Any
case which does not come within its

words cannot be brought within it

by construction."
Judge Stein pointed out that the

question of the legality of the opera-
tion of moving picture theaters on
Sunday was not before the court for
decision. The question raised by
the appeal, he said, was whether the
defendant was lawfully convi(cted

under the charge laid in the com-
plaint and the ordinance upon which
it was based.

Bruce Gallup Joins

Donahue & Coe Agency
(Continued from Page 1)

R. Titus, formerly of Lord, Thomas
fe Logan; Fred Waters, formerly of

J. P. Muller Agency; Oliver A.
Kingsbury, formerly of Brearley
Agency; E. M. Ahlstrand, formerly
of Lawrence Fertig Agency; Wil-

liam Williams, formerly of First

National and Lord, Thomas & Lo-
gan, and Frank Droesch, formerly
of Pathe. Additional appointments
are pending.

GETS S.M.P.E. FELLOWSHIP
Dr. Peter A. Snell of the Univer-

sity of Rochester has been awarded
the Society of Motion Picture En-
gineers' Fellowship, made possible

through a donation of $1,500 by the

late George Eastman to the S.M.P.E.
for establishment and administra-
tion of the fellowship.

NEW EXPLOITATION BOOK OUT
Arthur Mayer and J. J. Hess of

Publix have completed a new form
of exploitation book for Publix the-

aters. The first is on "The Miracle
Man" and covers all points of ad-
vertising and exploiting the feature
from the tenth day previous to

showing, to the opening day.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

TH E press"

AGENT
^"^^^^i"

"One of the final sequences of

'Strangers of the Evening' was shot the

other night on an actual graveyard while
the wind was blowing at 60 miles
an hour."

—Tiffany.
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Brown Stepping Out If Aylesworth Made President

COPYRIGHT UPHELD BY CIRCUIT COURTFAPPEALS

Short Selling in Film Stocks Comparatively Small
Only Issue With Sizeable

Short Account Is

Paramount
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Except in the case

of Paramount, the short interest in

amusement stocks is comparatively
small, it was shown in figures sub-
mitted by President Richard Whit-
ney of the New York Stock Ex-
change in the hearing before the
Senate Banking Committee. Short
holdinga in Paramount on April 6

totalled 21,931, against 24.472 on
(.Continued on Parie 7)

"GRAND HOTEL" PREMPE

RANKS WITH GREATEST

At a brilliant premiere ranking
with the greatest in Broadway mo-
tion picture history, M-G-M disclosed
"Grand Hotel," at the Astor last

night. Garnished by the presence
of numerous celebrities, the opening
was decidedly an auspicious one.

Audience enthusiasm indicated that
the picture, studded with M-G-M
marquee names, is in for a long run

(Continued on Pcuic 7)

Goodman Rejoining
RKO as Gen. Counsel

Maurice Goodman, formerly gen-
eral counsel for RKO, and who re-

signed two years ago to resume pri-

vate practice, is expected to be
named to his former post, replacing
B. B. Kahane, who was recently
made executive head of production.
Goodman on Monday resigned his

post as chairman of the finance
committee at Columbia, where he
has been for the past year.

"Grand Hotel"
The M-C-M cinema dreadnought, carrying a million dollar cargo of stars, steamed

into Broadway last night to the tune of the classiest motion picture premiere in

many a moon. We be.ieve it to be a box-office smash and that it cannot help being
classed as one of the outstanding hits of the talking screen. Interest, obviously,

centered in the significant daring of Metro in placing five outstanding stars in a

single production. Put the combined drawing power of Carbo, Crawford, the two
Barrymores, Beery, Stone. Hersholt and Marshall Into any one picture and you have
a box-office magnet with the strength of Gibraltar. The entire cast is excellent.
To signal out the work of any one would be an injustice to the others. Most folks
are familiar with the story. It is the vigorous, vivid, picturesque chronicle of
twenty-four hours within the walls of a great metropolitan hotel and the dove-tailing
of the lives of its guests. As far as technique is concerned "Grand Hotel" is a

screen natural. It moves with dispatch and is a gallant mixture of romance, adven-
ture, tragedy, love and comedy, never for once getting away from its basic force as
a sane, astute, fascinating study of a cross section of life. A salute to Eddie Goulding
for his fine, understanding direction. He follows closely the continuity of the
original Vicki Baum stage version but hts modernized treatment of several sequences
is delightfully refreshing. Last night it ran in ten and one-half reels. Will no
doubt be cut for popular consumption. "Grand Hotel" is grand entertainment. It

has so much to offer it simply cannot miss. —ALICOATE.

Hess Answers Myers
On Copyright Measure

300 Turn Out to Hear
Will Hays at M. P. Club

About 300 men, representing the
most important luncheon gathering
ever seen at the Motion Picture

(Continued on Page 8)

Changes requested by Abram F.
Myers in the new Copyright Bill,

H. R. 10976, are characterized as
unnecessary, so far as protection of
honest exhibitors is concerned, in a
letter from Gabriel L. Hess, head

(Continued on Page 8)

Plan Series of 52 Big Name Shorts

A serie.'; of 52 intimate and in-

formal one-reelers starring promi-
nent radio, stage and screen names
is planned by Radio Screen Artists
Productions, Inc., newly formed
com.pany, producing at the Standard
Sound Recording Corp. studio in

(Continued on Page 8)

Universal Theaters
Shows $279,235 Loss

Net loss of $279,235, after all

charges, is reported by Universal
Chain Theaters Corp. for the year
ended Jan. 2. This compares with
a deficit of $328,142 in 1930.

Brown Expected to Decline
RKO Exec. Committee Post

New Admission Tax

Takes Effect in Miss.

Jackson, Miss.—With the signing of the bill

by Covnernor Mike Connor, the new general
admission tax of 10 per cent on all tickets
regardless of price, and including all types of
amusements, has gone into effect.

Jesse L. Lasky Signs

Herbert Marshall for Par.
Jesse L. Lasky has signed Her-

bert Marshall, much-sought-after
player in "There's Always Juliet,"

Broadway play, to work in Para-
mount pictures. Lasky recently ef-

fected the Ernst Lubitsch contract
renewal despite reported obstacles.

If M. H. Aylesworth accepts the
presidency of RKO at this week's
board of directors' meeting, Hiram
S. Brown will resign from the cor-
poration and not accept the post of
head of the executive committee
which is expected to be offered him.
The Film Daily learns. Brown is

quoted as saying "I came in RKO
(Continued on Page 8)

Decision of Higher Court
Reverses Former Mas-

sachusetts Ruling
Boston—Decrees entered last May

by Federal Judge James M. Morton,

who dismissed copyright infringe-

ment actions filed by M-G-M and

Educational against the Bijou The-

ater Co. for holding over pictures in

excess of the number of days licensed,

have been reversed by the U s C-ir-

cuit Court of Appeals for the First
Circuit. In view of the fact that
Judge Morton's decision was widely

(Continued on Page 7)

SKOURAS BROS. COMPLETE

COAST PERSONNEL SETUP

New personnel setup of Fox West
Coast Theaters, now being managed
by Skouras Bros, was outlined by
The Film Daily yesterday, follow-

ing return of Eddie Alperson to

New York from the Coast.
Functioning under supervision of

(Continued on Page 7)

State Units Planning
To Enter Poster Field

Driving of independent poster ex-

changes from the field through de-

termination of major distributors to

Trevent them from selling their

posters will mean that various State
axhibitor units will enter the poster
business on their own, according to

(Continued on Page 8)

Asks Right of Way
For Copyright Bill

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Appearing before the rules com-

mittee yesterday, Chairman Sirovich of the

House Patents Committee asked legislative

right of way for his copyright bill. Sirovich

said he had numerous requests from publishers

and authors urging favorable action on the
measure.
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at Tomorrow's Ampa Meet
Vicki Baum, author of "Grand

Hotel," and Le.slie Howard, who has
ju.st been .signed by RKO to appear
in the film version of his current
Broadway vehicle, "The Animal
Kingdom," will headline the list of
gue.sts at tomorrow's A.M.P.A.
luncheon at Sardi's. Albert A. Senft,
authority on show lettering and dis-

play, also will be present and will

speak on this angle of advertising.
.'Vnother possibility, though at pres-
ent uncertain, is Sally Eilers.
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3 New Theater Firms
Formed in California

Sacramento, Cal.—Articles of in-

corporation have been filed with
Secretary of State Frank C. Jordan
for Santa Rosa Theaters, Inc., and
Petaluma Theaters, Inc., both under
the management of Lawrence Borg
San Francisco, and Carl Barnard
Santa Rosa. Attorney for both
firms is L. S. Hamm of San Fran-
cisco.

Community Theater Co. of Pitts-

burg announces its incorporation
with a capitalization of .$.'J0,000. In-

corporators are Louis Trager, Percy
S. MacDonald and Philip A. Frease

New Devices Abroad
E. H. Allen, general manager of

the Educational and Metropolitan
studios on the coast, now on his way
to New York with Mrs. Allen for a
combined business and pleasure trip

which will include London, Paris and
Berlin, will survey several new me-
chanical and photographic innova-
tions that have been developed
abroad, and also study production
facilities in foreign studios. Before
sailing April 20 on the Europa, Allen
will spend a week in New York con-
ferring with E. W. Hammons, presi-

dent of Educational, on the new sea-

son's schedule.
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SET SERIAL RELEASE
Initial episode of Mascot's first

1932-3.3 serial, "The .Last of the
Mohicans," is scheduled for national
release June 1, it is announced by
President Nat Levine. Harry Carey
and Edwina Booth have the leading
roles. Three other serials are sched-
uled by Levine for next season.

5 Warner-F. N. Releases

Are Scheduled for June
Five pictures will be released in

June by Warner Bros. Four will be
First National productions. Follow-
ing "Street of Women," starring
Kay Francis, which will be released
nationally, June 4, Joe E. Brown's
"The Tendeifoot" will have its gen-
eral release, June 11. "Love is a

Racket" starring Douglas Fairbanks.
Jr., with Lee Tracy and Ann Dvorak,
will be leleased June 18; "The Dark
Horse," starring Wai-ren William
and Bette Davis, will be released

June 18 and "Week End Marriage,"
bv Faith Baldwin, in which Loretta
Young and David Manners are

teamed, will be released June 25.
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FAIKHANKS DUE MAY 9

Douglas Faii'banks has completed
all .South Sea shooting for his new
jiiclure and is sailing with his com-
pany from Papeete, Tahiti, April 26.

for San Francisco, arriving in Holly-
wood on May 9, according to a ra-
diogram received by United Artists

ROWLAND DOING WELL
li'cst C,>a<t Bureau of THE FIL^t DAII.V

Hollywood—Richard A. Rowland
who underwent an appendicitis
operation at the Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital this week, is reported
nrogressing satisfactorily.

"VANITY FAIR" FOR SKOURAS
"Vanity Fair" has been booked

for all the Skouras theaters in the

New York territory, it is announced
by Jack Bellman of Hollywood Pic-

tures, which is distributing this fea-

ture in its current line-up.

NEW FORWARDING FIRM
M. J. Carney & Co.. film forward-

ers and custom house brokers, has
h"en formed by M. J. Carney, for-

merly import manager of Inter-

Ocean; Frederick B. Bertrand, Jr..

formerly manager of that company
nd William J. Haves, formerly ex-

port manage)' of that firm. Offices

have been established at 27G Fifth
Ave.
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l| J. E. Brulatour, Inc

Chicago
I7?7 Indiana A«e.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd
HOLlywood 4121

y

PARA. STUDIO AS FACTORY
Paramount's New York studio

which is now being dismantled, will

be leased for a manufacturing plant
or some other commercial project.
James R. Cowan, who was in charge
of the studio, is now handling final

details of its shutdown befoi'e join-

ing Pai-amount's production depart-
ment at the home office.

SEEING KENT ON POSTERS
When Charles L. O'Reilly, repre-

senting the T. 0. C. C, interviews

Sidney R. Kent concerning the Fox
poster edict, he will be accomnanied
by Sam Sonin and Rudy Sanders as

members of the committee.

NEXT FOR WINTER GARDEN
"The Mouthpiece," with Warren

William. Sidney Fox and Aline Mac-
Mahon. will follow "The Crowd
Roars" into the Winter Garden on

April 20, it is announced by War-
ners.

;o«'a>Mru^-;:»ra»««aiat-g-»K-»a.a'g««^

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film
Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDINCCORP
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St

Phone- N^Urray Hill 2-1155-6-7

HARRY KIENE DIES
Indianpolis—Harry A. Kiene, 62,

owner of the Bijou and the Sanders
theaters, is dead here.

Film and Disc Recording

Re-Recording on Disc
and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO
CORPORATION

Brunswick Laboratory
799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

April 14: Testimonial dinner to Milt Kut-
sel. Hotel Astor, New York.

April 16: Associated Theater Owners oi
Maryland dance and entertainment. Bain
more. Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Wee»
drive for benefit fund.

April 18
: Special meeting of Class A stock-

holders of Roxy Theaters Corp., New
York.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramuum
Publix stockholders. New York

April 19: Annual meeting of Fox Film
Corp.. New York.

Morris M. Landres
Joins Ideal Pictures

Morris M. Landres has joined
Ideal Pictures Corp., as vice-presi-
dent and secretary. Landres will
supervise editing of the feature
"Headlines of Yesterday" and sev-
eral shorts for the coming season.

NEW U.A.-COLUMBIA DEALS
United Artists will absorb distri-

bution of all Columbia production
n Latin America under deals now
in negotiation. At present the com-
oanies are partners in several re-
leasing deals, princi'pally in United
Kingdom, where United Artists
handles Columbia product.

BANDITS GET LONG TERM
Indianapoli.s—Found guilty of rob-

bing the Fountain Square in Febru-
ary, Maurice O'Flaherty and Harry
Fields were sentenced to 20 and 10
vears, respectively, in the Indiana
Reformatory.

POLA NEGRI BOOKED
Pola Negri has been booked into

the Pittsburgh Stanley for the week
of April 1.5, by Warner Bros. Artist
Bureau.

CHICAGO HOUSE HELD UP
Chicago—About $100 was obtained

by a young gunman who held up the
Avalon.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
Stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE — RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City. N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

I

Creators of good impressions

Globe Engraving Companv
STEEL & COPPER PLATE ENGRAVERS

I c-tterheads. Envelopes. Cards, Weddings,
Monograms, Business and Social An-
nouncements of Every Description

Designers and Actual Producers of
Engraved Commercial and Social Stationery

105-7 Fulton St. New York. N. Y.

BEekman 3-6417

li
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MERRILY
WE ROLL ALONG!

GOOD pictures sock depression

RIGHT on the schnozzola!

''TARZAN, The Ape Man'' is M^G^M's current sock!

BUT we've ''got a million of 'em— a million!"

THE WET PARADE — Knocks Washington, D. C. for loop in M-G^M's
smash opening! Dorothy Jordan, Walter Huston, Jimmy Durante, Lewis Stone, Myrna Loy, Robert

Young, hleil Hamilton, Wallace Ford, John Miljan.

LIMPY — JACKIE COOPER and 'CHIC SALE. What a combination for

laughs and heart-throbs!

NIGHT COURT — Boston opening with typical M-G-M ballyhoo packs

State Theatre! Walter Huston, Phillips Holmes, Anita Page, Lewis Stone, Jean Hershok, John

Miljan, Tully Marshall

JOAN CRAWFORD in LETTY LYNTON — ' Possessed " takes a back
seat. This is her top romantic thriller! Guess who they love to see make love to beautiful

Joan. Robert Montgomery, of course I

RAMON NOVARRO in HUDDLE—Romance! Thrills! That's what your

public wants ! A new romantic role for Ramon. With Madge Evans, Una Merkel, Ralph Qraves.

GARBO in AS YOU DESIRE ME — Need we say more?

MARIE DRESSLER and POLLY MORAN in PROSPERITY —
It's what the doctor prescribes for that tired box-office feelingl

0^ LAST NIGHT ! ''GRAND HOTEL"
OPENED AT THE $2 ASTOR
An Event in Motion Picture History!

<»(

METR WYN - MAYER
The Hell With Depression!
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A Plain Statement of FACT

Ruth Chatterto
rThe Rich Are Alwayilm

Ruth Chatterton's new-

est picture, "The Rich

Are Always With Us," is

ready for release. It is her

first picture for Warner

Bros.

That means a lot to

us, and here are some

facts that should mean a

lot to YOU:

Miss Chatterton be-

came a Warner Bros, star

at the height of her ca-

reer. She has come to us

w^ith an understanding

whose terms assure her

of full scope for the dis-

play of the talents and

the personality that have

made her so great a star,

especially in her appeal

to w^omen.

It is the first time

she has had such scope.

She has found, in

her alliance with Warner

Bros., understandings

business acuteness and

whole'hearted co-oper-

ation. For these reasons

she has found happiness

and contentment in her



jgarding

Vith Us."

mth Bute Davis, George Brent, John Mi/jan

Directed h Alfred E. Green

work at theWarner Bros,

studios, and the first re-

suit, "The Rich Are Al-

ways With Us," we hon-

estly believe presents her

in the greatest role that

she has ever portrayed on

the screen.

IT IS GREAT ACT-
ING FROM A CON-
TENTED ACTRESS.

You owe it to your

patrons to play"The Rich

Are Always With Us" at

your theatre, and you

owe it to your theatre to

obtain for it the distinc-

tion and prestige that

the star and the picture

will bring.

Drama, romance, hu-

mor, pathos
—"The Rich

Are Always With Us''

has them all. Above all,

it has Ruth Chatterton in

a role that is at last

worthy of

her ability,

beauty and

charm.

Think

it over—but ^

don't think

too long!
A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE
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".
. . it seems to be more

practical and compre-

hensive than any or its

predecessors and being

so, I expect it will prove

just so much more of a

help and benefit as a

reference, for which I

use it frequently/'

Sam Dembow, Jr.
Publix Theatres

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

Pv R.n.rii ]viLK

HOLLYWOOD
T5ERNARD SCHUBERT'S first

draft on "The Empty Chair," an
air story which he is screenizing for
Universal, has been approved by
Universal executives. This is Schu-
bert's first assignment since the
screen version of "Svmphonv of Six
Million" for RKO.

Five requests in as vudij dayn
htti'e been made of M-G-M by out-
side studios for the services of
William Bakeivell, juvenile actor un-
der contract to the Culver City or-

ganization. Universal, it is reported,
with a two-picture assignment, will

ivin out.
fi * ^

Helen Twelvetrees will play the
leading feminine role in RKO Radio
Pictures' "Is My Face Red?" It

goes into rehearsal today with Ri-
cardo Cortez, Robert Armstrong and
Arline Judge in other leading roles.

William Seiter will direct.

Robert Young and Maureen O'Sul-
livan have been added to the cast
of M-G-M's "Strange Interlude."

* « *

Constance Cummings will play op-
posite Walter Huston in the pic-

ture tentatively called "Faith" for
Columbia release. Miss Cummings
is now working with Edmund Lowe
in Columbia's "Criminal Court" and
also was picked by Harold Lloyd
for his new picture.

* * *

Frances Moffett has been assigned
one of the featured roles in Maurice
Chevalier's next starring vehicle,

"Love Me Tonight," which Rouben
Mamoulian is directing at the Para-
mount studios. She next will be
seen in a role with Chester Morris
and Carole Lombard in "Sinners in

the Sun,' which opens at the New
York and Brooklyn Paramount The-
aters May 21th.

^ 4^ ^

Robert Hill will direct a cast in-

cluding May Robson, Earle Fox,
Montagu Love, William Austin and
James Finlayson in RKO Radio's
new Masquer comedy, "Iron Minnie,"
a railroad melodrama burlesque.

* * *

Spencer Charters and Arthur
Houseman have been added to Har-
old Lloyd's "Movie Crazy," which is

about half finished.
* * *

Arthur Stone, character actor, has
been signed for "The Roar of the
Dragon," RKO Radio Picture star-

ring Richard Dix.
*

John Dudgeon, 102-year-old Eng-
lish actor, and Walter Byron, have
joined the cast of "The Old Dark
House," which Ja/mes Whale has
been assembling at Universal.

* *

"The Sporting Widow" is an-
nounced as the title of the picture

which has been in preparation at the

Paramount studios for several weeks
under the tentative title, "The Coun-
tess of Auburn," and which is sched-
uled to go into production within a
few days under direction of Irving
Cummings. Alison Skipworth will
appear in the title role and George
riarbier will play the principal male
part. Other important roles will be
enacted by John Breeden and George
Raft.

* Ht ill

Actual filming of scenes for "The
Truth About Hollywood," has been
started by George Cukor who is di-

.ecting this Constance Bennett vehi-
-le. Cukor has been borrowed by
RkO from Paramount for this one
picture.

Orville Knapp is noted for two
things. He is one of the original
crooners to make this type of sing-
ing famous. He also played the
lead opposite Fay Bainter in "The
Crooner." He has just arrived in
Hollywood to visit his sister, Evalyn
Knapp.

* * *

Louise Closser Hale, who is play-
ing in Harold Lloyd's current com-
eay, is one of the busiest actresses
on the coast. Her lust two pictures,
"Letty Lynton' and "After All,"
were made at the same time.

* * *

Dudley Digges is keeping busy.
He has been cast for an important
role in "The Roar of the Crowd,"
which Wesley Ruggles is directing.

Digges was seen recently in "The
Hatchet Man."

* * *

Our Passing Show: Irving Thal-
berg, Norma Shearer, Bebe Daniels,

Ben Lyon, John G. Adolfi, Al Green,
Andrew J. Callaghan, Harvey Thew,
Kubec Glasmon, Joe H. Jackson,
Warren William, Buron Fitts, Al
Rosen, Fred Jackman, Howard J.

Green, Ira Uhr al "It's Tough to

Be Famous"; Jerry Horwin, Abe
Simon and Harry Friedman playing

golf.
* * *

Albert DeMond, who is producing
a series of short suojects for Uni-
versal, inherited a collection of

newspapers marking great days in

history when he was in his early

teens and has added to the file ever

since. Dating back to the election

of Lincoln to the Presidency, there

are front page records of all the

historic events of the world up to

date. Assassinations, rises to and

falls from power, elections, deaths of

the great of the world—the file in

its completeness forms an interest-

ing newspaper history of nearly a

century.

In England

"The Man Who Played Cod," Warner
production starring George Arliss, Is be-

ing released in England under the title

ot "The Silent Voice."

*e
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COPYRIGHT IS UPHELD

BY COURT OF APPEALS

(Continued from Page 1)

(luoted in support of contentions
that holdovers did not constitute
inpyright infringement, the present
reversal is looked upon as having
vast significance.

At alxiiit the same time as tlie TuilKe Mor-
ten ruling last May, U. S. District .ludKC
I Pieman of Maryland handed down a (jirc-ct

ly opposite lU'cision in the case of Tiffany
V -. Dewing, and Judge Morris of the P
< Circuit Court of Appeals here stated that

Indge Coleman's opinion was "well considered
Hid appealed to us," quoting Judge Coleman
I- holding in such regard "that the projec-

tn n of a photoplay film on a screen without
ilic copyright owner's permission was an in-

t riiigement.**

The Circuit Court of Appeals held that

ihe Copyright Statutes ought to he reason-

ililv construed with a view to effecting the

imrposes intended by Congress."
Tn vacating the dismissal of the com-

1.1. lints hy the lower court and returning the

. ises to ' that court for further disposition,

the Circuit Court pointed out some technical

(luestions of pleading which it stated could

he resolved by amendment.
According tn Gabriel L. Hess, counsel^ for

the distrdnitors in this case, the decision

sustains the position of the distribntors that

the tmanthorized exhibition of motion pic-

ture photoplays are infringements of copyright

and that the Federal Courts have jurisdiction

in cases of this character.

Skouras Bros. Complete
Coast Personnel Setup

(Continued from Page 1)

Charles Skouras, who is in charge

of the circuit, four district managers
will work out of Los Angeles. They
are: Edward Smith, Robert Smith,

George Bowser and Hal Neides.

Arch Bowles is in charge of the

San Francisco div'sion with the fol-

lowing as distric-w managers: Ellis

Arkusk. Dick Soij^-s and N'ck Tur-
ner. Robert Fro

,
is handling the

Seattle division a^'l Bill Stege is in

charge of the Montana division.

Spyros Skouras, who returns to

New York in about two weeks, and

Alperson, will both headquarter at

Fox Film Corp. offices on 10th Ave.

CHARLES RITCHIE SWITCHES
Charles Ritchie, formerly librarian

of Kinograms newsreel, has joined

General Film Library in the same
capacity.

COMING & GOING

PAUL L. STEIN, RKO Radio Pictures di

rector, returned to America yesterday aboard
the Bremen. He leaves for the coast today.

A. W. SMITH, Warner sales executive in

charge of eastern and Canadian distribution,

returned yesterday to his desk after having
been out of town for ten days.

ELMER RICE. playwright, and JOE
COOK, the comedian, sailed last night on
the Bremen for Europe.

SAM JAFFE, studio production manager
for Paramount, arrives in New York
from Hollywood today.

P. N. BRINCH. MG-M home office repre

sentative in charge of European distribution,

arrives Friday on the Albert Ballin from
Paris with the body of his wife, who died

April .-?.

HAL HOKNE sails for California on the

President Lincoln. Saturday.
SAMUEL I.. "ROXY" ROTHAFEL and

J. H. TURNER returned from Havana yes

terdav.
AL CHRISTIE arrived from the coast yes

terday.

ALONG™^ lALTO
PUILM.DALY

• • • THAT FIRST session of the Motion Picture Club
Forum was by way of being a Wow appropriately enough,
Will Hays was the speaker doubly appropriate
coming as it did on the eve of the publication of his Tenth An-
nual Report on behalf of the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors the spacious Empey Club dining room was
.jammed to capacity and Mister Hays favored us by read-

ing some highlights from the report causing the cold

printed words to sparkle and penetrate with the dynamic force

of a naturally gifted dramatic speaker

• • • WHICH CAUSED us to wonder why he personally
remains in the background for he is ideally equipped
to go out on a nation-wide tour addressing special
gatherings of our leading financiers and industrialists
instilling the much-needed spark of Confidence and Courage in

them during this era of doubt and hesitancy Confidence
in the nation, its people, and the fundamental soundness of in-

dustry Courage to grasp the problems facing business
leadership in all fields even as they have been met in

the motion picture field

# # WE WHO are daily absorbed in our own specialized
jobs in the film biz lose sight of the broader aspects

the panoramic sweep the gigantic influences of

the industry and in a short 15 minutes Mister Hays
conjured all these up before our mental vision renewing
our faith in our business, our public OURSELVES

• • • LACK OF soace permits only brief mention of a

few trenchant truths Mister Hays emphasized "Every
other business faces the problem of finding a market. Our
problem is to make a worthy product consistently, for we
HAVE the market. We are standing them up in times of

depression every time we produce an outstanding picture."

"Experimentation in studios should not be charged up as Over-
head. In all other industries it is properly characterized and
classified as Research. And without this essential research
work, there can be no progress in pictures." "New types

of pictures are constantly tapping new strata of audiences."

"There are big problems to be met in the coming years.

But with faith and confidence in ourselves and the business

we can and will meet them." and a great Punch Line

for his closing remark "It's not the size of the dog in

the fight that counts. It's the size of the fight in the dog.".

• • • INSPIRED WITH the confidence that he had some-
thing of value to sell to the customers Chairman Jack
Alicoate pounded his gavel in approved auctioneer's style

and knocked the speechmaking down to Al Lichtman who
in turn presented Mister Hays

• • • .JUST TO prove that he had a real sense of humor
the industry's leader told two pip yarns one was

on Al Lichtman summoned early in the morn by his

banker, Dr. Giannini, to hurry right down to the latter's office

and Al, in a cold sweat, with visions of being wiped
out in the market rushed down to meet Mayor
Rolph of San Francisco and the Doc sez "I just

sent for you, Al, to tell the Mayor a Funny dtory."

the other story was "Do you play bridge?" "No,

and the worst of it is I can't stop it!"

SHORTS IN FILM STOCKS

COMPARATIVELY SMALL

(Continued from Page 1)

April 1. RKO on April 6 had 6,-

059; Warner, 2,405; Loew, 6,271;

Fox, .330. Compared with active

stocks of similar capitalizations, the

short interest in film issues is con-

sidered low. Among the larger

short positions as of April 6 were
U. S. Steel, 361,698 shares; West-
inghouse, 125,107; General Electric,

91,806; General Motors, 262,408;

A. T. & T., 197.695.

"Grand Hotel" Premiere
Ranks With Greatest
(Continued from Page 1)

extending beyond the current eight
weeks' sale of seats.

In addition to various film ex-
ecutives the audience included the
following stage and screen celebs:
Dorothy Mackaill, Clifton Webb,
Cliff Edwards, Belle Baker, Grace
Moore, Gus Edwards, Fanny Ward,
Noel Coward, Fay Marbe and James
Cagney, plus Tammany Young.
Heading the impressive cast ai-e:

Greta Garbo, John Barrymore, Joan
Crawford, Wallace Beery, Lionel
Barrymore, Lewis Stone and Jean
Hersholt. And suppleinenting them
are: Robert McWade, Purnell D.
Pratt, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Rafa-
ella Ottiano, Tully Marshall, Frank
Conroy, Murray Kinnell and Edwin
Maxwell.
Edmund Goulding, maker of many

screen successes, directed. William
A. Drake adapted the story from
the Broadway hit written by Vicki
Baum. Others involved in the mak-
ing of the picture are: Douglas
Shearer, recording engineer; Cedric
Gibbons, art director; Blanche Se-
well. Film editor; William Daniels,
cameraman, and Adrian, gowns.

WARNER CLOSING SUNDAY
After several weeks under a sec-

ond-run policy, the Warner on
Broadway will close Sunday. Re-
opening is indefinite.

%.'6

MANY UAPPY RETURNS,

« « « » » »

April 13
Arthur Hurley

Richard Spier

Malcolm Stuart Boylan

Charles H. Christie
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HESS ANSWERS MYERS

(Continued from Page 1)

of the Copyr ght Protection Bureau,
to Representative William I. Siro-

vich, chairman of the House Patents
Committee, which reported the bll

favorably on April 5. The Hess--

communication is in reply to a let-

ter from Sirovich asking him to

consider the points raised by Myers.
Hess contends that the amendment."
recommended by Myers would nro-

vide "a compulsory license provision
permitting dishonest exhibitors t(

appropi'iate the property of the dis-

tributors for the purpose of exhibi

tions at their personal whim anr'

caprice, and that, unon d^^tection

their liability should be limited, for
those infringements disclosed, to the
market value of a licensed use as
if it had been ordinarily contracted
in the regular course of business."
Hess states that under adequate

minimum statutory damages fo!' un
authorized exhibitions there is not
a possibility that an exhibtior can
be imposed upon by an un.iust'fiable

claim, because "if a picture is ex-
hibited, on the day or at the place
in que.stion, the problem is simple-
Was there authorization to so ex-
hibit?"

New Admission Taxes
Announced by Ontario

Toronto—Hon. E. A. Dunlop, Pro-
vincial Treasurer, announces theater
taxes in Ontario will be as follows:

Tickets up to 25 cents, exempt; 25 to .^2

cents. 2 cents; 3.^ to 37 cents, 3 cents; 37
to 46 cents. 4 cents; 46 to 55 cents, 5 cents;
55 to 64 cents, 6 cents; 64 to 73 cents. 7

cents; 73 to 82 cents. 8 cents. 82 to 91 cents,
9 cents; 91 to $1. 10 cents; $1 to $1.50. 15
cents; $1.50 to $2. 20 cents; $2 to $2.50. 25
cents; $2.50 to $3. 30 cents; $3 to $3.50. 35
cents; $3.50 to $4, 40 cents; Over $4, 50
cents.

FOREIGNS ONE DAY A WEEK
Starting early next month the

liittle Picture House on East SOth
St., will set aside Thursday of each
week for the showing of prominent
foreign talkers. Among the pic-

tures booked are "Le Million."
"Karamazov," "Sous Les Toits de
Paris." "Der Andere." "Elizabeth
von Oesterreich" and "The Theft of
the Mona Lisa."

FRANKLIN PLANS TRIP WEST
Harold B. Franklin intends to

leave New York for the coast with-
in 10 days.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"In 'Man Wanted.' Kay Francis plays
the role of a wealthy society girl and
has an opportunity of showing off her
unusuilly smirt costumes purchased
specially for this picture at a price said
to exceed $45,000'

—Warner Bros.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Idaho Falls, Ida.—Charles A. An-

derson, formerly manager of the
Paramount here, has been trans-
ferred by Publix to Norfolk, Neb.

Petaluma, Gal.—The Mystic has
been sold to Dan Tocchini and
Wheeler Girolo.

Utica, N. Y.—K. I. Hoffman, form-
erly publicity director for the Stan-
ley in Newark, N. J., is the new
manager of the Avon here.

Yreka, Cal.—Cordilleran Theater
Circuit, Inc., has purchased the
Broadway.

Plan Series of 52

Big Name Short Films
(Continued from Page 1)

New York. First of the series has
just been completed. It stars Harry
Richman, who will make about a
dozen of the subjects in the series.

Norman Brokenshire and Lew White
are featured with Richman in the
first short. White, who provides
musical accompaniment at the organ,
has been signed exclusively by the
company for 52 pictures. Second
subject, with The Jesters, radio act,

ilso features White and Ford Bond,
NBC announcer. Editing of the sub-
jects has been completed by Leonard
Mitchill.

The pictures will be produced
along new lines, with the stars en-

deavoring to establish an intimate
attitude toward audiences.

Other prominent artists who are
understood to have signed for this

innovation in screen entertainment
are Belle Baker, Sisters of the Skil-

'et, James Melton, Alice Joy, Gus
Van. the Street Singer, Little Jack
Little, the Boswell Sisters, Hal Skel-

ly, and practically every leading
radio announcer of both national

networks.

State Units Planning
To Enter Poster Field

(Continued from Page 1)

plans now being formed by several

nationa' exhibitor leaders.

The plan, as now outlined, in most
instances would provide for tieups
with existing independent exchanges
who would function as an affiliation

Tr deoartmont of the theater asso-
ciation. This department or agency
would make its own paper.

HURLEY DIRECTING PLAY
Arthur Hurley, formerly a direc-

tor for Vitaphone, is directing
"Coast to Coast," stage play which
has its out-of-town opening in Bos-
ton on Monday. Principals in the
cast are Joseph Santley and Jac-
queline Logan.

DICK POWELL FOR FILM
Pittsburgh—Dick Powell, Stanley

theater master of ceremonies, has
been awarded a film contract by
Warner Bros. He will leave soon to

appear with James Cagney and Joan
Blondell in "Blessed Event." After
completing the picture he returns
here.

G. K. ROBINSON TO BUFFALO
A'banv—Kenneth G. Robinson, for-

merly Paramount branch manager
here, is now in charge of the com-
pany's office in Buffalo, succeeding
Mervin Kempner, who resigned.

First Mayfair Special

Set to Start in July
Although Mayfair pictures will

not complete its current season pro-

duction until September, the first

"special" listed for 1932-3.3 release

will go into production in July,

Claude MacGowan told The Film
Daily yesterday. Distribution will

continue next season with the same
franchise holders as handled the
Action Pictures' product for 1931-32.

Seventeen releases out of a line-up

of 24 have been completed, with pic-

tures now ready up to June 1.5 re-

lease. MacGowan returned last week
from a tour of mid-west cities dur-
ing which he met and conferred with
George Weeks at Kansas City.

Chance for Unknowns
Is Screen Guild Policy

IVixt Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M. C. Levee, address-

ing the Artists' Managers' Ass'n,

declared the Screen Guild will give
opportunity to some unknown play-

ers but will not bind them to long
term contracts. The Association is

enthusiastic over Screen Guild plans.

The Guild advisory board will con-
sist of two directors, two actors and
two writers, -with Levee and a repre-
^entative of the distributing com-
pany handling Guild pictures.

LYDA ROBERTI SIGNED
Lyda Roberti has been signed by

Paramount for two pictures. Be-
fore carrying out this contract, she
will appear in the Eddie Cantor pic-

ture for United Artists. Miss Rober-
ti leaves for the coast late this week
She was signed through the Williar-

Morris office.

BICENTENNIAL IN COLOR
Robert B. Colman, director fnd

laboratory technician, is goine t^

Washinfrton this week to film the T?i

centennial Celebration in visu-co^or
a process developed by Colman.

RUTH CHATTERTON PLAY
San Francisco -— Ruth Chatterton

i-r>adp hor debut as a producer last

night in the presentation of "T.^t Us
Divorce.'' English drama by Gilbert
Wakefield, at the Geary. Ralnh
Forbes. M iss Chatterton's husband,
and Rose Hobart play the leads.

The play ^nll go to Los Angeles.

COLUMBUS ROBBERY
Columbus. 0.—Two band'ts who

held up Manager Robert C Glick
«nd two operators at the Eastern
Theater escaped with apnroximat'^''"

$600. The three were bounrl wUV.
adhesive tape and were told to re-

main quiet.

BROWN STEPPING OUT

IF AYLE8W0RTH ELECTED

(Continued from Page 1)

as president and if I go out, I will

go out as president." At today's
meeting H. B. Franklin is expected
to be named president of Keith-
Albee-Orpheum and placed in chargejl
of RKO theaters. 1
300 Turn Out to Hear
Will Hays at M. P. Club

(Continued from Page 1)

Club, were on hand yesterday to

hear Will H. Hays at the first of

the newly inaugurated Tuesday lun-

cheon Forums. Hays quoted some
h'ghlights from his annual report
submitted Monday to the M.P.P. &
D.A., and emphasized his belief that
the film industry had weathered the
storms and is now geared to carry
on to greater heights. He pointed
•^0 the fact that the M.P. Club is

the only club in his knowledge that

's paying its way and paying in-

terest on its bonds.
On the da^s with Havs were Joe

Branda, Al Lichtman, Louis Nizer,

Herbert Ebenstein. Arthur W. Steb-

^ins. Co\ E. A. Schiller and Jack
Alicoate. Also among those nresent
were Phil Reis"nan, Sam Dembow.
Harold B. Franklin, Charles Rosen-
zweig. Ned Depinet, Jules Levy,
Charl«s O'Reilly. Vvank C. Walker.
Herschel Stuart, John Eberson, Joe

Goldberg, Arthur Lopw, Arthur W.
Kelly. Harry D. Buckley, and other

prominent industi v names. Several
of the major coAipanies, including

Fox, RKO. WariJfcr. Eastman. Con-
solidated Film a-i

! others, had spe-

"ial tables.
''^

BUYS KINOG"AMS EQUIP'T
Maior Tom Evans has purchased

the Kinograms laboratory equipment
from M. J. Kandel of General Film
Library, who last week purchased
t11 Kinograms assets including 4,-

000.000 feet of library film. Evans
will run the laboratory for first-

print orders.

"SCARFACE" WALLOPS MIAMI
Miami—All records at the Cocoa-

nut Grove were smashed at the open-
ing of "Scarface." Intake was four

times greater than average.

Sh o w -

man s

Daily

REMINDER

Start promoting Mothers'

l)(iy — May 8tft. Lhp Para-

mount slogan; "Take Mother
nut on Mother's Day." Get
busy on co-op ads, tie-ups.
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AYLESWlJH TO COORDINATE RADIO-STAGE-SCREEN

Pettijohn Makes Senate Plea for Exemption to 50 Cents

... a mistake

= By Jack Alicoate^^

I

We have just returned from a pri-

vate showing of "Scarface." We
were extremely anxious to see this

picture, primarily because of the

controversy surrounding it. What
we saw chilled us. We left, after

?v. hour-and-a-half, with the distinct

feeling of nausea. It is at once ter-

rifically forceful and the most un-

pleasant picture we have ever sat

through. And we have seen quite

some pictures in the past fifteen

years. Regardless of its question-

able value as anti-gang-ster propa-

ganda, it has no place in this indus-

try. It should never have been made.

Before going further let us make
clear this is purely our personal
opinion. This criticism is directed

solely and directly toward the sub-

ject matter of the picture. One will

seldom find a better combination of

production value, acting and direc-

tion. The action is so compell'ngly
forceful as to leave one limp. How-
ever, there are certain things that

simply do not belong on the sc -een.

and the subject matter of "Scarface"
is one of them.

•

We do not, through any stretch of

imagination, believe it necessary to

devote practically the entire foot-

age of a picture to wholesale

slaughter of human beings. Sus-

pense, in this picture, lies only in

the additional brutal methods em-
ployed in each new massacre. We
are not concerned here with its box-

office value. Grant it No. 1 rating

as a box-office smash. To show it

indiscriminately on the screens of

America will do more harm to the

motion picture industry, and every

one connected with it, than any pic-

ture ever shown.

Says Gov't Would Lose
Only $3,000,000 and
Save Many Houses

li'ashinriton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Appearing before

the Senate Finance Committee at

its hearing on the amusement tax
bill yesterday, C. C. Pettijohn, gen-
eral counsel of the Hays organiza-
tion, made a strong plea for exemp-
tion on all tickets up to and includ-

ing 50 cents. Under its present
{Continued on Page 7)

CHRISTIES TO INCREASE

PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES

Al and Charles Christie plan to

increase their shorts production
schedule for next season, raising

their total from eight subjects re-

leased through Educational. Al
Christie has arrived in New York
to discuss the new program with E.

W. Hammons.

Five El Paso Theaters
Acquired from Calderon
El Paso, Tex.—Five theaters for-

merly operated by International

Amusement Co., of which R. Cal-

deron is general manager, have

pa ed to the Mexican Amusement
Co., with Ramon E. Lafon signing

contracts. The houses are the Colon

Alameda, Alcazar, Paris and Iris.

'Blues' Lose Point

Baltimore — Court of Appeals by a

unanimous vote has approved the ordi-
nance proposing modification of the
blue laws, and declares valid the special

election to be held May 2 at which
the measure will be submitted to voters.

ALLIED BOARD MEETING

IN CHICAGO APRIL 28

Chicago — Allied States Ass'n
board of directors will hold a meet-
ing at the Congress Hotel here the
morning of April 28, at which time
a conference of the Convention "Fol-
low-Up" Committee also will be held.
Notice has been sent out to Allied
leaders urging them to make every
eff"ort to attend.

$181,557 Net Reported
By "U" for First Quarter
Universal Pictures and subsidi-

aries report a net profit, after all

charges, of $181,557.11 for the three
months ended Jan. 30, the first quar-
ter of the present fiscal year. For
the same quarter of 1931 the profit

was $1,045,326.70, which was ab-
normal due to the change in the
method of amortizing positive and
negative costs to conform to the
genera] practice in the industry of

writing off these costs over the in-

come producing life of pictures. Had
the inventories of the released film

(Continued on Page 7)

Kahane Heads Radio Pictures;

Franklin in Charge of Theaters

Sol Wurtzel Dickering

For M-C-M Connection

Sol Wurtzel, who is understood to have

settled his contract with Fox after being

identified with the company for a number of

years as an important Coast studio executive,

is reported dickering with M-C-M regarding

a Coast connection. Wurtzel is in New York.

Coincident with the election of M.

H. Aylesworth as president of RKO
yesterday, B. B. Kahane was made
president of Radio Pictures, in addi-

tion to being elected as vice-presi-

dent of RKO, while Harold B. Frank-
lin was named president of Keith-
Albee-Orpheum and Orpheum Clr-

(.Continued on Page 3)

Reorganization of RKO
Personnel is Now

Completed
Coordination of radio broadcast-

ing, stage and screen entertainment
will be undertaken on a more inten-
sive scale with the election yes-
terday of Merlin H. Aylesworth,
president of National Broadcasting
Co., to the additional presidency of

RKO. Following the meeting of the
directors of RKO, David SarnoflF,

president of RCA and chairman of
the board of RKO, issued the fol-

(Continued on Page 6)

5 MORE LOCAL UNIONS

AGREE TO SCALE CUTS

stage hands and operators' locals
in five more situations have agreed
to accept wage reductions approxi-
mating 10 per cent. In Chicago
stage hands are accepting a 20 per
cent cut. Lynn, Mass., projection-
ists and stage hands have effected
a 10 per cent reduction, and a sim-

(Continued on Page 3)

J. J. Friedl Becomes
Publix Northwest Head
Dallas—J. J. Friedl, who has han-

dled the Publix division here for sev-

eral different terms dating back to

1923. has gone to Minneapolis to

become general manager of the cir-

cuit's Northwest houses. Maurice
'^. Barr is the new Publix southwest
chief.

50 P. C. Service Cut

Asked by Conn. MPTO

A 50 per cent reduction in service charges

is asked by the Connecticut M. P. T. O. in

a petition presented to Electrical Research

Products. A dele-^ition recently interviewed

C. W. Bunn, general sales manager, on the

matter. Comprising the committee which con-

tacted Erpi were: Dr. ). B. Fishman, Edward
C. Levy, W. W. Gale, Adolph Johnson and
Albert E. Robbins, |r.
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Poster Organization
Will Hold Annual Meet

Philadelphia — An annual conven-
tion is planned by the National
Poster Seivice Ass'n, Inc.. which
was formed this week in Chicago,
and between these annual meets the
board of directors will hold confabs
in vaiious sections of the country.
says George P. Aarons, secretary-
treasurer of the organization. Com-
munications assuring the unlimited
support of exhibitor organizations
and theater owners throughout the
country were received by the Chi-
cago conference, according to Aarons.
Offices of the association, which em-
braces poster exchanges throughout
the U. S. and will work for mutual
welfare, will be at 301 North 13th
St. here. Officers are: Simon Libros.
Philadelphia, president; Irvin Levin
Omaha, vice-president; George P
Aarons, Philadelphia, secretary-
treasurer. The board of directors-

consists of H. A. Cole. Dallas; Irvir

Levin. E. R. Behrend, H. Schlitt and
L. Weinzimer, New York: R. H. Rob-
inson, Atlanta; Simon Libros, chair-

man.
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LOEWS OHIO PFD. DIV.
Cleveland—Loew's Ohio Theateis.

Inc., declared the regular (quarterly

dividend of $2 on nreferred. payable
.May 1 to stock of record April 2.')

Drop Deportation Move
Against Lyda Roberti

;[. >/,,•„„/„„ Bntrnn of THE FILM DAI I '

Washington—Deportation proceed-
ings against Lyda Roberti. stage and
screen comedinene now playing or
Broadway and later scheduled for
two more Paramount pictures, have
been suspended by the Department
of Labor. Miss Roberti, a native
of Russia, came to Hollywood from
Shanghai in 1926 under a six
months' entry permit which she
claims she understood was unlimited.
A warrant for deportation was
issued in Los Angeles last December
and served on her in New York.
Representative Frederick A. Hartley
of Newark became interested in the
case and was successful in bringinp"
about suspension of the proceed-
ings for six months. In the interin
in effort will be made to extend her
stay indefinitely.

K New York
it 1.'40 Broadway
J.t BRyant 9-4712

• • •• • *^,2

Long Island City tf
1 54 Creacent St. tt
STillwell 4-7940 M

HONEYMOONERS RETURNING
Frank N. Murphy, Warner Bros,

electrical engineer at the west coast
studios and a sound pioneer, who
has been combining business with
pleasure while honeymooning in

New York for the past ten days. wiU
sail for California with his bride
tomorrow on the President Lincoln
The bride is the former Louise
Lynch of Hollywood. She has ap-
peared in pictures as a singer and
dancer, and on the radio.
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ROXY TO BE INDIE HOUSE
Aftei' the special meeting of Roxy

Theaters Corp. Class A stockholders
April 18. when a new permanent or-

ganization will be perfected, the
Roxy will be operated as a separate
legal entity and will be independent
of any other control, says Harrv G.
Kosch, who was elected president
of the corporation last week.

WILLIAM .1. BLOCK DIES
Kansas City—William J. Block,

veteran theatrical manager, died
here yesterday.

Fox Sues to Recover
Gaumont Investments

London—Isidore Ostrer, president
of Gaumont British Pictures Corp..
and a private holding company are
named in a writ by Fox Film and
United American Investing Corp..

the holding unit for Fox's 65 pei'

cent interest in Gaumont, to recover
more than $15,000,000 (at present
rate of exchange) which Fox con-
tributed toward financing and in-

vesting in shares of Gaumont. Gau-
mont and the British holding com-
pany are being sued as members of

the Metropolis & Bradford Trust,
which was established several years
ago after an agreement with the

Fox interests. "The trust acquired
3.105,000 of the 5,000,000 Gaumont
shares, but voting rights were vest

ed in 10,000 A shares of the trust

Cy Bartlett to Handle
Tours for Name Acts

Cy Bartlett, who is managing
Alice White and produced the a"t

she is currently using, plans to

handle various "class names" in a

similar manner. He will produce
acts centering around picture star

names and take them out on tour.

Bartlett has a wide circle of news-
paper contacts throughout the coun-
try acquired on recent trips. With
Miss White. Bartlett leaves New
York today for Rochester, where the
star opens another tour at the Loew
house there. They are due at the
Coast on May 20.

JACK WARNER RETURNS WEST
Concluding a seven weeks' jour-

ney, during which he visited Eng-
land in addition to spending some
time in New York and acquiring
two plays, five stories and eight
potential screen stars. Jack L. War-
ner returned to the coast yester-
day with Mrs. Warner. The plays
were "Blessed Event" and "New
York Town." and the stories. "The
Mud Lark," "They Call It Sin."

"Crooner," "I'm a Fugitive from
•Justice" and "Silver Dollar." Play-
ers signed included Helene Barclav.
Gloria Shea. Betty Gillette. Shells
Terry, Helen Vinson, Allen Jenkins.
Milton Wallace and Dick Powell.

KOERNER IN DALLAS
Dallas — C. W. Koerner of New

York has arrived to replace Len S.

Brown as division manager for RKO
^heaters, operating the Majestic and
Capitol here. Brown will be given
another assignment in the RKO or-

ganization.

«2.i0 KANSAS CITY HOLDUP
Kansas City—Loyce Rockhold. op-

-^rator of the Vista, was robbed of

$250 by bandits who entered the
car with him as he went to the
bank.

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Testimonial dinner to Milt Kus-
sel, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 16: Associated Theater Owners of
Maryland dance and entertainment. Balti-
more. Md.

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 18: Special meeting of Class A stock-
holders of Roxy Theaters Corp., New
York.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders, New York.

April 19: Annual meeting of Fox Film
Corp . New York.

April 22: Gold Tournament and Dinner-
Dance under auspices of The National
Exhibitor, Maryland Country Club, Balti-
more.

DATE BOOK
April 23: Fourth Annual Bridge Party of

National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures. Hotel Pennsylvania Roof. New
York. 1 :45 P. M.

April 24:—Lambs' Gambol. Imperial The-
ater. New York.
Corp., New York.

April 25: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers ofNew Eneiand. Hotel Statler. Boston.
April 28: AlMed States Ass'n board of di-

rectors meeting. Congress Hotel. Chi-
cago. 10:30 A. M.

April 29- Sixteenth annual meetine of In-

diana Indorsers of Photnplavs Clavpo"'
Hotpl TnHianapnlin Tnfl

April 27: Annual meeting and banquet of
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.
Hollywood.

May 5-8: P?ramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

Mav 6-16: International Film Exhibition
Ro-al Automobile Institute, Amsterdam
Holland.

Mav 0-}7- Spring meetine of the Society
"' M P. Eneineers. Washington.

Mav 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
*'"n Chicago.

June 6-9
: Annual convention of International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall,
Columbus. O.

Tunc 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

Ju'y 15: Educational-TiJFany gales conven-
tion. Los Angeles.

WILL HAYS' STSTFR DIES
M'rsf Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Ane-eles—Martha Hays, elder

Mstfr of Will H. Hays, died Tuesday
in Good Samaritan Hospital follow-
ing an operation. She was 60 years
old. Colonel .Jason Joy is accom-
panying the body to Sullivan, Ind.,
where burial will take place.

DR. ARTHUR WOODS DEAD
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dr. Arthur A. Woods,

authority on motion picture research
and brother of Frank Woods of
Paramount, is dead at the age of 77.

Mayfair Theatrf B'lds, N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

Call-Board

WARREN WILLIAMS
WARNER BROS.

Term Contract
Arrangement

Ben Boyer

1. HOLLYWOOD II
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KAHANE, FRANKLIN AND

OTHERS MOVE UP AT RKO

{Continued from Page 1 )

cuit, and Joseph Plunkett and Phil

Reisman were elected vice-presidents

of these companies. Maurice Good-
man rejoins the company as general

counsel.

M-G-M Sets Release

On Seven Features
Seven more M-G-M features have

been assigned release dates in the

period through May 28. They are:

"The Wet Parade," April 16; "Night
Court," April 23; "Limpy," April

30; "Letty Lynton," May 7; "Hud-
dle," May 14; "As You Desire Me,"
May 21; "After All," May 23.

GRAD SEARS WINS
Gradwell L. Sears, Warner sales

executive in charge of western ana
southern distribution, has been

elected "President on the Democrat-
ic Ticket" in the Vitaphone Presi-

dential Handicap, by 3,750 votes

over his Republican opponent, An-
drew W. Smith, who is in charge

of Warner sales in the east and

Canada. The "Presidential Handi-

cap" was a ten-week sales drive for

Vitaphone shorts and trailers where-

by each dollar's worth of sales

counted for one vote.

DICKERING ON SHORTS
William Rowland is negotiating

the release of a series of 13 shorts

with Universal. One group compris-

ing seven single reels presents Nick

Kenney, radio columnist, and the

other, consisting of six subjects, off-

ers Louis Sobol of "New York Eve-

ning Journal."

U SIGNS BICKFORD
IVest Coast Buveau of THE FILM /'•'"•',

Hollywood—Universal has signed

Charles Bickford on a five-year con-

tract. He will be used in at least

three productions next season, ac-

cording to plans of Carl Laemmle,
Jr.

K. C. PARTY POSTPONED
Kansas City—Annual spring party

of the Film Boaid of Trade has

been postponed until after the sprmg
conventions, according to Ward
Scott, manager of the local Fox ex-

change and president of the Film

Board.

Harbin, Manchuria, has five theaters

equipped for sound, with two more plan-

ning to make the change-over.

AIDNG lALTO
PUILMDALY

NtW VORIC IDS ANGELES

• • • 'WAY DOWN in Florida the Tampa Chamber of

Commerce has started a strong ballyhoo for picture production

there the other week you may recall that Charles Mc-
Keand, general manager of the Chamber gave a nice,

inspirational talk on the subject at the A.M.P.A. luncheon.

• • • IN OUR comments on his comments we re-

ferred to a hurricane that struck Henry King's company in

making "Hell Harbor" at Tampa three years ago now
Mister McKeand writes us a nice letter explaining that it was
only a li'l wind of some 25 miles per hour and that the

sets still stand as originally erected by Mister King

• • • THE TAMPA boys seem to underrate the Holler-

word director's ability to take it they're used to storms

their entire career is one long storm they blow

into a picture conference listen to a lotta wind
with studio execs storming about and then exit in a

hurricane pick themselves up from the debris
and go into another storm with their company on the set
they just love it nozzir, the Tampa publicity technique
is all wrong they should circularize all the directors
in Hollerword with a letter of cheer "Come to Tampa
Where You'll Feel Right At Home."

• ••ASA matter of fact Mister McKeand is

absolutely right about storms on the West Coast of Florida
being of the mildest variety all the Big Blows have been
on the East Coast and Tampa is on the west
proved by the fact that Henry King's sets are still standing
intact after three years what a blurb that is for Florida
efficiency! indestructible workmanship unsurpassed
construction materials can Hollerword point to any such
record ? but of course the West Coast gang will sneer,

and say "Sure. They're preserving the sets with
painstaking care, just to prove they ONCE made a picture

there. A Monument to the Departed."

• • • WE'RE GLAD to note that Leo Carrillo is coming
East for personal appearances opening at the Para-
mount the 22nd he is one of the few we've ever met
from the studios who can be put on any stage

and he will Deliver as big a draw in Person as he is in

Shadow look 'em all over and try to figure up
how many Screen Celebs can stand the acid Stage Test

without injuring their film reps

• • • AND NOW Walter Wanger notes that pix styles

are changing among other things "Heroines for

the first time must seem to have brains." that's an en-

couraging step leading to the eventual style where they

really have brains Milton Kronacher today is celebrating

his silver wedding anniversary with the missus Milt

was a Pathe salesman f^om the New York branch for 16 years

"Gerry" Rudulph has carpentered a play called "Snooty"

which Clifford Brooke will try out with the National Players

in Washington this summer which Cliff claims is the

best comedy-drama he's read in ten years Al Selig is

writing a book on New York newspaper reporting with

a load of behind-the-scene stuff involving celebrities never be-

fore published

<( « « » » »

5 MORE LOCAL UNIONS

AGREE TUCALE CUTS

(Coiiliiiucil from Pacic 1)

ilar cut has been agreed to by
the Albany stage hands. In Charles-
ton, W. Va., stage hands are work-
ing on a scale reduced by 10 per
rent and in Akron operatoi's have
taken a 10 per cent cut.

Exhibs Seek Cut in Rate
On Film Transportation
Dallas—Following pi-otest by in-

Llependent exhibitors, through H. A.
Cole, head of Allied Theater Owners,
a hearing is expected to take place
May 3 in Austin on the Texas Rail-
road Commission's recent order reg-
ulating the rate on transportation
of films. A. P. Cunningham, presi-
dent of the News-Film Agency Co.,
will attend the hearing. A downward
revision is sought.

BROOKE DIRECTING PLAY
"The Man Who Changed His

Name," stage play with Frank Con-
roy, now current in the Fox picture.
"Disorderly Conduct," and Fay Bain-
ter, opens in New York May 2. Clif-
ford Brooke, formerly with M-G-M,
is directing and Edwal Corp. is do-
ing the show.

STORIN RE-ENTERING FIELD
Harry Storin, formerly RKO man-

aging director for Rhode Island,
plans to re-enter exhibition business
through taking over a new house in
that state. Storin, who has been
identified with an advertising sign
concern since leaving RKO, is now
in New York in connection with his
project.

ON SYMPHONY' EXPLOITATION
Bill Williams formerly of t.ie pa-

langer, Cleveland, has been appoinc-
ed press agent, for the open.ne: ox'

"Symphony of Six Million' in VV^ajh-

ington, April 23, by Terry Turner
in charge of RKO cueater advertis-
ng and publicity.

MANY UAPPY R[TUPNS

Best wibt>es are eitended b>

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of *hp

Industry, who arc cflebrat

ing their birthdays:

April 14

/

Bert Adier

Walter Petrie

William Stciner

Claire Windsor

Ralph Dietrich

Eliiabeth North
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How do you do it?

Every year the Film

Daily Year Book grows

in importance and every

year the quality im-

proves. The book this

year is surely a distinct

credit to your organiza-

tion and the industry/'

W: Ray Johnston
President,

Monogram Pictures Corp.

Aylesworth To Coordinate
Radio, Stage and Screen

{Continued /i

lowing statement regarding the new
setup

:

"Merlin H. Aylesworth was today
elected president of RKO at the
first meeting of the board following
the annual meeting of stockholders.

The election of Ayiesworth followed
the acceptance by the board of the

resignation tendered by Hiram S.

Brown as president. Brown will

continue as a member of the board
of directors and will act in an ad-
visory capacity to Aylesworth. Ben-
jamin B. Kahane was elected vice-

president of the company.

"David Sarnoff was reelected

chairman of the board of directors

of RKO and chairman of its execu-
tive committee. Owen D. Young, a

member of the board, was elected

a member of the executive commit-
tee. Gerard Swope, president of

General Electric, and Andrew W.
Robertson, chairman of the board of

the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing, were elected as

member.s of the board and of the

executive committee of RKO.
"The activities of the National

Broadcasting Co. in the field of en-

tertainment are so interrelated with
the general entertainment field that

it was felt the requirements of ef-

ficiency and economy would be

served by the coordination of both
entertainment interests under a sin-

gle president. Aylesworth will con-

tinue as president of the National
Broadcasting Co.

"Aylesworth has been a member
of the RKO board since its organi-
zation and is intimately familiar
with the company's policies and ac-

tivities.

"Following the meeting of the di-

rectors of the RKO, meetings of its

subsidiary companies were also held
and Aylesworth was elected chair-

man of the boards of Radio Pic-

tures, Keith-Albee-Orpheum and
Orpheum Circuit. Benjamin B.

Kahane was elected president of

Radio Pictures. Harold B. Frank-
lin was elected president of Keith-
Albee-Orpheum and Orpheum Cir-

cuit, and Joseph Plunkett and Phil
Reisman were elected vice presidents
of these companies.

"With the recent appointments of

David O. Selznick as production
head at the Hollywood studios of

the company, Martin Beck in charge
of vaudeville operations, Ned E.
Depinet in charge of sales and dis-

tribution of pictures, Phil Reisman
in charge of picture buying, Rob-
ert F. Sisk in charge of advertis-

ing and publicity, and Courtland
Smith, president of Pathe News,
the action taken by the board today
completes the reorganization of the

executive personnel undertaken af-

ter the financial reorganization of

the company was approved by stock-

holders in December, 1931."

Merlin H. Aylesworth, the newly
elected president of RKO said:

"The coordination of radio broad-
casting, stage and screen entertain-

rom Page 1)

ment, is logical and highly desirable,

i'hey are naturally associated and
each will benefit the other.

"While the National Broadcasting
and RKO organizations will be en-
tirely separate, there is a great op-
portunity to coordinate tnese two
iorces in meeting the demands of
the public.
"Radio City, at Rockefeller Cen-

ter now under construction, will con-
tain the largest and most complete
radio broadcasting headquarters m
ohe world. Twenty-seven studios
and offices will occupy 500,U00
square feet in the main Radio
ijuilding, 70 stories in height. The
great RKO theater, popularly known
as International Music Hall and
under the direction of Koxy, will be
the largest and most modern en-
tertainment theater in the world
with a seating capacity of more
than 6,000 seats. The moving pic-

ture theater also under construc-
tion in Radio City will, in my opin-
ion, point the way in the develop-
ment of moving and talking picture
progress. Roxy will immediately
resume his outstanding position on
the air and will bring to the Amer-
ican people new and novel radio en-

tertainment.
"Our responsibilities are large but

1 am confident that the men and
women of RKO and National Broad-
casting will bring to the people
both in the theater and in the home
the finest entertainment that vision,

nard work, and money can produce."

PAYETTE VISITS CHARLOTTE
Charlotte, N. C.—John J. Payette,

general zone manager for Warner
theaters, was a visitor here this

week with Frank L. Falce, publicity

director. He said Charlotte is an
ideal key point for expansion, but
that no such plans were contem-
plated at present.

TEST RUNS IN DALLAS
Dallas—Because it is ranked as

the Southwest's leading theatrical

center, Dallas has been named one
of the ten cities in which Paramount
pictures will be given test runs, ac-

cording to Marsline K. Moore, resi-

dent manager of the Palace.

BRITISH FILM SENSATION
London — "Good Night, Vienna,"

British & Dominions picture star-

ring Jack Buchanan, is the current

box-office sensation here. It grossed

more than $14,000 in its first week
at the Capitol.

Merchant Tieup

Arcanum, 0.—A plan has been worked

out between a number of business

houses of Arcanum and the management
of the Ritz theater whereby patrons of

the participating merchants give a check

for 3 cents for every 50-cent purchase

in their stores. Customers save the

checks to get sufficient funds for ad-

mission to the theater.
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PEniJOHN PLEADS FOR

EXEMPTIONJO 50 CENTS

{Continued from Piujc 1)

plan, with exemptions to 45 cents,
the Government expects to laise

$40,000,000 a year. In arguing- for
the 50-cent exemption, Pettijohn de-
clared that the Government, instead
of losing $7,000,000, would be giv-

ing up only about $:j,000,000 and at

the same time would be saving a

large number of theaters throughout
the country from being put out of

business. Pettijohn. in his brief, also

pointed out the injury that would
be done to a vast number of theaters

if exemption were held down to the

45-cent level.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

$181,557 Net Reported
By "U" for First Quarter

{Continued from Fiuic I)

at the beginning of the first quar-
ter of 1931 been valued on the same
basis as were the released inven-
tories at the beginning and end of
the first quarter of 1932, profit for
the first quarter of 1931 would have
been $90,432.86, which is compar-
able to the profit of $181,557.11 re-

ported in the first 1932 quarter.
Current assets as at Jan. 30 were

$8,629,891.41, and current liabilities,

$2,011,386.90.

Kv KAIJ'H WIJ.K

BOARD OF RIVIP:W PARTY
National Board of Review of Mo-

tion Pictures, under the auspices of

the membership committee, will

holds its fourth annual bridge party
on April 23 at 1:45 P. M. on the

roof of the Hotel Pennsylvania. Sid-

ney S. Lenz and Commander Win-
field Liggett, internationally known
3ridge authorities, will be present to

take charge of the playing. Many
well known screen stars have do-

lated beautiful score prizes.

NEW YORK TITLE
Although it will be shown at the

Vlayfair and in the metropolitan dis-

rict under the title of "Love
starved," the new Helen Twelvetrees
Dicture will be nationally released

vith its original title of "Young
?ride."

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEENBY
THE PRESS

AGENT

"In '— But the Flesh is Weak,' when
dinner chimes were called for to call

Robert Montgomery and Nora Cregor to

dinner, technicians experimented, hit-

ting the gongs in different places, until

just the right spot was found on each
for best recording." —M-C-M.

^x...r HOLLYWOOD^ALLACE SMITH, novelist and
scenarist, has a collection of

lettei's and papers in the handwrit-
ing of, and signed by. each of the
Presidents of the United States with
the exception of Washington and
Jefferson. The collection has come
down from generation to generation,
each adding to it.

* * *

"The Devil and the Deep," a story
of love and adventure woven into
the background of a submarine dis-
aster, is announced by Paramount as
a co-starring vehicle for Tallulah
Bankhead and Gary Cooper. The
picture will introduce to the screen
Charles Laughton, London stage star
whose recent trip to New York for
"Payment Deferred" brought him
to the attention of film producers
Direction of the picture has been
assigned to Marion Goring. The
screen play is being prepared by
Harry Hervey and Benn Levy.

"That Notorious Woman," a Ches-
terfield production, is being made
with Richard Thoi-pe as the director.
The cast includes John Darrow.
Claudia Dell, Sarah Padden, Theo-
dore von Eltz, Montagu Love, Linr
Basquette, Brandon Hurst anc'

others.
* * *

Memories of the Broadway stage
were revived in the minds of a vet-
eran star and a juvenile when Har-
die .\lbrifcht called back stage at the
Biltmore theater, Los Angeles, to

pay a visit lo Otis Skinner, who is

co-starring with Maude Adams. Al-
bright played for several seasons in

Skinner's company, and this was the
first time the two had met sincr

Albright left New York for Holly-
wood and pictures.

li- :i: *

Willard Keefe of the numerous
Morton, Minn., Keefes, has joined

the M-G-M scenario staff. He wrote
"Celebrity," "The Privilege Car,''

'Second Guesses" and other stage
plays and is also the co-author of

Gentlemen of the Press."
^ * *

Several years ago. Gene Pallette

was a student at the Culver Militar>

Academy. When he heard that Uni-
versal was planning to make "Brown
of Culver," he offered his service

gratis. He is now playing a comedy
role in the picture.

;!i ^ ^

David Hempstead is writing the

screen play and dialogue for "Se-

crets of the French Detective Police,"

which will be made by RKO, with

J. Walter Ruben directing.

* * *

Sixteen years ago, John Clein wax
an aasistaiit to ( harlrx StiDna)-, an

ace eanieramun for Thomas H. Incc.

Today, Clehi is prodacina net n res

and on his initial picture, "Shandy,'
nsed Stnnutr as his camerawav.

* * *

Sidney Jarvis has completed his

role as a motion picture director in

-Movie Crazy," starring Harold
.h).vd.

* * *

Frank Cavett and Edward Roberts,
who were with Paramount, in the
East, are now writing originals at
Columbia.

'fi * :|:

Jei'iy Horwin, RKO wiiter, re-

cently gave a party to a group of
stars and writers, and used a home
recording device to record the voices
of his guests. The device has since
become very popular and i.-i being
used by many celebrities.

Norman Tanrog is directing
Wheeler and Woolsey in "Hold 'Em
Jail," comedy of a i)risov football
tea III. 1 he cast includes Rosro Ates.
Kdna May Oliver, Edgar Kennedy
nd Rochelic Hudson.

* * *

Syd Saylor, specialist in comedy
ever since he entered vaudeville as
a boy, has added his talents to the
cast of "Horse Feathers." the Four
Marx Brothers' new starring picture
now in production at Paramount.

* * *

Nacio Herb Browni's newest song
hit, "Paradise," which he wrote for
Pola Negri to sing in "A Woman
Commands," already has taken its

place among the five current "best
sellers" in sheet music and records

* * *

Carleton Hildreth, young New
York stage actor and playwright, is

visiting Harry Hervey, Paramount
writer. The two collaborated on the
stage version of Hervey's novel,
Congai." in which Helen Menken
tarred on Broadway.

* * *

Neil Hamilton will play an impor-
tant role with Constance Bennett in

RKO-Radio's "The Truth About
Hollywood."

:i! * *

Thompson Burtis, who is writing
'Madison Square Garden," for

Charles R. Rogers, was a founder
member of the Boi'der Air Patrol
ind pi'ior to that, an instructor in

he Aviation Corps.
* * *

Our Passing Show: Dewey Robin
son playing host to Stanley Rauh
Leonard Spigelgass. Allen R'vkin
Gordon Westcott. Pincus J. Wolf
son; David Garber yachting.

* * *

Adolphe Menjou has been signed
by Fox for a featured role in

"Fancy Free." Joan Marsh will also

have a featured part. Other impor-
tant additions to the cast of this

production, which will be directed by
Alfred Werker, include Minna Gom-
bell, Allan Dinehart and Herbert
Mundin. "Fancy Free" is a screen
adaptation by Barry Conners and
Philip Klein from a play by James
Forbes.

* *

Arthur Pierson, young stage actor,

has been signed by Fox.

RADIO'PICTURES STUDIO

AT PEAK OE ACTIVITY

IV est Con.'H Bureau of THE FILM DAThY
Hollywood—Having six major fea-

tures in work and two more planned
for the end of the month, the RKO
Radio Pictures studio is on its bus-
iest stretch since it started activity,
according to David 0. Selznick. All
of the 10 stages are occupied and
the payroll is the biggest that it

?ver has been.

John Barrymore in "State's At-
torney" has reached the final stages
of production. Also in work are
"The Bird of Paradise." with Dolores
Del Rio; Ann Harding in "West-
ward Passage"; Constance Bennett
in "The Truth About Hollywood";
Richard Dix in "The Roar of the
Dragon" and "Is My Face Red?"
with Helen Twelvetrees and Ricardo
Cortez. Pictures in preparation are
"Just a Woman." Ann Harding
vehicle, and "Unmated," starring
Constance Bennett. George Fitz-
maurice probably will direct the lat-

ter.

Competition for Denver
By 2 Stock Companies

Denver—Local movie houses face
the prospect of competition from
two dramatic stock companies. The
Denham opens April 24 with Ben
Ketcham as manager, at a matinee
scale of 25 and 35 cents, a nickle
under the Denver and Orpheum's
matinee price.s, and 15 cents below
at night. The Elitch theater will

have 12 weeks of summer stock
starting in June. Ketcham and Di-
rector George Cleveland will also
open a school of the drama at the
Denham.

BOOK GIBBONS' FILMS
Bob Wolff, New Yoi'k exchange

manager for RKO. has closed a deal
with Casey and Wheeler Circuit and
the Paul Raisler Theaters for both
shorts of the Floyd Gibbon' Supreme
Thrills series, which will be pre-

sented on Memorial week programs.
Wolff also closed a contract for the
howine of the entire Masquer Com-
edy series at these theaters.

Sh o w

man
a I I

REMINDER

Don'l overlook the kid

trade for your (ifter-srhool

matinees.



26 PRODUCTIONS SLATED

BY BIG 4 FOR 1932-33

A schedule comprising 12 west-
erns, 14 melodi-amas and possibly

two specials has been tentatively

mapped out by Big 4 for 1932-33.

Burton King will continue as head
of production on the coast, while
President John R. Freuler will be

assisted by Vice-President Charles

L. Glett in determining production

policy and directing inter-exchange
relations.

Big 4 is now winding up its cur-

rent schedule. With the release of

"The Scarlet Brand" this month,
two Bob Custers and three Buzz
Bartons will conclude the series. A
new melodrama goes in work this

week.

Thursday, April 14, 1932

Rent Waived in Strike

Against Latvian Tax
Riga, Latvia—Theater landlords

are. cooperating with exhibitors in

the fight against the hieh entertain-

ment tax by waiving all rent while

the operators are on strike. Mean-
while it is understood government
officials have been negotiating with

Dutch capitalists for a film monop-
oly in Latvia.

"THE TENDERFOOT" RELEASE
Joe E. Brown's recently completed

starring picture, "The Tenderfoot,"

will be First National's first release

for the month of June.

Portland, Ore.—Ted Gamble, man-
ager of the RKO Orpheum for the

past two years, has taken over the

operation of the Rialto on a seven-

year lease, according to J. J. Park-
er, president and general manager
of Fox Portland Theaters.

Cleveland—John Urbansky, owner
of the Lorain Fulton theater, has
taken over the management of the
house from D. L. Schumann. After
extensive alterations Urbansky will

reopen the house the end of the
month. Frank Greenwald will double
as manager of the Capitol and Lo*
rain Fulton. Schumann retains the
Marvel.

"SCARFACE" IN PROVIDENCE
Providence — "Scarface," Howard

Hughes' production released by
United Artists, opens at Loew's
Saturday.

COMING & GOING

E. W. HAMMONS leaves for the coast
April 20.

EDWIN JUSTUS MAYER, playwright on
)'ai amount's writing staff, is on his way
from Hollywood to New York en route to

Europe for a six months' tour. He will also
visit Asia Minor and North Africa.

ROY ALEXANDER. Chicago hranch man-
ager for Powers Pictures, is in New York
conferring with P. A. Powers.

LEK MARCUS. B. B. KATIANE and
WATTERSON R. ROTHACKER arrived
in New York yesterday from the RKO studii.
on the coast.

DOROTHY MACKATT.T, and her hu-hand,
Neil Miller, are in New York.

JOHNNY WEISSMUr.LER arrives to-
morrow from the coast to make personal ap
pearances for Locw.
BREMBER WHXS arrives in New York

on Saturday aboard the Albert Ballin and
will en direct to Universal City to appear
in "The Old Dark House."
MARGARET UNDSAY, new discoverv

of Carl Laemmle, Jr., is on her wav to the
coast.

_DR. ARNOLD FANCK. leader of Tlnivers-
al's moving picture expedition to Greenland.
left yesterday for Unviersal City to con'tdf
with Carl I.aemmle and Carl T.aemmle. Tr .

and make final arrangements for this film,
tentatively called "Iceberg."

SERCET RISENSTEIN sails .aboard the
Enropa nn Tuesday on his return to Riis-
II ia.

San Jose, Cal.—Charles Klein an-
nounces he will make alterations to
his Victory here costing some $18.-

000. Alfred Hooper has been award-
ed the contract.

Yonkers, N. Y. — John Hearns,
formerly of the Proctor, Mt. Vernon.
is the new manager of the RKO
Proctor here, succeeding George A.
Roberts.

Boston—After enioying a first-

run at the Metropolitan for the week
of April 1 to 7 "Alias the Doctor"
it moved over to the Scollav Snuave
Olympia for the week of April lf>-

16. and has been booked for simul-
taneous runs for the following week
into the Modern, the Fenway and
the Beacon Theaters.

Billings, Mont.—The Babcock has
been reopened as unit of the Fox
West Coast Theater Co., under the
direction of the Skouras Bros. The
Regent here has been taken over
hv Max Fregger, who. with Eusrene
C. O'Keefe, operated both the Bab-
cock and the Regent before they
were taken over by the Hughes-
Franklin circuit.

Woodstock, N. Y. — William J.

Rathbun of New York City has
leased the Maverick for five years
from Hervev White, owner.

Butler, Pa.—The Warner is now
under the management of John A.
Hutcheon. formerly in charge of the
theater enternrises in Amsterdam
and later in Glens Falls. N. Y.

Southington, Conn. — Oscar F.
Swanson. who has managed the Co-
lonial here for several months, has
been transferred to the management
of the Black Rock. Bridgeport. Both
houses are operated bv A. M. Schu-
man and J. A. Davis. Schuman
has returned to Southington to op-
erate the Colonial personally.

Sebastopol. Cal.—The Royal has
been taken over by Sebastopol The-
ater Co. and reopened.

Milwaukee—Mort Singer, one of

several Milwaukee brothers to go
into the theater business, was in

town to confer with RKO executives.

He doesn't hold forth much hope for

vaudeville. RKO's Riverside has
gone on a straight film policy.

Oakland, Cal. — Rialto theater
owners, Wm. A. Cook and Mel Mosh-
er, have dissolved their co-partner-
ship.

Racine, Wis.—Max Krofta, former
manager of the Granada, has leased
the Douglas theater. The house
will be renovated and reopened
shortly.

Detroit—Vitaphone has closed a

deal for day and date run in Detroit
with the Co-operative Buying Cir-

cuit for "Washington, the Man and
the Capital," during the period of
Detroit's George Washington Bi-
centennial Celebration, which will

run for the week ending July 4.

Fred North, local manager of the
Warner exchange, closed the deal
with Ray Moon of Co-operative Buy-
ing Circuit.

Twin Falls, Ida.—Dick Older, man-
ager of the Idaho, a Publix house,
has been appointed manager of the
Orpheum, succeeding Joe Koehler,
who is now manager of the Roxy,
independent house.

Santa Rosa, Cal. — Rose theater,
owned by A. H. Tocchini. will dis-

continue. T. & D. Junior Enter-
prises have sold their Cline theater
here to Dan Tocchini.

Madison, Wis.—A. P. Desormeaux,
manager of the Maiestic, has leased
the Municipal and World theaters in

Mineral Point. He has reopened the
Municipal, a 750-seat house, built by
the city of Mineral Point at a cost
of $150,000.

University City. Mo.—A tempo-
rary receiver for the Tivoli theater
and apartment building ha*; b°en
appointed bv Circuit Juda-e Mullov
at Clayton. Mo. Judee Mullnv artec'

on a petition filed bv Ike Landan
who holds $,5, .500 in first mortgasre
bonds of the building company
Joseph A. Stiffelman, a real estate
dealer, was named temporary re-

ceiver.

Belleville, 111. — Fire of undeter-
mined origin damaged the Ritz ab^nt
$6,000. The theater is operated bv
the Bloomer Amusement Co.

East St. Louis. HI.—Dr. J. L. Price
has closed his Liberty as a rirotest

against what he considers the un-
reasonable demands of the nroip"
tionists' union. He contends that
the house, which has only 48.5 seats
cannot afl^ord three proiectionists at

$7,5 a week as the union demands.

DRESSED UP SLAPSTICK

ADVOCATED BY CHRISTIE

"Dressed-up slapstick with per-
sonalities" is what the public main-
ly wants in short subject enter-
tainment, declared Al Christie in an
interview with The Film Daily
yesterday, following his arrival from
the Coast. Audience interest in such
pictures can be additionally in-

creased through the use of attrac-
tive girls as accessories, he said

Christie believes that the average
stage comedy lacks sufficient materi-
al for a good feature. Color, .the

producer said, has no place in come-
dies. He plans to remain in New
York about two weeks.

British Lion to Revive
Series by Edgar Wallace
London-—British Lion Film Corp.,

of which the late Edgar Wallace
was chairman, is preparing to revive

a series of Wallace f^lms at its Bea
consfield studios. Bryan Wallace
son of the noted author, is now con
=5idering some eight or ten of his

father's stories for film production,
Meanwhile work has been begun on
a talker version of "The Flvinsi

Squad." formerly made as a silent,

F. W. Kraemer will direct.

DISMISS JUVENILE CASE
A case in which illegal admission

of a juvenile to a theater was
charged was dismissed in Specia
Sessions Court. New York, yester

day, in an action involving the Utiea

theater, Brooklyn ho"SP operated hD

Haring & Blumenthnl. Attorney
Tjouis Nizer, renresenting the de-

fendant, argued that the nrosecutioi

failed to produce suflRcient prool
The ticket seller, Ray Herer, aiH
•^he ticket collector, Ben Silver, weij

•"reed of the ^hnrges.

VITAPHONE-KINCEY DEAL
Charlotte. N. C—Vitanhone hsl

closed a deal with Publix-Kince
for the George Washington Bi-cen
tennial two-reeler. "Washington, t^

Man and the Capital," for the 21

theaters operated bv the circuit r

Morth and South Carolina. Franl
P. Bryan of the local Warner ex

change made the deal.

REJECT STTNDAY MOVTFS
Wellin<rton. Kan.—This town ha

voted against Sunday movies. Sho'
have been operating there und
i^ederal Court injunction.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Bnllvhoo Productions, theatrical busina

J. M. Coddard. 1450 Broadway, New Yoi

100 shares common.
Abbott Dunning, theatrical business; J.

Rickerton. .Tr., 220 West 42nd St., N
York. 500 shares common.
Peck Television Corp. P. H. Sullivan, i

Madison Ave., New York. $1,000,000.
Tyson Co., tickets for theoters; J. C. Fr

lin, 1 West 47th St., New York. 100 shai

common.
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No Changes in Personnel Planned by Aylesworth

FIRST QUARTER RELEASES^ AHEAD OF m YEAR

Grand Hotel to be Roadshowed on Extensivei Scale
//

To-day
.. orX'tt'Strivg

• By Jack Alicoate=

EVERYONE of importance was at

the SWANKY Grand Hotel opening
. . . WILL hays opening of the
FORUM at the m. p. CLUB was a
SELL-OUT . . . EVERYBODY is

pulling for the speedy recovery of

DICK rowland ... A BIG man in a
BIG company will soon GET it in

the neck . . . A. C. blumenthal may
do "Child of Manhattan" as an IN-
DEPENDENT . . . Best story of the

week is one about film salesman
asking waitress to go see GRAND
HOTEL with him and she showed
up with a suit case . . . THE
CROWD ROARS is swell box-office

. . . They are sure raising HELL
with business in WASHINGTON.

FUNNIEST five minutes on the

screen is NOT in a picture but the

ELECTION REEL in "Of Thee I

Sing" . . . Looks like PICTURES
for the EARL carroll theater . . .

ROXY is all well and happy AGAIN
after his operation . . . TOMMY
meighan is wavering between a

stage and screen offer . . . '*''ore

changes en route at both RK md
Fox . . . TARZAN is packing i in

EVERYWHERE . . . CHAKi^IE
rogers may do his PRODUCING in

li'l ole NEW YORK.

WALTER kelly, the Virginia

Judge, will do a series of satirical

shorts . . . PARAMOUNT L. I. stude

may be turned over to INDEPEN-
DENT production . . . COL. lichtman

will NOT join his regiment in

CHINA . . . FIRST day PHIL reis-

man started buying pix for RKO
he had to make an ADJUSTMENT
on a UNIVERSAL feature he sold

'em ... A picture CRITIC on a New
York sheet runs a 400-seat house in

Jersey . . . Waiter, bring me a bot-

tle of RADIUM water.

M-G-M Star Attraction
Set for Special
Engagements

"Grand Hotel," which opened
Tuesday for a two-a-day run at
the Astor on Broadway and has
already registered the largest pub-
lic advance sale in the history of
the theater, will be roadshowed in

hundreds of cities throughout the
U. S. simultaneously with its Astor
run, it was decided yesterday by

(Continued on Page 8)

WHOLE SmfOF FLORIDA

JOINS TO INDUCE FILMS

Tampa—Following up the recent
launching of the Beecroft-Florida
studio at Davis Islands, the entire
territory of Florida has become
movie-minded overnight and a state-

wide move is under way to induce
film producers to come down here
for some of their activities. The

(.Continued on Page 8)

No Gangster Pictures

On Next Fox Program
No gangster subjects treated se-

riously will be included in the Fox
program for 1932-33, it was stated

at the company's home office yes-

terday. Only picture with a gang-
ster angle on the list is "Rackety
Rack," Joel Sayre's magazine story

in a burlesque vein.

Censor's Warning
Dr. James Wingate, head of the

New York state board of censors,

has served notice on producers that

he will not approve pictures with

offensive sex and gangster themes.

The communication is in form of

a warning.

KAHANE TO HOLD DOWN

RKO PRODUCTION COSTS

A definite production cost policy
for Radio Pictures' new season line-

up will be set within the next week
and at the same time the number
of independently made features to

be included in the schedule will be
determined, B. B. Kahane, president
of Radio Pictures, told Film Daily
yesterday. It is understood that
$225,000 will be set as the average
cost of Radio productions with $100,-
000 as the maximum for indepen-

(Continued on Page 8)

Garbo Gets Extension
On Immigration Permit

West Coast Buieau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Greta Garbo has re-

ceived an extension of six months
on her U. S. Immigration Bureau
permit, thus allowing her to remain
in this country until January. Thi?
is taken to indicate that she will not

go back to her native land in June
as variously reported.

M. H. Aylesworth Is Satisfied

With Present Manpower ofRKO
Contradict Reports

William Fox is III

Intimate friends of William Fox in New York

yesterday denied reports that he is seriously ill

and undergoing medical treatment. The former

film magnate, they pointed out, is daily play-

ing golf on the Coast and expects to again win

the national motion picture trophy.

At a meeting of RKO department
heads yesterday, Merlin H. Ayles-
worth, new president of the organi-
zation, said he was satisfied with the
present lineup of manpower and was
not planning any personnel changes.
Co-ordination of Radio Pictures with
the National Broadcasting Co. as

far as "entertainment for the pub-
iConfitmed on Page 8)

169 Features in Three
Months Compare With

160 Last Year
Contrary to the general impression

that there has been a drastic let-

down in film output recently, rec-
ords kept by The Film Daily on
pictures released .show that in the
first quarter of this year a total of
169 features were placed in distri-

bution here, compared with about
160 in the corresponding period of
1931. In the full calendar year 1931
there were 622 feature releases, and
present indications are that this
year's total will be approximately
the same.

POLLAK QOITS PEERLESS;

CELLER NEW PRESIDENT

Adolph Pollak, president of Peer-
less Productions, yesterday submit-
ted his resignation to the board of
directors, effective immediately. At
a meeting that followed, the board
elected Lou Geller as new president
of the company. Pollak expects to
announce his future plans in a few
days.

Sheehan Slated to Resume
Important Duties on Coast
Winfield R. Sheehan, who is now

vesting in New York state, is un-
derstood slated to resume important
activities at the Fox West Coast
studio on or about June 1 when his
extended leave of absence ends.
While in New York a few days ago
he conferred with Sidney R. Kent.

British Sunday Bill

Passed by Commons

London—By a vote of 235 to 217, on second
re-'dins, the bill to legalize Sunday movie shows.
subject to local option, has passed the House
of Commons. George Lansbury. Labor leader,
vigorously supported the measure.
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EASTERN THEATERS DTV.

Toronto—Eastern Theater.s, Ltd.

ha.s declared regular quarterly divi-

dend of 50 cents, payable June 1 to

stock of record April 30.

New York
1.'40 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Isicind City
I 54 CrcBcent St.

STillwell 4 7940

I Eastman Films
if

It J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
i.t

if

ft

ft
ft
ft

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave

K CALumet 3692

1J

Es^

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLIywood 4121

100 U. S. Houses Playing Soviet Films

More than 100 houses throughout the United States are now regularly

playing Russian pictures, according to an estimate made yesterday. These

pictures are using the entire Amkino program.

First Division Exchanges

Handling Chesterfields

Harry H. Thomas, president of

First Division Exchanges, has ac-

quired distributing rights for the

12 feature productions which Ches-

terfield will release during the 1932-

33 season. Six of the productions

will be produced by Chesterfield,

and the remaining six will be made
by Invincible Pictures Corporation.

Maury M. Cohen's new producing

company. Richard Thorpe will di-

rect, and George R. Batcheller will

supervise. The First Division fran-

chise is for the New York, Albany,

Buffalo. Washington and Philadel-

phia territories.

"Escapade," the first of the Invin-

cible six. featuring Jameson Thomas.
Sally Blane and Anthony Bushell.

has already been completed. The
first Chesterfield, "That Notorious

Woman," with Claudia DeH and John
Darrow, is now in production.

CHATTERTON AS HOSTESS
In connection with the national

tradeshowins- of the Warner produc-

tion. "The Rich Are Always With
Us," starring Ruth Chatterton, on

Mav 6. Miss Chatterton will figure

as lone-distance hostess at a tea to

the wives of exhibitors in honor of

her first production for Warner
Bros. The social event will take
place in the company's exchanges
throughout the country.

Louis Machat Lining Up
German Policy Circuit

A circuit of seven small houses in

Middle West key cities, with poli-

cies providing for German talkers,

is being organized by Louis Machat,
operator of the Cinema, Chicago.
Machat, who is now in New York,
is lining up theaters averaging 350
seats in Pittsburgh. Cincinnati,
Cleveland. Detroit, St. Louis and
Milwaukee.
Under the plan. Machat told The

Film Daily yesterday, each house
will be given a German atmosphere.
He will handle bookings foi- the

group.

Stebbins, Leterman, Gates

Ooening Philly Office

stebbins, Leterman & Gates, in-

surance organization, will soon open
an ofl^ce in Philadelphia, according
to Arthur W. Stebbins. In an ag-
gressive drive for business, the
companv so far this year has signed
the following companies for group
insurance: American Seal Kap Corp.,

United Valet Corn., Lonchamps res-

taurants; Henry Lustig & Co.. pro-
duce distributors; Homes & Davis,
certified public accountants; Charles
Schaeffer & Son, grain distributor;

Jacob Oxman, Inc.. food distributor:

Manhattan Soap Co.; Meenan Coal
Co.. of which Alfred E. Smith is

chairman, and others.

SUMMERVILLE SIGNS ANEW
U'rsI Cnnst Biirran rf Th E FIT.M DAI7.Y

j

Hollywood—Carl Laemmle yester-
j

day renewed the contract of Slim '

Summerville. He will be used not
onlv in two-reel comedies, but will

make two features on next year's

"'ogram in association with ZaSu
Pitts. The titles of these two com-
edies are "The Substitute Bride"
and "Beauty and the Brute."

"U" SIGNS PLAYWRIGHT
Universal yesterday signed a

contract with James Knox Millen.

playwright, who will leave New
York for Universal City on the Cen-
tury today.

ROACH SIGNS DICKIE MOORE
Hal Roach, who is due in New

York today from the coast, has
signed Dickie Moore, six-year-old
featured player, to a long term star-

ring contract. The youngster will

be featured in the new "Our Gang"
comedies. Meanwhile he is to play
a role in the next Marlene Dietrich
production, "Velvet," for Paramount.

SON FOR H. T. SILVERBERG
Buffalo — Herbert T. Silverberg,

•ittorney here for major distributing
companies, is the father of an eight-
pound boy born yesterday. Mother
and son are doing fine. The father's
not feeling bad, either.

KAMEO CHANGES HANDS
Moses Silverman and Al Harsen

are taking over the Kameo, 600-seat
house at 180th St. and Third Ave.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratei

Powers CInaphone Equipment Corporation

783-TTH AV«,,N, Y, BRYANT •-•oer

"ANIMAL KINGDOM" BOUGHT
Deal for the purchase of the Philip

Barry stage play, "The Animal
Kingdom," has been closed by RKO.
Ann Harding and Leslie Howard
will be co-starred in it.

NOW IN PREPARATION
A Talking Picture

"BLACK TULIPS"
from the story by

Frank D. Ormston

IRVING YATES PRODUCTIONS
1519 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.
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THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

April 16: Associated Theater Owners ol

Maryland dance and entertainment, Balti-

more, Md.
April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week

drive for benefit fund.
April 18: Special meeting of Class A stock-

holders of Roxy Theaters Corp., New
York.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York.

April 19: Annual meeting of Fox Film
Corp., New York.

April 22: Gold Tournament and Dinner-
Dance under auspices of The National
Exhibitor, Maryland Country Club. Balti-

more.
April 23 : Fourth Annual Bridge Party of

National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures. Hotel Pennsylvania Roof, New
York, 1:45 P. M.

April 24:--Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.
Corp., New York.

April 25: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers of

New England, Hotel Statler, Boston.
April 28: Allied States Ass'n board of di-

rectors meeting. Congress Hotel, Chi-
cago. 10 :30 A. M.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In-

diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel. Indianapolis. Ind.

April 27: Annual meeting and banquet of

Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.

May 5-8: Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 6-lb: International hilm Exhibition.
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the SocietT
of M P. Engineers. Washington.

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion, Chicago.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe!
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall,

Columbus. O.
June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocky

Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, Den-
ver.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

W Whenyou Go To

PHILADELPHIA

WE HA.VE TME^%
HOT

PENNSYLVANIA
39M C. CHESTWVT $t»,PHIL*Dn.rUU



A GREAT HUMAN DRAMA
LIVES ON SCRE

ALL THEIR LIVES THEY
LOVED. SHE GAVE ALL...

HE NOTHING. ALWAYS
SHE WAS THRUST INTO
THE BACK STREETS, WHILE
HE ENJOYED THE SUN-
LIGHT. YET HE LOVED
HER. WHAT A SARDONIC

SITUATION I

v/\ith

IRENE

DUNNE
JOHN

BOLES
George Meeker,
June Clyde, Carl

Miller,PaulWeigel,

James, Donlan,
Jane Darwell.

r\

KUT

Produced by Carl Laemmle,Jr.

Presented by Carl Laemmle.



TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

t)
Woman Columnist
Gives Pix a Hand
AS an outstanding producer

of good pictures Ernst Lu-

bitsch is entitled to a respectful

hearing. He insists that it is

impossible to make fine pictures

without sex interest, since the

most dramatic conflicts of life

are the conflicts of sex. This

audience of one agrees. How-
ever, it would be a splendid

thing if we could impress upon

some producers that in real life

we are not perpetually going

through sex conflicts and that

there are many hours when we
are not concerned with sex at

all. Some of our Hollywood

overlords appear to forget that.

I have small patience, how-

ever, with those who are always

crying down the movies. Be-

cause, while this may be our

newest and crudest industry, it

is improving all the time. It is

true that a good many pictures

are impossible and sentimental
stories of wish-fulfillment, with
a strong appeal to the adolescent
mind. But it is also true that
the number of good pictures is

steadily growing. No doubt we
shall always have cheap and
shoddy pictures, just as we have
always had cheap and shoddy
books and plays. We do not
close up the publishing houses
and the theaters for that. And
those critics who are surfeited

with stage and screen produc-
tions in New York can have no
adequate conception of what it

means to the country man to

loe able to see the best moving
pictures at the very same time
they are shown in metropolitan
centres. There probably is noth-

ing that has so helped to rid

the provincial of his feeling of

inferiority and ignorance as the

radio and the moving pictures.

For the first time in history, in

one respect, the farmer has the

same chance with the city dwel-

ler. —Mrs. Walter Ferguson,

N. Y. World-Telegram.

Graduate Exhibs

Minneapolis — Two students at the

University of Minnesota, Arthur Fahland

of Frederic, Wis., and Howard Friese

of Red Wing, Minn., have opened a

movie house in Pine Island, Minn.,

which has been without a theater for

two years. The two boys have been
operating motion picture equipment on
the campus for several years.

ZJ^g^JDAILY

AlONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY \

NtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • WITH COMPETITION from those Empey Forum
luncheons every Tuesday the A.M.P.A. boys determined
to pull a fast one so at their luncheon at Sardi's yestiddy
they inaugurated the Informal Soiree with great suc-
cess the atmosphere was one of carefree camaraderie

guest speakers, chairman, members and waiters all sat
around in the Bohemian manner all talked at once
it was very novel and enjoyable

• • • THE GUEST who started off the new movement
was Vicki Baum creator of "Grand Hotel" she
and prexy Ed Finney talked continuously together Vicki
didn't bother much about the food she was dining later
with Sam Goldwyn so was sure of a good meal
every once in awhile Mister Finney would raise his voice and
say "Oh, boys and girls, Vicki just said—" but
by that time the party had got into the real Bohemian spirit

and didn't give a hoot what anybody said they
were having a swell time in little groups here and there

• • * *

• • • OVER IN one corner a certain newspaper gent had
corralled a sort of harem of six adorable femmes he
was trying heroically to act like a sultan instead of an insulted
gentleman of the press in another corner Hal Home was
holding a Hollerword Coming Out Party a group of femmes
were in a huddle at another table oh, yes, A.M.P.A. has
gone co-ed letting the ladies in on the ground floor

now the boys can't call the Good Jokes across the room any
more

• • • AFTER AWHILE Leslie Howard, star of "Animal
Kingdom" talked delightfully and wittily on Holler-
word, Producers, Players and finished with a serious
and most interesting discussion of the stage actor's place in
films and for the benefit of the Serious Students of the
advertising division if there are any such Albert
Senft gave a tabloid presentation of layouts and color
with a graphic blackboard illustration so the Informal
Soiree was a Novelty Nockout but the waiters never
showed up with our dessert they were grouped in the
back of the room holding a Soiree of their own
doggone, the Idea was contagious

# # # AT THE opening of the Russian pix, "Golden Moun-
tains" at the Cameo Sergei Eisenstein made a
speech extolling this latest effort and we mean Effort

(gawd, how they struggled, and sweated and stewed!)
of his compatriots and for the good work that

the Cameo is doing in bringing Communism to Times Square
he hoped they would soon move "around the corner"

to a bigger house on Broadway for, as Sergei said
"All good things in America seem to be just around the corner."

naively overlooking the fact that the Russian Five Year
Plan has been extended to another five years so that
makes us Americans and Russians sort of Corner Cousins

• • • AND NOW Max Fleischer claims that a hypnotist
appearing in a film can put many patrons to sleep and
we've been classifying 'em right along as just film players!

Some film exec's sec called up to ask about the Cri-
terion theayter we sez "It's dark right now."

and she sez "How stupid! Why don't they get
New Bulbs ? " oops

Friday. April 15. 1932
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€
Laundry Helps
"Fireman, Save My Child"
RHEA'S Buffalo theater pulled

a neat piece of exploita-
tion that attracted a lot of at-
tention to "Fireman, Save My
Child." They tied up with a
laundry which supplied 10,000
booklets of matches which were
enclosed in small envelopes and
then handed out on the main
streets. The laundry also paid
for the cost of printing the en-
velopes on the outside of which
was printed a large head of Joe
E. Brown wearing a fireman's
hat and the following copy:
"Smoky Joe Himself—A Panic
at Flames—A Riot with Damse—Joe E. Brown, in 'Fireman,
Save My Child'—A Four Alarm
Laugh Panic at Shea's Buffalo."—Shea's, Buffalo.

* * *

Trunk Display Exploited
"Sin of Madelon Claudet"
_Jy[ANAGER J. Jones of the

Publix - Saenger Theater,
Pensacola, Fla., played up the
arrival of a new scret^n star,
Helen Hayes, to advertise "The
Sin of Madelon Claudet." Sev-
eral trunks were obtained and
were then placed on the side-
walk near the entrance to the
theater. Every one of these
trunks had stickers on them;
some foreign and others from
American ports. A large hand-
painted banner was used across
the trunks; copy reading, "A
New Star Has Arrived—Helen
Hayes in 'Sin of Madelon Clau-
det.' " And then followed sales
copy, mention of cast and play-
dates. A large c ut-out from
the three-sheet was mounted on
a base—carrying hand-painted
title of picture, stars and sales
copy. This was used in lobby
for four days in advance.

—Publix-Saenger,
Pensacola, Fla.

MANY HAPPY ra"UeNS,

April IS
0(ne Towne Richard C. Travers



Oolumbia's Boxoffice Barrage Carries On!
Columbia's pledge to

finish the present sea-
son with strong mate-
rial proven beyond
doubt by this powerful
production!

FOR THE

DEFENSE
Edmund Lowe as a great foe of the criminal
-a District Attorney who through his bril-

liance and personality has never lost a
case. A new type of story- a new Lowe -an
outstanding Lowe, with Evelyn Brent and
Constance Cummings superb in their sup-
porting roles.

"Attorney For The Defense" is Big Box-
office -Tremendous BOXOFFICE - Columbia
promised Big Ones and you'll Get Big Ones!

with

EDMUND LOWE
EVELYN BRENT

CONSTANCE CUMMINGS
Directed by

IRVING CUMMINGS
Adaptation and Dialogue by Jo Swerling
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//

I think the Year Book

is the best you have

ever gotten out. It is a

corker and will always

remain by my side.
//

Joe Plunkett
Gen. Mgr. Theater Dept.,

Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp.

130,101,630 Assets Shown
In Gen'I Theaters Statement

Consolidated balance sheet of

General Theaters Equipment for

the year ended Dec. 31, 1931, when
a loss of $993,703 was reported ex-

clusive of a special loss of $1,098,-

280, shows net assets of $130,101,-

830, compared with $129,094,728 at

the end of 1930.
Income account for 1931, follows:

Dividends received, $2,650,572; in-

terest rej;eived, $153,001; total in-

come, $2,803,573; expenses, etc.,

$320,867 ; taxes and tax stamps,
$139,851; interest, $3,032,364; amor-
tization, etc., $304,194; net loss,

$993,703.
Operating surplus account fol-

lows: Operating surplus January 1,

1931, $3,547,825; add: discount on
$446,000 principal amount of ten-

year 6% convertible gold deben-
tures retired through sinking fund,
$257,597, less: unamortized debt
discount applicable to debentures
retired, $39,680, leaving a balance
of $217,917; total, $3,765,742; de-

duct: one quarterly dividend of 75
cents per share on preferred stock,

$710,397; estimated loss due to

trading in Class A stock of Fox
Film Corp. and failure of broker-
age house, $1,098,281; to write
down to a nominal value of $1 pat-
ents obtained through allowance for
developments and experiments finan-

ced by Mr. H. L. Clarke. $192,952;
net loss for year 1931, $993,704; op-
erating surplus December 31, 1931,
$770,408.

Balance sheet as of Dec. 31, 1931,
follows

:

Assets: Capital assets: patents,

$1; investments, at cost, $122,851,-
626; preferred stocks of subsidiary
companies to be acquired, $25,325;
special deposit-interest account,
$90,036; cash, $2,574; accounts re-
ceivable, $368,419; dividends and
interest receivable from subsidiaries,

$101,222; due from controlled com-
pany-Fox Theaters Corp., $1,319,-

050; deferred charges. $3,683,375;
purchase warrants for 170.000
shares of Fox Film Corp. Class A
stock exercisable at $35 per share
on or before April 15, 1933, $1,660,-
000; total, $130,101,630.

Liabilities: Capital stock (repre-
sented by 946,916 no-par shares of

$3 dividend convertible preferred
stock and 1,893,382 no-par shares of
common stock), $63,331,053; funded
debtj $29,554J)00; purchase money
obligations due 1933, $50,000; notes
payable, $3,330,750; accounts pay-
able, $66,424; preferred stock divi-

dend payable, $1,015; accrued in-

terest, $1,008,181; preferred stocks
of subsidiary companies to be ac-

quired, $25,326; special loans-notes
payable, $19,700,000; capital sur-
plus, $12,264,475; operating surplus,
$770,408; total, $130,101,630.

WARNER BUILDING ADVANCED
Nashville, Tenn. — Construction

work on the Warner building in

Nashville, Tenn., has advanced to
the point where occupancy has been
set for June 15. Plans of the struc-
ture allow for the erection of a the-
ater later if conditions warrant,

SCHEDOLE 0F|1X fl MONTH

Ifest Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Shooting on six pic-

tures is in progress and eight others

are in preparation at the Warner-
First National studio, which is main-
taining its schedule of turning out

iix pictures a month. The films in

production are "The Jewel Robbery,"
starring William Powell and Kay
Francis, under the direction of Wil
liam Dieterle; "The Dark Horse,"

featuring Warren William and Bette

Davis, with Alfred E. Green direct-

ing; "Doctor X," an all-Techincolor

mystery story featuring Lionel At-

will, Lee Tracy and Fay Wray under

the direction of Michael Curtiz;

'Week End Marriage," starring

Loretta Young with Norman Foster,

George Brent and Vivienne Osborne
under the direction of Thornton
Freeland; "New York Town," star-

ling Joan Blondell with Eric Linden
under the direction of Mervyn Le-

Roy, and "Competition," featuring

Jharles "Chick" Sale and Ann Dvorak
under the direction of Erie Kenton.

The eight pictui'es in preparation
are "The Mud Lark," by Arthur
Stringer, in which Barbara Stanwyck
will be starred with George Brent
as the leading man, and William
A. Wellman as director; "Crooner,"
by Rian James, featuring David
Manners; "The Cabin in the Cot-
ton," Richard Barthelmess' next
starring picture; "S. S. Atlantic,"
by James Ashmore Creelman, in

which Kay Francis will again be
starred; "Silver Dollar," by David
Karsner, starring Edward G. Robin-
son; "I Am a Fugitive from a Pris-
on Camp," with Paul Muni in the
leading male role; "Tiger Shark,"
an original story previously an-
nounced as "Tuna," which Howard
Hawks will direct, and "You Said
a Mouthful," an appropriate title

for a Joe E. Brown comedy.

ROBS THEATER CASHIER
East Weymouth, Mass.—A masked

and armed robber grabbed more than
$100 out of the cashier's window at

the Jackson and made good his es-

cape, pursued by the owner, Arthur
McGroary, and the manager, John
Upton.

Fox Paying Bonuses

Total of $75,000 in bonuses will

be paid members of the Fox sales

force at the coming annual con-

vention. The prizes covered the

year ended last October.
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A LITTLE Fro m
// LOTS //

Hu RALPH WILK<

HOLLYWOOD
W/ILLIAM BAKEWELL, M-G-M

contract juvenile, is doing his

part to meet the current public de-

mand for thrills. He has been ex-
perimenting with a combination
huge surfboard powered by an out-

board motor. The first few tries at

this new sport were disastrous, as

the power behind the flat board
made steering next to impossible.

But the addition of a second board
fastened underneath at right angles,

forming a sort of keel, solved the

problem, and with a wide horizontal

surface and the right proportion of

submerged board high speed may be
attained under control.

* * *

Russell Hopton, one of the busiest

actors on the Coast, is spending his

vacation at the Grand Canyon, fol-

lowing completion of his work in

"Radio Patrol." which was directed

by Edward Calm. Hopton s pictures

include "Arrowsmith," "Law (tnd

Order' and many others. It is like-

ly that his next engagement icill be

in "Shanghai Interlude," which will

be directed by John Ford.
* * *

A popular Hollywood producer is

bemoaning his bad luck at the Mex-
ican border. Returning from Mex-
ico, he was stopped by a custom?

inspector, who found two bottles of

Scotch in his car. The inspector

made the producer pay $10 and con-

fiscated the liquor—which the pro

ducer had purchased in Los Angele?

before driving to Mexico.
* * *

Our Passing Show: George D.

Baker, Dave Thompson, Tyler

Brooke, .lames Seymour, Walter

Weems, Arthur Landau, Chester

Conklin, Edmund Breese. at the

Masquers Revel, at which Walter

Huston was guest of honor and Pat

O'Brien the "Jester."
+ * *

Jules White and George Marshall

have been given long term contracts

as directors at the Hal Roach
studio. Dickey Moore has been

signed for "Our CJang" comedies, a^

has "Bouncy" Wertz, a four-year-

old boy, -who tips the scales at T-l

pounds.
* * *

Joseph Sauers, formerly of the

New York Theater Guild, will ap-

Print of Robinson Film Goes East

First print of "Two Seconds" to be shipped east was sent on its way
yesterday by air mail. This is the most recently completed First National

starring vehicle for Edward G. Robinson, who is supported by Vivienne Osborne,

Preston Foster, Guy Kibbee, Adrienne Dore, Waiter Walker, William janney,

|. Carroll Naish and others. Mervyn LeRoy directed the picture from the

Broadway play of the same title by Lester Elliott. National release is

scheduled for May 28.

A
FILM
FACT
A

DAY
Harbin, Manchuria, has five theaters

equipped for sound, with two more plan-

ning to make the change-over.

pear in the Four Marx Brothers'
next starring comedy, "Horse Feath-
ers," being produced at the Para-
mount studios under direction of
Norman McLeod.

:N * *

The assignment of Sauers com-
pletes the cast for "Horse Feathers,"
the players appearing in support of

Groucho, Harpo, Chico and Zeppo
being Thelma Todd, David Landau.
Florine McKinney, Gwinn Williams.
Reginald Barlow, Rooert Grieg, Sid

Saylor, E. H. Calvert and Edward
LaSaint.

* * *

Roy Stewart and Virginia Herd-
man have been given roles in

George O'Brien's netv Fox picture.

"The Killer, ' directed by David
Hoivard.

* * *

"Tiger Shark" instead of "Tuna"
will be the title of the production
which Howard Hawks is about to

direct for First National. It will deal

with fishermen along the California

and Mexican coasts.
* * *

"The Mud Lark," Barbara Stan-

wyck's next starring picture for

Warner Bros, will go into produc-

tion April 20. George Brent will be

the leading man, and Lysle Talbot

has another important role. The
director will be William A. Wcllman

* * *

When "The Mouthpiece" has its

world premiere within the next ten

days at one of the leading Broadway
theaters, it is probable that Warren
William, who heads the cast and

plays the title role in this Warner
production, will be m the audience.

William is now working in "The

Dark Horse" for First National, but

hopes that his work in this film will

be completed in time to allow of his

presence in New York at the first

public showing of "The Mouth-

piece."
* * *

George Cukor is about on the last

lap of directing "The Truth .About

Hollywood," starring Constance Ben-

nett, at the RKO studios.

* * *

Three more players have been as-

signed roles in "The Mud Lark.'"

Barbara Stanwyck's next starring

picture for Warner. They are Leila

Bennett. Murray Kinnell and Matt

McHugh.
* * *

Seven additions have been made

by Director Al Santell to the cast

of the Fox picture, "Rebecca of
Suiniybrook Farm," in which Marian
Nixon is featured. The players se-

lected are Harry Beresford, Sarah
Padden, Alan Hale, Eula Guy, Char-
lotte Henry, Ronald Harris and
Claire McDowell.

* * *

First National will complete shoot-
ing of "The Dark Horse" this week.
Warren William heads the cast, with
Alfred E. Green directing.

* * *

.Allan Dinehart has been given an
important role with Joan Bennett in

"Week Ends Only," which Director
Alan Crosland is now readying for

production at the Fox studios.
* * *

On completion of "The Riding
Tornado," Tim McCoy will immedi-
ately stai't on his next Columbia
"eatiire, entitled "Bar X Maverick."
Tt will be directed by D. Ross Ledei'-

man.
* * *

Fjvelyn Brent and Dorothy Peter-

son hare been assigned roles in Co-
'unibia's "Criminal Court" {tenta-

tive title), in which Edm,und Lowe
ind Constance Cummings are play-

hig the principal parts. Irving Cum-
m'ngs is directing.

* * *

John M. Stahl has signed ZaSu
Pitts, Robert McQuade and Gloria

Stuart for Fannie Hurst's "Back
Street." Stahl expects to complete
production the latter part of next
week. Irene Dunne and John Boles

have the featured roles.
* * *

Esther Howard, Broadway musi-

•al comedy actress, has been signed

bv Paramount for an important role

in "Merrily We Go to Hell," in sup-

nort of Fredric March and Sylvia

Sidney.
* * *

Dick Powell, who has been master
of ceremonies at the Stanley theater,

Pittsburgh, for the past two years

•ind more, will appear in War-
ners' forthcoming screen edition of

"Blessed Event," starring James
Cagney. The role to be played by
Powell is that of Bunny Harmon, a

radio crooner. Roy Del Ruth will

direct.
* * *

Elissa Landi has begun prepara-

f'on for her next Fox picture

"Piirnt Offering,' after only a feiv

\d'i!iv' rest following the completion
'

of "The Woman in Room, 13," which

is soon to be released. Alexander

Kirkland has been assigned an im-

portant role in "Burnt Offering,"
which Frank Lloyd will direct.

* * *

Roy Del Ruth, Warner Bros, di-
rector, has gone in for checkers in
a big way. Someone got Roy Del
Ruth into a game a few weeks ago,
somewhat against his will. He didn't
understand the game and declared
he could find nothing interesting
about moving a few queer images
back and forth on a chess board.
Now, however, Del Ruth carries a
chess board around in his car and is
constantly urging someone to play
with him during the luncheon period
at the studio. Del Ruth already
feels he is qualified as an expert
because he recently took seven min-
utes to study out a move during a
game with James Cagney.

* * *

Barry Conners and Philip Klein
are working on the adaptation and
dialogue for "Fancy Free," which
wil be made by Fox.

* * *

After he completes "Merton of the
Talkies," for Paramount, William
Beaudine plans to leave for London,
where he will direct a series of pic-
tures. He had his trunks packed
and his reservations made for a trip
to England, when he received the
Paramount offer.

* « *

Simile—As honest as the applause
at a Hollywood preview.

* * *

Robert Bennett has been added to

the cast of "Faith," which Frank
Capra is directing at Columbia. Fol-
lowing "Faith," Bennett will play
one of the leads in "Royalty at

Love," which will be made by Fer-
nando Mendez.

* *

Here and There: "Groucho" Marx.
Donald Ogden Stewart, Don Herold.
Homer Croy, Allen Rivkin, Bert

Kalmar, Jerry Horwin, Harry Ruby
at meeting of the West Side Riding
and Asthma Club.

Sh o w -

man
Daily

REMINDER

"Music Week" is in May
— plug your organist or con-

ductor. Prepare special pro-

grams for Ihe entire week.
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PERSONNEL CHANGES

PLANNED By AYLE8W0RTH

(Continued from Pnric 1 )

lie" is concerned will start imme-
diately, Aylesworth told Film Daily
in an interview yesterday afternoon.
Plans are now under way to re-in-

troduce "Roxy" as a regular NBC
attraction in coast-to-coast broad-
casts sponsored by RKO. NBC and
Rockefeller Center. "No attempt
will be made to co-ordinate depart-
ments of the two companies," said

Aylesworth. "They will be con-

ducted as separate companies, but

a strong co-operation will most na-

turally exist. This co-operative

move is aimed not only at benefiting

our companies, but we hope to di-

rectly assist and be of inestimable

benefit to the motion picture indus-

try as a whole."

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Pittsburgh — "Murder at Dawn,"
a Big 4 mystery thriller, has been
booked into R-K-O's Sheridan. The
Dicture stars Josephine Dunn and
Tack Mulhall.

Dallas—Harold Ramsay, organist
and pit director for the Palace the-
ater, has left for London, where he
will be organist in Publix's Plaza.

Whole State of FlorMa
Joins to Induce Films
(Continued from Page 1)

Committee for Development of Mo-
tion Pictures, recently appointed by
Governor Carlton, is prepared to go
the limit in the matter of coopera-

tion to responsible producers and
directors, says Trenton C. Collins

chairman of the committee. In ad-

dition to Tampa, the cities that are

prepared to participate in this co-

operation include St. Petersburg
Clearwater, Sarasota, Pensacola
Miami, Ft. Myers, Orlando, Jack-

sonville, Palm Beach, Arcadia, Lake
Wales and several others.

Joe Brandt, J. L Schnitzer and M.
J. Weisfeldt, with their wives, are

at this moment on their way here
to be the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Collins and the City of St. Peters-

burg. Governor Doyle E. Carlton
and Mrs. Carlton will join the group
at the Don Ce-Sar Hotel, St. Peters-
burg. After inspecting several Flor-
ida cities with Wilbur M. Cotton
city manager of St. Petersburg, and
Mrs. Cotton, together with Secretary
M. M. Deaderick of the Chamber of

Commerce there, Mr. Collins, and
their wives, the entire party will

visit Tallahassee, the state capital
as guests of the Governor and Mrs.
Carlton.

Meridan, Conn. — Edward Fitz-
patrick has resumed the manage-
ment of the Fox-Palace after an
absence of six months managing the
Fox-Plaza in Worcester, Mass., re-

cently closed.

Plant City, Fla.—Leonard Bennett
has been made manager of the
Sparks.

DuBois, Pa.—A. P. Way, veteran
theater owner and member of the
State Legislature, is a candidate for
re-election.

"GRAND HOTEL" SET AS I

ROADSHOW ATTRACTION

(Continued from Page 1)

M-G-M officials. It is planned to
have the roadshowings on a scale
exceeding anything since "Ben Hur"
and "The Big Parade." At the As-
tor tickets are now selling three
months ahead.

Denver — On petition of United
Artists a receiver has been appoint-
ed for Audio Theaters, Inc. Previ-
ously they operated the Pueblo the-
ater in Pueblo and the Gothic here,
but have not been active since clos-
ing the former and disposing of the
latter.

Buffalo—Bud Reed has been pro-
moted from the local Paramount
shipping department to be assistant
to Eddie Wallace, manager of the
advertising department.

Denver—Thos. Sullivan, owner of
the Gothic, has left for a visit to a

sister in Australia. He will go by
way of Japan.

Rochester, N. Y. — Alex Dunbar
and J. Kircher have bought the Mon-
roe.

Shepherdstown, W. Va. — C. S
Musser, local exhibitor, is a candi-
date for the republican nomination
as State Senator from the 15th Dis-
trict.

WARNER CLUB DEDICATION
The Warner Club last night held

a dedication of its new club rooms
in the Warner-First National home
office building.

New Orleans—The National has
reopened after being completely re-

modeled. New screen, sound equip-
ment and air cooling system were in-

stalled.

Everett, Mass.—William J. Sul-
livan, prominent theater manager
here died recently, fifteen minutes
after having opened the Park for
the evening performance.

Denver—The Orpheum, in paring
expenses, has released Gardner Wil-
son, publicity director; George Bent,
organist, and four of the orchestra
musicians.

Amarillo, Tex.—The new Para-
mount here will open on April 21.

Officials from New York and many
theater men from the southwest are
expected to attend.

Last Word in Equipment
For Radio City Theater

COMING & GOING

NORMA TALMADGE is en route to New
Vork from the coait and will sail next vvrek
for Europe
HAL ROACH arrives in New York t-l.-iv

liy airplane from the coast.

lAfK HERKOWITZ of the Stnn.lnr,!
Film F.xch^nL-es. BnfTaln. nn(\ B. IT. Mills
head of the All>any cxchantre. arrived in town
this week and are visitinK with Tnhn R
Freulcr. president of Big 4.

JEAN HARLOW, lately t<.>,rini; it, vaiide . , , ^.
ville. has been called back Ifi Hollywood |

0' productions
to start work 't the M CM sdidios.

What is described as the most
complete system of sound reproduc-
ing and amplifying equipment ever
designed for a theater will be in-
stalled in the new Sound Motion
Picture theater in Rockefeller Cen-
ter (Radio City). Contract for this
equipment has been awarded to the
Photophone Division of R. C. A
Victor.

Four standard size Photophone
reproducing units, an 80-watt double
channel amplifier in the projection
booth, and four 50-inch loud speak-
ers on the stage will be used in con-
nection with the reproduction of
sound motion pictures in this thea-
ter. In addition, there will be a
public address system, with 25 mi-
crophones, to reinforce the stage
productions.
Unusual features of the installa-

tion include a rehearsal system for
use in connection with the direction

a stage manager's
call system and 52 "Acousticon" seat

phones, attached to selected seats
for the benefit of the hard of hear-
ing. Complete radio and phonograph
equipment in the projection booth
will make it possible to transmit
radio or phonograph programmes to
the audience at any time.

The rehearsal system is said to
be the latest development of its kind.
With it, the stage director, carrying
a microphone, may conduct his re-
hearsals from any position in the
auditorium of the theater, through
the medium of loud speakers on the
stage.
The stage manager's call system

is another innovation. It enables
the stage manager to communicate
with any part of the theater through
a microphone on his desk.
The "Acousticon" seat phones

should prove a great boon to theater
natrons who through partial loss of
hearing hnve been unable, hereto-
fore, to fully enjoy the sound motion
pictures.

Kahane to Hold Down \
RKO Production Costs

(Continued from Paqe ])

dent features. With the addition of
10 independent pictures, the Radio
Pictures schedule will total about
54 for 1932-33. Forty will be made
at the RKO studios and two by
Basil Dean in England. A foreign
made feature, "The Theft of the
Mona Lisa," and Frank Buck's
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" will com-
plete the line-up.
"The independently made features

will not necessarily have star names
in the cast, but the stories will be
of the better grade and the director,
players and production will first be
passed upon by Radio Pictures ex-
ecutives," said Kahane.

Supervision of all features has
been abolished by David 0. Selznick.
in charge of RKO production on the
coast. Following this announcement
yesterday at Radio Pictures' studios,
the producing staflF was reorganized,
effective immediately.

_
Harry Joe Brown, former super-

visor, has resigned to join Charles
R. Rogers. Pandro S. Berman will

act as production assistant to Selz-
nick and Edward J. Montagne be-
comes scenario editor in association
with Kenneth MacGowan, story edi-

tor. James K. McGuinness has been
assigned to write the screen play
for the next Richard Dix picture,
and Willis Goldbeck is to write a
story for Zita Johann. Merian C.

Cooper continues in his original
capacity as head of a department to

make several novelty and adventure
pictures.

EHIBS BACK HERRINGTON
Pittsburgh — Exhibitor friends of

Fred J. Herrington, secretarv of the
MPTO of W. Pa. and W. Va., are
hacking him for nomination to the
State Legislature from the Sixth
District. Theaters are showing a

Herrington trailer.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Iris Amusement Corp., theatrical business;

P. Haas, 130 West 42nd St., New York.
$10,000.

Framax Amusement Corp.. theatrical busi-

ness; J. Cersten, 217 Broadway, New York.
100 shares common.

Sanford Skinner Players, theatrical busi-

ness; Beekman, Bosrue & Clark, IS Broad
St., New York. $5,000.

Ouinral. theatrical business: P. F. Jacobs.
rtr, Court St., New York. $1,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Picture Alliance Corp.. \yiImins;ton. Del.,

motion pictures ; Corporation Trust Co.,

Dover, Del, 100 shares common.

1
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NO OTHER PICTURE CAIV EQUAL ITS BRILLIA.XT RECORD m
AS A MAKER OF STARS AND AS A MIGHTY ROX OFFICE HIT*

J

wTHE //

MIRACLE MAN
The most vital and the most powerful

emotional story the screen has ever known.

Pulsing anewwith life! Thundering its mighty

message of big money business. Another

real entertainment special from Paramount.

^fc

SYLVIASIDNEY
in the role that made Betty Compsoii

world famous.

CHESTERM O R R I
as the boss crook. The part that
lifted Thomas Meighan to stardom.

S

IRVING PICHEL
in another master role as the man

who "cursed God"!

.. JOHX WRAY..
as "The Frog"! Lon Chaney's

famous role.

HOBART BOSWORTH
as "The Patriarch"

RORERT o 1 < I\ED

COOGAX SPARKS
RORIS KARLOFF « LLOYD HUGHES

Directed by Norman McLeod. Adapted by
Waldemar Young. From the story by
Frank L. Packard and Robert H. Davis and
... the play by George M. Cohan.^^^i^^^^ ... the play by George M. Cohan. ...

fparanuHiiif}



Intimate in Character
International |in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fifteen Years Old
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Ohio M.P.T.O. Join State-Wide Group in Tax Fight

BLUE LATBOOMERANGMS TO KANS-S COURT

New Coast Agency Preparing Name Acts For Tours

Paul Gerard Smith Firm
Opens Studio—Many

Names Listed
HVrf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Paul Gerard Smith

and Associates have opened a stu-

dio at 6117-25 Sunset Boulevard to

prepare acts with screen names for

the road, as well as to engage in

other theatrical production work.
The personnel includes Frank Re-
gan, general manager; Warburton
Guilbert, Franke Harling, music;
Charles Mosconi, dancing; William
Schiller, orchestrations and ar-

rangements; A. W. Calkins, scenic

(Continued on Page 3)

Edward Golden on Monday be-

comes general sales manager of

Monogram Pictures, W. Ray Johns-
ton stated Friday. Golden was for-

merly in the exchange business in

Boston, handling various major
company franchises. Recently he
was engaged in special work for

United Artists.

Realty Firm Planning
Theater Department

Chain Stores Realty Corp. is un-
derstood to be planning a depart-
ment to buy and sell theater prop-
erties. Company is located at 8

East 41st St.

4 Firms Want to Make

Floyd Gibbons Feature

Harry Arthur Extends Dual Bills
New Haven—Satisfied with the results of the "prosperity policy" instituted

several weeks ago by Herschel Stuart at the Fox-Poll here, Harry Arthur has ordered
the policy to start immediately at the Majestic, Bridgeport, and Poll, Worcester.
Under this plan the Poli eliminated stage shows and adopted double features plus

shorts and newsreel. Current bill has "Scarface" and "Office Girl."

WRITERS' STAFF

ESTABLISHED BY RKO

tVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A junior writers'

staff is being established by RKO.
H. N. Swanson, editor of "College
Humor," is in charge of the de-

partment and is lining up pros-
pective screen writers. Three
months' contracts are being given
out.

FAMGOSPLAYERS CANADIAN

REPORTS $2.17 A SHARE

Montreal—Famous Players Can-

adian Corp. reports for the year

ended Dec. 26 net income of $823,-

105, equal to $2.17 a share, against

$5.03 a share the previous year.

Current assets amount to $1,908,-

001, and current liabilities $899,396.

State- Wide Ohio Organization
Formed to Fight Tax Burdens

Jules Levy Negotiating
Sales Deal with Warner

Jules Levy, RKO general sales

manager, is holding preliminary
conferences with Warner Bros, the-

ater officials in connection with
deals for new season product.

Columbus—M.P.T.O. of Ohio has
joined with 13 other state-wide or-

ganizations in the formation of a

group known as the Ohio Inter-

Organization Tax Association, which
will work to curb the increasing
state, counfy and municipal tax bur-

(Continued on Page 3)

THE UPPERCUT DRAMA
—delivering a solar plexus to the average film

": DON CARLE GILLETTE

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Four major companies have made

offers to star Floyd Gibbons In a feature to

be produced here. A. P. Waxman, represent-
ing Gibbons, Is accompanying the noted cor-

respondent and radio announcer back east,

arriving in New York on Monday.

NOW that producers, after a season of trying to outdo each other in turning out

horror, shock and terror films, have pretty well trained the moviegoing public to

look for stiff uppercuts to their emotional chins, any picture that does not contain a

mule-kick wallop of some kind is finding it mighty tough sledding at the box-office.

The average story, no matter how well constructed, acted and directed, has little

chance. No matter how artistic or agreeably enjoyable the production may be, if it's

tame and mild, the folks will think something's wrong.

It is too much of a letdown from the sock stuff, and audiences that have been more

or less acclimated to the high-pressure dramatics don't get any kick out of it.

To produce terrifying dramatic effects by piling one atrocious murder on top of

another does not require much ingenuity. ....
Unless a line is drawn somewhere, this tendency to outdo each other in the

(Continned on Page 2)

Sunday Discrimination,

Church Interference
Flayed by Judge

Topeka, Kan. — Whether movie
theaters are to be prosecuted for
blue law violations while other al-

leged violators are allowed to go
free is a question that the Kansas
Supreme Court must decide, as a
result of an unusual tangle in which
District Court Judge Frank R.
Forrest of lola not only refused to
issue an injunction against a the-

(Continued on Page 3)

ALL BUT 45 RKO HOUSES

ON SUMMER FILM POLICY

Summer film policy in all but
about 45 RKO theaters running
vaudeville and pictures is being put
into effect throughout the country
and will be set by May 15. Vaudeville
will be taken out of approximately
six more houses for a straight pic-

(Continued on Page 3)

Cinecolor Takes Over Old
Multicolor Laboratory

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
HolljTwood—Cinecolor, Inc., coast

affiliate of Colorfilm Corp., has tak-
en over the old Multicolor labora-
tory and is now operating it. Offi-

ers of Cinecolor are Charles Scholtz,
A. L. McCormick and W. T. Cre-
spinel. The latter was technical di-

rector of the_ old Multicolor organi-
(Continued on Page 3)

Charlie Levinson, Exhib,

Elected Petoskey Mayor

Petoskey, Mich. — It's now Honorable D.

Charles Levinson. As manager of the Holly-

wood theater here for years, Charlie Levinson

became a popular figure. So the local populace
finally decided there was no better choice for

Mayor, and accordingly he was elected. In

addition to the handshakes that he has been
receiving here, congratulations are pouring in

from his film industry friends in many parts.
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7-4738. 7-4739. Cable address: Filmday.
New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
W''k 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite
160/. London—Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 89-91 Wardour St., W. \.

Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichthildbuehne.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle.
La Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la

Cour-des-Noues, 19.

FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Columbia Pics. ctfs. 4^ 4?i 4% + %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 7H TVi 7Vi + Ve
East. Kodak 64^ 60 J4 il'A + Vi

Fox Fra. "A" 2H 2^4 2H + 14
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) Vi Vi H + 'A
Loew's, Inc 23 J4 24 22 + H
do pfd 60 60 60
Paramount 5^ 4H 454 + 'A
Pathe Exch 'A Yi A
do "A" 2}4 2A 214
RCA SYi SVi 5A + Vs
RCA pf. "A" (3H) 22 22 22+2
RCA pf. "B" 4 3A 4 + V4
RKO 4 3A 4 + 54
Univ. Fict. pfd 34 32A 34 +2
Warner Bros IH ^A 1 54

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A"... H Ys H — %
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. . . H y^ %
Trans-Lux I'/g Ws IVa

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 354 3^ 3J4
Loew 6s 4Iww 7614 76^ 76J4 + Vi
Paramount 6s 47.. 40 3554 40 + 4!/^

Par. By. S^sSl... 61 61 61
Par. 5Hs50 35 34 34^4 + 1?4
Warner's 6s39 18 17!4 18 + \A
Western Electric .. 97% 96 96"^ -f 1

THE UPPERCUT DRAMA
—delivering a solar plexus to the average film

(.Continued from Page 1)

wholesale massacre of humans to produce drama with a punch will eventually reach the

point where only one possibility remains.

Take one-half of the world's populace, line it up against the other half, both armed
with big and small artillery, and have them shoot each other down to the last man.

Then what will there be left?

ONE reason the impression has got around that the film business reeks with affluence

is because few bets are overlooked in obtaining publicity for the occasional pic-

tures that break box-office records, but no effort is ever made to let the world know
about the large number that are flops.

rXPERIENCES of the past two years demonstrate the economic desirability of small

'" units in the field of motion picture entertainment.

When big corporations go under, it hits not only employees and creditors, but

also thousands of stockholders and bondholders in widely scattered places, spreading bad

sentiment toward the industry as a whole.

But the elimination of a few weak units in times of general stress affects only a

limited number.
Whether in the production of pictures or the operation of theaters, small units

not only serve to divide risk and lessen the proportion of possible calamities, but the

individual attention and direct contact of small operation are valuable factors in reducing

the chances of failure.

A LL this furore about bad pictures included in block booking seems to be back-
** grounded on the premise that the bum pictures are turned out deliberately by

the studios.

It is implied that producers are superhumans who could, if they would, make noth-

ing but 100 per cent box-office smashes.

There is no inclination to give the authors, directors and players credit for trying

to do their best and failing sometimes only because all humans are fallible.

And the funny part of it all is that Hollywood hasn't tried to pass the buck right

back.

Sarnoff Tendering Dinner
to H. M. Aylesworth

David Sarnoff will tender a din-

ner Monday evening to Merlin H.
Aylesworth at the Ambassador with
all RKO department heads and
their principal assistants invited.

Houseman Leaves RKO;
For Publix Exploitation

Arthur Houseman, in charge of

RKO theaters national exploitation
under Barrett McCormick, resigned
yesterday to join the Paramount-
Publix exploitation department.

Warner Bros. Reissuing
"Adventures in Africa"

Warner Bros, is following up the
reissue of the Bobby Jones golf
shorts with another revived Vita-
phone series, the "Adventures in
Africa," in 12 episodes.

FRED BEETSON MARRYING
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fred W. Beetson of

the M. P. Producers' Ass'n is to

marry Mabel Johnson on April 27.
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PHIL ABRAHAMS FETED
Phil Abrahams, who is in charge

of the Warner Bros, home office film
department and who is being mar-
ried Sunday to Bertie Cooper of
Philadelphia, was given a bachelor
dinner by 60 of the Warner staff at
the Park Central Hotel. He was
presented with a handsome radio.

WATKINS LEAVES RKO HIPP
Harvey Watkins. for the past year

manager of the RKO Hippodrome,
resigned yesterday (Friday) on ac-
count of ill health. He is succeeded
bv Ray Koch, formerly assistant
manager.

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS
LATEST equipment for recording sound

on film and disc and synchronizing.
Several large sound stages, many sets.

Sound truck available. Prices very
reasonable.

1600 Broadway New York
Tel.: LAckawanna 4-7511

CARRILLO OPENS TOUR
Boston—Leo Carrillo opened his

personal appearance tour here Fri-
day at the Metropolitan, Publix ace
house. He will next go to the Para-
mount in New York and then con-
tinue over the Publix circuit in a

unit built around him. Carrillo is

being handled by Leo Morrison, New
York and Hollywood agent.

DELAY TRIP SOUTH
Joe Brandt, J. I. Schnitzer and

M. J. Weisfeldt, who were to have
left this week for Florida with
their wives, have postponed their

trip for two weeks.

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc

and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO
CORPORATION

Brunswick Laboratory
799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 18 : Special meeting of Class A stock-
holders of Roxy Theaters Corp., New
York.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders, New York.

April 19: Annual meeting of Fox Film
Corp., New York.

April 22 : Gold Tournament and Dinner-
Dance under auspices of The National
Exhibitor, Maryland Country Club, Balti-
more.

April 23: Fourth Annual Bridge Party of
National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures, Hotel Pennsylvania Roof, New
York, 1:45 P. M.

RKO SIGNS RUFUS KING
Rufus King, writer of mystery

stories, has been signed by RKO-
Radio Pictures to write originals. He
left Friday for Hollywood.

N.S.S. IN FILM CENTER
National Screen Service has leased

the entire second floor of the Film
Center Building involving an aggre-
gate rental of $280,000, it is an-
nounced by Abe N. Adelson, presi-
dent of the building.

hiesidcntHoicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates

Velazco Takes Over
Powers L. I. Studio

Emil Velazco, radio and concert
organist, who has been associated
with Powers Cinephone for the past
year as production head, has taken
over complete operation of the P.
A. Powers Long Island City sound
studios and will run the plant as a
separate organization from Powers
Pictures Inc. The studio is now
sounding the Amkino Soviet fea-
tures. Velazco plans the produc-
tion of several series of shorts.

AFTER ALBAN CONWAY
Several companies are negotiating

for Alban Conway, British stage and
screen actor, who arrived in this
country a few weeks ago. He is

being represented by the Leo Morri-
son office.
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BLUE LAW BOOMERANG

GOES TO HIGH COURT

{Continued from Page 1)

ater, but vehemently denounced the

discrimination shown in singling

out amusements and similarly criti-

cized the churches for their inter-

ference.
In denying the injunction, which was di-

rected against lola Theaters Corp. and

Vogel Gettier, Judge Forrest asserted the

county attorney and the churches had gone

into court with "unclean hands" because

they did not demand the Sunday closing

of the other businesses. The state has taker

an appeal to the supreme court because ol

the severe attitude taken by Judge Forrest

in denying the injunction.

The transcript of the record of the case,

now on file in the supreme court, quotes

Judge Forrest in part:

"What you gentlemen are trying to get

me to do, in this equitable proceeding, is

to take this statute and read into it that

this law applies to a man operatmg a pic-

ture show only. That is what you are

trying to do. That it doesn't apply to

filling station men selling gasoline and oil

and servicing cars for another. The Stand-

ard Oil, and Shell and that outfit can go

scot free and unscathed. No. sir ;
it can-

not be so construed in this court.

"I am not going to be a party to a

proposition of making one man bow his

head in respect to the law and wink my
eye at the other fellows violating the same

law ; not me. That is just what is wrong
with all of us today. We are winking our

eyes at the violators of the law and en-

forcing only those that we like."

Speaking of Church interference,

Judge Forrest said:

"When they stand in their spiritual place,

in the pulpit, preaching the word of Jesus

Christ, they are in their proper places, but

when they stand there in their pulpit, preach-

ing the word of Jesus Christ and the Law
of God, and have full knowledge of the

fact that right in the same block, on the

opposite corner from their church, _ there is

a fellow servicing motor cars, selling gaso-

line and oils for cars and thus violating

the law of this state which prohibits laboring

on Sunday, then how can they come in here

into this court, and say, 'We must insist

on an injunction against this man four oi

five blocki away for doing the very same
thing.' That's what I should like to know.'

All But 45 RKO Houses
On Summer Film Policy

(Continued from Page 1)

ture policy, to continue until Sep-

tember. The question of installing

vaudeville in the majority of RKO
houses next season, and a decision

as to the continuance of double-

featuring in certain houses, is to

be settled by RKO officials by July

1, it is understood.

COMING & GOING

ONA MUNSON, stage and screen player,

has left for Washington, where she will ap-

pear with the National Theater Players in a

season of stock.

AL MANNON arrives in New York from
the Coast early next week.

GEORGE FOLSEY, Paramount camera-
man, leaves New York for Hollywood next

week.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, home ofifice ex-

ecutive in charge of advertising and exploi-

tation for Warner Theaters, leaves today

(Saturday) for Milwaukee, Chicago, Cleve

land, Pittsburgh and Washington to set up

Warner Theater campaigns during the next

six weeks.

HARRY ROSENQUEST, assistant Vita-

phone sales manager, returned yesterday? (Fri-

day) from Washington, Philadelphia and

Eastern Pennsylvania.
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NEW VOCIC IDS ANGELES

• • • IT MAY interest all you modern day projection ma-
chine operators to know about the daddies of your profession

the first operator with a regular assignment was Eber-

hard Schneider at the Eden Musee on 23rd Street in

New York in 1896-97 he first used a Lumiere

machine then a Joly Cinematograph toward the

end of his engagement he used his own machine the

Wonderscope he was followed at the Musee by William

Beadnell then came Eugene Elmore

• • • IN THIS connection it is interesting to note that

one of the industry's first directors, Ed Porter started

as an assistant projectionist at the Eden Musee in 1896

he was taught to operate a machine by Charlie Webster of the

International Film Company.. the machine he used was
Kuhn's Projectograph

• • • ALL THIS info relayed to us by Jean Le
Roy, the Daddy of the projection machine as we know it today

makes a bum out of our recent story that Ed Porter
was the First Director for Ed was operating a machine
at the Musee in 1899 the year we credited him with
producing the first feature-length pix, "The Life of An Amer-
ican Fireman" at the Edison stude

• • • AT LAST we can g;ive you the Straight Facts
and we hope all these historians of the film biz will take due
note and admit that their dope is all hooey
even as ours was the very first feature-length picture
made was that of the New Orleans Mardi Gras in 1895

it was shot by Edmund Kuhn for William Rock
who ran the Vitascope store show in that city the next
feature pix was "Jack and the Beanstalk" made in the
East 21st Street Edison studio photographed by Ed
Porter in 1901 ;

* * * *

• • • THINK OF that! a lapse of six years between
the first two feature pictures this American industry turned out

and today some guys squawk about shortage of prod-
uct !

• • • IT WAS not until 1902 that Ed Porter made "The
Life of An American Fireman" at Edison's East Orange stude

which gives it a rating as America's third Feature
not the first and the much touted "Great Train Robbery"

that is generally conceded to be the First Feature
was made in the fall of 1903 by Mister Porter definitely

fixing it as the fourth feature to be produced in this country.

• • • YOU MAY recall Little Twinkle Toes who
recently conducted a Fairyland Investigation of What's Wrong
With The Motion Picture Industry the fairy elf was
very pleased with the write-up we gave him he's de-

veloping a Publicity Complex like all the rest of you muggs
likes to see his name in print haw! now

he tells us that he's just investigated the Big Circuits

and found some of 'em running circles in the Red .so
he suggests that the circuits managers wear Little Red Riding

Hood costumes so they'll be in character but.

dear, dear ! will this relieve their fear of the Bad Wolf

who is gobbling up Grandma Grosses?

COAST AGENCY PREPARING

NAME ACTS rOR THE ROAD

(.Continued from Page 1)

design; Dorothy Tierney Keith,

publicity.
The organization has prepared the fol-

lowing sketches, either on tour or prepar
ing to go on tour; Owen Moore in "Off
and On"; Jack Mulhall, in "Johnny Comes
Marching Home" ; Hobart Bosworth in "As
It Was in the Beginning" ; Ben Lyon, in

"The Care of Raising Children"; Anna
May Wong, in "Celestial Impressions";
Buck Jones, in "Autographobia" ; Sam Hardy
in "The Well-Dressed Man" ; Robert Em-
mett Keane, in "The Curse of Drink"

,

Frankie Heath, in "Hearts and Flowers",
Leon Errol, in "A Vaudeville Revue",
Franklin Pangborn, in "His Saturday Eve-
ning Post" ; James demons, in "Reno
Vation".

Smith, an author, producer and director.

has written several revues and comedies and
has also done much work for the vaudeville
stage and the screen.

Ohio M.P.T.O. Joins
In Anti-Tax Campaign

(Continued from Page 1)

dens on all lines of business. Each
group is to appoint a representative
in each of the 88 counties, and these
local bodies will meet to work out
a program best suited to their in-

dividual problems. P. J. Wood, busi-
ness manager of the M.P.T.O., is

now notifying the exhibitor mem-
bers.

Cinecolor Takes Over Old
Multicolor Laboratory

(Continued from Page 1)

zation and will function in a sim-
ilar capacity for the new concern.
Archie Mayers, general manager of
Colorfilm, with headquarters in New
York, has closed a deal to produce
the Brown-Nagel "Romantic Jour-
neys" in Cinecolor.

PARTY FOR HAL HORNE
Hal Home, United Artists director

of publicity and advertising, who
sails today for California, was given
a farewell luncheon Friday at
Sardi's. Executives and other em-
ployees of United Artists and other
companies attended, the gathering
including Al Lichtman and Gus
Edwards. Invitations to attend were
telegraphed—collect.

« « « » » »
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MANY m>W RETUUNSi

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

April 16-17
Charles Chaplin Paul Sloane

Otto Lederer Charles Brabin

Raymond Gallagher
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK 1

HOLLYWOOD
JyflLTON WALLACE, now playing

in the stage production of
"Blessed Event" at the Longacre
theater in New York and who will

come to the Warner studios in Cali-
fornia this week to appear in the
screen version of the play with
James Cagney starring, was one of
the principals in the original cast of
"Abie's Irish Rose." He appeared
in 1,776 performances during the
classic run of that comedy at the
Republic theater.

* * *

Allen Jenkins, another member of
the "Blessed Event" cast who is

coming West to support Cagney in

the film edition, followed Spencer
Tracy as Killer Mears in the Broad-
way production of "The Last Mile."

He was also a member of the orig-

inal cast of "Five Star Final" The
screen version of "Blessed Events'

will start production April 25 under
the direction of Roy Del Ruth.

* * *

Betty Mack, who appears in Big
4's "The Scarlet Brand," is one of

the country's finest horeswomen and
has won some blue ribbons in im-
portant equestrian events.

* * *

Three former English players of

note are currently appearing in

scenes of RKO Pathe's "Westward
Passage," now in production starring
Ann Harding. They are Juliette

Compton and Lucy Dorane, both
stars in their own right on the Brit-

ish screen, and Laurence Olivier,

until a year ago wne of the most
popular leading men on the English
stage and screen. Olivier is now
playing opposite Ann Harding in the
picture, while the Misses Compton
and Dorane have important sup-

porting roles.
* * *

Six of the best known writers of

western stories are under contract
with Columbia to turn out stories

for Buck Jones and Tim McCoy fea-

tures. They are Lambert Hillyer,

Jack Jungmeyer, Fred Myton, Mil-

ton Krims, Kurt Kempler and Ran-
dall Faye.

* * *

Los Angeles' Central Ave. doubled
for New York's Harlem, at the RKO-
Radio Pictures' studios in Holly-
wood during the filming of colored

night club scenes for "State's Attor-
ney," starring .John Barrymore which
George Archainbaud is directing. A
ten-piece orchestra and the star per-
formers from one of the leading
clubs of the local "dark belt" pro-
vided the entertainment. Martha

500 Stories for Ray Schrock
Ray Schrock, who is putting the last touche< to "War Correspondent,' in

which Columbia will star Jack Holt, has turned out approximately 500 stories |

in the course of his career as a screen writer.

^

Chinatown Mayor in Movies
Tom Cubbins, unofficial "mayor" of

Los Angeles' Chinatown, is assisting the
RKO studio casting department in lin-

ing up Oriental talent for "The Roar
of the Dragon," the Richard Dix star-
ring picture. Cubbins will also play a
rolt.

Ritchie, dusky blues singer, was the
headliner on the bill. Seventy-five at-

m,osphere players were used in an
authentic duplication of a typical

Harlem, night club.

A collection of some of Wallace
Reid's favorite possessions has been
added to the motion picture exhibit
at the Los Angeles Museum. The
exhibit is sponsored by the Society
of M, P. Engineers.

* * *

Famous Teams — Mclntyre and
Heath, Selznick-Joyce, McNutt and
Jones, Bren-Qrsatti, Connor and
Goldberg, "Min and Bill," Conners
a7id Klein, the Giants, Am,os 'n'

Andy, Wolfson and Rivkin, Wheeler
and Woolsey, Ike and Mike, Laurel
and Hardy, Collier and Flinn, Har-
man^Ising.

* * ^)

Frank Marsales, musical director
of the Harman-Ising Studios, which
produces "Looney Tunes" and "Mer-
rie Melodies," in association with
Leon Schlesinger, is a wrestling en-
thusiast. He is hoping the proposed
"Strangler" Lewis-Jimmy Londos
match will be staged in Los An-
geles.

* * *

Five Players have been added to
the cast of Will Rogers' forthcoming
Fox comedy, "Down to Earth," They
include Clarence Wilson, Brandon
Hurst, Louise Mackintosh, Harvey
Clark and Matty Kemp. Noel Mad-
ison and Noel Francis have been
assigned roles by Fox in "Man
About Town," featuring Warner
Baxter. Russ Powell and Betty
Francisco have been placed in "The
Killer," George O'Brien's new Fox
action-romance.

* * *

Buzz Barton's new Big 4 action
film now casting has been tenta-
tively titled "Pony Express Kid."

* * :|c

"New Morals for Old" has been
selected as final title for M-G-M's
screen version of "After All," the
John van Druten stage play. Charles
Brabin is directing the new film
with a cast including Margaret
Perry, who is repeating her stage
role, Robert Young, Laura Hope
Crews, Lewis Stone, Donald Cook,
Jean Hersholt, Kathryn Crawford,
Mitchell Lewis and Myrna Loy.

• * *

Mae Marsh will play her first role
since her return to the screen in
"Over the Hill" when she appears
in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,"
the Fox picture which features
Marian Nixon. Louise Closser Hale

has also been secured for this pro-
duction by Director Al Santell. Wil-
lis Marks is another addition to the
cast.

4> * *

"The Scarlet Brand," Big 4's

April release starring Bob Custer,
replaces "Lure of the Range" on
this company's schedule. Custer is

supported by Betty Mack, Robert
Walker, Duke Lee and others and
the film is directed by J. P. Mc-
Gowan under the supervision of
Burton King.

* * *

Karl Hajos, formerly a composer
for Paramount, is now associated
with Villa Moret, Inc., which will

operate a musical service for pro-
ducers. A complete service, from
original scores to arrangements
ready for synchronization, will be
available.

Frances Dee, who soon is to be-

gin work in the leading feminine
role in "Merton of the Talkies," pic-

ture version of tha Harry Leon Wil-
son romance of Hollywood to be

produced under direction of William
Beaudine, has signed a new con-
tract with Paramount. Stuart Er-
win, who will play the leading role

in the picture, signed a new Para-
mount contract shortly after his ar-

rival in Hollywood recently to be-

gin preparations for his work in

the film,.

James Ashmore Creelman and
Robert Lord have completed the

continuity and dialogue of "S. S.
Atlantic," which will serve as the
next starring vehicle for Kay Fran-
cis. Tay Garnett has been assigned
by Warner Bros, to direct it.

* * *

Universal has signed two more
players for its two-reel program for
next year under the supervision of
Warren Doane. They are Frank Al-
bertson and Robert McQuade. Be-
fore production on the comedies
starts, McQuade will be used for
an important role in "Back Street,"
the novel by Fannie Hurst which
John M. Stahl is producing with
Irene Dunne and John Boles.

"Doctor X," now in production at
First National, will reach comple-
tion a week from tomorrow. Mich-
ael Curtiz is directing this mystery
thriller, which has been adapted
from last season's similarly named
Broadway success which was au-
thored by Howard W. Comstock and
Allen C. Miller. "Doctor X," which
is being photographed in Techni-
color, is played by a cast that in-

cludes Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray,
Lee Tracy, Preston Foster. Arthur
Edmund Carewe, John Wray, Harry
Beresford, Robert Warwick, Leila
Bennett, Mae Busch and others.
Earl Baldwin and Robert "Tasker
made the screen adaptation of the
play.

Florence Britton, the University
of California co-ed who made her
film debut a year ago, will enact an
important role in "Merrily We Go
To Hell," screen version of the Cleo
Lucas novel, "Jerry and Joan," to

be produced by Paramount under
the direction of Dorothy Arzner
with Fredric March and Sylvia Sid-
ney in the leading roles.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient locarion in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse*
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
hookfor the "Doorway ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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NEW BOOKS
On the Art and Business

of Is^otion Pictures

NEWSREEL MAN, by Charles
Peden. Doubleday, Doran & Co.,

New York. $2.50.

Incidents in the daily life and
routine of a newsreel cameraman,
and some facts about many of the
big newsreel scoops of recent years,
are related in a fascinating manner
by Charles Peden, a Movietone cam-
eraman who has visited his share
of the far and near corners of the
earth. The volume, generously il-

lustrated with more than a hundred
photographs picked out from the
vaults of newsreel companies, is

dedicated by Peden to his compan-
ions of the camera and microphone.
There are chapters on the Newsreel
Man and His Wife, Getting the
News, The Newsreel Public, Shoot-
ing the Foreign Legion, Hunting
Whales Off Kamchatka, The Fire
Walkers of Fiji, Surf Riding at Wai-
kiki, The Land of the Living
Buddhas, With the Ice Patrol, The
Episode of the Blimp, The Episode
of the Submarine, The King's Ar-
mada, The Pope Takes a Walk, Big-
Time Bombing, The Last Picture.

How They Brought the Great News
from the King of Kings, and Hope-
well Two One. The last named
chapter deals with such a down-to-
date subject as the Lindbergh baby
kidnapping. Peden writes in a style
that just suits the pulsating, fast-

moving, ever changing staccato na-
ture of his subject. Among the
illustration are shots of actual dis-

asters and fatal accidents at time of

happening, as well as more pleasant
spectacles concerning noted person-
alities. Then there are several se-

ries of pictures showing how some
of the more difficult and intricate
newsreel shots are made, and the
ingenious method of placing the
camera and sound equipment. Alto-
gether, the volume provides a good
round of adventure, excitement and
a bit of insight into the romantic
exploits of those hardy servants of
the news screen who never know
from one day to another where they
are going to have their next break-
fast or whether they will sleep to-

morrow night within a thousand or
more miles of the night before, pro-
vided they get to bed twice in the
24 hours. Whether to glean infor-

mation or for pure enjoyment, the
volume is recommended.

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
By "C. A.

^AM SAX, production supervisor of
Vitaphone studio, has elaborate

plans for the new series of two-reel
Tecnicolor musicals which are to be
produced at Warners' Burbank stu-
dio. He and Roy Mack, director of
all of Vitaphone's musical shorts,
claim to have some startling inno-
vations in short subject production
which they will introduce with this
series. Both are departing for the
West Coast on Monday to be gone
for two months.

•

"Black Tulips," a story by
Frank D. Ormston, featuring
Nina Mae McKinney, is the
title of the second of a series
of six Negro features scheduled
to be put into production April
25 by Irving Yates. Harold God-
soe will direct.

•

A comedy short subject, entitled
"If I'm Elected," went into produc-
tion last week at the Brooklyn Vita-
phone studio. Alf Goulding is di-
recting the story, an original dealing
with political campaigns written by
Jack Henley, former crack polo
player and newspaperman recently
added to the studio scenario staff,

arid A. D. Otvos. Prominent in the
cast, which totals 51 players, are
Douglas Dumbrille, A. J. Herbert,
Scott Moore, Margaret Lee, Ray
Collins and Tammany Young.

•

Mrs. Ray Foster, wife of Ray
Foster, cameraman at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio, who underwent an
appendicitis operation last week, is

reported progressing satisfactorily.
•

Production on "Out of the Crim-
son Fog," a feature starring Fay
Miller and Tom Mosley, has been

completed at the Paragon Studio,
Jamaica. Charles White directed.

•

The first of a series of 12 two-
reelers dealing with Indian
legends, written and planned by
Molly Wood, is scheduled to go
iyito production this week at the
Paragon studio, Jamaica.

•

After having been confined with a
severe case of laryngitis all week,
Ruth Etting, who was scheduled to
start work last Monday, was finally
able to get started on her fourth
Vitaphone short subject Thursday at
the Brooklyn studio.

•

The two-reeler entitled "Stage
Struck," under the direction of
Roy Mack, is the last of a se-

ries of four which Miss Etting
contracted to make for Vita-
phone for the current season.
Included in the exceptionally
large cast, consisting of 60 sup-
porting players, are: Ruth
Holden, Frank McNellis, Victor
Kilian, Johnny Dale, Francis
McHiigh and Wilfred Lytell, in
addition to a dancing chorus of
12 girls. "Stage Struck" will be
the last picture that Roy Mack
ivill direct before leaving for
Hollywood.

With "The Campus Mystery,"
tenth of the S. S. Van Dine series
of two-reel detective-mystery films,
in the cutting room, Joseph Hena-
bery, director of the series, is sitting
in on the casting of the next one
with Herb Hayman, casting director
of the Brooklyn Studio. Burnet Her-
shey did the screen adaptation for
the new script, as yet untitled.

WORDS and WISDOM
From within and without

"Behind every strange or exciting
newsreel clip there is a man who
filmed it."—CHARLES PEDEN.

"Obviously the maximum devel-
opment of the screen is before it,

not behind it."—WILL H. HAYS.

"Only grave-diggers wait for
things to happen." — WILLIAM
JOHNSON, Theater Service Corp.

"Actually the public wants so-

phisticated pictures, if you will give
'sophisticated' its slang equivalent of
'wised up.' The public wants pic-

tures that make it feel 'wised up'
on the current forces of national
life."—WALTER WANGER.

"It is always the women who are

thirsty for blood, who yell for a

knockout."—JAMES CAGNEY.

"At best, an actor is only in the
bigger money for a comparatively
short time and he's a fool if he
doesn't capitalize on those few
years."—ROBERT MONTGOMERY.

"I never wear clothes that might
overpower my own personality."

—

JEAN HARLOW.

"A talking moving picture, de-
signed for the average adult intelli-

gence, without preachment, yet with
a happy, moral ending, is the for-
mula for the successful and profit-
able film:'—BURTON KING.

"The wide appeal of 'Ballyhoo'
and similar magazines which bur-
lesque modern advertisements is in

his eyes a symptom that some ad-
vertising men have been hard at
work sawing off the tree branch on
which they sit." — ROBERT S.

MANN in "Editor & Publisher."

Chicago — Walter Branson, form-
erly branch manager here for RKO-
Pathe, is now division manager in
charge of eight branches.

Salamanca, N. Y.—The Andrews
has been bought by James Carnives.

Mannington, W. Va.—Mrs. B. C.
Church, who owns theaters in West
Union, W. Va., has taken over the
Burt here from W. B. Urling.

Rochester, Pa. — Mike Winograd
will close the Majestic.

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Riviera has
passed to the ownership of the S3Ta-
cuse Anjusements Corp., with H. Gil-
bert as manager.

Waynesburg, Pa. — Barry Puglia
will install new projection appara-
tus in the Opera House.

Fillmore, N. Y.—The Buffalo has
been reopened by Dr. J. M. Rutowski.

Washington—Harry M. Crull re-
mains as managing director of the
Fox which has been turned over to
Loew's for operation.

Lackawanna, N. Y. — The A. C.
theater here has been reopened. A.
Cysnyka is manager.

Detroit—The Roosevelt and Cind-
erella, owned by James Robertson,
have joined Co-operative Theater
Service Corp.

Wayland, N. Y.—The Legion has
been reopened by Laura Marconx.

Minneapolis—Sound has been in-
stalled in the Ray-Bell Co. studios
and sound trailers will be made for
theaters and advertising concerns.

Atlanta — Thomas A. Branon.
president of Affiliated Producers,
has been appointed by Supreme
Screen Court Service Corp., as oper-
ator of its southeastern exchanges.

St. Paul's, N. C.—Fire recently de-
stroyed the Grand, operated by J.
L. Caudell.

New Orleans — The Saenger, ace
Publix house here, may drop vaude-
ville and return to an exclusive pic-
ture policy.

Atlanta—Harry Rathner has an-
nounced plans for the improvement
of the Capitol that will cost $25,000—new booth, new and larger screen.

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block

ON THE BOARDWALK
ATLANTIC CITY

A Smart Hotel In

America's Smartest Resort
Ideal Convention Facilities

ATTRACTIVE RATES
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

EMERGENCY POWER PLANT

1$ MARKETED BY KOHLER

Kohler, Wis.—Fully automatic al-

ternating current electric plants of

5 KVA capacity, especially de-

signed for use as emergency units

in theaters, are being marketed by
the Kohler Co., specializing in the
manufacture of electric power plants

in this city.

These A.C. plants supply a cur-

rent of 110 volts, three-phase, 60
cycle, and are also made in 220-volt

models. One model is available for

three-wire systems, supplying 60

cycle, single phase, 110-220-volt cur-

rent.

All of the 5 KVA plants, when
connected through a transfer switch

for emergencies, operate instantly

when regular current fails, the com-
pany declares.

Microphone, Turntable

Adaptable to Many Uses

Rochester, N. Y.—A complete mi-
crophone and an electric phonograph
turntable, adaptable to many uses

in theaters, auditoriums, studios,

etc., and said to be especially useful

in making announcements of coming
attractions and playing song num-
bers in theaters, is being marketed
by the Mellaphone Corp. of this

city.

The device, which is small and
compact, can be readily connected
to any sound system regardless of

make, the company declares.

SILVERWARE GIVEAWAYS
Giveaways in the form of com-

plete sets of table silverware as an
aid to exhibitors in building theater
patronage are being offered by the
Continental Silverware Co., througR
its theater sales division, in New
York City.

Anderson, S. C.—Plans are being
made by George H. Bailes, business
man of this city, for the erection of
a 600-seat two-story theater build-
ing here at an estimated cost of
$40,000.

Bar Harbor, Me. — Contract for
the erection of a one-story theater
here at an estimated cost of $150,-
000 has been awarded to the P. P.
Carey Co. of Waterville, Me.

Charlotte, N. C.—Bids have been
called for by Benton & Benton of
Wilson, N. C, for the erection of a
theater here at an estimated cost
of $50,000.

Angola, Ind.—C. W. Holland has
been awarded the contract by the
Westerly Corp. of Chicago for the
erection of a theater here at an es-
timated cost of $150,000.

Evansville, Ind.—^Plans are being
prepared by A. S. Craven of Chi-
cago for the Dixie Realty Co. for a
theater to be erected here at an es-
timated cost of $200,000.

CHAIR ANCHOR BOLT
Chicago—A new improved theater

chair anchor, consisting of an espe-
cially long tapered fin-head bolt,

one inch long lead sleeve conical

cup, washer and hexagon nut, is be-
ing marketed by the Chicago Ex-
pansion Bolt Co.

Patents New Sound Screen

Newburgh, N. Y.—A patent on the
development of a new motion picture
sound screen of the perforated type and
said to differ from others In that a pro-
cess has been devised for coating It in
such a manner that it is covered with
thousands of tiny "lenses," which af-
ford reflection and depth, has been
assigned to John Crawford, a painter
and decorator of this city.

Monster Screen Installed

In New York Paramount
The largest Chromolite sound

screen ever made was installed in
the New York Paramount. The pic-
ture surface of the screen measures
31 X 43, a total of 1,333 square feet.

A full length picture of a man
filling the screen from top to bot-
tom will show him as about 30 feet
tall, each of his shoes will measure
about five feet in length, his middle
finger will be about 19 inches long,
his eye will be larger than an av-
erage face, and the mouth from
corner to corner will be nine inches
wide.

In spite of the immunity of these
figures the optical illusion is such
that the audience will not be aware
of the tremendous size of the fig-
ures. They will seem perfectly na-
tural to the patrons viewing the
picture.

Publix is gradually replacing per-
forated screens with Chromolites
and Super Vocalites, the Chromolite
in the New York Paramount being
the largest up to date.

IS

RADIO CITY CONTRACT

Newark, N. J.—Contracts for air
conditioning systems in both build-
ings, housing the two theaters, now
under construction in Rockefeller
Center, New York, have been award-
ed to the Carrier Engineering Corp.
of this city.

The larger of the theaters, known
as the International Music Hall,
with a seating capacity of over
6,000, will use nine tons of condi-
tioned air per minute. Three cen-
trifugal refrigerating machines with
a capacity of 600 tons of melting
ice per 24 hours will form the basis
of the weather-making system.
Other equipment includes three huge
air conditioning machines in which
the air is washed and its tempera-
ture and humidity fixed.

The Sound Motion Picture thea-
ter, which will have a seating ca-
pacity of 3,500, will be supplied with
five tons of conditioned air per min-
ute. It also will be equipped with
three air conditioning and three cen-
trifugal refrigerating machines, with
a capacity of 325 tons of melting
ice a day. Every cubic foot of air

going into the theaters will first be
filtered and washed. The air condi-
tioning engineers state that it will

attain better than 96 per cent free-
dom from dust, dirt and other mole-
cular organisms.
An ingenious method of distribut-

ing the air evenly throughout the
audience has been worked out by
the engineers. The inlets are to be
in the dome and ceilings, and the
volume of each so controlled that
an "etherial climatic blanket" will

be falling uniformly over the audi-
ence. After performing its service
it is withdrawn through the floor

outlets.

La Follette, Tenn.—Work of re-
constructing the Novelty theater,
partly destroyed by fire recently,
has been started.

Atlanta—Plans are being made to
remodel Loew's Grand at an esti-
mated cost of $250,000. Architects
and engineers have been surveying
the property and the work is ex-
pected to be started in the near fu-
ture.

Shelby, Mont.—Complete redeco-
ration and acoustical treatment is

being made at the Orpheum by Herb
Kluth, manager. New lighting fix-
tures will be added upon completion
of the decorating.

San Antonio—A. Y. Hayes, con-
tractor, has been awarded the con-
tract for alterations and additions
to be made at the Harlandale and
Hyland theaters here.

Miami, Fla.—Contract for making
repairs, additions and other improve-
ments to the Paramount here has
been awarded to Henry Hunt, Inc.,

of this city.

NEW S. O. S. CATALOGUE
A new catalogue, fully describing

modern motion picture theater sound
equipment and supplies, with a sec-
tion covering used, rebuilt and re-
conditioned apparatus off"ered by the
company, has been put out by the
Sales On Sound Corp., New York.

NOVEL FILM MUTILATOR
A novel film mutilator for use in

destroying film prints not wanted,
as a protection against their use, has
been brought out by Neumade Prod-
ucts Corp. of New York.
The machine, which is small and

compact, is operated in conjunction
with hand or automatic rewinds, and
has proven itself a speedy, effective
device as a film mutilator, the com-
pany claims.

FILM SHIPPING EQUIPMENT
A complete line of film shipping

equipment, including film shipping
cases, combination shipping cases
reels for 1,000 or 2,000 feet, tin
lined and plain export cases, vault
cans, lock cornered mailing boxes
and .junk film boxes, is now being
offered by J. Moss & Sons of Brook-
lyn.

SAFETY LOCK CHANGEMAKER
Kansas City — A changemaker,

consisting of automatic locks which
prevent short-changing when a coin
channel is empty, is being marketed
by the Hofer Change-Maker Co., of
this city.

The automatic safety lock, which
is a feature of the device, makes it

unnecessary for the operator to con-
tinually watch the coin channels, the
lock guarding against short-chang-
ing when a channel empties. The
lock, while protecting honest cash-
iers, acts as an added protection
against the usual methods of
dishonest cashiers for short-chang-
ing intentionally.

Offered in two models, C-3 and
D-3, the machines are made so that
coins may be delivered to customers
direct on either the left or right
side, or with delivery to operator
just above keyboard.

NATIONAL
SERVICE

IS

Nation Widel

\ National Theatre
ISuppLY Company
/ Your Logical Supply Source
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Di?tribuiMrs

and Others in the U. b

'By L. H. MITCHELL

FRENCH RAW fILM MAKERS

DEMANDINGACONTINGENT

Paris—The Association of French
raw film manufacturers is reported
to have applied to the government
for restrictive measures against the
importation of foreign material in

view of the fact that Germany.
America and Belgium have increased
their sales greatly in France during
the past two or three years. The
association suggests that imports be
restricted to the average figure of

1927, 1928 and 1929—about 15,000,-

000 feet. Imports for 1931 were
28,000,000 feet.

Production in Vienna

Is Getting Under Way
Vienna — Negotiations between

German and Austrian producers of

films are reported to have reached
a successful conclusion. The Ber-
liner Pokjektograph will soon start

a production at the Sascha studios,

in association with the Viennese
company, Wiener Leighfirma Kop-
plemann. The Sascha studio has

been leased for several months.
Lamac-Ondra started filming a com-
edy there early in April, cooperating

with the Viennese firm, Hugo Engel.

The Wiener Mondial announces two
productions, one to be a super. Kiba
is renovating the Vita studios and
expects to begin production there by
June. Improvements are under way
at the Schoenbrunn studios.

AUSTRIAN CONTINGENT
Vienna—The Austrian government

has decided to allot one contingent

for every ten prints ordered with

Austrian printing establishments, _ it

is reported here, with a view to in-

ducing importers of foreign manu-
factured films to have their prints

made in Austria. For every foreign

film "dubbed" in Austria five con-

tingents will be allowed, provided

the dubbing costs 100,000 shillings

($12,500) or more.

B. & D. INSTALLS W. E.

London—British & Dominions stu-

dios has installed Western Electric's

latest type of film-cutting and edit-

ing machine.

Approve French Tax Cut Proposals

Paris-—The Finance Committee ot the French Chambre has approved M. Locquin's

proposals for an amusement tax cut. The proposals provide for reduction of the cinema
tax to 3 per cent for theaters with monthly takings of up to 15,000 francs, to 8 per
cent where the monthly takings are between 15,000 and 30,000 francs, and 14 per cent
for theaters that take in between 30,000 and 50,000 francs per month.

The reductions would apply only to picture houses owned by French citizens.

Weltfilm to Handle
Narrow-Gauge Films

Berlin — Weltfilm Co. is reported
to have made an agreement with
the Soviet Trade Commission to dis-

tribute Russian films reprinted on
narrow-gauge stock. It is planned
to start with 20 productions which
have aroused favorable comment in

various foreign countries—"Potem-
kin," "Blue Express," "Storm Over
Asia," etc. The agreement is said
to cover exclusive picture distribu-

tion rights in all important Euro-
pean territories. Weltfilm has a
registered capital of 20,000 Reich-
marks, and is a small concern of

private individuals cooperating with
German communist and social-demo-
cratic parties to spread socialistic

ideas.

HITCHCOCK B.I.P. SUPERVISOR
London—John Maxwell, chairman

of Bi'itish International Pictures,

has made Alfred Hitchcock, former
director, production chief. He will

have supervision over all B.I.P. pro-

duction during the next 12 months.

NEW SOUND-ON-FILM DEVICE
Paris—Rene Nublat has filed pat-

ents here and in all countries for a

new system of sound-on-film record-

ing using entirely new apparatus.
Reproduction is said to be excellent

and the cost very little.

Swiss Exhibs to Form
A Chambre Syndicale

Basel—At a recent meeting of the
Cinematograph Ass'n of French
Switzerland first steps were taken
towards the formation of a Chambre
Syndicale Suisee de la Cinemato-
graph. An agreement was reached
between distributors and exhibitors
intended to assure protection for the
exhibitors and to obtain advantages
which an organization can demand
but which would be refused to in-

dividual theater owners.

NEW BELGIAN FILM DUTIES
Brussels—New customs tariffs on

motion picture films imported into
Belgium are now in effect. The du-
ties are: positive film, 0.52 francs
per meter; negative film, 0.34 francs
per meter; positive raw stock, 0.17
francs per meter; negative raw
stock, 0.34 francs per meter. The
transmission tax has been increased
from 2 per cent to 2.2 per cent.

3,000-SEATER FOR ZLIN
Prague—Czechoslovakia's largest

cinema, a 3,000-seat house in the
basement of Bata's new 11 story
hotel, will be opened at Zlin some
time during the spring. The hotel
itself is now nearing completion.

LONDON BOOKS 4 MORE "U's"
London—S. F. Ditcham, managing

director of Univei'sal Pictures, an-

nounces that four more of "U's" fea-

tures have been booked for early

showing in London West End the-

aters— "Steady Company," "The
Samaritan," "The Impatient Maid-
en" and "The Local Bad Man."

Bankrupt by Censorship

Beckenhim, Eng —The Pavilion cinema

here has been closed and thrown into

bankruptcy as a result of the local

censorship coming on top of the loss

of its Sunday license and the increase

in taxation. "We should certainly have

we-thered the finsnciil slump," said

Manager H. C Tookey, "had it not been

for the Council's ill-advised action."

NEW HOUSES FOR ULSTER
Londonderry — By next October,

three and possibly four new picture

theaters will be opened in Ulster,

with plans under way for several

more. Londonderry will have one

of the new houses and a rival syn-

dicate may build another.

NEW DARLINGTON HOUSE
Darlington, England.— Alderman

T. Crooks of the Darlington Licens-

ing Benf^h has indicated that the

Bench will license the 1,605-seat the-

ater to be built in Bondgate. A fea-

ture of the plans is provision for

waiting room accommodations for

70 per cent of the seating capacity.

FRENCH STAR IN "PERGOLESI"
Rome — Simone Vaudry, popular

French star of stage and screen, has
arrived in Rome to act the role of

Maria in Cines Pittaluga's produc-
tion of "Pergolesi."

MARCUS COOPER RESIGNS
London—Marcus Cooper has re-

signed as chief of the sound section

of the Ealing Studio. Cooper was
formerly with British Lion Studio
and is the designer of several de-

vices being used in sound recording,
among them the "organ," a central

control panel.

BIG SUNDAY BUSINESS
Burnley, England — More than

2,000 patrons were turned away
from the five houses which recently

gave Sunday performances, proceeds
of which went to the Victoria Hos-
pital debt. The mayor gave special

permission to exhibitors to operate

on Sunday.

YUGOSLAVIA BANS "YORCK"
Berlin—The new Ufa production,

"Yorck," it is reported here, has

h'^en banned throughout Yugo-
slavia.

NEW CZECH riLM QUOTA

IS BEINGWORKED OUT
Prague—It is understood here that

American producers will make an
effort to overcome the restrictions
which at present bar American-made
motion pictures from Czecho-Slo-
vakia. George R. Canty, American
Trade Commissioner for Films with
headquarters in Berlin, is undertak-
ing the negotiations. It is reported
that the Czecho-Slovakian Minister
of Commerce is proposing a new
quota system by which America, and
probably other countries, would be
allowed to import five films for every
one that is made in Czecho-Slovakia.

New Film Regulations
Are Issued in Algeria

Algiers—The Governor-General of
Algeria, by decree of Feb. 2, 1932,
has ruled that no motion picture
other than those recording facts of
topical events may be shown in Al-
geria without the producer having
made a preliminary declaration to
the prefect of the department in
which it is to be shown. The country
has been divided into three depart-
ments for this purpose, with the
prefects having headquarters at
Orab, Algier and Constantine. Decla-
ration must contain name, domicile
and nationality of the producers, a
summary of the story, mention of
the language spoken in the film or in
case of silents of the titles, the
places in which the film is to bo
shown and the dates.

B. & D.-McLAGLEN DEAL OFF
London—The deal by which Victor

McLaglen was to have made a pic-
ture for British & Dominions has
fallen through. McLaglen wanted
his own scenario writer, co-director
and certain changes in the script, to
which Herbert Wilcox would not
agree.

SPLIT IN FRENCH CHAMBRE
Paris—The long threatened rift in

the French Chambre Syndicale be-
tween the exhibitors and the distrib-

utors has come about. The distrib-

utors have withdrawn from the
general film society and formed
theiv own organization under the
name of Syndicat Francais de Dis-
tributors des Films.

Joint Tobis-RKO Film

Paris—The first scenes of the initial

joint productions of Tobis and RKO have
been shot at the Epinat studios in

France and at the Tobis |ofa studios in

Germany. Title of the picture is "Hallo
Paris-Hier Berlin." julien Duvivier,
who wrote the scenario, is also directing.
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards oF Trade
COLORADO

Closings
Fleming—Kialto ; Grand Junction — Avalon;
Ovid—Mazda.

Longmont—Owl ; Pueblo—Pueblo.

DELAWARE
Changes in Ownership

Dover Capitol, Dover, Smyrna, sold to Dia-
mond State Thea. Co. by Benjamin Shin-
dler.

Closing
Selbsrville—Selbyville.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Carrier Mills—Gayety, sold to Jordon & Ray
by Henderson & Chamness ; Chicago

—

Crane, sold to M. D. Zimmerman by An-
drew Cuser ; Logan Square, sold to Salva
tore Vitello by Logan Sq. Corp. ; Lucile,

sold to M. D. Zimmerman by J. Montana,
Jr.; Vic, sold to W. C. Turner by Sam-
uel Gertz ; Cicero — Hawthorne, sold to

Tony Savick and Fred Bauld ; Highland
Park—Alcyno, sold to J. J. Jones by
Midwest Thea. Corp. ; Milford—Maiestic,

sold to Ray Keyes by Mrs. E. C. Miller.

Closings
Bethany — Bijou; Cairo — Rees ; Chicago

—

New Montrose; Colfax -Colonial ; Delavan
—Delavan; Fairbury— Opera House; Le-
roy—Princess ; Melrose Park — Melrose
Park; Niles Center—Niles; Petersburg

—

Strand ; Springfield — Savoy ; Waverly

—

Bijou ; Wolcott— Lyric : Ullin—Amuzu.
Re-Openings

Bunker Hill—Lincoln : Lexington — Scenic ;

Prophetstown—Prophet ; Springfield — Fox
Lincoln; Vandalia— Liberty.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

Akron—Empress, sold to Allen Banks by

J. C. Kennedy ; Sioux City—West, sold

to C. H. Guillam: by Louis Weiner.

Closings
Albert City—Palace ; Baxter — Community ;

Fort Dodge — Iowa ; Greene — Crystal

;

Keota—Princess ; Lakota—World : Ring-
sted—Opera House; Sioux City—Princess;
Washta—Iowa.

Re-Openings
Coin—Sun ; Marion—Garden ; Ute—Star.

MASSACHUSETTS
Change in Ownership

Boston—Globe, sold to Barnet Wilansky by
Publix.

Closing
B rockton—Majestic.

Re-Openings
E. Milton—Adams ; E. Pepperell — Opera
House ; Mattapan — Anderson ; Saugus

—

State.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

Constantine—Tivoli, sold to R. Culmyer
and W. A, Southworth ; Detroit—Cath-
erine, sold to John Coveleski and John
Westaway by American Amuse. Co. ; Per-
ricn, sold to John Stecik by Joseph Cam-
pis; Mack, sold to G, Holmes by Mrs.
E. D. Dingwall ; Fredro. sold to Geo. R.
Doyle and Arthur W. Koch by Jos. Ole-
shefsky ; West End. sold to Kinmiel Bros,
by Rose Boimel ; Fennville— Our. sold to

C. B. and E. .Smith by T. C. Nickersen.

Closings
Baraga—Baraga; Calumet Roval : Grand
Lodge—State ; Jonesville—Jonesville ; Mar-
cellus—Your ; Oxford—Oxford ; Scottsvlilo—Star.

Re-Openings
Albien—Colton ; Constantine—Grotto : Dag-

gett—Palace. Mason—Pastime; Painesdale—Opera House ; South Lyons—Temple;
South Range— Star.

New Theater
Williamston Our, S. H. and J. Butters,

owners.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Austin Eagle, sold to Mr. Dinsmore by
John Konz ; Baudette—Grand, sold to Geo.
L. Severn by R W. Long: Medelia

—

Medclai. sold to Lnrkin Bros, by Isabe)
Getter ; Minneapolis — Prinrpss. sold to
Twin City Thc.-i. Co. by Maitland : Mc-

intosh (irand, sold to H. L. Lindblad
by Xess & Reek ; New York Mills—Lib-
erty, sold to Maurice Niller by L. J.

Shearer ; Shakopee—Gem, sold to Cornish
it Zimmerman by Herbert Fetti.

Closings
Bricelyn — I'nique ; Clarrisa—Rex; Howard
Lake Triangle.

Re-Openings
Holdingford -New HoIdinRford ; Mountain
Lake State: New Richland Faust.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Bancroft Owl, sold to E. G. Probst by L.

G. Ballard; Beemer—Gem, sold to L. E.
Fairman l)y E. Grosse ; Bayard — Palm,
sold to B. W. Moore by B. B. Grove;
Gering—Roval, sold to B. B. Grove by
Clvdc A. Gillen; Guide Rock — Opera
Hou.se. sold to G. N. Bragg by A. L.

Hagan : Omaha — Military, sold to H.
Bleuchel by Popular Amuse. Co. : Orleans
—Strand, sold to John McNeese by P. A.
Haeker ; Venango—Avalon, sold to Peter-

son & Davis by Bancroft & Davis.

Closings
Friend—Family ; Lincoln—Rialto ; Merna

—

Merna ; Otoe—Moon: Pilger— Paragon.

Re-Openings
Be"mer—Gem ; Boelus—Star ; Clearwater —

Palace ; Lincoln—Lincoln ; North Bend

—

Star ; Omaha—Victoria ; Orleans—Strand ;

Plymouth—.Xuditorium : Wynot—Wynot.

NEVADA
Re-Opening

McGill McGill.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Mays Landing - - Victoria, sold to Lillian

Frank by .Mile Waltman ; Ramsey—Ram-
sey, sold to Ramsey Thea. Co., Ins.. by
LefT & Goldberg : Sussex—Sussex, sold to

Essaness Realty Co. by Lee Shafer ; Tuck-
erton— -Community, sold to Traco Thea.
Co. by Norman F. Fromiuer ; W. Orange
—State, sold to Valley Amuse. Co.. Inc..

by B. & H. Amuse. Co. ; Woodstown

—

Opera House, sold to Jack Goldberg.

Closing
Haddonfield— Colonial.

Re-Openings *

Beverly—Bever Lee; Woodstown — Opera
House.

NEW MEXICO
Closing

Tularosa -Muse-U.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

Attica—Family, sold to S. J. Graff by Mr.
Countryman and G. Williams; Buffalo

—

State, sold to L. Bongiovanni by Fred
DiTonda ; Fillmore, sold to Dr, J. M.
Rutowski ; Cortland— Cortland, sold to L.
Rimm by M. Bloom and A. E. Warden;
Depew—Colonial, sold to Orville Tate by
Kmil Ccrulo : E. Syracuse—Roxie. sold to

Sardino by Brown & Sardino ; Geneva

—

(Jeneva, sold to Schine Enter., Inc., by
Aprile & Fisher ; Rochester—Monroe, sold

to J. Kirsher and Alex Dunbar by Jim
Fater ; Sa'amanca—Andrews, sold to Tames
Cranives by Walter Trass ; Syracuse —
Riviera, sold to Syracuse Amuse. Co. bv
Gee Burst Amuse. Corp. ; Utica—Avon,
sold to Warner Bros, by Skouras Bros.

Closings
Ad"ance—Marlboro ; Buffalo—Star ; Honeoye

Falls— Falls ; Mt. Morris—Martina's Hall,

Dismantled
Dunkirk—Empire; Jamestown—Little Hippo-

drome.

New Theaters
Fairhaven—Lakeside. F. B. Howell, mgr.

;

Mt. Morris^-Genesee. Jow Lachusia, mgr. :

N^w Hartford—Hartford. L. Garvey. mgr. ;

Wayland— Legion. Laura Marconx. mgr.

MEIV YORK CITY
Closings

Gayety— l.'i47 Broadway; Major—Broadway
and Canal St.

BROOKLYN
Changes in Ownership

Avon, sold »o Estates Onerating Co. hv
Avon Fenwnv Thea. Corp. : Bluebird, sold
to Bnder. Gottlieb and Dollinger by H.
Eldridce : Bobby, sold to Pbilbin Ainuse.
Corp. by Snappy Movinf Pictures. Inc. :

Citv ' ine. sold to K. <• S. .\tTiuse. Corp. ;

Cryst-31, sold to M. Block bv H. Kutin-

sky ; Garfield, sold to Estates Operating
Co. by Garfield Fenway Thea. Corp. ;

Glory, sold to Prisco Luongo by Chas.
Zingale; New Ideal, sold to Anthony
Frassini by New Ideal Amuse. Corp. ;

16th St., sold to Estates Operating Co. by
Iblli St. Fenway Thea. Corp.

Closings
Armory—7th .\ve. . New Plaza—High St. ;

Senate- -18th Ave.

LONG ISLAND
Changes in Ownership

Elmhurst—Queensboro. sold to Ci. & G.
Amuse. Corp. by Independent Operating
Corp. ; Queens Village—Comtnunity, sold

to Scboen &- Kutinsky by Community
.\muse. Co. ; St. James—I^ittle Playhouse,
sold to James Griswald bv it. & H.
Amuse. Co.

NORTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

Aneta—Grand, sold to John Doneo by L.
Bachne.

Closings
Cavalier—Capitol : Cooperstown — Strand;
Edmore—Lyric ; Hebron—Rialto ; Leith

—

Opera House ; Rolette .\rnold ; Verona

—

\"erona.

Re-Openings
Kulm—Auditorium ; McClusky— .\uditorium ;

St. Thomas—Opera House.

New Theater
Fargo— Roxy, F. J. Aamoth. owner.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

Alex—Rex. sold to Bill Jensen by E. M.
Walker ; Beaver—State, sold to Paul Covey
by F. L. Dalton : Chickasha—Rialto, sold
to Griffith Amuse. Co. by Publix Theater;
Drumright—Strand, sold to Midwest Thea.
Operating Co. by Strand Amuse. Co.

;

Durant—Liberty, sold to John Terry by
R & R Ent. ; Holdenville—Dixie, sold to
A. B. Momand by J. W. Cotter; Mar-
shall—Mecca, sold to Marshall Business
Men's Club by H. Nave.

Closings
Al'en—Majestic; Enid—Arcadia; Ponca City—Ritz ; Roosevelt—Rex.

Re-Openings
Jenks—Majestic; Kaw City—New Kaw ; Sal-

lisaw—New Wonderland.

Sound Installations
Anadarko—New, L'niversal ; Cordell—A-Mu-

Su, Universal ; Oklahoma City—Harding
Junior High School, Universal.

Portland-

OREGON
Closing

-Broadway.

Hawthorne,

Re-Opening
Myrtle Point— Hiland.

New Theater
Portland—Sunnyside. J. M.

owner.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

AUentown—State, sold to Wilmer & Vincent
Corp. by Emery Thea., Inc. : Annville

—

Astor, sold to James Theros by Wm. F.
Kneller ; Canton—Rialto, sold to Rialto
Thea. Corp. by Canton Thea. Corp.

;

Clark's Summit—Summit, sold to C. O.
Bland by Willis Close; Croydon—Manor,
sold to George E. Smith by Karl Grupp

;

Darby—Cnrbo. sold to Garbo Amuse. Co. ;

Edwardsville—Grand, sold to Edwardsville
Amuse. Co. by Comerford Thea.. Inc.

;

Exeter—Liberty, sold to Tom Collins bv
Joseph Walsh : Glenside—Glenside, sold to
York Road Thea., Inc., by Handle &
Rovner Amuse. Co. ; Keswick, sold to
York Road Thea., Inc., by Keswick Thea.
Corp. ; Hallstead •— New Plaza, sold to
Mack Fein and Sidney J. Cohen by J. V.
Eckert : Hummelstown — Royal, sold to
Williard T. Beckley by C. H. Rogers and
J. W. Reinbold; Jenkintown — Embassy,
sold to York Road "Thea.. Inc.. bv Handle
S- Rovner Amuse. Co. : Mt. Washington

—

Washington, sold to John Keul bv E. J.
Murray ; Myerstown—Karlton, sold to t.

A. Bricker by James Theros; Nesquehon-
ing—Roxy, sold to Mark Rubinsky and H.
Goldberg; Philadelphia — Nelson, sold to
Josephine Avella by Eli and Paul Resnick

;

Pittsburgh—Fullerton, sold to E. T. Golden
by A. W. Williams; Ohio, sold to E. J.
(.ould; Phiilipsburg — Majestic, sold to
Phillipsburg Amuse. Co. by A. J. Flecken-
stein ; Plains—Lincoln, sold to Harry H.
Richards by Queen Esther Amuse. Co.

;

Reading—State, sold to Reading Operating
Co. by Emery Thea. Co. ; Trevorton—For-
rest, sold to Michael Kearns ; Youngwood—Pearl, sold to Rupert McNeely by Harry
Petz.

Closings
AUentown—Park ; Ambridge—Prince ; Belle
Vernon— Bello ; Butler— Harris; Carneg^ie—Grand : California—Grand ; Dillsburg —
Dillsburg ; Erie— Aris. Columbia: Farrell

—

Strand; Finleyville Olympic; Greensburg
--.Strand; Irwin Ritz; Knox — Knox;
Johnstown—Park: Mahoney City — Elks;
New Castle—Capitol ; Parkers Landing

—

Liberty; Sagamore—Sagamore; Slovan —
Slovan ; Washington - -VVashington.

Re-Openings
AUentown—State ; Ambridge—Penn ; Brad-

ford—Grand ; Claridge—Dreamland ; Darby—Garbo ; Exeter—Liberty ; Galeton—Main
Street ; Hallsted—New Plaza : Herminie

—

Covi ; Indiana—Indiana: Leechburg—Cos-
morama ; Muse—Conmiunity : New Ken-
sington—Ritz ; Perryopolis—Perry ; Phila-
delphia—Nelson. Little: Plains—Lincoln;
Smithton—Opera House ; Tidoute — Gem ;

Trevorton—Forrest ; Uniontown — Dixie ;

Zelienople- Strand.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Alcester—Barrymore, sold to M. J. Nathan
by H. W. Lind ; DeSmet—Ritz, sold to
Julius Edelstein by Gruenhorg & Kaplan

;

Springfield—Strand, sold to F. C. Mate-
jousky by G. R. Woodring.

Closings
Bridgewater—Strand ; Pierre—Grand ; Revillo—Auditorium ; Strassburg — Strassburg

;

Veblen—Star.

Re-Openings
Alcester—Barrymore ; Arlington—Elite ; Clark—Clark; Menno—Rex: Miller—Princess;
Lake Norden—City Hall ; Onida—Crystal

;

Bonesteele — Bonesteele : Springfield —
Strand : Wessington Springs—Rialto.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

Comanche—Ritz, sold to J, V. Carter, Jr,

;

Elgin—Eltex, sold to T. W. Folkes ; El
Paso—^Colon. Alamdeda, Alcazar, Paris and
Iris, sold to Nexican Amuse. Co. by Inter-
national Amuse. Co. ; Dimmitt — Castro,
new lessee, I. B. Brooks: Gorman—Ritz,
sold to C. C. Payee ; Groesbeck—Yale, sold
to Wilson & Thompson ; Haskell—Texas,
Haskell, sold to Courtney Hunt ; Joiner-
ville—Dixie, sold to W, L. Cloud : Olney—Palace, Princess, sold to John Richard-
son; Tulia—Grand, sold to J. R. Crocker;
San Augustine—Angus, new lessee, Fred
Rike ; San Diego—Empire, sold to A. E.
Garcia ; Seymour—Texas, Queen, sold to
P. V. Williams and John Ed Jones

;

Winnsboro—Amusu, sold to C. M. Cain.

Closings
Anson—Palace : Bastrop—Dixie ; Gorman —

Ritz: Canyon—Strand; Garland—Crescent;
Frisco—Queen ; Eagle Lake — Avalon

;

Houston—Royal: Kerens—Iris: Gatesville—Ritz: Killeen—Texas; Ladonia—Sunset;
Knox City — Texas ; Moody — Palace ;

Uvalde—Ritz : Wortham—Palace.

Re-Openings
Brvan—Queen : Dimmitt—Castro ; Gorman

—

Ritz ; Irving—Irving ; Groesbeck — Yale ;

Moulton—Olvmpia : San Augustine—An-
gus ; San Diego—Empire.

New Theaters
Li'fkin—Lincoln. Joe Stephnno, owner; Mc-
Kinney—Arcade. E. L. Black, owner.

Moab—Ides.

UTAH
Re-Opening

WASHINGTON
Closings

Ferndale—Grand : North Bend—North Bend.

Re-Openings
Soap Lake—Sunset : Tw'sp—Twisp.

Name Changes
Chewelah— A\-alon. fo'-merlv Empress ;

tie—First Avenue, formerly Market.
Seat-
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
i.

"Extra! Extra!"

with Frank McHugh
RKO Pathe 20 mins.

Clicks

Very good newspaper comedy,
with Frank McHugh doing a swell

role as the drunk reporter who
stumbles onto a big scoop after he
has been fired from the paper. The
editor is after the lowdown on a

fake spiritualist, and McHugh gets

into the house under the delusion

that it is a speakeasy. Some very
funny gags happen between the

reporter and the gang who are as-

sisting the fake medium. This com-
edian is there, and makes this a real

laugh number.

"Beautiful and Dumb"

disporting in the snow, followed by
a mountain climbing sequence. Sub-
ject and photography are okay, but
the painful attempts at humor by a
feminine narrator go pretty far to-

ward spoiling the enjoyment of the
picture.

Radio 11 mins.
Misses

A one-reel subject that misses as

a comedy by a mile, and cannot be
classed as anything but a total loss.

Lew Cody is the slick gent posing

as a count out to trim the rich

dowager, Dot Farley, out of her

diamond necklace. He uses as an
innocent decoy Mary Nolan, the

dowager's beautiful but dumb niece.

The dumb girl gums up all his at-

tempts to steal the necklace. It's

flat and unfunny, and there seems
no excuse for its release.

"A Slip At the Switch"

Radio 18 mins

"Chic" Sale Wow

A typical "Chic" Sale comedy,
with the comedian doing his usual
role as a simple hick in a backwoods
town. He is in temporary charge
of the agent's office at the railroad

station, when a couple of yeggs rob
him of a money consignment. There
is a very funny sequence where
"Chic" is on a handcar chasing the

robbers, and is caught between two
trains rushing along on the same
track. It moves fast, and is filled

with Sale's inimitable touches. Sure-

fire where they like this ace comic's

style.

Vitaphone

"Bosco's Party"

(Looney Tune)

Good

7 mins,

tion at a shipyard, where they
proceed to doll up a vessel for
christening, with poor Edgar on
nervous edge all the time for fear
something will happen to the bottle.

And it does.

Joe Penner in

'The Toreador"

"Remember When"

Vitaphone 5909 8 mins.

Amusing Oldtime Shots

This is the ninth in the series of
"Pepper Pot" novelty subjects from
the Vitaphone studios. It presents
a series of clips of noted personages
and incidents back to the early dajs
of the screen. There is the familiar
scene of Fifth Avenue in the nine-
ties, an Easter parade of about the
same time, the Rough Riders parad-
ing on their return from Cuba, Mrs.
Parkhurst of woman's suffrage
fame, the Prince of Wales as a
youth, the ex-Kaiser taking a car-
riage ride with King George of Eng-
land, the Russian Imperial family,
and other scenes. The shots are
both interesting and amusing, but
the running comment does not ex-
tract anywhere near the humor from
the scenes that some similar sub-
jects have had.

Vitaphone 6412 17 mins.

Funny

In this two-reeler of the Vitaphone
"Big Star" series, Joe Penner poses
as a bull-fighter and stows away on
a southbound steamer. Mistaken
lor a famous toreador, who is trav-
eling to the same port incognito.
Penner is inducted into the bull
ring, where he goes through an
amusing performance. Just a lot

of slapstick hokum, designed solely
lor the laughs, and succeeding with
fair satisfaction. Alf Goulding di-

rected.

"Voice of Hollywood"

(No. 13)

Tiffany 10 mins.

Very Good

Among the personalities appear-

ing more or less informally in this

issue of the fan reel are: George
Bancroft, El Brendel, John Wayne,
Farina, Gary Cooper, Lupe Velez.

Eddie Quillan, Thelma Todd, Jackie

Cooper, Jack Dempsey, Estelle Tay-
lor and others. There is a bit of by-

play concerning some stolen jewels

that adds interest to the continuity.

An excellent subject of its kind.

"Magic Art"

Radio 7 mins.

Good Cartoon

An Aesop cartoon fable, with the

funny cat having some wild experi-

ences with his friend, who is a ma-
gician in art. He creates all kinds

of animals from drawings, which
lead the hero into a variety of funny
and novel adventures. The cartoon

work is very good, and the ani-

mated moves fast.

An entertaining animated cartoon.

Bosco brings a flock of his animal

friends to Honey's house, where they

throw her a surprise birthday party,

raising a lot of lively rumpus.

"Empire of the Sun"

(Vagabond Adventure Series)

RKO 12 mins.

Usual Stuff

Nothing particularly distinguish-

ing about this one, though it's okay

as a travel subject of its kind. It

embraces scenes of Japan in blos-

som time, with the accompanying

native festivals, and other familiar

sights of life in Japan. Gayne Whit-

man is the narrator.

7 mins.

"Keep Cool"

Talking Picture Epics

Fair Scenic

Some attractive and interesting

scenic shots of St. Moritz, with kids

Edgar Kennedy in

"Giggle Water"

RKO Pathe 20 mins.

Fair Comedy

In the present edition of his Av-

erage Man series, Edgar Kennedy
goes through another round of do-

mestic tribulation piled on him by

wife, mother-in-law, and brother-in-

law, played respectively by Florence

Lake, Dot Farley and William Eu-

gene. Edgar has a bottle of cham-

pagne in his possession and plans

to enjoy himself with it. But the

family decides that champagne
should be used for launching a ship,

instead of being wasted on the hu-

man stomach. So they take a vaca-

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

TMME

St. Moritz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
iVeti; York City

Old world hospitality in the

spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest

of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of

U/9ryL£^f7^<

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
Trom the city's amusement and

business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TAYLOR

"What a Knight"

(Krazy Kat Cartoon)

Columbia 7 mins.

Okay

A satisfactory animated. Krazy
goes to the dentist for a tooth ex-
traction. The doc gives him gas,
and Krazy goes into a dream while
the tooth-yanker works on him.
Krazy is in the middle of a necking
party with a swell bimbo just as
the dentist brings him to, so the
smart kat reaches for the gas and

;jj

puts himself back into the trance. ^
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"GRAND HOTEL"
M-G-M 105 mins.

SURE-FIRE WINNER, HIGH-
POWERED BOX-OFFICE NAMES
PERFORM EXPERTLY IN EN-
GROSSING DRAMA.

With this lineup of Metro's mar-
quee names any picture would draw.

But in this particular case of "Grand
Hotel," additionally there's absorb-

ing story material, expert perform-

ances, understanding direction and
a swank production. Altogether it's

one of the classiest moving picture
aifairs you've seen in a long time.

Perhaps of all the elements in the
picture the performance part stands
out more distinctly than the others.

Gai'bo, Crawford, the Barrymores
Beery, Stone and the others have
come through with smooth, sincere
pieces of work. The story they ap-
pear in pries dramatically and hu-
morously into the lives of the
clientele of Grand Hotel. It never
lags, never loses its color. Its screen
treatment has closely followed its

stage original by Vicki Baum. Ed-
mund Goulding ha." directed with a
knowing and sympathetic touch.

Cast: Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford, John
Barrymore, Lionel Barrymore. Wallace Beery,
Lewis Stone, Jean Hersholt, Tully Marshall,
Purnell B. Pratt, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Ra-
faela Ottiano, Morgan Wallace, Roliert Mc-
Wade, Frank Conroy, Murray Kiiinell, Edwin
Maxwell.

Director, Edmund Goulding; Author, Vicki
Baum; American play version, William A.
Drake; Cameraman, William Daniels; Editor,

Blanche Sewell.

Direction, splendid. Photography, fine.

Sunday, April 17, 1932

"SCARFACE"
with Paul Muni

United Artists 90 mins.

WHOLESALE KILLINGS MAKE
THIS TENSE GANGSTER DRAMA
AN UNPLEASANT AFFAIR DE-
SPITE FINE PERFORMANCES
AND DIRECTION.
After giving this Howard Hughes

production all the credit it deserves
for gripping characterizations, fine

direction and other unusual produc-
tion values, it still remains a most
unpleasant affair, not to be recom-
mended for family trade or for any-
one with anything but a stout heart
and hard-boiled aspect toward hu-

man life. The story, obviously pat-
terned after the career of a notori-

ous gangster and the ruthless man-
ner in which he promoted himself
from a gang chief's bodyguard to

the most relentless strong-arm
racketeer of them all, is largely a

succession of brutal killings that
will send the average movie patron
home with a sick feeling in his

stomach. Although its controversial
nature makes it a strong box-office

draw for certain classes, it will put
audiences through such a harrow-
ing that the after effects are bound
to be felt by the theater for a long
time.

Cast: Paul Muni, Osgood Perkins, Karen
Morley, George Raft, Ann Dvorak, Vincent
Barnett, Inez Palange, C. Henry Gordon,
Boris Karlofif, Tully Marshall, Edwin Max-
well.

Director, Howard Hawks; Author, Ben
Hecht; Adaptors, Seton I. Miller, John Lee
Mahin, W. R. Burnett; Dialoguers, same;
Editor, not credited; Cameramen, Lee Garmes,
L. W. O'Connell.

Direction, A-1. Photography, fii>e.

"CARELESS LADY"
with Joan Bennett, John Boles

Fox 74 mins.

AIMLESS STORY RAMBLES
MECHANICALLY AND LACKS
ANY DEFINITE PUNCH OR IN-

TEREST.

The carelessness in the title seems
to have drifted into the story con-
struction, for it is weak and arouses
no definite interest in any of the
characters. The plot starts in a
small American town, wanders to
New York, drifts listlessly to Paris,
and back to the American town
again. Joan Bennett, a simple lass,

determined to get sophisticated, ac-
quires the name of a chance ac-
quaintance in New York, played by
John Boles, and adopts it as her
married name. Later he meets her
in Paris using his name, and there
follows the business of his falling
in love and trying to make her his
wife in a real sense. But she pouts
and stalls, so back to the little Amer-
ican town for the final romance.
It's pretty far fetched, unconvinc-
ing, mechanical, and that goes for
the acting of the principals.

Cast: Joan Bennett, John Boles, Minna
Gombell, Weldon Heyburn, Nora Lane, Raul
Koulien, Fortunio Bonanova, John Arledge,
Josephine Hull, Martha Mattox, Maude Tur-
ner Gordon, J. M. Kerrigan, James Kirkwood,
William Fawley, Richard Tucker, James Todd,
Howard Phillips.

Director, Kenneth MacKenna; Author,
Reita Lambert; Adaptor, Guy Bolton; Di-
aloguer, not listed; Editor, Alex TrofTey;
Cameraman. John Seitz; Recording Engineer,
Albert Protzman.

Direction, weak. Photography, okay.

Robert Montgomery in

"BUT THE FLESH IS WEAK"
M-G-M 77 mins.

ENJOYABLE LIGHT COMEDY
ROMANCE WITH FINE CAST
AND SNAPPY DIALOGUE.

This is an adaptation of the stage
success, "The Truth Game," and in
the hands of Robert Montgomery,
Nora Gregor, Heather Thatcher and
C. Aubrey Smith, it turns out to be
thoroughly good screen fare. It

concerns Montgomery and his father.
Smith, two English gentlemen of
no financial standing, but who travel
with the highest society, on their
nerve. Montgomery strikes up an
acquaintance with a noble lady, to
whom he makes immediate love. His
fancy is soon turned to Nora Gre-
gor, who portrays a young attrac-
tive widow, but who also is with-
out funds. Their path is strewn
with a few thorns, but it all ends
up happily. Montgomery and Smith
work very well together and are re-
sponsible for the bulk of laughter.
Nora Gregor is entrancing and un-
usually convincing in her part. The
film packs plenty of love-making,
a few heart-throbs and a strong
suspenseful situation.

Cast: Robert Montgomery, Nora Gregor,
Heather Thatcher, Edward Everett Horton,
C. Aubrey Smith. Nils Asther, Frederick
Kerr, Eva Moore, Forrester Harvey, Esmond
Roberts.

Director, Jack Conway; Author, Ivor No-
vello; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer same; Editor,
Tom Held; Cameraman, Oliver T. Marsh.

Direction, very good. Photography, ex-
cellent.

"THIS IS THE NIGHT"
Paramount 78 mins.

AMUSING FARCE COMEDY
AIDED BY EXCELLENT PER-
FORMANCES. LIGHTWEIGHT
STORY.

In this case you find a light-

weight farcical story of no particu-

lar significance. More important are

a few laughable situations and gags,

played by such expert funsters as

Charlie Ruggles and Roland Young.
These two troupers are ably as-

sisted by Lily Damita and Thelma
Todd. The story has Young play-

ing around with Thelma Todd. When
her hubby returns home unexpect-
edly. Young invents a yarn about
being married and then must fur-
nish a "wife" in order to substanti-
ate the line. This he does with the
co-operation of Charlie Ruggles, who
produces Lily Damita. All five peo-
ple go to Venice and much ado about
nothing occurs. The outcome is that
Thelma breaks with Young and
again falls in love with her hus-
band and Young falls in love with
Lily. A nicey-made production,
much more suitable for stage than
screen use.

Cast: Lily Damita. Charlie RuckIcs, Ro-
land Young, Thelma Todd, Gary Grant, Irv-
ing Bacon, Claire Do<ld, Davison Clark.

Director, Frank Tuttle; Authors, Avery
Hopwood, Rene Peter. Henri Falk; Adaptor.
George Marion, Jr.; Dialoguer, same; Camera-
man, Victor Milner.

Direction, fine. Photography, excellent.

"YOUNG BRIDE"
(Shown in N. Y. as "Love Starved")
with Helen Twelvetrees, Eric Linden,

Arline Judge, CliflF Edwards,
Rosco Ates

RKO Pathe 80 mons.

FAIR ROMANCE OF YOUNG
LOVE MAINTAINS MILD INTER-
EST BUT LACKS ANY OUT-
STANDING QUALITIES.

Based on the play, "Veneer." Eric
Linden, as a conceited fourflusher
posing as a big shot, meets Helen
Twelvetrees, a lonesome and senti-

mentally inclined library worker.
She falls for his line, marries him,
then discovers that he's a big bluffer.

Because she loves him, Helen doesn't
let on that she has found out, but
tries to help him. She keeps on
working, while he plays around in

pool rooms, dance halls and speak-
easies, always bragging about his

"big deals." This goes on until the
audience is at the point where it is

aching to swat the no-account in the
pants. In due course the wife is

about to have a baby, so the bewil-
dered young husband goes on an-
other tear, allows a dance hall

hostess to make a sap out of him,
and finally comes to his senses,
rushing back home to beg forgive-
ness and promises to reform.

Cast: Helen Twelvetrees, Eric Linden. Ar-
line Judge, Cliff Edwards. Rosco Ates, Polly
Walters, Blanche Frederici, Allan Fox.

Director, William Seiter; Author, Hugh
Stanislaus Stange: Adaptor, Garrett Fort;
Dialoguer, same; Editor, Joseph Kane; Cam-
eraman, Arthur Miller; Recording Engineer,
John Tribby.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

Kay Francis in

"MAN WANTED"
with David Manners, Una Merkel
Warner Bros. 63 mins.
AMUSING COMEDY OF BUSI-

NESS WITH ROMANCE BE-
TWEEN WOMAN BOSS AND HER
HANDSOME YOUNG SECRE-
TARY.
An agreeably entertaining story,

though it doesn't have anything in
the way of a punch. Kay Francis
holds the center of the stage in the
role of a magazine editor. Her hus-
band, Kenneth Thomson, is a rich
playboy who neglects her. So she
grabs at the opportunity to take on
an ambitious and handsome young
secretary, David Manners, and then
follows the amusing game of the
boss trying to maintain her dignity
and keep the employee at his dis-
tance, but still have him near her
as much as possible. David happens
to have another persistent female
on his trail. This girl, Una Merkel,
and David's pal, Andy Devine, are
responsible for a fair sprinkling of
comedy. The many-cornered affair
eventually terminates with the lady
editor's husband going to Paris for
a divorce, leaving the lady editor to
marry her sec, while Una turns to
Andy for consolation. Considering
the slimness of the story. Director
Dieterle and the players have done
exceedingly well with it.

Cast: Kay Francis, David Manners. Andy
Devine, Guy Kibbee, Kenneth Thomson, Una
Merkel, Virginia Sale, Claire Dodd.

Director, William Dieterle; Author, Robert
Lord; Adaptor, Charles Kenyon; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, James Gibbon; Cameraman,
Gregg Toland.

Direction, lively. Photography, fine.

Tom Tyler in

"SINGLE-HANDED SANDERS"
Monogram 61 mins.

FAST-ACTION WESTERN OF
OLD STAGECOACH DAYS WILL
PLEASE, WITH TOM TYLER IN
PLENTY OF FIGHTING AND
GUN PLAY.

This is one of the old fashioned

western thrill mellers, with the

homesteaders battling to hold their

property against the schemes of the

cattlemen to oust them. The latter

have a crooked Senator on their side,

who connives with the hero's broth-

er, a young judge, to foreclose a
mortgage on the homestead sites.

Tom Tyler, the village blacksmith
no less, uncovers the plot, and goes
into single-handed action to help the
girl who runs the general store and
has executed the mortgage deed.
There is a lot of plot and counter-
plot, finishing with a bang-up fight

as the homesteaders, rounded up by
Tyler, ride into the town just in time
to stop the Senator and his gang
from executing the crooked trans-
action. Tyler is moving fast all the
time, and puts over a good quota
of scraps, gun-play and some hard
riding. It should please the fans.

Cast: Tom Tyler, Margaret Morris, Robert
Manning, G. D. Woods, John Elliott, Hank
Bell. Lois Bridge, Snowball.

Director, Charles A. Post; Author, not

credited; Adaptor, not credited; Dialoguer,

not credited; Cameraman, Archie Stout; Re-
cording Engineers, Balsley & Phillips.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.
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Dorothy Mackaill in

"LOVE AFFAIR"
with Humphrey Bogart

Columbia 68 mins.
SATISFACTORY ROMANTIC

AFFAIR WITH DOROTHY MAC-
KAILL DELIVERING IN HER
TYPICAL STYLE.
While it is largely Dorothy Mac-

kaill's picture, the star is pretty
well supported with a likeable lead-

ing man, in the person of Humphrey
Bogart, as well as the able work
of Hale Hamilton. Halliwell Hobbes,
Astrid Allwyn and others. The story

has plenty of plot matter, revolving
around an aviator and inventor,

played by Bogart, who works as a

flying instructor while he tries to

promote his new idea. Miss Mackaill,

supposed to be in the dough, is one
of his flying pupils. They go for

each other, but the honest lad balks

at marrying a girl above his class.

When she learns she was left penni-

less by her father, Dorothy plans

to marry her rich financial agent,

Hale Hamilton, with a view to mak-
ing him finance the young aviator's

invention. Bogart's wayward sister

and her boy friend also are after

Hamilton's money. So the com-
plicated dramatics continue to a
climax where Bogart saves Dorothy
from suicide via airplane, and love

has its way.
Cast: Dorothy Mackaill. Humphrey Bogart,

Jack Kennedy, Barbara Leonard. Astrid All-

wyn, Bradley Page, Halliwell Hobhes, Hale
Hamilton, Harold Miniir.

Director, Thornton Freeland; Author, Ursu-
la Parrott: Adaptors, Jo Swerline, Dorothy
Howell; Dialoguer, Jo Swerliner; Editor, Jack
Dennis; Cameraman, Teddy Tetzlaff; Record-

in? Engineer, Charles Noyes.
Direction, good. Photography, good.

"RONNY"
(In German)

with Kathe von Nagy, Willy Fritsch

Leo Brecher 72 mins.

SPARKLING PERFORMANCE
BY KATHE VON NAGY IS HIGH-
LIGHT IN OUT-MODED GERMAN
OPERETTA WITH ENGLISH
TITLES.

If it were not for two tuneful mu-
sical numbers and clever perform-

ances by Kathe von Nagy and Willy

Fritsch, this old-fashioned operetta

would have nothing of entertain-

ment value remaining. The story is

commonplace and concerns Willy,

the modern Prince of Perusa, a

mythical kingdom, who falls in love

with Kathe, a modiste, whom Willy

believes to be a musical comedy
star. Willy prevails on her to play

the leading part in an operetta he
has written, and she does so with
great success. Some love scenes, a
bit of suspense and two or three
moderately interesting situations

complete the story. Other musical
numbers and the ensemble are sat-

isfactory but not outstanding. Dia-
logue is entirely in German with
super-imposed English titles.

Cast: Kathe von Nagy, Willy Fritsch, Otto
Wallburg, Willi Grill.

Director, Reinhold Schunzel ; Authors, Em-
merich Pressburger, Reinhold Schunzel:
Adaptors, same; Dialoguers, same; Camera
man, Fritz Arno Wagner; Recording Engi-

neer, Hermann Fritzsching.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

"GOLDEN MOUNTAINS"
(In Russian)

Amkino 9.5 mins.

STRAIGHT PROPAGANDA PRO-
DUCTION TELLS DISMAL, DRAG-
GY STORY OF WORKERS AND
IS OUT FOR REGULAR FILM
PATRONS.
A very pretentious effort to again

sell the American market a load of
Soviet propaganda. Produced by
Soyuzkino, it has an excellent cast,

and the camera technique is admir-
able and its chief asset. The story
itself is boresome to the last degree.
Misery is piled on misery in slow-
motion agony, emphasizing the plight
of the Russian workers before the
Revolution. An ignorant peasant is

the center of interest, who comes to

the big factory in the city, and is

used as a tool by the factory man-
agement to offset the growing dis-

content of the workers about to

strike. Finally he sees his error,

realizes he has been duped, and
turns to lead a battle at the factory
finishing with a walkout as he blows
the factory whistle. It should have
been blown when they started this

one. The central figure is so dumb
that he is almost an idiot in most
of his actions. Outside of that there
is practically no action—just a lot

of psychological studies.

Cast: Boris Poslavsky, J. V. Korvin-Kru
kovsky, B. Fedosiev, I. Shtraukh. E. Tenin,
IV. Razumova, F. Slavsky, M. Michurin, F.

.Sholkevsky, B. Chirkov, S. Kruitov.

Director, Sergei Yutkevitch; Authors, A.
.Mikhailovsky, V. Nedobrovo, S. Yutkevitch,
T.. Arnshtem; Adaptors, same; Dialoguers,
>ame; Cameraman, I. Martov.

Direction, slow. Photography, good.

"RESERVE HAT RUH"
("Reserve on Furlough")

(In German)
Tobis 100 mins.

AMUSING FARCE COMEDY
WITH A MILITARY BACK-
GROUND EMBRACING GER-
MANY BEFORE THE WORLD
WAR.

A very entertaining farcical com-
edy has been turned out by the Aafa
studios of Berlin in this story deal-

ing chiefly with German military

life before the big war. Background
of the picture includes a mass of

the one-year volunteers, largely stu-

dents, who flourished in the Father-

land before the great outburst of

1914, and the maneuvers of these

soldiers constitute an interesting

part of the picture's action. In the

center of the plot are the adventures

of a couple of lads, one a student

of astronomy and the other trailing

along as his pal. A couple of lively

frauleins are spotted to act as fem-

inine interest opposite these lads,

and between them they work up a

pleasant line of romantic interest as

well as a considerable amount of

enjoyable comedy. Casting of the

picture as a whole is excellent and

good work is done by the principal

players.

Cast: Claere Rommer, Lucie Englisch, Senta

Soeneland, Paul Hoerberger and Fritz Kam-
pers.

Director, Max Obal; Authors, B. E. Luthge,

Karl Noti; Adaptors, same; Bialoguers, same;

Editor, Else Baum; Cameramen, Guido Seeher,

Hugo Kaweczynski; Recording Engineer, Emil

Specht.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"THE MIRACLE OF

ST. ANTHONY
(Italian and English Titles)

Vitullo Films 9.5 mins.

VERY COMMENDABLE ITA-

LIAN SILENT WITH FINE
MUSICAL THEME AND POWER-
FUL DRAMA WELL HANDLED.

This is a worthy Italian subject

that is presented with a strong cast,

and is a natural for Italian audien-

ces. Titles are presented in both

Italian and English. The musical

score is exceptionally good, and has

been cleverly adapted to the vary-

ing moods of the dramatic plot, pre-

senting some popular and classical

Italian compositions along with or-

iginal scoring of the musical di-

rector, Giuseppe Deluca. The theme
is that of a young American-Italian

in Italy to take a scholarshin, who
becomes infatuated with a German
singer on the concert stage. He for-

eets his sweetheart back in New
York. Later discovering her in-

fidelity, he has a struggle with the

other man on board a train, falls

off, and the accident leaves him blind.

Later his mother and sweetheart

witness his eyesight restored at the

shrine of St. Anthony. A sweet,

wholesome story with a wide appeal.

Ca«t: Ellen Meis. ATaurizo D'Ancoi^. Eve-

lina Paoli, Rossanda D'Alba. Giorgio Bianchi,

Tina Ceccacci.

Director, Nicola Fausto Neroiii; Author,

Floria Vitullo; Adaptor, same; Cameraman,

Arturo Galleo; Recording Engineer. Ferrtin:.n-

do Martini.

Direction, good. Photography, very good.

"THE REVOLT IN THE DESERT"
(Russian Silent with Sound Effects)

Amkino 80 mins.

PROPAGANDA FILM CRUDELY
ACTED BY A NOMAD TRIBE HAS
NO APPEAL FOR REGULAR
FILM HOUSES.

This one is a Soviet production

loaded down with propaganda for

the Cause, and hence will have little

appeal to regular picture patronage.

The photographic treatment is its

best feature, together with some
unusual shots of sandstorms and
Nomadic life of a primitive tribe in

the wastelands of Turkmenistan.
The story is crudely told, and crude-
ly acted, jumping without any sense
of continuity from one incident to

another. Only three regular film

actors are employed, the natives of

the tribe constituting the rest of the

cast. Tells of the efforts of a young
girl, a disciple of Lenin, to return

to her tribe and educate her peo-

ple into the new and modern ideas,

and rid them from the oppres-

sive bondage of the head of the

tribe. They tend his sheep herds, and
he keeps them in poverty and vir-

tual slavery. Then the Awakening,
when the Soviet officials of an ex-

perimental farm teach them collec-

tive farming.
Cast: Zinaida Zanoiii, Evgraf Zhacliovski,

I. Kutchenkov.

Director, Nicolai Tikhonov; Author, Maria
Smirnova; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;

Cameraman Nikolai Frantzissin.

Direction, weak. Photography, good.

Pres entations

-By JACK HARROWER-.

Capitol
Frank Cambria, who recently

jomed the Capitol theater staff as
associate producer, offers as his first
contribution to the Capitol stage this
week a novel and delightful presen-
tation, "Three Screens," which Cam-
bria devised and staged under the
personal supervision of Louis K.
Sidney.

Mitchell and Durant, sensational
dancing comedians, who have re-
cently closed with Earl Carroll's
"Vanities," head an unusually fine
array of entertaining artists, in-
cludmg Joe Griffin, tenor; Chaney
and Fox, in tango and waltz spe-
cialties; Stella Powers, soprano, who
has been seen in many musical com- A
edies; Al Norman, late of "Vani- \
ties," and a group of the Chester
Hale Girls.

Yasha Bunchuk conducts the Cap-
itol Orchestra in the "Faust" over-
ture.

Roxy
Lottice Howell and Fred Waring

are the featured artists of "Gay
Vienna," the stage production in five
scenes now current at the Roxy.
Miss Howell, who has starred on

Broadway in musicals and on the
screen with Ramon Novarro, is solo-
ist with the Roxy Orchestra during
the overture of Viennese airs ar-
ranged and conducted by Waring.

Patricia Bowman, premiere dan-
seuse; Charles Collins, dancer and
husband of Dorothy Stone; Ernest
McChesney, tenor formerly with
Roxy's "Gang"; a Hungarian orches-
tra, the ballet corps and the Roxy-
ettes are included in the cast. One
of the scenes reproduces a typical
prater, Austria's counterpart of
Coney Island.

The production was staged and
directed by Clark Robinson, with
the assistance of Russell E. Markert,
Florence Rogge, Marco Montedoro
and James Morcom.

Paramount
Duke Ellington and his orchestra

make their first Broadway appear-
ance in more than a year as head-
liners of the all-Harlem stage revue
at the New York Paramount this
week.

In addition to the Ellington music-
makers, the cast of the Boris Petroff
production, entitled "Harlem on Pa-
rade," includes George Dewey Wash-
ington, "Snake Hips" Tucker and
Bessie Dudley, Ivie Anderson, the
Four Step-Brothers, Red and Strug-
ge and the Sepian Strutters.

Rubinoff conducts the Paramount
Orchestra in a symphonic overture,
"Immortal Melodies," and Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Crawford present "Auf
Wiedersehn" at the twin stage or-
gans.



Features Reviewed in Film Daily Aug. 23 to April 10
400 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Revifwei
A Dangerous Affair-COL

11-29-31

A Woman Commands-RKO
1-31-32

After Tomorrow-F 3-6 32
Age For Love-UA 11-15-31
Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31
Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias the Doctor-FN 3-6-32

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children?-RKO
11-15-31

Arizona Terror-TIF . . 9-27-31

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11-22-31

Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31

Arsene Lupin-MGM 2-28-32

Avalanche-FD 3-27-32

Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Balinese Love-TPE ...12-13-31
Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP.. 12-6-21

Beast of the City-MGM. .3-13-32

Beauty and the Boss-WA 4-3-32

Behind Stone Walls-ACP
3-13-32

Beloved Bachelor-PAR.. 10-18-31

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Big Shot-PAT 1-10-32

Blonde Captive-TMP ..12-13-31

Blonde Crazv-WA 12-6-31

Border Devils-ARC 3-20^32

Border Love-COL 9-13-31
Branded-COL 11-1-31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31

Bridegroom For Two-BIP
1-31-32

Broken Wing-PAR 3-27-32

Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Business and Pleasure-F. 2-14-32
Cain-TPE 1-17-32

Cannonball Express-WW. 2-28-32

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Carmen-BI 1-17-32

Carnival Boat-PAT 3-27-32
Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31

Charlie Chan's Chance-F
1-24-32

Charlotte Loewenskold-SCA
2-28-32

Cheaters at Plav-F 2-28-32

Cheyenne Cyclone-WK ..1-10-32
Chinatown After Dark-ACP

10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31

Cock of the Air-UA. . .1-31-32
Compromised-FN 11-8-31
Consolation Marriage-RKO

11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC . 10-4-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31
Cosi E La Vita-TH 11-8-31

Cossacks of the Don-AM. 3-20-32

Cross Examination-ARC .2-14-32
Crowd RoarsWA 3-27-.12

Csak Ecy Kislany-NEA. .3-27-32

Cuban Love Song-MGM. 12-6-31

Cyclone Kid-BIF 11-22-31

Dance Team-F 1-3-32
Dancers in the Dark-PAR

3-20-32
Danton-CAP 9-13-31
Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31
Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31
Das Ekel-UFA 1-31-32
Da<i Floetenkonzert von

Sanssoiici-TTFA 10-18-,11

Das Lied 1st Aus-ASC 1-31-32
Das Lied Vom Leben-TA

10-18-31
Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP

9-20-31
Daughter of the Dragon-PAR

8-23-31
Deadline-COL 1-24-32
Drrriver-CLO 11-29-31
Dclicious-F 12-27-31
Dcr Andere-TF 1-17-32
Der Hampclmann-TA .9-13-31
Der Kleine Seitensprung-

UFA .1-10-32

Der Raub Der Mona Lisa-TF
4-3-32

Der Teufelsbruder-TRC . . 4-1 0-32
Der Ungetreue Ecke Hart-TF

1-24-32
Devotion-PAT 10-4-31
De-^il on Deck-WW 2-28-32
Devil's Lotterv-F 4-3-32
Devil Plays-CHE .12-20-31
Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA

8-23-31
Die C^ikos Barone'ss-CAP 4-3-32
Die Crosse Llebe-FAM 2-28-32
Die Oros^e Sehnsucht-TA

10-11-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
ALD—Allied Pictures
AM—Amktno
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema

BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BRE—Lee Brecher

CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CFA—Capitol Foreign Attrac.
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures

F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National

GS—George Schneider
HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. HofiFberg

HK—Henry Kaufman
HO—Hollywood Pictures
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
IMP—Imperial Distributing

JOH—W. Ray Johnston

MAL—Ernest Mattson
NAP—Napoli Films
NEA—New Era Exchange
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures

MOV—Moviegraphs
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PC—Patrician Pictures
PEE—Peerless
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga

FTP—Foreign Talking PlcturesPIZ—William Pizor

PRI—Principal Dist. Corp.
PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
RIT—Ritchey Export Co.
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SCA—Scandinavian Talking

Pictures
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TH—Thalia Productions
TRA—Transatlantic Picti.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WK—Willis Kent
WT—Worldart Film Cor.WW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed
Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-

ASC 9-27-31
Die vom Rummelplatz-CAP

1-10-3

Die Sohlacht von Bademuende
UFA.. 11-22-31

Discarded Lovers-CAP . . .1-3-32
Disorderly Conduct-F 4-1 0-32
Docks of San Francisco-ACP

1-24-32
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP 1-3-32

Drifter-WK 1-10-33
Orevfus Case—COL ...8-30-31
East of Bomeo-U ..8-23-Sl

East of ShanRhai-BIP... 3-27-32
Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA .9-20-31

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA lO-^'J-'^l

Ein Walzer Vom Strauss-CAP
2-14-32

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF. 12-13-3

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32
Ex-Bad Bov-U 9-27-31
F.xnensive Wnmen-WA .11-15-31
Expert. The-WA 2-28-32
Explorers of the World-RAS

9-6-31

False Madonna-PAR .... .2-7-32
Fanny Foley Herself-RKO

in-2';-31

Fascination-BIP 4-10-32
Fiehting Fool-COL 3-27-32
Fiehtine Marshall-COL. .2-28-32
File 113-HO 2-21-32
Final Edition-COL 7-28-32
Fireman Save My Child-FN

2-21-32
Five Star Final-PN 9-13-31
Flying Fool-RT 10-18-31
Flvine Hifh-MGM 12-13-3
Forbidden-COL 1-17-32
Forgotten Women-MOP .2-28-32
Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31
Freighters of Destiny-PAT

11-8-31
French Leave-TPE 12-6-31
Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8 31

Cahles Mystery-BTP 4-3-32
CallopiTie Thni-MOP 2-7-32
Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32
Gav Caballero-F 2-14-32
Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31
Ghost Citv-MOP 3-20-32
Girl of the Rio-RKO. . .1-10-32
Girls About Town-PAR. . 11-1-31

Cirl Crazy-RKO 3-27-32
flood Sport-F 12-13-3
Graft-ir 11-29-31
Great Lover-MOM ..8-30-31
Greeks Had a Word for Them

UA. .2-7-32
Grief Street-CHE 16-11-31
Gusrdsman-MGM ..9-13-31
Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Hard Hombre-HOP ...9-20-31
Hatchet Man-FN 2-7-32
Headin' for Trouble-BIF 9-6-31
TTeartbr^ik-F 10-18-31
Heart of New York-WA. . 3-6-32
Heaven on Earth-U. ... 12-20-31
Hell Divers-MGM 12-27-31
Hell's House-CAP ?-14.:?7

Hrr Mair«tv T.ove-FN n-20-.11
Heroes AllTMP 10-25-11
High Pressure-WA 1-31-32

Title Reviewed
His Womsn-PAR 12-6-91
High Speed-COL 4-10-32
Homicide Squad-U... ..8-30-31
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31

Hotel Continental-TIF ..3-20-32
24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31

House Divided-U 1-10-32
Human Targets-BIP ..1-24-32
Hound of the Baskervilles-FD

4-10-32
Hurricane Horseraan-WK

10-11-31
Husband's Holiday-PAR. . 1-3-32
I Am From Siam-PTC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
Im Geheimdienst-UFA 3-6-32
In Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31
Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA

11-R-n
II Est Charmant-PAR 4-10-32
Impatient Maiden-tl 3-6-32
Is There Justfce?-WTV . .9 'O-Sl
It's Tough to Be Famous-FN

4-10-32
Jean De La Lune-TA. . .3-13-32

Kaiserliebchen-TA ll-lS-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
K"eoers of Youth-BIP. .3-13-32
Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31

La Douceur D'A!mer-FD
12-13-3

La Ronde des Heures-FD

. .. .
1-31-32

Ladies of the Big House-
PAR 1-3-32

Lady With a Past-PAT 2-21-32
Ladies of the Jury-RKO 4-3-32
Land of Wanted Men-MOP

2-21-32
Lariats and Six Shooters

COS.. 10-25-31
Lasca of the Rio Grande

U.. 12-13-3
Las Companas Capistrano-HG

11-29-31
Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
Last Ride-U 2-14-32
Law and Order-U 3-6-32
Law of the Tong-SYN. 12-20-31
Law of the West-WW. .3-20-32
Le Mysterie de la Villa
Rose-FD 1-17-S2

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-31
Lena Rivers-TIF 4-3-32
Leutnant Warst Du EInst

Bei Den Husaren-RIT. 3-70-32
Local Bad Man-ALD. .. 3-27-32
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-2931
Lone Trail-SYN 3-13-32
Lost Squadron-RKO 3-6-32
T.ove Storm-BI 10-18-31
Lovers Courageous-MGM

2-21-32
Lure of the Ring-WT. 1-31-32

Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maker of Men-COI^ 12-20-31
Manhattan Parade-WA 1-3-32
Man From Death Valley-MOP

10-11-31
Man I Killed-PAR ..1^4-32
Man Who Played God-WA

2-14-32
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Mark of the .Spur-BIF. . .3-6-32
Mata Hari-MGM 1-3-32
Meine Frau, Die Hochstaplerin

UAF.. 2-7-32
Mein Leopold-CFA .... .4-3-32
Men in Her Life-COL. . .12-6-31
Men of Chance-RKO 1-3-32

Title Reviewed

Men Like These-BI 1-10-32

Menace, The-COL 1-31-32

Merelv Mary Ann-F 9-13-31

Michael and Mary-U 1-10-32

Misbehaving Ladies-FN.. 11-8-31

MJsleading_ Lady-PAR. . .4-10-32

Missing Rembrandt-FD. .3-27-32

Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31

Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31

Monster Walks-ACP 2-7-32

Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31

Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31
Murder at Dawn-BIF .2-28-32
Murder At Midnight-TIF

9-20-31

Murders in Rue Moreue-U
2-14-32

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

My Wife's Family-BIP. .3-13-32

Neck and Neck-WW. . .11-8-31

Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31

Nie Wieder Liebe-UFA 1-17-32

Nice Women-U 2-21-32
Night Beat-ACP 12-27-Sl

No One Man-PAR 1-24-32

Nur Am Rhein-FTP. . 10-11-31

Office Girl-RKO 3-13-32
Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Lady-PAR 11-8-31

One Hour WHh You-PAR. 3-6-32

One Man Law-COL 2-14-32
One Way Trail-COL. .12-13-31
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31

Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31

Panama Flo-PAT 1-24-32
Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31

Parisian. The-CAP 8-23-31

Partners-PAT 2-28-32
Partners of the Trail-MOP

8-30-31

Passionate PIumber-MGM
3-13-32

Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31
Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Personal Maid-PAR 8-30-31

Phantom of Paris-MGM. 11-1 5-31

Platinum Blonde-COL. . .11-1-31

Play Girl-WA 3-20-32

Pleasure-AR C 3-6-32

Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31

Police Court-MOP 4-3-32
Possessed-MGM 11-29-31
Prestige-PAT 2-7-32
Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private ScandaliHED. . .11-1-31

Probation-CHE 3-13-32
Rainbow Trail-F 1-31-32
Range Feud-COL 11-22-31
Range Law-TIP 11-1-31

Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Living-TT ...10-11-31
Reckoning, The-PEE ..4-3-32

Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31

Ridin' for Justice-COL. .1-10-32

Road to Life-AM 1-31-32
Road to Reno-PAR... 10-11-31
Road to Sineapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rubacuori-TRC 3-1 3-32
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Ruling Voice-FN 11-8-31

Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Sally of the Subway-ACP

1-24-32

Title Rivinued
Scandal For Sale-U 4-10-32
Scarebeads-CAP 10-25-31
Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31
Secret Menace- IMP ...12-13-31
Secrets of the Orient-UFA

Secret Service-RKO ...12-13-31
Secret Witness-COL . . 12-20-31
Sein Liebeslied-ASC ..11-22-31
Sein 'Scheidungsgrund-UFA

2-21-32
Shadow Between-BIP . . . 3-20-32
Shanghai Express-PAR 2-21-32
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31
She Wanted a Millionaire-F

2-14-32
Shop Angel-CAP 3-6-32
Shopwom-COL 4-3-32
Shot Gun Pass-COI 3-13-32
Should a Doctor Tell?-REG

8-23>31
Side Show-WA 9-20-31
Sidewalks cf New York-MGM

11-15-31
Silent Witness-F ... ...2-7-32
Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR

11-1-31
Sins Pay Day-ACP 3-13-32
Siroco-CF 11-29-31
Sky Devils-UA 1-24-32
Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31
Skyline-F 10-11-31
Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Sob Sister-F 10-4-31
Sooky-PAR 12-27-31
Soul of Mexico 2-7-32
Soul of the Slums-ACP 11-29-il
South Sea Adventures-PRI,

4-3-32
Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31
Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31
Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31
Stepping Sisters-F ...1-10-32
Strangers in Love-PAR. . .3-6-32
Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Strictly Business-BIP ...4-10-32
Strictly Dishonorable-U. 11-15-31
Struggle, The-UA 12-13-31
Suicide Fleet-PAT 11-29-31
Sundown Trail-PAT ...10-18-31
Sunset Trail-TIF 1-17-32
Surrender-F 11-29-31
Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP

10-11-31
Symphony of Six Mi'lions-

RKO.. 4-10-32
Tarzan, The Ape
Man-MGM 3-27-3''

Taxi-WA l-10-3"2
Tempest-BRE .. 3-20-.32
Terra Madre-TRC Il-l-t31
Texas Gun-Fishter-TIF 2-14-32
Theaternaechte von Berlin-TF
^, ^. 1-10-32
The Cheat-PAR 12-13-31
Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31

Thirty Days-PC 1-17-32
This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31
This Reckless Age-PAR. .1-10-32
Three Wise Gir's-COL. . .2-7-32
Tingel Tangel-NEA 3-20.32
Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-31
Tomorrow and Tomorrow-

PAR 1-^1-^7
Tonight or Never-UA .12-20-31
Touchdown-PAR 11-15-31
Trotte Teodor-FD 1-17-32
Tulane vs. So. Califomia-WA

1-24-32
Two-Fisted Justice-MOP .2-14-32
Two Gun Caballero-IMP

12-13-31
Two Kinds of Women-PAR

1-17-32
U. of S. C. vs. Notre Dame

WW- 1-24-32
ITn Soir de Rafle-PRX . 10-18-31
Under Eighteen-WA 1-3-3?
Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unholy Garden-UA 9-20-31
Union Depot-FN .... .1-17-32
Unexpected Father-U .... 4-1 0-32

Way Back Home-RKO. 1-1 7-32
Wayward-PAR 2-14-32
West of Broadwav-MGM. 1-31-32
White Devil-TPE 8-30-31
Whistlin* Dan-TIF 3-13-32
Why Saps Leave Home-BIP

3-20-1''

Wicked-F 9-20-31

Wiser Sex-PAR 3-1 3-.1''

Without Honors-ARC .
1-10-32

Woman from Monte Carlo-
WA 1-3-37

X Marks the Spot-TIF 12-13-31

Yellow Ticket-F 11-1-31

Zappatore-NAP 4-3-32

7,ein Weib's Lubovnick-HA
in J •

Zwei Krawatten-CAP ..1-17-32

Zwei MenchenCAP . . . H-27-SI



WHAT DOES YOUR PUBLIC

KNOW ABOUT RAW FILM?

INIOTHING, perhaps. Yet, whether they're

aware of it or not, people are profoundly in-

fluenced by the photographic quality which that

film gives or does not give them on the screen.

It may mean all the difference between a pic-

ture that goes its quiet, unprofitable way and

one that becomes the talk of the town.

There's no need, these days, to run the risk

of sacrificing photographic quality. Eastman

Gray-backed Super-sensitive Negative, with its

unmatched qualities and its never -failing uni-

formity, costs no more than other films, yet it

helps substantially to head the picture for suc-

cess. Wise the cameraman who uses it . , , lucky

the exhibitor who runs prints made from it!

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

J.
E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood
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Cabinet of Six Will Guide RKO Theater Operations

M. P. ACADEMY TO CONSMR EXHIBITIONPROBLEi

Jules Lippman Heads New Coast Producins Company
15 Productions Already

Slated by Equitable
Pictures

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jules Lippman has

been named president of the newly-
formed Equitable Pictures, Inc.,

li which will produce independently.

j

Other officers include Walter Stern,

I

former business manager of Uni-
i versal, vice-president, in charge of

l| production; R. Beveridge, secretary
k and treasurer; E. A. "Mannie

'

Brown, sales representative. Offices
(Continued on Page 2)

I SEVEN ROlStii DATES

SET FOR 'mND HOTEL"

M-G-M has set seven roadshow
dates on "Grand Hotel" in what is

expected to prove the most impor-

tant roadshow campaign the indus-

try has experienced in years. Situa-

tions as small as 50,000 population

and in some instances, smaller, will

be played at $1.50 top.

Initial dates in the campaign are

as follows: Shubert-Majestic, Bos-

ton, and Woods, Chicago, April 24;

Chestnut St., Opera House, Phila-

delphia, and Allvine, Pittsburgh,

April 25; Ohio, Cleveland; Detroit

Opera House, Detroit, and Shubert,

Toronto, all May 1.

Ben Jacksen Promoted
To New Fox Studio Post

West Coast Bvreau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ben Jacksen has been

promoted to assistant general su-

perintendent of the Fox studios.

Maitland Rice succeeds him as head

of the Fox music department.

Sees Films as an Aid

In Preventing Crime

M.P.T.O.A. to Cooperate with Hollywood
Suggestions as to what theater patrons want in the way of screen material will be

made to Hollywood producers by a M. P. T. 0. A. committee which will visit the Coast
late this month. The national exhibitor organization is asking that theater men mall
worthwhile ideas to its New York office at 1600 Broadway so the delegates may pre-
sent a comprehensive cross section of exhibitor opinion. Suggestions must be received
within the next 10 days.

Canadian Circuit Profits
Stood Up Well Last Year
Aylesworth Takes Office

Via Pathe News Ceremony
M. H. Aylesworth, new president

of RKO, is pictured in the current
issue of Pathe News taking over his

new responsibilities. David Sarnoff,
president of RCA, is shown giving
Aylesworth a sendoff.

Toronto — Operating results of

Canadian theaters last year were
substantially profitable considering
the general condition of industry as
a whole, it is shown by some of the
year's financial statements just

made public. In addition to a sur-
plus of $823,105 shown by Famous

{Continued on Page 4)

Nathanson Resumes Negotiations

For Famous Players Canadian

N. L. Nathanson is understood to

have left Canada for New York to

resume negotiations with Para-
mount Publix officials for the pur-
chase of the Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp. circuit. A certified check

for $2,000,000 is said be posted in

Montreal as evidence of good faith.

Nathanson recently was reported to

have offered $12,000,000 for the

Canadian circuit, but the offer was
turned down.

Jack Oakie or Lee Tracy

For "Blessed Event" Role
ircst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack Oakie and Lee

Tracy are under consideration by
Warner Bros, for the leading role

in "Blessed Event." James Cagney,
originally set for the part, is still in

the east. He will be assigned to

another picture.

Advisory Cabinet of Six Men
Formed to Guide RKO Theaters

London—Reviewing criminal statistics in the

House of Commons, Sir Herbert Samuel, the

Home Secretary, said that motion pictures are

doing more to prevent crime than to encour-

age It.

Sack Amusement Firm
Celebrating Anniversary
San Antonio — Celebrating the

first anniversary of its re-entry into

the independent distribution field,

Sack Amusement Enterprises, with

headquarters here, has announced
(Continued on Page 4)

An RKO theaters home office

"cabinet" headed by H. B. Franklin

and consisting of Martin Beck, Jo-

seph I. Plunkett, Bob Sisk, Phil

Reisman and Nat Blumberg, has

been formed to meet three times

each week to discuss RKO theater

operation and to act in "an advisory
(Continued on Page 4)

Kent and Lightman Will
Give Principal Talks

at Conference
II rxi CoKisl Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Problems of the ex-

hibitor and the distributor will be
taken up by the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences for the first time
in the history of this organization
when it holds its important confer-
ence on April 27. To this end, the
Academy has invited Sidnev R.
Kent, new operating head of Fox,
and M. A. Lightman, president of
the Motion Picture Theater Owners
of America, as the principal speak-
ers, discussing economic conditions

(Continued on Page 2)

mmm denies deal

TO TAKE BACK HOUSES

Asked regarding a report that M.
E. Comerford may take back the
houses he turned over to Publix
several years ago, statement was
made Saturday at the Comerford
office that no such negotiations are
under way.

Expect Agreement Soon
On Gen'l Theaters Plan

With the several protective com-
mittees representing security holders
now working together, an eaxty
agreement is expected on a re-

organization plan for General The-
aters Equipment, now in receiver-
ship, according to Harry S. Durand,.
of Mackey & Co., bankers. Durand

(Continued on Page 4)

Pennsylvania Exhibs

Fear State Tax Measure

Harrisburgh—Pennsylvania exhibitors are ap-
prehensive over the special legislative session

being called by Gov. Pinchot for April 12 for
the purpose of raising additional funds for un-
employment relief. A tax bill of some sort is

expected to be aimed at the film industry.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. . . 2>4 2^ 2^ -f }4

East. Kodak 62 S7'A 57Ji — 4J|
Fux Fm. "A" ..2^ 254 2^ -f H
Loew's, Inc 23H 23^ 23^ + 'A

Paramount 5Ji 4J4 ^Vi + Vi
RCA 5J4 SYi 5H
do pfd. "A" O'A). 2\'A 20y2 2\'A — H
RKO m iV» 3V» — yi

Warner Bros 1^ Wi V/z — Yi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" .. ^ Va H
Technicolor I'A lH lYi + Vi

Trans-Lux \A 1J4 1^ + H
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 4 3^ 4 -f- ^
Loew 6s 41ww .. 77}^ 77}4 77J/i + W*
Paramount 6s 47.. 41 41 41+1
Par. 5!/2s50 3S'/4 34!4 34^
Warner's 6s39 18!^ 18 18

U. A. GETS SPANISH FILM
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A deal has been

closed whereby United Artists will

distribute "Dreamers of Glory," a

Spanish picture, made by Republic
Pictures at the Tec-Art studios.

VITA. SIGNS JANE WINTON
Jane Winton has signed a contract

to star in "The Crane Poison Case,"
latest of the S. S. Van Dine two-
reelers being produced at the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio.

The Broadway Parade
(Week of April 15)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
But the Flesh Is Weak" ..M-G-M Capitol

"This Is the Night" ..Paramount Paramount
"Careless Lady" Fox Roxy
"Man Wanted" Warner Bros Strand

"Love Starved"* RKO Pathe Mayfair

EXTENDED RUNS
"One Hour writh You" (4th week) Paramount Rivoli and Rialto

"Crovfd Roars" (4th week) Warner Bros Winter Garden

SECOND RUNS

"Grand Hotel" M-G-M Astor
"Symphony of Six Million" RKO Gaiety

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Theft of the Mona Lisa" (3rd week) Tobis Forenfilms Europa
"Ronny" Leo Brecher Cameo
'Golden Mountains" Amkino Little Carnegie
"11 Est Charraant" (2nd week) Paramount 5th Ave. Playhouse
"Mein Leopold" (3rd week) Capitol Foreign

Attractions Hindenburg
"Miracle of St. Anthony" Vitullo Films Sam H. Harris

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Mouthpiece" (April 20) Warner Bros Winter Garden
"10 Condemned" (In Polish) (April 20) . . . Siegmund Sulin Vanderbilt

"Famous Ferguson Case" (April 21) Warner Bros Strand
"Wet Parade" (April 21) M-G-M Rialto

National release as "Youne Bride"

ACADEMY WILL

PROBLEMS OF

•••>>«>•>....•,.••#,,•.•,*,..•.».,•,•,.
vv»**««••«••••>••••
»,* .
;.? New York Long Itland City K
K I '40 Broadway 1 54 Crescent St.

Y^
BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 :.:

i Eastman Films jl

% J. E. Brulatour, Inc. %

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALuraet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

{Continued from Page 1)

and public entertainment trends as

they will affect picture production
programs for the coming year.

Invitation by the Academy to leaders in

other branches of the industry to come to

Hollywood to discuss the problems in the
exhibitor and distributor field marks a new
departure in the organization's policy, which
has heretofore been concentrated upon the
closer relations existing between the five

branches of the production end of the in-

dustry.

Important points which are facing the in-

dustry today, and which are to be discussed
at the Academy conference from a distribu-
tion and exhibition viewpoint include

:

Are there too many theaters in the United
States? Should the number of pictures made
each year be increased or decreased? Is the
so-called "double feature evil" really an evil

and how long may it be expected to con-
tinue? When does economy cease to be
Rood business? What will be the new trends
in public entertainment demands?
Kent will arrive in Hollywood early next

week with Conrad Nagel, Academy vice-
president, who is returning from a three-
months' tour of the country during which he
explained Academy aims and activities before
civic organizations in over 50 cities. Light-
man will travel from his home in Memphis,
arriving in Hollywood a few days before the
conference.

In addition to discussing present condi-
tions alTecting the continued vitality of the
motion picture as an industry and as an art.
Kent is expected to announce the nolicy of
the Fox Corporation under his regime. His
acceptance of the Academy's invitation has
provoked wide interest throughout Holly-
wood.

M. A. Lightman comes to the conference
representing the viewpoint of the independent
theater owner. His attitude is expected to
be based upon_ his recently expressed state-
ment that "it is a well known fact that we
gain more with bricks by laying them than
throwing them."
The Academy conference is the first of

three sponsored by the organization's Art
and Technique Committee during 1932. These
are the only meetings of the Academy's full
membership with the exception of the Annual
Awards Banquet held in October of each
year. All other Academy activities are car-
ried on by standing and special committee
groups, which will hold more than 280 meet-
ings during the year.
Members of the Academy Art and Tech-

nique Committee sponsoring the conference
are: n.iudc Cillingwater, Richard Barthel-
mess Frank Rcichcr, E. H. Griffith. Harry
Rap!, Jason Joy, Karl Struss, Douglass
Shearer. John Goodrich and Joseph Jackson.

JULES LIPPMAN HEADS

NEW COAST INDIE UNIT

{Continued from Page 1)

have been established at the Metro-
politan studios.

Equitable's initial picture, "De-
cency," based on Arthur Gregor's
play which was presented in Los
Angeles, will go into production
next month, with Gregor directing.
Other pictures will include "Holly-
wood Exposures," "The Amazing
Adventure," "Thrills of Youth,"
"News," "Matinee Women," "What
Every Young Girl Should Know,"
"Hotel Register," "Her Honor,"
"Airspeed," "Fair-Weather Wife,"
"The Lie," "Artists' Wives," "Plum-
age," "Hunted."

STARTING ITALIAN FILMS
Aurora Film Corp. announces it

will start work this week on its first

Italian feature talker. Cav. Uff.
Rosario Romeo will direct, with Al-
fred Gandolfi and Nick Rogalli at
the camera.

ROSELLE HOUSE SOLD
Roselle, N. J.—Benjamin Cohen,

president of the Roslyn Holding Co.
of Newark, has bought the Roslyn
theater here from the Perfection
Building & Loan Ass'n of Newark.

BARTHELMESS BACK
Richard Barthelmess is due to ar-

rive in New York today on the
Europa with Mrs. Barthelmess.

PASSED WITHOUT CUTS
Virginia, Maryland and New York

Censor Boards have passed Warner's
"The Famous Ferguson Case" with-
out ordering a single elimination.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Batei

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

THE INDUSTRyS
DATE BOOK

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 18: Special meeting of Class A stock-
holders of Roxy Theaters Corp., New
York.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramoiut
Publix stockholders. New York.

April 19: Annual meeting of Fox PUni
Corp., New York.

April 22: Gold Tournament and Dinner-
Dance under auspices of The National
Exhibitor, Maryland Country Club, Baltt
more.

April 23 : Fourth Annual Bridge Party of
National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures, Hotel Pennsylvania Roof, New
York, 1:45 P. M.

raa-TTH avk.,n. v. BRYANT «-eO«7

HERMAN RUBIN IN 100% CLASS
Philadelphia — Herman Rubin, a

member of the local Paramount ex-
change, has been elected to the 100
Per Cent Club of this organization.
The honor was conferred by home
office executives in recognition of his
winning the national sales campaign
contest during the past season.
Rubin will be rewarded for his en-
deavor by a trip to California to
attend the Paramount sales conven-
tion in Los Angeles early in May.

GEO. BROWN STARTS TODAY
George Brown, new director of

advertising and publicity for Colum-
bia, takes up his duties today. He
succeeds Bruce Gallup, who resigned
to join Donahue & Coe.

LOEW CHANGES IN MEMPHIS
Memphis—Loew effects a change

in its local setup Friday by closing
the Palace and Strand and adding
vaudeville to the State's policy. Lat-
ter house has been playing pictures
exclusively.

RKO-WARNER BOOKING
A. W. Smith, Warner-First Na-

tional executive in charge of East-
ern and Canadian sales, announces
that RKO has booked "The Crowd
Roars" and "The Rich Are Always
with Us," for its entire metropoli-
tan circuit.

LUND SUCCEEDS HOUSEMAN
Ralph Lund has been appointed

by Barret McCormick to handle
RKO exploitation, succeeding Ar-
thur Houseman, who resigned Fri-

day.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
Stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.
Phone: BRyant 9-5543

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 Seventh Ave. BRyant 9-5395



A VISIT FROM HAL
ROACH IS ALWAYS
A PLEASURE!

HAL ROACH travels around

IN a plane and sees more than

JUST scenery

'

HE drops into towns and cities

—

LOOKS into theatres and

SITS in with the plain folks

!

HE knows what they like and

GIVES it to them in comedy shorts

!

HAL is in New York, and weVe glad

!

HE has come to tell M-G-M
ALL about his ideas and plans

—

HE is literally busting with

GOOD news about Hal Roach-M-G-M comedies,

ABOUT that wonderful new discovery of his,

"SPANKY"—a kid, pint-size, and amazing!

SEE him in '^Our Gang" comedies and you'll agree

THAT well all hear plenty about ''Spanky"

—

HAL's got us in hysterics telling us about

LAUREL-HARDY gags to come—
AND new angles for Zasu Pitts-Thelma Todd
AND he's signed Dickey Moore as one of the

NEW ALL-STAR "OUR GANG" comedies—

AND he tells us about Charlie Chase's

PERSONAL appearance tour making him

MORE popular than ever

—

GLAD to see you again Hal

IT'S always a pleasure

!
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CABINET or SIX TO GUIDE

RKO THEATER OPERATIONS

(.Continued from Page 1)

and cooperative" capacity in connec-

tion with six division managers who
will control local operations of RKO
houses throughout the country, H.
B. Franklin told The Film Daily
on Saturday. "Our division mana-
gers will be selected for executive

and administrative ability and each
will have the authority similar to

owners of small circuits," said

Franklin. "In other words, these

men will look to the home office

cabinet for advice and cooperation

but not for executive okays on every

constructive move they wish to

make. They will be on their own
while in the field, and 'visiting mem-
bers' of the cabinet while in New
York."

Sack Amusement Firm
Celebrating Anniversary

(.Continued from Page 1)

May as "Sack Month," and is mark-
ing the occasion by releasing three

new western features, "The Two-
Gun Caballero." "The Secret Men-
ace" and "Riders of the Rio" star-

ring Lane Chandler.

SIGNS SUNDAY DANCE BILL
Providence—The Schroeder bill to

allow stage dancing on Sundays
has passed the Senate and has been
igned by Governor Case. Sunday
stage dancing is now legal in this

city, Pawtucket, Burrillville, Cran-
ston, West Warwick and Central

Falls.

PHIL COHAN TO HOME OFFICE
Phil Cohan, manager of the music

department at the Paramount New
York studio, has been transferred

to the home office, following closing

oi the plant.

SIGN WRITERS PICKETING
Members of N. Y. Sign Writers

Local 230, on strike since March 30

owing to a contract dispute with
major circuits have started picket-

ing their Broadway houses.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Advanced Audio Patents Corp., sound

recording systeyis, J. O. Driscoll. 130 Clin-
ton St., Brooklyn, X. Y. $50,000.

Atlicna Amusement Corp., theatrical busi-
ness; Sie(?el & SieRcl. 51 Chambers St., New
York. 100 shares common.

Cross Island .\musciii<iit Corp., theatrical
business; M. M. Ali>crt. 2 Lafayette St.,

New York. $10,000.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
To-Towa Amusement Co., Paterson, eren-

eral amusements; (',. Gold, Paterson. N. .f.

1 .000 shares common.
DELAWARE CHARTERS

Victoria Amusement Corp., Dover, Del.,
theaters

; James L, Wolcott. Dover. Del.
$.10,000.

Wilmington Repertory Co., Inc.. WilminR-
ton, Del., amusement places : United States
Corp. Co., Dover. Del. 1.000 shares com-
mon.

Variety Productions. Inc.. WilminRton,
Del., motion pictures: Colonial Charter Co.,
Dover, Del. $200,000.

lALTO
PUILM.DALY
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N[W VOPk. IDS ANGELES

• • • HAVE YOU ever noticed what die-hards most of the
ex-screen stars are in the femme division? when they're
through? washed up they just can't take it

gracefully they still cling to the hallucination that they
can go back on the screen and lure and charm the popu-
lace when all their lure and charm has departed
along with Youth and that's one thing that Never Comes
Back neither does the Ageing Femme Star

• • • THEY SHOULD be satisfied to rest on their laurels

and give the newcomers with Youth, New Charm and
Pep a Chance there are only a handful of troupers
like Marie Dressier who can stay popular through the
years for her Art is deeper than the contour of a
pretty face she can tear your heart out or make
you laugh uproariously the element of Sex does not
enter into Marie Dressler's art her trouping ability far
transcends the narrow confines of Feminine Appeal

• • • BUT HOW many femme stars are willing to make
themselves look frowsy and frumpy to give a heart-
warming characterization true to the life true to their
art like Marie can do? 99 per cent of our femme
stars believe that Sex Lure constitutes all there is of Screen
Histrionics and some day they wake up to discover
that Sex Lure has flown they suddenly realize that
they have not developed any real trouping talent they may
possess so they can't continue on to greater heights

like Marie they're Through

• • • THAT'S WHY the male star has it all over the
femme star and always will when he begins to
develop a paunch loses his jaunty Lothario poise . .

and the lines and gi'ay hairs appear he has a series of
fine roles ahead of him and adapts his art to his ad-
vancing years mirroring life on the screen as it really
is all around us but your femme star?
at 30 she wants to play the coy high school roles at 40
she writes a testimonial for Lux saying "It's

the only way I preserve my Girlish Charm." she's be-
come a Great Comedian but even her best friends won't
tell her why should they? she wouldn't believe
it, anyway but if she did she could make a
helluva lotta dough as a real Screen Comic even as ZaSu
Pitts is doing there's a Smart Gal!

• • • A TRIBUTE to the retiring Grand Master Charles
H. Johnson will be tendered by the Metropolitan Ma-
sonic District at the 71st Armory on May 2nd
a committee of gents of the film world will handle the enter-
tainment Harold Rodner, chairman Sam Morris,
Arnold Van Leer, Al Lichtman, Ben Sherman, Paul Gulick

any Mason who wants to help on the committee can do
so by getting in touch with Mister Rodner

• • • THE MOST artistic cover we've ever seen on a film
house organ adorns the current issue of "En-Ess-Ess
Family" the National Screen Service mag it's
the work of artist Neil McGuire a Darb and that
goes for Editor Ed McNamee's entire publication They
have labeled Ruth Chatterton in the Warner ads as The Con-
tented Actress and at the recent Tea Parties in her
honor at the various exchanges they tell us that tea
was served with milk from Contented Cows

CANADIAN CIRCUIT PROFITS

STOOD UP WELL LAST YEAR

(Continued from Page 1)

Players Canadian Corp. after all
charges and taxes, the report of
Eastern Theaters, Ltd., for the 69
weeks to Dec. 24 shows a net profit
of $187,202 transferred to surplus
account, while Hamilton United
Theaters reported a surplus of $68,-
830. All of these companies car-
ried something to surplus after pay-
ing dividends. Mansfield Theater
Co., Ltd., a small organization, had
a net profit of $64,157, just $14,593
less than preferred dividend re-
quirements.

New Monogram Program
Gets Under Way June 1
Monogram begins production on

its 1932-33 schedule of 32 features
and eight specials on June 1. Pro-
gram calls for 16 westerns and 16
melodramas. Monogram's current
year schedule has three features to
go. Work starts immediately on
"The Fatal Alarm," which will be
followed by "The Western Limited"
and "Klondike."

Expect Agreement Soon
On Gen'l Theaters Plan

is a member of the original commit-
tee, which has extended indefinitely
the time limit for depositing certi-
ficates.

« « « » » »

ROADSHOWING "MACISTE"
Muskogee, Okla.—Opening here at

the Broadway on April 26, George
S. Scott, for seven years booker for
the local R. and R.-Proctor and
Marsh theaters, will begin his road-
show tour of Oklahoma with "Ma-
ciste in Hell," a modernized version
of "Dante's Inferno." Scottj^ who
has equipped a complete roadshow
truck, is showing the film by ar-
rangement with the Sack Amuse-
ment Enterprises of San Antonio,
who have exclusive rights in Texas,
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Mississippi,
Louisiana, and New Mexico from
Arthur Ziehm's World Trade Ex-
change of New York.

r-

MANY UAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing _their_blrthdays:

April 18
Clen Allvine Frank Leigh

Marion Douglas Frank King

Harry H. Thomas
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Warners May Use Own Sound Device inAll Houses

BIHER FIGHT SEEN AS Z TEST CASE OPENS

Six Divisions Set For RKO Circuit—Glucksman Out

Qrand Hotel
. . . and other things

^=^ By jack Alicoate=^^^

"Grand Hotel"
The Picture is the smash of

of the Hour the year. All ad-
mit that. How-

ever, no picture, since the Chicago
fire, has carried half the potential!-

i

ties for both public and private con-

troversy. What is the reason for

its success ? The answers are as

numerous as its characters. Which
of its five famous stars gives the

best performance? We sat with
five important film folk the other

day and listened to each militantly

extol the characterization of his

favorite. And each thought differ-

ently. And in case you are still

listening, each of five foremost
metropolitan critics picked a dif-

ferent star as the stand-out per-

former. And of such food for

thought is "Grand Hotel" made.

There is a genuine

O. K.— feeling of satisfaction

RKO throughout the industry

that the trials and trou-

bles of RKO are now mostly be-

hind it. After months of uncertainty
and turmoil this outfit seems to be

in stride once more and en route

to better things. The new execu-

tive set-up is well balanced and capa-

ble. The production situation seems
well in hand. The financial situa-

tion is satisfactory. The stage is

set for a fine, substantial comeback.

O. K., RKO, let's go.

These are trying
House times. Nerves snap
Courtesy quickly. It is a time

for careful courtesy in

theater management. In Washing-
ton, recently, the associate of a dis-

tinguished Member of Congress told

us that his friend journeyed to the

theater the night previous to see

(.Continued on Piuic 2)

Blumberg, Work, Koerner,
Ascher Lew Assigned
by H. B. Franklin

Division of the RKO theater cir-

cuit into six i-egional territories

was eft'ected yesterday by H. B.

Fi-anklin coincident with the resig-

nation of E. M. Glucksman as di-

rector of theaters. No successor
to Glucksman will be appointed,
Franklin stated. Under the new
setup, Nate Blumberg will have the

(Continued from Pane 4)

HONORINGIaRRY THOMAS

AT TESTIMONIAL DINNER

In appreciation of his work for

the welfare of independents, Harry
H. Thomas, president of First Di-

vision Pictures, will be tendered a
(Continued on Page 2)

Alien Bill Passes House
IWixh. Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—-By a vote of 86 to 18,

the House yesterday adopted the Dick-
stein bill proposing to bar from the
U. S. all actors, artists or singers un
less they can show superior ability. The
measure now goes to the Senate, where
it will be considered by the Committee
on Immigration, of which Senator Henry
D. Hatfield of West Virginia is chair-
man.

Bilson Appointed Warner
Adv. Mgr. on Coast

George R. Bilson, who has been
appointed west coast advertising

manager for Warner Bros. Pictures,

will leave for Hollywood on Friday
afternoon, with George Thomas,
Warner west coast publicity direc-

tor. Thomas came to New York
yesterday for a series of confer-

ences with S. Charles Einfeld, War-
ner executive in charge of advei-

tising and publicity.

40 IN 2 AND 3 REELS

ON NEW ROACH PROGRAM

Among the 40 two and three reel-

eis planned by Hal Roach for next
season's M-G-M program will be
six three and four reelers co-star-
ring ZaSu Pitts and Thelma Todd,
he told The Film Dily yesterday.
Roach will also produce two fea-
tures with Laurel and Hardy, as
well as four shorts with this com-

(Conlinued from Pat/e 4)

Elastic Cost Policy
Advocated by Wanger

Columbia will not set any maxi-
mum 01' minimum cost on its 1982-
83 productions, Waltei' Wanger told

Film Daily yesterday. "We will

purchase good, novel, audience-ap-
pealing material and put whatever
money is needed into each pi-oduc-

tion to give it box-office value," said
(.Continued on Page 4)

Warner 'sOwnSoundEquipment
May Be Installed in Theaters

Tieing In of Shorts

Defended as Economy

Tieing in shorts with features enables the-

aters to buy shorts at lower rentals, Hal Roach

said in an interview with THE FILM DAILY

in New York yesterday. He said he sees no

valid reason why exhibitors should protest over

the practice. Roach pointed to the high cost

of making short product, comparing various

production items with those involved in the

making of features.

(Jiatified by experiments with
its new leproducer, involving sound-
on-film, Warner Bros, is expected
to eventually install the device in

all its houses. The new repi'oducer

is understood to be clear of all pat-

ents and turns out sound which, in

the opinion of Warner executives,

equals that of the be.st standard
equipments now in use. Experi-

(Continued from Pane 4)

Distributors Determined
for Definite Edict
on Protection

Lincoln, Nebr.—Developments at
the first day's hearing in the na-
tion's first legal test of zoning and
protection indicates that the battle
will be a bitter one. The case, backed
by Allied States Ass'n and the Ne-
braska-Iowa Allied unit, involves
William N. Youngclaus, exhibitor of
Madison. Nebr.. against the Omaha
Film Board of Trade, member dis-

tributors, Publix and others. Suit
(Continued from Page 4)

ROXY NOW IN THE MARKET

FOR ANY FIRM'S

Passing of control of the Roxy to

Class A stockholders yesterday, to-

gether with expiration of the fran-
chise for booking the theater held by
Fox Films, places the big theater in

the market for feature pictures, by
any producer, so long as they come
up to the Roxy standard, said Harry

(Continued from Page 4)

Paramount Establishes

Studio Training School
IVest Coa.it Bureau of TlUl FILM DAILY
Hollywood—As a step to fore.stall

the threatened shortage of future
screen talent, B. P. Schulberg of

Paramount is sponsoring a training

company under the direction of

Stuart Walker, whose duty it will
(Continued from Page 4)

Zanuck Plans Long Trip

In Search of Material

llr.Kt tVw.v/ Bureau of Till-. FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Darryl Zanuck. chief production^

executive at Warner-First National, leaves.

April 28 for New York and Europe on an.

eight weeks' trip in search of story material.

He will be accompanied by Lou Schreiber. play-

broker, and Alfred E. Green and John Adolfi,

directors. In London, Zanuck and Adolfi wiir

confer with George Arliss on the latter's next
I
picture.
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B. & K. CUTS DIVIDEND
Balaban & Katz directors have

declared a quarterly dividend of

^IVz cents a share on the $25 par
common v.t.c, payable July 2 to

stock of record June 18. This is a

reduction from the former rate of

75 cents.

-..............•.•iJil'ii'JMtll'll'SKJJ

^.t New York
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(^rand Hotel
. . . and other things

(^Continued from Paijc 1)

himself in a newsreel and then left,

in a huff, and without seeing any
of the prog-ram, because the head
usher pulled a boner. And this is

one of the esteemed gentlemen
handling the admissions tax. Dis-
satisfied patrons are not always that
big, but they are all nevertheless
important.

Honoring Harry Thomas
At Testimonial Dinner

(.Continued from Puyc 1)

testimonial dinner the evening of
May 9 in the Grand Ballroom of

the Hotel Astor, New York. Com-
mittee sponsoring the affair includes
Rudolph Sanders, chairman; Max
Cohen, chairman of entertainment;
Sidney Samuelson and Leon Rosen-
blatt, New Jersey; Charles O'Reilly,

New York; Jay Emanuel, Philadel-
phia, and Izzy Rappaport, Balti-

more. Special buses are being ar-

ranged to bring delegates from
Washington, Philadelphia, Buffalo.
Albany, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Cin-
cinnati and Cleveland.

Schenck Not Interested

In iVdvertising Agency
E. J. Churchill, vice-president of

Donahue & Coe, advertising agency,
denies that Nicholas M. Schenck has
acquired control of, or is in any way
interested in, this advertising firm as
reported in The Film Daily of
April 12.

CONWAY ON "REDHEAD"
iVcst Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jack Conway has

been assigned by M-G-M to direct
"The Red-Headed Woman." Pro-
duction on the screen play of Kath-
arine Brush's novel will begin as
soon as a suitable heroine is found.

M.P.CLUB FORUM PUT OFF
Due to the testimonial luncheon

being given today to Milton S. Kus-
ell at the Hotel Astor, the second
weekly Forum of the Motion Pic-
ture Club has been postponed unti'
next Tuesday.

REGULAR LOEW PFD. DIV.
Loew's, Inc., yesterday declared

regular quarterly dividend of $1.62^
on the 36.50 preferred stock, pay-
able May 14 to stockholders of
record April 29.

MUSIC FOR FILMACK TRAILERS
Chicago — All Filmack trailers

hereafter will be made with syn-
chronized music at no extra cost
to customers, it is announced by Irv-
ing Mack.

7t
REUBEN SAMUELS

President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

50 Writers Endorse
Levee's Screen Guild

// est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — At a meeting ad-

dressed by M. C. Levee, about 50
important writers passed a resolu-
tion endorsing his Screen Guild.
Cecil B. de Mille, treasurer, spoke
on the advantages of the new ven-
ture. Levee declared the industry
is paying too much for failures and
not enough for hits. Among those
attending were Edward Childs Car-
penter, president of the Authors'
League of America; Howard J.
Green, president of the Screen Writ-
ers' Guild, and Waldemar Young,
piesident of the Writers' Club.

Fox Expected to Release
Rork's Clara Bow Film

/( est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Deal is practically set

whereby Clara Bow will star in
"Ked Headed Savage" to be pro-
duced bv Sam Rork for release by
Fox.

LEO MORRISON ACTIVITIES
Victor McLaglen, handled by Leo

Morrison office, opens Saturday at

the Rialto, Washington. Charles
Judels is in the act with McLaglen
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle, also on

Morrison's books, opens Saturday
with Addie McPhail at the l<'ox, St
Louis, where he is slated to remain
as permanent master of ceremonies.
Leo Carrillo, who got a big re-

ception on his opening last week at
the Metropolitan, Boston, comes ti

the New York Paramount on Fri-
day.

BALTIMORE MOVIE BALL
Baltimore—The movie ball idea is

to be revived here April 30 for the
first time since 1917. Under the
auspices of the Associated Theater
Owners of Maryland, the affair will

be held at the Lyric theater with all

possible glamour. Committee in

charge consists of Louis Rome, Mor-
ris A. Mechanic, William Sexton
Charles Clark, Iz Rappaport, Leon
Zeller and W. J. Silverberg.

POLISH CORP. OPENS OFFICE
Polish Film Corp., which is han-

dling distribution of "Dziesieciu z

Pawiaka" ("Ten Condemned"), first

Polish talker, which opens tomor-
row at the Vanderbilt, has estab-
lished offices at 11 West 42nd St
Sigmund Sulin has been assigned
to handle all bookings for the cor-
poration.

FLEISCHER TO ATTEND
Max Fleischer, producer of ani-

mated cartoons for Paramount re-

lease, has been invited to attend the
company's annual sales convention
in Los Angeles. He leaves with the
New York delegation on May 1.

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST
STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed negatives
and positives containing scenes of every

conceivable description

General Film Library, Inc.
MORRIS J. KANDEL. Pres.

729 7th Ave. New York City
BRyint 9-4417 Cable: KANDELFILM

THE INDUSTRyS
DATE BOOK

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 18: Special meeting of Class A stock-
holders of Roxy Theaters Corp., New
York.

April 19: Annual Meeting of Paramount
Publix stockholders. New York.

April 19: Annual meeting of Fox Film
Corp., New York.

April 22: Gold Tournament and Dinner-
Dance under auspices of The National
Exhibitor, Maryland Country Club, Balti-
more.

April 23: Fourth Annual Bridge Party of
National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures, Hotel Pennsylvania Roof, New
York, 1:45 P. M.

Amer. Cinematographers
>

Re-elect John Arnold I

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Arnold has been

re-elected president of the American
Society of Cinematographers for an-
other year. Other officers elected
at the annual meeting include Ar-
thur Miller, first vice-president;
I'^rank B. Good, second vice-presi-
dent; Elmer Dyer, third vice-presi-
dent; George Schneiderman, treas-
urer, and William Stull, secretary.

3 SIGN NEW M-G-M PACTS
II es' Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edward Sedgwick,

Ralph Graves and Ruth Selwyn have
been signed to new contracts by
M-G-M, according to an announce-
ment from the Culver City studios.
Graves will not only act in pictures,
but will serve as writer and director
as well. Sedgwick is now preparing
to direct Buster Keaton in "Foot-
lights."

FOX SIGNS ACTRESS
Irene Ahlberg, who appeared in

Earl Carroll's "Vanities," has been
.signed for a period of years by Fox.
Contract was negotiated by the Ed
Davidow office. Miss Ahlberg will

use the name of Irene Ware on the
screen. She leaves for the coast
next month.

A MILLION FEET OF EVERYTHING

"STOCK SHOTS"
Stone Film Library

729—7th Avenue New York, N. Y.

Telephone: BRyant 9-4370-4446

Creators of good impressions

Globe Engraving Company
STEEL & COPPER PLATE ENGRAVERS

Letterheads, Envelopes, Cards, Weddings,
Monograms, Business and Social An-
nouncements of Every Description

Designers and Actual Producers of
Engraved Commercial and Social Stationery

105-7 Fulton St. New York. N. Y.

BEekman 3-6417



RIOT

OF LOVE. .LAUGHTER..
MUSIC . . AND PROFIT!

Take saucy, seductive LILY DAMITA— romantic

ROLAND YOUNG-laughable CHARLIE RUGGLES

— tantalizing THELMA TODD — handsome

GARY GRANT . . . mix 'em all up in a hilarious

melee of Parisian romance and gay songs

and you've got a delicious, brand nev/

kind of entertainment that audiences every-

where y/'\\\ eagerly lap up! A nev^ fashion

in pictures that'll give exhibitors those grand

old-fashioned grosses!

"THIS IS
THE NIGHT"
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RKO CIRCUIT DIVIDED

INTO SIX TERRITORIES

iContinued from. Page 1)

New York division; Cliff Work,
coast; Charles Koerner, southern;
Ascher Levy, ChicaK'o. Heads of
the New England and Middle West
divisions have not yet been decided
upon.

Warner May Equip Houses
With Own Sound Device

(Continued from Page 1)

nients have been carried on in three
Warner theaters. One is now cur-
rent at the Lewis Warner Memor-
ial Theater, Worcester, Mass. Com-
pany officials are particularly keen
about the device as it affords a
means of avoiding service charges.

40 in 2 and 3 Reels
On New Roach Program

(ContitiHed from Pane 1)

edy team. His new season program
for Metro will also include the fol-

lowing series: Charlev Chase, Our
Gang, "Spanky" and "The Taxi
Boys," the latter series comprising
12 two reel comedies.
Roach will leave for the coast

Saturday. While in town he will

confer with Felix M. Feist. Nich-
olas M. Schenck, Fred Quimby and
other M-G-M executives concerning
next year's list.

AIDNG lALTO
PUILM.DALY

NtW VORk. lOS ANGELES

Elastic Cost Policy
Advocated by Wanger
{Continued from Page 1)

Wanger. Regarding star names
Wanger said, "We find star names
of great value provided the player
absolutely fits the part, but on no
account will we cast a star merely
for the sake of giving a production
'star' value." Wanger returns Sat-
urday to the coast, where he will

remain all summer supervising Co-
lumbia's new production line-up.

COMING & GOING

(;F,()I<(;F, .AKI.ISS arrives tuday from the
Wanirr >tuilic.- In California with Mrs. Ar-
liss. They will remain in New York fi^r a
few (lays and then sail for Enrojie. where
they expect to spenil the snnimtr, returning
to America in the fall.

JlKKBF.kT RAWMNSON has returned
to New York from Chicago after doing radio
work there.

.MM.KS r.KVY left for I'ittslmrgh I.i.st

niu'ht lo confer with H. J. Michaelson, man-
ager of the Radio Pictures branch.

WAI.TKK \\AN(;KR leaves f<M- the coast
Saturday.

IRKI) Mlil.O. MR. and MRS. RICUARI)
HARTIIi;i,.\rKSS. A .\ N A STKX and
l.OKIS WKITZK.N'KORN arrived from
aliroad yesterday on the Kuropa. Miss .Sten
is the continental actress signed l>y Samuel
Oolilwyn.

MARION' HfR.NS. stage actress recently
pill under contract by Fox, is on her way
to the coast.

fJKORCK TIlOAfAS. west coast publicity
ilirector for Warner Bros. Pictures, arrived
in New York yesterday.

K. R. Bf:HREND has returned to New
York after attendini; the poster association
organization meeting at Chicago.

• • • DAVID SARNOFF was host to Merlin H. Ayles-
worth and executive department heads of RKO last night at a
dinner at the Ambassador Hotel Sarnoff introduced
Aylesworth as president of RKO In attendance were
David Sarnoff, Merlin H. Aylesworth, Hiram S. Brown, H. B.
Franklin, Joseph Plunkett, Major L. E. Thompson, Nate Blum-
berg, J. J. McCarthy, Martin Beck, George Godfrey, Phil Reis-
man, John O'Connor, D. P. Canavan, Robert F. Sisk, S. Barret
McCormick, Terry Turner, Mark A. Luescher, Fay H. White,
R. B. Radtke, William Mallard, Gordon E. Youngman. Herman
Zohbel, O. R. McMahon Francis Alstock, C. S. Fretz, H. E.
Newcomb, J. M. Maioney, H. N. Horton, Marty Monroe, B. B.
Kahane, Ned E. Depinet, Jules Levy, Lee Marcus, Cresson
Smith, Eddie McEvoy, Al Mertz, William Clark, J. J. Nolan, S.

L. Rothafel, James H. Turner, S. Jay Kaufman, Amedee J. Van
Beuren, Courtland Smith, Jack Connolly, Amos Hiatt, William
C. Fi.sher, Sen. J. H. Walters, Myron Robinson, Charles Free-
man, Chester Stratton, Max Fellerman, Fred Meyers, Harold
Hendee

^ ^ ;1c :!:

• • • THE MOTION Picture Club is holding an exhibit in

its main lounge of a group of 30 or 40 caricatures by Sam
Herman subjects include many famous persons of Broad-
way and of journalism

ifi i}L
:/fi ifi

• • • FELIX F. FEIST, asked yesterday if M-G-M has its

sales policy set for the new season, said: "So far I've been too
busy selling this year's product to think about next season's
sales policy A new 16 mm. reproducer will be demon-
strated by the United Research Company at a meeting of the
New York Section, S. M. P. E. tomorrow night at the Grand
Central Palace. H. G. Tasker and A. W. Carpenter will discuss
"Motion Pictures on Standard 16 mm. Film"

^: t- -A-

• • • BY THE end of this week all but four shorts on the
current Vitaphone schedule will be completed The re-

maining subjects including a S. S. Van Dine mystery, one Ted
Husing "Sport Slants" and two Ripley "Believe It or Nots." .

. L. C. Griffith of the Griffith Amusement Co., Oklahoma
City, visited Grad Sears, Warner-First National sales executive,
on his trip to New York "Liebeskommando" ("Love's
Command") is slated to follow "The Theft of the Mona Lisa"
at the Europa It is a German production with super-
imposed English titles. Gustav Frohlich and Dolly Haas play
the leads

Roxy Now in the Market
For Any Firm's Product

(Continued from Page 1)

G. Kosch, president of Roxy The-
aters Corp., in an interview with
The Film Daily last night.

.At yesterday's meeting of the Class A and
common stockholders, the following Class A
directors were elected for the ensuing cin-
porale year: Francis L. Robbins, Jr., of Win-
throp and Stimpson; Philip W. Russell of
vying, r.akin, Russell and VVhedon; W. C.
Cli.-indler of Winthrop and .Stimpson; Fred-
erick Pope; Richard Hoyt of Hayden, Stone
an<l Co.. Saul K. Rogers and Harry C. Koscli.
Directors representing the common stockhold-
ers are A. U. ShnrtleHF, Charles W. Oi~-
wold, F.duardo Andrade of Winthrop and
.Stimpson, Robert Foster of Foster and Thomp-
son, and Ernest W. Niver of Halsey, Stuart
ami Co. (iriswold resigned as assistant treas-
urer and tlirector of Fox Theaters Corp. to
accept a place on the present board.

Following the stockholders' meeting, a spe-
ci.il meeting of the new ili rectors was held at
which Kosch was elected president; A. 1).

Shurtleff, treasurer, and Charles W. (Iriswold.
general manager of the Roxy. secretary. No
vice-president was elected, the office being
helrl oi)en tenij)orari!y. The board anthorizeil
an immediate audit of the books and will
make a complete investigation of the finan
rial structure. The new Iward will retain
llu- present staff and personnel, Kosch said.

Paramount Establishes
Studio Training School

(Continued from Page 1)

be to develop the abilities and per-
sonalities of a selected group of
promising young players. An or-

ganization has been assembled to
carry out the work, and Walker will

work in close contact with other
directors and studio executives. The
special training will combine the
technique of the theater and studios.
Walker, who discovered and devel-
oped many present-day stars during
his long years as a repertory pro-
ducer, is organizing his players as
a stock company, or a European
national dramatic academy, and
candidates will be trained in all

forms of the drama.

SKILLION MOVES EAST
Indianapolis—Homer R. Skillion,

for three years manager of the In-
diana, has left for Philadelphia to
accept a managerial position with
Warner Bi'os. under Wm. Goldman.
Carl Niesse succeeds him here.

BITTER nCHT IS SEEN

AS ZONING CASE OPENS

(Continued from Page 1)

is being heard by Judge T. C. Mung-
er in the U. S. District Court and is

expected to last four days. Paul F.
Good is counsel for Youngclaus,
while the defense is represented by
Arthur Mullen of Omaha and Bruce
Bromley and George Shea of New
York.

Opening statements of counsel to the court
revealed that the essential legal issue which
will be raised will be whether the Nebraska
protection agreement, signed in July. 19.!0,
introduced compulsory protection for the first
time in this state. ])efense counsel argue(l
that the agreement merely took cognizance ot
a system that had always existed, but ac-
tually reduced the amount of protection prev-
iously accorded Publix theaters. Most of
the protected theaters in Nebraska are owned
directly or indirectly by Publix.

Quashing of this defense by the distribu-
tors was seen during one clasli over the ad-
mission of a minor bit of evidence, when
Judge Munger pointed out that a restraint
of trade, as alleged by Youngclaus, would not
be affected by any situation existing before
the July, 1930, agreement.

Little headway was made in the first day's
evidence, as the attorneys insisted on going
into great detail. They informed the court that
since this is the first test of film protection,
they are determined to fight the ca.se out in
such a manner as to settle the legality of the
practice definitely. Lester F. Martin, secre-
tary-treasurer of the Nebraska-Iowa Allied
unit, was the first witsess. He merely told
the court how theaters buy and book films.

He assured the court that both the Nebraska-
Iowa and the national Allied organizations
were backing the Youngclause suit.

Youngclaus himself occupied the stand a
great part of the day, relating how he had
been assured of freedom from protection re-

strictions when he opened the Ma<lison, Nebr..
theater in April, 1930. When the July
agreement went into effect, Youngclaus at
first took no interest in the matter because
Madison is 15 miles by road to Norfolk,
where Publix has two protected theaters. Ht
w.is summoned before the zoning committee
and told that he was within the 15 mile
Norfolk zone, when the distance was com-
I)uted by air miles. Regardless of the fact
that he signed contracts early in 1930, none
of which specified protection. Youngclaus tes-

tified that ten days' preference given Nor-
folk in the July agreement was enforced.

COLUMBIA BUYS PLAY
"Brief Moment," S. N. Behrman

play, which had a run on Broadway
this season, has been bought by
Columbia for early filming. It will
likely serve as a vehicle for Bar-
bara Stanwyck.

April 19
George O'Brien

Constance Talmadge

Alexander Kettter

Lina Basquefte
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Revised Distribution System Urged by Lichtman

sidneyTkent becomes presidenTof fox

Allied Willing to Use 5-5-5 Contract Next Season
Lack of Time Delays New

Standard Agreement
Until 1933-34

Despite its convention action of

condemning the 5-5-5 standard ex-

hibition contract as now obsolete,

Allied States Ass'n is understood
willing to go along on the agree-
ment owing to the limited time be-

fore start of the new selling season— (Crittinurd on Ptigc 8)

RKO IN nVE-YEAR DEAL

rOR PARAMOUNT PRDDOCI

RKO has bought one-half of Para-
mount's total output for its New
York metropolitan houses under a

five-year deal just closed. Both fea-

tures and shorts are included.

Expedition Film Rights
Acquired by Wm. Pizor

William Pizor of Imperial Dis-

tributing has contracted with Lieut

Col. George R. Hutchinson for th-

film rights to his around-the-world
flight which starts next month. The
expedition, comprising Hutchinson
his wife and two children, and a

cameraman, will visit 171 cities in

68 independent countries.

Pizor will release 26 single reel

subjects in his Port of Call series

next year. Deane E. Dickason is

due in New York on May 10 with

60.000 feet of film for the series.

He has been away five and a half

months on a world trip.

Government Aid Sought

By French Film Industry

Paris—Coincident with the new campaign in

progress to obtain relief from high taxation of

amusements, a government credit of $500,000
is to be proposed in Parliament for the benefit

of the French motion picture industry. Although

the Industry has been flourishing since talkers

came in. debt burdens and oppressive taxes

have made It hard going.

Hollywood Exhibit for World's Fair

Chicago—A $500,000 Chicago-Hollywood corporation has been formed to

stage an exhibit covering Hollywood and its film colony for the World's Fair

here next year. A miniature film city is planned.

DistribsOpenGuns Today
In Protection Test Case

Emde Succeeds McDonald
As RKO New York Mgr.
H. R. Emde has been made divi-

sional manager of RKO metropolitan
houses, succeeding Charles McDon-
ald, resigned. Nate Blumberg is

the new director of the metropol-
itan district.

Lincoln, Nebr.—Distributors de-

fending the suit of William N.
Youngclaus in the Federal Court
here, in which the Nebraska pro-

tection agreement of July, 1930, is

asked to be declared a violation of

the anti-trust laws, are prepared to

open their guns this morning. Yes-
terday the Youngclaus attorneys

{Continued on Page 7)

Industry s Three Major Problems

Discussed by Schaefer at Kusell Fete

Three major problems confront-

ing the industry are over-selling

over-expansion and over-seating, de-

claimed George Schaefer, Paramount
head of distribution, in speaking at

the testimonial luncheon given Mil-

ton Kusell, recently named New
York division manager for Para-

{Continued on Page 6)

Morton Downey is Signed
For Series of 13 Shorts

Morton Downey, radio star, has
been signed by William Rowland,
Monty Brice and Danny Winkler
for a series of 13 shorts. No re-

leasing arrangements have been
made as yet.

Lichtman Advocates Revision
In System of Distribution

Employed Cameramen
Donating to Idle Fund

West Coast Bureau oj THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Employed members

of the international cameramen's
union will pay 5 per cent of their

weekly salaries to a fund for un-

employed members of their craft.

Revision of the present distribu-

tion system through a plan under
which one house in a highly-com-
petitive situation would be so'd ex-

clusive first-runs was recommend-
ed by Al Lichtman yesterday. The
United Artists distribution chief

outlined his proposal in an inter-

view with The Film Daily, fol-
(Continued on Page 8)

Tinker Made Chairman of

Board—Clarke Stays
as Director

Sidney R. Kent, who recently
joined Fox Film as executive vice-

president, was elected president at

yesterday's annual meeting, with
Edward R. Tinker being elected

chairman of the board of directors,

as reported in The Film Daily of

April 5. Harley L. Clarke, who has
(Continued on Page 7)

STAR CASTS A FALLACY,

EISENSTEIN DECLARES

Use of several big stars in one
picture is a destructive policy that

will kill off the public's interest in

one-star productions and setting an
expensive precedent that cannot be

followed, said Sergei Eisenstein,

Russian director, before his depar-
ture yesterday for the other side.

Declaring that the use of groups of

stars in a single picture is a passing

phase, Eisenstein said he is not

sold on our star system in the first

place, believing that stardom is a

barrier to the nroper development
of the story. He believes that you
cannot make the star of first im-

(Continued on Page 7)

Two Convention Dates
Are Set by Columbia

Columbia has set May 23 as the

iate of its ea<5tern sales convention,

to be held in Atlantic City, and May
31 for the western sales meet, which
will be in Los Angeles.

Nine Colombian Houses

Close Over Tax Protest

Bogota, Colombia—As a protest against ex-

horbitant taxation, nine movie houses here
hive closed. A bill pending In the City Coun-
cil to reduce the city taxes on theaters does
not satisfy the owners, who want the 10 per
cent charities levy cut In half.
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FFiElJDENTHAL AT CARNEGIE
Frank Frcudenthal has been ap-

pointed as.sistant manager of the
I.ittle Carnegie Playhou.se, one of
tho Leo Brecher theaters.

,•.•,•,.••.,..,•.•...•...•«•••«••••••«••
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New York
1 .'40 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
I 54 Cieacent St.

STillwell 4-7940

Eastman Films

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

y

:":

ChicBfto
' 727 Indian* Ave.
CALuraet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

i.i

Shorts Produced by Remote Control
An unusual accomplishment in motion picture photography and sound recording was

the recent production of the first of a series of a new type of short subject for Radio

Screen Artists Productions by the Standard Sound Recording Corp. The actual pho-

tography was made in the studios of Lew White at 1580 Broadway, with the sound

recording done by remote control at the Standard Laboratories on East 38th Street.

Perfect synchronization was maintained throughout the filming of the shorts. The film

W3S a new informal short subject starring Harry Richman, Lew White and Norman
Brokenshire.

»«<kkkkkk«k«:««««{k«kkkkI!

Wiring in Orient is Slow,

Says Chas. L. Brookheim
With many theatev.s unable to

xft'ord standard reproducing equip-
nent, and inferior models proving
inadequate owing to climatic condi-
tion.s, but little progress is being
made in the wiring of houses in the
"•'ar East, declared Charles L. Brook-
heim, Universal representative in

harge of this territory, when inter-

viewed by The Film Daily yester-
day in New York. He estimated
that out of 4,000 theaters in Japan,
China, Philippines, Strait Settle-

ments, Indo China, Java and India.

mly 400 have sound apparatus.
Far East audiences are tired of

gangster pictures, Brookheim as-

serted. Superimposed versions are
being shown and in Japan a lecturer
':ells the story. Pantomimic action
is what audiences in this part of the
world demand, said Brookheim. He
plans to remain in New York about
hree weeks.

Paramount Meeting
Postponed for Week

Annual meeting of Paramount
tockholders scheduled for yesterday
was not held owing to lack of prox-
ies. The gatheiing will he held next
Tuesday noon at 12 o'clock instead.

Only about 41 per cent of the
itock was represented by proxy.

F. H. WHITE IN NEW POST
F. H. White has been appointed

director of Taxes and Assessments
for RKO theaters and affiliated prop-
erties, it is announced by H, B
Franklin. White was formerly in

•hai-ire of the real estate activitie,'=

if RKO. Myron Robinson has beoi-

nlaced in chai'ge of the real estate
denartment of RKO theaters and
•affiliated properties.

MRS. PETER BRINCH DIES
Word has .I'ust been received in

New York from Paris of the death
on April 3 of Mrs. Peter Brinch
whose husband is connected with
M-G-M in Paris. The body was sen'
to New York for interment in Wood-
lawn Cemetery.

.lOSEPH FRIEDMAN HERE
Joseph Friedman. European man-

aging di)'(?ctor for Columbia, has ar-

I'ived in New York from London.

FILM AND DISC RECORDINC
I ite^t Modf-n Lichtine Foutommt

—

^f^'' Motion Pirt'iret Wl^'^
Rp-Rpcordinff on Oi^r anH Fif»*i

Cn3r;*nteed Qu^l'tv and Servico

^TANDARDSOUNn RFrOPDIMr CORP
Officp^ & Sfudio—2Tfi-770 P-^cf 5flfh St

Phone- MUrr^v Hilf 2-115^-6-7
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Universal to Produce
Fewer Shorts in '32-,>

Universal will substantially cut

its short subject program for the
new season. Tentative plans indicate

that the company will release be-

tween 26 and 33 two-reelers, and 38
single reel subject.

Testimonial to Friars

At AMPA Meet Tomorrow
Tomorrow's A.M.P. A. luncheon at

.Sardi's will be a testimonial to the
Friars Club along with other promi-
nent guests. Among the Friars who
.vill appear are Harry Hirshfield, S
Jay Kaufman, Jans and Whalen.
-jester Allen, Shaw and Lee, Wal-
er (Virginia Judge) Kelly, Jay C.

Flippen and Eddie Miller. Other
.uests will include Johnny ("Tar-
tan") Weissmuller, and George Bil-

ion, who is leaving for the coast to

become Warner advertising manager
)n the coast.

RADIO AUDITION STUDIO
Facilities for radio auditions and

ehearsals have been opened by Ra-
dio Audition Studios at 1680 Broad-
\'ay for the use of both advertising
agents and artists. The quarters
are completely equipped with micro-
)hones and control room equipment,
vith expert operators and produc-
tion men in charge. One agency
already has installed direct wires be-
ween this studio and its offices in

"ider that agency executives may
to programs without leaving
desks.

listen

heir

TRANS-LUX PROFIT
Trans - Lux Daylight Picture

Screen Corp. reports for year ended
Dec. 31, profit of $277,.50.5 after
charges, but before federal taxes
comparing with $475,606 in 1930.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Wen
drive for benefit fund,

April 22: Gold Tournament and Dinner-
Dance under auspices of The National
Exhibitor, Maryland Country Club. Balti-

more.
April 23: Fourth Annual Bridge Party o(

National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures, Hotel Pennsylvania Roof, New
York, 1 :45 P. M.

April 24:— Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

April 25: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers of

New England. Hotel Statler. Boston.
April 28: Al'ied States Ass'n board of di-

rectors meeting. Congress Hotel. Chi-
cago. 10:30 A. M.

April 29: Sixt<:enth annual meeting of li.

diana Indorsers of Photoplays. Claypoo
Hotel. Indianapolis. Ind.

April 27: Annual meeting and banquet ot

Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.
Hollywood.

April 30: Movie Ball under auspices of As-
sociated Theater Owners of Maryland,
Lyric Theater, Baltimore.

May 5-8: Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May o-lb: International Film Exhibitioi>

Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam
Holland

May 9 : Testimonial dinner to Harry H.
Thomas. Hotel Astor, New York, 8 P.M.

May 9-1?: Spring meeting ot the Societ
of M P. Engineers. WasHington.

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion. Chicago.

May 23: Columbia eastern sales convention,
Atlantic City.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n. Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31 : Columbia western sales convention.
Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employei
and M. P. Operators. Memorial Hall

Columbus O
June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rockv

Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

July 15:
tion,

Educational-Tiffany
Los Angeles,

sales conven.

H. H. HELM DEAD
Oakland, Cal.—H. H. Helm, own-

er of the Imperial, is dead after a

brief illness.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE — RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave

New York City, N Y

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

ATLANTIC CITY, NEWJERSEY
On. the /iocLrcLujcLiki,-

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Features new low rate levels for board-

walk accommodations. Luxury and
economy combined

Per

Day

With

'§
Meals and Hot and

Water Baths

Per

Person

Cold Sea

Concert Orchestra—French Cuisine
Cabaret — Dancing — Refreshments Each
Week-End—Complimentary to Guests

Emanuel E. Katz, Managing Director



IT PAYS TO PROMOTE!
Here's another example of M-G-M's helpful service to theatres.

We urge you to get behind"NIGHT COURT" just as we urged

you to promote "Tarzan, The Ape Man." Here's how the State

Theatre in Boston promoted "Night Court" to record business!

A FEW of many
things that got

THE DOUGH in

Boston I

(You can do it, too!)

1. Thrilling trailer that told

them about"Night Court"

a week in advance

!

2. House-front decked out

with valance.

3. Enlarged thrill-ad No. 5

outside theatre.

4. Used extra ad space.

Note selling campaign on

this page.

5. Street car dash cards.

Window cards.

6. Furnished 66 country

papers with publicity.

7. Special ad run by paper

free following Mark Hel-

linger's daily syndicated

column.

8. Newspaper contest:

"What Would You Do If

You Were Judge?"

9. Promoted 40-piece band

for opening night.

10. Tie-up with local dicta-

phone company.

11. Radio publicity on angles

of picture affecting local

public.

12. Lux tie-up with 1-sheet

posters of Anita Page

endorsement.

13. Posters, snipes covered

town.

14. Fire siren on advertising

truck.

15. Monster balloon and 12-

foot banner illuminated.

—And Many More Ideas,

All In M-G-M's
Showmanship Campaign

Book! Ask for it!
a col *

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
They hack up your promotion with Qreat Pictures!



'mi BE A SMASHINCI

NEW YORK'S GREAT PAPERS
IIA very human affair that pulls enough heart

strings to insure its success on a very large

scale. Will be a smashing box-office success/^

C. P. Hammond, New York Post

''BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE
IIA triumph for Fannie Hurst. Marvelously

genuine in its atmosphere and sincerity.'^

William Boehneh N. Y. World Telegram

''Rich in human interest.''

Rose Pelswickf N. Y. Evening Journal

"TRIUMPH FOR FANNIE HURSI

"A finely made production carrying terrific

audience appeal." Julia Shawell, N. Y. Graphic

"Has simplicity of emotion that is truly

touching." Richard Watts, N. Y. Herald

"A deeply human story, powerful drama,
natural comedy, inspired direction and un-
usually perfect casting."

Leo Meehan, Motion Picture Daily

FANNIE
1^

RICARDO CORTEZ - IRENE DUNNE
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BOX-OFFICE SUCCESS"
SOW TO A GREAT PICTURE!

"WM

^'One of the best cinematic feats I have ever

seen. Brilliant performances by the whole cast

• • • Mr. Cortez is incredible.''

John S. Cohen, Jr., New York Sun

BY THE WHOLE CAST 99

ttAlways sincere and effective.''

Regina Crewe, N. Y. American

"A message worth considering • . • rivets the

attention from first scene to the last."

Martin Diclistein, Broolilyn Eagle

. MARVELOUSLY GENUINE "

//|Every person was held to silence by the sim-

ple but effective unfurling of the narrative."

F. Mordaunt Hall, N. Y. Times

"Abounds in human interest. A tense and

throat-hurty picture which gets you."

Irene Thirer, N. Y. Daily News

//iStrong human interest. Story highlighted by

exceptional performances. Should click big."

Don Gillette, Film Daily

TJC GREAT STORY OF
9 A GREAT CITY

NOW PLAYING
T1V0-A-DAY

GAIETY THEATRE, N. Y.

THE PICTURE EVERY EX-
HIBITOR IS WAITING FOR

1

m
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GREGORY RATOFF ^fi» ANNA APPEL
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DISCUSSED BY SCHAEfER

(Continued from Page 1)
mount, at the Hotel Astor yesterday.
He called upon exhibitors and dis-
tributors to show more fighting
spirit in order to lick current condi-
tions. Schaeler stressed the value
of such gatherings as the Kusell
luncheon in fostering more friendly
relations within the industry.
"We haven't scratched at the surface of

distribution prolJems yet," declared Schaefer.
lUore than 450 attended the luncheon, at

which Attorney Louis Nizer acted as toast-
master. Seated on the rostrum, in addition
to Kusell and Nizer, were Phil Kcisnian,
Charles O'Reilly, Joe Unger, George Schae-
fer, C. C. Pettijohn, Galjriel Hess, Leon
Rosenblatt, Sidney Samuelson, Rudolph
Sanders, AI Lichtman. All spoke or were
introduced.

Pettijohn said the industry has proven its

ability "to take it on the chin." Lichtman
marveled at the new era in the business
in which exhibitors "speak kindly" of dis-
tributors. The present condition of the in-

dustry, he asserted, is largely due to its

"shortcomings" as well as to the depression.
Kusell was presented with a diamond-studd-

i-d wrist watch. In his response he declared
that all industry problems can be settled
within the industry. Congratulatory wires
were read from Sidney R. Kent, Sam Katz
and Jules Levy.

Committee in charge of the affair com-
prised: Leon Rosenblatt, chairman; iienry
Randel, treasurer; Earle Sweigart, assistant
treasurer; Joseph Schoen, secretary; Jlorris
Sanders, Leo Brecher, Louis Frisch, Arthur
Greenblatt, Charles Moses, Louis Nizer.
Charles O'Reilly, Sidney Samuelson, Rudolph
Sanders, Joseph M. Seider and Jack Springer,
all vice-chairmen.

Kusell Luncheon Sidelights

T OUIS NIZER won new laurels in roast-mastering yesterday p. m.
Among other things he observed that exhibitors present paid a week's

profits in order to attend the luncheon. The Ross checking service would
be suspicious of any exhibitor who eats, said Nizer. Another Nizerism was
to the eff'ect that every time a Paramount exec gets a promotion, he gets
a cut, too.

Rudy Sunders gave the low-do ivn on bicycling, as per a personal ex-
perience in which he collided legally with George Schaefer back iii. the old
World days. As if exhibitors didn't knoiv all about bicycling—at least

some exhibitors.

Sid Samuelson went oratorical and didn't heave a single spear at

distributors.

Charlie O'Reilly told about a Broadway strong man who offered $500
to any person who could squeeze another drop out of a grapefruit after
he got through doing his own squeezing act. A volunteer emerged from
the audience and managed to produce another drop. Yes, he admitted
that he was an exchange manager, said Charlie.

Al Lichtman alleged that when Joe Unger asked him for a depression
story to pass on to the gathering he suggested that he call up his own
theater department.

Charlie Pettijohn said that if he and Col. Ed Schiller lived to be 75,
he doubted if they conld bring out so large an attendance as Kusell did.

SUPPER RECESS
Port Chester, N. Y. — Harry

Fuchs, manager of the Capitol, has
changed his policy to showings from
1:30 to 5 and 7 to 11 p. m., instead
of continuous. Matinee price will be
25 cents, and evenings 35 cents, with
children 10 cents at all times.

COiNEWYORk
• • * HOTEL • • '

PLYMOUTH
49t^$T. EAST OF BROADWAY

400 Rooms
all with Bath, Shower, Cir-

culating Ice Water, Radio.

Convenient to Business,

Shopping and Theatrical

Districts

In the Heart of the Motion
Picture Industry

Most Moderate Weekly Rates

DAILY

Single $2.50 - $3.00 - $3.50

Double $4.00 - $4.50 - $5.00

S. J. MITCHELL
Manager

A personal tribute to Sidney R. Kent was paid by George Schaefer,
who succeeded him as head of the Paramount distribution department.
"I followed a great leader," said Schaefer. "I owe everything to Sidney
Kent."

Sixth Newsreel Theater
Makes Hit in Barcelona

Opening of the latest News Reel
Theater in Barcelona, Spain, making
the sixth world center to have a
house devoted entirely to newsreel
presentations, was greeted with en-
thusiasm by press and public, ac-
cording to a cable received by
Truman H. Talley, general manager
of Movietones, Inc., from the Fox
representative in charge of the new
house. All of these six theaters are
operated by the Movietone organi-
zation and in each country the ma-
terial is specially edited to the local
requirements.

HICKS' NEW POST UNDECIDED
New duties of John Hicks, for-

merly Australian genei'al sales man-
ager for Paramount, and who is

joining the company's foreign de-
partment at the home office, will
not be determined until his arrival
in Los Angeles late this month to
attend the annual sales convention,
starting May 5. There he will meet
and confer with Joseph H. Seidel-
man.

New Producing Company
Plans Negro Features

Southland Pictures Corp., a new
producing company, headed by Don-
ald Haywood, with headquarters at
169 West 133rd Street, New York,
has been formed to produce a series

of three features starring all-Negro
cast. First picture is titled 'The
Black King." Other officers of the
company include Marc S. Asch, gen-
eral manager; Charles N. Nasca,
production manager, and Milton
Frackman, secretary.

50c. FOR WHOLE FAMILY
Coxsackie, N. Y.—-A weekly fam-

ily night, when the single price of
50 cents admits father, mother and
all the kids, is proving a success at
Julia Dolan's theater here. The
stunt draws families for miles
around.

M-G-M FILM RENAMED
M-G-M has changed title of

"After All" to "New Morals for
Old."

WEINBERGER TO WASHINGTON
ll'ashimiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Harold A. Wein-

berger has been named office man-
ager of the M-G-M branch here, fill-

ing the vacancy due to the death of
Olin H. Lambei't. He has been
feature booker at the company's
Pittsburgh exchange.

CHL STICKUP GETS $50
Chicago — Thrusting a pistol al

Sylvia Kline, cashier, a robber ob-
tained $50 at the Monroe.

N. J. ALLIED MEET IN JUNE
Annual convention of the Allied

M. P. T. 0. of New Jersey will be
held in June in Atlantic City, Presi-
dent Sidney Samuelson stated yes-
terday. Officers will be elected for
the ensuing year.

2 FEATURES, 8 ACTS AT HIPP.
Bill at the RKO Hippodrome

starting Saturday will include two
features, "Scandal for Sale" and
"South Sea Adventures," in addition
to the eight acts of vaudeville.

IN BLOCK-AID MOVEMENT

Whole-hearted cooperation is be-
ing extended by the film industry in
the Block-Aid movement and the re-
sults from this field have been very
substantial, it was stated yesterday
at the headquarters of the Block
Community Organization. The re-
lief campaign is in full swing at
Warner Bros., Universal, M-G-M,
Fox, Columbia, Paramount, United
Artists, Loew, RKO and other com-
panies. Glenn Griswold of Fox is

chairman of Block 88, with Elliott
McManus of the same company as
treasurer. This organization is now
functioning 100 per cent, having
started a corps of office workers
from door to door to complete their
canvass. Helen E. Hughes is acting
as organization treasurer for the
Universal collectors, working in con-
junction with Herbert Bayard Swope,
who is block chairman and treasur-
er. Major L. E. Thompson of RKO
and Arthur E. Cleary, chairman and
treasurer respectively, of their block,
have started 25 block-aiders and are
reporting 100 per cent progress. At
Warner Bros., 1,100 employees have
pledged full cooperation. Para-
mount folk are in close touch with
the district Block Community Or-
ganization located in the Paramount
building. Jack Alicoate and Charles
Alicoate are chairman and treasurer,
respectively of the block in which
The Film Daily offices are located.

Ray K. Bartlett, once with FBO,
Thomas H. Ince and Charles Froh-
man, is a district secretary.

NEW STORY FOR COLMAN
IVcst Coo.sl Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Way of the Lancer,"

an adventure story of the Polish

cavalry regiment, by Richard Bole-

slavski and Helen Woodward, re-

places "The Brothers Karamazov"
as Ronald Colman's next picture for

Samuel Goldwyn. "Karamazov" will

be made later.

Goldwyn also has assigned Lyda
Robert! as leading woman for Eddie
Cantor in "The Kid from Spain."

Sh o w -

man
Daily

REMINDER
Get ready for warm weath-

er — make your theater as

cool and attractive as pos-

sible to counteract the out-

door lure.
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SIDNEY R. KENT BECOMES

PRESIDENT OE EOX FILM

U'niitiuiird from f'liiir 1^

been chairman, remains as a mem-
ber of the board of directors. Kent
also was made a member of the
board in place of Winfield R. Shee-
han, who was re-elected a vice-presi-

dent.

Other officers elected inclmle \V. C. Michel,
executive vice-president; James R. firainger.

vice president; Richard A. Rowland, vice

president; C. K. Richardson, vice-presirleni

and treasurer: Leonard A. Woolanis. vice

president; ftlenn Griswold, vice-president; ]I.

<•. Kahlliusch. secretary; Sydney Towell. cnnip-

troUer; W. S. Bell, assistant treasurer; Felix
.-\. Jenkins, assistant secretary; J. II. l.ang.

.issistant secretary.
Members of the hoard, in addition to Clarke

.ind Kent, are Winthrop W. Aldrich. David
K. K. Bruce. Matthew C. Brush. Philip R.

Clarke. .Samuel W. Fordyce. Charles \V. Ilifi

ley. (leorge M. Motifet. Edward R. Tinker.
Cornelius Vanderliilt and Frank ().

_
Watts.

The company's proposal to reduce its cap-

italization to $12,628,300 was approved.

Speakini; of Kent's appointment. Tinker
said:

"The election of Kent to the presidency of

the Fox Film Corporation is a reccjguition

nf his ability as an executive and of his po.si-

tion as a leader in the industry. It is in

keepini,' with plans formulated for the future

of the company some months ago. It is the

best possible assurance of continued improve-

ment in the product of the company and

of its restoration to a position of prosperity."

Conn Fails in Efforts

At Opposition Fox Board
Opposition to the Fox plan to re-

duced the capitalization of the cor-

poration was vehemently voiced by

Jacob Conn of Providence, Conn,

who as a stockholder, attempted tr

form a board of directors among
stockholders unfriendly to the cor-

poration's plan, but met with no suc-

cess.

BRITTON SIGNS FIGHT FILVI

Leon Britton has acquired the film

rights to the Sharkey-Schmeling

fight scheduled for June 16 at th(

New Madison Square Garden Bowl
Long Island City. The deal was
made with the Madison Square Gar-

den Corp. Britton will release the

pictures, made in sound.

ARTHUR SIEGEL MARRIES
Arthur Siegel, stepson of Major

Albert Warner, was married to Ruth

Mandel of Philadelpnia yesterday at

the Sherry-Netherlands Hotel. Siegel

has been engaged in the Milwaukee

theater division of Warner Bros.

NEW YORK-LONDON PREMIERE
A double world premiere of "A

Successful Calamity/' George
Arliss's new picture, on the same

n'ght in New Yo'-k and in London,

is planned by Warner Bros, for

sometime this summer.

Cukor Uncovers Ex-Stars

licst Coast Bur. THIi I'lI.M I'-illV

Hollywood— In looking over a group

of about 35 extns called tor atmo".-

phere work in "The Truth About Ho'lv-

wood," which he is directing for RKO.

George Cukor says he found eight for-

mer directors, a dozen former leading

women, four former stars and one for-

mer boxing champion.

ALONG™?mLTO
Ik

NtW VORIC

PUILM.DALY

IDS ANGELES

» • • IS (iARBO really dead? that is the question
raised in the current issue of the fan mag. "Star Dust"
which claims Ihat certain E)uropoan journals have come out
flaf-footed with this startling statement claiming that
beginning with "Ma'a Hari* a girl named Jeraldine Dvorak
played the part of Garhn other Continental papers don't
go so far as claiming Greta has passed on to the other world

but they do state that she is living in retirement some-
where in Europe

• • • IT LOOKS like a swell publicity break for Emgeem
. for no matter what the truth may be about the Elusive

Greta . all this tremendous furore that is being created
throughout the world is bound to send millions flockinp-

to the pix to see if they can do a sleuthing act ant!

detect whether Greta really is Greta

• • • IT WAS last Saturday night that the yarn was
broadcast by "Photoplay" in their radio hour and
with the news services picking it up you can now look
for a flood of stories in all the newspapers for this onr
hits the buir.s-eye of Big News

• • • YOU CYNICAL guys will immediately say
"Aw. it's just another publicity yarn cooked up by Emgeem.''

okay but compare the photos of Garbo in pi>

before "Mata Hari" with the "Mati Hari" stills and "Gran-'
Hotel" and note the size of the feet of the presen)
Garbo in the earlier p'x compared with those in recent produc-
tions recall how carefully the current Garbo has avoided
all interviews and personal appearances where anyone migh*
try to talk to her and ask questions finally i^

Jeraldine Dvorak is not Greta Garbo at present then
where has Jeraldine disappeared to ? now, children, trj

all these li'l tests and send your answers in to teacher
but don't ask teacher what he thinks he will answer
the same as you "Golly, I'm STUMPED!"

• • • THAT WAS a nice farewell party Sergei Eisenstein
gave to the New York newspaper boys with us the only

trade paper man present Sergei is on his way back to

Moscow by this time and he talked plain and
plenty on What is Wrong With Hollywood and the en-

tire American industry of course he was very courteous
about it all he didn't want any of his remarks to be
pointed at any single individual he was hitting the Sys-

tem not Personalities

• • • HE SUMMED up his adventure in Hollerword as a

Total Loss to all hands for he had not been allowed t

demon.strate his ideas in a pix so the entire experiment
was Lost Motion here are some of this thoughts

boiled down the things he is attempting on the screen

are so at variance with Hollerword's formulas, fixed ideas and

studio policies that they can never get together the

average American pix is lacking in real dramatic punch
they always wind up with a light touch even though they pre-

sent a strong dramatic idea the public never is allowed

to leave the theater feeling that they have seen something

really worth while, for they always kill it for thinking people

with the "happy ending" oh, yes, he still retained hi.s

Ideals and he was going back to Russia while he still

had 'em Intact

« «c « » » »

DISTRIBS OPEN GUNS TODAY

IN PROTECTION TEST CASE

H'liiilniiird from Poi/c 1)

finished introducing evidence to
how the free booking market be-

fore the protection agreement, and
the restrictions favoring PubHx
houses in larger cities after the
greement.
Youngclaus testified at great

ength on his difliculties. He de-
•lared that managers of the Omaha
offices of the d'stributors all told
him that th-y did not da_re to vio-
'ate the protection agreement be-

use they could not afford to take
he chance of losing Publix ac-
ounts. He also complained that
'he Publix theater in Norfolk,
Vebr., which has 10 days' protec-
"ion over h'm. has frequently made
him run short cf pictures by ad-
vancing bookings at the last minute.

Star Casts a Fallacy,

Eisenstein Declares
(Coiitiiiiici! from Page 1)

lortance without losing entertain-
nent and art's'-ic values in the pro-
duction. So the public is the loser
by the star system.
He said h-^ felt sorry for the

American writers, whose names
were bough*^ for their advertismg
and publ'citv value. What they
could do in the way of writing, the
ideas they cou'd bring to the screen,
were of secondary importance, the
"lirector dec' a red.

RKO BOOKS ZANE GREY FILM
"South Seas Adventure," Zane

Grey picture being distributed by
Principal, has been booked by RKO
for its metropolitan district houses,
including the Hippodrome, New
York, and the Albee, Brooklyn.

ll's FOREIGN PROGRAM
Universal's foreign production pol-

icy will not be definitely fixed until
Carl Laemmle goes abroad the mid-
dle of the coming summer. His re-
vised plans now call for his leaving
for Europe following the Olympic
games.

r —

^',.'^^%^i

MANY UAPPY RETUM

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry who are celebrat-
ine their birthdays

April 20
Harold Lloyd

Fred Kohlcr

Sidney Lanfield

Roy |. Pomeroy
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URGES REVISION

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

(CoitliinierJ from Paiic 1 )

lowing his talk at the Milton Kusell

luncheon at which he declared that

there are too many weaknesses in

the current formula and "new
methods are needed."

Liclitnian puinted out that tlic )m np.iscil

system would prove advantageous to both

exhibitors and distributors. Take for ex-

ainple. he said, a city in which four the-

aters are involved. I^et one Class .\ house
take the best jiroduct of all distributois and
run it exclusively at the situition's top

admission scale. Divide the rest of the

j^eneral i>rrtiiuct anions the other houses, to

be played at substatttially lower admission
prices, he suyjgested. TTe took coiinizance
of the fact that such a plan would Invc to

be worked out by distributors indi\'idualb

with exhibitors, as leKal rocks would show
themselves if distributors acte<l in cmiocrt

i)i effecting such a system.

Judg^e Rules Propaganda
Is Worse Than Violence

"A black.jack applied to a workerV
skull may in the long run be less

serious than picketing conducted
with misleading signs, false state-

ments and publicity, veiled threats

by words and acts, and insidious

propaganda," declared Justice Stein-

brink of Brooklyn Supreme Court ir

enjoining Local 306, operators' union.

from picketing the Springer-Cocalis
theaters, which are using pro.iection-

ists from the Empire State Union.

SELZER ADDING DUTIES
Ed Selzer of the Warner publicity

department will add the duties of

George Bilson to his own when thr

latter leaves this week to take up
a new post on the coast.

COMING & GOING

CHARLES MURRAY leaves New York
totnorrow for Muncie, Ind., to attend a family
reunion.

LEE A. OCHS is on vacation in Battle
Creek, Mich.

HARRY MILLSTEIN, Universal short
subject manaRcr, has returned to New York
after visits to Boston, New Haven and Al
bany.

ANNA STEN, Russian actress signed bv
Samuel Goldwyn, leaves tomorrow for the
coast.

LYDA ROBERTI left yesterday for the

coast to work at the Paramount studios. She
also will play in Sam Goldwyn's Eddie Can-
tor vehicle.

IRVING MEir,IKKN, secretary and Ren-
rral manaRcr of the Tec Art studios. Holly
wood, leaves for the coast today to start pr(j-

duction on several independent productions.

TOM KEENE, RKO Radio Piclures' west-
ern star, has arrived in New York for a

short vacation following the completion of his

latest feature, "Sunrise Trail."

CHARLES BROOKHEIM, Far East repre-
sentative for Universal, arrived yesterday in

New York on his firiit vacation in five years.

He has a leave of absence for four months.
which he will divide between the home office

in consultation with N. L. Manheini. export
manager, and Universal City.

ZITA JOHANN. Broadway staee star re-

cently signed by RKO Radio Pictures, left

last night for Hollywood. She will be loaned
to First National for "Tiger Shark" before
starting her first film for Radio.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
Bv RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
TWALTER FUTTER, producer of^ John P. Medbury's "Trav-
elaughs," declares hearty laughers
are usually trustworthy and that ex-
plosive loud laughers are just bluf-
fers. Futter states that big hearted
people laugh very rarely, but when
they do, their eyes, lips and yes

—

even their ears smile.
* * *

A''. Brewster Morse, scenarist, will

return from New York next week
to resume work. Morse left recently
upon the sadden death of his father,
Tenhroeck Morse, who for many
years had been active vice-president
of Tiffany, Inc., jewelers.

* * *

Irving Cummings has returned, as

a director, to the studio he left 13
years ago as a leading man. He
will direct "The Countess of Au-
burn," an original by Malcolm Stu-
pi't Boylan and Harvey H. Gates.
for Paramount. In 1919 he was un-
dei- contract to Paramount-Artcraft.
his last picture for the old company
being "The Tree of Knowledge,"
directed by William C. deMille.

* * *

Ned Schnkler, foriner Brooklyn
exhibitor, has resigned as an as-

sociated producer for Allied Prods.,
due fn ill health.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Edward G.
Robinson, Groucho Marx, Irving
Pichel, Ann Harding, Josef von
Sternberg, Janet Gaynor, Marlene
Tiietrich, Paul Sloane, Al Lewin.
Sheridan Gibney, Richard Wallace.
Leonard Spigelgas, Boris Ingster
Allen Rivkin. Bernard SchubTt at

the Yehudi Menuhin recital; Grover
Jones and Victor Milner discussing
yachts.

* * *

Lester Cole, a new addition to the
Paramount scenario staff, is writing
f^he screen play and dialogue for
"Farewell to Arms."

* *

Lorettn Young, now at work in

"Week End Marriage,'* in which she

is to be co-featured with Norman
Foster, has been chosen to play the

principal role in "Woman's Day,"
recently purchased by First Nation-
al. She will be featured alone in this

picture. Others in the cast will in-

clude Aline MacMahon, Frank Mc-
Hugh, Vivienne Osborne and Sheila

Terry.
* * *

"Radio Patrol," by Allen Rivkin
and P. J. Wolfson, has been com-
pleted at Universal. Most of its

players are taking vacations. Rus-
sell Hopton and Andy Devine left

immediately on a motor trip to the

Grand Canyon. They have to be
back in ten days to go into the cast

of "Brown of Culver," which Wil-
liam Wyler has just placed in pro-

duction. Lila Lee is vacationing in

Palm Springs. June Clyde had to

hop over to the "Back Street" set,

where she plays an important role

in support of Irene Dunne and John
Boles.

* * *

Betty Grable has been added to

the cast of RKO-Radio's "Hold 'Em
Jail," which has Wheeler and Wool-
sey as headliners.

* *

Niven Bush, Erwin Gelsey and
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., who between
them have been at work for three

weeks on a screen adaptation of

"Revolt," which is to be the latter's

next picture, have completed the

script, and it is expected that the

picture will enter production during
the week of May 2. William Die-

terle will direct.
* * *

"State's Attorney," starring John
Barrymore, has been completed at

the RKO-Radio Pictures' studio

George Archainbaud directed the

production, which provided employ-
ment for 7rwre than 700 players

Helen Twelvetrees supported the

star, with Jill Esmond, William
Boyd, Mary Duncan, Raul Roulien

Oscar Apfel, Ralph Ince and C
Henry Gordon cast in. important
roles.

ATTENDING POLISH PREMIERE
Pola Negri. Lyda Roberti. Gildp

Grav. lenace Paderewski. Richarr'
Boleslpvsky and other Polish nota-
bles will attend tonight's Amerifar
nremiere of "The Condemned." first

Polish talker, at the Vanderbilt.

HOUSE OKAYS STENCH Bn,L
Providence — The bill providing

heavy penalties for persons who set

off stench bombs in places of publif
assembly has been passed by the
State House of Representatives in

concurrence with the Senate.

'FRTSCO PRESS CHANGES
San Francisco — Arvid Erickson.

for the last four years press agent
»t the Golden Gate, has resitrned

He is succeeded by Frank Vovcv
heretofore of the RKO publicity
staff.

CANTATA RECORDED BY RCA
A performance of Arnold Schoen-

berg's much discussed cantata

"Gurre-Lieder." directed bv L<>or>olH

Stokowski with the Philadelphia Or-

chestra, a mixed chorus of 428 sing-

ers and six prominent soloists, was

'•ecorded in its entirety by the RCA
Victor Co. during the American
nremiere of the work in Philadel-

nhia.

CHURCHES FIGHT SUN. VOTE
Baltimore—Churches are making

^ hot fight against the Sundav blup
law repealer to be votpd on May 2
Calls to the closed Sundav forces
were issued from a score of nulpits

Sundav, and indications point to a

fight to the finish, on both sides.

ALLIED WILLING TO USE

5-5-5 PACT NEXT SEASON

(.Continued from Page 1)

which does not permit drafting of
a new contract. Before the 1933-34
season, however, the national ex-
hibitor organization wants a new
deal. Similar attitude has been ex-
pressed by the M. P. T. 0. A.

Censorship is Scored
By Y.M.C.A. Official

Declaring that "censorship as
generally understood by the public
is idiotic," and that he had "followed
the same picture through five dif-
fererent censorship boards and no
two of them agreed in their find-
ings," George J. Zehrung, director
of the motion picture bureau of the
Y.M.C.A., urged the abolition of
state censors in an address before
the Federation of Women's Clubs.
Zehrung urged the delegates to ask
religious leaders in their communi-
ties to include information about
films in their sermons. He added
that when churches start buying
pictures in quantities, the film in-

dustry will be ten steps ahead of
them in providing the type of film

they want. ERPI gave a showing
of educational films at the confer-
ence.

W.B.-F.N. SALES DRIVE STARTS
R. F. Cloud, Warner-First Nation-

al branch manager in Cincinnati
opened his campaign for the $.500

first prize in his company's "Dis-
trict Managers Testimonial Drive"
with a special folder announcing the
inauguration of a Tenth Annivers-
ary Drive by the branch which will

run concurrently with the national

^,ales drive, April 17 to May 28.

ANOTHER PLAINFIELD ARREST
Plainfield. N. J.—Continuing its

war against Sunday shows here, au-

^horities arrested Arthur Major,
ictirg manager for the day of the

Paramount, Oxford and Strand. He
was charged with violating the

state vice and immorality act and
will be held Avith 10 previously ar-

rested managers for the May grand
jury.

MARGARET LECZER MARRIED
Margaret Leczer, secretary to W.

F. Rodgers, Eastern division sales

manager for M-G-M, and William
Blaha, Jr., were recently married.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Southland Pictures Corp.; P. H. Sullivan.

285 Madison Ave., New York. $10,000.

Crockford's, amusements; P. E. Donlin,

72 Wall St., New York. $100,000.

Hoobally Enterprises, theatrical business;

.1. A. .Licobs, 140 West 42nd St., New York.

200 shares common.



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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70 Per Cent Drop in Receipts Laid to Protection

GOVT Uld lose bHax, senatejs told

Herschel Stuart to Head RKO Circuit Field Operations

What Next
. . where will it end?

By jack Alicoate-

Our jour-
Wholesale nalistic jour-

Entertainment neys take us
into theaters

of all sizes, kinds and policies.

As we skip hither and yon, we
wonder how much further the

little fellows can go in offering

double and triple features and
a parade of shorts for one ad-

mission. And how much fur-

ther the big fellows can go in

presenting, in addition to their

screen show, a collection of

stars in the flesh and stage pro-

ductions each costing a small

fortune. No matter how good
your show is this week, it must be

BETTER next week. Show busi-

ness never stands still. It either

goes up or clown. Before sound they

had about reached the limit in com-
bining vaudeville, presentation and

picture, and then along came the

talkies to save the si '-on. And
now how much more ley offer

the shopping public a..„ -jw much
longer can they hold up under this

wholesale give-'em-more each week
policy? Most execs are somewhat
hazv on the question, but boy, as

we see it, it IS A QUESTION.
* * *

Within the next few
Uniform weeks every theater

Aperture manager and pi-ojec-

tionist will receive in-

formation covering the new uniform
aperture as fostered by the Acad-
emy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences and now adopted and used

by every first line producing organi-

zation on the coast. Its main object,

in addition to studio economy, is to

insure the showing on the screen,

of the entire picture as photo-
iContinued on Page 2)

Former Fox New England
Head Will Take Over
New Post in May

Herschel Stuart is joining RKO
the middle of next month to assume
charge of field operations in its

theater department. Division direc-

tors will come under his supervision.
Stuart, who was in charge of Fox
New England theaters until tho
circuit was taken over recently by
Harry Arthur, at present is han-
dling duties of general manager for
Fox Theaters. He has just re-

turned to New York from a trip

to St. Louis.

ROGERS USINGT CITY

FOR RJO RELEASES

IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Charles R. Rogers

will use Universal City as his pro-

duction headquarters for pictures

which he will release through RKO.

Meyers Submits Tax Brief
IVash. Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Exemption on admis-

sions to and including 50 cents will

result in the most equitable solution
of the tax problem as it affects all

interest, including independents, cir-

cuit houses and the Government, says
Abram F. Myers, general counsel of

Allied States Ass'n, in a brief on the
tax situation filed with the Senate
Finance Committee. Referring to a

sales tax, Myers said that it would re-

sult in wiping out the majority of in-

dependent houses.

Michel to Be Consultant
On Paramount Auditing^
A. John Michel, who has resigned

as assistant treasurer and general
auditor of Paramount Publix, will be
associated with the company as con-

{Continucd on Parte 7)

U. A. LIKEiy TO RELEASE

SCREEN GUILD PRODUCTION

Productions made by the Screen
Guild, organized by Mike Levee, are
likely to be released through United
Artists. Levee is due in New York
early next week to confer with Mary
Pickford, as well as other matters.
Harry Wilson, his publicity man, will
precede him, arriving in town Sun-

(Continued on Page 6)

Kansas Blue Law Test
On October Calendar

Topeka, Kan.—Arguments in an
appeal growing out of the refusal
of a lower court to permit movie
shows to be singled out by law en-
forcement officers acting under the
state's blue laws will be heard by
the Supreme Court in October. The
state's attorneys are pressing the
appeal.

Protection Caused 70% Drop,
Mrs. Youngclaus Testifies

K. C, Indie Exhib Ass'n

Files Charter Papers

Kansas City—Application for a decree of

incorporation has been filed in the Circuit

Court by the Independent Theater Owners
Ass'n, listing the following as officers: Jay

Means, president; W. D. Fulton, vice-presi-

dent; Mrs. A. Baiers, secretary; ). L. John-

son, treasurer. Fred Whitten, attorney, was

appointed to examine the application.

Lincoln, Nebr.—Decline in box-
office receipts from $1,000 a week
to .$.300 a week at the Youngclaus
theater in Madison, Nebr., when the
fi-eshness and quality of pictures
were lowered by protection granted
the nearby city of Norfolk, Nebr.,

was described in Federal Court yes-

terday by Mrs. William N. Young-
claus, wife and office manager of

{Continued on Page 7)

Brylawski Asks Finance
Committee to Exempt

All Admissions
IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Renewing the fight

to keep theater admissions tax free,

A. Julian Brylawski, of the M.P.T.O.
of America, yesterday told the Sen-
ate Committee on Finance that the
proposed admission tax would result
in an all around decrease in income
tax that would more than offset any
possible gain in revenue.
The idea that the admission tax

would be absorbed by the theater-
goer is false, Brylawski said, adding
that it would mean an all-round de-
crease in gross receipts. He called

the attention of the committee to the
fact that the expenses of operating

[Continued on Page 8)

CIRCUIT EXECTCONFER

ON SUMMERJOOLING PLAN

H. B. Franklin. Col. E. A. Schil-

ler, Sam Dembow and Joe Bern-
hard met yesterday at the Waldorf
Astoria to confer on the summer
policy of circuit houses and to dis-

cuss the pooling of theaters in com-
iContinued on Page 6)

Joe Unger Being Given
Testimonial on May 25

Joseph J. Unger, Paramount sales

executive, will be tendered a testi-

monial dinner by his industry friends
on May 25 at the Hotel Astor. The
doings will start at 8 P. M.

Ohio Passes "Scarface";

St. Louis Croup Lauds It

"Scarface" has been passed in its entirety
by the Ohio censors, according to word re-
ceived yesterday by United Artists. The How-
ard Hughes picture is now before the boards
of other states which have censorship, in-

cluding New York. Pennsylvania, Maryland and
Kansas. In St Louis, police and civic leaders
commended the film after viewing it. Wo-
men's clubs in Bridgeport also lauded it as a
factor to discourage crime.
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What Next
. . . where will it end?

(Continued from Page 1)

graphed, and not sliced and cut here
and there to meet different record-
ing and projection systems. Sound-
on-film, disc and silent film are all

combined in this new industry move
toward standardization.

*

We hear that our old
Welcome friend Harold Lloyd is

Stranger up-and-at-it and that
shooting on his new

opera, "Movie Crazy," is moving
along somewhat oke. That's good
news to theater owners. First, be-

cause the name Harold Lloyd ha?
always been a box-office tonic; and
second, in these days and dates you
simply cannot give the paying pa-
trons enough laughs. Constance
Cumniings is his new leading lady
We like the title, too. Movie Crazy
Aren't we all ?

Stefansson and Wilkins
At Next M.P. Club Forum
Vilhjalmar Stefansson, noted ex-

plorer, will be the principal speak-

er at the next luncheon Forum of

the Motion Picture Club to be held

on Tuesday of the coming week.
Stefansson who is to talk for 15

minutes, will be introduced by Sir

Hubert Wilkins, another famous ex-

pedition leader. Louis Nizer will be
toastmaster.

SET "SCARFACE" DATES
Following opening dates have been

set by United Artists on "Scarface"'
Paramount, Los Angeles, and United
Artists, Detroit, today; Loew's State,

St. Louis, and Melba, Dallas, tomor-
row; Palace, Indianapolis, and War-
ner, Memphis, April 29. Brin's Gar-

den, Milwaukee, May 6.

CHAPLIN ILL IN FAR EAST
Singapore—Charlie Chaplin is in

a local hospital undergoing treat-

ment for dengue fever. His condi-

tion is reported not serious.

Option for 26 More Reels
In Wm. Rowland-*U' Deal
An option for 2G more single ree'

subjects is provided in the contract
for 13 single reel shorts just signed
by Universal with William Row-
land-Monty Brice Productions. Th?
first series will Consist of seven
with Nick Kenny and six with
Louis Sobol. In the 26 shorts, di-

vided into two series of 18 each,
Rowland and Brice nlan to use
Mills Brothers, Kate Smith, Street
Singer, Boswell Sisters. Rise of the
Goldbergs. Arthur Jarrett. Morton
Downey. Belle Baker, Harry Rich-
man and Texas Guinan.

Amkino Will Release
Newsreel and Shorts

Amkino will release a Russian
newsreel and a series of 26 shorts

including cartoons, scenics, songs
and novelties, Roman Rebush, in

charge of distribution, stated yester-

day. Weekly newsreel releases be-

gin May 15 and cover Russian sub-

iects. The shorts will be in one and
two reels.

J. G. Bachman Plans Four;
RKO May Release Them

.T. G. Bachman is understood to be
olanning to produce four features

Negotiations are reported to

under way for an RKO release.

be

BECK AND ROXY TO SAIL
Martin Beck and Samuel L.

"Roxy" Rothafel will sail for Europe
May 5 to establish permanent offices
abroad through which RKO and the
International Music Hall in Rocke-
feller Center will be in direct con-
tact with new material available
abroad. Beck and "Roxy" will visit
Lonrlon. Paris, Berlin. Vienna andf
the Orient to meet and hear various
European artists.

SPECIAL PREMIERE
"State's Attorney," RKO picture

starring John Barrymore, will have
its premiere May 5 at the Mayfair
with a reserved seat opening at $1

to $5, receipts going to the Emerg-
ency Unemployment Relief Commit-
tee's "Save A Home" activities. By
arrangement with Merlin H. Ayles-
worth, new RKO president, the open-
will be sponsored by Mrs. Kermit
Roosevelt of the Relief Committee.
This group will dispose of all tickets.

**•........•.....•.•.•.-.t'i
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RKO GOLF MEET MAY 3-4
May 3 and 4 has been set for the

RKO Annual Snrinsr Golf Tourna-
ment which will be held at the West-
chpstpv Country Club, Rye, N. Y.
•I. H. Turner is president and H. L.
Watkins secretary of the Golf asso-
ciation.

MAYOR WALKER AT GAMBOL
Mayor Walker yesterday engaged

a boy at the Imperial for Sunday
nio-ht when the Lambs' Public Gam-
bol will be presented. Ed Wynn will
be master of ceremonies.

RENAME .lACKIE COOPER FILM
"When a Feller Needs a Friend"

i*; the final title for the new Jackie
Cooper story formerly known as
"Limpy." The M-G-M "picture opens
soon at the Capitol.

H BRANDT LEASES ANOTHER
Harry Brandt has leased the Blue

Bird, a 600-seater in Harlem, from
David Kerman, owner. Brandt will

:mv*>vmv>v>v*v«v*v***mv*v»'mv>.'**vvm'*«v*v»v*>v« run aouole-feature programs.

INDUSTRIAL SHOW
A showing of industrial pictures,

with William A. Wolff making ex-

planatory talks will be given by
Western Electric in its studios at

Grand Central Palace tonight for

the Ass'n of Advertising Men and
the League of Advertising Women.

DE LEON WITH PARAMOUNT
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAfLV
Hollywood—Walter De Leon, play-

wright, author, scenarist and former
actor, has joined the Paramount
writing staff to work on "Merton of

the Talkies," in which Stuart Erwin
and Frances Dee will have the lead-

ing roles.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

April 16-22: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

April 22: Gold Tournament and Dinner-
Dance under auspices of The National
Exhibitor, Maryland Country Club. Balti-
more.

April 23; Fourth Annual Bridge Party ol
National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures, Hotel Pennsylvania Roof, New
York, 1 :45 P. M.

April 24:— Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

April 25: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers ofNew England, Hotel Statler. Boston
April 28: Allied States Ass'n board of di-

rectors meeting. Congress Hotel. Chi-
cago. 10:30 A. M.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypoo
Hotel. Indianapolis Ind.

April 27: Annual meeting and banquet of
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.

April 30: Movie Ball under auspices of As-
sociated Theater Owners of Maryland
Lyric Theater, Baltimore.

May 5-8: Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 3-4: RKO Spring Golf Tournament,
Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.

May 6-16: International Film tx'hibiin..
Royal Automobile Institute. Amsterdam
Holland

May 9
: Testimonial dinner to Harry H.

Thomas, Hotel Astor, New York, 8 P.m!
May 9-12: Spring meetinK of the Societ>

of M P. Engineers. Washington.
May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-

tion, Chicago.
May 23: Columbia eastern sales convention.

Atlantic City.
May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger.

Hotel Astor, New York. 8 P. M.
May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equity

Ass'n. Hotel Astor. New York.
May 31 : Columbia western sales convention,

Los Angeles.
June 6-9; Annual convention of International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe'
and M. P. Operators. Memorial Hall
Columbus O

June 7-8:: Annual convention oi Rockv
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den
ver.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven
tion, Los Angeles.

Jack L. Whittle Joins
Powers Pictures, Inc.

Jack L. Whittle has been appoint-
ed manager of the Baltimore and
Washington exchanges for Powers
Pictures, Inc., it is announced by P.
A. Powers. Whittle represented
Pathe in this territory for many
years.

A. H. LEVY PROMOTED
Pittsburgh—A. H. Levy, formerly

•onnected with Columbia's Washing-
ton sales staff, has been appointed
manager of the company's local of-

fice.

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest

Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

COLUMBIA SIGNS SHOWGIRL
Dolores Ray, Ziegfeld and Carroll

showgirl, has been signed by Co-
lumbia and leaves immediately for
Hollywood.

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording. Editing. Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.



WATCHFORTHIS
EXTRA PROFIT

HIT!

Two big box-office stars

in a powerfully-dramatic

entertainment natural

!

CEORGE
BANCROFT

•" THE WORLD
and THE FLESH
with

MIRIAM HOPKINS
Directed by JOHN CROMWELL

From a play by Phillipp Zeska and Ernst Spitz

This illustration can be secured in 3 column mat form
at all Paramount exchanges

cpoi^unuHutt )



PUBLIC VOTES

BROS.

The picture that couldn't be cut-because there's a thrill in every foot! 8,0

A front-page scandal brought to the screen -the inside story of Americ<

Behind the Public Enemy. Killers run wild because he talks juries out of ju

a new style in screen "types." Watch N. Y. Winter Garden box-office f

ONE OF THE BIG

POISON!
Enoueh To Kill

A Dozen Meat

ll woB the proBeculinn'g

t proved evidence of murder!

|i Yet he drank it — and

I
laughed, to gave a guilty

man from the cnair.

Watch WARREN WILLIAM
win star rating for his powerful work in this thundering

drama—With Sidney Fox, Aline MacMahon, John Wray,

Guy Kibbee. Directed byJames Flood and Elliott Nugent

* In official nation-wide poll conducted by Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of America.



OR THRILLS!

NSWER

et-84 minutes of solid sensation!

ist notorious criminal lawyer-the Man

-and women out of honor. Hell start

s for proof that ''The Mouthpiece" is

%•.

« »»sv<»'
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l).A. LIKELY TO RELEASE

SCREEN GUILD PRODUCTION

iLontinued from I'agc 1)

day. Both Douglas F'airbanks and
Mary Pickford are interested in the

Screen Guild, which will serve as

an outlet for pictures which are
artistic in character.

Operator Protest Fine,

Sues Union for $30,000
Declaring he was fined and sus-

pended by the union because he was
accused of making some repairs to

apparatus while recording the in-

stallation of Calvin Coolidge as &

director of the New York Life In-

surance Co., Joseph A. L. Blek has
tiled suit in Supreme Court to re-

cover $30,000 from the officers ot

Local 6, International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers, and to obtain

return of the fine of $200.

SMITH AND DALE AT CAPITOL
In addition to Johnny Weissmuller,

the stage show opening tomorrow at

the Capitol will have Joe Smith and
Charley Dale among its headliners.

The comedians recently returned
from the coast.

NEW BEDFORD HOUSE SOLD
New Bedford, Mass.—The Empire

has been sold by Delia Smith, trustee

for the estate of James H. Smith,
to the Zeiterion Realty Corp., own-
ers of the State and New Bedford
theaters.

DUALS AT BEACON
"The Expert" and "Shop Angel"

will be the twin features on the

bill at the Beacon for the week be-

ginning tomorrow.

PANAMA BARS "DOVE"
Panama City—Declaring that the

story "wounds the dignity of a

brother nation," RKO's production

of "The Dove" has been barred here

by the Secretary of Foreign Rela-

tions following protest by the Mexi-
can Charge d'Affaires.

IMPERIAL ACQUIRES FILM
"Thirteen Steps," produced by

Congress Pictures with Cornelius

Keefe and Barbara Bedford, has
been acquired by Imperial Distribu-

ting for handling throughout the

world, it was stated by William Pizor

yesterday. Picture will be released

May 15.

The amount of silver used in making

motion picture films is second only, in

bulk, to the amount coined in our mint.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
B\ RALPH Wn.K

HOLLYWOOD
PDWARD J. MONTAGNE, resum-

ing the mantle of scenario editor-

in-chief at the RKO studios, be-

comes associated with David 0.

Selznick for the second time in that

capacity. Several years ago Mon-
tagne was scenario chief for the

Selznick producing organization.

When that company disbanded he
joined FBO, and subsequently went
to Universal and then Paramount.
Both M-G-M and Fox were after

him at the time he decided to rejoin

Selznick.

Linu Busqiiette, appearing in the
feminine lead opposite Buck Jones
in Columbia's "Born to Trouble,' is

entirely recovered frorti her riding

mishap the other diiy.

Lillie Hayward, who collaborated
with Ward Morehouse on "New York
Town," for Warner Bros., is now
working on an untitled story al

Warner Bros. She and Sheridan
Gibney wrote the screen play and
dialogue for "Miss Pinkerton."

Phyiis Barringto7i, who played fea-
tured roles in "Ten Nights in a Bar-
room," "Playthings of Hollywood"
and "Law of the Tongs," is playing
the featured role in "Seance Mur-
der.'

* * *

Here and There: John Sheehan
Percy Heath, Ben Markson, John
Miles, Dave Garber at the Writers
club entertainments; Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Stallings being congratulated
over the arrival of their first-born, a

daughter.

Ray Lissner, the dapper and
diminutive production manager, is

the proud father of a baby girl,

who answers to the name of Carolyn.
The youngster is three weeks old.

Paulette Goddard is expected to

add much sex appeal and glamour
to future Hal Roach comedies. The
former show girl, regarded as one
of the most beautiful musical com-
edy favorites on Broadway, has been
placed under a long term contract by
the Roach studios.

Amand Schaefer, Hollywood's
newest and youngest director, has
been making rapid strides. His lat-

est assignment is "Seance Murder,"
for Willis Kent Prods.

Our Passing Show: Mike Connelly
of New York visiting old friends at

Fox; James Keefe greeting Milton
Raison and Willard Keefe on their

arrival from New York.

* * *

The annual Motion Picture Tennis
club tournament will be held at the
Los Angeles Tennis club May 29, 30
and June 6. Among the players who
are tuning up their racquets for the
event are Solly Biano, Ted von Eltz,

Martin Cornica, Bramwell Fletcher.
William Hawks, King Vidor, David
and Myron Selznick, Francis Per-
rett, Pandro Berman, Archie Mar-
shek, Craufurt Kent, Karl Struss
Cedric Gibbons, Dave Garber, Olivei
H. P. Garrett, Erwin Gelsey, Albert
Cohen, Wells Root, Dick Neill, Lin-
coln Quarberg, who has shown much
improvement in his playing, will be
an important entrant.

* * *

Gladys, daughter of Simeon Aller.
is attracting much attention by her
drawings. Her work is being exhib-
ited at the Los Angeles museum in

conjunction with the eighth annual
convention of the Pacific Arts As-
sociation.

* * *

John G. Adolfi, who recently com-
pleted the direction of "A Success-
ful Calamity," starring George Ar-
liss, will also direct the next Arliss
picture, which will be made in Eng-
land during the summer. Adolfi di-

rected Arliss in "Alexander Hamil-
ton," "The Millionaire" and "The
Man Who Played God."

Phyllis Clare, blonde English
beauty seen on Broadway in "The
Band Wagon," makes her film debut
in RKO-Radio's "The Roadhouse
Murder,' tvith Eric Linden and
Dorothy Jordan.

* * *

Ken Murray, popular vaudeville
comedian, has been signed by War-
ner Bros, for a prominent comedy
role in "Crooner."

MAKING DISCS FOR RADIO
Brown & Hart, radio transcrip-

tion company, has opened a depart-
ment to make discs on condensed
versions of motion pictures for
broadcasting purposes. Dan Wol-
heim is in charge.

ST. LOUIS LICENSES DROP
St. Louis—Annual report of City

License Collector Oliver Chapman
shows that in the last fiscal year
licenses were issued to 140 theaters
and other places of amusement,
against 180 in the previous year.

VAN NORMAN JOINS SKOURAS
Milwaukee^—^E. W. Van Norman,

formerly manager of Warners^
Venetian, is now managing Skouras'
Garfield. B. C. Cook has succeeded
Van Norman as manager of the
Venetian.

NOICE IN CHICAGO
Chicago— Dr. Harold Noice will

make personal appeai-ance at the
Roosevelt in conjunction with "Ex-
plorers of the World," which opens
soon at this house.

CIRCUIT EXECS CONFER

ON SUMMER POOLING PLAN

(Coiitiniicd from Page 1)

petitive territories and cities. Noml?"
of the executives present could b«

reached last night by Film Daim
for a statement.

he

10 Theaters Have Closed
In 4 Northwest States

Minneapolis—Ten theaters recent
ly have closed in four northwes
states. Exchanges report that tht
Capitol in Keewatm, Princess ir

Ivanhoe and the Lyric in Wabasso
Minn., have gone dark. In North
Dakota the Opera House at Leith
and Arnold at Rollette have sus
pended. South Dakota reports th<

closing of the Palace in Lane, whih [d

the Legion in Independence, New ir

Baldwin, Garden in Osceola and thqai

Opera House in Shell Lake, all i

Wisconsin, are dark.

N. W. HOUSES CHANGE HANDS
Minneapolis—The Bayport thea

ter, Bayport, Minn., has been sole

to H. L. McGoon by A. R. Holder
At Biwabik, Minn., the Grand was
acquired by W. L. Grouse froir

Sicari and Legein. Severson, Whit
ing & Nohe have obtained the Com
munity at Clitherall, Minn., fron
R. A. Gustovsan. The New Com
frey Theater Co., Comfrey, Minn,
has secured the theater owned b.\

Joseph Tomblin. The Bison, Bison
S. D., has been acquired by H. J

Spiller from A. O. Loose.

POSTER MEET IN ABEYANCE
Date of holding the proposed ex-

hibitor mass meeting to protest

against distributor edicts hitting in-

dependent poster exchanges is con-
tingent upon the interview which
New York exhibitors are to have
with Sidney R. Kent. The T.O.C.C.
committee, headed by Charles L
O'Reilly and appointed following
the recent protest gathering at the
Hotel Astor, is awaiting word from
the Fox operating head concerning
an appointment.

MIKE MORAN'S NEW FIRM
Mike Moran, formerly president of

the Interocean Forwarding Co., has
organized the Mutual Transport Co.,

Inc., with offices at 729 Seventh Ave

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Eugene Pallette, who had to forego

another engagement to do it, played a

bit role last week in 'Brown of Culver,'

without pay, purely for sentimental rea-

sons. Pallette is a graduate of the

famous school in Indiana."

—Universal
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/O' ' DROP IN RECEIPTS

lillD TO_PROTECTION

{Continued from Page 1)

.he plaintiff in the nation's first

:oui't action to test the legality of
;he protection system. Mrs. Young-
claus also testified to conversations
with a Warner Bros, salesman who
.ame to her office to report that a
I'ontract specifically exempting her
husband from submitting to pro-
tection had been I'cfused by War-
ners after communication with
New York. "The prices were all

r-ght," the salesman was quoted as
saying, "but we must give Publix
at Norfolk protection over you."
Foreseeing an attempt by defense

counsel to make the court be-
lieve that protection always existed
in Nebraska because it is mention-
ed in the fine print about availabil-

ity dates on the back of the stand-
ard contract, Paul F. Good, Young-
claus* attorney, tried to put Les-
ter F. Martin, secretarv-treasurer
of the Nebraska-Iowa Allied organ-
ization, on the stand to explain the
process of booking. Judge T. C.

Munger refused to hear this testi-

mony because court rules do not
permit oral explanation of a writ-
ten contract.

Defense testimony began with
the relating by Omaha Film Board
employees of the history of the
Nebraska protection agreement
signed July 22. 1930.

Michel to be Consultant
On Paramount Auditing

(Continued from Page 1)

sultant in connection with auditing
and taxation procedure.
Montague Gowthorpe, economy en-

gineer who has been named comp-
troller, supervising all finances of the

corporation, will absorb Michel's
duties.

JACK LEVIN FETED
Jack Levin of the Copyright

Protection Bureau was tendered a

testimonial dinner at the Hotel Edi-
son, Tuesday night, by the Junior
League for the Welfare of Crippled
Children. Levin recently resigned

as president and chairman of the

board of the organization.

Show- Q\y^h^1 ^^"""^-X^mans ^^T
Daily, )ra

REMINDER
•

See thai your Ptilirc

reflect friendliness

cheerfulness.

staff

and

, NtW YORK. lOS ANSELES

• • • A ONE-MAN exploitation stunt lasting over seven

months has been engineered by "Broncho Charlie" Miller,

eighty years old, the last of the Pony Express Riders

who started from the City Hall in New York on July 6

riding his faithful bronc Plastar and he rode every foot

of the way to Hollywood arriving there the middle of

March with a letter written by Lee Marcus, then prexy

of RKO Pathe to Charles Rogers, then production exec

for the company on the West Coast

* « * 4:

• • • IN THE intervening months everybody forgot about
Charlie's epic ride alongside which Paul Revere's Ride
becomes a bedtime story the pony express pioneer sent
in no weekly reports no expense account he
just kept on riding through cities over deserts

mountains he had been eiven an assignment
and he had nothing to report until he finished it

* « * *

• • • SO ONE bright day in March the dusty, travel-worn
old veteran ambled down Hollerword Boulevard on his hoss

inquiring the way to the RKO Pathe stude he
just said he had a message for Mister Charles Rogers
but that gent had been switched around in the intervening
months So Harry Joe Brown received it even
Lee Marcus, who wrote the letter over seven months before
in New York had almost forgotten the incident

* * * *

• • • THEN SOMEBODY recalled that it had been
launched as a ballyhoo for a series of Tom Keene westerns

Tom was just finishing the sixth and last of the series,

"Sunrise Trail" directed by Fred Allen so they
gave "Broncho Charlie" a part in the pix along with
the other western riders

* « « «

• • • WHAT THIS film biz needs is a lot more "Broncho
Charlie" Millers to whom the home ossif can give as-

signments and then forget it knowing that the
job will be DONE

* * * *

• • • EXHIBITORS' REMINDER April 29 is the

Japanese national holiday decorate your theater front
with Jap flags stick a big Chinese flag above 'em
then invite all the Japs and Chinese in town to be your guests

hire your own newsreel cameraman to shoot the War
why show foreign war newsreels when you can get

nice fresh ones right in your home town?

* 4< *

• • • GLORIFYING THE Press Book has been undertaken
by Harvey-Jaediker Service in a snappy bulletin service

just inaugurated noting truly that the vital organ of

the entire exploitation system hinges on the Press Book
the Pep and Sales Urge in this clever bulletin is exactly what
should be in Press Books but seldom is it's a

practical demonstration of the thing it endeavors to sell

we read it twice did you ever read a Press Book twice?

* * *

• • • LIFE'S IRONIES We saw an elevator starter

run for an elevator and the operator slammed the door

in his mugg and did the Regular Customers laff!

« « « » » »

WISCONSIN PROBE HEARING

POSTPONED UNTIL MAY 14

Madison, Wis.—Another postpon-
ment is announced in the hearing on
the injunction obtained by distribu-
ting companies to restrain the state
department from proceeding with its

investigation of alleged unfair trade
practices. The case has now been
put over to May 14. and meanwhile
the restraining order issued March
19 by Judge F. A. Geiger remains
in force.

New Firm to Distribute
Product in Argentine

Twenty-four features and 52
short subjects will be released in

the Argentine by the newly formed
Internacional Film Co., of Buenos
Aires, according to Marcel H. Mor-
hange, Argentine representative for
J. H. Hottberg Co., who arrive!
here Tuesday. All product released
by the distributors will be exported
by Hoff'berg. Emilio Tressara, Ar-
gentine exhibitor, is president of
ths Internacional Co., with Adrian
Currell, formerly M-G-M and Pathe
representative, manager.

RKO SCENARIO DEPT. CHANGES
Katherine Brown, RKO scenario

head, yesterday appointed Doris Hal-
man assistant scenario editor and
Murdock Pemberton in charge of
plays. Miss Halman was formerly
with the American Play Co. and
with the Fox scenario department.
Pemberton, former art critic for the
"New Yorker," is author of the stage
production, "Swing High, Swing
Low." Islin Auster resigned from
the RKO scenario department to en-
ter the field of play production.

NEW MASS. FIRMS
Boston—Film Finance Corp. has

been chartered, with $25,000 capital.
Incorporators are Martha Baer, Mai-
den; Anna M. Dunn, Weymouth;
Benjamin Rudnick, Brookline. An-
other new firm is International Film
Foundation, Inc., educational films
with Myron Tashjian of Arlington,
Helen Parker of Melrose and Ernest
F. Koehler of Natick as incorpora-
tors.

MANY HAPPY R[TUPNS

April 21
David Bernstein Harold S. Bareford

Billy Bitier
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9 FEATURES, 7 SHORTS

UNDER WAY AT COLUMBIA

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Activity at the Co-

lumbia' studios is practically at

peak, with four features shooting,

five slated to start in a few days,

and seven shorts in work. The
quartette before the cameras in-

cludes "Criminal Court," with Ed-

mund Lowe, Evelyn Brent and Con-

stance Cummings; "Faith," with

Walter Huston and Constance Cum-
mings; Tim McCoy in "The Riding

Tornado," and "Born to Trouble,"

starring Buck Jones. In prepara-

tion are "Hollywood Speaks," "The
Thirteenth Man," "War Corres-

pondent," "Washington Merry-Go-

Round" and "Murder of the Night

Club Lady." Shorts under way in-

clude a "Scrappy" cartoon, a "Mic-

key Mouse," a "Krazy Kat," and
Eddie Buzzell "Bedtime Story," a

"Screen Snapshots," a Futter's

"Curiosities" and a John P. Med-
bury travelogue.

30 New Army Theaters

Will Bring Total to 105

The 75 ai-my post theaters oper-

ated by the U. S. Army M. P. Ser-

vice will soon be increased by 30.

Five of these houses are already

completed, each approximating 575

seats. At present the 80 theaters

operating give 1,800 shows monthly.

Ray Murray, headquarting in Wash
ington, is in charge of bookings.

50 Directors Endorse Screen Guild
U'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Fifty directors passed a resolution endorsing the Screen Guild

at a meeting held yesterday. M. C. Levee and Cecil B. deMille explained

the benefits of the Guild to the assembled directors. Levee leaves Friday

for New York.

Sees Government Loser
Through Admission Tax

COMPLETE PERSONNEL

OF RKO COMPANIES

(Continued from Page 1)

NON-UNION MAN BEATEN
Akron, 0.—In a renewal of hostili-

ties between union and non-union
operators in this area, George H.
Ridell, Akron projectionist, was
beaten up by a trio who went to his

home and attacked him after he had
refused to join the organization.

COMING & GOING

v.. H. AI-f-EN. general studio manager for

Kducational, is bound, for Europe on the
Kuropa.

K. W. HAMMONS leaves New York today
(or the Coast.
ARTIIUK W. KELLY and MAURY

SII.VEK.STONL returned to New York from
the Coast late this week.
KCTIIKLMA STEVENS, signed through

the William Morris office to work in one
Warner picture, leaves New York for the

I oast next week.
DOROTHY HECHTLINGER, formerly

connected with the Paramount New York
stud'o. leaves New York next week ffir

Hollywood to resume work for that com-
pany.
LYNN KARNOL leaves New York today

for the Coast, where he will remain until

September.
FANNIE HURST, author of RKO's "Sym-

phony of Six Million," has gone to Washing
Ion to participate in the elaborate opening of

the picture at Keith's in that city on Satur-
day.
CILNRI.OTTE MOUNT, member of the

Roxy theater ballet since the house opened.
>^ails .Saturtlay on the He de France to be
one of the soloists of the ballet being intrn-
iluced by Maria Gambarelli at I-es Ambassa-
deurs, Paris.

MARY PICK FORD, now in New York,
is due to be back on the coast May 1. with
Douglas Fairbanks arriving from the South
Seas about May 7.

a theate)- are the same whether the
house is full to capacity or prac-
tically empty. This fact would make
it practically impossible for the busi-
ness to retrench in the event the
admission tax made inroads on the
earnings, as it surely would. Bry-
lawski told the group that when the
tax in England was raised a year
ago in a budget building process
the theater receipts dropped off 15%
per cent, with a resultant drop in

income tax amounting to 3,250,000
pounds sterling.

Although several witnesses ap-
peared against the admission tax.

Brylawski was the only representa
tive of motion pictures in the group.
He was preceded by William A.
Brady, the legitimate producer, who
argued against what he called dis-

crimination against the spoken
drama. Except for the statement
that "the spoken drama is just as
much the poor man's entertainment
as the talkies," Brady made no di-

rect request for a different tax rate
for the legitimate and motion pic-

ture theaters. His argument was
that the theater, in its present con-
dition, cannot stand the tax, al-

though it is willing to bear its share
of the burden. He told the commit-
tee that "the people who created
this mess" should bear the burden
of the tax. He suggested a tax on
radio, newspapers and magazines.

the so-called pleasure cruises, bet-
ting at Saratoga and elsewhere, and
the promotion of a grand national
lottery to save some of the $7,000,-
000 in American money that was
spent on the last Irish Sweepstakes.
Brady also told the committee that
the theater is part of the cultural
life of the nation and should be
favored rather than taxed. The im-
portance of the theater in the na-
tional life of France was evidenced
recently when a strike in the the-
aters of Paris against a tax forced
the abandonment of the tax, he said.

Brylawski, during his testimony,
pointed to the fact that the city of
Chicago in 1927 forced an opening of
the moving picture houses three
days after they were closed, because
they had such an important bearing
on the comfort and conduct of the
municipality.

Other speakers against the tax
plan were Henry Moskowitz, repre-
senting the National Alliance of the
Theater; Frank Gillmore, president
of Actors Equity Association; Gen-
eral Samuel T. Ansell, American
Federation of Musicians; Roland
Stebbins, producer of "Green Pas-
tures"; and Walter Percival of the
Scenic Artists' organization.
The tax bill as it has passed the

House calls for a 10 per cent levy
on all amusement admissions above
45 cents.

Official personnel setup of RKC
and affiliated companies, giving ef
feet to recent changes, is now a;
follows:

RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM CORP
David SarnofiF... Chairman of Boar-

R n
Aylesworth Presiden

Will- ^i'^V^i Vice-PresidenWUham Mallard Secretar,
Herman Zohbel Treasur-
Board of Directors—Frank Altschul, M H

Aylesworth, Cornelius N. Bliss, Joseph A
Bower, HS. Brown, Maurice Goodman
James G. Harbord. Edward W. Harden. B
B. Kahane, Louis E. Kirstein, Arthur Lehman Paul M. Mazur. De Witt Millhauser
A. W. Robertson. David . Sarnoff, FredericV
Strauss, Gerard Swope, Herbert B. SwopeOwen D. Young.

Executive Committee —
chairman; Frank Altschul,
worth. H. S. Brown
B. B. Kahane.

SHANGHAI SHOWS RESUME
Shanghai (By Cable)—Return of

theater operations to normalcy, fol-

lowing the recent Sino-Japanese dis-

turbance, will be a gradual process.
The Government is now allowing
houses to give two shows daily,

having ended its restriction of one
matinee daily. Eventually number
of daily shows will be increased to

the normal quota.

SEE END OF SIGN STRIKE
Headway is being made in nego-

tiations between Sign Painters' Lo-
cal 20-3, New York, and representa-
tives of the major circuits in ef-

forts to agree upon a new contract.
Indications yesterday were that the
current strike may end in the near
future, with the union men agree-
ing to a wage reduction.

MAINSTREET CUTS SCALE
Kansas City — Under a revised

scale ordered at the Mainstreet.
balcony price will be 35 cents from
Monday to Friday, with lower floor

at 50 cents at night, Saturday and
Sunday, and matinee prices on week
days extending to 6 P. M.

NAMING ANTI-BLUE GROUPS
Baltimore — Appointment of four

sub-committees to handle various
phases of the campaign for passage
of the anti-blue law ordinance is

now under way by proponents of

liberal Sunday here. The issue come?
up for vote at the primaries next
month.

RENAME VAN DRUTEN FILM
John van Druten's staee nlav

"London Wall." now beinsr produced
at Elstree for Powers Pictu'-ps. has
been retitled "After Office Hours."
Thomas Bentley is directing.

FERGER MADE MANAGER
Madison. Wis.—John Fersrer. who

has been handling the accountinsr

f'or the RKO Canitol and Ornhenm.
has been named to succeed Tom
Powell as manager of the Strand.

LOSE SUNDAY POINT
Atlantn — Sunday inov'o sho"'s

with only a nercentage er>!nir f'^

charity are illegal, nccording ^^

Judge Humnhries. The^tpr ono--^

tors state they will appeal to th"

Supreme Court.

David Sarnoff
M. H. Ayles

Edward W. Harden,
_, ,

Paul M. Mazur. A. W
Robertson, Gerard Swope, Herbert B. Swope
Owen D. Young.

RKO RADIO PICTURES
M. H. Aylesworth Chairman of BoardB B. Kahane President

?:,^?,.
^- Depinet Vice-Presjdent

William LeBaron Vice-President
Lee Marcus Vice-President
Frank O'Heron Vice-President
David O. Selznick .Vice-President
William Mallard

. . Secretary
Herman Zohbel Treasurer

RKO P'ATHE PICTURES
M. H. Aylesworth Chairman of Board
B. B. Kahane President
Ned E. Dcpinet Vice-President
Frank O'Heron Vice-President
David O. Selznick Vice-President
William Mallard Secretary
Herman Zahbel Treasurer

PATHE NEWS
H. S. Brown ...Chairman of Boar''
Courtland Smith President
B. B. Kahane Vice-President
Joseph Plunk'!tt Vice-Pre=iden«
William Mallard Secretar\'
Herman Zohbel Trp^=urT

KEITH-ALBEE-ORPHEUM COT?^.
M. H. Aylesworth Chairman of B^ar-'
H. B. Franklin Preside"*
Joseoh Plunkett Vice-^res=''»"'
Phillip Reisman Vice-Pre^iden*
William Mallard Secretary
Herman Zohbel Treasurer

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
M. H. Aylesworth Chairman of Board
H. B. Franklin President
Joseph Plunkett Vice-President
Phillip Reisman Vice-President
William Mallard Secretary
Herman Zohbel Treasurer

I

CUT PRICES FOR SUMMER
East Liverpool, 0.-—Cut in scale

from 50 to 40 cents top at the Cer-
amic is a temporary policy for the
summer only, says William Tallman.
owner. The State, competitive house,
has made a corresponding reduc-
tion.

CLIFF EDWARDS BOOKED
Cliff (Ukulele Ike) Edwards has

been booked into the Mastbaum.
Philadelphia, for the week of May 6

by the Warner Bros. Artists Bureau.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Savoy-Empire Co.. Ltd.. theatrical business;

A. S. Friend. 521 Fifth Ave., New York,
200 shares common.

Aldin.gton Productions, theatrical business

;

Stern &• Reubens, 1 East 45th St., New York.
300 shares common.

Sherbrook Productions, theatrical business;
Attorneys' Albany Service Co., 299 Broadway,
New York. 120 shares common.
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Germany Demands Tighter Import Regulations

FEDERAQOV'T investigating NEBRm CASE

Improvement in Film Subjects Noted by N. V. Censor
Dr. Wingate Says Delicate
Matters Now Handled
With Better Taste

Directors and producers have
made great strides in the delicate
landling of certain subjects during
;he past five years, Dr. James Win-
;ate, head of the New York state
;ensor board, told The Film Daily
in an interview yesterday. He
3ointed out that sex and gangster

'.Continued en Pnge 2)

Para, to Announce Two-Thirds of Titles at Meet
Paramount will announce titles on two-thirds of its new season product at its

coming annual sales convention, states George Schaefer, general sales manager. The
company seems definitely set to offer 63 features, including several series made by
outside producers. One group will be produced by Charles Rogers, and another by
Larry Darmour.

CaroUnaExhibsOrganize
In Move to Solve Zoning

iAN ANTONIO FILM DEPOT

lANNED BY DON DOUGLAS

San Antonio—Don Douglas has
;one to New York in eiTort to in-

erest major distributing companies
n using a general film depot which
le plans to inaugurate here. He is

stressing the economy to be de-
rived from such a group project as
well as quicker film deliveries to

(Continued on Page 4)

Paramount Not Interested
In Outside Color Process
Despite reports to the contrary

Paramount is not interested in the
new color process being developed by
Stewart-Warner in conjunction with
Dupont-Pathe. The company ex-

pects to have its own process ready
for general commercial use within
a year. To what extent this color

will be used is contingent upon con-
{Continued on Page 4)

Juvenile Evaluation

An exhib reports that a mother took her
young son to see "Skippy" and a little later to

see "Sooky." On the way home after the
second picture, the mother asked:
"Which picture did you like best?"
"I liked 'Sooky' best," was the answer,

"because in 'Skippy' the dog died."
"But," reminded the mother, "in 'Sooky'

the little boy's mother died."
"I know," the youngster answered impa-

tiently," but in 'Skippy' the DOC died."

George Akerson Joining
Sidney Kent's Staff at Fox
George Akerson, formerly a sec-

retary to President Hoover and at

present connected with Paramount
in its public relations activities, is

understood slated to join Sidney R.
Kent at Fox.

Charlotte, N. C.—Small theater
owners in this territory have or-

ganized the Theater Protective
Ass'n with a view to tackling prob-
lems of zoning and protection. Tem-
porary officers of the association
are J. A. Reynolds, manager of the
Carolina, Shelby, N. C, president;

{Continued on Page 4)

Carl Laemmie Urges Circuits

To Return Houses to Independents

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "Gross business of

picture theaters could be increased

20 to 25 per cent if each house was
managed personally by its local

owner," declared Carl Laemmie yes-

terday. He urged that circuit op-

erators return theaters to their orig-

inal owners and be extremely lenient

in the matter of payment for the

returned property.

Jacksonville Super
Is Closed by Sparks

Jacksonville, Fla.—As a result of
bad business conditions, the Sparks
Enterprises have closed the Florida,
2,200-seater, for an indefinite period.

The house went on a three-day
policy last month. Other Sparks
theaters now dark are the Republic,
Arcade, Riverside and Temple.

Brookhart Connected With
Investigation of Young-

claus Zoning Suit
Lincoln, Nebr.—That a Federal in-

vestigation is being made of the

Youngclaus protection suit on trial

here this week was learned by the

"Lincoln Star" yesterday and verified

in Washington by Senator Smith W.
Brookhart, who asked the Depart-
ment of Justice to obtain a report
on the trial. The investigation was
denounced here by Arthur Mullen of
Omaha and Bruce Bromley of New

{Continued on Page 4)

Stricter Import Regulations
Asked by German Film Heads

Lord, Thomas & Logan Get
Paramount Adv. Account
Paramount has ended its con-

tract with Hanff-Metzger to han-

dle its advertising and has switched

the account to Lord, Thomas &
Logan.

Berlin (By Cable)—Continuation
of the kontingent, as well as re-

strictions on the importation of

dubbed versions, is requested by
the Association of the German Film
Industry in an appeal just made to

the Government. Dubbing of Ger-
man dialogue should be done only

{Continued on Page 4)

BANDY QUITS WARNERS;

NORRIS ABSORBS DUTIES

H. A. Bandy has resigned as
general sales manager of the War-
ner Bros, foreign department. His
duties have been absorbed by Sam
E. Morris. Bandy may take a mo-
tor trip to the Coast before mak-
ing a new connection.

PoUak Forms New Firm;
Al Herman on Production
Adolph Pollak, formerly presi-

dent of Peerless Pictures, has form-
ed a new producing company with
Al Herman as head of production.
Plans are under way to make 12 in-

dependent features on the coast for
1932-33 release. Pollak has taken
offices at 729 Seventh Ave.

Tarzan" Revives 'Chaser'

Dallas—During the run of "Tarzan, the Ape-
Man" at the Melba, a "chaser" was used her&
for the first time since 1925. Because of s»
many juveniles and others staying to see a
second show, the theater five times daily
flashed an announcement requesting those
who had seen the full show to kindly leave:
and give the waiting crowds a chance.
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FINANCIAL

Powers Takes Over
Rosenthal Exchange

Powers Pictures Inc., has taken
over Regal Films of Cleveland for

the distributing of Powers pictures
in Ohio and Kentucky, according to

David O'Malley, president. Wil-
liam Rosenthal, former owner of

Regal, remains as manager. Dis-

tribution deals for Pittsburgh,
Omaha, Milwaukee and the south
will be closed next week, it is ex-

pected.

Improvements Noted
By New York Censor

(Continued from Page 1)

subjects can be objectionable or un-
objectionable, all depending upon
the individual treatment.

United Artists will soon submit
to the board a revised version of

"Scarface."

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

RITCHEY-ARTCLASS DEAL
J. V. Ritchey, president of Ritchey

Export Corp., has closed with Weiss
Brothers' Artclass Pictures to rep-
resent them in the sale of Artclass
pictures for the United Kingdom.
Ritchey last week closed a three-
year contract for Monogram pic-
tures for the United Kingdom with
P.D.C., Ltd., London.

3 U DIRECTORS ASSIGNED
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Three directorial as-

signments just announced by Carl
Laemmle, Jr., at Universal include:
Cyril Gardner, on "The Invisible
Man"; William Wyler, on "The
Laughing Boy," and Edward Laem-
mle, on the third Tom Mix picture.

WALDEMAR YOUNG RE-SIGNS
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Waldemar Young

has signed a new contract as a
Paramount writer. He recently fin-

ished work on his fourth picture in

eight months, the Maurice Cheva-
lier vehicle, "Love Me Tonight."
Paramount also has given a long

term contract to Stephen R. Rob-
erts, director. He has been as-

signed to "The Challenger," next
George Bancroft picture.

FRIENDSHIP, ALEXANDER JOIN
Boston—Friendship Film Service

of this city has become affiliated

with the Alexander Film Co. of
Colorado Springs, Col., it is an-
nounced by Hubert E. Jenkins of

the Friendship exchange. Service
from the advertising film firm starts
immediately.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: National Variety Artists Week
drive for benefit fund.

Today: Gold Tournament and Dinner-
Dance under auspices of The National
Exhibitor, Maryland Country Club, Balti-
more.

April 23: Fourth Annual Bridge Party ol
National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures, Hotel Pennsylvania Roof, New
York, 1:45 P. M.

April 24:—Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

April 25: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers ofNew England, Hotel Statler. Boston.

Shagrin Resigns as Mgr.
of Warner Coast Houses

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Max Shagrin has re-

signed as manager of Warner West
Coast Theaters and has been suc-
ceeded by L. J. Halper.

High L/Ow
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RADIO CITY ART DIRECTOR
Robert Edmond Jones has been

appointed art director of Radio City

in Rockefeller Center, it was an-

nounced yesterday by Samuel L.

"Roxy" Rothafel.

"U" BRANCH CHANGES
William Benjamin on Monday re-

places Ted Meyers as manager of
the Universal Kansas City exchange.
On the same date. Jack Rue, for-
merly a Universal salesman in
Des Moines, replaces W. C. Ball as
manager of the Salt Lake Exchange.

DENY SCHLAIFER REPORT
Denial was made at Universal

yesterday of reports that L, J.

Schlaifer, who recently joined the
company as general manager, is re-
signing. Rumor has been in circula-
tion along Broadway for some days.

CHAPLIN IMPROVING
Singapore—Charlie Chaplin is re-

covering from his attack of dengue
fever and is expected to leave the

hospital in a few days.
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CANADIAN TELEVISION CO.
Canadian Television, Ltd., has

been formed to manufacture tele-

vision equipment for Canada. The
new company has acquired the De-
Forest and Jenkins television licenses
for the Dominion.

CHAS; MURRAY IN PERSON
Before leaving for Muncie, Ind., to

attend a family reunion, Charlie
Murray made a personal appearance
last night at the RKO Mayfair in

connection with the opening of his

new picture, "The Cohens and Kellys
in Hollywood." Murray is due back
in Hollywood on May 1.

CHARLOTTE HOUSE BOMBED
Charlotte, N. C.—Patrons of the

Charlotte were almost thrown into

a panic when a stench bomb was
exploded causing nauseating fumes
that have so penetrated the theater
that part of the equipment will

have to be renovated. Cause of the
attack is unknown.

ROACH PLAYERS ELOPE
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gertrude Messinger

and David H. Sharpe, who have
been appearing in Hal Roach com-
edies, eloped this week.

M-G-M BUYS BENN LEVY PLAY
M-G-M has acquired motion pic-

ture rights to "The Devil Passes,"
the Benn W. Levy play which had
a run of three months recently at
the Selwyn theater.

HARRY MARX IN TOWN
Harry Marx, who recently re-

signed after handling de luxe houses
for Warner Bros, in the Pittsburgh
territory, is in New York effecting
a new connection.

ATLANTA HOUSE BOMBED
Atlanta—Front of the Majestic,

neighborhood house, was wrecked by
a mysterious bomb yesterday.

NEW LLOYD COMEDY SOON
M^est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Production on Har-
old Lloyd's "Movie Crazy" is prac-
tically finished and the picture will

soon be given an unannounced pre-
view. The secret tryout idea is

followed by Lloyd on all his pro-
ductions to avoid drawing a setup
audience.

BUYS GERMAN PLANT
Stuttgart, Germany — Eastman

Kodak Co. has bought the camera
works of Dr. August Nagel in this
city. The plant will continue under
Dr. Nagel's supervision.

NEW ANNA STEN FILM
"Trapeze," an E. A. Dupont pro-

duction with Anna Sten, will follow
"Ronny" at the Little Carnegie
Playhouse.

GERMAN MUSICAL OPENING
"Royal Lovers," a German musi-

cal film produced by Terra-Films,
opens next Thursday at the Hinden-
burg.

COMING & GOING

DAVID DUNBAR GIVES BLOOD
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— David Dunbar, for-

mer screen heavy but now unem-
ployed, donated a pint of blood to

Leonard Tremain, another actor, to

enable him to combat a bad case of

pneumonia.

BUY FRANKLIN HOUSE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Zach Harris and

his wife, Louise Glaum, have pur-
chased the National at National
City, Cal., from H. B. Franklin.

WESTEBBE JOINS RKO
M. Westebbe, formerly New York

salesman for RKO Pathe has joined
Radio Pictures' New York sales
staff under Bob Wolff.

p. A. POWERS plans to sail for England
next week.
FLOYD GIBBONS and A. P. WAXMAN

arrived from the coast yesterday.
ROY POMEROY is in New York from

the coast to work out a releasing deal for
the series of features he plans to make.
WALTER WANGER leaves tomorrow for

the coast.

ARTHUR JAMES, former publisher has
gone to Rome to edit a feature being released
with the sanction of the Catholic Church.
JAMES CAGNEY left New York yester-

day for the Warner studios on the coast.
S. K. WOLF of ERPI goes to Philadel-

phia tomorrow to deliver a paper on "En-
gineering Aspects of Noise Studies" before
the American Philosophical Society.
MR. and MRS. RICHARD BARTHEL-

MESS, who arrived in New York this week
from abroad, left yesterday afternoon for
Hollywood.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, Warner execu-

tive in charge of advertising and exploitation,
returns today from a swing through the

Middle West and East.
HIRAM S. BROWN has gone to his

home in Maryland for the week-end.
DONN STAPLETON, owner of the Cen-

ter Theater in Ottawa, Canada, and whose
father, Donn Sfapleton, was one of the or-

iginal 26 franchise holders of First National,
was a visitor yesterday at the offices of A.
W. Smith, Warner sales executive.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Relet

Powers CInephom Equipment Corporation

T»'»-TTw Ave.. I BRYANT »-»0»y
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Nobody can write an ad that

carries the same punch and
selling wallop of a trailer! Yon
can say a picture is "thrilling"

but with a trailer you show
them with actual scenes and
that's what sells them ! And
there's no waste circulation —
erer^'body seesyour "ad"on the

screen ! Smart showmen will

tell you there are many ways
to exploit a picture but the

TRAILER always heads the list

!

.v^^' A
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE

AD-VANCE TRAILERS
NEW YORK DALLAS CHICAGO LOS ANGELES



THE

GOV'T INVESTIGATING

NEBRASKA ZONING SUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

York, distributors' attorneys, who
protested it as a discourtesy to the
court,

Paul F. Good, attorney for W. N. Young-
claus in this suit to enjoin the Nebraska pro-

tection agreement as a violation of the anti-

trust law, tangled frequently yesterday with
Mullen on the question of whehter or not

the periods of protection specified in the

agreement are exact periods or merely maxi-
mum clearance. From an exhibit introduced
by the defense, Good quoted the minutes of

an Omaha Film Board of Trade meeting
in which it was shown that a proposed clause

in the protection agreement which would have
designated the period as mere maximums
was stricken out after a vote was taken on
the issue.

Regina Molseed, secretary of the Omaha
Film Board of Trade, testified and produced
correspondence to show the defense conten-

tion that the protection was only maximum.
Miss Molseed admitted from the witness stand

that independent theater owners were given

no notice or part in the framing of the

protection agreement except as they are

represented in the Nebraska M.P.T.P.A.

J. D. CLARK IN LINCOLN
Lincoln, Neb. — John D. Clark,

Paramount western division sales

manager, is here to testify in the

Youngclaus case. He returns to

New York within a day or so.

Carolina Exhibs Organize
In Move to Solve Zoning

(Continued from Page 1)

J. M. Gregg, Charlotte, secretary

and trea^surer. Plans for ironing

out protection differences are now
being discussed.

NORMAN McLEOD ON LEAVE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Norman McLeod,

Paramount director, has been

granted a six weeks' leave of ab-

sence. He sails with Mrs. McLeod
from New York on April 30 aboard

the He de France. McLeod was di-

recting the Marx Brothers in

"Horse Feathers," which has been
temporarily postponed due to Chico

Marx being injured.

DEPOSITIONS TAKEN
Depositions in connection with the

Cleveland projection suit, brought by
the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors As-
sociation, were taken at the Bar
Building yesterday from Gabriel L.

Hess, Hays office attorney. Gov.
Carl Milliken will be called imme-
diately.

NEW LAB. PROCESS
A new film conditioning process

developed and perfected by Jack
Rieger is now being installed in the
Meyer-Rieger Laboratories. A new
height in pliability is claimed for
the process.

Warren William Going Up
Enthusiastic notices given to Warren

Wllllani for his crack performance in

"The Mouthpiece," which opened
Thursday night, is understood to have
definitely set him for stardom by
Warner Bros. In his next picture.
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• • • NOW THAT these Testimonial Dinners are all the

rage the A.M.P.A. gave one to the Friars at Sardi's

yesterday the Friars said so many nice things about

the pressageys and the latter threw so many bouquets

at the Friars that the dining room was soon filled with

the rare aroma of Applesauce and Mister Sardi served

apple strudel for dessert later on Eddie Miller sang

"Pagliacci" in English so the pressageys who were not

up on opera could grasp the idea that everybody was just

clowning but it was a Good Show at that liberally

spattered with bon mots of humor from some of our best

Broadway wits

• • • ACTING AS spokesman for the Friars S.

Jay Kaufman gave the Adjective Boys a swell demonstration of

how to sell a proposition by Indirect Appeal and he

sure got the message of the coming Friars' Frolic on May
8th at the Metropolitan Opera House over with class

he only mentioned it once and then ballyhooed his En-

tertainment Guests as he introduced them in turn

• • • FIRST CAME Harry Hershfield a One-Man
Show worth anybody's dough Harry said the present
union of the Friars and the A.M.P.A. looked like a Merger
for a Failure seems that Harry has been reading up
on the film trade the last few years he was all for this

harmony thing as opposed to the example of the mem-
ber at a Friars' meeting who objected to everything on general
principles till finally the chairman asked him what his

specific kick was and he sez "I object to this

club owing so much!" in conclusion, Mister Hershfield
paid tribute to George Bilson about to leave for Hollerword

he wished him Godspeed—meaning a Speedy Return
Trip 'ellsbells, Harry knows Hollerword

• • • NO LESS than Walter ("Virginia Judge") Kelly
graced the occasion with his trenchant wit he admitted
that in his chosen profession he had met with a degree of suc-
cess that enabled him to be impertinent to theatrical managers

and he had profound respect for the film moguls
"who can parlay ,so many stage flops into Gigantic Successes."

which remark pleased all the pressageys with
the realization that at least one gent had fallen for their pub-
licity salve

• • • AND WITH Eddie Miller's fine vocalizing of "Pa-
gliacci" and Vincent Youman's "Without A Song" an
improvised skit between Lester Allen and S. Jay Kaufman
and a neat speech from Johnny Weissmuller of "Tarzan" fame

it was all by way of a grand Send-Ofif for our own
George Bilson A.M.P.A. vice-prexy about to leave for
his Hollywood assignment for Warners Mike Simmons
spoke with feeling on the Delicate Subject other New
York boys have left for the West Coast before, it seems
Mike was perfectly willing to give George his Round-Trip
travelling bag and when Mister Bilson returns from
Hollerword with it he can pass it on to the next Ampaite
making a sight-seeing tour to the City of Golden Dreams
these pressageys write so much hooey about Hollerword
that only a trip there will Disillusion 'era

a « « » » »

GERMAN INDUSTRY ASKS

TIGHTENING ON IMPORTS

(Continued from Page 1)

in Germany, motion picture offi-

cials say, and only one-fifth of the
importations should be allowed to
undergo dubbing. It is further de-
manded that special restrictions be
imposed for countries having im-
port restrictions,.

San Antonio Film Depot
Planned by Don Douglas

(Continued from Page 1)

theaters in lower Texas. His plan
would have no effect upon continu-
ance of distribution and sales ac-
tivities at Dallas, operating merely
as a supplementary aid in the
handling of film.

Paramount Not Interested
In Outside Color Process

(Continued from Page 1)

ditions affecting the industry. The
Stewart-Warner process is based on
a chemical subtractive idea. It re-
quires a special type of film on
which Dupont-Pathe is understood
to be working.

"TARZAN" HELPS VITAPHONE
Norman H. Moray, sales manager

of Vitaphone short subjects and
trailers, reports that sales of "Ad-
ventures in Africa" have spurted
with release and general interest in

"Tarzan." In New Orleans alone
34 deals involving the "Africa" ser-

ies have been consummated with
Publix.

ZIMBALIST FINISHES PLAY
Al Zimbalist, now doing publicity

for Warner theaters in Newark, has
completed his play, "What Good
Am I?" Negotiations are under
way for production in the fall. Zim-
balist is now collaborating with Bob
Young on another opus, "Publicitv
Is My Racket!"

TOM KEENE ON RADIO
Tom Keene, RKO Radio's western

star, will be guest of honor on "Cow-
boy Tom's Roundup," at Station
WINS, New York, Sunday after-

noon at 5:15.

MANY UAPPY mmm.

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

April 22
Frank Kirby Fred Hounshell
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GRAND OPERAS

KewdalVPcValln

0£eratoques
The world's finest music in popular form that everybody will enjoy. The high'

lights of the story and the most famous arias, presented in two'reel pictures that

will win the enthusiastic support of all music lovers, school officials, clubs and

better films groups. The tremendous success of opera broadcasting has proved its

enormous popularity. Operalogues will win the same kind of enthusiastic

response in your theatre.

'm\ilAidy's
<escAipAid<b
Su^qeAted ht£Von flotow's Opera

'inAI\THA"
with

Wynne Davis Willow Wray
Ivan Edwardes Jack Howell

Directed by Howard Higgin

Supervised by Antoine de Vally
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Academy to Quiz Members on Arbitration Changes

HIGHER MTECTION BEFOl 1 930 GITEDTT TRIAL

52 Two -Reel Comedies on New Educational Program

Increase in Single Reel
Subjects Also Planned,

Says Hammons
Educational's 1932-33 release

schedule will include 52 two-reel
comedies, divided into series of six

to eight, with big names from the

stage and screen heading the casts,

said E. W. Hammons yesterday
(Friday) on the eve of leaving for
the coast to complete plans for the

{Continued on Page 3)

WAMR THEATER COSTS

REDUCEDJ PER CENT

Warner Bros, theaters are under-
stood to have effected a reduction
of 10 per cent in actual operating
costs. This reduction had its begin-
ning March 26, following a general
order from Joseph Bernhard, head
of the circuit.

Publix Managers Warned to Keep Ads Clean
A reminder that all ads must conform to the letter and spirit of the Hays

Advertising Code has just been issued to Publix managers by Arthur L. Mayer.
Deviations noted in some recent ads prompted the order from Mayer, who stresses

the fact that Publix has never counteranced suggestive advertising.

Jules Levy Makes Shifts

In RKO Canadian Division
Appointment of George F. Law

to manage RKO's Winnipeg branch,
with S. H. Decker of Winnipeg
shifting to Calgary as exchange
manager in place of Vernon Dixon,
resigned, is announced by Jules
Levy, general sales manager of

RKO-Radio Pictures. L. M. Devaney
is Canadian general manager, with
E. H. Wells managing the Montreal
branch, Leon Watrous in St. John,
F. Myers in Toronto and W. S.

' Jones in Vancouver.

21 San Diego Theaters

All Equipped with W. E.

San Diego, Cal.—With a recently completed
installation in the Imperial, the 21 theaters of

this city are now 100 per cent Western Electric

equipped. Other local installations are the

Aztec, Balboa, Broadway, Cabrlllo. Carteri,

Casino, Diana, Egyptian, Fairmount, Fox, Fox

Orpheum, Hillcrest, Hollywood, Mission, New
California, North Park, Plaza, Spreckels, Su-

perba and Vista.

Data on Current Theater Conditions

Will Be Compiled at Union Meet
Data on theater business condi-

tions in the United States and Can-
ada will be assembled by delegates
to the 31st annual convention of the
L A. T. S. E. and M. P. 0. slated

for Columbus, 0., June 6. These
reports will be analyzed as the or-

(Continued on Page 3)

Stark Bringing Over
4 German Talking Films

Four German talking features are
being brought to this country by
Rolf Stark, son of Lothar Stark,

independent German producer. Rolf
{Continued on Page 11)

Zoning Plan Sponsored by
Nebraska M.P.T.O., Says

C. E. WiUiams
Lincoln, Nebr. — Evidence that

protection existed in Nebraska many
years before the protection agree-
ment of July 22, 1930, was per-
mitted for the first time by Federal
Judge T. C. Munger yesterday (Fri-
day) in the suit of William N.
Youngclaus to enjoin the agreement

{Continued on Page 3)

Changes in Arbitration Pact
May Follow Academy Survey

4 Productions Finished

By Warner-First Nat'I
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — First National's

"Doctor X," in Technicolor, with cast

headed by Lionel Atwill, and "War-

ner's "Competition," with 'Chic' Sale,
(Continued on Page 11)

li'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A committee has been

appointed to ascertain the senti-

ments of members of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

regarding revisions or eliminations

in the producers' arbitration agree-
{Continued on Page 11)

Qoing Overboard on Morality
—crusading films evoke little audience interest

"'J DON CARLE GILLETTE===
IF

SOME half dozen current releases may be accepted as harbingers, a wave of dra-

matically coated moralizatlon is about to roll forth from the screen.

The new tendency has some earmarks of being the result of pressure, direct or

indirect, from the interests involved.
. . • •

Coming along shortly after the newspapers of the country had registered their big

kick and threat of retaliation against the unfavorable representation of the journalistic

craft on the screen, "The Famous Ferguson Case," upholding reputable newspaper

workers and denouncing the scandal sheet methods, is pretty much of a gesture to

appease the offended members of the Fourth Estate.

"Scandal for Sale" is another vitriolic attack on the dirt-dishmg tabloids as con-

trasted with clean journalism.
, ,. , . -.l tL

In "Disorderly Conduct," the policemen, frequently linked with graft activities in

crime films, came in for glorification.
„ , . . , i »l » l >l .

An interpolated sequence in "Scarface," which goes to gory lengths to show that

{Continued on Page 2)

SAM KATZ RUMOR ELICITS

DENIAL BY ADOLPHZUKOR

Due to reports in circulation
Thursday that Sam Katz would be
elected president of Paramount
Publix at Tuesday's meeting, and
Adolph Zukor appointed chairman
of the finance committee, Zukor has
issued a complete denial of such in-

tentions. John Hertz also made a
statement confirming Zukor's re-
marks.

Rothacker Returns West
To Complete RKO Survey
Watterson R. Rothacker who join-

ed RKO last month as managing di-

rector in charge of the business ad-
ministration of RKO studios and to
make a survey and report, has con-
cluded conferences with B. B. Ka-
hane and other home office officials

{Continued on Page 11)

Review Board Suggests

Mother's Day Pictures

Recommending that Mother's Day, May 8,

be utilized for the showing of programs to

which children can go and take mother along,

the National Board of Review has compiled
the following list of suitable pictures: "Emma,"
"The Champ," "East Lynne," "Fanny Foley
Herself," "Father's Son," "Forbidden Adven-
ture" (also called "Newly Rich"), "The Great
Meadow," "Mother and Son," "Symphony of

Six Million."
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Qoing Overboard on Morality
—crusading films evoke little audience interest

(.Continued from Page 1)

lawbreaking does not pay, puts tliis problem squarely up to the voters and the news-

papers that make glamorous personalities out of criminals by continually headlining them.

"The Wet Parade" goes after old John Barleycorn. It delves into prohibition, pro

and con, exposing the evils of each side and leaving a blank space for the answer.

REGARDLESS of whether the preaching sequences in these pictures are accidental or

by design, the fact remains that such a tendency can very easily go too far for

the screen's own good.

The line that divides entertainment from morality propaganda may not always be

easy to define, but in case of doubt it is always safer to give entertainment the benefit.

As a matter of plain reporting, on occasions when some of the above-mentioned

pictures were viewed, it was noted that whenever the least hint of moral oratory

emanated from the screen, a good part of the audience started to cough, move around,

whisper and otherwise relax its attention.

It's just a little hint.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Kox Thea. "A" 7-16 7-16 7-16 +116

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
fine. Th. Eq. 6s40. 4 354 4 + ^i

Keith A-0 6s46... 40^ 40 40
Loew 6s 41ww 81 81 81+1
Paramount 6s 47.. 32 SO'A 30A — l'/^

Far. 5J^s50 28}4 27 27 — \V%
Warner's 6s39 20 18^4 18!4 — Va

ARCHAINBAUD RE-ENGAGED
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Following completion

of "State's Attorney," starring John
Bafrymore and Helen Twelvetrees,

George Archainbaud has been signed

to a new directorial contract by
RKO.

li New York
M 1 540 Broadway

BRyant 9-4712

Long laland City li
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B. B. Kahane to Confer
On RKO Production Costs
B. B. Kahane, who plans to leave

for the coast "Wednesday, will com-
plete arrangements for Radio Pic-

tures' 1932-33 production schedule

and confer with David O. Selznick

on studio and production costs for

coming productions.
H. B. Franklin, RKO theaters

head, will leave for a coast trip

in ten days, during which he will

visit several first run RKO houses
in key cities.

WAFILMS MOVING PLANT
Wafilms, Inc., on Monday will

move its plant to 700 Vernon Ave.,

Long Island City. New quarters
are equipped with 14 film storage
vaults, and the company will enter
the public film storage business,

says Fred W. Futter, vice-president.

Offices will be maintained at 729
Seventh Ave., New York.

JANE WINTON UNDER KNIFE
Jane Winton, who has just com-

pleted the leading feminine role in

a S. S. Van Dine short for Warner
Bros., enters the Lenox Hill Hospital
Sunday to undergo an appendicitis

operation.

RENEW WITH POWERS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—U. B. Iwerks and Walt

Disney will continue to use Powers
Cinephone recording for the coming
season. Iwerks produces "Flip the
Frog" and Disney's "Mickey Mouse"
and "Silly Symphonies."

SHAYON JOINS F. & M.

Sam Shavon, formerly assistant

to Boris Morros, head of Para-
mount's music department, has join-

ed the Fanchon and Marco organi-
zation.

A MILLION FEET OF EVERYTHING

"STOCK SHOTS"
Stone Film Library

729—Tth Avenue New York, N. Y.

Telephone; BRyant 9-4370-4446

George Washington Clubs
Formed in Premium Tieup
Formation of George Washington

Art Clubs throughout the country in

a premium tieup is planned by The-

atrical Premium Co. with theaters

working with schools and patriotic

societies. The plan, as stated yes-

terday by Morris Nunes, is to pro-

vide houses with lobby displays of

22 statuettes of George Washing-
ton and other famous persons iden-

tified with him. Each boy and girl

who attends the initial club matinee

is given a membership button, com-
plete set of paints and brush and a

chart of pictures and colors showing
how to paint. At each matinee at-

tended a statuette is given the
iuvenile until the set is completed.
The plan runs 22 weeks.

MARTELL DOING "GIGOLETTE"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Alphonse Martell will

nroduce and direct "Gigolette," with
a cast headed by Gilbert Roland and
Madere Bellamy. Production is at

the Tec-Art studios. Henry Cron-
iager and Herman Schopp will be
the cameramen.

"U" BUYS STORIES
Universal has acquired screen

rights to "No. 55," Louis Bromfield
story published in Cosmopolitan
Magazine. Another recent Universal
buy is "Only Yesterday," current
big seller by Frederick Lewis Allen
of Harper's Magazine.

JOINS RKO WRITING STAFF
Francis M. Cockrell. formerly on

t^^he editorial staff of College Humor,
has been signed as a writer by RKO.
He leaves for the coast today (Sat-
urday).

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory
799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Lambs' Gambol, Imperial The-
ater, New York.

April 25 : Annual Ball. Movie Bookers o(
New England, Hotel Statler. Boston.

April 28 : Allied States Ass'n board of di-
rectors meeting, Congress Hotel. Chi-
cago. 10:30 A. M.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In-
diana Indorsers of Photoplays. Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

April 27: Annual meeting and banquet of
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.

April 30: Movie Ball under auspices of As-
sociated Theater Owners of Maryland,
Lyric Theater, Baltimore.

May 3-4: RKO Spring Golf Tournament,
Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.

May 5-8: Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam.
Holland.

May 9 : Testimonial dinner to Harry H.
Thomas, Hotel Astor, New York, 8 P.M.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion, Chicago.

May 23 : Columbia eastern sales convention,
Atlantic City.

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger,
Hotel Astor, New York. 8 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31 : Columbia western sales convention,
Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall,
Columbus, O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, Den-
ver.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

Monty Salmon Appointed
Publix District Manager
Philadelphia—Monty Salmon, re-

cently city manager here for Pub-
lix, is now district manager in the
Atlantic States division, supervis-
ing Philadelphia, Ambridge, Butler,
Johnstown, Uniontown and Parkers-
burg. His headquarters continue at
the Tower theater here.

INDIANA THEATER BOMBED
Anderson, Ind.—Front of the Or-

pheum was damaged Friday by a
bomb said to have been hurled from
a moving auto.

hiskkntHoicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rate*
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CITES HIGHER PROTECTION

BEFORE 1930 AGREEMENT

(^Continued front Page 1)

as a violation of the anti-trust laws.

Herbert W. Wengel, Publix booker

for this territory, testified that the

Granada theater in Norfolk, 15

miles from the Youngclaus house in

Madison, has already had from 30

to 60 days protection over Madison
and towns many miles farther away.
The protection agreement of 1930
allows Norfolk only 10 days in a

15-mile zone.

John D. Clark, western sales man-
ager of Paramount, also told the

court that protection has been a

custom of the film industry as long
as he can remember. He stated that
the account of protection given large
theaters is part of the considera-
tion for the higher license fees that

the large theaters pay for films.

The M.P.T.O. of the Omaha ex-

change territory originated the pro-
tection agreement and fought for

its adoption in order to reduce pro-
tection given Publix houses, it was
testified by C. E. Williams of
Omaha, president of this organiza-
tion for the last 12 years. He re-
lated that producer-owned theaters
were never represented in meetings
of the organization and that inde-
pendents outnumbered producer-
owned theaters 200 to about 40. The
latter group is all Publix except for
two RKO and three Fox houses. On
cross-examination Williams admit-
ted that the producer-owned theaters
paid $4,000 of the total of $5,800
dues collected by the M.P.T.O. in

1930. The Publix, RKO and Fox
dues came in a single check signed
by Hiram Brown, he said. Wil-
liams gets $2,200 as president.

STARTING BOSWELL SHORT
Ray Frledgen is preparing to di-

rect the second subject, featuring
the Boswell Sisters, in the series be-
ing made by William Rowland-Mon-
ty Brice Productions for Universal
release. The first short, with Texas
Guinan heading the cast, is now be-
ing edited by Helene Turner. Three
subjects are to be delivered to Uni-
versal before the company holds its

sales convention in June.

COMING & GOING

ARTHUR K. KELLY, United Artists' for
eign manager, and MAURY SILVER
STONE, London manager for the company,
arrive in New York on Sunday from Holly-
wood.

AL CHRISTIE sailed Friday night on the
I'Vance for the other side.

RUTHELMA STEVENS, Broadway act

ress signed by First National to play her
stage role in the picture version of "Life
Begins," is on her way to the coast.

B. B. KAHANE leaves for the coast Wed-
nesday.

H. B. FRANKLIN plans to leave for the

coast May 2.

AiDNG;^IALTO

NJtW VORIC IDS ANGELES

• • • INSIDE NEWSPAPER circles are buzzing with a
report that Arthur James is negotiating to take over the Morn-
ing "Telegraph" his idea being to make it a straight

amusement rag to compete with "Variety" but still re-

taining the tone of a big metropolitan daily Arthur
evidently figures that a daily has the edge on any weekly pub-
lication for he will have the call on general advertising
support the same as any other daily newspaper

• • • IF THE deal goes through it will only be
on condition that no racing news is carried for Max
Annenberg, who now controls the "Telly" along with a
string of other racing sheets like the "Racing Form" through-
out the country would not sell to anyone who would com-
pete with him on his monopoly of- the turf field so the
wise ones say the deal looks good as Mister Annenberg
is reported to be anxious to get out from under and
Arthur's publication policy offers a logical solution now
it's mostly a matter of terms so the talk goes

• • • IT WAS some 15 years ago that Doug Fairbanks
was making a feature for Triangle "His Picture In the
Papers" the story of a gink who was always looking
for publicity a natural for Doug or any other
screen hactor the Big Scene was a prize fight
so they hired the Sharkey Athletic Club here in New York

and staged a regular bout with a swell list of invited
guests of the town's elite in the social and sporting worlds

Doug's opponent in the ring was Jack Denning
who came near being the middle-weight champ in those days

he was that good Jack is now a referee at the
Madison Square Garden bouts

• • • IN THE second round Jack got so steamed up with
the swell crowd and everythin' that he forgot it was
just a movie and slipped over a stiff punch to Doug's
chin Doug's knees sagged he wobbled the
Fatal Sign which every fighter knows is the beginning
of the end so Jack, quick-witted grabbed Mister
Fairbanks and held him up in a close clinch giving
Doug's bean a chance to clear the referee tried to pry
'em apart, not being hep to what had happened and the
crowd though Doug was giving Jack a beating and Jack was
holding on for protection so they hooted him
then Doug's head cleared and they finished the round
without the crowd or director getting wise

• • • NOW THIS Denning gent was afraid Doug might
think he slipped one over on him purposely so afte»
wards he apologized adroitly and diplomatically

and sez "Do you know. Mister Fairbanks, you almost
finished me in the second round with that right cross?

1 was forced to go into that clinch till my head cleared."

and Doug, vastly elated, went for the boloney and sez
"Oh—er—I'm sorry I was so rough!" and gave

Jack an extra 20-case note to salve the "blow"! and that,

boys and girls, is the lowdown on why Doug to this day admits

he's a Great Boxer

ADD SIMILES As superior as the lowest form of animal

life to a baby kidnaper

52 TWO-REEL COMEDIES

ON NEW EDUCATIONAL LIST

(Continued from Page 1)
new program. Half of these two-
reelers are already set, Hammons
stated. In addition, Educational al-
so expects to have a larger number
of one-reelers next season than it
has had in the past. These also will
be m a variety of series, some of
which have been lined up.

Union Will Compile
Data on Conditions

{Continued from Page 1)
ganization maps out its legislative
program.
Nine district conventions are

scheduled as preliminaries to the
national meeting. They will be held
as follows: June 2, District No. 1
Montana, Idaho, Oregon, Washing-
ton and British Columbia; June 4
District No. 2, California, Nevada'
Arizona, New Mexico and Utah;
June 5, District No. 3, New Eng-
land states; June 4, District No. 4
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland'
Virginia, West Virginia and District
of Columbia; June 5, District No.
8, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio and Ken-
tucky; June 5, District No. 10, New
York; June 3, District No. 11, On-
tario, Quebec, Prince Edward Is-
land, Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick; June 3, District No. 12, Mani-
toba, Saskatchewan and Alberta;
June 5, District No. 14, New Jersey.

HERSCHEL STUART A DADDY
A girl, Faith, was born to Mrs.

Herschel Stuart at the New Haven
Hospital, New Haven, Friday af-
ternoon, according to a wire receiv-
ed by H. B. Franklin, who wondered
why Stuart failed to keep an ap-
pointment at RKO at 3 p. m.
"Stuart's wire contained a satisfac-
tory explanation," said Franklin.
"Proud father bearing up as well

as could be expected," said a wire
from Stuart.

3>t: $i*Sfc&*is

MANYUAPPYRETlieNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to th*
following memben of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

April 23-24
Duncan Renaldo James Dearborae

H. C. Knox

Melville Baker
Sydney Singerman

Edwin S. Graham
Marceline Day

« « « » » »
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK i

HOLLYWOOD
I^EGIS TOOMEY, visiting his home

town of Pittsburgh, where he
was graduated from the University
of Pittsburgh, has been receiving
plenty of "hail the conquering hero!"
welcome demonstrations. Toomey,
who recently completed a long con-
tract with Paramount, went to the
Pennsylvania metropolis to appear
at the Stanley, and it is understood
his eastern bookings will include the
Palace in New York.

* « *

Evalyn Knapp, Eddie Nugent,
William Janney, Frank McHugh and
Betty Gillette have been added to
Warners' "Crooner," in which David
Manners and Ken Murray also are
cast.

* * ^

William (Stage) Boyd plays the
part of an underworld leader in

"State's Attorney," the new RKO-
Radio picture starring John Barry-
more with Helen Twelvetrees in the
leading feminine role,

* * *

Recent additions to the cast of
"Woman's Day," which First Na-
tional is shortly to put into pro-
duction, include Glenda Farrell and
Hardie Albright.

* * *

Don Alvarado and Arthur Pier-
son have been assigned roles in

Fox's "Fancy Free."
* * >)

Gerald Barry has joined the cast
of Constance Bennett's RKO-Radio
Pictures' starring vehicle, "The
Truth About Hollywood." George
Cukor is directing this Adela Rogers
Hyland story, with Lowell Sherman,
Gregory Ratoff, Bryant Washburn
and Florence Roberts in leading
roles.

Mervyn LeRoy's Gotham Cycle
Mervyn LeRoy is becoming an authority on New York. He recently

directed "Heart of New York" and is now at work on "New York Town."
Later he is to handle "Central Park."

R. N. Bradbury, who has been di-

recting his son, Bob Steele, in his

new series of westerns for Sono
Art-World Wide, is now preparing
the story for the next release, "The
Man From Hell's Edges," a U. S.

Secret Service story.

• • *

Gregory Ratoff, former star of the
Moscow Art Theater, whose out-
standing father characterization in

Fannie Hurst's 'Symphony of Six
Million," won him a long RKO
Radio Pictures contract, has been
assigned the role of a film producer
in "The Truth About Hollywood,'
Constance Bennett's starring ve-
hicle. George Cukor is directing.

Played 100 Father Roles

George Irving, In the course of his
19 years In motion pictures, has played
a father role more than 100 times. He
has just been signed for another pater-
nal part In Paramount's "Merrily We
Co to Hell," with Sylvia Sidnay and
Fredric March.

Kate Campbell, vaudeville head-
liner and favorite of the musical
stage, makes her screen debut with
Tom Keene in "Ghost Valley," RKO
Pathe western mystery thriller.

:¥ ^ *

Roy Del Ruth, who is to direct

"Blessed Event," a forthcoming
Warner production, has started
casting for this current New York
stage success. Del Ruth recently re-

turned from, the Eastern metropolis
where he went to see this play in

action.
* * *

Edward G. Robinson, who recent-
ly completed "Two Seconds" at First
National, will be the star of "Tiger
Shark," soon to enter production.
"Silver Dollar," a story of pioneer
Colorado by David Karsner recently
purchased for Robinson's use, will

be postponed until after the produc-
tion of "Tiger Shark." The latter,

known previously as "Tuna," has
been authored by Howard Hawks,
who will also direct.

* * *

Warner Oland has been selected
for an important role in Elissa
Landi's next Fox picture, "Burnt
Offering," to be directed by Frank
Lloyd. Donald Crisp has also been
cast in this production.

* « «

Eflfle Eisler, Tourbin Meyer, Jack
Trainor, Gordon DeMaine, Nick
Caruso, Carrol Wines and Rex Lind-
sey are new additions to the cast of
"The Truth About Hollywood," the
Constance Bennett starring picture
being directed by George Cukor at
the RKO Radio studio.

When he has completed "Revolt,"
Mary C. McCall's story of the Rus-
sian Revolution, soon to enter pro-
duction at the First National studios,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will star in
a film to be titled "Some Call It
Love," the work of Rian James, who
has already supplied the younger
Fairbanks with one picture—"Love
Is a Racket."

*

Paul Hurst and Stanley Blystone
are additions to the cast of "Hold
'Em Jail," RKO Radio's prison farce
with Wheeler and Woolsey heading
the cast.

* t¥ t*

Sheets Gallagher unll play a lead-
ing role in Paramount's "Merrily
We Go to Hell."

* * *

"The Woman of Flame" is an-
nounced as the new title of the pic-
ture which has been in preparation
at Paramount studios as "Bride of

the Enemy," co-starring Claudette
Colbert and Clive Brook.

Screen play for "The Woman of

Flame" is being prepared by Oliver
H. P. Garrett and the production is

to be directed by Berthold Viertel,

who directed Miss Colbert in "The
Wiser Sex," produced some months
ago at the Paramount New York
studio.

* * *

Gertrude Short, red haired co-

medienne, has been cast in RKO
Radio's "The Truth About Holly-
wood," the new Constance Bennett
starring picture. George Cukor is

directing.
* * *

Rosco Ates does his latest stut-

tering in RKO Radio's "The Road-
house Murder."

* * *

Richard Wallace, Paramount di-

rector, has abandoned his plan to

visit Europe this summer and in-

stead will join filmland's Malibu
colony.

* *

David O. Selznick, RKO produc-
tion chief, is reported to be enthusi-
astic over the filming thus far of
Constance Bennett's current picture,

"The Truth About Hollywood." This
is the opus for which George Cukor
was borrowed from Paramount.

Bernard Schubert, the New York
playwright who wrote the screen
version for "Symphony of Six Mil-
lion," has completed the screen ver-
sion and dialogue for "The Empty I

Chair," a Universal production.
Schubert is free-lancing.

* * *

Ettore Campana, operetta basso,
has been signed for the role of
Mephistopheles in the new Educa-
tional-Kendall de Vally Operalogue,
"Walpurgis Night." Estelle Reed,
premiere ballerina, will appear as
Phryne, John Lince as Bacchus,
Madolyn King as Cleopatra and Jack
Howell as Lucifer. Howard Higgin
will direct, with Del Castillio con-
ducting the orchestra. "Lakme" is
being considered for the next sub-
ject in this series.

* * *

C. Gardner Sullivan, prominent
M-G-M executive scenarist, instead
of joining the hegira to Europe this
summer, plans a leisurely motor
tour of Uncle Sam's domain. J

* * * ^
"How to be a successful scenario

writer in one lesson through the
mail," is the theme of a lengthy ar-
ticle which Robert Lord is writing
for a publication of national promi-
nence. Regarded as one of the most
capable and successful scenarists in
the industry. Lord is qualified to
speak with authority.

* * +

"Lawyer Man," a story of Max
Trell, has been purchased by War-
ner Bros, for screen production. It
is described as the story of an East
Side attorney who rises to success
in his chosen profession. Production
executives are considering it as a
vehicle for either William Powell or
Edward G. Robinson.

* * it

In addition to the definite assign- '.

ment of Lee Tracy for the leading
role in "Blessed Event," Warner
Bros, have already given roles to
Frank McHugh, George Walker,
Sheila Terry and Tom Dugan. Mary
Brian has the feminine lead. Roy
Del Ruth will direct.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where (he "Famous Doorway of Hospitality''

Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse>
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui>

sine, convenient parking—every modem con>
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Look/or the "Donrway o/Hospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr, Hyde"

Breaks on First Page

jyfANAGER W. H. Hall of the

Paramount theater, Tex-

arkana, Tex., tied up with the

local newspaper and got a 2-col.

X 7-inch box on the front page

as well as inside stories to pub-

licize "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde." Through the columns of

the paper the picture received

lots of publicity by telling how
one man and one woman might

win $2.50 each. At a special

midnight showing just prior to

picture's opening the next day,

a man was to sit one one side

of the theater auditorium and a

woman on the other; doors

locked; lights out and then see

the picture from beginning to

end. The two finally selected

had to stand a physical exami-

nation by a doctor and sign a

waiver releasing the theater

from all responsibility.

—Paramount, Texarkana, Tex.

Newsreel Short Helped

"Trapped in a Submarine"

ATANAGER Thomas F. Wall
of the Modern theater, Bos-

ton, played up his feature,

"Trapped in a Submarine," by
using a newsreel shot of the

M-2, recently sunken British

submarine during its final man-
euvers, in conjunction with the

showing of the trailer. For a

week in advance, the picture was
advertised with the special trail-

er, and after the first few titles,

the newsreel shot of the M-2
was inserted, later continuing

with regular trailer. This proved

quite novel and received many
favorable comments. Wall also

issued invitations to the Com-
mander of the Charlestown
Navy Yard and enlisted men to

view "Trapped in a Submarine"
on the opening night of picture.

Extra publicity was gained at

no extra cost to the theater.

—Modern, Boston, Mass.

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
iiii^^^^^^i^iiiiiii^ By "C. A." '

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment-

Large Stage

For Motion Picture Woric

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARDSOUND RECORDING CORP
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

PRODUCTION at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio came to a halt

last Saturday for a period of seven
weeks, during which time the equip-

ment will be given a complete go-
ing-over and improvements made in

the studios. The plant will open
again June 13.

The Vitaphone studio staff held a

lobster party on the set, Saturday,
as a last get-together. Among the

Vitaphone celebrities who attended
were John Hamilton, the S. S. Van
Dine mystery solver; Jane Winton,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth of the

Naggers' ,series fame, and many
other leading Vitaphone players.

•

An Italian talking feature being
made for the Aurora Film Corp.,

was put into production last week
at the Standard Sound Recording
Studio.

•

Simultaneously with the com-
pletion of his third consecutive

season with Vitaphone Studios.

Burnet Hershey has turned out

the dialogue ayid adaptation for
the "Crane Poison Mystery,"
eleventh of the S. S. Van Dine
Detective mysteries. He is now
at work on the next and final

story in the Van Dine series.
•

"The Crane Poison Mystery,"
eleventh of the 12 two-reel S. S.

Van Dine mystery stories being re-

leased this season by Vitaphone, was
completed Thursday under the di-

rection of Joseph Henabei-y- Jane
Winton makes her second screen ap-

pearance since her marriage in this

film. Fifty-three players, headed by
Donald Meek and John Hamilton,

are in the cast. Others of promi-

nence on the legitimate stage who
play in the film include Lucille

Sears, Walter Wilson and Douglas

Gilmore.
•

G. G. Popovici, formerly with

Paramount at the Astoria studio

has joined the sound department

staff at the Eastern Service Studio,

N. Y.
•

With his wife on the road to re-

covery from an appendicitis opera-

tion, Ray Foster, Vitaphone camera-

man, is planning a trip to Havana
where he and his wife are to spend

four weeks. The call of the south-

ern climes is also being answered by

Phil Quinn, assistant director, who
is going to Miami next week.

•

Filmack Trailer Co., with

studios in Chicago, have added

sound and announce that hence-

forth all Filmack trailers will be

made with synchronized music.
•

When Sam Sax, Vitaphone East-

ern Studio chief, left for the coast

last Monday he took with him sev-

eral scripts from which he is to

make Technicolor musical shorts.

These are planned to be the most
prententious short subjects yet pro-
duced by Vitaphone. Four more
scripts are being completed and are
to be sent on to Mr. Sax in Holly-
wood.

•

Frank Namczy, art director of the
Vitaphone Eastern studios, spends
his leisure time in fishing and sail-

ing. He is going to launch his new
.^.'j-foot cruiser this week-end at

^lamaroneck off Long Island Sound.
•

One of the most unusual short
subjects to be produced at the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio was filmed at
tnat plant Thursday. The cast con-
sisted of six of the most popular
radio entertainers of the day. They
are Kate Smith, Arthur Tracy, bet-

ter known to radio fans as "The
Street Singer," Colonel Stoopnagle
and Budd, The Boswell Sisters, Abe
Lyman and Sylvia Froos. Jerrj

Wald, radio editor of the New York
"Evening Graphic," introduces the
stars, showing them at home and in

a series of informal scenes. The
iilm will be known as "Jerry Wald's
Radio Newsreel."

"The Black King" is the title

of the first of a series of three

features starring an all negro
cast by the Southland Pictures
Corp. and now in production at

the Metropolitan studio. Fort
Lee. Bud Pollard is directing,

with Dal Clawson and Lester
Lang at the cameras and Marc
Asch in charge of sound.

•

Dick Willis, Vitaphone's ace make-
up man, has been engaged by the

Masonic Temple to take charge of

the wigs and costumes for the

George Washington Bi-Centennial
Affair to be held at the Hotel Astor
during the first week of the studio

layoft'. This makes the third affair

of its kind that Dick has handled for

the Masons this year.
•

A series of one-reelers featuring

Eddie Miller, under the general title

of "One Man Quartet," is being

planned. Harry Miller, brother of

Eddie, Lou Lehr and Johnnie Walker
are interested, it is learned, and pro-

duction will be made at a New York
Studio. •

Joe Henabery, Vitaphone director,

is going to be kept quite busy at

the Eastern Studios, for the next

few weeks. Henabery is going to

supervise the cutting of several of

his recent shorts including "Con-

tact," in which Captain Frank M.
Hawks is starred, "The Campus
Mystery," and his latest, "The Crane

Poison Mystery."
•

Wilfred Lytell, who has a featured

role in "Stage Struck," Ruth Et-

ting's new two-reel "story in song"

for Vitaphone, is planning to pro-

duce a play this fall in which his

brother, Bert Lytell, will be starred.

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

f)
How Hollywood

Was Discovered

'"THE discovery of Hollywood

occurred only twenty years

ago, although before that sever-

al movie companies had attempt-

ed to utilize the California sun-

shine for what has since proven

to be its God-given purpose. In
1910 D. W. Grifiith had ventured
across the continent with his
Biograph Company, consisting
principally of Henry D. Wal-
thall, Mary Pickford and Owen
Moore, but returned to New
York because there was an in-

sufficiency of actors in Los An-
geles. (Today there are about
100,000 actors too many in that
popular region). It was in 1912
that Jesse L. Lasky, a discour-
aged vaudeville magnate, joined
forces with his brother-in-law,
Samuel Goldfish, a glove sales-
man, and decided to make a pic-
ture of the play "The Squaw
Man." They engaged Cecil B.
DeMille as director and Dustin
Farnum as star, and for no good
reason selected Flagstaff, Ari-
zona, as the scene of produc-
tion. Thither DeMille and Far-
num traveled, but one look at
Flagstaff convinced them that a
mistake had been made, so they
continued on westward. A
chance acquaintance on the train
informed them that they could
probably rent space cheaply in

Hollywood, a .sleepy suburb of
Los Angeles. When DeMille and
Farnum approached that desti-
nation, however, the denizens of
Hollywood must have seen them
coming and, moreover, must
have forseen the golden era of
which they were the heralds, for
the exorbitant rental of $200 a
week was charged for the barn
on Vine Street in which "The
Squaw Man," Hollywood's first

feature picture, was photo-
graphed. Following that, Grif-
fifth returned to make "The
Birth of a Nation," Mary Pick-
ford to make "Tess of the
Storm Country," and the cock-
ney comic, Charlie Chaplin, quit
the music halls to play a part
in a Keystone one-reeler en-
titled "Kid's Auto Races."

Robert E. Sherwood, in

McCall's.

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block

ON THE BOARDWALK
ATLANTIC CITY

A Smart Hotel in

America's Smartest Resort
Ideal Convention Facilities

ATTRACTIVE RATES
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

PUT OUT BY MOVIOLA CO.

li'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A complete line of

film viewing, sound reproducing ma-
chines and synchronizers that are
said to meet every requirement for
this type equipment is now being
marketed by the Moviola Company
here.

Among the many devices manu-
factured and distributed by the
company besides synchronizers and
film viewing devices, are sound re-

producing machines, reversible pro-
jectors and multiple reel rewinders.

The film viewing and sound re-

producing machine, which is known
as the model T, is reversible and
may be used with loose strips of
film or with film on 1,000-foot reels.

In the latter case the film is taken
off one reel and automatically taken
up on the other reel when running
in either direction. This machine
it is declared has no intermittent
movement but the film moves con-
tinuously and the machine is there-
fore particularly quiet-running and
free from wear. It is very easy
on the film, not only when running
forward, but equally so when run-
ning backward. The motion picture
eflFect on the observer's eyes is ob-
tained by a revolving shutter which
produces one short flash of light

per frame on the film.

This model, it is also declared, is

equipped with a variable speed motor
of which the speed may be regulated
by a switch and a hand rheostat
or by a foot control at the option
of the operator. It is also obtain-
able with a constant speed motor,
if desired.

The viewing lamps, as well as the
exciter lamp for the sound repro-
duction, are standard 6-8 volt, sin-
gle contact, 50 candle power auto
headlight lamps.

Models UC and UD for use in syn-
chronizing a picture film with a sep-

Trade where
you're always
TREATED

RIGHT!

\ National Theatre

I Supply Company
'^ Your Lojical Supply Source

Now Is The Time!
Those hot summer days will soon be here. Don't be caught unawares. Be pre-

pared when the first days of warm weather come along. This Is the time of year to

clean up and paint up your theater. Spring housecleaning will do much to boost
business and prepare you for the annual fight against summer. Extend the process to

every part of your theater, making sure that equipment is in first class condition.

Replace old equipment your theater has outgrown. See that your seat covers are clean

and ready for use. For, remember, with the lure of hot summer months enticing your

patrons away, it is going to resolve Itself into a matter of, not how much new busi-

ness you can get, but how much old business you can hold.

Novel 1,000-W. Floodlight

Being Marketed by Major
Chicago—A novel 1,000-watt flood-

light, possessing structural strength
without unnecessary weight, and
which is said to open up many new
possibilities for larger floodlighting

jobs, is being marketed by the Major
Equipment Co. of this city.

Made of spun aluminum and brass,
and entirely weatherproof, the de-
vice is equipped with Bausch and
Lomb reflectors, known for their

higher reflector qualities and long
life. The lamp is suspended from
the top from a special socket ar-

rangement that permits easy adjust-
ment, with a tight locking positional

fastening. The focusing arrange-
ment is covered by a weathertight
cap entirely enclosing all moving
parts. The hood is non-ventilated,
and has no aperture for moisture to

work into the lamp housing. The
front is Pyrex molded heat resisting
glass roundels, supplied in clear dif-

fusing or colors. The front is the
new clamp type that is weather-
proof and is easily slipped on or off.

Supplied with an 8^ inch solid base
with lock nut for position, the de-
vice can also be used with pipe
clamp mounting the company de-
clares.

VICTOR REDUCES PRICES
Davenport, la. — Victor Animato-

graph Corp. of this city announces
the development of its new model
3 and 5 cameras along with a new
price policy. In making the an-
nouncement, the company calls at-

tention to the fact that the new
prices are not the result of cheapen-
ing or of reducing the completeness
of the product, but rather that the
improvements and additions to the
cameras are as startling as the re-

ductions in prices, and in keeping
with the times.

arate sound film consists of a film
viewing machine and a sound film
attachment, mounted together on a
cabinet containing an amplifier and
switching devices.

The projectors are manufactured
with or without sound reproducing
equipment and are especially suit-

able for editorial work as they can
be operated in the same manner as
the film viewing machines, the com-
pany claims.

New Solderless Lug
Has Many Advantages

The new solderless adjustable lug
recently brought out by Hoffman-
Soons Electrical & Engineering
Corp. of New York is reported meet-
ing with great popularity by users,
owing to its adaptability to several
different wire sizes and as a time
saver in making connections of the
lead wires to rheostats for motion
picture projectors.
The lugs, which are being offered

in three styles, lA, round terminal,
2A, round terminals, and 3A, for
square terminal, are of extra heavy
construction, adjustable, and will

accommodate any size wire from
4 B & S to a number 4-0 B & S
with equal efficiency. An added fea-
ture is the support which prevents
hs lugs from becoming loose.

STANLEY DISTRIBOTING

LINE OE DISPLAY ERAME8

A complete line of frames for dis-
play in lobbies of theaters, as well
as the front of the house, is being
distributed by the Stanley Frame Co.
of New York. The frames can be
had in various types and sizes with
designs to meet exhibitor demand.

ZEISS-IKON AMPLIFIER
Berlin—Professor Goldberg of the

Zeiss-Ikon Company, at the annual
convention of the Deutsche Kino-
technische Gessellschaft, announced
a new sound film amplifier had been
completed which, according to him,
does not infringe upon any patent
held either by Klangfilm or the
Lieben Consortium.

THEATER LIGHTING FIXTURES
Philadelphia—A complete line of

lighting fixtures for the theater in-
cluding attractive combination drink-
ing fountains and illuminated mir-
rors, along with a unique assort-
ment of directional and exit signs,
is bsing offered by the Voight Co.

THEY KEEP PAC E

The developments of the past year show that NATIONAL
PROJECTOR CARBONS constantly keep pace with the

progress of the MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY.

Pre-Cratered

High Intensity Carbons.

New National SRA Carbons.

13.6mm X 22 inch

High Intensity Projector

Carbons.

85 Ampere 9 x 20
"High-Low" White Flame
Projector Carbons.

Carbon Prices Reduced.

NATIONAL
PROJECTOR CARBONS
^^/, 'SS^ NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

///I \\\\
Carbon Sales Division . Cleveland, Ohio

/ / \ \ Unit of Union Carbide Q^^ and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales Offices:

New York Pittsburgh Chicago San Franci'sco
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. SJ.

BRITISH EXHIBS EXCEEDED

QUOTA BYJSO PER CENT

London—Board of Trade officials,

who hitherto have administered the
Film Arts, stated at a complimen-
tary dinner given to them by the

film trade here that British exhibi-

tors during 1931 actually exceeded
their quota of British films by near-
ly 150 per cent. The quota was
7^ per cent of British films, while
they actually showed 17.9 per cent.

It was also stated that less than
ten per cent of the hundreds of de-

linquent exhibitors had been prose-

cuted. The quota ruling was pro-

nounced an "unqualified success."

Tobis Reported Controlling

Sascha and Vita Studios
Vienna — It is reliably reported

that the second Sascha studio at

Schoenbrunn, as well as the Vita
studio which Kiba now owns, are
to come under the control of Tobis.

It is also reported that negotiations
are under way between the Kiba
Company and Lux-Film (Koppel-
man & Reiter), each of which con-
trols a circuit of Austrian theaters,

for close co-operation in distribution

of films to overcome the shortage
of pictures. As Kiba is backed by
Tobis, this would greatly consolidate

Austrian production and distribution

of film productions.

REQUIRE EXCHANGE PERMIT
Prague—Finance Ministry regula-

tions now require a foreign exchange
permit to be submitted for each con-

signment of imports, including films,

records and advertising material

with the exception of unexposed film.

If permit is not attached to the

shipping documents (or they do not

contain a clause stating the number
of the permit) the shipment will be

held up at the Czechoslovakian
frontier and may be returned to the

sGndfir. —

NEW GERMAN FILM RULING
Berlin—A new ruling of the Prus-

sian Ministry for Science, Fine Arts

and Education, now in effect, is of

importance to importers of films for

which an amusement tax reduction

is applied for. The ruling stipulates

that the Film Board, at its discre-

tion, may request that not only the

version intended for release in Ger-

many, but also the original version

be submitted for inspection.

First All Scottish Film

Glasgow—The first all-Scottish film,

"Diplomacy and the Draughtsman," has

been completed by Scottish Films Pro-

duction. Ltd., of this city. It will soon

be tradeshown.

18 Czech Talkers in 1931
Prague—Talking pictures in the native tongue, Instead of slowing up Czecho-

slovakian film production, has increased it. The A-B studio at Barrandow, turned out
18 talking and sound pictures during 1931, as against two or three in 1930. It has been
found that it is not necessary to make foreign versions, as at first thought necessary,
to pay expenses, the Czech versions alone returning a profit, while the few German
versions that were made lost money. There are 489 theaters in Czechoslovakia wired
for sound.

B. & D. Protests Against

Australian Censorship

London — British & Dominions
Films has protested to the Minister
of Customs against the treatment of
its productions (and those of other
British producers) by the Australian
censors, asserting there is a bias in

the island commonwealth against
British Dominions productions. They
urge that the scope of the Film
Censorship Board be widened to re-
move this suspicion of bias and that
British films may receive better
treatment in Australia. Another sug-
gestion was that importers of Brit-

ish films in Australia should be en-

abled to view their importations be-
fore the Australian censors with a
view to reconstructing the pictures,

if necessary, before the censors see

them.

SPANISH FILM IMPORT RULES
Madrid—In accordance with new

regulations, an application for the
importation of films into Spain must
first be made by the consignee to

the director of customs in Madrid.
Only packages not exceeding 10

kilos in gross weight are exempt
from this regulation which requires

several days. Films are no longer

admitted on temporary importation

and duties will be charged definitely

by the customs and not on deposit.

To ensure quick clearance of films,

they should be shipped in packages
not exceeding 10 kilos in gross

weight.

PARIS CIRCUIT SHOWS PROFIT

Paris — La Societe des Cinemas
Modernes Paris had a profit of 425,-

000 francs for 1931—an excellent

showing for a concern capitalized

at 1,200,000 francs. A fusion of

interests with the Omnia and Lute-

tia theater companies will soon be

completed. The organization already

controls five Parisian film theaters.

TO BROADCAST FROM FILM

Berlin—The Funkstunde, the Ber-

lin Broadcasting Company, is re-

ported to have placed an order for

film recording apparatus with the

Lignose-Breusing Company of Berlin'

for the purpose of broadcasting

music that has been recorded on film

instead of on phonograph records.

British "Supers" Planned
For Seashore Resorts

London—Several new motion pic-

ture projects are under way for pop-
ular seashore resorts. The Brod-
head circuit plans a new "super" on
the promenade at South Shore,
Blackpool, to be known as the Para-
mount.

Sidney Cooper of the Lyceum at
Newport, Mon., will soon begin erec-

tion of a new theater at Penart, the
seaside resort near Cardiff. A com-
pany has been formed for this pur-
pose.
The owners of the Pallidrome,

Strabane, have acquired a site for a
much larger theater on that town's
main thoroughfare. Work will start
at once.

ITALIAN FILM IMPORTS OFF
Rome—Total Italian film imports

for 1931 were 2,265,749 meters
against 3,091,134 meters in 1930, a
decline of approximately 23 per cent.

Imports from America declined by
675,731 meters. Importations from
France jumped from 599,535 meters
in 1930 to 822,708 meters in 1931,
due mainly to the dubbing of films

of American origin in Italian or

especially adapted at the Paris-

Joinville studios.

WARNER BROS. AUGMENT

L

London—^Newcomers brought to
Warner's Teddington studios by the
expansion movement under way
there include A. M. Salamon as
studio manager; Terrell Morse, an-
other American, as editor-in-chief;
Samuel Simmons as head cutter;
Randall Sayre and W. Scott Darling
(two Britishers who have been in
Hollywood for years) as additions to
the staff of scenarists which already
includes John Hastings Turner and
Roland Pertwee. Other engagements
are pending.

NEW DANISH FILM RULING
Copenhagen — Danish importers

are now required to obtain an ex-

change certificate from the National
Bank before imported goods will be
released by the customs. This ap-

plies to films as well as other com-
modities.

KUECHENMEISTER CHANGES
Amsterdam—The directors of the

Kuechenmeister Internatioal Com-
pany for Acoustics (floated at Am-
sterdam with an issued share capital

of $7,800,000 at par) propose a re-

organization of the company. New
capital is to be raised by issuing

new debentures. Creditors with
claims totalling $1,650,000 will re-

ceive shares in the Talking Film
Company. Shareholders in the par-

ent concern will receive profit-shar-

ing certificates.

NORTHCLIFFE ED. WITH PARA.
London—R. Gittoes-Davies, until

recently supervising editor of North-

cliffe newspapers, is now director

of advertising and publicity for

Paramount Films Service, Ltd. Pat
O'Connor has become press repre-

sentative for Paramount theaters.

First B.I.P. Feature
Under M-G-M Quota Deal
London—"The House Opposite" is

the first of about 10 productions to
be acquired by M-G-M from B.I.P.
to meet the former company's Brit-
ish quota requirements.

NEW HOST A.-G. STUDIO
Prague—Host A.-G., Prague film

producing concern, capitalized at
$175,000, has acquired 20,000 square
meters as the site of a new produc-
ing studio. It is stated that Radio-
Cinema portable apparatus will be
installed.

RETURN FROM THE SUDAN
London—Norman Walker and the

cast he has been directing in Conan
Doyle's "Fires of Fate," for British
International, has returned to Eng-
land from the Sudan. Filming of
the interior scenes for this produc-
tion are now in progress at the Els-
tree studios.

GERMANY REQUIRES INVOICE
Berlin — The law regarding the

equalization tax of 2 per cent, now
in effect in Germany, requires that
an invoice be attached to the ship-

ping documents.

W. B. SIGN MURIEL ANGELUS
London—Warner Bros, have signed

Muriel Angelus as leading woman
for their next Teddington produc-
tion, "The Blind Spot." Percy Mar-
mont is in the cast of this picture

which John Daumery is now direct-

ing.

FRENCH AMUSE. TAX DROP
Paris—Amusement tax receipts in

France for January 1932 were 13,-

050,000 francs, a drop of 704,000
francs from the receipts for Janu-
ary 1931.

Berlin Double Featuring

Berlin

—

Of the nearly 400 picture

theaters in Berlin, 210, or more than
half, are stated to be running double
feature programs.
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© NEWS OF THE DAY ©
Cleveland—John Urbansky, owner,

has taken over the operation of the
Lorain-Fulton. Harry Henderson is

managing the house.

Chicago—The Loop-End theater,
which has been operating on a stock
burlesque and picture policy, has
closed, probably for the summer.

Toledo—Nat Charnas has changed
the policy at the Cameo to first

runs, playing pictures a full week
with five acts of vaudeville.

Essex, Conn.—Essex Square The-
ater, Inc., has leased Mack's theater
at Westbrook, operated for several
years by Jerome Mack, former own-
er of the Thelma, which was closed
after completion of the Essex
Square. The Essex Square man-
agement plans to operate both
houses.

Cleveland — Bernice Horwitz.
daughter of M. B. Horwitz, general
manager of the Washington circuit,

will be married to Richard Miller of

Detroit, on May 15 at the home of

her parents.

Cleveland — Jack Zipp, who left
here ten years ago to join the War-
ner exchanges in Pittsburgh and St.
Louis, is back.

Bridgeport, Conn.—Morris Jacob-
son, manager of the Hippodrome,
was slugged by a bandit who robbed
him of $60 in cash.

Sacramento, Cal.^Sierra Theater
Co. will install .$3,358 worth of
Heywood-Wakefield chairs in the
Sequoia.

Pittsburgh—Jack Lawrence has
rejoined the local Standard Film
Service sales force, following the
resignation of J. Conley.

Cleveland — "The Crowd Roars,"
which opened at Warner's Lake las'.

Thursday with all the fanfare of a

Hollywood premiere, played to al-

most double the average weekly
gross, according to Harry Sachs
head of the local Warner booking
department. It is being held a sec-

ond week.

Ea.ston, Pa.—The Seville is being
sold at auction this week.

Collingswood, N. J.—The Collings-
wood is now changing bill four
times a week instead of three times.

Philadelphia—It is reported here
that a strong independent circuit ij

being lined up in the local territory
and the names of Harry Green and
Abe Altman are mentioned in con-
nection with the report.

Lorain, O.—George Shenker, who
sold out his interests in local thea-
ters several years ago, is back in

the field again, having recently ac-
quired the Pearl.

Cleveland—John Kalafat of Asso-
ciated Theaters is convalescing from
pneumonia at St. John's Hospital.

Kansas City—Ted Meyers, local
Universal exchange manager, is add-
ing an additional office, which will
give him one and one for Harry
Graham, district manager.

Racine, Wis.—Tom Norman, man-
ager of the Uptown, and E. J. Teck-
tonius have taken over the New
Surf ballroom and are operating it.

Cleveland—Holland P. Carter has
leased the Penn Square, closed for
more than a year, and opened it
with a seven-day policy changing
four times a week.

Ocala, Fla.—Gordon Reap is the
new manager of the Ocala, having
succeeded Earle Holden now man-
ager of Keith's Georgia in Atlanta.

Red Oak, la.—The Grand was de-
stroyed by fire recently.

Toledo, la.—S. Bulford Comley of
Centerville, la., is the new manager
of the Wieting. He purchased an
interest in the business from E. P.
Smith.

Birmingham — With double fea-
tures, comedy and newsreel at 10
and 20 cents, the Temple has put
into effect a further reduction. Ef-
fective at once the house will charge
15 cents after 6 P. M.

Woonsocket, R. I.—A new amuse-
ment corporation has been chartered
here to be called the Charles Wil-
liams Enterprise, Inc., sponsored by
James H. Rickard, Patrick J. Mul-
very and Bertha D. Scott.

San Francisco — Atlas Pictures,
Ltd., motion picture film exchange,
has moved from 247 Golden Gate
Ave. to 125 Hyde St.

Arnolds Park, la.—A. W. Leitch
has reopened the Park for the sea-
son.

AMERICAS FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. Moritz
OI¥ THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

Buffalo Center, la.—The Iowa the-
ater has reopened at admission
prices of 10 and 20 cents with Sun-
day at 25 cents.

Tama, la.—Manager Mansfield has
announced a new policy for his
Tama theaters. The Mills will be
open Friday, Saturday and Sunday
of each week, with the luka running
full schedule.

u^^Tyie^y^c

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing
Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and
business secton.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY Taylor

Cleveland — "Way Down East,"
synchronized with a 60-piece sym-
phony orchestra, is being distributed
in this territory by Lon Ramsdell
and Charles Coster, who are tem-
porarily headquartering in the
Smith and Setron offices in the Film
Bldg.

Boston—Century Film Co. is now
handling for New England the com-
plete output of Mayfair Pictures, of
which George W. Weeks is general I

manager.

Boston — Elizabeth Ashe, book-
keeper for the Century Film Co.,,
was married recently to A. Cohen.

Jefiferson Barracks, Mo.—The War
Department plans a new theater
building at this army post. The
proposed building would cost about
$36,000, including talking picture
equipment.

Manitowoc, Wis. — The Strand,
operated by George Herzog, has in-
stalled new sound on film equipment.
The house was formerly operating
solely with disc.

Chippewa Falls, Wis.—Articles of
incorporation have been filed here
by the Rivoli Theater Co. Incorpo-
rators are N. A. Anderson, George
E. Miner and V. O. Anderson.

Milwaukee—Harry Hart, former
operator of several neighborhood
theaters here, and Eugene Hem
mings have taken over the Atlas,
neighborhood house, from the Atlas
Amusement Co.

Pittsburg, Cal.—Community The-
ater Co. is shortly to begin the erec-
tion of its $40,000 one-story and
balcony Class B reinforced concrete
theater at Seventh and Cumberland
Sts., under the personal direction of
Louis Tragner and Philip A. Frease.

Sh o w -

man s

Daily

REMINDER

Summer style shows are

in order.
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REVIEWS OF SHORT SUBJECTS
"Lighthouse Love"

Paramount 20 mins.

Good Comedy
The action of this comedy bridges

a wide gap, starting out as a "Cock-
Eyed World" situation with a Chi-

nese background, and winding up in

a lighthouse, where two of the

soldiers seek refuge from women.
Franklin Pangborn and Tom Ken-
nedy are two of a number of

Marines and others who carry

around a photograph of a snappy
female tattoo artist. After being

disillusioned, Pangborn and a pal

decide to go some place where they

are safe from women, so they set

sail for the lighthouse. Kennedy.
also discovering the girl's duplicity,

goes after her for revenge, with

both winding up at the same light-

house, where the Keystone Comedy
oldtimer. Mack Swain, is the keeper.

Swain, too, carries a picture of the

same girl, and engages in some
looney hallucinations about her. The
entrance of Ben Turpin in dashing

military regalia, with a couple of

bearded aides, is part of the up-

roarious climax. Just a lot of broad

nonsense, but it's amusing. And
the girl in the case is quite an eye-

ful.

Douglas Stanbury in

"Campus Spirit"

with New York University Glee Club

Vitaphone 9 mins.

Fine Male Harmony
With a college male chorus in sup-

port, Douglas Stanbury offers sev-

eral pleasing vocal numbers, includ-

ing some student bits and a strong

rendition of "I Love A Parade,"

which is the highlight of the subject.

The latter number is built up by a

clever background of shots of vari-

ous type parades, superimposed in

groups of four or five. Stanbury is

in excellent voice, and the recording

is exceptionally good. A thoroughly

enjoyable musical short. Roy Mack
directed.

"The Magic Vault"

(Commander Dyott Adventure
Series)

No. 1—"Holy Men of India"
Dist. not set 10 mins.

Exceptional

As the first of a series being pro-
duced by Featurettes, Inc , this sub-
ject will make other producers of
travel short sit up and take notice.

Not only is the reel's subject matter
above the usual par in human in-

terest, entertainment and instructive

values, but it has been scored with
an outstanding made-to-o r d e r

musical accompaniment and pre-
pared generally with the utmost
care. Another notable feature Is

the unusual amount of action that
is in progress throughout the reel

and the enormous size of the Hindu
masses that were caught by the

camera. The picture depicts the

famous pilgrimages and religious

ceremonies along the River Ganges,
and along with it are shown some
native spectacles and freaks that

are off the beaten track. There is a

clever introductory bit, to be used

on each subject, where Commander
Dyott opens the door of a film vault,

selects a reel from the many stored

therein, and then proceeds to show
it. At the conclusion, the fadeout

grows smaller in size until it dis-

appears into the same valut. Dyott

delivers the running talk, which is

intelligently informative and nicely

fitted in with the score.

"A Night in the Jungle"

(Commander Dyott's "Magic Vault"

Adventure Series)

Dist. not set 10 mins.

Fascinating
Highlight of this edition in the

"Magic Vault" series is the amazing

array of curious insects and animals

of different shapes, sizes and other

characteristics, found in the jungles

of Peru. The bugs are shown in ac-

tion on branches, on the ground, etc.

and among the astounding collec-

tion is a worm—an actual ground

worm, not a snake—several feet in

length. Commander Dyott supplies

the accompanying talk and there is

a fine musical score suited to the na-

ture of the subject. Either as en-

tertainment or for purposes of

educational showing, this is an in-

tensely interesting reel.

"Dancing Daddies"

with Eddie Lambert
Universal 18 mins.

Bad
One of the poorest comedies of

the season. Eddie Lambert is fea-

tured as the dialect comic, and he

makes a very unfavorable impres-

sion. The material they handed him
may be to blame, for it is very junky

and lacks any real comedy value.

Eddie goes to a party with two hot

mammas, his wife follows and gums
up his fun. The proceedings at the

party are flat and mechanical,

bordering on the vulgar. Can't see

this one for any kind of audience.

Vincent Lopez and His Orchestra in

"Beyond the Blue Horizon"

Paramount 6 mins.

Fine Musical Novelty

Built entirely around the title

song, "Beyond the Blue Horizon,"

this is a neatly conceived and effec-

tively executed musical number. It

combines the tuneful orchestra work

of Vincent Lopez's aggregation,

along with some vocal interludes,

while interesting shots of country-

side, trains going full speed, beauti-

ful horizon effects and other scenes

are interpolated to carry out the

theme of the song. A very enter-

taining subject.

"Abandoned in the Amazon

Forests"

(Commander Dyott's "Magic Vault"
Adventure Series)

Dist. not set 10 mins.
Very Good

This is the second issue in the
series of Commander Dyott's adven-
tures under the general heading of

"The Magic Vault." It shows the
Commander and a companion lost

in the Amazon jungles, where they
struggled for several months until

an Indian finally came along and
led them back to the headquarters
of his tribe where the white men
arranged for the building of a raft
to carry them back to civilization.

In addition to the engrossing jungle
sequences and the suspense that is

created for the welfare of the ex-
plorers, the subject has an excellent
musical score and interesting dia-

logue by Commander Dyott.

"Strange As It Seems"

No. 18
Universal 9 mins.

Interesting
An interesting collection of unique

facts and people in the Strange As
It Seems series, done in color. In-

cludes a college youth with one leg
engaging in husky athletic games;
the Winchester mystery house built

by the woman who was hoked up on
Spiritualism; a colored singer per-
forming with pins in her mouth; a
Manila egg-swallower; animal life

at the bottom of the ocean; the lat-

ter the best of them all, with some
very beautiful presentations of un-
usual sea dwellers.

"Let's Eat"

(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal 7 mins.

Okay
A lively cartoon, with Oswald

and his dog marooned in a moun-
tain cabin, and nothing to eat. Their
adventures with a fishing trip

through the ice form the comic
animation, winding up with a polar
bear after their fish catch, and noth-
ing to eat after all their efforts.

Up to the usual entertainment value
of this series.

"Oh, How I Hate to Get Up in the

Morning"
(Screen Song)

Paramount 6 mins.
Good

Les Reis and Artie Dunn, the ra-

dio pair, are featured in this Max
Fleischer screen song with animated
cartoon interpolations and the us-

ual dancing ball routine. It is up
to standard, with good vocal work
and amusing ingenuity in the art

work. Reis and Dunn are dressed
in uniform, while the cartoon se-

quences deal with army camp life.

William and Joe Mandel in

"On Edge"
Vitaphone 18 mins.

Good Comedy
Starting out as a couple of over-

grown orphans in an institution,
William and Joe Mandel, the acro-
batic comedians who are well known
to vaudeville, are chased by a cop
for smashing up a couple of autos.
They eventually land on the top
of the steelwork of a new building,
where they perform some of their
balancing stunts in apparently ex-
treme danger. The situation is good
for plenty of laughs and a few
thrills, but it is dragged out a bit
too long and allowed to wind up
without much of a punch. Never-
theless it classes as an amusing
comedy. The comedy was directed
by Alf Goulding.

. "Torchy Raises the Aunty"
Educational 19 mins.

Fair
Ray Cooke featured with Franklin

Pangborn in another of the Torchy
series. The two pals are commis-
sioned by their boss to take several
of his femme relatives out to a
night club and show them the town.
The boss is trying to coax the old
aunt to invest her dough in his busi-
ness. Torchy and Pangborn get
laughing gas mixed with the charged
water for the drinks, and the gang
gets so boisterous they are thrown
out of the night club. It has its
funny moments, but is too repeti-
tious in spots. Pangborn steals the
picture right away from Cooke.

"Hollywood Lights"
Educational 20 mins.

Lively
The three girls in Hollywood try-

ing to break into the studios are
again featured—Rita Flynn, Vir-
ginia Brooks, Tut Mace. This Ideal
comedy follows the usual routine,
but is snapped up at the end with
a lively sequence where one of the
girls doubles for a western hero by
jumping from a roof at a fire. She
lands on the hero's horse instead of
in the fire net with disastrous con-
sequences to the horse.

William Tilden III in

"Victory Plays"

Universal 9 mins.
Fair

An exposition of Bill Tilden, the
tennis champ, going through his ex-
pert work at the net, showing his
manner of play under all sorts of
conditions. Bill's work of course is

good, and slow motion shots give
the student of tennis a chance to
study just how he handles his lobbs,
smashes and back-hand strokes.
Genevieve Tobin for some reason
was selected to explain Bill's work,
and the wisecracks given her spoil
the entire effect of the reel.
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"THE MIRACLE MAN"
with Sylvia Sidney, Chester Morris,

Hobart Bosworth, John Wray
Paramount 85 mins.

FINE TALKER VERSION OF
FAMOUS DRAMA PACKS
HUMAN INTEREST WALLOP
AND STRONG APPEAL FOR ALL
CLASSES.

A decidedly worth while produc-

tion. The cast of this talker ver-

sion has been nicely picked. Hobart
Bosworth as the old patriarch who
cures by faith, John Wray as the

fake cripple, Chester Morris as the

leader of the gang of crooks, Sylvia

Sidney as the moll, Ned Sparks as

the pickpocket, Irving Pichel as

the unbeliever and Robert Coogan
as the latter's crippled kid, all do
credit to their roles. Norman Mc-
Leod's direction is nicely paced, and
some beautiful camera work adds to

the picture's values. Plot concerns
the efforts of some crooks to plant

a fake miracle by an old patriarch,

and then cash in on it when the
publicity attracts people from every-
where. But the religious man per-

forms the real thing, leading to

the reform of the crooks.

Cast: Sylvia Sidney, Chester Morris, Irving
I'ichel, John Wray, Robert Coogan, Hobart
Hosworth, Boris Karloff, Ned Sparks, Lloyd
Hughes, Virginia Bruce, Florine McKinney,

I

Krank Darien, Lew Kelly.

Director, Norman McLeod; Authors, Frank
1,. Packard, Robert H. Davis; Adaptors,
VValdemar Young, Samuel Hoffenstein; Di-
aloguers, same; Editor, not credited; Camera-
man. David Abel.

Direction, Al. Photography, fine.

"THE MOUTHPIECE"
with Warren William, Sidney Fox

Warner Bros. 90 mins.

SWELL ENTERTAINMENT IN
WELL - SUSTAINED STORY
ABOUT NOTORIOUS CROOK
LAWYER EFFECTIVELY POR-
TRAYED BY WARREN WILLIAM.

Between its underworld traffic, a

neat romance between a couple of in-

nocent young lovers, the fascinating
work of Warren William as a legal

defender of crooks, and the splendid
performance of Aline MacMahon in

the role of a secretary who has in-

telligence, understanding and every-
thing except sex appeal, this turns
out to be a very satisfactory piece

of entertainment. Especially in its

favor is the fact that it is free from
the string of murders and other

violence usually jammed into under-
world stories. William, after seeing

a miscarriage of justice which sends
an innocent man to the chair, re-

signs as prosecuting attorney and
goes on the bum. Later he turns
into a shrewd criminal lawyer, be-

coming famous for winning his

clients' battles by hook or crook.

But he turns against his shady
friends when they rob a pile of

bonds from the fiance of a good girl

employed by William but whom he
has been unable to make.

Cast: Warren William, Sidney Fox, Mae
Madison, John Wray, Aline MacMahon, Polly

Walters, Ralph Ince.

Directors, James Flood, Elliott Nugent;
Author, Frank Collins; Adaptor, Earl Bald-
win; Dialoguer, same; Editor, George Amy;
Cameraman, Barney McGill.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

"THE WET PARADE"
with Walter Huston, Dorothy Jordan,

Jimmy Durante, Lewis Stone

M-G-M 120 mins.

ENGROSSING MELODRAMA OF,
BEFORE AND AFTER PROHIBI-
TION. FINE PERFORMANCES,
FOOTAGE A BIT TOO LONG.
Taking the liquor question from

the days when men could get drunk
without government restrictions, this

story gives a thorough picture of

the events leading up to prohibition
and its consequences up to the pres-

ent day. It is a somewhat glorified

"Ten Nights in a Bar Room," with
a tragic ending for a Southern col-

onel (Lewis Stone) who imbibed
too much good liquor in the old

days, and similar tragedy surround-
ing a shiftless Northern father
(Walter Huston) after prohibition
comes. Dorothy Jordan, as the
daughter of the colonel, and Robert
Young, son of the New York im-
biber, provide appealing love inter-

est. Young is a newcomer with dis-

tinct possibilities. Despite fine char-
acterizations and plenty action, the
boozing scenes eventually become a
bit monotonous. Entrance of Jimmy
Durante as a dry agent lifts and
brightens the story.

Cast: Dorothy Jordan, Lewis Stone, Neil
Hamilton, Emma Dunn, Frederick Burton,
Reginald Barlow, John Larkin, Gertrude How-
ard, Robert Young, Walter Huston, Jimmy
Durante, Wallace Ford, Myrna Loy, Joan
Marsh, John Miljan, Clarence Muse, Clara
Blandick, Forrester Harvey, John Beck.

Director, Victor Fleming, Author; Upton
Sinclair; adaptor, John L. Mahin; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, Anne Bauchens; Cameraman,
George Barnes.

Direction, painstaking. Photography, fine.

"THE FAMOUS FERGUSON
CASE"

with Joan Blondell, Kenneth Thom
son, Vivienne Osborne

First National 70 mins
EXPOSE OF SCANDAL JOUR

NALISM AND ITS TRAGIC EF
FECTS ON THE INNOCENT
FAIRLY GOOD ENTERTAIN
MENT.

Instead of devoting itself to a so
lution of the mysterious murder oj

the elderly Mr. Ferguson and th«
gagging of his pretty young wife
this story attacks the unethica.
methods employed by scandal sheets
in "making" news even at the ex-
pense of crucifying innocent persons
Death of a prominent New Yorl
banker at his country home brings
a flock of wise New York reporters
to the scene. A fourflushing, woman-
minded star reporter, played by
Kenneth Thomson, takes charge oi
the gang and proceeds to frame
things to suit his own ideas of seni
sational stories. A young local mar-
ried man and his wife are dragged
into it, with the wife subsequently
dying. Meanwhile a young local
reporter, whose girl has been enticed
away by the big town slicker, solves
the murder. All the cast does fine
work.

Cast: Joan Blondell, Tom Brown, Adrienne
Dore, Walter Miller, Leslie Fenton, Vivienne
Osborne, J. Carroll Naish, Purnell Pratt,
Russell Hopton, Kenneth Thomson, Grant
Mitchell, Leon Waycoff, Merriam Segar, Wil-
lard Robertson, George Meeker.

Director, Lloyd Bacon; Authors, Granville
Moore, Courtney Terrett; Adaptors, Courtenay
Terrett, Harvey Thew; Dialoguers, same;
Editor, Howard Bretherton; Cameraman, Dev
Jennings.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN
HOLLYWOOD"

with George Sidney, Charlie Murray,
June Clyde, Norman Foster

Universal 73 mins.

AMUSING BROAD COMEDY.
MADE SOLELY FOR THE
LAUGHS AND CONTAINS
ENOUGH LIVELY ACTION TO
MAINTAIN INTEREST.
With Hollywood as their fighting

ground this time, the Cohen and
Kelly clans engage in another bois-
terous and comical round of their
familiar rivalry battling. In the
movie capital, back in the silent
days, the offspring of the Kelly fam-
ily, June Clyde, lands on the screen,
whereupon her family gets into the
upper Hollywood swim and looks
down and makes faces at their less
fortunate neighbors. Then along
comes the talking and musical pic-
tures, resulting in the Kelly stardom
being wiped out and the Cohens
coming into their own. When musi-
cals flop, both families return to tne
sticks. In the process of unfolding
the story the audience is given some
insight into studio procedure. George
.Sidney and Charlie Murray are the
Ljeneiators of most of the comedy.
.Some amusing antics also are per-
formed by Luis Alberni, in the role
of a director. Norman Foster is

good in the juvenile lead.
Cast: George Sidney, Charles Murray, June

Clyde. Norman Foster, Emma Dunn, Esther
Muward, I^uis Alberni, Robert Greig.

Director. John Francis Dillon; Author, How-
irij J. Green; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer,
himcs Mulhouser; E^litor, Harry W. I.leb;
( :imeraman, Jerry Ash.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

William Haines in

"ARE YOU LISTENING?"
M-G-M 73 mins.

FAIR COMEDY-DRAMA WITH
SOPHISTICATED THEME AND
NEW ANGLE TIEING UP RADIO
AND NEWSPAPER. FINE CAST.

Moderate entertainment value in

this one, although the part assigned

to Haines is a thankless one and
makes this clever actor out to be a

bit of a sap for the sake of putting
over a thrill climax. The story con-
cerns Haines, who is a continuity
writer for a broadcasting studio, and
Madge Evans, a co-worker with
whom he is in love. "Back-stage"
in the studio is utilized for novelty
and some comedy. Haines is married
to Karen Morley, a nagging, impos-
sible woman who refuses a divorce,
taking the "dog in the manger" at-

titude. During an argument, Karen
is accidentally killed. Haines, know-
ing he will be accused of the crime,
makes a mad dash for Florida, with
Madge at his side. They are caught
and through a ruthless newspaper
editor, Haines is convicted of man-
slaughter. He leaves for prison with
Madge pledging to wait for him.

Cast: William Haines, Madge Evans, Anita
Page, Karen Morley, Neil Hamilton, Wallace
Ford, Jean Hersholt, Joan Marsh, John Mil-
jan, Murray Kinnell, Ethel Griflfies.

Director, Harry Beaumont; Author, J. P.
McEvoy; Adaptor, Dwight Taylor; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, Frank Sullivan; Cameraman,
Harold Rosson; Recording Engineer, Ralph
Shugart.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"AMATEUR DADDY"
with Warner Baxter, Marian Nixon
Fox 74 mins.
HAS THE GOOD OLD SENTl-

MENTAL HOKE THAT WILL
DRAG 'EiM IN WITH BAXTER
SCORING STRONG ALONG WITH
NIXON.

This one was built to duplicate
the success of "Daddy Long Legs,"
and if your patrons liked that one,
they will certainly go for this.

Adapted from the novel, "Scotch
Valley." Warner Baxter plays the
part of a bridge engineer who moves
in on a poor family of orphaned kids
after their parents have died. He
plays daddy with a sympathetic
sense that is very natural, and never
overdone or made mawkish. But the
oldest girl starts falling in love with
him, played by Marian Nixon. The
Oklahoma neighbors get the idea
that Baxter means no good by Mari-
an, and then the story moves into

high gear with some good dramatic
bits. The first half ambles along
pretty tame, but the wholesome kid
stuff will please the women, and
there is a lot of fine sentimental
material packed in the later reels.

A real family picture, and Baxter's
work something you can talk about
as easily equalling his "Daddy Long
Legs."

Cast: Warner Baxter, Marian Nixon, Rita
LaRoy, Lucille Pow'ers, William Pawley,
David Landau, Clarence Wilson, Frankie
Darrow, Joan Breslaw, Gail Kornfeld, Joe
Hachey, Harry Dunkinson, Edwin Stanley.

Director, John Blystone; Author, Mildred
Cram; Adaptors, Doris Malloy, Frank Dolan;
Dialoguer, William Conselraan; Cameraman,
James Wong Howe.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"SKY BRIDE"

Paramount 78 mins.

GOOD GENERAL AUDIENCE
ENTERTAINMENT. OAKIE AND
ARLEN OUTSHINE UNORIGINAL
AVIATION STORY.

This story is a rehash of various

aviation stories of the past. Best
thing that can be said about it is

that it contains sure-fire hokum
along thrill lines and several effec-

tive gags. It needs considerable cut-

ting, especially in the aerial se-

quences. The performances of Jack

Oakie and Dick Arlen help im-
portantly to sustain audience inter-

est. These two principals, together
with another pair of boys, are run-
ning an air circus playing fairs.

Arlen, in horsing with one of his

planes, accidentally causes a colli-

sion which results in the chap's
death. Later trying to forget, they
land in a boarding house operated by
the dead boy's mother, all by acci-

dent, too, and Arlen falls for the

secretary living there. He breaks
away from his yellow streak when a

youngster who has stowed away on
a 'plane dangles over terra firma.

Cast: Richard Arlen, Jack Oakie, Virginia
Bruce, Robert Coogan, Charles Starrett, Lou-
ise Closser Hale, Tom Douglas, Harold Good-

win.

Director, Stephen Roberts; Author, Walde-
mar Young; Adaptors, Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
Agnes Brandleahy, Grover Jones; Dialoguers.

same; Editor, not credited; Cameramen, David
Abel, Charles Marshall.

Direction, good. Photography, A-I.
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'WILD WOMEN OF BORNEO"
f^irst Division 63 inins.

JUNGLE PICTURE HAS GOOD
SHOWMANSHIP ANGLE BUILT
LJP WITH PLENTY OF HOKE
kVITH UNUSUAL SCENES.

This is the camera record of an
xpedition into the interior of Borneo
)rgar.ized by Walter von Kreshmar.
tt is a travel picture vdth a showr-
nanship eye on the box-office all the
time, and looks as if it will go
strong with the neighborhoods and
pop houses. Opening shots show a
strong sequence with a spectacular
scene of the natives holding their

annual religious rite of the Fire Or-
ieal, with dozens of natives walking
3ver the hot coals of the smoulder-
ing fire. The following scenes show
the various steps as the party of

explorers proceeds into the interior

of Borneo, intent on finding the tribe

of Wild Women. This is where the
hoke comes in, for the scenes are
very sketchy and look as if they
were done with full co-operation of

the "wild women," and do not prove
in any way exciting. But there is

sufficient of novelty and unusual
jungle stuff to get it over. The ex-

hibitor should see it first, and judge
for himself how far to go on the

"wild women" angle in his exploita-

tion, to avoid any kickbacks, A good
narration keeps the interest up
through the reels. Gordon Roberts
does the narration.

Cast: All natives.

Director, Charles Diltz; Editor, same;
Cameraman, Charles Calahan.

"lO-CIU Z PAWIAKA"
("10 Condemned")

(In Polish)

Polish Film Corp. 95 mins.

UNEVEN STORY OF STRUG-
GLE FOR FREEDOM AGAINST
RUSSIAN CZAR IS CRUDE AT-
TEMPT IN ALL DEPARTMENTS.
The best that can be said for this

silent production from the Polish

Blok-Muza concern is that Polish

audiences will go for it because of

its patriotic appeal. For American
audiences it is out, even with the

English titles run along with the

Polish. Sound effects are dubbed in,

along with some dialogue and
music. The production values are

not there, direction is inexpert and
awkward, and that goes for the work
of most of the players. Zofja Batycka
as the General's mistress stands out.

She is charming, and troupes na-

turally without overacting as most
of the others do. The theme is that

of a young revolutionist captured

along with nine other members of

the secret Polish society fighting the

Czarist rule, and condemned to

death for an attempted assassination

of the Governor. A jail delivery,

with scattered love interest com-
pletes the choppy scenario.

Cast: Josef Wegrzyn, Karolina Luliienska,

Boguslaw Samborski, Zofja Batycka, M. Win-
kel, Adam Brodziz, Kazimierz Jtistian,

Franciszek Dominiak, T. Kanski.

Director, Richard Ordynski; Author, Cap-

tain Jana Jura-Gorzechowskiego; Adaptor, not

listed; Cameraman, Zbigniew Gniazdowski.

Direction, poor. Photography, fair.

t) PRESENTATIONS f)
By JACK NARROWER

Roxy
"Amarilla," a gypsy romance pre-

sented in three scenes in pantomime,
and "Exodus," a scene based on the
deliverance of the Jews from Egyp-
tian bondage, are the major numbers
of the current Roxy presentation,
staged by Clark Robinson.

Douglas Stanbury, baritone and
one of the charter members of
Roxy's "Gang"; Alexandre Gavrilov,
Russian ballet master; Nicholas
Mathey, violinist; Patricia Bowman,
premiere danseuse; Ivan Ivanstzuff,

tenor; Les Gelles, French acrobats;
and Fred Waring are among the

principals of the production.
This production marks the return

of the Roxy mixed chorus of 35

members, which will be a featured
ensemble together with the 32

Roxyettes under the direction of

Russell E. Markert and the ballet

under the guidance of Florence
Rogge.
Waring conducts the orchestra

through "Finlandia," the tone poem
by Jean Sibelius, during the over-

ture.

Paramount
Leo Carrillo heads the cast of an-

all-star stage show this week at the

New York Paramount. In addition

to Carrillo, the Boris Petroff produc-

tion features the Frank and Milt

Britton Gang from the "Follies,"

Tamara Geva of "Three's a Crowd,"

Evelyn Hoey of "Fifty Million

Frenchmen," and a troupe of Alber-

Rothacker Returns West
To Complete RKO Survey

(Continued from Page 1)

and returns to Hollywood today. He
will complete his survey on the coast

and is expected to leave for Eu-

rope by the end of next month to

undertake a survey of the picture

situation abroad.

MARGIN ON VACATION
We^t Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Max Marcin, who has

just finished his latest assignment

at Paramount, is sailing Saturday

on the Chichiby Maru for the Orient

on a six weeks' vacation during

which he will write a new screen

play.

HUNGARY ADMITS "TRAGEDY"
A recent ruling by the Hungarian

censor barring "An American Trag-

edy" has been reversed andthe Par-

amount picture is now available for

release in that country, according

to word received at the Paramount

home office.

SHOOT SHORT IN FLA.

Jacksonville, Fla.—Norman Alley,

Pathe cameraman, and George

Lahm, sound man, have shot a short

here embracing the work of pupils

of the Gary Ford Dance Studio.

Capitol
Johnny Weissmuller, champion

swimmer who dived into screen fame
as the lead in "Tarzan, the Ape
Man," begins a personal appearance
tour at the Capitol this week, in a
lavish aquatic spectacle, "Dive In,"

devised and staged by Arthur Knorr.
Also featured, in addition to

Weissmuller, are the comedy stars

of stage and screen, Joe Smith and
Charley Dale.
The rest of the stage revue in-

cludes Madeline Berlo, diving mer-
maid; Mario and Lazarin, harmony
singers; Hal Stanton, singer; Three
Rio Brothers, eccentric dancers; and
a group of Chester Hale Girls.

Yasha Bunchuk conducts the Cap-
itol Grand Orchestra in a medley of

popular melodies which have been
specially arranged in overture form
by Harold Sturr of the Capitol mu-
sic staff.

tina Rasch Girls, including Jean-
nette Bradley, Jeanette Witty, Vir-

ginia Gaut, Vera Fredericks, Rose
Tyrell, Virginia Allen, Miriam El-

saser, Jean Phelps, Ruth McDon-
ough and Mildred Turner.
The Rasch dancers present Dimitri

Tiomkin' s "Fandango," which was
composed especially for the "Fol-

lies"; a Chopin Nocturne and a mod-
ernistic jazz rhythm.

Rubinoff conducts the Paramount
Orchestra, and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse

Crawford present a concert at the

twin stage organs.

Stark Bringing Over
4 German Talking Films

(Continued from Page 1)

Stark, who arrives on the Bremen
next Tuesday, will make headquart-

ers at the office of Foreign Pictures

Exploitation Service, Film Center

Bldg. Pictures he is bringing over

are: "Peter Voss, the Thief of the

Millions", "Rasputin", starring Con-

rad Veidt; "Women's Diplomat",

with Max Hansen, and another as

yet untitled.

PREPARING 3 POWERS FILMS
Three Powers pictures are being

cut and edited at the Meyer-Rieger
laboratories. Sam Citron is editing

"The Shadow Between," Wid Gun-
ning is at work on "The Skin

Game" and Harold Flavin is ready-

ing "My Wife's Family."

"ZWEI HERZEN" ON STAGE
Berlin—After scoring internation-

ally on the screen, "Zwei Herzen im

% Takt" will be presented on the

stage here at the Theater des Wes-
tens.

AL MORRILL RETURNS
Boston—Al Morrill, district man-

ager for Publix in Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont, has re-

turned from a six weeks' vacation

in Havana.

ACAD. QUIZZING MEMBERS

(Continued from Page 1)

ment and whether the Academy
should particpiate in the administra-
tion of the agreement. Members of
the committee are B. P. Schulberg,
Al Cohn, Sam Hardy, Frank Lloyd
and Col. Nugent H. Slaughter.

4 Productions Finished
By Warner-First Nat'l

(Continued from Page 1)

reach completion today (Saturday).
Another F. N. picture, "Week-End
Marriage," with Loretta Young and
Norman Foster, also was finished
this week, and Warner's "New York
Town," with Joan Blondell and Eric
Linden, is about through. Edward
G. Robinson in "Tiger Shark" starts
Monday.

DICK POWELL FETED
Pittsburgh—Local civic and social

organizations tendered a testimonial
banquet Friday to Dick Powell,
master of ceremonies at the Stanley,
before his departure for Hollywood
to play a leading role in "The Croon-
er," a Warner production. Harold
Kemp of the Warner Artists Bureau
and John H. Harris, Pittsburgh dis-

trict zone manager for Warners, at-

tended the banquet as the film com-
pany's representatives.

VELAZCO RECORDING DEALS
Emil Velazco, operator of Powers

Cinephone studios, has arranged to

record for M. J. Kandel of Ideal

Pictures and also for the Welgot
Trailer Service. William Pizor's

"Port 0' Call" series will continue
to be sounded at the studios.

LEX NEAL JOINS PARA.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Lex Neal, formerly

associated with Harold Lloyd and
Buster Keaton, has joined Para-
mount to help prepare the script of

"Merton of the Talkies."

WALTER SUMMERS RETURNING
Walter Summers, who has been in

the African jungles directing "Tim-
buctoo," which will be released here
by Powers Pictures, expects to re-

turn to civilization by May 1. While
in the jungles he has kept in touch
with the Elstree studio by radio.

'Daylighf Time' Starts

Despite exhibitor efforts toward re-

peal of numerous state laws and city

ordinances providing for daylight saving

time, so-called "summer time" becomes
effective tomorrow (Sunday) in prac-

tically all localities in which it was
observed last year. Conforming with
the new schedule thousanH' of theaters

tonight will advance the!- clocks one
hour in order to start business Sunday
or Monday in synchrony with their

communities.



Features Reviewed in Film Daily Sept. 27 to April 17
362 Pictures Covered in 7 Months
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A Dangerous Affair-COL
n-29-31

A Woman Commands-RKO
1-31-32

After Tomorrow-F 3-6 32
Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31

Alias the Doctor-FN 3-6-32

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children?-RKO
11-15-31

Arizona Terror-TIF . . 9-27-31

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11-22-31

Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31

Arsene Lupin-MGM 2-28-32

Avalanche-FD 3-27-32
Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Balinese Love-TPE ...12-13-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP.. 12-6-21

Beast of the City-MGM. .3-13-32
Beauty and the Boss-WA 4-3-32

Behind Stone Walls-ACP
3-13-32

Beloved Bachelor-PAR.. 10-18-31

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Big Shot-PAT 1-10-32

Blonde Captive-IMP ..12-13-31

Blonde Crarv-WA 12-6-31

Border Devils-ARC 3-20?32
Branded-COL 11-1-31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31
Bridegroom For Two-BIP

1-31-32

Broken WingPAR 3-27-32
Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Business and Pleasure-F. 2-14-32

But The Flesh Is
Weak-MGM 4-17-32

Cain-TPE 1-17-32

Cannonball Express-WW. 2-28-32
Captivation-CAP 9-27-31
Careless Lady-F 4-17-32
Carmen-BI 1-17-32

Carnival Boat-PAT 3-27-32
Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM ..11-15-31
Charlie Chan's Chance-F

1-24-32

Charlotte Loewenskold-SCA
2-28-32

Cheaters at Play-F 2-28-32
Cheyenne Cyclone-WK ..1-10-32
Chinatown After Dark-ACP

10-2S-31
Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31

Cock of the Air-UA. . .1-31-32
Compromlsed-FN 11-8-31
Consolation Marriage-RKO

11-1-Jl

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC . 10-4-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31
Cosi E La VitaTH 11-8-31

Cossacks of the Don-AM .3-20-32
Cross Examination-ARC .2-14-32

Crowd RoarsWA 3-27-32
C,ak Frv Kislany-NEA. . 3-27-32
Cuban Love Song-MGM. 12-6-31
Cyclone Kid-BIF 11-22-31
Dance Team-F 1-3-32
Dancers in the Dark-PAR

S-20-32

Das Ekel-UFA 1-31-32
Da^ Floefenkoniert von
San«nouci-UFA 10-18-31

Da« Lied 1st Aua-ASC 1-31-32
Daa Lied Vom Leben-TA

10-1R-.11

Deadline-COL 1-24-32
nrceiver-CLO 11-39-31
Deliciou»-F 12-27-31
Der Andere-TP .. .. 1-17-32
Der Kleine Seltensprung-

UFA 1-10-32
Der Raub Der Mona Lisa-TF

4-3-32
Der Teufelsbruder-TRC. .4-10-32
Der Ungetreue Ecke Hart-'TF

1-24-32

Devofion-PAT 10-4-31
Devil on Deck-WW 2-28-32
Devil's Lottery-F 4-3-32
Devil Plays-CHE ..12-20-31
nie C^iWos Barone«s-CAP 4-3-32
Die Grosia Liebe-FAM .2-28-32
Die CrosK Sehnsucht-TA

10-1131
Die Lindenwirten vom Rhdn-

A8C 9-27-31
Die vom Rumm«lp1atx-CAP

1-10-S

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
ALD—Allied Pictures
AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BRE—Lee Brecher
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CFA—Capitol Foreign Attrac.
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COT—Continental Pictures
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler
FN—First National
FTP—Foreign Talking Pictures

HA—High Art Pictures
HED^Headline Pictures
HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HO—Hollywood Pictures
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
IMP—Imperial Distributing
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
NAP—Napoli Films
NEA—New Era Exchange
NOR—Norwegfian Amer. Line
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PC—Patrician Pictures
PEE—Peerless
PIT—Pittaluga
PIZ—WiUiam Piror
PRI—Principal Dist. Corp.
PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

REG—Regal Talking Pictures
RIT—Ritchey Export Co.
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SCA—Scandinavian Talking

Pictures
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TH—Thalia Productions
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
VIT—VituUo Films
WA—Warner Bros.
WK—Willis Kent
WT—Worldart Film Cor.WW—Sono Art

Titl* Rtvittoei

Titlt Rtvi*v>ed Title Rtvitviei Titl* Revinved

Die Schlacht von Bademuende
UFA.. 11-22-31

Discarded Lovers-CAP .... 1-3-32
Disorderly Conduct-F 4-10-32
Docks of San Francisco-ACP

1-24-32

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP 1-3-32

Drifter-WK 1-10-33
East of Shanghai-BIP... 3-27-32

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Ein Walzer Vom Strauss-CAP
2-14-32

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF. .12-13-3

Emtl Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32
Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31
Expensive Women-WA .11-15-31
Expert. The-WA 2-28-32
False Madonna-PAR 2-7-32
Fanny Foley Herself-RKO

10-25-31

Fascination-BIP 4-10-32
Fighting Fool-COL. 3-27-32
Fighting Marshall-COL. .2-28-32
File 113-HO 2-21-32
Final Edition-COL 2-28-32
Fireman Save My Chlld-FN

2-21-32

Flying Fool-BI 10-18-31
Flying High-MGM 12-13-3
Forbidden-COL . . 1-17-32

Forgotten Women-MOP .2-28-32
Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31
Freighters of Destiny-PAT

11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31
Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8 11

Gables Mystery-BIP 4-3-32
Galloping Thru-MOP 2-7-32
Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32
Gay Caballero-F 2-14-32
Ghost City-MOP 3-20-32
Girl of the Rio-RKO. . .1-10-32
Girls About Town-PAR. .11-1-31
C.irl Crazy-RKO 3-27-32
Golden Mountaihs-AM . .4-17-32
Good Sport-F 12-13-3
Gnaft-U 11-29-31
Greeks Had a Word for Them

UA.. 2-7-32

Grief Street-CHE 10-11-31
Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31
Hatchet Man-FN 2-7-32
Grand Hotel-MGM ....4-17-32
Heartbreak-F 10-18-31
Heart of New York-WA. .3-6-32
Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-3}
Hell Divers-MGM 12-27-31
Hell's House-CAP 2-14-32
Her Majesty. T-ovc-FN. 11-29-31
Heroes All-IMP 10-25-31
High Pressure-WA 1-31-32
Hl« Woman-PAR 12-6-S1
High Speed-COL .. 4-10-32
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31

Hotel Continental-TIF ..3-20-32
24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31
House Divided-U 1-10-32
Human Targets-BIF . . 1-24-32
Hound of the Baskervilles-FD

4-10-32
Hurricane Horseman-WK

10-11-31
Husband's Holiday-PAR. . 1-3-32
Im Geheimdienst-UFA 3-6-32
In Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31
Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA

11-8-31
U Est Charmant-PAR 4-10-32
Impatient Maiden-U 3-6-32
It's Tough to Be Famous-FN

4-10-32
Jean De La Lune-TA. . .3-13-32
Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
Keepers of Youth-B IP. .3-13-32
Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31
La Douceur D'Aimer-FD

12-13-3
La Ronde des Heures-FD

1-31-S2
Ladies of the Big House-
PAR 1-3-32

Lady With a Past-PAT 2-21-32
Ladies of the Jury-RKO 4-3-32
Land of Wanted Men-MOP

2-21-32

Lariats and Six Shooters
COS.. 10-25-31

Lasca of the Rio Grande
U.. 12-13-3

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
11-29-31

Last Ride-U 2-14-32
Law and Order-U 3-6-32
Law of the Tong-SYN. 12-20-31
Law of the West-WW. .3-20-32
Le Mysterie de la Villa
Rose-FD 1-17-32

Left Over Lad!es-WW. 10-18-31
Lena Rivers-TIF 4-3-32
Leutnant Warst Du Einst
Bei Den Husaren-RIT. 3-20-32

Local Bad Man-ALD. . .3-27-32
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-29-31

Lone Trail-SYN 3-13-32
Lost Snuadron-RKO 3-6-32
Love Affair-COL 4-17-32
Love Storm-BI 10-18-31
Lovers Courageous-MGM

2-21-32

Lure of the Ring-WT. 1-31-32
Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Maker of MenCOI 12-20-31
Manhattan Parade-WA 1-3-32
Man From Death Valley-MOP

10-11-31

Man I Killed-PAR 1^4-32
Man Wanted-WA 4-17-32
Man Who Played God-WA

2-14-32
Mark of the Spur-BIF. . .3-6-32
Mata Hari-MGM ..1-3-32
Meine Prau, Die Hochstaplerin

UAF.. 2-7-32

Mein Leopold-CFA 4-3-32
Men in Her Life-COL. .. 12-6-31
Men of Chance-RKO 1-3-32
Men Like These-BI 1-10-32

Menace, The-COL 1-31-32

Michael and Mary-U 1-10-32
Miracle of S. Anthony

VIT.. 4-17-32
Misbehaving Ladies-FN.. 11-8-31
Misleading Lady-PAR. . .4-10-32
Missing Rembrandt-FD. .3-27-32
Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31
Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31
Monster Walks-ACP ..2-7-32
Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31
Murder at Dawn-B IF . .2-28-32
Murders in Rue Morgue-U

2-14-32

My Wife's Family-BIP. .3-13-32
Neck and Neck-WW. . .11-8-31
Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31
New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31

Nie Wieder Liebe-UFA 1-17-32
Nice Women-U 2-21-32
Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31
No One Man-PAR 1-124-32

Nur Am Rhein-FTP. . 10-11-31
Office Girl-RKO 3-13-32
Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Lady-PAR 11-8-31
One Hour With You-PAR. 3-6-32
One Man Law-COL 2-14-32
One Way Trail-COL. .12-13-11
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31
Over the Hill-F 11-22-31
Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31
Panama FIo-PAT 1-24-32
Partners-PAT 2-28-32
Passionate Plumber-MGM

3-13-32

Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31
Pcnrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Phantom of Paris-MGM. 11-15-31
Platinum BIonde-COL. . .11-1-31
Play Girl-WA 3-20-32
Pleasure-ARC 3-6-32
Pocatello Kid-TIP 12-20-31
Police Court-MOP 4-3-32
Possessed-MGM 11-39-31
Prestige-PAT 2-7-32
Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private ScandaliHED. . .11-1-31
Probation-CHE 3-13-32
Rainbow Trail-P 1-31-32
Range Feud-COL 11-22-31
Range Law-TIP 11-1-31
Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Reckoning, The-PEE .. .4-3-32
Reserve Hat Ruh-TF ..4-17-32
Revolt in the Desert-AM

4-17-32

Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-23-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31

Ridin' for Justice-COL. .1-10-32
Road to Life-AM 1-31-32
Road to Reno-PAR... 10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Ronny-BRE 4-17-32
Rubacuori-TRC 3-1 3-32
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Ruling Voice-FN 11-8-31
Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Sally of the Subway-ACP

1-24-32

Scandal For Sale-U 4-10-32
Scareheads-CAP 10-25-31

Scarface-UA 4-17-32
Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31
Secret Menace- IMP ...12-13-31
Secrets of the Orient-UPA

1-10-32
Secret Service-RKO ...12-13-31
Secret Witnesa-COL ..12-20-31
Seia Liebeslied-ASC ..11-23-31
Sein Scheidungsgrund-UFA

2-21-32
Shadow Between-B IP... 3-20-32
Shanghai Express-PAR 2-21-32
She Wanted a MilUonaire-F

2-14-32

Shop Angel-CAP 3-6-32
Shopwom-COL 4-3-32
Shot Gun Pass-COL 3-13-32
Sidewalks of New York-MGM

11-15-31

Silent Witness-F 2-7-32
Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR

11-1-31
Sm's Pay Day-ACP 3-13-32
Smgle- Handed Sanders

MOP.. 4-17-32

Siroco-CF 11-29-31
Sky Devils-UA 1-24-32
Skylino-F 10-11-31
Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Sob Sister-P 10-4-31
Sooky-PAR 12-27-31
Soul of Mexico 2-7-32
Soul of the Slums-ACP 11-29-51
South Sea Adventures-PRI,

4-3-32

Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31
Spirit of Notre Dame-U. .9-27-31
Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31
Stepping Sisters-F 1-10-32
Strangers in Love-PAR. . .3-6-32
Strictly Business-BIP ...4-10-32
Strictly Dishonorable-U. 11-15-31
Struggle, The-UA 12-13-31
Suicide Fleet-PAT 11-29-31
Sundown Trail-PAT ...10-18-31
Sunset Trail-TIF 1-17-32
Surrender-F 11-29-31
Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP
c L , «. 10-11-31
Symphony of Six MiUions-

RKO.. 4-10-32

Tarzan, The Ape
Man-MGM 3-27-32

Taxi-WA 1-10-32
Tempest-BRE 3-20-32
Terra MadreJTRC 11-1-ai
Texas Gun-Fighter-TIF 2-14-32
Theaternaechte von Berlin-TF

1-10-32
The Cheat-PAR 12-13-31
Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31
Thirty Days-PC 1-) 7-32
This Is The Night—PAR

4-17-32
This Reckless Age-PAR. .1-10-32
Three Wise Girls-COL. . .2-7-32

Xl"^«.X?I'S?'-N^A .... 3-20-32
Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-31
Tomorrow and Tomorrow-

PAR.. 1-31-32

Tonight or Never-UA 12-20-31
Touchdown-PAR 11-15-31
Trotte Teodor-FD 1-17-32
Tulane vs. So. Califomia-WA

^ „. 1-24-32
TwoFisted Justice-MOP .2-14-32
Two Gun Caballero-IMP

12-13-31

Two Kinds of Women-PAR
1-17-32

U. of S. C. vs. Notre Dame
„ ^ .

WW- 1-24-32
Un Soir de Rafle-PRX. 10-18-31
Under Eighteen-WA 1-3-32
Union Depot-FN 1-17-32
Unexpected Father-U 4-10-32
Way Back Home-RKO. 1-1 7-32
Wayward-PAR 2-14-32
West of Broadway-MGM.1-31-32
Whistlin' Dan-TIF 3-13-32
Why Saps Leave Home-BIP

3-20-32
Wiser Sex-PAR 3-13-32
Without Honors-ARC . 1-10-33
Woman from Monte Carlo-_WA 1.3.3J
X Marks the Spot-TIF 12-13-31
Yellow Ticket-F 1 l-l-Jl
Young Bride-PAT 4-17-32
Zappatore-NAP 4-3-32
7ein Weib's Lubovnick-HA

Zwei Krawatten-CAP ..1-17-32
Zwei MenchenCAP . 12-37-SI



WHAT DOES YOUR PUBLIC

KNOW ABOUT RAW FILMF

-LNIOTHING, perhaps. Yet, whether they're

aware of it or not, people are profoundly in-

fluenced by the photographic quality which that

film gives or does not ^\y^ them on the screen.

It may mean all the difference between a pic-

ture that goes its quiet, unprofitable way and

one that becomes the talk of the town.

There's no need, these days, to run the risk

of sacrificing photographic quality. Eastman

Gray-backed Super-sensitive Negative, with its

unmatched qualities and its never -failing uni-

formity, costs no more than other films, yet it

helps substantially to head the picture for suc-

cess. Wise the cameraman who uses it . . , lucky

the exhibitor who runs prints made from it!

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood



ABOVt
NORNAL WEEK^S BUSINESS:

TODAY that's BUSINESS!
MONEY TALKS—
and at the Fox Theatre

Washington, D. C
NOT ONLY DID THE BOX OFFICE
HUM BUT THE S. R. O. SIGN WAS
USED OVERTIME!

No Wonder It's the Talk of Washington!

with

FOX PICTURE

WURNER BAXTER
Mafian Nixon

Being one of the BEST ENTERTAINMENTS
of the Season . . .

with YOUR SHOWMANSHIP it will

REPEAY THE WASHINGTON
LANPSLIDE AT TOUR THEATRES



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fifteen Years Old
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Drive BeingAimed at Story Costs, Production Time

MILJANiND LOY CHAMPPLAYERS OF LASf5 YEARS
21 Out of 37 Features Last Month Okayed For Family
Films of General Appeal

Jump 56%, Review
Board Reports

Release of family type features
last month jumped to more than 56
per cent of the total number dis-

tributed, it is shown in the monthly
summary of the National Board of
Review. In the previous month, pic-

tures suitable for the family amount-
ed to 45 per cent, which was above
the usual average. Oat of 37 re-

leases in the current list, the follow-
(Continued on Page 2)

REFUSE TO SIGN PETITION

AGAINST DOUBLE FEATURES

Cleveland—Efforts to ban double
features in this city failed when
several theater owners refused to

sign a petition agreeing to maintain
a single feature policy. M. B. Hor-
witz, general manager of the Wash-
ington circuit, prepared the petition.

He is the leader of the movement
to stop double featuring.

MPTOA Zoning Board
To Pick 6 Indie Members
Zoning of the country in order to

provide a basis for the election of

six independent exhibitors to the

M. P. T. O. A. executive committee
has been nearly completed by Presi-

dent M. A. Lightman and Secretary
M. J. O'Toole. Affiliated theaters

will soon elect the seventh member
of the committee, which originated

at the recent annual convention at

Washington.

Cable Week Breaks Record

;

Marie Dressier Week Next

Cleveland—Having broken the house record

with a week's daily change of Clark Gable re-

vivals, Loew's Alhambra, under Division Manager
H. M. Addison, will present a Marie Dressier

Week starting May 1. There will be a three-

day run of "Emma," followed by "Reducing,"
"Politics" and "Min and Bill."

Conclude Hearing in Youngclaus Suit

Lincoln, Nebr.—Hearing of the Youngclaus protection suit was concluded late Sat-
urday, but no opinion or decree is expected tor at least two months. Both sides are
ready to appeal to the Circuit Court of Appeals. Omaha branch managers testified

Saturday that they refused contracts of Youngclaus in 1931, in which he inserted a no
protection clause, because their home offices had already signed with Publix granting
protection.

1 Star Players Listed
On New Para. Lineup

Henry Siegel Appointed
Paramount N. Y. Manager
Henry Siegel has been appointed

New York branch manager for Par-
amount, to fill the vacancy created
by the promotion of Milton Kusell
to district manager, it was an-
nounced Saturday by George J.

Schaefer, general sales manager.

Paramount will offer 10 stars on

its 1932-33 program. The names
are: George Bancroft, Tallulah

Bankhead, Nancy Carroll, Maurice

Chevalier, Richard Arlen, Claudette

Colbert, Gary Cooper, Marlene Diet-

rich, Fredric March and the Four
Marx Brothers.

Symposium on Theater Problems

Scheduled for S. M. P. E. Meeting

Theater operation problems and
suggestions towards their solution

will highlight the coming S. M. P. E.

Spring meeting scheduled for the

Wardman Park Hotel, Washington,
May 9-12.

In addition to an address by S .L.

(Continued on Page 4)

Administration Changes
Effected at RKO Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Reorganizing of the

business administration at the RKO
studios whereby Charles E. Sullivan

(Continued on Page 4)

Story Costs, Production Time
Being Cut in Economy Drive

Kansas-Missouri Unit
Will Meet May 24-25

Topeka, Kan.—Annual convention

of the Motion Picture Theaters'

Ass'n of Kansas and Missouri will

be held May 24-25 at the Jayhawk
Hotel here. E. Van Hyning is presi-

dent of the unit. Main subjects on

the program will be the blue law

situation and admission taxes.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—story costs and the
time element in actual production
will be the targets at which an econ-
omy drive by several producers will

be aimed during the new production
season. Several large companies are
setting a maximum of $225,000 as

the average cost of future features,

{Continued on Page 4)

Only 20 Players Average
6 Features or More

Each Year
John Miljan, Myma Loy and J. P.

McGowan hold the championships
for being the most prolific actor, ac-
tress and director, respectively, over
the last five years. Their scores,
compiled from Film Daily Year
Book records, cover only feature
pictures on which they were given
screen credit.

Miljan has 55 pictures to his cred-
it, an average of 11 annually for the
five-year period covered. Miss Loy
is down for 45, an average of nine
yearly. McGowan, specializing in
westerns, not only directed 54 fea-

(Continued on Page 2)

NEW CODE FOR WRITERS

ACCEPTEDBY ACADEMY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A new Code of Prac-

tice governing relations between
screen writers and producers has
been accepted by the Academy of
M. P. Arts & Sciences, it is an-

(Continued on Page 4)

Higher Mexican Tariff

Is Placed in Effect
Mexico City—Increase in the tariff

on imported films and phonograph
records, with exception of those
from Spain, has gone into effect.

New duty is 75 pesos per kilogram,
or about $12 a pound, against the
old rate of 8 pesos per kilogram.
Educational films in English are ex-

(Continued on Page 4)

Stench Bombing Invades

Theaters on Broadway

For the first time in years Broadway theaters
have experienced stench-bombing. Two broke
in the Strand Friday night and one in the Astor.
At the Capitol two were found before they-
went off. Major circuits operating these thea-
ters are having contract disputes with the sign
writers' union.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK
{QUOTATIONS

Olumbia Picts. ctfs.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
E^st. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"
Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
Metro-Goldwyn pfd.
Paramount
Pathe Exch

do pfd."''A"'(3J^)
do pfd. "B" ....
Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Fox Thea. "A"..
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd..

Trans-Lux

NEW YORK
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
Paramount 6s 47..
Par. SJ^sSO
Warner's 6s39 ....
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ARLEN IN F. N. FILM
fVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Richard Arlen has
been borrowed from Paramount by
First National for "Tiger Shark."

DISNEY MOVES OFFICE
Walt Disney is moving his New

York office from 1540 Broadway to

729 Seventh Ave. today.

•V»v*>v»*•«>••>>•jf
li New York
li 1 540 Broadway
S BRyint 9-4712

h

Long Iiland City
1 54 Creicent St.

STillwell 4-7940

iEastman Films I

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc. |

t^ Chicago Hollywood *i
it 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica *>

ft CALumet 3602 Blvri •.<ft CALumet 3692 Blvd.
HOLIywood4121 .•

MIUAN AND LOY LEAD

AS PROLIFIC PLAYERS

(Cantinued from Page 1)

tures, but also appeared in 45 of
them.
Only 20 players receiving screen

credit appeared in an average of six
or more features a year over the
last five years.

Also included among this period's most
active artists are the following

:

Actors—Richard Tucker, 52 pictures;
George Fawcett, 39 ; George Irving, 38

;

Edmund Breese, 40; Neil Hamilton, 39;
Wheeler Oakman, 37; TuUy Marshall, 34;
Eugene Pallette, 32 ; Montagu Love, 32

;

Charles Sellon, 31 ; Chester Conklin, 31

;

Carol Nye, 30; Purnell Pratt, 30.

Actresses—ZaSu Pitts, 40 ; Hedda Hopper,
39 ; Margaret Livingston, 35 ; Leila Hyams,
33; Edna Murphy, 30.
Directors—Richard Thorpe, 36; Phil Ro-

sen, 29 ; William Seiter, 28 ; Harry J. Brown,
27 ; Frank Tuttle, 23 ; Robert J. Horner, 22.

About the busiest actor at present is the
character actor, Guy Kibbee. Recruited by
Warners last year from the Broadway stage,
Kibbee appeared in nine features during part
of 1930 and has already worked in 10 re-

leases this year, putting him in line to estab-

lish something of a record. Another prolific

recruit from the stage is Polly Walters, who
played eight incidental roles so far this year.

Single year record for actors is held by
T. P. McGowan, who acted in 19 features
and directed 17 in 1929. The late Anders
Randolph played in 17 features in 1927, and
Purnell Pratt had a similar score in 1931.
Hale Hamilton is credited with 14 appear-
ances in 1931, while in the same year Ed-
mund Breese, Russell Hopton, J. Farrell

MacDonald and Richard Tucker each had 13.

Tnhn Milan is down for 14 in 1927, when
George Fawcett and the late Tom Santschi
each made 13. E. H. Calvert was in 13

pictures during 1930, with a total of 29 for

the last five years, Eugene Pallette also

made 13 features in 1930, while Neil Hamil-
ton and J. P. McGowan are down for the
same number in 1928. George Fawcett,
Montagu Love, John Milan and Wheeler
Oakman each had 12 in 1929. while George
Irving, Tully Marshall, Charles Sellon and
Richard Tucker scored a dozen each in 1930.
ZaSu Pitts and Myrna Ley are tied for

the single year record in the feminine ranks,
with Miss Pitts having 12 in 1931. while
Clara Blandick, Una Merkel, Natalie Moore-
head, Dorothy Peterson and Marjorie Ram-
lipau had 11 each the same year. Miss Loy
totaled 12 in 1930, and in the same yea/

ZaSu Pitts had 11, while Blanche Frederic!

and Leila Hyams each had 10. Edna Mur-
T)hy made 11 appearances in 1927, Lila Lee
had 11 in 1929, Jacqueline Logan and Marian
Nixon had 10 each in 1929, Margaret Liv-
ingston and Gertrude Olmstead had 10 each
in 1928, and Olive Hasbrouck and Hedda
Hopper made 10 apiece in 1927.
Robert J. Horner directed 18 pictures in

1928 for the single year record, followed by
McGowan with 17 in 1929 and 16 in 1930.

Richard Thorpe megaphoned 14 and Albert
Rogell did 11 in 1927. Phil Rosen directed

nine in 1927 and eight in 1921. Erie Ken-
•ini, Louis King and Duke Worne are down
for eight each in 1928. Harry Brown, Henry
McRae and Frank S. Mattison each did

seven in 1929. Harry Brown. Mervyn Le-
Rov, William Seiter and Frank Tuttle han-
'Hcd the same number each in 1930. and Phil
Rosen and William Seiter did eight apiece
in 1931.

FAULKNER TO ORIENT
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—C. W. Faulkner, rep-

resenting the Radio Installation Co.,

is en route to Lahore, India, where
he will install a "Rico" sound re-
cording system for the United Play-
ers, which is producing a series of
pictures. Faulkner will remain in

Lahore as the Radio company's en-
gineering representative in India.

GARY COOPER WESTBOUND
Gary Cooper left Saturday for the

Paramount studios on the coast.

21 001 OF 37 FEATURES

SUITABLE FOR THE FAMILY
{Continued from Page 1)

ing 21 are designated for family
trade:
"Amateur Daddy," "Border Devils," "Car-

nival Boat," "Cohens and Kellys in Holly-
wood," "The County Fair," "The Crowd
Roars," "Girl Crazy," "Heart of New York,"
"Hell's House," "High Speed," "It's Tough
to Be Famous," "Lena Rivers," "The Mir-
acle Man," "Puss in Boots," "Sein Liebes-
lied" ("His Love Song"), "Sunshine Susie,"
"Symphony of Six Million," "Tarzan, the
Ape Man."

Pathe Studio Reopening
Awaits Kahane's Arrival
Reopening of the Pathe studios

on the coast is the chief reason for
B. B. Kahane's visit to Hollywood
this week, Kahane told The Film
Daily on Saturday. A new techni-
cal crew for the studio, which has
been dark for many months, will be
assembled by Kahane, and facilities

for independent producers will be
arranged. Pathe studios will be
made available for any reliable in-

dependents, whether they are major
outfits or plan to distribute through
state rights exchanges," said Ka-
hane.

ROTHACKER FINISHES SOON
Upon completion of his present

survey, in about two weeks, Wat-
terson R. Rothacker will conclude
his association with RKO. He ia

now on his way to the coast. The
European trip previously announced
has been abandoned. It is under-
stood RKO officials consider that the
object for which Watterson was en-
gaged has been satisfactorily ac-
complished.

PARA. PLANS RUSSIAN FILM
"Forgotten Commandments," fea-

ture dealing with social conditions
in modern Russia is announced by
Paramount. It will be based on an
original story by James B. Fagan
and Agnes Brand Leahy, with Irv-
ing Pichel and Sari Maritza in
leading roles. The picture will in-

corporate some spectacular episodes
from Cecil B. DeMille's "Ten Com-
mandments."

U SALES FIELD CHANGES
S. Wittman's district has been ex-

tended by Universal to include Buf-
falo, Cincinnati, Washington and
Pittsburgh in addition to New York,
Albany, New Haven and Boston. An-
other change places Fred G. Sliter,

former Educational manager in Bos-
ton, in charge of the U branch in
Des Moines.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Balm

Powers Clnephona Equipment Corporation

r23>TTH AVE.. N. V. BKTANI »-euai

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Annual Ball. Movie Bookers of
New England, Hotel Statler. Boston.

April 28: Allied States Ass'n board of di-
rectors meeting. Congress Hotel, Chi-
cago. 10:30 A. M.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In-
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

April 27 : Annual meeting and banquet of
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.
Hollywood.

April 30: Movie Ball under auspices of As-
sociated Theater Owners of Maryland,
Lyric Theater, Baltimore.

May 3-4: RKO Spring Golf Tournament,
Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y,

May 5-8: Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam,
Holland.

'Spring Push' Launched
By Warner Philly Houses
Philadelphia — A "Spring Push"

business drive, in which a box-office

"expectancy" will be set on each
picture and managers accorded
scores according to how near they
come to these expectations, has been
launched by William P. Goldman,
Warner Theaters zone manager, to

run until July 2. Prizes will be
awarded managers making the high-
est scores.

SIGN NEW M-G-M PACTS
Wist Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
HolljTwood — Wallace Beery and

Robert Montgomery have signed new
long-term contracts with M-G-M.
The company also has signed Ches-

ter Morris for the male lead in "The
Read-Headed Woman," which still

awaits assignment of the title

player.

CHATTERTON FILM PREMIERE
"The Rich Are Always With Us,"

Ruth Chatterton's first starring pic-

ture for First National, will have
its world premiere at the Mastbaum,
Philadelphia, April 29, and its gen-

eral release. May 21.

3 REGIONAL SALES MEETS
Universal will not hold a national

sales convention this year, but in-

stead will stage three regional meet-

ings early next month. First will

take place in San Francisco, with

sessions at Chicago and New York

following.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film

Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

NOW BOOKING
A ROAD SHOW ATTRACTION

GRETA CARBO "^

"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE «M



liyL OhIGINAL!

"One of ihe brightest, sauciest, sophisti-

cated comedies yet offered ! Each player
provides just the right note in a farce that
sparkles with frivolous gaiety !"_;v.y. AMEttiCAN

"Clever farcical incidents, intriguing melo-
dies . . . intelligent fun that aroused constant
chuckles and hearty laughter. Beautifully
photographed." —^r, y. times

''^Mixture of song, sophistication, satire and
slapstick in a nifty, naughty, natty picture
which will keep you merry-minded! Songs
should be radioed. Pictorially beautiful film."

—;v. y. NEWS

"DAMITA charming—by far her best per-
formance. YOUNG is brilliant. Thelma Todd
and Gary Grant do well. An excellent pro-
duction !

"

_/v. y. svn

"Roland Young and Charlie Ruggles irresis-

table. Splendid set tings... expert direction."
— ;V. y. WORLD.TEi.ECRAM
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LILY DAMITA • CHARLIE RUGGLES
ROLAXD YOUKG • THELMA TODD

CARY GRANT inC"
*ll*«-

Directed by Frank Tattle. From a play by Avery Ilopwood. ^^'^
'•'^"'

.^

\ Adapted from ''Pouche'\ by Rene Peter and Henri Falk.
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NEW CODE FOR WRITER8_

ACCEPTED BY ACADEMY
(.Continued from Page 1)

nounced by M. C. Levee, president
of the Academy. In a statement re-
garding the new code, Levee said:
"The Academy board of directors has for-

mally accepted for Academy administration a
Code of Practice for screen writers and pro-
ducers, recently ratified by committees rep-
resenting both groups in a Writer-Producer
Conference sponsored by the Academy. The
successful working out of the Code is a sig-

nificant accomplishment at this time. It is

the first formal agreement between the screen's
authors and the producers in the history of

the motion picture and is another forward,
step in the achievement of the Academy's
goal of harmony and understanding between
the various groups that make up the produc-
tion division of the industry."

S.M.P.E. to Discuss

Problems of Theater
{Continued from Page 1)

Rothafel on "The Ideal Theater,"
President M. A. Lightman of the
M. P. T. 0. A. will speak on this

phase of the industry during the
convention, as will "btat Glasser,
Warner Bros, zone manager in Wash-
ington, and S. Sumner, who operates
the University theater at Cambridge,
Mass.

BOWES ON AID COMMITTEE
Major Edward Bowes, managing

director of the Capitol theater, has
accepted the chairmanship of the
Amusements Section of the Trades
& Industry Division in the Salvation
Army United Appeal for $1,090,000.
Major Bowes and his committee will

cover the motion pictures, radio
broadcasting, artists and authors,
theaters, ticket agents and the opera.

•DAMAGED SOULS' ROADSHOWS
Public Welfare Pictures now has

10 road shows out playing "Dam-
aged Souls." The picture is playing
de luxe theaters, including the Gran-
ada, Toledo and Garden, Milwaukee,
also the Little Taft, Cincinnati.

SHOWING JEWISH FILM
First showing of "Yiskor," Jew-

ish talker produced by Maurice
Schwartz with members of his Jew-
ish Art Theater, will take place next
Wednesday midnight at Loew's Pit-

kin, followed by other Loew book-
ings.

EXHIBS TO SEE "SYMPHONY"
A special showing for exhibitors

of RKO's "Symphony of Six Mil-
lion" has been arranged by J. J. Mc-
Carthy and Bob Wolf for 11 A. M.
tomorrow at the Gaiety.

Harry Arthur Not a Bear
Harry Arthur, theater circuit head,

hastens to inform that he is not the
Harry Arthur listed among the big
short sellers in the Washington probe
of the bears. "Though I own stocks,"
says Arthur, "they are strictly Invest-
ments and not In trading accounts."

•"
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Monday, April 25, 1932

• • • THAT YARN of ours about Jeraldine Dvorak donb-
llng for Greta Garbo certainly stirred 'em np one of
the interesting comebacks was from Wallace D. Soderholm

of the Buffalo Evening "News" Wallace notes
that Geraldine IS under contract to Emgeem and in

Charlie Chase's comedy, "The Nickel Nurser" obviously
impersonated Garbo 'ellsbells, Wallace she ont-
garboed Garbo!

• • • ALSO OUR upstate correspondent reminds us that
Miss Dvorak has been appearing prominently in audience and
crowd shots at Emgeem to remind the public that there
is a Garbo and the Swedish Sorceress didn't like those
newspaper stories about the "big feet" and visited a
specialist to acquire Chinese lily-length hoofs to charm her dear
public finally Mister Soderholm asks "If Greta
herself did not appear in the last three pix, how could her
players in the supporting casts be prevented from spilling the
substitution of Jeraldine Dvorak to the press?" which
if you ask us only makes the Mystery deeper than ever.

• • • OUR TOWN'S bijj sport writers have organized a
unique little get-together club after the fights at the
Madison Square Garden they adjourn to the Forrest
hotel where they enjoy themselves in a section of the
dining room under the title of the Babble-Ons . .

the sole object being to babble on and babble on about sports
in general all the big fight promoters and leading sports
scriveners are among those present

• • • BIGGER AND Better Titles s-cm to be the coming
vogue judging by Emgeem's decision to retain the car-
toon title "When a Feller Needs a Friend" for
the new Jackie Cooper story based on the famous cartoon
feature but how are the exhibs gonna handle that one
in marquee lights? and if you figure the additional
lineage in newspaper ads it will hit 50 grand easily

so do Bigger and Better Titles pay?

• * * *

• • • LOOKS LIKE Johnny Walker has at last found a
way to handle those ole library shots with a pay-streak angle
at the box-office over at Atlas Sound Stude he has com-
pleted the first with Mister Lehr of vaude fame these
past 20 yars doing the gagging and what Gagging!
the narration stuff is a Riot of laughs Mister Lehr has
hit on the idea of a New Formula he goes right along

not pausing for the laughs he lets the audience
decide what to laugh at not a bad notion for universal
adoption with all these Narration Guys who TRY to be funny

you should catch that last sequence where he describes
a bout between Fitzsimmons and Corbett one of the
biggest laugh numbers in any film

• • • AND NOW Herschel Stuart ha^ gone and named his
new baby Faith which gives you a clear idea of just
how these theater guys feel about conditions in general
if the experiences of a lot of theater men the last three' years
had been recorded chronologically in the names of their new-
born babes the record would read graphically
Faith, Hope and—Charity

STORY COSTS, SHOOTING

BEING COT IN NEW DRIVE
(.Continued from Page 1)

without any decrease in the quality
of product.

Other cost items that will be attacked are
talent, cutting and editing, property rentals
and purchases. According to a home ofiSce
executive now on the coast, many director*
known for their excellent pictures but waste-
ful methods in both time and acttial ex'
penditures will be transformed into "com-
mercial directors" insofar as turning out good
features within a limited time and within a
given production cost are concerned.

Higher Mexican Tariff
Is Placd in Effect
(Continued from Page 1)

empt. Sound discs in a foreign lan-
guage will pay $7 a kilogram,
against $1.75 formerly, and phono-
graph records are taxed 40 cents
each. The new rates, decreed some
time ago to encourage production
here, were put into effect following
the success of "Santa," one of the
first real Mexican features, directed
by Antonio Moreno and featuring
Lupe Tovar and Antonio Guillen
(Donald Reed).

Administration Changes
Effected at RKO Studios

(Continued from Page 1)

becomes business assistant to David
O. Selznick, is announced by Selz-
nick. M. J.Abbott becomes Comp-
troller.

WOLF TO SPEAK ABROAD
In response to an invitation to de-

liver a paper on acoustics before the
International Electric Congress in
Paris on July 5, S. K. Wolf, director
of the Acoustic consulting service
of Electrical Research Products, will
sail for Europe about the middle of
June. C. R. Hanna of the Westing-
house Co., H. B. Marvin of General
Electric and Wolf collaborated on
the paper.

SPARKS REOPENS TWO
Deland, Fla.—The Athens reopen-

ed Saturday and the Joy resumes
today. The Sparks interests will
operate the houses.

^f*t«S'*S&Ss.J

MANY HAPPY RETUPNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

April 25

« « « » » »
Dorothy Yost

Abe Schneider

Camilla Horn

George Hill
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Hughes Lines Up NotedLawyers in 'Scarface' Fight

ASKY OUT OF PARAMOlj ON 3 MONTHS' LEAVE

T. E. Committees Agree on Reorganization Plan

Sunshine
, . . and other things

=^=By Jack Alicoate=

The worst feature, as

The we see it, in the pres-

Optimists ent set-up is lack of

morale throughout the

rank and file of the industry. Ob-
viously it is hard to be a raving
jptimist when looking in retrospect

Dver the wreckage of the past 30
nonths. But, herein lies the silver

ining. With two and a half years

of rain the sunshine cannot be very
far away. There are more people

in these United States today than
ihere were in 1929, and amusement
will continue to be just as impor-

tant in their lives as it has been

in the past. When the tide does

turn, this business must feel it

quickly and substantially. And, al-

though there are few of them left,

the optimists, who are ready, will

be the ones to cash in on the first

rebound.
•

Already the steady-

Mr. Kent ing hand of Sidney

Moves Up ^^"^ ^^ being felt both
in Fox executive cir-

cles here in New York and in

Movietone City, His elevation to

the presidency of this outfit, defi-

nitely slated from the start, is at

once a progressive stroke for the

Fox interests and a definitely con-

structive move for the industry. Sid

Kent is nothing if not practical. He
knows what it's all about and has
proven it time and time again. No
executive has more of the con,"*-' :ce

of those of every branch of tl>J; in-

dustry than has Mr. Kent. This

business is having its zero hour. On
its next up-hill curve you'll hear

plenty of activities of Sidney Kent.

Principal Assets To Be
Kept Intact Under

New Setup
Having agreed upon the funda-

mental principles which should form
the basis of a reorganization plan
for General Theaters Equipment, the
two committees organized last win-
ter to protect the interests of 6%
debenture holders have been consoll-

{Continued on Page 4)

It's hard to
catalogue i n d e -

pendents these
days. What with

theaters being given back by the
(.Continued <m Page 2)

Every Man
For Himself

N.L.NATHANSON SEES END

OE CANADIAN GOV'T SUITS

That the Canadian government will

not institute more suits aimed at

American film companies operating in

the Dominion is the opinion of N. L.

Nathanson, formerly head of Famous
{Continued on Page 6)

$1,584,256 Net Profit

Reported by B. & K.
Chicago—Net profit of Balaban &

Katz for the year ended Dec. 26

amounted to $1,584,256.21, after all

charges, equal to $5.25 a share, com-
pared with $2,289,263.07 or $7.91 a

share the previous year. Assets of the

company at the end of the year were
$30,364,678.15, against $24,769,101.05

in 1930, while surplus rose to $9,-

237,665.88 from $8,201,201.30.

Summer Musicals for RKO
"Intimate musical revues" under the

direction of Bobby Connelly and featur-
ing a number of Ziegfeld beauties will

be the new spring and summer policy
for the RKO Palace, and possibly for

all RKO combination houses if the idea
is successful in New York. Through
arrangement with Florenz Ziegfeld, cos-
tumes and sets used in his shows will

also be utilized.

SCHNITZER WILL PRODUCE

4ACTI0N DRAMAS EORRKO

Joseph I. Schnitzer will produce
four action melodramas for RKO
under a contract he is understood
to have closed yesterday in New
York. The features will be made at
the Coast on next year's program.

Dramatists' Guild Opposes
Closed Shop on West Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edward Childs Car-

penter, head of the Dramatists' Guild
of the Authors' League of America,
has declared against acceptance of
a closed shop. He further states
the Guild has not devised and is not
sponsoring a new agreement for
authors covering disposition of film
rights. Playwrights' manner of deal-
ing with picture industry is as set

(Continued on Page 4)

Legal Lights Invited to Join
Hughes in Fight on Censors

"Grand Hotel" Film

Competes With Play

Philadelphia—Stage version of "Grand Ho-

tel" opened last night at the Forrest, with

M-C-M's screen edition holding forth at the

Chestnut Opera House. If the legit, company

holds its own successfully in competition with

the film here and during the Boston engage-

ment early next month, it is understood Her-

man Shumlin, the producer, will bring it back

to Broadway for a $2 top run in a large

theater.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In filing suit in the

courts of New York state to re-

strain censors from further inter-

ference with the exhibition of "Scar-

face," Howard Hughes has invited

four noted attorneys, Clarence Dar-

row, Samuel Untermyer, Arthur

Garfield Hays and Morris L. Ernst

to aid in the fight on censorship.

Vacation on Full Pay Seen
as Prelude to Settling

of Contract
Interpreted as a preliminary move

toward settling of his contract, the
Paramount yesterday requested Jesse
L. Lasky to take a three months'
leave of absence.
Lasky, smiling, told The Film

Daily: "I have been requested to
(Continued on Page 4)

J. R. COiNlEHLES

CONTRAOITH PARA.

James R. Cowan, in charge of the
Paramount New York studio for
several years, has ended his associa-
tion with that company, following
settlement of his contract. He leaves
New York Saturday for the Csast.

New Company Takes Over
Fox Educational Films

International Film Foundation,
formed to produce educational pic-
tures, has taken an option on 52
unreleased subjects made by the
educational department of Fox.
Grace Allen Bangs, director of the
Women's Bureau, educational films
department of Fox, has resigned and
joined the foundation as executive
secretary. She will also arrange dis-

tribution on "Cry of the World,"
feature compiled from newsreel
clips, which will be released to the-
atrical houses in an effort to raise
money to finance other foundation
pictures.

Says Only 2% of Cities

On Daylight Saving Time

Charlotte, N. C. — Speaking on behalf of
local movie interests in opposition to the adop-
tion of daylight saving time here, Manager
Walter Morris of Warner's Broadway declared
that less than 2 per cent of the cities in the
U. S. now have the advanced time, while in

the south there are none at alt.
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PARA. APPOINTMENTS
Appointment of Montague F. Gow-

thorpe as comptroller and Fred
Mohrhardt as general auditor of

Paramount Publix, was officially an-

nounced yesterday.

CARL REITER DEAD
Seattle — Carl Reiter, for many

years connected with the Orpheum
circuit but lately retired, is dead
here at the age of 62.

Vr#«'%
^ New York
li 1540 Broadway
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Sunshine
. . . and other things

(Continued from Page 1)

wholesale, although with various
degrees of strings attached, and
with independent producers working
with and on the lots of the big line

companies, the good old moniker,
independent, is rapidly losing its ro-
mance. Instead we see an every-
man-for-himself spirit that makes
for hundreds of competing elements
instead of the former conventional
line between the so-called Indie and
the old guard. And this is as it

should be. It makes for progress
of the inventive sort. No industry
or business ever prospered indefi-

nitely in the hands of a single

group of men. The screen is no
exception.

M. P. Academy Meeting
Postponed to May 2

H^est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Annual meeting and

dinner of the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences scheduled for
Wednesday evening has been post-
poned until May 2.

Sam Goldstein Named
Peerless Sales Manager

Sam Goldstein has been appointed
general sales manager for Peerless
Pictures, it is announced by Louis
Geller, president.

Vitaphone B'klyn Studio
Resumes Activity June 13
Resumption of production activity

at the Warner Vitaphone studio,

Brooklyn, is set for June 13.

TOBIN WITH COLUMBIA
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Genevieve Tobin has

been signed by Columbia for the
leading feminine role in "Hollywood
Speaks," which will go into pro-
duction within the next few days.
It will be directed by Eddie Buz-
zell.

HOCKEY, BOXING SHORTS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Having already cov-

ered no less than 11 sports in its

short subject program for this sea-

son, M-G-M will soon add hockey
and boxing to the list. National fig-

ures are participating in the major-
ity of the reels.

NO SUCCESSOR TO ARTHUR
Fox Theaters Corp. will appoint

no successor to Harry Arthur, who
recently resigned as general mana-
ger when he took over Fox New
England Theaters. W. C. Michel is

understood to be in active charge
of the company's affairs. He is now
on the Coast.

FOX SIGNS IRENE WARE
Irene Ware, who succeeded Lillian

Roth in the last edition of Earl
Carroll's "Vanities," has been placed
under a long term contract by Fox
and leaves for the coast on May 4.

PUBLICITY DEPT. MOVES
Publicity department of Warner

New York Theaters has been moved
from the Strand to the home office

on West 44th St.

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST
STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed negatives
and positives containing scenes of every

conceivable description

General Film Library, Inc.
MORRIS J. KANDEL, Prcs.

729 7th Ave. New York City
BRyant 9-4417 Cable: KANDELFILM

LEVEE FOR A.M.P.A.
M. C. Levee will headline the list

of guests at this Thursday's A.M.P.
A. luncheon in Sardi's. He will

outline the plans of his newly formed
Screen Guild. Tom Keene, RKO
western star, and his Radio Round-
up performers from Station WINS,
also will be on the program, with
Rutgers Neilson of the RKO pub-
licity department as master of cere-

monies. Another possibility is Leo
Carrillo.

CONVENTION DATES SET
Dates of the three regional sales

meetings planned by Universal are:
May 1, San Francisco, St. Francis
Hotel; May 5-6, Chicago, Drake
Hotel; May 8-9, New York, Park
Central Hotel.

13 BRAY SHORTS FOR EDUC.
Educational will release 13 "Na-

ture Studies" produced by Bray Pic-
tures during 1932-33. Contracts
have been signed for the series, with
two already completed. Production
will be in the east.

ARBUCKLE CLICKS
St. Louis — Fatty Arbuckle re-

ceived a hearty reception on his

opening as master of ceremonies at

the Fox here. There is a likelihood

that he will be held over.

"LIMPY" TITLE SET
"Limpy Makes Good" has been

selected by M-G-M as the final title

for the Jackie Cooper-Chic Sale co-
starring film formerly known as
"When a Feller Needs a Friend." •

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

April 28: Allied States Ass'n board of di-
rectors meeting. Congress Hotel, Chi-
cago. 10:30 A. M.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In-
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

April 30: Movie Ball under auspices of As-
sociated Theater Owners of Maryland,
Lyric Theater, Baltimore.

May 2: Annual meeting and banquet of
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.

May 3-4: RKO Spring Golf Tournament,
Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.

May 5-8: Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition,
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam.
Holland.

May 9: Testimonial dinner to Harry H.
Thomas, Hotel Astor, New York, 8 P.M.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion, Chicago.

May 23: Columbia eastern sales convention,
Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kan.

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger,
Hotel Astor, New York. 8 P. M.

May 31: Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31: Columbia western sales convention,
Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall,
Columbus, O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

July IS: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

SCHINE HOUSE ROBBED
Cortland, N. Y.—About $1,400 was

taken from the safe of the Schine
State theater here by bandits early
yesterday morning.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

I

ATLANTIC CITY, NEWJERSEY
O/tthe JiocLrdLujcLLh^

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Features new low rate levels for board-

walk accommodations. Luxury and
economy combined

Per

Day '5 Per

Person

WITH MEALS AND PRIVATE BATH
HOT AND COLD SEA WATER

Concert Orchestra—French Cuisine
Cabaret— Dancing— Refreshments Each
Week-End—Complimentary to Guests

Emanuel E. Katz, Managing Director



AN ABSOLUTELY AUTHENTrC AMAZING ADVENTURE!
VSStS. FTSi

I • •
•

A greater boxoffice draw than the record

breaking ^^Africa Speaks^^; this sensational

picture is going to do a land-office business

for wise showmen! The authenticity of this

unparalleled adventure and the tremendous

exploitation opportunities make this one a

^^natural^^ which will run up your gross to

a new high! Get it -for Goid^s sake!

rHE BLONDE CAPTIVE WHO
CHOSE TO REMAIN WITH
HER PRIMITIVE MATEIJ

/ ff
^
P

Thrilling narrative description by

the popular Lowell Thomas^ radio

''Voice of the Literary Digest.

"^

y^am^-

^If

THE LINK BETWEEN
HOWMEN AND PROFITS?
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JESSE LASKY ON LEAVE;

LIKELY NOT TO RETURN

(Continued from Page 1)

take a leave of absence for three
months on full pay, with the under-
standing I can be recalled on two
weeks' notice. I am leaving Wed-
nesday for Hollywood, as I have a

home at Santa Monica. I am under
contract to the Paramount Pubiix

Corp. until Dec. 31, 1934."

Fox Sets Release Dates
On 11 New Productions

Fox has set release dates on 11

features during a period up to Au-
gust. They are as follows: "Trial

of Vivienne Ware," May 1; "While
Paris Sleeps," May 8; "Woman in

Room 13," May 15; "Man About
Town," May 22; "Society Girl," May
29; "The Killer," June 12; "Week-
Ends Only," June 19; "Rebecca of

Sunnybrook Farm," June 26; "After
the Rain," July 3; "Almost Mar-
ried," July 17; "First Year," July

31.

CAROLINA GOLF MEET
Charlotte, N. C.—A golf tourna-

ment, expected to become an annual
affair, is being sponsored by theater

men in this territory for the pur-

pose of promoting good fellowship.

It will be held in Asheville, May 2

and 3. Committee in charge of the

tournament includes Carl Bamford
of Pubiix, Frank Bryan or First

National, Ira Furman of Metro, and
Jimmie Hobbs of Educational.

NEW GERMAN MUSICAL
"Rendezvous," musical farce in

German, will have its American
premiere on Friday at the 79th St.

theater. Henry Kaufmann is han-
dling the picture in this country.

RAZING OLD K. C. HOUSE
Kansas City—After being dark

about two years, the Globe is about
to be torn down and the site used
for parking space temporarily.

Oppenstein Brothers own the prop-

erty.

BIRMINGHAM LYRIC REOPENS
Birmingham—The Lyric, dark for

several years, has reopened with
second run pictures at 10 cents.

House is independently owned.
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The film industry is already paying

$100,000,000 annually in various taxes

—

without the proposed amusement tax.
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• • • AFTER YEARS of patient efifort we have
succeeded in building up our own Exclusive Correspondents'
Service it doesn't cost the publisher or us a nickel

our Correspondents really enjoy their work for they
only send in stuff when the fancy suits 'em and we only

use their junk when the fancy suits us so we're even.

• • • SO IF you have noticed items at odd times from
Oak Creek, Colorado Potlatch, Idaho Xenia
Illinois and wondered why these highly interesting and
useless dispatches don't appear more frequently you now
understand there is a Trick in it about a year ago our
Oak Creek correspondent sent us an item we held it till

his subscription was just about running out and then
ran the item back comes his subscription for another
year it Always Works the guy in Oak Creek is

just as big a sucker for Publicity and seeing his name
in the paper as you film execs

• • • NOW COMES Tommy Westmorland our cor-
respondent in Little Rock, Arkansas Tommy hasn't sent
us anything for five months but, boy, you and us are
well repaid for the long wait pipe this one
Tommy was talking to an exhib in a small Arkansas town

and sez "Have you heard about 'Grand Hotel'?
It's gonna be the biggest thing this town has ever seen!"
and the exhib caroms back "Gee, that's great! Just
what this town needs to pep things up. When do they START
BUILDING?"

• • • SO YOU see our Exclusive Correspondents'
Service is a great system the boys only come to life

occasionally but with a Real Inspiration it prob-
ably took Tommy five months to think that one up that's
why this kolyum is always Different there is nothing
forced or routine about it only when we have to sit

down and knock out some Original Stuff ourselves
and when the writers in Hollerword work on the same System

only turning out a script when they have an Inspira-
tion golly, we're liable to get some Real Pictures on
the screen

* * * if

• • • SET YOURSELF right now for that Empey Club
Forum luncheon today the honored guest and speaker
will be the celebrated explorer Vilhjalmur Stefansson

introduced by that other globe-circler Sir George
Hubert Wilkins the Polar atmosphere will be worked
up with the waiters in Eskimo costumes and the ice-
bergs provided in personal appearances of several films execs
recently Frozen Out

• • • SHORT SKETCH of Alexander Pantages a
born Wizard at theater handling he got his start 'way
back in the Klondike gold-rush days when a friend
staked him to the dough to buy a Nickelodeon in Seattle
in a few years he revolutionized theaters on the West Coast

he makes all his big decisions on Hunches
before a chap is half through trying to sell him an idea

'.

Mister Pantages says "yes" or "no" he never changes
his decision because the one time he changed his mind

he took a loss running into thousands once one
of his managers trimmed him out of 14 grand he in-
creased his salary deducting the increase to make good
the defalcation the manager is still working for him

one of his best and most loyal producers
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G.T.E.C0MMinEE8 AGREE

ON REORGANIZATION PLAN

{Continued from Page 1)

dated and will carry on their ac-
tivities as one committee under the
chairmanship of Arthur W. Loasby
of New York. Other members of
the consolidated committee are as
follows:

Edward C. Delafield of City Bank Farmen
Trust New York; Harry S. Durand of M
d/ t f°;i

^ '"^ "^""^
• ^^"y^ S. Gilmour

Blyth & Co., Inc., New York; Arthur Pei
of Harper & Turner, Philadelphia; Conrs
H. Ponnenhusen of Poppensusen, Johnsto;
Xhompson & Cole, Chicago; Seton Porter
Sanderson & Porter, New York, and Ray w
Stephenson of Cassatt & Co., Philadelphii
City Bank Farmers Trust Co. of New Yori
IS depositary for the consolidated committ(
and Continental Illinois Bank and Trust C
of Chicago, and Fidehty-Philadelphia Tru
Co. of Philadelphia, are sub-depositaries.

The latter further disclosed that the con
mittee is endeavoring to develop a reorganizi
tion plan which will, in so far as possibi
retain intact for the reorganized company tl

principal assets of General Theaters Equiii
ment. The Chase National Bank, accordini
to the letter, has given assurances of i'

willingness to cooperate and has agreed
principle to participate in a plan under whii
among other things, the Chase National Bam
and the debenture holders who participati
would receive, on a pro rata basis, in f
change for the obligation which they hoi
preferred stock of a reorganized compa:
which would acquire the principal assets \

General Theaters Equipment, including vol
ing trust certificates for upwards of 1,000.001
shares of Class A Stock of Fox Film no
pledged as collateral.

« « « » » »

Dramatists' Guild Opposes]
Closed Shop on West Coasf

(Coutinucd from Page 1)

forth in the Guild's official minimi;
basis agreement ratified last yea?
and no other form of contract is acJ

ceptable, says Carpenter. It is be-"]

lieved this will prevent the drama- i

tists from accepting the new writer-
j

producer code of practice ratified

last week at the Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences.

BANDITS GET $116
j

Salem, Ore.—An unidentified man
and woman, armed with an unloaded

]

revolver, entered the Hollywood,
held up Ray Stumbo, manager, and
got away with $116.

$»ftk4*©*S».lti«,§.

MANYUAPPVRETUeNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

April 26
.William Williams Cuinn Williams

Dorothy Sebastian



"r/ie Hollywood Reporter"

says:

''Paramount'8 'WORLD AND
THE Flesh* unusual; produc-

tion lavish — mounted on

same gaudy and expensive

scale as 'SHANGHAI EXPRESS'

. . . An eyeful worth anyone's

admission price. John Crom-
M'ell has done a great piece of

work. An exhibitor should

stress his sales campaign on

the teaming of Bancroft and

Hopkins in an unusual love

story against an unusual
background."

GEORGE BANCROFT
THE WORLD AND THE FLESH

From a play by Philipp

Zeska and Ernst Spitz

with MIRIAM HOPKINS
DIRECTED BY JOHN CROMWELL

PAPA MOinr MT
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A Complete Service

THE FILM DAILY SERVICE

includ es:

THE FILM DAILY

Five times a week and THE WEEKLY FILM DIGEST
every Sunday. A daily news service which for 14

years has been supplying the motion picture industry

with up-to-the-minute news of all industry activities,

reviews of features and shorts, etc.

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
Every January. A compendium of motion picture

information. Exploitation guide, features released,

personnel, and many other interesting features.

DIRECTORS' ANNUAL &
PRODUCTION GUIDE

Every June. Production activities brought up-to-

date, credits on 1932 releases, directors' biographies,

work of players, directors, etc.

SHORT SUBJECT QUARTERLIES
Every three months. Latest news of short subjects

and short subject producers, schedules, exploitation

stunts, etc.

A COMPLETE TRADE PAPER SERVICE

FOR ONLY $10.00 A YEAR!

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway

New York City

6425 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

Expect Early Decision

Defense attorneys in the Youngclaus
protection case expect that Judge
Munger of the Federal Court, Lincoln,
Nebr., will render his decision within
two weeks. Taking of testimony was
completed Saturday.

Lower Production Costs
Planned by Screen Guild
Features produced by the newly

formed Screen Guild will be made
for considerably less than "the pre-
vailing cost of most productions to-
day," according to Harry D. Wilson,
personal representative of Mike C.
Levee. Wilson arrived from the
coast yesterday to arrange meetings
for Levee with Mary Pickford, Na-
than Burkan, Dennis O'Brien and
others interested in the Guild. Nego-
tiations are now under way for the
Barrymores to make at least one
production for the Guild. Levee will

arrive on the Twentieth Century this

morning.

ROADSHOWING TRAVEL FILM
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Tom White is prepar-

ing to roadshow "Man's Paradise,"
the Huntington Expedition pictur§
of Balinese life. It was photographed
by Leon Shamroy and edited by
Walter Woods, with incidental music
by Alois Reiser,

GALA BOOSTS TRADE
Providence — Local theaters had

one of their best days in some time
when merchants featured Providence
Day, on which it is estimated some
75,000 shoppers visited the city's

stores, restaurants and movie houses.

FLESH IN WATERBURY HOUSE
Waterbury, Conn.—Fox-Poll Pal-

ace has booked "Darktown Scan-
dals" for the first four days of the
week, forecasting a return of flesh
shows to the house if the experi-
ment takes.

FILMACK MOVES
Chicago—Filmack Trailer Co., of

which Irving Mack is head, has
moved into larger quarters in the
building at 908 S. Wabash Ave., for-
merly occupied by the RKO ex-
change.

CHL BETTER FILMS COUNCIL
Chicago—A Better Films Council

of Chicago has been formed by the
Illinois Federation of Women's
Clubs. The group will preview pic-

tures and then report on their suit.-

abilitv.

LOUISVILLE CUTS
Louisville—Prices at the Alamo,

formerly 25 and 40 cents have been
cut to 25 and 15 cents. All prices
at the Rex, a subsequent run house,
are now 10 cents.

FIRE AT RITZ, BIRMINGHAM
Birmingham—Fire recently dam-

aged the Ritz to the extent of $3,-

800. The blaze started backstage
and destroyed drops and a screen.

N.LNATHANSON SEES END

OF CANADIAN GOV'T SUITS

(Continued from Page 1)

Players Canadian, expressed in an
interview with The Film Daily
in New York yesterday Nathanson,
who is conferring with Paramount
executives in connection with his
deal to take over the Canadian cir-

cuit, said that he believes govern-
ment officials are convinced that
such actions as the one which re-
cently ended at Toronto are "a waste
of money."

Seven Theater Reopenings
In Northwestern States

St. Paul—The Como has been re-

opened and a slightly improved
trend in theater conditions was also
noted in the reopening of seven
other theaters in northwest states.
In Minnesota, the State at Dassell,
Liberty and Fertile, Grand at Be-
midji and Triangle at Howard Lake
are running again. The Roxy at
Cavalier and Auditorium at Fes-
senden, N. D., and the Garden,
Osceola, Wis., recently reopened.
The Garden has been acquired by J.

A. Hall from W. Miller.

The Pavilion, Maynard, Minn.,
and the Auditorium, Obreon, N. D.,

have been closed. The Lyric, Hous-
ton, Minn., and the Place, Doland,
S. D., are on part time.

TIFFANY RELEASE SET
Tiffany's "Strangers of the Eve-

ning," just completed, has been
scheduled for release May 15. Cast
includes, Eugene Pallette, Miriam
Seegar, Theodore von Eltz, Warner
Richmond, Harold Waldridge, Fran-
cis Sayles, Tully Marshall, Alan
Roscoe, Jimmy Burtis, Mahlon Ham-
ilton, Charles Williams and William
Scott. H. Bruce Humberstone di-

rected from the adaptation of Tiffany

Thayer's novel, "The Illustrious

Corpse," by Stuart Anthony and
Warren B. Duff.

2 CHI. HOUSES REOPEN
Chicago — The Janet is having

sound equipment installed and will

reopen May 1. H. H. Burns is the

owner. The Alma, closed for some
time, also is reopening. The house

is operated by Sylvester Skouras.

TO-DAY'S
BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Because of their technical knowledge
and ability to work adding and ac-

counting machines, 150 former clerks

who were thrown out of employment
with the closing of Los Angeles banks

are now appearing in sequences on the

enormous bank set of 'Faith,' Colum-
bia's banking production."

—Columbia.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK i

HOLLYWOOD
STANLEY FIELDS, the big bad

man of the screen, whose per-

formance in "Cimarron" was out-
standing, has been signed to play a
featured role in "Pancho," for the
National Arts Film Co. The com-
pany is now shooting exteriors in

Mexico, and interior scenes will be
made here next month.

« * *

Mr. and Mrs. Dave Thompson an-

nounce the marriage of their daugh-
ter, Madeline, to Ray Dunn, son of

James Dunn. The newlyweds have
been friends since childhood.

* * *

Our Passing Show: James Keefe
and Arthur Sheekman, former St.

Paul newspapermen, holding a re-

union; Milton Raison playing tennis;

Earl Haley motoring to Culver City.

* * *

Dave Garber has completed his

second book, "Parade Rest." His
first book was "Service With Bat-

tery C."
>K « *

Forrest Sheldon mil direct Ken
Maynard in "The King of the

Range," based on Sheldon's original

story.
* * *

Clarence Kolster, Universal film

editor, who recently completed the

cutting of "Doomed Battalion," has

been assigned to edit "The Old Dark
House."

* * *

Carroll Clark, art director for

RKO-Radio, was formerly in charge

of the Pathe art department. Sets

for "Holiday," "Her Man" and "The
Common Law" were designed under

his direction, as were those for

"Symphony of Six Million," "Bird

of Paradise" and "Road House Mur-
der."

* * •

Simile—As short as a long-term

contract.
* * *

Paul L. Stein has returned from

a five-months' stay abroad. While

on his trip, he directed Corinne Grif-

fith in "Lily Christine," based on

Michael Arlen's story. He spent part

of his time at St. Moritz, Switzer-

land.
* * *

Arthur Pierson, Don Alvardo and

Joan Marsh are being taught the

rumba for use in "Precious," which

Alfred Werker is directing for Fox.
* * *

Walter De Leon, playwright, au-

thor, scenarist and former actor,

Oakman 'Killed' Once a Month for 10 Years
iVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Wheeler Oakman counted up the other day and found that he has
been killed on the average of once a month for the last 10 years. He has been
shot 40 times, electrocuted, hanged, poisoned by rattlesnakes and devoured by a

shark. And he is still looking for other deaths to die. Oakman is now working in

Columbia's "The Riding Tornado."

Para. Signs W. C. Fields

W. C. Fields, stage and screen

comedy star, has been signed as a

member of the cast which Jack Oakie

will head in Paramount's Olympic Games
comedy picture under direction of Ed-

ward Cline.

has joined the Paramount writing
staff to work on the screen play of
"Merton of the Talkies." He will be
associated with Sam Mintz and Ar-
thur Kober in preparing the screen
story. De Leon, "Saturday Evening
Post" and "Red Book' author,
began motion picture writing three
years ago and worked on "The Spirit

of Notre Dame,' "Big Money,"
"Union Depot" and "The Sopho-
more."

i)i * *

By the way, De Leon wrote "The
Bamboo Tree," which was Bert Wil-
liams' last show. He also wrote
"Dew Drop Inn" and "Who's Who,"
the latter starring Charles Ruggles
on Broadway.

* * •

Simile—As numerous as ex-presi-

dents in the film industry.
* « •

Albert Lovejoy, who is in charge
of the stock company at RKO-Radio
studios, has taught at Harvard, Co-
lumbia, the University of Washing-
ton and the New Hampshire
Agricutural College. In addition to

teaching the young contract players

dramatics, he also scouts for new
talent.

* * *

William Conselman, who wrote the

screen play and dialogue for "Week-
Ends Only" for Fox, is at work on

"Rackety Racks," which will also he

made by Fox.

Max Steiner, who wrote the musi-

cal score for "Symphony of Six Mil-

lion," wrote a musical comedy, "The

Beautiful Greek Girl," when he was
13 years old. The production ran

for two years in Vienna. At 16, he

was a professional conductor in Rus-

sia. For 10 years he was conductor

and orchestrator at the Daly theater,

London. He is now preparing the

musical treatment for "The Bird of

Paradise."
* • *

Frank Partos, formerly with M-G-
M, is writing the continuity for

"Sirens and Tritons," at Paramount.
* * *

Another simile—As changeable as

a movie title.

* •

Russell Hopton, Universal con-

tract leading man, will play Jerry

Hyland in "Once in a Life Time,"

the part he played in the Coast pro-

duction of the satirical comedy. He
is now playing in "Back Street," fol-

lowing his engagement in "Radio

Patrol."

George Sidney is on a personal
appearance tour, which was ar-

ranged by Lew Golder and Eddie
Rubin. Sidney will be away from
Hollywood for 10 weeks.

4> * «

Robert Wilbur, who played in

"Young Donovan's Kid," has com-
pleted his role in "The World and
the Flesh," at Paramount.

* iti *

Donald Cook refused to go home
when he once started for New York,
and sold mince meat in Kansas City
to get funds to continue on his way.
This was but one of the 29 jobs he
held down en route to New York
from Portland, Ore.

« * «

John Meehan, Jr., son of the M-G-
M scenarist and playwright, has
joined the Universal scenario staff.

He wrote "Hey, Diddle, Diddle,"

which will be produced in New York,
and "Skyrocket," an original story.

He was placed with Universal by
Walter Herzbrun and James Keefe.

* * *

Vivienne Osborne has conquered
the flu and has resumed work in

"Dark Horse," at Warner^ Bros.

Production was held up during her

absence of a few days.
* * *

Adrienne Allen, recent English
"discovery," will make her Amer-
ican screen debut as the "other wo-
man" in "Merrily We Go to Hell,"

which will be made by Paramount.
By the way, her husband, Raymond
Massey will make his American
screen debut in a Universal picture,

"The Old Dark House."
* * *

Warren B. Duff, who recently

joined the M-G-M scenario staff, is

writing the dialogue for "Turn to

the Right." He wrote "X Marks
the Spo€" and "Hotel Continental,"

for Tiffany.
* *

George R. Batcheller, president of

Chesterfield, has completed "The

Night Club Lady," first Chesterfield

production of the 1932-1933 season.

Production was finished this week at

Universal City under the direction

of Richard Thorpe. John Darrow
plays the leading male role. Claudia

Dell is opposite him. Among the

others are Sarah Padden, Theodore

Von Eltz. Montagu Love, Lina Bas-

auette, Lucy Beaumont, Brandon

Hurst and Donald Keith. Story is

an original by E. T. Lowe.

Harman-Ising Studios, which pro-
duces "Looney Tunes" and "Merrie
Melodies," in association with Leon
Schlesinger, have renewed the con-
tracts of Robert Edmunds, head of
the story department, and Isadore
Freleng, chief of the art depart-
ment.

* « *

"The Thirteenth Man" has been
selected as the next Jack Holt spe-

cial production, and will go into

work within a few days under the
direction of Howard Higgin. It is

an adventurous story of the South
Seas.

^ * *

Lysle Talbot is playing one of the
prominent roles in Warners' "Com-
petition," now in production under
the direction of Erie Kenton.

Hf * *

Anthony Veiller, former city ed-

itor of the Schenectady "Gazette,"
author of presentations at the New
York Capitol theater, playwright of

"Defence" and "The D. A.," has
joined the Paramount studio writing

staff. His last screen work was on
the adaptation and dialogue for

"The Verdict," at Universal.
4t * *

Eric Linden will appear in "Life
Begins," which First National will

make from the Broadway play.

* * *

Production has started on Tim
McCoy's next starring vehicle, "The
Riding Tornado," which was ten-

tativelv titled "The Ridin' Kid from
Santa Fe." Shirley Frey plays op-

Dosite the star, with Wallace Mac-
Donald and Montagu Love assigned

to important roles. D. Ross Leder-

man is directing.
* * *

Maurice Chevalier and Jeanette

MacDonald will play their next

screen roles under their own first

names.
* *

Charles Rosher, ace cameraman,
is photographing Constance Bennett

in "The Truth About Hollywood,"

which George Ciikor is directing for

RKO.
* * *

With the return of M. H. Hoff-

man from the East, Allied Pictures

is starting work on the first of the

Monte Blue specials, a Hoot Gibson

special and an Allied Classic.

Bringing Back Bride

Walter Pahlman, chief of the tech-

nical staff with the Douglas Fairbanks

crew that has been making a Robinson

Crusoe picture in the South Seas, will

bring a Tahitian bride back with him.

The party is due in California about

May 6. Maria Alba, Eddie Sutherlind,

Tom ). Ceraghty, William Farnum, Harry

Ham and Chuck Lewis are among others

in the group.
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"GRAND HOTEL" BOOKINGS

BOOST ROADSHOWS TO 29

In addition to the runs now under
way in New York, Chicago, Boston,
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, M-G-M
has set 23 other roadshow dates for
"Grand Hotel." The openings are
as follows:

April 29, Grauman's Chinese, Los Angeles ;

Princess, Toledo ; Regent. Rochester, N. Y.

;

("irand Central, St. Louis; Melba. Dallas;
Kirby, Houston ; April 30. Strand. Des
Moines ; Shubert, Cincinnati ; Ohio. Cleve-
land ; May 2, Erlanger, Buffalo; Royal Al-
exandria, Toronto ; May 4, Strand, New Or-
leans ; May 6, Texas, San Antonio, Liberty,
Kansas City ; Paramount, Denver ; Century,
Minneapolis ; Garrick. Duluth ; May 7, Ohio,
Indianapolis; State, Omaha; Victory, Salt

'.ake City; May 8, Wilson, Detroit; May 13,

Riviera, St. Paul ; May 22, His Majesty's,
Montreal.

NEWS ««OF ««THE «»DAY

OPPOSES "MOUTHPIECE"
Syracuse—Charging criminal libel

in the showing of "The Mouth-
piece," Warner picture variously

described as being based on the life

of the late William J. Fallon, New
York lawyer, action has been started

by Ruth M. Fallon, his daughter, to

prevent exhibition at the Strand
here.

Cleveland—Carl Haagan, connect-
ed with a local German newspaper,
has taken over the management of

the Cinema theater playing German
talking pictures.

Providence—Henry Hopkins, Jr..

manager of the Castle, has resigned
to accept the position of Town Clerk
in his home town.

Plainville, Conn.—George Lewitt.
operator of the Strand, West Main
St., has leased the premises for an-
other year, at a rental of $3,650.

Cleveland—Bert Todd and Victor
Wolcott have opened a high class

Nieklodeon on East Ninth St., next
door to their Great Lakes theater,

right in the heart of the downtown
business district.

ECKELS STARTS
Eddie Eckels yesterday assumed

editorship of "The Voice of RKO,"
RKO's official house paper for its

theaters. Floyd Scott, former editor,

will remain with RKO in another
capacity.

COMING & GOING

CLARENCE BROWN, M-GM director
arrives from the coast Saturday.

B. B. KAHANE leaves for the coast
Thursday.

MR. and MRS. JAMES R. GRAINGER
sailed Saturday for a brief sojourn in Ber-
muda.

ROBERT E. SHERWOOD departs fot

Europe on April 30 aboard the He de France.

GLENN GRISWOLD of Fox left New
York yesterday for Chicago and returns lato

this vi'eek.

SALLY FILERS, following a vacation in

New York, has returned to Fox Movietone
City.

MR. and MRS. M. C. LEVEE arrive in

New York today from the coast.

JOSEF VON STERNBERG is on his way
to New York following differenoes with
Paramount coast studio officials over the film,

ing of "The Blonde Venus," next Marlene
Dietrich picture, which was to have gone into

work this week.

HARRY WILSON, directing publicity foi

M. C. Levee's Screen Guild, arrived in New
York yesterday from Hollywood.

ARTHUR W. STEBBINS is scheduled to

leave at the end of the week for the west
coast by boat.

WINFIELD R. SHEEHAN sails foi

Europe tomorrow on the Aquitania.
L. J. SCHLAIFER and E. T. GOMER

SALL leave tomorrow for San Francisco, to

attend Universal's western sales convention.

JOSEPH BERNHARD, general managei
of Warner Theaters, left Sunday on a busi-

ness trip to Chicago. He will be in the

Chicago zone for about a week. Bernhard
was accompanied by Harold Mirisch, who has
been transferred to the Chicago zone.

COL. JASON JOY has arrived in New
York from Hollywood for Hays office con-

ferences.

PETER MILNE, writer, has arrived in

New York from the coast.

Easton, Pa.—Pomfret Realty Co.

has leased the Third Street theater

here to United Chain Theaters Co.,

Inc., of Philadelphia, Louis Berman,
president. New lessees expect to

open the theater on May 1.

Belvedere, Cal. — Strand theater

will install a $4,500 air conditioning

system. The Castle also will install

a $1,000 air conditioning system.
Both installations will be made by
the Phipps Engineering Co. of Van
Nuys, Cal.

Boston—Supreme Screen Service
has opened an office at 28 Piedmont
St., to handle a complete trailer ser-
vice. Prints will be taken care of
directly from the Boston office.

Henry M. Sperling is New England
manager.

Wasseon, O. — Joe Rex, former
owner, has taken over the Princess
theater again, after having sold it

to E. L. and P. F. Staup.

Dennison, O. — Jacob Smith has
taken over the Lincoln, and is op-
erating it seven days a week with
three changes.

Clear Lake, la.—The Park here
has been sold by Lou Levy to J. C.

Roush.

Dow City, la.—The Iowa here has
been sold by 0. J. Judd to E. F.
Feinhold.

Guthrie Center, la.—The Garden
here has reopened for Sundays only.

Boston—Marie H. Scherver, who
broke into the business with the old

Gordon circuit in New England, re-

cently returned from Los Angeles to

manage the Humboldt in Roxbury.
Irving A. Isaacs, formerly secretary

of the Gordon circuit, also is run-
ning a theater in Roxbury.

New Bedford, Mass.—The Empire,
formerly operated by Publix, has
been taken over by Zeitz Brothers.

Denver — Grover C. Kinney, for-

merly of the U. S. army, in charge
of theater and entertainment cen-
ters, has leased the Washington
Park theater.

Easton, Pa.—The real and per-
sonal property of the Theater Real-
ty Co., owners of the Seville, which
was recently adjudged a bankrupt,
was sold to a committee represent-
ing the first mortgage bondholders.
The theater will continue to operate.

Denver — Fox West Coast an-
nounces the following changes: Mel
Todd, manager the Princess, Chey-
enne, Wyo., granted a two months'
sick leave which he will spend in

California, is succeeded by Mark
Berkheimer, who comes from the
Tieva, Durango, Colo. Berkheimer's
iob is taken by Charles Ernst, for-

merly with Fox as a manager at

Monta Vista, Colo.

Kansas City—Both Big 4 West-
erns and "Murder at Dawn," a melo-
dramatic thriller, have been booked
into the following Fox West Coast
Theaters: Hippodrome, Joplin, Mo.;
Strand, Arkansas Citv; Strand, Sa-
lina; Best and Jayhawk, Topeka
The deal was consummated by the
Midwest Film Distributors, Inc.

Atlanta—With the reopening of

the Paramount, the women's division

of the mayor's emergency relief com-
mittee, of which Mrs. H. H. Marge-
son is chairman, has leased the
Cameo for Sunday charitable per-

formances.

Cleveland—Carl Haagan, of the
Weachter und Anzeiger, German
daily newspaper, has taken over op-
eration of the Cinema Theater for
German pictures.

WRITER-PRODUCER CODE

GOES INTO EFFECT MAY I

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—New Code of Practice

ratified last week for all screen
writers in the major studios will go
into effect May 1. A discussion of
the agreement was held last night
at the Writers' Club, with the ob-
ligations of the writers and the
producers being set forth by mem-
bers of the Writers' Special Com-
mittee and by Irving Thalberg and
B. P. Schulberg on behalf of the
producers.

The Code covers minimum provisions for
method of payment, contingent compensdt'on,
screen credits and notice. Studios signing
the pact are : Columbia, Harry Cohn ; Uni-
versal, Carl Laemmle. Jr. ; Fox, Al Rockett

;

RKO, David O. Selznick; TiflFany, Sam
Bischoff; Feature Productions, Joseph M.
Schenck ; Warner-First National, Darryl
Zanuck; M-G-M, Irving G. Thalberg; Para-
mount, B. P. Schulberg. Writers' special
committee includes : Waldemar Young, chair-
man ; Frank Woods, Ralph Block. Clara
Beranger, Martin Flavin, Oliver H. P. Gar-
rett, Benjamin Glazer, Howard T. Green,
Carey Wilson, J. K. McGuiness, Bartlett
Cormack, Percy Heath. Gerrit Lloyd. John
Meehan, Herman Mankiewicz, Jane Murfin.
Richard Schayer, AI Cohn, James Seymour.

SUNDAY ARRESTS CONTINUE
Plainfield, N. J.—Arrest of Acting

Manager Raymond Parks in connec-
tion with the operation of the three
Publix houses here on Sunday
marked the twelfth time that the
local authorities have acted against
the theaters for violation of the
state blue law. The managers are

being held for the grand jury.

ATLANTA HOUSE BOMBED
Atlanta—A dynamite charge set

off early in the morning in the Ma-
jestic blew away the entire front

of the house and shattered windows
for blocks around. The house had
been non-union, but for the past

two months had employed union
operators.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Scarborough Players, theatrical business; C.

Abram, 233 Broadway, New York. $15,000
pfd., 100 shares commons.

Edwal, theatrical business; O'Brien, Male-
vinsky & Driscoll, Times Square, New York-
100 shares common.
Cyrano Producing Co., theaters; W. Klein,

1440 Broadway, New York. 100 shares com-
mon.
De Luxe Screen Service, motion pictures

;

H. 'Tucker, 420 Lexington Ave., New York.
$50,000.
Alco Film Laboratories; Fitelson, Lerman

& Mayers, 70 West 40th St., New York.
500 shares common.

Youbrogan, amusements; Attorneys' Al-
bany Service Co., 299 Broadway, New York.
200 shares common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
Belmar Natatorium, Inc., Newark, operate

amusement places; James N. Pappas, Newark,
N. J. $125,000 pfd., 2.000 shares common.

Carlton Amusement Co., Bradley Beach:
Henry K. Goldenbock, Perth Amboy, N. J.

$100,000.
.Sager Amusement Co., Passaic, lease or

hire out films; Mufson & Levenson, Passaic.

N J. 1.000 shares common.
DELAWARE CHARTER

Sennett Pictures Corp.. Wilmington, Del.,

motion pictures ; Corporation Trust Co., Do-
ver, Del. 1,000 shares common.
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U. S. Talent in B. I. P. Features Planned by Powers

sheehaO return injll chargejE studio
i

Paramount Expenses Cut $6,000;000 In First Quarter

Zukor Reports Loss for

First 3 Months—New
Director on Boar^

Due to economies effected, ex-

penditures of Paramount for the
first quarter of this year were $6,-

000,000 less than in the correspond-
ing 1931 period, said Adolph Zukor
yesterday at the annual stockhold-
.ers' meeting. The Paramount presi-

dent also stated that, after writing
-^ Jti^ic^iaLluii, tiie company wouia
show a net loss for the first three

(Continued on Page 6)

Coif Tourney Plans Being Set
Positive proof that Summer is just around the corner officially occurred yesterday

when the committee in charge of the 20th FILM DAILY golf tournament announced that

plans are being formulated for staging the 1932 event at the Fenimore Coif Country
Club about the middle of June. This is the de luxe course which was used as the

tournament grounds last June through the efforts of Al Lichtman and Artie Stebbins.

It's a grand location for golfers and duffers and the event itself will be a wow and
a smash, sez the committee. More details later.

MG-M T

FROM DOUBLE FEATURES

Double featuring in Australian
theaters is definitely on the wane,
N. B. Freeman. M-G-M managing
director for Australia and New
Zealand, told Film Daily yesterday.

Three houses in Sydney, the St.

James, State and Capital, have con-
tracted to run only a single feature

with shorts when playing M-G-M
(Continued on Page 8)

Emil Schay is Dead
Following Heart Attack

Emil Schay, for the last 15 years

associated with Alfred E. Weiss,

head of the Metropolitan Studio in

Fort Lee, died late Monday night of

heart failure. We was 39 years old

and held the post of executive as-

sistant to the studio chief.

Film Import Duties

Slashed by Brazil

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DATI.Y
Washington—Brazil has cut film import du-

ties more than half, effective this week, the

Department of Commerce is advised. New rates

are 56$446 paper milreis per kilo for 35 mm.
positive film and 28$223 for 16 and 9 mm.
Old rates were 141$115 per gross kilo for de-

veloped films and 56$446 for undeveloped.

Raw stock and non-theatrical film duty is now
5$644 per kilo.

Bad Prints, Triple Bills

Discussed by N. J. Allied
Stefansson Criticizes

Over-Dramatization
Dramatization of screen subjects

to the point of inaccuracy was criti-

cized by Vilhjalmur Stefansson,
noted explorer, in addressing the M.
P. Club yesterday at its luncheon
forum. However, he recognized the

(Continued on Page 6)

In a resolution deploring what it

terms "unusable" prints, the Allied
New Jersey unit yesterday threat-
ened to take the matter up with the
state fire authorities unless better
prints are provided them. Copies of

the action will be sent to home of-

fice distribution departments and
exchanges. The first hazard angle

(Continued on P.ge 8)

14 Utica Houses Threaten to Close

Unless Daylight Saving Time is Cut

utica—Unless the daylight sav-

ing period is reduced locally from
five to three months, 14 theaters

will close during the summer
months, according to an ultimatum
issued bv the Utica Theater Own-
ers Ass'n to city officials. The
statement points out that closing of

these theaters would throw 224 per-

sons out of work and cause a pay-

roll loss of $12,000 weekly.

Abe Montague Appointed
Assistant to Jack Cohn

Abe Montague, who has been in

charge of the New England division

for Columbia, is now functioning as
aide to Jack Cohn, with headquar-
ters at the home office. Joseph A.
McConville is actively in charge of

the territory with headquarters in

Boston.

Powers to Utilize U. S. Talent

In 6 B. I. P. Features This Year
8 More Roadshow Dates

Set for "Grand Hotel"
Bringing the total roadshow en-

gagements UP to 37. "Grand Hotel"

has been set by M-G-M to play eight

more cities. Dates are as follows:

Carlton, Providence. April 30; Cri-

terion, Oklahoma City; College,
(Continued Page 8)

P. A. Powers will make a definite

eff'ort to have an American director

and two American stars included in

the production of at least six Els-

tree features for 1932, it was stated

yesterday by Powers, who sails Sat-

urday for London. "B.I.P. has the
organization and the mechanical and
human equipment to turn out fea-

(Continued on Page 8)

Fox Production Chief is

Slated to Resume
Duties June 15

Winfield R. Sheehan. who sails on
the Aquitania tonight for a six
weeks' vacation abroad, will return
to the Fox studios on the coast
about June 15 and resume full

charge of Movietone City and all

production activities, it was defi-

nitely learred by THE FiLM Daily
yesterday. For the last few weeks
Sheehan has been in New York rest-

(Continued on Page 6)

LEVEE EXPECTS TO MAKE

rOURTO SIX NEXT SEASON

Between four and six features
will be distributed by the Screen
Guild during the coming season,
Mike Levee, head of the organiza-
tion, told Thej Film Daily yester-
day, following his arrival in New
York from the Coast. The organi-
zation will not concern itself with
shorts.
While in New York Levee will in-

(Continued on Page 6)

Directors Elected -
By Pathe Exchange

At a meeting of the stockholders
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., held yev
terday the following board of direc-
tors was elected: George M. Arms-
by, Lester D. Burton, Paul Fuller,
Jr., Wallace Groves. George S.
Montgomery, Jr., Charles A. Stone,
Theodore C. Streidert. Arthur Se-
wall, Huntington D. Sheldon, Ar-
thur B. Poole, Clinton J. Scollard.
Carl P. Panthen, Charles B. Wig-
gins, and Andrew P. McKean.

$400,000 Theater Is

Sold for $36,000

Oil City, Pa.—Built at a cost of $400,000
less than three years ago, the Latonia theater
was sold yesterday at a sheriff's sale for

$36,000.
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FLINN AND lALLY FREED

BY COURTOF APPEALS

John C. Flinn and Henry F. Lally
were freed yesterday on a writ of

habeas corpus, by the Court of Ap-
peals at Albany, reversing a prev-

ious ruling of the Apellate Division.

The writ was submitted by Nathan
Burkan and Herman Finkelstein,

acting for the defendants. It is be-

lieved that the case, resulting from
a fire in the Pathe studios in De-
cember, 1929. will be dropped and
not re-submitted to the grand jury
by the district attorney.

Richard Wallace Assigned
As New Dietrich Director

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Following the depar-

ture of Josef von Sternberg for New
York after a dispute over the story

for Marlene Dietrich's next film. B.

P. Schulberg has assigned Richard
Wallace to direct the picture,

"Blonde Venus." It is understood
Miss Dietrich will refuse to work
under another director.

MORE NAMES FOR A.M.P.A.
In addition to the already an-

nounced appearance of M. C. Levee,
Tom Keene and Leo Carrillo. tomor-
row's guest lineup at the A.M.P.A.
luncheon in Sardi's will include
Helen Chandler and Nigel Bruce. It

will be "Western Day," with "Cow-
boy Tom's Radio Roundup" from
Station WINS supplying atmosphere,
and Rutgers Neilson announcing.

W. B. CONTINUE TRAILERS
Warner Bros, will continue mak-

ing and selling their own trailers,

under the sales management of Nor-
man H. Moray, it was announced
yesterday by Major Albert Warner.
The statement was made to set at

rest rumors that Warners would
step out of this field.

BILL CODY JOINS CIRCUS
Bill Cody, Monogram star, has

joined the Walter L. Main Circus
for the current outdoor season.
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FIGHT "MOUTHPIECE" SUIT
Despite a suit charging criminal

libel in the exhibition of "The
Mouthpiece" Warner Bros, are de-

termined to present the picture at

the Strand, Syracuse. Stanley
Friedman of the home office legal

department has gone to Syracuse to

work on the matter. Action was
brought by Ruth M. Fallon, daugh-
ter of the late William J. Fallon,
attorney, upon whose career the
storv is said to be based.
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GAIETY STENCH-BOMBED
New York metropolitan district

exhibitors attending a trade show-
ing of "Symphony of Six Millions"
yesterday morning at the Gaiety
were disturbed by several stench
bombs. The house is operated by
RKO, which, with other major cir-

cuits, is having a contract dispute
with the sign writers' union.

.4RBUCKLE BOOKED EAST
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle arrives

in New York on Saturday to open at

the Academy in Crotona, with 10
more weeks of personal appearance^
to follow. He is playing this week
at the Fox, St. Louis, where he is

reported pleasing the fans.

WAi: NC OBPOOATEO
Moved to 700-702 VERNON AVENUE

Long Island City

Phone STillwell 4-2330

For Raw Stock-Film Storage Vaults and
Library Shots.

MONOGRAM EXECUTIVES

MEET MONDAY IN CHICAGO

Assessments on the new product
for 1932-33, and plans for a sales

drive, will be the major subjects for

discussion at the meeting of
_
the

Monogram Pictures board of direc-

tors to be held in Chicago on Mon-
day. Among those from New York
who will attend are: W. Ray John-
ston, J. V. Ritchey, Harry H.
Thomas, Albert Fiedler, Eddie Gol-

den.
Other directors who will be pres-

ent are: Herman Rifkin, Boston;
Arthur Bromberg. Atlanta; Nat
Steinberg, St. Louis; Robert With-
ers, Kansas City; Floyd St. John,
San Francisco, Irving Mandel, Chi-
cago.

Trem Carr of Hollywood will also

attend.

120 Scenarists Okay
Writer-Producer Code

IVrst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—^At a meeting attend-

ed by 120 scenarists, the new code
of practice between writers and pro-
ducers was endorsed.

ROBERT SPARKS JOINS PARA.
Robert Sparks, stage director,

producer and manager in the east
for the last 10 years, has joined
Paramount as assistant to Louis D.
Lighten, associate producer on the

staff of B. P. Schulberg. Sparks at

one time was identified with the
famous Boston Stock Company in

Boston; the Lakewood Players, sum-
mer stock company in Skowhegan,
Me.; William Harris, Jr.; the Ac-
tors' Theater and the Philadelphia
Theater Ass'n. Last year he pro-
duced two plays on Broadway.

MATZENAUER AT ROXY
Margaret Matzenauer, noted con-

tralto of the Metropolitan Opera,
has been engaged by Clark Robin-
son to make her movie house debut
at the Roxy this Friday.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
Stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

Creators of good impressions

Globe Engraving Company
STEEL & COPPER PLATE ENGRAVERS

Letterheads, Envelopes, Cards, Weddings,
Monograms, Business and Social An-
nouncements of Every Description

Designers and Actual Producers of
Engraved Commercial and Social Stationery

105-7 Fulton St. New York, N. Y.

BEekman 3-6417

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

April 28: Allied States Ass'n board of di-

rectors meeting. Congress Hotel, Chi.||
cage. 10:30 A. M.

April 29: Sixteenth annual meeting of In
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel. Indianapolis, Ind.

April 30: Movie Ball under auspices of As-
sociated Theater Owners of Maryland,
Lyric Theater, Baltimore.

May 1 : Universal regional sales convention
St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco.

May 2 : Annual meeting and banquet a
Academy of M. P. Arts and Science)
Hollywood.

May 3-4: RKO Spring Golf Tournament
Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.

May 5-6: Universal regional series conven-
tion, Drake Hotel, Chicago,

May 5-8: Paramount sales convention, Atn-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition
Royal Automobile Institute. Amsterdam
Holland.

May 8-9 : Universal regional sales convention,
Park Central Hotel, New York.

May 9 : Testimonial dinner to Harry H.
Thomas, Hotel Astor, New York, 8 P.M.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Sociei,

of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion, Chicago.

May 23: Columbia eastern sales convention,
Atlantic City.

May 24-25 : Annual convention of Motion
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kan.

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger,
Hotel Astor. New York. 8 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York. -j

May 31: Columbia western sales convention,

Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employei
and M. P. Operators. Memorial Hall

Columbus, O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

July IS: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

NEDW AYBTRN
who has staged over 600 productions, including

the best editions of the Zeigfeld Follies, and

who has directed and helped up the ladder of

fame many stars of the first magnitude, such

as Al Jolson, Ma'^lyn Miller, Fred and Adele

Astaire, Eddie Cantor, Ann Pennington, Will

Rogers, Marie Dressier, Ed Wynn, Jeanette Mc-
Donald. Harry Richman. Charlotte Greenwood,

and hundreds of others, has opened new inter-

national dancing headquarters in the heart of

the Park Avenue District. This, the world's

greatest dancing school, offers:

Every Type of Stage or Social Dancing.

Morning, Afternoon and Evening Ses-

sions for Adult Girls 16 to 60 Years

of Age.
Reducing and Building Up — Mild

Courses for Middle-Aged Folks.

Special Saturday and After-School

Classes for Children (Ages 4 to 16

Years).
Thorough Courses in Diction and Micro-

phone Technique for Radio and the

Talkies.

TEMPORARILY. 20% to 50% RE-

DUCTION IN ALL RATES
Send for one of the following free booklets:

"YOUR CAREER" (48 pages); or "HOME
STUDY COURSE IN DANCING"; or "RADIO
COURSES."
NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING

OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND

Studio F, 625 Madison Ave., New York City

(Between 58th and 59th Sts.)

Tel. Wickersham 2-4300



THE MOST
IMPOIHANT

in this

enJSre magazine!

We have just screened

JOAN CRAWFORD and

ROBERT MONTGOMERY in

"LETTY LYNTON."

\t is tremendous!

EVER SINCE we co-starred them in '^Our

Blushing Brides" and "Untamed" the public

has asked us to bring them together again.

We're giving you the tip-off! We urge you

to prepare for EXTRA TIME! ''Letty

Lynton^' is the Biggest Joan Crawford hit of

them all!

What this industry needs is

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER



Ruth

. . .There's a real

STORY back of

in "The Rich Are
Always Wilh Us'

^ You can't pick box-office stories out of boy of the Drama Guild,

a High Hat.
I

• ArtTheatre Groups have notswooned witli

RUTH CHATTERTON*S recent ex- ecstasy over its subtlety and savofr faire.

perience has proved thai—and only that. .

.

It*s not a story for the Four Hundred

^ And she has profited by this experience

in her first First National picture I

• It is a story for the Four Million— ox\i

that they can understand and enjoy anc

thrill to— a real, human, meaty tale tha

• "THE RICH ARE ALWAYS WITH will set under their skins and into thei

US was not written by any white-haired hearts and memories I

^'^>^^^.

<^^, WARINER
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You know what RUTH CHATTERTON ALWAYS WITH US.
//

in do with a really popular story.

You've seen her do it in Madame X

id Sarah and Son.
//

•Watch the box-office and note the

difference in RUTH CHATTERTON in

''THE RICH ARE ALWAYS WITH US/'

She's done it again in THE RICH ARE • But be sure it's your box-office!

BROS
RUTH CHATTERTON in "THE RICH ARE ALWAYS WITH MS'* with

BETTE DAVIS, GEORGE BRENT, JOHN M IUAN •From tAe best-seller

by E. PETTIT • Directed by ALFRED E. GREEN • A First National Picture



W.R.8HEEHAN TO RETURN

IN fULLCHARGEOr STUDIO

(Continued from Page I)

ins: and conferring with Sidney R.

Kent, new president of Fox.
Sheehan has been on leave of ab-

sence since early this year because
of ill health. JHis trip to Europe
is for the purpose of further recup-
eration, and it is expected he will

be fully recovered and ready to re-

sume the studio responsibilities by
the middle of June.

Levee Expects to Make
Four to Six Next Season

^Continued from Page 1)

vestigate possibilitiei of a tieup

with the Theater Guild which could
provide stage material for filming.

He expects to remain in New York
two weeks, during which he will ar-

range for financing for the Guild.

Stefansson Criticizes

Over-Dramatiza tion
(Continued from Page 1)

public's interest in such pictures re-

gardless of whatever "fakery" oc-

curs in them. Stefansson spoke of
forming a Time Exposure Club
which would expose such tricks five

years after their happening, the
time lapse allowing such subjects to
run their commercial course with-
out injury from the real low-down.
The speaker was introduced by Sir
Hubert Wilkins, who, in turn, was
presented by Attorney Louis Nizer.
At the speakers' table were: Jesse

L. Lasky, Mike Levee, Jack Ali-
coate, Louis Nizer. Joe Brandt,
Harry Goetz. Arthur W. Stebbins.
Will H. Hays also dropped in.

"RONNY" HELD OVER
Due to a pickup in business,

"Ronny" is being held at the Little
Carnegie over the week-end, with E.
A. Dupont's "Trapeze," featuring
Anna Sten, set to open there May 2.

COMING & GOING

KRAN'K BORZAGE and S. N. BEHR-
.MAN, who went to London to see the stage
production of "Cavalcade," which is to he
filmed hy Fox, are due back in New York
nn Friday aboard the Berengaria.
ARTHUR KI.EIN leaves New York on

.Saturday fnr the Coast to open an artists'
agency. He is closing his New York office.

MURRAY FEIL, William Morris represen-
tative on the Coast, has arrived in New
York.
ALBERT HOWSON, head of the Warner-

I-'irsi National censor bureau, leaves tonight
(or Toronto to confer with Major Boyleii of
the Ontario Board of censors.
GEORGE ARLISS, who arrived in New

York from Hollywood several days ago, will
sail for Europe on the Berengaria on May
4 with Mrs. Arliss. They will spend about
two weeks in Paris before going to England.

F. A. POWERS sails for England aboard
the lie de France on Satuday.
LESLIE BANKS leaves for the coast Sun-

day.

W. RAY JOHNSTON and HARRY
THOMAS leave for Chicago Thursday.

N. B. FREEMAN of M CM arrived from
Australia yesterday.
r.IONEL BELASCO and N. M. GOKOOL,

theater owners of Trinidad, are in New York
for a five-week visit.
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AlONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY 7n

MtW VOCk LOS ANGELES

• • • WHEN THE Empey Club Forum announced that

Vilhjalmur Stefansson, the famous explorer would b€

the speaker at the luncheon yesterday lots of the boys
were wondering just what slant an explorer could give to the

motion picture biz but he told them plenty about the

Shortcomings of specific films purely from the stand-
point of Veracity meaning the well known facts of life.

nature and cows in general the reason Mister Stefansson
emphasized the cow incident in "Grass" so much was because
all human life depends so much on Cow babies are nur-

tured on milk and no cow no milk no babies

no nothing so you won't mind us pointing out the

real significance of the great explorer's Cow Complex, will you?
he probably assumed that you'd figure it out for your-

self

• • • FOR THE benefit of those who were not there
the explorer talked on Obvious Discrepancies in films such
as the sequence in "Grass" where the nomadic tribe travels
with their herd of cattle for days and nights without stopping
to eat, drink and be merry in other natural ways all

they thought of was to find grass for their herd and for
comedy relief they had one big fat healthy cow with its calf

so Vilhjalmur pointed out that a starving cow couldn't
possibly be so fat and healthy but mebbe when the cow
found out she was cast for a Comedy Role in a tragic story of

starving people the assininity of Hollerword struck her
so funny that she just grew fat from Laughing

• * « !|<

• • • BUT IT was a treat to have some outside gent of
world-wide distinction get up and give us some con-
troversial stuff to mull over in case we get to think-
ing that our Pictures are Perfect for most of these out-
side speakers at film gatherings tell us what worldbeaters we
are what a gawdsend to sufifering humanity and
after absorbing this boloney for years we get to be-
lieve it ourselves till the boloney creeps right into the
pictures and that's about where we stand today
so bring on your Stefanssons who know how to put the
Ice on our swollen and heated brows

• • • NO LESS than Sir George Hubert Wilkins
another great explorer introduced his fellow-adventurer

Sir George was a pioneer in the film biz in Australia
a combination of theater manager, director and camera-

man now if you know anything about the trials and
tribulations of trying to make dough in the film biz in Australia

you will readily understand why Sir George elected to
throw in his lot with the ice packs and Eskimos of the Far
North it's practically a Vacation to him and
Louis Nizer spilled the fact that Mister Wilkins changed his
hotel because his room was Too Cold! haw
he should take in some of our Broadway picture shows

• • • THERE IS no doubt that these Empey Club Forums
are a Noble Experiment the speakers thus far have
been Aces and that $1 luncheon can't be touched any-
where in town but let's make 'em profitable for the En-
tire Industry send these Explorers out to discover for
the film biz the Lost Public and the Missing Grosses
it will take courage, time and patience but suppose they
Succeed? aw, shucks, there we go Dreaming
again

PARAMOUNT EXPENSES

ARE CUU6,000,000
(Continued from Page 1)

months, but that the loss would be
less than the depreciation charg^^?;
in other words, on a cash basis, thp
money taken in was more than tha^
paid out.

Stockholders elected Adolph Zukor, William
H. English, Felix Kahn, Casimir I. Stralem
and Warren Wright members of the board of
directors. The first four were re-elected and
Wright was chosen to fill a vacancy. Wright
is president of the Calumet Baking Corp. and
director of the General Foods Corp., John R.
Thompson Corp. and First National Bank of
Chicago.
The meeting also approved the action of

the directors in authorizing personal service
contracts between the Corporation and certain
of its officers. Action upon the proposal tn

change the common stock of the company
from no par value to $10 a share par value
was postponed until May 10 because of the
ab-ience of the necessary two-thirds voting
majority.
Thus far this year Paramount Publix has

covered its fixed charges before depreciation
by a small margin, it was stated at the
meeting.
Paramount Publix has reduced salaries foi

the third time, the cut amounting to 5 per
cent, in addition to an enforced two weeks'
vacation without salary in May and June.
The cut will save about $1,000,000.

In answer to a stockholder's question, it

was stated the company had $6,500,000 mort
gages and obligations of subsidiaries due in

1932 which can be met from the cash budget
planned for the year.

The revolving credit of $13,000,000 re-

cently obtained by Paramount was borrowed liy

a wholly owned subsidiary holding the film

negatives, giving the banks a preferred posi

tion on the negatives. Of this credit $10,-

000.000 has l>een borrowed and an additional

$3,000,000 can be obtained provided cash ex-

I)enditures do not exceed the budget plan.

Although the company is behind on its budget-
ed income, its budgeted expenditures are sub
stantially less than anticipated.

In the first 14 weeks of this year the the-

aters circuit showed a net loss, after de-

preciation, of approximately $1,200,000.

NEW WAY TO CRASH
l-Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Finding she needed

funs to crash the movies, Velma
Grisham has incorporated as Velma,
Inc., retaining 50 per cent of the
stock, and invited others to finance
her career. If successful, the stock-
holders will share in the results.

"WILD WOMEN" HOLDS
"Wild Women of Borneo." a First

Division release, is being held a sec-

ond week at the RKO Cameo.

« « « » » »

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following memben of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

April 27
George K. Arthur George Manker Watters

Lennox Pawie
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FANNIE HURSrS

NOW TWO-A-DAY GAIETY THEATRE, N.Y.
OPENED GREAT PRE-RELEASE ENGAGEMENTS
WASHINGTON . . . CLEVELAND . . . SAN ANTONIO
HOUSTON . . . BIGGEST GROSS IN 14 WEEKS

D ir O AniO PICTURE
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U. S. TALENT FOR B. I. P.

IS PLANNED BY POWERS

to
( Continued from Page 1

)

tures thoroughly acceptable

America," said Powers.

"The introduction of American

directors and stars will assure sat-

isfactory American release."

Three more branch offices have

been opened by Powers Pictures,

Inc. One was formerly the Stern-

berg Brothers exchange in Pitts-

burgh and the remaining two have

been opened in Los Angeles and San
Francisco with Jack Fier in charge.

8 More Roadshow Dates

Set for "Grand Hotel"
{Continued from Page 1)

New Haven: Majestic, Bridgeport;

Palace, Hartford; Elm Street. Wor-

cester and Nelson, Springfield, all

May 6; Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebr.,

May 9.

PENNY ADMISSION
Reports have reached New York

headquarters of distributing com-

panies concerning a one-cent admis-

sion show recently played by the

Strand, Anderson, N. C. The offer

was made in connection with a tieup

with a local store. "Arsere Lupin"

was the feature on the bill.

RKO SIGNS LESLIE BANKS
Leslie Banks yesterday signed

with RKO Radio Pictures to star in

several feature productions. Banks,

who recently completed a 20-week
engagement with the stage play,

"Springtime for Henry," will leave

for the coast Sunday.

FARNOL'S PINCH-HITTER
In the absence of Lynn Farnol,

who will stay at the Coast until

September, Samuel Goldwyn's pub-
licity from New York is being

handled by Lola Woursell, Farnol's
assistant.

4.227 MONOGRAM ACCOUNTS
Monogram has sold 4,227 accounts

on this season's product, W. Ray
Johnston said yesterday. He expects

to reach 5,000 houses before the sea-

son is over.

Sh O W

man s

Daily

REMINDER

h'i time to check on your
ventilation system, and over-
haul your cooling plant to
he in readiness for the first

warm days.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

^ARY SMITH is her name, for

the present at least. She was
found, in a dead faint, on the road
over the Cahuenga Pass towards the
Universal studios by Roy Del Ruth,
who was impressed with her possi-

bilities and placed her among the
minor players in "Blessed Event."

C'audia Dell has completed work in "The
Notorious Lady." made by Chesterfield Pro-
ductions, with Richard Thorpe directing. She
played opposite Tom Mix in "When Destry
Rides" and was also the feminine lead in

"Shandy."
* * *

John M. Stahl, director of "Back
Street," the Fannie Hurst story

which stars Irene Dunne and John
Boles, has added Doris Lloyd, ZaSu
Pitts, William Bakewell and Gloria
Stuart to the cast.

* * *

Dorothy Peterson and Mary Phil-

lips have been added to the cast

which will soon go into production
on "Life Begins" at First National.

* * *

Pat O'Brien has been signed as

leading man for Columbia's bank
story, "Faith" (tentative title), be-

ing directed by Frank Capra. Wal-
ter Huston is featured. Kay Johnson
and Constance Cummings have the
feminine leads.

* * *

Suzanne Wood, prominent social registerite

of Chicago and Paris, is playing an important
part in "Man About Town" at Warner Bros.

* * *

With her vaudeville trip about
completed, Mitzi Green is preparing
for her return trip to Hollywood
and more pictures, according to word
received by her friends.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Jack Warner, Charles
R. Roeers, Henry Ginsberg, Harry Rapf,
Eddie Mannix, John G. Adolfi, Ned Marin,
Stuart Erwin, Frank Cavett. A. Roberts. H
M.

HOLLYWOOD "^y Fo^e, Felix Young, Willard Keefe, Wal-

'Beanie" Walker, Warren William, Sid- "CrOOner."

ter Herzbrun, at the opening of "Dinner Is

Served"; the two Franks—Gay and Hagney
—motoring on Sunset Boulevard.

* * *

Tay Garnett will start the direc-

tion of "One Way Passage" early
in May at Warner Bros. William
Powell and Kay Francis will head
the cast.

* * *

Simile—As sad as a master of ceremonies
when a premiere is postponed.

* * *

Francis Lyon is editing "Danny
Boy," a Mack Sennett subj'ect star-

ring Donald Novis. Lyon also cut
"Hatta Marri," a musical short.

* * *

Norman Phillips. Jr., is playing the role

of Carruthers in "Brown of Culver." Upon
completion of the picture, he will play the
leading juvenile role in the Lewis-Warner
musical comedy, "Hell's Holiday."

B. C. "Babe" Stafford, one of the
youngest directors on the coast, is

making rapid strides at Mack Sen-
nett's studio. He is directing Andy
Clyde in "Vacation Wives."

* * *

Casting having been completed on "The
Man From Hell's Edges" in Sono Art-World
Wide's Bob Steele series of outdoor dramas,
the company has gone on location in the
San Jacinto Mountains. In addition to the
star, the cast includes Nancy Drexel. Julian
Rivero. Robert Homans, George Hayes, Pee
Wee Homes, Buck Carey, Dick Dickerson
and Perry Murdock. R. N. Bradbury is di-

recting from his own story.
* * *

Randolph Scott has signed a new
contract as a Paramount player.

* * *

Elizabeth Patterson and Walter Wa'kei
have been added to the cast for "Life Be-
gins," which is about to enter production at

First National.
* * *

Milton Wallace, brought west by
Warner Bros, to appear in "Blessed
Event," will also play a part in

BAD PRINTS, TRIPLE BILLS

DISCUSSED BY N. J. ALLIED

(.Continued from Page 1)

is being stressed, with the threat
that the first print received in bad
condition will be taken to the au-
thorities and a formal complaint
lodged.

Triple featuring in New Jersey
was discussed and charges made
that several circuit houses are op-
erating on this policy through mid-
night previews which enables pat-
rons to see three pictures at a con-
tinuous showing.

TRINIDAD EXHIBS HERE
Lionel Belasco and N. M. Gokool,

theater owners of Trinidad, who ar-
rived in New York yesterday, com-
pleted a deal for the exclusive show-
ing of M-G-M productions. Two
houses are now being built by the
operators. One, a 2,000-seater, will
be completed in six months. The
other is being remodeled from the
old Princess building in Trinidad
and will seat 1,000. It is scheduled
to open in six weeks.

START TOM HOWARD SHORTS
First of a series of shorts star-

ring Tom Howard goes into produc-
tion Wednesday at Eastern Service
Studios. Larry Kent, formerly in
charge of Paramount short produc-
tion, is producing the pictures.
Initial one is "Tail of a Vest."

3 UFA HOUSES CLOSED
Berlin—Ufa has closed three local

houses with a total seating capacity
of .3 863. They are the Theater am
Kurfuerstendamm, Universum am
Kurfuerstendamm and the U. T.
Koenigstadt.

HAMRICK'S NEW FIRST-RUN
Portland, Ore. — John Hamrick.

veteran showman and operator of

the Music Box theaters in Seattle
and Portland, will open the Orient-
al here, as a first-run house with a

gala premiere of "The Rich Are Al-

ways With Us." Ruth Chatterton's
first picture for First National. The
Oriental for the past several years
has been a second-run.

ZIESSE IN NEW VENTURE
Frank Ziesse, formerly business

manager of the cameraman's union
in New York, has been made vice-
president of the Metropolitan Gaso-
line Dealers' Association. The or-
ganization is producing a series of
propaganda pictures, the first hav-
ing been made at Peekskill. Her-
man Obrock did the camerawork
and David Scott was sound man.

LEROY GOING ABROAD
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mervyn LeRoy, who

has just completed directing "New
York Town'' at Warners, leaves for
New York in a few days en route
to Europe for a vacation.

M-G-M Turns Australia
From Double Features

{Continued from Page 1)

productions, according to Freeman.
"A comparison of gross business
done by these three theaters for
1931 when they played double-fea-
tures and for the same number of
months since they returned to the
balanced program shows a decided
increase for the latter," said Free-
man. "The idea is gradually being
taken up by subsequent run houses
and is destined to be given serious
consideration by every theater
owner in both Australia and New
Zealand."

WELCH-SCHUBERT VENTURE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Rube Welch and Ber-

nard Schubert are making their en-
try into the California theatrical
field through the Fox West Coast
organization. They recently formed
Welch - Schubert Productions to
launch "Talkies in the Making."

JACKSON TO WITNESS PLAY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Horace Jackson, RKO

writer, will journey to New York to
witness a stage performance of "The
\nimal Kingdom," which he is to
adapt for the screen.

NO DEAL ON COLOR PRINTS
Brown-Nagel, producers of "Ro-

mantic Journeys," have not closed
any deals for the printing of these
subjects in color, says Howard C.
Brown, in denying a recent an-
nouncement that such a contract had
been signed.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY
TH E PRESS

AGENT

"Fifty native tom-toms from the South
Sea Islands have arrived at the RKO
Radio Pictures studios in Hollywood for

use in 'The Bird of Paradise,' starring
Dolores Del Rio under King Vidor's di-
rection."

—RKO Radio Pictures.
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St. LoutsMPTO Calls Meet to Discuss Film Buying

UNION HELPING SMALLM HOUSES TOJEP OPEN

Court of Appeals Upholds Tax on Foreign Receipts

All in a Day
... ye editor's mail

=^By jack Alicoate^=

PERHAPS film folk have MORE
time ... At any rate our daily mail
continues to GROW with the de-

pression . . . WIRES calling us a

pin-headed moron for our stand on
SCARFACE . . . MANY more let-

ters enthusiastically ana militantly

approving our standpoint . . . BOTH
sides VIBRATING with human IN-
TEREST . . . TEXAS exhibitor

wants us to PROMOTE national
prosperity WEEK in connection with
Hoover, the newspapers and the ra-

dio . . . Ah, give us something
HARD . . . Governor DOYLE carl-

ton of Florida writes he hopes to see

some production headed Florida-way
. . . Well, a hope IS a HOPE . . .

Ohio exhib says he can't make a go
even with TRIPLE features and asks
shall he continue or fold . . . Pardon
us while we go into our trance . . .

Department of Commerce USA asks
whether their pamphlets are HELP-
FUL . . . We'll say they are, and
HOW . . . INDIANA exhibitor sends
us "Confessions of a Hardboiled In-

dependent Business Egg" . . . Ma-
terial so HOT it burned envelope . . .

AMATEUR writer wants to know
where he can sell tremendous story

"Something Like Ten Command-
ments" . . . We know of NO second
hand scenario stores . AL kauf-
man pens us YEAR BOOK contains

more accurate info than can be found
in ALL Hollywood . . . Them's his

woids, not ourn . . . ERNEST fred-

man, editor of Daily Film Renter,

London, wants to know if we'll be
coming across THIS summer . . .

YES, Freddie, but only to our 1st-

of-the-month creditors, CHEERIO
. t. .Our TAILOR suggests we come
around and SEE the new spring

suitings . . . HA, HA, we still have
enough to hold out for another full

year . . . Exec sends note on how he
enjoyed speech of VILHJALMUR
stefansson at EMPY club FORUM
... It was plenty TABASCO . . .

and . . . it's all in a day's work.

Levy on Foreign Income
Sustained by Court

at Albany
Albany, N. Y.—Money received by

a film company from its foreign
branches is not exempt from taxa-
tion, according to a decision by the
Court of Appeals in a case involving
Fox Film. The ruling is regarded
as establishing an important prece-
dent. Assistant Attorney General
Wendell Brown, who appealed from
a ruling of the Appellate Division

(Continued on Page 4)

HARSH CONTRACT RULING

RENDEREDjYOHIO COURT

Cleveland— The standard exhibi-

tion contract is void and unenforce-
able, according to a rather harsh
ruling by Judge Hough in the U. S.

District Court for the Southern di-

vision of Ohio, in the case of Fox
Film against the C. & M. Amuse-

{Coiitinued on Page 4)

Nat Holtz to Handle
RKO Theaters in Ohio

Nat Holtz, theater operator of

Kansas is understood to have been
selected by H. B. Franklin to take

the post of divisional director for

RKO theaters in Ohio.

97 Per Cent Okay
New Haven—Out of 84 films survejfed

here in an investigation conducted by
the local Council of Churches and the
Woman's Church Union, only 3 per cent
were judged "bad for everybody," while
54 per cent were designated as "not
good for children." The survey, con-
ducted by 63 men and women, was di-

rected by Dean Luther A. Weigle of

Yale Divinity School, and the investi-

gators reported concerning emphasis on
sex, crime, disrespect for taw, and vul-
garity.

EMANUEE COHEN ASSUiNC

JESSE L. LASKY'S DUTIES

Emanuel Cohen is understood to

be assuming Jesse L. Lasky's du-
ties while the latter is on his leave
of three months or longer.
Paramount so far has not started

negotiations to settle its contract
with Lasky, it was stated to The
Film Daily yesterday by Lasky

(Continued on Page 4)

Long Grief for Industry
Seen in Protection Case

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Regardless of the

outcome of the Youngclaus protec-
tion case, the trial developed facts
which will cause the industry end-
less embarrassment and litigation,

says Abram F. Myers, general coun-
{Continaed on Page 4)

MPTO of St. Louis to Discuss
Demands for Picked Playdates

Chi. Newspaper Licensed

To Promote Commercials

Chicago— An RCA Photophone recording

license has been obtained by the Chicago

"Daily News," which is arranging to install com-

plete equipment shortly. The paper, which now
has a newsreel hookup, is licensed to also

produce films for commercial purposes, and has

arranged with RCA Victor for reducing its

35mm. film to 16mm. tor the new Photophone

portable projector.

St. Louis—A special meeting of

the M.P.T.O. of St. Louis, Eastern
Mo. and So. 111. has been called by
President Fred Wehrenberg for May
10 to discuss buying of new sea-

son's product. One of the chief pur-
poses of the meeting is to consider
complaints from exhibitors about
alleged distributor demand for se-

lected playdates on percentage. Re-
ports have reached the organization

(Continued on Page 4)

House Managers Allowed
to Act As Second Man

in Booth
Chicago—In denying reports that

a deal calling for one man in the
booth had been made between the
Operators' Union and circuit the-
aters, Tom Maloy, business agent of
the union, said that about 40 of
the smaller houses, constantly in the
red, have been allowed to let the
manager act as second operator. As
a further move to help theaters
keep open, union members have
taken substantial scale cuts, said
Maloy.

ZUKOR AND KATZ TESTIFY

IN CLEVE. ZONING SOIT

More than 50 persons identified
with the industry have been sub-
poeaned in connection with the pro-
tection suit brought by the Cleve-
land M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n against
Loew. At the taking of deposi-

(Continued on Page 2)

J. R. Cowan Joining
Wanger at Columbia

James R. Cowan, formerly pro-
duction head of the Paramount stu-
dio on Long Island, is expected to
join Walter Wanger at Columbia.
Cowan, who plans to leave New
York Saturday for the Coast, was
associated with Wanger at the Par-
amount plant until Wanger re-

signed.

4 Holdups in an Hour

Net Chi. Bandit $130

Chicago—Box-office bandits are falling in
line with the double and triple feature idea,
pickings being what they are. One of them
held up four houses within an hour this week,
with his total take amounting to $130. He got
$15 at the Avaion, $65 at the Harvard, $40
at the E. A. R., and $10 at the Lynn.
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Expect More Originality

Under New Writers' Code
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — More original ideas

will be expected from writers, said

Irving Thalberg in discussing the

newly accepted writer-producer code
of practice. Producers want the

writers to be contended, Thalberg
stated. B. P. Schulberg also declared

the new code a constructive move,
but that producers will expect co-

operation.

NEW YORK

Ton. : Fm. Ind
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A". . .

.

Gen. Tb. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Pathe Exch
do "A"
RCA
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Fox Thea. "A"....
Technicolor

NEW YORK
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.

Ix>ew 6s 41ww. . . .

Paramount 69 47—
Par. By. 5Hs51...
Par. S'/5sS0

Warner's 6939 ....
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EXPECTS "SCARFACE" OKAY
Col. Jason Joy of the producers'

organization on the Coast expects
that censor boards in New York,
Maryland, Pennsylvania and Ontario
will pass the new version of "Scar-
face," Howard Hughes - United
Artists picture, he said yesterday.
He leaves New York today to return
to the Coast, visiting Canadian cen-

sor boards en route.

HARLOW AS REDHEAD
'fest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jean Harlow has been

definitely decided upon by M-G-M
for the title role in "The Red-Head-
ed Woman," which Jack Conway will

direct. Chester Morris is to play
opposite her, and others in the cast

include Lewis Stone, Leila Hyams,
Una Merkel and May Robson.

C. BROWN BRINGS PRINT EAST
Clarence Brown arrived yesterday

from the coast in his airplane, bring-

ing a print of "Letty Lynton," new
Joan Crav»rford-Robert Montgomery
picture, which opens tomorrow at the

Capitol. This is the second time
Brown has taken a print East by
plane. After a few days here, the

director sails for a vacation abroad.

Zukor and Katz Testify

In Cleve. Zoning Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

tions, which continued yesterday in

New York, Adolph Zukor and Sam
Katz testified. The session will be
resumed this morning when C. C.

Pettijohn, Carl Milliken and George
Borthwick, all connected with the
Hays office, will appear.

Riesenfeld to Conduct
New Orchestra at Roxy
Hugo Riesenfeld has been en-

gaged by Harry Kosch, president of
the Roxy Theaters Corp., to lead a
new symphony orchestra of 80
pieces which will replace Fred War-
ring's entertainers in the Roxy pit.

May 13.

At the meeting yesterday of the
Roxy Theaters Corp. directors no de-
cision was arrived at on the obtain-
ing of product from Fox or any
other producers.

MIKE SIMMONS SELLS BOOK
Michael L. Simmons yesterday

signed a contract with Covici-Friede,

publishers, to deliver for Fall pub-

licaton a book entitled "Chuck Con-

nor," based on the colorful Bowery
character known as the "Mayor of

Chinatown."
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WEIDMAN DANCES FOR ROXY
Charles Weidman and his dance

group have been engaged by the

Roxy theater for the stage produc-
tion beginning May 6. They will be
featured together with Margaret
Matzenauer, contralto, formerly with
the Metropolitan Opera. This will

be Weidman's first appearance in a

motion picture theater.

"LENA" FOR FULL WEEK
Providence—"Lena Rivers," Tif-

fany production, is being held for a

full week at Fay's theater. E. M.
Fay states the picture got off to a

good start and elicited high audience
praise.

TWO WEEKS FOR "CROWD"
"The Crowd Roars," with James

Cagney and Joan Blondell, is being
held a second week at the Brooklyn
Strand.

FOR SALE
Single System Sound Recording Outfit.

Fully Equipped and Perfect Condition.

Cheap for Cash. Write—FRANK KING
—36 Crestwood Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

ST. LOUIS SHIFTS LIKELY
St. Louis—Passing of the Missouri

theater to the Publix banner alone,
with Warners back in the saddle at
the Ambassador, and the Fox prob-
ably going to Skouras Bros, as part
of their Fox group, is being dis-
cussed as a possibility. Although
there is no official talk on the mat-
ter, it is understood Publix would
like to see the Missouri and Ambas-
sador running in separate harness.

TUTTLE UNIT DELAYED
''Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Departure of Frank

Tattle's unit to Devonshire, England,
to picturize John Galsworthy's "Ap-
ple Tree" has been delayed by the
illness of John Warburton, juvenile
lead. The picture will be made in-
dependently.

A. JAMES NOMINATED
Arthur James, partner with M. E.

Comerford in the operation of the
Comerford theaters and formerly
lieutenant-governor of Pennsylvania,
has received the Republican nomina-
tion for a Supreme Court judgeship
in that state.

DAY-AND-DATE DOUBLES
Baltimore—For the first time in

local history two stars are appear-
ing here simultaneously with their
own pictures. Hippodrome has Pola
Negri and "A Woman Commands."
Keith's has Dorothy Mackaill and
"Love Affair."

HAND COLOItINC OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Allied States Ass'n board of di-

rectors meeting. Congress Hotel, Chi-
cago. 10:30 A. M.

April 29 : Sixteenth annual meeting of In-
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

April 30: Movie Ball under auspices of As-
sociated Theater Owners of Maryland,
Lyric . Theater, Baltimore.

May 1 : Universal regional sales convention,
St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco.

May 2 : Annual meeting and banquet of

Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.

May 3-4: RKO Spring Golf Tournament.
Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.

May 5-6: Universal regional series conven-
tion, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 5-8: Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angelea,

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Royal Automobile Institute. Amsterdam.
Holland.

May 8-9 : Universal regional sales convention.
Park Central Hotel. New York.

May 9: Testimonial dinner to Harry H.
Thomas, Hotel Astor, New York, 8 P.M.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societv
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

May 10-15: Radio Pictures Sales Conven-
tion, Chicago.

May 23: Columbia eastern sales convention,
Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kan.

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger,
Hotel Astor, New York. 8 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31 : Columbia western sales convention.

Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall.

Columbus. O.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Multi-Color Arts, motion pictures; N.

Phillips, 50 East 42nd St., New York. 50
shares common.
Lido Amusement Corp., theatrical, etc. ; H.

S. Mansfield, 10 East 40th St., New York.
$1,000.
Weinwor Amusement Corp., theatrical bus-

iness ; A. H. Zucker, 122 East 42nd St., New
York. 100 shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Epstein's Theaters Corp., Wilmington,

Del. ; Corporation Trust Co., Dover, Del.
$200,000, 500 shares common.

Garbo Amusement Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,
operate theaters. Corporation Guarantee and
Trust Co., Dover, Del. 10 shares common.

CAPITAL CHANGE
Foreign Talking Pictures Corp., New

Vork. 200 shares, no par, to $20,000.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg. JN. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

m
Call-Board

BURNS & ALLEN
Management

William Morris Agency

Exclusively

HOLLYWOOD



ROBERT Z. LEONARD

Just Completed

Strange Interlude
99

(With NORMA SHEARER)



THE

APPEALS COURT UPHOLDS

TAX ON FOREIGN RECEIPTS

(Continued from Page 1)

denying the right of the tax com-
mission to include such moneys in

its assessment, pointed out that the

Court of Appeals action would mark
the way for the state in future deal-

ings with concerns having foreign

connections.

Emanuel Cohen Assuming
Jesse L. Lasky's Duties

(^Continued from Page 1)

and Austin Keough, head of the

company's legal department. A
switch in Lasky's plans caused him
to defer his departure for the Coast
from yesterday to Saturday, when
he sails on the Virginia.

Long Grief for Industry

Seen in Protection Case
[Continued from Page 1)

sel of Allied States Ass'n. Myers
adds that there is reason to believe

the Nebraska suit will be successful.

He declares that heads of the indus-

try should act at once to end the

situation and keep circuit theaters

out of the activities of independents.

GIGLI FOR N.V.A. SHOW
Sam Katz. President of the N. V.

A. Benefit Fund, yesterday announc-
ed the appearance of Beniamino
Gigli, great tenor of the Metropol-
itan, on the programme of the N.
V. A. Pageant of Stars next Sun-
day evening.

DROPPING VAUDE
Salt Lake City—Vaudeville is be-

ing dropped by the RKO Orpheum
this week and the house will remain

on a straight film policy until the

fall at least.

COMING & GOING

U. B. FRANKLIN and PHIL REISMAN
leave Monday for the coast via Chicago and
Texas.

KIJDIK (;OLUEN leaves tonight for Toron-
to to negotiate a three-year franchise for

Monogram pictures in the Canadian territory.

('. A. NEEPER, sales manager of the
Han.ld Lloyd Corp., and LESLIE WHELAN,
exploitation manager, leave Sunday for the
Paramount sales meeting on the coast, and
to confer with William R. Eraser, Lloyd's
general manager, on distribution plans for
the comedian's new picture, "Movie Crazy."
JOSEPH A. BERNHARD, general man-

ager of Warner theaters, returns to<iay from
Chicago.

SIDNEY BUCHMAN, Paramount writer
who has (wen in New York arranging for a
itage production of his play next fall, is on
his way hack to the coast.

BOB WILBY of Atlanta, MIKE KINCEY
of Charlotte and ED BEATTY of Detroit
paid a visit to A. W. Smith, Warner-First
National sales executive, yesterday.

^tlDAILY

ALONG lALTO

• • • WORD COMES from the American Farm Bureau
Federation of the results of a survey they conducted
among the farmers and their wives throughout this great and
glorious agricultural country of ours as to just what
they like and don't like in the way of screen entertainment

• • • THE CHANCES are it wouldn't mean much to you
gents who live all your lives in the midst of New York's seven
millions and have a hazy idea that all vegetables grow
in cans and eggs come from incubators in storage ware-
houses and as for the boys in Hollerword they
think of a farm as a hazy memory of some scenes in "East
Lynne" a quaint phase of early American life that passed
out along with a scuttle of foaming beer and Liberty

• • • BUT SINCE we have been traveling back and forth

between the West Coast and this metropolis in that airplane
pictured above the kolyum we have had opportunity to

gaze down on the vast intervening landscape and be-
lieve it or not we have seen countless acres of ripening
crops pasture lands cattle herds farms
barns silos bulging with grain and who do you
suppose was handling all these things? why, farmers!

with their wives and daughters and hired help
all their sons have gone to New York or Hollerword

• • • SO NOW the American Farm Bureau survey reveals

the astonishing fact that there are countless thousands of

farmers and their families who go to picture shows
that is, they used to go in the good old days when Hol-
lerword made films they could appreciate such as the
Charlie Ray pix showing the country boy and farm life

as it REALLY IS

^ 5|S 5|S Jf!

• • • A BIG proportion of this vast potential theater
patronage is about washed up on the picture habit be-
cause the rube farmer type is a pain-in-the-neck to them
a caricature they resent they have radios, autos, good
clothes money in their pockets to spend for Entertain-
ment just like us city muggs aw, well
SOME of us

* * * *

• • • AND THAT is why chin whiskers in pix got the boo
among the sons and daughters of the soil and a colored
tablecloth in a farmhouse scene caused the farmer's wife to
say awshucks and spend her evenings playing tick-tack-
toe with the hired man on the nice white linen tablecloth every
modern farmhouse possesses they want REAL farm
stuff in their pix husky heroes heroines with
corn-fed curves and life portrayed at it really is

down on the farm

* * * *

• • • SO WITH some 7,000 theaters in farm territory to
cater to we are thinking of organizing Farm Produc-
tions to give about 50 per cent of our population what
THEY WANT not what Hollerword has tried to give
em these many years and Failed and how!
if the studio boys think this is a Dream we merely
ask politely "Where and what has their alleged Reality
got them?"

Thursday, April 28, 1932

ST. LOUIS EXHIB UNIT

TO DISCUSUILM BUYING

(Continued from Page I)

that other companies are preparing
to follow the M-G-M policy in de-
manding picked playdates at fat
percentrge, says Wehrenberg, and
this matter will be gone into thor-
oughly.

Harsh Contract Ruling
Rendered by Ohio Court

(Continued from Page 1)

rnent Co. of Marietta, 0. After re-
viewing former Federal cases, in
some of which rulings have been es-
tablished whereby the exhibition
contract becomes valid upon elimi-
nation of the clause enforcing com-
pulsory arbitration, Judge Hough
states it as his opinion that "the
fraudulent and illegal elements per-
meating these contracts must taint
and void the entire contract so far
as it may bind one who, through the
medium of coercion, has become a
party to it."

I
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PRODUCING ABROAD
Paris — Raymond Kirkwood, who

recently arrived from New York,
;

will produce several pictures for
Comptoir North-Africain, making in-

teriors at the Billancourt Studios
here. He has gone to North Africa
in search of locations. ....

QUINLAN JOINS ESSANESS
Chicago—John Qi: alan, formerly

at the State-Lake &' assistant man-
ager for five years: as been made
assistant manager oi the Devon, an
Essaness house.

W. B, CLOSE NORWICH HOUSE
Norwich, Conn.—Warners' Broad-

way has been closed for an indefi-

nite period. The Palace, other War-
ner house here, will continue to op-
erate.

ZANE GREY FILM FOR L. A.

Los Angeles—"South Sea Adven-
tures," the Zane Grey picture, will

have its Western premiere in Er-
langer's Biltmore on May 6.

MANY UAPPYmvm
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

April 28
Lionel Barrymore Cart Laemmie,

Bryant Washburn
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Hays-Film BoardRelations Probed in ClevelandSuit

BONUS PLAN INSTITUTETTN ALL WARNf HOUSES

Blue Law Inconsistency Scored by Kansas Candidate

Discrimination Against
Movies Assailed by
Senate Aspirant

Olathe, Kan.— Commending the
action of Judge Frank R. Forrest
of lola in refusing to enjoin a movie
theater from Sunday operation while
other businesses are allowed to re-

main open, Chauncey B. Little, can-

didate for the Democratic nomina-
tion for U. S. Senator, assailed the
"hypocrisy in the application of the
Sunday blue laws in Kansas" and

(Continued on Page 4)

IN PRODUCTION ACTIVITY

Jack Shapiro of the Shapiro the-

ater construction company is enter-

ing the production field as associate

of J. G. Bachmann in the four fea-
tures to be made for RKO release.

Titles are: "Life Begins Tomor-
row," "Beautifully Trimmed," "The
Faithful are Forgotten'
the Evidence."

and "All

10 Features Under Way
At Warner-F. N. Studios

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Activity is running

high at the Warner-First National
studios, where five features are

shooting and five are in preparation.

Before the cameras are "New York
Town," with Joan Blondell and Eric

Linden; Barbara Stanwyck in "The
(Continued on Page 4)

Blue Vote Monopolizes Attention
Baltimore—Although Governor Ritchie is an aspirant for the Democratic nomina-

tion and former Senator Joseph I. France will fight it out with President Hoover for

the State's delegates in the primary on Monday, the center of interest is held by
the question of blue law repeal, which will be put to a vote at the primary. The
ancient laws were born with Maryland 200 years ago and even prohibited a man from
kissing his wife on Sunday.

WarnerDouble-Featuring
First-Runs in Canton, O.

Von Sternberg Returning
With No Plans for Future
Joseph Von Sternberg's dispute

with Paramount remains unsettled

today when he leaves New York on
his return to the Coast. The direc-

tor, who walked off the Paramount
lot when he refused to make a story

{Continued on Page 4)

Canton—A policy of double-fea-
ture first-run pictures instituted by
Warner Bros, at the Alhambra is

resulting in a practical capacity
business for the house, which is now
back in the black. This theater was
the first here to start dual billing

with second-runs. George Riester
is manager, with Dick Cruisinger
as assistant.

Anti-Censorship Group to Meet
United action against censorship

of motion pictures, the theater, ra-

dio, publications, etc., will be urged

tonight by speakers for the Nation-

al Council on Freedom from Cen-

sorship at a meeting in the Bar-
bizon-Plaza Hotel. The film angle

will be discussed by Charles L.

O'Reilly, president of the Theater
(Continued on Page 4)

M. P. Club Forum Series

To Discuss Vital Issues
Beginning next week, the regular

Tuesday luncheon forums of the
Motion Picture Club will feature a
series of prominent speakers on
subjects designed to aid every
branch of the film industry in meet-

(Continued on Page 2)

Carolina Exhibs Plan

Legal Action on Zoning

Charlotte, N. C.—Legal means are contem-
plated by the newly formed Theater Protective

Ass'n in its fi^t on alleged unfair protection

against smaller theaters, it is announced by

members of the organization. Officers of the

group are ). A. Reynolds of Shelby, president;

E. F. Dardine, vice-president, and j. M. Cregg.

secretary.

Cleveland Attorney Questions
Will H. Hays on Film Boards

Fred Thomson Elected

Treasurer of Principal

J, Fred Thomson, secretary and

treasurer of Talking Picture Epics,

will retain his position with the new-

ly organized Principal Distributing

Corp. He was elected at a meeting

of the directors this week.

Relations between Will H. Hays,
the Hays organization. Film Boards
and the Cooper organization in Can-
ada were probed yesterday by At-
torney Sam Horowitz, representing
the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors in its

conspiracy action against major dis-

tributing companies. Horowitz asked
Hays if he helped George Akerson

(Continued on Page 4)

House Managers and Zone
Personnel to Share in

Extra Business
An experimental bonus system

among all Warner theater manag-

ers and personnel of the zone of-

fices is being inaugurated May 1

by Joseph Bernhard, general man-
ager of the circuit. If the theory

proves successful by Sept. 1, it will

be made permanent. Under the

plan, a fair expectancy figure is

(Continued on Page 4)

Block Booking Is Probed

By Social Service Group

Durham, N. C.—At the annual meeting of

the North Carolina conference for social service

held here, the report of a fact-finding com-
mittee on blind and block booking was sul;-

mitted by Mrs. Ada J. Davis of the North
Carolina College for Women, Greensboro. Mrs.

Davis advocated passage of the Brookhart bill.

CONN. NPTO MOVE TO END

ADMISSION PRICE CUniNG

New Haven, Conn.—Steps to end
the admission price cutting war
have been taken by the M.P.T.O.
of Connecticut, which will hear a jj|i

report on the situation at a meeting "''''

to be held May 3. A preliminary

informal conference took place this

week between exhibitors and rep-

resentatives of distributors, who dis-

cussed ways and means of curtail-

ing the destructive practice.

Sign Writers' Union
Settles With Circuits

New York Sign Writers Local

230 yesterday settled its differences

with circuit operators, calling off the

strike that has been in effect since

April 1. The union accepted a 10

per cent cut as against 25 per cent

(Continued on Page 2)
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Notables to Attend
Florida Movie Ball

Tampa, Fla.—Among notables who
are to attend the Movie Ball tomor-
row night at the Chester Beecroft-
Florida Studios are Raquel Torres,
Marjorie Rambeau. Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Beach, Governor and Mrs. Doyle
Carleton of Florida, Trenton C. Col-
lins, chairman of the Governor's
committee for the development of
motion pictures in this state, and
others. Bathing beauty contestants
also will participate, and Pathe
News will shoot the affair.

"Wild Women of Borneo"
Signing Percentage Only
As a result of its success at the

RKO Cameo, where it is now in its

second week, "Wild Women of Bor-
neo" is now being booked only on
a percentage basis, says Harry
Thomas, president of First Division,
which is releasing the picture. RKO
has signed the film for 150 days in

its metropolitan houses.
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Sign Writers' Union
Settles With Circuits
(Continued from Page 1)

originally demanded by the circuits.

New contracts will run to March
1933. The agreement was made
with Charles Moskowitz of Loew's
and Major Thompson of RKO rep-
resenting the circuits; George Hoff-
man of the Art Guild, Leslie Levi
of Ivel Displays; John Sohmer, rep-
resenting the shops, and John
O'Brien, Jas. J. Coogan and John
Kelly representing the workers.

STEPHEN PANORA INJURED
New Milford, Conn.—Stephen E.

Panora, owner of the Star, suffered
a broken leg and other injuries when
his car collided with a truck in Tor-
rington. He was taken to the Char-
lotte Hungerford Hospital, Torring-
ton.

ADOLPH JOHNSON HELD UP
New Haven, Conn. — Adolph G.

Johnson, operator of the Garden and
first vice-president of M.P.T.O. of
Conn., was held up and robbed of
$35 by two bandits as he attempted
to enter his garage.

TOM KRESS PROMOTED
Marinette, Wis. — Tom Kress,

formerly manager of Skouras Bros,

theater here, has been named man-
ager of the circuit's Palace and An-
tigo theaters in Antigo. He is suc-

ceeded here by Robert Lewis, form-
erly manager of the circuit's Para-
dise in West Allis. suburb of Mil-

waukeei_
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ARLISS FILM ONE-A-DAY '

A policy of one show a day with
"The Man Who Played God," War-
ner production starring George
Arliss, has been adopted by the Grtf-
fith Amusement Co., Oklahoma cir-

cuit, following the success of a sim-
ilar engagement at the Bungalow in

Weatherford, Okla.

M.P. Club Forum Series

To Discuss Vital Issues
(Continued from Page TJ

ing the problems of the day. Her-
bert Bayard Swope, former execu-
tive head of the New York "World"
and now on the RKO board of di-

rectors, will appear at next Tues-
day's forum along with M. C. Levee
of the new Screen Guild.

APPEALS TAX DEFICIENCY
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAIIY
Washington—The U. S. Board of

Tax Appeals has been asked to set

aside an income tax deficiency claim
of $104,423.60 assessed against Cecil
B. De Mille Productions and a de-
ficiency of $13,126.29 which the Bur-
eau of Internal Revenue claims is

owed on incomes for 1929, repre-
sented in the account of De Mille
personally. The deficiencies were
arrived at through disallowance of
deductions for services, property up-
keep, etc.

ARTHUR SIEGEL MARRIES
Milwaukee—Arthur Siegel, district

manager for Warner Theaters, has
married Ruth Mandel of Philadel-
phia. Siegel is step-son of Albert
Warner. The couple will live here.

FIRE IN ALLIANCE
Alliance, 0.— Considerable dam-

age was caused by fire this week at
the Columbia. There were no cas-

ualties among the audience of 200,

which was marched to saftey, and
the house reopened immediately.

$400 STROUDSBURG HOLDUP
Stroudsburg, Pa.—The safe of the

Sherman was blown open and be-
tween $400 and $500 stolen, the
amount representing receipts of both
the Sherman and Plaza theaters
here. The houses are owned by Fred
and Harry Scheurman.

PANTAGES MEMPHIS RUMOR
Memphis — Alexander Pantages,

whose former house here is bound
in a Warner lease, plans to build a
new theater, according to uncon-
firmed reports here.

U's FOURTH SERIAL
Universal has acquired the fourth

serial of its five serial line-up for
next season. The story is "Clancy
of the Mounted" by Robert W.
Service.

COLUMBIA RELEASE
Columbia's first May release will

be a Tim McCoy outdoor drama,
"TTie Riding Tornado."

ALLIED MEETING IN CHI.
Chicago—Meeting of the board of

the directors of Allied States Ass'n
got under way yesterday at the Con-
gress Hotel. The session was still in

progress at a late hour last night.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Sixteenth annual meeting of In-
diana Indorsers of Photoplays, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

April 30: Movie Ball under auspices of As-
sociated Theater Owners of Marylaiid,
Lyric Theater, Baltimore.

April 30. Movie Ball, Beecroft-Florida Stu-
dios, Tampa, Fla.

May 1 : Universal regional sales convention,
St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco.

May 3-4: RKO Spring Golf Tournament,
Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.

May 5-6: Universal regional scries conven-
tion, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 5-8: Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel. Los AiiKcleB.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam
Holland.

May 8-9 : Universal regional sales convention.
Park Central Hotel. New York.

May 9: Testimonial dinner to Harry H.
Thomas, Hotel Astor, New York, 8 P.M.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Sociei
of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

May 16-18: RKO annual sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 23: Columbia eastern sales convention.
Atlantic City.

BARTHELMESS' 3-A-YEAR
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Instead of making

two pictures a year at $150,000 each,

Richard Barthelmess' new contract

calls for three a year at $100,000
each.

MONOGRAM'S CHICAGO MEET
The Palmer House in Chicago has

been selected for the Monogram
board of directors' meeting to be
held Monday.

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

HUFFMAN SHIFTS POLICIES
Denver—Harry Huffman on May

5 will change the Rialto to first-runs
exclusively boosting prices from 40
cents top to 60 cents top, while the
Tabor policy will be shifted from
first-run to second-run, with three
changes weekly, at 45 cents top
against 60 cents at present. The
move leaves five first-runs here.

EXCHANGE MEN IN NEW YORK
Three Mayfair Pictures distribu-

tors are in New York conferring
with Claude MacGowan, general
manager, concerning next year's
product. They are: Louis Korson of

Masterpiece, Philadelphia; Marcel
Mekelberg of Century, Boston, and
Tom McKean of Progress, St. Louis.

ALTA'S SECOND IN ITALIAN
Alta Phonofilm Corp., which has

just released "Amore in Montagna"
("Love in the Mountains"), six-reel

Italian talker, is now casting its

second feature, an eight-reel sea
story to be made in dialogue and na-
tural colors. Silvio Castelli and
Francesca Doria, stars of the former
picture, will again head the cast.

MUNI ON WARNER LIST
Paul Muni will be included among

the Warner-First National stars

next season. He will appear in at

least one picture.

JAMES D. MacDOUGALL DIES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—James D. MacDougall,

film actor, poet and publisher of the
"Heather and Tartan," devoted to

Scottish organizations, is dead here.

He was 58 years old.

I
REUBEN SAMUELS

President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Reat INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740. 3741. 3742
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WHAT DOES YOUR PUBLIC

KNOW ABOUT RAW FILM?

JNoTHING, perhaps. Yet, whether they're

aware of it or not, people are profoundly in-

fluenced by the photographic quality which that

film gives or does not give them on the screen.

It may mean all the difference between a pic-

ture that goes its quiet, unprofitable way and

one that becomes the talk of the town.

There's no need, these days, to run the risk

of sacrificing photographic quality. Eastman

Gray-backed Super-sensitive Negative, ^vith its

unmatched qualities and its never -failing uni-

formity, costs no more than other films, yet it

helps substantially to head the picture for suc-

cess. Wise the cameraman ^who uses it... lucky

the exhibitor who runs prints made from it!

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood
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Allied Speakers to Take Stump on Brookhart Bill

I m.%m FEATURES OfNEW PARAMOUNT LINEUP

Capital Cut Adds $2,475,027 to Consol. Film Surplus

Yates Expects Increased
Earnings in Second

Half of Year
stockholders of Consolidated Film

Industries, at a special meeting yes-
terday (Friday) approved the plan
whereby the capitalization of the
corporation will be cut from $9,000,-
000 to $6,524,973 by changing the
value of the common stock from no
par to $1 a share, with the differ-

ence of $2,475,027 being added to
the capital surplus of the company.
Under the new setup, Consolidated

{Continued on Page Z)

SUNDAY MR' NABBED

IN EXTORTION AHEMPT

Claiming to represent a religious

organization concerned with Sabbath
blue-law enforcement, a Cornelius
McNerney was arrested in the T. O.

C. C. office Friday morning, when,
according to the police, he tried to

extort $100 from Charles L. O'Reilly

under an agreement not to report
that New York theaters are opening
before 2 o'clock on Sundays. The
arrest was made by officers who

(.Continued on Page 11)

Chaplin to be Mute in New Talker
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Advance information here on Charlie Chaplin's plans for his nexf

picture state that it will be a talker with Chaplin playing the role of a deaf and
dumb clown, so that everyone can talk except the star. Tentative title is "The Jester."

Welch-Schubert Productions Launch

Nine Units to Make Local Talkies

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nine units are being

sent out by Welch-Schubert Produc-

tions, headed by Rube Welch and

Bernard Schubert, to make "Talkies

in the Making" in theaters through-
out the country. Local amateur
casts will be used, with a picture

(.Continued on Page 3)

Company Formed to Make
Twelve Pictures in Texas
Austin, Tex.—Production of 12

pictures in Texas is proposed by
Southwest Producers, Inc., of Dal-
las, which has applied for a char-
ter of incorporation. Bettye Blount
and Joe A. Gerrity, both of Dallas,

{Continued on Page 11)

60 Theaters Hooked Up
In Radio Publicity Stunt
A new radio publicity stunt for

New York theaters begins Sunday,
when the Neighbor Movie Radio Re-
view period, in which schedules of

60 theaters will be announced, be-

gins over WPCH. Joseph W. Lib-

by, who has formed the plan, will

put on the program each night at
{Continued on Page 11)

All But Two Legislatures

Are Now Out of the Way

SpeakersAgainstBlock Booking
Being Sent Out by Allied Ass'n

Clarence Brown Opposes
Too Many Camera Angles
Injection of too many camera

angles in a picture jeopardizes the

telling of its story, detracting audi-

ence interest, declared Clarence

Brown in an interview with The
Film Daily in New York on Fri-

(Continued on Page 11)

Chicago — Directors of Allied
States Ass'n, at a meeting here
Thursday and yesterday, decided to

go out and educate the public with
regard to the Brookhart block book-
ing bill now before Congress. It is

planned to send representatives of
the association out to make personal
appearances in various cities to ex-

{Continued on Page 3)

Conservation of Talent
—best bets usually worked to death in few years

.By DON CARLE GILLETTE —

With two exceptions, prospects of new and

adverse state legislations have now passed.

Both Ohio and Illinois assemblies are still in

session, with appropriation bills being prepared.

A GOOD DEAL of apprehension prevails in the studios these days over the gradually

dwindling sources of future player material.

There is far more concern about finding new faces than there is about conserving

the talent in hand so that it will hold its box-office values for the longest possible time.

Under the present system, the minute a new personality clicks, he or she is sought

by every studio or worked to death by whatever company happens to have the player

under exclusive contract.

In the rush to cash in on the interest aroused by a first picture that goes over big,

the studios labor day and night to project the new star in follow-up vehicles.

{Continued on Page 2)

45 Features, 113 Shorts
to be Announced at

Sales Meet
Out of 45 features for 1932-3.3

to be announced by Paramount at
its coast sales convention there will

be two all-star productions, three
Marlene Dietrich features, two star-
ring Maurice Chevalier, one with the
Four Marx Brothers, one Harold
Lloyd special and one super-produc-
tion for Helen Hayes. The new line-

up of short subjects, exclusive of the
{Continued on Page 3)

A

OF LEVEE'S SCREEN GUILD'

Jules Brulatour yesterday became
one of the backers of M. C.

Levee's Screen Guild enterprise. As-
sociation of Brulatour was arranged
in New York.

Okla. Court Suggests
Local Blue Law Tests

Oklahoma City—Declinmg to pass
on the validity of the Sunday blue
law, the State Supreme Court has
reversed a ruling by District Judge
W. E. Rice and directed the lower
court to dismiss the suit of Griffith

Amusement Co. to enjoin enforce-
ment of the Sunday ordinance in
Blackwell, Okla. The Supreme
Court pointed out that the theater
has an adequate remedy to test
validity of the law by instituting
habeas corpus action for any of its

employees arrested for violating city

ordinances.

$3 Top Wash'n Premiere

For "Doomed Battalion"

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A Hollywood flash premiere was

staged by Universal for the first showing of
"The Doomed Battalion" at the Rialto last

night. Members of the diplomatic corps and
other notables were among the audience, and
a Goodyear blimp floated over the theater.
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LEVINE SIGNS DARRO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nat Levine, president

of Mascot Pictures Corp., has signed
Frankie Darro to a five-year con-
tract. Darro is the first actor Mas-
cot has put under contract. He is

14 years old and has been in pic-

tures for 12 years. Mascot will al-

low him to work for other producers.

Conservation of Talent
—best bets usually worked to death in few years

(.C<mtinued from Page 1)

With the frequent result that the new personality's second appearance is a disap-

pointment and he is dismissed as another false alarm.

Stars who maintain their places through the years do so by appearing only once or

twice a season, and making each of their pictures an event.

Look at Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford, Harold Lloyd, Douglas Fairbanks, Gloria

Swanson, and other big names that have been box-office magnets for anywhere from a

dozen to a score of years.

Contrast them with the flock of jazz age stars who flashed across the screen in

four or five pictures a year for a few seasons and then did a fade-out.

IN THE HEYDAY of the legitimate stage, the footlight stars held their positions for

' 20 to 40 years by averaging one play and tour every season or two.

By not giving the public "everything they have" in one season, they had something

different to offer on each successive appearance.

When they did repeat, it was not soon enough after the original to appear repe-

titious or to invite unfavorable comparison.

Under such an arrangement, they built up a steadily larger following and became
increasingly greater assets over a long period.

Even the circus, despite accusations of always being the same, draws its crowds

on every annual visit.

But if it came around several times a season it would kill itself off in no time.

it is pretty much the same with screen personalities.

No matter how talented or how attractive they may be, when they are fed to the

public in too big doses their chances of long popularity are jeopardized.

Even less prominent players, when they are seen in one or two pictures every week,

eventually pall upon movie fans.

INCIDENTALLY, the oft heard assertion that a star's big earning power is shortlived

and therefore he must get all he can while the getting is good, results from the

present destructive system.

The star's dollar-pulling possibilities would not be so temporary, and he would not

have to fight for all he can get in a short space of time, if he were cultivated and

regulated in a sane fashion instead of being put through a mass production process that

is fatal from the start.

The film industry has been turning out from 600 to 800 features a year with about

a third as many principal players as the stage employed when it put on about 250 dramas

and musical comedies a year.

What this business needs, instead of a handful of stars who want to make a fortune

in a few years, is at least twice as many personalities, reasonably paid and worked only

half as hard, thereby spreading their popularity and earning power over a longer period.
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Harper Will Produce
Novelty Shorts Series

A series of novelty shorts called

"The Sunny Side of Life" will be
produced by James H. Harper,
president of Harper Producing &
Distributing Co., in collaboration

with Life Magazine. The pictures

will consist of rapid fire jokes put
over with the aid of trick photog-
raphy, sound effects, music and ani-

mated sequences interspersed.
George T. Eggleston, editor of Life,

will help to select the material. L.

P. Wright, formerly connected with
Colorcraft Corp., will be associated
with Harper in making the series,

which will augment the Life car-

toons now being distributed by the
Harper firm.

ART GUILD TO DO DISPLAYS
Warner Bros, is giving up its dis-

play shop and all future theater
front displays will be made by the
Art Guild, operated by George Hoff-
man.

SELETTE TRANSFERRED
Portsmouth, N. H.—Edward I.

Selette, manager of the Arcadia
since November, 1930, has been
to Pittslield, Mass.

CONRAD HOLMES IN NEW POST
Boston—Conrad Holmes, who has

been with the Keith organization
for 23 years, is now managing
Keith's, the ace RKO house here.

Holmes has had 35 years in various
branches of show business and is re-

garded as one of the best informed
theater executives in these parts.

N.V.A. SHOW TOMORROW
Everything is practically set for

tomorrow (Sunday) night's N.V.A.
Benefit Fund Show at the Metropol-
itan, with the program including
one of the greatest arrays of talent
ever brought together for a per-
formance of this kind.

POSTPONE MOVIE BALL
Baltimore—The Movie Ball, sched-

uled for April 30, has been postponed
to May 7. The affair, which is a
revival of a custom abandoned in

1917, will be held at the Lyric, larg-
est theater-auditorium in the city.

GOOD FILM SALESMEN
We need men to cover all Film centers.

A Real opportunity. Write

—

THE GREENWOOD CO.
1800 OLIVE ST.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today (Sat.) : Movie Ball, Beecroft-Florida
Studios, Tampa, Fla.

May 1 : Universal regional sales convention,
St. Francis Hotel. San Francisco.

May 3-4: RKO Spring Golf Tournament.
Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.

May 5-6: Universal regional series conven-
tion. Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May S-8 : Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Loa Angelea.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam,
Holland.

May 7: Movie Ball, Lyric Theater, Balti-
more.

May 8-9
: Universal regional sales convention.

Park Central Hotel. New York.
May 9: Testimonial dinner to Harry H.

Thomas, Hotel Astor, New York, 8 P.M.
May 9-12: Sprmg meetmg oi the Societ*

of M. P. Engineers. Washington.
May 16-18: RKO annual sales convention,

Drake Hotel, Chicago.
May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conven-

tion, Atlantic City.
May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion

Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kan.

COLUMBIA DATE MOVED UP
Columbia will open its Eastern

sales convention in Atlantic City on
May 22, instead of May 23 as orig-
inally planned, and the confab will

end May 25. Seventy-five men will
attend the session, including the
following home office executives:
Jack Cohn, Charles Rosenzweig,

,

Rube Jackter, Abe Montague, Jerry
Safron, Milton Hannock, Hal Hodes -

and Henri Brunei.
These same executives, in addi-

tion to Harry Cohn and Walter
j

Wanger, will attend the Coast meet-
ing in Los Angeles from May 31
to June 3.

"MOUTHPIECE" TRIAL MAY 6

Syracuse—May 6 is the date set

for the hearing in Special Sessions
in connection with the criminal libel I

action brought against Warner
Bros, by Ruth Fallon, daughter of

the late William J. Fallon, and in-

volving the picture "The Mouth-
piece." Meanwhile the court con-
tinues to hold the film, seized early
this week.

PiddciiHIoid
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rat«*
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2 ALL-STAR FEATURES

ON NEW PARA. LINEUP

(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount News, will include at

least 113 releases in eight series.
"The Song of the Eagle" and "If I had a

Million" will be the all-star productions. Pres-

ent schedule calls for Miss Dietrich to appear
in "The Blonde Venus," "Deep Night" and
"Promised." "Love Me Tonight" and "The
Way to Love" are the Chevalier features.

"Horse Feathers" and "Movie Crazy" are

the titles for the Four Marx Brothers and
Lloyd comedies, respectively.

Titles for the remaining features are "The
Mirrors of Washington," "R U R," "1

Cant Go Home," "Blood and Sand," "Ma-
dame Butterfly," "Anything for Sale," "Not
Married," "The Glass Key," "The Phantom
President," "The Girl Without a Room,"
"A Farewell to Arms," "The West Pointer,"

"Lives of a Bengal Lancer," "Madison
Square Garden," "70.000 Witnesses," "Dream
Without Ending," "Riddle Me This," "The
Big Broadcast,' "The Trouble With Women,"
"The Song of Songs," "Lone Cowbody,"
"Hot Ice," "Fires of Spring," "The Sign
of the Cross," three outdoor specials, "Hot
Saturday," "No Bed of Her Own," "The
Island of Lost Souls," "The Red Temptation,'

"Pick Up," "Connecting Rooms," "The
Lusitania Secret" and "Connecting Rooms."

Paramount's shorts line-up will include 18

Screen Songs, 18 Betty Boops, 13 Headliners,

13 Hollywood on Parade, 13 Paramount Pic

torials, 13 Screen Souvenirs, 13 Sports-Eye-

Views, and at least 12 Mack Sennett com-
edies.

Allied to Take Stump
Against Block Booking

(Continued from Page 1)

plain the bill and what its effect

would be upon the theaters.

Allied speakers at the conference
also condemned the 5-5-5 contract.

Aside from these two matters, the

meeting was devoted to routine
business. Al Steffes, Abram F.
Myers, Aaron Saperstein and other

Allied leaders attended.

COMING & GOING

LEO MORRISON, Coast agent, leaves

New York today (Saturday) on his return trip

to the coast.

BUDDY FISHER, who has been doing
vaudeville and radio work in the east, leaves

Monday on the Twentieth Century to re-

turn to the Paramount lot in Hollywooa.
ERNEST TORRENCE and FRANK

BORZAGE arrived Friday from abroad on
the Berengaria.
CLARENCE BROWN, M-G-M director,

and P. A. POWERS, head of Powers Pic-

tures, Inc., are among the list of those sail-

ing for Europe today (Saturday) on the He
de France.
MARY PICKFORD, who has been in New

York since the departure of Douglas Fair-

banks for the South Seas, leaves for the

coast tomorrow (Sunday) on the Twentieth
Century. She will arrive in California in

time to journey to San Francisco and meet

Fairbanks upon his return from Tahiti.

ALBEfi,T HOWSON, head of the Warner
Bros. First National censor bureau, has re-

turned from Toronto, where he conferred

with Major Boylen, chairman of the Ontario

Board of Censors.
AL FINEMAN leaves New York Sunday

for the Coast in connection with a production

venture.
MAURY SILVERSTONE, managing di

rector of United Artists in England, leaves

at noon today (Saturday) on the He de

France after three weeks in the United States.

DARRYL ZANUCK, chief executive in

charge of Warner-First National production,

will arrive in New York next Wednesday
and will sail at midnight of the same day

on the Bremen. Za-nuck expects to spend at

least six weeks abroad.

AiDNG THE D|/^To
PUILMDALY^

NtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • WASN'T THAT a wow story on Leo the Emgeem
lion that broke in all the newspapers how he
was to go on the air over WBZ in Boston got mike fright

and dived through the plate glass window into the next
studio almost wrecking the joint

• • • NOW WE hate to spoil a good "news" story
but the muggs who engineered a swell piece of publicity like
that deserve something, don't they? now supposing
just supposing that Captain Volney Phifer who
as trainer of Leo puts him through a stage act where he jumps
through paper hoops and things absentmindedly gave
Leo the command to "Jump!" how in 'ell was Leo to
know that there was a plate glass window there ? and
mebbe the window was loose, to make it easy

• • • BE THAT as it may Billy Ferguson who
handles Captain Phifer who handles Leo when queried on
the above Supposition looked grieved, hurt and chagrined

he said to us with all the dignity a Scotch publicity
director can muster "Don't you realize that Leo is a
picture star? He just wouldn't stand for any radio opposish,
and walked out on the show

!

that's his story, and he's
sticking to it and how these Scottys can hold on
to Anything

• • • IN TOWN we have Clarence Brown a busy
director who tore himself away from the studio for a breathing-

spell Mister Brown is now working at the rate of eight

big features a year including such hits as "Possessed"
and "Emma" he also did "Letty Lynton," now current
at the Capitol

• • • IT SEEMS that J. Fred Thomson, sec and treasurer
of Principal Distributing Corp knows his fish, fowl and
beast at one time Fred was on the road with "Simba"
he has handled for Talking Picture Epics statistics on "Monsters
of the Deep" the Ditmars tiger and elephant hunts

and wild man stuff now Principal is distribu-

ting "South Sea Adventures" and Mister Thomson feels

right in his element again

• • • IN HIS forthcoming book, "Chuck Connors"
Mike Simmons has crowded a lotta material that looks to be all

readied for picture material around the colorful life of

this ancient New York character who once ruled Chinatown
he has woven others more important there is

Jimmy Walker as a peppy call boy at a Bowery theayter

Al Smith in his fish market clerking days together he
and Jimmy scrappily ran their tough neighborhood
"Muggsy" McGraw is a wrangling juvenile tossing a

horsehide around on Harlem lots Jawn L. Sullivan is

just emerging into the Sock Exchange era while Steve

Brody, bridge jumper and Bowery barkeep puts the

Brooklyn Bridge on the map has it a picture chance ? . . .

we'll say so

• • • OUT IN Chi a small circuit theater was robbed of $34
the full day's receipts and the story broke in

the newspapers now the manager is very worried

he hasn't showed such High Receipts any day for a month

« « « » » »

CAPITAL CUT BENEFITS

CONSOL. FILM SURPLUS

(Continued from Page 1)

has 400,000 shares of no par pre-
ferred stock, with the capital of the
corporation consisting of $15 with
respect to each share of preferred,
and 600,000 shares of common stock
of $1 par value.

In addressing the stockholders,
President Herbert J. Yates stated
that earnings for the first quarter
were about $300,000, and that the
current quarter would run about
the same. He added that he antici-
pates an increase in earnings during
the second half of the year, due
both to new contracts now being
negotiated and operating economy as
the result of the perfection of new
machinery.

Welch-Schubert Launch
9 'Local Movie' Units
(Continued from Page 1)

being made at each performance.
First unit opens today (Saturday)
at San Bernardino, and the second
on May 8 in Phoenix, Ariz. Each
unit carries 27 people. J. C. Wil-
liamson has bought the Australian
rights to the idea, and negotiations
are pending whereby Fox West
Coast Theaters will use units during
the Olympic Games.

Baltimore Mayor Leads
Rally for Liberal Sunday
Baltimore—Calling on the people

to vote in favor of a liberal Sunday
ordinance at the primary election
Monday, Mayor Jackson announces
he will cast a ballot for the meas-
ure.

U. A. CLOSES PLAY DE.AL
Negotiations have been completed

by Joseph M. Schenck for the pur-
chase of "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street," stage hit starring Katha-
rine Cornell. Lewis Milestone will
make the production for Schenck on
the United Artists program, release
being set for Feb. 1, 1933. Miss
Cornell will not appear in the screen
version.

M%^H^^i^'ku-k

MANY UAPPY RETURNS,

Apr. 30, May 1
David Manners

Robert Lord

Josephine Dunn

Rose Hobarf

Leila Hyams

J. G. Bachmann
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK i

HOLLYWOOD
IJAROLD LLOYD will set a new

production record for himself if

he finishes camera work on "Movie
Crazy" within the next ten days, as

he now plans. The comedian has
been shooting at the United Artists

studio in Hollywood eight weeks and
hopes that by the beginning of next

week he will be able to start as-

sembling and cutting his first pic-

ture in nearly two years. It may be

another month before Lloyd gets a

first preview of "Movie Crazy," but

he will not rush the try-out as he
does not plan to release the produc-

tion until September.
* * *

The cast for "Movie Crazy," completed

with the signing of Spencer Charters, Lucy
Beaumont and DeWitt Jennings, includes

Constance Cummings, leading lady; Kenneth
Thomson, Robert McWade, Sidney Jarvis,

Eddie Fetherstone, Louise Closser Hale, Ar-

thur Housman, Harold Goodwin, Mary Do-
ran and Noah Young.

* * *

Two directors will guide the pro-

duction of "Forgotten Command-
ments," Paramount's film drama of

modern Russia, in which Irving

Pichel, Gene Raymond and Sari

Maritza will appear in leading roles.

Louis Gasnier, pioneer picture direc-

tor, and William W. Schorr, Russian
stage director, were selected to di-

rect the film in which will be in-

corporated episodes from Cecil B
De Mille's "The Ten Command-
ments."

* * *

Stephen Roberts, who will direct "The
Challenger," starring George Bancroft, en-

tered pictures as a stunt man and later acted

and served as assistant director for William

S. Hart and Thomas H. Ince. He then be-

gan directing comedies working eight years

with Educational. He was recently given a

new Paramount contract as a result of his

work on "Sky Bride."
* * •

Robert Lord, Warner Bros, sce-

narist, who is ranked as one of the

leading writers in the film industry,

studied story writing for the screen

at Harvard University.
4> * *

Harry Sauber is one of the busiest writers

on the Coast. He has written acts for

George Sidney, Hoot Gibson and Arthur
Lake. He also wrote material for Betty
Compson, who is heading a Fanchon and
Marco unit. He also wrrote added dialogue
for "The Road to Happiness," which was
made by Bryan Foy Prods.

tf If it

Wallace Smith's novel, "The Lit-

tle Tigress," which recently made its

appearance in Hollywood book-shops,
already has brought two offers to

Smith's representatives, Selznick-

Joyce, for the film rights.
* *

Waldemar Young, who has signed a new
Paramount contract, is a former San Fran-
cisco reporter and dramatic critic, vaudeville

Chico Out of Hospital
Chlco Marx, who recently fractured a

knee cap In an auto accident, has left

the hospital and returned to his Holly-
wood home where he will remain until

sufficiently recovered from the Injury

to return to work In his role In "Horse
Feathers."

Francis Lyon Invents Word Cutting Process
Francis Lyon, film cutter at Mack Sennett studios, has perfected a process whereby

he can cut a word (on sound film) in the middle, patch the two ends together and
thereby shorten an actor's dialogue, without calling the actor back for re-takes.

manager and actor in his skit, "If Caesar
Ran a Paper," and scenario editor at Uni-
versal. He has recently collaborated on the
screen plays for "The Miracle Man," "Sin-
ners in the Sun," "Sky Bride" and "Love
Me Tonight."

* '^' :;=

Regis Toomey, who recently com-
pleted a long term contract with
Paramount as a featured juvenile
and then journeyed to Pittsburgh for
a personal appearance, writes from
New York that he is homesick for
Hollywood.

* * *

George Cukor, who is directing Constance
Bennett in "The Truth About Hollywood,"
wanted a light chair that he could carry
around with him on the stages. Megaphones
are obsolete. Result—Cukor made a chair
out of his megaphone that is both light and
durable.

* * *

Roy Del Ruth has started actual
filming of "Blessed Event," a War-
ner-First National production. Lee
Tracy is being featured.

* * *

The re-printed issues of Wallace Smith's
book, "The Little Tigress," have made their
appearance in Hollywood's book stores. They
have a new cover conceived and designed by
Smith.

* * *

Having completed the screen ver-
sion and dialogue for "The Empty
Chair," a Universal planned produc-
tion, Bernard Schubert, playwright
and scenarist, is putting the finish-
ing touches to a three-act play
which will make its debut on Broad-
way this fall.

* * *

One of the most borrowed featured players
on the screen is William Bakewell, juvenile
under contract to M-G-M. The latest to
procure his services is Universal, where he
is enacting the featured juvenile role in "Back
Street" under John Stahl's direction.

>i: 4! «

Glenda Farrell, Clara Blandick
and Hale Hamilton are additions to

First National's "Life Begins"
* * *

Richard Wallace, Paramount director, has
joined the Malibu film colony. The mega-
phonist on Tallulah Bankhead's latest produc-
tion, "Thunder Below," has leased a beautf-
ful beach home for several months.

* * *

Gene Raymond, will play a lead-
ing part in "Forgotten Command-
ments," soon to go into production
at Paramount's Hollywood studios.

* * *

Ralph Bellamy has been assigned by Fox
to play opposite Marian Nixon in "Rebecca
of Sunnybrook Farm" under the direction of
Al Santell.

>l< 4c «

Vivienne Osborne has finished the
leading role opposite Warren Wil-
liam in "The Dark Horse," for War-
ner Bros., and will immediately start
work in an untitled production.
Later she plans to talce a month's
vacation, during which the will mo-
tor to Washington to visit her
mother.

Signing of Wheeler Oakman, Vernon Dent,
Russell Simpson and "Lafe" McKee com-
pletes the cast of Tim McCoy's next special,
"The Riding Tornado." Shirley Grey plays
opposite the star, with Wallace MacDonald
and Montagu Love in importat character
roles. D. Ross Lederman is directing the Co-
lumbia picture.

* * *

Paul Cavanaugh has been signed
by First National for an important
role in support of Ruth Chatterton
in "Children of Pleasure."

* * *

Edmund Goulding, who last directed
"Grand Hotel" for M-G-M, will direct Marion
Davies in "Good Time Girl," an original
screen story by Frances Marion, with dia-
logue by Anita Loos.

* * *
,

Bryant Washburn is joining the
cast of Constance Bennett's RKO-
Radio starring vehicle, "The Truth
About Hollywood."

* * *

Harriet Hagman, Norse beauty, has ar-
rived in Hollywood to join the ranks of
RKO-Radio Pictures' contract players. She
was signed as a result of screen tests which
followed her work in Earl Carroll's "Vani-
ties" and other Broadway shows.

4: * 4c

Columbia Pictures has signed Nat
Pendleton and Clarence Muse for
"Criminal Court" (tentative title).

* * 4c

George Marion, Jr., will work with SamUel
Hoffenstein and Waldemar Young on the
screen play for Maurice Chevalier's Para-
mount picture, "Love Me Tonight," which
Rouben Mamoulian is directing.

4: 4: 41

Gloria Shea, one of Warners' lat-

est screen recruits, has been given
an important role in "Blessed
Event." 4c * 4>

Isabel Jewel has arrived in Hollywood
from New York to play in Warners' screen
version of "Blessed Event" the same role
that she has been enacting in the Broadway
stage production.

Horace McCoy, first of a group of
young college writers RKO will use
in a search for novelty story ideas,
is a graduate of Vanderbilt Uni-
versity. He has had stories pub-
lished in national magazines and has
won a place in the Authors' Blue
Book of 1931. He helped develop
the Dallas Little Theater.

4c 4> 4c

More Famous Teams—Haig and Hatg.
Lichtig and Englander. Moran and Mack,
Smith Brothers, George Sidney-Charles Mur-
ray, Weber and Fields.

* 4-. 4c

Simile—As popular as a casting
director.

4: * 4c

"First Night," written by Fred Rath, now
a member of the Warner scenario staff, will
be presented May 12 and 13 by the Holly-
wood Playmakers. It has also been pre-
sented by a University of Southern Califomta
play group. The play had a run on Broadway.

4= 4c 4c

Kay Francis is on a week's vaca-
tion cruise with her husband, Ken- ,

neth MacKenna. |
4c 4c * •'

Warner Bros, has added William Halligan
and Guy Kibbee to the cast of "The Crooner"
to replace Harry Seymour and Frank Mc-
Hugh. Teddy Joyce, Will Morgan, John Har-
ron and Clarence Nordstrom also have joined
the cast.

4c 4c 4c

Lita Chevret will appear in RKO's
"The Truth About Hollywood,"

Fox assignments: Robert McWade and
Maude Eburne for "The First Year," starring
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell with Wil-
liam K. Howard directing; Earle Foxe, Eva
Dennison, Melvyn Douglas, Bert Sprotte,
William von Brincken, Anders von Haden,
Yola d'Avril and Ivan Simpson for "Burnt
Offering," with Warner Gland and Elissa
Landi; Walter Byron, John Arledge, Berton
Churchill and John Elliott for "Week Ends
Only" ; Matty Kemp placed under contract.

4c * 4c

Ray Coffin, press agent and
'Hollywood Vagabond,' has moved
again. His new address, he an-
nounces, is Box 492, Hollywood!

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality''

Greet* You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studioa, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, ielistening; tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your conifort.

European plan. $2.JO up, single.

S3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Lookfor tht "Doorway ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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"It is due to the sincere men that
the world goes on."—HARRY M.
WARNER.

"The only place a good memory
is any use is if you're a song
writer."—MARIE DRESSLER.

"// we show indecent thmys on
our screen, prosecute us and put us

in jail as you would a man who used
profane language on the street; hat
don't censor us. '—ED KUYKEN-
DAHL.

"Unless an actor has this so-called

personal magnetism, he never
reaches the top, so his worries are

over early."—TALLULAH BANK-
HEAD.

"They rave about the Barrymore
profile. Why, I've got more nose
than all the Barrymores put to-

gether."—JIMMY DURANTE.

"Sound put the studios in a story

rut, but with its perfection and with

an understanding of it the curse

that has been on us for three years

is lifted.'—CARL LAEMMLE, JR.

"1 am not sure that I am much
good for the motion pictui'es."

—

VICKI BAUM.

"Every man is better off going

away by himself at times to assay

his work in the world, to figure out

his faults and shortcomings and to

study his possibilities."—WALLACE
BEERY.

"I think the crime story is about

through, because it's been done to

death, but it had a powerful punch

while it lasted."—JACOB WILK.

"The industry is paying too much
for failures and not enough for

hits."—M. C. LEVEE.

"Whatever measure of success I

have had arises from the fact that

individuality has always been en-

couraged where found." — H. B.

FRANKLIN.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By "C. A."

"Prosperity, come home. All is

forgiven."—RUTH RANKIN, Holly-

Wood Star.

"I am not going to make any

more films. I haven't got It."

—

JOHN McCORMACK.

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block

ON THE BOARDWALK
ATLANTIC CITY

A Smart Hotel In

America's Smartest Resort

Ideal Convention Facilities

ATTRACTIVE RATES

A LTHOUGH production stopped
last Saturday at the Brooklyn

Vitaphone studio in order to make
alterations and improvements, only
the stage crews have been affected.

The rest of the studio is very much
open, with casting being conducted
by Herbert Hayman for the stories

for next season's product, upon
which work will start when the stu-

dio resumes production about five

weeks hence.

One uit, headed by Saw Sax,
production chief of Vitaphone,

is now busily engaged at the

Warner Burbank studios in

shooting a series of two-reel

musical pictures. In Brooklyn,
the studio under Monte Shaff,
assistant to Sax, is lining up
material for the resumption of
activities. All the directors are
busily engaged in the cutting

rooms, the projection rooms
going at top speed, Herman
Ruby and his staff of writers
are preparing their scripts and
tests are being held constantly
for the studios.

•

Physical production on "The Black
King," the first of a series of three
all Negro cast features being pro-
duced by the Southland Pictures Co.,

has been completed at the Metro-
politan studio, Fort Lee. Bud Pol-
lard directed.

•

Vitaphone's cutting rooms are
busily engaged cutting and editing

1.5 shorts. Among those which are

either in the cutting or duping de-

partment are three Broadway Brevi-

ties films, including two of the lat-

est Ruth Etting shorts and a two-
reel revue titled "What an Idea";

the final two of the Ted Husing
"Sportslants"; two S. S. Van Dine
Murder Mysteries, titled "The Crane
Poison Case" and "The Campus Mys-
tery"; Eddie Blake and Band in

"Pie, Pie, Blackbird"; Mr. and Mrs.

Jack Norworth in their latest "Nag-
gers" series, "Four Wheels—No
Brakes"; Thelma White and Fanny
Watson in "In the Family"; three

of the Pepper Pot series, called

"Featurette Movie Album," "Movie

Album Thrills" and "Nicolette."

•

Lilyan Sabalis, formerly of

George White's "Scandals" and

now appearing with Ed Wynn
in "The Laugh Parade" and
whose blonde beauty has also

adorned numerous motion pic-

tures made at the Paramount
and Warner studios here has

been chosen to represent the

Florentine Grill of the Park
Central Hotel in the Knights

of Columbus "Miss New York'
contest. Miss Sabalis iinU he

known as "Miss Florentine"

and will act as official hostess

at a supper party to be given

every Tuesday night in the

Florentine Grill to the out-

standing contestants in the
"Miss New York" contest.

•

Two new issues of the series of
Vitaphone travelogue shorts known
as "World Travel Talks," produceo
by E. M. Newman, have been com-
pleted. Rome is the local for one.
titled "When in Rome," and "Dear
Old London," with scenes of that
city providing the subject matter. If

the second.
•

Also completed recently at the
Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn was a
new issue of Ted Husing's "Sport
Slants" consisting almost entirely of
underwater scenes. The art of swim-
ming beneath the surface and the
capture with bare hands of an alli-

gator, by a man in Florida said to

be the only one in the world able to
perform this feat, are shown in the
reel.

•

"Tale of a Vest," starring Tom
Howard and George Shelton, is the

first of a series of shorts which will

be put into production Wednesday
by Larry Kent at the Eastern Ser-

vice Studio in the Bronx. Aubrey
Scotto will direct.

•

Three Vitaphone shorts di-

rected by Roy Mack, who is now
on the coast directing Techni-
color short subjects for Vita-
phone, are playing this week at

Metropolitan theaters. They are
"Movie Dumb" with Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Noriuorth at the New
York Strand; Douglas Stanhury
in "Campus Spirit' at the Win-
ter Garden; and "Sea Legs," a
two-reel musical revue at the
Brooklyn Strand.

•

While shooting activities are stop-
ped for a short period. Directors
Joseph Henabery and Alf Goulding
are spending their time in the cut-
ting rooms of the Vitaphone Eastern
studios. They are helping with the
cutting and editing of the last few
short subjects which they directed
before the lay-oif.

•

A novel musical in 15 scenes, in

which trick photography and paint-
ings were used to depict scenes of
past wars, including the world war,
for Memorial Day showing, has been
completed at the National Screen
studio under the direction of Neil
McGuire.

•

"The Warning Shadow." Pee-'less

feature starring Dita Parlo, Tom
Moore and William Desmond and di-

rected by Edgar Ulmer, has been re-

titled "Love's Interlude." Cutting
and editing of the picture is now
nearing completion. Those who have
already viewed part of the picture

say that the camera angles, unusual
shots and production quality in the
picture, as well as the work of Miss
Parlo, are exceptional.

Rochester, N. Y.—Charles Ray-
mond, formerly manager of the Va-
lencia, New York City, is the new
manager of the Rochester, follow-
ing the death of David J. Nolan.

Newburgh, N. Y.—Harold Gabri-
love, manager of the Broadway,
after experimenting with different
days for change of program, has
settled on the following schedule:
Monday for two days, Wednesday
for three days, and Saturday only.

Port Jervis, N. Y.-—Frank Somar-
elli has bought the Palace at fore-
closure sale for $1,947, subject to

two mortgages.

Albany, N. Y.—Arnold Rittenberg,
recently RKO divisional manager in

St. Louis and before that publicity
and divisional manager in Albany,
has succeeded Alton Cook as pub-
licity director of the local Palace.
Francis Murphy has succeeded Tony
Morelli as orchestra leader.

Newark, N. J.—Richard W. Hill,

assistant to Harry Kalmine, New
Jersey zone manager for Warner
Bros., recently sent out cards an-
nouncing the arrival of a daughter,
Jean Marie.

Bath, N. Y.—The Babock, Skouras
house, lost week - end receipts

amounting to $500, when burglars
cracked the safe and got away, ac-

cording to Harold Lee, manager.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Publix has
acquired its third local theater, the
State, leaving but two independent
houses, the Rialto and the Liberty.

Rochester, N. Y.—Harold Raives,

manager of the Regent, is giving

double features—one new film and
one subsequent run, the patrons vot-

ing on previously shown pictui-es

which they want booked again.

Longmont, Colo.—The Owl theater

booth and front were destroyed by
fire along with 18,000 feet of film,

including two features.

Lordsburg, N. M.—The Palace re-

cently was destroyed by fire.

Denver—Ernest Morrs, local news-
paper man, has been added to the

Denver theater publicity staff and
will handle exploitation.

Denver — Paul Hoppin, manager
of the Plaza, has left on a four-

week vacation tour in the east.

Garbo as Producer
ll'cst Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Greta Garbo, who so far

has declined to renew her contract with
M-G-M, has the idea she would like to

produce one or two features a year in-

dependently.
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

THREE-DIMENSION MOVIES

DEMONSTRATED BYBELLCO.

Washiiuiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Three - dimension
movies were described by Herbert
E. Ives of the Bell Telephone Labo-
ratories last week before the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences, but
Ives held out little hope that they
would be available to the public

soon. Ives said successful results

depend upon such extreme accuracy
of mechanical and optical parts and
adjustments that commercial appli-

cation appears remote.

Ives told how projection of motion
pictures in relief has been "experi-
mentally realized" with a new huge
projector. Pictures in relief are
visible, he said, to a group of ob-

servers occupying a wide range of

positions with respect to the screen,

but demanding no special spectacles

or other optical apparatus.

"The individual pictures constitut-

ing the record of motion and relief

are made up of narrow juxtaposed
strip images," Ives explained, "each
of which is a minute linear pano-
rama of the scene presented to the
camera.

"The camera consists of a con-

cave mirror four feet in diameter,
at whose focus is a transparent
screen consisting of approximately
200 minute concave grooves. The
virtual images of the mirror formed
in these groups are photographed
by a single exposure on to a lantern
slide plate.

"Prints from negatives so made
are then mounted on a large disc

capable of slow rotation in the slide

plane of a projection lantern coupled
with another rapidly rotating disc

with an aperture which flashes a
bright beam of light through the
projection system as each picture
comes into position."

The screen consists of 200 trans-

parent rods, each one-quarter inch in

width, having convex cylindrical sur-

faces in front and rear, of such
curvatures that linear images on the
rear surfaces are projected as paral-

lel beams into the observing space,

he said.

"When the pictures are projected
with each panorama strip in ac-

curate register upon a rod," Mr.
Ives declared, "a composite picture

is seen on the screen. This image

Equipment For Fire Safety

Cincinnati— Fire fighfing equipment
ot every description for use in theaters,

studios, laboratories, etc., is now being
offered by the Marker Manufacturing
Co.. tire prevention engineers of this

city.

Hard-of-Hearing Device

Washington—A new device which, when held in the mouth, permits hearing with

bones ot the head, was shown for the first time before the National Academy ot

Sciences at a meeting here last week. The device, developed by Frederick Bedell of

Cornell University, changes sound into the special vibrations artificially and sends them
to the inner ear by way of the bones of the head.

Temperature Recorders

Marketed by Foxboro Co.
Foxboro, Mass.—A thermometer

for recording temperatures inside

the theater, and which not only tells

what the temperature is but when
that temperature occurred, is being
put out by the Foxboro Co. of this

city. With the use of these record-
ing temperatures, which are being
offered both in self-contained types
for measuring room temperatures o\

atmospheric temperatures and in

long-distance types for measuring
temperatures at a considerable dis-

tance from the recorder, it is un-
necessary to depend upon the hand-
made records of an attendant or
operator, entailing a great saving
in time, and enabling the manager,
through accurate records of temper-
ature, to maintain a most correct
temperature in his theater at all

times for the comfort of his pa-
trons.

Automatic Temperature Control-
lers for use in the manufacture of
films, and recording psychroijieters
and humidity controllers for use in

connection with the conditioning of

the air for the film laboratory, are
also being offered by the company.

INSTALLS COOLING SYSTEM
An air cooling system, so arranged

that hydro cooling can be added dur-
ing the summer, has been installed
in the Winthrop, 500-seat Brooklyn
theater, by the Typhoon Air Condi-
tioning Co. of New York.

NEW PROCESSING CO
A new film cleaning company

known as the Standard Film Proc-
essing Co., under the direction of
Albert Beck, formerly of the Deni-
son Film Processing Co., has opened
with headquarters at 723 Seventh
Ave., New York.

MOVES TO NEW QUARTERS
Inglewood, Cal. — Universal Mi-

crophone Co., Ltd., formerly located
at 1163 Hyde Park Boulevard, has
moved into its new building at Cen-
tinela and Warren Lane.

varies with direction and distance
of observation, exhibiting stereo-
scopic relief.

"Succession of such pictures at
the rate of 15 to 20 a second pro-
vides motion pictures in relief. Suc-
cessful results depend upon the ex-
treme accuracy of all mechanical
and optical parts and adjustments."

New Curtain Carrier

Developed by Bruckner
An improved curtain carrier, with

various features that include non-
fouling, no friction, noiselessness,
flexibility, ease of operation, alumi-
num carriers, steel construction and
lignum vitae rollers, etc., has been
developed and is being offered by
Bruckner Mitchell, Inc., of New
York, manufacturers of complete
stage equipment.

This new type of carrier, of which
nine have already been installed in

the RKO Palace, New York, are re-
ported to be meeting with great
success. Other equinment installa-
tions recently completed by the
company include: Complete stage
rigging in the New Capitol, Tren-
ton, N. J.; T-Bar counterweight
system, asbestos curtain and tracks
in the auditorium. Hunters College,
New York; T-Bar counterweight
system, double asbestos curtains
with motor drive, light bridges, free-
wheeling curtain tracks in the
Roosevelt, Washington, D. C, and a
new type of motor-driven shutter of
special design in the Thalia theater
New York.

Beaded Screen Making
Instana,tions in Canada

Installation of Super Vocalite and
Chromolite screens in Paramount de
luxe houses are now being made in

Canada as well as in all parts of the
United States, according to an an-
nouncement made by the Beaded
Screen Corp. of Roosevelt, N. Y.

The most recent installation re-

ported by the company was that of
a large Super Vocalite, in the Capi-
tol, Windsor, Ont. This theater,
recently damaged by fire, was able
to continue the performance the
following day owing to the coopera-
tion and record time made by the
Beaded Screen Corp. in making the
installation.

NEW ELECTRICAL LINE
Racine, Wis. — A new and im-

proved line of faders, tone compen-
sators, microphone coupling units,

power amplifiers, head amplifiers
and power supply units for use in

theaters, auditoriums and other
sound installations and for use in

adding sound-on-film to sound-on-
disc installations, as well as for re-

placements of existing equipment, is

being offered by the Webster Elec-
tric Co. of this city.

HOLMES PROJECTOR CO.

PUTS OOT NEW PORTABLE

Chicago — A new and improved
portable projector consisting of sev-
eral novel and unique features in-
cluding an entirely new optical sys-
tem for Illumination, plus a straight
monoplane filament thousand-watt
lamp and a larger reflector, has
been brought out by the Holmes
Projector Co. of this city.

The new monoplane filament type
of lamp is equipped with a prefocus
base, that fits into a prefocus sock-
et which has been provided in the
lamphouse to accommodate this
lamp. When the new lamp is placed
in the socket no adjustments are
necessary.

The reflector unit is unique in it-

self in that it has screw adjust-
ments for both the up and down
also forward and back movements.
The entire lamp and reflector units
are easily accessible as the lamp-
house slides completely off the
lamphouse base enabling replace-
ments to be made instantly. The
bottom of the lamphouse is equip-
ped with a hole placed directly
above the fan blower to permit the
blast of air from the fan blower to
pass up into the lamphouse which
forces the hot air generated by the
lamp out through the ventilated
top.

A special arc lamp has been con-
structed by the Strong Electric Co.
for use on the improved projector
for permanent installation. With this

arc lamp equipment it is said a
throw of 135 feet from machine to

screen is obtainable.

The entire unit is packed in two
pieces making for easy portability.

It has but three plug connections to

make and the entire unit is ready
for operation and can be operated
by anyone after a few minutes of

instruction, the company declares.

The sound-on-film projector is be-

ing distributed by the Ruby Camera
Exchange of New York, sole dis-

tributors in the Eastern states.

I( IT'S A GOOD
BUY YOU CAN

GET IT AT
NATIONAL!

^National Theatre
ISuppLY Company
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'By L. H. MITCHELL

BRITISH BUILDING DRIVE

GETS UNDER WAY IN JUNE

London — The Building Society
-jjonsored by A. S. Woodger to ap-
ply mass production to the building
lit motion picture theaters will get
under way in June when work will

begin on six theaters. Mr. Wood-
ger expects to put six new houses
under construction each month there-

after. He states that he has 150
applications for theaters. Plans for

the theaters are being prepared by
the well known firm of Leathart &
Granger. The first six theaters will

be ready for opening in November,
Woodger states. By the mass pro-

duction method it is intended to

build and equip theaters seating 800
persons at a cost of 12,000 pounds
each, which applicants can buy on
the building society principle by
making annual payments of 1,000

pounds.

Munich Public Prefers

Comedies and Thrillers

Munich, Ger.—To find out which
class of motion pictures had the

largest box-office receipts during the

current season, a local newspaper
circularized the first-run theaters.

Out of the leading 30 productions, 12

were comedies, 12 crime films or

thrillers, while the remaining six

were heavy dramas.

Belgian Cinema Tax
Increased 10 Per Cent

Brussels—A 10 per cent increase

in the taxation of Belgian motion
picture theaters is now in eflfect.

The increase is in line with the gen-

eral upward trend in taxation.

PLAZA'S LONG RUN POLICY
London—The Plaza started its long

run policy with "Lily Christine" on

April 28. It will be succeeded, at

the end of its run, by Lubitsch's

"The Man I Killed," and that in turn

by the talking version of "The Mira-

cle Man." Geraldo's Tango Orches-

tra has been engaged as an extra

attraction.

"CITY STREETS" A BERLIN HIT
Berlin—"City Streets," with Gary

Cooper, dubbed in German, is havmg
a great success here.

Glasgow's 120th Theater

Glasgow—The Rhul theater, in Burn-

side, just opened, is Glasgow's 120th

cinema. It has a seating capacity ot

1,500, a tea room, and plenty of park-

ing space.

Sydney's All-British Theater
Sydney—The Roxy theater, operated by the Fullers, is now an all-British house under

a policy similar to that of the Atheneum in Melbourne. The first pictures shown under
the all-British picture policy were "Carnival" and "Splinters of the Navy" in a dual
offering.

First Runs in Berlin

Show 50 Per Cent Drop
Berlin—First-run feature pictures

here, which got off to a good start
in January, showed a drop from 26
to 15 during February, a drop of
nearly 50 per cent from February,
1931. Nine foreign features were
shown during January, of this num-
ber six were American.

Half of European Houses
Still in Silent Class

London — According to compila-
tions made by Western Electric con-
siderably less than half of Europe's
picture houses are wired for sound.
Of Germany's 5,287 cinemas only
2,500 are equipped for sound; but
1,450 of France's 3,300 theaters are
equipped; only 528 of Italy's 2,500
theaters are wired; of Spain's 2,600
cinemas but 452 are talkie houses,
while England has 4,096 wired thea-
ters and 952 silent.

"KIKI" FOR ANNY ONDRA
Pi-ague—Anny Ondra has signed

a contract with Emelka to star in a
German and French talking version

of "Kiki," in which Norma Talmadge
appeared in a silent American ver-

sion, and Mary Pickford in a talk-

ing version. She is now in Vienna
making a German and French ver-

sion of "A Cruel Friend." After
finishing "Kiki" she will go to Holly-

wood to produce a film in English,

German and French versions.

BUCHANAN TO DIRECT
London— Jack Buchanan will be

both director and star of his next

British & Dominions' picture, "That's

a Good Girl."

PLAN NEW LONDON "SUPER"
London—A new "super" cinema

for the West End of London is un-

derstood to be planned by a well

known independent exhibitor. A_ site

is being negotiated for, and it is

understood to be that on which now
stands the Haymarket Stores build-

ing near Shaftesbury Ave. It will

be one of the largest theaters in the

West End.

MAC FRIC DIRECTING THREE
Prague—Mac Fric has signed a

contract to direct three new Czech

taking pictures, "Master Ideal," "Sis-

ter Angelique" and "A Man with a

Bad Reputation."

New Studio Scheme
Planned for Watford

London—A new studio is planned
for Leavesden, near Watford, where
European Sound Films, Ltd., has
planned to erect a studio, by a finan-
cial company which proposes to rent
studio space to other producing com-
panies. A site of 150 acres is in-

volved in the new scheme. Plans
for the studio have been prepared
by P. E. Stenning. Shops and homes
for employees are embraced in the
project. The two Watford studio
sites are but a mile and a half apart.
It is reported that the backers of
the new project and European Sound
Films directors are conferring on the
matter of erecting the two studios
on the same estate.

Bombay Censors Passed
52 U. S. Films in Feb.

Bombay—Out of a total of 82 pro-
ductions passed by the Bombay
board of censors during February,
1932, 52 were of American make.
Nine of these were features (seven
sound and two silent), and 43 short
subjects (34 sound and 9 silent,

three of the latter being of an edu-
cational nature). Fifteen produc-
tions were made in Great Britain (13
sound, one silent), while 15 were of

native production (6 sound, 9 silent).

VIENNA RECEIPTS DECLINE
Vienna—Local motion picture the-

aters show a sharp decline in re-

ceipts, in some cases as much as 75

per cent. For instance, theaters

seating 600 persons which grossed
an average of $400 to $500 in Janu-
ary are now playing to but a fourth
of that amount.

FILMING VLTAVA RIVER
Prague—Josef Medeotti is prepar-

ing to film the course of the Czech
river, Vltava, for a full-length edu-

cational picture, synchronized with
Smetana's famous composition en-

titled "Vltava." Medeotti will produce
10 educational shorts and a feature

to be made in both Czech and Ger-
man.

B. T.-H. 16 MM. TALKIE SET
London—British Thomson-Houston

announces the perfecting of a new
talkie reproducer for 16 mm. film,

the printing of which, from stand-

ard size sound films, will be done

at their studios by an ingenious

printing method of their own. The
cost of the set will be about 200

pounds.

FRENCH TAX ON FILMS

IS RAISEH PER CENT

Paris—The tax on motion picture
film imported into Fi-ance has been
raised by decree from 2 per cent to
6 per cent. This tax is said to be
payable in addition to the other du-
ties, therefore the duties on film
shipped into France are now as fol-
lows: Printed positive films, from
English sources, 2.155 francs per
metre, from other foreign countries,
1.36 francs per metre; printed nega-
tive films, 6.465 francs per metre
from English sources, 4.08 trancs
from other sources; positive raw
stock, 0..397 francs per metre from
England, 0.25 francs from other
sources; negative raw stock, 0.457
from English sources, 0.283 from
other sources. The fieures for Eng-
lish films include the 15 per cent
surtax.

London Film Productions
Starts Its First Picture

London — London Film Produc-
tions, Ltd., the company recently
foi-med by George Grossmith, A. C.
N. Dixey and Alexander Korda, has
started shooting on its first produc-
tion, "Wedding Rehearsal." Roland
Young has retui-ned from Hollywood
to England to play the lead, while
John Loder has come home to act
an important part. Korda will di-

rect.

Grossmith, Dixey and Korda are
joint managing directors of London
Film Productions. Other officials re-

centy appointed are: E. H. George,
secretary; Lajos Biro and George
Grossmith, associate producers; Har-
old Young, editor; G. E. T. Gros-
smith, casting director, and John B.
Myers, director of advertising and
publicity.

NEW B. & D. STAR
London—Hubert T. Marsh, man-

aging director of British & Domin-
ions Film Corp., has signed Anna
Neagle to an exclusive starring con-
tract, following her hit as leading
woman for Jack Buchanan in "Good
Night," Vienna."

DIRECTS 2 FOR MERKURFILM
Prague—M. J. Krnansky has sign-

ed to direct two Czech talking pic-

tures for Merkurfilm. The first,

"Virginity," goes into production in

May.

Payment for Accessories
London—The matter of payment for

stills and posters by the exhibitors is to

be brought up before the next general

council of the Cinematograph Exhibitors'

Association. British exhibitors think the
distributors should share in the cost of

such accessories.
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade
ALABAMA

Changes in Ownership
Fairfield—Fairfield, sold to M. N. Coleman
by L. J. Williford; Dothan—Strand, sold

to R. C. Richards by R. C. Wells Union
Springs—Lilfred, sold to Curtis Ware by
F. T. McLendon.

Closing
Bay Minnette—Dixie.

Re-Opening
Pell City—Lyric.

ARIZONA
Closings

Clifton—Princess ; Morenci—Royal.

ARKANSAS
Change in Ownership

Pine Bluff—Saenger, sold to Melco Thea.,
Inc., by Publix-Saeger.

Closings
Hoxie—Triangle; Lonoke—Queen; Marma-
duke—Palace ; McNeil—New ; Melbourne

—

Liberty ; Nashville—New ; Prairie Grove

—

Cozy ; Tyronza — Tyronza ; Fordyce —
Amuse ; Lake Village—Queen.

Re-Openings
Cotter—Paradise ; Manilla—New ; Monetta

—

New; Prescott — Oem; Walnut Ridge—
Sharum ; Wilmot— Strand.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

Glendale—Showshop, sold to E. F. Mont-
gomery by Simmons & Montgomery ; Long
Beach—Lee, sold to Jesse Jones by Seller
& Son; Los Banos—Los Banos, sold to

J. Borg & J. Peters by Harvey Amuse
Co. ; Los Angeles—Astor, sold to Z. H.
Zamsky by F. R. Thompson ; Waljash,
sold to Pete Lasher by R. P. L. Circuit

;

Sunbeam, sold to B. Berinstein by Sydor
Corp. ; National City—National, sold to
Z. M. Harris by Jayben Corp. ; Oakland
Roxie, sold to West States Corp. by Roxie
Thea. Co.; Rialto, sold to Mrs. Mabel

Cook Shawn by Wally Feehan : Petaluma
Mystic, sold to L. Borg and Dan Toe-

chini by T. & D. Jr. ; Sacramento—Plaza,

sold to Max Ginsberg by A. A. Nyeburg;
San Diego—Spreckles, sold to Metzger &
Alperstein by F. L. B. Corp. ; San Fran-

cisco—American, New Fillmore. New Jlis-

sion. sold to Mission Fillmore Thea. Co.

by Greenfield Thea. ; Santa Pauls—Lyric,

sold to Jarvis & Wells by Klein & Fine

;

Santa Rosa—Cline, sold to L. Borg and
Dan Tocchini by T. & D. Jr. ; Stockton-
Royal, sold to Wm. Kohler by James Bar-

low ; Weed—Weed, sold to Pacific States,

Inc., by Long Bell Lumber Co.

Closings

Graham—Graham ; Long Beach—Palace ; Los
Angeles— California, Garden ; Petaluma

—

Mystic ; San Raphael—Orpheus Eureka

—

State.

Re-Openings
Hemet— Hemet ; Stockton — Royal ; West-
wood—Village ; Watts—Yeager.

New Theaters

Crestline Village—Bowl, Mrs. Wilmont, own-

er ; Leimert Park — Leimert, Westland
Thea., Inc., owners.

Name Change
Oakland—Palm, formerly Peralta.

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership

Pensacola—Belmont, sold to A. J. Cum-
mings by W. J. Hurry ; Tallahassee—State,

sold to E. J. Sparks by C. E. Dafiftn.

Re-Openings
DeFuniak Springs—Ritz ; Titusville—Alamo.

GEORGIA
Closing

Cornelia—Pastime.

Re-Opening
Atlanta—Fairview.

AMERICAS FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. Moritz
OTV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

oorryve'S/'yvcij/0

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
From the city's amusement and
business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TAYLOR

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

Dry Ridge— Kentucky, sold to W. C. Mc-
Kenney ; Georgetown—Rialto, sold to Mrs.
Virginia Davis by Harrison Scott.

Closings
Bulan— Star: Eddyville—Strand; Hartford

—

Star; Hickman—Rex.

LOUISIANA
Closings

Arcadia—Dixie ; Baton Rouge—Grand ; Clou-

tierville— St. John's Church ; Monroe—Rex ;

Morganza—Columbia ; New Orleans— St.

Maurice ; Tallulah—Richelieu ; Union —
Union.

Re-Openings
New Orleans—Dauphine, National ; Selma

Princess; West Monroe—Happy Hour.

New Theaters
Lafayette—Colored, Paul Blanchet, owner;
New Orleans—Rialto, Mr. Harris, owner.

MISSISSIPPI
Changes in Ownership

Hazelhurst—Queen, sold to Mrs. R. Car-
michael by R. L. Therrell ; Tupelo—Lyric

;

West Point—Ritz, booked by Vic Maurin
for Ed Kuykendahl ; Yazoo City—Yazoo,
bnoked by Vic Maurin for Mrs. J. B.
DeVoto.

Closings

Calhoun City—Bluebird; Fulton — Dixie;
Natchez — Hamilton; Newton — Palace;
Pelahatchie—Pelahatchie ; Summer— Strand ;

Tchula—Capitol ; Tutwiler—Tutrovansum ;

Pontotoe—Gem.

Re-Openings
Lexington—Princess ; Tchula—Tchula.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

New Madrid—Dixie, sold to S. L. Hunter
bp C. C. Cravens ; St. Louis—Bridge, sold

to Lenaros Bros, by F. R. Fitzgerald;

World, sold to World, Inc.

Re-Openings
Overland—Overland; St. Louis
World.

—
• Bridge,

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Belhaven—Cameo, sold to M. K. Budham by
C. B. West; Maiden—Amuzu, sold to E.
S. Holleman by E. L. Holler ; Morehead
City—Wade, sold to Francis Wade by
Wade Estate : Mt. Ohve—Victory, sold to

H. C. Cooke by L. D. Robertson; Win-
ston Salem—Lincoln, sold to Idna Corp.
by H. M. Edmondson.

Mocksville
Closing

-Princess.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

Akron—Ideal, sold to C. T. Smetzly by
Gertrude E. Moore & Glen B. Moore;
Ashtabula—Casto, sold to M. A. Shea
by .\. J. Cooper ; Chillicothe—Star, sold
to John Kaiser by C. W. Myers ; Cincin-
nati—Beecher, sold to Ed Lux by Mr.
Pentlarge ; Circleville—Circle, sold to R.
E. Reisinger by Circleville Thea. Co. ;

Cleveland—Detroit, sold to Universal Chain
Thea. Ent. by Ivanhoe Thea. Co. ; Lexing-
ton, sold to Lexington Thea. Inc., by
Lexington-E. 55th Co. ; Columbus—Piccadil-
ly, sold to V. A. Jackson by Dore Kauf-
man ; Creston—Creston, sold to Arthur
Matthews; Findlay—Lyceum, sold to Leslie
Thea. Corp. by M. T. McKinley ; Royal,
sold to Leslie Thea. Corp. by Mrs. Leslie
E. Kraft ; Gallon—State, sold to Galion
Amuse. Co. by A. J. & M. A. Paul ; Lis-

bon—Grand, sold to Mr. Winegrove by
Lisbon New Grand Thea. Inc. ; New
London— Karolyn. sold to Richard J. Barry
by Mr. Ripley for the Bank ; Pleasant City
—Town Hall, sold to Mr. Troy by P. A.
Trott; Utica—New Rex, sold to A. H.
Butler by Rex Ent., Inc. ; Westerville

—

State, sold to James M. Curl by A. D.
Curfman ; West Jefferson—Orient, sold to

Orient .Amuse. Co. by E. R. Parker.

Closings
Adelphi—Opera House ; Columbus — Fifth

Ave.. Lyceum; Dayton—Edgemont ; New
Matamoras- -Palace ; Plain City — Rialto;
Portsmouth—Westland ; Sharonville— Sha-
ron.

Re-Openings
Cincinnati—Beecher ; Hamilton—Palace ; Mt.

Sterling—Passwater ; Ruble—Logan ; Sun-
bury—Sunbury.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Union—Carolina, sold to Rhodes Bros, by
Stevenson Thea. Corp. Winnsboro—Caro-
lina Thea., Inc. by Boyd Brown.

Closing
Windsor—Palace.

TENNESSEE
Closings

Lenoir City—Grand; Milan—Loew's Milan.

Re-Openings
Knoxville—New Colored; Memphis—Normal,

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Keystone—Palace, sold to McDowell Amuse.
Co. by M. K. Murphy ; Wheeling—State,
sold to John Paupulis by D. R. Kautz.

Closings
j

Ansted — Lyric; Blacksville — Blacksville;
Clendenin— Star ; Dorothy—Dorothy ; Fay-
etteville — Dreamland; McComas— Mora;
Newburg—Crystal ; Parkersburg—Lincoln ;

Phillipi—American ; Shinnston— Rex.

Re-Openings
Monongah— Strand ; Shinnston

Princess.
Columbia

;

WISCONSIN ]

Changes in Ownership
Milwaukee— Pastime, sold to Ed. Harris by
Nyklewicz & Dorczynski ; Montello—Mon-
tello, sold to Mrs. Frank Dodge by Kath-
ryn Bruce; New Lisbon—Home, sold to

JuHus Grulkt by L. E. Baker; Rhine-
lander—Majestic, sold to S. Olson by F.
T. Welter ; Sheboygan — Grand, sold to

Max Schuerer by Paul Fox; West Bend-
West Bend, sold to Aug. Berkholtz by
Community Thea., Inc. ; West Salem

—

Hex, sold to A. C. Cullman by Earl Scott.

Closings
Athens—Opera House; Milwaukee—Pastime;

Mineral Pt. — World ; Oregon — Opera
House.

Re-Openings
Marion—Opera House ; Lena—Kobes ; Wit-

tenberg— Kersten.

New Theaters
Viroqua—Vernon. Thos. Ellefson. owner

;

Horicon—Dodge, Rae Earls, owner.

Show- Qj^%b^
man s ^\^p
Daily,, J^
REMINDER

— •

—

Get set with your plans

for Mother's Day—May 10.

Make tie-ups with florist,

taxi company and candy
store.
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ZaSu Pitts and Thelma Todd in

"The Old Bull"

M-G-M 20 mins.
Plenty Slapstick

The girls won't add much to their
histrionic reputations with this one.

It is the rawest kind of slapstick
with very few genuine laughs. They
are out motoring when ZaSu insists

upon driving the car. At the wheel
she tears along the roads and finally

through a farm, barn and all. They
are threatened by the farmer, but
are eventually saved by the pres-
ence of a lion that escaped from a
circus. Dialogue is fair, with direc-

tion fast to hold up a satisfactory
tempo.

"The Strange Wedding Sign"

The Film Exchange 9 mins.
Fair Novelty

The superstition that when four
people shake hands with the clasped
hands crossing each other, it is a
sign that a wedding is in the ofBng,

is explained in all too great length.

The idea is more fitted for a "maga-
zine reel" as one item in a reel of

six or seven. The superstition start-

ed with the dancing of the quadrille,

during which the dancers join hands
in the now superstitious fashion. Sev-
eral forms of quadrille dancing by
different nationalities are shown and
the explanatory remarks are re-

peated all too often.

"Color Scales"
M-G-M 9 mins.

Beautiful Fishes

A score or more of fish taken
from the Pacific around Tahiti and
the Society Islands are presented in

natural colors. Some exceptionally
striking and unusual specimens are
shown swimming in tanks before the
camera. Outstanding in the group
are the cow fish, the surgeon fish

and the horse fish. This is a fine

novelty and will hold interest be-
cause of its unusual subject matter
and pleasing colors. The talk is by
Pete Smith.

"The Bird Store"
Columbia 7 mins.

Unusual

A Silly Symphony cartoon, with
all the action taking place in a bird

store. The various species of birds

are shown in their cages, engaging
in a vocal harmony, each bird sing-

ing with lifelike fidelity to the orig-

inal. The theme is that of a little

bird getting loose, a cat after it, and
the dismay and terror of his parents
registered vocally and in animated
action, along with that of all the

other birds. It's a swell combina-
tion of musical accompaniment with
unusual story interest for a cartoon.

"The Mad Dog"
Columbia 7 mins.

Clicks

A Mickey Mouse cartoon, which
is one of the fastest-action ani-
mateds ever produced. Mickey tries
to wash his dog, but the animal gets
frantic with the fleas, and goes tear-
ing through the town. The dog-
catcher has him cornered, and is

about ready to shoot, when Mickey
saves his pal and gets back to home
and safety. Just as exciting as a
wooly western meller—and funnier,
of course.

M-G-M

"Choo-Choo"
(Our Gang)

A Good One
21 mins.

This story concerns a group of
orphans, all dressed in gray uni-
forms, who are in a railroad coach
being taken to their new home. The
train stops and a few orphans get
out and coax some local kids to
change clothes with them. After the
train has started, the local kids get
picked up by a travelers' aid agent,
who, while returning them to the
home via Pullman car, finds his

hands full with a most troublesome
and riotous gang of juveniles. After
they have torn up the car and
caused trouble galore, the agent dis-

covers that he has the wrong boys.
Plenty of laughs and some very
cute stuff by the youngest member
of the gang.

"Barnyard Olympics"
Columbia 7 mins.

Okay
A very ingenious Mickey Mouse

cartoon, with the barnyard animals
all competing in athletic games.
The gags are as clever as they are
comical, finishing with an obstacle

race. Mickey comes in under the
tape the winner by a slight margin
after the villain has pulled a line

of tricks to try and defeat him. As
usual, this Walt Disney animated
stands out for its thoroughness in

working up the novelty gags, and
the funny cartoon antics of the va-

rious animal performers.

"The Prowlers"
Educational 10 mins.

Ordinary

One of the Lyman Howe Hodge
Podge series, being a series of scenes

from some South African expedition.

The shots are nothing unusual, show-
ing the life of the natives of a very

primitive tribe, and their methods of

hunting and guarding themselves

against wild animal attacks. Shots

of a jaguar and a lion chasing a

native fail to finish with a thrill

or a kick. Narration by James
Clemenger is well done, and makes
the reel stand up with added enter-

tainment values.

"Rule 'Em and Weep"
RKO Pathe 19 mins.

Swell

A clever and hilarious travesty on
the European military monarchy
idea. One of the Masquers Com-
edies, with a great line-up of Mas-
quers' members including Sam
Hardy, Glen Tryon, James Gleason,
Marion Shilling and William Austin.
It is just a lot of kidding foolish-
ness, but done with class. Harry
Sweet directed, and did a job that
rates first division. Glen Tryon
goes back to the imaginary prin-
cipality to assume his rightful
crown, aided and abetted by Jimmie
Gleason. It's the sort of clever
spoofing that will get a hand from
any normal audience.

James Gleason in

"High Hats and Low Brows"
RKO Pathe 20 mins.

Plenty Laughs

One of the Rufftown series, in
which Jimmy Gleason plays the role
of a fight manager, with Eddie Grib-
bon as his palooka protege. An old-
time friend, who has struck it rich,
invites Jimmy to a swell affair given
by his socially ambitious wife. The
fighter and his lady friend go along,
all dolled up in misfit dress clothes,
and then follows the usual comedy
of the roughnecks rubbing elbows
with the genteel folk and the
phonies. As a windup, Gribbon is

matched for a boxing match with
the butler. The set-to takes place
right there in the drawing room,
with the butler maintaining his com-
posure and observing the formali-
ties of his position, while Gribbon
slugs away in wild fashion, unable
to connect with the fast-shifting
butler, and eventually being floored

for a long count. A really funny
affair.

"Milady's Escapade"

Educational 21 mins.
Weak

The first of the Operalogue series,

being a tabloid version of the opera
"Martha." It was an unfortunate
choice for the inauguration of the
series, for this opera lacks the dra-
matic and romantic elements neces-
sary for screen presentation. Some
good voices present the arias pleas-

ingly. But the boiled-down score of

the opera is too choppy and the
story interest is therefore vague and
fails to build. With so many out-

standing operas available, the choice

of "Martha" was evidently dictated

by royalty restrictions. An attempt
at artistic lighting effects was only
productive of a lot of blurred scenes

with the players' faces in shadows
half the time.

"Two Many Women"
(The Boy Friends)

M-G-M 19 mins.
Good Comedy

This one is all about Mickey Dan
iels in the role of the local baseball
team's phenomenal pitcher. His
"fade-away" ball and his fast ball

have all opposing batters baffled
that is, until Sadie, his waitress
sweetheart, marries another man.
Then Mickey goes to pieces and re-

fuses to play. In order to takr
Mickey's mind off the unfaithful
Sadie, the boys have every sort and
type of girl attempt to vamp him,
but it is not until his childhood
sweetheart dresses in a short skirt,

fluffy waist, earrings, etc., that
Mickey renews his interest in her.
He returns to the ball field in time
to save the game, but at the crucial
moment remembers that he is again
in love and goes to pieces. Some
good laughs and quite a bit of sus-

pense.

Frank McHugh in

"Pete Burke, Reporter"

RKO Pathe zO mins.
Amusing Souse Skit

In another soused newspaperman
role, Frank McHugh hands out his

usual load of laughs as he staggers
around and stumbles himself into

and out of an embarrassmg domes-
tic complications. Frank has won a

wad of dough shooting dice, and he
goes about handing the bills here
and there in generous fashion. His
wife and a suspicious relative are
waiting for him at home, with the
latter putting a bug in the wife's

ear to the effect that her husband
must be playing around with an-

other woman. While on the trail of

a news story involving another pair

who are rumored to be separating,
Frank is caught with the woman by
both his wife and the other husband.
But he maneuvers himself out of the

difficulty in amusing fashion.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in

"Movie Dumb"
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Okay

The Norworths deliver their usual

satisfactory nagging routine in this

edition of their domestic squabbling

series. Action of the present reel

takes place in a movie studio. A
friend, who is a studio executive, ar-

ranges for them to enter a sound
stage and watch the shooting of a

picture. They enter right in front
of the camera while a scene is being
taken, and proceed to get themselve.s

in the way generally, resulting in

plenty of laughs.
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Joan Crawford in

"BETTY LYNTON"
M-G-M 62 mins.

SURE FIRE MONEY PICTURE.
CRAWFORD AND MONTGOMERY
FINE IN ENGROSSING DRAMA.

Clarence Bi-own sustains his repu-

tation as a consistent Class A di-

rector in this production. It's can't-

miss entertainment for any adult

audience. The dialogue is smooth

and real. Miss Crawford and Robert

Montgomery are perfectly cast and

their work is splendid. This is dis-

tinctily a Crawford hit. Story has

Joan, more or less ostracized from

her stony mother, in love with a

fiery South American^ Nils Asther.

She breaks with him and on the

boat returning to New York sincere-

ly falls in love with Montgomery.
Asther pursues her to New York
and threatens to expose her love let-

ters to him. At his apartment he
accidentally drinks the poison she

had intended taking herself. Dis-

trict attorney tries to pin case on
her but Montgomery effects her

legal escape in an absorbing scene.

The ending is happy.
Cast: Joan Crawford, Robert Mongomery,

Nils Asther, Lewis Stone, May Robson, Louise
Closser Hale, Emma Dunn, Walter Walker,
William Pawley.

Director, Clarence Brown; Author, Marie
Belloc Lawndes; Adaptors, John Meehan,
Wan.la Tuchock; Dialoguer, John Meehan;
Kdltor, Conrad A. Nervig; Cameraman, Oliver

T. Marsh; Recording Engineer, Douglas
Shearer.

Direction, great. Photography, fine.

"BEHIND THE MASK"
with Jack Holt, Constance
Cummings, Boris Karloff

Columbia 70 mins.
VERY MELODRAMATIC SE-

CRET SERVICE MYSTERY THAT
SHOULD GO BEST WITH POP
AUDIENCES.

Everything but the well-known
saw-mill sequence is included in this

melodrama with its diabolical situa-

tions, teeth-grinding dialogue and
last minute rescues. Although it

contains no comedy relief, the audi-
ence at the Paramount found much
to laugh at because of its many
ludicrous happenings and ultra
tragic situations. The story con-
cerns Holt, a secret service agent
who is trailing a "Mr. X," head of

a narcotic smuggling ring. Holt
gets his man, but in order to make
the coup, he is forced to do a term
in prison, from which he makes a
spectacular escape, accomplishes a
daring flight and a supposed "bale
out" from the plane, exhume a coffin

from a graveyard at midnight, and
finally fall victim to a blood-thirsty
surgeon who is about to cut out
Holt's heart, when Constance Cum-
mings appears and fires a shot that
saves the victim and exposes the
mysterious man behind the mask.

Cast: Jack Holt, Constance Cummings,
Boris Karloff, Claude King, Bertha Mann,
Edward Van Sloan, Willard Robertson.

Director, John Francis Dillon; Author, Jo
Swerling; Adaptors, Jo Swerling, Dorothy
Howell; Dialoguer, Jo Swerling; Editor, Otis
Garrett; Cameraman, Teddy Tetzlaff; Record-
ing Engineer, Glenn Rominger.

Direction, old time. Photography, fine.

"THE TRIAL OF VIVIENNE
WARE"

with Joan Bennett, Donald Cook
Fox 60 mins.

MURDER TRIAL WITH TRITE
PLOT MADE ENTERTAINING BY
DIRECTOR'S FINE TREATMENT.

If you stop to analyze the mur-
der plot, it shapes up pretty thread-
bare, and is rather far-fetched and
illogical in spots. But the treat-

ment director William K. Howard
has given it makes it look like a
very important production. It cer-

tainly holds the interest, and is

crammed with little sidelights, bits

of characterization and unusual
photographic treatment for which
this director is noted. So it be-

comes a director's picture. So
slight is the plot that Howard was
evidently forced to build it up with
interpolated incidents, and he has
done this very cleverly. While the
murder trial is in progress, the cam-
era constantly shoots to a nearby
mike, where a famous aircaster
along with a sob sister are giving
the nation the highlights hot from
the trial room. The work of
"Skeets" Gallagher and ZaSu Pitts
in these bits steals the picture.

Cast: Joan Bennett, Donald Cook, Richard
"Skeets" Gallagher, ZaSu Pitts, Lilian Bond,
Allan Dinehart, Herbert Mundin, Howard
Phillips, Noel Madison, J. Maurice Sullivan
Ruth Selwyn, William Pawley, Maude
Eburne, Eddie Dillon, Jameson Thomas
Christian Rub, Bert Hanlon.

Director, William K. Howard; Author
Kenneth M. Ellis; Adaptors, Philip Klein.
Barry Conners; Dialoguers, same; Editor
Ralph Dietrich; Cameraman, Ernest Palmer;
Recording Engineer, Albert Protzman.

Direction, clever. Photography, excellent.
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Barbara Stanwyck in

"SO BIG"
with George Brent, Dickie Moore,

Bette Davis, Earle Foxe
Warner Bros. 80 mins.
APPEALING STUDY OF AMER-

ICAN COUNTRY LIFE THROUGH
SEVERAL GENERATIONS. HAS
DRAMA, COMEDY AND PATHOS.

Despite its lack of an outstanding
central love story, this adaptation of
the Edna Ferber novel gets under
the skin and is a consistently en-
grossing affair. It tells the tale of
a spunky girl, orphaned at youth by
a gambling father, and her career
as country school teacher, wife of a
drab farmer, and finally mother of
a modern-minded, money-seeking
son who eventually is brought to
his senses. Barbara Stanwyck gives
a nicely studied characterization as
the girl, wife and mother. The story
has a wealth of other characters
and incidents that strike a genuine
note, although a sequence in which
a church service has been handled
in comedy vein seems ill-advised.
Bette Davis is a bright spot in the
role of an artist.

Cast : Barbara Stanwyck, George Brent,
Dickie Moore, Guy Kibbee, Bette Davis, Mae
Madison, Hardie Albright, Robert Warwick,
Arthur Stone, Earle Foxe, Alan Hale, Doro-
thy Peterson, Dawn O'Day, Dick Winslow,
Harry Beresford, Eulalie Jensen, Elizabeth
Patterson, Rita LeRoy, Blanche Friderici,
Willard Robertson, Martha Mattox, Emma
Ray, Olin Howland, Andre Charon, Harry
Holman, Lionel Belmore.

Director, William A. Wellman; Author,
Edna Ferber; Adaptors, J. Grubb Alexander,
Joseph Jackson; Dialoguers, same; Editor,
William Holmes; Cameraman, Sid Hickox.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

"THE ROADHOUSE MURDER"
with Eric Linden, Dorothy Jordan
KKO 77 mins.
FAIR MURDER DRAMA WITH

NEWSPAPER ANGLE. CLEVER
PLOT AND ACTION HOLDS SUS-
PENSE TO THE FINISH.
Aided by a fairly intriguing plot

and much action, this story ex-
cite.s attention and maintains sus-

pense very nicely even though some
of the incidents are rather a strain

on logic. The good performances of

Eric Linden, Dorothy Jordan, Pur-
nell Pratt, Roscoe Karns and the
lest of the cast also help consider-
ably. Linden is the central charac-
ter, a young newspaper reporter.

While out with his girl, Miss Jordan,
a rainstorm drives them to shelter

in a dreary inn, where they stumble
on a double murder. Linden gets the
bright idea of posing as the mur-
derer so he can write a series of

yarns for his paper and square him-
self for bungling another story. At
the same time, he wants to become
famous and earn enough dough to

get married. The situation gets se-

rious for him, however, when he is

put on trial and actually convicted

of the murders. He is saved when
the real killer and his moll have a

falling out and she turns him over

to the police.
f Cast: Eric Linden, Dorothy Jordan, Bruce
' CalMit, Phyllis Clare, Rosco Ates, Purnell

I'ratt, Gustav von Seyffertitz, David Landau,
Koscoe Karns.

Director, J. Walter Ruben; Author, Laszo
Hus Fekeets; Adaptor, J. Walter Ruben; Dia-

loguers, J. Walter Ruben, Gene Fowler; Ed-
itor, Jack Kitchin; Cameraman, J. Ray Hunt;
Recording Engineer, John Tribby.

Direction, fast. Photography, fine.

"THEY NEVER COME BACK"
with

Regis Toomey, Dorothy Sebastian

Artclass 67 mins.

PACKS STRONG HUMAN IN-
TEREST APPEAL IN PRIZE RING
STORY WITH SWELL BOUT AND
TOOMEY SCORING STkONG.
There is something about the lure

of the prize ring that this picture
has managed to catch clearly, due
principally to fine directorial touches
of Fred Newmeyer and the appeal-
ing characterization of the pug by
Regis Toomey. The opening se-

quence packs a great wallop in a
very realistic battle, with Toomey
licked from the start as he has just
received a wire telling him of his
mother's death. Then the struggle
to make a living as manager of a
night club, with the backer of the
enterprise trying to steal his girl

who is the featured dancer of the
club. Dorothy Sebastian Is very ap-
pealing in this role. There are some
nice twists in the plot that holds
suspense with very human touches.
Then the hero stages his comeback
in order to win a grand to help the
girl's brother out of a tough spot.

Has the elements that will appeal
to the popular crowd.

Cast: Regis Toomey, Dorothy Sebastian,

Greta Granstedt, Eddie Woods, Earle Foxi,
(iretrude Astor, George Byron, Jack Richard-
son, Jack Silver, Little Billy, James J. Jef-

fries.

Director, Fred Newmeyer; Author, Arthur
Hoerl; Adaptor, same; Dialoguers, Sherman
Lowe, Arthur Hoerl; Cameraman, James Dia-
mond; Recording Engineer, W. M. Dalgleish.

Direction, showmanship. Photography, good.

"THE COUNTY FAIR"
with Hobart Bosworth, Ralph Ince,

Marion Shilling, William Collier, Jr.

Monogram 70 mins.

DANDY LITTLE RACETRACK
MELODRAMA WITH GOOD CAST,
ACTION, HUMAN INTEREST
AND SUSPENSE.
An unpretentious but all-around

satisfactory job, resulting in good
entertainment value all the way.
Though the basic plot is not particu-
larly new, the adaptors and Director
Louis King handled it in such a way
that it never lets the interest lag.
A gang of racetrack crooks headed
by Ralph Ince have framed a certain
horse to win. They learn that an
unknown filly owned by Hobart
Bosworth, a kindly Kentucky colonel
who has gone poor in his love for
horses, has the best chance of win-
ning. So they go in for strong-arm
tactics to keep the prospective win-
ner out of the race. Bosworth's
daughter, played by Marion Shilling,

is working as a cigarette girl to

help her financially busted father,

and in the same restaurant is Wil-
liam Collier, Jr., a former jockey
now working as a waiter. They sup-
ply the neat love interest, with Miss
Shilling very winsome, and Collier

defeating the crooks.
Cast: Hobart Bosworth, Ralph Ince, Marion

Shilling. William Collier, Jr., Kit Guard,
George Chesebrough, Otto Hoffman, Arthur
Millett. Thomas R. Quinn, Edward Kane,
Snowflake.

Director, Louis King; Author, Roy Fitz-

roy; Adaptor, Harvey Harris Gates; Dialog-

uer, same; Cameraman, Archie Stout; Record-
ing Engineer, Balsley and Phillips.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

"RACING YOUTH"
with

Slim Summerville, Louise Fazenda
Universal 62 mins.

ANOTHER VARIATION ON THE
RACING CAR MELLER WITH
PLENTY OF HOKE THAT IS
GEARED FOR UNCRITICAL AU-
DIENCES.

They set out to work in a lot of

the popular ingredients and suc-

ceeded, but also injected a large gob
of hoke stuff that won't pass muster
with sophisticated audiences. Trouble
is that a couple of really good auto
speedway mellers have preceded it,

and in comparison with them this

one is not in the running. There
is the young hero mechanic with a

new idea in the racing car, which
new idea is not explained to the aud-
ience at all. Then for sentimental
interest you have the owner of the

factory a young girl who pretends

to be a secretary to an old maid
while the latter is made to appear
the real boss. Then the crooked

manager who wants a rival concern

to win the race and gums everything

up for the young hero and his car.

Finally the big race, with the hero

winning, of course. All true and
tried formula stuff with its mo-
ments of comedy, thrills and what
have you.

Cast: Frank Albertson, June Clyde, Louise

Fazenda, Slim Summerville, Arthur Stuart

Hull, Forrest Stanley, Eddie Phillips, Otis

Harlan.
Director, Vin Moore; Author, Earl Snell;

Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same; Editor, not

listed; Cameraman, George Robinson.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good.
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'LAW OF THE SEA"

Monogram 64 mins.

LURID MELODRAMA MADE
FOR THE SMALL STANDS HAS
PLENTY OF ACTION AND EX-
CITEMENT.
Here is a wild tale of the sea,

which switches to land after the first

big sea sequence, and stays there. It

has all the good old hoke situations
that appealed to the mobs in the old
silent days, and still may. But it is

out for any kind of critical audience.
The old sea captain, his wife and
child are wrecked, and another sail-

ing schooner picks them up. The
brutal captain is after the wife, who
kills herself. The captain and his

boy are set adrift. Then 20 years
later. The boy is grown to man-
hood, the old captain is blind, and
the story practically repeats itself

by having the villain come back into
their lives and try to put one over
on the hero's sweetheart. Then re-

venge, as the old blind captain kills

the man who wronged him, and happi-
ness for the young lovers. The open-
ing sequence with the storm at sea
is full of briny punch, but what fol-

lows peters off into just another
meller with a lot of hoke sentimen-
tality.

Cast: William Farnum, Rex Bell, Sally

Blane, Priscilla Dean, Eve Southern, Ralph
Ince, Sid Saylor, Jack Clifford, Frank Larue,
Wally Albright.

Director, Otto Brower; Author, not cred-

ited; Adaptor, not credited; Dialoguer, not

credited; Editor, not credited; Cameraman,
Archie Stout; Recording Engineers, Balsley

& Phillips.

Direction, weak. Photography, fair.

"RENDEZVOUS"
(In German)

Henry Kaufman 81 mins.
LIGHT GERMAN COMEDY OF

THE LOVE MIXUP VARIETY
JUST FAIR AMUSEMENT WITH
COMPETENT CAST.

This one follows the usual trend

of the recent Berlin light musical

comedy offerings, with the empha-
sis on the comedy. It got plenty of

laughs from a German neighbor-

hood audience, but seems too slow

paced in spots. The wife of a rich

shoe manufacturer, is carrying on

an affair with a young man, and
when her husband catches her on
the telephone, she explains that it

is her singing teacher. In order to

make good on the bluff, she uses an-
other young man, played by Fritz
Schulz, to pose as her singing teach-
er. Complications develop with the
manufacturer having a sweetie on
the side, a cabaret singer, whom he
turns over to the fake singing teach-
er for lessons. Meanwhile Fritz
is having his love affair with the
real singing teacher's daughter,
which explains why he is putting
himself to so much inconvenience
in order to further his own love in-

terests. It all works out happily
for the various loving couples.

Cast: Ralph Arthur Roberts, Alexandra
Engstroen, Walter Rilla, Fritz Schulz. Szoeke
.Szakall, Lucie Englisch, Trude Lieske, Paul
Morgen, Margrete Kupfer.

Director, Carl Bosse; Authors, Jacques
Bousquet, Henry Falk; Dialoguer, Walter
Hasenclever; Cameraman, Otto Kantureck.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good.

"EIN PRINZ VERLIEBT SICH"
("Royal Lovers")

(In German)
Capitol Films 76 mins.
PLEASING GERMAN MUSICAL

FARCE WITH LIVELY ACTION,
TUNEFUL MELODIES AND GOOD
QUANTITY OF LAUGHS.

Starting out with a good farce
situation, this German concoction
embraces some very enjoyable music
in addition to the effervescent action
and neat comedy generated by the
story. It's about a German prince
possessing the familiar penchant for
surrounding himself with stage
beauties. His family arranges to

have him betrothed to the plain
daughter of a count. The prince and
the girl have never seen each other,

so before the eventful meeting takes
place the girl is put through a rou-
tine to convert her into the kind of
charmer that will make the beauty
connoisseur tumble. This is accom-
plished with amazing success, and
not without creating a lot of richly

amusing scenes. Lien Dyers as the
girl, George Alexander as the prince,

and Trude Berliner in the role of a
dancer give the principally delight-

ful performances. Although the story
is clear enough even to those who
don't understand German, some Eng-
lish titles have been superimposed.

Cast: Georg Alexander, Lien Deyers, Trude
lieriiiier, Tiber von Halmay, Else Reval, Hans
Junkermann, Ernst Wurmser.

Director, Conrad Wiene; Authors, Conrad
Wiene. Paul Beyer; Adaptors, same; Dia-
loguers, same; Editor, Willi Zeunert; Cam-
eraman. Karl Drews; Recording Engineer,
Eugen Hrich.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"LIEBESKOMMANDO"
("Love's Command")

(In German)
Tobis Forenfilms 90 mins.
AMUSING COMEDY OF VIEN-

NESE ARMY LIFE WITH GOOD
LOVE ANGLE MAKES LIGHT
AND PLEASING FARE.
The creators of "Zwei Herzen,"

Geza von Bolvary and Robert Stoiz,
are responsible for this number that
entertains in a light manner both in

comedy and harmony. Gustav Froeh-
lich and Dolly Haas have the prin-
cipal roles. The theme is that of a
girl who takes her brother's place
in a Vienna cadet training corps
when he elects to follow a musical
career. To uphold the honor of her
military family, she steps into his

place and plays the part of a sol-

dier. If you can accept this far-

fetched situation that a female can
get away with her sex disguised as

a cadet, then the rest is fairly good
entertainment. The situations are
mainly built around the pranks
played by the cadets on each other
in the barracks. Love interest with
the young commanding officer dis-

covering the sex of the "cadet," and
the amusing and hilarious compli-
cations that follow. English titles

superimposed.
Cast: Livio Pavanelli. Dolly Haas. Walter

Edhofer, Gustav Froehlich, Anton Pnintner.
Yvette Rodin, Tibor von Halmay, Mary
Loseflf, Marcell Wittrisch, Fritz Odemar,
Paul Morgan.

Director, Geza von Bolvary; Authors, Fritz

Gruenbaura, Roda Roda; Adaptors, same;
Dialoguer, same; Editor, Hermann Haller;
Cameraman, Willy Goldberger; Recording
F^ngineer. Fritz Seeger.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

Clarence Brown Opposes
Too Many Camera Angles

(Continued from Page 1)

day. The M-G-M director, who sails

on the He de France today (Satur-
day) for a three months' trip

abroad, has just signed with that
company for another two-year per-

iod.

"Good scenes do not need camera
angles," asserted Brown. The direc-

tor believes that more theatrics

would add to the entertainment
value of pictures and appeal to the
great mass of picturegoers. Per-
formances which are a trifle more
obvious will also help, he said.

Company Formed to Make
Twelve Pictures in Texas

(Continued from Page 1)

filed the papers. One of the pic-

tures planned would be called "Way
Down South," with a Rio Grande
setting, and another would depict

the birth of Texas.

THEATER BURNED
Jeanerette, La.—Fire last week

destroyed the Bijou, where it orig-

inated, and damaged other build-

ings. A. S. Carlos operated the

theater.

DOROTHY MACKAILL BOOKED
Dorothy Mackaill is scheduled to

appear in person at the New York
Paramount the week of May 6.

O PRESENTATIONS f)
By JACK HARROWER

Roxy
"Russia," another elaborate stage

production in the international series

being staged by Clark Robinson, is

at the Roxy this week. Among the

Russian artists who supplement the

regular Roxy company for this pres-

entation are Adia Kuznetzoff, bari-

tone and Zinaida Nicolina, soprano,

singers, from the Kretchma on 14th

St.; Karavaieff, who came to this

country as Pavlowa's partner; Nich-

olas Vasilieff and his Russian Choir;

Vera Smirnova and Leo Pernikoff.

Other principals are Patricia Bow-
man, Ben Blue and his company,

Margaret Sande and Hilda Eckler.

There are four scenes in the pro-

duction. "The Music Box," a spe-

cially arranged ballet by Florence

Rogge, "Russian Babies" features

the 32 Roxyettes directed by Rus-
sell E. Markert, and "The Samovar"
is a spectacular flash number.
Fred Waring conducts the Roxy

Theater Orchestra during the pres-

entation of a production overture

featuring selections from "Faust."'

Miss Bowman, the ballet corps and

the choir assist the orchestra from
the stage.

Paramount
An array of talent running into

big money is included in the current
Boris Petroff production on the
stage of the New York Paramount.
The presentation is headlined by
three prominent radio aggregations,
Guy Lombardo and His Royal Cana-
dians orchestra; Burns and Allen,
the comedy pair who are the current
rage, and the Mills Brothers, an-
other overnight sensation in their
voice imitations of an entire orches-
tra.

Others in the cast include Gordon,
Reed and King; John and Edna Tor-
rence, the David Bines Ballet, Ru-
binoff and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse CJraw-
ford.

Capitol
"Parisienne," a diversified pro-

gram devised and staged by Chester
Hale, is the current stage presenta-
tion at the Capitol. It features Rad-
cliffe and Rogers, Le Gails, Three
Bernie Brothers, Anita Avila and
Jack Nile, Sylvia Nelson and the
Chester Hale Girls.

"MURDER AT DAWN" FOR B.I.P.

"Murder at Dawn," Big 4 mys-
tery-thriller, has been sold to Brit-

ish International Pictures for dis-

tribution in the United Kingdom.

Sunday Tixer' Nabbed
In Extortion Attempt

{Continued from Page 1)

listened to the proposition via

dictaphone. McNerney was taken to

the 47th St. police station to await
arraignment.

According to O'Reilly, McNerney came to

him several days ago and said he represented
the United States Lord's Day Alliance. He
agreed to overlook violations of the old Sun-
day law, says the T. O. C. C. president,

in consideration of $1,000 a month. O'Reilly
got in touch with the police and when Mc
Nerney called for a second interview, O'Reilly.
"crying" about business, knocked the price

down to $100 a month and gave the man
marked bills. He was arrested as he was
leaving the T. O. C. C. office.

McNerney has a police record, according to

the authorities. The Lord's Day Alliance

yesterday denied that he was in its employ
i)nt instead was working for a group of

merchants desirious of effecting complete Sun-
day closings in New York. The Alliance,

it was stated, was giving its "mild support"
to the movement.

60 Theaters Hooked Up
In Radio Publicity Stunt

(Continued from Page 1)

6:15-6:30. Theaters within a radius of

25 miles of the station will be lined

up. Theaters already signed for

this publicity are using trailers,

programs and lobby signs to direct

their patrons' attention to this ser-

vice.

VOTE SUNDAY SHOWS
Waynoka, Okla.—Waynoka voters

have authorized Sunday movies for

the first time in the history of the
community. The measure permits
Sunday shows except between 6 and
9 P. M.



Features Reviewed in Film Daily Oct. 4 to April 24
358 Pictures Covered in 7 Months

TitI* Rtvitmtd

A Dangerous Affair-COL
11-29-31

A Woman Commands-RKO
1-31-32

After Toraorrow-F 3-6 32
Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31

Alias the Doctor-FN 3-6-32

Amateur Daddy-F 4-24-32
Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children ?-RKO
11-15-31

Are You Listening?-MGM
4-24-32

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11-22-31

Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31
Arsene Lupin-MGM 2-28-32
Avalanche-FD 3-27-32
Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Bah'nese Love-TPE ...12-13-31
Battle of Gallipoh-CAP.. 12-6-2

1

Beast of the City-MGM. .3-13-32
Beauty and the Boss-WA 4-3-32

Behind Stone Walls-ACP
3-13-32

Beloved Bachelor-PAR.. 10-18-31

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Shot-PAT .1-10-32
Blonde Captive-IMP ..12-13-31
Blonde Crazv-WA 12-6-31
Border Devils-ARC 3-20-'32

Branded-COL 11-1-31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31
Bridegroom For Two-BIP

1-31-32

Rroken Wing-PAR 3-27-32
Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31
Business and Pleasure-F. 2-14-32
But The Flesh Is
Weak-MGM 4-17-32

Cain-TPE 1-17-32
Cannonball Express-WW. 2-28-32
Careless Ladv-F 4-17-32
Carmen-BI 1-17-32
rarnival Boat-PAT 3.27-32
Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-23-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31
Charlie Chan's Chance-P

1-24-32

Charlotte Loewenskold-SCA
2-28-32

Cheaters at Play-F 2-28-32
Cheyenne Cyclone-WK ..1-10-32
Chinatown After Dark-ACP

10-25-31
Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31
Cock of the A!r-UA. . .1-31-32
Cohens anl Kellys in Hollywood

U. .4-24-32

Tompromised-FN 11-8-31
Consolation Marriage-RKO

11-1-31
Convicted-ARC 10-4-31
Corte D'Assise-TRC 10-4-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31
CoBi E La Vita-TH 11-8-31
Cossacks of the Don-AM. 3-20-32
Cross Examination-ARC .2-14-32
Trowd Roars-WA 3-27-32
Csak Ecy Ki<;lany-NEA. . 3-27-32
Cuban Love Song-MGM. 12-6-31
Tyclone Kid-BIF 11-22-31

Dance Team-F 1-3-32
Dancers in the Dark-PAR

3-20-32

Das Ekel-UFA 1-31-32
Das Floetenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied Ist Aus-ASC 1-31-32
Das Lied Vom Leben-TA

10-18-31
Deadline-COL 1-24-32
Deceiver-CLO 11-29-31
Delicious-F 12-27-31
Der Andere-TF .. .. 1-17-32
Der Kleine Seitensprung-

UFA 1-10-32
Der Raub Der Mona Lisa-TF

4-3-32

Der Teufelsbruder-TRC. .4-10-32
Der Ungetreue Ecke Hart-TF

1-24-32
Devotion-PAT 10-4-31
Devil on Deck-WW 2-28-32
Devil's Lottery-F 4-3-32
Devil Plays-CHE .12-20-31
Die Csikos Baroness.CAP 4-3-32
Die Crosse Liebe-FAM . .2-28-32
Die Orosie Sehnaucht-TA

1011-31
Die vom Rummelplatz-CAP

1-10-S

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
ALD—Allied Pictures
AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
HI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BRE—Lee Brecher
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CFA—Capitol Foreign Attrac.
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COT—Continental Pictures
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler
FN—First National
FTP—Foreign Talking Pictures

HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures
HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HO—Hollywood Pictures
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
IMP—Imperial Distributing
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
NAP—Napoli Films
NEA—New Era Exchange
NOR—Norwegian Araer. Line
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PC—Patrician Pictures
PEE—Peerless
PIT—Pittaluga
PIZ—William Pizor
POL—Polish Talking Pictures
PRI—Principal Dist. Corp.
PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

REG—Regal Talking Pictures
RIT—Ritchey Export Co.
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SCA— Scandinavian Talking

Pictures
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—TifJany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TH—Thalia Productions
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.
TRC—Transcontinental Pics.
TRI—Triangle Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
VIT—Vitullo Films
WA—Warner Bros.WK—Willis Kent
WT—Worldart Film Cor.WW—Sono Art

Titlt Reviiwed Title Reviewed

Die Sohlacht von Bademuende
UFA.. 11-22-31

Discarded Lovers-CAP . . . . 1-3-32
Disorderly Conduct-F 4-10-32
Docks of San Francisco-ACP

1-24-32

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR . ... 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP 1-3-32
Drifter-WK 1-10-33
East of Shanghai-BIP... 3-27-32

Erne Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-25-.11

Ein Walzer Vom Strauss-CAP
2-14-32

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-3

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32
Expensive Women-WA .11-15-31
Expert, The-WA 2-28-32
False Madonna-PAR 2-7-32
Famous Ferguson Case-FN

4-24-32
Fanny Foley Herself-RKO

10-25-31

Fascination-BIP 4-10-32
Fighting Fool-COL 3-27-32
Fighting Marshall-COL. .2-28-32
File 113-HO 2-21-32
Final Edition-COL 2-28-32
Fireman Save My Child-FN

2-21-32

Flying Fool-BI 10-18-31
Flying High-MGM 12-13-3
Forbidden-COL 1-17-32
Forgotten Women-MOP .2-28-32
Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31
Freighters of Destiny-PAT

11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31
Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8 31
Gables Mystery-BIP 4-3-32
Galloping Thru-MOP 2-7-32
Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32
Gay Caballero-F 2-14-32
Ghost City-MOP 3-20-32
Girl of the Rio-RKO. . .1-10-32
Girls About Town-PAR. .11-1-31
Girl CrazyRKO 3-27-32
Golden Mountaihs-AM . .4-17-32
Good Sport-F 12-13-3
Craft-U 11-29-31
Greeks Had a Word for Them

UA.. 2-7-32
Grief Street-CHE 10-11-31
Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31
Hatchet Man-FN 2-7-32
Grand Hotel-MGM 4-17-32
Uearthreak-F 10-18-31
Heart of New York-WA. .3-6-32
Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-31
Hell Divers-MGM 12-27-31
Hell's House-CAP .2-14-37
Her Majesty. Lnvr-FN. 11-29-31
Heroes All-IMP 10-25-31
High Pressure-WA ....1-31-32
His Wnmnn.PAR 17.«.S1
High Speed-COL .."4-10-32
Honor of the Pamily-FN

10-18-31

Hotel Continental-TIF ..3-20-32
24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31
House Divided-U 1-10-32
Human Targets-BIF ..1-24-32
Hound of the Baskervilles-FD

4-10-32

Hurricane Horseman-WK
10-11-31

Husband's Holiday-PAR. . 1-3-32
Tm Geheimdienst-UFA. . . . 3-6-32
In Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31
Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA

11-8-31

II Est Charmant-PAR 4-10-32
Impatient Maiden-U 3-6-32
It's Tough to Be Famous-FN

4-10-32
Jean De La Lune-TA. . .3-13-32
Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Keepers of Youth-BIP. .3-13-32
Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31
La Douceur D'Aimer-FD

12-13-3
La Ronde des Heures-FD

1-31-32
Ladies of the Big House-
PAR 1-3-32

Lady With a Past-PAT 2-21-32
Ladies of the Jury-RKO 4-3-32
Land of Wanted Men-MOP

2-21-32

Lariats and Six Shooters
COS.. 10-25-31

Lasca of the Rio Grande
U.. 12-13-3

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
11-29-31

Last Ride-U 2-14-32
Law and Order-U 3-6-32
Law of the Tong-SVN. 12-20-31
Law of the West-WW. .3-20-32
Le Mysterie de la Villa
Rose-FD 1-17-32

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-31
Lena Rivers-TIF 4-3-32
Leutnant Warst Du Einst
Bei Den Husaren-RIT. 3-20-32

Local Bad Man-ALD. . .3-27-32
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-29-31

Lone Trail-SYN 3-13-32
Lost Squadron-RKO 3-6-32
Love Affair-COL 4-17-32
Love Storm-BI 10-18-31
Lovers Courageous-MGM

2-21-32

Lure of the Ring-WT. 1-31-32
Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Maker of Men-COL 12-20-31
Manhattan Parade-WA 1-3-32
Man From Death Valley-MOP

10-11-31

Man I Killed-PAR . . l-24-3'2
Man Wanted-WA 4-17-32
Man Who Played God-WA

2-14-32

Mark of the Spur-BIF. . .3-6-32
Mata Hari-MGM .. ..1-3-32
Meine Frau, Die Hochstaplcrin

UAF.. 2-7-32

Mein Leopold-CFA .. ...4-3-32
Men in Her Life-COL. .. 12-6-31
Men of Chnnce-RKO 1-3-32
Men Like These-BI 1-10-32

Title Reviewed

Menace, The-COL 1-31-32
Michael and Mary-U 1-10-32
Miracle Man-PAR 4-24-32
Miracle of S. Anthony

VIT.. 4-17-32

Misbehaving Ladies-FN..l 1-8-31
Misleading Lady-PAR. . .4-10-32
Missing Rembrandt-FD. .3-27-32
Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31

Monster Walks-ACP ...2-7-32
Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31
Mouthpiece-WA 4-24-32
Murder at Dawn-BIF . .2-28-32
Murders in Rue Moreue-U

2-14-32

My Wife's Family-BIP. .3-13-32
Neck and Neck-WW. . .11-8-31
Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31
New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31

Nie Wieder Liebe-UFA 1-17-32
Nice Women-U 2-21-32
Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31
No One Man-PAR 1-34-32
Nur Am Rhein-FTP. .10-11-31
Office Girl-RKO 3-13-32
Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31

Once a Lady-PAR 11-8-31
One Hour With You-PAR. 3-6-32
One Man Law-COI 2-14-32
One Way Trail-COL. .12-13-31
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31
Over the Hill-F 1 1-22-31
Panama Flo-PAT 1-24-32
Partners-PAT 2-28-32
Passionate PIumber-MGM

3-13-32

Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31
Phantom of Paris-MGM. 11-15-31
Platinum Blonde-COL. .. 11-1-31
Play Girl-WA 3-20-32
Pleasure-ARC 3-6-32
Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31
Police Court-MOP 4-3-32
Possessed-MGM 11-29-31

Prestige-PAT 2-7-32
Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private ScandaNHED. . .11-1-31
Probation-CHE 3-13-32
Rainbow Trail-F 1-31-32
Range Feud-COL 11-22-31

Range Law-TIP 11-1-31
Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Reckoning. The-PEE ..4-3-32
Reserve Hat Ruh-TF .4-17-32
Revolt in the Desert-AM

4-17-32
Rich Man's FoUy-PAR 11-22-31

Ridin' for Justice-COL. .1-10-32
Road to Life-AM 1-31-32
Road to Reno-PAR. ..10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Ronnv-BRE 4-17-32
Rubacuori-TRC 3-1 3-32
Rnline Voice-FN 11-8-31
Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Sally of the Subway-ACP

1-24-32

Scandal For Sale-U 4-10-32
Scareheads-CAP 10-2S-.11

Scarface-UA 4-17-32
Sen GhostPEE 11-29-31
Secret Menace-TMP ...12-13-31

Title Revitwei

Secrets of the Orient-UFA
1-10-32

Secret Service-RKO ...12-13-31
Secret Witness-COL ..12-20-31
Sein Liebeslied-ASC ..11-22-31
Sein Scheidungsgrund-UFA

2-21-32

Shadow Between-BlP. . .3-20-32
Shanghai Express-PAR 2-21-32
She Wanted a MilHonaire-F

2-14-32

Shop Angel-CAP 3-6-32
Shopwom-COL 4-3-32
Shot Gun Pass-COL 3-13-32
Sidewalks of New York-MGM

ll-lS-31

Silent Witness-F 2-7-32
Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR

11-1-31
Sin's Pay Day-ACP 3-13-32
Single-Handed Sanders

MOP.. 4-17-32
Siroco-CF 11-29-31
Sky Bride-PAR 4-24-32
Sky Devils-UA 1-24-32
Skyline-F 10-11-31
Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Sob Sister-F 10-4-31
Sooky-PAR 12-27-31
Soul of M'exico 2-7-32
Soul of the Slums-ACP 11-29-J)
South Sea Adventures-PRI,

4-3-32

Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31
Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31
Stepping Sisters-F ...1-10-32
Strangers in Love-PAR. . .3-6-32
Strictly Business-BIP ...4-10-32
Strictly Dishonorable-U. 11-15-31

Struggle, The-UA 12-13-31
Suicide Fleet-PAT 1 1-29-31
Sundown Trail-PAT ...10-18-31
Sunset Trail-TIF 1-17-32
Surrender-F 11-29-31
Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP

10-11-31

Symphony of Six Millions-
RKO.. 4-10-32

Tarzan, The Ape
Man-MGM 3-27-32

Taxi-WA 1-10-32
Tempest-BRE 3-2n-«'»
10 Condemned-POL 4-24-32
Terra Madre-TRC 11-1-31
Texas Gun-Fighter-TIF 2-14 32
Theaternaechte von Bertin-TF

1-10-32
The Cheat-PAR 12-13-31
Thirty Days-PC .1-17-32
This Is The Night-PAR

4-17-32

This Reckless Age-PAR. .1-10-32
Three Wise Girls-COL. . .2-7-32
Tingel Taneel-NEA 3-20-.'?2

Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-81
Tomorrow and Tomorrow-

PAR.. 1-31-32

Tonight or Never-UA 12-20-31
Touchdown-PAR 11-15-31
Trotte Teodor-FD l-1 7-32
Tulane vs. So. California-WA

1-24-32

Two- Fisted Justice-MOP .2-14-32
Two Gun Caballero-IMP

12-13-31

Two Kinds of Women-PAR
1-17-32

U. of S. C. vs. Notre Dame
WW- 1-24-32

Un Soir de Rafle-PRX . 10-18-31
Under Eighteen-WA 1-3-37
Union Depot-FN .... 1-17-32
Unexpected Father-U 4-10-32
Way Back Home-RKO. 1-17-32
Wayward-PAR 2-14-37
West of Broadwav-MGM. 1-31-82
Wet Parade-MGM ....4-24-32
Whistlin' Dan-TIF 3-13-32
Why Saps Leave Home-BIP

3-70-32
Wild Women of Borneo-FD

4-24-32
Wiser Sex-PAR 3-13-.'*-'

Without Honors-ARC 1-10-32
Woman from Monte Carlo-WA l.3-3a
X Marks the Spot-TIF 12-13-31
Yellow Ticket-F ll-l-Sl
Young Bride-PAT ...4-17-32
Zappatore-NAP 4-3-32
''••in IVpih't I^uhovnick-HA

Zwei Krawatten-CAP ..I-IT-St
7we! MenchenCAP .13-S7-SI
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WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

Cooling

i
Typhoon Air Conditioning Co.

I C E D A I R E

Simple—Low Priced—as good as the
best

233 W. 42 St. N. Y. C. Wlsc.7-1296

COOL YOUR THEATRE

K lT R AIRE
Results Guaranteed

KOOLERAIRE ENG. CORP.
1904 Paramount BIdg., N. Y

1223 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Distributors

For Immediate Release

"GOLDEN MOUNTAINS"
All TalkinH Feature Production

AMKINO CORP.
723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-7680

Now Releasing
26-1 REEL

PORT O'CALL
Imperial Distributors Corp.

729 Seventh Ave. New York City
BRyant 9-8670

WILD WOMEN of BORNEO
PERCENTAGE ENGAGEMENTS

Now Booking Nationally

FIRST ANGLO CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address:Thomfilm PEn. 6-4424

NOW RELEASING

"LOVE IN HIGH GEAR"
MAYFAIR PICTURES CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address Telephone

Chronophron CHickering 4-0828

NOW RELEASING

"They Never Come Back"
Regis Toomey, Dorothy Sebastian

Earle Foxe, Gertrude Astor

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
729 Seventh Ave., NYC. BRyant 9-3169

NOW RELEASING

"ESCAPADE"
with Jameson Thomas, Anthony Bushell,

Sally Blane
Chesterfield Motion Pictures Corp.

1540 B'way, N.Y.C. Tel. BRyant 9-6884

"THE SHADOW BETWEEN"
Current release. Just one of

21 great box office pictures

POWERS PICTURES, INC.
723—7th Ave. BRyant 9-6067

"MURDER AT DAWN"
with Josephine Dunn — Jack Mulhall
Booked by Publix—Loew—R-K-O

—

Warners—Fox

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION
Paramount BIdg. New York City

Cable; Bigfilm Tel. CH. 4-2641

Equipment ]

S.O.S. CORP.
1600 B'WAY NEW YORK, N. Y,

Largest Distributors of

TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT
THEATRE & AMUSEMENT SUPPLIES

Bargains on Used and Rebuilt Apparatus

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE
Professional and Amature Cameras

Bought—Sold— Exchanged
Factory dist. Holmes portable sound-on-
film projectors. Moviola editing machines.
727 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. BRyant 9-9430

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
SALES : SERVICE : RENTALS
We Light Studios—Theatre Fronts

Studio Sets—Generator Trucks Furnished

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE CO.
318-320 W. 48th St.. N. Y. Tel. CHic. 4-2074

• Exchanges

1
Hound of the Baskervilles
A SHERLOCK HOLMES MELODRAMA

The World's Leading Independent

First Division Exchanges, Inc.

Buffalo, Albany, Wash., Phila., N. Y.

630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEnn. 6-4424

NOW RELEASING

"PROBATION"
starring John Darrow, Sally Blane,

Francis MacDonald
HOLLYWOOD FILM EXCHANGE

630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. CHic. 4-3949

Now Booking

RICHARD TALMADGE
"GET THAT GIRL"

Capital Film Exchange
630 9th Ave., N.Y.C. PEnn. 6-9351

GRETA GARBO
"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604

• Film LibrariesU
Over 5,000,000 feet of negatives and
positives— scenes of every conceivable

description.

General Film Library, Inc.

729—7th Ave. New York City

Phone: BRyant 9-4417

A MILLION FEET OF EVERYTHING

"STOCK SHOTS"
Stone Film Library

729—7th Avenue New York, N. Y.

Tel.: BRyant 9-4370-4446 Room 605

Projection Rooms
i

Wisconsin 7-1756

REXSERVE CORPORATION
AIR COOLED RCA. EQUIPPED

80 Comfortable Seats

Day or Night Screenings

1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Laboratories
1

CRAFT FILM
LABORATORIES, Inc.

729 7th AVE., N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-5372-3-4
Laboratories—-Flushing, L. I.

De Luxe Trailers, Inc.

Developing and Printing

630 Ninth Avenue
Tel. PEnn. 6-6636

Movie Stills

1
Service That Is Real—Not a Slogan

Stern Photo Co., inc.
MOVIE STILLS EXCLUSIVELY
318-20 WEST 46th STREET

Telephone: LOngacre 5-6833—N. Y. C.

Photographers

"Portraits of Distinction"

IRVING CHIDNOFF
469 Fifth Avenue New York

• Printers 3
MOTION PICTURE PRINTING

PRESS BOOKS—INSERTS-
ANNOUNCEMENTS

THEATER PROGRAMS—WINDOW
CARDS, Etc.

THE LONGACRE PRESS, Inc.

LEO KLEBANOW
427 W. 42nd St. MEdallion 3-1953

Trailers •

1
DE LUXE TRAILERS

THE DISTINCTIVE
SCREEN SERVICE

DE LUXE TRAILERS, INC.
630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEn. 6-6636

Insurance

All Types of Motion Picture

Insurance

STEBBINS, LETERMAN
& GATES, Inc.

1540 Broadway New York City

BRyant 9-3040

Foreign
I

RITCHEY EXPORT CORP.
723—7th Avenue BRyant 9-8347

Exclusive Distributors in the Foreign

Market of Monogram Pictures and

Product of all leading Independent
Producers.

J. H. HOFFBERG CO., Inc.

727 7th Ave. MEdallion 3-3813-14

Handling

CHESTERFIELD—MASCOT—PEERLESS
WILLIS KENT—BIG FOUR, ETC.

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS OF

MODERN
Feature Comedies Cable:
Serials. Cartoons Modernfilm
Educationals

MODERN FILM SALES CORP.
729—7th Avenue BRyant 9-9667

AMERANGLO CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS

LONDON PARIS BERLIN
Cable: Chronophon

226 West 42nd Street

New York City

Studios •
1

Recording As Good As The Best

All Modern Equipment

Atlas Soundfilm Recording Studios, Inc.

130 West 46th Street

BRyant 9-7754 New York City

"SHOOT PICTURES IN N. Y. CITY"
Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film

and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

723-7th AVE, N. Y. BRYANT 9-6087

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS
Latest equipment for recording sound on

film and disc and synchronizing. Several

large sound stages, many sets. Sound
truck available. Prices very reasonable.

1600 Broadway New York

Tel: LAckawanna 4-7511

At Your Service , . .

THE LARGEST AND BEST
EQUIPPED SERVICE SOUND
STUDIOS EAST OF HOLLYWOOD

Highly trained personnel—cutting

rooms— Projection rooms—ample
vault space . . .

WESTERN ELECTRIC IMPROVED
NOISELESS RECORDING AND

RE-RECORDING.

EASTERN SERVICE STUDIOS, Inc.

2826-34 Decatur Ave. RAymond 9-1315
Downtown Office—251 W. 57th Street

N.Y.C. COIumbus 5-6074
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Loew's First-Half Net to Cover Year's Dividend

M.PIOJOULD BOYCOnTEMPERAMElp STARS

Censors Ready to Make Concessions, Says Hughes
Producer Set for Finish

Fight on "Scarface"-^
Won't Compromise

H-'cji Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Although he says in-

direct overtures have come from
censor groups in connection v^^ith the
passing of "Scarface" with certain
changes, Howard Hughes declares
he will not compromise with the
censors, but intends to wage a fin-

ish fight for a complete legal show-
(Continuea on Fage 7)

BISCHOrr SAYS INDIES

MUST HAVE RARE ABILITY

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—That independent pro-

ducers, to succeed, must have much
production ability is the contention
of Sam Bischoff, head of production
at Tiffany, who cites the many dif-

ficulties encountered by indepen-
dents.

"Independents are handicapped by
not being able to get the box-office

{Continued on Page 7)

Cummings to Dir

6 More for (

IVest Coast Bureau of THE i

'umbia
M DAILY

Hollywood — Irving Cummings,
who has just completed directing

Columbia's "Attorney for the De-
fense," has been placed under con-

tract by the company to direct six

more features. His initial assign-

ment under the new agreement will

be the first of the Anthony Abbott
murder series recently acquired by
Columbia.

Brulatour Favors Idea

But Not Backing Guild

"While I'm highly optimistic concerning Mike
Levee's Screen Guild project, untorfunately I'm

not in a position to become one of its back-

ers," said Jules Brulatour on Saturday, denying

the report that he was identified with the

enterprise.

Need for Cutting is Over, Says Laemmie
San Francisco—There is no necessity for curtailing any further in the film industry,

said Carl Laemmie yesterday in addressing the Universal sales convention. The U
president declared his company will make its full quota of pictures next year without
reducing by one penny the money which it was estimated they would cost. General
Sales Manager L. J. Schlaifer presided at the sessions. Laemmie, Schlaifer and a num-
ber of the sales staff are now enroute to Chicago for the midwest sales meet.

Church Convention to Discuss
Wide Use of Motion Pictures

Pathe Exchange Reports
$36,028 Net in Quarter

Net profit of $36,028.98 for the
quarter ending April 2 is reported
by Pathe Exchange, Inc. For the
year ended Jan. 2, the company had
a net loss of $392,523.37, the report
being primarily a liquidating state-

ment following sale of major assets

to RKO.

Denver—Expansion in the use of

motion pictures by churches will be
one of the leading topics for discus-

sion at the 144th general assembly
of the Presbyterian church to be held

here May 24-June 1. Among the
strong advocates of the move, which
would open up a big field for pro-

ducers of such pictures, is Rev.
Hugh P. Janes of Philadelphia, who

{Continued on Page 8)

Drama, Vaude, Dual Features, Shorts

Offered Together in Champ Long Show

Omaha—World's record for the

longest show and most diversified

show is presumably held by the

Moon here. The house is presenting

a 35-minute stock company perform-

ance, supplemented by two features,

two short comedies, a newsreel and

three acts of vaudeville. All at pop-

ular prices.

Benny Benjamin Named
Universal K. C. Manager
Kansas City — Benny Benjamin,

formerly district manager here for

Colombia, has been appointed Kan-
sas City branch manager for Uni-
versal, succeeding Ted Meyers, who
has returned to the Chicago office of

Universal.

Full-Year Dividend for Loezv
Expected Covered in 6 Months

Harry Mandel to Handle
RKO Theater Trailers

Harry Mandel, on May 13, will

take over the handling of all RKO
theater trailers. Mandel is also in

charge of publicity and advertising

for several uptown RKO houses. Ed
Rosenwald, connected with the busi-

ness management of the RKO thea-

ter advertising department, resigned

Saturday to take effect May 14.

Net profit of Loew's, Inc., for the
first half of the current fiscal year
will more than cover the full year's

regular dividend requirements of $3,

according to advance information in

Wall St. This estimate is after the

usual deductions for depreciation and
other charges, as well as after con-

verting all foreign exchange into

dollars. Foreign profits have not

been simply written down to market,
{Continued on Page 8)

Exhibitor Unit Endorses
Warners' Stand in

Cagney Case
Boycott of overnight stars who

ji^np contract and walk off the lot

when their high salary demands are
not met is proposed by the M. P. T.
0. of Eastern Penna., Southern N.
J. and Del. in a letter to the Hays
organization following a meeting of
the exhibitor unit in Philadelphia.
The communication, signed by Sec-

{Continued on r'aye t

)

OF 5-5-5 PACT

NOT LIKELY BEFORE JULY

Indications are that the 5-5-5

standard exhibition contract, pro-
vided the distributors decide to put
it into use, will not be actually
adopted before the middle of July.
Attorneys connected with major
company legal departments on Sat-
urday pointed out that effecting use
of the agreement before that time
is virtually unnecessary as practi-

cally all deals made early in the sell-

ing season are with the large cir-

cuits and consequently the standard
contract provisions are not import-
ant to them.

Louis Schwartz Leaving
Paramount Legal Staff

Louis Schwartz, attorney ident'-

fied with the Paramount legal de-

partment at the home (Office for
years, is understood to be resigning.

He is expected to locate in Holly-
wood.

Spa Attracts Crowds

At Boston De Luxer

Boston—First week's receipts of the new
Spa at the Metropolitan, Pubiix ace house here,

ran far ahead of expectations, and Jack Saef,

in charge of Met exploitation, says the idea

should make money for other houses throughout
the country. This is the only theater in the
U. S. having such a feature, the nearest ap-
proach to it being the lounge of the Folies

Bergere in Paris.
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NEW YORK
{QUOTATIONS

Columbia Pict. ctfs.

Con. Fm. Ind. . . .

East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
RCA
do pfd.'""'A'''(3H).
do pfd. "B"
RKO
Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Trans-Lux

NEW YORK
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Paramount 6s 47 .

Par. By. S^^sSl...
Pathe 7s37
Warner's 6s39 ....

STOCK MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
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S'A
2

Low Close Chg.
5/2
2

5/. —
2

'A

48J4 Aryi 4854 -f 'A

2M 2'A 2%
22 7A

A'A
i9'A
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3/8
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2154
3 'A

4K
19/2

7-H
3
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22K + 1/8
3/2
454 — 54
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3'A + 'A
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CURB MARKET
I'A I'/s VA — %
BOND MARKET
4% 4 4

32/2
59
63
17

30H 32K
59 59
63
I6/2

63
17
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M-G-M GETS HELEN COBURN
Helen Coburn, who played in the

Theater Guild presentation of "Green
Grow the Lilacs," has been signed

by M-G-M. She leaves for the coast

in a few days.

LOUIS MERCANTON DEAD
Paris—Louis Mercanton, stage

and screen actor, and for several

years past stage director with the

French Paramount Co., died here

Friday.

j-j:{a:»»»»s««»»«»»»»»»»»»»^t
U New York

IS40 Broadway
BRyint 9-4712

Long IiUnd City U
1 S4 CrMccnt St. M
STiUwaU 4-7040 |*|

it

IEastman Films |

i J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
||

Chicago
fi 1727 Indiana At*.
n CALumat aSOt

Hollywood U
0700 Sanu IConicm f>

Blvd. li
HOLl7Wood4l21 fi

m«sm9tx^mvi%»aiiKtianKKii«/txsM

The Broadivay Parade
(Week of April 29)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Letty Lynton" M-G-M Capitol
"Behind the Mask" Columbia Paramount
"Trial of Vivienne Ware" Fox Roxy
"So Big" Warner Bros Strand
"Roadhouse Murder" RKO Mayfair
"Wild Women of Borneo" (2nd week) First Division. . . . Cameo

EXTENDED RUNS
"Miracle Man" (2nd week) Paramount Rivoli
"Wet Parade" (2nd week) M-G-M Rialto
"Mouthpiece" (2nd week) Warner Bros Winter Garden

SECOND RUNS
"Grand Hotel" (3rd week) M-G-M Astor
"Symphony of Six Million" (3rd week) RKO Gaiety

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Liebe^ommando" Tobis Forenfilras . . Europa
"Royal Lovers" ; Capitol Film Ex. . . Hindenburg
"Trapeze" Leo Brecher Little Carnegie
"10 Condemned" (2nd week) Siegmund Sulin. . . Vanderbilt
"II Est Charmant" (4th week) Paramount 5th Ave. Playhouse
"Rendezvous" Henry Kaufman. . 79th St. Theater

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Cry of the World" (May 4) Inter. Film Foun. . Vanderbilt
"Strange Case of Clara Deane" (May S) . . . . . Paramount Rialto
"State's Attorney" (May 5) RKO Mayfair
"Thunder Below" (May 19) Paramount Rivoli

RKO Sales Executives
Fete Exchange Personnel
Ned E. Depinet and the RKO

Radio Pictures executive sdles staff

were host to the members of the
RKO New York exchange personnel
at a dinner Friday night at "Man-
ny's" in the Village. The occasion was
in honor of the local sales branch,
winner of last week's collection drive.

Guests were: R. S. Wolff, exchange man-
.iijer, John Dacey, Edward Carroll, Lou
Kutinsky, Jack Ellis, Bernard Kranze, Max
Westebee, Phil Hodes and F. L. Drumm.
Among members of the executive sales staff

in attendance were Ned E. Depinet, Jules
Levy, Robert F. Sisk, S. Barrett McCormick,
Lee Marcus, E. L. McEvoy, Al Mertz, tiarry
nittleson, John O'Connor, Leon Bamberger,
A. A. Schubart, Lou Miller. Fred Myers,
William Clark, J. J. Nolan, Frank Kennedy,
William Dahler, Mike Poller and Max Feller-
man.

EDNA OLIVER ON STAGE
Edna May Oliver will return to

the stage to play her old role of
Parthy in Ziee^eld's revival of
"Show Boat' in New York, the pro-
ducer having arranged for a release
from her film engagements.

P. A. BLOCH PROMOTED
Philadelphia—P. A. Bloch, local

manager for Paramount, has been
appointed district chief for this ter-

ritory and the Washington branch.
Oscar Morgan of Kansas City, for-
merly with Paramount, has ac-
ceeded him as local exchange man-
ager.

LOUIS CLINE JOINS PARA.
Louis Cline has been engaged by

Paramount as a talent scout with
headquarters in New York. He was
formerly identified with Horace
Liveright's theatrical enterprises.

Air Conditioning Dep't

Opened by Gen. Electric
General Electric has opened an air

conditioning department, with J. J.

Donovan as manager, and headquar-
ters in New York, to market various

electrical devices lor heating, hu-

midifying and temperature control.

One of the first products to be mar-
keted by this new division will be a
complete oil burning furnace.

GOLDBURG BUYS STORY
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILT
Hollywood—Jesse J. Goldburg has

purchased Rob Eden's novel, "The
Girl With Red Hair," which he will
produce as a special without any
pre-production release. It will not
form a part of the eight Trojan
pictures to be produced under Gold-
burg's supervision. Before publica-
tion by Grosset and Dunlap, "The
Girl With Red Hair" ran serially
in 175 newspapers in the United
States.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 3-4: RKO Spring Golf Tournament,
Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.

May 5 : Monthly meeting of Chicago Sec-
tion, S.M.P.E.. Electric Association
Rooms, Chicago. 6:30 P. M.

May 5-6: Universal regional series conven-
tion, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May S-8: Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition
Royal Automobile Institute. Amsterdam
Holland.

May 7: Movie Ball, Lyric Theater, Balti-
more.

May 8-9
: Universal regional sales convention.

Park Central Hotel. New York.
May 9: Testimonial dinner to Harry H.

Thomas, Hotel Astor, New York, 8 P.M.
May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Socleu

of M. P. Engineers. Washington.
May 16-18: RKO annual sales convention,

Drake Hotel, Chicago.
May 22-25 : Columbia eastern sales conven-

tion, Atlantic City.
May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion

Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kan.

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger,
Hotel Astor, New York. 8 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n. Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31 -June 3: Columbia western sales con-
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employet
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall,
Columbus. O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

July IS: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

M-G-M SIGNS WRITER
William Faulkner, author of

"Sanctuary," has been signed to do
original stories as well as adapta-
tions and dialogue. Other writers
recently signed by M-G-M include
Albert Hackett, Frances Goodrich
and Nat N. Dorfman.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
Stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.
Phone: BRyant 9-5543

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 Seventh Ave. BRyant 9-5395

ATLANTIC CITY, NEWJERSEY
On. the /3o<trcCujcLth^

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Features new low rate levels for board-

walk accommodations. Luxury and
economy combined

Per

Day 5 Per

Person

WITH MEALS AND PRIVATE BATH
HOT AND COLD SEA WATER

Concert Orchestra—French Cuisine
Cabaret— Dancing— Refreshments Each
Week-End—Complimentary to Guests

Emanuel E. Katz, Managing Director
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OLUMBIA COMES THROUGH
RIGHT WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST!

You'll hear of other pictures with a

similar theme, but you won't find one

that will match "attorney for the

DEFENSE'' for sheer dramatic power

and sure-fire box-office appeal!

Released immediately-right when

you need it most! Get your playdates

NOW-play the BEST and TOP 'EM all!

with

EDMUND
LOWE

EVELYN BRENT
CONSTANCE CUMMINC

Adaptation and dialogue
by Jo Swerling

Directed by
IRVING CUMMINGS
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THE SOONER THE PLAYDATE
THE QUICKER THE PROFIT!
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trying to find sucli a substitute

has eost tlieatres more

than $89000,000

These exhibitors purchased equipment on the

basis of price instead of Western Electric quality.

They accepted inefficient service or improper

go-as-you-please service instead of regular ERPI

service. Result: they lost over $8,000,000.

These more than 2300 exhibitors changed

to Western Electric to regain their lost pat-

ronage and so secure for all time the highest

standard of quality.

8600 Western Electric exhibitors are being

fully protected by ERPI's refusal to meet price

competition by lowering quality ... or by reduc-

ing standards of preventive service. They know

their capital investment in Western Electric

sound is safe . . . that it will continue to pay

dividends in satisfied patrons. They'll tell you

Western Electric costs less in the long run

!

SOD N D
^tectric
SYSTEM

Northern Eleelric In Canada

Distributed by

Etectncal Research Products fnc.
250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
"DEN TURPIN has signed a Para-

mount contract to appear in the
cast of that company's Olympic
Games comedy soon to be produced
with Jack Oalcie and W. C. Fields
in leading roles under Erection of

Edward F. Cline.

Our Passing Show: Ben Bard, J. J.
Franklin, Jack White, Louis Lewyn, Ed-
ward I. Luddy, Pincus J, Wolfson, Leonard
Spigelgass, Abram R. Simon, Lyda Roberti,
John Hayne, Larry Hart, Gertrude Purcell.

jerry Horwin, Morgan Galloway, Allen Riv-
kin, Jim Mullhauser at the opening of "Hit
the Air."

* * *

Gloria Shea has been assigned to

the cast of "Life Begins," in place
of Sheila Terry, who will be used in

another First National film.

* * *

Oscar M. Cartel, author and playwright,
will be technical advisor on "Forgotten Com-
mandments," the filmdrama soon to be pro-
duced at Paramount with Irving Pichel,

Gene Raymond and Sari Maritza in the
leading roles.

D. Ross Lederman has been as-

signed to direct "Two-Fisted Law,"
Tim McCoy's next Columbia picture.

Norma Shearer's next starring film will be
"Smilin' Through," an adaptation of Allan
Langdon Martin's stage success of the same
name. The picture will go into production
at the Metro studios as soon as Miss Shearer
completes work in "Strange Interlude." Sid-
ney Franklin will direct and dialogue has
been prepared by John Meehan.

Louise Closser Hale, prominent on
the New York stage for many years,
has been signed by Metro to a long-
term contract.

* *

David O. Selznick, executive vice-president
in charge at the RKO-Radio studios, has
placed "Is My Face Red?" in work under
the direction of William Seiter. Helen
Twelvetrees, Ricardo Cortez, Robert Arm-
strong and Arline Judge have the featured
roles in this Ben Markson and Allen Rivkin
story.

* *

Other RKO features in production
are "The Truth About Hollywood,"
starring Constance Bennett; "The
Bird of Paradise," starring Dolores
Del Rio; "The Roar of the Dragon,"
starring Richard Dix and "Hold 'Em
Jail," starring Bert Wheeler and
Robert Woolsey.

Larry Barretto, author of the novel, "Chil-
dren of Pleasure," is collaborating with
Courtenay Terrett on the screen adaptation
of the former's book. This script will soon
enter production as Ruth Chatterton's second
film for First National.

Jo Swerling, Columbia contract
writer, has been assigned to adapt
"Brief Moment," the Broadway
stage hit.

Her Day!
From scrubwoman to movie queen!

That's what happened to Emma Dono-
van, charwoman at the RKO stude.
Director George Cukor put her to work
in her workaday role In "The Truth
About Hollywood." They brought her
to work In a limousine with a liveried
chauffeur.

Ruth Warren will play the leading comedy
role in Columbia's next Buck Jones picture,
"Born to Trouble." Lina Basquette has
the leading feminine part, with Lambert Hill-
yer directing.

* * *

Zeena Baer has joined the cast of

RKO-Radio's "The Truth About Hol-
lywood" to play the role of secretary
to Gregory Ratoff, who is playing
a producer.

* * *

James Flood and Elliott Nugent have been
signed by First National to produce "Life
Begins." Raymond Griffith will be produc-
tion supervisor.

* * *

Lee Tracy has signed a long-term
contract wth Warner Bros. He is

now playing the leading role in

"Blessed Event."

Lucille Powers has joined the cast of Tom
Mix's third talking picture, "The Good
Bad Man," from a story by Jack Cunning-
ham. Edward Laemmle is making the pro-
duction. In addition to Lucille Powers, the
cast includes Fred Kohler, Willard Robert-
son, Joe Girard, Bob Milash, Capt. C. E.
Anderson, Slim Cole, Richard Alexander,
James Burtis, Franklyn Farnum and Edward
LeSaint.

"Let Us Divorce," the play which
represents Ruth Chatterton's debut
as a legitimate producer, is sched-
uled to open at the Belasco, Los
Angeles, Monday night. Rose Ho-
bart and Ralph Forbes, Miss Chat-
terton's husband, have the principal
roles.

* * •

"Crooner" has started production at the
Warner studios under the direction of Lloyd
Bacon. The picture is based on an original

story by Rian James. A last-minute change
substituted Sheila Terry for Evalyn Knapp
in the role of a hat check girl who plays
a prominent part in the plot. David Man-
ners is playing the leading character. Ann
Dvorak is working opposite him, and also

in the cast are Ken Murray, William Janney,
Eddie Nugent. Milton Wallace, Betty Gillette,

Clarence Nordstrom and others.

Sacramento, Cal.—The Alhambra
has been closed indefinitely.

Marion, la.—Manager H. C. Mer-
shon has opened the Garden with a
change of program three nights a
week and week-end treat nights
when admissions are to be 10 and
15 cents.

Los Molinos, Cal.—Jack Stuart has
reopened the Dales and will be its

manager.

Coon Rapids, la.—-M. L. Sauvago
has sold his interest in the Lyric to
Bert Howell.

Buffalo — National Theater Sup-
ply Co. has moved into its new
quarters at 500 Peark Street.

Okemah, Okla.—A. Slepka and
his son, William, have bought the
Crystal theater building and are
having it remodeled. They expect to
open it in the fall as a Class A film
house.

Malvern, la. — W. J. Powers of
Glenwood has leased the Empress
here from Mrs. Lela Mason. Powers
and his son Carl were former own-
ers of the Empress. They now own
the Rex in Glenwood.

Crowell, Tex.—E. L. Draper and
B. E. Perdue, formerly operating
the Texas in Haskell, have leased
the Rialto here from W. R. Womack.
They will install sound-on-film
equipment and make other improve-
ments.

Wellsburg, la. — The Wellsburg
Community Club plans to sponsor
free motion picture shows this sum-
mer.

"U" UNIT TO CULVER
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William Wyler and a

number of the company making
"Tom Brown of Culver' will leave
Universal City for Culver, Ind., on
Sunday to make scenes of this

American military prep school, with
Brig. Gen. L. R. Gignilliatt, super-
intendent of Culver, playing a role
in many of them. Included in the
Culver company are Tom Brown,
Slim Summerville, H. B. Warner,
Eugene Pallette, Ben Alexander,
Richard Cromwell, Norman Phillips,

Jr., Tyrone Power, Jr.

MAKING 26 TRANSCRIPTIONS
The Radio Program Department

of Standard Sound Recording Corp.
has begun production of a series of
26 15-minute electrical transcrip-
tions for Calkins & Holden, the
agency handling advertising for

"Red Book Magazine." The pro-
grams are dramatic sketches by
"Red Book" authors. J. F. Clemenger
has been signed as narrator for the
series.

ANIMAL SERVICE EXPANDS
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Motion Picture Pro-

ducers' Animal Service, which here-
tofore has limited its activities to
furnishing live animals for films,

is now launching a national cam-
paign to extend its service for pic-

tures, theatricals, outdoor shows,
etc.

OAKLAND HOUSE OPENS
Oakland, Cal.—After being modern-

ized at a cost of $50,000, the Ameri-
can has opened under the ownership
and management of Charles D. Cax--

roll, Ltd. Carroll began his career
15 years ago as an usher in this

house. He recently was with Fox
West Coast Theaters.

DROPS STAGE SHOWS
New Haven, Conn. — The Roger

Sherman has discontinued stage
shows substituting shorts. Bernhart
E. Hoffman, general manager for
Warner Theaters in New England,
says that the presentaticrrts may be
resumed in the fall.

Kansas City—E. C. Jameyson,
father of Howard E. Jameyson,
director of advertising and publicity
for Fox Midwest Theaters, died re-
cently.

Madera, Cal.—Harvey Amusementj
Co. has leased the Brown theater
and will remodel the entire building.
R. W. Harvey represents the les-
sees.

Philadelphia—Harry Green and
Abe Altman, former theater opera-
tors, are reported lining up a num-
ber of theaters for a projected new
circuit.

Buffalo—Dewey Michaels has
changed the name of his theater
from the Palace to the Mayfair. He
has put in new lobby panelling and
electric light fixtures.

Kansas City—L. E. Pope is the
new purchasing agent for Fox Mid-
west Theaters, succeeding the late
Ralph E. Oviatt. Pope held a simi-
lar position with Fox in St. Louis.

University City, Mo.—A tempo-
rary receiver has been appointed for
the Rivoli theater and apartment
building, by Circuit Judge Mulloy.
Joseph A. Stiffelman was named re-
ceiver. The Rivoli is operated by
the St. Louis Amusement Co.

Kansas City—The Security Pic-
tures Exchange here, under Allen
Burken, has moved to larger quar-
ters at 1717 Wyandotte.

Pittsburgh—Clarence Scott, early
sound picture engineer here, and
brother of William Scott, local

United Artists salesman, was killed

recently when his auto struck a pole
and overturned.

Donaldsonville, Ga.—The Olive is

now operating on full time.

Kansas City— Louis Charninsky,
former manager of the local Panta-
ges, but recently in the hotel busi-

ness in Los Angeles, has been here
in connection with a deal for a new
Pantages theater.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Major Film Laboratories; L. J. Rosett, 130

West 42nd St., New York. 200 shares com-
mon.

Gaibart Productions, theatrical business; H.
E. Reinheimer, ISO Broadway, New York.
100 shares common.
Westchester Amusement Co.; W. L. Rosan,

,!91 East 149th St., New York. $10,000.
William Rowland-Monte Brice Productions,

motion pictures; D. G. Berber, 4()l Broad-
way, New York.
Ortem Theater Corp.; N. Burkan. 1450

Rioadway, New York. 100 shares common.
Hetneg Theater Corp.; N. Burkan. 1450

Broadway, New York. 100 shares common.
Ridge Theater; C. Jaffa. 1540 Broadway.

New York. $300.
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NO CENSOR COMPROMISE,

DECLARES HOWARD HUGHES

(Continued from Page 1)

down despite pressure being exerted
in efforts to stop the action.
"I intend to show 'Scarface' in its orig-

inal, unaltered, version in every state in the
United States, including New York, where
opposition to the film is most persistent,"
says Hughes.

'Unofficial emissaries of the censors are
already making concessions and offering to

pass the picture with fewer cuts than orig-

inally demanded. I might add, too, that ef-

forts have been made to intimidate me. as it

is obvious that opposition to this picture is

not based on honest reasons, and it is ap-
parent that even the censors realize they
iiave no legal right to interfere with the ex-
hibition of this picture."

Hughes has instructed his local attorney,

Poger Marchetti, to arrange with his Eastern
counsel to file suit immediately in New York.
He claims censor boards in New York and
other states are conniving with dishonest
politicians to suppress or ruin the picture with
unnecessary cuts, and predicts the overthrow
of film censorship as a result of his action.

Fifteen First-Runs Set

On Tiffany's "Lena Rivers"
Fifteen first-run theaters in the

RKO Circuit will play "Lena Riv-
ers" during the month of May, ac-

cording to Sol Edwards, assistant

sales manager of Sono Art-World
Wide, who closed the deal. Situa-

tions include Fort Wayne, Ind.;

Madison, Wis.; South Bend, Ind.;

Boston, Cleveland, Akron, Ohio;
Youngstown, Ohio; Chicago, Omaha,
Portland, Ore.; Seattle, St. Louis,

Des Moines, Dallas and Birming-
ham. "Lena Rivers" will have its

New York premiere at the Beacon
starting May 20.

DR. FANCK TO MARRY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dr. Arnold Fanck,

who will direct the Universal expe-
dition picture, "Iceland," in Green-
land this summer, has announced his

engagement to Elizabeth Kind of

Berlin, who will act as script girl on
the production. Fanck and Miss
Kind, Paul Kohner, Zolton J. Kee-
gan, Werner Klingler and Gibson
Gowland are now enroute to New
York, and will sail May 4 on the

Bremen.
BRANDT, GOLDBERG IN K. C.

Kansas City—Joe Brandt and Joe
Goldberg spent Saturday night here,

catching a plane to the coast yester-

day morning.

MILTONBERG SELLS HOUSE
Kansas City—M. Miltonberg, for-

merly the owner of the Broadmour
here, has sold out to John E.

Hughes.

Ninety-five per cent of the filnn

exhibited in Canada are produced in

the United States.

AiONG.

• • • ONE OF our really big film execs BIG be-
cause he is thinking and acting so sanely in this trying era of
economic stress is looking forward to that happy day

when conditions will allow his company to restore the
rank and file to their full salary basis realizing
that the rank and file no matter how courageously they
faced the cut are working under a mental handicap
worrying about meeting family expenses on lessened income

which reflects in everything they do slowing
the company's driving force all along the line resulting
in lessened income for the company a Vicious Circle set
in motion far exceeding the salary cuts the Horse may
be faithful and willing but when you reduce his Oats
you reduce his Pulling Power

• • • FROM PRESENT indications "Grand Hotel"
is beating all records of any roadshows in the history of the
biz it looms up as the Prize Baby of the Panic Era

it has proven conclusively not in one or two
spots but in 56 count 'em 56 cities in these
Youessay that folks have dough for a Good Show

while the spectre of starvation and want stalks the
streets funny thing, this entertainment biz it

lures money from Despondent People because they are
fed up on despondency and misery and want to get away
from it for a brief spell to be entertained and Forget

contrariwise they pass up the mediocre shows
which they would patronize in normal times

because they lack the punch to make them forget their troubles
so the sizzling success of "Grand Hotel" everywhere

should be cause for great rejoicing even by Emgeem's com-
petitors it has demonstrated beyond peradventure of a
doubt that there is Showman Dough in almost any sec-

tion of the nation IF you have a SHOW

• • • DOWN IN Philly at the Chestnut Street Opera House
where "Grand Hotel" is set in they have been forced
to put on an extra show Fridays and Saturdays two
shows a day at $1.50 top were not enough and in Philly

of all towns ! a bunch of New York ticket

scalpers saw Opportunity kicking 'em in the face so
they opened a store across the street and are cleaning
up

• • • TAKE THAT town of Baltimore the Audi-
torium theayter was closed for three months they tried

pix in this legit house for a spell and flopped
now "Grand Hotel" has 'em standing up at every show
it is going so big in Boston that they figure to hold it till July

Mister Nicholas Schenck, Joe Vogel and Felix Feist
are the gents who are stepping on the gas they saw at

the jumpolf that they had a Bonanza they moved every-
thing into High Gear and today 56 shows are humming

15 more all set and by the time the warm weather
is here these boys figure they will have taken the

cream from more than 150 spots

• • • IT OCCURRED to us that the Emgeem outfit oughta
sell Head Optimist Hoover an Idea our Chief Executive
has gone haywire on so many Cheerio predictions let him
now predict that the nation is fundamentally sound as

demonstrated by "Grand Hotel" Herbie touts the bank-
ers as big industrialists let him ballyhoo the Film Boys

. . who have Done Something for their Country
and THEMSELVES the patriots!

MPTO WOULD BOYCOTT

TEMPERAMENTAL STARS

(Continued from Page 1)

retary George P. Aarons and stress-
ing the fact that the temperamental
players "seem to forget that stars
are made by pictures and not pic-
tures by stars," reads as follows:
"The Motion Picture Theater Owners of

Eastern Penna., Southern New Jersey and
Delaware, at a meeting held this day, strong-
ly endorsed the stand of W^arner Bros, in the
Cagney controversy as described in the daily
papers.

"Contract jumping has too long been a
favorite practice of those players who achieve
an overnight popularity. It is high time
that some producer take a determined stand
against the pyramiding salary demands of
that wilful little group of Hollywood stars
whom sudden success has deprived of all

sense of proportion and of all loyalty to the
men who made them and to the public who
supports them.
"While the producing industry lies prostrate,

the victims of crazy salary exactions : while
exhibitors, faced by dwindling patronage,
struggle to keep their doors open : while the
movie patron, unemployed or with earnings
greatly reduced pays a part of that pitifully
reduced salary into the box office till to find
surcease from his troubles—the stars of Holly-
wood continue to demand more and more.
Failure to grant such increase brings the
threat of "walking off the lot" in the midst
of the picture.
"The saturation point in stars' salaries,

like the saturation point in everything else
was reached some time ago. The public, the
exhibitor and the producer can stand no
more. These three are in open revolt against
the high cost of maintaining a small group
of pretty forms and faces in Rolls Royces. 24
room bungalows, and borzois. These players
seem to forget that stars are made by pic-
tures and not pictures by stars.

"The star system as it exists today is pri-

marily a creation of Hollywood. Unless more
producers show a little rnore of your brand
of courage, Hollywood will be destroyed by
the thing it created. This organization i';

wholeheartedly with you in any move to de-
flate production costs. We are prepared to

carry the demand for sensible salaries for

stars to the movie masses who in the final

analysis are the ones who must bear the
burden.
"We, as exhibitors, are prepared to keep

off our screen any star whose salary exac-
tions menace the future well being of our
industry."

Bischoflf Says Indies

Must Have Rare Ability
(Continued from Page 1)

names they desire," said Bischoft.

"Thev cannot allow a story to have
several treatments, and re-takes
are rather unheard of. Despite these
handicaps, independent producers
have turned out box-office hits."

« « « » » »

NEW GRAND FORKS HOUSE
Grand Forks, N. D.—A new thea-

ter, financed by a stock company,
is being erected here.

May 2
William Bakewell
Dcnison Clift

Otto Hoffman
Walter Strenge
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LOEW'S FIRST-HALF NET

(Continued from Page 1)

it is stated, but have actually been

transferred to New York, thus

avoiding possibility of further de-

preciation. In the first quarter of

the current year, net was $1.09 a

share. The second quarter report

will cover 16 weeks, normally the

best period of the year. Loew thea-

ters are understood to have fared

better than the average run of

houses throughout the country, w_it;h

box-office grosses in the circuit's

Greater New York theaters being

down only fractionally.

Bolstering of second-half receipts

is expected from "Grand Hotel,"

which is said to have grossed al-

ready more than "The Big Parade"

did in a similar period. About 100

theaters are expected to play this

picture as a roadshow within the

next two months.

16 mm. Standards Report

Scheduled at SMPE Meet

An important phase of the coming

S. M. P. E. spring meeting sched-

uled for Washington. May 9-12. will

deal with 16 mm. films. The society's

committee on standards will report

on the matter through its chairman.

M. C. Batsel. and two papers will

also be presented on the subject.

EASTERN PUBLICITY BRANCH
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Margaret Ettinger,

who recently made a trip east, has

opened publicity offices in New York
with Laura Benham, fan magazine
writer, in charge. Miss Benham also

will continue her writing. Among
the firm's accounts are Technicolor,

Bryan Foy Productions, Lila Lee,

Vivienne Osborne, Ken Murray,

Frank Borzage, Brown Derby, May-
fair Club and others.

TRICKED INTO HOLDUP
San Rafael, Cal. — Pretending to

have lost a diamond ring in the El

Camino, a man and woman called

the other morning, presuaded the

janitor to summon Manager Norman
Samish and then forced the latter

to open the safe, which yielded the

bandits $600.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE pr ess"

AGENT

"Because good food is a hobby with
her, Tallulah Bankhead never changes
coolcs. An English chef, whom she
hired in London more than six years

ago, now supervises the kitchen of her

Hollywood home."
—Paramount.

S. M. P. E. Convention Program
^Wardman Park Hotel, Washington

MONDAY, MAY 9

11:00 P.M. CONVENTION CALLED TO ORDER:
.

Address of Welcome, by Hon. S. Bloom, Chairman. Washington BiCentennial

Celebration Committee. Response by Ptesident A. N. Goldsmith.

2:00 P.M. GENERAL SESSION:
. . „,_,..,, j »

"The Lapel Microphone and Its Applications to Public Address and AnnouncinK

Systems," by W. C. Jones and D. T. Bell, Bell Telephone Laboratories. New

"a"^ 16 Mm. Sound-on-Film Projector," by H. C. Holden. RCA-Victor Co.,

Camden. N. J. „, . , . , t. a -.in
"A 16 Mm. Sound Picture Projector." by H. Pfannenstiehl and R. A. Miller,

Bell Telephone Laboratories. New York.
.

"Biplaner Filament Lamps," by E. W. Beggs and T. J. Mill, Westmghouse
Lamp Co., Bloomfield, N. J. . , ^ j • .. v
"Extension of the Frequency Range of Film Recording and Reproduction, by

G. L. Dimmik and H. Belar, RCA-Victor Co., Camden. N. T.

Report of Constitutional Committee. ^„,, „.,^„,xtt.t-o
8:00 P.M. EXHIBITION OF RECENT TALKING MOTION PICTURES.

TUESDAY, MAY 10
10:00 A.M. LITTLE THEATER; COMMITTEE REPORTS AND SOCIETY BUSI-

NESS :

Report' of the Standards Committee; M. C. Bastel. Chairman.
Report of the Projection Practice Committee; H. Rubin, Chairman. Presenting

the findings of the Commitee as regards screen illumination, the adiustment of

projectors for equalizing their outputs, and the use of the standard release print

in theaters. . ,..,,.
Report of the Sound Committee; H. B. Santee, Chairman. Dealing with audi-

torium acoustics, the relation between studio and auditorium acoustics, the

standardization of methods of compensating for losses in recording and re-

producing, the use of increased volume range, and variations in sound negative

exposures.
Report of the Projection Screens Committee: S. K. Wolf. Chairman. Reporting
studies on the specification and selection of screens from the acoustical stand-

point, and methods of determining their illumination.
Reports of Other Technical Committees.

2:00 P.M. PHOTOGRAPHIC SESSION:
"Wave Form Analysis in Variable Density Recording," by O. Sandvik and
V. C. Hall, Eastman Kodak Co.
"Illumination Problems in the Design of Projection Printers," by C. Tuttle and
D. A. Young. Eastman Kodak Co.
"The Duplication of Motion Picture Negatives," by J. I. Crabtree and C. H
Schwingel. Eastman Kodak Co.
"Short Focus Lenses for Projetcion from Behind the Screen," by W. R
Rayton, Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.. Rochester.
"Motion Picture, 'Eyes of Science,' " by J. S. Watson, Rochester, N. Y
(Made for Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.)
"Precise Measurement of Filter Factors and Photographic Reflecting Powers.'
by L. A. Jones and J. W. McFarlane, Eastman Kodak Co.
"The Literature of the Motion Picture Industry," by G. E. Matthews. East
man Kodak Co.
"Sensitometric Study of Certain Defects in Film Processing," by D. R. White
du Pont Film Manufacturing Corp.. Parlin. N. J.

"The Bell & Howell FuUv Automatic Sound and Picture Production Printer.'
by A. S. Howell, B. E. Stechbart, and R. F. Mitchell. Bell & Howell Com
pany. Chicago,

8:00 P.M. LECTURES BY MEMBERS OF THE BUREAU OF STANDARDS:
"The General Work of the Bureau of Standards," by Dr. L. J. Briggs, Acting
Director of the Bureau of Standards.
"The Optical Characteristics of the Camera Lens." bv Dr. I. G. Gardner.

9:4.=; P.M. EXHIBITION OF RECENT TALKING MOTION PICTURES.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 11

9:^0 A.M. PROJECTION SESSION:
"The Geometry of the Screen," by Augusto Dir.a, International Projector Corp..
New York.
"The Importance of Good Projection in Visual Education," by Chauncey L.
Green, Minneapolis.
"The Weston Model 60.1 Illumination Meter," by R. T. Pierce, Weston Elec-
trical Instrument Ce.. Newark. N. J.
"The Problem of Projecting Motion Pictures from Continuously Moving
Film." bv F. Tuttle and C. D. Reid. Eastman Kodak Co .

"The Bell & Howell-Cooke Varo Lens," by A. Warmisham and R. F. Mitchell.
Bell & Howell Co.

11:,10 A.M. MOTOR BUSES LEAVE THE WARDMAN PARK HOTEL FOR THE
NEW BUILDING OF THE U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.

12:00 M. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE BUILDING: ADDRESSES BY HEADS
OF GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS: N. D. Golden. Chairman of the
Local Arrangements Committee, is arranging for a group of short talks by
.several Government heads, probably including Dr. Julius Klein. Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce (perhaps, also. Secretary Lamontl. the head
of the Patent Office, and other department heads. C. J. North. Chief of the
Motion Picture Division of the Department of Commerce, will introduce these
nflRcials to the Society.

1 :00 P. M. VISIT TO PRESIDENT HOOVER (not definitely arranged as yet).
l:,^n P.M. The afternoon is left open for recreation and sight-seeing.
R:00 P.M. No program scheduled for this evening: in the event that no Society program

is finally arranged for. passes to theaters of Washington, available to those
attending the Convention, mav be used for this evening.

THURSDAY, MAY 12
10 nn A.M. RELEASE PTIINT SESSION:

"Production Problems of the Release Print." by J. W. Coflman. Consolidated
Film Industries. New York.
"Theater Problems of the Release Print," by H. Rubin, Paramount Publix
Corp.. New York.
"Exchange Problems of the Release PVint." author unasslgned. Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.
"Treatments for Freshlv Develoned Film Gelatins," C. T. Faulkner. New York

2:00 P. M. THEATER OPERATION SESSION:
"The Ideal Theater," by S. L. Rothafel. Radio-Keith-Orphemu Corp.. New
York.
"How Can the S, M. P. E. Be of Greater Service to Theater Managers?"
bv C. Lewis. "Motion Picture Herald." New York.
"Theater Operation Problems," by M. A. Lightman. President. Motion Picture
Theater Owners of America.
"Problems of Theater Operation," by S. Sumner, University Theater, Cam-
bridge. Mass
"Problems of the Theater Manager." by N. Glasser, Assistant Zone Manager.
Warner Bros., Washington.
"Tools Thnt the Service Man Uses," by J. A. Mauran. RC.\-Victor Co..
Camden, N. f.

7:00 P. M. GOLD ROOM. WARDMAN PARK HOTEL:
Semi-Annual Ban(|uet of the S. M. P. E.

GREATER USE OF PICTORES

(Continued from Page 1)

also urges the adoption of theater
lighting in churches. He says many
churches will soon install sound
equipment for presenting talkers,
and declares that the same preju-
dices will have to be overcome that
were met when music was intro-
duced in places of worship.

Dr. Joseph A. Stevenson, director
of the board's department of moral
welfare, says "sacred films decid-
edly have their place in worship.
Rightly produced, motion pictures
can become as effective an agent for
Christian living as they have been
made an agent for immorality."

MPTO Completing Philly

Overselling Checkup
Philadelphia — Checking up of

oversold conditions in this territory
will be completed by the M. P. T.
by May 5. Among the questions
asked in the questionnaire sent to
all theaters in the locality are:
"What percentage of your gross re-
ceipts do your feature pictures aver-
age in cost? If you do not obtain a
reduction, will you be able to stay
open this summer? Do you find the
25-30-35 per cent policy of Metro
profitable in view of the superior
quality of these pictures?"

N. W. OUTLOOK GOOD
Minneapolis—Al Hoffman, United

Artists manager, who recently made
a survey of the movie situation in

the northwest, is optimistic. Crop
prospects throughout the section

are the best in many years, he
says. United Artists recently con-
cluded its lease on the Pantages
theater after a record business with
"Scarface," which ran for two
weeks.

DOG STAR BOOKED
Silver King, canine star, has been

booked into seven houses operated
in New York by Consolidated The-
aters. He opens Monday at the

Avalon and follows at the Forum,
Luxor, Jerome, Oxford, Mt. Eden
and Fleetwood.

Sh O W

man
Daily

REMINDER

A monthly fire-drill for

your house staff ii some-

thitiff that you can't afford

to ignore.
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Film Industry a 'House Divided', Says Brylawski

CIRCUITOOT CUTTINGTCALES to OTreET TAX

Mediocre Films Out, Lightman Tells M. P. Academy
ContYacts

,

.

. and other things= By jack Alicoate=^=

We find little sym-
As We pathy, from within
See It as well as without the

industry, for those
who consider it stylish to re-
pudiate contracts. One who
places his John Hancock to an
agreement should live up to it.

Provided, of course, he was
sane and 21 when the contract
was entered into. This busi-
ness is having enough irrita-

tions without additional trou-
ble from those who take their
contractual obligations altogether
too lightly. All industry is founded
on agreement. To repudiate con-
tracts at will is to break down the
very foundation of business under-
standing.

We can see little good,
Chicago in proportion to the ex-

Exhibit penditure of time and
money, coming out of the

suggested co-operative motion pic-

ture exhibit at the Chicago World's
Fair. It would cost a good penny.
To do it cheaply is far worse than
not doing it all. It can serve no
useful purpose. We were on the
job both at San Diego and San Fran-
cisco and saw the enthusiastic plans
of the sponsors of like exhibits die

in dismal failure. Any exploitation
this industry cares to do can be bet-

ter accomplished through its own
legitimate channels.

Now that all counties are
That in and accounted for, the

Poll results of the experiment
of Genial General Hays in

tapping intellectual America upon
its cinematic likes and dislikes

brings us face to face with the

startling conclusion that most of the

{Continued on Page 2)

Changes in Production and
Exhibition Urged by

MPTOA Head
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — There is no more

place for mediocre pictures, and the
production system must be changed
so that it will result in more better-
than-average product even if it is

necessary to cut down the number
of films, declared M. A. Lightman,
president of the Motion Picture The-

(Continued on Page 6)

MONOGRAMBOl OKAYS

PROCRAH On2 FEATURES

Chicago—A program of 16 special

attractions and 16 action dramas
was approved by the board of direc-

tors of Monogram Pictures Corp. at

a meeting yesterday in the Palmer
House here. One of the specials

may have Norma Talmadge in the

lead, if negotiations now being con-
{Continued on Page 7)

Harry Hendrick Joins

Harry Arthur Circuit
New Haven — Harry Hendrick,

formerly with Fox, has assumed
charge of Class C houses for Harry
Arthur, who is operating the former
Fox New England Theaters, At
present three houses are under his

jurisdiction. They are: Poll's, Bridge-

port; Capitol, Hartford, and Fox
{Continued on Page 7)

Balto. Liberals Victorious
Baltimore — Early returns Indicate a

smashing victory for the liberal forces
in the blue law struggle. Interest in

the blue law repealer was reflected in

an unusually heavy vote and indica-
tions are that it will pass by a ma-
jority estimated at 50,000. Clever last

minute strategy on the part of ex-
hibitors played a part in the result

when more than 140,000 persons fought
their way into 20 theaters on Sunday
to see free shows and hear last minute
speeches. The stunt wrecked week-end
business ana caused considerable wear
and tear on furnishings but no doubt
helped to turn the trick. The victory
marks the end of a bitter fight for
Sunday movies waged by exhibitors over
a period of many years.

UNION MEN GO ON STRIKE

New Haven—All union employees
affiliated with the A. F. of L. have
walked out of the Fox-Poli circuit
in New England because Harry Ar-
thur, who Is now operating the
houses under the name of Arthur
Theaters Corp., refused to continue
employment of two stagehands in

(Continued on Page 6)

H. B. Franklin Completes
RKO Divisional Setup

Completion of the work of reor-
ganizing the operating forces of the
RKO circuit with the home office

"cabinet" and six divisional direc-

tors' territories, was officially an-
nounced yesterday by H. B. Frank-

{Continued on Page 6)

Lowering of Admission
Exemption to 44c.

Believed Error
Coincident with announcement

from Washington yesterday that the
Senate Finance Committee had low-
ered the tax exemption on theater
tickets from 46 cents, as contained
in the House bill, to 44 cents, there-
by making tickets costing 45 cents
or more subject to the levy, ex-
pressions among producer-owned

{Continued on Page 7)

SIX WESTERNSlCLUDED

IN NEW WARNER LINEUP

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warner Bros, an-

nounces it will go into the produc-
tion of westerns, with six outdoor
pictures planned for next season's

{Continued on Page 8)

Brylawski Pleads for Unison
Embracing All Film Industry

Moran and Mack Signed

For 6 Educational Shorts

Moran and Mack, the "Two Black Crows,

now playing at the RKO Palace, have been

signed by E. W. Mammons to be featured in

six two-reelers for Educational's 1932-33 line-

up. Production will be on the coast.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Motion picture busi-

ness is the only industry whose
vital branches are divided against
themselves, and this internal strife

must give way soon to all-around
cooperation if the .structure as a

whole is to emerge successfully from
{Continued on Page 8)

James W. Gerard Heads
M. P. Club Forum Today
Due to last-minute developments

which make it impossible for Her-
bert Bayard Swope to appear at to-

day's luncheon Forum of the Motion
Picture Club, the position of headline
speaker will be filled by James W.
Gerard, former U. S. Ambassador to

Germany. Following his speech, the
Forum will be addressed by M. C.

Levee, president of the Screen Guild
and president of the Academy of

M. P. Arts & Sciences. Levee is

expected to spill some hot stuff

about the film business and what's
{Continued on Page 7)

Fox House in Washington

Goes Under Loew Banner

Loew has completed negotiations for taking
over the lease on the Fox, Washington, Col.
E. A. Schiller said yesterday. House will be
known as Loew's Fox. No policy or personnel
changes are ready for announcement at this

time, Schiller stated.
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intelligentsia like comedy. And what
IS more, tney like tne slapstick-

custard-pie variety. Tney also like

to criticize. Whicn makes tnem dil-

lerent irom tne newspaper critics

oniy insolar as they do not have to

do tneir guessing in public. All in

all, tne poll was at least a noble ex-

periment.

Three-Year B. O. Record
Broken by "Scartace"

H/est toast bureau ot i'HE tlLM DAILY
L,os Angeles — i?irst week's re-

ceipts 01 "tocarface" broke all at-

tenuance records of the past three

years at the Paramount, the How-
ard Mugnes ottice announces. The
picture is now in its second week
at tnis 3,600-seat house.

E. ROGERS OUT OF PALACE
iillmer Rogers, manager of the

RKO I'alace since its opening March
Z4, 1931 resigned yesterday. He
will be succeeded by Herman Whit-

man, formerly manager of the Al-

bee, Brooklyn. A new policy of

four shows daily with a "music hall"

program of 10 acts, at 50 cents top

lor matinee and $1 at night, will be

inaugurated at the Palace on May 14.

HELLBORN IN FORT WORTH
Fort Worth, Tex.—Louis Hellborn

has succeeded Wally Watlington as

manager of the RKO-HoUywood
here. Watlington has left for San
Antonio, where ' he entered a hos-

pital for treatment for a wound re-

ceived during the World War. Hell-

born comes from Memphis.

U. A. TO RELEASE TWO MORE
United Artists has acquired re-

leasing rights to two more features.

"The Silver Lining," produced by
Patrician Pictures, with Betty Comp-
son and Maureen O'Sullivan, will bft

distributed nationally. "Dreamer of

Glory" ("Sono a' de La Gloria"),
Spanish talker produced by Miguel
Torres, will be handled in Latin
American countries.

ALTA PHONOFILM MOVES
Alta Phonofilm Co., Inc., producers

and distributors of Italian talkers,

has moved from 235 West 42nd St.

to 220 West 42nd St.
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LAEMMLE EYES TELEVISION
San Francisco — Carl Laemmle,

while attending the Universal con-
vention here, said he was negotiating
with a German inventor who has de-

vised a machine for projecting mo-
tion pictures into the home by means
of television. Laemmle plans to in-

spect the device on his visit to Ger-
many this sunimer.

Exhibs Invited to Hear
SMPE Theater Symposium

Invitations have been sent to all

exhibitors in the Washington, D. C,
Virginia and Maryland area to at-

tend the theater operation symposi-
um of the S.M.P.E. convention the
morning of May 12 in Washington.
N. D. Golden, chairman of the local

committee, stated in New York yes-

terday that all arrangements for

the convention are set, including the
appointment to meet President
Hoover at 12:30 P.M. on May 11.

John W. McCormack, congressman
from South Boston who was active

in the fight in the House to raise

the ticket tax exemption to 45 cents,

will be one of the banquet speakers.
Congressman William P. Connery,
Jr., of Lynn, Mass., will be master
of ceremonies. A symposium will be
held at 11 A.M. on May 11, in the
Department of Commerce auditori-
um, at which C. J. North, chief of
the Motion Picture Division, will be
chairman, and speakers will include
Dr. Julius Klein, Assistant Secretary
of Commerce; Commissioner of Pat-
ents Robertson, Director of Census
Steuart, and Director Frederick M.
Feiker of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, each of whom
will describe the functions of his

respective organization and its in-

terest in the film industry.

Wolfson and Rivkin
Join Chas. R. Rogers

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—P. J. Wolfson and Al-

len Rivkin, writers, have obtained
their release from Universal and
joined Charles R. Rogers Produc-
tions, taking charge of scripts now
in preparation, including "Madison
Square Garden" and "70,000 Wit-
nesses."

"BAND WAGON" AT PARA.
A compact version of "Band Wa-

gon," last season's Broadway musi-
cal comedy hit, which has just come
back from a road tour, will be the
stage presentation at the New York
Paramount starting next Friday.

CAGNEY SAYS HE'S THROUGH
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—James Cagney, who
walked off the Warner lot because
his salary demands were refused, is

quoted as saying he is through with
pictures. He plans a tour in vaude-
ville abroad and then may study
medicine.

HERSCHEL STUART STARTS
Herschel Stuart yesterday as-

sumed his duties at RKO in charge
of all field operations in the theater
department.

COLUMBIA SIGNS BRENON
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Herbert Brenon has

been signed by Columbia to direct

"The Bitter Tea of General Yen,"
based on the novel by Grace Zaring
Stone.

Creators of good impressions

Globe Engraving Company
STEEL & COPPER PLATE ENGRAVERS

Letterheads, Envelopes, Cards, Weddings,
Monograms, Business and Social An-

nouncements of Every Description

Designers and Actual Producers of
Engraved Commercial and Social Stationery

105-7 Fulton St. New York, N. Y.

BEekman 3-6417

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 3-4: RKO Spring Golf Tournament,
Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y,

May 5 : Monthly meeting of Chicago Sec-
tion, S.M.P.E., Electric Association
Rooms, Chicago. 6:30 P. M.

May 5-6: Universal regional series conven-
tion, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May S-8: Paramount sales convention. Am.
bassador Hotel, Los Aneeles.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam
Holland.

May 7: Movie Ball, Lyric Theater, Balti-
more.

May 8-9
: Universal regional sales conventioq

Park Central Hotel. New York.
May 9: Testimonial dinner to Harry H.

Thomas, Hotel Astor, New York, 8 P.M.
May 9-12: Sprmg meeting of the Societ.

of M. P. Engineers. Washington.
May 16-18: RKO annual sales convention,

Drake Hotel, Chicago.
May 16-20: Fox sales convention, Park Cen-

tral Hotel, New York.
May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conven-

tion, Atlantic City.
May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion

Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kan.

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger,
Hotel Astor, New York. 8 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31 -June 3: Columbia western sales con-
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of Internationil
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employei
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall.

Columbus. O.
June 7-8 : : Annual convention of Rocky

Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

The 1932
FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOK
contains:

A LIST OF RELEASES
OF THE LAST 17 YEARS
Every picture released
since 1915 is included in

this list of 12,577 titles.

Film Daily review dates

are included. The only list

of its kind and an invalu-

able reference.

This is only one of
the many valuable lists

included in this "Ref-
erence Book Of The
Motion Picture Indus-
try." No one in the
business should be
without it. The Year
Book is included in a
year's subscription to
THE FILM DAILY.
Mail your check for

$10.00 (foreign $15.00)
to:

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway, N.Y.C.



AN EXHIBITOR S DR
HE dreamed of huge audiences,

CROWDS in his lobby,

MONEY in the bank-
HE saw in his dream

STAR names of international fame

FLASHING week after week

FROM his glittering marquee—
HE dreamed that he enjoyed

THE highest respect of his town,

ACKNOWLEDGED by his townspeople

AS a gentleman of importance—

AND THEN HEWOKE UP!
AND lo! and behold!

IT wasn't just a dream

—

IT was all true

He had hooked Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures!

EVERY day of his life he's thankful

THAT he used his own judgment last Fall

—

HE'S going to play ''Letty Lynton" next!

JOAN CRAWFORD'S new sensation!

CLARENCE BROWN'S direction wins him new laurels!

HE just finished playing

''TARZAN, The Ape Man", and broke his house record!

PRIOR to that he played the BEERY-GABLE hit—

''HELL DIVERS"—and what a clean-up it was!

EVEN his own highest hopes for

M-G-M product have been far surpassed—

''EMMA", "The Champ", "Politics", "Private Lives",

"MATA HARI", "Possessed"— t/iose were pictures!

HE has successfully weathered trying times

AND he knows that in months to come

DEPENDABLE M-G-M has plenty more in store!

ISN'T it the truth that

WHEN an exhibitor wakes u^

HE'S automatically

AN M-G-M showman!
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IIS WIFE
PAY TRIBUTE TO

and the critics say ^^It is tense,

vivid, stark drama with a sub-
stantial thread of warm heart
interest woven into its warp and
vfoof/^ That's why we have
been roofing about

THE PICTURE
TERRIFIC

Presented by CARL LAEMMLE



MEDIOCRE EILMS ARE OUT,

LIGHTMAN TELLS ACADEMY

i
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(.Continued from Page 1)

ater Owners of America, in address-

ing the meeting of the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts & Sciences last

night. Lightman came here from

Memphis to speak at the invitation

of the Academy, which for the first

time is taking up the problems of

the exhibition end. Another sched-

uled speaker at the "all-industry"

confab was Sidney R. Kent.

"It is far wiser to play worth-
while productions for longer runs
than to pull them in order to make
place for mediocre films," said

Lightman. "I might be so bold as

to advocate that some theaters in

many communities, now liabilities,

should close part of the time and
should exhibit only outstanding pho-

toplays. This can apply especially

to small communities. There should

be nothing unusual about this pro-

cedure. Isn't it exactly in accord-

ance with the method of operation

of the old legitimate theaters? Op-
era houses did very well offering

legitimate plays only when avail-

able. One of our present evils is

over-seating, and the sooner many
of our theaters close the sooner we
can re-establish security and effi-

cient operation."

Speaking of current film tastes,

Lightman said the public wants sin-

cerity
—"not necessarily brutal na-

turalism, but not sentimental trash.

It wants human stories told sincere-

ly and artistically, directed by
strong, honest forces that can feel

and live the parts of all the charac-

ters and can thus inspire convincing

interpretations. The belief that the

public really wants broad indecen-

cies is a fallacy. There is no fur-

ther place on the screen for such

misguided humor, and the smal!

proportion that wants that sort of

thing can get it elsewhere."

Tastes of the masses have not yet

been developed to patronize the

sophisticated pictures sufficiently,

Lightman stated, but it is necessary

to make a few such pictures in or-

der to raise the standard. A few
good, big musicals would be very
timely, he said, but cycles of this

kind should be avoided.
Short subjects have unlimited

possibilities, the M. P. T. 0. A. head
declared, because of the wide range
of matter they can cover, but this

part of the program too frequently
has been carelessly thrown together.

He believes too many shorts are be-

Harman-lsing Expand
To meet' production needs, Harman-

Ising Productions have found it neces-
sary to enlarge their quarters and have
just leased the entire second floor of
their present location at 5653 Holly-
wood Blvd. Hugh Harman and Rudolph
Ising arc the creators of "Looney Tunes"
and "Merrie Melodies," which they arc
producing in association with Leon
Schlesinger.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
(^YRIL GARDNER, who directed

"The Doomed Battalion" for
Universal, has been given one of the
company's crack assignments for
next year. It is the H. G. Wells
novel, "The Invisible Man." Garrett
Fort is completing the adaptation
and Boris Karloff will play the title

role.
* * *

Louise Fazenda is back at Universal City
to be starred in a number of two-reel com-
edies under the supervision of Warren Doane.
The first is "Tonight's the Night." James W.
Home will direct. The comedy construction
staff of the unit, in addition to Doane and
Home, includes Vernon Smith and J. A.
Howe.

Jerry Horwin and Marion Dix are
the authors of "Two Against the
World," which will star Constance
Benett at Warner Bros., with Archie
Mayo directing. Sheridan Gibney is

preparing the screen play.
* * *

Val Burton, composer, and Dr. Edward
Kilneyi, musical genius who at one time
was George Gershwin's teacher, are arrang-
ing and scoring musical pictures for inde-
pendent producers. They have at their

disposal the complete library of the Sam Fox
Music Corp., which is reputed to be the
largest in the world. They have worked on
"Lena Rivers," "Igloo" and other produc-
tions. They are making their headquarters at

the Tiffany studios.

* * *

Aben Kandel, former M-G-M sce-

narist, attracted a capacity crowd
at the Temple Israel with his lecture

on his book, "Rabbi Burns." It is

likely he will repeat his lecture soon
at another Los Angeles gathering.
He is also the co-adaptor of "Won-
der Bar," Al Jolson's stage produc-
tion.

The title of Kay Francis's next starring
picture for Warner Bros., based on a story
by Robert Lord and James Ashmore Creel-
man, has been changed from "S. S. Atlantic"
to "One Way Passage." The picture is now
being cast, and three players, Walter Walker,
Douglas Gerrard and Herbert Mundin, have
been definitely assigned.

* * *

Harry Beresford has signed with
Paramount to enact the role of an
aged Russian priest in "Forgotten
Commandments."

^ ^ ^

Recent additions to the cast of First Na-
tional's "Tiger Shark" are Vince Barnett and
Henry Armetta. The picture, authored and
directed by Howard Hawks, starts produc-
tion this week.

Richard Bennett and Alison Skip-
worth are playing the leads in Para-
mouht's "The Sporting Widow."

With the signing of 11 -year-old Douglas
Haig. the cast of Columbia's "Attorney fot

the Defense," which carried the working title

of "Criminal Court," is completed. Edmund
Lowe and Constance Cummings are playing
the principal roles.

Vivien Oakland, Wade Boteler,
Shirley Grey, Rose Dione and Rus-
sell Hopton are recent additions to

the cast of Universal's "Back
Street."

* * *

Brooks Benedict has been cast to play a
newspaper chatter wn-iter in RKO-Radio's
Constance Bennett starring vehicle, "The
Truh About Hollywood."

* * *

Tom Reed, veteran Universal writ-
er, wrote the original screen play for
"Radio Patrol," which has attracted
much attention at previews. The pic-

ture was directed by Edward Cahn.

Ben Englander of Lichtig and Englander
has returned to his duties after a recent ill-

ness.

ing turned out at the expense of
quality.

Lightman also stated that a big
part of the public has not kept pace
with the rapid advancements of the
screen and they still look upon the
films with pretty much the same
contempt as they did in the early
days. He urged steps to cultivate

the proper public attitude and ap-
preciation, as well as to stir up sup-
port for the finer contributions of

the screen which thus far have met
with scant response.

MAYNARD UNIT ON LOCATION
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Exteriors for "Hell-

Fire Austin," starring Ken May-
nard, are being made at Lone Pine.
The Tiffany picture is being directed
by Forrest Sheldon, with Ivy Mer-
ton, former stage actress, playing
opposite the star. The supporting
cast includes Nat Pendleton, Alan
Roscoe, Jack Perrin and Lafe Mc-
Kee. Art McCord s doing the cam-
era work.

ROOSEVELT CLOSING
Chicago — Balaban & Katz will

close the Roosevelt, State St. house,
tomorrow. Closing is for an indefi-

nite period, according to Walter
Immerman.

CAROLINA THEATER CHANGES
Charlotte, N. C. — Recent theater

changes in the Carolinas include
Lyric, Honea Path, S. C, taken over
by 0. D. Armistead from P. C. Os-
teen; Ritz, Beaufort, taken over by
R. S. Sloman from Mrs. Lela Mur-
phy and name changed to Arcadia;
Amusu, Inman, S. C, taken over
by Amusu Theater Inc. from J. R.
Woffard.

The Wake in Raleigh and the
Criterian here, owned and operated by
Criterian Amusement Co., will be
ready for opening about June 1.

The old Rex, a Negro house here,
has been remodeled and the name
changed to Lincoln. Charley Amag-
nos operates it.

HUNGARIAN TALKER HERE
"Csak Egy Kislany" ("The Only

Girl"), first all-talking Hungarian
feature made entirely in Hungary,
has been imported by the New Era
Film Exchange. Other films to be
handled by New Era this year are
"Jis Godel" ("Jewish Prayer") in

two reels, and 14 German features.
Emil Rosenbaum and Joe Weinberg
are president and vice-president,
respectively, of the company.

UNION MEN GO ON STRIKE

{Continued from Page 1)

theaters where stage shows have
been dropped. Arthur immediately
filled the vacant posts with men
from the Brotherhood of M. P. Em-
ployees, unaffiliated with the A. F.
of L. Union heads are said to have
refused a compromise offer from
Arthur to keep one stage hand in
film houses. Only three of the Ar-
thur theaters, in Springfield, Hart-
ford and Bridgeport, have had stage
shows as a regular policy recently.

H. B. Franklin Completes
RKO Divisional Setup

(Continued from Page 1)

lin. Harry MacDonald has been
named divisional director for the
New England territory.
The sub-divisions of the New York territory

have H. R. Emde as division manager of
Greater New York; Joe Lee in a similar posi-
tion for the Brooklyn, Jr., houses; Lou Gold-
ing for New York State and J. M. Brennan
for New Jersey and Washington. Nate
Blumberg is divisional director over these
areas. Asher Levy, in charge of the Cen-
tral division, has supervision over Omaha,
where Morgan Ames is Division manager,
Harry MacDonald, divisional drector for New
England, has no sub-division within his
sphere. Neither has Charles Koerner, south-
ern division director with headquarters at

Dallas. Cliff Work, director of the coast
territory, has San Francisco, where Len
Brown is division manager, and the North-
west, where Homer Gill occupies a similar
position, in his charge. Nat Holt, divisional

director of the middle west, will supervise
Cleveland, Cincinnati and Detroit, where J.
E. Firnkoess, I. Libson and Arthur Fruden-
feld. respectively, are division managers.
New York operations center about the

operating 'cabinet' which meets daily. These
meeings, presided over by Franklin, include
Martin Beck, in charge of vaudeville; Joseph
Plunkett, vice-president; Herschel Stuart, in

charge of field operations; Phil Reisman, in

charge of film-buying; Herman Zohbel, treas-

urer of RKO; Robert Sisk, in charge of

advertising and publicity; Nate Blumberg,
New York divisional director; D. P. Canavan,
in charge of the construction and mainten-
ance department; Major L. E. Thompson, in

charge of personnel, and Myron Robinson, in

charge of real estate. Included in the new
organization set-up are William Mallard, legal

department; J. M. Maloney, insurance; Dor-
othy M. Crawford, promotional work through
organizations; F. H. White, taxes and assess-

ments, and Bruce Powell, merchandise.

RKO HOUSE ORGAN RENAMED
"Now" has been selected by RKO

theater officials for the name of the
house organ formerly known as

"The Voice of RKO." Eddie Eckels
is now editor.

CHIC. SMPE MEET MAY 5

Chicago—This month's meeting of

the Chicago Section of the S.M.P.E.
will be held on Thursday, May 5, at

6:30 P. M., in the Electric Associa-

tion Rooms. The Baron Shiba film

has been obtained for this meeting.

Drama as Stage Show
Chicago—The Oriental, B. b K. thea-

ter, is presenting "Zombie," mystery
drama that recently completed a run at

the AdelphI Theater, as its stage attrac-

tion this week. Pauline Starke, former

picture star, is featured. On the screen

is "Sky Bride."
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CIRCUITS WON'T CUT SCALE

TO OFFSET ADMISSION TAX

{Continued from Page 1)

circuit executives in New York in-

dicates that no effort will be made
to evade the tax by reducing admis-
sion prices. In other words, where
the scale is 50 cents, the price will

not be cut to 44 or 45 cents, which-
ever is finally fixed as the exemption
top.

One interpretation of the Senate
committee's upward revision in the

tax bill is that it was made unin-

tentionally in the belief that the

committee was concurring with the

House bill. This is expected to be
straightened out in a joint House
and Senate conference.

James W. Gerard Heads
M.P. Club Forum Today

{Continued from Page 1)

needed to save it from chaos. More
than 200 film executives are ex-

pected to attend this Forum session,

the third in the series being held

every Tuesday at the club with a

special table d'hote luncheon at $1.

MANNON HAS THREE TO GO
Program of 12 features being pro-

duced by Supreme Features for

Weiss Bros, will be completed with-

in two months, said Al Mannon in

New York yesterday. Nine of the

pictures are now finished. The other

three are titled: "Where Are Your
Children?", "Auctioned Off" and

"Confidential."
Mannon is discussing next year's

program with Weiss Bros.

PONCE ON HIS OWN
After three years with the NBC

artists' bureau, Philip L. Ponce has

gone into business for himself to

manage picture and radio stars in

connection with broadcasting work.

He has established offices at 17 East

49th St.

NAMED RCA BUILDING
By agreement with Rockefeller

Center, Inc., RCA and the National

Broadcasting Co., the 70-story cen-

tral building which will dominate
Radio City has been named the

RCA Building.
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REMINDER

A Field Day for the kids

will build Saturday morning

biz. Have newspaper sponsor

it. Tie in with schools.

lALTO
PUILM.DALY

M[W YORIC LOS ANGELES

• • • AND MEBBE the Universal boys aren't all steamed

up over that Washington international premiere of "The
Doomed Battalion" with army searchlights sweeping

the sky and the band of the Veterans of Foreign Wars
playing the police had their hands full handling the

mobs trying to get a look out front at the Rialto it was
a typical Hollywood opening only more so foi

the guests included cabinet ministers, foreign ambassadors, and
military attaches from all the legations also governors
of various states military and naval commanders
congressmen social leaders

• • • MOST OF the Washington papers tout it as the
most notable premiere in the history of the Capital

with the reviewers usually a hard boiled bunch
going into raves calling it "epical" "spectacular"

and like gorgeous box-office woids looks as if

Universal has SOMETHING

• • • LITERARY NOTES it is but seldom that

we soar into that rarified atmosphere where dwell our lead-

ing literary lights who are always snififing snootily at

the film biz as something low, common and vulgar so we
take huge delight in noting a faux pas that has been pulled by
one of the ultra ultra literary rags they credit a contrib
as an original from one of their Select Set that was writ-

ten by one of the gents who rides on bumpers of through trains

and makes his headquarters in the "jungles" and "stems" of the

Hobo Fellowship of America the article was published
originally in the January issue of the "Hobo Magazine"
printed, edited and written by Hoboes and we copied it

with due credit in this kolyum last December 28th by
special request of the Chief Editor a pal of ours
a fine gentleman who will steal a ride on the Pennsy
or Santa Fe any time but he draws the line at stealing

another editor's junk

• • • THE MAG that commits the bull is the New English

Weekly edited by no less than A. R. Orage who
as editor of the "New Age" made the mag and himself famous
throughout the literary world gosh, if they'll lift stuff

from the Hoboes wouldn't be at all surprised in

the next issue to see a contrib cribbed from a Hollerword

scenario these Literary Lights will stop at nothing, it

seems so as you probably don't subscribe to the New
English Weekly and the Hobo Magazine depending on

this kolyum for all that's best in Literatoor we are run-

ning the Hobo's Psalm again it goes

• • • "HOOVER IS my shepherd, I shall not want
he maketh me to lie down on park benches he leadeth

me beside still factories he arouseth my doubt in the

Republican Party he leadeth me in the path of Destruction

for his party's sake yea, as I walk through

the Valley of the Shadow of Destruction I fear evil,

for thou art with me the politicians and the profiteers

they frighten me thou preparest a reduction

in my salary before me in the presence of mine enemies

thou anointest my income with taxes my Ex-

pense runneth over surely unemployment and poverty

will follow me all the days of thy Administration and

I shall dwell in a mortgaged house forever." and it

STILL eoes for us Film Bos as well as the Hoboes .

« « « » » »

MONOGRAM BOARD OKAYS

PROGRAM OF 32 FEATURES

(Continued from Page 1)

ducted by Trem Carr, Monogram
production head, are successfully
concluded. Remainder of the group,
announced by President W. Ray
Johnston, includes:

"God's Country," by James Oliver
Curwood; "The Thirteenth Guest,"
a novel by Armitage Trail, author of
"Scarface"; "Jungle Bride," by Har-
vey Wilkson; "Man's Law," by Peter
B. Kyne; "The Ape," a stage play
by Adam Hull Shirk; "The Girl from
Calgary," by James Oliver Curwood;
"Black Beauty," the well known
classic by Anna Sewell; "West of
Singapore," by E. Morton Hough;
"Hell's Highway," an original by
Eleanor Welty; "The Wayne Murder
Case," a serialized novel by Arthur
Hoerl; "The Return of Casey Jones,"
suggested by the old song; "Devil's
Mate," by Joseph Allaire Kehoe;
"Guilty or Not Guilty," by Arnold
Stimson; "A Strange Adventure," by
E. Morton Hough; "The Fire Pa-
trol," by Raymond C. Ray,

Producers and directors signed to

collaborate on the new program in-

clude M. H, Hoffman, C. C. Burr, I.

E. Chadwick, Trem Carr, Christy
Cabanne, Otto Brower, Louis King,
Karl Brown and Harry Frazer.

Eight stunt features starring Rex
Bell, well known husband of Clara
Bow, and eight westerns with a
"surprise" star, complete the bal-

ance of "Monogram's Magnetic 32,"

as the new program is announced.

The lineup as okayed here ex-
cludes the group of eight specials

to cost $100,000 announced at the
recent Monogram convention in New
Orleans.

Harry Hendrick Joins
Harry Arthur Circuit

{Continued from Page 1)

Poll, Springfield. Later it is expected
that the Bijou, this city; Globe,
Bridgeport, and the Nelson, Spring-
field will be given Hendrick supervi-
sion.

Ssiij^iSi

MANY PAPPY RETUM

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

May 3
Mary Astor

Juliette Compton
Seton L. Miller

Jacl< Rieger



BRYLAWSKI URGES UNISON

WITHIN THE fILM INDUSTRY

(Continued from Page 1)

the present crisis, declares A. Julian
Brylawski, prominent exhibitor lead-
er, in a statement to The Film
Daily.
"Almost any industry that you can

think of is homogeneous, an or-
ganization of any kind, manufac-
turing, selling and distributing, in

which the interests of all are recog-
nied by all," says Brylawski. "In
the peculiar industry of the motion
picture, many exhibitors have re-
marked that it was the only indus-
try in which the manufacturer, dis-
tributor and retailer fail to live to-
gether harmoniously. After 28
years of experience and observation
in seeing this industry grow and
develop, and having been in a posi-
tion to observe all sides of its many
controversies and frictons, disputes,
predjudices and hatreds, I have come
to the conclusion that this peculiarly
divided but oddly connected indus-
try is comparable only to the Siam-
ese twins.

"This simile is surely an apt one.
Producer, manufacturer, and exhibi-
tor are each incapable of living with-
out the other. One may not die
without the death of both. The same
life blood courses through both of
their veins. They have separate
hearts, separate stomachs and
brains, but the health of one de-
pends entirely on the health of both.
If one is weak, both are weak. If
one is injured, both are injured. If
one is starved, both must die. Cum-
munistic demands or selfish prac-
tices on the part of one or the other
reacts on both. Adverse legislation
against one is adverse legislation
against both.

"I have thought of this picture
so many times that it seems an
actual living thing to me, that be-
ings so dependently connected
should, upon reaching the age of

Tuesday, May 3, 1932

Toledo, O.—Three leading first run
houses, the Paramount, Princess and
Rivoli, have reduced prices to 15
cents from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 25
cents from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m., and 35
cents after 6 p.m.

COMING & GOING

FRANK BORZAGE, Fox director who re-

turned last week from London with a photo-
graphed talking version of "Cavalcade," Noel
Coward stage hit, is on his way to the coast.

WILLIAM GARGAN, who has been play-
ing on Broadway in "The Animal Kingdom,"
leaves today for Hollywood under contract to

RKO. Another RKO stage recruit, LESLIE
BANKS, also is on bis way to the coast.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, advertising and
exploitation director of Warner Theaters,
leaves New York today on a trip for a series

of advertising conferences with theater and
zone managers in Albany, Cleveland, Pitts-

burgh and Washington.
W. B. FRANK, New York representative

of Mack Sennett, is en route to the coast.

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN, JOSEPH K.
PLUNKETT, BOB SISK and PHIL REIS-
MAN leave for the coast tomorrow.
MRS. KIRK McGEE, wife of the Roxy

assistant manager, is on board the He de
France en route to Europe.
WILLIAM SAAL of Tiffany is en route to

New York from the Coast.
EDDIE HITCHCOCK has returned to New

York after exploiting opening of "The Lost
Batallion" at the Rialto, Washington.
BUDD GRAY has gone to Scranton to

handle opening on "Grand Hotel."

Mineral Point, Wis.—A. P. Des-
ormeaux, who recently formed the
Mineral Point Theater Co. and is

manager of the Majestic in Madison,
Wis., has leased two local houses,

The Municipal and World.

Hoquiam, Wash.—C. A. Swanson,
exhibitor in Everett, was kidnapped,
chloroformed and robbed by two
bandits recently on the Snake River
Road near here. He was thrown
upon the highway and his car set

on fire.

SIX WESTERNS INCLUDED

IN NEW WARNER LINEUP

(Continued from Page 1)
program. The series will start to
go in work late this month, with
casts recruited from regular War-
ner-First National players and other
western talent.

Racine, Wis.—Max Krofta, for-
merly manager of the local Granada,
has leased the Douglas, formerly
managed by Bob Ungerfeld.

maturity and wisdom, certainly be
made to realize how inter-dependent
their lives must remain.

"Curtailment of exhibitor revenue
restricts the food of the producer
and an injury is sustained by both.

Additional expense in the cost of

producing, or the cost of exhibiting,

means damming the life flow of good
pictures, upon which they both de-

pend. Anemic pictures produce less

revenue at the box office and necessi-

tate again less expensive production
and consequently poorer pictures

which in turn mean less intake at

the box-ofiice, a vicious contracting
circle which must inevitably close

in on itself, to the destruction of

the industry.
"If this monstrosity has managed

to live to adult size it is only be-

cause its in-born vitality has en-

abled it to survive to the present
day. Its growth has been incom-
plete, however, and its continued
existence precarcious. It has al-

ready had several narrow escapes
and has passed through several
crises, several sicknesses, any of

which might well have proven fatal

but for the fortunate application of

restoratives in time.

"I refer particularly to the com-
ing of the feature motion picture,

when the two reeler was palling on
the appetites of the amusement pub-
lice in 1912-14, which witnessed the
death of so many of the smaller
theaters. I refer again to the silent

motion picture and the life saving
appearance of sound pictures and I

seriously believe, with the quarter
of a century of motion picture ex-
perience behind me, this industry to-

day faces the greatest crisis since
its inception.

"Lack of harmony and cooperation
on every hand, whether it be be-
tween the relations of producer and
exhibitor or when the industry is

called upon to stand unitedly before
legislative bodies, harassed by the de-
pression, faced with curtailed and
poorer production and with admis-
sion taxes and other expenses added,
I foresee the almost complete col-

lapse of a mighty industry unless all

parties, all heads, all leaders, all

executives get together and quick-
ly lay aside prejudices, pride and all

preconceived methods of previous
inharmonious relations and weld all

interests into a homogeneous whole.
"The process may entail surgical

operations, the displacement of ex-
ecutives and leaders in high places,
economies of production, distribu-

tion and exhibition and all necessary
sacrifices that must be made to get a
harmonious and inter-dependent or-
ganization.
"The Siamese twins must be a

one person industry, united, similar
to other industries, composed, har-
monious, mobile, and valorous, to
survive the attacks now being
made upon it."

"CONGRESS DANCES" MAY 12
American premiere of "Congress

Dances," the big Ufa success being
released here by United Artists, has
been set for May 12 at 9 P. M. at
the Rivoli.

U CLOSES MILWAUKEE HOUSE
Milwaukee—The Alhambra, first-

run operated by Universal, has
closed for the summer. Fred S.

Meyer, president of the M. P. T. 0.
of Wisconsin, is managing director
of the theater.

REOPENING WITH DUALS
Chicago—The Loop End theater,

which recently closed as a stock
burlesque house, has announced it

will reopen shortly with double fea-
tures.

"GRAND HOTEL" HOLDS
Baltimore—"Grand Hotel" is be-

ing held for a second week at the
Auditorium, after hanging up a new
record for one week's gross. Pic-
ture seems destined to break all

roadshow records in this city.

F. N. RELEASING 2 ON MAY 28
First National will release "Two

Seconds," Edward G. Robinson's first

love drama for the screen, and "The
Strange Love of Molly Louvain,"
featuring Ann Dvorak and Lee
Tracy, on May 28.

OPENS MIDWEST BRANCH
St. Louis — Thomas McKean of

Progressive Pictures has been ap-
pointed representative of Supreme
Screen Service in the St. Louis and
Kansas City territory.

NEW NOBLESVILLE HOUSE
Noblesville, Ind.—Nivoli Theaters

Corp. has leased space for a new
theater here.

Bernhard Adds Prize
In N. J. Theater Drive

Joseph Bernhard, head of Warner
theaters, is giving a personal prize,
paid out of his own pocket, in the
form of a trip to Bermuda to the
winner of the K.K.O. Drive being
conducted by Warner houses in the
New Jersey zone. The winner also
gets two weeks' vacation in addition
to his regular summer recess.

Eddie Millstein, one of the young-
est theater managers in the circuit,
won last week's hurdle prize, a $47
wrist watch.

4 RKO RELEASES IN MAY
RKO will release four features

this month, including John Barry-
more in "State's Attorney," May 13;
Ann Harding in "Westward Passage,"
May 27; "The Roadhouse Murder,"
with Eric Linden and Dorothy Jor-
dan, May 6; "Ghost Valley," star-
ring Tom Keene, May 13.

DICK RILEY A GRANDPA
Newark, N. J.—Dick Riley of the \

local ofiice of Warner Theaters is

passing around the cigars in celebra-
|

tion of the arrival of a baby at the i

home of his daughter, formerly em-
j

ployed at the Warner home office. '

MALL NEGOTIATING RELEASE
Edward Small has arrived in New

York from the Coast to arrange dis-

tribution on "Igloo," Eskimo pic-

ture made in Alaska. He may ar-

range for personal appearances of

leading male player, an Eskimo.

COLUMBIA FILM FOR ROXY
Columbia's "No Greater Love,"

formerly titled "The Road to Hap-
piness," has been booked by Charles
Griswold to play the Roxy starting
May 13. The film features Alexan-
der Carr and Richard Bennett.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Larry Kent Productions, motion pictures

;

S. W. Altman, 1450 Broadway, New York.
$10,000.
European Music Publishers Protective

Ass'n, theatrical business; J. Z. Wechsler, 261
Broadway, New York. $10,000.

District Amusement Corp., theatrical busi-
ness; I. Frey, 1540 Broadway, New York.
2,000 shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Allied Motion Picture Advertising Corp.,

New York City; United States Corp. Co.,

Dover, Del. 100 shares common.
CAPITAL INCREASES

DeLancey-Clinton Theaters Operating
Corp., New York, 200 to 11,300 shares no
par.

United Theater Enterprises, New York,
200 to 400 shares no par.
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Dissention Breaks Ranks in Cleveland Zoning Suit

VAN PRAAG SUCCEEDINyCHLAIFER ATWlVERSAL

90-Day Protection For Big Films Advocated by Kent
Urges System to Obtain

Greater Value Out
of Pictures

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Outstanding pictures

should be given protection for 90
days or more, and should be exploit-

ed and played to the limit of their
value, declares Sidney R. Kent. The
For president, who is here for con-

{Continued on Page 3)

A. H. SCHNITZER JOINS

Fl

A. H. Schnitzer, formerly short
subject manager for Pathe and for
10 years previous to that manager
of the RKO Pittsburgh branch, has
joined First Division Exchanges and
will be associated with Harry H.
Thomas, president, in the newly
opened Pittsburgh exchange. Thomas

{Continued on Page 8)

David Werner Appointed
Universal Casting Head

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — David Werner, for

several years talent and story scout

for Universal in New York, has been
appointed casting director at Uni-
versal studios, it is announced by
Carl Laemmle, Jr. He succeeds

Phil Friedman, who resigned to

enter the agency business following

a vacation in the East.

B. E. Brown, Marcia Remy and
Dorothy Hughes will assist Werner
in the casting office.

Only 31 French Features

Expected Ready in Fall

Paris— Only about 31 French productions,

outside of Paramount's Joinville studio output

win be ready for release this fall, a checkup

shows. Pathe-Natan will have 14; Vandal ef

Delac, 4; Osso, 3; "Jacques Haik. 2; Kaminsky,

4; Tobis Sonores, 2; Comptoir Francais Cinema-
tographique, 1; Forrester-Parrant, 1. A few
may be added to the list by small indepen-

dents, but these are uncertain.

Wm. De Mille Opposes Supervisor System
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Application of more independent thought in production, as opposed to

the supervisor system, was recommended by William C. De Mille at Monday night's

meeting of the Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences.

Co-operative Unit Plans
28 Features NextSeason

Big Scenario Losses
Deplored by Mike Levee

Deploring the fact that one pro-

ducing company on the coast "wrote
off $1,000,000 in scenarios intended

for 200 pictures," M. C. Levee told

the Motion Picture Club members
yesterday that under his co-opera-

{Continued on Page 3)

Harry Sherman, coast producer,
has formed a co-operative produc-
ing-exhibiting idea which he has
placed in the hands of several east-

ern circuit executives. The plan
calls for the production of a maxi-
mum of 28 features for the coming
season with costs pro-rated between
all involved. Details will be an-
nounced next week.

Gerard Urges Trust Law Changes

An amendment to the Sherman
Act, "by which men in business can

reasonably combine," was urged

yesterday by former Ambassador
James W. Gerard at the regular

Tuesday luncheon Forum of the

Motion Picture Club. "We are all

equally interested that your indus-

try should continue, and therefore I

urge that you do all within your

power and scope to do away with
{Continued on Page 8)

Daylight Saving Scale
Effected on RKO Circuit
A "Daylight Savings Hour Price,''

applying between 6 and 7 P. M.
nightly, is being put into effect over
the RKO circuit. At the Mayfair,
where the summer scale goes into

effect this Friday, the "Daylight
Hour" admissions will be 65 cents,

or 10 cents under the 75-cent sum-
mer top for week nights.

Cleveland Exhibs Withdrawing
From Suit Against Hays Group

Projection Hearings
Adjourned for a Week

Hearings on the Cleveland protec-

tion situation which have been in

progress in New York the last two

weeks were adjourned yesterday for

a week. Likelihood is that they will

not be resumed and that the ex-

hibitors' suit will do a fadeout.

Cleveland—Claims that the inde-
pendent theater owners now fighting
the Hays organization are demand-
ing as much protection over compe-
titive independents as they charge
affiliated theaters are demanding
over subsequent runs is one of the
factors in the growing dissention
among the indies resulting in moves
to withdraw from the suit. The Mt.

{Continued on Page 8)

M. Van Praag Returning
to Universal as

Sales Chief
M. Van Praag, National Screen

Service executive, is set to join Uni-
versal as general sales manager,
succeeding L. J. Schlaifer. He will
resume his former post following the
Universal sales meetings now being
held. Van Praag, who was formerly

{Continued on Page 3)

SALES FORCE OF 125

IN MONOGRAM DRIVE

Chicago — A sales force of 125
men, including district and branch
managers, will be in the field by May
9 when the first of a series of sales
drives is launched by Monogram
Pictures, it was announced yesterday
at a meeting of the company's sales
strategy board following an execu-
tive committee Monday. This force
will be scattered among the 33
Monogram branches and do not in-

{Continucd on Page 3)

Branch Office "Changes
Are Effected by RKO

Frank McNamee, Washington
manager for RKO, is succeeding,
Sam Rosen, resigned, as manager of

the company's Philadelphia ex-

change. Bob Floliard, salesman,
becomes branch manager in Wash-
ington. Jack Wexler has been
added to the RKO Pittsburgh staff

as a salesman.

Virginia Censors Pass

58 Films Without Cuts

Richmond, Va. — Virginia censors, generally

regarded as among the most severe in the coun-
try, have just passed 58 films, comprising 222
reels, without a single deletion, it is shown in

the latest bi-weekly bulletin. In the case of

two features, the censors after ordering minor
cuts, changed their minds and permitted the

films to be shown without deletions.
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FINANCIAL

83,990 Majority Favors
Baltimore Sunday Shows
Baltimore—A majority of 83,990

out of a total of 141,974 was polled

by the liberal Sunday forces at Mon-
day's election, yesterday's late re-

turns showed.

AMPA TO FETE T.P.R.O.A.
The Theatrical Press Representa-

tives of America will be the guests
of honor at the A. M. P. A. tomor-
row. Among those to preside at the
dais are Hector Fuller, Beauvais
Fox, Howard Garrick, David M.
Kaufman, Ed Giroux, and Frank
Reid, secretary and treasurer of
the T. P. R. 0. A. Jack Benny will
be master of ceremonies, and Mitzi
Green will give some of her imper-
sonations.

Jack Cohen Resigns as

W. B. Theater Attorney
Jack Cohen, attorney for the War-

ner theater department, resigned
from the firm yesterday.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"....
Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Pathe Exch
RCA
RCA pf. "B"....
RKO
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros. . .

.

NEW YORK
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NEW YORK BOND MARKET
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STARDOM FOR TALA BIRELL
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Tala Birell, whose

first American picture, "The Doomed
Battalion," received a big hand in

Washington, where it is playing its

first extended run, will be starred
by Universal in a Hobart Henley
production, "Broken Dream of Holly-
wood."

LAIT DOING 2 FOR ROGERS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack Lait will supply

two of the stories for the eight fea-
tures being made by Charles R.
Rogers for Paramount. They are
"I Can't Go Home" and "The Girl
Without a Room."

ED HELOUIS WITH COLUMBIA
Ed Helouis has resigned from

RKO and joined Columbia as office

manager of the New York Ex-
change. Helouis was with Pathe
and RKO for 16 years, being audi-
tor of the former company until
last fall.

JOLSON STARTING FILMS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAJLY
Hollywood—Al Jolson is here to

begin preparations for appearing in

"Heart of New York" for United
Artists. It is an original by Ben
Hecht, with music and dialogue by
Irving Caesar, and Harry d'Arrast
will direct under supervision of
Lewis Milestone. Jolson, on his ar-
rival, said he has quit the stage for
good. After making two pictures,

he plans a concert tour in Europe.

ENGLISH FILM FOR SONO
''Bachelor's Folly," Gainsborough

production based on Edgar Wal-
lace's "The Calendar," has been
acquired by Sono Art-World Wide
for U. S. distribution on its new
program. Herbert Marshall and
Edna Best are starred in the pic-

ture, which will have pre-release
showings this summer.

PARA. SIGNS 3 PLAYERS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has sign-

ed James Gleason for "The Chal-
lenger," starring George Bancroft;
Evalyn Knapp for a principal role
in The Sporting Widow," and John
Deering for "Forgotten Command-
ments."

15^

TECHNICOLOR NETS $676,475

Net of Technicolor for the year

ended Dec. 31 was $676,475, equal

to $1.31 a share. Current assets are

$613,727, against liabilities of $74,-

631.

New York
1.^40 Broadway
BRyant 0-4712

Long Island City
1S4 Crcacent St.

STillweU 4-7940

I
Eastman Films |

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc.|

Chlcafo
1727 Indiana At*.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
J.J

6700 Santa Monica *.«

Blvd. «
HOLlywood 4121 tt
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STANLEY OPERATOR CUT
Philadelphia—Following a series

of meetings, the operators em-
ployed in Warner-Stanley houses
have agreed to accept a 10 per cent
reduction in scale. Date when the
plan goes into effect is now being
fixed. Willard Patterson and Wil-
liam Goldman negotiated the revi-
sion.

ALBANY VOTES SUN. SHOWS
Albany, N. Y.—By a vote of 18

to 1, the common council has adopt-
ed an ordinance providing for Sun-
day movies. Religious leaders will

press for a hearing before the pro-
posal goes through.

BIG TURNOUT FOR THOMAS
Between 400 and 500 film men

are expected to attend the Harry
Thomas testimonial dinner Monday
night at the Aster.

,•,#,',,,,

"CONGORTLLA" FOR FOX
Fox is understood slated to dis-

tribute "Congorilla," produced by
Martin Johnson. A deal for this

feature had been under way with
Paramount.

RENE CLAIR FILM COMING
"A Nous La Liberte," Rene Clair's

latest film, will have its American
premiere at the Europa following the
run of "Liebeskommando" (Love's
Command"), the Viennese screen op-
eretta which is now playing in the
second week of its engagement.

CONTINUING VAUDE
Four RKO houses playing vaude-

ville in addition to pictures will con-
tinue this policy, despite reports to
the contrary, said Martin Beck prior
to sailing last night on the Bremen.
They are the Flushing, Kenmore
Coliseum and Fordham.

6 EDUCATIONALS IN JUNE
Six subjects are set for release

by Educational in June. The list

includes "Torchy's Two Toots," June
5; Harry Barris in "Now's the
Time," Vanity comedy, June 12; a
Mack Sennett comedy, two Terry-
Toons and a Romantic Journey,
June 19.

MARTEL PRODUCING ANOTHER
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Alphonse Martel, who

produced "Hearts of Romany," is

making another feature, entitled

"Figolette.' Production is at Tec-.
Art.

WArI NC OR»OR ATEO
Moved to 700-702 VERNON AVENUE

Long Island City

Phone STillweU 4-2330

For Raw Stock-Film Storage Vaults and
Library Shots.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: RKO Spring Golf Tournament,
Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.

May 5 : Monthly meeting of Chicago Sec-
tion, S.M.P.E., Electric Association
Rooms, Chicago. 6:30 P. M.

May 5-6: Universal regional series conven-
tion, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 5-8: Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam.
Holland.

May 7 : Movie Ball, Ljrric Theater, Balti-
more.

May 8-9 : Universal regional sales convention.
Park Central Hotel. New York.

May 9: Testimonial dinner to Harry H.
Thomas, Hotel Astor, New York, 8 P.M.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

May 16-18: RKO annual sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

Jlay 16-20: Fox sales convention, Park Cen-
tral Hotel, New York.

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conven-
tion, Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion
Picture Theaters* Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kan.

May.: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger,
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n. Hotel Astor. New; York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales con-
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe!
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall.

Columbus. O.
June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocky

Mountain Theater Owners* Ass'n. Den-
ver.

July IS: Educational-Tiifany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

"MIDNIGHT LADY" NEW TITLE
"The Midnight Lady" is the new

title of the Chesterfield feature pre-

viously known as "That Notorious

Woman." Richard Thorpe directed

and cast is headed by Sarah Pad-
den, John Darrow, Claudia Dell,

Theodore von Eltz, Montagu Love,

Donald Keith, Lucy Beaumont, Lina

Basquette and Brandon Hurst.

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

FILM AND DISC RECORDING
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment

—

Large Stage
For Motion Picture Work

Re-Recording on Disc and Film
Guaranteed Quality and Service

STANDARDSOUND RECORDING CORI
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hilt 2-1155-6-7
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VAN PRAAG SUCCEEDING

SCHLAIEER AT UNIVERSAL

(Continued from Page I)

with Universal, ibecame identified

with National Screen in April, 1931,

when Ad-Vance Trailer Service was
absorbed by that company. Schlaifer

was formerly with United Artists

and other major companies.

Big Scenario Losses
Deplored by Mike Levee

{Continued from Page 1)

tive plan as incorporated in the

Screen Guild such losses will be im-

possible. Levee outlined briefly his

cooperative plan whereby stars will

receive 20 per cent of their agreed
prices for services and 80 per cent

in scrip, with 20 per cent of the

profits as an added bonus. He also

asked for "sympathetic cooperation

instead of an antagonistic attitude

from certain executives in New
York."

HERBERT CURTIS ON STAGE
Richmond, Va. — Herbert Curtis,

who was an actor before he turned
manager for one of the Wilmer &
Vincent houses, is back on the stage

with the Unter Williams Players at

the Lyric.

PHILLY NIXON GRAND FOR W.B.

Philadelphia—The Nixon Grand,

now closed for the summer, may be

a Stanley-Warner hoiise when it

reopens in the fall. That probably

means that the Metro, first-run the-

ater, will be the Bluebird,

TED WILSON LEASES HOUSE
Cashmere, Wash.—Ted Wilson has

leased the Royal from George Fas-

ken and will reopen it. The house

has been improved since closing last

January, an enlarged screen, im-

proved ventilating system and pro-

jection room apparatus' having been

installed.

BUYS ROXY, TWIN FALLS
Twin Falls, Ida.—Joe K. Koehler,

formerly Publix manager here, has

bought the Roxy. It is his first

independent venture. He has been

succeeded as manager of the Orph-

eum by Dick Older.

LEASES PORTLAND ORPHEUM
Portland — Ted Gamble, former

manager of the Orpheum here, has

taken a seven years' lease on the

Rialto.

'Roxy' to Use Color

S. L. 'Roxy' Rothafel has engaged

Gustav Brock, artist and hand color

specialist, as a member of the artist

staff of the Sound Picture Theater in

Rockefeller Center. Any black and

white picture to be presented at the

theater and which contains scenes or

sequences which lend themselves to

enhancement by coloring will be hand

colored. 'Roxy' years ago used hapd

coloring on black and white pictures

shown in houses under his direction.

AlONG
DAILV

™^ °IALTO
PHILM.DALY

NtWYORIC IDS ANGELES

• • • AT THE Empey Club Luncheon Forum yesterday

former U. S. Ambassador to Germany James W. Gerard

was the honored outside guest he gave us a lot of beau-

tiful thoughts on the General Uplift of the nation and the film

biz via propaganda pix he pictured a romantic and sexy

feature or two written around the colorful subject of the Income

Tax it set our vivid imagination to work before

he had finished his five-minute discourse we had worked

out a swell cast on the tablecloth

* « no *

• • • HEADING THE cast was Andrew Mellon, as the

blind old millionaire turned Philanthropist at the Court of St.

James Herbie Hoover, the call boy, always Optimistic,

but doing nothing about it Senator Brookhart, the guy

with a Message—^but the message was sent Collect, gosh darn

it and wliat a cast of Extras ! millions of Former
Patrons of the motion picture rushing frantically around

trying to get jobs to pay the tax to see a picture show
Hero and Heroine ? ellsbells ALL the Extras

wotta cast! we'd call our great epic "The Doomed Bat-

talion" but Universal beat us to it

• • • AND WHEN Mister Gerard had finished every-

body stood up and applauded it is so encouraging and
helpful to get these suggestions from Outsiders Looking In

then Mister Mike Levee stood up and offered a few Suggestions

as an Insider who naturally has a closer grasp

on the problems of the industry he told the assembled

film execs that the present methods of mass production could

not survive and WHY he mentioned casually a li'l

incident that had been brought to his attention it seems
last year one of the major producers had written off $1,000,000

on Unproduced Scenarios that gives you a general idea

of how Mass Production works in HoUerword to sum
up the plan of his Screen Guild briefly it calls for co-

operative production, with directors, writers and stars in the

high-salary brackets taking a nominal cut and gambling

on profits or losses the same as the producers do

• • • AND DID the assembled film execs get up on their

feet and applaud Mister Levee the way they did Mister Gerard
and his propaganda pix idea ? now, children, please don't

ask teacher Embarrassing questions the truth of the mat-
ter was that Mister Levee was trying to give the gang a graphic
picture of The Industry's Impending Flop and another
picture showing The Way of Salvation which can't be

done in Five Minute's speaker's time hell, you couldn't

tell some of those birds in five centuries ........

• • • SO THERE was nothing for Judge Louis Nizer
to do but stand up and declare a Mistrial he thanked
both counsel for the defense and prosecution Messrs.
Gerard and Levee for their masterly presentation of the
case excused the jury till next Tuesday when
the great trial of the People versus the Industry will be con-
tinued it's a Serial, folks and you know how all

serials end in a Clinch and that's just where
we all stand

« « « » » »

90-DAy PROTECTION

URGED FOR BIG FUNS
(Continued from Page 1)

ferences at the studio and was prin-
cipal speaker at the meeting of the
Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences
on Monday night, cited "The Cov-
ered Wagon" as an example of a
well-exploited picture that helped all

exhibitors. He declared that present
methods make it impossible for a
picture to obtain all the potential
value that is available to it.

Kent also urged a keen study of current
screen entertainment with a view to de-
termining whether the form should be changed.
He said lots of the industry's brains have not
had a chance, because executives were too
busy protecting their own positions.

Jack Warner, another speaker at the
Academy meet, spoke of company responsi-
bility to stockholders and said that highly
paid people should make sacrifices regardless
of contracts. Frank Woods was another
speaker. Conrad Nagel was unable to attend,
and Cecil B. De Mille presided.

Sales Force of 125

In Monogram Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

elude the force employed by P.D.C.,
Ltd., London.

Prizes aggregating $10,000 will be offered
between the American and British branches.
Reginald Smith of P.D.C. is cooperating with
W. Ray Johnston of Monogram in working
out the quotas and prize monies. Smith
and Arthur Levey, Monogram associate in

London, are due in New York at the end
of the month to go into details of the cam-
paign. The first drive, called "The Presi-
dent's Campaign" in honor of President John-
ston, runs for four months from May 9,

and a quota of $500,000 monthly between
the American and British offices has been set

by Sales Manager Eddie Golden.
Following the meeting here, Mr. and Mrs.

Johnston left for a 10-day motor trip to

Iowa and Minnesota, after which they will

drive back to New York.

JAMES ANDRUS IN SPOKANE
Spokane—James Andrus has suc-

ceeded Joe Cooper as manager of
the local RKO theater. Cooper is

now managing the RKO Orpheum in

Portland. Andrus was formerly as-

sistant to Homer Gill, Northwest
division manager for RKO theaters.

BUY $500,000 PELICAN THEATER
Klamath Falls, Ore.—Harry W.

Poole and associates recently bought
the mortgage on the $500,000 Peli-

can theater here. Poole has op-

erated four other theaters in Kla-
math Falls.

1

'many PAPWlgueNS

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

May 4
David H. Thompson

Paul Lazarus

Maria Corda

Joseph P. Mack
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IPX-OFFICE WRITTEN INTO EVERY
RAME-AND A ROLE THAT FLAMES
^TH BARRYMORE'S ACTING GENIUS

HN

Blistering Drama! ... of a man

who practised love as he practised

law. . to win! Who won women
with kisses . . . and juries with tricks!

One day— counsel to crooks. The

next— he hunted them down . . . but

in love—an outlaw always!

:s ATTORNEY //

Wl\th

fafionolly Released

VlAY 13th
usf when you need

Box-Office Smash

HELEN
Jill Esmond
Ralph Ince

TWELVETREES
Wm. (Stage) Boyd

Mary Duncan
Directed by George Archoinbaud. Adapted

by Gene Fowler, Author of the Best Seller

"The Great Mouthpiece" and Rowland Brown

Author of "Doorway to Hell."
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IN CLEVELAND ZONING SUIT

{Continued from Page 1)

Pleasant Amusement Corp. and the
Ambassador Amusement Corp. have
applied to the Federal Court to have
their names withdrawn as party
plaintiffs.

Berkowitz, Klinger and Stotter claim thai
the names of their companies were listed
as party plaintiffs without their consent, that
they are not in sympathy with the suit, and
that they refuse to be held financially re
sponsible for its pursuance.

Ernest Schwartz and B. Levine, operating
the S. & L. Amusement Co., the L. & S.
Amusement Co., and the Milo AmusemenI
Co., also claim their names were included
in the list of party plaintiffs without their

consent
It is rumored that other independent the-

ater owners will make similar claim. Inde-
pendents became active in opposing the
monopoly suit following' announcement of the
dismissal of the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors'
Ass'n as party plaintiff. The association was
dismissed as having no interest involved ex-

cept in it representative capacity.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

5 WARNER RELEASES IN JUNE
Warners will release five features

next month. One, "Street of Wo-
men," starring Kay Francis, is a
Warner production, while First Na-
tional will have Joe E. Brown in

"The Tenderfoot," Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., in "Love is a Racket,"
Warren William in "The Dark
Horse," and "Week-End Marriage,"
with Loretta Young and Preston
Foster.

CRUISE AT MAYFAIR
Fred Cruise, formerly manager

of the Rialto and Rivoli and more
recently manager of the Criterion,
Los Angeles, will replace Laurence
Griebe as manager of the RKO
Mayfair. Griebe will be assigned
another RKO house.

COMING & GOING

DARRYL ZANUCK, Warner Bros, chief
executive in charge of production, arrives

'?T^f.*rr'T-^°;i' ^J'^^y accompanied by DirectorsALFRED E GREEN, JOHN ADOLFI and
others all of whom will sail on the Bremen
tonight on an extensive search for new
star and story material.

x.PJ't^ A^x?^°^-^ FANCK, PAUL KOHNER,WERNER KLINGER and ELIZABETHKind who form part of the expedition
unit that will go to Greenland to make
Iceberg" for Universal, sail from New York

tonight on the Bremen for Hamburg, where
they will pick up other members ot the party
TOM KEENE, RKO western star, left

yesterday for Worcester, after which he will
visit Buffalo and then the RKO sales con-
vention in Chicago before returning to the
coast.

S. CHARLES EINFELD, Warner execu-
tive in charge of advertising and publicity
left yesterday for a series of conferences
with theater and zone managers in the Chica-
Ko Territory. He will return the first of
next week.

GEORGE ARLISS sails on the Berengari.-.
today for a vacation at his home in England.
LEE OCHS will return to New York

Monday.
HARRY D. WILSON returns to the coast

tcmcrrow.

SAM HORWITZ, Cleveland attorneys.
• '»T

*
,'l°"?*

yesterday after several daysm New York m connection with the Cleve-
land protection probe.

HOLLYWOOD
f-[ENRY B. WALTHALL has been

signed by First National for
"The Cabin in the Cotton," soon to
enter production. Richard Barthel-
mess is the star.

* *

ZaSu Pitts has won her third consecutive
RKO-Radio role. David O. Selznick as-
signed the comedipnne to an important part
in 'Is My Face Red?"

* * HfL

Hank Mann, one of the original
Keystone Cops, will play a part in
Paramount's Olympic Games com-
edy.

* *

Bruce Cabot today has been assigned to
make love to Constance Bennett in the role
of a film leading man in the star's new RKO-
Radio^ Picture, "The Truth About Holly-
wood," now in production.

* *

Joseph Cawthorn is a new mem-
ber of Maurice Chevalier's support-
ing cast in Paramount's "Love Me
Tonight," which Rouben Mamoulian
is directing.

.* * *
Beulah Bondi, who had important roles in

"Street Scene" and "Arrowsmith," has been
signed by Joseph M. Schenck for one of the
principal parts in "Rain," which Lewis Mile-
stone will place in rehearsal this week Thus
the four principal parts in "Rain" will be
fired by Joan Crawford, Walter Huston,
William Gargan and Miss Bondi.

* *

Mike Connelly, in association with
Jenie Jacobs, placed William Gar-
gan in "Rain.' Gargan has been
appearing on Broadway in "Animal
Kingdom."

* * *

Our Passine Show: Jack L. Warner, Dar-
ryl Zanuck. Wallace Ford, Charles Kenyon,
Leon Schlesinger, Robert Young, Joe Tack-
son. Ralph Block, Tom Reed, Johnny Mi'es
Jerry Horwin. Robert Lord, Mauri Grashin,
Kubec Glasmon, John Bright, John Stumar,
Lonnie d'Orsa, Jerry Asher, Ben Silvey,
Geoffrey Shurlock at the opening of "The
Crowd Roars."

>)> * *

Genial Regis Toomey was bom-
barded with offers on his return
from the East. Paramount wants
him for a picture, while Charles C.
Burr would like to star him in four
pictures. Universal has also made
an offer for his services.

* * *

Here and There : Ted Cook, James Gleason,
Rob Wagner, Buddy de Sylva bein'r added to
the membership of the West Side Riding and
Asthma Club; Edward J. Monta^ne. Mrs
Ernest S. Cowell. Warren Duff. Harold
Dodds. Arthur Lubin at "Mostly David" at
the Hollywood Spotlight theater; Rube
Welch. Mike Connellv and Charles Berner
chatting on Sunset Blvd.

4> * *

Hugh Herbert will write the screen
play of "A Parisian Romance." Al-
lied production based on the Richard
Mansfield stage hit.

*

Jo Swerling and Norman Krasna are all
smiles. Genevieve Tobin, who has a secret
yearning to become a director, declares their
script for "Hollywood Speaks" is perfect. By
the way, Genevieve will play a leading role
in the picture.

* *

Dave Miller, film editor for Wal-
ter Futter Productions, has been
making rapid strides. It is expected , ., „ ^,„.
that he will shortly be given the cious yacht.

opportunity to direct short subjects.
* * *

Manny Nathan of Nathan, Hahn and
Fairbanks, producers of "Strange As It
Seems," and Jerry Fairbanks are studying
flying and will soon apply for licenses as
pilots. They plan to equip a plane for use
in photographic subjects for their series of
pictures.

*

Stanley Cortez, brother of Ricardo
Cortez, is shooting second camera
on "Ric's" picture, "Is My Face
Red?" William A. Seiter is direct-
ing, with Lucien Andriot in charge
of the photography.

« * *

Walter Byron will play the role of Mr.
Briggs in "Week Ends Only" at Fox. The
young Englishman recently appeared in Alan
Mowbray's play. "Dinner Is Served," at the
Hollywood Playhouse. His recent pictures
include "Vanity Fair," "Sinners in the Sun"
and "Society GirL"

* * *

Denison Cliffs book, "The Man
About Town," will make its appear-
ance this month, as will his picture
of the same title. The picture was
made by Fox, with John Francis
Dillon directing. Warner Baxter is

the star.

Monte Blue will start work soon in "The
Stoker." first of four specials he is to make
for Allied Productions. It is a Peter B.
Kyne story, and Chester M. Franklin will
direct.

* !)! *

Billiards is the latest sport to at-
tract the attention of Wallace Smith,
prominent novelist and scenarist for
"The Lost Squadron." A new bil-

liard table has been installed in the
Smith "manse" in the HollvTvood
hills.

* « *

Bernard Schubert, New York playwright,
who, with Rube Welch, English producer,
has contracted to provide a different sort of
entertainment for the Fox West Coast cir-

cuit of theaters, has accepted a script assign-
ment with the Fox studios.

* * *

Frances Hyland is completing the
script of "Madame Bovary," Gustave
Flaubert's novel, for Allied Pictures.

4> « *

Horace Jackson has again postponed his
departure for New York to see the stage
presentation of "Animal Kingdom." This is

the current Gotham success which RKO pur-
chased and which Jackson is to adapt for
the screen.

* 4> *

A new Tallulah Bankhead will be
revealed on the screen shortly, ac-
cording to consensus of opinion on
the Paramount lot. Richard Wal-
lace's latest production, "Thunder
Below," in which Miss Bankhead
stars, is said to be an unusual pic-
ture.

* * *

William Bakewell, it is understood, will
be retained by Universal for another picture.
At present the M-G-M contract juvenile is

CHANGES IN TROST LAWS

ORGED BYJANES GERARD
(Continued from Page 1)

the nonsense of restriction and to
help lower taxes by bringing the

;

various tax matters to the atten-
tion of the people of America," said
Gerard. Restoration of foreign
business through a new basic Eng-
lish of 800 words, to be considered
as the universal language, was also
suggested by Gerard.

A. H. Schnitzer Joins
First Division Exchanges

(Continued from Page 1)

and Schnitzer are now in Pittsburgh
to lay out the new offices. Thomas
las other expansion plans under way
which will eventually cover most of
the territory east of Chicago. The
outfit expects to handle 75 indepen-
dent films next season.

1

SEE ALIEN BILL DELAY
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Although the Dick-

stein bill to restrict alien talent has
gone on the Senate calendar follow-
ing favorable report on the measure
by the Senate Committee this week,
it is said to be indefinite when the
bill will be reached. The measure
was amended by the committee to
exempt alien actors whose services
are required here by bona fide em-
ployers engaged in making films for
export, and provided persons can-
not be found here to fill the parts.

HAMM LEFT $4,225,447

St. Paul, Minn.—William Hamm,
one of the Finkelstein & Ruben cir-
cuit owners before sale of the the-
aters to Publix, and who died last
year, left an estate of $4,225,447,
according to an inventory filed in
Probate Court.

enacting the featured romantic lead in "Back
Street," co-starring John Boles and Irene
Dunne.

* *

Roy Del Ruth, Warner director,
has altered his vacation itinerary.
Instead of journeying abroad, Del
Ruth, accompanied by Bill Koenig,
plans a cruise to Alaska on his spa-

HARRY GOLDBERG FOR ALBEE
Harry Goldberg, formerly district

manager for RKO houses in Ohio
and Indiana, has been appointed
manager of the Albee, Brooklyn, re-
placing Herman Whitman who is

now managing the RKO Palace.

"LETTY LYNTON" HOLDING
Joan Crawford in "Letty Ljmton,"

M-G-M production, is slated to hold
over another week at the Capitol.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Interstate Motion Picture Theaters ; Exco

Lawyers Albany Service, 116 Nassau St..
New York. 100 shares common.
King Motion Pictures ; Phillips & Nizer,

1560 Broadway, New York. 90 shares com-
mon.
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>chulberg Sees Western Heroes Ousting Gangsters

chlaifeOot leavingTniversal asTeported

Launch Move To Eliminate Ten - Cent Admissions

A Spectator
. . . watch s the parade

By Jack Alicoate-

HOT newspaper copy is again at-

tracting CRITICISM . . . MIKE levee

should have been a CONGRESS-
MAN . . . GRAPEVINE reports have

it that DOUG has a natural in his

South Sea opera . . . Exhibitors and

an occasional NEWSPAPER are

again voicing an occasional
SQUAWK regarding hidden adver-

tising in pictures . . . This is sales

CONVENTION month with the 1932

selling campaign derby scheduled to

leave the post on May fifteenth . . .

HAROLD franklin is our champion

conference-at-luncher . . . There's

BIG doings going on at EDUCA-
TIONAL ... A. Z. is STILL the

daddy of them all . . . If an inter-

esting NATIONAL personality like

'ROXY' were working for us you'd
CERTAINLY hear MORE about
him . . . While pix biz is NOT good,
it is surely BETTER off than most
other lines . . . We're going to stick

our tongue out at the next MORON
who asks us who gave the BEST
performance in GRAND HOTEL . . .

JESSE lasky and ARTIE stebbins

are BOATING it via the Panama
Canal to Hollywood ... IF you're

MECHANICALLY-SCIENTIFICAL-
LY inclined (we're not) a trip to the

S. M. P. E. convention next week in

WASHINGTON is well WORTH the

effort . . . Despite ALLIED stump
speaking campaign, BROOKHART
bill will have tough sledding getting

past FIRST base . . . This fellow

CHAPLIN should be in the STU-
DIO working instead of galavanting

about. The industry needs him NOW
. . . It's TIME to do a thorough job

of SPRING CLEANING in that lit-

tle old theater ... As for us we
have an acute ATTACK of spring

fever and if you'll pardon us we'll

try and see what's the matter with

those cussed iron shots.

Publix-Warner Drop Dime
Policy in Parkersburg

By Agreement
In what may be a forerunner of

other efforts to eliminate 10-cent ad-
missions, four Parkersburg, W. Va.,
houses, including theaters operated
by Publix and Warner Bros, have
abandoned this policy as a result of
a local agreement. Under new poli-

cies just effected the Smoot, Warner
(.Continued on Page 8)

GOLFERS, AHENTION!

JUNE
22J8

THE DATE

Arrangements have been com-
pleted for holding the 20th Film
Daily Golf Tournament on Wednes-
day, June 22, at the Fenimore Golf
and Country Club, White Plains,

N. Y. In addition to the big array
(Continued on Page 8)

Franklin Tells Managers
No More Changes Slated
Letters to all RKO theater man-

agers were sent out yesterday by
Harold B. Franklin, assuring the
managers that no more changes in

the RKO field personnel would be
made except under circumstances
now unforseen. Franklin left for

Chicago and the coast last night.

Audience Is Best Censor
Motion pictures, being a mode of

expression, should not be subjected to
political censorship, M. J. O'Toole,
secretary of the M.P.T.O.A., told the
Religious Education Association at a
meeting at Columbia University yester-
day afternoon. Audiences are the best
censors, he declared.

SPREAD OF 'FAMILY NIGHT'

CITED BY C. E.

Between 2,000 and 3,000 theaters,
both affiliated and independent, are
now regularly giving "family night"
programs, former Governor Carl E.
Milliken of the Hays organization
told The Film Daily yesterday.
These are all neighborhood theaters,
he said.

Milliken declared that exhibitors
are learning that clubs and civic

(Continued on Page 6)

Zanuck Sees Trend
From Society Dramas

Trend in public film tastes is to-

ward action melodramas, as indi-

cated by the success of a number
of pictures of this type, declared
Darryl Zanuck of Warner Bros, upon
his arrival in New York yesterday
from the coast. He believes that
the society drama has lost popular-

(Continued on Page 8)

Comeback of Musicals, Westerns
Forecast by B. P. Schulberg

Talkies Cause Strike

In Japanese Theaters

Tokio—Following the successful presentation

of a Japanese-produced talker, "The Sailors'

Night Ashore," which dispenses with the ser-

vices of the benshi, or movie interpreters who
accompany films in Japan with dramatic nar-

rative, the benshi have gone on strike in 23

houses, with about 300 movie employees join-

ing them. Two houses are being kept open

without benshi.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Western heroes must

increase in importance comparable

to the daring gangsters who replaced

them in public adulation, says B. P.

Schulberg in speaking of production

trends. Film musicals always will

be popular if produced in limited

numbers and with great care in the
(.Continued on Page 6)

Return of Van Praag as

Sales Manager Is Denied
All Around

In justice to Uuiversal Pictures
Corporation, L. J. Schlaifer, its gen-
eral sales manager, and M. Van
Praag, National Screen Service ex-
ecutive, as well as in the cause of
accuracy in reporting. The Film
Daily is glad to whole-
heartedly correct its story of yester-
day and announce that no change
is contemplated by Universal in its

(Continued on Page 8)

POSTER lie" OFF

IF FOnOESN'T ACT

Due to the fact that Fox has not
enforced its edict against indepen-
glent poster exchanges up to the pres-

ent time, these companies are hold-

ing up plans for a second protest
mass meeting scheduled for New
York. It is likely that the plan will

be discarded if the distributing com-
pany lets the matter drop. Board of

directors of the new National Poster
Service Ass'n will meet at the Astor
on Monday night.

Harry Marx to Handle
Screen, Stage Talent

Harry Marx, formerly with Pub-
lix and more recently with Warner
Bros, theaters in the Pittsburgh ter-

ritory, plans to become a representa-

tive for screen, stage and radio

players. He is now in New York.

Television Still Distant

Sarnoff Says at RCA Meet

Indicating that the debut of television is still

some distance off, David Sarnoff, president of

RCA, at the annual stockholders' meeting stated

that "to attempt to market television equip-

ment prematurely would cause public disappoint-

ment and severely retard a development that

has great promise." He said the public would
not be willing to experiment with crude tele-

vision as it did with the early radio.
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10 RKO Short Subjects
On May Release Schedule
Ten short subjects are on the

RKO release schedule for May. They
include "Rule 'Em and Weep,"
Masquers Club comedy, with James
Gleason, Sam Hardy, Glenn Tryon,
Marion Shilling and others; "Steal-
ing Home," a Rufftown comedy star-
ring James Gleason with Harry
Gribbon; Pathe Review No. 11;
"Pots and Pans," Tom and Jerry
cartoon; "Happy Polo," Aesop Fa-
ble; Mickey McGuire in "Big Busi-
ness," produced by Larry Darmour;
"Spring Antics," another Aesop
Fable; "Gigolettes," a Gay Girl com-
edy with June MacCloy, Marion
Shilling and Gertrude Short; a one-
reel Vagabond entitled "Shanghai";
"The Promoter," featuring Benny
Rubin with Constantine Ramanotf
and Tom Kennedy.

SHERIDAN HERE WITH PLAYS
Oscar M. Sheridan, British film

producer and author who wrote,
composed and directed "Big Busi-
ness," Fox musical, in England, has
arrived in New York from Berlin
to discuss American production of
two new plays, "Farewell to Love"
and "More Than You Know."

BRADFORD WRITES SCORE
James C. Bradford has completed

the musical score for the Shippee-
Johnston production, "Wings Over
the Andes," which will be recorded
at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studios.
In addition to an elaborate musical
accompaniment, the picture will
have a narrative by Lowell Thomas.

ELLISON JOINS DICKINSON
Kansas City—Homer Ellison, for-

merly commercial representative
here for RCA Photophone for some
time, has joined the Dickinson cir-

cuit, assuming charge of Dickinson's
Garden City, Kan., houses this week.
,Don R. Davis succeeds him here.
A. C. Lindquist is local RCA man-
ager.

FRANKFORT THEATER FIRE
Frankfort, Ind.—Fire believed to

be of incendiary origin did consider-

able damage to the backstage sec-

tion of the Conley. House is fully

insured, says M. L. Conley, owner.
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RCA'S NET IMPROVES
Net income of $503,224, equal,

after charges and A preferred divi-
dends, to 20 cents a share on the
B preferred stock, is reported by
RCA for the first quarter of 1932.
While this is under the correspond-
ing period in 1931, it is an improve-
ment over the final quarter of last
year, when net equalled only two
cents a share on the B stock.

CARRILLO AT AMPA
In addition to the contingent from

the Theatrical Press Representatives
of America, the guest board at to-
day's luncheon of the A.M.P.A. in
Sardi's will include Leo Carrillo.

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

U's Midwestern Meet
Gets Under Way Today
Chicago—Universal's two-day mid-

western sales convention gets under
way this morning at the Drake Ho-
tel. Sessions will be conducted by
L. J. Schlaifer, general sales man-
ager. Also present are Carl Laem-
mle, Stanley Bergerman, Frank
Mastroly and Jack Ross, who ar-

rived with Schlaifer from the San-
Francisco meet, and the following
branch managers and salesmen:

Chicago—H. M. Herbal, manager; R. W.
Funk, B. Eisenberg, M. O. Brodsky, Ted
Meyers, Max Schwartz.

Dallas—R. C. McIIheran, manager; B. C.
Gibson, L. D. Lutzer, J. N. Lutzer, M.
Daniels.
Des Moines—Fred G. Sliter, manager ; J.

J. Jacobson.
Detroit — M. Gottlieb, manager; C. H.

Townsend. Ralph Abbott, E. P. Pickler,

George Wilson.
Indianapolis — Floyd Brown, manager;

George Levy, H. H. Hull, C. G. Butler.

Kansas City—William Benjamin, manager;
T. B. Wildman, E. M. Block, Guy Brad-
ford.

Milwaukee—G. Levine, manager ; J. F.

Camp, Mark Morgan.
Minneapolis — J. E. Garrison, manager;

Frank Eisenberg, F. E. Abelson, Ernie Hill.

J. Langan, F. Mantzke.
Oklahoma City—R. I. Payne, manager;

W. S. Quade, L. C. Baxley.
Omaha—J. M. Skorey, manager ; H. Lef-

holtz, Mr. Hensler, A. B. Seymour.
St. Louis—William Baker, manager; J. H.

Safarty, E. Einstein, Harry Mynes.

APPROVE SUNDAY SHOWS
Philadelphia—Action of the Upper

Darby township commission in ap-
proving Sunday amusements over

the protest of blue advocates has re-

newed agitation against restrictive

Sunday law.s in the Philadelphia
suburb.

ADOPTS BABY
Chicago—Miriam Hopkins, Para-

mount player, has taken out adop-
tion papers for a baby boy she
selected at an Evanston nursery for

waifs.

FRANK AYERS JOINS H.-J.

Frank Ayers, formei'ly of the

Pathe Exchange, has joined the pub-
licity department of the Harvey-
Jaediker agency.

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest

Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

Mavfair rheatre B'Ids. N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

m
Call-Board

DR. HUGO RIESENFELD
ROXY THEATRE

Commencing

May 13

HOLLYWOOD

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

\w

I

Today : Monthly meeting of Chicago Seo<
tion, S.M.P.E., Electric Association
Rooms, Chicago. 6:30 P. M.

May S-6: Universal regional series conven-
tion, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 5-8: Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 6-lb; International l"iim Exhibitiuii
Royal Automobile Institute. Amsterdan.
Holland

May 7: Movie Ball, Lyric Theater, Balti-
more.

May 8-9: Universal regional sales convention.
Park Central Hotel. New York.

May 9: Testimonial dinner to Harry H.
Thomas. Hotel Astor, New York, 8 P.M.

Miv 9-12: Spring mcetrng o\ the Socie
of M. P Engineers Wasbington.

May 16-18: RKO annual sales convention,
Drake Hotel. Chicago.

^ay 16-20: Fox sales convention, Park Cen-
tral Hotel, New York.

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conven-
tion, Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topcka, Kan.

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger,
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, Hotel Astor. New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales con-

vention, Los Angeles.
June 6-9: Annual convention of International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employet
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall,

Columbus, O.
June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocky

Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains. N. Y.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

PHONE BR 9-2180

//

ROOM 701

BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

NEDW A Y B U K X
who has staged over 600 productions, including
the best editions of the Zeigfeld Follies, arid

who has directed and helped up the ladder of
fame many stars of the first magnitude, such
as A! Jolson, Marilyn Miller, Fred and Adele
Astaire, Eddie Cantor, Ann Pennington, Will
Rogers, Marie Dressier, Ed Wynn, Jeanette Mc-
Donald, Harry Richman, Charlotte Greenwood,
and hundreds of others, has opened new inter-

national dancing headquarters in the heart of
the Park Avenue District. This, the world's
greatest dancing school, offers:

Every Type of Stage or Social Dancing.
Morning, Afternoon and Evening Ses-

sions for Adult Girls 16 to 60 Years
of Age.

Reducing and Building Up — Mild
Courses for Middle-Aged Folks.

Special Saturday and After-School
Classes for Children (Ages 4 to 16
Years).

Thorough Courses in Diction and Micro-
phone Technique for Radio and the
Talkies.

TEMPORARILY, 20% to 50% RE-
DUCTION IN ALL RATES

Send for one of the following free booklets'
"YOUR CAREER" (48 pages); or "HOME
STUDY COURSE IN DANCING"; or "RADIO
COURSES."
NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING

OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
Studio F, 625 Madison Ave., New York City

(Between 58th and S9th Sts.)
Tel. Wickersham 2-4300
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
lobot Ballyhooing for
'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"
pOR the showing of "Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde", Man-
ager M. D. Cohn of the Publix-
Paramount Theater, Colorado
Springs, Colo., had an electri-
cal robot built to look like Mr.
Hyde, and it talked and walked.
On this, ballyhoo speeches were
recorded and used both for ad-
vance and current plugs. A
Rockne Six was used as a mys-
tery car ballyhoo on the streets
with the windows veiled and
copy painted on it in reference
to the picture. The veiled cur-
tains carried out the idea that
the car was being driven with-
out a driver. During the run of
the trailer the week before the
opening, an usher in a "horror"
make-up asked that juvenile at-

tention be diverted from the
screen. A green spot followed
him around. During the peak
hours on the first two days of
run, a nurse in uniform was on
the main floor with a First Aid
kit on a table.

—Publix-Paramount,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

COLUMBIA BUYS STORY
"That's My Boy," a football novel

by Francis Wallace, now a member
of the New York "Daily News"
sports staff, has been bought by
Columbia for next season's program.
The book will be published by Far-
rar-Rinehart in the fall.

SUIT OVER "BETTY BOOP"
Claiming that the Betty Boop

cartoon character used by Max
Fleischer is an imitation of her,

Helen Kane has filed suit for $250,-

000 in Supreme Court against

Fleischer and Paramount.

LOUIS MERCANTON DEAD
London—Louis Mercanton, one of

the early film directors, is dead here.

COMING & GOING

S. L. 'ROXY' ROTHAFEL and MARTIN
BECK, accompanied by their wives, sailed

last night on the Bremen for Europe.

LOU SOHREIBER is in the ^Darryl

Zanuck party which sailed on the Bremen
last night for a star-and-story search abroad.

Mrs. Zanuck, Mr. and Mrs. John Adolfi and
Alfred E. Green also are in the group.

ROBERT L. RIPLEY returned yesterday

from his three-month jaunt to China, Aus-

tralia, Japan, Hawaii and the South Sea

Islands, in search of material for -bis Vita-

phone "Believe It or Not" shorts.

CHARLES L. KIMBALL, film editor of

RKO Radio's "State's Attorney," brought

the negative East, and will remain in New
York until after the world premiere at thr

Mayfair tonight.

ALONG/"'
ill

lALTO
PHILM.DALY

NEW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • LOOKS AS if the film biz might do well to keep an
eye on Warren Barbour Youessay senator from New
Jersey who took the late Dwight Morrow's place in

Washington he is an out and out Liberal and
the industry needs a champ of his fighting predilections on
Capitol Hill he is against the Brookhart Bill

against anything that tries to put a gag on any industry
he was once amateur heavyweight of America

• • • HE WAS so good that Jim Corbett and other promi-
nent sportsmen tried to get him to turn pro and take
the championship away from Jack Johnson a real White
Hope in those days, was Mister Barbour but his rich

and aristocratic dad vetoed the idea so today he is a
Senator and still a White Hope for the film biz
and all other institutions fighting for Liberalism and the
right to regulate their own affairs without interference
from outside pettifoggers and professional reformers

• • • THAT WAS a good yarn "Variety" ran in a front
page box recently about Floyd Gibbons paying his rep-
resentative $1,500 commission for NOT putting over a film

contract as this is the first time such a sensational and
revolutionary thing has happened in the history of show biz

the full facts deserve to be recorded it all hap-
pened thus

• • • OUT IN Hollerword Carl Laemmle was negotiating
for Floyd's services in "Shanghai Interlude" he was to

work one day for 15 grand a Record figure so

Carl had luncheon with Floyd and his manager, A. P. Waxman
and A. P. couldn't see it contending that if the

war correspondent did his broadcasting stuff as a character in

the pix he would be stepping out of character by posing
as a screen player a very fine point if you stop
to figure it out

• • • AND THE great war aircaster-correspondent saw it

instantly he thanked Mister Laemmle for his offer

and turned it down several days later Floyd was with
A. P. and in the midst of a conversation about other
matters suddenly sez "Lemme your fountain pen"

Mister Waxman obliged and Mister Gibbons
handed him a check for $1,500 "for what'/" queries the
pressagey "Why, you sap, you did yourself outa that
commish on the Laemmle deal by queering it just to save my
rep." that's the sort of Regular Guy Floyd Gibbons is

we saw the check stub so know it's a fact

that stub is valued by Mister Waxman as much as the dough
for he has a Souvenir that no other representative or

pressagent can ever brag about from now on, through
all Eternity

• • • SWELL IDEA being worked out by Mister Strauss
of Brunswick his company is making Ballyhoo Records
on pix productions heard one on Monogram's "County
Fair" a wow that will stop the pedestrians dead in their

tracks in front of any showman's house a new process

of making these electrical transcriptions which is the

Last Word in noiseless transcriptions done with
a cellulose-acetate surfacing combined with a wax silvering

process you should look it over

« « « » » >>

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€
What the Fans
Do Not Like

TT gives us all a feeling of
satisfaction and perhaps

amuses our friends if we ex-
plode now and then about things
we do not like. Last year in-

teresting results of a psycho-
logical study were published
listing the pet grievances of a
number of people interrogated
by means of a questionnaire. In
a recent issue of "Your Thea-
ter" one author has listed quite
a number of "Cinematic Things
That Annoy Me." Some we re-
print here because of agreement,
not being argumentative we are
not reprinting any with which
fail to agree. Maybe if we all

played the game of "truth"
with the movies it might be con-
structive as well as gratifying,
here they are: "Trailers that
prophecy, 'You'll sob,' 'You'll
thrill,' or that attempt to antici-

pate any of my emotions. Close-
ups of prolonged osculations.
Superlatives in motion picture
advertising. Shorts that feature
jazz orchestras. Shorts that fea-
ture crooners. Being told in ad-
vance advertising that the
screen version of a little-known
book is the 'Screen version of
last year's best seller.' Bedroom
scenes in which actors retire for
the night with light shining on
their faces and with all the
windows in the room closed.

Pictures in which rooms in New
York apartments are shown to

be only slightly smaller than
Madison Square Garden. Exces-
sive trailers which take up ten
minutes of a two-hour perform-
ance. Patrons who comment on
scenes sufficiently loud to drown
out conversation on the screen.

Unbalanced program—good fea-

ture; bad shorts. Censors."—National Board of Review
Magazine

MANY tJAPPY m\m\

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

May 5
Charles Lamont Frances Lee

Charles C. Pettljohn Alice Howell

^
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"THE WAYNE MURDER
CASE"
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THE FILM DAILY SERVICE

includ es:

THE FILM DAILY

Five times a week and THE WEEKLY FILM DIGEST
every Sunday. A daily news service which for 14

years has been supplying the motion picture industry

with up-to-the-minute news of all industry activities,

reviews of features and shorts, etc.

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
Every January. A compendium of motion picture

information. Exploitation guide, features released,

personnel, and many other interesting features.

DIRECTORS' ANNUAL &
PRODUCTION GUIDE

Every June. Production activities brought up-to-

date, credits on 1932 releases, directors' biographies,

work of players, directors, etc.

SHORT SUBJECT QUARTERLIES

Every three months. Latest news of short subjects

and short subject producers, schedules, exploitation

stunts, etc.

A COMPLETE TRADE PAPER SERVICE

FOR ONLY $10.00 A YEAR!

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway

New York Cify

6425 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

SEES WESTERN HEROES

(Continued from Page 1)

proper introduction of songs, accord-
ing to the Paramount production
executive. He urged careful appli-

cation of these methods for promot-
ing and continuing the populai'ity

of the two types of pictures.

Spread of "Family Night"
Cited by C. E. Milliken

(Continued from Page 1)

groups will work with them helping
them to adjust and plan their pro-

grams rather than to dictate to

them. He views "family night" bills

as principally suitable for neighbor-
hoods, as this class of theater draws
members of the entire family. Be-
tween 25 and 30 pre-view groups
are regularly broadcasting lists of

recommended pictures, Milliken
stated.

STRAND CONTEST
In an effort to ascertain audience

preferences, the Warner Bros, metro-
politan theater publicity depart-

ment has inaugurated a "Talkie-
gram" contest to run for nine weeks
at both the New York and Brook-
lyn Strands, with prizes totalling

$15,000 offered to the winners.
A two-week advance trailer an-

nouncement explains the contest and
lists the prizes. The contest con-

sists in running a trailer on a dif-

ferent Warner picture already shown
for each of the nine weeks, with all

theater and advertising copy deleted,

allowing only the actions and dia-

logue of the players to be noted.

The audience is to identify the pic-

ture from which the shots were
taken, the prizes to be given for the

most accurate identifications and
slogans on "Why Warner Bros, pic-

tures are enjoyable?"

FRANCE LIMITS FILM IMPORTS
Paris—In a quota on imported

photographic film established yester-

day by the government, imports be-

tween April 1 and June 30 are

limited to 31 tons, of which IOV2

tons is alloted to the U. S.

D.A.R. HITS SOVIET FILMS
Philadelphia — Pictures extolling

the Soviet system or tending to under-

mine confidence in the American
government are condemned in a reso-

lution presented at the national con-

vention of the Daughters of the

American Revolution.

SOL EDWARDS ON TOUR
Sol Edwards, assistant sales man-

ager, is making a tour of the Sono
Art-World Wide sales branches in

Buffalo, Albany, Cleveland and
Pittsburgh. Edwards will reutrn

next week.

WELTNER TO JAPAN
George Weltner of the Paramount

foreign department is en route to

Japan to investigate conditions

there.

Short Shots from
New York Studios
— By "C. A." ^

]\JORMAN H. MORAY, sales man-
ager of Vitaphone short sub-

jects, announces the release of nine

Vitaphone shorts during the month
of May. The pictures include two
two-reelers and seven singles. The
two-reelers to be released are the
ninth of the S. S. Van Dine Detec-
tive Mystery series entitled "Side
Show Mystery," with Donald Meek,
John Hamilton, Roy Collins and a
cast of circus freaks; and Ruth Et-
ting, famous blues crooner of radio
and stage, in "A Mail Bride," one
of the Broadway Brevities shorts.

The other seven shorts are: the
ninth of the Ted Husing "Sport-
slants"; the tenth of the Robert Rip-
ley "Believe It Or Nots"; two Vita-
phone song cartoons, "It's Got Me
Again," a "Merry Melodie" and
"Bosko and Honey," a Looney Tune;
"Napoleon's Bust," the eleventh 0/

the Pepper Pot Novelty shorts with
Dan Coleman and Ted Husing; and
the eleventh of the E. M. Newman
"Travel Talks" entitled "Dear Old
London."

Wherever you hear them talk-

ing about "goals" and "chuk-
kers" at the Vitaphone Eastern
studios, you will find Jack Hen-
ley, writer, leading the conver-
sation. Jack is a veteran of the

polo fields having played four
years ago with the American
team in the international indoor
championships. He is still an
ardent polo player and plans to

do a lot of playing this summer.

The Atlas Sound Studios have
been kept busy during the past week
making tests and re-recording. Pro-
duction on several projects, it is

learned, is being planned at this

studio in the near future.

Universal newsreels, with Graham
McNamee at the microphone, are
now being recorded at the Eastern
Service studio.

TO-DAY'S'

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

"Chop suey, chow mein and boiled

rice have taken a prominent place on

the menu ot the RKO studio cafe. It's

the Oriental influence ushered In by
production on the new Richard Dix

film, 'The Roar of the Dragon."
"

—RKO Radio Pictures.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK i

HOLLYWOOD
^NNA MAY WONG has been

signed by Columbia Pictures for

one of the leading feminine roles

that of the Chinese girl in "The
Bitter Tea of General Yen." Herbert
Brenon will direct.

* * *

Ivan Simpson has been added to the cast

which will support Ruth Chatterton in First

National's "Children of Pleasure."

* * *

Herbert Mundin, Dorothy Tree and
Helene Phillips have been added to

First National's "Life Begins."

Paul Thompson has sold an original story,

"Double Exposure," to RKO. It deals with

the experience of a cameraman on a metro-

politan newspaper. Thompson founded and
ran for many years in New York one of

the first and most successful news and fea-

ture photographic syndicates.

"The Higher-Ups," Constance Ben-
nett's next starring picture for War-
ner Bros., will soon start production.

Neil Hamilton has already been se-

lected for the masculine lead. Story

is an original by Marion Dix and
Jerome Allen.

"They Call It Sin," adapted from Alberta

Steadman Egan's novel of the same title, will

be Loretta Young's next vehicle for First

National following the completion of "Life

Begins." George Brent will be co-featured

with Miss Young. Thornton Freeland will

direct.

When John P. Medbury first saw
the new "M.J.B." billboards with a

picture of himself on them, he ex-

claimed: "Migosh, I look like Jimmy
Durante—except my nose is longer."

* * *

Martin Brown, who recently completed the

dialogue and adaptation on "Men Without
Fear," which will shortly go into production

at Universal, has been assigned to do the

dialogue on "The Mail Goes Through."

* * *

Bert Glennon staged "Mostly Dav-
id," a three-act comedy drama, which

is being presented at the Spotlight

theater. The play was written by

Paul Gerard Smith.
* * *

Gael McLean, who sold "Manhattan

Model," an original, to Paramount, has also

sold "Swift Arrow," an Olympic games story

to Paramount.
* * *

Preston Foster, recently awarded

a long-term contract with First Na-

tional, has replaced Hardie Albright

in "Life Begins."
* * *

David Newell, popular screen juvenile and

former New York stage actor, has pmed
M-G-M. He played juvenile roles m Let s

Go Native," "Dangerous Curves," "Murder

M-G-M Directors Typed'
Classifying its directors according to the types of productions in which they are

best qualified to specialize, M-G-M has compiled the following designations:
Tod Browning, mystery dramas; Clarence Brown, human interest stories; Sam Wood,

football pictures; Charles Reisner, Edward Sedgwick and Leo McCarey, comedies;
Robert Z. Leonard, Jack Conway and Edmund Goulding, sophisticated drama and smart
comedy; George Fitzmaurice, glamour stories; Harry Beaumont, backstage yarns; Charles
Brabin, theme plays with dramatic motives, Victor Fleming, serious films like "Wet
Parade"; Harry Pollard, intimate drama; W. S. Van Dyke, adventure stories; Edgar
Seiwyn, stage adaptations.

Toomey for Musical Show

Regis Toomey, who returned to the

coast recently after a personal appear-

ance tour in the east, expects to go

to New York again this fall to play

a principal role in a musical show.

on the Roof," "The Kibitzer," "Just Like
Heaven" and others.

-? * *

Philip Moore, formerly of the Fox
casting department, is attracting
much attention with his pencil

sketches. His work has been on ex-

hibit at the Assistance League.
* * ^:

Grant Mitchell will appear in "The Sport-

ing Widow," by Malcolm Stuart Boylan and
Harvey Harris Gates to be produced by
Paramount. Harry WagstafE Gribble and
Alexander Hall will direct.

* •!-. *

Marguerite Churchill will play a

leading role in Paramount's "For-
gotten Commandments." Kent Tay-
lor also is a recent cast addition.

^ ^ '1-

Harold Hecht is doing the dance numbers
for "'The Challenge," at Paramount. He
will also stage a musical production at the

Pasadena Community Playhouse the latter

part of May.

Ruth Hall will play the role in

"Blessed Event," previously assigned

to Gloria Shea. Harold Waldridge
has changed roles in the same pic-

ture, which is being directed by Roy
Del Ruth, and instead of playing an
office boy Waldridge will be a bell-

boy, and Bobby Gordon succeeds him
in the former capacity.

* * *

George Barbier has joined Jack Oakie, W.
C. Fields, Ben Turpin and Hank Mann in

the comedy cast being assembled at the

Paramount studios for the production of the

Olympic Games film farce to be directed by

Edward Cline.

* * *

Harry Hervey, author of "Shang-

hai Express," started writing fiction

at the age of eight and had his first

story published in "Smart Set" by

H. L. Mencken when he was 15. At
20 he had written his initial novel,

"Caravans by Night." Now, at the

age of 31, he has had eight success-

ful novels, two plays and several

screen originals to his credit.
* * *

Our Passing Show: William Randolph

Hearst William LeBaron. Max Ree, Edmund
Lowe, 'Lilyan Tashman, Nat Perrin, Mervyn

LeRoy, David Butler, Buddy de Sylva, Harry

Joe Brown, Leo McCarey, Gordon Kahn,

Edmund Joseph at the opening of "Grand

Hotel" at Grauman's Chinese.
* * *

Mervyn LeRoy, who is directing

"New York Town," played host to

Jack Dempsey at Warner Bros.-

First National. Mervyn proved to

be a "schadchen" (matchmaker) for

Dempsey and Estelle Taylor, Demp-
sey meeting the actress through the

director.
* * *

Eric Linden is one of the busiest actors

on the coast. His first picture was Are

These Our Children.'" and now he is to be
co-featured with Loretta Young in "Life Be-
gins." He has also appeared m "The Crowd
Roars" and "New York Town."

* * *

Simile—As conspicuous as over-
alls at a $5 premiere.

* * *

Lester Ilfeld wrote "Keys," an original
story, which RKO-Radio is considering for
purchase as a starring vehicle for Ricardo
Cortez. Ilfeld is represented by Selznick-
Joyce.

* * *

Four late additions to the cast of

RKO-Radio's Pictures' "Is My Face
Red?" are Anderson Lawler, Nella
Walker, William Tooker and Maude
Turner Gordon.

C. Gardner Sullivan, M-G-M executive
scenarist, does not claim to be an inventor,
but while watching a caterpillar tractor in

action he had a flash of inspiration and,
lacking enough technical knowledge of ma-
chinery, consulted a friend who is an expert
m mechanical construction. The result of

the collaboration is an entirely new theory
of tractor design and, in model form, the
theory has proved to be practicable and an
improvement over anything of the kind so

far presented. Patents have been applied for.

^: ^:

Arnold Korff, Lois Wilson and
Helen Vinson will appear in First
National's "Children of Pleasure,"
starring Ruth Chatterton.

* * *

Casting has been completed on Bob Steele's

next starring vehicle, "'The Man From Hell's

Edges," which Trem Carr is producing for

Sono Art-World Wide, and a location has
been picked in the San Jacinto Mountains.
Nancy Drexel plays opposite Steele, and the
supporting cast includes Julian Rivero, George
Hayes, Robert Homans, Perry Murdock, Pee
Wee Homes, George Dwire and Dick Dicker-
son. R. N. Bradbury, author of the story,

also directs.
* * *

Columbia's Buck Jones outdoor
drama, now in work under the title

"Born to Trouble," has been perma-
nently named "Hello Trouble."

* * *

T'other evening, as Maurice Chevalier was
bout to enter a Hollywood cafe for d'nner.

he suddenly turned to buy a newspaper and
bumped into a small group of sight-seers. He
humbly begged their pardon. They didn't

pause to notice him—they were busily looking

for celebrities!

Charles Stumar is at Culver, Ind.,

shooting exteriors for "Tom Brown
of Culver," which William Wyler is

directing for Universal. Stumar
photographed "The Doomed Battal-

ion."
* * *

Here and There: Will Rogers, Tom Mix,

Clark Gable, Reginald Denny, Russell Glea-

son, Mary Brian, Raymond Massey. Bill

Hart, John Halliday, Marian Nixon, Harold

Slott, Lina Basquette, Lois Wilson, Sally

Eilers at the Hoot Gibson Rodeo at Saugus.

JOHN DARROW and Sally Blane,
J who attracted attention by their
work in "Probation," are appearing
n "For Value Received," which Rich-
rd Thorpe is directing for Invincible
Pictures. Other principals include
Josephine Dunn, Dorothy Christy,
Myrtle Stedman, Bryant Washburn
and Norma Drew. M. A. Anderson,
Jr., is in charge of the photography,
with Melville Shyer assistant direc-
tor.

* * *

Wallace Smith, novelist and screen writer,
is recovering from an attack of pneumonia.
For the past week Smith has been confined
to his bed under the constant care of a doc-
tor and nurse. Smith's most recent achieve-
ment was the screen version for "Los Squad-
ron."

* * *

Albert DeMond is severing his con-
nection with Universal notwith-

! standing the recent announcement of
;
a newly signed contract.

Three stories have been handed Richard
Wallace by chief executive B. P. Schulberg
of Paramount, from which the director is

to select his next assignment. Wallace
recently completed "Thunder Below."

Horace Jackson has signed a new
agreement with RKO, binding him
to remain with this organization as
one of their leading scenarists for
some time.

William Bakewell, who is enacting the
featured juvenile role in "Back Street," a

John Staiil production for Universal, has
installed a completely equipped gymnasium
in his Hollywood Hills home.

* * *

A little soft soap and a close shave
won Billy Engle an amusing role in

RKO Radio Pictures' "Is My Face
Red?" to play a barber who shaves
Ricardo Cortez, the wise-cracking
newspaper columnist of the picture,

Billy had to prove he could do a

close job.

An island village, an exact replica of the
island of Pago Pago, has been built on
isthmus of Catalina for the filming of "Rain,"
in which Joan Crawford and Walter Huston
will be presented by United Artists. A
camera track runs from the beach around
the village by which outstanding photo-
graphic effects will be secured. This is one
of the first times that a company has gone on
location to film both interiors and exteriors

of a production. Shooting is expected to

take five weeks.

Alice Day, prominent ingenue has
been engaged for the feminine lead

in Columbia's next Tim McCoy fea-

ture, "Two-Fisted Law," under the

direction of D. Ross Lederman.

Rainbow Chaser
Now that reconstruction is completed

on his Beverly home, which was re-

cently burned, Wallace Beery is again

spending a good deal of his spare time
flying around in his plane. He says

he likes to wander up above the clouds

and look for those silver linings.
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SCHLAIFER NOT LEAVING

UNieSALJS REPORTED

{Continued from Page 1)

relations with Mr. Schlaifer. The
story was denied yesterday by all

parties concerned.
Coming at a time when Mr. Schlai-

fex-, Universal's general sales

manager, is presiding at Universal's
sales meetings now being held, the
publication of its story by The Film
Daily is particularly regretted.

This publication has, for the past
15 years, adhered strictly to the line

of fairplay and honesty in journal-

ism. When it makes a mistake, as

in this case, it is happy to rectify it,

promptly and prominently, for all

parties concerned.

WORDS and WISDOM
" from within and without

'

"A theater organization is only as
strong as the links forged by the
ingenuity and thought of the indi-

vidual theater managers." — JOS-
EPH BERNHARD.

"Success is usually just a jmin in

the neck."—Bette Davis.

"I'm moody as hell."

GABLE.
CLARK

Golfers, Attention!
June 22 is the Date

(Continued from Page 1)
of leading film personalities who will
participate as contestants, the affair
will be graced by the presence of
numerous luminaries as spectators
and as entertainers at the big ban-
quet that will top the evening.

Committee handling the tourna-
ment includes Al Lichtman, Lee A.
Ochs, Bruce Gallup, Jack Alicoate.
Ed Finney, Red Kann and Don Mer-
sereau.

Applications for entry in the tour-
nament are now being received at
offices of The Film Daily, 1650
Broadway, Entrance fee is $10 with
application, or $12 if paid at the
tournament grounds.

TORONTO UNION SETTLEMENT
Toronto — Operators and stage-

hands in 40 Famous Players Cana-
dian houses in the Toronto district
are affected by the newly signed 16-
month agreement with the union
The contract embodies a 10 per cent
scale revision for some of the op-
erators in large houses, and if the
Tivoli is closed for the summer the
men are to be paid during the shut-
down.

BENNY BERK TO SAIL
Benny Berk will leave New York

for London in two weeks to open
a European branch for Charles Ross,
handling lights for studios. Berk
was formerly with Paramount and
other major companies.

FRENCH FILM PREMIERE
"Tu Seras Duchesse' ("You Will

Be a Duchess"), French dialogue
comedy featuring Fernand Gravey
and Marie Glory, opens tomorrow at
the Fifth Avenue Playhouse.

Balto. Exhibs Take Bow
Baltimore—Among those receiving

congratulations for doing the most to
achieve the Sunday show victory at the
polls this week are Bill Saxton, manager
of the Loew theaters, who handled all

the pre-primary advertising; M. A. Me-
chanic, Louis Rome, Fred C. Schan-
berger, Jr., and Arnold Stoltz. Plenty
of advertising is being used, including
screen announcements, to herald the
start on Sunday shows on May 8.

"It is pretty much conceded that,

mechanism and the drama being
what they are, the local cinema is

the best dramatic mechanism of our
time and, therefore, one of the most
representative of current dramatic
forms."— RICHARD WATTS, JR.,

New York Herald-Tribune.

"It is a mistake to allow the seri-

ousness of the problems of the mo-
ment to interfere with the business

man's perspective."—^HERMAN G.

BROCK, vice-president. Guaranty
Trust Co. of New York.

"A rich audience loves crude, cold,

stark realism. A worried audience

shudders apprehensively at the same
spectacle.' — WHITMAN BEN-
NETT.

"Censors cannot make films. The
function of official censorship comes

sonal ethics. State regulation of
people's moral, or political, or ethical
ideas has no place in a republic."

—

E. M. BARROWS, "Reviews of Re-
views.

"Percentage, it would seem, is

about to be placed on the distribu-

tors' operating table, to be treated
for a bad case of depression, or to

be allowed to die peaceably and un-
mourned."—JAY EMANUEL.

"Women who work with star
comedians must take all situations
seriously."—THELMA TODD.

"Planning a wardrobe is very
much like building a bridge. You
know how much there is to spend.
Then this budget must be divided
to meet the cost of materials to be
included in the finished product. The
next step is gathering the materials
at the cost decided upon, so that
they harmonize and blend into an
attractive whole."—WYNNE GIB-
SON.

"It is no longer a question of

who's King. Old Man Economics
is playing King now."—SIDNEY R.

KENT.

"I do not know just what my main
goal is, but I know I would have no

down to the exclusion of scenes that goal at all if I were not an optimist.'

do not agree with the censor's per- I —CARL LAEMMLE.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

New Orleans—H. D. Parks, War-
ner Bros, branch manager here, has
completed elaborate plans for the
Ruth Chatterton Tea to be given
tomorrow to wives of exhibitors,

social and civic leaders in celebration
of "The Rich Are Always With*
Us," her first picture for Warner
Bros. The tea will be given in the
grand ball room of the Roosevelt
Hotel through the courtesy of the
management, which is also cooperat-
ing in the serving of the tea. West-
ern Electric has run sound equip-
ment into the ballroom, as an aid
in the screening of "The Rich Are
Always With Us."

Williamstown, Mich. — The Our
Theater, a new house, opens this

month. The owners are S. H. But-
ters and J. Butters. Seating capac-
ity is 200.

Rhinelander, Wis.—S. Olson has
bought the Majestic from Frank L.
Welter.

Boston—Florence Leighton, for-
merly traveling auditor for United
Artists, is now office manager of the
local Columbia exchange.

East Hampton, Conn. — Howard
Rich has takfen over the manage-
ment of the Strand, which he will
operate three nights a week.

Wilson, N. C. — The screen and
stage settings of the Carolina were
recently destroyed by fire of un-
known origin.

Dillon, S. C—B. B. Benfield, man-
ager of the Ritz, is erecting another
local theater to seat 600.

Greensboro, N. C. — The Para-
mount is being called the New The-
ater temporarily pending the selec-

tion of a new name.

Birmingham— Damage of $1,500
to drops and other stage effects was
caused recently by a fire of unknown
origin at the Ritz.

New Orleans—^R. J. Kendall, for-
merly operator in Ruston, La., is re-

ported about to re-enter the exhibi-
tion field.

Ontonagon, Mich.—E. A. Bahti is

the new operator of the Rex, for-
merly conducted by J. J. Clarke.

LAUNCH MOVE TO CURTAIL

TEN-CENT ADMISSIONS

(Continued from Page 1)
house, and the Publix Strand both
charge 35 cents top evenings and
25 cents at matinees. The Hiehle in-
stituted a 25-cent top nights, and
the Palace 15 cents for evenings.
News of the discarding of the 10-

cent policy was announced in a co-
operative newspaper advertisement
which read:

"In our endeavor to keep in step with
the general trend toward price reductions in
all lines, we started, some few months ago
to slash our prices further and further down.
They dropped, until we were endeavoring to
sell the finest attractions in the history of
the theater, for ten cents—for two hours of
super-fine entertainment.

"After several months' trial we find that
even though we pack our theaters, at out
present prices, it will not be long until we
are^ completely out of business.

"The motion picture business is a creative
industry—and we cannot go out on the open
market and buy cut-price merchandise for out
screens, entertainment that would be in ac-
cord with the purchase price as with other
things you buy.
"Think of a million dollar production com-

bining in its production the time and effort
and creative genius of hundreds and thousands
of people, shown in union-operated theaters
for ten-cents—the price of an egg sandwich
in a lunchwagon.
"How could we keep it up?
"We know what first class theaters mean

to the welfare of a city. We know that you
don't want all the theaters in Parkersburg

;

to close. It would only add to the unem-
ployment situation—and lower the morale of
our people.

"We find it is necessary for us to advance
our admission prices not back to prices of :

several years ago but to prices that are ap-
proximately 30 per cent under the prices of ;

several years ago."

Zanuck Sees Trend
From Society Dramas

(Continued from Page 1)

ity. Pointing out that the Warner-
First National studio is exercising
every reasonable economy consisteni
with good standards, Zanuck stressed
the danger of "cheapening product"
with ultimate effect upon the box-
office.

The Warner studio executive, dis-

cussing the James Cagney case,

said that until the player returns to

the lot, each day will be added to

the term of his contract.

INDIANA INDORSERS ELECT
Indianapolis — Mrs. Fred Lucas,

Greencastle, was elected president
of the Indiana Indorsers of Photo-
plays at the 16th annual convention
of the organization. Other officers

chosen were: Mrs. R. Earl Peters,
retiring president, first vice-presi-

dent; Mrs. G. A. King, Greencastle,
secretary; Mrs. A. J. Huebner, In-

dianapolis, treasurer.

Musical Plaint

New Haven—"Was That the Human
Thing to Do," pop song, was sung by

union members, protesting against ac-

tion of Harry Arthur in putting his

circuit, formerly the Fox New England
Theaters, on a non-union basis. Union
men sang from parading automobiles.
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570 Features Produced in Europe During PastYear
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'iFteen Theaters Reopened in Philadelphia Territory

)nly Two Houses Closed in

Month and These Are
Temporary

Philadelphia — Marking a sharp
eversal in the recent trend, 15 the-

ters in this territory reopened in

he past month, while the list of

losings dwindled to two houses
hat went dark temporarily, it is

hown by the monthly report of the
i'ilm Board of Trade. The openings
nclude four local houses, the Apex,
perated by Apex Amusement Co.;

(Continued on Page 4)

ORCHASE or 4 HOUSES

GIVES ROY MARTIN

Birmingham—Roy Martin of Co-

umbus, Ga., and operator of thea-

ers throughout Alabama and Geor-

:ia, has increased his circuit to 11

louses by the purchase of four ad-

litional theaters in Alabama and
Jeorgia. The new acquisitions are:

lyland, Americus, Ga.; Liberty, Ro-
moke, Ala.; Riviera, LaFayette,

Via., and Palace, Dadeville, Ala.

\dmiral Moffett, Lichtman
At Next M.P. Club Forum
Rear Admiral William A. Mof-

'ett, chief of the Bureau of Aero-

lautics, U. S. Navy, and delegate

:o the London Disarmament Con-

'erence, will be the chief honor

•uest at the fourth Motion Picture

Jlub weekly luncheon Forum next

Tuesday. Admiral Moffett will

make a special trip to New York
(Continued on Page 4)

Going the Limit on Stage Shows
On the heels of the Paramount theater's presentation of "Band Wagon," one

of the most pretentious of last year's Broadway musical comedy hits, as its stage
bill for the current week, the Capitol announces that for the week of May 13 the
stage talent will include Edmund Lowe, Victor McLaglen, Fifi D'Orsay, Burns and
Allen, Cab Calloway and The Street Singer (Arthur Tracy). On the screen will be
Jackie Cooper and Chic Sale in "When a Feller Needs a Friend."

Hicks Heads Para. Distribution
In England, Africa and FarEast
Baltimore County Exhibs

Move for Open Sunday
Baltimore—After being denied a

request to the Baltimore County

Commissioners for permission to

operate their theaters on Sunday, a

group of county exhibitors will

sponsor legislation against the blue
laws at the next General Assembly.

tVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Appointment of John

Hicks to take charge of Paramount
distribution for England, Austral-
asia, South Africa and the Far East,
with headquarters in New York,
was announced yesterday at the
Paramount sales meeting here. Wil-
liam J. Clark succeeds him as dis-

tribution chief for Australasia.
C. A. Bloch has been named Phil-

(Continued on Page '.S)

Fire Marshal Orders Employment

Of lO-Year Experienced Stage Hands

27 B. & K. Theaters

On Dual Feature Policy

New Haven—An unexpected vic-

tory for the I.A.T.S.E, & M.P.O.

was scored against the Fox Poll cir-

cuit, now operated by Arthur The-
aters Corp., yesterday, when Fire

(Continued on Page 16)

Columbia Appoints Hill

Salt Lake City Manager
R. C. Hill has been appointed by

Charles Rosenzweig, Columbia gen-
eral sales manager, to take charge

(Continued on Page 16)

Europe Produced 570 Features,
Built 428 Theaters Last Year

Chicago — All 27 Publix-Balaban & Katz

neighborhood houses in this city are playing

double features. The circuit's eight other

theaters, including five Loop houses, are run-

ning single features.

Academy May Conciliate

Player-Studio Disputes
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A special meeting is

expected to be called by the Acad-

emy of M. P. Arts and Sciences to

consider what action, if any, should

be taken in the controversies be-

tween players and studios. Cases
(Continued on Page 16)

A total of 570 features at an esti-

mated cost of $30,147,000 were
turned out by the European film in-

dustry last year, which was one of

the worst seasons since the war, ac-

cording to a report submitted by U.
S. Trade Commissioner George R.

Canty, Berlin, to the Department of
Commerce. This was a decrease of

5 per cent in the number of pictures

produced and about 9 per cent in
(Continued on Page 4)

65 Features Are Planned
—Timeliness Marks
Story Selections

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Optimism over the

outlook for next season was indi-

cated by Paramount at the opening
session of the sales convention here
yesterday when announcement was
made that the company planned to

release 65 features in 1932-33, vir-

tually the same as the past season's
quota, while the short subject line-

(Contmued on Page 14)

STRONG ImTtALENT

ON PARAJHORTS LIST

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—An imposing array of

screen, stage and radio personalities

will be headlined in the Paramount
short subject lineup next season, it

was revealed at yesterday's session
of the sales convention here. The
program embraces 36 two-reelers and
101 one-reelers, in addition to the
twice-weekly issue of Paramount
Sound News.
One of the chief items on the

(Continued on Page 15)

RKO-Radio Producers
To Use Pathe Studio

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Pathe studio will re-

open this month for use by RKO-
Radio producers. Joseph I. Schnitzer,

Larry Darmour and J. G. Bachman
each will make four pictures there.

It is expected that Amedee J. Van
Beuren will make all of his produc-
tions there.

Steffes Acquires House

For Foreign Film Policy

Minneapolis—W. A. S.v/tes has leased the
Shubert theater for the showing of foreign
language sound films. The Shubert is operated
by the Bainbridge Players, a stock company,
and the Steffes lease is only for the summer
season, beginning May 15.
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Elite Mayfair Premiere Aids Charity
With seats selling at $2 to $10 and proceeds being turned over to the "Adopt

a Family" committee of the Emergency Unemployment Relief Committee, last night's

special premiere of "State's Attorney," RKO Radio Pictures vehicle starring John
barrymore, was attended by one of the most distinguished audiences ever assembled
for a film opening. The world premiere was turned over by Merlin H. Aylesworth,
president of RKO, to Mrs. Kermit Roosevelt, chairman of the "Adopt a Family"
committee, which is composed of a long list of social register names.

On the Souvenir Programme, the Committee made the following acknowledgement:
"Placing these facilities at our disposal, RKO makes It possible for the Committee,
through the gross receipt; of this performance, to continue to help through the
summer the families which have already been adopted."

High Low
Columbia Pict. ctfs. 4J4 4^2
Con. Fm. Ind.... 2 2

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 7M 7J4
East. Kodak 47H 44%
Fox Fm. "A" ... 2 2

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) Ji J4
Loew's, Inc. (3a).. 22Ji 21 J4

Paramount 3 254
Pathe Exch ^ Vi

RCA 4 3V4
RCA pf. "B" 7 eyi

RKO 3 3

Warner Bros iVi I'A

do pfd 6 6

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A"... H H Vi — l-U
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 5-16 5-16 5-16—1-16
Trans-Lux 1 1 1 — H

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 3Ji 3ii W* — Va,

Loew 6s 41ww.... 7SJi 75

Paramount 6s 47.. 28^^ 26Yi
Par. By. 5^s51... 54 54

Par. SJ^sSO 25 22

Warner's 6s39 16 \i'A

54

2'm — a
2ii — %
H + Vi

3V* — Vi
7 + H
3

VA6—54

W. B. Pittsburgh Zone
Launches Bonus Drive

r uixuWing announcement lasu ween.

o> u uscpti liemnaru, general nian-

c»gci oi Warner ineaieis, oi tne m-
aL.gara[ion oi a tneaier managei
u^^iius sysLfcm, me Warner ineauers
ui me r-iicsourgn area, unaer mt;

zone iiianagersnip oi jonn ii. iiar-

iiS, Have inauguratea an i»-weer>.

uoui 10 iown arive aiong in<_

iines 01 ine vvarner Jiros. rnnaaei-
pnia meaters' ;3prmg rusn.

'

J. he arive, wliicn runs irom Ma>
1 t-o sept. 6, permits managers to

inare m tne gross receipts above
specmea expectancy figures set in

am zone oince. in auuition to tn^
snares in tne receipts, prizes wiii

be awaraea on the point system to

Lhe managers witn the highest
standings.

roints will be awarded, in addi-
tion to those given lor reaching ana
surpassing weeKiy expectancies, lor
the best neralas, benent promotions,
script sales, leasing ol vacant prop-
erties, costless sellers and stunts,
window tie-ups, lobbies, addea at-
tractions, selling shorts, increaseo
Kiddie attendance, promoted ads ana
giveaways.

nVi -f .

27 — K
54 — 1

23 — 2H
16 + Vi

TRIPLES FOR CHI. HOUSE
Chicago — After being dark for

several weeks following a run of

burlesque, the Empress is being re-

opened with a triple feature policy.

.•..••>•>,,,...............MMMJ'*'V*•'•••'>••••j»
y New York
.J l.'S40 Broadway
. BRyant 9-4712

i.i

Long Iiland City
I S4 Crcacent St.

STillwell 4-7940

"NEW YORK TOWN" RENAMED
"Big City Blues" is the new title

of the forthcoming Warner picture
previously known as "New York
Town," based on an original play by
Ward Morehouse. Joan Blondell is

the star and Eric Linden is leading
man.

RKO PUBLICITY SHIFTS
Charlie Washburn, RKO Palace

press agent, has also been assigned
to handle publicity for the Mayfair.
Isobel Heath will handle the "News-
ettes" for all RKO houses in the
metropolitan district.

Six Action First-Runs
Added to Columbia List
biX outdoor action leatures aimeu

for iirst-run uroaaway suowiiigo
wia oe inciudea in tne v...oiumu.,^

une-up lor iydz-33. inese six win
oe in aaaition lo me zo leatures to
oe announced at their saies conven-
tion May zz, in Atlantic City.

*irst Warner British Fihn
Getting Canadian Kelease
Warners hrst iilngush stuuio

prouuction, "otrangienoid,' nas
oeen completed ana is now being
reauiea lor Oanaaian release, inis
will oe the initial release of the
Warner JtJros. xeadington
locatea outside ol Lionuon.

fetUUiOS,

SUGARMAN TO PANAMA
Harold Sugarman, who has been

connected with United Artists for
dome time, on Saturday sails for
Cristobal to become assistant to
Waiter Gould, in charge of the Pana-
ma territory for this company.

GIBBONS AT PALACE
Floyd Gibbons, star of the Van

Beuren-RKO series of "Supreme
Thrills" reels, and who recently re-
turned from a jaunt to the Man-
churian war-front, opens at the
KKO Palace tomorrow.

il Eastman Films

|

gj. E. Brulatour, Inc.|
if

is
if

if

if

if

if
if

Chicago
1 727 Indiana Art.
CALumet 3S92

M

Hollywood if

6700 Santa Monica »f

BlTd. .
HOLlywood 4121 .

1*2 *t

RAZING LANDMARK
Razing of the Manhattan Opera

House on West 34th St. is under-
stood to be planned. Theater was
used as a studio for the pioneer
Vitaphone shorts production.

G. E. SHORT BOOKED
"Magic Versus Science," produced

by General Electric as a short, opens
at the New York Strand today and
follows at the Brooklyn Strand. Al
Bondy arranged the deal. John Gil-
mour produced the picture for G. E.

DR. GEORGE T. BOYD DEAD
IVrsl Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George T. Boyd, film

colony physician, was found dead
yesterday in the Hollywood hills.

FREULER TURNS AUTHOR
In the current issue of "Business

Administration," John R. Freuler of
Big 4 gives practical merchandising
methods of the film industry cover-
ing a period of 28 years of activity.

RECEPTION TO RIESENFELD
Hugo Riesenfeld, who is returning

to the Roxy shortly as conductor of
the reinstated symphony orchestra,
will be given a reception and lunch-
eon at the theater tomorrow.

PAULINE FREDERICK PLAY
Pauline Frederick will next ap-

pear in the stage play, "Bottled in
Bond." The cast includes Nina
Ruskin, picture and stage actress.

18 MONTHS FOR BOMBERS
Chicago—Convicted of participa-

tion in the bombing of the Roosevelt
in Gary, Ind., owned by George
Nikos, three men were given jail
sentences of 18 months each.

ERPI GOLF MEET
Erpi employees will stage a two-

day golf tournament at Briarcliff
May 22 and 23. A number of prizes
will be awarded.

Friday, May 6. 19321
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THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Universal regional series conven-
tion. Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 5-8: Paramount sales convention. Am'
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdan. I

Holland. '

May 7: Movie Ball, Lyric Theater, Baltii
more. '

May 8-9
;
Universal regional sales convention

Park Central Hotel. New York.
May 9: Testimonial dinner to Harry H,

Thomas, Hotel Astor, New 'York, 8 P.M.
May 9-12: Spring meeting ol the Jiocicii

of M. P. Engineers. Washington.
jMay 16-18: RKO annual sales conventioHJ

Drake Hotel, Chicago,
/lay 16-20: Fox sales convention. Park Ce

tral Hotel, New York.
May 22-23: Erpi Golf Tournament,

cliff.

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conven«
tion, Atlantic City.

I

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motiotl
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka. Kan,

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Ungeri
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M. ]

May 31
: Annual meeting of Actors' Equity

Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.
|May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales con^

vention, Los Angeles.
June 6-9: Annual convention of Internationai

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employee
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Han,
Columbus, O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocka
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Dett
ver.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour
nament, Fenimore Golf and CountrJ
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

'

July 15: Educational-TiRany sales convex
tion, Los Angeles.

>ark CenJ

t, Briarj

HAMRICK REOPENS HOUSE
Seattle—John Hamrick this week

reopened the Rex, formerly the Pan
tages, with a policy of return en-
gagements at 10 cents. Col. David
Dow, formerly with Hamrick and
more recently with Fox West Coast,
is manager. Bills will change four
times a week.

You Will Find It

In TheYear Book
Whether you want to

know the work of a

player, or the number
of theaters in a town,

or the motion picture

situation in a foreign

country, or the officers

of an industry organ-
ization, or a thousand
and one other facts,

you will find it in

The 1932

FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK

Free to FILM DAILY
Subscribers

Your check for $10.00
brings you this unsur-

passed reference volume
in addition to the

FILM DAILY six times

a week for one year
(Foreign subscription

$15.00)

THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway New York City
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)
ales Geometry
n Press Books

"DEFORE a word is written, or

a drawing commenced for a

press book, there should be a

skilled analysis of the picture.

From that comes the angle on

which the ads and publicity are

based and on which the picture

is generally sold. Should the

picture, for example, be a gang-

ster story at a time when there

is a surfeit of such plots, then

publicity, advertising and ex-

ploitation in the press book

should follow another angle. It

may accordingly be developed

as a great love drama, a story

of the city canyons, or follow

some entirely new lead which is

suggested by the timeliness with

a current happening, or a popu-

lar theme. This job demands the

shrewdest kind of shovnnanship

intelligence! Publicity copy

may originally have been pre-

pared at the West Coast studios

at a time when that particular

type of picture was in its hey-

day. If, in the meanwhile, that

demand has changed, the copy

must be redesigned to meet the

new requirements. Every head-

line, every catchline and every
illustration should be prepared
to convey the right angle. It is

the province of the press book
to analyze the possibilities of

the picture and to present them
so as to achieve the maximum
of seat-selling results in adver-

tising, publicity and exploita-

tion. The press book editor bi-

sects the "right angle of the

picture," or he misses the

shortest distance between two
essential points—the box-office

and the bank.

—Harvey-Jaediker,

Daily Independent

A year's work of fifty men making
animated cartoons can be shown on

the screen in three hours and twenty
minutes.

• • • BY WAY of a plug for the Theatrical Press Repre-
sentatives Benefit at the New Amsterdam theayter on May 22nd

several of the leading lights of the T.P.R.O.A. appeared
as guests at the A.M.P.A, luncheon these theatrical

pressageys have a certain dignity that the common garden
variety of film blurbers lack that probably comes from
touting $6 top shows whereas the film bally boys are

always afflicted with an inferiority complex knowing
darn well that every time they splurge a pix as gigantic, epoch-

making, the outstanding production of all time the palooka

will eventually play the shooting galleries at 10 cents afternoon,

15 cents evening on a double bill with a horse opera

that naturally puts a crimp in any publicity mugg's style

* * • *

• • • SO THE theatrical tooters stood up one by one

fortified with the triumphant knowledge that when their $6

show flooped on Broadway it was decently embalmed in

Cain's warehouse in all its pristine splendor and
the gorgeous adjectives they had spilled over it were buried

along with the corpse but with the film pressageys ?

the screen Flop goes on and on for months all over the

Youessay and the gorgeous adjectives THEY have

squirted splash right back in their faces along

with the haw-haws and general horse laughs of a Nation

ah, yes being a theatrical pressagey has its Advantages.

• # # SO WE made obeisance before the august guests

Hector Fuller Beauvais Fox Howard Herrick

David M. Kaufman Ralph Gerver John L. Pel-

ton the latter is now in Outdoor Advertising and told

a swell yarn about a poster for Palmolive showing a

mother bending over her baby's crib and the manufac-

turer received a thousand letters from indignant folks every-

where complaining that the mother wore NO wedding
ring! also the one about times being so tough
that a theatrical pressagey had worn hi& pants so threadbare

that he could sit on a dime and tell you whether
it was heads or tails oops

• • • IT BEHOOVES us film gents therefore to

get in back of this Theatrical Representatives' Benefit at the

New Amsterdam for they are the Pioneers who tout

the stage flops and get nothing but tears and anguish
as they gaze at us film fellers taking the Flops

and smearing 'em over with the salve of a $400,000 negative

production cost and palming 'em off on the unsuspecting

public again as the Most Marvellous, Resplendent, Dazzl-

ing Screen Productions of the season if it wasn't for the

T.P.R.O.A's initial effort there would be practically no
film biz so remember the date May 22nd

and give these boys a hand

• • • ALSO PRESENT were added starters Leo
Carrillo and Mitzi Green more about them later

they were GRAND but this kolyum is dedicated to our
Theatrical godfathers who were in show biz before

screen pressageys were born and they're still going
strong

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

t)
Smelling Salts Exploit
"Murders in Rue Morgue"
jM'ANAGER C. Frederick of

the Capitol Theater, Pitts-
field, Mass., received lots of pub-
licity for "Murders in Rue
Morgue" by distributing smell-
ing salts in advance. Two hun-
dred small vials of smelling
salts were effectively distrib-
uted. On these vials were labels
carrying copy, "Smelling Salts—Bring this with you in case
you faint when you see 'Mur-
ders in the Rue Morgue' at the
Capitol starting Monday." The
entire cost of the above stunt
did not exceed $2.00; and prov-
ed decidedly effective in pub-
licizing the picture.—Cwpitol, Piftsfield, Mass.

* * *

Dance Demonstration
Ballyhooed "Dance Team"
jyjANAGER Walter B. Rose of

the Strand, Brockton, Mass.,
put on a three-minute dance
demonstration just prior to the
showing of the trailer on "Dance
Team," featuring Sally Filers
and James Dunn. Arrange-
ments were made with a local
dance team do the Sally-Jim
step, the dance used by the two
principals in the picture. The
dance team's appearance was an-
nounced by a special three-
frame trailer. The novelty of
this presentation caused much
favorable comment and gave the
picture a good plug. One of
the leading local dance schools
gave special instruction of the
Sally-Jim step in all its

classes, made special announce-
ment about the picture and play-
date, and gave guest tickets as
prizes to the best dancers of
the new step. Several excellent
windows for co-operative dis-

plays were obtained.—Strand, Brockton, Mass.

IMANY PAPPY PETUPNS

« « « » » >>

May 6
Paul Scardon

Oliver H. Garrett

John C. Flinn

I. Altman
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negative costs. Germany was the

leading European producer, account-

ing for 164 pictures, followed by

France with 143 pictures and the

United Kingdom with 141. Produc-

tion in Italy rose from 7 pictures in

1930 to 31 feature films in 1931, this

increase resulting from a Govern-

ment ban on foreign dialogue which

made it necessary for Italian studios

to supply the demand of the 550

wired cinema houses in the King-

dom. Limitations of the market

make it unlikely that Italian pro-

ducers can maintain their 1931

schedule, Canty declares.

In view of the prevailing situation, the

number of new cinema houses constructed on

the Continent during 1931 was rather sur-

prising. It is estimated that in that period

428 new picture houses were built having a

seating capacity of more than 341,000. This

was an increase of 55 new houses and 18,874

seats over the preceding year's figures. Ex-

cluding Soviet Russia, approximately 12,500

European motion picture houses had been

wired for sound Ut the end of 1931. During

that period it is estimated that 5,350 houses

were thus equipped.

Referring to Germany and France, the chief

Continental markets for American films, the

report shows that 80 American feature pictures

were shown in the former country during

1931 as compared with 97 in 1930, while

French theaters ran 220 American features as

compared with 237 in the preceding years.

American pictures constituted 28 per cent

of the total number of feature films exhibited

in Germany in 1931 and 48J^ per cent of

the total feature showings in France.

The year 1931, according to Trade Com-

missioner Canty, proved without doubt that

the general demand is for films with dialogue

and that silent films unless especially outstand-

ing no longer are popular in first-run houses.

Referring to the outlook for American produc-

ers on the Continent, he declares that the

best sales prospects lie in the release of (1)

features in the local language; (2) films in

the secondary language of the country (usu-

ally German or French); (3) English dialogue

features with superimposed titles in the local

language and (4) synchronized versions. A
year ago, Canty points out, it was believed

that the English dialogue features were liked

as well in certain of the northern, central

and Eastern European countries as German

"talkies" but it is now clearly evident that

of the two, except in isolated cases, the

COMING & GOING

JACK COHN left last night for Atlantic

City.

IRENE WARE, Broadway actress re-

cently signed by Fox Films, has left New
York for the coast.

W. 0. STUBER, president of Eastman
Kodak, sailed yesterday for his annual trip

abroad.

Newsreel Disproves Referee

A Fox Movietone Newsreel shot has caused a furore in English sporting circles

equal to the controversy that raged In this country over the film of the long count

in the Dempsey-Tunney fight. The camera proved the referee was wrong in allow-

ing the goal which decided the A. F. Cup football match, played at the Wembley

Stadium before 92,000 people, when Newcastle beat the Arsenal team 2 to 1. The

newsreel, screened for an audience of British feature and sport writers, showed that

the winning goal was scored from a pass made when the ball was out of bounds.

The picture has caused nationwide discussion which will bring about needed reforms

in refereeing the game.

Awaiting Interpretation of

New Mexican Import Law
Distributors are awaiting an in-

terpretation of the Mexican law
which classifies distributors and
producers in connection with new
tax on prints brought into that

country. Denial was made in New
York yesterday that distributors are

ceasing to send prints into Mexico
pending a re-adjustment of the levy.

BIG 4 INCREASES COVERAGE
Big 4 has sold 1,135 new accounts

during 1932, bringing the total num-
ber using Big 4 product to 8,247, or

65^% of a total of 12,605 sound
houses throughout the country.

This is considered an unusual rec-

ord in view of the fact that most of

pictures released by this company
are Westerns.

Prague Studio Closes;

Only Plant in Sound
Prague — The A. B. studio, the

only sound film studio in Prague,

has closed down with no present

prospect of reopening. This leaves

but two Czechoslovakian film pro-

ducing companies of any importance,

the A. B. Filmfabriken A.-G. and

the Elekta Slavia-Moldavia. The
financial backers of the two latter

concerns are pressing for a reduc-
tion of all production expenses be-
fore going ahead with plans for the
new season. The average cost of

Czechoslovakian pictures last season
was $25,000, but this sum must be
cut still lower to make amortization
possible. A cut of 15 per cent in

the salaries of stars and directors
is demanded by the studio backers.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By "C. A."

JIMMY CARUSO and his Cafe de
J Paris London Orchestra have
been signed by Vitaphone for one of

their series of "Melody Masters"
band shorts. Caruso and his or-

chestra are well known to radio fans
and have played many of the lead-

ing hotels in London, Paris, Monte
Carlo, Palm Beach and New York.
Production on Jimmy Caruso's short
will start with the resumption of

activities at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
Studio early in June.

* * *

In spite of the fact that shooting
activities have temporarily ceased at

the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, re-

cordings are still being carried on
at the average of two reels a week.
Orchestra recordings and dialogue
for the Ted Husing, Robert Ripley,

E. M. Newman and Pepper Pot old-

time newsreel novelties are being
made constantly under the supervi-

sion of Monte Shaff.

E. M. Newman, who has just

completed a series of 13 Travel
Talk shorts for Vitaphone, is

back at the Brooklyn Vita-
phone studio after a trip around
the world. The famous traveler,

lecturer and author is prepar-
ing material for a new series of
Vitaphone shorts for next year's
production schediiJe. These iilms

are planned to he entirely dif-

ferent from any shorts' series

ever made.

With only one more of the S. S.

Van Dine Detective-Mystery shorts
scheduled to be made at the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio, Donald Meek
and John Hamilton, Vitaphone's ace
sleuths, intend to be busy on the
legitimate stage. Donald Meek is

now appearing on Broadway in

"Take My Tip."

German-language pictures have the greatei

appeal.

Currency depreciations, exchange restrio

tions, and fluctuating protective measures in

addition to the ever-present question of lang-

uage barriers all tended to effectively stifle

international trade. The situation in the EOfro-

pean film industry was reflected in United

States film exports to that area which dropped

from 122 million in 1930 to 75 million in

1931.

Compared with the Central and Eastern

European countries, the report shows, the

Scandinavian and Western European coun-

tries fared extremely well, France especially

making good progress in the sound field.

Germany, with the exception of Ufa was ex-

tremely depressed. A marked increase in

production over 1930 featured the motion-

picture industry in Italy. In all othe:

Continental countries the situation in 1931

was in varying degrees discouraging. High
expenditures within the industry continued.

Trade Commissioner Canty states, negative

costs being only slightly below the total of

1930 when the highest amount on record

was put into film production.

15 THEATERS REOPENED

IN PHILLY TERRITORH

(Continued from Page 1)

New Elm, operated by Joseph Hen>
kin; Wissahickon, run by B. I^

Cohen, and Vogue, formerly the Lit-
tle, a Tenco Amusement Co. house
Others are Martin J. Comerford'j
Earle, New Philadelphia; Max Bor-
zage's Liberty, Hazelton; Paul 0,
Schreiner's Academy, Williamstownj
John Kofler's Lindy, formerly the
Hamilton, Allentown, Pa.; Floyd
Norton's Ritz, formerly the Odelphi
Hughesville, Pa.; Harry J. Troxelll
Regent, Littlestown, Pa.; Olkowski'f
strand, Bethlehem, Pa.; S. Tannen-|
'jaum's New Palace, Atlantic CityJ
benjamin Shindler's Selby, formerlj
*^he Selbyville, Selbyville, Del.; Joli

^.. Ramb's Runnemede, Runnemedj
N. J., and the Allentown, operat
by Albert T. Stretch, Jr., Alle|
town, N. J.

Temporary closings are the Oper
House, Ambler, recently taken ove
by Warner Bros, from Keasbey
Mattison, and the Grand, operate
by Walter Norner, Cape May Con
House, N. J.

Admiral Moffett, Lichtma|
At Next M. P. Club Form

(Continued from Page 1)

from Washington, with Mrs. Mo(
fett, to speak at the luncheon.

Also on next Tuesday's prograJ
is Al Lichtman of United Artist!
who will give his views on the nee
of revising present methods of di^

tribution.

For the fifth in the series
Tuesday luncheon Forums, chie

speaker will be Hon. Bainbridgl
Colby. An invitation also has beef
extended to Merlin H. Avleswortl
president of RKO and NBC.

FETE BRITISH FILM WRITER
Monica Ewer, former picture ed

itor of "The London Herald," wil

be entertained at a tea given by
the Catholic Actors' Guild Sunday
at the club rooms in the Hotel As-

tor. She is in New York in con-

nection with the publication of hei

latest book. Elizabeth Lonergan
and Mary Faber will act as hos-

tesses.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Coronati Amusements ; F. Bergan, Albany,

N. Y. 200 shares common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
Naborhood Amusement Corp., Fort Lee,

amusement enterprises ; Nathan Wernick,
Brooklyn, N. Y. 100 hares common.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Vision Pictures, Inc., Dover, Del., motion

pictures ; Arley B. Magee, Inc., Dover, Del.

100 shares common.
Perfect Service, Inc., Dover, Del., motion

pictures; Arley B. Magee, InC, Dover, Del.

100 shares common.
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HE JUDGMENT OF

A FINE STUDIO organization, of an understanding distribu-

tion organization, and of experienced showmen, guard-

ians of thousands of box offices— has inspired the

Paramount product for 1932-33. Pubhc taste, registered

at the box office, is continually creating fashions in pic-

tures

POLICY based

upon the expressed ideas of all those who contact with

the public every day of their lives dominates our plan

of production.

\



HE TRIUMPHANT ANSWER to depression and bad receipts

is great stories, stars, casts and directors. Not one of

these alone is sufficient. All today are necessary and

Paramount has combined all these resources to create

box office product.

E ARE MEETING the

current situation with

FULL STEAM AHEAD and with

supreme confidence that today, more than ever, America

demands the best in entertainment, in laughter, in

romance and in stirring drama. Every step we take is

constantly moulded by the unfailing barometer

OF NATIONAL TASTE-THE BOX OFFICE!



UR STARS, directors and stories are chosen by the

infaUible test of attendance and patrons' comments,

Every slight tremor in pubHc taste is instantly reg-

istered in our studio. Whatever the public spends

money for—that's the kind of a story you get for your

next Paramount Picture. Every production is con-

stantly guided by the greatest director of them all—

THE BOX OFFICE ! And because the dictates of public

taste are combined with abilities of Paramount's mas-

ter showmen and the vast resources of the Paramount

organization—Paramount is able to turn out the smash

hits that mean dollars in your pocket

!



OFFI
%mrj

J HAROLD LLOYD -^ ADRIANNE ALLEN

MARLENE DIETRICH ^ CHARLIE RUGGLES

MAURICE CHEVALIER ^ RICHARD BENNETT

MARX BROTHERS ^ CLIVE BROOK

FREDRIC MARCH ^ JACK OAKIE

TALLULAH BANKHEAD ^ RANDOLPH SCOTT

GARY COOPER ^ CARY GRANT

SYLVIA SIDNEY ^ SARI MARITZA

RICHARD 'ARLEN -At FRANCES DEE

'-y^^

•• ^
MIRIAM HOPKINS

HELEN HAYES

^ PHILLIPS HOLMES

-At ADRIENNE AMES

CLAUDETTE COLBERT -At ALISON SKIPWORTH

STUART ERWIN -^ IRVING PICHEL

WYNNE GIBSON lAr MARY BOLAND

CAROLE LOMBARD ^ GEORGE BARBIER

*. GENE RAYMOND ^ CHARLES STARRETT

-^ GEORGE RAFT

V



.*>,»

"* 7fci

OFFI

^ ERNST LUBITSCH

^ JOSEF VON STERNBERG

^ ROUBEN MAMOULIAN

^ JOHN CROMWELL

^ RICHARD WALLACE

^ DOROTHY ARZNER

^ MARION GERING

^ NORMAN McLEOD

-^ STUART WALKER

^ NORMAN TAUROG

-^ GEORGE CUKOR

^ LOUIS GASNIER

i^ BERTHOLD VIERTEL

^ DAVID BURTON

i^ LLOYD CORRIGAN

^ STEPHEN ROBERTS

^ WILLIAM SCHORR

^ GEORGE SOMNES

«



WITH PARAMOUNT TODAY the exhibitor's need is

supreme. With showmen in control of every branch

of its activities,—with the ultimate in studio facili-

ties,—with the most promising young stars and

featured players ever gathered together by one

company,—above all, with boundless faith in the

never-failing appeal of good entertainment

M

PARAMOUNT GIVES YOU .

.



BOX OFFICE INSURANCE

FOR 1932-1933

fr

V

Get a copy of Faramount's Product Announcement for

iy,3^.1933 from your Paramount Salesman or Branch

Manager. It's your box office insurance policy

!

^Sa^.-^^^MNR^
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141 Short Subjects on Paramounts New Program
{Continued from Page \)

shorts schedule is the series of two-
reelers to be produced by Mack Sen-
nett. These will be divided into two
groups. One of twelve subjects will

be known as the Mack Sennett Star
Comedies. Heading the cast of this

group will be Andy Clyde, Sennett's

: ace funster, and Charlie Murray. In
- addition to these two comedy stars,

this group will present leading per-

1 sonalities of the stage, screen and
radio. The second group of two-
reelers will be known as the Mack
Sennett Comedies and will feature
such well-knowTi comedy stars as

Harry Gribbon, Arthur Stone, Dor-
(othy Granger, Babe Kane, Matt Mc-
Hugh, Patsy O'Leary and others.

The single reel group will be di-

vided as follows:

i
Eighteen "Screen Songs," each of

which will be centered about some
outstanding personality. To be pro-

duced by Max Fleischer, they will

feature Rudy Vallee, the Mills

Brothers, Irene Bordoni, the Street

Singer, Armida, Ethel Merman, the

Boswell Sisters, Lillian Roth, James
Melton, Arthur Jarrett, the Royal
Samoans with Miri and Gus Ed-
wards' Schooldays.
Eighteen Betty Boop "Talkar-

toons" will feature the popular lit-

tale cartoon character. Bimbo and
Koko will share honors with Betty

Boop in this group of cartoons which
will be produced by their originator.

Max Fleischer.
Thirteen "Paramount Pictorials"

subjects will be released during 1932-

33. To further enhance the box-

office value of these single reel sub-

jects, arrangements have been made
for a series to be known as "Meet
Your Favorite Radio Personality."

One of these will appear in every

other issue of the Pictorial. Some
of the stellar personalities already

signed for this series are Rubinoff

and his violin; Alice Joy, radio fa-

vorite; Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, the

Tune Detective; Phil Cook, one man
vaudeville show; Burns and Allen,

who have developed a tremendous
radio following; and the Revelers

Quartet. Other radio names will be

added to this list.

Technicolor also will play an im-

portant part in the making of the

pictorials with the inclusion of

gorgeous color scenes in many issues

of the series.

"Screen Souvenirs," which have

proved to be one of the most popular

single reel features of the season,

will be represented on the new line-

up with 13 issues.

Paramount also will release 13

Grantland Rice "Sports-Eye Views"

during 1932-33. Every point of the

sports compass, from marble shoot-

ing to big game hunting will be

touched on in these Rice subjects.

They will be presented seasonally so

that they will take full advantage

of public interest. In football sea-

son outstanding gridiron subjects

will be featured. The same plan will

be used for tennis, auto racing, base-

ball and all other sports.

"Hollywood on Parade" is the title

for another group of 13 novel sub-

Attending Paramount Convention

Attending the convention are:
i^resident Adolph Zukor; Jonn
Ji.ertz, chairman oi the hnance coin-

muief; Sam Katz, vice-presideiu;
ttalpfi A. Kohn, treasurer; George
J. bchaeter, general sales manager,
and me following:
Home Office Distribution Depart-

menc: John D. Clark, Stanley r>.

VVaite, J. J. linger, John Hammeii,
George Akerson, Charles E. McCar-
chy, G. B. J. Frawiey, James A.
Clark, Larry Flynn, \'Villiam Suss-
man, K. G. Haudow, Herman Lor-
ber, F. A. Leroy, Earl W. Wmgari,
Al. Wilkie, Cliit Lewis, Jack r'eg-

ler, C. A. Neeper, Leslie Whe.an,
ijouis Phillips.

i heater Department: Sam Dem-
bow, Jr., John Baiaban, D. J. Chat-
Kin, Milton l''eld, Leon JSlecter,

George Walsh, Arthur Mayer, L.

Spitz, Leroy Furman, J. isannou,
Barney Baiaban (Chicago), William
Jenkins (Dallas), J. J. Friedi

(Omaha), Barry Burke (Omaha),
E. K. Cummings (Omaha), Arthur
Cohen (Toronto), Jules Rubens (Chi-

cago), Henry Stickelmaier (Chi-

cago), Harry Katz (Chicago), R. J.

O'Donnell (Dallas), M. J. MuUin
(Omaha), Ralph Branton (Boston),

H. L. Nace (Phoenix), H. S. Mc-
Coy (New Orleans), L. J. Finske
(Denver), Harry David (Salt Lake),

J. J. Fitzgibbon (Toronto), I. M.
Halperin (Chicago), Ernest Mor-
rison (Atlanta), W. E. Paschall

(Dallas), Maurice Barr (Dallas),

H. Dubinsky (Kansas City).

Foreign Department: J. H. Seid-

elman, John Hicks.
Paramount News: Lou Diamond,

A. J. Richard, Fred Waller, Max
Fleischer.

Division No. 1, District No. 2:

M. S. Kusell, District Manager New
York; Henry Siegel, Branch Mgv.

New York; H. Randel, Branch Mgr.

Brooklyn; E. W. Sweigert, Branch

Mgr. Jersey; C. G. Eastman, Branch

Mgr. Albany; K. G. Robinson,

Branch Mgr. "Buffalo; M. E. Sattler,

jects. These will present all of the

most popular screen stars in inter-

esting and intimate incidents.

Another bakers' dozen of one-reel

subjects will be known as the "Para-

mount Headliners" and will present

a most complete program of novelty

entertainment. The leading person-

alities in all fields of amusement will

appear in this group. Among the

headliners are Burns and Allen,

popular comedy team of the stage,

screen and radio; Tom Howard, an-

other comedy favorite; soft sym-

phonic dance music by Rudy Vallee

and Vincent Lopez; jazz and low-

down blues by Louis Armstrong;

and singing by the inimitable Ethel

Merman. .„ , .^^
In addition, there will be 104 is-

sues, two a week, of the Paramount

Sound News.

100% Salesman New York. Dis-
trict No. 3: P. A. Bloch, Brancn
Mgr. Philadelphia; Harry Hunter,
tJranch Mgr. Washington; J. Jf

.

rs.irby, Sales Mgr. Philadelphia; H.
Kubin, lUO'/o Salesman Philadelphia.
District No. 4: J. E. Fontaine, Dis-
trict Mgr. Cleveland; J. Himmelein,
riranch Mgr. Cleveland; H. H. Gold-
stein, Branch Mgr. Pittsburgh ; IVi.

ri. Clark, Branch Mgr. Columbus;
G. A. Smith, Branch Mgr. Cinciii

nati; T. Irwin, im% Booker Co-
lumbus.

Division No. 2, District No. 1;

Tom Bailey, District Mgr. Boston;
W. H. Erbb, Branch Mgr. Boston,
E. X. Callahan, Branch Mgr. New
Haven; J. H. Stevens, Branch Mgr.
Maine; E. Kuff, Sales Mgr. Boston;
J. Howard, 100% Salesman Boston;
A. Kane, 100 Vc Salesman Boston
District No. 7: H. G. Ballance, Dis-

trict Mgr. Atlanta; D. Prince,
Branch Mgr. Atlanta; P. S. Wilson,
Branch Mgr. Memphis; P. Longdon,
Branch Mgr. Chariotte; S. E. Cnest-
nutt. Branch Mgr. Jacksonville; H.
r'. U'llkes, Branch Mgr. New Or-
leans; J. B. Dugger, Branch Mgr.
Dallas; H. E. Pickett, Branch Mgr.
San Antonio; S. R. Simpson, 10U%
Salesman Dallas; E. B. Price, 100%
Salesman Atlanta.

Division No. 3, District No. 5: N.
F. Agnew, District Mgr. Chicago;
Allen Usher, Branch Mgr. Chicago;
O. W. Bolle, Branch Mgr. Detroit;

J. 0. Kent, Branch Mgr. Milwau-
kee; C. M. Reagan, Branch Mgr.
Indianapolis; W. P. Wiens, Sales
Manager, E. J. Barnard 100% Sales-

man Chicago; H. Wirthwein, Ad.
Sales Mgr., Chicago; C. J. Bell, Sales

Mgr. Detroit. District No. 6: R.

C. LiBeau, District Mgr. Kansas
City; Oscar Morgan, Branch Mgr.
Kansas City; M. Schweitzer, Branch
Mgr. St. Louis; R. E. HefTner,
Branch Mgr. Oklahoma City; R. M.
Copeland, Branch Mgr. Des Moines;
A. H. Cole, Spec. Rep. Kansas City;

J. T. Manfre, Sales Mgr. Kansas
City; M. E. Anderson, 100% Sales-

man Des Moines. District No. 8:

Hugh Braly, District and Branch
Mgr. Denver; E. M. Loy, Salesman
Denver; C. J. Duer, Salesman Den-
ver; A. L. Johnson, Booker Denver;
E. I. Reed, Branch Mgr. Salt Lake;
C. G. Epperson, Salesman Salt

Lake; F. H. Smith, Salesman Salt

Lake; Alan Reid, Booker Salt Lake.
District No. 9: Herman Wobber,
District Mgr. San Francisco; M. H.
Lewis, Asst. District Mgr. San
Francisco; J. M. Bettencourt, Sales-

man San Francisco; J. P. Myers,
Salesman San Francisco; H. W.
Haustein, Booker San Francisco; A.

Taylor, Ad Sales Mgr. San Fran-
cisco; C. N. Peacock, Branch Mgr.
Los Angeles; I. G. White, 100%
Sales Mgr. Los Angeles; M. C.

Buries, Salesman Los Angeles; C.

Piercy, Booker Los Angeles; H. H.

HICKS HMDS PARAMOUNT

DISTRIBUTIONIN FAR EAST

{Continued from Page I)

adelphia district manager, and Os-
car Morgan takes charge of the
Philadelphia exchange. J. N. Bet-
cencourt is the new San Francisco
exchange manager, and J. T. Man-
iree is in charge of the Kansas City
branch.

Announcement was made that
George M. Cohan will make his first
talking picture for Paramount under
che title of "The Phantom Presi-
dent." In addition to assisting in its

ivriting, Cohan will also write "Song
of the Eagle" in which a majority
of the Paramount stars will appear.
Paramount will release 65 fea-

tures and 241 shorts next season.
George Schaeffer, John W. Clark,
Joseph H. Seidelmann and John
Hicks addressed the morning ses-

sion.

Haas, Salesman Los Angeles; H. N.
East, Branch Mgr. Seattle; M.
Segal, Salesman Seattle; D. Sprach-
er. Salesman Seattle; G. Haviland,
Booker Seattle; F. G. Clark, Branch
Mgr. Portland; J. Donohue, 100%
Salesman Portland; L. Stang, Book-
er Portland; F. Schmid, Salesman
Portland. District No. 11: Ben
Blotcky, District Mgr. Minneapolis;
C. A. Roeder, Branch Mgr. Minneap-
olis; A. R. Anderson, Branch Mgr.
Sioux Falls; A. Mendenhall, Branch
Mgr. Omaha; W. Woods, Sales Mgr.
Minneapolis; A. H. Kloepper, 100%
Salesman Minneapolis.
Canada: M. A. Milligan, General

Mgr. Toronto; W. J. O'Neill, Treas-
urer Toronto; Jack Hunter, Branch
Mgr. Toronto; Ed English, Branch
Mgr. Montreal; P. J. Hogan, Branch
Mgr. St. John; Wm. Hansher, Dis-
trict Mgr. Vancouver; Dave Brick-
man, Branch Mgr. Winnipeg; W. O.
Kelly, Branch Mgr. Calgary; M. J.
Isman, 100%. Salesman, Dist. No. 2
Canada.

TO-DAY'S ^^
BIG \ fes^

EVENT L y^Tj?
AS SEEN BY ^^ ^^
THE PRESS '^ »

"Constance Cummings, who plays the

feminine lead opposite Edmund Lowe, in

'Criminal Court,' is proud of the fact

that she owns and has always driven a

Ford."

—Columbia.
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IT OF

EXPERIENCED STAGE HANDS

(Continued from Page 1)

Marshal Martin J. Fleming gave
Harry Arthur until three o'clock to

place two stage hands of at least

10 years' experience in each of his

local theaters or face summary pro-

ceedings.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Cleveland—After a try at bur-
lesque, the Cameo has dropped the
policy and will return to films.

Columbia Appoints Hill

Salt Lake City Manager
{Continued from Page 1)

of the company's Salt Lake City ex-

I

change.
Wayne Ball has been appointed a

branch manager in Denver, replac-

ing Hugo Strickland, transferred to

Seattle as home office representative.

Academy May Conciliate

Player-Studio Disputes
{Continued from Page 1)

- of Marlene Dietrich and James Cag-
ney are understood to have induced
the move. The Academy probably

I. will try to arrange a conciliation,

without endeavoring to go into the

, merits of the cases.

\ Fritz Lang to Produce
In Three Countries

Paris — Fritz Lang, the German
producer, on his recent visit to

Paris announced that he will no
longer dub his productions, but that
they will be made in the different

countries according to the language.
His next production, which will deal
with a doctor who has a double per-
sonality, will be in three languages
and will be produced successively in

Berlin, Paris and London, with casts

enlisted from the nationality of the

country in which the picture is pro-

duced.

FRENCH NOVELISTS TO DIRECT
Paris—Georges Simenon, French

novelist, author of such detective

stories as "The Yellow Dog" and
"The Night at the Crossroads,"
which has been filmed, has an-
nounced that he will himself direct

the screen version of his novel, "A
Man's Head." Francis Carco and
Pierre MacOrlan are other French
novelists considering the directing

' of film versions of their books.

Strange Doings

Film titles are currently going strange.

Paramount's "Strange Case ot Clara
Deanc" opened yesterday at the Rialto,

First National's "Strange Love of Molly
Louvain" had its Broadway premiere
last night at the Strand. "Strange
Interlude" has just been finished by
M-G-M. Tiffany is releasing "Strangers
of the Evening" and Paramount recently
put "Strangers in Love" in circulation.

Sullivan, Mo. — Bill Collins has
leased the Lyric from Charles Lapee.
Collins has other houses in Elvins,

Mo., Metropolis, 111., and Edina, Mo.

Osceola, Wis. — J. A. Hall has
taken over the Garden from W. Mil-

ler.

London, O. — The New Majestic
has been opened after being closed
for several weeks to remodel and
refit.

Atlanta—The safe at the Empire
theater was recently taken from the
office of the manager. Loss was
approximately $140.

DeGrafif, O.—Work of remodeling
Jewell's Ohio theater is about com-
pleted and arrangements are being
made for the formal opening soon.

New Madrid, Mo.—S. L. Hunter
has purchased the Dixie from G. C.

Crayens.

Cleveland—Harry E. Horwitz has
closed his New Broadway until

further notice.

Everson, Wash.—Local parties are
understood to be behind the re-

opening of the Everson after instal-

lation of new sound equipment.

Cleveland — John Kalafat, official

of Associated Theaters, leading local
circuit, has been dismissed from St.

John's Hospital and is recuperating
at home after a battle with pneu-
monia.

Brewster, Wash. — The Cariboo,
owned by Plemons and Holland, has
been reopened after being dark for
four months.

Cleveland—Zenith Films, operated
by Fred and Victor Schram, has
moved to 401 Film Bldg.

Bandon, Ore.—Bob White, former-
ly a Portland exhibitor, is in charge
of the Hartman, local house pur-
chased by the Hartman Amusement
Co. The theater is being repaireo
and redecorated.

Runnemede, N. J. — The Runney-
mede, closed for two years, will be
reopened soon by John Ramb.

Sullivan, Mo.—"Buck" Lewis is

building a new theater here and
hopes to have his opening within
a few weeks.

Philadelphia—The Boyd is sched-
uled to close soon for the summer.

St. Charles, Mo. — Mrs. J. W.
Moore will reopen her airdome soon.
She has installed new talking equip-
ment.

Easton, Pa.—The Seville, sched-
uled to be sold at sheriff's sale, has
been taken over by Green and Alt-
man with C. Folk Kline as manager.

St. Louis—F. R. Fitzerald has sold
the Bridge to Lenardos Brothers.
The house has reopened.

Allentown, Pa.—The Hamilton will
be operated under the new name
of the Lindy by John Kopler with
a German-American policy.

Overland, Mo.—The Overland the-
ater has been reopened.

New Philadelphia, Pa.—The Earle
has been remodeled and reopened
with sound pictures with Lawrence
C. Comerford as manager.

Barberton, O.—C. Wowra, owner
of the Pastime, has returned from
a three month's vacation in Florida.
His son, Harry, operated the theater
in his absence.

Lincoln, Wash.—The Lincoln The-
ater, Inc., has been incorporated
with capital of $2,500. Eldon D. Pol-
lock and David E. Pollock are the
incorporators.

TWO NEW SWISS THEATERS
Zurich—Two large picture thea-

ters have ben completed here, bring-
ing the total for Zurich up to 20, or
one theater for every 12,500 inhabi-
tants. Berne has one theater to
every 14,000 residents; Basie and
Lausanne one to every 9,000; Gev-
ena one to every 8,500, and La
Chaux-de-Fonds one to 5,000. Switz-
erland is already over-theatered and
it is difficult to get enough talking
pictures to keep the houses open.

TIMBUCTOO' UNIT RETURNING
London—The British International

unit under Director Walter Sum-
mers which has been on location in
the southern Sudan since January
filming exteriors for "Timbuctoo" is
en route home to make interior
scenes at the Elstree studios. The
company had complete sound record-
ing equipment along and obtained
records of the native language and
music and some unusual animal
cries.

DISTRIBOTORS MAY SELL

I EXCLUSIVE FIRST-RUNS

A number of national distributors
are giving serious consideration to
a policy of selling exclusive first

runs. As yet none of the companies
is understood to have reached a de-
cision in the matter. A leading
proponent of this sales plan is Al
Lichtman, who recently recommend-
ed the policy in an exclusive inter-
view with The Film Daily.

Books Golf Series
For Third Showing

Tacoma — Vitaphone's "How I

Play Golf" series, featuring Bobby
Jones, is so popular with Tacoma
fans that the management of Fox
West Coast Rialto theater has book-
ed the entire series of twelve for a
third time. The Rialto will run off

the series in two performances of
six shorts each.

British Citizens' Union '

Asks National Censorship
London — The National Citizens'

Union which has branches in every
town in the country has sent a reso-
lution to the Home Secretary point-
ing out the inadequacy and unsatis-
factoriness of the present method of
local censorship of motion pictures,
and asking that the government
takes steps to set up a National
Board of Film Censors.

I

RENATE MUELLER IN ENGLISH
London—Renate Muller, German

cinema star, has arrived in London
to star with Jack Hulbert in Wil-
liam Thiele's first English produc-
tion for Gainsborough, entitled

"Marry Me." Production is expected
to start within a week and in the
meantime the German star is mak-
ing personal appearances in London
and the provinces.

NEW BEST-MARSHALL VEHICLE
London—Victor Saville has com-

pleted for Gainsborough a new stel-

lar vehicle for Edna Best and Her-
bert Marshall, who have acted on
stage and screen in America, which
is said to be a worthy successor to

"Michael and Mary." Their new
picture is "The Faithful Heart."

Crime Theory Disputed

Newark, N. J. — Disproving current

contentions that crime stories on the

screen and in newspapers and magazines
have caused an increase in the number
of young criminals, Dr. Carleton Simon,
former Police Commissioner of New
York and a nationally known authority

on criminology, told the annual meet-
ing of the New Jersey Chiefs of Police

Ass'n here that there were twice as

many young criminals 50 years ago as

there are today.
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With these FOX hits-

WARHERBAXTER
in

Nan About Town

NOTE
the

DATES-
DATE
them

IN

Karen Morley, Conway Tearle.

Directed by John Francis Dillon.

Released May 22

GEORGE O'^BRIEN
in

Peath Yalley
Cecilia Parker. Stewart Edward

White's story. Directed by David

Howard.

Released June 1

2

SOCIETY GIRL
James Dunn, Peggy Shannon,

Spencer Tracy. Directed by Sid-

ney Lanfield.

Released May 29

JOAH BENNETT
in

Week Ends Only
Ben Lyon, John Halliday. From
Warner Fabian's story. Directed

by Alan Crosland.

Released June 19



women's clubs fight double feature yi/£AMC#

"I thought you might be interested to know how the members of the federated women's

clubs of IlUnois feel about this (double feature) menace to our better films movement."

. . . Mrs. Eunice L. McClure, Motion Picture Chairman, Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs.

TWO LON O
FEATURES

'Even adults complain of dull-

ness, tired eyes and a numbness
of the body after sitting through >

the shows these days." ^^^

"The club women of Illinois rep- ^fjS^C^
resent seventy thousand homes. bM
We are asking them to express

themselves against the double

feature program, and to express

the hope that we shall have one

good feature, a travelogue, news
reel and a clean comedy."

Give them the variety hoth children and adults demand. A program of one good

feature and several of Educationars short subjects never sends them home weary.

^

i
DUCATIONAL
XCHANGES.

FILM
"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM" W • H A M M



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Schulberg and Studio Given Vote of Confidence

TICKET m EXEMPTIOOROPPED BACTTO 1 Oc.

Extend One-Man Policy in Chi., Though Deal Denied
Orders Declared to Have
Come from Union Head-

quarters in N. Y.
Chicago—Despite statements to

I

the contrary, and denial of a deal

between theaters and the union, a

number of theaters are now operat-

ing with one operator in the booth,

this action having been taken to

avoid closing the houses. In some
instances business had been so bad
the operators could not be paid and
preparations had been made to close

unless some relief were granted.

Where such conditions were found
to exist permission was granted to

{Continued on Page 3)

FOX THEATERS CORP.

ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

Election of W. E. Atkinson as

president of Fox Theaters Corp. to

succeed Harley L. Clarke, with B.

T. Morse becoming vice-president in

place of A. D. Shurtleff and L. M.
Weber taking the place of S. R.

Burns as vice-president, was an-

nounced yesterday (Friday).

Para, to Make Good on Employee Stock
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Paramount will readjust losses of all employees on stock purchased
through the company, and will institute its profit-sharing plan as soon as gene.rai

business conditions permit, says John Hertz.

EMANUEL COHEN PRAISES

PARA. STUDIO EFFICIENCY

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Addressing the Para-

mount sales convention, Emanuel
Cohen, vice-president, declared that

production activities at the studios

here are being handled very eflB-

{Continued on Ptgc 3)

JOHN WAYNE TO STAR

IN WARie WESTERNS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—John Wayne will be

starred by Leon Schlesinger in a

series of Westerns for release by

Warner Bros.

Paramount Convention Votes

Confidence in B. P. Schulberg

$2,166,713 Net Loss

By RKO in Quarter
Net loss of $2,166,713.67 is re-

ported by RKO and subsidiaries for

the quarter ended March 31. Of

this amount, $466,867.92 represents

loss from operations, while $219,-

567.86 is interest on notes and $1,-

480,277.89 was charged to deprecia-

tion.

Revision in Ticket Tax

Rouses Exhibitor Protest

Vigorous protest against the re-

vised federal admission tax bill

lowering exemptions to 10 cents is

being made by the M. P. T. 0. A.

Affiliated units are expected to fol-

low suit.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—B. P. Schulberg, chief

of activities at the Paramount
studios, and the entire production
department were given a vote of

confidence at yesterday's session of

the annual sales convention. This

moral support and the new efficiency

which Emanuel Cohen said is now
found in the producing ranks will

make for more hits. Cohen declared
(.Continued on Page 3)

Quillotined by Taxationl
—havoc ahead unless action is speeded

= By DON CARLE GILLETTE

700 Tickets Already Sold

For Harry Thomas Dinner

According to the latest count 700 tickets

have been actually sold for the Hj'nr Tho-nas

testimonial dinner planned for Monday "'ght at

the Astor. More than 100 film men from

Washington, Baltimore, Albariy and other «ities

will attend. Louis Nizer will be toattmaster.

ONLY an unfortunate misunderstanding of the desperate problems now facing the

film industry could have permitted the Senate Finance Committee to take the

drastic action it did Friday in cutting the tax exemption down to ten cents.

It is more than likely that the different factions in this business have not pleaded

their cause to the legislators with sufficient force and in sufficient harmony.

Had they done so, the preponderance of arguments on their side surely would

have had effect.

Now the crucial moment has arrived.
. , . . • j l

Having landed back to 10 cents on the rebound after bemg raised by successive

(Continued OH Page 2)

Proposed Admission Levy
Would Continue Until

July, 1934
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—At the suggestion of

the Treasury Department, the Senate
Finance Committee working on the
new revenue bill yesterday (Friday)
dropped the admission tax exemp-
tion back to 10 cents, against 44

(Continued on Page 3)

HARRY ArIrGETS WRIT

IN UNIONJONTROVERSY

New Haven — An injunction re-

straining Fire Marshal Martin J.

Fleming from carrying out his

threat to close the theaters operated

here by Arthur Theaters Corp., un-

less Arthur placed two stage hands
of at least 10 years' experience in

each house, was handed down yes-

terday (Friday) by Judge F. J.

Peasley in Superior Court. Counsel

for Arthur claimed the houses had
complied with all state and city or-

dinances and that no men were re-

quired backstage. It was reported

here that Mayor John W. Murphy,
prominent in trade union circles, had
brought pressure upon Fleming. The
injunction also restrains Murphy
from actions against Arthur, whose
theaters recently went non-union.

"Scarface" is Passed
By Maryland Censors

Howard Hughes' "Scarface" has

just been passed by the Maryland
censor board. Ohio has also ap-

proved the United Artists picture.

Nifty Announcement Book

Is Put Out by Paramount

First program announcement book of the

new season went into distribution Friday when
Paramount's striking creation came into public

view. It is a distinctive effort in color, >Yith

excellent art work. Cliff Lewis, Paramount
advertising manager, supervised its production.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

C:olumbia Pict. ctfs. 4H 4J4 4J4
2 2 ,

,

• • •

754 8 + 54
46 -/^ 49 + 3'/4

2 2
22^ 23U + 2'/«

27/i 354 + '4m 454 + H
V'A 18!4 — H
7 7H + V4
2% 3

154 m + V%

Con. Fm. Ind 2
Con. Fra. Ind. pfd. 8
East. Kodak 50}4
Fox Fm. "A" 2
Loew's, Inc 24
Paramount 3 }i
RCA 4-^

RCA pf. "A" (3H) 1854
RCA pf. "B" 8
RKO ZYi
Warner Bros ly^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 5-16 S-16 5-16 .

Technicolor IJ^ 1 1}^ —
Trans-Lux 1J4 1J4 154 -f

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 354 3J4 35^ .

Loew 6s 41ww 7554 7554
Paramount 6s 47.. 28 23J4
Par. By. 55^s51... 53 SO
Par. 554s50 23 205^
Pathe 7s37 65 62^
Warner's 6s39 1654 1554

75/2 -f Vi
25 — 2
50 — 4
20J4 — 254
65 -1-2
15/. — J4

CiuiWotimd hy Taxation!
—havoc ahead unless action is speeded

(.Continued from Page 1)

Stages and hard effort to 45 cents, it is going to be a giant's task to lift the exemp-
tion again unless quicic and joint action is taken by every man in this business.

If you know anybody in Washington to whom you can send a straight-from-the-

shoulder message, by all means do it.

If you don't know anybody that well, get the name of your Representatives and
Senators and make your appeal to them in terms which they will understand.

Impress upon them that this tax on admissions from 10 cents not only will crucify

the motion picture business, but in putting wholesome entertainment out of the reach
of hundreds of thousands it will play such havoc with the morale of the nation that

the country will be by far the loser in the end.

Make them realize that the closing of thousands of theaters, a certain result of

such a tax, will add immensely to unemployment.
Above all, emphasize the most important fact that by thus curtailing motion

picture activities the net results to the Government in collectible tax will be far

less than if the levy were placed only on admissions of, say 50 cents and up.
But, by all means, act now!

KIEVER in the history of show business have competitive de luxe houses gone as
' ^ far as they are going at present to outdo each other in the proportions of
their bill-of-fare.

At the New York Paramount this week there is the cast and production of the
Broadway musical revue, "Band Wagon," presented last season at $6.60 top, being
offered now in conjunction with a screen feature starring George Bancroft and Miriam
Hopkins at 40 to 85 cents!

In Chicago the past week one of the best box-office bets of the season, "The
Mouthpiece," a picture that ought to send any audience home satisfied, was surrounded
with a stage show including Betty Compson in person and 10 acts!

Next Friday at the Capitol in New York there will be six—count 'em—name
attractions in person, none other than Edmund Lowe, Victor McLaglen, Fifi D'Orsay,
Burns and Allen, Cab Calloway and Arthur Tracy (The Street Singer), on the same
bill with Jackie Cooper and Chic Sale in "When a Feller Needs a Friend" as the
screen offering.

While it is true that the number of houses able to go in for these lavish menus
is limited, the effects nevertheless are far-reaching.

To meet the extra values offered in the main arteries, houses in adjoining blocks
must add something, usually another feature, to their programs.

Outlying neighborhood situations, in turn, are obliged to hold out greater induce-
ments, leading to triple features, giveaways, expensive premiums and whatnot.

And so it goes, up and down and across the country.

In the long run, it seems bound to be a losing game.
For one thing, there is not enough stellar talent in the country to keep the de

luxe houses supplied regularly with such gargantuan bills.

Secondly, when you once educate the public up, it is a tough job to educate
It down.

Third and most important, even if small benefits do accrue to a few big city de

ofTt'her houses
°"^' '"'' *^^" "'"'^' ^^ *^^ '""" ""'^•' """"S fho^^nds

METRO-GOLDWYN DIVIDEND
Metro-Goldwyn Pictures has de-

clared a regular quarterly dividend
of 47 54 cents on the preferred stock,
payable June 15 to stock of record
May 27.
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Warners to Fight 'Rebels'
By Grooming New Players
Grooming of new players will be

undertaken by Warner Bros, on a
more intensive scale so as to have
material ready to fill gaps left by
"rebellious" players, the company
announces.

COHAN GOES WEST SOON
George M. Cohan, who is to help

write and also star in "The Phan-
tom President" on the Paramount
program for next season, will close
his road engagement in "Confiden-
tial Service" and leave for Holly-
wood in about three weeks. After
"The Phantom President," which
Norman McLeod will direct, Cohan
will write the story for "The Song
of the Eagle," to be directed by
John Cromwell for Paramount.

Maryland Counties
Planning Sunday Test

Baltimore—As a result of this
citys Sunday show victory at the
primaries last Monday, exhibitors in
several other counties of Maryland
have announced intentions of stag-
ing test performances this Sunday.
Meanwhile the blue law advocates
are watching for loopholes to over-
throw the liberal Sunday.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Paramount sales convention. Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 6-lb: International Film Exhibition.
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsieroaii,
Holland.

May 7: Movie Ball, Lyric Theater, Balti-
more.

May 9: Testimonial dinner to Harry H.
Thomas, Hotel Astor, Newr York, 8 P.M.

May 9-12: Spring meeting ot tne Sociei,
ot M. P. Engineers, Wasnington.

May 16-18: RKO annual sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 16-20: Fox sales convention, Essex
House, New York.

May 22-23: Erpi Golf Tournament, Briar-
cliff.

May 22-25
: Columbia eastern sales conven-

tion, Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kan.

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger,
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31; Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales con-
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9; Annual >.uii«ciuiun ot inieiiiatiuiia.
Alliance ol Tneatiicai biagc i:.iiipiuyc.
alio M. P. Upeiatuis, Memorial tlau,
Cuiumous. O.

Producers Lease Space
At Pathe Coast Studio

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—J. 1. Schnitzer, Larry

Darmour and J. G. Bachmann have
engaged space at the old Pathe
studios in Culver City to carry out
their independent programs. It is

also expected that Amedee J. Van
Beuren will arrange for his future
production at the Pathe plant, which
has just been reopened by RKO with
Phil Ryan in charge. B. B. Kahane,
here for the reopening, remains
until May 12, when he goes to the
RKO sales convention in Chicago.

Arliss Volunteers
Salary Reduction

Before sailing for Europe a few
days ago, George Arliss offered to

cooperate during the present trying
period by taking a voluntary cut in

salary, it is announced by H. M.
Warner.

LEAVE RKO PUBLICITY DEPT.
John Moynihan, Hal Dansen,

Fred Herkowitz and Ralph Evans
of the Radio Pictures publicity and
advertising department resigned
yesterday as a result of the reor-

ganization of the department.

PARAMOUNT SETS TITLES
u n""^'

Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
«rir° ^^°°*^~P^^'^"^°™t announces
The Million Dollar Legs" as the
new title of the Olympic Games
tarce being directed by Edward
Clme, and "Gates of Hollywood"
will be the new name for "Merton
of the Talkies."

CHAPLIN LEAVES SINGAPORE
Singapore—Charlie Chaplin, who

has been in a hospital here under-
going treatment for dengue fever,

sailed Friday with his brother, Syd-
ney, to continue his Far East tour.

PHONE BR 9-2180

//Di ir\//

ROOM 701

BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.
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(,C(mtinued from Page 1)

cents where it last stood. About
$110,000,000 annually is expected to

be received by the 10 per cent levy.

Present language of the bill specifies

that the levy will end July 1, 1934.

Whether the present recommenda-
tions of the committee will go
through is uncertain at this time.

Emanuel Cohen Praises

Para. Studio Efficiency
(Continued from Page 1)

ciently. B. P. Schulberg, in charge
of production, described in detail

each picture for next season. Har-
old Lloyd spoke on "Movie Crazy"
and Cecil B. De Mille on "Sign of

the Cross," Rouben Mamoulian on

"R U R," Fredric March on "Fare-

well to Arms" and Charles R. Rog-

ers on his pictures.

Associate producers Ben Glazer,

Lloyd Sheldon, Robert Harris and

Louis Lighten, who will each super-

vise four pictures, also spoke, and
Groucho Marx, Maurice Chevalier

commented on their coming produc-

tions. Another speaker was Will

James, cowboy author.

RIESENFELD GETS WELCOME
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld. well known

conductor, returns to New York to-

day (Saturday) from Chicago, will

be welcomed by a civic committee

representing many business organi-

zations, including the Broadway,

Fifth Avenue, Forty-second Street.

and Sixth Avenue Associations, and

by a delegation of executives from

the Roxy theater, where he will di-

rect the new Roxy Theater Sym-
phony Orchestra of 80 pieces begin-

ning next Friday. This afternoon

Dr. Riesenfeld will attend a recep-

tion given in his honor at the Astor

Hotel.

FAIRBANKS ARRIVES
San Francisco — Douglas Fair-

banks, arriving here from his South

Seas trip, was greeted by his wife,

Mary Pickford. They proceeded to

Hollywood.

COMING 8. GOING

S. R. KENT arrives in New York from

the Coast the middle of this com'ncr week.

M E. COMERFORD and FRANK C.

WAT-KER leave today (Saturday) for Colum-

bus. Miss.
. . „

W. RAY JOHNSTON arrives in New
York Monday from Chicago.

S. C. EINFELD, Warner Bros, director

of advertising and publicity, returned yes-

terday (Friday) from meetings with zone

and advertising managers in the Chicago ter-

ritory.

DR. HUGO RIESENFELD arrives in

New York today (Saturday) on the Twentieth

Century from Chicago.
.

RICHARD WATTS, JR., film critic of the

"Herald-Tribune," sailed for Europe Friday

on the Milwaukee.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, Warner Bros.

Theaters director of advertising and exploita-

tion, returns today (Saturday) from a series

of advertising conference with advertising

and zone managers in Albany, Cleveland,

Pittsburgh and Washington.

AlONG lALTO
PUILMDALY

NtwvrtRK. .lOS ANGELES

• • • IT IS but seldom we find occasion for going into an
extended rave in this kolyum over any picture
production but we had the extreme pleasure of catching
Columbia's "Attorney For The Defense" in their projection
room and even without benefit of audience reaction

it affected us as have but few pictures we have seen
in a year so we took time out to analyze it at leisure

and suddenly came face to face with a surprising Dis-
covery here is a striking example of that rarest of

happenings in the industry a Practically Perfect Pic-
ture

* * * *

• • • WE ARE fully aware of the fact that this is a
pretty strong statement but if you will give us the priv-
ilege of the floor for a spell we will attempt to justify
it then go see the picture and judge for your-
self and give us an argument if you think we're wrong.

• • • LET'S FIRST consider the story by J. K.
McGuinness one of the most cunningly contrived scenarios
since talkies began it seems to have every element that
goes into the making of screen entertainment there is

not an emotion an appeal in the entire range of
audience interest that you cannot find projected some-
where in this most remarkable production not just

thrown in, mind you but deftly woven into the warp
and woof of the plot so that the cumulative effect as
the picture unreels simply grips you holds you
with taut nerves plays on all the gamut of emotions

and holds you spellbound right to the final smash sur-

prise climax

• • • THE STORY is a beautifully balanced combination
of theatrical situations and powerful human touches
the latter ring TRUE the characters become alive, puls-

ing not shadows on a screen you have the feel-

ing of being projected into the drama a sort of

bystander an actual eyewitness so uncanny was
the sensation created in us that several times we felt

like butting into the proceedings to warn the hero

to take a sock at the villain and get up and cheer in

the courtroom scenes and, boys and girls. . _ when
a picture can get a hardboiled crit like that it must be
elevated to a select niche all by itself

• • • THEN THE direction Irving Cummings never

did anything half as superb and in our opinion he is

one of the superbest of the directors only one other

possesses his remarkable sense of timing, balance and graphic

portrayal William K. Howard only a man with

keen insight into the human heart
_
a vast knowledge of

types and their reactions to given situations a Student

of Life, in a word could have directed that picture as

superbly as did Irving Cummings

• • • WE WANTED to say so many nice things about

the cast but here we are at the end of the kolyum ...

Edmund Lowe hits the heights in the title role Evelyn

Brent is the personification of alluring she-devilishness

oh, they're ALL grand Columbia should feel vastly proud

over it all

mmwm
1

SCHULBERG AND STUDIO

GET VOTE OF CONFIDENCE

{Continued from Page 1)
_

Paramount has eliminated internal

politics, and developed a speedier

method of finding and procuring
new story material and the encour-
agement of ideas and sympathetic
understanding of problems of the co-

ordinated departments. He also

urged that, if a picture has no show-
manship possibilities, it should not

be made.

New Foreign Dept. Setup
Direct control of world-wide ac-

tivities and the disappearance of the
so-called foreign language problem
was the message from J. H. Seidel-

man, who announced C. C. Margon
as the new head of distribution for

Paramount in Spanish-speaking
countries. As the second appoint-
ment to the newly formed sales

cabinet, the post of continental sales

supervisor will be created. Emil
Shauer will continue in an advisory
capacity in all foreign activities.

Seidelman said governmental re-

strictive regulations abroad put a
real burden on the industry. "These
restrictions cannot last becaur,e

cinemas the world over must have
good pictures and as long as we
have the goods the law of supply
and demand will automatically melt
any artificial barrier—and we have
the pictures," he declared.

Extend One-Man Policy

Though Deal is Denied
(Continued from Page 1)

go along with one operator. It is

understood orders to this effect came
from union headquarters in New
York. Houses where one operator
is being used range from the very
small ones to 800 or more seats.

SOVIET REEL AT CAMEO
In conjunction with the Amkino

picture, "Soil Is Thirsty," the RKO
Cameo is showing a special Russian
newsreel in which a prominent/So-
viet government official speaks first

in Russian, in Moscow, and later

in English at Geneva.

^ i 'kifi

MANY UAPPY RETUCNS

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

May 7-8
Gary Cooper
E. A. Eschman

Robert St. Angelo
Malcolm Waite

« « « » » »
James T. Tinling Gene Lucas

George Archainbaud
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK i

HOLLYWOOD
JOHN R. FREULER, president of

J Big 4, broadcasts the following
observations: "Variety is today's

need. Give them something differ-

ent. Give them something new. The
minute diversity enters into a pro-

gram you have something to sell.

Happily producers are realizing that

they must 'get away' from what
their competitors are making—in-

stead of following in their footsteps,

as was the case in the past. This
will help everybody—most of all,

the individual picture. Westerns
must be made with novelty of theme.
Each release of a series must be

made, sold and exploited in a man-
ner to make the public realize the

picture they are seeing has been
made on a separate last—that it is

distinctive. Exhibitors who carry

this thought into their advertising

and ballyhoo will gain inestimably.

Picture"? should be 'sold' to the pub-

lic in a different manner in different

localities. Such time spent in study-

ing the picture selling angle for a

theater will be well repaid by the

obvious benefits."
* *

"Love Is a Racket," starring

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., which is

scheduled for national release on

June 18, has left the cutting room
at the First National studios. A
print of the film, the first to leave

Hollywood, was shipped to New
York a few days ago and will be

screened for home office executives

of the company early next week.

Supporting Doug Junior in the pic-

ture, which has been adapted from

a novel by Rian James, are Ann
Dvorak, Frances Dee, Lee Tracy.

Lysle Talbot, Cecil Cunningham and

others. William A. Wellman di-

rected.
4> * *

Wallace Smith, literary soldier-of-

fortune, may start moving again

shortly. Warren Engle, chief execu-

tive of the newly organized Atlas

Films, Ltd., of England, and a for-

mer "guerilla" buddy of Smith's,

has cabled the latter a tempting
offer to come abroad and write and
direct a series of three pictures.

Smith recently purchased a half in-

Hugh Harman—Rudolf Ising's

//BOSKO
Star of

LOONEY
TUNES

Released for third year by

WARNER BROS.
HARMAN—ISING PRODUCTIONS

In Association With
LEON SCHLESINGER

Oldtimers on Paramount Lot
Many of the once famous screen personalities have recently worked in

Paramount pictures. Both Florence Lawrence and Florence Turner, two of the

screen's first stars, are enacting minor roles in "Sinners in the Sun" at the

Paramount studios. Miss Lawrence was known the world over as "The Biograph

Girl" and Miss Turner was her rival as "The Vitagraph Girl" in the days before

the real names of stars were used on films. Ella Hall, once a popular leading

woman; Clara Horton, a star not so long ago; Helene Chadwick, Alice Lake,

Barbara Tennant, Vola Vale and Claire McDowell all screen favorites at one

time, are still working in pictures.

Others include Wilfred Lucas, once a D. W. Griffith star and a leading

player in "The Birth of a Nation"; Ted Doner, musical comedy star; George
Ovey, comedian; Bill Franey, Elko star; Ed Coxen, Charley West, Melbourne
McDowell, Ford West and Francis Ford.

Four former directors are seen frequently in "bits" and small parts. They
are Frank Beal, Edward J. Le Saint, Phillips Smalley and Jerome Storm. Storm
is said to be on the verge of signing a directorial contract.

terest in a nondescript schooner and
has been making plans to resume
his old wanderings in quest of ac-
tion and adventure. Until recently
Smith was under contract to RKO,
his last assignment for this organ-
ization being the screen version and
dialogue for "The Lost Squadron."

m * *

Kay Francis's second starring pic-

ture for Warner Bros., "Street of
Women," will have its world pre-
miere at a leading Broadway theater
within the next three weeks. It will

be nationally released in June.
"Street of Women" is based on a
novel by Polan Banks, the screen
adaptation having been made by
Mary C. McCall, Jr., and Charles
Kenyon. Archie Mayo directed. The
leading masculine role opposite Miss
Francis is played by Alan Dinehart.
and among the other headline mem-
bers of the cast are Gloria Stuart.

Roland Young, Marjorie Gateson,
Allen Vincent and Louise Beavers.

« « <*

Postal authorities in Washington,
D. C, are cooperating with Big 4

Film Corn, in making "Pony Ex-
press Kid," to star Buzz Barton, an
authentic record of the pony ex-

press. This film, now in prepara-
tion, will depict events in the lives

of such famous national characters

IS President Lincoln, Buffalo Bill

and Chief Red Cloud.
* * •

The make-un box, once the proo-
°rtv of Lon Chaney. that broneh*
chills and shudders to thousands of
nictiire-oroers, has b«»en placed on
"vhibition at the Societv of Motion
Picture Fneineers M'lseum in the
T,os Angeles Comitv Museum in Los
Anceles, according to E. Theisen
chairman of thp Sociptv's Mnsenm
committer. Glass*»<5 thaf were worn
>n iho "Unholv Three." strans an«l

•stppl braces once ns«>d to twist th«»

late screen star's bodv into erro-

tesniip phanps. tof^Mher wi+h a

varipd conpction of "s+Ml photo<»ranhc
iTiadf> dnrin" th* filminsr of th" fa-

mous actor's nicturea are included
in the collection.

Dorothy Burgess has been signed
by M. H. Hoffman, president of Al-
lied Pictures Corp., for the feminine
lead opposite Monte Blue in "The
Stoker," Peter B. Kyne story which
Chester M. Franklin will direct.

* *

Harry Hervey, Paramount writer,
is a protege of H. L. Mencken, who
published his first short story, "The
Coat of the Leopard" in "Smart Set"
when Hervey was but 15 years of
age.

Zeppo Marx and Ralph Morgan
have been interested spectators at
the tennis matches between the Aus-
tralian Davis Cup team players and
members of the Los Angeles Tennis
Club. Marx and Morgan are play-
ing tennis daily under the tutelage
of Johnny Risso.

* * *

Bill Boyd and Dorothy Sebastian
are planning to visit Europe in the
early falL It will be Boyd's first

trip abroad, but his wife spent some
time in Europe several years ago
as the guest of Rex Ingram and
Alice Terry.

* * *

Many cartoonists are being inter-
viewed for the job of preparing
"Curiosities" in cartoon form for
a national newspaper syndicate.
Walter Futter announces this strip
will get under way early next week.

* « «

The Bermudes sisters are elated
over the fact that their father has
an excellent chance to be elected
president of the Nicaraguan Repub-
lic. Irma Bermudes is in charge of
the music department at Columbia,
while Thelma is with M-G-M. Muriel
is secretary to Harry Conners and
Philip Klein, and Mignon is with
the local Hays ofiice.

All Studio Executives Have Said That What The Screen

Needs Is New Faces. They Have Also Said

That the Screen Needs Comedians

and Comedy. Well, in

WILL MAHONEY
There Is Combined A New Face And Plenty of Comedy

READ THESE:

Jimmy Starr in

The Los Angeles Herald-Express

said:

"Blase and jaded Hollywood was
snapped bolt upright in its seat

with the appearance of Will Ma-
honey, New York's best show
stopper. Mahoney panicked 'em.

He wowed 'em. He literally tossed

the once dignified patrons in the
well known aisles. They yelled

and applauded with sincere and
unsuppressed delight at this mar-
velous comedian from Broadway."

The Los Angeles Times said:

"Sid Grauman secured for his

prologue that sterling Broadway
comedian, Will Mahoney, whose
Industry and effort in affording fun

could not go unrewarded. Mahoney
received one of the biggest ova-

tions ever tendered any performer

at the Chinese. His dance on the

xylophone is a triumph. His falls

during his stepping convulsed the
house."

WILL MAHONEY
is under the exclusive management of

RALPH G. FARNUM
ROOSEVELT HOTEL HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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WARNER ZONE MANAGERS

MEET AT ASTOR MONDAY

Joseph A. Bernhard, general man-
ager of Warner Bros. Theaters, will

preside at the meeting of zone man-
agers to be held Monday at the

Astor Hotel to discuss policies and
general theater operations for the
coming months.

In addition to Bernhard, all the
Warner Theater Home office execu-
tives will be there. These include I.

J. Hoffman, Moe Silver, Stuart Mac-
Donald, Dave Weshner, William
Clark and Jules Girden.

Zone managers attending the
periodical meeting will be Nat WoK,
Cleveland; Lou Lazar, Albany;
James E. Coston, Chicago; Lee Gold-
berg, Louisville; Harry Kalmine,
Newark; William P. Goldman, Phila-
delphia; B. E. Hoffman, New Haven;
John H. Harris, Pittsburgh; and J.

J. Payette, Washington.

HANK LINET MOVES
David T. Sutton and Henry A.

Linet have moved their law offices

to 1450 Broadway. Linet formerly
was with Columbia and General
Talking Pictures as advertising di-

rector.

RELEASE YIDDISH FILM
"Mazel Tov," a synchronized Yid-

dish comedy with a talking prologue
and epilogue, starring the prominent
Jewish actress, Molly Picon, with
Madame Bertha Guten, Baby Celina
Breene and Art Shyrer, has just
been released by Judea Films, Inc.,

which is specializing in a program
of Yiddish talkers. Sam Rosen was
in charge of production. First show-
ing will be at the Palestine on Clin-

ton St., starting May 10, and at
the Benenson in the Bronx, May 13.

PARAMOUNT GETS PROXIES
Paramount is understood to have

received proxies for 75,000 shares
more than the required two-thirds
vote to ratify the change in the

value of the company's stock to $10.

Special meeting on this question
will be held May 10.

DISMANTLE DE LUXE COURSE
Denver—Last of the de luxe min-

iature golf courses is being torn out.

Trout ponds also are a thing of the

past. City demnnded license fee be
paid and owners of $10,000 course
dismantled it to escape yearly tax.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By "c. a:

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block

ON THE BOARDWALK
ATLANTIC CITY

A Smart Hotel in

America's Smartest Resort
Ideal Convention Facilities

ATTRACTIVE RATES

gCREEN tests of Eddie Ryan, juve-

nile player who was lauded for
his work in the American Telephone
& Telegraph Co.'s industrial recent-
ly produced at the Eastern Service
Studio, have been taken by a major
producing company, and reports in-

dicate the boy will be given a part
in a future picture.

•

Production at the Ideal Stu-
dio, Hudson Heights, N. J.,

which has been quiet for the

past several weeks, is sched-
uled to get under way within
the next few weeks, it is learned.
Announcement as to the studio s

activities is expected to be made
soon.

•

Walter C. Kelly, the "Virginia

Judge," has been signed for "Fa-
mous for a Moment," a satire on
the newsreel, the third of a series

of shorts being produced by John-
nie Walker and made at the AtHs
Sound Studio. "Looking Back,"

the first of the series, is being re-

leased by Educational and the sec-

ond of the series, titled "Hypno-
tized," is now in the process of
cutting.

•

"Tale of a Vest," starring Tom
Howard and George Shelton and di-

rected by Aubrey Scotto, the first

of a series of shorts to be produced
by Larry Kent, went into produc-
tion last Wednesday at the Eastern
Service Studio in the Bronx.

•

Standard Sound Recording Corp.
has signed with Aurora Films Corp.
for ten days of location shooting on
the Italian talkie, "Love and Death."
The interiors were completed in the

28th Street Studio last week. Stand,
ard has added location equipment
for both sound-on-film and sound-
on-disc recording.

•

Bud Pollard, director, is now
cutting Southland Pictures' all-

Negro feature in nine reels,

"The Black King," at the Lloyds
Film Storage and Miles Pro-
jection Rooms.

f) PRESENTATIONS f)

Paramount

The Paramount is bowling 'em
over this week by presenting as its

stage attraction the Max Gordon
revue, "The Band Wagon," which
jammed the New Amsterdam the-

ater all last season. By the elimina-

tion of reprises and four of the long-

est sketches, the costly production

is presented in 75 minutes. The
original cast, including Fred Astaire,

Frank Morgan, Helen Broderick,

Vera Marsh and the Albertina Rasch
Girls, appear in the Paramount
presentation. All the outstanding
sketches by George S. Kaufman and
Howard Dietz, and the song hits by
Arthur Schwartz, are included, with

Hassard Short staging the revised

version. The unusual settings of

Albert R. Johnson, including the

only double revolving stage in the

world, is utilized.

While "The Band Wagon" is at

the New York Paramount, Rubinoff

and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford
are part of the show at the Brooklyn
Paramount.

tured artists are Patricia Bowman,
premier danseuse, and DeHaven and
Nice, comedians, who make their

first appearance on Broadway since

they completed their engagement
with Ufa films in Germany. This
incidentally is Fred Waring's last

week at the Roxy. A full symphony
orchestra under the direction of

Hugo Riesenfeld, comes in next Fri-

day. For the final overture of his

engagement, Waring presents sev-

eral of the most popular modern
selections he has presented at the

Roxy during the past 17 weeks.

CAGNEY,CnAnERTONriLNS

BOOKED fORJOLL 'A' TIME

Warner Bros, report almost 100
per cent "A" time bookings of their

two specials. "The Rich Are Al-
ways With Us," Ruth Chatterton's
first picture for First National, and
"The Crowd Roars," racing thriller,
to major circuits. Among the cir-

cuits which have bought both pic-

tures are the RKO major metro-
politan circuit; the Skouras circuits

in Long Island and New Jersey;
the Fox circuit in St. Louis and
Kansas City; the Central States
Circuit in Iowa; the Lefkowitz, Hor-
witz and Meyer Pine circuits in

Ohio; the Century Consolidated and
Randforce circuits in New York; the
RKO circuit in Long Island and New
Jersey; the Affiliated Circuit in New
Orleans; and the Maine and New
Hampshire circuit and the Graphic
circuit in New England.

Regral to Distribute

More U. S. Product
Toronto — Regal is understood

planning to distribute fewer British-
made pictures during the coming
year and instead handle more Amer-
ican product. This company's deal
involving Canadian rights to Mono-
gram pictures becomes operative in
August, when the first of the 32
features will be delivered.

GEO. BAKER TOURING WORLD
Denver—George Baker, manager

of the local Paramount theater and
later with Dubinsky Bros, in Kan-
sas City, is on a tour of the world
with his uncle. A postcard received
from him was from Chile.

Roxy
Headlining this week's stage bill at

the Roxy is Maragaret Matzenauer,
contralto, formerly with the Metro-
politan Opera Company. She has
chosen for her principal selection

the aria from Saint-Saens' opera,

"Samson and Delila." The Roxy
stage production is a seasonal pre-

sentation called "Maytime." In ad-

dition to Mme. Matzenauer, the fea-

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitalify"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Lookfor the "Donr-way ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROL

ON DISPLAY AT SMPE MEET

Astoria, N. Y.^—The new keyboard
automatic light control for motion
picture film printing machines, re-

cently announced, and now being
manufactured under patents of Kurt
Schneider, by the Oehler Machine
Co., Inc., of this city, will be ex-

hibited for the first time at the

spring convention of the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers, which
will be held in Washington, May 9

to 12.

The device, by means of a key-
board having numbered keys cor-

responding to 24 steps of light in-

tensity, can be rapidly set for a
negative having as many as 160
scenes. It can be used with all

printers and is being offered either

without resistance or with resistance
made according to the film labora-

tories, the company states.

The contacts of the light control

are made of an alloy of platinum
and iridium and are entirely en-

closed, thus insuring against con-

tact faults. The changeover mechan-
ism, which is of a new construc-

tion, is declared fast and positive

in action. A recording indicator en-

I

ables a quick check-up with the tim-

I

ing card and facilitates an accurate
i control of printing.

The improved features of the de-

vice are a distinct forward step in

light control design. Successful

]

tests made in the laboratory of one
I of the eastern studios, the company

claims, indicate that quality and ef-

i ficiency of production of release

prints is assured by the use of this

keyboard automatic light control.

Making New Apparatus
Chicago—The Wenzel Co. of this

city announces it is now manufacturing
the new standardized proportional aper-

ture plates for Simplex, Powers and
Motiograph machines, as authorized by

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences. The new plates may be
had with either round or square corners

and are for use in connection with the
new frame size for all types of prints,

movietone, disc and silent.

Doors Open Automatically

Paris—The new newsreel theater in the Saint-Lazare railway station has a novel

feature that is attracting much comment, doors that open automatically as soon as a

person gets within four feet of them. At that distance a patron leaving the theater
comes within an area of Invisible rays which automatically moves the portals.

Push Switch Protects

Motors From Overload

Milwaukee—An electric push-but-
ton switch consisting of a heater
coil, interchangeable for any rating,
that offers positive overload protec-
tion for fractional horsepower mo-
tors, is being marketed by Cutler-
Hammer, Inc., of this city, manu-
facturers of electric control ap-
paratus.
When a dangerous overload oc-

curs, the thermal overload mechan-
ism of the device will automatically
trip and disconnect the motor from
the line before any damage is done
to the motor windings, it is said.

Then, when the start button is

pressed to start the motor again,
the one pressing of the button not
only re-sets the overload mechanism,
but also re-starts the motor. If the
overload condition persists, the mo-
tor will not start, so that positive
motor protection is assured at all

times.

The overload mechanism in the
switch will not trip when momen-
tary overloads occur, such as start-

ing. The motor is disconnected from
the line by the overload device only
when there is danger to the motor,
the company claims.

EVEN TENSION TAKE-UP
Elmhurst, N. Y.—A device adapt-

able to Powers, Simplex and other
sound projectors, and which is said

to produce even tension take-up, as-

sure absolute freedom from flutter,

take up any amount of film evenly
with any size reel hubs, prevent ex-
cessive wear on the lower take-up
sprocket and shaft, stop the open-
ing of film splices and prevent ex-
cessive wear on the film, is being
offered by the Clayton Products Co.

MOVES TO LARGER QUARTERS
Chicago—Enterprise Optical Man-

ufacturing Co., formerly located at

564 West Randolph St., has moved
into new and larger quarters at

44:U West Lake St., this city. The
company manufactures and distrib-

utes Motiograph De Luxe sound pro-
jector equipment.

INSTALLING SWITCHBOARD
Baton Rouge, La.—A new stage

switchboard is being installed in the
Pine Arts building here by the
Frank Adam Electric Co. of St.

Louis, manufacturers of complete
stage lighting equipment.

Jenkins & Adair Markets
Portable "Mike" Boom

Chicago—A portable microphone
boom designed for use in the field

or studio and especially adaptable
for newsreel work as well as similar
talking picture recording equipment,
is being put out by the Jenkins &
Adair Co. of this city.

The principle of the boom, it is

declared, is that no counter-weight
has to be carried. The welded steel
container becomes the counter-
weight as soon as it is filled with
water, sand, gravel or similar mate-
rial which may be readily obtained
under any conditions. The angle of
the boom is held fixed by means of
a short section of telescopic tubing,
designed with a friction fit. The
legs of the tripod are equipped with
one foot telescopic extensions and
all conceivable adjustments of the
tripod are possible.

The boom arm and saddle of the
device may be removed from the
vertical mast leaving a strong and
rigid tripod which may be extended
from 2 feet up to 8 feet. A hanger
suspends the microphone from the
end of the boom or supports it on
top of the tripod, it is said.

Army Air Corps Studies

New B. & H. "Zoom" Lens

Chicago—The war and peace-time
possibilities, in military aerial pho-
tography, of the new "Zoom" lens
recently developed Dy the Bell &
Howell Co. of this city for standard
motion picture cameras, are attract-
ing the attention of the United
States Army.
This lens was primarily developed

to "zoom" or "swoop" down on a
subject or to recede from it with-
out moving the camera or scene. For
instance, with the new lens, a para-
chute jumper can be shot as a
"close-up" all the way down to a
landing place, or he can be photo-
graphed alternately "close-up" and
at actual distance. In such opera-
tions the position of the lens ele-

ments are changed, but the position
of the camera remains the same.

Lieut. George W. Goddard, direc-

tor of the Photographic Dept. of the
Army Air Corps at Rantoul, 111.,

has just completed a series of air-

plane photographic tests of this lens
in flights over Chicago which are
said to have disclosed tremendously
interesting results from a military
standpoint.

NEW TALKIE CAMERA

DEVELOPED ABROAD

London—An entirely new camera,
especially designed for talking pic-
tui'es, said to be unique in that it is

not an adapted or converted model,
and with no cams or eccentrics used
making for perfect accuracy and si-

lent running, has been brought out
by W. Vinton, Ltd., of this city.

The eyepiece optical system is so
devised, it is declared, that it is

possible to see the object in a view
finder and through the film. Lens
mounts are so contrived that the
lens is not revolved during focus-
sing, and the iris scale is always
visible.

Another important introduction
into the model is a mechanical fuse
incorporated in the sleeve attached
to the motor. Its function is to give
a warning note should a film jam
occur.

Thi-ee pairs of spur spiral type
gears are all that exist in the cam-
era, and are designed for quiet run-
ning. Two pairs of slow-running
spirals drive the counter. The take-
up tension on the magazines, which
are interchangeable with Bell and
Howell type, and carry 1,000 feet of
film, is adjustable, and the take-up
bobbin is collapsible for facilitating

its removal from the film without
rewinding, it is said.

DISTRIBUTES MOVIOLA LINE
The complete line of projectors,

film viewing and sound reproducing
machines and synchronizers manu-
factured by the Moviola Co. of
Hollywood is being distributed in the
East by the Ruby Camera Exchange
of New York. A rental department,
through which any type of editing
machine may be leased by the day
or week, is also being conducted by
the Ruby Exchange.

BUSINESS BUILDER
St. Louis—-A novel business build-

er for increasing theater patronage
by issuing free tickets on a profit-

sharing plan is being offered by the
Greenwood Co. of this city.

To IMPROVE
y© ur Theatre
ECONOMICALLY

Consult

—

|, National Theatre
pSuppLY Company
/ Your Logical Supply Source
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'By L. H. MITCHELL

FRENCH flLNS CAPTURE

25 '" Of QUEBEC MARKET

Montreal — During the past 12
months it is estimated that French
motion pictures have captured a
fourth of the film trade in the prov-
ince of Quebec. Only a few films of
Parisian production were distribu-
ted in the province during the days
of silent pictures, but producers
have found within the past year a
good market in Quebec for French
talking pictures. Of a total popula-
tion of 3,000,000 in the province,
slightly more than 80 per cent speak
French.

Confederation Amusements, Ltd.,

of Montreal, operates six theaters in

this city, and has recently built two
new ones, which frequently show
French pictures received through
Cinematographique Canadienne, al-

though they also run English and
American productions. The Cinema
de Paris in Montreal and the Cinema
Canadien in Quebec show only
French films. In Montreal and its

suburbs 25 theaters have taken up
the showing of French talking pic-

tures in the past year, as against

27 which show English-speaking
pictures. Approximately 29 thea-

ters in the smaller towns of Quebec
have turned largely to French lan-

guage pictures in 1931-32. Attend-
ance at French talkers in the entire

province during the past year is

estimated at 6,000,000, with that of

theaters showing English dialogue

pictures at approximately 21,000,000.

Theaters showing French talkers

also show English talkers, the pro-

portion being roughly 45 per cent

French and 55 per cent English

productions. As the Canadian con-

stitution guarantees the French-

Canadians the right to use their

language, and they are jealous of it

and of their French institutions, the

province of Quebec will develop into

a highly profitable market for pro-

ducers of French talking pictures.

KLEIN HAS "JUNGLE HELL"
London—Edward L. Klein is ar-

ranging for distribution of Talking

Picture Epics' "Jungle Hell" for

several European territories. War-
dour Films, Ltd., is distributing the

picture in the United Kingdom.

16 Polish Features

Warsaw—Polish film producers turned

out 16 features last season, with but

two of the number, it is reported, win-

ning popular approval.

Bernstein's Film-Drama Circuit
London—Plans have been prepared for the circuit of twelve theaters which Sidney

Bernstein is to erect for the showing of both films and plays. The first two houses
of the circuit will be built at Shrewsbury and Maidstone. Mr. Bernstein plans to
present one play a month at each of the twelve theaters, motion pictures being offered
tor the rest of the time.

Berlin Vaude House
A Cinema Competitor

Berlin—First-run picture theaters
will face stiff competition when the
Wintergarten vaudeville house be-
gins to show films along with vaude-
ville. A Klangfilm reproduction set
has already been installed. Admis-
sion scale at the Wintergarten com-
pares very favorably with the scale
at the first-run cinemas, the pro-
gram lasts twice as long, and it

pays a municipal tax of but 5 per
cent compared with the 12 per cent
that picture houses must pay. Ex-
hibitor circles are agitating the
question whether or not picture
houses will have to show vaudeville
along with pictures to keep their

clientele.

HAGEN MAKES 3 FOR A.P.D.

London — Julius Hagen has ar-

ranged with A. P. D. Film Co. to

distribute his current production,
"When London Sleeps," and con-
tracted to produce two more for

A. P. D., "The Lost Chord" and
"Darby and Joan."

GAUMONT STAFF CHANGES
London—W. J. Gell, managing di-

rector of the Gaumont Co., Ltd., has
anonunced the following changes in

the sales force. S. H. Partridge has
been transferred from Dublin to the

managership of the Newcastle
branch. W. A. Green has been
transferred from Newcastle to Dub-
lin. F. A. Spiers is now at Birming-
ham, having been switched from
Belfast where he is succeeded by
A. A. Ward, formerly of the Bristol

office.

KORDA FILMING AT WEMBLEY
London — London Film Produc-

tions, of which Alexander Korda is

one of the managing directors, has

arranged with Associated Sound
Film Industries to film its produc-

tions at the latter's studios in

Wembley. Korda is now directing

the first production of the new firm,

"The Wedding Rehearsal."

"MATA HARI" OPENS BIG
London—Capacity crowds attend-

ed the opening of "Mata Hari" at

the Empire recently. Business is

said to have been better than that

done by "The Broadway Melody,"

during the first week-end.

Cheap Quota Pictures
Protested in England

London —
- A protest has been

lodged with Mr. Runciman, president
of the Board of Trade, by a deputa-
tion from the Federation of British
Industries and the T. U. C, against
cheap and shoddy British-produced
pictures merely to fill the require-
ments of the film quota act, and
pointing out the damage to the
prestige of British productions in

the colonies of such films and the
resulting danger of American pro-
ductions dominating the film mar-
ket in the colonies. Simon Rowson
was spokesman for the film trade,
with H. Bruce Woolfe as another
film industry delegate. The memo-
randum also suggested the removal
of the restriction in the Films Act
which provides that scenario writers
of British pictures must be British
citizens, urging that the removal of

this restriction would result in bet-
ter scenario writers for British pro-
ductions.

Gaumont to Distribute
18 Tiffany, 10 Allied

London—Eighteen Tiffany produc-
tions and ten Allied productions will

be distributed in England by the
Gaumont Co. Details of the deals
were arranged by W. J. Gell on his

recent trip to America.

ro OPEN SCOTLAND THEATERS
Glasgow — Construction work on

the Grand at Falkirk is nearing com-
pletion and the house will be opened
before the end of the summer. The
new house at Stirling is scheduled
to open in September. There is a
possibility that the Camphill at

Glasgow which was destroyed by
fire, will be rebuilt.

MOROCCO FILM FOR JOE MAY
Berlin—Joe May, who directed

"Zwei in einem Auto," which has
had a big success, will direct another
production for Deutsche Lichtbild-

Syndikat, after which he will make
a picture about Morocco for a

Franco-German company.

TO BUILD AT GLASGOW
Glasgow—James Welsh plans to

build another house here and has
assigned John M'Kissack to work on
the plans.

TAX NAY FORCE CLOSURE

ON 500 BRITISH THEATERS

London—At the recent meeting of
the Cinematograph Exhibitors'
Ass'n, the fear was expressed by
many speakers that the continuance
of the present amusements tax
would force at least 500 of the
smaller theaters of the United King-
dom to close their doors, as the
reimposition of the tax on 8 penny
seats last November had so serious-
ly lessened attendance.

Officials of the C. E. A. have vis-

ited Paris for the purpose, it is re-

ported, of investigating the result

of the 24 hours' strike of theaters
against the tax in that city, with
the possibility of calling a similar
strike against the tax in England.

2,500-SEATER FOR LEEDS
Leeds, Eng. — Work has been

I

started on the new 2,500-seat A. B. '

C. theater here at the corner of
Vicar Lane and New Briggate. It

is hoped to have the theater open
for Christmas.

TOURNEUR'S SON DIRECTING
Paris—Jacques Tourneur, son of

Maurice Tourneur, French director

who has wielded the megaphone on
Many American pictures, is soon to

direct his first picture from a story
by the novelist, Henri Duvernois.

SWITZERLAND 60% WIRED
Geneva—More than 60 per cent of

Swiss theaters are wired for sound.

Out of a total of 260 cinemas 161

are wired, 66 having Klangfilm-To-
bis apparatus.

3 FRENCH REVOLUTION FILMS
Paris—Louis Roubaud has begun

production on "Danton," the fii'st of
three films of the French Revolu-
tion which will be produced at the
Tobis studios in Epinay.

"ARROWSMITH" RUN
London—^"Arrowsmith" has start-

ed on its second month at the Tivoli.

More than 7,000 have seen the pic-

ture and the first week's receipts

totaled over 5,000 pounds.

French Film Library

Paris—A movement has been started

here to establish a French national film

library to be housed in the Trocadero,

It is proposed to deposit with the

Cinemathique a copy of every good
film, after it has been withdrawn from
exhibition, so that it will not be lost

to future generations. The proposal r
getting a good deal of support in and
out of film circles.
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Mattapan, Mass.—Wineapple Bros,
and Charles Goldreyer are remodel-
ing the Anderson theater, putting
on a new front and a new lobby, and
will reopen it as the Mattapan.

Erie, Pa.—The Grand, owned by
John Phillips, was dynamited re-

cently. The bomb was in the rear
of the theater and did but little

damage.

Rosaline, Mass. — The Bellevue
Community theater has been re-
opened.

Pittsburgh—A. R. "Andy" Cherry,
one of the oldest film salesmen in

the city, has resigned from Alexan-
der Film Service.

Patchogue, L. I.—A new policy
will be put into effect at the Patch-
ogue by Joe Seider, general man-
ager of the Prudential Playhouses
circuit. A stock show will play the
house for a half week and then go
to the Bayshore in Bayshore the
other half, pictures being shown at
both houses for a half week only.

• CENTRAL •
Chicago—B. N. Judel is back from

a business trip to New York.

Madison, Wis.—RKO has booked
"Grand Hotel" for showing here.

Chicago—Clyde Elliott has taken
over the management of the Mel-
rose Park theater. Nate Rothen-
berg, formerly with Essaness, is the
new manager of the Howard, a
Balaban & Katz house.

Topeka, Kan.—Eli Ulamperl, for-

merly an exhibitor here, died re-

cently. At one time he operated the
Best and the Gem, now Fox houses.

Pittsburgh — Jack Lawrence has
joined Standard Film Service as spe-
cial representative. At one time he
was Standard's Pittsburgh manager.

Chicago— Allied States Theaters
of Illinois have started publication
of a weekly house organ called "Al-
lied Comments." First issue was out
Saturday, May 7. It is a four-page
paper edited by Aaron Saperstein,
president of Illinois Allied. It suc-
ceeds a one-page mimeographed
bulletin which has been issued week-
ly since last November.

Elyria, 0.—The Rialto is under-
going remodeling, with new interior
decorations, new lobby frames and
box-office equipment, and improved
projection equipment. Messrs. Coop-
er and Schwartz are the managers.

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. Moritz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

of Ptarii, London and the Riviera

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and
business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TaYLOR

Montello, Wis.—Katherine Brace
has leased the Montello to Mrs.
Frank Dodge.

Wasseon, O.—Joe Rex is return-
ing to the exhibitor ranks, having
taken over the Princess which he
operated several years ago.

Madison, Wis.—John Ferger is the
new manager of the RKO Strand,
succeeding Tom Powell.

Detroit — E. C. Beatty, general
manager of the Butterfield circuit,
announces that from 15 to 20 of the
circuit's theaters will be closed next
month, and added that a few of
them might continue on a two-day-
a-week policy.

Indianapolis — Harry A. Kiime,
owner of the Bijou and Sanders the-
aters, died here recently.

Chippewa Falls, Wis.—N. A. An-
derson, V. 0. Anderson and George
E. Miner have filed articles of in-

corporation of the Rivoli Theater
Co., capitalized at $20,000.

Chicago—Henri Ellman will open
his new exchange shortly in the
former RKO quarters at 908 South
Wabash Ave. which are being re-
modeled.

New Lisbon, Wis.—Julius Grulke
is now operating the Home, former-
ly managed by L. E. Baker.

Gary, Ind.—Damage of more than
$2,000 to the booth equipment of
the Grand recently is said to be the
result of the operator fight still in
progress here.

Milwaukee—The neighborhood At-
las is now being operated by Harry
Hart and Eugene Hemmings.

Cleveland—Bert Todd and Victor
Wolcott have opened a nickelodeon
next door to their subsequent run
theater, the Great Lakes.

Sheboygan, Wis.—Paul Fox hag
disposed of the Grand to Max
Shurer.

Wadsworth, 0.—The Strand has
been sold by John Damm to Earl
and Arthur Seitz, Sandusky exhib-
itors.

Carrollton, O.—R. E. Bishop is in-

stalling RCA Photophone in the
Virginia.

Chicago — The Englewood, RKO
theater, has reduced its admission
prices and now charges 15 cents
for matinees and 20 cents at night.

Dennison, O.—Jacob Smith is the
new operator of the Lincoln and has
put m a seven day policy with three
changes a week.

• SOUTH *
Port Arthur, Tex.—The Jefferson

Amusemesnt Co. has closed its local
house, the Pearce, one of the oldest
theaters in Texas.

Ardmore, Okla. — The Washita.
Amusement Co. has been incorpo-
rated here by Bobbie Bullock,
Charles Trego and Roy Hall, all of
this city. The company is capital-
ized at $10,000.

Dallas—Roy Starling is now rep-
resenting Supreme Screen Service.

Birmingham—The Lyric has been
reopened as a picture house under
the management of Ben and L. A
Stein.

Louisville—George A. Sine has
resigned as assistant to the general
manager of the Fourth Avenue
Amusement Co. Since 1927 he has
been in charge of all Fourth Avenue
theaters.

Oklahoma City—F. G. Roberts has
bought the interest of his partner,
Sol J. Davidson, in the Cordell
Amusement Co.

Beaumont, Tex.—The Tivoli has
been closed by the Jefferson Amuse-
ment Co. The Tivoli has been run-
ning since 1913.
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REMINDER

Watch your local holidays

and anniversaries. Book fea-

tures appropriate for these

events.
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REVIEWS OF SHORT SUBJECTS
Eddie Buzzell in

"Wolf in Cheap Clothing"

Columbia 10 mins.

One of the Eddie Buzzell "Bed-
time Stories for Grownups." Eddie
broadcasts and is heard delivering

the talk, while the incidents are per-

formed in silent action. The yarn
is about a couple of partners, one

named Wolf, in the cloak and suit

business. Wolf is caught in a com-
promising situation with his part-

ner's wife. After a session of amus-
ing crossfire, the injured husband
shoots the wife, declaring it is

simpler to do that than to kill a

different man every time he comes
home. Has plenty of good laughs.

Walter Putter's

"Curiosities"

(No. 232)

Columbia 12 mins

Fine Novelty Collection

This is among the best of the

"Curiosities" series, in that it con-

tains an unusual variety of interest-

ing clips. Among them are a forest-

fire lookout station on a pole nearly

200 feet high, a waiter who is a

champion at carrying dishes of food,

a cartoonist who draws sketches of

celebrities on eggs, a golf practice

course in Los Angeles, a sword
sharpener in India, a traveling

blacksmith shop built into the back

of a sedan, the diamond curb mar-
ket on the Bowery, a champion wood
whittler and several other items.

"Winter in the Bavarjan Alps"

Leo Brecher 12 mins.

Interesting

Good photography and some scenes

of skii riders whizzing down a

mountain slope dangerously near the

edge are among the chief points of

interest in this generally engrossing

subject. It presents a series of

native Bavarian games and wintei

sports, along with some fine views

of Alpine scenery in winter time.

Vincent Lopez and His Orchestra in

"Those Blues"

Paramount 6 mins.

Good Musical Novelty

The "blues" referred to in the

title of this short subject are the

one and only "St. Louis Blues,"

presented as Vincent Lopez and his

aggregation interpret them. In ad-

dition to the instrumental interpre-

tation, there are vocal interpolations

by a pleasing quartette and various

novelty touches that give the famil-

iar tune a fresh aspect despite its

years of hard service. Above all. the

rendition is . smoothly melodious,

which is the most important matter.

"Rain Drops"
Dist. not set 7 mins.

Beautiful Nature Study
Very ingeniously conceived and ef-

fectively executed novelty. It is a
picturesque compilation of the beau-
ties of nature, exceptionally well

[

photographed, contrasting the swirl i

of running brooks and high water-
falls with the calm of pools after a
rain. Mountains, valleys, rivers,

cloud effects, sunsets and various
pastoral settings are shown, with
an accompanying talk in poetic dia-

logue that enhances the general ef-

fect. An unusual and timely subject
that should interest anybody and yet

add class to any bill. Caramel Films
is credited with presenting the pic-

ture.

Dist. not set

'Jingles"

7 mins.

Fine Color Novelty

This animated cartoon in color,

produced by Fairmount Pictures and
being shown currently on the bill

at the Little Carnegie Playhouse, is

a distinctive and highly enjoyable
novelty. To the accompaniment of

Mendelssohn's "Spring Song," there

are shown a variety of oddly shaped
bugs, butterflies, frogs and other

strange creations of nature doing

their spring awakening act. Besides

being comical in conception, the ef-

fectiveness of the bright colors and
the excellent musical synchroniza-

tion make the short a wholly enter-

taining affair and something very

different. It's a genuine novelty for

any bill.

"Torchy's Two Toots"

Educational 20 mins.

Fast Comedy
Another in the Torchy series from

G. C. Burr. Ray Cooke as "Torchy"
is again kept hot and bothered as

the office boy trying to help his boss

out of a tight jam. Edmund Breese

is the boss, and Franklin Pangborn
again the office manager. The basic

idea back of this series is a natural

for arousing sympathy and generat-

ing comedy situations. The young-

sters especially should go strong for

this one, for the mischievous office

boy is continually playing pranks

that keep everybody in hot water.

Torchy and the manager are fired

and hired back again, when the boss

receives a birthday present from the

office staff by mistake, as it was

meant for somebody else. Here

some unusual comedy develops with

the staff all mystified at the genial

manner of their usually grouchy

boss, for they know nothing about

the mistake. Then for a whizz fin-

ish, with a lot of tricky photography

as Torchy in a dream sequence is

speeding in a racing car to meet

his boss with the forgotten papers

that mean closing a big deal. Its

bright and fast all the way.

"Fleet Ho"
Intern'l Film Foundation 12 mins.

Good
Engrossing collection of newsreel

shots showing various activities of

the U. S. naval forces in times of

peace. In addition to warship scenes,
there are clips of aerial, submarine
and other adjuncts of the navy.
Though pretty much in a familiar
vein because of the frequency with
which such material appears in the
newsreels, the compilation makes an
interesting short. Also very suit-

able for educational showing.

"The Cat's Nightmare"
(Silly Symphony)

Columbia 7 mins.
Fine Animated

Right up to the high standard of
this popular animated cartoon series.

Central character is a comical cat.

Wandering forth on his evening ex-
cursion, the feline first gets into a
tussle with a bird that is crooning
atop a chimney. Losing out in this,

with an accompanying fall to the
ground, the cat goes into a night-
mare during which he imagines him-
self attacked and pounced upon by
flocks of birds, owls, tree stumps,
etc., and finally is awakened by the
crow of a rooster at dawn. Clever
and very funny all the way.

"The Betty Boop Limited"
(Talkartoon)

Paramount 7 mins.

Nifty Animated
Betty Boop, the shapely little ani-

mated cartoon creation from the
Max Fleischer shops, appears this

time as the leader of a troupe of

animal entertainers who are bound
for the South. Opening to the tune
of "When That Midnight Choo-Choo
Leaves for Alabam'," the action
first offers some monkeyshines in

connection with getting the train on
its way. Then during the ride Betty
puts the performers through a re-

hearsal, with Bettv herself singing
a boop-a-doop number. Bimbo doing
some juggling and others offering

musical and novelty bits. All very
snappy, melodious and genuinely en-

tertaining, with the clever cartoon
work jacking up the comedy in good
style. An excellent subject of its

kind.

"Romance"
Educational 7 mins.

Okay
The gangster films are kidded in

this Paul Terry-Toon, with the hero
trying to save his animated heroine
from the wiles of the gangster chief

and his hoodlum pang. It moves
fast and funnily through a series

of sensational gangster incidents

with fine scoring by Philip A. Scheib

adding an appropriate musical ac-

companiment.

"Divorce a La Mode"
Educational 21 mins.

A Wow
This Mack Sennett comedy has

two ace comedians, Raymond Hatton
and Harry Myers, assisted decora-
tively by Dorothy Granger and Vi-
vien Oakland. And they must have
enjoyed working in a very clever skit
where the laugh complications keep
piling up in a very intelligent man-
ner to a wow finish. Done with a
soft pedal on the slapstick. This
one depends on situations, for which
John A. Waldron, Jefferson Moffett
and John Grey as the story archi-
tects can all take a bow. Thinking
his wife really wants a divorce,
hubby consults a lawyer who spe-
cializes in breaking shackles. Mean-
while the wife gets a job as the
lawyer's secretary, under another
name. The lawyer falls for the sec-
retary, and sells her the idea of
acting as the co-respondent so his
client can get a divorce. Wifie sees
a swell chance to have some fun
with her hubby, and accepts. Hubby
gets a flash at the lawyer's wife, a
pip, and gets the mistaken notion
that she is to be his co-respondent.
The lawyer's wife shadows her hus-
band to the home of the client with
the co-respondent, his secretary, and
naturally draws wrong conclusions.
Here you have one of the finest set-
ups for real comedy complications
that it is possible to get out of the
divorce mixup situation. With the
two mixed couples all misunder-
standing each other, the proceedings
become more and more hilarious to
a great laugh finish. You can book
this one sight unseen, and give us
hell if we're wrong. But you won't.

"The Spot on the Rug"
Educational 18 mins.

Scores

A Mack Sennett comedy with a
very ambitious plot, featuring Billy
Bevan and Edgar Kennedy as the
comics. Marjorie "Babe" Kane is

the eye appeal. The action takes
place on an ocean liner, with Bevan
as the writer trying to knock out
another chapter in his great screen
serial. It is very cleverly done, with
the action of the writer's plot be-
coming a part of what actually hap-
pens on the liner. Kennedy is the
international crook working with his

girl accomplice. Two detectives are
on his trail, so he forces Billy to

swallow the rajah's ruby watch for
safe keeping. The fun hinges on the
crook's continued espionage of the
poor writer to see that he does not
cough up the loot or otherwise queer
his game. Bevan attends a mas-
querade dance attired as a flirty old

maid, and in this sequence he is

excellent. There is more plot and
fast action in this one than in a half
dozen of the average two-reelers.
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"ATTORNEY FOR THE DEFENSE"

with Edmund Lowe, Evelyn Brent

Columbia 70 mins.

SWELL COURT ROOM DRAMA
PACKS POWERFUL PUNCH IN

CLEVER PLOT WITH SUPERB
DIRECTION AND ACTING.

This is one of the most completely
satisfying pictures offered to exhib-

itors in a long time. It seems to

have a little of everything that goes

into the making of Grade A screem

entertainment. Irving Cummings
has directed with -finesse and cun-

ning. The story keeps building to

a Mrallop of a climax totally unex-
pected. The cast is hand-picked for

their parts. Columbia can shout

about this one, and are crazy if they

don't. That goes for the exhib whn
books it. Edmund Low^e gives about

the best performance of his career.

And all the rest of the cast stand

out. The drama of a district at-

torney who sends an innocent man
to the chair, revolts at his own
stings of conscience, and goes out

to defend criminals. The climax has
him defending himself on a murder
charge in one of the most original

and gripping stories of the season.

Cast : Edmund Lowe. Evelyn Brent, Con-
stance Cumminss, Donald Dilloway. Dorothy
Peterson. Bradley Page. Nat Pendleton,

Dwig-ht Frye, Douglas Haig, Wallis Clark,

Clarence Muse.

Director, Irving Cummines ; Author. J. K.
McCuinness: Adaptor, Jo Swerling; Dialog-
uer, snme ; Editor, Gene Havelick : Camera-
man. Ted Tetzlaff ; Recording Engineer, Rus-
sell Malmgren.

Direction, expert. Photography, fine.

"THE STRANGE CASE OF
CLARA DEANE"

with Wynne Gibson, Pat O'Brien,

Frances Dee
Paramount 78 mins.

TEAR-JERKER ON MOTHER-
LOVE THEME THAT SHOULD
APPEAL STRONGEST TO THE
FEMININE CLIENTELE.

Bringing up again the tried and
proven hoke of the "Madame X"
school, this sob story has interest

chiefly for women patrons. Clara

Deane, married to a thief husband,
played by Pat O'Brien, is convicted

with him", despite her innocence, and
put in jail for 15 years. On her

release she goes searching for her

child, now a young woman, adopted

bv a police inspector who believes

the mother guilty and doesn't want
her to know he is the adopter. The
mother goes back to work for a kind-

ly owner of an elite dress shop, ad-

mirably played bv Lee Kohlmar, and

in due course there comes to the

shop her own daughter, whom she

subsequently helps to dress up for

her marriage to a rich lad. The no-

account husband is released from
iail at this time and turns up with

the idea of shaking down the bride-

srroom. whereunon the mother shoo+s

him. Wynrio Gibson does a fine .I'ob

as the mother.
Cast: Wynne Gibson. Pat O'Brien. Frances

Dee, Dudley Digges. George Barbier. Russell

Gleason, Florence Britton. Lee Kohlmar, Ar-

thur Pierson, Clara Blandick. Cora Sue Col-

lins.

Directors. Louis G'snier. Max Marcin ; Au-
thor. A'thur M. Brilant : Adantor. Max
Marcin: Dialoguer, not credited; Cameraman,
Hfnry Sharp.
Direction, good. Photography, good.

"YOUNG AMERICA"
with Spencer Tracy, Doris Kenyon
Fox 65 mins.

SWELL PICTURIZATION OF
BOY LIFE WITH APPEAL TO
GROWNUPS AS WELL AS
YOUNGSTERS. HAS THE STUFF.
The direction of Frank Borza"--

gave this story of boy life a sincer-

ity and depth of understanding of

Youngsters that is unusual. In the

Roxy there were women using their

handkerchiefs freely throughou*; the

tender and pathetic scenes, which
are many. This film is a hummer for

getting the women. Tommy Con-
Ion as the boy is splendid. He is

an orphan in a small town, mothered
by Bervl Mercer, who is also taking
care of her dead sister's bov. The
two kids are about It, and insepar-
able companions. Tommv srets a

bad rep through no fault of his own.
and evervthinp" he does is held

against him. He is also befriended
bv Doris Kenyon. as the wife of

Spencer Tracy, a storeVoener in tho

town. Tr^^v is hfrdbniled. and
thinks tho kid all bnd nccordino' t'^

rppo^t. till a powerfullv emotionni

development convinces him of y>^^

p'-ro^. Here is a real bnv story that

should ero stvon<r fin'^nvhere.

Cast: Sneri'-er Tracv, Dnris Kenynn. T'^mmv
ror,1nn. Palnh B'-'lamv. Be^v] Mp-'-p- S-x-ati

Padden, Robert Homans. Ra->'ninnd Borzatre.

^'^vn O'^av. Bettv T^ne '^*-^ham. Lnnise
Poni-er'. Sn<>c O'Dnnnell. Will'am Pawley
Eddie .Sturgis.

Di'rertnr i*'rank Borza^e; Author. John
FrederifV Ballard; Adaptor. William Conseb
mn; Dialntnier. «ame: Cameraman, '^eorcr'^

Srhneiderman; Recording Engineer, Eugene
G'-"ssman.

Direction, excellent. Photography, good.
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"THE WORLD AND THE FLESH
with George Bancroft, Miriam

Hopkins
Paramount 75 min

EXPERTLY DIRECTED A N
WELL ACTED DRAMA OF RU}
RIAN REVOLUTIONARY PERIOl

Director John Cromwell has turnt
out a masterful piece of work thj
suffers only because of its lengt
and many scenes that tend to slo-

up action that has started ov
promisingly. The story revolve
around Bancroft, a seaman and on
of the "people's" leaders. BancroJ
and his men capture a score c

"aristocrats" among whom is Miriai
Hopkins, a former dancer and no^ "

one of the upper class. The stor
takes them aboard a steamer boun
for a safe port. Bancroft who i

put in the stokehold, in chains, man
ages to escape and with his me'
takes possession of the ship T
save her comrades. Miriam subject
herself to Bancroft's embraces fo
a night, so that her comrades ma'
masrnetize the compass and turn thi

boat, which Bancroft has previonsT-i

headed for a "Red" port. Mol
scenes are excellent and the actinj
throughout is high class.

Cast: George Bancroft. Miriam Hnnkin«
Alan Mnwbrav. George E. Stone. Mitchel
Lewis. Max Warner, Harry Cordin". Em
mett Corrigan, Oscar Apfel, Reginald Bar
low, Ferike Boros.

Director, John Cromwell; Authors. Philini
y.esVa. Ernest Stitz; Adaptor. Oliver H. P
Garrett: Dialoguer. not credited: Editor, no
credited; Cameraman, Karl Struss.

Direction, exdellent. Photography, ex-
cellent.

"THE STRANGE LOVE OF
MOLLY LOUVAIN"

First National 70 mins.

SNAPPY WISECRACKING PER-
FORMANCE BY LEE TRACY IS
CHIEF ENTERTAINMENT MERIT
OF HECTIC DRAMA.
Lee Tracy, in the role of a breezy

reporter, brightens up this otherwise
curious yarn. Basically, it concerns
Molly Louvain, cigar counter girl in

a small-town hotel, who is betrayed
and left behind by a rich youth. So
she teams up with a slick traveling
man, Leslie Fenton, and tramps
around with him for a few years.
He goes in for thievery and lands
in jail after shooting a cop. The
girl makes a getaway with a lad,

Richard Cromwell, formerly a bell-

boy at the hotel, and who wants to
marry her. Hiding in a rooming
house, they meet the reporter, Tracy,
who takes to Molly, not knowing
who sTie is. and plans to go places
with her. But first he has an idea
for capturing the escaped "moll" by
broadcasting a message that her
babv is ill. Molly rushes tn the
nolice station, and when Tracv
learns the truth he sobers up and
talks marriage.

Cast : T>ee Tracy, Ann Dvorak, Leslie Fen-
ton Richard Cromwell. Guv Kibbee. Charles
Middleton. Frank McHiigh, Evalvn Knapn,
C. Henrv Gordon Mary Doran. Harry Beres-
ford. Willard Robertson, Harold WaHrid^e
William Burress. Claire McDowell. Ma'irice
I!lacV. Ben Alexander. Richard Cramer, Don-
ald Dilloway. Hank Mann.

Director, Michael Curtiz; Author, Maurine
Watkins ; Adaptors, Erwin Gelsey, Browne
Holmes ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, James
Borby; Cameraman, Robert Kurrle.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"VANITY FAIR"
Hollywood Exchange 67 mins.

DULL DRAMA OF GOLD DTG-
GFR TS UNTNTT^RTi^RT'TNG ADAP-
TATION OF CLASSIC NOVEL
THAT FALLS FLAT.
Thackeray's famous novel concern-

ing the adventures of Becky Sharpe,
the original gold d'>s:er of fiction

has been modernized bv M. H. Hoff-

man with very dubious results. Its

slow tempo, English accents and
draggy direction does rot help it

nny. Mvrna Loy has the role of

Becky Sharpe. and is alluring as

usual. But her part is so unsym-
pathetic and the string of gents she

trims appear such boobs that there

is no cause for the audience to get

enthusiastic or vitally interested.

Conway Tearle is her main victim,

and after going along for half the

distance, suddenly drops out of the

picture, and you never see or hear
from him again. He is the only one

who puts a real vital spark in his

role. When he goes, the picture

goes with him. From then on it is

a dismal portrayal of Becky's grad-

ual fall into poverty and misery.
The ending is distinctly depressing.

This theme required understanding
direction more than anything, but
failed to get it.

Cast: Myrna Loy, Conway Tearle, Bar-
bara Kent, Walter Byron, Anthony Busbell,
Billy Bevan, Montagu Love, Herbert Bun-
ston. Mary Forbes, Lionel Belmore, Lilyan
Irene.

Director, Chester M. Franklin; Author, W.
M. Thackeray ; Adaptor, F. Hugh Herbert

;

Dialoguer, not listed ; Editor, not listed

;

Cameramen, Harry Neumann, Tom Galligan

;

Recording Engineer, L. E. Tope.
Direction, weak. Photography, good.

ToliTi Rarr'^mnre in

"STATE'S ATTORNEY"
with Helen Twelvetrees

Rfi'i'o 73 T"ins.

rOTTRT POOM nPAMA 1,\rv<i
CT ARiTV nv PT OT A"vrD ivtottat^t;:.

PTTT PAPPVMni?Ti"<! TTTCSTRI-

OT^TCS HOLD TJJV. TNTFRFRT.
The authors tried to crowd in the

hichlip-ht^ from several reoent sen-
sational New York City trials, and
with Barrvmore first a crooked
oriminal lawver turninor state's at-

torney, the P'^tion and plot are prettv
scramble. Tt is verv episodic, and
the continuity nuite inmnv, A verv
conscious straining to e-ive Barr'^
more a '•hapoo to ctrut hi=; histrf--.

onics and be theatripal in his court
room scenes is evident, and this
throws the story out of kilter

Nevertheless, it proves a orood ve-

hicle for the screen star, and as such
it must be judged rather than on
the merits or demerits of the storv
The Barrymore profile is very much
in evidence in closeups throughout,
and no doubt the ladies will go for
this in a big way. But Barrymore's
lightning change act from crooked
lawyer to upright state's attorney,
throwing over the girl who was his

intimate pal, marrying another while
drunk, then back to the first lovf

in the finale, lacks conviction.
Cast: John Barrymore, Helen Twelvetrees,

William Boyd, Jill Esmond. Mary Duncan,
Oscar Apfel, Raoul Roulien, Ralph Ince,
Frederick Burton, Leon Waycoff.

Director, George Archainbaud ; Authors,
Gene Fowler, Rowland Brown ; Adaptors,
same ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, William
Hamilton ; Cameraman, Leo Tover ; Record-
ing Engineer, George Ellis.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"THE CRY OF THE WORLD"
Intern'I Film Foundation 75 mins.

TNTP^RESTTMC HIGHLIGHTS O^^
WORTD EVENTS TN PAST 18
VKARS ARRAYED TTvr FORM OP
PLEA AGAINST WAR.

Described as a drama of civiliza-
tion's struggle and presented with'
the aim of stirring up interest in

international problems to the end'
that enough sentiment will be
aroused to prevent future wars, this

is a dramatically concentrated array
of actual world-event scenes com-
piled from Fox Movietone records.
Louis de Rochemont, who did the
compiling and editing, certainly out
his material together in a form that
makes a profound impression. The
only regrettable thing about it is

that, after presenting the long pa-
rade of the world's sore spots, from
the horrible effects of war and the
farce of prohibition, to the menac-
ing turbulence of India and the
grave concern over prevailing eco-

nomic conditions, the picture sug-
gests very little in the way of a

remedy, and only a faint suggestion
of hone for the future, and conse-
nuently is apt to send its audience
home in a rather depressed state.

Among incidents covered are the
World War. various nationalistic

movements like Mussolini's Facisti

and the Hitlerites, world economic
crises, achievements in woman suf-

frage, arguments on prohibition, the

recent warfare in Manchuria, peace

movements, etc. A little heavy for

strictly entertainment-seeking audi-

ences.
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Buck Jones in

SOUTH OF THE RIO GRANDE"
olumbia 61 mins.

FINE ACTION WESTERN WITH
EXICAN SETTING WILL HOLD
HE THRILL FANS WITH PLEJN-
Y OF FIGHT STUFF.

[!j
Here we have Buck Jones as the

' ader of the Mexican Rurales out
5(

)!• law and order. He has his hands
li ill trying to frustrate a crooked
; il operator whose racket is to work
lo 1 cahoots with a bandit gang to

01 jrrorize the ranchers and run them
v( ff land that looks good for oil pros-

)i
ects. There is also a slick senorita

o| t a cantina, which is the hangout
I or the bandits. Buck suspects hei

a; f working with the crooked oil man.
ut it is not till the very end that

ir e pins it on her. Meanwhile his

IB al, a young Mexican of fine family,

/ho joins up with the Rurales, falls

or the Cantina girl in spite of all

Juck can do to show him she isn't

n the level. He just won't believe

t, till in the end the hero proves
t to him, but it almost costs him
lis life to do so. There is a slam-
)ang fight between the Rurales and
;he bandits just as they are abou<.

io bump Buck off via a firing squad.

Jnusually fine photography, and pic-

;uresque scenery lift this above the

iverage western.
Cast : Buck Jones, Mona Maris, Doris Hill,

'hilo McCuIlough, Paul Fix, Charles Requa,
ane Durkin, Harry Semeles, Charles Stevens.

Director, Lambert Hillyer ; Author, Harold
Shumate ; Adaptor, Milton Krims ; Dialoguet,

iame; Editor, Maurice Wright; Cameraman,
ienjamin Khne; Recording Engineer, George

Cooper.

Direction, snappy. Photography, very good.

"TRAPEZE"
with Anna Sten

(In German, with English Titles)

Leo Brecher 80 mins.

SEVERAL THRILL SCENES
HIGHLIGHT GENERALLY EN-
GKOSCJiJNU DRAMA With CIR-
cu» BAClvGROUND.
Aitnough Anna fciten is not shown

on to sucn good aavantage in this

A. Ji,. Jjupont production as she was
in tne HiniU dannings picture, '"rera-

pesi," wnicn won ner a Hollywood
coniiact, She acquits herself nicely

and has fine support from Reinhoiu
x>ernc and Adoii Wohlbrueck, who
j.orm the other two corners of a love

triangle drama ol the circus ring.

Anna coaxes Kemhold to team up
witn her m a daring "Leap for Life

riiunt in order to save the circus

±rom going broke. When Reinhold
is incapacitated by a fall, Adoli
cakes his place, with Reinhold sta-

tioned below at a lever that must
De manipulated with absolute preci-

sion or the aerialists will plunge to

death. Enraged by a love art'air

that has cropped up between Adoll

and Anna, wno has become Rein-

hold's wife, the latter mishandles the

lever, but the trapezLsts manage to

break their fall. Adolf catching a

swinging bar and Anna grabbing

hold of a banner, from which she

is later rescued by Adolf.
Cast: Anna Sten, Reinhold Bernt, Adolf

Wohlbrueck, Otto Wallburg, Curt Gerron.

Director, A. K. Dupont; Author, Alfred

Machard; Adaptors, Rudolf Katscher, Kgon
Eis; Dialoguers, same; Editor, not credited;

Cameramen, Enedel Behn-Grund, Akos far-

kas; Recording Engineer, Walter Ruehland.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"LOVE IN HIGH GEAR"
Mayfair 66 mins.

NICE COMEDY NUMBER BUILT
FOR THE SMALL HOUSES WITH
LAUGHS AROUND A WEDDING
MIXUP.

This one was built for laugh pur-

poses on the good old lines of the

snort comedies. In fact it looks like

a snort comedy plot built up to tea-

cure length, liut It undeniably has
tne laugus, and manages to Keep tne
intereac tnrougn a lot preliminary
acuii till tne laugh scenes are reach-
ed in tne country hotel sequences,
riere all the principals arrive even-
cuaiiy, tne eiopmg noneymooners,
cne uiocarded sweecnearc, tne decec-
cive looKing for tne stolen pearis,
and a couple of relatives oi tne
oride-to-De. it is a nne demonstra-
tion 01 just how long a director can
Keep tne in-and-out of bedroom
dooiS sequences going and still

maKe it amusing, 'inis rrank dtray-
er has succeeded m doing. Tne
country hotel owner played Dy Jack
Uurty, and Jt'ern Emmett as tne deaf
hotel maid stand out. It won't make
much of a hit with critical audiences,
but it wasn't intended for them.

Cast : Harrison Ford, Alberta Vaughn,
Tyrrell Davis, Arthur Hoyt, Ethel Wales,
i\ anette V'allon, Fred Kelsey, Fern Emmett,
Jack Du$y, Wilham H. Strauss.

Director, Frank Strayer ; Author, Donald
Douglas; Adaptor, George B. Seitz ; Dialog-
uer, Donald Douglas ; Editor, Byron Robin-
son ; Recording Engineer, O. B. Mills ; Cam-
eraman, not listed.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good.

"STRANGERS OF THE EVENING"

Tififany 70 mins.

INVOLVED MYSTERY DRAMA
WITH WEIRD THEME BRIGHT-
ENED BY LAUGHABLE SITUA-
TIONS AND DIALOGUE.

If it were not for Lucien Little-

field and ZaSu Pitts this picture

would be a very involved and hard
to understand mystery drama, but

director Humberstone fortunately

did not take the story too seriously

and has turned out a picture that

should go best in the pop houses.

It's all about an undertaking estab-

lishment and what happens to two

corpses that are delivered under

mysterious circumstances. Eugene
Pallette, in the role of a boastful

detective, is put on the case, but in

his attempt to unravel the mystery

ne becomes more and more in a

jumble. Caskets, graveyards, tombs

and many other gruesome things

continually appear in scenes.

Cast: ZaSu Pitts, Eugene Pallette, Lucien
Littlefield, TuUy Marshall, Miriam Seegar,
Theodore Von Eltz, Warner Richmond, Har-
old Waldridge, Mahlon Hamilton, Alan Ros-
coe, William Scott, Charles Williams, James
Burtis, Francis Sayles.

Director, H. Bruce Humberstone; Author,
Tiffany Thayer, Scenarists, Stuart Anthony,
Warren B. Dud; Dialoguers, same; Camera-
man, Arthur Edeson; Recording Engineer,
not credited.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

EIN AUSGEKOCHTER JUNGE"
]

("The Fast Worker")
(In German)

Capitol Film Ex. 87 mins.

BROAD COMEDY WITH MUSIC
HANDS OUT GENEROUS QUAN-
TITY OF LAUGHS IN SLAPSTICK
VEIN.

This Erich Engels production is

pretty much an out-and-out slapstick

comedy, with some fairly pleasing

musical interpolations. Arno Sieg-

fried, the long-nosed German com-
edian who appears to be making
quite a name for himself, appears in

the role of an employee whose boss

directs him to get things ready for

a country visit. Instead Arno and a

girl friend. Oily Gebauer, are at-

tracted to a side-show hypnotist,

who throws them into a trance and
makes them think they are man and
wife. As such, the pair depart on a

honeymoon, and they wind up at the

country resort where Arno's boss

and feminine companion also turn

up. Then the slapstick action gets

under way for fair, with the newly
arrived quartette raising a rumpus
that disturbs the hotel guests. The
hypnotic-bride's real husband, a

tough mugg, finally turns up with

the hypnotist and there is a riotous

finish as the wedded neophytes are

brought out of their trance.

Cast: Siegfried Arno, J. Falkenstein, Oily

Gebauer, Paul Westmeier, H. Bender, Albert

Pauly, K. Huszar-Puflfy, H. .Picha.

Director, Erich Schoenfelder ; Author,

Erich Philippi; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer,

same ; Editor, Bartning von Molo ; Camera-
man, Willi Winterstein; Recording Engineer,

Charles Metain.
Direction, lively. Photography, good.

"THE SOIL IS THIRSTY"
(In Russian, with English titles)

Amkino 60 mins.

ANOTHER FIVE-YEAR-PLAN
STORY DEALING WITH IRRIGA-

TION PROBLEMS. HAS ONLY
FAIR VALUE AS ENTERTAIN-
MENT.

Soviet Russia's five - year - plan

again furnishes the material for this

sound film which has been given

English titles for the Anglo-Saxon

clientele. From a purely entertain-

ment viewpoint, it is only of mild

interest, but to anyone with a de-

sire to know about the Soviet recon-

struction activities it is a worth-

while offering. Locale of the story

is in the more arid section of Cen-

tral Asia, and the action shows how
the ingenuity of the Soviet engineers

succeeds in bringing water to the

poorer classes of that region. For

human interest there is a conflict

between a landowner who controls

the chief water supply of the district

and selfishly withholds it from the

struggling poor villagers around

him. An advantage of the picture

is that its tale is told with lots of

action, culminating in a frenzied

celebration over the engineering

achievement that brings water back

to the thirsty masses.

Ca'^t- L. Vikhref, Kiba Androniskova, Misha

Vinogradof, I. Akzanof, N. Sanof, S. Sietnf.

D. Knosovsky.

Director, D. Raizman; Author, S. Yemo-

linsky; Cameraman, L. Kosmatov.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"MIDNIGHT PATROL"
with Regis Toomey, Betty Bronson,

Mary Nolan
Monogram 67 mins.
PEPPY CRIME DRAMA WITH

NEWSPAPER BACKGROUND HAS
SUSPENSEFUL STORY MADE
FOR THE POPULAR CROWDS.

Christy Cabanne handled this one
very well from the direction slant,

and he had a capable cast to put it

over. Regis Toomey is the cub re-

porter who accidentally walks into

a murder mystery. The audience is

let in on the perpetrators of the
crime. Robert Elliott plays the part
of a man from headquarters who is

a friend of the reporter, and to-

gether they do some fast work and
finally land the gang. A bevy of

god lookers such as Betty Bron-
son, Edwina Booth and Mary Nolan
help a lot. The newspaper atmos-
phere is well handled and sounds
more sane and authentic than in

some other newspaper screen yarns
that have appeared recently. The
murder of a girl just released from
a reformatory forms the basis of the

plot, with Toomey getting a line on
her sister and through her uncover-
ing a lead that lets him in for a
series of tense and thrilling experi-

ences. Geared to the tastes of the

pop crowd, with action predominat-
ing all the way.

Cast: Regis Toomey, Betty Bronson. Ed-
wina Booth, Mary Nolan, Earle Foxe, Robert
Elliott, Edward Kane, William Norton Bailey,

Mischa Auer.
Director, Christy Cabanne; Author, Arthur

Hoerl; Adaptor, George Jeske; Dialoguers,

Barry Barringer, C. E. Roberts; Editor, not

listed; Cameraman, Lou Physioc.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"DER STORCH STREIKT"
("The Stork Strikes")

(In German)

Tobis 84 mins.

VERY AMUSING MUSICAL
FARCE WITH SIMPLE PLOT BUT
PLENTY OF GOOD LAUGH SIT-
UATIONS.

Notwithstanding the familiarity

of its plot, which is the much used
situation of girl being required to

produce a husband in order to re-

ceive a big wad of dough from a
rich uncle who is coming for a visit,

this production has been handled
with such lively results that it

should have no trouble pleasing the

German clientele and plenty of

others as well. The "stork" angle
is just incidental, having to do with
the business in which the girl's

father is engaged and which goes
to the dogs, making it necessary for

him to obtain money from a rich

American relative through the afore-

mentioned marriage. The girl's

scramble to obtain a mate, and the

difficulties and complications that re-

sult when she and her newly-wedded
husband are accidentally separated

on a train trip and she must grab
the first handy male to present tq

her relatives as her husband, supply

the motivation for the comedy.
Cast: Siegfried Arno, Fritz Schulz, Hans

Junkermann, Hans Wassmann, Ursula Grab-

ley, JuUa Serda-Junkermann.

Director, E. W. Emo ; Author, Dr. H.
Rosenfeld; Adaptors, B. Luethge, R. Noti,

Dr. H. Rosenfeld; Dialoguers, same; Editor,

not credited ; Cameraman, not credited.

Direction, fine. Photography, good.
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May 1

Title Revitwed

A Dangerous Affair-COL
11-29-31

A Woman Commands-RKO
1-31-32

After Tomorrow-F 3-6 32

Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31

Alias the Doctor-FN 3-6 -32

Amateur Daddy-F 4-24-32

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children?-RKO
11-15-31

Are You Listening?-MGM
4-24-32

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11-22-31

Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31

Arscne Lupin-MGM 2-28-32

Avalanche-FD 3-27-32

Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Balinese Love-TPE ...12-13-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP.. 12-6-21

Beast of the City-MOM . .3-13-32

Beauty and the Boss-WA 4-3-32

Behind Stone Walls-ACP
3-13-32

Behind the Mask-COL 5-1-32

Beloved Bachelor-PAR.. 10-18-31

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Shot-PAT 1-10-32

Blonde Captive-IMP ..12-13-31

Blonde Crazv-WA 12-6-31

Border Devils-ARC 3-20-32

Branded-COL 11-1-31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31

Bridegroom For Two-BIP
1-31-32

Broken Wing-PAR 3-27-32

Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Business and Pleasure-F. 2-14-32

But The Flesh Is

Weak-MGM 4-17-32

Cain-TPE 1-17-32

Cannonball Express-WW. 2-28-32

Careless Lady-F 4-17-32

Carmen-BI 1-17-32

Carnival Boat-PAT 3-27-32

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31

Charlie Chan's Chance-F
1-24-32

Charlotte Loev^enskold-SCA
2-28-32

Cheaters at Play-F 2-28-32

Cheyenne Cyclone-WK ..1-10-32

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31

Cock of the Air-UA. . .1-31-32

Cohens anl Kellys in Hollywood
U. .4-24-32

Compromised-FN 11-8-31

Consolation Marriage-RKO
11-1-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31
Cosi E La Vita-TH 11-8-31

Cossacks of the Don-AM. 3-20-32

County Fair-MOP 5-1-32

Cross Examination-ARC .2-14-32

Crowd Roars-WA 3-27-32

Csak Ecy Kislany-NEA. .3-27-32

Cuban Love Song-MGM. 12-6-31

Cyclone Kid-BIF ....11-22-31

Dance Team-F 1-3-32

Dancers in the Dark-PAR
3-20-32

Das Ekel-UFA 1-31-32

Das Floetenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied 1st Aus-ASC 1-31-32

Das Lied Vom Leben-TA
10-18-31

Deadline-COL 1-24-32

DeceiverCLO 11-29-31
Delicious-F 12-27-31
Der Andere-TF .. 1-17-32

Der Kleine Seitensprung-
UFA 1-10-32

Der Raub Der Mona Lisa-TF
4-3-32

Der Teufelsbruder-TRC. .4-10-32
Der Ungetreue Ecke Hart-TF

1-24-32
Devil on Deck-WW 2-28-32
Devil's Lottery-F 4-3-32
Devil Plays-CHE 12-20-31
Die Csikos Baroness-CAP 4-3-32
Die Grosse Liebe-FAM. .2-28-32
Die Gros« Sehnsucht-TA

10-11-31
Die vom Rummelplatz-CAP

1-10-S
Die Sohlacht von Bademuende

UFA.. 11-22-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
ALD—Allied Picttires

AM—Amkjno
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BRE—Lee Brecher
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CFA—Capitol Foreign Attrac.
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COT—Continental Pictures
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National

HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HO—Hollyvirood Pictures
HOF—M. H. Hoflman
IMP—Imperial Distributing

JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
NAP—Napoli Films
NEA—New Era Exchange
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PC—Patrician Pictures
PEE—Peerless
PIT—Pittaluga
p IZ—William Pizor
POL—Polish Talking Pictures
PRI—Principal Dist. Corp,

FTP—Foreign Talking PicturetPRX—Protex Trading Corp.

REG—Regal Talking Pictures
RIT—Ritchey Export Co.
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures

SCA—Scandinavian Talking
Pictures

SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TH—Thalia Productions
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists

UFA—Ufa
VIT—VituUo Films
WA—Warner Bros.
WK—Willis Kent
WT—Worldart Film Cor.
WW—Bono Art

Tittt

Titlt Revitwed Title Reviewed Title Reviewed

Discarded Lovers-CAP. . . .1-3-32
Disorderly Conduct-F 4-10-32

Docks of San Francisco-ACP
1-24-32

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP 1-3-32

Drifter-WK 1-10-33
East of Shanghai-BIP... 3-27-32

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Ein PHnz Verliebt Sich-
CAP.. 5-1-32

Ein Walzer Vom Strauss-CAP
2-14-32

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF. .12-13-3

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32
Expensive Women-WA . 11-15-31
Expert, The-WA 2-28-32

False Madonna-PAR 2-7-32

Famous Ferguson Case-FN
4-24-32

Fanny Foley Herself-FKO
10-25-31

Fascination-BIP 4-10-32
Fighting Fool-COL 3-27-32
Fighting Marshall-COL. .2-28-32

File 113-HO 2-21-32
Final Edition-COL 2-28-32
Fireman Save My Child-FN

2-21-32

Flying Fool-BI 10-18-31
Flying High-MGM 12-U-3
Forbidden-COL 1-17-32
Forgotten Women-MOP .2-28-32
Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31
Freighters of Destiny-PAT

11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31
Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8 31
Gables Mystery-BIP 4-3-32
Galloping Thru-MOP 2-7-32
Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32
Gav Caballero-F 2-14-32
Ghost City-MOP 3-20-32
Girl of the Rio-RKO. . .1-10-32
Girls About Town-PAR. .11-1-31
Girl CrazyRKO 3-27-32
Golden Mountains-AM. .4-17-32
Good Sport-F 12-13-3
Graft-U 11-29-31
Grand Hotel-MGM 4-17-32
Greeks Had a Word for Them

UA . .2-7-32
Grief Street-CHE 16-11-31
Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31

Hatchet Man-FN 2-7-32
Heartbreak-F 10-18-31
Heart of New York-WA. .3-6-32
Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-3)
Hell Divers-MGM 12-27-31
Hell's House-CAP 2-14-32
Her Majesty. Love-FN. 11-29-31
Heroes All-IMP 10-25-31
High Pressure-WA 1-31-32
Hi« Woman.PAR 12-fi-.<?1

High Speed-COL 4-10-32
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31

Hotel Continental-TIF ..3-20-32
House Divided-U 1-10-32
Human Targets-BIF ..1-24-32
Hound of the Baskervilles-FD

4-10-32

Hurricane Horseman-WK
10-11-31

Husband's Holiday-PAR. . 1-3-32

Im Geheimdienst-UFA. .. .3-6-32
In Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31
Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA

11-8-31

II Est Charmant-PAR 4-10-32
Impatient Maiden-U 3-6-32
It's Tough to Be Famous-FN

4-10-32
Jean De La Lune-TA. . .3-13-32
Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Keepers of Youth-BIP. .3-13-32
Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31
La Douceur D'Aimer-FD

12-13-3

La Ronde des Heures-FD
1-31-32

Ladies of the Big House-
p/^p 1-3-32

Lady With' a PasV-PAT 2-21-32
Ladies of the Jury-RKO 4-3-32
Land of Wanted Men-MOP

2-21-32

Lariats and Six Shooters
COS.. 10-25-31

Lasca of the Rio Grande
U.. 12-13-3

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
11-29-31

Last Ride-U 2-14-32
Law and Order-TT 3-6-32
Law of the Sea-MOP 5-1-32
Law of the Tong SYN . 12-20-31
Law of the West-WW. .3-20-32
Le Mysterie de la Villa
Rose-FD 1-17-32

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-31
Lena Rivers-TIF 4-3-32
Leutnant Warst Du Einst
Bei Den Husstti-RIT. 3-70-3''

Letty Lynton-MGM 5-1-32
Liebeskommando-TF 5-1-32
Local Bad Man-ALD. . .3-27-32
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-29-31

Lone Trail-SYN 3-13-32
Lost Squadron-RKO 3-6-32
Love Affair-COL 4-17-32
Love Storm-BI 10-18-31
Lovers Courageous-MGM

2-21-32

Lure of the Ring-WT. 1-31-32
Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Maker of Men-COL 12-20-31
Manhattan Parade-WA 1-3-32
Man From Death Valley-MOP

10-11-31

Man I Killed-PAR 1-24-32
Man Wanted-WA 4-17-32
Man Who Played God-WA

2-14-32

Mark of the Spur-BIF. . .3-6-32
Mata Hari-MGM .. ..1-3-32
Meine Frau, Die Hochstaplerin

UAF.. 2-7-32

Mein Leopold-CFA 4-3-32

Men in Her Life-COL. . .12-6-31

Men of Chance-RKO 1-3-32

Men Like These-BI 1-10-32

Menace. The-COL 1-31-32

Michael and Mary-U 1-10-32

Miracle Man-PAR 4-24-32

Miracle of S. Anthony
VIT.. 4-17-32

Misbehaving Ladies-FN.. 11-8-31

Misleading Lady-PAR. . .4-10-32

Missing Kembrandt-FD . .3-27-32

Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31

Monster Walks-ACP 2-7-32

Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31
Mouthpiece-WA 4-24-32
Murder at Dawn-BIF .2-28-32

Murders in Rue Moreue-U
2-14-32

My Wile's Family-BIP. .3-13-32

Neck and Neck-WW. .. 11-8-31

Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31
New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31
Nie Wieder Liebe-UFA 1-17-32
Nice Women-U 2-21-32
Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31
No One Man-PAR 1-24-32

Nur Am Rhein-FTP. .10-11-31

Office Girl-RKO 3-13-32
Oklahoma Jira-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Lady-PAR 11-8-31

One Hour With YouPAR. 3-6-32

One Man Law-COL 2-14-32
One Way Trail-COL. .12-13-31
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31

Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Panama FIo-PAT 1-24-32
Partners-PAT 2-28-32
Passionate Plumber-MGM

3-13-32
Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31
Phantom of Paris-MGM . 11-15-31
Platinum Blonde-COL. .. 11-1-31

Play Girl-WA 3-20-32
Pleasure-ARC 3-6-32
Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31
Po'ice Court-MOP 4-3-32
Possessed-MGM 11-29-31
Prestige-PAT 2-7-32
Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private ScandaUHED. .. 11-1-31
Probation-CHE 3-13-3?
Racing Youth-U 5-1-32

Rainbow Trail-F 1-31-32
Range Feud-COL 11-22-31

Range Law-TIF 11-1-31
Reckless Living-XT ...10-11-31
Reckoning, Tbe-PEE ... .4-3-32
Rendezvous-HK 5-1-32

Reserve Hat Ruh-TF ..4-17-32
Revolt in the Desert-AM

4-17-32

Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31

Ridin' for Justice-COL. . 1-10-32
Road to Life-AM 1-31-32
RoaH to Rfno-PAR 10-11-31
Roadhouse Murder-RKO . . 5-1-32
Ronnv-BRE 4-17-32
Rubacuori-TRC 3-13-32
RulinK Voice-FN 11-8-31
Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Sally of the Subway-ACP

1-24-32
Scandal For Sale-U 4-10-32
ScarcheaHs-CAP 10-2S-,H

Scarface-UA 4-17-32

Reviewed

Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31
Secret MenacelMP ...12-13-31
Secrets of the Orient-UPA

1-10-32
Secret Service-RKO ...12-13-31
Secret Witness-COL ..12-20-31
Sein Liebeslied-ASC ..11-22-31
Sein 'Scheidungsgrund-UFA

2-21-32
Shadow Between-B IP . . . 3-20-32
Shanghai Express-PAR 2-21-32
She Wanted a MilUonaire-F

2-14-32
Shop Angel-CAP 3-6-32-:

Shopwom-COL 4-3-32
Shot Gun Pass-COL 3-13-32,
Sidewalks of New York-MGM '

11-15-31
Silent Witness-F 2-7-32
Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR

11-1-31
Sin's Pay Day-ACP 3-13-32
Single-Handed Sanders

MOP.. 4-17-32

Siroco-CF 11-29-31
Sky Bride-PAR 4-24-32
Sky Devils-UA 1-24-32
Skylino-F 10-11-31
-Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
So Big-WA 5-1-32
Sooky-PAR 12-27-31
Soul of Mexico 2-7-32
Soul of the Slums-ACP 11-29-11
South Sea Adventures-PRI,

4-3-32
Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31
Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31
Stepping Sisters-P 1-10-32
Strangers in Love-PAR. . .3-6-32
Strictly Business-BIP ...4-10-32
Strictly Dishonorable-U . 1 1-15-31
Struggle, The-UA 12-13-31
Suicide Fleet-PAT 11-29-31
Sundown Trail-PAT ...10-18-31
Sunset Trail-TIF 1-17-32
Surrender-F 11-29-31
Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP

10-11-31
Symphony of Six Millions-

RKO.. 4-10-32
Tarzan, The Ape
Man-MGM 3-27-32

Taxi-WA 1-10-32
Tempest-BRE 3-20-.''?

10 Condemned-POL 4-24-32
Terra Madre-TRC Il-l-i31
Texas Gun-Fighter-TIF 2-14-32
Theaternaechte von Berlin-'TF

1-10-32
The Cheat-PAR 12-13-31
They Never Come Back-

ARC. 5-1-32
Thirty Days-PC 1-17-32
This Is The Night—PAR

4-17-32

This Reckless Age-PAR. .1-10-32
Three Wise Girls-COL. . .2-7-32
Tingel Tangel-NEA 3-20-32
Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-131

Tomorrow and Tomorrow-
PAR 1-31-32

Tonight or Never-UA . 12-20-31
T'.i.chdovvn-PAR ...11-15-31
Trial of Vivienne Ware-F. 5-1-32
Trotte Teodor-FD 1-17-32
Tulane vs. So. Californ!a-WA

l-24-«2
Two-Fisted Justice-MOP .2-14-32
Two Gun Caballero-IMP

12-13-31
Two Kinds of Women-PAR

1-17-32
U. of S. C. vs. Notre Dame

WW- 1-24-32
Un Soir de Rafle-PRX. 10-18-31
Under Eighteen-WA 1-3-32
Union Depot-FN 1-17-32
Unexpected Father-U 4-10-32

Way Back Home-RKO. 1-17-32
Wavward-PAR 2-14-32
West of Broadwav-MGM. 1-31-32
Wet Parade-MGM 4-24-32
Whistlin' Dan-TIF 3-13-32
Why Saps Leave Home-BIP

t-20-32
Wild Women of Bomeo-FD

4-24-32
Wiser Sex-PAR 3-13-32
Without Honors-ARC . 1-10-32
Woman from Monte Carlo-
WA .

.

1-3-33

X Marks the Spot-TIF' 12-13-31
Yellow Tlcket-P U-l-Sl
Young Bride-PAT 4-17-32
Zappatore-NAP 4-3-32

Zwei Krawatten-CAP ..1-17-S2
Zwei MenchenCAP . .13-97-31
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WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

• Cooling ]

Typhoon Air Conditioning Co.

I C E D A I R E

Simple—Low Priced—as good as the
best

233 W. 42 St. N. Y. C. Wlsc.7-1296

COOL YOUR THEATRE

kool"erai re
Results Guaranteed

KOOLERAIRE ENG. CORP.
1904 Paramount BIdg., N. Y.

1223 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Distributors

For Immediate Release

"GOLDEN MOUNTAINS"
All Talkins Feature Production

AMKINO CORP.
723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-7680

Now Releasing
26-1 REEL

PORT O'CALL
Imperial Distributing Corp.

729 Seventh Ave. New York City
BRyant 9-8670

WILD WOMEN of BORNEO
PERCENTAGE ENGAGEMENTS
Now Booking Nationally

FIRST ANGLO CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address;Thomfilm PEn. 6-4424

NOW RELEASING

"LOVE IN HIGH GEAR"
MAYFAIR PICTURES CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address Telephone

Chronophron CHickering 4-0828

NOW RELEASING

"They Never Come Back"
Regis Toomey, Dorothy Sebastian

Earle Foxe, Gertrude Astor

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
729 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-3169

NOW RELEASING

"ESCAPADE"
with Jameson Thomas, Anthony Bushell,

Sally Blane
Chesterfield Motion Pictures Corp.

1540 B'way, N.Y.C. Tel. BRyant 9-6884

"THE SHADOW BETWEEN"
Current release. Just one of

21 great box office pictures

POWERS PICTURES, INC.
723—7th Ave. BRyant 9-6067

"THE SCARLET BRAND"
BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION

Paramount BIdg. New York City

Cable: Bigfllm Tel. CH. 4-2641

Equipment

1
S.O.S. CORP.

1600 B'WAY NEW YORK, N. Y.

Largest Distributors of

TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT
THEATRE & AMUSEMENT SUPPLIES

Bargains on Used and Rebuilt Apparatus

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE
Professional and Amature Cameras

Bought—Sold— Exchanged
Factory dist. Holmes portable sound-on-
fllm projectors. Moviola editing machines.
727 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. BRyant 9-9430

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
SALES : SERVICE : RENTALS
We Light Studios—Theatre Fronts

Studio Sets—Generator Trucks Furnished

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE CO.
318-320 W. 48th St.. N. Y. Tel. CHic. 4-2074

Exchanges

Hound of the Baskervilles
A SHERLOCK HOLMES MELODRAMA
The World's Leading Independent

First Division Exchanges, Inc.

Buffalo, Albany, Wash., Phila.. N. Y.

630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEnn. 6-4424

NOW RELEASING

"PROBATION"
Starring John Darrow, Sally Blane,

Francis MacDonald
HOLLYWOOD FILM EXCHANGE

630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. CHic. 4-3949

Now Booking

RICHARD TALMADGE
'GET THAT GIRL"

Capital Film Exchange
630 9th Ave., N.Y.C. PEnn. 6-9351

GRETA GARBO
"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604

1

• Film Libraries

1
Over 5,000,000 feet of negatives and
positives— scenes of every conceivable

description.

General Film Library, Inc.

729—7th Ave. New York City

Phone: BRyant 9-4417

A MILLION FEET OF EVERYTHING

"STOCK SHOTS"
Stone Film Library

729—7th Avenue New York, N. Y.

Tel.: BRyant 9-4370-4446 Room 605

Projection Rooms
J

Wisconsin 7-1756

REXSERVE CORPORATION
AIR COOLED RCA. EQUIPPED

80 Comfortable Seats

Day or Night Screenings

1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Laboratories •
]

CRAFT FILM
LABORATORIES, Inc.

729 7th AVE., N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-5372-3-4
Laboratories—Flushing, L. I.

De Luxe Trailers, Inc.

Developing and Printing

630 Ninth Avenue
Tel. PEnn. 6-6636

Movie Stills •
J

Service That Is Real—Not a Slogan

Stern Photo Co., Inc.
MOVIE STILLS EXCLUSIVELY
318-20 WEST 46th STREET

Telephone: LOngacre 5-6833—N. Y. C.

Photographers

"Portraits of Distinction"

IRVING CHIDNOFF
469 Fifth Avenue New York

Printers •
1

MOTION PICTURE PRINTING

PRESS BOOKS—INSERTS-
ANNOUNCEMENTS

THEATER PROGRAMS—WINDOW
CARDS, Etc.

THE LONGACRE PRESS, Inc.

LEO KLEBANOW
427 W. 42nd St. MEdallion 3-1953

Trailers •

J
DE LUXE TRAILERS

THE DISTINCTIVE
SCREEN SERVICE

DE LUXE TRAILERS, INC.
630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEn. 6-6636

• Insurance

::!
All Types of Motion Picture

Insurance

STEBBINS, LETERMAN
& GATES, Inc.

1540 Broadway New York City

BRyant 9-3040

Foreign
I

RITCHEY EXPORT CORP.
723—7th Avenue BRyant 9-8347

Exclusive Distributors In the Foreign

Market of Monogram Pictures and

Product of all leading Independent
Producers.

J. H. HOFFBERG CO., Inc.

727 7th Ave. MEdallion 3-3813-14

Handling

CHESTERFIELD—MASCOT—PEERLESS
WILLIS KENT—BIG FOUR, ETC.

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS OF

MODERN
Feature Comedies Cable:
Serials. Cartoons Modernfilm
Educationals

MODERN FILM SALES CORP.
729—7th Avenue BRyant 9-9667

AMERANGLO CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

LONDON PARIS
Cable: Chronophon

226 West 42nd Street

New York City

BERLIN

• Studios

At Your Service . , ,

THE LARGEST AND BEST
EQUIPPED SERVICE SOUND
STUDIOS EAST OF HOLLYWOOD

Highly trained personnel—cutting

rooms—Projection rooms—ample
vault space . . .

WESTERN ELECTRIC IMPROVED
NOISELESS RECORDING AND

RE-RECORDING.

EASTERN SERVICE STUDIOS, Inc.

2826-34 Decatur Ave. RAymond 9-131?

Midtown Office — 251 W. 57th Street

N.Y.C. COIumbus 5-6074

Recording As Good As The Best

All Modern Equipment

Atlas Soundfilm Recording Studios, Inc.

130 West 46th Street

BRyant 9-7754 New York City

"SHOOT PICTURES IN N. Y. CITY"
Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film

and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

723-7th AVE, N. Y. BRYANT 9-6087

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS
Latest equipment for recording sound on
film and disc and synchronizing. Several

large sound stages, many sets. Sound
truck available. Prices very reasonable.

1600 Broadway New York
Tel: LAckawanna 4-7511
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Fox Sales Meet to be Most Important In Its History

mmmm highbrowstuff, hays poll shows

,200 Expected to Attend S.M.P.E. Spring Convention
heater Operation and
16 mm. Among Chief

Topics of Meet
Washington—More than 200 are

ixpected to participate in the Spring
meeting of the S. M. P. E. which
segins its four-day session at the
Wardman Park Hotel today. The
<eynote of the meeting will be
iouble-barrelled. Problems confront-
ling the theater operator will be ex-
Iplcined by authorities in this field

lat Thursday's session. Sixteen
{Continued on Page 8)

ELIOn DISAPPROVES

ONE-OPERATOR POLICY

Efforts that are being made to ob-

tain consent from operator unions to

have only one man in the booth, at
least during the lean summer
months, will receive no encourage-
ment from William C. Elliott, presi-

dent of the I. A. T. S. E. & M. P. 0.

Though pointing out that local au-
tonomy absolutely governs the ac-

tions of the various operator locals

with respect to exhibitors in their
(^Continued on Page 6)

Maj^air to Speed Up
New Release Schedule

Earlier than customary release is

planned by Mayfair Pictures for its

next season's lineup, and to that end
the company is now arranging to

start soon on its new series of 20

program and four special produc-

tions, it is announced by Claude
Macgowan, executive vice-president

and general manager. At the same
time several switches have been

{Continued on Page 8)

Getting Concessions

In Theater Rentals

"We are benefitting greatly," said Joseph

Bernhard, in charge of Warner Bros, theaters,

when asked by THE FILM DAILY concernirig

readjustments being obtained from landlords in

theater rentals. All major circuits are endeav-

oring to obtain cuts in rentals.

Salute Admiral Moffett!
Tomorrow noon, at the fourth in the series of Tuesday luncheon Forums being held at

the Motion Picture Club, members of the industry will have the opportunity to pay
their respects and extend their gratitude to a man who has been of incalculable
assistance in connection with the making of pictures requiring the use of the U. S.

Navy's aeronautical equipment ranging from naval bases, airplanes, airplane carriers and
even the giant dirigible, "Los Angeles." Rear Admiral Moffett, chief of the U. S.

Navy Bureau of Aeronautics, who is to be the guest of honor on this occasion, has
always willingly responded to appeals from producers and directors for any cooperation
within his province. How much the industry appreciates this helpful spirit and interest
will be evidenced by the size of the turnout at tomorrow's luncheon. Admiral Moffett,
who also won world recognition as a delegate to the London Disarmament Conference
and has a notable record dating back to service under Admiral Dewey at the capture
of Manila, will speak principally on motion pictures in their relation to national defense.
Anything he has to say will be authoritative and vital. In addition to Admiral Moffett,
Al Lichtman, former president of the M. P. Club, also will speak.

Warners Extend Efforts
To Eliminate DimeShows
3 Jack Holt Pictures on
New Columbia Program

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Three Jack Holt fea-

tures will be included in Columbia's
1932-33 program. James Cruze will

direct "Washington Merry - Go -

Round" for the company's new line-

up.

Warner Bros, is working on a
number of plans in an effort to
eradicate 10-cent shows, following
the experiment in Parkersburg,
West Va., where this circuit, in con-
junction with Publix and two inde-
pendents got together and dropped
the dime policy. Commenting on
the Parkersburg plan, Joseph Bern-

(Continued on Page 8)

350 American Films for Australia

George Ade Tells What
Men Like on the

Screen
Hollywood—Women, not men, are

the real intellectuals in movie pref-
erences, according to latest returns
in the Motion Picture Preference
Poll conducted by the Hays' organi-
zation. Authors, clubwomen, society

leaders, actresses, and other femi-
nist leaders, unite in voting for Ho-
graphical, educational, scientific and
even classical themes while mere
man seems content with whatever

(Continued on Page 8)

Approximately 350 American-made
films and 70 British-made features

will be distributed in Australia and
New Zealand the coming season, N.
Bernard Freeman, Australian repre-

sentative for M-G-M told THE FiLM
Daily on Saturday. "The tastes of

(Continued on Page 8)

Jack Hattem Takes Over
Three Brooklyn Houses

Three houses in Brooklyn former-
ly operated by Bert Theaters, Inc.,

have been taken over by Jack Hat-
tem. They are the Ritz, Park and
Berkshire.

Fine Record of Sales Staff
Will be Cited at Fox Meet

'Clean-Up' Order Issued

By Harold B. Franklin
Under an order issued to all RKO

circuit houses Saturday by H. B.

Franklin, president of the theater

group, managers, bookers and agents

have full authority to delete any

material from stage acts or screen

offerings which they feel will be of-

fensive to patrons.

Fox's 28th annual sales conven-
tion, which starts May 16 at the
home office auditorium, is regarded
by the company as the most import-
ant in its history. Edward R. Tinker,
chairman of the board; Sidney R.
Kent, president, and James R. Grain-
ger, vice-president, will address the
assemblage, and among the reports
to be made will be one on the excel-

(Continued on Page 6)

STENCH BOMB BREAKS UP

"GRAND HOTEL" OPENING

Springfield, Mass.—A powerful
stench bomb broke up the local pre-
miere of "Grand Hotel" at the Fox
Nelson theater. Five minutes after
the show started, police reserves
were called to handle the mob mill-

ing around the box-office. Although
a few hardy patrons insisted on
staying in the theater to view the
continued picture they were cleared
out by the police, who refused to al-

low a performance before several

hundred patrons, including many in

evening clothes. Refunds were made.

Griffith to Appeal l-^
In Sunday Show Issue'

Oklahoma City—Griffith Amuse-
ment Co. will ask for a rehearing
from the State Supreme Court in

the case involving operation of Sun-
day shows in Blackwell, according
to H. J. Griffith. The high court

(Continued on Page 8)

Theater Bandit Trappec|

On Third Time Around

Chicago—Having successfully held up South

Side houses on two occasions. Walter Stelling

apparently decided to make it a regular route.

But on his third call at the Grove on Cottage
Ave. the cashier. Mary Kelley, pressed a newly
installed buzzer at the same time as she handed
over the money. Cops rushed to tha scene.

Stelling is resting.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind 2' 2 2
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 854 8^4 854+ 54
East. Kodak 4954 4754 475^ — \%
Fox Fra. "A" 25^ 25^ 25^ -f 5^
Loew's, Inc 23?^ 235^ 2354 — 1

Paramount 35i 2% 3 — 5^
RCA 4^ 4M 45^ -f 54
do pfd. "A" (354) 19 19 19 -f ?4
do pfd. "B" 8 TVa 7% + Vi
RKO 35^ 27A ZVi — %
Warner Bros 1^ 154 15i— %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 154 15^ 154+ ViNEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 3H 354 3J4
Loew 6s 41ww 7554 75j^ 75Ji — %
Paramount 6s 47.. 25 54 25 5i 25 'A + 5i
Par. By. 554sSl.. 53 S3 53+3
Par. 5/2S50 225g 2154 2154 + 'A
Warner's 6s39 16 16 16 + }4

St. Louis Amusement Co.
Has $41,470 Quarter Net
St. Louis—St. Louis Amusement

Co., controlled by Warner Bros., had
a net operating income of $41,470.48
for the period Nov. 26 to April 1, ac-
cording to a report of the receivers,
Roy F. Britton and Henri Chouteau.

The Broadivay Parade

PICTURB

(Week of May 6)

FIRST-RUNS
DISTRIBUTOR

"Letty Lynton" (2nd week) M-G-M
"World and the Flesh" Paramount
"Young America" Fox
"Strange Love of Molly Louvain" First National. . .

.

"State's Attorney" ...RKO
"Midnight Patrol" Monogram

EXTENDED RUNS
"Miracle Man" (3rd week) Paramount
"Strange Case of Clara Deane" Paramount
"Mouthpiece" (3rd week) Warner Bros

$2 RUNS
"Grand Hotel" (4th week) M-G-M
"Symphony of Six Million" (4th week) RKO.-

FOREIGN PICTURES
"Liebeskommando" (2nd week) Tobis Forenfilras.

.

"Royal Lovers" (2nd week) Capitol Film Ex. .

,

"Trapeze" (2nd week) Leo Brecher
"Cry of the World" Inter. Film Foun.

.

"Soil Is Thirsty" Amkino
"Tu Seras Duchesse" Paramount
"Nie Wider Liebe" Ufa

THEATER
. Capitol
, Paramount
, Roxy
Strand

. Mayfair
.Beacon

Rivoli
Rialto
Winter Garden

FUTURE OPENINGS
"City of Song" (May 9) World's Trade Ex.
"Congress Dances" (May 12) United Artists. ..

.

"Two Seconds" (May 18) First National ...

.

"Thunder Below" (May 19) Paramount

Astor
, Gaiety

Europa
Hindenburg
Little Carnegie
Vanderbilt
Cameo
Sth Ave. Playhouse
.79th St. Theater

Hindenburg
Rivoli
Winter Garden
Rivoli

Another Musical Comedy
Booked for Paramount

"Everybody's Welcome," another
of the big Broadway musical com-
edy hits, has been booked to play the

New York Paramount. It is due to

come in next week, following the
present engagement of "Band Wag-
on," and among its name principals

are Frances Williams, Ann Penning-
ton, Lawrence Gray, Harriet Lake,
Jack Sheehan, Albertina Rasch Girls

and others. Rubinoff and Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Crawford also will be on
the bill, with "Sinners in the Sun"
as the screen feature.

COLUMBIA SHORTS RELEASES
Shorts subject release on the Co-

lumbia program for May include
Charlie Mintz's "Scrappy and His
Dog Yipp." No. 11 Screen Snap-
shots, "Mickey's Revue," John P.

Medbury in a Travelaugh, Futter's
Curiosities, and Charlie Mintz's
Krazy Kat Kartoon, "Ritzy Hotel."

New York
1S40 Broadway
BRytnt 9-4712

Long Itlind City
154 Crescent St.

STiUweU 4-7940

Eastman Films

jlJ. E. Brulatour, Inc.

Chlcaco
1727 Indiana At*.
CALuraat 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLIywood 4121

t:<K»t:-»s:«-»s:-n«»a{:»»«-SK«::-»:^:

SUIT ON CALENDAR
Lincoln, Nebr.—Million-dollar suit

of Nick Paper, owner of Sun Amuse-
ment Co., against the Omaha Film
Board of Trade members charged
with squeezing out his small theater
in 1929 when he was unable to put
up $7,500 in deposits, is slated to

come up before a Federal jury here
this month.

16 mm. Board of Trade
Meeting Twice Monthly

Board of directors of the 16 mm.
Board of Trade have inaugurated
two luncheons each month instead
of one. The next luncheons will be
May 10 and 24, and the second and
fourth Tuesday of each month there-
after. They will be held at the Vic-
toria hotel at 1 P. M. Anyone in-
terested in 16 mm. is welcome. Spe-
cial demonstration of equipment,
etc., and an informal meeting will
be features of the luncheons.
New members of the Board of

Trade are: International Projector
Co., Multiscope Co., Mogull Broth-
ers, MacKee & Heller, Beacon Films,
Inc., San Francisco Camera Ex-
change, Klein & Goodman, Holly-
wood Camera Exchange, Luma Cam-
era Exchange, Westcott, Slade &
Balcom, Bass Camera Co., Camera
Exchange.
President G. P. Foute of the or-

ganization is now associated with
Raven Screen Co., which will enter
the 16 mm. field under his supervi-
sion, along with the manufacture of
screens.

"CROWD" SOLD IN CANADA
"The Crowd Roars," Warner Bros,

racing thriller, has been bought by
the Famous Players Canadian cir-

cuit for immediate showings.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for
SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.
Phone: BRyant 9-5543

NEW FOREIGN FILM
"City of Song," German produc-

tion starring Jan Kiepura, noted
concert and operatic tenor, opens to-

day at the Hindenburg on 48th St.,

replacing "Royal Lovers."

SCHNITZER BUYS STORY
"The Great American Swindle," a

stock market story by A. Newton
Plummer and Arthur Hoerl, has
been sold by the William Morris of-

fice to Joseph I. Schnitzer.

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 Seventh Ave. BRyant 9-5395

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 6-16: International Film Exhibit!
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterda
Holland.

May 7: Movie Ball, Lyric Theater, Ba
more.

May 9: Testimonial dinner to Harry
Thomas, Hotel Astor, New York, 8 P.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Sod
of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

May 16-18: RKO annual sales conventit
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 16-20: Fox sales convention, Ess
House, Nevy York.

May 22-23: Erpi Golf Tournament. Bri
cUff.

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conv<
tion, Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of Moti^
Picture Theaters' Aas'n of Kansas a;

Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Ka
May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Ung

Hotel Astor, Nev» York, 7:30 P. M.
May 31: Annual meeting of Actors' Equi

Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.
May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales co

vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internation
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employ
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Ha
Columbus. O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rod
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, Dei
ver.

SIROVICH AND BLOOM CLASH
Washington Bureau of THE FILM BAIL
Washington—Representative Sire

vich of New York, sponsor of th
new copyright bill, has clashed wit
Sol Bloom, another New Yor
Democrat, over his "author-emanci
pation" bill, which Bloom asserte
takes away protection from al

classes which should be protectee
Sirovich denied this and defends
his own stand on the copyright ques
tion.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Balai

Powers CInaphona Equipment Corporation

723-TTH AVE..N. V. BRYANT ••aOST

FbidcntHoM
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifi^y Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the weekt
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)
'langes in the

ii ollywood Scene
FN the early pioneer days of

P ten years ago, the conduct of

ti
;he more frolicsome film stars

iid bear a certain resemblance
fi bo the conduct of suddenly rich
prospectors in Dawson City, or

" 3f sailors released on shore

^ leave in Marseilles. But that
has changed, especially since the

,1 arrival of the "Marriage with
Broadway." Since then, Holly-
wood has lost its uncouth, front-

ier quality, and also much of

its charm. It is now altogether

too sophisticated, too high-toned,

to be capable of the outburst
of unbridled hilarity which once
caused it to gain dishonorable
mention in sensational news-
paper reports and in equally
sensational sermons. This mar-
riage with Broadway, by the

way was not of Hollywood's
choosing. It was a ceremony
compelled by Wall Street. It

followed the introduction of

sound as an adjunct to the mov-
ing shadows on the screen, and
it has resulted in such an up-
heaval as no art or industry has
ever known before. It has had
a profound effect on the cinema
(there are plenty of people who
consider it a disastrous effect)

and it has exerted an incalcula-

ble influence on Hollywood's
state of mind. Since the bank-
ers have assumed control, and
since the influx of new actors

and new writers from New
York, the old delusions of

grandeur have to, a large ex-

tent, vanished and in their place

has appeared an uncomfortable

sense of realism. Nevertheless,

it is impossible to believe that

Hollywood will ever completely

lose the bumptiousness of its

youth. —Robert E. Sherwood,

McCaU's Magazine

REMINDER

Now is the time to laun-

der seat covers for summer

use. Get the summer uni-

forms ready.

AlONG lALTO
PHILM.DALY

IDS ANGELES

• • • ALL YOU gents who are identified with advertising
the motion picture in any department should
treat yourselves to one hour of extreme pleasure and profit

over at the Eleventh Annual Exhibition of the Art
Directors Club at the Art Center building 65
East 56th Street it's entirely free to the public
day and evening open till May 14th tear this

paragraph out for a reminder if you don't see it you're
a sap if you do you'll thank us for tipping you
off to one of the most exhilarating experiences of a lifetime

IF you have a heart and soul and mind for all that is

fine in the Advertising Message in Art Forms

• • • IN THIS remarkable exhibit are displayed the cream
of 3,000 pieces of art work . submitted by the leading
advertising agencies and art directors the country over
just 197 specimens were selected for exhibit with honorable
mention and prize awards the Originals are shown
along with the reproduced work in magazine or newspaper

• • • INTO THIS select circle of the elite in Advertising
Art Paramount crashed with two exhibits the
ONLY film concern that copped the honor which gives

you a fair idea where Vincent Trotta's art department stands
in the critical judgment of the advertising experts of

the country

• • • ONE OF these prize exhibits is the first page of
the Marx Brothers' "Monkey Business" insert of the 1931-32
Product Book this outstanding piece of color composi-
tion has caught the very spirit of the goofy comics the
artist was Constantin Alajalov who worked out the idea
in collaboration with Russell Holman and Vince Trotta
the second Paramount contribution is a gorgeous photo study

getting over the idea of Relaxation a charming
girl reclining in a canoe with some unique light and
shadow eff'ects this ran as an ad in Sateve Post
with some clever copy selling the thought that at Para-
mount shows the public can find complete relaxation

• • • SO AT last motion picture advertising has reached
the prominence where it attracts the attention of the
nation's recognized critics and receives an honored place

among the best that the advertising agencies have produced
for which we have to thank Paramount whose

art department has always set a standard equal to the

best that any agency or other industry has to offer

• • • THE COMPLETE exhibits are reproduced and pub-
lished in an "Annual of Advertising Art" many appear

in full color every art department in the biz should

possess this volume as a source of inspiration

as a guide to current tendencies as a reference volume
to all that is best in modern advertising art you can

get the volume for $6 distributed by The Book Service

Company 15 East 40th Street

* * * *

• • • ART WORK in film advertising has been more or

less of a hit-or-miss proposition with several of our major pro-

ducing companies in this Exhibit are dozens of Art
Ideas perfectly adapted to motion picture exploitation

that have never been used in the biz won't you muggs
involved take a tumble to yourselves?

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

t)
Leap Year Stunt for

"Lovers Courageous"

2y[ANAGER JOHN B. GOOD-
WIN of the Paramount the-

ater, Newport, R. I., pulled a

"leap year" stunt that clicked

successfully in plugging Robert

Montgomery in "Lovers Cour-

ageous." Goodwin tied in with

a local newspaper; the news-

paper in turn publishing a story

about the stunt. The gist of

the story was that the girls were

to ask their boy friends to ac-

company them to see the pic-

ture, the girls paying the

"freight." The girls paid the

regular admission charge for

their own ticket and then re-

ceived another one for their boy

friend by paying an additional

ten cents for a service guest

ticket. At time of purchasing

ticket, the girls were to say,

"I've brought a friend with me."

This stunt created plenty of

gossip about town; girls were

asking each other if they were

going to bring a boy friend and

which one and countless other

questions which all helped to

publicize the picture at the

Paramount.

—Paramount, Nevuport, B. J.

^!l^n^.li^*^&,
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MANY UAPPY mmsl

Best wishes ara extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

May 9
Richard Barthelmess John Gilbert

Nina Olivette



'^Hilarious comedy packed

with action, thrills. Great

entertainment.-A^.y./iMER/C/^/v
w

"A gasps-and-giggles thriller. Fills the entertainment bill."—a^.i. m/kko/j *Tast

moving, well balanced story. Unusually good."—gr 4r///c ''Always interesting.

Terribly exciting."—A. vrfi/j-GW/iM 'It's swell! A real hit. Get as many as you

iSanin for the opening night and the rest of the engagement will take care

of itself,^^—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

I



RICHARDARLEX
JACK OAKIE
ROBERT COOOAIV VIRCillVIA BRICE

CHARLES STARRETT LOUISE CLOSSER HALE

By Waldemar Young • Directed by Stephen Roberts

FOR SHO\¥]?lAIVSHIP IVATURALS SEE

ammaunt*
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7 SHOOTING, 5

AT WflRNERBROS. STUDIOS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Adding two more

pictures to last week's shooting

schedule, Warner Bros, have seven

productions shooting this week, with

five in preparation.
The seven in production are "The

Night Flower," formerly titled "The
Mud Lark," in which Barbara Stan-

wyck is starred; "Blessed Event,"

from the stage play, featuring Lee

Tracy and Mary Brian; "The Croon-

er," featuring David Manners, Ann
Dvorak and Ken Murray; "Life Be-

gins," featuring Loretta Young,
Aline MacMahon and Eric Linden;
"Children of Pleasure," in which
Ruth Chatterton is starred; "Tiger
Shark," from the play by Wells
Root, in which Edward G. Robinson
is starred; and "La Brasseur D'Af-
faires," the French version of "High
Pressure," in which Andre Luguet
will be featured.

Richard Barthelmess' starring ve-

hicle, "The Cabin in the Cotton," is

in preparation this week, along with
"One Way Passage," which will star

William Powell and Kay Francis;
"Revolt," which will star Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., with Ann Dvorak in

the feminine lead; "Silver Dollar,"

which will star Edward G. Robinson
on completion of "Tiger Shark";
and "Two Against the World," which
will star Constance Bennett.

Pictures completed last week were
"New York Town," with Joan Blon-
dell and Eric Linden; "Week-End
Marriage," with Loretta Young and
Norman Foster; "Without Consent."
with Chic Sale, Ann Dvorak and
David Manners; and "Doctor X,"
with Lionel Atwill and an all star

cast.

ASHER SIGNS CHESTERFIELDS
Harry Asher of American Pic-

tures, Boston, has signed contracts
with George R. Batcheller, presi-

dent of Chesterfield Motion Pic-
tures Corp., for the distribution of
all 1932-33 Chesterfield releases

throughout the New England terri-

tory. The program will consist of

six productions made by Chesterfield
and six from Maury M. Cohen's
newly organized Invincible Pictures
Corp. Two are already finished.

BALTO. COOLING PLANT
Baltimore—A $35,000 York cool-

ing plant will be installed in the
Hippodrome, according to Iz Rappa-
port, manager.

During 1931 France produced 139
features, 135 shorts and 79 foreign
versions.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH IVILK

HOLLYWOOD
^UTH CHATTERTON'S newest

vehicle, "Children of Pleasure,"
has entered production at the First
National studios. William Dieterle
is assigned to the direction of this

story, which has been adapted by
Courtenay Terrett and Larry Bar-
rett© from the latter's novel of the
same title. Latest additions to the
cast supporting Miss Chatterton are
Hardie Albright, Leonard Carey, Joe
North and Grover Legion. Players
previously announced are George
Brent, Paul Cavanaugh, Arnold
Korff, Lois Wilson, Barbara Leonard
and Ivan Simpson.

* * *

King Baggott has a role in RKO's
"The Truth About Hollywood," star-
ring Constance Bennett.

* * *

Gavin Gordon and Robert Ellis

have been signed for Columbia's
bank feature, tentatively entitled
"Faith," being directed by Frank
Capra. Walter Huston is featured,
with Pat O'Brien as leading man.
Kay Johnson and Constance Cum-
mings have the principal feminine
leads. Other members of the cast
already signed are John Standing
and Tom Dugan.

* * *

Gilbert Roland has been added to
the cast of "Life Begins," in pro-
duction for more than a week at
First National, under the joint di-

rection of James Flood and Elliott

Nugent. Earl Baldwin adapted this

screen play from the original by
Mary McDougall Axelson; Loretta
Young and Eric Linden are co-fea-
tured.

* * *

Jill Esmond will again be Helen
Twelvetrees' love rival in "Is My
Face Red?" now in work at RKO.

* * *

Winter Hall and Charles Sellon,
veteran actors of stage and screen,
will have important parts in 'The
Sporting Widow," comedy drama
being produced at the Paramount
studios with Alison Skipworth and
Richard Bennett in the leading roles.

Pat O'Brien has been assigned to

the leading role in Columbia's "Hol-
lywood Speaks." Eddie Buzzell is di-

recting and Genevieve Tobin has the
feminine lead.

* * *

"The Night Flower" will be the
title of Barbara Stanwyck's newest
starring picture for Warner Bros.
It is now in production under the
direction of William A. Wellman and
was previously known as "The Mud
Lark," having been adapted by Rob-
ert Lord from Arthur Stringer's
novel which was serialized in the
"Saturday Evening Post." George
Brent is Miss Stanwyck's leading
man, and other members of the cast
are Lysle Talbot, David Landau,
Hardie Albright, Leila Bennett, Mur-
ray Kinnell, Matt McHugh, Clarence
Wilson, Lucille Ward, Victor Potel,
Adele Watson, Dawn O'Day and
Snub Pollard.

Fox Sales Meet to Be
Most Vital for Company

(Continued from Page 1)

lent record by the personnel during
the past season. A lineup of 48
features is planned by Fox for next
season, and officials of the company
feel that, with a sound financial
program. Fox is set to face the com-
ing year with confidence.
The sessions also will be attended

by W. C. Michel, C. E. Richardson,
Glenn Griswold, Truman H. Talley
and Clayton P. Sheehan. Then there
will be the following:
Home Office—J. Sichelman, assistant sales

manager ; E. C. Grainger, assistant sales man-
ager; W. J. Kupper, assistant to J. R;
Grainger; George A. Roberts, Movietone
News sales department and personnel ; Nat B.
Finkler, manager contract department ; Clar-
ence A. Hill, general booker; Roger Ferri,
in charge of convention arrangements ; Ed-
ward H. Collins; Edward Bonns, home office
representative; Gabriel S. Yorke, director of
advertising and publicity ; Lee Balsly, Carl
Mos, Irving Maas, Maurice Ahem.
Branch and District Managers: John No-

lan, coast, Los Angeles; C. W. Eckhardt,
district manager, Chicago; Max Roth, dis-
trict manager, Kansas City; J. P. O'Logh-
lin, Canadian district manager, Toronto ; W.
A. Ryan, Albany; G. W. Fuller, Atlanta;
J. F. Dermody, Boston ; Sidney Samson,
Buffalo; E. V. Landaiche, Charlotte; M. A.
Levy, Chicago ; W. C. Gehring, Cincinnati

;

I. J. Schmertz, Cleveland ; C. E. Hilgers,
Dallas; R. J. Morrison, Denver; Stanley
Mayer, Des Moines ; Lester Sturm, Detroit

;

George Landis, Indianapolis; W. E. Sco**-
Kansas City; T. W. Young, Memphis; Al-

Elliott Disapproves

One-Operator Policy
(Continued from Page 1)

territory, Elliott told The Film
Daily on Saturday that any appeals
carried to him will meet with disap-
proval of one-man operation. If
theaters in any situations obtain
concessions from the two-man policy,
it will be solely through arrangement
with the local union officials and not
by advices from New York head-
quarters.

ROBINSON FILM FOR GARDEN
Edward G. Robinson in "Two Sec-

onds" will have its world premiere
May 18 at the Winter Garden, suc-
ceeding a four-week run of "The
Mouthpiece," it is announced by
Warner Bros.

fred J. Davis, Milwaukee; V. M. Skorey,
Calgary; R. G. March, St. John; J. H.
Huber, Wmnipeg

; J. H. Lorentz, Minneapo-
lis; B. A. Simon,^ New Haven; B. L. Duden-
hefer. New Orleans; H. H. Buxbaum, New
York; Joe Lee, New York; Edward Schnitz-
:r, New York ; R. A. Higdon, Oklahoma City

;

L. J. Miller, Omaha; Edgar Moss, Philadel-
phia; Ira H. Cohen, Pittsburgh; Charles
Powers. Portland; B. B. Reingold, St.
Louis; C. L. Walker, Salt Lake City; John
Dillon, San Francisco; G. M. Ballentine,
Seattle ; Sam Wheeler, Washington ; Harry
J. Bailey, Montreal; C. R. Dippie, Van-
couver.

HOLLYWOOD EXHIBIT

AGAIN AT STEEL PIER

Atlantic City.—The Hollywood
Motion picture Exhibit, established
four years ago in this resort, will
again feature the varied attractions
of the summer season on the Steel
Pier. The display, located in the
largest auditorium of this famous
amusement center, and comprising
exhibits covering every phase of the
industry, has proven a valuable ex-
ploitation aid. More than 2,000,000
visitors have witnessed the displays
each season. No entrance fee is

charged and participation in the ex-
hibit is free.

New features this season will be
Leo the Metro Trade Mark Lion
and displays representative of some
of the season's current attractions.
A number of life-like wax figures
of well-known stars will be added to
those already included in the ex-
hibit.

From a public standpoint the ex-
hibit is a fascinating assemblage of
gorgeous costumes, jewelry and per-
sonal effects of more than a hundred
stars and featured screen players.
Pictures of the stars' homes, their
personal monogramed stationery, au-
tographs, Christmas Greeting cards
and other personal effects combine
to make the display interesting from
a "movie fan" viewpoint.

All of the major producing or-
ganizations have been cooperating
with Ed Corcoran of the Paramount-
Publix staff of publicity men in
keeping the exhibit up to date. Cor-
coran sold the idea of a Hollywood
Exhibit to the Steel Pier ownership
four years ago.

THEATER ROBBED OF $1,134
Boulder, Colo.—The safe at the

Fox Curran theater was cracked and
the robbers escaped with $1,134. The
charge tore up the theater floor, the
orchestra pit and vsrrecked two rows
of seats. The loss was discovered
when Clay Griffin, an employee, re-

turned from Denver late at night.

The loss is covered by insurance.

ROGER MITCHELL RESIGNS
Charlotte, N. C—Roger S. Mit-

chell, formerly with Paramount, is

now with Pathe. William Conn re-

cently resigned his position with
Pathe to become a member of the
Columbia office here.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE^PRESS

AGENT

"Marion Davies thinks nothing of

posing for closeups with gooey pies

smeared over her face for comedy se-

quences and never seems to mind being

pushed into a watering trough or a mud
puddle."

—MG-M
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WOMEN TAVOR HIGHBROW

riLMS, HAYS POLL SHOWS

{Continued from Page 1)

will bring him entertainment and
relaxation. The view given by Joe
E. Brown, the screen comedian, "I

don't want to come from the theater

with more problems than I came in

with," is shared by many prominent
men in all walks of life.

George Ade, who declares that
"good movie theaters are giving

,
patrons more for their money than
they ever received before inside the

walls of any playhouse," states the
case for the men.

"I like any picture which has en-

tertainment value and does not se-

riously attempt to set up standards
of living, over-emphasize the grosser

and more fleshly of the sexual rela-

tions, insult the understanding or

leave a bad taste in the mouth," the
humorist asserts. "I like nonsense
if it is sheer nonsense and not non-
sense trying to be a carbon copy of

reality.
"Melodrama is the basis of all good

theater, whether you get it from a
talking picture or from living ac-

tors moving about on a lighted stage.

Melodrama may violate the proba-
bilities and stiil be acceptable if it

deals with emotions and impulses
and deeds which reveal the essen-
tials of human nature. Love stories,

even of the super-heated variety, are
welcome if they do not dissolve into

hasheesh dreams of bare bosoms,
wet lips and physical abandon.
"The discriminating movie fan

does not demand sense or reason in

a picture if the players perform di-

vertingly and get over their effects

by artistry instead of main strength.
Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton.
Jimmy Durante and Laurel and
Hardy can do no wrong unless they
offend that tender organ known as
the stomach."
Women, however, continue strong

for themes that deal with such prob-
lems as war and peace, patriotism,
civic righteousness and home and
family life. Typical of this vote is

the statement of Mrs. Kathleen Nor-
ris, novelist, who feels that pictures
.should represent the real life per-
sons live and the real problems peo-
ple face.

Mrs. Dolly Gann, sister of Vice-
President Curtis. Zona Gale, the au-
thor; Mrs. William Averell Harri-
man, of New York: Agnes Repplier,
the essayist; Mrs. Margaret Sanger,
of birth control fame, and Mrs. An-
drew Carnegie, widow of the steel

magnate, are among the many who

COMING & GOING

F. L. GATES, manager of the insurance
flepartment, Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., left

Saturday for Muskegon, Dubuque and Chi-
cago on business for Brunswick Radio Corp.,
a Warner subsidiary. Gates will be away a
week or ten days.
MAURICE SCHWARTZ, who is currently

starring in his first talking Jewish picture,
"Uncle Moses," made by Yiddish Talking
Pictures, sails this week for an eight-week
concert tour throughout Europe.

S. M. P. E. Sidelights

Washington—That expert conven-
tioneer, Bill Kunzman, is at it again.
Every S. M. P. E. member knows
him and his entertaining ways.

This is Dr. A. N. Goldsmith's in-

itial convention as president.

Sylvan Harris, energetic S. M.
P. E. business manager, was one of

the advance guard which arrived in

Washington late last week to help

set the convention.

Will Whitmore of W. E. is once
more functioning as public relatione

man. He arouses the admiration of

newspapermen vnth his slick knowl-
edge of technical words.

An S. M. P. E. convention would
not be an S. M. P. E. convention
without the presence of Capt. Frank
Badgley from 'way up in Canada.

Roxy won't be able to attend, as

originally announced, on account of

business having lured him to Europe.

Mayfair to Speed Up
New Release Schedule

{Continued from Page 1)

made in the release dates of the next
five pictures on the current program
of 24. These will now be as fol-

lows:
"The Honor of the Press," news-

paper story with Edward J. Nugent,
Rita LaRoy and Dorothy Gulliver,

May 15; "Trapped in Tia Juana,"
resort yarn, with Edwina Booth and
Duncan Renaldo, May 27; "The
Gorilla Ship," deep sea story, with
Ralph Ince, Tyrrell Davis and
Helen Foster, June 11; "Dynamite
Denny," railroad story, with Jay
Wilsey and Blanche Mehaffey, July

1; "The Widow in Scarlet," with
Kenneth Harlan, Dorothy Revier and
Kenneth Thomson, July 15.

Four more productions remain to

be produced on Mayfair's 1931-82

lineup, and these will be distributed

between July 15 and Sept. 15.

NON-UNION MAN SLUGGED
Akron, O.—A second outbreak in

the operators' war here came last

week, when A. J. Hanze, non-union
operator at the Southern, was
slugged over the head by unidentified

assailants. A non-union man from
another theater was attacked two
weeks ago.

vote for serious problem plays and
inspirational and patriotic themes.

Mrs. Julian Street of New York,
the former Narcissa Vanderlip,
strikes another note. She says: "I
believe that most people go to see

the stars as I do. The plays don't
count so long as the favorites are
attractively presented." And Emily
Post, the etiquette authority, also

admits: "I care much more about
the plays and how presented than for
the type of theme."

M. A. Lightman, M. P. T. 0. A.
prexy, has a load of Hollywood low-
down to unload, following his visit

to the Cinema Citadel to address the
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.

Among the convention regulars is

Trevor Faulkner, formerly with
Paramount, who knows plenty about
film processes and such.

Nate Golden, chairman of the lo-

cal arrangements committee is work-
ing on all eight cylinders to make
the convention a hit.

Projection problems is a favorite

topic of Harry Rubin of Publix, and
he ought to know 'em.

J. I. Crabtree, former president

of the society, is on the program for

a paper on "Duplication of Motion
Picture Negatives."

Griffith to Appeal

In Sunday Show Issue
(Continued from Page 1)

reversed an action of the Kay Coun-
ty district court in granting an in-

junction against city officials of

Blackwell to prevent enforcement of

the Sunday ordinance. The high
court held an injunction should not

have been granted because the

amusement company had an ade-

quate remedy at law for a test case

in case arrests were made.

Warners Extend Efforts

To Eliminate Dime Shows
(Continued from Page 1)

hard, in charge of Warner Bros.
theaters, described it as "wonderful"
and referred to 10-cent shows as a
"horrible evil."

PROTESTS CZECH QUOTA
Prague — Protest against the

Czechoslovakian film quota act al-

lowing distributors to import seven
foreign productions for every native-
made production has been made by
Abraham C. Ratshevsky, U. S. Min-
ister, to the Prague Government.
The American Minister asserted that
the restriction, in effect for the past
two weeks, means the ruin of the
American film-renting business.

ITALIAN TALKIE ON ROAD
"The Miracle of Saint Anthony,"

native talkie from Italy, being re-
leased in this country by Claudia
Films Co. of New York, and which
recently had its first showing at the
Sam Harris theater, has been booked
by Florio Vitullo for a tour of the
principal cities.

200 EXPECTED TO AHEND

SMPE SPRINaONVENTION
(Continued from Page 1)

millimeter sound film, long a per-
plexing puzzle, will be exhaustively
discussed.
The convention opens with an ad-

dress of welcome by Hon. Sol Bloom,
chairman of the Washington Bi-
centennial Committee. Response to
the speech will be made by President
A. N. Goldsmith of the S. M. P. E.

350 American Films
For Australian Field
(Continued from Page 1)

the Australian picturegoing public
are similar to those of the American
public and in this respect there is a
closer relationship between America
and Australia than between Aus-
tralia and England," said Freeman.
"Prospects for the future are en-
couraging despite the current rate
of 30 shillings for $4.84. Australia
now has a balanced budget and buy-
ing in Australia for export purposes
has been encouraged. We cannot
look for much native film produc-
tion-, however, as the limited popu-
lation discourages producers when
they survey the native distribution
field. One enterprise in Melbourne
turns out several features and shorts
yearly and it is possible that Amer-
ica may soon see one of the new
Australian features."
Freeman leaves for the coast the

first week in June, and after spend-
ing a week at the M-G-M studios,
he will sail for Australia.

BANDIT CAUGHT
Zanesville, O.—Police here have

nabbed one George Copley, 24, said

to have figured in a series of hold-
ups in this section, including the Lib-
erty here and the Capitol in Bell-

aire.

OPPOSE SUNDAY MOVIES
Richmond—A move to give Sun-

day movies for benefit of unemploy-
ed has met with rebuff from the
Richmond First Club, and the plan
recommended by a council of civic

clubs has found only two organiza-
tions so far ready to endorse it.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Producers Service Corp., motion pictures

;

E. Reich, 125 East 41st St., New York. 200
shares common.

Royalty Distributing Corp., motion pic-
tures; G. J. Jaffe, 1450 Broadway, New
York. 10 shares common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
The Little Theater, Inc., of Haddonfield,

Haddonfield, operate amusement places ; Rig-
gin & Davis, Camden, N. J. 2,500 shares
common.
Amusement Devices, Inc., Englewood;

Dills, Muecke & Schelker, New York City.

100 shares common.
DELAWARE CHARTERS

Delaware Amusement Supplies, Inc., Wil-
mington, Del., amusement devices; Franklin
L. Mettler, Dover, Del. 4,000 shares com-
mon.
American Television Exhibitors, Inc., New

York, N. Y. ; Prentice-Hall, Inc., of Dela-
ware, Dover, Del. $350,000.
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102 Short Subjects on Columbia Program

FIGHT OTADMISSIONJAX STARTS TTSENATE

750 Do Honor to Harry Thomas at Testimonial Fest

Passing Parade
, * , as we see it

By Jacic Alicoate-

If you don't think
S.M.P.E. at this Society of Mo-

Washington tio" Picture Engi-
neers covers a

mighty bit of industry territory,

just cast a weather eye in the gen-

eral direction of Washington-on-the-

Potomac and glance over the pro-

gram of its semi-annual convention,

now in session. The members of this

outfit are the scientific background

of the industry. While the producers

and stars receive the glory, the en-

gineers must be satisfied with the

feeling of recorded accomplish-

ment. One of the high spots of

the meeting will be the session

on theater operation. It is on tap

Thursday afternoon and many exhibs

from Eastern parts will attend.

President A. N. Goldsmith and his

society are doing a fine construc-

tive job in keeping the technical,

engineering and scientific element

of the industry f rictly up-to-the-

minute.

Perhaps it's part
Washington of the game. May-
and Taxes be it's just the way

they do things
down Washington way. At any rate,

it does seem that they are taking
an unnecessary slap at this already
badly harassed industry and using

the theater box-office solely as a

financial football in tax circles. One
day it is one thing and the next
entirely another. Where Continen-

tal countries subsidize their screens,

as a first line of morale defense, our
legislators squeeze the orange to

the point of economic industry

strangulation. If Washington wishes
to seriously and perhaps permanent-
ly cripple the greatest force for

clean, cheap, wholesome relaxation

and amusement in the country to-

day, it is now going about it in

exactly the right way.

Industry Pays Tribute
to Independent

Distributor
Approximately 750 film men as-

sembled at the Astor Hotel last night
to honor Harry Thomas as a leading
independent distributor. Numerous
important industry executives were
included in the attendance at the
testimonial dinner. Even from the

(Continued on Page 4)

T STEPS UP

PRODUCTION ACTIVITY

fVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Activities at the Para-

mount studios are taking a spurt
this week, with eight productions
already in work and three others
scheduled to start before the end of

the week. Productions now shooting
are Maurice Chevalier's "Love Me
Tonight," Merrily We Go To Hell,"

with Sylvia Sidney and Fredric
(Continued on Page 4)

16 mm. Is Main Subject

At First SMPE Session
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Three papers on 16

mm. films and projectors, sum-
marizing recent progress in this

field, were the main feature of the

opening session of the S.M.P.E.

spring meeting at the Wardman
(Continued on Page 4)

125 "Hotel" Roadshows

Counting playdates up to and in-

cluding June 6, M-G-M announces
that roadshow bookings for "Grand
Hotel" have now reached a total

of 125.

12 FEATURES UNDER WAY

AT THE M-G-M STUDIOS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Three productions

have just been finished, two are
now in work and seven are about
to start at the M-G-M studios.
Ramon Novarro's new film, directed
by Sam Wood, is being cut. "New
Morals for Old," from John Van
Druten's play, is ready for release,
with Margaret Perry and Robert
Young in the leads. Greta Garbo in

"As You Desire Me" also is about
ready. Marie Dressier and Polly
Moran in "Prosperity" and the
Eugene O'Neill play, "Strange In-

(Continued on Page 4)

Von Sternberg Settles

Dispute With Paramount
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Josef von Sternberg,

after a conference with B. P. Schul-
berg, has settled his differences with
Paramount and will resume direction

of Marlene Dietrich in "Blonde
Venus."

Columbia's 1932-33 Schedule
Includes 1 02 Shorts, Says Cohn

Wolfson-Meyer Drop

Screen Advertising

Miami, Fla.—Believing that the public attends

a theater to be entertained and not to read

advertisements, Wolfson-Meyer Theater Enter-

prises, operating the Capitol here as well as

other houses, have discontinued all ads on the

screen.

Total of 102 short subjects will

be provided on Columbia's 1932-33
program, Vice-President Jack Cohn
stated yesterday. Seventy - eight
single reels and 24 doubles will com-
prise the program. Single reel series
are: 13 Medbury Travelaughs; 13
Futters' Curosities; 13 Krazy Kats;

(Continued On Page 4)

Tough Battle Ahead for

Ticket Levy in Its

Present Form
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Despite efforts of

various members of the Senate to

alter the tax bill which includes a
levy of 10 per cent on all admis-
sions above 10 cents, the measure
reached the Senate floor yesterday
with a favorable report from the

(Continued on Page 4)

settlemeIseen near

IN ClEVnONING SUIT

Cleveland — A settlement is re-

ported near in the local exhibitors*
suit against the distributors. It is

said the terms call for uniform pr<^
tection for all companies; subse-
quent runs to charge 25 cents min-
imum admission, or submit to great-
er protection; double features to be
definitely out, while houses insisting
on doubling must wait 90 days. Per-
centage bookings are understood not ij

to have been included in the pro-
posed settlement deal. Samuel Hor-
witz, attorney for the exhibs, is ex-
pected to be in New York this week.

Demand Sunday Shows
As An Aid to Business

Birmingham — Prominent busi-
ness men, theater managers and
hotel owners have called on the
Chamber of Commerce to insist upon
a campaign for Sunday amusements
here to counteract the effects of
railroad excursions which are tak-

(Continued on Page 4)

Church Attendance Gains

As Sunday Shows Start

Baltimore—An odd sidelight on the inaugu-
ration of Sunday shows here was the fact that
although pastors and church organizations vig-
orously fought against a liberal Sunday, a
greater attendance than usual was registered at
the morning services of churches of all denomi-
nations.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Columbia Pict. ctfs. 4^4 4^ 4'A — 'A

East. Kodak 47^ 44J4 44^ — 3ji
Fox Fm. "A" 2ys 2'A 2%
Loew's, Inc 23^ 22^4 23 — H
Paramount ZVi 2'^ 2% — Vs

RCA 4H 4 45i — ^
RCA pf. "B" 7?4 7^ TA — H
Warner Bros VA VA iVi + 'A

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
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Loew 6s 41ww 77 77 77 + 1^
Paramount 6s 47.. 26 255^ 255^ + 'A

Par. 5/2S50 23 20^ 23 -f IH
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BANDITS GET $4,000

Chicago—Bandits who apparently

secreted themselves in the theater

after the showing of "Grand Hotel,"

broke into the box-office of the

Woods and took about $4,000. Jones,

Linick & Schaefer own the house.

New York
1S40 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712 STiUwcll 4-7940

M.. v^^v Long Iiland City li
1 54 Crescent St. g

if

Eastman Films

|

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.§
if
if
ii

Chicago
1727 Indiana At*
CALumat 3892

Gloria Swanson Making
U. A. Film in Europe

London—Gloria Swanson, who is

living here with her husband, Mich-
ael Farmer, and their newly-born
daughter, will appear in "The Per-
fect Understanding," to be made by
Rowland V. Lee in the south of

France and at the RCA studios in

Ealing, near here, for world distri-

bution by United Artists. Lee also
is author of the story, with scenario
by Dr. Harold Dearden. Shooting of

exteriors in southern France starts
next week.

Hollywood
S700 Santa Monica

BWd.
^.,

HOLlywood 4121 *.*
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Stress Summer Economy
At Warner Theater Meet
Economy in summer operations

was the keynote of a Warner Bros,
theaters zone managers' meeting
yesterday at the Astor with Joseph
Bernhard presiding. The managers
will attend individual conferences at

the home office today.
Attending yesterday's session were: Her-

man Starr, Moe Silver, I. J. Hoffman, David
Weshner, Mort Blumenstock, Willard Pat-
terson, Clayton Bond, William Clark and the
following zone managers: John Harris, Wil-
liam Goldman, James Costigan, Nat Wolf,
John Payette, Harry Kalmine. B. J. Hoffman.
Lou Lazar, Lee Goldberg, Bill Hanger and
Sol Hanken.

HOWSON IN BOSTON
Albert Howson, director of the

Warner censor board, is in Boston
today for conferences with the Mas-
sachusetts State Board of Censors.
He returns to his office tomorrow.

SHIFT RELEASE DATES
First National's "Week-End Mar-

riage" will be generally released

June 18, the original date scheduled

for "Dark Horse," which will have
its release on June 25, the date
originally scheduled for "Week-End
Marriage."

EDUC. BRANCH CHANGES
H. D. Buckley has been trans-

ferred by Educational from Calgary
to succeed J. F. Meyers as manager
of the St. Johns exchange. Meyers
resigned last week. F. H. Fisher,

salesman in Calgary, has been pro-

moted to manager.

DAILY TIME TABLE
Baltimore — Beginning Sunday,

"The Sun" and the "Evening Sun"
will use a full list of film houses
every day, giving list of offerings

and schedule of first-run houses.
This is the first time such a com-
plete service has been established
here.

ROXY BOOKS COLUMBIA FILM
Columbia's "No Greater Love"

will have its premiere at the Roxy
on Friday and will open a week
later at Fox's Brooklyn. Cast in-

cludes Alexander Carr, Richard Ben-
nett, Alec Francis, Beryl Mercer
and Dickie Moore.

"RACETRACK" RELEASE
Leo Carrillo in "Racetrack," a

James Cruze production, will be re-
leased June 5 by Sono Art-World
Wide.

Fred Allen to Direct
2 John Wayne Westerns

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fred Allen will direct

the first two pictures in the series

of eight westerns being made by
Leon Schlesinger for Warner Bros.
Initial story is a picturization of the
Kenneth Perkins book, "Ride Him,
Cowboy."

Allied Claims Progress
In Brookhart Bill Fight

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — "Tremendous pro-

gress" has been made in gathering
support for the Brookhart Bill, says
Abram F. Myers, general counsel of
Allied States Ass'n. Delay in bring-
ing the measure forward for con-
sideration is due to general condi-
tions in Congress, he states, adding
that "when conditions permit and
the showdown comes there will be a
mighty surprise."

38 Picketers Arrested
In Front of S.-C. Houses
For refusing to abide by the in-

junction granted April 18 by Su-
preme Court Justice Steinbrink,

Brooklyn, restraining Local 306
from picketing Springer-Cocalis the-

aters, employing Empire State Op-
erators' Union men, 38 members of

the Local were arrested Sunday,
charged with disorderly conduct and
contempt of court. The picketers

were seized in front of seven houses
on upper Broadway.

CLEVELAND HIPP. CLOSING
Cleveland—J. E. Firnkoess, RKO

circuit district manager, announces
the Hippodrome, largest downtown
house, will close this week for the
summer. Fanchon & Marco units
may be presented in this house when
it reopens next fall.

JOHN O'HARA JOINS RKO
John O'Hara, formerly of the

Warner advertising department, has
been assigned by Barret McCormick
to assist Rutgers Neilson in Radio
Pictures' publicity and advertising
department.

NOVEL BY EBERHARDT
"Dagger in the Hand," a no "el

written by Walter Eberhardt, identi

fied with Erpi publicity, soon makes
its appearance. Published by Wil-
liam Morrow.

MORE DATES FOR CARRILLO
Leo Carrillo, now in the east mak-

ing personal appearances, has been
booked by RKO for the Palace, Chi-
ago, starting May 14, followed by a
week in Cleveland, beginning May
21. He will then go back to the
coast to start work in a new pic-

ture. The Leo Morrison office is

handling Carrillo.

DETROIT HOUSE ROBBED
Detroit — The Oriole, northwest

section house, was robbed of $715
by safe crackers. Thieves apparent-
ly hid in the house after the show.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition.
Roval Automobile Institute, Amsterdam.
Holland.

May 9-12: Spring meeting of the Societj
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

May 16-18: RKO annual sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 16-20: Fox sales convention, Essex

House, New York.
May 22-23: Erpi Golf Tournament, Briar-

cliff.

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conven-
tion, Atlantic City.

Copyright Bill Hearings
Being Resumed This Week
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Additional hearings

on the Sirovich bill to amend the
copyright laws are expected this

week. The bill was returned to the
Patents Committee after exhibitor
efforts blocked Congressman Siro-

vich in his efforts to get the Rules
Committee to push the measure
through Congress.

2,000 AT BALTIMORE BALL
Baltimore—Baltimore's first Movie

Ball since 1917 was attended by more
than 2,000. Fifi D'Orsay, Ann Pen-
nington and Baby Rose Marie were
guest stars, and two orchestras kept
things humming between acts. A
combination show from several the-
aters here and in Washington was
put on. J. Louis Rome was chair-
man of the committee, which also
included Bill Sexton, Morris A. Me-
chanic and Lawrence Schanberger,
Jr. Affair was under the auspices
of Associated Theater Owners, Inc.

JAMES TURNER MARRIES
James H. Turner, executive as-

sistant to S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel will

be married today to Mrs. Alice
Corey Dawes, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward B. Corey of thft Hotel
Pierre.

JACK GOETZ WITH DU-ART
Jack Goetz, formerly of Consoli-

dated Film Industries is now con-

nected with the Du-Art Laboratories
as special representative.

DEPPERMAN TO K. C.
Bill Depperman has gone to

Kansas City from New York to
,

handle exploitation on "Scarface."

BOSTON OKAYS "SCARFACE"
Boston — "Scarface" has been

passed by the local censor.

JACK MULHALL IN TOWN
Jack Mulhall has arrived in New

York from the coast.

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912
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750 HONOR HARRY THOMAS

AT TESTIMONIAL DINNER

{Continued from Page 1)

standpoint of its most severe critics

the party was an outstanding hit.

Attorney Louis Nizer presided at the din-

ner as toastmaster, being introduced by Rudy
Sanders. Following various speeches a pro-

gram of entertainment was presented. Prior

to the dinner, dance music was provided.

In addition to Thomas on the dais were

Al Lichtman, Ned E. Depinet, M. J. O'Toole,

Louis Nizer, W. Ray Johnston, Sam Esch-

man, David Barrist, Jules Levy, Jack AU-
coate, Leon Rosenblatt, Sidney Samuelson,

Austin Keough, A. H. Schwartz, Harry Kosch,

Henry Chanin, Max Cohen and Isadore Rap-

paport.

102 Short Subjects

On Columbia Program
{Continued from Page 1)

13 Scrappies; 13 Screen Snapshots;

13 sport reels. The two-reelers will

comprise subjects with well known
stage and screen stars. Columbia

will also sell return playdates on

Walt Disney product.

Paramount Steps Up
Production Activity
{Continued from Page 1)

March; "Forgotten Commandments,
with Sari Maritza and Gene Ray-

mond; "The Sporting Widow" with

Alison Skipworth and Richard Ben-

nett; George Bancroft's "The Chal-

lenger"; "The Million Dollar Legs,"

with Jack Oakie; "Bride of the

Enemy" with Claudette Colbert and

Clive Brook, and "Gates of Holly-

wood" with Stuart Erwin. Produc-

tions scheduled to start this week
are: "Devil and the Deep," Tallulah

Bankhead vehicle with Gary Cooper;

"Hot Saturday," with Carole Lom-
bard, and "Lone Cowboy," with

Randolph Scott.

MAE CLARKE TO REST '

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mae Clarke, who is

rapidly recovering from her recent

illness, leaves about June 1 for

Honolulu to rest for about four

weeks, after which she will return
and resume her picture work.

AlONG lALTO
>PUILM.DALY

fJtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • THIS IS an intermission report on the Testimonial
Dinner to Harry H. Thomas at the Astor Hotel
we rushed back to the ossif to write the kolyum at 11 p.m.

and the doggone shindig had just about started
looks as if it will be going right through till daylight
with some 750 film gents gathered to do Harry honor
from all the Eastern sections of the country with the
biggest shots in all major groups equally represented
in exhibition, distribution and production

• • • THE SWELL feed started with the playing and
singing of the National Anthem with the orchestra
leader READING the words as he led the gang Harry
was sitting directly under an illuminated portrait of George
Washington he was an Independent, too all the
guests by that time were crossing the Delaware On ICE

the patriots !

iC « * *

• • • AS TOASTMASTER, Louis Nizer said that the only
reason they gave Mister Thomas a Testimonial dinner was be-
cause he was about the only Independent guy still Solvent
there were about 37 illustrious gents seated on the dais
all with a nicely prepared speech to make so we ducked
right after Mister Nizer finished it was one of those
hilarious parties where a speaker is just as liable to forget
all about the guy for whom the Testimonial is given
and start ballyhooing his grandmother or Himself
but who cared ? all hands at the various tables were
having a Good Time by Themselves aw, shucks,
we're going back, ourselves haven't had so much fun
since our first birthday lemonade party

BEN BLUE FOR FILMS
Ben Blue, who has been appearing

in Broadway musical shows and de
luxe houses, is on his way to th*
coast to appear in pictures under ar-

rangements negotiated by the Leo
Morrison office.

DUALS PLUS PREVIEW
Chicago—In addition to seeing the

regular double-feature bill, Saturday
night patrons of the Maryland here-
after will also get a preview of the
new attraction.

Giving the Company Away
Schenectady — The Ritz, Independent

house, is giving away one share of RKO
stock free with each $5 worth of ad-
mission tickets. Shares are curreritly

selling at $3. The theater, which is

also playing double features, is announc-
ing this proposition through newspaper
advertising.

16 mm. Is Main Subject
At First SMPE Session

{Continued from Page 1)

Park Hotel. Development of sound
on 16 mm. film was discussed in a
paper by H. G. Tasker and A. W.
Carpenter, who described three
groups of sound-on-film projectors,
including a complete home model
combining radio, phonograph, sound
on disc, sound on film and silent; a
a school room model arranged
for sound and silent film only, and
an industrial model for sound only,
arranged in a portable carrying case.

H. Pfannenstiehl and R. A. Miller of
Bell Telephone Laboratories offered a paper
and a demonstration of a portable 16 mm.
sound system developed for Western Electric,
while H. C. Holden of the RCA Victor Co.
described a 16 mm. device produced by his
company.
A microphone known as the lapel micro-

phone and designed to be worn on the
speaker's clothing, designed to overcome the
restrictions imposed by the conventional type
of "mike", was described by W C. Jones
and D. T. Bell of Bell Telephone.

Theater noise problems were discussed by
S. K. Wolf and J. E. Tweedale of Electrical

Research Products. Their paper stated that
in existing theaters many noise problems
may be overcome by the use of sound in-

sulating and vibration isolating constructions
designed to fit the particular circumstances.

Speaking of films in the U. S. Navy,
Lieutenant Charles E. Eraser, U.S.N.R., said

the Navy now has for entertainment alone
467 features, in duplicate, and is acquiring
25 features and five shorts monthly."

VOTE FOR SUNDAY SHOWS
Tallahassee, Fla.—A vote of 871

to 519 in favor of repealing the blue
law has been recorded here.

Demand Sunday Shows
As An Aid to Business

{Continued from Page 1)

ing thousands out of town to spend
their money on Sundays. Last week
nearly 6,000 persons were carried
to Chattanooga. Local merchants
told the Chamber of Commerce that
business has fallen off terribly since

these cheap excursions started, and
that the railroads refuse to run ex-

cursions to Birmingham from near-
by towns because this place is dead
on Sundays.

ARBUCKLE FOR BALTIMORE
Roscoe Arbuckle, who has been

getting an enthusiastic reception in

his recent stage appearances, has
been booked through the Leo Mor-
rison office for Keith's in Baltimore
the week of May 14. Another Mor-
rison star, Victor McLaglen, will be
in next week's stage unit at the
Capitol.

OUTLINE NEW U.A. SALES PLAN
Outline of the new United Artists

sales plan involving selling of ex-
clusive runs will be given today by
Al Lichtman at the Motion Picture
Club luncheon and forum.

H. SILVERBERG PROMOTED
Detroit—Harry Silverberg, lately

salesman for RKO, and before that
manager of the Pathe Exchange
here until merger of the two offices,

has been made manager of the
Cleveland office.

FIGHT ON TICKET TAX

IS STARTED IN SENATE

{Continued from Pag* 1)

Senate Finance Committee. Among
those who made motions to recon-
sider the bill were Senator Short-
ridge of California, following sharp
protests from Hollywood, but all of
the protesting members were voted
down. Senator Robert M. La Fol-
lette said he would oppose the bill

on the floor.
Abram F. Myers of Allied Sutes Ass'n

stated yesterday that the measure must go
over the bumps in both the Senate and House,
and if the industry acts with sufBcient speed
and force it has a chance of lifting the
exemption back to SO cents. "There is great
eagerness on the part of Committee members
to disclaim responsibility for this sudden
denouement, and the task of the independent
theater owners will be to hold these men to
accountability for their participation in the
affair, said Myers. "Bear in mind that while
the Committee was lowering the exemption
on admission taxes to 10 cents, it also re-
moved from the bill excise taxes on eleven
articles, namely, furs, toilet articles, boats,
refrigerators, firearms, sporting goods, cam-
eras, matches, soft drinks, produce exchange,
and safe deposit boxes. This will enable
us to ask very pointedly: 'How come?'"

12 Features Under Way
At the M-G-M Studios
{Continued from Page 1)

terlude," with Norma Shearer and
Clark Gable, are in work.

Films getting under way include "China
Seas," in which Clark Gable probably will
star, under direction of Tod Browning; John
Gilbert's "Downstairs," directed by Monta
Bell; Buster Keaton in "Footlights," directed
by Edward Sedgwick; Marion Davies in

"Good Time Girl," directed by Edmund Gould-
ing; Jean Harlow in "The Red-Headed Wo-
man," directed by Jack Conway; "Sky-
scraper," directed by Edgar Selwyn, with
Robert Young and Madge Evans, and a
Wallace Beery vehicle, probably dealing with
Russia, to be directed by George Hill.

REOPENS WITH DUALS
Chicago—The Loop End theater,

operated by Jones, Linick & Schaef-
er, has reopened with double fea-

tures and short subjects at 15 and
25 cents, with a dime for kids.

ROB PLAINFIELD HOUSE
Plainfield, N. J.—Russell Terhune,

manager of the Strand, was held up
yesterday by two young bandits,
who got away with $1,900.

!;*#.^.^ ^.^J^^
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flouse Expected to Restore Ticket Tax Exemptions

EW U.T SALES POLJCf STARTING FAUGUST
eopenings Exceed Closings in Pittsburgh Area

18 Theaters Return To
Operation Against
8 Dropping Out

Pittsburgh—Reopening of theaters
n this territory exceeded closings
)y a big margin in the past month,
the report of the Film Board of
Trade, showing 18 reopenings, some
on part time, against seven closing«,
pncluding one temporarily dark, and

{Continued on Page 7)

IRKO STUiUAUNCHING

14 IN NEXTH MONTHS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A production drive

calling for 14 pictures in the next
three months, in addition to four
now in work, has been mapped out

by David O. Selznick, RKO pro-

duction head, who announces that
there will be no suspension of high
activity at the Radio Pictures stu-

dios between the 1931-32 and the
{Continued on Page 6)

Change in Paramount Stock Approved
Paramount Publix stockholders, at the adjourned meeting yesterday, voted to change

the company's common stock trom no par to $10 par value per share. The resolution
was approved by stockholders owning 2,309,459 shares, while holders ot 46 shares
voted against It. Ralph A. Kohn, treasurer of the company, presided as chairman in

the absence of Adolph Zukor. Under the change, which brings the value of the
shares down to about $33,000,000 from $123,383,984, the difference of nearly $90,-
000,000 will be added to corporate surplus.

Seven Theaters Closed
In Chattanooga Strike

Union Makes Settlement
In 2 Harry Arthur Houses
Meriden, Conn. — Accepting $50

weekly each for a total of five

men to be employed in two Harry
Arthur theaters here, the local I. A.
T. S. E. has settled its strike. The

(.Continued on Page 6)

Chattanooga—Differences between
the union and independent theater
owners has resulted in a strike of
operators and the darkening of
seven houses, the Bijou, Bonita,
Cameo, Park, American, Ritz and
Rivoli. This leaves only the three
Publix houses operating, including

(.Continued on Page 8)

Automatic Fire Hero Demonstrated

H. F. Janecky Promot^f'
In Skouras Circuit t

H. F. Janecky, formerly manager
of the Skouras theater, Lynbrook,
N. Y., has been made district su-

pervisor for Skouras theaters with
headquarters at the Jackson, Jack-
son Heights, L. I. Zack Freedman,
formerly in charge of the Para-
mount, Seattle, Wash., succeeds
Janecky as manager of the Lyn-
brook theater.
A testimonial ne: was given

{Contint 'd c Page 6)

Admissions Drop 40%
Lichtman Tells Forum

Atlantic City—A system that au-

tomatically detects a fire and then

forces the fire to announce itself in

a human voice which calmly warns

people, instructs them how to leave

a building and starts a band play-

ing to help them march out quietly,

was publicly demonstrated for the

first time at the annual convention
(.Continued on Page 8)

Allied Won't Take Part
In Re-zoning Confabs

Allied States Ass'n will not take
part in any re-zoning conferences if

such sessions are held, Vice-Presi-
dent Sidney Samuelson told The
Film Daily yesterday in New York.
He said that several strong Allied
units are definitely opposed to such
a movement.

Al Lichtman Outlines His
Exclusive Run Plan at

M. P. Club Forum
United Artists' new sales policy

involving selling of exclusive first

runs, outlined by Al Lichtman at

the Motion Picture Club Forum and
first printed in The Film Daily of

April 20, will become effective in

August, Lichtman said yesterday.
First picture to be sold under the

(Continued on Page 7)

NED MARINBECiES

JNDEPENDENi; PRODUCER

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ned Marin has com-

pleted his contract as associate pro-

ducer at Paramount and will enter
the independent production field. He
has taken space at the Metropolitan
studios.

Defeat of Senate Tax Bill
Is Expected in the House

The film industry's revenue from admissions

is now $600,000,000 a year as compared with

$1,000,000,000 several years ago, when business

conditions were normal, Al Lichtman said In

his address at the Motion Picture Club Forum
yesterday.

Booking Combine Planned
By Independents in Philly

Philadelphia—A group of local in-

dependent exhibitors, backed by the

M.P.T.O., are discussing plans for

a booking combine. Interested the-

aters are apprehensive over posi-

tion of first-run houses and possi-

bilities of development of exclusive

run policies.

Indications are that the Senate in

Washington tomorrow will pass the
revised tax bill which imposes a levy
of 10 per cent on all theater admis-
sions above 10 cents, following rec-

ommendation of its committee. The
Senate, controlled by the Repub-
licans, is expected to adopt the Ad-
ministration's program in this re-

spect. In the Democratic House,
however, the measure is expected to

(Continued on Page 6)

10 Houses Reopened
In Minneapolis Field

Minneapolis— Exchanges serving
the northwest report the reopening
of the following 10 theaters: Unique,
Bricelyn; Cameron, Erskine; Lotus,
Red Lake Falls; Fox, Warroad, all

Minnesota. Dreamland, Alpena; H.
& H., Bowdle; Legion, Midland;
Star, Veblen, all South Dakota. Star,

Drayton, and Auditorium, Buffalo
Lake, North Dakota. Three thea-

ters have been closed in North Da-
kota, the Munro, Rolla; Tottem, Ft.

Lincoln, and Rialto, Hebron. The
Opera House, Greenwood, Wis., has
also been closed.

3,000 Protests on Tax
Sent from Philadelphia

Philadelphia — More than 3,000 telegrams
have been sent to members of Congress by
exhibitors and other residents of the Phila-
delphia territory protesting the revision of the
admission tax bill lowering exemptions to 10
cents. Movement was sponsored by the M.P.
T.O. with George Aarons and Dave Barrist in

charge of the matter.
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Taxing Human Happiness
One unnecessary, cruel and dangerous tax proposed would apply to even the

cheapest theater tickets. At first it was planned to tax tickets costing 50 cents or

more. That would have benefitted the public, perhaps, by putting a premium on low

prices. The bill is changed now to tax all tickets, costing more than 10 cents.

This actually threatens the moving picture industry, one of our greatest, carrying

American competition successfully all over the world. Recent conditions, reducing

many of the great picture companies almost to bankruptcy, make it clear that harsh

taxation cripples irretrievably an industry that should be encouraged, because it

means pleasure and happiness. Happiness is no luxury, to be carelessly taxed.

—ARTHUR BRISBANE in "New York American."

Subsequent Run Houses
Appeal on Sales Policy

Alarmed at what they claim to

be refusal of M-G-M to sell subse-
quent run houses in Wilmington in

the neighborhood of Loew's Park-
way, five independent operators are
understood to have appealed to the
Federal Trade Commission in Wash-
ington. John De Fiore and Ben
Seiigman, representing the group,
intend to visit New York today to

confer with Pete Harrison in an
effort to enlist his support.

NEW YORK

Am. Seat
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A" . .

.

Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Pathe Exch. "A"..
RCA
RCA pf. "B"
Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Technicolor

NEW YORK
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
Keith A-0 6s 46..
Loew 6s 41ww....
Paramount 6s 47..
Par. 5J/^sS0
Warner's 6s39 . .

.
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26J^ 26 26M 4- H
22 22 22—1
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Martin Johnsons Head
Tomorrow's Ampa Bill

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson will

be the chief guests at tomorrow's
A.M.P.A. luncheon in Sardi's. In ad-
dition to the noted explorers the
program includes Paxton, the Mental
Marvel, who will astonish the mem-
bers with his feats of mind. Marvin
Kirsch will be master of ceremonies.

COLUMBIA PFD. DIVIDEND
Columbia Pictui'es has declared

regular quarterly dividend of 75
cents on the preferred stock, payable
June 1 to stock of record May. 19.

RIEFF RECUPERATING
Harold Rieff of Columbia is re-

covering from an appendicitis op-
eration at the Reconstruction Hos-
pital.

•.•••••••vj
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PLAN ITALIAN SERIES
A series of Italian features star-

ring Oreste Sandrino, young Italian-

American actor, is planned by Cle-
mente Giglio, author and producer
who composed and presented the op-
era version of "The White Sister"
in New York a few years ago. First
production will be "Thou Shalt Not
Kill," which is slated to go in pro-
duction next week at the Metropoli-
tan Studios in Fort Lee.

"YORKE" FOR CARNEGIE
Leo Brecher will likely book the

German feature, "Yorke," to follow
"Trapeze" at the Little Carnegie.
Playing of the English-dialogue syn-
chronization of "Trapeze" is under
consideration.

CLYDE IN PARA. FEATURE
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM BAIL?
Hollywood—Andy Clyde has been

signed for an important part in the
Olympic Games farce, "The Million
Dollar Legs," being produced at the
Paramount studios under direction
of Edward Cline.

JERRY MARKS RESIGNS
St. Louis—Jerry Marks, manager

of the local United Artists office, has
resigned. He probably will leave
on a business trip to New York this
week.

"Shoot Pictures in N. Y. City"
Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film
and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Columbia Signs Play
Under Cooperative Plan

As the third deal in Columbia's
cooperative production - distribution
plan in which stage producer, play-
wright, screen director or stars
share in the profits of the picture.
Jack Cohn yesterday announced the
acquisition of Peggy Fear's "Child
of Manhattan." Other two deals
under the cooperative plan are with
Wheeler and Woolsey and the play
"Brief Moment."

Allied Eastern Meet
Scheduled for July

Allied States Ass'n units func-
tioning in the East will hold a con-
ference in July, probably in Atlantic
City. Attending will be the New
Jersey, Maryland and New England
associations. Allied national leaders,
including President Al Steffes, will
be present.

PROTEST RECEIVERS' FEES
St. Louis — Circuit Judge Albert

D. Nortoni has allowed fees of
$6,000 each to Roy F. Britton and
Henri Chouteau, receivers for the
St. Louis Amusement Co. The pay-
ment was opposed by the company,
which has filed mandamus proceed-
ings in the Missouri Supreme Court
in an endeavor to compel Judge
Nortoni to reduce the appeal bond
of the company from $400,000 to

$150,000. The company contended
that no fees should be allowed the
receivers until the Supreme Court
acts. The receivers took charge
Nov. 24.

GEORGE SIDNEY AT STATE
George Sidney will appear on the

vaudeville bill at Loew's State be-
ginning next Saturday.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for
SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.
Phone: BRyant 9-5543

Creators of good impressions

Globe Engraving Company
STEEL & COPPER PLATE ENGRAVERS
Letterheads, Envelopes, Cards, Weddings,
Monograms, Business and Social An-
nouncements of Every Description

Designers and Actual Producers of
Engraved Commercial and Social Stationery
105-7 Fulton St. New York, N. Y.

BEekman 3-6417

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

IWay 6-16: International Film Exhibition
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdam
Holland.

M«y 9-12: Spring meeting of the Sodtli
of M. P. Engineers. Washington.

May 16-18: RKO annual sales convention.
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 16-20: Fok sales convention, Essn

House, New York.
May 22-23: Erpi Golf Tournament, Briar-

cliff.

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conven-
tion, Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel. Topeka, Kan,

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Ungtr
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equit;
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales con-

vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internationil
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employo
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hill,

Columbus, O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rock]
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Countrj
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven
tion, Los Angeles.

"SYMPHONY" FOR MAYFAIR
RKO's "Symphony of Six Million."

which closes the run at the Gaiety
on Sunday night, is scheduled to

open at the Mayfair on May 19.

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best equipped studio in the East

for^
Optical Tricks—Effects—Animation of

all types.
Original Ideas—Special Effects

"We cure all film ills"

145 West 45 St., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-6796

NEDW AYBURN
who has staged over 600 productions, including
the best editions of the Ziegfeld Follies, and
who has directed and helped up the ladder of

fame many stars of the first magnitude, such
as Al Jolson. Maz-ilyn Miller, Fred and Adele
Astaire, Eddie Cantor, Ann Pennington, Will

Rogers, Marie Dressier, Ed Wynn, Jeanette Mc-
Donald, Harry Richman, Charlotte Greenwood,
and hundreds of others, has opened new inter-

national dancing headquarters in the heart of

the Park Avenue District. This, the world's
greatest dancing school, offers:

Every Type of Stage or Social Dancing.
Morning, Afternoon and Evening Ses-

sions for Adult Girls 16 to 60 Years
of Age.

Reducing and Building Up — Mild
Courses for Middle-Aged Folks.

Special Saturday and After-School
Classes for Children (Ages 4 to 16
Years).

Thorough Courses in Diction and Micro-
phone Technique for Radio and the
Talkies.

TEMPORARILY. 20% to 50% RE-

DUCTION IN ALL RATES
Send for one of the following free booklets:
"YOUR CAREER" (48 pages); or "HOME
STUDY COURSE IN DANCING"; or "RADIO
COURSES "

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING
OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND

Studio F, 625 Madison Ave., New York City
(Between 58th and S9th Sts.)

Tel. Wickersham 2-4300
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ANOTHER RKO-RADfO SMASIK
NEW BOX-OFFICE HIGH MARIF

3WOMEN!

HE LOVED HER

HE HUNG HER

^'Not since his first picture h
Barrymore had a part th

fitted him so admirably/' sd

the yV. Y. Journal r while tl

DailyNews said "This pictu

is swift, intriguing ... a thrillii

eighty minutes."
|

CROWDED HOUSES AND El

THUSIASTIC AUDIENCES A
EVERY PERFORMANCE HAV
CONFIRMED THESE GREA
NEWSPAPERS' OPINIONS

HELEN TW

HE MARRIED HER

Directed by Geort

Arcbainbaud. Adaph

by Gene Fowler, Auth

of the Best Seller, "T.

Great Mouthpiece"

w

Rowland Brown, Auth

of "Doorway to Heli



MIT! NOW SETTING A

(ARRYMORE
his first great modern Ameri-

m role.,. as the brilliant lawyer

ho in love and law was always

1 outlaw...wfio won women with

s kisses and juries with tricks!

^ETREES
JILL ESMOND
WM. (Stage) BOYD
RALPH INCE
MARY DUNCAN
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EXPECT HOUSE TO RESTORE

TICKET TAHXEMPTIONS
{Continued from Page 1)

meet defeat, as this body has passed

the tax bill exemption admissions

over 45 cents.

Charles O'Reilly, T. O. C. C.

president, in discussing the situa-

tion yesterday, said: "The industry

must look to the Democratic leaders

for support in this terrible emer-

gency." He goes to Washington to-

day to help fight the Senate meas-

ure.

Union Makes Settlement

In 2 Harry Arthur Houses
{Continued from Page 1)

local agrees to nonemployment of

stagehands in straight film houses.

Lights and stage curtains will be op-

erated by remote control switches

in the operator's booth.

2 CHI. HOUSES ATTACKED
Chicago—Chemicals placed in the

ventilating system of two north side

houses, the Uptown and the North
Center, interrupted performances
and resulted in many persons de-

manding their money back. The only

theory advanced by the managers,
W. B. Holden and Charles Darrell,

was that competitors might be re-

sponsible. Both houses have been
giving unusually long porgrams.

SAN ANTONIO BOMBING
San Antonio—A sulphur bomb, ex-

ploded on the main floor of the Az-
tec, injuring six persons. Six local

houses have been running with out-

side operators following a dispute
with the union, which demanded the
hiring of stagehands in four thea-
ters.

SALLY EILERS HURT
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sally Eilers and Mrs.

Edward Cline were cut and bruised
in an auto accident Sunday. Hoot
Gibson and Edward Cline, also in

the car, were unhurt.

FINISH SPANISH VERSION
Mayfair Pictures has completed

the Spanish dialogue synchroniza-
tion of "Hell's Headquarters" for
South American release.

COMING & GOING
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
Bv RALPH WILK

Wrr.LIAM UNDERWOOD and CLAUDE
K/KI.I, are in New York from Dallas.
SID GRAUMAN arrives from the coast

tins week accompanied by revival of rumors
that he may become associated with the Roxy
KDXA MAY OLIVER, RKO comedienne,

arrives in New York today from the coast
on a leave of absence to appear in the stage
revival of Ziegfeld's "Show Boat."
EDMUND LOWE arrives in New York

from the coast today to appear in the stage
unit at the Capitol starting Friday and also
to attend the world premiere of Columbia's
"Attorney for the Defense," in which he
.•il>pears, at the New York and Brooklyn
Paramount, May 27.
ADRIENNE AMES, the Manhattan society

pirl who has just signed a new contract with
Paramount, is on her way from Hollywood
for a vacation of several weeks in New York.

HOLLYWOOD
]])OUGLAS FAIRBANKS and his

unit have returned from Pa-
peete, Tahiti, and are completing
"Robinson Crusoe of the South
Seas" at the United Artists studio.

Maria Alba and William Farnum
are among the principals, while Ed-
ward Sutherland is directing. The
picture will be released in Septem-
ber.

^ ^ ^

With Frances Hyland having com-
pleted the screen play of Gustave
Flaubert's "Madame Bovary" for Al-

lied Pictures, M. H. Hoffman an-
nounced that the production will as-

sume a family tinge with the assign-

ment of her husband, Albert Ray, to

direct the picture. "Madame Bovary"
is the tentative title on the third of

the series of six "Stage Classics"

included in the Allied schedule of 26

features for 1932-33.
* * *

Sarah Y. Mason is writing the
adaptation and dialogue for "Fra-
ternity House," which will be made
by RKO. Francis Cockrell, who
writes for "College Humor," will

act as technical advisor on the pic-

ture.
* * *

Hugh Herbert, Lyda Roberti and
Susan Fleming have joined Para-
mount's Olympic Games film, "The
Million Dollar Legs."

^ ^ ^

Cary Grant will play the juvenile

lead in Tallulah Bankhead's next
Paramount picture, "Devil and the

Deep," in which he will appear with
Gary Cooper and Charles Laughton.

Wallace Smith is recovering from
his recent attack of pneumonia, af-

ter being confined to his home tor

the past week.
* * *

Three major producing companies
are reported negotiating with Al
Rosen, personal representative for
Regis Toomey, the latter having but
recently completed a long term con-
tract with Paramount.

* * *

An antique clock valued at sev-
eral thousands of dollars has been
willed Director George Cukor by the
late Arthur Warren, prominent char-
acter actor of the stage, who ap-
peared in several New York stage
successes which Cukor directed.

* * *

William Bakewell is setting the
pace for men's fashions in Holly-
wood. The young player who is

under contract to M-G-M has been
appearing in a new straw "topper"
for more than a week although the
official date is not until the 15th.

* * *

One of the most indefatigable
writers in Hollywood is said to be
Howard Estabrook, RKO scenarist.
While on an assignment Estabrook
is known to put in approximately

18 hours at a stretch for several
weeks until his script is completed.

* * *

ZaSu Pitts will enact a leading
comedy role in "Gates of Holly-
wood," film version of the Harry
Leon Wilson story which William
Beaudine is directing for Paramount.

^ * 4:

RKO-Radio Pictures is rounding
up a .squad of Ail-American football

stars for roles of convict gridiron
players in "Hold 'Em Jail," a com-
edy story of a prison football team,
co-starring Bert Wheeler and Rob-
ert Woolsey with Edna May Oliver.

Among those already signed are
Marshall Duffield, Ernie Pinckert,
Dink Templeton, Ward Bond, Har-
old Schlickenmeyer, Jim Musick,
Nate Barrager, Roy Baker and
Dutch Hendrian.

* * *

Two of the twelve releases on the
Chesterfield program for 1932-33
have already been completed. "Es-
lapade," the first of the Invincible
group, was recently released. An-
thony Bushell, Sally Blane, Jame-
ion Thomas, Thomas E. Jackson,
Walter Long and Carmelita Geragh-
y head the cast. The second, "The
Midnight Lady,' ' featuring Sarah
Padden, John Darrow, Claudia Dell,

and Theodore Von Eltz, is now being
-^dited at Universal City. Richard
Thorpe, director of these two, is un-
der exclusive contract to the Ches-
terfield-Invincible combination to di-

rect the remaining ten. Batcheller
nersonally supervises all productions
of both companies.

* * *

Andy Devine, who has developed
into one of the screen's leading com-
edians, has been assigned an impor-
tant role in "Women of Flame,"
which Paramount is making, with
Clive Brook and Claudette Colbert
co-featured.

* * *

Barry Conners, Fox contract
writer, plans to make a trip to New
York via the Panama Canal. His
return trip will be by automobile.

^ ^ ^

John Tribby, veteran recording
engineer, is handling the sound on
"The Roar of the Dragon." He re-
cently completed work on "Road
House Murder."

* * *

Philip Klein, Fox scenarist, is

passing out the Havanas. He re-
cently became the father of a seven
pound girl.

* * *

Nat Dorfman. New York play-
wrisrht and publicist, is expected to
arrive on the coast the latter part
of the month to join Hollywood's
writing colony.

* * *

Francis Lyon is cutting the new
Donald Novis comedy at Mack Sen-
nett's. It was directed by A. Les-
lie Pearce, with Dorothy Grainger
playing opposite Novis.

W«

RKO STODIOS LAUNCHING

HINNEXTTHREEMONTHS
{Continued from Page 1)

1932-33 programs. Selznick's cam-
paign cajls for the production of
four features in May, five in June
and five in July. Titles and details

will be announced at the RKO sales
convention. The quartette now in

work includes "The Roar of the
Dragon," starring Richard Dix, di-

rected by Wesley Ruggles; "Hold
'Em' Jailj" Wheeler-Woolsey com
edy, with Norman Taurog direct

ing; Constance Bennett in "The
Truth About Hollywood," directed
by George Cukor, and "Is My Face
Red?" co-starring Ricardo Cortez
and Helen Twelvetrees under the
direction of William Seiter.

H. F. Janecky Promoted
In Skouras Circuit Post

{Continued from Page 1)

Janecky at the Elks Lodge, Hemp-
stead, L. I., at which 20 house man-
agers were present. The dinner was
arranged by Zack Freedman.

"SCARFACE" PRAISED
United Artists has received more

than 75 letters from law enforce-
ment authorities commending "Scar-
face" for its treatment of the crime
subject, it was stated at the com-
pany's home office yesterday. They
include a communication from Buron
Fitts, district attorney for Los An-
geles county.

1,000,000 IN JONES CLUB
More than 1,000,000 boys are now

enrolled in the Buck Jones Rangers,
formed by Columbia in connection
with its Buck Jones pictures. Ap-
proximately 600 clubs are operating
at present and increasing at the

rate of several a day, it is stated.

SEEK ELECTRIC RATE CUT
Preliminary to a movement

towards obtaining a reduction in the-

ater electric bills, the Allied New
Jersey unit yesterday voted to an-

alyze charges made against its the-

aters. An engineer will be engaged
to examine the matter.

MASS. TAX HEARING
Boston—A hearing on the pend-

ing state admission tax bill was
held yesterday. The measure would
fix a 10 per cent assessment.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Delos Chappell, theatrical enterprises; C. G.

Carleton, 165 Broadway, New York. 50
shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
United Art Productions, Inc., Wilmington,

Del., theaters; Corporation Service Co.,

Dover, Del. $420,000, 12,000 shares conv
mon.

CAPITAL REDUCTIONS
Fox Film Corporation, New York, $90,780,-

000 to $12,628,300.
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plan is expected to be "The Kid
nJFrom Spain," starring Eddie Can-
tor.

Lichtman described his plan as a
"separate or closely defined system
of distribution whereby one or more
first-class theaters in each town will

house only first-class pictures. The
theaters can be protected by adver-
tisements announcing that the pic-

ture will never be shown in the
community for less than the first-

run admission price. This will jus-
tify production costs for high-class
pictures." Lichtman explained that
the smaller theater owner's advan-
tage will be the playing of "clear"
pictures and those not already "run
to death." He claimed that the plan
would build up a better clientele for
all and gradually build up box-of-
fice receipts.

According to Lichtman, the plan
will abolish "whole line" forcing
and "blind selling." Distribution
would be handled as a cooperative
"exchange center," with methods
similar to vaudeville booking agen-
cies.

Chesterfield Adding
Eight Action Dramas

Plans are under way to add eight
outdoor action dramas to the 12 fea-

tures already scheduled for 1932-

33 production by Chesterfield Pro-
ductions. Three productions are al-

ready completed with the entire

original line-up 12 to be finished by
Sept. 1.

PARA. FRENCH FILM HOLDS
"To Seras Duchesse" ("You Will

Be a Duchess"), French comedy pro-
duced at the Paramount studios in

France, will be held for a second
week at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse.

BARRYMORE HOLD OVER
John Bairymore in "State's At-

torney," RKO production, will be
held over for another week at the
Mayfair.

Sh o w
man s

Daily

REMINDER

Figure out a campaign to

offset your off-days. Amateur
Nights, community talent on
your stage, special prizes

donated by merchants.

ALONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY

MEW VORIC UDS ANGELES

• • • IT WAS a great day for that old battleship Empey
Club yesterday as the entire crew manned the rails
and piped Rear Admiral William A. Moffett aboard it

was two bells as executive officer of the deck Jack Alicoate
greeted him and commanding officer Louis Nizer later
presented him informally to the rest of the admirals, ensigns,
coxswains, bos'ns, gunners, sharpshooters, kibitzers, chisellers
and the rest of the motley throng to be found on all

our first ships of the line

• • • ALL HANDS agreed after the Admiral's talk that
he acquitted himself admirably for a sea dog who ac-
cording to all the traditions is supposed to act taciturn
and be chary with words he was the amiable opposite

he stated with emphasis that the industry through its

fine pictorial presentation of the Navy and its allied aeronautical
division has put the Nation solidly behind them
and has helped immeasurably in giving the people a proper
understanding of the Navy's purposes he said that we
were doing much more than we realize for the country in

publicizing the Service

• • • THE ADMIRAL seems to have a particularly warm
spot for the Akron and stated that on the return of the
aircraft from its present trip he hopes to arrange a
party on board for representatives of the film biz which
pleased everybody vastly as being most Appropriate
we are all so accustomed to being up in the air right now, any-
way

• • • AFTER THE pleasing discourse of Admiral Moffett
we heard from ex-Admiral Al Lichtman who

has joined up with the Army now as a Colonel but we
muggs know him better as a battle-scarred vet of the film racket

who has fought on all sides sometimes on the
right side sometimes on the wrong side just
according to which side you happened to be on when he
was on the other side

• • • AND SO Mister Lichtman launched into a detailed
history of the biz with particular reference to Distribu-
tion its birth, rise, fall and various and diverse
slips and flounderings in between and then he finally

came to his Proposition

• • • HE BELIEVES that we should separate or
closely define our system of distribution by
establishing one or more first-class houses in each community

for the purpose of showing the best pictures at a fixed
price these selected pictures not to be shown at any
other theater in that section or city as subsequent runs
Al believes that this plan will insure the producer getting his

money back from high priced pix

• • • AS THINGS are now he claims the public
sits back and passes up the first-run on a big feature

figuring they will be able to see it in a few weeks at a
cheaper price and this Waiting Policy on the part of
Jawn Public has us all licked Mister Lichtman
touched on many other problems of distribution and
there was no doubt in anybody's mind when he finished

that we must tackle the knotty enigma sooner or later

to try and evolve an equitable system that will give
all hands a Break

« « « » » >>

THEATER REOPENINGS

RUN AHEAD OP CLOSINGS

(Continued from Page 1)

one destroyed by fire. Opened houses
include:

Lyric, Altoona; Bellwood, Bellwood; Ma-
jestic, Bentleyville; Lyric, California; Rialto,
Evans City; Empire, Homer City; Cosmorama,
Leechburg; Colony and Regent, McKees Rocks;
Roxy, Natrona; Liberty, Masontown; Nixon,
Russelton;^ Old Home, Six Mile Run, and
Grand, West Newton, all Pennsylvania, and
Blacksville, Blacksville; Almo, Cameron;
Grand, Grafton, and Marlinton, \V. Va.
Closings are the Bello, Belle Vernon; Bison,
Brownsville; California. California; State,
Clymer (temporary); Liberty, Donora; Im-
perial, Imperial, and Majestic, Rochester, all

Penna. The house burned down was the
Columbia, Kittanning.

Admiral Moffett Assures
Continued Cooperation

Continued cooperation of the U.
S. Navy department with the Mo-
tion Picture industry was assured
yesterday by Rear Admiral William
A. Moffett speaking at the Motion
Picture Club Forum. Admiral Mof-
fett, who was introduced by Louis
Nizer, master of ceremonies, spoke
of the industry's aid in informing
the public of the Navy's aeronau-
tical activities. He proposed setting
one day each week as "motion pic-

ture day" aboard the Akron. Jack
Alicoate, presided.

YIDDISH FILM BOOKED
"Uncle Moses," featuring Maurice

Schwartz, a Yiddish Talking Pic-
tures production has been booked by
the Randforce circuit of Brooklyn
to play the Ambassador, Supreme,
Biltmore, Congress, Carroll, Strat-
ford, Capitol, Commodore, Alba,
Walker, Marboro, Benson, Highway,
Beverly and Culver. The feature
has concluded a week's run at the
Stadium.

"SIBERIAN PATROL" AT CAMEO
"Siberian Patrol," a Soviet film

based on the Moscow Art Theater
hit, "Armored Train," will have its

American premiere showing at the
RKO Cameo on Friday. English
titles have been added.

MANY tJAPPV RETUE

May 11
Betty Boyd

John A. Shea

Kent Taylor

Antonio Cumellas
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SEVEN THEATERS CLOSED

IN CHATTANOOGA STRIKE

(Continued from Page 1)

the State, where "Grand Hotel" is

playing a roadshow run; the Rialto

and the Tivoli. In a large news-
paper advertisement the theater

owners appeal to the public to sup-

port them against the "unreason-

able demands" of the union. They
claim the operators' local has_ de-

creed there must be two men in a

booth at all times, at salaries from
$50 to $72.50, plus an additional man
at $40 a week. Exhibitors say the

closings were decided upon rather

than risk a labor war and the usual

violence that goes with it. Union
officials claim that the theaters have
been demoralized by price-cutting

and that some were going to close

anyway.

RKO Officials on Coast

For Pre-convention Confab
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harold B. Franklin,

Phil Reisman, Joseph K. Plunkett

and Bob Sisk arrived at the RKO
studios yesterday to join B. B.

Kahane for important pre-conven-

tion conferences with David 0. Selz-

nick regarding the 1932-33 feature

line-up.

EXTRA PRINTS NEEDED
Warner's film department has had

to order 26 extra prints of "The
Mouthpiece" because of the flood of

bookings following the picture's suc-

cess in "A" time dates and circuit

bookings.

EXCLUSIVE ACCOUNT
Through the non-theatrical depart-

ment, Columbia is supplying motion

oicture entertainment for the three

children of the socially prominent

Diddle family, at the palatial home,
Irvington-on-Hudson.

'STREET OF WOMEN" PASSED
The New York State Board of

Censors has passed "Street of Wo-
men," latest Kay Francis starring

picture for Warner Bros., without

eliminations.

CLAIR FILM FOR EUROPA
Rene Clair's "A Nous La Liberto"

will succeed "Liebeskommando" at

the Europa on May 17.

TO-DAY'S'

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

TH E PRESS

AGENT

"Sometimes the chances of breaking
into pictures hang by a hair. For ex-

ample, eight bald headed men were
added to the cast of 'The Truth About
Hollywood,' new Constance Bennett film

to occupy front row seats in a cabaret
sequence." —Radio Pictures.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Deland, Fla, — The Joy theater,

new movie house, has opened.

Oklahoma City—Chicago Amuse-
ment Co. has been chartered with
authorized capital of $500. Incor-
porators are Robert A. Mason, J.

Dowler and H. C. Poe.

Truckbee, Cal.— William Taylor,
theater operator of Colfax, Cal., an-
nounces he is planning to open a
theater here.

Mt. Vernon, O.—Harry V. Smoots
closed the Memorial May 8 for the
summer.

Denver—Jack O'Bryan has given
up his orchestra at the Gothic Grotto
and is now selling for United Art-
ists.

Mount Shasta, Cal. — Robert A.
Patterson has leased the Shastona
from J. A. Bascom, with option to

purchase.

Garrettsville, O. — D. P. Thomas
has taken over the Opera House
and announces he will operate four
days a week.

Denver—The Denver Slide Co. has
been sold by Chas. Gillen to W. K.
Summers, who has moved it to 121
South Hazel Court and renamed it

the Denver Slide Studio.

San Leandro, Cal.—J. Fred Mil-
ler has taken over the management
of the Palace.

Detroit—The Empress, downtown
grind, has been closed.

Toledo, O. — Martin J. Smith,
prominent circuit owner, and vice-
president of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio,
and Mrs. Smith are in South Caro-
lina recuperating from flu.

Denver — G. C. Jones, general
manager of the Consolidated Produc-
tions exchanges here and in Salt
Lake City, has taken over manage-
ment of the Denver branch. Brice
Lovelass, former manager, has re-
signed.

Wheeling, W. Va.—The Colonial
has reduced prices, reported to be
for the summer only, to 10 cents
until 6 P. M. and 15 cents at night.
House formerly charged 25 cents
top.

Youngstown, O. — Fire which
swept an entire city block badly
damaged the Amus U theater. Loss
was mostly from smoke and water.

Charlotte, N. C.—^A second bottk
of malodorous chemicals was broken
in the Charlotte theater last week
without leaving clues as to the iden-
tity of the person or persons in-

volved. However, the effects of the
odor were neutralized within 15 min-
utes after the breaking of the bot-
tle.

Cleveland — Edward Ringler has
arranged with Zenith Films to handle
the Ohio distribution of "Dich Hab
Ich Geliebt" and "Lumpenball."

Denver—Robert Cain, Fox sales-
man, is in a local hospital for treat-
ment of a throat infection.

RKO SECURITY PAYMENT
Merlin H. Aylesworth, president

of RKO, has notified holders of part-
paid certificates for 10-year 6 per
cent gold debentures and common
stock that an amount of 6-2/3 cents
for each $5 principal amount of

part paid debentures will be pay-
able on June 1, representing ac-

crued interest on the remainder of
the purchase price from Dec. 31,

1931, to June 1, 1932. It will not be
necessary actually to make pay-
ment of this amount, as the corpo-
ration will deduct it from the
amount that will be payable by the
corporation on June 1 to holders of
the part-paid certificates as interest

upon the debentures.

REVIVAL NIGHTS
Meridian, Miss.—Every Saturday

night is revival night at the Saen-
ger. Bill includes a first-run along
with a second-run.

YIDDISH TALKER IN PHILLY
Philadelphia — Yiddish Talking

Pictures of New York just concluded
a successful run of the Maurice
Schwartz all-talking Jewish picture,

"Uncle Moses," by Sholom Asch, at
the Metropolitan Opera House.

MORENO FINISHES SECOND
Mexico City — Antonio Moreno,

whose first Mexican directorial ef-

fort, "Santa," has been a big hit

here, has now finished a second pic-
ture, "Eagle Facing the Sun," for
National Productions. There is great
enthusiasm in Mexico over the pros-
pects of regular native film produc-
tion, and the National company has
offered Moreno the post of produc-
tion manager, which he is now con-
sidering.

NO ALL-STAR FILMS
Although one and possibly two

features on the new RKO schedule
will have co-star names, no all-star
features are understood to be plan-
ned by the company. Leslie How-
ard and Ann Harding will co-star in
one picture.

AUTOMATIC TIRE HERO'

AT

t

PUBLIX BOOKS "SCANDALS"
Detroit—The State opened Sun-

day with George White's "Scandals."
This house has been closed for sev-
eral months. This is the first time
any of the local Publix houses have
played either musical comedy or
legitimate shows.

(Continued from Page 1)

of the National Fire Protection Ass'n
here this week.

The invention has just been per-
fected by Western Electric engineers
in conjunction with the Garrison
Fire Detecting System. By means
of electrical devices, the system
combines an automatic fire detector
with a music reproducer connected
to loudspeakers. A few seconds
after a flame appears next to the
detector, the system responds in
three ways. It sends an alarm
straight to the fire house, starts the
music playing, and lights up a se-
ries of green arrows pointing out
the route for exit.

I

Progress and Standards
Reported at SMPE Meet

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Report of the Prog-
ress Committee, of which J. G.
Frayne is chairman, and papers on
various standards were among the
leading items on the second day's
program of the S. M. P. E. spring
meeting at the Wardman Park Ho-
tel. Standardization of picture pro-
jection lamps was discussed in a
paper by E. W. Beggs of Westing-
house Lamp Co. Another paper on
lamps was delivered by John T. Mill,

of the same company. M. C. Batsel
submitted the report of the Stand-
ards Committee. H. Rubin present-
ed the report of the Projection Prac-
tice Committee. H. B. Santee re-

ported for the Sound Committee. S.

K. Wolf made a report for the Pro-
jection Screens Committee. The
afternoon was devoted to a photo-
graphic session, with Dr. V. B.
Sease presiding, and in the evening
members of the Bureau of Stand-
ards presented a group of lectures.

PARA. RETIRES BONDS
Paramount-Publix Corp. has de-

livered to the Chase National Bank
as trustees $750,000 par value of its

5y2 per cent sinking fund deben-
tures, for cancellation June 1, under
sinking fund requirements. This re-

duces the total amount outstanding
to $13,500,000 from an original is-

sue of $15,000,000.

More than 300 tests, involving 250,000
feet of film, are made annually at the
Paramount studios in Hollywood.
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New DistributingSystemImperative, Says Grainger

goldstonTin n. y. on new nationalIdie plan

68% of Films Endorsed by Public Reviewing Groups

Exploitation
. » , is on a vacation

By Jack Alicoate-

While pro-
Exploitation duction seems
On a Vacation to be success-

fully battling
adverse currents and advertis-
ing space seems to be holding
its own through splash and
novelty, the good old ideas of
merchandising and exploita-
tion seem to be on a holiday.
Where are the campaigns of
yesteryear, designed to interest
first the exhibitor and then the
patron of the picture? We are
not unmindful of the fact that it's

pretty hard to "get hot" with con-
ditions generally none too bright,
but exploitation is such an integral
part of this industry that we dis-

like seeing it dozing when it should
be up and doing its stuff.

* * *

That Forum of the
That Motion Picture Club is

Forum proving a successful
meeting ground for the

interchange of ideas on current mat-
ters, both within and without the

industry. The meetings held on
Tuesday of each week are conducted
with efficiency, dispatch and best of

all with a minimum of wasted
words. Already a formidable list of

speakers have had their say, with

additional names of national impor-

tance on the list for weeks to come.

It was a happy idea on behalf of

the Club and is proving its useful-

ness.
4 * *

Because it looks

The Coming like a slow summer
of Summer for conditions cine-

ma does not mean
that the months of June, July and
August will be impossible. We hear
less criticism regarding production.

Meaning that the Hollywood studio
(.Continued on Page 2)

2,124 Pictures Out of

3,110 Approved by
Civic Bodies

Sixty-eight per cent of the pic-

tures shown in 21 cities during the
past year were approved by public
reviewing groups, according to a
survey made by the Hays organi-
zation. Of a total of 3,110 films ex-
hibited in these towns. 2,124 received

(Continued on Page 8)

GAUMONTliilANDUrA

IN JOINT PRODUCTION PLAN

London—A contract has been
entered into between Isidore Ostrer
and C. M. Woolf of Gaumont-Brit-
ish Pictures and Ufa Pictures of
Germany whereby the latter will

make English versions of its out-
standing productions for Gaumont-

(Continued on Page 7)

Advance Guard Leaves
For RKO Convention

RKO's convention arrangements
committee, composed of A. A. Schu-
bart, business manager; Harry Git-

tleson, editor of the RKO "Titan,"
and Leon Zamberger, in charge of

decorations and ballyhoo, leave New
(Continued on Page 8)

More Specials Urged
Need of specials, heavy with pro-

duction values, was stressed by Sidney
Samuelson, Allied States Ass'n vice-
president, in an interview with THE
FILM DAILY yesterday. New life will
be injected in the boxoffice if pictures
of the class of "The Big Parade" and
"The Covered Wagon" were made, he
declared. Samuelson suggested that but
little dialogue be used.

ARMY MOVIE COMPETITION

CURBED BY OmCIAL EDICT

Civilians who are not residents or
permanent employees of military
posts must be charged admission
price to army theaters which are at
least equal to the higihest price
charged by neighboring civilian
houses for orchestra seats, accord-
ing to an order just issued by Major

(Continued on Page 7)

LeBARON LEAVES RKO,

MAY PRODUCE AS INDIE

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William LeBaron has

resigned from RKO Radio Pictures.
It is expected that he will go into
independent production.

Lichtman's Distributing Plan
Stirs Up Keen Discussion
Night Hearings on Tax

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Senate leaders plan to

take up the tax bill today or tomorrow,

with night sessions in prospect so as

to speed the enactment of the legisla-

tion. In its report of the bill, the

Senate Finance Committee defends the

lowered exemptions on admissions with

the contention that, "in the existing

emergency a tax of two cents on a

20-cent admission or a tax of three

cents on a 30-cent ticket would not

seem to constitute unduly burdensome
contributions to the support of the
federal government."

Some new system of selling pic-

tures must be worked out whereby
the producer can get more money
from exhibitors for good product, so
the producer in turn can spend more
money to keep turning out the good
product that is needed by the ex-
hibitor, James R. Grainger, Fox dis-

tribution chief, told The Film Daily
yesterday. Asked for his views on
Al Lichtman's plan for establishing
exclusive first-runs on outstanding

(Continued on Page 7)

108 Independent Features
Being Financed by
Coast Executive

Phil Goldstone, who arrived in

New York yesterday from the coast,

has come east to discuss details of

a newly proposed national inde-
pendent plan for producers and dis-

tributors. The system will differ
(Continued on Page 7)

ON ARBUCKLE SERIES

Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle is nego-
tiating with Jack Cohn of Colum-
bia Pictures to make a series of

two-reel comedies for the new Co-
lumbia program. The comedian has

(Continued on Page 7)

"Scarface" is Passed
By New York Censor

"Scarface," the Howard Hughes
expose of gangsters, has been passed
by the New York State Board of
Censors, it was announced yesterday
by Harry D. Buckley, vice-president
of United Artists. It will open soon

(Continued on Page 8)

"Congress Dances"
Typically Continental in atmosphere,

with dialogue in English, tuneful Vien-
nese melodies and a delightfully charm-
ing personality in Lilian Harvey, this

Erich Pommer production made at the

Ufa studios and released here by United
Artists makes very enjoyable sumrner
entertainment. It has an engaging
Cinderella story, enacted amid the

pomp, ceremony, gaiety and buffoonery
of a European court, and the clarity of

its English as well as its wealth of

action are factors that should give it

general popularity despite the lightness

of its theme. Production is on an
elaborate scale and camera work is

specially interesting. It ran a bit long
at the Rivoli premiere last night, but
a little tightening up will make this

fluffy romantic farce a decidedly palat-
able platter of something different.
Miss Harvey is enough to make it

worth seeing.

—GILLETTE.
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Look Before You Leap
James Cagney, who jumped from the Bowery to movie stardom, packs his grip

and prepares to leave Hollywood flat because his demands for a salary increase from

$1,400 to $4,000 per week have not been met.

Already receiving almost as much as the President of the United States, the actor

places an extraordinarily high value on his services considering present-day conditions.

Throughout the length and breadth of the land there are many millions of highly

educated people, born with the proverbial gold spoon in their mouths, who would be

only too glad to change places with him.

And by the same token, there are many thousands of persons tramping the streets

and starving who would jump at a job paying as much in a year as Cagney now
receives in a week.

The laborer is worthy of his hire and the actor possessing unusual talents should
receive a salary commensurate with them, but it seems to the lay mind that the
difference in these stations in life is not as vast as the Cagney incident would indicate.

Announced plans of the star call for personal appearances here and abroad. With-
out the nation-wide billing of the big movie companies and all the ballyhoo attending
premieres of his pictures, Cagney may discover that he is not such a great drawing
attraction after all. Often it's the setting that makes a star shine.

—New York "Graphic"
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REGULAR EASTMAN DIVS.
Eastman Kodak Co. has declared

regular quarterly dividends of $1.25

on common stock and $1.50 on pre-

ferred stock, both payable July 1

to stock of record June 4.

SAUL ROGERS MOVES
Saul E. Rogers will hereafter con-

duct his law practice from the offices

of Maurice Goodman at 580 Fifth

Ave.

Exploitation
, , , is on a vacation

(.Continued from Page 1)

maestros are meeting a critical sit-

uation courageously and intelligent-

ly. Already we are commencing to

tind bright box-office spots here and
there throughout the country. Per-
haps the turn will come during the
summer. It must come some time.

Why not now?

Name Authors Lined Up
By Big 4 for New Season
Big 4 will include stories by James

Oliver Curwood, Stephen Fox, P. G.

Wodehouse, Cosmo Hamilton, Albert
Payson Terhune, Octavus Roy Cohen
and other 'name' authors on its 1932-

33 program, according to a state-

ment by an official of the company
to The Film Daily yesterday. A
similar policy is to be pursued in

selection of directors and players.

Colby and Catholic Editor
On Next Forum Program
In addition to Hon. Bainbridge

Colby, former secretary of state,

the speaker list at next Tuesday's
luncheon Forum of the Motion Pic-

ture Club will include the Rev.
James M. Gillen of the Paulist
Fathers and editor of "Catholic
World," who is expected to make
some hot remarks about motion pic-

tures.
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WARNERS BOOK ROSCO ATES
Roscoe Ates has been booked by

Harold Kemp of the Warner Bros.
Artists Bureau for the Earle, Wash-
ington, beginning tomorrow. Ates
is now playing at the Stanley, Pitts-

burgh, also booked by the Warner
bureau.

3 WEEKS FOR ARLISS FILM
London—"The Man Who Played

God," Warner production starring
George ArlisSj was held for three
weeks at the Regal, usually a sin-

gle-week house.

DROPPING STAGE SHOWS
Birmingham—The Alabama, Pub-

lix house, will return to straight
films. Two weeks' notice to stage-
hands and musicians has been hand-
ed out by Rollin K. Stonebrook, man-
ager.

Tony Ryan Being Feted
At Testimonial Dinner

Albany, N. Y.—Friends and ad-
mirers of Tony Ryan, Fox branch
manager here, are tendering him a
testimonial dinner to be held at the
New Kenmore Hotel tonight at 10
o'clock. Seventy-five of New York
State's representative showmen have
indicated their intention of being
present at the dinner which will be
followed by several short talks and
entertainment by RKO vaudeville
artists.

The Committee in charge of the
dinner is headed by Henry Freeder
of Freeder and Grossman with
headquarters at the Playhouse the-
ater in Hudson. The Committee in-
cludes Major Louis Lazar, Chris
Buckley, Meyer Schine, Abe Stone,
tiiii Benton, Harry Hellman, Bill
Smalley, Wm. Shirley, Lou Gould-
>ng and Mike Kallett.

S.M.P.E. Convention
Is Winding Up Tonight

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A visit to the White

house to call on President Hoover,
continuation of the photographic
session started Tuesday, a sympo-
sium by members of the U. S. De-
partment of Commerce and a ses-
sion on projection marked the third
day's activities of the S.M.P.E.
spring meeting at the Wardman
Park Hotel here.
Today's programs includes a dis-

cussion of release prints and a the-
ater operation forum, winding up
with the semi-annual banquet in the
evening.

MAX TRELL DOING NOVEL
Max Trell, who has been con-

nected for some time with the War-
ner Bros, story department in New
York, left for Hollywood yesterday
to finish his forthcoming novel,
"Lawyer Man," and to do freelance
writing at the motion picture cap-
ital. "Lawyer Man" is to be pro-
duced as a picture this summer by
Warner Bros.

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest

Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

THE INDUSTRVS
DATE BOOK

Today: Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers, Washington.

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition
Royal Automobile Institute. Amsterdam
Holland.

May 16-18: RKO annual sales convention.
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 16-20: Fox sales convention. Esses'
House, New York.

'^ayJ2-23: Erpi Golf Tournament. Briar-'

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conven-
tion, Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of MoUon
Picture Theater.' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missoun. Jayhav^k Hotel. Topeka. Kan.May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger
Hotel Astor. New York, 7:30 P. M. '

May 31: Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Assn, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31 -June 3: ColumbU western sales con-
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe!
and M. P. Operators, Memorial HaU.
Columbus, O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of RockyMountain Theater Owners' Ass'n Den-
ver.

June 22: Twentieth Film DaUy Golf Tour-
r?T"V.,u?*"'i^°re Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

Tt

Tim McCoy to Make Eight
On New Columbia Program

Columbia has signed Tim McCoy
to make another series of eight pic-

'

tures for the 1932-33 program. The
company plans to include some ac-
tion pictures not strictly "western"
in locale in the new series.

M-G-M BUYS PLAY
M-G-M has acquired the motion

picture rights to "La Tendresse,"
the play by Henry Bataille which
was produced here by the late
Henry Miller in 1922. The stage
cast included Ruth Chatterton, Ron-
ald Colman and Mr. Miller.

COLUMBIA DAY-AND-DATE
Columbia's "Attorney for the De-

fense" will have its world premiere
day and date at the New York and
Brooklyn Paramount theaters on
May 27. Edmund Lowe and Con-
stance Cummings play the principal
roles.

PHONE BR 9-2180

//|

ROOM 701

BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. n. Y. C.

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)
No Public Office Qualifies

A Man to be a Censor

r^ENSORS cannot make films.

The function of official cen-

sorship comes down to the ex-

clusion of scenes that do not
agree with the censor's per-

sonal ethics. Here we have so

wide a field for varying opinion
that the producers complain
that the censorship boards rare-

ly make the same cuts in a

given picture. What Kansas
censors think is harmful to mor-
als, Ohio censors may pass
without a murmur, while Penn-
sylvania will discover immorali-
ties that neither of the others
thought of. This reduces the

whole concept to absurdity. No
one seriously believes that
seven of our states operate un-
der seven different moral sys-

tems while the rest of us have
no morals at all. After all, state

regulation of people's moral, or
political, or ethical ideas has
no place in a republic. Yet this

kind of intrusion is exercised

by some state censorship boards.

They go beyond questions of

morals. Public interest in cen-

sorship has never been mani-
fest. Censorship laws are usual-

ly passed by pressure of the
reform element upon the legis-

lature, and the people are rare-

ly consulted. These are the
problems which Congress and
various state governments are

constantly being urged to

settle by new laws and by tax-

supported commissions. The be-

lief seems to be that bestowal
of public office upon the ordi-

nary citizen, generally untrain-
ed in any line except his own,
miraculously qualifies him to

solve problems that have been
the life study of experts in

their own profession. In Hol-
lywood and in New York there

are experienced men who have
spent anxious years trying to

solve difficulties for which we
expect our lawmakers to find

instant answer through the en-

dowment of a legislative board.

—Edward M. Barrows
in "Review of Reviews"

COMING & GOING

JOE BRANDT is due in New York
from California early next week.

WILLIAM FOX is en route to New York
from the coast.

HANK ARNOLD, who has resigned as

Eastern editor of the Fawcett PiibHcations,

sailed from New York for the coast^yesterday

on the Monterey.

PHIL GOLDSTONE arrived from the

coast Tuesday.
~

'l

AlONG lALTO
PIIIL.M.DALY

NtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • SOME TIME ago we had to catch an indie pix for
review in one of the small neighborhood houses it was
made by one of the most independent of the indies in

fact he was so independent that all he used was the proverbial
shoestring and a load of nerve but he had A Story

for the Mob

• • • THE THEME was that of a poor but honest work-
ing lad torn between the wiles of the vamping aristo-

cratic daughter of his rich boss and the pure and inno-
cent love of the li'l shop gal this overwhelming love
interest was jazzed up with some high heroics done in

the best or the worst meller manner and
the grand slam finish had the mayor of the town pinning a
medal for bravery on the hero's breast in the presence
of the entire populace then the hero turned from the
embrace of the rich gal with fine scorn and strode over
to his dear ole mother standing with the poor shop gal
and threw his arms around them as he cried "My REAL
pah-ls, gawd bless you both!"

• • • AND SAY ya should have been there to see
that neighborhood audience react! a li'l shop gal along-
side us forgot herself she thought she was up there in

the pix and must have mistook us for the hero
for throughout the last reel she clutched our hand and
who were we to object? and a nice old lady on the
other side wept on our shoulder gosh, we had a swell
time while the mob in the balcony yelled and stamped
their feet at the finish that's what you call Audience
Reaction the feature preceding this one un the double
bill was a sophisticated society drama third run
on a big major production with star names and every-
thin' and it left this neighborhood audience COLD

• • • WHAT WE'RE trying to get at, is this

the big companies in this biz have forgotten how to make pix
for the Mob ..because they don't seem to realize that
70 per cent of film audiences belong in the Mob class

they may wear nice clothes but they are in

shop towns factory centers rural communities
they are Class Conscious and proud of being

what they are and resent having society, sophisticated,
Broadway screen fare thrust on 'em for soup, meat and
dessert they want stories of their own Class
people they know depicting the life they live themselves.

• • • ONE OF the very few leaders in this industry who
has grasped and clung to that Obvious Truth is

Ray Johnston who is putting Mob Class Consciousness
into Love and Action stories principally ACTION
there is no place on his Magnetic 32 program Mono-
gram's lineup for the new season for pink-tea features

arty dialogue over the heads of the Common People
and with Eddie Golden, his sales manager who always
was sold on the Mob Idea watch these two Step Out!

• • • AND THE Monogram Program Announcement
prepared by Harvey-Jaediker would do credit to a big-
line producer type expert Albert Schiller worked out a
novelty idea no duplication of type on any two pix

the type expresses the Theme of the production
and the Copy is a Revelation no two Adjectives ALIKE

think of it! easily the best Indie Announce-
ment ever produced

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

« « « » » »

c
Old Dreyfus Stories
Advertised "Dreyfus Case"

_Jy£ANAGER F. E. Drachman
of the Rialto theater, Tuc-

son, Ariz., did a lot of research
work in digging up old stories
to publicize "The Dreyfus Case."
A tie-up was arranged with one
of the local papers which pub-
lished stories that Drachman
found in old volumes of the
newspaper concerning the fa-
mous Dreyfus Case. The news-
paper printed a two-column head
over full column story including
excerpts from old papers. Al-
though it involved a lot of work
in digging up the old stories, it

more than repaid itself in pub-
licity for the picture.

—Rialto, Tucson, Ariz.

Neat Promotion for
"Man Who Played God"

PfRED REETHS, manager of
the Sheboygan theater, She-

boygan, Wis., promoted a novel
little plugger on "The Man Who
Played God" by tying it up with
an optical store which shared
the greater part of the cost. The
cover read: "Important: Advice
to Back Seat Drivers." Upon
opening the inside of the folder,
the reader gets the following
message: "If You Don't Like the
Way I Drive Get Out and Stop
But I Will Let You Out to See
'The Man Who Played God.'"
Tie-up with the optical company
came at the bottom of the plug-
ger with this message: "His
Eyes Played the Most Impor-
tant Part in His Life—Your
Eyes Should Not Be Neglected
—See Slade's Optical Labora-
tories."

—Sheboygan, Sheboygan, Wis.

Best wishes ar* extanded by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of Hie
Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

May 12
Robert Nelson

Lia Tora

Ed Halperin
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FOUR STARS,
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— Liberty

Magazine
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It Broke all Records in

LONDONot 3Theatres

It Broke all Records in

Paris ot^STheatres

It Broke all Records in

Berlin at 51 Theatres

NOIV BOOKING ** Phone, Wire or Write for an Early Date

Distribute



LAMOROUS
H Language

IS SHDIITIN6

ITS PRJUSES!
usiCAL Spectacle
Has Ever Known

Europe's Reigning Queen

of the Screen

Lilian Harvey
AND

CONRAD VEIDT^ LIL DAGOVER

Produced by ERICH POMMER
the man who made "Variety"

4^ THCREATED BY
^QJ?'

THE WORLD'S
LEADING PRODUCER OF SPECTACLES

Now Showing
AT AMERICA'S FOREMOST
FIRST RUN THEATRE

"HERE'S A NEW GIRL
TO LOVE" — Screenland

Magazine

RIVOLI, NEW YORK

UNITED- ARTISTS
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
CYD SAYLOR, screen comedian

and former circus clown and
vaudeville gymnast, will play an im-

portant role in the George Bancroft
starring picture, "The Challenger,"

being produced at the Paramount
studios under direction of Stephen
Roberts with Wynne Gibson in the

leading feminine role.

* * *

Warner Bros, has completed
three shorts in its Technicolor se-

ries on next year's program. First

is "Pickin' a Winner," with Charles

Kaley and Lee Moran.
* * *

John Wayne will enact one of the

leading roles in "The Challenger,"

being produced at the Paramount
studios under direction of Stephen
Roberts from a story by Grover
Jones and William Slavens McNutt.

* * *

J. Carroll Naish, who has appear-
ed recently in such pictures as "The
Mouthpiece," "Two Seconds" and
"The Beast of the City," has just

been added to the cast of First Na«
tional's "Tiger Shark," now in work
under the direction of Howard
Hawks. Naish has an important role

in support of Edward G. Robinson,
star of the film. Other players now
working in this production are Zita

Johann, Richard Arlen, Vince Bar-
nett and Henry Armetta. Howard
Hawks is author of the story as well

as director.
« * V

Warren William has been cast for

the principal male role in "Three
On a Match," which is scheduled for

early production by Warner Bros.

There will be three featured femin-
ine roles, and two of them will h

played by Joan Blondell and Bette
Davis, while it is probable that Mar^
Brian will appear in the third. Kubec
Glasmon and John Bright are writ-

ing the dialogue, and Mervyn LeRoy
will direct.

* * *

Virginia Bruce, who was recently

signed to a long-term contract by
Metro, will be John Gilbert's leading
lady in "Downstairs," scheduled to

go into production soon. Monta Bell

will direct "Downstairs," which is

an original story written by Gilbert.

Canada has 31 motion picture the-
ater circuits controlling 300 ot the
Dominion's best theaters.

Bette Davis and Dorothy Jordan
have been allotted the two principal
feminine roles in "The Cabin in the
Cotton," which enters production
this week at the First National stu-
dios with Richard Barthelmess as
star. Michael Curtiz will direct.

"One Way Passage," previouslj^
announced as "S. S. Atlantic," starts
production today at the Warner stu-
dios. It co-stars William Powell
and Kay Francis. Tay Garnett is

directing. Supporting Powell and
Miss Francis are Warren Hymer,
Aline MacMahon, Frank McHugh,
Walter Walker, Douglas Gerrard,
Herbert Mundin and others. "One
Way Passage" is based on an orig-
inal story written for the screen by
James Ashmore Creelman, with dia-
logue by Joseph Jackson and Wil-
son Mizner.

* * *

Morgan Galloway and Alan Roscoe
have been assigned roles in Colum-
bia's next Buck Jones special, "Hello
Trouble," in which Lina Basquette
and Ruth Warren play the leading
feminine parts. Lambert Hillyer is

directing.
* * 9

Lewis Stone has been added to the
cast of "The Strange Interlude,"
Metro production, adapted from Eu-
gene O'Neill's successful stage play,

being made under direction of Rob-
ert Z. Leonard. Norma Shearer and
Clark Gable have the leading roles.

4: >K *

Juliette Compton, Henry Kolker
and Helena Phillips are the latest

players to be announced as members
of Ruth Chatterton's supporting cast
in "Children of Pleasure," in produc-
tion at First National.

Berton Churchill is another addi-
tion to First National's "Cabin in

the Cotton," starring Richard Bar-
thelmess.

* * *

J. Carroll Naish has replaced Mil-
ton Wallace in the cast of "Crooner,"
now in production at the Warner
studios. Wallace is busy in another
picture now in production at the
same studio, the screen version of
"Blessed Event."

* * +

Stuart Holmes is a radio station
anonuncer in RKO-Radio Pictures'
"Is My Face Red?"

* * *

Ben Turpin will do a characteriza-
tion based on his own life in Para-
mount's "Gates of Hollywood."

* * *

Helen Jerome Eddy has signed for
a leading role in "Gates of Holly-
wood," being filmed at Paramount
under direction of William Beaudine
with Stuart Erwin portraying the
principal character.

* *

Wells Root made the screen adap-
tation of Howard Hawks' story,

"Tiger Shark," with Edward G.

Robinson as star, and with Zita
Johann and Richard Arlen heading
the supporting cast.

* * *

C. Gardner Sullivan, prominent
executive scenarist with M-G-M, is

revealed as the author of a series
of stories, based on the technique
of screen writing, appearing in an
international publication. Because
of the helpful ideas it contains,
based on Sullivan's long and varied
film experience, he is being urged
to have the articles put in book
form.

* * *

Charles Boyer, former Parisian
dramatic star, has been signed by
Paramount to appear in "The Man
from Yesterday" with Clive Brook
and Claudette Colbert.

4c 9]C %

Joe E. Brown will have Gloria
Shea, recent First National film dis-

covery, as his leading lady in his

next film, "You Said a Mouthful."
* • *

Loretta Young and Norman Fos-
ter, who first appeared as a screen
team in "Play Girl," have again been
teamed by Warner Bros, in "Week-
End Marriage," which will be re-

leased generally June 18.
* * *

C. Morton Barteaux, European
novelist and playwright, who came
to this country to take a course in

dramatic art at the University of

Southern California, has sold to Fox
an original story written by him in

collaboration with Gordon Morris. It

is called "Six Hours to Live," and
Frank Lloyd is to direct it with an
all-star cast. Barteaux also recent-
ly sold another original story called

"Okey Doctor" to the Atlas Film
Co., Ltd., of England. In addition
several companies have evinced a
keen interest in a story which Bar-
teaux wrote, called "The Reckon-
ing," which Emil Forst, also a

prominent author, is now translat-

ing from the German.
* * *

Ann Dvorak has been assigned to

the leading feminine role in "Re-
volt," v/hich is to star Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., and which will enter pro-

duction shortly at First National.
Ill * *

With the signing of six players
to portray the roles of student-or-
ators in a university, casting was
completed today for "Forgotten
Commandments," Paramount's film

drama of modern Russia being di-

rected by Louis Gasnier and William
K. Schorr. Those added to the cast
are William Shawhan, Allen Fox,
Frankie Adams, Joseph Sauers,
Boris Bullock and Sidney Miller.

The principal parts are being played
by Irving Pichel, Sari Maritza, Gene
Raymond and Marguerite Churchill,
with Kent Taylor, Harry Beresford,
John Deering and John Peter Rich-
mond in the support.

i

t

«!

Henry Stephenson, New Y
stage actor who appeared recen
in "Cynara," has been added to
cast of M-G-M's film version
Katharine Brush's "The Red-Hea
Woman." Jean Harlow has the ti

role under direction of Jack C
way, and others in the cast ;

Chester Morris, Lewis Stone, Le
Hyams, Una Merkel, May Robs
Harvey Clark and Henry Armett

* * «

William Dieterle, has been i

signed to the direction of "Revol
the First National film scheduled
enter production shortly with Don
las Fairbanks, Jr., as star.

* * *

Supporting cast for Buster K<
ton's new M-G-M starring fil

"Speak Easily," will include Jimr
j

Durante, Ruth Selwyn, Lawren
Grant, Sidney Toler, Henry Armet
and Hedda Hopper.

* * it

Three additions to the cast su
porting George Bancroft in his sta
ring picture, "The Challenger," b
ing produced at the Paramou
studios under direction of Steph<
Roberts, are Caryl Lincoln, Wampj
baby star, Joyce Compton and W
liam Halligan, Broadway acto
Wynne Gibson will play the leadir
feminine role and James Gleaso
Charles Starrett, John Wayne ar
James Crane will have importa;
parts.

Benn W. Levy has completed woi
on his screen play from Harry Hei
vey's adaptation of "Devil and tli

Deep," the Tallulah Bankhead sfai

ring picture. Charles Laughton an
Gary Cooper have been cast f(

leading roles.

You Will Find It

In TheYear Book
Whether you want to

know the worl< of a

player, or the number
of theaters in a town,

or the motion picture

situation in a foreign

country, or the officers

of an industry organ-
ization, or a thousand
and one other facts,

you will find it in

The 1932

FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK

Free to FILM DAILY
Subscribers

Your check for $10.00
brings you this unsur-

passed reference volume
in addition to the

FILM DAILY six times

a week for one year

(Foreign subscription

$15.00)

THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway New York City
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ON NEWJ[DIE PLAN
{Continued from Page 1)

ghtly from the Monogram setup

I

that advances will be obtained

om exchangemen to defray costs
i; production, with the exchanges

? irticipating in the benefits. Gold-

'jOne told The Film Daily that he

e very enthusiastic over the pros-

si icts of the Monogram organiza-

''Dn, and that the new proposition

ill not conflict with it.

II

A total of 108 independent pro-
ictions are being financed by Gold-
one for the new season, and this
ill about represent the entire out-
it of the indie field, he said.
Goldstone spent part of yesterday

' Camden, N. J., looking over the
li:w RCA Photophone recording
» stem.
II

jirmy Movie Competition
Curbed by Official Edict

{Continued from Page 1)

eneral C. H. Bridges, adjutant gen-
al. The new regulations also pro-
de that civilian patronage for post
leaters cannot be solicited outside
16 post, camp or station, except in

ises of charity shows. New admis-
on price restrictions are under-
ood to have been adopted at the
iggestion of M-G-M.

MEMORIAL DAY TRAILER
National Screen Service is issuing
Memorial Day Screen Tribute,

nbodying living characters and
autiful symbolic art effects. The
)ice of Louis Deane, popular radio
nnouncer, brings out the highlights
^ the occasion, supplemented by
riginal music specially composed,
iayed by a symphonic orchestra of

) pieces.

OOG STAR TO TOUR EUROPE
Silver King, canine star, will tour
urope, leaving New York in July,

s owner, Arthur Butler, stated yes-
irday. Carl Hur sails on the Ma-
stic Saturday to make booking ar-

ingements.

|SUN$HIN€
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WORDS and WISDOM
" from within and without

"

"Individual successes don't mean
anything. It's the success of the in-

dustry that counts."—AL LIGHT-
MAN.

"Never before in the history of

entertainment has the time been
more propitious for any medium that
inspires laughter."—ALBERT De-
MOND.

"In a body it's Fisher, in a derby
it's Smith, in legs it's Dietrich—and
in a nose it's Durante."—SYDNEY
SANDERS in HOLLYWOOD STAR.

"A picture that you enjoy is a

good picture, whatever a critic says
about it."—WELFORD BEATON.

"Audiences love to laugh just as

much as ever. Not polite little

laughs, but great big laughs. You
can't make 'em laugh too much to

suit 'em."—CHARLES F. RIESNER.

"One of the real secrets of a pic-
ture lies in the handling of its first
step forward, just as the success of
an auto rests in its proper 'breaking
in' or the success of an aviator lies

in the care given his first ground
lessons."—CLARENCE BROWN.

"If a comedy is a good one, it will
heighten public optimism, but a bad
comedy does not bring mental re-
lief."—B. P. SCHULBERG.

"It is curious, although not wholly
inexplicable, that the sources from
which Hollywood supplies itself with
story material have always remained
so limited."—J. C. FURNAS, "New
York Herald-Tribune."

"We realize our mistakes. We are
big enough to admit them, and thai
truthfulness to ourselves is our sal-
vation."—SAM KATZ.

Columbia Negotiating
On Arbuckle Series

(Continued from Page 1)

been making personal appearances
in the east as a preliminary to a

screen comeback, and his reception

has been reported as favorable.

Six Publix Theaters
Playing "Grand Hotel"

Six Publix houses are temporarily
suspending their regular grind

policies to operate on a roadshow
plan in connection with showings ol

"Grand Hotel." They are as fol-

lows: Saenger, Mobile, beginning
yesterday; Carolina, Charlotte, to-

day; Irving, Wilkes-Barre, tomor-
row; Paramount, Colorado Springs
and Paramount, Miama, Saturday.

"Grand Hotel" Release
Scheduled for Next Fall

"Grand Hotel" will be given a

general release next fall as part of

the new season's program, President

Nicholas M. Schenck of M-G-M told

The Film Daily yesterday. Exact
date is contingent upon length of

various roadshow engagements.

ZEPPO MARX TURNS WRITER
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM -DAILY
Hollywood—Zeppo Marx has be-

come a writer for the screen, having
collaborated on an original story

titled, "Tom, Dick and Harry."
Groucho has been a regular con-

tributor to national magazines for

some time and is author of a pub-

lished book, "Beds." Chico recently

wrote a syndicated article, "Reading
From Laugh to Riot." Harpo sticks

to music and acting.

Gaumont-British and Ufa
In Joint Production Plan

{Continued from Page 1)

British distribution throughout the
English-speaking world. English
versions will be made at Ufa's Neu-
babelsburg Studios under the su-
pervision of Erich Pojnmer of Ufa,
with M. E. Baicon, G-B's general
manager of production, assisting.
Two of the pictures to be made un-
der the joint arrangement will star
Lilian Harvey, and at least two
super-productions starring Renate
Muller will be made.

Convicted of Libel

In "Mouthpiece" Suit
Syracuse, N. Y.—A jury in police

court yesterday convicted Perry
Spencer, managing director of War-
ner Bros. Strand Theater, of crim-
inal libel following the trial which
began last Friday on a charge pre-
ferred by Ruth Fallon, daughter of
the late William J. Fallon, well-
known New York lawyer. Her
charge was based on the local show-
ing of Warner Bros, talking picture,
"The Mouthpiece," alleged to have
been based on the career of Fallon.
Spencer will be sentenced today.
Warner Bros, will take an appeal
from the verdict.

FOR "THE SPORTING WIDOW"
iVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has signed

Gertrude Messinger to enact the
role of a flapper in the comedy
drama, "The Sporting Widow," be-
ing filmed under direction of Harry
Wagstaff Gribble and Alexander
Hall, with Richard Bennett and Ali-

son Skipworth in the leading roles.

NEW DISTRIBUTING PLAN

NEEDED, SAYS GRAINGER

{Continued from Page 1)

pictures, Grainger said he thinks

the plan has merit but that he was
not prepared to speak on it in de-

tail until distributing conditions for

the coming season had been
thoroughly analyzed. However, he
stressed the fact that exhibitors and
producers must come together on

a plan of some kind that will enable

both to remain in business.

There was much buzzing in film

circles yesterday over Lichtman's
proposition, outlined by him at Tues-
day's Motion Picture Club Forum.
Majority of sales executives ex-

pressed the opinion that the plan is

worth consideration, and some felt
that a limited trial would be advis-
able,

Jules Levy said he believes Licht-
man's distribution plan "has many
advantages and in turn has its dis-
advantages. The plan may be prac-
tical for companies distributing a
limited number of features each
year, provided they are excellent
material, but I wonder how practical
the plan would be for companies
producing and distributing 50 or
more features. Some people might
term the plan as 'good pictures
for the rich and other pictures for
the poor'."

Leo Brecher stated that Licht-
man's plan is not purely idealistic,

because it has its practical side.

Brecher doubts, however, if the pro-
ducers can realize any net profit

from such limited distribution, espe-
cially from the first-class first run
pictures. He added that "there is

enough good sense in this proposed
distribution plan to give it serious
consideration and discussion."

COLUMBIA BALL TEAM
Columbia's baseball team, cham-

pions of last year's Motion Picture
Athletic Association has been organ-
ized for the season.

Sh O W -
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REMINDER

Use bargain prices to

build up the low-level hours

at the box office.
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68% or m% ENDORSED

BY REVIEWING GROUPS

{Continued from Page 1)

the approval of reviewing services

connected with the General Federa-

tion of Women's Clubs, International

Federation of Catholic Alumnae,

Los Angeles District National Con-

gress of Parents and Teachers, Los

Angeles Women's University Club,

National Society of the Daughters

of the American Revolution and Y.

M. C. A.

Advance Guard Leaves
For RKO Convention
{Continued from Page 1)

York today for Chicago to work
with Walter E. Branson Chicago

branch manager, on final arrange-

ments for the 1932-33 sales conven-

tion to be held at the Drake Hotel

in that city next Monday, Tuesday

and Wednesday. Branson, W. E.

Callaway, southern district man-
ager, and F. L. McNamee, Phila-

delphia branch manager, will com-

pose the "glad hand" welcoming

committee. John Joseph, publicity
director of the mid-west division of

RKO theaters will handle the local

publicity with national coverage be-

ing issued from the New York of-

fice.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy
Walla Walla, Wash.—The Liberty,

key house in the Mercy Amusement
Co. circuit, which is celebrating its

sixth anniversary, chose three War-
ner-First National pictures for the

Anniversary celebration week. The
pictures selected by the Mercys,

Senior and Junior, were "The Man
Who Played God," "The Expert" and

"Fireman, Save My Child." The
Liberty also showed a full support-

ing program of Vitaphone shorts.

Spooner, Wis.—The Palace has
been acquired by George Miner from
Lyle Webster.

St. Louis—Plans are said to have
been drawn for a 1,400-seat motion
picture theater, store and office

building to be erected in the vicin-
ity of Kingshighway Boulevard and
Chippewa St. in South St. Louis.
Parties interested in the project are
not revealed.

N. J. ALLIED GRITICIZES

MUTILATED TALKER PRIN1

I

Long Beach, Cal.—The Home has

been taken over by Paul Pine, who
has reopened it.

"SO BIG" MEETS FAVOR
Major Albert Warner after a

country-wide survey of the business
being done by "So Big," Barbara
Stanwyck's latest picture for War-
ner Bros., announces that the pic-

ture is bringing better than aver-
age grosses in "A" time situations
all over the country.

DAYLIGHT THREAT FIZZLES
Utica—Utica theaters are not car-

rying out their threat to go dark
provided the local daylight saving
time period was not shortened. Only
one house, the Colonial, is closing,
and this is due to economic reasons,
it is understood.

"RITA" FOR CAPITOL STAGE
In line with the current vogue for

condensed musical comedy hits as
de luxe house presentations, "Rio
Rita" will be presented at the Cap-
itol late this month. Sammy Lee is

now rehearsing the show, which will
tour the Loew theaters.

Audubon Pays the Carfare
Skouras Bros, have inaugurated a sys-

tem at the Audubon whereby the the-
ater refunds 10 cents as carfare for
patrons coming from points outside of
walking distance.

Cleveland—Zenith Pictures, oper-

ated by Fred Schram and Victor

Schram, and Joe O'Donnell, man-
ager of Hollywood Exchange, dis-

tributing Peerless Productions, have

moved to 401 Film Bldg.

Lincolnton, N. C. — The Rivoli,

which has been temporarily closed

for remodeling will be reopened

May 16.

Arvada, Colo.—R. N. Forbes has

bought the Arvada theater and is

installing RCA sound.

Arcadia, Cal.—The Arcadia, for-

merly operated by Janet Mabon, has

been acquired by Mr. Dean.

La Rue, O.—The Kaypee, former-
ly operated by D. B. Jones, has been
taken over by the K. P. Lodge.

Denver—Sam Feinstein is moving
his headquarters for the "Passion
Play" to Seattle soon. He has the
territory from Denver west. He has
sold the rights for Montana and
Wyoming to Sam J. Kamminsky.

Denver—Don Conley has returned
to work as salesman for Columbia.

Charlotte, N. C.—Merritt Davis,
formerly with Warner, is now own-
er and operator of the Liberty the-
ater, Medford, Va.

Grand Forks — Grand Forks
Amusement Co. expects to open its

new theater, the Forx, in June. M,
C. Cooper is manager.

Veblen, S. D.—Applequest & Kur-
ter have sold the Star to Clifford
Thompson.

Los Angeles—The New Mayfair
will be opened on May 28 by Nor-
man Webb. It seats 900 and is at
84th and Broadway.

San Francisco—Chris Dale is now
at the head of the booking depart-
ment of the Pacific Coast exchanges.

St. Louis—RKO will drop vaude-
ville at the St. Louis on May 19.
The house will go into straight pic-
ture policy.

Sterling, Colo.—The Fox lease on
the Rialto has expired and the the-
ater has been taken over by Chas.
Mclntyre.

Charlotte, N. C—Walter Morris,
manager of Warners' Broadway, is

launching a Bosko Buddy Club for
boys and girls. This club will have
meetings at the Broadway every
Saturday.

Detroit—The Avalon Theater Co.
has been incorporated. Frank A.
Wetsmann, with Ralph Davidson as
co-incorporator, remains proprietor
of the house. H. J. Ballinger, for-
mer manager, has been succeeded
by Edward Denton, formerly man-
ager of the Linwood La Salle the-
ater, another Wetsmann house,
where Morris Saulson has become
the new manager.

Fort Smith, Ark. — After being
closed several months, the Temple
will be reopened May 15, and the
Joie will be closed on that date for
remodeling, says M. S. McCord, Lit-
tle Rock, secretary of the Malco
Theaters, Inc., which leases the the-
aters.

Charlotte, N. C—P. C. Talley has
gone to Lumberton to take charge

J of the Carolina theater here.

"Elimination of scenes, or par
of scenes, resulting in hashed di

logue" is criticized by Sidney Sai

uelson, president of Allied Theat
Owners of New Jersey, in a lett

received yesterday by exchang
serving New Jersey. He protes
against shipping "of prints

such ba ndition as to make the
impossi' o project, and a dange
ous hazaia to theater patrons ar

employees." Pointing to fire ha
ard_s, Samuelson says that "unlei

we receive definite assurance froi

you that all prints sent to our men
bers will be in first class conditio
from now on, this is to advise yo
that we will instruct our member
to impound any print shipped i

unfit condition and to turn it ove
to the proper governmental officia

municipal or state, having authoi
ity."

"Scarface" Is Passed
By New York Censoi

(Continued from Page 1)

at the Rialto. Coincident with th'

passing of the picture in New Yorl
it has been decided to release i

under the title of "Scarface, thi

Shame of a Nation."

NOT MEETING PRICE CUT
Albany—As far as Warner Bros

is concerned there will be no loca
price-slashing war, despite the fac-

that C. H. Buckley, independent op,

erator, has cut his night price froni

50 to 40 cents.

ROLAND DOING NEW FILM
George Roland, who directed "Yis

kor" and "Joseph in the Land o
Egypt," is preparing a script ii

conjunction with Jacob Mestel fo;

immediate production. The picture
not yet titled, will be produced b;;

Harry Brown of the Standard Filr
Co. and will be directed by Roland
who has secured Joseph Greenberj
of the Jewish Art Theater to plaj
the leading part.

M-G-M RELEASES
M-G-M has revised its releast

schedule as follows: "Huddle,"
Saturday; "As You Desire Me,'
May 28^ "New Morals for Old,'

June 4; "Strange Interlude," Jun(
11; "Prosperity," June 18.

Agfa Capital Change
A plan for readjustment of the capi-

tal structure of Afga Ansco, second
largest manufacturer and distributor of
cameras and photographic supplies in

this country, has been submitted to
stockholders.
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Lesser Plans S-Reelers to Replace Second Features

S.M?i.]PEAKERSVISIONlVOLUTIONARYCHANGES

Fax Would Close 100 in Denver Area, Says Huffman
lead of Rocky Mountain
Exhibs Sees 10% Levy

as Fatal Burden
Denver—At least 100 theaters in

his territory will be forced to close

f Congress passes the 10 per cent
ax on admissions above 10 cents, de-
lares Harry Huffman, local theater
perator and president of the Rocky
fountain Theater Owners' Ass'n.
Vith so few houses showing a prof-
t at present, Huffman regards the
ddition of the tax, which will have

{Continued on Page 7)

\mimm staff

AHENDINGjONVENTION

RKO's entire sales personnel, in-

;luding salesmen and managers in

ill of the company's exchanges in

Canada as well as in the U. S.. will

ittend the Annual Sales Convention
;o be held at the Drake Hotel in

Chicago on May 16 to 18. Merlin

H. Aylesworth, president of RKO
{Continued on Page 8)

N. Y. Censors' Action

Spurs Howard Hughes
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Action of the New
York state censors in reversing

their previous decision and permit-

ting "Scarface" to be shown in that

state is expected to exert consider-

able influence upon other censor

boards which have not yet passed

the picture, says Howard Hughes,
{Continued on Page 7)

Martin Johnsons Plan
Another Expedition Film

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson, whose latest

picture, "Congorilla," will be released by Fox,

plan to leave this country in September to

make another production in Africa. It will be

called "Bonga," which is the name of a mem-
ber of the antelope family. "Congorilla" wjll

be ready within three weeks.

Courtland Smith Urges Wider Scope
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Future of the motion picture lies in covering the same fields as

now presented by the printing press, said Courtland Smith, president of Pathe News,
in addressing the S.M.P.E. meeting yesterday. "It is absurd to think that the chief
purpose of motion pictures is to present novels on the screen," he declared.

Distributors Fighting
Atlanta 10-Cent Houses

Advance Guard Arrives
For Fox Sales Meeting

Advance guard of the Fox sales

convention, which starts Monday at

the home office has arrived in town.
Early arrivals include: John No-

{Continued on Page 8)

Atlanta—In an effort to stamp
out 10-cent shows, Paramount and
M-G-M are both understood to be

refusing to sell films to houses
charging less than 15 cents. The
10 cent policy is reported to be

making considerable progress in

the Southeast.

Freuler Calls Lichtman s Plan

Most Constructive Step in Decade

Hailing the proposed Lichtman
plan for more specific distribution

as the "most constructive step of

a decade," John R. Freuler, Presi-

dent of Big 4, enthusiastically

praised the idea in an interview with
The Film Daily yesterday. He
described the idea as a "wholesome
tonic for the whole industry" and

{Continued on Page 8)

W. E. Demonstrates
Wide-Range Recording

Providence—A public demonstra-
tion of Western Electric's newly de-

veloped wide-range recording system
was given last night at Fay's Ma-
jestic theater here. Film men from
New York, Boston and other parts

were present.

12 to 20 Featurettes Planned
By Sol Lesser as Dual Bill Cure

Changes in Sales Staff

Made by Sol Lesser Unit
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Dick Mitchell has

resigned as western district mana-
ger for Principal Distributing Corp.,

it is announced by Sol Lesser, pres-

ident, who says the post will be

eliminated. Ray Olmstead, formerly

Mitchell's assistant, becomes mana-
{Continued on Page 7)

Drastic Changes Forecast
in Distribution and

Exhibition
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Revo lutionary

changes in distribution and exhibi-

tion were predicted by speakers at

the closing day's session of the S.

M. P. E. spring convention in the
Wardman Park Hotel. Among the
speakers visioning such changes was
M. A. Lightman, president of the
M. P. T. O. A., who stressed the

need for cooperation of all branches
of the industry if the business is to

(Continued on Page 7)

PLAN OF ROXY THEATER

Plans are now under considera-

tion to reduce admission prices of

the Roxy and to have the theater's

radio program return to the air as

part of a commercial hour under
the leadership of a nationally known
showman and sponsored by a reput-

able merchandising concern, Harry
G. Kosch, president of Roxy The-
aters Corp., told Film Daily yes-

terday. "In the past four weeks
we have reduced the overhead of

the Roxy considerablv. This week,
{Continued on Page 81

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A series of 12 to 20

three-reel featurettes, designed to

correct the double-feature evil, is

announced for immediate produc-
tion by Sol Lesser, president of

Principal Distributing Corp. It is

planned to make the features short

enough to be used on a bill with

a full-length feature and at the

same time have enough drawing
{Continued on Page 8)

Wayne Ball Is Appointed
Columbia Denver Manager
Denver—Wayne Ball has been ap-

pointed manager of the Columbia
exchange here.

All Baltimore Theaters

To Run Through Summer

Baltimore—Indications are that every motion

picture theater in town will remain open dur-

ing the summer. All have taken heart from

the open Sunday, and apparently the exhibitors

think there is enough business to go around.

This will be the first time this has happened In

a good many years.
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Falling Off in Farm Patronage
Hits Westerns, Says Bromberg
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Drawing power of Westerns in

the Southeast has drastically
slumped owing to the falling off of
the farm trade, declared Arthur
Bromberg of Bromberg Enterprises
in an interview with The Film
Daily in New York yesterday. This
condition is particularly evident on
Saturdays, he declared.
Bromberg, who leaves New York

today for Atlanta, said that cheap
Westerns are passing out of popu-
larity as the public now demands
real box-office names in outdoor pic-

tures. Double feature bills will

boost business, the veteran ex-
changeman asserted, comparing
their draw to that of a baseball
double-header. Inferior short sub-
jects compel theaters to adopt this

policy, he also said.

"Mouthpiece" Conviction
Declared a Local Issue

Action of a Syracuse court in

convicting a Warner Bros, house
manager of criminal libel in con-
nection with showing of "The
Mouthpiece" has no legal effect up-
on the picture as the suit was a
personal one, it was pointed out at
the distribution company's home of-

fice yesterday. Perry Spencer, the
Syracuse Strand manager, was fined

$100 and given a suspended sentence
of 30 days. Warner Bros, will appeal
the decision to the Appellate Divi-

sion of the Supreme Court.

Completing Arrangements
For Edw. Rowell Funeral
Arrangements have not as yet

been completed for the funeral of
Edward Rowell, auditor connected
with the film industry for years,
whose sudden death occurred Mon-
day night in New York. Rowell,
who was 41 years old, is reported
to have shot himself. He worked
for the Old World company and
later First National and United
Artists, leaving the employ of the
latter company last October after
five years of service. Rowell is

survived by a wife and child.

Douglas Fairbanks Film
On Profit-Sharing Plan

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Members of the unit

that went to the South Seas with
Douglas Fairbanks for the making
of his modern Robinson Crusoe pic-

ture will share in the profits of the
production, says Fairbanks, who re-

turned here a few days ago from
his expedition. Among those who
will take their earnings from the
film's profits are Eddie Sutherland,
director; Tom Geraghty, writer;
William Farnum, actor, and several
others.

Three Sales Meetings
Planned by Warners

Instead of holding a national
convention, Warner Bros, and First
National will conduct three sales

meetings, the first to be held in

about one month. Major Albert
Warner stated yesterday. "No par-

ticular sales policy" has been de-

cided upon as yet, he said.

U New York
» 1MO Broadway

BRyaot 9-4712

Long Iiland City M
154 Crcfcant St. |-|

PICKETS ENJOINED
Geneva, 111.—On petition of C. G.

Lekander, manager of the Fargo
theater. Judge Newhall of the Kane
County Circuit Court has granted
an injunction to stop picketing by
the operators' union. Lekander dis-

charged three union men and re-

placed them with a non-union opera-
tor.

LEON GORDON'S MOTHER DIES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Mrs. Florence Gor-

don, mother of Leon Gordon, actor
and author of "White Cargo" and
other plays, is dead here at the age
of 72.

STiUweU 4-7940

Eastman Films

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ava.
CALumat 3692

Hollywood
S700 Santa Monica

Blvd.

}J( HOLlywood 4121

BARBARA STANWYCK HURT
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Barbara Stanwyck

was badly burned about the legs

when she went too near the flames
of a burning wheat field while mak-
ing scenes for her next picture.

COLUMBIA SIGNS MENJOU
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia has signed

Adolphe Menjou for the detective
hero role in the three Anthony Ab-
bott mystery stories to be filmed for
the new season's program.

FOX HOUSE ROBBED
Marinette, Wis. — The Fox was

entered and between $200 and $300
stolen from the safe. Entry was
gained by smashing a rear exit

door.

2 OSHKOSH ROBBERIES
Oshkosh, Wis.—Between $35 and

$40 in nickels and dimes, in addi-
tion to considerable office equipment,
was taken from the candy machine
in the Oshkosh theater. At the
Strand theater, a trunk belonging to

Elroy Luedtke, assistant manager,
was looted and $35 was obtained in

addition to clothing and other ar-
ticles.

GREEN BAY HOUSE REOPENS
Green Bay, Wis.—Fox-Midwesco's

Strand, dark for the past several
months, has reopened at lower ad-
mission prices. The house is play-
ing double feature bills each Friday
and Saturday. Fred Brown is man-
ager.

RIESENFELD NAMES AIDES
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, new musical

director of the Roxy who heads the
return of the Roxy Theater Sym-
phony Orchestra today, has ap-
pointed Julius Lenzberg associate
conductor. Lenzberg has conducted
at the Palace and Hippodrome the-

aters. Jacques Gasselin will be con-
certmaster and Cornelius van Vliet

solo 'cellist. William Lockwood is

the manager. Dr. Riesenfeld has
been rehearsing the orchestra twice
daily since last Monday.

FITZGERALD BACK TO PALACE
James Fitzgerald, now assistant

manager and treasurer of the RKO
Coliseum, tomorrow will be trans-
ferred back to the Palace, where he
resumes his post as treasurer.

WARNER CLUB PARTY
Warner Club will give a party

in honor of the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio May 19. Vitaphone stars

will entertain.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 6-16: International Film Exhibitio
Royal Automobile Institute, Amsterdar
Holland.

May 16-18: RKO annual sales conventio
Drake Hotel. Chicago.

May 16-20: Fox sales convention, Esst
House, New York.

May 19: Warner Club party in honor
Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio personm
Warner Club rooms. New York.

May 22-23: Erpi Golf Tournament, Bria
cUff.

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales convei
tion, Atlantic City.

May 24-25 : Annual convention of Motio
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas an
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kai

May : 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unge
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equit
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales cor
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internationa
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employe
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall
Columbus, O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rock-
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den
ver.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tout
nament, Fenimore Golf and Countr
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 1 S : Educational-Tiffany sales conven
tion, Los Angeles.

"TRAPEZE" IN ENGLISH
An English dialogue version o'

"Trapeze," the E. A. Dupont pic
ture starring Anna Sten and now
running at the Little Carnegie Play
house, is being prepared by Lee
Brecher for distribution in this

country.
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*A Warner Bros. Picture

Only Warner Bros, have accepted the responsi-

bility of meeting today's exacting demands of

leadership — that's why Warner Bros, are the

subject of so many conversations throughout

the trade. Wherever you go you hear it . .

.

''WARNER BROS. ARE TURNING OUT FINE
PICTURES!" This opinion has been molded, not

by ballyhoo, but by a steadily mounting tide of

box-office reports announcing triumph after tri-

umph for their pictures.

Shrewd, well-planned showmanship and a never-

say-die spirit has enabled this company to give

you exactly 14 hit pictures since Jan. 1st, 1932.

only WARNEII
CAN BALANCE TH

PROFIT AND LOS
I MM .



ALL FOR
EADERSHIP
ell as Politics!
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And by this time you know we're geared to con-

tinue that pace right through this summer—next
fall—next winter—next year.

Never has trade opinion been so unanimous on

this one vital pof/i#J—Warner Bros, are deter-

mined to go the limit in their battle to keep you

out of trouble!

Of course, you'll hear a lot of promises from

people who are trying to improve your situation

—everybody's trying— but it's one thing to try—

and another to succeed!

Let your box-office tell you the naked truth for

1932-33—then you'll realize that

ROS. pictures

UDGET BETWEEN

OR 1932-33!

COMING n
EDWARD G. ROBINSON

in "TWO SECONDS"

JOE E. BROWN

in "THE TENDERFOOr

JAMES CAGNEY

in "WINNER TAKE ALL'

"DOCTOR X"

The Mystery Sensation!

JOAN BLONDELL

in "MISS PINKERTON'

WILLIAM POWELL
and KAY FRANCIS in

"THE JEWEL ROBBERY"

t

rrr*e«AMi, wc. otrnuauroas
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Film Daily

Circulation

Is Greater

Than Ever

Because Or

Reader Interest

It Is An
Economical

Advertising Buy

Because It

Reaches The

Buying Power

Of The

Motion Picture

Industry

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

Every Day

HOLLYWOOD
W/'ILLIAM LE BARON, who re-

signed from RKO Radio Pic-

tures and is joining Paramount as
associate producer, is now having
conferences on the pictures he is to
supervise.

* * *

George Arliss, Warner Bros, star,

and Darryl Zanuck, the company's
chief executive in charge of produc-
tion, are conferring in Paris this
week upon Mr. Arliss's next picture,

which will be made in the autumn.
Mr. Zanuck will establish a French
production center for Warners as
well as obtain screen stories from
several foreign authors.

* « *

Rouben Mamoulian has announced
that he will take a vacation in

Europe when he finishes directing
the Maurice Chevalier starring film,

"Love Me Tonight."
* • •

Constance Bennett's next starring
picture for Warner Bros, will go
into production within the next fort-

night under the direction of Archie
Mayo. Its title is to be "Two
Against the World" instead of "The
Higher-Ups," as previously an-
nounced. Neil Hamilton is to be
Miss Bennett's leading man, and
Allen Vincent and Humphrey Bogart
will have important roles.

* * *

Mark Sandrich, who directed four
Clark and McCullough comedies, will

direct the first of the new series of
Clark and McCullough subjects to
be made by Louis Brock for RKO.

* * Hf

Hugh Herbert has been cast to
compete comically with no less than
seven other experienced funsters in

Paramount's Olympic Games com-
edy. As a burlesque melodramatic
secretary of the treasury in a near-
defunct European republic, which
sends its team to the forthcoming
Olympiad, he will share laugh-gath-
ering duties with Jack Oakie, W. C.
Fields, Lyda Roberti, Ben Turpin,
Hank Mann, George Barbier, Ben
Taggart and even little Dickie
Moore, who turns juvenile comic.

Herbert spent 23 years as com-
edian and playwright before enter-
ing pictures. He has to his credit
more than 150 produced playlets,

vaudeville sketches and plays. He
came to Hollywood to write and ap-
pear in "Mind Your Business." He
later wrote continuity and dialogue
for "The Great Gabbo." He has
also appeared in "Danger Lights,"
"Laugh and Get Rich," "Sin Ship,"
"Traveling Husbands," "Cracked
Nuts," "Friends and Lovers" and
others.

* * *

William LeMaire and Harry Cord-
ing are recent additions to the cast
of players supporting Richard Bar-
thelmess in "The Cabin in the Cot-
ton" on the First National lot. Pro-

frii

W

duction started May 9, with Michael
Curtiz directing. Players previous
ly announced are Bette Davis, Dor
othy Jordan, Henry B. Walthall and
Berton Churchill.

* * If

Ernest Pagano and Jack Townley,
who were with Educational for more
than a year, will write the material
for the Clark and McCullough com-
edies that Louis Brock will make for
RKO.

* * *

Three studios are reported bidding
for the film and dialogue rights to

C. Morton Barteaux's latest orig-

inal opus, "A Question of Law."
Barteaux recently sold Fox the

rights to "Six Hours to Live." Frank
Lloyd will direct.

4< * •

Audience comment cards on the

preview of "Thunder Below" are

said to substantiate the predictions

of studio executives that Richard
Wallace has directed another win-
ner.

An important announcement con-

cerning Regis Toomey's new asso-

ciation in the film industry is ex-

pected from the former Paramount
star within the next few days.

* * *

RKO's combination, Howard Esta'

brook and Wesley Ruggles, writer

and director, respectively, are re-

ported as having another winner in

their latest, "Roar of the Dragon."

Wallace Smith's reprint of "The
Little Tigress," his novel on Mexico,

is almost exhausted, according to

reports received by the publishers.

Brewer, Warren & Putnam, Inc. It

is understood that another printing

will shortly be made.
* * *

Things we never see: Milton Bren
without Frank Orsatti; Frank Or-

satti without Milton Bren; Grover

Jones without a cap; Valentin Man-
delstamm without his dog "Banjo";

Jerry Horwin without a pretty girl;

Allen Rivkin without P. J. Wolfson;

P. J. Wolfson without Allen Rivkin.

TO-DAY'S
BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT ^m^mmmmmi^^mek

"One recent morning, Ann Harding

breaicfasted in herHollywood home, had

lunch in Switzerland and took tea

aboard an ocean liner enroute to New
York. This amazing accomplishment oc-

curred during the filming of 'Westward
Passage' which shows the star in such

separated locales as New York, Paris

and Switzerland."
—RKO
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$.M.P.E. SPEAKERS VISION

(Continued from Page 1)

survive. He said economies are
necessary, but they must be effected,

not by firing personnel, but by
eliminating waste, and in this work
the engineer can play a definite part.

President A. N. Goldsmith, in his banquet
address, called for more cooperation between
the engineers and the producers. "It is a

serious fallacy," he said, "to imagine that,

while engineering intelligence and efficiency

are useful in designing equipment, these same
men are of no use in developing studio equip-

ment procedure and improved production
methods. It may be boldly stated that at

least some of the loss of time and money
in the studios is avoidable through engineer
ing supervision and control."

Papers delivered on the closing day in-

cluded: "Production Problems of the Release
Print," by J. W. Cofifman, Consolidated Film
Industries ; "Theater Problems of the Re-
lease Print." by H. Rubin, Paramount Pub-
Hx; "Exchange Problems of the Release
Print," by Jay A. Gove, M-G-M; "Treat-
ments for Freshly Developed Film Gelatins,"

by C. T. Faulkner; "The Future of Mo-
tion Pictures," by Courtland Smith, Pathe
News; "Theater Operation Problems," by
M. A. Lightman; "How Can the S. M. P.

E. Be of Greater Service to Theater Man-
agers," by Charles E. Lewis, "Motion Picture

Herald"; "The Film Problems of Theater
Operation," by Stanley Sumner, University
Theater, Cambridge, Mass.; "Problems of the

Theater Manager," by Nat Glasser, Warner
Bros. Zone Manager; "Modern Tools and
Methods Used in Servicing Sound Equip-
ment," by J. A. Mauran, RCA-Victor. J. I.

Crabtree presided at the release print ses-

sion.

On the slate of banquet speakers were Hon.
W. P. Connery, Jr., Hon. John W. Mc-
Cormack, Hon. James A. Beck, and others.

Changes in Sales Staif

Made by Sol Lesser Unit
(Continued from Page 1)

ger of the exchange here. Jack

Rosenberg has been named Seattle

branch manager, responsible direct-

ly to Joseph Skirboll, general sales

manager, in New York.

WARNER HOUSE DROPS DUALS
Chicago—Warner's Avalon drops

double features today and goes back
to single bills at 25 cents for mat-
inees and 40 cents at night. The
move follows the lowering of prices

at RKO's State-Lake to 25-35-60,

and Balaban & Katz's Roosevelt to

25-35.

Sh O W
man
D a i ly A

REMINDER

Check regularly your safe-

ty features. Drill your staff

in emergency measures.

AIONGJ^J^IALTO
PUIL.M.DALY >

MtW YORK. lOS ANGELES

• • • THOSE WHO were fortunate enough to attend the
A. M. P. A. luncheon were amazed and dumbfounded by
a practical demonstration by the greatest Memory Marvel of

the age Paxton, he calls himself he probably
forgot his first name prexy Ed Finney was worried for

fear he might not show up but Marvin Kirsch attended
to that while the three of us were in conference last

week at our desk Marvin sez "One o'clock Thurs-
day at Sardi's. Ya better make a note of it, Paxton."
so Paxton did

• • • MOST OF the pressageys were skeptical till

Paxton got steamed up then he had 'em sitting around
the tables with their mouths wide open one of his li'l

stunts was calling back the serial numbers on a dozen dollar
bills owned by a dozen different gents after glancing at
them casually and handing them back to their owners

then he went into another memory stunt and
ten minutes later reverted to the bills and called them
all back without a single error

• • • TO TELL you of his other memory feats would sound
like a fairy tale suffice it to say that Paxton is Sensa-
tional no trick stuff if any big circuit can use
a real stage novelty in place of some of these Broadway
Celebrity Flops that cost 'em oompty grand a week
they ought to give this lad Paxton a tryout he'll stampede
the house and give you the box office take more accur-
ately and quicker than the cash register out
front

• • • THEN WE also had Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson
African explorers extraordinaire and JVIister

Johnson told us of their fascinating experiences in filming

"Congorilla" the first time the camera has ever recorded
in detail the habits of gorillas in their jungle haunts
just a li'l painstaking job that took over five months

• • • DO YOU realize that today is Friday the 13th?
so Harry G. Kosch, prexy of Roxy Theater Corporation
purposely arranged to bring the old Roxy symphony orchestra

back to the theater on this ominous date but behind this

apparently crass act lies a pip of a story

• • • IT SO happens that Mister Kosch was born, con-

firmed, married and admitted to the bar on a Friday
and the history of the Roxy has been written on Fridays
such as signing the contract for the theater site Roxy's
contract organization of the original corporation

closing of the bond issue with Straus opening of theater

sale of control to Fox Theaters and Harry came
back officially as prexy on Friday, April 8th now the

return of the orchestra with Riesenfeld today not an
Accident planned and premeditated like most of

the other Friday happenings so figure it out yourself

is Harry superstitious ? or is he just Superstitious ?

and some guys walk under ladders!

• • • DON'T YOU just love some of this new series of Lux
ads? "I am 29," says Anita Stewart in the latest

now, fellers, let's have your favorite Funny Story

« « « » » »

100 DENVER AREA HOUSES

WOULD CLOSE UNDER TAX

(Continued from Page 1)

to be absorbed by the exhibitors,
as the last straw for many theaters,
not only in this territory, but every-
where.
"During the war, when the gov-

ernment placed a 10 per cent tax
on tickets, the public refused to pay
and theaters were forced to absorb
it in order to remain in business,"
says Huffman. "If the public will

not pay the tax during a period of
patriotic fervor, certainly it cannot
be expected to alter its opinion in

peacetime. There is not a theater
in this territory that can afford to
absorb another 10 per cent item of
overhead, especially at a time when
they are operating on the smallest
margins in their history."
Two years ago there were about

500 theaters in the Rocky Mountain
area. In the past two years 200 of
them have been forced to close be-
cause of rising costs.

N. Y. Censors' Action
Spurs Howard Hughes

(Continued from Page 1)

producer of the United Artists re-

lease. The decision of the New York
board will save Hughes some heavy
litigation fees, as he had planned to
use a battery of high-powered attor-
neys to fight the issue, and he feels

that, fortified with this victory, he
will now be able to obtain better
consideration in other states where
the picture has not yet been ad-

mitted. Hughes also views the New
York incident as a victory against
censorship generally.

JAPANESE STRIKE ENDED
Tokyo—Upon agreement by the

theaters to give them three months'
notice and six months' pay before
dismissal, the "katsuben," movie
theater orators who accompany si-

lent pictures with descriptive talk,

have called off their strike, which
began last week when some of the
theaters started playing native talk-

ers and dispensed with the services

of the orators.

-

MANY HAPPY PETUPNS

Best wishes art extcndtd by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

May 13
Jack Holt Paul Ivano

Paul Page
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LESSER PLANS 3-RLELERS

AS DUAL FEATURE CURE

(Continued from Page 1)

power to offset a weak attraction.
Real life adventure will form the
basis of some of the subjects, with
themes gathered from all parts of
the world. First of the series is

"Island of Peril," said to be the
only film record of life on the
Faerce Islands. It i.s now being; cut
and edited.

NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Sponsored Broadcast
Plan of Roxy Theater
(Continued from Page 1)

without cutting salaries or dis-

charging any employees, we are re-

ducing the operating cost $8,000.
The return to the air will mean
considerable revenue to the theater
corporation. We expect to be paid
a sum commensurate with the value
of entertainment we will offer," said
Kosch. With only two more Fox
pictures to play under the terms
of the present franchise, Kosch will

meet with Sidney Kent, upon his
return from the coast, to discuss
further Fox bookings.

Manitowoc, Wis.—Due to a dispute
with the union, Francis Kadow,
manager of the Mikadow, is now
handling his own projection ma-
chines. The union has a man picket-
ing the house, calling it unfair to

labor, while Great Lakes Amuse-
ment Co., operators of the theater,

have a picket displaying a sign to

the contrary.

Entire RKO Sales Staff

Attending Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

and NBC and chairman of the board
of RKO Radio Pictures, leaves on
Sunday. The home office delegation
will leave on the Century today,
the party including Ned JE. Depi-
net, Lee Marcus, Jules Levy, Cres-
son Smith, E. L. McEvoy, Al Mertz,
Courtland Smith, Jack S. Connolly,
Fred O'Connell, of the Van Beuren
Corporation, and Frank Buck, of
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" fame.

The following leave tomorrow:
William Dahler, Louis Miller. R.
Hawkinson, Frank Kennedy, Joe
Skelly, Michael G. Poller. The New
York branch delegation headed by
Robert Wolff, manager leaves on
Sunday.

Harold B. Franklin. B. B. Ka-
hane, Joseph Plunkett, Phil Reis-
man and Robert F. Sisk, RKO home
office executives visiting the West
Coast studios for pre-convention
surveys and conferences and studio
executives, are now en route from
Hollywood and will reach Chicago
on Sunday.

Essex, Conn.—Essex Square The-
ater, Inc., has leased Mack's theater
in Westbrook from Jerome Mack,
former owner of the Thelma, which
was closed upon the opening of

Mack's. The Essex Square Co. plans
to operate both houses.

Woonsocket, R. I.—James R. Rick-
ard, Patrick J. Mulvery and Bertha
D. Scott have received a charter for
a new amusement corporation, the
Charles Williams Enterprises, Inc.

New Bedford, Mass.—Zeitz Bros,
have taken over the Empire, form-
erly operated by Publix.

Pittsburgh—Thomas Gilbert, vet-
eran showman of this city, is the
latest operator of the Brentwood,
which has changed hands frequently
of late. He took the house over
from C. W. Dickinson.

COMING & GOING

PAUL BERN, M-G-M associate producer,
started out from the coast yesterday on an
Kastern trip which will be made chiefly by
boat and airplane. He will (?o from Los
Angeles by b^at through the Panama Canal
and on to Vera Cruz, then go on to Mex-
ico City for a few days' stay, and come on
by plane to New York, arriving here June 2.

WILLIAM PIZOR leaves New York on
.Sunday for the coast.

WILLIAM SAAL is flying from the coast
and will arrive at the Newark Airport this
afternoon.

E. W. HAMMONS will return from the
coast Sunday.

Canadian Branches Lead
In Warner Sales Drive

Warner-First National's Vancou-
ver exchange is in the lead at the end
of the first two weeks of the com-
pany's District Managers Testi-
monial Drive, which began April 17.

The Toronto exchange is running a
close second. All 39 branches are
participating in the Drive, which
ends May 28.

The Charlotte, New York and
Memphis branches are third, fourth
and fifth, respectively, with the rest
of the branches listed in the fol-

lowing order: Albany, Brooklyn,
New Haven, Kansas City, Winnipeg,
San Francisco, Calgary, Portland,
Boston, Buffalo, Atlanta, St. John,
Seattle, Philadelphia, Washington,
Salt Lake City, Chicago, Detroit, Min-
neapolis, Denver, Cleveland, Los An-
geles, Dallas, Des Moines, Montreal,
New Jersey, Omaha, St. Louis, In-
dianapolis, New Orleans, Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati, Milwaukee and Okla-
homa.

Prizes in the drive are $500 in

cash to the manager whose district

makes the best showing; $100 to
each of the branch managers in the
winning district; a bonus of two
weeks' additional salary to the man-
ager and each employee of the
branch making the best individual
showing during the drive, regardless
of whether or not the branch is in

the winning district, and a bonus
of one week's additional salary to
the managers and employees of
branches which reach' or exceed their
quotas during the drive period.

Quadruple Films Closes
Deal With Educational

Quadruple Films, of which Wil-
liam Saal is president and William
Fitelson, general counsel, has com-
pleted its first arrangement with
Educational for the making of five

productions, all of which were pre-
sented by Tiffany under a straight
cash payment arrangement. "Hotel
Continental," "Lena Rivers,"
"Strangers of the Evening" and
two Ken Maynard westerns were
the five produced by Quadruple. A
similar arrangement has been made
for the production of one feature
and one western to be made by
Quadruple, presented by Sono Art
and released by Educational. The
feature will be "The Man Called
Back," an adaptation of Andrew
Soutar's novel, "Silent Thunder."

FRENCH SHORT COMPLETED
Pierre Arnaud has completed a

one-reel novelty short for the French
market, entitled "Une Aventure a
New York," with special musical
composition by Maurice Jacquet and
dialogue by Marcel Guy. Suzette
\ubert appears in it.

JUDEA CASTING NEW FILM
Joseph Seiden, president of Jude?

Films, Inc., is casting for a new
production entitled, "Forgotten Par
ents." Abraham Armband is ir

charge of direction. 3eiden is now
releasing "Mazeltov," with Molly
Picon, noted Yiddish star.

NEW ATLANTA DE LUXER
Atlanta — Rebuilding of the old

Grand into a 2,500-seat house at a
cost of about a quarter of a million
dollars is announced. Policy is ex-
pected to be combination stage and
screen shows.

S. BRODIE JOINS HUFFMAN
Denver— Steve Brodie, formerly

connected with the advertising de-
partment of the Denver "Post," has
accepted a position with Harry Huff-
man and will have charge of his
theater promotion and exploitation.

LICHTNAN PLAN HAILED ||

AS CONSTRUCTIVE STEP

(Continued from Page 1)
said he felt that every phase of the
business would profit by it.

"New life will be taken on by
the_ largest houses in the key points,
which have been running at a con-
sistent loss," said Freuler. "These
houses will become the 'legitimate
theaters' of the smaller communities
and will draw a steady 'class' patron-
age. The Class B house will gain
proportionately and the smaller pro-
ducer and distributor will find less
unfair competition and a wider field
The public, brought back to a box-
oflSce where the individual is better
served, will lose its antagonism.
This IS all very hopeful and presents
a welcome rift in a heavily clouded
sky.

"Under this plan the Class A
house, permitted to cater to sophis-
ticated audiences with sophisticated
pictures, will leave the melodrama,
action drama and out-door film to
others. These films, offering less
dialogue and more 'movie,' will offset
the drawbacks of the talkies. I am
convinced that this arrangement,
with possible improvements along
the way, will prove entirely satis-
factory, simply because it is based
on sound fundamentals. However its
effects will not be felt for some
time after it is placed in operation,
and it will require a great deal of
direct advertising, despite an in-
stinctive gravitation.

"Needful improvement of product
thus conceded, the outlook becomes
inestimably brighter."

Advance Guard Arrives
For Fox Sales Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)

Ian, San Francisco, Western division
manager; Jim O'Loughlin, Toronto,
Canadian manager; Max Roth,
Kansas City; Eddie Bonus, personal
representative of J. R. Grainger,

EMMETT THURMON MARRYING
Denver—Emmett Thurmon, secre-

tary and general counsel of the
Rocky Mountain Theater Owners
Ass'n. and Lucille Atherton will be
married next month and after a
Vioneymoon will make their home in
Denver.

NEW ORLEANS HOLDUP
New Orleans — The Prytania.

Leontine and Prytania Sts., was rob-
bed of $136.60 in a recent night
holdup of the cashier's cage. Henry
Dorsey is manager.

SOVIET SIGNS A. R. JOHNSON
Albert R. Johnson, who designed

the sets for "Face the Music" and
other Broadway stage hits, has
signed a two-year contract under
which he will design sets for Soviet
Government productions, both film
and stage. He sails from New York
June 15 en route to Moscow. John-
son will first work on "The Hairy
Ape," an operetta based on the
Eugene O'Neil play, and will follow
with a film version of Richard
Wagner's "Ring."

New Incorporations
&

NEW YORK CHARTER
Kay Theater Co., builders; M. Harsten,

1501 Broadway, New York. 100 shares
common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer of the West Indies,

Jersey City, film exchanijes; Joseph Rosthal,
Jersey City, N. J. $10,000.
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WHAT DOES YOUR PUBLIC

KNOW ABOUT RAW FILMF

JNoTHING, perhaps. Yet, whether they're

aware of it or not, people are profoundly in-

fluenced by the photographic quality ^vhich that

film gives or does not give them on the screen.

It may mean all the difference between a pic-

ture that goes its quiet, unprofitable way and

one that becomes the talk of the town.

There's no need, these days, to run the risk

of sacrificing photographic quality. Eastman

Gray-backed Super-sensitive Negative, with its

unmatched qualities and its never -failing uni-

formity, costs no more than other films, yet it

helps substantially to head the picture for suc-

cess. Wise the cameraman who uses it . . , lucky

the exhibitor who runs prints made from it\

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood
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BestFilmsShouldGetBestPlayingTime,SaysJ. Cohn

10c HOUSES HIT FIRSTRUNS, SAYSJINCENT
Films Tal<e Back Seat as DeLuxers Compete on TIesh'

Capitol Takes Big Play in

Battle Between Stage
Presentations

Three directly-competitive Broad-
way presentation houses are fea-
turing stage shows over the fea-
tures on current programs. Aggre-
gate nut on the stage bills is prob-
ably the greatest in the street's

history.

The Paramount is playing a con-
{Continued on Page 9)

ALLIED TO GET REVENUE

FRON MOVIE STAMP DEAL

Theaters affiliated with Allied

States Ass'n will have access to

movie admission stamp books under
a deal just closed with Movie
Stamps, Inc., of New York. Accord-
ing to the plan, which guarantees
the national exhibitor organization
a substantial revenue, exhibitors

will tie up with local merchants who
(Continued on Page 12)

Kent to Resume 5-5-5 Deliberations
Sidney R. Kent is now going to "look into" the 5-5-5 contract, he said Friday,

following his return to New York from the Coast. He made the statement in reply to

a question as to whether he has been interesting himself in bringing about its use.

Up to the present time, the Fox president indicated, his attention has been occupied
by organization matters.

Selling of Exclusive First-Runs

Is Called Impractical by Lightman

Characterizing the selling of ex-
clusive first runs as impractical

from the distributors' standpoint, M.
A. Lightman, president of the M. P.

T. 0. A., on Friday declared that
"they would never pass up revenue

{Continued on Page 3)

Albany Mayor Signs
Sunday Movie Measure

Albany — Over the protests of
church groups, Mayor John B.
Thatcher has signed a city ordinance
permitting motion picture shows on
Sunday.

Jack Cohn SaysPreferred Time
Should Hinge on Films Bought

St. Louis M.P.T.O. Unit
Opposes Picked Playdates
St. Louis—Designating of play-

dates by producers and the return

of poster material were opposed in

resolutions adopted this week at a

meeting of the M.P.T.O. of St.

Louis, Eastern Mo. and So. 111.

President Fred Wehrenberg pre-

sided at the confab, which was also
(Continued on Page 9)

Urge Using Politics

In Fight Against Tax

Max Shagrin Enters
Play Brokerage Field

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Max Shagrin, former-

ly in charge of the Warner Bros,

theaters on the coast, has become a

play broker.

Amount of preferred playing time
given a distributor on percentage
deals should be determined by the
number of his pictures the theater
has taken, declared Jack Cohn, Co-
lumbia vice-president, in an inter-

view with The Film Daily Friday.
"Reserve your good playing time

(Continued on Page 9)

Fulling ^Em in With yiagnets
—shooting the works for the good old h, o.i== By DON CARLE GILLETTE =

St. Louis—Utilizing of screens for politics

in protecting the industry from unfriendly legis-

lation was advocated by I. W. Rodgers, first

president of the M.P.T.O. of St. Louis, Eastern

Mo. and So. III., at this week's meeting of

the unit. "This is a fight for life," he said,

"and the only thing that will make some of

the legislators take notice is the possibility

of losing votes." Various exhibitors indicated

their accord.

IT
HAPPENED yesterday noon, Friday the thirteenth, at the Capitol on Broadway, and

it was a sight that attracted attention for blocks around.

Several thousands of eager and impatient men, women and children, as many as

the sidewalks could hold from Fiftieth to Fifty-first street and far around the corner

each way, clamored to get in.

Police reserves were helpless in the face of the terrific push.

That crowd was intent on gaining admittance, and the force behind its intention

would not be frightened by the shake of a cop's stick.

Reason for it all was the biggest aggregation of stars in person ever offered on the

stage of a de luxe house.

Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe, Fifi D'Orsay. Charles Judels, Burns and Allen,

(Continued on Page 2)

Dime Admissions Scored
by Wilmer & Vincent

Circuit Head
Decrying 10-cent admission poli-

cies, Walter Vincent, head of the
Wilmer & Vincent circuit and ex-
hibitor leader, on Friday declared
that such charges have given the
public the idea that de luxe and
other first run theaters are over-
charging them through their price

(Continued on Page 9)

26 PRODUCTIONS SLATED

BYGOLDSTONE'SNEWUNIT

Majestic Pictures Corp., is the
title of Phil Goldstone's new na-
tional independent plan for produc-
ers and distributors with Herman
Gluckman, president of Capitol
Films, and Joe Simmonds of Tower
Productions as officers of the com-

(Continued on Page 12)

Joe McConville Assigned
Higher Post at Columbia
Joe A. McConville, division man-

ager for Columbia Pictures in New
England, has been appointed home
office representative of the company
with headquarters in New York. He
will have under his jurisdiction the

Albany, New Haven, Buffalo, Boston,

Cincinnati, Cleveland and Pittsburgh
branches. The new appointment be-

comes effective June 6.

Wm. Beaudine to Direct

Series of Films Abroad

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Upon completion of his current

Paramount picture, "Gates of Hollywood," Wil-

liam Beaudine will leave for London to confer

with an English syndicate relative to the produc-

tion of a series of pictures to be made by him
in Europe. He has twice postponed the oversea

conference because of eleventh-hour assignments

from local studios, but he declares that thi^

time he will sail for England regardless of

contractual offers.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 1 1 1 . • • .

Con. Fra. Ind. pfd. 7^ 7H 7^ — 5^8

East. Kodak 45 42 42 — 3%
Fox Fm. "A" 2% 2'/, 2^A .

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) ^ 54 54 .

Loew's, Inc 22;/^ 22 22 — M
Paramount 3 27^ 3 — 5i

Pathe Exch M '4 Va, .

do "A" 2H 2 2
RCA 4 3^4 4 • >

RCA pf. "B" 7H 7^ 7^ + H
Warner Bros 154 1^4 154 .

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 1^ l'/8 15^8 .

Trans-Lux 1 1 1 — 54

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 3^ 35^8 3!/8 — H
Keith A-O 6s46... 40 40 40 + 5

Paramount 6s 47.. 27J4 27 27?4 — Va

Par. 5/2S50 2354 2m 2m — VA
Warner's 6s39 16 16 16 — M>

KEITH-ORPHEUM LOSSES
Net loss of $709,826.07 is reported

by Keith-Albee-Orpheum for the

quarter ended March 31. In the

same period Orpheum Circuit had a

loss of $694,706.40, and B. F. Keith

Corp. lost $64,845.51. All are RKO
subsidiaries.

V»••••»#••••>••jf
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Pulling ^Em in With Magnets
—shooting the worhs for the good old h, o,

_^____^.^^^^^^.i„ (.Continued from Page 1) i._^^^^_^^^^__^

Cab Calloway and The Street Singer, almost any one of them a headliner of sufficient

strength for an ordinary bill, appeared together in the stage unit, along with Jackie

Cooper and Chic Sale on the screen.

And the Capitol scale up to 1 P.M. is 35 cents!

The foregoing scene demonstrates that jamming a theater is still a cinch if you
can go to any limit on your show.

But since 98 per cent of the country's theaters cannot afford to go to such limits,

and furthermore there is not enough of the requisite talent to keep even the 2 per cent
going at such a pace, the current spectacle at the Capitol box-office is of no constructive
help to the industry at large.

THIS YEAR'S questionnaire of the senior class of Columbia College brings out the
' information that the favorite topic of conversation among the students of this big
institution of learning is—sex.

There was no second choice.

If the same genuine frankness were shown by certain crusaders, there would not
be so much criticism of the screen because it delves into the subject that most con-
sistently interests the bulk of the population.

Those same Columbia students selected Marie Dressier as their favorite theatrical
comedienne, and that's about as far as the screen appears to have got in the ques-
tionnaire.

QNE DISADVANTAGE of presenting those compressed $6.60 musical shows on the^^ stage of de luxe movie houses is that they invite comparison with the original
stage production.

The comparison invariably is unfavorable.
Notwithstanding the difference in cost between the original and the tabloid most

patrons seem inclined to overlook the bargain and comment only on the unfavorable
comparison.

That's human nature.

THOUGH John Bunny and Wally Reid have been dead for the past decade, their brief
' appearance in a Vitaphone "Movie Album" clip at the New York Strand elicited a
hearty round of applause.

Even Greta Garbo couldn't wish for much better than that.

Leavitt Resumes Post
As Pathe Studio Supt.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DATT.Y
Hollywood— Harvey Leavitt has

resumed his old duties as general
superintendent of the Pathe studio.

Testing Sunday Law
In Maryland Counties

Baltimore—Effect of the liberal
Sunday laws on county exhibitors
will be tested as a result of the ar-
rest of Harry Gaertner, proprietor
of the strand, Dundalk, on a charge
of violating the Sunday work law by
holding a movie show last Sunday
County exhibitors, it is said, will be
euided by the outcome of the hear-
ing.

OCHS AT NEXT CLUB FORUM
Lee Ochs, who is due back in

New York today (Saturday) from
Battle Creek, where he has been
resting for the last several weeks,
will preside at next Tuesday's lunch-
eon Forum of the Motion Picture
Club. This will be the first forum
meeting attended by Ochs, who is

president of the club.

SIGN NEW PARA. CONTRACTS
tVrst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Norman Taurog and

Norman McLeod have signed new
contracts as directors for Para-
mount. McLeod is at present
abroad.

Consol. Film Writing Off
Patents and Goodwill

Boston—Directors of Consolidated
Film Industries, Inc., at regular
meeting May 16 will authorize
write-down of patents, carried on
balance sheet at $463,281, and good-
will, etc., carried at $1,888,529 to $1.

GRAUMAN IN TOWN
Sid Grauman, who arrived in New

York on Friday, conferred with
Spyros Skouras and will visit the
Roxy today (Saturday) on an in-
spection tour of the theater. Grau-
man has been mentioned to fill the
post of managing director of the
Roxy, although the matter has not
been discussed at any recent meet-
ings of the Roxy board of directors.
Grauman's negotiations so far have
been with Hayden- Stone, bankers.

COPYRIGHT HEARING HELD
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Hearing on the third

Sirovich copyright bill ended yes-
terday. Exhibitors attending in-
cluded Abram F. Myers representing
Allied States Ass'n. A. Julian Bry-
lawski represented the M.P.T.O.A.

M-G-M BUYS BOOK
M-G-M has acquired the film

rights to "The Education of a Prin-
cess," the autobiography by Marie,
Grand Duchess of Russia.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 6-16: International Film Exhibition
Royal Automobile Institute. Amsterdam.
Holland.

May 16-18: RKO annual sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 16-20: Fox sales convention, Essex
House, New York.

May 19: Warner Club party in honor of
Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio personnel,
Warner Club rooms. New York.

May 22-23: Erpi Golf Tournament, Briar-
cliff.

May 22-25 : Columbia eastern sales conven-
tion, Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kan.

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger,
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales con-
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall.
Columbus, O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

PARAMOUNT WINS JUDGMENT
Buffalo — Supreme Court Judge

Hinkley, by written memorandum,
has granted the motion of Herbert
T. Silverberg, attorney representing
Paramount, for summary judgment
of $2,450 and costs in Paramount's
suit against Dewitt Development
Corp. of Syracuse. The case did not
go to trial even though the defend-
ant alleged the contract had been
procured by fraud and without the
authority of the exhibitor corpora-
tion, and that the corporation was
in the hands of receivers.

"SCARFACE" OPENS THURS.
"Scarface" is set to open Thurs-

day at the Rialto, succeeding "The
Strange Case of Clara Deane."

heskkiitllotel
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully FiUTiished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter RateM
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DOALS HURT KID TRADE,

SAYS HENRY GINSBERG

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Double-features are

having a increasingly bad effect on
juvenile trade, but the practice will

be so overdone within another year
that it will practically kill itself off,

declares Henry Ginsberg, vice-presi-

dent of the Hal Roach Studios.
"The double feature in reality is

an example of impulsive showman-
ship, giving no thought to its fu-
ture as an institution of entertain-
ment," says Ginsberg. "Its effect

has been to exclude the only hold
on child trade, the comedy."
When dual bills were at their

height, loss of playing time on Hal
Roach comedies was affected le.ss

than 4 per cent over the previous
year, Ginsberg states. He adds that
the Roach product is playing in

more than 8,500 houses in the U. S.

and Canada.

Exclusive First-Runs
Impractical—Lightman

(Continued from Page 1)

from subsequent runs" on Class A
pictures.

"If they can curb the cut-throat
competition which has been foisted

on the industry, I'm in favor of the
plan," asserted Lightman, who ar-

rived in New York on Friday from
Washington, where he addressed the

S.M.P.E. convention.
The present distribution system

is "geared wrong," Lightman said.

"The day is not far distant when
drastic changes will be effected in

it," he declared.

STRICKLAND TO THE COAST
Denver — Hugo Strickland, who

has been succeeded by Wayne Ball

as local Columbia's exchange man-
ager, has gone to the coast. Bob
Drew, former Pathe manager in Salt

Lake, replaces Bob Ryan, resigned,

on the Columbia sales staff.

NEW FAN MAGAZINE
Frederick James Smith, motion

picture editor of "Liberty" and
formerly with "Photoplay" and
"New Movie Magazine," on June 17

will introduce "The Screen Weekly,"
fan publication. Associated with him
on the editorial end of the publica-

tion will be Gertrude DriscoU, form-
erly with "New Movie."

COMING & GOING

M. A. LIGHTMAN arrived in New York
on Friday.

ESTHER RALSTON sailed Friday night

on the Faris for Europe.

WALTER MOROSCO arrived from abroad
Friday on the Leviathan.

ROSCOE (Fatty) ARBUCKLE has left

for Baltimore to open today (Saturday) at

Keith's. JOE RIVKIN of the Leo Morrison
office accompanied him.

LEO CARRILLO left Friday for Chicago
to open at the Palace, with Cleveland to fol-

low next week.

AIDNG lALTO
PUIL.M.DALY

NtW YORK. lOS ANGELES

• • • HERE IS a swell break for all you gals in Holler-
word and elsewhere you have busted into pix at one
time or another but have not yet succeeded in con-
vincing some producer or director that after he has
featured you he can throw all the Garbos, Shearers,
Bennetts and Gaynors into the ash can

• • • OUR PAL Joe Bonica, editor of "Star-Dust,"
the fan mag is getting out a Movie Album next month

• with a special section of bathing beauts so,

girlies if your bathing suit reveals those charms that
cause most of the grief in the world after a guy has had
time to think things over . send the damaging evidence
in the form of your photo to Joe at 152 West 42nd Street,
New York

• • • WE CAN assure you there is No Charge No
Gag Joe is just a big-hearted humanitarian who
wants to prove to Hollerword that there is a load of feminine
pulchritude languishing outside studio gates which
should be INSIDE on films languishing on boudoir
lounges and some day when you are a haughty film
star mebbe you will remember that we slipped you the
tip that gave you the break and give us an autographed
specimen of the bathing suit that proved to the world
that you had a Screen Personality

• • • OVER AT the Paramount Joinville stude in France
is a very colorful personality known to all Frenchmen
as the Napoleon of the film industry of France Phil de
Esco his title at the stude is Chef du Personelle des
Accessories a sort of glorified supervisor in charge of
all the sets and other physical appurtenances that go into mak-
ing a pix

• • • AND THIS young Phil person has accomplished revo-
lutionary changes in the French industry he grew up
with the film biz in Hollerword absorbed American
technique and production methods .... went back to Paris
and fought and scrapped with directors and producers
till finally he sold them a lot of American ideas and methods

that's one big reason why today the Joinville stude is

making pix that carry box-ofiice appeal over here

• • • ON THE press of the William Morrow Company is

a new type of murder mystery yarn that has all the
earmarks of a novelty for a new cycle in films it is

called "The Dagger in the Dark" first novel from our
own Walter Eberhardt the publisher has already con-
tracted for two more from Walter which may give you
a Slight Idea that the lad has Something

• • • CAUGHT A very much different one-reel fantasy of

New York life done with highly modernistic touches
gorgeous photography of skyscrapers from trick an-

gles with French explanatory dialogue by Marcel Guy
swell music by Maurice Jacquot directed by

Pierre Arnaud a natural for any French picture pro-
gram looking at the metropolis through a Frenchman's eyes.

« « « » » »

D.O.SELZNICK COMPLETES

STUDIO EXECUTIVE STAfF

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — David 0. Selznick,

vice-president in charge of RKO
Radio Pictures production, has com-
pleted his lineup of studio executive
talent to carry out the company's
1932-33 program. The personnel will
be announced at the sales conven-
tion starting Monday in Chicago.

Charles E. Sullivan is Selznick's business
assistant. Lee Marcus, vice-president, is

eastern production head and acts as liaison
officer between the distribution and produc-
tion departments. Kenneth Macgowan is at
the head of the story and scenario depart-
ments and Selznick has appointed a most
competent corps of co-workers. Katharine
Brown is eastern story editor, and Edward
Montagne acts as coast story editor. H. N.
Swanson, heads a special department re-
cruiting material from young college writers.
Adela Rogers Hyland acts as editorial as-
sistant to Selznick.

Merian C. Cooper heads a department for
special feature productions. Louis Brock
again is associate producer of shorts.

Mrs. Brock Pemberton is studio style con-
sultant, and heads a style cabinet composed
of Mme. Josette Delima and Mrs. Kate
Drain Lawson. Max Steiner is musical
director.

Charles Richards is casting director and
Carroll Clark the art director. Don Eddy
is the studio's director of publicity.
The remainder of the Radio studio execu-

tive line-up follows:
Phillip Siff, production secretary; Daniel

T. O'Shea, resident legal counsel; C. F.
Woit, assistant treasurer; Carl Dreher, chief
of sound department; John Burch, assistant
studio manager; Lynn Shores, new talent de-
partment; Albert Lovejoy, dramatic coach.W A. Wilde, purchasing department;
Betty Roberts, scenario department; Elizabeth
McGaffey, research department; Harold Barry,
construction department; William Johnson,
electrical department; Thomas Little, property
department; Claude Lampman, men's ward-
robe; Mrs. Margaret Pemberton, consultant
women's costumes; Josette Delima, women's
wardrobe.

William Eglington, camera department;
Holt Lindsley, scenic department; Don
Tahraus. miniatures; Herb Hirst, locations;
Frank Vert, draperies; James Wilkinson, cut-
ting rooms; Lloyd Knetchel, photographic
effects; Murray Spivack, sound effects; Ernest
Westmore, makeup; Ernest A. Bachrach, por.
trait-still department; C. C. Thompson, cashier
and John Aalberg, chief projectionist.

VAN DYKE SIGNS AGAIN
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—W. S. Van Dyke, who

last directed "Tarzan," has signed a
new long term contract with M-G-M.

?*tt|,|j.i

MANY HAPPY RETURNS:

Best wishes ar« extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
Industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

May 14-15
Billie Dove
Maude Fulton

Louis V. Jefferson
Percy Knighton

Charles Edward Lehmann

Martin Hamlin Guy Jordan
Edward W. Butcher
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK i

HOLLYWOOD
ATARTIN BROWN, scenarist and

playwright, upon completion of

his present assignment for another
company, will sail May 31 for France,
where he will finish his work on
"The Synthetic Countess," for Para-
mount studios, Joinville, France.

« * *

Lloyd Knechtel is busy at RKO.
He is handling special photographic
effects on "Roar of the Dragon,"
"Hollywood Merry Go Round," "The
Most Dangerous Game" and "The
Bird of Paradise."

* * *

Ethel Wales, who has become one
of the screen's best known char-
acter actresses since her appearance
in "The Covered Wagon," yesterday
was selected by Paramount for a

place in the supporting cast of

Maurice Chevalier's current Para-
mount starring picture, "Love Me
Tonight."

• * *

"Le BluflFeur," the French lan-

guage edition of Warner's "High
Pressure," has been completed. Wil-
liam Powell starred in the original

version of "High Pressure." His
role is played in French by Andre
Luguet. Others in the cast are
Jeanette Ferney, Torben Meyer,
Jacques Jou-Jerville and Lucienne
Radisse. The film was directed by
Henry Blanke. "Le Bluffeur" will

be presented for the first time in

Paris late this summer.
* >|c «

Ruth Selwyn will have the fem-
inine lead in Buster Keaton's new
starring vehicle, "Speak Easily."
This is an adaptation of Clarence
Budington Kelland's novel, "Foot-
lights," and is slated for immedi-
ate production. It is Keaton's first

picture since "The Passionate Plum-
ber," and Ruth Selwyn's first fea-
tured role since she was placed
under contract by M-G-M.

* * *

Ruth Chatterton's second film for
First National, "Children of Pleas-
ure," is expected to reach completion
on Wednesday. William Dieterle is

directing.

Ken Murray to Emote
Ken Murray is having his first fling at an emotional role. He heretofore

has been known as a comedian on both stage and screen. Now in "The
Crooner" he is given an opportunity to emote. He recently returned from sev-

eral months of personal appearances. He has abandoned the stage in favor of

pictures.

BOSKO
STARRING IN

//

LOON EY TU NES
HUGH HARMAN—RUDOLF ISING

PRODUCTIONS
In Association With

LEON SCHLESINGER

Five actresses well known for
their character portrayals on the
screen toaay have been added to
the cast oi "Tne iSportmg Widow,"
being proauced at the i^aramount
studios under direction of Harry
Wagstaff Gribble and Alexander
ilaii. The quintette consists of Rita
Uanyle, Kate Morgan, Anna Chand-
ler, Mme. Bonita and Jessie Arnold.

« « :»

The leading feminine role in "Ride
'n-m. Cowboy, ' opposite John Wayne,
IS 10 be played by Ruth Hall. This
Will be the first of the series of six
Western romances to be produced by
Warner Bros. It will go into pro-
duction before the end of this month.

* * *

Zeeda Buckland and Eric Wilton
are additions to the RKO Radio's
new Constance Bennett starring pic-
ture, "The Truth About Hollywood."
Lowell Sherman, Neil Hamilton and
Cregory Ratotf are featured with
Miss Bennett in the picture. George
Cukor is directing.

* 4> *

Maureen O'SuIlivan and Norman
Foster have been given the leading
roles in "Skyscraper Souls," the new
title for Faith Baldwin's Cosmopoli-
tan serial, "Skyscraper." Edgai
Selwyn will direct the film, scheduled
to get under way in the near fu-
ture.

* * *

Sidney Toler and Fletcher Norton
have been signed for RKO Radio
Pictures' "Is My Face Red?" which
features Helen Twelvetrees, Ricardo
Cortez, Jill Esmond, Robert Arm-
strong and Arline Judge.

« 4> «

Two new contracts are announced
by M-G-M, one with Gertrude
Michael, 20-year-old Alabama girl,
the other with May Robson, form-
erly of the New York stage. Miss
Michael made her stage debut in
Rachel Crothers' play, "Caught
Wet," but has never before worked
in pictures. Miss Robson recently
had the part of Joan Crawford's
mother in the current "Letty Lyn-
ton."

* * *

William Wellman, director of "The
Night Flower," Barbara Stanwyck's
new starring vehicle for Warner
Bros., is entertaining an honored
guest, his mother, who is paying her
second visit to Hollywood. Her
home is in Newton, Mass.

*

Zane Grey's "South Sea Adven-
,

tures," the pictorial record of the

famous author's two year cruise in
Lue houth facitic in search of big-
game fish, opened at the Biltmore
cneater here to big business. South-
ern California being the home of
Urey, local critics gave the picture
more than usual attention. Tne pic-
ture is scheduled to run for at least
one and possibly two weeks at the
liiltmore, where a continuous policy
with a 75 cent top has been in-

augurated.

Buzz Barton's next Big 4 western,
"Pony Express Kid," is now being
cast by Burton King, production
supervisor. As soon as a director
nas been appointed and the support-
ing cast completed, the company will
leave for location in Nevada.

Jules White, former M-G-M and
Educational director, is directing the
iirst of the new ZaSu Pitts-Thelma
Todd comedies at Hal Roach's.

Bob Custer will soon return from
a brief holiday to work on a Big 4
western, the fifth in a series of six
for this company. It is rumored that
Custer is considering a personal ap-
pearance tour in conjunction with
the concluding release.

Jessie von Klein, for several years
secretary to W. Ray Johnston, has
arrived from New York and will

locate in Hollywood.

'J'HAT no industry has made a bet
ter record toward establishing

a new public confidence than the"
screen industry was the statement
of Henry Ford, as quoted by Con-
rad Nagel, noted screen player and
vice-president of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
on his return to the M-G-M studios
i'rom a five months' speaking tour
throughout the country.

"Ford," said Nagel, "complimented
theater owners and distributors on
their keeping show houses open,
keeping thousands at work and thus
carrying on.'

"

Nagel's tour was far from a va-
cation. He appeared in four or five
theater shows daily for 20 weeks,
made 27 addresses in women's clubs
and service organizations, made his
principal address at the Motion Pic-
ture Theater Owners convention in
Washington, which was significant
because of its bearing on motion
picture matters before Congress.

• • *

Byron Morgan and George Sayre
are working on an untitled story,
[which will serve as a starring vehicle
for Robert Montgomery at M-G-M.

Things we never see: Maurice
Chevalier without a bow tie; B. P.
Schulberg without a weekly ringside
seat at the Olympic auditorium;
Arthur Caesar without a flower.

Our Passing Show: Emanuel
Cohen, B. P. Schulberg, Ned Marin,
Maurice Chevalier, Al Jolson, Zeppo
and Groucho Marx, Sam Sax, Rob-
ert Mclntyre, Sam Zimbalist, Har-
vey Thew, Leo Forbstein, Regis
Toomey, Al Rosen, Alexander Hall
watching Lee Ramage win an un-
popular decision over Yale Okun.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

AyfOST convenient location in Hollywood,
•^»'- Next to motion picture studios, theatrea,
cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
goU courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-
sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Lookfor the "Doorway ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

\
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Hollywood's Demand
or Leading Men
(^NCE more the cry is going

out from jlollywood—"give
us more leadii ^ men." To be
-Lire, we have plenty of actors
who are classed as leading men.
But, with the exception of a
srant handful, they don't meas-
ure up to the standards set by
our very choosey feminine stars.

And you have no idea how par-
ticular these young ladies can
be. First of all the leading
man must have a sex appeal,
look interesting enough for the
star to appear to have a pas-
sion for him and be old enough
to make the star seem younger.
If he passes those qualifications,

he must then prove his ability

as a first-class actor—really

better than the star herself,

but with sufficient discretion not

to steal any scenes from her.

Our feminine stars really con-

sider it ungentlemanly for their

leading men to steal scenes from
them. There you have the de-

mands made of leading men to-

day—and also the reason why
nearly all of the feminine stars

fight over a scant handful,

while the others trade their

Rolls-Royces for Fords. And if

you don't think the feminine

stars really battle for their

leading men, you should over-

hear one of the conferences

sometime. Of course, there

isn't any hair-pulling. But
from a verbal standpoint the

battles are long and loud. At
present, and for some months
back, Clark Gable has reigned

as the most fought for leading

man in the business.
—Dan Thomas, Syracxse Herald,

iti * *

Convention Pep Talk
Highlight from Katz

"VAOIJ must know that both a

company and an individual

can be a failure without going

broke. Lack of morale makes
failures. We, Paramount and

ourselves, can be failures and

still have money. That is why I

ask you to hold on to your

morale. Keep your chin up, keep

fighting, keep trying, have cour-

age, be prepared against the

shock of even worse business in

the next few months and have

confidence in yourselves, in your

leaders, in Paramount.
—Sam Katz, Publix Opinion

Speaking as an Exhib

When Eddie Golden. Monogram sales

manager, visited N. L. Nathanson re-

cently at his Toronto home, he inquired

why the former Famous Players Canadian

head had a deep ravine near his home.

"That's for pushing sales managers

over," he was told.

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
ii^ii^^^^iiiiii By "C. A."

'

A NEW studio known as the Sun-
beam Studios has opened with

headquarters at 1600 Broadway,
under the guidance of R. Halpenny,
sound engineer. Using Sunbeam
equipment, the studio is being made
available for tests, shorts, record-
ing and re-recording on sound-on
disc and sound-on-film. M. Hoffman,
formerly affiliated with Warner
Bros., will be in charge of music
scoring.

Synchronization of the Eng-
lish version of the German -pic-

ture, "The Last Pelicans in

Europe,' was completed at the

Atlas Sound studio last week.-

Camera and voice tests of sev-

eral prospects were also made
at the studio, as well as the syn-
chronization of the latest Terry-
Toon.

Location shooting was completed
last Saturday at Peekskill, N. Y., by
the Standard Sound Recording Corp.

on the Italian talkie, "Love and
Death," being produced by the

Aurora Films Corp. The interiors

were completed at the 28th Street

studio over a week ago.

Since the permanent closing

of the Paramount Astoria studio

and the temporary halt in pro-

duction at the Vitaphone. Brook-

lyn studio, John T. Doran, East-

ern Service studio manager, is

being flooded with applications

of extras looking for work.
Doran claims he never knew
there was so many John Barry-
mores, Clark Gables, Greta Gar-

bos and Marlene Dietrichs in

the whole world as he has in-

terviewed during the past two

weeks.

Production of a series of shorts to

be made in color and titled "Sob-

bies," which will deal with senti-

mental ballads and songs of other

years, with well-known radio, stage

and screen stars featured, is being

planned by Leon J. Rubinstein. The

series is to be arranged and staged

by Franklin P. Adams, newspaper

columnist, and will be produced in a

New York Studio.

A Warner Club dance ded-

icated to the Brooklyn Vita-

phone studio will be held next

Thursday yiight at the Warner
Club rooms at 321 West Mth
Street. The Brooklyn studio
bunch is set to outdo the home
office dance held the latter part
of last April. They have ar-
ranged for entertainment by
well-known Vitaphone stars, in-

cluding Ruth Etting, Jack
Haley, Joe Penner and Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Norivorth.

Emanuel Jacobs, formerly in

charge of special effects and labora-
tory, at the Paramount Astoria
studios, has become associated with
Eddie White, animator and film

trickster, at the Cinemotion studio.

Fred Barber, authority on optical

effects, and F. A. Dahme, illustrator

and painter, are also connected with
the company and the boast of the
personnel is that it is one of the
best equipped studios for optical

effects and tricks in the east.

Vitaphone home office execu-
tives are jubilant over Ruth
Etting's last Vitaphone short,

entitled "A Mail Bride." After
previewing the picture last

week, they declare it to be the

best short the popular blues

crooner has made to date.

Production on "Tail of a Vest,"
starring Tom Howard and George
Shelton, the first of a sei'ies of

shorts being produced by Larry
Kent, was completed last week at

the Eastern Service Studio in the
Bronx.

Clemente Giglio, author and
jyroducer who composed and,

presented the opera version of
"The White Sister" in New
York a few years ago, plans a
series of Italian features star-

ring Oreste Sandrino. The first

picture has been titled "Thou
Shalt Not Kill," and it is sched-

uled to go into prod%iction this

week at the Metropolitan studios

in Fort Lee.

Alf Goulding, Vitaphone Brooklyn
studio director, has shifted his lares

and penates from the Dixie Hotel,

to Beachhurst, Long Island. This
makes Alf a commuter, but week-
end basking on the beach has its

compensations.

exploitettes
A. Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
Co-Op Distribution
on "The Crowd Roars"

Jy[AX MELINCOFF, manager
of the Palace in Lavirrence,

Mass., promoted a co-operative
flyer for "The Crowd Roars,"
the expense for which was paid
for by the merchants. Each of
the merchants distributed 5,000
of the heralds, making a total of
50,000 that were distributed in
addition to the 10,000 that the
theater put into circulation. This
sort of tie-up is a natural that
dealers in the auto line are sure
to go for. The flyer was print-
ed up on 14 X 20 machine finish
stock.—Palace, Lawrence, Mass.

* * *

Photo Stunt on
Concealed Identity

gILL HENDRICK, Warner
Theater manager in Freder-

ick, Md., pulled a smart identity
stunt on "The Crowd Roars."
He got prominent residents of
his city to pose in the type gog-
gles and helmet worn by James
Cagney, which partially obscured
their features. Photos were run
in the papers, passes as prizes
being offered to readers who
correctly guessed the identity of
the well-knowns. The stunt
aroused a lot of local interest
and comment, its cost being
practically nil because the local

photographer stood the expense
of the photos, for which he was
given credit in newspaper and
theater. —Waimer Theater,

Frederick, Md.

Freak Mirrors
a Blurb for "Freaks"

^ANAGER W. Mac Dowell of
the Loew's State, Louisville,

Kentucky, where "Freaks" was
scheduled to be shown, arranged
with a second-hand furniture
company for the use of eight
full-sized freak mirrors. These
were placed in the theater lobby
with signs asking the patrons to
be sure and see "Freaks."—Loetv State,

Louisville, Ky.

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block

ON THE BOARDWALK
ATLANTIC CITY

A Smart Hotel in

America's Sm,irtest Resort
Ide^il Convention Facilities

ATTRACTIVE RATES
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

S.0.8. CORP. TO HANDLE

PORTABLEJOUND DEVICE

S. 0. S. Corp. of New York, dis-

tributors of talking picture equip-

ment and theater supplies, has con-

cluded a deal with a manufacturer
of portable 35 mm. sound-on-film

equipment, whereby the S. 0. S.

Corp. will take over for distribution

the complete output of this type of

equipment, for offering at greatly

reduced prices.

The device, which is AC operated

but can be equipped for DC op-

eration, consists of two cases,

one housing the self contained pro-

jector, the other housing the ampli-

fier and loud speaker. The projec-

tor measures 17 x 17 x 7 inches and
the amplifier 14 x 16 x lOyi inches.

The complete outfit containing the

projector, sound head, amplifier,

loud speaker and cable has a total

over-all weight of 74 pounds, mak-
ing for easy transportation, and is

said to be known for its simplicity

in construction which makes it pos-

sible for an amateur to give enter-

tainment of professional quality.

The sound-on-film projector was
specially designed for this type
equipment to give perfect pictures

and perfect sound from a 35 mm.
sound-on-film. An adjustable film

gate also permits the use of film

without sound track where desired.

The amplifier was designed for use
with the projector. It is of 16-watt
capacity and will serve an audience
of a thousand people, it is said. The
S. 0. S. Corp. also announces the

establishing of a department where-
by old silent equipment is converted
into up-to-date sound-on-film ap-

paratus.

SECOND LARGEST SCREEN
What is declared to be the second

largest screen installation in a

Brooklyn theater was made the past
week when a mammoth Chromolite
screen was installed by the Beaded
Screen Corp. in the Tivoli. The
largest is in the Brooklyn Para-
-mount, also a Chromolite installed

by the same company.

NATIONAL
SERVICE

IS

Nation Wide!

|. National Theatre
ISuppLy Company
/ Your Logical Supply Source

Pre-Set Fader Stop

Put Out by GoldE Co.

Chicago—A pre-set fader stop, a

device for providing instantaneous
changeover with inequality of vol-

ume, has been put out by the GoldE
Manufacturing Co. of this city and
is being distributed by the National
Theater Supply Co.
The device consists of a friction

stop with a projecting arm. The
stop slides on a ring before the face

of the fader and may be placed in

any position around the full circle.

The arm carries a rubber cushion
which contacts the fader-pointer and
arrests it at the pre-set positions as

the pre-set fader stop has no pins,

holes, rachets or other fixed-position

arresting devices. Speed is another
claim made for it by the manufac-
turer in that a word may be taken
half from one reel and half from
that following without interruption
and with no difference in volume.
The pre-set fader stop is attached

only by the lower face-plate screws
on Western Electric Faders, the
company declares, making unneces-
sary any alterations of the fader.
Attachment is made in about five

minutes. Prevention of sudden blast-

ing is claimed because overrunning
is prevented, and diminution of vol-

ume caused by stopping short of the
correct number and creeping up to

it, it is claimed.

CIRCUIT-BREAKER CIRCULARS
Pittsburgh—Two eight-page circu-

lars on its new line of "De-ion" cir-

cuit breakers has been issued by the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Co. These breakers use a new
method of arc extinction that en-
ables elimination of all fuses in

panelboards, distribution switch-
boards within the breaker's capacity
and industrial applications where
fused safety switches are now used.

PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS
Designed of tested materials and

offered in all types and sizes, a line

of photo-electric cells that are de-
clared to have achieved ultimate pres-
ent-day protection is being put out
by the Telephoto & Television Corp.
of New York. Sensitive to the high-
est degree, they reduce the amount
of amplification required for tonal
reproduction obviating to a remark-
able extent the possibility of distor-

tion, the company claims.

SHIELD FOR PROJECTIONIST
San Francisco-—A light shield for

Simplex mechanisms, consisting of

dark ruby observation glasses on
both sides, and provided with a pilot

lamp, enabling the projectionist to

thread the film in frame before
starting without having to look at
a blinding spot, is being marketed
by the Walter G. Preddy Co. of this

city.

NOVEL EILN AMPLIFIER

PUTOyTBYSAMSONELEC.

Canton, Mass.—A novel amplifier
for use as portable or permanent
booth installation of sound-on-film
talking picture equipment known as
the "Cine-Pam," is being put out
by the Samson Electrical Co. of this

city. Any panel of the device, it is

said, can be removed by taking out
4 screws without breaking a solder-
ing connection as all connections
are made with flexible wire and
plugs. Tubes can also be exposed
for easy replacement through this

unique method of panel removal.
The device is 28% inches long,

20^/4 inches high, 10^ inches deep,
weighs 104 pounds and comes pro-
vided with two 15-foot lengths of
shielded cable from photo cell in

the sound head to the amplifier
which can be increased to 25-foot
lengths if desired without any
noticeable loss in high frequencies,
the company declares.

The Cine-pam is entirely AS op-
erated and supplies photo-cell volt-

age and exciter lamp current.

Equips Portable Camera
With Motor for Air Work
Chicago—^To meet special de-

mands for airplane motion picture
work and for outfitting scientific

and exploring expeditions, the Bell

& Howell Co. of this city announces
that arrangements have been made
to equip its portable 35 mm. Eymo
camera with an electric motor.
The motor is mounted on one side

of the camera, engaging in the hand
crank socket. The motor runs the
film through at speeds of from 24
frames down to 4 frames per sec-

ond, the speed being adjusted by the
camera governor.

Either a 12 or 110 volt motor can
be adapted to the camera. The 12
volt motor is particularly practical

for airplane work as this current
is available from the plane batteries.

Current for the 12 volt motor can
also be supplied by auto batteries

on exploring expeditions. The mo-
tor weighs 3% pounds, is readily

attached to the camera and just as
readily detached. When it is not
desired to use the motor, the cam-
era can be operated by spring drive

while held in the hand, the usual
manner of operation, or it can be
set on a tripod and operated by
hand crank. Thus a high degree
of utility and flexibility is combined
in a unit of surprisingly small
weight, the company declares.

STAGE CATALOGUE
A most comprehensive catalogue

of stage accessories, with descriptive

text and photographs has been issued

by Cleon Throckmorton, Inc., of

New York.

Theater Safety Increased

By "Human" Fire Alarn

Considerable interest was arouse'
at the National Fire Protectioi
Ass'n convention in Atlantic Cit;
last week following the first publi
demonstration of a novel fire alarn
system which automatically detect
a fire and then forces the fire t(

announce itself in a human voici
which calmly warns people, instruct
them how to leave the building an(
starts a band playing to help then
march out quietly. The idea was
developed by the Western Electric
Company in association with the
Garrison Fire Detecting System.
By means of electrical devices

the system combines an automatic
fire detector with a music reproducei
which is connected with loud speak-
ers. At the discovery of a fire the
detector responds in three ways. It

sends an alarm straight to the fire

house, directing the firemen to the
side of the building nearest the fire,

while in front of the building it-

self an arrangement of lights shows
them in what particular part of the
house the fire is located. At thei|

same instant, the music reproducer
commences playing and is heard
over loud speakers. Thirdly, green
arrows light up, pointing out the
correct route for exit.

Besides the unusual technical fea-
tures of the apparatus, the use of
a voice and a band instead of the
traditional fire gong is based on the
findings of modern psychology as to

the way people react both to emer-
gencies and to different kinds of
sound, the inventors claim.

Theater men who have already
had an opportunity to study the new
system declare it is a big step to-

ward further increasing the safety
of patrons in theaters.

FOUTE WITH RAVEN SCREEN!
G. P. Foute, recently elected presi-

dent of the 16 mm. Motion Picture
Board of Trade, has severed his con-
nection with the Motion Picture
Screen Corp. and is now associated
with the Raven Screen Corp. in New
York.

VENTILATING FANS
Springfield, O.—A complete line

of ventilating fans, for use in the
theater, made in various sizes and
speeds for AC or DC current, is

being put out by Robbins & Myers,
Inc., of this city.

Test Set for Sound

Newark, N. J.—A new sound-system
test set, known as Model 595, that is

said to give every test required to prop-
erly service sound projection equipment,
has been put out by the Weston Elec-

trical Instrument Corp.
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

[nterest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'By L. H. MITCHELL

AUSTRALIA

MULTI LINGUAL FILMS

Sydney—Greater Union Theaters,

Ltd., has signed a contract with Cajj-

tain Frank Hurley, the cinematog-
rapher who made "Pearls and Sav-
ages," "Southward Ho with Maw-
son" and "Siege of the South," to

produce a series of pictures for

world-wide distribution, necessitat-

ing the recording of the accompany-
ing dialogue in various languages.

The first multi-lingual *:o be made
in Australia will be entitled "Pearl
of the Pacific," an educational film

on the Lord How Islands. Also
scheduled for early production are

"Symphony of Steel," showing the

opening of the Sydney Harbor
bridge, and "From Tropic to Ant-
arctic."

Four American Offers

For "Good Night, Vienna"
London — American distribution

rights for the British and Dominions
picture, "Good Night, Vienna," star-

ring Jack Buchanan, now in its

eighth week at the Capitol, have
been bid for by four American dis-

tributing firms, it is reported here.

Herbert Wilcox produced and di-

rected "Good Night, Vienna."

A. LEE TO DIRECT FOR B.I.P.

London—Auriol Lee, London ac-

tress and stage director who has
directed plays in New York and act-

ed in them and had film experience

in Hollywood, is understood to have
been signed by British International

to direct a talking picture at the

Elstree studio.

1,500 Installations by W. E. in England
London—With the wiring of A. B. C.'s new super, the Ritz, Edgware, London,

Western Electric has made its 1,500th installation In the British Isles. Officials of the
company here state that Its Installations throughout the world Is nearly 10,000, and that
85 per cent of the world's talking pictures are reproduced over W. E. equipment.

Paris Houses Cut Prices

;

Strike a Costly Fizzle
Paris — Several of the leading

Paris theaters are cutting their ad-
mission prices—in some instances
as much as 50 per cent—in the hope
of reviving the fast diminishing re-
ceipts due to the general slump.
Negotiations with the government
for a reduction in taxes are still

being carried on, but it is entirely
unlikely that another 24-hour strike
will be called as the recent strike is

estimated to have cost the industry
around $300,000.

WOLFENDEN BACK WITH W. E.
London—C. H. Wolfenden has re-

joined Western Electric's sales de-
partment, with headquarters at
Bush House.

SHANGHAI EXPRESS' IN LEAD
London — "Shanghai Express,"

now in its eighth week, has had
the longest run of any production
now running in London's West End.

BULGARIA HAS 135 CINEMAS
Sofia—Bulgaria, according to fig-

ures made public by the Bulgarian
tax authorities, had 135 motion pic-

ture theaters as of Dec. 31, 1931,

with a combined seating capacity of

51,543. But 57 of the theaters are
operated daily. The number of
programs shown during 1931
amounted to 8,004.

GLASGOW "ATMOSPHERIC"

Glasgow—The Orient, 2,600-seat-

er, just opened in Gallowgate, is an
"atmospheric" theater, a cross be-

tween Norman and Spanish rather

than Oriental. British trade jour-

nals pronounce it a far too beautiful

theater for the Glasgow section

where it was built. The Calder, on

the South Side, just opened, is Glas-

gow 120th cinema. It seats 1,300.

The Ruhl, in Burnside, also just

opened, is the city's 121st picture

house.

Scandinavian Film Combine

Copenhagen—Nordisk Tonefllm of this

city, Camera-Film of Oslo, Norway, and

Ek-Film of Stockholm, Sweden have

pooled their interests for the purpose

of joint production and distribution in

the hope of reducing production and
distribution costs.

50 QUOTA PROSECUTIONS
London — It was stated in the

House of Commons, in response to

a question, that there had been but
50 prosecutions for failure to com-
ply with the British film quota act

since it went into effect in 1927.

FAITHFUL HEART' ACCLAIMED
London — The British film trade

journals are hailing Gainsborough's
new Herbert Marshall - Edna Best
stellar vehicle, "The Faithful Heart,
from Monckton Hoffe's play, as an
outstanding success, with a pro-

nounced appeal for women.

ABERDEEN CAPITAL INCREASE
Aberdeen — Aberdeen Pictures

Palaces, Ltd., controlling the Play-

house, Electric Theater, King's Cine-

ma, the Globe and Star, is increas-

ing its capital from 20,000 pounds

to 50,000 pounds, and will tear down
the Electric and replace it with a

large capacity modern house.

Second Australian Bill

Is Favorably Received
Melbourne—Efftee Films' second

program of all-Australian pictures,
consisting of "The Sentimental
Bloke" and a number of short sub-
jects, has been received by the local

press with great enthusiasm, is

hailed as a "triumph for everybody
concerned" and is attracting large
audiences. Film men predict thai
the day of Australian motion pic-

ture production has arrived at last,

definitely. F. W. Thring is head of
Efftee.

NEW FRENCH PRODUCING FIRM
Paris—Louis Gatto has formed a

new motion picture producing com-
pany to be known as Compagnie
Continentale Cinematographique. It

will make four productions, the
first of which will be based upon
Guy de Maupassant's story, "Ce
Cochin de Morin."

CINES' NEW ITALIAN SUCCESS
Rome — Cines-Pittaluga's latest

Alessandro Blasetti production,
"Palio," is now being shown through-
out Italy where the newspaper re-
viewers call it one of the best of
native productions.

CARROLL-MUSGROVE DIVID.
Sydney — Carroll-Musgrove The-

aters, Ltd., came through the season
of 1930-31 with a profit and was
able to pay stockholders a dividend
of 6>< per cent.

REISSUE "ROOKERY NOOK"
London — British & Dominions'

early talking picture comedy,
"Rookery Nook," which was voted
the best English production for 1930
by readers of a fan publication, is

to be reissued this summer by W.
& F. Film Service.

B. & D. IN SWEDISH CONTRACT
London — British & Dominions

Films has signed a contract with
Cecil Cattermoul, British represen-
tative of Svensk Filmindustri. for
the British European Film Corp.
calling for distribution by the latter

of its productions throughout Swe-
den.

"FLYING SQUAD" FINISHING
London—The late Edgar Wallace's

thriller, "The Flying Squad," is in

the last stages of production at the
Beaconsfield studios. It is a British
Lion picture, directed by P. W.
Kreamer.

AUSTRALIAN PRODUCING

UNIT FORj. D. FILMS?

Melbourne—The establishment of
another motion picture producing
company in Australia seems prob-
able as result of the negotiations
which h^ve been under way for
some time by British Dominions
Films. It is likely that that com-
pany will send a producing unit here
from England to make feature pic-
tures. Ernest Turnbull, chief of
B. D. F. in Australia, states that if

the proposition goes through,
British Dominions would send tech-
nical experts along to assist in the
preliminary set-up of the concern,
but would return to England after
the organization is running smooth-
ly, leaving the entire production
activities in the hands of Australian
technicians, producers, directors,
players and writers.

16 mm. Service Proposed
For German Small Towns
Berlin — Deutscher Schmalfilm

Dienst has been established for the
purpose of showing programs of
narrow gauge film (16 mm.) in the
small towns and villages that are
not covered by roadshows. Oper-
ators will be stationed all over the
country, each one visiting twelve
villages by motorcycle at fortnight-
ly intervals, showing full length
programs corresponding to 10,000
feet of standard size film. Educa-
tional films will be shown at public
schools equipped with projection ap-
paratus at a small admission charge.

NEW A.B.C. SUPER CINEMA
London—The Ritz, Edgware, is

A.B.C.'s latest luxurious cinema to

be opened in the West End. It seats

2,100, is built on Romanesque lines

and has an "atmospheric" audi-
torium.
NEW NEWSREEL HOUSE
Sydney—The Strand, in Bathurst

Street, has become a newsreel the-

ater, the second in Sydney.

MANCHESTER THEATER BURNS
Manchester — The Capitol, Dids-

worth, modern super-cinema of Man-
chester was totally destroyed by fire,

with damage estimated at 85,000
pounds.

Paris Theaters Go Movie
Paris—The Apollo, one of Paris's lead-

ing legitimate theaters, has been wired
by Western Electric, and will open with
pictures sometime this month. The
Theatre Pigalle, one of the newest and
most up-to-date of Paris houses, is also

becoming a picture house. The Empire,
a leading music hall now controlled by
Pathe-Natan, still continues to give va-
riety but a film policy is considered
likely.
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards oF Trade
ALABAMA

Changes in Ownership
Greensboro—Opera House, sold to L. E.

O'Brien by D. E. Kamcy : Parrish—Star,
sold to Gruvcr Lantrip by Joe Johnson.

Closings
Dora—Pastime ; Geneva—Arcade : Stevenson—Isabelle.

ARIZONA
Closings

Ajo—Oasis; Hayden—Kex ; Tucson—Rialto.

Re-Openings
Chandler—Granada: Temoe—State.

ARKANSAS
Change in Ownership

Mena- Lyric, sold to L. D. Gawltney by E.
C. Pearson.

Closing
Crossett—Crossett.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

Arcadia—Arcadia, sold to Mr. Dean by Janet
Malbon ; Corcoran—Harvester, sold to Ar-
thur Fukuda by F. R. Rodley ; Long
Beach—California, sold to Mrs. Charlotte
Malm by F. H. Graaf ; Los Angeles

—

Alhambra. sold to Principal Thea. by Perk
Swope ; Astor, sold to Meyers & Harter
by Zamsky

; Crystal, jewel, sold to R. .T-

Cadniau by H. Popkin ; Savoy, sold to
Lewis & Rector by Gore Bros. : Oakland—American, sold to Charles D. Carroll by
Fox West Coast Thea. : Premier, sold to
Stanley Griffin by Melmar Amuse. Co. :

Pomona—Sunkist. sold to Fox West Coast
by Feigeiibaum & Struve ; Santa Paula

—

Lyric, sold to Jarvis & Wells bv Klein
& Fine ; Sebastopol—El Rev, sold to W
J. Brook by R. L. Elder.

Closings
La Habra— La Halira ; Sacramento—Alham-

bra ; Watts—Yeaeer.

Re-Openings
Lomita— Lomita : Oakland — .'\merican ; Se-

bastopol—El Rey.

New Theater
Los Angeles—Mayfair. .\orman Webb,
owner.

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership

Arvada—Arvada. sold to K, N. Forbes bv
N. P. Beckett ; Sterling—.America, sold to

Charles Mclntire by Fox West Coast.

DELAWARE
Changes in Ownership

Dover—\ ictoria. sold to X'ictoria Amuse.
Co. by Diamond State Thea. ; Selbvville

—

Selby, sold to Benjamin Shindler bv Geo-
A. Clendaniel.

Re-Opening
Selbyville— Selby.

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership

Jasper— Fay, sold to Kinnan & Beard by
M. E. Tuten ; Live Oak—Alimar. sold to

Tom Fleming by Eunice Kirkland : Dav-
tona Beach—Lyric, sold to E. T. Sparks
by A. T. Hayes; Tarpon Springs—Royal,
sold to Geo. Stanaras by W. N. Carnasion.

Closing
Dunnellon—Lyric.

GEORGIA
Changes in Ownership

Americus—Rylander, sold to Roy Martin bv
Gortatowskv Bros. ; Atlanta—Maiestic,
sold to Louis Bach by Fulton Amuse. Co.

;

Griffin—Rex. sold to J. H. Abernathy bv
A. H. McCarty ; Imperial, sold to Grif-
fin Amuse. Co. by James T. Freeman

;

Cornelia—Dixie, sold to T. J. Powell bv
Vester Wood.

Closing
Glenville—State.

IDAHO
Change in Ownership

Priest River—Rex, sold to I. B. Gardner
by W. L. Casey.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Abington—Bijou, sold to Walter Flack bv S.
E. Pritle ; Chicago—Alma, sold to Sylves-
ter Skouras by Phil Christos : Amo. sold
to Jack Hutton by Sydney Zurako : Ave-

AMEKICA S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. Moritz
OIV TH£ PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

cc^7yLe^?-v<

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing
Central Park and but a moment
From the city's amusement and
business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TAYLOR

nue, sold to H. Lanski ; Bell, sold to
Louis Brecka by Ralph Bradford : Empire,
sold to Premier Thea. Corp. bv Dan For-
tunate ; Gold Coast, sold to Louis Brecka
by T. J. Reidy; Janet, sold to H. H.
Burns ; Rosette, sold to Lou Goldberir by
Max Cooper ; Town Talkes. sold to Louis
Brecka by E. A. Lauuhlin : Cicero—Haw-
thorn, sold to Chester Lopotka bv Fred
Baufeld : Fairbury- Central, sold to H. C.
Jarnigan by H. J. Percenv and L. H.
Frantz.

Closings
Bensonville—Centre ; Chandlersville ,— Cozy ;

Chicago—Cameo. Webster : E. St. Louis

—

Liberty, Waverly ; Farina— Lvric ; Jersev-

viile- Orpheum : Moline--Orpheum ; Nebo
•—Cozy ; Nokomis — Palace ; Sycamore

—

Sycamore ; Westville—Eagle.

Re-Openings
Chicago—Gage Park, Hamlin ; Colfax—Co-

lonial ; Lerov — Princess ; Milford—Ma-
jestic ; Princeton — State ; Petersburg

—

Strand ; Springfield—Savoy.

New Theaters
Pana—Capitol, Paul Stonem. owner; W.

Frankfort—Plavhouse. A. Blenkin. owner.

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership

Anderson^-Jris. sold to Nellie & C. W.
Burris; Indianapolis- -Gayety. sold to

Louis Markun; Oakland Citv—Storm,
sold to Percy Gladden : Thorntown

—

Princess, sold to Marris Epstein ; Warren
—Speed, sold to George J. Morgan.

Re-Opening
Brook—Temple.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

Clear Lake—Park, sold to T. C. Roush bv
Lou Levy : Dow City—Iowa, sold to E.

F. Feinhold by O. J. Judd ; Marion— Gar-

den, sold to H. C. Mershon bv
J.

D. Jac-

obs; Pomeroy—Rondo, sold to C. H. Fri-

day by A. j. Farrell : Sioux Citv—Iowa,
sold to Popular Amuse. Co. bv Iowa Thea.
Operating Co.

Closings
George—Geor.se ; Marquette — Marquette;
Thurman— Portal,

Re-Openings
Aurelia — .American ; Cincinnati — Opera
House; Quimby—Quimby : Sioux Citv

—

World.
KENTUCKY

Changes in Ownership
Madisonville—Cameo. Capitol. Kentucky, sold

to Crescent Amuse. Co. ; Olive Hill

—

Dixie, sold to Fred Williams bv E. H.
Thomas.

Closings
Hartford—.Star : Madisonville—Cameo. Ken-

tucky ; Owenton— Pastime.

Re-Opening
Earlington—Roxv : Munfordsville—H. S.

.Nuditorium ; Olive Hil'-—Dixie.

LOUISIANA
Changes in Ownership

New Orleans -r,-".in<i. sold to M. Heine bv
M. Pisciatto : Opelousas— .Scout, sold to J.

E. Williams by K. L. Bailey.

Closings
Do Quincv— Strand ; leannerette—Biiou.

MAINE
Closings

Guilford -- Guilford ; Skowhegan — Opera
House.

MARYLAND
Closings

Baltimore- Realart. Suiierba ; Westernport

—

.Star ; Williamsport— Princess.

New Theater
Hampstead— Ce-'ial. L. Snyder, owner.

MASSACHUSETTS
Change in Ownership

Willimansett Willow, sold tu F. Leiber-
ntan by G. Hammond.

Closing
Boston—Castle Sciupre.

Re-Opening
New Bedford- Empire.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

Detroit—\'endome. sold to Chas. Puff by
Bob Polhamnus ; Ontonagon—Rex. sold to

E. A. Bahti b- '. I. Clarke.

Closings
Constantine — Tovili ; Bangor Regent; Bat-

tle Creek— Post; Belleville Martin; De-

troit—Knickerbocker; Daggett
Dundee; Fennville—Our.

Re-Openings

Palace;

Baraga—Baraga ; Detroit- Cireenfield : Grand
Rapids—Alcazar : Hartford—State ; Ona-
way—Onaway ; Oscoda Isaco; Saginaw

—

Washington.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Bayport— Bayport. sold to H. L. McGoon
by A. R. Holder ; Biwabik—Grand, sold
to W. L. Crouse by .Sicari & Legion;
Clitherall—Community, sold to Severson.
Whiting &- Nohe bv R. A. Gustavson;
Pine Island— Sylvan, sold to Frieze &
Fahland by D. ,\. Stucky ; Comfrev—New
Comfrey, sold to New Comfrev Thea. Co.
by Joe Tomblin : Elk River—Elk. sold by
Geo. Johnson.

Closings
Keewatin— Capitol ; Mavnard—Pavilion : Wa-

basso—Lyric.

Re-Openings
Dessel—State; Fertile -Liberty ; Bemidgi

—

Grand ; Howard Lake—Triangle ; St. Paul
—Como.

MISSISSIPPI
Closing

Baldwyn—Lyric.

MISSOURI
Change in Ownership

Campbell— Lyric, sold to Page & Goetz bj 1

T. A. Medley.
Closings

Campbell— Lyric ; Manchester—Lyceum ; St.

Louis— Irnia.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Beemer—Gem. sold to E. Grosse bv L. E.
Fairman ; Lawrence—Lawrence, sold to '

Ralph Brown by Community Club ; Wavne
|—Crystal, (iay. sold to Schoeneman & '

Marsh by E. E Gailev.
|

Closings I

Friend—Family ; Orleans— Strand ; Valparaiso
—Strand.

Re-Openings
Beemer— -Gem; Humphrey—Coronado ; Otoe
—Moon; Verdigree—Empress; Wynot

—

Wynot.
;

NEVADA
New Theaters

Boulder City— Boulder. Capitol Thea.. Inc..

owners ; Carson City—Roxie. Pat Steven-
son, owner.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Closings

Lancaster—Rialto : Newmarket—Star ; Sun-
cook—Opera House.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Allentown—Allentown. sold to Albert T.
Stretch ; Atlantic City

—

New Palace, sold

to S. Tanncnbaum ; Carteret—Palace, sold

to F. E. Wedge : Fort Lee—Fort Lee.
sold to Jack \'an Epps by T. Unger ; Fort:
Lee. sold to Neighborhood Amuse. Corp.
by Jack Van Epps ; New Brunswrick

—

Opera House, sold to Miss Tellin by Tohn
Secca ; Haddonfied— Little, sold to Simon
Myers by Highland Amuse. Co.: Roselle

—

Roslyn, sold to Roslyn Holding Co. by
Coleman Bros ; Runnemede—Runnemede,
sold to John A. Ramb ; Tuckerton—Com-
munity, sold to Tuckerton Community
Thea. by Norman F. Frommer : Matte-
wan—Mattewan. sold to Mattewan Thea.
Corp. by Monroe .Schram.

Closings
Cape May Court House- -Grand ; Highland
—Auditorium.

Re-Openings
Allentown—Allentown ; Atlantic Citv—New
Palace : Runnemede—Runnemede ; Carteret

—Crescent.

New Theater
Washington— St. Cloud. E. Sloane. owner.

NEW MEXICO
Closings

Lordsburg— Palace : Mafdalena— Casino.

Re-Opening
Mountainair .New Tlitater.
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IINE ADMISSIONS HIT

FIRST-RUN THEATERS
(Continued from Page 1)

cale. In an exclusive statement
o The Film Daily Vincent said:
"Facts determine everything in this world.

n considering the 10c admission price mo-
ion picture theaters, our reaction toward
lera is based upon our experience.
"In one city in which we operate two very

ttractive, very costly and very beautiful
lotion picture theaters, there has recently
ome into being a subsequent run motion
icture theater charging a 10c admission
rice. Prior to this our two theaters were
ach playing to from 10,000 to 15,000 patrons
weekly. There were two downtown sub-
equent run theaters each charging 25c and
Lcross the river in another municipality,
fhich is almost a part of the city I refer
o, there were two theaters playing subse-
[uent run to the larger city. Their prices

i^ere up to 40c. Now in that smaller citj

11 theaters are charging 10c and 15c. Sub
equent run houses in the larger city are
ach charging 10c. The loss to the pro-

lucers in revenue from our theaters, where
)ictures are played on percentage, is, in

he last four months, at least fifty times
he entire film bill of the 10c theater.

"The public has been led to believe that

t will eventually see every picture that is

nade for 10c if it waits long enough. It is

:onvinced that the deluxe tneater manage-
nent is overcharging for pictures. It is

)alpable that the producer cannot make
)ictures profitably unless the deluxe theaters

an operate profitably, and that is impossible

vith 10c admission price subsequent run the-

iters as competition in any city, large or

imall."

5t. Louis M.P.T.O. Unit
Opposes Picked Playdates

(Continued from Page 1)

attended by many exchange
nanagers. Metro's sales policy,

which came in for chief mention,

was defended by some on the

ground that the company was able

to make good contracts. The reso-

lution, submitted to S. E. Pertle,

who contended that exhibitors should

reserve the right to say on what
day they shall play any picture,

will be sent to sales heads of all

distributors.

There was some discussion about

certain houses from June 1 to Sept.

1, and Wehrenberg appointed a

committee to consider the question.

Efforts also are being made to ob-

tain concessions from the union.

Tax matters were discussed, and
George Calvin of Washington, Mo.,

Democratic candidate for Attorney

General, warned that Missouri may
attempt special taxes on admis-

sions, on films brought into the

state, etc., at the next general as-

sembly.
Bob Evans, Loew's State man-

ager, spoke against double features.

• NEWS«»OF«*THE«>>DAy •

Ambler, Pa.—Stanley-Warner will
take over the Opera House from Dr.
R. V. Mattison in September.

Detroit—An ordinance introduced
in the city council would, if passed,
provide a penalty for any exhibitor
admitting a child under 17 after 8

p. m.

Kansas City—H. J. Chapman some
years ago branch manager for Co-
lumbia in Des Moines, has joined the
Columbia sales force here.

Portland, Ore.—Ted Gamble has
reverted to a first run policy at his
Rialto.

Out of 25,846 patents submitted in

Germany during 1931, 532 were con-

nected with motion pictures and pho-

tography.

San Francisco—Dick Spier, form-
erly manager of the Paramount, re-
cently took up his duties as district

manager of the Fox West Coast
houses under the Skouras change of
executive policy.

North Bend, Wash.—E. E. Bene-
dict has taken over the management
of the North Bend.

St. Charles, Mo. — Mrs. J. W.
Moore plans to reopen her airdrome
soon. She has installed new talk-

ing equipment.

Denver — W. K. Summers has
bought the Denver Slide Co. from
Charles Gillan, named it the Denver
Slide Studio and moved it to 121
South Hazel Court.

Portsmouth, N. H.—Edward Se-
lette, who was transferred from the
Arcadia to new duties in Pittsfield,

Mass., is succeeded here by M. E.
Sidman of Fall River.

Tampa, Fla.—E. J. Sparks has re-

duced prices at his two de luxe
houses. The Tampa has reduced to

40 cents at night and the Victory to

35 cents.

Detroit—The city has seized the
equipment of the Shubert-Detroit,
taxes, it is reported, having been
unpaid since 1923. Sanford Arnold,
who had just reopened the theater
after extensive improvements, is

negotiating for the lease of the
downtown Adams,

25 Day-and-Dates Set
On "State's Attorney"

Twenty-five day and date book-
ings on "State's Attorney," RKO
picture starring John Barrymore,
were closed immediately following
the world premiere at the Mayfair,
where the attraction is now in its

second week.
Of the bookings, 20 were ar-

ranged for opening the week fol-

lowing the Mayfair premiere, and
the remainder for opening within
the fortnight.
The theaters involved are: RKO-

Palace, Albany; Keith's. Boston;
Ritz, Birmingham; State-Lake, Chi-

cago; Palace, Cincinnati; Majestic,

Dallas; Orpheum, Des Moines;
Downtown, Detroit; Orpheum, Den-
ver; Majestic, Houston; Main
Street, Kansas City; Orpheum, New
Orleans; Omaha, Omaha; Orpheum,
Portland, Oregon; Albee. Provi-

dence; Palace, Rochester; Orpheum,
Salt Lake City; Majestic. San An-
tonio; Orpheum, Seattle; St. Louis,

St. Louis; Keith's, Syracuse; Keith's,

Washington; Regent, Grand Rap-

ids, and the Hollywood, at Fort

Worth.

HARRY ARTHUR FETED
New Haven, Conn.—With 80 per

cent of the independent theater op-

erators of Connecticut attending,

the M.P.T.O. of Connecticut recent-

ly gave a luncheon to Harry Ar-

thur, new head of the former Fox
Poli circuit. George Cruzon of

Paramount and B. E. Hoffman of

Warners were among the exchange

managers attending.

24 Warner Films Endorsed
By Reviewing Groups

Club and organization reviewing
groups affiliated with the Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors

of America, Inc., endorsed 10

Warner Bros, features and 14 Vita-
phone shorts during the period
March 15 to May 1.

The features were "Alias the
Doctor," starring Richard Barthel-
mess; "Beauty and the Boss." with
Warren William and Marian
Marsh; "The Crowd Roars." with
James Cagney and Joan Blondell;
"The Expert," with Charles 'Chic'
Sale and Dickie Moore; "The Fam-
ous Ferguson Case," with Joan
Blondell; "The Heart of New York,"
with George Sidney, Smith and
Dale; "It's Tough to be Famous,"
starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.;
"The Man Who Played God." star-
ring George Arliss; "Play Girl,"
with Loretta Young and David
Manners; and "So Big," starring
Barbara Stanwyck.
The 14 shorts represented all of

these subjects reviewed by the
groups during that period.

TAKING THE LEAP
Grace Niles, manager of the Astor

theater, will be married to Capt.
Paul Gilger on May 19. A shower
will be tendered Miss Niles by the
Astor box-office staff at the Hotel
Astor on Tuesday.
Another taking the leap, on Sun-

day, is George Riddle of the Warner
Bros, mailing department.

FILMS TAKE BACK SEAT

IN STAGEJHOW BATRE

(Continued from Page 1)

densed version of the musical com-
edy, "Everybody's Welcome," vsrith

Ann Pennington, Lawrence Gray,

Harriet Lake and Jack Sheehan. Six

star acts are. being presented by the

Capitol, as follows: Edmund Lowe,
Victor McLaglen, Fifi D'Orsay,

Burns and Allen, Cab Calloway and
the Street Singer (Arthur Tracy).

At the Roxy, Hugo Riesenfeld makes
his debut as conductor of the re-

vived Roxy symphony orchestra and
another feature is "Around New
York," with Charles Weidman and
Company.
At the Capitol it was S.R.O. from

the first show, the line having
started about two hours before open-
ing. The Paramount also had a
strong opening, while the Roxy had
a good turnout to welcome Riesen-
feld back.

Best Films Should Get
Best Playing Time—Cohn

(Continued from Page 1)

for good pictures," asserted Cohn.
Circuits, said Cohn, should play their

weak pictures in their B and C
houses, thus maintaining the reputa-
tion of their A theaters for the best
product. By the same token, he
pointed out, Columbia could not af-

ford to play a bad picture into the
Roxy,
"Get good pictures regardless of

who makes them," Cohn recommend-
ed.

Durkee Circuit Signs
100 P. C. Fox Circuit

Frank H. Durkee, president and
general manager of F. H. Durkee's
Enterprises of Maryland, has signed

a contract for the entire Fox prod-

uct for 1932-33. Durkee has 12

houses in Baltimore, Annapolis and
Havre De Grace. In addition to the

48 Fox features, Durkee also booked
the 104 issues of Fox Movietone
News and the entire Magic Carpet
of Movietone series.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

"Ann Dvorak prides herself on never

having worn her hair the same way in

any two pictures."

—Warner Bros,
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"NO GREATER LOVE"
with Alexander Carr, Dickie Moore,

Richard Bennett
Columbia 70 mins.

ACE TEAR-JERKER PACKED
WITH HUMAN APPEAL AND
WHOLESOME COMEDY. NEW
HONORS FOR DICKIE MOORE.

Here's a feature that will "get"

everyone in the theater, including

the ushers. There is nothing par-

ticularly new to the story, but Di-

rector Lewis Seiler 'has handled

it with both eyes focused on mass

reaction, with the result that the

audience at the Roxy wept long

and copiously throughout, here and

there finding a good hearty laugh,

especially at the finish when all

hearts were ready to break. The
simple tale concerns Alexander Carr,
a genial, lovable Jewish delicates-

sen owner, who fathers a crippled

orphan girl of Catholic faith. Carr
beggars himself to finance an op-
eration which fails to cure the child.

Later she is taken from Carr and
put into an institution by order of

the court. Carr gives a thoroughly
convincing performance, as does
Betty Jane Graham, the girl, but
Dickie Moore as Betty's playmate
is the real hit of the feature.

Cast: Dickie Moore, Richard Bennett, Alex-
ander Carr, Beryl Mercer, Alec Francis, Betty
Jane Graham, Mischa Auer, Tom McQuire,
Martha Mattox, Helen Jerome Mdy.

Director, Lewis Seiler; Author, Isadore
Bernstein; Adaptor, Lou Breslow; Dialogiier,

same; Cameraman, William Thompson.
Direction, box-ofSce. Photography, fine.

"SINNERS IN THE SUN"
with Carole Lombard, Chester Morris
Paramount 70 mins.
AMUSING MIXTURE OF TAN-

GLED LOVES AND INFIDELI-
TIES IN A SOCIETY BACK-
GROUND. SOPHISTICATED
STUFF,
Weak character of the heroine

hurts this story considerably, in ad-
dition to making it hardly suitable
for family trade. Carole Lombard
and Chester Morris, in love but poor,
have a falling out because she re-

fuses to marry him until he has
money. Carole starts running around
nights with a rich, married playboy,
and her father drives her away from
home. The playboy sets her up in

luxury, while her former sweetheart
gets the same thing by marrying a
rich girl. Both are unhappy, how-
ever. Later the playboy goes back
to his wife, and another of his kind
offers to move in, but Carole refuses
and goes back to work. Chester also

decides to quit being a gigolo and
returns to work. They meet again
and make up. Interest is helped
along by many amusing touches
flash atmosphere, attractive models
on parade and a good directorial

tempo that covers up the tawdry
yarn.

Cast: Carole Lombard, Chester Morris,
Adrienne Ames, Alison Skipworth, Walter
Byron, Reginald Barlow, Zita Moulton, Cary
Grant, Luke Cosgrave, Ida Lewis, Russ Clark,
Frances Moffett, Pierre De Ramey, Veda
Buckland, Rita La Roy.

Director, Alexander Hall; Author, Mildred
Cram; Adaptors, Vincent Lawrence, Walde-
mar Young, Samuel Hoffenstein; Dialoguers,
same; Cameraman, Ray June.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

"WHEN A FELLER NEEDS A
FRIEND"

with Jackie Cooper, Chic Sale
M-G-M 67 mins.
STRONG KID NUMBER WITH

ADULT APPEAL IN WORK OF
CHIC SALE STRIKES A POPU-
LAR ANGLE.
Founded originally on the popu-

lar newspaper cartoon feature, this

one has been freely adapted for
screen purposes. The famous title

should bring a host of newspaper
readers in. Jackie Cooper is the
lame kid whose parents mollycoddle
him while his uncle, the old trolley

car conductor and driver (Chic
Sale), tries to make a real boy out
of him. The small town life plays
up the juvenile side, with Jacki^
pestered by a bullying cousin. The
film is filled with a lot of homely
and wholesome touches, principally
contributed by Sale. The good old
hoke is there in quantities, and the
picture will not stand any close
analysis. But as far as the kids are
concerned, it will go strong, and
with many of the grownups the
wholesome sentiment will find ap-
peal. The names of Chic Sale and
Jackie Cooper are the bet to play
up in your publicity. Good kick in

final sequence, with Jackie giving
the bully a trimming.

Cast: Jackie Cooper, Charles Chic Sale,
Ralph Graves, Dorothy Peterson, Andy Shu-
ford, Helen Parrish, Donald Haines, Gus
Leonard, Oscar Apfel.

Director, Harry Pollard; Author, William
Johnston; Adaptors, Sylvia Thalberg, Frank
Butler; Dialoguers, same; Editor, William
Levanway; Cameraman, Harold Rosson.

Direction, smooth. Photography, good.

ri

E

Ruth Chatterton in

"THE RICH ARE ALWAYS
WITH US"

with George Brent, Bette Davii
First National 73 min
SOPHISTICATED S O C I E T

DRAMA MADE GENERALLY Ef
TERTAINING BY FINE ACTIN
AND COMEDY TOUCHES.
A story which otherwise woul

evoke but mild interest is mac
thoroughly enjoyable by the fir

work of Ruth Chatterton, Georg
Brent, but each time reneges becauj
sourceful direction of Alfred I

Green. Plot deals with the philai
derings of the idle rich. Miss Chai
terton is married to a cheating hui
band, John Miljan, so she plaj
around nicely with an autho:
George Brent. After the husban
has caused her to divorce him, sh
is twice on the verge of marryin,

"

Brent, but each time renegs becaus ?

she feels that her ex-husband sti!

needs her. Meanwhile another gir
Bette Davis, is trying desperatel;
to land Brent, without success. Afte
dallying back and forth until it be
comes something of a joke even t|

the audience, Brent finally gets hi
woman. The pop song, "What ;

Life, Trying to Live Without You,'
is cleverly used to create mood

Cast: Ruth Chatterton, George Bren'
Adrienne Dore, Bette Davis, John Miljai
Mae Madison, John Wray, Robert Warwicl
Virginia Hammond, Walter Walker, Berto
Churchill.

Director, Alfred E. Green; Author, B
Pettit; Adaptor, Austin Parker; Dialogue:
same; Editor, George Marks; Cameramat
Ernest Haller.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

"CONGRESS DANCES"
with Lilian Harvey, Lil Dagover,

Conrad Veidt
United Artists 80 mins.
CHARMING CONTINENTAL

FARCE WITH MUSIC AND ALL-
ENGLISH DIALOGUE. LIGHT
BUT ENJOYABLE.

This English dialogue version of

the continental success has a delight-

ful Cinderella story that should ap-

peal to almost any audience. In ad-

dition, Lilian Harvey is as person-

able a leading woman as the foreign
studios have sent over, and she
should have no trouble winning her
way here. The story, flimsy but
done with an engaging finesse and
many clever touches, concerns the
love affair between a dainty glove
seller, played by Miss Harvey, and
a Russian czar back in the days of
Napoleon. The czar carries around
a rather stupid flunkey to double
for him at affairs that the former
does not relish, but when it comes
to pleasant dates the czar goes out
in person. Action takes place
against a background of court in-

trigue, mixing gaiety and comedy
with deep diplomatic projects. The
acting is fine and the production is

on a lavish scale.
Cast: Lilian Harvey, Conrad Veidt, Lil

Dagover, Henry Garat, Gibb McLaughlin,
Reginald Purdell, Eugen Rex, Jean Dax,
Helen Haye, Olga Engel, Spencer Trevor,
Thomas Weguelin, Tarquini d'Or.

Director, Eric Charell; Authors, Norman
Falk, Robert Liebmann; Adaptors, same; Dia-
loRuer, Rowland Leigh; cameraman, Carl
Hoffman ; Recording Engineer, Fritz Thiery.

Direction, artistic. Photography, fine.

Richard Talmadge in

"GET THAT GIRL"
Capitol 61 mins.
SUSPENSEFUL, MYSTERY AC-

TION DRAMA PACKED WITH
DARE-DEVIL STUNTS AND
HAIR-RAISING ESCAPES.

For audiences that like their melo-

dramas packed with smashes,

crashes, swift chases, dare-devil

athletics and a bit of romance, this

one fills the bill. The hero, Richard

Talmadge, starts out as a traveling

salesman bound for South America,
but he forgets his assignment to

mingle in a mysterious tangle of

things which revolve around a girl

and several sinister characters who
are trying to obtain her legacy. Dia-

bolical plots to suffocate both Tal-

madge and the girl, mile-a-minute

rides on motorcycle and auto

through fences, barns and right into

houses, fights in which Talmadge
encounters nearly a score of rough-

necks, are among the wealth of ac-

tion packed into this feature. Shirley

Grey, as the girl, is sweet and when
necessary can scream plenty.

Cast: Richard Talmadge, Shirley Grey,

Carl Stockdale, Fred Malatesta, Jimmy Guil-

foyle, Lloyd Ingram, Geneva Mitchell, Victor

Stanford, Billy Jones.

Director, George Crone; Author, Charles
R. Condon; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, not credited; Cameraman, not cred-
ited.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"THE MIDNIGHT LADY"
Chesterfield 65 mins.
GOOD MOTHER AND DAUGH-

TER THEME HAS STRONG DRA-
MATIC PLOT WITH WHOLESOME
SIORY FOR FAMILY TRADE.

A pleasing number built around
the theme of a mother separated
from her daughter when the latter

was a baby, and meeting her in later

life. A meddling mother-in-law had
forced her to leave her narrow-
minded husband and baby girl. Years
later as the owner of a night club
she recognizes in a visitor the
daughter she had not seen for years.
Then the business of the man-about-
town persuading the girl to visit his,

apartment, with the mother, still

concealing her identity from the girl,
following them there. The roue's
jealous sweetheart bumps him off,

and the mother takes the rap to save
the daughter. Then comes the un-
covering of the real murderess as
the girl's boy friend does some de-
tective work, and secures the moth-
er's pardon. Nothing new, for it has
been done before with slight varia-
tions. But the direction is sincere
and builds real sentiment, and it is

very wholesome. Plenty of drama-
tic action.

Cast; Sarah Padden, John Darrow, Clau-
dia Dell. Theodore Von Eltz, Montagu Love,
Lucy Beaumont, Lina Basquette, Donald
Keith, Brandon Hurst, B. Wayne Lamont.

Director, Richard Thorpe; Author, EdwarcJ
T. Lowe; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, not listed; Cameraman, M. A. An-
dersen.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"HELL'S HEADQUARTERS"
Mayfair 63 mins
LURID MELLER OF AFRICAN

JUNGLE MADE FOR THE SMALI
STANDS WITH GOOD OLD HOKI
FOR THE KIDS.

This is a wild tale of the Africar

jungles. As the press book says;

"Unfortunately, you can't persuade

all wild animals to perform certair

acts called for in motion pictmt

stories, so it was necessary to film

some few scenes in Hollywood.'

Viewing the picture, we got the im-

pression that all of it was filmed ir

and around Hollywood. The "wild

African jungle" scenes will not

prove convincing to the critical. But
for the kids it has its moments of
thrilling danger and excitement.
Jack Mulhall is the intrepid Ameri-
can adventurer who has cached a
load of ivory tusks in the jungle.
His partner dies, and the secret is

wrung out of him before death by
a crooked American doctor. Jack
arrives from the United States just
in time to learn about the dastardly!
plot to do him out of his treasure.
Then the business of trailing the
crook, saving the girl, and the fate
of the double-crosser eaten by a lion.

Cast: Jack Mulhall, Barbara Weeks, Frank
Mayo, Phillips Smalley, Fred Parker, Everett
Brown.

Director, Andrew L. Stone; Author, Mor-
ton S. Parker; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, Frank Atkinson; Cameraman,
Jules Cronjager; Recording Engineer, Earl 1>.

Crain.

Direction, poor. Photography, fair.
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"CITY OF SONG"
ith Jan Kiepura, Brigitte Helm

(In German)
Drld's Trade Exchange 90 mins.

LIGHT ROMANTIC NUMBER
MATURING ITALIAN SONGS
^D SCENIC SHOTS OF NAPLES
PLEASING.

The plot was evidently designed
give Jan Kiepura, the featured

)lish tenor, a chance to sing some
le Italian operatic arias. The plot
slight, involving Brigitte Helm as

16 rich society vamp who visits
aples and persuades the singer
ho is a local guide to come to
ienna as her protege and become
mous as an operatic star. When
( learns that she has papered the
)era house with her friends,
id not sold tickets to the public,

; leaves her flat, and returns to

s little Neapolitan sweetheart. But
le film depends on the gorgeous
ews of Sorrento, the Naples har-
ar, the Island of Capri and the
icient ruins of Pompeii for its ap-
eal, as well as the splendid voice
' Kiepura, who sings a half dozen
ias very impressively. Photography
beautiful. It should please all

ivers of opera.

Cast: Jan Kiepura, Brigitte Helm. Walter
nssen, Trude Berliner, Francesco Malducce,
eorge Alexander, H. p. von Twardowsky,
arley Roellinghoff, Martin Kosleck, Henry
ender.

Director, Carmine Gallone; Author, Hans
zekely; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
ditor, not credited; Cameraman, not credited.

Direction, fair. Photography, excellent.

"TU SERAS DUCHESSE"

("You'll Be a Duchess")

(In French)

'aramount 85 mins.

LIGHT FARCE COMEDY OF
JNUSUAL MARRIAGE SITUA-
TION ENTERTAININGLY HAN-
)LED WITH CLEVER DIALOGUE.
This is one of the most delightful

)f the French importations, but is

entirely out for any but French
ludiences or American students of

;he language. There are no super-

imposed English titles. It moves
along leisurely, with more dialogue
than action. But the clever witti-

cisms and typical Gallic way of turn-

ing a humorous phrase kept an Art
theater audience in a constant ripple

of amusement. Produced at the

Paramount Joinville studio, it has
been given worthy direction, a very
competent cast, and pleasing set-

tings. Fernand Gravey proves an
exceptional light comedian as the

impoverished Marquis who does his

rich employer a favor by marrying
his daughter temporarily. The mer-
chant wants his child to marry a

fortune-seeking Duke, and the Mar-
quis is used as a convenience to give

here a title so the Duke can marry
her without parental objections. The
complications that follow are clever

and amusing.
Cast: Marie Glory, Fernand Gravey, Pierre

Ktchepare, Doriane, Pierre Feuillere, Paul

Clereret, Jean Gobet, Andre Berley.

Director, Rene Cuissart; Author, Yves
Mirande; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Cameraman, Andre Dantan.

Direction, clever. Photography, good.

REVIEWS OF SHORT SUBJECTS
Ford Sterling in

"Twenty Horses"
Paramount 20 mins.

Swell Action Comedy
This hilarious comedy just goes to

prove what can be done with an idea
when it's in the right hands. Plot
is nothing more than the efforts

of an office employer to solve a rid-

dle propounded by one of his clerks.
After an opening scene in which the
big boss is busy in "conference,"
which turns out to be a gathering
of the board of directors to work
out a cross-word puzzle, the action
switches to the outer offices, where
the stenos and others are all trying
to figure out how to put 20 horses
in three stalls without having an
even number in any stall. After
firing the girl who started this, the
gag preys on the boss' mind, even
causing him to have nightmares
about it, and pretty soon the whole
place gets curious about the solu-

tion of the puzzle, so they go on a

search for the discharged steno who
knows the answer. As the chase
moves on, it is joined by others, in-

cluding a drove of taxicabs, busses
squads of policemen, etc., all of

which is worked up to a bang fin-

ish. Swell piece of work by Ford
Sterling as well as by the fired

steno.

"SIBERIAN PATROL"
(In Russian)

Amkino 61 mins.
STRAIGHT RUSSIAN PROPA-

GANDA FILM HOLDS NOTHING
FOR AMERICAN AUDIENCES.

This offering of the Russian Sov-
kino is entirely out for American
trade, and is only of interest to a

Communist audience, for it is load-

ed down with propaganda from Mos-
cow. The story is merely an ex-

cuse to get over the sermon that

all the workers of the world should
work shoulder to shoulder against
their capitalistic bosses. This is

exemplified in a Chinaman, and
English soldier and a Russian mou-
jik, who are brought together on

the Russian frontier during the

war. The British soldier is cap-
tured, propagandized by the "Par-
tisans," or Siberian peasants who
defended the frontier against all

foreign invaders. He helps his new
friends cart a captured fieldpiece

across the snows, and elude a de-

tachment of British soldiers, work-
ing with the Imperial Russian
soldiery to safeguard "civilization."

The story is draggy, of slight dra-

matic interest, only relieved of its

monotony by good camera work
Superimposed English titles. Thi?
film has a peculiar mixture of Rus-
sian dialogue, with the supposed
English soldiers talking a snrt of

pigeon-toe English occasionally.
Cast: A. Zhutayev, M. Kedrov, V. Kov

riirin, V. Vanin. I. Chuvelev.
Director. J. Protazanov; Author, Vesvolod

Ivanov; Adaptor, J. Protazanov; Dialoguer,

same; Cameraman, K. Kuznetzov.
Direction, amateurish. Photography, good.

E. M. Newman Travel Talk
"Soviet Russia"

Vitaphone 5708 9 mins.
Good

An interesting traveltalk on Rus-
sia's progress during its adoption of
the five-year plan. The ex-Czar's
winter palace in St. Petersburg, with
its gorgeous display of fountains,
and which is now open to the pub-
lic, is the interesting highlight of

the subject. The cities are very
crowded and slovenly, with the
peasants sitting around on the
streets all day long. But great
progress is shown as having been
made in the fields. Lands that were
acres of waste have been cultivated

into productive soil.

Benny Rubin in

"The Promoter"
RKO Pathe 17 mins.

Weak
This supposed comedy fails to

come off. The story concerns Benny
Rubin trying to be a wrestling bout
promoter, but because one of the

contestants falls asleep before the

match, Benny dons a ring outfit

and meets the champion himself.

The wrestling match isn't funny
and relies on the throwing of seat

cushions and empty bottles for

laughs.

"Admission Free"
(Talkartoon)

Paramount 7 mins.
Good Animated

Betty Boop and her boy friends

have a penny arcade as the scene of

their antics this time. Betty is the

cashier who changes the customer's
big coins into small ones, while Bim-
bo and the others are the patrons
who come in and do funny things

with the stereopticon, slot machines,
punching bags, shooting gallery, etc.

After a brief stay in the arcade,

where the opportunities were far

from fully realized. Bimbo takes a

run out into the country where he
continues his tomfoolery with squir-

rels and others. Betty Boop's usual

baby-voiced vocalizing is part of the

entertainments.

Jack Haley in

"Absent-Minded Abner"
with Olive Shea, Hugh Cameron

Vitaphone 6311 18 mins.
Very Funny

A genuinely funny idea, worked
out with good effect. Jack Haley, in

the role of a very forgetful suitor.

is ordered by Hugh Cameron to keep
away from his daughter until he can
prove that his memory is okay.

Jack's mother sends him to the

store for some linoleum, and there is

a hilarious sequence where he rides

back in the subway carrying the
long roll of floor covering. Various
other goofy antics lead up to his

surprising the old man necking with
his stenog, so the old man consents
to his daughter's marriage.

"Tuba Tooters"
(Tom and Jerry Cartoon)

RKO 7 mins.
Swell Animated

This clever animated cartoon is

built around the catchy march song
"Schultz Is Back Again." Schultz,
a fat, red-faced German character,
is met at the pier by several of his
brass-band cronies. He arrives car-
rying a huge tuba which he plays
throughout the running of the pic-

ture. Everyone in town seems to

celebrate the tuba player's return,
and among the crowd are Tom and
Jerry, who lead the parade. The
reel is filled with laughable gags, all

drawn and sounded in perfect syn-
chrony with the music. The reel

starts with a swing and never lets

up for a second. John Foster and*
George Stallings, the animators, and
Gene Rodemich, the musical direc-

tor, have turned out a release that
compares favorably with the best.

"In Old New Orleans"
Principal Dist. Corp. 9 mins.

Interesting Tour
The Crescent City, with its his-

toric and picturesque landmarks, is

cleverly shown and described in this

release. Several shots from the air

give a graphic panorama of the
modern part of the city with its

towering buildings overlooking the
old Mississippi, then come glimpses
of age old buildings, streets, ceme-
teries, etc., with detailed descrip-
tions. Photography is unusually fine

and the musical background is well
selected.

"Sharks and Swordfish"
M-G-M 10 mins.

Thrilling
There are quite a few good thrills

in this fishing excursion in quest of
sharks and swordfish out on the Pa-
cific coast. An expert rod wielder
is shown in the successive stages of
landing both a shark and a sword-
fish, each one of such proportions
that it is hard to believe they could
be caught with a rod and line. How-
ever, the feat is accomplished in

plain view and not without a good
deal of suspense as the fisherman
tussles with his robust victims. En-
tertaining comment by Pete Smith
accompanies the action.

"Spring Antics"
(Aesop's Fable)

RKO 8 mins.
Good Cartoon

This is a story of an optimistic
duck which, as soon as the snow
stops falling, calls the animals out
to celebrate the advent of spring.
There is much joy and dancing but
after awhile the skies grow dull

and snow returns. The final fade-
out finds all the disillusioned ani-

mals chasing the optimistic duck.
Animation is excellent and the svn-
chronization is about the best Fa-
bles has turned out. Many new gags.
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f) PRESENTATIONS C
Roxy

In addition to Dr. Hugo Riesen-

feld, new musical director and con-

ductor of the 80-piece symphony or-

chestra which returns this week
after an absence of over four

months, the Roxy is presenting a

stage production in five scenes en-

titled "Around New York." Charles

Weidman, American concert dancer,

makes his motion picture theater

debut in this presentation. Other

soloists are Patricia Bowman, pre-

mier danseuse; Larry and Larry, and

the Lucky Boys, five ritzy com-

edians. The 32 Roxyettes, the ballet

corps, the Roxy theater mixed

•chorus and the Charles Weidman
dancers are included in the cast

The scenes are "Old Washington
Square," "Madison Square Garden,"

"The Fight," "New York's Finest"

with the Roxyettes as policemen and

"The Roxy Stage." Clark Robinson

produced the show. An ovation

such as only Roxy himself conld re-

ceive, was given Dr. Hugo Riesen-

feld as he stepped into the pit to

lead the new Roxy symphony or-

chestra of 80 pieces. The audience

applauded for fully three minutes
and then sat tensely silent as Ries-

enfeld lead Tchaikowsky's "Capric-

cio Italien." Another ovation fol-

lowed the playing of the stirring

number.

Paramount
Right on the heels of "Three's a

Crowd" and "The Band Wagon,"
Broadway revue successes, the New
York Paramount now presents "Ev-
erybody's Welcome," complete musi-
cal comedy, as its stage attraction.

The original cast of principals, with
the exception of Oscar Shaw, who
is replaced by Lawrence Gray, ap-
pears in the Paramount production,
which Boris Petroff staged. Frances
Williams is starred, with Ann Pen-
nington, Gray, Harriet Lake, Jack
Sheehan, Andy and Louise Carr,
Roy Roberts, Vivian Osborne and
the Mayfair Boys and Girls featured.
Instead of an intermission between
the two acts. Miss Williams offers

an interlude of popular songs.

Capitol
Without doubt one of the greatest

cast of stars ever gathered together
for a de luxe stage show is appear-
ing this week at the Capitol. The
attractions are Edmund Lowe and
Victor McLaglen, who were teamed
with big success in "The Cock-Eyed
World," with Charles Judels; Fifi

D'Orsay, the "Hot from Paris" girl;

Burns and Allen, the current comedv
sensations of stage and radio; Cab
Calloway with his "Cotton Club"
band; and the Street Singer (Arthur
Tracy), who returns to the Capitol
in a program of new songs. At the
opening show the audience went for
the stellar layout in a big way.

Allied to Get Revenue
From Movie Stamp Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

will give stamps redeemable at the

houses involved in the arrangement.

Discussing the plan, which was re-

cently tested in Newark, Vice-Presi-

dent Sidney Samuelson characterized

it as a business-stimulator and

pointed out tha.t it places theaters

in the position of co-operating with

merchants rather than competing
with them.

FILM SCRIPT BROADCAST
Detroit—As part of the exploita-

tion campaign used on "The Famous
Ferguson Case" by the United
Artists theater, Lydon D. Young of

the Publix Michigan Theaters ad-

vertising department, had a special

radio script written for broadcast

over WXYZ in advance of the open-
ing.

Doing a Winchell
Taking advantage of the current popu-

larity of "scandal" columns. Manager A.
L. Greene of the Tuxedo, BrlKhton
Beach, N. Y., has Inaugurated an "Along
the Boardwalk, with Beau Brighton," in

the program leaflet which he mails out
weekly. With the Coney Island Hos-
pital at its doorstep, the theater is able
to run a healthy paragraph on forthcom-
ing babies. Other items are obtained
from local gossips who receive their
salary in ducats. Plenty of names are
used, and care is exercised to avoid
"unfit to print" stuff.

26 Productions Slated

By Goldstone's New Unit
(Continued from Page 1)

pany. The present schedule for
1932-33 production comprises 16

features, four specials and six Jack
Hoxie westerns. Further details of

the plan will be worked out before
Goldstone returns to the coast next
week.

Louis Brecka Acquires
Three Chicago Houses

Chicago—Louis Brecka is now op-
erating the Bell, formerly owned by
Ralph Bradford; the Gold Coast, ac-

quired from T. J. Reidy, and the
Town Talkies, taken over from E. A.
Laughlin.

RANDFORCE CIRCUIT DRIVE
A special business drive extending

for six weeks has been launched by
the Rinzler and Frisch circuit, Rand'
force Amusement Corp. The cam-
paign was launched at a meeting ad-
dressed by the circuit's supervisors,
including Erwin Gold, Sydney P.
Levine, George Davis, Lew Preston,
Charles Steinman, George Langbart
and Monty MacLevy, as well as
Samuel Rinzler and Louis Frisch.
Main issue was the Randforce policy
calling for each manager to operate
his theater as though it were his

own.

Ready Reference Directory
WITH ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS OF RECOGNIZED

INDUSTRY CONCERNS

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

Cooling

1
Typhoon Air Conditioning Co.

I C E D A I R E
Simple—Low Priced—as good as the

best
233 W. 42 St. N. y. C. Wlsc.7-1296

COOL YOUR THEATRE

K L*E R AIRE
Results Guaranteed

KOOLERAIRE ENG. CORP.
1904 Paramount BIdg., N. Y.

1223 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

• Distributors

For Immediate Release

"GOLDEN MOUNTAINS"
All Talkins Feature Production

AMKINO CORP.
723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-7680

Now Releasing
26-1 REEL

PORT O'CALL
Imperial Distributing Corp.

729 Seventh Ave. New York City
BRyant 9-8670

WILD WOMEN of BORNEO
PERCENTAGE ENGAGEMENTS

Now Booking Nationally
FIRST ANGLO CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address:Thomfilm PEn. 6-4424

NOW RELEASING

"LOVE IN HIGH GEAR"
MAYFAIR PICTURES CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address Telephone
Chronophron CHickering 4-0828

NOW RELEASING

"They Never Come Back"
Regis Toomey, Dorothy Sebastian

Earle Foxe, Gertrude Astor
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.

729 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-3169

NOW RELEASING

"ESCAPADE"
with Jameson Thomas, Anthony Bushell,

Sally Blane
Chesterfield Motion Pictures Corp.

1540 B'way, N.Y.C. Tel. BRyant 9-6884

'CARMEN"
Dramatic! Spectacular!
Thrilling! Melodious!

POWERS PICTURES, INC.
723—7th Ave. BRyant 9-6067

N. Y. Exchange, 630—9th Ave.

A Box-OMce Runaway!
"PONY EXPRESS KID"

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION
Paramount BIdg. New York City
Cable: Bigfilm Tel. CH. 4-2641

• Distributors •
(Continued)

In Course of Production

"A HIRED WIFE"
First of Series 12 Feature Prod.

All Rights Protected

EAGLE PRODUCTION, LTD.
729 7th Ave. New York City

Tel.: BRyant 9-2540

Equipment

S.O.S. CORP.
1600 B'WAY NEW YORK, N. Y.

Largest Distributors of
TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT

THEATRE b AMUSEMENT SUPPLIES
Bargains on Used and Rebuilt Apparatus

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE
Professional and Amature Cameras

Bought—Sold—Exchanged

Factory dist. Holmes portable sound-on-
film projectors. Moviola editing machines.

727 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. BRyant 9-9430

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
SALES : SERVICE : RENTALS
We Light Studios—Theatre Fronts

Studio Sets—Generator Trucks Furnished

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE CO.
318-320 W. 48th St., N. Y. Tel. CHic. 4-2074

Exchanges

1
Hound of the Baskervilles

A SHERLOCK HOLMES MELODRAMA
The World's Leading Independent

First Division Exchanges, Inc.

Buffalo, Albany, Wash., Phila., N. Y.
630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEnn. 6-4424

NOW RELEASING

"PROBATION"
Starring John Darrow, Sally Blane,

Francis MacDonald

HOLLYWOOD FILM EXCHANGE
630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. CHic. 4-3949

Now Booking

RICHARD TALMADGE
"GET THAT GIRL"

Capital Film Exchange
630 9th Ave.. N.Y.C. PEnn. 6-9351

GRETA GARBO
"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604
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• Film Libraries •

1
Over 5,000,000 feet of negatives and
positives— scenes of every conceivable

description.

General Film Library, Inc.
729—7th Ave. New York City

Phone: BRyant 9-4417

A MILLION FEET OF EVERYTHING

"STOCK SHOTS"
Stone Film Library

729—7th Avenue New York, N. Y.

Tel.: BRyant 9-4370-4446 Room 605

Foreign

I
RITCHEY EXPORT CORP.

723—7th Avenue BRyant 9-8347

Exclusive Distributors in the Foreign
Market of Monogram Pictures and
Product of all leading Independent

Producers.

J. H. HOFFBERG CO., Inc.

727 7th Ave. MEdallion 3-3813-14

Handling

CHESTERFIELD—MASCOT—PEERLESS
WILLIS KENT—BIG FOUR, ETC.

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS OF

MODERN
Feature Comedies Cable:
Serials, Cartoons Modernfilm
Educationals

MODERN FILM SALES CORP.
729—7th Avenue BRyant 9-9667

AMERANGLO CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

LONDON PARIS
Cable: Chronophon

226 West 42nd Street
New York City

BERLIN

• Forwarders ]
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
FREIGHT FORWARDERS

MIKE MORAN
Mutual Transport Co., Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue N. Y.

Tel: BRyant 9-0532
City

Specializing in Forwarding and Insuring

of Films and Accessories

M. J. CARNEY
276 Fifth Avenue New York City

Tel: Murray Hill 4-6156

Hand Coloring
1

HAND COLORING
of POSITIVE PRINTS

528 Riverside Drive New York City

Monument 2-0237

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

Hotels I

AMERICAS FIRST

TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE ST. MORITZ
ON THE PARK

50 Central Park South New York City

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block on the Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY
A Smart Hotel in America's Smartest
Resort. Ideal Convention Facilities.

ATTRACTIVE RATES

THE BREAKERS
On the Boardwalk. Atlantic City, N. J.

Concert Orchestra—French Cuisine
Cabaret—Dancing— Refreshments Each
Week-End—Complimentary to Guests
Emanuel E. Katz, Managing Director

IN NEW YORK

HOTEL PLYMOUTH
49th ST. EAST OF BROADWAY

In the Heart of the Motion Picture

Industry. Most Moderate Weekly Rates
S. J. Mitchell, Manager

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates

Insurance •
1

Reel—Insurance—Service

JEROME J. COHEN, Inc

55 West 42nd St. New York Citx

Tel.: LOngacre 5-7370-1

Laboratories I

CRAFT FILM
LABORATORIES, Inc.

729 7th AVE., N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-5372-3-4

Laboratories—Flushing, L. I.

De Luxe Trailers, Inc,

Developing and Printing

630 Ninth Avenue
Tel. PEnn. 6-6636

Movie Stills

1
Service That Is Real—Not a Slogan

Stern Photo Co., Inc.
MOVIE STILLS EXCLUSIVELY
318-20 WEST 46th STREET

Telephone: LOngacre 5-6833—N. Y. C.

Office Space
1

OFFICES and EXCHANGES
With Vaults, Projection, Cutting

and Shipping Rooms

126-130 W. 46th Street

Leavitt Building
2nd Floor Tel: BRy. 9-7747

Photographers

J

"Portraits of Distinction"

IRVING CHIDNOFF
469 Fifth Avenue New York

• Printers •
1

MOTION PICTURE PRINTING

PRESS BOOKS—INSERTS-
ANNOUNCEMENTS

THEATER PROGRAMS—WINDOW
CARDS, Etc.

THE LONGACRE PRESS, Inc.

LEO KLEBANOW
427 W. 42nd St. MEdallion 3-1953

Projection Rooms
]

Wisconsin 7-1756

REXSERVE CORPORATION
AIR COOLED RCA. EQUIPPED

80 Comfortable Seats

Day or Night Screenings

1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Recording
:j

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 7th Ave. Circle 7-49H-4912

•Restaurants •

J
LONG ISLAND'S

RESTAURANT OF DISTINCTION

PANCHARD
On the Merrick Road at Massapequa

Near Jones Beach
OPEN ALL YEAR

Scrap Film

]
WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

Studios

]

At Your Service , . .

THE LARGEST AND BEST
EQUIPPED SERVICE SOUND
STUDIOS EAST OF HOLLYWOOD

Highly trained personnel—cutting

rooms—Projection rooms—ample
vault space . . .

WESTERN ELECTRIC IMPROVED
NOISELESS RECORDING AND

RE-RECORDING.

EASTERN SERVICE STUDIOS, Inc.

2826-34 Decatur Ave. RAymond 9-1315

Downtown Office—250 W. 57th Street

N.Y.C. COIumbus 5-6074

Recording As Good As The Best

All Modern Equipment

Atlas Sonndfilm Recording Studios, Inc.

130 West 46th Street

BRyant 9-7754 New York City

"SHOOT PICTURES IN N. Y. CITY'
Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film
and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

723-7th AVE, N. Y. BRYANT 9-6087

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS

Latest equipment for recording sound on

film and disc and synchronizing. Several

large sound stages, many sets. Sounr'

truck available. Prices very reasonable

1600 Broadway New Yor'

Tel: LAckawaniia 4-7511

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best ajuiff^d studio in ihf £(!;[ (or —
Optical Tricks—Effects—Animation of

all types.
Original Ideas—Special Effects

"Wc cim all iilm dU"
145 West 45 St., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-6796

• Theater Fronts
1

TH E ART GU I LD
THEATRE FRONTS AND LOBBIES

250 West 54th Street, New York City

Telephone: COIumbus 5-5780

Trailers

i
DE LUXE TRAILERS

THE DISTINCTIVE
SCREEN SERVICE

DE LUXE TRAILERS, INC.
630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEn. 6-6636
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LESS than three months left this

season to make a profit.

SUNHER right at your doorstep.

fHIS is no time to let you down.

FOX won't.

fHESE names prove it: Janet Gaynor,

Charles Farrell, Warner Baxter, Joan

Bennett, George O'Brien, James

Dunn, Karen Morley, Marian Nixon

. . . and others.

ALL in the pictures listed to the right.

BACKED by ace directors, and

STORIES by leading authors.

yOUR protection against hot
weather.

LOOK them over. Date them in.

THEN stop worrying about summer!

WARNER BAXTER
in

Nan About Town
Karen Morley, Conway Tearle. Directed

byJohn Francis Dillon. Released May 22.

SOCIETY GIRL
James Dunn, Peggy Shannon, Spencer

Tracy. Directed by Sidney Lanfield.

Released May 29.

GEORGE O'BRIEN
111

Death Valley
Cecilia Parker. Stewart Edward V/hite's

story. Directed by David Howard.
Released June 12.

JOAN BENNETT
in

Week Ends Only
Ben Lyon, John Halliday. From Warner

Fabian's story. Directed by Alan Crosland.

Released June 19.

Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm
Marian Nixon, Ralph Bellamy. Directed

by Alfred Santell. Released June 26.

AFTER THE RAIN
Peggy Shannon, Spencer Tracy. Directed

by John Blystone. Released July 3.

ALMOST MARRIED
Violet Heming, Ralph Bellamy. Alex-

ander Kirkland. Directed by William

Menzies. Released July 17.

JANET GAYNOR
CHARLES FARRELL

in

First Tear
Frank Craven's Broadway hit. Directed

by William K. Howard. ReleasedJuly 31.

FOX PICTURES -Backed by Showmen!



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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E. H.Hansen Invents FullRange Noiseless Recorder

550 FEMRES SCHEDUMFOR 1932-3rSEAS0N

$3.13 a Share in First 28 Weeks Reported by Loew^s
First -Half Profit More

Than Covers Full-

,

Year Dividend
Net profit of $5,264,729, equal to

$3.13 a share or more than the full

year's regrular dividend, is reported
by Loew's, Inc., for the 28 weeks
ended March 11. This compares with
$6,879,960 or $4.22 a share in the

(Continued on Page 3)

BUSINESS SESSION OPENS

rOX SAEES CONVENTION

Opening session of the ^ annual
sales convention, which ,ets under
way today in the main auditorium
at the company's home office, will be
largely a business meeting. The
program will get going bright and
early at 9 a.m., with a serious talk

by James R. Grainger, distribution

chief, among the important items on
the slate.

St. Louis Union Men
Won't Accept a Cut

St. Louis—Union operators and
stagehands here will not accept a

25 per cent reduction in scale, the

theaters have been notified by John
P. Nick, business manager of the

St. Louis brotherhood, following a

series of meetings. Many neighbor-

hood houses are considering a shut-

down from June 1 to Sept. 1 if the

unioniS do not make some conces-

sions.

Fear Further Changes

In Copyright Measure

IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Pointing out that there is always

a possibility of the SIrovich copyright bill, on

which hearings were held last week, being muti-

lated in its passage through the Committee or

the House, Abram F. Myers has instructed Allied

Ass'n exhibitors to limit their endorsement to

the bill "as introduced" and stand ready to take
further action if necessary. Myers approved the

bill for Allied, and A. Julian Brylawski for the

M. P. T. 0. A.

Seeks End of National Blue Law Body
A resolution urging the discontinuance of the Lord's Day Alliance of the United

States has been unanimously adopted by the Lord's Day League of New England. It is

proposed that state organizations cooperate on a voluntary basis.

25% CutBelievedPossible
In ExpressRates onFilms
Film Committee Formed

By Wet Organization
Formation of a motion picture

committee is planned by the League
for the Modification of the Volstead
Act. At a meeting of the actors'

committee Friday at the Park Cen-
tral Hotel, where headquarters have
been established, it was declared

that legalizing of beer would pro-

vide revenue through taxation great-

er than the proposed tax on motion
picture admissions, radio and other

amusements.

Express charges on films could be
reduced approximately 25 per cent
if certain changes are effected in

connection with their shipment, de-
clared President M. A. Lightman of
the M. P. T. 0. A. yesterday. Light-
man pointed out that both reels and
film cans could be made of a lighter
substance than now used. He ad-
vocated putting 2,000 feet on each
reel, gearing this matter at the stu-
dios. The M. P. T. 0. A. official

said that houses which change be-
tween four and seven times a week

(Continued on Page 3)

M.P.T.O.A. Drops M-G-M Protest

The M, P. T. 0. A. protest against

the M-G-M percentage sales policy

has apparently been dropped. No
more conferences with Felix Feist,

M-G-M distribution chieftain, are

planned, it is understood. No defi-

nite results accrued from the con-

ference held with Feist some weeks

ago.

3 Dickinson Houses
Pass to New Hands

Kansas City—Glen W. Dickin-
son's Lyric and Seelye in Abilene,
Kan., are now operated by Homer
F. Strowig, while the Dickinson in

Neodesha, Kan., has passed to S. E.
Klock, whose name it will bear.
Dickinson has taken back the Dick-
inson in Osawatomie, Kan., from
Allen B. Myers.

Major Producer Negotiating
For New Recording Invention

Bromberg to Handle
26 Allied Features

Atlanta — Bromberg Enterprises

next season will distribute 26 Allied

features in the Southwest. These

pictures supplement the Monogram
program which Arthur Bromberg
will handle.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—E. H. Hansen, for-

merly chief sound engineer for Fox,
has invented a full range sound re-

cording system which he claims can
record three times as much volume
as existing systems, and a major
company is now negotiating for

(Continued on Page 3)

400 Pictures Planned by
10 Leading Companies

—

150 from Independents
As the sales convention season

approaches its climax, indications

are that at least 550 features will

be made for release in 1932-33, ac-

cording to a survey made by The
Film Daily Saturday. Ten leading
companies will produce approxi-
mately 400 of this total, their tenta-
tive plans show. Independent pro-

ducers will contribute at least 100,

with possibilities of increasing their

aggregate output to 150.

200 areIMndance

atrkoradioconvention

Chicago—Approximately 200 ex-

ecutives, sales managers, branch
managers and salesmen are here for

the opening of the RKO-Radio Pic-

tures sales convention which gets
under way today in the Grand Ball-

room of the Drake Hotel with Ned
E. Depinet, vice-president in charge

(Continued on Page 8)

Wm. Smalley to Erect
House in Norwich, N. Y.

Norwich, N. Y.—A QOO-seat house
on the site of the former Smalley
theater here is planned by William
C. Smalley, head of the Smalley
Chain Theaters, Inc. Victor A.
Rigaumont is the architect and the

house, designed in the French Ri-

viera style of architecture, will have
a stage and orchestra pit.

Bob Sisk to Eliminate

Bluster in Advertising

Chicago—"Super picture" ballyhoo has out-
lived its day in print and boiler-pounding won't
do any more, says Robert F. Sisk, director of

advertising, publicity and exploitation for RKO,
now here for the company's sales convention.

Instead of bluster, RKO will strive to express

the fine mood of entertainment, he says, be-
lieving that a better grade of advertising and
publicity appeal will bring about a better ap-
preciation of good entertainment.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

The Broadivay Parade

PICTURE

(Week of May 13)

FIRST-RUNS
DISTRIBUTOR THEATER

{QUOTATIONS

Columbia Pict. ctfs.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak ....

Fox Fm. "A"
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
paramount
RCA
do pfd. "A" {iyi)
do pfd. "B" ....

Warner Bros. . .

.

NEW YORK
Fox Thea. "A"
Nat. Scr. Ser
Trans-Lux

NEW YORK
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.

Loew 6s 41ww....
Paramount 6s 47..
Par. 5 54s50
Warner's 6s39 ....

AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

4Ji 4M 454 + y2

7Vi 7Vi 7Vi
41^ 40 40% — V/i

2Ji 2^ ZVi
2V/i 21H 2V/2 — Vi

57 57
3 27A
4 354
17 17

7 7

57 — 3

2% — Hm — 'A
17 — 2
7 — H
I'A

CURB MARKET
^ j/g j^

12J4 12^ 12^ — 3A
1 1 1

BOND MARKET
3J4 i'A 3A + Yi

78 77 77
261^ 26 26 — m
21/2 205^ 20 J4 — 1

16>i 16 16

"When a Feller Needs a Friend" M-G-M Capitol
"Sinners in the Sun" Paramount Paramount
"No Greater Love" Columbia Roxy
"Rich Are Always with Us" Warner Bros Strand
"State's Attorney" (2nd week) RKO Mayfair

EXTENDED RUNS
"Congress Dances" United Artists Rivoli
"Strange Case of Clara Deane" (2nd week) . .Paramount Rialto
"Mouthpiece" (4th week) Warner Bros ..Winter Garden

$2 RUNS
"Grand Hotel" (5th week) M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES
"Liebeskommando" (3rd week) Tobis Forenfilms. . . Europa
"City of Song" World's Trade. Ex. .Hindenburg
"Trapeze" (3rd week) Leo.Brecher Little Carnegie
"Tu Seras Duchesse" (2nd week) Paramount 5th Ave. Playhouse
"Siberian Patrol" Amkino Cameo
"Cry of the World" (2nd week) Inter. Film Foun. . . Vanderbilt
'Przysieglas" Capitol Films Liberty

FUTURE OPENINGS
"A Nous La Liberte" (May 17) Capt. Harold AustenEuropa
"Two Seconds" (May 18) First National Winter Garden
"Thunder Below" (May 19) Paramount Rivoli
'Scarface" (May 19) United Artists Rialto

MARKS BROS. LOSS
Marks Bros. Theaters, Inc., con-

trolled by Paramount Publix, reports

net loss on Broadway Strand The-
aters Building and other charges

for the year ended Dec. 26 amount-
ing to $29,908, against $198,518 loss

the previous year.
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H. T. Marsh to Survey
American Film Conditions
Hubert T. Marsh of London, chair-

man and managing director of
British & Dominions Film Corp.,
Ltd., is in New York on a survey
of film conditions over here, as well
as to negotiate deals on B. & D.
product.

STEWART STUART SIGNED
Stewart Stuart will be back again

as casting director, when the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio opens on June
6, succeeding Herbert Heyman, re-

signed. Stuart gave up his post as

casting director for the Vitaphone
studio about a year ago to go into

agency work,

CAROLINA GOLF TOURNEY
Charlotte, N. C. — Twenty-one

North Carolina exhibitors and film

company representatives participat-

ed in the golf tournament held for
two days at the Asheville Country
Club under the sponsorship of Frank
Bryan, Warner - First National
branch manager in Charlotte; Carl
Bamford, of the Publix-Bamford
Circuit in Asheville; Jimmie Hobbs,
Educational representative; and Ira
Furman.

900 DAYS ON "BORNEO"
First Division has obtained 900

days' playing time on "Wild Women
of Borneo," which has 40 prints in

use, it was stated at the company's
New York office Saturday. Picture
has been sold to Publix, Warner
Bros, and RKO circuits.

DOROTHY MACKAILL BOOKED
Dorothy Mackaill will appear in

the stage unit at the New York Par-
amount starting next Friday, and
the week of June 3 she plays the
Metropolitan, Boston.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN IN JAPAN
Kobe, Japan—Charlie Chaplin has

arrived here on his trip around the

world. He appeared to be entirely

recovered from his recent illness in

Singapore where he was attacked by
the dengue fever.

Form New British

Producing Company
London—Cedric Belfrage, critic of

the "Sunday Express," Eric Landau,
owner of the Blue Lantern Club, and
Eric Maschutz, editor of the "Radio
Times," are concerned in the forma-
tion of a new British motion picture
producing company and plan to
make a number of two-reel com-
edies and several full-length fea-
tures. Stories by "Seamark" are
included in the material under con-
sideration as well as originals by
leading English writers. Mr. Bel-
frage is now in Hollywood where
it is believed he is shooting Ameri-
can sequences for the company's
first picture which will be an Anglo-
American production.

WARNERS SIGN NEWCOMER
Patricia Ellis, aged 17, has been

signed by Warner Bros, to appear in

pictures, and she will start for Hol-
lywood and the studios today. She
is the daughter of Alexander Left-
wich, one of the best-known New
York theatrical men, who has staged
such musical hits as "A Connecticut
Yankee," "Girl Crazy." "Hit the
Deck," "Rain or Shine." "Hold Ev.
erything" and "Big Boy."

GETS "FAITHFUL HEART"
Amer-Anglo Corp. has acquired

rights to "The Faithful Heart," pro-
duced by Gainsborough with Her-
bert Marshall and Edna Best. Ar-
thur Lee is seeking a national re-

lease.

Lee isails May 29 on the Empress
of Britain for a four weeks' busi-

ness trip to Europe.

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 Seventh Ave. BRyant 9-5395

n

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: International Film Exhibition. Royal
Automobile Institute, Amsterdam. Hol-
land.

May 16-18: RKO annual sales convention,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 16-20: Fox sales convention, Esses
House, New York.

May 19: Warner Club party in honor of
Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio personnel,
Warner Club rooms. New York.

May 22-23: Erpi Golf Tournament, Briar-
cUff.

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conven-
tion, Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kan.

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger,
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31: Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31 -June 3: Columbia western sales con-
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall.
Columbus, O.

June 7-8 : : Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

JOAN BLONDELL WITH PARA.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Joan Blondell has

been borrowed from Warner-First
National by Paramount to appear
with Stuart Erwin in "Gates of Hol-
lywood."

OPERATION FOR DUKE RICKEY
Altoona, Pa.—Duke Hickey, na-

tionally known publicity expert, un-
derwent a successful emergency
operation here for removal of a hot
steel splinter almost a quarter of

an inch in length which had deeply
embedded itself in his left eye.

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best equipped studio in the East

for-
Optical Tricks—Effects—Animation of

all types.
Original Ideas—Special Effects

"We cure all film ills"

145 West 45 St., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-6796

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

PHONE BR 9-2180

//Di ir\ ft

ROOM 701

BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.
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tKO ARRANGES TIEUP

fITH HEARST NEWSPAPERS

Terry Turner, head of RKO the-
ater exploitation, has effected a tie-

up with 18 Hearst newspapers and
nine independent dailies for the local

sponsorship of RKO's national op-
portunity vaudeville revues in which
amateurs will have public hearings
and vie for special prizes. Special
suggestions and instructions con-
tained in a 40-page mimeographed
manual have been dispatched to all

managers of RKO houses.

E. H. Hansen Invents
Full Range Recorder
(.Continued from Page 1)

rights to the invention, which took
seven years to develop. The system
has a new type of sound track with
no unmodulated portion. It uses
two recording oscillographs and is

inherently noiseless.

25% Cut Seen Possible

In Film Shipping Rates
^Continued from Page 1)

are now paying between $15 and
$25 per week for film shipments.
A picture of ideal proportions, said

Lightman, would be 1% x 1.

DROPPING FT.WSH
St, Louis—Management of RKO's

St. Louis has announced that on
May 19 it will eliminate vaudeville
and adopt a .strictly picture pro-
gram for the summer. The Ambas-
sador, now under Publix manage-
ment, has served the musicians'
union with an eight weeks' notice for

the protection of the house should
it be decided to eliminate stage
shows. The Fox is negotiating with
the union crafts for a reduction in

scales.

EX-TREASURER OF W. E. DEAD
Chicago — John Githens Sharp,

aged 71, retired assistant treasurer
of the Western Electric Co., is dead
at the Englewood hospital after a
long illness. He had been with W. E.

for 35 years before retiring in 1930.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Apex Amusement Corp.. theatrical busi-

ness; H. Colin, 2 Lafayette St.. New York.
$20,000.

Carroll Producing Corp.. theatrical busi-

ness; House, Grossman & Vorhaus. 521

Fifth Ave., New York. 200 shares com-
mon.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Mountain View Pool Co.. Jersey City,

swimming pools, theaters: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

New York City. 100 shares common.
DELAWARE CHARTERS

South Broad. Inc.. Philadelphia. Pa., places

of amusement ; Corporation Guarantee &
Trust Co., Dover. Del. 100 shares common.

Merchant-Theater Corp.. Philadelphia. Pa.;
Corporation Guarantee & Trust Co., Dover,
Del. 5,000 shares common.

CAPITAL REDUCTIONS
Western Electric Co., New York. $180,000

to $142,000.
NAME CHANGE

K-A-O Service Corp., New York, to RKO
Service Corp.

AlONG THED|y^xo
PIIILM.DALY

NtW VORkL lOS ANGELES

• • • ON THE eve of leaving for the Arkayo annual sales
convention at Chicago we caught Merlin Hall Ayles-
worth at his office in the morn he is prexy of Radio-
Keith-Orpheum Corporation in the afternoon, evenings
and the small hours of the morning he is chief of National Broad-
casting Company he leads a double life and in
one hour's work on either job he accomplishes more than the
average film exec achieves in a week. ., that is not just
our opinion look at the man's record

• • • A PRODUCT of the West he reflects in

thought and action the big sweep of the open country
quick smile quick flashing brown eyes and a
Mind ? now we know why Owen D. Young, Guy Tripp
and Major General Harbord picked him to head Radio
he is the personification of thought-waves, ether transmissions

concise crisp terse entertaining
logical clear in a brief half-hour he put on a
perfect program for our individual benefit with-
out a rehearsal about the mo,st exhilarating, stimulating,
thought-provoking conversation it was ever our privilege to

listen to v

• • • ONE OF the most interviewed men in the world
but few reporters have even begun to catch the sig-

nificance of the man and his Message. ., because
they barge in on him with a volley of questions and
destroy his clear flow of constructive thought we simply
said "We're not here for News, Mister Aylesworth. You
just talk on what's closest to your heart, and we'll Listen"

and he did

• • • HE VISUALIZES the entire field of Public Enter-
tainment as one vast coherent entity interchangeable

co-ordinated co-operative radio, stage,
newspapers, magazines, books and the Screen
he thinks in terms of World Entertainment World Show-
manship

• • • TO HIM they are all inter-dependent in five

minutes he flashed a picture of co-ordinating all Entertainment
Mediums sane and inspiring "Today the dime is

more important than yesterday's dollar in the eyes of every
amusement-seeker" that was the crux of his argument

that the motion picture industry must get down to a
bed rock basis not sacrificing quality of product
but getting All Costs DOWN for now we are all func-
tioning in terms of dimes not dollars

• • • THIS CLEAR thinker sees Radio taking over the
new Era of Exploitation getting over the advance
message of a coming picture Instantaneously in

one tremendous broadcast around the World that's

why he's now in the Film Biz along with his first love.

Radio his mind is functioning five years in advance
when present archaic, outworn, ineffective methods are

scrapped to him they ARE scrapped he is work-
ing, planning, organizing in the New Era with
the jump on the whole crowd a man Ahead of the Times

with enough Constructive Showman Ideas to supply
the Industry hell, we've only given you a faint flash

of this Aylesworth we're going to write a book
about him

« « « » » »

STARS ARE KEEN EANS,

HAYS MOVIE POLL SHOWS

Hollywood—Most of the famous
screen stars are like the postman
who takes a walk on his day off,

it is indicated by latest returns in
the Hays motion picture preference
poll, which shows that film cele-
brities are among the most ardent
movie patrons of the country. They
attend, not only to see themselves
as others see them, but for enter-
tainment and relaxation.

Stars answering the questionnaire
included George Arliss, Tallulah
Bankhead, Wallace Beery, Constance
Bennett, Joan Blondell, Clive Brook,
Joe E. Brown, James Cagney,
Maurice Chevalier, Jackie Cooper,
Richard Dix, Marie Dressier, Doug-
las Fairbanks, Charles Farrell, Sid-
ney Fox, Clark Gable, Janet Gaynor,
Leslie Howard, Marx Brothers, Mary
Pickford, Edward G. Robinson, Chic
Sale, Norma Shearer, Bert Wheeler,
Robert Woolsey and others.

Woolsey said, "What this country
needs is more belly laughs."

$3.13 a Share in First 28

Weeks Reported by Loew's
(.Continued^ from Page 1)

corresponding period of 1931. For-
eign income for the period was
transferred and converted into U. S.

currency at prevailing rates of ex-
change.

CAMERA CONFERENCE HELD
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Newest developments

of the sound camera and its acces-
sories were demonstrated at a meet-
ing sponsored by the Technicians
Branch of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences. An ex-
tensive exhibit of new improvements
was arranged by Virgil Miller, chair-
man of the Photographic Section of
the Academy Technicians group.
Representatives of the leading man-
ufacturers were present to explain
the new devices, and late technical
advances in the camera craft were
discussed.

%M

[MANY PAPPYmm

May 16
Bernard Steele Bull Montana

Howard Merton
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The race is on for

FOX 1932-33 product

F< DURKEE'^S
ENTERPmSES
Of Narylandr books
Fox 19Sii-Sl iine-u9

And sight unseen!

Maryland's finest theatre circuit ... 12 ace

houses in Baltimore, Annapolis, Havre de

Grace get the jump on the field

!

Just as they've been doing for the last

TEN YEARS!

That's CONFIDENCE in FOX
based on PAST EXPERIENCE

!
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A Little
from *'Lots"

H^^ By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
A/T. H. HOFFMAN, president of

Allied Pictures, has decided to

change the title of the forthcoming
stage classic, "Madame Bovary," to

"Indecent." Because of the original

title, many exhibitors had gained
the impression that the production
would be a costume picture, a type
that has had little box-office value
recently. Albert Ray will direct the

vehicle.
4< « «

Ann Dvorak, who shares leading

honors with David Manners in

"Crooner," now in production at the

Warner Bros, studios, has written

the words and music of a song en-

titled "A Pair of Arms," which is

sung in the picture. This is not Miss
Dvorak's first venture as composer
and lyricist; she is also the author
of "Nothing to Do" and "A Kiss

from You," both of which have been
published.

* « *

Louis King, who directed "Arm of

the Law," "The Deceiver" and "The
County Fair," is directing "Drift-

ing Souls' for Morris Schlank. Lew
Cody, Raymond Hatton and Shirley

Grey are among the principals.
* * •

"Tiger Shark," the Howard Hawks
"special" starring Edward G. Robin-
son, is in its third week of work at

the First National studios. From
the first there has been no expecta-

tion on the part of executives that

the picture would reach completion

in the usual production period of

four or five weeks. So many loca-

tion shots and unusual sequences are

required for this story of the Cali-

fornia fishing industry that plans

have been made to carry the pic-

ture into late June, and possibly

longer. Consequently "open time"

has been allotted it on the studio's

production schedule. Supporting Ed-
ward G. Robinson in "Tiger Shark"
are Zita Johann, Richard Arlen, J.

Carroll Naish, Henry Armetta and
Vince Barnett.

« o *

Through Mike Connelly, in asso-

ciation with Jenie Jacobs, Gertrude
Michels has been signed to a long

term contract by M-G-M. She is a

Southern girl and has been appear-

ing in New York stage productions.
* « «

Juliette Compton has been as-

signed an important role in Para-
mount's "Devil and the Deep," in

which Tallulah Bankhead, Gary
Cooper and Charles Laughton will

appear under direction of Marion
Gering.

146th "Hotel" Roadshow
One hundred and forty-sixth roadshow

booking on "Grand Hotel" brings this

M-G-M picture into the Empire, Bir-

mingham, May 23. The picture has
broken the Astor. New York, house
record so far, it was stated at the firm's

home office Saturday. Grosses on the
production are running ahead of "The
Big Parade," according to M-G-M.
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RKO Convention Sidelights

CHICAGO
Q.ET "Chief" Cropper to tell you

some time about his $28 glasses.

They have been lying in his desk
ever since he bought them. Inci-

dentally, the Chief wanted a room
with an ocean view, which would
have been pretty expensive in Chi.

It's an old story to Art Schultz,
from Milwaukee. He's another vet-

eran of the FBO days.

Bill Wolf, out of San Francisco,
has given up uke playing until the
Hawaiian business blows over. Prac-
ticing in private, though.

Stan Jacques forgot his Equity
card, so he did not put on his pro-
tean program.

G. C. Brown, the Gulfport Kid, in-

troducing the Brown-New Orleans
one-over-one bridge system.

Herb Mclntyre, of Los Angeles,
enjoying dry smokes. He's famous
for never having a match.

The (Bob) Wolff of Broadway
would rather play golf than eat—if

he's sure he can eat after playing.

R. E. Churchill, of Indianapolis, is

so dignified they used to call him
"Lord Churchill" on the ranch in

Utah.

T. J. Walsh is all sold on the
"Tom and Jerry" pictures. There's
a reason.

Page Baker is being billed as the
Memphis Strong Boy.

Typographical error gave B. Pit-

kin, of New Haven, credit for a 36
for nine holes. It should have been
136. '

•

M. E. Cory is known to Portland
golfers as a great poker player, and
to poker players as a great golfer.

200 At RKO Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

of distribution, and Jules Levy, gen-
eral sales manager, presiding.
David Sarnoff, president of RCA : Merlin

H. Aylesworth, president of RKO and NBC
nnd chairman of the hoard of RKO-Radio
Pictures; B. B. Kahane. president of RKO
Radio Pictures: Harold B, Franklin, presi-
dent : Joseph Plunkett and Phil Reisman.
vice-presidents of the RKO Theater Corp.,
will address the opening- day's sessions.
Sarnoff will be heard over a loud sneaker
system via a long distance tojephone from his
New York offices.

Mayor John Cermak of Chicaero will wel-
come the conventionites. following the open-
in? addresses of Messrs. Depinet and Levy.
Short subjects will be discussed at this after-
noon's sessions. Amoner those who will speak
are: Al Mertz, RKO short subiect sales
manager; Fred McConnell. general sales
manager of the Van Beuren Corp., and
Coiirtland Smith, president and Tack Con-
nolly, general manager of Pathe News, Late
this afternoon the delegates will be guests
of

_
the National Broadcasting Co. at the

Chicago studios in the Merchandise Mart.
Those attending in addition to the above

named are : Cresson Smith, western and
southern sales manager : E. L. McEvov.
p.nstern and Canadian sales manager; A. A.
Schubart, manager contact department : Frank
Kennedy, manager sales control deparmtent;
Harry Gittleson, editor the Radio Pictures
hous» organ : T_>. Miller, assistant to Cresson
F,. Smith ; W. Dahler, assistant to E. L
MeEvoy ; Lee Marcus, vice-president and
eastern production head; David O. Selznick
executive vi'-e-p'-esident in charge of RKO
production : L. Bamberger, special promotion
manager; R. Hawki"son assistant to .\mbrose
Dowling; Robert F. Sisk. director of ad-
vertising and publicity

; Joe Skellv, in charge
of branch operations; and Michael G, Poller,
assistant to Tules Lew,
The following cistern Hiviclon managers

and salesmen: Albanv: C, R. Halligan. man-
ager, salesman, L. Garvev ; Boston' R. C.
Cror'oer. manager, salesman, W H. Gardiner,
H. F Goldstein. F. G. Ross, C. L. DeVizia,
and M. M. Ames; Buffalo: H. T. Dixon,
manager, salesmen. I^. P. Murphv. E. C.
Markens, and C, Boasberg; Cincinnati; S.
C. Tacnues, manager, salesmen. R. Kinsler,
T,. K. Rosenfeld. H. R. Calliwav and A. L.
Siicermnn : Cleveland- H Silverberg. man-
ager, salesmen, A. Goldsmith. N. H. Gerson,
and W. McCabe : Detroit : Nat Lew, man-
ager, salesmen F, C, Mtirnhv, F, Bonnem,
.-nd A. H. TofTler; Tndiananolis : R. E.
'"hi'-ch'". manager, salesmen. C. E. Penrod,
<" C W-Ilac. and R. L. Brentlineer ; New
Haven ; B. Pitkin, manager salesman. H
Zeitels ; New York : R. S. WolfT. manager,

Pbil Hodes, sales manager, and salesmen, J-

Ellis, L. Kutinsky, B. G. Kranze, E, T.

Carroll, J. J. Dacey, M. Westebee. and F.

Drumm, assistant branch manager; Phila-

delphia : F. Tj, McNamee, manager, salesmen.
G. Lefko, H. W. Tvson, M. Shulman, T

SchaefFer, and S. Perlsweig ; Pittsburgh : H.
T. Michalson. manacer, salesmen, G, Lefko
L. Padolf, H. D, Price, and L, Wechsler

:

Washington : R, T. FolHard, manager, sales-
men, H, Kahn. E. W. Grover. L. Fox and
O. Knox; Mid-Western District: Chicago:
J. Osserman, manaeer, sa'esmen, S. Decker
S. Gorelick. Lou Elman, H. Greenblatt, and
E, Brichetto: Des Moines: B. T. McCarthv
manager, salesmen, R F. Crawford, and A
Danke ; Kansas City- T. R. Thompson, man-
ager, salesmen. E. Dvson. T, Lewis. R. T

Heft, and A. A. Ranfro ; Milwaukee: A. N.
Schmitz. manager, salesmen, M. Anderson
TT. Me'cher, and T. Abrose ; Minneapolis:
M, T. Frisch, manaeer, salesmen, Sol Frank
C. E, Almy, W, C. Winters, and L. E
Goldhammer ; Omaha: A. M. Avery, mana-
ger, salesmen. W T. Folev, Oscar Hanson
-nd Robert F, Winnig: St, Loui«: R, V
Nolan, manager, salesmen. W. DeF-'^ne
T. C. Tobin. and H. Sanders- Sioux flails:

S. W. Fitch, mana^-er and salesman. F, B
S->nders: Southern District: Atlanta • C. R
'^ lien manager, "jalesmen. C. B. Ellis, and
W. T. Collins; Dal'as- L. E. Har-'ngton
manager salesmen. T, H. Grnbe" W. B.
Wes'pv. E. A Pb-1ns. and S. M, Sachs:
'"'ha'-lott'': R. C. P-'ce m-'nao-er. salesmen
R. F. Br?"on and R. S. Mitchell; Jackson
"ille : H M. I.,von= manager and salesman
B. A Wallace: M»mrhis- P. M. Bake--

manager salesmen. N, T. Colonhou. and T

Greig: New 0-lea"e- G. C. Bi-ow". man-
ager, salesmen P FieM'ng. and C D Bur-
ton : Weste'-n Distric* : Denver : T. H. ^shbv
manafer. salesmen, F. T, T^ee. F. B. Prow-i
-nd T. A. Huches : T,os An^'le" : T. H
MacTnt'-rp. mana^^er. sal-smen N. P. Jacobs.

S. W, Wh^feheid and T. Ruben-'fein : Port-

'"nd- M E. Cory. manacT and s-ilesmen
W B. KeMv. -nd Bruce Keller: Salt L?!'"
Citv • T, T H''al<:h. mana™er sa'esmen. H
r Fi-'ler. C. Boiilpf. -nd F. S. Gulbran«ch

:

San Francisco: G. Wm '^Vnlf. v.-inao'""-

-alesmf G. F Searh J, T, O'Loughlin. and
E. A. Stein: Se-tt'e: E, A, T,amb m-ia-er
salesmen, T Burk and F M. Blake

-

Canadian n.-sfrlct • C-lg--v: ^ H Becker
•>ian-"er; Montro-l E. H WplU. manager

-

St. T^b" - T^eon '^^^-froTis. manao-er; To'-onto

-

T.. M. Devanev. d''-*'-'rt manager: an-i F'-anV

Mvers, ma^anrpr: \A''iTir«*«-»e" - '"^po.-cTe F. J.-w
-manai""-: Vancouver: W. C Tones, m-nager

:

nd d'«tr-'-t mian-'-'-r-- '^'"V-rro: W W,

Branson: Dallas- W. E. Callaway; and Lo=
Angeles: H. C, Cohen.

NEWS of the DAY

Kittanning, Pa. — Dominic Serra
who holds the lease of the Colum-
bia, recently destroyed by fire, states
that the house will be rebuilt.

I

I

I

V

Chehalis, Wash. — Stock of the
Twin City Theaters, Inc., recently
was purchased by the St. John In-
vestment Corp. and Cecil Gwinn,
manager of the Fox at Centralia.
The theaters involved in the deal
are the St. Helens of this city, the
Liberty and Fox in Centralia, the
latter bought by the St. John Corp.,
for about $85,000. Gwinn will con-
tinue as business manager for the
Twin City theater circuit. W. J.

Connors remains as manager of the
St. Helens.

San Francisco—Clarence Hill has
succeeded Ed Williams as manager
of the local Atlas Picture exchange.

Midland, Michj—Following the re-
cent fire, W. A, Cassidy has repaired
the Frolic, put in a new screen,
drapes and stage equipment-

Detroit — The LaSalle, recently
damaged by fire, has been repaired
and reopened.

Sterling, Col.—'Fox will reopen
the Rialto as soon as W. E. sound
equipment can be installed. Charles
Yeager will be the managtsr.

Denver — Brice Loveless has re-
signed as manager of the Denver
exchange of Consolidated Produc-
tions, and been succeeded by G. C.
Jones, former manager of the com-
pany's Salt Lake City branch.

Priest River, Idaho—J. B. Gardner i

has bought the Rex from W. L.

'

Casey and will renovate the house
and change its policy. Gardner at
one time operated the Gem and
Scenic at Sandpoint, Ida.

Mt. Vernon, Wash.—E. W. Pol-

lock and G. W. Fowler have taken
over the operation of the Lincoln
from Waldo Ives. Pollock and Fow-
ler were named temporary receivers

for the theater equipment covered
by a chattel mortgage. Pollock,

owner of the building with E. E.

Benedict of North Bend will oper-

ate the house. Ives expects to re-

open either the Mission, on which
he holds a lease, or the Paramount,
with sound equipment removed from
the Lincoln.

Croswell, Mich.—The Mexine has
installed new sound equipment, a
new screen and new lamps.

Paramount Newsreel Beat
News of the death of the Lindbergh

baby was flashed on New York theater

screens by Paramount Sound News on

Thursday night simultaneously with the

arrival on Broadway of first newspaper
extras telling of the crime. Paramount
also lays claim to being from one to

three days ahead of competing reels in

releasing throughout the country a com-
plete pictorial history of the case.
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FoxAdoptsFlexibleProduction PolicyonNewLineup

SEN. SiRTRIDGE PLEADS^ FOR 46c. jXEMPTION

143 Short Subjects Listed on New RKO Program

Sen* Shortridge
, ' , writes a column

By Jack Aiicoate^

Down in Washington, yesterday,

Senator Samuel M. Shortridge, a

friend of the motion picture indus-

try, gave the Senate an earful of

what the proposed admission tax,

as it now stands, would do to this

business. We quote the Senator:

"More than 5,000 more picture

theaters in the United States have

closed since 1929, due to unemploy-

ment's drain on attendance. If the

proposed tax on admissions of 10

cents and over is enacted at least

another 5,000 will close, unable to

meet rent and payrolls. The na-

tion's normal supply of entertain-

ment will have been cut in half.

"The effect on producers and dis-

tributors, who also depend on the-

ater customers, will be a similar 50

per cent reduction. It is proposed,

through this tax, to complete the

wiping out of at least half of a

major industry.

"Half of the 325,000 Americans
normally employed will be kept out

of jobs. Half of the 1,2.50,000 con-

stituting their families will be with-

out livelihood. Half of the 3.000.000

whose family heads are employed in

normal times because of the motion

picture industry's purchases from
other industries, will further be

added to the unemployment crisis.

The revenue expected by the spon-

sors of the 10-cent admission tax

will not materialize, and many nor-

mal tax values will be destroyed.

"No industry is more vital today

than the motion picture industry,

fulfilling its necessary educational

function and providing a let-off for

care and worry. And no industry is

in less position to bear an added

crushing burden of taxation.

"The proposal to make up almost

one-tenth of the nation's deficit by

taxing the amusement of children.

the unemployed and the poor, while
{Continued on Page 2)

42 Two-Reelers, 65 One-
Reelers, 3 Serials on

1932-33 Lineup
Chicago—A lineup of 143 short

subjects, divided into 42 two-reelers,
65 one-reelers and three serials of
12 two-reel episodes each, will be
released by RKO Radio Pictures
next season, it was announced by
Ned E. Depinet, vice-president in

charge of distribution, and Al Mertz,
{Continued on Page 64)

EIGHT 6. & D. FEATURES

BEING RELEASED IN U. S.

Out of 12 productions planned for
1932-33 by British & Dominions,
eight will be released in the U. S.,

Hubert T. Marsh, chairman and
managing director, told The Film
Daily yesterday. Two features will

star Jack Buchanan. Other stars

known to Great Britain and who will
{Continued on Page 63)

13 Travel Subjects

On Sol Lesser List
Hollywood—A series of 13 one-

reelers called "Seeing is Believing,"

presenting oddities of human and
animal life gathered from all parts

of the world, is announced by Sol

Lesser, president of Principal Dis-

tributing Corp. First of the series

will be ready in a month.

Warner Deal Denied

Emphatic denial was made by

Major Albert Warner yesterday of

a report, current on Broadway and

downtown, to the effect that Joseph

P. Kennedy, J. J. Murdock and Pat

Casey were interested in taking

over Warner Bros. -First National.

GARL GOE TO DISTRIBUTE

8 DICK TALMADGE EILMS

Mercury Pictures Corp., new com-
pany of which Carl J. Goe, former
sales executive with Tiffany, is vice-

president and general manager, will

distribute eight action pictures to

be made by Richard Talmadge for
the state rights market. Talmadge
has returned to the coast after
closing the deal in New York. Ar-
thur Lee of AmerAnglo Corp. has
signed a deal with "Talmadge for
the foreign rights to the produc-
tions. First of the series will be
released about Sept. 1. Mercury
Pictures will make its headquarters
at 226 West 42nd St.

Two Harry Arthur Houses
Go Into Double Features
Bridgeport, Conn. — Harry Ar-

thur has changed the policy of the
Fox Globe here and the Fox Bijou,
New Haven, to double-features and
shorts on a grind basis at 25 cents

top.

Senate Told 5,000 Houses
Will Close Unless 10c.

Exemption is Raised
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—An appeal to the

Senate to at least adopt the House
exemption of 46 cents on admis-

sions has been made by Senator

Samuel M. Shortridge, Republican,
of California, who declared that the
low exemption of 10 cents adopted
by the Senate Finance Committee
would compel at least 5,000 the-

{Continued on Page 64)

27 of Fox's 48 Feature Titles

Announced at Sales Convention

Exhibitors H i t Snag

In Maryland Blue Fight

Baltimore— Efforts of county exhibitors to

profit by Baltimore's new liberal Sunday proved

unavailing when Harry Gaertner, who instituted

a test case, learned that legislative action is

necessary to change the status of the blue laws

still in force outside Baltimore.

Fox will release 48 features dur-

ing the 19.32-33 season, and in ac-

cordance with a flexible production
policy adopted to give the company
latitude to conform to the trend of

popular demand, about two-thirds
of the schedule was announced at

the opening of the sales convention
(Continued on Page 62)

S. R. KENT TO OUTLINE

SALES POLICIES TODAY

Sales policies of Fox Film will be
outlined by President Sidney R. Kent
at today's session of the annual sales

convention being held at the home
offices. E. R. Tinker, chairman of

the board, and James R. Grainger,
vice-president in charge of distribu-

tion, also are on the program to ad-
dress the meeting.
At yesterday's meeting Grainger

outlined the titles of the new sea-

son's product, and Kent made his
{Continued on Page 4)

Regular Dividend
Declared by Loew's

Regular quarterly dividend of 75

cents on the common stock was de-

clared yesterday by Loew's, Inc..

payable June 30 to stockholders of

record June 13.

Quota Demand Closes

Belgrade Film Offices

Belgrade, Yugoslavia — Because it is impos-

sible to comply with the Yugoslavian govern-

ment film quota which requires American com-
panies either to produce films in this country

or buy 70 meters of native sound films for

every 1,000 meters imported, Paramount and
M-G-M have closed their offices here.
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Heavier Screen Material Seen by Montagne
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Present trend of the younger generation toward more serious

types of literature, especially biographical subjects, will eventually have its

effect on the screen, says Edward J. Montagne, scenario editor for RKO. The
eagerness with which young people now delve into history, science and books

about great characters, past and present, is due principally to the widened
scope of education, according to Montagne, and the screen must watch the

movement for its future guidance. He maintains, however, that love still is,

and probably always will be, the theme of greatest interest to the greatest

number of people, even though romances today can't be handled in the sugar-

coated Victorian style.

NEW YORK
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Sen. Shortridge
. . . writes a column

(Continued from Page 1)

at the same time exempting a long
list of luxuries, including jewelry,
furs, yachts and motorboats. is one
of the most uneconomic propositions
imaginable.
"The Senate should at least agree

with the House and fix the rate at
46 cents."

Skouras Circuit Books
Condensed Stage Hits

Skouras Bros, is the latest major
circuit to go in for condensed ver-
sions of stage hits. It is trying
out this policy currently at the
Academy of Music with "The
Barker." Show was produced by
Chamberlain Brown with Taylor
Holmes, Beverly Bayne, Vanessi
and Joseph Wagstaff. If the idea
clicks in this house it will be in-

augurated on other Skouras the-
aters.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" Yt, H Vs
Technicolor 1 1 1 — 14

Trans-Lux I'/s ^Vi 1^ + Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Cen. Th. Eq. 6s40 Z'A
Loew 6s 41ww.... 77
Paramount Cs47 . . 26
Par. By. S^^sSl... 50
Par. 55^s50 21 J4
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Warner's 6s39 16

3
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3
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DAVID DIAMOND RESIGNS
David Diamond, vice-president and

general manager of Tobis-American,
has resigned, eff^ective June 1. His
future plans will be announced In

detail next week.

<>>>•••>.>>.•*>>.>>>,,,•,•,*

ti New Tork Lone IiUnd City li
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SECOND ZANE GREY FILM
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sol Lesser, president

of Principal Distributing Corp., an-
nounces that plans have been com-
pleted for the making of a second
feature picture with Zane Grey,
famous author, as the principal
character. The new production has
been tentatively titled "The Fish
Round-up," and it is planned to have
it ready for release next fall. It
will be made on Grey's forthcoming
fishing trip.

It

IEastman Films!
t{], E. Brulatour, Inc. il

8 g
ff :•:

ft M
}.t Chic«(0 Hollywood >.*
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PARA. BRANCH CHANGES
Kansas City—Joe T. Manfre, sales

manager here for Paramount for the
past four years and ten years with
the Kansas City exchange, has been
made branch manager, succeeding
Oscar A. Morgan, who has left to
assume his new duties as branch
manager in Philadelphia.

Wide Range Sound System
Called Big Step Forward
Providence—From an exhibitor

standpoint Erpi's new wide range
reproduction system is a tremendous
step toward perfect sound, according
to the management of Fay's Ma-
jestic, where the device is being dem-
onstrated. It covers a frequency
range from as low as 40 cycles per
second to above 8,000 cycles per sec-
ond, it is stated. The Majestic is

called the first independent house in
the world to present sound pictures,
having inaugurated them in 1926.

JOINS METROPOLITAN M. P. CO.
Detroit—M. J. Caplan, president

of Metropolitan Motion Picture Co.,
producers of RCA Photophone in-

dustrial sound motion pictures, an-
nounces the association of Lee H. D.
Baker with his company in an ac-
count executive capacity. Baker is

a former vice-president of the Na-
tional Bank of Commerce.

NEXT FOR CARNEGIE
"Der Unsterblicher Lump" ("The

Immortal Vagabond"), a Ufa Ger-
man-dialogue feature, will replace
"Trapeze" at the Little Carniege
Playhouse on Thursday.

,j

BANDY DRIVING WEST
l!'r<f Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—H. A. Bandy, former^

ly foreign representative for War-
ner-First National, is due out here
shortly for an extended vacation.
He is driving west with Mrs. Bandy.

COLUMBIA BUYS STORY
Columbia has obtained the film

rights to "Mike," written by Sidney
Skolsky, Broadway columnist.

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

£lectrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory
799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

FRANK G. SCHAEFER DIES
Chicago—Frank G. Schaefer. 5C(',

theater owner and brother of Peter
Schaefer, of Jones, Linick an^
Schaefer, is dead of a heart attack.
He was stricken while on the Bunker
Hill golf course.

FOX TITLE CHANGE '

Fox has changed titled of "Week-
End Girl," based on a novel by
Warner Fabian, to "Week-Endfe
Only." Hays office is understood tb
have persuaded the switch.

FOP SALE
Silent Bell & Howell 35 mm.

Camera
FEARLESS MOVEMENT

Magazine. Lenses and Miscellaneous
Acces'^orips

LOW PRICE FOR QUICK SALE
Call Telephone RAymond 9-1315

Or write Box 955, care of Film Daily

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 16-18: RKO annual sales conventior
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 16-20: Fox sales convention, Esse;
House, New York.

May 19: Warner Club party in honor o
Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio personnel
Warner Club rooms. New York.

May 22-23: Erpi Golf Tournament, Briar
cUff.

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conven
tion, Atlantic City.

May 24-25 : Annual convention of Motioi
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas am
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kan

May : 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Kquit)
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31 -June 3: Columbia western sales con
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of International)
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employer
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall.

Columbus, O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Roct
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, Den
ver.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Countrj
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 1 5 : Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

-I

JAPAN HONORS CHAPLIN
Tokyo—A welcome greater than a

potentate could expect was accorded
Charlie Chaplin on his arrival here,
following a similar demonstration in

Kobe.

COMING & GOING

BERT WHEELER is en his way to New
York from the coast, accompanied by reports
that the Wheeler-Woolsey team has split.

E. W. MAMMONS returned Sunday from
Hollywood, followed by JOE BRANDT, whose
official connection with Educational is ex-
pected to be set and announced this week.

You Will Find It

In TheYear Book
Whether you want to

know the work of a

player, or the number
of theaters in a town,

or the motion picture

situation in a foreign

country, or the officers

of an industry organ-
ization, or a thousand
and one other facts,

you will find it in

The 1932

FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK

Free to FILM DAILY
Subscribers

Your check for $10.00
brings you this unsur-

passed reference volume
in addition to the

FILM DAILY six times

a week for one year
(Foreign subscription

$15.00)

THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway New York City
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'Hew Fox Program Made Flexible to Meet Conditions
1 s of the Fox lot, Marian Nixon,
. Ihur Pierson, Alexander Kirkland,
U'ldon Heyburn, Cecilia Parker.
, ne". Chandler, June Vlasek, and
vian Keid in an original screen
ly v/ith a West Point setting, to

I directed by Sidney Lanfield.
"Bad Boy," by Vina Delmar, an
iginal screen story successor to

Jad Girl," by the same author
1st and director to be announced
ter.

*
"Hat Check Girl," featuring Peggy
lannon, John Boles, Alexander
irkland and El Brendel. To be di-

eted by John Francis Dillon from
le story by Rian James.
"Congorilla," Mr. and Mrs. Mar-
n Johnson's story of the big
pes and little people of Central
frica.

)allas Drops Plans
For Movies in Parks

Dallas—Final decision not to have
lotion pictures in the city parks
his summer has been made by the

'ark Board when it turned down
)rrell O'Reilly's offer to furnish

ree movies. Outworn equipment
\hich would have to be replaced at

rrcat expense is the cause of the

lecision.

PUBLIX DALLAS CHANGES
Dallas—Frank Weatherford, house

nanager of the Palace, has been
ipiiointed resident manager to suc-

ked Marsline K. Moore, who moves
:o Forth Worth to take charge of

;he Publix de luxe house there, the

Worth. Moore succeeds Clifford B.

Stiff, who will join John J. Fredl in

;he Northwest territory.

VI. P. BASEBALL SEASON OPENS
Among major company baseball

teams entered in the Motion Picture

Baseball League contest for 1932

are Warner Brothers, Fox, Columbia

and E.R.P.I. The initial game will

be played Thursday. Games will be

played every Thursday and Satur-

day until each team will have played

twice against each opposing team.

An inter-city schedule of games that

will bring together teams from every

Warner exchange and publicity office

has also been arranged.

G. T. E. LOSS
Report of General Theaters Equip-

ment, Inc., for 1931 shows loss of

$881,028, exclusive of estimated loss

of $1,098,280 from trading in class

A stock of Fox Film and from the

failure of a brokerage house. This

loss was deducted from operatmg

surplus. In 1930 the company re-

ported net income of $4,454,405.

George O'Brien in Five

George O'Brien will be the most

active star on the Fox list next sea-

son. He is down for five produc-

tions. Next come Elissa Landi and

James Dunn-Sally Eilers, who are to

make four each, while Janet Gaynor-

Charles Farrell are slated for three.

52 Magic Carpets on Fox Program
In addition to its feature schedule. Fox will have 52 issues of the Magic

Carpet of Movietone on its 1932-33 program. There will also be the 104
issues of Fox Movietone News.

Chamberlain Circuit Sale
Delayed Until Next Fall
Shamokin, Pa.—Sale of the Cham-

berlain Amusement Enterprises, op-
erating a circuit in the anthracite
region, will probably be delayed un-
til fall owing to a postponement
granted by the Northumberland
County Court at Sunbury. Sale of

properties had been set for May 11,

but granting of an appeal permit-
ting the State Supreme Court to re-

view the case will defer this action.

Pennsylvania Trust Co., Reading,
mortgage trustee, had been pressing
a sale on an execution.

Great Lakes Theaters
Adds Two to Circuit

Huntington, W. Va.—Great Lakes
Theaters, Inc., has added the "It"
theater here and the Porter theater
of Cattlesburg to its circuit. Both
theaters are being redecorated and
will open soon, according to Harry
Schwartz, president of the company.

MILWAUKEE CHANGES
Milwaukee—Bernhard Cook is now

managing Warner Bros. Venetian,
succeeding E. W. Van Norman who
is now managing Skouras Bros. Gar-
field.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
j^ENRY KOLKER, who left the

stage twenty yeai's ago to be-
come a film director, has been signed
by Paramount for a character part
in "Devil and the Deep." adventure
romance in which Tallulah Bank-
head, Gary Cooper and Charles
Laughton will play the leading roles.

Preston Foster has lust been
added to the cast which will support
Douglas Fairbanks, .Jr., in "Revolt"
when that story of the Russian
Revolution gets under way shortly

at First National. Another addition

to the cast is Virginia Bruce.

* * *

Irving Bacon, who attracted fa-

vorable attention by his portrayal
of an inauisitive marriage license

clerk in "No One Man." will plav a

'-ole in the cast of "Million Dollar
Legs." Paramount's Olympic Games
comedy.

* * *

Cast of principals in Consfan<"L>

^fnnett'.s next starring pict'ir-' for

Warner Bros., "Two Against the

World," has been completed, and the
nieture will start production in a

few davs under the direction of

Archie Mavo. The lineup of nlayers

comprises Miss Bennett, Neil Hamil-
ton. Allan Vincent, Humnhrpy Bo-

•^art, Mav Robeson, Elizub^+h Pat-

terson, Alan Mowbrav, Leila Ben-
nett. Oscar Apfel. Bettv Gillette and
T,onise Carter. Based on a storv

hv Marion Dix and .lerrv Horwin. it

h^s been adapted for the screen by
Sheridan Gibney.

* * *

Ted Lewis and his orchestra now
filling an engagement at the Hollv-

wood Pantages, will be seen in the

new edition of "Screen Snapshots."

Columbia's fan magazine of the

screen.

Latest additions to the cast of
"The Cabin in the Cotton" at First
National are Tully Marshall and Ed-
mund Breese.

:!: * *

Eddie Welch, RKO scenarist and
dialogue writer, is recovering from a

serious illness due to a tooth in-

fection and will soon resume his

duties.
* * *

Lillian Bond is completing her
work in "The Dark House" at Uni^
versal. Her current release is "The
Trial of Vivienne Ware." She also
appeared in the local stage produc-
tion of "Springtime for Henry."

* * * 1!

Through Eddie Ruben, Eddie Bor-
den has been added to the cast of
"Brown of Culver," at Universal, r

* * I,

Gertrude Michael, 20-year old

brunette beauty, newest addition to
M-G-M's roster of actresses, is an
Alabama belle, but has only a slight

Southern accent, having had most
of the traces of provincial speech
removed under the guidance of
Stuart Walker, in whose Cincinnati
school and stock company she served
a two-year apprenticeship. .'

* * *
!

By the way. Miss Michael received
a taste of film acting while playing
a small part in "Wayward" at the
Paramount New York studios. ',.

* » *

Our Passing Show: Richard Dix
George Archainbaud. Willias Gold
beck, Solly Baiano, Oliver H. P. Gar-
rett and Martin Gornica watching
matches in the Southern California
tennis tournament.

* * *

Joan Blair, who played in the
Eastern productions of "The Torch
Song" and "Stepping Sisters." is at-

tracting attention by her work in "A
Murder Has Been Arranged" at the
Pasadena Community Playhouse.

EIGHT B. & D. FEllTORES

BEING RELEASED IN U. S.

(.Continued from Page 1)

be featured in coming productions
for American release are Dorothy
Bouchier, Winifred Shotter, Tom
Walls, Ralph Lynn, Matheson Lang
and Sydney Howard. Marsh brought
to this country prints of "Good
Night, Vienna," starring Jack Bu-
chanan, "Carnival," featuring Mathe-
son Lang, Dorothy Bouchier and Jo-
seph Schildkraut; "A Night Like
This," with Ralph Lynn and Tom
Walls; "The Blue Danube," and
"Mischief." While in America,
Marsh will arrange for national dis-
tribution of his pictures. He leaves
next week for a short visit to
Canada.

RKO DEBENTURE INTEREST
RKO will pay the interest on its

10-year 6 per cent debentures on
June 1 by calling for payment of
an equivalent amount on the pur-
chase price of the part paid certi-
f cates for those debentures and com-
mon stock. In lieu of requiring
actual payment, amounting to 6 2-3
cents for each $5 principal amount
of debentures, this sum will be de-
ducted from the interest payable by
the corporation, which is the same
amount.

ALICE BLUE GOWN BOOKED
Florence Case, the "Alice Blue

Gown Girl" of Station WOR, has
been booked for a week's personal
appearances at the Branford, New-
ark, under the new stage policy in-

augurated by Warner Bros, for this
house. A different radio star is

booked each week.

JOE CULLIN RESIGNS
Joe Cullin has resigned as ex-

ploitation manager of the RKO
Fordham.

JANET GAYNOR and CHARLES FARRELL
who axe scheduled to appear in

three pictures
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143 SHORT SUBJECTS

ON NEWJO PROGRAM

(Continued from Page 1)

shoi't subject sales manager, at yes-

terday's session of the annual sales

convention in the Drake Hotel. In

addition to these 143 subjects there

will be the twice weekly issues of

Pathe News, making an aggregate

of 325 reels of shorts for 1932-33.

Courtney Ryley Cooper's novel,

"The Last Frontier," will provide a

western story for the first of the

three serials and the two to follow

will offer air thrills in "Airplane Ex-
press" and daring adventure in

"Lost in the Malayan Jungles."

Two-reel comedies will be offered

in seven series of six subjects each

as follows: Charlie Chaplin, revived

with sound and music; Masquers'

all-star, Clark and McCullough, Ed-

gar Kennedy's "Mr. Average Man,"

Harry Sweet, Mickey McGuire kid

comedies and one other group.

The 65 single reel subjects, other

than Pathe News are 13 NBC Musi-

cal Broadcasts, 26 Aesop's Fables,

13 Tom and Jerry animated car-

toons, 7 Pathe Review magazine

reels and 6 Vagabond Adventures.

The Van Beuren Corporation will

produce the Charlie Chaplin and one

other series of two-reel comedies,

the three serials, Aesop's Fables and

Tom and Jerry animated cartoons,

NBC Musical Broadcasts, and Vaga-

bond Adventures. The Olsen and

Johnson series and the serials will

be made in Hollywood with Nat Ross

as associate producer.

Louis Brock, associate producer

of short subjects on David 0. Selz-

nick's staff, will be in charge of

two-reel comedy production, on the

Masquers. Edgar Kennedv, Harry

Sweet and Clark and McCullough se-

ries at the company's studio m
Hollywood. The directorial staff

will "include Edgar Kennedy, Harry

Sweet and Mark Sandrich.

Larry Darmour will continue to

make Mickey McGuire comedies.

Pathe News, under the manage-

ment of Courtland Smith, president:

Jack Connolly, general manager, and

Edward Percy Howard, editor, will

further expand its news gathering

facilities to maintain a service fa-

mous on motion picture screens for

22 years. This organization will

nroduce Pathe Review, edited by

Thomas Chalmers.
Of the seven groups of two-reel

comedies, four are continuations of

series, one is a re-creation of the

most famous group made by the

world's funniest comedian, and two

introduce new personalities to the

T?KO Radio shorts' starring roster.

Continuations are the Masquers' all-

RKO Convention Sidelights

CHICAGO
This morning will be devoted to

screening of the product at the
Cinema Art Theater. This after-
noon the sessions will be addressed
by Lee Marcus, vice-president and
eastern production head, and E. 0.
Heyl, manager of the Photophone
Division of RCA Victor. Tonight
the delegates will see John Barry-
more in "State's Attorney" at the
State Lake Theater.

Bob Folliard made a recent trip

from Washington to Baltimore, but
it wasn't to call on H. L. Mencken.

Mac McNamee looks puzzled. He's
an ardent fisherman and is wonder-
ing about the Pennsylvania trout

streams, if any.

fair name of Green Island, wher-
ever that is.

George Law is a famous fish

shooter, or duck hunter.

Joe Ashby is known as "The Lit-

tle General" of Denver. But he gets
some pretty big fish.

Mike Frisch running short of ciga-
rettes, but wait till he wins that
$19,000 suit from the Great North-
ern.

Ching Allen is a conservative
penny-ante player.

Tommy Thompson missing
morning horseback ride.

his

Hot Shot Tieer Lyons, of Jack-
sonville, can drive a car around a

curve without using his hands. They
say.

Nat Levy admits he's the world's
worot golfer. b"t even at that he's

not afraid of the other Detroiters.

Ralph Williams, like so many
other Southern managers, has a

weakness for Coca-Colas.

Mike Michalson has 3 plaid tie in

honor of Carnegie Teh. Pitts-

burgh's other prominent feature.

Charlie Halligan defending the

Bernie McCarthy gives a swelT
imitation of two small-time exhib-

itors.

L. H. Watrous, of St. John. New
Brunswick, has a man-sized pipe.

Frank Meyers is the convention's
champion sauerkraut maker. And
a Toronto man at that.

Harrington didn't have to tak^
^ny Chow dogs for a walk for a

-ouple of days.

Ed Wells comnaring the local

product with the Montreal femmes

C'ivIpv Decker competing for Bea^^

^rummel honors.

Vince Nolan is another of the
golf-and-bridge boys. Anything for

a Cash Drive, is the St. Louisan's
motto.

Rosco Ates Exposed!

Dallas—When Rosco Ates, who has

stuttered his way to fame, spent a night

h^'e last week a local writer got a

glimpse of him in the Bakor hotel lobby

—and startled her readers by announcing
that Ates' stuttering is entirely affected.

star comedies p'^'odn'^ed b''' the fa-

mous male stars' club in HoTlvwoo'^
with guest women star leads—all

bio- feature na^^es: Edgar Kennedv's
"Mr. Averfp-e Man" comedi'^'^ denict-

ing the mishans of a good-natured
slave to matrimony: ClarV and Mc-
Culloneh playing a droll pair o-f

misadventnrprs in varied settings

and the Mickey McGuire kid com-
edies. T'he C^ianlins ^"^f the Pqmonc
Tiits: "The Curo," "Ea=v Street."

"The Rink" and "The Pawnshon."
''^pw se'f'ies on the nroe-rnm nre: the
Harrv Sweet series, which brine* ?

nonuli'r director-comedian b^<^k b°-
foro the cameras in sho'^t films, in

whir'h he first attained fame as an
ambassador of mirth, and a surprise

series.

NPC Musical Broadcasts will o^'-

fer the nick of the "".adio stars in

noveltv vpplt- that will bes*' nr£>c-pri+

fhr.ir individual talents. Vao-abonrl

Adventures transport audiences t^

stransre scenes in strange places in

odd corners of the globe.

Aeson's Fables are in their tSth

year and a^e well toward their 600th
release. Tom and Jerry cartoons,
now entering their second season
are made by the same production
staff as the Fables at the Van
Beuren studios.

OBJECT TO HOFFM^^N TITLE
IVr^f rnast B'-rca" nf THF FILM PATTY
Hollvwood—Proposed use of the

title "Indecent" on the M. H. Hofl'-

man nrodiiction based on Flaubert's

novel, "Madame Bovarv." has
arouspd strong protest from the

committee of the Independent Mo-
tion Picture Producers Ass'n ir

chare-e of nassing on selection of

stories titles and advertising mat-
ter. Hoffman, who besides heinf
head of Allied Pictures, which is

n^oducinn- thf nicture. is prpgidont

^f the TM.P.P.A . contends the title

is not objectionable.

SEN. SHORTRIDGE mm
FOR 46-m)(EMPTIfl

(Continued from Page 1)
aters to close and would throw oi

of work half the people now en
ployed in the industry.
"No industry is more vital tha

motion pictures, fulfilling its nece
sary educational functions and pr.j
viding a let-off for care and worry

i

said Senator Shortridge, "and ttb
industry is in no position to bear a
added crushing burden of taxatio]
The Senate should at least ag«
with the House and fix the exen^
tion at 46 cents."
He declared the greatest burdll

of "this extreme example of t~
discrimination" would fall on t
very poor who are entitled as
necessity to seek, once in a whi
recreation and release from t.,

trying times and the strain of th
past few years.

"SVIVTPHONV" TTOTns OVER
Rpltiivioro—RTTO's "^""^nhonv n^

Six Million" has b^on '^"^Id nvpr fo'"

"nothe'^ wo^k. and w'^l bo jY\r,-KTaA

^rom the TTi'nn'^d'-omf" ti the Audi-
torium. "Grand Hr'tel" lasted three
weeks as a road show.

"TTOT^T," HOT T»S nVP'P
Kansas Citv P'^nds^^i^rincr r>f

"Grand Hotel" at the Liberty is

being extended another week.

TOWN'S ONT.Y CIT^TT7,MA CLOSES
Sevmour Cr>T\v —The Strand, on-

orated bv E. H. Rolston. owner, has
been closed for the summer season.

It is the only film house here.

Rothaclier Completes
Special Survey for RKC

(Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIV.
Hollywood— Watterson R. Roth

acker has completed his special sur
vey for RKO in accordance with the
new arrangement entered into be
tween him and RKO officials on hi5'.

recent trip to New York. The re-

port will be submitted in due course^
and until that is out of the way
Rothacker says he will have no
statement to make concerning his
future plans in the industry.
When Rothacker originally was

signed as managing director of the
RKO studios he expressed the desire
to merely undertake a survey cover-i
ing only three months, but Davidi
Sarnoff and Hiram S. Brown are
understood to have insisted upon a
minimum contract of one year.
Later, following discussions with.

David 0. Selznick and B. B. Kahane,i
the new arrangement for a specials

survey was entered into, due to the
fact that Rothacker could not func--

tion as contemplated without seri-

ously disturbing the existing system
which had been set up in contempla-
tion of the impending sales conven-
tion and this year's program.

RTESENFELD ADDS DUTIES '

Hugo Riesenfeld, who has joined
the Roxy as conductor of its sym-
phony orcheiitra, is also sitting in

on production conferences. Clark
Robinson, however, remains in

charge of this phase of the the-

ater's operations.

Sarnoff by 'Phone

David Sarnoff, unable to attend

the RKO sales convention in oerson,

spoke to the gathering in Chicago

yesterday by telephone. He pre-

dicted that the "machine age,"

having created means of mass pro-

duction, would next contribute to

regulating hours of work and pro-

viding means of utilizing the spare

time for entertainment and educa-

i>^tion.
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Defeat of 10

Cent Tax Is

Called Duty

Senator Shortridge Says
House Figure Adequate

Washington, May 16.—Declaring

that a levy on admissions of more than

10 cents will close the doors of 5,000

theatres, curtailing employment in the

industry 50 per cent below the 1929

figure, Senator William Shortridge

of California today held that the sen-

ate should at least meet the house's

exemption figure of 45 cents.

"Motion pictures are a primary
commercial asset of the country," he

asserted in a formal statement. "Not
only do they sell American goods

ibroad in vast quantities, but through

the appeal of the motion picture thea-

tre, hundreds of thousands of pur-

chasers in the United States are regu-

larly drawn to neighborhoods where
local merchants offer their wares for

sale.

"In striking at the very life of the

(Continued on pane 3)

Gluckman Has 42

Set Next Season
Herman Gluckman, president of

Capital Pictures, is set to release 42

pictures next season. In addition,

there will be four serials with 26 Port

o' Call shorts produced by William
Pizor of Imperial Films.

Gluckman will continue to dis-

tribute foreign subjects and has lined

up for next season 26 German and
four Polish features.

The 42 American features will

comprise 16 melodramas, four spe-

cials, six Jack Hoxie westerns, all

from Majestic; 12 from Tower and
four from Nat Levine.

Talmadge to Make

Eight for Goe Co.
Richard Talmadge is to make a

series of eight action pictures for

release on the state rights market
through the newly-formed Mercury
Pictures Corp.. of which Carl E.

Goe, former Tiffany sales manager,

is vice-president and general man-
ager.

Heretofore, Talmadge has produced,

acted in and attended to the sales of

his productions. With the new set-up

sufficient finances have been advanced

{Continued on payc i)

Chicago Expects End of

Double Billing Practice
Bringing Back the Kids

Tom Mix's series of westerns will bring back to picture theatres
an estimated 1,000,000 children, patronage of whom has been alien-

ated by sophisticated pictures, according to L. J. Schlaifer, general
sales manager of Universal. The first of the series, "Destry Rides
Again," already has chalked up a large attendance for children,
and in some runs has set records, Schlaifer says.

Price-CuttingElimination
Also Seen as Result

Of Confabs

44 Regulars,

4 Specials
On Fox List

The 28th annual convention of Fox
Film swung- into line yesterday with
announcement to his assembled sales

force by James R. Grainger, vice-

president i.n charge of domestic distri-

bution, that the company will produce
48 features, sell 44 in a block and
four specials, to be sold individually

for the 1932-1933 season. The com-
pany also will release 104 issues of

Fox Movietone News and 52 sinale

reels in the Magic Carpet of Movie-
tone series.

The new program will include 28

starring vehicles. As one co-starring

team, Janet Gaynor and Charles Far-
rell will appear in three and James
Dunn and Sally Filers in five. An-
nounced without cast, the fifth in the

Dunn-Filers series will be "Bad
Boy," a sequel to "Bad Girl." Will
Rogers, always billed as a star, will

make two ; Joan Bennett, three ; War-
ner Baxter, three : George O'Brien.,

five ; Elissa Landi, four : Fdmund
Lowe, two; and Clara Bow, pne.

With the exception of Miss Bow, who
(Continued on paqe 62)

143 Shorts on

New Program
Says Depinet

Ciiic.\G0, May 16.—One hundred
and forty-three short subjects, em-
bracing three serials, the first to be
made since the absorption by RKO
Radio Pictures of RKO Pathe, will

comprise the firm's output for the
1932-33 season, Ned F. Depinet told

the sales force today at the annual
sales convention at the Drake Hotel.
The line-up includes seven series of

two-reel comedies, six to the series as

follows : Charlie Chaplin comedies,
reissued with music and sound ; Mas-
ciuers ; Clark and McCullough, Fdgar
Kennedy's "Mr. Average Man,"
Harry Sweet, Mickey McGuire come-
dies and another series to be an-
nounced later.

The single reel program totals 65
subjects as follows: 13 NBC Musi-
cal Broadcasts, 26 Aesop's Fables, 13

Tom and Jerry cartoons, seven Pathe
Reviews, six Vagabond Adventures.
There also will be 104 issues of

Pathe News.
The Van Beuren Corporation is

reissuing the Chaplin comedies and
(Continued on pane 64)

Carry Exclusive Run Fight

ToFederal TradeforProbe
Philadelphia, May 16.—Complaint

has been lodged with the Federal

Trade Commission and action under

a Delaware law on discrimination is

nlanned at Wilmington by indepen-

dent exhibitors as the result of ex-

clusive runs on M-G-M product

granted there to Loew's, states The
R.vhihilnr, local regional.

The Wilmington exhibitors, the

publication says, feel that a test

case should be made for the entire

country, in the light of suggested fur-

ther curtailment of runs by distribu-

tors next season.

Investigation by the regional pub-
lication, it states, has disclosed :

M-G-M has been offered an in-

crease of SO per cent on last year's

(Continued on pane 03)

Chicago, May 16.—That Chicago

may emerge from the problem of

dwindling patronage and admission

cuts with an almost 100 per cent

single feature policy within the next

few weeks looms as a possibility as

exhibitor organization leaders are

getting together in frank discussions

of present business conditions.

Indications of the trend in this

direction are seen in the recent policy

change on the part of B. & K. at the

Roosevelt when that house was
changed into a class C run and ad-

missions reduced from 85 cents to

35 cents. Decrease in admission prices

at the RKO State-Lake from 85 cents

to a 25 to 60 cent range followed the

B. & K. move in the "loop" while in

the neighborhoods Warners are be-

lieved to have cut the opening wedge
by instituting a single feature policy

at reduced prices at the Avalon thea-

tre.

B. & K., charged with being the

stumbling block in the move of inde-

(Contmued on paiic 63)

Ten Days to File

Wisconsin Briefs
Madi.son, Wis., May 16.—Distribu-

tors have been given 10 days to file

briefs and counter affidavit in their

action to restrain the state department
of agriculture and markets from inter-

fering with their film licensing con-
tracts. A decision is expected within

two weeks after filing of the reply

brief. Federal Judges F. A. Geiger,

George T. Page and Louis Fitz Henry
of Illinois sat in on the case, brought
to investigate trade practices in the

industry.

Iowa Allied Unit

Seeks Adjustments
Nevada, Ia., May 16.—Negotiations

for adiustments of contracts

stances where the exhibitor is consiu-
ered oversold are under way by the
Iowa and Nebraska Allied unit,

Lester Martin, secretary, has notified

members. He has sent out a ques-
tionnaire asking dat^ on product deals.
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''Scarface'' Set 72 Hours
"Scarface," opening Thursday at

the Rialto, will run continuously for
'2 hours without the theatre closing.

The picture on Monday starts a regu-
lar grind run. Last minute change
in bookings at the Rialto again put.s

back "Freaks," which now is slated to

follow "Scarface."

The New York censors recently

passed the picture with the stipulation

that the title be accompanied by an
explanatory line, "The Shame of a
Nation."

Bronx Exhibs to Europe
Business can't be bad in the Bronx.

Edmund Mantell, part owner of the

.Star and Art and operator of the

Ritz, is going to Europe for the
entire summer, sailing June 15. He
will be accompanied by his wife. Abe
Leff, Mantell's partner, and his wife
also will be in the party. Leff also

operates the Band Box and Leader.

Joe Rosenblum, manager of the

Ritz, will supervise Mantell's trio of

houses while the latter is abroad.

Forum Meets Today
Bainbridgc Colby, secretary of state

in the Wilson cabinet, and Father
James M. Gillis, editor of The Cath-
olic World, will be principal speakers
at the fifth forum held at the Motion
Picture Club today.

Lee A. Ochs, club president, will

preside.

Skouras Goes West Soon
Spyros Skouras, back in New \\)r]<

from a complete tour of Fox thea-
tres, will remain in New York for
several weeks and then return to the
middle west on additional inspection of
houses.

Loew Declares Dividend
Directors of Loews, Inc., met yes-

terday and declared a regular quar-
terly dividend of 75 cents on the com-
mon, payable June 30 to stockholders
of record as of June 13.

L-AMENTING the

t\pe of stories that make pictures

taboo for children to see, Mordaunt
Hall, picture critic of The New York
Times, had this to say recently

:

"In the suburbs and even in

New York City one hears on all

sides fathers and mothers deplor-

ing the fact that there are no pic-

tures suitable for their youngsters

to attend, and the result is that

not only the children are kept

from the cinemas but the parents

also stay away. These were ttic

days when such worthy diversions

as 'Tom Sawyer,' 'Skippy,' 'A

Connecticut Yankee' and 'Am-
bassador Bill' not only offered ex-

cellent entertainment for the

young but also for adults.

"One father, whose home is in

a New Jersey town, said the

other day that he had decided

that it was harmful for his chil-

dren to attend the local cinemas
and had therefore decided to give

them screen entertainment at

home. It is quite likely that

other parents are doing the same
thing, or will do so ; but it is an
idea that is costly.

"Mary Pickford is one of the

few producers who have urged
making films that will bring the

children back to the film thea-

tres, she being wise enough to

realize that if the picture is suit-

able for the youngsters it is high-

ly probable that they will be ac-

companied by their parents.

Adults as well as youngsters
have enjoyed 'Peter Pan' and 'A
Kiss for Cinderella' on the stage
and the screen, and in the old

days a film of Stevenson's 'Treas-
ure Island' proved to be quite

popular. Who knows but that

there may be a fortune in store

for the producer who concen-
trates on making pictures for the
young, not silly sentimental tales

but really good ones like those
enumerated. For while there
naturally must be a preponder-
ance of mature subjects turned
out in Hollywood, there is no
reason why there should not be
a certain percentage of produc-

tions that would find favor with
parents for their offspring.

"A mother complained the

other day that producers appear-

ed to delight in emphasizing dis-

tasteful ideas, so as to appeal to

a certain element. These film

tales, this woman thought, might
have been acceptable for both
a<lults and children if they had
Ijeen pictured in a more rational

and restrained fashion. This is

true, for many a good story

comes to the screen with the ear-

marks of a dime novel. If the

same thing were set forth in a
book as it is on the screen, it

would in many instances be con-
sidered silly by the very persons
who are moderately interested in

such film ventures. To appeal to

children in a wholesome fashion,

motion pictures actually need to

be less childish than many of

them are at present."

It's something to think about. Even
the fathers in the film industry often
are sorely tried in guiding their off-

spring into theatres exhibiting pic-

tures those fathers want their chil-

dren to see.

Purely
Personal
MR. AND MRS. JESSE CRAW-

F"ORD, Paramount theatre or-|

ganists, are having their second joint'

vacation in six years this week. Since

their contracts provide that one Craw-
ford must always be playing at the

Paramount, they have had to forego

vacations together with a single ex-

ception. 1

"BiLi.v" Ferguson, M-G-M exploi-

tation chief, was one of the stellar

performers at the Eckman- Freeman
party last week. Just because we gave
him the go-by is no reason for any-

one to think that "Fergy" was not on
hand with many new gags.

Rl'tc;f,rs Nielson and his staff de-

serve real praise for the advance han-
dling of publicity on the RKO con-
vention. They've made a workman-
like job of it.

Sidney Skolskv, Broadway col-

umnist, has sold film rights to "Mike"
to Columbia. It's a story of a girl

who rises to stardtjui as a radio
singer.

M,.A. LIGHTMAN,
president of the M.P.T.O.A., ap-

proaches selectivity of films from an-

other angle.

He argues for a definition of "class

and mass" pictures and would limit

the former, on an exclusive sale

basis, to theatres which can get by
with thciu. The "mass" pictures he
would make a\ailable for all theatres

that cater to that kind of clientele.

No exclusive runs there, is his idea.

In theory, the right of selectivity

belongs to the exhibitor, although
block booking, dictates otherwise.

It is a far more simple and prac-
tical operation for him to sift prod-
uct tiian it is for the producer to at-

tempt making pictures for individual

groups or classes.

In the program adopted bv the

M.P.T.O.A. itself in Washington
some weeks ago was a resolution that

(.Continued of. page 63)

Market Spotty; E. K. Advances 2y^
High

( oUimhia Pictures vtc 5
([imsolidated Film Industries 2
Kastiuaii Kodak 44
Fox Film "A"

2]/f.

Ceneral Theatre Equipment new %
Loew's. Tnc 22^
Paramfiunt Puhlix 3
P.'itlie Exchange "A" 2
r<KO

v.'...'.'.'.'.'.'. 2Vf.
Warner Bros ]y^

Curb Issues Also Irregulai
High

I'ox lluatrcs "A" ,|^

Tecluiicolor 1

Trans Lux 1 1/^

High
General Theatre Equipment 6s '40 i'/n
Loew's 6s '41 ex war 77
Paraminint Broadway 5'/Ss '51 50
Paranuinnl F. L. fis '47 26
Paramount Puhlix S'/^s, '.50 2W4.
Pathe 7s 'i7 ww r,.^.;^

Warner Bros. 6s '59 wtl 16

Net
Low Close Change Sales

5 5 + Vi 200
v/» VA 2on

?.m 43 +2'A 6.500
2 2 - 'A 200

Va Vi 100

21

U

22!4 4.400

234 2% 5.000
2 2 300
2V> 254 - Vf. 500
l'/« + M 2.600

yutar
Net

Low Close Cliange Sales
Vs •Kb 200

1 1 - V^ 300m VA -f- Vi 200

Drops 3
Net

Low Close Change Sales
3 3 - 51 5

76 76 —1 18
47 47 —3 9
24 25 —1 6
20 20 -•« 9
63 63 —2 2
15-54 IS-Si -^ 8

Levee, Finance Set,

Goes Back to Coast
M. C. Levee, president of the Screen

Guild, Inc., leaves for New York for

Hollywood today to prepare for his

first picture which he expects to get

under way in late July or early Aug-
ust. "I have arranged finances while
here and am now set to go," he said.

Title of the first picture is not de-

termined, he added.

Continue "Mouthpiece"
Hearing fm criminal libel complaint

served on John Levine, manager of

the Winter Garden, for showing of

"The Mouthpiece" has been postponed
until Thursday. The case was to have
been heard yesterday in West Side
court. This is the second postpone-
ment.

Frank Schaefer Dies
Chicago, May 16.—Frank Schae-

fer, veteran exhibitor and brother of

Pete and Harry Schaefer of Jones,

Linick & Schaefer died suddenly last

week following a heart attack.

Schaefer was on the golf links with
Oscar Florine when he complained of

feeling dizzy. He collapsed a few
seconds later.

Brandt Arrives Today
Joe Brandt, due in New York from

the Coast yesterday, does not reach the

city until today. Decision covering
his new duties at Educational will be
made this week, according to sched-
ule.

Re-Sign Cary Grant
Hollywood, May 16.^—Cary Grant

has been given a new contract at

Paramount as a result of his work
in "This is the Night."

Plans Film Confab „

President Louis Geller will hold a
production conference on future

Peerless productions this week.
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Broadway Hit

By First Heat

Of the Season
First summer weather which sent

the mercury soaring over the week-
iikI, coupled with keen comi>etition of

I lie Palace, which has launched a new
summer policy of four continuous
-hows, ten acts and lower prices, are
proving hardships to Broadway runs.

Die Palace's new policy has about
ilnubled business and the first week's
take should be around $26,000.

"Grand Motel,'' with its sensational

advance sale, is continuing at capacity.

The Capitol, with "When a Feller
Xeeds a I-'riend," is continuing nicely

,ind the Paramount, with "Sinners in

;he .Sun" and "Everybody's Welcome"
• >n the stage, is off to a good start.

Last week, the Capitol led with
S(i8,000 on the second week of "Letty
Lynton" and a strong stage show,
although sensational business was
chalked up by the Mayfair on a
S28,0(J0 gross for "State's Attorney,"
which was the best week the house
has had since March 17, when a take
of $28,100 was chalked up by "Lost
.Squadron." The Paramount was
strong last week at $65,400 with "The
World and the I'^lesh" and a tabloid

\ersion of "The P)and Wagon."
Estimated takings

:

Week ending May 11:

"THE MOUTHPIECE" (Warners)
VVI.\TER C.AKUEN— (1,49.1), .«c-$I, 3rd

week, 7 days. Gross: $24„121.

Week ending Mai/ 12:
"THE SOIL IS THIRSTY" (Amkino)
(•AMEO--(.S49), 2.'5c-7.Sc, 7 days. Grossi

$.\400.

"LETTY LYNTON" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL (4,700), 35c-$1.50. 2nd week, 7

days. Stage show. Grosst; $68,000.

EMBASSY (All Newsreel)
EMBA.SSV (598). 25c, 7 days. Gross:

$6,981.

"STATE'S ATTORNEY" (Radio)
MAYFAIR- (2„!nO), 35c-85c. 7 days.

Gross: $28,0011

"THE WORLD AND THE FLESH"
(Para.)

PARAMOUNT-{3,700), 40c-$l, 7 days.
Stage show. Gross: $65,400.

"THE STRANGE CASE OF CLARA
DEANE" (Para.)

RIALTO-(l,949), 40c-$l, 7 days. Gross:
$12 500

"THE MIRACLE MAN" (Para.)

RIVOLl (2,10.?). 40c-$l, 3rd week, 7

days. Gross: $X„!0n.

"YOUNG AMERICA" (Fox)

ROXY— (6,200). 35c-$1.50, 7 days. Stage
show. Gross: $38,000.

"THE STRANGE LOVES OF MOLLY
LOUVAIN" (F.N.)

.STRAND — (3,000), .3Sc-8.5c, 7 days.

Gross: $17,471.

Week ending May 14:

"SYMPHONY OF SIX MILLION"
(Radio)

GAIETY— (8.50). ,50c-$1..50. 4th week, 10

days. Gross: $8,51)0.

Week ending May 15:

"GRAND HOTEL" (M-G-M)
ASTOR- (1,120), 5Uc-$2, 4th week, 7 days.

Gross: $24,100.

Chamberlin Sale Is

Blocked by Writ
PiiiL,\DF,LPHiA, May 16.—Sale of

the houses of the Chamberlin Amuse-
ment Flnterprises circuit has been

postponed, probably until fall through

a court order issued by the Northum-
lierland county court upon appeal

fron- the order of sale. Meanwhile,

the houses are being operated by a re-

ceiver.

Scarface^ '' "LettyLynton

Are Smash Hits in ^Frisco

San F"rancisco, May 16.
—

"Scar-
face" and "Letty Lynton" were knock-
outs here last week. Presence of the
United States Navy heljjed a lot, as

there were 40,000 sailors on leave.

"Scarface" turned in a gross of

$18,500, about $8,500 above average
for the United Artists Theatre.
"Letty Lynton" grossed $43,000 at the
Fox. This is $10,000 above par.

"Der Grosse Tenor," a German film,

set a new record at the iMlmarte by
holding up to $2,000 on the second
week.
Wallace Beery, in a personal ap-

pearance for the opening of "Grand
Hotel" at the California Thursday
night, brought on a sell-out.

Al Jolson opened Friday night at

the Fox with "Man Wanted" as the

feature and with his revue featuring

Raquel Torres on the stage.

Flstimated takings

:

Week ending May 10.

"CROWD ROARS" (Warners)

WARNER BROS.— (1..185), .«c-50c. 2tid

week. 7 days. Gross: $5,2.50. (AveraKC
$10,000.)

Week ending May 11.

"BEAST OF THE CITY" (M-G-M)
EL CAPITAN— (3,100). 2.Sc-40c-60c. 7

days. Stage Revue. Gross: $12,000.

(Average, $13,000.)

"WORLD AND THE FLESH" (Para.)
WAR FIELD— (2,700). 35c-60c. 7 days.

Stage revue. Gross: $17,500. (Average,
$20,000.)

"WET PARADE" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT — (2.670), 25c-35e-60c. 7

days. Gross: $14,000. (Average, $13,000.)

"SCARFACE" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS (1.200). 25c-40c-60c.

2nd week. 7 days. Gross: $18,500. (Aver-
age: $10,000.)

Week ending May 12.

"LETTY LYNTON" (M-G-M)
FOX— (4.6(X)). 35c-90c. 7 days. Stage

revue. Gross: $43,000. (Average. $32,000.)

"THE BIG TIMER" (Col.)

GOLDEN GATE-(2.800) 2.5c-40c-50c-60c.

7 days. Vaudeville. Gross: $11,000. (Aver-
age, $13,000.)

"NIGHT WORLD" (Univ.)
ORPITEUM— (3.000), 25c-.^5c-50c. 7 days.

Gross: $5,000. (Average. $9,000.)

Week ending May 13.

"DER GROSSE TENOR" (German)
FhMARTE— (1.400), 35c-50c, 7 days.

Gross: $2,000. (Average, $2,500.)

''Miracle Man" Took
In $46,265 at Rivoli

Three weeks at the Rivoli on a

grind policv and "The Miracle Man"
chalked up a total of $46,265. The
take week by week follows

:

Week Ending Gross
April 28 $26,000

May 5 n,965
May 12 8,300

$46,265

'Symphony Grossed
$33,000 at the Gaiety
"Symphony of Six Million," play-

ing two-a-day at the Gaiety for four

weeks and three days, netted a gross

intake of $33,000. Results week by

week are

:

Week Ending Gross
April 20 .: $11,000

April 27 7,5(X)

May 4 6.000

May 14, 10 days 8,500

$33,000

Chevalier Is

Toronto's Top
With $20,000
Toronto, May 16.—It was a made-

to-order week for Toronto exhibitors

with rain and cool weather prevailing

for the six days. Ball games were
postponed in wholesale fashion and

the amusement parks were deserted,

with the result that the theatres got

the crowds. This meant a good
break for the first six days of "Grand
Hotel" as a roadshow at the Royal
Alexandra, the take being $16,500.

The Imperial with "This is the

Night" and a stage show grossed

$20,000. The Uptown with the sec-

ond week of "Sunshine Susie" regis-

tered $13,000 and the British feature

was held over for a third week. Shea's

Theatre was also up a notch or two
with $13,500 on "Play Girl" and five

vaudeville acts. "Girl Crazy" was
only fair at the Tivoli as Wheeler and
Woolsey are hardly a draw here.

Estimated takings for the week end-
ing May 16:

"THIS IS THE NIGHT" (Para.)
IMPERIAL— (3.444). 15c-30c-4Oc-5Oc-65c-

ROc. 6 days. "On the Riviera," sta^e show.
Gross: $20,000. (Average, $16,000.)

"BUT THE FLESH IS WEAK" (M-G-M)
LOEWS— (2.088), 15c-2.5c-30c-40c-60c-7.5c, 6

days. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $15,000.)

"GRAND HOTEL" (M-G-M)
ROYAL ALEXANDRA— (1,600), 50c-$l-

$1.50, 6 days. Gross: $16,500. Held over
for second week.

"PLAY GIRL" (Warners)
.SHRA'.S— (2,600). 15c-30c-50c-60c-7.5c, 6

days. Five vaudeville acts. Grossq $13. .500.

(Average. $13,000).

"GIRL CRAZY" (Radio)
TIVOLI— (1,600). 15c-25c-.SOc-50c-60c, 6

days. Gross: $8,500. (Average. $12,000.)
"SUNSHINE SUSIE" (Univ.)

UPTOWN — (3.000). 15c-25c-3'5c50c65c. 6
days. Gross: $13,000 (Second week). First
week: $14,000. (Average, $12,000).

Marsh Here to Make
Distribution Deal

Hubert T. Marsh, managing direc-

tor of British and Dominions Film
Corp., Ltd., is in New York arrang-
ing for American distribution of his

company's product. He expects to

be here about three weeks.
In a recent popularity poll, which

included Americans, two of its stars,

Ralph Lynn and Tom Walls, were
rated ainong the most popular in

F.ngland. A recent production is

"Good Night Vienna," which has been
running eight weeks in London and
has broken the records held previ-

ously by "The Cockeyed World" and
"Sunshine Susie," according to Marsh.
Two offers have been made to

Marsh for this one, but he says he
has refused to consider them until he
can make a deal for the company's
entire j>roduct.

2 Weeks on 'Grand
HoteV at Toledo

M-G-M's "Grand Hotel" played

two weeks at the Princess in Toledo,

and not four days as pr(!viously re-

ported in error. The showing opened
April 29 and continued until May 12.

Defeat of 10

Cent Tax Is

Called Duty
(Continued from *>acie 1)

motion picture industry, the proposed
tax strikes at the prosperity of all

business and will do more to prolong
the depression than any other piece
of legislation," he continued.

It is the patriotic duty of the sen-
ate to defeat the 10-cent exemption,
he said, in view of the fact that the
admission tax would fall upon the
poor, while at the same time the
finance committee has exempted a
long list of luxuries from taxation.

Seek Tax Protests
From New Orleans
New Orleans, May 16.—Acting

upon telegraphic instructions from
New York, Charles Blair, in charge
of the four Publix Theatres here, is

requesting prominent citizens and
civic associations to wire the Louisi-
ana senators at Washington, urging
them to defeat any theatre tax on ad-
mission under 50 cents.

Steffes Asks Thanks
For Abram F, Myers
Minneapolis, May 16.—Suggestion

that all members of Allied States
Association write to Abram F. Myers,
general counsel, their appreciation of
Myers' activities on the admission
tax, copyright and "music tax" and
the Brookhart bill fights has been
made by President W. A. StefTes.

Talmadge to Make
Eight for Goe Firm

(Continued from page 1)

SO as to relieve the screen star of
business details, Goe says.

Ameranglo Corporation has already
contracted with Talmadge for the
foreign rights on his entire output.

This deal was consummated between
Talmadge and Arthur Lee of the
.A.meranglo Company.
According to Goe, the first of the

Talmadge pictures will be ready for
release around September 1. In the
meantime, Talmadge has two more
pictures to deliver on his old

schedule.

Publix Prosecuting
Theatre Employees

In a drive to eliminate pilfering

and re-sale of tickets Publix has taken
acticjn against a number of employees.

Philip Engel, former manager of

the Strand Theatre, Perth Amboy, has
been sentenced to one year on a

charge of forgery and embezzlement,
and has been fined $500.

William M. Mahoney, formerly at

the .Strand in New Orleans, is re-

ported to have confessed to the em-
bezzlement of $99 and has received a

Parish sentence.

Windsor Bliss, who until recently

was on the staff of the Paramount
Theatre, Middletown, N. Y.. has been
arrested on a charge of misappropria-
tion of funds, and, according to PubliHr

Opinion, has confessed.
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Blue Law End
Advocated by

Topeka Paper
ToPKKA, May 16.—Assailing the

Kansas blue laws as antiquated and

as impossible of consistent enforce-

ment, the Topeka Daily Capital has

come out against the statute which

I)rohibits Sunday shows and demands
that the lawmakers bring it up to the

times.

This demand, coming from one of

the most influential dailies in the

state and a newspaper published by

Senator Arthur Capper, is seen by

exhibitors in Kansas as a turn of

public sentiment which is certain to

react when the ne.xt session of the

legislature considers blue law legisla-

tion.

The Capital is one of the few news-
papers in the state which has de-

clared its opposition to the blue laws.

Declaring that the Sunday statute "is

a law embarrassing as well to courts

as to prosecuting officers," the news-
paper goes on to say

:

"The law should be modernized. It

does not take notice of social and eco-

nomic changes since its enactment in

1868 and does not correspond to pres-

ent living conditions. Perhaps it is

as embarrassing and difficult to the

legislature to enact a workable law
as it is to prosecutors and courts to

enforce the present statute, but

statutes become outdated, and this is

one of the conspicuous examples of

outgrown laws.

"If a legislature can enact a Sun-
day labor statute that conforms to

present-day social life and institutions,

it would be hailed far and wide as

performing an undoubted service,

even though in another generation its

work would need further modification.

Meantime either the statute must
become or remain a dead letter, or be
enforced with discriminations which
an existing and accepted order of life

can tolerate."

Eddie Mannix Runs
Coast ''Hoter Shows
Los AxGELKS, May 16.

—"Grand
Hotel" roadshows on the Pacific Coast
are being organized by Eddie Man-
nix, business manager for George
Wooser. with special exploitation be-
ing worked out with the aid of Pete
Smith and his studio staff. A group
of three or four advance. men is being
organized to handle opening dates for
extended runs.

Leonard Is Promoted
Sa\ I-"kaN(is(o, May 16.—Charles

Leonard, publicity director of the
United Artists theatre here, has re-
ceived Wf)rd that he has been promoted
to an imiKirtant post in the advertis-
ing dei)artment of the studio in Holly-
w(jod. Leonard's successor has not
yet been named.

Lloyd to Test Film
Sa.\ Im(a\ci.s(<), May 16.— Within

the next week or two Harold Lloyd
will try out "Movie Crazy" here.
This is the picture on which lit will
set a new record for speedy com-
pletion.

MAJOR J. C. BOYLAN, chairman of the Ontario censor hoard,

and Rev. Wesley Hunnisett have been having an argument. And
when a censor has a scrap with a moral reformer they battle.

The excitement started when the cleric asserted publicly he was hor-

rified at the film version of "An American Tragedy" and that he never

dreamed it would ever be shown in Ontario. Incidentally, Hunnisett

had taken time off to see the film while doing the sights of New York.
"This is typical of the criticism we have to face," Chairman Boylan

came back, pointing out that it was very unfair to base criticism on a

picture as seen outside of the Ontario's board's jurisdiction. Boylan
declared "American Tragedy" had been passed well over a year ago and
no objection to it had been raised until now.

"If Mr. Hunnisett was horrified when he saw 'American Tragedy'
as a picture, so was Theodore Dreiser, the autlior," Boylan said.

Conrad Nagel picked the wrong theatre for his personal appearance
when he cho.se Shea's Buffalo, and left the city saying Buffalo audi-

ences were the coldest in the world. In contrast, the case of George E.

Stone, who got a tremendous ovation in Shea's Century. Vaudeville-

minded crowds at the Century always are generous to a good act. In

the "refined and frigid" atmosphere of the Buffalo, they always sit on
their hands.

Charles Sappel, who is playing the sound version of "The Birth of a

Naticjn" in r<"lorida, tells of finding a town that had supported two the-

atres during the boom days. Both houses had been dark for over a year,

but one of the houses had turntables, and all that wasi needed was to

sweep out, turn on the juice and shoot.

Sappal figured the town would be "amusement hungry" and so ap-

proached the owner for a date. The owner said he was ready to open
the house and pay for the juice, provided Sappal furnished the operator,

the film and the ballyhoo.

All went well with the ballyhoo and then the town turned out for the
.show on what be termed a 50-50 audience, as there were exactly six

adults and six children who crashed the gate. With prices at a dime
and 50 cents, the gross rolled up was $3.60. The house got a third

;

the operator got $2, and naturally the attraction, ballyhoo and per-

sonnel got the residue of 40 cents.

Add forgotten facts : Charles R. Rogers' deal to make eight for Para-
mount renews an old but somewhat indirect association. Rogers broke
into the business as a salesman for Select when that company was a

subsidiary of Paramount.

Ordinance to Rule
Detroit Carnivals

Detroit, May 16.—An ordinance
which will make it more difficult for

carnivals to operate in Detroit this

summer is sought by Allied Theatres
of Michigan. The present law, mak-
ing it necessary for adjoining prop-
erty owners to approve the setting

up of a carnival on vacant lots, is

considered inadequate and a more
binding ruling will be drawn for the
city council's approval.

Columbia Team Starts
Columbia's baseball team, champions

of last year's Motion Picture Athletic
Association, has been organized for
the season. Two practice games have
been won. These contests were preli-
minary to the regular league schedule
which opens May 21.

Frisco House Folds
San 1'"kancisco. May 16.—After

two years of operation as a burlesque
and second run jjicture house, the
Capitol here has folded. Warren
Irons of Chicagfj is owner.

Seek Safeguard from
Faulty Technicians
Hollywood, May 16.—As a measure

of protection against engagement of
incompetent technical directors, heads
of five studio research departments
have organized to work under the di-

rection of Lester Cowan of the Aca-
demy. Group consists of Maude Bau-
nian, Warners ; Elizabeth McGafTey,
RKO; Gladys Percy, Paramount;
Natalie Bucknall, M-G-M.

Radio Poet Plans Shorts
New Orleans, May 16.—J. M.

Seiferth, "Poet of Radioland" whose
voice has been heard on the air for
the past several years, soon will
begin making film shorts. Seiferth
will do the talking on the story
scenarios, and will make screen
philosophy films.

Harlow's New Contract
Jean Harlow's contract with

M-G-M is for one year with six op-
tions, for one year each. In addition
to film work she is to be available
for personal appearances, broadcasting
and television.

Vacuum Tube
Organ Cincy

Student Idea
Cincinnati, May 16.—An organ

developed along new principles, and
difTering entirely from any similar]

musical instrument now in use, has

been invented by Winston E. Kock,
an honor student in the senior class of

engineering at the University of Cin-

cinnati.

The keyboard is like that of any

other organ and is operated in the

same manner. The instrument is

comparatively small, but it possesses

the power and tonal color of a large

pipe organ, and can be built at a much
less cost, according to estimates of

commercial builders.

The sound-producing mechanism
consists of Neon type vacuum tubes

instead of large and costly pipes.

There is a tube for each note.

Professor A. M. Wilson, head of

the department of electrical engineer-

ing at the university, says that by ad-

justing electrical circuits all sorts of

brilliancy, color and timbre in the true

notes can be obtained. They can be

made to thunder like a great organ
or be brought down to a delicate pi-

anissimo. The operator can pile upon
the fundamental tone any additional

masses of overtones desired for

power, effect and color, or he can

add attenuated overtones to produce

a tender violin quality to the tones.

Tremulo effects can be obtained as

in an ordinary organ. Wind, brass

and stringed instruments effects may
be secured.

Ordinary electricity in the home
operates at 60 cycles a second. Pro-

fessor Wilson added. The sound of

middle C in the organ is created by

a frequency of about 254 cycles a

second. Each note has its definite fre-

quency. The tones issue through an

instrument of the loudspeaker type.

An oscillograph and other devices

are used in the process.

Talk About New K,C.
'Changes; No Action
Kansas City, May 16.—Because of

reports in local film circles that the

M. P. T. O. of Kansas and Missouri

plans to establish an independent ex-
change in Kansas City to serve mem-
ber-exhibitors, E. Van Hyning, presi-

dent, has issued a statement denying
the report.

"Merely the product of someone's
imagination," he said.

Reports also were to the effect that

Joseph Silverman, president of the

Monogram Exchange in Dallas and
the Independent Film Exchange here,

is sponsoring a new independent ex-
change locally. This has been denied.
William Benjamin, recently named

Universal manager here, contemplated
the establishment of an independent
exchange but dropped the plans when
he was given the Universal appoint-
ment, he said.

Griffith in Denver
Denver. May 16.—R. E. Griffith,

general manager of Griffith Theatres.
Inc., operating a string of theatres in

Texas, Oklahoma and Colorado, has
established headquarters in this city

and will service his Colorado and New
Mexico houses from here.
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STABILITY

and SECURITY

The first concern of this corporation in the year 1932-1933, will be

for the quality of the pictures it produces. For more than 20 years it

has been a consistent producer of seat-selling pictures. We expect it to

continue that record with credit to ourselves and with profit to our

customers.

In recent months, personnel engaged in production and manage-

ment has been materially strengthened, giving added security to more

than 9,300 customers who look each year to the Fox Film Corporation

for their dependable source of revenue.

For the coming season Fox Film Corporation will produce and de-

liver to exhibitors productions of high entertainment quality and strong

box office appeal.

Movietone City today is animated by an enthusiastic creative spirit

maintaining and improving the quality of its product. New elements of

showmanship have been introduced. Administration has been so

adjusted that the creative ability of the whole organization may con-

tribute to the technical perfection and the entertainment quality of our

output. Such an organization and such a policy tend to secure your

investment and to protect your profits.

Prosperity depends upon the stability and security of the exhibitors

who are our customers. We recognize our responsibility to you. We
meet it herewith and greet all showmen with our Greater New Fox
productions. We offer them with confidence and with pride.

E. R. TINKER, Chairman of the Boa'^d of Directors



IMPORTANT
to SHOWMEN

9 Every thinking exhibitor will realize that it is impossible, particularly

with trade conditions as they are today, to choose intelligently and to

announce in advance a complete list of the titles, stories, and casts that

will constitute this company's product for the coming year. The public

taste changes, world events make new subjects timely, new plays, new
books, and original stories develop which offer great box office possi-

bilities. Occasionally stories which promise much fail to develop under

treatment. Frequent changes must be made if showmanship standards

are to be maintained.

Our interest is the same as yours. We operate many theatres. It is

to our interest as exhibitors as well as to the interest of our exhibitor

customers, that we be sure our product is new and timely and that it

makes the most of the showmanship opportunities and ideas of the

moment. For us to say at this time that we have bought and are pre-

pared to cast and produce a full and exact list of the pictures we will

make during the coming year, would be dishonest and would serve

notice on the trade that we are in no position to purchase and produce

the best of what becomes available during that year.

With those thoughts in mind we are announcing sincerely and as

definitely as is humanly possible, a production schedule of approx-

imately two-thirds of next year's output. This list constitutes a well

balanced selection of strong stories. It leaves us opportunity to

purchase the best stories that develop during the year and to take ad-

vantage of showmanship opportunities as they arise. It is our belief

that such a policy frankly stated is the best guarantee for box office

prosperity for ourselves and our customers.

I further believe that pictures must be made down to earth to meet

the average mind and to appeal to the average audience. Highly sophis-

ticated pictures are fine for a limited class but deadly for the masses.

We are prepared to get back to first principles and make pictures from

simple, human stories of universal appeal.

President



SETTING
the PACE

The coming season will be one wherein the resources of the entire

industry should be concentrated on the effort to materially increase

motion picture theatre attendance and to secure such an increase, once

it has been effected. Realizing that this result can be obtained only

through the presentation of a variety of quality entertainments mould-

ing the best in stories, casts, arts and craftsmanship, this corporation

proudly submits its 1932-33 product announcement to exhibitors.

This we do with the knowledge that these productions will set the

pace in box office earnings.

In this announcement we outline facts and data pertaining to at-

tractions dedicated to a quality of entertainment patterned to attain a

quantity attendance consistently over a 52 week-to-week period.

We are aware that the responsibility of producer-distributor to its

exhibitors this coming season is greater than ever.

With this knowledge we accept this responsibility and supplement

our acceptance with the sincere pledge that this corporation will leave

no effort untried in the delivery to its exhibitors of a product that will

merit and command maximum profit.

J. R. GRAINGER, Vice-President in Charge of Distribution
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1932-33

PRODUCnONS
CAVALCADE

WHAT PRICE GLORY

LITTLE TEACHER

THE INSIDE STORY

HAVOC

APARTMENT HOUSE LOVE

BITTER SWEET

SHANGHAI MADNESS

THE CRY OF THE WORLD

SIX HOURS TO LIVE

ON PARADE

BAD BOY

HAT CHECK GIRL

CONGORILLA

RACKETY RAX

Distributor reserves the right to change story,

plot, cast and director except that in those cases

where a definite published book or play is des-

ignated, such designation is to remain unchanged.

3 GAYNOR-FARRELLS
1. PRECIOUS
2. ELEGANT ARMS
3. TITLE TO COME

2 WILL ROGERS
1. DOWN TO EARTH
2. TITLE TO COME

4 DUNN-EILERS
1. WALKING DOWN BROADWAY
2. CHECKERS
3. BORN WILD
4. OKAY

1 CLARA BOW
CALL HER SAVAGE

3 JOAN BENNETTS
1. BOUGHT ON TIME
2. EASY
3. TITLE TO COME

3 WARNER BAXTERS
1. DESERT FLAME
2. TRICK FOR TRICK

3. KISS OF COURAGE

5 GEORGE O'BRIENS
1. THE LAST TRAIL
2. ROBBERS' ROOST
3. CANYON WALLS
4. ARIZONA WILDCAT
5. WHIRLWIND ROMEO

4 ELISSA LANDIS
1. RED DANCER
2. GLAMOROUS
3. FORGOTTEN KISSES

4. TITLE TO COME

2 EDMUND LOWES
1. CHANDU THE MAGICIAN
2. TITLE TO COME

Ued in U. S. A. by Prospect Press, Inc., New "> ork C;ty.



TH E TEAM THAT HAI

'DwarfimAllPast

PtfC
• The screen's supreme

sweethearts.Janet...spark-

ling soul of loveliness.

Charlie . . . ideal of every

girl. Truly an appealing

combination — dearer

than ever.

SUNNT
SIDE UP

^atch Fox

This Year!

MERELY
NARY ANH



NEVER FAILED YOU
Achievements in

ixmji
• Love beats and heart

throbs tuned to the

rhythm of youth in the

pulsating quest for hap-

piness.

7'h HEAVEN ^^^Hl^Pm^^^ nsS

DELICIOUS
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The million-dollar publicity

name. His every wisecrack

is news.

In these productions more than

ever before alive with youth and
ablaze with beauties:

DOWN TO
EARTH

Joyous sequel to "They Had to See Paris"

wtth

IRENE RICHr DOROTHy
JORDANr NATTY KEHP

From the story by Homer Croy

Directed by DAVID BUTLER

PLUS AMOTHER timed to tie up

with the red-hot news of the day . . . designed to

double up fans with unrestrained guffaws.
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Irrepressible youth — glori-

fied. Acclaimed the wonder

team of 1931-32 and the box-

office pacemakers of 1932-33.
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'Directed by

SIDNEY LANFIELD
From Dawn Powell's story

• A Boy and a Girl from Mam

Street whose love conquers the Main

Stem. Drama of sunlight and

shadow...mirth and misery...cruelty

and caresses ... truth and deception

...misunderstanding and forgiveness

^i D/j^f/^U T^riy TUic \z>^7v f



SHE'S h\CK'(md\

BIG NEWS to you,

BIG NEWS for your patrons!

returns to the screen
tn

CALL HER
SAYAGE
best-seller by Tiffany Thayer

• Thousands of letters to fan papers demand her. Cur-

rent nationwide popularity polls prove her tremendous

hold on public favor undiminished and undimmed.

• Here is a Clara Bow never before revealed. At last

given full scope to display her genius as a dramatic actress,

yet retaining the vivid personality that skyrocketed her to

fame. Andcoming through with a performance so sincere, so

forceful that it again places her high among the screen's great.

• You know 'what it ^will mean to put her name upon your

marquee again!
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• Elearifying . . vivacious . . vibrant . . sleek

and slender. Resplendent personification

of the smartly-dressed American girl.

Goddess of dramatic glory.

BOUGHT ON TINE
A pent-house blonde who loved in

instalments and wouldn't go off the gold

standard.

EASY
Spicy, sparkling drama of a woman-

about-town . . . gay, gifted and gorgeous

. . . whose fascination caused complications.

From Noel Coward's play ^'Home Chat.

"

ONE OTHER TITLE
to he announced. A modern, brilliant, dar-

ing drama in which this superb actress

leaps to new emotional heights.

\
-



RALPH BELLANT
EL BRENDEL
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• Brand new from first hilarious

frame to final uproarious fadeout.

A new and cockier Flagg and

Quirt. New cock-eyed gags. New
knockout dames . . . and plenty of

them. NEW RECORDS-as
these frolicing, flirting, fighting

fools convulse the nation with

the belly-laughs of the century.

Based on the play "What Price Glory" by

Maxuuell Anderson and Laurence Stallings

Directed by

WILLIAM K. HOWARD

William K- Howard

^n)^4-/^U ?7r»v TUic \io/1Y^



TEACHER
• Every man and woman— every boy and

girl—knows her. A winsome captivating

miss who taughtabout life from books—and

learned about love from an unwritten page

SPENCER TRACT
MARIAN NIXON

From the play by Harry James Smith

Directed by JOHN BLYSTONE

^i

'Watch Fox This Year!
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• A miss who missed nothing. She knew everything,

heard everything— but learned that silent lips paid the

biggest dividends. Men and women of the night were pawns

in the game she played. A ne-w slant on the wise women

of the White Way.

PEGGY SHAHHON
iOHH BOLES • EL BDENDEL

ALEXANDER KIRKLAND
From Rian James' best-seller

Directed by JOHN FRANCIS DILLON



Sensational
cast
of

2r500
to be headed by screen

names worthy of this

great production.



NOEL COWARD S TREMENDOUS
INTERNATIONAL DRAMA-

'1^''

Talk of 1 contiiients as a stacte Play-awaited

by the whole world as a motion picture!

Spectacular Torrent of Humanity

Swept Along by Epochal Forces of

the 20th Century

# LOVERS caught in the whirpool of a mad-

paced, thrill -crazed age—seeking their destiny

within their own hearts. Breathless panorama

of the 2oth Century's world - staggering tumult.

Modern as tomorrow's headlines.

Directed by

FRANK BORZAGE



Shouting the Bottle Cry

of Spreedomf
Racketeers gone collegiate. Gun molls gone

co-ed. Muscling in on football. Turning the

campus into a hot spot of sexology, sockology,

ginology and jazzology.



SPENCER TRACT
GRETA NISSEN
EL BRENDEL

From Joel Sayre's hilarious novel

Directed by

DAVID BUTLER



# He mirrors the romance in

every woman's heart. Man's

man ... at home in saddle or in

boudoir . . . Beau Brummell of

e screen . . . paling a magnii

cent past with an incomparable

galaxy of roles destined to make

him an even greater box-office



ESERT PLANE
With PEGGY SHANNON. From the romance by

Pierre Frondaie. Directed by John Francis Dillon.

KISS ofCOURAGE
Baxter loves again as the Cisco Kid. IVith MARIAN
NIXON. Founded on the story by Bret Harte, play by

Paul Armstrong.

TRICK FOR TRICK
From the play by Shirley Warde, Vivian Cosby, Harry

WagstafF Gribble.

ti
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Outdoor JionumceA.

^

^Sk

Whirlwind Romeo
From MAX BRAND'S blood-stir-

ring speedy romance.
and every picture shot

in actual scene ofstory

^Olnl-rU PnY Thic \^/7r ^



• Exotic, magnetic enchantress

—

supremely beautiful— superbly

gowned. In four high-tension dra-

matic attractions made to order for

her sparkling personality—revealing

to a dazzled show world the full

flaming genius that is Landi's.

i

PlCIALS
DANCER

• Silken siren—spy— ruthless with

men. Love and intrigue awakened

the tenderness in her heart.

with

RALPH BELLAMY
ALEXANDER KIRKLAND

Story by Viktor Kelemen

Directed by

JOHN BLYSTONE

FORGOTfEN
KISSES

• Brilliant drama of a woman of

the world—smart, sophisticated,

modern. Who made a pastime

of love until it conquered her.

from

NOEL COWARD'S
celebrated play

"The LAST TRICK"
with

RALPH BELLAMY



GLAMOROUS
• Footloose beauty seeking men

and money amid frenzied pent-

house parties.

AND one to be

announced
Director of

"RED DANCER''



• Amazing revelation of the malevolent powers that strike terror

into the hearts of honest men and hurl them into the paths of cor-

ruption. An innocent woman... her sweetheart ... her defenders...

caught in the meshes . . . fighting back bravely. The real inside story

behind today's lurid headlines . . . authentic, dynamic, compelling!

PEGGY SHANNON
RALPH BELLANy

From the Broadway stage hit of the current season by

George Bryant and Francis M. Verdi
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• Taunted by her smile— haunted by

her kisses—men lied, stole, betrayed and

killed— in an unholy struggle for the

love of this woman.

"WlIth

SPENCER TRACT
PEGGY SHANNON
RALPH BELLAMY

From Henry Wall's play

Directed by

WILLIAM K. HOWARD

V



• . . . millions of fans . . . demanded a picture star-

ring Brendel. And here it is! Packed with joy.

Brimming with romance. YOUR answer to

laugh-starved audiences that want to be happy.

APARTNENT HOUSE
LOVE

• El as a Swedish knight of the broom . . .

rushing to the call of buzzers . . . hurrying to the

aid of romance in distress. Wistfully comic . . .

comically wistful. One El of a long laugh.

"with

MARIAN NIXON • ARTHUR PIERSON
MINNA GOMBELL

From the story

by Whitney Bolton

Vh
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• A new and up-to-date smash story

of the race track. Straining thorough-

breds. Roaring crowds. Head-spinning

action. Side-sphtting wisecracks.

Hard-hitting scuffles. Heart-warming

romance. Hair-raising thrills. Speed,

speed and more speed! Audiences de-

mand it, love it, pay for it—AND
HERE'S PLENTY!

JANES

SALLY

EILERS
From Henry M. Blossom's stage success

"Watch Fox This Year

!

Directed by

JOHN BLYSTONE



JANET

GAYNO
gTTT^'"^"""

oAt their

adorable best...

ELEGANT
ARMS
The ideal romance

for America's

ideal 11 overs:f
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CHARLES

FARRELL
IN

AND ANOTHER
sparkling hit in the

succession of hits

that make this team

undisputed king and

queen of screendom.



JAHES

DUNN
Embodying the unconquerable spirit of American

youth in love . . . rising triumphantly over all

obstacles . . . rallying new throngs to their present

host of admirers.

BORN WILD
Untamed, unashamed . . . FREE amid the shadows

of grim buildings . . . catching sunshine in crowded

parks . . . snatching kisses in dark hallways . . . finding I

romance on moonlight bus rides.
'

okay:
Snappy, peppyJimmy and

his girl friend Sally in a

merry kiss - and - run ro -

mance among city lights

and city sights.

RiVatch Fox This Year!



SALLY

EILERS
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ter Sweet
• At last— the PERFECT screen musical

entertainment . . . tender . . . wistful . . . intimate . .

.

romantic. An unconventional mad-cap of high

society who deserts the bridegroom on her

wedding night to elope with another man...

and you II love her for it

Based on

the musical romance by

NOEL COWARD
They're still talking about its sensational

smash season at the Ziegfeld Theatre, New
York, and its golden year's engagement at

His Majesty's Theatre, London. Merrier

and more melodious as a motion picture.

Watch for the surprising

announcement of cast to be

made later.

^
<v



SPEHCER
TRACT
NARION
BURNS

From the story by Frederick

Hazlitt Brennan

Directed by

JOHN FRANCIS
DILLON

• SHANGHAI ... in the

world's eye ... on the world's

tongue—glamorous, perilous,

treacherous. Luring a beauti-

ful girl to explore its evil

heart, and all but destroying

her.



Big Apes and Little People

of Central Africa

The Voice and Heart of the Dark

Continent dramatically and unfor-

gettably revealed—for the first time

completely in natural sound !

• The one and only talking w"

picture shot entirely in Africa! w

Fearsome sounds never caught '

before— amazing scenes never

photographed before. The fabu-

lous race of grotesque pygmies

face the sound camera for the

first time in motion picture his-

tory, as they practice weird rites

hitherto unknown to civilization.

Positively first thrilling scenes of

giant gorillas locked in mortal

combat— their battle cries strik-

ing terror into the jungle's

fiercest beasts.

Nr.& Nrs. Martin Johnson
in
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^ •Mightiest of radio names. Outstanding

symbol of mystery and enchanting enter-

tainment. Nightly, through the loudspeak-

ers of the nation, he holds thrilling, throbbing

millions in his spell. They're YOUR
READY-MADE AUDIENCE, when you

play this picture.

t

ITHESE STATIONS I

are broadcasting "Chandu". Check

the one that covers your town.*

Bellingham, Wash. KVOS
Boise, Idaho KIDO
Casper, Wyo. KDFN
Columbus, O. WCAH
Dallas, Tex. WFAA
Denver, Col. KLZ
Detroit, Mich. WJR
Enid, Okla. KCRC
Fresno, Cal. KMJ
Honolulu, KGU
Houston, Tex. KPRC
Kansas, City, Mo. KMBC
Klamath Falls, Ore. KFJI

Juarez, Mexico, XEJ

Las Cruces, N. M. KOB
Long Beach, Cal. KFOX
Los Angeles, Cal. KHJ
Los Angeles, Cal. KNX
Medford, Ore. KMED
New York, N.Y. WOR
Ogden, Utah, KLO
OklahomaCity,OkIa.WKY

Omaha, Neb. WOW
Phoenix, Ariz. KTAR
Philadelphia, Pa. WFI
Pocatello, Ida. KSEI

Portland, Ore. KOIN
Rochester, N.Y. WHAM
Sacramento, Cal. KFBK
St. Louis, Mo. KWK
Salt Lake City, Utah KSL
San Bernardino, Cal. KFXM
San Diego, Cal. KGB
San Francisco, Cal. KFRC
Santa Barbara, Cal. KDB
Seattle, Wash. KOL
Spokane, Wash. KHQ
Stockton, Cal. KWG
Tacoma, Wash. KVI
Tulsa, Okla. KVOO
Utica, N.Y. WIBX
Walla Walla, Wash. KUJ
Wichita, Kan. KFH
Yakima, Wash. KIT

* More being added as we go to press



Me

EDHUND

as "Chandu" with

NABION BURNS
From the radio drama by Harry A.

Earnshaw, Vera M. Oldham, R. R. Morgan

Directed by

JOHN FRANCIS DILLON

AND one other

EDNUND LOWE
title to be announced

IjOatch Fox This Year





• With six hours to live. . . and love just coming

into your life— with only six hours in which

to realize a lifetime of yearnings — what would

you do? The soul-deep drama of a man who

mocked and conquered destiny. It is crammed

with the thrills of passion, romance and

unquenchable longings.

From the immortal storŷ ^^Auf JViedersehen,

by Gordon Morris and Morton Barteaux

}y

A FRANK LLOYD PRODUCTION
Cast to he announced later

KSJatch Fox This Year!



• SALUTE America's heroes of tomorrow and their

girl friends. Flash of sabres. Blare of bands. A thousand

men step forth as one. Thrill of college sports. Brilliance

of West Point prom. Fluttering girlhood caught by

Cadet glamor. Box office? They love a parade!

NARIJiN NIXON
ARTHUR PIERSON

ALEXANPER KIRKLAND
WELDON HETBURN
JANET CHANDLER
CECILIA PARKER
JUNE YLASEK
VIVIAN REID

m•••»!»»»"
iiK«5J»-"'"-"

Directed by

SIDNEY LANFIELD

'^iSiKsaifiiii^i^ik
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THE SURPRISE
OF THE YEAR

CAST TO BE

ANNOUNCED

The

BIG SUCCESSOR
TO THE BIG HIT

BAD GIRL
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WORLD
IT TELLS

Where the World is Plunging

!

• The supreme climaxes of immortal fiction are overshadowed

by this terrific depiction of the past ten years' volcanic drama.

• The teeming billions of the earth wracked by turbulent forces

no other age has known— struggling to wrest happiness from a

strife-torn world.

• A staggering compendium of surging upheavals whose blind

fury totters nations and sweeps down super-men.

• Actual, authentic, stirring scenes of the great glory and heart

anguish of the post-war decade.

• The whole world as the stage—its renowned international figures

as the principals—its swarming billions as the cast.

• Masterly and amazing spectacle to astound your senses and

assail your records!

Presented by Fox Film Corporation

in collaboration 'with the International Film Foundation.
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JANET
GAYNOR

j^Nrjr WARNER^ ^ BAXTER

PEGGY
SHANNON

RALPH

\ ^ ' BELLAMY

^ m> ^

JANET
CHANDLER

^feM^ WELDON
^^^^^ HEYBURN

CHARLES
FARRELL

^-^ «0'

>^
EL

BRENDEL

f

CECILIA

PARKER

WILLIAM
PAWLEY

RALPH
MORGAN

JAMES
DUNN

^ LAWRENCE
O'SULLIVAN



JOHN
BLYSTONE

\i

f

<'^
FRANK

BORZAGE

xf DAVID
>4 ^^ BUTLER

h

^
ALAN

CROSLAND

/

U^- // FRANCIS
/Q*^ ' // DILLON

DAVID
HOWARD

MARCEL
VARNEL

WILLLMVI K.

HOWARD

^ HENRY
KING

ALFRED
WERKER

M^ SIDNEY
LANFIELD

<N

# They breathe life

into stories . . . instil

showmanship into

pictures insure

crowds at your

theatre.
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WRITERS

S. N.

BEHRMAN
AL
COHN

GUY
BOLTON

C^i

%

BARRY
CONNERS

EDWIN
BURKE

WILLIAM ^

CONSELMAN

I

JULES
FURTHMAN^

SONYA
LEVIEN

/

f5

LEON
GORDON

ay\MURRAY
ROTH k

BRADLEY
KING

BERNARD
SCHUBERT

FAMOUS AUTHORS
MAXWELL ANDERSON BRET HARTE
PAUL ARMSTRONG RIAN JAMES

MORTON BARTEAUX MR. 6c MRS. MARTIN

HENRY M. BLOSSOM JOHNSON

WHITNEY BOLTON VIKTOR KELEMEN

MAX BRAND R. R. MORGAN

FREDERICK HAZLIll'
GORDON MORRIS

BRENNAN VERA M. OLDHAM
GEORGE BRYANT DAWN POWELL

VIVIAN COSBY JOEL SAYRE

NOEL COWARD HARRY JAMES SMITH

HOMER CROY LAURENCE STALLINGS

HARRY A. EARNSHAW TIFFANY THAYER

PIERRE FRONDAIE FRANCIS M. VERDI

ZANE GREY HARRY WALL

HARRY WAGSTAFF GRIBBLE SHIRLEY WARDE

^

PHILIP
KLEIN LYNN

STARLING

IRENE
KUHN

MAURINE
WATKINS I /

J
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FOX FILM CORPORATION STUDIO

Largest and Best Equipped in the World

• Half mile wide— nearly a mile long, containing io8 acres • 14-foot wall surrounds 54

acres • 75 permanent buildings, all fire-proof concrete and steel construction • The whole

tract beautifully landscaped •12 huge sound-proof stages of latest design — air-cooled in

summer, heated with washed air in winter • Acres of exteriors, duplicate settings and

scenery from every part of the globe • A city complete in itself. Office buildings, industrial

city, clubhouse, parks, bungalows, fire and police departments, and cafe • The pride of

California, a wonder of the world •

HQ)atch Fox This Year I
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Hamrick Cuts

His Prices in

Thrift' Move
Seattle, May 16.—Listing his the-

atres under the title of "John Hajn
rick's 'Thrift Theatres,' Hamnifl
has announced a new lower scale of

admissions in the Blue Mouse and
Nfusic Box. The Blue Mouse, for

nierly 25 cents at any time, is now
15 cents until 6 P. M. and 25 cents

thereafter.

The Music Box, formerly 25 cents

until 1 P. M., 35 cents until 5 P. M.
and 50 cents thereafter, has been re-

duced to 25 cents until 5 o'clock, J5
cents from 5 to 7 o'clock, and 50 cents

thereafter.

The new Rex, formerly the Pan-
tages, is the third of the "Tlinft
Theatres," showing third-runs at 10

cents any time, with four changes
weekl}'.

Canada Independents Meet

To Support Co-operative

Sawdust in Lobby

2 N. O. Theatres Reduce
New Okleans, May 16.—The

Prytania and Tivoli theatres, in the
upper section of the city, have re-

duced prices. Top will be 25 cents

with the exception of Sundays. It is

expected that other theatres in the

suburbs will follow suit in the next
week or so.

Optimism Is Stirred
By Bank Reopening
YoL\(;.STOW.\', O., May 16.—Weep-

ing, wailing and gnashing of teeth ou
the part of exhibitors occasioned by
the collapse of three local banks sev-

eral months ago, resulting in an ap-

preciable decline in grosses generally,

now is giving way to optimism with
visions of rising box-office curves be-

cause of the reo]>ening of the Dollar

Savings & Trust Co., a $20,000,000

bank which will replace the three de-

funct institutions. It is planned to

distribute approximately $6,000,000 to

depositors on the opening day, which
will take place within the week. This
is the largest bank to reopen in the

state.

Orleans, May 16.—Co-
ent with the Beer Par-

e. Manager Rodney Toups
bf the Loew's State theatre
booked "The Wet Parade,"
and arranged to cover the
lobby with sawdust "to bring
fond memories."

Four Features, Four
Serials from Levine
Nat Levine will produce four fea-

tures and four serials next season.

The first serial "The Last of the Mo-
hicans" is practically completed and
will be ready shortly. The other

three are "Whispering Shadow,"
"Hurricane Express'' and "The Devil

Horse."

Texas Firm Plans
Several New Houses
Dallas, May 16.—Tom Clemmons,

official of the Jefferson Amusement
Company, has been making frequent

visits in East Texas and it is be-

lieved that this company, which has

been concentrating in the oil fields,

will soon build several new houses in

that part of the state in the very near

future.

Beach House To Open
Rug(jff Theatre ComiJany will

shortly oi)en the new Laurel at Long
Beach.

Loew's Columbus
Goes to Vaudeville

Columbus, May 16.—Loew's Broad,

which has been playing first run pic-

tures, will discontinue that policy and
go legitimate, according to Manager
W. 1'". Watson. A new stage will be

built, and other alterations made to

acconunodate traveling attractions.

The stage show, "Grand Hotel," has
been booked as the initial production

under the new policy.

The house, occupying a strategic

downtown location, originally was
built bv Wm. M. ("Billy") James,
president, M. P. T. O. Ohio, who
operated it for several years with
pictures and vaudeville until acquired

by the circuit.

The change will give opposition to

the Hartnian, also legitimate, recently

taken over under a long-term lease by
the Great Lakes Theatres, Inc.,

Voungstown, Ohio, which the lessees

intended to convert into a picture

house, having abandoned the plan
within the past 10 days.

As far as can be ascertained, no
change is contemplated in the policy

of the Ohio, the other local Loew
unit.

''Scarface'* Protests
Ignored in Seattle

Seattle, May 16.—Protests and re-

quests that the booking of "Scarface"
be cancelled, were unheeded by John
Hamrick, independent exhibitor, and
the gangster film opened at 1 lam-
rick's Music Box Theatre this week-
end to the biggest business registered

in several months. The protests were
received principally from Parent-
Teacher organizations and a few
women's clubs. Extra advertising

space on the picture was used in all

newspapers, and the keynote of the

camiiaign prepared by Ted Champion,
advertising and publicity director, was
" 'Scarface' in its Original, Uncen-
sored Form, Exactly as Barred by

Many Eastern Cities."

Lease Cleveland House
Cleveland, May 16.— Paul (jusdan-

ovic, subsequent run circuit owner,

has leased the Cameo, downtown
house, recently the home of bur-

les(|ue. Gusdanovic has not set cither

his policy or the date of opening.

"Hotel" Closes in N. O.
New Oki.kans, May 16.

—
"(jrand

Hotel" at $1.50 top, which was
scheduled for an indefinite run at the

Strand and later trimmed down to

four weeks, closes with a two-week
run.

Toronto, May 16.—Forty-five ex-

hibitors from all parts of Ontario

gathered at the Royal York Hotel

yesterday to discuss problems of the

independents and, incidentally, to give

support to a two-year program of As-
sociated Theatres Limited, a co-oper-

ative company.
The convention drew up jilans to

secure the elimination of the Ontario

regulation providing for two opera-

tors ni the booth and to negotiate with

the unions regarding a reduction in

operators' wages.
Practically all present signed for

meml ership in Associated Theatres
Limited for the next two years, and
congratulations were offered on the

progress made by the organization

during its first year. Seventy inde-

pendent theatres are in the .Associ-

ated fold.

Rates Are Cut for

K. C. Convention
Kansas Citv, May 16.—The M. P.

T. A. of Kansas and Missouri, real-

izing that exhibitors are not as pros-

perous as they were, has reduced ex-

penses for the 14tli annual convention
of the association May 24 and 25 at

Topeka.
Registration and banquet fee which

in former years has been $5 has been

cut to $2.50. This entitles attending

exhibitors to all privileges of the con-

vention.

The M. P. T. A. urges that ad-

vance reservations be made, either at

the association office or at the Jay-
hawk Hotel in Topeka, convention
headquarters.

Ellison Gets Two Houses
Garden City, Kans., May 16.

—

Homer Ellison, former theatre man
of Denver, has aci|uired the .State and
Dickinson Theatres here from the
Dickinson Circuit of Kansas City.

Ellison and his father owned 27
theatres in Colorado and Wyoming
at one time. Their Denver houses,

with the exception of the Federal
Theatre, were sold to Publix in 1924.

For several months Ellison was
Western District manager for RCA.,
with headquarters in Kansas City.

Joe E. Brown to Be M. C.
Hollywood, May 16.—Joe E.

Brown will make his appearance on
the next monthly program of one-
act plays to be staged by the Writers'
Club, May 18 and 19. He will be
master of ceremonies. .Acts scheduled
for the program are "Sure Mike," a

melodrama by Madeline Brai'.deis;

"Exit Laughing," by Maude Fulton;
"Big Llearted," by George Hopkins,
and ".A Private Affair," by Margaret
Kuhns and Hedda Hopper.

Continue Pier Film Show
Atlantic City, May 16.—The film

exhibit on the .Steel Pier is to be

kei)t up to date this year. Its spon'
sors estimated that the display is

seen by more than 2.0(K),00() ])ersons

each season. Producing companies
cooperate in providing material which
includes costumes, jewelry, pictures

of stars' homes, their stationary, an
lographs, Christmas cards, and stills

from productif)ns.

Rowson Raps

Cheap Quota

British Films

London, May 16.—Production of

"cheap and shoddy" British films

merely for the purpose of maintain-

ing the quota was denounced by

Simon Rowson, spokesman for the

industry in a delegation of the Feder-

ation of British Industries and the

Trades Union Congress, which visited

Walter Runciman, president of the

Board of Trade. He described such

pictures as "pound a foot talkies."

The delegation asked removal of

the restriction in the quota system

which makes it necessary that British

scenario writers be employed.

S, M, P. E. Museum
Gets Chaney Relics
Hollywood, May 16.—The make-up

box, once the property of Lon Chaney,
has been placed on exhibition at the

Society of M. P. Engineers Museum
in the Los Angeles County Museum,
according to E. Theisen, chairman of

the society's museum committee.

Glasses that were worn in the "Un-
holy Three," straps and steel braces

once used to twist the late screen

star's body into grotesque shapes, to-

gether with a varied collection of still

photographs made during the filming

of the famous actor's pictures ar^

included in the collection.

Ohio's Censor Sees
Only ''Bad" Pictures
Columbus, May 16.—Dr. Beverly

O. Skinner, state director of educa-
tion, and head of the Ohio censor

board, points out that since he took

office, conditions have reversed them-
selves insofar as they apply to him
personally. Skinner, who is an
ardent film fan, comments on the fact

that he now only gets to see the "bad"
pictures.

"In private life," he says, "I used

to see all the good releases as they

were shown, but now my multiplicity

of duties prevents that, and I only get

to see the 'bad' ones.''

Continental Will
Film Elephant Hunt

I loLL^\V(lOl), May 16.—Tom White,
head of Continental Pictures, has com-
pleted arrangementss with Captain C.

F. Gordon to secure actual photo-
graphs of the "keddah," a wild ele-

I)hant hunt which takes place yearly

in Ceylon. Gordon is heading an ex-
hibition of local sportsman who plan

to leave here this month for Ceylon
to participate in the hunt. He will

return around the end of November.

One-Third Reduction
Sought from Union

Consolidated .Amusements is under-
stood asking for a ?>?>y> per cent re-

duction in salaries for operators of

Local 306. The circuit is also de-
manding one man in the booth. Local
306 is believed to be offering inde-

pendent exhibitors a ten per cent cut

on new contracts, but theatre owners
are holding out for better terms.
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44 Regulars,

4 Specials
On Fox List

(Continued irom fade 1)

is new on the Fox roster, the players

here have never before received full

star hilling.

Two Musicals Listed

"Bitter Sweet," based on Noel

Coward's stage play, will he a musical

and "Precious." co-starring Gaynor
and h'arrell, will have a musical back-

ground. In the list are two pictures

not made on the Fox lot. One is

"The Cry of the World," a compila-

tion of Fox Movietone News shots

covering principal historical events

from the beginning of the World War
to date. The other is "Congorilla,"

a jungle talker produced in Africa by
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson.
Motion Picture Daily learned last

night that the film was financed by
Fox.
The program lists 36 of the com-

pany's proposed 48 pictures by title.

Not mentioned in its list are

"Broken Blossoms," rights to which
were acquired after the product an-

nouncement book went to press, and
"What Price Glory?" which is to be

re-made as talker by William K.
Howard with Spencer Tracy and
Ralph Bellamy featured. The 10

missing titles are covered by Sidney
R. Kent, president of Vox, in the fol-

lowing statement to exhibitors

:

"Every thinking exhibitor will

realize that it is impossible, particu-

larly with trade conditions as they are

today, to choose intelligently and to

announce in advance a complete list

of the titles, stories and casts that

will constitute this company's product

for the coming year. The public taste

changes, world events make new sub-

jects timely, new plays, new books,

and original stories develop which
offer great box-office^ possibilities.

Occasionally stories which promise
much fail to develop under treatment.

Frequent changes must be made if

showmanship standards are to be

maintained.

"With those thoughts in mind we
are announcing sincerely aiid as

definitely as is humanly possible a

I)roduction schedule of approximately

two-thirds of next year's product. It

leaves us an opportunity to purchase

the best stories that develo]) during the

year and to take advantage of show-
manship opportunities as they arise.

"I further believe that pictures

must be made down to earth to meet

the average mind and to appeal to the

average audience. Highly sophisti-

cated pictures are fine for a limited

class hut deadly for the masses. We
are prepared to get back to first prin-

ciples and make pictures from simple

human stories of universal appeal."

Kent Talks to Men

Grainger sounded the gavel that

brought the morning session to order

and shortly thereafter introduced S.

R. Kent, who as president of Fox,

met many of the sales crew for the

first time. Kent told the men he had
brought no cure-all to the convention,

that the road ahead was paved with

hard work and that he had confidence

the force would deliver. Grainger
then announced the product and
delv'^'d into exchange operations.

At an open forum, each visiting

HereAre Pictures Fox Stars,

Players, Directors Are to Do
Assignments of Fox stars on the company's new pros^ram. so far

as designated

:

CO-STARRING TEAMS George O'Brien
iij^fj.t?' ^^'^

Gaynor -Farrell "PrecioUN" (nuiMcal) "Canyon WalU"
"KleKant Arms , "Arizona Wildcat"
{No title) "Whirlwind Rome.-."

Dunn—Eilers "Walking Down

New Product

Is Outlined
To Salesmen

Broadway
"t'heckers"
"Horn Wild"
"Okay"
"Bad Boy"

MEN
Warner Baxter "Desert Flame"

"Trick For Trick
"Kiss of Conrage"

Edmund Lowe "Chandu. the Magi
cian"
(No title)

Will Rogers "Down To F.arth

"

(No title)

-WOMEN
.loan Bennett "Bought On Time"

"Easy
(No title)

Clara Bow '.[Call Her Savage"

Elissa Landi "Rffl l'^'"'^?,''

Glamorous
"Forgotten Kisses"

(No title)

A.ssignments of featnred plavers. so far designated :

Ralph Bellamy

MEN
"Red Dancer"
"Forgotten Kisses"
"The Inside Story"
"Havoc"

.lohn Boles "Hat Check Girl"

El Brendel "Rackety Rax"
".\partment House

T.ove"
"Hat Check GuV

Weldon Heyburn . "On Parade"
Matty Kemp "Down To Earth"

Alexander Kirkland . . "Red Dancer"
"On Parade'
"Hat Check C.irl"

Arthur Pierson "Apartment House
Love"

"On Parade"
Spencer Tracy "Rackety Rax;"

"Apartment House
I.ove"

"Hat Check Girl"
"Little Teacher"
"Havoc"
".Shanghai Madness"

Unassigned ««'/'* Morgan William
Pawley, Lawrence
(rSullivan.

Marlon Burns

Janet Chandler
Minna Gombell

Dorothy Jordan
Greta Nissen
Marian Nixon .

WOMEN
"Chandu

Cecilia Parker
Vivian Reid . . .

Irene Rich . . .

Peggy Shannon

June 'Vlasek
Unassigned

the Magi-
cian

"

"Shanghai Madness"
"On Parade"
"W a 1 k i n g Down

Broadway"
"Apartment House

Love"
"Down To Earth"
"Rackety Rax"
"Little Teacher"
"Apartment House

Love"
"On Parade"
"Kiss Of Courage"
"On Parade"
"On Parade

"

"Down To Earth"
"The Inside Story"
"Havoc"
"Hat Check Girl"
"Desert Flame"
"(Jn Parade"
Nora Lane, Irene Ware

Director assignments, so far as designated:

John BIystone "Checkers
"Red Dancer"
"Little Teacher"

Frank Borzage "Cavalcade"
David Butler "Preciou^"

William K. Howard
Sidney Lanfield

John Francis Dillon

Down To Earth"
'Rackety Rax"
'Desert Flame"
'Chandu, the Magi-
cian"

'Shanghai Madness"
'Hat Check Girl"

"Havoc"
"W alking Down

Broadway"
"Born Wild"
"On Parade"

Frank Lloyd "Six Hours To Live"
Unassigned Henry King, David

Howard, Alfred San-
tell, Marcel Varnel
and Alfred Werker

manager "laid it on the line" and

came into the open with problems or

questions he wanted solved or an-

swered. Several heated discussions

ensued and in several instances a vote

was taken to dispose of disputed

points. .A^mong executives present

were W. C. Michel, C. E. Richard-

son and Glenn Griswold, all vice-

presidents of Fox, and Truman H.

Talley, general manager of Fox
Movietone News.
Today, Kent will dissect the prod-

uct for the new season and Edward
R. Tinker, chairman of the board,

will make an address. The conven-

tion will sit together on policies and

sales quotas until Thursday, when
Grainger will hold a series of "one

man" meetings with individual branch

managers. That night, the conven-

tion closes with a beefsteak at the

Office Tavern.
The line-up for the new year fol-

lows :

"Precious." Janet Gaynor and Charles
I'arrell in a musical. directe<l liv David
llutler. who directed them in "Delicious'

,ind ".Sunny Side I'p."

"Elegant Arms." Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell in a romantic story.

A third CJaynor- Farrell production which
has not as yet been titled.

"Down to F.arth." Will Rogers again
- "Pike Peters," in a sequel to his first

talker, "They Had To .See Paris." An
original story by Homer Croy which will
be directed by David Butler.

Another Will Rogers' production, title to
be .announced later.

"Walking Down Broadway." James Dunn
and Sally Filers in a drama from the play
by Dawn Powell. Minna Gombell will
again be seen with these "Bad Girl" stars
under direction of Sidney Tanfield.

"(Theckers." James Dunn and Sally Eil-
ers in a race-track story from the play by
Henry M. Blossom. To be directed by
John G. BIystone.

"Born W'ild." James Dunn and Sally
Eilers with an all-star cast in an original
to be directed by Sidney Lanfield.

"Okay." James Dunn and Sally Eilers in
an original described as "as breezy and
speedy" as the title implies.

"Call Her .Savage." Clara Bow's first
picture, an adaptation of Tiffany Thayer's
popular novel.

"Cavalcade"— Noel Coward's stage play.
Frank Borzage will direct this production
which Fox says will have a cast of over
2.500.

"Bought on Time." Joan Bennett in an
original story of how a beautiful woman sat-
isfie<l her desire for a whirl at society.

"Easy." Joan Bennett is starred in this
adaptation of Noel Coward's plav, "Home
Chat."

The title of a third Joan Bennett picture
will be announced later.

"Desert Flame." Warner Baxter in a
romance of the Arabian desert, based on
the story by Pierre Frondaie. Peggy .Shan-
non plays the feminine lead with John
Francis Dillon directing.
"Trick for Trick." Warner Baxter in

the role of a maeician, in an adaptation of

a play by Shirley Warde, Vivian Crosliy

and Harry Wagstaff Gribble.

"Kiss of Courage." A third Ttax

ter starring vehicle with Marian Nixon as

his lead. Based on a play by Paul Arm
strong from a story by Bret Harte. Bax
ter's role will be of the type similar t.,

that in "The Cisco Kid."

"The Last Trail." George O'Brien in a

romance of the old West based on a stor\

by Zane Grey.

"Robbers' Roost." George O'Brien a-

the hero of Zane Grey's novel.

"Canyon Walls." With George O'Brien

in the starring role. Based on a story by

Zane Grey.

"Arizona Wildcat." George O'Brien in

another Zane Grey story adapted from a

story called "From Missouri."

"Whirlwind Romeo." With George
O'Brien. Based on Max Brand's story.

"l^ed Dancer." Elissa T^andi in a story

in which a dancer finds herself caught in

the whirlpool of war. Ralph Bellamy and
Alexander Kirkland share male support

in this production based on Viktor
KeKlemen's play. John G. BIystone wil

direct.

"Glamorous." An original starring Elissa

I^andi.

"Forgotten Kisses." Elissa I^andi with
Ralph Bellamy in an adaptation of Noel
Coward's stage play, "The Last Trick."

Elissa Landi's fourth picture has not been
titled.

"Chandu, the Magician." Starring Ed-
mund Lowe, with Marion Burns. From tlu

radio drama by Harry A. Earnsliaw, \'r

M. Oldham and R. R. Morgan. To be
directed by John Francis Dillon.
Edmund I,owe will appear in another to

be titled later.

"Rackety Rax." Spencer Tracy in a

comedy of racketeers gone collegiate,
(ireta Nissen and El Brendel are also
featured. Based on the story by Joel
Sayre. To be directed by David Butler.

"The Inside Story." With Ralph Bel-
lamy and Peggy Shannon. Based on the
stage play of George Bryant and Francis
M. Verdi. "Giving the real story behind
today's lurid headlines." according to Fox.

"Bitter Sweet." Based on Noel Cow-
ard's musical romance.

"Little Teacher." Featuring Marian
Nixon and Spencer Tracy. Based on the
play by Harry James Smith. John G.
BIystone will direct.

"Havoc." With Spencer Tracy, Peggy
Shannon and Ralph Bellamy. To be di-

rected by William KK. Howard. Based
on the play by Harry Wall.

"Apartment House Love." El Brendel,
as "a Swedish knight of the broom." with
Minna Gombell. Marian Nixon and Ar-
thur Pierson. From the story by Whit-
ney Bolton.

"Shanghai Madness." Featuring Spencer
Tracy and Marion Burns. Directed by
John Francis Dillon. Ba.sed on Fhe story
of Frederick Hazlitt Brennan.

"The Cry of the World." A depiction
of the "great .glory and heart anguish of

the post-war decade." Presented by the
International Film Foundation in collabora-
tion with Fox.

"Six Hours to Live." Adapted from the
story. "Auf Wiedersehn." by Gordon Mor-
ris and Morton Barteaux. To be directed
by Frank Lloyd.

"On Parade." Featuring Marian Nixon,
Arthur Pierson. Alexander Kirkland. Wel-
don Heyburn, (Tecilia Parker. Janet Chand-
ler. June Vlasek. and Vivian Reid in an
original story with a West Point setting,

to be directed by Sidney Lanfield.

"Bad Boy." By Vina Delmar: an orig-
inal story designed as a successor to "Tiad
Girl," by the same author. James Dunn
and Sally Eilers will be co-starred.

"Hat Check Girl." Featuring Peggy
Shannon. John Boles. Alexander Kirkland
and El Brendel. To lie directed by John
Francis Dillon from the story by Rian
James.
"Congorilla." Mr. and Mrs. Martin

Johnson's story of the big apes anfl little

people of Central Africa. Described as
the first talking film ever made in Africa.

Dick Rowland En Route
lloi.i.YWOoi), May Id. — Richard

Rowland left for New York tonight.

.\1 Rockett is in charge during

Rowland's absence.
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[idney Kent
Praises Fox
Sales Force

With all that you have been
ough ill the last two years, I don't'

low how you did it but it is a trib-

to you that you have," Sidney
Kent, Fox president, told the

mpany's sales force at the opening
Invention session yesterday. "You've
)t a great leader," he added, in

implinienting the delegates on their

lief, James R. Grainger, general
les manager.
Kent assured the men he had no
^sire to tear down and that he con-
Jmplated no changes. He made a

!t with the conventioneers because,
many of them described his talk

esterday, it was "all straight and no
ooey."

^ox Loses Georgia
Copyright Tax Case
Wa.shington, May 16.—Fox Film
orporation today lost its suit to re-

train the state of Georgia from col-

cting taxes upon gross receipts from
oyalties under film licenses, when the
Jnited States Supreme Court af-
rmed a judgment of the state su-

)reme court holding the taxing statute
onstitutional.

The suit involved the question of
vhether corporations are to be
leemed instrumentalities of the Ved-
ral government and hence immune
rom taxation. The court held a
lopyright is merely a grant from the
Unitecl States of exclusive rights to

authors and the government has no
interest in the property copyrighted.
"After the copyright has been

granted the government has no in-

terest in any action under it save the
general one that its laws shall be
obeyed," the court held.

"Operations of the owner in nnil-
tiplying copies, in sales, in perform-
ances or exhibitions, or in licensing
others for such purposes are mani-
festly not the operations of the gov-
ernment. A tax upon the gains de-
ri\ed from such operations is not a
tax upon the exertion of any gov-
ermnental function."

Kansas City Revives
Seven Films in Row
Kansa.s City. May 16.—Local

theatres have been running "encore
nights" and "revival nights" showing
pictures that were hits a season or
two ago. But the Fox Apollo is go-
ing them one better by staging a

"revival week" with what the man-
agement considers "the seven best of
1931."

Here thev are : "The Sin of Made-
Ion Claudet." "The Millionaire," "A
Free Soul," "Bad Girl," "Street
Scene," "City Lights" and "Trader
Horn."

Different shorts are shown each
night. Because the pictures had been
shown at suburban runs throughout
the city, the stunt so far has failed, to

meet expectations.

James Dermody, Boston branch
manager, was happy because Her-
man Livingston of the real estate de-
partment informed him that plans for
the b'ox Films Boston Exchange
Building were now ready.

* * *

' E48ar Moss of Philadelphia handed
the boys a big smile by telling them
how his assistant manager, Sam
Gross, turned down that certain
proposition he phoned in to the
Philadelphia exchange from a small
town.

* * *

George Ballentine of Seattle, who
was a major or something in the
World War; Jack Dillon of San
Francisco, and Charlie Powers of

Portland furnished an excellent study
in facial colorings, testifying to the

variety of climate prevailing on the

coast.

Associate Producer Edmund Grain-
ger, who supervises the making of

outdoor pictures at Movietone City,

sent the boys a wire of best wishes.

* * *

The bigwigs at the Fox went into

a huddle with S. R. Kent and James
R. (jrainger yesterday morning,

emerged for lunch and at 2 :3() started

the first general business session in

the auditorium of the headquarters

building on West 56th Street.

General Counsel Felix Jenkins

said be got the biggest thrill of his

life sitting through his first session of

a Fox convention. He said he learned

more at yesterday's session about the

distributor organization and the prob-

lems of the distributors and of this

business than he ever thought he

could pack into a brain cell in a life-

time.
* * *

Ben Gould, Los Angeles manager.

whose illness prevented him from

attending this convention, sent a tele-

gram of greetings, too.

* * *

Moss became so excited over the

proceedings of the opening session

(Continued from pane 2)

might do much to end the difficulty.

By the text, fhe exhibitor would ex-

ercise the right to cancel out ten jier

cent of contracted pictures without

pavment to distributor. Today, the

cancellable clause is in the same per-

centage bracket, but makes the ex-

hibitor i)ay the distributor fifty per

cent of the rental.

At the time, this was the M. P. T.

(). A.'s answer to block booking.

Something was going to be done about

this with distributor heads in New
York.

What's hap])cne(l to it ?

K .\ N N

Winchell-''U" Deal Set
Hollywood, May 16.—Walter Win-

chell's deal with Universal was offi-

cially signed t(xlay. He starts work
in two weeks.

Dismiss Belgrade Staffs

Bklgrade, May 16. — Paramount

and M-G-M offices here today dis-

missed all employes in Yugo Slavia

preparatory to closing down. It has

been found impossible to comply with

conditions of the film quota law.

that he discarded his coat, which
brought forth the remark from Benny
Reingold of St. Louis that he will

doubtless show up at the next con-

vention in pajamas or night shirt.

* * *

Clyde Eckhardt, of Chicago, forgot

distribution long enough at yester-

day's session to give a detailed disser-

tation on the vicissitudes of Ye Okie
Time Advance Agente.

Ray Higdon of Oklahoma City and
Clare llilgers of Denver are the

Siamese Twins of the convention.

* * *

Izzy Schmertz, of Cleveland, in the

course of a discussion cpioted from De
Maupassant and insisted that he was
repeating a passage from Shakespeare
whereupon Herndon Edmond of Balti-

more, rejuvenated by a recent oper-

ation, came back with the claim that

it was a passage from the catalogue

of Sears, Roebuck.

* * *

.Apparently many of the managers
believe in preparing the alibis early,

for several of them were seen coming
out of Milgrims with tell-tale pack-

ages. For-peace-in-the-family reasons

names are eliminated.

* * *

Ernie Landaiche of Chicago is the

baby of the managers and Ed. Moss
the daddy of them all.

* * +

Sid Kent got for himself a real

demonstration when he delivered his

first talk to Foxmen in the morning.
* * *

Jimmy Grainger is presiding at all

sessions. That means his boys have

to make appearances pronto — on

schedule. I-ate arrivals are not toler-

ated, if they want to avoid that pic-

turesciue Grainger language.

* * *

Roger Ferri is answering six tele-

phones at once and. in general, acting

as mother and father to all the boys.

.\ny time there is any trouble, it lands

on Roger's desk.

Chi Expects

End of Twin
Bill Practice

All Wichita Houses
Start Split Weeks

Wichita. May 16.—Wichita is

without a week-run house as a result

of a drastic change of policy at Fox
Midwest theatres which also includes

a downward revision of admission

prices.

Senn Lawler, Fox city manager, an-

nounces a summer policy as follows

:

The Palace, week-run spot, goes to three

changes—on Sunday. Wednesday and Fri-

day. New prices are 20 cents to I o'clock.

M) cents from 1 to 6, and 40 cents eve-

nings. .

The Oi'iiheuni becomes a second-run with

four changes weekly, on Sunday, Wed-
nesday. 1-Viday and Saturday. Prices are

15 cents to 1. 20 cents 1 to 6, and 2.1

cents after d. "Kiddie revues" will he

stag-ed each Friday night at the orpheum
in addition to films.

The policy at the Orpheum is virtually

the same as that which has hcen followed

at the Fox t'ptown, which has closed for

the summer.

The Fox Miller remains the city's

de luxe house under the new 2)olicy.

A week-run house, the Miller will

now play pictures on a sjilit week

basis, opening Sunday and Thursdav.

Vaudeville has been disconti.nued until

fall, but occasional stage attractions

will be put on.

(Continued from t^aiic 1)

pendent houses to get back to a single

feature program, are reported to be
(jpe.n-minded on the matter at this

time. In the past, B. & K. officials

have maintained that reversion to a

single feature policy would necessarily

involve reduction of admission prices

and this they have indicated they were
not prepared to do. A change in the

B. & K. attitude is seen in the new
reduced price policy at the Roosevelt,

although the Roosevelt has heretofore

beeJi a first run single feature house.

Jack Miller, head of the Exhibitors'
.Association of Chicago and Aaron
Saperstein, local Allied president with
Floyd Brockell, head of Midwest
Booking Circuit have recently put

their heads together in considering

ways and means of improving busi-

ness conditions. That the double fea-

ture situation has been the outstand-

ing subject of discussions was ad-

mitted by one of the trio. Any plans

for getting back to single features as

far as B. & K. are concerned, are as

yet unofficial. As far as B. & K. offi-

cials are concerned their attitude of

"standing pat'' is the same as in the

past.

It is reported that in its dc luxe out-

lying theatres which have enjoyed
good business for the past year as a

result of double features, the lack of

strong product, fre(|uently necessitat-

ing the repeating of one of the at-

tractions on a double bill at a nearby
house, has removed much of the vel-

vet formerly enjoyed by B. & K. at

these houses. The novelty of double

features, which wore itself thin for

independent neighborhood houses has

now caught up with the de luxe B.

& K. houses according to an inde-

pendent exhibitor's analysis of the

situation. The feeling prevails among
exhibitors that Balaban & Katz are

about ready to "play ball" with them
on a program of returning to single

features in view of changed conditions.

One hundred fifty independent

houses are already signed to a peti-

tion which guarantees a return to

single features the moment Balaban
does likewise.

Exclusive Run Fight
Goes to Trade Group

(Continued from pane 1)

contracts in certain spots, but still

refuses to sell.

Attempts to secure M-G-M shorts

has resulted in failure of the exchange

to approach the subse(|uent runs in

anv attempt to make a deal.

Patrons of Wilmington theatres,

their purchasing power at a low ebb,

are seeking to see M-G-M shows at

a lesser price than the Loew Parkway
50-cent charge. If M-G-M persists

in its first attitude, these theatregoers

will be deprived of seeing the.se pic-

tures unless they pay that sum.

The independents are planning an

extensive newspaper campaign to ac-

quaint the local towMisfolk with the

truth of the situation.

Copy of these ads will point out

that tlie Loew chain takes money from

the town and leaves very little in,

whereas the independents live and

spend their money in the city.
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143 Shorts on

ISew Program
Says Depinet

(Continued from pane 1)

will make one other series of two-
reel comedies ; the three serials

;

Aesop's Fables and Tom and Jerry
animated cartoons: NBC Musical
Broadcasts ; and Vagabond Adven-
tures. The new comedy series and
the serials will be made in Hollywood
with Xat Ross as associate producer.

Louis Brock, associate producer of

short subjects on David O. Selznick's

staff, will be in charge of two-reel

comedy production on the Masquers,
Edgar Kennedy, Harry Sweet and
Clark and McCullough series. The
directorial staff will include Edgar
Kennedy. Harry Sweet and Mark
Sandrich.
Larry Darmour will continue to

make Mickey McGuire comedies.

Of the seven series of two-reel

comedies, four are continuations of

series, one is a recreation of Chaplin

films and two introduce new personali-

ties to the RKO Radio shorts' roster.

Continuations are the Masquers'
comedies produced by the male stars'

club in Hollywood with guest women
star leads: F^dgar Kennedy's "Mr.
Average Man" comedies, Clark and
McCullough, and the Mickey Mc-
Guire kid comedies. The Chaplins

include "The Cure,"' "Easy Street."

"The Rink" and "The Pawnshop."
New series on the program include

the Harry Sweet series, director-

comedian back before the cameras.

NBC Musical Broadcasts will offer

Radio Stars : Vagabond Adventures
will feature strange scenes in strange

places.

Aesop's Fables are in their 13th

year and are well toward their six

hundredth release. Tom and Jerry
cartoons, now entering their second
season, are made by the same produc-
tion staff as the Fables at the Van
Beuren studios.

The serials will be "The Last Fron-
tier" by Courtney Riley Cooper,
".Airplane F-xpress" and "Lost in the

Malayan Jungles." F^ach will consist

of 12 twf)-reel episf)des.

FIxtended local coverage for Pathe
News is planned next year. Court-
land Smith, president of the newsreel
company told the convention today. A
program of expansion has been in

progress for more than a year, .Smith

said.

Greatest emphasis will be placed on
the handling and coverage of local

news, under the new plan, according
to Smith. New e<|uipinent has been
added to help carry out the plan, and
this will be augmented, he said.

Jack S. Connolly, general manager
of the newsreel, recently returned
from abroad where he extended the
company's service. Chief on the staff

of .Smith and Connolly are: Percy
Howard, editor; Harold Wondscl,
assistant editor; Claude Collins, news
editor ; James Pozzi, chief cutter

;

Ray Mann, chief sound technician.

"A better grade of entertainment
will he sold to the public this year by
a better grade of advertising and pub-
licity appeal. A tyiK? of ballyhoo as
dead as 'super pictures' has outlived
its day in print," Robert F'. Sisk,
director of advertising and publicity,

told the CfMiventioneers.

"In every quarter of the industry

Get Product Dope Tomorrow
Chicago, May 16.—Ned E. Depinet will announce Radio'.s feature

line-up—62 all told—to the conventioneers on Wednesday. The
line-up will include:
"Thirteen Women", from novel by Tiffany Tliayer. Starring Irene Dunne.
".Sweepings" by l^ester Cohen, .starring Lionel Barryniore and directed by

\Vcsle\' Ruggles.
"TTie Animal Kingdom", from stage play by Philip Barry. Starring Ann

Harding with Leslie Howard in tlie male lead.

"The Penguin Pool Mystery". Adaptation by Willis Goldbeck.
"The Most Dangerous Clamc", with Joel McRea in the lead. Directed by Er-

nest Schoedsack and lr\'ing Pichel. _

"Hold 'Em, Jail", featuring Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey and Edna May
t)liver with a cast including Roscoe Ates.
"The Mysteries of the French Secret Police", directed by Rufu.s King.
"The Eighth Wonder" (title to be changed). Cast includes Fay Wray, Joel

McCrea, (iustav \'on SeytTertitiz. Directed by .Merian C. Cooper.
"(lun Law" and "The Law Rides", both starring Tom Keene, Radio's western

star.

Listening In On Radio

Chhugo, Max If).

When Wolf meets' Wolf—that

means an RKO convention. There
was G. Wm. from San Francisco,

and R. S. from New York. Speaking
of "The Animal Kingdom," someont
said the conventioneers came in like

Lyons (Jacksonville, Florida) and
went out like .\. Lamb (Seattle).

•

Bob Folliard is one golfer who can
give bisques to most of the managers.
He actually won a cup in Baltimore.

•

It was discovered too late that Joe
.\shby was the man who should have
been sent out for the missing. He's
c|tjite a hunter, but don't ask him
about the last deer season.

•

.'\mong the golfers who did not
break any course records in Chicago
—or anywhere else—was M. E. Cory,
of Portland.

•

B. Pitkin hasn't heard about the

depression : at least, the standard of
his cigars remains unchanged.

•
Nat Levy recently became a father

for the second time.
•

George Law, from Winnipeg, got
mixed with "Greeter" Gaw, the
Grovei Whalen of Chicago. In name
only, however.

•

As someone discovered, Ralph Wil-
liams is an old luarbles player. So
were c|uite a few of the boy.s—square
marbles with little dots on them.

•

The convention is out for a record.
Xobody will tell Michalson that they
heard he'd come clean from Pitts-

burgh.

A. ^L Avery is said to be learning
to tap dance. He's from Omaha. So
was FVed .Astaire.

•

H. T. Dixon scoffs at Chicago
Amber Fluid. Buffalo's is superior,

he claims.
•

W. S. Jones shouting the glories of

N'ancouver, British Columbia, where
they can get It almost as easily as
you can in the States.

•

Stan Jac<|ues is being careful not
to overeat. He values that youthful
figure.

•

Nat Levy's new Lincoln, by the
way, is something to keep away from
Page Baker. The Memphis lad used
to be a racing driver.

•

"Ching" Allen brought his golf
clubs, according to rumor, but if he
plays his score probably won't be so
hot. Nobody has heard him talking
about it.

•
L. E. Harrington is said to have

struck oil in his backyard, he looks
that prosperous. You can do that in

Dallas, if you have a backyard.
•

Mac McNamee said he was tired of
hearing people talk about a fellow
called Graham, who isn't one of the
Philadelphia McNamees.

•

Branson and Osserman, Chicago
boys, are planning a short collapse at
the conclusion of the festivities.

•
Some of the boys are discussing R.

FZ. Churchill's SOO-mile walk, which
he made a few years ago pour Ic

sport. There weren't S(X) miles
walked during the whole convention

the pep-and-ginger men are passing
on to their reward in a heaven plas-
tered with embalmed superlatives.
Their places are not taken by men
aware of bigger words, but by men
awake to bigger things.

"It takes something bigger than
bluster to express the fine mood of
entertainment and reach the show
buyer now. Boiler pounding won't do
any more.
"Mood-emotion copy is among the

finest of the arts—easier to talk about
than do. There's only one way to get
it done—engage the right men and
keep them happy. That will be the
fundamental strategy of this depart-
ment."
The convention issue of Radio's

house organ, 'I'lic Radio I-'lasli, was

distributed at the initial session of
the sales convention. The book, insti-

tuted May 16 under the new name,
carried messages and photographs of
the entire field and home office sales
force. /lash supplants The Radio
Titan which was dropped at the close
of the '31 -'32 selling season. Harry
Gittleso,n is the editor.

Tuesday morning will be devoted to
screening of the product at the
Cinema .Art Theatre. This afternoon
the sessions will be addressed by Lee
Marcus, vice president and eastern
I)roduction head, and E. O. Heyl,
manager of the Photophone division
of RCA Victor. Tuesday night the
delegates will see John Barryniore in

"State's Attorney" at the State Lake
theatre.

David Sarnoff

Screen Keeps
Hold, Sarnoff

TellsRKOMen
"Despite the fact that years in the

midst of technical and economic
change, the screen has lost none of
its fundamental charm," David Sar-
noff, president of RCA and chairman

of the board of

directors of

RKO, yester-
day told dele-

gates to the
company con-
vention in Chi-
cago via a spe-
cial message
broadcast from
New York.
The screen's

"stories of peo-
ple" Sarnoff
said, "are told

to other people
through the

most effective

media — pic-

tures and speech. Developments of

an age of intense inventive effort and
industrial resourcefulness have im-

proved and strengthened the basic na-

ture of its appeal. Its best years
should lie ahead."

Sarnoff, whose experience with
sound entertainment has been concur-
rent with the development of sound
presentation, commented upon the

theory that "the machine" has con-
tributed to the business depression.

"The march of the times," he said, "is

toward the greater liberation of the

individual and the greater reliance on
the machine. We have in the United.

States some 120,0^0,000 people living

in a country which is capable of pro-
ducing, with its present productive
equiptnent, e\'erything that is neces-
sary to allow all of us to have every-
thing we need to eat, everything we
need to wear, houses to live in, schools
and churches, automobiles to ride in,

theatres and radios, athletics and
other recreational facilities. All this

could be had, the econoiuists tell us,

with no more than thirty hours of
work by the individual weekly.

"In the recent economic upheaval
the machine contributed toward over-
production and consequent unemploy-
ment. In the period toward which
the transition of today is directing us,

the machine must be made to give
regulated employment of shorter hours
and greater opportunity for leisure.

One may Icjok on this era of change
with much encouragement, for ahead
lies the opportunity for an art such
as ours to make its most conspicuous
contributions. The technical age will
have failed if it gives to the in-

dividual luerely the leisure of idle-

ness. It will liave served if it gives
a fuller life, with wholesome recrea-
tion, education, and entertainment."

Franklin, Reisman,
Plunkett at Meet

Chicago, May 16.—Harold B.
Franklin, Joe Plunkett and Phil
Reisman reached Chicago from the

coast today, stopped long enough to

bow in and out at the Radio conven-
tion and left for New York on the

Century.
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Directors to Figure Big on New RKO Program

JESSE LJASKY OFFICIALLY OUT OF PARAMOUNT

Fox to Groom Its Future Executives, Says Kent
Industry is Charged With
Neglecting to Develop

Manpower
Deploring the tendency of the

industry to fail to develop man-
power, Sidney R. Kent yesterday
said Fox will groom executives of

the future. In addressing the com-
pany's sales meeting the Fox presi-

dent declared that the industry has
never diagnosed its ailments in the

past. These ills must be corrected

now, he asserted. Fox is looking
(,Continued on Page 8)

DEPLORES ANNOUNCING

"PHONY" FILM TITLES

Practice of announcing "phony"
picture titles at the beginning of

a selling season was condemned by
Sidney R. Kent in speaking to Fox
sales department men at their

meeting yesterday. He described

this policy as "a thing of the past."

iFox is announcing only actual facts

concerning its production plans, he

said. Changeable conditions pre-

vent a company from positively set-

ting its lineup at the start ^of a

season, Kent pointed out. "Play
' (.Continued on Page 5)

Ayiesworth to Plug RKO Films on Air
Chicago—With the coordination between NBC and RKO, films produced by Radio

Pictures next season will receive the backing of extensive publicity over the air, said

M. H. Ayiesworth. president of NBC and RKO, at yesterday's session of the Radio

Pictures sales convention. "I intend to use the facilities of Roxy and the Rockefeller

Center organization to tell every home in the country what RKO Radio Pictures means,"

said Ayiesworth.

Supreme Court Upholds
Tax on Film Royalties

Sees Admission Tax Out
If Beer Bill Gets Over

Columbus, 0.—Believing that the

passage of the O'Connor-Hull bill to

legalize 2.75 per cent beer will make
it unnecessary for the Government

to place a tax of 10 per cent on ad-
(Continued on Page S)

Washington Bureau cj THE FILM DAILV

Washington — Royalties from

copyrighted motion pictures are tax-

able under the Georgia gross re-

ceipts tax law, it was ruled yesterday

by the U. S. Supreme Court in de-

ciding a dispute between the Georgia
state tax commissioner and Fox
Film.

First Vice-President's

Name Omitted in New
List of Officers

Jesse L. Lasky's name as first-vice

president of Paramount was missing

from the list of officers elected at

yesterday's board of directors for

the ensuing year. Lasky is at pres-

ent on a three months' leave of ab-

sence, taken at the company's re-

quest.
In addition to re-electing Adolph

(Continued on Page 5)

Al Smith Opposes Admission Tax

Six Features, 12 Shorts

Planned by New Company
Photoplay Productions has been

organized to make six features and

12 shorts, using the Martino color

process in whole or in part. The

first will be a two-reeler featuring

Russ Colombo. W. B. Martino is

(Continued on Page 5)

12 Publix Theaters

Playing Musical Shows

Publix houses playing condensed versions of

Broadway musicals now average 12. Last show

so far set is "Everybody's Welcome, which

goes on the road Saturday, following its en-

gagement at the New York Paramount.

Opposition to the proposed Fed-

eral admission tax was expressed

by former governor Alfred E. Smith

in a radio address over NBC. He
declared a general sales tax and beer

tax would best meet the current

situation.

Arthur Lubin to Assist

LeBaron at Paramount
Arthur Lubin, Broadway pro-

ducer and director, has signed with
Paramount as assistant to William

{Continued on Page 8)

Sixteen Ace Directors Signed
For RKO's 1932-33 Lineup

Holding Conference Today
On New Educational Plans

Following conferences between

Earl Hammons and Joe Brandt to-

day, announcement is expected to be

made tomorrow of Educational's

new plans. Brandt arrived in New
York last night from the coast. Joe

Goldberg came in yesterday morn-

ing from Hollywood.

Chicago — Directors will play a

bigger part than ever on the new
feature program of RKO-Radio Pic-

tures, according to the list of mega-
phone talent already signed by David
O. Selznick, executive vice-president

in charge of production, and for-

warded here for announcement at

the annual sales convention. The list

includes 16 important names, with
others to be added, and under RKO's

(Continued on Page 4)

SPECIAL SALES DRIVES

BEING DROPPED BY FOX

"Special sales weeks" are out in

future according to the new Fox
policy outlined at the company's
sales meeting yesterday. Plug
away 52 weeks out of the year will

be the idea, instead.

3,500 Installations

Made by Photophone
Chicago—More than 3,500 instal-

lations of sound reproducing equip-

ment have been made so far by the

Photophone division of RCA Victor

Co., said E. 0. Heyl, manager of the

division, at the RKO sales conven-

tion yesterday. The company also

has equipped 30 licensees of record-

ing apparatus in Hollywood and stu-

dios abroad, he declared. Replace-

ments, universal adoption of A-C
(Continued on Page 4)

Dual Bills Bring Fine

Under New Berlin Edict

Berlin—Under a resolution passed by the Pro-

ducers' Ass'n at the suggestion of the Spitien

Organization, studios and equipment firms are

to extend service only under the condition that

producers bind themselves to sell or rent pic-

tures for single feature programs only, and in-

fringement of this stipulation is to bring a

heavy fine in each instance.
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WORDS and WISDOM
from within and without

"You no longer can swim down-
stream—you must fight your way
upstream, for that is where the coon-
skins are."—JOHN HERTZ.

"We want to be judged by past

performances, not by future prom-
ises." — MAJOR ALBERT WAR-
NER.
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"The double feature in reality is

an example of impulsive showman-
ship, giving no thought to its future
as an institution of entertainment."
—HENRY GINSBERG.

"What this country needs is more
belly laughs." — ROBERT WOOL-
SEY.

"I don't want to come from a the-

ater with more problems than I

came in with."—JOE E. BROWN.

"The closest thing to treason in

any organization is curbstone gossip

and criticism."—SAM KATZ.

"With very rare exceptions, a love

story is necessary in any important
novel or motion picture." — ED-
WARD J. MONTAGNE.

Percy Townsend Named
Sound Chief at Pathe

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Percy Townsend has

been appointed chief sound engineer
at the RKO Pathe studios.
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COLUMBIA SIGNS TOBIN
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Genevieve Tobin has

been placed under long-term con-

tract by Columbia. She is now ap-
pearing in the company's "Holly-
wood Speaks."

F. & M. IN CINCINNATI
Cincinnati —• Fanchon & Marco

units will play RKO's Palace begin-
ning June 4.

EXTRA SHOWS AT CAPITOL
Due to the big business being

done this week with a stage unit

that includes Edmund Lowe, Victor
McLaglen, Fifi D'Orsay, Burns and
Allen. The Street Singer, Cab Cal-
loway and Charles Judels, the Cap-
itol is opening its doors at 10 a. m.
and giving five stage shows daily.

Screen feature is "When a Feller
Needs a Friend," with Jackie Coop-
er and Chic Sale. The entire pro-
gram is being held over for a sec-

ond week.

APPEAL "MOUTHPIECE"
Syracuse, N. Y. — Conviction of

Perry Spender, manager of the
Strand, on charges of criminal libel

in connection with showing of "The
Mouthpiece," will be appealed in the
Onondaga County Court today, ac-

cording to Warner Bros, counsel.
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FILMING IN VIRGINIA
Richmond, Va.—Robert Bruce Col-

man, director, and Billy Bitzer, cam-
eraman, have been in Virginia for

several days getting a collection of
scenes dealing with the life of

George Washington.

SOVIET FILM HOLDS OVER
"Siberian Patrol" will be held over

for a second week at the RKO-
Cameo starting this Friday.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

"Shoot Pictures in N. Y. City"
Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film
and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Louis Gasnier to Direct
Para. Picture in France

Louis Gasnier, Paramount direc-

tor, who arrives in New York today
from Hollywood and will sail Satur-
day on the Aquitania for Paris,

will go to the Paramount studios

at Joinville to complete a produc-
tion begun by Louis Mercanton,
French director, who died recently

of a heart attack. Gasnier will re-

main abroad about three months.

PARA. SIGNS MARSHALL
Herbert Marshall, English lead-

ing man, who has been appearing
on Broadway, has been signed by
Paramount for a role in "Blonde
Venus," the Marlene Dietrich pic-

tuer soon to go in work at the coast.

He leaves tomorrow for Hollywood.

STRAND BOOKING SWITCH
Joe E. Brown in "The Tenderfoot"

will open at the New York Strand
tomorrow night, and "Street of Wo-
men," originally scheduled for this

week-end, will follow.

HITCHCOCK IN NEW POST
Eddie Hitchcock has joined Metro

Outdoor Advertising. He was form-
erly with United Artists, Publix and
other companies.

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best equipped studio in the East

jor-
Optical Tricks—Effects—Animation of

all types.

Original Ideas—Special Effects

"We cure all film ills"

145 West 45 St., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-6796

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: RKO annual sales convention
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

May 16-20: Fox sales convention, Esiei
House, New York.

May 19: Warner Club party in honor olBrooklyn Vitaphone Stmdio personnel
Warner Club rooms. New York

May 22-23
: Erpi Golf Tournament, Briir-

ch6f.

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales convene
tion, Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Ku

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equitv
Ass'n. Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales con-
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employei
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall
Columbus. O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rock?
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den
ver.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour,
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion. Los Angeles.

GENERAL

REGISTER
announces

New Low Prices

ON

and

TICKET REGISTERS

effective TODAY
Also a NEW RENTAL PLAN
A New Time Payment Plan

A New liberal trade in allow-

ance plus the new low price

and the Time Tested and
Proven Automatic and Sim-
plex Ticket Registers.

Write or Phone

General Register Corp.

1705 PARAMOUNT BLDG.

NEW YORK CITY
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16ACE DIRECTORS SIGNED

fOR I932« LINEUP

(Continued from Page 1)

new plan, which does away with the

supervisory system, greater stress

will be placed on directing and writ-

ing talent and closer contact be-

tween producer and director.

Among the directors that have

been signed for next season's pic-

tures are:

Wesley Ruggles, who directed

RKO's "Cimarron."

King Vidor, director of "The Big

Parade," "Street Scene," "The

Crowd" and now directing Radios

picturization of "The Bird of Para-

dise."

George Fitzmaurice, responsible

for such films as "Strangers May
Kiss," "Unholy Garden" and "Mata

Hari."

Mervyn LeRoy, who recently made

"High Pressure," "Heart of New
York," "Little Caesar" and "Five

Star Final."

William Wellman, director of

"Wings," "Star Witness," "Night

Nurse," "So Big," "Love Is a

Racket," "The Public Enemy,' and

"The Hatchet Man."

Ernest B. Schoedsack, producer

and director of "Chang," "Grass,

"Four Feathers" and "Rango.

Gregory LaCava, who did "Sym-

phony of Six Million."

George Cukor, who directed "The

Royal Family of Broadway," and

assisted Ernest Lubitsch in the pro-

duction of Maurice Chevalier's "One

Hour With You." Cukor at present

is directing Constance Bennett in

her RKO-Radio starring vehicle,

"The Truth About Hollywood."

George Archainbaud, director of

RKO-Radio's "State's Attorney,"

starring John Barrymore, and "The
Lost Squadron," starring Richard

Dix.

Edward H. Griffith, who mega-
phoned the Ann Harding success

"Holiday"; Ina Claire in "Rebound,"

and Constance Bennett in "Lady
With a Past."

Frank Lloyd, director of "East
Lynne."

.1. Walter Ruben, director of the

Richard Dix starring vehicles, "The
Public Defender" and "Secret Ser-

vice."

Norman Taurog, director of "Skip-

py," "Huckleberry Finn" and
"Sooky," and now directing Bert

RKO Convention Sidelights

Sees Rebirth of Shorts
Chicago — Evidence points to a re-

birth of short subject popularity, said
Amcdcc J. Van Bcuren, president of the
Van Beuren Corp., in addressing the
RKO sales forces yesterday. Predicting
that a Short Subject Night weekly might
eventually be adopted by even big
houses. Van Bcuren added that If it

is a task to produce enough good fea-
tures to keep theaters supplied on a
single-feature basis, it is doubly hard
to turn out twice as many for double-
feature bills.

CHICAGO

PRESIDENT HOOVER wired con-

gratulations and best wishes to

the convention delegates, in care of

M. H. Aylesworth. Ned E. Depinet,

vice-president in charge of distri-

bution, received a similar message
from Vice-President Curtis.

"The children of this nation are

walking 24- sheets for serials," said

Fred McConnell of the Van Beuren
Corporation, in announcing three se-

rials. "I tell you the children of this

-nation like serial stories. The chil-

dren of this nation go to the thea-

ters to see serials, and they take

their parents with them."

Harold B. Franklin based his talk

on observations in Hollywood. "Un-
der Mr. Aylesworth," he said, "the

RKO organization takes on new sig-

nificance. With B. B. Kahane as

president, Ned Depinet handling
distribution, Jules Levy guiding
sales, and David Selznick at the

studio helm, it is my sincere feeling

RKO is going somewhere."

Robert F. Sisk, director of adver-

tising, publicity and exploitation,

was introduced. The new public re-

lations head is well known to show-
men in the east and middle wesf
through his previous association

with the Theater Guild productions.

All delegates, at the invitation of

M. H. Aylesworth, toured the NBC
studios in Chicago. They attended
a special program put on in their

honor, and broadcast on WMAQ. It

was a marvelous array of talent, in-

nluding Paul Whiteman's band, Mil-

dred Bailey, the Travelers Quartet,
the melody Boys. Amos *n' Andy
and many others. The program con-
cluded with the entire group sing-

ing "The Voice of RKO."

Greetings were vnred to the cov-
ventioneers by inany of the RKO
stars, inchidinn Aw Hardmn Rich-
ard Dix, Constavce Bevveft, RJcardn
Corfez. Helev Tivelvefrees, Gwili
Andre and others.

in the Windy City on a certain No-
vember day.

Phil Reisman got a big glad hand
from the Minneapolis delegation,

ivho remembered this son of St. Paul
(Minn.) when he was a Minneapolis

branch manager in the Hodkinsov
days.

"Cress" Smith, western and south-

ern district sales manager, was an
exhibitor once upon a time and
knows both the selling and showing
of pictures.

Jules Levy, general sales man-
ager, came to his present job from
that of chief RKO film buyer and
is thereby a keen judge of picture;

that will tinkle the old box-office

bell.

Ed. McEvoy, eastern and Cana-
dian sales manager, feels right at

home in the Windy City. Ed. was
western division manager for Pathe
Vipfnre joining the house of RKO
Radio.

Lee Marcus, vice-president, has
had a keen interest in show busivfi'

^ivce a lad in Buffalo when in hif

school-going days he attended the
nerformances of every stock com-
pany that came to the Lake City.

Al Mertz. short subjects sales

manager, held a reunion with the
Cleveland branch delegation. Al,

formerly Cleve. branch manager, is

a recent home office appointment to

the sales cabinet.
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PRODUCT LIST, BANQUET

WIND UP RKO SALES HEE

Chicago — Formal announcemet
of the season's feature line-up b
Ned E. Depinet, final sales instruc
tions by Jules Levy and talks b
home office and district sales mai
agers will highlight today's closin
sessions of the RKO-Radio Picture
sales convention at the Drake Hote
Tonight a formal banquet will brin
the 1932-33 confab to a close.

On today's program are: Cresso
Smith, western and southern sale

manager; E. L. McEvoy, easter
and Canadian sales manager; Robei
F. Sisk, director of advertising an
publicity; Walter E. Bronson, mid
western district manager; Harr
Cohen, western district managei
Leo M. Devaney, Canadian gener:
manager, and Robert Hawkinsoi
assistant to Ambrose Dowling, gen
eral manager of the export depart
ment, who will represent his chie
now on an inspection tour in Eu
rope.

Tom Carmody of the RKO offic

in Chicago has lined up a specie
show of vaudeville and radio act
for the entertainment during th
banquet this evening. J. Ellis, Ne\
York salesman, has written specia
convention parodies for rendition b;

the professional talent. Walter E
Bronson, W. E. Callaway and F. I
McNamee will put the RKO Radio
men through music paces with spe
cial local angle songs and cheers.

A feature of the banquet will b
the drawing of lots for the man;
elaborate star paintings and othe
product displays which will be thu;

distributed to the branch offices.

We

Harold B. Franklin undertook A?s

fir^if. position as theater manaaer at

the age of 19, and bemme bookiva
mnvager for a vaudeville rircvif of

some 40 theaters shortly thereafter.

It was old home week for B. B
Kahane, president of RKO-Radio
Pic, for he made his earthly arrival

"Bob" Hawkinson. who renresent-
ed "Bo" Dowling of the evnort d<»-

nnrtment, has seen exneriencr^ pV
along the film line from book-keen-
er, assistant booker and salesman
in various branches.

The bops of the mid-wesf district

7verp vroud that M. H. Aiileswortb
h"'hr! from their section. The nreru
of NBC and RKO was bom in Cedar
Rapids, la.

Wheeler and Robert Woolsey in

"Hold 'Em Jail."

Rowland Brown, author-director,
credited with Gene Fowler for the
screen play and dialogue for "State's
Attorney," and author of "Doorway
to Hell."
Fred Allen, director of RKO's

westerns featuring Tom Keene. who
is to direct another group of si.v

westerns.
Paul Stein, director of the Con-

stance Bennett successes, "Sin Takes
a Holiday," "Common Law" and
"Born to Love."

BOOKED FOR MASTBAUM
Harold Kemp, director of the War-

ner Artists Bureau, has booked
Lilyan Tashman and James Hall
^nto the Mastbaum Theater, Phila-

delphia for the week of May 20th.

JERRY SACKHEIM MARRIES
Wr.H Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jerry Sackheim. as-

sistant to Kenneth Macgowan, RKO
scenario chief, was married yester-
day to Gene Davis, formerly a read-
er in the RKO scenario department.

3,500 Installations

Made by Photophonc
(Continued from Page 1)

current and widespread interest it

the new 16 mm. sound-on-film port-

able apparatus have been keeping
Photophone at capacity production
Heyl added.

JACKIE COOPER AT BENEFIT
Jackie Cooper is coming to New

York from the coast for the ex-

press purpose of appearing at the

annual Press Agent's Show to be

presented by the T.P.R.O.A. at the

New Amsterdam, Sunday night. It

will be his only personal appear-
ance in the east. Mark A. Luescher
aiyl John L. Peltret head the re-

ception committee to meet Cooper
upon his arrival Saturday.

O'Heron Optimistic

Chicago—From all indications RKO's
fiscal status augurs well for the success

of future productions and operations,

said Frank O'Heron, vice-president in

charge of operations, in a message to

the RKO sales convention forwarded
from the West Coast, where he is busily

engaged in budgetary and other finan-

cial aspects of production and opera

tions.
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lASKY OFFICIALLY OUT

AS PARAMOONT VICE-PRE8.

{.Continued from Page 1)

Zukor president, the board yester-
day reelected the following officers:

Sam Katz, vice-president; Emanuel
Cohen, vice-president; Ralph A.
Kohn, treasurer; Austin C. Keough,
secretary; Emil E. Shauer, assistant
treasurer; Eugene J. Zukor, as-

sistant treasurer; Norman Collyer,

assistant secretary; Frank Meyer,
assistant secretary; Albert A. Kauf-
man, assistant secretary; Walter B.
Cokell, assistant secretary; Joseph
H. Seidelman, assistant secretary;
Montague F. Gowthorpe, comptrol-
ler, and Fred Mohrhardt, general

auditor.

William H. English was re-elected

chairman of the board.

The executive committee which
heretofore was comprised of eight

members of the board has been re-

duced to five members, and the fol-

lowing were appointed on the execu-
tive committee of the board: Adolph
Zukor, John Hertz, Sam Katz,
Emanuel Cohen and Ralph A. Kohn.

The board appointed the follow-

ing of its members to the finance

committee: John Hertz, Sir William
Wiseman, Casimir I. Stralem, Adolph
Zukor and Frank Bailey.

The finance committee at its meet-

ing held immediately after the

board meeting again designated

John Hertz as chairman, and Sir

William Wiseman as vice-chairman.

Sees Admission Tax Cut
If Beer Bill Gets Over

{Continued from Page 1)

missions, P. J. Wood, business man-
ager of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio, has

sent out a personal appeal to ex-

hibitors urging them to support the

beer bill by wiring their Congress-

men.

THIRD TOWER FILM STARTS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DATL7
Hollywood — "Drifting Souls,"

third release of the Tower Produc-

tions program, starts today. In the

cast are Lois Wilson, Theodore von

Eltz, Raymond Hatton and Shirley

Grey. Louis King is directing.

COMING & GOING

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN, JOSEPH K.

PLUNKETT and PHIL REISMAN arrived

from the coast yesterday.

BOB SISK will return from the coast

tomorrow.
KAY BROWN head of RKO story de-

partment reached, the coast yesterday.

LOUIS GASNIER, Paramount director,

arrives in New York today from the coast

en route to France.
HERBERT MARSHALL leaves for the

coast tomorrow to appear in Paramount's

new Marlene Dietrich picture.

WINFIELD R. SHEEHAN arrives in

New York May 28 from his European vaca-

tion.

WILLIAM PIZOR is en route to the

coast.

ALONG lALTO
PIIILM.DALY

NtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • WOULD SOME power endow us with the gift to

crystallize in print the charm and graciousness of Bainbridge

Colby as exemplified in his address before the Motion

Picture Club Forum he modestly labelled his speech as

"a few desultory remarks" a speech that revealed a

profundity of thought a searching analysis of our pres-

ent times. economic, governmental, individual he

conjured up a vision of Americanism as our forefathers lived

it and tearing aside the veneer of sophistry, callousness

and cynicism that seems to infect the entire nation dis-

closed that it was only a Veneer, after all that people

are fundamentally sane and sound as they were in the days of

Washington, Jefferson and Hamilton that the Industry

should hug this Truth to its bosom and go out and make
Pictures accordingly and help bring reason, sanity and

fundamental idealism back into practical realism through

the powerful agency of the Screen

• • • THAT WAS the purport of his message de-

livered without oratorical bombast or histrionic flourishes

just a Wizard of Words a Conjuror of Phrases

that flowed like a limpid stream smooth
clear logical illuminating inspiring and

he called them "desultory remarks!"

• • • WE WILL join with enthusiasm any movement to

establish a Bainbridge Colby School of Dialogue in the indus-

try ...... it held spellbound a gathering of hard boiled film

gents swayed 'em as we've never seen them swayed be-

fore and brought them to their feet at the close with

a sincere homage of applause that was like a benediction

• • • THE SPEAKER appreciated the difficulty confront-

ing the industry in trying to gauge public taste in pictures

but he was of the opinion that the screen was more in

tune with modern times than the staee he found that
individuals in all walks of life were Thinking for the first time
in the past 10 years he excoriated the failure of the
Federal, State and City governments to meet the dire needs
of the times in a few biting phrases our finan-

cial deflation was as nothing compared to Personal Deflation

in high places financial, governmental, industrial

we are suffering all along the line through a Bankruptcy of

Leadership

• • • "WE HAVE a serious America today," he said . ^

"Not a flapper America." and any man who can arise

to establish a liaison with this new and awakened America will

go down in history along with our Washingtons and
Lincolns he was supremely confident that the people

want the inherent sweetness, vigor and wholesomeness of the

Nation shown to them ON the screen and in-

ferred without stating it baldly in words that producers

who so held the mirror up to the public through the screen

would be amply rewarded the Empey Club has taken on

a new dignity and prestige since Bainbridge Colby graced

it with his charming presence and sanity of thought expressed

in golden language

DEPLORES ANNOUNCING

'PHONY' FILM TITLES

{Continued from Page 1)

the game on the level," Kent ad-
monished. Emphasizing the impor-
tance of developing exhibitor good-
will he told his auditors to keep
their word in all transactions.

E. R. Tinker spoke and James R.
Grainger took an active part in the
session.

At today's meeting Kent will go
into detail on sales policies.

Six Features, 12 Shorts
Planned by New Company

{Continued from Page 1)

production manager. Joe Bonica of

the fan publication, "Star Dust," is

associated with the company, whose
offices are at 125 West 45th St.

UFA FILMS COMING
Among the early films to be re-

leased here by Leo Brecher under
his arrangement with Ufa are "Two
Hearts that Beat as One," with Lil-

ian Harvey and Wolf Albach-Retty,
and "The Winner," with Hans Al-

bers and Kathe Von Nagy. Title of

the former picture will be changed
in order to prevent confusion with
"Two Hearts in Three-Quarter
Time."

DIRECTORS RE-ELECTED
Toronto—Financial statement was

approved and directors were re-

elected at the annual meeting of

Marcus Loew's Theater, Ltd.

At the meeting of Loew's London.
Ont., Theaters, it was announced
that earnings since first of the year
has increased by $5,000 over the

same period in 1931.

"LENA RIVERS" AT BEACON
Tiffany's "Lena Rivers" starts a

week's engagement at the Beacon
theater on Friday. The picture is

playing McVicker's, Chicago, this

week.

SWEDISH FILM OPENING
"Roda Dagen" ("The Red Day").

Swedish talker after Erik Lindorm's
play, will have its premiere show-
ing at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse
beginning Friday.

« « « » » »

MANY UAPPY RETUPNS

May 18
Lincoln Stedman Lucy Beaumont
Philip Lonergan Charles Sonin

Edward J. Montague
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HOLLYWOOD
^HEELER OAKMAN and Tully

Marshall have been assigned
important character roles in Colum-
bia's Tim McCoy feature, "Two-
Fisted Law." Alice Day plays op-
posite the star. D. Ross Lederman
is directing.

* * *

Robert Florey has been given the
directorial assignment on "The Man
Called Back," which will shortly be
produced at the Tiffany studios for
World Wide release.

* * *

David Newell is appearing in

M-G-M's "New Morals for Old,"
taking the role formerly assigned to

Donald Cook, who was laid up as a

result of an auto accident. Charles
Brabin is directing the new picture
in which Robert Young, Laura Hope
Crews, T;ewis Stone, Tully Marshall
Ruth Selwyn, Myrna Loy, Mitchell
Lewis, Jean Hersholt and others ap-
pear.

* * 4>

J. Farrell MacDonald has signed
a contract to play one of the fea-

tured roles in Paramount's "The
Sporting Widow," in support of Ali-

son Skipworth and Richard Bennett
* * *

Roles in Columbia's next Buck
Jones special, "Hello Trouble," have
been assigned to "Spec" O'Donnell
and Ward Bond. Lina Basquette
heads the featured cast which in-

cludes Morgan Galloway and Alan
Roscoe.

« * *

Florence Roberts, who is reputed
to have acted in more countries and
played more roles than any other
actress, has been signed by Para-
mount to play a role in "Gates of

Hollywood," in which the cast wil'

be headed by Stuart Erwin, Frances
Dee and ZaSu Pitts. Miss Roberts
who began her stage career at the

age of 15 years, has made three the-

atrical tours around the world and
was starred in Africa for four years

* *

Shooting of exteriors on "Hell
Fire Austin," starring Ken Maynard.
having been completed, the company
has just returned from location, and
production is being finished at the
Tiffany studios. The cowboy star's-

supporting cast includes Ivy Mer-
ton, Nat Pendleton, Lafe McKee.
Jack Rockwell and others.

* * *

Ralf Harolde and Lucien Prival
have been added to the cast which
supports Pat O'Brien and Genevieve
Tobin in Columbia's "Hollywood
Speaks." Eddie Buzzell is directinsr

this romance of a Hollywood col-

umnist and a struggling extra girl.

* * *

Andy Devine, life guard, football

player and member of the lighthouse
service between his roles in pic-

tures, obtained his most important
screen assignment a few days ago

when he Was signed to play in Para-
mount's "The Man from Yesterday."

* * *

Dorothy Burgess, Noah Beery.
Chester Wodd, Charles Stevens and
Harry Vejar complete the cast in
Monte Blue's first starring picture
for Allied Pictures Corp. Chester
M. Franklin is directing.

* * *

Production has been completed on
"The Man From Hell's Edges,"
World Wide's new Bob Steele west-
ern. R. N. Bradbury, Steele's father,
wrote the story and directed the
production whose cast includes Nan-
fy Drexel, George Hayes, Julian
Rivero, Pee Wee Homes, Perry
Murdock and Dick Dickerson.

* * <i>

Dorothy Christy has been selected
by Paramount for a major role in

•support of Tallulah Bankhead, Gary
Cooper and Charles Laughton in the
adventure romance, "Devil and the
Deep."

* * *

Donald Dillaway, juvenile leading
man and little Jacciuie Lyn, three-
vear-old screen prodigy, are in the
Laurel and Hardy feature length
comedy which started with the re-

opening of the Hal Roach studios.

The picture has the most imposing
cast ever assembled for a Laurel
and Hardy comedy. Anita Louise ap-
pears in the leading feminine role

with Captain E. H. Calvert, Tom
Kennedy, Billy Gilbert and other
leading players in the supporting
cast.

* * *

Reffis Toomey has been approach-
ed with an offer for ten weeks of

oersonal appearances over the Pub-
Hx circuit. It is understood that he
will accept, following the completion
of two pictures for which he is now
scheduled.

* * *

Richard Wallace is shortly to

=;tart on his last assignment for the

Paramount organization. Wallace
recently completed the direction of

"Thunder Below," in which Tallulah

Bankhead stars.
* * *

When Roy Del Ruth completes the

direction of "Blessed Event." s>

Warner-First National production, it

is reported he will direct an all-star

feature picture for another organi-

zation. Del Ruth, it is known, is

permitted under the terms of his

contract to make one outside pro-

duction.

M-G-M Stars Lead
New Haven, Conn.—M-G-M stars

walked away with the lion's share of

honors in a popularity vote held by the

senior class of the scientific school at

Yale. Joan Crawford and Fredric March
took first place for actress and actor,

respectively, with Norma Shearer, Mar-
lene Dietrich and Greta Garbo as the

next four actresses, and Ronald Colman
and Wallace Beery next in the male
list.
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards oF Trade
KANSAS

Changes in Ownership
Abilene—Lyric, Seelye, sold to Homer F.

Strowig by Glen W. Dickinson ; Alma

—

Colonial, sold to C. E. Schmitz by W. E.
Thowe ; Noedesha—Dickinson, sold to S.

L. Klock by Glen W. Dickinson ; Osawa-
tomie—Dickinson, sold to Glen W. Dick-
inson by Allen B. Myers; Wilson—Screen-
land, sold to Vernon Baker by H. E.
Johnson.

Closings
Chapman—Shamrock ; Wellsville—Liberty.

Re-Openings
Downs—Downs ; Wilson—Screenland.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

Fleischmans—Maxbilt sold to Interstate Mo-
tion Pictures bv Unison Thea. Corp. ; Niag-
ara Falls—Fails. Colonial, sold to Pliil

Biamonte by Mr. Whitney : Syracuse—
Eckel, sold to Skouras Bros, by Fox Met.
Playhouses.

Closing
Hastings—Hast'nes.

Re-Openings
Andover—Auditorium : Buffalo—Park : Lack-
awanna—A. C. ; Marlboro—Advance.

Neiv York City
Changes in Ownership

Ksmeo— 180th St, and .3rd Ave., sold to Kay
Thea. Co. by Mever Rosenthal : Madison

—

Madison Ave. sold to E. Coolies bv King-
stone Amuse. Co. : Manhattan—109th St.

and Manhattan Ave., sold to Iris Amuse.
Corp. by Lee A. Ochs Thea. Circuit

;

Renaissance—7th Ave., sold to Mr. Robin-

son by Renaissance Thea. Corp.

New Theaters
Hindenbure—48th St. and 8th Ave., for-

merly President, Hindenbure Thea. Corp.-

owners; Public—2nd Ave. and 4th St.,

Astrophel, Inc., owners.

BROOKLYN
Changes in Ownership

Bluebird, sold to Kerman Thea.. Inc. bv
H. G. H. Thea. Corp. : Bluebird, sold to

Brandt & Weinstock bv Kerman Thea.,

Inc. ; Dewev—2.384 Conev Island Ave.,

sold to Weinwor Amuse. Corp. by Rose
Albert Amuse. Corp. ; Imperial—Irving

Ave., sold to Cohen & Schwartz bv 157

Irving Ave. Corp. ; Berkshire, Park, Ritz,

sold to Jack Hattem bv Bert Thea. Inc.

Closings
Boro Hall— 102 Court St. : Myrtle—Mvrtle

Ave.
New Theaters

Empire—Ralph Ave. and Broadway. Wein-
stock & Brandt, owners.

Re-Openings
AUentown—Lindy : Altoona—Lvric : Bellwood

Bellwood ; Bethlehem—Strand : Bentlev-

viUe—Majestic ; California—Lvric : Evans
City—Rialto ; Hazelton—Liberty ; Homer
City—Empire ; Hughesville—Ritz ; Leech-

bure—Cos'morama ; Littlestown — Regent

;

McKees Rocks—Colony : Regent ;
Nat-

rona—Roxv ; Masontown—Liberty : New
PhiUdelnhia—Earle ; Philadelphia — Apex.

New Elm. Vogue. Wissahickon : Russel-

ton—Nixon ; Six Mile Run—Old Home

;

West Newton—Grand : Williamstown—
Academy.

LONG ISLAND
Changes in Ownership

E Islip—Liberty sold to Tames Poro :
E.

Rockawav—Atlantic sold to Wellantic

Amuse. Corp. .by No-Mar Amuse. Corp.

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Whitmar Theater Corp.; Pompan, Price &

Greenwald, 28 Park Row, New York. 100

shares common.
Mercury Pictures Corp.; Fitelson & May-

ers; 70 West 40th St., New York, 100 shares

common. t ir
Dobbs Ferry Amusement Co.; L. Kunen,

217 Broadway, New York. 200 shares

common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Amusement Enterprises, Inc., Hackensack,

amusement placas; Ira Katzman, Hackensack,

N. J. $100,000.

Closings
Hampton Bay—Little.

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Charlotte—Legion sold to Chas. Anagnos bv
Amer. Legion.

Closings
Granite Falls—Lyric ; High Point—Rex ;

Maiden—Muzu; Mt. Olive—Victory; New
Bern—Letion ; Warrenton—Imperial : West
JeSferson—Paddy Mt. ; Wilson—Lincoln ;

Winston-Salem—Broadway.

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Fessenden—Auditorium sold to Southard &
Petersen by Julius Dockter ; Cavalier

—

Roxy sold to W. T. McCarthy bv M.
O'Toole.

Closings
Leith—Opera House ; RoUette—Arnold.

Re-Openings
Cavalier—Roxy ; Fessenden—Auditorium.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

Akron—Roxy. sold to Paul F. Jones by
Mrs. T. Barden & H. L. Mahone : Cleve-
land—Gordon Square, sold to Associated
Thea., Inc. by Edgewater Amuse. Co.

;

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

AUentown—Lindy, sold to John Kofler by
H. M. Meeker; Ambler—Opera House,
sold to Warner Bros, bv Keasbev & Mat-
tison Co. ; Belle Vernon—Verdi, sold to

Z. Marini by Thos. Bello; Bethlehem-
Strand, sold to John Olkowski bv Arnold
Deutsch ; California—Lyric, sold to J.

Retter ; Carrick—Brentwood, sold to T. J.

Gilbert by C. W. Dickinson ; Donora—Lib-

erty, sold to Warner Bros, by S. Capano

;

Easton— Seville, sold to Seville Thea. bv
Theater Realty Co. ; Hazleton—Liberty,

sold to Max Borzage; Hughesville—Ritz.

sold to Floyd Norton and H. E. Carey

;

Littlestown—Regent, sold to Harry J.

Troxell bv John H. Hess; New Philadel-

phia—Earle. sold to Martin T. Comerford
by Fred J. Dengler ; Parkers Landing

—

Liberty, sold to H. J. Armstrong by Amer-
ican Legion ; Philadelphia—Allen, sold to

George J. Wilson by Walter Ewan ; Apex,
sold to Apex Amuse. Co. ; Crescent, sold

to Samuel Chain by Samuel S. Lear : New
Elms, sold to Joseph Henkin bv Louis
Litto ; Vogue, sold to Tenco Amuse. Co.

;

Wissahickon, sold to B. L. Cohen bv
John A. Madden ; Sharpsburg—Main, sold

to Harry Rachiele by West Penn Amuse.
Co. ; Uniontown—Capitol, sold to C. A.

Jacoby by Jacob Spanko ; Williamstown

—

Academy, sold to Paul O. Schreiner.

Closings

Amber—Opera House ; Belle Vernon—Belle,

Brownsville—Bison ; California—California ;

Clymer—State ; Donora—Liberty : Dunbar
—Strand ; Imperial—Imperial ; Kittanine

—

Lorain—Fulton sold to The Lorain Fulton

Thea. Co. by Saramore Thea. Co. ; Mem-
phis, sold to H. Carter bv Maurice Kap-
lan, Jr. ; Columbus—Exhibit, sold to H. L.

Gordon by E. Bennett ; Cincinnati—Park
Hall, sold to Copywriters Sales Corp. by
Mrs. M. B. Schwenker; Lorain—Pearl,

sold to George Shenker by Carl W. Lucht

;

Plain City—Rialto. sold to Ben Almond
by G. S. Granger ; Wadsworth—Strand,

sold to Wadsworth Amuse. Co. by John
L. Damm ; West Milton—Roxv. sold to

Delbert Kissong by Bob Kraus.

Cleveland—Penn Square.

Re-Openings
Columbus—Exhibit ; Plain City—Rialto.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

Clinton - Rex. Rialto, sold to Harry Low-
enstein by F. G. Roberts and A. B.

Momand; Cordell—Ritz, sold to F. G. Rob-

erts by Sol Davidson and Roberts: Ok-
mulgee—Yale, sold to Griffith Amuse. Co.

by Robert L. Taylor; Talihina—Ritz, sold
to John M. Bailey by W. W. Seids : West
Tulsa—Cameo, sold to J. Jacobson by
A. May Bradfield.

Closings
Colgate—Wigwam ; Comanche—Ritz ; .Tenks

—;Majestic ; Maysville—Folly ; Olustee

—

Victory ; Tulsa—Dixie : Weleetka—Blaine ;

Canton—Grand; Medford—Alvo; Yukon

—

Savoy.

Re-Openings
Laverne—Laverne ; Perkins—Lyric ; Pond
Creek—Rex ; Tipton—Dixie : Westville

—

New; Wewoka—Cozy.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

Beaverton—Roseway, sold to Roy Devaney
by Delbert DeCamp ; Portland—Laurel-
hurst sold to C. R. McFadden bv W. E.
Tebbets; Rialto. sold to Ted R. Gamble
by J. J. Parker ; Klamath Falls—Pelican,
sold to H. W. Poole by Peter Welch.

Closings
Florence—Princess ; McMinnville—^Gaiety.

Re-Opening
Milton—Vox.

RHODE ISLAND
Changes in Ownership

Comimnicut—Gem, sold to Wendell Herrick
by F, Volante ; Providence—Columbus, sold

to Wendell Herrick by F. Volante.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Beaufort—Arcadian, sold to R. S. Sloman
by W. A. Murphy ; Honea Path

—

Lyric, sold to O. D. Armistead by P. C.

Osteen ; Inman—Amuzu, sold to Amusu
Thea. Co. by Troy Mills.

Closings
Belton—Cameo ; Walhalla—Strand.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Bison—Bison, sold to H. T. Spiller bv A. L.
Loose; Elkton—Elk, sold to P. H. Par-
sons by Geo. Elfine.

Closing
Lane—Palace.

TENNESEE
Closing

Jefferson City— Tefiferson.

Re-Openings
Knoxville—Roxy ; Mt. Pleasant—New The-

ater.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

Crowell—Rialto, sold to E. L. Draper and

B. E. Perdue; Kerens— Iris, sold to S. G.

Fry ; Ladonia—Sunset, sold to T. A.

Hathaway ; Pleasonton—Plestex. new lessee,

J S. Edwards; Rock Springs—Rialto, sold

to J. D. Williams; Troup—Ritz. sold to

G. W. Jones.

Closings
Archer City—Royal ; Corsicana—Palace : El

Paso— Iris ; Ganado—Iris ; Itlay—Elk ; Sa-

binal — Majestic ; Sherman — Crockett

;

Whitesboro—Princess.

Re-Openings
Crowell—Rialto ; Ed Couch—Ed Couch :

Kerens—Iris ; Ladonia—Sunset

:

Nixon-
Grand ; Rock Springs—Rialto; Waxaha-
chie—Lincoln,

Name Change .

Austin—Royal, formerly Dunbar.

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Big Stone Gap—Amuzu, sold to S. W.
Enterprises by Taylor Thea. Co. ; Chase

City—Cozy, sold to H. C. Evsrhart bv

C. E. Geoghegan.

Closings
Chatham—Ritz ; Clarksville—Palace.

Re-Opening
Norfolk—Grant.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

Spokane—Liberty ; sold to Finklestein &
Rosenberg by Spokane Thea.. Inc. : Vas-

hon—Vashon, sold to M. H. Thompson
by Pultney & Ganley ; White Center

—

Cameo, sold to B. A. Sanders bv Harold
R. Bean.

Re-Openings
Moran School—Campus ; Seattle—Stadium ;

Tonasket—Tonasket.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Delbarton—Palace, sold to Cass Hindv by
E. O. Hatfield ; E. Rainelle—Lvric. sold
to Edwin Kincaid bv P. L. Dvsard;
Fayetteville—Plaza, sold to S. D. Morton
by H. C. Howell; Gassawav—Dixie, sold
to A. Little by J. M. Blackwood; Man-
nington—Burt's, sold to Mrs. C. P.
Church by W. B. Urling; Middlebourne—
Nadene, sold to Mclntvre & Wright bv
O. M. Freeland; Sharpies—Sharpies, sold
to Otto Sanders bv R. O. Morton : West
Union—Regent, sold to D. P. Drev by
Mrs. C. P. Church; Whitesville—Liberty,
sold to H. M. Slush by Steve Lange.

Closing
Berwind—Berwind.

Re-Openings
Blacksville—Blacksville; Cameron — Almo ;

Delbarton—Palace ; Dorothy — Dorothy ;

Fayetteville—Plaza ; Gassaway — Dixie ;

Grafton—Grand ; Marlinton—Seneca.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

Milwaukee—Atlas, sold to Kathleen Amuse.
Co. by Otto Anders : Osceola—Garden,
sold to J. A. Hall, by Osceola Thea. Corp.

;

Racine—Douglas, sold to Max Krofta bv
W, & M, Kursienski.

Closings
Boldwin —

• New Baldwin ; Independence

—

Legion ; Shell Lake—Opera House ; Weyau-
wega—Gerold's Opera House.

Re-Openings
Oshkosh—Strand ; Osceola—Garden.

WYOMING
Re-Opening

Guernsey—Star.

iN THE HEART OF

HOLLYWOOD

HOLLYWOOD'S most convenient hoteL
Next to famous studios, theatres, cafes

and shops ..ten minutes from golf courses,

bridle paths, etc.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and
cuisine, convenient parking-every modern
convenience for your comfort.

European plan. $2 50 and up, single.

S3. 50 up, double. $4.50 up, twin beds.

Special weekly and monthly rates.

Look for the "Doorway of Hospitality"

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA'
VINE ST. AT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
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m PLANS TO GROOM

EXECUTIVJS^SAYS KENT

{Continued from Page 1)

ahead with a five-year perspective,

Kent declared.
Produciton policy of the company

will be to make pictures for the

masses rather than the classes,

Kent stated. Sophistication is out,

he said, as far as story material is

concerned.
Kent announced that Winfield R

Sheehan and Sol Wurtzel are due

back about June 1. Sheehan will

assume complete charge of produc-

tion and Wurtzel will resume his

duties as general superintendent.

It is understood that Sheehan will

be responsible to the board of direc-

tors through Kent.

Arthur Lubin to Assist

LeBaron at Paramount
{Continued from Page 1)

LeBaron, who recently joined the

Hollywood studios as as associate on

the staff of B. P. Schulberg. Lu-

bin's agreement allows him a leave

of absence in December to stage a

Broadway play.

TWO NEW A.B.3. SUPERS
London—In addition to its new

Ritz super cinema, Edgware, London,

A.B.C. has acquired the Empire,

Coventry, burned a year ago, will re-

HnilH it a" a 2.000-seat super open-

ing, it is hoped, next December, and

will erect a 1,500-seat super at Leeds

on a site formerly used for commer-
cial purposes. It is hoped to have

the Leeds house ready for a Christ-

mas opening.

WAR OFFICE FILM
London—It is reported here that

British Instructional Pictures has

made, in great secrecy, a film for the

British War Office, under the title

of "The Sighting Control," the first

time a talking picture has been com-
missioned by the department. The
film, it is stated, will be used for

training infantrymen.

MAJ. WESHNER GUEST OF DO-X
Major Dave 'Skip' Weshner of the

Warner Bros. Theater Department
was the guest yesterday of Com-
mander Brenner of the giant airship

DO-X, which takes off for its return

trip to Switzerland on Friday.

TO MEET JESS FISHMAN
Cleveland — Mrs. J. C. Fishman.

her two daughters, and Mrs. Harry
Charnas, plan to sail June 13 via

the Panama Canal for California,

where they will meet Jess Fishman
upon his return from Australia,

China and Japan where he went in

the interest of Warner Brothers.

Sheehan, Grainger Lauded
Tribute to Winfield R. Sheehan and

James R. Grainger was paid by Sidney
R. Kent yesterday, addressing the Fox
annual sales meeting in New York.

OX Convention Flickers

pox FILMITES will not forget

yesterday afternoon's session for

many months to go. Not only did

President S. R. Kent furnish the
convention with its outstanding fea-

ture, an inspiring

address, but he
bombarded the
session with
statements that
will be the means
of making the
sales organiza-
tion perform
greater achieve-
ments than ever
during 1932-33.

* * *

This afternoon
—at 1 o'clock to

be exact — Tru-
man Talley and
the Movietone
News staff will

be hosts to the
convention del-

egates at a buffet

luncheon.
* * *

N o t w i t h -

standing the fact
that the straw
hat season is here, only two such
lids were spotted among the visi-

tors. The straw hatters were Sam
Wheeler of Washington and C. L.

Hilgers of Dallas.

Vice-President and Treasurer Rich-
ardson followed.

* * *

The tribute paid J. R. Grainger
by S. R. Kent was punctuated with a

spontaneous ap-
plause that re-

echoed for almost
a minute.

Luxurious two
and three - room
suites constitute
the New York
homes of Fox
Film branch man-
agers at the Essex
House during
their convention.

* * *

C. P. Sheehan
and his aides, Irv-
ing Maas and
Maurice Ahern,
are representing
the foreign de-
partment at the
convention. Not-E. R. TINKER

chairman of the board of directors of Fox .
. i- .-i

Film Corp., who was among the principal WltftStanomg the
speakers at yesterday's sessions of the annual lack of perman-

sales convention. ^^^y jjj foreign
exchange. Fox

Film's volume of foreign business
shows a substantial increase this

year over 1931, which produced the
company's high mark for overseas
business.

^ % :(!

E. R. Tinker, chairman of the
board of directors, led the pro-
cession of Fox Film executives who
congratulated Mr. Kent at the com-
pletion of his address. Executive
Vice-President W. C. Michel and a hurry."

W. J. Kupper, assistant to Mr.
Grainger, reflecting the opinion of
the entire attendance at the con-
vention, commented: "This is one
convention none of us will forget in

NEWS OF THE DAY
Madera, Cal.—Harvey Amusement

Co. has purchased the Madera and
will remodel the entire building.

Denver—Jerry McGee, manager
of the local Certified Productions ex-
change, is in the hospital with pneu-
monia.

Denver—C. L, Stevens of Lexing-
ton, Neb., is inaugurating a film de-
livery system and will serve Nebras-
ka points only, making no stops
between Denver and that state. The
firm will be the Western Nebraska
Film Delivery, and service will start
at once.

Ontonagon, Mich. — The Rex has
been taken over by Eino Bahti, own-
er of the Star in South Range and
the Opera House in Painesdale.

Cleveland. O. — Standard Film
Service, headed by Nat Lefton, has
taken over distribution in this ter-
ritory of "Explorers of the World."

Glens Falls, N. Y.—The Empire
has discontinued its full week run
of vaudeville and will present two
feature pictures each week, with
vaudeville the last half.

Rochester, N. Y.—Walter W. Ris-
ley is the new manager of the RKO
Temple, succeeding Herbert Morgan
who has been transferred to Schenec-
tady.

Bridgeport, Conn. — The Globe,
formerly Poll's Vaudeville, has in-

augurated a low-priced policy with
continuous showings from 11 a. m.
to 11 p. m. House seats 3,000.

Kokomo, Ind.—Interior of the In-
diana was practically destroyed by
fire, with damage estimated at about
$25,000. Trouble with the operators'
union is believed to be the cause.

Miami, Fla.—The Paramount has
been closed for the summer.

TWO NEW STARS A YEAR

TO BE DEVELOPED BYM
Fox will endeavor to develop new

stars at the rate of two a year, the
company's sales meeting was told
yesterday. Need of marquee light
personalities was stressed by Sid-
ney R. Kent in his address.

Franklin Changes Policy
In RKO Houses on Coast
Policy changes in several RKO

houses on the coast were made by
H. B. Franklin, who returned from
Chicago yesterday. "Top" vaude
ville will move from the Hill St.
to the Orpheum, Los Angeles, and
from the Golden Gate to the Or
pheum, San Francisco. The Hill
St. and Golden Gate will play five
acts with band acts on the stage.
Seattle, Tacoma and Portland RKO
houses will change from split-week
picture and vaudeville shows to
vaudeville with picture for full
week stands. The changes necessi-
tate an extra vaudeville unit to be
known as "B."

I

VI

RKO TITLE CHANGES
"What Price Hollywood" is the

final title for the Constance Ben-
nett picture now being made by
RKO on the coast. "The Truth
About Hollywood" and "Hollywood
Madness" were former titles.

F. HINES AT CLEVE. PaLACJS
Cleveland—Frank Hines has been

engaged by Nat Holt to manage
the RKO Palace, replacing Livings-
ton Lanning, resigned.

CHANGES JAMESTOWN MGRS.
Jamestown, N. Y.—New managers

are in charge of the Warner Bros.
Wintergarden and Palace. Leo Ro-
sen, formerly manager of the Strand,
Syracuse, is now in charge of the
two Jamestown theaters. Fred
Weinberg, former manager of the
Wintergarden, has been transferred
to the Babcock, Wellsville, and Peter
Grafiades, manager of the Palaco,
is taking an extended vacation.

CHARTER INTERSTATE THEAS.
Cleveland — Papers have been

filed with the secretary of state

chartering Interstate Theaters, Inc.,

with an authorized capital of 100
shares of no par stock to operate
motion picture theaters. Headquar-
ters are Orgill, Maschke and Wick-
ham, Cleveland. Incorporators are
Leona M. Wyler, Milton B. Schweid
and Beatrice Linn.

JOINS COL. IN MILWAUKEE
Milwaukee — Eddie Ashkins has

joined the local Columbia sales

force. He was formerly connected
with the RKO exchange.

Endurance
Sidney R. Kent spoke for two and

one-quarter hours solid yesterday after-

noon in addressing the Fox sales con-
vention. And how he got attention!
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Publix and Skouras to Discuss Pooling in Midwest

CONN. MPTO SEE DISASTER IN EXCLUSIVE RUNS

5 Specials on RKO Program oF 62 For New Season
First Radio Broadcast

Special on Lineup
for 1932-33

Chicago— Five big specials, in-

cluding the first Radio Broadcast
Screen Special attraction coordinat-
ing air and theater entertainment,
are included in the 1932-33 program
of 62 features announced by Ned E.
Depinet at yesterday's session of the
RKO-Radio Pictures sales conven-
tion. Production will be centralized
in Hollywood under David 0. Selz-

nick.

Among the stars to appear in the
{Continued on Page 4)

SKOURAS ADDRESSES

FOX m CONVENTION

"Remote control" operation of

theaters was hit by Spyros Skouras
in addressing the Fox sales con-

vention in New York yesterday. His
policy, he stated, would be to local-

ize operations, giving house man-
agers more latitude and full recog-

nition of their importance in the ex-

hibition scheme of things. Skouras
(Continued on Page 4)

Sunday Movie Test in Richmond

Richmond, Va.—A court test on Sunday shows will be sought here by the

Women's Civic Betterment Club, through a resolution asking local houses to

put on Sunday movies for benefit of the unemployed.

No Kid Prices on Class Films
WouldCurb Censors—Lightman

Kosch Named Receiver
For the Roxy Theater

Harry G. Kosch, president of Roxy
Theaters Corp., has been appointed

equity receiver of the corporation

under a $50,000 bond by Federal

yJudge Francis Caffey. The appoint-
iContinued on Page 4)

Elimination of a children's price

on sophisticated pictures would be

a big step forward in curbing de-

sires for censorship, as well as

serving to discriminate in values

between pictures with class and

those with mass appeal, says M. A.
Lightman, president of the M.P.T.

(Continued on Page 4)

Chicago Exchange Wins RKO Cup

Ampa Members to Vote
On Admitting Women

Vote on the amendment of the

A.M.P.A. constitution to provide for

admitting women to membership will

be held at today's luncheon meet-

ing of the organization in Sardi's.

The informal session, to which

guests will be admitted, is intended
(Continued on Page 4)

Mich. Indies Respond

In Double Feature War

Detroit—Independent exhibitors are making

an excellent response to the appeal of Allied

Theaters of Michigan, Inc., in its campaign to

eliminate double featuring, H. M. Richey, gen-

eral manager, said yesterday. He will soon ap-

proach circuit houses on the plan.

Chicago—The RKO Radio Pictures

President's Cup, emblematic of gen-
eral proficiency in sales activities,

was awarded yesterday to the Chi-

cago exchange by B. B. Kahanes
president, at the convention at the

Drake Hotel. This year the trophy
is awarded for excellence in a num-
ber of phases of exchange work.

They include scoring of the highest
(Continued on Page 4)

John J. McFadden Wins
RKO Office Mgr. Contest
Chicago—John J. McFadden, Jr.,

of the RKO branch in Philadelphia,

won the office managers' contest

which extended over more than a

year's time, it was announced at

yesterday's session of the sales

(Continued on Page 2)

Pooling in Midwest Situations

Planned by Publix and Skouras

Colleen Moore Is Signed

By Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywod—After an absence of

more than two years from the

screen. Colleen Moore has been

signed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
and a vehicle is now being selected

for her. Miss Moore lately has been
appearing on the stage out here in

"A Church Mouse," Broadway hit.

Setting of pooling plans in Mid-

Western situations in which Publix

and Skouras Bros, are in opposition

will be discussed in New York with-

in a few days. Conferences will be

held between Sam Dembow and

Spyros Skouras. Towns to be con-

sidered include Joplin and Spring-
field. The two circuits at present

are participating in a number of

operating deals.

Exhib Unit Says Plan of

Classifying Releases

Would Spell Ruin
New Haven, Conn.— Declaring

that the exclusive run plan that is

understood to be under considera-

tion by several major companies,
principally United Artists and
M-G-M, will prove disastrous to

neighborhood houses and the indus-

try in general, the M. P. T. 0. of

Connecticut has declared opposition
(Continued on Page 4)

I

fORNED BY SOL LESSER

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Principal Productions
has been formed by Sol Lesser,

president of Principal Distributing

Corp. The new unit, with Captam
Edward J. Ralph in charge, will first

make a satire on South Sea and Af-

rican adventure stories with Rosco
Ates as star, as well as 30 "Seeing

Is Believing" one-reelers consisting

of Oddities from all parts of the

world.

Equitable Tax Plan
Suggested by Hamrick

Seattle—A two per cent tax on
gross business, payable monthly and
to be charged as an expense by
every line of business whether
wholesale or retail, and including

lawyers, doctors, etc., is suggested

by John Hamrick, circuit operator in

this territory, as a solution of the

Government's budget balancing prob-
(Continued on Page 2)

Joe Brandt - Educational

Announcement Due Today

E. W. Hammons and Joe Brandt held final

conferences yesterday on the arrangement under

which Brandt is to join the Educational or-

ganization, and formal announcement is ex-

pected today.
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ADD 3-REELER AT CAMEO
In connection with the holdover

of "Siberian Patrol," the RKO Ca-

meo is adding a three-reel expedi-

tion film, "The Living God of the

Mongols," presenting Sven Hedin's

journey across the Gobi desert.

NO DIVIDEND ACTION
No action has been taken on the

Warner Bros, preferred quarterly

dividend due at this time.
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Skouras Favors Circus Advertising
Need of reviving Barnum & Bailey type of exploitation was stressed by Spyros

Skouras in speaking yesterday at the Fox convention. He declared exhibitors have a

moral obligation to exploit product intelligently and to the fullest possible extent.

7 More Roadshows Set on
M-G-M's "Grand Hotel"

M-G-M has definitely set seven
more roadshow engagements on
"Grand Hotel" for June. They are
as follows: Majestic, Chillicothe, 0.,

June 1; Strand, Edmonton, Alta.,

June 4; Babcock, Billings, Mont.;
Orpheum, Fort William, Ont., and
Capitol, Victoria, B. C, June 6; Met-
ropolitan, Regina, Sask., June 13;
Orpheum, San Diego, June 17; Cap-
itol, Moose Jaw, Sask., June 20;
Daylight, Saskatoon, Sask., June 27.

E. H. Goldstein to Make
Six Features in East

E. H. "Manny" Goldstein, for-
merly with RKO, has formed Para-
dise Pictures, Inc., with himself as
president, and will make six fea-
tures in the east. Goldstein has
established new offices at 1619
Broadway.

TO PROBE WARNER POOL
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Investigation of an

alleged pool, said to have included
John J. Raskob in Warner Bros,
common stock a few years ago is

understood to be planned by the
Senate Committee on Banking and
Currency when it resumes its stock
market probe today.

"JOE E. BROWN WEEK"
Designed to pep up Joe E. Brown,

who is confined to the hospital as a
result of recurrence of a back in-

jury sustained several years ago
during his acrobatic career, Warner
Bros, sales department has set aside
the week of June 4-11 as "Joe Brown
Laff Week," in conjunction with the
release of the star's latest picture,
"The Tenderfoot."

John J. McFadden Wins
RKO Office Mgr. Contest

{Continued from Page 1)

meet. McFadden's prize was a
check for $600. Second prize of
$400 went to H. M. Hollandsworth,
San Francisco office manager, and
A. H. Van Deusen, of Albany, won
the third prize of $250. Checks were
accompanied by letters of commen-
dation from Frank O'Heron, vice-
president in charge of operations.

May Team Langdon
With Robert Woolsey

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—As a result of the

split between Robert Woolsey and
Bert Wheeler, Columbia is negotiat-
ing with Harry Langdon to replace
Wheeler in the productions sched-
uled to be made by the comedy pair
for this company.

M-G-M Will Fight
Duals in Australia

M-G-M's entire feature and short
subject line-up will be distributed in
Australia and New Zealand during
the coming season, N. B. Freeman,
told Film Daily yesterday. Added
efforts to bring about an end to
double-featuring will be made by the
sales department in demanding that
only one feature be permitted to run
when a house plays an M-G-M pic-
ture.

CIRCUIT INSURES EMPLOYEES
New Orleans—One hundred and

forty-six employees of the United
Theaters, Inc., with headquarters
here, have been covered with life

insurance protection through the ac-
quisition of a group policy by thai
company. The Prudential Insurance
Company of America issued the pol-
icy, which involves a total of
$189,000.

CLAIMS ROXY OVER-ASSESSED
A reduction from $4,700,000 to

$3,700,000 in the asssessed valuation
of the Roxy Theater is being sought,
according to a wrrit signed by the
Supreme Court calling for a judicial
review on Sept. 26 of the records of
the board of taxes and assessments.
Harry G. Kosch, president of Roxy
Theaters Corp., in petitioning for
the writ, said the house is assessed
for $1,000,000 more than it is worth.

TELEVISION IN STORE
St. Louis—A demonstration of the

Sanabria giant television was held
here this week, with five perform-
ers from the Ambassador theater
being broadcast from a display-win-
dow studio at the Stix, Baer &
Fuller department store to a theater
on the fifth floor of the store.

M-G-M SIGNS JOHN FORD
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Ford has been

signed by M-G-M to direct one pic-
ture. Story will be announced later.

POLLY WALTERS AT PARA.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Polly Walters has

been signed by Paramount for a
role with Stuart Erwin and Joan
Blondell in "Gates of Hollywood."

N. Y. STUDIO CHANGES HANDS
Sight Sound Studios in New York

has been taken over by Buck Jones,
who is renaming it the Reel Sound
Studios.

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Warner Club party in honor
Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio personr
Warner Club rooms. New York.

May 16-20: Fox sales convention. Esi
House, New York.

May 22-23: Erpi Golf Tournament, Brii
cUff.

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales convd
tion, Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motia
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas ao
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Ka^

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unga
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31: Annual meeting of Actors' Equit]
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales coq
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internationd
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employel
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall
Columbus, O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rock
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. De
ver.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Ton
nament, Fenimore Golf and Countl
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 15: Educational-'TiSany sales conve^
tion, Los Angeles.

Equitable Tax Plan
Suggested by Hamricl

{Continued from Page 1)

lem. Such a law would be fair

every line of business and woulj
give the Government so much quici

revenue that income taxes coulq
be reduced instead of raised, the
encouraging capital to step out ai
try to do business which would er

ploy millions and aid prosperity^
says Hamrick, who has forwarded
his recommendations to legislators.

HUNT "ESQUIMOX" LEAD
In quest of a male lead for

"Esquimox," M-G-M is writing to^

sports editors of New York daily^^^

newspapers asking them to recom-
mend athletes who are suitable for

the role. Al Altman is handling the

matter for M-G-M.

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest

Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. ).

Phone: Market 2-4232

NAT LEVINE
announces

four feature productions

with

RIN-TIN-TIN
now in preparation

"ROBIN HOOD, JR."

"SWIFT LIGHTNING"
"WILDHEART'

"CALL OF THE UNTAMED"

MASCOT PICTURES
CORPORATION

1650 Broadway New York, N. Y.



at the

John S. Cohen, Jr.,

in the Neiv York Evening Sun:

"Well done . . . brilliantly en-

acted ... it drew a resounding

round o£ applause at the Roxy
last evening. It is feshioned

realistically and its^ story is

brilliantly enacted."

•

Film Daily:

"Ace tear-jerker packed with

human appeal and wholesome
comedy.New honors for Dickie

Moore. Here's a feature that

will "get" everyone in the the-

atre including the ushers . . .

the audience at the Roxy wept

long and copiously throughout,

here and there finding a good

hearty laugh.- Dickie Moore is

the real hit of the feature."

•

Motion Picture Daily:

"Very well acted and directed.

It was liked so much by the

audience at the Roxy Theatre

yesterday that they wept and
laughed as the story becamie

touching and humorous. Some
patrons even went so far as to

applaud the picture generously

at its conclusion."

•

Al Sherman in the

Netu York M.orning Telegraph.-

"Better than average is 'No
Greater Love' ... so well has

the director handled the story

and so ably has the cast played

their parts that Roxy audiences

freely and unashamedly give

their tear ducts plenty of exer-

cise ... a sincere picture of

better-than -the -average value

. . . darned good."

YOU NEED 'E

S
PACKING 'EM IN AGAINST THE

STIFFEST OPPOSITION OF THE YEAR!

\

Soul-Stirring Page From Life!

Alexander Carr
Dickie Moore

Ricliard Bennett
Beryl Mercer

Hobart Bosworth
Alec Francis

story by Isadore Bernsiein Directed by Lewis Seiler

>M

©
"^-i

WE'VE GOT



nVE SPECIALS HEAD

RKO fEATURE LINEUP

(Continued from Page 1)

lineup are Ann Harding, Constance

Bennett, John Barrymore, Richard

Dix, Leslie Howard, Lionel Barry-

more, Irene Dunne, Helen Twelve-

trees, Dolores Del Rio, Joel McCrea,

Eric Linden, Arline Judge and Tom
Keene.
George Fitzmaurice, Wesley Rug-

gles, Edward H. Griffith, Mervyn
Le Roy, King Vidor, George Ar-

chainbaud, Ernest B. Schoedsack,

Gregory LaCava, Norman Taurog,

William Wellman, Paul L. Stein,

Frank Lloyd, Rowland Brown,

George Cukor, J. Walter Ruben and

Fred Allen head the directorial tal-

ent that will make the RKO produc-

tions.

"The Phantom of Crestwood," ra-

dio broadcast special, is a mystery

thriller written by Bartlett Cormack.

It will be backed up with the great-

est exploitation in show history, co-

ordinating for the first time the

radio and the theater. A network

of 50 NBC stations will broadcast

contests on this picture with prizes

totalling $6,000 for the best original

endings. The tentative picture cast

includes Ricardo Cortez, Helen

Twelvetrees and Robert Armstrong
Ann Harding and Richard Dix

also will be brought together in a

super-special.

The other three specials, embrac-

ing novelty surprises in showman-
ship, are: "Kong," a Cooper-Schoed-

sack adventure-mystery that has

been made on carefully guarded

stages; Frank Buck's Malay jungle

thriller, "Bring 'Em Back Alive,"

and "The Most Dangerous Game,"

an ultra-modern melodramatic sur-

prise, made by Cooper and Schoea-

sack with Leslie Banks in the lead-

ing role.
The other productions are:

"The Moon and Sixpence," {rom Somer-

set Maugham's novel, starring John Barry-

more, with Helen Twelvetrees opposite. E.

H. Griffith directs.

"Sweepings" from Lester Cohen's novel,

with Lionel Barrymore, directed by Wes-

ley Ruggles.
"Animal Kingdom," Philip Barry s play,

starring Leslie Howard and Ann Harding.

Director, Gregory La Cava.

"The Sun Also Rises," from Ernest Hem-
ingway's novel. Star, Constance Bennett;

director, George Fitzmaurice.
"Headline Chaser," a stellar vehicle for

Richard Dix, directed by William Wellman.

"Nights are Made for Love," romantic

musical comedy, with the English matinee

idol, Francis Lederer, and Irene Dunne.

"Thirteen Women," from Tiffany Thayer s

BOB SISK returns from Chicago today.

N. B. FREEMAN, M-G-M Australian rep-

resentative, leaves for the coast Monday and
will sail for Sydney on June 3.

W. B. FRANK, New York representative

for Mack Sennett, returned from the coast

yesterday.
SAM KATZ and ARTHUR MAYER are-

en route to New York from the coast.

JOHN D. CLARK, Paramount Western
division sales manag^er, returned to New York
yesterday from the coast after attending the

company's sales convention.

SAM ECKMANN, MG-M foreign execu-

tive, sails Friday aboard the Bremen on his

return to London.

Re-Typed

In RKO's picfurization of the Harry L. Reichenbach book, "Phantom

Fame," Ricardo Cortez will portray the role of the noted press agent.

SKOURAS ADDRESSES

EOX EILM CONVENTION
(Continued from Page 1)

said he has completed an analysis
of the Fox houses he is now op-
erating and is gratified by their

possibilities.

Eddie Alperson of Skouras The-
aters also spoke, dealing with co-

operation between exchanges and
theaters. James R. Grainger pre-

sided at the sessions. At noon the

conventioneers were entertained by
Truman Talley at a buffet luncheon
at Fox Movietone headquarters.
The convention ends today with in-

dividual conferences with Grainger
when percentage policies will be

discussed.

Ampa Members to Vote
On Admitting Women

(Continued from Page 1)

to give members a chance to air

their views and discuss several busi-

ness matters connected with the or-

ganization. Selection of a team to

represent the club at the Film Daily
Golf Tournament also is on the
slate.

Kosch Named Receiver
For the Roxy Theater
(Continued from Page 1)

ment was made on application of

John Kane as assignee of the $10,^
000 claim of Sonnenschein Berkson,
Lautmann, Levinson & Morse, Chi-
cago law firm. Assets are listed at

$10,954,869 and liabilities at $5,-

660,679. Kosch, who was chosen
president by the Class A stock-
holders, consented to the appoint-
ment of an equity receiver.

CHICACO EXCHANGE WINS

RKO PRESIDENT'S CUP

(Continued from Page 1)

number of sales among the various
exchanges and outstanding results

in cash and data drives. The cup
will be retained by the exchange for

one year.
Checks were presented to the following

winners of the Pre-Convention Cleanup Drive,

which lasted from March 4 to April 20:

first prize, $500, F. L. McNamee, Philadel-

phia, for the eastern division; second prize.

$300, R. E. Churchill, Indianapolis; third

prize, $200, S. C. Jacques, Cincinnati.

In the western division, first prize, $500.

J. H. Ashby, Denver; second prize, $300.
R. V. Nolan. St. Louis; third prize, $200,
G. William Wolf, San Francisco.
Winners of other drives since the amalga-

mation are: Pathe Year-End Cash Drive,

first prize, $500, Mike Frisch, Minneapolis;
second prize, $300, J H. Mclntyre, Los Ang-
eles; third prize, $200, Roy E. Churchill,

Indianapolis.
Radio Year-End Date Drive, first prize,

$500, F. L. McNamee, Philadelphia; second
prize, $300, R. V. Nolan, St. Louis; third

prize. $200, E. H. Wells, Montreal.
January Four-Week Clean Up Drive, East-

ern Division; first prize, $300, F. G. Ross,

Boston; second prize, $200, W. J. Collins,

Atlanta; third prize, $175, Ralph Kinsler,

Cincinnati; fourth prize, $150, L. C. Wechs-
ler. New York; fifth prize, $125, B. G.

Kranze. New York; sixth prize, $50, C. L.

DeVizia. Boston, and $50 H. R. Callaway,
Cincinnati, and Western Division, first prize,

$300, S. W. Whitehead, Los Angeles; second
prize, $200, S. Gorelick, Chicago; third prize.

$175, S. Decker, Chicago; fourth prize, $150.

J. Ambrose. Milwaukee; fourth prize, $125,
T. C. Tobin, St. Louis; sixth prize, $50.
N. J. Colquhoun, Memphis, and $50, S. M.
Sachs, Memphis

February Flaydate Contest, Eastern Di-

vision; first prize, $500, Roy E. Churchill,

Indianapolis; second prize, $300, Harry J.
Michalson, Pittsburgh; third prize, $200, C.
W. Allen, Atlanta, and Western Division;
first prize, $500, J. H. Ashby, Denver; sec-

ond prize, $300, P. M. Baker, Memphis,
third prize, $200, M. E. Cory, Portland, and
in Canada, first prize, $150, S. H. Decker,
Winnipeg; second prize, $100, J. Allen, To
ronto, and third prize, $50, A. L. Gaudet.
St. John.

novel, directed by Edward H. Griffith.

"Deportation Train," with Zita Johann, di-

rected by Paul Stein.
"Three Came Unarmed," from E. Arnot

Robertson's novel, with Eric Linden and
Arline Judge.
"Phantom Fame." based on the life of

Harry Reichenbach, with Ricardo Cortez as
the colorful press agent. Cortez will also
be starred in "Society Page" and "Fair Ex-
change."

"Mysteries of the French Secret Police,"
by H. Ashton-Wolfe, famous detective, with
an all-star cast directed by J. Walter Ruben.

"Little Orphan Annie," based on Harold
Gray's comic strip, with Mitzi Green, Edna
May Oliver and Joseph Cawthorn.

"Bill of Divorcement," from Clemence
Dane's play, with Irene Dunne, Laurence
Olivier and Anita Louise.

"Nurse Smith," an original by Carey Wil-
son, starring Irene Dunne who will be
starred in at least one more vehicle.

"Miracle Night," from San Ornitz' story,

will star Helen Twelvetrees who will also

be starred in "Prodigal Daughter."
"Mistress of Moscow" which will be Gwili

Andre's first starring production.
"Freedom," by Agnes Christine Johnson,

will probably feature Eric Linden with Row-
land Brown as director.

"Cross Roads," from Martin Flavin's play,

will feature Sylvia Sidney, with Eric Linden
and Arline Judge.

"Special Investigator," from Sam Ornitz'
novel, "Haunch, Paunch and Jowl," will fea-

ture Gregory Ratoff.

"Loose Moments" (tentative) will co-star
Harry Sweet and Edgar Kennedy.

"Hold 'Em Jail," with Bert Wheeler, Rob
ert Woolsey and Edna May Oliver, directed
by Norman Taurog.

"The Penguin Pool Mystery," by Fulton
Oursler, Lowell Brantano and Stuart Pal-
mer, will star Edna May Oliver.

"Whoopee Cruise," will also star Edna
May Oliver, with Joseph Cawthorn in the
support.

"Loyalties," from the Joan Galsworthy
play, will be made in England by Basil Dean
who will also make "The Bracelet," from a
Robert Hichens' story, in England.

"The Theft of the Mona Lisa" will be re-

leased by RKO.
"Night Mail Flyer," first of a group of

three thrill dramas with star casts.

Four Bill Boyd starring vehicles to be
produced by Larry Darmour.
Tom Keene in six western dramas, the

first two of which will be "Gun Law" and
"The Law Rides" by Bennett Cohen. Fred
Allen will direct.

Nine other productions listed under the
following tentative titles complete the RKO
lineup for the new season: "Mazda Lane,"
"Shadows of San Quentin," "Secret Altar,"
"Hippodrome," "Life Begins Tomorrow"
from Guido da Verona's story, "All the Evi-
dence," "Beautifully Trimmed" from Haw-
thorne Hurst's story, "The Faithful Are For-
gotten" from Wallace Irwin's novel entitled

"Lew Tylers Wives," and "Burnt."

Vfl
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M. P. T. 0. SEE DISASTER

IN EXCLUSIVE RUN Ml
(Continued from Page 1)

to the move in the following reso

lution:
Whereas United Artists and Metro-Gold

wyn-Mayer Distributing Corporation have an
nounced contemplated changes in their plans

for the leasing and exhibition of motion pic

tures distributed by them; and
Whereas United Artists' proposed plan is

the division of all features into Class A
being the superior quality and box office at
tractions and Class B, the inferior ones,
the division of all theaters into similar clas-
sifications, A and B, and the exclusive sale
to Class A theaters of Class A features, and
the exclusive sale of Class B features to
Class B theaters; and

Whereas Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's proposed
plan is the arbitrary zoning of exhibition dis-
tricts in each center and the exclusive ex
hibition of Metro's program to one theater
in each of said zones; and

Whereas, these policies will rendei it im-
possible for the smaller first-runs and neigh-
borhood subsequent runs to enjoy the same
privilege of exhibition as has existed hither-
to; and

Whereas these policies will have ihe effect
of constituting an absolute monopoly, forcing
theater patrons to attend designated theaters,
with excessive admission prices in order to
see desirable pictures; and

Whereas these policies will cause irrepar-
able harm and injury to such smaller first
runs and neighborhood subsequent runs which
are all now in precarious financial condi-
tion; and

Whereas these policies, by rendering it -

impossible for everybody to see the best pic
tures, will drive patronage from the neign
borhood houses which have always been busi-
ness-builders and fan-makers for the entire
industry;

Now, therefore, be it firmly resolved, by
The Motion Picture Theater Owners of Con-
necticut, in meeting assembled at New Haven,
this 17th day of May, A.D., 1932j that we
condemn these proposed plans of United Ar-
tists and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as a death-
blow to our industry and we go on record
as being jointly and unitedly opposed to the
inauguration of said policies, and that copies

of this resolution be sent to United Artists,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, all other motion j':C-

ture distributors, and all the trade papers.

s

Urges No Kid Prices

On Class Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

O.A. He offers this suggestion as

one feature of his plan for making
a certain number of pictures year-

ly to be shown in class houses,

preferably at advanced prices.

MANY UAPPVmmm
Best wishtt ar* txtandtd by

THE FILM DAILY to th«

fallowing memben of tht

Industry, who arc celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

May 19
Lothar Mendes Frank R. Capra
Carey Wilson Natalie Kingston

Anthony Bushell
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Double-Feature Truce Reached in Kansas City Area

FLAT RENTALS LOOM STWNGER FOR NEVTSEASON

Fox Awarded Hays Trophy for Best Kept Exchange

Scroll Presented to J. R.
Grainger by Sales

Organization
Presentation of the Hays office

"lighthouse trophy" by Will H.
Hays to Fox took place yesterday
at the closing session of the com-
pany's annual sales convention.

Trophy was won by I. J. Schmertz,
manager of the Cleveland branch,

.»o vvili \m]^ it for one year. Pres-

entation was made to Sidney R.

Kent, who in turn gave it to J. R.

Grainger en route to Schmertz.
Hays spoke of the industry's pro-

{Continued on Page 2)

11 FEATURES IN WORK

AT

E. R. Tinker at Next M. P. Club Forum
E. R. Tinker, chairman of the board of Fox Film Corp., will be the chief guest

of honor at next Tuesday's luncheon Forum at the Motion Picture Club. He will

speak on motion picture problems. The club also has extended invitations to Lowell

Thomas and Count Felix Von Luckner to be present and say a few words.

First ContingentLeaves
ForColumbia Convention

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Eleven features are

currently in production at the Para-

mount studios. They include: "Love
Me Tonight," "Merrily We Go to

Hell," "Forgotten Commandments,"
"The Sporting Widow," "The Chal-

iContinued on Page 8)

Detroit Studio in Tieup

With 3 in Other Cities
Detroit—Metropolitan Motion Pic-

ture Co., producers of industrial

films under RCA Photophone license,

has Decome associated with the At-

las Educational Film Co. of Chi-

cago, the Alpha Motion Picture Co.

of Cleveland and the Aeolian Co. of

St. Louis, Mo. Each company re-

(Continued on Page 8)

Joe Brandt Takes Up
Duties at Educational

Joe Brandt, newly elected vice-

president of Educational Pictures

and president of World Wide Pic-

tures, Inc., took up his new duties

yesterday. Joe Goldberg also starts

in as general sales manager of

World Wide.

An advance contingent of Colum-

bia home office executives left New
York yesterday for Atlantic City,

where the company's eastern sales

convention will open at the Am-
bassador Hotel on Sunday for a

four-day session. This conference
will be immediately followed by the

(.Continued on Page 7)

Warner-RKO Pooling Arrangement

Sales Policies on Coming
Product to Trend Away

from Percentage
Trend away from percentage deals

and toward flat rentals will strong-
ly evidence itself in sales policies

for the new season, according to a

checkup made yesterday by The
Film Daily. Discouraged by re-

sult? ??T.-j.lr.g "roiii pcrccwLuov- d^alc,

particularly as they apply to the
smaller houses, major distributors

are understood instructing their

field forces to favor flat rentals.

A variety of reasons are influenc-
(.Continued on Page 8)

Melodramas Predominate

On New Big 4 Schedule

Departing from its dominant western Pol'cy.

Big 4 will feature melodramas on its 1932-33

lineup Of the 24 pictures minimum planned

for next season, 18 will come under the head

of melodrama, and neither precedent nor the

production schedules of the industry at large

will affect this policy, according to Charles

Glett, vice-president of Big 4.

A Warner-RKO theater deal in

which Warner takes over the RKO
Sheridan Square, East Liberty,

Pittsburgh, in return for the

Strand, Syracuse, which goes un-

der the RKO banner, has been com-
{Continued on Page 8)

11 Major Promotions Made
Since RKO-Pathe Merger
Eleven major promotions have

been made in the sales force since

the Radio-Pathe amalgamation, said

Ned E. Depinet, vice-president in

{Continued on Page 8)

K. C. Indies and Fox-Skouras
Agree on Dual-Bill Solution

New Jersey Allied Unit
Seeks Union Concessions

Independent exhibitors affiliated

with the New Jersey Allied organi-

zation are approaching unions op-

erating in that state in connection

with a reduction in scales. Matter

was considered at last meeting and

(Continued on Page 7)

Kansas City—Independent exhibi-

tors and the Fox-Skouras theaters

of greater Kansas City have agreed

to terminate double-feature pro-

grams starting May 29, with the

proviso that one double bill each

week may be run in any house. The
decision was reached following a

campaign launched by the 14 Fox-
Skouras houses to obtain votes from

(Continued on Page 7)

COPYRIGHT BILL OKAYED

BY PATENTS COMMIHEE

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAJLY
Washington—Representative Siro-

vich's copyright bill, absolving mo-
tion picture theaters from paying a

royalty of 10 cents a seat annually
to the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers, has
been reported favorably by the
House Patents Committee. It now
goes before the House for a vote.

Year Ahead is *Acid Test'

Kent Tells Fox Salesmen
Describing the year ahead as "an

acid test," Sidney R. Kent told Fox
sales department men yesterday that

they must adjust themselves to cur-

rent economic conditions. Through
James R. Grainger they responded,

pledging their complete cooperation.

"Scarface" is Hanged

in New York Version

The version of "Scarface" passed by New
York censors and now current at the Rialto,

has Paul Muni, the gang leader, convicted of

his crimes and hanged. An earlier version had
him killed as he tried to make a getaway fol-

lowing his arrest.
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FINANCIAL

Sales Force Honors Grainger
As the final act of the 28th annual Fox sales convention, James R. Grainger,

vice-president ot the company, was presented with a beautifully illuminated scion,

pledging him the loyalty of his sales force. J. P. O'Loghlin, Canadian district manager,
maoe me presentation with an eloquent oration. I he scroll, illuminated in the manner
ot a medieval manuscript on sheepskin by Kenneth S. fagg, bore the signatures of

the sales force under this message:
"To J. R. Grainger:
"We the unoeriigried, with deep appreciation of your past fhoughffulness, greet

you and pledge our continued fealty and loyalty. May you in the years to come enjoy
the fun inedsure of success which v/e in our hearts wish you."

A silver replica ot the scroll will be made and given fo Grainger as soon as
completed.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 7J4 7 7 —
East. Kodak 42 40J^ 42 +
Fox Fm. "A" 2}4 2 2 —
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) J4 34 J4

Loew's, Inc 21"^ 1954 19 J^ —
Paramount 2J4 2 2 —
RCA 4 IVi 4

RCA pf. "B" 6M 6}4 bVz —
HKO 2Yi 2y2 2j^ 4-

Warner Bros 1^4 \Vt. V/i —
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Fox Thea. "A"... 5-15 5-16 5-16 .

Technicolor 1 1 1 —
Trans-Lux 1 1 1 —

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 3 2% 3

Ke.th AG 6s 46.. 34 33 33 —
Loew 6s 41ww 76
Paramount 6s 47.. 19 J^

Par. By. 5/iS51... 44
Par. 554550 18^
Pathe 7s37 58
Warner's 6s39 .... 15H

Net
thg.

Va.

Vs

'A

H

75 75

17/8 18

39 39
15/s 15'/8

58 58
15 15

7

1

6

iVs
5

1

MRS. LUKE WARRENTON DIES

IVvst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Mrs. Luke Warren-
ton, former stage actress and moth-
er of Gilbert Warrenton, motion

picture cameraman, died this week
at the Scripps-Booth Hospital, La-

guna Beach, following an operation

*>••>#••••••••'••''*•••••••••••JJ
• •*
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Fox Awarded Trophy
For Best Exchange

iContuiucd from J'ac/c 1)

ficiency in reducing tire hazards.
The trophy is awarded annually to

the exchange which best keeps its

house clean.

A scroll, on sheepskin and bear-
ing the signatures oi the sales force,

was tendered to Grainger. A copy
on silver and mounted on mahog-
any will later be given him.

Convention enaed last night with
a beefsteak dinner at the Ottice Tav-
ern.
At the head table were: S. R.

Kent, E. R. Tinker, W. C. Michel,
J. K. Grainger, C. E. Richardson,
C. P. Sneehan, Truman, H. Talley,

Glen Griswold, Edward Alperson,
George Skouras.

Others in attendance were: Felix
Jenkins, Edwin T. Kilroe, Percy
Heiiiger, Chris Buckley, Herman
Livingston, Maurice Goodman, R.
B. Simonson, Gabriel S. Yorke, Lee
Balsley, Irving Maas, Maurice
Ahem, Alan Freedman, Charles
Monroe, Sydney Towell, Harry Ar-
thur, Spyros Skouras, W. J. Eadie,
Maurice Kann, Jack Sichelman, E.
C. Grainger, William J. Kupper,
John Nolan, George A. Roberts, N.
B. Finkler, Clarence A. Hill, Ed-
ward Bonns, Roger Ferri, E. H.
Collins.

Charles Mayer, Jack Bloom, Isi-

dore Lincer, Robert Zabin, William
Schutzer, Jules Schwartz, M. Kurtz,
George Blenderman, C. W. Eckhardt,
Max Roth, J. P. O'Loghlin, W. A.
Ryan, C. W. Fuller, J. F. Dermody,
Sidney Samson, E. V. Landaiche, M.
A. Levy, W. C. Gehring, I. J.
Schmertz, C. E. Hilgers, R. J. Mor-
rison, Stanley Mayer, Lester Sturm,
George Landis, W. E. Scott, T. W.
Young, A. J. Davis, V. M. Skorey,
R. G. March, J. H. Huber, J. H.
Lorentz, B. A. Simon, B. L. Duden-
hefer, H. H. Buxbaum, Joseph Lee.
Edward Schnitzer, Morris Sand-

ers, R. A. Higdon, L. J. Miller. Ed-
gar Moss, Ira H. Cohen. Charles
Powers, B. B. Reingold, C. L. Wal-
ker, John Dillon, G. M. Ballentine,
C. R. Dippie, Herndon Edmond, Sam
Gross, Walter O'Hara, William
Reid, A. Mendelsohn, George But-
ler, Charles Buckley, Elmer Rhoden,
Leo McCarthy, J. F. Glynn, Sam
Wheeler.

Tom Gerety Again Heads
Ampa Team in Golf Meet
Tom Gerety of M-G-M will again

be captain of the A.M.P.A. team
m the ill ilm L»aiiy Golf Tournament
to be held June Z2 at the l"'enimore
Goxl and Country Club, and an
elimination contest will be held
among Ampa members to select the
lour men who will represent the
organization m the event, it was
decided at yesterday's weekly lun-
cheon ot the association in Sardi's.
As soon as complete returns are in

with regard to amending the con-
stitution to admit women as mem-
bers, announcement will be made.
Two new members, Edward Edei-
son of Grosset & Dunlap and Ted
Sullivan of M. P. Herald were in-

troduced at yesterday's meeting.

fHt INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Fox sales convention, Essel--
House, New York. "

May 22-23: Erpi Golf Tournament, Briai
cUff.

H. M. WARNER TESTIFIES
IVashinfjtoii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—H. M. Warner was

in Washington yesterday in con-
nection with the investigation of
an alleged pool in Warner Bros,
common stock a few years ago. Sen-
ate Committee on Banking and Cur-
rency resumed its examination yes-
terday.

Salkow Joins Paramount
As Glazer's Assistant

Sidney Salkow, for 20 years con-
nected with the New York theater
in acting and producing capacities,
has been signed by Paramount as
an assistant to Benjamin Glazer, as-
sociate producer on the staff of B.
P. Schuiberg.

NEW LONG BEACH HOUSE
Long Beach—The Laurel, latest

addition to Long Island's resort
playhouses, will open Saturday eve-
ning. May 28. The new theater,
located at the intersection of Park
Ave. and Laurelton Blvd., has a
seating capacity of 1,700 on two
floors and is equipped for stage at-
tractions. The Laurel is owned and
operated by Edward N. Rugoff, Her-
man Becker and J. D. Fink, who also
control the Castle and Lido theaters
here. It will be operated through-
out the year.

INVENT NEW SIGNAL SYSTEM
A new signal system, called

Mikontrol, designed by Kenneth F.
Rice and Thornton P. Dewhirst, en-
gineers of the Powers Cinephone
Studios, is announced by Emil Velaz-
co. It is designed for use in the
scoring of silent films with voice
and music.

FIRE IN SCHENECTADY
Schenectady, N. Y.—Fire yester-

day damaged the Erie theater to
the extent of about $50,000.

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conver
tion. Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic Citj

May 24-25: Annual convention ot Motio
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas an
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kar

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Ungei
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31: Annual meeting of Actors' Equit]
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales con
vention, JLos Angeles.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internatioud
Alliance ot Theatrical Stage iiropluyt..
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hai.
Columbus, O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 15: Educational-Tifiany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

If(

in

Palace Books Arbuckle;
RKO Circuit to Follow

RKO has booked Roscoe (Fatty)
Arbuckle to open at the Palace in

New York tomorrow, with other i

time on the circuit to follow. The
booking, negotiated by Joe Rivkin of
the Leo Morrison office,, follows sev-
eral preliminary engagements played
recently by Arbuckle in St. Louis
and the east.

JEANIE MacPHERSON AT PARA.
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jeanie MacPherson

has joined Paramount's writing staff

and will work on the screen play
for a new picture not yet titled.

NEDW AYBURN
who has staged over 600 productions, including
the best editions of the Ziegfeld Follies, and
who has directed and helped up the ladder o^
fame many stars of the first magnitude, such
as Al Jolson, Marilyn Miller, Fred and Adele
Astaire, Eddie Cantor, Ann Pennington, Will
Rogers, Marie Dressier, Ed Wynn, Jeanette Mc-
Donald, Harry Richman, Charlotte Greenwood,
and hundreds of others, has opened new inter-

national dancing headquarters in the heart of

the Park Avenue District. This, the world's
greatest dancing school, offers:

Every Type of Stage or Social Dancing.
Morning, Afternoon and Evening Ses-

sions for Adult Girls 16 to 60 Years
of Age.

Reducing and Building Up — Mild
Courses for Middle-Aged Folks.

Special Saturday and After-School
Classes for Children (Ages 4 to 16
Years).

Thorough Courses in Diction and Micro-
phone Technique for Radio and the
Talkies.

TEMPORARILY, 20% to 50% RE-
DUCTION IN ALL RATES

Send for one of the following free booklets:
"YOUR CAREER" (48 pages); or "HOME
STUDY COURSE IN DANCING"; or "RADIO
COURSES."
NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING

OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
Studio F, 625 Madison Ave., New York City

(Between 58th and S9th Sts.)

Tel. Wickersham 2-4300
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

t)
Vords of Praise
rom A Stage Crit
pERHAPS it is permissible for

a reviewer who works the
other side of the street to in-
trude a little further on his
neighbor's territory. If so, he
will call attention to the rev-
erent though not obsequious
manner in which Mr. Goulding,
the director, duplicates the orig-
inal drama. One expects, from
past experiences with the cam-
era, to see Miss Baum's narra-
tive amplified by spectacular
photography, showing the char-
acters as unlimited in the scope
of their movements as they are
in the novel. There is not much
of this pageantry, however; in

fact, there is not enough, since
scenic expansion and elabora-
tion, it is said, is one of the
Cinema's greatest assets. Of
course it contains pictures be-
yond the simpler resources of
the theater, but they are not of

a kind to equal the scenery of

the undramatized book. It is

probable that this is the naive
objection of a lay critic, ignor-

ant of the art's subtler prac-
tices; and that those who are
more learned in its ways will

applaud the omission of pano-
ramic detail. Still. I believe

that it might sprawl a trifle

more without injuring its elo-

quent compactness. Miss Baum's
novel, on which the play is

founded, runs all over the place

and does no harm with its wide
and picturesque digressions.

. . . Never before, one is told,

has the Cinema been so con-

scientious as well as so success-

ful in its casting of a play. An
efficient thriftiness having been

observed in the material end of

the production, extravagance
was permitted in the employ-

ment of actors combining hip-

podrome reputations with stu-

dio attainments.—Percy Hammond,
Herald-Trihune

Sh o w

man
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REMINDER

Contact merchants and

newspaper for a June wed-

ding.
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• • • HAVE YOU noticed how seriously the sales con-
ventions have been taking themselves this year? the
economic stress of the times seems to have kicked all the
mirth and jollity right out of them the boys could be
seen marching to their hotel rooms in the evening with grim
muggs like delegates to the Women's Christian Temperance
Union if you were so brash as to propose a li'l friendly
game at rolling the ivories the delegate would say as
like as not "No, kid. I have food for Heavy Thought.
Let's take a walk around the cemetery so's to keep in the atmos-
phere of this convention."

• • • SO IT is refreshing to report that out at
the Arkayo convention in Chi the boys preserved the
old-time spirit of banter and spoofing five branch man-
agers who lost on sales contests with five others good-
naturedly paid some goofy bets and everybody had a
big laugh and felt better for it

• • • AND THUS it came to pass that Jack Osserman,
Chi manager wore a waiter's white uniform and dashed
around waiting on Bob Wolff of New York Mister Cory
of Portland had to serve as valet to Ed Lamb of Seattle
and caught merry 'ell for burning a hole in the seat of Ed's
tux pants he probably did it on purpose Mike
Frisch of Minneapolis had to sleep with a barrel of gefilterfish

in his room because he lost to Herbert Maclntyre of Losang
Harry Michaelson of Pittsburgh had to stay up nights

in a bell boy's uniform and rush orders of ice for Stan Jacques,
the Cincinnati manager while Art Schmitz of Milwaukee
had to buy Tommy 'Thompson of Kansas City a keg of the stuff

that made his town famous and stand by with parched
tongue while Tommy's friends drank his health so whilp
this Spirit of Spoofing still survives there is some logical

reason for continuing to hold Sales Conventions

• • • IF ANYONE knows where Harry Sebastien can be
located tell him to get in touch with the estate of Wil-

liam H. Leahy play brokers 234 West 44th St.

Harry owns the screen rights to "Welcome Stranger"
and the brokers have some good news for him

* mm *

• • • WE SAID the other day that Paramount used the

same oil painting of the Spanish Lady in sets on "Girls About
Town" and "The Wiser Sex" now Wallace West sez how
come for the first pix was made in Hollerword and the

latter in New York well, Wallace, if you MUST make
a bum outa us suppose they sent the painting by air-

mail from the coast? or purchased the original from

the Anderson Art Galleries for $27,650? or secured a

telephoto of it across the continent? don't you know
these directors will stop at nothing to get what they want?

give us a Tough One to alibi out of, kid

• • • DOWN IN San Antonio Lester J. Sack notes a mar-

quee sign reading "Scarface and Our Gang"
and Lester opines that the old guest conductor gag has just

hit this town A theater owner writes to an Oklahoma
City exchange "You substituted another short comedy

on me. Don't ever ship me a comedy with fowls or animals.

These farmers are used to chickens. Hell, you should know
they play with chickens every day in the week."

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

t)
Novelty Tie-up
On Radio

gEN R. KATZ, Warner Bros,
theater publicity and ex-

ploitation manager in Milwau-
kee, effected an unusual tie-up
with the Milwaukee "News" for
advance exploitation of "The
Rich Are Always With Us." He
arranged for a radio broadcast
of a conversation by long dis-
tance telephone between George
Brent, Miss Chatterton's lead-
ing man in the picture, and the
movie edtior of the "News."
Brent spoke from Hollywood to
Milwaukee, the conversation
being broadcast in detail at an
hour when the majority of list-

eners are at their radios. Spe-
cial announcements Were made
in the "News" in advance of the
broadcast, with the theater
screen also used for announcing
the long distance tie-up.—Warners, Milwaukee.

Guest Tickets
for Needy Families

Jy[ANAGER H. Gabrilove of

the Broadway, Newburgh,
N. Y., secured newspaper stories
on "This Reckless Age" by of-
fering 20 guest tickets to needy
families. By endeavoring to
give the needy some entertain-
ment, Gabrilove created the im-
pression that this was not only
a youth picture but a picture
for the entire family. In return
for the guest tickets, the news-
paper contributed a double col-

umn story on the picture. And
the impression created by this

story was that the picture had
been seen by the paper and was
considered among the best.—Broadway, Ncwhurph, N. Y.

MANY UAPPY RETURNS,

« « « » » »

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

May 20
Johnny Arthur
E. B. Derr
Raymond L. Goldman

Mitchell Rawson
Virginia Sale

Estclle Taylor



Box -Office Champions for

April As Reported by
^^ Motion Picture Herald^^

Cagney and Blondell in
''The Crowd Roars"

A Warner Bros. Picture

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. in
"It'sTougiiTo Be Famous"

A first National Picture

Richard Barthelmess in

"Alias the Doctor"
A first National Picture

Joe E. Brown in "Fireman,
Save My Child"

A first National Picture

The Box-Office will love Warner

Bros. Pictures just as much in MAY
as it did in APRil>! Here are 5 titles

you're sure to see on the list of

LEADERS FOR MAY.



Sfesterday, in Motion Picture

Herald, the leading box-offices of

:he nation said it with unim-

Deachable figures

—

Warner Bros, gave us 4 TIMES
as many great box-office pictures

in April as any other company . .

.

MORE of the best box-office pic-

tures of the month than all other

companies combined . .

.

Of SEVEN leading money hits

as shown by actual reports from

scores of key houses, FOUR* were

Warner Bros, and First National.

"The most overwhelming major-

ity ever amassed by any one

producer in the entire history of

these official box-office annals!

"No doubt about it now—Warner

Bros, must be the leading com-

pany in this industry today!"

Ruth Chatterton

in "The Rich AreAiways With Us"
A First National Picture

« • •

The Strange Love of Molly Louvain" with

Ann Dvorak, Lee Tracy. ^ ^ "' ^°"""'' ^'"""'

Barbara Stanwyck in Edna Ferber's "So Big"
A Warner Bros. Picture

Edward G. Robinson in "Two Seconds"
A first Notionot Picture

The Mouthpiece"
with Warren William, Sidney Fox

A Warner Bros. Picture

VITAGRAPH, INC., DISTRIBUTORS^
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REVOLUTION!

That's What's

Going On in the

Motion Picture

Industry To-Day

NEW thoushts

NEW ideas

NEW plans

NEW innovations

Keep Up With

What*s Going On
By Reading

First Thing

Every Morning

Film Daily

A LITTLE (rom "LOTS"
Bv RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
QEORGE CUKOR, now directing

Constance Bennett in RKO's
"The Truth About Hollywood," says
the happy ending seems imperative
for the American people. It is due
to the irrepressible optimism which
is an inherent and apparently in-

destructible feature of the American
temperament, he declares.

* * *

Camera work was started this

week on "Rain," the United Artists
picture starring .loan Crawford. It

is being filmed in its entirety in

natural settings on Catalina Island.

Included in the star's supporting
players are Walter Huston, William
Gargan, Guv Kibbee, Beulah Bondi
Walter Catlett, Matt Moore, Ben
Hendricks, Frederic Howard and
Kendall Lee Glaenzer. Shooting will

take about five weeks.

Final approval of "Indecent" as

the title for Allied Pictures' forth-
coming feature based on a novel by
Gustave Flaubert has been given
M. H. Hoffman by the Independent
Motion Picture Producers Ass'n
committee in charge of passing on
all titles, stories, and advertising
matter. After examining Frances
Hyland's screen play, the committee
dropped all objections and Hoffman
will proceed immediately with pro-
duction. Albert Ray has been chosen
to direct.

Thelma Todd will have a featured
part in Buster Keaton's new M-G-M
vehicle, "Speak Easily," an adapta-
tion of Clarence Budington Kelland's
serial, "Footlights," concerning a

college professor who decides to

back a Broadway show.
* *

Helen Coburn, who appeared in

the Theater Guild production of

"Green Grow the Lilacs" and was
subsequently signed for screen work
by M-G-M, will make her debut in

a role in "Skyscraper Souls." This
is an adaptation of Faith Baldwin's
serialized novel, "Skyscraper," and
is now under way with Edgar Sel-

wyn directing. The cast includes
Maureen O'Sullivan and Norman
Foster.

Rupert Hughes, Henry Henigson,
Constance Cummings, Ernest Rovere,
Paul Perez and Allen Garcia were
among the members of the film col-

ony who attended the Pasadena-Al-
hambra dog show. Clara Bow, Miss
Cummings, Henigson, Hughes and
Rovere had entries that were among
the prize-winners.

* *

Max Trell, who wrote "Manhat-
tan Lawyer," an original which will

be a starring vehicle for Edward G
Robinson, has joined the Warner
Bros, writing staff.

* * *

Our Passinsr Show: Richard Dix
.Tohn Cromwell. Louis D. Lighfon
Kay Johnson, Edwin H. Knopf, Zep-

po Marx, Ben Hewlett, Abraham I

Jacoby watching the finals of th<|

Southern California tennis tourna-
ment; Henry Henigson, Harry Lich-
tig, Lou Ostrow, Bud Barsky, Dan|
Mandell, C. King Charney, Nat Roth-
stein, Ben Englander, Abe Levine.
Henry Victor at the preview of "Thej
Phantom Express."

* *

Sidney Salkow, who has joined
Paramount as an assistant to Asso-
ciate Producer Benjamin Glazer,
was graduated from Harvard Law
School. He appeared as an actor
in "Humoresque," "Peter Pan,"
"Bronx Express," "Solid Ivory" and
"Family Upstairs." For three years
he assisted Chester Erskin on sev-
eral stage productions. He directed
"Black Tower" and "Blood Stream,"
which were produced on Broadway
this season.

* 4i *

Frank Goodwin, veteran Para-
mount sound eneineer, handled the
recording on "The Reckless Age"
and "A False Madonna."

* * *

Mark Sandrieh has signed a new
contract with RKO. He has directed
Chic Sale, Clark and McCullough
and many other comedy stars and
also directed a few sequences for
Norman Taurog's production, "Hold
'Em Jail."

* * *

Howard Estabrook is reported
writing a series of articles for a na-
tional publication on the chances of

an original story by an unknown au-
thor. Estabrook, who is under con-
tract to RKO, recently completed
the screen version and dialogue for

"Roar of the Dragon," which Wes-
ley Ruggles is directing.

* * *

First National's "Revolt," star-
ring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is now
scheduled to go into production next
Mondav under the direction of Wil-
liam Dieterle. Newest additions to

the cast of this picture are David
Landau and Arnold Korff.

* *

Alan Mowbray, English actor, di-

rpctor and nlaywriffht, has loined
Claudette Colbert. Clive Brook and
Charles Boyer in the cast being
assembled at Paramount's studios
for the production of "The Man
from Yesterday."

* *

Kitty Kelly, former New York
musical comedv stage star, who was
brought to Hollywood and placed

under contract by RKO, has declined

a tempting proffer to return to the
Gotham footlights. Miss Kelly is

now free-lancing.

Penthouse Preview

"Love is a Racket." Warner picture

with Ann Dvorak and Lee Tracy, will

be oreviewed Thursday nieht at the

nenthouse an^rtment of Rian Jamos,

Broadway columnist, who wrote the

novel.
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lOUBLE-FEATURE TRUCE

REACHED IN K. C. AREA

{Continued from Page 1)

patrons regarding double features.
Twenty thousand cards were sent
3ut, with returns of 3,000. The ma-
jority voted in favor of eliminating
double bills and substituting ar-
ranged programs of one feature and
several selected shorts. Other towns
n Kansas and western Missouri are
ixpected to follow suit.

New Jersey Allied Unit
Seeks Union Concessions

{Continued from Page 1)

s expected to again be discussed at
lext session Tuesday. The theaters
vill approach the locals on the
grounds that cuts have been taken
)y men working for circuit houses.

RKO SALES CABINET MEETS
Chicago—While branch managers

ind salesmen delegates to the RKO
iladio Pictures sales convention
vere entraining for their various
josts throughout the country and
anada yesterday, Ned E. Depinet
md Jules Levy held a sales cabinet
neeting with the following in at-

endance: Cresson Smith, E. L. Mc-
Cvoy, Walter Bronson, W. E. Calla-
vay, Harry Cohen and Leo M. De-
aney.

SXHIBS AT RKO CONVENTION
Chicago—Max and Barney Bal-

ban, Mort Singer, Asher Levy, Wal-
er Immerman, Abe Kaufman, Har-
ild Mirisch and many other well-

nown exhibitors attended the din-

ler and banquet which marked the

lose of the RKO Convention at the

)rake Hotel last night. Entertain-
lent for the banquet was furnished

y Tom Carmody of the local RKO
'^audeville office.

BING CROSBY RE-BOOKED
Chicago—Bing Crosby, who has

leen playing in New Haven the past

i^eek, opens a return engagement at

he Oriental today. Shortly after

lis engagement here, Crosby is to

eave for the coast to appear in the

lew Paramount picture, "The Big

Jroadcast."

WILBY IMPROVING HOUSE
Birmingham—The Rialto, second

un house operated by Robt. Wilby,

s being remodeled at a cost of

bout $4,000.

Ireland has 160 motion picture the-

aters, of which 30 are in Dublin.

Cleveland—Dave Miller has been
promoted to assistant to western
sales manager E. T. Gommersal,
with headquarters in Chicago. Sol
Resnick succeeds him here.

Athens, O.—Court Street Theater
Co. has been incorporated with a
capital of $25,000 to operate a the-
ater here. Incorporators are E. R.
Custer, Roger J. JoneiS and Samuel
B. Erskine.

Milwaukee — The former Wright
theater, neighborhood house, has
been reopened by Mrs. M. A. Hrob-
sky, under the name of the Legion.

Coliingswood, N. J.—Alexander H.
Weinberg, formerly of Appel and
Weinberg, operating theaters in Mt.
Vernon, Chatham and New York
City, is now managing the Coliings-
wood here.

Cleveland—The RKO Hippodrome
having closed for the summer, most
of the attractions booked for the
riipp will be presented at the Palace.
It is probable that Keith's East
i05th St. theater will go into first

runs.

Glens Falls, N. Y.—The State has
reduced prices and adopted a dual
bill policy. Matinee admissions are
iO and 15 cents; nights 10 and 20
cents.

Plymouth, O.—The Plymouth will

be reopened soon under the man-
agement of G. S. Granger of Mt.
Gilead. Granger was for 11 years
connected with the Rex in Gallon.

Horicon, Wis.—W. H. Markham is

now operating the Palace, formerly
conducted by Ray Earls.

DeLand, Fla. — The Athens has
been reopened.

New Britain, Conn.—Peter Pera-
kos, owner of the Palace, has just

celebrated the completion of 25

years in the film business here.

Baltimore—Lou Schrader has been
made guest conductor of the orches-

tra at Iz Rappaport's Hippodrome.

Nesquehoning, Pa.—Bennie Fried
has leased his Roxy theater here

and gone to Los Angeles, where he
expects to make a connection in the

production of pictures.

Philadelphia — The Aurora has
been taken over by the Lessy forces,

ending a competitive situation in

the city.

Philadelphia — Harry W. Hirsch

has leased his Dixie-Rose theater to

Joseph D'Angelo and Anthony Ag-
lira.

Hartford, Conn. — Frederick T.
Thomas, manager of the Fox Poll
Capitol, has been called to Los An-
geles by the critical illness of his
mother in that city.

Atlantic City — Warren Franklin
vVeilland, son of George ¥. Weilland
who is associated with Frank P.
Uravatte and Mort Lewis in Atlan-
cic City theaters, will be married at
Uermantown, Pa., May 28 to Lille

Mae Prisk, daughter of the vice-
president of the liell Telephone Co.

Dublin, Ga.—A new building two
doors down the street from its pres-
ent location has been purchased by
the owners of the Rose theater, ac-
cording to John W. Peck, Jr., man-
ager of the house. About $25,000
will be spent in improvements.

Ida Grove, la.—Harry Day pro-
prietor of the King theater here,
announces he will reopen in a tem-
porary location in about two weeks,
rhe theater building was wrecked
by an explosion and fire May 12.

Camden, N. J.—The Varbalow in-

terests are reported about to
begin work on the erection of a
<i,uoO-seat theater here.

Dunmore, Pa.—A. B. Grayeck of
Scranton has broken ground here
for the erection of 1,600-seat thea-
ter and store building on Nort/h
Blakely St.

Green Bay, Wis.—Receivership of
the Orpheum has been terminated
with the signature of an order
awarding judgement to Dr. J. R.
Mi'nahan, plaintiff, in his suit against
Harry K. Timm, after the latter had
failed to redeem under his land con-
tract. Virginia Den Dooven con-
tinues as manager of the theater.

Birmingham — Of the five first-

run houses here, three are showing
Warner-First National product this

week, with "So Big" at the Alaba-
ma, "High Pressure" at the Empire
and "Heart of New York" at the
Galax.

Beacon, N. Y. — The Ginsbergs,
owners of the Paragon, have formed
the B.J.M. Amusement Corp., for the
erection of a new theater and build-

ing which will house four stores and
12 offices in addition to a 1,500-seat

theater.

Cleveland— Paul Gusdanovic, cir-

cuit owner, has leased the Cameo,
downtown 1,200-seat house, which
recently played burlesque. Policy

may be 10-15c grinds.

Wheeling, W. Va.—Presentations

combined with feature talkies, is

the new policy at the Capitol, re-

placing vaudeville.

FIRST CONTINGENT LEAVES

FORCOiyMBIACONVENTION

{Continued from Page 1)

Western Convention in Los Angeles,
opening May 31.

Jack Cohn, vice-president, will
probably fly down tomorrow morn-
ing, accompanied by Abe Montague,
and a number of other executives.
Charles Rosenzweig, general sales
manager; Hal Hode, sales promotion
manager and Fred Marshall of the
exploitation department, made up
the first party to pull out of New
York. Another delegation of home
office officials leaves today. They in-

clude George Brown, director of ad-
vertising and publicity, Rube Jack-
ter, assistant sales manager; J. Sa-
fron, sales supervisor, Lou Wein-
berg, M. Hannock and W. Jaffe.

Henri Brunet, S. Liggett, J. L.

Crewe are among the officials who
depart tomorrow morning, to be fol-

lowed Sunday by Al Seligman,
accessory sales manager and Harold
D. Emerson, radio editor and nation-

al chairman of the Buck Jones
Rangers Club.

The business meetings will be held
in the Japanese room of the Hotel
Ambassador.

WOLFF ATTENDS CONFABS
W. A. Wolff, Western Electric ad-

vertising manager, is attending the

A. N. I. A. convention in Cleveland
and later will go to the A. N. A.

meeting in Cincinnati. He returns

Monday.

W Whenyou GoTo

PHILADELPHIA

Single M^ith
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(Continued from Page 1)

ing return to the former popular
policy. Frequent changes in house
policies induced by current uncer-

tain business conditions have com-
plicated operation under percentage
deals. Substantial development of

the doublefeature has further made
the situation more difficult. Cost of

checking theaters, especially small-

er situations, has generally been
regarded as prohibitive in consid-

eration of the distributor's net.

Whatever percentage accounts
survive the coming season, it is in-

dicated, will be with major circuits

and directly concerning the houses
grossing the largest business.

Detroit Studio in Tieup
With 3 in Other Cities

(Continued from Page 1)

tains its identity, but the four will

cooperate on sales and production.

Metropolitan recently moved into its

new two-story building on East
Grand Blvd.

MASTBAUM BOOKS "NAMES"
Philadelphia — Several "name"

acts have been booked to play the

Mastbaum by Harold Kemp of the

Warner Artists' Bureau in New
York. Frank and Milt Britton and
their Ziegfeld Follies orchestra have
been set for the week of June 3;

Roscoe Ates and Lillian Roth, week
of June 10, while Mitzi Green will

open either June 3 or June 10.

"TEN NIGHTS" AS DRY FILM
St. Louis—A talking picture ver-

sion of "Ten Nights in a Bar Room"
will be included on the educational
program of the Minnesota Anti-Sa-
loon League, it is announced by Rev.
D. L. McBride, secretary of the or-

ganization.

VAUDE AT KEITH'S, BOSTON
Boston — After three years of

straight films, the New RKO Keith
theater will resume vaudeville start-

ing tomorrow.

COMING & GOING

BENNY THAW and FELIX FEIST, JR.,
both of M-G-M, have arrived in New York
from the Coast.
ELMER RHODEN and L. J. McCARTHY,

l>oth identified with Fox theater operations
In the Middle West, are in New York
HERBERT T. SILVERBERti, attorney

In Uuflalo for the distributing companies,
returns home today after a brief visit in
New York.
LILYAN TASHMAN is on her way east

from the coast.

LOUIS CALHERN sailed frotn New York
yesterday on the President Adams for a
trjp around the world via the Panama Canal.
ALBERTINA RASCH arrived on the

Bremen yesterday from abroad.
JEANETTE FERNEY, French actress, is

in New York following a transcontinental
trip from Hollywood by motor. She will
sail for France tomorrow, aboard the S. S.
Lafayette. Miss Ferney appeared recently
in First National French versions.

Page Houdini's Ghost
Coral Gables, Fla.—The other night W. H. Norton, manager of the Coral

Gables, placed a cigar box containing $513 in the theater safe and locked It.

When the safe was opened at noon next day the box was there but the

money gone.

11 Features in Work
At Paramount Studio

(Continued from Page 1)

lenger," "The Million Dollar Legs,"
'The Man From Yesterday," "Gates
of Hollywood," "Devil and the
Deep," "Hot Saturday" and "Lone
Cowboy." Several of the titles are
tentative.

First Para. AU-Star
Goes in Work June 1

West Coast Bureau of THE i-ILM DAiLV
Hollywood—Paramount's first all-

star production, "The Sign of the

Cross, " will go into worK June 1

with Cecil B. DeMilie directing.

This will be the second production
of the new season's line-up to be

started. The first, "Love Me To
Night," starring Maurice Chevalier,

is now being made.

MINN. LICENSE TROUBLE
Minneapolis — Mayor William A.

Anderson's Committee of 1,000 it.

keeping theaters in a state of sus-

pense since the withdrawal of tht

license from the Gayety burlesque
house. It is reported that several
of the loop movie and vaudeville-

movie houses may have some diffi-

culty in renewing their licenses
wnen their applications are consid-
ered by the city council in the neai
future.

FREE PARK TALKIES
Canton, 0.—Free talking pictures

will be introduced at Meyers Lake
Park here late this month. Carl
Sinclair, manager of the resort, one
of the largest in eastern Ohio, plans
a change of program nightly.

CAPITOL'S THURSDAY CHANGE
Because part of the current stage

bill, being held over, must open in

Chicago next week, the succeeding
program at the Capitol will open or
Thursday instead of Friday. "Night
Court" is the incoming screen bill

REFUSE DAYLIGHT TIME
Birmingham — The City Commis-

sion has refused to reconsider adopt-
ing daylight saving time this year
in spite of a 7-to-l favorable straw
vote solicited by the Chamber of
Commerce.

FORM KENOSHA THEA. CORP.
Kenosha, Wis.—Articles of incor-

poration have been filed by Lake
Geneva-Delavan Theaters, Inc. The
company has been capitalized at
$10,000. Incorporators are C. H.
Lockwood, W. E. Lindblom and E.
Peterson.

11 Major Promotions Made
Since RKO-Pathe Merger

(Continued from Page 1)

charge of distribution, at the RKO
Radio Sales Convention in the Drake
Hotel, Chicago. The announcement
was made following a short con-
gratulatory message at one of the
afternoon sessions. The following
are the promotions:
Harry 1. Dixon, trom salesman to man-

ager ot the Butialo exchange; Walter Bran
son, trom manager at Chicago to Mid-Wesi
District Manager; Jack Osserman, from sales-

man to manager ot Chicago exchange; Al J.
Mertz, from manager at Cleveland to Short
Subjects manager at the home otfice; Harris
Silverberg from Detroit salesman to Cleve-
land manager; Barney Pitkin, from sales-

man to manager of New Haven exchange;
A. M. Avery, from assistant manager at

Dallas to manager at Omaha; Frank L. Mc-
Naraee, from manager at Washington to man-
ager at Philadelphia; M. E. Cory, from sales-

man at San Francisco to manager at Fort-
land, Oregon; R. J. Folliard, from salesman
to manager at Washington; Phil Hodes, from
home ofhce contract department manager, to

sales manager of the New York exchange.

JOS. JACKSON ON VACATION
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joseph Jackson, who

wrote the screen play for "The
Mouthpiece," has completed his five

years' contract with VVarner Bros,
riis last assignment before leaving
was the scenario for "One Way Pas-
sage," written in collaboration with
Wilson Mizner. He will take a va-
cation before deciding his future
plans.

DOING STUDIO ARTICLES
Jake Mogelever, managing editor

of the "Pawtucket (R. I.) Times,"
nas left New York for the coast
to write a series of articles

dealing with production. He intends
to remain there a month.

BRITISH FILM FOR ROXY
"Bachelor's Folly," a British

Gainsborough production starring
Herbert Marshall and Edna Best,
has been booked to play the Roxy
the week of June 3. The feature is

being distributed by Sono Art-
World Wide.

ASTHER GETS PERMIT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Nils Asther has

been granted permission to stay in

the U. S. by the State and Labor
departments. The Swedish actor
has been in Mexico awaiting a visa.

PANTAGES' RACE TRACK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Alexander Pantages

IS reported planning to erect a $1,-

000,000 racetrack on the outskirts
of Inglewood, near here.

WARNER BROS. AND RKO

(Continued from Page 1)

pleted and will be effective May 2i

The deal leaves Warner in contr(

of Pittsburgh and suburbs, with t

Stanley, Warner and Davis amoni
their other houses. In Syracusi
RKO will run the Strand as a "B'

house, giving first-runs to the RK
Keith's.

Baltimore Theater
Is Sold at Auctioi

Baltimore—Harry Strauss yester

day bought the Palace, on Fayett
St., at auction for $50,000. He saj

he has no immediate plans for th

house.

SERIES FOR MOTORISTS
Metropolitan Gasoline Dealer

Ass'n in association with prominer
oil companies, plans to spend $130J
000 on a series of pictures of edi

cational value to motorists. Produ(|

tion is in the charge of Frat
Ziesse, formerly business manage
of the cameraman's union, Ne^
York City. First picture has bee|

completed.

FILM PLAYERS CLUB BALL
Film Players Club will give

dance tomorrow evening aj

the Hotel Astor. Margaret Ort^

heads the feminine reception cor

mittee.

"WARNER WEEK" IN BUFFALC
Buffalo—Warner pictures are get

ting a big play here this week. Thd
Buffalo, Century and Great Lakd
theaters, Publix first-run houses, ar^

all showing Warner-First Nations

pictures. "So Big" is at the Buffalo

"Beauty and the Boss" at the CenI
tury and "Two Seconds" at th^

Great Lakes.

TALKIES REPLACE VAUDE.
Youngstown, 0.—Talkies have re-

placed vaude-film policy at the RKO
Palace. Bill will change weekly.

HOUSE CHANGES POLICY
Akron, 0.—After several months

of combination vaudeville and films,

RKO's Palace has inaugurated an
indefinite season of pictures, changed
twice weekly.

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Majestic Film Distributing Corp., motii

pictures R. Amster, 276 Fifth Ave., Ne
York. 10 shares comonm.
Payment Co.. theatrical business; Jenks

Rogers, 521 Fifth Ave., New York. $2,00l

Wellantic Amusement Corp., theatrical bus

ness; W. L. Gerety, 16 Court St.,Brooklyi

N. Y. $1,000.
Majestic Pictures; H. G. Kosch, 383 Madi

son Ave., New York. 200 shares common,
Leddy & Smith, theatrical business; M.

Nussbaum, 271 Madison Ave., New York.

$5,000.
Armory Amusement Corp., theatrical entcp

prises; Dreschler & Leff, 225 Fifth Ave.,

New York. $5,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Apex Amusement Co., Philadelphia, Pa

W. W. Leach, New Castle, Del. 800 sharei

common.
Coast-to-Coast Features, Inc., Wilmingtoi

Del., moving pictures of news events; Corpi

ration Service Co., Dover, Del. 400 shan

common.
DESIGNATIONS

MacCullum Pictures, Delaware, theatri

business, 100 shares preferred, $100 each

150 common, no par.

i
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Chicaso^ hot bed oF double features^ learns

that what the public really wants is variety en-

tertainment. And its showmen begin to get

back to basic showmanship principles^ with

Warner's Avalon, the Publix Riviera and

Schoenstadt's Piccadilly Theatres announcing

a single feature-diversified program policy.
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7
Get Educational Pictures and give them what they want .... with

one good feature and "a refreshing variety of selected short subjects''

bearing the trade-mark that For so many years has stood for the real

Spice of the Program.
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Executive Committee is Elected by M. P. T. O. A,

MASSACjiETTS ADMJSSJON TAX ISJEFEATED

Feist Scores Rumors About New M-G-M Sales Policy

Sales Head Denies Ever
Having Said Anything

About Plans
Aroused by statements and pur-

ported interviews published in some
trade papers regarding the M-G-M
sales policy for next season, Felix

F. Feist, general sales manager of

the company, yesterday (Friday)
{Continued on Page 3)

130 TO BE IN ATTENDANCE

AT COlUMBIflCONVENTlON

More than 130 executives and
members of the sales force repre-

senting the Home Office, the New
York Exchange, Canada and the

States covered by the Eastern Con-

vention will be present at the Am-
bassador Hotel, Atlantic City tomor
row (Sunday) when Columbia's con-

vention opens officially for a lour-

day session. The first meeting will

be devoted entirely to the discus-

sion of sales policies. This will be

followed by several sessions at which
(Continued on Page 12)

Women Oppose Sophisticated Films

Chicago—A resolution to conduct a campaign to keep oversophisticated

sex pictures out of this city was adopted at the convention of the Illinois

Federation of Women's Clubs here yesterday.

C. C. Burr Increases

New "Torchy" Program
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Popularity of the six

"Torchy" talking comedies made by

C. C. Burr this season has led to a

decision to increase next year's se-

ries to eight two-reelers, the pro-

ducer announces. Ray Cooke will

again star in the group. Leadmg
woman has not yet been selected.

TED SCHLANOER QUITS

EASTERN SAEES POST

Ted Schlanger, Eastern division

sales manager of a major distrib-

uting company, today (Saturday)
ends his association with that con-

cern. He will be succeeded hy
Frank McCarthy, Boston exchange
manager, it is understood. Schlanger
has been identified with the indus-

try for some years in executive
capacities. As yet he has made no
plans for the future.

RIESENFELD HAS DOUBTS

ABOUT OPEREHA REVIVAL

Operettas are hopelessly beyond

revival as they lack sufficient action

and movement to appeal to the mass

of picture fans, declared Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld, conductor of the Roxy
grand orchestra, in an interview with
The Film Daily on Friday. Inter-

polations of songs or dance num-
bers hinders visual action, he pointed

{Continued on Page 3)

Theater Ticket Levy is

Turned Down by Vote
of 94 to 32

Boston—By a vote of 94 to 32.

the Massachusetts bill calling for a
10 per cent admission tax was de-

feated in the House of Representa-
tives yesterday (Friday). On
Thursday the joint committee on

(Continued on Page 3)

Six Independents Elected
On MPTOA Exec. Committee

M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin
Will Convene June 14-15

Milwaukee—Annual convention of

the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan is scheduled for

June 14 and 15 in this city with

President Fred S. Meyer presiding.

Officers will be elected for the en-

suing year.

Election of the M. P. T. O. A.
executive committee, authorized un-

der the new exhibitor organization
setup ratified at the Washington
convention last March, was announc-
ed Friday by President M. A.

Lightman, prior to his departure
for Memphis. Members of the as-

sociation's board of directors,

through an election conducted by
(Continued on Page 11)

New N. Y. indie Unit

Plans Allied Tieup

Suffern, N. Y. — Allied Theater Owners of

New York, Inc., has been chartered with

headquarters at the Lafayette Theater here.

Vincent M. Trainor is chairman of the or-

ganization committee, which is now lining up

independents to join with it The unit plans

to apply for admission to Allied States Ass n.

VacU vs. Fustian In Ads
—modern showmanship turns from fiction

- By DON CARLE GILLETTE '

BOMBASTIC and suggestive advertising has become as passe as the bull market's

get-rich-quick dreams, and anybody with even one good eye can see the proof of

this any day in the week.

Exhibit number ninety-nine, encountered a couple of days ago, is worthy of

Scene was a big mainstreet house, bedecked and bedazzled with flashy displays

all over its front walls, along both sides of the box-office and for many feet overhead.

(Continued on Page 2)

3 rOR MAJOR RELEASE

PLANNED BY HORKHEIMER

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—H. M. Horkheimer,
veteran producer, will make three

features for major release the com-
ing season. First will be "I Shot
My Husband," with a cast headed
by Lew Cody. "Confusion" is to

follow. Production is to take place

at the Pathe studio.

Lust Heads Exhib Fight
On Maryland Blue Laws
Baltimore—Heartened by the de-

cisive victory in Baltimore against

"blue laws," Sidney Lust and other

Maryland exhibitors are planning to

carry the Sunday opening fight into

the State Legislature at its next
session. They will seek to have the

assembly authorize elections on the

matter in small towns of the state.

Lust operates a circuit in towns
of between 3,000 and 6,000 popula-

tion. Associated with him in the

movement are: William LeCompte
(Continued on Page 3)

Feld Adds Three Cities

Under His Supervision

Supervision of Publix houses in the Chicai;o,

Detroit and Toledo territories are now under

Milton H. Feld. who also has Buffalo, St.

Louis. Indianapolis, and the Colorado division.

Dave Wallerstein goes to Chicago from New
York as district manager of a territory to be

designated later.
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Facts vs. Fustian In Ads
-modern showmanship turns from fiction

(.Continued from Page 1)

But the crowds that came by were attracted to one particular spot in front of

the house, and the object located there seemed to absorb them quite deeply.

By reconnoitering around the eager swarm it was discovered that the big attrac-

tion was nothing more nor less than a modest enlargement of a cartoon of those

"believe it or not" facts.

However, they were FACTS, and the folks scrutinized every inch of that simple

and inexpensive cartoon, while they totally ignored the glittering panels, filled with

glowing bombast that cost several thousands of dollars.

Superlatives, high-sounding but lacking "audience appeal," have long ago ceased

to be business-pullers in themselves.

Their overuse and misuse has disillusioned the public.

Ad writers must learn to employ words so that they tell something about what
they are advertising.

When a chewing gum firm describes its product as "an aid to digestion," it

is employing an understandable appeal a thousand times more far-reaching and effec-

tive than if it raved about the "delights" of gum-chewing.

People can get a direct idea from the "aid to digestion" line, but very few will

visualize anything sufficiently tangible or specific in the word "delight" to make
them act on it.

Spicy ads also are due for the discard.

The principal objection to such displays, aside from civic opposition, is that their

misleading nature acts as a boomerang to the box-office.

If a picture is snappy, it will advertise itself plenty.

If it isn't, the use of sexy ads draws many persons who go out disappointed and
in turn knock the show.

A theater manager or advertising man daring enough to write ads that confine

themselves to informative facts—simply what the public wants to know about a pic-

ture or show—and omitting the empty hooey, will create a sensation such as no blurb

of rhetoric ever created.

2 FIRST DIVISIONS FOR B'WAY
First Division opens "Escapade,"

with Sally Blane and Anthony
Bushel], at the Gaiety on Friday.

The company's "The Ringer" goes

into the Cameo in two weeks. Lat-

ter picture is based on a novel by
Edgar Wallace and was filmed in

England.

There are signs in the sky indicating that non-fiction subjects will soon be play-

ing a bigger part in screen productions.

This is in keeping with the prevailing mood of a fact-minded populace, which
has discarded its phony illusions and turned to truths.

As the public mind goes, so must advertising go if it wants to keep in step
with the parade.

Warners Get Contract
From Veterans Bureau

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Veterans Ad-

ministration Bureau of the U. S.

Government has awarded Warner
Bros, a contract covering feature
film service for the fiscal year begin-
ning July 1. Under the terms of
the contract, Warners will service
each of the 72 Hospitals and Homes
under the jurisdiction of the Veter-
ans Bureau.
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BETTY COMPSON RESUMES
Chicago—After two weeks in the

American Hospital battling bron-
chial pneumonia, Betty Compson has
recovered and is playing her final

week here at the Paradise.

PARA. SIGNS TUTTLE
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has sign-

ed Frank Tuttle to direct "The Big
Broadcast," with Bing Crosby. Jos-
eph L. Mankiewicz and Henry
Myers are writing the screen play.

TAUROG TO DIRECT COHAN
IVrst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Norman Taurog has

been selected by Paramount to di-

rect George M. Cohan in "The
Phantom President."

CLOSING TOLEDO HOUSE
Toledo—Closing of the Para-

mount-Publix theater here for the
summer is understood to be planned.

St. Louis Receivers
Seek Cut in Rentals

St. Louis—Contending that pres-
ent rents are based on values far in
excess of current values, efforts are
being made by Jesse W. Barrett
and Walter H. Nohl, receivers for
Skouras Bros. Enterprises, to bring
down the rentals on the Missouri
and Ambassador theaters, which
are stated to have lost $120,000 and
$104,000, respectively last year.
The receivers also say the Missouri
has had only one profitable week
this year, and the Ambassador five

weeks. Scarcity of good pictures
and high operating costs are given
as the chief causes.

FRENCH TAX ON POSITIVES
Paris — Motion picture positives

are included in a new quota tax
just fixed by the French govern-
ment.

FIRST IRISH TALKER
"Sweet Inniscarra," first Irish

Talking picture is being released in
this country by Emmett Moore.
The story was adapted from Chaun-
cey Olcott's famous stage vehicle.

NO U. A. SALES MEET
United Artists will not hold a

national sales convention or region-
al meetings in connection with new
season product.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today

:

cliff.

Erpi Golf Tournament, Briar-

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conven-
tion. Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayiiawk Hotel, Topeka, Kan.

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger,
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales con-
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6-9
: Annual convention of International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators, Memorial Hall.
Columbus, O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocky 1

Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, Den-
ver.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil-
waukee.

June 22; Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 13: Educational-TiSany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

Expect Attendance of 500
At Joe Unger Testimonial
Final arrangements have been

about completed for the testimonial
dinner to be given to Joseph J.
Unger at the Hotel Astor on Wed-
nesday night. Present indications
are that about 500 prominent in
dustry men will attend.

4
BRADFORD COMPLETES SCORE
James C. Bradford has just com-

pleted the writing of an original
music score for the Artclass picture,
"Snow White," which will be re-
corded at the Brunswick Recording
Laboratories in Brooklyn next week.
Bradford also has signed to score

three Hodge Podges for Lyman
Howe.

PARA. MEN TO BE FETED
Philadelphia—Local film men will

tender a dinner to Oscar Morgan,
new Paramount exchange manager,
and Percy Block, the company's new
district manager, June 6.

fVcsidcAtHoicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Rate*
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HASSACHUSETTS DEFEATS

THEATER ADMISSION TAX

(.Continued from Page 1)

taxation and finance, after hearing
arguments on behalf of the Gov-
ernor, tax commissioner and the in-

dustry, made a report that no legis-
lation was necessary. The Gover-
nor refused to accept this recom-
mendation and re-submitted the
measure to the House, where Rep-
resentative Otis of Pittsfield made
the argument in opposition to the
bill which was defeated by the over-
whelming vote.

Riesenfeld Has Doubts
About Operetta Revival

(.Continued from Page 1)

out, and therefore slow up the story.

Songs can only be effectively used
when they are "tricked" into the
story, he declared.

Production of operas for the
screen, Riesenfeld asserted, is im-
practical for the same reasons, sup-
plemented by the fact that operatic
singers do not meet the appearance
requirements of motion picture audi-
ences. He deplored the sacrifice of

pantomime to "gabby dialogue"
which, when amplified, frequently
sounds unreal and unnatural.

Dr. Riesenfeld said that more
novelty shorts are needed to build

programs and give them a higher
quality. Efforts to use a multitude
of unusual camera angles has the

effect of impairing audience interest

in a story, in his opinion. A simple,

natural telling of a story brings the

best results, said the conductor. Re-
making of old successes is unsatis-

factory. Dr. Riesenfeld said, as the

story material is generally obsolete.

POWERS SALES DRIVE
In Anticipation of the return

next week of P. A. Powers, presi-

dent of Powers Pictures, Inc..

from a series of business confer-

ences which he has been attending

in London, David A. O'Malley, gen-

eral manager of the company, has

inaugurated a sales drive in the 18

exchanges already established for

the distribution of the Powers prod-

uct.

The drive is called "Powers Re-

turn Week," with prizes for the

best playdate business, based on

quota expectations, for the period

from May 21 to 28.

COMING & GOING

GEORGE KANN is back from abroad.

RALPH LE BEAU, Kansas City district

manager for Paramount, is in New York on

business.

JACKIE COOPER arrives in New York
this afternoon (Saturday) from the coast to

attend the press agents' show at the New
Amsterdam theater on Sunday.
NED DEPINET, LEE MARCUS, JULES

LEVY and CRESSON SMITH return today

from the RKO Chicago convention.

B. B. KAHANE returned from Chicago

yesterday.

JXI D̂AILY

AIDNG
NEW VORK

lALTO
PUILM.DALY

lOS ANGELES

• • • OUT IN Brooklyn there is an independent string of
theaters receiving some preferred attention on the sub-
ject of individual theater management through the
efforts of Monty MacLevy publicity manager for the
Randforce Amusement Corporation

• • • EVERY WEEK or so Monty gets out a very com-
plete bulletin no Fancy Cover, Tricky Layouts and
Gorgeous Cuts he has got the nut shaved down to the
cost of a mimeograph machine and some sheets of white
paper. but, oh boy, the Material is there each
issue is crammed with meaty, practical pointers written
without ballyhoo or blurb just plain showman sense
pointing out tersely and plainly to the theater manager
the things a manager needs to be posted on

• • • F'R INSTANCE one bulletin covered the
subject of a special drive for May biz first came Boys'
Week with co-operative stunts all set with the Boy
Scouts and the Junior Naval Militia and special morn-
ing shows with programs of kid pix like "Big Trail," "Tom
Sawyer" and "Skippy" then Flower Week was taken
care of just as thoroughly.. and National Music Week

and a May Walk promotion and a Graduation
stunt that's what you call covering the month pretty
thoroughly

* * * *

• • • EVERY ISSUE of Mister MacLevy's bulletin is en-

tirely different keeping the theater manager steamed up
with Practical Stuff a fine example of Scientific Mer-
chandising ideas showing a lot of real thought behind
them

* *
I

* *

• • • WHILE ON this subject of showman brains in the

indie division we are reminded that there are a lot of

chaps whose work stands out . .1 in all departments of the

independent field the trouble is that it is just a Train-

ing School for the bright boys as soon as they show
something ....... they are grabbed off by a major company

that's about the only reason why we have major
companies check back the history of the fellows who
are high-score men for the big companies and ten to

one you'll find they got their hard-knocks training in the indie

field
* * * *

• • • THAT'S WHY the industry should respect and fos-

ter the Independents in all branches they are and al-

ways have been the Backbone of the Biz supplymg the

man power and brain power that keeps the industry

moving forward for so many of the Big Fellows even-

tually grow soft and flabby sitting pretty in High Places

and their companies start to slip till the board of direc-

tors are forced to send 'em on indefinite vacations and

substitute some up-and-coming indie boys

* o . * «

• • • SO THE Independent field will always stay about

where it is alive, purposeful initiating new

ideas advanced methods constantly feeding new

blood and brains to the major companies and if some

day a bright boy figures out a way to keep the indie Brains

from deserting to the big companies some day the indies

will BE the Big Companies and the majors will dwindle

to the status of indies for capital, organization, studios

and theaters don't mean a thing without the constant

influx of capable men trained to the showman requirements of

the New Day to take the place of gents gone to seed

basking in the sunshine of Past Performances

« « « » » »

rEIST SCORES RUMORS

ABOUTWnm PLAN

(Continued from Page I)
issued a statement denying every-
thing. Feist said:

I'lL^",^
*° circumstances which I am having

difficulty m understanding, a curious and
'^•"/^'arrassing situation has developed.

'Doubtless the rumors of new policies in
distribution that have been circulated by var-
ious sales executives have inspired trade
papers to ink my name into the matter and
therefore the firm of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as

"What is all this talk about a statement I
was supposed to have made? What is this
series of phony quotations that I see in the
dailies? Why are these editorials appearing?Why do exhibitors write letters commenting
on our new policy? What is that policy'

"I HAVE NEVER MADE ANY STATE-MENT!
"Some trade paper reporter must have

been smoking a pipe.
"lie has announced a sales policy for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer when no new sales
policy has been adopted by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

"It's all bewildering!
"I HAVE MADE NO STATEMENTON A NEW SALES POLICY.
"Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has officially or un-

officially adopted NO NEW PLAN of dis-
tribution.

"Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer sales policies for
next season have never been announced!
"Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer product for next

season has not yet been announced.
"Let's not go off half-cocked!
"At the proper time we'll announce our

sales policies and our product for the next
season. Both will be good!
"Again—I HAVE MADE NO STATE-

MENT ON A NEW SALES POLICY. .
."

Lust Heads Exhib Fight
On Maryland Blue Laws

(Continued from Page 1)

of Hurlock; Gibert Wright, Fred-
eralsburg; Dan Schafer, Hancock;
Phil Miller, Annapolis; E. A. Plum-
mer, Easton, and Edward Rodey, El-
licott City. They intend to stage a
publicity campaign arguing in be-
half of Sunday shows.

FINED ON CENSOR ISSUES
Pittsburgh — Seven distributors

and a theater manager were fined

a total of more than $300 this week
by Alderman Edward W. Haas for
failure to make deletions ordered
by the Pennsylvania board of cen-
sors, showing unapproved films, or
failure to show the seal of the
board of censors.

MANY PAPPY PfTUWS:

Best wishes arc extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

May 21-22
Robert Montgomery
Lola Lane

Glen MacWilllams
Damar Lane

Gloria Holt Al Mathan
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

iJy RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
PONSTANCE BENNETT'S next

picture, "Two Against the
World," is scheduled to start pro-
duction Monday at the Warner Bros,
studios under the direction of Archie
Mayo. In the supporting cast are

Neil Hamilton, Allen Vincent,

Humphrey Bogart, Elizabeth Pat-
terson, Alan Mowbray, Leila Ben-
nett, Oscar Apfel, Betty Gillette and
Louise Carter. "Two Against the

World" was originally announced as

"The Higher-Ups," which was the

title of the original story by Marion
Dix and Jerry Horwin. Sheridan
Gibney is the author of the screen
adaptation.

* * *

Paul Lukas has been assigned an
important role in Elissa Landi's

forthcoming Fox picture, "Burnt Of-
fering," which is at present in pro-

duction. Warner Oland and Alex-
ander Kirkland have featured parts

in this film which Frank Lloyd is di-

recting.
* * *

Last "shots" will be made this

week on Barbara Stanwyck's new-
est Warner Bros, starring picture,

"The Night Flower," which William
A. Wellman is directing. It is based
on Arthur Stringer's novel, "The
Mud Lark," which was serialized in

the "Saturday Evening Post." Rob-
ert Lord made the adaptation.
George Brent plays the leading mas-
culine role; others in the cast sup-
porting Miss Stanwyck are Lysle
Talbot, David Landau, Hardie Al-
bright, Leila Bennett, Murray Kin-
nell, Matt McHugh and Clarence
Wilson.

* * >•>

Christian Rub, who appeared as
Kringelein in the Los Angeles stage
production of "Grand Hotel," has
been signed by Paramount for an
important role in "The Man from
Yesterday" in support of Claudette
Colbert and Clive Brook. Rub has
played in theaters all over the world.
He made his debut in Vienna at the
age of ten in a show which was the
first performance ever seen by Ber-
thold Viertel who also was ten. Vier-

tel now is directing "The Man from

Writing RKO Originals
Writers who will participate in turning out originals for RKO Radio Pictures' new

program include: Rowland brown, Bartlett CormacK, James Creelman, Marjorie Dudley,
Howard Estabrook, Gene Fowler, Willis (jolobecK, jerry Horwin, Adela Rogers Hyland,
Horace Jackson, Kufus King, James K. Mctjuinness. ben MarKson, Sarah Mason, Horace
McCoy, Jane Murtin, Samuel Ornitz, Humphrey fearson, bertruae Kigaon, Albert Kay,
Casey Robinson, J. Walter Kuben, John Speaks, Henry Wales.

Yesterday." Charles Boyer, Andy
Uevine and Alan Mowbray have
prominent roles in the film.

"Bachelor's Affairs" has been se-
lected as the final definite title for
the Fox photoplay, formerly known
as "Fancy Free." Adolphe Menjou
pJays the principal role in this pic-
ture, which also features Joan
Marsh. Other important players in
the cast include Minna Gombell, Al-
lan Dinehart, Arthur Pierson and
Herbert Mundin, under the direc-
tion of Alfred Werker. Barry Con-
ners and Philip Klein adapted "Bach-
elor's Affairs" for the screen from
James Forbes' play.

Warners' screen version of
"Blessed Event" was completed this
week and the film is now in the
hands of the cutters. The cast of

the picture, which is based on tht
stage play by Manuel Seff and For-
rest Wilson, includes Lee Tracy,
Mary Brian, Allen Jenkins, Milton
Wallace, Ned Sparks, Ruth Hall,
Frank McHugh, Walter Walker,
Dick Powell, Emma Dunn. The
screen adaptation is the work of
Howard Green. Roy Del Ruth di-

rected.

* * *

Gary Grant, the English player
who won success in musical comedy
on Broadway and then entered pic
ture work, has signed a new con-
tract as a Paramount film actor.

Having completed "Two-Fisted
Law," his latest Columbia outdoor
drama, Tim McCoy departed this

week for his 60,000-acre cattle
ranch, 50 miles out of Thermopolis,
Wyo., where he will take a vacation
until the middle of June, when he
will start on a new series of pro-
ductions for the company.

* * 4>

Tully Marshall will have a role
in the cast supporting Sylvia Sidney
and Fredric March in "Merrily We
Go to Hell," being produced at the
Paramount studios under direction
of Dorothy Arzner.

* * it

"Murder in a Pullman," mystery
melodrama based on the magazine
story by Harry Adler, is the next
feature to go into production at Co-
lumbia. Ben Stoloff has been as-
signed to direct. Lew Seller will

supervise.

With his body swung in a huge
canvas jacket and suspended Irojp.

tne ceiling oi his hospital room, Joe
£j. isrown, l^irst National comedian,
IS still confined to the Cedars ol
j-,ebanon Hospital. Recently it was
uiscovered that a back injury, sus-
cained 20 years ago when he nad a
oad tall during an acrobatic act, had
oecome aggravated. He went to
cne hospital for observation and
doctors lound it necessary to place
mm m the swinging jacKet to re-
lieve pressure on his spine. While
Joe is confined to his hospital room,
ne is studying the script of his
next First National picture, "You
oaid a Mouthtul," an original story
oy Robert Lord. Gloria iSnea, recent
import from New York, will be his
leading lady in this film.

Constance Cummings, who plays
the heroine in Columbia's "Attorney
I or the Defense," is the daughter
^r a Seattle lawyer. The father of
i^dmund Lowe, who plays the male
.ead, is also an attorney.

Richard Tucker has been added
to First National's "Children of
I'leasure," starring Ruth Chatterton.

Columbia's bank story carrying
-he temporary title of "Faith" has
oeen permanently named "American
Madness." Frank Capra directed,
rtfith Walter Huston featured and
Kay Johnson and Constance Cum-
mings in the principal feminine
roles.

Early in June, when the national
political campaign will be getting
under way with the approach of
the party conventions, "The Dark
Horse," the new Warner Bros,
screen drama of 1932 politics, will
have its world premiere on Broad-
way. The exact date will be an-
nounced shortly. A print of the
finished picture, in which Warren
William and Bette Davis have the
two leading roles, is now on the
way to New York. Besides William
and Miss Davis, the cast includes
Vivienne Osborne, Guy Kibbee,
Frank McHugh, Sam Hardy, Robert
Warwick, Harry Holman, Charles
Sellon, Berton Churchill and Robert
Emmet O'Connor. The script of the
picture was written by Joseph Jack-
son and Courtenay Terrett. Alfred
E. Green directed. The national re-
lease date for the picture is June 25.

"Honor of the Mounted," Mono-
gram western, going into production
this week, gives another unknown
extra girl a break as leading lady.
The recipient of the honor is pretty
Celia Ryland, 19-year-old blonde
Georgia peach, who will play oppo-
site Tyler in the Monogram pro-
duction. Miss Ryland, who has
been in Hollywood only five months,
was selected by Director Harry
Fraser from a group of extra girls
in a recent Monogram melodrama.
Others in the western cast include
Matthew Betz, Francis McDonald,
G. D. Woods, Arthur Hillett, Wil-
liam Dwire and Theodore Lorch.
"Honor of the Mounted" is an orig-
inal screen play by Harry Fraser,
the director.

David Manners, not content with
being one of the rising young actors
of Hollywood, is writing a screen
play with a central character which
appeals to him so strongly that he
hopes some day to play it himself.
His writing is done at night, while
during the daytime he is working
at the Warner Bros, studios in
"Crooner."

Henry Kolker has been added to
the cast supporting Ruth Chatter-
ton in "Children of Pleasure" at
First National. He replaces Arnold
Korflf, who will appear instead in
"Revolt."

r N THE HEART OF

HOLLYWOOD

HOLLYWOOD'S most convenient hoteL
Next to famous studios, theatres, cafes

and shops .ten minutes from golf courses,
bridle paths, etc.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-
nished, with restful beds, glistening tile
baths and showers, excellent service and
cuisine, convenient parking— every modern
convenience for your comfort.

European plan. $2 50 and up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50 up, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Look for the "Doorway of Hospitality"

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
VINE ST. AT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)
Comic Strip as

Basis of Screen Comedy

(^OMEDY directors should read
the newspaper comic supple-

ments. For the comic supple-
ment subject is a screen com-
edy in the embryo. Every Sun-
day comic supplement subject
or comic strip is constructed on
exactly the order in which we
create screen comedies. In fact,

if you look at them closely, you
will see that the artist draws
his separate pictures from dif-

ferent viewpoints, corresponding
to our camera angles. The
comic strip has to get over its

story in a certain number of

separate pictures. Each of these
corresponds to a scene in our
comedies. We have a certain

footage. So the condensation in

action is even greater in a
comic strip, and more is sug-

gested, or left to the imagina-
tion. That is where they are

of value to the comedy director,

I know that I have gotten sev-

eral valuable ideas in how to

get a story point across by a

look or some slight bit of ac-

tion, simply by applying comic
supplement rules. I don't say
that comic supplement subjects

can be put on the screen suc-

cessfully except in a few cases.

but studying the technique of

them helps brush up one's pic-

ture technique, too often lost

sight of in mazes of dialogue

in this modern day. General
picture presentation has the

same principles as newspaper
work. In our dramas we seek

and bring out the news angle:

the work of the film editor or

cutter corresponds to that of the

copy reader, and the comedy
constructor is analogous to the

comedy strip artist in many
particulars.

—Edward Sedgwick

Extensive Bill-of-Fare

Skouras' Academy of Music {ust about
holds the Manhattan record for variety

of entertainment. In addition to a

condensed version of "The Barker,"
stage drama, the house is currently
playing several acts of vaudeville, a
feature, newsreel and two more shorts.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By "C. A."

gMIL VELAZCO is keeping things
busy at Powers Cinephone Stu-

dios in New York. Work has just
been completed on the scoring of
the French feature "Victory of
Faith," produced by M. Vandel anS
C. Delac. John S. Martin, narrator,
worked over an organ background
with Velazeo at the console. Ameri-
can distribution is being handled by
Benjamin Issacs and Jack Goldberg.

Aubrey Scotto has been given a
temporary release from his contract
with Larry Kent in order to direct
the first of the pictures planned by
E. H. {Manny) Goldstein, who has
formed Paradise Pictures, Inc., in
the east. "The Marriage Racket,"
by Joseph Poling, is the first pro-
duction, and cast is to include James
Rennie, Helene Costello and Jean
Arthur.

and who is said to bear a re-
semblance to Jackie Cooper, is being
groomed for future picture work.

The second of the series of Larry
Kent Productions is scheduled to be
put into production within the next
couple of weeks at the Eastern Serv-
ice Studio in the Bronx.

•

With production activities soon to
be resumed at the Brooklyn Vita-
phone studio, Monte Shaff and Her-
man Ruby are scouting around
Broadway for new material for mu-
sical shorts to be filmed on next
season's schedule. Monte is acting
head of the studio while Sam Sax
is on the coast.

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

Recording of the all-Indian fea-
ture, "Before the White Man Came,"
was completed Thursday at the At-
las Sound Studio.

When the Brooklyn Vitaphone stu-
dio opens on June 13th, Stewart
Stuart will be back again as casting
director for the studio, succeeding
Herbert Heyrrmn, resigned. Stuart
gave up his post as casting director
for the Vitaphone studio about a
year ago to go into agency work.
Sam Sax, head of the studio, in-

duced Stuart to take up the duties
of casting director, again.

James E. Loughlin. five-year-old
juvenile actor who played a part in

the Vitaphone picture. "On Edge,"

E. M. Newman, the travel lec-

turer, is kept very busy in the cut-

ting room of the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio. Newman is preparing some
of his short subjects material be-

fore he leaves for another journey
to foreign lands.

•

Two fast stepping dancers from
the past Ziegfeld "Follies" have been
signed to appear in a Vitaphone
short subject. They are none other
than the show-stopping Hal LeRoy
and Mitzi Mayfair. both of whom
have won fame on Broadway while
yet very young. The film will go
into production when the Brooklyn
studio is reopened shortly.

•

Word comes from Ray Foster
Vitaphone Brooklyn studio camera-
man, vacationing in Havana, that

his wife is fully recuperated from, a

recent appendicitis operation.

€)

Hollywood and Censorship

I wish that, just once in a while, Hollywood wouldn't be so darned meek; that it

would get a sense of its own importance and stick its chest out. It can, at times, get

fearfully belligerent on things that don't matter—but when it comes to fighting for

something that is worth fighting about, it turns the other cheek about as humbly

as can be achieved.

The biggest fight that cinema must wage (and Hollywood must consider itself as

a most important factor in cinema-at-large) is for recognition of its right to talk out

loud when it has something worth talking about.

Censorship has worked this evil—that as long as a film says nothing it is given

a blessed and chaste salute by the boards; if a film tries to delve intelligently into

any phase of modern life, manners, morals or conventions, it is classed with the merely

sexy ones: if a film (as cinema has a right) turns toward analysis of our country and

its remarkable oddities, it is classed as tending to deflate patriotism.

The outstanding example today is in the case of Mr. Howard Hughes' "Scarface."

I hold no brief for the energetic young Mr. Hughes and I grind no axes for any movie

company. But the fact that "Scarface" reflects a most remarkable phase of our dippy

post-war decade, the fact that it was made in sincerity by a man who seems to know

his business, the fact that "Scarface" is being held up in its entirety in some States,

should make Hollywood gird up its loins, buckle on some armor, and take a chance
on getting some nasty wounds which later will be regarded as honorable scars.

But instead of doing this, Hollywood is remarkably silly. Selfishly each company

thinks of itself. Like the tribes before they became nations for better protection,

each film company dog is willing to see outside dogs eat its neighbor dog.

There is a bigger point at stake than this, and if Mr. Hughes has enough intes-

tinal fortitude to get up and fight, the other companies (and all organized cinema)

should back him up instead of feeling that a competitor is getting a kick in the groin.

—Eric M. Knight in "Philadelphia Public Ledger."

Museum Fire Wagon Exploits
"Fireman, Save My Child"
QWEN McKIVETT, manager

of the Venetian theater,
Racine, Wis., appears to have
the happy faculty of digging up
a bigger and better campaign
every week. Mac's latest prod-
uct of his fertile brain was his
campaign on "Fireman, Save
My Child" that literally set the
town on fire. Among the vari-
ous stunts he used was a news-
paper tie-up, whereby prizes
were offered children who sub-
mitted the best drawings of Joe
E. Brown in the character he
plays in "Fireman, Save My
Child." Mac also took advan-
tage of Brown's former career
as a ball player to print the
story on the sports page of his
local newspaper with a cut
showing Joe in uniform. The
entire week preceding the run
of the picture, he and his entire
staff dressed in firemen's cos-
tumes. They all wore ribbons
reading, 'Fireman, Save My
Child." As the piece de resist-

ance of his campaign, Mac pro-
moted an old time fire wagon
from the city's museum, which
attracted no end of attention.
In addition the theater promoted
a Toonerville hook and ladder
truck with the old type fire

fighting apparatus, operated by
a fireman and used on the
streets for three days prior to
the opening of the picture.

Both stunts tied up traffic wher-
ever they appeared.—Venetian, Racine, Wis.

* * *

Novelty Contest
On Newspaper Ad
ATANAGER E. M. Simonis of

the Publix-American, Pitts-
ton, Pa., put over a contest with
the aid of a newspaper to publi-
cize Ronald Colman in "Unholy
Garden." The idea of the contest
was to write the title of the
picture, "Unholy Garden" as
many times as possible on a
piece of paper the same size as
that of the theater's ad that ap-
peared in the newspaper on that
particular day. By using the
same amount of space as was
used by the ad itself, this made
the contestants turn to the ad.

—American, Pittston, Pa.

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block

ON THE BOARDWALK
ATLANTIC CITY

A Smart Hotel In

America's Smartest Resort
Ideal Convention Facilities

ATTRACTIVE RATES
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

CARRIER OPENS L I. SHOP

rOR BIG RADIO CITY JOBS

Installation of the six condition-
ing systems now under way in the
two theaters under construction in

Rockefeller Center by the Carrier
Engineering Corp., has made it nec-
essary for the company to open a
special shop in Long Island City,,

where work of shaping and fabri-

cating the sheet metal is being done
before installation.

Three centrifugal refrigerating
machines with a capacity of 600
tons of melting ice per 24 hours, and
three centrifugal refrigerating ma-
chines with a capacity of 325 tons

of melting ice per day, form the
basis of the weather-making system
being installed in the 6,000-seat In-

ternational Music Hall and the 3,500-

seat motion picture theater respec-
tively. Work of installing the air

conditioning equipment is being kept
up with the general construction
which is rapidly progressing, and
which when completed are reported
will be the last word in modern the-

ater construction.

Every cubic foot of air going into

the theaters, through the system
now being installed, will first be

filtered and washed. The air con-

ditioning engineers state that it will

attain better than 96 per cent free-

dom from dust, dirt and other mole-
cular organisms.

The Box Office Knows
When times are good, people cannot pay enough to get the best of anything.
When times are not so good, people shop around to get the best—and they shop

until they get it.

When money is flowing fast and loose, people take it for granted that the costliest

is the best—from automobiles and yachts to shows and cuts of meat.
But when money has to be grubbed for, these same people become critical of

quality—and judge an article or an entertainment by the only way it can be judged:
that it is what it is represented to be; that It will satisfy above all others; that it or
the satisfaction it produces is enduring; and that, therefore, it is the most economical
and just the thing for them.

Now the strangest part of this story is that while people are demanding more and
more for their nickel or half dollar, the seller—you and you and you—have more to offer
in exchange for that nickel or half dollar. That is, you have, if you are lucky enough
to be running a show house equipped to give nothing less than the best to be had.

Peppy pictures. Splendid sound. Perfect projection. Signs of clever showman-
ship outside and plenty of comfort inside. What else matters? You'll make clear
headway in the storm!

Exhibitors tell you how quality (plus always that something called showmanship)
pulls the populace to their theaters. These exhibitors haven't forgotten that in times
like these one must never skimp on show quality. If you are the sort that would like
to do so. better wait until people become careless again of the way they part with
their shekels. You MIGHT have a better chance then of getting away with it than you
have now.

But never forget—in the show business, quality wins today, as It won yesterday
and will tomorrow.—The Erpigram.

REMOVES LAMP COATINGS
A compound that is said not to

injure or affect the hands, is non-
inflammable and will remove old

lamp color coatings, is being put
out by Kliegl Bros. Universal Elec-

tric Stage Lighting Co. of New
York.

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
Chicago—A novel and complete

line of artificial flowers for bright-

ening up theaters during the sum-
mer months is being marketed by
Oscar Leistner, Inc., of this city.

Trade where
you're always
TREATED

RIGHT!

\ National Theatre
JSuppLy Company
/ Your Logical Supply Source

New Profit Sharing Plan

Proves Business Builder

St. Louis—A new business builder
for theaters on a profit sharing plan
recently brought out for exhibitors
by the Greenwood Co. of this city is

reported meeting with great success
by those who have put it to use.
The plan consists of 1,000 books,

each with spaces for pasting in 100
profit sharing coupons, also 125,000
of these coupons, enough to fill the
books and 25,000 additional. Patrons
are given a coupon for each 10
cents spent at the theater. On the
face of the book there is a seal
under which is specified a special
award. When the book is filled, it

is brought to the manager, who
breaks the seal and gives award
specified beneath it. The following
awards are included in each 1,000
books; 20 books good for eight free
tickets, 20 books for four free
tickets, nine books for two free
tickets, one book good for a season
pass, and 950 books good for one
free ticket.

RUBBER MATS
Rubber mats for theater lobbies,

vestibules, rest rooms, etc., in vari-
ous colors and designs and of any
size, are being marketed by 0. W.
Jackson & Co., Inc., New York.

JOINS DEBRIE HERE
Maurice Lallement, technical en-

gineer of the Andre Debrie Co.,
Paris, France, manufacturers and
distributors of cameras, projectors
printers and sound equipment, has
joined the company's New York
branch in an executive capacity.

FAN SERVICE DEP'T
A service department for over-

hauling and repairing electric fans
and putting them in condition for
the summer months, with a complete
line of parts for any make fan, is

being maintained by the Reading
Electric Co., Inc., New York.

COOLING SYSTEM TRAILER
Five styles of cooling system

trailers cleverly animated and scored
with music for exhibitors, as an
added help in bringing the theater's
comfort to the attention of the pa-
trons have been produced by Na-
tional Screen Service. Each of the
trailers, it is declared, is symbolic
of coolness and contains effective
copy calling attention to the thea-
ter's cooling system and its advan-
tages.

GENERAL REGISTER OFFERS

NEW PIANS, LOWER PRICES

A schedule of new low prices, &
new rental plan, and a new timP
payment plan have been announced
by the General Register Corp.,
manufacturers and distributors ofl
automatic and simplex ticket regis-^
ters for theaters, with headquarters
in New York.

The registers offered by the com^
pany for theaters contain from oneli
to six units and handle tickets ofj
three different denominations and'
colors. Features of the device in-
clude a master lock on side of reg-
ister that secures all units, making
readings accessible only to author-
ized persons, separate lock for ticket
cabinet, reloading of tickets without
interruption of service, unit lock al-
lowing for the locking of each unit
individually, and mechanism packed
in grease and sealed requiring no
additional lubrication.

Tickets need not be removed from
ticket booth at night, but remain
safely in the register after thsi
mechanism has been locked, thffl

company declares.

Leadership is Progress
NATIONAL Projector Carbons hold

recognized leadership for all types of

projection equipment. They keep pace

with the progress of the Motion Picture

Industry. They meet or anticipate each

new demand.

The new National S R A Carbons and
Pre-Cratered High Intensity Carbons are

recent improvements making possible

better projection and steadier screen

illumination.

Use National Projector Carbons in

your theatre. You will find the steady

brilliance of screen illumination pleasing

to your audiences and a source of in-

creased patronage.NATIONAL
PROJECTOR CARBONS

. . . Sold exclusively through distributors and
dealers. l\ational Carbon Company will gladly
cooperate with the producer^ exhibitor, machine
manufacturer or projectionist on any problem
involving light.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Carbon Sales Division • Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide MH^ and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales Offices:

New York Pittsburgh Chi

i

i

I

cago San Francisco

I
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'By L. H. MITCHELL

NEW ZEALAND TO UNIT

BUILDING OE THEATERS

Wellington, N. Z. — To prevent
economic waste in the building of
theaters where additional houses
would lead to too much competition
and a general loss of income below
the living level, the New Zealand
government, under the Board of

Trade Act, has issued regulations
empowering the Minister of Indus-
tries and Commerce to limit the
erection of new theaters.

The Minister is empowered to ap-
point officers to control the issuing
of licenses for new theaters, these
officers to take into consideration the
normal requirements of a commun-
ity as to theaters needed, quality

of films exhibited, seating accommo-
dation and admission charges. If

the erection of a new theater in a

community would cause undue hard-
ship to exhibitors already licensed

a license for a new house would be
refused. The regulation is intended

for future use as there is little build-

ing of film houses in progress in

New Zealand and has not been for

the past two years.

Comedie Francaise Lifts

Restrictions on Actors

Paris — The Comedie Francaise,

the French State theater, which
hitherto has allowed but one of its

players to appear in the cast of any
one screen production, has lifted

that restriction and will now per-

mit two of its players to appear in

one picture. The theater will also

permit its players to act in screen

versions of plays adapted from its

repertoire, which it had previously

refused to allow them to do.

PARIS ELDORADO A MOVIE

Paris—The Eldorado, famous mel-

odrama theater in the Boulevard de

Strasbourg, has been converted into

a cinema, joining the ranks of half

a dozen legitimate theaters that

have gone film.

Month of B. I. P. Films

London—A week of nothing but Brit-

ish motion pictures is not uncommon in

Great Britain but a whole month devoted

to British productions, all made by one

company, is a new record hung up for

British International Pictures at the

Opera House in Burton-on-Trent. Nine-

teen features will be shown during May
and even the short subjects used will be

either B. I. P. (Elstree) or B. I. P.

(Welwyn).

26% of Austrian Houses Running Daily
Vienna—According to the newly issued 1932 Austrian Cinema Year Book, 241 of

Austria's 908 picture houses operate daily, and 171 of this number are to be found in

Vienna and its environs. All of the theaters operating daily are wired for sound as

are nearly all of the 152 houses which operate three or four days a week. But around
8 per cent of the theaters running one and two days a week are wired. Vienna and
its suburbs possess nearly 75 per cent of the seating capacity of all theaters running
all week.

British Film Programs
For the West Indies

London—British United Products
Co., Ltd., formed some time ago
with the support of the Colonial
Office to distribute British produc-
tions in the British colonies, protec-
torates and mandated territories
has arranged to send out 50 British
films to the West Indies, British
Guiana and West Africa, according
to the London "Times." B. U. P.
has previously sent out programs
to other territories. The Colonial
Office Films Advisory Committee
has passed on the pictures which
will be presented in complete pro-
grams— a feature, short subject
and newsreel. Film designed for the
West Indies totals 180,000 feet, it

is stated.

SEE CORINNE GRIFFITH FILM
London — Paramount's English-

produced "Lily Christine," starring
Corinne Griffith, had its London pre-

miere at a brilliant matinee benefit

in aid of the League of Mercy. The
showing was attended by the Prince
of Wales and his brother. Prince
George, and 6,000 pounds was raised

for charity by the matinee.

.JOHN RAWLINS TO DIRECT
London—John Rawlins, who has

been chief film editor at Warners
Teddington studio, at one time gag
man for Reginald Denny, and a cut-

ter for First National, will direct

the next picture which Warners will

produce in England.

PATHE REEL IN BELGIUM
Brussels— Pathe-Natan arranged

to make a Belgian edition of its

"Journal" and for this purpose a

special recording truck will be sent

to this city to film and record the

chief happenings in this country.

START "THE LAST COUPON"
London—Latest production to go

into work at British International

studios is "The Last Coupon,"
adapted from the successful London
play of that title. Thftmas Bentley

will direct, with Leslie Fuller in the

stellar role.

FRENCH FILM DISAGREEMENT
Paris—Trouble has broken out

between the Chambre Syndicale and

the Union des Artistes over the con-

tract used by the artists which the

directors refuse to recognize.

Three B. I. P. Festivals

Scheduled in England
London — Wardour is planning

three film festivals of British Inter-
national's productions this year, one
which will consist partly of pre-re-
leases. The first week in August a
Malvern film festival will be held
to coincide with the Malvern Festi-

val during which six pictures, some
of which have not yet been released,

will be shown. Another festival will

be at Buxton and will last through-
out the month of August. A reper-
tory week will be held at Straford-
on-Avon at the same time that the
Shakespeare Festival takes place

there during the week of May 16.

German Shorts to Star
Musical Personalities

Berlin—Organization of a com-
pany under the name of Comedia-
Tonfilm G.m.b.H., to produce a num-
ber of short subjects starring fa-

mous orchestra conductors, pianists

and violinists, with Prof. Schrecker
director of the Berlin High School

of Music, to supervise production, is

reported here. The films will run
from 10 to 15 minutes and are de-

signed to precede the feature pic-

ture. In view of their novelty and
artistic value the producers believe

the shorts will prove a welcome
change from the usual run of short

subjects.

ONE-AUTHOR FILM CO.
London—Walter Hackett, popular

dramatist whose newest play, "The
Gay Adventure," recently passed its

150th performance here, is consid-

ing the suggestion recently made to

him for the formation of a small

independent motion picture produc-

ing company which would confine

its activities exclusively to picturiz-

ing the plays of Hackett in which
Marion Lome appears. As a pre-

liminary step, the playwright and
Miss Lome will appear together in

a small comedy talking picture

which he is now writing and which

will be included in the Ideal Cine-

magazine.

B. I. P. MUSICAL FANTASY
London — British International's

musical fantasy, "Indiscretions of

Eve," had a private showing last

week and appears destined for pop-

ularity judging from trade journal

notices. Steffi Duna and Fred

Conyngham have the leads.

THREE-EOR-ONE QUOTA

SPECIEIED IN ERANCE

Paris—Under the amendments to
the French quota law, effective on
June 1, every distributor who ex-
ploits one native French picture will
be licensed to import three foreign
productions. Sound films and films
in foreign languages will be admit-
ted without duty. Foreign talking
pictures using French titles will be
compelled to apply for an impor-
tation license, and will be submitted
to censorship in each department in
which they are shown.

B. I. P.'s "Middle Watch"
Leads in Film Weekly Vote
London — For the second time

British International Pictures has
won first place in the "Film Week-
ly's" annual ballot of the most pop-
ular British production shown dur-
ing the previous year. Its Norman
Walker production, "The Middle
Watch," won first place in the 1931
balloting, just completed. Another
B.I.P. picture, "Young Woodley,"
won third place, while out of the 20
productions selected by fans as the
best of the year 10 were B.I.P. pro-

ductions.

GVALANI BROS. LINEUP
Bombay—For its tenth season as

distributor of motion pictures in In-

dia, Gvalani Bros, announce the fol-

lowing lineup of American-produced
talking pictures: Tiffany's "Third
Alarm"; Ken Maynard in "Two Gun
Man"; Monogram's "Ships of Hate";
Hoot Gibson in "Clearing the Range"
and "Wild Horse"; six Tiffany Talk-

ing Chimp shorts including "Africa

Squawks," "Apeing Hollywood" and
four others; William Farnum and

Tom Santschi in "Ten Nights in a

Bar-Room"; "Aloha" with Ben Lyon
and Raquel Torres; Bob Steele in

"Near the Trail's End" and two
others; Richard Talmadge in "Jim-

mie's Millions" and "Mysterious

Stranger"; TiflFany-Stahl's "Cava-

lier"; Fred Thomson in "That Devil

Quemado," "Ridin' the Wind" and

"The Bandit's Baby."

"Musketeers" in French

Paris—Henri Diamant-Berger is pre-

paring to make a French talking picture

of Dumas' "Three Musketeers." Armand
Bernard, Jim Gerald and Blanche Montel

have been ejgaged, and there is a pos-

sibility that one or more of the trio that

appeared in the silent version some time

ago may be engaged for the roles of the

musketeers. Gerald will play the part

of Porthos, Mile. Montel that of Mme.
Bonacieux.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
Canton, O. — Plans have been

abandoned to convert the old Grand
Opera House into a film theater.

Campbell, Mo. — The Lyric has
been sold by T. A. Medley to Page
& Goetz.

Toronto— Indicating the increas-
ing popularity of British films here,
"Sunshine Susie," rollicking ro-

mance of a typist, is now in its

third week at the Uptown, which
seats 3,500. Musical hits are a fea-
ture of the film.

St. Louis—Contracts probably will

be awarded within the next ten days
for the construction of a new the-
ater and store building on Kings-
highway Blvd. about 250 feet north
of Chippewa St. The plans prepared
by Adolph F. and Arthur Stauder,
architects, 6032 South Kingshigh-
way Blvd., call for a reinforced con-
crete and brick building one-story
with balcony and basement.

Chicago — Madeline Woods, in

charge of publicity for Great States
Theaters, is acting as special pub-
licity representative of Gene Den-
nis, mental marvel, on a western
tour. Miss Dennis returns to Chi-
cago early in June to start a tour
of Balaban & Katz picture houses.

f) PRESENTATIONS f)

Denver—Willie Kent, independent
producer of Hollywood, spent some
time here going over the coming
year's product with his Denver dis-

tributors, the Sheffield Exchange
System.

Chicago—The Illinois Federation
of Women's Clubs has perfected the
formation of the Better Films Coun-
cil with Mrs. Eunice L. McClure as
president. It is the intention of the
council to preview every picture re-

lease.

West Frankfort, 111.—The Play-
house, a new motion picture house,
has been opened by A. Blenkin.

St. Louis—The German Film the-
ater on Lafayette Ave. has closed
for the summer.

Athens, O.—Purchase of the Co-
lumbia here by a group of local

business men has been announced
by E. R. Custer, manager of the
Ohio theater here. The Columbia
will be taken over by new owners
June 1. After being remodeled it

will be reopened under the name of
the Court theater and will go into
pictures exclusively.

Cleveland—Corwin Collins, assis-

tant manager at Keith's East 105th
St. theater, has been appointed man-
ager at the RKO Palace, succeeding
Art Stern. Howard Higley, former
assistant manager at the Hippo-
drome, succeeds Collins at the East
105th St. house. John McCurdy,
manager of the RKO Hippodrome
until it closed last week for the
summer, has been made manager of

the RKO Palace, succeeding Living-
ston Lanning.

Baltimore— A refrigeration sys-
tem has been installed in the Hip-
podrome.

Mackaill and Benny Head
Name Bill at Paramount

In line with the present tendency
among de luxe houses, the New
York Paramount this week presents
another big array of names in its

stage presentation. Dorothy Mac-
kaill heads the aggregation, and
along with her are the popular mas-
ter-of-ceremonies wit, (Ukelele Ike),
Jack Benny; Cliff Edwards; Rubin-
off; Ledova, the noted dancer; Neil
Miller, Hollywood crooner; Mont-
gomery and McDowell, tap dancers,
and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford
at the twin organs.

The production is entitled "Man-
hattan Moods." It was conceived
and staged by Boris Petroff, with
settings and costumes by Vincente
Minnelli. Miss Mackaill offers some
songs, dances and bits from her re-

cent pictures. Rubinoff presents his
own compilation of outstanding
Negro melodies under the title of
"Harlem," played by the Paramount
Orchestra, and the Crawfords do a
fine rendition of "Trees."

Oriental Spectacle
Presented at the Roxy

"Gems from the Orient," an im-
pressive spectacle in four elaborate
scenes, is the current offering on
the stage of the Roxy. Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld and his 80-piece sym-
phony orchestra, however, are pretty
much the main attraction, offering
for their second week the stir-

ring Offenbach overture, "Orpheus,"
which just about brings down the
house.
The Oriental piece starts out with

"A Song of India." in which Harold
Van Duzee sings, Patricia Bowman
and Edwin Dale dance, and the 32
Roxyettes, the Ballet Corps and
the Roxy Chorus supply the aug-
mentation. This is followed by
"Oriental Magic," in which some
novelty is provided by The Kitaros
and Gwynne and Company. Then
comes "The Temple," with Harold
Van Duzee; Bryant, Rains and
Young, and the three ensemble
groups, followed by a big finale in

which the entire company takes
part.

B. & K. BOOKINGS

Chicago — Balaban & Katz an-
nounce a strong lineup of pictures
for the Chicago theater for the rest
of this month and June. The list

includes Ramon Novarro in "Hud-
dle" this week, followed by Greta
Garbo in "As You Desire Me," Tal-
lulah Bankhead in "Thunder Be-
Low," Norma Shearer in "Strange
Interlude," and Polly Moran and
Marie Dressier in "Prosperity."

Delores, Colo.—The Pythian the-
ater will reopen in the near future.

Chicago — Balaban & Katz have
booked Guy Lombardo and his or-

chestra for a week at the Chicago
theater starting June 17.

New Erpi Sound System Soon Available

Denver—R. E. Griffith, who op-
erates a string of theaters with
headquarters here, and is also in-

terested in the Griffith circuit with
headquarters at Oklahoma City, has
just returned from the latter city,

where he was called when his

mother was injured in an accident.

Biz Good at Arty

Sophie Smith, manager of the Little

Picture House on East 50th St., reports

that during the past week all attendance
records for the house were shattered.

Top price of $1.00 at night was recently
reduced to 75 cents.

Wide Range Recording and Re-
producing, the newest and most ad-
vanced development in talking pic-

ture recording and reproducing, has
been formally announced by Elec-
trical Research Products and will be
available in the near future to ex-

hibitors and producer-licensees using
the Western Electric Sound System.
Wide Range ReproduciiiK alone was given

its first public demonstration recently in a

theater before a specially invited midnight
audience at Fay's Majestic, Providence. The
installation has since been maintained and is

being used at the regular performances in

the house.

Wide Range accomplishes an extension of

the frequency and volume ranges of sound
that can be recorded and reprodued. With
the Wide Range System the frequency range
is extended to cover from as low as 40 to as

high as 8,000 cycles.

The chief claims made for the resulting
sound are a quality never hitherto repro-
duced, greater naturalness, intimacy, an easier
intelligibility of dialogue and a more thrilling

effect of great volume free from any distor-

tion. With Wide Range it is possible to

record and reproduce the extreme soft sounds
of whispered conversation or the individual
instruments of an orchestra together with

the heaviest passages that were formerly pre-
cluded by the limitations of existing record-
ing and reproducing systems.

Wide Range has been made possible by a
refinement of recording and reproducing ap-
paratus. The chief change in the latter lies

in the introduction of a new high frequency
loud speaker unit capable of reproducing even
beyond the limits of audibility. Certain other
modifications in the reproducing system are
also involved.

The advantages of Wide Range reproduc-
tion evidenced at this demonstration will be-

come even more pronounced, it is claimed,
after motion picture studios have completed
the installation of equipment for Wide Range
recording. ' The equipment for modifying a
studio recording channel for Wide Range in-

volves no major changes except the substitu-
tion of the moving coil microphone for the
present condenser type microphone and the
addition of simple electrical networks. High
quality monitoring is also necessary.

An interesting feature of the demonstration
at the Majestic is the fact that the installa-

tion was "tailor made." The equipment and
installation were adapted specifically to fit the
physical and acoustic characteristics of the
house.

This innovation introduces the policy of

recognizing a theater's individual character-
istics and will be adhered to. Electrical Re-
search Products officials state, in all Wide
Range installations.

Jersey Allied Convention

Is Postponed Until July

Annual convention of New Jer-
sey Allied unit will not be held until
July at Atlantic City in order to
examine selling plans of distributing
companies. President Sidney Sam-
uelson stated Friday. Organization
is interested in seeing what hap-
pens in connection with exclusive
first runs policy talk. The idea to
hold the meeting on a boat has been
abandoned.

"ALONE" SET FOR CAMEO
"Alone," the Soviet motion picture

which caused the strenuous censor-
ship fight in Moscow, and which has
been highly praised by official So-
viet cultural organs, opens at the
RKO-Cameo on Wednesday.

This is the film made by Trau-
berg and Kozintzev, whose earlier

film, "New Babylon," has already
been released in this country. The
music for the picture has been
praised by Leopold Stokowski, con-

ductor of the Philadelphia Sjrm--

phony and was written by Dmitri
Shostakovitch, the 24-year-old So-

viet composer.

66 Houses in Daily Chart

Baltimore — Sixty - six theaters are

listed in the program announcements
being run daily by the "Baltimore Sun,"
morning and evening papers, J. M. Shed-
man has charge of the information

printed in a two-column box headed:
"Today's Movies."



"Now's the Time"
Educational 20 mins.

Scores

A Vanity comedy featuring Harry
Harris, the radio crooner, with Ed-
gar Kennedy. It is well gagged, and
has Kennedy as the grouchy hus-
band going into wild rages over the
infatuation of wifie for the crooner's
voice. Meanwhile Harry has a flir-

tation with the daughter, and visits

the house disguised as a plumber.
Some swell mixups with the wife,

the daughter and hubby all taking
different viewpoints as to Harry's
presence and purpose in the house.

It's fast and funny, and about the

best short that Barris has appear-

ed in.
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"Athletic Daze"
(Sports Champions)

M-G-M 11 mins
Interesting

Pictorially this a dandy for every
class audience. As in other reels

of this series, methods of holding
sports events in the gay 90's are
first depicted, then thrilling and ex-
citing shots of present amateur
champions are flashed on the screen
This one takes in the shot-put and
high jump. Slow motion scenes add
greatly to the interest.

"Stealing Home"
with James Gleason, Eddie Gribbon

RKO Pathe 20 mins.
Good Comedy

In this edition of the Rufftown se-

ries, James Gleason is the manager
of a baseball team with Eddie Grib-
bon as its whirlwind pitcher, nick-
named Smoky Joe. After some com-
edy byplay at a counter restaurant,
where he loads himself up on flap-

jacks and does some mooning with
the waitress, Eddie enters a barber
shop to have himself spruced up.

The Italian razor wielder, having
made a bet on the opposite team,
pours enough bay rum into Eddie's
mouth to make him goofy. Then
fnli""'c +Tr\a iT.;i/^ n-orv^p wlth Eddlc

" Uiympic events
(Sports Champions)

M-G-M 10 mins
Exciting

The old and the modern fashion
of competition in sports are cleverly
depicted in this reel. Hurdles, raced
by gentlemen in peculiar costumes,
side whiskers and caps are first

shown, and then the up-to-date ath-
letes in their record-breaking events,
Foot-racing also comes in for its

part of the release, both in normal
and stop-motion scenes. There is

action and interest throughout.

"Bridge It Is"

Paramount 9 mins.
Good Singing Novelty

Something a little bit out of the
ordinary, and particularly enjoyable
for adult patrons who are interested
in bridge. The Musketeers Quar-
tette, popularly known to radio list-

eners, comprise the principals, with
a golf course locale where they do
some singing in the locker room.
They get up a bridge game and have
the usual round of controversies
terminating in a scrap. Novelty of

the short is that most of the talk
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Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in

"The Naggers Go Ritzy"

Vitaphone 6112 8 mins.

Good Comedy

In this episode of their en.ioyable

"Naggers" series. Mr. and Mrs. Jack

Norworth are having money and

mother-in-law trouble. They have

just moved into a new apartment

and are busily engaged in putting

the place in order, during the course

of which they have one of their

usual squabbles. He accidentally

smashes a hole through a wall, and

they make the acquaintance of some

neighbors, whom they invite over to

a party that evening. Meanwhile

mother-in-law walks in and proceeds

to take part in the proceedings.

When the guests arrive for the big

feed, the caterer refuses to serve

the food until he has been paid $65.

Norworth hasn't got it, so he gathers

the guests around the table, makes
Q nUn for Hnnations to aid tViP nn-

"Come Back To Erin"

(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
M-G-M 9 mins

Beautiful
With this subject, James FitzPat-

rick adds new honors to his name
as an ace travel picture producer.
The magnificence of Ireland's lakes
and dells frames the human interest

scenes of native characters going
about their daily tasks and riding

the narrow lanes in the old-fashioned
modes of transportation. Through-
out there is an air of comfort and
peace. The musical background is

melodious. Two or three Irish songs
are rendered by a fine Irish tenor.

"Farmer Alfalfa's Bedtime Story"

Educational 7 mins.

Clever
A very clever little conceit with

Farmer Alfalfa going to bed, and
— 1— v,„ nnts the cat out for tVie

"Mickey's Sideline"

(Mickey McGuire Comedy)
RKO 18 mins.

Swell

One of the best of this kid se-

ries. It has loads of action, real

comedy and plenty of other stuff

including a very interesting se-

quence in which Jim Jefifries, the

former heavyweight champ, gives
Mickey some pointers on boxing.
The doings start out with Mickey
and his gang of Toonerville kids

gathering in their club shack to hold

a peace conference, which soon turns
into a free-for-all, due chiefly to a
newcomer, Stinky's cousin named
Percy, who turns out to be a tough
egg despite his tag. A cop suggests
that Mickey and Percy fight it out

with gloves, so the youngsters go
into training and in due course stage

the showdown match. The fight is

a hilarious affair, with Percy having
some metal concealed in his gloves.

One of the Mickey gang gets wise

to this, goes after a big steel mag-

"Murder in the Pullman"
(S. S. Van Dine Series)

Vitaphone 6208 22 mins.
Fine Murder Mystery

Director Joseph Henabery put
plenty of real production values in

this short feature, and the story is

among the best of the Van Dine se-

ries. It concerns the murder of a

gold-digger while she is aboard a

Pullman on her honeymoon trip. The

audience is led to suspect a district

attorney, a former sweetie to whom
she gave the air in favor of the

richer guy, while in the picture it-

self suspicion falls on another of

the girl's boy friends, her crook
partner, with whom she plans to

make a getaway after shaking down
the new husband. The investigation,

however, leads to the proof that the

husband, having accidentally dis-

covered his wife's duplicity, com-
mitted the murder. The story is
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"Sirector'; Jan Nowina-Przybylski :

Autnor,

Rl"y Orezeizkowa; Adaptor Dr Man^n
Szvjkowski; Cameraman, Albert Wvwer--a.

iDirccticn, poor. PhotoRraphy, eood.

Boards of British Columbia, Mam- Dillon, S. C, will be opened June 1

toba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, 'by B. S. Benfield.

r rn'"The Trespasser.'
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Edward G. Robinson in

"TWO SECONDS"
First National 68 mins.
HEAVY AND GRIPPING DRA-

MA WHICH OUGHT TO CLICK
GENERALLY AT BOX-OFFICES.
WELL ENACTED.

Story is based on theory that after

current is turned on in the electric

chair, its victim continues to live

for two seconds in which he reviews

important events in his life. In this

instance Robinson recalls the epi-

sodes leading up to his execution.

At the opening he and his buddy are

riveters. Robinson falls for a blonde

dance hall hostess, despite his pal's

warnings, and she gets him drunk

and into marriage. Arguing over

the girl, Robinson causes his chum
to fall to his death. The tragedy

preys on his mind and develops
something akin to insanity when his

wife becomes the sweetheart of the
dance hall boss. Finally he kills the
girl and is sentenced to death. Rob-
inson does a capable piece of work
with his part, which is highly emo-
tional in the latter sequences.

"A NOUS LA LIBERIE"
("To Our Liberty")

(In French)
Capt. Harold Auten 95 mins,
DIRECTOR RENE CLAIR PRO-

DUCES TRULY INTERNATIONAL
FILM THAT MAY SET NEW
STANDARD AND TECHNIQUE.

The director of "Under the Roofs
of Paris" and "Le Million" has
scored again. He has surpassed his

former work in all departments. It

is a sparkling satire on modern so-

ciety, the industrial and prison sys-

tems, and human frailties in gen-
eral. Its most remarkable attribute

is that all classes of people can
understand it without knowing a

word of French. It is more than
three-quarters pantomime and sym-
bolical, the action being so clearly

limned that anyone at all can follow
it with pleasure and enjoyment. For
the intellectual, the thinker, and all

the upper stratas, it is sheer de-

light in its biting satire, subtle
humor, and deft touches that reveal
the bunk in our present constituted
social and industrial systems. Henri
Marchand as the ex-convict looms
as the creator of a new comedy
technique that puts him almost in

a class with Charlie Chaplin. A
film that will create world-wide dis-

•cussion.

"JOSEPH IN THE LAND OF
EGYPT"

(In Yiddish)
Guaranteed Pictures 80 mins. !

STRONG ATTRACTION FORI
JEWISH AUDIENCES WITH BIB- I

LICAL STORY IMPRESSIVELY
DONE.

This drama is a very faithful pic-

turization of the Biblical story of

Joseph and his brethren. It traces

in detail all the incidents of Joseph,

his father Jacob, and the youngest
son's arrival in Egypt, his accession

to power through the friendship of

Pharaoh, saving the Egyptians
through the years of famine, and
final reunion with his father and
brothers. The scenes were shot

mainly in Egypt, according to the

distributors, and bear all the ear-

marks of native settings. Tre-
mendous mob scenes make the pro-

duction very spectacular, although
the production values are hardly

|

what might be termed of the Holly-'

wood calibre. But the principals are

members of the Jewish Theater'
group, and perform very acceptably.

The drama is treated with the great--

est reverence, and there is no ques-

tion that it will prove impressive
with Jewish audiences. Appropriate
musical score, and good sound effects*

and dialogue dubbed in helps a lot.J
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REVIEWS OF SHORT SUBJECTS
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in

"The Naggers Go Ritzy"

itaphone 6112 8 mins.

Good Comedy

In this episode of their enjoyable

'Naggers" series. Mr. and Mrs. Jack

Norworth are having money and

nother-in-law trouble. They have

ust moved into a new apartment

,nd are busily engaged in putting-

he place in order, during the course

»f which they have one of their

isual squabbles. He accidentally

imashes a hole through a wall, and

hey make the acquaintance of some

leighbors, whom they invite over to

party that evening. Meanwhile

nother-in-law walks in and proceeds

;o take part in the proceedings.

Nhen the guests arrive for the big

'eed, the caterer refuses to serve

;he food until he has been paid $65.

Norworth hasn't got it. so he gathers

;he guests around the table, makes
r>lo.!i fnr Hnnations to aid t.ViP nn-

"Come Back To Erin"

(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
M-G-M 9 mins

Beautiful
With this subject, James FitzPat-

rick adds new honors to his name
as an ace travel picture producer.
The magnificence of Ireland's lakes
and dells frames the human interest

scenes of native characters going
about their daily tasks and riding
the narrow lanes in the old-fashioned
modes of transportation. Through-
out there is an air of comfort and
peace. The musical background is

melodious. Two or three Irish songs
are rendered by a fine Irish tenor.

"Farmer Alfalfa's Bedtime Story"

Educational 7 mins.
Clever

A very clever little conceit with
Farmer Alfalfa going to bed, and
—

1

v,„ nntq the cat out for tVip

"Mickey's Sideline"

(Mickey McGuire Comedy)
RKO 18 mins.

Swell

One of the best of this kid se-

ries. It has loads of action, real

comedy and plenty of other stuff

including a very interesting se-

quence in which Jim Jeffries, the

former heavyweight champ, gives
Mickey some pointers on boxing.
The doings start out with Mickey
and his gang of Toonerville kids
gathering in their club shack to hold
a peace conference, which soon turns
into a free-for-all, due chiefly to a
newcomer, Stinky's cousin named
Percy, who turns out to be a tough
egg despite his tag. A cop suggests
that Mickey and Percy fight it out
with gloves, so the youngsters go
into training and in due course stage
the showdown match. The fight is

a hilarious affair, with Percy having
some metal concealed in his gloves.

One of the Mickey gang gets wise
to this, goes after a big steel mag-

"Murder in the Pullman"
(S. S. Van Dine Series)

Vitaphone 6208 22 mins.
Fine Murder Mystery

Director Joseph Henabery put

plenty of real production values in

this short feature, and the story is

among the best of the Van Dine se-

ries. It concerns the murder of a

gold-digger while she is aboard a

Pullman on her honeymoon trip. The

audience is led to suspect a district

attorney, a former sweetie to whom
she gave the air in favor of the

richer guy, while in the picture it-

self suspicion falls on another of

the girl's boy friends, her crook
partner, with whom she plans to

make a getaway after shaking down
the new husband. The investigation,

however, leads to the proof that the

husband, having accidentally dis-

covered his wife's duplicity, com-
mitted the murder. The story is
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Elissa Landi in

"THE WOMAN IN ROOM 13"

Fox 67 mins.

EXCELLENT ENTERTAIN-
MENT FOR GENERAL ADULT
AUDIENCES. TRIANGLE DRAMA
HOLDS INTEREST.

Based on a trite but sure-fire

type of story, this picture is geared

for the great mass of picturegoers.

At times it is pretty much implausi-

ble, but nevertheless it keeps mov-

ing along. The players are ^all

splendid and Henry King's direction

has helped considerably. Story has

ex-husband of Elissa Landi out to

get revenge. She has married an

upstanding young chap. Neil Hamil-

ton. Gilbert Roland, a concert

tenor who loves the ladies, is on

the make and is frequently in con-

tact with Elissa as she composes for

him. After suspicion concerning
their relations have been aroused by
Neil's father, the ex-husband, now a

private detective, is assigned to the

job of getting evidence on Elissa.

The traditional murder of the sheik

follows with Elissa and Neil each
sized up as the killer. Then the

"other woman" confesses and com-
mits suicide.

"RESERVED FOR LADIES"
with Leslie Howard

Paramount 71 mins.
BRITISH LIGHT COMEDY

HOLDS LITTLE FOR AMERICAN
AUDIENCES EXCEPT FINE
WORK OF LESLIE HOWARD.

This production made in Great

Britain with an all-English cast is

a typical British light comedy that

proves to be rather slow and in-

volved. The work of Leslie Howard
lifts it up and gives it a lot of spar-

kle and class that the heavy treat-

ment of the story does not possess.

Howard is a head waiter in a fash-

ionable London hotel, who follows a
beautiful girl to a Swiss mountain
resort. He tries to conceal his sta-
tion in life, and through a misun-
derstanding, everybody gets the im-
pression that he is a prince traveling
incognito. Then the misunderstand-
ing with the girl, who believes he
is slighting her because he feels
himself above her, when the very
opposite is the truth. A real king,
an old flame, and other circum-
stances complicate things but fail to
produce any real comedy. Leslie
Howard is delightful throughout,
and on this angle the picture may
appeal to the femmes, for he is a de-
lightful lover.

Joe E. Brown in

"THE TENDERFOOT"
with Ginger Rogers, Lew Cody

First National 70 mins.
SWELL LAUGH NUMBER

SHOWING JOE E. BROWN IN
ONE OF HIS BEST COMEDY
PERFORMANCES.

Supplied with plenty of good sit-

uation and gag comedy, Joe E.
Brown puts over another consistent
laughfest that ought to go over very
nicely, and especially big around the
country. The story has Joe, in the
role of a Texas cowboy with $20,000
in his pocket, coming to New York
to look for a business opportunity.
He is taken in by some theatrical
promoters, headed by Lew Codyj
whose show is in need of financing,
and they use Ginger Rogers as a
decoy to induce Joe to become the
"angel." The show flops on its Syra-
cuse tryout, so the promoters sell

out to Joe, who gets a local to go
in with him, and when it is presented
in New York the play is taken for
a burlesque and hailed as a hit.

Final closeup, showing Joe E. Brown
as little triplets in a baby buggy,
is a big laugh and will send the
folks home talking.

Hoot Gibson in

"SPIRIT OF THE WEST"
Allied Pictures 62 min
TYPICAL HOOT GIBSON A<

TION WESTERN WITH PLENT
OF COMEDY SLANTS WILL HI
POP TASTE RIGHT BETWEE
THE EYES.

One of the best that Hoot Gibso
has ever turned out. Hoot is in h;

I

fl

native element in this one. H
plays the part of the dumb co

hand in order to get the gang leac

er and his crew off their guari

Then, at the proper time, he open
up and delivers a brand of fast-ac

tion fighting and scrapping that wi
do the heart of all the fans a lo

of good. The gang has moved i

on the girl's ranch, and are holdin
her prisoner while they negotiat
the sale of her cattle with a phon
deed. Hoot moves in disguised a
the cook's helper, waiting on th ["

table where he can keep an eye oi

them and overhear their plbttings
The hero knocks them off in two
and threes and imprisons them in i

nearby shack till he has all but th
two leaders tied up and wonderini b

what has happened to the bunchp
Then the grand-slam finish with
stiff fight to top off a nii'ty westernjti
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Harry Carey in

'THE NIGHT RIDER"

rtclass 57 mins.

HARRY CAREY SCORES IN
/^ESTERN MYSTERY MELLER
^ITH MORE CLASS THAN AVER-
GE WESTERN.

This follows the plan of the Harry
arey series which attempt to put
ore adult technique into the story
lan in the average western in-

mded for the kid applause. The
lot is built around a mysterious
ight rider who has been conducting
iids on the ranches, robbing banks,
ad otherwise terrorizing the neigh-
jrhood. The sheriff and his posse
ave been helpless. Harry Carey
3 the stranger enters, secures a

)b as foreman on the ranch of the
irl, who is taking ^care of her
'ippled brother. Gradually Carey
nravels the mystery, and learns

lat the Night Rider is the chief

i a powerful and secret gang. He
OSes as a messenger from the

ider, and succeeds in luring the

)wn gang to the hideout in ar
bandoned mine. The Night Rider
roves to be the girl's brother, who
osed as a cripple. Carey's work is

;rong throughout^
|

J. H. HOFFBERG CO., Inc.

727 7th Ave. MEdallion 3-3813-14

Handling

CHESTERFIELD—MASCOT—PEERLESS
WILLIS KENT—BIG FOUR, ETC.

"PRZYSIEGLAS"
("The Broken Vow")

(In Polish)

apitol Exchange 78 mins.

STORY OF PEASANT LIFE IS

RUDE FROM ALL ANGLES
k^ITH DEPRESSING PLOT AND
RAGIC ENDING.
This one is labeled as a talkie

ut has very little dialogue in it

nd that appears to be dubbed in

he titles are in Polish, so that it

out for an American audience

.s only possible appeal is for Polish

udiences who will no doubt be in-

jrested in the rural scenes and cus-

)ms, although a discriminating aud-

jnce used to the American stand-

rds will find the production pretty

rude and amateurish. A cabaret

ancer in Warsaw hits the depthf

- the gutter, and loses herself ir

le country by marrying a farmer.

[e forgives her past, being a very

rusting soul. But the girl is r

atural flirt, and tiring of the rura^

cene, runs off to the city with ?

hauffeur, and returns three year/

iter with a baby. Hubby forgives

nen she has an affair with a farm

and. Hubby socks her, she tries

3 poison him, and drowns herself,

•epressing, and pretty bad all

round.
Cast: Krystyna Ankwicz. Mieczvslaw
yliulski. Mieczyslaw Gielniewski. Eueeniusz
elha, Zuzanna Karin. Irena Carnero. Ta-

•usz Ordeye, Basia Wywerkowna. Czcslaw
konieczny, Leszek Owron.
Director, Jan Nowina-Przybylski ; Author,

lizy Orezeezkowa ; Adaptor. Dr. Marjan
zyjkowski ; Cameraman, Albert Wywer"'«.
Direction, poor. PliotoRraphy, (food.

Mother of Theatrical Arts Makes Appeal
The legitimate theater is the mother of all theatrical arts. And, despite

their growing competition, the legitimate theater is still the cradle of talent
for motion pictures and radio.

That these related arts are now more prosperous than the legitimate
theater and are in a better position to reward their dependents does not require

much proving. But a denial of the obligation due to the legitimate theater by
radio and motion-picture producers or neglect of the legitimate theater by
their performers does credit neither to their memory or judgment.

Even today most of the topnotch performers in motion pictures and radio

get their start in the legitimate theater. When they have developed to the
point where their ability is manifest, the other, wealthier, arts woo them with
lavish gifts. Equity appreciates the appeal of the inducements laid before them.
It does not blame them for going into these richer fields. It knows that the

legitimate theater is not able to match these offers.

And yet Equity feels that they ought not to forget the legitimate theater

which gave them their start, nor should they turn away from it completely

because its rewards are not commensurate with those now available to them.
It feels that these stars ought to be willing, even anxious, to return to the

legitimate theater at intervals, even though that return should necessitate

something of a financial sacrifice.

That sacrifice should not, however, be counted a total loss. It is Equity's

opinion that the legitimate theater is a more exacting mistress and requires

a higher degree of development for success than do its competitors. It feels

that that development cannot but be apparent in their work when they return

again to their new loves. It is for their own sakes as well as for the sake of

the legitimate theater that Equity urges a growth of the custom now main-

tained by a few of the former legitimate players, of setting aside a certain

period each year for a return to the old home and a resumption of the homely
routine.

The mother of the theatrical arts has fallen on evil times and she needs
all the help that can be given her. Here is the appeal for consideration she

issues to her children at this time. It should not go unheeded.

—Equity Magazine.

Noted Writers Engaged
For Rin-Tin-Tin Features

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Four noted authors

will supply the stories for the four
features starring Rin-Tin-Tin to be
made by Mascot Pictures, it is an-
nounced by Nat Levine. president.

Peter B. Kyne will supply the first

"Robin Hood, Jr.". followed by
James Oliver Curwood's "Swift
Lightning," Albert Payson Ter-
hune's "Wildheart." and Gerald
Beaumont's "Common Ground."
Levine's contract with Lee Duncan,
owner of the dog star, provides for

further series to be made in the

two following years.

ST. BERNARD DOG FILM
Berlin—Emelka is preparing to

start filming "Der Grosse Sankt
Bernhard" ("The Great St. Ber-
nard"), a story of the training and
rescue work of the St. Bernard dogs
in the Swiss Alps. It will be di-

rected by Hugo Ruetters and will

also portray the life and work of

the monks of St. Bernard who train

the dogs.

MAY FILM "MIRACLE"
London — Max Milder, managing

director of Warner Bros, in Eng-
land, states that the company

_
is

considering producing its talking

picture version of Max Reinhardt's
production of "The Miracle" in Eng-
land, at its Teddington studios.

W. B. ENGLISH FILM PASSED
"The Stranglehold," first Warner

picture made in England at the Ted-
dington Studios near London for

Canadian release, has been passed
without eliminations by the Censor
Boards of British Columbia, Mani-
toba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.

Political Film Started
At Metro-Goldwyn Studios
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "Washington Whirl-

pool" will go into production im-
mediately at the M-G-M studio.
Leading roles in this melodrama of
political adventure have been given
to Lionel Barrymore, Karen Morley,
Nils Asther, Berton Churchill, C.
Huntley Gordon and William Collier,
Sr. The story is an original by
Henri Bernstein, with continuity and
dialogue by John Meehan in collab-
oration with Samuel Blythe.

AUSTRALIAN PREVIEWS
Sydney — Australian distributors

are making use of the right to take
imported pictures out of bond for
preview purposes before submitting
them to the censors, as granted un-
der the recent censorship amend-
ments, but so far no distributor has
cut a production before submitting
it for censorship. These preliminary
screenings, however, enable the dis-

tributors to formulate reconstruc-
tion alternatives and suggestions if

the censors find anything objection-
able in the picture.

CAROLINA THEATER CHANGES
Charlotte, N. C. — The Roxie in

Concord has been reopened by J. U.
McCormick. The Rivoli at Lincoln-
ton has been purchased by J. F.

Miller of Hickory. The Strand at

Walhalla has been taken over by
B. S. Moore from A. C. Phillips.

The Lyric at Granite Falls which
has been closed for some time is to

be opened soon by E. S. Sherrill.

The Broadway, a new theater at

Dillon, S. C, will be opened June 1

by B. S. Benfield.

EXECUTIVE COMMinEE

ELECTED BY M.P.T.O.A.

{Continued from Page 1)

telephone and wires, are as fol-
lows: Jack Miller, Illinois; J. B.
Fishman, Connecticut: M. E. Com-
erford, Pennsylvania; David Bar-
rist. Philadelphia; Earle Van Hyn-
ing, Kansas and 0. C. Lam. Geor-
gia.

These committeemen are classified
as independents. Affiliated theaters
will soon name one representative
to the body, which will also include
President Lightman and Frank C.
Walker, general counsel, as ex-of-
ficio members.

First meeting of the committee
will be held within six weeks.

Report Good Results
With Circuit Breaker

East Pittsburgh, Pa. — The AB
"De-ion" circuit breaker, a new safe
flashless device, recently developed
and brought out by the Westing-
house Electric Co. to replace carbon
circuit breakers or fuses and as a
circuit protection in buildings,
homes, theaters, studios or wher-
ever electricity is used, is reported
to be meeting with great success
and is declared to be of greater ad-
vantage, as well as a time saver
over the old method, according to
reports being received by those who
have already used it.

The device, it is said, requires
only about 70 per cent as much
mounting space as a carbon breaker,
and unlike the latter it opens a
short circuit without flash or undue
noise.

Enclosed in molded composition
box with no live parts exposed, the
device consists of a handle, like that
of a switch, that protrudes through
the cover to provide means for man-
ual operation and for reclosing the
breaker after it has been tripped
but the remainder of the mechanism
is entirely enclosed, it is declared. i

CLYDE ELLIOTT ON AIR
Clyde Elliott, director who work-

ed on "Bring 'Em Back Alive" and
his cameraman, Carl Burger, spoke
over WOR Friday night.

"Scarface" Shatters Records
All opening day attendance records

at the Rialto, which has played more
than 700 features In its career to date,

have been shattered by "Scarface,"
the Howard Hughes production, accord-
ing to United Artists. The former first-

day record was held by Gloria Swanson
in "The Trespasser."

EARL DENNISON'S NEW LINE
Earl Dennison. formerly with

United Artists, has joined Ameri-
can Steel Export Co., handling a

16 mm. reproducer.

INSULT" FOR BRITISH PARA. W
London—"Insult" has gone into

work at the British Paramount stu- '

dios at Elstree, with Elizabeth Allen
and Hugh Williams teamed in the
leads.
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AT COLUMBIACONVENTION

(Continued from Page 1)

the 1932-33 product will be outlined

and discussed. The third day will be

occupied with publicity, advertising,

exploitation and sales promotion

plans and the convention will wind

up with special conferences between

the general sales manager and each

individual branch manager to discuss

local problems affecting each terri-

tory.

Tack Cotin, vice president and treasurer,

wiil officially onen the meetinj which w'l'

feature, in addition to his address, speeches

hy Charles Rosen^weifj, sales manager ; Alie

Schneider, ass't secretary and treasurer, and
Ahe Monta<nie. Tn addition to the above,

the home office contineent that will he nre^

ent at the Atlantic City convention and ad

dress the delegates consists of: Ceoree Brown
director of advertisiner and ptihlicity: Rnlie

Tackter, assistant sales manasrer; J. Safrnn

sales supervisor; Hal Hode. sales promotion

manager: Lou Weinher?. Henri Brunei, ev-

chnnee operations; M. Hannock. S. Lism-ett.

head of the non-theatrical division; Wm. Jaflfc

and Jay W. MacFarland.

Joe McConville. newlv appointed home of-

fice executive, will head the delegation fron-

the spven offices under his supervision which

includes; from Alhanv. Charles Johnston,

manager: S. E. Feld. G. A. Woodard: fron'

Boston. T. F. O'Toole. manager; J. T,. Cro
nan. T. H. Rogovin. P. D. Fov. E. T. An
derson. R. J. Murray; from Buffalo. J. IT'Uer

manager; G. H. Ferguson. N. Marcus; from

Cincinnati. A. Moritz m^inager; C. R. Palm
er. M. Goldman, L. E, Davis. M. Spamg-I
from Cleveland. H. C. Bissell, manager: O
T. Ruhv. L. Zuker. G. T. Becker. S. Oer=on-

from New Haven. L- Astor. manager; B. T.

Lourie: from Pittsburgh, A. H. Levy, ma"
a<rer: S. Sun-arman. R. E. Caskey. W. K.

.Selman. M. Steinberg.

Attending in addition to those named above
are from Atlanta. ,S. M. Moscow, .Southerr

Division Manager: W. W. Anderson, ma"
a"er; M. H. Whitham, TT. T. Koch. F. T

Shenard: from Charlotte. R. T. Ingram, man
ager; L. O. Ross, Wm. Conn.; from Cb'
ca^o. W. W. Brumberg. mana^^er: C. W
Phillins, G. .St. Clair. E. W. .Johnson. >T

A. Kahn, T. Greenwood; from Detroit. C. TT

Shalit. manager- M. E. Cohen. W. G. St^r
fi«s. C. L. McCov. E. P. Pickler; from Tn

diananolis. M. Solomon, manager: TT. TCTif

man, W. C. Craig. ,S, H, Abrams; from M^m
nhis, J. Rogers, mana-Ter; T, B. Havnes. W
M. Snelsnn: from Milwaukee, T,. G. Ross

manager; .S, R. Chanman, S. Schuster, F
Ashkins; from New York. P. Meyer, nin"

!<"er: S, Trauner. J, Weinsch, J. Sokoloff

M. Fraum. A. Weissman, .Jer. Herzog, 1

Wormier, C. Penser J. Becker, S. Schusell

ffom Philadelnhia. H. E. Weiner. manager'
M, Gillis, W. Bethel!. D. Korson. F. T

Epstein; from Washington. S. A. Galantv.

manager; O. D. Weems. J. B. Walsh. B. Can
Inn, C. A, Wingfield; from Minneanolis, B
Marcus, manager: M. H. Evidon. A. B. T.eak

W. T. Rickey. J. H. Jacobs, T. C. Mont
gomcry; from New Orleans, H, Duvall, man
aiff : J- J- Fabachcr, J. Winberrv: from St

Louis, C. D Hill, manager: J. Morphct, E
Dunas, H. D, Dwyer, J, A, Noehrn; from

Canada, I>, Rosenfeld. manager; D. H. Cop-

Ian, I. H. Allen, W. Elman, A, B. Cass.

M. S. Bernstein, J, Leiherman, Also in-

cluded are the district Ixiokers, J. Levinc,

F, J. Barry, I. Hanover and F. Burke.

Cooling System Trailer

Five styles of cooling system trailers

cleverly animated and scored with music

for exhibitors, as an added help in bring-

ing the theater's comfort to the atten-

tion of the patrons, have been produced

by National Screen Service. Each of the

trailers, is is declared. Is symbolic of

coolness and contains effective copy
calling attention to the theater's cooling

system and its advantages.

Majestic Policy Not Set

Sales policy of Majestic Pictures,

newdy formed producing and distribut-

ing company, may not be definitely

set until the end of the year, Joseph

Simmonds told FILM DAILY yesterday.

The question of selling franchises will

be determined subsequent to the re-

lease of several features and specials.

Joe Vergesslich Leading
In Warner Sales Drive

At the end of the first four weeks
of the six-week district managers
testimonial sales drive inaugurated
April 17 by Warner Bros., Joe Ver-
gesslich, metropolitan district man-
ager, was in first place with a stand-
ing of 90.4 per cent. Jack Paynter,
Canadian district manager, was sec-

ond with 89.7 per cent. Third place
was held by Bob Smeltzer, eastern
district manager, who reached 84.4

per cent of his quota.

Jack Brower, west coast district;

Carl Leserman, central district; Fred
Jack, southern district; and Roy
Haines, mid-eastern district, occu-

pied fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh
places, respectively, with percentage
standings of 77.9, 72.7, 71.9 and 66.4.

The Drive ends May 30, paying a

$500 prize to the winning manager.

P.D.C. TO MAKE 10

London—Basil Dean will produce
10 features for P.D.C. this season,

with two scheduled for American
distribution. Ambrose Dowling,
head of RKO's export department
who is now in Berlin, has not yet

decided on the number of RKO
films for the continent. The method
of presenting American and English
made films, in foreign countries is

also being held in abeyance until

the termination of Dowling's pres-

ent survey.

GASTONIA PRICE WAR
Gastonia, N. C.—The Lyric, man-

aged by J. E. Simpson, has initiated

a price war here and indications are

that reduction of admission prices

to pre-war level is not likely to stop

there. The Lyric cut to 15 cents for

adults and 10 cents for children.

The Webb, owned by J. E. Webb,
immediately reduced its prices to 10

cents for admission of both adults

and children. The Lyric and Webb
are Gastonia's leading theaters.

CHARLOTTE BRANCH CHANGES
Charlotte, N. C. — Jack London,

formerly booker and office manager
for United Artists, has accepted a

position on the sales force of A. C.

Bromberg Attractions. London is

succeeded in the United Artists of-

fice by Bob Masterman, who has
been on the sales force of Educa-
tional.

MANSFIELD BUILDING READY
Herman Maier, head of the War-

ner Bros, construction and mainte-
nance department, announces comple-
tion and acceptance for Warners of

the two-story office building erected
on the site next to their Mansfield
Theater, Mansfield, 0.
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Ready Reference Directory
WITH ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS OF RECOGNIZED

INDUSTRY CONCERNS

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

Cooling
1

Typhoon Air Conditioning Co.

I C E D A I R E
Simple—Low Priced—as good as the

best
233 W, 42 St. N. Y, C. WIsc.7-1296

COOL YOUR THEATRE

K l"e R AIRE
Results Guaranteed

KOOLERAIRE ENG. CORP,
1904 Paramount BIdg,, N, Y.

1223 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Distributors

BIG 4
offers BIGGER things
TO MAKE T> Ji^ /^ J7 Q!T f

1932-1933 LSlLfLrtLtjl I

For Immediate Release

"GOLDEN MOUNTAINS"
All Talking Feature Production

AMKINO CORP.
723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-7680

Now Releasing
26-1 REEL

PORT O'CALL
Imperial Distributing Corp.

729 Seventh Ave. New York City

BRyant 9-8670

WILD WOMEN of BORNEO
PERCENTAGE ENGAGEMENTS

Now Booking Nationally

FIRST ANGLO CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address :Thomfllm PEn. 6-4424

NOW RELEASING

"The Honor of the Press"

Mayfair Pictures Corporation

1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Chronophron Tel. CHic, 4-0828

NOW RELEASING

"They Never Come Back"
Regis Toomey, Dorothy Sebastian

Earle Foxe, Gertrude Astor
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP,

729 Seventh Ave., N,Y,C. BRyant 9-3169

NOW RELEASING

"THE MIDNIGHT LADY"
with Sarah Padden, Claudia Dell,

John Darrow, Theodore Von Eltz

Chesterfield Motion Pictures Corp.

1540 B'way, N.Y.C. Tel. BRyant 9-6884

"CARMEN"
Dramatic! Spectacular!
Thrilling! Melodious!

POWERS PICTURES, INC.
723—7th Ave. BRyant 9-6067

N, Y. Exchange, 630—9th Ave.

Distributors
(Continued') IJ

In Course of Production

"FIRE ALARM"
Second of Series 12 Feature Prod.

All Rights Protected

EAGLE PRODUCTION, LTD.
729 7th Ave, New York City

Tel.: BRyant 9-2540

Equipment

S.O.S. CORP.
1600 B'WAY NEW YORK, N. Y.

Largest Distributors of
TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT

THEATRE & AMUSEMENT SUPPLIES
Bargains on Used and Rebuilt Apparatus

stiff fight to Lop ux. _ "ZL-

ersey Allied Convention

Is Postponed Until July

SALES : SERVICE : RENTALS
We Light Studios—Theatre Fronts

Studio Sets—Generator Trucks Furnished

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE CO.
318-320 W. 48th St., N. Y, Tel. CHic. 4-2074

• Exchanges

i

Hound of the Baskervilles
A SHERLOCK HOLMES MELODRAMA
The World's Leading Independent

First Division Exchanges, Inc.

Buffalo, Albany, Wash., Phlla,, N. Y.
630—9th Ave., N.Y.C, Tel, PEnn, 6-4424

Now Playing the Best Theaters

VANITY FAIR
OF TO-DAY

Starring Myrna Loy, Walter Byron,
Conway Tearle, Barbara Kent
HOLLYWOOD PICTURES CORP.

630 9th Ave,, N.Y.C. CHick. 4-3949

"THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS"
In Twelve Spectacular Chapters

with Harry Carey and Edwina Booth

Capital Film Exchange
630 9th Ave., N.Y.C. PEnn. 6-9351

GRETA GARBO
"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604

I
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* Film Libraries

1
Over 5,000,000 feet of negatives and
positives—scenes of every conceivable

description.

General Film Library, Inc.
729—7th Ave. New York City

Phone: BRyant 9-4417

A MILLION FEET OF EVERYTHING

"STOCK SHOTS"
Stone Film Library

729—7th Avenue New York, N. Y.

Tel.: BRyant 9-4370-4446 Room 605

Foreign
]

RITCHEY EXPORT CORP.
723—7th Avenue BRyant 9-8347

Exclusive Distributors in the Foreign

Market of Monogram Pictures and
Product of all leading Independent

Producers.

J. H. HOFFBERG CO., Inc.

727 7th Ave. MEdallion 3-3813-14

Handling

CHESTERFIELD—MASCOT—PEERLESS
WILLIS KENT—BIG FOUR, ETC.

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS OF

MODERN
Feature Comedies Cable:

Serials. Cartoons Modernfilm
Educationals

MODERN FILM SALES CORP.
729—7th Avenue BRyant 9-9667

AMERANGLO CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

LONDON PARIS
Cable: Chronophon

226 West 42nd Street

New York City

BERLIN

Forwarders • ]

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
FREIGHT FORWARDERS

MIKE MORAN
Mutual Transport Co., Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue N. Y. City

Tel: BRyant 9-0532

Specializing in Forwarding and Insuring

of Films and Accessories

M. J. CARNEY
276 Fifth Avenue New York City

Tel: Murray Hill 4-6156

Hand Coloring
1

HAND COLORING
of POSITIVE PRINTS

528 Riverside Drive New York City

Monument 2-0237

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

• Hotels •

AMERICA'S FIRST

TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE ST. MORITZ
ON THE PARK

50 Central Park South New York City

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block on the Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY
A Smart Hotel in America's Smartest
Resort. Ideal Convention Facilities.

ATTRACTIVE RATES

THE BREAKERS
On the Boardwalk. Atlantic City, N. J.

Concert Orchestra—French Cuisine
Cabaret^Dancing—Refreshments Each
Week-End—Complimentary to Guests
Emanuel E. Katz, Managing Director

IN NEW YORK

HOTEL PLYMOUTH
49th ST. EAST OF BROADWAY

In the Heart of the Motion Picture

Industry. Most Moderate Weekly Rates

S. J. Mitchell, Manager

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates

Insurance •

REEL INSURANCE SERVICE

JEROME J. COHEN, Inc.

55 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel: LOngacre 5-7370-1

Laboratories •

De Luxe Trailers, Inc.

Developing and Printing

630 Ninth Avenue
Tel. PEnn. 6-6636

• Movie Stills

Service That Is Real—Not a Slogan

Stern Photo Co., Inc.
MOVIE STILLS EXCLUSIVELY
318-20 WEST 46th STREET

Telephone: LOngacre 5-6833—N. Y. C.

Office Space
1

OFFICES and EXCHANGES
With Vaults, Projection, Cutting

and Shipping Rooms

126-130 W. 46th Street

Leavitt Building
2nd Floor Tel: BRy. 9-7747

1

J

CRAFT FILM
LABORATORIES, Inc.

729 7th AVE., N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-5372-3-4
Laboratories—Flushing, L. .

1

PhotographersD
"Portraits of Distinction"

IRVING CHIDNOFF
469 Fifth Avenue New York

Printers

MOTION PICTURE PRINTING

PRESS BOOKS—INSERTS-
ANNOUNCEMENTS

THEATER PROGRAMS—WINDOW
CARDS, Etc.

THE LONGACRE PRESS, Inc.

LEO KLEBANOW
427 W. 42nd St. MEdallion 3-1953

• Projection RoomsU
Wisconsin 7-1756

REXSERVE CORPORATION
AIR COOLED RCA. EQUIPPED

80 Comfortable Seats

Day or Night Screenings

1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK

• Recording J
Film and Disc Recording

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 7th Ave. Circle 7-4911-4912

•Restaurants •

J
LONG ISLAND'S

RESTAURANT OF DISTINCTION

PANCHARD
On the Merrick Road at Massapequa

Near Jones Beach
OPEN ALL YEAR

• Scrap Film 1

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

Studios i

At Your Service . . .

THE LARGEST AND BEST
EQUIPPED SERVICE SOUND
STUDIOS EAST OF HOLLYWOOD
Highly trained personnel—cutting

rooms—Projection rooms—ample
vault space . . .

WESTERN ELECTRIC IMPROVED
NOISELESS RECORDING AND

RE-RECORDING.

EASTERN SERVICE STUDIOS, Inc.

2826-34 Decatur Ave. RAymond 9-1315

Downtown Office—250 W. 57th Street

(4 YX. COIumbus 5-6074

Recording As Good As The Best

All Modern Equipment

Atlas Soundfilm Recording Studios, Inc.

130 West 46th Street

BRyant 9-7754 New York City

"SHOOT PICTURES IN N. Y. CITY"

Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film

and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.

Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

723-7th AVE, N. Y. BRYANT 9-6087

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS

Latest equipment for recording sound on

film and disc and synchronizing. Several

large sound stages, many sets. Soun''

truck available. Prices very reasonable

1600 Broadway New Yor"

Tel: LAckawanna 4-7511

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best 'eijuipfjcd studio m ihf East fnr
—

Optical Tricks—Effects—Animation of

all types.
. , ,,, ^

Original Ideas—Special Effects

"Wc ciiri; all (ilm ills"

145 West 45 St., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-6796

THE ART GUILD
THEATRE FRONTS AND LOBBIES

250 West 54th Street, New York City

Telephone: COIumbus 5-5780

• Trailers

i
DE LUXE TRAILERS

THE DISTINCTIVE
SCREEN SERVICE

DE LUXE TRAILERS, INC.

630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEn. 6-6636
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We have just completed a picture called "STRANGERS OF THEEVENING" with a remarkable cast.

This picture is the greatest audience picture that has been produced in
the past two years. It has the laughs of a Harold Lloyd comedy, it has the
thrills of "Dracula," it has the mystery of 'The Bat." These elements haye
never been more successfully combined with an original idea than by the fore-
most American author, Tiffany Thayer.

The writer has previewed "STRANGERS OF THE EVENING" in the
West, at the Leimert Theatre, Los Angeles, Gal., and in the East at the
Proctor's Theatre, Yonkers, New York, and if you don't believe this is one of
the greatest aud.ence pictures ever made, call up the Manager of either house.

Here's our answer for something new; something novel and enter-amxng Don t turn your back on a box office picture. This business is suf-fermg from ordinary" pictures. Here's a picture that is unusual. Here is a
picture that has the box office drag of the biggest of pictures.

Are you going to sit idly by, or are you going to grab "STRANGERSOF THE EVENING" and pu. it ove. f„. aU it i^ .o.h7 Be a .C^^l
g.ve your people something new. This i» it. If (here i, a doubt in your mind
after screening this picture, 3how it to an audience and let them decide.
Nobody m tks business is qualified to tell what the public wants today. Letyour aud,ence be their own judge. There are too many of us trvin, to hgure
out entertamment for the people and »etfng nowhere-the ..i^^TUZZTZZZ
they want and this is it.

^/ •<o^

MIRIAM
JECGAR

»«^5^

_Owned and Produced by



Intimate in Character
International In Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily N
Of Motion
Now Fifteen

ewspaper
Pictures
Years Old
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48 Features on Columbia's Program for 1932-33

DISTRIBSJXPECTED TTMAKE 5-5-5 MILABLE
Ed Small and Harry Goetz Form Reliance Pictures
New Producing Company

Enters the Indepen-
ent Field

Edward Small, producet, and
Harry M. Goetz, former assistant
treasurer and comptroller of produc-
tion for Paramount, have formed
Reliance Pictures, Inc., to enter the
independent feature field. Small
will remain in New York about two

(Continued on Page 2)

CINEMA BUILDING SOCIETY

GETSORDERTORSOHOUSES

London—A. S. Woodger announces
that his newly formed British Cine-

ma Building Society, organized for

the economical mass building of pic-

ture theaters, has received an order

to build 50 theaters for one firm

"closely connected with Wardour
street," and adds that orders for

new houses are being received at the

rate of two or three a day, more
than 200 orders having so far been

received. Construction on the first

six cinemas will begin in June.

Woodger also stated that the society

will erect a studio near Dorking,

and that a producing and distribut-

ing concern will be undertaken ir

conjunction with the building of

cinemas.

Columbia Amply Financed, Says Jack Cohn
Atlantic City—Columbia's finances are in sound shape to meet the demands of the

increased production program for next season, said Jack Cohn, vice-president, at the
opening session of the convention. The company will continue its policy of staying
out of theater affiliation, and all resources will be concentrated exclusively on making
good pictures and helping the exhibitor to merchandise them, declared Cohn.

Columbia Strengthening Staff,

Jack Cohn Tells Convention

New Ways to Draw Trade
Must be Found—Kahane
Regardless of the quality of pro-

ductions to be made for the coming
season, a clear path for the indus-

try will not be paved unless box of-

{Continued on Page 4)

Atlantic City—There will be no
cutting down in any way for Colum-
bia, but on the contrary the com-
pany has been increasing the
strength of its organization and
augmented its sales force to the
point where it now has more sales-

(Continued on Page 2)

Westerns Liked by Wide Audience,

Hays Preference Poll Indicates

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A widely distributed

audience, taking in generals and
poets, business leaders and public

officials, authors and educators,

are among the many who have reg-

istered their liking for western ac-

tion pictures, according to returns
(Continued on Page 4)

19 Table Reservations
Already in for linger Fete
Among those who have already

taken tables for the testimonial din-

ner to Joseph J. Unger, to be held
Wednesday night at the Astor Hotel,

{Continued on Page 4)

Ike Libson Giving Up
RKO Theater Division Post

Cincinnati—It is reported that Ike

Libson, RKO division manager for

Cincinnati, Columbus and Dayton,

will relinquish the post June 6.

Court Asked to Vacate

Writ in Fox Thea. Suit

Defendants in a receivership suit filed by

Jacob Rubenstein, stockholder, against Fox

Theaters Corp., have filed a motion asking the

Supreme Court to vacate an order for their

examination before trial. Rubenstein s charges

of juggling assets in favor of General Theaters

Equipment are denied.

Columbia 's New Schedule
Is Boosted to 48 Features

"Lambs Gambols" Series

On Columbia Program
Twelve "Lamb's Gambol" two-

reelers will be released by Columbia

next season, according to contracts

signed Saturday by Jack Cohn and

A. 0. Brown, shepherd of the Lambs.
Production will be in the east.

Women stars, heretofore barred

from performing in the Gambols,

will be permitted to appear. Pro-

ceeds from the series will be donated

to the club's Memorial Relief Fund.

Atlantic City—Increasing its pro-

duction budget to the highest figure

in the company's history, Columbia
plans for next season a lineup in-

cluding 48 features, divided into 26

known as "The Columbians," six ro-

mantic melodramas for Class A
houses, and 16 outdoor dramas, sup-

plemented by eight series of one-

reel shorts and 24 two-reel subejcts,

it was stated yesterday by Jack

Cohn, vice-president, at the opening

of the company's four-day eastern

(Continued on Page 4)

New Exhibition Contract
Likely to be Offered

Next Season
Major distributors are understood

to be considering a proposal to

"make available" the much-deferred
5-5-5 standard exhibition contract

whjeh provides for establishment of

a national system of voluntary arbi-
(Continued on Page 4)

BEECROFTllLLTlNflNCE

INDEPENDENHRODUCERS

Tampa, Fla. — Beecroft-Florida
Studios, on Davis Islands in Tampa
Bay, is forming a subsidiary cor-

poration designed partly to aid in

financing responsible independent
producers, it is announced by Ches-
ter Beecroft. The studios are now
complete to the last detail, and Bee-
croft will be in New York soon to

make production arrangements.

Two Tiffany Pictures

Dated for Broadway
Tiffany's "Strangers of the Eve-

ning," with ZaSu Pitts, Eugene
Pallette and Lucien Littlefield, has

been booked for the New York Para-
mount starting June 3. The pic-

ture also will play the rest of the

Publix circuit. Another Tiffany

film, "Bachelor's Folly," Gains-

borough production with Herbert
Marshall and Edna Best, goes into

the Roxy on June 3. "Strangers of

the Evening" is the ninth of a series

of 12. The tenth, "The Man Called

Back," with Genevieve Tobin and

John Halliday, is now in work.

Seven Million Stock Profit

Explained by H. M, Warner

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Appearing before the Senate

committee investigating the stock market. Harry

M. Warner explained transactions in Warner
Bros, stock that netted the Warners about $7,

000,000. He admitted trading on both the long

and the short side.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK
(.QUOTATIONS

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"
Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Metro-Goldwyn pfd.

Paramount
RCA
do pfd. "A" (3H)
do pfd. "B"
Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.

Trans-Lux
NEW YORK

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Keith AC 6s 46..
Loew 6s 41WW ..

Paramount 63 47..
Par. By. 5^s51..
Par. 5j4s50
Warner's 6s39 ....

STOCK MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

• Net
High Low Close Chg.
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6 4J4 454—2
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CURB MARKET
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1 1 1

BOND MARKET
2A 2% 2^—54

31 30 30—2
70 67^ 70 -f 1

1654 1554 1654 + 154

3SA 3814 3854 — 1

1554 13 1354 — 2A
14 14 14—1

PARA. HAS "OKAY" TITLE
Paramount is understood to have

registered the title, "Okay, Amer-
ica," which at least two companies
have had in mind for a picture.

Walter Winchell, who has been re-

ported as likely to appear in such
a film, is on his way back from the

coast.

Main Points of 5-5-5 Contract
Hrghlights of the 5-5-5 uniform exhibition contract, drafting of which was com-

pleted at Atlantic City, July 2, 1930, and which Is now slated to be made available,

are as follows: ... ,. j i »i.

Sound must be delivered on disc or film as specified in the schedule or the

exhibitor may cancel pictures Involved.
. j ^ i ,. »

Exhibitors must pay for each picture four days in advance of date of shipment.

Dally statements in connection with percentage bookings must bear two signatures

'^'*^"
ndef^percentage ^deals distributors are allowed four months, instead of 60 days,

for examination of "all book entries" relating to the picture.

Checker must be a regular employee of a distributor or an accountant.

Sixty-five per cent fixed as penalty, based on last day's gross, when theater fails

to play picture as booked, under percentage deal.
. . , , , . .

Prints must be delivered In physical condition "capable of clearly reproducing sound

in synchronism." ... . . , ,

Picture which plays three days at popular prices is construed as a regular release

in the zone In which it plays. Distributors must send notice of availability to exhibitor

at least 15 days prior to "available date."
on j «»

Product automatically becomes available to subsequent run houses 90 days after

date of availability for first runs, except in cases of long run theaters and provided,

however, that the first run has 30 days' time to play the picture, if desired.

Exhibitor may play a film out of release order provided he is up to schedule on

play dates and further provided that all skipped releases be dated or paid for within

30 days of that date.

Maximum time In which a picture must be played is 120 days from its availability

date.
Exhibitors allowed to cut sound newsreels to fit local needs.

Deposits permitted under "private added clause" idea to cover individual policies

of each company and to be regarded as a clause added after the regular adoption of

the contract.
Exhibitor allowed to eliminate five per cent of the pictures called for by his

contract provided he buys 20 or more on an average of $250 or less, including score.

When a previous first run is promised in making a deal with a subsequent run

house, it must be directly written Into this contract.

The new arbitration system planned provides in addition to local boards in the
various zones, a court of appeals devised to hear "exceptional cases." It is to com-
prise six members, three representing distributors and three exhibitors. In event the
body falls to agree a seventh arbiter, a disinterested party from outside the Industry,

Is to be called In to settle the dispute. Representatives of affiliated theaters will sit

in at the sessions when cases under consideration involve their interests.

Columbia Strengthening
Staff, Says Jack Cohn
(Continued from Page 1)

men and studio employees than ever
before, said Jack Cohn in opening
the eastern sales convention at the
Ambassador Hotel yesterday. The
Columbia vice-president read a wire
of welcome from Harry Cohn, who
was delayed in getting here, and an-
nounced that the first picture on the
company's new program, "American
Madness," directed by Frank Capra
with Walter Huston, Kay Johnson,
Pat O'Brien and Constance Cum-
mings, would be shown before the
convention is over.

Charles Rosenzweig, general sales

manager, also addressed the first

session, and an address of welcome
was made by Mayor Bacharach of
Atlantic City.

.••......•..•.••.•........•..•.^
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19 Table Reservations
Already in for Unger Fete

(Continued from Page 1)

are Lee Ochs, Lawrence Bolognino,
Jack Steinman, Leo Brecher, Jack
Springer, Benny Knoble, Harry
Schifman, Pete Adams, Rudy San-
ders, David Loew, Ben Roman, A.
H. Woods, Theater Owners' Cham-
ber of Commerce, Electrical Re-
search Products, George Skouras,
Mannie Christian, Joe Seiden, Isa-

dore Seiden and Leon Rosenblatt.
All but one or two of these tables

are for 10 persons, and additional
reservations are still coming in

heavy.

Ed Small, Harry Goetz
Form Reliance Pictures

(Continued from Page 1)

more weeks before returning to the
Coast to assume charge of produc-
tion. Goetz will handle company af-
fairs in New York with offices at
1776 Broadway. Anouncement of
production plans will be made before
Small departs.

SCHULBERB LEAVES TUESDAY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—B. P. Schulberg will

leave Hollywood tomorrow to attend
the graduation of his son, Seymour,
at the Deerfield Academy at Deer-
field, Mass. He plans to spend a
few days in New York and will re-
turn to his oflSces in Hollywood In

ten days or two weeks.

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best equipped studio in the East

for-
Optical Tricks—Effects—Animation of

all types.

Original Ideas—Special Effects

"Wo cure all film ills"

145 West 45 St., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-6796

RICHMAN'S SINGING SERIES
Harry Richman has completed a

series of short subjects, designed
to bring back community singing to

motion picture theaters, since some
of the larger circuits have discon-
tinued the use of organists for this

purpose.

GAUDREAU ON PURCHASES
Lou Gaudreau has been placed in

charge of the RKO purchasing de-
partment, replacing Henry Eckstein,
resigned.

IRELAND'S FIRST TALKING PICTURE

"SWEET INNISCARRA"
from

CHAUNCEY OLCOTT'S
famous stage success
now available for

STATE RIGHTS

EXCHANGES THEATRES
Write— Wire

EMMETT MOORE
10 West 6Ist St. New York City

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conven-
tion. Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City.

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motion
Picture Theaters' Ass'n of Kansas and
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Kaa.

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger,
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

blay 31-June 3: Columbia western sales con-
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6: Testimonial dinner to Oscar Mor-
gan and Percy Block. Philadelphia.

June 6-9 : Annual convention ot International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and M. P. Operators. Memorial Hall,
Columbus, O.

June 7-8:: Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n. Den-
ver.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil-
waukee.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Countiy
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 15: Educational-TiSany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

"BIRD OF PARADISE" DELAY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Release of RKO's

"The Bird of Paradise," said to cost
approximately $900,000, will be de-
ferred until September, it was
learned here today.

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 Seventh Ave. BRyant 9-5395

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Fihn

Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

ED GOLDEN ON TRIP
Edward A. Golden, general sales

j

manager of Monogram Pictures, left i
,

Saturday to visit Monogram franr
j

chise holders in Cleveland, Detroit, 'j

Chicago, Omaha and Kansas City.

PREPARING JUNGLE FILM
"Jungle Sheiks," dealing with life

in the Sumutra jungle, is being pre-

pared by Johnny Walker for release.

Walker appears in the picture, sound
effects for which were devised by
Leonard Mitchill. Film will be re-

leased in about six reels.

40 "TENDERFOOT" A DATES
Forty "A" time playdates have

been set on Warner's "The Tender-
foot" to play during "Joe Brown
Laff week," June 4-11. Andy Smith
and Grad Sears will complete avail-

able coverage on the feature June 4.

EARLE GOES SECOND-RUN
Philadelphia—The Earle, long a

first run house, has gone second
run. Vaude is continued as part of

its policy.

1
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NEW COLUMBIA PROGRAM

BOOSTED TO 48 FEATURES

(Continued from Page 1)

sales convention at the Ambassa-
dor Hotel here yesterday. The big-

ger schedule was planned this season
to more completely round out the
offerings and meet the needs of all

types of theaters and programs, said

Cohn. The product also will be
backed up by more extensive adver-
tising and exploitation.
Element of timeliness and showmanshio

values will play an important part in the
comin)r year's product, it was pointed out.
and the company will extend its efforts

along the lines of cooperatine with exhibitors
to help them merchandise their pictures.
Amonpr authors whose works will forrn

part of the company's offerines are Toseph
Hers:esheimer, Fannie Hurst. Harry Hervey.
Anthony Abbott. Grace Zarine Stone. Sam
Behrman, Thomson Burtis. Dora Macy and
Preston Sturees.

Scenario staff is composed of To SwerlinK,
Maxwell Anderson, Jules Furthman. Harlan
Thompson. Robert Riskin. Mvles Connelly.
Keene Thompson. Elliott Clawson. Norman
Krasna, Eunice Chapin. Sidney Kinesley,
Eugene Thackeray. Frank Cavatt. Edward
Roberts, Edward Paramore. Nina Wilcox
Putnam and Francis Edward Faraeoh.
Amonj? leading stars who have figured un-

der the Columbia banner are: Walter Hus-
ton. Jack Holt. Barbara Stanwyck. Adolphe
Menjou, Charles Bickford. Genevieve Tobin.
Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsev. Constance
Cummings, Ralph Graves. Edmund Lowe,
Pat O'Brien. Anna May Wong, Evelyn
Brent, Jean Harlow. Mae Clarke. Richard
Cromwell. Buck Jones. Roland Young. Eddie
Buzzell. Tim McCoy. Ben Lyon. Dorothy
Mackaill. Ralph Bellamy. Dorothy Peterson,
Loretta Young, Leo Carrillo, Lois Moran,
Donald Dillaway, Boris Karloff. ZaSu Pitts.

Alice Day, Lina Basauette. Gavin Gordon.
Beryl Mercer and Dolores Rev. Other out-

standing names from the screen and stage

have signed options and their names will be
announced soon.
Among the directors and producers who

have been identified with Columbia produc-
tions are: Frank Capra. Tames Cruze. Her-
bert Brenon. Irving Cummings. Eddie Buz-
zell. Howard Higgin. John Francis Dillon.

Rowland V. Lee. William Beaudine. Rov
William Neill. Harlan Thompson. Paul
Sloane. Nick Grinde. D. Ross Lederman.
Lambert Hillyer. Beniamin Stoloff and Lew
Seller. Negotiations are now pending for

the signing of several other noted directors

of both stage and screen.

New Ways to Draw Trade
Must Be Found—^Kahane

{.Continued from Page 1)

fice receipts materially increase, B.

B. Kahane, president of RKO told

The Film Daily on Saturday. "Our
program of future pictures is more
than satisfactory," said Kahane,
"but something will have to be done,

in addition to presenting good prod-
uct, to bring the people back to the
motion picture theaters."

STEBBINS MOVING ON COAST
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Offices of Stebbins,

Leterman & Gates, insurance brok-
ers, are being moved from down-
town to Hollywood. Arthur W.
Stebbins arrived here last week and
has taken a house at Beverly Hills.

New Incorporations
B

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Saks Theatrical Corp. : Schiff. Dorfman

& Stein, 270 Madison Ave.. New York.
100 shares common.
Broome Stagers, theatrical business: E.

Petigor. 1 East 42nd St.. New York. 250
shares common.
Lake Shore Amusement Corp. : E. Roth.

Buffalo. N. Y. 100 shares common.

ALONG lALTO
PUIL.M.DALY

NtW VORK. LOS ANGELES

• • • WE HAVE never been able to understand why most
folks are amazed and intrigued by the mysteries of the Einstein
Theory of Relativity it's probably because he applies it

to the Cosmos whereas we film gents are demonstrating
the Relativity theory every day of our lives it's per-
fectly simple and understandable when reduced to
the commonplaces of life

• • • IT SEEMS that everything around us is Relative
happiness despair success failure
prosperity poverty for it's all a State

of Mind

• • • WE KNOW a publicity gent who was out of a job

for three months he just landed a temporary assign-
ment immediately his Despair changed to Happiness
he feels himself a Success once more and Prosperous!

he is making just half what he made on a job he held
six years and in the old days he was always stewing
and grouching about his bad breaks and tuff luck now,
with a temporary job and half pay he thinks
everything is just grand he's a happy, contented guy

and it's just like a tonic to talk to him he is

that Optimistic

• • • A SMALL theayter owner in New Jersey has ex-
perienced a continuous financial headache for the past 18
months trying to compete with a big circuit house
he was lately seriously considering blowing out his brains

then he managed to sell out to another guy
who agreed to assume his liabilities and gave him $1,000
cash money to boot and the goof went wild with Hap-
piness he invested the grand in a hot dog stand on the
Lincoln Highway he considers himself a howling Suc-
cess and isn't he ? sure he is ! because he's

Happy and Contented wotin'ell more is there to gel
out of Life ?

• • • THEN CONSIDER the other side of the Relativity
picture a big film exec has lost almost 500 grand in the
market since the slump his salary of 50 grand has been
cut to 35 and he has been forced to struggle along on
that measly stipend isn't it awful? all he has
left is his country estate, a yacht, two automobiles, a duplex
apartment and 20 grand in the bank he is the
picture of Despair he considers himself a Failure .....

and practically a Pauper your heart should go out to
him in his terrific grief

• • • ALSO CONSIDER the Relative Problem
which is just another phase of Einstein's Relativity it

is exemplified in one of our indie circuits the circuit

official has installed three relatives as managers they
don't know a thing about theaters, films hell, they don't
know much of anything they get 40 berries a week

replacing three competent managers at $75 per
and is the circuit manager Happy at the Great Saving he has
engineered ! while the incompetent relatives are putting
his theayters on the bum and of course the relative-

managers are supremely Happy they're too dumb to be
otherwise in fact we're ALL Relatives kidding
ourselves into Happiness or Despair according to our
particular brand of Hoke

« « « » » »

DISTRI60TORS TO MAKE

5-5-5 CONTRACT AVAILABll
(Continued from Pant 1)

tration. Under the plan discuss€(
at New York conferences late las
week, companies would not act ii

group in the matter but individually
have on hand copies of the new uni
form agreement. This contrac
would only be given exhibitors upoi
their request and they would hav<
the option of asking for this agree-
ment or individual company con-
tracts.

This arrangement, distributor coun-
sels are understood to believe, would
overcome objections to the 5-5-£
contract on the grounds that its use
might conflict with a Judge Thachei
decision. A committee is reported ji

slated to meet this week to continue;
consideration of the subject Pres-
ent indications are that the plan is
likely to be adopted.

Big Liking for Westerns
Is Shown by Hays Survey

(Continued from Page 1)

in the National Preference Poll on
motion pictures conducted by the
Hays organization. Governor James
Rolph, Jr., of California and Mayor
John C. Porter of Los Angeles are
among those voting for thrill dra-i
mas. Others include General Hugh
L. Scott, General James G. Harbord,;
Admiral Gary T. Grayson, Cleveland
E. Dodge, William Fellowes Morgan,
Colonel Robert Isham Randolph,
Zane Grey, Ben Ames Williams, .

Berton Braley, Edwin Markham.i
Howard Chandler Christy, James I

Montgomery Flagg, Dr. Ray Lyman

i

Wilbur, Dr. E. W. Alexanderson,:
Dan Carter Beard of the Boy Scouts,
Mrs. Andrew Carnegie, Mrs. L. W.
Stotesbury, Mrs. Dolly Curtis Gann,i
Janet Gaynor, Nina Wilcox Putnam,:
President William Green and Mat-
thew Woll of the A. F. of L., Jackie
Cooper, Chic Sale, and many more.

ABRAMSON, SMITH TO DO PLAY
Charles A. Abramson and Jess

Smith announce they will produce
a play by Frederick Herendeen,
"Dread," in New York late in June.

MANY UAPPV RETUTO

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

May 23
Dorothy Lee
Helen Foster
Earle Snell

Douglas Fairbanks
James Gleason
George Stone
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Columbia Out to Lead the Field, Declares Jack Cohn

SEVEN UNFTS to PRODM UNDER Wljl WIDE

rial Roach Company is Advancing in Major Field

|[)rganization Campaign
Being Conducted by
Henry Ginsberg

Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—An extensive organi-

ation campaign to further establish
he Hal Roach studios as a major
>roducing company of featurette
nd feature length comedies is now
n progress under the direction of
lenry Ginsberg, vice-president and
eneral manager. In this connec-
ion, a new stock company for talent

(Continued on Page 7)

tKO REPORTED ACQUIRING

C0NTR0L£TRAN8 LUX

Control of Trans Lux will likely

»e acquired by RKO within the next

ew weeks for the purpose of letting

)ut franchises throughout the coun-

ry for use of the Trans Lux pat-

snts, The Film Daily learns. Rath-
sr than expend the cost of equipping

lundreds of theaters and operating
{Continued on Page by

*lan 16 mm. Exposition

During Week of Sept. 19
Second annual 16 mm. national

notion picture exposition will be

leld at the Hotel Victoria the week
)f Sept. 19 under the management
if A. D. V. Storey, executive secre-

;ary of the Board of Trade. The

exposition committee of the Board

)f Trade includes Julius Singer of

;how-At-Home Movie Library Jos-

ph DombroflF of Willoughbys, H.

Bodine, A. D. V. Storey and G. P
(Continued on Page 6)

Pettijohn Hopeful on Tax
Asked yesterday for an expression on the prospects of the proposed

admission tax, C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays organization said:

"I am hopeful that the proposal to tax all admissions above 10 cents

will be defeated in the Senate, and that at least the language of the bill

as passed by the House, exempting admissions above 46 cents, will be passed

by the Senate."

PhillyMPTO Blame Exhibitors
For Failure of M-G-M Parley

Al Mannon To Produce
Features Only for '33

Al Mannon will confine his pro-

duction activities solely to features

during 1932-33, he told Film Daily
yesterday. Last season Mannon pro-

duced "The Voice of Hollywood"
md the Howard Jones sports reels.

Philadelphia—Admitting that the
negotiations with M-G-M on the 25-

30-35 per cent rental policy have
ended in failure, the M. P. T. O.

of Eastern Penna., Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, through Da-
vid Barrist, chairman of the board,

has issued a statement blaming the

outcome on lack of cooperation of
(Continued on Page 6)

Five Circuits Pool on Stage Units

Baltimore Musicians Ask

Double Time for Sunday

Baltimore — Carrying out a ruling adopted

With the advent of Sunday shows here, the

nusicians" union has demanded double time

or each musician and conductor, $22 and $33

I day. respectively, before playing in major

novie houses.

Louis K. Sidney of the Loew Cir-

cuit, and Fanchon and Marco will

produce condensed stage versions of

'Rio Rita" and "Desert Song," re-

spectively for the five major circuits

under a pooling arrangement in

which RKO, Loew, Warner. Para-
mount and Fox will jointly allocate

playing time for both tabloids. The
(Continued on Page 7)

A. Mayer Coordinating
Para.-Publix Advertising
Arthur Mayer has been placed in

charge of all Paramount-Publix ad-

vertising and publicity. Mayer will

coordinate the film and theater ad-

vertising departments without mak-
ing any executive changes, he told

Film Daily yesterday.

20 Features, 8 Westerns
on Program—Sono Art

Title Dropped
Seven production units, headed by

Tiff"any, Bennie Zeldman, William
Sistrom, Bryan Foy, Henry Ho-
bart, Benjamin Verschliser and Ed-
win Carewe, will produce for World
Wide Pictures release during 1932-

33. Halperin Brothers may also

be included in the unit line-up.

World Wide will release 20 features
and 8 Ken Maynard westerns on the

(Continued on Page 7)

Bright Outlook for Columbia
Puts Enthusiasm in Sales Meet

New Comedy Series

Added to Roach LJst
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"The Taxi Boys," a

new comedy series on the order of

oldtime slapstick and featuring sev-

eral popular comedians now being

selected, has been added to the Hal
Roach program for release this sea-

son by M-G-M. Henry Johnson will

write the series.

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Atlantic City—Columbia Pictures,

once referred to as "Little Colum-
bia," is now being regarded as a

Gibraltar of the business, declared
Jack Cohn in addressing yesterday's

session of the eastern sales conven-
tion at the Ambassador Hotel. His
remarks on how the company
weathered the storm of the past

year and faces the future with su-

preme confidence brought the con-
(Continued on Page 6)

WARNER CHI. DE LUXER

LEADS ANTI-DUAL MOVE

Chicago—As a result of the suc-
cess of the Avalon, Warner Bros,
neighborhood deluxe houses, in sub-
stituting variety programs for dou-
ble features, it is considered likely

that most of this area will be back
(Continued on Page 7)

Harry Joe Brown Joins

Charles R. Rogers Unit
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harry Joe Brown has

completed his contract with RKO
and joined Charles R. Rogers to su-

pervise and direct. All eight fea-

tures which Rogers will produce for

Paramount will come under Brown's
supervision. He will also serve in

the dual capacity of supervisor and
director on several of the produc-

tions. "Madison Square Garden" is

the first.

Salary Boost Likely,

Cohn Tells Salesmen

Atlantic City—Not only is Columbia enter-

taining no thoughts about cutting, but if the

company continues at present pace it is hoped

to raise salaries, said Jack Cohn, vice-president,

in addressing the convention yesterday. With
the recent addition of about 25 men, the

company's field force is now the largest in

its history.
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EXCLUSIVE THIS SEASON
Ads on M-G-M's "Grand Hotel"

at the Astor state that the picture

will not be shown in any other New
York theater this season.

WILLIAM J. BLACK DIES
Philadelphia — William J. Black,

pioneer cameraman in Hollywood
and in recent years a photographer
on the "Inquirer" here, is dead at

the age of 54.

J Net* York Long liUud City M
1S40 Broadway 154 CrMctnt St. g
BRyiBt 9-4712 STiUwall 4-7940

Eastman Films
|

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. %
ft

ft

Hollrwood }.t

9700 Santa Monica ).t

Bird. y
HOLIywood 4121

J.*

Cblcaio
1727 Indiana At*
CALumct 3S9>

Stars to Entertain
At Joe linger Dinner
Entertainment at tomorrow night's

testimonial dinner to Joseph J.

Unger at the Hotel Astor will be
provided by a stellar array in-

cluding Mary Brian, Ken Murray,
Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Benny,
Cliff Edwards and the Boswell Sis-

ters. Also invited, and expected to

be on hand, are Fifi D'Orsay, Burns
and Allen, Victor McLaglen and Ed-
mund Lowe.

Adolph PoUak Acquires
Balinese Adventure Film
Adolph Pollak, president of the

newly formed Eagle Pictures, yes-
terday purchased from Charles
Trego, the Balinese adventure dra-
ma, "Isle of Paradise." The film
is now in 12 reels but will be cut
to six. Descriptive talk will be
synchronized by a radio announcer
to be selected. According to Pol-
lak, eight distributing agencies have
contracted for Eagle franchises to
release 12 productions to be made
by Al Herman this year. They are
Invincible Pictures, New York;
Standard Films, Buffalo and Al-
bany; Cameo Screen Attractions,
New England; Success Pictures,
Philadelphia; Reliable Film Ex-
change, Washington ; Hollywood
Pictures Corp., Detroit; Hollywood
Pictures, Cleveland and J. V. Ritchey
Export house for Foreign.

NEXT ARLISS PICTURE
"The Adopted Father" will be

George Arliss' next starring picture,
it was announced by Warner Bros,
yesterday. The picture will be
based upon a novel bearing the same
title by Edgar Franklin, and will
go into production when Arliss re-
turns to the United States next
October. John Adolfi will probably
be the director.

AL PLOUGH, JOE RILEY IN LEAD
Philadelphia—Al Plough, manager

of the Commodore, and Joe Riley
manager of the Liberty, are lead-
ing the Philadelphia Zone's "Spring
Push" in conjunction with the bonus
nlan which permits managerial par-
ticipation in profits recently in-

stituted by Warner Theaters, which
affords managers an onportunity to
share in any above-quota business.

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR WINNERS
Albertina Rasch and Ned Wav-

burn have offered a total of 4R
scholar.ships to the winners of
RKO's Opportunity contests to be
held in every state.

ATES IN PERSON
Rosco Ates, RKO comedian, is on

his way from Hollywood to Pitts-
burgh to open a four weeks* bobk-
inir of personal appearances in the
east.

TN PERSON AT PARAMOUNT
Mary Brian, George Raft and Kpp

Murray will appear in person on the
New York Paramount stage start-

ing Friday.

McDonald Rejoins RKO
In Metropolitan Post

Charlie McDonald, who recently

resigned as New York division man-
ager of RKO theaters, has returned
to the organization as division man-
ager of all RKO houses south of

the RKO 58th St., and also the

Brooklyn RKO theaters. Russell
Emdee, who has been handling the

entire metropolitan district, will

hereafter be in charge of RKO
houses north of the 58th St., and
in Westchester.

Gleason to Make Series

For Educational Release
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— James Gleason will

make nine "Sport Featurettes" for

Educational release during the com-
ing season. The series will be
called "Jerry of the Journal" and
will be produced by Charlie Pad
dock and Norman Sper.

Glucksman Surveying
Theaters for Bankers

E. M. Glucksman, formerly of
RKO theater department, is report-
ed making a confidential survey of
two theater circuits under assign-
ment of several banking houses.

WM. RUBENSTEIN MARRYING
William Rubenstein, secretary and

treasurer of Warranted Films, will

be married June 12 to Doris Benen-
son of Brooklyn. The couple will

honeymoon at Virginia Beach.

RKO ST. LOUIS CLOSING
St. Louis — RKO will close the

RKO St. Louis on Thursday night.
The house has been playing vaude-
ville and pictures. It will re-open in

the fall.

POMMER'S ASSISTANT HERE
Carl Winston, New Yorker who

went to Berlin at Ufa's invitation

and worked with Erich Pommer on
German pictures and English pro-
ductions, is back in New York and
will remain here during the Rivoli

theater engagement of his latest

supervised effort, "Congress Dances."
Winston plans to leave for the coast
next week.

ARBUCKLE FOR NEWARK
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle, who

was booked for additional RKO cir-

cuit dates following his first show
at the New York Palace last Satur-
day, will play Newark next week.

MELVIN HEYMANN MARRYING
Melvin H. Heymann of the M-G-M

publicity department will be married
June 2 to Cecil Gansler of Newark.
Heymann is a former N.Y.U. man.
The couple will honejrmoon in Ber-
muda.

ACADEMY OF MUSIC HOLDUP
Two bandits held up the Academy

of Music yesterday before noon and
took $4,700 from Albert G. Crowe,
treasurer.

THE INDUSTRrS '[
DATE BOOK

May 22-25: Columbia eastern sales conve
tion. Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic Git

May 24-25: Annual convention of Motii
Picture Theaters Ass'n of Kansas ai
Missouri, Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka, Ka

May: 25 Testimonial to Joseph J. Ungt
Hotel Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31 ; Annual meeting of Actors' Equf
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales co
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6: Testimonial dinner to Oscar Mc
gan and Percy Block, Philadelphia.

June 6-9
: Annual convention of Internatio

al Alliance of Theatrical Stage Ei
ployes and M. P. Operators, Memori
Hall, Columbus, O.

June 7-8: Annual convention of Rod
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, De
ver.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.(
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mi
waukee.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tou
nament, Fenimore Golf and Count)
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July IS: Educational-Tiffany sales convei
tion, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. Nation
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victc
ria. New York.

Harry Thomas to Handle
16 Chesterfield Pictureil

Harry Thomas will handle 1|

Chesterfield productions throuj
his Pittsburgh exchange, which
in the charge of Abe Schnitzer, foil

merly of RKO. Seven productioDl
are completed. "Beauty Parlor," Bl
Marian Orth, will be the next t[

go into work.

Richard A. Rowland
Back on Job at Foj

Richard A. Rowland has arrive
from the coast and is back on th

job at the Fox home office.

MORE RUTH ETTING SHORTS
Ruth Etting has been signed b

Vitaphone for a series of four two
reel shorts on the new season's pro
gram.

"COMMANDMENTS" AT RIVOt
Paramount's "Forgotten Conj

mandments" open Thursday at tli

Rivoli, succeeding "Congre:
Dances."

ROXY MEETING JUNE 1

A meeting of the Roxy Theate
creditors will be held at the Rox]
June 1.

WANTED
Title Writer

experience on superimposed

Full time. Write in detail

With
titles.

giving

Box No. 911

experience.

THE FILM DAILY

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.
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The woifder of the year» attracts huge
audiences in New Xork, Chicago and now
Washington, D.C—draws raves from critics

and crowds— sensation proves freak box-

office clean-up— circus it—ballyhoo it— it's

a surprise box-office thunderbolt!

REMEMBER ''AFRICA SPEAKS"-^
^ AND DATE THIS ONE AT ONCE!

YOU NEED 'EM-WE'VE GOT 'EM!



LOOMING I^ARG'E ON

Racing Action^

i

A powerful, well-roui

the trend of the time

tures with action and

Stories that are colorf

superlative. Directors, la

who can match other i

in this dynamic, first-lii

Adventure^ Life in the Raw^

4 DE LUXE MONOGRAM
SPECIALS

//BLACK BEAUTY //

Based on a popular seller for fifty years. As

easy to exploit as humanity's heart-interest in

o beautiful horse.

//THE APE //

Adapted from the stage success by Adam
Hull Shirk. The type of thriller all the fans will

go for.

//THE THIRTEENTH GUEST//

Adapted from the breath-taking best-seller by

Armitage Trail, author of "Scarface,"

//JUNGLE BRIDE''

An exotic drama in a spectacular setting.

12
GREATER ACTION
DRAMAS

// //GOD*S COUNTRY
A James Oliver Curwood box-office bonanza.

//"DEVIL'S MATE
Lust, treachery and hatred unleashed at sea.

//GUILTY OR NOT GUILTY//

^\
\\\:^

vW^^
v\^
vuv^ v»^

From the celebrated story sensation by Arthur

Hoerl.

''MAN'S LAW"
Peter B. Kyne's stirring story of might and right.

Based on Kyne's "The Just Judge."

"WAYNE MURDER CASE"
One of the "Master Mystery" series which ran

in 42 great American newspapers read by

30,000,000 persons.

--'-";;r?r
A\ii^^^S'
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36 EXCHAN^l
723 - 7th AVENUE

W. RAY JOHNSTON, Presidmnt
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•gram In keeping with

iblic demand for pic-

Iventure and mystery.
I

uction values that are

nd stars to be selected

f showmanship appeal

jt.

HORIZON

FOR THE FANS
AND FOR THE
BOX-OFFICE

Rugged Realism! Love! Courage! Dramatic Conflict!

IISTRANGE ADVENTURE// //THE FIRE PATROL'^

Another of the famous "Master Mystery" series A tense, vivid melodrama as gripping as the

— the most fascinating detective creation since midnight blast of a siren.

Sherlock Holmes.

''HELL'S HIGHWAY"
The trail of a siren who traveled on the by-paths.

A BIG ONE to be ANNOUNCED

''THE GIRL FROM CALGARY"
Adapted from the best-selling novel,"The Wolf

Hunters," by James Oliver Curwood.

Held open for a tremendous exploitation special

//WEST OF SINGAPORE//

Hell on the Malay Coast. A tv^o-edge dramo

in on exotic setting.

//RETURN OF CASEY JONES//

Thundering exploitation special that v^ill sweep

mto popularity like the popular song, "Casey

Jones."

tlM)i.

FASTEST COMio
SERVE you

t^n Distributors : Ritchey Export Corporation

I
Distributors for United Kingdom, P.D.C.

16

8
8
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WESTERN
WINNERS

"•K REX BELL
romantic, virile star of the saddle.

with a MYSTERY STAR
whose name will be announced.
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COLUMBIA STEPPING OUT,

COHN TELLS CONVENTION

of
(Continued from Page 1)

vention to its feet in a burst
enthusiasm.

"I tiave never liked to go in for
prophecies because events sometimes
prove phophets foolish," said the
Columbia vice-president, "but here
and now I go on record with the
prediction that the end of this sea-

son will see Columbia standing out

as the biggest and strongest com-
pany in the industry. I say this

because Columbia today stands free

of all debut and, of equal importance,
our business is the best in our his-

tory."

Columbia will spend more money
on product this year than last, and
will particularly make hot news sub-

jects instead of obsolete books and
plays, declared Cohn. Mass appeal
will be the keynote of the program.

Charles Rosenzweig, general sales

manager, discussed policy and prod-

uct, with particular emphasis on the
importance of not overselling an ex-

hibitor. He declared that trade-

marks no longer mean anything, but
that pictures must stand on their

individual merits.
William Jaffee, legal department

head, discussed the contract, which
is practically the same as last year
but in simpler form. Rosenzweig
said exhibitors have enough worries
without having to worry over tricky,

ambiguous contracts.

Abe Montague, assistant to Cohn,
discussed the playdate situation, and
there were talks by Joe McConville
of the sales cabinet; Rube Jackter,

assistant general sales manager,
who discussed the contract situation;

L. Rosenfeld, Canadian general man-
ager, and Sam Moscow, southern
district manager.

Wires were read from President
Harry Cohn and Vice-President Wal-
ter Wanger on the coast.

Rosenzweig described the sales

meeting as de-hooeyized, with dis-

cussions instead of oratory.

Today, Hal Hode talks on ex-

ploitation, and George Brown on ad-

vertising. The dinner takes place
tonight.

Columbia's 1932-33 Progra m

RKO Reported Acquiring
Control of Trans Lux
(Continued from Page 1)

them under similar policies to the
Broadway Trans Lux houses, RKO
will include in their franchise agree-
ments the use of daylight screens,

"reverse projection" and contracted
shorts subjects. When asked for a

statement regarding future plans of

Trans Lux houses, Courtland Smith
replied that formal announcements
would be made in the near future.

Atlantic City—Following is Columbia's complete lineup for 1932-33 as announced by Vice-

President Jack Lohn at yesterdays session ot the eastern sales convention.

26 "COLUMBIANS"
"Washington Merry-Go-Round," written by Maxwell Anderson, assisted by Eugene Thackeray,

"Arn"ican Mad^niess, " 7r"nk Capra production, with Walter Huston, Constance Cummin^s,

Pat O'Brien, Kay Johnson.
, . ., ..

A Wheeler and Woolsey starring vehicle, probably a stage comedy now under consideration.

"Dance of the Millions, " modern novelty dealing with invention, featuring two prominent

stars.

"Fury of the Jungle," with a well-known woman star.

"Brief Moment," the S. N. Behrman stage play, starring Barbara Stanwyck. ....
"No More Orchids, ' contemporary drama by Grace Perkins to be serialized by Liberty

Magazine. A prominent woman star will be featured.
. „, ,, ^,. i

"That's My Boy," mother and son story from the novel by Francis Wallace, author of

"Touchdown" and "Huddle." Book will be published by Farrar & Rinchart simultaneously with

release of film during football season.

"Rules for Wives," marital story.
, .

...

•Mike," story with radio background by Sidney Skolsky, Broadway columnist.

"Bottom of the Sea," underwater melodrama.
"Bitter Tea of General Yen," the novel with a modern China background by Grace Zaring

Stone, to be directed by Herbert Brenon, with Constance Cummings, Anna May Wong and a

well-known leading man.
"East of Fifth Avenue," from the Fannie Hurst story.

"OK America!" smart modern story with a musical background.

"The Double," a Liberty Magazine story.

"Air Hostess," to be serialized in True Story Magazine.

"Public Be Damned," drama of present-day American life.

"The Destroyer," starring Jack Holt -in Harry Hervey's dramatic record of romance and

adventure in the "navy's trouble ships."

Jack Holt in three more productions.

"Child of Manhattan," the Preston Sturges stage play, with a well known woman star in

the title role.

Two Anthony Abbot mystery novels, the first to be directed by Irving Cummings with

Adolphe Menjou in the leading role.

"The Dictator," drama by Joseph Hergesheimer, to be directed by Frank Capra.

"Pearls and Emeralds," another True Story Magazine tale.

8 ROMANTIC MELODRAMAS
"Obey the Law," drama of the harbor police.

"Full Speed Ahead," railroad story.

"Transcontinental Flyer," air story.

"Speed Demon," racing drama.
"Soldiers of the Story," from the Argosy Magazine story of the flood country by Thomson

Burtis.

"State Trooper," romance of the modern "minute man."

16 OUTDOOR DRAMAS
Eight Buck Jones westerns, backed by exploitation through the Buck Jones Rangers Clubs.

Eight Tim McCoy westerns.

2 TWO-REEL SERIES
Twelve "Lambs Gambols," with stars, directors, writers and composers from the Lambs Club.
Twelve "Sunrise Comedies," a new departure in shorts of this type.

8 ONE-REEL SERIES
Walt Disney's "Mickey Mouse."
Walt Disney's "Silly Symphonies."
Charlie Mintz's "Krazy Kat" cartoons.
"Screen Snapshots," fan magazine of the screen.

"Scrappy," another Mintz cartoon.
Walter Putter's "Travelaughs," with John P. Medbury dialogue.

Walter Putter's "Curiosities," with offstage talk by Medbury.
"Sport Thrills," produced by Bill Cunningham.

EXHIBITORS ARE BLAMED

FOR FAILURE TO PARLEY

(Continued from Page 1)

exh.bitors in other zones. As a r&
suit of the lack of interest shown
by these exhibitors, Barrist says
the local unit "has resigned its po
sition of 'Moses' and will not lead

the theatermen out of the wilder-

ness of high film rentals. There's il

no fun. in trying to save somebod.y
who won't be saved."
Although invitations were sent by

the Continuing Committee to ex-

hibitor leaders of various outside
organizations, only two of them,
M. A. Lightman and Ed Levy, at-

tended the meeting held with Felix
F. Feist. Barrist expresses his

unit's thanks to Feist for courtesies
extended, and states they are rely-

ing on the assurances given by M-
G-M officials that legitimate com-
plaints will receive fair treament.
Aside from this, Barrist says his

organization hereafter will stick to

its own knitting, pointing out that
in this territory there is no double
feature evil, no "5 and 10" movies,
more W. E. and RCA installations

than in any other zone, fewer
shooting galleries than any other
territories, and a better situation
generally, despite bad conditions,
than in the fields where the exhibs
who refused to cooperate are located.

Columbia Convention Personalities

ATLANTIC CITY
JgNVIOUS of Jack Cohn's white

carnation, Harry "Philadelphia"
Weiner made a bee line for the
nearest florist's shop and bought
himself one. But wasn't his carna-
tion RED!

P. D. "Boston" Fox passed up this flower-
wearing business with disdain. He was
adorned with a rich, red and ripe carbuncle
on the back of his neck which outshone any
floral disp'ay. Yea! It was the grandfather
of all carbuncles!

Took It Literal

And now it's being told around about
the fellow who went to see "Symphony
of Six Million" and came out disap-

pointed because he had expected to

see a musical production.

Feeling in need of a Boardwalk
workout, Bill "Chicago" Brunberg
was foolish enough to mention it to

Sales Promotion Hal Hode, who is

notoriously fond of long distance
hikes. Two hours later. Bill re-

turned to the Ambassador all in.

Hal "Cleveland" Bissell wasn't going to

wear his dogs weary by picking 'em up and
laying 'em down between the Ambassador and
the Warner theater, where "American Mad-
ness" was to be previewed. He allowed a

gentleman of color to wheel him along in

one of those grown-up baby carriages.

One of the most enthusiastic mem-
bers of the audience at the "Ameri-
can Madness" preview was Hymie
Rachmail, who operates a string of

theaters in Brooklyn.

Plan 16 mm. Exposition
During Week of Sept. 191

(Continued from Page 1)

Foute of the Raven Screen Co., who
is president of the 16 mm. Board of|

Trade.
Luncheon meetings of the 16 min

,

Board of Trade have been changed
from Tuesdays to the second and
fourth Thursdays of each month,
starting this Thursday at the Hotel
Victoria. A demonstration of the
RCA Victor Photophone, Jr., the 16
mm. sound-on-film projector, will bef
one of the features of the luncheon
this week.
Van Beuren Corp. and Interna-

tional Projector Co. are among re-

cent new members of the 16 mm.
Board of Trade.

That exceedingly pulchritudinous young per-
son seen with F. J. "Atlanta" Shepard is

none other than Mrs. Shepard.

Joe "Home Office" McConville was
heard telling about a small town ex-
hibitor who overheard a couple of
brother exhibitors discussing M. A.
Lightman's printed remarks about
salacious pictures. "Salacious pic-

tures!" he exclaimed. "Why should
I take chances on a new company,
when I'm satisfied with what Co-
lumbia is giving me?"

It was voted a bit of tough luck that pro-

duction matters prevented Harry Cohn'n
presence at the convention. Most of the boys
wanted to see Columbia's new president

—

and a'so wanted to see whether he is really as
young and as good-looking as that oil paint-
ing on display indicates him to be.

Columbia Contingent
Starts West Thursday

Atlantic City—Following the Co^
lumbia convention here, a party oi

eleven will leave in a special cat
for Los Angeles, where the western
convention is to be held May 31-

June 3. The group includes Charles
Rosenzweig, Jerry Safron, Henri]
Brunet, George Brown. Rube Jack-|
^er, Lou Weinberg, Milton Worm-|
ser, J. A. McConnville, Sam Mos-

'

cow, Milton Hannock and Hal Hode. i

Exhib on Radio
Dayton—Bill Keyes, who operates the

Victory here, is becoming a local radio

"name." He's plugging his shows
through talks and songs. Latest broad-
cast was in behalf of "The Rich are
Always With Us."
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SEVEN UNITS TO PRODUCE

(.Continued from Page 1)

new season's line-up. Tlie number
of pictures each independent unit
will make is not yet decided. A
number of stories by famous au-
thors have been purchased and nfe-

gotiations are under way to in-
clude well known plays and novels
in the schedule. "Sono-Art" has
been dropped from the company
name, which is now officially World
Wide Pictures Inc.

Warner Chi. De Ljixer
Leads Anti-Dual Move

(Continued from Page 1)

on a single feature basis by fall.

Both independents and circuits are
watching the Avalon experiment,
with the leading circuit reported
on the verge of following suit, while
the indies need only this encourage-
ment to do likewise.

The Avalon, disregarding the fact
that it was completely surrounded
by double-feature houses, changed
its policy to "Variety Entertain-
ment" to the accompaniment of a

heavy advertising campaign. Joseph
Bernhard and James E. Coston
effected the change, with A. W. Sob-

ler directing the advertising. In the

program supplementing the feature

the shorts received almost as much
prominence as the feature. Paid at-

tendance for the first week of the

new policy increased about 30 per

cent over the six weeks' average for

the old program, and reaction of

patrons was unanimously favorable.

WARNER CIRCUIT SHIFTS
New Britain, Conn.—Jack Sanson,

manager of the Strand, has been
transferred to the managership of

the Roger Sherman, New Haven, by
Warner Theaters. Louis La Bine,

manager of the Embassy, second

Warner house here, becomes man-
ager of the Strand, the Embassy
closing May 28 for an indefinite pe-

riod.

SID DAVIDSON IN PHILLY
Philadelphia—Sid Davidson, for-

merly with various major companies
in exploitation work, has been named
manager of the Earle, Stanley-

Warner house.

COMING & GOING

FAT POWERS will sail from England on
the He de France, this Thursday.
HAL HORNE will return from the coast

May 31. -'

GEORGE RAFT is on his way from Holly
wood to New York to make personal appear
ances at the Paramount.
LOUISE CLOSSER HALE is due to ar

rive from the coast this week.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, director of ad

vertising and exploitation for Warner The-

aters, left yesterday for a week in Phila

delphia where he will participate in a series

ot advertising conferences and arrange ffn^

the entire Philadelphia zone's summer ad-

vertising campaign.

A10NG lALTO
PHILM.DALY

NtW YORK. lOS ANGELES

• • • MORE THAN ever the Human Equation is looming
up as the one big vital factor in the motion picture industry

.film structures cunningly and laboriously built up over
a period of yeari crumble before our eyes great capital-
ization scientific organization far-flung systems

prestige power these mighty man-built
industrial towers sag, totter and crash to the ground
in times like these mainly because the foundation was
disrupted the Foundation being the Personal Equation

the men whose combined ability and co-operation built
the industrial tower to a place in the film heavens and
kept it there

• • • IT IS because President E. W. Hammons of Educa-
tional has held his Foundation intact that this organiza-
tion has gone on and on from the very beginning of film history
almost building, building no major company can
top his record for holding his men in all departments

• • • IN TIMES of storm and stress a man looks to the
foundation of his structure to strengthen it so
that is why E. W. Hammons has associated himself with Joe
Brandt another Builder whose reputation for
courageous achievement dogged perseverance in the face

of almost insuperable obstacles has become an axiom
in the film business

• • • TWO MEN of widely differing temperaments
exactly opposite business technique yet they meet on
common ground for their ultimate purposes are one
and the same and they share alike certain fundamentals
of business success they are both Stickers
students of the industry governed by cold logic

never swayed by emotion both geared for the long,

steady pull that counts in the final analysis two men of •

dominant personality one suave and quietly forceful

the other dynamic and straining at the traces

both remarkable for their singleness of purpose and
demonstrated ability to get what they go after

• • • THAT IS why it will prove a profitable experience

for all of us high and low to watch these two
personalities functioning together a new setup
on an old and reliable Foundation with Mister Hammons
still building his Educational shorts and Mister Brandt
co-ordinating, revivifying and expanding the feature activities

under the name of World Wide "In times of Doubt
—move Forward!" that might well be the current slogan

of Educational-World Wide for that's exactly what these

two individuals propose to do

• • O AND THIS Mr. Hammons still sticks to his original

thesis "Variety is the lifeblood of film entertainment."

meaning a balanced program of ONE feature and

Shorts to which the public will respond and flock

back to the theaters while Mr. Brandt launches his

Open Door Policy put the man-power and idea-power in

Hollywood to work : making features on a co-operative

policy a three-cornered union of Organization, Men and

Ideas not forgetting tested man-power such as A. S.

Kirkpatrick, Budd Rogers, Gordon White, Joe Goldberg handling

sales. Jack Skirball a sort of super-Foundation on which

to build to the high heavens of the film firmament and

we're betting they will!

HAL ROACH COMPANY

IN THE MA[OR FIELD
(Continued from Page 1)

has been formed, with Paulette God-
dard and Dorothy Layton among
the first members signed.
During the recent five-week shut-

down hundreds of directors, players
and writers were interviewed, as a
result of which many new names
will appear on the studio personnel.
Little Dickie Moore was one of the
first to receive a contract, and it

is planned to use him as a nucleus
of the "Our Gang" unit. George
Marshall and Jules White are among
the additions to the staff of di-

rectors.

Production is now under way on
the Laurel and Hardy feature length
comedy, with a Pitts-Todd comedy,
an "Our Gang" production and a
Charley Chase comedy also going in

work.

« « « » » »

Five Circuits Pool
On Stage Productions

(Continued from Page 1)

new arrangement will guarantee
each unit between 30 and 35 weeks
playing time. All theaters playing
stage shows and pictures in each
circuit are considered in the deal.

RADIO CITY INFO. BUREAU
A Radio City information bureau

and exhibition was opened yesterday
by RKO at 21 West 50th St. for
public exhibition of photographic re-

productions from Pathe News of

the progress of the development. A
model of the completed Rockefeller
Center will also be displayed and
with it a representation of the

twelve acres comprising the develop-
ment as it looked 100 years ago.

Each visitor will be given an illus-

trated booklet. The bureau will be
open until October.

WARNER WEEK IN BUFFALO
Buffalo—For the first time in the-

atrical history here Warner Bros, is

represented in four out of five pos-

sible "A" time situations, with Bar-
bara Stanwyck in "So Big" at the
Buffalo, Edward G. Robinson in

"Two Seconds" at the Great Lakes,
Marian Marsh in. "Beauty and the

Boss" at the Century and "The
Heart of New York" with an all-

star cast at the Court.

New Incorporations
c

NEW YORK CHARTER
Blaggs Cove Development Corp., amuse

ment resorts ; Furman & Appleton, 26 Broad
way, New York. $100,000.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Jo Herb Amusement Corp., Bayonne, real

ty ; David Berman, Bayonne, N. J. 1,000

shares common.
SURRENDER OF AUTHORITY

Hirlagraph Motion Pictures Corp., New
Jersey.



She v/as that

kind of a girl!

She put a price on Love . . . staked

her happiness on wealth... and lost!

Such is CAROLE LOMBARD in this

swift, spectacular story of a girl who

thought she could follow the dictates

of her mind, instead of her heart.

With 11 of Hollywood's nnost gorge-

ous girls wearing the most gorgeous

of the new season's gowns. Based

on a story by Mildred Cram.
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RKO's 1932-33 Program Already in Full Swing

GOLUMBIOAS new SELOnG plan F0D932-33
20% Price Boost For Dual Bills Urged in Germany
Showing of Vaude on Same

Bill With Shorts Also
is Opposed

Berlin—Theaters playing double

features, or adding vaudeville to

features and shorts, would be com-

pelled to boost admission prices 20

per cent under a ruling adopted by

the Spitzen organization and sub-

mitted to various distributor and
exhibitor organizations for approv-

al. The resolution calls for pro-

grams not to exceed 10,500 feet, in-

cluding a short, newsreel and cul-

(Continued on Page 15)

BURR PLANSTfEATURES

STARRINGJGI8 TOOMEY

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Regis Toomey, who

recently completed a long Para-
mount contract, has been signed by
C. C. Burr for a series of four pic-

tures. As a result of this deal,

Toomey has postponed his extended
personal appearance plan.

Muni and Riesenfeld

At A.M.P.A. Tomorrow
Paul Muni, stage and screen star,

now appearing in "Scarface, the

Shame of a Nation," will be guest

of honor at tomorrow's A.M.P.A.

luncheon in Sardi's Restaurant. Dr.

Hugo Riesenfeld, musical director of

the Roxy, will also be a guest of

honor.

No Banker 'Interference,' Says Tinker
Banking influence in Fox has been and will be largely confined to the guidance

of the corporation's financial and corporate activities and the development of a

favorable public opinion toward the company itself and, as far as possible, the in-

dustry as a whole, said E. R. Tinker, chairman of the board of directors of Fox
Film Corp., in addressing the regular Tuesday luncheon forum of the Motion Picture

Club yesterday. The industry needs understanding and cooperation, declared Tinker,

and the M. P. Club Forum is furthering that end.

Straight-from-Shoulder Talks
Slated for Warner Sales Meets

Metro-Goldwyn Earns
$1,910,807 in 28 Weeks

Net profit of Metro-Goldwyn Pic-

tures for the 28 weeks ended March
12, after taxes, etc., amounted to

$1,910,807, compared with $4,017,-

544 before taxes in the correspond-
ing period of 1931.

Straight from the shoulder dis-

cussions of distribution problems,
economical operation and ways and
means for successfully marketing
product will occupy all the time of

the four regional business confer-

ences planned by Warner-First Na-
tional in place of the annual sales

convention, said Ma.ior Albert W.
(Continued on Page IS)

Krellberg Financing Independents

British Tax Induces

Five - Feature Bills

London—Rather than reduce prices to equal-

ize matters for patrons as a,.fesult °f .,*"\ '"'

creased admission tax, Sheffield family halls

are going in for five pictures on a single

program. Other houses have cut their scales

after being badly hit by the added tax.

Amusement Securities Corp., of

which S. S. Krellberg is general
manager, announced yesterday that

it is prepared to offer banking facili-

ties to independent producers and
distributors. The corporation will

advance capital on completed nega-

tive, and will buy notes, trade ac-

ceptances, and accounts of recog-

nized state rights exchanges.

The corporation has been in-

(Continued on Page 16)

New Device to Bring
Film Talent to Radio

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Film personalities

will be able to appear on the radio

anywhere and any time as a result

of a new development of the Bell

Telephone Laboratories called Disque
Messengers, a disc that is used but

once, and which will be produced at
(Continued on Page 16)

Preview Committee Will

Classify Films for

A and B Houses
Atlantic City—Under Columbia's

selling plan for 1932-33. the com-
pany will not assign prices to its

individual pictures until the prod-

uct is completed and classified as

to grossing possibilities, Charles
Rosenzweig, general sales manager,
told the eastern sales convention
here yesterday.
A committee comprising Jack

Cohn, Rosenzweig, Jerry Safron and
(Continued on Page 16)

43 0NE-R¥8iJECT8

ON EDUCATIONAL LIST

Educational has selected 43 one-

reelers as the major part of its

1932-33 short sub.iect schedule.

Added to the 12 Bray Nature Stud-
ies and six James Gleason Sports
reels, there will be six Camera Ex-
peditions, produced by Pat Bowling
and Hobart Browell; 13 Naturalist
Pictures, produced by Nathan Stacy,

Robert Woodward and J. Fairbanks,
and six Tom Howard Comedies pro-

duced by Larry Kent.

2 Finished and 7 Under Way
On New RKO Feature LivHp

Two Colman Vehicles

Discarded by Goldwyn
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In a definite decision

not to produce a Russian story as a

vehicle for Ronald Colman, Samuel
Goldwyn has abandoned "Karama-
zov," as well as "Way of the Lanc-

er," and is now looking for new
material for the star.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Just a week following

announcement of RKO'S program
62 features for 1932-33 at the sales

convention in Chicago, the studio un-

der the supervision of David 0. Selz-

nick, executive vice-president in

charge of production, has the new
schedule in full swing. Two produc-

tions, which were in work before
(Continued on Page IS)

Nancy Carroll to Co-Star
With Doug Fairbanks, Jr.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Nancy Carroll has

been borrowed from Paramount by
First National to co-star with Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr., in "Revolt."

New Recording Process

Developed by Tri-Ergon

Berlin—Tri-Ergon Music A.-G., which in ad-

dition to its sound film activities has been the

most active German concern In television ex-

perimentation, has perfected a process In the

television field which may, according to claims,

eventually revolutionize the recording process

for sound films. The company has applied for

patent on a device which enables the recording

and reproduction of scored motion pictures on

wax discs of the usual dimensions.
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MELFORD TO DIRECT GIBSON
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M. H. Hoffman, Jr.,

vice-president of Allied Pictures, has
signed George Melford to direct the

next Hoot Gibson western.

New York
1340 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Itland City
1S4 Crctcent St.

STillwell 4-7940

,,Eastman Films!

gj. E. Brulatour, Inc.l|
tx .•

« Chicago Hollywood i.i
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Warner-First Nat'l Lead
In Releases Set for June
Warner-First National leaas all

major organizations in number of

features set for general release from
May 28 to July 2. The company
will have the following eight pro-

ductions: Edward G. Robinson in

"Two Seconds," and "The Strange
Love of Molly Louvain," with Ann
Dvorak and Lee Tracy, both to be
released the week of May 28; Kay
Francis' "Street of Women," June 4;

Joe Brown's "The Tenderfoot," June
11; "Week-End Marriage," with
Loretta Young, Norman Foster and
George Brent, and Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr.'s "Love Is A Racket,"
June 18; "The Dark Horse." with
Warren William, Guy Kibbee and
Bette Davis, June 25; James Cag-
ney's "Winner Take All," July 2.

FOURTH OF JULY TRAILER
A special trailer symbolic of the

Fourth of July has been prepared
by National Screen Service. It em-
bodies timely copy, especially re-

corded patriotic music, symbolic art
backgrounds and interesting anima-
tion.

AURORA FINISHES SHOOTING
Aurora Film Corp. has completed

shooting on its eight-reel Italian
talker. The picture is now in the
cutting rooms of the Craft Film Lab.
Alfred Gandolfi and Nick Rogalli
handled the sound and camera work.

RENE CLAIR'S NEXT
Rene Clair, whose satire, "A Nous

La Liberte," is currently playing
to full houses at the Europa, has
turned down several American of-

fers, it is reported, and will start
his fourth picture for Tobis in

France next week.

STYLE SHOW AT BOSTON PARA.
Boston—Harry Brown, manager

of the New Paramount, announces
that his theater in conjunction with
12 of the leading stores will hold a
style show in the grand lounge for
one week or more, starting June 3.

SUMMER KID DRIVE
Warner's summer drive for kiddie

patronage will be inaugurated with
the release of "The Tenderfoot"
starring Joe E. Brown, and James
Cagney's ^'Winner Take All." Spe-
cial exploitation to attract juvenile
patronage has been arranged.

CARRIE COLBURN DIES
Carrie Colburn, actress and writer,

Is dead at her home, 326 West
44th St.

"Shoot Pictures in N. Y. City"
Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film
and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Educational Releasing
Five Shorts for June

Educational announces five re-

leases for June—Ray Cooke in the
2-reel "Torchy's Two Toots," June
5; Harry Barris in the 2-reel Vanity
comedy, "Now's the Time," and a
new 1-reel Terry-Toon comedy
"Farmer Al Falfa's Bedtime Story,"
June 12; a 2-reel Mack Sennett fea-
turette, "The Spot on the Rug,"
with Billy Bevan and Marjorie
"Babe" Kane, June 19; and another
Terry-Toon comedy, as yet untitled,

June 26.

S. H. BUTLER SUES CIRCUIT
St. Louis—Stephen H. Butler, one

time business agent for the musi-
cians' union, has filed suit for $21,-

750 for alleged breach of contract
in the Circuit Court against St.

Louis Amusement Co. and Warner
Bros. The contract involved an ar-

rangement whereby Butler was to

transact all business between the St.

Louis Amusement Co. and the M. P.

T. 0. of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois, and if the
M. P. T. 0. failed to pay their pro-
portionate share of his salary the
St. Louis Amusement Co. would be
liable for the entire amount.

NAGEL IN TIFFANY FILM
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Conrad Nagel has

been ,signed by Tiffany to play the
lead in "The Man Called Back," an
adaptation of Soutar's novel, "Silent

Thunder." World Wide will release

it.

REGINA CREWE TO SAIL
Regina Crewe, motion picture

critic of the New York "American,"
and Herb Cruikshank, her husband
and also a writer on the films, sail

Friday on the Olympic for Europe.

PUBLIX SUMMER CLOSINGS
Dallas—Officials of Publix an-

nounced that some of the leading
Publix theaters in Dallas, Houston,
Fort Worth, Abilene and Amarillo
would be closed as an economy move
against the summer dull period.

DROPS SHORTS POLICY
Chicago—After a few weeks' trial

with the news reel and special short
subject policy, the Castle has re-

turned to its former policy of first-

run features.

WANTE D
Title Writer

With experience on superimposed
titles. Full time. Write in detail

giving experience.

Box No. 911 THE FILM DAILY

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
Stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE — RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.
Phone: BRyant 9-5543

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today
: Columbia eastern sales conventic

Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City.
Annual convention of Motion Pictui
Theaters Ass'n of Kansas and Missoui
Jayhalk Hotel, Topeka, Kan.
Testimonial to Joseph J. Unger, Hot
Astor, New York, 7:30 P. M.

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors' Equit
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New? York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales coi
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6: Testimonial dinner to Oscar Moi
gan and Percy Block, Philadelphia.

June 6-9 : Annual convention of Internatioi
al Alliance of Theatrical Stage En
ployes and M. P. Operators, Memorii
Hall, Columbus, O.

June 7-8: Annual convention of Rock;
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, Den
ver.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil
waukee.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour
nament, Fenimore Golf and Counttj
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conveB'
tion, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel VictO'

ria. New York.

REVERE HOUSE OPENS
Revere Beach, Mass.—The Boule-

vard has been opened by the Inter
state Theaters Corp., which controls

21 other New England theaters. Ed-
ward Ansin is president, and B.

Harold Stoneman, treasurer. The
resident manager is Shelton Doan&
The house replaces the old Cresceirt

Gardens theater.

24 FOR MAYFAIR
Twenty features and four specials

have been scheduled for 1932-33 pro-

duction by Mayfair Pictures. The
first five to go into production on

the coast are "Heart Punch," "Her
Mad Night," "When a Marine Sees
Red," "Wicked Wings" and "Chin;
town Sleeps."

MARBLEHEAD HOUSE BURNS
Marblehead, Mass.—The Warwick,

in the heart of the business district,

has been destroyed by fire. This
is the third fire within a year.

Thomas McNulty is owner of the

theater.

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best equipped studio in the East

for-
Optical Tricks—Effects—Animation of

all types.

Original Ideas—Special Effects

'We cure all film ills"

145 West 45 St., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-6796

IRELAND'S FIRST TALKING PICTURE

"SWEET INNISCARRA"
from

CHAUNCEY OLCOTT'S
famous stage success
now available for

STATE RIGHTS

EXCHANGES THEATRES
Write— Wire

EMMETT MOORE
10 West 61st St. New York City

I



THE HIT LIST OF 1932-33
62 FEATURE PRODUCTIONS

3 SERIAL THRILLERS
42 TWO-REEL COMEDIES
26 SINGLE-REEL FEATURES

39 SINGLE-REEL CARTOONS

104 P A T H E NEWS
RKO'RADIO recognizes the fact that there is no middle ground .... no place for the

old average program attraction . To be successful, this company must deliver only

big shows .... the kind bound to attract the crowds. Our entire resources, finances,

artistry, and man -power have been marshalled and are being employed toward

this objective. RKO -RADIO today, and from now on, is dealing only in successes.

We invite you to travel back on the road to prosperity with RKO-RADIO.



Three Heart-Gripping Dramas From

the World's Most Glamorous Starl ca^pt ou

NETT
in Ernest Hemingway's

THE SUN ALSO RISES
The sfory of a woman who squandered love to

ease her breaking heart.

1

(yt^V\yyL^

The Adored of the World . . . .

Mirror of Loveliest Womanhood
. . . . Peerless Star!

HARDING

LESLIE HOWARD

CO-STARRED WITH

LESLIE
HOWARD
in PHILIP BARRY'S
Sensationally Successful Play

"THE
ANIMAL
KINGDOM"
It was in Mr. Barry's "Holiday"
that Ann Harding scored her
first great screen success. Now
the same dramatist gives her a
play of unmatched power. She
is the ideal woman for the most
talked of role of the current

Broadway year.

Miss Harding will also star in two other pro-

ductions. Titles to be announced.
i.SiSuS-'MSiS*^



Wifh a heart-

breaking smile,

the devil in his

eyesandavoice

that tantalizes

comes the Idol

of Millions

NURSE
SMITH
Iy CAREY WILSON
One of two intensely human

plays featuring IRENE DUNNE

The second story and title to

be announced.

FRANCIS LEDERER

"NIGHTS ARE MADE FOR LOVE"
Tunes of lilting loveliness . . . songs they

won't forget . . .With IRENE DUNNE
and a cast of unparalleled excellence

A Drama of Desire

Greater than Wo-
man's Will!

r4 X^ BARRYAAORE
TIFFANY
THAYER'S

THIRTEEN
WOMEN

This year's biggest selling

book! This year's screen

sensation!

/n

THEMOONAND SIXPENCE
hy W. Somerset Maugham

Directed by E. H. Griffith

Adaptation by Gene Fowler

and Rowland Brown . . .

A Barrymore role so fitted to him that Maugham
could well have had Barrymore in mind when he

penned this romantic story that sweeps from

society's drawing-rooms to the lazy glamor of

the South Seas with its starry nights and one

woman to make a man forget memories he

thought could not be erased.
ik.,



THE STRANGEST STORY EVER CONCEIVED BY MAN!... W/ien creatures Born

of Time's First Morning Are t^urled into the Seething Vortex of Modern Civilization!

THE GREATEST MONEY PICTURE OF THE YEAR!

BERT WHEELER ROBT.WOOLSEY
EDNA MAY OLIVER EDGAR KENNEDY

W^M^^Mm
•%«>

Wii

%

ROSCO ATES

WARREN^YMER
BETTY GRABLE
PAUL HURST

//

Direction by
NORMAN
TAUROG

HOLD EM JAIL
Ihe Biggest Comedy Idea in Years! They turned the Big
House into the Bughouse . . . Dippy, Daffy and Delirious

Football with the Nitwit Nuts in an Insane Riot of Nonsense



RICHARD DIX
ANN HARDING

Two blazing names in one great

show/.. . uniting in one produc-

tion the audience appeal of two
unequalled box-office per-
sonalities . . .

CO-STARRED
Now in preparation by a dis-

tinguished author, a drama,
big enough for this memora-
able occasion.

RICARDO CORTEZ
in the story of the master show-

man . . . Based on Harry Reichen-

bach's best-selling book that

told how he took lions to hotels

and Turkish Princesses to the

White House,

"PHANTOM FAME''
RICARDO CORTEZ will also appear in two other productions.

Her Pictures Breathe the Life and Love of Millions!

HELEN TWELVETREES
dares to tell you of those

things that slumber in the

soul of woman.

Her First:

MIRACLE NIGHT
Her Second:

PRODIGAL DAUGHTER"

EDNA MAY OLIVER i
America's Favorite Character Star in

two productions.

PENGUIN POOLMYSTERY .

a laugh-studded thriller with N

ROBERT ARMSTR '
"~

a

it

ONG \

SE \

A STORY BIG ENOUGH
FOR BARRYMORE HIMSELF

. . WITH BARRYMORE
HIMSELF I

^.%¥
The pasf t\as shown yoo

glimpses of his power.

Now you'll see him in a

Barrymore sized role.

BARRYMORE
IN

//

WHOOPEE CRUISE
with JOSEPH CAWTHORN

Two funny guys with funny gags

HARRY SWEET
EDGAR KENNEDY

Starring together in

one big laugh show

^aOOSE MOMENTS/y

SWEEPINGS
from the famous novel

by Lester Cohen. Direc-

ted by Wesley Ruggles,

v/ho has never made a

failure!

: I



BIG SHOWS
FROM BIG STORIES AND PLAYS WITH BOX-OFFICE NAMES AND DIRECTION!

1/ ^
BILL OF
DIVORCEMENT

Clemence Dane's world-sweeping smash that

gripped pacl<ed houses for a year in London,

a year in New York . . . throbbing, pulsing,

crowd-compelling drama that echoes the cry

of a million girls . . . misunderstood.

//

MOST DANGER-
OUS GAME

The weird tale of ZarofF . . . half-mad hunter

at his mysterious island, where countless perils

faced the unfortunates whose ships were lured

to destruction by this hunter of men.

AMerian Cooper-Ernest Schoedsack Production

From Richard Connell's Amazing Melodrama.

With the Broadway Star, LESLIE BANKS . . .

II

MISTRESS OF
MOSCOW

Presenting the most brilliant, most flashing of

the new personalities.

GWI LI ANDRE
i J

DEPORTATION
TRAIN

The strangest of journeys ... a prison train

that sweeps across America filled with . . . the

unwanted! In it, a woman . . . beautiful, desir-

able... with woman's wiles playing a des-

perate game.

WithZ/TAJOHANN, Gregory RafofF,RojcoA/eJ,
Joseph Cowthorn . . . Directed by Paul Stein

1

1

IIFREEDOM
Unbelievable scenes, drama, thrills, suspense
amidst the convict road-gangs of America. A
youth and his sweetheart caught in the toils.

To be directed by Rowland Brown, who gave
you "Doorway to Hell".

CROSSROADS"

i"

DOLORES DEL RIO

Martin Flavin's great play with Arline Judge
and Eric Linden.

THE SHADOW
OF SAN QUENTIN

Not a prison picture, but a powerful drama of

a man crazed by a deadly fear, who hod
bartered honor to hold a woman's love!

•
BEAUTIFUL LY
TRIMMED"

Motion 1 Emotion 1 Commotion

!

in this high-riding story of a blue-flame vamp
whose red lips laughed at life!

From the story by Hawthorne Hunt.

THE SECRET ALTAR
A mother and daughter love the same man,
and to save her daughter's happiness the

mother killed!

Powerful and vivid drama.

liALL THE
EVIDENCE

Drama of a human life caught in the cold

machinery of the law at the Death IHouse

echoed with a man's tread when Justice dis-

covered Her ghastly mistake.

•
THREE CAME
UNARMED'

An exposure of civilization from the novel by
E. Arnot Robertson.

A girl and two youths from the unsullied realm
of Nature struggle for love and happiness in

this queer world of ours.

THEFT OF MONA
A stirring romantic drama with music by the

composer of "Two Hearts in Waltz Time". Its

song hits, "The Little Corporal" and "Why Do
You Cry, Mono Lisa?", now the reigning suc-

cesses on the air.

I It u



AUDIENCES AWAIT THIS!^
A circus on your screen with
every frame in the picture
actually made in the jungle!

^/kha* a thirty-foot python at death

grips with a Royal Bengal Tiger. . . SEE!
—a black panther in the bone-crushing

laws of a giant crocodile. ..Sucl— man-

eating cats invade native villages . . .

and a thousand other thrills never

before photographed!

AMEDEE J.

VAN BEUREN
presents Frank Buck's

BRING 'EM

BACK ALIVE
FRANK BUCK
hero to millions— out-

standing man in the most

romantic trade—who has

brought the greatest of

beasts to all famous zoos

DIRECTED
BY
CLYDE E.

ELLIOTT

6000 REWARD FORSOLVING THIS MYSTERY!
Millions will play the detective

role in this astounding crime

thriller. Tens of millions invited to

write their own original endings.

100 Cash Prizes to be Distributed

Contest closes October 10th

Picture released October 14th

GREATEST RADIO TIE-UP IN HISTORY! 50

LEADING NBC STATIONS ON A COAST-TO-

COAST NETWORK WILL BROADCAST THIS

AMAZING MYSTERY DRAMA IN SIX WEEKLY

EPISODES!

•
Crammed with everything you rteed fo gef

fhe mobs. Backed by three daily newspaper

campaigns blanketing the country . . . fan

magazine campaign . . . free trailers . . .

heralds and block one -sheets announcing

the conlost.rne conrssr. ^^m

iiADio PiaURES

THE PHANTOM
OF CRESTWOOD
FROM THE STORY BY BARTLETT CORMACK

"'^l%K
ON THE AIR FROM WEEK OF
AUGUST 21st to OCTOBER 1st.



LITTLE ORPHAN
f\. INI I^ 11 ^"' °^ ^^^ funnies- the

real-life Annie in a drama
of laughter and tears.

Based on Harold Gray's

comedy strip running daily

in 200 newspapers.

MITZI GREEN
Joseph Cawthorn • Edna May Oliver

12 million American families read the most popular

newspaper feature every day. They're waiting to

see Annie in person!

ith

"MYSTERIES OF THE

FRENCH POLICE
/y

Another great box-office attraction

backed up by intensive newspaper

publicity.

for four years 20 million readers of

Hearst's American Weekly have been

thrilled by this amazing crime-feature

now vivified with its million thrills

centered in one single show.

/yLOYALTIES"
International stage success by John

Galsworthy, author of "Old English."

A dramatic and powerful drama of an upper-

crust criminal too good to go fo jail but whom
Society found a way to crush.

Produced in England by Basil Dean

1 "THE

BRACELET
From the story by Robert Hichens, author of

the "Garden of Allah" and other internation-

ally read novels.

Basil Dean Production, made in England

THE FAITHFUL ARE
FORGOTTEN ^

From Wallace Irwin's novel

"Uw Tyler't Wives"

Throbbing with living scenes,

it reveals the struggle of a man
who played them double and
learned about love too late.

6 ACTION
WESTERNS

The big things on your

round-up! . . .The same

spurring spirit that in one

year swept him to the

peak of popularity.

Directed by Fred Allen

§B

/ i

. . . NOT LES

THAN THREE

PRODUCTIONS

THIS SEASON

A strident drama of blood and gall

nerved to the quivering edge ... the

man who hunts thrills for the millions

lives through a million thrills.



FOUR
THRILL DRAMAS

BILL BOYD
Whooping big melodramas,

packed with wallop and

crammed with action . . .

Shows of stalwart stature

and fired with split-second

suspense . . . Crackling with ^^_
Boyd's double-fisted person- S^^ K^
ality.

RICHARD

The StarWho Has Never Failed

V
ic^

HIS FIRST:

THE

II

HEADLINE
CHASER

3 BIG THRILLERS
The First:

JOEL McCREA
in "Tfie

NIGHT MAIL FLYER
and two more gripping tales

of love and danger . . . Titles

and stars to be announced.

n
N^fODfK LANE

A story of f/ie fheatre and the people

who make it live . . . The glitter . . .

the glamor . . . the laughter . . . the

tears . . . the triumphs . . . the fears,

told in Broadway's own story of the

"Grandest Canyon" . . . Where Girls

with Wishbones wear Sables and

Girls with Backbones wear rags.'

//

ii

SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR"
Drama as vivid and vital as the headlines that leap
across the front pages of every city's nev/spaper. The
story of a "shyster" lawyer who bought his way to the top.

With GREGORY RATOFF
in another great role

Based on Sam Ornifz's novel, "tIAUNCH, PAUNCH & JOV/L"

il

HIPPODROME
II

What is the applause of the world against the pride

at one's own hearthstone?

Here is stirring drama of a notional idol willing

to trade his fame for the love of an only son.

Adapted from the Saturday Evening Post Story

i I BURNT II

The story of o woman who knew her way
around, but who found that only the hus-

band she had cast aside for another fling at

life could save her in her darkest moment.

Sensational and revealing

•
i/

LIFE BEGINS
TOMORROW
Greater than human love . . .

a Family Doctor's Honor!

Pulsing drama of moral Conflict.

From Guido de Verona's world-

known best-seller.



'm^
TWO REEL COMEQIES
WITH ELEaRIC
LIGHT NAMES
6 RELEASES

L¥i

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

'^i

m

CLARK AND M'CULLOUGH
Blazing names with feature draw in six more high-

test howls.

EDGAR KENNEDY
Mr. "Average Man" still hitting home
with the folks who buy the tickets.

HARRY SWEET

In the pictures

fhaf mode him

immortal - reis-

sued with music

ond sound, his

'Six Best Yellers"

including "Easy

Street ""The Cure"

"The Rink"" and

"The Pawnshop."

•
RKO-VAN BEUREN

PRODUCTIONS

Comedies starring one of the

screen's favorite laugh -makers.

MASQ
Big-time, big-,

life a huge joke.

MICKEYM'GUIRE
Kid comedies
Mickey himself.

HARRY SWEET EDGAR KENNEDY MICKEY M<GUIRE

CULLOUGH



SET TO
THE TEMPO

OF THE TIMES
^3,

Blood - racing

stories of man

against the jun-

gle killers ... ro-

mantic and thrill-

ing chapters torn

from the living

story of the sav-

age West . . . and

a zooming epic

of the sky riders

crashing into the

heart of air-mad

Young America.

THE MAGAZINE OF THE SCREEN

PATHE NEWS
^^^^104 RELEASES IHaHJi^HII^HB

The grandest short feature title in amusement

annals first in the newsreel field and still the

foremost scooping the news with unmatched

world-wide service. First to cover flash events

. . . First to reach your screen. First at any

cost ... by the swiftest carriers known to man.

TaThe
MONTHLY REVIEW

7 ISSUES

SHORTS
R K O-VAN B E U R E N
ONE-REEL PRODUCTIONS

13
N
B
C

26

MUSICAL BROADCASTS
Blues singers, crooners, bands and musical

novelties. Stars of the air . . . known and

loved by millions.

AESOP'S FABLES
(Animofed Cartoons)

No product in pictures can match their laugh

record I An established audience follov/ing

built up over a period of 13 successful years.

6

13

THREE ROARING

SERIALS
THE LAST
FRONTIER

"AIRPLANE EXPRESS"
1

"LOST IN THE

MALAYAN JUNGLE"
RKO-VAN BEUREN PRODUCTIONS
12 EPISODES EACH

VAGABOND ADVENTURES
Beautiful and thrilling camera adventures in

the far-flung corners of the world... described

in the crisp, appealing voice of Gayne Whitman,

the "Chandu" of Radio.

TOM AND JERRY
(Animated Carfoons)

The happy note of any program. Funnier than

any comedians that ever lived, these hilarious

creations from the ga-ga-gag-men who make
the "Fables".



RKO RADIO S

HIT LIST OF
1932-1933
is a reality, proven in advance

by the money records of re-

cent RKO Radio Pictures . .

"""1

Under the fine leader-

ship of DAVID- O.

SELZNICK, Executive

Producer, have been

assembled the most

brilliant stars, the most

capable feature play-

ers, the greatest direc-

tors and noteworthy authors any producing

company has ever had the honor to present.

Here—a great organization— Its resources, its

artistry, its every endeavor is bent toward the

creation of box-office attractions.

Your copy of the RKO
RADIO PICTURE BOOK is

now ready. A complete and

detailed presentation of

next season's assured box-

office hits. Ask for it at

your RKO-Radio Exchange.

Note: Titles of pictures herein are subject to change
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RKO'S NEW PROGRAM

ALREADY IN FULL SWING

{Continued from Patic I)

the convention, have been finished,
while two others are now in produc-
tion and five in preparation.

The completed pictures are: "Hold
'Em Jail," comedy with Bert Wheel-
er, Robert Woosley and Edna May
Oliver, directed by Norman Taurog,
and "Bring 'Em Back Alive," Frank
Buck's jungle picture directed by
Clyde E. Elliott for the Varl Beuren
Corp. I y

In production this week : VlThe Most Dan-
gerous Game," the Merian C. Cooper-Ernst
Schoedsack production based on Richard Con-
nell's short story. Schoedsack and Irving
Pichel are directing, with Leslie Banks, Joel
McCrea and Fay Wray already assigned to
the leads.

Also in preliminary production is "Kong,"
spectacular, novelty feature, a Merian C.
Cooper production, based on an original
story by Cooper.

In preparation for early production are:

"Thirteen Women," Tiffany Thayer's best-

seller, to be directed by George Archain-
baud. Irene Dunne and Jill Esmond are

to be leads.

"Fraternity House." adaptation of Mar-
tiiy Flaven's play, "Crossroads," directed by
Gcegory LaCava Irene Dunne and Arlinc

Judge are cast.

An untitled chain gang story featuring

Eric Linden in a large cast to be directed
by Rowland Brown.

"Deported." ("Deportation Train") drama
dealing with the return of undesirable aliens

to their native lands, will give Zita Johann
her first RKO Radio role. Paul L. Stein

will direct.

"Bill of Divorcement," Clemence Dane's
stags' hit, directed by George Cukor.

yThe first Radio Broadcast Screen Special

"ifttraction to coordinate air and theater en^^

tertainment is a highlight of the array of 62

productions announced by Ned E. Depinet,

vice-president in charge of distribution and
Jules Levy, general sales manager. This

Radio special is along the lines outUned by
M. H. Ayesworth, in a recent Film Daily

interview in which he stated that radio

would afford the screen vital exploitation aid.

Bartlett Cormack is writing this feature,

which is tentatively titled "The Phantom of

Crestwood." Helen Twelvetrees and Ricardo

Cortez will have the leads.

Remainder of the 62 features are:

"The Moon and Sixpense," by Somerset
Maiigham, starring John Barrymore with

Helen Twelvetrees, directed by Edward H.
Griffith.

j^Sweeping," by Lester Cohen, starrin,

Lionel Barrymore, directed by Wesley R
gles.

^ "Animal Kingdom," by Philip Barry, co-

starring Ann Harding and Leslie Howard,
directed by Gregory LaCava.

Ann Harding will also star in at least one

other feature.

Miss Harding and Richard Dix will be co-,

starnen in a special. ^ /
U^ie Sun Also Rises," by Ernest HemiY^-

way? starring Constance Bennett, directed b>

George Fitzmaurice.
"Vo"spicuous," starring Constance Bennett;

also one more Bennett vehicle.

"Headline Chaser," starring Richard Dix,

c&! D̂AILV 15

COMING & GOING

RUFUS LE MAIRE, casting director of

the Warner-First National Studios, arrives in

New York today to make a survey of the

legitimate stage talent situation. He will be

in New York about two weeks.

ALBERT HOWSON, director of cen3_^

ship for Warner Bros., spent yesterday 'in

Philadelphia, where he conferred with the

State Board of Censors.

3Q/<' O

AlONG

• • • THE BOYS were treated to an expert interpretation
of the industry as the banking fraternity views it in the
address of E. R. Tinker at the Empey Club Forum it

was a very understanding and sympathetic analysis from the
viewpoint of an outsider who has become an insider
Mr. Tinker clearly established that banking influence in the in-

dustry must confine itself to financial and corporate activities
and assured us all that as far as Fox was concerned
that was a very definite policy such specialists

as S. R. Kent, Winfield Sheehan and James R. Grainger are
perfectly competent to take care of the picture production and
distribution that was the very definite implication of
his remarks

• • • IT IS to our knowledge the first time that a big
banking personality who has a fundamental grasp of the in-

dustry's problems spoke to us en masse in a spirit of
complete understanding such talks have been given be-
hind closed doors of directors' gatherings but never out
in the open for all the world to hear this Forum
idea therefore looms up as a revolutionary thing "We
need understanding and co-operation," concluded Mr. Tinker

and the Empey Forum is making history in that respect.

• • • SPACE LIMITATIONS only prevent doing justice

to the talk of Lowell Thomas which followed but remind
us to tell you his darb story of the Bulgarian potato if

you were not there to hear it as far as we are concerned
Mister Thomas can stage a return engagement any

time

directed, by William Wellman
star/i^ two others.

-'^Nights Are Made For Love," starring'

Francis Lederer. Irene Dunne female lea<^^

y^'Three Came Unarmed," (tentative title)

by E. Arnot Robertson. Eric Linden and

inline Judge, tentative leads.

(/"Phantom Fame," by Harry L. Reichen-

bach, adapted by Ben Markson, starring

Rj«;do Cortez.

/^"Society Page" and "Fair Exchange," haiif
^"arring Cortez.

"Mysteries of the French Secret Police

Dix will Oliver. Joseph Cawthorn in support.

.^"Loyalties," by John Galsworthy, made in

England by Basil Dean.

"The Bracelet," by Robert Hichens. pro

duced t>y Basil Dean.

he Theft of the Mona Lisa," made li

roducers of "Two Hearts in Waltz Time,'

in Germany. English version; also German.

"Night Mail Flyer," featuring Joel Mc-

Crea; also two more l^Crea thrill dramas.

Fou*' Bill Boyd s^frring vehicles produced

• b^^arry Darmour^

by H. Ashton-Wolfe, adapted by Rufus King,\/^"^"" ^aw" and "The Law Rides," by Ben

direci«d by J. Walter Ruben.

ittle Orphan Annie," based on Harold

ray's Chicago Tribune Syndicate cartoon

strip, featuring Mitzi Green, Edna May Oliver

jtfid Joseph Cawthorn.

"Nurse Smith," original screen play by
Carey Wilson, starring Irene Dunne. Mjss
Uunne will have at least one more starrin

role.'

/'M(racle Night," by Sam Ornitz, starring

.^lel/tn Twelvetrees.

Prodigal Daughter," starring Helen
elvetrees.

'Mistress of Moscow," (tentative title),

starring Gwili Andre.

Unitled chain gang story with Eric Linden
iii lead.

/ "Special Investigator," adaptation of Sata
priiitz' novel "Haunch, Paunch and Jowl,'

(iregory Katoff in lead.

/"Loose Moments," (tentative title), feature

/omedy, co-starring Edgar Kennedy and Harry
Sweet.

The Penguin Pool Mystery," by Fulton

Oursler, Jewell Brcntano and Stuart Palmer,
starring Edna May Oliver, with Robert

Arn)fetrong.
oopee Cruise," starring Edna May

Arnjfetro

\ "hNho

nett Cohen, Westerns starring Tom Keene;

four more to follow. All directed by Fred

Allen.

Nine additional feature productions, under

the following tentative titles, will complete th'

ion's line-up of multiple reel attractions;

azda Lane," a story op''Broadway; S>Sha

dows of San Quentiji<"_/^ecret AUar,X "Hip
podrome," basej^'tipon a "Saturday Evening

Post" story ;pLife Begins Tomorrow," from

Guido da^erona's bestseller, ^AU the Evid
encejl^'ueautifully Trimmed/'^ from the story

by Hawthorne Ifurst, "'The Faithful Arc
Forgotten," from Wallace I&m^n's famou
novel "Lew Tyler's Wives,''/€nd "Burnt."

In the RKO short subject lineup, exclu-

sive of 104 issues of Pathe News, will be

65 one-reelers, including 13 NBC Musical
Broadcasts, 26 Aesops Fables, 13 Tom an>

Jerry animated cartoons, 7 Pathe Review
Magazine reels, 6 Vagabond Adventures, aiici'

Seven series of two-reelers embracing six

Charlie Chaplin's reissues with music anil

sound, 6 Masquer's All Star, 6 Clark and
McCullough, 6 Edgar Kennedy's "Mr. Aver-
age Man," 6 Harry Sweet comedies, 6 Alickey

McGuire comedies, and another series of 6

to be announced.

20% PRICE BOOST ORGED

ON DUAE EEATORE SHOWS
(Continued from Page 1)

tural film. If vaudeville is showh,
shorts are to be excluded. Distrib-
utors also are requested to refrain
from changing percentage contracts
into flat rental contracts in cases
where two features are played on
the same program.

Straight Talks Only
At Warner Sales Meets

(^Continued from Page 1)

Warner yesterday in announcing
that the first meeting would take
place June 6-7 at the Park Central
Hotel, New York, followed by con-
fabs in Chicago, New Orleans and
Los Angeles. A. W. Smith will pre-
side at the New York conference,
attended by the eastern and Canad-
ian forces, including H. M. Warner,
Major Albert Warner. Sam E. Mor-
ris, Herman Starr, Gradwell L.
Sears, S. Charles Einfeld. Norman
H. Moray, Joseph Bernard, Harold
Bareford, I. J. Hoffman. Moe Sil-
ver, Dave Weshner, Clayton Bond,
Jacob Wilk, Mort Blumenstock. Jos-
eph Hummel and Albert Howson.
Sears will preside at the other
meetings, for which he will announce
dates later.

Among the points to be stressed
at the conferences will be the policy
of giving greater service to exhibi-
tors. More attention also is to be
given to shorts.

WALLACE'S LAST FOR PARA.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Richard Wallace is to

direct one more picture for Para-
mount under his present contract.
It is understood that his agreement
will expire some time in August.
What Wallace's next assignment will
be has not been definitely decided, a
recent statement by B. P. Schul-
berg revealing that the director may
guide Marlene Dietrich in her next
opus. Only recently Wallace com-
pleted the direction of "Thunder Be-
low," in which Tallulah Bankhead is

starred.

May 25
Morris Kutlnsky Charles H. Malles

Sally Phipps
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NEW SELLING PLAN ERAMED

BY COLUMBIA EOR 1932-33

{Continued from Pane 1)

Abe Montague will look at each pic-

ture and determine whether it is a

Class A or Class B film. This de-

cision will be aided by a preview.

Class A pictures will be listed for

larger rentals, instead of as under

the present arrangements, when
product is classified before it is

made, Rosenzweig pointed out. This

system, he said, would "result in

Class A houses getting Class A pic-

tures and Class B houses getting

Class B pictures."

Al Seligman, Hal Hodes and
George Brown spoke at the after-

noon meeting. The convention winds
up today, following a dinner at

Hackney's last night.

Off Gangster Films
Atlantic City — Columbia is

through making gangster pictures,

Jack Cohn told The Film Dail-5^

yesterday, pointing out that none
are included in the 1932-33 (pro-

gram.

No Admission Price-Fixing
Atlantic City — Columbia will

make no effort to fix prices at which
theaters show their pictures, the

company's Eastern sales convention

was informed yesterday. Admis-
sion price policies is a problem for

each exhibitor to solve, it was de-

clared. Columbia is understood not

intending to try to prevent inde-

pendent poster exchanges from re-

selling their paper.

Spending More Next Season
Atlantic City—Columbia will do

its part in restoring prosperity
through the expenditure of more
millions of dollars than ever before
in the history of the company. Jack
Cohn declared in a radio address
from Station WPG yesterday after-

noon. Putting this money in circu-

lation will help stimulate business
everywhere, the Columbia vice-pres-
ident said. Policy of his concern
for the year ahead calls for the
filming of numerous comedies which
will help the public forget its wor-
ries, said Cohn.

LESSER MAKING 3-REELER
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Negotiations have

been closed by Sol Lesser, president
of Principal Distributing Corp. for the
making of a three-reeler, "Hold That
Lion," based on an original idea by
Earle Frank. The story has the fa-
mous Tonto Basin of Northern Ari-
zona as its locale and the story re-
volves around the life of one of the
U. S. government's professional li^^n

hunters.

Pay As You Leave

Atlantic City — Here's the latest

Boardwalk invention in exhibition

gags. Several exhibits display "admis-
sion free" signs, but try and get out
without "contributing" to a collection.

Columbia Sidelights

ATLANTIC CITY
A surprise feature of the conven-

tion opened yesterday morning's
session with a stage presentation
showing "Miss Columbia" tendering
the 1932-33 campaign book to Co-
lumbia executives. General Sales
Manager Charles Rosenzweig re-

ceived the copy. Supplementing
Miss Columbia were two pages who
opened the show with the w. k.

blare of trumpets. Abe Montague
prefaced the presentation with a re-

sume of past Columbia programs.

Jack Hattem, who operates nine houses
in the New York territory dropped in to

say "hello" and stayed for days.

Another outside-Columbia visitor

was Lou Colder, indie producer.

Max Seligman. Mort Wormser and Frank
Spicker drove down to Atlantic City Monday
night and arrived in excellent condition.

Abe Montague and Joe McCon-
ville are the Inseparable Twins.

George Brown, publicity and advertising
director, expects to be back in New York
June 7 from the Coast.

Jack Cohn "cheated" on the con-
vention by going horseback riding

for a pair of hours Monday after-

noon.

Arthur Levy, Pittsburgh manager recently
appointed, plays as good a game of golf

as he talks.

Plugging the Buck Jones Clubs is

Carl Shalit, Detroit manager, who
has 100 of 'em in his territory.

Jack Cohn discovered a Fox and a Zukor
in his convention on the opening day. They
were legitimate, 'though, as members of the
Columbia sales staff.

Jerry Safron tried a little oratory
Monday afternoon. But his pajamas
made more noise.

Patricia Turk and Helen Aarons of the

Loew-Metro office, guests at the Ambassador,
both emphatically denied that they were
"spies."

Al Seligman, after retiring about
4 a.m., was awakened at 6:30 o'clock

and instructed to rush down to the
Steel Pier to help stage a stunt
Yes, it was a phony, engineered by
a guy known as Harold Emerson.

Harold Emerson, in charge of the Buck
Jones Rangers Clubs at the home office, told

the boys all about how to form and operate
these booster organizations. There are now
600, with a membership of a million boys
and girls, said Harold.

J. R. "Statistical Department"
Crewe is among those who brought
their fair ladies along.

Allen "Cincinnati" Moritz showed up al

the convention chewing on the badly frayed
remnants of a cigar butt. It was instantly
recognized as the same one he was seen with
last year. "It's my convention butt," he said,

"and has attended every sales meet since I

broke into the business years ago."

George "Milwaukee" Ross was
seen breezing along the Boardwalk,
giving his trick white pants an air-

ing. It seems a moth was seer
hanging around 'em and he wanted
to freeze it out.

Sam "Washington" Galanty again cops
first prize as the convention's best dressed
hombre. Incidentally, Sam sells as well as he

dresses.

When Bill "Detroit" Sturgiss saw
all the clams that had been washed
up by the tide he exclaimed, "The
exhibitors out my way will never
believe that clams climb right out of

the ocean and beg to be caught."

C. L. "Detroit" McCoy was approached
by a woman who heard one of the boys call

him. She wanted to know if he was the

"real McCoy."

Duke "New Orleans" Duvall
doesn't need any of the sunburn or

tan available here. He brought so
much of it with him from the Delta
country that the A. C. natives are
turning green with envy.

Lou "Canada" Rosenthal made a hit with
the boys as the result of the heart-to-heart
talk he gave during the afternoon's session
He occupied a seat on the dais as an honored
guest.

Throughout the Atlanta territory,
V. T. Koch—whose name is pro-
nounced "Cook"—is called "Doc."

Lou "New Haven" Astor got salesman's
itch after yesterday's session. He wanted to

get back to his territory and his prospects
while the good things he heard about Colum-
bia's 1932-33 product were fresh in his mind.

W.B.'s FIRST WESTERN
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Ride 'Em Cowboy,"

first of the Warner Bros, series

of western thrillers featuring John
Wayne and Duke the Devil Horse,
will start production near Lone Pine,

in Southern California, next Thurs-
day. Fred Allen will direct. Ruth
Hall is to play the heroine's role.

The entire picture will be made on
location.

HANDLE "DEMPSEY RETURNS"
Cleveland—Nate Schultz and F.

Arthur Simon, who operated Select-

ed Pictures Co., will handle the

northern Ohio distribution of

"Dempsey Returns." Chester Loewe,

manager of Loewe's Independent ex-

change, will distribute the picture

in southern Ohio and Kentucky.

HUEEMAN 8IART8 PAPER

TO EXPLOiniS CIRCUIl

Denver — A four-page tabloic

paper, with a circulation of 35,000
is being issued bi-weekly by Harrj
Huffman to exploit his five theaters

here. The sheet contains Hollywood
and other general picture news, ads
for local merchants and exploitatior
stunts for his houses. Steve Brodit
is editor. First issue announced th€
formation of two big Mickey Moust
clubs, with several firms cooperat-
ing; also a popularity contest and
other business building stunts. II

is the biggest exploitation affair
pulled in Denver.

Krellberg Financing
Independent Producers

(Continued fronts Page 1)

corporated with a capital of $100,
000, and it is announced that addi-
tional funds will be available if the
response of independent producers
warrants. It is understood that sev-
eral prominent realtors, bankers and
lawyers are sponsoring the company.
S. S. Krellberg, leaves for Holly-
wood tomorrow to arrange for West.
Coast representation.

New Device to Bring
Film Talent to Radio
(^Continued from Page 1)

the Metropolitan Studios here. A. J.'

Kendrick, president of Sound Stu-t

dios of New York, Inc., subsidiary
of World Broadcasting System, Inc.,

and a licensee of Electrical Research!
Products, has been here to arrange
for turning out radio programs un-
der the new method. Pat Campbell
has been placed in charge of west
coast activities. The required re-

cording apparatus is being installed

in the portion of the Metropolitan
Studios leased for this purpose, and
production will start late next
month.

COMBINE CLUB DEPTS. i

A combined RKO and National
Broadcasting Club Department has

been formed to control all club acts

playing under contract for both
companies The Film Daily learns.

Personnel of the new department
will be announced this week.

JACK FIER SHIFTS
Los Angeles—Jack Fier, formerly

with National Screen Service, has

joined Supreme Screen Service to

handle the Los Angeles, Seattle and

Denver offices.

Doubling in Religion

Atlantic City—Warner's Stanley be-

comes the Boardwalk Church on Sun-

days beginning May 29.
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olumbiaAdding12MoreExploitationMen toForce

m STUl OVERHEAD It 1 PER CENTWEEKLY
Duality of Films Higher Than Ever— E. H. Griffith

iOwer Grosses Are Due to

Public's Lack of Money,
Says RKO Director

Product is better than ever before
1 the history of the industry, de-
lared E. H. Griffith in an interview
esterday, followfing his arrival in

lew York from the coast with Hor
ce Jackson. He attributes low
:rosses to lack of money in the
lublic pocketbook rather than to
iferior quality pictures
General trend in stories is not too

ophisticated, declared Griffith. He
lelieves that personalities and ex-

(Continued on Page 6)

iTEFFES FEARS INVASION

OFDOUBLEBILLSINN

Fear that circuit houses might
tart the double feature ball a-roll-

ng in the Minneapolis territory was
xpressed by Al Steffes, Allied

Jtates Ass'n chieftain, in New York
yesterday. He said that so far in

lependents operating in that dis

rict have kept 1 ' policy out.

Steffes is in N York with Ben-
(Continuci l^ayc 8)

Joe Pastor Sees Duals

Past Saturation Point
With double feature policies hay-

ing reached a saturation point in

Chicago, some success is accorn-

Danying efforts to eliminate this

3vil in certain localities in that

;ity, said Joe Pastor in New York
(Contimicd on Page 6)

Admission Tax Up for Vote
Washington—A vote is expected within the next 24 hours on the Senate floor

on the proposed 10 per cent admission tax. Hope is still held that the exemption
will be raised to 46 cents.

Television Still Far Off,
Says Radio Commis'n'r

Kan.-Mo. Exhibs Seek
Lower Trailer Costs

Topeka, Kan. — A committee of

three to negotiate with National
Screen Service for a reduction in

trailer prices has been appointed by
E. Van Hyning, president of the Mo-
tion Picture Theaters Ass'n of Kan-
sas and Missouri, which closed its

annual meeting here yesterday.

Chicago—Television has not yet

emerged from the laboratory, nor is

it ready "to matriculate into the

more severe course of adult enter-

tainment and education," declared

Harold A. Lafound, member of the

Federal Radio Commission, in an ad-

dress before the annual convention
and trade show of the Radio Manu-
facturers Ass'n here. "We have all

(^Continued on Page 8)

See Allied Amendments Retained

When Copyright Bill is Revived

Ifasltiiifiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Amendments spon-

sored by Allied States Ass'n in the

Sirovich copyright bill are expected

to be secure when the measure is

revived, possibly in the next session,

in the opinion of Abram F. Myers,

Allied's general counsel. Failure of
(.Continued on Page 6)

Bert Ennis Appointed
Roxy Publicity Director
Bert Ennis, formerly advertising

director for Columbia, has succeeded
Russell Moon as publicity director

for the Roxy. Moon resigned yester-

day.

12 Exploiteers Being Added
By Columbia to Stir Up Business

Gloria Swanson to Spend

$375,000 on British Film

London—Gloria Swanson is quoted as plan-

ning to spend about $375,000 on the picture

she will make here under the direction of

Rowland V. Lee. it is tentatively titled "Per-

fect Understanding." There will be location

sequences in Southern France and studio work

here.

Fox Gets Lilian Harvey;
Coming Over Next Fall

Lilian Harvey, Ufa star now scor-

ing big in "Congress Dances," has

been signed by Fox and will come to

this country next fall upon comple-

tion of her contract with Ufa. Miss

Harvey is an English girl and speaks

both languages perfectly.

Atlantic City—Addition of 12 ex-

ploiteers to the present Columbia

Pictures staff is planned by Colum-

bia in order to aid exhibitors in put-

ting over pictures and to work with
showmen in forming Buck Jones
Rangers Clubs, it was announced by
General Sales Manager Charles

Rosenzweig at yesterday's closing
{Continued on Page 8)

Reduced Operating Costs
Enable RKO Houses to
Show More Profits

RKO's economy program institut-
ed three months ago has resulted
in a decrease of the cost studio over-
head by one per cent weekly for the
last 14 weeks, Frank O'Heron told
The Film Daily yesterday. In New
York, through the elimination ol
vaudeville and other features, net
profits of RKO houses in all parts
of the country increased substan-
tially during the past eight weeks.
The Jefferson, New York, with i

(Continued on Page 6)

500 ATTElTESflMONIAL

IN IIONOR£JOE UNGER

Nearly 500 friends and colleagues
of Joseph J. Unger, Paramount sales
executive, crowded the Astor grand
ballroom last night at the testimo-
nial dinner given him. Lee A. Ochs
opened the post-dinner festivities, in-

troducing Louis Nizer, who func-
tioned as toastmaster. Various well
known industry executives spoke.
The affair concluded with a program

(Cotitinued on Page 8)

68 K. C. Area Theaters
In Anti-Dual Bill Move

Kansas City — Fifty independent
houses, in addition to 18 Fox-Skou-
ras theaters, are understood to have
been lined up in the move to elimi-

nate double featuring. Under the

agreement the policy is dropped on

Sundays.

480 Feature Releases

In First Nine Months

Feature releases in the first nine months of

the current season, from Augast 9, 1931 to

May 1 of this year, totalled approximately 480.

On this proportionate basis, the total for the

full year would be about 600, slightly under

the previous year.
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Low Close Chg.

McConnell Preparing
First of RKO Serials

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Fred J. McConnell

who will produce three 12-episode
serials for RKO, has arrived here
from the Chicago sales convention
and will start work immediately on
the first of the serials. Courtney
Ryley Cooper's "The Last Frontier,"
"Airplane Express" and "Lost in

the Malayan Jungle" are the serials

to be made. McConnell will start
casting "The Last Frontier" within
the week.

Harold Daigler Quits
Publix Northwest Post

Minneapolis — Harold Daigler,
Twin City manager for Publix, has
resigned. Publix is closing the
Minnesota, local first-run, on June
3 for an indefinite period.
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CHAS. ROGERS MOVES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — (Charles R. Rogers,

who is to produce eight features for
Paramount's 1932-33 release pro-
gram, has moved his production
headquarters to the Paramount
studios and is making preparations
to begin production on the first of

the eight films within a few days.
His initial pictures will be "Seventy
Thousand Witnesses," directed by
Ralph Murphy, with Phillips Holmes
in the leading male role.

BUD POLLARD TO DIRECT
Bud Pollard, who did the talkie

version of "Alice in Wonderland,"
has been signed by Clemente Giglio
to direct "Thou Shalt Not Kill,"

first of a series of Italian-American
talking pictures to be made in this
country, in which Giglio will star
Oreste Sandrino.

5-YEAR TIFFANY CONTRACT
Tiffany Productions, Inc., has a

contract to produce features and re-

lease through Educational for a pe-
riod of five years, and the producing
company will continue as a separate
entity under the new Educational-
World Wide setup, said William Saal
yesterday. Tiffany's 1932-33 pro-
gram will be announced shortly.

JAMES THOMAS DIES
Canton, 0.—James Thomas, 64,

old-time vaudeville artist and former
theater owner, is dead at his home
here. He was one of the first movie
operators here.

"CONGRESS DANCES" HOLDS
"Congress Dances," United Artists

release, is being held over for an-
other week at the Rivoli. Para-
mount's "Forgotten Commandments"
had been slated to open there today.

HUFFMAN-RKO DEAL
Harry Huffman, owner of five

houses in Denver, conferred with
Harold B. Franklin, of RKO yester-
day regarding a deal reported to be
in connection with bookings.

WARREN WILLIAM AT M-G-M
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warren William will

appear in M-G-M's "Skyscraper
Souls," being directed by Edgar Sel-

wyn. Others in the cast include
Maureen O'Sullivan, Norman Foster,
Wallace Ford, Jean Hersholt and
Helen Coburn.

'4

16 16
'A

1

37'/. 3754 — /2

14 14 — ?4
12 12 — 1/2

STAGE SHOWS IN CANTON
Canton, 0.—After more than two

years without stage shows, Warners'
Palace, managed by George Riester,

has switched to a combination stage

and film bill.

JACKIE COOPER AT AMPA
Jackie Cooper, in addition to Paul

Muni and Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, will

be at today's A.M.P.A. luncheon in

Sardi's Restaurant.

BELLE BENNETT BETTER
Harrisburg, Pa.—Belle Bennett is

resting comfortably at the Harris-
burg Hospital. She was taken ill

at the home of friends during a
week-end visit.

GEORGE SOMNES ON LEAVE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — George Somnes,

Paramount director, has been grant-
ed a four months' leave to produce
shows at his Cape Playhouse, Den-
nis, Mass.

New York
1 S40 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Lonf Iiland City
1 54 Craacant St.

STiUwcU 4-7940

I
Eastman Films

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

CbJcago
1727 Indiana At*.
CALumat 3(191

Hollywood
4700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

DATED FOR CAPITOL
Following the current attraction.

"Night Court," M-G-M pictures

booked for the Capitol include Greta
Garbo in "As You Desire Me," Ra-
mon Novarro in "Huddle," Norma
Shearer and Clark Gable in "Strange
Interlude," and Marie Dressier and
Polly Moran in "Prosperity."

CECIL DE MILLE A GRANDPA
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Birth of a son to Mr.

and Mrs. Francis Edgar Calvin
makes Cecil B. De Mille a grand-
father.

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C

JOHN GILBERT STARTING
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — John Gilbert starts

next week on M-G-M's "Downstairs."
Monta Bell will direct.

McNUTT WITH PARAMOUNT
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William Slavens Mc-

Nutt has been signed by Paramount
as a member of its writing staff.

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest

Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 31: Annual meeting of Actors' Eqi
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales c
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6: Testimonial dinner to Oscar M
gan and Percy Block, Philadelphia.

June 6-7
: Warner-First National sales n

ference. Park Central Hotel, New Yo

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internatii
al Alliance of Theatrical Stage 1
ployes and M. P. Operators, Memo:
Hall, Columbus, O.

June 7-8
: Annual convention of Roc

Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, D
ver.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.Ti
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, li

waukee.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Toi
nament, Fenimore Golf and Count
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July IS: Educational-Tiffany sales convs
tion. Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. Natioi
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Via
ria, New York.

i

5 WARNER JULY RELEASES
Warner Bros, will release the fc

lowing five features in July: Jamj
Cagney in "Winner Take All," Ju

2; "Doctor X," with Lionel Atw
and Lee Tracy, July 9; "Miss Pinke
ton," with Joan Blondell and Georsj

Brent, July 17; "Without Consent
with Chic Sale, Ann Dvorak ai

David Manners; July 23; Willia

Powell and Kay Francis in "Jew
Robbery," July 30.

RUSS
COLUMBO

in person

AND HIS BAND

The Romeo

of Song

Singing h i s Romantic

Melodies and Playing his

dance compelling Music

— in the most distinctive

Suburban Rendezvous.

WOODMANSTEM
INN-^- 5??-

OFF PELHAM PARKWAY
ON WILLIAMSBRIDGE R.OAD

Phone TAImadge 5-2/30



IT HAPPENS ONCE
EVERY YEAR I
An unsuspected gold-mine!

A picture that leaps out of the

pack and creates history!

And fortunate is the exhibitor who
is awake to the opportunity!

We were advised by our studio

that "Huddle" was a swell picture

!

But most M-G'M pictures are swell—
THIS ONE IS SENSATIONAL!
A BOX-OFFICE NATURAL AS SURE
AS YOU'RE A SHOWMAN!
Plug it! Advertise! Promote!
You'll thank us for the tip-off!

-*}Mf 8

IT HAPPENS
ONCE EVERY
YEAR/
With Karcely a warning! With hardly a

word oi advance notice ! Every year with-

cAjt fail one .motion picture slips out of

HoHywood unheralded, to win world

fame, suddenly, overnight to become
the talk of all motion picture audiences!

The underground reports from Holly-

wood whispered that Ramon Novarro in

"Huddle" shouldbe watched! Those who
saw it in advance showings predicted it

would be 1932's Surprise Screen Hit!

Andnow that prophecy hascome true

!

This glorious motion picture is here.

Ramon Novarro at the height of his

career portraying a boy fighting snobbery

and wealth at college, climbing to the

top, living, loving, winning your heart

every minute of it! What makes great

motion picture entertainment? Action,

th rills,beauty,romance,luxury,laughter?

Yes, the/Be all here, with that extra

something that reaches into your heart

and tells you."Here is somethinggrand!"

Ramon ^* O

We predict

It will be
America's
choice! ^k

Sir*

METRO-COLDWYN-
MAYSR PICTURE

1932'* Mo«t
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PICTURE!

:

I vi>t« for Ranwit Novarw
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picture <?f this year."
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World Wide
in Broadway'sTwo
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SAM BISCHOFF ZASU PITTS
PRODUCTION EUGENE PALLETTE

LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD
TULLY MARSHALL

itek. THEODOR VON ELTZ

pp^ MIRIAM SEEGAR

^^B^K ^Kr^ ^^H^^
Adapted from the book

^^BaK^^^M^Hj^Hr^''^ *

"THE ILLUSTRIOUS CORPSE"
by

<i5F^-^ TIFFANY THAYER

^^1."1*11111111

A Tale oF Terror and Tears . . . Mys-

tery and Mirth . . . and Tangled Loves

\

Presented by

TIFFANY
PICTURES

Owned dnd produced by

Quadruple Film Corporation, Ltd.



Hits Twice
Greatest Houses

®f jr^ime I©

BACHELOR'S
FOLLY"

Two women want-

ed him... one for

Love/ the other

For Money . . .

but with impend-

ing disaster^ Fate

laughed last . . .

and best I

From the stage play

"THE CALENDAR"

by

EDGAR WALLACE
Directed by T. HAYES HUNTER

HERBERT MARSHALL
EDNA BEST

GORDON MARKER
ANNE GREY
NIGEL BRUCE

A Gainsborough Picture •'



RKO STUDIO OVERHEAD

CUT 1 PER CENT weekly!

(Continued from Page ])

$1,200 lower gross, increased its net
profit over $3,000. The Franklin
dropped its gross $700 and increased

its net $2,500. In San Franciscc
the Orpheum's net went up $1,600,

RKO's house in Spokane added $1,-

200 to the net and at Keith's, Wash-
ington, D. C, the net went up near-

ly $5,000. Similar percentages wera
gained at the Riverside, Milwaukee;
Emboyd, Fort Wayne, and Roya
and Chester, New York.
According to O'Heron, Radio Pic-

tures' production program for thi

coming season involves a total cost

of $9,000,000, with 40 productions

to be made by Radio, the average
cost per picture will be $225,000.

See Allied Amendments
Staying in Copyright Bill

(Continued from Page Ij

the bill in the House was due to

lack of unanimity in the Patents
Committee over features not of spe-

cial concern to theaters, and de-

bate was largely consumed with de-

nunciations of the alleged "grasping
policy" of the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers,

which has sponsored copyright bills

in every session for some years. The
House has referred the Sirovich

measure back to the committee for

further hearings and clarification.

"COLONEL" ANN HARDING
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Ann Harding, RKO

Radio Pictures star, will be made
an honorary colonel of the Rainbow
Division Veterans, according to an-

nouncemnet by Lawrence B. Gibbs,

national president of the famous
World War division. The rank will

be conferred upon Miss Harding at

the organization's ball here, May 28.

The father of the screen star, the

late Brigadier General George Grant
Gatley, was second in command of

the Rainbow Division at the front.

FLAG DAY TRAILER
A special "Star Spangled Banner"

trailer for Flag Day, June 14, has
been prepared by National Screen
Service. It shows the American flag

in its natural colors, waving in the

breeze, with the national song played
by a big symphony orchestra and
sung by Raoul Hartwell, baritone,

with a mixed chorus.

OHIO, SANDUSKY, CLOSES
Sandusky, O.—The Ohio, Warner

house, is closed for the summer
John Manuel, manager, has been
transferred to the Plaza.

Chiseling In
Chicago — Merchants located around

the Woods, where "Grand Hotel" is

being roadshown, are going in for
"scalping" on a wholesale scale. Num-
ber of stores in ticket biz thereabouts
is said to represent a new Chicago
record.

DAILV Thursday, May 26, 1932

AIDNG;"^ lALTO
PUILM.DALY

NtW VOCiC IDS ANGEtfS

• • • TWO GENTS have started out with a new picture
production setup which in itself is nothing new or start-

ling in this film biz years ago other gents started to
pool their resources of experience and ability and if you
search back through the trade paper files you will find

their ventures casually alluded to in some inconspicuous item
but somehow those ventures grew into Paramount,

M-G-M, Fox and Warners that's show biz espe-
cially picture biz . new deals new ventures
always a chance for a couple of bright boys to step out on
their own

• • • SO THAT'S about the way Edward Small and Harry
M. Goetz are starting Reliance Pictures no big fanfare
of blatant ballyhoo but somebody has to start the new
companies to keep this industry elastic, progressive, alive with
new slants and methods otherwise it would be on a par
with the steel or oil industry static, set, mechanized

uninteresting

* * * *

• • • THESE BOYS at least possess something that the
early pioneers couldn't possibly have Experience
long years of gruelling but polishing experience they
know what they want to do and above all they
know HOW to do it and in years to come they may be
rated one of the major companies they have a swell
chance in our opinion which you may not con-
sider worth a hoot but, hell, you've guessed wrong on
other good things so that makes us even

* * * *

• • • THUS IT gives us a kick to go on record with the
first lengthy write-up on Reliance mainly for the reason
that these boys have a Sane Notion which we heartily
subscribe to that the time is ripe for a return to the
old Glamour of show biz back-to-earth stories in pix

the days of the good old silent policy when
every production stood on its own not trying to imitate
what the other fellow had made not stringing along in

the cycle catastrophe stories geared for the indie exhib
with definite exploitation built right into the pix

just productions for the Masses with the stuff in 'em
that reflects the forgotten atmosphere of the old homestead,
Mister Average Man and his Missus whether they live

in Oshkosh or Tenth Avenoo

• • • TO THIS new setup Eddie Small brings 15 years
of show experience with carnivals, circus, burlesque

representative of some of the biggest names in the
show world and experience as an indie producer
the gent who started Corinne Griffith off in "Lilies of the Field"

and produced for four years for First Nash in

a word a Showman

* * * ^

• • • AND FOR a perfect balance to all this experience
and ability is Harry Goetz schooled in al' the old tech-
nique of organization and financial manipulation one of
the finest graduates today of the New System what
with five years as assistant treasurer and comptroller of pro-
duction for Paramount and with plenty of financial
backing they can GO . here's wishing 'em Success

for they have a Sane Idea

QUALITY Of PRODUCT

HIGHER, SAYS GRIFFITH

(Continued from Page 1)
traordinarily-good stories are the
two methods of bringing patrons
into theaters in large numbers.

Griffith and Jackson will see "The
Animal Kingdom," which the former
is to direct and the latter is to
adapt for RKO. They plan to stay
in New York one week before re-
turning to the coast.

« « « » » »

Joe Pastor Sees Duals
Past Saturation Point

(Continued from Page 1)
yesterday. In recent weeks, he
stated, six theaters, including the
Avalon, Warner first-run, have
dropped this policy in favor of sin-
gle features and shorts.

"ROXY" IN PARIS
S. L. Rothafel, "Roxy," who is

touring abroad for Radio City, ad-
vised M. H. Aylesworth of his ar-
rival in Paris yesterday. After a
week there visiting the broadcasting
and film studios and music halls,
and conferring with the French offi-

cials concerning Le Maison Fran-
caise, the building being erected in

Rockefeller Center to be dedicated
to the industry, art and commerce
of France, "Roxy" leaves for a
motor trip in the south of France, to

be followed by a visit to Vienna
and Budapest. Martin Beck is with
"Roxy."

3,847 W. B. 100% ACCOUNTS
A total of 3,847 exhibitors in the

United States, exclusive of circuit

operators, bought the entire Warner-
First National product during the
year 1931-32, representing an in-

crease of 439 over the 100 per cent
contracts held by the company dur-
ing 1930-31, according to figures an-
nounced by the company.

YOUNGSTOWN ROBBERY
Youngstown, 0. — Between $400

and $500 was taken by robbers from
the safe of the Dome, downtown
house.

I

^fc^

r-—

MANY UAPPY RETUPNS;

May 26
John Wayne
Chandler Sprague
Viola Brothers Shore

Paul Lukas
Al Jolson
Norma Talmadge
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

'.y RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

iiviDNEY KINGSLEY, New York
playwright, at present under con-

tract to Columbia, has completed the
adaptation and dialogue for "Love
ChUd," which R. William Neill will

direct.
* * *

Anstmther Macdonald, ace M-G-M
soand recording engineer, who did

the recording on "Grand Hotel." re-

centlv finished work on "Speak Eas-

* * *

Frederick and Fanny Hatton.

Newton Plummer and Emjo Basshe
are due to arrive soon from New
York to join J. I. Schnitzer's sce-

nario staff at Pathe.
* * *

Jackie Lynn, three-year-old actor

whom Leo McCarey used in "Pros-

perity,"' at M-G-M, is now being

sed by his brother, Ray, who is co-

rrecting with George Marshall at

Hal Roach's. The Roach picture is

_ feature. "Pack Up Your Troubles."

starring Laurel and Hardy.
* » «

Norman Taurog, whose direction

of "Skippy" won him the industry's

directorial award of 1931, has com-

pleted work on "Hold 'Em Jail." He
is one of the leading directors of

the present screen who was schooled

in the technique of silent films,

transferring his talents to sound

productions with the advent r.f re-

cording equipment. A former srag*

player, he is familiar with dialogue

work.

Gradv Sutton, who was a mem-
ber of the "Boy Friends"' cast at

Hal Roach's, has returned to Roach's

to plav a part in "Pack Up "^ our

Troubles," the Laurel-Hardy feature

He recently finished work in Harold

Llovds production, "Movie Crazy."
* * *

Bette Davis, who is appearing just

now opposite Richard Barthelmess

in "The Cabin in the Cotton" at

First National, will next be seen

with Edward G. Robinson in "Silver

Dollar."
* *

Sylvia Sidney and Gene Raymond,

who appeared as lovers in "Ladies

of the Big House," will be reunited

in leading roles in a dramatic story

of a big city department store. "Any-

Two-thirds of Americas movi? audi-

ence consists of persons under 25 years

old. according to Mrs. Robbins Oilman

of Minneapolis, chairman of the cinema

committee of the International Council

of Women.

thing for Sale," to be produced at

the Paramount studios. George
Raft will appear with Miss Sidney
and Raymond. Marion Gering will

begin direction of "Anything for

Sale"' next month, following com-
pletion of his work on "Devil and
the Deep."' The screen play is being
prepared by Anthony Veiller, son of

Bavard Veiller.
* * *

Barry Conners and Philip Klein.

,
veteran Fox scenarists, have com-
pleted the script for "Chandu." Each
is planning a vacation, with Conners
making a trip to New York via the

Panama Canal.
» « *

Our Passing Show: Al Jolson. Jim-

my Durante. J. P. Medbury, Archie
Mayo, Elynore Dolkart. William
Beaudine, Noah Beery. Dorothy Se-

bastian, Bill Boyd at Joseph's Cafe:

J. J. Franklin. Ben Markson. Ed-

ward Cahn, Morgan Wallace at the

Writers' Club entertainment.
* * *

Nina Wilcox Putnam, who has
1

been in Hollywood for several

months, has joined Columbia and

will adapt "No More Orchids."
« * *

I

Richard Arlen will play one of the '

two male leads in "Hot Saturday,"

Paramount"s human interest storj

of a small town girl in which Carole

Lombard and George Raft will form

the other two sides of the triangle.

' The story is from a novel by Har-

vev Fergusson. Josephine Lovett is

,
writing the screen play. Direction

t has been assigned to Dudley Mur-

phv.
I

Harry Langdon was well supplied

with thrills on his recent travels

I
across the continent returning to

the movie lots from a series of per-

! sonal appearances in the east. In

!
Chicago, Langdon got his first thriP

! when he made a hole in one on ?

165-vard hole. The second thrill

came the next day when he took his

first airplane ride from Kansas City

j
to Los Angeles in a tri-motor plane

! of Transcontinental & Western Air.

His third thrill awaited him on his

arrival in Hollywood to assume the

I

lead in "Once in a Lifetime."
* * *

Paul Porcasi has been signed by

Paramount to portray a role in "The

Devil and the Deep," which unites

Tallulah Bankhead, Gary Cooper and

Charles Laughton.
« * *

Betty Gillette, the Douglaston, L.

L. society girl who recently arrived

in Hollywood with a First National

contract, and Walter Walker, stage

veteran, are the two most recent ad-

ditions to the cast of "Revolt,"

which will go into production at

First National this week. As an-

nounced, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., i=

the star of this production, with Ann
Dvorak opposite.

Greta Meyer, European and Amer-
ican stage actress, whose perform-
ance in "Tonight or Never"' during
its -Sl-weeks" run on Broadway re-

sulted in a film contract, has been
signed for a role in Paramount"^
"The Man From Yesterday,"' in sup-
port of Claudette Colbert and Clive

Brook under Berthold. Vierters direc-

tion.
* * »

Buzz Barton, the Big 4 star, is

of French lineage tracing his an-

cestors to the discoverers and ex
plorers of the southern rivers ir

these United States. His real name
is Camoreaux.

* « »

Sidney Toler has been added to

the cast of "Speak Easily,"' Buster
Keaton's new starring picture for

.M-G-M. Others in the cast are Jim-
my Durante, Ruth Selwyn and Thel-

ma Todd. Edward Sedgwick is di-

recting.
* * «

Harry Hervey has received the

okay on his adaptation of "Lives of

a Bengal Lancer." Hervey has lived

in India and has used the Far East
as the background for several of his

most successful novels.
* * «

Addition of Richard Tucker and
Natalie Moorhead completes the cast

of "The Stoker, " Monte Blue's first

starring film for Allied Pictures now
shooting under the direction of
Chester Franklin. Others in the cast
include Dorothy Burgess. Noah
Beery, Charlie Stevens and Harry
Vejar.

* * *

Robert Presnell, who recently did

the adaptation for Constance Ben-
nett' 'The Truth About Hollv-
wood," is now writing dialogue for
"The Man Called Back," which will

shortly be produced at the Tiffany
studios for World Wide release, Rob-
ert Florey will direct.

* * *

Charles Sellon will appear in

"Gates of Hollywood." Paramount's
comedy-drama of life in the film

capital.
* * *

"Forbidden Company," the second
Invincible picture for 1932-3-3, is

now in the course of production, fea-

turing Sally Blane. John Darrow,
John St. Polls and Myrtle Stedman.
Richard Thorpe is directing. "For-

bidden Company" is the second of a

series of six Invincible pictures be-

ing distributed through Chesterfield,
* * *

Robert Florev will direct "The
Man Called Back, " for Tiffany.

IDEAL PICTURES
ANNOUNCES NOW !N COURSE OF PRODUCTION

8 EIGHT 8

MELODRAMATIC ACTION FEATURES

OUT OF SINGAPORE
PAROLE
ANGEL SINS

THE SPEED MONSTER
MIRACLE MARY
UNDESIRABLE

MIDNIGHT SHADOWS
CLIPPED WINGS

Direction by Charles Hutchison

Production Supen/ision by William Steiner

Recorded on R. C A Phoiochore

AVAILABLE FOR THE STATE RIGHT MARKET
WIRE — WRITE — PHONE

IDEAL PICTURES CORPORATION
M. J. Kandel, pres.

729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

Phone; BRyant 9-44i7 Cable Address: Kandelfilm. N. Y.
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COLOMBIA IS ADDING

12 EXPLOITATION MEN
(Continued from Papc 1)

session of the eastern sales conven-
tion here. Final day of the meet
was devoted to individual branch
meetings presided over by Rosen-
zweig, Rube Jackter, Jerry Safron
and Lou Weinberg. An informal din-

ner last night, with Vice-President

Jack Cohn presiding, aided by Hal
Hode, wound up the affair. L. G.

Ross of Milwaukee, F. Fox of Bos-
ton, Sam Moscow of the southern
district, Abe Montague of the home
office and Ben Marcus of Milwaukee,
were among the "entertainers."

Rosenzweig, Safron, Jackter, Mon-
tague, Hode, Weinberg, George
Brown, Henri Brunet and Milton
Hannock are now en route to the

western meeting, which opens May
31 at the Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles. President Harry Cohn will

attend the confabs, with Rosenzweig
presiding. Jack Cohn, Abe Schneider

and William Jaffe return to New
York.

Steffes Fears Invasion

of Double Bills in N. W.
{Continued from Page 1)

nie Berger, who operates two houses
at Bemidji, Minn. They conferred
with Felix Feist at M-G-M on Tues-
day concerning a situation in that

town, population of which is 7,200,

where overseating is threatened by
the erection of an opposition house.

WARNERS BOOSTING POSTERS
All 39 Warner-First National

branches throughout the United
States and Canada are engaged in

a special sales drive to increase
' use of posters in selling pictures to

the consumer. Warners are trying

to impress on exhibitors the neces-

sity for greater outdoor display ad-

vertising.

CROW ROADSHOW MANAGER
Cleveland—Frank Crow, assistant

manager at Loew's Allen, went to

Wheeling, W. Va., to manage the

roadshow engagement of "Grand
Hotel."

COMING & GOING

(;K01<(iK STONE sails tomorrow for the
( Ua^t, where he is due June 10 to resume
work ill pictures.

()S( AR MORGAN, Paramount manager
ill Philadelphia, was in New York yesterday.

Kl) DUBINSKY of Kansas City is in New
York on a business trip.

ARTHUR SCHOENSTADT and EMIT.
SILVERMAN, Chicago exhibitors, are in

N'-'w York.
WILLIAM WYLER, director, has arrived

in New York from the Coast.
MARY BRIAN arrived in New York yes-

Icnbi) from the Coast to make personal ap-
pearances .'It Pulilix houses.

AL STEI-KES, BENNIE BERGER and
JOE I'ASTOR are in town.
HAROLD ROHB and EI) ROWLEY, cir-

cuit operators in Texas and Oklahoma,
visited Grad Scars, Warner First National
sales cxeriitivc, yesterday at the Warner
home office.

Columbia Convention Sidelights

ATLANTIC CITY
'T'HE way the gang enthused over

the new campaign book was a
genuine compliment to George
Brown, director of public relations;
Frank Spicker, art director, and
their co-workers.

The Walt Disney organizash was
represented by J. W. McFarland,
who arrived in company with the
missus.

Charlie Rosenzweig's genial per-
sonality scored heavily with the field

force which met him in the first

time as Columbia general sales man-
ager.

The Boardwalk shooting galleries,

(and we don't mean theaters) got
a big play from the conventioneers.
Among the boys who tried and
missed were: Jimmy Rogers, Tommy
Haynes, W. Snelson, Ben Marcus,
Mel Evidon, Herb Kaufman and Hal
Hodes.

Bill Jaffe, home office legal dept,

head, convinced the peddlers that he
knows exhibition contract construc-
tion from A to Z.

Floyd Webber of the home office

force renewed a flock of pleasant
friendships.

ROXY GETS UFA FILM
English dialogue version of "Mon-

te Carlo Madness" has been pur-
chased by the Roxy theater and will

be presented the week of June 3.

This film was made in Germany and
on location at Monte Carlo by Ufa
and was directed by Erich Pommer.
Hans Albers and Sari Maritza are
the stars. French and German lan-

guage versions have already been
released on the Continent.

BRABIN DIRECTS "WHIRLPOOL"
(fcrt Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Charles Brabin has

been assigned by M-G-M to direct

"Washington Whirlpool," with Lion-
el Barrymore, Karen Morley, Nils
Asther, Berton Churchill, C. Hunt-
ley Gordon and William Collier, Sr.

John Meehan and Samuel Blythe did
the continuity and dialogue from
Henry Bernstein's play, "The Claw."

WOMETCO'S SUMMER SCALE
Miami, Fla.—Wolfson-Meyer The-

ater Enterprises, operating the
Wometco circuit, has inaugurated an
economy schedule for the summer
and reduced prices in all their the-
aters. At the Capitol the price will

be 35 cents; at Biscayne Plaza, 40
cents; and at the Biltmore and
Tower, 20 cents.

N. W. THEATER CHANGES
Minneapolis— Twin City Theater

Corp. has acquired the Barrymore at
Marshall, Minn., from Richtemeyer
& Thorburn, at a reported price of
$60,000. The change in ownership
becomes effective June 1. At West
Concorn, Minn., the Rex has been
sold by N. E. Ristey to a Mr. Simp-
son. Theaters have been reopened
at Fergus Falls, Minn.; Leith, N. D.,

and Greenwood, Wis.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Cleveland— Arthur Catlin, man-

ager of Loew's Stillman, is vaca-
tioning in and around New York.

Baltimore—Eddie Rosenbaum has
resigned as publicity and exploita-
tion manager of Morris A. Me-
chanic's New Theater, and Milton
Crandall has resigned as publicity
and advertising director of the Hip-
podrome.

Washington, D. C—Alan J. Bach-
rach, formerly manager of the
Strand and Arcade, Waynesboro,
Pa., has been transferred to the
Washington branch office by J. J.

Payette, general zone manager for
Warner Bros. W'l.liam J. Oriani of
Washington, former manager of the
Warner house in Staunton, Va., suc-
ceeds Bachrach as manager of the
two Waynesboro theaters.

Cleveland—Leo Jones of Educa-
tional is vacationing in Boston for
two weeks.

Birmingham—The Strand is at-
tempting to meet competition by re-
ducing admissions from 40 to 30
cents at night and 20 cents mati-
nees.

Montgomery, Ala.— Jimmie Pep-
per, manager of the Strand, Publix-
Kincey house, has been succeeded by
Tom McConnell. He will be assisted
by Leon Copeland. Both are home-
town boys.

Minneapolis—Ruth Evans, former
secretary to Theodore Hayes of the
Publix for six years, has become
private secretary to Al Steffes.

Key West, Fla.—Rogeli Cabrera
has become sole owner of the Pal-
ace by purchasing the half interest
owned by Francisco Menendez of
Miami and Havana.

Cleveland—John Kalafat has re-
duced the playing time at the Five
Points to Saturday and Sunday.

TELEVISION STILL FAR OFF.

(Continued from Page 1)

dreamed of the day when the com-
plete action and crowds of a foot-
ball game could be seen in every
home simultaneously with their oc-

currence, but this dream is a long
way from present actualities," he
said. "The very best television pic-

ture of today can show, with re-

cognizable clearness, only a compar-
atively small group of persons at

any one time.

t
500 Attend Testimonial

In Honor of Joe linger
(Continued from Page 1)

of entertainment embracing a num-
bei- of name acts.

Among those in attendance at the

testimonial were Sam Dembow,
Felix Feist, Austin Keough, Louis
Nizer, Lee A. Ochs, Charles O'Reilly,

Louis Phillip, Phil Reisman, Rudy
Sanders and George Schaefer.

PUBLIX TEXAS CLOSINGS
Dallas — In accordance with its

plan to close certain houses for the

summer, Publix has darkened two
theaters in Abilene, two in Brown-
wood, two in Temple, two in Paris
and one each in Corsicana, Vernon,
Mexia, Ranger, Breckenridge and
Eastland.

ED DUBINSKY LOWERS SCALE
Kansas City—Ed Dubinsky, head

of Publix-Dubinsky, has revised the

scale at the Liberty to 15 cents

from 10 o'clock until 6 o'clock, and
25 cents after 6, with kids admitted
for 10 cents at all times. Free park-
ing space also is provided after 6.

Dubinsky also has announced a lim-

erick contest at the Newman, with

an auto as the weekly prize.

REINGOLD'S WIFE ROBBED
St. Louis—Benjamin B. Reingold,

local Fox manager, has reported to

the police that two diamond brace-

lets, valued at $5,900, the propei-ty

of his wife, disappeared from their

apartment some time between May
14 and the night of May 21. The
bracelets were insured.

GUSDANOVIC'S DUAL GRIND
Cleveland—Paul Gusdanovic, cir-

cuit owner who recently acquired

the Cameo, downtown 1,200-seat

house formerly operated by Loew's,
will run a double feature grind pol-

icy at 10 and 15 cents. Charles Gar-
field will manage the house.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Reliance Pictures; M. H. Lavenstein, 1776

li roadway, New York. 100 shares common.
V. T. Amusement Corp., theatrical busi-

ness; D. Muss, 1301 Grand St., Brooklyn,
N. Y. 200 shares common.

Essex County Theater; H. H. Friedler,
Hudson, N. Y. 200 shares common.
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Franklin Orders Triple Features Out in Brooklyn

admissi¥tax exemption lifted toTI cents

Sunday Shows Are Upheld by New Jersey Grand Jury

Blue Laws Held Obsolete
State Referendum

Is Urged
Elizabeth, N. J.—Blue laws are

obsolete under present changed con-

ditions and a state-wide referendum
should be taken on the question of

Sunday amusements, it was declared

by the Union County grand jury

in opposing the indictment of a
group of Plainfield theater managers
for giving shows on Sunday. In a
presentment handed to Judge Lloyd

{Continued on Page 8)

EDUCATIONAL INCREASES

ONE-REEL SHORTS TO 88

One-reelers on Educational's pro-

gram for 1932-33 have been boosted
to 88, The Film Daily learns. Of-

ficial announcement of two-reelers

to be released is expected today.

Eight Christy "Vanity" comedies
were added to the two-reeler list

yesterday.

Joseph K. Pluii

Staying in New York
Story that Joseph K. Plunkett

will be transferred to assume charge

of RKO houses in Chicago will not

materialize, it is understood, despite

current reports. The executive,

who is under contract to RKO, pro-

tested against the plan which had
been proposed and the matter was
dropped.

ENDLESS EVIL
Birmingham—An example of what double features will lead to is being demon-

strated here this week. The Temple is playing a four-hour show consisting of two
features, comedy and newsreel in addition to a stage show, all for 15 and 20 cents.

This is the house that gained national reputation for giving two features, comedy,
newsreel, ham sandwich, cup of coffee, handful of popcorn and chance on prizes

all for ten cents. Continuing to fight for business the house has had to give still

more for the money or else.

Censorship Rejected
By Minneapolis Mayor

RKO and Loew Circuits

Pooling in Syracuse
RKO and Loew have entered into

a pooling arrangement whereby the
Loew unit shows will be transferred
from their Syracuse house to the
RKO Keith's, leaving the Loew
house with a picture policy. Keith's,

(Continued on Page 8)

Minneapolis — Suggestion of the

city council that a censorship board

be established has been rejected by

Mayor William A. Anderson. "I

have no thought that this office

should conduct a censorship of any

kind," the mayor explained. "When
{Continued on Page 6)

Para. Open Minded on Exclusive Runs

Condensed Grand Opera

Planned for Roxy Stage

Questionnaire cards are being handed out at

the Roxy, asking patrons to indicate if they

would like to hear grand opera presented in a

condensed version yet giving the complete

story "La Boheme," "Tosca' and Madame

Butterfly" are listed as a starter for patrons

to designate their preference.

Paramount is "open-minded" on
the exclusive first run sales policy

now being widely discussed through-
out the industry, George Schaefer,

general sales manager, told The
Film Daily yesterday. Although
the company has not decided to

adopt this plan, it will watch de-

velopments with keen interest as it

formulates its future policies, said

Schaefer.

Warner Bros. Take Over
Third New Britain House
New Britain Conn. — Warner

Bros, has taken title to the Em-
bassy Theater property, owned by

Dzicek and Davenson and foreclosed

by the mortgage holder. Warners

already had the Capitol and Strand

here.

Final Vote to Place Levy
Somewhere Between 41

and 46 Cents
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Another change in

the proposed admission tax yester-

day lifted the exemption to 41 cents,

from 10 cents where it last stood.

After the Senate .committee had

raised the exemption to 31 cents,

Senator Hiram Johnson (Republi-

can) of California offered an amend-

ment raising the figure to 41 cents,

(Continued on Page 8)

Triples in RKO B'klyn Houses
Ordered Out by H. B. Franklin

5 Publix De Luxers
Going Dark June 2

Publix is closing five more de luxe

operations. Going dark June 2 are:

McVickers, Chicago; Paramount,

Toledo; Paramount and United Ar-

tists, Detroit. The Minnesota, Min-

neapolis, closed yesterday.

Harold B. Franklin yesterday as-

sured Rudy Sanders that six RKO
Brooklyn houses which have been
showing triple features on Friday
nights will immediately cease this

policy. Sanders represented inde-

pendent theaters, estimated at 100,

who were protesting against the sit-

uation. RKO theaters involved in the
(Continued on Page 6)

ARTHUR'S FIRST 6 WEEKS

SHOW ONLY $3,000 LOSS

New Haven — Harry Arthur is

understood to have shown an oper-

ating loss of only $3,000 during the

first six weeks of his operation of

the former Fox New England the-

aters. Sixteen houses in the circuit

are open. Important factors in re-

ducing costs included elimination of

union labor and stage shows in sev-

eral theaters.

Hutchison and Steiner

Starting Ideal Series

Charles Hutchison and William

Steiner have left for the Coast to

produce a series of eight melodramas
for Ideal Pictures. M. J. Kandel,

president of Ideal, announces the

first of the series to be produced is

"Out of Singapore."

RKO To Play Percentage

Only When Warranted

RKO will play percentage engagements with

its features only when the situation warrants

it and when the picture calls for such han-

dling, according to B. B. Kahane. Last year

RKO set out to make the majority of Its

play dates percentage engagements.
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ED. WERNER JOINS WXYZ
Detroit—Eduaid Werner, musical

director for Publix Theaters, will on

June 1 become the director of music

for radio station WXYZ.
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Epsom Derby by Television to Theater

London—First demonstration in which outdoor scenes are transmitted to

a screen inside a cinema will take place here June 1 when James L. Baird,

British television pioneer, will superintend the broadcasting of the Epsom

Derby from Epsom Downs to a London theater, 16 miles away.

Six cables laid at the race track near the winning post will be connected

with telephone lines on the Downs. The apparatus receiving the picture will

be housed in a van opposite the grand stand. From there it will be trans-

mitted to the Baird Studios in London and relayed to a 12-foot cinema screen.

Rothafel Finds Audiences Abroad

Want Spectacular Shows at Low Cost

Paris—Samuel L. (Roxy) Rotha-
fel who arrived here from Berlin on
Monday with Martin Beck of the
RKO office, told a Film Daily
representative that the foremost of
three important impressions which
his present investigation of con-
tinental theaters has disclosed, is a
decided increase in interest on the
part of theatergoers in spectacular
shows at nominal prices. The sec-
ond impression is "the tendency of
the foreign public to demand more
wholesome realism in films, and less

'hokum'." Roxy's other impression
was the increased interest in broad-
casting abroad.

"All these changes have come
about since I was in Europe last

fall," said Roxy. "They are definite

and not mere guesswork on my
part. Heart-interest films and color-

ful and pretentious stage shows are
the thing over here and I predict,

they will be in great demand in the
United States before long." Fol-
lowing a visit to Vienna, Roxy and
Beck will return to America, arriv-
ing about June 17.

SWAP MARCH AND GABLE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M-G-M has arranged

to borrow Fredric March from
Paramount to appear with Norma
Shearer in "Smilin' Through," and
in return M-G-M will lend Clark
Gable to Paramount for a picture
to be made in the near future.

MACRI TAKES OVER 2 FILMS
New Haven, Conn.—"Terra Mad-

re" and "Fra Diavolo," Cines-Pitta-
luga productions, have been acquired
for New England distribution by the
Olympia Macri Excelsior Pictures
Corp., which handles the Pittaluga
product in this territory.

SCHAEFER TO MAKE TOUR
George Schaefer, Paramount gen-

eral sales manager, leaves New York
Tuesday for a swing around his ex-

change system. Division managers
will accompany him through their
respective territories. First stop
will be Boston and then through the
South, returning to New York via
the Middle West.

CAPITOL'S THURSDAY CHANGE
Change of program on Thursday,

instead of Friday, will be the regu-
lar policy of the Capitol hereafter.

Collateral on Note
Sold by William Fox

A block of 108,000 shares of Fox
Film stock and another of 50,000
shares of Grandeur, Inc., represent-
ing collateral held by William Fox
against a note for $2,300,000 of
General Theaters Equipment, have
been sold at auction by Adrian Mul-
ler & Son, auctioneers. The note
was part of the consideration paid
Mr. Fox when he sold out of the or-
ganization bearing his name. It is

understood that representatives of
the former film chief bought the
stocks offered at auction. In such
an event, Mr. Fox, with the 50 per
cent interest he previously held in

Grandeur, would have full control
of this company, which is the hold-
ing unit for Mitchell Camera Co.
and for certain patents.

Reported Roxy Closing
Brings Forth Denial

Reports current along Broadway
saying that the Roxy will be dark
within a few weeks were denied yes-
terday, at the theater.
The Fox, Brooklyn, has posted a

notice in case it decides to close,
June 2.

CARL L. GREGORY LAID UP
Carl Louis Gregory of New Ro-

chelle, chairman of the historical
committee of the S.M.P.E., is in
Polyclinic Hospital, New York, as a
result of being hit by an auto several
days ago here. Gregory was thrown
50 feet, causing a broken collarbone
and broken left leg.

ROXY AFTER EARHART
Harry G. Kosch of the Roxy has

cabled Amelia Earhart an offer for
a personal appearance at the big
New York theater upon her return
from abroad. Efforts are being
made to consummate preliminary
arrangements with George P. Put-
nam, publisher and husband of the
trans-Atlantic flyer.

ARTHUR ZIEHM RESIGNS
Arthur Ziehm, who has been act-

ing as representative in New York
for Olympia Macri Excelsior Pic-
tures Corp. of New Haven in con-
nection with "Maciste in Hell," has
resigned.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 31 : Annual meeting of Actors" Equit
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales coi
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6: Testimonial dinner to Oscar Moi
gan and Percy Block, Philadelphia.

June 6-7; Warner-First National sales coi
ference, Park Central Hotel, New Vorl

June 6-9
: Annual convention of Internatior.

al Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em
ployes and M. P. Operators, Memorial
Hall, Columbus, O.

June 7-8: Annual convention of Rock;
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, Deii
ver.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil
waukee.

June 22 : Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour
nament, Fenimore Golf and Countrj
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

Film Company Tenants
Sought for Radio City

RKO has started a campaign to

rent to other motion picture com-
panies, 100,000 feet of office space
in the new RKO Building in Rocke-
feller Center.

COL. SIGNS NINA PUTNAM
Nina Wilcox Putnam, prominent

novelist, has been signed by Colum-
bia to do the adaptation of "No
More Orchids," novel by Grace Per-
kins, on the company's new program.

W Whenyou GoTo

PHILADELPHIA
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€
'emaphore and Bell

n Lobby for "Union Depot"
JyfANAGER MILTON KRESS

of the Strand theater, Meri-
dian, Miss., used a lobby display

for "Union Depot" that attract-

ed lots of attention. On Sun-
day, one day in advance and on
days of picture, Kress had a

seven-foot semaphore in lobby

of the theater with three lights

on it—green, red and orange,

such as are used on street sig-

nal lights. The lights worked
on a flasher; the top one saying,

"Stop" and ringing a bell. Then
the second light flashed, "Now
Go" with the third light flashed,

"And See." Cross pieces of

semaphore carried the title of

picture and appropriate copy on

base. The display attracted more
attention than atiything Kress

has used in a long time. It

caused plenty of favorable com-

ment for the picture too.—Strand, Meridian,, Miss.

Wurnished Programs
Jor Boxing Bout
AfANAGER H. P. Hof of the
-'-'• Bardavon, Poughkeepsie, N.

Y., appealed to the sporting ele-

ment when he furnished pro-

grams at an amateur boxing

contest which advertised Wal-

lace Beery and Jackie Cooper

in "The Champ." By arrange-

ments with the promoters of lo-

cal amateur bouts scheduled to

take place two days before

opening of picture, 2,000 pro-

grams were furnished. The

programs listed the names of

the boxing contestants with the

lower space, "and meet—'The
Champ' with Wallace Beery and

Jackie Cooper at the Bardavon

Theater." —Bardavon,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

I

REMINDER

Get set for Flag Day—June

Uth.

ALONG

• • • NOW THAT the reactions from the Fox sales con-
vention are beginning to be felt at the home office it

shapes up as about the most significant convention ever held
in the history of the company the boys had come in
from the field with queries, questionings and wonderings

concerning the new alignments and what hap-
pened?

• • • THEY LISTENED to Messrs. Tinker, Kent and
Grainger they were given an inside glimpse of the re-

juvenated executive machinery driving ahead with the
smooth precision of concentrated power that can only
emanate from Scientific Organization here was definite

purpose a cleajr-cut progi-am outlined frankly
and sanely without any of the old-time bunk of artificial whoop-
er-up that was used in all past eras of the industry to

steam sales boys into a false enthusiasm which evapor-
ated as soon as they hit the trail for the home territory

* * * *-

• # • SO THE gang went back to their respective districts

with something tangible to cling to something
to put into their day's work a something that is al-

ready reflecting in their reports which you can wrap
up in one word CONFIDENCE and, boy, there

ain't anything else this film biz cries aloud for right now more
than Confidence

• • • WITH AN organization in high gear right at your
back all the time directed by a handful of men who are

all outstanding specialists in their particular fields and
a lineup of product that is par-excellent modern
classy impregnated with showmanship where is

the sales manager who couldn't respond to that setup with all

the Confidence in the world?

• • • AND TAKING the Fox organization from the point

of view of selling the product let's get a closeup of

James R. Grainger sales chief whose job is to

turn the accumulated potentials of experience, brains and or-

ganization into box-office dough

• • • HERE IS a Sophisticated Optimist if you will

allow us to coin a phrase a hard-boiled hombre
a two-fisted gent who has graduated with highest honors

from the college of Hard Knocks but he took the knocks

he never gives them he just tells a mug to his

face what he thinks of him, then he forgets it

the table is cleared a new deal and you strmg

along with Jimmie as a pal and fellow-worker or he's

off you for life it's human to love a man like that

for you always know just where you stand with him

• • • HIS AGGRESSIVENESS is his chief quality

amazing after all the years of strife and heartaches

and headaches he still exudes Aggressiveness

'radiates it to everyone he contacts a Driving Power
' motivated by a supreme confidence in himself his men

his company and the future of the entire In-

dustry the film biz can use a lot of Fighting Optimists

like Mister Grainger but try and name just a few

« « « » » »

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)

May 27

Public's Coldness
to Juvenile Pix

'pHE emphasis placed by M-
G-M upon the fact that

"When a Feller Needs a Friend,"
now at Loew's, is "not a kid
picture" calls attention anew to

the movie public's coldness to

so-called juvenile pictures. Pa-
rents individually may lament
the scarcity of pictures suitable

for juvenile patronage, women's
clubs may adopt complaining
resolutions addressed to the
Hays organization, and critics

may write in a similar strain

(as did Mordaunt Hall the other

week in the New York "Times"),
but the adverse box-office verdict

answers all arguments. Today's
youth is not interested in "Peter
Pan," "A Kiss for Cinderella"
or even "Treasure Island," nor
indeed, for that matter, is yes-
terday's youth, now grown to
man's and woman's estate. I

quite agree with Producer Sam-
uel Goldwyn who writes: "I be-
lieve stories like 'Treasure Is-

land,' 'Alice in Wonderland,' or
'Huckleberry Finn,' even when
they are transcribed to the
screen, appeal less to the mod-
ern child than pictures that have
as their foundation the law of

animal life, the conquest of na-
ture or the creation of mechani-
cal or engineering work. 'Hell's

Angels,' 'The Dawn Patrol,'

'Tarzan,' 'With Byrd at the
North Pole,' or 'Chang' were
vital and absorbing to every
child." —Chester B. Bahn,

Syracuse "Herald"

Josef Von Sternberg Marjoric Montgomery

Mary McAlister Cliff Whcclcr

Richard Curren



NOT PAlA
TESTIMONIAL

IN A CARLOAD!
Yet MILLIONS couldn't buy
such convincing testimony to

i

COIVIIVIANDING POSITION IN

PICTURE BUSINESS TODAY!

WARNEITBROS

''In comparing your next

two months' releases

with the other com-
panies', your pictures

appear to be head and

shoulders over every-

body's."—A Leat/ing' Op-

position Circuit Booker.

"What the Warners have
done recently is a sub-
ject for the movie theo-
rists. They brought out
the Vitaphone at a time
when everything was
sagging. Now they are
bringing dynamically
powerful atmosphere
back in as the movie art
threatens to become
effete. They have
brought in once again
powerful treatments to
American talking pic-
tures."-M Y.Sun, May 19

VrTAGRAPH, INC., DISTRIBUTORS

"THERE IS NOTHING
WRONG WITH THE
FILM INDUSTRY when

it can turn out entertain-

ment like this Warner

Bros, picture." —From
review of "The Crowd

RoarsJl' in "Box Office/'

March 31 issue.



"Messrs. Warner have
unearthed a new slant

onAmerican psychology
in Mr. Cagney's exploits.

It tends to be a most
profitable viewpoint."

—N. Y. Morning Telegraph

"This business needs
more pictures of the

type of this Warner
Bros, release — stories

that appeal to the rank
and file and are not over
the heads of the
masses.'' — E. E. Bair,

American Amuse. Co.,

Liverpool, O.

--^,.- .-i.

"I have used Warner
Bros, and First National
pictures for years, and
this last season they
have delivered better
product than this group
has put out for several
years. I like the pictures
and can depend on the
stars—and that is some-
thing thesd days in the
show business."—Marthe F. McSpadden,
Home Theatre Company,
Inc.,Electra, Texas.

^^m^^^m.

And Remember!

PAST PERFORMANCE IS THE ONLY

PROOF OF FUTURE QUALITY! Think

of THAT when you think ot 1932 '33!

"Your next two months'

releases appear to be

head and shoulders over

everybody's"...

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
in "Two Seconds"

"Drew such standins room at Winter
Garden as,has not been equalled since
'The Crowd Roars'."—N.Y. Sun. A First
National Picture.

JOE E. BROWN
in "The Tenderfoot"

"Funniest Joe E. Brown comedy to

date."—N.Y. Daily News, Play it in Joe
K. Brown LafT Week. June 410. A First
National Picture.

«S|ir

>

Vi'
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Daring: divorce drama with KAY
FRANCIS, Roland Young. A Warner
Bros. Picture.

LOVE IS A RACKET'

Will start a new vogue of scandal col-

umnist stories. Written by leading N-
Y. columnist, Rian James. With 4-Star

cast—Doug.Fairbanks.Jr.,Ann Dvorak.
Lee Tracy, Frances Dee. A First
National Picture.

"WEEK-END MARRIAGE"

Sensational story of part-time wives and
two-time husbands. By famous Faith
Baldwin.who wrote"OiIiceWife." With
5-Star cast— Loretta Young, Norman
Foster, George Brent, Aline McMahon,
Vivienne Osborne. A First National
Picture.

"THE DARK HORSE"

Your cash-in on presidential year. A
political landslide of laughs.WARREN
WILLIAM'S follow-upon "The Mouth-
piece," with Bette Davis. Guy Kibbee.

A First National Picture.

JAMES CAGNEY
in"Winner Take Air

Cagney in an entirely new type of role

An epic of socks and blondes, loaded

with love interest. Has Marion Nixon
and Virginia Bruce in cast. A Warner
Bros. Picture.

"DOCTOR X"

A totally dilferent mystery thriller. It

starts where the others left olf Pack-

ed with production values and star

names— Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray, Lee

Tracy, others. A First National Picture.
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Hitch in Grauman Deal

A major reason for failure of the

deal between the Roxy Theaters

Corp. and Sid Grauman is under-

stood to have been caused by de-

mand of the Coast showman for a

contract signed by Hayden, Stone &
Co. Grauman has returned to the

Coast. Charles Griswold wilt con-

tinue in charge of the house, it is

understood.

CENSORSHIP REJECTED

BY MINNEAPOLIS MAYOR
{.Continued from Page 1)

anything appears that offends taste
and morals this office will act def-
initely and promptly but it is not
going to tell others what they may
put into books or theatrical per-
formances."

Distributors Considering
Appeal in Omaha Verdict
Major distributors have not as yet

made up their minds as to whether
or not they will appeal decision of
the Federal Court, Omaha, giving
$2,000 damages to Newton & Leddy,
operating the Garden.

Origin of the case is understood
to have occurred when the theater
company refused to abide by an ar-
bitration decision. The distributors
then demanded a deposit and when
Newton & Leddy refused to comply,
ceased to sell him film, it is un-
derstood. The company then sued
for $105,000 damages.

MASCOT ON SECOND SERIAL
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Having completed

"The Last of the Mohicans," his

first of four twelve-chapter serials

for the 1932-33 season, Nat Levine,
president of Mascot Pictures, is pre-
paring for the immediate produc-
tion of the second, "The Hurricane
Express." The new chapter play
is a railroad melodrama, an original

story by Wyndham Gittens of the
Mascot staff. Levine announces
that exploitation tie-ups have been
made with several important rail-

roads.

HOLT-GRAVES WAR FILM
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—^Columbia will again

team Jack Holt and Ralph Graves
in "War Correspondent," comedy
with a Sino-Japanese background.
Story is by Keene Thompson, with
dialogue by Jo Swerling and con-
tinuity by Ray Schrock.

CARL GOE ON SALES TRIP
Carl Goe leaves New York within

a few days to sell Richard Talmadge
features. He will go to Havana and
return through the Middle West.

ENGLEWOOD CLOSING
Chicago—RKO closes the Engle-

wood, neighborhood house, on Satur-
day.

RKO DROPPING TRIPLES

IN SIX BROOKLYN HOUSE

(Continued from Fage 1)

matter are: Prospect, Greenpoin
Orpheum, Tilyou, Dyker and Ric!
mond Hill.

New Jersey independent exhib
tors are reported planning to a]

proach Warner Bros, and Skours
in protest against similar policies.

Court Reserves Decision
In Arthur Theaters Cas<
New Haven, Conn.—Judge Joh

R. Booth of the New Haven Su
perior Court has reserved decisio
on the application for a permanen
injunction sought by Arthur The
aters against Fire Marshal M.
Fleming's order calling for two ex
perienced stagehands to be employee
at the Fox Poli.

FORECLOSE ST. LOUIS HOUSE
St. Louis—The Uptown Theater

building, 4938 Delmar Blvd., was
sold under foreclosure proceedings
at the Civil Court house here to
Francis X. Schlosser, attorney rep-'

resenting the Missouri State Life
Insurance Co. for the mortgage
holders. Purchase price was $75,-,

000, amount of the first deed of
trust.

NEXT AT HINDENBURG
"Der Schrecken der Garnison"

("The Terror of the Garrison"),
German talker with Felix Bressart,
opens Tuesday at the Hindenburg,
following the three weeks' run of
"Die Singende Stadt" ("City of
Song").

THEATER BURNED DOWN
St. Johnsbury, Vt.—The Globe,

owned by the M. J. Caldbeck Corp.,
has been destroyed by fire. It was
insured for $43,000.

3 N. W. REOPENINGS
Minneapolis—Three theaters re-

cently reopened in the northwest
area are the Munro, Holla, N. D.,

New Holdingsford, Holdingsford,
Minn., and Strand, Bridgewater,
S. D.

COLUMBIANS TAKE FIRST
In the opening game of the sea-

son, the Columbia baseball team de-

feated Fox by a score of 3 to 1,

Charlie Levy pitched for Columbia.

Emotional Music for Women
Women patrons prefer emotional

overtures, declared Dr. Hugo Riesen-

feid yesterday in speaking at the

A.M.P.A. luncheon. Overtures com-

posed from musical comedy hits also

have much audience appeal, he said.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK I

HOLLYWOOD
JELEN COBURN, New York

stage actress who put on 20
ounds in three weeks in order to

in a screen contract from M-G-M,
i making her film debut in "Sky-
raper Souls," which Edgar Selwyn

1 directing. Miss Coburn recently

eighed only 105 pounds as a result

f rigorous study and practice of

lassie dancing. A screen test re-

ealed that she was too slightly

uilt, but not to be denied, she ac-

jmplished an increase of 20 pounds
) win the contract.

* * *

Robert Presnell, who has been
''5 ith RKO and Tiffany, has joined

oseph I. Schnitzer's scenario staff.
* * *

Clara Bow, Mary Astor, Zeppo
[arx, Frances Marion, Henry
[enigson, Marion Davies, Florence
yerson, John Considine, Jr., Charles
urthman, W. R. Burnett, Pierre

[ungate, Mrs. Florence Schimer,
rnest Rovere, Florabel Muir, Har-
ie Albright had entries in the an-

ual dog show at the Ambassador
uditorium. Rowland Brown, Nick

Irinde and Paul Perez were among
,, le spectators.
»i _ * *

Simile—As conspicuous as a movie

tar entering a five and ten cent

tore.

* * *

H. Lindgren, who handled the

ound on "This Is the Night," "No
Ine Man," and "The Sporting

^idow," will also do the recording

n "Merrily, We Go to Hell."

Funeral services for Mrs. Tom
teraghty, who died Sunday, were

eld Monday at the Little Church of

lie Flowers, Forest Lawn Memorial

ark. Mrs. Geraghty was 48 years

Id and had resided in Hollywood for

6 years.
* * *

E Merritt, who did the recording

n "Sky Bride" and "The Miracle

Ian," is handling the sound on "The

hallenger," at Paramount.
* * *

Kay Francis will go abroad for a

acation late next month with her

usband, Kenneth MacKenna, after

he completion of "One Way Pas-

age," in which she is now appear-

Paramount has fifteen sound stages

at its West Coast studios.

19 Writers on Warner Staff

Nineteen writers of screen adaptations and dialogue are now on the

staff of Warner Bros, and First National Pictures, most of them actively at

work at the studios. The list is as follows: Robert Lord, Courtenay Terrett,

Charles Kenyon, Sheridan Gibney, Niven Busch, Harvey Thew, Kay Davis,

Carl Erickson, John Bright, Kubec Glasmon, Ward Morehouse, Wilson Mizner,

Paul Green, (Pulitzer Prize dramatist), Joseph Jackson, hloward Green, Lillie

Hayward, Brown Holmes, Houston Branch and Austin Parker.

ing with William Powell at the War-
ner studios.

Claire Dodd will play the role for-

merly assigned to Helen Vinson in

First National's "Crooner." Miss
Vinson is appearing in the Con-
stance Bennett picture, "Two
Against the World."

"The Man From Hell's Edges,"
starring Bob Steele, has been com-
pleted, and will follow "Riders of the
Desert," in World Wide's release

schedule of this series. "The Man
From Hell's Edges" was written and
directed by R. N. Bradbury, Steele's

father. Supporting cast includes

Nancy Drexel, Julian Rivero, George
Hayes, Pee Wee Homes, Perry Mur-
dock and Dick Dickerson.

* * *

Arthur Hoyt has been signed for

a role in Paramount's comedy-
drama, "The Sporting Widow," fea-

turing Alison Skipworth and Rich-

ard Bennett.

Kitty Kelly, featured comedienne
who recently completed her contract

with RKO, may shortly appear in a

Paramount production, according to

a reliable report. The former New
York musical comedy stage star re-

cently scored opposite Wheeler and
Woolsey in "Girl Crazy."

* * *

Morton Barteaux, prominent Eu-

ropean novelist, has just sold an-

other original story, "Prancing

Mothers," making the fourth orig-

inal written and disposed of by this

writer in the past two months.
* * *

Regis Toomey, who recently com-
pleted a long term contract with

Paramount, has been working out

daily on the U. S. C. track team.

Toomey is a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh.
* * *

When Roy Del Ruth directed the

final scene for "Blessed Event" he

established a record for time con-

sumed in making a feature produc-

tion. Approximately 12 actual shoot-

ing days were taken to make this

opus, in which Lee Tracy is starred.
* * *

The adoption of the talking screen

by the University of Chicago

as a medium of expression before

classes bears out the prediction made
by C. Gardner Sullivan, prominent

M-G-M executive scenarist, coinci-

dent with the introduction of talking
pictures.

* * *

Arnold Lucy is playing the role
of a bank director in "Skyscraper,"
at M-G-M. The picture is being di-
rected by Edgar Selwyn.

* * III

Albert Ray is directing "Indecent"
for Allied Pictures, with a cast in-
cluding H. B. Warner, Lila Lee,
Beryl Mercer, Joyce Compton, Ivan
Lebedeff, Jason Robards and Eddie
Nugent. "Indecent" is an ultra-
modern version of Gustav Flaubert's
"Madame Bovary." The screen adap-
tation is by Frances Hyland.

* * *

Louise Closser Hale has completed
her role in "Rebecca of Sunny Brook
Farm," directed by Alfred Santell.

"Show Business" has been selected
as the title of the first of the series
of Thelma Todd-ZaSu Pitts com-
edies. Jules White directed for Hal
Roach.

* * *

M. Paggi, sound man, is becoming
an authority on Maurice Chevalier
pictures, having handled the record-
ing on "One Hour With You" and
"Love Me Tonight," the current
Chevalier production, which Rouben
Mamoulian is directing.

Daniel Whitcomb, who wrote "Sal-

vage," for Pauline Frederick, will

do the adaptation and dialogue for

H. M. Horkheimer's feature, "I Shot
My Husband," which will soon go
into production at Pathe.

* * *

Clarence Muse, actor, singer and
composer, is author with David Ar-
len, Hollywood publicist, of "Way
Down South," a romance of colored

show business in the deep South.

The book will soon be available at

all bookstands. Muse is now ap-

pearing with Richard Barthelmess in

"Cabin in the Cotton."
* * *

Philip Klein, son of the late

Charles Klein, who wrote "The Mu-
sic Master," "The Auctioneer" and

numerous other plays, has a record

of having worked on 43 scripts at

Fox. This number includes some
that he did in collaboration with

other writers.
*

Bert Green, cartoonist and author

of the humorous stories. "Love Let-

ters of an Interior Decorator," has

been signed by the Hal Roach stu-

dios as a member of the writing
staff. He will arrive at the studio
June 1.

* * *

Katherine Brown, eastern scenario
editor of RKO-Radio Pictures, is in
Hollywood for a ten-day conference
with the studio story board com-
prised of Kenneth MacGowan, Ed-
ward Montagne, N. H. Swanson,
Adela Rogers St. John and David O.
Selznick, vice-president in charge of
all RKO production.

* * *

Johnny Murray, who acts as mas-
ter of ceremonies on the "High
Jinks" program over KFWB, Los
Angeles, each Sunday night, will

shortly make his screen debut as the
radio announcer in RKO Pathe's
"What Price Hollywood."

Paramount Assignments: Alan
Mowbray and Roy Irwin for "The
Man from Yesterday"; Ruth Donnel-
ly, Broadway comedienne, Dick Tem-
pleton, football pla:^er, for "Gates of

Hollywood"; Arthur Hoyt for "Devil

and the Deep"; Billy Gilbert, Ver-
non Dent, Teddy Hart, John Sinclair,

Sam Adams, Heinle ConkHn, Nadine
Dore, Gwenn Zetter, Al Bridge and
Ted Stanhope for "Million Dollar

Legs."
* * *

Shooting on "The Night Flower,"

new Barbara Stanwyck picture, has

been completed at the Warner stu-

dios.
* * *

Cecil B. De Mille has taken an

office in the Paramount studios and

begun preliminary work for his pro;

duction of "The Sign of the Cross."
if * *

Hedda Hopper and Henry Armetta

will have parts in Buster Keaton's

new M-G-M picture, "Speak Easily."
* * *

Ann Dvorak will be the third girl

in Warners' "Three on a Match,"

which is soon to start production

under the direction of Mervyn Le-

Roy. The other two girls featured

in the cast will be Joan Blondell and

Bette Davis, while Warren William

will have the principal masculine

role.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"The smallest set ever used to con-

tain two people was photographed in

a scene tor "Red Headed Woman." It

was a telephone booth in which Jean

Harlow corners Chester Morris for one

of the love sequences in the production."
—M.G.M.
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TICKET TAX EXEMPTION

18 LIFTED TO 41 CENTS

(Continued from Page 1)

and this amendment was carried by
a vote of 44 to 33.

The measure now goes to the
conference committee composed of

Senate and House members. Inas-
much as the House brought in an
exemption of 46 cents, and the Sen-
ate now sets the figure at 41 cents,

the final vote will have to place the
exemption somewhere between these
two figures, and there is no chance
for the exemption to be made
either higher or lower.

Cleveland — Art Cinema theater,
playing German features, has closed.

May Question Wm. Fox
In Stock Market Probe

IVaskinaton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—William Fox is un-

derstood to be slated to appear be-

fore the Senate committee investi-

gating the stock market. Other im-
portant film industry executives are

also likely to be called.

WARNER PUBLICITY TIE-UP
Warner's advertising department

has effected an ad tie-up, which a

well-known manufacturer of cosmet-
ics is to run shortly in the "Amer-
ican Weekly," which has an estimated
reader circulation of over twenty
million. Four of the Warner stars

are featured in the ad. They are

Joan Blondell, Loretta Young, Bette

Davis and Ann Dvorak. The tie-up

was arranged by George Thomas,
in charge of West Coast publicity.

Washington, D. C.—Teresa Des-
mond, of the M-G-M branch office,

was given a shower by fellow em-
ployees in honor of her approaching
marriage to Max Williams on
June 11.

Birmingham—Strand, operated by
Birmingham Theatrical Amusement
Co., has reduced its scale from 40
to 30 cents evenings, and from 25
to 20 cents at matinees.

Ovid, Colo.—Johnson & Johnson,
father and son, have taken over and
reopened the Mazda, which had been
closed three months. They operate
the drug store, and there was a fall-

ing off in trade with the closing of
the theater, so they arranged for
the reopening.

Cleveland — Maurice Kaplan has
closed the Arion for the summer.
He will remodel and redecorate be-

fore opening in the fall.

NEW BOSTON CHARTERS
Boston—Film Finance Corp. has

been chartered with $25,000 capital.

Incorporators are Matha Baer, Mai-
den; Anna M. Dunn, Weymouth;
Benjamin Rudnick, Brookline. In-

ternational Film Foundations, Inc.,

has also been incorporated by My-
ron Tashjian of Arlington; Helen
Parker of Melrose, and Ernest F.

Koehler of Natick. It will handle
educationals.

BANDIT SHOT
Slater, Mo.—Jack Piper, a guard

at the Dickinson theater, shot and
seriously wounded Kenneth Fletcher,

who is alleged to have attempted to

rob the theater.

COMING & GOING

GEORGE M. COHAN, who recently
signed with Paramount, will leave Broadway
tomorrow for Hollywood to begin his new
work at the Paramount studios.
CHARLES HUTCHISON, Ideal Pictures

director, left for the coast yesterday.
WILLIAM STEINER left yesterday for

a tour of mid-west cities, en route to the
coast.

CHARLES L. GLETT, vice-president,
plans to start on a trip of Big 4's affiliated
exchanges at the end of the week. He will
visit all offices located east of the Rockies
NICHOLAS MACRI and A. GULISANO

of Olympia Macri Excelsior Pictures Corp.,
New Haven, were New York visitors yes-
terday.

Arcadia, Gal.—Henry Moore, who
recently acquired the Arcadia here,
was formerly with Jensen-Von Her-
berg and Pacific Northwest Thea-
ters in Tacoma.

Uhrichsville, O.—Lee Berger, for-
mer manager of the Jewel, Cleve-
land, is now managing the State
He succeeds E. A. McAuliffe.

Los Angeles—Meyers & Harter
have taken over the Astor, while
Lewis & Rector have taken over the
Savoy on "Darktown Row."

Long Beach, Cal.—R. F. Bagg has
reopened the Ritz, recently closed,

on a 15-cent admission policy.

Parkers Landing, Pa.—H. J. Arm-
strong has taken over the Liberty,
managed for a time by the Ameri-
can Legion.

Utica, N. Y.—The Colonial has
gone dark.

Pittsburgh—Manny Steinberg has
joined Columbia's local sales force

and will cover the West Virginia ter-

ritory.

BY N. J. GRAND JUR)

(Continued from Page 1)

Thompson in Quarter Sessiom
Court, the grand jury said:

"This body fully discussed am
considered the conditions which ob
tain in this county with reference
to the non-observance of the Sai
bath law, known as the vice an
immorality act. We do not believ

this condition is due to any desir

on the part of our people to violat

the law, but rather to a change in

conditions and customs in many of

our communities which make the

present law governing the mode of

life on the Sabbath more or less,

obsolete."

i

Portland, Me.—Pete Stewart, for-

merly of the service staff of the

Metropolitan, Boston, is now assis-

tant manager of the local State the-

ater.

New Orleans—The Prytania and
the Tivoli in the upper section of

the city have reduced admission
scales to 25 cents top, except Sun-
day.

Springfield, Tenn. — New RCA
sound equipment has been installed

in the Princess.

Ida Grove, la.—The King is being
rebuilt at an outlay of about $25,000,
the work to be completed in four
weeks. House was destroyed in an
explosion and fire recently. Milton
Mansfield of Belle Plaine is owner
of the building and Harry Day,
manager.

Clymer, Pa.—The State has been
completely remodeled by Sam Bian-
co, owner and manager, and is being
reopened.

Plainville, Conn.—George Lewitt
has extended his lease on the Strand
for another year.

Wellsville, N. Y.—Fred Weinberg
is the new manager of the Babcock,
having been transferred here from
the Winter Garden in Jamestown.

Santa Paula, Cal.—The Lyric has
been reopened by Jarvis & Wells.

Pittsburgh—Lou Wechsler, for the
past six years with Pathe's New
York exchange, has joined the RKO
sales force here.

Sharpsburg, Pa.—The Main, dark
for many months, has been improved
and reopened by Harry Rachiel.

Fullerton, Cal.—"Doc" Matner is

the new manager of the Fox, suc-

ceeding Earl Brothers transferred
to Boulder City, Nev.

Milwaukee— Milton Harmon has
been transferred from Skouras Bros,
neighborhood Garfield to the Orien-
tal, succeeding Joseph Kinsky, who
has been appointed supervisor of the
ten neighborhood houses and the
downtown Miller and Princess of the
Skouras circuit.

RKO and Loew Circuits

Pooling in Syracuse
(Continued from Page 1)

Syracuse, has been playing vaude-
ville and pictures. 'The shift gives

the Loew unit a full week in Syra-

cuse instead of a split-week between
Syracuse and Rochester. Loew's
Rochester house will continue with

pictures only. The deal goes into:

effect June 3.

SACK ADDS TERRITORY
San Antonio — Sack AmusemenE

Enterprises has taken over thi
Florida territory for the distributio^
of "Maciste in Hell." The exchange!
originally acquired the picture for

five states, but has thus far added
three more, making eight states in

all. American rights to the feature
are held by Olympia Macri Ex-
celsior Pictures Corp. of New Haven,
Conn.

Long Beach, Cal.—John D. How-
ard has been transferred to the Fox
West Coast here from the Fox Im-
perial at El Cerito, Cal.

Indianapolis—N. E. Beck is the
new manager of the Publix Circle.

Lincolnton, N. C. — The Rivoli,
closed for remodeling, has reopened.

Osceola, Wis.—J. A. Hall has ob-
tained control of the Garden from
W. Miller.

Denver— The Western Nebraska
Film Delivery company will begin
operations this month, delivering to

Western Nebraska towns only. C.
L. Stevens of Lexington, Neb., is

back of the company.

Lima, O.—The Rialto has been
closed by Mailers Theater Co.

FUTTER'S EIGHTH YEAR
Walter Futter this week celebrates

his eighth year as a producer. He
has just turned out the 353rd issue

in his series of "Curiosities," one of

of the oldest single reel subjects

being released by a major company.
Columbia releases these shorts, as

well as Futter's "Travelaughs."

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
AH Right Pictures; H. S. Hechheiraer, 120

West 42nd St., New York. $20,000.

Garden Pictures, theatrical enterprises; M.
Weintraub, 120 West 42nd St., New York.
$1,000.

Exhibitors Screen Service, motion pictures;

R. Delson, 1776 Broadway, New York. $1,000.

Monarch Exchange, produce, develop mo-
tion pictures; James Brothers, 60 East 42nd
St., New York. 90 shares common.

Chislers, theatrical enterprises; S. C. Dii-

berstein, 32 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

$25,000.

Nistra Amusement Co., theatrical business;

L. Kunen, 217 Broadway, New York. 200
shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
The Mile High Plunge, Inc., Denver, Colo.,

amusement places; Colonial Charter Co.,

Dover, Del. $252,000.

i
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TwoNew
Names
for Tour
Screen
Some pictures need stars to

make them great. Others

are great enough to make

stars . . . and " Rebecca of

Sunnybrook Farm" is one

of them.

Humorous, happy, whole-

some... for the whole family.

Alfred Santell Production

OOK
^. NARIAN

Nixon
-^ RALPH

Bellant
Mae Marsh

Louise Closser Hale
Based on play by Kate Douglas

Wiggin and CharlotteThompson
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A down-to-earth love-comedy that

will tickle the funny-bones of all

audiences! The kind of a picture that

sends them out laughing, resolved to

come again. With

LESLIE HOWARD
Great stage favorite of two con-

tinents, already popular with movie
fans by his marvelous roles in "Out-

ward Bound," "A Free Soul" and
"Devotion." Get it! Book it NOW!

An Alexander Korda Production

Based on a story by Ernest Vajda

Qammount
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60 Per Cent Originals on Next Season's Programs

LOEW ANTRKO GIRCUITTEXTEND POOLJi DEALS

Trust Law Angle in Exclusive Runs Feared by Saal

rilfany General Manager
Feels Plans Would Not

Stand Legal Test

A policy of selling exclusive first-

runs would be likely to bring dis-

ributors into conflict with the anti-

trust laws, in the opinion of Wil-

iam Saal, Tiffany general manager.

In a Film Daily interview Friday,
(.Continued on Page 3)

New Tax Bill Introduced
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Senator Walsh (Democrat) of Massachusetts yesterday introduced

his sales tax amendment to the revenue bill providing for a general manufacturers
sales tax of 1^4 per cent, while in the case of theater admissions the exemption is

lifted to 46 cents.

GANGSTER FILMS OUT

ON 1932-33 PROGRAMS

Analysis of major company pro-

igrams for the new season and those

in preparation for announcement
during the next few weeks indicates

that out-and-out underworld sub-

jects will be virtually taboo in 1932-

33. Unsuitability for family audi-

ences, plus censorship dangers, have
influenced trend away from these

themes.

Study of the programs also shows

that musicals, or pictures with mu-
sic, will receive but little attention

from the producers, major or minor.

So far no color features have been

scheduled.

Two Prominent Attorneys

At Next M. P. Club Forum
Hon. George Z. Medalie, U. S.

District Attorney, and Hon. T. C.

T. Grain, District Attorney of New
York County, will be the speakers

at next Tuesday's luncheon Forum
at the Motion Picture Glub. About

20 attorneys are expected to be

among the turnout of around 200

film executives looked for at the lun-

cheon.

Democrats Lead in Senate Vote

For Higher Exemption on Tickets

IVa^-hinr/ton Bureau of THE FILM DAI' '

Washington — More Democrats

than Republicans favored the film

industry in the Senate vote on the

admission tax which resulted in lift-

ing the exemption to 41 cents, it is

(Continued on Page 9)

Joseph Jackson Drowns
At Laguna Beach, Calif.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joseph Jackson, one

of the leading writers for the
screen, was drowned late Thursday

{Continued on Page 3)

Originals in Big Majority
On Programs for 1932-33

British Sunday Measure
Passes Second Reading

London—At its second reading in

the House of Commons, the bill to

legalize Sunday motion pictures was
passed by a vote of 237 to 61. The
measure would make legal the posi-

tion of London and 94 areas giving

shows on the Sabbath.

Originals make up more than 60

per cent of the stories already an-

nounced for 1932-33 programs, an
analysis of the schedules shows. On
RKO's list of 62 pictures, only four
are plays and about dozen from
hooks and stories. Columbia, out

of 48, has three plays and a dozen
published stories. Paramount in-

(Continued on Page 9)

No Issue Monday

Due to the Decoration Day holi-

day, there will be no issue of THE
FILM DAILY on Monday.

Readjusting Exhihition
adapting operation to available product== By DON CARLE GILLETTE '

A S THE RECORDS duly testify, almost every convention, conference or round table

^^
parley on the problems of this industry winds up with the same note, i. e., that the

cure-all lies in better pictures.

And ever since Nicholas M. Schenck propounded his now famous dictum
—

"There

is nothing in this business which good pictures cannot cure"—a good part of the

country's exhibitors have leaned back in their rocking chairs and said, "All right, let's

have 'em," with the confident belief that the studios could, if they would, turn out

nothing but hits, and that all the theater managers had to do was to wait for them.

(Continued on Page 2)

Cooperative Plan for

Houses in Three
Cities

8

Negotiations are under way be-

tween Loew and RKO for the pool-

ing of eight houses in Columbus,

Syracuse and Rochester whereby
the two circuits will combine their

interests, splitting operating costs

(Continued on Page 3)

PUBLIX DROPS DUAL BILLS

IN 3 CHICAGO SECTIONS

Chicago — Theaters operated by

Publix Great States in the Blue Is-

land, Harvey and Chicago Heights

sections have dropped double-featur-

ing and have instituted programs of

single features and short subjects.

Six Stories Purchased
By World Wide Pictures

Five published stories, and an-

other to be serialized soon, have

been bought for tW 1932-33 release

program of Wo/fd Wide Pictures.

Faith Baldwin's "Rosalie's Career";

Vina Delmar's ^Uptown Woman";
Ma^»t6'n St. Denis'v^eath Kiss";

'liTempcst And Sundiine" by Mary
J. Holmes; and^;>1^udy_In Scarlet,"

by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, are the

puMished stories. The other is

>Quicksands," a new story by Rex
Beacrf^TTlch will soon appear serial-

ly in Cosmopolitan.

Indies Reject New Scale
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Members of the indepen-

dent Motion Picture Producers' Asso-

ciation yesterday refused to pay the

new sc.ile of salaries fixed by union

sound technicians. They declared the

technicians are discriminating in favor

of major producers.
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remit with order. Address all communications

to THE FILM DAILY. 1650 Broadway,

New York, N. Y., Phone Circle 7-4736. 7-4737,

7-4738, 7-4739. Cable address: Filmday,

New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph

Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite

6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter. 89-91 Wardour St., W. I.

Berlin — Karl Wolffsohn, Lichtbildbuehne,

Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris—P. A. Harle,

La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la

Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
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GEN. ELEC. DIVIDEND CUT
General Electric has declared

quarterly dividend of 10 cents on
the common stock, against 25 cents

formerly, payable July 25 to stock

of record June 24. Regularly quar-

terly dividend of 15 cents was de-

clared on the $10 special stock.

I

New York
1340 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Iiland City
154 Crcicent St.

STillweU 4-7940

Eastman Films
i J. E. Brulatour, Inc.|

Chlcafo
1727 Indiana At*.

I

CALumet3692

Hollywood
4700 Santa Uonica

BWd.
HOLlywood4121
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Read]usting Exhibition
—adapting operation to available product

(.Continued from Page 1)

So long as this attitude prevails, the industry will continue to holler itself hoarse

and otherwise dissipate its energies in a quest for a Utopia that will never come.

But when the situation is tackled in its actualities, instead of its theories, then it

will be possible to get somewhere.

This is the premise from which the exhibitor must work:

Only the good pictures draw the big crowds.

It is humanly impossible for producers to turn out only good pictures.

Ergo, the exhibitor must conform his operation to the available product.

There never has been and there never will be enough hit pictures to go around.

The legitimate stage, even in its best years, considered itself lucky when 25 per

cent of the shows produced were money-makers—and the stage enjoys the pliable

advantage of being able to doctor up a first-night flop into a subsequent success.

Yet exhibitors hold doggedly to the notion that the studios ought to produce only

assured successes, and the time and energy spent in humoring and expounding this

notion would turn plenty of red ink into black if the same effort were applied to ways
and means of getting the most out of the average films.

rOR ONE THING, the general run of advertising and exploitation by exhibitors today

' shows a woeful lack of resourcefulness.

Even such a primary principle as using a little less space on pictures that prac-

tically advertise themselves, and splurging on the ones that need plugging, appears to

be unknown to the average exhibitor.

Or else he is just plain too lazy to budge out of his rut.

There is hardly a picture produced that does not have some angles of appeal which,

if analyzed and exploited in the right channels, would bring in a lot of patrons who
otherwise would stay away.

Sometimes a picture lends itself better to a form of exploitation other than the

routine newspaper space, and the enterprising exhibitor should be ready to switch to

billboards, circularization or other mediums when the occasion warrants.

Too many theater operators have become obsessed with the idea that unless a

picture has special quality there is no use spending money trying to sell it.

The fallacy of such reasoning is demonstrated by the store sales that are in

progress all the time.

It is not the best quality goods that are merchandised at these sales, but the lower
priced articles—and very frequently job lots of cheap goods purposely made for such
bargain days.

And the same kind of showmanship that is employed in drawing crowds to these
sales will prove successful if applied to selling pictures.

It may be necessary to merchandize the below-average films exclusively in low
scale houses, or to support them with a strong surrounding bill, but the point is that
these pictures can be sold and must be sold, and exhibitors have got to govern them-
selves accordingly—unless they prefer to keep open only part of the time, play only
above-average pictures and pay higher film rentals.

Rice Sportlights, Inc.

Sues Van Beuren Corp.
Case of Grantland Rice Sport-

lights, Inc., against the Van Beuren
Corp. is due for trial next fall.

Plaintiff seeks an accounting in con-
nection with a product deal. Case
is pending before Supreme Court
Justice Churchill. Attorney Louis
Nizer represents Rice.

Beaverbrook Reported
Behind Nathanson Deal
Lord Beaverbrook is understood to

be backing N. L. Nathanson, for-

mer head of Famous Players Can-

adian, who is negotiating to take
over the circuit from Publix. Deal
is reported still in the progressive
stage.

BLOWING OUR HORN!
We notice that Columbia Pictures is

highly advertising "The Blond Captive."

It was recorded in our N. Y. Studio.

A Powers Cinephone (ultra-violet)

Recording. WE'RE SURE BLOWING
OUR HORN.
May we interest you for your pro-

duction?
Lowest rates in East—Per day or REEL.

Call or Write EMIL VELAZCO
723—7th Avenue BRyant 9-6067

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 31: Annual meeting of Actors' Equif
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales coi
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6: Testimonial dinner to Oscar Mo
gan and Percy Block, Philadelphia.

June 6-7: Warner-First National sales co!

ference. Park Central Hotel, New Yor

'

June 6-9 : Annual convention of Internatioi
al Alliance of Theatrical Stage En
ployes and M. P. Operators, Memori;
Hall, Columbus, O.

June 7-8: Annual convention of Rock
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, Dei
ver.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.C
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mi
waukee.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tou
nament, Fenimore Golf and Counti
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales convei
tion, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. Nations
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Vict(
ria, New York.

Monogram Preparing
First 3 on NeTw Lisi

IVest Coast Bureau of TH^TFILM BAIL

Hollywood — "The Thirteent
Guest," based on a novel by Ai
mitage Trail, author of "Scarface,
will be the lead-off picture on th

1932-33 Monogram program. It wi
be an M. IJ. Hoffman productior

The second' picture on the prograr
will be^/The Girl From Calgary,
a James Oliver Curwood story t

be produced by iC E. Chadwicl
while the first wjestern on the pre

gram will be '/Krom Broadway t

Cheyenne," starring Rex Bell. Pre

duction on the new program wil

start early in June.

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

i

IVcsidcntHoicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hot<

Five Hvindred Rooms with Sea Wate
Baths — American and Europeai
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnisher

Housekeeping Apartments with Cora

plete Hotel Service by the weel
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS
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tOEW AND RKO CIRCUITS

EXTEND POOLING DEALS

(Continued from Page 1)

nd net profits. Houses involved are:

JKO'S Palace and Majestic, and
iOew's Ohio and Broad St., Colum-
lus; RKO Palace and Loew's, Roch-
ster, and RKO Keith's and Loew's
Syracuse.

Trust' Suit is Filed

By Texas Exhibitor
Tyler, Tex.—A suit similar to that

iled some time ago by A. B. Mo-
nand of Shawnee, Okla., has been
tarted in Federal Court here by L.

A. Threet of Lufkin against all dis-

ributors, except Educational, Sono
\.rt and Tiffany, and East Texas
Theaters, Jefferson Amusement Co.,

t al. Threet claims product has
)een denied him.

Fames K. McGuinness
Signs Columbia Contract

Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—James K. McGuinness

las been placed under long-term
ontract by Columbia as an asso-

:iate producer. He recently did the

itory for Columbia's "Attorney for

he Defence."

DAILY

CHRISTIES LIQUIDATING
Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Al and Charles Chris-

ie are voluntarily liquidating the as-

sets of their three companies, Chris-

;ie Film Co., Christie Realty Co.

md Metropolitan Sound Studios. A
;reditors' meeting was called to

Tfiake assignments of all the assets

because profitable immediate sale is

;onsidered unlikely.

Flavin-McCormick Wedding

Helen McCormick, secretary to

_;eorge W. Weeks, and Harold Fla-

vin, former trade paper man and
publicity man now connected with

Mayfair Pictures, will be married at

Albany Monday.

FAMOUS PLAYERS DIVIDEND
Montreal—Regular quarterly divi-

dend of 50 cents has been declared

by Famous Players Canadian Corp.,

payable June 25 to stock of record

June 2.

COMING & GOING

FRANK O'HERON, RKO vice-president

in charge of operations left for the coast

yesterday.

NAT HOLT, RKO midwest divisional di-

rector, arrived from the west yesterday.

WALTER CAMP and his wife, RUTH
ELDER, are back in New York from a

round-the-world cruise aboard the Resolute.

S. S. KRELLBERG left New York Fri-

day to arrange a number of deals for financing

independent production. He intends to re-

main in Hollywood for three weeks.

AlONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY

MtW YORK UOS ANGELES

# # # WE ALL live for it spend our years fighting,

dreaming, scheming, stewing, chiselling to attain it

some achieve it on sheer merit a lot of mugs
in this film biz cop it only only because they are Expert Poli-

ticians others land with sheer Dumb Luck most
of us miss it by a mile and always will but that

doesn't keep us from still trying to win SUC-
CESS

• • • AW, SUCCESS! a Magic Creation of silver

and gold woven of star dust shot through with
the rainbow's hues that brings you Power Pres-
tige Pelf you're a Great Guy until some
day your company holds a board meeting and you slide

out on your ear presto! you have become a No-
body but what do you care if you were smart

and socked away the Sugar for Success is the
bunk but Sugar is the bank on which you can draw all

the Sweetening that makes life Worth While that's why
we personally want to stay a Noboay WITH Sugar

now will you please tell us how to get the Sugar?
and we're asking you! (wotta sense of humor that guy
has!)

• • • A GENT named Gustavus T. Kirby identi-
fied with collegiate athletic games realized the need for
a foolproof means of recording time and finishes of races
since the best judges err and a stop watch lags a frac-
tion of a second before the hand clicks and even hun-
dredths of a second count in timing track events so he
experimented and the result is the Kirby Two-Eyed
Camera sponsored by Erpi a product of the Bell

Telephone Laboratories this camera photographs through
two dials both the finish and time of a race three dials

record the time a 16mm. camera at 126 frames per
second makes pictures of both the finish and the electrically

recorded time through double lenses tried out at the Co-
lumbia-Syracuse and Princeton-Cornell track meets it

proved a Revelation

• • • IN THE current issue of the Hollywood Review
is an inspired article by Don Totten optimis-

tically and confidently forecasting that the Renaissance of Art
long awaited in this country will be developed in Cali-

for-nigh-aye the cradle of all that is Cultural, Arty,
Intellectual and Refined and on the same page this

Hollerword rag runs this item "The Sacramento Junior
College orchestra played the first movement from Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony in ADDITION to 'Turkey in the Straw'."

which gives the horse laugh to California Culture with more
devastating completeness than we could ever hope to do

« * * «

• • • A NEAT bit of picture showmanship methods was
applied to exploiting Ziegfeld's "Show Boat" at the Earl Car-
roll theater by Martin Starr the Bathing Beauts
ballyhooer he organized the merchants on the block

and they got special permits for five immense pylons
and erected 'em along Seventh Avenoo and lit

up at night they make a great flash a real merchandis-
ing tieup that helps everybody

« « « » » »

FEARS TRUST LAW ANGLE

IN EXCLUSIVE RUN PLAN

(Continued from Page 1)

Saal said such a selling plan could
not stand a legal test. In addition
he pointed out, distributors would
suffer from reduced grosses in the
final analysis.

Joseph Jackson Drowns
At Laguna Beach, Calif.

(Continued from Page 1)

in a heavy surf at Laguna Beach.
He was 38 years old and a native
of Winchester, Ky. His wife, Ethel
Shannon, and small son survive.

Myron Levy to Produce
Sidney Skolsky Series

Knickerbocker Productions, headed
by Myron W. Levy, announces the
closing of a contract with Sidney
Skolsky, Broadway columnist, for
the production of a series of 26
shorts based on material appearing
in the "Daily News". Casting is

to begin within a week, with pro-
duction starting about July 1 at the
Reel Sound Studios, 33 West 60th
St.

More Pictures Shown
In Virginia Last Year

Richmond, Va.—Although about
60 of Virginia's 250 theaters were
closed the past year, number of pic-

tures shown totalled well in excess
of the previous year, the annual re-

port of the state censors will show.
This is taken to indicate a demand
for more pictures and shorter runs.

BUDD ROGERS' POST
New post of Budd Rogers in the

reorganized World Wide executive
setup is assistant general sales man-
ager, working with Joe Goldberg,
general sales manager. He will spe-

cialize in handling circuit deals.

MANY UAPPY RETUCNS,

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

May 28,29,30
Scott W. Darling J. J.

Jack Berkowitz
Gaio

Hugh F. Herbert
Billy Lyser

Charles Edward Dwyere
Zelma O'Neal

Irving G. Thalberg
Frank C. Walker

William R. Ferguson
Olive Shea
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

\By RALPH WILK\

HOLLYWOOD
"DOBERT FLOREY is directing
-•^ "The Man Called Back," with a

east including Conrad Nagel, Juli-

ette Compton, John Halliday, Mae
Busch, George Pearce and May
Beatty. Henry Sharp is handling

the camera work.
* * *

Casey Robinson has been placed

under contract at RKO to write and

direct. He did the screen play and

dialogue on "Is My Face Red?" in

collaboration with Ben Markson and

is now working with Markson on the

script for "Deportation Train,"

which will star Zita Johann.
* * *

Joe E. Brown, who was operated

on for appendicitis, is doing nicely.

The operation was performed by Dr.

C. F. Nelson, assisted by Dr. James
Young.

* * *

Lt. Commander Frank Wead, who
wrote "Hell Divers'* :ind "Dirigible,"

is working on /'All-American" in

collaboration with Richard Schayer

and Dale Van Every, for Universal.

He wrote the original story and
screen play for "Air Mail," in col-

laboration with Van Every, with

whom he also wrote "Iceberg."
* * T

Val Burton, musical director for

Tiffany, now finds that his boyhood
experiences on the peninsula of

Malay are proving invaluable. He
has been assigned to do the musical
arrangement on "Man Called Back,''

which has a Malayan background.
* * *

Ability to write amusing letters

landed Christy Reckmeyer, former
greeting card "copy writer," a con-

tract to write dialogue for Walter
Fatter, producer of "Curiosities"

and "Travelaughs." After writing

Futter, Reckmeyer gave up his joo

in New York, boarded a train ana
came directly to Futter's office. In

less than an hour after his arrival,

he had convinced Futter of ability

to write snappy, wise-cracking dia-

logue.
* * *

C. C. Burr is seeking a leading
woman to play opposite Ray Cooke

^
^(^^^
"BOSKO"

Starring in

"LOONEY TUNES"

in the "Torchy" comedies. Norma
Shearer, Clara Bow, Billie Dove,
Jacqueline Logan, Dolores Costelio,

Dorothy Mackaill and Jobyna Ral-
ston played opposite Johnny Hines
in the silent "Torchies."

Jack Oakie, James Gleason and
Robert Armstrong will play the lead-
ing roles in "Madison Square Gar-
den," one of the eight feature films

to be produced by Charles R. Rogers
for Paramount.

* * *

Marion Orth has been engaged by
Chesterfield to do "Beauty Parlor,"
the company's second release for the
1932-33 season.

* * *

Negotiations are now under way
between Sol Lesser, president ot
Principal Productions, and Corey
Ford, author of "Salt Water Taffy"
and "Coconut Oil," two of the sea-
son's most amusing satires, with a
view to Ford writing the story for
Lesser's proposed satire on African
adventure. It is planned to have
Rosco Ates play the leading role in
the new film, that of an intrepid ex-
plorer in Darkest Africa, and in
preparation Lesser has taken an op-
tion on approximately half a million
feet of African animal and native
life film.

"Pack Up Your Trobues" will be
the title for the Laurel and Hardy
feature length comedy now in work
at the Hal Roach studios. Paulette
Goddard, platinum blonde beauty
and former stage actress, will make
her initial screen appearance in this
film. Cast also includes Donald Dil-
laway, Anita Louise, James Finlay-
son, Tom Kennedy, Captain E. H.
Calvert, Billy Gilbert and Jacquie
Lyn, little three-year-old wonder
child. Ray McCarey and George
Marshall are directing the picture.

J * * *

"What Price Hollywood" has been
chosen as the release title for Con-
stance Bennett's RKO Radio Picture
starring vehicle now in production
under the working title of "The
Truth About Hollywood."

First National Assignments: Bette
Davis for "Silver Dollar," Dorothy
Peterson for "The Cabin in the Cot-
ton," Una Merkel and Louis Calhern
for "They Call It Sin."

Lawrence Grant, one of the most
capable after-dinner speakers in

Hollywood will have an opportunity
to indulge in his oratory as the col-

lege dean in "Speak Easily," Buster
Keaton's new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
comedy. Grant is required to give a

long lecture to Keaton through one
of the comedy scenes in the produc-
tion.

* * *

RKO-Radio Pictures has made
five important additions to the cast

of "Is My Face Red?" The players
are Blanche Friderici, Harry Stubbs,
Richard Tucker, Evelyn Kenyon and
William Davidson.

* * *

Wallace Smith, having fully re-

covered from his recent illness, has
begun work on a new novel which
will be published by Brewer, Wan-eii
& Putnam, Inc., of New York. Smith
recently completed a long term con-

tract with RKO.

William Bakewell will head a

group of young Hollywood actors on
a cruise into Mexican waters, the
juvenile players having chartered
the yacht Arcadia for an indefinite

period.

A fully equipped and modern
gymnasium has been installed in the
beautiful Hollywood home of George
Cukor, RKO director, who recently
completed directing Constance Ben-
nett in "What Price Hollywood."

* *

Although he still has one more
picture to direct for Paramount un-
der his present contract, Richard
Wallace is mapping out his itinerary
for an extended ocean voyage last-

ing approximately three months.

* * *

Horace Jackson is writing the
screen version and dialogue for "The
Sun Also Rises," which RKO is to

produce. Following this assignment,

"Cinema's Newest Rendezvous"

THE "LINDYS" OF THE WEST

JOSEPH'S
RESTAURANT

Under the personal supervision

of

JOE BERLi:^ER
(formerly with "Henrys")

5367 WILSHIRE BLVD. LOS ANGELES

Jackson will write the screen play
for "Animal Kingdom."

* * * i

For some time William Powell
has been planning a European trip

)

with Mrs. Powell (Carole Lombard),
and they expect actually to make it

in the almost immediate future, after
many delays due to the exigencies
of studio schedules. Powell is now
working on "One Way Passage" at
the Warner studios. He is co-star-
red in this film with Kay Francis^^

* * * ^^
New titles are announc^ofor two

pictures now in produ<?xion at the
Paramount studios. /Tlalf a Hero"
is the new name of the film which
has been in production under the
tentative title, "Gates of Holly-
wood," with Stuart Erwin, Joan
Blondell, ZaSu Pitts and Ben Turpin
in the leading roles. ^' "Madame
Racketeer" is the new title of "The
Sporting Widow," now nearing com-
pletion under direction of Alexander
Hall and Harry Wagstaff Gribble,
with Alison Skipworth, Richard
Bennett and George Raft.

* * *

First "shots" for "Ride Him, Cow-
boy," featuring John Wayne and
Duke, the Devil Horse, were made
this week on location near Lone
Pine. This will be the first of a

series of six western thrillers to be

released by Warner Bros. Kenneth
Perkins wrote the screen story, and
Fred Allen is directing. The leading
feminine role is played by Ruth
Hall.

IN THE HEART OF

HOLLYWOOD

HOLLYWOOD'S most convenient hotel.
"

Next to famous studios, theatres, cafes
and shops . . ten minutes from golf courses,
bridle paths, etc.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-
nished, with restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and
cuisine, convenient parking— every modern
convenience for your comfort.

European plan. $2 50 and up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4. 50 up, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Look for the "Doorway of Hospitality"

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
VINE ST. AT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)

Sh o w -

man
Daily

REMINDER

The lobby is your theater's

shotv uindou; make it look

cool, cheerful and as spaci-

ous as possible for the sum-

mer months.

ree Rides

or "Taxi"

jy[ANAGER Ben Cohen of the
Publix - Capitol, .Hazelton,

Pa., got lots of publicity on
"Taxi" by tying up with a taxi-
ab company. The tie-up with
axicab company resulted in that
ompany furnishing taxis for a

: ree return ride home from the-
.iter. After seeing the picture,
.11 a patron had to do was to
-ubmit his theater stub which
vas stamped by the cashier, to
he taxi driver. And the sight
f so many taxicabs outside of
theater waiting for passengers
also caused a lot of attention
which further helped to publi-
ize the picture.

—Capitol, Hazleton, Pa.

Played Up
Popularity of "Emma"

^ANAGER R. A. Brenner of

the State, Anderson, Ind.,

where "Emma" was scheduled
*o be shown had 50 copies print-
ed of a telegram purporting to

ome from the M-G-M ex-
hange and advising the theater
t:anagement that owing to the
tremendous popularity of Marie
Dressier, the star, and because
of the great demands for prints

on the picture, the run could
not be extended over the allot-

ted time. These were crumpled
and dropped in department
stores and at the intersections

of busy thoroughfares in the
city.

—State, Anderson, Ind.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By "C. A."

gERT FRANK, film editor at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio, is

busy compiling several more short
subjects from clips of old time news-
reels and serial pictures. The latest
of these novelties to be turned out
by Bert Frank is called "Mo^ie Al-
bum Thrills" and contains amusing
shots of Marie Dressier from her
silent screen efforts.

•

Cutting and editing has been
completed on "The Campus
Mystei-y," one of the S. S. Van
Dine tico-reel Vitaphone Detec-
tive Mysteries. The film is be-
ing shipped to the home office

for a preview this week. In the
cast of this picture are Donald
Meek. John Hamilton and Har-
riet Hilliard.

•

Bud Pollard, has been signed by
Clemente Giglio to direct "Thou
Shalt Not Kill," starring Oreste
Sandrino, first of a series of Italian-
American talking pictures to be
made in this country.

•

The boys at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone Studios miss Mrs.
Theodore LeRoy, tvho was in

charge of the lunch room at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio. She
passed away tivo iveeks ago
from an attack of pneumonia.

•

"Une Aventure A New York," a
French short exclusively for France,
with Suzette Aubert and Denton

Vane, directed by Pierre Arnaud, and
the sj-nchronizing of "Flying the
Skies," a short showing shots of
Amelia Earhart taken at different
times during her flight around the
country, was completed last week
at the Atlas Sound studio. New
York.

•

The members of the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio property de-
partment can be found most
any afternoon at the Yankee
Stadium. These rabid Yankee
fans include Marty Hall, head
of the prop department, George
Ackerson, Joe Archer and Billy
Plunion.

Donald Bain, who is responsible
for the lifelike bird and animal
sound effects, heard in many jungle
pictures, including "Ubangi," "Voice
of the Jungle," and "Bring 'Em
Back Alive," spends his spare time
at the Bronx Zoo, making dictaphone
records of the birds and animals
from various countries so that he
can adapt them to life-like real-

ism to the screen.
•

Ethel Merman s Paramount
short, "Roaming," has been get-
ting a p)-etty big play in the
leading houses, including the
Loew circuit, and is now at the
Trans-Lux Neios Reel Theaters.

m

Eileen Eliot, formerly of the
Paramount home office secretarial

force, is doing commercial posing.

TIMELY TOPICS
A. Digest of

Current Opinions

€)

WORDS and WISDOM
from within and without

"Any plan that would jeopardize
|

political pussy-footing, instead of
the investment of even the smallest open dealings, between censor boards
exhibitor and put theaters out of

business cannot be adopted with suc-

cess."—HAROLD B. FRANKLIN.

and producers' representatives."
LINCOLN QUARBERG.

;. . ., ,• /VT n \f\ "The season of 1932-33 will shapeAt the proper time we (M-G-M) ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ industry, a future
W.11 announce our sales policies and ;„ ^.^j^^ ^^^ independent will un-

both will

FEIST
be good."—FELIX F.

"The film industry is at that final

stage of development which all

young industries reach when their

principal units become public com-
panies and cease to be the private

concern of pioneers."—EDWARD R.

TINKER.

JOHN R. FREULER.

"We are thinking for the

first time in 10 years." — BAIN-
BRIDGE COLBY.

"Censorship has thrived, in the

past, on the secrecy of its opera-

tions, and has been encouraged by

"There's a great place for women
in motion pictures. There should
be more of us directing. Try as man
may, he will never be able to get the
woman's viewpoint in directing cer-
tain pictures. Many of these de-
mand treatment at the hands of a
woman."—DOROTHY ARZNER.

"Pictures of the future must con-
vey a bright and happy note, they
must be made for the family audi-
ence, and leave the seamy, sordid
side of life alone."—WINFIELD R.
SHEEHAN.

Screen Still Maintains
Basic Charm, Says Sarnoff

'pHE screen has lost none of
of its "fundamental charm,"

despite the fact that we are in
the midst of technical and eco-
nomic change. Its stories of
people are told to other people
through the most effective me-
dia—pictures and speech. De-
velopments of an age of intense
inventive effort and industrial
resourcefulness have improved
and strengthened the basic na-
ture of its appeal. Its best years
should lie ahead. The march of
the times is toward the greater
liberation of the individual and
the greater reliance on the ma-
chine. We have in the United
States some 120,000,000 people
living in a country which is

capable of producing, with its

present productive equipment,
everything that is necessary to
allow all of us to have every-
thing we need to eat, everything
we need to wear, houses to live
in, schools and churches, auto-
mobiles to ride in, theaters and
radios, athletics and other rec-
reational facilities. All this could
be had, the economists tell us,
with no more than 30 hours of
work by the individual weekly.
In the recent economic upheaval
the machine contributed toward
overproduction and consequent
unemployment. In the period
toward which the transition of
today is directing us, the ma-
chine must be made to give reg-
ulated employment of shorter
hours, and greater opportunity
for leisure. One may look on
this era of change with much
encouragement, for ahead lies

the opportunity for an art such
as ours to make its most con-
spicuous contributions. The tech-

nical age will have failed if it

gives to the individual merely
the leisure of idleness. It will

have served if it gives a fuller

life, with wholesome recreation,

education, and entertainment.

—David Sarnoff,

President of RCA and

Chairman of Board of RKO

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block

ON THE BOARDWALK
ATLANTIC CITY

A Smart Hotel in

America's Smartest Resort

Ideal Convention Facilities

ATTRACTIVE RATES
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Theater EQUIPMENT Studio
By M. P. BOOTH

PORTABLE PROJECTOR

MARKETED BY DEBRIE

A portable 35 mm. projector of

unique construction known as the
"Jacky," a product of Andre Debrie,
manufacturer of Paris, is being mar-
keted in this country by the com-
pany with headquarters in New
York.
The device, which is small and

compact in size, being 1 foot by 8

inches in length, 1 foot by 1 inch
in height and 9% inches wide, con-
sists of projector, one unit contain-
ing sound-head photo-electric cell,

three-speed amplifier and volume
control, transformer box for alter-

nating current from 90 to 220 volts,

dynamic speaker mounted in special

trunk, sound screen, set of cables,

hermagis projection lens, 1,000-foot

magazine, set of legs for speaker
and projector and 500 watt lamp.
Two trunks contain the entire equip-

ment with a total overall weight of

120 pounds. Perfect projection is

obtained, it is declared, for 100-foot
throw and sound sufficient for an
audience of 1,000. Features of the
equipment,, which is now in use on
several French liners, are said to

include rock steady construction,

flickerless, absolutely no danger
from fire, no special electrical in-

stallation necessary, metal construc-
tion throughout, film in detachable
boxes, film perfectly protected and
enclosed while running, film can run
backward or forward by hand or

motor, picture by picture projection
backward or forward, instantaneous
stop on any picture for any length
of time for "still projection," motor
film rewind and extremely easy to

operate and smooth running.
Printing machines and a machine

for removing scratches on negatives
are also being manufactured by the
company.

TELEVISION FOR METROPOLE
London—The Metropole, Victoria,

has arranged for the showing of
television pictures starting May 30.

If IT'S A GOOD
Buy you CAN

GET IT AT
NATIONAL!

|. National Theatre
ISuppLY Company
/ Your Lojical Supply Source

Ten Helpful Hints for Better Operation

1. PERFECT PROJECTION—Watch the light—Keep the screen white and clean.

Eliminate booth noises. Watch scratches on sound track carefully.

2. Use every precaution to keep sound at a level where it can be best understood,
natural without distortion; in other words, concentrate on setting a high standard on
the merchandise we sell.

3. Get bigger profits by curtailing every unnecessary expense; watch all dis-

counts on bills, promote free exploitation and develop efforts of available manpower.

4. Answer all mail the same day it is received; fill out all forms in the most
legible manner and advise the Home Office in greater detail on all points of general
operation. Help, not hinder, the comptroller and his auditors in keeping his reports.

5. Make a careful check on ushers' conduct and appearance. Spend more time
on the floor. Combine house service staff meetings for all theaters.

6. Exemplify the ideals set forth by Publix to create a finer understanding
between the public and our personnel; promote good will and keep it.

7. Think clearly. Clear thinking is the master builder of everything in business.
It is within the power of every man. It is systematic analysis of a situation before
a conclusion is reached. It is the result of habit and practice.

8. Get audience reaction on all units of your programs. Keep your service staff
on the look-out for criticisms; after all, the opinion of your patrons is worth consid-
ering; they pay to be entertained.

9. Visit your newspaper morgue for mats and lay-outs to enable you to improve
on your ad writing.

10. After all, it is your theater. Without the thought, energy and initiative you
put into the job day after day, your theater would offer little for public entertainment.
It is your Ingenuity which brings the crowds, your facilities which turn a strip of
film into entertainment, delivered under conditions which make for comfort and
enjoyment. By making the most of these facts, you are promoting your own business
and strengthening your own position.

—GUY W. MARTIN in Publix O^ion.

Report Good Results

With Circuit Breaker

East Pittsburgh, Pa. — The AB
"De-ion" circuit breaker, a new safe
flashless device, recently developed
and brought out by the Westing-
house Electric Co. to replace carbon
circuit breakers or fuses and as a
circuit protection in buildings,
homes, theaters, studios or wher-
ever electricity is used, is reported
to be meeting with great success
and is declared to be of greater ad-
vantage, as well as a time saver
over the old method, according to

reports being received by those who
have already used it.

The device, it is said, requires
only about 70 per cent as much
mounting space as a carbon breaker,
and unlike the latter it opens a
short circuit without flash or undue
noise.

Enclosed in molded composition
box with no live parts exposed, the
device consists of a handle, like that
of a switch, that protrudes through
the cover to provide means for man-
ual operation and for reclosing the
breaker after it has been tripped,

but the remainder of the mechanism
is entirely enclosed, it is declared.

INSTALLS LAB EQUIPMENT

Two new printers have been pur-
chased and installed by the Film
Service Laboratory, Inc., of New
York. With the installation of this

equipment, which is now in opera-
tion, the company is able to increase
its output to 70,000 feet weekly.

Improvement Announced

In the Leica Camera
a new Leica camera known as the

model "D," consisting of a built-in
range finder and lens coupling for
automatic focusing, as well as the
adding of several new Leica lenses
including the Hektor 73 mm. F:1.9
for ultra speed photography, has
been announced by E. Leitz, Inc.,

sole distributors, with headquarters
in New York. The range finder, pre-
viously a separate instrument, is

now built into the camera itself, and
by an ingenious connection of the
finest precision this range finder is

actuated by the helical focusing
mount of the lens. In operation the
Leica user looks through the range
finder sight. Two images of the
subject will be seen, and as the
mount of the lens is turned the
images will appear to separate or
approach coincidence. When com-
cidence is established, the lens is

automatically in focus. This new
feature enables the user to follow
fast movement or lightning actions
of the objective, making it possible
to obtain hair-sharp focus in a frac-
tion of a second, and take many suc-
cessful pictures at any distance.

There is no coupling necessary, it

is declared, when changing lenses.
The range finder and the lens are
attached automatically when the
lens is screwed into the camera
mount. The mechanism of the range
finder is covered by a dust-proof
housing.

ELECTRON LIGHT CONTROL

AT RflDIOJITY THEflTER

The International Music Hall now
being built for New York's Rocke-
feller Center will be equipped with
lighting facilities exceeding any-
thing ever used in a theatrical en-
terprise.

The lighting equipment for the
entire theater will consume 3,000
kilowatts, enough to run about 30,-
000 radio sets. There will be 314
lighting circuits. The average the-
ater has about 50 circuits, and the
average motion picture house has
considerably less.

By means of special equipment
designed for the International Mu-
sic Hall by General Electric, all the
lights of the stage and auditorium
will be controlled by a lighting di-

rector from a small pit in front of
the orchestra. Control of all light-
ing effects, including changes of
color, variation in intensity, etc.,

will be at the finger tips of this

man. The equipment, known as

Thyratron reactor lighting control,
is a most modern development, elim-
inating bulky backstage theater
switchboards and allowing the light-

ing director to take his place in the
auditorium where he can see the ef-

fects he produces. Although a num-
ber of similar installations have al-

ready been made in theaters and
motion picture houses, that at the

International Music Hall will be the
largest and most elaborate ever
built.

INSTALL ICEDAIRE SYSTEM
Icedaire cooling systems, a prod-

uct of the Typhoon Air Conditioning :

Co. of New York, have been installed
'

in the Stanley theater. New York,
and the U. S. theater, Paterson,
N. J.

The Icedaire system, it is declared,

is meeting with great satisfaction i

among theater operators due to its

simplicity and low cost of operation.

The system works on exactly the

same principle as the de-humidifier

in any refrigerating system, the

company claims, and water volume
and automizing nozzles are propor-

tioned for use with ice.

ERPI'S Record Installation

Scobey, Mont.— Electrical Research

Products' service staff made a record

installation after a Friday night fire had
broken out in the booth of the Rex
Theater here and spread to the rewind
bench, destroying 1,000 feet of film and
seriously damaging the sound equip-
ment. Facing impassable roads the ser-

vice engineer, L. A. Zeltlmann, 250
miles away in Minot, N. D., chartered
a plane. The trip was made in two
hours and five minutes and the equip-
ment was repaired and ready for op-
eration for the Saturday night show.
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and Others in the U. S.

'By L. H. MITCHELL

m SHORTAGE FORCING

Berlin—On account of the short-
lage of feature motion pictures, hun-
dreds of German picture houses are
expected to close for the summer.
German film censorship figures for
the first three-quarters of the film

season (July 1, 1931, to March 31,

1932), show but 188 features passed
during the period as against 248 for

the corresponding period of the pre-
ivious season. American pictures

ipassed dropped from 77 to 38; other

foreign features from 50 to 31, while
German productions showed but a
drop of two—from 121 to 119. Severe
.regulations regarding the Kontingent
jmake it more and more necessary
'for Germany to meet its own prod-

uct requirements, but Germany, fac-

ing the present amortization difficul-

ties, cannot supply the minimum of

|63 per cent of features needed for

Ithe last quarter of the year. Sorne

Amrican product, hitherto little in

demand, is now being booked to help

overcome the shortage.

Latvia May Abolish Censors
Riga—Article 7 of the new bill for the regulation of motion picture theaters

in Latvia, providing that a permit must be obtained from the film censoring board
of the Latvian Ministry of Education, was defeated and the chances are Latvia will
have no censorship after the bill has come up for the third reading.

«Rome Express" First

At New G.-B. Studios

London—The new Shepherds Bush
studios of Gaumont-British. which

includes what is said to be the larg-

est sound stage in Europe, will soon

be ready to begki shooting on its

first production/it is stated. This

will be an oriainal murder mystery

story entitled/^'Rome Express" with

action taktilfe plaee-trrr-a de luxe

trans-continental train.

CIRCUIT CUTS DIVIDEND
London—At the annual meeting

of the Central Picture Houses

(Sheffield) Ltd., J. E. Skinner, chair-

man of the board of directors, an-

nounced to stockholders that the

dividend rate for the past year on

common stock would be 8 per cent

instead of the customary 10 per

cent. Profits for the preceding year

were stated to be 5,678 pounds.

"LIBERTY" VOTED BETTER
London— Readers of the "Daily

Sketch," have voted Rene Clair s

new production, "A Nous la Lib-

erte," to be superior to his very suc-

cessful "Le Million" by a ratio of

two to one. "Liberty" ran for three

months at the Rialto.

Booklet On Film Utility

London — The Cinematograph Exhibi-

tors' Association has in preparation a

booklet relative to the usefulness of

motion pictures in modern life to De

used in answering attacks upon the

screen.

British Empire Quota
Coming Up at Ottawa

London—The F. B. I. Committee
report on Empire economic co-opera-
tion urges that the following three
points be taken up for consideration
at the forthcoming Ottawa Confer-
ence: Enaction of film quotas similar
to those of Great Britain in all

parts of the Empire; making prefer-
ential duties reciprocal between
Great Britain and the Dominions
and Colonies and between the Do-
minions and Colonies themselves;
and confining films eligible for the
quota for those made in British ter-

ritory where regulations similar, or

of corresponding import, to those
contained in the Umted Kingdom
Cinematograph FihjfJB Act, 1927, are

in force. ^-
"WHITE FACE" COMPLETED
London — jj^ h'lte Face," Gains-

borough-BriU^ Lion picturization of

an Edgar Wallace thriller, has been
completed and was recently trade-

shown. It received excellent reviews
and promises to stand up well among
British mystery pictures. Norman
McKinnel had .iust completed his

role in this production shortly be-

fore his death. T. Hayes Hunter
directed.

TWO NEW PITTALUGAS
Rome — Cines-Pittaluga has put

two new productions into work,
neither as yet titled. One is the ro-

mance of a perfume seller and a

mechanic (Lya Franca and Vittorio

de Sica) who meet at the Milan Fair

which will be directed by Mario
Camerini; the other will be based

upon the Berlin film success. "Frau-

lein, Falsh Verbunden." with Isa

Pola as a telephone operator who
falls in love with a man whose voice

she hears over the wires in a wrong
connection. -

„
"REVUDEVILLE" GAINING
London—"Revudeville" (film and

variety entertainment) is spreading

in London. Vivian Van Damm orig-

inated it at his Windmill Theater,

creating a new fashion which Victor

Sheridan has now instituted at his

Phoenix Theater. The revue portion

of the entertainment at the Phoenix

will then tour the eight cinemas in

Sheridan's circuit. Ultimately, it is

believed, the film section of "revude-

ville" will be cut down to one fea-

ture and a newsreel.

Film "Condition Cards"
For Australian Cities

Sydney—The New South Wales
Renters and the Theatrical Em-
ployers' Association at a recent con-
ference agreed upon a film "condi-
tion card" to be attached to each
film which is sent out by an ex-
change to any theater in the larger
towns and suburbs in order that
neither exchanges nor operators may
be wrongly blamed for damage to

films. The M.P.D.A. is expected to

agree. Condition cards would prove
unworkable, it was believed, when a

film goes on circuit.

"SILENT VOICE" IN LONDON
London — George Arliss's latest

Warner Bros, production, "The Si-

lent Voice" ("The Man Who Played
God"), was seen by 250,000 persons
during its three-week run at the

Regal, one of Enafland's largest cine-

mas, and has lyfw been booked into

the 3,000-seat /Victoria.

START /men OF STEEL"
London—/Men of Steel," the pro-

duction foverly titled "Steel" has
got under way at the Walton-on-
Thames studio under the direction

of George King. Some sequences
will be filmed in one of the country's
biggest steel mills. Edward Knob-
lock has written the adaptation and
dialogue fronv Douglas Newton's
story. —y

W. b/bRITISH FILM
London-/'High Society," Warner's

next Brit^-made production, which
has gone into work at Teddington
under the direction of Jack Raw-
lins, will have William Austin

British-Hollywood screen player now
visiting in England, and Florence
Desmond in leading^ roles. W. Scott

Darling and Randall Faye wrote the

scenario. —
TO DIRECT SrfAW FILM PLAY

London—Bri/sh International Pic-

tures will mape a talking picture

version of Garorge Bernard Shaw's
early play, "Arms and the Man," at

the Elstree studios, with Cecil Lewis

directing.

MORE FOREIGN

SEEK

MARKETS

BERLIN REDUCES ASSESSMENT
Berlin—Berlin's new amusement

tax budget for 1932-33 has been as-

sessed to yield 9,500,000 marks, a

deduction of 500,000 marks from the

assessment for 1931-32.

FIRST MAYFAIR PRODUCTION
London—The first motion picture

to be made by the new concern. May-
fair Productions, Ltd., will be an
adaptation of the play, "Roi de Pal-

ace," which the French director,

Carmine Galloni, will make in both

French and English versions. May-
fair productions was formed this

year by William B. Levy, formerly

with Walt Disney.

Paris—The big French motion pic-
ture producing firms are seeking
more foreign markets for their
product. Films Osso is leading the
way in the strenuous effort to cap-
ture new fields. It has sent one of
its officials, M. Elie Levy, on a tour
of the East (taking in India, the
Philippines, Australia and China)
with copies of the firm's latest pro-
ductions in which it is hoped to in-

terest foreign exhibitors. This com-
pany is now producing in Hungary
with the aid of frozen French credits
in that country, and it is considered
likely that it will extend the system
to other countries.
Pathe-Natan is concentrating for

the present on the Belgian market
and has recently shown its releases
in that capital. It, too, has its gaze
fixed on more foreign markets, and
other French producing firms are
watching developments abroad.

A.R.P. PLANS 5 MORE
London — Associated Radio Pic-

tures will make five more produc-
tions this season, according to an an-
nouncement made by Basil Dean.
Production is started on a "Sapper"
story, "Two of a Kind," which will

have a different title, under the di-

rection of Graham Cutts. "Looking
on the Bright Side," starring Gracie
Fields, has also been started by Jack
Raymond loaned for the occasion by
British & Dominions. Next will be

"The Bracelet," co-starring Francis
Lederer and an American actress,

then John Galsworthy's "Loyalties,"

and a talking version of "The Con-
stant Nymph," to be made in asso-

ciation with Gainsborough.

HANDLE LAST RUNS
London—Betta Films, Ltd., has

been registered here and will soon

open offices at National House, War-
dour Street. It will acquire and

rent films that have been used but

are still in runnable condition and

dispose of them to small exhibitors.

Continental films suitable for the

British market will also be handled.

FIRE AT EPINAY STUDIO
Paris—Considerable damage was

done by fire due, it is believed, to

a short circuit at the Tobis-Klang-

film studio at Epinay. Three work-

men were injured fighting the flames

and the negatives of a number of

pictures destroyed, including "La

Femme En Homme" and part of

"Danton" now in production.

Esther Ralston in London
London — Esther Ralston. American

screen actress, is appearing on the

stage of the Palladium for two weeks

in a song and dance act.
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* EAST )f

Dunmore, Pa.—Ground has been
broken here by A. B. Grayeck for

the erection of a store building and
theater, the latter to seat 1,600.

Schenectady, N. Y.—Morris S. Sil-

verman, whose Pearl theater was
destroyed by fire with a loss of

$10,000, plans to rebuild the house.

Uniontown, Pa.— Ken Woodward
and C. A. Jakobi, lessees of the old

Dixie, announce that the house will

henceforth be known as the Capitol.

Buflfalo—Henry B. Murtagh, for-

merly organist at Shea's Buflfalo,

has assumed the management of

Shea's Hippodrome, where he will

also be the organist. The Buflfalo

has engaged Herbert L. Koch, or-

ganist of the Saenger in New Or-

leans, to succeed Murtagh-

Long Beach, L. I.—The new 1,70U-

seat Laurel will have its opening
tonight (Saturday). It is owned and
will be operated by Edward N. Ru-
goff, Herman Becker and J. D. Funk
who own the Castle and the Lido.

Beachview, Pa.—Eddie Golden of

the New Olympic and the Idle Hour
is recovering from an infection in

his leg following an injury.

* SOUTH *
Las Vegas, N. M.—L. Hughes has

opened the Airdrome.

Kansas City—The Pantages has

discontinued vaudeville and reverted

to double film features for the sum-

mer, with new prices of 30 cents

evenings and holidays, 20 cents mat-

inees, and 20 cents balcony at all

times.

Phoebus, Va.—Kohn and Levi, who
operate several theaters in this sec-

tion, have opened the new Lee here,

it has been completely remodeled,

new chairs, equipment, etc.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE_PRESS

AGENT

"Eight of the baldest pates in Holly-

wood made more than the usual trouble

for the camera crew shooting the new
Constance Bennett vehicle, 'What Price

Hollywood.' Finally the makeup man
came to the rescue by applying coat-

ings of powder." —RKO Radio Pictures.

New Orleans — Motion pictures
will again be shown during the sum-
mer months in connection with band
concerts at the Audubon and City
Parks. Exhibitors say these free
movies have not cut down theater
attendance in the past.

Lillington, N. C.—The new Red
Springs was recently opened.

Greensboro, N. C. — Charles L.
Abercrombie, former assistant man-
ager of the Carolina, is now manag-
ing the Imperial, succeeding James
S. Howard, who has gone to Dur-
ham to manage the Rialto.

Dadeville, Ala. — J. F. Martin,
brother of R. E. Martin, is manag-
ing the reopened Palace, recently ac-
quired by the R. E. Martin circuit.

Greenville, Tenn.—Earle Hendren,
booker for the Ausmus and Parrott
Amusement Co., formerly of Lenoir
City, has been transferred to this

city, where he will handle the book-
ings for his company, have active

charge of the Princess and Palace
theaters and act as circuit manager
for the Ausmus and Parrott Amuse-
ment Co.

Greenville, Tex. — The fourth
stench and powder bomb thrown into

the Gem a few days ago failed to

explode. There were more than 200
persons in the audience. John Ful-
ler and his son operate the Gem.

Dallas — Frank Weatherford of

San Antonio has succeeded Marsline
Moore as manager of the Palace.
Moore is now manager of the Worth
in Ft. Worth.

Pittsburgh, Tex.—James A. Ross
of Dallas is here managing the

Crystal for his father-in-law, Mr.
Jackson, who owns the building and
theater.

Houston—United Theater Supply
Co., an independent concern, is be-

ing organized here to distribute

products in Texas, Louisiana and
Mexico. Branches, it is stated, will

O PRESENTATIONS f)

Capitol

"Hell's Belles," a revue devised
and staged by Arthur Knorr, is the
current stage attraction at the
Capitol. It features Walter "Dare"
Wahl, in comedy acrobatics; the
Stone Vernon Four, adagio dancers
who have just returned from a
European tour; Cardini, the suave
magician; Frankie Finn, who gives
his impression of radio personalities;
the McCann Sisters, crooners; Rus-
sell Hicks, tenor, and the Chester
Hale Girls.

Yasha Bunchuk conducts the Capi-
tol Grand Orchestra in an overture
compiled by himself, entitled "Hun-
garian Melodies."

Paramount
George Raft, one of the newer

cinema sensations since his outstand-
ing work in "Scarface," and "Danc-
ers in the Dark," is sharing honors
with Mary Brian and Ken Murray
on this week's stage program at the
New York Paramount. Murray's
comedy, Miss Brian's sweet charm',
and Raft's menacing mien, which
enjoys relaxation here, aflford an in-

teresting contrast and pleasant
variety. Also featured in the pro-
duction, which was staged by- Boris
PetroflF, are the Runaway Four, Mil-
ton Charleston and the David Bines
Ballet. There is another special

overture by the Paramount Orches-
tra, conducted by Rubinoflf, while
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford oflfer

their usual organ concert at the
twin stage consoles.

Roxy
Under the heading of "New

Rhythms," Clark Robinson has pro-

duced for the Roxy this week a

nicely diversified stage presentation

featuring Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld with

the symphony orchestra, together

with an array of musical comedy
talent in addition to Patricia Bow-
man and others of the Roxy regu-

lars. Guest artists include Gomez
and Winona, dance team of "Crazy
Quilt"; Jack Powell, comedy drum-
mer from "The Laugh Parade";

Janet Reade, blues singer, who was
featured in Ziegfeld's "Whoopee"
and on the screen in "The Smiling

Lieutenant"; Paul Draper, solo tap

dancer who has been appearing at

the Sutton Club and Irene McBride,
one of the principals of Jolson's

"Wonder Bar." Patricia Bowmar
Roxy ballerina, the ballet corps and
the Thirty-Two Roxyettes complete

the cast.

"Impressions of Cuba," an orig-

inal composition by Riesenfeld, is

performed by the orchestra for the
overture.

Miss McBride was a member of

the Roxy Ballet when the theater
opened over five years ago. She
remained a permanent member of
the company until last year, when
she resigned to join Jolson as one
of the stars of his last show.

soon be opened in Dallas, New Or-
leans and Mexico City.

Oklahoma City—The Warner The-
ater circuit is moving its oflSces
from the Midwest Building to the
second floor of the Empress Theater
building.

Kansas City—M. B. Shanberg de-
nies reports that he is seeking to
regain control of the houses he
disposed of to Fox West Coast.

* WEST *
Burlington, Colo.—Vincent S. Hen-

nen, part owner of the Midway, and
Clarice R. Hamilton of Denver, were
married recently at Castle Rock,
Colo. They will make their home
here. Hennen formerly owned the-

aters at Durango, Sterling and
Limon, Colo.

Portland, Ore.—Hamrick's Music
Box has lowered its prices for the

second time. New scale is 15 cents

to 7 P. M., and 25 cents after that
hour. It is stated that attendance
has increased about 25 per cent since

the prices were lowered.

Los Angeles— Loew's State will

open on Fridays instead of on Sat-

urdays hereafter.

Denver—Closing of the following

theaters in this territory has been i

announced: Gem at Trenton, Neb.;

Pastime at Springer, N. M., and the

Big Springs, Neb., house.

* CENTRAL *
Kansas City—Nelson Prentiss of

Iowa is handling the local sales de-

partment of RCA, succeeding Homer
E. Ellison, who is now managing a

Dickinson house in Garden City.

lola, Kan.—Muriel Hillyer is the

new manager of the lola, succeed-

ing Vogel Gettier.

Green Bay, Wis.—Strand, Fox
Midwesco house, dark for several

months, has reopened under the

management of Fred Brown, who
announces a low admission scale for

adults and children.

Chinese moving picture theaters in

Hongkong have admissions as low as

1 'A cents gold.



DEMOCRATS LEAD VOTE

FOR HIGte EXEMPTION

{Continued from Page 1)

shown by the records of the voting.

Those voting for the industry in-

cluded 23 Democrats and 21 Repub-
licans, a total of 44, and those

against the industry numbered 7

Democrats and 26 Republicans, total-

ling 33. In addition, 8 Republicans

and 10 Democrats did not vote or

were paired, while Senator Swanson
is in Europe. Actual record of the

voting follows:
AYES

THE
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Ashurst
Bankhead
Blaine
Bratton
Broussard
Buckley
Bulow
Capper
Cohen
Connally
Coolidge
Copeland
Costigan
Couzens
Davis
Dill

Frazier
George
Glass
Gore
Hawes
Howell
Hull
Johnson
Jones
King*
Lewis
Logan
McGill
Moses
Norbeck
Norris
Nye
Oddie
Robinson
Schall
Shortridge
Steiwer
Trammell
Stephens
Tydings
Wagner
David Walsh
Wheeler

Arizona
Alabama
Wisconsin
New Mexico
Louisiana
Ohio
So. Dakota
Kansas
Georgia
Texas
Massachusetts
New York
Colorado
Michigan
Pennsylvania
Washington
No. Dakota
Georgia
Virginia
Oklahoma
Missouri
Nebraska
Tennessee
California
Washington
Utah
Illinois

Kentucky
Kansas
New Hampshire
So. Dakota
Nebraska
No. Dakota
Nevada
Indiana
Minnesota
California
Oregon
Florida
Mississippi
Maryland
New York
Massachusetts
Montana

How to Sell a Bad Picture

Uniontown, Pa.—Kenny Woodward and his theater here have sprung into

fame as a result of a newspaper advertisement placed by Kenny Woodward on

a picture which he regarded as "lousy" even though the metropolitan film

critics had hailed it an "epic." Under the heading of "Are the critics nerts?"

Woodward said: "This show is lousy. Come at your own risk." And it

brought plenty of 'em in.

NAYES
Bailey
Barbour
Barkley
Bingham
Borah
Carey
Cutting
Dale
Dickinson
Fess
Fletcher
Hale
Harrison
Hastings
Hatfield
Hayden
Hebert
Kean
Kendrick
Keyes
LaFollette
McNary
Metcalf
Patterson
Reed
Robinson
Sheppard

No. Carolina
New Jersey
Kentucky
Connecticut
Idaho
Wyoming
New Mexico
Vermont
Iowa
Ohio
Florida
Maine
Mississippi
Delaware
West Virginia
Arizona
Rhode Island

New Jersey
Wyoming
New Hampshire
Wisconsin
Oregon
Rhode Island
Missouri
Pennsylvania
Arkansas
Texas

Oppose Horror Film

Richmond, Va.—A resolution calling

upon exhibitors not to show any more

horror films to kids unless accompanied

by parents has been adopted by the

State Censorship Division.

95 Simultaneous "A" Dates
Now in for 'Brown Week'
With 95 simultaneous "A" time

dates already set on "The Tender-
foot," Joe E. Brown's latest star-

ring picture and the inspiration for

"Joe Brown Laflf Week," June 4-11

the Warner sales department an-
ticipates completing arrangements
for at least 250 "A" time play dates

on the picture by the end of next
week. This would exceed the rec-

ord of 237 set up by "The Crowd
Roars" earlier this year. Joe E.

Brown, confined to the Cedars of

Lebanon Hospital, Los Angeles, has
been considerably heartened by the

dedication to him bv Warner Bros,

of the "Laff Week." A wire from
Brown to Major Albert Warner ex-

pressed his gratitude for the in-

terest displayed in him by the pro-

ducers.

CLOSE NEW BRITAIN HOUSE
New Britain, Conn.—Warners are

closing the Embassy, which they

have just acquired following fore-

closure of a mortgage. Of the two
other Warner houses here, the Cap-
itol was closed last year and the

Strand is playing double features at

35 CPnt-o

Changed "No" to "Yes" so he could

move to reconsider.

"Two-Eyed" Film Camera
Brought Out by Erpi

Motion pictures are invading the
sports field from a new angle
through the development of the
Kirby Two-Eyed Camera, a motion
picture and timing device electrical-

ly operated that photographs a rec-

ord of both the finish and time of

a race. It was developed at the
Bell Telephone Laboratories for

Electrical Research Products under
the sponsorship of Gustavus T.

Kirby, noted amateur sportsman
who is chairman of the Advisory
Committee of the I. C. A. A. A. A.
and of the Olympic Games Com-
mittee.

Although not yet at the market-
ing stage, the device was satisfac-

torily demonstrated at the recent
Columbia-Syracuse and Princeton-

Cornall dual meets. It will be used
at the I. C. A. A. A. A. meet in

Berkeley in July and later at the

Olympic Games.
The timing device consists of

three dials registering in minutes,

seconds and hundredths seconds that

are attached by wires to the starter's

pistol and begin to revolve the mo-
ment the hammer of the pistol

strikes. A 16 mm. motion picture

camera with a double lens that reg-

isters 128 frames a second photo-

graphs the runners finishing and
their time simultaneously, providing

an indisputable record of botu.

Kirby said he realized the need

of such an indisputable timing de-

vice about five years ago when a

committee looked at motion pictures

of the finish of an intercollegiate

race and found that the runner who
finished second hadn't even been

placed by the judges. Subsequently

he contacted with ERPI officials who
had a similar idea but greater lab-

oratory facilities with a subsequent

pooling of ideas.

The specific advantages of such

a device Kirby pointed out are:

first, an indisputable record to go

by; second, the elimination of the

average of human error in the han-

dling of stop watches, and third, an

ability to record time in hundredths

of a second as compared to the stop

watches' tenths of a second.

60 PER CENT ORIGINALS

ON NEW SEASON'S LIST

(.Continued from Page 1)

eludes a half dozen plays and about
a dozen books and stories among
its announced titles, while Fox has
11 plays, the largest number of any
producer, and a dozen books and
stories. Other companies will aver-
age somewhat the same.

Roxy Theater May Be
Named the Taft

Roxy Theater Corp. is considering
changing name of Roxy theater to

the Taft. Hotel Taft. in same
building, is understood to have of-

fered them concessions, including
placing of a large theater sign on
the front of the building, providing
this name is adopted to replace the
one which must be withdrawn under
terms of the company's deal with
S. L. Rothafel. Plan was originally

to re-name theater the Edison but
hotel management of Taft didn't like

the idea.

HERB JAEDIKER ON HIS OWN
Herb Jaediker, formerly of Har-

vey-Jaediker, has organized a new
company to be known as the Jaediker

Art Service, with offices at 1560

Broadway. Associated with him will

be his brother, Ted, who was for-

merly art director for Pathe.

MAYFAIR STARTS JULY 1

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mayfair Pictures be-

gins work on its 1932-33 program of

24 features July 1. First produc-

tion will be "Heart Punch."

PHILLY WARNER CLUB ELECTS
Philadelphia — William P. Gold-

man, Warner Bros. Theaters zone
manager, was elected president of

the recently formed branch of the

Warner Club, which will have its

headquarters on the third floor of

the Earle Theater Building. The
Warner Club Philadelphia branch is

installing complete gymnasium
equipment and lounge room facili-

ties in the Earle Building and plans

a cooperative buying department
patterned along the lines of the New
York Club plan, whereby members
are enable to mak purchases at say-

ings of 10 per cent to 40 per cent.

TO BE AT CANADIAN CONFAB
Toronto—Word has come from

England that the film producers'
group of the Federation of British

Industries has decided to invite Isi-

dore Ostrer, John Maxwell and C.

M. Woolf to represent the British

film industry at the Imperial Eco-

nomic Conference to be held in Can-
ada this summer. "The film produc-
ers' group also decided that M. N.
Kearney, head of the film indus-

tries department of the Federation
of British Industries, should be sent

to the Ottawa Conference to repre-

sent the group of film industries.

ROXY SWITCHES BILL
Due to previous booking arrange-

ments, "Society Girl," Fox picture

featuring James Dunn, Peggy Shan-
non and Spencer Tracy, has replaced

"Monte Carlo Madness," on the

Roxy schedule for June 3. Show-
ing of the latter, a Ufa production,

has been indefinitely postponed by

the Roxy.

Macon Union Trouble

Macon, Ga.—Arthur P. Barry, man-
ager of two leading houses here, has

locked out all union employees as a

result of a controversy following his

refusal to employ two men in a booth.

The union threatens a boycott against

the theaters.
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"NIGHT COURT"
with Walter Huston, Phillips Holmes,

Lewis Stone, Anita Page
M-G-M 90 mins.

ENGROSSING DRAMA OF BIG
CITY CORRUPTION. RATHER
HEAVY ON PLOT MATTER, BUT
HAS PLENTY THAT CLICKS.

Complications, developments and

surprises are piled up so thick in

this expose of civic corruption that

the effect rather makes for implausi;

bility. Otherwise it is a consistently

interesting drama, having some ex-

cellent performances by a fine all-

around cast. The plot revolves

around a crooked magistrate, played

by Walter Huston, who leads a

double life with a lady friend, but

hands out hard justice to innocent

girls who are framed and brought

before him. Threatened by an in-

vestigation led by Lewis Stone. Hus-

ton makes his girl move from Park

Avenue to a tenement hideaway. A
young married couple, Phillips

Holmes and Anita Page, living m
the same building, accidentally learn

something about the new tenant, so

the wife is framed and sent to jail

for six months, while the husband

is beaten up and ordered to take
^

boat trip. But he swims ashore and

brings about the arrest of the magis-

trate.
Cast*: Phillips Holmes. Walter Huston,

Anita Page, Lewis Stone, Mary Carlisle,

John Miljan, Jean Hersholt, TuUy Marshall,

Noel Francis.
Director, W. S. Van Dyke; Authors. Mark

Hellinger, Charles Beahan ; Adaptors, Bayard

Veiller, Lenore Coffee; Dialoguers, same;

Editor, Ben L.ewis ; Cameraman, Norbert

Brodine.
Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"ESCAPADE"
First Division 67 mins.

FAIR DOMESTIC TRIANGLE
DRAMA WITH FINE CAST AND
SOME COMEDY RELIEF.

This story is about a lawyer who,

too busy to pay much attention to

his attractive wife, gives up all

social duties and permits his good

looking brother to be his wife's

escort at social functions and at

other diversions. The brother,

played by Anthony Bushell, is an

ex-convict, who while in jail cor-

responded with the husband through

a continental mailing agency. The

husband, Jameson Thomas, not real-

izing that his wife and Bushell are

in love with each other, leaves them
together once too often. Interesting

but rather slow-moving situations
bring about the climax where an-
other ex-con, seeking revenge for

Thomas' prosecution, attempts to

kill the lawyer but instead murders
the brother. Parts are well handled
and Sally Blane, in the part of the
wife, wears some smart gowns. Fine
comedy relief is given by Thomas
Jackson.

Cast: Anthony Bushell, Sally Blane, Jame
son Thomas, Thomas Jackson, Walter Long.
Carmelita Geraghty, Phillips Smalley, David
Mir.

Director, Richard Thorpe ; Author, E. T.
Lowe; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, lot credited; Cameraman, M. A.
Anderson Recording Engineer, Pete Clark.

Direction, very good. Photography, fine.

Kay Francis in

"SIREET OF WOMEN"
Warner Bros. 70 mins.

SUPERIOR PRODUCTION WITH
FINE DRAMATIC STORY CARRY-
ING APPEAL FOR BETTER TYPE
AUDIENCES.
Roland Young and Kay Francis

deliver with distinction in a play
that should please all intelligent

patrons of the films. The situation
is that of a \vealthy builder reach-
ing the crowning achievement of his

career in the completion of a magni-
ficent skyscraper. His inspiration
has been a woman he has known for
three years, but their love was
denied them as he was already mar-
ried. Then conplications with th§
young brother and the man's daught-
er falling in love, and the disclosures

to both of the secret love of the
elder couple. The production is

punctuated with many clever situa-

tions, and some unusually intelligent

and witty dialogue. It is a whole-
some drama of an ideal love affair,

and a selfish wife who refused to

give her husband his freedom. It

seems a pity to put such a cheap
title on such a worthy film, for it

is liable to keep a lot of people from
viewing it on the assumption that
it is a cheap sexy picture.

Cast: Kay Francis, Allan Dinehart, Mar-
jorie Gateson, Roland Young, Gloria Stuart,
AJlan Vincent, Louise Beavers, Adrienne
Dore.

Director, Archie Mayo; Author, Polan
Banks; Adaptors, Charles Kenyon, Mary Mc-
Call, Jr.; Dialoguer, Charles Kenyon; Editor.

Jim Gibbons; Cameraman, Ernest Haller.
Direction, smooth. Photography, good.

Ramon Novarro in

"HUDDLE"
M-G-M 104 mins

FIRST-CLASS COMEDY DRA-
MA WITH STRONG GENERAl
AUDIENCE APPEAL. GOOD COL-
LEGE FOOTBALL STUFF.

A loosely-knit story succeeds ii

traveling along at a decidedly-satiS'

fying entertainment rate, aided bj

much sure-fire college comedy stuff

Although not particularly new ir

theme, it holds the attention con-

sistently. Novarro does a poor Ital-

ian boy who enters Yale conscious of

class distinction. At first unable to

adjust himself, he takes an antagon
istic attitude toward his fellow stu-

dents. As the yarn progresses h^
develops into a crack backfield man
and falls in love with Madge Evans
daughter of a wealthy grad. Father
tries to bust up love affair and so

does big brother. Climax of picture
comes when Novarro, with an ap-
pendix on the loose, goes into the
Big Game and, of course, wins for

good old Yale, although endangering
his life. This incident sets him
right for marrying the girl.

Cast : Ramon Novarro. Madge Evans,
Ralph Graves, Una Merkel, John Arledge,
Frank Albertson, Kane Richmond, Martha
Sleeper, Henry Armetta, Ferike Boros,
Rockcliffe Fellows, Joe Sauers.

Director, Sam Wood ; Author, Franci^
Wallace; Adaptors, Robert Lee Johnson, Ar-
thur S. Hyman; Dialoguers, Wialton Halll
Smith, C. Gardner Sullivan; Editor, Hugh
Wynn; Cameraman, Harold Weinstrom.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

"MAN ABOUT TOWN"
with Warner Baxter, Karen Morley
Fox 71 mins.

GOOD WORK BY WARNER
BAXTER SUPPLIES MAIN IN-
TEREST IN DRAMA OF MIXED
MOTIVATION AND ARTIFICIAL
SITUATIONS.
The personal charm and clever-

ness of Warner Baxter hold sagging
interest in a drama that teeters

around too many angles and mixed
motives. It is a rather involved

tale, as if the author had started

out with one main idea, and got in-

terested in another angle which
seems to have led him astray. The
long arm of coincidence is also

stretched to the snapping point in

two major instances. Baxter and
Conway Tearle are lifelong friends
who suddenly discover themselves in

love with the same girl. She favors
Baxter, and breaks her engagement
to the other. Then the girl's sister-

in-law is confronted with her first

husband coming back to life from
the war. Her second hubby is t

foreign ambassador at Washing-
ton. Baxter in the secret service is

drawn in to uncover a plot, a mur-
der which his sweetheart has com-
mitted to save the other woman,
and several other involved situa-
tions.

Cast: Warner Baxter, Karen Morley, Con-
way Tearle, Lent Stengel, Lawrence Grant,
Alan Mowbray, Lillian Bond, Halliwell
Hobbes.

Director, John Francis Dillon; Author,
Denison Clift; Adaptor, Leon Gordon; Di-
aloguer, same; Editor, not listed; Camera-
man, James Womg Howe; Recording Engine
er, George Leverett.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

Doug Fairbanks, Jr., in

"LOVE IS A RACKET"

Warner Bros. 72 mins.

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT.
FIRST OF BROADWAY COLUMN-
IST DRAMAS WITH UNDER-
WORLD ANGLE SCORES.

What appears to be a cycle of
Broadway columnist pictures has its

inception in this production, which
entertains all the way along. Al-
though at times striking false notes,

the screen version of Rian James'
novel holds the interest and receives
able presentation from an expert
cast. Its dialogue is bright, smart
and swift, but within general audi-
ence reach. Story shows Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., Broadway columnist,
in love with a girl who has stage
ambitions. A notorious racketeer
falls for her and tries to lure th&
gal to his penthouse apartment.
Doug rushes to save the situation,

but finds the illicit gentleman mur-
dered. In order to protect the girl's

aunt, who committed the crime, he
tosses the body off the roof in an
effort to fake a suicide atmosphere.
And then the girl runs off and mar-
ries a producer, leaving Doug in the
cynical mood indicated by the pic-

ture's title.

Cast: Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., Frances Dee,
Ann Dvorak, Lee Tracy, Warren Hymer,
Lyle Talbot.

Director, William Wellman ; Author, Rian
James ; Adaptor, Courtney Terrett ; Dia-
loguer, same; Editor, William Holmes; Cam-
eraman, Sid Hickox.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"ROEDA DAGEN"
("The Red Day")

(In Swedish)

Scandinavian Talking Pict. 78 mins.

SWEDISH COMEDY BASED ON
POLITICS WILL INTEREST NA-
TIVE AUDIENCES ONLY. WELL
ACTED AND DIRECTED.

This Swedish production is adapt-
ed from a well known modern play,
and to the Swedish people no doubt
will prove very acceptable. It is

based on the present political setup
in that country, showing the rivalry
and differences between the Com-
munists, Fascists and Social Demo-
crats. The love interest is provided
by the daughter of the leader of the
latter party, who is in love with the
young leader of the Fascists. Her
brother is a leader of the Commun-
ists. Just before Red Day, when the
Communists are going to celebrate
a la the Russian Soviet idea, the girl

schemes to have her sweetheart and
her brother thrown in jail so there
will be no bloodshed. Then the two
young hotheads are talked into com-
mon sense by the older heads in the

Social Democratic gang, and all ends
happily in an engagement party for

the lovers. Good comedy touches and
fine actmg make this real entertain-

ment for Swedish audiences.
Cast: Sigurd Wallen. Dagnar Ebbesen,

Sture Lagerwall, Lill-Tollie Zellman, John
Brunius. Nils Jaconson.

Director, Gustaf Edgren : Author, Erik
Lindorm ; Adaptors, Soelve Gerstrand, Gustaf
Edgren: Dialoguers, same; Editor, not cred-

ited ; Cameraman, not credited.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.



Features Reviewed in Film Daily Nov. 1 to May 22
368 Pictures Covered in 7 Months

Titlt Remetoed

Bi A Dangerous Affair-COL
11-29-31

A Woman Commands-RKO
1-31-32

After Tomorrow-F 3-6 32

Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31

Alias the Doctor-FN 3-6-32

Amateur Daddy-F 4-24-32

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

Anybody's BIonde-ACP .11-1-31

A Nous La Liberte-AU. .5-22-32

Are These Our Children ?-RKO
11-15-31

Are You Listening?-MGM
4-24-32

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11-22-31

Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31

Arsene Lupin-MGM 2-28-32

Avalanche-FD .V27-32

Attorney for the Defense-COL
5-8-32

Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Balinese Love-TPE ...12-13-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP.. 12-6-21

Beast of the City-MOM . .3-13-32

Beauty and the Boss-WA 4-3-32

Behind Stone Walls-ACP
3-13-32

Behind the Mask-COL 5-1-32

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Shot-PAT 1-10-32

Blonde Captive-IMP ..12-13-31

Blonde Cra2v-WA 12-6-31

Border Devils-ARC 3-20-32

Branded-COL 11-1-31

Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31

Bridegroom For Two-PO
1-31-32

Broken Wing-PAR 3-27-32

Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Business and Pleasure-F. 2-14-32

But The Flesh Is ..„,.,
Weak-MGM 4-17-32

Cain-TPE 1-17-32

Cannonball Express-WW. 2-28-32

Careless Liady-F ^-ll'?,?,
Carmen-PO 1-17-32

Carnival Boat-PAT ....3-27-32

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM ..11-15-31

Charlie Chan's Chance-F
1-24-32

Charlotte Loewenskold-SCA
2-28-32

Cheaters at Play-F ....2-28-32

Cheyenne Cyclone-WK ..1-10-32

City of Song-WO 5-15-35

Cock of the Air-UA. . .1-31-32

Cohens anl Kellys in Hollywood
U. .4-24-32

Compromised-FN ''''V-
Congress Dances-UA A'
Consolation Marriage-RKO

Corsair-UA • •• • -^y •
• -^^^^U

Cosi E La Vita-TH.... 11-8-31

Cossacks of the Don-AM .3-20-32

County Pair-MOP 5-1-32

Cross Examination-ARC -2-14-32

Crowd Roars-WA ^"/i',„
Cry of the World-INF. . .5-8-32

Csak Key Kislany-N EA. . 3-27-32

Cuban Love Song-MGM. 12-6-31

Cyclone Kid-BlP ....11-22-31

Dance Team-F
; V;

Dancers in the Dark-PAR
3-20-32

Das Ekel-UFA •••••
J""-"

Das Lied 1st Aus-ASC 1-31-32

Deadline-COL '•.Woo,
Deceiver-COL Ji-|?"il
Delicious-F *?-?Z'!i
Der Andere-TP . . 1-17-32

Der Kleine Seitens^rung-
^^^^^

Der Raub Der Mona Lisa-TF
4-3-32

Der Storch Streikt-TF. .. 5-8-32

Der Teufelsbruder-TRC . .4-10-32

Der Ungetreue Ecke Hart-TF
1-24-32

Devil on Deck-WW 2-28-32

Devil's Lottery-F 4-3-32

Devil Plays-CHE 12-20-31

Die Csikos Baroness-CAP 4-3-32

Die Grosse Liebe-FAM . .2-28-32

Die vom Rummelplati-CAP
1-10-3

Die Sohlacht von Bademuende
UFA.. 11-22-31

Discarded Lov»^rs-CAP . . . 1-3 11

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
ALD—Allied Pictures
AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema

AU—Capt. Harold Auten
BIF—Big Four
BRE—Lee Brecher
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CFA—Capitol Foreign Attrac.
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures

COT—Continental Picture*
F—Fox
FAM—Foreign American Films
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National

PRI—Principal Dist. Corp.
PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
RIT—Ritchey Export Co.
ROA—Roadshow Pictures

IMP—Imperial Distributing RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures

INF—Intern'l Film Foundation SCA—Scandmavian Talkmg

HED—Headline Pictures
HG—J H. HofFberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HO—Hollywood Pictures
HOF—M. H. Hoffman

JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MAY—Mayfair Pictures
NAP—Napoli Films
NEA—New Era Exchange

Pictures
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany

MOT? M«,^»<r,»n A,n«- I i„. TPE—Talking Picture EpicsNOR—Norwegi_an
_
Amer._ Lme xH—Thalia ProductionsMGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

MOP—Monogram Pictures

OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PC—Patrician Pictures

PEE—Peerless .

PIT—Pittaluga
'

PIZ—WiUiam Pizor
PO—Powers Pictures

TRA—Transatlantic Pictf.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
VIT—Vitullo Films
WA—Warner Bros.
WO—World's Trade Exchange
WT—Worldart Film Cor.

FTP—Foreign Talking PicturesPOL—Polish Talking Pictures WW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed

Disorderly Conduct-F 4-10-32

Docks of San Francisco-ACP
1-24-32

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP 1-3-32

Drifter-WK 1-10-33

East of Shanghai-PO ...3-27-32

Ein Ausgekochter Junge-CAP
5-8-32

Ein Prinz Verliebt Sich-
CAP.. 5-1-32

Ein Walzer Vom Strauss-CAP
2-14-32

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-3

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32

Expensive Women-WA .11-15-31

Expert. The-WA 2-28-32

False Madonna-PAR 2-7-32

Famous Ferguson Case-FN
4-24-32

Fascination-PO 4-10-32

Fighting Fool-COL 3-27-32

Fighting Marshall-COL. .2-28-35

File 113-HO 2-21-32

Final Edition-COL 2-28-32

Fireman Save My Child-FN
2-21-32

Flying High-MGM ....12-13-J

Forbidden-COL 1-17-32

Forgotten Women-MOP .2-28-32

Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31

Frankenstein-U 12-6-31

Freighters of Destiny-PAT
11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31

Friends and Lovers-RKO
11-8 11

Gables Mystery-PO 4-3-32

Galloping Thru-MOP 2-7-3.^

Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32

Gav Caballero-F 2-14-32

Get That Girl-CAP 5-15-32

Ghost City-MOP 3-20-32

Girl of the Rio-RKO. . .1-10-32

Girls About Town-PAR. .11-1-31

Girl Crazy-RKO 3-27-32

Golden Mountailns-AM . .4-17-32

Good Sport-F 12-13-3

Graft-U 11-29-31

Grand Hotel-MGM ....4-17-32

Greeks Had a Word for Them
UA.. 2-7-32

Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31

Hatchet Man-FN 2-7-32

Heart of New York-WA. ,3-6-32

Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-31

Hell's Headquarters-MAY 5-15-32

Hell Divers-MGM 12-27-31

Hell's House-CAP 2-14-32

Her Majesty, Love-FN. 11-29-31

High Pressure-WA 1-31-32

His Woman-PAR 12-6-31

High Speed-COL 4-10-32

Hotel Continental-TIF ..3-20-32

House Divided-U 1-10-32

Human Targets-BlP ..1-24-32

Hound of the Baskervilles-FD
4-10-32

Husband's Holiday-PAR. . 1-3-32

Tm Geheimdienst-UFA 3-6-32

In Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31

[hre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA
11-8-31

T^tle Reviewed

II Est Charmant-PAR 4-10-32

Impatient Maideh-U 3-6-32

It's Tough to Be Famous-FN
4-10-32

Jean De La Lune-TA. . .3-13-32

Joseph in the Land of Egypt
GP. .5-22-32

Kaiserliebchen-TA ..11-15-31

Keepers of Youth-PO. . .3-13-32

Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31

La Uouceur D'Aimer-FD
12-13-3

La Ronde des Heures-FD
1-31-32

Ladies of the Big House-
PAR 1-3-32

Lady With a Past-PAT 2-21-32

Ladies of the Jury-RKO .4-3-32

Land of Wanted Men-MOP
2-21-32

Lasca of the Rio Grande
U.. 12-13-3

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
11-29-31

Last Ride-U 2-14-32

Law and Order-U 3-6-32

Law of the Sea-MOP 5-1-32

Law of the Tong-SYN . 12-20-31

Law of the West-WW. .3-20-32

Le Mysterie de la Villa

Rose-FD 1-17-32

Lena Rivers-TIF 4-3-32

Leutnant Warst Du Einst
Bei Den Husaren-RIT. 3-20-32

Letty Lynton-MGM 5-1-32

Liebeskommando-TP S-1-32

Local Bad Man-ALD. . .3-27-32

Local Boy Makes Good-FN
11-29-31

Lone Trail-SYN 3-13-32

Lost Squadron-RKO 3-6-32

Love Affair-COL 4-17-32

Love in the High Gear-MAY
5-8-32

Lovers Courageous-MGM
2-21-32

Lure of the Ring-WT. 1-31-32

Maker of MenCOL 12-20-31

Manhattan Parade-WA 1-3-32

Man I Killed-PAR 1-^4-3«

Man Wanted-WA 4-17-32

Man Who Played God-WA
2-14-32

Mark of the Spur-BIF. . .3-6-32

Mata Hari-MGM 1-3-32

Meine Frau, Die Hochstaplerin
UAF.. 2-7-32

..4-3-32

.12-6-31
.1-10-32
.1-10-32

.1-31-32
.1-10-32
.5-15-32
..5-8-32
.4-24-32

Mein Leopold-CFA
Men in Her Life-COL..
Men Like These-PO...
Men Like These-BI

Menace, The-COL
Michael and Mary-U...
Midnight Lady-CHE . . ,

Midnight Patrol-MOP
Miracle Man-PAR
Miracle of S. Anthonv

VIT.
Misbehaving Ladies-FN.
Misleading Lady-PAR..
Missing Rembrandt-FD.
Morals for Women-TIF
Monster Walks-ACP ..

Mounted Fury-WW .

.

Mouthpiece-WA
Murder at Dawn-BIF

,4-17-32
.11-8-31

.410-32
.3-27-32
11-22-31
2-7-32

12-20-31
.4-24-32
.2-28-32

rule Reviewed
Murders in Rue Moreue-U

2-14-32
My Wife's Family-PO. .3-13-32
.\eck and Neck-WW. .. 11-8-31
Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31
Nie Wieder Liebe-UFA 1-17-32
Nice Woraen-U 2-21-32
Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31
Night Rider-ARC 5-22-32
No One Man-PAR l-,24-32

No Greater Love-COL 5-15-35

Office Girl-RKO 3-13-32
Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
Once a Lady-PAR 11-8-31

One Hour With You-PAR. 3-6-32

One Man Law-COL 2-14-32
One Way Trail-COL. . 12-13-31
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31

Over the HiU-F 11-22-31
Panama Flo-PAT 1-24-32
Partners-PAT 2-28-32
Passionate PIumber-MGM

3-13-32

Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31
Phantom of Paris-MGM. 11-15-31
Platinum Blonde-COL. . .11-1-31

Play Girl-WA 3-20-32

Pleasure-ARC 3-6-32

Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31

Police Court-MOP 4-3-32
Possessed-MGM 11-29-Jl

Prestige-PAT 2-7-32

Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private Scandal-iHED. . .11-1-31

Probation-CHE 3-13-32
Przysieglas-CAP 5-22-32

Racing Youth-U 5-1-S2

Rainbow Trail-F .1-31-32

Range Feud-COL 11-22-31

Range Law-TIF 11-1-31

Reckoning, The-PEE . . . .4-3-32

Rendezvous-HK 5-1-S2
Reserved For Ladies-PAR

5-22-32

Reserve Hat Ruh-TP ..4-17-32

Revolt in the Desert-AM
4-17-32

Rich Are Always with Us-FN
5-15-32

Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31

Ridin' for Justice-COL. .1-10-32

Riders of the Desert-WW.5-22-32
Road to Life-AM 1-31-32

Roadhouse Murder-RKO . . S-1-S2

Ronny-BRE 4-17-32
Rubacuori-TRC 3-1 3-32

Ruling Voice-FN 11-8-31

Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31

Sally of the Subway-ACP
1-24-32

Scandal For Sale-U 4-10-32

Scarface-UA 4-17-32

Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31

Secret Menace-TMP 12-13-31

Secrets of the Orient-UFA
1-10-32

Secret Service-RKO ...12-13-31

Secret Witness-COL ..12-20-31

Sein Liebeslied-ASC .11-22-31
Sein Scheidungsgrund-UFA

2-21-32

Shadow Between-PO ...3-20-32

Shanghai Express-PAR 2-21-32

She Wanted a Millionaire-F
2-14-32

Shop Angel-CAP 3-6-32

Shopworn-COL 4-3-32

Shot Gun Pass-COL 3-13-32

Sidewalks of New York-MGM
11-15-31

T^**l* Reviewed
Siberian Patrol-AM 5-15-32
Silent Witness-P 2-7-32
Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR

11-1-31

Sin's Pay Day-ACP 3-13-32
Single-Handed Sanders

MOP.. 4-17-32
Sinners in the Sun-PAR. 5-1 5-32
.Siroco-CF 11-29-31
Sky Bride-PAR 4-24-32
Sky Devils-UA 1-24-32
So Big-WA 5-1-32
Soil is Thirsty-AM 5-8-32
Sooky-PAR 12-27-31
Soul of Mexico 2-7-32
South of the Rio Grande-COL

5-8-32

Soul of the SIums-ACP 11-29-31

South Sea Adventures-PRI,
4-3-32

Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31

Spirit of the West-ALU . 5-22-32
State's Attorney-RKO . . . 5-8-32
Stepping Sisters-F 1-10-32
Strangers in Love-PAR. . .3-6-32
Strange Case of Clara Deane

PAR.. 5-8-32
Strange Love of Molly Louvain-

FN . . 5-8-32
Strangers of the Evening-TIF

5-8-32
Strictly Business-PO ...4-10-32
Strictly Dishonorable-U. 11-15-31
Struggle, The-UA 12-13-31
Suicide Fleet-PAT 11-29-31
Sunset Trall-TIF 1-17-32
Surrender-F 11-29-31
Symphony of Six Millions-

RKO.. 4-10-32

Tarzan, The Ape
Man-MGM 3-27-32

Taxi-WA 1-10-32
Tempest-BRE 3-20-32
1 Condemned-POL 4-24-32
Tenderfoot-FN 5-22-32
Terra MadreJTRC 11-1-41
Texas Gun-Fighter-TIF 2-14-32
Theaternaechte von Berlin-TF

1-10-32
The Cheat-PAR .. .12-13-31
They Never Come Back-

ARC..5-M3
Thirty Days-PO 1-17-32
This Is The Night-PAR

4-17-32

This Reckless Age-PAR. .1-10-32
Three Wise Girls-COL. . .2-7-32
Tingel Tangel-NEA 3-20-32
Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-81
Tomorrow and Tomorrow-

PAR 1-31-32
Tonight or Never-UA 12-20-31
Touchdown-PAR ll-l.S-31
Trapeze-BRE ... 5-8-32
Trial of Vivienne Ware-F. 5-1-32

Trotte Teodor-FD 1-17-32
Tu Seras Duchesse-PAR. 5-15-32
Tulane vs. So. Califomia-WA

1-24-32
Two Fisted Justice-MOP .2-14-32
Two Gun Caballero-IMP

13-13-31
Two Kinds of Women-PAR

1-17-32

Two Seconds-FN 5-22-32
U. of S. C. vs. Notre Dame

WW- 1-24-32
Under Eighteen-WA 1-3-32
Union Depot-FN 1-17-3?
Unexpected Father-U 4-1 0-32
Vanity Fair-H O S-8-32
Way Back Home-RKO. 1-17-32
Wayward-PAR 2-14-32
West of Broadwav-MGM.1-31-32
Wet Parade-MGM 4-24-32
When a Feller Needs a Friend

MGM 5-15-32
Whistlin" Dan-TIP 3-13-32
Why Saps Leave Home-PO

3-20-32

Wild Women of Bomeo-FD
4-24-32

Wiser Sex-PAR 3-1 3-37

Woman in Room 13-F. . .5-22-32

World and the Flesh-PAR
5-8-32

Woman from Monte Carlo-
WA 1-3-SJ

X Marks the Spot-TIF 12-13-31

Yellow Ticket-P 11-1-SI

Young America-F 5-8-32

Young Bride-PAT 4-17-32
Zappatore-NAP 4-3-32

Zwd Krawatten-CAP ..1-17-32

Zwei MenchenCAP . l2-tl-»l
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SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS

Ruth Etting in

"A Mail Bride"

Vitaphone 6303
Excellent

19 mins.

Hung together by a plot dealing

with getting a husband by mail.

Ruth Etting puts over a trio of pop-
ular songs in her fine style. The
actual romance in the piece involves

Miss Etting's maid and a chap over
in Germany. The servant, anxious
to make a good impression, sends
a photo of her mistress to the swain
abroad, and he in turn sends the

picture of a handsome actor. The
resulting complications are smoothed
out by Miss Etting. Between the

neat little plot and the well chosen
song numbers, the skit is thorough-
ly enjoyable all the way. Roy Mack
directed.

"Mickey's Golden Rule"

RKO 19 mins.

Poor

A very mechanical production
using a lot of time-worn kid comedy
gags that rate this Mickey McGuire
comedy as just another routine re-

peater. Mickey and his gang decide

to have a picnic in an old Ford, and
the rich snippy kid and his gang
are out to make the party a bust.

They scare Mickey's gang with some
hoke ghost stuff that isn't funny and
isn't original. They've got to do
better than this by Mickey if they
want to keep him in the money.

"The Living God of the Mongols"

Talking Picture Epics 30 mins.

Good Travel Subject

An interesting record of Sven
Hedin's journey across the Gobi
desert of Central Asia. Shows the
explorer making his trek in the face
of hardships, including the obstacles

of sand and snow. In the city of

Dolonor, he photographs the living

Buddha and the special ceremonies
tendered this mortal deity.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Berrcn Amusement Corp., theatrical busi-

ness; H. A. Cohen, Albany, N. Y. $5,000.
NEW JERSEY CHARTERS

Mptro-Ciolflwyn-Maycr Pictures Corp., Jer-
sey City; Joseph Rosthal, Jersey City, jN. J.
$10,000.

Neithold Bros., Inc., Caldwell, theater:
'"-lier C. Brandley. Caldwell, N. J. 2,500
shares common.
Playhnd Center, Inc., Newark, amusement

'"ternrises ; Fast & Fast. Newark. N. J.
$50,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Eastern Shore Theater Co.. Wimlntrton

I)'!., realty; Melvin Hopkins, Dover, Del.
1,000 shares common.

"Man-Eating Sharks"

Educational 9 mins.
A Pip

This is about the best of the Mack
Sennett series, "Cannibals of the

Deep." Sennett is seen on board

his fishing sloop with the crew, as

they start out after the mammoth
sharks in the Mexican waters. Beau-

tiful shots are interspersed with the

submarine camera functioning, show-

ing some very unusual views of the

big fish as they chase their smaller
prey. Then the actual business of

fighting and landing several fine

specimens. Closeups of an enor-

mous man-eater being brought
over the side with his giant tail

thrashing dangerously, and the

actual sounds of the conflict packs
a punch that is close to sensational.

This one will have the sport lovers

hanging on to their seats—and wish-

ing they had been there.

Andy Clyde in

"The Giddy Age"

Educational 21 mins.
Okay

Another Mack Sennett featuring
Andy Clyde, ably assisted by Frank-
lin Pangborn. A typical Clyde comic,

with the funny-whiskered gent seen
in the role of a lobster merchant
of wealth who has never had any-
thing to do with women. Then he is

framed with an adventuress coming
into his house as an amnesia victim,

who mistakes Andy for her maid,
then her mother. Andy starts to

fall for her femme wiles, and
spruces up ready to propose mar-
riage. But his secretary Pangborn
saves him at the last moment, for

the gal has tried to take him, too.

It will get the votes of all the

Clyde fans.

"Niagara Falls"

with June MacCloy, Marion Shilling,

Gertrude Short
RKO Pathe 20 mins.

Weak

A Gay Girls Comedy featuring
June MacCloy, Marion Shilling and
Gertrude Short. The girls land jobs
in a music store, and a young official

from a broadcasting station hears
one of them sing, falls for her, and
hires her to sing over the air. Then
a sudden wedding over the ether,

and she leaves the other two girls

flat. It has its funny moments, but
they are scarce. The three girls

work hard, but the scant material
does not give them or the audience
much of a break.

Ready Reference Directory
WITH ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS OF RECOGNIZED

INDUSTRY CONCERNS

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

Cooling

]
Typhoon Air Conditioning Co.

I C E D A I R E
Simple—Low Priced—as good as the

best

233 W. 42 St. N. Y. C. Wlsc.7-1296

COOL YOUR THEATRE

K l"e R AIRE
Results Guaranteed

KOOLERAIRE ENG. CORP.
1904 Paramount BIdg., N. Y.

1223 So. Wabash Ave,, Chicago

• Distributors

BIG 4BIG,
for 19 3 2-1933 •

flA Sound and Talking Pictures *\f%

U. S. S. R.

AMKINO CORP.
723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-7680

€^ A^ ONE REEL^O PORT O'CALL
CAMERA ADVENTURES

In Remote Corners of the Earth

Imperial Distributing Corp.
729 Seventh Ave. BRyant 9-8670

MONTE CARLO MADNESS
SARI MARITZA

A Naughty—Romantic—Extravaganza

FIRST ANGLO CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address:Thomfilm PEn. 6-4424

NOW RELEASING

"The Honor of the Press"

Mayfair Pictures Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Chronophron Tel. CHic. 4-0828

NOW RELEASING

"They Never Come Back"
Regis Toomey, Dorothy Sebastian

Earle Foxe, Gertrude Astor
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.

729 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-3169

NOW RELEASING

"THE MIDNIGHT LADY"
with Sarah Padden, Claudia Dell,
John Darrow. Theodore Von Eltz
Chesterfield Motion Pictures Corp.

1540 B'way, N.Y.C. Tel. BRyant 9-6884

"HER STRANGE DESIRE"
A Dramatic Story of Scandal

in High Society

POWERS PICTURES, INC.
723—7th Ave. BRyant 9-6067

N. Y. Exchange, 630—9fh Ave.

Distributors •
(.Continued)

In Course of Production

"FIRE ALARM"
Second of Series 12 Feature Prod.

All Rights Protected

EAGLE PRODUCTION, LTD.
729 7th Ave. New York City

Tel.: BRyant 9-2540

Equipment

S.O.S. CORP.
1600 B'WAY NEW YORK, N. Y.

Largest Distributors of
TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT

THEATRE & AMUSEMENT SUPPLIES
Bargains on Used and Rebuilt Apparatus

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE
Professional and Amature Cameras

Bought—Sold—Exchanged
Factory dist. Holmes portable sound-on-
film projectors. Moviola editing machines.
727 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. BRyant 9-9430

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
SALES : SERVICE : RENTALS
We Light Studios—Theatre Fronts

Studio Sets—Generator Trucks Furnished

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE CO.
318-320 W. 48th St.. N. Y. Tel. CHic. 4-2074

Exchanges

"The Last of the Mohicans"

In Twelve Spectacular Chapters
with Harry Carey and Edwina Booth

Capital Film Exchange
630 9th Ave., N.Y.C. PEnn. 6-9351

GRETA CARBO
"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604

r

i.

Now Playing the Best Theaters

VANITY FAIR
OF TO-DAY

Starring Myrna Loy, Walter Byron,
Conway Tearle. Barbara Kent
HOLLYWOOD PICTURES CORP.

630 9th Ave., N.Y.C. CHick. 4-3949

1

WILD WOMEN of BORNEO
PERCENTAGE ENGAGEMENTS
Now Booking Nationally

The World's Leading Independent

First Division Exchanges, Inc.

Buffalo, Albany, Wash., Phila., N. Y.

630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEnn. 6-4424



Ready Reference Directory
Q ###WITH ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS OF RECOGNIZED INDUSTRY CONCERNS### •

Film Libraries

1

Over 5,000,000 feet of negatives and
positives—scenes of every conceivable

description.

General Film Library, Inc.
729—7th Ave. New York City

Phone: BRyant 9-4417

A MILLION FEET OF EVERYTHING

'STOCK SHOTS"
Stone Film Library

729—7th Avenue New York, N. Y.

Tel.: BRyant 9-4370-4446 Room 605

• Finance •

I

General Motion Picture Financing

Advances on Negatives

Notes on Trade Acceptance Bought

AMUSEMENT SECURITIES CORP.

729 7th Ave. New York City

Tel: BRyant 9-5928

Foreign
]

RITCHEY EXPORT CORP.
723—7th Avenue BRyant 9-8347

Exclusive Distributors in the Foreign

Market of Monogram Pictures and
Product of all leading Independent

Producers.

J. H. HOFFBERG CO., Inc.

727 7th Ave. MEdallion 3-3813-14

Handling

CHESTERFIELD—MASCOT—PEERLESS
WILLIS KENT—BIG FOUR, ETC.

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS OF

MODERN
Feature Comedies Cable:

Serials. Cartoons Modernfilm
Educationals

MODERN FILM SALES CORP.
729—7th Avenue BRyant 9-9667

AMERANGLO CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

LONDON PARIS BERLIN
Cable: Chronophon

226 West 42nd Street

New York City

Forwarders •
1

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
FREIGHT FORWARDERS

MIKE MORAN
Mutual Transport Co., Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue N. Y. City

Tel: BRyant 9-0532

Specializing in Forwarding and Insuring

of Films and Accessories

M. J. CARNEY
276 Fifth Avenue New York City

Tel: Murray Hill 4-6156

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

Hotels
1

AMERICA'S FIRST

TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE ST. MORITZ
ON THE PARK

SO Central Park South New York City

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block on the Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY
A Smart Hotel in America's Smartest
Resort. Ideal Convention Facilities.

ATTRACTIVE RATES

THE BREAKERS
On the Boardwalk. Atlantic City, N. J.

Concert Orchestra—French Cuisine

Cabaret—Dancing—Refreshments Each
Week-End—Complimentary to Guests
Emanuel E. Katz. Managing Director

IN NEW YORK

HOTEL PLYMOUTH
49th ST. EAST OF BROADWAY

In the Heart of the Motion Picture

Industry. Most Moderate Weekly Rates

S. J. Mitchell, Manager

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates

Insurance

REEL INSURANCE SERVICE

JEROME J. COHEN, Inc.

55 West 42nd St. New York City

Tel: LOngacre 5-7370-1

• Laboratories

De Luxe Trailers, Inc.

Developing and Printing

630 Ninth Avenue
Tel. PEnti. 6-6636

Movie Stills

Service That Is Real—Not a Slogan

Stern Photo Co., Inc.
MOVIE STILLS EXCLUSIVELY
318-20 WEST 46th STREET

Telephone: LOngacre 5-6833—N. Y. C.

1

• Office Space

OFFICES and EXCHANGES
With Vaults, Proiection, Cutting

and Shipping Rooms

126-130 W. 46th Street

Leavitt Building
2nd Floor Tel: BRy. 9-7747

Photographers

"Portraits of Distinction"

IRVING CHIDNOFF
469 Fifth Avenue New York

• Printers •

MOTION PICTURE PRINTING

PRESS BOOKS—INSERTS-
ANNOUNCEMENTS

THEATER PROGRAMS—WINDOW
CARDS, Etc.

THE LONGACRE PRESS, Inc.

LEO KLEBANOW
427 W. 42nd St. MEdallion 3-1953

Projection Rooms

J

CRAFT FILM
LABORATORIES, Inc.

729 7th AVE., N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-5372-3-4
Laboratories—Flushing, L. .

1

Wisconsin 7-1756

REXSERVE CORPORATION
AIR COOLED RCA. EQUIPPED

80 Comfortable Seats

Day or Night Screenings

1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Scrap Film

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

• Sound Effects •J
Unusually Lifelike Imitations

For Talkies, Radios, etc.

American, African, Asiatic Birds

Barnyard Animals, Insects, Etc.

DONALD BAIN
36 W. 71st St. New York City

Tel: SUsquchanna 7-7934

• Studios J
Film and Disc Recording

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 7th Ave. Circle 7-4911-4912

• Studios •
(Continued) J

At Your Service . . .

THE LARGEST AND BEST
EQUIPPED SERVICE SOUND
STUDIOS EAST OF HOLLYWOOD

Highly trained personnel—cutting

rooms—Projection rooms—ample
vault space . . .

WESTERN ELECTRIC IMPROVED
NOISELESS RECORDING AND

RE-RECORDING.

EASTERN SERVICE STUDIOS, Inc.

2826-34 Decatur Ave. RAymond 9-1315

Downtown Office—250 W. 57th Street

N.Y.C. COIumbus 5-6074

Recording As Good As The Best

All Modern Equipment

Atlas Soundfilin Recording Studios, Inc.

130 West 46th Street

BRyant 9-7754 New York City

"SHOOT PICTURES IN N. Y. CITY"
Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film
and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Studio and Location

Sound on Filnfi Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 9-6067

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS

Latest equipment for recording sound on

film and disc and synchronizing. Several

large sound stages, many sets. Sound

truck available. Prices very reasonable

1600 Broadway New Yort

Tel: LAckawanna 4-7511

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best equipped studin m the East for

Optical Tricks—Effects—Animation of

all types.

Original Ideas—Special Effects

"We cure all film ilW
145 West 45 St., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-6796

Theater Fronts
1

THE ART GUILD
THEATRE FRONTS AND LOBBIES

250 West J4th Street New York City

Teleph one: COIumbus 5 -5780

Trailers

DE LUXE TRAILERS
THE DISTINCTIVE
SCREEN SERVICE

DE LUXE TRAILERS, INC.

630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEn. 6-6636



WHAT DOES YOUR PUBLIC

KNOW ABOUT RAW FILM?

INoTHING, perhaps. Yet, whether they're

aware of it or not, people are profoundly in-

fluenced by the photographic quality which that

film gives or does not give them on the screen.

It may mean all the difference bet^veen a pic-

ture that goes its quiet, unprofitable way and

one that becomes the talk of the town.

There's no need, these days, to run the risk

of sacrificing photographic quality. Eastman

Gray-backed Super-sensitive Negative, with its

unmatched qualities and its never -failing uni-

formity, costs no more than other films, yet it

helps substantially to head the picture for suc-

cess. Wise the cameraman who uses it . . , lucky

the exhibitor who runs prints made from it!

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood
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Staking Foreign Hopes on Superimposed Versions

ALLIED TpPOSES DEALWITH INDIE PRODUCERS

Revision of 5-5-5 Contract Indicated for 1933-34

The Cinema
, . . on a string

By jack Alicoate=
The WALTER winchell film has

turned out to be another of those

things . . . GRAND OPERA is a pos-

sibility for the ROXY . . . They are

laying BRICK once more at RADIO
CITY . . . When all the SHOOTING
is over GARBO will still be punch-

ing the M-G-M clock . . . The licht-

man-nizer insulting contest is getting

better all the time . . . LOWELL
thomas is some word slinger , . .

NICK schenck is the hardest work-

ing exec in pictures ... ED corcoran

has polished up his HOLLYWOOD
exhibit on the Steel Pier in Atlantic

City . . . SCARFACE continues to

PACK 'em in.

•

JOE brandt says little and accom-

plishes MUCH . . . Which reminds

us that a philosopher once said to

SUCCEED one must keep one's

bowels OPEN and one's mouth

SHUT . . . PARAMOUNT has the

title O. K. America . . . GRAND
HOTEL is out in front as the out-

standing hit of the YEAR . . . Today

is Lawyers' day at the EMPY Club

with prominent Cinema attorneys

prracing the rostrum . . . FILM GOLF
TOURNAMENT is just three weeks

off . . . SID kent is making things

HUM at Fox.

Despite the depresh there are still

plenty of houses in the black , . .

BROADWAY as a street of romance

has gone never to return. It looks

more like Coney Island every day

. . . HOT advertising is causing more

criticism than HOT pictures . • • This

biz can never flop with THOU-
SANDS of accounts buying film ev-

ery dav . . The CHRONIC ailment

of pictures is still HOLLYWOOD
and its SYSTEM . . . Pardon us

while we walk around the CORNER
to see if PROSPERITY has arrived.

Agreement Expected to Be
Available Soon Will Be

Modernized Later
Expectations are that, before the

1933-34 selling season, efforts will be

made to revise and "modernize" the
5-5-5 standard exhibition contract
which may soon be made available

to exhibitors. This action is inoT-

cated by expressions of exhibitor

leaders, 'both in the M. P. T. 0. A.

and in Allied States Ass'n, who feel

that conditions have in some in-

stances changed since the agreement
was drafted in 1930. Lack of time

prevents revising of the contract

this sales season.

$1,922,627 LOSS BY FOX

IN FIRSTJ932 QUARTER

Net loss of $1,922,627.78 is re-

ported by Fox Film Corp., for the

quarter ended March 26, comparing
with profit of $974,704.44 in the cor-

responding period of 1931. Charges

in the 1932 quarter included $714,-
(Coiitimied on Page 3)

Lnaction of Small Exhibs
Deplored by Kuykendall

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Small-town exhibi-

tors just cannot-be-^nade to realize

that if they are to exist they must
help fight the battles of the indus-

{Continued on Page 3)

Nickel for Kids
Akron, 0. — Nickelodeon prices

have returned here, with the Allen,

owned by Allen T. Simmons, setting

a scale of 5 cents for kids and 10

cents for adults.

MUSIC SOCIETY ATTACKED

BY ALLIEDSTATES ASS'N

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Whether Allied

States Ass'n should abandon its pres-

ent policy and sponsor legislation

similar to that passed in Canada and
embodied in the Dill Bill to put the

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers out of busi-

ness "as a combination in restraint

of trade" will be considered at forth-

coming meetings of the exhibitor

organization's board of directors.

Allied also will consider a campaign
to urge producers to call freely on

the public domain for incidental

music in talking pictures and to

specially employ writers and musi-

cians for songs and music in musi-

cal pictures, so as to free the film

industry from paying the Society's

fees. The theater owners' unit has

been aroused by statements credited

to E. C. Mills of the Society declar-

ing that, under the Allied amend-
ments to the copyright bill, the So-

ciety will charge the producers more
for the use of copyrighted music

than it now collects through the seat

tax, and that these increased charges

will be passed on to exhibitors.

Exhib Ass'n to Combine
Buying Power Against
Exclusive Run Plan

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Combining of Allied's

film buying power and pledging it

to independent producers under an
agreement whereby the latter will

make an adequate number of high-
grade pictures, including Class A
product, to meet the needs of the in-

dependent exhibitors will be one of
the major topics of discussion at the
conference of the Allied States
Ass'n board of directors to be held
simultaneously with the annual con-

vention of the New Jersey Allied
(^Continued on Page 2)

HARRY COHN AND WANGER

OPEN WESTERN COL. MEET

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Studio officials and

over 60 executives and members of

the sales force representing the
home oflice, the western, southern,

middle states and other branches
covered by the Los Angeles conven-
tion will be present at the Ambas-
sador Hotel this morning when Co-
lumbia's West Coast convention

{Continued on Page 2)

U. S. DistribsAbroad Pin Hopes
On Superimposed Film Versions

Saul E. Rogers Heads

Film Group in Drive

Saul E. Rogers, former Fox counsel and now

back in private legal practice, has been named

chairman of the m.p. section in the Salvation

Army United Appeal for $1,090,000. He will

work in the Amusements group with Major Ed-

ward Bowes of the Capitol and Alfred J. Mc-

Cosker of Station WOR.

Virtually every American distribu-

tor operating abroad will pin its

hopes on superimposed versions dur-

ing the 1932-33 season, a checkup

made yesterday indicates. Aside

from the production of quota pic-

tures, only two major companies.

Paramount and Warner Bros., have

announced plans for direct produc-
(Continued on Page 3)

German Exhibitors Want
More American Pictures
Frankfort, Germany— Kontingent

restrictions on imported motion pic-

tures, especially American product,

were attacked at the annual meeting
of German exhibitors here. About
500 theater men attended.

Eastern Exhib Confab

Set for June 22 to 24

Allied Theaters of New Jersey will hold its

annual convention at the St. Charles Hotel.

Atlantic City. June 22-24. The Allied States

Ass'n board of directors will meet there at the

same time. It is planned to make the gather-

ing a conference of all independent exhibitors

east of the Mississippi.
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FINANCIAL

Stock Mai'ket closed due to the
Decoration Day holiday Monday.

Paramount Publix Makes
Payments on Debentures
Paramount Publix has deposited

with the Chase National Bank, as

trustee, funds to pay the coupons
due June 1 on its issue of 6% de-
bentures. The comoany heretofore
delivered to the trustees for cancel-
lation $750,000 par value of its 5Vp.%
debentures, for cancellation as of
June 1 in fulfillment of the sinking
fund requirements on that issue.

The Broadivay Parade
(Week of May 27)

FIRST-RUNS
PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
'Night Court" M-G-M Capitol
"Attorney for the Defense" Columbia Paramount
"Man About Town" Fox Roxy
"Street of Women" Warner Bros Strand

EXTENDED RUNS
"Congress Dances" (3rd week) United Artists Rivoli
"Scarface" (2nd week) United Artists Rialto
"Two Seconds" (2nd week) First National. ... .Winter Garden
"Escapade'' First Division Gaiety

'Grand Hotel" (7th week).

$2 RUNS

M-G-M. . Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES
"A Nous La Liberie" (2nd week) Capt. H. Auten. . , Europa
"City of Son^;" (3rd week) World's Trade Ex. Hindenburg
"Der Unsterbliche Lump" (2nd week) . . Leo Brecher Little Carnegie
'Alone" Amkino Cameo
'La Chance" Paramount 5th Ave. Playhouse

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Der Schrechken der Garnison" (May 31)Capitol Film Ex. .. Hindenburg
'Liebe 1st Liebe" (June 1) Leo Brecher Little Carnegie Playhouse
"Forgotten Commandments" (June 2) .. .Paramount Rivoli
"Week-End Marriage" (June 2) First National Strand
"Society Girl" (June 3) Fox Roxy
"The Dark Horse" (June 8) First National Winter Garden

STATE THEATER DIVIDENDS
Boston—State Theater Co. has de-

clared regular quarterly dividends of
$2 on the preferred stock, payable
July 1 to stock of record June 25.

FARAGOH WITH COLUMBIA
Francis Edward Faragoh, play-

wright and scenarist, has been sign-

ed by Columbia and is now on his

way to the coast.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant B-4712
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HARRY COHN AND WANGER

OPEN WESTERN COL. MEET

(.Continued from Page 1)

opens its four-day session. Harry
Cohn, president, and Walter Wanger,
vice-president, will officially open the
meeting, which will feature ad-
dresses by the two heads as well as
by Charles Rosenzweig, sales man-
ager, and Sam Briskin, assistant
general manager.
In addition to the above, the home office

contingent that is present at the conventio
and will address the delegates includes
Abe Montague, assistant to Jack Cohn
Rube Jackter, assistant sales manager

; Jerr
Safron, field sales supervisor ; George Brown
director of advertising and publicity ; Sam
Moscow, southern division manager ; Lou
Weinberg, circuit sales ; Mortimer Wormser
comptroller; Joe McConville. New England
division manager recently appointed home of-
fice representative ; Hal Hode, sales promo-
tion manager ; Henri Brunet, manager of ex-
change operations, and Milton Hannock.
Members of the sales division attending

the meeting include: from Dallas. J. B. Un-
derwood, manager ; R. D. Bauer, W. L.
Penn, J. L. McKinn'ey, W. S. Hurst;
from Denv'er, W. C. Ball, manager ; D.
Conley. B. Drew, F. A. Wagner; from Des
Moines, J. Levy, manager; R. Ableson, C
C. Brydon; from Kansas City, H. Taylor
nxanager; H. J. Chapman, W. Bradfield, C
E. Reynolds. H. S. Stulz ; from Los An
geles. G. Naylor, West District manager ; W
C. Riter, manager; J. Drum, H. M. Lentz,
S. Nathanson ; from Oklahoma City. S.
Benjamin, manager; D. L. Donelson, H. C.
Gould, W. R. Riddle: from Portland. J. R.
Beale, manager; C. E. Tillman. B. White;
from Salt Lake City, R. C. Hill, manager:
C. Scott, C. Hawks, D. T, McEIhinney

;

from San Francisco. L. E. Tillman, manager;
F. H. Butler. P. Weinstein, E. T. Robert^-
from SeattTe, L. N. Walton, manager ; E.
I. Hudson, E. W. Walton, L, Lamb

;

also included are the district bookers, J. Ros-
enzweig and L. Savage.

BENN LEVY TO DO TWO
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Benn W. Levy, play-

wright and author of screen stories,
has been signed by Paramount to
write the screen plays of two forth-
coming feature film productions for
the company's 1932-33 release pro-
gram.

ALLIED PROPOSES DEAL

WITH INDIE PRODUCERS

(.Continued from Page 1)

unit at the St. Charles Hotel'. At-
lantic City, June 22-24, says Abram
F. Myers, general counsel of the na-
tional body.
The collective buying idea on the part of

Allied has been induced by the proposed sys-
tem of exclusive runs recently announced by
Al Lichtman, and which Myers says would
deprive th'e small subsequent run houses of
the privilege of showing the best pictures.
"Independent theater owners are not disposed
to be unduly disturbed" by the e^tclusive run
idea, according to Myers, "but feeling that
the best defense is an aggressive offense, they
think that the independent theaters should
unite on some plan or policy which will leave
them in the undisturbed possession and en-
joyment of their property in case any of
these threats materialize.

"Independent e-xhibitors point out that last

year in many territories they 'laid off' the
product of certain of the companies involved
in the present propaganda and turned to in-

dependent producers without committing
suicide. With an assured outlet in thousands
of independent houses, where they would
supplant the big companies which still enioy
the cream of the business, it is believed that
the independent producers could improv'e the
quality of their product to a point where the
loss of the product of the theater-owning
producers would not be fatal."

The gathering will also hear reports on
and consider legislative problems, quantity
and quality of product, sales policies, theater
operation and other subjects of interest and
importance.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 31: Annual meeting of Actors' Equitj
Ass'n, Hotel Astor, New York.

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales con-
vention, Los Angeles.

June 6: Testimonial dinner to Oscar Mor-
gan and Percy Block, Philadelphia.

June 6-7: Warner-First National sales con-
ference. Park Central Hotel, New York,

June 6-9
: Annual convention of Internation-

al Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployes and M. P. Operators, Memorial
Hall, Columbus, O.

June 7-8
: Annual convention of Rocky

Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, Den-
ver.

June 14-lS: Annual convention of JVI.P.T.O.
of Wisconsin and Upper Micfiigan, Mil-
waukee.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 22-24 : Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting of
Allied States Ass'n board of directors,
St. Charles Hotel. Atlantic City.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. NationaT
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

M-G-M Preparing Film
For Three Barrymores

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ethel Barrymore has

signed with M-G-M and will be star-

red with John and Lionel Barrymore
in a story now being prepared, the
title of which has not yet been an-
nounced. Miss Barrymore is now
in Los Angeles, and expects to be-
gin preparations for her first pic-

ture at once.

f

JOHN FORD SIGNED BY FOX
iVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY i

Hollywood—John Ford has been
signed to direct for Fox starting
early next fall. Meanwhile, M-G-M
has placed Ford under contract for
one picture.

POMMER FILM AT CARNEGIE
"Liebe 1st Liebe" ("Love Is

Love"), an Erich Pommer produc-
tion for Ufa, opens tomorrow at the
Little Carnegie Playhouse. Hans
Albers and Kaethe von Nagy are
starred. The picture has a musical
background.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for
SCREEN — STAGE — RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.
Phone: BRyant 9-5543

SIGN FOR IDEAL'S EIGHT
Four state rights exchanges have

contracted to handle the eight fea-
tures scheduled for production by
Ideal Pictures, according to M. J.

Kandel, president. The exchanges
are, B. N. Judell, Chicago; Cameo
Films, Boston; Masterpiece, Phila-
delphia, and Graphic Films Ex-
change in Detroit. Director Charles
Hutchinson is now on the coast cast-

ing for the first feature, "Out of

Singapore."

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best equipped studio in the East

for-
Optical Tricks—Effects—Animation of

all types.
Original Ideas—Special Effects

"We cure all film ills"

145 West 45 St., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-6796

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 Seventh Ave. BRyant 9-5395

ik
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13 fEATURES UNDER WAY

AI WARNER-FIRST NAT'L

West Coast Bureau of_ THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— With "Two Against

the World," Constance Bennett's lat-

est picture for Warner Bros., Hear-
ing completion, features in produc-
tion at the Warner-First National
itudios this week number six, with
seven in process of preparation, for

total of 13 in the works.
In addition to the feature units

that are working, another unit un-
ier the supervision of Sam Sax, head
of the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, is

engaged in the production of six

two-reel Technicolor musical comedy
pictures. Roy Mack is directing.

$1,922,627 Loss by Fox
In First 1932 Quarter
^Continued from Page 1)

500 for settlement of contracts en-

tered into in prior years, which
(amount was decreased by $164,813.32
[through adjustment of unrealized
I profit on foreign exchange. Gross
income from film rentals and the-

ater receipts, etc., for the period
jamounted to $19,231,567.63, against

?25,458,223.16 the year before.

MUNI TO START
• Paul Muni, who will be the star

of Warners' forthcoming screen pro-

duction of "I'm a Fugitive," expects

to leave for California in a few days
to begin the picture, which will be

his first for Warner Bros, under a
contract which he recently signed

with that company.

SACK-TOWER DEAL
San Antonio—Acquisition of ex-

clusive Texas - Oklahoma - Arkansas
distribution rights to "Discarded

Lovers" and "Shop Angel," first of

Tower Productions' eight features

for the coming season, is announced
by the Sack Amusement Enterprises

of this city. These will be the Sack
exchange's first release for the 1932-

33 season.

WORTH DROPS FLESH
Fort Worth—Stage shows have

been discontinued at the Worth. The
Palace, another Publix house, has re-

duced admission price to 15 cents,

the lowest first run picture house m
the city.

COMING & GOING

PAUL BERN, M-G-M associate producer,

arrives in New York today and will spend

a couple of weeks here. Bern, who is in-

terested in new story material as well as

talent, stopped at Mexico City on the way

East by boat from California.

MERLIN H. AYLESWORTH and B.

B. KAHANE will leave for the coast about

June 15.

ANDRE DEBRIE, equipment manufactur-

er of Paris, arrives today on the He de

France.

CARL LESERMAN. central district man-

ager for Warner Bros., arrived in New York

on Saturday to confer with Grad Sears.

AlONG lALTO
PHILM.DALY

NJtW VORk. IDS ANGELES

• • • NO DOUBT over the week-end holiday several of
the film lads indulged that yearning for the feel of a
fishing rod in their hands as they sought out that favo-
rite spot where they are pretty sure to get a strike.

* * * *

• • • AMONG OUR fresh water fishermen we have Gor-
don White who counts that holiday lost without a trout
nibble Bill Grotz, the artist, takes a whirl at the Paseak
near his home in Harrington Park, N. J before he hops
the 8:10 the other day he walked into his ossif with
three nice rainbows to prove it and P. A. Parsons is

king of 'em all he has been at it every week-end during
every season for 15 years and more

4: ><: « *

• • • THEN WE have the salt water fishermen
who turn up a snooty nose at the fresh water boys
Marvin Kirsch is the promoter and organizer of this division

.just to hear him tell it he is High Man on
landing any kind of fish but his advertising training
makes him that way Sam Rubensen is known as a "sunny
day" fisherman Heath Cobb is the comedian
Glen Allvine tries to photograph every fish he catches
Howard Reichenbach is usually low man but he gets
his fun kidding those who take their fun So Seriously
Joe Brandt is a sort of tyro he's only been going down
to the sea in ships the past year every time a fish is

caught, Joe wants to fry it right away because he
learned when a child that fish don't keep off the ice

and Red Kann is always watching the Dead Line with his edi-

torial training and his line is ALWAYS dead
he never catches anything, unless one of the boys hooks a fish

on when he ain't looking and Hal Hodes rates just r

Rail Fisherman he is usually contemplating the sea
with his head in his hands but he keeps on

going on these fishing parties just the same

FOREIGN HOPES

FILMSON SUPERIMPOSED

(Continued from Page 1)

tion abroad. In each instance the
foreign-made pictures will represent
but a small percentage of the pic-
tures which they distribute in for-
eign fields.

The past year witnessed an al-
rnost complete dropping of produc-
tion of Spanish dialogue pictures
owing to unsatisfactory grosses and
divers obstructive legislations. This
condition is expected to continue.

BERNSTEIN WRITES SCENARIO
Paris—Henri Bernstein, popular

French playwright who recently dis-

posed of the screen rights to two
of his plays, "Felix" and "La
GrifFe," to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
has written a scenario directly for

the screen. "Other Heavens" is its

title and it will be produced here by
P. J. de Venloo. under the direction

of Augusto Genina with Marie Bell

in the leading role.

HOPKINS STAGING PLAY
Edwin Hopkins is staging "The

Lingering Past," drama by Leonard
J. Tynan, at the Provincetown
Playhouse next week.

T. H. STEVENS RECOVERS
New Orleans—T. H. Stevens, man-

ager of the Orpheum, has recovered

from a week's illness.

MAY DROP RKO STUNT
Because of a protest by M-G-M

against RKO exploiting its vaude-

ville Opportunity Contest through
the Hearst papers, the plan for the

tie-up may be abandoned. M-G-M
has a tie-up with Hearst for the

Globe-Trotter newsreel.

TWINS FOR JACK O'QUINN
New Orleans—Jack O'Quinn, as-

sistant manager of the Saenger the-

ater, has become the proud father of

twin boys.

STRAIGHT FILMS AT HIPP
Starting June 4, the RKO Hip-

podrome will switch from vaudeville
and pictures to a straight picture
policy. Single features and shorts
with a Tuesday and Friday change
will be instituted.

LLOYD'S NEW EQUIPMENT
Lloyd's Projection rooms have in-

stalled a new RCA reproducing
equipment in their room "A".

Inaction of Small Exhibs
Deplored by Kuykendall

{Continued from. Page 1)

try that are for the common good
of all, and not sit back and wait
on other organizations to do the
fighting for them, said Ed Kuyken-
dall, southern exhibitor leader, be-
fore returning to his home in Co-
lumbus, Miss., after spending some
time hei-e in connection with the ad-
mission tax. This situation was evi-

dent in the lack of unanimity which
nearly brought defeat to the indus-
try on the tax question, declared
Kuykendall. He praised the efforts

of the Hays forces in this matter.

SECOND-RUNS AT ROOSEVELT
Chicago—The Roosevelt, Loop B.

& K. house, has made a further cut
in admission price and is now charg-
ing but 35 cents for evenings. It is

showing second-run pictures. Cur-
rent attraction is "Tarzan, the Ape
Man." Business only fair.

KEDZIE CLOSES
Chicago—The Kedzie, West Side

house, which has been operating on
a vaude-picture policy, closes today
(Saturday). The Haymarket. which
has been running pictures and stock

burlesque, closed early this week
without nptice.

TROLAND KILLED IN FALL
Pasadena, Cal. — Dr. Leonard

Thompson Troland, chief engineer of

the Technicolor Motion Picture
Corp., was killed in a fall from a
precipice in a canyon on Mount Wil-
son.

STORE TIE-UP CLICKS
Toronto—The Family is combat-

ting conditions by putting into effect

a plan by which stores in the neigh-

borhood issue a free ticket with each
purchase of goods amounting to 25

cents or over. The store buys the

tickets at five cents each, but they

are worth 25 cents when presented
at the box-office, if another 25-cent

ticket is bought at the same time.

MONTY BANKS FOR B. L P.

London—Monty Banks is back in

London to make pictures, probably
for British International, with which
he has had a number of conferences.

BARONDESS IN STOCK
Barbara Barondess. who has ap-

peared in a number of Eastern-made
pictures, leaves New York today
(Saturday) to work in stock in

Cleveland.

Best wishes art extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

May 31
Hal Skelly Lou Baum
Barry Conncrs Ann Christy

Fred Allen Ernest Haller

Emmett King



VARIETY SHOWS ARE COMING BACK
SUBJECT
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EXHIBITORS ACKNOWLEOce TME SUPERIORITY Of WOMEN'S CLUBS, AEVIEWEftS,RADIO SPEAKERS
TME DIVERSIFIED PROGRAM OVER DOUBLE »ATURe^ ALL PL&AD FOR VARIETY

The tide has turned against the double feature menace. In all directions showmen are going

back to better entertainment^to the variety show. Despite all pleas of meeting competition,

the public's preference has been shown so plainly that smart exhibitors know it's good business
to show one feature and a diversified program. Book more of EducationaVs quality short

subjects, and give the public what it demands.

(T^d^i^ocvUcxruxI (PloIuaID

E D U CATIONA L F I LM
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Studio Conferences Bring Results, Says Schulberg

mwm% PLEADS foXfunds in zoMg fight

Reject Hoover's Plea to Tax Tickets Over 10 Cents

senate Finance Committee
Again Votes for Ex-

emptions to 41c.
I'aMngton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Recommendation by

'resident Hoover that the tax of 10

ler cent on admissions down to 10

ents be restored in the revenue bill

vas rejected by the Senate Finance
Committee yesterday. The President,

n a meeting at the White House fol-

! owing his appearance before the

i Senate in the morning, declared that
(Continued on Page 7)

Mm,mm meet

BEGINNINUO ROLL IN

Entries are starting to roll in for

he Twentieth Film Daily Golf

rournament, to be held on Wednes-
3 ay, June 22, at the Fenimore Golf

and Country Club, White Plains. An
nnovation of this event will be the

lining up of some unique teams to

impete for special prizes. One of

;hese teams that looks unusually in-

teresting is the Vice-Presidents in

Good Standing. Owing to the ple-

(Continued on Page 4)

War Aids Japanese Movies
Tokyo—Popularity of war films has put a boost into the Japanese movie business.

An episode about three Japanese war heroes, who gave their lives to bomb a Chinese

line, has been utilized at almost every theater. The Shinko Cinema Co. made a

production of it in four days and is said to have cleared $50,000 profit.

Tri'Ergon 's Foreign Film Suit

Set For Hearing in November
Winston Giving AMPA

Testimonial at Astor
In appreciation of the work done

on his pictures by advertising and
publicity men here and abroad, Carl

Winston, director of First Division's

"Monte Carlo Madness," is giving

the AMPA a testimonial luncheon
(.Continued on Page 5)

Suits brought by American Trl-

Ergon Corp., against 19 distributors

of foreign pictures and New York
territory exhibitors will be tried in

the Supreme Court, New York Coun-
ty, in November. Seven distribu-

ting firms are among the defendants
in the actions, which seek account-

(Continued on Page 7)

Triple Features Spread in Chicago

Despite Efforts Toward Single Bills

Exhibitors Throughout
Country Asked to Aid

Protection Case
A nationwide appeal to exhibitors

to contribute anjrthing they can, if

only a dollar, to help continue the
protection test suit sponsored by
Allied and recently heard in Lin-
coln, Neb., has been issued by W.
N. Youngclaus, exhibitor of Madi-
son, Neb., who is the central figure
in the case. In a circular letter to

(Continued on Page 5)

Sol Lesser Signs Options

With 15 Expedition Units
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Options have been

signed by Sol Lesser, president of

Principal Productions, on all thei

films taken by 15 independent pro-

ducers who are either already on ex-

peditions or about to leave for

jonrneys. Among the units are Mr.
(Continued on Page 5)

French Exhibs Oppose

Import Restrictions

Chicago—Despite attempts of ex-

hibitors to do away with double fea-

tures, the practice not only persists,

but an increasing number of houses

are using triple features. Three

Balaban & Katz neighborhood houses

are advertising "Triple Smash Pro-

grams." All of them are theaters
(Continued on Page 7)

Admission Tax Bill

Feared in New Jersey
Trenton—New Jersey exhibitors

yesterday were apprehensive over

reports of a bill being prepared for

introduction in the State Legislature
(Continued on Page 4)

Schulberg Reports Results

From Studio Conferences

BY CHICAGO CITY COUNCIL

Chicago — Abolition of the film

censor board has been decided upon
by the city council finance commit-
tee as a matter of economy. The
move will save the city approximate-
ly $34,000 a year. Local clubwomen
are demanding a public hearing to

protest the action.

Paris—Approximately 3,900 representatives of

4 054 independent cinema owners in France

have voted against any quota restrictions on the

importation of American films. The decision

was presented to the Ministry of Beaux Arts.

Exclusive Bookings

On Rocky Mt. Program
Denver—Exclusive booking, block

booking and percentage checking

are among the subjects that will be

discussed when the Rocky Mountain

Theater Owners meet here at the

Brown Palace Hotel, June 7-8. The
program will be:

Greetings from the Denver Film Board of

(Continued on Page 5)

C»-eat results are being derived

from conferences at the Paramount
studios between B. P. Schulberg,

Sam Katz and Emanuel Cohen, said

Schulberg yesterday on his arrival

in New York from the coast by way
of Deerfield, Mass., where he at-

tended his son's graduation. Inter-

change of ideas is bringing about a

closer coordination between the pro-

duction and exhibition departments,
(Continued on Page 4)

Cole Opposes Siding

On Prohibition Issue
Dallas—Declaring that it would be

suicidal for the film-industry to take
side with either the drys or the

wets. President H. A. Cole of the

Allied Theater Owners of Texas has
issued a statement condemning the

personal suggestion of P. J. Wood
of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio that ex-

hibitors get behind the O'Connor-
Hull bill to legalize 2.75 per cent

beer as a revenue measure. Wood
{Continued on Page 5)

'Racketeer Terrorism'

Forcing Houses to Close

Indianapolis—Notice has been posted by the

Circle and Indiana that they will close June

9 because of "threats of racketeer terrorism.
"

Stench bombs were thrown Into the houses the

night of May 27, compelling patrons to leave.
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Pathe News' Earhart Beat
A "beat" of nine hours is claimed by Pathe News on the newsreel shots of

Amelia Earharf's arrival in Londonderry, Ireland. According to an announcement by

RKO. complete prints and negatives were picked up by a speedboat from the lie de
France in Quarantine and rushed to New York for immediate distribution. Negatives
and prints were placed aboard the lie de France and Majestic, both scheduled to

arrive in New York at about the same time. Prints were distributed to key cities

by 'plane.

^"^"P

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

HiKh Low Close Chg.
Columbia Picts. cts. 4^ 4/. 4/2 — '/2

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. iV^ 3 3 — 'A

East. Kodak 40/2 39/4 39J4 — I'M

i'ox Fm. "A" 1/2 1/8 l/s — Vt

(ien. Th. Eq. (new) /4 Vi. Vx .

Loew's, Inc 15/8 13/4 13/2 — 2/2
do pfd 48 45 45 — 4

.Metro-Goldwyn pfd. 15^ 15 '4 15^ — '4

i-*aramount m 1/2 1/2 . . . . .

Pathe Exch 54

154

Va. .

do "A" IH — '4

RCA 2M 254 254 — M
RCA pL "A" (3J4) 12-4 12-4 12^ — '/2

RCA pf. "B" 4/« 3/8 3/8 — 1

KKO 1/8
1

Wi lYi .

B M^
Vi

NEW YORK CUR lRKET
Kdv Thf^n "A" /4

'A

/8

/ '4

'ion. Th. Eq. pfd..
Trans- Lux

'4 14

'-•8 /8 — Vf.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
(ien. Th. Eq. 6s40.
l.oew 6s 41ww....

2/2
66^

2/2
64

2J4 .

64 — 3

Paramount 6s 47. . 15M 15/8 15/8 + Vf.

Par. By. 5^is51...
Par. 5Vis50

37 37 37

15 14 14 — 54
I'athe 7s37 36.^ 56/8 56^ — /8

Warner's 6s39 11 10/2 lO'-^ — /2

Deane Dickason Preparing
New "Port o'Call" Series
Deane H. Dickason, world travel

lecturer and producer of the "Port
o'Call" series released by William M.
Pizoe through Imperial Distributing
Corp., is back from his twelth an-
nual world cruise aboard the Reso-
lute with a new collection of mate-
rial which he is now preparing for
release. In addition to being educa-
tional director of the cruise, Dicka-
son obtained material for subjects
on Madeira, Gibraltar, Mallorca,
Athens, Jerusalem, Cairo, Djibouti
(French Somaliland), Jaipur (India),

Delhi, Agra, Benares, Madura
(South India), Ceylor, Angkor,
Korea, Panama Canal and Havana.

FOX B'KLYN STAYS OPEN
Contrary to reports, the Fox

Brooklyn will not clos.e this month,
it is announced by the management.
The house will continue its present
policy indefinitely.

VAN DYKE UNIT LEAVES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Headed by Col. W.

S. Van Dyke, 17 technicians, cam-
eramen and studio mechanics are on
the first lap of a 13,000 mile trip

to the farthest Arctic point inhab-
ited by man to film "Eskimo" for
M-G-M. At Seattle the troupe will
board the steamer Victoria for
Nome, where they will embark on
the whaling schooner "Nanuk" char-
tered for the rest of the trip. Mem-
bers of the party include Colonel
Van Dyke, the director; Clyde De
Vinna and Bob Roberts, cameramen;
Edward Hearn, assistant director;
Al Arnold, C. S. Pratt, Ed Cornwall,
Frank Messinger; Emile Ottinger,
Cook; Roy Clark, L. McAfee, Dale
Deverman, James Knott.

"Pop" Korson to Be Feted
At Testimonial Dinner

Philadelphia—A stag testimonial
dinner to Louis "Pop" Korson, who
is celebrating his 25th year in show
business, will be given at the Belle-
vue-Stratford Hotel the evening of
June 15. Lewen Pizor is chairman
of the committee, with George
Aarons as treasurer. Tickets are $5.

Lesser to Turn Out
Accessories on Coast

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sol Lesser, president

of Principal Distributing Corp., has
completed plans for production of

all his advertising accessories on the
coast. Jack Proctor, publicity di-

rector for Lesser's enterprises, will

be in charge of turning out the ma-
terial.

MOREY WITH N. E. EXCHANGE
Boston—M. E. (Eddie) Morey has

been appointed sales manager of the
Hollywood Films Corp., of which
Herman Rifkin is president, and will

supervise the Boston and New Haven
territories. The exchange handles
Monogram product.
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BERNARD HYNES WITH RKO
New Haven, Conn.—Bernard J.

Hynes, for the past three years per-
sonnel executive of Fox New Eng-
land Theaters, recently acquired by
Harry Arthur, has resigned to take
a similar post with RKO. He has
left for New York, where he will
make his headquarters.

FRANCES MARION ON CYNARA'
ti'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Frances Marion of

M-G-M's writing staff has been bor-
rowed by Samuel Goldwyn and as-
signed the task of adapting the
stage play, "Cynara," to the screen.
She will incorporate in her script
some of the work already done by
Lois Weber, veteran director and
scenarist.

GOLDWYN'S EASTERN EDITOR
Lola Woursell has been named

Eastern story editor for Samuel
Goldwyn, succeeding Leda Bauer,
who has resigned. Miss Woursell
is also handling publicity for Gold-
wyn in the absence of Lynn Farnol,
who is at the Coast.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales cor,
j

vention, Los Angeles.
1

June 6: Testimonial dinner to Oscar Moi
gan and Percy Block, Philadelphia.

June 6-7
: Warner-First National sales cor

ference, Park Central Hotel, New Yorl

,

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internation'
al Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em t

ployes and M. P. Operators, Memoria

'

Hall, Columbus, O.
|

June 7-8: Annual convention of Rock;

'

Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, Den
ver.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil I

waukee.
|

June 15: Testimonial dinner to Louis "Pop'

i

Korson, Bellevue- Stratford Hotel, Phila

delphia. 7 P. M. I

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour
nament, Fenimore Golf and Countt)
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 22-24 : Annual convention of Alliec

Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting o

Allied States Ass'n board of director!

St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

July IS: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-

tion, Los Angeles.
Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National

Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo

ria. New York.

WARNER PRODUCT DEALS
Product deals closed last week by

A. W. Smith, Warner-First National
executive in charge of eastern and
Canadian sales, includes "The
Mouthpiece" and "Two Seconds" for
the entire Loew Metropolitan circuit,
and "So Big" for the entire RKO
Metropolitan circuit.

CARNEGIE POLICY CHANGES
Starting with "Liebe ist Liebe"

("Love Is Love"), opening today,
Leo Brecher's Little Carnegie Play-
house will change from a long-run
policy to a summer plan of limited
engagements of exclusive New York
showings of foreign films.

CANADIAN COLOR SHORT
Toronto — "Local Color," pictur-

esque scenes in the life of the
Province of Quebec habitants are
shown in natural color in a two-reel
sound film now being released in

Canada by Associated Screen News.
It is the second in the "Canadiar
Cameo" series.

Charges Films Withheld
Following Admission Cut
Chicago— Charging that various

exchanges had conspired to prevent

the Rivoli from obtaining pictures

because it had lowered its admissioni

price from 35 cents to 15 cents, thel

Rivoli Theater Co. has filed suit;

.

seeking to compel the defendants to

furnish films to the theater.

GETS LEAD WITH CANTOR
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Diana Sinclair, a new-

comer recruited from the Hedgerow
Players in Philadelphia, has been

?ast by Samuel Goldwyn for the

feminine lead with Eddie Cantor in

"The Kid from Spain."

D. W. GRIFFITH HEADS CLUB
Pittsfield, Mass.—D. W. Griffith is

president of the Berkshires Hunt
and Country Club of Lenox, Mass.,

which has just opened its summer
season. The director plans to spend

most of the summer here.

"CROONER" RELEASE AUG. 13
"Crooner," just completed by First

National, has been scheduled for na-
tional release on Aug. 13.

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best equipped studio in the past
for

—

Optical Tricks—Effects—Animation of
all types.

Original Ideas—Special Effects

'We cure all film ills"

EDDIE WHITE MANNY JACOBS
145 West45St., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-6796

FIRE IN MARBLEHEAD
Marblehead, Mass.-—A recent fire

destroyed the Warwick here. Dam-
age is estimated at $15,000.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film

Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE — RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

"Shoot Pictures in N. Y. City"

Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film

and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1 155-6-7
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THE

ENTRIES FOR GOLF MEET

BEGINNING TO ROLL IN

{Continued from Page 1)

thora of vice-prexys in most of our

companies, only one entry will be

allowed from each major company.

One of the vice-prexys has asked

for a handicap of seven proxies.

Special titles will be given to these

entrants for the day of competition,

to wit: Vice-prexy in charge of

Bogeys; Vice-prexy in charge of

Birdies (his job will be a cinch);

Vice-prexy in charge of New Busi-

ness, Resolutions, Objections and

Alibis (he won't have time to play

much golf); Vice-prexy in charge of

Divots (a lot of Dirt in this one).

So come out to the Tournament
and root hard for your favorite vice-

prexy. They will need your en-

couragement, for they will feel very

strange playing on the Green when
they are so used to playing in the
Red most of the time.

The Committee has decided to
limit the entrees to 160 golfers. This
will allow for the usual film per-
centage—95-5. Ninety per cent
Goofers and 5 per cent Golfers. For
the Committee's statistical staff has
figured out that there are just Eight
Golfers in the Industry. But being
Optimists, they hold these Tourna-
ments anyway.
The Optimistic Committee con-

sists of Al Lichtman, Lee A. Ochs,
Bruce Gallup, Jack Alicoate, Ed
Finney, Red Kann and Don Merser-
eau. So send in your entry and
check. It's ten buck NOW—and 12
berries if paid at the Tournament.
So kick in before the 160-entry limit
passes you by—and you miss the
greatest shindig of the year.

^^ .1
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• NEWS«»OF«>»THE«»DAy

Garretsville, 0.—D. P. Thomas
has bought the Opera House and is

operating it four days a week.

Los Angeles—Al Hanson, owner
of the Symphony at Compton and
the Lynwood in Lynwood, and for-
mer purchasing agent for Fox The-
aters, is now general manager of
Fox West Coast California and Ari-
zona theaters, taking over most of
the duties of Charles Skouras.

La Crosse, Kan.—C. A. Lamed
has reopened the Paramount after
redecoration.

Oscoda, Mich.—The Isaco, former-
ly the Oscoda, has been remodeled
and reopened by A. W. Affelt.

Los Angeles—The Manchester and
the Figueroa have increased admis-
sion prices from 30 cents to 40
cents.

Detroit—National Theater Supply
Co. is moving into the quarters for-

merly occupied by McArthur Thea-
ter Equipment Co. on the ground
floor of the Film Exchange building.

Boulder City, Nev.—The Boulder,
operated by Capital Theaters, has
opened with Milt Arthur and Earl
Brothers, formerly manager of the
Fox in Fullerton, in charge.

La Habra, Cal.—The La Habra,
recently closed, has been reopened
by Swanson & Blank.

Spooner, Wis.—George Miner is

operating the Palace, succeeding
Lyle Webster.

THE 20TH

FILM DAILY

GOLF TOURNAMENT
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Daily Golf Tournament, to be held

on Wednesday, June 22, at the Fenimore Golf and Country Club, White Plains,

New York.

Name:

Address:

ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 AT THE TOURNAMENT

THE COMMITTEE
BRUCE GALLUP, Donohue Cr Coe Adv. Agency; RED KANN, Motion Picture Daily,

AL LICHTMAN. United Artists Corp.; JACK ALICOATE. Film Daily; LEE OCHS. Pres.
Motion Picture Club; ED FINNEY. Pres. A. M. P. A.; DON MERSEREAU, Film Daily.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Los Angeles—Paul Fine is now op-
erating the Home on Jeffersou St.,

formerly operated by G. A. Fisher.

Tulsa, Okla. — Henrici - Wheeler
Amusement Co. has been incorpo-
rated with capital stock of $10,000.
Incorporators are Herbert Henrici,
Richard Wheeler and Walter L. Kim-
mel.

Dayton, 0.—C. J. Gross has taken
over the Palace and will install RCA
Photophone equipment.

Denver — Fire of undetermined
arigin caused $2,000 damage to the
Comet. The fire occurred late at
night, after closing, and the house
will be closed until repairs can be
made.

Milwaukee—Articles of incorpora-
tion have been filed by the Kathleen
Amusement Co., operating the
neighborhood Atlas. Incorporators
are Harry Hart, D. S. Hemmings
and E. E. Hemmings. Capitalization
is $10,000.

Limon, Colo.—C. W. Sebern has
leased the Auditorium and will re-

open it after remodeling.

Boston—In addition to being ex-
ploitation manager at the Keith-
Albee, Dick Farrell is now acting
as house manager.

Cleveland—While in Cleveland last

week, Willie Kent, producer, ar-
ranged with Zenith Film Co. for the
Ohio distribution of "The Wyoming
Whirlwind." He also closed with
Standard Film Service Co. for dis-
tribution of "Sinister Hands."

ATLANTA FIRM CHARTERED
Atlanta—Imperial Theaters, Inc.,

has been granted a charter to deal
in real estate, theater equipment
and amusement enterprises of all

kinds. Incorporators are A. S.
Lumpkin, E. E. Craft and K. M.
Foote.

FOREIGNS AT DETROIT O. H.
Detroit—Sam Carver, former op-

erator of the Ferry Field and other
Detroit houses, and Lester Levy,
vaudeville booking agent, have open-
ed the Shubert-Detroit Opera House
as an all-German talkie.

B. & K. CLOSES ANOTHER
Chicago—In addition to M<Vick-

er's, which has just gone dark, Pub-
lix-Balaban & Katz will close the
Paradise early this month. T

F. & M. OUT OF DALLAS
Dallas—Fanchon & Marco stage

units will be discontinued by the
Palace on June 16, according to
Frank Weatherford, manager.

RESULTS, SAYS SCHOLBER

(Continued from Page 1)

Schulberg told The Film Dail
Among other things being discusse
he said, is the matter of titles. I

Schulberg denied a report that }'

is in New York on a three month
leave of absence. He will return i

two weeks, he said, and meanwhii,
Cohen is in charge of the studio:

i

Katz will spend the summer at th^

coast, studying production problen

Admisson Tax Bill

Feared in New Jersej
(Continued from. Page 1)

imposing a tax on admissions. Sub
stance of the proposed measure i

understood to be as follows: on
cent tax on admissions up to 2
cents, two cents on admissions U'

to 50 cents and three cents on ad
missions up to $1.

ON CONVENTION BOARD
M

San Francisco—Louis B. Maye
of M-G-M has been named honorar;
vice-chairman of the "Motion Pic

ture Participation Committee" ap
pointed by Governor James Rolph
Jr., in connection with the Holly
wood motion picture colony's par
ticipation in the Shrine Conventioi
here in July.

RUSS
COLUMBO

in person

AND HIS BAND

The Romeo
of Song

Singing h i s Romantic

Melodies and Playing his

dance compelling Music

—in the most distinctive

Suburban Rendezvous.

WOODMANSTEN
INN-^• 5??-

OFF PELHAM PARKWAY
ON WILLIAMSBRIDGE R.OAD

Phone TAImac/ge 5-2/30
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OUNGCLAUS ASKS FUNDS

IN TIGHT ON PROTECTION

{Continued from Page 1)

eater owners, Youngclaus sets

lorth that since he started his ac-

ion several months ago he has been
ompelled to mortgage everything
e owns, borrow money on his in-

urance and cash his Veteran's
>onus in order to carry on the .fight,

iloney received as a contribution to

he fund will be placed in the hands
>f Ed Fricke, vice-president of the
rirst National Bank of Madison,
*Jeb., and turned over to Allied for

;he purpose of continuing the case.

iXclusive Booking
On Rocky Mt. Program

{Continued from Page 1)

Trade, President R. J. Morrison; greetings

from Betty Craig, motion picture critic of

"The Denver Post," and A. De Bernardi.

dramatic editor of the "News"; Block book
ling, Gerald Whitney; Double bills, Harole
|Rice; Percentage checking, M. P. Foster;

Zoning, Gus Kohn; Theater management, L.

r. Finske; Analysis of new product. Harry
jHuffman; Public relations, Jerry Zigmond;
Advertising and exploitation, Steve Brodie

and Joe Dekker; Exclusive booking, Harry
Huffman; Taxation, Ed Schulte; Theater re-

ports, C. J. Stevenson; Two-for-one admis-

sions, J. I. Grundy ; Arbitration, Emmett
Thurmon; Resale of advertising accessories.

Dale Klein; Uniform parcel post and express

rates, Thos. Murphy; Legislation, Frank
Kelly.

Winston Giving AMPA
Testimonial at Astor
{Continued from Page 1)

in the College Hall of the Hotel

Astor at 1:00 o'clock tomorrow.
Winston will discuss foreign produc-

tion methods and will tell of re-

cent sound innovations introduced in

European studios. Winston super-

vised the filming of "Congress

Dances."

MEXICO SHORT AT CAMEO
In addition to "The Ringer,"

Edgar Wallace melodrama made in

England and released here by First

Division, the new bill opening to-

day at the RKO Cameo includes a

short entitled "Mexico," produced in

that country by Emma Lindsay

Squier and John Bransby.

WARNER HOUSE BURNS
Washington, Pa. — Fire of un-

known origin yesterday destroyed

the State, Warner Bros, house.

Damage was estimated at $200,000.

ATLANTA HOUSE BOMBED
Atlanta — Six persons suffered

minor injuries when a smoke bomb
was exploded in the Georgia. The
attack is laid to labor troubles.

Silents Still on Job

Aguilar, Colo.—Barton & Comers, who
own one of the few silent houses In

this section, have returned from Denver,

where they signed for 52 silent pro-

grams. They change twice a week.

—JX/ D̂AILY

ALONG

• • • S'FUNNY ONE occurred the other day in an up-
state New York situation Indie exhibs planned to go to
operators' union and seek a cut in wages and elimination of
man from booth invited manager of a major circuit
house to come along but, lacking authority, he couldn't
the smart indie boys, after presenting their case to the local,

won their points so, in this particular situation, the
indie houses have substantially slashed their overhead, but the
circuit is still paying the old scale and still has an extra man
in the booth All of which proves, etc

• • • RIAN JAMES, Broadway colyumnist, pulled a new
one in previews t'other noctarnal With the co-op of War-
ner Bros, he staged a showing on the roof alongside his pent-
house . W. E. portable equipment was used with okay
results and the projection was grade A Broadway per-
sonalities and m. p. critics looked at "Love is a Racket," based
on Rian's book and liked it

,*

• • • ALBERT HOWSON, Warner Bros, director of cen-
sorship, has started his eighth year of consecutive service with
the company The summer style show season is hitting
on all eight cylinders Up Boston way the Paramount is

putting one on starting Friday with the Richmond, DePetro and
Laby trio in charge Harry Brown is handling publicity
on the show in particular and the house in general

* m * *

• • • THAT WARNER Bros. Theaters New Jersey divi-

sion crew headed by Zone Manager Harry Kalmine
is making the sparks fly in its drive to promote attendance

they are getting out a house organ called "Howdy'

"

devoted to news of the Warner "New Jersey Go-Getters"
and giving plenty of exploitation and business-pulling

ideas those getting out the publication under Kalmine
include Harry Goldberg, advertising and publicity director

Louis Brager, exploitation director and Al Zimbalist,
editor and publicist .

* * * *

• • • THERE IS a lad you all know as Louis Goldberg
a district manager for Arkayo one of the Old

School trained in modern showmanship methods
as former general manager of Steiner-Blinderman and M & S
circuits Louis has a few tricks for copping B. O. dough
that will work on ANY circuit Ray Coffin, the west
coast publicity lad, has established eastern headquarters under
the title of Radiocasting Service Co., Inc., at 220 West 48th
Street, with Herman Schwarz and Jack Williams in charge . .

• • • ONE OF the big cigarette concerns is about ready
to place on the market a Revolutionary Development
the cig will have an asbestos wrapper holding the ash
intact till the last puff then you throw it away without
having mussed up the president's rug when he calls you in for

conference so it looks at last as if the ciggie boys have
something to talk about in their newspaper ads

• • • FOR YEARS they have been spending millions in

full-page ads talking about Practically Nothing
and getting away with it toasted tastes cough-
ing carloads blindfold tests what Showmen these
cig advertisers are! for a cig is a cig no matter
how you wrap it but the point for us film gents to con-

sider is this they are all selling practically the Same
Thing but they make the public believe their individual

product is DIFFERENT merely through the Magic of

Clever Ad Copy

ESTABROOK SEES MENACE

IN FOLLOWING UP CYCLES

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Cycles or so-called

story trends draw audiences into

theaters during the first part of

their existence and drive them out
during the latter part, consequent-
ly such cycles are a menace unless
controlled, declares Howard Esta-
brook, RKO writer and winner of
the Academy Award for the best
scenario of 1931. "The vitality

which initiates a story trend fades
with repetition and leads to the
trivial and cheap," says Estabrook.
"Frequent change of pace, freshness,
newness, originality, and genuine
value are the prime requisites of a
picture that will hit with a smash.
Change of pace means a sharp con-
trast with so-called cycles. In the
future more original stories will be
written for the screen. In this

thought lies the principal hope for
the solution of our story difficulties."

Sol Lesser Signs Options
With 15 Expedition Units

{Continued from Page 1)

and Mrs. Martin Johnson, Captain
Bruce Eytinge, Captain Jack Robert-
son, Elmer Clifton, Emma Lindsey
Squier, John Bransby, Carveth
Wells, Lester Carson, Otto Lederer,
Count Byron, Kuhnde Prorok, Aerial
Explorations, Lowell Thomas, H. D.
Smith and Gifford Pinchot.

Cole Opposes Siding
On Prohibition Issue
{Continued from Page 1)

contended that the passage of this

bill would make it unnecessary for

the government to tax admissions.
Cole argues that the movies, being
a quasi-public industry, cannot as-

sume partisan attitudes in national
issues.

^ « ^ » » »

Best wishes art extendtd

THE FILM DAILY to

following members of

industry, who are ctlebr

ing their birthdays:

June
Clive Brook Phil Armand

Frank Melford

BANDIT CAUGHT
Pittsburgh—Angele Derenzo, 17, .

was arrested yesterday when he at-
{

tempted to hold up the Warner the-
i

ater on Fifth Ave.
'
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
Y'ICTOR RABY, technician at the

Educational studios who was re-

sponsible for the perfection of the

"vaetum blimp," is now working on
a "high-hat dolly." This is the in-

formal name given to a new camera
perambulator, a device which allows

the camera to move all over the set.

Raby's idea is an improvement on
any existing equipment as it per-

mits the cameraman to lower the

camera to within six inches of the

ground, or raise it to eight feet

above the ground, something not pos-

sible at present as the existing

"dollies" have only a perpendicular
range of about eighteen inches from
a center of four feet above the

ground.
* *

Aline MacMahon and Alan Dine-

hart will appear in support of Ed-
ward G. Robinson when he starts

work in "Silver Dollar" early this

summer at First National. "Tiger
Shark," the current Robinson vehi-

cle, has not been finished as yet.

Gable's Paramount Film

Clark Gable and Miriam Hopkins will be starred in a film version of

Val Lewton's novel, "No Bed of Her Own," it is announced by Paramount,

following completion of arrangements with M-G-M for the loan of Gable.

Constance Cummings has been
signed by Columbia for the featured
role in "The Bitter Tea of General
Yen."

Mischa Auer, Frank Reicher, Reg-
inald Barlow and Ivan Linow, have
been signed as members of the cast

which will support Douglas Fair-

banks, .Jr., and Nancy Carroll in

"Revolt." Production is expected to

start this week under the direction

of William Dieterle.

Sam Hiardy, who has been an ac
tor on stage and screen for twenty-
nine years, will at last realize an
ambition to be a motion picture pro-
ducer. His film-making activities,

however, will be of the "picture-
within-a-picture" kind. He has
signed with Paramount to play th'e

part of a comedy-producer in "Half
a Hero" featuring Stuart Erwin and
Joan Blondell.

* * *

Eulalie Jensen will play the role

previously intended for Betty Gil-

lette in "Two Against the World,"
Constance Bennett's new starring
picture for Warner Bros. Miss Gil-

lette has been transferred to "Re-
volt," Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.'s, next
vehicle for First National.

Carroll-Raft Head Cast
"Single Night," Louis Bromticld's

story ot the dramatic events between
sunset and sunrise in one of New
York's famous brownstone houses fallen

to the status of a night club, has been
bought by Paramount as a vehicle for
an all star cast to be headed by George
Raft, Nancy Carroll. Wynne Gibson and
Alison Skipworth. It will be directed
by David Burton.

With the assigning of Rita LaRoy
to the part of "Coreen." Director

Eddie Buzzell has completed his list

of players for Columbia's "Holly-

wood Speaks."
* * *

Juliette Compton, Doris Kenyon,
Alan Mowbray, John Halliday and
Mae Busch have been signed for the
principal featured roles in support
of Conrad Nagel in "The Man Called

Back," a World Wide production
which goes into work this week at

the Tiffany studios under the direc-

tion of Robert Florey.
* * *

Geneva Mitchell, leading woman
on Broadway in "Louis The Four-
teenth" and Ziegfeld specialty danc-
er for five years, has joined the cast
of "Million Dollar Legs," the Olym-
pic Games comedy being produced
at the Paramount studios under di-

rection of Edward Cline.
* * *

Paul Green, Pulitzer Prize dram-
atist, who supplied the screen ver-

sion of "The Cabin in the Cotton,"
now in production with Richard
Barthelmess as star, has just start-

ed work on his second picture script

for First National.
* * *

Frank Rice and "Lafe" McKee
will appear in important roles ir

Columbia's Buck Jones Special
"Hello Trouble." The signing of
these players completes the cast of
this thriller, which Lambert Hillyer
is directing, with Lina Basauette
playing opposite the star. Other
members include, Morgan Gallowav.
Alan Roscoe. "Spec" O'Donnell,
Ward Bond, Wallace MacDonald,
Otto Hoffman and Albert Smith.

* *

Billy Butts, who has had nine
years experience as a film actor al-

though he is onlv twelve years of
age, has been signed to play an
important role in the George Ban-
croft starring picture. "The Chal-
lenger." being produced at the Para-
mount studios under direction of
Stephen Roberts.

Leila Bennett, Broadway character
actress, who was sepn recently with
James Cagney in "Taxi!" for Wa'--
ner Bros., and William Ricciardt
well-known Italian actor who plavpf?
the speakeasy proprietor in both
stao-e and screen versions of "StnVt-
Iv Dishonorable," have been adflod to
t>ie cast now at work in "Tiger
Shark." Edward G. Robinson is thp
star, with Zita Johann and Richard
Arlen prominent in his support.

Our Passing Show: Arthur Lubin,
Bob Yost, Kubec Glasmon, Rowland
Brown, Harry Lichtig, Courtenay
Terrett, Carl Erickson, Samuel Or-
nitz, Winnifred Dunn, Lou Heifetz
at the Benjamin Zemach dance re-
cital, sponsored by Manny Wolfe.

* * *

P. J. Wolfson has finished his
third novel, "These Bitter Years."
His other novels are "Bodies Are
Dust" and "Summer Hotel." Together
with Allen Rivkin he has written a
play, "Always a First Time." Wolf-
son and Rivkin are also finishing
work on the script of "Madison
Square Garden," which Charles R.
Rogers will produce, with Harry Joe
Brown directing.

* * *

Kitty Kelly, formerly recognized
as one of New York's most promi-
nent stage comediennes, and who re-
cently scored in "Girl Crazy," RKO
production, has temporarily forsaken
the footlights in favor of the screen
and has purchased a home in Holly-
wood.

* * *

Francis Edwards Faragoh, who re-
cently arrived from New York to
join the Columbia scenario staff, has
written a play, "Picnic," which will
be produced on Broadway next sea-
son.

^ =(! He

John Stransky, Jr., sound techni-
cian at Tifl"any, interested Bob Steele,
western star, in aviation, and now
Bob flies regularly.

^ ^ :H

Buddy Fisher, comedian, who ap-
peared in "Reno," "Sea Legs" and
other features, has returned from
the east, where he has been playing
In vaudeville.

* * *

David Miller is now recognized as
the Daniel Boone of film editors. He
recently returned from a hunting
trip to Saugas, where he bagged his
quota of rabbits.

* *

Ralph Murphy, who directed sev-
eral pictures for RKO Pathe, will
direct "Seventy Thousand Wit-
nesses," based on Cortland Fitzim-
mons' football mystery novel. The
picture will be Charles R. Rogers'
initial production for Paramount and
will be ready for release at the be-
ginning of the football season. Phil-
lips Holmes will play the leading
male role.

* * *

Bonita, remembered from her
work in "Wine, Women and Song,"
Anna Chandler, long a vaudeville
headliner, and Nellie V. Nichols, also

a former favorite of the two-a-di
are playing supporting roles
"Madame Racketeer," featuring A
son Skipworth and Richard Benne

* * *

Al Lowenthal has been signed
write the story and dialogue i

"White Lies in the South Seas,"
satire on adventure pictures whi
will be produced by Sol Lesse:
Principal Productions. Rosco At
will be starred.

* * if:

Dan Kelley, casting director
Columbia Studios, has appoint:
Mozelle Brittone a member of h
department. This gives Kelley tv
assistants, the other being Russ<
Frost.

Lilyan Tashman has been sign«
for First National's "Revolt," wil
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Nancy Ca
roll and Preston Foster.

ri

!e

0!

:'i El

RKO Radio Pictures has comple
ed the cast of "The Most Dangei
ous Game" by aljotting Robert Arn
strong one of the featured roles.

* * *

George Archainbaud, who mad
"The Lost Squadron," with Richar
Dix, and "State's Attorney," stai
ring John Barrymore, has won an
other choice assignment. David
Selznick, has named him to direc
"Thirteen Women," based on Tif
fany Thayer's best seller.

* * *

Max Ree, formerly art, set am
costume designer for RKO, has ret

turned from a three month's auto
mobile tour of Canada and Easter
points. Ree, it is understood, wil
shortly become associated with i

major producing organization.
* * *

The record for having written th(

most screen versions on storiei

which were pi-oduced belongs t(

Robert Lord, it is claimed. The War-
ner Bros, scenarist has had approxi
mately three days' rest between as-,

signments during the past two years,
* * *

After attending in a body a per-
formance of "Lost Squadron," th€
dramatic class of the Franklin
University in St. Louis, Mo., voted
unanimously to send for a copy of

the script which Wallace Smith
wrote for this RKO production,
claiming that from a continuity
standpoint the picture was a desir-
able model.

"The Face" Starts

"The Face On The Barroom Floor."
a modernized melodrama on the liquor
evil, has gone into production under
the guidance of Aubrey Kennedy at his

own new studios, 1400 N. Beachwood
Drive. Kennedy wrote the story, and
the cast is headed by Bramwell
Fletcher, Maurice Black, George Baxter.
Eddie Featherstone, Patrica Wing,
Phillips Smalley and Myrtle Stedman.
Bert Bracken is directing.
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1JECT HOOVER'S PLEA

0TAXTICRET8 OVER 10c.

(Continued from Page 1)

stic steps were necessary to bal-
i|l|;e the budget, and urged the levy

admissions above 10 cents as one
;An. At 2 P.M. the Senate Finance
niii mmittee met again and once more

;ed to place the exemption on
kets at 41 cents, as voted last

ek.

iple Bills Spread
In Chicago Territory
{Continued from Page 1)

^ing large seating capacity. The
itury, with 2,800 seats, presented
Sunday "So Big," "Sky Bride"

1 "Dream House." The Congress,
Lting 3,000, had "Sky Bride,"

eauty and the Boss" and "Music
X," while the Central Park, a
30-seater, presented "Heart of

w York," "Freaks" and "Any Old

rt." The New Drake and Ad-
ral, each seating 2,000, and the

vo\\, 1,300, also are using triple

tares.

[ILEAN SHUTDOWN FEARED
Santiago, Chile—Unless sufficient

eign exchange is provided by tht

.tional Exchange Commission to

y for the importation of films

;re will be none after tomorrow,
jording to an ultimatum issued b^

jresentatives of foreign film com
nies. A mass meeting is being

Id in an effort to avert the clos-

' of Chile's 350 movie houses.

GETS THEATER CONTRACT
Sullivan, Mo.—Robert Overton has

en awarded the general contract

the new theater to be erected

re by A. D. Crowe. L. L. Lewis

Rolla, Mo., has leased the house.

COMING & GOING

L. ROTHAFEL ("Roxy") and MAR-
N BECK, who have been touring the

>itals of Europe in the interests of RKO
ideviUe and the RKO interests in Radio

y, are aboard the Bremen due to arrive

New York on Sunday.
FRED M. JACK, Warner-First National

ithern district manager, arrived in New
rk yesterday to confer with Grad Sears,

;cutive in charge of Southern and Western

es and distribution, on the business meet-

the company is to hold in New Orleans

the Roosevelt Hotel.

SYLVIA SIDNEY has arrived m New
irk from the coast.

EUGENE SPITZ and GEORGE ORTH
ve returned to New York from Tampa,

iking the trip by auto from the Beecroft

idios.
, , .

SIDNEY HOWARD will complete his

lUywood conferences with Samuel Goldwyn

Ronald Colman's new picture about the

J of this week, after which he will leave

th Mrs. Howard for an auto trip to New
irk

DEANE H. DICKASON, producer of the

'ort o'Call" shorts, is back from his latest

irld tour and is registered at the Roosevelt

3tel with Mrs. Dickason.

P. A. POWERS arrived from Europe yes-

day on the He de France.
^

KITTY KELLY has arrived in New \ ork

jm the coast.

Magic Sign

Exhibitors from various parts report
that the War:ier picture, "Man Wanted,"
has been drawing big crowds of men

—

looking tor the job.

TRI-ERGON SUIT SET

FOR NOVEMBER HEARING

{Continued from Page 1)

ings on German pictures shown.
Under the pending cases Tri-Ergon,
owned by William Fox, also asks
for injunctions preventing playing
of more pictures recorded abroad.
His attorneys claim that films shown
and handled by the defendants were
not authorized by his company,
which owns the American rights to

the Tri-Ergon sound patents.
Suits have been instituted in Ger-

nany by Tri-Ergon A-G and Tri-
Ergon Holding Corp. against three
German producers.

Medalie Points to Evils

In Glorifying Gangsters
Evils of "glorifying the criminal"

in motion pictures were discussed by
George Z. Medalie, U. S. District
Attorney, yesterday in speaking at

the M. P. Club Forum. Lawbreak-
ers are never as colorful and roman-
tic in real life as they are portrayed
on the screen or in books, he de-
clared. Medalie said, however, that
he was aware of the box-office

necessity of dramatizing subjects.

Agreeing with Medalie, District
Attorney T. C. T. Grain also re-

ferred to motion pictures as a great
means of relaxation. Nathan Bur-
kan, who presented Grain, asserted
that "pictures ought to be true to

life." Louis Nizer introduced
Medalie.

PUTTER UNIT IN CHINA
Hong Kong—Roy Scott and Ira

(Joe) Morgan, comprising one of the
expeditions shooting imaterial for
Walter Futter, have arrived here
from the Philippines, where they
made an all-native feature. They
will visit the island of Macaos and
go into northern China.

RKO DROPS ENGLEWOOD
Chicago — RKO has relinquished

the Englewood theater at 63rd and
Halsted, turning it back to its own-
er, Mrs. Jane Beatty. The house
closed last Saturday.

MELBA, DALLAS, CLOSING
Dallas—Closing of the Melba to-

morrow for the summer is due to a

shortage of product, according tc

William K. Jenkinds, Publix division

director.

POSTER EXCHANGES MERGE
Des Moines, la.—The Allied Poster

Exchange has merged its stock with

the National Poster Exchange of

this city and the Exhibitors Poster

Exchange, Omaha.

Information?

Never Before

Has Our

Inrormation

Department

Been So Busy

If You Can't

Find It in the

Year Book

Do as Thousands

Of Others

Constantly Do
Call Up
Information

Headquarters

Which Is

Film Daily
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CHARLES BICKFORD
PAUL LUKAS

EUGENE PALLETTE

DIRECTED BY RICHARD WALLACE

From fhe novel by Thomas Rourke

Tallulah Bankhead comes into her own! The re

Tallulah— the star! Sensuous, glamorous, gorgeous!

a great picture from a best-selhng novel, with a strong

cast, designed to send her to the very peak of popularity I

A throbbing, vibrant story of a love-torn woman in a

lonely colony of white men . . . irresistible, unresisting

— she trades honor for love, and finds penance.

THUNDER BELOW will make BANKHEAD one of the

biggest box office names— it will make you one of

the biggest box office grosses you've ever had

!
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iolumbia Not to be a One-Man Firm, Says Harry Cohn

Cross Roads
, . . facing a crisis

= By Jack Alicoate ^=

—The time for soft words has PASSED.

•

—This industry of making and supplying

motion picture entertainment to the world's

mitlions is at the CROSS ROADS of its

romantic career.

—With the very life of the industry in

DANGER, with a crisis in sight and with

its future in the BALANCE, there is def-

inite need for more than INSPIRATIONAL
editorials, STUMP SPEECHES tending to

abolish fear, and an array of CHARTS
proving that everything will EVENTUALLY
be all right.

•

—Remember the old wheeze about the

operation being a SUCCESS although the

patient DIED.
•

—That condition's HERE and NOW.
Pictures are undergoing a major operation

and the crisis is CLOSE at hand.
•

—Now, above all times, it is suicide to

fight within the industry. If exhibitors,

through OBSTRUCTIONISTIC tactics, al-

low one or more of the big companies to

go into receivership, they TOO will suffer

immeasurably.
•

—Without a steady supply of big pic-

tures, from the big companies, thousands

of theaters in the United States can be

SOLD by the BUNCH like asparagus.

•

—Independent production, while filling

a needed gap, is in NO WAY geared to

carry the burden of providing the class of

product needed in FIRST-RUN situations.

•

—The situation can be SAVED.

—We believe it WILL be saved.

•

TWO things mostly are needed: CO-

OPERATION of the most intimate sort

between PRODUCER and EXHIBITOR,

and sane and forceful leadership.

C o m p a n y's Manpower
Given Praise by Presi-

dent at Convention
H''cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—An impression pre-

vailing that Columbia is a one-man
organization is entirely erroneous,
declared Harry Cohn, president and
chief of production, in addressing

the company's western sales con-

vention at the Ambassador Hotel.

He said:

"So far as the studio is concerned,

don't let anyone tell you that the

success of Columbia's product is due
{Continued on Page 7)

E. A. BUTCHER APPOINTED

Salesmen to Spread Cheer
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—One of the duties of

salesmen who travel from place to place
is to spread cheer and optimism, de-
clared Harry Cohn, president of Colum-
bia, in addressing the western sales

convention, and he urged the com-
pany's field staff to follow this policy.

By selling the idea of better times as

they travel around selling pictures,

salesmen can do a lot toward bringing

these better times around, he declared.

"Prosperity" was the keynote of Cohn's
address. He said he cannot conceive
of any Columbia salesman talking de-
pression with the company in its present
sound position.

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — E. A. Butcher has

been appointed production manager

at the RKO-Radio Pictures studios.

Eight Managerial Shifts

Made on Warner Circuit
Eight managerial changes in the

Chicago and New England districts

of Warner Bros. Theaters were an-

nounced yesterday by Joseph Bern-

hard, general manager. In the Chi-
(^Continued on Page 4)

SCHULBERG SEES NOVELTY

MOST POPULAR NEXT YEAR

Novelty subjects will exercise the
greatest audience appeal in the year
ahead, in the opinion of B. P. Schul-
berg, expressed in an interview yes-

terday. Under current abnormal
conditions conventional stories gen-
erally fail to arouse or excite pub-
lic interest, he declared. Only yarns
with terrific punches and radically

(.Continued on Page 7)

Vitaphone Eastern Plant

Resumes Activity June 8
Vitaphone will resume production

of short subjects at its Brooklyn
studios about June 8, following the

return of Sam Sax from the coast,
(Continued on Page 7)

Ticket Tax to Take Effect

As Soon as It is Enacted

Casting Chief Believes

B. 0. Draw Will Deter-
mine Players' Pay

A general reduction in star sala-

ries amounting to possibly 30 per
cent, and in some cases more, will

follow the expiration of present star

contracts, Rufus Le Maire, Warner
Bros, casting director, told Film
Daily yesterday. "The box-office

value of every star and featured
player will be carefully considered

before new salary schedules are set,"

said Le Maire. "At the present

time we are grooming at least eight
(Continued on Page 7)

WARNERSlOPRESS TRIAL

INKOPLARRECEIVERSUIT

A hearing at the earliest possible

moment will be sought by Warner
Bros, in the receivership suit filed

against the company yesterday in

Chancery Court, Wilmington, Del.,

by Harry Koplar, a stockholder who
already has been fighting the War-

(Continued on Page 2)

Chester Beecroft Quits

Florida Studio Project

Tampa, Fla. — Chester Beecroft

has ended his connection with the

Beecroft-Florida studios, recently

launched on Davis Islands under

state cooperation with a view to

bringing film producers here. A new
executive is expected to take charge.

Good Stories Constitute

Chief Problem, Says Cohn

SHIP.

-And the greater of these is LEADER-

Wcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— Good stories constitute the

biggest problem confronting the studio de-

clared Harry Cohn in addressing the Columbia

western sales meeting. No director can make

a good picture out of a bad story and no

star can draw big in a weak vehicle, he stated

Directors and stars are always available, but

finding the stories is the hard task.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—The 10 per cent ad-

mission tax, which now exempts

tickets from 41 cents up, will go into

effect immediately upon being en-

acted, according to plans of the fi-

nance committee. Some of the other

levies start within a month.

All Vaude. Being Dropped

By Warners for Summer

Vaudeville will be completely dropped by

Warner Bros, theaters under their summer

policy. Only four theaters affiliated with the

circuit are now using stage shows on full

week bookings. About 20 per cent of the

Warner houses are now closed, Joseph Bernhard,

general manager, told THE FILM DAILY yester-

day Only a few more will go dark for fhe

summer, he said. Bernhard denied a report

that Warners and RKO are working out a pool

ing deal in Cleveland.

I

1
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GRANT DOLGE DIES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Grant Dolge, agent,

died suddenly yesterday.

New York
1340 Broadway
BRyant B-47I3

Long laland City
154 CrMcrat St.

STiUwaU 4-7940

Eastman Films
J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana At*.
CALumM 3flBt

L»»«»m».

HollTwood
9700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

NEW PRODUCTION PLAN

LAUNCHED BY EREULER

Under a new plan being instituted
by John R. Freuler, president of Big
4, this company's future pictures
will be built from the germ of a
salesmanship idea, with the sales
possibilities determining each pro-
duction before it is started. A spe-
cial selling point will be the basis
of each feature, whether melodrama,
western or other subject. Timely
themes will furnish the stories, and
in each case the merchandising for-
mula will be developed to a reason-
able extent in the field, then pre-
sented to the studio for scenario
treatment, according to Freuler.
"We have always worked back-

wards," says Freuler, "and I believe
everyone else in the industry has
done so, too. We have made pic-

tures praying that we could find a
selling angle that was different. This
is wrong, because sometimes our
angle is wrong."

First picture to be made under
the new system will be "Pony Ex-
press Kid," Buzz Barton release, on
which post-ofiice cooperation and
other exploitation is being developed
in advance.

Larry Kent to Supervise
Lambs' Club Shorts Series
Larry Kent Will supervise the

series of 12 two-reel Lambs' Club
shorts for Columbia. Production
starts soon at Eastern Service
Studio, New York. Kent, formerly
in charge of all Paramount short
subject production, is also making
a series of shorts for Educational.

CONSOL. FILM EARNINGS
Consolidated Film Industries and

subsidiaries, report for quarter end-
ed March 31, 1932, net profit of
$294,152 after depreciation, federal
taxes, etc., equivalent after dividend
requirements on the $2 preferred
stock, to 17 cents a share on 524,-

973 no-par shares of common stock.

CHIDNOFF A FATHER
A daughter was born to Mr. and

Mrs. Irving Chidnoff at a New York
hospital yesterday, which happens to
be the birthday of their other daugh-
ter. Lulu.

FORNY WYLY RESIGNS
Forny Wyly, connected with the

Paramount home office publicity de-
partment, has resigned and Al Wil-
kie has assumed his duties.

ZEISEL RESIGNS
Frank Zeisel has resigned from

the personnel department of RKO
theaters.

M-G-M BUYS PLAY
M-G-M has acquired a second

Henry Bernstein play, "Felix." The
other, "The Claw," is now being
screened under the title of "Wash-
ington Whirlpool."

WARNERS TO PRESS TRIAL

IN KOPLAR RECEIVER SUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

ner interests in St. Louis. Hugh
M. Morris, former judge of the U.
S. District Court in Delaware, will

represent the company in the case,

and as soon as a copy of the petition

is received an answer will be filed,

it was stated at the Warner offices

yesterday. From the notification re-

ceived by telephone, the company
characterizes the suit as "similar to

two previous actions filed by persons
said to be associated with Koplar.
The first of these petitions was dis-

missed some time ago. On the com-
pany's motion, the second has been
set for a hearing next Monday. The
attorneys for those petitioners have
withdrawn from that case."

In his lengthy petition, printed
in pamphlet form, Koplar also asks
that the action of the December
stockholders' meeting in fixing the
stated value of the common stock be
nullified.

St. Louis Hearing in Fall
St. Louis — Appeal of Warner

Bros, from receiverships affecting

Skouras Bros. Enterprises and St.

Louis Amusement Co., granted upon
petition of Harry Koplar and asso-
ciates, will be heard in the Court
of Common Pleas next fall.

Part-Time Plan Adopted
By 3 E. Liverpool Houses
East Liverpool, 0.—The Ceramic,

American and State, three largest
houses in the upper Ohio valley,

have agreed upon a plan for part-
time operation through the summer.
The houses will alternate on a two-
week basis of operation throughout
the summer. Plan is to open Satur-
days and Sundays only. The Co-
lumbia, grind house, will continue to

run seven days a week.

KANDEL'S NEW COMPANY
Prosperity Pictures Corp. is the

name of the new company formed
by M. J. Kandel, president of Ideal
Pictures Corp. and General Film
Library, for the purpose of produc-
ing eight melodramas for next sea-
son.

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest

Market' Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

THE INDUSTRrS
DATE BOOK

May 31-June 3: Columbia western sales 1

vention, Los Angeles.
June 6: Testimonial dinner to Oscar M«l

gan and Percy Block, Philadelphia.
June 6-7: Warner-First National sales

ference. Park Central Hotel, New Yo3
June 6-9 : Annual convention of Internatiw

al Alliance of Theatrical Stage _
ployes and M. P. Operators, Memoti
Hall, Columbus, O.

June 7-8 : Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, Den-
ver.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil-
waukee.

June IS: Testimonial dinner to Louis "Pop"
Korson, Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phila-
delphia. 7 P. M.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 22-24 : Annual convention of Allied

Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting o(

Allied States Ass'n board of directors.

St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.
July IS: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-

tion, Los Angeles.
Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National

Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-

ria, New York.

Showman Being Sought
To Operate the Roxy

At a meeting of the Roxy The-
ater creditors held yesterday Harry
Kosch, receiver, outlined the "pre-
carious situation" which the house
now faces and explained that a

"well known and experienced show-
man" was being sought to operate
the theater. Twenty creditors at-

tended the meeting and formed a

creditors' committee of which George
Hoffman of the Art Guild is a mem-
ber. Kosch explained that he is to

appear June 13 before the receiver's

court for further instructions re-

garding the functioning of the house.

I

^NEWYORK
HOTEL« « « « « «

PLYMOUTH
A9th^ ST. EAST OF BROADWAV

400 Rooms
all with Bath, Shower, Cir-

culating Ice Water, Radio.

Convenient to Business,

Shopping and Theatrical

Districts

In the Heart of the Motion
Picture Industry

Most Moderate Weekly Rates

DAILY

Single $2.50 - $3.00 - $3.50

Double $4.00 - $4.50 - $5.00

S. J. MITCHELL
Manager



FREAK SMASH
TURNS SENSATIONAL
HOT WEATHER BEST
SELLER-YANKING

'EM IN!

Sophisticated Washington, D. C, goes
for ''Blonde Captive" in ^ Big Way! ^^
iVIetropolitan enjoys biggest business in ^
6 monthS'100% increase over normal
— big lines from 10 A. M. to closing!
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40 GOLf MEET ENTRIES

RECEiej[FIR8T DAY

Yesterday's rush of entries for the

Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tourna-

ment reached the record total of 40

for the first day's mail. More en-

try blanks with $10 checks will be

received by the committee today,

which will mean that more than 25

per cent of the limit, which has been

set as 160, will be reached in two
days. Another record was broken

yesterday by the donation of excep-

tionally attractive trophies from a

score of organizations and individu-
als. Captain Tom Gerety and man-
ager Ed Finney of the strong A. M.
P. A., team have already held one
training foursome in their determina-
tion to wrest the Albee Cup from
the present holders, the Motion Pic-
ture Club. This year's team of the
M. P. Club will be announced early
next week after conferences with
Arthur Stebbins, who is now in

California. Wednesday, June 22, is

the gala day at the Fenimore Golf
and Country Club, White Plains. Fill

out the coupon in this paper today
and be certain to be among the 160
entries.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy • RKO CIRCUIT

COST OF ITS

Armstrong, la. — The Gem has
been sold by Young and Henderson
to Elmer Adams.

Denver— Jerry McGee, manager
of the Certified Productions ex-
change, is back on the job after a

siege of pneumonia.

Ocala, Fla.—Plans for remodeling
the Ella at an expense of approxi-
mately $5,000, preliminary to its re-

opening as the Ritz, are announced
by Gordon Reap, local manager for
the Sparks interests.

Denver—Casey Edinger is now
manager of the Empress.

loft of the Egyptian, caused some
$10,000 damage.

Garberville, Cal.—Henry Richards
has reopened the Garberville thea-
ter.

Benicia, Cal. — P. A. Frease has
reopened the Majestic.

Cedar Rapids, la.—V. C. Brown
has purchased the Granada from
Jasper Sutton.

Atwater, Cal.—The Atwater has
been reopened.

BOOTHMAN IN OUTDOOR FIELD
Detroit—K. F. Boothman, for sev-

eral years head of publicity for the
Butterfield circuit, is now in charge
of exploitation for Rock Spring
Park, Chester, W. Va., and Idlewild
Park, near Pittsburgh, both man-
aged by C. C. MacDonald.

POLA NEGRI TO POSE
Pola Negri has commissioned Alex

Romano, sculptor to make a bust of
her.

Hawardan, la. — The Tivoli has
been sold by F. Bleuchel to Schoene-
man and Marsh.

Denver—There's a new baby girl.

Julia Joan, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Griffith.

Boston-—Ray Connor is now city

manager for both Keith theaters.

Rockwell City, la.—The Empress
has been purchased by L. J. King-
man from H. Walcott.

Cleveland—Paul Gusdanovic has
opened the Cameo, recently acquired,
under the management of George
Stevens and Charles Garfield. The
house will play a double feature
grind policy at 10 and 15 cents.

San Francisco—Fire of undeter-
mined origin, starting in the organ

THE 20TH

FILM DAILY

GOLF TOURNAMENT
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Daily Golf Tournament, to be held

on Wednesday, June 22. at the Fenimore Golf and Country Club, White Plains,

New York.

Name:

Address:

ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 AT THE TOURNAMENT

THE COMMITTEE
BRUCE GALLUP. Donohue & Coe Adv. Agency; RED KANN, Motion Picture Daily;

AL LICHTMAN, United Artists Corp.; JACK ALICOATE. Film Daily; LEE OCHS. Pres.
Motior) Picture Club; ED FINNEY. Pres. A. M. P. A.; DON MERSEREAU, Film Daily.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Canton—First reduction in admis-
sion prices by a major Canton
movie house in many years is an-
nounced by Manager George Riester
of Warners' Palace.

Hartford, Conn. — The common
council has been asked to rescind
part of a city ordinance forbidding
the use of sandwich boards or plac-
ards on the streets, so that union
picketers at the Capitol and Palace,
Arthur houses, may wear placards
instead of the small buttons now
worn.

RKO has reduced the cost of -
vaudeville acts in 38 selected RKO
houses from an average of $645 per
act to $575, which in turn has re- 1£

duced the average cost of vaudeville \a
per house from $3,700 to $3,275'
weekly. The figures represent sta-
tistics gathered from Feb. 6 to May
13. Since Feb. 6, the number of
open houses has been cut from 63
to 45.

Moulton, la.—Ira M. Hoffman has
purchased the Colonial from B. P.
Brumback, and opened it for three
days a week.

Goshen, N. Y.—The Central, dark
since the advent of talkies, is being
equipped for sound by Frank C. and
Robert J. Hock, and will open the
second week in July.

Milton, N. Y.—The Elverhoj will
open for the summer the first of
July.

Rochester—Tom Grierson, organ-
ist of the RKO Palace, has quit be-
cause of ill-health, and the theater
will get along without an organist.

Canton, O.—Botzum's Strand will
operate Saturdays and Sundays only
during the summer. The Valentine
will continue on its usual schedule,
offering double feature second-runs.
Joe Calla manages both houses.

Port Jervis, N. Y.—The Strand
and the Ritz, under same manage-
ment and without competition, have
cut prices to 35 cents top, 15 cents
for children. They are the only
theaters in Orange county permitted
to open on Sunday.

Eight Managerial Shifts
Made on Warner Circuit

(Continued from Page 1)

cago territory, the following new
assignments have been made:

E. M. Lewy, assistant manager of
the Jeffery, transferred to the Shore
as manager: Donald Malloy, former-
ly of the Shore, transferred to the
Shakespeare; L. S. Stein, formerly
of the Shakespeare, transferred to

the Parthenon, Hammond, Ind.; R.

p. Cain of the Parthenon is await-
ing a new assignment.

Changes in the New England dis-

trict include the transfer of LaVal-
ley from the Garde, New London, to

the Philadelphia zone under William
P. Goldman; Tom Brown, manager
of the Roger Sherman, New Haven,
returns to his old post at the Garde;
manager Sanson of the Strand, New
Britain, goes to the Roger Sherman;
Louis LaBine, manager of the Em-
bassy, New Britain, will manage the
Strand in that city.

LILA LEE WITH COLUMBIA
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lila Lee will appear

with Jack Holt and Ralph Graves
in Columbia's "War Correspondent,"
which Paul Sloane is directing.

OPEN EARLY FOR GARBO
Doors will be opened at 10 o'clock

this morning at the Capitol for the

first New York showing of Greta
Garbo In "As You Desire Me." The
stage show will go on five times a

day.

SAM WOOD SIGNS AGAIN
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sam Wood has been

signed to a new contract as a direc-
tor for M-G-M.

JANE WINTON RECOVERED
Jane Winton has left the hospital

following an appendicitis operation.

Sh O W
man
Daily

REMINDER

Summer time calls for

checking heating system for

needed repairs.
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

t)
xhibitor Organizations
nd Financial Support

JT SEEMS rather illogical that

the men who work for the ex-

hibitors are members of strong-

er organizations than the thea-

termen themselves. In American
mdustry, this situation happens
to be one of the few examples
where the employee has more
strength than the man who pays
his salary. Picture business be-

ing what it is, however, this is

no great surprise. As long as

exhibitors think they can attain

proper leadership, significant

protection and results without
contributing much into the cof-

fers which any functioning body
needs, then so long will exhib-

itor organization be weak, pow-
erless, a mere shadow of what
it ought to represent. Projec-

tionists, again taken as an ex-

ample, have confidence in their

leaders, are satisfied that they
are well represented, do not try
to make deals out of the organi-
zations, are glad to contribute
their share into the treasury, at
least $50 each, every year, and
retain more of the prosperity
hangover than other industries.
Exhibitors, however, cry in

chorus, chastise their leaders
because material results are not
secured, and then back out the
side door when someone tries to

secure dues from them. To re-

peat this sort of thing is to

say again what has long been
known, that exhibitor organi-
zations are not respected by the
producers and distributors be-

cause of their own weaknesses.
Even though the producers and
distributors know that a strong
organization might prove incon-

venient for themselves, they
realize that in the long run
strong bodies benefit the indus-

try. This, in turn, must help

all companies. And until the

exhibitor realizes that no or-

ganization can exist without
financial support, there will be

no theatermen's body of any
real value. —Jay Emanuel

Loew's 'Wet Straw Vote'

A "straw vote" on the matter of

repealing or retaining the 18th Amend-
ment is being taken this week in 40
Loew neighborhood houses in the New
York territory. Stunt is tied in with

showing of "The Wet Parade." Returns

so far are in favor of modification.

AIDNG,™^ lALTO
PUILM.DALY

U3S ANGELES

• • • YE OLDE indie producer cry about the uncongenial
attitude of Broadway when bookings are talked about is no
longer legitimate The Biggest of 'Em All, the Roxy, is

anxiously in the open market for product, regardless of its

source As indicated by the setting in of "Monte Carlo
Madness," which unwraps itself Friday And after book-
ings, all indie in origin Other houses, circuit-operated,
along Big Bulb Lane are also in that same receptive mood
At this moment, at least, quality, rather than trademark, gets
a break on Broadway

* * * «

• • • DAVID A. O'MALLEY, general manager of Powers
Pictures, plus Mrs. O'Malley, recently peered into the goings-on
of the Night Court as guest of Judge Michael A. Ford
Saul E. Rogers, chairman of m.p. division in the Salvation Army
drive for funds, sez he's getting Plenty of Co-Operation from
film biz execs and others Particularly from Charlie
O'Reilly, T. 0. C. C. prexy, who has pledged the support of his

members But collections in theaters are out
Which is smart, because patrons are weary of going into the-

aters to see pictures and instead getting collection plates
tossed at 'em

• • • EDDIE KLEIN, ex-New Yorker, has moved his office

from Paris to London When Hal Home bag and bag-
gaged back into this Wicked Ole City he brought in a fresh
question mark store of gags for retailing Joe Cun-
ningham, newspaper columnist and short subject dialoguer and
narrator, has been signed through the William Morris Agency
to write special material for Burns and Allen, radio act de luxe

Winnie Sheehan and Sol Wurtzel gangplank from Europe
late this week

* * * *

• • • COLUMBIA in general and Jack Cohn in particular

are feeling pretty cockey over "American Madness," first of

the new season's features Dan Ferrone is registering
happiness over a Loew circuit booking for "Port 0' Call" series

"The Hollywood Symphony," composed by Charles
Wakefield Cadman, will be presented for the initial time in the
East July 5 by the New York Orchestra, Inc. at the George
Washington Stadium The old Proctor's Fifth Avenue
seems doomed for razing, following sale of the property by the
1193 Broadway Corp., to the Herald Square Realty Corp
Exterior of the new 31-story RKO building in Radio City is

now complete

• • • DICK ROWLAND, back from the Coast and robust
looking after his appendicitis tussle, waxes enthusiastic over
the handball and cool comforts of Rye William A. Wolff,
Western Electric advertising manager, is doing a rushing busi-

ness collecting autographs for his son C. H. Fetter of

Erpi will chaperon the Kirby Two Eyed Camera, electrical race
timing device, in its transcontinental trip to the I. C. A. A. A. A.
and Olympic Games Harry Day, representing Gustavus
T. Kirby, will also make the trip, leaving June 19 on the
official train Hy Daab has gone Westport again for

the season

* « « •

• • • WE HAVE IT on good authority that the Hotel
Astor will knock down the south wall of its hostelry to build

an addition to accommodate the big turnout expected at today's

testimonial being given to the A.M.P.A by Carl Win-
ston, the foreign director Many prominent Broadway
columnists, motion picture editors and others also are planning
to crowd into the free land if you want a seat, come early.

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
All Emmas Invited
To See "Emma"

A SSISTANT Manager W.
Clyde Smith of the Para-

mount Theater, Jackson, Tenn.,
got a lot of advance interest in

"Emma," starring Marie Dress-
ier, by inviting all the Emmas
as the guests of the theater.
The newspaper article conveying
the invitation to all the persons
named Emma was published
several days in advance of pic-

ture's opening. The manage-
ment played host to all the Em-
mas at the first matinee per-
formance of the picture. Smith
also had a man dressed like

Emma in the picture who went
about the streets carrying a
suitcase and the proverbial cor-
set of years ago. Copy was
lettered on the suitcase, carry-
title of picture, theater and
playdates.

PoTn.m,<nint, Jackson, Tenn.

« « « » » »

Newspaper Contest
Promoted "Wayward"

JyTANAGER John McKenna of

Paramount Theater, Green-
wood, Miss., derived a lot of

publicity for "Wayward" on a
newspaper puzzle contest. Let-
ters spelling out the title of the
picture when formed together
presented a most artistic ap-
pearance. A silhouette head of

Nancy Carroll, when assembled
properly gave an excellent like-

ness of the Paramount star. The
assembling of the letters spell-

ing out the title and the as-

sembling of the parts of the

head together with the judicious

use of colors (crayon or water
colors) as well as effectiveness

of display were prime factors in

adjudging the winners.
Paramount, Greenwood, Miss.

MANYLiAPPYRETUTO

Best wishes art extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

June 2
Benjamin C. Goetz Glenn Cook
Harry C. Arthur, Jr. Hedda Hopper

Joseph Nadel
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O'^- DROP IN STARS' PAY

IS PREDICTED BY LeMAIRE

{Continued from Page 1)

the younger players for stardom.
lese actors and actresses will reach
irdom with a better understanding
the law of supply and demand.

ley will be paid according to their
Iraw.' Among the new players are
j)an Blondell, Bette Davis, Ann
vorak, Warren William, George
pent, Preston Foster, David Man-
srs and Helen Vinson, a girl who
IS not yet reached Broadway by
fay of the screen. We are more
lan ever before on the lookout for
ew faces and talent, but we are in-

Isting that all prospective Warner
layers have a background of stage
tperience, preferably in a stock
jmpany."

•reduction Completed
On 3 M-G-M Features

est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Productions recently

mpleted by M-G-M and now await-

alease include "New Morals for

•Id," which will be released next

aturday; "Strange Interlude" and
prosperity." Among pictures at

resent in work: "Red Headed Wo-
lan" has been set for release June

p, and "Speak Easily," July 2.

Washington Whirlpool" is another

n production, while "China Seas,"

Downstairs," "Skyscraper Souls"

nd "Smilin' Through" are to start

)on.

DOUBLE CREDITS IN DRIVE
Pittsburgh — Warner theaters in

is zone, under the district man-
^ership of John H. Harris, will

ve one week of "double credits"

1 their "Coin' To Town" Drive, a

i-ature of the bonus plan announced

Joseph Bernhard, general manag-
which permits managers to share

profits above specified quotas.

latever points the managers se-

e during the week will be doubled

the main office. The "double

-dit" is to enable managers cur-

.ntly trailing in the drive to bet-

;r their standings.

(ARRY ARTHUR CLOSES ONE
Hartford, Conn.—The Palace, one

I the Harry Arthur circuit, former-

r operated by Fox New England,

ill close for the summer June 9.

harles L. Benson is house manager.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Roslyn Playhouse, theatrical business; W.

. McManus, Glen Cove. $50,000 pfd., 2,50iJ

lares common. ^NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
Sixth Street Amusement Co., Camden,

oseph H. Carr, Camden, N. J. 100 shares

ommon.
Cleaves- Hobson Co.. Trenton, amusement

titerprises; Donald K. Cameron, Trenton.

\. J. $25,000.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

_ HOLLYWOOD
'P'REM CARR, Monogram produc-

tion head, announces the comple-
tion of "Honor of the Mounted,"
eighth of the Monogram western
series, starring Tom Tyler. Others
in the cast are Celio Ryland, Fran-
cis McDonald, Stanley Blystone, G.
D. Wood, Arthur Millett, William
Dwire and Theodore Lorch. Harry
Fraser was the director.

* * *

"Suburb," a new novel by Vera
Caspary, co-author of the New York
stage success, "Blind Mice," has
been purchased by Paramount for
production as a talking picture with
Clive Brook and Charlie Ruggles
playing leading roles under direc-
tion of Stephen Roberts.

* * *

David Manners, who has just com-
pleted "Crooner" for First National,
will be a member of the cast of

"They Call It Sin" when that pic-

ture enters production shortly at

First National. Loretta Young will

have the featured role, and others
already assigned to the cast are
George Brent, Una Merkel and Louis
Calhern. Thornton Freeland will di-

rect.

* * *

One of the prized possessions of

Mrs. Wallace Smith, wife of the
prominent novelist and scenarist, is

a cablegram received from Amer-
ica's illustrious aviatrix, Amelia
Earhart Putnam. The latter is the
wife of Smith's publisher and an
intimate friend of Mrs. Smith.

* * *

Regis Toomey's pal, "Bozo," is

proudly displaying a new molar, in-

stalled recently by a dentist. The
actor's pet wire-haired terrier lost

a front tooth in a fight with a police

dog.
* * *

Two major producing organiza-

tions, it is reported, are negotiating

for the services of Max Ree, for-

merly in charge of the art. costume
and sets department for RKO. Ree's

sets for "Cimarron" won him the

Academy award last year.
* * *

William LeBaron, who recently

signed with Paramount as an asso-

ciate producer, is cutting his rest

period short to start work with the

Zukor organization.
« * *

Ann Brody has been signed for a

role in Paramount's "Half a Hero,"

joining a cast which includes Stu-

art Erwin, Joan Blondell, ZaSu Pitts,

Ben Turpin, Sam Hardy, Victor Po-

tel, Bobby Vernon, "Snub" Pollard

and Helen Jerome Eddy.
* *

"Undesirable Lady" has been

chosen as the final definite title for

Elissa Landi's newest Fox picture,

formerly known as "Burnt Offer-

ing." The featured support of the

star in this production includes Paul

Lukas, Warner Oland, Alexander
Kirkland. Frank Lloyd is directing.

* * *

RKO Radio pictures has cast Fay
Wray in the feminine lead of "The
Most Dangerous Game," first Merian
C. Cooper-Ernest B. Schoedsack pro-
duction of a series of adventure and
mystery films.

« * *

Minna Gombell has been cast in

the new Janet Gaynor-Charles Far-
rell Fox picture, "The First Year."
Henry Kolker and Elda Vokel have
also been added to the cast. The
picture is now before the cameras
in Hollywood with William K. How-
ard directing.

* * *

Joan Blondell, instead of Ann
Dvorak, will have the featured role

in "Central Park," when First Na-
tional puts that story into produc-
tion this summer, according to lat-

est word from the studios. Mervyn
LeRoy is expected to go to New
York with the principals of his cast

for the filming of the location se-

quences for "Central Park."
* * *

Betty Gillette, New York society
girl recently signed by Warner
Bros., was selected for an important
role in "Pickin' a Winner," two-reel
Vitaphone Technicolor picture which
Sam Sax is producing for Vitaphone.

* * *

Columbia has signed Barbara
Weeks for the feminine lead oppo-

site Ben Lyon, and Tom Dugan for

the principal comedy part in "Mur-
der in a Pullman."

* * *

The cast now supporting Richard
Barthelmess in "The Cabin in the

Cotton" at First National has been
enlarged by the addition of Walter
Percival, Erville Alderson, Charles

Middleton, William LeMaire, Vir-

ginia Hammond and Florine McKin-
ney.

* * *

Charles Grapewin will enact a role

in "The Challenger," Paramount film

starring George Bancroft with

Wynne Gib.son in the leading fem-
inine role.

* *

Raoul Roulien, South American
musical comedy and dramatic star,

who made his film debut in the

United States in "Delicious" with

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell,

has been re-signed by Fox Films.

* *

"Children of Pleasure," Ruth
Chatterton's second starring vehicle

for First National, has reached com-
pletion.

* * *

"Make Me a Star," will be the re-

lease title of Paramount's comedy-
drama of Hollywood life and ro-

mance which has been under pro-

duction under the title of "Gates of

Hollywood."

HARRY COi DISPELS IDEA

or ONE-MAN ORGANIZATION

{Continued from Paqc 1)

to me alone. If I died to-morrow,
Sam Briskin would take up where
I left oflF and perform the job just
as ably. There are at least a dozen
men at the studio who could do the
same in the event that anything
happened both to Briskin and me.
Columbia today is bigger and more
important than any one man in it.

Its future is not what I or my broth-
er make of it but what all of you
make of it. Therefore your growth
and future prosperity and success
rests squarely upon your own
efforts."

Speaking of Columbia's policy for
future promotions, Cohn said that
he and Charles Rosenzweig, general
sales manager, had discussed the
matter and that all advances would
be made from the ranks. Any men
desiring to join the organization
hereafter would have to start at the
bottom, regardless of past positions,

and compete with the Columbia co-

workers for better jobs.

Rosenzweig spoke on sales policies

and on the company's plans to give
more help to small exhibitors. Other
speakers were Abe Montague, Joe
McConville and Hal Hode.

Schulberg Sees Novelty
Most Popular Next Year

(Continued from Pacir 1)

new twists will score, the Paramount
production executive said.

"The public wants to get away
from conventional thinking in order
to forget the depression," Schulberg
asserted.

Schulberg expects that Carey
Grant, Randolph Scott and George
Raft will soon develop into Para-
mount stars. The studio's training

school for players, under direction

of Stuart Walker, also is developing
the following for stardom: Adrienne
Ames, Frances Dee, Claire Dodd,

Charles Starrett and Kent Taylor.

Vitaphone Eastern Plant

Resumes Activity June 8
(Continued from Page 1)

it was stated yesterday by Monroe
Shaff, assistant to Sax. Rumors that

Vitaphone might transfer all its

shorts production to the coast were
denied by Shaff.

COMING & GOING

JAY SHRECK leaves New York immedi-

ately to join "The Hollywood Daily Re-

porter" at the Coast.

I-:i)l)lE (iRIKFITH and HORACE JACK-
S(1N of the Radio Pictures story department

left for the coast yesterday.

MEl.VVX DOUGLAS and his wife.

HEl.KN CAH.AGAN, have returned to New
NOrk Iroiii Hollywood, where Douglas has

ju-'t completed the first year of his contract

with .Samuel Goldwyn.
WALTER LANG, director, has returneil

Ir.m ahroad and is spending a few days in

New York.



"Oh, How I Hate To Get
Up in the Morning"

( Harawounl)

Dave I'leisclier has a new way of

introducing his screen songs. Two
radio personalities lead oflF with the

song, which is followed by cartoon

scenes of camping life. Betty Boop
conies in for a shot in the mess hall

and slie guides the bouncing ball for

a song The short ends with the

radio bovs finishing the tune. .Ac-

cording to a Rialto audience, the

number got over great. Running
time. 7 minutes.

M.P* DAILY, .

THATS THE

WAY WITH

ALL PARAMOUNT SHORTS

-w-Good, entertaining short subjects are as essential to your box office suc-

cess as are good features. The smart fans of today demand high-quality

entertainment from the very start of the show to the end. Give it to them

and they come back smiling. Meaningless, unfunny comedies and other

"program- fillers" that are just so much film send them away disgruntled.

Be safe! Show PARAMOUNT SHORT FEATURES. The kind of enter-

tainment that gets over great with all audiences.

PARAMSUXT SHSRTS
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1OX Union Scale Cut Coming Up at LA. T. S. E. Meet

SALES HEADS MEET INJAYS OFFICE INFERENCE

3 Crawfords, 3 Shearers on M-G-M*s New Program

52 Features Scheduled
for 1932-33, Says
N. M. Schenck

M-G-M's program for the new
year will include three Joan Craw-
ford vehicles and three starring
Norma Shearer, President Nicholas
M. Schenck said yesterday. Fifty-
two features will be sold.

MORE EMOTIONAL STORIES

ADVOCATED BY PAUL BERN

stories accepted for M-G-M's new
season's product will necessarily be
based on sincerity, honesty of char-
acter and situation, and robust com-
edy rather than the "light" type,
Paul Bern, production executive, told

The Film Daily yesterday. "Our
productions will be made to stir peo-
ple to terrific tears or terrific laugh-
ter. This is a time for photoplay
entertainment that will move the
public to greater emotional heights,

than ever before," said Bern, who is

here for a ten-day vacation.

Philly Indie Exchanges
Ban Ten-Cent Houses

Philadelphia — Independent ex-

changes operating in this territory

have pledged themselves to discon-

tinue serving 10-cent houses, having
made this promise to the M. P. T. 0.

in its drive to eradicate the policy.

When the situation was discussed at

a recent board of managers meeting,

it was declared that many of the

10-cent theaters are operated by
transients who sometimes force op-

position to buy them out.

Garbo Worshippers Form Capitors Biggest Line

What is called the longest box-office line in the history of the Capitol,

New York, formed early yesterday morning in connection with the first show-

ing of Greta Garbo's "As You Desire Me." Line reached from Broadway

nearly to Eighth Ave.

New Program Geared to Meet
Changing Tastes, SaysWanger

41-Cent Exemption
Is Expected to Hold

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—With the general ad-

missions tax now in conference be-
tween Senate and House, it is be-
lieved that the conferees will agree
on the 41-cent exemption rather

{Continued on Page 4)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Speaking on the

1932-33 Columbia lineup at the west-
ern sales convention, which closes

today, Vice-President Walter Wan-
ger stated that the new program
would be subject to change because
of shifting public tastes. "This is a
rapidly changing business," said

{Continued on Page 4)

Urges More Pictures Based on Fact

Pointing out that action based on

historical, scientific or other actual

happenings has much stronger au-

dience appeal than pure fiction.

Courtney Ryley Cooper, noted

author, in an interview yesterday,

urged the production of more pic-

tures employing actual facts.

Cooper, whose story, "The Last
Frontier," is on the RKO schedule

{Continued on Page 4)

Harry Langdon to Star
In Educational Series

Harry Langdon has been signed
by Educational Pictures to star in

a series of two-reel comedies under
the brand name "Mermaid." Harry
Edwards and Arvid Gillstrom will

direct. Ernest Pagano and Jack
Townley have been assigned to

write the scenario for Langdon's
first release under the new banner.

Revision of Union Scales
Coming Up at Convention

Duals and Hamburger

Offered for a Nickel

Milwaukee— A local Indie house is giving

the customers their money's worth plus. Pro-

viding two features and shorts at a five-cent

admission price— and hamburger sandwiches

thrown in.

Proposed Jersey Tax
Would Run for a Year

Trenton—A period of one year is

specified as the duration of the pro-

posed state tax, including admis-

sions, to raise money for relief. The
measure as introduced would assess

amusements 1 cent on a 25-cent

ticket, 2 cents from 26 to 50 cents,

3 cents from 51 cents to $1. This

tax would be in addition to any other

levy now or hereafter imposed.

The LA.T.S.E. and M.P.O., at its

annual convention beginning Mon-
day in Columbus, 0., may go on
record urging its various locals to
accept a reduction in scale approxi-
mating 10 per cent. This proposal
will be made as a means of relieving
pressure on theaters. A number of

locals have already accepted 10 per
cent cuts.

Sam Kaplan and a party of 11

operators' union members have left

New York for the convention.

Plans for Economies Are
Discussed at Joint

Meeting
steps toward effecting further

economies in distribution, without
salary cuts, were taken by sales

managers at a meeting at the Hays
office yesterday morning. Gabriel
Hess was authorized to appoint a

{Continued on Page 4)

15 FEATURES, 9 COMEDIES

ON PARA.JNVILLE LIST

Paris—Paramount's Joinville stu-

dio has scheduled a line-up of 15

features and nine comedy shorts.

Prominent artists signed for the

new season are Suzy Vernon, Meg
Lemonnier, Saint Granier, Henry
Garat, Marie Glory, Fernand Gra-

vey. Baron Fils, Noel-Noel andl

Pierre Etchepare.

New N. Y. State Unit
Joins Allied Ass'n

Allied Theater Owners of New
York, Inc., formed recently with
headquarters in Suffern, N. Y., ha?
formally joined the Allied body and
will have representation at the New
Jersey Allied convention and meet-
ing of the national group's board of

directors in Atlantic City, June 22-i

24, it was stated yesterday by Sid-|

ney E. Samuelson, president of the

Jersey unit. About 250 are expect-

1

ed to attend the confab, to which
all exhibitors in the east have been
invited.

Free Beer for Patrons

Attending "Wet Parade"

Chicago — Free beer is being served to
patrons of the Orpheum, at State and Monroe,
during the current week's presentation of the
]2-reel M-G-M production, "The Wet Parade.'
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THIEVES GET SHORT END
Milwaukee — Thieves this week

rifled a small safe in the office of
H. E. Lurie, Strand manager, of

$155, but missed approximately $5,-

000 in a larger safe.

Craft Film Lab Enlarges
New York Headquarters
Craft Film Laboratories, Inc.,

whose plant is located at Flushing,
L. I., is taking over the eighth floor
at 729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
A considerable part of this space
will be taken up by a modern pro-
jection room, cutting rooms and the
latest type of Moviolas to be used
in first print and editing work.
Harry Glickman is supervising the
installation of this new equipment.
The work will be completed on or
about July 1.

4 WARNER AUGUST RELEASES
Warner Bros, will release four

features during the month of Aug-
ust. They are "The Night Flower,"
from the "Saturday Evening Post"
serial by Arthur Stringer, starring
Barbara Stanwyck, scheduled for
Aug. 6; "Crooner," from the Rian
James novel, with David Manners
and Ann Dvorak, Aug. 13; "Two
Against the World," Constance Ben-
nett vehicle from the story by Ma-
rion Dix and Jerry Horwin, Aug. 20,
and "Big City Blues," from the
story by Ward Morehouse, "New
York Sun" columnist, with Joan
Blondell and Eric Linden, Aug. 27.

S.M.P.E. TO NOMINATE
Nomination of S. M. P. E. officers

for the ensuing year will take place
at a meeting of the board of man-
agers scheduled for July 7 at the
Hotel Pennsylvania, New York. In-
dications are that the presidency
will again be offered to Dr. A. N.
Goldsmith, present incumbent. Bal-
loting will be carried on by mail.

RKO ADDS TO VAUDE
RKO has installed full week

vaude policies in three more houses.
They are: Keith's Boston, Hill St.,

Los Angeles, and Golden Gate, San
Francisco.

RKO Circuit Adopts
Condensed Musicals

RKO is set to try out the con-
densed musical comedy version idea
in its houses. First show will be
Ziegfeld's "Whoopee," which will be
scheduled for 32 weeks, with Mil-
ton Berle probably included in the
cast. Bobby Connolly will produce
the show. Others will be put on if

the plan clicks.

Fanny Hurst and Broun
On M. P. Forum Slate

Fanny Hurst, noted author, and
Heywood Broun, columnist of the
World-Telegram, are slated to be
the speakers at next Tuesday's lun-
cheon forum of the Motion Picture
Club.

BIG 4 "DIVIDEND CHECKS"
Special "dividend checks," a fea-

ture of the $15,000 Dividend Drive
which Big 4 is featuring and which
will bring vacation money and "ex-
tras" to many employees connected
with Big 4's affiliated exchanges,
will be mailed June 10 to those who
have closed business included in the
Drive to date. On the 10th of each
succeeding month subsequent busi-
ness will be reimbursed, according
to Charles L. Glett, vice-president.

THE iNDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Columbia western sales convention.
Los Angeles.

June 6: Testimonial dinner to Oscar Mor-
gan and Percy Block, Philadelphia.

June 6-7: Warner-First National sales con-
ference. Park Central Hotel, New York.

July 7: Meeting of board of managers o(
S.M.P.E. to nominate officers for the
year. Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internation-
al Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployes and M. P. Operators, Memorial
Hall, Columbus. O.

June 7-8: Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, Den-
ver.

June 14-lS: Annual convention of M.P.T O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil-
waukee.

June 15: Testimonial dinner to Louis "Pop"
Korson, Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phila-
delphia. 7 P. M.

June 22: Twentieth Film DaUy Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 22-24: Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting of
Allied States Ass'n board of directors.
St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

HOWSON TO OFFICIATE
Albert Howson, director of cen-

sorship for Warner Bros., will offi-

ciate at the Davis Cup inter-zone
tennis matches between the U. S.
and Brazilian teams to be held at
the West Side Tennis Club, Forest
Hills, June 9 to 11. Howson is a
member of the Tennis Umpires As-
sociation.
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COLUMBIA MAY DO PLAYS
Columbia is understood to be

again considering the production of
plays which promise suitable ma-
terial for the screen. Subject is still

in the conversational stage.

BALTO. HOUSE REOPENS
Baltimore—The Rivoli reopens to-

day as a first-run under the man-
agement of the newly formed Rivoli
Amusement Co. Clyde V. McKay
will be manager and Henry D.
Thatcher house manager.

WALTER NOLAN GOES RADIO
Walter L. Nolan, former theater

manager with RKO, Publix, Loew's
and Skouras, is now devoting his en-
tire time to radio work. His rich
baritone voice is being heard over
WPCH every Wednesday and Thurs-
day morning.

DICKINSON SELLS TWO
Trenton, Mo.—Glen W. Dickinson

has sold the Hubble to M. W. Hub-
ble, former owner. The Plaza has
been sold to Lee Jones by the same
circuit.

COLLIGAN MARRYING
Jimmy Colligan, assistant to Wal-

ter Wanger, will be married tomor-
row morning to Dorothy Walker of
Flushing. The ceremony will take
place at the bride's home. Mr. and
Mrs. Colligan will make their home
at Chappaqua, N. Y.

English Derby Televised
From Track to Theater

London — Television broadcasting
of the English Derby from Epsom
Downs to a white screen, nine feet
by seven, in a London movie house,
was "a reasonably successful experi-
ment considering the great technical
difficulties involved," said J. L.
Baird, the inventor. It was the first
demonstration of television on such
a scale.

BRENT IN SING-SING YARN
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warner Bros, will

make a screen version of "20,000
Years in Sing-Sing," by Warden
Lewis E. Lawes, with George Brent
in the leading role.

FREE PARKING
The Brooklyn Paramount is now

offering free automobile parking fa-
cilities to its patrons.

J. ROY YOUNG PROMOTED
Kansas City—J. Roy Young, with

Paramount's branch here for about
11 years, has been appointed sales

manager to succeed Joe Manfre, now
branch manager.

THOMAS W. BOYD DEAD
Chicago—Thomas W. Boyd, chair-

main of American Seating Co., is

dead at his home here. He was 71.

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED
Premium Opposition for Theatres

National Known Organization

Write— Give Full Detail of Past

Experiences, Connections, etc.

Box 919, c/o The Film Daily

1650 Broadway New York City

MARCHETTI DIRECTS PROGRAM
Attilio Marchetti, who has been

musical director for motion pictures
and theater orchestras, will direct
the symphony program to be given
next Tuesday evening in the Grand
Lodge Room of the Freemasons
Hall, West 23rd St., by Garibaldi
Lodge No. 542 F. & A. M. in com-
memoration of the 50th anniversary
of the death of Giuseppi Garibaldi.
Marchetti also is master of the
lodge. General Peppino Garibaldi,
grandson of the hero, will be among
the guests of honor.

WANTED
Animating stands. Must be in good

condition.

Box 1006, c/o The Film Daily

1650 Broadway New York City

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912



NEXT WEEK you'll know whether youVe going

to stand still—or go places— in 1933.

NEXT WEEK you'll hear the plans of the one

producer whose assurances carry the weight

of past performance.

NEXT WEEK you'll learn about 1933 from the

company you've learned to count on in 1932.

NEXT WEEK a thousand Rumors of great

events from Warner Bros, and First National

will crystallize into exciting Fact!

NEXT WEEK you'll hear from Headquarters!

. . . PREPARE TO READ EVERY WORD OF AN AN-

NOUNCEMENT THAT WILL UPSET ALL YOUR OLD

IDEAS OF PICTURE PRODUCTION AND SELLING!
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HAYS OFFICE CONFERENCE

18 HELD BHALES CHIEFS

(.Continued from Page 1")

committee which will investigate the

situation and make recommenda-
tions toward its solution.

Distribution setups, from ex-

changes to home offices, were exam-

ined and discussed. Suggestions

were made along lines of consolidat-

ing certain departments. Keynote

of the meeting was to effect what-

ever economies are practical with-

out impairing of morale.

Urges More Pictures

Based on Actual Facts
{Continued from Page 1)

for next season, cited incidents in

the Frank Buck jungle film, "Bring
'Em Back Alive," previewed here

this week, in which one of the high-

lights is a battle between a Royal
Bengal tiger and a 30-foot python.

RUST STARTS NEW OFFICE
Dallas—L. B. Rust, who recently

resigned as sales manager of Allied

Film Exchange, of which Jack K.

Adams is president, has started ac-

tivity with his new booking company
designed to aid exhibitors in prepar-

ing schedules of pictures, handling

trailer orders and assisting on ac-

cessories.

NOBLESVILLE'S NEW HOUSE
Noblesville, Ind.—Under the man-

agement of H. S. Orr, formerly of

Indianapolis, the new Noblesville

theater has opened. The house is

one of the most attractive in the

state and will play pictures exclu-

sively, with four weekly changes, at

25 cents top and 10 cents for kids.

DERBY BRINGS FILM HOLIDAY
London—Tom Walls, screen com-

edian and owner of the English

Derby winner, April the Fifth, is

giving a week's holiday with pay to

everybody working on his current

production at Elstree. This is in

accordance with a promise he made
if his horse won.

BARBARA WEEKS FOR SERIES
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Barbara Weeks has

been signed by Columbia for a series

of pictures soon to be announced.

COMING & GOING

QHARLIE CHAPLIN has sailed from
Yokohama for the U. S., arriving in Seattle

about June 14.

E. B. HATRICK, head of William Ran-
dolph Hearst's motion picture interests, re-

turned yesterday from Los Angeles.
PAUL MUNI will sail on the Virginia

tomorrow bound for Hollywood and the War-
ner Bros, studios, where he is to be the star

of "I'm a Fugitive."
DOUGLAS COOPER, accompanied by I.

J. ROHER, after spending a few days in

New York is returning to the headquarters
of the Excellent Film Exchange in 'Toronto,
making the trip by motor.
ARTHUR COHEN, managing director of

Famous Players Canadian, paid a visit yes-

terday to A. W. Smith, Warner-First Na-
tional executive in charge of Eastern and
Canadian sales and distribution.

AlONG lALTO

• • • SINCE THE organization of the A.M.P.A.'s years

ago they have given about 486 testimonial dinners to

various celebs in and out of the industry but nobody
ever thought of giving the pressageys a Testimonial it

remained for Carl Winston to hit on the bright idea so

he threw a party for the pressageys in the College Room of the

Astor.

• • • AND THE way the gang turned out it looked like a

Block-Aid party for unemployment relief the overflow

was taken care of by the theatrical boys who were giving a

testimonial luncheon to Lee Shubert on the same floor

adversity has brought the stage and screen very close together
nowadays it's hard to figure out whether a guy wins

a Testimonial because he's down and out or whether it

is promoted by his competitors in order to put him on the spot

because he's growing too successful

• • • SO IT was with a sense of mystification that the
pressageys sat down to the luncheon they are so used to

passing out the salve to others no wonder they grow
suspicious when someone hands them the jello

• • • THE LUNCHEON proved to be swell with
a load of real Canadian atmosphere then when it came
time for the speeches Ed Finney explained that the host,

Carl Winston was unable to be present on account of

illness in his family it seems that Mister Winston super-
vised "Monte Carlo Madness" which opens today at the
Roxy a Ufa production being released by First Divi-
sion which everybody knows is run by Harry Thomas

• • • SO THE A.M.P.A. prexy gave a verbal testimonial
to Bert Ennis new publicity director of the Roxy
and Bert gave a testimonial to Harry Kosch acting as
receiver of the Roxy Harry wasn't quite sure just where
he stood . but he played safe his address was a
diplomatic mixture of defense, justification and apology
with NO Promises ain't that just like a lawyer?

• • • THEN CAME Clark Robinson, stage producer for
the Roxy he has seen lots of things happen at that
theayter so he played safe also with a Testimonial
to all the world and Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, in charge of
the orchestra came right out in the open and bally-
hooed "Monte Carlo Madness" opening at the Roxy this
week-end at last the pressageys breathed easy
they were very much relieved now they knew why they
had been given a. Testimonial any possible doubt in their
minds was dispelled by Herbert Grau, American representative
for Ufa

• • • IT'S A great idea and the pressageys are
hoping a lot of other producers and distributors will give 'em
testimonial luncheons they won't have to see the pix
to write the pressagey dope they can get it all at the
Testimonials along with a nice free luncheon
we're laying odds that if they do the pressbooks will
take on a spontaneous glow and enthusiasm such as no
pressbook ever showed before and that's Something

« « « » » »
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PROGRAM GEARED TO NEH

NEWTASTE^AYSWANGE

(Continued from Page 1)

Wanger, "and it is suicidal for an

organization to plan a definitely s(

lineup." He urged closer coopen
tion between the production an
sales departments, requesting th
men in the field to forward idea
obtained in their direct contacts wit
exhibitors. The most importan
needs of all organizations today ar
honesty, imagination, courage, ag
gressiveness and adaptability, Wan
ger declared. He also stated that on
of the industry's greatest evils i

that too many pictures go into am
out of theaters without the com
munities knowing it, because the
lack the background of previous!
prepared circulation appeal.

Sam Briskin was receiving con
gratulations all day yesterday on hi

promotion to the general manager
ship of the Columbia studios.

President Harry Cohn and thi

eastern delegation will leave todaj
for New York, where Cohn is to bi

on hand for the world premiere o:

"American Madness." Charle;
Rosenzweig, Hal Hode, Rube Jack
ter, Lou Weinberg, Abe Montague
and Joe McConville are included ii

the party.

41-Cent Exemption
Is Expected to Hold

(Continued from Page 1)

than the 46-cents as proposed in th«

House bill. As the senators chosei

have not been especially favorablf

to the industry, it is believed that

no eff'ort will be made by them to

raise the exemption to 46 cents

Senators Smoot, Watson, Reed
Republicans, and Harrison and King.

Democrats, are meeting witl

Representatives Collier, Crisp, Rai-

ney, Democrats, and Hawley and

Treadwell, Republicans. With Con'

gress moving rapidly to early ad-

journment, it is believed very un

likely that any new copyright legis-

lation will be possible of adequate

consideration or enactment.

# ^.k'&^.^^/p

Best wishes ara extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

June 3
I. M. Orowitz

Kerry Clarke

George A. Davidson, Jr.

Francis E. Ziesse

J
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COVERS EVERYTHING
GOES EVERyWHERE—

IT'S STANDARD

k

THE MANY BRANCHES OF THE

BUSINESS ARE THOROUGHLY

AND COMPLETELY COVERED IN

The 1932

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK^

Production, personnel, exploitation, theaters, financial, equipment,

buying guide, foreign and a thousand and one other items are

reported in this compendium of motion picture information. No

one in the industry can afford to be without it!

Fill in the coupon below and you will receive the Year Book, and

THE FILM DAILY six times a week, for a year.

NOW I

FREE TO
FILM DAILY

SUBSCRIBERS

THE FILM DAILY,

1650 Broadway,

New York City.

Enter my subscription to THE FILM DAILY, and send me a

1932 YEAR BOOK. I enclose $10.00 (foreign $15.00).

Name

Street

City.. State.
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Allied to Discuss Advisability of Entering Politics

CIRCUITSTO CLOSE N. JJOUSES IF T^PASSES
Tax Bill With Exemption to 41 Cents Going to Hoover
Senate and House Agree

On Admission Tax
Provisions

H'ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington —

• With exemption
]fixed on tickets up to the Senate
figure of 41 cents, the admission tax
was reported in the House yester-
day (Friday) by the Senate and
House conferees. Unanimous consent

{Continued on Page 11)

LEAPERQUIT8PARAM0UNT;

SUCCEEDED BY L.H. DALLY

Ted Leaper, one of Publix's ace
managers and in charge of the
Paramount, New York, since its

'pening, has resigned. He is being
succeeded by L. H. Dally, district

manager for Publix headquartering
in Chicago.

Publix Chicago Territory

Realigned in 3 Districts

Realignment of the Chicago ter-

Iritory by Publix has resulted in the

(assignment of Harry Lustgarten to

ithe office of Milton H. Feld, division-

al director, in New York, while Carl

iStrodel takes over special duties in

Ithe Chicago division office and Lester

H. Dally comes to the New York
Paramount.

The Chicago territory has been

redivided into three districts instead

of four as heretofore. Dave Waller-

stein, formerly of John Balaban's

New York office, Dave Balaban and
{Continued on Page 11)

Wm. F. Canavan Resigns from Publix
William F. Canavan, former president- of the I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. who

joined Paramount Publix last February, has left that organization after tender-

ing his resignation. He was in charge of union dealings for Publix. As yet

Canavan has made no plans for the future.

EXPECT TO EINISH PLANS

FOR BROOKHART MEASURE

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Perfection of plans

for carrying on the fight for the
Brookhart bill while Congress is in

recess is expected to be accomplished
by Allied leaders at the forthcom-
ing meeting in Atlantic City. Speci-
men speeches and literature have

{Continued on Page 11)

15 SALESMEN ADDED

IN MONOGRAM DRIVE

Addition of 15 salesmen this week
among the Monogram branches
brings the total sales force on the
company's initial drive, known as the
"Ray Johnston Sales Parade," up to

141 men in the field, says Eddie
Golden, sales manager. Golden has
set a quota of $500,000 a month for

this drive.

Participation in Politics

To Be Discussed by Allied

City Movie Inspector

Asked in Louisiana Bill

Burr Signs 3 Directors

For 3 Productions Each
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—C. C. Burr has signed

Christy Cabanne, Elmer Clifton and
Louis King to direct three pictures

each on his new program for in-

dependent release.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Advisability of ex-

hibitors utilizing their screens in

the forthcoming political campaigns,
with a view to aiding friendly can-
didates by running slides and trail-

ers, will be gone into at the Allied
meeting to be held June 22-24 at the

{Continued on Page 3)

Pliable Programs
—turmoil of the day calls for quick trigger work
:^ss:==i By DON CARLE GILLETTE ^

Baton Rouge. La.—Appointment of an in-

spector, whose salary would be paid by movie

theaters, to pass upon the moral quality of

films shown in New Orleans, and also inspect

theaters for safety and sanitary conditions, is

specified in a bill introduced into the House

by Representative Gilbert J. Fortier.

PLIABILITY is going to be one of the most important single requirements for the

success of producing schedules in the coming season.

In the present state of all-around upheaval, no company is enough of a seer to

forecast what the next twelve months will bring in the way of national and world

events and consequent shifts in public moods and tastes.

Organizations with easily movable programs will be in the best position to take

advantage of changes that differ from their original plans.

Guessing and theoretical forecasting are unsafe. This is amply illustrated by those

who thought comedy pictures would get the big play in 1931-32 because the weary

public wanted to laugh its troubles away.

Only a limited number of pictures can follow perenially safe lines.

The others must ride the wave of timeliness.

{Continued on Page 2)

RKO and Warner Bros.
Fighting New Jersey

State Tax Bill

RKO will likely close all its New
Jersey houses with the exception of
its Newark theater, with Warner in

turn closing about 50 per cent of

its New Jersey houses, if the pro-
posed state admission tax law is

passed at Trenton next week, The
Film Daily learns. The tax, which
is favored by both Republican and
Democratic leaders, calls for 1 cent

{Continued on Page 3)

MORE DECENTRAOzATION

SEEN BYJDD ROGERS

More extensive decentralization of
circuit theaters, as well as higher
rentals in keeping with better qual-
ity product, are predicted for next
season by Budd Rogers, assistant

general sales manager of World
Wide Pictures. Rogers says he looks

forward to a good selling season
and a marked increase in accounts.

"It is going to be our duty to try
{Continued on Page 3)

Kent and Sheehan to Hold
Coast Production Confab
Sidney R. Kent leaves New York

on Wednesday for the coast to con-

fer on production matters with Win-
field R. Sheehan, who resumes com-
plete charge of the studio about that

date, following his return from a

European vacation. Sol Wurtzel will

{Continued on Page 3)

Rate Reduction Extended

By Express Companies

Atlanta—Definite assurance that the reduc-

tion in express rates on films returning to

exchanges in the southeastern section of the

country will be extended to Sept. 30 has been

given to James H. Butner, manager of Educa-

tional's Atlanta branch, by representatives of

the Railway Express Agency and the South-

eastern Express. It has not yet been decided

that the reduction will be made permanent.

J
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QLOTATIOXS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High lx)w Close Chg.

Columbia Fict. ctfs. 4^ 4Ji
Con. Fm. Ind 1% I'A
F,a5t, Kodak A2% 40ji
Fox Fm. "A" Ifi 1J4
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 'A %
Loew's, Inc 17^ 16
MetroGoldwyn pfd. IS IS
Paramount 2^ IJi
Pathe Exch H H
KCA 3.^ iVi
RCA pf. "A" (3/,) 12J^ \2%
RCA pf. "B" 6 5
RKO 2% IK
Warner Bros Ji >^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea, "A"... 515 516 5 16 + 1-U.
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. !4 ^ %
Trans I.ux y^ ^ ^

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
<;en. Th. Eq. 6s40 IJi 1^ IH
Keith AO 6s 46.. 25 24
Lficw 6s 4Iww 6854 67J^
Paramminl 6s 47.. 19j^ \7'/i
Par. By. 55^s5I... 36 36
Par. Sj/JsSO 17J< 15
I'athe 7s37 56^^ 56"/5
Warner's 6»39 .... II 9%

Pliable Programs
turmoil of the day calls for quick t» igger work
;;^^^^^;^^;^^^^^^^;^ (Cofitiitued from Page 1)

And you can't disport in a sea of waves if you have a load on your back.

And in keeping tab on the public pulse, exhibitors in the field can be of inestimable

help to the producers.

CROM a general and long range point of view, there is nothing to be alarmed about

' if the number of summer closings this year is higher than usual and the number of

theaters in active operation considerably below the peak level.

Overseating has been a problem of the movie industry for more than half a decade.

Because of abnormal returns up to 1930, the situation did not crop out in its true

light until the whole country was deep in the throes of a major slump.

But a readjustment has been inevitable for some years.

Closing of as much as half of the country's 1929 total of theaters could be accom-

plished without reducing the aggregate seating capacity by much more than a fourth.

And it would be healthier to have 10,000 houses in operation with the big majority

showing a profit, than 20,000 operating and most of them in the red.

4J4 +
VA +
4m +
VA ..

U'A + 'A

n + Vim + 'A

H + '/8

i'A + H
i2'A -f 2

SH + Wi
2/8 + K
V*

I
AST Saturday night, while most of the Broadway first-runs were yawning for cus-

^ tomers, the Little Picture House, arty on East Fiftieth Street, had all its seats full

and several rows of standees.

On the program were two features, "This Is the Night," an ideal picture for class

audiences who appreciate the finer efforts of the screen, and "Zane Grey's Adventures

in the South Seas," big-game fishing expedition with beauty and thrills appealing to

class and mass alike; also a couple of shorts.

hiere was perfect judgment in fitting the booking to the situation.

It demonstrates, likewise, that it is practical and profitable to cater to specialized

audiences if the proposition is tackled right.

Some different methods may have to be employed, particularly in distribution of

the product, but the fact remains that if the legitimate stage was able to prosper by

putting on $100,000 productions which played to less than 500,000 patrons in a whole
season, there ought to be money in producing class pictures costing about the same
amount and having a potential audience far greater than the stage.

pLAYERS with stage experience are more in demand now than ever before—an ironic

' state of affairs, considering that stage activity has been reduced to its lowest level

within memory.
Sooner or later, motion picture producers and theater owners will have to step

out and do something to restore and maintain the stage as a supply source for future

talent and a testing ground for story material to be used in pictures.

Actors' Equity Ass'n has ideas that would aid the film industry in working out
this situation.

24
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NAGEL SIGNS AGAIN
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Conrad Nagel, who

has^ been on the M-G-M roster for
the last ten years, has signed a new
contract with that company.

fJJ»»»««»MK«««»K«.»»,••.*•.»«>•>«>«.»«';

New York
1.^40 Broadway
BRyaot S 4712

1 )4 Cr«acant 8t~ \i
STillwall 4-7B40 |-|

Ginsberg Due in East
For Production Confab

Henry Ginsberg, general manager
for Hal Roach's productions, is due
in New York by airplane Sunday
morning to confer with M-G-M ex-
ecutives regarding additional details
of production plans at the Roach
studios. Four comedy units already
are in work on the new program.

Lone Island City

§
Eastman Films I

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc.||

C. C. BURR BUYS STORY
Wi-st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Holljrwood—C. C. Burr has bought

"The Master Magician," original
screen story by George F. Worts,
author of "The Phantom President."
which will be George M. Cohan's
vehicle for Paramount. Gayne Whit-
man will play the title role in the
Burr feature.

Val Paul With Rogers
As General Manager

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Val Paul, who re-

signed as studio manager at RKO,
has joined Charles R. Rogers as
general manager. E. W. Butcher
succeeded him at RKO.

MONTGOMERY WITH DAVIES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Marion Davies and

Robert Montgomery will be co-star-
red by M-G-M in an original story
by Frances Marion. The film will
be directed by Edmund Goulding.

Chicago
727 Indiana At*
r'Al.umat jsgi

^w«»ac««««*^g^'mTnTmwnwreTw«ir:
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HollTwood It

4700 Santa Uonica m
Blvd. :.t

HOMTwood4121 S.t

E. J. SPARKS ILL
.Jacksonville, Fla.—E. J. Sparks,

circuit operator, is in the hosnital
at Augusta, Ga., recuperating from
nervous overstrain.

S1,000 DENVER HOLDUP
Denver -After binding the night

watchman, two thugs burned the
lock off the safe at the State and
escaped with .$1,000, most of three
days' receipts.

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block

ON THE BOARDWALK
ATLANTIC CITY

A Smart Hotel in
America's Smartest Resort
Ideal Convention Faciliti es

ATTRACTIVE RATES

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing. Financing, Laboratory Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. NYC

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

June 6: Testimonial dinner to Oscar Mor-
gan and Percy Block, Philadelphia.

June 6-7 : Warner-First National sales con-
ference. Park Central Hotel, New York.

Ju'y 7 : Meeting of board of managers ot
S.M.P.E. to nominate officers for the
year. Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.

June 6-9
: Annual convention of Internation-

al Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployes and M. P. Operators, Memorial
Hall, Columbus, O.

June 7-8: Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owmers' Ass'n, Den-
ver.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil-
waukee.

June IS: Testimonial dinner to Louis "Pop"
Korson, Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phila-
delphU. 7 P. M.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains. N. Y.

June 22-24 : Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting of

Allied States Ass'n board of directors,
St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

N. Y. MAY GET S.M.P.E. MEETl
Expectations are that New York|

will get the next S.M.P.E. meet-
ing, scheduled for next fall. Mat-

'

ter will be decided at the board of
managers to be held at the Penn-
sylvania July 7.

<

RUSS
COLUMBO

in person

AND HIS BAND

The Romeo
of Song

WOODMANSTEN
•* INN »

OFF PELHAM PARKWAY
ON WILLIAMSBRIDGE R.OAD

Phone TAtrT,adge 5 -2130
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CLOSING or NJ. HOUSES

SEEN IF STATETAX PASSES

{Continued from Page 1)

on admissions up to 25 cents, 2 cents
on from 25 to 50 cents, 3 cents on
from 50 cents to a dollar and ten
per cent tax on admissions of one
dollar or over. A public hearing on
the question has been demanded by
Major Thompson of RKO with
Joseph Bernhard of Warners also
waging a determined campaign to

defeat the measure. Other circuits
will join their forces with RKO and
Warner. In New Jersey RKO oper-
ates 17 houses, Warner 71, Para-
mount 17, Skouras 20 and Loew 3.

Kent and Sheehan to Hold
Coast Production Confab

(Continued from Page 1)

simultaneously take up his duties
again as superintendent of the plant
after his vacation abroad. Among
matters to be discussed is that of

setting the Fox release schedule
for the new year.

U. S. Distribs Oppose
Latin-American Policies

Santiago, Chile—Major American
companies are understood to be de-

termined to take a definite stand in

condemnation of the fast-developing
policy of Latin-American countries

to prevent removal of money from
their borders. This position will be

established in Chile, whose drastic

laws prohibit a picture company
from bringing its revenue back to

the United States. Distributors are

reported to have asked for modifi-

cation of the law and expect to form
their policy within 60 days.

Laws of a restrictive nature have
virtually made impossible profitable

operations of American film com-
panies in a number of South Amer-
ican countries. Prospects of corn-

plete cessation of distribution is in

prospect, it is understood, unless

the situation is remedied.

THEATER SAFE CRACKED
Laramie, Wye.—The safe at the

Crown was blown and the robbers

escaped with approximately $350 in

silver. J. G. Burbank is proprietor.

COMING & GOING

BERNIE FREEMAN, M-GM manager
for Australia, and CHARLES MUNROE,
manag.ng director for Hoyt's, sailed Friday

night on the new Monterey for Australia

HENRY GINSBERG, general manager of

ihc Hal Roach studios, arrives Sunday from
the coast by airplane.

LAWRENCE TIBBETT sailed for Europe
Fr.day night on the Majestic.
GEORGE RAFT, who ended a week of

personal appearances at the New York Para-
mount Theater on Thursday night, leit aboard
a transcontinental airplane Friday morning
for Hollywood.
SOL LESSER, will return from the coast

about June IS.

SAMUEL L. "ROXV" ROTHAFEL and
MARTIN BECK arrive from Europe on the
Bremen tomorrow (Sunday).

ALONG lALTO
PIIIL.M.DALY

NtW YOQIC LOS ANGELES

• • • WE OFTEN wonder if there isn't a close parallel
between this film biz and the Broadway columnists
they are both peddling entertainment for the Masses
or, at least, they THINK they are but in the final
analysis both the film producers and the Broadway col-

umnists are found to be catering to a very Limited Circle
traveling along practically the same lines to

wit

• • • TAKE YOUR Broadway columnist overfed
with New York night life cynical hard boiled

saturated with scandal getting over as much
of the latter as he dares dealing with Artificialties

The Froth of Life as observed in night clubs
in the hangouts of playboys and playgirls which junk
has absolutely nothing in common with the American Scene

with the real life of the Nation and its people
as reflected in millions of homes in thousands of cities

and hamlets everywhere far removed from Broadway.

• • • NOW TAKE your average film production
which is getting over practically the same thing cynical

hard boiled as much scandal as will get by the
censors Artificialities the Froth of Life ......
ritzy, sophisticated atmosphere in the lives of playboys and
playgirls about as far removed from the actual lives

of the Masses who live simply in quiet homes in Osh-
kosh, Dubuque and Flatbush as far removed from their
experience of life, we maintain as the flip froth in the
writing of the Broadway columnists which they never
read

* * * *

• • • IF YOU want any further proof consider the
sad fate of two of our leading Broadway columnists who
tried to get their line of hoosh over in films and they
both flopped terrifically proving that they are writing
for a Limited Circle the sophisticates of Broadway
and NOT for the Masses on whom the film biz depends
for its bread and butter and dividends

• • • THAT'S WHY there is only ONE columnist writing
about New York life who is getting over big throughout
the Nation 0.0. Mclntyre whose column is syn-
dicated in 600 newspapers everywhere a bigger total

than all the other syndicated Broadway columns combined .

<* T* T* T

• • • THE POINT we are trying to get over in our art-

less way is this 0. 0. Mclntyre roams about the high-
ways and byways of New York to him Broadway and
its artificialities is only a Phase of Life not the Amer-
ican Scene he talks to the longshoreman on West Street

the old peddler in the Ghetto the cullud pickan-
ninny up in Harlem the bum on the Bowery
the ritzy dame in her Park Avenoo apartment the
scrubwoman over in the Tenth Avenue tenement the
stenog hurrying to her office the tired banker out for

a game of golf hell, he covers EVERYBODY
he covers LIFE

• • • AND THAT, boys and girls, is why O. O. Mclntyre
is read in Oshkosh and Dubuque as well as in Flatbush
he reflects the Life of the Nation as seen in New York

for folks are the same everywhere just plain,

simple folks and mebbe some day the film biz will Wake
Up and reflect simple, homely things in pix and
the Nation will go for them the same as it goes for

Mister Mclntyre's writings

« « « » » »

ALLIED ASS'N TO DISCUSS

TAKING PART IN POLITICS

{Continued from Page 1)

St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City, to
which all exhibitors have been in-
vited. Some Allied officials feel that,
if the independent theater owners
are to continue to receive considera-
tion at the hands of Congress, they
must take a more active interest in
politics and prove themselves potent
and useful, says Abram F. Myers.
Others believe theater owners should
remain neutral.

More Decentralization

Seen by Budd Rogers
{Continued from Page 1)

intelligently to analyze conditions in
every territory and to effect sales
and distribution that will net the
best results," he says. "There is no
question in my mind that circuit
operations will be broken down and
decentralized a great deal more in
the next four months than in the
past year. Circuits will be more
generous in buying outside product,
especially pictures with strong show-
manship angles."

[Regional Sales Meets
Planned by World Wide

' World Wide has abandoned ita

'plan for a national sales convention
;next month. In its place a series of
fterritorial sales and managers' meet-
iings will be held throughout the
icountry, starting June 20.

REG. SMITH COMING OVER
Study of conditions in the Amer-

ican film industry will be made by
Reginald Smith, managing director
of P. D. C, who sails from Eng-
land on June 15. Accompanying
Smith will be Arthur Levey, Mono-
gram representative in London.
While in New York Smith will con-
fer with W. Ray Johnston, presi-

dent of Monogram, whose product
he is distributing.

tta..h.

MANY UAPPY RETUUNS,

June 4-5
Lane Chandler Richard Tucker

Bess Clemens

Garrett Fort Fred Mackaye
William Boyd
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

!Sy RALPH WILK
"DOBBY VERNON, for years a star

for Mack Sennett, Christie and
others, has been signed for a role

in Paramount's comedy-drama of

Hollywood, "Make Me a Star," ioin-

ing a cast headed by Stuart Erwin,
Joan Blondell, ZaSu Pitts and Ben
Turpin.

* * *

Lloyd Bacon has been assigned by
First National to direct Edward G.
Robinson in "Silver Dollar," story

of frontier Colorado. The picture
will enter production late this

month, upon completion of Robin-
son's current vehicle, "Tiger Shark.'

Players already assigned to the
star's supporting cast for "Silver

Dollar" are Bette Davis, Aline Mac-
Mahon and Alan Dinehart.

* * *

Clark and McCullough have start-

ed rehearsals on "The Iceman's
Ball," the first of their new series

of two-reel RKO-Radio comedies.
Ben Holmes wrote *^he story and
Mark Sandrich will direct under the
supervision of Louis Brock.

* * *

Robert Armstrong, who just fin-

ished a reporter's role in "Is My
Face Red?" has received one of the
plums of the new RKO-Radio pro-

gram of 62 features, being cast in

the leading role of an untitled,

graphic story of the barbaric chain
gangs of the South.

* * *

Lee Moran, stage and screen com-
edian, has been signed for the lead-

ing comedy role in "Pickin' a Win-
ner," one of the two-reel Techni-
color musicals which Sam Sax is

producing on the coast for Vita-

phone. * * *

Harry Sweet's first RKO-Radio
two-reel comedy will be entitled

"Just a Pain in the Parlor." It is

scheduled for early production.
* *

Charles Sellon instead of Russell
Simpson will play the role of Judge
Bartlett in "Ride Him, Cowboy," the
western thriller which Warner
Bros, now have in production star-
ring John Wayne and Duke, the
Devil Horse. Ruth Hall is leading
woman. "Ride Him, Cowboy" is be-
ing directed by Fred Allen.

Roscoe Karns, well known screen
comedian, has been added to the
cast of "Two Against the World,"
the new Constance Bennett picture
which is now in production at the
Warner studios under the direction
of Archie Mayo. Neil Hamilton has
the leading masculine role opposite
Miss Bennett. Other members of
the large cast are: Helen Vinson,
Gavin Gordon, Allen Vincent, Wal-
ter Walker, Eulalie Jensen, Alan
Mowbray, Ethel Griffies, Hale Ham-
ilton, Oscar Apfel, Clara Blandick,
Harold Entwistle, and Harold Nel-
son. "Two Against the World" is

based on a story by Marion Dix and
Jerry Horwin, originally called "The
Higher Ups." Sheridan Gibney is the
author of the screen adaptation.

* * *

Cary Grant will play an impor-
tant role opposite Marlene Dietrich
in the Josef von Sternberg produc-
tion, "Blonde Venus," at the Para-
mount studios.

Betty Mack, who has appeared in

several Big 4 westerns recently, has
won the first 1932 Coronado Beach
bathing beauty contest.

Gus Meins, writer, director, car-

toonist and ' gag" man, has been
signed to a writing contract at Hal
Roach studios. Meins is noted as a
director of successful juvenile pic-

tures and some years ago was as-

sociated with the Roach studios as
writer of "Our Gang" comedies. He
is at present collaborating on the
"Taxi Boys" stories.

Our Passing Show: Jeanette Mac-
Donald, Mervyn LeRoy, Leo Mc-
Carey, Tom Patricola, David Selz-

nick, Charles Ruggles, Pandro Her-
man, Wesley Ruggles, Leo Robin,
Leo Morrison, Jerry Horwin, Dave
Werner, Robert Riskin, Gingei
Rogers, Richard Dix, Arthur Lyons,
Pat O'Brien, Arline Judge, Genevieve
Tobin, Harold Slott, Charles K.
Feldman, Purnell Pratt, Lyda Ro-
berti spending Labor Day at Santa
Barbara.

Edward Dowling, for the past two
years dialogue director at the Para-
mount New York studios, has ar-

rived in Hollywood. Before enter-
ing pictures, he staged several Shu-
bert musical productions at the New
York Winter Garden.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
Sii^SSSiiili^^^ By "C. A." '

" B S K O "

starring In

"Looney Tunes"
Produced by

HUGH HARMAN and RUDOLF ISING
In Association with Leon Schlesinger
HARMAN-ISING PRODS., Hollywood

AN all-Jewish talking feature,

titled "A Daughter of Her Peo-
ple," produced by Harry Brown,
Standard Pictures, was completed
last week at the Atlas Sound Studio.

The cast of "A Daughter of Her
People' which was made up of stars

of the Vilna troupe and of the Jew-
ish Art Theater and di7-ected by
George Roland, included Joseph
Greenberg, Chaivi Shneyer, Moshe
Dorf, Jacob Mestal, Morris Rosen-
berg and Helen Blay.

Concurrent with the announce-
ment that the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio is to resume production ac-
tivities on June 8, on which day
Sam Sax returns from the coast,
where he is supervising the produc-
tion of a series of six two-reel Tech-
nicolor musical revues, hosts of
players and extras are daily besieg-
ing the casting office of the Brook-
lyn studio for parts in next season's
Vitaphone shorts.

Shooting on the W. C. Handy mu-
sical has been completed at the
Powers Cinephone Studio under the
direction of Emil Velazco. Handy is

famous as the writer of the "Beale
Street" and "St. Louis" blues songa.

Production on the series of 12
two-reel Lambs' Club shorts for Co-
lumbia under the supervision of
Larry Kent will be started soon at
the Eastern Service Studio in The
Bronx.

•

Tests are being made at the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio for Rufus Le
Maire, Warner's West Coast casting
director, who is in town for a short
visit, in the hope of discovering some
new talent for Warner features.

•

Mary Rosenfeld, secretary to Sam
Sax, production chief of the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio, has just re-
turned from a two weeks' vacation
at Silver Lake, Staten Island, where
she enjoyed plenty of golf.

•

Roy Mack, who is now in Holly-
wood directing a series of six two-
reel Technicolor musical revues for
next season's Vitaphone release
schedule, sends word to the staff of
the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio that
he is doing fine, and is enjoying the
balmy weather of sunny California.

•

\Vhat is known as a "fisherman's
tan" has been acquired by Frank
Namczy, art director of the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio, who spends
all of his spare time on his new
boat, "The Coot," off Mamaroneck.

Virginia Sale, sister of 'Chic' Sale,
lends a comedy touch to "C'est Pa-
ree," a Vitaphone short made here
by Sam Sax.

Having just completed "Hello
Trouble," the first of his new series
of eight Columbia Productions,
Buck Jones has started on his sec-
ond feature, "McKenna of the
Mounted." D. Ross Lederman will
direct.

M. H. Hoffman, Jr., vice-presi-
Jent of Allied Pictures and pro-
ducer of the Hoot Gibson series of
Westerns, has started production on
the next Gibson feature, tentatively
titled "The Boiling Point." In sup-
port of Gibson will be Helen Foster,
Wheeler Oakman, Skeeter Bill Rob-
bins, Lafe McKee, Billy Bletcher,
Tom London and George Hays.
George Melford is directing.

* * *

As soon as Roy Del Ruth com-
pletes the editing of "Blessed
Event," his latest directorial achieve-
ment for First National he will set
sail aboard his yacht fo a cruise to
Alaska. William Koenig, studio ex-
ecutive, will accompany him.

* * *

Bruce Cabot, the young six-footer
who attracted considerable fan at-
tention in his first screen role in
The Roadhouse Murder," has re-
ceived a new RKO Radio Pictures
term contract.

IN THE HEART OF

HOLiyWOOD

HOLLYWOOD'S most convenient hotel.
Next to famous studios, theatres, cafes

and shops ..ten minutes from golf courses,
bridle paths, etc
.The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with restful beds, glistening tile
baths and showers, excellent service and
cuisine, convenient parking—every modern
convenience for vour comfort

European plan. $2 50 and up, single.
S3. 50 up, double. $4. 50 up, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Look for the 'Doorway of Hospitality"

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
VINE ST. AT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.



RKO RADIO is making PICTURES

. . . fine pictures. . . money shows!. . . and you are get-

ting them now! . . . This Summer! . . . RKO

RADIO is not waiting until next season to

give you powerful attractions. . . but is

delivering them now. . . one after

another . . . booming proofs

ofa pledge fulfilled, "The

Hit List of 1932-33

!!•>• .-.

RKO

-^ms^^ PICTURES

BOX-OFFICE STRENGTH
WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST



The star they want ... in

the show they want!

Harding in a down-to-

the-ground drama of a

/ /

love divorce . It

searches the secret heart

of woman! a strik-

ing revelation of a wife

who dared to doubt

^1 that fidelity is everything

in life!

ANN HARDIN
in

ii

I

y^ith Laurence Olivier
Irving Pichel . . . Zasu Pitts

Juliette Compton
Story by Margaret Ayer Barnes

Directed by Robert Milton
David O. Selznick, Executive Producer

RKO PATHE PICTURE

WESTWAR
PASSAGE^
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MlOON
PICTURES

KING VIDOR'S
spectacular production o/||

BIRD OF PARADISE
DOLORES DEL RIO
JOEL M^CREA

I

-K "-V-;

II

IS MY FACE RED?
the sensation-crammed story of the rise and
fall of "Mrs. Poster's tittle boy Willyum,"

noted Columnist and heavy lover, with

HELEN TWELVETREES RICARDO CORTEZ

RICHARD DIX

in

ROAR OF
THE
DRAGON
with

GWILI ANDRE

II
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FOREIGN MARKETS
By L. H. MITCHELL

Gaumont Company Plans

Biggest British Lineup

London—With the completion of

its new studios at Shepherd's Bush,
Gauinont-British Film Corp. an-

nounces it is about to undertake the

irreatest production drive in the his-

tory of British pictures. A program
representing about $3,750,000 a year
has been scheduled for British-Gau-

mont and its subsidiary, the Gains-
borough Co., which have pooled
their resources. Mark Ostrer and
C. M. Woolf will have charge of the

executive direction of production.

Directly in charge of both studios

—

G. B.'s at Shepherd's Bush and
Gainsborough's at Islington—will be
a combined executive controlled by
Michael Balcon, managing director

of Gainsborough who is in effect

general manager of production.

Writers of international reputa-

tion have been signed to write or-

iginal scenarios. Stories by J. B.

Priestley, H. M. Harwood, Hugh
Walpole, A. P. Herbert and
Clemence Dane will be included in

the schedule. Prominent players

who have already been signed in-
I elude Jack Hulbert, Cicely Court-
neidge, Gordon Harker, John Stuart,

Belle Chrystall, Renate Muller, Fred
Kerr, Sonnie Hale, Edward Chap-
man, Leonora Corbett, Edmund
Gwenn and^§tmt'<!KWN UtK

GARNISON"
("The Terror of the Garrison")

(In German)
Capitol Film Ex. 80 mins.

AMUSING GERMAN FARCE
COMEDY HANDS OUT QUITE A
FEW LAUGHS WITH ITS ROUGH
HUMOR.
A dumb lout of a soldier, more

dumb than anyone could imagine, is

the central character of this Ger-

man dialogue farce produced by the

Aco-Film organization. Apparently
made solely for the laughs, the af-

fair manages to deliver a fair

amount of broad comedy, enough to

keep attention alive throughout the

footage. Felix Bressart plays tnt

leading role and turns in an enjoy-

able performance. As the stupid

soldier, he is always getting into

some scrape or other, doing the

wrong thing, or otherwise bringing

discredit to his company. As a re-

sult he is transferred around from
one regiment to another, nobody
caring to have him in the same out-

fit. The action permits the intro-

ducing of some interesting cavalry

scenes and the usually colorful mili-

tary background. Chief feminine in-

terest is supplied by Lucie Englisch.

with Adele Sandrock also doing well|

in the role of a duchess. I

( ^elix Bressart, Lucie Englisch, Adele

Sana .^. Tamara Desni, Olga Limburg, Ar
l)ert I -ulig, Kurt Vespermann. Heinricl-

Fuchs, lirnst Behmer, Fritz Spira. Castor

Briese, Hugo Fischer-Koeppe, Carl Har
bacher.

Director, Carl Boese; Author, B. 1.

Leuthge.
Direction, okay. Photography, good.

French Film Imports
Are Limited to 200

Paris—Beginning on July 1 only
200 foreign films during the quota
year can be imported into France.
This figure includes a maximum of
75 dubbed films. The High Cinema
Council of France has adopted the
following proposals which are to be
recommended for the approval of
the Minister of Fine Arts as a basis
for the quota:
The following will receive visas:

All French films; all French talk-
ing films produced in studios on
French territory; all silent films; all

news reels and publicity films; all

sonorised films; all films of less than
900 meters in length.
No dubbed films will be allowed

unless the dubbing has been carried
out in studios on French territory.

Country of origin must be given, and
the names of the artistes interpret-
ing the original roles, while those
speaking the dialogue must be
shown.
For the 200 foreign films, permits

will be issued, half to producers and
half to distributors. A special com-
mittee will meet shortly to decide
to which producers and distributors

such permits shall be granted.
The Minister is given power to

modify quota arrangements every
three months.

Film Matters Included

In New Irish Duties

Dublin—The Free State Revenue
Commissioners has announced that
printing matter, posters, synopses,

blocks, etc., are included in the lat-

est schedule of duties. Printed mat-
ter will pay a duty of 15 per cent

foreign and 10 per cent English;

paper "stills" will pay 50 per cent

foreign and 33 1-3 per cent English;

blocks and half-tones (mounted) pay
50 per cent foreign and 33 1-3 per

cent English, with unmounted cuts

having a lower rate.

England May Have
Film Duty of 33 1/3%

London—In the amendment to re-

peal present duties on motion pic-

ture film, the industry sees a threat

of a new and greatly increased duty

which would prove disastrous. The
present duties are one-third of a

cent per foot on blank film, one

penny on positives and five pence

on negatives. An advalorem duty

of 33 1/3 per cent on all films com-

ing into this country is feared.

DEAN SIGNS PAUL SLOANE
London—Basil Dean of Associated

Radio Pictures has signed the Holly-

wood director Paul Sloane to pro-

duce at Ealing the film version of

Robert Hichens' novel, "The Brace-

let."

Studio EQUIPMENT Theater

By "C. A.'

B & S Change-Over
Giving Good Results

The B & S change-over, a product
of Basson & Stern, Brooklyn, and
consisting of two shutter blades con-
tained in a housing designed for at-
tachment to the cone of the lamp-
house and operating on either A. C.
or D. C. current at 110 to 125 volts,
is reported meeting with excellent
results.

The device, which is of novel de-
sign, eliminates any possibility of
double exposure on the screen, it is

said, and makes the change invisible
to the audience. All switch contacts
are made of carbon that cannot cor-
rode and is of such unique design
that it eliminates the flash from
touching any part of the switch. This
switch, it is claimed, cannot stick
or bind and is positive in operation.

Coils on the B & S change-over
will stand up under heavy overloads
and will not burn out, the company
declares.

NEW EQUIPMENT FIRM
Houston — A new independent

equipment firm known as the United
Theater Supply Co. has been or-

ganized here for the distribution of

products in Louisiana, Texas and
Mexico. Headquarters are in the
Merchants and Manufacturers build-

ing. Plans for a branch office in

Dallas, New Orleans and Mexico
City, with a distribution station in

San Antonio, are also under way.

COLOR PROCESS FOR FILMO
Chicago—Filmo cameras and pro-

jectors designed for taking and
showing color motion pictures by
the Morgana Color Process are an-
nounced by the Bell & Howland Co.

The Morgana is a two-color additive
process. In this process color is not
inherent in the film itself, but is ob-
tained by special filters in the cam-
era and projector in conjunction
with special mechanism.

Rumania Proposes Law
To Protect Own Films

Bucharest—A law has been sub-
mitted to the Rumanian Chamber of

Deputies calling for an import tax
of 5 Lei (3.09 cents) per meter on
every foreign film imported. A film

fund similar to the Hungarian fund
is to be created and be placed under
the control of a commission of seven
to be appointed by the Minister of

Education and Science. Production
of Rumanian educationals may be
subsidized out of this fund. The pro-

posed law is believed to b6 a blow
at German domination of the Con-
tinental film market.

BANKS SIGNS FOR YEAR
London—Monty Banks who has di-

rected a number of productions for

British International Pictures has

been signed up by that company for

a year.

"Rico" Sound Equipment
Getting Many Orders

H^cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Radio Installation Co.

has sold a "Rico" sound recording
system to the Federal Barge Line,
which is producing a six-reel picture,
dealing with the history of shipping
on the Mississippi River from its

inception to the present time. The
picture will be shown at the World's
Fair in Chicago next year.

"Rico" equipment has also been
purchased by El Buen Tono, Mexico
City, producers of features and a
newsreel. An engineer is being sent
to Manila to install a "Rico" system
for the Malayan Film Corp., which
will make eight features and a num-
ber of shorts in Spanish.

C. W. Faulkner is at Lahore, In-

dia, where the Play Art Phototone
Corp., is building a sound studio,

which will have "Rico" equipment.
A "Rico" system is being used by
the New Theaters, Ltd., Calcutta,
which is producing two features a
month in the Bengali and Urdu
languages.

The Radio Installation Co. also

has been cabled orders from Hong-
kong and Shanghai producers for
"Rico" equipment.

NAMED DISTRIBUTOR
Cleveland—D. L. Schumann, with

headquarters here, has been named
Ohio distributor for the George
Washington Bi-Centennial theater
premium outfit, being put out by the

Theater Premium Co. of New York.
The premium consists of a set of 22

statuettes representing famous his-

torical figures of early colonial days,

a complete color chart as a guide

for coloring the figures, a palette

with six colors of paint and paint

brushes. The set is offered to the-

aters as a juvenile business builder

for the summer.

SCREEN INSTALLATION
Virginia Beach, Va.—The Bayne

theater has completed the installa-

tion of an immense Chromolite
Screen, a product of the Beaded
Screen Corp. This is the largest

Chromolite screen in the state of

Virginia. The installation was made
by J. F. Dusman of Baltimore.

To IMPROVE
Your Theatre
ECONOMICALLY

.onsuIt-

\ National Theatre
ISuppLY Company
/ Your Lojical Supply Source
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Greta Garbo in

"AS YOU DESIRE ME"
with

Melvyn Douglas, Eric von Stroheim
M-G-M 71 mins.

A BOX-OFFICE NATURAL.
GARBO TRIUMPHS IN AN AP-
PROPRIATELY MYSTERIOUS
ROLE THAT FITS HER PER-
FECTLY.
Adapted from the stage play by

Luigi Pirandello, Garbo is given
most of the footage in a part where
she can be exotic, mysterious, tem-
peramental and changeable. In view
of the mystery that has been built

around the star, the part is made
to order for her, and no doubt her
tremendous following will love her
in it. A famous singer in Budapest,
living with a sinister character,

played by Eric von Stroheim, a
stranger recalls her real life ten
years before as the wife of an Ital-

ian Count. She deserts her present
husband and goes back to the Italian

villa. Then the business of the
Count, madly in love with his lost

wife, trying to reconstruct their lost

love and make her remember. As a
victim of the war, she has evidently
forgotten her past. It is all very
confusing and unreal, but that's
just why the women will go for it

—

for it's so romantic.
Cast : Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas. Eric

von Stroheim, Owen Moore, Hedda Hopper,
Rafaela Ottiano, Warburton Gamble, Albert
Conti. William Ricciardi, Roland Varno.

Director, George Fitzmaurice; Author, Luigi
Pirandello; Adaptor, Gene Markey; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, George Hively; Cameraman,
William Daniels.

Direction, clever. Photography, good.

"MONTE CARLO MADNESS"
with Sari Maritza, Hans Albers

First Division 71 mins.

CHARMING FANTASY OF
MONTE CARLO WITH ROMANTIC
STORY THAT WILL PLEASE
THE FEMMES.

This Ufa production taken in its

entirety at Monte Carlo is ideal sum-
mer entertainment. The story is

treated in the musical comedy man-
ner, and is not to be taken serious-
ly. But it is altogether charming
with its light romantic touch, and
the gay and carefree spirit of Monte
Carlo that pervades it. Sari Maritza
as the queen of a European prin-
cipality posing as a cocotte and
making love to the captain of her
only battleship is adorable. Hans
Albers, the German star, is splendid
as the shwashbuckling, devil-may-
care captain who is ready to blow
up the Monte Carlo casino when
they refuse to return him part of
the money he has lost at baccarat.
He has used the pay of his sailors,

and has to get it back. The set-

tings are gorgeous, the musical ac-
companiment unusually fine, and al-

together it is a delightful picture
done with a certain charming fan-
tasy that lifts it out of the ruck of
stereotyped pictures. Carl Winston
deserves special mention for his

supervision.
Cast: Sari Maritza, Hans Albers, Charles

Redgie, Helen Haye, John Deverill, Thomas
Weguelin, Phillip Manning, C. Hooper Trask.

Director, Hanns Schwarz; Authors, Hans
MuUer, Franz Schulz; Adaptors, same; Di-
aloguers, same; Cameraman, Gunther Rittau;
Recording Engineer, Hermann Fritzsching.

Direction, excellent. Photography, fine.

Ann Harding in

"WESTWARD PASSAGE"
with Laurence Olivier

RKO Pathe 75 mins.

LIGHT STORY OF MISMATED
COUPLE IS KEPT ALIVE BY
WHIMSICAL HUMOR.

Something of a cross between a

domestic drama and a high comedy,
this yarn never gets under the skin.

It is a rather transparent story,
about a girl who marries a boyish
but temperamental author, who later
finds he can't do good work in a

domestic atmosphere. So they get
a divorce and she marries a con-
servative former suitor. Later the
wife meets her now famous ex-hus-
band again in Paris. He starts right
in to rush her, and follows her back
to the U. S., this being the "west-
ward passage." After some more
strong-arm pleading by the former
husband, the wife decides to return
to him. The ending is not very logi-
cally handled, and in fact the whole
story is acted as though the char-
acters didn't take it seriously. Ann
Harding is pleasing as the wife and
Laurence Olivier, who plays the au-
thor, has an engaging personality.
ZaSu Pitts appears in bits that
stand out.

Cast: Ann Harding, Laurence Olivier, Irv
ing Pichel. Juliette Compton, ZaSu Pitts,
Irene Purcell, Florence Roberts, Emmett
King, Ethel Griffies, Bonita Granville.

Director, Robert Milton; Author, Margaret
Ayer Barnes; Adaptor, Bradley King; Dia
loguer, Humphrey Pearson; Editor, Charles
Craft; Cameraman. Lucien Andriot; Record-
ing Engineer, E. A. Walcott.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.
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"WEEK-END MARRIAGE"
with Loretta Young, Norman Foste
First National 66 minsWHOLESOME STORY 01
YOUNG MARRIED LIFE THA'
SHOULD GO STRONG WITI
FAMILY TRADE. LORETTi!
YOUNG SCORES.
This is about the best thing Lor

etta Young has done in her entire
career. She is ideally cast for th(
part of the young wife who want;
a business career, and thereby al
most loses her husband. Normal
Foster lends perfect support as

hubby who is too proud to have his
wife work, even though he canno
support her in the way she demands
Adapted from Faith Baldwin's novel-
"Part-Time Wives," the film is s

strong argument in favor of tht
home life, with the wife staying at
home and keeping hubby contented,
even though she has to sacrifice her
"career." The production has been
sympathetically directed by Thorn
ton Freeland, and is filled with lit
tie human touches that will get emo
tional reactions from all young
married couples who have gone
through the same experiences. The
picture also has its comedy mo
ments, and altogether shapes up as
a fine and wholesome portrayal of
the average young married couple.

Cast: Loretta Young, Norman Foster,
George Brent, Aline MacMahon, Vivienne
Osborne, Sheila Terry, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Louise Carter, Grant Mitchell, Harry Hol-
man, Louis Alberni, Roscoe Karns.

Director, Thornton Freeland; Author, Faith
Baldwin; Adaptor, Sheridan Gibney; Di-
aloguer, same; Editor, Herbert Levy; Camera-
man, Barney McGill.

Direction, very good. Photography, okay.
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"FORGOTTEN COMMAND-
MENTS"

with
Sari Maritza, Marguerite Churchill,

Gene Raymond, Irving Pichel
Paramount 78 mins.
HEAVY DRAMA WITH UNDER-

LYING RELIGIOUS MOTIF MOD-
ERNIZING AGAINST A SOVIET
RUSSIAN BACKGROUND.

This is a somewhat modernized
version of Cecil B. De Mille's "Ten
Commandments," from which some
of the highlight scenes were taken.
Locale is the present day Soviet Re-
public, with a Russian scientist,
played by Irving Pichel, declaring
the original Ten Commandments are
outmoded and that the Communists
have modern substitutes for them.
Story interest also is injected
through the medium of a girl who
is the scientist's mistress and later
falls for one of his pupils, a lad al-
ready married, leading to the even-
tual killing of the girl and wound-
ing of the youth by the scientist.
Sari Maritza, the foreign star,
makes her Hollywood talker debut
as the flirtatious girl. She is a good
actress with a satisfactory command
of English speech, but is handicap-
ped by script and weak dialogue.

('a^t: Sari Maritza, Ck-iie Raymond, Mar-
Kuerilc Churchill, Irving Pichel, Harry Beres-
ford. Edward Van Sloan, Kent Taylor,
Krankic Adams, John Peter Richmond, Wil
liam Shawhaii, Joseph Sauers, Boris Bullock,
Allen Vox, John Dcering, Harry Cording.
Klorence Shrcvo. Helen Carlylc.

Director'.. Louis Gasnier, Wdliam Schorr;
Authors, James Bernard Kagan, Agnes Brand
Leahy; Adaptors, same; Dialoguers, not cred-
il«l: (.'aineraman, Karl Struss.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"THE RINGER"
First Division 60 mins.

GOOD MURDER MYSTERY
MADE IN ENGLAND FROM THE
EDGAR WALLACE PLAY. HOLDS
SUSPENSE ALL THE WAY.

Typical Edgar Wallace fare is

provided in this murder melodrama
turned out by the Gainsborough-
British Lion studios and sent over
here by Ideal Films, Ltd. Formula
is not any different from the regu-
lar run of such mysteries, but the
plot is neatly contrived and those
who like to guess at the guilty party
will find this one well stocked with
material for their amusement. The
Ringer is a notorious character who
goes about in various disguises kill-

ing people. Because of his reputa-
tion for clever makeup, the suspi-
cion of being the murderer falls on
almost everyone who comes within
the scope of the action. Finally the
identity of the character is revealed,
but he makes a getaway despite the
efforts of Scotland Yard. Characters
in the story are sufficiently contrast-
ed to help the interest, and there are
comedy touches in the dialogue and
action. .Walter Forde's direction is

in suitable tempo.
Cast: Patrick Curwen, Franklin Dyall, Carol

(ioodner. Gordon Marker, Esmond Knight,
Arthur Stratton, Henry Hallett, Dorothy
Hartlam, Kathleen Joyce, John Longden, Eric
Stanley.

Director, Walter Forde; Author, Edgar
Wallace; Adaptors, Angus McPhail. Robert
Stevenson; Dialoguer, Edgar Wallace; Editor,
Brian Wallace; Cameramen. Leslie Howson,
Alec Spryce; Recording Engineers, Harold
King. Marcus Cooper.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

Frank Buck in

"BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE"
RKO 70 mins.

STARTLING MALAYAN AD-
VENTURE THRILLER FEATUR-
ING SEVERAL AMAZING WILD
ANIMAL FIGHTS.
For those with stout hearts and

steady nerves this unusual adven-
ture feature will prove to be enter-
tainment of the most exciting type.
Little time is wasted in getting
right down to the jungle scenes in 11
which Buck, who has supplied al-
most every zoological park in the
world with wild beasts, starts to
trail more game. The light spots
in the picture are supplied by na-
tives and chattering monkeys, but
the bulk of film shot is on snarling,
crouching wild beasts and their
bloody encounters. Before Buck and
his helpers bag a ferocious black
panther, the beast staged a fierce
battle with a huge alligator. A tiger
and water buffalo encounter follows.
Finally there is one of the most
astounding sequences ever shown in
an adventure picture, a battle he-M//fh
tween a tiger and a huge python.
The snake wraps itself around the »^
snarling beast, crushing it into sub-
mission. The scenes are much more
dramatic than the talk, which is

delivered by Buck.
Produced by the RKOVan Beuren Malayan

Jungle Expedition under the supervision of
Frank Buck. Director, Clyde Elliott; Cam-
eramen. Carl Berger and Nick Cavaliere;
Music by Gene Rodemich; Recording Engi-
neer, Paul M. Robillard; ElTects, Leonard
Mitchill.
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( "SINISTER HANDS"
with Jack Mulhall

Willis Kent 65 mins.

CLEVER MURDER MYSTERY
IN A SPIRITUALISTIC SEANCE
SETTING WITH JACK MULHALL
PUTTING OVER GOOD ROLE.

Adapted from the "Seance Mys-

tery" novel by Norton Parker, this

deals with the craze of women for

having their fortunes told. Jack

Mulhall, Crauford Kent and Lillian

West carry most of the action, ex-

cept for a pleasing piece of work

done by Phyllis Barrington. Lillian,

wife of the town's big money man,

has been caught in the toils of a

phoney crystal gazer. She has been

paying him large sums of money

and agrees to give him an especially

large check in return for his prom-

ise to conduct a seance at her home
during a large party. As the seance

starts, with all lights out, a com-
motion is heard and when the lights

are turned on it is discovered that

her husband has been murdered.
From here on the story details the

efforts of Jack Mulhall to run down
the murderer, whose identity comes
as a complete surprise.

Cast: Jack Mulhall, Phyllis Barrington,

Crauford Kent, Mischa Auer, Louis Natheaux,
Gertie Messinger, Lloyd Ingraham, Jimmie
Burtis. Phillips Smalley, Helen Foster, Lil-

lian West, Fletcher Norton, Bess Flowers,
Russell Collar.

Director, Armand Schaeffer.

Direction, smooth. Photography, good.

"LIEBE 1ST LIEBE"
("Love Is Love")

with Kaethe von Nagy, Hans Albers
(In German)

Leo Brecher 90 mins.
PLEASING ROMANTIC COM-

EDY WITH A NICE MUSICAL
BACKGROUND AND EXCEL-
LENT WORK BY KAETHE VON
NAGY.
An ingratiating performance by

Kathe von Nagy, as the daughter
of a wealthy German-American
banker, and some very enjoyable
musical numbers are among the
highlights of this Ufa production
made by Erich Pommer. The story
itself is a light affair, dealing with
a poor telegraph operator, played by
Hans Albers, who wins some money
on a race through a bet which he
unintentionally placed, and there-
upon gives up his job and sets out
to enjoy himself- i^'> "ontinues
gambling and is cleaned out. But
meanwhile he meets the girl, who is

engaged to another. Hans gets a
job at the girl's hotel, and by ne-
glecting to send a telegram given
him by her father for dispatching
to his brokers in New York, the
hero saves the banker from making
a mistake that would have wiped
out his fortune. That sets Hans to

marry the girl.
Cast: Kaethe von Nagy, Hans Albers. Jul-

ius Falkenstein, Frieda Richard, Hans Brause-
wetter.

Director, Paul Martin; Supervisor, Erich
Pommer; Authors, Robert Gilbert, Robert
Liebmann, Max Kolpe; Composer, Werner R.
Heymann; Cameramen, Gunther Bittau, Otto
Baecker.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"DER SCHRECKEN DER
GARNISON"

("The Terror of the Garrison")
(In German)

Capitol Film Ex. 80 mins.

AMUSING GERMAN FARCE
COMEDY HANDS OUT QUITE A
FEW LAUGHS WITH ITS ROUGH
HUMOR.
A dumb lout of a soldier, more

dumb than anyone could imagine, is

the central character of this Ger-
man dialogue farce produced by the

Aco-Film organization. Apparently
made solely for the laughs, the af-

fair manages to deliver a fair

amount of broad comedy, enough to

keep attention alive throughout the

footage. Felix Bressart plays tnt

leading role and turns in an enjoy-

able performance. As the stupia

soldier, he is always getting into

some scrape or other, doing the

wrong thing, or otherwise bringing
discredit to his company. As a re-

sult he is transferred around from
one regiment to another, nobody
caring to have him in the same out-

fit. The action permits the intro-

ducing of some interesting cavalry

scenes and the usually colorful mili-

tary background. Chief feminine m-
terest is supplied by Lucie Englisch.

with Adele Sandrock also doing well

in the role of a duchess.
( "i"elix Bressart, Lucie Englisch, Adele

Sana -«. Tamara Desni, Olga Limburg, Al-

bert I -ulig, Kurt Vespermann. Heinrich

Fuchs, lirnst Behmer, Fritz Spira. Gaston

Briese, Hugo Fischer-Koeppe, Carl Har-
Ijacher.

Director, Carl Boese; Author, B. E.

Leuthge.
Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"LA CHANCE"
("Luck")

(In French)
Paramount 70 mins.

FAIRLY ENTERTAINING GAM-
BLING STORY WITH APPEAL
LIMITED TO FRENCH AUDI-
ENCES.
This was produced at the Para-

mount studios in Joinville, France,
and because it is in French dialogue
it will have some interest for those
seeking entertainment in this pai-

ticular language, but otherwise it

contains nothing specially outstand-
ing. The cast seems to be quite

capable, especially Marie Bell of the

Comedie Francaise, Marcel Andre,
Francoise Rosay and Fernand Fabre,
and the action takes place largely
against an attractive Riviera back-
ground, which has been well photo-
graphed. Story is a somewhat sim-

ple affair about a wealthy young
widow with a weakness for the gam-
bling tables. After going broke, she
is besieged by admirers who offer

aid in return for her favors, but
she resists them all and eventually
meets her true lover, an old sweet-
heart for whom she had promised
to stop gambling, and the happy
ending follows. Marie Bell plays

the part of the widow and manages
to sustain attention despite the

weaknesses of the plot. Production
was supervised by Yves Mirande.

Cast: Marie Bell. Marcel Andre, Francoise

Rosay. Pierre de Guingand, Fernand Fabre.

Director, Rene Guissart; Author, Yves
Mirande; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Cameraman, D'Andre Dantan.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Arcade Amusement Corp. ; L. Friedman,

1540 Broadway, New York. $10,000.
Juno Theater Corp., realty; B. Rich, 21

East 40th St., New York. $10,000.
Sampson Productions, theatrical business;

S. B. Robinson, 1619 Broadway, New York.
200 shares common.

Aeolian Pictures Corp., Fitelson & Mayers,
70 West 40th St., New York. 100 shares
common.

Prosperity Pictures Co., Fitelson & Mayers,
70 West 40th St., New York. 200 shares
common.
Whang Amusement Device Corp., M. H.

Silverstein, 291 Broadway, New York
$10,000.

North Star Theater Holding Corp., realty;
Attorneys Albany Service Co., 315 Broad-
way, New York. $5,000.
Halmac Theater Supply and Equipment;

C. G. Simmons, Troy, N. Y. $5,000.

INCREASE IN CAPITAL
United Theaters, Inc., Wilmington, Del.,

$1,000,000 to $2,000,000.

Expect to Finish Plans
For Brookhart Measure

(Continued from Page l)

been prepared and the work of cir-
cularizing and addressing interested
groups and bodies will be speeded,
according to Abram F. Myers, gen-
eral counsel, who says the measure
has enlisted many friends and will
not lack sponsors despite the poli-
tical fortunes of Senator Brookhart.

Vitaphone Releasing
11 Shorts This Month

Vitaphone has 11 subjects on its

release list for this month, accord-
ing to Norman H. Moray, sales man-
ager. They include: "The Campus
Mystery," a two-reeler in the S. S.

Van Dine series; "Movie Album
Featurette" and "Movie Album
Thrills," two of the Pepper Pot one-
reeler series featuring Marie Dress-
ier and other old-time players;
"What An Idea," a two-reel Broad-
way Brevities musical comedy re-
vue; "In the Family," with Thelma
White and Fanny Watson; "Four
Wheels—No Brakes," a Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Norworth one-reeler; the tenth
of the Ted Husing "Sport Slants"
series; the eleventh of the Robert
L. Ripley "Believe It or Not" series:

"Moonlight for Two." eleventh of
the "Merrie Melodies" comedv song
cartoons; "Bosko's Dog Race," tenth
of the "Looney Tunes" cartoon
series; and "When In Rome," tenth
of the E. M. Newman "Travel-Talk"
series.

PUBLIX DALLAS SHIFTS
Dallas—Paul Short, manager of

the Melba, closed for the summer,
will become manager of the Old
Mill, W. K. Jenkins, Publix division

director, has announced. Short will

succeed Jim Landers, who is being
assigned to another Publix house.

BIG TAKE FOR "SCARFACE"
"Scarface" is understood to have

grossed approximately $90,000 in its

first two weeks at the Rialto, New
York. Last week brought in about
$40,000.

TAX BILL BEING RUSHED

FOR HOOVER'S SIGNATURE

(Continued from Page I)

was obtained for action today (Sat-
urday) in both House and Senate,
with the possibility that the bill

would get to President Hoover for
signature tomorrow. The bill be-
comes a law 30 days after it is

signed.

Publix Chicago Territory
Realigned in 3 Districts

(Continued from Page 1)

Louis Newhafer, formerly manager
of the Gateway, are now district
heads.

Wallerstein's territory will in-

clude the following theaters: the
Chicago, Oriental, McVickers, United
Artists, Tivoli, Uptown, Paradise,
Southtown, Tower, and Maryland.
Dave Balaban will head the Mar-

bo, Granada, Harding, Riviera, Cen-
tury, Congress, Pantheon, Covent,
Senate, Belmont, Roosevelt, Belpark.
Newhafer is in charge of Nor-

shore. Varsity, Gateway, Berwyn,
State. Central Park, Nortown, Crys-
tal, Manor, Alamo, LaGrange, Bilt-

more.

Fox Sets Release Dates
On Nine Productions

Fox has set release dates on 9
new features, including four on next
season's program. They are as fol-

lows: "Bachelor's Affairs." Julv 3;

"Almost Married." July 17; "First
Year," July 31; "Undesirable Lady."
formerlv "Burnt Offering." Auer. 7;

"After the Rain," Aug. 14; "Walk-
inar Down Broadway," Aug. 21;

"Chandu the Magician," Aug. 28;

"Down to Earth," Sept. 4; "Red
Dancer," Sept. 11,

RKO HIPPODROME CLOSES
RKO Hippodrome closed last night

for the Summer. The plan to sub-

stitute a straight picture policy for

vaudeville and pictures was aban-

doned at a recent "cabinet" meeting

'BRING 'EM BACK' AT MAYFAIR
World premiere and pre-release

showing of Frank Buck's "Bring
'Em Back Alive" will take place

June 17 at the RKO Mayfair.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN

THE PRESS

AGENT

A special fire department has been

on duty during the entire production

of the Kcndall-de Vally Operalogue,

"Walpurgis Night" which, with Mephis-
topheles the principal character, boasts

many flame effects, many of them blow-
ing blasts of flame 20 feet high.

—Educational.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
* EAST y^

Philadelphia — George C. Walsh,
Publix division director covering
Pennsylvania, plans to close two
houses and put five others on part

time schedules. Seventy houses are

embraced in the division.

Easton, Pa.—J. W. Myers recently

took over the Roxy here, as well as

the Park in Allentown and the

Strand in Bethlehem.

Hazelton, Pa.—The Family and

Hersker theaters here, formerly op-

erated by Hersker Sidari Co., are

now under the name of Harry Hers-

ker, while the Palace and Strand in

McAdoo have been transferred from
the same company's name to Peter

Sidari.

Wilkinsburg, Pa. — Dick Brown,
former W. B. manager in Ambridge,

has succeeded Joe Murdock as man-
ager of the Rowland here. Murdock
was transferred to the Harris Me-
morial in McKeesport.

NuMines, Pa. — John Nagy has

taken back the NuMine theater from
Kenneth Snowden.

Clairton, Pa. — John Gorris has
closed the State and retired from
the industry.

East Liberty, Pa.—Earl Roesser
is now managing the Cameraphone.
He recently resigned as manager of

the Palace.

* WEST *
San Francisco—National Theaters

Syndicate has moved into its new
quarters at 25 Taylor St., and has
taken over the direction of the
Blumenfeld Theater Circuit, the
Peterson Theater Circuit, and the
Casino theater of this city.

Portland, Ore.—Catherine Custer,
for six years the featured organist

Sh o w

man s

Daily

REMINDER

Get set for Flng Day—
June, Wlh. Arrange, for
school and neivspaper tie-

ups.

at the Portland RKO Orpheum, is

soon to be married to James F. An-
drus, manager of the RKO Orpheum
in Spokane.

Taft, Ore.—C. T. Dewey has open-

ed a new 350-seat theater here, the

first picture house to be built on
the Oregon coast between Tillamook
and Newport which are 80 miles
apart.

* CENTRAL *
Milwaukee—H. R. and 0. R. Nich-

ols are the new operators of the
Pastime, formerly conducted by Ed
Harris.

Minneapolis—George Kapman and
Charles Coren have obtained the

franchise to handle Iowa, Nebraska,
Minnesota and North and South Da-
kota territories for Supreme Screen
Service.

Madison, Wis. — Vaudeville has
been dropped from the Orpheum's
summer schedule. Fanchon and
Marco Ideas on Saturday, Sunday
and Monday are the only stage

presentations being offered.

East Troy, Wis.—George Schroe-

der is now operating the Grand,

formerly conducted by Clifford G.

Vogt.

Horicon, Wis.—W. H. Markham
has taken over the operation of the

Palace from Ray Earls.

Lima, O. — Warner Bros, have
closed the State for six weeks.

Cleveland—H. C. Carter, now op-

erating the Penn Square and the

Memphis, will soon open the Foun-
tain, it is stated.

* SOUTH *
Greensboro, N. C. — Greensboro

Criterion Theaters, Inc., has been
incorporated by L. C. Sipe of Spar-
tanburg, S. C, N. A. Gregg and J.

M. Gregg of Charlotte, N. C. Au-
thorized capital stock is $30,000.

Richland, Ga.—Lucius Jenkins of

Waycross, Ga., has taken over the
Grand from Mr. and Mrs. J. P.

Mayo.

Brooksville, Fla.—Mr. and Mrs.
D. L. Morrison of Clermont have en-
gaged B. H. Ouelette as manager of

the Dixie, succeeding Louis Cooper.

Lexington, N. C—J. T. Hedrick
has taken over the lease of the
Carolina and is operating it for the
bondholders.

Granite Falls, N. C—The Lyric,
closed for some time, will soon be
reopened by E. S. Sherrill.

Ready Reference Directory
WITH ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS OF RECOGNIZED

INDUSTRY CONCERNS

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

Cooling Zi
Typhoon Air Conditioning Co.

I C E D A I R E
Simple—Low Priced—as good as the

best

233 W. 42 St. N. Y. C. Wlsc.7-1296

COOL YOUR THEATRE

K L*E R AIRE
Results Guaranteed

KOOLERAIRE ENG. CORP.
1904 Paramount BIdg., N. Y.

1223 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

• Distributors 1

BIG 4 -the

BIG BUY
for 1932-1933!

OA Sound and Talking Pictures *1A

U. S. S. R.

AMKINO CORP.
723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-7680

26 ONE REEL HITS

PORT O'CALL
Booked for Entire Loew Circuit

Imperial Distributing Corp.
729 7th Ave., N. Y. C. BRyant 9-8670

MONTE CARLO MADNESS
SARI MARITZA

A Naughty—Romantic— Extravaganza

FIRST ANGLO CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address:Thomfilm PEn. 6-4424

NOW RELEASING

"DYNAMITE DANNY"

Mayfair Pictures Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Chronophron Tel. CHic. 4-0828

NOW RELEASING

"They Never Come Back"
Regis Toomey, Dorothy Sebastian

Earle Foxe, Gertrude Astor
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.

729 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-3169

NOW RELEASING

"THE MIDNIGHT LADY"
with Sarah Paddcn, Claudia Dell,
John Darrow, Theodore Von Eltz
Chesterfield Motion Pictures Corp.

1540 B'way, N.Y.C. Tel. BRyant 9-6884

"HER STRANGE DESIRE"
A Dramatic Story of Scandal

in High Society

POWERS PICTURES, INC.
723—7th Ave. BRyant 9-6067

N. Y. Exchange, 630—9th Ave.

Distributors •
{Continued)

Being Prepared

"NIGHT BOAT"
Third of Series 12 Feature Prod.

All Rights Protected
EAGLE PRODUCTION, LTD.

729 7th Ave. New York City
Tel.: BRyant 9-2540

Equipment

S.O.S. CORP.
1600 B'WAY NEW YORK, N. Y.

Largest Distributors of

TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT
THEATRE & AMUSEMENT SUPPLIES

Bargains on Used and Rebuilt Apparatus

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE
Professional and Amature Cameras

Bought—Sold—Exchanged
Factory dist. Holmes portable sound-on-
f ilm projectors. Moviola editing machines.
727 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. BRyant 9-9430

Exchanges

WILD WOMEN of BORNEO
PERCENTAGE ENGAGEMENTS

Now Booking Nationally

The World's Leading Independent
First Division Exchanges, Inc.

Buffalo, Albany, Wash., Phila., N. Y.
630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEnn. 6-4424

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
SALES : SERVICE : RENTALS
We Light Studios—Theatre Fronts

Studio Sets—Generator Trucks Furnished

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE CO.
318-320 W. 48th St.. N. Y. Tel. CHic. 4-2074

Now Playing the Best Theaters

VANITY FAIR
OF TO-DAY

Starring Myrna Loy, Walter Byron,
Conway Tearle, Barbara Kent
HOLLYWOOD PICTURES CORP.

630 9th Ave., N.Y.C. CHick. 4-3949

The Leading Circuits Book, . .

The Greatest of all Serials

"The Last of the Mohicans"
(12 Spectacular Chapters)

LOEWS. WARNERS, SKOURAS AND
ALL THE LEADING DE LUXE HOUSES

Capital Film Exchange
630 9th Ave., N.Y.C. PEnn. 6-9351

GRETA CARBO
"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604
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Film Libraries

1

Over 5,000.000 feet of negatives and
positives—scenes of every conceivable

description.

General Film Library, Inc.
729—7th Ave. New York City

Phone: BRyant 9-4417

A MILLION FEET OF EVERYTHING

"STOCK SHOTS"
Stone Film Library

729—7th Avenue New York, N. Y.

Tel.: BRyant 9-4370-4446 Room 605

• Finance •
]

General Motion Picture Financing

Advances on Negatives

Notes on Trade Acceptance Bought

AMUSEMENT SECURITIES CORP.

729 7th Ave. New York City

Tel: BRyant 9-5928

Foreign

]
RITCHEY EXPORT CORP.

723—7th Avenue BRyant 9-8347

Exclusive Distributors in the Foreign
Market of Monogram Pictures and
Product of all leading Independent

Producers.

J. H. HOFFBERG CO., Inc.

727 7th Ave. MEdallion 3-3813-14

Handling

CHESTERFIELD—MASCOT—PEERLESS
WILLIS KENT—BIG FOUR, ETC.

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS OF

MODERN
Feature Comedies Cable:
Serials. Cartoons Modernfilm
Educationals

MODERN FILM SALES CORP.
729—7th Avenue BRyant 9-9667

AMERANGLO CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

LONDON PARIS BERLIN
Cable: Chronophon

226 West 42nd Street
New York City

Forwarders
)

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
FREIGHT FORWARDERS

MIKE MORAN
Mutual Transport Co., Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue N. Y. City

Tel: BRyant 9-0532

Specializing in Forwarding and Insuring
of Films and Accessories

M. J. CARNEY
276 Fifth Avenue New York City

Tel: Murray Hill 4-6156

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

Hotels

I
AMERICA'S FIRST

TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE ST MORITZ
ON THE PARK

50 Central Park South New York City

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block on the Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY
A Smart Hotel in America's Smartest
Resort. Ideal Convention Facilities.

ATTRACTIVE RATES

THE BREAKERS
On the Boardwalk. Atlantic City, N. J.

Concert Orchestra—French Cuisine
Cabaret—Dancing—Refreshments Each
Week-End—Complimentary to Guests
Emanuel E. Katz, Managing Director

IN NEW YORK

HOTEL PLYMOUTH
49th ST. EAST OF BROADWAY

In the Heart of the Motion Picture
Industry. Most Moderate Weekly Rates

S. J. Mitchell, Manager

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates

Insurance

REEL INSURANCE SERVICE

JEROME J. COHEN, Inc.

55 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel: LOngacre 5-7370-1

Laboratories

CRAFT FILM
LABORATORIES, Inc.

729 7th AVE., N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-5372-3-4

Laboratories—Flushing, L. I.

De Luxe Trailers, Inc.

Developing and Printing

630 Ninth Avenue
Tel. PEnn. 6-6636

• Movie Stills

Service That Is Real—Not a Slogan

Stern Photo Co., Inc.
MOVIE STILLS EXCLUSIVELY
318-20 WEST 46fh STREET

Telephone: LOngacre 5-6833—N. Y. C.

Office Space

I

1

)

OFFICES and EXCHANGES
With Vaults, Projection, Cutting

and Shipping Rooms
126-130 W. 46th Street

Leavitt Building
2nd Floor Tel: BRy. 9-7747

Photographers

"Portraits of Distinction"

IRVING CHIDNOFF
469 Fifth Avenue New York

Printers •

MOTION PICTURE PRINTING

PRESS BOOKS—INSERTS-
ANNOUNCEMENTS

THEATER PROGRAMS—WINDOW
CARDS, Etc.

THE LONGACRE PRESS, Inc.

LEO KLEBANOW
427 W. 42nd St. MEdallion 3-1953

• Projection Rooms

Wisconsin 7-1756

REXSERVE CORPORATION
AIR COOLED R.C.A. EQUIPPED

80 Comfortable Seats
Day or Night Screenings

1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK

• Scrap Film •

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark. N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

• Sound Effects •

Unusually Lifelike Imitations
For Talkies, Radios, etc.

American, African, Asiatic Birds

Barnyard Animals, Insects, Etc.

DONALD BAIN
36 W. 71st St. New York City

Tel: Susquehanna 7-7934

Studios

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 7th Ave. Circle 7-4911-4912

Studios
(Continued) I

At Your Service . .
•

THE LARGEST AND BEST
EQUIPPED SERVICE SOUND
STUDIOS EAST OF HOLLYWOOD

Highly trained personnel—cutting
rooms—Projection rooms

—

ample
vault space . . .

WESTERN ELECTRIC IMPROVED
NOISELESS RECORDING AND

RE-RECORDING.

EASTERN SERVICE STUDIOS, Inc.

2826-34 Decatur Ave. RAymond 9-1315
Downtown Office

N.Y.C.

250 W. 57th Street

COIumbus 5-6074

Recording As Good As The Best

All Modern Equipment

Atlas Soundfilm Recording Studios, Inc.

130 West 46th Street

BRyant 9-7754 New York City

"SHOOT PICTURES IN N. Y. CITY"
Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film

and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1 155-6-7

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

723-7fh AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 9-6067

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS

Latest equipment for recording sound on

film and disc and synchronizing. Several

large sound stages, many sets. Sount"

truck available. Prices very reasonable

1600 Broadway New Yorf

Tel: LAckawaniia 4-7511

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Besi'equil)ljcd studio m the East tor -

Optical Tricks—Effects—Animation of

all types.
Original Ideas—Special Effects

"We cure u/f/i/m ills'-

145 West 45 St., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-6796

• Theater Fronts 3
THE ART GUILD
THEATRE FRONTS AND LOBBIES

250 West 54th Street, New York City

Telephone: COIumbus 5-5780

Trailers

i
DE LUXE TRAILERS

THE DISTINCTIVE
SCREEN SERVICE

DE LUXE TRAILERS, INC.
630—9th Ave.. N.Y.C. Tel. PEn. 6-6636
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Annie OakleysMustPayTaxUnderNewRevenue Bill

L B. MAYER OPTIMISTICJFTER CALL OLHOOVER

Hot Battle Expected For Presidency of I. A. T. S. E.

Wm. Elliott and George
Brown Rrt fc

Unr
Columbus—A hard-fought battle

for the presidency of the I.A.T.S.E.
and M.P.O. is promised at the organ-
ization's annual convention Which
gets under way here today. William

(Continued on Page 3)

PRIZES FOiiLFMEET

OUTSHMST EVENTS

Never before in the history of

The Film Daily golf tournaments
has such an array of magnificent
prizes been donated as those offered

to date for the Twentieth Tourna-
ment, which will be played off at

the Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, Wednesday, June 22. Four-
teen prizes have already been of-

fered, with many more to come
before the festive day. The donors
are: Stebbins, Leterman & Gates,
Film Daily, Quigley Publications,

Tiffany Pictures, William Masse,
Harry Thomas, Eastman Kodak Co.,

Electrical Research Products, Con-
(C(fntinued on Page 3)

Movie Council Formed
By Wet Organization

A committee of film industry ex-

ecutives has been organized to work
with the League for the Modification

' the Volstead Act, which has cam-
iign headquarters at the Park Cen-
al Hotel. Julius Singer is chair-

an of the movie committee, which
ill hold its first meeting at the

ark Central today.

Rothafel to Lecture

In Course at Columbia

S. L. Rol-hafel CRoxy") will be one of the

kcturers in a course on the present day theater

to be given at Columbia University this summer.

John Golden, Clayton Hamilton and Professor

Hatcher Hughes also are on the roster. 'Roxy'

returned yesterday with Martin Beck from a

four abroad.

Theater Men Sitting in On Para. Sales Meets
For the first time in the history of Paramount sales meetings, theater as well as

distribution department men are sitting in at a series of regional conferences at which
the new year's program is being explained. This plan is being carried out as one
angle of the company's policy toward closer co-ordination of its exhibition and dis-

tribution interests. A meeting for the New York territory, including upstate districts,

was held Saturday at the Astor with Joe Unger in charge. George Schaefer, general

sales manager, spoke, as well as Herman Wobber and others. John Balaban spoke for

the theater department.

100 Shorts for Release
By Principal Next Season
Approximately 100 shorts will be

included in the new season's releas-

ing schedule of Principal Distribut-

ing Corp., said Frank R. Wilson to

The Film Daily on Saturday.
Heading the schedule will be about
20 subjects in three, four and five

reels, made by 15 different pro-

ducers. Thirteen two-reelers and 52

one-reelers also are included. Ten

single-reelers will be made with
Lowell Thomas and an equal num-
ber with Tony Wons at the mike.
Elmer Clifton will also supply about
ten one-reelers.
"The necessity of three, four and

five-reelers has been voiced to us
by several major circuit operators,

so we shall make about 20 of that
length of the novelty type," said

Wilson.

Tragedy, Comedy in Equal Demand,

Hays Preference Poll Discloses

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Demand for comedy

and tragedy are about equal in

number, according to returns in the
National Preference Poll on motion
pictures conducted by the Hays or-

ganization. Analysis of various
(Continued on Page 4)

80% of U. S. Covered
By Powers Exchanges

Eighty per cent of the U. S. is

now covered by Powers Pictures ex-
changes for the distribution of at

least 15 B. I. P. features and a like
(Continued on Page 4)

Must Pay Tax on Free Passes
Under New Revenue Measure

150 Mexican Theaters
Drop Triple Features

Mexico City—Approximately 150
houses in Mexico have agreed to

cease triple featuring Oct. 1. Move-
ment which resulted in this plan was
fostered by larger operators who
are persuading smaller exhibitors to

play shorts instead of a third fea-

ture.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Passes and cut-rate

tickets -will be required to pay a tax
equivalent to that collected from per-

sons paying for admission when the

price is above 41 cents, according

to the provisions of the new revenue
bill. The provision, however, ex-

cludes employees, municipal officers

on official business and children un-
(Continued on Page 4)

M-G-M Executive Sees
Improvement in

Situation
Greater confidence that there is

a decided improvement in the situa-
tion, both politically and economi-
cally, was expressed by Louis B.
Mayer, M-G-M vice-president in
charge of production, after a call on
President Hoover in Washington

(.Continued on Page 3)

SERIOUS PROBLEMS ONLY

AT WARNER SALES MEET

Serious problems will take up the
entire time of the first of the series

of Warner-First National business
sales meetings which opens today
at the Park Central Hotel with A.
W. Smith presiding. Speech-making
and handing out bouquets -will be en-
tirely absent from the two-day con-
ference, says Smith.
Home office e.xecutives who will be present

at the New York meeting, in addition to

Smith, include Harry M. Warner. Major Al-
(Continued on Page 3)

Civilian Censor Board
Is Likely for Chicago

Chicago—As a result of protests

from women's organizations and
others against the abolition of the

city censorship bureau, it is pre-

dicted at City Hall that the budget
may be amended to providefor three

civilian censors to be nominated by
the Chicago Women's Club, the Pa-
rent-Teachers' Council and other

civic bodies to serve without pay.^

A hearing on the issue is set for\
June 10. ^jc:

British & Dominions Corp.

Producing for Paramount

\

London—Arrangements have been completed

whereby British & Dominions Film Corp. will in

future produce Paramount's British pictures, it

is announced by Hubert T. Marsh, managing di-

rector of B. & D., and J. C. Graham, Paramount

chief here. Herbert Wilcox will supervise pro-

duction.
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The Broadway Parade
(Week of June 3)

FIRST-RUNS
PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"As You Desire Me" M-G-M Capitol

"Strangers of the Evening" Columbia Paramount

"Monte Carlo Madness" First Division Roxy
"Week-End Marriage" First National Strand

"Westward Passage" RKO Pathe Mayfair

"The Ringer" First Division Cameo
"They Never Come Back" First Division Gaiety

EXTENDED RUNS

"Forgotten Commandments" Paramount Rivoli

"Scarface" (3rd wreek) United Artists Rialto

"Two Seconds" (3rd week) First National Winter Garden

'Grand Hotel" (8th week).

$2 RUNS
M-G-M. . Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"A Nous La Liberte" (3rd week) Capt. Harold Auten. .Europa
"Der Schrechken der Garnison" Capitol Film Ex. . . Hindenburg
"Liebe 1st Liebe" Leo Brecher Little Carnegie

"La Chance" (2nd week) Paramount Sth Ave. Playhouse

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Diary of a Revolutionist" (June 8) . . . Amkino Cameo
"The Dark Horse" (June 8) First National Winter Garden
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" (June 17) RKO Mayfair

Receivership Granted

For Fox Met. Playhouses
With the consent of the corpora-

tion, the Irving Trust Company has
been appointed receiver for Fox Met-
ropolitan Playhouses. Petitioner is

Henry Spits of Paterson, N. J., hold-
er of a note for $4,000. The circuit,

which owns some minor houses in

the Fox group, joined in the request
for such adjudication as may be
necessary to preserve the rights, in-

terests and equity of all interested
parties.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Cen. Th. Eq. 6s40 2Vi 2;^ 2^4 -f ^^
Keith A-O 6ii46.. 25 24 25 -f- 1
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Warner's 6s39 \VA H'A UYi + Vi

CLOSES INSURANCE DEAL
Jerome J. Cohen, Inc., insurance

specialists and adjusters, has ar-

ranged with Adolph Pollak of Eagle
Productions for the handling of all

his in.surance needs, starting with
the negative of "Isle of Paradise."

New York Long IiUnd City \k

1S40 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

134 Crticant St. n

Eastman Films

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

Chicago HoIlTwood
1727 Indiana At*. 9700 Santa Monica
CALomat 3fl»t Bird.
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"WHITE SISTER" IN ITALIAN
Clemente Giglio, Italian-American

impresario, who composed the op-
era version of "The White Sister,"
which he produced in English on
Broadway several years ago, will
star Oreste Sandrino in an Italian
talking picture of that story. It

will go into production immediately
after "Thou Shall Not Kill," the
first of a series of native talkies
being made in this country by Giglio.
Bud Pollard, now directing "Thou
Shall Not Kill," will also direct "The
White Sister."

Neeper Sees Film Benefit

In Agricultural Betterment
Kansas City—A big improvement

in the agricultural situation, which
in turn will bring benefits to the
movies, was reported by Creed A.
Neeper, sales manager for Harold
Lloyd Corp., while here this week
on one of his sales trips. In a local
interview, Neeper said that it is

impossible to make good pictures
cheap, and it would be a mistake
if proper finances were withheld
from the industry for the produc-
tion of good films. He said the in-

dustry has plenty pf brains and
character, and cited the present
trend toward cooperation between
producers as indicating that the in-

dustry has reached emotional matur-
ity.

BOOK NIGHT CLUB MUSICAL
Lynbrook, L. I.—Zack Freedman,

manager of the Skouras Lynbrook
here, successfully presented the first

condensed musical to play in any
Long Island house when he booked
Jackie May and a company of 40
for a two-night stand before their
scheduled opening at the Show
Place for the summer. C. K. Long,
formerly connected with the Circle
theater, Indianapolis, Ind., has been
made assistant manager of the Lyn-
brook house.

BEVERLY HILLS BANK CLOSES
Beverly Hills, Cal.—National bank

examiners have taken charge of the
First National Bank of Beverly
Hills, which has suspended opera-
tions in order to conserve assets.

ANTON GROT TO EXHIBIT
Anton Grot, head of the art de-

partment of the Warner-First Na-
tional studios on the coast, will visit
New York at the end of this month
to give two exhibitions of his work
and also complete arrangements for
the publication of a book which he
is preparing on the side of studio
administration with which he is

most familiar.

CHARLOTTE BRANCH LEADING
At the end of the eighth week of

the Warner-First National drive to
increase use of posters and outdoor
advertising among exhibitors, the
Charlotte branch, under the man-
agement of F. P.' Bryan, was in first

place, with the Toronto and Albany
branches following.

Cinemofion Studios, Inc.

Best equipped studio in the East
for—

Optical Tricks—Effects—Animation of
all types.

Original Ideas—Special Effects

"We cure all film ills"

EDDIE WHITE MANNY JACOBS
145 West 45 St., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-6796

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Testimonial dinner to Oscar Mo
gan and Percy Block, Philadelphia.

June 6-7 : Warner-First National sales co
ference, Park Central Hotel, New Yoi

July 7 : Meeting of board of managers
S.M.P.E. to nominate officers for t
year, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.

June 6-9
: Annual convention of Internatio

al Alliance of Theatrical Stage Ei
ployes and M. P. Operators, Memori
Hall, Columbus, O.

June 7-8 : Annual convention of Rod
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, De
ver.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.(
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, ]i
waukee.

June 15: Testimonial dinner to Louis "Poj
Korson, Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phi!

delphia. 7 P. M.
June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tom

nament, Fenimore Golf and Count)
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 22-24 : Annual convention of AI13|

Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting
Allied States Ass'n board of director

St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

July IS: Educational-Tiffany sales conwi
tion, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. Nation;
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Vict
ria, New York.

JOE RILEY TAKES LEAD
Joe Riley, manager of the Libert

Theater moved up to first place i

the Warner Theaters Philadelphi
zone's "Spring Push" inaugurate
six weeks ago as a feature of th
bonus plan instituted by Josep
Bernhard, general manager, whic
permits managers to share in profit

above specified quotas. Marty Gold
enberg of the Lansdowne Theate
and Al Plough of the Commodore
formerly in first place, now hold sec

ond and third places, respectively,

NEW AMKINO FILM
Amkino's "Diary of a Revolt

tionist," first of the new Soviet ac

tion talkies, will have its America]
premiere at the RKO-Cameo oi

Wednesday.

tli;
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Representatives Wanted
Premium Proposition for Theatres

Nationally Known Organization

Write, Give Full Details of Past Experiences,

Connections, etc.

Box 919, THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway New York City

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
Stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

Pi

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 Seventh Ave. BRyant 9-5395
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HOT BATTLE EXPECTED

FOR I. A. PRESIDENCY
(.Continued from Page 1)

Elliott, who succeeded William F.

Canavan as president, and George
Brown of Chicago are both nominees
for the office. Brown has the sup-
port of Tom Malloy, business man-
ager of the Chicago operators'

union. Indications are that approxi-
mately 900 delegates will attend the
convention.

Prizes for Golf Meet
Outshine Past Events
(Continued from Page 1)

solidated Film Industries, RCA Pho-
tophone, Continental Theater Acces-
sories, Columbia Pictures, Al Licht-

man and Jules Brulatour.
Special features and surprises for

the contestants are now being ar-

ranged by the committee. This

year's event promises to outshine

and outsmart all previous tourna-

ments. The entry list, which is lim-

ited to 160, is nearing the half-way
mark. The entry fee is $10 and ap-

plications should be mailed imme-
diately.

STAYING OPEN FOR SUMMER
St. Louis—Present plans indicate

that the Fox will continue to oper-

ate through the summer. Managing
Director Harry Greenman has an-

nounced a long list of big pictures

and stage attractions booked.

YAMINS GIVES 'EM VALUE
Fall River—Nate Yamins, Allied

States Ass'n official, is reported do-

ing heavy business at the Durfee

with a bill offering "Letty Lynton"

and "When a Feller Needs a

Friend.'" Yamins recently double

featured "Hell Divers" and "Emma."

JAX DELUXER REOPENS
Jacksonville, Fla.—E. J. Sparks

has reopened the Florida, former

Publix deluxer, after a shutdown of

more than six weeks. It is the only

refrigerated movie house here.

NEW IOWA CITY HOUSE
Iowa City, la.—A $40,000 theater

building is to be constructed here by

Mrs. Etta Hanlon.

REMINDER
Good time to start a

Camera Club, with co-opera-

tion of newspaper and local

photographer, for those sum-
mer vacation snapshots.

ALONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY

NtW YORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • WONDER WHAT Emgeem's Greta Garbo Thinks
About! (with apologies to Si Seadler) "Ay bane
getting dam tired of das Mystery Woman stuff some-
time Ay get so mixed oop dot Ay don't know if Ay am Greta
or Clark Gable or Tarzan and where iss das Mystery
any more? my pooblic dey have seen me in my bathtub

in my lingerie even dey haf seen me eating
grapefruit for my breakfast and now Ay bane ruined
altogether in 'As You Desire Me' when Mistair von
Stroheim get mad at me and tell de whole world joost what
kind "of a woman Ay am eet all makes me veree, veree
unhappy but Ay bane getting das Dough in big gobs

so what das hell, as you Americans say no?"
* * * *

• • • FOR THE Empey Forum luncheon Tuesday they
have lined up Fannie Hurst and Heywood Broun wonder
if Heywood will take a crack at Jimmie Walker as he did in

his colyum the other day somebody should tell him that
Jimmie is a member of this Club!

* * * *

• • • THE INFLUENCE of "Grand Hotel" has had its

effect on Billy Ferguson he has an apartment house in

Longisle that was half empty so Billy sticks a Grand
Hotel doorman out front Grand Hotel awnings on the
windows and a Grand Hotel desk in the lobby, with
bellhops and everythin' ..... now the house is crowded
and Billy has doubled the rents can ya beat it?
just a Scotch phenagler that's all

WORDS and WISDOM
from within and without

"When our citizens, after a day
devoted to the duties and claims of

this fevered life, go to the theater
or to the talkie movies, there to

renew their exhausted strength,
there mayhap to escape for an hour
from the specter of their baffled

hopes, from their broken ideals or

evaporated illusions, so common in

this complex machine age, or there
to be spared for an evening from
the fardels and the clangor of a be-

wildered world, let them not be met
with a Federal admission tax, which
is a vexatious, corrosive, pestiferous
irritant."—HON. HENRY F. ASH-
URST of Arizona in speech before
U. S. Senate.

"We cannot over-estimate the im-
portance we should place upon Ad-
vertising."—HAROLD B. FRANK-
LIN.

"I'll go back when I can have
some real good pictures."—CHAR-
LES (BUDDY) ROGERS.

"I would go crazy if I did nothing
but act."—CHARLES BICKFORD.

"I guess maybe I'm just naturally
ornery."—JACK OAKIE.

"The Story of Little Red Riding
Hood would make one of the success-
ful screen offerings of the year—if

somebody could work out the right
'slant' from which to make it."

—

TOD BROWNING.

L. B. MAYER OPTIMISTIC

AFTER CALL ON HOOe
(Continued from Page 1)

last week. Before leaving Washing-
ton for New York, Mayer was guest
of honor at a dinner given for
him by Mabel W. Willebrandt, with
Vice-President Curtis and Dolly
Gann among the 100 guests.

Following conferences in New
York, the M-G-M executive goes to
Chicago as a Republican committee-
man. In a Washington interview
after his visit with the President,
Mayer expressed himself in favor
of a beer tax, and said it was re-
grettable that the general sales tax
did not go through.

Serious Problems Only
At Warner Sales Meet

(Continued from Page 1)
bert Warrer, Sam E. Morris, Herman Starr,

Gradwell L. Sears, S. Charles Einfeld, Nor-
man H. Moray, Joseph Bernhard, Harold
Bareford, I. J. Hoffman, Moe Silver, Dave
Weslmer, Clayton Bond, Jacob Wilk, Mort
Blumenstock, Joseph Hummel and Albert
Howson.
Among the district managers, branch mana-

gers and salesmen from the field will be R.
Mochrie, H. L. Dembow, R. Brenner and
W. Mansell of the Philadelphia territory

;

R. Smeltzer, C. Rich, N. J. Ayers and F.
Beiersdorf, Washington ; Nat Furst and J.

Pavone, Now Hampshire; R. S. Smith and
G. Goldberg, Albany; Thos. Spry, T. B.
Magann, W. Horan, S. Broidy and D. E.
Purcell, Boston; H. A. Seed, J. R. Levee
and J. M. Sitterly, Buffalo; F. North, W.
B. DolHns, S. D. Chapman and S. L. Gil-

bert, Detroit; S. B. Kramer, M. H. Mooney,
W. Omie and F. Hathaway, Cleveland ; Benj.
Kalmenson, P. S. Krumenacker, R. Dunbar,
R. Lynch and J. P. Lefko, Pittsburgh; R.
Cloud, S. Greenberg and O. Kuschner, In-

dianapolis ; R. H. Haines, H. A. Bugie, J.

P. Eifert and A. Shmitken, Cincinnati ; H.
O. Paynter, A. W. Perry and L. McKenzie,
Toronto; A. Gorman and C. R. Osborn,
Montreal; Wolfe Cohen and M. Plottel, Win-
nipeg

; Joe Plottel, Vancouver ; and J. E.

Butler, St. Johns.

"Outguessing audiences that try
to outguess the actors is one of the
modern problems of the screen,
especially as applied to comedy."

—

GEORGE HILL.

"The recent tendency of producers
to bow to a small minority is one
of the fundamental faults of motion
picture produc(tion today."—WAL-
LACE SMITH.

"It's kinda hard for me to get in

a door sideways."—JIMMY DUR-
ANTE.

RASCH DANCERS IN NEWSREEL
A group of Albertina Rasch danc-

ers, part of the 75 who will perform
at two concerts at the Stadium this

summer, are appearing in the new
Fox Movietone program at the Em-
bassy.

SON FOR MAY McAVOY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — May McAvoy, now

Mrs. Maurice Cleary, has just be-

come the mother of a boy.

MANY PAPPY PfTUWS

"So-called story trends draw audi-

ences in during the first part of the

trend and drive them out during the

latter part."— HOWARD ESTA-
BROOK.

"This is a time for screen enter-

tainment that will move the public

to greater emotional heights than
ever before."—PAUL BERN.

"The trouble with this industry is

the people who are finding so much
trouble with this industry." —
CHARLES L. GLETT.

Best wishes art extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

June 6
Tyler Brooke Maurice Hanline

Charles Murray
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TRAGEDY AND COMEDY

ARE IN jQUAL DEMAND

(Continued from Page 1)

phases of the poll is still in progress.

A defense of pictures, which usual-

ly are panned, is offered by Dr. Ray-
mond L. Ditmars, prominent New
York zoologist, who says: "I go to

the theater for entertainment and
diversion and often particularly like

the most adversely criticized pic-

tures." Governor Rolph of Califor-

nia calls for thrilling films, but
nothing sad. Wallace Irwin is among
the Mickey Mouse fans, while the
Marx Brothers, Leopold Stokowski,
Will Durant, Agnes Repplier and
others vote for tear-jerkers.

A LITTLE From "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

80% of U. S. Covered
By Powers Exchanges

{Continued from Page 1)

number of independently made do-

mestic features next season, P. A.
Powers told The Film Daily Sat-

urday. New offices opened last week
in Seattle and Dallas with D. C.

Millward in charge of the former
and Al Wolf manager of the Dal-
las branch. Powers is aiming at a
total of 30 branches, each with a
limited territory, so that sales may
be concentrated on the "one print
per territory" idea.

2 WORLD WIDES FOR RKO
RKO has contracted to play World

Wide's "Racetrack" and "Strangers
of the Evening" in 20 first-run RKO
houses, with "Racetrack" booked for
an additional three. Both pictures
will play RKO houses in Boston,
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Los
Angeles, Portland, Ore., San Fran^
Cisco, Syracuse, Dallas, New Or-
leans, Houston, Tex., Cincinnati,
Fort Worth, Milwaukee, Akron,
Grand Rapids, Des Moines, Fort
Wayne, Oakland and Madison, Wis.
In addition, "Racetrack" has been
signed for RKO's first-runs in Salt
Lake City, Portland, Me., and Kan-
sas City.

HOLLYWOOD
J^OROTHY JORDAN and Charlie

Ruggles have been signed for
featured roles in "Seventy Thousand
Witnesses," first of the eight fea-
tures which Charles R. Rogers will
prod-uce for Paramount. Phillips
Holmes previously was announced
for the featured romantic lead in
this football mystery drama.

* * *

Rochelle Hudson, pretty RKO-
Radio Pictures contract player, pol-

ished up her blushing technique to
play a young bride in "Is My Face
Red?" Gale Gordon portrays the
bridegroom.

Jerry Sackheim, assistant to Ed-
ward Montague, scenario editor at
the RKO-Radio studio, has been
elected a member of the Authors'
League of America. Sackheim was
the author of "When the Bough
Breaks," a play in which Pauline
Frederick was starred on Broadway.

* * *

Yola D'Avril has just received two
assignments, one from First Nation-
al to appear with Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., in "Revolt," which has
gone into work, and the other from
Paramount for "The Man from Yes-
terday," with Claudette Colbert and
Clive Brook.

"FORBIDDEN COMPANY" READY
"Forbidden Company," an Invinci-

ble picture distributed by Chester-
field, is completed and ready for re-
lease. It features Sally Blane, John
Darrow, John St. Polls, Myrtle Sted-
man, Josephine Dunn, Dorothy
Christy, Bryant Washburn, David
Durand and Norma Drew. Richard
Thorpe directed.

COMING & GOING

HARRY BUCKLEY of United Artists has
gone to Dallas on business.
SCHUYLER GRAY, writer, is on his way

from New York to the Paramount studios
in Hollywood.
VILMA BANKY, ALLA NAZIMOVA

and BEATRICE LILLIE sailed Saturday on
the He de !• ranee for Europe.
FELICE GREENBERG of the Fanchnn &

Marco office and Ailecn Stanley, singer, sailed
from New York on the Dixie Saturday en
route to the coast.

P. M. BRINCK of M-GM sailed Saturday
on the He de France for Europe.

"Hot Saturday," Harvey Fergus-
son's novel of a girl whose search
for pleasure is balked by gossip, is

announced as an all-star production
at the Paramount studios with
Carole Lombard, Richard Arlen and
Gordon Westcott in leading roles.

Dudley Murphy has been chosen to
direct. Josephine Lovett is vsrriting

the screen play.
* *

Seton I. Miller, who is responsible
for the adaptation and continuity of
"Scarface," has been signed to write
the screen adaptation of "The Last
Mile," to which Tiffany Productions
bought the screen rights after the
play enjoyed a year's run on Broad-
way. It will be released by World
Wide Pictures.

* *

The newest story from that well-
met team of collaborators, Kubec
Glasmon and John Bright, is in
production under the direction of
Mervyn LeRoy. Warren William
has the principal male role in "Three
on a Match," and he will be sur-
rounded by three leading ladies,
Joan Blondell, Ann Dvorak and
Bette Davis.

* * *

Sylvia Sidney and Fredric March
will appear with other Hollywood
celebrities in a "picture within a
picture" scene in the dramatic com-
edy, "Make Me a Star," being pro-
duced at the Paramount studios
with Stuart Erwin, Joan Blondell,
ZaSu Pitts and Ben Turpin in the
leading roles.

Mervyn LeRoy and William A.
Wellman, two of the ace directors
of the Warner-First National stu-

dios, are being lent to Radio Pic-
tures for only one picture each. Le-
Roy, who is now directing "Three
on a Match" for First National, will
be free to make a temporary so-
journ at the RKO studios around
July 1, after which he will return
to Burbank to direct "Central
Park." Wellman has just completed
"The Night Flower," starring Bar-
bara Stanwyck, for Warner Bros.

* * :ic

Reginald Owen, who came here
after successfully playing the male
lead in the Broadway play, "Child
of Manhattan," has been added to
the cast of World Wide's "The Man
Called Back," starring Conrad Na-
gel. Mona Maris has also been
signed to augment the cast, which
includes Doris Kenyon, Mae Busch,
John Halliday and Alan Mowbray.
Robert Florey is directing.

* * ill

"Lucky" Humberstone, who makes
his bow as a full-fledged director
with Tiffany's "Strangers of the
Evening," is being complimented on
the success of his first effort as a
number one unit man. Prior to
this, Humberstone was an assistant
director on the United Artist lot,
working with such megaphone
wielders as King Vidor, Mervyn Le-
Roy, George Fitzmaurice and Lowell
Sherman. Pictures which Humber-
stone helped to produce are "Street
Scene," "The Greeks Had a Word
for Them," "Devil to Pay" and "To-
night or Never."

* * t

William Bakewell's fad of riding
a bicycle, which takes him to and
from work, has been spreading
around. There are now two bicycle
riding organizations in Hollywood
and the members gather each week
for long marathons.

* * *

Burton King, Big 4's production
supervisor, is taking a few days'
vacation, his first since his affilia-
tion with Big 4. Production will be
resumed immediately upon his re-
turn.

* * *

Snow Flake has been added to the
cast now supporting Richard Bar-
thelmess in "The Cabin in the Cot-
ton" at the First National studios.
Snow Flake, it seems, is a colored
gentleman much in demand for bit
roles among the directors of the film
colony.

* * *

Val Burton, musical director for
Tiffany, will have his first song,
"Selina," written when he was nine
years old, in "The Man Called
Back," now in production, with Rob-
ert Florey directing. Daisy May,
famous on the English stage, and
aunt of Burton, owns the rights to
the song and consented to allow
Mae Busch to sing it in the picture.

ANNIEIOAKLEYS TAXED

UNDER NEWREVENUE ACT
(Continued from Page 1)

der 12. Amounts paid for admission
by season ticket or subscription will
be exempt only if the amount which
would be charged for a single ad-
mission is less than 41 cents.

WORLD WIDE BUYS STORY
Screen rights to Harold Bell

Wright's latest novel, "The Devil's
Highway," have been purchased bv
World Wide.

Simile—As prompt as an old
friend returning a new book.

* * *

Dwight Caldwell, film editor for
Larry Darmour Prods., has returned
to his duties following a short va-
cation. He will edit Johnny Mack
Brown's new feature, which will be
released by Paramount. The pic-
ture will be directed by Phil Rosen.

* * *

Wilmon B. Menard, magazine
writer, has just completed his in-
itial non-fiction book, "South Sea
Sketches." He is at present acting
as technical advisor on "Black
Pearls," a story of the South Seas.

* * *

Sondra Arleaux, now playing the
tragic-farce role of "Auoda," the
princess of fate, in "Around the
World in Eighty Days," at the Pas-
adena Community Playhouse, has
been offered a screen contract by
Al Nathan. Miss Arleaux, who left
the Shuberts to come to Holljrwood,
gives an outstanding performance
in the Verne melodrama, from which
the stage play was adapted.

* * m

Anita Page has been added to the
cast of "Skyscraper Souls," in pro-
duction at M-G-M under direction
of Edgar Selwyn. Warren William,
Maureen O'SuIlivan and Norman
Foster have the leading roles and
others in the cast include Wallace
Ford, Jean Hersholt and Helen Co-
burn.

* *

Olga Baclanova will be seen in
support of John Gilbert in M-G-M's
"Downstairs," now in production
under direction of Monta Bell.

* *

"Mr. Average Man" Edgar Ken-
nedy, who did more than average
business in the country's theaters
the past year, has started rehearsals
on a new RKO-Radio two-reel com-
edy to be directed by Harry Sweet.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Al Boasberg & Rocke & Livingston, enter-

tainments; I. B. Halpern, 74 Trinity Place,
New York. 100 shares common.

NEW .TERSEY CHARTERS
Action Photos, Inc., Asliury Park, moving

pictures, photographers, artists; Anschelewitz,
Frankel & Barr, Aslniry Park, N. J. $100,000.
New Jersey Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.,

Newark; Levy & Stempler, Newark, N. J«
$100,000.
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New Jersey Admission Tax Defeated at Hearing

WARNERSSEHING MARKIR ADVANCE PJDUCTiON
Weiss Bros. Increasing New Prosram to 20 Features

10 of Current Artclass

Schedule Finished
—Two to Come

Tentative plans of Weiss Bros,
for the new season call for about
20 Artclass features, as compared
with 12 for the current year. Ten
of this season's pictures are now
completed.

TW0rEATURES,40$H0RT$

IN NEWHAL ROACH LINEUP

Hal Roach will produce two Laurel
and Hardy features and 40 two-reel
shorts for M-G-M release next sea-
son, Henry Ginsberg, general man-
ager for Roach, told The Film
Daily yesterday, following his ar-

rival in New York from the Coast.
First feature, "Pack Up Your Trou-
bles," has been completed and is

now being edited. Names will be
used in the shorts, Ginsberg stated.

He plans to remain East about 10

days.

Warners Win Third Suit

In Receivership Battle
Wilmington, Del.—Warner Bros,

won its third receivership suit bat-

tle yesterday, when the action in-

stituted by Marinus P. V. Newcastle,
a minority stockholder, was dis-

missed in Chancery Court. About
a year ago the first suit was dis-

missed in the same court, and three

months ago the second was with-

drawn. At the hearing set for yes-
{Ccmtinued on Page 12)

Censorship Condemned

By Geneva Conference

Geneva—Every form of censorship was de-

nounced by Senator de Brouckers of Belgium
speaking at the arms conference which is con-
sidering a moral disarmament. He urged less

government control of theaters, books and
radio.

First RKO Broadcasting Coordination

RKO's initial demonstration of the coordination between Radio Pictures and
National Broadcasting Co. will be held June 16, at 11:30 P.M., when Frank Buck
will be Interviewed over the radio by Dr. Raymond Ditmars in connection with "Bring
'Em Back Alive," which opens next day at the Mayfair. Buck will also broadcast
a talk for children June 15 at 5:30 P.M.

Baltimore Musicians' Demands
Oust Vaudeville, Orchestras

Six Features Planned
By Aubrey Mittenhal

Production of six features is

planned by Aubrey Mittenhal, with

"Wanted by the Police" as the first.

Work will be done in the East.

Baltimore—All local houses play-

ing vaudeville and using orchestras

will discontinue these policies on
June 17 as a result of the failure

to effect a compromise in the

musical union's demands for higher
Sunday wages. Houses will go to

straight films.

17% Union Scale Cut in Cleveland

Cleveland — Local operators are
taking a 17 per cent scale cut, effec-

tive until Aug. 31, 1933, making the

top wage for two men in a booth
$141.10 per week, and low wage
$83.00 per week. While the scale is

reduced approximately 17 per cent,

an increase of an hour and half free

overtime, and inclusion of June, July
and August of this season in the

contract for next year amount vir-

tually to a cut of between 21 and
22 per cent.

Expect Kosch to be Named
Permanent Roxy Receiver
Harry G. Kosch, now acting as

temporary receiver of the Roxy un-

til June 16, is expected to be named
permanent receiver at a hearing

scheduled for the U. S. District

Court on June 13. Meanwhile, to

fulfill the legal requirements in

such cases, Kosch has given two
weeks' notice to employees.

Proposed N. J. Admission Tax
Is Defeated at Public Hearing

Agree to Maintain
35-Cent Admission

Chicago—Suit of the Rivoli Thea-
ter Co. against various film com-
panies for alleged failure to provide

the Rivoli with films because the

house had reduced its admission
prices has been settled. The Rivoli

agreed to maintain a scale of 35

cents and the picture companies
agreed to furnish films.

Trenton—That the proposed state

tax on theater admissions is dead

was indicated following a public

hearing held yesterday by the Legis-

lature. Fifty members of the Al-

lied Theater Owners of New Jersey,

headed by President Sidney Samuel-
son, were on hand to protest against

the assessment. A report concern-

ing the matter will be submitted at

the regular weekly meeting today

at New York.

17 of WB-FN's 60 on New
Lineup to be Ready

by Aug. 1

At least 17 of the 60 features
planned by Warner-First National
for 1932-33 will be finished by Aug.
1, and all of this group has already
been dated for national release, it

was announced yesterday by Major
Albert Warner coincident with the
opening of the company's two-day
New York business meeting. This
is said to be a record in producing
ahead, and has been made possible

(Continued on Page 12)

MUSICALS ARE FEATURED

Out of 133 short subjects an-
nounced on the Vitaphone program
for 1932-33, no less than 70 will be
musicals, it was announced by Nor-
man H. Moray, sales manager, at

yesterday's sales meeting in the
Park Central Hotel. There will be

(Continued on Page 12)

Four Cagney Pictures

On New Warner Program
That James Cagney and Warner

Bros, will come to an agreement
soon is indicated by the company's
announcement of its 1932-1933 pro-
gram, which has Cagney down for

four pictures. Barbara Stanwyck
will be starred in three; William
Powell and Kay Francis co-starred

in three; Powell alone in one, Miss
(Continued on Page 12)

Canada Is Enforcing

25% Quota on Reels

Toronto—Strict enforcement of the regula-

tion that newsreels must contain 25 per cent
Canadian material, and not more than 50 per
cent American material, is indicated In notices

just mailed to exchanges stating that, effective

June 18, reels which do not comply with these
requirements will be condemned by the Ontario
censors.
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M-G-M Advocating Revival Weeks
•Revival Weeks," in which former hits are played, is being recommended by

M-G-M to Loew and other house managers. Suggestion is made that managements

invite patrons to select the pictures through balloting, either through a newspaper

tie-up or at the theater.

Fleischer to Demonstrate
Principles of Projection

First public demonstration of a

portable device showing the prin-

ciples of motion picture pro.iection,

particularly as it applies to car-

toon=!. is planned bv Max Fleischer
at Gimbel's, Philadelphia, June 25.

The machine, invented by the pro-

ducer of cartoon shorts for Para-
mount, will be shown in New York
in July. Fleischer will broadcast in

connection with the Philadelphia
demonstration.

RKO CIRCUIT OHIO SHIFTS
Cleveland—Frank Hines has been

reappointed manager of the RKO
Palace after an absence of more
than a year. He succeeds John H.
McCurdy, transferred to Cincinnati
as city manager. J. E. Firnkoess
remains as district manager of the
northern Ohio RKO houses. Howard
Higley, former assistant manager
of the Hippodrome, which recently
closed, is now assistant manager at
the Palace, succeeding Corwin Col-
lins, who is back at the Keith East
105th St.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" . . ^ 5-16 H + 1-16
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 54 54 %
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Par. Hy. 55^351 ..40 40 40 -f 2
Par. 5!^s50 18 1554 IS>A — 2'A
Warner's 6s39 ... 11 54 U'A 1154

WILLIAM ORR SPEAKS
The home is the only place for

censorship to be exercised, William
Orr, M-G-M executive, told a Wo-
men's Club audience at Scardale,
last night. He opposed "pre-censor-
ship" of pictures.
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START KID SHORTS
Wr.'st Coa^t Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jack Hays Produc-

tions, which will make a series of
"Baby Burlesk" comedies, which wiU
travesty famous books, plays and
pictures using juvenile players, has
started its first subject. Charles
IjaMont is directing, and the shorts
will be released by Educational.

"FLAME OF MEXICO" OPENS
Wn-hinntou Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—"Flame of Mexico,"

the picture made below the border
bv Mrs. Juliet Barrett Rublee, had
its world premiere at the Rialto here
before a brilliant assemblage of dip-
lomats, ambassadors, statesmen and
other officials of the U. S. and for-
eign countries.

RASCH BALLET AT ROXY
Albertina Rasch will stage a spe-

cial ballet spectacle at the Roxy th"
week of June 17. The number will
take in the entire Roxv ballet corn?
and Roxyettes. In addition, Mme
Rasch will present eight of her spe-
cjaltv dancers in an original compo-
sition.

IDEAL CLOSES 40% OF U. S.
Ideal Pictures Corp. reports it has

already closed approximately 40 ner
cent of the entire U. ?. on "distribu-
tion of its eight features known as
the Prosperity Eight. The first,

"Out of Singapore," is scheduled foi
release on or before Aug. 1, to be
followed by "Paroled" in October.

New York Expected to Pay
Fifth of Amusement Tax
One-fifth of the new Federal

amusement tax will be paid by
Greater New York theaters, accord-
ing to estimates compiled by Wil-
liam 0. Trapp of the "World-Tele-
gram." About $8,400,000 yearly is

expected to be collected here.

COLUMBIA PARTY ARRIVES
Harry Cohn, president of Colum-

bia, arrives in New York this morn-
ing in a special car attached to the
Broadway Limited, accompanied by
Abe Montague, Rube Jackter, Jerry
Safron, George Brown, Sam Moscow,
FiOuis Weinberg, Joe McConville,
Hal Hode and Milton Hannock.

WORLD WIDE SIGNS WRITERS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — World Wide has
signed with Sada Cowan, Robert
Hichens, Gouverneur Morris and
Rupert Hughes to write the follow-
ing stories, respectively: "Lover of
Mine," "Snake Bite," "Alimony
Racket" and "Obscurity."

MAYFAIR OPENING CHANGE
Starting this week, the RKO May-

fair will discontinue night openings
of the feature picture, except for
"special" productions, which will be
given invitation previews. New pro-
grams will start Fridays.

WARNER CHICAGO MEET
First of the Warner-First Nation-

al western sales conferences will be
hold June 10-11 at the Drake Hotel,
Chicago.

ZANE GREY ONE-REELERS
H^c.>-« Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Zane Grey will be

starred by Sol Lesser of Principal
Productions in a series of five one-
reelers called "Zane Grey's Diary."
The shorts will be of a philosophical
nature combining wisdom and humoi
collected by the author.

SON FOR BARRYMORE
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Barrymore and

Dolores Costello are the parents of
a boy, weighing six pounds ten
ounces, born in Good Samaritan
Hospital.

BOMBERS MAY GET DEATH
Atlanta—Three pei'sons charged

with the recent bombing of the
Georgia have been arrested. If con-
victed, the charge carries a death
penalty in this state.

MUNI APPEARS AT RIALTO
Paul Muni made a personal ap

pearance at the Rialto last night at
a showing of "Scarface," in which
he stars.

TRANSPORT HEARING SET
Dallas—Application of Allied The-

ater Owners of Texas for a hearing
on motor transport rates will be
heard in Austin on June 14. The
exhibitor unit recently obtained a
hearing on a reduction of 50 per
cent on return shipments by ex-
press, and a decision is now awaited.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Warner-First National sales coo
ference, Park Central Hotel, New York

July 7 : Meeting of board of managers o
S.M.P.E. to nominate officers for tb
year. Hotel Pennsylvania. New York.

June 6-9: Annual convention of Internation
al Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em
ployes and M. P. Operators, Memoria
Hall, Columbus. O.

June 7-8: Annual convention of Rock]
Mountain Theater Ovyners* Ass'n, Den
ver.

June 10-11: Warner - First National sale
meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil
waukee.

June 15: Testimonial dinner to Louis "Pop'
Korson, Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phila
delphia. 7 P. M.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour
nament, Fenimore Golf and Countr;
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 22-24 : Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting a
Allied States Ass'n board of directqrj,

St. Charles Hotel. Atlantic City.

July IS: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

FILM MEN FOR WET MOVE
At a meeting in the Park Central

Hotel yesterday, a group of film
men comprising the motion picture
committee of the League for Modi
fication of the Volstead Act adopted
a resolution endorsing the league's
campaign. Among those present
were M. A. Van Praag, Ralph Pouch
er, Mark Luescher, Joseph Hirt and
George Morris.

HARVEY'S NEW AGENCY
Harvey Agency is now the official

name of the Harvey-Jaediker or-

ganization, following the withdraw-
al of Ted Jaediker.

WM. HICKEY DEAD
Bridgeport, Conn.—William Hick-

ey, former manager of the Lyric
here, died last week in Los Angeles.
His wife and one daughter survive.

WILLIAM FARNUM MARRIES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William Farnum and

Mrs. Isabelle Lunds Major will be

married in Santa Barbara tomorrow.

FRENCH QUOTA PENDING
The new and more drastic con-

tingent measure pending in France
is still under consideration by the

Minister of Beaux Arts and has not

been passed, as reported, it was
pointed out at the Hays office yes-

terday.

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED
Premium GpposlHon for Theatres

National Known Organization

Write— Give Full Detail of Past

Experiences, Connections, etc.

Box 919, c/o The Film Daily

1650 Broadway New York City



Let's cut out the
•

TEAR ALONG DOTTED LINE

and get down to

with

WARNER
BROS.

for

1932-'33!
FACTS THA

^PEAK LOUDER THAN 70 PAGES OF
Reading Time, 3 minutes, 20 seconds

ORDS!
Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors



WARNER BROS.
AND

FIRST NATIONAL

WILL DELIVER

PICTURES FOR 1932-'33**

We promise you just one thing about these 60 pictures—that they will be as good as we
know how to make them...And the past six months have proved that we know
how^ to make ^ood pictures.

We will match product—not adjectives—with others.

Superlatives are puny compared to the towering Fact that these pictures will be planned

and issued by the same production and star talent that have turned out the bulk of the

industry's profitable product during the current season.

We will make NO promises at this time as to the details of the complete list. Such

promises have never been kept in the whole history of this industry— and never

will be kept by any company alert to the shifting tastes and changing trends of audience

demands,

YET WARNER BROS.' AND FIRST NATIONAL'S PLANS ARE ACTUALLY
MORE DEFINITE THAN ANY EVER SUBMITTED IN THE HISTORY OF
THE BUSINESSI

We come to you with more concrete, tangible product than any company has ever been

able to offer at the opening of a selling season.

Never has there been presented such thorough evidence of ample resources to supply you

with money-making attractions throughout the coming year!

30 each from
Warner Bros.

and

First National.

Plus 6 "FOUR-
STAR" WEST-
ERNS(See sixth

r
P"K«)

VITAGRAPH. INC., DISTRIBUTORS



These pictures will be covjered

by The Box-Office Insurance

22 STAR NAMES
Star follow ings form the vital nucleus of every exhibitor's "market".

The bigger the star, the larger the patronage on which you can definitely count regardless

of story or production values.

That is why it is so important to examine Warner Bros.' and First National's star lists

and to check them carefully with the star values offered elsewhere.

Box-office records, fan mail, publicity lineage are eloquent assurance that these glamor-

ous personalities will, on their names alone, bring more money to your ticket window
than any other group of players on the screen today.

Enough genuine favorites to supply not one, but several authentic marquee names in

every cast...Including the most remarkable collection of established New Stars ever de-

veloped in a single season.

GEORGE ARLISS RUTH CHATTERTON

WILLIAM POWELL RICHARD BARTHELMESS

KAY FRANCIS EDWARD G. ROBINSON

JAMES CAGNEY JOE E. BROWN

BARBARA STANWYCK JOAN BLONDELL

CONSTANCE BENNLI

1

GEORGE BRENT

DOUG. FAIRBANKS, Jr. ANN DVORAK

LORETTA YOUNG DAVID MANNERS

WARREN WILLIAM GUY KIBBEE

BETTE DAVIS VIVIENNE OSBORNE



A Feat Unprecedented

in Production Annals!

THE FIRST 4

MONTHS RELEASES

ARE SET
scheduled!

As certain as the calendar—
here is exactly what you will

get from Warner Bros, and
First National right up to

January 1st!

The first dated announcement

ever issued!

Not mere story properties—but

blue-printed plans based on

actual production progress.

We urge you to read this

4-months' program most care-

fully.

It speaks for itself.

We believe you will find it the

most inspiring message that

you have heard in years

!

FOR SEPTEMBER
Sept. 3-EDWARD G. ROBINSON in "TIGER SHARK"**

With Zita Johann, Richard Arlen.

Sept. 10-RUTH CHATTERTON in "CHILDREN OF PLEASURE"**
From the best -seller by Larry Barretto. With
George Brent, Hardie Albright.

Sept. 17-JOE E. BROWN in "YOU SAID A MOUTHFUL"**
With Gloria Shea.

Sept. 24-GEORGE ARLISS in "A SUCCESSFUL CALAMITY"*
From the famous play by Clare Kummer. With
Mary Astor, Grant Mitchell, Hardie Albright,
William Janney.

FOR OCTOBER

Pircf KJ<lfi/Nnnl Di/>».,

Oct. 1 -"BLESSED EVENT"* with LEE TRACY
From the biggest stage comedy smash of 1932.

With Mary Brian, Frank McHugh.

Oct. 8 - RICHARD BARTHELMESSm "CABIN in the COTTON"**
From the best-seller by Harry Harrison Kroll.

With Bette Davis, Dorothy Jordan, Henry B.
Walthall, Dorothy Peterson.

Oct. 15- "REVOLT"** with DOUG. FAIRBANKS, JR.

And Nancy Carroll, Lilyan Tashman.

Oct. 27— BARBARA STANWYCK in "THE PURCHA.<vF PRinF"*



of these productions

will be
READY AUGUST 1

ST

FOR NOVEMBER
Nov. 5 -"LIFE BEGINS"** with LORETTA YOUNG

And Eric Linden, Aline MacMahon.

Nov. 12- WILLIAM POWELL, KAY FRANCIS

In "ONE-WAY PASSAGE"*

With Aline MacMahon, Frank McHugh.

Nov. 19- JOE E. BROWN in "CAMPUS HERO"**

Nov. 26-"20,000 YEARS IN SING SING"** with George Brent

From best-seller by Warden Lawes of Sing Sing.

FOR DECEMBER
Dec. 3--THREE ON A MATCH"** with JOAN BLONDELL

Warren William, Ann Dvorak, Bette Davis.

Dec. 10- EDWARD G. ROBINSON in "SILVER DOLLAR"**
With BetteDavis, Aline MacMahon, Alan Dinehart.

Dec. 17--I AM A FUGITIVE"* with PAUL MUNI
From the best-seller by Robert E. Burns.

Dec. 24- GEORGE ARLISS in "THE ADOPTED FATHER"*

Dec. 31-"THEY CALL IT SIN"** with LORETTA YOUNG
David Manners, George Brent, Una Merkel.

Think of it! Twenty-five

percent of the entire sea-

son's program actually out

of the studio A FULL
MONTH before the sea-

son's opening!

READY for nation-wide

trade showings!

FINISHED PRODUCT
for you to inspect and judge

as concrete samples of the

quality you can depend
upon from Warner Bros,

and First National.

No need to tell you that this

is unexampled in your or any

other exhibitor's experience.

Think what such a policy

means to you...Then think

what it signifies as to the

stability and resources of

the organization that dares

to sponsor it!

VITAGRAPH, INC., DISTRIBUTORS

(Tk : , ^ .. I : I I V% mt r% ^m t^ ^ ^nl< :( in v r\ II r intprA«t to c r>
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THE TREMENDOUS

DEMAND f'o R

ACTION DRAMAS
WILL BE FILLED

BY

FOUR-STAR

WESTERNS
[IN ADDITION TO WARNER BROS.' AND FIRST NATIONAL'S LIST OF 60}

Featuring JOHN WAYNE And His Devil Horse

6 thrill-loaded, suspense-packed sagas of the wide open spaces starring

John Wayne, young he-man star of "The Big Trail," and Duke, his

devil horse.

Every one of them photographed in the colorful natural backgrounds

of the Far West. Every one of them brimful of stirring adventure

and heart-pounding romance.

Westerns in every sense of the w^ord, yet so perfectly produced as to

be worthy of the finest theatres in the country!

VITAGRAPH, INC., DISTRIBUTORS



VITAPHONE
will put Into operation am-
bitious plans for still finer

SHORT SUBJECTS
While others concentrate on cutting pro-

duction costs, Warner Bros, will launch

a definite drive to heighten still further

the quality of Vitaphone Shorts.

Such a policy is made possible only by the

phenomenal popularity of theseVitaphone

Program Builders during the past year.

CONDENSED VERSIONS OF
FAMOUS MUSICAL COMEDIES
will open an entirely new stage in Short

Subject progress.

6 TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL
SPECIALS will duplicate the glamor of

the most expensive stage shows.

BRILLIANT NEW HEADLINE
NAMES that you would expect to find

starred in features, will be added to the Big-V
comedies.

These are just a few of many evidences that Vitaphone will

not be content to rest on its laurels as the acknowledged

Leader in the Short Subject field!

VITAGRAPH, INC., DISTRIBUTORS



PAST PERFORMANCE

IS THE ONLY

OF FUTURE QUALITY
Good intentions can be taken
for granted.

Naturally every company
hopes and tries to turn out
profitable Box-Office product.

BUTCAN THEY? Have they
the equipment of talent and re-

sources to enable them to make
good their good intentions?

For answer you must look to

the records.

promises carz be fulfilled.

That is why Warner Bros.'

and First National's announce-
ment needs no hysterical
claims.

Straight-thinking, business-
minded showmen will con-
tinue to depend upon the
companies that have consist-

ently justified the confidence
of the exhibitor.

Past Performance is the only And no organization has so
logical, dependable assurance clearly earned that confidence
that even the most earnest as have

&ilU

WA RNER BROS.
and FIRST NATIONAL

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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A Little
from "Lots*'
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
W^ILLIAM BOYD, of the stage,

has been signed by Fox for a

featured role in "After the Rain."
Peggy Shannon will play the fem-
inine lead in this production which
John Blystone is to direct. Guy Bol-

ton adapted it from the play by
Alfred C. Kennedy.

* * *

Six players have been assigned to

supporting roles in "The Iceman's

Ball." Clark and McCullough's first

RKO-Radio two-reel comedy for the

new season. The players are: Shir-

ley Chalmers, Jimmy Finlayson,

Fred Kelsey, Vernon Dent, Betty
Farrington and Walter Sullivan.

Mark Sandrich is directing.
* * *

Charles Starrett, Frances Dee and
Kent Taylor will appear in "The
West Pointer," which is to be filmed

by Paramount with Gary Grant in

the leading role. Thornton Freeland

has been signed to direct. Schuyler

Gray, author and screen writer, is

en route to Hollywood to aid in the

preparation of the script.

CHICAGO THEATER CHANGES
Chicago— The Englewood, relin-

quished by RKO, has_ been taken

over by a new corporation, the 63rd

Street Co., of which James Barry,

Robert Schoenecker and Jack Dwork
are the incorporators. The Empress,

in the same neighborhood, also has

changed hands, going to the C. V. N.
Theater Co. Incorporators are

George Christos, V. C. Vaselopulos,

Van Nomikos and Wm. Vaselopulos.

Straight films will be the new policy

at both houses. The Grand Theater

Co., with Harry B., Fannie and
Louis Miller as incorporators, has

been organized to operate the Grand
theater at 31st and State Sts. in the

colored district.

ATLANTA RIALTO CHANGES
Atlanta—W. D. Murray has ac-

quired the Rialto, managed for the

last two years by Henry T. Kim-
mel for Hugh Richardson, owner.

Kimmel is returning to Miami.

GOLUB JOINS RADIO STATION
Salt Lake City — Harry Golub,

manager of the RKO Orpheum, has

resigned to become associated with

the KDYL radio station of this city.

COMING & GOING

JOSEPH SANTLEY, JR., is en route to

New York from the Coast, following his

graduation from school.

JAMES R. COWAN and LELAND HAY-
WARD are flying to the Coast from New
York, leaving the middle of next week.
PURNELL PRATT has arrived in New

York from Hollywood.
B. S. MOSS has returned from abroad.
MRS. M. H. HOFFMAN is in New York

from the coast.

LYNN SHORES of Hollywood is visiting

in New York.
RUFUS LE MAIRE, casting director at

the Warner-First National Studios in Bur-
bank, has left for Hollywood after ten days
of talent scouting in New York.

AIDNG™^ °IALTP
PHILM.DALY

NtW YORIC UOS ANGELES

• • • IT LOOKS as if Warner-First National has quietly

stolen a march on the rest of the field having gone
ahead with a set policy without any blare of trumpets
the atmosphere of serene assurance in their plan is quite evi-

dent at the opening session of their sales meetings at the
Park Central hotel it all seems purposeful and clear-cut
.... they have a definite selling campaign to start right

in on because they know exactly where they stand as
to product right up to December 31

^ -t^ -F -F

• • • THE WAY the Warner studio is functioning right
now they will have 15 of the 17 releases scheduled from
September 1 to December 31 COMPLETED by August
1 right now they have the greatest number of pix in

work that they have ever had does that sound like

Doubt, Hesitancy, Confusion and Perplexity? or Confi-
dence born of a sure knowledge that the organization is all

set to GO ?

* * * *

• • • AS A matter of fact Warner-First Nash
product is now showing in more Class A houses than ever
before and this company is one of the first to adjust
itself to the new conception of picture showmanship
"What Helps One, Helps All" so they are loaning their
stars freely to other producers yes, even their directors

as witness Mervyn Le Roy and William Wellman hooked
up temporarily with Radio

* * * *

• • •_ THERE IS nothing philanthropic about all this

just a sane, broad-gauged grasp of business economics
by helping other producers build their product

it means more box-office dough for Warners when those pix
eventually play their circuit not overlooking the fact
that their stars are securing a wider publicity by reach-
ing an extended patronage

• • • THE DAY is at last dawning when the film biz is

learning to pool its resources of talent intelligent co-

operation with the other fellow in the realization that
the industry only progresses as its individual producers prog-
ress . a Good Picture from any studio helps All
restores public confidence helps bring the straying mil-
lions back to the picture fold so with this Enlightened
Policy functioning in Warners-First National we should
all give them a cheer for they are fighting YOUR battle

no matter what organization you happen to be con-
nected with

* • • •

• • • AND NOW the Mayfair theayter is advertising in

the New York "Times" for a cashier who is an exact likeness

of Ann Harding or Constance Bennett shucks, all they
need is a good makeup man we know a gink who can
make Louise Fazenda up to look like either one of 'em

• • • GLANCING OVER the list of entries for the Film
Daily Golf Tournament at the Fenimore Club on June

22 we note a bunch of names that will make a fine Com-
mittee for Preservation of the Fairways this particular

gang ALWAYS plays in the rough it should be a cinch

for any golfer who can stay on the course to cop a prize

and there are oodles of 'em so come on, you Golfers

hop aboard before the entrv limit of 160 is reached.

Knoxville, Tenn.—Tim Smith, who
operates the Rialto for whites, has
opened a new theater for colored
people, the Roxy.

Earlington, Ky.—The Roxy Thea-
ter Co. has been incorporated by
E. W. and C. 0. Dozier and Griffin

Head of Madisonville.

Detroit—Robert Misch has suc-
ceeded Gordon Britton, resigned, as
booker for the smaller houses of the
Butterfield circuit.

Walhalla, N. C. — B. S. Moore is

now managing the Strand, having
taken it over from A. C. Phillips.

Kansas City—A theater to seat
between 2,500 and 3,000 is included
in the tentative plans for the new
$4,500,000 civic auditorium here.

PAYETTE HEADS CLUB
Washington—At the first organi-

zation meeting of the Washington
branch of the Warner Bros. Club
in the Earle Building, J. J. Payette,
general zone manager, was elected
president. Other officers follow:

Vice-presidents; Robert Smeltzer, C. H.
McKinney, G. N. Payette, and Mrs. M. J.
E tes; secretary, Nat B. Browne; treasurer,
G. A. Crouch. Board of governors includes
the foregoing and Nat Glasser, Guy Wonders,
Robert Etris, H. E. Lohmeyer and A. J.
Brylawski. The following committee appoint-
ments were made; membership; Steve Eil-

bacher; entertainments; Guy Wonders;
claims; C. E. MacGowan; welfare, A. J.
Brylawski; finance, C. E. MacGowan; pub-
licity, Frank La Falce; contributions and
loans, Nat Glasser, and legal aid, Phil
Ershler.

2 LUBBOCK HOUSES BOMBED
Lubbock, Tex.—About $5,000 dam-

age was caused by bombs at the
Palace and Lindsey theaters last
week.

« « « )» ^ »

JAX THEATER SHIFTS
Jacksonville, Fla. — With the re-

opening of the Florida and the clos-

ing of the Imperial, Sparks houses,
Guy Kenimer has been transferred
from the Palace to the Florida,

while John Crovo moves from the
Imperial to the Palace as manager.

^Jth^ &^

MANYUAPPYRETUPNS

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

June 7
William F. Rodgers

Jacob Wilk

Norman Devol

Verlyn Sumner
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WARNERS SETTING MARK

(Continued frofn Page 1)

by the fact that the Warner-F. N.
studios have been working continu-

ously for nearly a year without a

layoff. ^ u J
"With so many of our pictures finished,

we can show exhibitors exactly what we
have," said Major Warner. "We shall con-

tinue our policy of continuous production, but

we also will work on a flexible schedule which

will allow of our taking advantage of all the

trends and tendencies of public taste. Time-

liness of theme is of tremendous importance,

and we shall continue to blaze new trails as

we did in 'Public Enemy,' 'Little Caesar,'

'Union Depot,' 'The Mouthpiece,' 'The Dark
Horse' and other films. Another important

aspect of our policy will be, not only the

combining of a good star and a good story,

but the use of stars to support stars."

A. W. Smith, in charge of eastern and

Canadian distribution, presided at yesterday's

meeting. Speakers also included Sam E.

Morris, S. Charles Einfeld, Gradwell L.

Sears, Dan Michalove, Norman H. Moray,

Joe Hummel and Albert Howson.
The release schedule for the first four

months of the new season is as follows:

Sept. 3—"Tiger Shark," starring Edward
G. Robinson with Zita Johann and Richard
Arlen. Directed by Howard Hawks.

Sept. 10—"Children of Pleasure," starring

Ruth Chatterton, with George Brent, Hardie
Albright, Helen Vinson and Lois Wilson. Di
rected by William Dieterle.

Sept. 17—"You Said a Mouthful," starring

Joe E. Brown, with Gloria Shea. Directed

by Ray Enright.
Sept. 24—"A Successful Calamity," starring

George Arliss, with Mary Astor, Grant
Mitchell, Hardie Albright and William Jan-
ney. Directed by John Adolfi.

Oct. 1—"Blessed Event," with Lee Tracy,
Mary Brian and Frank McHugh. Directed
by Roy Del Ruth.

Oct. 8—"Cabin in the Cotton," starring

Richard Barthelmess, with Bette Davis, Doro
thy Jordan, Henry B. Walthall and Dorothy
Peterson. Based on novel by Henry Harri
son Kroll; adaptation by Paul Green. Pulitzei
Prize dramatist, author of "In Abraham's
Bosom." Directed by Michael Curtiz.

Oct. 15—"Revolt," starring Douglas Fair
banks, Jr., also with Nancy Carroll. Lilyan
Tashman and Preston Foster. Directed by
William Dieterle.

Oct. 27—"The Purchase Price," starring
Barbara Stanwyck.

Nov. 5—"Life Begins," starring Loretta
Young, with Eric Linden, Aline MacMahon,
Preston Foster, Frank McHugh, Gilbert Ro
land, Vivienne Osborne and Dorothy Peter
son. Directed by James Flood and Elliott
Nugent.

Nov. 12—"One Way Passage," co-starring
William Powell and Kay Francis, with Aline
MacMahon and Frank McHugh. Directed by
Tay Garnett.

Nov. 19—"The Campus Hero," starring
Joe E. Brown.

Nov. 26—"20,000 Years in Sing Sing,"
with George Brent. From the sensationa)
and revealing work by Warden Lewis E.
Lawes.

Rec. 3—"Three on a Match," with Joan
Blondell, Warren William, Ann Dvorak and
Bette Davis. Directed by Mervyn LeRoy.

Dec. 10 —"Silver Dollar," starring Edward
G. Robinson, with Bcttc Davis, Aline Mac
Mahon and Alan Dinehart. Directed b>
Lloyd Bacon.

Dec. 17—"I Am A Fugitive," starring
Paul Muni. Based on Robert E. Burn's
tragic autiiliioifraphy.

Dec. 24 —"The Adopted Father," starring
George Arliss. From the novel by Edgai
Franklin.

Dec. 31—"They Call It Sin," starring
Loretta Young, with David Manners, George
Brent and t'na Mcrkel. From the novel
by Alberta Stedman Eagan.

"Grand Hotel" Long Runs
"Grand Hotel" is now in the seventh

week of its runs in three key cities.
Pictures has reached this longevity at
the Chestnut St. Opera House. Phila-
delphia; Woods. Chicago and Majestic,
Boston. The picture is in its fourth
week at Montreal, Detroit, Cleveland
and Cincinnati

Warner Convention Sidelights

THOS. SPRY, Boston branch manager, re-

ceived a swell boost from Ed Fay of

Providence, who sent A. W. Smith, Jr., a fine

letter endorsing the Warner product.
* « »

Bob Smeltzer, branch manager of Washington,

announced that Andy Smith can present him

now with the watch for making the greatest

showing during Joe E, Brown Laff Week Drive,

which ended June 4. Smeltzer is confident

that his branch has won. However, Smith said

that all returns aren't in and he is holding up

the award until they are.
:f ^ *

Charlie Einfeld, taking a peek at Andy
Smith's notes, noticed that Smith had Einfeld

listed as the world's worst golfer. However,
Einfeld in his talk stated this before Smith

could announce it.

« » »

Joe Hummel, who made the plans for the

convention men, announced that he was at

the Park Central Hotel, Room 2240 and asked

the boys not to hesitate to come to him for

anything they wanted.
* * #

Most of the gang intended to be put out

by the Canadian delegation, because they had
forgotten to bring down some "good cheer."

* * *

S. B, Kramer, Cleveland branch manager, got

a swell bouquet from Smith for the fine job

he is doing in Cleveland.
* » »

Wolfe Cohen, handling Winnipeg and Calgary
territory, explained that his territory extended
1,700 miles East and West and 700 miles

North and South. Because his territory is so

big he has the Canadian exhibitors realizing

that he cannot afford to draw a blank on each
of his trips.

* # 9

In introducing Gradwell L, Sears, Warner
executive who handles Western and Southern
distributions, Andy Smith said that Sears was
getting all the inside dope on the men in

the Eastern and Canadian divisions. Sears

tried to lift Ben Kalmenson, district manager
from the Smith forces, after Smith had loaned
him to Sears for a short time.

* « »

B. S. Smith and E. Goldberg of the Albany
territory were bothered by the hot weather.
Smith announced that there was not a single
golfer in the exchange. Goldberg, who is an
ardent wrestling fan, immediately wanted to
know if there was going to be a wrestling
match in town while he was here.

=:= =? :5'

Charlie Rich, who Bob Smeltzer says is the
snappies dresser in the Washington branch,
arrived wearing a new suit. Charlie Rich is

bragging to all about the new daughter that
just arrived in his family.

* * »

Norman Ayers, Washington salesman, has
been going around the territory wearing shoes
that were too small. However, since he got

100 in golf he had to increase the size of

his shoes upon advice of a doctor.
* * «

F. Beiersdorf is familiar with every golf

course in Washington. The majority of his

contracts are signed at the nineteenth hole

after letting the exhibitors win.
:;t ^ *

J. E. Butler of St. John and Joe Plottel of

Vancouver were referred to as "Lone Wolfs"

by Andy Smith, reason for this being that

these men handle their respective territories

without any salesmen.

Grad Sears pinned a new name on himself,

"Jitters" Sears, while Smith in introducing

Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone short subject and

trailer sales exec, referred to him as "Norman
St. Vitus Phone Moray."

* * :^

Harry Rosenquest, assistant to Moray, was
so nervous when called upon to take a bow
that he couldn't get out of his chair.

Jl! :V-
-;;

Sam Le^kowitz, office manager and booker

of the Metropolitan branch, took a neat bow.
* * *

Grad Sears announced that he leaves Thurs-

day for Chicago to attend the first of the

Western conventions, June 10-11, at the Drake
Hotel.

* * *

Sam E. Morris, vice-president of Warner
Bros, said that he felt like an old fire horse

and that he couldn't resist attending the sales

meetings. He praised the great cooperation
instituted by the two units headed by Smith
and Sears.

* # *

Dan Michalove, Warner executive, assistant

to Major Albert Warner and contact man of

the West Coast Studio and distribution depart-

ment, announced that the production depart-

ment is working more closely with the distri-

bution department than any other company,
the coast accepting suggestions and advice from
the distribution department and this splendid

cooperation going a long way towards making
good pictures.

^A * *

Ben Kalmenson of the Pittsburgh territory

arrived wearing a flaming red tie. He took
plenty of kidding from the boys.

* * *

Due to sudden and severe illness. Tom
McGann of Boston was unable to attend.

Norman H. Moray, due to talk at the after-

noon session, was called on unaware at the
morning one. However, Moray who is known
as a man who has never been stumped, made
a short snappy, warm-up talk.

:^ * *

Andy Smith is trying to find out whether
Bob Mochrie, Philadelphia branch manager, is

a Scotchman, because he figures his accounts
so closely.

(To be continued)

Warners Oppose Change
In Distribution System

Warner Bros, does not favor the

much-discussed "exclusive run"
policy or any other innovations in

distribution, it was indicated yes-

terday by Major Albert Warner co-

incident with the opening of tHe

company's New York sales meeting.
"This is no time for rocking the
boat and indulging in untried experi-
ments," he said. "Our intention is

to pursue a conservative, sound,
businesslike policy — the only kind
that can be relied upon for construc-
tive results." Major Warner also
stated that his company is opposed
to the double-feature idea. By using
stronger name casts, with stars sup-
porting stars in some instances, and
producing shorts with equally big
names, he said the Warner organiza-
tion will try to do its part to make
double bills unnecessary.

Four Cagney Pictures
On New Warner Program

(Continued from Page 1)

Francis in one; George Arliss in

three; Douglas Faii-banks, Jr., four;

Paul Muni, two; Ann Dvorak, two,

and on First National's list, Rich-

ard Barthelmess, four; Edward G.

Robinson, four; Joe E. Brown, four;

Joan Blondell, four; Ruth Chatter-

ton, three; Loretta Young, three;

Warren William, two.

Vitaphone Sales Up 50%
Norman H. Moray Reports
Vitaphone short subject sales are

50 per cent higher at present than
they were at this time last year,

Norman Moray, Vitaphone sales

manager, told the Warner Bros.-
First National convention yesterday.

MUSICALS ARE FEATURED

ON VITAPHONE PROGRAM

(Continued from Page 1)

91 one-reelers and 42 two-reelers on
the schedule.

The Broadway Brevities, of which there
were 12 this season, are being increased to
26. Included in this series will be six two-
reel musical comedy revues with outdoor set-

tings, photographed in Technicolor, now be-
ing made at the Warner studios in Burbank,
under the supervision of Sam Sax. head of
the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, with Roy
Mack directing. The Brevities series will
also include condensed 20-minute versions of
successful stage operettas and musical com-
edies.

There will also be 16 two-reel "Big V"
comedies, featuring Joe Penner, Jack Haley
and other favorites of stage and screen, with
pretty girls and noted funmakers in specially
written stories.

On the list of 91 single-reelers are: 13
"Vitaphone Sport Thrills" presenting cham-
pions of every kind of sport in action;
stories by leading sports writers and ex-
perts; 13 "World Adventures" by E. M.
Newman, each based on a topic having an in-
ternational angle—some of this series now
ready are "Dancing Around the World,"
"Main Streets of the World," "Sports of the
World" and "Marriage Customs of the
World"; 13 "Looney Tunes," comedy car-
toons featuring Bosko and Honey; 13 "Mer-
rie Melodies," comedy cartoon series based
on song hits of the day; 26 "Pepper Pot"
novelties showing radio stars, clips from old-
time newsreels and thrillers, dangerous occu-
pations. Captain Frank M. Hawks, celebrated
flier, ^novelty cartoons, etc.; 13 "Melody Mas-
ters." featuring leading orchestra conductors
such as Horace Heidt, George Olson and
Jimmy Caruso with their bands, and re-issues
of three Vitaphone short subjects namely, the
Bobby Jones series on "How I Play Golf"
(12); "Adventures in Africa" (12); and the
12 two-reel S. S. Van Dine detective my-
stery stories featuring Donald Meek and John
Hamilton.

Warners Win Third Suit
In Receivership Battle

(Cantinued from Page 1)

terday the complainant wasn't pre-
pared to go into a hearing. His
counsel made a motion that he be
permitted to amend the bill of com-
plaint by attaching a copy of the
receivership suit filed against the
company last week in Federal Court
here by Harry Koplar, but counsel
for the company opposed this mo-
tion, which was thereupon denied by
the court. Counsel for the com-
pany offered a motion to dismiss the
bill, and the court granted the mo-
tion. The company is expected to
file its answer to the Koplar bill in
Federal Court within the next two
weeks.

A few hours after his bill was dis-
missed Newcastle filed a new re-
ceivership bill against the company
similar in every respect to the Kop-
lar bill filed last week in the U. S.

District Court.

Predict Brookhart Defeat
Iowa City, la.—Likelihood of Senator

Brookhart. sponsor of various film in-

dustry bills, being defeated in the pres-
ent campaign is predicted here as the
Senatorial primary fight draws to a

close. Former Senator Dan F. Beck is

regarded as having the best chances.
Brookhart opponents, in campaigning
against him, have stressed "Debunking
Brookhart, or Knockout the Flapdoodle
and Poppycock," and "the Brookhart
family payroll."
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Collection of Ticket Tax to Follow Wartime System

25 KEYWY FIRST-RUNSJLANNED BYm LESSER

Harry Cohn Favors Stressing Stories Above Star Names

Quality
must he maintained

— By jacic Alicoate

There must be no
Picture compromise in the
Values standard of enter-

tainment value. The
quality of pictures must con-

tinue to go forward if the in-

dustry is to survive. In all this

wave of retrenchment there

should be no burden placed

upon class and quality in pro-

duction. People may take less

expensive vacations, wear less

expensive clothes and be satis-

fied with less expensive food-
stuffs, but, having grown used to a

certain standard of motion picture

entertainment, they will never be
satisfied with a cheaper grade of

production.

jf: 3^ 5i=

New developments
Earle at Educational once

HammonS more bring to mind
the alert and driving

personality of its founder and presi-

dent, Earle Hammons. The path of

his outfit has been no easy one. It

has been forced, on more than one

occasion, almost overnight, to adjust

itself to new conditions. Less of a

fighter might be discouraged. Not
Earle Hammons. The future of

Educational now looks more secure

than ever. That's what comes from

fighting and sticking to it. Earle

Hammons and his aggressive per-

sonality are a definite asset to the

industry.
* *

Being in constant con-

Prozen tact with industry eco-

Minds nomjc problems we ar«

not out of sympathy with

the wage adjustment and employee

curtailment program in progress. If

any business is to carry on, it must
(Continued on Page 2)

Columbia Prexy Opposed
to All-Star Casts
—Gang Films Out

star values in coming productions
will be a secondary consideration as
far as Columbia is concerned, said

President Harry Cohn yesterday on
his arrival from the coast. No at-

(Continued on Page 2)

BONUSESrORSALESCREW

PUTIN EEFECTBY WARNER

starting immediately, a bonus of

5 per cent on every dollar brought
in over and above the quota set for

each four-week period will be paid

to Warner-First National and Vita-
(Continued on Page 6)

Fox-RKO Product Deal On
Negotiations are under way whereby

RKO will play the entire Fox output ot
features in the RKO houses in Boston,
Cleveland. Chicago and the Hoblitzell
Circuit In Texas. Phil Reisman is han-
dling the deal for RKO.

EDUCATIONAL-W.W. SET

DATES OF 3 CONVENTIONS

Dates of three regional conven-
tions to be held Tjy the sales or-
ganization of Educational and World
Wide were set yesterday as fol-

lows: New York, June 20-21; Chi-
cago, June 23-24; Los Angeles, June
26-27. Home office executives and
department heads who will attend

(Continued on Page 7)

First House in Circuit

Now Being Sought
on Coast

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A circuit of houses in

25 key cities to be used as first-

runs for his Principal Pictures re-

leases is planned by Sol Lesser,

president of Principal Pictures and
Principal Distributing Corp., ac-

cording to announcement made upon
the arrival here of Joseph P. Skif-

(Continued on Page 7)

Freedom from Unions and Royalties

Seen Aiding Beecroft-Florida Studio

Open shop policy, doing away
with the high union scales, and the

use of specially constructed record-

ing equipment which does not call

for payment of royalty fees, are

among the principal advantages ex-

pected to bring independent ,pTO-

ducers to Florida, according to

Chester Beecroft, head of the Bee-
(Continued on Page 6)

Original Stories Urged
By Fannie Hurst, Broun

Scenarists developed to write di-

rectly for the screen were forecast
by Fannie Hurst and Heywood
Broun in speaking at the Motion
Picture Club Forum yesterday.
"Novels are not translated suc-

iCoiitinucd on Page 6)

Wartime System to Be Used
In Collecting Ticket Tax

HARRY HUrrMAN ADVISES

USE OF 5-5-5 CONTRACT

Denver—Harry Huffman, presi-

dent of the Rocky Mountain Theater
Owners Association, who was de-

tained in New York on business and
(Continued on Page 6)

\i\ishin,jton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Rules and regula-

tions for collecting taxes from the-

aters under the new revenue bill,

which takes effect June 21 and con-
tinues until July 1, 1934, are x\o<fi

being worked out by the Miscel-

laneous Tax Division of the Inter-

nal Revenue Bureau. The collec-

tion method will be similar to the
(Continued on Page 7)

TED SCHEANGER JOINS

WARNER BROS. THEATERS

Ted Schlanger yesterday joined

Warner Bros, as a film buyer for

its theaters. He will be associated

with Clayton Bond in this work.
Schlanger has been identified with

with the industry for more than 10

years.

Columbia Phonograph Cuts

Prices for Re-Recording
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Columbia Phonograph
Co. has made a drastic reduction in

its prices, the former charges of $50

to $100 a reel for re-recording on

disc, and $15 a reel for master work,

having been cut to $40 a reel for

re-recording and master work com-

bined.

Wotta Contest!
Sime Silverman has decided to rec-

gnize the Film Daily Golf Tournament

.,s one of the Major Amusements, and

the entire "Variety" staff is now In a

huddle to decide on a suitable Stooge

Priie. After the Tournament, all en-

trants will vote for the winner a la

box-office critics' ratinf. Winner must

cop the standard Variety rating of 794

per cent. As every golf entrant will

naturally vote for himself, this means

that "Variety" will retain their own
trophy with a score of 794 per cent.

Sime will be allowed ONE vote aljo

—

and he always votes 794 for "Variety."

Ain't it a swell gag?
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FRIARS' FROLIC FOR ROXY
Entire cast of the recent Friars'

Frolic has been booked as the stage
show at the Roxy starting this Fri-
day, in conjunction with the regular
Roxy ballet, Roxyettes and the sym-
phony orchestra under Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld.

1

New York
IMO Broadway
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Loo( Iiland City
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Harry Cohn's Reception

A great reception for Harry Cohn when he stepped off at the Pennsy station

from Hollywood. An immense flower box greeted him, from which a girl dressed as

Miss Columbia crashed through the paper wrapping at a signal. She presented Harry

with a scroll signed by all the Columbia staff. Symbolizing esteem, thankfulness,

joy, hope, success for the new lineup. And Harry clasped them all enthusiastically-

including the gal. Why not?

FiuraauuuuuiMvivfmmaavtptvrmrmi^:

Quality
. . . must be maintained

(Continued from Page 1)

of necessity gear itself to current
conditions. We do, however, believe
the policy of working one's man-
agers and executives twelve hours a

day, seven days a week, a decidedly
short-sighted one. This business is

necessarily mental. Those who
work with their minds must have
exercise and relaxation. Working
junior executives seven days a week
may save a few dollars. Freezing
their minds, through overwork, will

certainly more than offset this sav-
ing.

Vita. Studio Reopening
Now Set for June 20

Reopening date for the Vitaphone
studio has been changed to June
20. Sam Sax, in charge of the
shorts production, is due back today
from the coast, where he has been
making some Technicolor subjects
for next season's program.

Abe Meyer Now Heads
RKO Pathe Music Dept.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Abe Meyer has been

made head of the RKO Pathe music
department. He will also continue
his Meyer Synchronizing Service.

PARTY FOR PAUL BERN
Albertina Rasch and her husband,

Dimitri Tiomkin, gave a supper at

their home last night in honor of

Paul Bern of M-G-M. Among the
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Montague
Glass, Mr. and Mrs. Ira Gershwin,
George Gershwin, Ed Wynn, John
Royal, Jean Aubert, Mary Boland,
Deems Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Pearl, Moss Hart, Howard Dietz
and Leon Gordon.

"RASPUTIN" FOR BARRYMORES
Wr-t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Rasputin" has been

set as the production which will oc-
cupy the combined attention of the
three Barrymores, Ethel, John and
Lionel, at the M-G-M studios. It is

based on an unpublished story by
Alfred Henschke Klabund.

PEERLESS FILES BILL
Peerless Productions has filed a

voluntary petition in bankruptcy in
New York. Liabilities are listed at
$58,98.5 and assets at $18,451.

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best equipped studio in the East
for—

Optical Tricks—Effects—Animation of
all types.

Original Ideas—Special Effects

"We cure all film ills"

EDDIE WHITE MANNY JACOBS
1 45 West 45 St., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-6796

HARRY COHN TAVORS

STRESSING OF STORIES

(Continued from Page 1)

tempt will be made to "force" star

names in any productions, he de-

clared.

"Story values are the paramount
issue," said Cohn, "even as far as

interchangeability of stars is con-

cerned. I believe the whole indus-

try is working to that end insofar

as securing the proper star for stoi'-

ies that call for individual person-
alities." Cohn emphatically stated

that Columbia would not make any
more gangster nictures and that

"all-star" productions are not want-
ed nor needed for satisfactory gros-

ses.

Appoint Group to Map
Triple Feature Fight

Leon Rosenblatt and Aaron Bol-
linger yesterday were appointed a

committee to represent the New Jer-

sey Allied unit to devise plans for

'='radicating triple featuring in New
Jersey.

PLAINFIELD SUNDAY VOTE
Plainfield, N. J.—City council has

voted unanimously to include on the
ballot for the election next fall the
nuestion "Are you in favor of Sun-
day movies?" Authorities have been
unable to enforce an old law inter-

preted as prohibiting Sunday shows.

M-G-M SIGNS LESLIE HOWARD
If'--/ Coavf Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Leslie Howard has

been signed bv M-G-M to appear
with Norma Shearer and Fredric
March in "Smilin' Throup-h." How-
ard arrives at the M-G-M lot the
early part of next week.

CONCHITA IN PERSON
Conchita Montenegro will appear

in person at the Fox, Brooklyn, for
a week starting this Friday, after
which she returns to the coast.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Soecial Effects Created for
SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO
LEONARD MITCHILL

Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.
New York City, N. Y.
Phone: BRyant 9-5543

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory
799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

June 6-9
: Annual convention of Internation-

al Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployes and M. P. Operators. Memorial
Hall. Columbus. O.

June 7-8: Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, Den-
ver,

June 10-11: Warner - First National sales
meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil.
waukee.

June 15: Testimonial dinner to Louis "Pop"
Korson, Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phila-
delphia. 7 P. M.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 22-24 : Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting of

Allied States Ass'n board of directors,
St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

July IS: Educational-Tiffany sales conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

Logue Made Story Chief
on Columbia Action Group
li'rst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charles A. Logue has

been appointed editorial chief of

outdoor stories for Columbia. Un-
der the direction of Pen Pivar, pro-
duction supervisor of this group,
Logue will handle stories for 16

Buck Jones and Tim McCoy fea-

tures, as well as for a series of six

romantic melodramas.

NEW ONTARIO HOUSE
Aurora, Ont.—L. Fingold has se-

cured a site and proposes to erect

a $30,000 theater here.

I N THE HEART OF

HOLLyWOOD

HOLLYWOOD'S most convenient hotel.
Next to famous studios, theatres, cafes

and shops ..ten minutes from golf courses,
bridle paths, etc.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and
cuisine, convenient parking—every modern
convenience for your comfort.

European plan. $2 50 and up. single.
$3. 50 up, double. $4. 50 up, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Look for the "Doorway of Hospitality"

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
VINE ST. AT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.



EVEN OLD MAN
DEPRESSION
HAS TO SMILE!

Showmen! Tag On
Success! Leo Leads the Way!

AUTO STEEL RAIL- COAL STEAMSHIP TEXTILE
INDUSTRY INDUSTRY ROADS INDUSTRY INDUSTRY INDUSTRY

The eyes of the industrial world are on Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, shining ex

ample of a company that refuses to be licked 1 An inspiration to the nation'

In the worst year of history Leo of M-G-M has backed optimism with results.

The hell with depression '

GET THIS ST
ON YOU!
There are certain exhibitors

in this country who have the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
stamp. They walk around

bearingTHE TRADE-MARK
OF SUCCESS! They've got

that M-G-M spirit of pep and

prosperity just as surely as if

they had the trade-mark

stamped on them!

—and there's a LOOK
in their EYE that
says:

To Hell with Depression:

'i ought to have my
brains examined!"
—r"They urged me to play M-G-M pic-

tures. 1 couldhavehoughtthemlastFall

I passed them up. 1 must be nuts. Doc

'

1 owe it to myself, to my family and to

m> public to have my brains carefully

examined
"

Frankly and fearlessly Leo
talks to yon, and urges you to

read every word of what
follows!

To hell with hooey, too! M-G-M doesn t need to

cover precious white space with smoke screens.

Let's face facts in the industry today! We're

proud— and rightfully proud— of our product

record of 1931-32! We're not cocky about it.

any more than we were cocky last year or the

years before when our record was equally good

If M-G-M had started to rest on its laurels at

any time in the past couple of years, we would

havegone the way of all flesh! But we just stuck

to our jobs and worked hard- darned hard— to

maintain M-G-M'shigh position in the industry!

The Bunk Season Is Here!
M-G-M came to you straightforwardly at so-called "Announcement Time" a

year ago and stated that we wouldn't join the annual chorus of bull, we wouldn't

go off half-cocked about what we were going to

do during a long twelve-month ahead! Exhibitors

of M-G-M are well-satisfied with what we delivered,

they'd rather get results on the screen than prom-

ises in an annual announcement. Again this year

M-G-M calls your attention to the fact that the

prospectuses of one company look just about the

same as those of another company. The artists,

printers and ad writers are all okay.'
•PROSPERITY'- with DRESSLER
MORAN IS ;usi around the corner

{Wa<ch lor date !)

lam STATi 'Mvif.

Part o/ a typical M-G-/vi

EXTRA AD CAMPAIGN
in aiiJiIion lo Prcjs Sheel

After The Bull Is Over!

It's what happens during the course of the year that

matters. You can't show those pretty announce-

ments on the screen. Those annual plans go to

Hollywood and then it's wp to the studio!

(coiuinuetl above)

f-. TlMLMaM '^-<»-IVI Studio and Others!
V'^^^Fm^Sk '"^^ ^ shame that upheavals have to take place
I -«a»' m-mtafm because It takes so long for readjustments and the

product IS bound to suffer! That's why it's a
pleasure to watch that M-G-M studio function.
Full steam ahead! No waste motion for political
adjustments, new bosses, upset morale! The per-
sonnel of M-G-M in its Home Office and in its

Studio IS the same live-wire crew that has given
theatres rent-paying, profit-yielding product since
1924' Experts in each of their fields, working to-
gether happily, enthusiastically, to make the suc-
cess for exhibitors that means the success for
their company! When somebody tells you there's

a new set-up at that place and the other—remember this is no time to gamble
on prospects. This is a time when you play safe '

Motion picture patron (earn-

ing that his local theatre is

going to play GRETA
GARBO'S new sensation

AS YOU DESIRE ME -

Personalities Pay!

The most jjc^ucnti^ used
letters m the alphabet

During tough times it becomes more apparent than
ever that you're licked if you haven't got STAR
names! Frantic efforts are being made in the in-

dustry to build up names — but in all honesty
M-G-M's years of Star-Building have given us the
edge by miles. When, if ever, can this Galaxy of
Names be approached U"it to mention a few).

^^^^ ^ MARIE DRESSLER, NORMA SHEARER,
GRETA GARBO JOAN CRAWFORD, WALLACE BEERY, JOHN BARRY-
MORE, MARION DAVIES, CLARK GABLE, ROBERT MONTGOMERYRAMON NOVARRO, JACKIE COOPER LIONEL BARRYMORE, WILLIAM
HAINES, BUSTER KEATON, JIMMY DURANTE, LEWIS STONE-we could
go on indefinitely They're all M-G-M contract names!

Thinit This Over!
Years ago, prior to the entrance of M-G-M
in the industry, the film company which
was then on top was subject to all
kinds of petty criticism and abuse. It is

always the case. But the motion picture
industry is interested in one thing only
and demands one thing only — the best
availableproduct! Itwill interestfilm circles

this year to know that the circulation of
M-G-M pictures in the season 1931-32
will exceed its circulation of 1930-31 Think
that over!

Our Obligation!
We sincerely believe we have an obli-

gation to the industry M-G-M pictures
have been bought as a form of insur-
ance this past year and they have ful-

filled their obligation to keep many
theatres open. It has been a sacred trust,

we welcomed that trust We did not
fail our trust! Many a man in this busi-

ness has said: "1 wonder
what would have hap-
pened without M-G-M's
remarkable support at

the box-office!" The
same question may be
asked about the year to

come!

THREE rrPICAL MONTHS IN 1W2 .'1

/J(3
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"I CUT MY NOSE TO
SPITE MY FACE!"
A /ew exhibitors u;ho aWowed their

competition to get M-G-M this year
will think (t oi-er more carefully m
'932-33

Your Obligation!
Has the industry a reciprocal obliga-
tion to M-G-M ? We sincerely believe

It has a community interest in helping
us to bring to the screen the important
attractions, the Big Entertainments,
the Big Stars of great appeal that have
stimulated attendance! We can't do
It alone. We need your sympathy.

We need your coopera-
ation. We have received

that in abundance from
exhibitors who recognize

M-G-M's life-sustaining

position in this industry

and are willing to enthu-
siastically go along with it!

NORMA SHEARER
CLARK GABLE

m "Strange Interlude

This ujdl be sensational

'

Here's a 5uri€> of 203 thcatra

playmg M-G-M product m 95
situations The average husiness

tione in those theatres m 1931

IS shown by the center lint The
other line shows business done by

those same theatres p/a>ing

M-G-M product for three months

0/ I9J2

The GOLDEN
LADDER of MGM!

Get on Top!
Stay on

Top!

GRETA GARBO in

"As You Desire Me "

Jt'sB/G'

Another Obligation!
The people of America have a

habit of getting the best, no matter

what type of merchandise it may
be. A theatre may be free of com-
petition, but it is never free of

the obligation to give its patrons

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Stars,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Hits—the
entertainment that is talked about,

written about and which eventu-

ally IS sought out by ticket-buyers!

The theatre which is in this busi-

ness to stay will never say; "The,

public be damned!"

TALK about MIRACLES!
Jonah and •^'-^^-.^^^

the whale
was the talk

of his era!

Daniel in the lion's

den was the sensa-

tion of his century!

BUT THE MIRACLE OF ALL TIME!

iVIETRO-GOLDWYN-IVIAYER'S
Life Saving Product Licks The
Greatest Depression of History!

(It's a Pleasure!)



Alive in every fibre of
her too-beautiful body!

naUulak.

ONE woman amons many men in a tropical

wilderness. Glowing^ hi3li-spiritecl...with

a tumult oF emotions pounding within her. Mar-

ried to one man. ..loving another... desired by all.

Fascinatingly beautiful^ she aroused every passion

except loyalty among men. Such is TALLULAH

in this highly exciting love-drama From last sea-

son's best-selling novel by Thomas Rourke.

There's a ready-made audience vitally eager to see...

WITH

CHARLES BICKFORD PAUL LUKAS EUGENE PALLETTE



A DRAMATIC EMOTIONAL THUNDERBOLT!
AN ABSORBING STORY!

Great star with proven box office popularity

and supporting cast which includes names with

definite ticket-selling possibilities! Superbly

directed by RICHARD WALLACE.

"MK' TW- ^

mmi^
G>araninnnt.

T?.-ry<*.' - -jK-wciiCTfcaiwat;
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croft-Florida Studios, Tampa, who
is on a visit to New York with
Harry G. Smith, his advertising and
publicity director, to line up pro-

duction activities for the new plant.

Recent reports of his withdrawal
from the Florida venture were
scouted as erroneous by Beecroft,

who said he owns 75 per cent of

the organization, with Stone &
Webster holding the other 25 per

cent.

The newly opened Florida stu-

dio, located on Davis Islands in

Tampa Bay, is as modernly equip-

ped as any in the U. S., Beecroft
told The Film Daily yesterday.

The special sound equipment was
built by Percy Glenn. A wax play-

back enables directors to obtain im-

mediate reaction to scenes.

Because the center of the talent

market is now in the east, where
financing and distribution activities

also have their headquarters, Bee-

croft regards it as inevitable, in the

trend toward more economic pro-

duction, for independent activity to

come east, with Florida offering the

logical resources in the way of

weather, scenic and architectural fa-

cilities and nearby talent.

Beecroft recently organized a sub-

sidiary company to finance legiti-

mate independent producers having
release outlets. In case a sufficient

amount of production is obtained to

keep the studio active, it is likely

that Beecroft may do some produc-
ing himself.

Three and Four Reel Films
Impractical, Says Ginsberg

Production of pictures running
three or four reels is impractical
from the standpoint of results on
the screen, said Henry Ginsberg,
vice-president and general manager
for Hal Roach, in New York yes-

terday. If a story has enough meat
to run three or four reels it's

worth developing into a feature, he
explained.

CUKOR TO DIRECT DUNNE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George Cukor will di-

rect Irene Dunne in RKO-Radio's
"Bill of Divorcement." Cukor, whose
contract was recently taken over
from Paramount by RKO, is now
supervising the cutting of "What
Price Hollywood." Constance Ben-
nett's latest starring film, which he
directed.

BELLMAN SIGNS IDEAL 8

Jack Bellman, president of Holly-

wood Pictures, will distribute Ideal

Pictures' "Prosperity 8" melodramas
in the New York state territory.

Huffman Advises Exhibitors

To Use the 5-5-5 Contract
(Continued from Page 1)

could not attend the convention in

session here, in a letter expressing

his regrets at being unable to at-

tend the meeting, advised the use of

the 5-5-5 contract and urged that

resolutions be passed favoring vol-

untary arbitration and against dou-

ble billing. He further stated that

exclusive booking may be the salva-

tion of first run and subsequent fun
theaters and that he could see no
shortage of films as a result of ex-

clusives.

Emmett Thomson, secretary and
counsel for the association, made the
assertion that if all exhibitors would
refuse to buy from any company
demanding block booking one prob-
lem of exhibitors would be solved.

A. de Bernardi, drama editor of the
"Rocky Mountain News," urged the
use of screens to combat taxation
and censorship laws. Joe Dekker,
vice president, presided in the ab-
sence of Huffman, and there was a
good attendance of exhibitors from
this territory.

William Ostenberg, president of
the Nebraska Association, spoke
briefly. The officers' report showed
the treasury of the Association to be

in good shape, with $1,292 against

$537 last year.
Gerald Whitney, manager of the

Denver Tabor, advised block book-

ing to a certain extent to get the

benefits of cumulative advertising,

and urged buying for a six months'
period, claiming that the companies
must have contracts in order to bor-

row money to produce. He urged
exhibitors to hold off buying to get

a price they can afford. He as-

serted that block booking and a 25
per cent rental increase is demand-
ed by several companies.
Harold Rice, manager of the Palm,

Pueblo, denounced double billing and
urged all exhibitors to fight the
practice, which, he said, was easy
to start but hard to stop and might
cause a shortage of product. Em-
mett Thurmon, in a talk on arbitra-
tion and anti-trust laws, recom-
mended arbitration but warned ex-
hibitors that all promises should be
written into the contract. In the
discussion that followed members of
the Association denounced percen-
tage booking and urged straight
percentage buying or straight rent-
al buying. Two theater parties and
a noon-day luncheon closed the
day's session.

Lambs' Shorts to Serve
As Tests, Says Jack Cohn
Series of two-reel comedies to be

made by Columbia in association
with Lambs' Club will serve as
screen tests for various stage play-
ers, Vice-President Jack Cohn of
Columbia points out in a letter to
A. 0. Brown, shepherd. Raymond
W. Peck, who has been placed in
charge of the Lambs' interests in
the project, has issued a call for
story material.

3 New Season's Shorts
Completed by Roach

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Hal Roach has com-

pleted three shorts for the M-G-M
1932-33 program. They are: "Show
Business," with ZaSu Pitts and
Thelma Todd, and Our Gang Com-
edy and "Thundering Taxis," a Taxi
Bays comedy. Star and feature
players in the new Roach program
will include ZaSu Pitts. Thelma
Todd, Charlie Chase and Dickie
Moore, in addition to Laurel and
Hardy.

Vote for All at A. C. Meet
All Independent exhibitors attending

the Allied Eastern convention, slated

for the Hotel St. Charles, Atlantic

City, June 22-24, will have the power
to vote, Sidney Samuelson said yester-
day.

SMPE MEETING TONIGHT
Monthly meeting of the New York

Section of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers will be held in

the Institute of the Electrical As-
sociation of New York, Grand Cen-
tral Palace, at 8:15 tonight. Dr.
H. Sidney Newcomer will Tircsent

a paper with demonstration entitled,

"Wide Screen Photography with
Cylindrical Anamorphosing Systems,
and Characteristics of Motion Pic-

ture Lenses and Images."

Radio Names to Feature
Fleischer Song Cartoons
Radio names will predominate in

the list of stars to be used in Max
Fleischer's 18 Screen Songs short
subjects for Paramount release next
season. Talent will include: Arthur
Jarrett, Alice Joy, Rudy Vallee, Wil-
liam Tracy, Ethel Merman, Lillian
Roth, Mills Brothers, Irene Bordoni,
Miri and the Royal Samoans, Gus
Edwards, Boswell Sisters, Louis
Armstrong and Jimmy Melton.

Fleischer is also making 18 Betty
Boops for Paramount.

Illinois Women's Clubs
Boosting Better Films

Chicago— Fostering appreciation
and demand for the better type pic-

ture is the most effective way of
fighting oversophisticated sex films,

according to the Illinois Federation
of Women's Clubs. The organiza-
tion has not passed any resolution
to keep the sex pictures out of the
city, as recently construed, but is

working with the local Film Board
and theaters in an effort to have
more of the high-class pictures
shown.

BONUSES FOR SALE8CREW

PUTINEffECTBYWARNER
(Continued from Page 1)

phone branch offices, it was an-
nounced yesterday by H. M. Warner
at the closing of the New York sales
meeting. The system was worked
out by Gradwell Sears and A. W.
Smith, who submitted it to H. M.
Warner and obtained his approval.
Speakers at the final day's meet-

ing included H. M. Warner, Sears,
Smith, Albert How^on, Dan Micha-
love. Major Albert Warner, S.
Charles Einfeld, Sam E. Morris, Joe
Bernhard, Harold Bareford, Moe Sil-
ver, Skip Weshner, I. J. Hoffman,
Mort Blumenstock, Clayton Bond,
Norman H. Moray, Joe Hummel,
and others.
The next meeting will be at the

Drake Hotel, Chicago, June 10-11.
Einfeld leaves today to prepare for
this confab, with Sears following
tomorrow.

II
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Original Stories Urged
By Fannie Hurst, Broun

(Continued from Page 1)

cessfully for use on the screen," de-
clared Miss Hurst, who envisioned
"a new generation of writers dedi-
cated entirely to motion pictures."
Broun said he had no sympathy

for Theodore Dreiser in connection
with his hue and cry when his book,
"An American Tragedy," was
filmed. He pointed out that Drei-
ser did not protest when his book
was shortened for its stage adapta-
tion. He urged divorcing the stage
from the screen by way of film story
material."

WARNER N. J. OPENING
Ridgewood, N. J.—Warner Bros.

will open the newly built Warner
theater here June 15 with "The
Dark Horse." Albert Howson, direc-

tor of censorship for Warners, will

be master of ceremonies at the pre-
miere, which will be of the Holly-
wood gala type. Governor Harry
A. Moore and Harry M. Warner are
expected to be among those present.
The theater is in the New Jersey
zone supervised by Harry M. Kal-
mine, and it will be managed by J.

Coster.

REGAL HAS UFA SILENTS
Regal Distributing Corp., an-

nounced yesterday that it is the sole

owner of the American distribut-
ing rights to all Ufa silent pictures,

formerly distributed by Allied Film
Exchanges, Inc. Regal, according
to Sherman S. Krellberg, purchased
these rights from Allied on May 21,

1932.

PARA. DENVER CHANGES
Denver—E. I. Reid has been made

office manager of the Paramount ex-

change. Al Johnson, who has been
selling out of the Salt Lake City

office, has been transferred to the

Denver territory, and Wm. Williams
of Denver has been given the Mon-
tana territory.

Films Not Spoiling Youth

Toronto—Despite the stimulus given

the younger generation today by films,

juvenile delinquency here last year was

down to half what it was in 1927, said

Judge H. S. Mott of the Toronto ju-

venile court in addressing the Kiwanis.

Number of youthful offenders has been
showing a steady drop, he said.
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25 KEY CITY FIRST-RUNS

PLANNED BY SOL LESSER

t (Continued from Page 1)

boll, general sales manager for Prin-

cipal Distributing. A downtown
Los Angeles house is now being
sought by Lesser as the first link,

and success of this theater will gov-

ern future plans. Lesser was one
of the organizers of the Fox West
Coast circuit. His producing com-
pany plans 12 features, 23 three-

reelers and 26 shorts this season.

Principal Productions
Starts Aviation Series

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Principal Productions,

headed by Sol Lesser, is starting

work on a series of five one-reelers

called "How to Fly," with a promi-
nent aviator as the star. The com-
pany's program for this season calls

for 29 single reels and 20 three-
reelers. Two of the 13 "Seeing Is

Believing" one-reelers will be com-
pleted each month, while the five

"Zane Grey's Diary" shorts are to

be ready by Aug. 1.

RKO Has Five Features
Now In Production

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Three features have

been started at the RKO Radio Pic-

tures studio this week, making five

now in production. In work are

"Thirteen Women," with Irene

Dunne; "Chain Gang," featuring

Ricardo Cortez; "Fraternity House,"

with Arline Judge; "The Most Dan-
gerous Game" and "Kong."

MASTBAUM POSTS NOTICE
Philadelphia — The Mastbaum-

Stanley-Warner de luxer, has post-

ed two weeks' notice which indi-

cates closing of the house June 24.

The Boyd of the same circuit is ex-

pected to reopen shortly after this

date.

RYSKIND DOING PLAY
Morrie Ryskind, former picture

publicity man who is now writing

for the stage, is completing a play

which he intends to direct.

FRED SCHAEFER JOINS RKO
Fred Schaefer, formerly of United

Artists, has joined the RKO ad-

vertising department.

COMING & GOING

E. H. ALLEN, in charge of production
at the Educational studios in Hollywood, is

aboard the Berengaria en route from Lon
don to New York, arriving Friday.
SAM SAX, head of Vitaphone production,

returns today from the coast.

NORMAN McLEOD, Paramount director,

who is back from a short vacation abroad
with his wife, leaves next week for Holly-
wood to resume direction of "Horse Feathers,"
the Four Marx Bros, picture which was
halted when Chico Marx injured his leg.

B. B. KAHANE leaves for the coast Fri-
day.
M. J. KANDEL leaves for the coast Tune

23.

ALONG

• • • THEY HIT the high spot in those Empey Forum
luncheons with Fanny Hurst and Heywood Broun delivering
from the dais Miss Hurst was in great form it

was the first opportunity she ever had of telling the collective

film industry what she thought of them but she was very
gracious about it all she put it in the form of a sort
of allegorical story.

• • • SHE TOOK the physical shell of Man for her com-
parison with the film biz and reducing it to its chemical
constituents, she found it contained so much lime, sulphate,
potassium, soap ingredients, hooey and WATER
and all this chemical hodgepodge that formed the physical Man
was a mass of inert matter till he reached forth his

arm and his brain, if any and soared toward his

rightful dominion in the skies and Miss Hurst opined
that the film biz was more or less still in the inert stage
that it had only begun to reach for the things that it was cap-
able of doing

* * * *

• • • BUT SHE was frank enough to admit that the pres-

ent crop of writers including herself hadn't
solved the screen writing problem as their part in bring-
ing the inert Film Man to life a future generation of
writers will spring up to properly interpret the screen

adaptations of plays and novels had failed to do it

....... Original Writing for the films must come WILL
come clever girl, this Fanny she mixed the barbs
so skillfully with the bouquets that all the gang went
out cheering her every mother's son of 'em with a big
bouquet clasped to his bosom right from Fanny
entirely overlooking the Barbed-Wire Wit which is prob-
ably just as well yeah a very, very clever gal.

• • • AND THEN Louis Nizer outdid himself with an in-

troduction for Heywood Broun it was a masterly sum-
mation of defense counsel for the accused he presented
Hey-heywood as a Producer a Radio Announcer a
Philosopher a Socialist even as a Writer, b'gad

the latter evidently as an afterthought then he
put his client on the stand to testify for himself counsel's
speech had left the jury with an open frame of mind
Mister Broun took advantage of this and succeeded bril-

liantly in establishing a Perfect Alibi by proving that he
was everything Mister Nizer said he was and MORE

he's a kidder, par excellence

• • • SO FOR many minutes he kept the big audience in

constant ripples of laughter as his facile wit lampooned
everything and everybody including himself
alluding to Miss Hurst's chemical analysis he felt very
superior for with his bulk he figured he had more po-
tential soap supply than most of us although at times
he felt the need for striking a balance when he had re-

course to singing a theme song a friend once suggested
"Cascara Me Back to Old Virginia" but it didn't seem
to do much good so that's why he had decided to just
keep on handing out the Soap and he did

• • • AND IN conclusion Heywood sneaked over a plug
for Socalism he suggested that the industry's financial
difficulties were the fault of the Capitalistic system oh,
he was just grand so were Fanny and Louis they
should be billed around the country to kill the theater depres-
sion the Three of 'Em

TAXCOLLECTIONTO EOLLOW

SAME SYSTEM AS WARTIME

(.Continued from Page 1)

procedure followed during war days.
All theaters must render monthly
statements for all tickets sold, and
all tickets must be accounted for,

both those sold that come within
the tax range (above 40 cents) and
those below that figure. Tickets are
to be grouped and each number
ticket accounted for. It is under-
stood that theaters may make in-

dividual returns monthly, or, in case
of circuit houses, a consolidated re-

turn.

« « « » » »

Educational-W. W. Set
Dates of 3 Conventions

(Continued from Page 1)

the New York and Chicago confabs
include Earle W. Hammons, Joe
Brandt, Joe Goldberg, Jack Skirball,

Budd Rogers, J. R. Wilson, Gordon
S. White and Francis X. Carroll.
The following branch managers will attend

the New York meeting: Arthur Greenblatt,

New York; H. F. Brink, Buffalo; C. B
Flarity, Albany; H. D. Noble, New Haven
John Scully, Boston; J. A. Bachman, Phila
delphia; Joe Kaliski, Pittsburgh; J. H. Beav
er, Washington; H. R. Skirboll, Cleveland
L. J. Klar, Cincinnati; J, H. Butner, Atlanta

J. E. Hobbs, Charlotte; James Travis, Can
adian General Manager, and Arthur Lucas
Southern representative, will also attend this

meeting, as well as the one in Chicago.
Managers attending the meeting in Chicago

include Max Stahl, Chicago; J. A. Harris,
Milwaukee; H. B. Johnson, Minneapolis; M.
H. Starr, Detroit; J. E. Schlank, Omaha;
W. O. Galloway, Des Moines; Russell Borg,
Kansas City; O. F. Lessing, St. Louis; H.
C. Dressendorfer, Indianapolis; A. H. Kauf-
man, Louisville; N. P. Eberle, New Orleans.

Brandt, Goldberg and Skirball will meet
the following managers in Los Angeles for
the third meeting; Jack Nelson, Los Angeles;
('•. C. Blumenthal, San Francisco; B. W.
Rucker, Seattle; A. P. Archer, Denver; C.
H. Messenger, Salt Lake City; F. A. Tomes,
Dallas; W. J. Cammer, Oklahoma City.

REOPENING COAST BANK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In a formal state-

ment issued by the directors of the
First National Bank of Beverly
Hills, a readjustment of the bank's
capital is planned in anticipation of

reopening the institution.

WILCHINSKI SIGNED
Martha Wilchinski has been re-

engaged by Bob Sisk of RKO to

handle the publicity for the May-
fair run of Frank Buck's "Bring
'Em Back Alive."

MANY UAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes art extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

June 8
Meyer Beck Dorothy Coburn
Ernest B. Schoedsack Clarence Badger
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MONTE CARLO MADNESS

Starring SARI MARITZA

Now Playing Roxy Theatre
A GREAT SHOW SAYS CRITICS

The Music, the Gaiety, the humorous
and subtle artistry in the direction, per-

formance and settings make "Monte
Carlo Madness" delightful entertain-

ment. —NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE.

"Monte Carlo Madness" is somewhat
similar to Ernst Lubitsch's "Monte
Carlo," it is a gay comedy set to music
which is tuneful and has been capably

directed by Eric Pommer.
—DAILY NEWS.

"Monte Carlo Madness" is enjoyable

diversion cheery interlude of flirting

and gambling and snatches of pleasing

songs and music courses.

—NEW YORK TIMES.

Diverting Romance that boasts gor-

geous sets, musical score is tuneful.
—NEW YORK EVENING JOURNAL.

"Monte Carlo Madness" light and
frivolous, pictorially lovely, pleasing pic-

ture; it is above average.
—THE MORNING TELEGRAPH.

Sari Maritza gets break after debut
film at the Roxy gives star better show
than first one, for role of the rambling
Queen of Pontenero is just what the

Doctor prescribed, this is gay enter-

tainment. —WORLD TELEGRAM.

Very delightful and large size ro-

mance and is herewith recommended
to movie goers. Sari Maritza is very

pretty, has much charm and certainly

can act. —NEW YORK SUN.

"Monte Carlo Madness" charming

Fantasy will please the Femmes. A
delightful picture. —FILM DAILY.

THE RINGER"
Now PlayingCameo Theatre
SWELL MYSTERY DRAMA, SAYS CRITICS

Much better than average produc-
tion of Edgar Wallace's "Ringer" offers
entertainment melodramatics at the
Cameo. You will enjoy this one.

—NEW YORK EVENING JOURNAL.

The "Ringer" a swift film, there is

craftsmanship in this one, Edgar Wallace
novel thrilling picture by skilled cast.

—NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM

Cameo's "Ringer" Wallace Thriller

—

Thrilling picture. -DAILY NEWS.

Rare, Good Melodrama in picture

"Ringer" with excellent cast.

—NEW YORK AMERICAN.

"The Ringer." Good murder mystery

from Edgar Wallace play holds suspense

all the way. —THE FILM DAILY.
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Franklin to Bring Circuit Costs Down $3,500,000

circuitOobmulatingTniform plaFon tax

Warner Cash Position Better Despite 6 Months^ Loss

$2,769,183 Deficit Reported
For the First Half

of the Year
Net loss of $2,769,183.69 after all

charges including depreciation and
interest and after allowing for a
profit of $2,498,515.37 arising from
the retirement of debentures and
subsidiaries' funded indebtedness, is

reported by Warner Bros, for the
six months ended Feb. 27. Net loss

from operations, before amortization
and depreciation of properties, was

(Continued on Page 3)

NEW SPONSORS LINED UP

FOR BROOKHART MEASURE

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Defeat of Senator

Brookhart at the primaries will not

hold back the measure known as the

Brookhart Bill, says Abram F.

Myers, general counsel of Allied

States Ass'n. The organization ex-

pects to have several new sponsors
(Continued on Page 4)

Charleston Makes Bid
For Film Production

Charleston, ^, C, is making a
bid for motion picture production
offering land suitable for a studio

i

property to any reputable company
which will develop it. Invitations

to work in the city are being ex-

tended to producers by Mayor Bur-
net T. Maybank. In behalf of the

city he is offering a 47-acre plot

with 2,000 foot frontage on the

Ashley River, and a maximum of 10

years' exemption from taxation.

Golf Widows' Surprise
Now Max Fleischer steps up with a grand contribution of a Boop-A-Doop doll,

a lifelike reproduction of his famous cartoon character. The doll will be presented to

every entrant in the Film Daily Golf Tournament, scheduled for the Fenimore Country

Club on June 22. So every married gink can now stay out as late as he wants on

the nite of the Tourney, for when he walks in with Boopie, everything will be all

right. It's the first chance you shackled gents ever had to introduce a Doll to the

wife as your Innocent playmate—and make her believe it. Won't she get a happy
surprise!

Original Plans for Radio City

Being Carried Out, Says 'Roxy

'

Maj. Warner Attending
All Regional Meetings

Maior Albert W. Warner, vice-

president of Warner Bros, in charge

oT distribution, is making the oc-

casion of the series of business

meetings being held by the Warner-
(Continued on Page 3)

Original plans set down for the
construction and operation of Radio
City in Rockefeller Center will be
carried out despite speculation and
persistent reports to the contrary,
Samuel L. "Roxy" Rothafel told

Film Daily in an exclusive inter-

view yesterday. "I don't believe
(Continued on Page 3)

A.W. Smith Presents $1 0,000 in Prizes

To Winners in Warner Sales Drive

Double Feature House

Gives Free Auto Nightly

Birmingham—The Temple here continues to

offer the prize bargains of any theater in the

country. In addition to double features, comedy
and newsreel, the theater this week is giving

away an automobile at each 9 p.m. show.

Price of admission 20 cents.

Distribution of $10,000 prize

money won by district and branch
managers and branch employees of

Warner Bros. Pictures in the re-

cent six-week district managers'
sales drive, was one of the big mo-
ments of the Eastern and Canadian
sales meeting held in New York this

week. A. W. Smith made the pres-

entations of the checks, while
(Continued on Page 4)

St. Louis Tax Bill

Likely to be Revived
St. Louis—Revival of efforts to

pass a 10 per cent amusement tax
here to provide relief funds is likely,

due to the Citizens' Committee on
Relief and Employment facing the
necessity of abandoning aid to 15,-

000 families after June 15 due to

lack of funds.

Cut of $3,500,000 in Costs
Being Effected by Franklin

Rocky Mt. Exhibs Against

Doubles, Block Booking
Denver—Resolutions passed at the

closing of the Rocky Mountain The-
ater Owners' convention denounced
in no uncertain terms double billings,

block booking, admission tax, and
unreasonable sound service charges,

but declared for sane legal arbitra-
(Ctmtinued on Paife 4)

A further saving of $1,000,000
in the operation of RKO theaters
is planned by Harold B. Franklin,

who, when he joined the circuit,

pledged an annual saving of $2,-

500,000 by July 1. According to

present figures the latter figure will

iDe reached at the end of the fiscal

year, with several other plans of

Franklin for further reductions as
(Continued on Page 4)

Indications Are That Bulk
of Levy Will be Borne

By the Public
Major circuit heads will work to-

gether in formulating a uniform
plan for handling the Government
admission tax, although it is not be-
lieved that any set policy will be
adopted. According to Sam Dembow
of Paramount-Publix, the matter
has been and will be the subject
of conferences and discussions for

(Continued on Page 4)

CHICAGOlifDROPS

DOUBLE FEATURE BILLS

Chicago—Simansky & Miller, op-

erating a circuit of half a dozen
houses here, are the latest to drop
plural features and go back to sin-

gle bills. Exchanges report an in-

creasing number of theaters anxious
to return to balanced variety pro-

grams and ready to take the step

if competitive situations do like-

wise. In some instances, houses are
(Continued on Page 4)

Kent Plans Trip Abroad
On Return from Coast

Sidney R. Kent, who leaves New
York today for the Coast, will sail

for Europe July 1 to examine con-

ditions in the foreign market. He
plans to return to New York about
June 27. Winfield Sheehan and Sol

M. Wurtzel are accompanying Kent
west.

Eddie Cantor to Try Out

Screen Material on Stage

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Eddie Cantor is going to spend

a week at the Fox, San Francisco, starting June
17, trying out songs and comedy business for

his next picture for Samuel Goldwyn, "The
Kid from Spain." Lyda Roberti, also in the

Cantor film, will appear with him. Diane Sin-

clair has been borrowed from M-G-M as the

love interest. Goldwyn expects to start produc-
tion on "The Kid from Spain" early in July.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 4ji 4M 4^ — 'A

East. Kodak 40^ 38?4 38J4 — 'A

Vox. Fm. "A" \'A l'/2 I'A + 'A

Loew's, Inc 16'^ 14^ 14?^ — 1^
do pfd 49>/^ 48 48—2
Paramount 2 1?4 1?4— H
Pathe Exch H V» Vi — Vi

kCA 3% 3K 3!/2 — Vt

RCA pf. "B" 6 S'A SH — Vs

KKO 2 2 2 — '4

Warner Bros H H Vi — 'A

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A"... 5-16 5-16 516
Technicolor ^ % Vi -\- Vi
Trans-Lux 44 ^ Vi

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith AO 6s46... 26 26 26 + VA
Ixiew 6s 41ww 72J4 72'4 72'4 + 2%
Paramount 6s 47.. 20 18 18—2
Far. By. 5^s51... 40 37 37—4
Par. 5}^s50 17 16 16 — M

DICK POWELL TO REST
Pittsburgh—Dick Powell, master

of ceremonies at the Stanley who
recently was placed under a film

contract by Warners, will take a

month's vacation when that house
drops stage shows June 17 for the
summer. After a rest, he is to re-

port to Hollywood.

Pointers on Publicity

Watch your publicity. Kill the silly adjectives out of it. Kill the superfluous

sentences and words. If you don't the editor will. When you're preparing a com-
bination story on your picture and vaudeville show, keep it down to essentials but

spend some time digging up the essentials. Don't be careless with it; don't leave

out important names; don't blow up unimportant ones.

—ROBERT F. SISK in "RKO Now"

6 Werrenrath Shorts

On Educational List
Reinald Werrenrath, baritone of

Metropolitan Opera fame, will ap-

pear with the Alumni Glee Club in

six shorts to be made by Larry Kent
for Educational release next season.

Each picture will be made on some
college campus.

New York
M40 Broadwaj
BRyant 9-4711

Long Iiland City
134 Crucaot St.

BTiUwal) 4 7940

Eastman Films
jj. E. Brulatour, Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana AV*
CALamM SSSt

Hollywood
470e Santa Uonlca

Blvd.
HOL1ywood4I2I

Aleograph Sues W. E.

In Brooklyn Court
Aleograph Co. of San Antonio

which lost out in a previous action

against Western Electric for alleged

infringement of sound film patents
has entered a new suit in the equity
division of the Federal Court
Brooklyn.

PARA. MAKES BOND PAYMENT
Paramount Broadway Corp. yes-

terday delivered to Chemical Bank
& Trust Co., trustee, $125,000 par
value of its first mortgage 5i/< per
cent sinking fund gold bonds, which
are a closed first mortgage lien on
the Paramount Building and land in

New York City. This delivery for

cancellation is made in fulfillment

of sinking fund requirements of

July 1, 1932. There remains out-

standing $9,000,000 of an original

issue of $10,000,000.

RELEASING WRESTLING FILM
First Division Pictures on Friday

will begin distributing a two-reel
release covering the Milk Fund
wrestling bouts sponsored by Mrs.
William Randolph Hearst. The
event will be staged the previous
night. There are no laws prohibit-
ing inter-state transportation of
wrestling films, it was pointed out
at First Division yesterday.

ROXY CAST INSURED
A policy totalling a million dol-

lars was negotiated between the
Roxy and Louis Fink, insurance
broker, covering the life of every
participant in the million-dollar
stage show, including the Friars'
Frolic, opening at the big house to-
morrow.

SPARKS AIDING CHL FAIR
Jacksonville, Fla.—To help defray

expenses of various Florida exhibits
at the Chicago Exposition, Sparks
houses throughout the state will
stage benefit shows with amateur
acts.

Bern, Tashman, Fleischer

On Today's AMPA Slate
Paul Bern of M-G-M, Lilyan

Tashman and Max Fleischer, car-

toonist, will be guests of honor at

the AMPA meeting in Sardi's today.

WORLD WIDE BUYS STORIES
World Wide Pictures has bought

the screen rights to "Baby Face,"
by Donald Henderson Clarke, which
has been running serially in College

Humor. Other story purchases by
W. W. in the past week also includ-

ed "Confessions of a Bachelor," an
original by Ursula Parrott; "Where
Lonely Ladies Walk," an original

by Tiffany Thayer; "Lover of Mine,"
by Sada Cowan; "Snake Bite," by
Robert Hitchens, and the stage play,

"My Son," by Martha Stanley.

CO-STARRING COOPER-HAYES
West Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Paramount will co-

ttar Gary Cooper and Helen Hayes
in "A Farewell to Arms," the Er-
nest Hemingway novel.

PARA. BORROWS DURANTE
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jimmy Durante has

been borrowed from M-G-M by Para-
mount for "The Phantom Presi-
dent," first George M. Cohan talkie.

FITELSON AND MEYERS MOVE
Fitelson and Meyers have moved

their law offices to 1619 Broadway.
William Fitelson is general counsel
for Tiffany and Quadruple Produc-
tions.

IN WARNER BRITISH FILM
London — Anthony Bushell and

Percy Marmont, two English actors
well known on the American screen,

have prominent parts in "The Sil-

ver Greyhound," now in production
under the direction of William Mc-
Gann at the Warner Bros. British
studios at Teddington.

OCRS SIGNS WOMAN MANAGER
Lee A. Ochs theaters has added a

woman manager to its roster. Olga
Swertlow, formerly with National
Theater Supply Co., has assumed
charge of its Tuxedo theater.

MAY REOPEN ALBANY HOUSE
Albany—RKO may re-open Proc-

tor's here on a picture grind policy
with a 15-cent admsision

HANDLING "SINISTER HANDS"
Capitol Film Exchange is under-

stood to have secured distribution
rights to "Sinister Hands," produced
by Willis Kent.

GARBO HOLDS AT CAPITOL
Greta Garbo in "As You Desire

Me" is being held a second week at i

the Capitol.
I

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Annual convention of Internation
al Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em
ployes and M. P. Operators, Metnoria
Hall, Columbus, O.

June 10-11: Warner - First National salei
meeting. Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 13-14: Warner-First National sales
meeting. New Orleans.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil
waukee.

llfi
Correspondence School

Utilizing Sound Filmsl
Under an arrangement concludec n

with Visugraphic Pictures, pro-
ducers of advertising and salea

V

ir

duti

plet

p

ton

Pol

m

training films, the International Cor-
respondence Schools of Scranton
will hereafter utilize talking pie
tures in conjunction with text books.
First application of this new combi-
nation will be in the personnel train
ing of several big industrial firms.

AD MEN TO DISCUSS FILMS
A discussion of talking pictures

and their use in advertising will
take place the morning of June 22
in the course of the annual con^

vention of the Advertising Federa-
tion of America at the Waldorf
Astoria hotel. Francis Lawton, Jr.,

of General Business Films, will be
chairman of the film meeting.

CELEBS FOR PREMIERE
Paul Muni, Ruth Etting, Richy

Craig, Jr., Violet Carlson, Mrs. Ed-
ward G. Robinson, Sophie Tucker,
Tex Guinan, Thelma White, Bobby
Agnew, Queenie Smith, Ray Perkins,
Seymour Felix, Robert Garland,
Paul Yawitz and Louis Sobol are
expected to be among those present
at this evening's premiere of
"Love Is a Racket" at the Strand.
Jack Osterman will be master of

ceremonies. •

G. OLIVE RETURNS TO FRANCE
Following a three months' survey

of production activities in the

United States and Canada, George
Olive, general manager of Pathe
Cinema, Paris, is en route to France
on the lie de France. Olive was
formerly connected with the Con-
solidated Theaters circuit.

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest

Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATfON
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. ).

Phone: Market 2-4232
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WORK ON NEW PROGRAM

Vitaphone short subject program
"or 1932-33, which goes into pro-

luction June 20 with a Jack Haley
subject as the first, will be com-

jleted by next April, said Sam Sax,

Droduction chieftain, to The Film
Daily yesterday, following his re-

turn to New York from the Coast.

Policy of the studio will be to use

names. Sax stated. At the Coast,

lie supervised making of six Tech-

nicolor musicals, each in two reels.

ALONG™= °IALTO

Warner Position Better

Despite 6 Months' Loss
{Continued from Page 1)

$570,129.96. Amortization and de-

preciation charges totaled $4,697,-

569.10.
During the six months the company charged

lo surplus a net loss of $72,443.98 on capital

assets and $1,887,578.39 representing special

write down of sundry properties.

At Feb. 27, the balance sheet, which does

not include Skouras Bros. Enterprises, Inc.

and St. Louis Amusement Co. and their

subsidiaries, shows current assets amounting

to $20,329,463.62 as compared with current

liabilities of $12,590,106.19.
WTiile the company sustained a lo-s from

operations during the six months' period, yet,

owing to the large amortization and deprecia

tion charges and the replacement of film in-

ventory at lower cost, the cash position was
improved and indebtedness reduced. Cash on

hand Feb. 27 amounted to $4,047,253.80,

compared with $3,767,087.88 at .\ug. 29, 1931,

an increase of $280,165.92, while notes pay-

able amounted to $1,306,525.43 compared
with $2,376,683.59 at Aug. 29. a decrease

of $1,070,168.16.

Maj. Warner Attending
All Regional Meetings
(Continued from Page 1)

First National and Vitaphone dis-

tribution department during the

present month, an opportunity to

meet all the men in the field who
_are handling the company's sales.

He attended the meeting in New
York which closed last Tuesday.
Today he leaves to attend the Chi-

cago meeting, June 10 and 11, with

Gradwell L. Sears presiding. Fol-

lowing the Chicago meeting Major
Warner will go on to New Orleans
fur the meeting there, June 13 and
14, and will then proceed to Los
Angeles for the last of the meet-
ings, June 20 and 21. Following

the end of the Los Angeles meeting
Major Warner will return to New
York by boat.

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Theater Printers ; Gray & Grossman, 270

Broadway, New York, 200 sliares common.
NEW JERSEY CHARTERS

Llewellyn Amusement Co., Newark, amuse-
ent enterprises; Joseph J. Com, Newark.

N. J. 2,500 shares common.
Little Theater of North Broad Street,

Inc.. Camden; New Jersey Corporation
Guarantee and Trust Co., Camden, N. J.

$5,000.
William Weiss & Sons, Inc.. Camden,

amusement enterprises; Irvin M. Lichten-

stein, Camden, N. J. 1.000 shares common.
The Morgelo Co., Paterson. theaters;

George Gold, Paterson, N. J. 1.000 shares

common.

PUILM.DALY

NtW VORk. lOS ANGELES

• • • WE HAVE always contended that Hollerword is

no place to write the publicity on the pix the Coast

pressagey has as much chance to do some sane, constructive

thinking on his copy as a guy in the middle of a merry-go-

round it's like a tenderfoot on a bucking bronc trying

to write a letter to the folks that he will be home shortly-

sure he will and the letter arrives in the same
mail with his corpse naturally and that's just

about the wa/ Hollerword publicity shapes up the gink

in the studios has been too close to the works he knows
all the bones in the skeleton of the production he is too

close to the mechanics of production to sense the glamour in

the finished product so his copy often sounds like an
undertaker's report to the board of health

• • • THAT'S WHY we're all for the New York publicity

boys sending out the blurb stuff they are so far re-

moved from the scene of the clinical experiment that
even if the surgeon-director's operation is successful but the
picture-patient has died right in the stude the corpse is

shipped to the home ossif in a nice new tin can and
when they open it up on the projection room screen
they all shout "Lookee! Lookee! A living, breathing epic
of Life! Pulsing—Radiant—Vibrant!" for Distance still

lends Enchantment to the view especially in the film
biz that's the reason they sell the season's product a
year in ADVANCE huh, the studios ain't kidding the
home office a bit and for the same reason the
exhibs wonder if the home ossif thinks they are kidding THEM

oh, oh

• • • JUST TO let you judge for yourself whether our
slant on this question of publicity is right or not we
are quoting from a ballyhoo broadside to exchanges from a
Hollerword stude for Aubrey Kennedy's production
"The Face on the Barroom Floor" hold fast to your
seats, folks you're riding at your own risk

• # # "YOU HAD better lay in a load of nerve tonic
the clamoring exhibitors are going to run you ragged when
this piece of potential dynamite backs up to your door
under the loving kindness of Jules Burnstein the big
give-and-take man from the Kennedy studios Burnstein's
just anticipating a sweet and joyous vacation trip
rather than a spell of hard selling he says he's merely
distributing a household necessity it's like selling a
brassiere to a chorus girl she almost requires it."

• • • ATTA BOY, Jules we wish ya luck

but supposin' the exhib gives you the same answer any chorus
gal would "Sure, I almost require it, but but I've been
gettin' along swell without it, so wott'ell!" looks as if

these boys in the Kennedy stude have been too close to the
face on the barroom floor or to chorus gals or

was it the chorus gal's face they saw on the barroom floor?

they've got us all confused like most Holier-
word publicity copy which generally sounds as if the
publicity guy was lying down on the floor in a stupor when he
wrote it but can you blame him? he's seen
the skeleton or the corpse

• • • THIS KOLYUM graphically explains why
in the airplane pictured above . we are flying FROM
Hollerword to New York Where there's Life, there's

Hope! oh, Death, where is thy sting? 3,000 miles

removed from you

« « a » » »

SAYS B. 0. PRICES HOLD

ANSWER MODUCTION
Pressure against film rentals is

pressure against production costs,

and unless admission prices are

maintained at a fair level it will

be impossible for studios to supply

good product, warns John R. Freu-
ler, Big 4 president, who is also an
exhibitor in the middle west. Freu-
ler finds that b. o. prices, by and
large, are about back to the scales

of 20 years ago, whereas the pic-

tures being turned out at present

are vastly superior and necessar-

ily cost more than the output of

1912. Advocating fair prices, be-

low the inflated years, but higher
than the old quickie days, Freuler
points out that "it is far easier to

cut prices than to raise them when
reason once more takes command
of the siutation and when upward
readjustment takes place, as it in-

evitably must. Bad business and
low admissions are a natural proc-

ess, but worse business from a low-

ered standard of product is far

worse. If the producer does not

receive a fair return on his pic-

tures, what kind of product and
how much of it can he be expected to

deliver next season?"

Original Radio City Plans
Being Carried Out—'Roxy*

(Continued from Page 1)

the present strike of building em-
ployees will continue very much
longer," said Roxy. "All our plans

will be realized. The policy of the

International Music Hall is set but

the policy of the sound picture

house is yet to be determined. Cur-

rent conditions at the time of the

proposed opening will be the con-

trolling factor. Every financial in-

terest connected with the project is

more enthusiastic today than ever

before. Let it be emphatically

stated that Radio City is to be a

reality."

MADE ASSISTANT TREAS.
L. J. Barbano has been appoint-

ed assistant treasurer of Columbia.

MANY PAPPY Rn"UeNS

Best wishes ar« extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

June 9
Julius J. Hess Fred Humes

Harry Gribbon
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Circuits Are Formulating
Uniform Plan on Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

the next few days, when Para-

mount's policy will be announced.
"We do not believe that circuits should

absorb the entire burden, as the original

intention by the representatives at Wash-

ington specifically stated that the tax should

be borne by he individual theatergoer." said

Dembow. "In some houses we shall absorb

the tax; in others, admission prices will be

raised accordingly."
Harold B. Franklin was host to several

circuit heads yesterday at luncheon in his

Waldorf Astoria apartment, where the mat-

ter was discussed. Among those present

were Col. E. A. Schiller, Joseph Bernhard,

Sam Dembow, John Balaban and Spyros

Skouras. Following the meeting, Franklin

told FILM DAILY that "the matter will

need careful consideration, but, unfortunate

as it is, the public will have to hear the

burden of the tax. The industry cannot at

this time afford to absorb it." All circuits

held meetings on the subject yesterday.

OUT
SATURDAY

« * *

WATCH
FOR

IT

!:

Rocky Mt. Exhibs Against
Doubles, Block Booking

(Continued from Page 1)

tion method and called on all mem-
bers religiously and vigorously to

support these actions. Block book-
ing was called a deadly menace to

theaters and especially the tying of

shorts and newsreels as expensive
and detrimental. Double billing was
called a menace, reflecting on good
showmanship and a detriment to the

industry, ultimately causing loss of

revenue. The admission tax was
called inequitable and unjust burden,
and excessive sound service charges
were denounced. Arbitration was
called necessary, and exhibitors and
producers were asked to devise a

legal form. Emmett Thurmon, As-
sociation counsel, asserted that he
was sure excessive service charges
would be declared illegal if carried

to the courts.

Final resolutions at Rocky Moun-

1

tain Theater Con(vention condemn
exclusive booking ban on resale of
advertising accessories and publica-
tion of box-office receipts.

With the addition of a couple of
officers all old officials were re-elect-

ed: Harry Huffman, president; Joe
E. Dekker, first vice pres.; Blanche
Tyo, second vice pres.; Ed Schulte,
third vice pres.; Russell Hartivich,
fourth vice pres.; Gus Kohn, treas-
urer, Emmett Thurmon, secretary
and general counsel. Directors are
Huffman, Dekker, Tyo, Kohn, Schul-
te, Harold Rice, Milas Hurley, Ed-
die Ward, L. J. Finske, Buzz Briggs.
On the executive committee are
Huffman, Dekker, Ward and Gerald
Whitney.
The convention closed with a

swimming party entertainment and
dinner dance at Eldorado Springs.

Smith Presents $10,000

To Winners in Sales Drive
(^Continued from Page 1)

Harry M. Warner and Major War-
ner congratulated each of the win-

ners present.
The Canadian district, under the super-

vision of H. O. Paynter, reached the highest

standing in the drive, as a result of which

Paynter received the first prize of $500.

Branch managers in the winning district

receiving awards were C. R. Osborn, Mon-

treal, $100; W. Cohen, Winnipeg, $100; J. E.

Butler, St. John, $100; M. Plottel, Calgary,

$50; and L. Geller, also of Calgary, $50.

The Vancouver branch won two weeks'

salary bonus for each employee as a result

of attaining first place in billings and col-

lections in Canada during the drive. For

the United States, the Charlotte branch em-

ployees won a similar two-week salary bonus.

The Toronto, San Francisco, Seattle, Al-

bany and Brooklyn branches will receive one

week salary bonuses for all employees as a

result of leading their respective districts,

with a halfJweek salary check going to

employees of the Metropolitan branch.

Five hundred dollars in prize money was
distributed for the best business in Vitaphone
short subject and trailers. N. H. Brower,
Western District Manager with offices in Los
Angeles, won the first prize of $250. Others
who came in for prize money were: Harry
I.ustig, Los Angeles, $50; Chas. Muehlman.
San Francisco, $50; Vete Stewart, Portland.

$50; Al Oxtoby, Seattle, $50; Wm. Gordon.
Salt Lake City, $50; and Chas. Gilmour.
Denver, $50. The business brought in by
t'lis spur of cash prizes has led the Warner
distribution department to institute a cash
bonus as a regular policy.

Chicago Circuit Drops
Double Feature Bills
(Continued from Page 1)

catering to the double and triple

bill fad by announcing "triple

mash" programs although some of
the attractions thus offered are two-
reelers or three-reelers instead df

features.

FRANKLIN TO CUT COSTS

$3,500,000 BY NEXTfAUlS

GOOD ROADS FILM
"An International Study of Amer-

ican Roads," six-reel sound picture
recorded by Photophone and scored
to music by the Marine Band Or-
chestra, has been released by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
The film shows the extent of the
highway system, construction meth-
ods, and engineering activities em-
ployed in the United States.

Ben Serkowich Assigned
Western Publicity Post

Ben Serkowich has been appointed
Western Division publicity director
for RKO theaters. He leaves New
York tomorrow to assume this new
post.

INSTALLS ICEDAIRE
Typhoon Air Conditioning Co. has

made installations of its Icedaire
system in the Stanley at 590 Sev-
enth Ave., New York; the U. S.,

Paterson, N. J., and Child's restau-
rant, 425 Lexington Ave., New York.

BAR HARBOR HOUSE OPENS
Bar Harbor, Me.—The new Cri-

terion, seating 953, has opened.
House cost about $250,000 and is

one of the finest in New England.

"SO BIG" REPEATS
Chicago—Due to requests from

clubs and business houses in his
theater's neighborhood, H. C. Mil-
ler, manager of the Metropolitan,
was forced to repeat his showing of
"So Big," Barbara Stanwyck's latest
Warner starring vehicle, last Fri-
day and Saturday.

(Continued from Page 1)

yet to be put in operation. Thii

economies have been reached by thi

reduction of payrolls, personal
light and telephone expense anc
other miscellaneous items. Frank-
lin hopes to show a saving of $

500,000 before the start of the fal'.

season.

rt

New Sponsors Lined Up
For Brookhart Measure

(Continued from Page 1)

for the bill, now pending in Con-]

gress. Commenting on M. A. LightH
man's arguments against the meas-i

ure on the grounds that it would|
put the government in the film busi-

ness, Myers says the M. P. T. 0. A.I

president's statements are falla-

cious. "The Federal Trade Com-
mission simply would act as the um-
pire of fairness in adjusting dis-

putes between exhibitors and dis-

tributors," says Myers. Myers be-

lieves the bill would give the M. P.

T. 0. A. exactly what it has been
fighting for, declaring it is simply
a measure to insure the right of
elimination in block buying.

CLOSING DAYTON RKO HOUSE
Dayton — RKO will close the

Strand theater here June 30.

Union Demands Prevent
Vaude in Sparks Houses
Jacksonville, Fla.—Plans of the

Sparks Enterprises, controlling

about 50 houses in this state, to

line up a short circuit of vaude-
ville have been abandoned due to

the stage hands' union refusing to

take less than the regular scale.

SWANSON FORMS NEW CO.
London—Following the announce-

ment that she would make her next
picture on this side, Gloria Swanson
has incorporated a new company
here called the Gloria Swanson Brit-

ish Productions, Ltd., and the star

is preparing to start camera work
next month. The story is entitled

"Perfect Understanding," written by
Rowland V. Lee, who will direct.

REOPENING MINN. HOUSE
Minneapolis — Reopening of the

Pantages as a grind house is ex-

pected to take place July 1. The
house is now controlled by the Well-
Worth Co., new firm headed by Har-
old Ruben.
The Lyceum also may reopen

shortly.

COMING & GOING

GRADWELL L. SEARS, S. CHARLES
EINFELD, NORMAN H. MORAY and
JOSEPH S. HUMMEL left yesterday for

Chicago to attend the second of the series

of Warner-First National sales meetings be-

ing held by the company. Meetings in New
Orleans and Los Angeles will follow, with'

the executives being away about a month.
DAN MICHALOVE will leave for the Chi-

cago meeting 'ftn the Century this afternoon.

RUTH CHATTERTON is aboard the

Bremen en route to Paris.
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1,000 "Grand Hotel** Roadshows by Mid- August

HAYS F^RS RESUBMISSION OF PRJHJBITION

Harry Arthur Dickering For Five Publix Houses
Deal Would Give Him Five

Theaters in Four
N. E. Cities

Harry Arthur, operating the form-
er Fox Poll theaters in New Eng-
land, is now negotiating to take over
management of five Publix houses
in New Haven, Hartford, Worcester,
and Springfield. All theaters in-

volved in the deal are in situations

in which Arthur is now operating.
Houses in the deal are Paramount,

iN'ew Haven: AUyn, Hartford; Para-
(Cotitinned on Page 2)

Still Working on Tax Collection Plan
Manner of handling the federal admission tax by the major circuits is expected

to be definitely determined at a meeting of theater executives in New York this

morning. Certain details of the government's collection plan, however, will not be
officially known for several days, pending drafting of a system by the treasury depart-

ment, which, by law, has considerable latitude in detailing such plans.

II. P. ACADEMY TO ADMIT

SELECTEDJIST OF MERIT

H^'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
I Hollywood—A report of the mem-
bership committee of the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences provid-

ing for admission to the Academy
of a selected list of screen players,

authors and directors who achieved

recognition in the past year, was
{Continued on Page 4)

End of Lincoln Hearing
Expected Within a Week
Lincoln, Neb. — Case of Sun

Amusement Co. against all major
distributors, charging that it was

|

prevented from buying film, is ex-

pected to be completely heard with-

pi a week. Brupe Bromley of New
York and Arthur Mullen of Omaha
are concerned with the defense. The
case developed out of an arbitration

award which, it is claimed, the peti-

tioner failed to comply with.

First Div. Expanding West
With Two Exchanges in Ohio

Over Outcome of Tax Bill
Theater owners "are indeed grate-

ful to the members of Congress for

the fair way in which they consid-

ered the industry in view of the

very difficult task before them to

balance the budget through tax

levies," M. J. O'Toole, secretary of
(Continued on Page 4)

Harry H, Thc^iias, president of

First Division Exchanges, in con-

junction with Cleve Adams and
James W. Holden will open ex-

changes in Cleveland and Cincinnati

for the distribution of First Division

releases covering Ohio and Ken-
tucky. The company will be known
as the First Division Exchange of

Ohio, Inc. Adams, as vice-president
(Continued on Page 4)

Distribs Plan Fight on Kan. Ruling

Barring Sales Before Censor*s O. K.

Troubled by a Topeka, Kan.,

Supreme Court decision prohibiting

selling of pictures before they are

passed by the state censor board,

major distributing companies are

understood to feel that the decision

will be reversed on the grounds that
(Continued on Page 4)

"Bunk," Says Skouras

"Lotta bunk" said Spyros Skouras yes-

terday in denying a report that Skouras

Bros, are turning back Fox West Coast
Theaters to the Chase banking interests.

Denial was also made by Moe Silver,

Warner Bros, theater executive, that he

is joining Fox West Coast to manage
the circuit for the Chase group.

M.P.P.D.A. Head Named
Republican Delegate

at Large
Indianapolis — At a Republican

meeting here yesterday, where he
was elected a delegate at large for
the national convention in Chicago,
Will H. Hays declared he is in favor
of resubmission of the prohibition
nuestion to the people. The head of

(Coni.nued 'n Page 4)

New Two-Year Record Set

By "Scarface .1 'Frisco

San Francisco—Winding up its sixth week at

the United Artists, the Howard Hughes pro-

duction, "Scarface," has chalked up the longest

run here in more than two years. "Arrowsmith"

and Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" previously

held the record with five weeks. All three are

United Artists pictures.

M-G-M Launching 1,000
''Grand HoteV Roadshows

Rothafel and Buck
Next Forum Speakers

S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel and Frank
Buck will be the principal speakers

at next Tuesday's luncheon forum of

the Motion Picture Club. This

meeting is to be dedicated to 'Roxy'

as a testimonial in honor of his ad-

vancement to the important Radio

City post and to celebrate his re-

cent return from Europe.

Preparations are under way at

M-G-M for the launching of approxi-

mately 1,000 roadshows of "Grand
Hotel" between now and the middle
of August, setting an unprecedented
record for roadshowings. Half of

this number are expected to be
under way within the next week or

ten days. Units sent out so far have
covered only the keys and larger

cities. In Michigan, for instance,
(Continued on Page 4)

BACK TO rUNDAMENTALS,

GOLDMAN URGES EXHIBS

Philadelphia—After a period of
resting on easily won laurels, the
film industry is returning to funda-
mentals of show business which are
bound to bring results, declares Wil-
liam P. Goldman, local zone manager
for Warner Theaters. Urging more
of the same spirit that marked the
beginning of the movie industry,

Goldman says exhibitors must not
overlook the value of ballyhoo and
red-blooded showmanship in prefer-

ence to pretty displays and other

punch-less frills and fineries.

New Paramount Contract
Similar to Last Season

Paramount's exhibition contract
will be ready for use within two
weeks, it was stated at the com-
pany's legal department yesterday.

There are no important changes in

the agreement as compared with the
current season's form, it was said.

Newsreel Policy Urged
To Make Features Timely

IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—'Newsreeling feature production'

is the term applied by Burton King, Big 4 pro-

duction supervisor, to a proposed system for

keeping film output abreast of public taste.

It is necessary nowadays to build pictures

along the same lines as a newspaper, says King,

and to do this a company can only skeletonize

its production plans.
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"The Dark Horse"
Here's a natural without any ifs, ands or buts. Even if it didn't have the happy

advantage of coming along on the tide of a presidential election, its broadly amusing

satire and expose of election tactics would still be richly satisfying entertainment for

any class. But the timeliness angle puts it doubly deep in the bag. It's a shrewdly

humorous yarn that Courtney Terrett and Joseph Jackson concocted, and Alfred E.

Green directed it with a keen eye tor every value in the story. Then there are the

swell performances of Warren William as a campaign promoter, Guy Kibbee as his

dumb candidate, and Bette Davis and Vivlenne Osborne for the feminine interest—all

aces in their roles and similarly supported. It's a picture that will make em roar

and send 'em home recommending it to everybody as the juiciest comedy of the day.

—GILLETTE.

Warner Chicago Meeting
Gets Under Way Today

Chicago—Second of the series of

two-day business and sales meetings
being held by Warner Bros, this

month opens today at the Drake
Hotel here, with Gradwell L. Sears
presiding.
Other home office executives in attendance

are: Major Albert L. Warner, Dan
Michalove, S. Charles Eiufeld, Norman H.
.Moray, and Joseph S. Hummel.

Branch managers and salesmen attending

are: from the Chicago branch Carl Leser-

man, T. R. Gilliam, P. R. Barr. W. J. Kahl,

H. C. Herman and E. Silverman; from the

Milwaukee branch, R. T. Smith, S. G. Honeck
and N. S. Bieringer; from the St. Louis
liranch, J. Winn, H. Walsh, J. Hill and L. J.

Bona; from the Des Moines branch; E. J.
Tilton, C. A. Pratt and J. L. Raper; from
the iMinneapolis branch, L. Blank, W. S.

-Shartin, R. I.x)hrenz, A. W. Anderson and
L. A. Hummell; from the Kansas City branch.
William Warner, F. Greenberg. R. Melcher.
R. H. McConnell and C. C. Vaughan; and
from the Omaha branch, C. K. Olson, F. J.
i-i-.tmnn and L. Mendelson.

Arthur Dickering for

Five Publix Houses
(Continued from Page 1)

mount and Broadway, Springfield,

and the Olympia, Worcester.
A report also said that Arthur is

negotiating a similar deal with War-
ner Bros, to operate their houses in

Bridgeport, New Haven, Hartford
Springfield, Worcester and Norwich.
This was denied by Arthur.

BRANFORD STAGES STUNT
An elaborate exploitation was

pulled off last night at the Bran-
ford, Newark, as a preliminary to

the opening of Ann Lester, a Paul
Whiteman protege sponsored by
Nick Kenny, radio columnist. Ar-
rangements were made to have a big
party of New York critics taken
ver to Newark in a fleet of promoted
cars. Miss Lester arrived at the

Newark air port, where the party
™^f v,oT- and there were refresh-

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

June 10-11: Warner - First National sales
meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 13-14: Warner-First National sales
meeting. New Orleans.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil.
waukee.

June 15: Testimonial dinner to Louis "Pop'
Korson, Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phila
delphia. 7 P. M.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

NEW HOLDUP GAG
Pittsburgh—All Warner theaters

here have been notified to be on
guard against two men who at
tempted to trick Frank Smith, jani-
tor of the South Hills Harris The-
ater, into surrendering the office

safe, telling him they had been sent

from the main office to take the safe,

"SCAR" CENSOR HEADWAY
United Artists is understood to be

making progress in its efforts to

bring about passing of "Scarface" in

Pennsylvania, Kansas and Cook
County, 111., which includes the Chi-

i

cago territory. Picture has been
okayed by other states having cen-

sorship boards.
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HARRY GOLD ON TRIP
Harry L. Gold, assistant to Al

Lichtman at United Artists, is mak-
ing a swing around the mid-west
offices of the company, particularly
the territory between Minneapolis
and Denver. He returns to New
York about June 20.

Vanderbilt Theater m lyzo. vjin/-

ble, who is now directing for Para-
mount on the coast, says he seeks
to protect his title, as the use of

the same name by Warners will de-

stroy any future film rights to his

play.

FORECLOSURE SUIT
Larkin, Rathbone & Perry, at-

torneys for Central Hanover Bank
& Trust Co. and Frederick J. Puller,
bondholders trustees, have filed suit
to foreclose a mortgage for $13,000,-
000 given by Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses in May, 1929.

New York
1.440 Broidway
BRyant 8-4712

Long Island City
1S4 Crticent St.

STUlwcll 4-7840
la

It

COL. GETS GOV'T CONTRACT
Columbia has been awarded a con-

tract to supply the maximum num-
ber of features and shorts for hos-
pitals and homes under the U. S.

V'eterans Bureau.

Eastman Films!

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. |^

i

I.

if
:.t

|.t
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PHILLY M.P.T.O. MEET
Philadelphia—Annual meeting of

the M. P. T. 0. will be held within
three weeks here. Matters to be
taken up include an analysis of new
season product.

Monday in "The New Yorker," his
first United Artists picture, it is an-
nounced by Joseph M. Schenck.
Harry D'Arrast will direct, and sup-
porting cast includes Harry Lang-
don, Chester Conklin, Vince Barnett,
Madge Evans and a young Negro
newcomer, Edgar "Blue Boy" Con-
nor.

BARTHELMESS FILM FINISHED
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "The Cabin in the

Cotton," new Richard Barthelmess
film, has been completed at First
National a week ahead of schedule.
Michael Curtiz directed.

FITZMAURICE TO DIRECT
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — George Fitzmaurice

will direct Constance Bennett in her

next RKO picture, not yet titled.

Adela Rogers St. John wrote the

story, and Wanda Tuchock will work
with her and Fitzmaurice on the

continuity.

CHICAGO MANAGER HELD UP
Chicago-—New Rafalski, manager

of the Oak at 2002 North Western
Ave., was held up this week by two
gunmen who relieved him of his car

and $800.

H. WOBBER NOMINATED
San Francisco—Herman Wobber

of Paramount Publix has been nomi-
nated by the Chamber of Commerce
to serve as a director during the
coming fiscal year.

RKO SIGNS STAGE DIRECTOR
Alan Delano, well known as a

stage director in New York, has left

for Hollywood to join the directorial
staff at RKO Radio Pictures.

CHARLES GLETT BACK ON JOB
Charles Glett, vice-president of

Big 4, has returned to his desk after
several days' absence because of ill-

ness.

VAUDE-FILM POLICY IN J. C.
The Stanley, Jersey City, will in-

augurate a new policy June 17 with
the presentation of a five-act vaude-
ville show in conjunction with pic-

tures.

NOW AVAILABLE
Service of an experienced

FILM PUBLICITY
MAN

Twelve years in the industry writing
newspaper and film journal publicity,
preparing press books, handling short
subjects, advertising and publicity, etc.,
with background of trained newspaper
and film journal work.

Box 932 FILM DAILY

NATL SYNDICATE ADDS ONE
Woodland, Cal. — J. F. Garrette

has sold his National at Elm and

Main Sts. here to National Theaters

Syndicate Corp.

NAT LEVI NE
announces

"The Pride of the Legion"
now in production

featuring

Rin-Tin-Tin

from the

Cosmopolitan Magazine Story

"A Film Star's Holiday"

By PETER B. KYNE

Mascot Pictures Corporation

1650 Broadway New York, N. Y.



WARNING

!

Since Betty Boop nas reached

stardom in motion pictures^ it has

come to my attention that other

producers oF animated cartoons are

attempting to imitate the character

created by me.

II L

)-

tected by copyright registration and

I intend to protect my interests to

the fullest extent oF the law against

anyone attempting to use or imitate

this character.

President,

FLEISCHER STUDIOS, INC.



ADVOCIITEDBY WILL HAYS

(Continued from Page 1)

the Motion Picture Producers and

Distributors of America said in part;

"The essential right of democracy

is the vested power of majority de-

cision to cancel or revise any law

which practical trial finds incapable

or intolerable. There are no sacro-

sanct chapters in the characters of

liberty except the inalienable privi-

lege of public will. Certainly the op-

portunity should be provided for

free expression of that public will,

whatever it may be. I favor the

earliest possible resubmission of the

question."

O'Toole Voices Gratitude

Over Outcome of Tax Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

the M.P.T.O.A., said in a Film
Daily interview yesterday.
"While we would be pleased to have the

entire theater business exempt and worked

hard to accomplish this, yet the motion picture

theater—amusement of the great mass of peo-

ple—has been saved through this effort. Un-

fortunately, there was an effort made at one

of the hearings in Washington to inject mat-

ters which had no bearing on the tax situa-

tion. But it was just one of those flashes

in the pan which probably did no harm.

Under all the circumstances our industry

fared well. The representatives of all divi-

sions of the business wh(^ gave "fheir tfme

and efforts toward achieving these results

are deserving of much commendation."

ROLAND'S NEXT IN JEWISH
George Roland, who has .iust

completed "A Daughter of Her Peo-

ple," is now working on an original

all-Jewish talkie which he will di-

rect as soon as his assistant and
writer, Jacob Mestel, returns from
Toronto, where he is playing with

Ben Ami. With the completion of

his latest picture, Roland will soon

have the distinction of seeing three

of his productions play simultane-

ously in New York. "Yiskor" has
played the Loew houses, "Joseph in

the Land of Egypt" is soon to open

at a Broadway house, and "A
Daughter of Her People" will start

a run in one of the local circuits.

REMBUSCH CHANGE
Indianapolis—Frank J. Rembusch

I

Enterprises has changed the name
' of its operating company to Syndi-

cate Theaters, Inc., with Truman
Rembusch as general manager.

REOPENING 'FRISCO HOUSE
San Francisco—Complete remodel-

ing and redecoration of the Egyp-
tian, preparatory to reopening on

June 22, is now under way.

COMING & GOING

HERMAN GLUCKMAN of Capital Films
left last night (or Chicago to attend the three

(lay convention of Majestic Pictures which
starts today. Phil Goklstone reached Chi-

caRO yesterday to head the meeting. Twenty-
two independent distributors will attend.

JOHN FLINN left New York yesterday
i hi« return to the Coast.

.\NDRIK OEBRIE, equipment manufactur-
1 of Paris, leaves New York today for

Hollywood.

ALONG lALTO

• • • IT SEEMS that there are supervisors and Super-Visors

we arrived unanimously at this decision before Paul Bern was half way

through his engaging and exhilarating talk at the A.M.P.A. luncheon

in common with most folks in the film biz we have always given

the supervisor the same popularity rating as the hangman with jUSt

a shade in favor of the hangman he is such a dependable personality,

don't you think? you always know what he is going to do

and just how and when he is going to do it absolutely unbiased is

the hangman swayed by no personal preferences he will do

just as good a job on stringing up his best friend as on a total stranger

which brings him as close to the supervisor's reputation as any

ambitious hangman can ever hope to come if all the legends about

the supervisor are to be given credence..

• • • AND LO Mister Bern talked to the pressageys

arid all the Legends about supervisors went whoosh just like that

he reminded us of the old Roman Senator whom his enemies

strove to humiliate by making him head of the Rome street cleaning de-

partment '..this of course was in the ole days when it was a dis-

grace to be sanitary and the Senator sez with austere dignity as

he accepted the nomination "If the job cannot reflect honor on me.

I will reflect honor on it." and he went right out and Cleaned Up
likewise Mister Bern has given the job of Supervisor a sanitary

and salutary treatment shedding upon it the dignity and honor

that glorifies any job treated with intelligence Sanity Vision

Understanding Hummanness and most of all, perhaps

Cqi^irage of Conviction

• • • FOR l!-iE lartgr St ' us as be= Mister Bern's chief asset

he backs all his other i quaiiT. w'lt'n the abiiify to sticlT

to his Convictions till ..igy are translated into Accomplishments
it is because of such men on the staff that Emgeem is where it

is today that is why this industry surges Forward instead of
skittering Backward

* * » *

• • • HE TOLD us of an Emgeem studio organization that works
En Masse individuals orientated to function for the good of the
whole no one individual grabbing all the honors that's why
stars divide honors in this company's pix that's why this organiza-
tion HAS pix, b'gosh

:!- * it< *

• • • IN CONCLUSION Mister Bern visioned the motion
picture as the one universal solace of the people to renew their
faith and hope and courage and ideals in a dark era when all other
props had been kicked out from under them and he took a healthy
slam at all film detractors seeking to destroy the public's faith
in the only comfort and diversion that gives them a bright hour
occasionally amid the black despair that engulfs so many of them
boy, this Paul Bern Is GOOD! so now we humbly retract all the
slams we have ever taken at supervisors all the rest of 'em may
be everything, we've ever accused 'em of but we've listened to
one Supervisor and his ideals and accomplishments have thrown a
halo of dignity around all the rest of his clan

Friday, June 10, T->32
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N-G-M LAUNCHING 1,000

"GRANDHOnil'DSHOWSI
(Continued from Page 1)

only Detroit has been played. Thelj|
picture is estimated to have takenf
in about a million so far. Advis-
ability of roadshowing "Strange In-

1

terlude" is now being considered byL^r
officials of the company. "

First Division Expanding
In Ohio Territory]

(Continued from Page 1) I

and general manager, will be ini

charge of the Cleveland office, and I

James W. Holden, who is secretary
of the company, will be in charge]
of the Cincinnati office.

CARICATURES FOR INDIES
A plan whereby the Perlmannl

caricatures of motion picture stars I

will be available to independent ex-

hibitors and out of town dircuit

houses for use in local newspapers
has been devised by E. M. "Emo"|
Orowitz. The plan will supply thea-
ter operators with the caricatures in I

either reproduction or mat form, on
a monthly basis, supplying each
house with sketches of stars in cur-

rent or future productions scheduled
to play the individual houses. The
caricatures have already appeared in

the Baltimore "Post," Washington
"Tirnc:: " Philadelphia "Inquirer"

j

and Washington "Herald."

FRANK BUCK IN PERSON
Frank Buck has been booked by

RKO to make personal appearances
in four RKO houses in connection
with the feature, "Bring 'Em Back
Alive." Buck will appear at both
the RKO Mayfair, New York, and
the Albee, Brooklyn, June 17 to 24.

Other bookings are the Palace,
Cleveland, July 9 to 15; Keith's,
Washington, June 25 to July 1. If
vaudeville is returned to the State
Lake, Chicago, he will appear there
July 23.

TITLE CHANGED
Columbia's "Murder in a Pullman"

has been permanently named "By
Whose Hand?". Ben Lyon has the
lead, with Barbara Weeks opposite
him.

Distribs Plan Fight
Against Kan. Ruling
(Continued from Page 1)

it conflicts with the interstate com-
merce laws. Although United Artists

is involved in the original action,

other distributors will co-operate, it

is understood, with suggestion as to
the best manner of handling the
case, since the decision affects them
all.

A complete copy of the decision
was being awaited yesterday by the
Malevinski, Driscoll & O'Brien law
office, which is representing United
Artists in the case. It is believed
that an appeal will be filed within a
few days.

M.P. Academy to Admit
Selected List of Merit

(Continued from Page 1)
made at a meeting of the board last
night. Plans for the 1932 annual
merit awards also were outlined,
along with reports of the treasurer,
on finances; executive secretary, on
operation, including the putting into
effect of the recently adopted writer-
producer code of practice, and rec-
ommendations of a special commit-
tee on public relations.

PLANS NEW CALIF. HOUSE
San Jose, Cal.—Liberty Amuse-

ment Co. of this city will erect a
theater in Willow Glen, to cost
around $25,000.

MANY HAPPY RETUeNS

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

June 10
Leopold Friedman Virginia Valli

Dorothy Farnum
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Publix, Skouras Working Out More Pooling Deals

NOVELTYTO play BIGGERPART in '32gSH0RTS

Persistent Reports Have Schulberg Leaving Paramount
Rumors Revived Following

Home Office Confab
Yesterday

Reports that B. P. Schulberg is

leaving Paramount as production
chief were revived along Broadway
yesterday, shortly after he emerged
from a conference with high Para-
mount executives. Schulberg could
not be reached for a statement, and
other officials of the company de-
nied knowing anything about it. It

is understood Emanuel Cohen wir
become head of production under
Sam Katz.

Hays Expressed Personal Views on Resubmission
Statement of Will H. Hays at the Republican convention in Indiana that he

favored resubmission of the prohibition question to the people is understood to have
expressed his personal views on the subject. The head of the M. P. P. D. A. was
in no sense speaking in behalf of his association, it was made clear yesterday.

M. P. ACADEMY OVERHEAD

CUT 30% IN SIX MONTHS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cost of operating the

Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
has been cut 30 per cent in the last

six months, although activities were
increased, it was announced at this

week's meeting of the board. Since
(Continued on Page 2)

3 Houses Being Added
By Prudential Circuit

Prudential Theaters will be in-

creased to 36 houses by early fall

through opening of three more new
theaters. The Island at Mollis, seat-

ing 600, will be ready June 18. At
Huntington Sation, L. I., the Hunt-
ington Station, with a capacity of

800, will open July 15. An 800-seat
house at Northport will start busi-

ness Sept. 1.

Hubby Opposite Swanson
London — Michael Farmer, Gloria

Swanson's husband, will play opposite
her in "Perfect Understanding", the
feature she Is making on this side for

United Artists release.

BAN ON "PERMIT SYSTEM"

DECIDED ON BY I.A.T.S.E.

Columbus, 0. — Abolition of the
"permit system," whereby outside
men are allowed to work upon pay-
ment of specified fees, was decided
upon by the I.A.T.S.E., which closed
its convention here yesterday. Sam

(Continued on Page 2)

RKO CIRCUIT PASSING

TICKET TAX TO PUBLIC

RKO has decided to pass the ad-

missions tax on to the public, Thf
Film Daily learns. Insti-uctions ai-e

being issued that all admissions over

41 cents and all passes are to be
charged 10 per cent after June 21.

MorePoolingDeals Under Way
Between Publix and Skouras

Henry Elman, Dave Dubin
Open Chicago Exchange
Chicago—Henry Elman and Dave

Dubin have formed Capitol Film
Corp., independent exchange, with
offices at 908 S. Wabash Ave.

Several additional pooling deals

with Publix and Skouras are now
being considered by RKO, with six

metropolitan houses included in the

deals. One deal will affect the RKO
Jefferson and Skouras' Academy of

(Continued on Page 2)

Short Shavings
— one and two reel paragraphs on random subjects==; By DON CARLE GILLETTE

AMONG things to be considered in the present move to make longer shorts, in

order to combat double features, is the danger of establishing precedents that

will react harmfully in the future. There is already a tendency among a few exhibitors

to advertise "three feature" bills when one or two of their pictures are only three

reels or under. If shorts are advertised as features, the public will judge them by

the standards of features. Why run into trouble when shorts are so well qualified

to navigate under their own steam with the right kind of stoking?

„ — . .

Roadshowing of "Grand Hotel" incidentally is giving exhibitors in many cities a

few good lessons on how to bring lines to the box-office. Many theaters that had been

in a rut for a long time were shaken out of their sleep when Bill Ferguson's exploita-

tion machine came in as opposition. Bill used 24-sheets where they seldom were
(Continued on Page 2)

Music, Sports, Travel Loom
Large on New

Programs
Novelty and diversity will play a

bigger part than ever in the 1932-
33 short subject programs, with
music, sports and travel pictures
well in the foreground, it is indicat-

ed by the announcements made thus
far. A record number of units is

shooting travel stuff in different

parts of the world, and the quality
of such series announced exceeds
any previous season. Decision to

increase amount of music has been
influenced by evidence that the pub-
lic wants it, though not in overdoses

(Continued on Page 2)

KENT ANdIyLESWORTH

ON HAYSfFICE BOARD

At yesterday's quarterly meeting
of the board of directors of the Hays
Ofiice, Sidney R. Kent was elected a
member of the board in place of

Harley L. Clarke for Fox, while M.
H. Aylesworth was placed on the
board to succeed Joseph I. Schnitzer
for RKO.

Meyer-Rieger Assets
Being Sold at Auction

Assets of Meyer-Rieger Labora-
tories, consisting of about 450,000
feet of positive prints of trailer and
about 400 contracts with exhibitors,

will be sold at public auction June
20 through A. Joseph & Co., auc-
tioneers.

3-Act Play With Film

Milwaukee—"Death Takes a Holiday",

three-act stage play, is being presented

at Brin's Garden theater this week in

conjunction with the screen offering,

"File 113".
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NEW WARNER MEMPHIS MGR.
W. H. (Bill) Fulton, formerly a

Warner-First National salesman
covering Florida out of the Atlanta
office, has been promoted to manager
of the Memphis branch.

IMPERIAL EXPANDING
Imperial Distributing will move

from the seventh floor, 729 Seventh

Ave., to larger quarters on the

eighth floor the first part of July.
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Short Shavings
—one and two reel paragraphs on random subjects

{Continued from Page 1)

used before, he employed snipers who had been idle for months; he made friends

with editors and critics who had grown cold and antagonistic through lack of coopera-

tion from local exhibitors; in short, he put every available showmanship agency to

work, and spent money to get money. Awakened by what they saw, the exhibitors

are now following suit.

It's "good times" at Warner's Winter Garden, where Warren William in "The

Dark Horse" is the big attraction.

The Roxy is making quite an advertising splurge over what it terms "Broadway's

first $1,000,000 stage and screen show." Regardless of what the figure means, it

makes a million-dollar flash.

Baltimore has to go without orchestras and stage acts on Sundays because the

musicians would not compromise on their extra pay demands. They wanted ONLY
$22 a day, with $33 for the conductor. So now they get nothing. You figure it out.

Novelty Looms Bigger
On New Shorts Lineups

(Continued from Page 1)

as in some early features. Sport
subjects will be designed to tie in

with the coming Olympic games.
'Name' players also will be more
prominent in comedies and other
shorts.

Ban on "Permit System"
Decided on By LA.T.S.E.

{Continued from Page 1)

Kaplan of Local 306, New York
defended the practice in his local on
the grounds that other locals would
not cooperate.

In the hot presidential race be-
tween William C. Elliott and George
E. Browne, a corps of detectives and
a police guard were on hand to keep
order. Final returns were not ready
up to time of going to press.

M. P, Academy Overhead
Cut 30% in Six Months

(Continued from Page 1)

the Academy was founded in 1927
about $250,000 has been spent ir

operating the organization. Money
was realized from individual mem-
bers and major producers.

PARA. ADDS 5 WRITERS
IVest Const Bureau of THE PIT.M DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has added

Austin Parker. Harvey Thew, Elliott
Clawson, Cyril Hume and Harlar
Thompson to its writing staff.

NO KID PRICES
RKO has decided not to have chil-

dren's Summer prices at the RKO
Mayfair, Palace, Cameo. Newark.
New Rochelle and Strand and Co-
lumbia, Far Rockaway.

NEW STATE-LAKE POLICY
Chicago — Popular priced vaude-

ville has been installed in the RKO
State Lake with "A" pictures be-
ing routed to the RKO Palace.

CIILBERTSON IN RKO SHORTS
Ely Culbertson. bridge expert has

been signed by RKO Radio Pictures
for a series of one-reelers.

RENEW HIPP LEASE
RKO will renew its lease on the

Hippodrome for an additional year.

Publix, Skouras Plan
More Pooling Deals

(Continued from Page 1)

Music, another will concern RKO's
Hamilton and Coliseum, and Skouras'
Audubon, with the latter dropping
vaudeville.
RKO will also take over the operation of

Skouras' Crotona in the Bronx. Out of town
deals about to be completed involve the
Coronada, a Publix house and RKO Palace
in Rockford, III., with Publix takinp: over
the operation of Iwth houses: RKO Keith's

and two Publix houses, the Merrimac and
Strand in Lowell, and the Publix Strand
and RKO Proctor's in Yonkers.

CLEVELAND STAFF CHANGES
Cleveland—Bill Onie has resigned

from the Warner sales staff to join

Educational. M. J. Click has re-

signed from the Fox sales force.
Harry Reiner has resigned from

the RKO Palace publicity staff. He
is succeeded by Bert Henson of San
Francisco, for several years with
Fox West Coast theaters.

RKO SIGNS H. N. SWANSON
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DATLY
Hollywood — H. N. Swanson has

resigned as editorial director of
"College Humor" following his sign-
ing of a long contract with RKO as
a member of the story cabinet.

"RITA" ON CAPITOL STAGE
"Rio Rita" will be the stage at-

traction at the Capitol next week,
with "Huddle" on the screen.

COLUMBIA OUTING
Columbia's annual outing will be

held June 18 at Rockhill Lodge,
Lake Mohegan, near Peekskill.

STENOGRAPHER
Typist - Bookkeeper
Girl with valuable experience in film indus-
try. Attractive personality. Highest ref-
erences. Could also handle minor publicity.

Box 1014 THE FILM DAILY

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Warner - First National sale:
meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

June 13-14: Warner-First National sales
meeting, New Orleans.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil
waukee.

June IS: Testimonial dinner to Louis "Pop'
Korson, Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phila
delphia. 7 P. M.

June 22: Tvifentieth Film Daily Golf Tour
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 20-21 : Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, New York.

June 20-21: Warner-First National sales
meeting, Los Angeles.

June 22-24: Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting ol

Allied States Ass'n board of directors
St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 23-24: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting. Chicago.

June 26-27 : Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

Six Features in Work
At the M-G-M Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With the arrival of

Leslie Howard from New York next
week, M-G-M will have six features
in production. They are "Red Head-
ed Woman," "Speak Easily," "Wash-
ington Whirlpool," "Downstairs,"
"Skyscraper Souls" and "Smilin'
Through."

FOND DU LAC FORECLOSURE
Fond du Lac, Wis.—The Fischer

theater property offered in fore-

closure sale, was bid in by W. C
Senne, Chicago, for $100,000. Senne.

a member of the law firm of Kirk-

land, Fleming, Green & Martin, rep-

resented the bondholders, it was
said.

IND. AND LA. TAX BILLS
Admission tax bills are looming in

two more states, Indiana where the

Legislature convenes July 7, and in

Louisiana, where the assembly is

now in session. In the latter state a

censorship bill is also in prospect.

REOPENING WITH DUALS
Chicago—The Clarendon at Bel-

mont and Clark Sts. is reopening
with a double feature policy.

NATIONAL
SERVICE

IS

Nation Wide!

^National Theatre

^.?|) Supply Company
'®/ Your Logical Supply Source
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ARRANGE a schedule of bookings
of Fitzpatrick Traveltalks with your
M-G'M Exchange

—

ANNOUNCE on your screen, in

your ads, in your lobby a Vacation

Cruise at the price of a theatre

admission.

VACATION TIME is the time

theyVe eager to enjoy the cooling

delights of far-off travel and your

patrons will look forward eagerly

week after week to this added delight

\on your program.

The Ideal Warm
Weather Attractions

FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS

%n IVIETRO-GOLDWYN-IVIAYER of course f
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GOOD WILL ByiLDERS

By FRED J. McCONNELL
Ceneral Manager, Van Beuren Corp.

GOOD will in its most active form

bringing patrons back to the

theater again and again—is an ex-

clusive feature of the serial. No
other type of entertainment pos-

sesses this peculiar and happy qual-

ity. The full-length picture of high

entertainment value attracts special

audiences, but while the type of

good will it builds is the kind that

leaves a good impression, it differs

from the serial pictures' appeal in

that the serials are "pullers"; they

create a continuity in the mind of

the moviegoer that he does not

want disturbed. The result is a

patron who sees one or two episodes

of "The Last Frontier," "Airplane

Express" or "Lost in the Malayan

.Jungle" wants to see them all.

PARAM'T SETS RELEASE

ON 17 SHORT SUBJECTS

Release dates have been set by

Paramount on 17 short subjects

for the rest of June and July. This

week's releases are: "Harem Scar-

em," two-reeler with Al St. John;

"Singapore Sue," one-reeler with

Anna Chang; "Admission Free,"

one-reel Talkartoon.
Other shorts scheduled include:

June 17—"The Loud Mouth," two-

reels; "Screen Souvenirs," No. 12

one-reel; "I Ain't Got Nobody," one-

reel Screen Song featuring the

Mills Brothers. June 24—"What
Price Air?" two-reeler with Tom
Howard; "A Seat on the Curb,"

one-reeler with Hugh Cameron
and Arthur Aylesworth; "Para-
mount Pictorial," No. 11, one-reel

July 1
—"Ireno," one-reel musical

featuring Ethel Merman; "Betty
Boop Limited," one-reel Talkartoon.

July 8—"The Singing Plumber,"
two-reels; "Pro and Con," one-reeler.

with Tom Howard and Alan Brooks.

July 1.5—"Hollywood Beauty Hints,"
Technicolor one-reeler. July 22 —
"Ten Dollars or Ten Days," with Ed-
die Younger and His Mountaineers,
one-reel. Julv 29—"Paramount Pic-

torial." No. 12, one-reel; "You Try
Somebody Else," one-reel Screen
Song featuring Ethel Merman.

AlONG
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• • • WELL, FOLKS, you missed one of the biggest kicks in your

life if you weren't among those present at the Madison Square

Garden fights a week ago probably for the first time in ring history

they staged a wrestling match in between the bouts and

it was a good match but the fight fans were sore because they

came to see leather-maulers and not carpet-sweepers mopping each other

up so they jumped up and down on the furniture yelling,

clawing the air and cussing umpty thousand fight fans gone nuts

it was a Spectacle !

• • • BUT THERE was a joker in it the wrestling act was

specially staged for B. K. Blake who is shooting "Madison Square

Garden" for Charlie Rogers to be released by Paramount

Blake has shot every sporting event at the Garden for the past two months

he needed a wrestling fray to complete the pix so some-

how he sold the Garden authorities the idea he had cameras grind-

ing silent WITHOUT the hoots and jeers so the frantic

actions of the howling fans will appear like enthusiastic cheers when
Mister Blake puts HIS sound effects in ain't this a business?

but it sure will make a great sequence

• • • OVER AT the Strand the Warners have revived the Bobby

Jones golf series running every week and a lot of the gents

who are entered for the Film Daily Golf Tournament at the Fenimore

Country Club on June 22nd can be found sneaking In to get some
pointers from the great champ so the management Is arranging to

photograph all these execs from other companies as they walk In

patronizing Warner pictures when they want Real Entertainment oops.

• • • STANLEY SHUFORD is in charge of advertising and Herbert
Crooker heads the publicity at Warner-First National during the absence of

S Charles Einfeld, who is attending the confabs in Chicago, New Orleans
and Los Angeles Einfeld will then spend two weeks at the studios
conferring with Jack L Warner returning in about a month

SLAPSTICK IN DEMAND, 1^

DECLARES LARRY KENl.

There is real audience demand fo
slapstick and low comedy, declare(
Larry Kent, short subject producer
in an interview with The Filn
Daily yesterday. The kind of prod
uct that produces "belly laughs" wil
click, he believes.

Kent feels that it is impractica
to try to carry out a plot in a singl(

reel subject owing to footage limita
tions. It is better to relegate novel
ties to one-reelers, in his opinion
Not very keen about color, he pre-

fers to put an equivalent amount ol

costs into production values of
picture.

"Adapt your story to fit the tirndT.

your picture must run," assertec i
Kent. "Don't try to adapt youi

j]

time to your story."
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8 EDUCATIONAL SHORTS

ON JULY RELEASE LIST of

COMING & GOING

U. B. K.MfANK an.l BE.V SKRKOWICH
of RKO aro en rmite to the coast
DAVE A. EPSTEIN, .irtUts' reprcscnta-

•ivc, is in town from the coast and stopping
a liic Biltninrr.

KAV KRAVri.S will leave Hollywood for
New York next week with her hu'<hand. KEN
.NETH McKE.NNA, Europe-bound.
MACRirE CHEVALIER will leave Holly-

wiKirl for his home near Cannes, France,
for a vacation as s(x)n as his new I'araniomit
I'ictiire. "Love Me ToniKht," is completed.
JL'LIA SflAWKLL. movie critic of "The

(/raiihic," sails today for Europe.

TIMELINESS OF PLOT

VALUABLE IN COMEDIES

By LOUIS BROCK
Associate Produce'.- of .Shorts, RKO Radio

"j[<^EEP abreast of the times and
give our comedies a snappy

smart style of humor attuned to
the times," is the plan approved by
David 0. Selznick for the production
of two-reel comedies on the RKO-
Radio lot this season.
We intend to maintain a depend-

able standard throughout with good
production values, pleasing pulchri-
tude and other trimmings which
added to the popular star leads as-
sure first-run merriment of a high
order.

Every member of our directorial
staff is a veteran comedy maker
who has specialized in the field of
two-reelers. Mark Sandrich is

starting his fourth consecutive year
with the organization. Edgar Ken-
nedy and Harry Sweet know their
humor before and behind the cam-
era. Both act in and direct comedies.
Sweet directed Kennedy in his "Mr.
Average Man" series last season
and continues in that capacity. He
also directed the Rufftown series.
Kennedy directed the "Gay Girls"
and other RKO Pathe comedies.

SIX N-G-MSHORTSUBJECTS

BEING RELEASED IN JUNE

Six short feature releases are on
M-G-M's June release schedule, four
of two-reels each and two of single
reel length. The releases are as
follows: June 4, ZaSu Pitts and
Thelma Todd in "The Old Bull"-
June 18, The Boy Friends in "Wild
Babies"; June 11, Our Gang in "The
Pooch"; June 25, Laurel and Hardy
in "County Hospital"; June 11, "The
World Dances," FitzPatrick Travel-
talk"; June 30, Flip the Frog car-
toon.

Nat Levine Starting
Second 1932-33 Serial

H'cst Const Buicau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nat Levine, president

of Mascot Pictures, having completed
"The Last of the Mohicans," his
'^'•"t of four twelve-chapter serials
for the 1932-1933 season, is prepar-
ing for the immediate production of
"The Hurricane Express," a melo-
dramatic railroad mystery by Wynd-
ham Gittens. It will be followed by
"The Devil Horse," by Ford Beebe
featuring Frankie Darro and the
King of Wild Horses, and "The
Whispering Shadow" by Colbert
Clark of the Mascot staff.

Educational has listed eight short

features for release in July. A new
subject in Mack Sennett's "Canni-
bals of the Deep" series is scheduled
for release July 3, which is also the
release date for "Vendetta," a Ken
dall-de Vally Operalogue suggested
by the opera, "Cavalleria Rusti-

cana." "Sawdust Sidelights," a new
Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-Podge
will be released on the same day
The Sennett Comedy Featurette,
"Hatta Marri," will be released July
10. Harry Gribbon, and his horse
Trixie, play the leading roles, with
Dorothy Granger and Majorie
"Babe" Kane in the feminine leads

A new Mack Sennett comedy, as

yet untitled, will be released July 17

while July 24 is the release date of

an Andy Clyde comedy, "For the
Love of Ludwig."
Two new Terry-Toons, as yet un

titled, will be released during July.

"1

MANY HAPPY RfTURNS

Best wishes ar« extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

June 11-12
Wesley Ruggles Walter Byron

John Holland

William Austin

James Whitcomb

Ann Rork
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145 Subjects on Educationars Lineup For New Season
Program Will Include 56

Two-Reelers, 88 One-
Reelers, Serial

One hundred and forty-five sub-
jects are listed on Educational's
line-up of product for 1932-33. Of
this number, there will be 56 two-
reelers, 88 one-reel novelties and
comedies, and a burlesque serial, to

be released in six two-reel episodes.

In the two-reel set-up, the six se-

ries definitely set include eight Mer-
maid comedies, of which Harry
Langdon will be the star. Harry
J. Edwards, who wielded the mega-
phone on the comedy star's most
successful feature, "Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp," has been signed to put
Langdon through his paces in sev-

eral of the Mermaids, with Arvid
Gillstrom directing the remainder.

There will also be six two-reel

James Gleason - Charles Paddock
Sports Featurettes, featuring the

Gleason trio, James, Lucille and
Russell. A new type of comedy this

series will be made along the lines

of the Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew
domestic comedies, with the sports

ang'.e given considerable promi-
nence. The stories will be written

by Charles Paddock, while Jimmy
Gleason will direct.

Six Kendall-de Vally Operalogues,

based on six of the most popular
operas, done entirely in English,

.will be released on the new season's

program. The series is being pro-

duced for Educational by Kendall

;de Vally Operalogue Company.
Al Christie will make seven Van

ity comedies, of which youth and
beauty will be the keynote. To this

lend, he has signed Mary Carlisle,

Helen Mann, Eleanor Hunt, Betty
Lorraine, with Bobby Vernon, Glenn
Tryon, Billy Bevan, Vernon Dent,

and John and Buster West to hold

up the comedy end.

The Torchy comedies, which
proved one of the most successful

groups of comedies on Educational's

current program, will appear again

on the new line-up, the number hav-

ing been increased from six to eight

for the new group. C. C. Burr,

producer of the series, has re-signed

Ray Cooke, who fared so well in

14 Units Gathering^Material

For New Magic^Carpct Series

Production plans for the new se-

ries of Magic Carpet of Movietone,
of which there will be 52 next sea-

son, against 26 in the past year,

have gone on apace with the selling

policy and today, Truman H. Talley,
general manager of Movietonews,
inc., producers of the Magic Carpet,
announces that he has 14 sound
units in various parts of the world
gathering the material that will

make up these one-a-week releases,

distributed by Fox.
Four of the units are operating

out of the home office of Movieto-
news in New York and are scattered
all the way from Tiera del Fuego,
at the southernmost point of South
America, to seldom visited Aleutian
Islands, off the coast of Alaska.
Another crew, working out of the

London office, is patrolling the Brit-

ish Isles and Ireland for the pic-

turesque and interesting sights of

these historic islands.

The European mainland has three
crews working from the Berlin,

Paris and Rome offices. Germany
and the neighboring states from the
Scandinavian peninsula to Austria
and Hungary are being combed by
the crew from the Berlin office. The
crew out of Paris is penetrating the
out-of-the-way places of France
Spain, Portugal, Switzerland and
Northeastern Africa. The Rome
Magic Carpet crew is recording the
historic beauties of Italy, Greece,
and Asia Minor including Turkey.
Arabia and Persia.

West Africa and South Africa
from Cape Town to Cairo have two
crack Magic Carpet crews plunging
into the jungles and deserts record-
ing the sights which have given
this little known land the title of
the Dark Continent. Under the di-

rection of Bonney Powell, veteran
producer, two more crews are pic-
curizing the amazing contrasts to
be found in Asia from China to
India and the Siamese and French
indo-China peninsula.
Tne other crews, working out of

Sydney, Australia, have the Island
Continent, New Zealand and the Ma-
lay Archipelago to roam for what
is offered in the way of Magic Cax--

pet subjects.
As fast as they can be assembled

new sound cameras and specially
designed six-wheeled automobiles are
being shipped to the Magic Carpet
crews, says Talley. These units are
built to withstand the toughest go-
ing and are capable of "forced
marches" of great distance through
country would be impassable to
the ordinary car. The camera and
sound units include all the latest de-
velopments to insure perfect sound
pictures with the maneuverability of
the old silent outfit.

The editorial staff of the Magic
Carpets has been doubled to handle
the work of editing, titling, cutting
and assembling the new quota. Un-
der Louis de Rochemont, Talley has
gathered a staff of short subject
experts that includes Sidney Mac-

Loew's New York theater takes advantage
of the draw value of names in shorts with
this type of extra display.

the title role of the Torchy com-
edies.

All of these subjects will be pro-

duced on the coast, while in the

East, Larry Kent, formerly in

charge of short subjects production
for Paramount, will produce a se-

ries of Tom Howard comedies, star-

ring the famous comedian.
"The Great Hokum Mystery," a

satirized version of the old-time se-

rial, with the material actually

several decades old, and new comedy
patter by Lew Lehr and Harry Mil-

ler synchronized to the serious melo-
dramatic action, will be released in

six "Terrible Episodes," each run-
ning two-reels.

A wide variety of one-reel novel-

ties and comedies will include the

Spirit of the Campus series, which
Larry Kent will proauce with Rein-

aid Werrenrath, the famous bari-

tone, starring. This is a novelty
series of six one-reel subjects, each
to be built around the campus of a

famous college and its campus songs.

The Alumni Glee Club has been
signed to sing with Mr. Werren-
rath, the college songs.
Jack Hays is launching a new

idea in comedies with his "Baby
Burlesks" of which there will be six

and in which youngsters ranging

from 18 months to four years will

appear as the sole protagonists.
Each "Baby Burlesk" will be a com-
edy treatment of a serious drama
or story.

Johnny Walker, who is producing
"The Great Hokum Mystery," will

also do a series of one-reel novel-

ties called "Do You Remember,"
flashbacks to the gay nineties and
thereabouts, accompanied by a fast

line of humorous patter.

Frank Moser and Paul Terry, in

conjunction with Philip Scheib, who
for the past two years have been
producing for Educational the
Terry-Toons, one of the most popu-
lar series of animated cartoons on
the market, will continue, with 26
Terry-Toons announced for next
season.

Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-Podge
which has been one of Educational's
popular novelty series over a long
period of years, will also be in-

cluded in the new line-up, with Rob-
ert E. Gillaum continuing in charge
of production.

Two additional two-reel series and
three single-reel groups, to be an-

nounced in a few days, complete
Educational's line-up of 1932-33

product.

13 'NAME' SCREEN SONGS

BEING MADE BY FLEISCHER

Thirteen new Screen Songs, fea-
turing famous personages of the
radio, stage and screen, will be made
by Max Fleischer for release by
Paramount next season.
Those who will sponsor the well

known Bouncing Ball within the
near future are Lilian Roth, the
Boswell Sisters, Miri and the Sa-
moans, Arthur Jarrett, Rudy Vallee,
William Tracy, Ethel Merman and
Johnny Greene, the Mills Brothers,
Irene Bordoni, Gus Edwards, Louis
Armstrong, Jimmy Melton, and Ar-
mida.

Either singly or in groups, the
stars will appear on the screen at
the beginning of the pictures and
then endeavor to induce audiences
to sing with them at the close of
the reel.

Kean, Beverly Jones, and Ida Jaed-
icker, all widely experienced in the
production of this new type of screen
entertainment.
The enlarged department now has

its own editorial, projection and cut-

ting rooms in the Movietone build-

ing and are at liberty to use to the
vast resources of Fox Movietone
News when necessary.
A partial list of the titles for the

1932-33 series reveals the wide
range of the Magic Carpet units. In

the first batch are: "Alpine Echoes,"
"Incredible India," "Big Game of

the Sea," "The Tom-Tom Trail,"

"By-Ways of France," "Manhattan
Medley," "Rhineland Memories,"
"Fisherman's Fortune," "Zanzibar,"
"Havana Ho!" "Pirate Isles," "Sam-
pans and Shadows," "In the
Guianas," Venetian Holiday," "Sail-

ing a Square-Rigger," "Belles of

Bali," "Paths in Palestine," "The
Lure of the Orient," "Mediterranean
Memories."
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HAi FLOWN THE

ATLANTIC TWICE

i
Exhibitors find it good box-office to take

advantage of news reel specials by selling

the public with painted, framed signs as

illustrated at the Palace. New York.



PLAY THESE EDUCATIONAL P,

>

ANDY CLYDE
Presented by

MACK SENNETT
in

//THE BOUDOIR BUTLER
The screen's best loved comedy character

in one of his best

#/

MACK SENNETT
COMEDIES

II

DIVORCE A LA MODE
with

Raymond Hatton
and

Dorothy Granger

A wow ... a greet lough finish . . . you con

book this one sight unseen"

—

fi\m Daily

THE CANDID CAMERA
with

Franklin Pangborn
end

Dorothy Granger

A fresh, original Sennett laugh panic

//

II

Warm summer days and evenings

Ciemand light, joyful entertainment.

Public reaction against double fea-

tures is growing. Thoughts olf depres-

sion call for laughs as an antidote.

There^s only one answer! More

comedy, more variety, more novelty,

through these quality short subjects!

Play them now . . . snappy, variety

programs were never more welcome.

And WATCH for

Educationars
big line-up for next season.

It^s the gr^citest variety pro-

gram in the history of the

industry's only big short

subject specialists.

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM'

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, II

E. W. HAMMONS, President,



URES SHORT SUBJECTS NOIV
OR Snappy Summer Programs

MACK SENNETT COMEDY FEATURETTES

•IE SPOT ON THE RUG"
with

Billy Bevan
and

Edgar Kennedy
A side-splitting satire on serials

NOW'S THE TIME"

WNITY COMEDY
with

Harry Barris

An Ai Christie Production

est and funny, and about the best short

larris has appeared in."

—

Film Daily

KENDALL-DE VALLY

OPERALOGUES

IIMILADY'S ESCAPADE
Suggested by the Opera

"MARTHA"
"Most enjoyable will please all ages."

—M. P. Herald

II

IIVENDETTA//

Suggested by the opera

"CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA"
"Very Good .... another of those worthwhile

operologues."—M. P. Herald

IIHATTA MARRI
with

Harry Gribbon
and

Dorothy Granger

Gribbon knocks 'em cold as a

cuckoo movie cowboy

//

"TORCHY'S
TWO TOOTS"

with

Ray Cooke
Produced by C. C. Burr

'It's bright and fast all the way."

—

Film Daily

Krmer AL FALFA'S
BEDTIME STORY"

TERRY. TOONS
Produced by

Frank Moser and Paul Terry

Mirth and music in the snappiest cartoon

series on the screen.

//THE MAD KING//
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More Action, New Faces Ursed in Anti-Dual Fight

Henry Ginsberg of Roach

Studios Sees Diver-

sity Returning

Short comedies are playing an in-

creasingly important part in the

field of screen entertainment, and

the ultimate demise of the double

feature program is a certainty, ac-

cording to Henry Ginsberg, vice-

president and general manager of

the Hal Roach Studios.

"The short comedy is an Integra

part of a theater's program. Along

with the newsreel and cartoon it is

the feature attraction where chil-

dren are concerned," said the execu-

tive. "It is this trade that the

sophisticated drama and the too-

talkie motion picture has chased

away from the theater.

"The children-trade know their

Laurel and Hardy, Our Gang, Char-

ley Chase, Pitts and Todd and

Mickey Mouse and other laugh dis-

pensers better than they know a

vast number of dramatic feature

players.

"The double feature in reality is

an example of impulsive showman-
ship, giving no thought to its fu-

ture as an institution of entertain-

ment. Double featuring has further

hurt the child trade—it gave them
more feature-length films, but ex-

cluded its only hold on the child

trade, the comedy.

"The showing of double features

is on the wane! It bettered the the-

ater receipts for a short period, then

over-fed the public, taking from
them a most important theater pol-

icy, namely, diversified entertain-

ment. This is now recognized and
from present observation the double

feature will practically become ex-

tinct within the next year.

"With respect to our own expe-

riences when double featuring was
at its height our records clearly

showed that the loss of playing time

of Roach comedies was affected to

the extent of only a little less than

4 per cent over the number of the-

aters in which our product appeared
during the previous year. In thi.s

connection we might say that our

product has afforded us the oppor-

tunity of playing in over 8,500 the-

aters in the United States and Can-

ada which in itself is evidence of

the place comedy takes in the field

of screen entertainment.

"It has been and still is Roach's

contention that the importance of

comedy on the screen is recognized

greater today than ever before. Less

Amedee J. Van Beuren, veteran producer of shorts. looks for great increase in short

subjects theaters as exemplified by the Broadway Trans-Lux theaters.

Intensive Local Coverage Is Planned

In Pathe News Expansion, Says Smith

Intensive local coverage is the de-

mand of the hour for the modern
newsreel, according to Courtland
Smith, president of Pathe News, and
accordingly an aggressive expansion
policy has been arranged for that
organization as the oldest newsreel
agency goes into its twenty-third
year.

Greatest emphasis will be placed
m the handling and coverage of lo-

al news. While the foreign crews
will record every important world
happening, the chief aim of Pathe
News- will be to supply to theater
managers the news events having

an irttense interest in particular lo-

calities. New equipment has beer
added with this policy in view and
this will be augmented as require-
ments demand.

Jack S. Connolly, general man-
ager, recently returned from abroad
wliere steps were taken to bring
the handling of foreign news more
in accord with American require-
ments.

Chief on the staff of Smith and
Connolly are: Percy Howard, editor-
Harold Wondsel, assistant editor-
Claude Collins, news editor; James
Pozzi, chief cutter; Ray Mann, chief
sound technician.

Cheaply Made Shorts Are Cheaply Held

By SAM SAX

150 Scenes Per Short

Under the special technique now bclni;

employed in making the Magic Carpet

of Movietone, produced by Movletonews,
Inc.. and released by Fox, an aver-

age of 150 scenes is now being packed
into each of these one-reelcrs, accord-
ing to Truman H. Talley, general man-
ager of Movietone.

M
I'rnductinii Head nf Vitaphone Sturlio

AKING of short subjects is short, is going to find h!s own at-

really a business apart from th

production of feature pictures. It's

.i specialty requiring short subject
specialists. A feature director, I

have found, cannot make good shorts
an ess he has previously had some
expei-ience with a short product. A
successful featui-e picture writer oi-

a successful Broadway author, can-

not write good shorts. And a pro-

ducer who tries to regard the short

s a mere filler, and as such at-

:empts to chisel a few dollars here

and there in the production of a

dialogue and more new faces are re-

quired, and it is with this belief that
we enter into our new production
season desirous to give every com-
edian whose personality presents
possibilities, an opportunity to play
in our product. By this means we
hope within the next year to develop

titude reflected by the exhibitors he
tries to sell and the movie fans tha
see the product. They won't think
it important.
At the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio,

I have made it a policy never tt
cheapen a production because I could
save a few dollars, or a couple of
hundred dollars. We ti-y to give
each short a feature production
value—each star a strong support-
ing cast and depend upon increased
efficiency in production—to keep
down the expense to a sound busi-
ness level.

During the past seven weeks, I

have been busy, at Warner Bros.'
Burbank .studio, .supervising the pro-
duction of six two-reel Technicolor
musicals which Roy Mack was di-
recting for us. In so far as I have
been able to learn, Vitaphone alone
will have this type of short in 1932-
33.

I am confident of the receptiona few more comedians and nossibly
comediennes who will become part of they will receive when we release
our present organization of out-

j

them on our next year's program. I

standing dispensers of comedy in the predict they will be the outstanding
short feature field." shorts of the year.

20 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

PROVES SHORTS ARE B.O
ji

i

1:

r.

By AMEDEE J. VAN BEUREN
President. RKO \'an Benren Corp.

A/fY wnole experience in the filn

business, extending over a pe
iod of 20 years, has been tied u)

vith the production of short fea
".ures. During these years I havi
matched the motion picture grcv
rom a nickel and dime business us
ng small, made-over stores for ex
I'ibition purposes, to a finaneia
-;iant taking fourth place among tht

ndustries of the richest country ir

he world. And all through thi

netamorphosis, in good times anc
n bad, in hectic times and times oi

)'essed peace, the short subject, anc
inimated cartoon in particular, ha!

veathered every storm. This is be
ause short subjects (and again
must list the animated cartoon ai

^rst) are concerned mainly with
'oringing to the theater good light

'omedy . . . plenty of laughs .

ilenty of time to relax .

It is my belief that in spite of

lepression and a seeming apathy on
;he part of the public to attend the
novies, the right kind of programs
—good features properly surrounded
by short subjects—will get the
noney. And I believe, too, that
vhen the craze for double features
las worn itself out (which from all

ndications will be very soon) the
ihort subject will have a renewal
if popularity with the theater men
hat will transcend anything that
las ever gone before. In fact, I

hink it a question of time only
lefore the Trans-Lux short subject
heater idea as exemplified by the
^rans-Lux Short Subject theaters in

New York now, will spread over the
vhole country like a prairie fire

Mankets the open spaces. While
his is being written, the Hays oflfice

'•eport on the preference of audi-
^nces throughout the country shows
hat all types of audience—rich and
Door—high or low—the masses and
"he classes say the animated car-
toon is their favorite form of
amusement. There is other and even
more potent evidence that the short
^ubject is real box-ofiice. For every
now and then some particular short
IT series of shorts will hit the box-
iffice right smack in the cash reg-
ister, so to speak. Producers of

horts are taking advantage of the
'act and are constantly striving to
mprove present methods of produc-
tion—stepping up story values

—

levising new ideas—searching the
"ountry for popular material.

Depinet Sold First Reel

A real veteran newsreel salesman is

Ned E. Depinet, vice-president and gen-
eral sales manager of RKO Radio Pic-

tures. He sold the first issue of Pathe
News when he was a salesman with the
General Film Company.
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R K O Starts Work on New Program of 143 Shorts
Three 1932-33 Subjects

Already Completed

—

Four in Work
Production of RKO Radio's short

subject array for 1932-33 is already
under way on the coast, with the
last of the current season's product
now being cut and edited. Already
completed for the new program are
the first comedies in a series of four
groups being produced by Louis
Brock, associate producer in charge
of RKO Radio shorts. They are
"Just a Pain in the Parlor," star-
ring and directed by Harry Sweet;
"The Iceman's Ball," starring Clark
and McCullough, directed by Mark
Sandrich, from a story by Ben
Holmes and Tom Lennon, and the
first two-reeler of the Edgar Ken-
nedy series, tentatively titled "The
Golf Chump," directed by Harry
Sweet.

In production are the second
Harry Sweet comedy, one Edgar
Kennedy, a Clark and McCullough
and the first of the new Masquers
series, all included in the Louis
Brock units and as yet untitled.
Three hundred twenty-five reels,

including 143 subjects and 104 twice-
weekly issues of Pathe News will be
distributed by the RKO Radio short
subject department handled by Al
Mertz, short subject sales manager
in the cabinet of New E. Depinet,
vice-president in charge of distribu
tion and Jules Levy, general sales
manager. There will be seven series

of two-reel comedies, six in each se

ries; 65 single reel subjects, 104 is

sues of Pathe News and three 12-

episode serials.

Forty-two two-reel comedies of
fered in seven series of six subjects
each as follows: Charlie Chaplin;
Masquers' all-star; Clark and Mc-
Cullough; Edgar Kennedy's "Mr.
Average Man"; Harry Sweet, Mickey
McGuire kid comedies and another
series to be announced.
Three 12-episode serials will be re-

leased. Courtney Ryley Cooper's
most exciting novel, "The Last
Frontier," will provide a western
story for the first and the two to

follow will offer air thrills in "Air-
plane Express" and daring adven-
ture in "Lost in the Malayan Jun-
gles."

Sixty-five single reel subjects,

other than Pathe News scheduled
are: 13 NBC Musical Broadcasts,

26 Aesop's Fables, 13 Tom and Jerry

From Travesty To Grand Opera
;By E. W. HAMMONS

An 0. Henry Scene
Silk cushions of every color and hue

were strewn about the room. Gorgeous

tapestries draped the walls. Red wine
sparkled in crystal containers. More
than a dozen beautiful, shapely girls in

costumes made to reveal their greatest

charms, reclined seductively on cush-

ions or velvet-covered divans.

It was the harem scene in "Harem
Scarem," Paramount two-reeler starring

Al St. John.
Enter "Mousey," a prop man, who,

despite the disillusioning atmosphere of

a movie studio, is still a dreamer.

"Now," mused "Mousey," "there's a

living room that a fellow really could

feel at home in."

President, Educational Film Exchanges

/^OING from travesty to grand opera, including every range in this large scale, is

^^ indeed running the gamut of variety. Educational Pictures, for many years cham-
pions of the cause of variety—sponsors and boosters of diversified programs—will, during
the coming season, give a practical demonstration of the extent to which this company
is convinced that variety is synonymous with success at the box-office.

For the new season Educational will have a line-up of short features that fully

crystallizes our sentiments with regard to the unlimited scope of the short feature field,

and its relation to the life of the theater. Never before has it been so absolutely im-
perative to tempt the public with palatable fare. People today are more restive than
ever. Like convalescents, they tire easily, and it is suicide to the exhibitor to allow his

patrons to become bored. A quality variety program, which precludes boredom, is the
great answer to the exhibitor's problem.

This obvious situation has given momentum to Educational's determination to place
short features in the important spot they deserve. The general argument that a good
surrounding program is the lifeblood of a motion picture entertainment, will be supported
by a short feature line-up of product that has been unparalleled by ourselves or any
other company.

We have reached out into new territory, for there is certainly a crying need for

novelty in entertainment. From standpoints of subject matter, producers, and acting

talent, I am convinced we have, as a whole, the finest line-up of short subject ever

offered by an individual company. Certainly, we have left no stone unturned to make
each component part of the program contribute to its consummate excellence. Indeed,

I feel this program represents the very ideal on which our company was founded.

Star Values in Short Subjects

As Important As In Features

By NED E. DEPINET
Vice-President and General Sales Manager,

RKO Radio Pictures

l^NOWN box-ofiice values are just

as valuable in the field of short
subjects today as they are in the
feature field. Exhibitors and pub-
lic are shopping for full program
value. The former from a box-office

standard; the latter from that of

entertainment.
Therefore, established star ve-

hicles bought as a Bennett or a
Harding have their counterpart in

established brands of short subjects

animated cartoons, 7 Pathe Review
magazine reels and 6 Vagabond
Adventures.
Van Beuren is producing the

Charlie Chaplin comedies, the three
serials, Aesop's Fables and Tom and
Jerry animated cartoons; NBC Mu-
sical Broadcasts and Vagabond Ad-
ventures. Serials will be produced
in Hollywood under the supervision
of Fred J. McConnell.

Louis Brock, associated producer
of short subjects on David 0. Selz-

nick's staff, is in charge of two-reel

comedy production, on the Masquers,
Edgar Kennedy, Harry Sweet and
Clark and McCullough series at the
company's studio in Hollywood. The
directorial staff includes Edgar Ken-
nedy, Harry Sweet and Mark
Sandrich.
Larry Darmour continues to make

Mickey McGuire comedies.
Pathe News is under the manage-

ment of Courtland Smith, president

and Jack Connolly, general manager,
and Edward Percy Howard, editor.

This organization produces Pathe
Review, edited by Thomas Chalmers.

like Chaplins or Kennedys. And
these names are marquee value
whether the feature is strong or
weak, and particularly so if the lat

ter chances to be the case.

To meet the market, RKO Radio
has assembled for its 1932-33 line-up

of short subjects what we believe to

be the greatest number of estab-

lished brands in the history of the
business. Charlie Chaplin's name
heads the list

In addition to the Chaplin series

of two-reelers which embrace six of

the films that brought him his fame,
there are six other series.

Four box-office proven series are

continued this season: "Masquers,"
all star; Clark and McCullough,
noted vaudeville pair; Mickey Mc-
Guire, juvenile with the original

Mickey McGuire; and "Mr. Average
Man," domestic fun with Edgar
Kennedv
New series are the Harry Sweet

group and another "name" series to

be announced.
Animated cartoon series are on

our schedule. Thirteen years of

pleasing audiences backs the Aesop's
Fables cartoon series and Tom and
Jerry are in their second season.

Vagabond Adventures are a stand-
ard release.

Proven names of radio publicized

personalities will feature the NBC
Musical Broadcast reels and popu-
lar stars will head the casts of the

three 12-episode serials.

Every exhibitor who realizes the

draw value of names should take

advantage of the large number of

established box-office name short

subjects available during the com-

ing season.
|

VITA TO H[LP EXPLOIT

SHORTS LIKE FEATURES

With short subjects steadily at-
taining the importance they decrease
in the eyes of exhibitors, Vitaphone
next season will handle exploitation
for its shorts in the same way War-
ner Bros, handles the release of all
feature productions. There will be
a press book for each of the Vita-
phone series. This press book will
contain advertising copy and art
work, lobby displays, publicity
stories, exploitation suggestions and
one-sheets. Practical tie-ups will be
made.

Press Books, Accessories

On All RKO Short Subjects
A complete line-up of accessories,

press book and exploitation material
will be available for all RKO-Radio
short product, accordinsr to Robert
F. Sisk, director of advertising, pub-
licity and exploitation.

Several of the serial items will be
supplied with feature pi-ture set-
ups, notably "The Last Frontier."

8 Subjects Completed

On Film Exchange List
Among subjects already completed

on this season's programs of the

Film Exchange are four Beaux Arts
Productions, novelty travel shorts

produced by Carl Rex, with two
more to come; two Living Book of

Knowledge travelogues, with four

to come; and two Living Book of

Knowledge novelty animal subjects,

leaving four yet to be finished. Six

Melody Classics, travelogues bring-

ing in the old favorite classical

songs while explaining the travel-

ogue, also are on the program.

The two groups of Living Book of

Knowledge shorts are being recorded
in English, French, German and
Spanish.

All subjects are being edited by
Harvey Pergament, with dialogue by
Dorothy Manheimer and musical ar-

rangements by Allyn B. Carrick.

Betty Boop in Song
The song entitled "Betty Boop," writ-

ten in honor of Max Fleischer's pert

carfoon star, and published by the Fa-

mous Music Corp. several weeks ago, is

becoming quite popular on the air.

Rudy Vallee has presented the number
In several of his radio programs and re-

quests for permission to broadcast it

have been received from Ben Bernie

and his orchestra, Connie Boswell, the
Thirty Minute Men, Freddie Rich's Or-
chestra, and Arthur Jarrett. The song
is expected to increase the popularity of

Betty Boop, who recently was elevated
to stardom as the result of public de-
mand, and who will appear in eighteen
one-reel productions this season.
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ON THE AIR!
Now being featured by
Rudy Vallee, Ben
Bernie, Connie Boswell,

Thirty Minute Men.
Freddie Rich, Arthur
Jarrett!

HIT OF THE WEEK!
Selected for record which millions
will buy and play!

SV^t'S
\V4

AV*
VitVJ^'

The BO)

The most popular entertainers on tF

air are singing and playing BETTY Boc

—the song hit that^s sweeping the w-

tion! Kids everywhere are joinin

Betty Boop & Bimbo Clubs! Bett

BOOP dolls and Betty Boop strip cai

toons are delighting the young and ol

of the world! She's the country's lates

GET IT QUICK!
Press book with loads of ideas for

stuntsand plugs that will helpyou ride

on the wave of popularity that's put-

ting these shorts over like features

PARAMOrNT SHORTS



SHE'S \NON
IHE HEARTS

OF THE
NNORLD'.

B©®P
OFFICE BABY!

craze, this master creation of Max

Fleischer^ master showman! Now fea-

tured in Paramount Screen Songs and

Paramount Talkartoons, BETTY BOOP

has become so tremendously popular

that after August 1st she will be starred!

In Paramount Betty Boop Cartoons!..

.

but more big news later!

I



10 SHORTS .f? MADE TO SELL SEAT

PROGRAMS! ELECTRIC LIGHT NAMES WIT

6 Releases

CHARLIE CHAPLI
In the pictures that made him immortal, reissued with music and sound fr

the millions eager to see them again and a whole new generation yho ho^

never seen them. f

His Six Best Yellers including ''Easy Street", ''THWCure", "fi.

ink", and "The Pawnsfiop". RKO-Van Beuren Productions.

RKO-VAN BEURE

SHORTS
26 AESOP'S FABLES

No product in pictures con match

fheir ? 3 -year laugh record.

6 VAG A BO N D
ADVENTURES
Beauty and thrills in the far-

corners of the world.

13 TOM AND JERRY
Funnierthan anycomedians,thes0

-^Ji
goofy corfoon cr&aiions.

RKO
A

I
t

mm
PICTURESy

. C^i

6 CLARK and M<=CULLOUGH
They've got the nation trained to giggte when their names are flashed in

front. Here they come in six more high-test howls with hysterics guaranteed.

6 MASQUERS COMEDIES
The leading stars of Hollywqod romp through these two-reel riots of genuine

burlesque and rip-roaring laughter. Big time, bigname casts in everyproduction.

6 EDGAR KENNEDY
"Mr. Average Man" . . . funny and foolish ... his trials, troubles and misad-

ventures—the mirror of us ail
.

'. . that's why they're laughed at and loved

f

6 MITZI GREEN COMEDIES
The best loved tcid in all the world. ., in a grand newcomedyidea . . . real feature

comedies with an hour's worth of laughs crowded into two hilarious reels.

6 MICKEY M^^GUIRE
Kid comedies with the ORIGINAL MICKEY of the screen. Based on the funny
page cartoons by Fontaine Fox.

6 HARRY SWEET
Another gloom-destroyer who has helped to wreck the nation's funny-bone in

big feature comedies now Jams the gags and giggles into two roaring reels.
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HERE'S YOUR SHORT FEA-

TURE HIT LIST FOR 1932-33

. . . EVERYTHING THE WELL-

BALANCED PROGRAM
WiU WEAR NEXT SEASON 1

Every one a separate attrac-

Hon adding glamour, enter-

tainment and quality to your

bill . . . Every one witti a

definite box-office value!

PAT HE
NEWS
(104 RELEASES)
Fmi in the Newsreel field

and still the foremost . . .

scooping the news with

unmatched world-wide

service

The Savage West in the flaming

days of peril . . . the fhritls and

romance of the skyways . . . the

romance and dangers of the deep

jungle . ., . unfold week by week

in these roaring serials that grip

and hold spellbound a nation of

youngsters arid their elders . . .

all hungry for high adventurel

Courtney Ryiey Cooper's

"THE LAST
FRONTIER"

*

"AIRPLANE
EXPRESS"

"LOST IN THE
MALAYAN JUNGLE

"

*
^

RKO-VAN BEUREN PRODUCTIol

,*^^

P A T H E

MONTHLY
REVIEW

(7 ISSUES)

The screen's most interest-

ing magazine . . . filled

with camera gems and
entertaining features.

r-v
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Importance of Ncwsreel Becomes Greater Than Ever

Increased Interest Shown
in World Events Cited

by Truman Talley

Realization among exhibitors that

the public really does insist on com-
plete and up-to-the-minute newsree'
service has shown a marked increase

in recent months, according to Tru-

man H. Talley, general manager of

Movietonews, Inc., producers of

newsreels throughout the world.

The brief and succinct fashion
with which newsreels have been pre-

senting the important news of the

world, Talley believes, is greatly
responsible for this increased inter-

est. The world's economic and po-

litical problems were never of more
interest to the man on the street

than they are today. Fox Movie-
tone News, with its complete for-

eign coverage, has been able to take
advantage of this "average man"
concern about what is going on in

the world. It has specialized during
the current bewilderment in cover-

ing the vital world news and bring-

ing to the screens the statements
of international leaders on the pres-

ent situation.

If the trend continues the canard
that exhibitors have been slow to

appreciate the value of their news-
reels will be buried once and for all

Given a definite public interest anc'

newsreels containing subjects that
cater to this interest, the average
exhibitor is showman enough to get
every additional dollar there is tc

be gotten by bringing the two to

gether, Talley says. The lack of ap
preciation of the newsreel in the
past was by no means exclusively
confined to exhibitors. The industry
as a whole was latent in realizing
the full journalistic powers of its

newsreels.

Evidence of this awakened inter-

est among exhibitors is literally

flooding Talley's desk in the form of
compliments or criticisms of the
newsreels by the man who present
it to the public. In his seven years
as a newsreel director, Talley sayj
he never remembers anything like

the present sensitivity to newsree'
subjects.

As the leader of the campaign tr

inspire exhibitors with a proper re
gard for the box-oflfice potentialities
of proper exploitation of newsree'
subjects he regards the change of
attitude as an encouraging sign that
newsreels will soon come into theii
own.

That the newsreels have a vast
and definite following, Talley has

Good Titles Important

"We regard the choice of two-reel
comedy tiflcs an extremely important
item even though we have stars in

every subject—every name of marquee
calibre." states Al Mertz, short subject
sales manager of RKO Radio Pictures.
"To that end the studio Is taking plenty
of time in selecting titles that sell."

Vitaphone Finishes 133 Out of 134

With the exception of one S. S. Van Dine two-recler, the entire Vitaphone

program, of 134 subjects for 1931-32 has been completed. The last Van Dine goes

in work the first week that production resumes at the Brooklyn studio, June 20.

always been firmly convinced. Prop-
erly addressed, either through an in-

celligent lobby display or in the

newspaper advertisements, this fol-

owing, he believes, will more than
justny in money receipts any ef-

lOrts expended to attract them. To
prove his stand, Talley offers ex-

jerpts from letters, criticisms and
even editorials. He is convinced that
.hese eulogisms, in each case, rep-

resent the thoughts of large groups
of people of the better class, emi-
lently capable and willing to be-

come regular patrons of the motion
picture theaters of the country.

For instance, Lincoln Kirstein
A-riting in the "Arts Weekly," says:
"The most permanently valuable and prob-

ably the most exciting contribution that the
Film Industry has made to our amusement
is, apo.ogetitally enough on its own part, the
News Reel. . . .

"How many times in a year does one see

a really first rate, or at least a really en-
tertaining picture?
"On a very high average I would risk

twe.ve times a year . . . probably six. . . .

"But one has only to go to the News
Reel Theaters, the Embassy on 47th Street

and Broadway ... to be consistently ab-
sorbed, terrified, delighted, shocked and
profoundly depressed, fifty-two times a year."

J. C. M., commentator on the
jinema for "The New Yorker," most
popular of metropolitan weeklies,
says:
"As though the movie people were aware

that no picture of theirs, however adroit or

novel, could compete in interest with that
brief strip of the Lindbergh baby at his

play or with those scant views of activities

at Hopewell, they have arranged little new
for our entertainment this past week. In
the newsreel, too, there are those scenes
from China, scenes curious'y like those of

the European war to which we have grown
accustomed in war films in the past years,

varied now, though, with a surprising pre-

dominance of what would seem to be laundry
signs. Against such actualities of the world
Itself, fiction at best is feeble, and the four
new pictures (referring to four feature pic-

tures being reviewed) are but thin stuff to

distract our minds."

In a letter to Harry Lawrenson,
foreign editor of Fox Movietone
News, Thomas Uzzell, well known
American writer, expressed the fol-

owing opinion:

"I am one of those peop'e who find end-
less inanity in the movies, but constant de-

light in the newsreel. It is a bad week
lor me when I fail to drop in to the Em-
bassy over on Broadway and see the parade
of real life move by on the screen."

Rose Pelswick, motion picture
critic of the New York "Evening
Journal," in a review of the year
1931 in pictures says:
"The Embassy News Reel Theatre con-

tinued to provide the most consistent enter-
tainment along the street."

The street Miss Pelswick is talk-
ing about is Broadway, where the
motion picture producers of the
world display the best of their out-
put. It is the street of a thousand
theaters. Yet, in Miss Pelswick's
opinion, the News Reel theater, in

the face of this fierce competition,
has managed to be the most con-
sistently entertaining.

The prestige of the newsreel is

attested by the following quotation
from the criticism of a feature ir

the "New Yorker":
"It has almost a newsreel quality, a fine

newsreel. It succeeds at many times, es-

pecially in the mass scenes and in the pan-
orama views, in the illusion of being a

photograph of the actual events. . .
."

In the Washington (Ind.) "Her-
ald," a modest little newspaper in a

typical American town, there ap-
peared an editorial which read ir

part:

"In a Fox Movietone newsreel shown at

the Indiana Theatre last night Stanley Bald-
win, acting premier of the coalition govern-
ment in England, made a brief address that

shourd be of interest to all Americans."

It is not only in the big first-run

theaters of the large cities that
audiences find something of interest

in Fox Movietone News. The first

principal of the editorial policy of

Fox Movietone News in regards to

its national release is that every
subject must meet the test of "uni-
versal interest." To be included in

the national release of Fox Movie-
tone News a subject must have as

much interest for the farmer or the
small town businessman as for the
dwellers of the great metropolises

In a special article in the Phila-
delphia "Public Ledger," Eric M.
Knight, motion picture critic, pays
this unsolicited compliment to Fox
Movietone News:
"Every time I see a Fox Movietone News-

reel 1 am convinced that in that organiza-
tion there are men (unknown to me) who
know what a camera is for and what this
whole business of photographing stuff is

about."

The Portland (Ore.) "News-Tele-
gram" reports the following bit of
motion picture news:
"One of the briefer items on the bill at

the United Artists theater this week, in con-
junction with the showing of Greta Garbo
in 'Suzan Lenox', is occasioning unusual
comment. It is one of the subjects in the
Fox Movietone News, which shows the
Movietone expedition which took some
nerve-tinglingly beautiful shots of Mount
McKinley, third highest peak in the world.
. . . .Never before had a motion picture
expedition climbed to such an a'titude,
more than 22.500 feet. . . . From that ter-
rific height some of the most unusual moun-
tain views ever obtained were imprisoned
upon celluloid, views which show all the
beauty of the peak encased in eternal ice
and snow."

In competition with the Great
Garbo, in a popular vehicle, a news-
reel clip had no difficulty in attract-
ing a goodly share of attention.
Writing in the New York "Sun,"

an American evening newspaper
with real claims to greatness, Mal-
colm Johnson says:
"The bill at the Embassy Newsreel Thea-

atre this week includes a pictorial record of
a flight over Mount McKinley, the highest
peak in North America and third highest in
the world. It is a thrilling sight, one of
the finest subjects seen in a motion picture
program in many a day. For sheer beauty
of photography it is seldom equaled.
"The plane bearing the Movietone crew

climbs to an altitude of 22,000 feet—above
great sea of snowy clouds which shut off

a view of the earth far below. Above these
clouds rises the majestic crown of Mount

Sat

McKinley and as the plane pierces the bil

lowy white mist one sees the glaciers anc
snow far below. It is a motion pictur<

gem. is this subject, and it alone is mor«
than worth the price of admission."

Then, Pare Lorentz, capable critic

of "Judge," nationally circulated
weekly, writing about the same show
picks another clip to write about in

this wise:
"Senator Bingham's speech about butter-

milk should alone be worth your admission
to the Embassy this week."

0. O. Mclntyre, the most widely'

read columnist in the world, makes
the following observation in his

celebrated column of daily doings in

New York:
"The best entertainment for the money on

Broadway—Embassy Newsreel Theatre."

Mr. Mclntyre gets around and has
a chance to make comparisons. He
knows what he's talking about as a
rule.

Marlen Pew, editor of "Editor and
Publisher," which as the name im-
plies is a newspaper men's trade
paper, makes this interesting obser-
vation in his celebrated "Shop Talk
After Thirty" page:
"One of the commonest sayings of the

movie patron is: 'I like the news-pictures
best.' The speed with which a news pic-

ture may be released to the pub'ic adds to
its interest. The 'special extra,' which shows
big news, always well-advertised in the press
of a few hours or days before, is a first-

class drawing card. The mid-summer movie
audience is a living demonstration of the
immense value of the news picture still in

the press, and particularly the fact that the
event depicted may not need to be a vast
moment. If it carries one or more of the
well-known elements of human interest,

humor, combat, beauty, horror or freak, it

commands attention. People appear never
to grow tired of the two-headed ca'f, the
infant prodigy, oldest veteran, fattest girl,

tallest giraffe and all other dime museum
numbers, though many of the freaks have
been seen before. Some news pictures which
give movie audiences their best kick are
rarely pub'ished in newspapers and some o'd
newspaper pictures staples, such as portraits
of uninteresting people, are never seen in

motion picture houses."

The "Christian Science Monitor,"
in a department called "Mirror of

the World's Opinion," quotes the
following from the London "Morn-
ing Post":

"It is rather strange that we should only
now be beginning to take cinematography
seriously, to realize that it can be, and ought
consistently to be, used as a reporter of cur-
rent events. Future generations will prob-
ably regard it as the greatest of twentieth
century historians, certainly as the most
authentic descriptive writer of the age, and
doubtless the youth of A.D. 2000 will se-

verely criticize their grandfathers for wasting
so much good film on trashy melodrama
when they might have used it to record
realities."

Eric M. Knight went again on
record in the Philadelphia "Public
Ledger" in this wise:

"I never fail to find fascination in the
pictorial reports from far spots of the globe.

Be the feature picture ever so puerile, the
newsreel will always brighten the day for

me."
And so on ad infinitum. Talley

has a book full of such observa-
tions.

»il

It's Mickey Himself

Mickey "Original" McGuire is back,
according to Larry Darmour, who will

make a series of six two-reelers for

RKO Radio this season.

I
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REVIEWS OF SHORT SUBJECTS
"The Loud Mouth"

with Matt McHugh, Babe Kane, Ray
Cooke, Franklin Panghorn

Paramount 20 mins.

Good Comedy

This classes among the better

grade of comedies, possessing enough
in the way of plot, action, good
gags and player work to put it

across for a good count. It concerns
an unduly demonstrative sports fan,

played by Matt McHugh, who is

hired by a gang to rattle a ball

player and thereby upset a World
Series game. But while on the train

to St. Louis somebody opens a Pull-

man window and fixes things so that

Matt catches such a cold that he
is unable to talk next day, with the
consequence that the game goes
against the plans of the crooked
schemers.

"Side Show Murder"

Vitaphone 20 mins.

Good Mystery

One of the S. S. Van Dine mys-
tery series. It has a suspenseful
plot that moves quickly, set in the
atmosphere of a side show. The
manager of the show is murdered,
and several of the troupe in turn
appear to be the perpetrators of the
crime. Donald Meek is the famous
investigator who eventually unravels
the mystery with the aid of John
Hamilton as the police inspector.

The side show atmosphere is very
well done, and the plot is intelli-

gently handled, building to good
suspense and a dramatic punch at

the close. Joseph Henabery directed.

"Backyard Follies"

Paramount 12 mins.
Swell

A troupe of unusually clever kids
supply the main items of entertain-

ment in this excellent subject. There
is a bit of a story background, re-

volving around a couple of Italian

street singers who find the pickings
slim, so they decide to quit their

troubadoring and put their couple
dozen kids to work as entertainers
in a backyard cabaret. In addition

to the neat work of the talented
youngsters, there is a boxing bout
between a couple of cats that is

highly interesting.

"Pie, Pie, Blackbird"
Vitaphone 19 mins

Novelty

A colored musical offering, featur-
ing the Eubie Black Band and Nina
Mae McKinney, dusky star of "Hal-
lelujah." Miss McKinney does
several typical song numbers with
a lot of class, and she is a good
looker, too. She is ably assisted by
a typical colored band, who know
their harmonizing, both individually
and collectively. Several youngsters
help round out a pleasing offering,

which is well staged, with some nov-
elty settings for the various song
numbers. Directed by Roy Mack

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in

"Four Wheels—No Brakes"

Vitaphone 6113 10 mins.
Fair

Featuring Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nor-
worth in one of their "Naggers"
domestic comedies, directed by Alf
Goulding. It is filled with fast ac-
tion and plenty of gags, and some
fairly good wisecracking. The quar-
reling couple are wrecked in their

car by colliding with a train, while
ma-in-law goes to the hospital de-
prived of her speech. The gags are
built around the joy of Norworth at
finding his wife's mother speechless.
But she recovers her voice just as
he is about to collect the accident
insurance.

Mills Brothers in

"I Ain't Got Nobody"
(Screen Song)

Paramount 9 mins.
Swell

Another dandy subject from the
Max Fleischer shops. Whether or
not the Mills Brothers of current
radio popularity ' are well enough
known in your community to be
worth something as a name draw,
the fact remains that their work
in this short ought to prove plenty
satisfying to almost any audience
Then there is the usual singing to

the accompaniment of the bouncing
ball, and it's all good. Song num-
bers in the subject also include
"Good-bye Blues," in which the Mills

boys open, and "Tiger Rag," for
which the colored boys have become
best known. "I Ain't Got Nobody""
is the main number.

"Moonlight for Two"
(Merrie Melodic Cartoon)

With romance in the winter air

the w. k. cartoon pair caper over
the countryside, doing plenty of in-

sane things which produce laughs
Eventually they wind up at a barn
dance, attended by a motley crowd
of animals. The gal's irate papa
arrives with a shotgun and sets up
her sweetie but a red-hot stove burns
him up. It's entertainment.

"Movie Album Featurette"
Vitaphone .5912 10 mins.

Weak
A burlesque of a series of clips

compiled by Bert Frank from old

silent features, showing some of the
old-time favorites such as Dorothy
Gish, Maurice Costello and many
others of the early school. The sub-

ject matter does not lend itself par-

ticularly to burlesque treatment, and
the added dialogue supposed to be
funny is pretty flat. Thei'e are so

many others of this type that are
really funny that this shows up
poorly in comparison.

"When in Rome"
(E. M. Newman Traveltalk)

Vitaphone .5712 9 mins.

Not for Excitement

Rome is conventionally depicted

in this Newman reel, supplemented
by the producer's descriptive talk

Familiar and historic spots are

shown, including the Vatican. Okay
as a filler.

"Rathe Review No. 12"

RKO 10 mins.
Good

This edition of the Pathe maga-
zine shows a nicely selected variety
of subjects, including Tuscan Hill

towers of the tenth century, giant
gizzlies in Alaska, scenes of Giro's,

famous London night club, and a

descent to the bottom of the sea
for a glimpse of the hermit crab.

Promotion Program on All Educational Shorts

For each of its two-reel subjects, Educational provides a complete promotion program,

including a set of newspaper ads. Reproduced here is an ad two columns by two inches

designed to serve a double purpose — either as part of a larger newspaper layout, or, alone,

for use in theatre program, mailer, or newspaper. Two
additional ads, varied in size and composition, make

up the ad service available to the showman on

Educational releases. Mats are furnished without

any charge. These ads are reproduced in the

service sheet prepared for each release, which
includes star and scene cuts, synopsis,

cast, advance and review stories, catch

lines — in fact, all of the information

that is usually found in press sheets

on feature productions.

any cnarj

^ service

m^^ also

EDGAR KENNEDY
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"Riding the Skies"
with Amelia Earhart Putnam

Principal 9 mins.
Timely

Opening with a short title which
sketches Mrs. Putnam's recent trans-
oceanic flight, this short takes the
cameraman on a flight from New
York to Washington with the in-

trepid aviatrix as pilot. Scenes of
Mrs. Putnam entering the plane and
close-ups of her at the controls are
flashed in, as aerial shots over New
York, the Bay, Newark, Trenton
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Wash-
ington are shown and described.
Subject matter is extremely inter-

esting and the photography by Carl
Berger is exceptional. Central Films
is the producer.

"San Francisco by the Golden Gate"

Principal 10 mins.
Interesting

Some fine views of this western
metropolis, both from land and air

are clearly shown and cleverly de-
scribed. Excellent views of the city
showing the entire span of Market
St., the noted ferry house, China-
town, the bay and Golden Gate make
up the reel. Phil Brown the pro-
ducer has cleverly combined enter-
tainment with education so that this
should prove a good filler wherever
shown. Carl Berger handled the
camera work and did a good job.

"Mexico"
Principal 41 mins.

Good Travel Subject

An engrossing subject of its kind,
holding interest all the way in spite

of its unusual length. The picture
is a record of the expedition under-
taken by the Emma Lindsay Squier
and John Bransby party, and its

most interesting scenes are those
photographed in the jungles of Yu-
catan and among the Mayan ruins
which testify to a former civiliza-

tion. An intelligently prepared lec-

ture accompanies the picture, which
also has sound effects, and this add-
ed to its generally fine camera work
makes it a worth while subject.

"What an Idea"

with Harriett Hilliard and
Armand Cones

Vitaphone 6312 18 mins.

Good Musical

A good brand of tabloid musical
comedy entertainment makes its ap-
pearance through this short. Com-
poser, harried by bill collectors and
such, eventually finds an idea for
his new show when miniature figures
on his desk come to life. An amus-
ing feature of the show is a trio,

burlesquing Frankenstein, Mr. Hyde
and Dracula. The chorus is nifty
and an adagio team doesn't do so
badly. Harriet Hilliard, an attrac-
tive miss, heads the show.
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Warren William in

THE DARK HORSE"
with Betfe Davis, Guy Kibbee

First National 75 mins.

GRAND COMEDY ENTERTAINMENT

WITH TIMELY POLITICAL ANGLE. FAST

MOVING FOR ANY AUDIENCE.

Credit First National with putting over

a fast one tied in nicely with a presidential

election year. It's filled with first grade

political humor, satirical but nevertheless

broad enough for any group of pictuiegoers

to get. A breezy and telling performance

is given by Warren William and his sup-

porting cast, particularly Guy Kibbee, who

plays the dumb but honest gubernatoria'

candidate, is fine. A deadlocked state con-

vention picks an unknown as a "dark

horse " to lead the party to victory and

William, de luxe political manager, is ex-

tracted from jail to handle the campaign.

Everything is oke until his ex-spouse, bent

on collecting delinquent alimony, steps into

the situation, temporarily alienating the af

fection of his secretary, played by BetTt

Davis. The yarn, laden with hilarious gags

winds up when the opposition party try to

"frame" William's candidate with his ex-

wife. It's entertainment all the way along

Cast: Warren William, Bette Davis, Guy

Kibbee, Frank McHugh, Vivienne Osborne

Sam Hardy, Robert Warwick, Harry Holman

Charles Sellon, Robert O'Connor, Berton

Churchill.

Director, Alfred E. Green; Authors

Courtney Terrett, Joseph Jackson; Adaptor,

Joseph Jackson; Dialoguer, same; Editor

George Marks; Cameraman, Sol Pol i to.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

Helen Twelvetrees and Ricardo Cortez in

"IS MY FACE RED?"

with Jill Esmond, Robert Armstrong,

Arline Judge

RKO 70 mins.

SWELL COMEDY DRAMA ON LIFE OF

WISE-CRACKING COLUMNIST. PLENTY

OF ACTION, SUSPENSE, LOVE AND
LAUGHS.

The popular idea of what a Broadway

key-hole columnist looks and acts like, is

brought to life by Ricardo Cortez who

breezes through a bright and thoroughly

convincing performance. Self-sufficient to

the nth degree, Cortez against the advice

]f his able and pretty secretary and the

pleadings of his sweetheart, Helen Twelve-

trees, double-crosses a "pal" once too often

and finds himself a hounded man. Although

engaged to Helen, Cortez falls for the

glint and glamor of a society girl who soon

gives him the air for divulging secrets re-

garding her friends. His bravado holds

Sim upright until his worst enemy puts

him on the spot. Dialogue is clever and

ultra modern. Sophisticated audiences will

find this feature excellent entertainment.

Cast: Helen Twelvetrees, Ricardo Cortez.

Jill Esmond, Robert Armstrong, Arline

Judge, ZaSu Pitts, Sidney Toler, Clarence

Muse. Fletcher Norton.

Director, William Seiter, Author Ben
Markson, Allen Rivkin; Dialoguer, Bartlett

Cormack; Editor, Joseph Kane; Cameraman,
Leo Tover; Recording Engineer, D. A. Cut-
ler; Art Director, Carroll Clark.

Direction, fast. Photography, fine.

"MERRILY WE GO TO HELL"

with Sylvia Sidney, Fredric March

Paramount 78 mins.

PRINCIPALLY BOOZE PARTY ATMOS-
PHERE WITHOUT MUCH POINT AND
LOVE ANGLES POORLY HANDLED RATES
IT WEAK.

Something went radically wrong with this

one, either in the original story, the adapta-

tion or the directorial treatment. We can't

fell which is to blame. The result is a

poorly motivated drama of young married

love, which keeps you guessing and per-

plexed till almost the final scene as to why
the brilliant young playwright in love with

his adoring wife should act like an ass over

this booze question for no particular rea-

son. Then you learn from his own lips

as he talks to the other woman, his first

love, that he had been getting soused all

these years because he was pining for his

lost dream love which he now finds to be

a phoney. So he reforms, and his wife

who has gone back to father learns that

he really was a worthy husband after

all, just as she had always suspected. But

by that time the show is over and the

audience has not had much encouragement
to take any vital interest in the proceed-
ings.

Cast: Sylvia Sidney, Fredric March, Adri-
anne Allen, Skeets Gallagher, Florence Brit-

ton, Esther Howard, George Irving. Kent
Taylor. Charles Coleman, Leonard Carey
Milla Davenport, Robert Greig, Neal Dodd,
Mildred Boyd, Gary Grant

Director, Dorothy Arzner; Author, Cleo
Lucas; Adaptor, Edwin Justus Mayer; Di-
aloguer. same; Editor, not listed; Camera-
man David Abel.

Direction, weak Photograohv. eood

"SOCIETY GIRL"
with James Dunn, Peggy Shannon,

Spencer Tracy
Fox 67 mins.

SURE MONEY PICTURE WITH RO-

MANCE BETWEEN SOCIETY DEB AND
PRIZEFIGHTER THAT HITS POPULAR
NOTE.

This is in the bag. A sure mopup at the
old b.o. James Dunn has a pip part as

the pug about to fight for the champion-
ship, meeting a society deb who gets his

mind entirely off his work. Then the argu-
ments between the hero and his manager
and the latter's walkout just before the
big fight, disgusted with the guy who al-

lowed a dame to start him picking daffodils

instead of planting punches. Peggy Shan-
non is winsome and a winner as the girl.

Spencer Tracy as the manager with a heart
is immense. He steals practically every
scene in which he shows. But that's all

right, too. There are enough honors to go
around for the three principals. The big
fight scene packs a surprise wallop, for

when you think the girl who has walked
out on the fighter before the bout is go-
ing to rush to a ringside seat as pei
formula and save the hero by her encourag-
ing presence, she does nothing of the sort.

So Jimmie takes the count. But a neat
ending that sews everything up lovely

Looks like a pop smash.

Cast: James Dunn, Peggy Shannon
Spencer Tracy, Walter Byron, Bert Han-
Ion, Marjorie Gateson, Eula Guy Todd.

Director, Sidney Lanfield; Authors, John
Larkin, Jr., Charles Beahan; Adaptor, Elmei
Harris; Dialoguer, same; Editor, Margaret
Clancy; Cameraman, George Barnes

Direction, smart. Photography, very good

Ready Reference Directory
WITH ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS OF RECOGNIZED

INDUSTRY CONCERNS

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

Cooling
1

Typhoon Air Conditioning Co.

I C E D A I R E
Simple—Low Priced—as good as the

best

233 W. 42 St. N. Y. C. Wlsc.7-1296

COOL YOUR THEATRE

K lIe* R AIRE
Results Guaranteed

K00LERA1RE ENG. CORP.
1904 Paramount BIdg., N. Y.

1223 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

• Distributors

]
"TANGLED FORTUNES"
A Western for the Family

Distributed by

BIG 4 FILM CORP.
Paramount Bldg. * New York City
AND 31 AFFILIATED EXCHANGES

*tO ^°''"'' ^'"' Talking Pictures *2A

U. S. S. R.

AMKINO CORP.
723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-7680

PORT O'CALL
ONE REEL KNOCKOUTS

Next Release

—

"Raffles 'n' Rubber"

Imperial Distributing Corp.
729 7th Ave., N. Y. C. BRyant 9-8670

MONTE CARLO MADNESS
SARI MARITZA

A Naughty—Romantic—Extravaganza

FIRST ANGLO CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address:Thomfiim PEn. 6-4424

NOW RELEASING
"THE GORILLA SHIP"

Mayfair Pictures Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Chronophron Tel. CHic. 4-0828

NOW RELEASING

"They Never Come Back"
Regis Toomey, Dorothy Sebastian

Earle Foxe, Gertrude Astor
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.

729 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-3169

NOW RELEASING

"THE MIDNIGHT LADY"
with Sarah Padden, Claudia Dell,
John Darrow, Theodore Von Eltz
Chesterfield Motion Pictures Corp.

1540 B'way, N.Y.C. Tel. BRyant 9-6884

"HER STRANGE DESIRE"
A Dramatic Story ot Scandal

in High Society

POWERS PICTURES, INC.
723—7th Ave. BRyant 9-6067

N. Y. Exchange, 630—9fh Ave.

Distributors •
iContinited) 1

Being Prepared

"A FALSE WITNESS"
Fourth of Series 12 Feature Prod.

All Rights Protected
EAGLE PRODUCTION, LTD.

729 7th Ave. New York City
TeL: BRyant 9-2540

• Equipment
J

S.O.S. CORP.
1600 B'WAY NEW YORK, N. Y.

Largest Distributors of
TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT

THEATRE & AMUSEMENT SUPPLIES
Bargains on Used and Rebuilt Apparatus

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
SALES : SERVICE : RENTALS
We Light Studios—Theatre Fronts

Studio Sets—Generator Trucks Furnished

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE CO.
318-320 W. 48th St.. N. Y. Tel. CHic. 4-2074

Exchanges

WILD WOMEN of BORNEO
PERCENTAGE ENGAGEMENTS

Now Booking Nationally

The World's Leading Independent

First Division Exchanges, Inc.

Buffalo, Albany, Wash., Phila., N. Y.

630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEnn. 6-4424

Now Playing the Best Theaters

VANITY FAIR
OF TO-DAY

Starring Myrna Loy, Walter Byron,

Conway Tearle, Barbara Kent
HOLLYWOOD PICTURES CORP.

630 9th Ave., N.Y.C. Chick. 4-3949

Now Booking

JACK MULHALL and PHYLLIS BARRINGTON
in

"SINISTER HANDS"

Capital Film Exchange

630 9th Ave., N.Y.C. PEnn. 6-9351

GRETA GARBO
"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604

Finance

1

]
General Motion Picture Financing

Advances on Negatives

Notes on Trade Acceptance Bought

AMUSEMENT SECURITIES CORP.

729 7th Ave. New York City

Tel: BRyant 9-5928



Ready Reference Directory
###WITH ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS OF RECOGNIZED INDUSTRY CONCERNS### •

* Film Libraries

1

Over 5,000,000 feet of negatives and
positives—scenes of every conceivable

description.

General Film Library, Inc.

729—7th Ave. New York City

Phone: BRyant 9-4417

A MILLION FEET OF EVERYTHING

"STOCK SHOTS"
Stone Film Library

729—7th Avenue New York, N. Y.

Tel.: BRyant 9-4370-4446 Room 605

Foreign ]

RITCHEY EXPORT CORP.
723—7th Avenue BRyant 9-8347

Exclusive Distributors in the Foreign

Market of Monogram Pictures and
Product of all leading Independent

Producers.

J. H. HOFFBERG CO., Inc.

729 7th Ave. MEdallion 3-3813-14

Handling

CHESTERFIELD—MASCOT—PEERLESS
WILLIS KENT—BIG FOUR, ETC.

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS OF

MODERN
Feature Comedies Cable:
Serials, Cartoons Modernfilm

Educationals
MODERN FILM SALES CORP.

729—7th Avenue BRyant 9-9667

AMERANGLO CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

LONDON PARIS BERLIN
Cable: Chronophon

226 West 42nd Street
New York City

• Forwarders 1
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
FREIGHT FORWARDERS

MIKE MORAN
Mutual Transport Co., Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue N. Y. City
Tel: BRyant 9-0532

Specializing in Forwarding and Insuring

of Films and Accessories

M. J. CARNEY
276 Fifth Avenue New York City

Tel: Murray Hill 4-6156

Hotels

]
AMERICA'S FIRST

TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE ST. MORITZ
ON THE PARK

I 50 Central Park South New York City

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

Hotels
(Continued) J

Photographers

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block on the Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY
A Smart Hotel in America's Smartest
Resort. Ideal Convention Facilities.

ATTRACTIVE RATES

THE BREAKERS
On the Boardwalk. Atlantic City, N. J.

Concert Orchestra—French Cuisine

Cabaret—Dancing—Refreshments Each
Week-End—Complimentary to Guests
Emanuel E. Katz, Managing Director

IN NEW YORK

HOTEL PLYMOUTH
49th ST. EAST OF BROADWAY

In the Heart of the Motion Picture

Industry. Most Moderate Weekly Rates
S. J. Mitchell, Manager

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates

Insurance

REEL INSURANCE SERVICE

JEROME J. COHEN, Inc.

55 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel: LOngacre 5-7370-1

Laboratories

CRAFT FILM
LABORATORIES, Inc.

729 7th AVE., N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-5372-3-4

Laboratories—Flushing, L. I.

De Luxe Trailers, Inc.

Developing and Printing

630 Ninth Avenue
Tel. PEnn. 6-6636

Movie Stills

1
Service That Is Real—Not a Slogan

Stern Photo Co., Inc.
MOVIE STILLS EXCLUSIVELY
318-20 WEST 46th STREET

Telephone: LOngacre 5-6833—N. Y. C.

Office Space
1

OFFICES and EXCHANGES
With Vaults, Projection, Cutting

and Shipping Rooms

126-130 W. 46th Street

Leavitt Building
2nd Floor Tel: BRy. 9-7747

"Portraits of Distinction"

IRVING CHIDNOFF
469 Fifth Avenue New York

Printers

MOTION PICTURE PRINTING

PRESS BOOKS—INSERTS-
ANNOUNCEMENTS

THEATER PROGRAMS—WINDOW
CARDS, Etc.

THE LONGACRE PRESS, Inc.

LEO KLEBANOW
427 W. 42nd St. MEdallion 3-1953

Projection Rooms

Wisconsin 7-1756

REXSERVE CORPORATION
AIR COOLED R.C.A. EQUIPPED

80 Comfortable Seats

Day or Night Screenings

1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK

• Scrap Film •

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

• Sound Effects •

Unusually Lifelike Imitations
For Talkies, Radios, etc.

American, African, Asiatic Birds

Barnyard Animals, Insects, Etc.

DONALD BAIN
36 W. 71st St. New York City

Tel: Susquehanna 7-7934

Special Effects

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best equipped studio in the East for

Optical Tricks—Effects

—

Animation of all types.

Original Ideas—Special Effects

"We cure all film ills"

EDDIE WHITE MANNY JACOBS

145 West 45 St., N.Y.C.

BRyant 9-6796

• Studios

1

At Your Service

,

THE LARGEST AND BEST
EQUIPPED SERVICE SOUND
STUDIOS EAST OF HOLLYWOOD

Highly trained personnel—cutting
rooms—Projection rooms—ample
vault space . . .

WESTERN ELECTRIC IMPROVED
NOISELESS RECORDING AND

RE-RECORDING.

EASTERN SERVICE STUDIOS, Inc.

2826-34 Decatur Ave. RAymond 9-1315

Downtown Office—250 W. 57th Street

N.Y.C. COIumbus 5-6074

Recording As Good As The Best

All Modern Equipment

Atlas Soundfiim Studios,
130 West 46th Street

BRyant 9-7754 New York City

Film and Disc Recording

Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 7th Ave. Circle 7-4911-4912

"SHOOT PICTURES IN N. Y. CITY"
Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film

and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 9-6067

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS

Latest equipment for recording sound on

film and disc and synchronizing. Several

large sound stages, many sets. Sound

truck available. Prices very reasonable

1600 Broadway New Yo»t

Tel: LAckawanna 4-7511

• Theater Fronts )

THE ART GU 1 LD
THEATRE FRONTS AND LOBBIES

250 West ')4th Street New York City

Teleph one: COIumbus 5-5780

Trailers

)
DE LUXE TRAILERS

THE DISTINCTIVE
SCREEN SERVICE

DE LUXE TRAILERS, INC.

630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEn. 6-6636



yyNow they're "shooting

it on location, too

JlOR some time after its announcement,

Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic Film was

used chiefly under artificial light. Now many

cameramen are "shooting" it on location, too

...for these reasons: (l) Its speed substantially

lengthens the photographic day... (2) It offers

special advantages in photographing certain

types of scenes and costumes... (3) In ^// scenes

it yields that subtly superior quality which

marks the most advanced motion picture pho-

tography ... (4) It gives the cinematographer a

single negative medium for all purposes...

a

medium which, once fully understood, affords

a range of possibilities bounded only by the

user's imagination and technical skill. Eastman

Kodak Company.
(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distrib-

utors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Supersensitive

Panchromatic Negative (Gray-backed)
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Boost in Westerns by Major Firms Affects Indies

PARAMOUNT GOING IN^pONG FOR STAR CASTS

11 Productions Under Way at Warner-First National

Seven Films Now Before

the Cameras and Four

In Preparation
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Warner-First Nation-
al studios are running at capacity

this week, with seven pictures shoot-

ing and four in preparation. In

work are Constance Bennett's "Two
Against the World," Richard Barthel-

mess' "The Cabin in the Cotton,"

William Powell and Kay Francis in

"One Way Passage," Edward G.

{Continued on Page 4)

ALLIED TO RENEFIBER

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Desirability of list-

ing the names of Congressmen
known to be favorable to the film

industry will be one of the lively

subjects at the coming Allied meet-

ing in Atlantic City. Work bf com-
piling a list of friendly and un-

friendly legislators is understood to

be now under way here. Abram F.

Myers, general counsel of Allied, has

stated that exhibitors should take
{Continued on Page 3)

Leon Britton Expedition

Making Features, Shorts
Leon Bniton, who is making Chi-

nese talkers in Shanghai, has sent

an expedition to Mongolia, Tibet and

Turkestan to make two features and

between six and 12 shorts. Charles

Hugo, Britton's associate, is in

charge of the party, which plans to

(Continued on Page 4)

RKO Stock Operations Aired
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Further operations in RKO stock last fall and winter were aired at

Saturday's hearing in the Senate stock market inquiry. On Friday Ernest W. Stir of

Chicago appeared and charged that there had been "inside selling" and freeze-out

tactics which enabled the RCA interests to acquire control of RKO's $67,000,000 assets

for about $11,500,000.

Tickets Sold Before June 21
WillEscapeNew Admission Tax
New Distributing Firm

Launched in England
London—An important new inde-

pendent renting firm has been
launched by Julius Hagen, chairman
and managing director of Twicken-
ham Film Studios, and Eric Hakim,
managing director of Cinema House.
Ltd. They will handle continental

as well as Twickenham product.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Under a ruling by

the Internal Revenue Department
all amusement admissions bought
prior to June 21 will escape the new
tax even though the tickets are not
used until after that date. As a re-

sult, heavy advance sales of amuse-
ment tickets are already reported
throughout the country. The edict

will especially benefit M-G-M's road-
shows of "Grand Hotel."

Entire Slate Reelected by I.A.T.S.E.

Joseph K. Plunkett

Reported Out of RKO

Resignation of Joseph K. Plunkett, from

RKO rumored several times but m each case

denied, i$ reported to have taken place over

the week-end. Plunkett has been general

manager of RKO theaters, under Harold B.

Franklin.

Columbus, 0.—All officers of the

I.A.T.S.E. were re-elected at the con-

vention here. William C. Elliott,

president, got 608 votes, against 236

for George B. Browne of Chicago
who was running in opposition.

Other results were: first vice-presi-

dent, John P. Nick, St. Louis, 546;

Thomas E. Maloy, Chicago, 270; sec-

ond vice-president, William P. Co-
(Contrmcvd an Page 4)

Shelving Poor Pictures

Advocated by Joe Seider
"Pay for a bad picture but don't

play it," advised Joe Seider, head of

Prudential theaters, in an interview
with The Film Daily Saturday.
Qualifying his statement, Seider ex-
plained he doesn't mean that a

"Critics' picture," one with limited
(Continued on Page 3)

Indies Turn to Other Types
As Majors Go in for Westerns

B. D. Cockrill Appointed
RKO Salt Lake Manager
Salt Lake City—B. D. Cockrill,

formerly operator of 16 houses in

Indiana, and also at one time a War-
ner district manager, has been ap-

pointed manager of the RKO here,

succeeding Harry Golub, who re-

signed recently to become public re-

lations manager for Station KDYL.

As a result of the increased num-
ber of westerns to be made by major
companies for next season, inde-

pendents who formerly produced this

type of film exclusively or on a large

ccale are planning to turn to other

brands, principally melodramas. Big
4 already has announced that it

plans greater diversification on its

new schedule, and similar moves are
(Continued on Page 4)

Gable, William, McLaglen,
Lowe and Big Radio

Names Listed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Important stars from

many studios will appear in Para-
mounts 1932-33 features as a result

of a box-office "name" campaign in

which Sam Katz is understood to be
playing a leading part. In addition
to Clark Gable being borrowed from
M-G-M for "No Bed of Her Own"

I

with Miriam Hopkins and George
Raft, Paramount will have the new

(Continued on Page 4)

CflPITOLlxllDLiNG

29 GERMAN lEAlURES

Increasing its German Picture
schedule, Capitol Film Exchanges
will release 29 of these films during
the new season. They are: "Strauss
Waltz," "Two Souls," "Merry Wives
of Vienna," "The Forester's Daugh-
ter," "The Private Secretary," "Fire
at the Opera," "Miss—Wrong Num-
ber," "Royal Livers," "Waltz Para-
dise," "Pride of the Third Regi-
ment," "Week-End in Paradise,"

(Continued on Page 4)

Gov. LaFollette to Speak
At Wis. MPTO Convention

Milwaukee—Gov. Phil LaFollette
is scheduled to address the annual
banquet in connection with the con-
vention of the M.P.T.O. of Wiscon-
sin and Upper Michigan, June 15, at

the new Pfister hotel. Other speak-
ers at the convention to be held

June 14-15 include M. A. Lightman,
State Senators Oscar Morris and

(Continued on Page 4)

Films Beat Missionaries

In Far East Influence

American motion pictures are having more
influence than missionaries on people in the

Far East, said Rev. J. Harry Cotton, recently

back from China, in a talk before the Ameri-
can Women's Association in New York.
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CONSOLIDATED OMITS DIV.
Consolidated Film Industries has

omitted the regular quarterly divi-

dend of 50 cents on the preferred

stock due at this time.

HARRY ARTHUR WINS
New Haven—Judge John R. Booth

in Superior Court has refused to dis-

solve a temporary injunction obtain-

ed by Harry Arthur against the

fire marshal's ruling that two stage-

hands of 10 years' experience be
employed backstage.

aK:«-»»»»»::««»»»n«»»»»»»»:$|
New York

1S40 Broadway
BRyant B-4711

Long Itland City W
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The Broadway Parade
(Week of June 10)

FIRST-RUNS
PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"As You Desire Me" (2nd week) M-G-M Capitol

"Merrily We Go to Hell" Paramount Paramount
"Society Girl" Fox Roxy
"Love Is a Racket" First National Strand

"Is My Face Red?" RKO Mayfair

EXTENDED RUNS
"Scarface" (4th week) United Artists Rialto

"Dark Horse" First National Winter Garden

'Grand Hotel" (9th week).

$2 RUNS
M-G-M. .Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"A Nous Le Liberie" (4th week) Capt. Harold Auten. Europa
'Hirsekorn Greift Ein" Capitol Film Exch. . Hindenburg
'Liebe 1st Liebe" (2nd week) Leo Brecher Little Carnegie
"Le Roi Des ResquiUeurs" Leo Brecher 5th Av. Playhouse
'Diary of a Revolutionist" Amkino Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
'Winner Take All" (June 16) Warner Bros Strand
"Bring 'Era Back Alive" (June 17) RKO Mayfair

Lew White Synchronizing
"Devil's Rope" Feature

Lew White, the NBC organist, has
started the scoring and synchroniza-

tion of "The Devil's Rope" for Cap-
itol Film Exchange. White will com-
bine the orchestral effects of his

dual-organ with selected orchestral

instruments, producing the same ef-

fect that would be obtained by using
a large symphony orchestra, but at

a big saving of money. White is

preparing the score for the entire

film, which is a drama of the fa-

mous Matterhorn of the Swiss Alps.

THIRD WARNER MEET OPENS
New Orleans—Third of the War-

ner two-day sales meetings begins
today at the Roosevelt Hotel here
with Gradwell L. Sears presiding.
Other home ofifice executives attending are

Major Albert W. Warner, S. Charles Ein-
eld, Norman H. Moray and Joseph S. Hum-
Tiel. Branch managers and salesmen from the
field include C. E. Peppiatt, J. M. Young,
George T. Chester and R. R. Bryan, Atlanta;
W. B. Fulton, recent appointee to the Mem-
his branch managership, G. Davies and B.
Adams, Memphis; F. P. Bryan, R. M. Boovy,
'. Sasseen and D. S. House, Charlotte; H.
. Ochs, R. L. McCoy, W. O. Williamson,

S. L. Pilkinton and H G. Krumm, Dalla";;

. O. Rhode, W. C. Blackstone and E. R.
Slocum, Oklahoma City; and H. D. Parks,

. A. Prichard and W. Sheill, New Orleans.
The fourth and last of the Warner-First

National sales meetings will be held in Los
Angeles, June 20-21 with Sears again presid-
ng.

"GRAND HOTEL" HELD TWICE
Oakland, Cal.—After being held

over for three days following an
original booking of one week at the
Fox Grand-Lake, "Grand Hotel" was
continued for another three days.
The M-G-M film also ran three
weeks at the California in San Fran-
cisco.

All Territories Closed

On Four Mascot Serials
With the closing of contracts

whereby W. G. Underwood and C. C.
Ezell of Dallas will handle Mascot's
four 1932-33 serials in Texas, Okla-
homa and Arkansas, Nat Levine has
arranged 100 per cent distribution
for his new product. Other Mascot
distributors are:
Herman Gluckman, Capitol Film Exchange,

New York; Herman Rifkin, Hollywood Films
Corp., Boston; Thomas A. Branon, Affiliated
Producers, Atlanta; J. Alexander, Alexander
Film Service, Pittsburgh ; G. Montgomery,
All Star Features Distributors, Los Angeles;
Earl L. Cohn, All Star Feature Distributors,
3an Francisco; H. O. Mugridge, Celebrated
Film Exchange, Minneapolis; James R. Muir,
Consolidated Productions, Denver and Salt
-ake City; S. K. Decker, Excellent Pictures
Torp., Detroit; A. Lucchese, Gold Medal Film
To., Philadelphia and Washington, D. C. ; B.
N. Judell, B. N. Judell, Inc., Chicago, In-
dianapolis, St. Louis; N. Goldberg, Mascot
Film Exchange, Seattle; C. W. Trampe, Mid-
West Film Co., Milwaukee; Robert Withers,
Dmaha and Kansas City ; J. Berkowitz, btana-
ard Film Exchanges;, Albany and Buffalo;

. S. Jossey, Standard Film Service, Cleve-
land Cincinnati.
The serials include "The Last of the Mo-

hicans," "The Hurricane Express," "The
5evil Horse" and "The Whispering Shadow."

NEW EDUCATIONAL SERIES
Educational has signed for a se-

ries of 13 one-reelers on insect life

to be produced by Nathan, Wood-
ward and Fairbanks under the name
of "Battle for Life."

KLIEGL AWARDED CONTRACT
Contracts for complete stage light-

ing equipment and special lighting
devices, for two theaters now under
construction in Rockefeller Center.,
have been awarded to Kliegl Bros.

BOB STEELE BREAKS ARM
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Bob Steele, hero of

World Wide's western pictures,
broke his arm while on location at
Palmadayl. The accident caused the
suspension of activity on "Son of
Oklahoma."

M-G-M TRINIDAD OFFICE
M-G-M has opened a new branch

office in Trinidad, with Charles
Goldsmith as resident manager.

KRASNA'S NEW CONTRACT
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Norman Krasna, Co-

lumbia writer, has been given a new
contract.

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 Seventh Ave. BRyant 9-5395

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

June 13-14: Warner-First National salei
meeting. New Orleans.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, MU
waukee.

June 1 5 : Testimonial dinner to Louis "Pop*
Korson, Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phila
delphia. 7 P. M.

June 18: Columbia's annual outing. Rock
hill Lodge, Lake Mohegan, near Peeks
kill, N. Y.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour
nament, Fenimore Golf and Countn
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 20-21 : Educational and World Wid
sales meeting. New York.

June 20-21: Warner-First National sale;
meeting, Los Angeles.

June 22-24: Annual convention of Allie^
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting o
Allied States Ass'n board of director*
St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 23-24: Educational and World Wid<
sales meeting. Chicago.

June 26-27: Educational and World Wid<
sales meeting, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. Nationa
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo
ria, New York.

AMPAites in Training

For Golf Tournament
More than two dozen AMPA mem

bers are to be seen these days oi

links throughout Westchester an(
Long Island training to make th(

team which will cross sticks with tb
Motion Picture Club at the Filn
Daily Golf Tournament. Captaii
Thomas Gerety of M-G-M and Prexj
Ed Finney have before them manj
cards from which the final selectior

will be made. In addition to Captaii
Gerety, the team will include thre(

of the following: A. P. Waxman
Paul Gulick, Herbert Fecke, Jamei
Cron, Gordon White, James Zabine
Herbert Berg, S. Charles Einfeld
Ed Finney, Milt Beecher, Marvir
Kirsch and Walter Eberhardt.

W. W. GETS BRITISH FILM
World Wide will release "The Sigii

of the Four," Conan Doyle story ir

which Arthur Wontner plays Sher-

lock Holmes. The film was pro
duced by Associated Radio Picture!
in England.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.
Phone: BRyant 9-5543

NOW AVAILABLE
Services Of An Experienced

PUBLICITY MAN
Twelve years In the industry writing
newspaper and film }ournal publicity,

preparing press books, handling short
subjects, advertising and publicity, etc.,

with background of trained newspaper
and film journal work.

Box 932 FILM DAILY
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
J)OROTHY GRANGER, 19-year-

old comedienne and leading
lady, has been signed for six pic-
tures at the Mack Sennett studios,
according to an announcement made
by H. Lee Hugunin, assistant gen-
eral manager.

* * *

David Landau, well known char-
acter actor now appearing in "Re-
volt" with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

has been assigned to the cast of
"Silver Dollar," which will enter
production later this summer at the
First National studios.

*

Loretta Young has started in
First National's "They Call It Sin."
Other important players who have
been assigned to the cast of this

picture are George Brent, David
Manners, Una Merkel and Louis
Calhem. Screen adaptation was
made by Howard Green and Lillie
Hayward. Thornton Freeland is di-
recting. Miss Young has been work-
ing in "Life Begins," completed last
week.

* * *

July 5 has been set as the defi-
nite starting date for "I'm a Fugi-
tive," in which Paul Muni will be
starred by Warner Bros.

* * *

Roy Del Ruth entertained aboard
his yacht, "Yours Truly" on a four-
day fishing trip. His passengers
included Hal Wallis, Lloyd Bacon,
William Koenig, Charles Butter-
worth, Douglas Girard and Jack
Cantoro.

Thurn-Taxis to Direct
Two Pictures in England

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—British Authors, Ltd.,

has signed Alexis Thurn-Taxis to di-_,

Film Daily has never been unmindful of

he fact that the 500 foremost newspaper
nd magazine critics of this country play

n important part In the progress and pros-

perity of the motion picture industry. They
lot only represent a cross section of Amer-
:a up-to-the-minute, but give us, as well,

critical major viewpoint of reflected opin-

m on what's wrong as well as what's right

s we march along. In view of this. Film

tViuTji^SW..Willed -in .ftontacftino^.y-:*!^

New York to sail for Italy, wherj

he will spend a few days with his

father, Prince Sasha Thurn-Taxis
at Duino.

SYRACUSE SUMMER CHANGES
Syracuse—Circuits have effected

a number of changes in the local

exhibition policy setup. Loew stage

shows have been substituted for

Keith's vaudeville at Keith's. Loew's
has entirely dropped stage entertain-

ment. The Paramount will remain
dark during the summer.

Shelving Poor Pictures

Advocated by Joe Seider
{Continued from Page 1)

audience appeal, ought to be shelved.
It is better to play this kind of

product when it comes along, as it

builds audiences out of the class of
people who are not regular picture
fans, he pointed out. Discussing
double featuring, Seider said that
"two bad features simply made your
show doubly bad."

SERIAL PRE-RELEASED
New Orleans—Nat Levin's Mascot

serial, "The Last of the Mohicans,"
will have a pre-release showing at

the Saenger for a week starting

June 16. General release in the

south is set for September.

WEISMULLER IN SPORTLIGHTS
Johnny Weismuller's aquatic abili-

ties are featured in a trio of RKQ
Grantland Rice Sportlights: "Sink or
Swim," "Water Bugs" and "Crystal
Champions."

COMING & GOING

PAUL MUNI, MR. and MRS. BEN
GOETZ and L. WOLFE GILBERT are
among passengers on the Virginia, which
sailed from New York on Saturday for the
west coast.

ARTHUR LOEW expects to leave for the
coast via airplane, late this week.
ADRIENNE AMES, Paramount featured

player, left Saturday for the Coast.

Allied to Remember
Friends in Congress

(Continued from Page 1)

a more active interest in politics and
become familiar with the views of
their representatives, and Allied be-
lieves all theater organizations
should announce support for re-

election, through screen and regu-
lar exploitation channels, for friend-

ly Senators and Representatives.

GETS PHOTOPHONE LICENSE
London — Publicity Films, Ltd.,

subsidiary of the London Press Ex-
change, largest advertising agency
in Great Britain, has been granted
a sound recording license by RCA
Photophone, Ltd., and will imme-
diately begin production of spon-
sored advertising sound pictures.

CINES ADDS EQUIPMENT
Rome — Immobiliare Cinemato-

grafica Italiana, which operates the
Cines-Pittaluga studios here, has ac-

quired its fourth Photophone sound
recording unit from RCA Victor Co.
This addition was made to meet the
requirements of increased produc-
tion activities.

LLOYD, ROSENBLATT SPLIT
Menominee, Mich.—Cyrus Lloyd,

Jr., will manage the Lloyd here,
formerly under Reuben Rosenblatt,
who has moved to Hancock, where
he will manage the Orpheum. This
follows the dissolution of partner-
ship between Lloyd and Rosenblatt.
Lloyd will continue to operate the
Rhinelander, Wis., house.

BIGGEST
EVENT IN THE INDUSTRY

•WHAT*
20th FILM GOLF TOURNAMENT

•WHERE*
FENIMORE COUNTRY CLUB

•WHEN^
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22nd

•WHY^
A DAY OF REAL SPORT
REGULAR GOOD FELLOWS
PRIZES GALORE-1000 LAUGHS
A GOOD TIME PLANNED FOR ALL

THE 20TH

FILM DAILY

GOLF TOURNAMENT
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Daily Golf Tournament, to be held

on Wednesday, June 22. at the Fenimore Golf and Country Club, White Plains,

New York.

Name:

Address:

ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 AT THE TOURNAMENT

THE COMMITTEE
BRUCE GALLUP, Donohue & Coe Adv. Agency; RED KANN, Motion Picture Dally;

AL LICHTMAN, United Artists Corp.; JACK ALICOATE. Film Daily; LEE OCHS. Pres.

Motion Picture Club; ED FINNEY. Pres. A. M. P. A.; DON MERSEREAU. Film Dally.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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PARAMOUNT GOING HEAVY

ON 8TAR8J0R FEATURES

{Continued from Page 1)

Warner star, Warren William, to

play opposite Miss Hopkins in "Song
of Songs" with two other star lead-

ing men, Clive Brook and Herbert
Marshall.

Victor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe will

be in "Riddle Me This," Jimmy Durante in

"The Phantom President," and Helen Hayes
with Claudette Colbert and Gary Cooper in

"Farewell to Arms." In "Island of Lost

Souls" the names will include Nancy Carroll,

Fay Wray, Irving Pichel, Boris Karloff, Bela

Lugosi and Noah Beery, while "The Big
Broadcast" will have such ridio stars as

Amos 'n' Andy, Bing Crosby, Kate Smith,

Guy Lombardo, Donald Novis, Street Singer.

Boswell Sisters, Mills Brothers, Burns and

Allen, and Stuart Erwin.

11 Productions Under Way
At Warner-First National

(Continued from Page 1)

Robinson's "Tiger Shark," Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and Nancy Carroll

in "Revolt"; "Three on a Match,"
with Warren William, and "They
Call It Sin," with Loretta Young
and George Brent. In preparation

are "Silver Dollar" for Robinson
"You Said a Mouthful" for Joe E.

Brown, "Central Park," for Joan
Blondell, and "20,000 Years in Sing

Sing," for George Brent.

Leon Britton Expedition

Making Features, Shorts
(Continued from Page 1)

return in September. The expedi-

tion includes: Len Fields, Jack
Smith, Byron Guerin and Joseph
Smith, in addition to Hugo. First

feature will be shipped to New York
early in August, Britton said yes-

terday.

AlONG lALTO
PIIILM.DALY

, NtW VORK. lOS ANGELES

# # # LOOKS AS if we have stirred up another controversy with our

recent remarks about 0. O. Mclntyre being the only colyumist

worth a hoot as a chronicler of New York life now comes

Bert Adier in defense of such kolyumists as Mark Barron, Jimmy Asweil,

Gene Cohen (Gilbert Swan) and Webb Artz lads who tell the

hinterland daily about the Big Town doings without benefit of key-

hole snooping and back-stair contacts well, that just goes to prove

how iggorant we are we have been laboring under the notion that

"Odd" Mack was the only columnar gent who wrote to the folks back

home always picturing ole Father Knickerbocker as a human and

kindly soul with a clean conscience not as a combination gigolo-

stooge-tout-roue-pansy as the blatant Broadway columnist clan

would have you believe

* * # *

• • • OUR ONLY alibi is that we have no national newspaper column-

clipping service and so only know of these worthy scribes by rep

now Bert informs us that Mark syndicates to 700 papers

Jimmy to 300 Gene to 400 and Webb to 200 not

to mention Jack Lait with a strictly Broadway and theatrical kolyum

weekly.. oh, yes, we know Lalt's writings a guy after our

own heart he always stresses the finer, human side of show biz

and is always ready to give the newcomer a break and

we predict he will be writing long after the scandal -sloshers have been

chucked in the garbage they dish up in their swill-pails which they art-

lessly call Columns the Muckraking Cycle recurs every seven

years lasts seven years like the plague of locusts

and the seven years are about up this season while the lads men-
tioned above are going stronger than ever

INDEPENDENTS AFEECTED

BY NEW WESTERN PLANS
(Continued from Page 1)

understood to be under consideratiom
by other units. Present indications
are that major companies will turn
out between 50 and 75 westerns next
season.

Full Slate of Officers

Reelected by I.A.T.S.E.
(Continued from Page 1)

vert, Toronto; third vice-president,
William J. Harrer, Newark; fourth
vice-president, J. C. Campbell, Guth-
rie, Okla.; fifth vice-president. Wil-
liam T. Madigan, Minneapolis, sixth
vice-president; F. M. Billingsley,
San Francisco; seventh vice-presi
dent, Harland Holman, Cleveland;
general secretary-treasurer, Fred J.
Dempsey, Boston, 657; Joseph L.
Magnolia, New York, 1%^- national
trustee, John Carroll.

Capitol Ex. Handling
29 German Features

_ (Continued from Page 1)

For Golf Tournamenlf

MILWAUKEE HOUSE REOPENS
Milwaukee—The Columbia, neigh-

borhood house, has reopened under
the direction of Jule Kaplan, former
manager of the Majestic. It was
formerly operated by M. Silberman.

JACK YEO ACQUIRES HOUSE
Burlington, Wis.—Jack Yeo, man-

ager of the Plaza, has taken over
the Crystal from Jack Annecston.

Sh O W

man s

Daily

REMINDER
Start your July 4th

preparations early, to offset

the holiday exodus from
town.

"WHILE PARIS SLEEPS"
with Victor McLaglen

Fox 66 mins.

PEPPY MELLER OF PARISIAN SLUMS
FEATURING VICTOR McLAGLEN IN A
STRONG ROLE THAT WILL PLEASE THE
POP CROWDS.

This is an out and out meller with all

the trimmings, crammed with action and
excitement. It is exaggerated at times

but the thrills are there just the same.

Made for the masses and not the classes.

McLaglen gets into action when the film

is well along, proving to be the father of

the helpless little girl in the Paris slums
who is fighting for her right to love, her

honor and all those sort of things. The
girl never realizes that the man is her

father, believing him to be an old friend
of her dad's who was supposed to die a

hero in the war. But dad has gone crooked
and got himself in a jam with the police.

He redeems himself by saving the girl and
her young sweetheart from an Apache gang
who are out to do no good by our Nell.

The Parisian slum atmosphere is realisti-

cally maintained, and there are fights and
exciting incidents galore to keep the fans
pepped up.

Cast: Victor McLaglen, Helen Mack,
William Bakewell, Jack La Rue, Rita La
Roy, Maurice Black, Dot Farley, Lucille La
Verne. Paul Porcasi. Eddie Dillon.

Director, Allan Dwan; Author, Basil

Woon; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Cameraman, Glen MacWilliams; Recording
Engineer, George Leverett.

Direction, adequate. Photography, good.

"DIARY OF A REVOLUTIONIST"
(In Russian)

Amkino 84 mins.

DULL, UNINTERESTING PROPAGANDA
STUFF WITH NO APPEAL TO AMERI-
CAN AUDIENCES FROM ANY ANGLE.

A Mejrabpomfilm made solely for Soviet
propaganda purposes. It clearly indicates
the current policy of Moscow to stifle all

original writing and as far as the screen is

concerned to confine the author to writing
straight propaganda to order. The experi-
ences of a Revolutionary leader are given,
showing the denouement ten years after
the Revolution. After flashbacks of his
experiences during the Red uprising, the
story in his diary switches to the present.
He discovers that the wife of his friend is

a woman he once knew as the wife of a
counter-revolutionist. She is working with
the anti-Soviets in a sabotage plot to de-
stroy a vessel being built for the govern-
ment. Her husband is in charge of the
shipbuilding yard. Before the Revolutionary
leader can warn him he dies, but the hus-
band discovers the dead man's diary and
learns of his wife's treachery. The vessel
is saved—but the picture is lost.

Cast: G. V. Mouzalevsky, F. B. Biazhev-
itch, S, A. Mortinson, Sophie Magarill, M.
M. Tarkhanov, A. Timontayev.

Directors, J. I. Urinov. J. A. Portazanov;
Author, J. I. Urinov; Adaptor, same; Dia-
loguer, same; Cameraman, B. A. Kozlov.

Direction, weak. Photography, fair.

More than two dozen AMPA memlli
bers are to be seen these days oi Ji

links throughout Westchester ant
Long Island training to make thi

team which will cross sticks with thi

Motion Picture Club at the Filn
Daily Golf Tournament. Captaii
Thomas Gerety of M-G-M and Prex:

Gov. LaFollette to Speak
At Wis. MPTO Convention

(Continued from Page 1)

Thomas Duncan; R. S. Kingsley,
president, Wisconsin Daily Newspa-
per League; George Hampel, secre-
tary, Milwaukee Censor Commis-
sion; Robert A. Hess, Milwaukee,
and L. E. Zeiders, E.R.P.I.

It is believed likely that the Wis-
consin M. P. T. 0. will join the
M. P. T. 0. A.

NEW APPLETON MANAGER
Appleton, Wis. — U. R. Anderson

has succeeded Ted Stafford, resigned,
as manager of Warners' Appleton.

MANY tJAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes an extended to

THE FILM DAILY to th(

following members of th(

industry, who are celebraf
ing their birthdays:

Juue 13
David J. Chatkin

lay Garnett

Basil Rathbene

Merta Sterling
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RKO and Skouras in East-West Pooling Deal

3 MAJOTCIRCUITS AGAJNST ADMISSl CUTS

Kaplan Operators^ Union Launches Fight For Honor

CriticalAmerica
. . . will have its say

"

By jacic Alicoate~

Film Daily has never been unmindful of

,he fact that the 500 foremost newspaper

and magazine critics of this country play

an important part in the progress and pros-

perity of the motion picture industry. They

not only represent a cross section of Amer-
ica up-to-the-minute, but give us, as well,

a critical major viewpoint of reflected opin-

ion on what's wrong as well as what's right

as we march along. In view of this, Film

Daily is now engaged in contacting criti-

cal America, through a questionnaire

covering major industry problems. The first

results are commencing to come in. When
published these answers will prove astound-

ing.

For instance, here are several of the

questions: What do you think the most

important element in motion picture pro-

duction—the players, the director or the

writer? Is there any demand for silent

films in your community? Are pictures be-

coming too sophisticated? In what respect

could producers make the most improve-

ments in pictures? Should a critic review

pictures from his own individual viewpoint

or the viewpoint of the average picture

patron? What is your pet PEEVE in rela-

tion to motion pictures? And, boy, the

answers to this last one are HOT!

Film Daily is having the complete and

enthusiastic cooperation of newspapers

and magazines everywhere in this sym-

posium. The activities, likes, dislikes and

peeves of the composite critic will be

drawn up. The entire picture will be of

untold benfit to the constructive forces

within the industry. The first returns are

in, but it will be some time before the

entire country is heard from and the re-

sults tabulated. Important individual critics

will conduct a forum through the columns

of the Film Daily and the complete results

of the questionnaire w appear in the

coming Film Daily Directors' Annual and

Production Guide. If what we already

have in hand can be taken as a criterion,

it will prove the biggest news event of

the year within the industry.

Local 306 Starts Drive
to Uphold Its Repu-

tation
In the first instance of its kind

in union history, M. P. Machine Op-
erators Union, Local 306, headed by
Sam Kaplan, is launching an inten-

sive drive to uphold its reputation
against what it terms unjust, un-
warranted and malicious attacks.

Members of the local, acting on the
(.Continued on Page 8)

EDDIE SCHNITZER JOINS

Eddie Schnitzer, identified with
Fox for eight years, on Monday be-

comes New York exchange manager
for Educational and World Wide,
succeeding Arthur Greenblatt.

Schnitzer, who has been handling
New York, Brooklyn, Long Island

(Continued on Page 7)

300 "Valiant" Playdates
In Harry Buxbaum Drive
Approximately 300 playdates have

been obtained by the Fox New York
exchange for revival of "The Val-

iant" during the Harry Buxbaum
Month. Several circuits, including

Warner Bros, and Rinzler, are play-

ing the picture. The exchange force

is getting behind the drive as a per-

sonal tribute to Manager Buxbaum.

Roxy Receiver Continues
Harry G. Kosch will remain as

receiver for the Roxy for another

six months, it was decided at a

hearing in Federal Court yesterday.

The house will continue operating

under its present policy.

7 CLEVEUIND THEATERS

BEING CLOSED BY LOEW

Cleveland—Loew's, Inc., will close

seven local houses next week for
the summer. They include the Still-

man, Allen, State, Circle, Alham-
bra, Doan and Liberty, leaving open
only the Park, Granada and Mall.

The State may reopen with straight

pictures, eliminating unit shows.

4 All-Star Features
On Mayfair Program

/ Four all-star productions on its

'1932-33 line-up were announced yes-

terday by Mayfair Pictures, in ad-

dition to 20 features to be known
as the "Prosperity Group." Stories

based upon factual happenings as

reported in the daily newspapers
will be the themes for all produc-
tions. The four specials will be

^i^ister to Judas," v^er Resale

Vajue," ^Vanishing Women" and
'.'Society's Children." Other titles

are, "Velvet Vultures," '"Heart
Punch,V"Her Mad Night," "When

{Continued on Page 8)

East- West Pooling Deal Set
Between RKO and Skouras

5-Year-Old Silent Film

In Third Week at Arty

Baltimore — "Rasputin," five-year-old silent

film, is being held over for a third week at

the Europa. the first time such a thing has

happened in three years. It is being adver-

tised "For Adults Only."

In an agreement now under con

sideration by Skouras Brothers and
RKO, the former will do all book-

ing of pictures for the two circuit?

on the coast, with RKO managing
and booking all eastern houses con-

cerned in the pool. In addition to

the pooling of the RKO Coliseum,
(Continued on Page 7)

Loew, Fox, RKO Not to

Cut Prices to Avoid
Admission Tax

Loew, Fox and RKO circuits will

not cut admissions to escape the

federal tax on tickets above 40

cents according to a decision under-

stood to have been reached at a

meeting yesterday between Nicholas

M. Schenck, Sidney R. Kent and
Harold B. Franklin of the respec-

(Continued on Page 8)

TOLAUNM COMPANY

Ira H. Simmons, sales executive

with Principal Distributing Corp.,

headed by Sol Lesser, has resigned

effective June 18 to head his own
company. Announcement of the

new organization and its program
will be made next week.

Majority of Conn. Houses
On Double Feature Plan
New Haven—Majority of the-

aters in Connecticut are on a doublr

feature policy, a checkup shows. Out

of 80 houses in 14 of the leading

cities and their suburbs, 53 are run-

ning dual bills, 18 are playing singk

feature with shorts, and nine vary

their programs.

World Wide Pictures Buys

Story by Eugene O'Neill

World Wide Pictures has bought "Reckless-

ness," story by Eugene O'Neill, foremost Amer-

ican dramatist, and will bring It to the screen

as a Tiffany production under the title of

"Gambling in Souls."
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Golf Trailer
At last we have discovered an Honest Film Goiter. He has been hiding himself

all these years as a Big Trailer Man known as Pat Garyn. In sending in his entry
for the Film Daily Golf Tournament at the Fenimore Country Club. June 22, Pat states
frankly: "For my handicap, please bear in mind that 1 shoot around 85—WITHOUT
the putts." Are there any more honest film golfers? Step up and let's hear the Bad
News, lads—so we can publish it.

Warner English Musical
Features 4 U. S. Songs

London—"Illegal," first all-British

cast Warner-First National musical
picture just completed at Warner's
Teddington studio, features as its

musical numbers "Was That the
Human Thing to Do," "Now That
You're Gone," "Can't We Talk It

Over" and "Too Late,' all published
by American music firms owned by
Warners.

NEW YORK
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ADD "MACISTE" TERRITORY
New Haven — Sack Amusement

Enterprises of San Antonio has
taken over two additional states,

Colorado and Utah, for distribution
of "Maciste in Hell," released by
Olympia Macri Excelsior Pictures
Corp., it is announced by Nicholas
Macri, president. Sack also is han-
dling the picture in Texas, Okla-
homa, Arkansas, Mississippi, Louis-
iana, New Mexico and Florida.

TRANS-LUX TO CUT STOCK
Trans-Lux Daylight Picture Screen

Corp. has called a special stock-
holders' meeting for June 30 to vote
on a change in capitalization by
writing down the value of stock
from $7.50 a share to $1.

SAMUEL KNOPF BURIED
Funeral services for Samuel

Knopf, treasurer and director of the
publishing firms of Alfred A. Knopf
and of the American Mercury, Inc.,

and father of Alfred A. Knopf and
of Edwin H. Knopf, Paramount di-

rector, were held yesterday in the

chapel of Temple Emanu-El, with
burial at Salem Fields, N. Y. He
died Saturday of heart disease at

the age of 70.
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LACKEY JOINS MONOGRAM
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

HolljTwood — William T. Lackey,
former Columbia and Tiffany super-
visor, has been signed by Trem Carr,
Monogram production head, to pro-
duce "Klondike."

"Rio Rita" Experiment
As Loew Stage Show

Loew will regard showing of "Rio
Rita," hour-and twenty-minute ver-
sion of the Ziegfeld musical success,

which opens at the Capitol on Thurs-
day, as an experiment. If this tab-

loid version clicks in its ace house
and six other circuit houses, more
similar shows will be offered. The
attraction plays the Paradise, New
York; Loew's, Jamaica; Loew's,
Jersey City; Century, Baltimore;
Loew's Fox, Washington and the
State, Cleveland.

GEO. ABBOTT IN STAGE FIRM
George Abbott, formerly a Para

mount director, has entered a New
York stage producing firm.

VITA. STUDIO POSTPONES
Warner's Vitaphone studio in

Brooklyn, scheduled to reopen yes-
terday, has postponed resumption of

production until July 11.

NEWARK TO LOSE MUSICIANS
All circuits may drop musicians

from their Newark houses, the FiLM
Daily learns. It is understood that
before starting negotiations for a
new wage scale with musicians, the
circuits will discuss a picture pool-

ing arrangement with all vaudeville
being eliminated from the circuit

theaters.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Warner- First National sales
meeting. New Orleans.

June 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil.
waukee.

June 15: Testimonial dinner to Louis "Pop"
Korson, Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phila-
delphia. 7 P. M.

June 18; Columbia's annual outing. Rock-
hill Lodge, Lake Mohegan, near Peeks-
kill, N. Y.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 20-21 : Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, New York.

June 20-21 : Warner-First National sales
meeting, Los Angeles.

June 22-24: Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting oi
Allied States Ass'n board of directors.
St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 23-24: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting. Chicago.

June 26-27: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

ARBUCKLE GETS KEY TO CITY
At the arrival of Roscoe "Fatty"

Arbuckle in Paterson, N. J., where
he is appearing in person at the
Regent, Mayor John Hinchliffe pre-
sented the film comedian with the
key to the city. In the Paterson
"Evening News" Save a Life Cam-
paign, Arbuckle sold the first two
tickets to the mayor.

WAXMAN IN CHICAGO
Chicago—A. P. Waxman is here

at the Blackstone Hotel with Floyd
Gibbons, who will report the two
political conventions for Hearst and
broadcast them for NBC, as well as
telling about them in personal ap-
pearances.

DAVEWEIN SUIT SETTLED
Hartford, Conn. — Suit of Dave-

wein Theaters, Inc., operator of the
Cameo, against American Pictures,
Inc., for alleged violation of protec-
tion, has been settled and withdrawn
from court. Edward G. Levy of New
Haven was attorney for the plain-
tiff.

EDDIE SMALL WEST-BOUND
Edward Small of Reliance Pic-

tures sailed Saturday for the west
coast by way of Havana. Harry M.
Goetz. formerly of Paramount, is

associated with Small in the new
-•ompany, which plans a series of
independent features.

BILLY MINSKY BURIED
Billy Minsky, burlesque operator

and one time an exhibitor at the Na-
tional Winter Garden on the lower
East Side, was buried yesterday. He
died Sunday at his home in Brook-
lyn. He was 41,

AKERSON TO AID HOOVER
H'ashhuiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — George Akerson,

who resigned as President Hoover's
secretarv last year to join Para-
mount, is back at the White House
as "special contact man" for Hoover
during convention week.

ORIGINAL "CONGRESS"
"Der Kongress Tanzt," original

foreign version of "Congress
Dances," which played recently at
the Rivoli, opens Thursday at the
Little Carnegie.

AMERICAN SEATING LOSS
American Seating Co. reports net

loss of $159,019. after all charges,
for the first 1932 Quarter, compared
with loss of $96,225 for the first

quarter of 1931.

BUNCHUK TO CELEBRATE
Yascha Bunchuk. conductor of the

Capitol grand orchestra, will ob-
serve his third anniversary the week
of June 23.

WIN SUNDAY SHOW FIGHT
Follansbee, W. Va.—A two-vear

fight to have Sunday shows here has
been won with the grantinsr of per-
mission by the city council to the;
^loyd Brothers, operators of the!
Rexy.

STENOGRAPHER
Typist - Bookkeeper
Girl with valuable experience in film indus-
try. Attractive personality. Highest ref-
erences. Could also handle minor publicity.

Box 1014 THE FILM DAILY

NEDW AYBURN
who has staged over 600 productions, including
the best editions of the Ziegfeld Follies, and
who has directed and helped up the ladder of
fame many stars of the first magnitude, such
as Al Jolson, Marilyn Miller, Fred and Adele
Astaire, Eddie Cantor, Ann Pennington, Will
Rogers, Marie Dressier, Ed Wynn, Jeanette Mc-
Donald, Harry RIchman, Charlotte Greenwood,
and hundreds of others, has opened new inter-
national dancing headquarters in the heart of
the Park Avenue District. This, the world's
greatest dancing school, offers:

Every Type of Stage or Social Dancing.
Morning, Afternoon and Evening Ses-

sions for Adult Girls 16 to 60 Years
of Age.

Reducing and Building Up — Mild
Courses for Middle-Aged Folks.

Special Saturday and After-School
Classes for Children (Ages 4 to 16
Years).

Thorough Courses In Diction and Micro-
phone Technique for Radio and the
Talkies.

TEMPORARILY, 20% to 50% RE-
DUCTION IN ALL RATES

Send for one of the following free booklets:
"YOUR CAREER" (48 pages); or "HOME
STUDY COURSE IN DANCING"; or "RADIO
COURSES."
NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING

OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
Studio F, 625 Madison Ave., New York City

(Between 58th and 59th Sts.)
Tel. Wickersham 2-4300
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

c
New Vogue in

Screen Furnishings

TF YOUR preference in furni-

ture or clothes is influenced

by what you see on the motion

picture screen, take heed! The
ultra modernistic vogue in fur-

niture has run its course. Peo-

ple have discovered that the

style lacked comfort and was too

cold and formal for real beauty.

There is a new style which

combines the simplicity of the

modernistic trend, with the

comfort and practicability of the

older styles. Furniture should

be an expression of the age it

serves. I think we are gradu-

ally evolving a form that will

hold a place in future history

as representative of our present

mode of living.

Color is more important than
ever. A world, somber and de-

pressed, needs things that will

brighten the horizon. But sense

and taste must be applied to

color combinations. Harmony is

a fundamental requirement of

charm in any room.
The gay brightness of chintz

and linens will replace the stiff

formality of heavier upholstery

and heavier drapes, which look

out of place in the limited space

of the average apartment.
In "Westward Passage," Ann

Harding's current RKO Pathe
production, I had an opportunity

to apply these ideas to locales

in New York, Paris, Switzer-

land and New England. I did

a farm house room in modern-

ized Greek, retaining the sim-

plicity of the true farm but

utilizing modern materials.—Carroll Clark,

Art Director, RKO Studio

Show
man

REMINDER

Try a "Refrigeration

Show" with gifts from tie-

ups.

ALONG

• • • ONE OF those real old-fashioned studio parties was thrown

by Atlas Sound Studios last Saturday nite it seems that J. Burgi

Contner, prexy of the organizashe has just completed a highly

technical hookup known as Matrimony with a beautiful Southern

belle named Mabel Stuart Staggers so general manaijer George
Gullette staged the shindig and it kept boiling till 5 a.m

with song and laughter music and fair wimmcn studio at-

mosphere, buffet lunch anci pale dry that was net so pale

yezzir A PARTY

• • • THEY SHOT several scenes under the masterly direction of

George Cochrane featuring principally Fjola Marine the Ice-

land Soprano with the Tropical Voice, Figure and Personality you

should have heard Fjola sing her "Viking Rowing Song" and you'd

have started rowing right away for the Arctic realizing that a lot

of real Life had passed you by so you couldn't blame Eddie Scan-

Ion for spending most of his evening doing the make-up act on
Miss Fjola

• • • THE BULK of the show was given by George Berel with his

orchestra, The Berellians the swell WMCA outfit the camera
work was handled by the camera boys' prexy, Walter Strange, assisted by

J. Rescher all branches of the industry were represented

Bert Mayers, for the legal lights Archie Mayers, for the indie

producers' new setup ha, you haven't heard about that?

that's a Big News item for a later period Lyman Wiggin, for

the sound technicians John Blunk for the lab men so we
will long remember the Atlas lads as the gang who knew HOW to throw
A Party

• • • THE LOST transatlantic flyer who was found again

Stanislaus Hausner now en route to New Orleans after his rescue

until recently worked as an operator at the Stanley theater in

our town he is a member of Local 306

• • • A VERY interesting brochure has been prepared by E. M.
Orowitz titled "What Is Wrong With Commercial Broadcasting?"

huh, he could have written a five-foot shelf on that topic

the book is copyrighted by "Emo" published by "Emo" and

he even writes the Foreword he has a pip plan for working with

the advertiser or agency to build up radio entertainment along with ex-

ploitation gosh, something new for the ether at last!

• • • OVER AT the Park Central Hotel Mister Joe Schmidt

banquet manager for the hostelry is prizing a letter from J. S.

Hummel, in charge of arrangements for the recent Warner-First Nash sales

meeting held there thanking him for the way the boys were treated

• • • THAT REMINDS us of the enthusiasm of J. Vergesslich

metropolitan manager for Warners he says that all his boys at

the exchanges in New York, Brooklyn and New Jersey are so

steamed up after the meeting that there is no holding 'em they

are L. Jacobi, I. Rothenberg, H. Hummell, A. C. Ferrara, Harry Decker,

Gus Solomon and Sam Lefkowitz we're pretty well steamed up, too

without the benefit of the sales meet but we have seen

some recent Warner-First Nash pix this outfit certainly is putting

something on the bail with a change of pace that is very refresh-

ing in this era of cycles also sexless sex and silly

sophisticate pix

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

e
Old Hallowe'en Gag Adver-
tised "Passionate Plumber"
jy[ANAGER Walter B. Rose of

the Strand Theater, Brock-
ton, Mass., got excellent results

on a gag adapted from a well-

known Hallowe'en stunt to ad-

vertise "The Passionate Plumb-
er." Keaton and Durante are

well liked in Brockton. In ad-

vance, a large display head of

Jimmy "Schnozzle" Durante was
placed in the foyer. However,
Jimmy's famous "schnozzle"

was missing from the display

head. A large grotesque

"schnozzle" (nose) was separate

from the display head. Patrons

were asked to pin Durante's

nose on the display head; first,

being blindfolded and then being

compelled to walk a few steps

to the object. This idea was
adapted from the old Hallowe'en

gag of pinning the tail on the

donkey. The lobby stunt was the

center of attraction all week
previous to the picture's open-

ing. It not only made a fine

attention-getter but it caused a
lot of talk about town.

Strand, Brockton, Mans.

TO CONTINUE STONE HOUSES
Ely, Nevada—H. A. Stone, who

passed away last month, left theater
interests in Ely, Fallon, and McGill,
Nevada. The houses will be con-
tinued by his estate.

INCREASE CAPITALIZATION
Detroit—Jam Handy Picture Ser-

vice has increased capitalization of

common stock from $250,000 to

$500,000.

^,Jt5i5^*.^.A^-

« « « » » »

MANY LiAPPY mmsl

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

June 14
Major Edward Bowes Cliff Edwards

John Robertson
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Regardless
OF Conditions

Thousands oF

Theaters are

Regularly Buying

Pictures And
Accessories So

Early To Bed

and Early To Rise

Work Like Hell

And Advertise

in the Publication

That reaches the

Buying Power

And that's

Film Daily

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPk WILK

HOLLYWOOD
HARRY JOE BROWN and Edward Earle acted

as "Jesters" at the Masquers Minstrel
Revel. Will Mahoney, Frank Fay, "Little Billy,"

Stuart Holmes, Earle Foxe, Noel Madison, Alan
Mowbray, Craufurd Kent, Walter Weems, Glen
Tryon, Lee Moran, Billy Sullivan, Bobby Ver-
non, Neely Edwards, Tyler Brooke, James Eagle,
John Sheehan, Harry Stubbs. Luis Alberni, were
among the performers. Sam Hardy acted as
interlocutor, with Walter Weems, Al Herman.
Chas. Mosconi, George Chandler, James Mack,
Freddy Santly as end men.

* * •

Karl Freund, ace cameraman, recently fin-
ished w/ork on "Back Street" and is now do-
ing "Air Mail," with Joe Lapis handling sound,

* « »

Harold A. Foshay, production pioneer, has
come to California to settle.

« « «

Lina Basquette will be in Allied Pictures'
next Hoot Gibson western.

* « «

Emile de Recat, who directed the French
versions of "Sporting Blood" and "The Side-
walks of New York," has received reports of
fine business done by these pictures abroad.

* « *

Garnett Weston is busy on a writing assign-
ment at Paramount.

* « *

FOX FLICKERS: John BIystone is directing
"After the Rain," with Peggy Shannon, William
Boyd, Raul Roulien, Paul Porcasi, Laska Winters,
Murray Kinnell and Stanley Fields ... Minna
Gombell will have a featured role in "Walking
Down Broadway," with Marian Nixon and James
Dunn, directed by Alan Crosland . Sally Filers

is to play the feminine lead in "Hat Check
Girl," which Sidney Lanfield will direct. . . .

David Howard will direct George O'Brien in

"Robbers' Roost". .. Alfred Santell has finished
directing "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," with
Marian Nixon and Ralph Bellamy...

* « *

"From Broadway to Cheyenne" will be the
first of the series of eight Rex Bell westerns
for Monogram release. Harry Fraser will di-

rect. Wellyn Totman is adapting the story
« « *

M-G-M MUSINGS: Dorothy Jordan, Anita
Loos and John Miljan have now long-term
contracts. ... Beryl Mercer will appear in "Smii-
in' Through," with Norma Shearer, Fredric

March, Leslie Howard, Ralph Forbes and 0. P.

Heggie. ... Marion Davies is working in her
new untitled picture, the cast of which in-

cludes Robert Montgomery, Billie Dove, ZaSu
Pitts and James Gleason. .. Anita Page and
Wallace Ford are in "Skyscraper Souls," with
Warren William, Norman Foster, Maureen O'Sul-
livan, Jean Hersholt and Helen Coburn . . . Veree
Teasdale of the Broadway stage has been given
a contract. .. Pete Smith supplies the talk for

an Automobile Racing Short made by Fred
Frame, racing champ...

* * #

Jean Sorel, young French girl being coached
by Samuel Goldwyn for the screen, will make
her debut in the Eddie Cantor film, "The Kid
from Spain."

* * •

FIRST NATIONAL notes: Russell Simpson,
Nella Walker, Mike Marito, Joseph Cawthorn
and Helen Vinson are in "They Call it Sin,"
with Loretta Young, George Brent, David Man-
ners, Una Merkel and Louis Calhern, with Thorn-
ton Freeland directing .. William Ricciardi, C.
Henry Gordon, Lee Kohlmar, Harry Cording and
William LeMaire are in "Revolt". .. Clara
Blandick, Grant Mitchell, Sheila Terry, Gloria
Shea, Hale Hamilton, Lysle Talbot, Frankie Dar-
row and Humphrey Bogart are in "Three on a
Match," with Warren William, Joan Blondell,
Ann Dvorak and Bette Davis....

* * *

Horace Jackson, on his return from New
York several days ago, brought a partly com-
pleted script of "The Animal Kingdom," on
which he is collaborating with Sam Ornitz for

RKO. He did the work on the train coming
west.

* » »

PARAMOUNT ASSIGNMENTS; Fredric March,
Gary Cooper and Richard Arlen for "Lives
of a Bengal Lancer" .... Robert Emmett O'Con-
nor, Maude Traux, Gertrude Short, Rita La Roy
and Gene Morgan for "Blonde Venus". . .Mary
Doran, Bert Roach, Marion Byron, Gordon West-
cott, Clarence Wilson and William Turner for

Love Me Tonight" Dorothy Jordan,

Charlie Ruggles and J. Farrell MacDonald for
"Seventy Thousand Witnesses" Fredric March
and Charles Laughton for "The Sign of the
Cross" Gordon Westcott for "Devil and the
Deep". . .

.

9 « «

Lew Cody, Gilbert Roland, Marion Shilling
Joyce Compton, Nicholas Soussanin, Yola D'Avril'
George Lewis, Helen Jerome Eddy, Bryant Wash-
burn, Paul Porcasi, Armand Kaliz, Louis Alberni
Nadine Doree and James Eagles will appear iri

A Parisian Romance," the Richard Mansfield
stage vehicle, being filmed by Allied Pictures
with Chester M. Franklin directing. Screen play
IS by F. Hugh Herbert.

* 4: #

COLUMBIA CASTINGS: Jim Thorpe, famous
Carlisle Indian athlete, for Buck Jones' "White
Eagle" Kenneth Thomson, Dwight Frye Ethel
Kenyon and William V. Mong, tor "Murder in
a Pullman," being directed by Ben Stoloff
Ruth Todd for "Long Loop Laramie," Tim Mc-
Coy western Mitchell Lewis and Niles Welch,
for "McKenna of the Mounted," Buck Jones
vehicle... Irving Cummings to direct "Murder
of the Night Club Lady"

* * »

Maude Truax has replaced Ethel Griffies in
Constance Bennett's "Two Against the World"
at Warners. Archie Mayo is directing.

« » *

RKO RAMBLINGS: Ricardo Cortez will play
opposite Zita Johann in "Deported," with
Joseph Cawthorn and Gregory Ratoft.. Willis
Goldbeck •'•-- "'

Di

on

Jidbeck is writing the script of "A Bill of
vorcement," to feature Irene Dunne, Laurence

wlivier and Anita Louise under direction of
George Cukor Jane Murfin is writing the
script of "Little Orphan Annie," for Mitii
Green Bruce Cabot will be the leading
in "Kong"

Mitzi
man

Ann Dvorak of Warner-First National has
written a book of verse which will be pub-
lished within the next two months.

* * *

Larry Darmour's cast for "The Vanishing
Frontier," first of his westerns starring Johnny
Mack Brown for Paramount release, includes
Evalyn Knapp, ZaSu Pitts, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Raymond Hatton, Wallace McDonald, Ben Alex-
ander, Joyzelle and George Irving. Phil Rosen
is directing.

« * •

Lillian Bond is one of the busiest actresses on
the Coast. She is now on location with the
"Air Mail" unit. She recently completed work
in "Old Dark House." She attracted much
attention by her acting in "Springtime for
Henry," presented locally by Edward Everett
Horton.

* * *

Jules Schermer declares he has a friend who
is so dumb that he thinks "The Last Mile"
is a race-track play.

« * *

Austin Parker, author of nearly 200 short
stories and of several books, is writing the
continuity and dialogue for "No Bed of Her
Own," at Paramount. Parker has been a cow-
boy, aviator, newspaper reporter, writer of fic-
tion, soldier and press agent.

« • *

Ken Maynard has returned from Pawnee,
Oklahoma, where he was the guest of Pawnee
Bill at the annual rodeo held on the Pawnee
Bill ranch.

* * •

Richard Pearl, vice-president of Tec-Art
Studios, has resigned to accept an executive
position with the B. F. Zeidman Prods.

* « *

Hank Arnold, popular press agent, has re-
turned from New York and is now handling
publicity for M. C. Levee's Screen Guild.

Dan Totheroh, who wrote "Distant Drums,"
presented in New York this season by Guthrie
McClintic, has returned from the East and will

join the Paramount scenario staff.
* « «

Arthur Tavares, film editor, was held up re-

cently and robbed of $250, a diamond ring and
a wrist watch.

* • «

Nathan, Hahn and Fairbanks, producers of

"Strange As It Seems," has been successful In

bringing to the screen in color the actual birth

of matter. This is the first time this subject

has been photographed through polarized life.
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RKO SET:

EAST-WESTJOOLINC DEAL

(.Continued from Page I)

Audubon, Jefferson and Academy of
Music, it is possible that RKO and
Skouras will pool their houses in
Spokane and Tacoma, with Skouras
managing the former and RKO the

I

latter. Oakland may also be in-

cluded in the deal. It is understood
that pooling negotiations will be set

before a franchise for Fox pictures
can be secured by RKO.

Loew Dropping 8 Weeks
From Unit Show Route

Loew is cutting eight weeks off

its unit show route, Louis K. Sid-
ney said yesterday. Four Loew
houses in Rochester, Syracuse, Co-
lumbus and Pittsburgh, are dropping
unit shows. Loew additionally will

discontinue sending shows into

Publix houses in Detroit, St. Louia
and Chicago, and Keith's, Boston.
Slicing of this policy results in the
resignation of Frank Cambria, who
has been producing units for Loew.

MAJESTIC FINISHES 3
Three of the 26 features planned

by Majestic Pictures, new inde-

pendent production and distribution
company formed by Phil Goldstone,
Max Gluckman and others, are now
completed. First is "Phantom Ex-
press," based on an Emory Johnson
story. The progi-am will include six

Jack Hoxies.

BUCK'S DOUBLE BOOK TIE-UP
Frank Buck's new book, "Wild

Cargo," and the issuance of a pop-
ular edition of "Bring 'Em Back
Alive" will take place simultaneous-
ly with the release of his RKO Van
Beuren picture, "Bring 'Em Back
Alive."

8 FIRST-RUNS FOR BALTO.
Baltimore—Warners' Metropolitan

returns to a first-run policy in Au-
gust, according to Manager Charley
Clark. This will make eight first-

runs here for the first time since the

boom days, if there are no other

changes meanwhile.

SIGNS IDEAL EIGHT
Cameo Screen Attractions of Bos-

ton will distribute Ideal Pictures'

"Prosperity Eight."

Shanghai had 44 motion picture the-

aters at the end of 1931.

THE 20TH

FILM DAILY

GOLF TOURNAMENT
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Daily Golf Tournament, to be held

on Wednesday, June 22. at the Fenimore Golf and Country Club, White Plains,

New York.

Name:

Address:

ENTRY FEE WILL BE $12.00 AT THE TOURNAMENT

THE COMMITTEE
BRUCE GALLUP, Donohue & Coe Adv. Agency; RED KANN, Motion Picture Daily;

AL LICHTMAN, United Artists Corp.; JACK ALICOATE, Film Daily; LEE OCHS, Pres.

Motion Picture Club; ED FINNEY, Pres. A. M. P. A.; DON MERSEREAU, Film Daily.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Settlement Expected
In Cleve. Zoning Suit

An agreement in the Cleveland

protection case dispute, now being

arbitrated in New York between
representatives of the Cleveland M.
P. Exhibitors Association and tho

major distributors, is expected to

be reached by tomorrow. Matter has
been under discussion at the Hays
office for several weeks.

LIBERTY CIRCUIT TO BUILD
Willow Glen, Cal.—James Beatty,

head of Liberty Amusement Co.,

San Jose, is to erect a $25,000 the-

ater hei^e to seat 800.

PLAN ARMY THEATER
Ft. Huachuca, Ariz.—A modern

post theater is to be erected here.

The Quartermaster is taking bids

for its construction.

SACK HANDLING FIGHT FILM
San Antonio — Sack Amusement

Enterprises has acquired exclusive

Texas-Arkansas-Oklahoma rights on
"Dempsey Returns." Sack also re-

cently added Arizona to its territory

on "La Cautivadora," Spanish talker.

BALTO. TO BE FLESHLESS
Baltimore—Keith's has dismissed

its orchestra, leaving only two
vaudeville houses, and these also are
scheduled to drop stage shows.

MASON CITY MERGER
Mason City, la.—The Cecil has

been consolidated with the two A. H.
Blank theaters. Tom Arthur, for
many years manager of the Cecil,

will become manager of the three
houses.

WARNERS' HARRIS REOPENS
Pittsburgh — Warners' Harris

which recently closed for the sea-
son, has reopened with "Should a
Doctor Tell?" for women only.

Plans Tentatively Set
For Allied Jersey Meet

Tentative programs for the Allied
Eastern exhibitor meeting and the
annual Allied New Jersey unit con-
vention, scheduled for the Hotel St.
Charles, Atlantic City, June 22-24,
calls for a general session on Wed-
nesday, regional and state meetings
on Thursday and a general gather-
ing on Friday, the closing day. A
banquet will be held Thursday night.
Meeting of the national board of
directors will be held Wednesday.
Vice-President Sidney Samuelson of
Allied States Ass'n late this week
will complete arrangements for both
conventions.

DELAY STATE-LAKE CHANGE
Chicago—RKO has decided to

postpone putting vaudeville in the
State Lake until a new agreement
can be reached with the stage hands'
union. RKO wants a reduction in

the number of men now required on
the stage and also an adjustment of
the wage scale.

ST. PAUL POLICY CHANGE
St. Paul—RKO will change the

policy of its house here from vau-
deville and nictures to split week,
with vaudeville only the first half.

WARNER RIDGEWOOD OPENING
Ridgewood, N. J.—The new War

ner theater will open tomorrow with
elaborate ceremonies.

NEW OHIO FIRM
Loudonville, 0. — B. W. Bickert

and Francis Casey have formed the
Ohio Theater Co., just chartered
with a capital of $5,000.

BICKEL TAKES OVER TIVOLI
Akron, O.—Hai-ry Bickel, owner

of the Majestic has taken over the
Tivoli, formerly operated by H. L.
Malone.

EDDIE SCHNITZER JOINS

EDUCATIONMORLDWIDE
(Continued from Page 1)

and upstate New York, will take
charge of both feature and short
sales under Joe Goldberg. Dave
Rosengarten, associated with Green
blatt, is also leaving the Educa-
tional interests. Joe Lee, in charge
of New Jersey sales for Fox, will
add Schnitzer's territory to his du-
ties, working under Manager Harry
Buxbaum.

Bill Keyes Builds Goodwill
Through Radio Broadcasts
Advantages of regular radio

broadcasts to build good-will with
various women's and parent-teacher
organizations was stressed by Bill
Keyes, operator of the Victory at
Dayton, in an interview in New
York yesterday. Keyes. in a weekly
broadcast over station WXMK, pre-
views his forthcoming pictures,
gives personality stories on stars
and answers fan questions.

BANCROFT'S NEXT
"Lady and Gent"' has been se-

lected as the release title of the-
George Bancroft picture being pro-
duced by Paramount under the ten-
tative title, "The Challenger." -

SIX VERSIONS ON SHORTS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Six language versions

will be made of the 20 three-reelers
planned by Sol Lesser, head of Prin-
cipal. They will be in English, Span-
ish, French, German, Italian and
Scandinavian. One of the subjects,
"Island of Perils," is finished.

AIDS BONUS MARCHERS
Akron, 0.—Ten per cent of the

daily gross receipts at the State is

being contributed to the Bonus
Marchers. The house has added
stage shows for the summer.

8 MICKEY MOUSE CLUBS
Chicago — Eight Essaness houses

the Vogue, Devon, North Center,
Byrd, Logan, Crawford, Biograph
and Davis, now have Mickey Mouse
clubs, sponsored by Sears, Roebuck
& Co.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

"Five hundred Chinese, the largest

number ot Orientals ever to be col-
lected in one picture, will be employed
in Columbia's 'War Correspondent,'
which has as its locale the Sino-
Japanese war."

—Columbia.
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THREE MiyOR CIRCUITS

AGAINST ADMISSION CUTS

(Continued from Page 1)

tive circuits. The three executives

are said to be of the unanimous
opinion that slashing of prices

would be inadvisable.

4 All-Star Features
On Mayfair Program

' (Continued from/Page 1)

^Chinatown Sleeps," ^'Red Heads vs.

Blondes," "When A Marine Sees

Red,' '^Wicked Wings," < "Malay
Nights," /"Where There's SmoTce,"

^"Behind Jury Doors," /TSTight Cab,"

C/*Hot Pages," ^"The Open Switch,"

^Phantom Fingers," "Midnight
"Warning," "^'Dance Hall Hostess,"

^'The Riot Squad,'* "Visiting Nurse,"
, >'Revenge at Monte Carlo," and
"Brothers of the Road."
George W. Weeks is president of

Mayfair, with Claude MacGowan as

^executive vice president and general

manager, and Clifford P. Broughton
vice-president in charge of produc-

tion.

FREE PARK MOVIES
Youngstown, 0. — Idora Park,

largest am.usement resort in this

section, is offering free movies this

summer as an added draw, and the

innovation already has done much
to help attendance.

RKO CIRCUIT CLOSING TWO
RKO is closing the Granada, South

Bend, Ind., and the Strand, Madi-
son, Wis., on account of shortage of

product.

VICTORY SCALE RAISED
Providence—An increase from 30

to 35 cents has been decided upon
by RKO for the Victory. Consider-

able independent picture product
will be booked into the house.

FLORIDA SCENARIO CONTEST
Tampa—Trenton C. Collins, chair-

man of Governor Carlton's Commit-
tee for Development of Florida's Mo-
tion Picture Industry, is conducting
a contest for a scenario with a

Florida locale, historical or other-

wise. Prize is $100 and the contest

closes Sept. 1.

COMING & GOING

DAN MICHALOVE and JACOB WILK
returned yesterday from Chicago, where they
attended the Warner-First National district
sales meeting, at which the first screening was
held of two of the Vitaphone Technicolor
shorts made on the coast by Sam Sax.
RALPH- STAUB will sail from New York

next week for Central and South America
to make scenes for a series of Walter Put-
ter "Travelaughs."
LEE TRACY arrived in New York yester-

day from the Coast.
BILL KEYES of Dayton is in New York

on Imsiness.

LOUIS B. MAYER, who has gone to
Chicago to attend the Republican national
convention, will go on to the coast when the
sessions are finished.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy

Cleveland—Frank Gross, owner of

the Grand, has taken over the Cedar
from Harry Horwitz and will open
it at once.

Dillon, N. C—B. B. Benfield will

soon open the Broadway, a new the-

ater.

Concord, N. C—J. U. McCormick
has reopened the Roxie which has
been closed for some time.

Lenore, Kan.—John Henry Schief-
erecke, who operated the Opera
House for nine years, and theaters
in Dresden and Jennings, Kan., died
recently in a Topeka hospital.

Kansas City— Barney Dubinsky
has again become district manager
for Publix-Dubinsky, supervising
houses outside of Kansas City. W.
W. Dailard, advertising and pub-
licity director, has had the duties of
city manager of the Newman, Lib-
erty, Royal and Regent added to his
present job.

Seymour, Conn.—The Strand, only
theater in the town, has been closed
for the summer by E. H. Rolston.

Revere, Mass.—Shelton Doane is

resident manager of the new Boule-
vard, operated by Edward Ansin
and Harold Stoneman. The old Cres-
cent Gardens has gone out of ex-
istence.

Chicago — The Lawndale, West
End house which has been playing
Jewish stock, has changed its policy
to pictures.

Chicago—Offices of Columbia Pic-
tures are undergoing extensive re-
modeling and when completed will
be among the finest film offices in
town.

Louisville—^The Rialto has sup-
plemented its pictures with vaude-
ville.

Cleveland— Lee Burger has re-
signed as manager of the Jewell to
become part owner and manager of
the State, Uhrichsville, 0. E. A.
McAuliffe formerly managed the
house.

Chicago—Irving Lipnick, formerly
manager of the Byrd, is now with
Filmack Trailer as salesman.

Truckee, Cal.—With W. G. Cooke,
Jr., as manager, the Truckee has
opened.

Detroit — Hollywood Theatrical
Printing Co. has been taken over
by Anna Haber from Arthur Baehr,
who formerly ran the Crystal and
Senate theaters.

Champaign, 111. — The Orpheum
has closed for the summer and will

reopen in September.

Willits, Cal.—Mrs. Edna Berg has
sold the Majestic to the Willits The-
ater, Inc., owned by A. G. Conquest
and Viola Langer.

Sparks, Nev.—J. A. McCarthy has
purchased the Sparks from George
Cooke.

Detroit — Operating company of

the Ferry Field Theater, large west
side house, has been incorporated
under Michigan laws. Officers are
Laura London, Burton London, and
Clance Stepke.

Chicago—N a t h a n Rotenburg,
formerly manager of the Devon,
Essaness house, is now managing the
Howard.

Daytona Beach, Fla.—A reduction
in prices to 10-25-35 has been an-
nounced for the local Sparks the-
aters, the Empire, Florida and Lyric.

Huron, S. D.—The New State is

being opened by Bradley & Shaw.

Minneapolis — Exchanges report
the closing of the Community at
Arlington, Majestic at Ellsworth,
Rex at Tower and State at Moun-
tain Lake.

Alliance, O.—Warner's Morrison
largest house here, has reduced ad-
missions at matinees to 15 cents and
nights to 25 cents, a dime for chil-

dren at all times.

Hillsboro, Wis.—The Royal, form-
erly the Midget, is now being op-
erated by H. R. Knower. It was
formerly conducted by M. E. Mit-
chell.

Cleveland — A. E. Ptak will in-

augurate a three-day weekly policy
of German films at the Lyceum
starting June 21.

Norwalk, O.—C. 0. Frederick has
closed the Linwood Square for the
summer.

Canton, O.—First week of reduced
prices at Warner Palace saw busi-
ness much improved, according to
George Riester, local Warner man-
ager. Loew's across the street con-
tinues to charge 40 cents top.

Wisconsin Dells, Wis.—The Mis-
sion is now being operated by
Frank Fischer.

Story City, la.—E. A. Rhoades has
sold the Grand to J. G. Pierce of

Denison.

KAPLAN UNION IN DRIVE

TO

(Continued from Page 1)

pleas of their families, have volun-
tarily assessed themselves to con- |7

duct the campaign, which will start _

tomorrow with a series of news-
paper ads. Membership of the
union is 1,300.

(

Two New Units Plan
Production in Spain

Madrid—Two new Spanish com-
panies plan to launch production in

the near future. One, E studios Cin-
ema Espanol, headed by Count
Vallelano, former Madrid mayor,
is building a cinema city at Aran-
juez. Another, headed by Jacinto
Benevente, noted author, and called

Cinematografia Espanola Americana
Autores Asociados, is now raising

capital. A third unit already is

making travel films and a weekly
newsreel.

SECOND WARNER WESTERN
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Leon Schlesinger's

second western for Warner Bros.,

tentatively titled "The Lawless
Trail," will go into production about
June 27, with John Wayne as the
star. Tenny Wright will direct. The
story was written by Marion Jack-
son.

"Ride Him, Cowboy," first of the
series, was recently completed. The
cast included John Wayne, H. B.
Walthall, Ruth Hall, Harry Gribbon.
Charles Sellon, Otis Harlan and
Frank Hagney. It was directed by
Fred Allen, with Ted McCord doing
the camera work. William Clemens
edited the picture.

Sid Rogell is associate producer
of the series.

\

BOOKING RADIO ACTS
Cleveland — M. A. Lebensburger,

theater broker, has expended his
activities and is now booking popu-
lar radio acts into theaters of
northern Ohio.

IOWA HOUSE REBUILT
Ida Grove, la. — The King has

been completely rebuilt since it was
destroyed by fire May 12 and is

ready for its opening June 15. Harry
Day is manager.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Standard Ticket Register Corp., F. C.

Walker, 1600 Broadway. $10,000.
Meco Theaters Corp., F. C. Walker, 1600

Broadway. $10,000.
Rockland Producing Co., Nyack; theatrical

business. Universal Charter Co., 11 West
42nd St., Manhattan. $2,500.

NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
Monmouth County Players, Inc., Jersey

City ; theaters. Registrar and Transfer Co.,

Jersey City. 200 shares common.
Garden Pier Co. of Atlantic City, Camden;

amusement places. New Jersey Corp. Guar-
antee & Trust Co., Camden. $2,000.
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RKO Studio Overhead Reduced $50,000 Weekly

CIVIC GiUP FINDS 240IORTHY' FILMSWlS YEAR

Aylcsworth's Hollywood Talk Sets Industry Agog
P'ilm and Banking Circles

Buzzing Over Coast
Head's Interview

Broadway film circles and the

anes of film finance buzzed with
imazement yesterday upon reading
. United Press dispatch from Holly-
wood in which Merlin H. Aylesworth,
jresident of RKO and NBC, was
(uoted as saying that "the billion-

loilar motion picture industry faces

)ankruptcy in 90 days unless
Irastic measures are introduced,"
nd that "the first company that

{Continued on Page 6)

HERRELEASESCHEDULE

REVISED TO SEPTEMBER 10

Having already completed enough
eatures to permit weekly release

f a picture each week up to Dec. 31,

Varner Bros, has revised its gen-
ral release schedule up to and in-

(Continued on Page 6)

Merian Cooper Named
Assistant to Selznick

Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Merian C. Cooper has

leen appointed executive assistant

David O. Selznick, executive vice-

resident in charge of RKO produc-
ion. Pandro Berman continues as

eiznick's production assistant, but

nil concentrate on editorial work.
",harles Sullivan will remain as

usiness assistant, specializing on
nter-studio contacts and negotiating

vith new people.

Prize for Long-Distance Exhib Golfer

A special prize will be awarded to the exhibitor who comes the longest

distance to the Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tournament to be held June 22

at the Fenimore Golf and Country Club, White Plains, the committee an-

nounces. No hint is given out as to just what the prize will be, but rumor

has it that it'll be worth a long trip.

Contracts Specifying B. O.Scale
Accepted by Chicago Exhibitors

Rosengarten, Greenblatt
Will Handle 36 Features
Invincible Pictures, the new in-

dependent exchange formed by Dave
Rosengarten in association with Ar-
thur Greenblatt, will handle 36 fea-
tures for 1932-33. The exchange will

(Continued on Page 6)

Chicago — New contracts being

used by local film exchanges, speci-

fying the admission price to be

charged by the theaters, are being

accepted without argument by prac-

tically every exhibitor to whom they
have been submitted thus far, a

(Continued on Page 6)

N. J. Indies Will Cut Admissions

New Sprinkler System

Being Tested by W. E.

A new fire sprinkler system, developed by
/estern Electric and to be handled by Gar-
ison, will be demonstrated at the Scarsdale
re station tomorrow night. Water is auto-
latically released when the temperature of a

heater auditorium or other room reaches a

ertain degree.

General policy of New Jersey in-

dependent exhibitors in adjusting

themselves to the situation caused by
the federal admission tax will be to

reduce prices. Matter was discussed

at the Allied New Jersey unit meet-

ing yesterday afternoon.

Sol Edwards Appointed
Assistant to Skirball

Sol Edwards, who has been han-
dling circuit deals for World Wide,
has been appointed assistant sales

manager of Educational. He will

work with Jack Skirball, general
sales manager.

Selznick Reports $50,000 Cut
In Weekly Nut of RKO Studios

Herb Given Affiliates

With Neufeld in Philly
Philadelphia—Herb Given, at one

time district manager for Para-
mount, has become associated with
Oscar Neufeld's exchange, Success
Pictures, Inc., in an executive ca-

pacity. Neufeld says he looks for-

ward to a much improved summer
business and bigger things in the
fall.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Operating expenses

at the RKO studios have been cut

$50,000 weekly in recent months,

according to a report made by David

0. Selznick, executive vice-president

in charge of production, to Merlin
H. Aylesworth, president, on the lat-

ter's arrival here. Aylesworth ex-

pressed full confidence in Selznick's

ability.

Women's Federation Sees
More Wholesome Fare

on the Increase
There are from 15 to 20 "decidedly

worth while" feature releases a
month, or about 240 a year, accord-
ing to the motion picture review
pamphlet issued monthly by the
General Federation of Women's
Clubs. The June issue of this pub-

(Continued on Page "i)

50^0 ofTTsales

on percentage basis

Fifty percent of current Western
Electric reproducing equipment sales

are now on a percentage basis, C
W. Bunn, general sales manager for

Electrical Research Products, said

yesterday. Both new and repos-

sessed apparatus are being mark-
eted under this policy.

RCA Photophone has no inten-

tions of selling equipment on per-

centage, 0. O. Hey], general sales

manager, told The Film Daily yes-

terday.

Underwood and Ezell Get
Monogram S.W. Franchise

Franchise to handle Monogram
Pictures product in Texas, Okla-
homa and Arkansas has been ac-

*

quired by William G. Underwood
and Claude C. Ezell, who have
opened a new independent exchange
in Dallas with branches in Little

Rock and Oklahoma City.

U. A. Gives Mickey Mouse

48-Page Campaign Book

What is considered about the most extensive
campaign ever put behind single-reelers is be-
ing launched by United Artists on the "Mickey
Mouse" and "Silly Symphony" shorts which the
company starts selling this week and will start

distributing next month. A 48-page campaign
book has been prepared and is being mailed
to about 15,000 exhibitors. Backbone of the
campaign is a tieup with 28 large national
manufacturers of Mickey Mouse articles, sold

through 170,000 stores, thus insuring coverage
in every city and hamlet.
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HEAD W. W. STORY DEPT
Katharine Hilliker and Capt. H. H

Caldwell, scenario writers, have been

signed to take charge of World

Wide Pictures' story department.

Miss Hilliker and Capt. Caldwell

leave Saturday for the coast, where

they will assume their new duties

immediately.

«v«w«v#«
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C. C. PettiJohn Attending

Indiana Democratic Meet
Cnarles C. Pettijohn will attend

the Indiana State Democratic con-

vention in Indianapolis on June 22.

He will then go to Chicago to be

present at the national Democratic
convention.

ROXY HOLDING FRIARS SHOW
The Roxy is holding over its cur-

rent stage show put on by the

Friars. Feature, however, will be

changed, with "Week Ends Only,"

Fox picture, coming in Friday.

PARIS OPERATORS ORGANIZE
Paris—Motion picture machine op-

erators here have formed an organi-

zation known as the Association

Amicale des Operateurs de Projec-

tion Sonore, with headquarters at 43

Rue Saint Lazare. M. Bauche is

president.

ITALIANS FIGHT GANG FILM
Boston—Declaring that it reflects

discredit on their race, the Massa-
chusetts Grand Council of the Order
of the Sons of Italy in America is

planning to ask the mayors of all

cities in the state, and probably
Gov. Ely, to ban further showings
of "Scarface."

MARKETING NEW GENERATOR
A new generator, specially-de-

signed for picture houses, is being
developed by J. E. Robin. Formal
announcement of the character of

the equipment will be made within
a few days.

BARTHELMESS PLANS TRIP
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Richard Barthelmess.

who has just completed "The Cabin
in the Cotton" for First National
plans a visit to Germany, Scandina-
via and Russia for his summer vaca-
tion. He intends to sail late this

month.

$1.5,000 CHICAGO FIRE
Chicago—Fire of unknown origin

did approximately $15,000 damage
to the Nortown at 6320 N. Western
Ave. House was unoccupied at the
time.

SOVIET NEGRO FILM
About 20 Negroes, including ac-

tors, writers, students and workers,
will sail on the Bremen tonight en
route to Moscow, where they are to
appear in a Soviet picture dealing
with Negro life in the U. S.

INA CLAIRE QUITS FILMS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Ina Claire announced
yesterday that she had severed her
contract with Samuel Goldwyn by
mutual consent and would return to
the stage.

NEW YORK ALLIED MEET
The recently-formed Allied unit

in New York state will meet to-
morrow to further organization
plan.s. Session will be held at New-
burgh.

Composers Want to Deal

Direct with Exhibitors
Society of Composers, Authors

and Publishers is opposed to the

Sirovich copyright bill because the

organization wants to deal directly

with exhibitors in the matter of a

seat tax, declared John Gregg Paine

yesterday. If the measure is

amended, as proposed, theaters will

pay only one music tax in the form
of a recording charge, which will

automatically carry reproduction

rights.

"Unless we deal directly with the-

aters," said Paine, "we have no
jurisdiction over the amount fixed

for them to pay and are likely to

be blamed for the size of the assess-

ment required by producers."
The Sirovich bill, when it came up

for hearing in the House of Repre-
sentatives on May 24, was referred

back to the Patents Committee for

clarification and is considered dead
for this session.

•MWin illMWWW IIHIWMWUglHto:

RKO GETS STORY OPTION
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—RKO has obtained an
option on Louis Barretto's novel,
"The Indiscreet Years."

RKO CLOSES WITH HUFFMAN
Contracts will be signed today by

Harold B. Franklin and Harry Huff-
man, whereby the RKO Orpheum
and Huffman's Alladin, Rialto and
Tabor in Denver are pooled. The
operation of the four theaters will

be under the supervision of Huff-
man.

30% OF G.T.E. NOTES IN
Approximately 30 per cent of the

$29,554,000 principal amount of Gen-
eral Theaters Equipment debentures
have been deposited with the City
Bank Farmers Trust Co., depositary,
it is announced by the consolidated
protective committee in a letter to

debenture holders urging the neces-
sity of immediate deposit of the
notes in order to pave the way for
reorganization of the company's
affairs.

COLUMBIA SIGNS WRITERS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Columbia has re-

newed its options on two writers.
Frank Cavett and E. D. Roberts.
They are adapting Fannie Hurst's
story, "East of Fifth Avenue."

PEGGY SANTRY IN SHORTS
Peggy Santry, radio interviewer

of celebs, is working in a series of
Vitaphone shorts titled "Inklings."
First of the group is "Catherine the
Great."

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
Stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.
Phone: BRyant 9-5543

"Shoot Pictures in N. Y. City"
Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film
and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices 6 Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

THE INDUSTRy'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Mil.
waukee.

Today
: Testimonial dinner to Louis "Pop"

Korson, Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, PhiU'
delphia. 7 P. M.

June 18: Columbia's annual outing, Rock-
hill Lodge, Lake Mohegan, near Peeks-
kill, N. Y.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains. N. Y.

June 20-21: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting. New York.

June 20-21 : Warner-First National sales
meeting, Los Angeles.

June 22-24 : Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting of

Allied States Ass'n board of directors,

St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 23-24: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting. Chicago.

June 26-27: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN BACK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charlie Chaplin, who

landed Monday in Vancouver on his

return from the Orient, is expected

here today. Chaplin told reporters

at the dock that upon his arrival in

Hollywood he would start prepara

tions for another silent picture.

NOW AVAILABLE
Services Of An Experienced

PUBLICITY MAN
Twelve years in the industry writing
newspaper and film journal publicity,

preparing press books, handling short

subjects, advertising and publicity, etc.,

with background of trained newspaper
and film journal work.

Box 932 FILM DAILY

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

FOR LEASE
PRIVATE
PROJECTION ROOM

WITH EXECUTIVE OFFICES

YOUR OWN LITTLE THEATRE
RIGHT IN TIMES SQUARE

This private projection room at an amazingly

low annual rental.

2100 square feet, including operator's booth

and private office.

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

0. D. & H. V. DIKE
Agents on the Premises

220 West 42nd St. Phone—Wisconsin 7-6940



WHOM WILL THEY
NOMINATE?

America is guessing about the outcome of the great national

political conventions— ^^(ir

AGAIN
•11^1932*33

-^

LEO of M G M
HE KEPT
US OUT
OP fhe RED

In the motion picture business there's no guess-work! Leo of M-G-M, on

the basis of his record, will be nominated to lead the industry again in

1932-33. yfJaic}i for his platform!



ACKED UP WITH THE GF

EVER PREPARED ON ANY SB

A MOUSE-TO-MOUSE
CANVASS REVEALS
THESE FACTS—

i. Every man, woman and child in this country

has seen MICKEY MOUSE and SILLY SYM^
PHONIES on an average of at least ten times,

figures showing an estimated attendance of

ONE BILLION FIVE HUNDRED MILLION
PEOPLE TO DATE.

2. MICKEY MOUSE CLUBS, now total ONE
THOUSAND with TWO THOUSAND
MORE TO BE ADDED THIS YEAR. Over
a MILLION children are now active members

with TWO MILLION more waiting to join.

o. Millions upon millions of lines of publicity

have appeared in magazines and newspapers-

The MICKEY MOUSE and SILLY SYM-
PHONY COMIC STRIPS are now running

in hundreds of newspapers daily.

4. Fan mail received by MICKEY and WALT
DISNEY averages 800,000 letters a year. Popular

songs about MICKEY are reaching millions over

the air and his name is plugged continually by

columnists and performers on the stage.

O. No wonder exhibitors are advertisingMICKEY
MOUSE and SILLY SYMPHONIES on their

marquees, in their lobbies, in their ads, EQUALLY
with the feature (and in many instances OVER
the feature), for every live showman KNOWS
their tremendous box-office power.

I

FREE! Watch out for

forward to every exhibitoi

complete, ready to put

REMEMBER! WE HANDLE NO OTHER SHi

PICTURES TO GET THIS SERIES OF



lTest exploitation campaign

fS'-HAIL! THE WALT DISNEY

MICKEY MOUSE
nd

SiaY SYMPHONIB

•page campaign book now going

;a! A thousand stunts and tie-ups,

y to make money for YOU 1

In buying the JxCW series, you get not only the pictures

themselves, great as they are, but in addition, a tremen-

dous exploitation campaign, tying in with twenty-six

manufacturers serving 200,000 stores, giving you thou-

sands of window displays and cooperative newspaper

ads at no cost to yourself.

Series for the season ig32-jj Now Booking

APPLICATIONS WILL BE CONSIDERED in the ORDER

OF THEIR RECEIPT! FIRST RELEASE JULY 15th!

UNITED
AMISTS

S! YOU DON'T HAVE TO BUY ANY OTHER

MICKEY MOUSE AND 15 SILLY SYMPHONIES



240 WORTHY FILMS AYEAR

roOND BYWOMEN'S CLUBS

(Continued from Page I)

lication has 21 pictures on its

"Selected List." Commenting on the

subject, Mrs. Ambrose N. Diehl,

chairman of the group, says:

"It is significant of the production progress

made that among the pictures released each

month we can select with little effort from

fifteen to twenty that are decidedly worth-

while. Clean comedy, simple romance and

good westerns are on the increase and the

family will watch with interest for 'Rebecca

of Sunnybrook Farm,' for Harold Lloyd'E

first picture in two years, 'Movie Crazy,' for

'Srailin' Thru,' for 'The First Year,' for

'Down to Earth' with Will Rogers—and
others that promise equally enjoyable enter-

tainment."

PAILV Wednesday, June 15, 1932

Chicago Exhibs Concede
B. O. Clause in Contracts

(Continued from Page 1)

checkup along film row indicates.

The change in the contract is the af-

termath of the recent suit in which

a cut-rate theater sued the distrib-

uting company for refusing to fur-

nish films to the house unless a

certain admission scale was charged.

Rosengarten, Greenblatt
Will Handle 36 Features

(Continued from Page 1)

operate in the metropolitan terri-

tory. Henry Horowitz is secretary.
Offices are being opened at the Film
Center Building. Rosengarten and
Greenblatt have just resigned from
the Educational organization.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

IN THE HEART OF

HOLLYWOOD

HOLLYWOOD'S most convenient hotel.
Next to famous studios, theatres, cafes

and shops. .ten minutes from Kolf courses,
bridle paths, etc.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-
nished, with restful beds, glistening tile
baths and showers, excellent service and
cuisine, convenient parking—every modern
convenience for your comfort.

European plan. $2 50 and up, single.
$3. 50 up. double. $4.50 up. twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Look for the "Doorway of Hospilatily"

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
VINE ST. AT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD
GEORGE BRENT and Ann Dvorak will head

the cast of Warner's "20,000 Years in

Sing Sing", the Warden Lewis E. Lawes story
soon to go in work. Courtenay Terrett and
Robert Lord adapted it, and the cast also will
include Arthur Byron, Warren Hymer and
Hardie Albright.

« * •

Rita Owin, Tyler Brooke and Herbert Mundin
are additions to Paramount's "Love Me To-
night", starring Maurice Chevalier.

« * *

Eddie Marin, who was formerly with First
National, Fox and Paramount, is now with
Tiffany.

* * *

Arthur Ellis, veteran film editor, who cut
"Wayward" and "The Misleading Lady," at the
Paramount New York studios, has arrived on the
Coast. He has also done film editing in Pans
and London.

* * *

Harry McKee won the seventh annual motion
picture tennis tournament by defeating Martin
Cornica. Bobe Koke and Oliver H. P. Garrett
captured the doubles title, winning in straight
sets from David Butler and Cornica. Koke and
Mrs. Rosson won the mixed doubles, winning
from Garrett and Mrs. Garrett. Prizes were
donated by Warner Baxter, Richard Dix and
Fred Niblo.

* * «

Alan Mowbray acted as master of ceremonies
at the bankers dinner tendered Governor Rolph
at the Biltmore Hotel,

Aben Kandel, whose book, "Rabbi Burns"
has attracted much attention and who, with
Irving Caesar, wrote the adaptation of "Wonder
Bar," Al Jolson's stage vehicle, has joined
the Columbia scenario staff.

Mitzi Green is contemplating a trip to

Europe. Many requests from Continental book-
ing offices, offering her an attractive salary,

is the reason. WorK on "Little Orphan Annie,
her first starring picture, is scheduled for

September.
« 4 *

Harold Lewis, Paramount recording engineer,
having completed the sound work on "Merrily
We Go to Hell," has been assigned to do the
recording on "Riddle Me This."

* * *

Our Passing Show: Walter Wanger, Jesse

Lasky, Lewis J. Selznick, Constance Bennett,
Henry Henigson, Merian C. Cooper, William A
Seiter, David Rollins at the preview of "What
Price Hollywood" at

,
the Criterion, Santa

Monica; Ben Schwalb and E. M. James char-
ting at the Hollywood Plaza.

* * •

Ray June, ace cameraman, who handled the
photography on "Arrowsmith," is doing the
camera work on "Blonde Venus," starring Mar-
lene Dietrich.

* # «

Vinton Vernon, who did the sound recording

on "Palmy Days" and "Tonight or Never." has
been assigned to handle the sound on Eddie
Cantor's next picture, "The Kid from Spain."

* • •

James McNally, manager of the Publix, Char-
lotte, North Carolina, an independent theater,

is visiting the studios.
* « *

Attorney E, M James, formerly a member of

the Paramount legal department in New YorK,

is visiting in Hollywood
* * *

B. C. "Babe" Stafford, Mack Sennett's youth-
ful director, has just completed "Scared Stiff,"

featuring Franklyn Pangborn. His most re-

cent assignments were "Heavens, My Husband,"
"Half a Holiday" and "Lobster King."

"HIRSEKORN GREIFT EIN"
("Hirsekorn Bufts In")

(In German)
Capitol Film Exchange 85 mins.

CLEVER LIGHT COMEDY ROMANCE
WITH CHARLOTTE SUSA MAKES BIG
HIT WITH GERMAN AUDIENCE.

Here is a very clever comedy filled with

the light and gay atmosphere so typical of

this type of German production. It is a

product of the Bernauer-Oesterreicher-Film,

and has been capably directed and acted,

with a very competent cast. Charlotte Susa

as the star shares honors with Felix Bres-

sart, the long-nosed comedian. The latter

is in evidence most of the time, and keeps
the fun popping with his droll antics and
fine comedy sense. Miss Susa is charming,

and gets over a sparkling and romantic

performance. Bressart loses his job with

a band of strolling players because of his

dumbness, and gets himself hired as Miss
Susa's chauffeur. Her novel about factory

life brings her in contact with Rolf von
Goth as foreman of a factory. From this

point the complications are many and quite

comical, mixed with some deft romantic
touches in a lighter vein. The comic is

instrumental in patching up a quarrel be-

tween the foreman and the lady novelist.

Strong summer attraction, but only for

German audiences, for there are no English

titles.

Cast: Charlotte Susa, Felix Bressart, Rolf

von Goth, Rosa ValettI, Truus van Aalten,

Albert Paulig, Carl Zeske, Annie Rosar
Paul Bresig, Walter Jura, Richard Walde
mar.

Director, Rudolf Bernauer; Author, same;
Adaptor, Rudolf Oesterreicher; Dialoguer
same; Editor, Andrew Marton; Cameraman.
Ewald Daub.

Direction, very good. Photography, okay.

"LE ROI DES RESQUILLEURS"
("The King of Gate Crashers")

(In French)

Protex Distrib Corp. 85 mins.

DELIGHTFUL MUSICAL COMEDY
WITH FINE COMEDY WORK OF

GEORGES MILTON MAKING IT ONE
LONG LAUGH.

A product of Pathe-Natan studios, here

is a delightful light comedy done in that

spontaneous and carefree Parisian manner
that Hollywood has never been able to

emulate. Georges Natan, the famous comic
of the Parisian music halls, is the entire

show, and is in evidence practically all the

time. He has the role of a street singer

with a penchant as a gate crasher at all

the big sporting events in the French cap-

ital. First he busts into a boxing bout

and there makes the acquaintance of the

charming Lulu. He constantly displays an

infectious brand of nerve that is as de-

lightful as it is amusing, bringing the laughs

with practically everything he does. Later

he crashes a bike race, and finally a rugby

match between England and France. Mis-
taken for a French team player, he suc-

ceeds in saving the game by a fluke, and
is acclaimed a national hero. He wins the

girl, finishing with an engagement dinner

that is a riot of fun and song. Catchy tunes

sung by the comic help a lot. No English

dialogue.

Cast: Georges Milton, Pierre Nay, Kerny,
M. Garat, Mady Berry, Helene Perdrieres,

Helene Robert, Beretrot, Redel Sperger, Jim
Prat, Leon Bernstein,

Director, Piere Colombier; Authors, Piere

Colombier, Rene Pujol; Adaptors, same;
Dialoguers, same; Cameraman, not listed.

Direction, clever. Photography, good.

AYLESWORTH'S PREDICTION'

SETS FILM INDUSTRY AGOC
(Continued from Page 1)

sacrifices its pride and applies for
receivership will find every other
major studio following suit." The
story also quoted Aylesworth as
saying:

"Ridiculously laige salaries to stars and ex-
ecutives have sapped the strength of film com-
panies, but receiverships would repudiate
many of these contracts.

'"The industry is facing the economic fact
that attendance has fallen from 10,000,000 a

day in 1928 to 6,000,000 a day for the first

four months of 1932." the executive said.

"Film companies are not as independent as
they would like to think. I would say they
are interdependent, and if one goes to the
wall, they all will.

"Bankers don't understand our problems.
They don't realize exhibitors must keep open.

"Producers own too many theaters, there
is too much overhead and too little real co-
iperation among companies. All this will
'nave to be straightened out if the movie-.
~re to be drawn from the red ink side of
the ledger. And it will have to happen soon."

Eastern film and banking men ex-
pressed themselves frankly puzzled
iver the purpose and intent of such
a far-reaching prediction. Some
suggested that perhaps Aylesworth
had been incorrectly quoted. In the
banking district it was held that
the position of the film industry, in

-jeneral, is no worse than the ma-
iority of other industries at this
time, and that it has no problems
which cannot be overcome by keen
^tudy and hard work.

COMING & GOING

NED DEPINET and JULES LEVY are

in Montreal and will return to New York
Friday.
REGINALD SMITH, managing director

of P.D.C. Ltd., London, sails today on the

Majestic for New York. He is scheduled to

.irrive Tune 21.

EDDIE GOLDEN of Monogram will re

turn tomorrow from a two week tour of

exchanges.
KAY FRANCIS and her hushand, KEN-

NETH MacKENNA, arrive tonight from the
coast by airplane. After a few days in

New York they will sail for a trip abroad.
E. H. ALLEN, manager of the Educational

studios on the coast, left last night fojr Holly-
wood after a short stay in New York fol-

lowing a vacation in Europe.

Warner Release Schedule
Revised to September 10

(Continued from Page 1)

"luding the week of Sept. 10, as fol-

lows:
"The Tenderfoot," starring Joe E. Brown,

June 18; "Ixjve Is A Racket," starring

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., June 25; "The Dark
Horse." with Warren William, Guy Kibbee, I

;in(l Bette Davis, July 2; "Week-End Mar
|

riage." with Loretta Young, Norman Foster,
George Brent and Aline MacMahon, July 9;

"Winner Take All," starring James Cagncy,
July 16; "The Night Flower," .starring Bar-
'lara Stanwyck, July 23; "Miss Pinkerton."
Joan Blondell's first starring picture. July ,^0;

"Without Consent," with Chic Sale, Ann
Dvorak, David Manners and Noah Beery,
Aug. 6; "Jewel Robbery," starring William
Powell and Kay Francis, Aug. 13; "Crooner,"
with David Manners, Ann Dvorak. Ken Mur-
ray and (iuy Kibbee, Aug. 20; "Doctor X,"
with Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray, Preston
Fo-iter, Lee Tracy and John Wray, Aug. 27;
"Two Against "The World," starring Con-
stance Bennett. Sept. 3, and "Big City
Blues," with Joan Blondell, Eric Linden and
Guy Kibbee, Sept. 10.
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Seattle — Dave Gross, Warner-
First National franchise holder in

Juneau and Katchikan, Alaska, last

week visited Al Oxtoby, Warner
branch manager here, on his semi-
annual visit to the United States.

Detroit—The Madison, first large

downtown movie house, is to be re-

modeled for commercial purposes.

Chicago — "Grand Hotel" con-

tinues to play to turnaway business

at the Woods, where it is now in its

sixth week.

Chicago — Madeline Woods, pub-

licity director of Publix-Great States

Theaters, will again take the road

ahead of Gene Dennis, mental mar-

vel, when she completes her engage-

ments in local Balaban & Katz thea-

ters.

Chicago — "The Primrose Path,"

an old picture, is drawing packed

houses at the Loop-End, where it is

being shown to men only in connec-

tion with a sex lecture and sale of

sex book.

FRANK CAPRA ASSIGNED
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAlLf

Hollywood—Frank Capra has been
assigned to direct Columbia's "The
Bitter Tea of General Yen," in

whii!h Constance Cummings and
Anna May Wong will be featured.

IRENE DUNNE IN "13 WOMEN"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Irene Dunne has been

selected for the lead in "Thirteen

Women," Tiffany Thayer novel to

be directed by George Archainbaud
for RKO.

SPORT FILMS FOR RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—First picture dealing

with sports reporting is announced
by RKO. It is based on an original

by Jerry Horwin, and the story is

being prepared by Ben Markson and

Casey Robinson, who worked
together on the screen story of "Is

My Face Red?"

Millions in Goodwill
A total of 455 telegrams of felicita-

tions from exhibitors have been received

at the Warner-First National sales

meetings held this month, according to

A. W. Smith, executive in charge of

eastern and Canadian distribution. Some
200 wires were sent to the New York

meeting, and Smith estimates the mon-
etary value of the goodwill expressed

in these telegrams at $10,000,000. At

the Chicago meeting. Gradwell L. Sears

received 150 wires, while 105 came to

the New Orleans meet.

AIDNG™^
Ml

lALTO
PIIILM.DALY

NtW VORkL lOS ANGELES

• • • THE SPEECHES of the two guests at the Empey Club Lunch-

eon Forum developed into something resembling a study in contrasts

Frank Buck, the animal-collector, spoke on bringing the live ones back to

the Zoo S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel, the audience-collector, dwelt on

the problem of bringing the dead ones back to the Theayter from

where we sat after a quick mental survey of the present theater

situation it looks as if Mister Buck had more to show for his

efforts he at least can point to the animals IN the Zoo

• • • BUT AS Roxy pointed out you film gents can't catch

audiences with Pessimism he returned from his European trip to

find most of his old film playmates literally shrouded in Gloom

and that reaction is mysteriously conveyed to the public so that

in spite of all our ballyhoos and heigh-ho-folks-come-and-view-our-great-

picture-shows the great public just shrugs their shoulders and says

"No savvy" and our spacious and gorgeous theaters stand as silent

and deserted mausoleums in which folks refuse to be buried

dead or alive as Roxy viewed the sitooation our current

Pessimism has stifled the life-giving oxygen of Optimism and the

film biz has itself to blame in great part for being flat on its back

in a very anaemic condition crying feebly for a box-office blood-

transfusion

• • • THIS WAS the general sense of Roxy's remarks some

of which we now quote verbatim for he has a pungent way of ex-

pressing vital thoughts peculiarly his own

• • • "THE DEPRESSION for us will end as soon as we stop being

pessimistic Without institutionalism and idealism we cannot hope

to succeed This Industry once had a tradition—an institutional

foundation and when we went into our pessimistic panic, our

foundation was swept away from under us What we need is a

moratorium on this unwholesome gloom in which we are shrouded

Nothing has changed fundamentally in this industry The trials we

are experiencing now are recurrent we have had them before

we will probably have them again The Theater as an institution

will again find itself What we need is a dose of unadulterated guts

to get through No man ever delivered a knockout punch by pulling

it."

• • • IN INTRODUCING Frank Buck, the adventurer of "Bring 'Em

Back Alive" fame Louis Nizer said "While conceding that

Mr. Buck has faced many trying dangers, I believe that we who have re-

mained back home have experienced a closer margin of safety among the

bulls and bears than he has among the leopards and tigers." sure

we have but Mister Buck employed superior intelligence to outwit

the wild animals while we lambs were just the saps we always

are when playing around with bulls and bears but Frank

cheered us up with some thrilling tales of wild animal encounters

put over with a dynamic delivery and were here to state that his

King Cobra yarn is one of the most thrilling adventure stories ever told

« « « » » »

NEW BOOKS
On the Art and Business

of IsAotion Pictures

CAMERA SECRETS OF HOL-
LYWOOD, by Robert C. Bruce and
Pat Dowling. Camera Secrets Pub-
lishing Co., Metropolitan Studios,
Hollywood, Cal. $1.25.
Both professional cameramen and

amateur photographers will find this
book a most interesting and valu-
able part of their equipment. Though
it makes no pretense at being a text
book, it nevertheless sets down cer-
tain easily understood principles of
making good pictures, so that any-
one may understand and profit there-
by. For the amateur, the book and
its wealth of fine illustrations, will
be of particular help in showing how
to achieve clear pictures and the
most effective compositions. There
are chapters on exposure, set-up.
how to make pictures that "move,"
making films for profit, etc., etc. Of
particular value, also, is a long list

of "where to go—and when," giving
the principal rivers, mountains and
other landmarks of the country and
the time of the year when they are
at their best from the viewpoint of
the photographer. In addition to its

usefulness and the amount of pleas-
ure to be derived merely from a
study of its photographs, the text
matter is consistently entertaining
by reason of having been written in

the engaging style that is typical of
one who is fully conversant with his
subject. The book has a pho-
tographically illustrated paper cover,
but also comes with a leather cover
at $1.75.

JOY GIRL, by John V. A. Weaver.
Alfred A. Knopf, New York. $2.

John V. A. Weaver, who has done
some writing for the screen, puts
Hollywood on the pan in this trav-
esty on the film industry. Through
the medium of a story about a New
York girl who goes to the coast and
soon becomes a star, he hurls many
a blast at the movie capital and all

of its workers from presidents to

publicity men. Much of the censure
stuff lacks sincerity and misses its

humorous points.

UAPpyra'ucNS

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

June 15
Harry Gribbon R. Lee Hough

Sidnet D. Mitchell



A LIVELY BOLT OF SUMMER
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It's a» in t/ie picture,

I Mr. and Mrs. America.
"'

Youll want to shoot him,

hutyoucan'thelploving

, Mrs. Poster's little boy

\ Willie (the sap) and

you'll trickle out of the

-shouts IRENE THIRER in the

NewYork DAILY NEWS . . .

IS YOUR INK RED7... Well,

here's where Mrs. RKO-Radfo's Hollywood

children ankle up with anotherWailing Season

(Summer time to you) box-office forget-me-

not! The first real "Colyumnist" story, weeks

ahead of the field, while the critics go Ga-Ga

and get "that way" about it and box-offices

get their faces lifted!

"As spiced and sparkling as tomorrow's
gossip column . . . top-skill playing, crisp

wit, driving action, the tang of Broadway-
well, whatever comedy drama needs to

recommend it." —/V. Y. American

"A shrewd, witty and scathing portrait and
Mr. Cortex plays it to the hilt . . .

—New Yoric Times

"Star creates full-bodied character as news-

paper gentleman at the keyhole . . . they

handed him a rattling good story and he
knows what to do with an opportunity . . .

fast paced . . . entire cast is excellent."

—New Yorl< World-Telegram

...IT PAYS TO MIDDLE-AISLE

IT WITH RKO - RADIO 1 ...

IS MY FACE RED?
with RICARDO CORTEZ HELEN TWELVETREES
JILL ESMOND ARLINE JUDGE ROBERT ARMSTRONG

The above ij one of fhe many

sparkling pieces of newj-

paper advertising provided

for you in the press boofc.

Story by Ben Markson and AUen
^^^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^^^

VPMiam Setter, David O. Sc.z —AND COMING YET
RKo KADWPi^^jl^^^^^^ THIS SUMMER!

CONSTANCE BENNETT in the best pictureshe evermade andone of
the very best anybody ever made "WHAT PRICE HOLLYWOOD"
RICHARD DIX in a bold tale of daring and adventure "ROAR OF
THE DRAGON" with a glamorous new leading lady GWILI ANDRE
"BIRD OF PARADISE," King Vidor's monumental production; great-

R KO

DAVID O, SELZNICK.

Executive Producer
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Higher Film Prices Feared Under Kansas Ruling

ROXY THEATER CLOSINTFOR REORGANIZATION

U. A. to Make 20 If Right Stories Found~Lichtman

The Trend
, . » as we see it

=^ By jack Allcoate^^

„, We will probably
^tate j^Q^ Yiave an epidemic
Taxes of proposed State tax-

ation. Nineteen thirty-

two seems to be the silly season

for things of this sort. The
motion picture industry simply

cannot carry more load in the

way of taxes. Those in Wash-
ington who have intelligently

analyzed the situation know
this. It is none too early for

state organizations to prepare

for vicious legislation next
winter in their state legislatures.

The theaters of this country, com-
bined for protection and the saving

of their industry, carry tremendous
political power. This power should

not be withheld in emergencies of

this kind.
•

An internation-
Dynamic al journalist ask-

Nick Schenck ed us the other
day to what fac-

tor we attributed the outstanding

success of Nick Schenck in this field.

We answered it in three words.

Work. Work. Work. No executive

is in closer touch with even the most
minute details of his organization.

He personally views every first line

picture. He inspects his theaters

every week. He is at it morning,

noon and night. As an executive, he

is calm, understanding, considerate,

but determined. One hears very lit-

tle of Mr. Schenck. He prefers it

that way, for he dislikes publicity.

And that is the stuff of which great

leaders are made.
•

The reaction to the

Pooling proposed interchange of

of Stars stars seems to be en-

thusiastically favorable

all along the line. After all, in these
(Continued on Page 2)

New Program Not Being
Limited to Set

Number
Adoption of a new production

policy by United Artists whereby
the company will not limit itself to

any definite number of pictures, but
will be guided by suitable stories,

{Continued on Page 7)

SIX WEEKS or VAUDEVILLE

Jacksonville, Fla.—As a feeler to

ascertain public sentiment E. J.

Sparks, operator of 58 houses in

Florida, has contracted for six weeks
of vaudeville to be shown at his the-

aters in this city, Tampa, Ft. Pierce
and Orlando. Acts are being booked
out of New Orleans by Lancaster-
Tox. First unit opens here tomorrow

(Confiiiitcil on Pafic 7)

William N. Selig Plans
^ Return to Production

' ' Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
nollywood—William N. Selig, film

pioneer who still has a studio here,

is understood to be planning to re-

turn to the production field with a

series of features in which the dog

star, Arno, will be the main attrac-

tion.

Motion Denied

St. Louis—Admissions to the Muni-
cipal Opera in Forest Park this summer
have been exempted from the federal

tax because of a provision in the act

which specifies that no levy is to be
collected if the proceeds of the per-

formance inure to a "non-profit-making
organization." Upon learning about it.

several exhibs immediately applied for

exemption on the grounds that they,

too, are in the "non-profit-making"
class these days.

T

London — Increase in production
activities of Warner Bros, on thi?

side is in prospect, it is indicated by
Darryl F. Zanuck, Hollywood studio
executive, who is here on a tour of

inspection with Alfred E. Green and
John Adolfi, directors. The party
also visited Berlin, where produc
tion was started by Warner's owr
unit on a German version of "Thf
Crowd Roars." Heretofore a Ger-
man company has been making the

(Continued on Pane 6)

Big House Going Dark for

4 Weeks Due to Lack
of Strong Films

Inability to secure pictures of

sufficient strength to guarantee rea-

sonable box office returns, has
caused Harry G. Kosch, receiver for
the Roxy, to order the closing of

the theater June 23 for a period of

three or four weeks. During the
temporary closing the entire stagt
system will be revised and new
scenery and effects prepared for the

{Continued on Page 7)

MC-M upIldTn suit

OVER OLDjILM CONTRACT

Right of M-G-M to recover from
exhibitors under terms of this com-
pany's old form of contract, the
former standard exhibition agree-
nent, has been upheld by Judge

{Continued on Page 6)

Joseph K. Plunkett
Through at RKO July 9

Joseph K. Plunkett will end his

association with RKO July 9. ac-

cording to Harold B. Franklin, pres-

ident of RKO Theater Corp.

Fear Higher Prices for Films
Under Kansas Court Decision

50 Film Extra Girls

Joining Bonus March

We^t Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
HoMvwood—About 50 film extra girls now

"at liberty" are expected to join Hollywood's

Bonus Army when it starts for Washington, ac-

cording to Arthur Smith, commmder. The girls

will appear in road shows which the army plans

to give te earn its way across the continent.

Kansas City—Enforcement of th'

recent Kansas Supreme Court rulin'

that producers cannot sell picture?

until they have been passed by thr

state censor board is expected to re

suit in higher film prices, accordin?'

to local exchange officials, who re-

port that exhibitors as well as dis-

tributors have become quite con-
{ContiHucd en Page 6)

5 Andy Clyde Comedies
On New Educational List

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Andy Clyde will ap-

pear in nine two-reel comedies for

Educational next season. They will

be made at the Educational studios,

where E. H. Allen is in charge o'

production. Clyde has been appear
ng in shorts made by Mack Sen-

nett, who will produce for Para-

mount next season with Clyde also

announced as one of his stars.

Fowler Calls Directors

80 Per Cent Intelligent

West Nyack, N. Y.—Film directors in Holly-

wood are 80 per cent intelligent, as well as

efficient and hard working, according to Gene

Fowler, author of "The Great Mouthpiece" and

other screen works, who returned recently

from the coast and is visiting his former news-

paper associate, Ben Hecht, at the latter's home
here. But actors, aside from a few big stars,

says Fowler, are trampled upon and generally

scoffed at by producers, directors and authors

alike.
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Julian Johnson Named
Story Editor for Fox

West Coast Bureau of Tllli I'/I.M DAILY
Hollywood — Julian John.son, has

been named story editor for the
Fox Studios.

KI>KBEK JOINS "REPORTER"
C^hester C. Kleber, formerly with

Warner Bros., Pathe and other film

companies, has joined the "Holly-
wood Reporter" as Eastern advertis-
ing manager.

»*«W*»*«<»« *

New York
I ^40 Brotdw*;
BRyant 0-4712

Long ItUnd City
I Si CrMCtnt St
8TIUw«U 4-7940

Eastman Films

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

Chicago HollTwood
1727 Indiana At*. 4700 Santa Monica
CALumat SSflt BWd.

HOLlyTfood 4121

The Trend
, , * as we see it

(Continued from Page 1)

days the crying need is good pic-

tures. Anything to keep the stand-
ard up should be welcome. Far too

many stories have been ruined by
hurriedly dropping in a star simply
because he or she was idle. And
the same is true of stars having to

take a story because it was paid for
and on the schedule. Theoretically,
this star pooling plan looks oke.

We'll soon see how it works out in

practice.

Coast and Back in 4 Days
Planned by Arthur Loew
Arthur Loew and party, includ-

ing Henry Ginsberg, general man-
ager of the Hal Roach studios, and
William Melniker, general manager
for M-G-M in South America, were
scheduled to leave for the coast at
.3 A. M. today in Roach's plane, pil-

oted by Capt. Dickson. Loew and
Melnicker expect to set a record
by spending two days and three
nights in Hollywood and being back
in New York on Sunday.

Skouras Houses Passing
Ticket Tax on to Public

Policy of Skouras Bros, theaters
generally will be to pass the Fed-
ftral admission tax on to the pub-
lic, The Film Daily was told yes-

terday. In a few situations the cir-

cuit will absorb the levy.

In virtually every situation Pub-
lix will pass the assessment on to

natrons.

MYRON STARR FOR NEW POST
Myron Starr, booker at the War-

ner Bros. New York exchange, on
Monday joins the A. H. Schwartz
circuit in a similar capacity.

RECEIVER GRANTED FEES
St. Louis—Circuit Judge Albert

D. Nortoni has allowed the receiv-
'^rs for Skouras Brothers Enter-
nri'ses, Jesse Barrett and Walter H.
Nohl. fees for $2,000 e^ch for their
services since Nov. 24. Testimony at
1 recent hearing was that reason-
able comnen'sat'on for the receivers
would be $10,000 each.

GET NEW RKO CONTRACTS
IVr'l Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywoo:! — Rochelle Hudson.
Hai-riet Hagman and Julie Haydon
Hmvo been awarded new contracts by
RKO Radio Pictures. All are being
(jroomed for important roles.

FILM CURB AS MONTHLY
Tom Hamlin is converting his

wooklv. Film Curb, into a monthly,
boginn'ng July 1.

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Rpcordin? on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

Morris Goodman Heads
Mascot Foreign Dept.

Begining with "The Last of the

Mohicans," Mascot's first 1932-1933

release, every Mascot picture will

be distributed throughout all for-

eign countries directly by the com-
pany under the supervision of Mor-
ris Goodman. The Mascot program
for 1932-1933 includes four twelve-

episode serials and four feature
productions with Rin-Tin-Tin.

Hawks and Princess

Next at Forum Meet
Lieutenant Commander Frank M.

Hawks, noted flyer, who was trans-

ferred to his present Navy grade
from a captaincy in the Army fol-

lowing his recent accident in New
England, and Princess Alexandra
Kropotkin, international columnist

of Liberty Magazine, will be the

principal speakers at the tenth
weekly Motion Picture Club lun-

cheon forum next Tuesday.

John Stone Will Head
Fox Foreign Productions

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Stone, has been

appointed head of the Foreign Pro-
duction Department at the Fox
Studios.

JACK OAKIE TO TOUR
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack Oakie and Teddy

Hayes, who is training the star for

his role of a prize fighter in "Madi-
son Square Garden," which Charles

R. Rogers is to make for Paramount.
is working out plans for a personal

appearance tour in which Oakie will

fight several rounds with a partner
of local fighters. The tour is ex-

nected to materialize after the
'Garden" picture is made.

FIGHT FILMS AT GLOBE
William Gurden, attorney for the

receiver of the Globe, 46th Street and
Broadway, announces that he has
signed contracts for exclusive show-
ing of the Schmeling- Sharkey figh'^

pictures for an indefinite run at this

house.

NEW FAN MAG OUT JULY 7

Initial issue of Screen Weekly,
new fan magazine published by
Frederick James Smith, will appear
July 7.

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest

Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. ).

Phone: Market 2-4232

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.

THE INDUSTRyS
DATE BOOK

June 18: Columbia's annual outing. Rock-
hill Lodge, Lake Mohegan, near Peeks-
kill, N. Y.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club. White Plains, N. Y.

June 20-21: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting. New York.

June 20-21
: Warner-First National sales

meeting, Los Angeles.

June 22-24: Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting ol
Allied States Ass'n board of directors,
St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 23-24: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting. Chicago.

June 26-27: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo
ria, New York.

Paramount Shows First

Convention Newsreels
Paramount newsreel pictures of

the Republican Convention in Chi-
cago were shown in New York the-
aters Tuesday night as the result
of a flight through fog and rain by
Russell Boardman, trans-Atlantic
airman. Boardman left Chicago at

1:09 P. M. and arrived at Newark
Airport at 5:16 P.M. The pictures
were shown at the Rialto, Rivoli,

New York Paramount, Brooklyn
Paramount and Translux theaters a
few hours later.

ALVIN ADAMS QUITS PARA.
Alvin Adams, assistant advertis-

ing manager for Paramount, has
res^'gned. He completes his duties
on Saturday.

on.NEWYORK
• •• HOTEL* *•

PLYMOUTH
49^^ ST. EAST OF BROAOWAy

400 Rooms
all with Bath, Shower, Cir-

culating Ice Water, Radio.

Convenient to Business,

Shopping and Theatrical

Districts

In the Heart of the Motion
Picture Industry

Most Moderate Weekly Rates

DAILY

Single $2.50 - $3.00 - $3.50

Double $4.00 - $4.50 - $5.00

S. J. MITCHELL
Manager



Real News Reel Service!

IfNewsreel pictures of REPUBLICAN
NATIONAL CONVENTION shown on New
York Theatre Screens, Tuesday evening.

I| Plane, piloted by Russell Boardman, holder

world's long distance flight record, left

Chicago 1:09 Eastern Standard Time.

I| Arrived Newark airport 5:16 P. M.

I| Pictures on New York Screens few hours
later.

l| Shown in Chicago theatres early Tuesday.

f| Prints to theatres on West Coast 2:00 P. M.

Wednesday afternoon, (day following
convention.)

I| Rushed to all subscribers by air mail.

Paramouot's obligation to exhibitors does

not stop when you sign a contract. In shorts

as well as features! That's particularly true

of PARAMOUNT NEWS. Get the real news

—get it first—get it on the screens immediately

—present it entertainingly! That's the creed

of the far-flung PARAMOUNT NEWS organi-

zation. Real—News Reel Service, and how/

Paramount News
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Mayfair Pictures

LIGHTS THE WAY
J932
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20 MELODRAMAS
SPECIALS

SISTER TO JUDAS
HER RESALE VALUE
SOCIETY'S CHILDREN
VANISHING WOMEN

MELODRAMAS
REVENGE AT MONTE CARLO
WHEN CHINATOWN SLEEPS
WHEN A MARINE SEES RED
BROTHERS OF THE ROAD
RED HEADS VS. BLONDES
WHERE THERE'S SMOKE
DANCE HALL HOSTESS
MIDNIGHT WARNING
BEHIND JURY DOORS
PHANTOM FINGERS
THE OPEN SWITCH
VELVET VULTURES
THE RIOT SQUAD
HER MAD NIGHT
WICKED WINGS
MALAY NIGHTS
VISITING NURSE
HEART PUNCH

HOT PAGES
NIGHT CAB
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"WE PROMISE ONLY
WHAT WE WILL DELIVER

WITH EVERY THOQggrQl
DELIVERING MORE THAN WE

"^ PROMISE"
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GEORGE W. WEEKS
PRESIDENT

CLAUDE MACGOWAN
Executive Vice-President

and General Manager

CLIFF BROUGHTON
Vice-President in

Charge of Production

SEE TH^ MAYFAIR PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENT AVAILABLE
AT ALL MAYFAIR EXCHANGER



Corporation

TO PROSPERITY

1933

Through

These

Exchanges

Coniolidoled Productiont, Inc., Salt Lole City

Allied Film Exchongei, Inc.. Oklohoma City

All Star Feature Distributor!, Son Franeiieo

Moytair Pictures Corporation, New Orleans

Syndicate Exchanges, Inc.. New York City

Moytair Pictures Corporotion, Kansas City

Masterpiece Film AHractions, Philodelphia

All Star Feature Distributors, Los Angeles

Northwest Film Distributors, Portland, Ore.

Trio Productions, Inc., Woshington, D. C.

Mayfair Pictures Corporotion, Pittsburgh

Moyfoir Pictures Corporation, Charlotte

Consolidated Productions. Inc., Denver

Allied Film Exchanges, Inc.. Little Rock

Mayfair Pictures Corporotion, Atlanta

Moytoir Pictures Corporotion, Omaha

First Division Exchanges, Inc., Albony

Celebroted Film Corp., Minneapolis

First Division Exchanges, Inc., Buffalo

Progressive Pictures Corp., St. Louis

Northwest Film Distributors, Seattle

Allied Film Exchanges, Inc., Dallas

Security Pictures, Inc., Indianapolis

Century Film Corporation, Boston

Security Pictures, Inc., Milwaukee

Fischer Film Exchange, Cincinnoti

Fischer Film Exchange, Cleveland

Excellent Pictures Corp.. Detroit

Security Pictures. Inc.. Chicago

Foreign Distributor

AmerAnglo Corporation
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FEAR HIGHER filM PRICES

ONDER KANSAS DECISION

(Continued from Page 1)

cerned over the situation. For the

exhibitor, the ruling removes his

chance at pictures that turn out un

expectedly good, and means he can-

not buy as cheaply as he has been

doing in block. The decision alsc

is expected to necessitate the chang

ing of contract forms. Distributort

will have to sell each picture in

dividually, sending a salesman into

the territory with each new release

after the picture is actually passee

by the board. The ruling likewise

prohibits producers from specifying

admission prices.

Four Goldstone Units

Start Producing July 1

Four production units under the

supervision of Phil Goldstone will

start work July 1 at the Majestic

studios on the coast. Upon his ar-

rival in Hollywood. Goldstone will

form Majestic Productions, a co-

operative company with Majestic

Pictures, the releasing company re-

recently formed here. Officers and

directors of the latter company are

Herman Gluckman, president; Wil-

liam Shapiro of Boston, first vice-

president; Benny Judels of Chicago,

second vice-president. Directors are

Tony Luchesse of Philadelphia and
Washington, Jack Berkowitz of Buf-

falo and Albany, and Sam Wolff,

Hollywood attorney. According to

Gluckman, plans are now being

worked out for the establishment of

a Majestic exchange in every terri-

tory in the country.

U. S. Gang Films, Slang

Popular With British
WV-!f Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Gang films from the

U. S. are currently about the most

popular of pictures with British

audences, says Alice M. William-

son, prominent English writer, who
is here to do some articles about the

movies for British readers. Eng-
lishmen also are becoming Ameri-
canized with respect to slang, she

says.

COMING & GOING

IIIUHF.RT FJRENON sailed yesterday on

the Olympic for a sojourn abroad.

GI,F:N GRISWOLD of Fox returns to

New Vork today from Chicago.

WIM.IAM G. STUBER, president of

F.astman Kodak, is back from abroad and ex
presses optimism over Kodak's forei(?n i)ros-

pccts.

BTRT KKM.Y of Tiffany Productions ar

rived yesterday from the coast and will re

turn Tomorrow.

Sdl, I.F.SSEK will arrive from the coast

Tune 26.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
IRVING PICHEL has been secured by Fox for

"After the Rain," which features Peggy

Shannon, Spencer Tracy and William Boyd. The
.tory was adapted from the play by Alfred C.

Kennedy. Also in the cast are: Raul Roulien,

vVade Boteler, Paul Porcasi, Laska Winters,

Murray Kinnell and Stanley Fields. John Bly-

.rcne is the director.
a • *

J J. Nolan, assistant secretary of RKO Radio

.'iciures, is in Hollywood for a studio visit of

Dout ten days.
• • •

Una Merkel will have an important role in

r'ox's "Walking Down Broadway," with James
i)unn and Marian Nixon.

» » *

Players just added to the cast of "Three on

a Match" at First National are Dick Brandon,

junior Johnson, Dawn O'Day, Virginia Davis and
detty Carr. These names complete a company
*hich also numbers such performers as Warren
William, Joan Blondell, Ann Dvorak, Bette

Davis, Lyie Talbot, Gloria Shea, Sheila Terry,

Grant Mitchell, Frankie Darrow, Hale Hamilton
and Clara Blandick. Kubec Glasmon and John
Bright wrote the story of "Three on a Match,"
which is being directed by Mervyn LeRoy.

Simile—As sober
picture.

as a reporter in a talking

Eddie Nugent, well known on both stage and
screen, plays the leading role in "Will Power,"
one of Vitaphone's two-reel Technicolor musical
comedies which Roy Mack is directing in Holly-

wood Others signed for specialty numbers in

this short subject include Will and Gladys
Ahearn, "The Three Cheers," Maxine Lewis, and
150 singers and dancers. The story was writ-

ten by Jack Henley and Glen Lambert of the
writing staff at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio

Cliff Hess and George Frank Rubens have writ-
ten special music and lyrics for "Will Power,"
which will be released during Vitaphone's 1932-
33 season.

* * «

The signing of Rolfe Sedan, Edgar Norton,
George Davis, Tony Merlo and Mel Calish com-
pletes the cast of 26 supporting players In

Maurice Chevalier''s starring vehicle, "Love Me
Tonight," which Rouben Mamoulian is directing

at Paramount. Besides the five new players,

the group with Chevalier includes Jeanette Mac-
Donald, Charlie Ruggles, Charles E. Butter-
worth, Myrna Loy, C. Aubrey Smith, Elizabeth
Patterson, Ethel Griffies, Blanche Friderici,

Joseph Cawthorn, Robert Greig, Ethel Wales,
Cecil Cunningham, Tyler Brooke, Mary Doran,
Marion Byron, Bert Roach, Gordon Westcott,
Herbert Mundin, Clarence Wilson, Rita Owin,
and William H. Turner.

« * •

PARAMOUNT ASSIGNMENTS: Richard Arlen
for "Riddle Me This, ' with Edmund Lowe and
Victor McLaglen. .. .Miriam Hopkins, Kay Fran-
cis and Herbert Marshall for the new Ernst
Lubitsch production. .. .Adolphe Menjou for "A
Farewell to Arms," with Helen Hayes and Gary
Cooper. .. .Charles Laughton, Nancy Carroll and
Randolph Scott for "Island of Lost Souls"

i # #

Of the six principal male players in "Ride
Him, Cowboy," the Warner western starring

John Wayne, four are over six feet in height,
and all except one weigh over 200 pound.,
apiece. The exception is Henry B. Walthall.
>.no is or medium height and build. Johi.

Wayne, hero of the story and rider of Duk.
the Devil Horse, is six teet two inches tab.
Harry Gribbon is also over six teet. As for

the rotund comedian, Otis Harlan, while he is

only five feet five inches in height, his weight
is 215 pounds. The heroine is Ruth Hall.

Tammany Young, who worked in pictures on
the Coast In 1914, has arrived here to attend
the Olympic Games. He has made several
trips to the Coast with roadshows.

« • «

Jack Hays' initial comedy, "What Prize
Gloria," which will be the first of a series
of shorts which he will make for Educational,
was previewed at the Fairfax this week. His
second comedy, starring the "Baby Stars," who
are three to five years old, will go into pro-
duction soon and will be directed by Charles
Lamont.

* • *

Greta Grandstedt, diminutive leading lady, re-
covered from a throat ailment, is playing a dif-
ficult role in "The Murder of the Night Club
Lady," which Irving Cummings is directing for
Columbia.

« a «

William Clemens, who edited "Ride Him Cow-
boy," Leon Schlesinger's initial feature, star-
ring John Wayne, is an authority on outdoor
pictures. He cut "Freighters of Destiny," "The
Saddle Buster," "Ghost Valley" and "Sunrise
Trail," all starring Tom Keene.

^ a a

Sidney Kingsley, Broadway playwright, is writ-
ing the adaptation of "The Bottom of the Sea,"
which will be made by Columbia. Upon com-
pletion of his assignment, he will leave for

New York to supervise the production of his

play, "The Crisis
"

• • *

Ruth Hall, former Warner contract player,

who is free-lancing, is playing opposite Ken
Maynard in "Mystery Ranch," which Forrest

Sheldon is directing. She recently played the
feminine lead m "Ride Him Cowbody," starring

John Wayne.
• • •

Al Martin, dialogue writer and author of

"Dog Gone Hollywood," has written another
book, "Jail Bait,'' which will make its appear-
ance this month. David Graham Fischer is the

publisher.
a « *

Cecyl Bancroft, teacher of diction, has ar-

rived in Hollywood from Honolulu, where she
was a guest instructor of speech. She will

be represented here by Eddie Ruben.
* * *

A new departure from the western dramas
with which Ken Maynard has been associated

for years will be introdui.ed with the new pic-

ture he is making in his series for World Widf
Pictures. "Mystery Ranch" is a dude ranch

story, by Barry Barringer, and the usual num-
ber of cattle-rustlers and stagecoach hold-ups
are conspicuous by their absence Ruth Hal

has been signed to play opposite Maynard,
while the cast also includes Alan Roscoe, Arthui
Hoyt, Al Smith (not the governor), Marthi:
Mattox and others.

MOVIES IN BRYANT PARK
RCA Victor Co. has loaned a com-

plete Photophone portable sound re-
producing unit to the Mayor's Com-
mittee of the George Washington
Bi-Centennial Commission for the
presentation of motion pictures in

connection with the evening enter-
tainments in Bryant Park.

ARBUCKLE FOR STATE-LAKE
Chicago — Roscoe (Fatty) Ar-

buck^e has been booked to appear
at the RKO State-Lake, opening
July 2. He is playing Albany this
week, with Cleveland to follow be-
fore coming here. Leo Morrison is

handling the comedian.

BOXERS AT CAGNEY PREMIERE
With Jimmy Johnston, manager

of Madison Square Garden, as mas-

ter of ceremonies and the famous
fighters and champions Benny Leon-

ard, Johnny Dundee, Mike McTigue,
Jack Britton, Tom Heeney, Paulino

Uzcudun, Philadelphia Jack O'Brien,
Charlie Retzlaff, Gunboat Smith,
Enzo Fiermonte, Isadore Gastanaga
and Han Birkie present as guests,
the New York Strand will hold the
gala New York premiere of "Win-
ner Take All," James Cagney's
latest starring picture for Warner
Bros. Tonight. Jack Sharkey also
may attend.

Thursday, June 16,

M-G-H UPHELD IN SUIT

OVER OLD FILM CONTRAC]

(Continued from Page 1)

Ernest M. Card in a decision hande<
down in the Superior Court of thi

state of Washington.
In the case which came before Judge Can

IP flpfenrtnnt A CI Pp/^/.h;t /%l..in...,1 U.,

his contract had become invalid because o
lack of mutuality. The court ruled otherwist
The Thacher decree is no defense for failun
of an e.xh.bitor to play pictures contracts
for under the old uniform contract, accord
ing to the decision. It was stated by th
court that the plaintiff in the case was
large distriinitor of films which had bounu
itself to furnish all its films to the exhibitor
with certain minor exceptions: that the ex
hibitor had agreed to run these films and pa
lor them, and that these mutual promise
furnished proper consideration for the con
tract.

f

Warners Expanding
Foreign Productior

(Continued from Page 1)

Warner pictures in that country. A
French version with French players
also will be made.
To reduce operating costs at the Warnei

studios in Teddington, Zanuck will recom
mend that arrangements be made for hav
ing several productions under way at oni
time. This may necessitate a new stage oi
the hiring of another British studio. It i<

also possible that French versions will be
made of future British productions.

Zanuck's party, including Irving Ashef,
in charge of Warner production in England,
is expected to sail this week for New Yorlt.

Resurfacing by Factory
Best for Movie Screens

Considerably better results an
obtained through resurfacing oi

screens by manufacturers than by
theater personnel, according to a re-

port made by the projection screens
committee of the S. M. P. E. Re
flection factor of screens is in-

creased to 65 per cent when refin-

ished by exhibitors, says the report,
as compared to an increase to 82 per
cent when treated by the manufae
turers. Tests indicate that the re-

flection factor of 85 per cent pos-
sessed by. a new diffusing type
screen is reduced to 60 per cent af
ter two years' service.

NEW FRENCH FILM PAPER
Marseilles, France — "L'Effort

Cinematographique" is the name of

a newly launched fifm paper, with
Jean Raoul as editor-in-chief. Head-
ouarters are at 23. Allees Leon
Gambetta.

P

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Guild Film Library Corg.j t. J. Rosett,

130 West 42nd St. $2S,000 pfd., 500 shares
common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
T. Wesley Ash Amusement Co., Inc., Wil-

mington, Del,; hotels, apartment houses,
camps, theaters. Colonial Charter Co. $.S0,-

000; 1,000 shares common.
NEW JERSEY CHARTER

Seashore Theaters, Inc., Atlantic Cityj
Cas.sman & Gk)ttlieb, Atlantic City. $100,-
000 pfd.; 1,000 shares common.

1
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ROXY THUTER CLOSING

m REORGANIZATION

(.Continued from Page 1)

coming season. Efforts will also be
made to book four outstanding: fea-
tures for August showings. A score
of employees will be dropped from
the payroll this week, with all em-
ployees excepting those in the execu-
tive offices being let out on closing
date. In the event that a real box
office attraction can be secured for
the week starting June 23. the house
will remain open an additional week.

Tlame of Mexico" Set
For Release Next Fall

"Flame of Mexico," which has
just completed a special premiere
•un at the Rialto in Washington,
D. C, will be released in the fall

3y Mrs. Juliet Barrett Rublee. who
produced the picture in Mexico
while her husband was legal ad-
visor there to the late Ambassador
Dwight W. Morrow. Sydney E. Abel,
formerly with RCA Photophone as

general sales manager, is associated
with Mrs. Rublee, with headquar-
ters at 242 East 49th St. The fea-

ture will be released in Mexico as

well as in this country. At the

Washington showing, it was highlv
praised by newspaper critics and
diplomatic officials both for its un-

usual photography and the dramat'"
interest of its story. Donald Reed,

who has appeared in Hollywoof
productions, plays the leading malt-

role, with the supporting cast com-
posed almost entirely of natives.

Alicia Ortiz, Mexican beauty, is

leading woman. The picture was
made as a silent, but has been syn-

chronized with an original musical

score.

RKO NEW ORLEANS CHANGE
New Orleans—Vic Meyer has suc-

ceeded T. H. Stevens as manager of

the RKO Orpheum. Stevens re-

signed to go into business on his

own account. Announcement of the

change was made by C. W. Koerner,

divisional director of the RKO Or-

pheum Southern division, who is in

town on an inspection tour.

w

SCHUBERT FILM FOR EUROPA
"Schubert's Fruehlingstraum"
"Schubert's Dream of Spring")

..ill succeed "A Nous La Liberte"

It the Europa on Tuesday. The lat-

ter film is in its fifth week. Gretl

rheimer, who appeared in "Zwei

Herzen," is in the Schubert mus-

cal romance, which is based on the

authentic life story of the famous
omposer.

18 Reel Men in Chicago

Chicago—Eighteen newsreel men are

representing Paramount, Fox Movietone,

Hearst Metrotone and Pathe covering

the Republican national convention.

Paramount has a crew of 10 men.

Movietone and Metrotone has 10 and

Pathe eight.

AiDNG

• • • AS A special added attraction for the Film Dally Golf Tourna-
ment next Wednesday the Fenimore Golf and Country Club has
generously offered the privileges of their magnificent swimming pool

so bring along your bathing togs, fellers, as well as the golf knicknacks

a plunge Into the cool shimmering tank after your score of 154
or whatever you ADMIT on your score card will put

you in just the right spirits to enjoy the evening's festivities

which give promise of outdoing anything heretofore experienced at these

joyous shindigs

• • • AFTER GOING into a heavy executive conference yesterday

the Board of Governors of the Motion Picture Club emerged
with their card to represent 'em in defending the Albee Cup
Al Lichtman is captain with Ted Curtis, Bill Frankel and Jack
Guttfreund as teammates that's a tough setup for the A.M PA.
team to face but Captain Tom Gerety of the pressagey outfit

professed not to be worried when he heard of the opposition lineup

he merely remarked with dignity "Huh, we use guys like

that for our second-string emergency team, '\A/e thought this was gonna be

a Contest—not a Gift."

• • • AMONG THOSE present will be Gus Edwards. who
will play his first game of golf in Public it promises to be

the funniest act he has ever staged he wanted to know if he

should wear his tux Gus will have some of his entertainers on

hand for the evening's festivities

* * -r <i

• • • THE LIST of handsome prizes and trophies continues to

mount they are so numerous that it looks as if any duffer can go

home with a nice piece of unearned loot the Brulatour Medals

for the winning team have been specially cast of solid gold and

there are oodles of other prizes just as splendiferous

# # # SO FROM ail the indications the Tournament looms

up as the biggest social event of the film season everything will

be run wide, free and handsome with only one rule imposed for

the day's proceedings "No Depression talk" but we still

maintain that the Depression will be evident all over the fairways

what with the divots the goofers dig up and the regular golfers

trying to chisel their score cards down around zero

• • • WHILE SO many things in this film biz we always thought

were permanent are crashing to ruins or fading away like a mist

there is one quality that remains as solid and substantia! as

ever Goodwill Personal Goodwill built up by the

individual through his years of achievement in the industry

so it is nice to reflect on the happy good fortune of those among us who

have been able to build and maintain this treasure which is their

Personal Property an asset no ill fortune or trick of fate can de-

prive them of

• • • SUCH A fortunate individual is Andy Smith sales chief

for Warner-First Nash for the Eastern and Canadian territories...

who is admired and respected from coast to coast by a legion of

theater men with whom he has dealt squarely for 18 years he

received several hundred telegrams of well wishes at the New York sales

meeting

« « « » » »

U. A. TO PRODUCE 20

IF RIGHT STORIES FOUND
(Continued from Page 1)

stars and casts, was announced yes-
terday by Al Lichtman, vice-presi-
dent and general manager of dis-
tribution.

"Most companies make a practice of lay-
ing out a certain number of pictures each
year^ and then striving to turn out that num-
lier," said Lichtman, "but we are departing
more than ever this year from that plan. I
might say right now that we will make 12
pictures in the forthcoming season, but if we
come across 20 stories which we believe suit-
able for production, then we will make that
many. In other words, I feel that no com-
pany specializing in big attractions should
limit itself to any particular number of re-
leases."

United Artists producers already have four
pictures in production and three more are
m readiness. Douglas Fairbanks is putting
the finishing touches on "Robinson Crusoe of
the South Seas"; the Lewis Milestone Com-
pany IS in its third week of production on
"Ram"; Al Jolson started work Monday on
"The New Yorker", and Gloria Swanson has
started shooting abroad on "Perfect Under-
standing."

Samuel Goldwyn is putting the finishing
touches on an original story for Ronald Col-
man, and Eddie Cantor will start "The Kid
From Spain" about the middle of next month.
Mary Pickford is also ready to set a starting
date for her next production, and Charlie
Chaplin is expected to make an announcement
about his next picture this week.

Sparks Circuit Trying
Six Weeks of Vaudeville

(Continued from Page 1)

at the Palace and marks the return
of vaudeville to this town after four
years. Troupe is carrying a person-
nel of 19, five of which compose the
orchestra.

AMKINO JEWISH TALKER
Amkino Corp. is advised by the

Leningrad Studios of Soyuzkino that

its first all-talking picture in the

Jewish language is nearing comple-

tion. The director and his group are

now in Odessa, in the Southern part

of the Soviet Union, finishing the

last outdoor scenes. There will also

be a version in the Russian lang-

uage.

June 16
William K. Howard Stan Laurel

Norman Kerry Barry Norton

William K. Davidson
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Wm. Fox Too III to Testify in Stock Market Probe

EXHIBS^ECT ACUTE PRODUCT SHORTACTlN FALL

17 to 20 Spanish Dialogue Features Planned by Fox

Jose Mojica to Star in

3 Musicals—Raul
Roulien in 2

iVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Fox will make from
17 to 20 Spanish dialogue features

at its Western Ave. studio, it is an-

nounced. Jose Mojica will appear
in three musicals, and Raul Roulien,

a Brazilian, will be featured in two
others. Fox's other foreign langu-

(Cont'fiued or- Peg'- 6)

10 FEATURES UNDER WAY

AT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Five features are in

work and five in final stages of

preparation at the Columbia studios.

Before the cameras are "By Whose
Hand," with Barbara Weeks and
Ben Lyon; "War Correspondent,"
with Jack Holt, Ralph Graves and
Lila Lee; Buck Jones in "McKenna
of the Mounted"; "Hollywood

(Continued on Page 6)

Distributors Win Lincoln Suit
Lincoln, Nebr.—The Sun Amusement Company (Nick Paper) suit against

the distributors, one of the many anti-trust damage suits arising out of the old

arbitration system, came to an abrupt end yesterday when Federal Judge T. C.

Munger gave the verdict to the distributors: Attorneys for Paper plan an

appeal.

Selznick Heads Committee
On M. P. Academy Awards

Product Supply Will Be
Allied Confab Keynote

Keynote of the Allied Eastern
convention and New Jersey annual
convention at Atlantic City on Wed-
nesday, Thursday and Friday of

next week will be: "What is the
exhibitors' answer to the distribu-

(Continued on Page 6)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David 0. Selznick has

been named chairman of the awards
committee of the Academy of M. P.

Arts & Sciences. Other commit-
teemen include Edward G. Robinson,
Fredric March, Jean Hersholt, Ernst
Lubitsch, Lewis Milestone, King
Vidor, Walter Wanger, Louis B.

(Continued on Page 6)

Holman, Geo. P. Putnam, Max Gordon

Get Posts in Para. Production Dept.

Monogram Starting

New Season's Lineup
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY \

Hollywood—Monogram will start
|

work on its 1932-33 lineup next

week with three features going in

production. They are "The 13th

Guest," an M. H. Hoffman produc-

tion; "The Girl from Calgary," an

I. E. Chadwick production, and!

"From Broadway to Cheyenne,"
starring Rex Bell. The last two
pictures on the 1931-32 schedule are

now in production. They are "West-

ern Limited" and "Klondike."

151 Theaters Operating

Out of Connecticut's 207

New Haven—Out of 207 theaters in Con-

necticut, 151 were in operation on May 31.

according to reports to the state tax depart-

ment. Daily attendance is figured at 300,000.

Russell Holman, George Palmer
Putnam and Max Gordon have been
appointed to important executive
positions in the Paramount produc-
tion department, with all three
functioning from the New York of-

fices, it was announced yesterday by
(Continued on Page 6)

Fatty Arbuckle to Star

In Educational Series
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Fatty Arbuckle will

return to the screen in a series of

two-reelers to be released by Educa-
tional.

Theaters Clamoring For
Pre-Release Showing

of New Films
Unusual number of requests being

received by major companies for
pre-release showings of next sea-

son's product, as revealed in a Film
Daily checkup yesterday, indicate

that the product shortage will reach
(Continued on Page 6)

RKO THEATERS CREATES

COST CONTROL DEP'T

RKO Theater department has es-

tablished a cost control department
which will functii^h under the su-

oervision of Herschel bt\aart. A. J.

Benline, licensed civil engineer,

builder and construction expert, has
been placed in charge. All pur-

chases for RKO houses, from sta-

tionery to marquees, will first be

approved by Benline.

Illness Prevents William Fox
From Testifying in Stock Probe

Philippine Audiences Want
Best, Says Brambles

PWlippine Islands has class audi-

ences equal to those of any other

country, and these fans patronize

only the best pictures, according to

Rainh Brambles of the Lyric Film
Exchange, Manila, at present in

New York on product deals. The
Lyric firm, in addition to having

about 60 theaters in the Philippines,
(Continued on Page 6)

Washington Bureau nf THE FILM DAILY

Washington — William Fox was
excused from appearing yesterday

before the Senate banking commit-
tee in its stock market investigation

after two doctors sent by the com-
mittee reported that Fox was too

ill to testify.

The former Fox Film head is in

a local hotel. Herbert Leitstein. an
associate of Fox. was invited to ap-

pear at the hearing, but refused. At
(Conti}Xued on Page 2)

15 Para. French Films
Due to Finish July 31

Fifteen Fren^ talking features

are scheduled for production at Par-
amount's Joinv \le studio between
now and July oL, thus furnishing

releases until February. In addi-

tion the plant will dub between 20

and 25 features in French, German.
Italian and Spanish. Shorts will

also be made in French.
Joseph H. Seidelman, Paramount

foreign department executive, leaves
(Continued on Page 2)

Lawyer Group Preparing

Announcement on 5-5-5

A committee of three attorneys, representing

counsel of major distributors, is preparing a

statement announcing a decision to "make
available" the 5-5-5 standard exhibition con-

tract. Actual adoption of the contract was
indicated by an exclusive story printed by

THE FILM DAILY on May 23.
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RCA Victor Awarded
Biggest Sound Contract

Contracts providing for the most
tg^day's hearing, William A

omplete system of sound reproduc- ^ ^. . ,^i^ ,. „„^^;f
inn .nH .^..lifin^f i.r, o^.ov H^i^npH Gray, chicf couHsel for the comm t-

Illness Prevents Wm. Fox
From Appearing At Probe

(Continued from Page 1)

—===——== tion and amplification ever designed "f'^y' "''^^.T /'w. vino-" ho
ViL LIX Ml. 66 Fri., Iud. 17, 1932 Pnee 5 Ci«ls for theaters have just been awarded tee accused Fox of wi ecking the—=—=^=^— to RCA Victor Co. for installation

'"o*^?" P>5*"^^ organization by stock

JOIN W. ALICeATE Editor 11.(1 PLdlBhir of all necessary sound equipment in
manipulation. Benjamm Reass. Fox

the International Music Hall and counsel, appeared and said his client

, „ ,, the RCA Photophone sound repro- ,

T'.as 'eager and anxious to present

ft""i6S^ Br'o'adwaT N^ew'^^Yo" N 'y
I

duction in the RKO Photoplay The- 1

^^^^ ^'^e of the story but that it

at 1650 Broadway jNew iork, IN. ''•'',
., p„j:„ p;t„ Ja^ nf was humanlv impossible for him to

*nd copyright (19J2) b, W.d'. F.lms. and atei on the Radio City side Ot
, „„o=fir.n= <,hnnf f>,« 1Q90.Qn

Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President,

Editor «nd Publisher, Donald M. Mersereau,

Secretary-Treasurer «nd General Manager;
Arthur W. Eddy, Ai»ociate Editor; Don
Carle Gillette, Managing Editor. Entered as

second class matter. May 21, 1918, at the

post-office at New York, N. Y., under the act

of March 3, 1879. Term* (Postage free)

United Sutes ouUide of Greater New York

$10.00 one year, 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,

$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber should

remit with order. Address all communications

to THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,

New York, N. Y., Phone Circle 7-4736, 7-4737,

7-4738, 7-4739. Cable address: Filmday,

New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph

Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite

6607. London — Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 89-91 Wardour St.. W. I.

Berlin — Karl Wolffiohn, Lichtbildbuehne,

Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris—P. A. Harle,

La Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la

Cour-dei-Noue», 19.

FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Rockefeller Center
The installation is to embrace a

public address system, annunciators,
projection booth sound apparatus,
rear stage reproduction, seat phones
for the hard-of-hearing, and custom
built film phonographs for the re-

production of sound effects.

answer questions about the 1929-30
era,
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15 Para. French Films
Due To Finish July 31
(Continued from Page 1)

New York within tNO weeks to visit

Europe on businesj. He stated yes-
terday that there are no plans fo^

Fred Meyer Now Gen. Mgr. selling the Joinvllle studio to Fox.

Of Wisconsin M.P.T.O. ^' ''"'''"^ ^^^^
Milwaukee—In addition to being TwO New Shorts ScrieS

re-elected president, Fred S. Meyer . • j u t-(j j.* i
was named general manager of the ACQUired DV EdUCatlOnai
M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin at the clos- Two new series of shorts have
ing session of the annual convention been acquired by Educational for re-

here. Steve Bauer, former business I

I'^ase next season. One is called
manager, has been given a leave of Camera Adventures, of which there
absence. A. C. Gutenberg of Mil- "'ill be six. produced bv Pat Dow-
waukee was elected vice-president; ling and Hobart Brownell. The other
W. L. Ainsworth of Fond du Lac, is a group of 13 Bray's Natur-
secretary, and E. Langemack of Mil- graphs, made by J. R. Bray. Dow-
waukee, treasurer. Board of direc- ling is now cutting the first in his
tors was increased from 15 to 18. series, "The Forgotten Island," made
A resolution opposing publication in the Pacific,

of box-office receipts was adopted
at the closing session of the annual,
convention of the M.P.T.O. of Wis-
consin and Upper Michigan. The
association also apnroved the pro-
posal to join the M.P.T.O.A., and
other resolutions included; favoring

THE INDUSTRyS
DATE BOOK

June 18: Columbia's annual outing, Rock-
hill Lodge, Lake Mohegan, near Peeks-
kill, N. Y.

June 22: Twentieth Film DaUy Golf Toui
nament, Fenimore Golf and Countt)
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 20-21: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, New York.

June 20-21: Warner-First National lalet
meeting, Los Angeles.

June 22-24: Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting ol
Allied States Ass'n board of directors.
St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 23-24: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting. Chicago.

June 26-27: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

Central Test Studio
Planned for New York

Establishment of a central studio
in New York for the purnose of
r^a^ing screen tests for major com

McCURDY NEW DIV. MGR.
J. J. McCurdy, formerly manager

of the Hippodrome, Cleveland, has
replaced John Firnkoess as RKO di-
vision manager for Pittsburgh,
Akron, Youngstown and Cleveland.

AMPA DELAYS DECISION
Decision on admitting women to

membership in the A.M.P.A. has
been deferred until fall.

of a uniform sales contract. banniTio- pqjjjes j^ ^gj^jg, proposed. Lvnn
of double features, banning radio s>,ores. RKO coast casting director,
appearances by film stars and dis- „,|,o jg j^ j^^^ York on a leavp of
approving of alleged unfair trade pbsenr-e. is engineering thp project
nractices on the part of certain ex- L^option under consideration is at
hibitors seeking to create an outlet pjfth Ave. and 52nd St,
for their product.

Sam Moscow Is Feted
At Welcome Home Party
Atlanta — Sam Moscow, southern

division manager for Columbia, was
(tendered a big "welcome home" din-
ner party at the Robert Fulton Hotel
by friends and associates on his re-

urn from his recent trip which took
n the company's sales conventions
n Atlantic City and San Francisco.
"Colonel" Moscow, as he is popu-
larly known in this territory, was
presented with a large cake and a
load of compliments, while enter-

tainment for the lively affair was_»|
provided by a program of stage
artists. The menu card was a nov-
elty in the form of a lobby display

frame. Invited guests included:
Mrs. Alonzo Richardson, Secretary Atlanta

Film Board of Review; Mr. and Mrs. R. B.

Wilhy, of Wilhy Theaters; Mr. and Mrs.
Lucas, Educational Pictures; Luke

EPSTEIN RETURNING WEST
Dave Epstein, artists' business

representative who has been in New
York for the last several days on
confidential business for one of the
major companies, returns to *:hp

coast today following the successful
conclusion of his mission.

New York
I ^40 Broadway
BRvant B-4711

Long Island City
I M CrMcant St.

STiUweU 4-7Q40

Eastman Films!

J. E. Brulatour, Incf
t

CMcaco Hollywood )J'

777 Indlint At«. 9700 Santa lloniea k'
<~*I iim«i Sfltt Blvd. >J

HOLlTwood 4121 Ij;

FIRST WARNER 1932-33 DEAL
First deal with an indenendent ex-

hibitor for the Warner 1932-3.^ nrod-
nci has been closed with the Wilme''
*- Vincent circuit, onerating the Co
'inial. Rialto and State theaters ir

Allentown.Pa. A. W. Smith. War-
ner executive in charge of Easterr
and Canadian distribution. an-
nounced yesterday. The deal wn^
consummated between Walter Vin
cent and Joe Ee-nn of the theatei-
orp'amV.ation and Bob Mochrie. Phil
af'olnhia branch manager for thr
Warners. The contract calls for
thn mo per cent showing, includin"'
Vitaphone shorts.

Ropproft R«»tn»'nino- South
To St«rt Studio Activity
Chester Beecroft. who has been in

New York the nast we^k negotiat-
iner for production for the Beecroft-
Florida Studios at Davis Islands.
Tqmna. ret"rns to Florida tomo'"-
row with his assistant. Harry G.
'~!'T^'*^h. tn start aftivities at the new
'ilant. Both major comnanies and
!n''pnendpnt« have expressed inter-
"=;t in the Florida nroject. accord-
'ne to Bpecroft. and first to go in;

work will Drobably be an indepen-
"^pnt series.

Arthu
Arnold, Executive Secretary to Atlanta May
or; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Balance, Para-

mount; Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Bromberg; Mr.
and Mrs. Love B. Harrell; Mr. and Mrs.
Byron Aiken, Loew's Theaters; Louis Bach.
John Ezell, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Anderson.
Cnlnmbia; Lou and Janet Zoeller; Mr. and
Mrs. .\:pha Fowler; Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Liichesc. "Atlanta Georgian"; Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Jones, "Atlanta Constitution"; Frank
D.Tniel, "Atlanta Journal"; Max Silverman,
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Laird, Columbia; W. W.
Anderson. Jr.; Roy L. Dial, Mrs. Mary
Estelle Welch, M. Katie Lee Land, Nettie
Mae Barker, Rudy Lehman, Nellie Ruth
Wood, Bessie L. Brodhury, Jessie Moon,
Frank Shepard, Sara Turner. Anna Mae Cole.
Mrs. Doc Koch, Columbia; Wm. C. Sampler;
Roy Youngblood, Manager Fox Theater; Tom
Bailey, H, Holder, George Wilby, R. M.
White. Lillian Wade. Harry Zohel. Mr. and
Mrs. T. Wilson and Ted Toddy, Columh-a
Pictures Corp.

*

JOHN GILBERT ILL
Hv- rnn„ p„rcau nf Trip PII.M DAJ'V
Hollvwood—John Gilbert is und"'-

the fare of physicians due to a mild
attack of appendicitis.

IT A. BRANCH CHANGES
G R. Frank has b^en transferrer'

Kv TTnit.ed Artists from his man
•^"•orial post in New Orleans to ta'"-
"^aro-p of the branch in Dallas. "'•

-nfppoflt; r)oak Roberts, resiened T-
^Tow Or1pan<;. Frank !=: sticceoded b-"

'^"thiir Weinbero-er. formerlTr -ixn'tv

Warner Bros, and nrevionslv WaciV
'no'ton branch manager for Unite''
Artists.

CHARLES S. ABBE DIES
Darien. Conn.—Charles S. Abbe.

72. staore and screen actor, died herp
yesterday.

GLETT ON TRIP
Charles Glett, vice-president of

Big 4, has left on a tour of ex-
changes affiliated with his organiza-
tion. He will wind up final arrange-
ments for the company's national
distribution for 1932-33, and imme-
diately upon his return to New York
production will start in Hollywood
on the new program.

\

STENOGRAPHER
Typist - Bookkccp'er
Girl with valuable experience In film Indus-
try. Attractive personality. Highest ref-

erences. Could also handle minor publicity.

Box 1014 THE FILM DAILY
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I tell you, gentlemen of the G.O.P.,

hilarity is just around the corner

—and I solemnly pledge you that

will put the box-offices of this grand
and glorious country back on the gold
standard-

balance theatre budgets—

and abolish the unemployment of front-

row orchestra seats!"
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^^One of the moll

WARREN
WILLIAM
the People's Choice in"The Mouthpiece"

—choicer than ever in "The Dark Horse."

"William swell."

—

Daily News

"Warren William i$ in his element."

—

N.Y. Times

"Warren William is immense."

—

N.Y. American

"Warren William is splendid. Justifies every hope the

Brothers Warner had for him. If 'The Mouthpiece'

was an indication that he is headed for stardom,

'The Dark Horse' should clinch the matter."

—Eve. Journal

"Warren William is grand. Even better than in 'The

Mouthpiece.'"—Eve. Graphic

"William has another hit to his credit."— Eve. Sun

"Warren William makes good the promise he showed

in 'The Mouthpiece.'"—Morning Telegraph

''A MAN WHO . /'

puts the IT in Politics

—

makes sex appeal a cam-
paign issue

—

is too dumb to be crooked—

and sets the laugh pace for

the Presidential rocel

WOMAN'S PLACE
IS AT THE MOVIES
. . . . when this First National

F^icture comes to town with

WARREN WILLIAM, BEHE
DAVIS, GUY KIBBEE,VIVIENNE
OSBORNE. Directed by
^LFRED E. GREEN.

THE LAUGH OF
BOTH PARTIES
at United Artists Theatre,
Chicago, day and date with

G. O. P. and Democratic con-

ventions!



tilafious Comedies in many screen years//

- N. V. Journal

New York Delegation of Critics

Starts Nation -Wide Stampede to

^^Dark Horse^^ at Rousing Winter

Garden Rally!

'Runs the gamut of guffaws, with smart gags just about a

minute apart."

—

Daily News

"One of the most hilarious comedies in many screen years.

Kept audience shrieking. Grand Entertainment. Don't

miss it."

—

Eve. Journal

"First-class entertainment. Audience hilarious. Picture is

one not to be missed."— Eve. Graphic

"A picture hit. 'The Dark Horse' wins."

—

Eve. Sun

"A mirth whirlwind. Should be played win, place and show
to cop the prize for laughter."

—

World-Telegram

"A natural without any ifs, andj^or buts."

—

Film Daily
c

"As keen a satire as ever flickei ed across a motion picture

screen. You must see 'The Dark Horse.' "—A/lorn/ngre/egraph

Not Just another hit from Warner Bros,

but^another neiv style In story themes

launched by the company that started

picture cycles with 'The Mouthpiece",

''Union Depot", and "Love Is a Racket"!

Leave it to the Burbanli boys to give

you the jump on the timeliest tie-up in

foui^ long years... Every front page in

town will be a publicity break for you

when you play ''The Dark Horse"!

Lots of imitators coming—but why play

a carbon copy?

Capitalizing hot news while iVs hot is

our specialty, it goes a long way to-

ward explaining all those hits you've

been getting from

Warner bros.
THE ONLY COMPANY THAT'S READY FOR 1932 -'33!
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ACUTE PRODUCT SHORTAGE

EXPECTED BY EXHIBITORS

(Continued from Page 1)

a peak this fall when a large num-
ber of houses reopen.
Among companies being besieged for ad-

vance showings is Warner Bros., which re-

cently announced it had a number of 1932-33

features already completed and others near-

ly finished. Releasing of good pictures dur-

ing July will be more than justified by the

greater distribution that the films will receive

because of the shortage, says A. W. Smith,

executive in charge of eastern and Canadian
distribution, and accordingly the company will

put out no less than five productions next

month, including Warren William in "The
Dark Horse," "Week-End Marriage," James
Cagney in "Winner Take All," "The Night
Flower" and "Miss Pinkerton."

Independent exchanges likewise report more'

demand for product than they are able to

supply.

3 Get Executive Posts

In Para. Production Dept.
(.Continued from Page 1)

Emanuel Cohen, vice-president in

charge of production. Holman,
author of several books and many
short stories and formerly advertis-
ing manager of Paramount, has
been appointed assistant to Cohen
on production contacts in New York,
Putnam, who is a publisher and
the husband of Amelia Earhart, will

assume the position of chairman of

the editorial board at Paramouni
immediately upon his return from
abroad.
Gordon will contact plays, play-

wrights and stage artists in all

branches of the profession. He has
been a prominent figure in show
business as agent, producer, etc., for

the last 20 years.

Selznick Heads Committee
On M. P. Academy Awards

(Continued from Page 1)

Mayer, Oliver H. P. Garrett, Frances
Marion, Al Cohn, Cedric Gibbons,
Carl Dreher, Ralph Hammeras. The
committee will make regulations
governing the awards, nominations
and final selections.

COMING & GOING

Wn.MAM ROSKNTHAL, in charge of

the Ohio and Kentucky territories for Powers
Pictures, has returned to his Cleveland office,

following a trip to New York where he was
awarded the capital prize as winner of the
"Powers Return Week" sales drive.

MAE WEST of the Broadway stage is

on her way to Hollywood to appear in a
Paramount picture.

JAMES CAGNEV and his wife have left

the coast by motor en route east, with plans
for a trip to Europe, where Cagney plans
to make personal appearances.
EDWARD GOLDEN of Monogram re

turned to New York yesterday after a trip
through the Middle West.

CLARENCE ELMER is planning to drive
to the Coast within a few days.

PAUL BURGER of United Artists re
turns to New York Monday from Dallas.

KAY FRANCIS. Warner star, who arrived
m New York this week with her husband
KENNETH MacKENNA, will sail for Italy
on the Vulcania a week from tomorrow.
They expect to remain abroad for the rest
of the summer.

AlONQ™'
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M[W YORK IDS ANGELES

• • • NOT LONG ago we took the alleged fishermen of this film biz

for a ride and guess what happens? down in Florida it gives

Trenton Collins a Big Idea as you probably recall, Mister Collins

is chairman of the Florida State Committee for Development of the Motion

Picture Industry so he writes with a proposal to establish a fishing

club and Invites the regular fishing crowd of our set, down for

a two-weeks' frolic with the fish as GUESTS of Florida!

• • • NOW ALL you fishing muggs better treat us pretty decent

for Mister Collins has left it to us to name the club members
and that puts us in a very tuff spot the guys we don't select

will be off us for life and the gents we nominate would be fellers

in key spots like Joe Brandt, Red Kann, Hal Modes, Heath Cobb,
et al and if they ever got a taste of that fairy land of Florida

they'd never come back to New York and the various com-
panies they are with would be practically ruined and everybody
would blame us on second thought we'd better make the

list up from Film Censors, Relatives and Assistant Vice-Presidents

nobody will miss 'em and we will be doing the industry a Price-

less Service

9 9 ^0 AIN'T IT a shame? just when we walk into some-
thing good like this Florida fishing frolic we can't do anything
about it just like voting the Democratic or Republican presidential

ticket you're licked either way ah, there's a thought!
first on our list will be Herbie Hoover and Franklin Roosevelt

for a permanent Florida vacation at last we can do something big

for our country

• • • BUT STILL our wistful eyes linger on those words of Mister
Collins "The tarpon are running the kingfish striking
the red fish, red snapper and grouper sporting playfully around the bow
of our boat not to mention the sea bass and a shark for

the more adventurous." wonder if we can sell the Boss an idea
to write this kolyum from Tampa? some skeptics say the kolyum
is rather fishy, anyway and certain cynics and soreheads have
been even heard to intimate that it's smelly so in Florida we'll be
writing in the Atmosphere

• • • TWO GOOD Depression yarns are furnished by Julius Cohen
Two East Side exhibs were discussing conditions and Moe the

Optimist was trying to cheer up Jake the Pessimist "I'm tellin'

you, Jake, business is fifty per cent better today as it's gonna be this time
next year." And the one about the film attorney bragging in the
Empey Club dining room out loud for everybody to hear "Yes, boys,
I've just landed a $15 case and two little ones."

- * • LOOKi LIKE tne A MP. A. team is out to spring a surprise on
the Empey Club team in their match at the golf tournament
at the Fenimore Country Club on Wednesday Captain Tom Gerety
has announced Herb Fecke and Herb Berg for his lineup but the
fourth man is the Dark Horse the under-cover Snooping Scout em-
ployed exclusively by this kolyum has uncovered the dirty work, however

Tom has employed a makeup man to disguise Bobby Jories to re-
semble a well known film goofer so won't those Empey Club fel-
lers get a shock when he starts from the first tee

« « « » » »

17 SPANISH TALKERS

ARE PLANNED BY FOX

(Continued from Page 1)

age films are to be made and dis-
tributed abroad. John Stone, head
of the foreign production depart-
ment, will have a staff including Sam
Wurtzel, business manager; Louis
Loeffler, head of technical depart-
ment; Louis Moore, scenario re-
search, and Gene Forde, assistant
to Stone.

10 Features Under Way
At Columbia Studios
(Continued from Page 1)

Speaks," with Pat O'Brien and
Genevieve Tobin, and "Murder of
the Night Club Lady." with Adol-
phe Menjou. In preparation are
"Washington Merry - Go - Round,"
"Bitter Tea of General Yen."
"That's My Boy," Fannie Hurst's
"East of Fifth Avenue," and "White
Eagle," for Buck Jones.

Product Supply Will Be
Allied Confab Keynote

(Continued from Page 1)

tors' curtailment of product avail-
able to independent theaters?" Sid-
ney Samuelson will sound this key-
note in his opening address at the
initial session Wednesday after-
noon.

Philippine Audiences Want
Best, Says Brambles
(Continued from Page 1)

handles Warner - First National,
United Artists, Educational and in-

dependent pictures. It also distrib-

uted the Paramount product for
about 15 years until the company
opened its own Manila office. Movie
audiences in the islands are divided
into two distinct classes, says
Brambles. One wants only the best,

while the other, which represents
the "sticks," goes for the rough and
tumble stuff. George O'Brien. Fox
western star, who visited the is-

lands sometime ago, is among the
most popular heroes out there.

Brambles expects to leave Satur-
day for the coast and probably will

sail from there next week on the
Dollar liner, President Harrison, for
Manila.

Best wishM *r« extandtd bv
THE FILM DAILY to th«

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

June 17
Louise Fazenda Evaiyn Knapp

Ralph Bellamy
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Lucas, Jack
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have one of the major
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'" °' "''"' a' Director Cabanne",

By WILLIAM BOEH^
inevitable after the succe&s of ti^

1 that the qulck-lhlnklng, cymca)

become the hero of countless oL>-^

what extent he has been g^orlfr ^

This time It 18 Regis TOQ'

who has a good record In w
I —who does what he can 1'^

porter, whom the movies

almost as romantic and

as the gangster, In hlf

••Midnlght-Patror,"

the Beacon.

SwUt and HI»V

It Is » weird

highly '-

ANOTHER
BOX-OFFICE WINNER

FROM MONOGRAM
The House of He-Man Hits

GET ABOARD THE MONOGRAM
BAND-WAGON IF YOU WOULD
RIDE WITH THE WINNERS

'hat wa„'/ "ewsnan..^- '' revoh^" "" 60 ,- '
^''''^^^-^p>;r^&":^r^

• and oris

Belly Bronson and _H.«8'»„T»<'.']|;f'

principal players in
"~"
T-he Mi'dnight Patrol." which

is now on 'view at the Beacon Theatre.

who are the

iiMIDNIGHT

By IRENE THIRER.
Monogram prod

SUNDAY NEW5

pmo
The Midnight fatroV

Christy Cabanne and r...>nted at the Beacon

John Marlio.

.

Braily;•
Joyce GrMley-
Ellra Graj. .-

let in on the p
crime. Robert E
of a man from h<

a friend of'-the
gether they do some 1.

finally land the gSVig-

god lookers such as
son, Edwina Booth and MaT^
help a lot. The newspaper
phere is well handled and
more sane and authentic than

some other newspaper screen yarns

that have appeared recently. The
murder of a girl just released from
a reformatory forms the basis of the

plot, with Toomey getting a line on

her sister and throueh her uncover-

36 Branches To Serve You
MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

iKrine moves awlftly, gather
Gspcnse and shooting out aev
bright ante-cMmaxes before the

ITnale. The ptayera and director
Imake up for what la not adequately.

I
covered by the story, so tliat one
(way or the other 'Patrol' should
leave the average audience suffl-
cf^'ntly satUdod.

"Patrol" Good
In Quiet Week
At Providence

Providence, June 6.—"Fay's, spot-

ting the "Midnight Patrol" and a

vaudeville program, was the diily

house in the downtown belt to break

even, hitting $8,000 which is par.

Other theatres were off. although the

j

"MIDNIGHT PATROL"
I
with Regis Toomey," Betty Bronson,

I Mary Nol»n
Monogram 67 mins.
PEt-PV CRIME DRAMA WITH

•NEWSPAPER BACKGROUND HAS
SUSPENSEKUL STORY MADEFOR THE POPULAR CROWDS.
Christy Cabanne handled this one

very well from the direction slant,
and he had a capable caist to put it
over. Regis Toomey is the cub re-
porter who accidentally walks into
a murder mystery.

The audience is in for
series of 'tense and thrilling experi-
ences. Geared to the tastes' of the
pop crowd, with action predominat-
ing all the way.

Ca«l: Rcsis Toomtr. Bellr Bronwn. Ed-

?,'i""..*'51''' *'."J "o''"- ^'l« '»««• "nl^rl
Elho 1, Edward Kjne. Williim Norton Blilei.

Director Chriil, Clbanrc; Autkor, Arthur
Hocrl; Adaptor, George Jeske; Dialogaera
Darry Barrinjer, C. E. Roberta; Editor, not
luted; Cameraman, Lou Pbyiioc.

Direction, oltay. Pbotocrapbr, food.

rperia \\~T in-l

NOTHING BUT PP.AIS€ FfLOM COAST TO COAST
It's rather a dramatic surprise for. the young reporter when a

lieautiful girl, tossed out of a passing a tomible, falls dead at his feet.

The girl is none other than Joyce, who has already been put 00 the

since It gives the Impression oC rumf IJ
running:, police and anything but-thel II
real tert—more about newspaper- 1 II

men.'. Analv^d. tbe.str'**^ L^ hbchlrl !

that Jonn mm-
tin, a newcomer
to the game,
Draus.himscll*

C. C. BURR PRODUCTION—Available At 36 Monogram Exchanges.
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>^N ABSOLUTELY AMAZING and AUTHENTIC
ADVENTURE from Dr. Paul Withington's Expedi-

j^ "on into Northern Australia. Dialogue and nar-

^•. rative by Lowell Thomas, radio "Voice of the

Literary Digest."
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Schulberg's Retirementfrom Paramount Confirmed

EXHIBSJEETING TO HGHT DUALS, PRICE CUTS

Federation of Women*s Clubs Opposes U.S. Film Control

Definite Improvement in

Pictures Reported at

Convention
Seattle—A proposal for Federal

supervision of the film industry was
voted down by the General Federa-
tion of Women's Clubs at its con-

vention here. Mrs. Ambrose N.

Diehl of San Francisco, chairman
of the motion picture committee, re-

ported a "definite improvement in

motion pictures" and argued that
iContimied on Page 3)

IN CLHE. ZONING SUIT

Cleveland — Proposed settlement

of the local exhibitors' svrit over zon-

ing and protection has been declared

off and the taking of depositions

will be resumed in New York on

Monday. Samuel Horwitz, attorney

for the exhibitors, goes east tomor-

row.

Foreign Material Agency
Is Launched by Diamond
Continental Authors' and Players'

Guild has been formed with Milton

Diamond as president and David

Diamond, vice president, to supply

U. S. producers with information on

foreign talent and material avail-

able and suitable to the screen.

Contracts have already been signed

with M-G-M as a subscriber. David

Diamond, now en route to Europe,
(Continued on Page 3)

Hammons and Brandt Go Santa Claus!
One of the handsomest prize donations ever made for golf tests is that contributed

by E. W. Hammons and Joe Brandt for the Film Daily Golf Tournament at the Fenimore

Country Club on Wednesday. On behalf of Educational-World Wide, they are present-

ing a handsome overnight bag to every VKinner of a foursome. This gives every player

a break. Some prize!

Operators ' Union Accepting
Second Voluntary Reduction

Columnist Shorts Series

Added to Educational List
A series of six one-reel "columnist

newsreels," with Leo Donnelly as

the keyhole reporter, has been added
to the Educational lineup for next
season. The company also will have
six Ideal Comedies, which have been
its class two-reelers.

Local 306, Operators' union, is un-

derstood to be planning to announce

next week a second voluntary 10

per cent cut on a rebate plan cov-

ering a one-year period. A similar

cut was voluntarily taken by the

projectionists several months ago.

Reduction will be given houses
which have already signed or will

(Continued on Page 3)

Momand Sues Again--for $3,000,000

Three Pubiix Theaters

Among 5 Texas Bombings

Dallas—Three Pubiix houses, the Palace here,

the Worth in Ft. Worth and the Metropolitan

in Houston, are among theaters that have beer

bombed recently. Two Griffith Amusement Co.

houses also were attacked. Twelve persons were

injured in the Palace explosion. Labor troubles

and rumored closing of houses, resulting in lay-

off of union men, are believed to have some-

thing to do with it.

Oklahoma City—A. B. Momand
of Shawnee, the suing-est exhibitor

in the southwest, who recently lost

one big action and has a second case

pending, has filed another suit in

Federal Court here asking 20 sepa-

rate judgments totalling more than

$3,000,000 damages from 22 major
companies for alleged conspiracy to

control the industry and demand ex-

orbitant contracts which he says
(Continued on Page 3)

Cagney Film Brings Out
Early Lines at Strand

They were waiting before 9 o'clock

yesterday morning for the opening

of the New York Strand, where

James Cagney 's new picture, "Win-

ner Take All," opened Thursday
night to S.R.O. Business up to last

night equalled the opening of "Lit-

tle Caesar."

Circuits and Independents
to Attend Confab Here

Next Thursday
Efforts to wipe our double featur-

ing and price cutting will be plan-

ned at a conference to be held by
New York exhibitors at the Hotel
Astor on Thursday. Sponsored by
the T. 0. C. C, the meeting will

be attended by both independent and
affiliated exhibitors. An open dis-

cussion will be held on various evils

which threaten exhibition in the
(Continued on Page 3)

Retirement of B. P. Schulberg

Confirmed in Joint Statement

Lou Louderstein Handling

Roadshows for Sol Lesser
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lou Louderstein has

been placed in charge of roadshows

for Principal Distributing Corp.,

headed by Sol Lesser, who expects

to have 20 units of Zane Grey's

"South Sea Adventures" on the road

by middle July.

Official announcement that B. P.

Schulberg had retired as manag-

ing director of production for Par-

amount, and resigned as a director

of the company, was made yester-

day in a joint statement by Schul-

berg and Paramount, confirming
Film Daily's story of last week.

Schulberg leaves today for the

coast. He told Film Daily that he
(Continued on Page 3)

"BRING 'EM BUCK" FLASH

JAM8B'WAY,PACKS HOUSE

Traffic was stopped on Broadway
yesterday by crowds gathered to

watch the pretentious mechanical
animal display on the RKO Mayfair
marquee in connection with Frank
Buck's feature "Bring 'Em Back
Alive." The "jungle," constructed

by Messmore and Damon under the

supervision of Bob Sisk and Terry
Turner of RKO, has life-size animal
figures including a huge elephant,

tigers,, bears, gorillas, apes, pythons
and panthers. Jungle sounds, sup-

(Continued on Page 3)

Shorter Performances
Ordered in RKO Houses

Length of picture programs in all

RKO houses on a film policy has
been ordered cut to one hour and 48

minutes.

U. A. Not to Tie In

Shorts With Features

Buyers of the
Symphony" short

United Artists sta

compelled to take

the shorts, it is

vice-president and
schedule calls for

three weeks, and
weeks. These will

'Mickey Mouse" and "Silly

subjects to be released by

rting July 15 will not be
features in order to obtain
announced by Al Lichtman.
general manager. Release

one "Mickey Mouse" every

one "Symphony" every foui

be the only U. A. shorts.
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BILL PINE FETED
Chicago—A farewell luncheon for

W. H. (Bill) Pine, of the Balaban
& Katz publicity staff, was staged
this week in the bungalow atop the

Morrison Hotel.

MARIO LUPORINI HERM
Mario Luporini, Italian represen-

tative for United Artists, recently

arrived from Rome, is making his

headquarters at the Park Central

Hotel.

FIRST DIVISION'S NEXT
Next First Division releases sched-

uled for Broadway showing will be
three Chesterfield productions, "Mid-
night Lady," "Escapade" and "For-
bidden Company." F. D. plans to

handle 75 this season.

New Tork Long Tilind City B
1 .140 Bro«dwiT ' "•* Crescent St. W
BRvaatQ-4711 STillwell 4-7940 W

Stock Probe Continues
Without William Fox

Washington. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — William Fox was

again too indisposed yesterday to

appear before the Senate group in-

vestigating stock market operations.
William A. Gray, counwl for the proliinf;

committee, told of the Fnx stock oper.itinii«

in which he said John J. Raskob, W. F.

Kenny, Walter P. Chrysler, Mrs. Eliz.-ibctb

Meehan, Joseph E. Hietjins, Bradford Ells

worth and Nicholas F. Brady also took part.

He charged th.-jt Hayden. Stnne & Co. prof-

ited about $1,000,000 in marketincr stock for

Fnx interests, includinpr the underwritincr of

125,000 shares of Fnx Film stock used in

acqiiirinfr the West Coast circuit on an ex-
change of stock basis, and that the brokerace
firm bouRht the Wescn stock at 55 with the
knowledq-e that it would be exchanged for
Fnx stock at a price of 7,'!.

LAUNCHES SUNDAY FIGHT
Franklin. Pa.^—L. T. Kouehton.

manager of the Orpheum, will fip-ht

tobacco stores, ice cream narlors
and filling stations or)erating in vio-
lation of ancient blue laws, as a

result of being fined with two em-
ployees for giving Sunday shows.

UPTOWN STAYS OPEN
Chicago—The Uptown, B. & K

npighborhood 5,000-seater, where no-
tice had been ud for a week, will

not close for the summer as had
been planned. It will continue its

uresent nolicy of pictures and stap-e

show. The Paradise and McVicker's.
'•losed recently, will reonen early in

the fall, it is announced.

B. & K. STATE UNITS
Chicago—Balaban & Katz is re-

organizing its production denart-
"^ent, discontinued some time aero

"'hen Fanchon i?r Marco units wp'-e
'•ubstituted. After this wepk tbe
"tae^e shows for thp Oriental. TTn-

•^own and Tivoli will emanatp froro

^. Sl K.'s own production depart-
ment.

Eastman Films

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana At*
CALumat JSSI

Hollywood
470n Sunt! Monica

BWd
HOLlywood 4121

DAUGHTER TO MARY ASTOR
Honolulu — Mary Astor (Mrs

'^'ranklyn Thorpe"* is the mother of
1 girl, born here this week. Th^v
''re leaving for Hollywood immedi-
ately.

BUYS WORLD RIGHTS
British and Continental Tradino-

•^o. has acquired world risrhts to twr-

Multicolor features, it was stated
vesterday bv Jack B^irnst'^'^. wh^ rp

''pntly returned to Npw Yo'-k fi-or>^

•^he coast. "Tex Takes n Holidj^v"
^•^?, bepn sold to First Divisinn f'^^

NTp-vv York and other ter'-itorips

T>\e second feature is "The Calgary-
Stampede."

T.RADE WHERE
YOU'RE ALWAYS
TREATED

RIGHT!

National Theatre
Supply Company
Your Losical Supply Source

New Appointments Made
On Educat'l Sales Staff

Several new appointments in the
Educational-World Wide sales staff

will be among those attending the

New York convention Monday and
Tuesday. This is the first of three

meets, with Chicago and Los An-
geles to follow. At the New York
confab will be:
Edward Schnitzer, new manager of the

New York branch; H. F. Brink. Buffalo; J.

II. Beaver, just transferred from Washinerton
to Albany; Harry Gibbs, New Haven; John
Scully, Boston; J. A. Bachman. Philadel-

phia; Joe Kaliski, former manager in Pitts

burg, now in charge of Washington; H. R.

Skirboll. Cleveland; L. J. Klar. Cincinnati;

J. H. Butner. Atlanta ; J. E. Hobbs. Char-
lotte; Harry Law, Toronto; and H. E. Feld-

stein, Montreal.
James Travis, Canadian general manager.

Arthur Lucas, Southern representative, and
Phil Dunas, just appointed midwest district

manager, will also he in attendance.

LOEW DROPS FOX, ATLANTA
Atlanta—Loew's, Inc., which as-

sumed supervision of the Fox the-
ater two years ago, will discontinue
operation of the house June 24.

ROTHACKER TO SAIL
Watterson R. Rothacker, with his

wife and daughter, sails July 2 for
Europe on the Reliance. On the
same boat will be Richard Barthel-
mess with his wife and two children.

B. J. HYNES IN RKO POST
B. J. Hynes has been appointed

traveling representative for RKO
theaters to assist managers in all

RKO houses in the country in econ-
omy moves and material savings.
Herschel Stuart made the appoint-
ment.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Columbia's annual outing, Rock-
hill Lodge, Lake Mohegan, near Peeks-
kill, N. Y.

June 22: Twentieth Film DaUy Golf Tour
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 20-21: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, New York.

June 20-21 : Warner-First National sales
meeting, Los Angeles.

June 22-24 : Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting of
Allied States Ass'n board of directors,
St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 23-24: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting. Chicago.

June 26-27: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory, Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block

ON THE BOARDWALK
ATLANTIC CITY

A Smart Hotel In

America's Smartest Resort
Ideal Convention Facilities

ATTRACTIVE RATES

13.6 mm X 22 iinc

One more double reel

per irim

3 less carbons per

twelve hour day
These results are reported by projec-

tionists using the new 13.6 mm x 22
inch National High Intensity Projec-

tor Carbons.

N o increase in price

Improved manufacturing facilities

permit this new length to be offered

at the same price as the 13.6 mm x
20 inch carbons formerly supplied.

NATIONAL
PROJECTOR CARBONS

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Carbon Sales Division • Cleveland, Ohio

Unit o( Union Carbide |im '"J Carbon Corporalion

Branch Sales Offices:

New York Pittsburgh Chicago San FrancTsco
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EXHI6S MEETING TO FIGHT

DUAL BILLSJRICE CUTS

(Continued from Page 1)

year ahead. Discussing plans for
the meeting yesterday, President
Charles L. O'Reilly of the T. O. C.
C. deplored what he termed a "price
war."

Operators' Union Taking
Another Voluntary Cut

(CoiUinned from Page 1)

immediately sign a year's contract
with the local. The plan is under-
stood to be part of the local's ef-

forts to counteract activities of the
Empire M. P. Operators.

A. B. Momand Sues Again
—Files $3,000,000 Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

have reduced his company's $100,000
worth of stock to virtually nothing.
Momand's pending case involves
$2,000,000 damages from the same
defendant group. Among matters
cited are block booking and alleged
practice of subsidiary firms of pro-
ducers in establishing competitive
theaters in cities where Momand op-

erated. Attorneys for Momand said

trial probably will be held on both
suits at once, since the last case in-

volves damages said to have been
suffered since the filing of the first

suit.

ALONG lALTO
PUILM.DALY

MtW VORK. lOS ANGELES

ELSON-RKO DEAL
Billy Elson, who has the Grand,

St. Louis, is negotiating a deal with

RKO whereby he will operate the

Orpheum, Kansas City, as well as

his own house. Both theaters are

to be reopened as grinds at 10 and

15 cents.

RENNIE IN INDIE FILM
James Rennie has been signed to

play the male lead in "Divorce De-

coy," which Paradise Pictures, head-

ed by E. H. Goldstein, intends to puv

into production within 10 days at the

Ideal Studio, with Aubrey Scotto di-

recting.

BOB GILLHAM SHIFTS
Bob Gillham, formerly Paramount

contact man for Hanff-Metzger, has

joined Lord, Thomas and Logan m
a similar capacity.

WILL HAYS is en route to the coast

after attending the Republican convention at

Chicago.

SYLVIA SYDNEY is on her way from
New York to the coast.

KAY FRANCIS, who arrives in New York
tomorrow, will spend a vacation in New York
instead of going abroad. She returns to the

Paramount studios next month to resume
work.

JOSEPH BERNHARD, head of Warner
Theaters and DAVE (SKIP) WESHNER,
home office executive, leave tomorrow on a

week's trip to Chicago, Cleveland and Pitts-

burgh. MORT BLUMENSTOCK also leaves
tomorrow for advertising conferences in the
Albany territory.

• • • WHAT DISTANCE does a director walk during the making of
the picture.? George Cukor, directing "What Price Hollywood," de-
termined to find out so he attached a pedal-meter to the heel of
his shoe it registered exactly four miles now if some mugg
will invent a mental-meter to attach to a director's dome to
figure out just how far his brain travels that ought to shed a lot

of light on pictures in general

• • • QUITE A summer colony of film gents is to be found up at

Larchmont the latest addition is W. Ray Johnston, who moves into

a house there this week The AM, P. A. boys have lined up Bernarr

MacFadden for next Thursday's meet but will feed him vegetables

and Julius Cohen has been delegated to arrange for an outing for

the pressageys at Palisades Amusement Park most of 'em will feel

right at home on the roller coaster while the large delegation of

Guest Publicity Directors will spend the time in the pavilion practicing on
their roller skates also chairman of hostesses for the dinners and
bridge games, Beverly Bayne, will be master of ceremonies at the Actors'

Dinner Club this summer Bob Brager, brother of Lou Brager of

Warners and assistant manager of business promotion at the Park Central

Hotel, is back at his desk after a layoff with an infected hand

• • • MORE PRIZES and bigger and better have been

generously donated for the Golf Tournament at the Fenimore Country Club

on Wednesday than ever before in the history of the tournaments

Amkino will have two handsome prizes Nat Lewis will

come through with some spiffy togs American Recording Corp. will

give one record of "Minnie the Moocher" to each player Brunswick

Radio Corp. have donated a tricky pool cue made in three sections

one section will be awarded at each of the next three tournaments

14 Managerial Changes
In Fox Denver Division

Denver — Fourteen managerial
changes are announced by Rick
Ricketson, Rocky Mountain division
manager for Fox West Coast, as
follows:
Mark Berkheimer is moved from the Para-

mount, Cheyenne, Wyo., to the Coronado,
Las Vegas, N. M. ; Howard Kuhn from the

Coronado to the Jones, Canon City, Colo.

;

A. D. Eichenlaub of the Junes moves to the
Imperial, Alliance, Neb. ; Ray Davis of the

Imperial to the Rialto, SterlinR, Colo. ; C. A,
Mulock, formerly manager of the Majestic
here, joins the Rialto, Loveland, Colo. ; Ewart
Boyd, of the Rialto, is sent to the Fox, Sid-

ney, Neb. ; A. J. Hamilton, of the Fox suc-

ceeds J. E. Bangs, resigned, at the Strand,
Rawlins, Wyo. ; Dave Davis of the Mayan
here trades places with Harry Ashton of the

Fox and Paramount, North Platte. Neb.

;

Water Smith of Los Angeles is added and
takes over the Oriental here, succeeding Dan
McAuliffe, who goes to the Isis here; Chas.
Yaeger, manager of the Rialto, Sterling, re-

turned to Denver headquarters as a booker.

BARNSTYN'S MULTI-LINGUALS
The Hague (By Cable) — L. C.

Barnstyn is producing four features
and 12 two-reel subjects in Dutch.
Versions will also be made in other
languages by Barnstyn, who is like-

wise engaged in distribution.

MONTE CARLO EXPRESS' HERE
An English version of "Monte

Carlo Express" is being released

here by Poplar Pictures Corp. A
French version has been playing in

Canada for three months.

PLAN VOTE ON SUNDAY SHOWS
Wellsburg, W. Va.—Voters at the

coming election will ballot on a ref-

erendaim on Sunday movies.

Business Carelessness
Cited in Nick Paper Suit

Lincoln, Nebr.—Legal carelessness
in running his business was one of
two factors that killed Nick Paper's
Sun Amusement Co. suit against the
distributors at the hearing in Fed-
eral Court here, according to the de-

cision of Judge T. C. Munger.
Most of the film contracts were signed

"Nick Paper," not "Sun Amusement Co."
One reason may have been that he was
also president of the corporation owning the

Capitol and by the form of the contracts

was able to switch pictures between the two
houses. However, when the arbitration pro-

ceedings occurred in 1929 they named Nick
Paper and not the theaters. Because of this
fact, the court declared that the arbitration
award, if it hurt anyone, injured Paper and
not the Sun Amusement Co., which is the
plaintiff in this case.
The other point, according to the court,

was Paper's action in June, 1929, when ht
gave his theater away and took a job with
the new owners in anticipation of the arbi-
tration award not being straightened out after
he received notices to make deposits on his
contracts. The court this week held that
Paper had no right to assume that the dis
tributors would have carried out their tlire.ii

to stop supplying pictures, and that since
it could not be proven that he was forced
out of business on that date, he could not
recover damages.

W. WILLIAM AS KRUEGER
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warren William will

be starred by Warner Bros, in "The
Match King," the Thorvaldson novel
patterned after the career of the late
international financier, Ivar Krueger.

WOMEN'S CLUBS OPPOSE

rEDERAL EILM CONIROL
(Continued from Page \)

the present trend is away from gov-
ernmental dictation. The plan would
only create a lot of political jobs at
fat salaries, it was contended. Mrs.
Grace M. Poole of Brockton, Mass.,
was elected president of the organi-
zation.

Schulberg's Retirement
Officially Confirmed

(Continued from Page 1)

has no definite plans for the fu-
ture, although he is considering sev-
eral propositions.
Emanuel Cohen, now officially in

charge of all Paramount production,
will stay on the coast.

"Bring 'Em Back" Flash
Jams B'way, Packs House

(Continued from Page 1)

plied by the Leonard Mitchill effect
service, amplified from the marquee,
could be heard all over Times
Square. House attendance yester-
day set a new record, according to
Fred Cruise, manager.

Foreign Material Agency
Is Launched By Diamond

(Continued from Page \)

will establish representatives in
Berlin, Paris, London, Milan, Vien-
na and Budapest. The Guild will
make a subscription charge to pro-
ducers and take a commission from
players and authors.

NATHANSON EUROPE-BOUND
Toronto—N. L. Nathanson, en

route to England fi-om Montreal, is

understood to be planning to see
Lord Beaverbrook in connection
with more financing for his plan
to buy Famous Players Canadian.

ARCHIE MAYO AT PARA.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM D4ILY
Hollywood—Archie Mayo has been

borrowed by Paramount from War-
ner Bros, for one picture.

June 18-19
Bruce Gallup Richard Dix

Edmund Brcese Jeanette MacDonald
Ivan B. Lebedeff

Martha Mattox Roy Fitzroy
George Harris
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FEATURE REVIEWS
James Cagney in

"WINNER TAKE ALL"
with Marian Nixon, Virginia Bruce

Warner Bros. 68 mins.

A KNOCKOUT COMEDY, FULL OF
CLEVERLY DIRECTED SITUATIONS, AC-

TION AND HILARITY, WITH CAGNEY
AT HIS BEST.

Another nicely timed winner from the

Warner stables. Besides being a hilariouS^

affair in itself, it should cash in lots of

additional shekels with the aid of the cur-

rent boxing interest aroused by the im-

pending Sharkey-Schmeling bout. James

Cagney delivers a knockout performance as

a scrappy Tenth Avenue lad who goes west

for his health, meets a girl, develops into

a star fighter, returns east and goes ritzy

with a Park Avenue dame, and, after find-

ing that he doesn't belong in the high hat

crowd, returns to his real sweetheart. The

proceedings also include a couple of prize

fights that are darbs. Director Roy Del

Ruth put plenty of added values into the

story, which, despite its familiar formula,

prances along at such a lively gait and

hands out so many gusty laughs that it has

the audience on edge from start to finish.

Cast: James Cagney, Marian Nixon, Guy
Kibbee, Clarence Muse, Virginia Bruce,

Dickie Moore, Allen Lane, John Roche,

Ralf Harolde, Alan Mowbray, Clarence Wil-

son, Charles Coleman, Esther Howard, Re-

nee Whitney, Harvey Perry, Julian Riviere

Director, Roy Del Ruth; Author, Gerald

Beaumont; Adaptor, Wilson Mizner; Dia-

loguers, Wilson Mizner, Robert Lord; Cam-
eraman, Robert Kurrle; Editor, Thomas

Pratt.

Direction, aces. Photography, fine.

Tallulah Bankhead in

"THUNDER BELOW"
Paramount 67 mins.

MATERIAL WAS NEVER MEANT FOR
THE SCREEN AND SHAPES UP AS
PRETTY HOPELESS FROM ALL ANGLES.

Adapted from the novel by Thomas
Rourke, but the play of characters and
mental reactions he brought out in words
is absolutely lost when trying to transfer

it to celluloid. Consequently this produc-

tion can be chalked up as one of the major

casualties of the season. It seems a pity,

for the cast is splendid, and works valiant-

ly to get it over. Also the clever direc-

torial ability of Richard Wallace is every-

where apparent, but to no avail. Miss

Bankhead as the wife of Charles Bickford,

the boss of an oil concession in the tropics,

experiences emotional love reactions with

her husband who goes blind and his friend

with whom she falls desperately in love.

But the pal is true, and plays fair with his

friend's wife. Then she elopes with an-

other gent, but changes her mind, and later

commits suicide for a very dismal finale.

Slow paced, lacking real drama, and Bick-

ford is lost disguised behind dark glasses.

Cast; Tallulah Bankhead, Charles Bick^

ford, Paul Lukas, Eugene Pallette, Ralph

Forbes, Leslie Fenton, James Finlayson, Ed-

ward Van Sloan, Mona Rico, Carlos Salazer,

Enrique Acosta, Gabry Rivas.

Director, Richard Wallace; Author,

Thomas Rourke; Adaptors, Josephine Lovett,

Sidney Buchman; Editor, not listed; Camera-
man, Charles Lang.

Direction, licked by material. Photog-

raphy, fair.

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS

"The Mad King"

Educational 7 mins.
Very Good

A Paul Terry-Toon which is a

swell kidding of the opera technique.

The Mad King is the tyrant cat,

who has the mouse heroine locked

in the dungeon of his castle. The
mouse mob, who are the common
people, get together to overthrow
the tyrant and his armored knights,

storm the castle and hero mouse
rescues the gal with glory. Original

musical score and libretto give this

cartoon a lot of dignity and class.

Scored and conducted by Philip A.

Scheib.

"WEEK ENDS ONLY"
with Joan Bennett, Ben Lyon

Fox 65 mins.

BEN LYON'S WORK STANDS OUT IN

MODERN ROMANCE THAT IS BRIGHT
AND CHARMING WITH JOAN BENNETT.

From the novel by Warner Fabian, the

direction has been deftly handled by Alan

Crosland, keeping it bright and sparkling

all the way. It should go strong with all

the femmes because of its unusually ro-

mantic love interest. Joan Bennett is the

girl of good family forced to become a

hostess at a ritzy club in order to earn a

livelihood. She also acts as hostess at a

rich chap's country place for "week ends

only." Falling in love with a penniless young

artist, she conceals from him the nature

of her work. When he discovers her at

the week end place, he puts the worst

interpretation on it, and walks out on the

girl. In a fit of despafr, she prepares to

sail for Europe with the rich gent, but the

artist comes to his tenses and rescues her

from the fate of a rich man's darling, just

in the nick of time. Joan Bennett looks

alluring in beautiful costumes, but Ben

Lyon collects most of the acting honors.

Cast: Joan Bennett, Ben Lyon, John

Hailiday, Halliwell Hobbes, Henry Armetta,

Berton Churchill, John Arledge, John Elliott.

Waiter Byron.

Director, Alan Crosland; Author, Warner

Fabian; Adaptor, William Conselman; Di-

aloguer, Warner Fabian; Cameraman, Hal

Mohr; Recording Engineer, Eugene Gross-

man.
Direction, smart. Photography, good.

Bill Cody in

"TEXAS PIONEERS"
with Andy Shuford

Monogram 54 mins.

BETTER THAN AVERAGE WESTERN
WITH LOTS OF ACTION AND UNUSUAL
PRODUCTION VALUES.
What distinguishes this picture from the

usual run of westerns is the apparent pains

that were taken to give it real production

values in the way of sizeable cast for the

Indian fighting scenes, and in various other

ways. This and the rapid sequence of

action stuff combine to make the rather

familiar plot much more entertaining than

it otherwise would have been. Bill Cody
plays the role of a U. S. Army officer who
pretends to disgrace himself and become
an outcast so he can mix around and get

the goods on the white villain who is

helping the Indians to get guns. The
action includes some exciting battle work
between the U. S. soldiers and the Indians,

with the villain eventually falling at the

hands of one of the red men. Love in-

terest is secondary, and an added bit of

human interest is added by a friendship

between Cody and the heroine's little

brother, Andy Shuford.

Cast: Bill Cody, Andy Shuford, LeRoy
Mason, Sheila Manners, John Elliott, Frank

Lackteen, Harry Allen, Chief Standing Bear,

Iron Eyes, Ann Ross,

Director, Harry Fraser; Author, Harry

Eraser; Adaptor, Wellyn Totman; Dialoguer,

same; Cameraman, Faxon Dean; Recording

Engineers, Balsley & Phillips.

Direction, fast. Photography, fine.

Tom Howard in

"What Price Air"

Paramount 19 mins.

Good Comedy
In a railroad station setting, Tom

Howard delivers another load of his

dry humor, in this case dealing with
his efforts to pick a suitable vaca-
tion spot. First he holds up a long

ticket window line while he buys a

ticket to Hay Fever Falls. Before
he gets to the train gate, however,
he meets a friend who talks him into

going somewhere else. This keeps
up for several rounds, with Tom
each time missing the train as a re-

sult of being engaged in conversa-
tion, and each time crashing the
ticket window line to buy passage
for another destination. Also add-
ing to the complications and humor
is a colored porter who brings Tom
a new outfit every time he returns
from buying a ticket. The blowoflf
comes when the porter brings Tom
a colored baby. With vacation time
in the air, the subject has timeliness
that makes it extra enjoyable.

"The Last of the Mohicans"
Mascot 12-Chapter Serial

Historic Serial
Here is a serial that will cer-

tainly bring joy to the hearts of
all the youngsters, with its stirring
adventures of frontier life as the
brave scout Hawkeye aided by his
young Indian friend Uncas matches
wits against the unfriendly and
savage Huron tribe. This classic
of James Fenimore Cooper will also
be received with a rush of sentimen-
tal memories by all the grown-ups
who devoured the tale in their youth.
The first chapter starts off in grand
form. Hawkeye is taking dispatches
to Colonel Monroe at the fort, when
he encounters Major Heywood. Cora
and Alice trying to escape from the
Hurons. He matches his wits
against the savages, and the great
adventure is on—to last through 12
sizzling chapters. Yakima Canutt
does the stunts throughout this ser-
ai. He does a great leap off a cliff

with his horse, leaving the animal
just as it strikes the water. It's

one of the most sensational stunts
we've ever seen—and Yakima ac-
tually did it. Directed by Ford
Bebbe and B. Reeves Eason.

Ethel Merman in

"You Try Somebody Else"
(Screen Song)

Paramount 9 mins.
Good

A Max Fleischer bouncing ball
singing short. Ethel Merman, hot
crooner who has already scored in
shorts as well as on the radio and
stage, supplies the chief vocal moti-
vation for the theme song, which
is surrounded with the usual cartoon
trimmings.

"The Candid Camera" -

Educational 19 mins.
Good Gags

A Mack Sennett featuring Frank-
lin Pangborn in a rather ingeniously
presented skit. Pangborn on his
wife's birthday gets tangled upl with
a dame at the beach and collects a
black eye through flirting. He has
given his wife a stall of being a
hero and saving a child from being
•un over, hence the shiner. Mean-
while wifie attends a moviej and
sees a newsreel showing what^eally
happened on the beach. Has the
virtue of some original gag^ with
plenty of funny situations, b

"Hatta Mari"
Educational 21 mins.

Weak
A Mack Sennett spoofing film

with Harry Gribbon as the goofy
hero. Harry is the hero of western
horse operas, who can't do a thing
without his horse. This is stolen by
Hatta Mari, the Oriental vamp who
is sore because Harry has thrown
her down. Harry winds up in the
Foreign Legion searching for his
horse, which he discovers in Hatta
Mari's boudoir. Just a lot of goofy
nonsense, but too involved and the
story thread clumsily put together.

"Laughing With Medbury in

Mandalay"
Columbia 10 mins.

Fine
More laughter from Walter Put-

ter's star humorist, J. P. Medbury.
this time concerning the Mandalay
country. Most of the scenes are in

Burma and show various native ac-
tivities, occupations and ceremonies,
with Medbury hurling wisecracks at

them in a manner that will delight
any audience.

"Napoleon's Bust"
with Ted Husing and Dan Coleman
Vitaphone 5911 10 mins.

Amusing Burlesque
Ted Husing steps aside from his

announcer role to play the part of

Napoleon in this frequently hilarious
travesty on the Emperor. The skit

has a war locale, with modern
touches in the way of flivvers, a
stenographer in chorus girl costume
to take dictation from the general
in the trenches, trick photography
and other items of nonsense. Alf
Goulding directed.
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INDEPENDENT

EXHIBITORS

of the EAST—
Your big chance to state your views on

your problems will be at the

St. CHARLES
HOTEL
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,

June 22, 23, 24, 1932

at the

Eastern Regional Conference

of Independent Exhibitors

and

Thirteenth Annual Convention

of the

Allied Theatre Owners

of New Jersey, Inc.

Special Low Rates Bring the Ladies

Ready Reference Directory
WITH ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS OF RECOGNIZED

INDUSTRY CONCERNS

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT SI

Cooling

Typhoon Air Conditioning Co.

I C E D A I R E
Simple—Low Priced—as good as the

best
Wlsc.7-1296

best

233 W. 42 St. N. Y. C

COOL YOUR THEATRE

kool1*raire
Results Guaranteed

KOOLERAIRE ENG. CORP.
1904 Paramount BIdg., N. Y.

1223 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Distributors

1
eWally C Buzz C Bob

Wales " Bartons " Custers
Westerns tor Everybody

Distributed by
BIG 4 FILM CORP.

Paramount BIdg. * New York City
AND 31 AFFILIATED EXCHANGES

OA Sound and Talking Pictures <SA
U. S. S. R.

AMKINO CORP.
723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-7680

Greatest Name
in Travelogues

PORT 0' CALL
I

P0R1 I
Imperial Distributing

Corporation

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-8670

MONTE CARLO MADNESS
SARI MARITZA

A Naughty—Romantic—Extravaganza

FIRST ANGLO CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address:Thomfilm PEn. 6-4424

NOW RELEASING
"TEMPTATION'S WORKSHOP"

Mayfair Pictures Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Chronophron Tel. CHic. 4-0828

NOW RELEASING

"They Never Come Back"
Regis Toomey, Dorothy Sebastian

Earle Foxe, Gertrude Astor
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.

729 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-3169

NOW RELEASING

"THE MIDNIGHT LADY"
with Sarah Padden, Claudia Dell,
John Darrow, Theodore Von Eltz
Chesterfield Motion Pictures Corp.

1540 B'way, N.Y.C. Tel. BRyant 9-6884

"THE LIMPING MAN"
THRILLING MYSTERY DRAMA

POWERS PICTURES, INC.
723—7th Ave. BRyant 9-6067

N. Y. Exchange, 630—9th Ave.

Distributors
(.Continued) J

Being Prepared

"NEGLECTED HUSBANDS"
Fifth of Series 12 Feature Prod.

All Rights Protected
EAGLE PRODUCTION, LTD.

729 7th Ave. New York City
Tel.: BRyant 9-2540

Equipment
1

S.O.S. CORP.
Largest Distributors of

TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT
THEATRE 6 AMUSEMENT SUPPLIES

Bargains on Used and Rebuilt Apparatus

1600 B'WAY, N. Y. Tel. CHickering 4-1717

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
SALES : SERVICE : RENTALS
We Light Studios—Theatre Fronts

Studio Sets—Generator Trucks Furnished

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE CO.
318-320 W. 48th St.. N. Y. Tel. CHIe. 4-2074

Exchanges
J

WILD WOMEN of BORNEO
PERCENTAGE ENGAGEMENTS
Now Booking Nationally

The World's Leading Independent
First Division Exchanges, Inc.

Buffalo, Albany, Wash., Phila., N. Y.
630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEnn. 6-4424

NOW PLAYING
AT R.K.O. THEATRES
"LOVEBOUND"

with
Jack Mulhall-Natalie Moorhead

HOLLYWOOD PICTURES CORP.
630 9th Ave., N.Y.C. CHIck. 4-3949

Now Booking

JACK MULHALL and PHYLLIS BARRINGTON
in

"SINISTER HANDS"

Capital Film Exchange
630 9th Ave., N.Y.C. PEnn. 6-9351

GRETA GARBO
"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604

• Finance •

1
General Motion Picture Financing

Advances on Negatives

Notes on Trade Acceptance Bought

AMUSEMENT SECURITIES CORP.
729 7th Ave. New York City

Tel: BRyant 9-5928



Ready Reference Directory
Q ###WITH ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS OF RECOGNIZED INDUSTRY CONCERNS ## # e

Film Libraries

I
Over 5,000,000 feet of negatives and
positives—scenes of every conceivable

description.

General Film Library, Inc.
729—7th Ave. New York City

Phone: BRyant 9-4417

A MILLION FEET OF EVERYTHING

"STOCK SHOTS"
Stone Film Library

729—7th Avenue New York, N. Y.

Tel.: BRyant 9-4370-4446 Room 605

Foreign 1

RITCHEY EXPORT CORP.
723—7th Avenue BRyant 9-8347

Exclusive Distributors in the Foreign

Market of Monogram Pictures and
Product of all leading Independent

Producers.

J. H. HOFFBERG CO., Inc.

729 7th Ave. MEdallion 3-3813-14

Handling

CHESTERFIELD—MASCOT—PEERLESS
WILLIS KENT—BIG FOUR, ETC.

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS OF

MODERN
Feature Comedies Cable:

Serials. Cartoons Modernfilm
Educationals

MODERN FILM SALES CORP.
729—7th Avenue BRyant 9-9667

AMERANGLO CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

LONDON PARIS
Cable: Chronophon

226 West 42nd Street

New York City

BERLIN

• Forwarders •

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
FREIGHT FORWARDERS

MIKE MORAN
Mutual Transport Co., Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue N. Y. City

Tel: BRyant 9-0532

Specializing in Forwarding and Insuring

of Films and Accessories

M. J. CARNEY
276 Fifth Avenue New York City

Tel: Murray Hill 4-6156

• Hotels •

1
AMERICA'S FIRST

TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE ST. MORITZ
ON THE PARK

50 Central Park South New York City

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

Hotels
(Contiitited)

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block on the Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY
A Smart Hotel in America's Smartest
Resort. Ideal Convention Facilities.

ATTRACTIVE RATES

THE BREAKERS
On the Boardwalk. Atlantic City, N. J.

Concert Orchestra—French Cuisine
Cabaret—Dancing—Refreshments Each
Week-End—Complimentary to Guests
Emanuel E. Katz, Managing Director

IN NEW YORK

HOTEL PLYMOUTH
49th ST. EAST OF BROADWAY

In the Heart of the Motion Picture

Industry. Most Moderate Weekly Rates
S. J. Mitchell, Manager

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates

• Insurance

REEL INSURANCE SERVICE

JEROME J. COHEN, Inc.

55 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel: LOngacre 5-7370-1

Laboratories •

CRAFT FILM
LABORATORIES, Inc.

729 7th AVE., N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-5372-3-4
Laboratories—Flushing, L. I.

De Luxe Trailers, Inc.

Developing and Printing

630 Ninth Avenue
Tel. PEnn. 6-6636

• Movie Stills

Service That Is Real—Not a Slogan

Stern Photo Co., Inc.
MOVIE STILLS EXCLUSIVELY
318-20 WEST 46th STREET

Telephone: LOngacre 5-6833—N. Y. C.

Office Space

OFFICES and EXCHANGES
With Vaults, Projection, Cutting

and Shipping Rooms

126-130 W. 46th Street

Leavitt Building
2nd Floor Tel: BRy. 9-7747

J* Photographers ^ I

1

J

J

1

"Portraits of Distinction"

IRVING CHIDNOFF
469 Fifth Avenue New York

• Printers •

MOTION PICTURE PRINTING—PRESS
BOOKS—INSERTS—ANNOUNCEMENTS

THEATRE PROGRAMS-
WINDOW CARDS, Etc.

The Longacre Press, Inc.
LEO KLEBANOW

427 W. 42nd St. MEdallion 3-1953

• Projection Rooms

Wisconsin 7-1756

REXSERVE CORPORATION
AIR COOLED R.C.A. EQUIPPED

80 Comfortable Seats

Day or Night Screenings

1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Scrap Film 1

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St.. Newark, N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

• Sound Effects •

1
Unusually Lifelike Imitations

For Talkies, Radios, etc.
American, African, Asiatic Birds

Barnyard Animals; Insects, Etc.

DONALD BAIN
36 W. 71st St. New York City

Tel: SUsquehanna 7-7934

Special Effects

J

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best equipped studio in the P.ast for

Optical Tricks—Effects

—

Animation of all types.

Original Ideas—Special Effects

"We cure all film ills"

EDDIE WHITE MANNY JACOBS

145 West 45 St., N.Y.C.

BRyant 9-6796

Studios

)

At Your Service .

,

THE LARGEST AND BEST
EQUIPPED SERVICE SOUND
STUDIOS EAST OF HOLLYWOOD

Highly trained personnel—cutting

rooms—Projection rooms—ample
vault space . . .

WESTERN ELECTRIC IMPROVED
NOISELESS RECORDING AND

RE-RECORDING.

EASTERN SERVICE STUDIOS, Inc.

2826-34 Decatur Ave. RAymond 9-1315

Downtown Office-250 W. 57th Street

N.Y.C. COIumbus 5-6074

Recording As Good As The Best

All Modern Equipment

Atlas Soundfilm Studios,
130 West 46th Street

BRyant 9-7754 New York City

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 7th Ave. Circle 7-4911-4912

"SHOOT PICTURES IN N. Y. CITY"
Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film

and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

723-7th AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 9-6067

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS

Latest equipment for recording sound on

film and disc and synchronizing. Several

large sound stages, many sets. Sound
truck available. Prices very reasonable

1600 Broadway New Yort^

Tel: LAckawanna 4-7511

Theater Fronts 1

THE ART GUILD
THEATRE FRONTS AND LOBBIES

250 West )4th Street New York City

Teleph one: COIumbus 5-5780

Trailers

DE LUXE TRAILERS
THE DISTINCTIVE
SCREEN SERVICE

DE LUXE TRAILERS, INC.

630—9fh Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEn. 6-6636



INDUSTRr
If you have talked with Fox executives or employees

you have met it.

It is the confidence which now inspires Fox Film Cor-

poration—a confidence coming out of the knowledge

of constructive policies at work at the Home Office

and at Movietone City.

The purpose of this advertisement is not to publicize

policies.

The results of these policies will very soon be given

the publicity they demand.

Until then there will be no idle promises or boasting.

Meanwhile showmen to whom the future of the

industry is important are advised to . .

.

WATCH FOX THIS YEAR
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TICKET TAX DEALING SEgRE BLOW TO STAGE SHOWS

Paramount's New Schedule in Full Swing Next Week
First Seven on 1932-1933

List to Be in Work
by July 1

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Production on Para-

mount's new lineup will be in full

swing by July 1, with the first seven
pictures in work. They are: "Riddle
Me This," "Night After Night,"
"The Big Broadcast," "A Farewell
to Arms," "The Phantom President,"
"The Sign of the Cross" and "Blonde
Venus."

TWO COMEDY SERIES

PLANNED BY NAT ROSS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nat Ross will produce

a series of six two-reel comedies
starring Alexander and Nat Carr,
and another series of six two-reel
collegiate comedies at the Tec Art
studios.

Admissions Adjusted

By Many Ohio Houses
Akron, 0.—Admission scale ad-

justments effected the past week in

various Ohio cities include the fol-

lowing: Akron—Loew's, from 25-40

to 10-15-20 (the dime being for

kids); Warners' Strand, cut to same
scale; Canton—Loew's, from 15-25-

40 to 10-15-20-30; Wooster—Schine's

Wallace, cut to 10-15-25; Ashland—
Palace, cut to 10-20-25; Ohio, cut to

10-15.

Shea's Colonial here closes this

week for the summer. RKO's Palace

has not yet announced a price cut.

Creighton Cheney Set

As Star of RKO Serial

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Creighton Chaney, son of Lon

Chaney, has been definitely set to star in

the serial, "The Last Frontier," to be pro-

duced by Van Beuren Corp. for RKO relaase.

Last Call For Golf

IF you haven't Rot your ten berries in for the golf tournament Wednesday, you'd

better do It NOW. Remember, it's $12 if you delay until you reach the Fenimore

Country Club. All signs point to the grandest tournament of the long series. The
Committee has made final inspection, and reports greens and fairways in superb con-

tion. Try to get out early for the morning qualifying round. Full directions in

tomorrow's papei how to get there by auto, train or on the hoof. Entrants will pick

up their tickets at the Club registration desk.

Fewer Remakes Scheduled
On New Season Programs

Union Trouble Looms
In Dropping of Flesh

All circuit houses in Newark will

close if there is union trouble fol-

lowing the elimination of stage
shows from the theaters July 2, the
Film Daily learns. There will be
no reduction in admission prices for

the shortened programs.

Analysis of production plans of
eight major companies indicates that
fewer remakes will be produced for
1932-33 release than during the cur-
rent year. Five stories made silent-

ly will be converted into talkers dur-
ing the season ahead, as compared
with nine made for distribution
during 1931-32, the checkup shows.
Fox will lead the way with three

(Continued on Page 4)

Travel and Exploration,

Animal Films Lead Poll

Exploration and animal pictures
lead all other specific subjects in the
returns to date from the national
movie preference poll conducted by
the Hays office. Even detective
stories and sea and air cycles are
falling behind the "Tarzan," "Ran-
go," "Trader Horn," "Bring 'Em
Back Alive" group.

Optimism Is Voiced
At Publix N. W. Meet

Minneapolis—Optimistic views on
the outlook, from the exhibition as
well as production standpoint, were
voiced at the Paramount Publix di-

visional meeting here last week.
{Continued on Page 4)

Educational and World Wide
Announce 1932-33 Programs

Hutchinson Starting

First of Eight Pictures
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Charles Hutchinson

announces "Out of Singapore" as

the first of a series of eight pictures
which he has scheduled for produc-
tion.

Complete schedule of Educational
Pictures for 1932-33 totals 166 sub-
jects, including 64 two-reelers and
102 one-reelers, while the World
Wide Pictures organization will have
21 features and eight Ken Maynard
westerns, it will be announced at the
opening of the companies' joint New
York sales meeting today. Burt Kel-

(.Continued on Page 6)

Only 100 Houses Playing
Vaude Now, Against

300 Last Year
Vaudeville and stage shows will

suflfer considerably as a result of the
federal admission tax, which goes
into effect tomorrow. Except where
vaudeville can be offered at prices
not subject to the new tax, all-film

policies at the lower prices are re-

garded as having the best chance
under present conditions, according
to officials of some of the major cir-

cuits, which are now watching each
other for the first move.
At present there are less than 100

(Continued on Page 4)

fOX DENYING PROTECTION

TO DUAL FEATURE HOUSES

In an effort to prevent double fea-

turing in the Philadelphia territory.

Fox is adding a clause to its con-

tracts cancelling protection in in-

stances where theaters include their

pictures on dual bills under percen-

tage deals. Up to the present,_Fox

has made no plans for national

adoption of this policy, it was stated

at the company's home office Satur-

day.

Double Feature Programs
Increase 30% in Canada

Double feature bills have in-

creased 30 per cent in Canada dur-

ing the past year, according to

James Travis, Canadian manager
for Educational, who is in New
York to attend the company's East-

ern sales meeting. He estimates 150

Dominion houses are now operating

an this policy.

4 Paramount Players

Being Built Into Stars

Among new Paramount players being groomed

for early stardom are George Raft, Sari Marltza,

Herbert Marshall and Charles Laughton. Publix

theater managers have been notified to get busy

right away plugging these names in local papers.
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FINANCIAL

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. ZU 2% 2% — %
East. Kodak 42H 415^ 42^ — H
Fox Fm. "A" VA I'A VA
Loew's, Inc 16 15^ 15^ — %
Paramount 2% 2'A 2'/i

RKO "A" 2 2 2 — Vs
Warner Bros 1 Ji Vt + HNEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" H 5-16 H + HNEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew 6s 41ww 6&'A 6854 68J4 — t'A
Paramount 6s 47.. 18 18 18 — 1

Par. By. S^isSl.. 42 42 42—1
Far. 5^^s50 16 16 16 — IK

M-G-M BUYS 2 STORIES
"Let's Go," magazine story by E.

J. Rath, and "Fury," an original by
Edmund Goulding, have been bought
by M-G-M.

PETTIJOHN TO SPEAK
Cleveland—C. C. Pettijohn will be

guest speaker at the Cleveland
Cinema Club on Wednesday, stop-
ping off here for a day on his way
to the Democratic convention.

The Broadiv'ay Parade
(Week of June 17)

FIRST-RUNS
PICTURH DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Huddle" M-G-M .Capitol
"Thunder Below" Paramount Paramount
"Week Ends Only" Fox Roxy
"Winner Take AH" Warner Bros Strand
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" .RKO Mayfair

EXTENDED RUNS
"Scarface" (5th week) United Artists Rialto
"Dark Horse" (2nd week) First National Winter Garden

$2 RUNS

"Grand Hotel" (10th week) M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"A Nous La Liberte" (Sth week) Capt. Harold Auten. . Europa
"Hurra Ein Junge" Capitol Film Exch. . . Hindenburg
"Der Kongress Tanzt" Leo Brecher Little Carnegie
"Le Rio Des Resquilleurs" (2nd week) . Leo Brecher Sth Ave. Playhouse
"Diary of a Revolutionist" (2nd week) . . Amkino Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Schubert's Fruehlingstraum" (June 21) . Capitol Film Exch.. . Europa
"The Office Girl" (June 24) RKO Cameo
"Aren't We All?" (June 25) Paramount Rivoli

Philly Indie Exchanges

Like Millionaires' Row
Philadelphia — Independent pro-

ducers may be forced to live on
"Poverty Row" in Hollywood, but in-

dependent exchanges here, in ap-
pearance, equipment and personnel,

resemble "Millionaires' Row." The
modernistic First Division office is

one of the finest in the country.
Gold Medal's new exchange com-
pares favorably with any in Amer-
ica, while across the street there is

an eye treat in the neat window dis-

play and orange front of Oscar Neu-
feld's Success Pictures.

KITTY KELLY RETURING
Kitty Kelly, called to New York

recently by the illness of her mother,
returns to Hollywood this week.

New York
1540 Broadway
BByant 9-4711

Long Island City
154 CrMCMit St.

TlUweU 4-7940

Eastman Films

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

CblcaKO
1727 Indiana At*.
CALumat 3891

Hollywood
4700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLl7wood4121

gnWllflMMMMMlillliMMWMMIH rWirg

LOEW CLEVELAND CHANGES
Cleveland—As a result of summer

changes in Loew houses, Manager
Jerry O'Connell of the Allen and
Eddie Melniker of the State have
been called to New York for new
assignments. Jack McBride of the
Circle and Joe Standish will manage
the Allen for the summer. Arthur
Catlin continues at the Stillman,
with Bob Newkirk from the Liberty
and James Evans of the State as as-

sistants. Kenneth Reid, manager of

the Doan, becomes manager of

Loew's, Broad St., Columbus.
Only five, instead of seven, local

Loew houses will close for the sum-
mer, it is now announced by H. M.
Addison, division manager. The
open houses will be the Stillman,

Allen, Park, Granada and Mall.

FINAL WARNER SALES MEET
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—^Last of the four

Warner-First National sales meet-
ings opens at the Ambassador Hotel
here today with Gradwell L. Sears
presiding. J. L. Warner will speak
on production.

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 S«Tent1i Ave. BRyant 9-S395

Canadian Film Quota
May Be Like British

Ottawa—A Canadian quota mod-
elled after the British law will be
sought at the Imperial Conference
schedule to start July 23 and ex-
pected to continue for six weeks at
least. Important British producers,
including Lord Beaverbrook. John
Maxwell, Isidore Ostrer, C. M. Woolf
and Neville Kearney, will attend the
meetings as well as representatives
of the Hays organization and Amer-
ican producers, it is understood.
British producers are expected to
ask that Canadian theaters be com-
pelled to devote 7^% of their pro-
grams to British or Canadian pic-
tures the first year and gradually
increase percentage to 25 per cent.

COLUMBIA SETS RELEASE
Columbia has set June 25 as the

release date for "Hollywood Speaks','
with Pat O'Brien and Genevieve To-
bm, directed by Eddi& Buzzell.

JOINS HARVEY ART STAFF
Dorothy O'Mally of Waltham,

Mass., has joined the art staff of
the Harvey Agency, directed by Wil-
lam Grotz.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

June 20-21: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting. New York.

June 20-21
: Warner-First National sales

meeting, Los Angeles.
June 22: Twentieth Film DaUy Golf Tour-

nament, Fenimore Golf and Countrv
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

''""'rnu^'^* • *"""»• convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting of
Allied States Aas'n board of directors,
St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 23-24: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting. Chicago.

June 26-27: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

ARBUCKLE MARRIAGE TUBS.
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle and Ad-

die McPhail will be married tomor-
row in Cleveland, where they are
playing this week.

Deal whereby Arbuckle is to make
a series of shorts for Vitaphone in
the east has been practically set.
Sam Sax, Vitaphone chief, is con-
ducting negotiations with the Leo
Morrison office, Arbuckle's agents,
and first of the subjects probably
will start Aug. 1.

"CIMARRON" GETS MEDAL
RKO's "Cimarron" has been

awarded thq Photoplay ;Magazin&;
Gold Medal for the finest picture
made in 1931.

"RITA" ROUTED FOR YEAR
"Rio Rita," the stage musical ex-

travaganza now at the Capitol, has
been routed for one year and will
play all the principal cities from
here to the coast, according to Louis
K. Sidney.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
Stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film
Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE— RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

//

New York Press Raves On Photography

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE
//

. . . Glorious photography . . . The
camera at a deathly close range

is four stars worth of camera mar-
vels . . . Daily News.

Incidently there should be a spe-

cial badge of merit for the two
cameramen who took these pictures

. . . New York American.

. . . Unusually good photography

... is without a precedent or paral-

lel in wild animal photography . . .

Motion Picture Herald.

. . . Expertly photographed . . .

Cameramen entitled to good share of

credit . . . N. Y. Times.

. . . Amazing Feat of Photography
. . . N. Y. Telegram.

CARL BERGER—First Cameraman
I.A.T.S.E. LOCAL 644, NEW YORK

f
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STARS

AND A^

SMASHING
CI •>

TITLE!

SOLD IN ADVANCE!

Now running in serial form in hun-

dreds of newspapers as "Jerry

and Joan." Illustrated with scenes

from the picture. Check your

paper for local tie-ups.

SYLVIA F R E D R I C

I

SIDNEY^MARCH
with

ADRIANNE ALLEN * SKEETS GALLAGHER
i«,afch this glH) ^^^y GRANT

* Everything to sell tickets! Two great stars—sensational title

—

cast of popular favorites—and a touching, emotional story of two

young moderns, lovable and kindly, who tried to be bad . . . and

failed. By Cleo Lucas. Directed by Dorothy Arzner.

PARAMOUN
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TICKET TAX DEALING

HEAVY BLOW TO ELE8H

(Continued from Page 1)

houses playing vaudeville, compared
with about 300 a year ago, accord-
ing to Major J. O. Donovan of the
Vaudeville Managers' organization.
This includes both circuit and inde-
pendent theaters.

Golden Sees Showmanship
Being Geared for Masses
Exhibitors are now gearing show-

manship down to mass audiences,
declared Edward Golden, Monogram
general sales manager, upon his re-

turn to New York last week from
a trip to Chicago, Omaha, St. Louis,
Kansas City and Dallas.
Golden observed a tendency to get

away from sophistication, finding
this particularly evidenced in adver-
tising copy. Showmen who have
not "lost faith" in themselves or
their enterprise are coming through
the struggle in good condition, re-

ported the sales executive. He urged
that managers impress upon their

ushers, box office people and other
employees the necessity of smiling
and suggested that film salesmen
drop pessimistic talk.

LOBBY SETUP FOR ALL FILMS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Production of com-

plete lobby displays for each of the
12 Principal features is planned by
Sol Lesser, president. The displays
will be rented to exhibitors. First
to get such treatment is Zane Grey's
"South Sea Adventures."

HEADS M. P. COUNCIL
Springfield, Mass.—'Mrs. Samuel

H. Crane, local society woman, has
been named head of the Springfield
Motion Picture Council. She has
liberal tendencies and is powerful
in women's club activities.

NEW, BALTO., CHANGES POLICY
Baltimore—Morris Mechanic, man-

ager of the New, has added a stage
show, following reports that the
Century and Hipp might drop vaude
soon partly as a rebuke to the mu-
sicians for their Sunday pay de-
mands. The new also has booked
in independent picture, "Monte Carlo
Madness," First Division release.

FRED DESBERG TO REST
Cleveland—FVed Desberg, general

manager of Loew's Ohio Theaters,
suffered a heart attack last week. A
Erolonged rest has been prescribed

y his physician.

At Last—A Pressbook!

The first of fhe new style Paramount
pressbooks des'iKned and created by

Jack Hess is being distributed. The
major departments of Exploitation. Pub-
licity, AdvertisinK and Ad Aids arc

separately classified, printed on one
side, with top perforations for tearing

out material for newspapers and print-

ers. This first pressbook is on "Million
Dollar Legs." At last a SELLING press-
book! Without any blah or hooey.
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NtW VORK. IDS ANGELES

• • • ONE OF the brightest spots on the Gray Blight Way commonly

known as Broadway is the Jungle Scene created for "Bring 'Em

Back Alive"" atop the Mayfair marquee to those out-of-

towners who are unfamiliar with the house let us explain that the

theater has exactly half the frontage on 47th to 48th Streets and

the marquee extends all that distance

• • • SO TRY and picture this vast jungle setting with tangled

bushes, rocks, water, sloping hills done in natural colors

with 12 life-size wild animals elephant, tigers, panthers, water buf-

falo, rhinoceros, crocodile, wild boar, pythons and they all move
realistically each animal with its own mechanical apparatus

emitting the most life-like and terrifying sounds

• • • THE BIG fight scenes of the pix are reproduced the

tiger is on the back of the water buffalo, which is in its death throes

a gigantic python is coiled about a struggling panther and
with these papier-mache beasts absolutely duplicating the real thing

along with sounds and movements this shapes up as the finest bit

of realistic showmanship we have ever seen for a theater front

• • • CROWDS LINE the streets on the opposite side where they
can get a full view of the panorama night and day and
late Friday nite two drunks halted to look they gazed with eyes
transfixed suddenly one of them collapsed in his pal's arms, moan-
ing piteously "Holy jumpin' jiminy! It's got me! Even the pink
elephant!"

• *. * IT IS one of the fastest stunts ever put over the order
was given to Messmore b Damon to construct the scene they
turned it out and installed it complete in less than 48 hours Terry
Turner gets full credit for originating the idea along with Bob Sisk
and Charlie MacDonald the three worked all night planning every
detail Leonard Mitchill supplied the jungle sound effects from
actual records taken at the Zoo it's a pleasure to give all these
gents credit for a wow smash that has never been equalled

• • • WE LIKE that new slogan of Mayfair Pictures "To
promise only what we will deliver, with every thought of delivering more
than we promise" fair enough and if they meet the promise
contained in that smash announcement of Mayfair's Twenty-Four

,.

prepared and executed under supervision of Harold Flavin the'exh'ibs
have something to look forward to from the indie field.... boy you
should flash that book! a modernistic cover in swell color com-
bination on special art stock and a cunning contrast of pix stressing
Action, Sex, Human Interest, Timely Themes snappy copy with
graphic art work Kid Harold did himself proud '

• • •„ ^^^ NOW *« •'ear that Henry J. Reiners of National Screen
barvice will attempt to synchronize for life with Miss Claire Stark
startmg this Sunday Henry will probably Trail 'Er most' o'f

1!L Vi .L
"""'•

r-.^"'' '"'' y^ "°*'" ^•'^f typographical error onE / r?u""*"*
Empire Bulletin? "The gentile and brilliaat

Bambridge Colby ,f he's a genteel-man, he'll probably overlook if.

« « « » » »

FEWER REMAKES ON

NEW SEASON PROGRAM
{Continued from Page 1)

remakes, "What Price Glory'"
"Broken Blossoms" and "The Last
Trail." The company has five re-
makes on its current list. Para-
mount Is planning to remake "Blood
and Sand" against four remakes on
its program this year. United Art-
ists is completing a remake on
"Rain."

Optimism Is Voiced
At Publix N. W. Meet

{Continued from Page 1)
More than 150 managers attended,
and among executives taking part
in the conference were George J.
Schaefer, John D. Clark, Herman
Wobber, Sam Dembo\ir, M. J. Mullin,
R. J. O'Donnell, John J. Friedl and
Ben Blotcky.

BRISTOL CORP. RENAMED
Waterbury, Conn. — William H.

Bristol Talking Picture Corp., affili-
ated with the Bristol Co., has
changed its official name to the
Windmere Co.

WALTER LOEWE WITH POWERS
Cincinnati — Walter Loewe, for-

merly United branch manager in this
city, has been appointed southern
Ohio representative for Powers Pic-
tures by William Rosenthal.

IRENE SURGOT TAKING LEAP
Irene Surgot, for the past eight

years secretary to Harry Mandel of
RKO, will be married Jane 25 to
E. W. McCartney.

HANDLING INDIE FILM
Public Welfare Pictures Corp. has

acquired rights to "Should a Doc-
tor Tell?" for 29 states. Picture was
made by S. S. Krellberg.

"AREN'T WE ALL?" AT RIVOLI
"Aren't We All?" Paramount's

British-produced screen version of
Frederick Lonsdale's play, will have
its premiere at the Rivoli next Sat-
urday. It stars Gertrude Lawrence,
supported by Hugh Wakefield, Ow'en
Nares and Marie Lohr.

MANYWm RETUPNS

Best wishes ars extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

June 20
Scott R. Dunlap Betty Lorraine



FROM TO
LOS ANGELES NEW YORK

in New York

James Cagney in ^^Winner Take All

Critics Unanimous in Praise-

Packing 'em in at The Strand

in Los Angeles

//ni I r -//

Lee Tracy in ^'Blessed Event

A Smash Picture-Depression Chaser — Hollywood Reporter

Both

Directed By

Roy Del Ruth



GOLF
RIOT/

OF COURSE YOU'LL

BE THERE

SO WILL

EVERYBOOy ELSE

GET YOUR ENTRY IN

NOW
10 SHEKELS COVERS EVERYTHING

(Entry Fee if paid at Golf Course will be $12.00)

SAVE THAT 2 BUCKS BY SENDING IN

YOUR ENTRY TO-DAY—

THE 20TH

FILM DAILY

GOLF TOURNAMENT
Here is my entry and $10.00 for the Film Daily Golf Tournament, to be held

on Wednesday, June 22, at the Fenimore Golf and Country Club, White Plains,

New York.

DAILV Monday, June 20, 1932

Nam*:

Address:

THE COMMITTEE
BRUCE GALLUP, Donohue b Coe Adv. Agency; RED KANN, Motion Picture Daily;

AL LICHTMAN. United Artists Corp.; JACK ALICOATE, Film Daily; LEE OCHS, Pres.
Motion Picture Club; ED FINNEY, Pres. A. M. P. A.; DON MERSEREAU, Film Daily.

Fill In And Mail To THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Educational Lists 166
20 World Wide Features

(Continued from Page 1)

Three pictures to be made by Bennie Zeid-
niaa include;
"Alimony Racket," by Gouvcrneur Morris.
"Two Kinds of Love," by Ursula Parrott.
"Where Lonely Ladies Walk," an original

by Titfany Thayer.
Bryan Foy will produce "Hollywood Bally-

hoo," by Wilson Mizner.
World Wide's first actual release of the

new season will probably be the big Mack
Sennett feature now in production, "Hypno-
tized," featuring Moran and Mack and a
galaxy of other big star names.
KBS Productions will also make eight Ken

Maynard westerns.
Arrangements for a number of its stories

having only recently been completed, with
adaptations still to be made, World Wide
announces its lineup with titles is subject
to change, as well as production assignments
to individual producers.

ly, Sam Bischoff and William Saal,

who head the KBS Productions, will

make 10 features for W-W, accord-

ing to Joe Brandt, president. Wil-
liam Sistrom also is to make two;
Bennie Zeldman, three; Bryan Foy,
one, and Mack Sennett, one.

The respective lineups follow:

EDUCATIONAL
Nine Andy Clyde comedies.
Six Moran and Mack comedies.

Nine Mermaid comedies, featuring Harry
Langdon and other stars.

Eight Torchy comedies, produced by C. C.

Burr, starring Ray Cooke.
Six Gleasons' Sports Featurettes, with

James, Lucille and Russell Gleason in a

group of sports stories written by Charles

Paddock. Norman L. Sper will produce this

series.

Six Kendall de-Vally Operalogues.
Eight Vanity comedies, produced by Al

Christie, with Bobby Vernon, Glenn Tryon,
Billy Bevan, Vernon Dent, John and Buster
West, and Mary Carlisle, Helen Mann,
Eleanor Hunt and others.

Six Ideal comedies, a "'class" group.

Six episodes in "The Great Hokum Mys-
tery," comedy serial produced by Johnnie
\Valker and Monroe Gold, with comedy dia-

logue by Lew Lehr and Harry Miller, with
each episode a complete comedy in itselt.

Twenty-six Terry-Toons, produced for the

third season by Frank Moser and Paul Terry,
with Philip Scheib as musical directot

Thirteen "Battle for Life" releases, pro-

duced by Nathan, Woodard and Fairbanks.
Six "Baby Burlesks," satires, produced by

Jack Hays.
Fourteen Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-Podge,

produced by Robert E. Gillaum.
Thirteen Bray's Naturgraphs, produced by

J. R. Bray.
Six "Do You Remember" reels, flashbacks

to the "gay old nineties," produced by John
nie Walker and Monroe Gold, with dialogue
by Lew Lehr and Harry Miller.

Six "Camera Adventures," produced by
Pat Dowling and Hobart Browuell.

Six "Broadway Gossip" subjects, intimate
glimpses of headline celebrities like Rudy
Valle, Mayor Walker, etc., with Leo Donnelly
acting as the keyhole reporter.

Six "Tom Howard Com&lies," starring Tom
Howard, popular vaudeville headliner, pro-
duced by Larry Kent.

Six "Spirit of the Campus" subjects, fea-
turing Reinald Werrenrath and the Alumni
Glee Club in novelties introducing the songs
of famous universities and their campus tra-

ditions.

WORLD WIDE
The 10 KBS features include
"Gambling in Souls," based on the play,

"Recklessness," by Eugene O'Neill.
"Summer Resort," by Edna Ferber.
"Uptown New York," based on "Uptown

Woman," by Vina Delmar.
"A Study in Scarlet," one of Sir Arthur

Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories.

"The Way of All Women," from the
novel, "Rosalie's Career," by Faith Baldwin.
"The Death Kiss," based on Madelon St.

Dennis' mystery of the same title.

"Tempest and Sunshine," by Mary J.
Holmes.

"Guilty Conscience," a challenge to capital
punishment, by Rex Beach. The story, under
the title, "Quicksand," will run serially in
"Cosmopolitan."
"Baby Face," by Donald Henderson Clarke,

now appearing serially in "College Humor."
"False Faces," an original by Kubec Glas-

mon, author of "Public Enemy," "Smart
Money," "Larceny Lane," and "Taxi." Low-
ell Sherman will direct as well as essay the
leading role.

William Sistrom's two productions are;
"West of the Pecos," by Zane Grey, serial-

ized in the "American Magazine."
"The Crooked Circle," by Ralph Spence,

author of "The Gorilla."
Edwin Carewe's four features are:
"Fool's Paradise," by Sada Cowan.
"My Son," from the play by Martha Stan-

ley.

"Snake Bite," by Robert Hichens.
"Breach of Promise," based on "Obscurity,"

a story by Rupert Hughes.

EQUITY MEMBERSHIP 5,935
Total membership of Actors'

Equity Ass'n at present is 5,935,
inciuaing members who are not paid
up but who are not delinquent
enough to be suspended. Members in
good standing total 3,364, a consid-
erable drop from the peak of several
years ago. Net surplus of the or-
ganization at the end of the last
hscal year, March 31, amounted to
$342,047,97.

SIGNS IDEAL'S EIGHT
M. J. Kandel of Ideal Pictures

has closed a deal with B. N. Judell
for the distribution of Ideal's "Pros-
perity 8" in the Chicago territory.

"

NEW FILM PATCH
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ray C. Mercer, who

supplies producers with film patches,
las placed a new patch on the mar-
ket. The patch can be used by any
amateur cameraman in patching his
own film. It is claimed that the
oatch eliminates the use of splicing
machines.

LEE BERGER IN URICHSVILLE
Urichsville, 0.—Lee Berger, for-

mer manager of the Jewell, Cleve-
land, has resigned to become part
owner and manager of the State
here. E. A. McAuliffe formerly
managed the house.

PHILLY HOUSE CHANGES
Philadelphia — Prospects of an-

other independent circuit are in the
air with reported acquisition of the
old Rivoli by Joe Gardiner and Is-

rael Milgrim. Charles Shissler will
become house manager of the house,
which has been closed for three
years.

MAKING WORLD TOUR
Chicago—Betty Marceau, writer,

of Los Angeles, was in Chicago this
week on her way east to embark on
a world tour with her two children.
She will take along a camera crew
and plans to gather material for a
series of educational films for chil-

dren.

LOCAL 306 DENIES CUT
Reports that Local 306, Operators'

Union, is considering a second vol-
untary cut of 10 per cent, was de-
nied Saturday by officials of the or-

ganization.
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St. Louis—The Ambassador soon
will revert to its original policy of
producing its own stage shows un-
der the direction of Ralph Nichols.
For a time the house featured Pub-
lix stage shows, but when those
units passed out it obtained vaude-
ville acts from Loew in New York.

Detroit — Operating company of
the Lin-Wood LaSalle, West Side
house, has been incorporated as the
Linwood-LaSalle Theater Co. Capi-
talization is $10,000. Incorporators
are: Frank Wetsman, Morris Saul-
son, and Sarah Davidson. Saulson is

manager of the Avalon theater, an-
other Wetsman house.

Detroit—The Perrien, East Side
house, recently sold by Joseph Cam-
pis to John Stecik, has been closed.

The house is being taken over by
Mrs. Sophia Wilkins, former pro-
prietor, who will run it personally.

Pittsburgh—John H. Harris, dis-

trict manager of Warner Theaters,
has asked city council to prevent the
appearance of traveling carnivals

here, if it lies within the power of

the city government. The letter was
referred to the city law department.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

Advance, Mo.—The opera house
was among several buildings de-

stroyed by fire here a few days
ago.

Detroit—David E. Walton, pro-

prietor of the Little Cinema, has in-

corporated as Little Cinema Thea-
ters, Inc., and is following the same
policy of running all-German pro-

grams, despite competition from
Shuberts Opera House, recently

opened for this purpose.

Detroit—Jacob I. London, veteran

exhibitor, has turned the Gladwin

over to the new Gladwin Theater

Co., of which he is controlling stock-

holder. Harold Wills remains man-
ager.

Derby, Conn. — The Commodore
Hull will close for week-days during

the summer months, operating only

on Saturdays and Sundays with a

continuous performance policy.

COMING & GOING

PATRICIA BOWMAN, premiere danseuse

of the Roxy, sails tomorrow for France
aboard the Lafayette on her first trip abroad.

She plans to spend six weeks on the Conti-

nent and in England. While in London she

expects to study with Nicholas Legat.

ARTHUR COHEN, head of Famous Play

ers Canadian Corp., is at the Park Central

Hotel, as is Burt Kelly of the Tiffany stu

dios, Hollywood.

MERLIN H. AYLESWORTH will return

from the coast tomorrow.

MRS. EDWARD G. ROBINSON (Gladys
Lloyd), wife of the Warner star, leaves

Thursday for the coast to join her husband.

HOLLYWOOD
QRACE McKEE has been named

head of Columbia studio's film
library. Miss McKee was formerly
with the Dawes Film Library, one of
the best known in Hollywood, and
has been in the film business in va-
rious capacities ever since 1918. She
has to her credit the cutting job on
"Ingagi," one of the greatest com-
mercial successes in film annals. She
also cut "Monsters of the Deep,"
"The Manta," "Cain" and numerous
other films.

Carl Erickson has been assisrned
to write dialogue on "Silver Dollar."
Althoug-h this picture will not enter
production until August at First Na-
tional, the working script for that
nicture is nearly complete. Harvey
Thew has been at work for some
weeks on the screen adaptation of

the story, from a book of the same
title bv David Karsner. Lloyd Ba-
oon will direct, and the star will be
Edward G. Robinson. Other mem-
bers of the cast will be Bette Davis.
Aline MacMahon, Alan Dinehart and
David Landau.

"Child of Manhattan," the Pres-
ton Sturges plav recently acquired

by Columbia, will be adapted to the

screen by Eunice Chapin, author of

the novels, "Pick Up" and "City
Girl."

Paul Muni, who is now en route

from New York to Hollywood on the

Panama-Pacific liner Virginia to

work for Warner Bros., has been
elected honorarv president of the

Theater Club of Hollywood, and a

cablegram apprising him of this

honor will be awaiting him when
the Virginia reaches the Canal Zone.

The Theater Club is composed of

prominent actors, actresses and the-

ater-lovers residing in the motion

picture capital. Muni took an active

interest in the organization when he

was in Hollywood last year.

Francis Cockrell, late ofColumbia
University, is teaming with Sarah

Mason at RKO to write the screen

Dlay for "Fraternity House," from

the' Martin Flavin stage success

which played a year on Broadwav
under the title of "Cross Roads." It

will feature Eric Linden, Arline

Judge and Anita Louise.

Production has been completed at

the Tiffany studios on World Wide's

"The Man Called Back." in which

Conrad Nasrel plays the title role,

supported bv Doris Kenvon. Mae
Busch. John Halliday. .Juliette Comp-
ton. Alan Mowbray. Reginald Owen
and Mona Maris. Robert Florey di-

rected. The picture is now in proc-

ess of catting and editing.

Gwili Andre, RKO Radio's Norse
discovery, who makes her screen de-
but as leading woman for Richard
Dix in "The Roar of the Dragon,"
will star in a special story now be-
ing written for her by Henry Wales,
foreign correspondent who was sta-
tioned in Russia for several years.
"Mistress of Moscow" is the pres-
ent title of the story.

* *

They were discussing props and
prehistoric animals used in "Kong,"
which Merian C. Cooper is making
at RKO Radio. "What have you in

the way of mastodons?" inquired
Cooper. "I almost had one. one
time," a prop boy volunteered. "It

was when I was a kid. They thought
they'd have to operate."

Kathryn Lipke, former Los An-
geles newspaper woman, who recent-
ly returned from the East, is the
author of "Rain on the Roof," which
was published by the Dial Press. It

is a book dealing with Los Angeles
newspapermen and women.

* * ie

Jerry Fairbanks of the "Strange
As It Seems" unit, celebrated the
receipt of his pilot's license by tak-

ing up his wife, the former Dolores
Brinkman, for an air trip over Los
Angeles.

* * •

David Garber, formerly .with

Pathe. will act as art director for

the Charles R. Rogers Productions.
He has designed the sets for "Sev-
enty Thousand Witnesses," which
Ralph Murphy is directing, and will

also prepare the sets for "Madison
Square Garden," which Harry Joe
Brown will direct.

* *

Jerry Horwin. who, with Marion
Dix, wrote "Two Against the

World," which Warner Bros, are

making with Constance Bennett as

the star, is the author of "Sport
Page," which will be made by RKO
Radio. He is collaborating on the

screen plav with Casey Robinson
and Ben Markson. Robinson will

direct the picture.

* * *

Mrs. Walter "Gypsy" Armstrong,
of the Armstrong Scenic Studios.

Los Angeles, i» leaving on a world
tour to gather new ideas for theater

settings. She will sail July 20

on the President Harrison of the

Dollar Line and will be gone nine

months.
* *

Robert Edmunds, for several years

scenario editor of the Harman-Ising
studios, which, in association with

Leon Schlesinger, produces "Looney
Tunes" and "Merrie Melodies," has

resigned and is sailing for his home
in England, where he will continue

in the animated cartoon field. He
is regarded as one of the most

capable men in the field.

Words and Wisdom

"The illusion you create by make-
up is of secondary importance. What
you must make up is your mind."

—

PAUL MUNL

"If you really want to accomplish
something in life, one of the first
things you have to learn is the art
of budgeting your time."—ELISSA
LANDL

"My own experience has been that
one really hears less of sex in Holly-
wood than elsewhere."—VINA DEL-
MAR.

"Film companies are not as inde-
pendent as they would like to think.
I would say they are interdependent,
and if one goes to the wall, they
all will." — MERLIN H. AYLES-
WORTH.

"It takes just one good picture to
discover that the corner prosperity
is around may be found on any stu-
dio lot in Hollywood."—CAPTAIN
ROSCOE FAWCETT.

"A gangster visited me while I

was working in the movies, and he
was very much impressed. He said
it looked like the best racket he
ever saw."—GENE FOWLER.

"I am reputedly a comedian, but
after seeing financial conditions of

the world I have decided I am as
much an economist as financiers are
comedians."—CHARLIE CHAPLIN.

"The feminine vogue for the next
few years will be American. The
styles in girls are changing. The
demand now is for the homespun
model, and she is a pretty smart
number."—HARRY COHN.

New Incorporations
a

NEW YORK CHARTER
Walgold Holding Corp., motion pictures;

H. G. Kosch, 383 Madison Ave., New York.
200 shares common.

.Summit Pictures Corp., Fitelson & Mayers,
1619 Broadway, N. Y. 200 shares common.

Stanley Distributing Corp., motion pictures;
Tolleris & Gluskin, 276 Fifth Ave., New
York. 200 shares common.
World Play Producing Corp., theatrical

business; E. Light, 27 Cedar St., New York.
200 shares common.

Continental Authors and Plavers Guild

;

motion pictures: M. Diamond. 595 Madison
Ave., New York. 100 sh«res common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
Air Conditioning Corp., Newark; air con-

ditioning equipment; Green & Green, New-
ark. $150,000 preferred, 100 shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Famous Story Pictures, Inc.. Wilminffton,

Del.; motion pictures; Corporation Fiscal Co.

2,000 shares common.
CAPITAL CHANGES

Setay Co.. New York, 1,000,000 shares, no
par, to $1,000,000.

SURRENDER OF AUTHORITY
_

Hollywood Film Enterprises. California.

DISSOLUTIONS
Hollis Amusement Corp., Queens.
Mineola Amusement Corp.. Queens.
Foral Park Amusement Corp.. Queens.
Bellaire Amusement Corp., Queeni.



WITH

SARI MARIT7A
SENSATIONAL STAR. WHO
TOOK NEW YORK BY STORM

ROMANCE, MELODY, MIRTH

AND GLITTERING REALISM

ARE THE BOX-OFFICE

ELEMENTS OF THE HOUR

Exit the guns and the gangsters. Forward, ho, for

gaiety, humor, melody, glamorous background and subtle

artistry in direction. First Division first again with a

UFA rollicking romance. The "crook and court" pictures

can't stand up against this different, dynamic adventure

diversion that will make your box-office a bank.

IT ROCKED 'EM AT THE ROXY, NEW YORK
And here's the high do-re-mi notes

from the critics—
delightful and capablyAn enjoyable diversion.—New York Times

A large-sized romance. It is here-

with recommended to moviegoers.—The New York Sun

Monte Carlo caught by the cam-
eras with glittering realism.

—New York Herald Tribune

It's a gay, frothy take of the

Graustarkian order... gay entertain-

ment. —New York World -Telegram

Tunefully

directed—New York Morning Telegraph
Charming fantasy of Monte Carlo

with romantic story. . .settings are

gorgeous. . .musical accompaniment un-

usually fine... and altogether a de-
lightful picture. —The Film Daily

A gay comedy set to music... cap-

ably directed by Erich Pommer.—New York Daily News
Highly entertaining ... tuneful ...

amusing. —New York Daily Mirror

NATION WIDE EXPLOITATION TIE-UPS

Chesterfield Cigarettes Postal Telegraph

Coast to Coast Florists Tecia Pearls

Harms Music Company

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE WORLD'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
FIRST DIVISION EXCHANGES, INC.

HARRY H. THOMAS, President Executive Offices, 1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. C.
Buffalo — Albany — Philadelphia — Cleveland — Cincinnafi — hmburgh — Washineton — New York
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Producers Hold Key to Dual Bill Cure—Joe Brandt

RKO mm $3oo,ooOuT in theam rents

Unwise to Set Lineup Far Ahead, Says J. L Warner

The Trend
, . * as we see it

^^ By jack Alicoate^^

One of the press-
Reduced ing problems that

Admission seems to be para-
mount in almost

3very section of the country
is the question of admission
prices. To reduce or not to re-

duce? That is the question.

As we view it, admission prices

are already low enough, pro-
vided, of course, that the qual-

ity of the entertainment offered

has not been sacrificed. Re-
duced prices may bring 'em in
once, but it will never hold 'em. It's

the class of presentation and the
comfort and convenience of the
house that builds and holds steady
patronage.

^ * ^

Weather permit-
Go// Tourney ting, tomorrow at

Tomorrow the beautiful Feni-
more Country Club

in Westchester some hundred and
fifty film-folk, mostly executives,

will tee off in the 20th Film Golf
Tournament sponsored by this pub-
lication. The event not only has a

historical background but is steeped

in tradition as an industry institu-

tion. The dinner in the evenmg is

always a riot. Depression or not,

there'll be a load of laughs, a dash
of wit, a package of songs and a

hail-storm of prizes that always
makes the event a day to be remem-
bered.

* * *

Sure, these are try-

Checker ing times, but as long

Board ^^ these good old

United States hang to-

gether there'll be a motion picture

industry, and when the sun shines

again it will be stronger than ever.

The industries of oil, railroads and

motors all had to go through their
(Continued on Page 2)

Shifting Public Tastes,

Danger of Imitators

are Chief Reasons
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Shifting public tastes

and the ever-present imitators who
make capital out of other people's

ideas are the chief reasons why it

is not advisable for producers to an-

nounce their full year's programs in

(Continued on Page 3)

15 rEATURE PRODUCTIONS

IN THE WORKS AT M-G-M

West Coast Bureau of_ THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Activity at the M-G-

M studios is running at a new peak
for June, with seven features in

active production, five more being
prepared and three, recently com-
pleted, being edited. Before the

cameras the new Marion Davies

picture, with Edmund Goulding di-
(Continncd on Page 4)

J. J. Franklin Joins

RKO on West Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—J. J. Franklin is be-

coming city manager for RKO, suc-

ceeding Jack Goldenberg, who has

been transferred to become city
(Continued on Page 4)

MPTOA Censorship Fight

Proposal that exhibitors join in a na-
tional campaign to combat political

censorship is expected to be made at a

meeting of the M. P. T. 0. A. execu-
tive committee to be held in New York
in August. This will be the commit-
tee's first session since its appointment
following the annual convention last

winter in Washington.

ERPI PRODUCING ACTIVITY

ONLY AS 'CONSULTANTS'

Participation of Electrical Re-
search Productions in picture pro-
duction will only be as "consultants,"
it was stated at the Erpi home
office yesterday. The company is

serving in this capacity in connec-
tion with the series of 80 educational
subjects being produced by the Uni-
versity of Chicago. First of the
group is expected to be ready by
Fall. Erpi has similar deals hang-
ing fire with several other universi-

ties.

Homer Ellison Buys
Two Dickinson Houses

Kansas City—Glen W. Dickinson
circuit has sold the State and Dick-

inson, Garden City, Kan., to Homer
Ellison. Ellison, formerly with RCA
Photophone, managed the

_
houses

several weeks for the circuit.

Cure for Double Feature Evil

Rests With Producers— Brandt

Allied Promises Answer

On Product Question

Question of product for independent theaters

in the coming season will be one of the

leading subjects on the program of the Allied

meeting in Atlantic City starting tomorrow.

In this connection, Sidney E. Samuelson, presi-

dent of the New Jersey Allied unit and vice-

president of the national organization, says he

has "every reason to believe that the ques-

tion of where the independent will get re-

liable product next season will be answered

at the Atlantic City convention."

Requirements necessary to enable

distributing companies to insist

upon single-feature playing of first-

class features are in the hands of

the producers, and it is not the prob-

lem of exhibitors, Joe Brandt told

Film Daily yesterday in an exclu-

sive interview following the first

«pssion of the joint Educational and

World Wide eastern sales meeting.
"Double-featuring will be stifled

by excellent features that can be
(Continued on Page 4)

Important Economies Are
Being Effected by
H. B. Franklin

RKO has effected a reduction of
$300,000 annually in theater rent-
als through readjustment of leases
as an important item in annual
economies of $2,795,000 already
brought about by Harold B. Frank-
lin. Other important yearly sav-

(Continued on Page 3)

TOMORROW ISllC DAY

FOR INDUSTRY GOLFERS

All stages are set for the film in-

dustry's biggest golf party, the
Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tourna-
ment, which takes place tomorrow
at the beautiful Fenimore Golf and
Country Club, White Plains. Present
indications are that about 150 will

tee off, but last minute entrants may
(Continued on Page 2)

Auten and Wild Form
Export-Import Firm

Captain Harold Auten and John
Wild have formed a partnership

under the title of Auten and Wild,

Inc., to engage in exporting and im-

porting of films. Auten is presi-

dent of the firm, with Wild as vice-

president and Frank Gunn as secre-

tary. Wild leaves soon for London
to establish an office and remain
there in charge of Europe.

David Horsley Seeks

Seat in Washington

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM VAILY
Hollywood — David Horsley, candidate tor

Congress from the 15th district, which includes

Hollywood, has launched a drive for film in-

dustry support in the way of votes, speeches

in his behalf or contribution to his campaign

fund. As one who knows the film situation

from practical experience, Horsley says he will

be able to intelligently defend the industry

against harmful legislation that is expected to

come up in the next session. He favors a sales

tax and repeal of prohibition, and is opposed

to a tax on earned incomes.
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How to Reach Fenimore Country Club
BY MOTOR: Thru Fordam to Boston Post Road, to Hutchinson River

Parkway, continue 7.6 miles, turning right off Parkway into old Mamaroneck
Road. Turn right on Old Mamaroneck Road passing Saxon Woods Club house.

Continue straight ahead for about a mile and turn right into Secor Road and

continue ahead about a mile direct to Fenimore Country Club.

BY TRAIN: Harlem Division of the New York Central at Grand Central

Terminal or 125th St. and Park Avenue to White Plains; then a taxi to the

Club House. Trains leave New York every few minutes:
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The Trend
, , , as we see it

(Continued from Page 1)

baptism of fire just as we are doing.
Just now the business is a big
checker board with major strategic
moves of almost daily occurrence.
Two big outfits have passed the flir-

tation stage and are dangerously
near marriage. Another may fold
with the toss of a coin. A big exec
may soon have some hot stuff for
publication and another is about
washed up. This jolly old merry-go-
round always did move fast.

E. M. Glucksman to Seek
Film Material Abroad

E. M. Glucksman, former general
theater director for RKO, and who
sails tomorrow on the Bremen for
Europe, plans to visit every country
on the continent in search of new
ideas and novelties for a feature pic-
ture. He is also under contract to
write several magazine articles on
European show business as com-
pared with American show business.

M-G-M Signs Dita Parlo
On Long Term Contract
Dita Parlo Continental film star,

has been signed to a long-term con-
tract by M-G-M, following tests
made last week. She will leave for
the coast before the end of the
month. J. Herbert Paskus is her
personal representative.

TOMORROW IS BIG DAY

fOR INDUSTRY GOLFERS

(Continued from Page 1)

boost this figure. Team competition
is the keenest to date, the prize
list is the most attractive ever lined
up, and several surprises are on
the program to add zest to the
proceedings.

Instructions on how to reach the
grounds will be found elsewhere on
this page. Those unable to come up
for the playing are urged to come in

the evening for the dinner, enter-
tainment and good-fellowship.

Should it be raining or threaten-
ing to rain tomorrow morning, tele-

phone The Film Daily (Circle 7-

4736) any time after 7 A.M. for
information.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting. New York.

Today: Warner-First National sales
meeting, Los Angeles.

June 22: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 22-24: Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting of
Allied States Ass'n board of directors,
St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 23-24: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting. Chicago.

June 26-27: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 15 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

RKO Wants Interest

In Fanchon and Marco
RKO is considering the purchase

of the Fox interest in Fanchon and
Marco, the Film Daily learns. Fifty
percent of F. and M. Inc., a Califor-
nia corporation, is owned by Fox
Wesco and a like percentage of F.
and M. Corp., an eastern company,
is owned by Fox Films.

MORAY ON TOUR
Los Angeles—Norman H. Moray,

sales manager in charge of Vita-
phone short subjects and trailers,
will visit Portland, Seattle, San
Francisco, Salt Lake City, Minnea-
polis, Chicago and Cleveland before
he returns to New York following
the fourth and last Warner sales
meet which closed here today.
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ATLANTIC CITY DEAL CLOSED
Atlantic City — Deal whereby

Joseph Snellenberg, former owner
of the Stanley and Virginia, will
operate these two houses and the
Warner, Columbia and Earle here
as well as the Rialto in Pleasantville
N. J., has been closed. The circuit
will be known as Seashore Theaters
Inc., with Snellenberg as genera'
manager.

CLAYTON SHEEHAN ON TRIP
A survey of film conditions in Eu-

rope will be made by Clayton P.
Sheehan, head of the Fox foreign
department, who is en route to Ber-
lin on the Statendam on his semi-
annual trip abroad. He will be away
from New York about four weeks.

KATTER.IOHN TO CHICAGO
IVrst Coast Bureau of TIIR FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Monte M. Katterjohn

writer, has left for Chicago to look
on at the Democratic national con-
vention. He also will visit Indianap-
olis to confer with associates regard-
ing a new book publishing company
to be known as Katterjohn Enter-
prises.

MAX HALPERIN SHIFTED
Cincinnati — Max Halperin, city

manager for RKO houses, has gone
to New York for another assign-
ment under Herschel Stuart. Leon
Benson, assistant publicity director,
also is going to New York to woi-k
with William E. Danziger at Para-
mount Publix.

Hoffberg With Kandel
In Prosperity Pictures

Prosperity Pictures Corp., just
formed with M. J. Kandel as presi-
dent, also has J. H. Hoff'berg as vice-
president and general export man-
ager, while H. Landres is secretary
and Jack Lustburg is treasurer and
general sales manager. Kandel is

en route to Hollywood to open an
office and get production started on
the first of eight features. Lust-
burg will be in charge of the New
York office.

LESSER GETS JUNGLE FILM
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—^Sol Lesser, president

of Principal, has acquired "Head
Hunters of the Amazon," pictorial
record of the Marquis de Wavrin's
expedition into the South American
jungle in search of the lost explorer.
Col. P. H. Fawcett. Principal will

release the picture nationally in

August.

JOE MANKIEWICZ RE-SIGNS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joseph L. Mankiewicz

has signed a new contract as a Para-
mount writer.

EXTRA SHOWS FOR BUCK FILM
An extra show daily, at 1:20 A.M.,

's being given by the Mayfair, where
Frank Buck's "Bring 'Em Back
Alive" is playing. The picture ex-
pects to stay four weeks at the May-
fair.

FRIARS PAY MORTGAGE
Aided by receipts from the two

weeks' engagement of their Frolic
at the Roxy, the Friars have paid
the mortgage that was threatening
to bring about a foreclosure of their
club house.

MOYNIHAN AT COLUMBIA
John Moynihan, formerly with

RKO, has joined the Columbia pub-
licity department.

S. K. WOLF IN MONTREAL
S. K. Wolf of Erpi speaks at the

Great Northern Engineers conven-
tion in Montreal today and sails

from that city tomorrow for Europe.

PHONE BR 9-2180 ROOM 701

"BUD" POLLARD
DIRECTOR

Producing, Financing, Laboratory. Re-
cording, Editing, Writing, Cutting

723 7th AVE. N. Y. C.

NOW AVAILABLE
Services Of An Experienced

PUBLICITY MAN
Twelve years in the industry writing

newspaper and film journal publicity,

preparing press books, handling short

subjects, advertising and publicity, etc.,

with background of trained newspaper
and film journal work.

Box 932 FILM DAILY
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CUT IN THEATER RENTALS

OBTAINED BY RKO CIRCUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

ings are as follows: administration,
$280,000; discontinuance of music
department, $100,000; temporary
discontinuance of broadcasting, $120,-

000; theater employees, $500,000;
tax reductions, $120,000; labor con-
tracts adjustments, $425,000; read-
justment of contract with Criterion
Advertising Co. on three-sheets,

$150,000; reduction in vaudeville
costs, $600,000; reduction in elec-

tric current used, $70,000.

20 Italian Features
Planned Next Season

Rome (By Cable)—Indications are

that 20 Italian talking features will

be produced next season. Most of

them will be made by Cines-Pitta-

luga. Eighteen are scheduled for

production this year.

COLUMBUS HOUSES STAY OPEN
Columbus — Following rumors

about closing the Broad and Majes-

tic for the Summer, Loew's an-

nounces that the Broad will open

soon with a weekly film program,

while RKO expects to continue run-

ning the Majestic through the warm
weather. Top prices at both houses

are under 40 cents.

F. N. RELEASES SHIFTED
"Week End Marriage," already

shown on Broadway, has been sub-

stituted for "Doctor X" as First Na-
tional's release for July 9. The

latter will be released Aug. 27 m-
stead.

SMOKING AT FISHER
Detroit — A balcony section for

smokers has been established at the

Fisher.

DAVE PERKINS WITH RKO
Lowell, Mass. — Dave Perkms,

formerly with Publix and William

Gray, has been named manager of

Keith's, succeeding Mark Gates.

REOPENING ALHAMBRA
RKO is planning to re-open the

Alhambra in Harlem with a grind

picture policy.

COMING & GOING

MAURICE CHEVALIER leaves Holly-

-lod on Friday for New York and will sail

:ne. 29 for a vacation in France.

DARRYL ZANUCK arrives from Europe

I .lay on the Bremen. He will remain in

New York two or three days before uro-

ceeding to the Warner-First National studios.

REGINALD SMITH, P.D.C. managing di-

rector, arrives in New York today on the

Majestic from England.

HELEN HAYES, who has been on vaca-

tion in Europe, is due back in time to report

July 1 at the Paramount studios in Hollywood
t . start work in "A Farewell to Arms."

ARTHUR LOEW and HAL ROACH have
arrived from the coast by airplane.

AIDNG lALTO
PUILMDALY

NJtW VGRK IDS ANGELES

• • • THE KEYNOTE of the Educational-World Wide sales conven-

tion was sounded at the opening session at the St. Moritz Hotel

by the organization's two leaders E. W. Hammons says

"In the 17 years since this company was organized, we have never entered

a new season with the great possibilities that are now ours." Joe

Brandt says "Our answer to the challenge of the depression is the

best program of pictures you have ever had to sell." two very

significant statements when you analyze just what is in back of

them

9 # # NOT LONG ago we tried to make clear in a kolyum the pur-

port of the alignment of Earl Hammons with Joe Brandt analyzing

the move from the viewpoint of two widely different personalities associating

themselves together forming a perfect balance of dual leadership

Hammons, the man of fixed purpose sticking to a set

policy throughout the years an organizer a shrewd judge

of man-power building an Institution on a solid foundation of con-

fidence inspired in his leadership Joe Brandt, who stands out in

the industry as a courageous, never-Iet-go fighter a man who has

taken 'all the tough breaks and hard knocks and fought his way
up with a superb dogged tenacity to a high place among the leaders

a gent with tremendous driving power and a knack of inspiring

those about him to go out and Do Things

• • • A GREAT combination which in these few short weeks
is showing significant results proving Mister Hammons' oft-quoted

conviction that Man-Power is the foundation of any film organiza-

tion's success that with Man-Power properly selected, balanced and

given free scope to produce that organization can't be licked

• • • SO AFTER the sales session closed we corraled Joe Brandt

very curious to know what HIS reaction was to all this

after he had been in the saddle for a few weeks in a new set-up

there is one thing about Joe that we have always found refresh-

ing you can plunk a straight-from-the-shoulder question at him

and he will meet you in kind with a flood of ideas and

convictions that DIRECTLY answer your question without equivoca-

tion or evasion so we said "How does it look Joe, from

where you stand?"

• 9 # AND, BOY, did he answer it! we only wish that feeble

type could convey a semblance of Mister Brandt's dead earnestness

his serene conviction of success his purposefulness his con-

fidence in Mister Hammons, the organization and above all

the company's POLICY

• • • FIRST HE stressed Mister Hammons' pet yen Diversifica-

tion of Product meaning Diversification of Program with-

out that the industry is committed to Mass Production the tread-

mill of supporting the two-feature evil machine product ^^a

standardized program of two hours of dialogue, feature-indigestion, utter

sameness the deadening blight that is driving the public from the

theaters

• • • IF THE exhibitors are smart says Joe they will

get in back of the Diversified Program they will go back to first

principles the Diversity that made this film biz possible

you've got to combine belly laughs, kidding comedies, the spice of shorts

with the present Dialogue Debauch of features if you want

to fill your theaters again and that's exactly what Educational-

World Wide is offering Joe you're right!

UNWISE TO SET LINEUP

FAR AHEADJAYSWARNER
(Continued from Page 1)

advance, says J. L. Warner coin-
cident with the opening of the War-
ner-First National western sales
meeting here yesterday. The imita-
tion evil not only is an unfair prac-
tice, but it results in undesirable
cycles, Warner declared. To meet
the situation, Warners has definitely
set its releases for the first four
months and the remainder of the
program will be designed according
to demands of the times. There will

be 30 Warner and 30 First National
features, in addition to six westerns
and a big lineup of Vitaphone shorts.

Senate Probers Refuse
To Release William Fox

H'ashinriton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—In spite of William

Fox's contentions that he is a sick

man, the Senate banking commit-
tee investigating yesterday refused
to release him from a subpoena to

appear in the stock market inves-

jigation. Fox is still confined to

his room in a local hotel. He asked
that he be allowed to return to New
Yoi'k under doctors' care, but Chair-
man Norbeck of the committee de-

clined, adding, however, that "you
can't make a sick man talk."

^ « « » » »

N. W. THEATER TRANSFERS
Minneapolis — Theater deals in

this territory reported within the
last week include: Unique, Bricelyn,
Minn., bought by H. M. Johnson
from A. E. Wilcox; State, Ipswich,
S. D., from E. J. Quinn to M. D.
Sheldon; Rex, Menno, S. D., from 0.
E. Simon to Bates & Meyer; Rialto,

Wessington Springs, S. D., from R.

J. Steffen to N. J. Zimmer; Colfax,
Colfax, Wis., from F. J. Conway to

Colfax Theater Co.; Forest, St. Paul,
acquired by H. M. Jensen.

REBUILDING FOR BLANK
Iowa City, la.—The Varsity is to

be rebuilt this summer at an outlay
of $20,000, according to Etta E.

Hanlon, owner. The theater will be
operated by the A. H. Blank circuit.

»*ft».^j,i«

MANY PAPPY PETUONS:

June 21
John A. Waldron Ralph Block

De Witt Jennings



BRANDT SAYS PRODUCERS

HOLD KEY TO DUAL BILLS

(Continued from Page 1)

sold with the demand that they be

played singly," said Brandt.

The meeting, being held at the

St. Moritz, will close tonight. Both
Brandt and E. W. Hammons ad-

dressed the sales managers yester-

day, outlining the new product and
the sales policy for the coming sea-

son. Other speakers were A. S. Kirk-

patrick, Joe Goldberg and J. H.

Skirball.

The home office representatives

leave tomorrow for Chicago, where
the midwest meeting takes place

Thursday and Friday.

J. J. Franklin Joins

RKO on West Coast
(Continued from Page 1)

manager for the circuit in San Fran-
cisco. Goldenberg supplants Len S.

Brown, who will be switched to a

smaller RKO operation in the East.

Says Errors in Customs
Hurts U. S. Films Abroad
Inaccuracies in the use of captions

and other details are injuring box-

office grosses of American pictures

abroad, declared Mario Luporini,

Italian distributor for United Art-
ists, in an interview with The Film
Daily in New York yesterday. Na-
tional resentment works to keep peo-

ple out of theaters showing product
carelessly made in this respect, he
said.

Luporini said that dubbing of

American pictures into other lan-

guages is being made difficult by
too many closeups. Italian actors

have been requested to go to Rome
for dubbing purposes, he pointed out,

in an effort to give pictures so treat-

ed authentic-sounding dialogue. His
own company, Artisti Associati, is

building a two-stage studio in Rome
to dub pictures. Construction is ex-

pected to be completed within three
months.

Italian pictures are making great
strides, declared Luporini. Techni-
cians are showing marked improve-
ment in their work, he said. Italian

theaters now require about 300 fea-

tures a year.

REDUCE BALTIMORE PRICES
Baltimore—Admission prices have

been cut by three Baltimore first-

runs, Keith's, Stanley and Loew's
Century. Keith's has eliminated
vaudeville. Policies of the other
houses remains unchanged.

Dealing Alone With Unions
Deals with sfagc hands unions will

hereafter be made by RKO regardless of

the action of other circuits, the FILM
DAILY learns. Major L. E. Thompson,
will handle all union matters for the
circuit.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
pREDERICK SCHLICK, New York

playwright, has joined the RKO
writing staff. Author of "Blood-
stream," a recent Broadway play, he
is noted for his sparkling, modern
dialogue. His first play was "Joy of

the Surface," which the Province-
town Theater produced. His latest

plays, "The Man Who Broke His
Heart" and "Joe Blow," will be pro-

duced next fall.

Bing Crosby is playing the leading
role in "The Girl in the Transom,"
for Mack Sennett, with Babe Staf-

ford directing. His support includes
Irving Bacon, Arthur Stone, Frank-
lin Pangborn and Marvin Lobeck.

* * *

Aben Kandel, now with Columbia,
has finished a play that is laid in

Alaska. Several years ago he was
a gold miner in Alaska and was also

a member of the U. S. Geodetic Ser-
vice for a year.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Mervyn LeRoy,
Ginger Rogers, Larry Hart, Sam
Coslow, J. Walter Ruben, Grace
LaRue, Ted Lewis, Rufus LeMaire
at "Hullabaloo" at the Pasadena
Community Playhouse.

* * *

Ken Porter declares it is no "gag"
to make "gag" photographs. He was
on location when he fell off a rock
and sprained his ankle. He is pub-
licity director for the Hal Roach
studios.

Regis Toomey is on vacation pre-
paratory to starting work in July
on four features for C. C. Burr.

* * *

William Bakewell has bought his

own pony for polo practice.
"^ ^ ^

Albert DeMond is at work on the
adaptation and dialogue of his orig-

inal story, "The Rebirth of a Na-
tion," which is soon to start casting.

Lou Ostrow is assisting him.
* * *

Richard Wallace, who is awaiting
his next directorial assignment fol-

lowing completion of "Thunder Be-
low," starring Tallulah Bankhead, is

preparing for that three months'
trip abroad at the conclusion of his

Paramount contract, which calls for
one more picture.

* * *

Roy Del Ruth, Warner director,
who.se work on "Blessed Event" is

hailed as his crowning achievement,
is enjoying a short vacation before
starting his next assignment. Coast
critics raved over "Blessed Event"
at the preview.

* * *

George M. Cohan is the latest ad-
dition to the film colony's list of en-
thusiastic walkers. George Arliss.
Julian Johnson, Fred Beetson, E. V.
Durling and Dick Pritchard also en-
joy taking long walks.

* * *

Following his current assignment
at Paramount, Harvey Thew plans

to take a vacation of two months.
He will motor to New York, accom-
panied by his wife and daughter,
Thalia Frances, who acted in "Big
Town Blues," "The Crooner" and
"One Way Passage." On his trip,

Thew will also visit his birthplace,

Mankato, Minn., for the first time
in 30 years.

* * *

Arline Judge, who is nicknamed
Bridgeport and who is also called

Bridgeport in "The Roar of the
Dragon," has had her contract re-

newed at RKO Radio. She has played
leads or second leads in seven pic-

tures, notably "Are These Our Chil-

dren?" "Girl Crazy" and "The Roar
of the Dragon."

Arnold Lucy is playing an impor-
tant role in "Riddle Me This" at
Paramount. He was a bookkeeper
in England and Australia and for
six years saved until he had enough
to finance a try at acting. He played
in London for many years, often ap-
pearing before the King and Queen.
He played the pedantic professor in

"All Quiet on the Western Front."
* * *

Slavko Vorkapich, Paramount di-

rector, has resigned and joined RKO.
He was an expert on special photog-
raphy before entering the directorial

field.
* * *

Due to his work in writing the
-screen play of "Is my Face Red?"
Casey Robinson was given the as-

signment to direct "Sport Page" for

RKO. He was with Paramount,
Warner Bros, and Columbia before
joining RKO.

Alphonse Correlli, musical direc-
tor for Jack Hays Productions, is

responsible for the musical score
for "What Price Gloria," which will
be released through Educational.

^ ^ "¥

Valentin Mandelstamm, who has
been in France for several months,
will return to Hollywood the latter
part of this month.

* * *

Marjorie Gateson has been added
to the cast of "Thirteen Women," at
RKO. She recently appeared in

"Street of Women," for Warner
Bros., and has played in several
Paramount pictures. She is a for-
mer Broadway favorite.

* * *

Simile— As uncomfortable as a
star being photographed by a cross-
eyed cameraman.

^ H^ ^

Kubec Glasmon and John Bright,
Warner Bros, contract writers who
are on loan to Universal, are writ-
ing an original story based on "Only
Yesterday," Frederick Louis Allen's
book dealing with the United States
from Armistice Day until the stock
market crash. Glasmon and Bright,
who wrote "Public Enemy," recently
wrote "Three on a Match," for War-
ner Bros.
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15 FEATURE PRODUCTIONS

UNTHEWORKSATM-G-M
(Continued from Page 1)

recting; "Downstairs," starring
John Gilbert under the direction of

Monta Bell; "Speak Easily." with
Buster Keaton and Jimmy Durante;
"The Claw," with Lionel Barry-
more; an untitled Bayard Veiller

story with Helen Twelvetrees; "Sky-
scraper Souls," and "Eskimo." the
W. S. Van Dyke expedition. In
preparation are "Smilin' Through,"
for Norma Shearer; "Turn to the
Right"; "China Seas." a story for
Wallace Beery, and the vehicle for
the three Barrymores. "Prosper-
ity," with Marie Dressier and Polly
Moran, is being edited.

Crime Scenes in Reels
Not of General Interest

One principal reason why crime
scenes will never be generally used
in newsreels is because a great ma-
jority of cases are not of national
interest, declared A. J. Richard,
associate editor, and W. P. Mon-
tague, assignment editor, of Para-
mount News in a joint interview.
This is in addition to censorship
angles.

Human interest sequences prove
the most popular with audiences, it

was declared. In the preparation of
a sound newsreel each sequence
must be treated as an individual
screen story, with a climax to stim-
ulate interest, the editors said.

Paramount now has a staff of 35
regular cameramen as well as 100
correspondents throughout the world.

4 Ardmore Corporations
Formed by Lowensteins

Ardmore, Okla. — Four separate
companies, Tri-State Amusement
Co., Kay County Amusement Co.,

Blackwell Amusement Co., and
North Central Oklahoma Theaters,
Inc., each capitalized at $10,000,
have been formed here, with Harry
Lowenstein, Helen Lowenstein and
E. Lowenstein as incorporators.

STOCK ADMITTED TO LIST
Permanent certificates for RKO

common stock have been admitted
to the list of the New York Stock

Exchange. The temporary certifi-

cates will be stricken from the list

June 27.

Pathe Fire Case Revived

Motion by the District Attorney's

office to resubmit the Pathe studio

fire case to the Grand Jury, on the

ground that new evidence had been

discovered, was taken under advisement

yesterday by Judge Max S. Lcvine of

General Sessions.
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Educational-World Wide May Increase Schedules

ANTI-DUATBILL CLAUSON WARNER CfTRACTS

24 Features Announced by Big 4 for Next Season

12 Mellers, 6 Westerns,
6 Thrillers on John

Freuler's List
An increased schedule, calling for

12 melodramas, six "wilderness
thrillers" and six westerns to be
made by Freuler Film Associates,
is announced by John R. Freuler,
president of Big 4, as his company's
lineup for 1932-33. Titles of the
melodramas are:

"Dangerous Talent," a raffles

story; "The Fighting Gentleman,"
(^Continued on Page 5)

6 MORE '32-33 FEATURES

BEING LAUNCHED BY RKO

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — With "The Bird of

Paradise" en route to New York,

RKO has started on five 1932-33

productions and is preparing six

more for production in July. Now
in work are "Kong," "The Most
Dangerous Game," "Thirteen Wo-
men," "Fraternity House," and

"Liberty Road." In preparation are

"Bill of Divorcement," "Phantom
Fame," "The Animal Kingdom,"
"The Conquerers," a new Constance

Bennett feature and a Tom Keene

western.

Allied to Mix Business and Pleasure
Atlantic City—Program of Allied's three-day confab at the St. Charles Hotel here

starting today will allow for a generous amount of relaxation along with the serious

business schedule. Following the first general meeting this afternoon there will be

a card party in the evening, with prizes. A children's party in the morning, a

sailing party for ladies and kids in the afternoon, and the banquet and ball at night

will take place tomorrow. A beach party for ladies and children is down for

Friday morning. Business sessions also will be held morning and afternoon tomorrow

and Friday.

First Ticket Tax Payment
Must be Made by July 31

Theaters Must Register

Under Tax Regulations
Under the federal admission tax

regulations, all theaters charging 41

cents or more must apply for a

certificate of registration to the of-

fice of the Collector of Internal
Revenue in their section. .Forms to

be filled out in applying for the cer-

tificate may be obtained from these

offices. Copies of the regulations,
(Continued on Page 5)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—First filing of re-

turns and payment of taxes under
the new revenue bill must take place

not later than July 31, to cover the

period from June 21, when the ad-

mission tax went into eff"ect, to June
30, inclusive, according to a state-

ment issued by the Treasury De-
partment. Each month thereafter,

theaters will make returns and pay
the taxes covering the preceding

month of business.

Lita Grey and Two Sons
Signed for 5 Fox Films

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lita Grey Chaplin has

signed a contract whereby she and

her two young sons, whose father

is Charlie Chaplin, will appear in

(Continued on Page 5)

Photophone Doing Big Business

On Replacement of Other Types

Distributing Company
Bans Doubling With

Its Product
In an effort to wipe out double

featuring, Warner-First National
are stamping a clause on their ex-
hibition contract prohibiting show-
ing of their features on the same
bill with other ^features. This pol-

icy is being generally carried out
with the exception of a few terri-

tories, such as New England, where
the dual feature policy was estab-
lished prior to the development of

current business conditions.

Replacements by Photophone of

other types of sound reproducing
equipment have been greater in the

last three months than any six

months period in the last three

years, according to information re-

leased by the Photophone Division

of the RCA Victor Co. in Camden,
(Continued on Page 4)

B. B. Kahane to Stay
On Coast All Summer

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—B. B. Kahane, presi-

dent of Radio Pictures, upon his ar-

rival here from New York stated

that he expects to remain on the

coast all summer.

Strand Runs to 3 A. M.

With "Winner Take All"

For five days since the opening of James

Cagney in "Winner Take All," the New York

Strand has been running until 3 A. M. The

Warner picture, which is being held over, came

in with an elaborate exploitation campaign

handled by Lou Goldberg and Meyer Beck.

Increase in Schedules Likely,

For Educational- World Wide

MORE ACTION IS WANTED

IN EUROPE, SAYS ZANOCK

European audiences particularly
want more action pictures, declared
Darryl Zanuck of Warner-First Na-
tional in an interview with The
Film Daily yesterday on his return
from abroad. While in England
Zanuck conferred with Warner-
First National production execu-
tives at Teddington, where the
schedule calls for production of two
features at a time. He also con-

ferred with George Arliss. who is

to appear in three features for the

company and with John Daumney,
who is producing a German version

of "The Crowd Roars" in Berlin.

Zanuck's party, including Alfred
Green and John Adolfi, leaves today
for the coast.

RKO Division Directors

Take Over Film Bookings
All RKO divisional directors here-

after will do their own booking of

features, according to a new ruling

of the RKO theater department.
(Continued on Page 4)

Educational and World Wide not

only intend to deliver their full

schedules of 166 shorts and 29 fea-

tures, respectively, for 1932-33. but

they probably will add to the list,

it was indicated by E. W. Ham-
mons, Joe Brandt and Joe Gold-

(Continued on Page S)

Golf Tourney Dinner

Drawing Extra Crowd

Quite a number of film executives, unable

to get away to spend the whole day at the

20th Film Daily Golf Tournament at the

Fenimore Golf and Country Club, are plan-

ning to go up late this afternoon for the

dinner and entertainment. Much of the best

fun of the day takes place at the festive

board and while the prizes are being handed
out. Those desiring instructions on how to

reach Fenimore may obtain them by 'phoning

Film Daily.
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Warners Scoop Papers on Sharkey-Schmeling
By getting out an advance tabloid extra in two forms, of 25,000 copies each, one

to be used If Jack Sharkey won and the other for Max Schmeiing, Warners beat the
metropolitan newspapers in getting the Sharkey-Schmeling fight result on the street

last night. Lou Goldberg, In charge of advertising and exploitation for Warner's
Broadway theaters, got up the tabs. Front page, headed "The Warner News,"
gave the name of the winner. Back page carried pictures and copy on James
Cagney in "Winner Take All" at the Strand and Warren William in "Dark Horse"
at the Winter Garden. Inside was a blow-by-blow description of the champion-
ship fight in "Winner Take All." Twenty-five boys were stationed at the stadium
and another 25 in the theater district to distribute the papers the minute the

fight was over.
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RUDULPH TO ADDRESS AD MEN
Gerald K, Rudulph of the Photo-

phone Division of the RCA Victor
Co. will deliver a talk on portable
sound reproducing equipment, to be
followed by a demonstration of tne
new 16 mm. sound-on-film projector,
at this morning's motion picture de-
partmental session of delegates who
are attending the 28th annual con-
vention of the Advertising Federa-
tion of America at the Waldorf-
Astorial Hotel. An industrial sub-
ject of particular interest to adver-
tisers, will be reproduced with the
new machine, the only 16 mm. sound-
on-film projector on the market.

PARA. SIGNS GUY LOMBARDO
Paramount has signed Guy Lom-

bardo and His Royal Canadians to
appear in "The Big Broadcast," now
in production in Hollywood.

MACFADDEN AT AMPA
Bernarr Macfadden will be guest

of honor at the Ampa testimonial
to be given tomorrow in Sardi's.
The meeting is open to members,
their guests, and the press.

ONA MUNSEN RETURNING
After a ten-week season in dra-

matic stock with the National The-
ater Players, Washington, D. C, Ona
Munson returns to New York on
Monday to accept one of two film
offers which have been made her.

BERN, HARLOW TO MARRY
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Paul Bern of M-G-M

and Jean Harlow have filed marriage
intentions. Date of the wedding has
not been set.

EDUCATIONAL JULY RELEASES
Eight subjects are scheduled for

release by Educational in July, as
follows: "Fury of the Storm," a

Lyman H. Howe Hodge Podge; "Ven-
detta," a Kendall-de Vally opera-
logue, and a "Cannibals of the
Deep," July 3; "Hatta Marri," Mack
Sennett featurette, and "Cocky Cock-
roach," Terry-Toon, July 10; "Alas-
ka Love," Mack Sennett comedy with
Andy Clyde, July 17; "For the Love
of Ludwig," Andy Clyde comedy, and
a Terry-Toon, July 24.

ALICE McDERMOTT A BRIDE
Lynn, Mass.—Alice Lucey McDer-

mott, film actress who appeared in

"Cimarron" and "Sweethearts on
Parade," is now the wife of George
W. Rowe, associated with the New
England Telephone & Telegraph Co.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Twentieth Film Daily Golf Tour-
nament, Fenimore Golf and Country
Club, White Plains, N. Y.

June 22-24
: Annual convention of Allied

Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting of
Allied States Ass'n board of directors,
St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 23-24: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting. Chicago.

June 26-27: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo.
ria. New York.

16 M.M. LUNCHEON TOMORROW
A luncheon will be held at the

Hotel Victoria at 1 P. M. tomorrow
under the auspices of the 16 M.M.
Board of Trade. There will be a
demonstration of the Takats Talkie-
Radio combination cabinet, and the
showing of the 16 M.M. picture at

65 feet. The luncheon will be open
to non-members.

1,500 WARNERITES ON OUTING
About 1,500 Warner employes

from New York, Newark, Philadel-
phia and Brooklyn are taking part
in today's annual outing of the
Warner Club. Plans call for a sail
from the Battery to Glenwood, L.
I., where sporting events, dinner,
dancing and other festivities will
take place.

JUNE KNIGHT IN M-G-M TEST
June Knight of Ziegfel^s "Hot-

Cha" has made a test for M-G-M.

THEATER MANAGER DROWNS
East St. Louis, 111.—Troy McCas-

land, manager of the Columbia, was
drowned in the Mississippi River
while swimming with two other
young men.

PHILO HIGLEY WRITES PL'AY
Philo Higley, attached to the

First National publicity department,
has written his first play, "Excur-
sion," and it will be produced at
Croton, N. Y., by the Croton River
Playhouse; in August, preparatory
to a New York presentation.

M. P. CLUB ADDS BARBER
A barber shop has been opened at

the Motion Picture Club. It adjoins
the card rooms.
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N. Y. Critics Keep Raving

on the Beautifully Photographed

BRING *EM BACK ALIVE
which is breaking all records

AT THE MAYFAIR THEATER
The Morning Telegraph. .. .Beautifully photographed, make Bring 'Em BackAhve a film worth traveling blocks to see. . . .filmdoms outstanding camera-

Zhr^fZttVo^ L"^"T^ record... But, with Berger directing the camera

on fTm r I % ^^^ '""^'^ '""^' ^*^"^ ^°'^^ ^s among the best ever caughton tilm....AII these scenes are tributes to the excellent camera sense.

,n°n^^;,'!fp'!^f^?°/**^••'^^®P^°^2^''=?.''y
'= exquisite. Not enough can be saidm praise of these two men for they have used their cameras so that the move-ment IS fluid and the scenic effects are gorgeous

CARL BERGER
CHIEF CAMERAMAN

Local No. 644 i. a. T. S. E., N. Y.

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

"Shoot Pictures in N. Y. City"

Or Location Large Stage
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film
and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

NEDW AYBrRN
who has staged over 600 productions, including

the best editions of the Ziegfeld Follies, and
who has directed and helped up the ladder of

fame many stars of the first magnitude, such

as Al Jolson, Marilyn Miller, Fred and Adele
Astaire, Eddie Cantor, Ann Pennington, Will

Rogers Marie Dressier, Ed Wynn, Jeanette Mc- .

Donald, Harry Richman, Charlotte Greenwood,
and hundreds of others, has opened new inter-

national dancing headquarters in the heart of

the Park Avenue District. This, the world's

greatest dancing school, offers:

Every Type of Stage or Social Dancing.
Morning, Afternoon and Evening Ses-

sions for Adult Girls 16 to 60 Years
of Age.

Reducing and Building Up — Mild
Courses for Middle-Aged Folks.

Special Saturday and After-School
Classes for Children (Ages 4 to 16
Years).

Thorough Courses in Diction and Micro-
phone Technique for Radio and the
Talkies.

TEMPORARILY, 20% to 50% RE-

DUCTION IN ALL RATES
Send for one of the following free booklets:
"YOUR CAREER" (48 pages); or "HOME
STUDY COURSE IN DANCING"; or "RADIO
COURSES."
NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING

OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
Studio F, 625 Madison Ave., New York City

(Between 58th and S9th Sts.)
Tel. Wickersham 2-4300



LANDSLIDE!

12,000 E^IBITORS
VOTE FOR 10 LEADING
BOX-OFFICE STARS!

And who do you think wins?

FIRST RETURNS IN NATION-WIDE
SURVEY OF MOTION PICTURE HERALD!

MARIE DRESSIER
JOAN CRAWFORD

'

WALLACE BEERY
GRETA GARBO
NORMA SHEARER
CLARK GABLE

6 out of 10 for

METRb-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The Star Power!
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Jasper, Ala. — Fire of unkown
origin recently damaged the Jasper
to the extent of $5,000.

Kansas City — Loew's Midland,
largest house here, has cut admis-
sions to 25 cents from 11 to 6

o'clock and 35 cents from 6 to clos-

ing.

Detroit—Stanley Janiszewski, pro-
prietor of the Ritz, East Side house,
has reopened the theater, taken over
from him by Joseph Olschefsky, un-
til recently owner of the Fredro, a
nearby competing house.

Detroit — The Crane, East Side
neighborhood house, was destroyed
by fire, believed to have been started
by an explosion, late at night. The
house was owned by Henry Sadlow-
ski.

Indianapolis — The four first-run
houses here, the Indiana, Circle, Pal-
ace and the Apollo, have cut admis-
sion prices for the summer. Thirty-
five cents buys the best seat after
6 P. M. in any of the four houses.

Cleveland — Charles Kranz has
been in town hooking up with local

independent exchanges for distribu-
tion of eight Screen Craft Attrac-
tions. Kranz recently resigned as
sales manager for American News-
reel Corp. to become affiliated with
Arthur Hoerl.

Constance Bennett in

"WHAT PRICE HOLLYWOOD"
with Lowell Sherman, Neil Kfamilton,

Gregory Ratoff

RKO 88 mins.

REMARKABLE WORK BY CONNIE
BENNETT AND LOWELL SHERMAN PUTS
OVER GOOD STUDIO DRAMA IN BIG
WAY.

Constance Bennett was never before seen

to such great advantage as in this story.

It tells how a waitress in a Hollywood cafe

is taken in hand by a great but eccentric

director. At the height of her success she

marries a society lad. Although in love,

their ideas of life differ so greatly that

they are divorced. Meanwhile the di-

rector drinks himself out of his job and

eventually into jail for passing a worthless

check. Constance befriends him and, while

at her home recuperating from a drunk,

he shoots himself. Connie goes to France

with her son and is followed by her husband

to a happy reunion. Sherman's portrayal

of the director stands out. Remainder

of the cast is excellent. A fine audience

picture with plenty of action.

Cast: Constance Bennett, Lowell Sher-

man, Neil Hamilton, Gregory Ratoff, Brooks

Benedict, Louise Beavers, Eddie Anderson.

Director, George Cukor; Author, Adela

Rogers St. John Hyland; Adaptors, Gene
Fowler, Rowland Brown; Scenarists, Jane

Murfin, Ben Markson; Producer, David

Selznick; Editor. Jack Kitchin; Art Di-

rector, Carroll Clark; Recording Engineer,

George Ellis; Cameraman, Charles Rosner.

Direction, excellent. Photography, fine.

Ken Maynard in

"HELL FIRE AUSTIN"
Tiffany 70 mins.

KEN MAYNARD AS A CHAMP RODEO
RIDER SHOWS HIS HORSEMANSHIP IN

A WAY TO PLEASE THE FANS.
In this western opera they get away

from the stage coach hold-up and the cat-

tle rustling routine, and try to make Ken
Mavnard a human guv with a buddy who
sticks through everything. There is too

much conversation, which slows up the

action. There is an unintended mystery

in this production, with the miscasting of

the heroine who is neither good looking,

an actress or a rider. At least one of these

qualifications should be a part of every

western heroine. Outside of this slip-

up, the offering gets over with the solendid

work of Mavnard. He has a tough time

with his buddy outwitting the gang which

is out to cop the rodeo race and keep

him and his entry from riding. Then the

old hokum of coming in after the rac
starts, and riding like mad to beat the

crook's contending entry bv a nose. The
attempt at a comedy characterization o"

the part of the hero's buddy is preth'

amateurish.

Cast- Ken Maynard, Ivy Merton, M^t

Pendleton, Alan Roscne, Jack Rprrin Wil-

liam Robyns. Fargo Bussey. Lafe McKee
Charles LeMoyne

Director. Forrest Sheldon- Author, same;

Adaotor, Betty Burbrid^e; Camer;!men, Ted
McCord. Joe Novak; Recording Engineers,

H R. Hobson, Don Peters

Direction, fair. Photography, okay.

Cleveland—Maurice Lebensburger
is handling the distribution of Am-
kino products in northern Ohio.

(N THE HEART OF

HOLLYWOOD

HOLLYWOOD'S most convenient hotel.
Next to famous studios, theatres, cafes

and shops.. .ten minutes from Koif courses,
bridle paths, etc.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-
nished, with restful beds, glistening tile
baths and showers, excellent service and
cuisine, convenient parking— every modern
convenience for your comfort.

European plan. S2 50 and up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50 up, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
iJaok for the "Doorway of Hospitality"

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
VINE ST. AT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

RKO Division Directors

Take Over Film Bookings
{Continued from Page \^

Directors have been ordered to have
an assistant booker contact ex-
changes for the booking of short
subjects.

RKO TAKING ALL PASSES
RKO hereafter will make an as-

sessment of a dime on each pass not
only to cover the ne-vsr federal ad-
mission tax, -when it applies, but
also to aid its employees' relief

fund.

"RASPUTIN" IN FOURTH WEEK
Baltimore — The German silent

film, "Rasputin," is being held a

fourth -week at the Europa. It has
broken the attendance records set

by "Zwei Herzen."

WANT NATIVE DUBBING
Rome — Italian newspapers are

throwing their editorial support to

the move to enact a regulation re-
quiring dubbing in Italy of all pic-

tures shown in the country.

ERIN MOORE RETURNING
Erin O'Brien Moore, who sailed

recently for London to look over a

play with a view to appearing in 1+

over here, is returning to Hollywood
early next month.

CARRILLO IN HONOLULU
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Leo Carrillo has gone

to Honolulu to appear in "Lombardi.
Ltd." being presented by a stock
company there. The booking was
made by the Leo Morrison office.

Carrillo returns next month to re-

sume picture work.

Photophone Gets Many
Replacement Contracts

{Continued from Page 1)

N. J. Contracts snurted immediate-
ly following introduction of the su-

per size all-AC operated and large

size all-AC operated devices, which
followed the snecial size and stand-

ard size all-AC units.

Recent reductions in service

charges also are understood to be

a factor in the increased sales of

Photophone. Contracts accented in

May were ahead of expectations,

according to E. O. Heyl. manager
of the Photoohone Division, and
June business is expected to be still

greater.
The Photophone loud sneaker em-

ployed in connection with the AC
operated apparatus will faithfully

reproduce the so-called "wide range"
recording without modification or

ad.iustment, Heyl states.

A Little
from ''Lots"

ANN DVORAK IN RKO FILM
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ann Dvorak has been

signed bv RKO for the feminine lead

in "The Hall of Justice."
j

VITAGRAPH WESTERNS
Warner's six western features

starring .John Wayne will bear the

Vitagraph trademark. First, feide
'Em Cowboy," is now complete.

COLUMBIA SIGNS EASOK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM t)AILY
Hollywood — Reeves Eason has

been signed by Columbia to direct

Tim McCoy in "Long Loop Lara-
mie."

By RALPH IVILK

T^ A ^n.. HOLLYWOOD
gARTLETT CORMACK, author of

"The Racket" and now writing
"The Phantom of Crestwood," which
RKO is planning to tie-up with a
national radio contest over NBC, has
been assigned to adapt "Thirteen
Women." Tiffany Thayer's thrilling
best-seller.

* * *

Archie Mayo, Warner director, is
going to New York for a vacation
by way of Panama.

* * *

Wesley Ruggles will work from
another Howard Estabrook script
when he starts directing "Sweep-
ings" for RKO Radio Pictures. David
O. Selznick, vice-president in charge
of all RKO production, has assigned
Estabrook to adapt Lester Cohen's
story, in which Lionel Barrymore is

to be starred.
* * *

Patricia Ellis, 17-year old daugh-
ter of Alexander Leftwich, New
York stage director, has been as-
signed a role in First National's
"Three on a Match." She replaces
Gloria Shea in the cast of this pic-

ture. Another replacement is that
of Allen Jenkins for Robert E.
O'Connor.

* * *

BlandinPT Sloan has done 25 beau-
tiful wood blocks for "Way Down
South," a romance of the colored
show business written by Clarence
Muse and David Arlen. Muse has
been invited bv the Soviet govern-
ment to visit Russia and is tryino:

to complete his film engagements in

order to make the trip. He is fin-

ishing work in "Cabin in the Cot-

ton."
* * *

Ray ,Iune, ace cameraman, who
did the camera work on "Sinners in

the Sun," for Paramount, will re-

turn to United Artists July 10 to

photograph the next Ronald Colman
picture. June was in charge of the

camera work on "Arrowsmith."

COMING & GOING

C. C. PETTIJOHN left New York last

nifrht for Chicago.
GRADWELL L. SEARS, S. CHARLES

RTNFELD and .TOSEPH HUMMEL of

Warner-First National are en route to New
York following- the wind-up of the sales

meetine in Los Angetes. MA.TOR ALBERT
WARNER will stay in Hollywood for a

couple of days conferring with his brother.

.Tack Warner, and will then return to New
York by boat.

DARRYL ZANUCK, ALFRED E
GREEN and JOHN ADOLFI, who arrived

yesterday from Europe, leave today for the

coast. They attended the Sharkey-Schmeling
fight last night.

MARY BRIAN leaves New York today

for Chicago to fill two weeks of Publix book-

ings. She plays a week in that city and fol-

lows with one at Buffalo.

MERLIN 'H. AYT.ESWORTH arrived

from the coast vesterday.

CRESSON SMITH. RKO western and
southern division manager, leaves today for

a trip through the mid-west.
ROSCO ATES left the coast yesterday

for Philadelphia, where he will make per-

sonal appearances.
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24 FEATURES ANNOUNCED

BY BIG 4 EOR NEW SEASON

(Continued from Page 1)

boxing story; "Easy Millions," confidence
man yarn; "The Unpardonable Sin," modern
story; "Bull Dopr Edition," newspaper tale;
"The Black Cat," mystery play; ".Sisters of
the Follies," Broadway yarn; "My Wandering
Boy," mother love story; "The Penal Code,"
prison story; "The Gambling Sex," "Human
Cargo," a waterfront close-up, and "The
Silent Army,' a doctor story.

The wilderness thrillers, dealing with far-
off countries, are titled "East of Sudan,"
"White Ivory," "Zanzibar," "Roar of the
Jungle," "Kiss of Araby" and "Green Para-
dise."

The westerns, in which a well-known star
will appear, include "Red Man's Country,"
"The Forty-Niners," "War of the Range,"
"When a Man Rides Alone." "Remember
the Alamo" and "Deadwood Pass."

Lita Grey and Two Sons
Signed for 5 Fox Films

(Continued from Page 1)

five pictures for Fox over a period
of three years, it is announced by
Winfield Sheehan. The boys, Charles
Spencer Chaplin, Jr., 7,^ and Sidney
Earl Chaplin, 6, are now in Nice
with their grandmother, Mrs. Lillian
Grey. They will leave for Holly-
wood this week. Nicholas Gyory,
manager for Mrs. Chaplin and the
boys, leaves in a few days for New
York to meet the children.

Theaters Must Register

Under Tax Regulations
(Continued from Page 1)

prepared by the Bureau of Intep

nal Revenue of the Treasury De-
partment, will be available next
week.

Theaters charging less than 41

cents must print the admission
price on their tickets and the name
of their theater company. Houses
which come within the assessment
must print on their tickets the ad-

mission price, the amount of tax

to be paid, total of these figures

and the theater's name.

HONGKONG CIRCUIT HAS 42

Hongkong Amusement Co. will

increase its circuit of theaters in

China to 42 with opening of a 2.-

000-seat house soon in Hongkong,
it was stated by J. F. Noronka,
head of the companv. who sails for

England today on his return trip.

Chinese audiences prefer war and
jungle pictures, he said yesterday.

A
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^^fll. A" DAY
2,767 players

in producing 74
shorts, makiog :

in each short.

were used by Vitaphone
of the current season's

n average of 37 players

—J%^.DAILY
AIDNG

• • • WELL, WELL, this is the big day for the golfers

and goofers of the industry up at the Fenimore Country
Club barring a downpour of rain or a snowstorm
but getting a little wet shouldn't bother these birds

they tell us that a lot of 'em have been soaked pretty hard

this year but you will find them up there on the fair-

ways and in the locker rooms smearing smiles on their

muggs talking millions as usual but between us

confidential thinking in dimes remember
the good ole tournament days when Artie Stebbins bet

his golf partner 10 smackers on each hole? migawd!
it sounds like a Fairy tale now but be of good

cheer those days will be back again ( chorus

)

"Yes they will!" aw, don't be so cynical! haven't

all the speakers at the sales conventions told you so?

and if you can't believe the leaders of your industry

whoin'ell can you believe?

• • • THE BOYS at the Empey Club luncheon forum were regaled by

Captain Frank Hawks with some humorous tales of his flying ex-

periences Frank said he was trying to make a living and keep out

of the hands of the receivers just like us film fellers that

put the speaker right at home with everybody then there was also

Princess Alexandra Kropotkin kolyumist of "Liberty" she

had a few ideas for improving the industry she seemed to think

our racket was an Art which just goes to prove how charming

these princesses can be that's why the producers make pictures

of these imaginary European kingdoms they think it's Art, too

oh, well

• • • AT LAST a film company has been formed that re-

flects the spirit of these Uncertain Times our pal Mike

Schmuck has organized Overnight Films Mike believes

that a company's title should reflect the ideas of the man in

back of it if the company crashes, he is ready to duck

overnight and if he gets a sucker with real dough, he is

ready to duck also Mister Schmuck is treasurer

he has hired a special police officer to shadow the treasurer

conditions are so uncertain that Mike doesn't even

trust himself

• • • NOW COMES the best novel written around Hollerword that

we have lamped thus far written by Tamar Lane Tamar
has seen it from the inside for years he knows all its follies, dam-

phoolishness its idiots and idealists its heroes and heels:

and they are all there lifesize and human in his book, "Hey Did-

dle Diddle" published by Adelphi Press Mister Lane writes

without rancor or malice just holding the mirror up to Hollerword

to see itself as it really is we wonder if the Town of

Diddle-De-Dum can take it

• • • THEY USED to call 'em Stockholders now
they're just Shockholders that's why most of us are

shuddering right now .And didja notice the Emgeem
trademark of Success stamped on an exhibitor in a recent ad?

wot we mean is didja notice WHERE they put

the stamp on him? One of the ginks on the Golf Com-
mittee phoned his wife that he was going to sleep at the goff

club overnight she misunderstood him "How silly

to sleep with a golf club!" she laughed. . . does sound silly,

doesn't it?

a « « » » »

EDUCATIONAL-WORLD WIDE

MAY INCREASE SCHEDULES

(Continued from Page 1)

berg at yesterday's closing session
of the New York sales meeting.
Educational and World Wide now
are concentrating their efforts on
building up manpower, player tal-
ent, and writer and producer ro.s-
ters, Hammons declared. Brandt said
World Wide has already invested a
fortune in story material and is

spending more for casts and direc-
tors before starting to turn a crank.

_
Inauguration of a new system of exploita-

tion backing on each picture, which will
entail the services of the leading experts in
this_ field, was announced by Gordon S.
White, Director of Advertising and Pub-
licity, who addressed the meeting at the
morning session.

Bill Saal spoke at the afternoon session,
together with Larry Kent, producer of Edti-
cational's Tom Howard Comedies and Spirit
of the Campus series. Reinald Werrenrath,
who will star in the latter series, also ad-
dressed the meeting, as well as Paul Terry
and Frank Moser, co-producers of the Paul
Terry-Toons, and Al Mannon, producer of
the "Football For The Fan" series.

Tlie eastern confab adjourned yesterday
afternoon and the home ofiRce executives
leave today for the Chicago meet. Branch
rnanagers who will attend the two-day ses-
sion in Chicago starting tomorrow are

:

Max Stahl. Chicago; W. O. Gallowav.
Des Moines: M. H. Starr, Detroit: H. C.
Dressendorfer, Indianapolis: Russell Borg.
Kansas City : A. H. Kaufman. Louisville

;

T. A. Harris. Milwaukee: H. B. Tohnson.
Minneapolis: W. B. Adwell. New Orleans:
T E. Schlank, Omaha ; Russell Wehrle, St.
Louis: H. D. Buckley. Calgary. Alta.. and
R. W. Wilson, Winnipeg. Arthur Lucas,
southern representative, and Phil Dunas.
midwest district manager, will also attend
the Chicago meeting.

ST. LOUIS HOLDUP
St. Louis—Conrad J. Thien, care-

taker of the Palm, was held up in

the theater by two bandits and
forced to open the theater safe
which contained about $450. Thien
is a brother of "Victor B. Thien,
proprietor of the theater.

4 MORE RKO POLICY CHANGES
Policies of four more RKO houses

have been revised. Proctor's Schenec-
tady, is going on a full-week vaude-
ville policy and Proctor's, Troy, will

try a split-week vaude plan. Proc-
tor's, Newark, on July 2 adopts a

straight picture policy. Pantages in

Tacoma is going from a full week
vaudeville policy to a split week.

MANY HAPPy RTTUUNS,

June 22
Marguerite De La Motte Charles Eaton

Jack Whiting Charlie Murray
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade

ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership

E Tallassee—Mt. Vernon, sold to Sam H
ThornhiU by E. L. Golden; Fairfield-

Fairfield, sold to Roy Willeford by M. N.

Coleman: N. Birmingham—N. Birmingham

sold to N. H. Waters by H. C. Berry.

Closings
Bayou Labatre—Playhouse.

ARIZONA
Closings

Glendale—Rainbow ; Miami—Grand ;
Morenc

—Royal ; Phoenix — Romana ; Temple-
State.'

ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership

West Helena—Palace, sold to R. L. Brook

by J. F. Herd.

Closings
Leachville—New ; Manilla—New ; Monetto—
New; Ozark—Roxy ; Stamps—Brown's

Tipton—Tipton.

Openings
Hazen—Cozy ; Lepanto—Rialto.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

Arcadia—Arcadia, sold to H. T. Moore hy,

Janet Malbon ; Elsinore—Elsinore, sold tc

Foster & Jackson by Lamphere ; La Mesai

—La Mesa, sold to Janet Malbon by A
Golflfarb; Long Beach—Ritz, sold to K.

F. Bage by Mrs. La Rue ; Stanley, sold

to B. Sobelman by R. H. Cohen; Los
Angeles—Avalon. sold to M. Hoffman by
Perlstein & Coleman ; Crystal, sold to

Irving Seligman by C. J. Cadman ; Dream-
land, sold to Geo. A. Harrison by C.

Davis ; Empire, sold to Carlin & Slinker

bv G. Mann; Green Meadows (Formerly
Gloria), sold to A. J. Woods by Bruen;
Home, sold to Paul Fine by W. Fisher;

Jewel, sold to Irvint? Selicrman by C. J.

Cadman : Melrose ; sold to A. Alperstein by
Westland Theaters : Rampart. sold to

Emma E. Tabor bv R. Armour; River-

«ide. sold to M. H. Allison by E, W
Fletcher; Savov. s"M tn Fred G.Trralian bv
Gore Bros. ; Tivoli. sold to Bernstein &
Lustig bv Gore Bros. : Montrose—Mont-
rose, sold to H. G. Adams by Mever
National City—National, sold to Goldfar^
* Flax by Zach Harris : Mt. Shasta—
Shastnna, sold to Robert Paterson bv J
W. Bascom and Mr. AckeVy ; Willits

—

Maiestic. sold to Willits Theaters. Inc
("Viola Lanfer and A. C. Conquest) by
Mrs. Edna Ber?.

Closings
A-"heim—Fox Theaters; Alhambra—Alhpm
bra : Alvarado—Peterson ; Arbuckle—Ar
'^tickle; Bell—Alcazar; Los Ange'es

—

B.-"-d's Rth *5t.. Royal. Triangle: Modesto—.Strand ; Newark—Peterson t Ontario

—

California : Pa'm SnrinRS—P^lm Sprines ;

San Andreas—^nn A"drea«: San Francisca
—Egyptian : Victorville—Victor.

New Thonter
Whittier—Wardman's. D. S. Bushnell
Ownef.

Re-Onenin«'s
El Centre— \irdome; Biirbapk—Bnrbanlc

^formerly Vi'^tory^ • Tntjlevood—Granada ;

T.a Habra—T,a Hatira : 1,nt Angeles

—

falifomia. Gem : Otai— OI^' : Watts

—

Wa»t^ fFo'merly Yeaeer) ; Wi'Iowbrook—
Willowbrook.

COLORADO
Changes in Ownprshin

AuU—Pr!nre««. -old to C. W. Hine b" L.
A. Walline: Limon— Auditorlntn. =oIf1 fo
C. W. Sebern bv John Bl^ir : Ovid—
Marda. sold to Johnson ft Johnson bv D.
Bratton.

Closings
Cr»^ted Butte— Princess

; Fowlef—Star ;

Hotrhkls* — Cres'-ent : Htisro—Empress;
Pueblo—Colonial : Sprinefield Hermes.

Re-Openin<TS
Dolores—Pyfhnn ; Ovid Mazda.

CONNECTICUT
Closines

Dsnbury— Empress: Goortvear Community
Club: Meriden—Poll; New Britain—Em-
bassy.

DELAWARE
Changes in Ownershin

Dover—Temple, sold to Diamond State The-
ater Co. by Victoria Amusement Co.

;

Smyrna—Como, sold to George M. Schwartz

by W. L. Stewart.

Closings
Smyrna—Como.

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership

Dunnellon—Lyric, sold to Mrs. W. B. An-
derson by Geo. Chalker ; Jasper—Fay, sold

to Kinnan & Beard by M. E. Tuten.

Re-Openings
Mt. Dora—Mt. Dora.

GEORGIA
Changes in Ownership

Americus—Rylander, sold to Roy E. Martin
by Gortatowsky Bros. ; Griffin—Liberty,

sold to J. C. Jackson ; Richland—Grand,
sold to L. G. Jenkins by J. P. May.

Closings
Glennville—State ; Trion — Y. M. C. A.,
Waynesboro—Grand.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Abingdon—Bijou, sold to Walter Flack by
S. E. Pirtle ; Amboy—Amboy, sold to

James Marchesi by Joe Marchesi ; Chicago
—International, sold to Pete Lopina by
Mr. Alnick ; New Mabel, sold to Geo.
Goumas by Sol Best ; Rainbow, sold to

Steve Toft by Mrs. Pierce: Town Talkies,

sold to Louis Brecka by E. A. Laugh-
lin ; Melrose Park—Melrose Park, sold to

Clyde Eliott by F. J. Flaherty: Peca-
tonica—Granada, sold to Chas. Weaber
by C. Van Vleck ; Petersburg—Menard
(Strand), sold to Carl Pierson by Mr.
Pearson ; Syracmore—Fargo, sold to J.

A. Annecston by Ben Katzman.

Closings
Annawan—Coliseum ; Areola—Areola ; Chan

dlersville—Cosy ; Chicago — CHaremont
Goelic, Haymarket, Kedzie, Lfncoln-

Webster, Loomis, Loop End, Vendome,
Webster ; Christopher—Globe ; Elizabeth

—

Lyric ; Grayville—Veadan ; Meredosia—
Princess ; Metamore—Commercial ; Pales-

tine—Royal ; Rockford—Columbia ; Royal-

ton—Royal ; Springfield—^Majestic. Vau-
dette, RKO ; Sterling—Illini ; Vermont

—

Princess ; Westville—Eagle ; Yates City-
Paramount ; Ziegler—Empire.

Re-Openings
Farina—Lyric; Jerseyville — Orpheum; No
komis—Palace.

Name Changes
Pana—Illinois, formerly Capitol.

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership

Cayuga—Princess, sold to Floyd C. Smith

;

Ft. Wayne—Broadway, sold to Roy J.

McClain; Rialto, sold to Gregory & Valos
Circuit ; Indianapolis—Douglas, sold to E.

L. Gaddie ; Orleans—Orleans, sold to W
E. Wood ; Scottsburg—Indiana, sold to

T. M. Luckett ; Sellersburg—Empire, sold

to Sam Goldstein ; Seymour—Princess,
sold to W. L. Ball; Terre Haute—Foun
tain, sold to Operators' Union ; Veeders-
burg—Tokyo, sold to Kenneth Van Camp

Closings
Connersville—Baudette: Elkhart — Bucklin;
Farmersburg—Colonial ; Ft. Wayne—Par-
amount ; Frankfort—Conley ; Indiana Har-
bor—Indiana ; Indianapolis — Broadrippe
Granada, Roxv ; Kokomo—Indiana ; Moores-
ville—Idle Hour; Sheridan—Hippodrome;
Warren—State.

New Theater
Mt, Vernon—-New Empress. V. P. Grubb

Enterprises. Owners ; Noblesville—Logan,
Nivoli Theater Corp. Owner.

Re-Openings
Kokomo—Sipe.

Name Changes
Brook—New Majestic, formerly Temple.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

Anita—Rialto, sold to W. F. Budd by D.
E. Morey ; Armstrong—Gem, sold to El-
mer Adams by Young & Henderson

;

Cedar Rapids—Granada, sold to V. C.
Brown by Jasper Sutton : Columbus Jet.—Lyric, sold to Oakcs Sr Jennings bv
Harold J. Kellv ; Creston—Strand and
Iowa, sold to Creston Theater Co. by
Strand Theater Co. ; Grundy Center

—

Rialto. sold to W. T. Waugb bv Mr.
Thrasher: Hawarden—Tivoh'. sold to Schoe-
neman & Marsh by H. Bleuchel; Lake

Park—State, sold to H. Gorlinghorst by

Harry Threde ; Malvern—Empress, sold to

W. S. Powers by Mrs. L. E. Mason;
Monroe—Monroe, sold to M. D. Burch-

walter by Roberts & Bamp; Moulton—
Colonial, sold to Ira M. Hartman by B.

P. Brumback ; Pomeroy—Rondo, sold to

C. H. Friday by A. J. Farrell; Rockwell
City—Empress, sold to L. J. Kmgman by
H. Wolcott; Walnut—Walnut, sold to

Schaff & Jacobson by Earl Miller; Well-
man—Wellman, sold to R. Busby & I. T.

Albert by H. M. Forsythe.

Closings
Creston—Iowa ; Pleasantville—Strand ; Story

City—Grand.

Openings
Lake Park—State.

KANSAS
Changes in Ownership

Attica—Opera House, sold to Chas. F. Cal-

lam by A. E. Biberstein; Chetopa^Topa,
sold to M. F. Warwick by F. W. Wayt

;

Galena—Plaza, (changed to Maywood The-
ater), sold to Ed Dort by F. W. Wayt;
Horton—Dickinson Theater (changed to

Liberty), sold to P. P. Hefner by Glen
W. Dickinson; Colonial, sold to P. P.
Hefner by Glen W. Dickinson ; Hutchin-
son—Iris, sold to C. A. Ensign by W. D.
Fulton ; Lamed—Electric, sold to Schnak
Bros, by F. M. Weber; Little River—Ma-
jestic (changed to New Majestic), sold to

J, T. Moll by F. L. Lowe; Marquette

—

Strand, sold to A. Berquist by Berquist &
Lindstrom ; Olathe—Dixie (Changed to

Andrews), sold to S. C. Andrews by
Hughes-Franklin ; Republic—Royal, sold to

G. G. Nutter by Kroft, Nutter & Albert-
son ; Sedan—American, sold to O. H.
Gregg by Gregg & Crandall ; Simpson—
Cozy (changed to Electric), sold to Mr,
Shaflfer by Shaffer & Jones ; Waterville—

•

Isis,( sold to L. H. McMahan ; Wichita

—

Kansas, sold to Mr. Stevenson by Barron
& Barron. Nomar, sold to Nomar Cor-
poration of California by Hughes Frank-
lin.

Closings
Anthony—Palace ; Atlanta—Strand ; Baxter

Springs—New Baxter, Elite; Burlingame—Amuse ; Canton—Auditorium ; Centralia—Mclntyre ; Cheney—Cheney ; Cherokee

—

Crescent ; Coldwrater—Pleasant Hour : Coll-
yer—Zeeman ; Elsmore—City Hall ; Eureka—Kegent ; Fowler—Idleliour ; Great Bend

—

Andress : Hanover — Ritz ; Hiawatha —
Auditorium ; Lakin—Electric : McCracken

—

Strand ; Montezuma—Diamond ; Mulvane

—

Lindell ; Neodesha—Crescent ; Nickerson

—

Gem ; Nortonville—City Hall ; Olathe

—

Gem Theater ; Oneida—Community ; Ox-
ford — Palace; Severance — Communitv

;

Sprinhill—Palace ; Tonganoxie—Royal ; To-
peka—Apex: Trov—Leland Onera House;
Wetmore—Opera House : Wichita—Wichita.

Re-Openings
Eskridge—Strand : Geneseo—Cozy ; Leoti

—

Plaza ; Leroy—Kesner ; Louisburg—Maies-
tic ; Norcatur—Liberty ; Oskaloosa—De-
luxe

; Pratt—Kansas; Sharon Springs

—

Strand
; Soearvi'le — Deluxe ; Ulysses —

Ulysses ; Wichita—Novelty.

Name Changes
Attica—Attica, formerly Opera House; Ga-

lena—Maywood. formerly Plaza ; Horton

—

Liberty, formerly Dickinson ; Little River—New Majestic, formerly Majestic ; Olathe—Andrews, formerly Dixie ; Simpson

—

Electric, formerly Cozy.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

Brandenburg—Auditorium (Ritz) sold to
Brandenburg Realty Co. ; Central City

—

Selba, sold to A, C. Mercier bv F. M.
Pittman; Cloverport—Arcade. soM to C.
L. Weatherholt: Dry Ridge—Kentucky,
sold to Mr. Taylor by W. O. McKeeney

;

Louisville—Lyric, sold to Dudley Willis-
ton ; Mayfield—Legion, sold to Ned Greene ;

Prestonburg—Unioue, sold to T. H. Din-
gus by I. A. Smiley.

Closings
Bloomfield—Bloomfield; Bowling Green

—

American; Hartford—Star: Louisville

—

Downs, Lyric : Madisonville—Kentucky ;

Olive Hill—Dixie; Providence—Dreamland.
Re-Openings

Fulton—State
; Madisonville—Capitol. Cameo.

LOUISIANA
Changes in Ownership

De Ridder—Realart, sold to L. D. Guidrv &
J. H. McMahon by West La. Theaters;
Lake Providence—Queen, sold to Mr.
Smith by I. M. McCaskill; Leesville—
Dreamland, sold to L. D. Guidry & J. H.
McMahon by West La. Theaters.

Closings
Alexandria—Liberty ; Albany—Albany ; Cut-

ofl—Cutoff; Denham Springs — Leslie;
Elizabeth—Paramount ; New Orleans—Har-
lequin, Rialto.

MARYLAND
Closings

Barton—New (Rink) ; Halethorpe—Hale-
thorpe ; Rural Retreat—Cameo.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

Maynard—Maynard, sold to Burton Cough-
lin by Gruber Brothers; Pembroke—May-
flower Grove sold to W. Resnick by B.
Littlefield.

Closings
Haverhill—Colonial .

New Theater
Boston—Grand Opera House, Tivoli, Ltd., J.

Saranga, C. Atkinson, Owners.

Name Changes
Chicopee Falls—Rivoli, formerly Elm ; Re-
vere—Boulevard, formerly Crescent Gardens.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

Detroit — Gladwyn Park, sold to Gladwyn
Park Theater Co. by Wm. A. London

;

Flint—Dixie, sold to W. Lyon by Ingram
& Fitzpatrick.

Closings
Baraga—Baraga: Detroit—Del Ray, The

Greenwood, Vendome, Theatorium, Jewel;
E. Lansing—State ; Flint—Family, Palace,
Regent, Lincoln ; Jackson—Rex ; Lansing—Capitol ; Middleville—Arcade ; Owosso

—

Strand ; Pontiac—State ; Port Huron

—

Majestic ; St. Louis—Liberty ; Sheridan

—

Gould ; Ubly—Temple ; Ypsilanti—Martha
Washington.

Re-Openings
Bangor—Regent ; Battle Creek—Post ; Beld-

ing—-Empress ; Belleville—Martin ; Clio

—

Gem : Colon— Bonster : Detroit—Catherine.
Canifif, Crystal, Charles, Greenfield ; Dun-
dee—Electric ; Elkton — Star ; Fennville

—

Our : Flint—Family : Grand Rapids—Al-
cazar ; Hartford—State ; Lake Orion

—

Lake Orion; Mackinaw Island—Orpheum;
Onaway—Onaway, formerly Dean : Oscoda—Isaco, formerly Oscada ; New Baltimore—Family : Oxford—Oxford ; Rogers City
—Star ; Saginaw—Washinsrton ; St. Louis—^Gem : Scottsville—Star, formerly Amuse;
South Haven—Casino ; Tecumseh—Strand.

Name Changes
Middleville—Arcade, formerly Ideal.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Belle Plain—State, sold to H. W. Swanson
by J. A, Jensen ; Janesville—Princess, sold

to Allan Broberg by H. A. Schluter;
Marshall—Barrymore. sold to Twin City
Amuse. Co. by Mr. Thornburn ; West Con-
cord—Rex, sold to Mr. Simpson by N. E.
Ritzey.

Closings
Arlington—Community : Albany — Wertin ;

Halstad—Halstad ; Minneapolis—Pantages;
Westbrook—Star.

Re-Openings
Bricelyn—Unique ; Buffalo Lake—Auditor-
ium : Erskin—Cameron ; Fergus Falls

—

Lyric : Holdingford—New Holdingford ;

Red Lake Falls—Lotus ; Warroad—Fox.

MISSISSIPPI
Changes in Ownershin

Houston—Houston, sold to E. B. Hallo-

way; Lexington—Lexington, sold to R. J-

Tyson by Barr & Nichols : Sumner. Strand,

sold to R. P. Turner, R. M. Mahan by
Smith Murphy.

Closings
Baldwyn—Lyric; Charleston—Superba; Fay-

ette—Jefferson.

New Theater
Pontotoc—-Joy, J. A. D. Herrington, Owner.



WHAT THE

NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE
CRITICS OF AMERICA

THINK OF

Motion Picture Problems

i

A QUESTIONNAIRE
AND

CRITICS FORUM
i

Joined Into Enthusiastically By Over

400 IMPORTANT JOURNALISTS

The answers are commencing to pour in. The results are at once compelling, interesting

and astounding. The opinions of these critics sway many millions of theater goers

FOR RELEASE SERIALLY SHORTLY
IN

THE FILM DAILY
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Equity Receivers Are Appointed for Fox Theaters

ALLIED IgDERS OPPOSQSE OF 5-5-5lONTRACT

Al Lichtman Preparing to Test Exclusive Run Plan

The Cinema
* . , on a string= By lack Alicoate^^

The 20th Film Golf TOUR-
NAMENT held yesterday at

FENIMORE was a RIOT . . .

Jungle BALLYHOO on "Bring
'em Back Alive" at the MAY-
FAIR is still the sensation of

the street , . . D4RK HORSE
from the WARNER stable at

the Winter Garden is a swell
bit of ENTERTAINMENT . . .

Production in the EAST has
slowed up to a WALK . . . And
now the 5-5-5 Contract is IN
again . . . HOWARD dietz, the
irrepressible, will soon have AN-
OTHER show on Broadway . . .

Check-Up from EVERY section of

the country shows NO demand for
SILENT films.

•
Most CONSTRUCTIVE step in-

dustry could take would be perma-
nent BAN on double featuring . . .

ALLIED meet down Atlantic City
way is getting HOT . . . There will

soon be some KEEN competition in

the TRAILER field . . . SAM sax is

back on the job as MAESTRO at the
VITAPHONE studios . . . ARTIE
loew now takes week-end JAUNTS
to Los Angeles in his SPEED plane
. . . Picture crowd PULLING for

LEO diegel and GENE sarazen in

the Open starting today . . . TRAF-
FIC to and from Hollywood COM-
PARED to former years is NIL.

•
HERB lubin, who built and sold

the ROXY may yet be its savior . . .

Short subject field seems to be
OVER populated . . . And by-the-

way won't someone please do some-
thing about those COMIC short

subjects that are NOT comic . . .

WILL hays is CRACKING the whip
in Hollywood . . . Believe it or NOT,
there are a few spots in the country
where business IS good . . . There's

another plan for a CIRCUIT of little

ARTY theaters in the making.

United Artists Will Try
System in Selected

Localities
Preparations are nearly completed

for preliminary tests r,f Al Licht-
man's recently proposed exclusive-

run distribution plan, which calls

for dividing the country's theaters

into Class A and Class B, the former
to get only the best films at ad-

vanced prices and the latter to play
{Continued on Page 8)

FOX

ON

FINAL 1
1931-32

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Six features remain-

ing on Fox's 1931-32 schedule have
been completed and are ready for

release between June 26 and Aug.
15. The pictures are: "The First

(Continued on Page 3)

Improvement Is Noted
By Harry Gold on Trip
Marked improvement in prospects

for business in several sections of

he country, especially the northwest,

is reported by Harry L. Gold, as-

sistant to Al Lichtman at United

Artists, on his return from a swing
around the midwest offices of the

company. Indications of a big wheat
crop have spurred confidence in the

Minneapolis region, said Gold, while

in Denver business is comparatively

thriving.

r"

Great Time Had By All!

"A glorious success!" was the unan-
imous vote on the twentieth Film

Daily Golf Tournament held yester-

day at the Fenimore Golf and Coun-
try Club, White Plains. Full details

of the grand affair will be found on

pages 6 and 7.

FAMILY TYPE PICTURES

INCREASEmST MONTH

Out of 37 features covered by the

National Board of Review last

month, a total of 21, or approxi-

mately 57 per cent, were classified

as of the "family" type. An increase

in family pictures also was noted

the previous month.

Court Refuses Order
For Closing of Roxy

The plans for closing of the Roxy
Theater, for at least four weeks,
during a reorganization, were
blocked yesterday when Federal
Judge F. G. Caffey refused a mo-
tion by Harry G. Kosch, receiver,
who also sought to have the equity
receivership extended to the fore-
closure action of the bond holders,

and permission to sell the $150,000
in receivers' certificates. Efforts to

reach an agreement for closing the
house will be continued today.

W. E.Atkinson and J. F. Sherman
Named Fox Theaters Receivers

M-G-M Sales Meeting

In Memphis Tomorrow

Memphis—A meeting of the M-G-M
sales personnel is being held here tomor-

row. It is a regional confab on general

matters.

William E. Atkinson, president of

Fox Theaters Corp., and John F.

Sherman yesterday were annointed
equity receivers for Fox Theaters
bv Circuit Judge Martin T. Manton
of the U. S. District Court on peti-

tion of Sullivan & Cromwell, at-

torneys for Chicago Title & Trust
(Continued on Page 8)

Copyright and Brookhart
Bills Still Alive, Says

Samuelson
By ARTHUR W. EDDY

Atlantic City—A joint protest
against instituting the 5-5-5 exhi-
bition contract, on the ground that
it is now obsolete, is expected to be
made by Allied Theater Owners of
New Jersey and Allied States Ass'n
directors at the convention being
held here in the St. Charles Hotel.
A canvass by The Film Daily dis-

(Continued on Page 2)

CHICAGO IWREADY

TO DROP DUAL EEATURES

Atlantic City—Independent exhibi-
tors in the Chicago territory stand
ready to quit double-featuring and
are only waiting for Publix to fall

in line, said Aaron Saperstein here
yesterday. He told The Film Daily
that Warners are prepared to drop

(Continued on Page 8)

Philadelphia Invasion

Next on Allied Program
Atlantic City—Next invasion by

Allied is slated for the Philadelphia
territory, now dominated by the
M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey and Delaware,
which recently cast its lot with the

M.P.T.O.A. A unit will be formed
in this territory with Sidney Sam-
uelson aiding in its organization, it

is understood. Samuelson helped set

the New York state Allied unit

with headquarters in Suffern.

Pantages Turned Down

On Bid for RKO Vaude

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Alexander Pantages has made

a bid for RKO vaudeville in his west coast

houses, but the offer was rejected follow-

ing correspondence between RKO officials

here and Harold B. Franklin and Martin

Beck in New York.
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Allied Leaders Oppose
Use of 5-5-5 Contract

(Continued

closes that all Allied leaders are op-
posed to the contract.
The double-header convention,

which opened yesterday and closes
Friday, developed a number of live-

ly discussions in its first session.

Sidney E. Samuelson, president of

the New Jersey unit and whose re-

election is practically assured since

no opposition is apparent, declared
that the copyright bill is still a live

subject and reiterated the state-

ment that the Brookhart bill and
resolution will be pushed.

Louis King and Leon Lee, Holly-
wood independent producers, and as-

sociates, will present a tie-up propo-
sition to Allied at this convention.
The deal will probably be on a profit-

sharing basis, with the producers
assuring a certain amount of prod-
uct and the exhibitor group guar-
anteeing sufficient playing time.
Threat was made to seek a zoning

law in New Jersey if distributors
increase circuit protection.

It was asserted that the New

from Page 1

)

York daily newspaper advertising

campaign by Local 306 is propa-
ganda for two men in a booth.

Samuelson urged a statistical sur-

vey among independents regarding
film costs to combat figures offered

by exchanges. He said the Wilming-
ton exclusive first-run situation will

be aired during the convention by
Wilmington independents.

A proposal to close New Jersey
houses three days a week, except in

resort towns, aroused keen discus-

sion. It was pointed out that houses
so closing would have to play old

pictures next fall.

Samuelson was authorized to

name a committee to investigate
fires in booths manned by one oper-
ator and by two operators. The
survey is expected to be national.

Leon Rosenblatt will ask the con-
vention to name a committee to per-
suade the New Jersey operators'
union to give wage cuts to inde-
pendents as well as circuits.

CURB MARKET
Vi 'A 'A — 'A

BOND MARKET
27 27 27
69 69 69—1
ISi^ 185^ 18'/
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SILENTS TO 16 MM. SOUND
There are thousands of feet of

silent films which could be modern-
ized at small expense into talking

pictures and reduced from 35 mm.
to 16 mm., thereby giving them a

wide field in schools, salesrooms and
other places where the large ma-
chines cannot be used, said Gerald
K. Rudulph of the Photophone Divi-

sion of the RCA Victor Co. in a

talk yesterday morning at the con-

vention being held by the Advertis-

ing Federation of America. Rudulph
also demonstrated his company's
new 16 mm. projector.
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CAPITAL MAY ROADSHOW FILM
"The Devil's Rope," picture of the

Matterhorn ascent, with Luis Trenk-

er and Cyril McLaglen, will prob-

ably be roadshown by Capital in the

key cities. Technical staff on the

production included Harry J. Revier,

director; Dr. William A. Bacher,

David Ross and W. A. Bacher, au-
thors; Stewart B. Moss, assistant
director; Dal Clawson and George
Peters, cameramen, and Lew A.
White, musical arrangement and
score.

JOHN H. JAMES DEAD
Columbus — John H. James, 50.

formerly an actor and later manager
of the Grand for 10 years, is dead
following complications that devel-
oped after an operation several
vears ago. He was the brother of
William M. James, president of the
M.P.T.O. of Ohio. His wife and ?

sister also survive.

REID IN COLUMBUS
Columbus—Kenneth Reid of Cleve-

land has been made manager of
Loew's Broad here.

POLONSKY ELECTED
H^cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joseph B. Polonsky.

formerly head of the foreign press
relations department at M-G-M. has
been elected president of the Holly-
wood Ass'n of Foreign Correspon-
dents by representatives of more
than 250 periodicals in all countries
of the world. D. Pek was named
secretary.

LARKIN, CHAPIN MARRIAGE
ll'rst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Larkin and Eun-

ice Chapin, screen writers, were mar-
ried yesterday. Miss Chapin is now
adapting "Child of Manhattan" for
Columbia.

STANWYCK ASSIGNED
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Due to Constance

Cummings being tied up on another
assignment, Columbia has assigned
Barbara Stanwyck to the feminine
lead in "The Bitter Tea of General
Yen." Frank Capra is directing.

EDUC.-W. W. CHICAGO MEET
Chicago — Educational - World

Wide's midwest sales meet opened
yesterday morning with the arrival
of Earle W. Hammons. Joe Brandt
-Toe Goldberg, Jack Skirball. Gordori
S. White. Harvey Dav and Sol TO'^-

wards from New Yo^k. The confab.
beinT held at the Congress Hotel
winds up today.

GO TO STRAIGHT FILMS
Starting next week, straight ni''-

ture policies will replace vaudeville
and pictures at the RKO houses in

Schenectady and Troy.

M-G-M TITLE CHANGE
M-G-M has changed the title of

Lionel Barrvmore's next feature
from "The Washington Whirlpool"
to "The Washington Show." It comes
into the Capital on July 14.

ANNA WONG, ATES BOOKED
Anna May Wong and Rosco Ates

have been booked into the Philadel-
nhia Mastbaum for the week start-
ing June 24 by the Warner Artists'
Bureau.

Film and Disc Recordini!
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory
799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Educational and World Wide sales
meeting, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

June 22-24: Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting ol

Allied States Ass'n board of director!.
St. Charles Hotel. Atlantic City.

June 26-27: Educational and World Wid«
sales meeting, Los Angeles.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo
ria. New York.

BIG ROXY SPECTACLE
"Victory," staged by Clark Rob

inson and produced from Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld's original interpretation
of Tschaikowsky's "1812 Overture,"
will be the highlight of the new
stage, show starting tomorrow at
the Roxy, which has changed its re-
cent plans for closing this week for
a temporary period. The number
depicts through music, stage action
and motion pictures presented on a
transparent double-width screen
Napoleon's march on Moscow, the
burning of the city and the disor-
derly retreat of the French army.
Ted Healy's gang, Ann Pennington
and other headliners also are on the
bill.

MAJOR WARNER TO DALLAS
M''est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—-Major Albert Warner

left yesterday for Dallas, where he
will remain a few days and then
proceed to Cleveland before return-
ing to New York.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Screencraft Attractions, motion pictures;

H. T. Silverberg, Buffalo. 110 shares com-
mon.

Clowns in Clover, amusement business: J.,

Kendler, 1540 Broadway, Manhattan. $10,000.

Dramat'c Miniatures, theatrical business;
M. M. Black. 1441 Broadway, Manhattan.
100 shares common.

Linden Theater Corp. ; S. Schub, 67 West
44th St.. Manhattan. $15,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Wanderers. Inc., Wilmington, Del., conduct

expedition on sea and land and make motion
pictures; American Guaranty and Trust Co.

100 shares common.
DISSOLUTION

Bellerose Amusement Corp., Manhattan.

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest

Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

HAND COLORING OF FILM
528 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.
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y^TLANTIC CITY—Al Steffes' Al-
lied Indians have got their ver-

bal muskets all primed to make a
target out of distributor policies.

And Al's rarin' to go.

Sid Samuelson's about readm to

quit the exhibition racket and be-

come a publisher. He qualified as a

Grade A advertising manager hi

collecting ads for the convention'^
•program, which is a pip, commer-
cially speaking.

Legislative-minded Abram F. My-
ers, general counsel of the outfit,

has all the dope on the recent Battle
of Washington, in which all the fir-

ing centered on the Federal admis-
sion tax bill.

Senator Brookhart may be ex-

officio as far as Congress goes, but

his m,emory lingers on, says Allied

leaders, who are still planning to

give his bill a big push.

H. M. Richey is tearin' around
busy as usual, making convention
things hum.

Double feature policies are okav,

so far as Nate Yamins is concerned
as they re making dough for him ii

Fall River.

Jay Emanuel, up-and-goin' pub
Usher from Philly, is expected t.

drop in to say "howdy."

Huflfman Forms New Unit

In Pooling Deal With RKO
Denver—In carrying out his pool-

ing arrangement with RKO, Harry
Huffman will form an operating

company in which he will be general

manager. RKO's Orpheum and Huff-

man's Rialto, Tabor and Aladdin fig-

ure in the deal. Ownership remams
as at present, but bookings and op-

erations will be coordinated. The
arrangements take effect the first

week in July.

3 WEEKS FOR CAGNEY FILM
James Cagney in "Winner Take

All" is headed for at least a three

weeks' run at the New York Strand,

according to Harry Charnas, head

of Warner Broadway theaters. It

starts the second week today.

FOX BUYS "STATE FAIR"

"State Fair," popular novel by

Phil Stong, has been bought by Fox.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

Grainger, Buxbaum Enter

James R. Grainger, Fox sales chief,

and Harry Buxbaum, manager ot tne

New York exchange, arc entered in the

open golf tournament being held at the

Fresh Meadow Country Club, Flushing,

L. I.

HOLLYWOOD
ROBERT RISKIN, playwright and

scenarist now under contract to
Columbia, and author of the com-
pany's bank story, "American Mad-
ness," has been assigned to adapt
iS. N. Behrman's Broadway stage
hit, "Brief Moment," for the screen,
it will be Barbara Stanwyck's next
starring vehicle for Columbia.

=1= 4^ ^

Warners announce that the sec-
ond of their forthcoming series of
western thrillers, starring John
Wayne and his Devil Horse, Duke,
.s titled "The Big Stampede." It

starts in two weeks.

Neely Edwards and Tom Dugan
have been signed for roles in "Pleas-
are Island," one of the two-reel
vicaphone Technicolor musical com-
edies.

* * *

Earle Foxe has been substituted for

Lyle Talbot in First National's "Re-
volt." Talbot in turn had followed
Preston Foster in chis assignment,
but will be used instead in another
picture. Another substitution in the
same film is that of John Marston
for Allen Jenkins.

* * *

Howard Phillips has been signed
through the Leo Morrison office for

"The Last Mile," Tiffany production.
* * *

RKO Radio Pictures has thus far

filled four of the 13 feminine roles

in "Thirteen Women." They are

Irene Dunne, Harriet Hagman, Jill

Esmond and Julie Haydon.
* * *

Chico Marx is up and around
again, and work on the new Four
Marx Brothers film will be resumed
shortly at Paramount under direc-

tion of Norman McLeod.
* * *

Francis X. Bushman, Jr., will ap-

pear in the RKO-Van Beuren serial,

"The Last Frontier," with Creighton

Chaney as the lead.
* * *

Henry Stephenson is a recent ad-

dition to Paramount's "Riddle Me
This."

Contance Bennett, whose new
Warner picture, "Two Against the

World," has just been completed, an-

nounces her intention of going to

Europe in September.
* * *

Ruth Chatteron's First National

picture known previously as "Chil-

dren of Pleasure" has been rechrist-

ened "Pages From Life."
* * *

John Halliday, who recently com-
pleted a leading role in "The Bird

of Paradise," has been cast in RKO
Radio Pictures' college yarn, "Fra-

ternity House," which Gregory La
Cava will start directing immedi-
ately.

* » *

Harry Wales, now writing "Mis-

tress of Moscow," Gwili Andre's first

RKO Radio starring vehicle, won

wide attention in journalistic cir-
cles last year with a vivid series of
stories about the new Russia.

* * *

Allied Pictures has finished "A
Parisian Romance," fourth of the
series of six Stage Classics being
supervised by M. H. Hoffman. This
makes seven features completed on
Allied's lineup of 26 for the 1932-
33 season.

* * *

Dorothy Revere has been signed
to play tne leading feminine role in
Auorey Kennedy's forthcoming pro-
duction of "The Face on the Bar-
room Floor," opposite the British
actor, Bramwell Fletcher. The cast
also includes Myrtle Stedman, Phillip
Smalley, Maurice Black, Eddie
Featherstone, Walter Miller and
Patricia King. Bert Bracken is to
direct.

* * *

Casting has started on the first
of Educational's new series of James
Gleason - Charles Paddock Sports
Featurettes, a sports series featur-
ing Mrs. Gleason as an unenlight-
ened spectator to whom the action
will be explained in comedy fashion.
James and Russell Gleason are also
featured, with Mike Donlin, "Irish"
Meusel and Jim Thorpe cast for the
iirst subject, "The Pinch Hitter," i.

baseball comedy, with plenty of real
action on the diamond.

* * *

The directorial assignment on the
first Educational - Mermaid comedy
starring Harry Langdon has been
given to Arvid Gilstrom.

* i^ Hi

Harriet Hagman, less than a
month in Hollywood, has drawn, as
her first break, one of the thirteen
roles in "Thirteen Women," the Tif-
fany Thayer novel now being pro-
duced as an RKO Radio picture.

* * *

"Stranger in Town" is the new
and final title of Warner's forth-
coming comedy picture featuring
Ann Dvorak, David Manners, Chic
Sale, Noah Beery and others. It

was previously known as "Without
Consent."

* >ii *

Walter McGrail and James Flavin
have important roles in Columbia's
"McKenna of the Mounted," in which
Buck Jones plays the part of a
member of Canada's mounted con-
stabulary.

* * *

PARAMOUNT ASSIGNMENTS:
Francis Sayles for "Blonde Venus,"
starring Marlene Dietrich; George
Barbier for "The Phantom Presi-

dent," with George M. Cohan and
Claudette Colbert; Gene Raymond
and Frances Dee for "Suburb," with
Clive Brook and Charlie Ruggles;
EliEabeth Patterson, Willard Robert-
son, Arnold Lucy, Noel Francis and
Claire Dodd for "Riddle Me This,"

with Edmund Lowe, Victor McLag-
len, Richard Arlen and Adrienne
Ames.

NEWS of the DAY

Youngstown, O.—The State, dark
for some time, will reopen tem-
porarily soon for a roadshowing of
"Grand Hotel."

Denver—Consolidated Productions
exchanges here and in Salt Lake
City have added Principal Distrib-
uting Corp. films to their list.

Denver — Lon Fiddler and Jack
O'Bryan have gone to Minneapolis,
where they will sell for United Art-
ists.

Sterling, Colo.—The Rialto, Fox
house, has been reopened after re-
modeling.

Hotchkiss, Colo.—George F. Carr
has bought the Crescent from R. D.
Giffee.

Manitou, Colo.—L. R. Tussler will
open the Manitou for the summer.

Mountainair, N. M.—H. C. Kyle
has taken over the Quivira and will
reopen it.

Youngstown, O.—Closing of War-
ners' Dome Sunday ended a history
which began in 1912, when it was
built by C. W. Diebel and associates
as the finest theater in this section.

Fox Finishes Final Six
On Program for 1931-32

(Continued from Page 1)
Year," with Janet Gaynor and
Charles Parrell; "Rebecca of Sunny-
brook Farm," with Marian Nixon
and Ralph Bellamy; "Undesirable
Lady," with Elissa Landi; "Bache-
lor's Affairs," with Adolphe Menoju;
'After the Rain," with Spencer
Tracy and Peggy Shannon; and "Al-
most Married," with Alexander
Kirkland, Ralph Bellamy and Violet
Heming.

WARNERS ANSWER KOPLAR
Wilmington, Del.—Denial of near-

ly all major allegations in the re-
ceivership suit filed by Harry Kop-
lar against Warner Bros, is made
in a reply filed by the corporation
in Federal Court here.

PULVERMAN AUCTION
Assets of Pulverman Corp., bank-

rupt manufacturers and dealers in

sound equipment, will be sold at auc-
tion next 'Tuesday afternoon by the
Underwriters Salvage Co. at 537
Broome St. Irving Trust Co. is

trustee in the case.

Penna. Tax Bill Dead
Atlantic City—Proposed Pennsylvania

state admission tax bill is believed to

be dead, says Fred J. Herrington, who is

here for the Allied meetings. About
340 western Pennsylvania theaters con-
tacted legislators protesting against the

measure. The legislature starts a special

revenue session Monday.
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Sensation /

f^^ballyhoo it-— let 'em
f a Sensation—True,
---AMAZING !

UAC TlUlf

EVERYWHERE

R£AD and
REAP/

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan Theatre

t50% above nornfal gross

AUBURN, NEW YORK
Strand Theatre

Nearly doubled regular receipts

WATERTOWN, NEW YORK
Olympic Theatre

Better than double normal
business

GLOVERSVILLE, NEW YORK
Hippodrome Theatre

100% above regular gross

CI NCI N NATI, OHIO
Keith's Theatre

• Tripled previous week's
business
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Film Golf Tournament is Voted a Smashing Success

I
P-U-T-T-S

VSSSm By JACK H/.

Clear Skies, Fine Crowd

and Swell Program Make
It Perfect Event

Well fellows, the 20th film golf

tournament staged at the Fenimore

Country Club at White Plains yes-

terday is now a memory. But wha.

a memory! It was agreed by the

old veterans of the film bi^^ who at-

tended the earliest tournaments that

this one was just about the best of

them all in every way.

The weather was gorgeous. And

the same thing goes for the course

the clubhouse, the luncheon and the

dinner in the evenmg. The speak-

ers outdid themselves in wisecracks^

Over 100 film men participated m
the day's events.

The big event of the day was the

match play between the Motion Pic-

ture Club foursome and the A. m-

P A team, the latter winning by

the close margin of one point, thus

taking the Albee cup from the

Empe^y boys for the first time m
the history of the tournament.

Dinner started at 8 o'clock, and

lasted till midnight what with th

program of entertainers, guest

speakers, distribution of prizes and

general hilarity. It was served out-

doors on the terrace alongside the

magnificent swimming pool.

During the eats. Lou Holtz s

stooge. Benny Baker, kept the diners

in an uproar dressed as one of the

waiters as he kibitzed around among

the tables.

On the outdoor screen three com-

edy shorts were shown, donated by

Max Fleischer. Educational and Van

Buren.

Gus Edwards sang a medley ot

his old songs, harmonizing with that

sensational tenor. Jack Alicoate

Bennet Siegelstein prexy of the

Fenimore Club bade us a cordial

welcome.

Al Lichtman acted as Chief In-

sulter in passing out the trophies

and other prizes, and kept the

crowd in an uproar with his witty

sallies. Other speakers were Dick

Rowland and Louis Nizer.

Seated at the speakers' table were

the following: Al Lichtman. Jack

Alicoate, Red Kann, James Cron

Gus Edwards. Sidney Garret. Tom
Gerety, H. J. Yates. Richard Row-

land. Louis Nizer. Ted Curtis. Harry

Thomas. Lee Ochs. Ed Fmney and

Arthur Kelly.

The list of prizes was the b:gg3st

and best that has ever been offered

at any of the golf tournaments, do-

nated' by practically every concern

of any importance in the industry.

AIDNG lALTO

A Short Short
In the putting contest, Sam Sax

dribbled the ball a few feet—a mile

away from the hole. An exhib on

the side lines wisecracked: "There

roes one of those Warner shorts!

• • • WE JOURNEYED up with the golf committee

Tuesday eve to the Fenimore Country Club to cover

this 20th Film Daily Tournament in a manner befitting the

occasion boy, wotta clubhouse they've got! the

Board of Governors should be charter members of the film

biz they do everything in the Big and Handsome manner.

• • • IT WAS 9 o'clock when we arrived we went into the

dining room the first thing us newspaper fellers think of is the

eats the waiter sez "The kitchen closes at 8:30, but I'll

do the best I can." and what did he bring us? honey-dew

melon, a porterhouse steak, seven vegetables, and a choice of six desserts

we never heard of before wonder what they serve at the regular

meal
* * * *

• • • THEN WE all sat around the radio listening

to the Sharkey-Schmeling dansant and 70,000 suckers

PAID to see that "fight"! while we film muggs are trying

to fill theayters with REAL shows looks as if we'll have

to hire those Madison Square Garden boys to run our racket

they are sticking to the ole Barnum principle

"Never give a sucker an even break." it still goes

in show biz what more proof do you want?

• • • THEN CAME the business of final instructions from Boss

Alicoate on the proper handling of a golf tournament with

every committeeman assigned to definite tasks then we all hit

the hay only to be awakened around 2 a.m. by the biggest electrical

storm in seven years it was over at 4 o'clock and we were

ail up at 6 a.m with a pile of work to do two hours

sleep!

• • • WE ALL had visions of the Tournament being post-

poned on account of the downpour but imagine our sur-

prise when we walked out on the course to find it as dry

and smooth as a billiard table and what a golf course!

it is one of the most beautiful and picturesque courses in the

East in immaculate condition the sun was so

strong all morning that by the afternoon they were thorough-

ly baked out the greens were so fast that many an ex-

perienced golfer putted right past the hole

• • • THE GANG arrived early by 10 o'clock there were
a dozen foursomes out the industry was represented in all depart-

ments at 12:30 the boys started piling in for luncheon
they unanimously voted it as being just about the best tournament of the

long series thus far we have a dozen news scouts out reporting

for us in other sections of this paper you will learn of their spying
on individual gents giving the lowdown on golfers and goofers

all with but a single thought to enjoy themselves
and they ARE!

JACK HARROWER

Tuesday afternoon some of the
gang came up to try out the Feni-
more course. In the evening they
staged a grudge bridge contest. Ted
Curtis and Jack Alicoate played Al
Lichtman and Bill Frankel. It end-
ed in a draw.

The Empey Club team got a scare
on hearing how good the Ampa team
was. So Al Lichtman had his con-
tenders out practicing putting for
an hour before the mutch.

Harry Warner was asked by a
caddie for his greens ticket as he
started off. Harry sez: "Boy, you
better watch these film fellers. Even
the Senate doesn't trust us!"

Al Lichtman carried his own hired
gallery along for applause. Force of

habit. He does the same thing stag-

ing a United Artists' opening night.

Lou Rydell took 14 on the first

hole and 18 on the second. Then he
blew up. A perfect double-spread
for "Variety."

Old Maestro Alicoate will not

have to buy any golf balls for the

rest of the season. He bet Harry
Waryier a dozen balls each that he

couldn't do a 50, 51, 52 or 53 on the

morning nine. Mister Warner came
in with a 54. That shoivs just how
close this trade paper publisher has

to figger in dealing with an adver-

tiser.

When that thunder storm broke

during the nite, Jimmie Milligan

was thrown out of bed as a thunder-

bolt struck near his home. Jimmie
sez sleepily from the floor: "All

right, dear. I'll getup!" Is he used

to taking it!

S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel and J. H.
Turner, who have played golf all

over the world practically, claimed

that Fenimore was the finest course

they ever played on.

W. B. Frank, the big man from
the Sennett organization, figured he

couldn't make the tourney as he had

1 date to see someone off to som"
where. But W. B. was one of th»

first at the clubhouse and it cost'-

him 2 bucks extra for not making
the decision in New York.

Ray Gallagher got vnthin a cigar

length of every hole.

« « « » » »

Winner Loses
Julius Cohen, the German lang-

uaf^e newspaper gent, got his annual

raise out of his boss, Victor Ridder,

by playing him for one smacker on

each hole. Both are now satisfied.

Mister Ridder wasn't so dumb in

losing on purpose.
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A. M. P. A. Team Scores Close Victory at Tourney

B-l-R-D-l-E-S
By DON HANCOCK

Jimmie Cron came in from the
morning session bragging that he
almost made a birdie on the fourth.
When questioned closely, he ad-
mitted he almost hit a sparrow fly-

ing across the fairway. Just shows
how these advertising men exagger-
ate things.

Handsomely lettered sipns in col-

ors were everywhere around the
club house and the golf course, giv-
ing the entrants explicit directions
and instructions on anything they
needed to know. Thanks to George
Hoffman, whose Art Guild outfit did
the job.

A. 0. Dillenbeck of Hanff-Metz-
ger tried to hook George Brown
and Jack Cohn of Columbia in a

match. But they got a peek at

some of his practice shots, and
walked out on him.

The Half Way House at the
eighth hole was a very popular re-

sort all afternoon. Seems that an
airplane from Canada dropped a

barrel of foam there by mistake.
Or was it a mistake?

Politics crept into the tournament
when Jack Cohn brought up As-
semblyman Sol Streit, on his way
to the Democratic convensh at Chi.

Jimmy Martin, the big tire man,
was in Jack's party, also.

Glen Allvine played his first tour-

nament in eight years. While this

was the first tournament in the long
series of 20 that Jerry Beatty has
missed.

Harold Holt of the New York
"American" played the entire game
in a bathing suit. He was in the

water holes most of the time.

Ted Curtis, stopping overnight at

the Club to be on time, didn't wake
up till 9:30. He sez he got struck

by lightning during the nite. He
proved it by showing us the bottle

shattered on the floor.

Sol Abrams, nicked for the raff"le

of golf clubs, queried: "Is this on

Circuit Material

In the locker room after the

tournament, Harry Thomas organized

a Ha-Ha-Harmony Sextette with,

accordeon accompaniment. The
vocalists he led were Arthur Kelly,

Jim Mulvey, Charlie Moses, Morris

Kutinsky and Herbert Muller. An
indie exhib remarked that they

were terrible enough to play any

of the big film circuits. So Harry

signed 'em up right away.

THE WINNERS
Low Net— (Leg on Film Daily Cup, also Stebbins, Leterman & Gates

Trophy) ARTHUR PELTERSON

Low Net Runner Up— (Monogram Pictures Corporation
Trophy) E. L. HYMAN

Low Net Member M.P.C.— (Al Lichtman Trophy) AL LICHTMAN

Low Gross— (Quigley Publications Trophy) MITCHELL MAY, JR.

Low Gross Runner Up— (Tiffany Productions Trophy) TED CURTIS

Low Net Morning Round— (Amkino Vase) GEO. HIRLAMAN

Low Gross Morning Round— (Amkino Tea Set) JOHN M. DERWIN

Low Gross Exhibitor— (Erpi Trophy) S. L. "ROXY" ROTHAFEL

Low Net Exhibitor— (RCA Photophone Trophy) LEE OCHS

Birdies Prize— (Eastman Trophy) M. DICKINSON

Winner Putting Contest— (Consolidated Film Industries Trophy). WM. EVARTS

Putting Contest Runner-up— (William Massce Trophy) TED CURTIS

Winner Driving Contest— (Columbia Pictures Trophy) . MITCHELL MAY, JR.

Driving Contest Runner-up— (Radio Pictures Trophy) A. S. DICKINSON

Winning Team— (Albee Memorial Cup and Brulatour Medals)
A.M.PA GERETY-FECKE, BERG-GREENHALGH

Greatest Number of Strokes any one Hole— (Variety Mug) JOE SOBEL
Best Dressed Golfer— (Nat Lewis Cane) LARRY JACOBSON

Low Net Runner-up Motion Picture Club Member— (Brunswick Cue)
JACK GUTFREUND

Foursome Winners— (Educational World-Wide Sport Bags)

World's Worst Golfer— ( Booby Prize)— (A Cheese)— (Score 164)

GLENDON ALLVINE

Golfers Who Attended
Abeles, A. S.

Abrahams, Sol

Alicoate, Jack
Alicoate, Chafles

Allvine, Glen
Andrus, Winfield
Beck, Fred

Berg, Herb
Burger, Paul
Blumenthal, Lou
Brady, Richard
Brecker, Lou
Brandt, William
Brown, George
Byrne. Eddie J.

Chatkin, D. J.

Cohen, Julius

Cohen, Max
Cohn, Jack
Cron, James
Cunningham, James
Curtis, Ted
Derwin, John M.
Dickinson, Arthur
Dillenbeck. A. 0.
Donovan, T.

Ebenstein, Herbert

Eberhardt, Walter
Erdman, Benjamin
Evarts, William
Farrington, S. H.

Fecke, Herb

Finney, Ed
Freedman, Harold
Frank, N. B.

Fried, William
Gafney, L.

Gallagher, Ray
Garyn, Pat
Gaylor, Ed
Gerety, Tom
German, William
Gettinger, M.
Glucksman, Jack
Goetz, Harry M.
Golden, Edward
Goodfield, Irving W.
Grady. Ed
Greenhaigh, Paul
Guttfreund, Jack
Hameroley. M.
Hancock, Don
narrower. Jack
Heims, M.
Herron, F. L.

Hirliman, George
Hirsh, Melvin
Hirsh, Nathan
Holt, Harold
Horn, Arthur
Hyman, Edward L.

Hyndman, Donald
Jacobson, Lou
Kahen, Herman

Kelly, Arthur
Kirsch, Marvin
Kleid, Bernie
Kutinsky, Morris
Levy, Jules

Lewis, Charles E.

Lichtman, Al
Linet, Hank
McAlleman, Kenneth
McCarthy, George L.

McEvoy, E. L.

Malcolm, Joe
Martin, James
May, Mitchell, Jr.

Mersereau, Don
Milligan, Jim
Mitchell, F. H.
Moeller, Bert
Morris, George
Morrissey, R. A.

Moses, Charles H.
Mountain, Harold
Muller, Herbert
Mulvay, James
Noble, John
Ochs. Lee A.

Ost, Samuel
Ostendorf, John
Palfreyman. Dave
Pearson, Elmer
Pclterson, Arthur
Powers, Pat

Ridder, Victor
Robinson, Herman
Roberts, Thomas
Rosenthal, William
Ross, Eddie J.

Rothafel, S. L. "Roxy'
Rothenberg, Fred N.
Rubensteln. Sam
Rydell, Lou
Sanford, Bert
Sawyer, Chester
Sax. Sam
Secor, Clarence
Selig, Al
Semels, Al
Sobel, Joseph
Street, Sol

Stuart, Max
Sullivan Ted

Thomas, Harry

Turner, James

Warner, Harry

Weldon, E. C.

White, Eddie

Whyte, M.

Wilson, Joe

Winik, Leslie

Wolft. Bob

Yates, H. J.

H.

the level like the Sharkey-Schmel-
ing fight?" Just a cynic!

. First arrival among the tourna-

ment entrants was F. H. Mitchell

of Loeu/s. He checked in at 8

sharp.

One of the few left-handed golfers

was Ed Finney. He tried to make
an A.M.P.A. speech before teeing

off. The boys gave him a big hand
—for his drive. He sliced in the
woods.

That third hole was paradise for

the long drivers. H's 547 yards.
The 15th hole fooled most every-
body. Looks easy, but is very tricky,

with a "postage-stamp" green to

finish on. Most of the gents were
away off in the rough.

Wins From M. P. Clubi
Foursome By One I

Point
At last the A.M.P.A's triumphed r

over the Motion Picture Club team*
in the featured match for the Albee
cup at the Fenimore Country Club/^

yesterday. The pressagey boys won'
by the narrow margin of one point.

Tom Gerety and Herb Fecke for

Ampas competed against Al Licht-

man and Ted Curtis. Paul Green-
halg and Herb Berg were the

Ampaites opposing Murray Frankel
and Jack Guttfreund of the Empey
Club. Curtis and Gerety with scores^
of 87 each, were the low men in the

match.

The close decision was due to then
work of the A.M.P.A. boys scoring

QYz points to the hYi registered by
the Motion Picture Club contingent.

This is probably the closest decision

ever hung up at the film golf tour-'S

naments in their 20 sessions. J_

's

sr

3d

le

3d

Foursome Winners
Charles Lewis George Dembow
Elmer Pearson Chester Sawyer
E. H. Ross William Rosenthal
Jack Noble Ted Sullivan
W. B. Frank M. Kutisker
S. Farrington Sam Rubenstein
Lou Blumenthal Jack Cohn
L. Abraham Bill German
H. Kahn R. L. Brady
J. H. Turner A. D. Dillenbeck
Paul Burger Billy Brandt

Tom Gerety

Paul Greenhaigh
William Freed
Hank Linet
James Milligan

Harry Goetz
Ed Finney
Ed White
James Cron
Harold Freedman

Runners-Up
E. L. Hyman
F. A. Mitchell
A .J. Sanford
Lee Ochs
Joe Sobel
Melvin Hirsch
Ed Gaylord
T. Roberts
Dave Chatkin
Sam Sax
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Sharkey-Schmeling Film t
First All-Sound Fight.y

First all-sound picture of a prize
fight was successfully made Tuesday
night at the Sharkey-Schmeling
championship bout. A high platform,
in the ringside section containeo'

the cameras, while the sound equip-^'

ment was placed close to the ring.g.

The picture opened early yesterdajis-

morning at the Globe on Broadway
with a ballyhoo banner in front ask-

—

ing "Was Schmeling robbed of the

decision?"

Beginner's Luck
Bill Rosenthal chipped from one

trap right across the green into an-

other trap—and still he won his

foursome.
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NAME EQUITY RECEIVERS

FOREOnmS CORP.

(Continued from Page 1)

Co., a creditor for $410,190. Henry

Brill, counsel for the theater com-

pany, consented to the appointment.

Joint bond of $100,000 was specified

for the receivers.

Claim of the Chicago Title & Trust is an

assignment dating back to a stock transaction

in 1927, when, according to the petition. Her

bert Lubin of California sold the defendant

certain stock for which the corporation agreed

to pay the amount with interest by March ^4.

193' The claim subsequently was assigned

to Marie Luhin and Anhur H. Sawyer, who

in turn transferred it to the Chicaeo bank.

The petition states that the receivership action

is brought at this time because the corpora

tion while not insolvent, lacks sufficient liquid

assets to meet current obligations, and for the

further reason that within the next day o*-

two an individual creditor having a claim

for $355,000 may file judgment against the

corporation. The identity of this creditor i

not revealed in the petition. The Pftiti™

contains no itemized lists of assets and liabil-

it-es but states that the assets largely ex

ceed the liabilities and that the current asset=

in cash amount to $204,808. In the briej

list of assets and liabilities given unsecured

claims were said to amount to _S1.619,68S:

indebtedness to wholly owned subsidiaries. $1.

160,946; to affiliates, $1,599,901, of which a

part is secured; to the Fox Film Corp., $546.

647, including film rentals; on certain stock.

debentures and other property purchases, $1,-

113.763, of which $400,000 is now due. and

rontineent liabilities, not itemized, $6,000,000.

In addition to the cash assets mentioned above.

the petition states that the defendant has ."

total investment in, and advances to sub-

sidiaries of $24,800,000; in subsidiaries now

in the hands of receivers or trustees and ir

real estate on which mortgages are in de-

fault, $21,360,000. Other assets include

$265,000 due from Loew's, Inc.; office furni-

ture, leaseholds, etc., $450,000, and an action

against William Fox, filed this week ir

Mincola, N. Y., and involving about $5,000.

000, This suit, which also names .Tack C
T^o, Eva Fox, Carolyn Leah Tauszig. John

Zanft, Jacob Ruben=tein and Bessie Living

stone, charges that William Fox. while he.id

of the Fox interests, manipulated the stock

of his companies for his own benefit.

Chicago Indi'^s Re^dy
To Droo Dual Features

(Continued from Page 1)

the policy. About 260 houses in that

arpa are dual billine. while three

indies are playine: triple features,

according to Saperstein.

COMING & GOING

ROLAND YOUNG is back from London,
where he appeared in a British picture. He
leaves immediately for Hollywood to play in

a United Artists production.

JOAN BLONDF.LL and MERVYN LE-
ROY are due in New York next month to

make some scenes for Warner's "Central
Park."

RICHARD BARTHELMESS and family

will arrive in New York from the coast on
Tuesday.

Ef-IZABETH LONERGAN, New York
correspondent for "Kinematograph Weekly"
and "Picturegoer Magazine," sails July 1

on the Europa for London. She return's

Sept. 6.

MARIO LUPORINI, United Artists renrc
sriitative in Italy, at present in New Yor'<
for conferences with home office executive*
leaves at the end of the week for a vis!'

to Hollywood before returning to the other
side.

THEATER CHANGES
Reported by Film Boards of Trade

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

Anderson—Liberty, sold to Ray Mathis by
T. F. Mitchell; Billings—Pavilon (chang-

ed to Billings), sold to E, M. Mulligan
by Meyer & Berghauser ; Blue Springs-
Rex, sold to D, F. Pittman by E, E.

Zavodsky ; Buffalo—Grand, sold to Stone
& Moon by G. W, Thomas; Campbell—
Lyric, jold to Page & Goetz, by T. A.

Medley ; Carthage—Model (changed tr

Delphus), sold to Delphus William by

Glen K. Dyson ; Chaffee—Pullman, sold to

Mrs. C. H. Hortsman by B. H. Mont-
gomery ; Eldon—Ozark, sold to T. W. Ed
wards by J. T. Gohosen ; Liberal—Lyric,

sold to D, L. Spriggs by Frank Ellis &
Son; Maiden—Liberty, sold tc Maiden
Amuse. Co., J. H. Ellis by T. J. Guthrie;

Monett—Gillioz, sold to O. W. Williams

by Mr. Gillioz; Pleasant Hill—Peoples,

sold to Orgen C. Oeschli by E. P. Fisher;

Sarcoxie—Star, sold to Fred Wilcox b-y

E, W. Sprague; St. Clair—Ozark, sold to

K. M. Lenox by Edwin Enge! ; Senath—
Dixie (now Missouri), sold to Lyle Rich-

mond bv O. A. Kern; Sullivan—Lync,
sold to W. A. Collins by Chas. La Pee;

Tarkio—Linwood .changed to Tarkio),

sold to Murrell Hiller by L. C. Hensler;

Trenton—Dickinson (changed to Hubbell),

sold to M. W. Hubbell bv Glen W. Dick-

inson : Plaza, sold to Lee Jones by Glen

W. Dickinson.

Closings
Armstrong—Gem ; Ava—Wilson ;

Barnard-
Barnard ; Bevier—R'^ix ; Blackburn—Black-

burn ; Blackwater—Princess ; Blairstovyn

—

American ; Blythedale—State ;
Bogard

—

Memorial Hall; Brashear — Brashear

;

Breckenridge—Opera House ;
Bronaugh—

Ellis ; Bunceton—Princess ;
Burlington

Junction—Geisha ; Calhoun—Calhoun ; Cole

Camp—Stair ; Corder—Corder ; CowgiU—
Palace ; Creighton—Jewell ; Dearborn

—

Electric ; Downing—Majestic ;
Eldon—

Electric; Elmer — Elmer; Fayette—Col-

legiate; Forrest City—Silver Star; For-

tescue—Fairway; Foster—Opiera House;
Galena—Electric ; Gait—Royal ; Glenwood
—Idle Hour ; Goodman—Electric ; Cower
—Unity ; Graham.—Peerless ;

Gr3ndview—
Grandview ; Hale—Trio ; Harris—Opera
House; Hermitage—Hermitage: HoUister—
Hollister; Holt—Community; Jamestown-
Picture Show ; Kidder—Wonderland ; La
Clede—Onera House; La Plata—Reesman;
Laredo—Princess ; Latham—Latham ; La-

throp—Latbi-op; MaitlanH—Opera House:
Maysvire—Rex : Metz—Electric : Minden-
mines—Electric ; Missouri City—Happy
Hour ; Monett—Rialto : New Hampton

—

Opera House; Noel

—

Bijou; Oak Grove

—

Opera House ; Perrv—Strand ;
PineviUe—

Bone : Plattsburg—Opera House ; Repub-
lic—Republic : Rosedale—Rosedale ; Seneca

—Colonial : Sheldon—Mainstreet ; Spring-

field — Mu'liken; St. Joseph — Ch^rwood.
Hickorv. (Emnress no longer a theater) ;

St. Loiiis—Majestic, RKO ; Sumner—Star;

Trip'ett—Opera House : Urbana—Electric

Webb City—Amusu, Blake; Weston

—

Weston.
Re-Openings

Richmond—Gem.

Name Changes
Billings—Billings, formerly Pavillion ; Car-

thage—Delphus, formerly Model ; Senath

—

Missouri, formerly Dixie: Tarkio—Tarkio

—formerly Linwood ; Trenton—Hubbell,

formerly Dickinson,

NEW YORK
Closings

Beacon—Memorial HpII ; Buffalo—Strand,

Lincoln; Callicoon Centre—Tumble Inn;
Goshen- -Central : Greenwood Lake—Play-

house ; Haverstraw—Capital ; High Falls

—

Fall View ; Maybrook—Sweeney's Hall

;

Monticello—Circle. I-yceum ; N, Tonawan-
da—Strand ; Peekskill—Colonial ; Roches-
ter—Family ; Saranac Lake—New ; Suffern
-Liberty; Swan Lake—Dea'y's Casino;
W. Hurley—Grange Hall ; Woodstock

—

^'••'man's ITall ; Yonkers—Orpheum. Riv-
erdale, St. loseph's.

New York City
Changes in Ownership

Cosmopolitan- -59th Street, sold to Harry
Brandt by Ufa Theaters, U. S. A,, Inc.;

Melrose— 1 61st St, and Melrose Ave., sold

to I. Tauster by Merose Theater Corp.

;

Ramona—Amsterdam Ave,, sold to M.
Manowitz by Coron Amusement Corp.

Closings
Belmore—Third Avenue; Central Park—7th
Ave. and 59th Street ; Claremont—3589
Broadway; Daytona—2128 Amsterdam
Ave.; Gayety—1547 Broadway; Greeley—

•

W, 30th St.; Harlem King—2314 Third
Ave, ; Houston—Houston St. ; Major—
B'way and Canal St, ; Moss' Broadway

—

B'way and 53rd St.; New Comedy—114
W. 65th St.; New Madison— 1714 Madi-
son Avenue ; New Strand—78 E. Broad-
way ; New Third Ave.—1703 Third Ave.;
Odeon—58 Clinton St.; Pub'ic—2nd Ave.
and 4th St.; S. & A.— 118 Manhattan
Ave. ; Savoy—Lenox Ave. ; SX Palace

—

133 Essex St.; West End— 125th St.

Whitehall—57 Whitehall Street.

BROOKLYN
Changes in Ownership

Armory—419 7th Avenue, sold to Armory
Amusement Corp. by Kutlas Amusement
Corp.; Decatur— 1674 Broadway, sold to

Mayflower Amusement Corp. by Decatur
Amuse. Corp. ; New Ideal—Knickerbocker
Ave., sold to Phillip Machetta by G.
Liniscalchi.

Closings
American—E. 92nd St. ; Amphion—Bedford
Ave. : Art—52nd St. and 7th Ave. ; Atlan-
tic—Atlantic Ave. ; Boro Hall—Court St.

;

Broadway Park—Broadway ; Bunny—Flat,

bush Ave. ; Century—Monroe St. ; Crite-
rion—Grand Ave. and Fulton Street

;

Evergreen—Seneca Ave. ; Garden—Manhat-
tan Ave. ; Globe—Sumpter St. ; Hamilton

—

Hamilton Ave. ; Jefferson—Jefferson Ave,

;

Metropolitan—Manhattan Ave. ; Mvrtle

—

Myrtle Ave. ; New Plaza—-High Street

;

Newkirk—E. 16th St.; Peerless—Third
Ave. ; Reo—Wyckoff Ave, ; Roebling

—

Lee Ave. ; Scenic—Atlantic Ave, ; Senate—18th Ave,; Sheffield—Sheffield Ave.;
Skilman—Myrtle Ave. ; Sun Ray—Broad-
way ; Tip Top—Wilson Ave. ; Victory

—

13th Ave.

LONG ISLAND
Changes in Ownership

Bayside West—Victory, sold to V. T.
Amusement Corp. by Bayside West The-
aters, Inc.

Closings
Astoria — Arcade, Arena, Franklin, Hamil-

ton; Bellport — Bell; Bridgehampton

—

Community ; Broad Channel—Broad Chan-
nel ; Bohemia—R.S.V.P. Hall; College
Point—Regent ; Corona—Colonial, Hype-
rion, Park ; Edgemere—Airdome ; Elm-
hurst—Victoria ; Farmingdale—Dale ; Great
Neck—Mayfair ; Hicksville — Hicksville ;

Hampton Bay—Little ; Huntington—Park ;

Mineola—Century ; Northport—Northport

;

Richmond Hill—Jerome ; Southampton

—

Garden.

New Theater
Long Beach—Laurel, Laurel Theater Corp.
Owner.

STATEN ISLAND
Closings

Rosebank—Lyric ; Stapleton — Richmond
;

South Beach—Strand,

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Gretna—Sun, sold to L. R. Wharton by W
E, Dyer ; Verdigree—Empress, sold to
Mrs, A. V. Jeciminek by Ralph E, Her-
bert.

Closings
Guide Rock—Opera House ; Humphrey

—

Coronado
; Long Pine—Palace ; Minitare—

•

Aladdin ; Nehawka—Auditorium ; New-
castle—^Star ; Trenton— Gem ; Valpariso

—

Valpariso.

Re-Openings
Davenport—Wolcott ; Shelby—Shelby ; Snyder—Mars ; Talmage—Kennedy.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Bayonne—Opera House, sold to Fiber &
Shea by Stanley Fabian Corp. ; Strand,
sold to A. Muller by Joseph Hockstein

;

Hasbrouck Heights — Strand, soM to T,

Harding by Chas, Glasser ; Highlands

—

AL LICHTMAN PREPARING

E RUN TESTS

(Continued from Page 1)

all remaining pictures at lower ad
missions. Exclusive deals on United
Artists product are to be made with
first-run theaters in localities where
the plan is deemed feasible, says
Lichtman, and tryouts will be made
wherever conditions warrant, al-

though in each instance it is planned
to move slowly so that the tests
will be thorough.

Auditorium, sold to Highlands Finance
Corp. by Tony Hunting Amusement Co.

;

Morrestown—(Criterion, sold to Simon
Myers by Criterion Co. ; Morristown

—

Palace, sold to Nebold Bros, by David
Snaper ; Newark — Ronson, sold to An-
thony Scalisi ; Peapack—American Audi-
torium, sold to L. Kayhart ; Salem—-Pal-
ace, sold to David Segal by Art Amuse.
Co. ; Stone Harbor—Parkway ; sold to

Thos. J. Begley.

Closings
Allendale—Firemans Hall ; Bayhead—Lor-

raine ; Bayonne—O^era Hous': Boonton

—

Lyceum ; Bound Brook—Palace ; Bradley
Beach—Strand ; Califon—Boro Hall ; Du-
mont— Casino ; Elizabeth—Capitol, Victory
Enelishtown—Columbia ; Fords — Fords
Hig'hbridge—Rialto ; HUlside—Hollywood
Hoboken—Eureka ; Iselin—Kay ; Keans
bourgh—Strand; La Vallette—La Val'ette
Manasquan—Arcadia ; Matawan—Matawan
Newark—Bergen, Bellevue, Orpheum; New
Milford — Park ; Paterson -— Grand ; Pt,

Pleasant — Grove ; Ridgewood — Opera
House ; Seabright—Airdome ; Secaucus

—

Community ; Verona—Verona.

New Theater
Ridgewood—Warners, Warner Bros. Owners.

Re-Openings
Stone Harbor—Parkway.

NEW MEXICO
Closings

Springer—Pastime.

Re-Openings
Lordsburg—Palace.

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Belhaven—Cameo, sold to Gordon Bros, by
M, K, Budham, Mgr. ; Bryson City

—

Swain, sold to Boylin Bros, by Clarence
Hargus ; Concord—Roxie, sold to J. U.
McCormick by W. E. Stewart ; Granite
Falls—Lyric or Falls sold to E. S. Sher-
rill by Sherrill Bros.; Lincolnton—Rivoli,
sold to J. F. Miller by Lincolnton Amuse.
Co. ; Mt. Olive—Victory (State) sold to

H. C. Cooke by L, D. Robertson.

Closings
Kingston — Oasis ; Lincolnton — Artcraft

;

Mocksville—Princess ; Warrenton—Imperial.

New Theater
Red Springs—New, V. D. - Humphrey.

,

MANY ijAPPYmwm
Best wishts ar« txt«nd«d by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following memben of th«
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdayi:

June 23
Lee Moran Vera Steadman

Harold Godsoe
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Broadway Houses Hold Up Under Admission Taxz

CONTRAM under FIRUT allied CiVENTION

Major Firms Repudiated 5-5-5 Pact, Myers Charges

Distributors Accused Of
Reneging in Favor of

Own Contracts
Atlantic City — Charging that

major distributors repudiated the
5-5-5 contract, Abram F. Myers,
speaking at yesterday's session of
the Allied convention here, declared
they have stalled because they want-
ed to institute their own individual
contracts which give them more ad-

(Continued oti Page 3)

SIGNATURESlfflFFIXED

IN RKO-SKOIJRAS POOLING

Papers have been signed in the
RKO pooling deal with Skouras in-

volving the Coliseum, Audubon, Jef-

ferson and Academy of Music, Har-
old B. Franklin told Film Daily
yesterday. The four houses vdll be
booked by RKO. Skouras immedi-
ately takes over the booking of the

RKO west coast theaters.

No U. A. Sales Meets,

First Time in 6 Years
Definite decision not to hold any

United Artists sales conventions

this year is announced by Al Licht-

man, marking the first time since he

took up the sales reins in 1926 that

the company has held no regional

confabs. Last year U. A. conducted

five meetings. In announcing the

decision, Lichtman said one reason

for it was the fact that not enough

is known at this early date about

next season's product.

Straightforward Advertising Urged
Sincere, straightforward advertising, which proves of guidance to the public in-

stead of confusing it with a maze of superlative generalities that mean nothing, was
advocated by the Advertising Federation of America, which closed its convention

here yesterday. In the matter of film advertising, it was held that too much effort

was being made to shock and stir people through sensational media, which invariably

defeated its purpose, and that too little was being done to tell people what they really

want to know about pictures.

Hamtnons Carries DualBillWar
Into Chicago Hotbed of Policy

Fox Film's 1929 Reports
Criticized in Stock Probe

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Affairs of Fox Film

Corp. during the William Fox re-

gime were again aired yesterday
before the adjournment of the Sen-
ate's stock market probe. Issuing

iContinucd on Page 3)

Chicago—E. W. Hammons, presi-

dent of Educational, carried his

double-feature battle into the hotbed
of the evil yesterday when he spoke
here at the midwest sales meeting
of the Educational and World Wide
organizations. Emphasizing the im-
portance of the reaction against
dual billls here as indicating a re-

(Continued on Page 3)

Two Harry Arthur Houses Bombed
Hartford — The police yesterday

launched investigations into the

bombing Wednesday night of two
theaters in the Harry Arthur cir-

cuit, which has been engaged in a

controversy with the union. At the

Fox Poli Capitol here several per-

sons were burned by acid from the

explosion, while at the Fox Poli Elm
iCoHtinued on Page 2)

White Succeeds Butcher
As RKO Studio Manager

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—C. D. White has re-

sumed his old position as studio

manager at RKO Radio Pictures,

succeeding E. W. Butcher, who re-

signed to rejoin Fox.

Buck Film Gives Mayfair

New Attendance Record

RKOs "Bring 'Em Back Alive" broke all

attendance records at the Mayfair for the six

days ending Wednesday night. The feature

drew 72,097 people, against the previous record

of 67,888. According to Harold B. Franklin,

attendance has increased each day since the

opening, with the final box-office figures within

$500 of the previous best gross at a higher

scale.

/// Effects of Admission Tax
Not YetApparentonBroadway

United Artists in Deal
With British & Dominions
Deal has been closed by Al Licht-

man, vice-president and general

manager of distribution for United
Artists, and Hubert T. Marsh, man-
aging director of British & Domin-
ions Film Corp., Ltd., whereby U. A.

will release the entire output of the

British company in Canada. Ten
features are involved. U. A. also

(.Continued on Page i)

Although a drop of from 10 to

15 per cent in business was ex-

pected to follow the admission tax

assessment which went into effect

Tuesday reports of Broadway
houses for the la.st 60 hours show
better than average receipts. At
the Strand, Winter Garden. Capitol

and RKO Mayfair, morning crowds,

anxious to take advantage of the

tax free rate, have increased 10

per cent. All theaters felt a mod-
(Continued on Page 3)

Modifications Asked In
Exhibition Forms of

Major Companies
By ARTHUR W. EDDY

Atlantic City — After analyzing
the contracts of four major com-
panies, Nathan Yamins, New Eng-
land exhibitor leader, at yesterday's

joint session of the Allied Theater
Owners of New Jersey and Allied

States Ass'n, urged that unless the

exhibition agreements are modified
(Continued on Page 12)

fOX B'I(l¥pR0PER1IE8

UNDER THREE RECEIVERS

An auxiliary receivership sup-
plementing the one Wednesday for

Fox Theaters Corp. was named yes-

terday by Federal Judge Grover M.
Moscowitz in Brooklyn for the Fox
theater properties in Brooklyn and
Queens. William E. Atkinson, presi-

dent of Fox Theaters; John F. Sher-

man and Alfonso Drier were ap-

pointed auxiliary receiv< rs, with bond
of $25,000 set for each. Chicago Title

& Trust Co. again was the petition-

er. The corporation owns the Savoy
in Brooklyn and the Ridgewood in

Queens.

Chicago House Wrecked
Following Union Dispute
Chicago—A powder bomb yester-

dav wrecked the Fargo, in the

suburb of Geneva, after the manage-
ment had become involved in a dis-

pute with the operators' union.

Atlantic City—Rumors of Jesse L. Lasky
'

becoming an independent producer for Para-

mount buzzed through yesterday's sessions of

the Allied confab here, with some well-informed
exhibitor leaders Inclined to credit the report.

Another current rumor, the possibility of Walter
Wangcr returning to Paramount now that B. P.

Schulberg is out, aroused interest.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
'
Net

High Low Close ^hs.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 2^ 2J4 2.)4 — '4

East. Kodak 43 41% 41?^ — H
Fox Fm. "A" IH Wi Wi^ .

Loew's, Inc 16K 15 J^ 16^ + %
Paramount 2y% 2 2 — %
P.ithe Exch. "A", ly^ 2ii 2ii — '/»

RKO "A" 2 2 2
Warner Bros H Va- H — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A"... H '4 '4 .

tiEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 2 2 2.
Keith AC 6s46... 27 27 27
Loew 65 41ww 70 69J4 70 -f 1

Paramount 6s 47.. 18% 18% 18% -f V»
Par. By. S^sSl.. 44 42^ 44 + VA
Par. S'AsSO 15f^ 15% 15% — '/«

Pathe 7s37 50 50 50 — 6 '4
Warner's 6s39 ... 14 14 14 — 1

3 WRITERS JOIN PARA.
tyest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has added

Jack Cunningham, Dan Totheroh and
Walton Hall Smith to its writing
Staff.

E. M. NEWMAN OFF AGAIN
E. M. Newman, who has been

making a series of eight Vitaphone
shorts entitled "World Adventures,"
sails Wednesday on the Paris for the
Faroe Islands, near Iceland.

^.•...•....................*
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Brisbane on Advertising
No one describes the power of newspaper advertising better than Arthur Bris-

bane. Many of his epigrams are worthy of frames. When W. R. Hearst made him
chief editor advertising lost a most promising salesman. Saying much in little, and
saying it convincingly, is Brisbane's art. Consider the following lines taken from his

address last week before the Advertising Council of the Association of Commerce in

Chicago:
"The advertiser needs steady, persistent, persuasive publicity. That is offered by

the daily newspaper.
"It is a wholesale voice—a reflection of the individual voices and Individual

conversations of the people. It is a mirror of the world.
"You must have what people want; you must offer it at the right price, particu-

larly in these days, and you must let people know you have it.

"You must make people see your advertisement. Then you must make them
read it, understand it, and believe it, and then you must make them want what you
have to sell."

—Editor & Publisher.

Indies Must Control Units
Seeking Allied Affiliation
Atlantic City—Exhibitor organiza-

tions eligible for affiliation with Al-
lied States are those dominated by
independents, declared Sidney Sam-
uelson, vice-president, in an inter-
view with The Film Daily yester-
day. He made the statement in

explanation when it was pointed out
that several Allied units include
producer-owned circuit theaters in

their memberships.

BERK JOINS GOLDSTEIN FIRM
Ben Berk, formerly of Para-

mount's Long Island studios, has
been signed by E. H. "Manny" Gold-
stein to act as production manager
for Paradise Pictures, Inc., which
plans a series of six features at the
Ideal Studios, Hudson Heights, N. J.

Others on the production staff in-

clude Aubrey Scotto, director: Les-
ter Neilson, assistant; and William
Miller, cameraman. D. Carter, also
formerly of the Paramount eastern
studio, has joined the Goldstein firm
to handle publicity.

Shooting on "Divorce Decoy," first

of the Goldstein series, is scheduled
to start June 27. The picture will

star James Rennie, currently ap-
pearing in the stage play, "Bridal
Wise," with Olive Borden and Judith
Wood in the principal feminine roles.

ROMANO "SCULPING" VELEZ
Alex Romano, young sculptor who

recently completed a bust of Pola
Negri, is now making one of Lur)e
Velez. Romano also is an art di-

rector, specializing in motion picture
work.

RESUME RADIO CITY WORK
Construction at Radio City, inter-

rupted May 1 due to a dispute in

the building trade over a new wage
scale, was resumed yesterday. Work
is being concentrated on the Inter-
national Music Hall and on the RKO
Photoplay theater, both to be under
the personal direction of "Roxy."

^SETTLE ON "KONG" TITLE
' Prior claim of Harold Kingslev.
English author, on the title, "Kong',"
based on Kingsley's novel and drama
of that name, has been settled by
RKO through the author's agent,
Viola Irene Cooper. RKO has an-
nounced "Kong" as one of its forth-
coaling releases. — "'

BANDIT CAPTURED
Baltimore—A bandit who held up

the Globe on Wednesday night was
captured on the fire escape with the I

aid of a fire department searchlight. I

2 Harry Arthur Houses
Attacked With Bombs

{Continued from Page 1)

in Worcester the audience rushed
for the exits when a bomb thrown
from the balcony burst into a fiame
in the orchestra.
Another bomb explosion occurred

Wednesday night in a Providence
theater.

RUBEN TO DIRECT RADIO FILM
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—J. Walter Ruben has

been assigned by David 0. Selznick
to direct RKO's "Phantom of Crest-
wood," following its broadcast as a
serial over the network of 50 N.B.C.
stations. The story will be told in
quarter hour broadcasts with the
final chapter withheld until after
the conclusion of a $6,000 prize con-
test for a novel ending. In the cast
will be Ricardo Cortez, Karen Mor-
ley, Eric Linden and Anita Louise.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

I?!!!;i

Today
: Educational-World Wide sales meet-

ing. Congress Hotel, Chicago.
Today

: Annual convention of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, and meeting of
Allied States Ass'n board of directors,
St. Charles Hotel, Atlantic City.

Today: M-G-M regional sales meet, Mem-
phis.

June 26-27: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, Los Angeles.

June 28: Weekly Luncheon Forum of Mo-
tion Picture Club.

June 29
: Sheriff's sale of five Chamberlain

Amusement Co. theaters, Sunbury, Pa.
June 30: Weekly luncheon of A. M. P. -A.,

Sardi's Restaurant.
July 1 1 : Resumed hearing of Cleveland ex-

hibitors' "monopoly" suit against dis-
tributors, Bar Association Building, Newr
York.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria, New York.

INVINCIBLE DIVIDES LIST
Atlantic City—Invincible Pictures,

newly formed independent distribu-
tor, will sell its first program of 36
features in two groups of 18 each,
said Arthur Greenblatt, who is at-
tending the Allied convention here.
First lot will be sold for the initial
six months of the new selling season,
he said, but the entire program is

to be announced in 10 days.

VON STROHEIM TO DIRECT
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Erich von Stroheim

has been selected by Fox to direct
"Walking Down Broadway." James
Dunn will play the leading role.
Minna Gombell has been assigned a
featured part. The story based on
the play by Dawn Powell, was writ-
ten by von Stroheim, who also col-
laborated on the dialogue and con-
tinuity.

MICKEY FOREIGN CAMPAIGNS
Campaign books on Mickey Mouse

and Silly Symphonies will be pre-
pared by United Artists for 88 for-
eign exchange centers throughout
the world in the languages of those
exchange centers, says Arthur W.
Kelly, vice-president and treasurer.
An elaborate book of 48 pages al-
'"ady has been prepared for the
U. S.

GETS SUNDAY INJUNCTION
Oklahoma City — Declaring that

the ordinance forbidding Sunday
shows is not legal because it was
not properly advertised, W. Z.
Spearman of Edmond has obtained
an injunction from the Oklahoma
county district court to prevent po-
lice from again closing his show.
A hearing is set for today.

ARCTIC FILM FOR CAMEO
Earl Rossman's "Dangers of the

Arctic" has been booked to play the
RKO Cameo the week starting July
1. George Alexander is presenting
the film.

FOX BUYS STORY
"That Girl," novel by Jacques

Deval, well known French author,
has been purchased by Fox. French
title of the book was "Marie Cal-
ante."
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MYERS SAYS MAJOR flRMS^

REPUDIATED 5-5-5 PACT

(Continued from Page 1)

vantages. He characterized their ac-
tion as work of a "blind and selfish
groups."

Wastes and grafts of Hollywood
have aided independent producers,
Myers said. He declared some new
season's contracts are "perilously
near illegality." Myers urged ex-
hibitors to use their buying power
to bring about correction of evils.

especially protection.

Fox Film's 1929 Reports
Criticized in Stock Probe

(Continued from Page 1)

of three different statements of es-

timated earnings in 1929, with a
fourth estimate made by "Wall Street
Journal," was criticized. Objection
also was registered to the use of

screens by Fox for stock promotion
preceded by an advertising and
publicity campaign throughout the
country in 1929.

RUSE AVERTS HOLDUP
Louisville—A robbery was averted

at the Towers theater this week by
a clever ruse of the doorman. John
Nicoulin. About 9 o'clock, a bandit
came up and asked for the manager.
Being told the manager was busy
he pulled a pistol and demanded to

be taken to his office. The doorman
led him down an aisle instead of to

the office. When he got to the end
of the aisle, the doorman looked

around, but the bandit had vanished.

SUBMITS NEW BILL
Baton Rouge, La.—A bill to sub-

stitute for the admission tax bill

now pending in the state legisla-

ture has been introduced by Rep.

Forteir. The new bill would give

parishes and municipalities of 10,000

or more population the right to levy

a tax, and the revenue obtained

would be turned over to welfare

.^ workers.

Sh o w
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Daily

REMINDER

DonH overlook the week-

ly department staff meetings.

AlONG lALTO
DALY

MtW VOPIC IDS ANGELES

• • • WHY DOES the animated cartoon hold its popu-
larity throughout the years while every other type of

picture rises and falls in cycles? this question has been
mulling through our bean for a long time we figured

that Max Fleischer, pioneer cartoon creator and developer,

could tell us his answer was "If you'll stroll

through the cartoon plant with me, and absorb what you see,

then you'll have the answer" and here is just a glimpse

of what we saw

• • • AN ENTIRE floor of a big office building devoted to cartoon

creation 18 Betty Boops and 18 Screen Songs a year this

tight program keeping a staff of 50 to 100 people busy throughout the

year over 30 special mechanical appliances most of them
invented by Mister Fleischer himself for his animated process is

radically different from any other being a mechanical engineer as

well as a fine creative artist darned unusual combination, that

he has 20 individual patents of his own on various cartoon systems
and devices

* * * *

• • • IT TAKES nine weeks to pack a completed cartoon

up in the can from the time the scenario department
starts with an idea this department consists of highly

specialized gag men who work entirely different from

gag men on a Hollywood lot who plan a gag to start

and break in two to three minutes with regular actors

in cartoons a gag must start, develop and break in an average

of 5 seconds they must plan an average of 30 gags

for each cartoon figuring an audience response to

about 10 then they have a sure-fire animated
>^ if if iti

• • • ONLY SEVEN minutes screen time to play with yet

every cartoon requires the detailed system of a regular studio production

music, dialogue, costumes, story treatment, direction with

a very tough problem of Visualization for they cannot tell till they

see the finished product on the screen just how the production

has gone over the studio director sees the actors before him

the action the atmosphere gets the personal reaction

all this is denied the cartoon creator he relies on Visuali-

zation and some special sixth sense that tells him whether he's on

the right track or not

* * * «

• • • TAKE THE remarkable case of Betty Boop

Cartoon Gal who rose from a lowly extra to a dazzling star

the audience reactions showed the unknown extra

in insignificant bits had caught on so they started

grooming her Mister Fleischer gave her a doll-like

face with those baby eyes BUT also a mature figure

with oo-la-la curves and a boudoir languor in

her walk if you get what we mean and Betty

became an overnight hit something Brand New in

cartoon characterization they talk of Betty around

the Fleischer stude as if she were Greta Garbo and

she is to them .with a million dollars wrapped

up in her corn-hither eyes and sexy seductiveness so

that's why animateds hold their perennial appeal

they're short scientifically and cunningly created

with humor, humanness, sure-fire gags clever

art work psychological appeal directness

punch action they furnish a diversity of En-

tertainment in the shortest space of time.

B'WAY HOUSES HOLD UP

UNDER ADMISSION TAX

(Continued from Page 1)

erate slump in receipts Tuesday
night, operators blaming the Shar-
key-Schmeling fight for attracting
a huge crowd to the arena and
keeping many others near their ra-
dio sets for the broadcast. Accord-
ing to Harold B. Franklin, more
tangible results will be available
by July 1. "It is a bit early to say
what the tax has or has not done,"
said Frankllin. "So far, excluding
Tuesday night, we see no slump, and
on the contrary the Palace and Ca-
meo are holding up in excellent
style while the Mayfair is break-
ing all attendance records.

Hammons Carries Dual
Bill War Into Chicago

(Continued from Page 1)

turn to variety programs such as
all of the more successful theaters
follow, Hammons declared that his
confidence in this return to sane
bills justified Educational in launch-
ing its most comprehensive program
of shorts.

Joe Brandt, president of World
Wide, addressmg the meeting on
feature plans, said "False Faces,"
by Kubec Glasmon, will be the first

feature in production to follow
Mack Sennett's Moran and Mack
feature, "Hypnotized."
The meeting closes this evening,

after which the home office execu-
tives will fly to the coast for the
third and last sales gathering.

United Artists in Deal
With British & Dominions

(Continued from Page 1)

has signed to handle release in the
U. S. on "Magic Night," Jack Buch-
anan's starring picture which is now
scoring in London. In addition, U.
A. has taken an option on Buchan-
an's future pictures.

WAITES OPENS CAMEO
Birmingham—The Cameo, Avon-

dale neighborhood house, has been
reopened by Louis Waites.

MANY PAPPY RETUM

« « « » » »

Best wishm art txttndtd by

THE FILM DAILY to th«

following membcra of tht

industry, who art ctlebrat-

ing thair birthdays:

June 24
John W. Noble Irving Pichal

Harry Baldwin



Fox comes through in a pinch with pictures

with a punch. Winding up the season

with six best bets. Hits when hits are

needed most. Look them over and you'll book

them fasti
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"Look this over carefully, gentlemen, because

YOU'VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE IT BEFORE!"

WARNER BROS.

FIRST NATIONAL
As certain as the calendar... Here's what youMI get and when
you'll get it— from Warners and First National for the rest
of 1932!
Product not only planned but dated... Not only dated but 90%
completed. Including ONE-FOURTH of next season's releases!

Never such a production accomplishment in picture annals
...Never before have you been able to blueprint your plans
for a new season 6 MONTHS AHEAD!
That's why we say—Examine this list carefully. It makes thrill-

ing reading! Check the Star values... Note the tremendous
story buys— the powerful box-office titles...

Then sign a Warner-F.N. contract and breathe easier about
the future of your theatre—and your industry!

The Only Companies That Are
READY NOW for 1932-'33



YOUR PROSPERITY CHART

July 2nd

"THE DARK HORSE"**
With Warren William,
Bette Davis, Guy Kibbee.
The industry's new sensa-

tion.

July^
"WEEK-END
MARRIAGE"**

With Loretta Young, Nor-
man Foster, George Brent.
From the best-seller by

Faith Baldwin.

FOR JULY
July 16th

JAMES CAGNEY .n

'WINNER TAKE ALL"*
With Marion Nixon, Guy
Kibbee, Dickie Moore.

July 23rd

BARBARA STANWYCK
"THE NIGHT FLOWER"*
With George Brent, Hardie
Albright. From the best-

seller by Arthur Stringer.

FOR AUGUST

July 30th

"MISS PINKERTON"**!
By Mary Roberts Rinehart.

With Joan Blondell,

George Brent.

Aug. 6th

STRANGER IN TOWN"*
With"Chic" Sale, Ann Dvorak,
David Manners, Noah Beery,

Raymond Hatton.

Aug. 13th

WILLIAM POWELL
and KAY FRANCIS m
"JEWEL ROBBERY"*

From this season's B'way hit.

Aug. 20th

"CROONER"**
With David Manners, Ann
Dvorak, Ken Murray, Guy

Kibbee.

Sept. 3rd

CONSTANCE BENNETT
"TWO AGAINST THE

WORLD"* and

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
TIGER SHARK"**m

Oct. 1st

"BLESSED EVENT"*

With Lee Tracy, Mary Brian.

From the biggest stage comedy
smash of 1932.

Nov. 5th

"LIFE BEGINS"**

With Loretta Young, Eric

Linden, Aline MacMahon.

FOR SEPTEMBER
Sept. 10th

"BIG CITY BLUES"*
With Joan Blondell, Eric Linden.

and RUTH CHATTERTON in

"PAGES FROM LIFE"**
With George Brent. From best-

selling novel, "Children of Pleasure",

Sept. 17th

JOE E. BROWN
in

"YOU SAID A
MOUTHFUL"**

FOR OCTOBER
Oct. 8th

RICHARD BARTHELMESS .n

"CABIN IN THE COTTON"**
with Bette Davis, Dorothy Jordan.
From the best-seller by Harry

Harrison Kroll.

Oct. 15th

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKSJR.,
NANCY CARROLL,

in "REVOLT"*
(Tentative Title)

With Lilyan Tashman

FOR NOVEMBER
Nov. 12th

WILLIAM POWELL
KAY FRANCIS m

'ONE WAY PASSAGE"*
With Aline MacMahon.

Nov. 19th

JOE E. BROWN
in

"CAMPUS HERO"**

Aug. 27th

"DOCTOR X"**
Mightiest of all mystery hits.

With Lionel Atwill, FayWray
Lee Tracy.

Sept. 24th

GEORGE ARLISS m

"A SUCCESSFUL CALAMITY"*

With Mary Astor, Grant Mitchell.

From the famous play by Clare

Kummer.

Oct. 27th

BARBARA STANWYCK
in

'THE PURCHASE PRICE"*

Nov. 26th

"20,000 YEARS IN

SING SING"**
With George Brent, Ann
Dvorak. From best-seller by
Warden Lawes of Sing Sing.

FOR DECEMBER
Dec. 17th

I AM A FUGITIVE"*

With Paul Muni. From the
sensational book by Robt.

E. Burns.

Dec. 24th

GEORGE ARLISS

in "THE
ADOPTED FATHER"*

Dec. 31st

"THEY CALL IT SIN"**1

With Loretta Young, David
Manners, George Brent,

Una Merkel.

^... iiiwi i
i ur|,jjy^„lM

j

p»n|<iw.

/This schedule will be changed only\

Vif it is to your interest to do so./

^

i^!

for1932-'33 will be

READY-
Ai 1^^ I** ^ *A WARNER BROS. PICTUR^*^^^^^^^* • **A FipST NATIONAL PICTURE
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Startling

Amazing

Enlightening^

nd

Compellingly Constructivel

//

The Film Daily

CRITICS* FORUM //

Hundreds of critics the nation over have answered

in "PLAIN" words the dozen pertinent questions

asked them by THE FILM DAILY pertaining to the

motion picture industry. Their answers will appear

serially in this paper.

The kind of material that gets youlr
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Changes in Ownership

Ashland—Ashland, s<jld to A. Bedell by C.
E. Bedell ; Manchester—Lyric, sold to
Mrs. S. Merchant by A. J. Coultier.

Closings
Manchester—Crown.

NORTH DAKOTA
Closings

Aneta—Bijou : Bismarck—Capitol ; Fessenden—Auditorium ; Ft. Lincoln—Tottem ; Glen
UUen—Palace : Hebron—Rialto.

Re-Openings
Drayton—Star (Metropolitan) ; Leith—Opera

House ; RoUa—Munro.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

Bellaire—Olympic, sold to Jamas Circosta by
Capitol Amuse. Co. ; Cincinnati—Crescent,
sold to Archie L. Barnes by D. R. Kautz;
Cleveland—Cameo, sold to Paul Gusdano-
vic, Cedar, sold to Frank Gross by Harry
E. Horwitz ; Columbiana—Globe, sold to

Mrs. Lena Waggoner by A. G. FloyJ;
De Graff—Ohio, sold to A. W. Jewell by
Wilson Brehm ; Delphos—Star, sold to
Mrs. Lucille Schwartzengraber ; Garretts-
ville—Opera House, sold to D. P. Thomas
by K. M. Gentholtz : Jeromesville—Com-
munity (Liberty), sold to B. L. Smith;
La Rue—The Kaypee, sold to Trustees of

K. P. Lodge by D. B. Jones & V. G.
Secord ; Plymouth—Plymouth, sold to G.
S. Grainger by Jos'eph Hickman. Inc. ;

Tippacanoe City—Ohio, sold to Partlow
& Gates by C. S. Granger ; Wauseon

—

Princess, sold to Fritz Ockon and John
Siefert by E. L. and P. F. Staup.

Closings
Lockland—Avenue: New Lexington—Grand;

Rockford—Princess.

Re-Openings
Batavia—Capitol.

" OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

Chickasha—Chickasha, sold to Midwest The
ater Op. Co., Inc. ; Comanche—Ritz, sold

to L. D. Dennis by R. P. Lancaster;
Hartshorne—Liberty & Ritz, sold to D.
Buffo by Momand Theaters, Inc., and John
McGinley ; Holdenville—Dixie, (In hands
of Receiver) ; Mangum—Temple, sold to

T. E. Ortman by Sam Fringer.

Closings
Alex—Rex ; Apache—Opera House ; Buffalo

Sooner ; Checotah—Cozy ; Coweta—Palace

Frederick—Midwest; Hartshorne — Ritz
Mongum—Nusho ; Marlow — Whiteway;
Mt. View—Ritz: Muskogee—Yale; Per-

kins—Lyric; Picher—Mystic & Wintergar-
den : Purcell—Dooley ; Ringling—Capitol

;

Rush Springs—Gem; Wetumka—Blaine.

Re-Openings
Vici—Sutton.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

Bandon—Hartman. sold to Bandon Amuse-
ment Co. by Mrs. L. A. Hartman ; Clats-

kanie—Peoples, sold to B. E. Byers by H.
B. Paul : Port'and—Oriental sold to John
Hamrick bv W. A. Tebhetts : Sunnyside,

sold to W. T. Cregan bv T. M. Hawthorne.

HELEN HAYES returns to New York
from a European vacation Monday on the

Paris and will leave at once for Hollywood
to co-star with Gary Cooper in Paramount's

"A Farewell to Arms."

FRANK E. PAGE is en route to Holly-

wood, where he will remain as Pacific Coast

representative of Viola Irene Cooper, authors'

agent.

HANK PETERS will return Monday from

a tour of United Artists exchanges.

MAJOR ALBERT WARNER is due in

New York tonight from the west, with stop-

overs in Dallas and Cleveland. He is mak-

ing part of the trip by airplane. Other

Warner executives returning from the Los

Angeles meeting are GRADWELL L.

SEARS, S. CHARLES EINFELD and

JOSEPH HUMMEL, all due tomorrow.

Closings
Crane—Rivoli ; Wilder—Liberty ; Reedsport

—

Holly.

New Theater
Taft—Dewey, C. T. Dewey, Owner.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

Allentown—Park, sold to J. W. Myers by
Frank S. Mickley; Belle Vernon—Verdi,
sold to Jos. Mazzi by Z. Marini ; Bethle-
hem—Strand, sold to J. W. Myers by John
OIkowski; Bangor—Music Hall, sold to

Ralph Sobelson by W. R. Grubb Estate;
E. Cannonsburg—Dequesne, sold to J. De-
Frank by J. Castelli ; Easton—Roxy, sold
to J. W. Myers; Glen Lyon—New Family,
sold to Sandor Engel ; Hazelton—Family
and Hersker, sold to Harry Hersker by
Hersker Sidari Co. ; McAdoo—Palace,
Strand, sold to Peter Sidari by Hersker
Sidari Co. ; New Castle—Dome, sold to

John Mastrauderno by Peoples Amusement
Co. ; New Holland—Edison, sold to Sidney
Jacobs by W. C. Winger ; Nu Mines—Nu
Mines, sold to John Nagy by K. Snowden ;

Philadelphia—Aurora, sold to Lessy Amuse.
Co. by Aurora Theaters, Inc. ; Embassy,
sold to Sam and George Felt by Embassy
Amusement Ent. ; Dixie Rose, sold to Jo-
seph D 'Angel and Anthony Aglira by Royal
Amuse. Co. ; Pelham, sold to Sam Hochfeld
by Robert Bredenbeck & Son ; Wayne, sold
to Chas. J. Hoban, Jr.. by John V. Fisher;
Pittsburgh—Lowrie (formerly Little), sold

to L. C. Schmidt by Paul Jones ; Scran-
ton—RCA (formerly Davis R. C. A.),
sold to John Ryan and John Kares by
Davis Amusement Co. ; Sharpsville—Gable
(formerly Ritz), sold to John Gable; Main,
sold to Harry Rachiele by West Penna.

Closings
Bentlejrville—Majestic. Safety : Castle Shan-
non—Pearl ; Carmichaels—Ross ; Elizabeth
—Grand : Farrell—Colonial, Strand ; Green-
ville—Strand ; New Brighton — Brighton ;

Meadowlands —• Crystal ; Pen Argyl—Pal-

ace ; Philadelphia—Boyd. Nixon's Grand,
Frankford, Pelham. Keith's, Fay's; R6bers-
dale—Liberty : Roscoe—Roscoe ; Seward

—

Re.gent : Washington—State ; Zelienople —
Strand.

Re-Openings
Allentown—Park : Bellevue—Lincoln ; Browns-

ville—Bison: Dunbar—Strand: Easton —
Roxy : G'en Lyon—New Family ; Grove
City — Majestic ; Hill Station — Grand

;

Johnstown—Victoria ; McKees Rocks—Re-
gent ; Morrisdale—Morris : Nu Mines

—

Numines ; Orbisonia — Strand : Parkers
Landing—Liberty ; Sagamore — Sagamore :

Sharpsburg—Main, Gable : Slovan—Penn ;

Waynesburg—Eclipse : West Tarentum —
Grand : Washington—Washington.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Walha'la—Strand, sold to B, S. Moore by A.

C. Phillips.

Closings
Gaffney—Strand.

New Theaters
Dillon—Broadway, B. B. Bcnfield. Owner;
Sumter—Dunbar, A. Long and E. Bethea,

Owners.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Timber Lake—New Grand (formerly Or-

pheum). sold to Kenneth Price by L. C.

Young ; Veblen — Star, sold to Clifford

Thompson by Applequest & Kurter.

Menno—Rex.

Closings

Re-Openings
Alphena — Dreamland ; Bowdle—H. &• H.

Bridgewater—Strand; Midland — Legion
Veblen—Star.

TENNESSEE
Changes in Ownership

Selmer—Moore's, sold to R. W. Floyd bj

J. H. Moore.

Re-Openings
Selmer—Moore's.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

Atlanta— Liberty, sold to J. E. Henderson;
Burkburnett—Palace, sold to C. P. Logan

;

Conroe—Gem, sold to J. E. Adams ; Irving— Irving, Ownership reverted to W. B.
Lawrence ; Pittsburg—Crystal, sold to J.
A. Ross; Plainview—Plainview, sold to C.
C. Lindsey and Dennis Scaling ; Santa
Anna—Queen, sold to E. M. McDaniels

;

Sweetwater—Ritz, sold to R. & R. The-
aters ; Troup—Ritz, Ownership reverted to
Gilbert Van Alst.

Closings
Amarillo—Fair; Beamount—Tivoli : Corrigan—Corrigan ; Darrouzette—Alamo : Sweet-

water—Palace ; Greenville—Star ; Pt. Ar-
thur—Pearce, Majestic ; Panhandle—Palace.

New Theater
Amarillo—Paramount, Publix Theater Corp.,
New Owner.

Re-Openings
Bastrop—Dixie.

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Norton—Lyric, sold to W. M. Holcomb by
J. D. Ammons.

Closings
Norfolk—Central.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

Mt. Vernon—Lincoln, sold to I^incoln The-
ater Co. by Waldo C. Ives: Seattle—Rex
(Pantages), sold to John Hamrick by A.
Pantages.

Closings
Metaline Falls—Little Playhouse.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Phillipi—Grand, sold to Eliz. Phillips by E.
Mumford ; Sutton—Victory, sold to J. W.
Gruen ; West Union—Regent, sold to B.
P. Drey by C. P. Church.

Closings
Harrisville—Electric ; Madison—Rialto ; Sut-

ton—-Victory ; Welch—Temple.

Re-Openings
Davy—Palace ; Harman—Allegany ; Mounds-

ville—Park ; Paden City—Virginia ; Phillipi

—Grand ; Rivesville—State ; Shinnston —
Columbia ; Thomas—Sutton.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

East Troy—Grand, sold to George Schroeder
by Clifford J. Vogt ; Horicon—Palace, sold
to W. H. Markham by Ray Earls; Mil-
waukee—Pastime, sold to H. R. and O. R.
Nichols by Ed. Harris ; Spooner—Palace,
sold to Geo. Miner by Lyle Webster;
Washougal—Liberty, sold to Tom Woolson
by Allan Rafael.

Closings
Antigo—Palace ; Clayton—Movies ; CHnton

—

Gem ; Denmark—Denmark ; Greenwood

—

Opera House ; Hilbert—Opera House

;

Janesville—Beverly : Merrill—Fox ; Milwau-
kee—Aihambra ; Red Granite—Community ;

Wausau—Grand.

New Theaters
Milwaukee—Legion Theater (formerly the

Wright), Mrs. M. A. Hrobsky, owner.

Re-Openings
Cambridge—Park Opera House ; Green Bay

—

Strand ; Greenwood—Opera House.

Pinebluffs-

WYOMING
Closings

-Pastime.

FOR THE STATE RIGHTS MARKET

IPAIRAID II JfIE

IPII€iriLICICjr„

INC.
ANNOUNCES

SIX FEATURE PRODUCTIONS

The First of the Series Now in Production

//

THE DIVORCE RACKET
Starring James Rennie

With

Olive Borden—Judith Wood

//

Paradise Pictures, Inc.

E. H. "Manny " Goldstein, Pres.

1619 Broadway
New York City
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Allied Sideiishts

A TLANTIC CITY—Eddie Schnitz-

er, recently appointed New
York exhange manager for Educa-
tional, was cordially greeted and
congratulated on his new post.

Break-up of major circuits talkt

can't escape this program.

Simon Meyers of Morristown
waxed eloquent on the proposed
three-days-a-week closing idea.

Leon Rosenblatt is on hand to

represent Joe Seider's interests.

Accompanying that ole exhibitor

convention warhorse, Fred Herring-

ton, is his son, Phil M. Herrington,

connected with Vigilant Safety De-
vice Co.

Functioning as treasurer, Frank
Warren is watching the convention's

dough.

Herman Blum, Baltimore exhib

leaders, says conditions might be a

lot worse in his town.

"Certain companies are employing,

detectives to check checkers,^ in'

formed Sid Samuelson.
"Whose checking the detectives?'

somebody asked.

Contracts Under Fire

At Allied Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

in favor of exhibitors the govern-

ment should be asked to write a

fair contract. He called upon exhib-

itors to resist unfair contracts when
offered by salesmen, and to support

the Brookhart bill. Yamins ex-

amined the Paramount, Fox, RKO
and Universal contracts.

Pete Harrison urged the exhibitor

group to appeal to the Department
of Justice to prevent pooling deals

between RKO and Skouras Bros.

The entire afternoon session was
devoted to discussion of the Wil-

mington situation where M-G-M is

selling exclusive runs to Loew';

Parkway. A. .1. DiFiore of the

Park, Wilmington, headed a delega-

tion of exhibitors to ask Allied's

aid. The matter was referred to

the Allied national board, which

will report back this morning.

"NEW MORALS FOR OLD"
with Lewis Stone, Robert Young,

Margaret Perry

M-G-M 74 mins.

ENGROSSING DRAMA OF CONFLICT

BETWEEN OLD-FASHIONED MOTHER

AND MODERN-MINDED CHILDREN.

Based on the John Van Druten play,

"After All," this is a very intelligently han-

dled case of a mother and her clash with

children whose ideas of life are a bit too

modern for her. Excellence of the cast,

which makes every character in the story

count for something, and the understanding

direction of Charles Brabin are largely re-

sponsible for the consistent interest main-

tained by the picture. The work of those

grand troupers, Lewis Stone, Laura Hope

Crews, Jean Hersholt, Louise Closser Hale,

Elizabeth Patterson and Mitchell Lewis is

a delight to watch, and nice youthful in-

terest is supplied by Robert Young, Mar-

garet Perry, Myrna Loy, Donald Cook and

others. Difference of mind between the

mother and her offspring cause the family

to break up, but in due time the young-

sters acquire sense and return home.

Cast: Robert Young, Margaret Perry,

Lewis Stone, Laura Hope Crews, Myrna

Loy, Donald Cook, Jean Hersholt, Ruth

Selwyn, Kathryn Crawford, Louise Closser

Hale, Mitchell Lewis, Elizabeth Patterson,

Lillian Harmer.

Director, Charles F, Brabin; Author, John

Van Druten; Dialoguers, Zelda Sears, Wan-
da Tuchock; Editor, William S. Gray; Cam-
eraman, John Mescal.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

"BACHELOR'S FOLLY"
with Herbert Marshall, Edna Best

World Wide 70 mins.

VERY SUPERIOR BRITISH PRODUC
TION WITH CLEVER STORY, CAST AND
DIRECTION WITH APPEAL TO INTEL-

LIGENCE.
A product of Gainsborough from the

British Lion studios. Here is a genuine

treat for intelligent audiences, with an

adult story that is miles ahead of the aver-

age Hollywood script that lacks finesse,

delicate characterization and restrained ac-

tion in the work of the principals. The

work of Herbert Marshall is a continuous

delight. Gordon Harker has a comedy

characterization that is a knockout. His

every expression and word draws a laugh.

The production has some unusually fine

dramatic moments. Marshall is owner of a

racehorse who has become involved with

a married woman of title. When he throws

her over, she revenges herself by turning

over evidence to the racetrack stewards

that makes it look as if Marshall tried to

throw a race with his horse. Facing dis-

grace, he puts over a clever coup on the

woman with the aid of his comedy butler

who was once a burglar. The pop crowds

may find it over their heads, but it's a

sweet one for discriminating audiences.

Cast: Herbert Marshall, Edna Best, Gor-

don Harker, Anne Grey, Nigel Bruce, Al-

fred Drayton, Leslie Perrins, Allen Aynes-

worth, Melville Cooper.

Director, T. Haynes Hunter; Author, Ed-

gar Wallace; Adaptors, Angus McPhail,

Robert Stevenson; Editors, Bryan Wallace,

Ian Dalrymple; Cameramen. Bernard J.

Knowles, Alex Bryce; Recording Engineer,

Harold King.

Direction, clever. Photography, very good.

JULIET RUBLEE SPEAKS
Atlantic City—Mrs. Juliet Barrett

Rublee, producer of "The Flame of

Mexico," was a speaker at the Allied

convention banquet last night. She

is preparing to distribute her pro-

duction, made in Mexico and syn-

chronized in New York with music

and effects. Because its treatment

is favorable to Mexicans, the picture

will not be subjected to censorship

in that country.

Originals for Arliss

Two oi'\iiina\ stories which have been

outlined by Lucien Hubbard. Warner
staff writer, are being considered as

screen vehicles by George Arliss.

"HURRA! EIN JUNGE!"
("Hurray! A Boy!")

(In German)
Capitol Film Ex. 85 mins.

ONE OF THE BEST IMPORTS, JAMMED
WITH FUNNY SITUATIONS, HILARITY

AND CHARMING MUSIC.

This one bids fair to shape up as one

of the best of the lighter films ever sent

over from Berlin. A product of Kreutz-

berg-Orplid Film, it moves along continu-

ously with a hilarious note that is very

refreshing. The theme is a natural to

I

bring the laughs. Ralph Roberts takes the
' part of the long lost son returning to his

I

supposed father. He is a vaude actor. Ar-

I

rived at Berlin where he expects to greet

j
his unknown dad, he finds a man two years

younger than himself, married to the pretty

daughter of the leading light of his old

home town. Then the fun starts in earnest,

with some highly amusing situations, espe-

cially when it develops that the "boy" is

really the half-brother of the young wife.

This puts the dignified town celebrity more
or less on the spot. There is a swell se-

quence, the Baby Ball, with wine flowino

freely, pretty girls, and just one grand

round of fun, life and merriment. No Eng-

lish titles. Fine cast, with Max Adalbert

scoring strong as the elderly sire.

Cast: Max Adalbert, Ida Wuest, Lucie

Englisch, Fritz Schuiz, Jessie Vihrog, Georg
Alexander. Ralph Arthur Roberts, Lotte

Lorring, Vicky Werkmeister, H. H. Schau-

fuss.

Director, Georg Jacoby; Authors, Arnold

and Bach; Adaptors, R. Arvay, St. Mihaly;

Dialoguer, Dr. Johannes Brandt Cameraman,
Willi Goldberger; Recording Engineer, F.

Schroeder; Film Editor, R. Bleines.

Direction, clever. Photography, good.

"SCHUBERT'S

FRUEHLINGSTRAUM"
("Schubert's Dream of Spring")

(In German)

Capitol Film Ex. 77 mins.

TUNEFUL AND WELL STAGED PRO-

DUCTION DEALING WITH THE LIFE

OF THE FAMOUS COMPOSER.

While this musical romance will appeal

mostly to class audiences and music lovers,

and principally among German-speaking

clientele, its music and biographical angle

should recommend it to a fairly wide field.

The story is based on Franz Schubert's

life and his musical works, and is some-

what of a German counterpart of the

"Blossom Time" production of the light

opera stage. Like the latter play, the

character Schubert in this German picture

is presented as a sensitive romanticist,

whom love frequently visits but never re-

mains long. Karl Joeken, who portrays

Schubert, is the noted tenor of the Berlin

State Opera. Opposite him is Gretl

Theimer of "Zwei Herzen." Schubert's

popular composition, "Serenade," is used as

the theme song of the production. Costume
and settings have been attractively repro-

duced in the period of the Viennese com-
poser.

Cast: Karl Joeken, Gretl Theimer, Sieg-

fried Arno, Lucie Englisch, Willi Stetner,

Alfred Laeutner, Oskar Sima.

Director, Richard Oswald Author, Franz

Schroedter; Adaptor, Same; Dialoguer, W
Zeiske; Recording Engineer, Paul Falken-

berg; Film Editor, Not listed; Cameraman.
Willi Goldberger.

Direction, good. Photography, good.
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ELittle
from ''Lots"

Bv RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD^AY McCAREY has completed the
direction of "Scram," the first

of the Laurel and Hardy featurette
comedies. The supporting cast in-
cluded Vivien Oakland, Arthur Hous-
man, Wilson Benge and Fred Kohler.
McCarey and George Marshall di-
rected "Pack Up Your Troubles," a
feature co-starring Laurel and
Hardy.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Simeon Aller,
Alexander Carr, Nat Rose, Demmy
Lamson, Harry J. Takiff, Kenneth
Goldsmith, Francis Edward Faragoh,
Howard Higgin, David Hempstead,
Oscar Carter dining at the Russian-
American Art Club; Vivienne Aller
giving an impersonation of Maurice
Chevalier.

* * *

Waldemar Young and Sidney Rob-
ert Buchman, two of Paramount's
ace scenarists, will collaborate on
the adaptation of Cecil B. DeMille's
"The Sign of the Cross."

* * *

Title of Barbara Stanwyck's new-
est picture for Warner Bros, has
been changed from "The Night
Flower" to "The Purchase Price."
It is based on Arthur Stringer's
novel, "The Mud Lark."

"

* * *

With the signing of Helene Mil-
lard, William Halligan and Lorin
Raker, Columbia Pictures completed
the cast of "By Whose Hand?"

* * *

Edward Paramore, scenarist and
playwright who is adapting to the
screen "The Bitter Tea of General
Yen" for Columbia, was a tourist in

Shanghai during the recent fighting
there between the Chinese and
Japanese forces and was an eye wit-

ness to much of the actual excite-

ment.
* * *

Vacation plans of Horace Jackson,
RKO scenarist, who is working on
the adaptation and dialogue for

"Animal Kingdom," went into the
discard when he was notified that

he would be assigned another story

immediately upon the completion of

his present task. Jackson has his

heart set on an auto tour of the

little traveled spots in Western
Canada.

* * *

"Unashamed" has been selected as

the final title for the M-G-M film

with Helen Twelvetrees, Robert
Young and Lewis Stone in prom-
inent roles.

6 Authors on Serial

nV,?f Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"The Hurricane Express,"

Mascot serial which goes into production

soon, is probably the first serial em-
ploying the services of six authors.

Among the writers used bv N't Levine

for this chapter play are Wydnham Git-

fens and Colbert Clark of the Mascot

staff, J. P. McGowan, Harold Tarshis,

Barney Sarecky and George Morgan.
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.Metropolitan Exhibs Move to Oust Two Features

ALLIED Irises to takTstand on dual bills

18 Low Price Features are Proposed in Allied Deal

Pictures to be Sold for

$30, $20 and $10 Under
Franchise Plan

Atlantic City—Production of 18
features to be sold for $30, $20 and
$10 is the basis of the plan pro-
posed by Louis King, Leon Lee and
other independent producers and
now being considered by Allied na-
tional directors. The producers are
understood ready to put the enter-
prise into operation provided Allied
will guarantee a certain number of
playdates. A franchise plan, such
as employed in the Tiffany deal irt

{.Continued on Page 3)

SAHUELSili HEADS

NEW JERSEYALLIED UNIT

Atlantic City—Sidney E. Samuel-
son was elected president of the New
Jersey Allied unit for the third term
at a meeting held early yesterday
morning at the Hotel St. Charles.

Other new officers are: vice-presi-

dents, Julius Charlow of Woodcliffe

I. M. Hirschblom of Toms River and
Harry Waxman of Atlantic City;

treasurer, Frank L. Warren of

Princeton; assistant treasurers,

Louis Gerofsky of Somerville and

W. D. Hunt of Wildwood; secretary,

Bollinger of Linden; assistant secre-

tary, Jacob Unger of Hillside.

Herman Rifkin Opens
New Haven Exchange

Herman Rifkin of Hollywood

Films Corp., Boston, is opening a

branch office at 130 Meadow St.,

New Haven, Conn. Hollywood Films

has the Monogram franchise in New
England and distributes the Alhed

(Hoffman) pictures through the

same offices.

Circuits Bar Previews in Dual Bill Houses

Only houses running single features, with or without stage shows, will be

permitted to hold midnight previews, according to an agreement reached be-

tween Paramount, Fox and RKO.

Pettijohn Sees Slight Chance
For Proposed Exclusive Runs

M. P. Club and A. M. P. A.

Join in 'House Party'

A "Spring House Party," spon-
sored jointly by the Motion Picture
Club and the A.M.P.A., will be held
Thursday evening in the M. P. Club
rooms. Dinner will be served, along
with a floor show with Dave Sam-
uels in charge. As a special feature,

a preview of Lieutenant Earl Ross-
(Continued on Page 3)

Cleveland—Exclusive runs are not
practicable and will never be put
into general effect, in the opinion
of C. C. Pettijohn, who stopped off

here to address the Cleveland Cine-
ma Club this week while on his way
from New York to the Democratic
convention in Chicago. Pettijohn
said he opposes the policy because
the thing that makes the motion pic-

ture great is the fact that the small-

(Continued on Page 3)

Prosecutor Bans Giveaway Nights

Scotch Night

Sanborn, la.—On one night each week

the Princess, managed by J. S. Sanders,

is featuring a western at ten cents ad-

mission.

Detroit—Premium and giveaway
policies, extensively practiced in this

territory, with some houses offering

two cars weekly and hundreds of

"oUars in other merchandise, are

ireatened with an abrupt halt by
action of Harry S. Toy, prosecutor

of Wayne County, in a letter to all

theaters. The notice follows an
earlier warning, which was gener-

ally disregarded, and promises
(Continued on Page 3)

Joe Hummel Appointed
Ass't Foreign Manager

Kansas City—Promotion of Joe
Hummel to assistant general man-
ager of the Warner Bros, foreign
department under Sam E. Morrfs
was revealed by S. Charles Einfeld

as the Warner party stopped over

here on the way back to New York
from the coast sales meeting.

Move to Oust Double Features
Launched at New York Meeting

Selig Succeeds Lewis
At Paramount Publix

Al Selig, former Columbia adver-

tising director, will join Paramount-
Publix Monday in charge of trade

paper advertising and national pub-
licity under Jack Hess. Selig re-

places Cliff Lewis, who resigned

yesterday.

A definite move that will possibly

result in a reduction of double-fea-

ture houses in the metropolitan dis-

trict was made yesterday at a meet-

ing of about 20 first and second-run

theater owners and operators held

at the Astor Hotel. The conference

was presided over by Charles
{Continued on Page 3)

Motion on Two Features
Defeated at Atlantic

City Convention
Atlantic City—Following an ani-

mated discussion of double featur-
ing, the Allied Eastern convention
yesterday refused to take a definfte
stand in opposition to the policy.
This attitude was registered in the
defeat of a motion to recommend to

(Continued on Page 3)

TO

TWO NEW PRODUCTIONS

Kansas City—Roadshowing of two '

productions on Warner's 1932-33
schedule, "Blessed Event" and "Life
Begins," will be roadshown, Isaid

Gradwell Sears, Warner sales ex-
ecutive, while passing through here
on his way back to New York from
the coast with S. Charles Einfeld,

Norman H. Moray, Joe Hummel and
others who attended the coast sales

meeting.
The Warner officials expressed en-

thusiasm over the color in "Doctor
X," declaring it is so successful that
it may start a new color trend. They
also spoke of plans for a series of

20-minute revivals of famous musi-
cals, such as "The Desert Song,"
"Sally" and "Gold Diggers of Broad-
way."

Arthur Klein Joins

Lyons & Lyons Office
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Arthur Klein, New

York agent and producer, has joined

the firm of Lyons & Lyons as an
associate.

Making Pittsburgh Film

Pittsburgh—A local "Our Kiddie"

talker, sponsored by Warner Bros.,

will be made at the Stanley, with

shooting scheduled for July 10. F.

Herrick Herrick is in charge of pro-

duction.
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Blue Law Agent Denies
Bribery of Theaters

Denial that he had attempted to
exact bribes in order to permit the-
aters to open early on Sundays was
made by Cornelius McNerney, field

agent of the Lord's Day Alliance,
at the hearing in General Sessions
yesterday. Charles O'Reilly, presi-
dent of the T.O.C.C, testified that
McNernev offered the theaters "pro-
tection" for $1,000. With the use
of a dictaphone and marked money,
the defendant was taken into cus-
tody.

Allied Names Committee
On Wilmington Dispute

Atlantic City—Allied forces moved
toward what they termed "The Bat-
tle of Wilmington" yesterday when,
at the recommendation of the na-
tional Allied board, Sidney Samuel-
son was empowered to name a com-
mittee to investigate the situation
in that city. The action followed
netition of a group of Wilmington
independents who are seeking relief

from the exclusive run policy of
Loew's Parkway.

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 1% i'A
Paramount 6s 47.. 18^ 18
Par. 5!4s50 IS^A 15
Warner's 6s39 14 14

1/2 ..

18 —
15?^ +
14

DICK TALMADGE'S NEXT
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Richard Talmadge

Productions has started work on
"Speed Madness," story by Charles
Condon, to be directed by George
Crone. In the cast are Lucien Lit-

tlefield, Charles Sellon. Pat O'Mal-
'ey, Donald Keith. Mathew Betz
Huntley Gordon and Nancy Drexel.

First Vaude in 4 Years
Helps Jacksonville B. O.
Jacksonville, Fla.—Presenting the

first vaudeville acts here in four
years, the Palace enjoyed a spurt
in business this week. E. J. Sparks
Enterprises is trying out flesh in

several of its Florida circuit houses.

Educational-W. W. Execs.

Off for Coast Meeting
Chicago—Second of the three

Educational and World Wide joint

sales meetings closed here yesterday
after an intensive two-day session

at the Congress Hotel. Several home
office representatives left last nigh*^

for Los Angeles for the third and
final meeting. Those making the

trip to the coast include Joe Brandt,
Joe Goldberg, J. H. Skirball. Sol

Edwards and Harvey Day. Branch
managers attending the Coast con-

fab, June 26 and 27. include Jack
Nelson, Los Angeles; A. P. Archer,
Denver; F. A. Tomes, Dallas; G. C.

Blumenthal. San Francisco; W. J.

Cammer, Oklahoma City; K. G
Howe, Salt Lake City; B. W. Rucker,
Seattle.

BURR SIGNS ESTELLE TAYLOR
IFct* Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollvwood — Estelle Taylor ha=

been signed for "Western Limited."
which C. C. Burr will make fo^-

Monogram, with Christy Cabane di-

recting.

RUTH DONNELLY TO MARRY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ruth Donnelly, ac-

tress, and Basil Winter de Guishard
have filed marriage intentions.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

June 26-27: Educational and World Wide
sales meeting, Los Angeles.

June 28: Weekly Luncheon Forum of Mo-tion Picture Club.
June 29: Sheriff's sale of five ChamberlainAmusement Co. theaters, Sunbury, Pa
June 30: Weekly luncheon of A MP A

Sardi's Restaurant.
'

'

July 6 :
Testimonial dinner to EddieSchmtzer, Educational-World Wide New '

N^ Y^rk
"^^ manager, Hotel Astor,

•'"'^hM.f
?^^'^"'«<J hearing of Cleveland ex- |hibitors' ''monopoly" suit against dis-

tributors. Bar Association Building, New
Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National

CAGNEY STILL ON OUTSDenver—Stopping off here on hisway east, James Cagney said his
salary dispute with Warner Bros.
is still unsettled. He stated he in-
tends making personal appearances
in Ji^urope this summer and entering
Columbia University next fall to
study medicine.

ROSENQUEST ON TRIP
Harry Rosenquest, assistant Vita-

'ihone sales manager, left last night

for a two weeks' trin to Cincinnati

Columbus, Cleveland and Detroit

territories.

SCHLESINGER STARTS SECOND
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Leon Schlesinger is

making "The Big Stampede," the
second of the John Wayne Westerns
for Warner Bros., with Tenny
Wright directing. Mae Madison i?

playing opposite the star. Ted Mc-
Cord, who photographed Wayne in

the first of the series, is also doing
the camera work on the current pic-

ture. The story is by Marion Jack-
son. Sid Rogell is associate pro-
ducer.
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SPECIAL SHOWING FOR EXHIBS
A special private showina- of

"American Madness," Columbia'?
first 1932-33 release, will be given
at 11:30 A, M. June 29 in the grand
ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria fo>-

exhibitors of the metropolitan dis-

trict, theater owners visitine- the
citv and other invited guests. There
will be a buffet luncheon after th''

screening. Similar key citv presen-
tations are planned for Philadelphia
Chicago, Boston, Los Angeles and
San Francisco.

CORRECT RELEASE DATES
Due to an engraver's error, the

Warner-First National advertise-
ment of June 24. showing releases
o^' the company from July 2 to Dec
31. contained three inaccuracies. Th"
•July 23 release should have read.

"Barbara Stanwyck in 'The Pur-
chase Price' "; The Oct. 15 release
should have read. "Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., Nancy Carroll and Lilyan
Tashman in 'Son of Russia' " and the
Oct. 27 release should have read
"Barbara Stanwyck in 'Betrayed'."

WESTON SELLS NOVEL
We't Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollvwood—^Garnett Weston has

iust sold his latest novel, "Mid-Sum-
"ler Murder." to be published by
Farrar & Rinehart.

RKO MILWAUKEE CHANGE
Milwaukee—Harry Bailey has re-

olaced Ralph Thayer as manager of

^he RKO Riverside. Thayer resigned
last week.

R. R. ADAMS MARRYING
Denver— R. R. Adams, publicity

manager for the Paramount, and
Jean Hoskins, a local miss, will be
married in the near future.

GOLDSTEIN-INVINCIBLE DEAL
Metropolitan rights for the series

of six feature pictures which E H
"Manny" Goldstein will produce at
the Ideal Studios, Hudson Heights,
N. J., have been acquired by Arthur
Greenblatt and Dave Rosengarten
of Invincible Pictures Corp.

FOX FILM AT WINTER GARDEN
Fox's "Mystery Ranch," starring

George O'Brien, opens Wednesday
night at the Winter Garden, which
heretofore has specialized in playing
Warner-First National product.

PARAMOUNT ACQUIRES TITLE
Rights to use the title, "College

Humor," have been acquired by
Paramount for a picture of college
life to go into production this sum-
mer with an all-star cast.

FIGHT FILM IN PITTSBURGH
Pittsburgh—Pictures of the Shar-

key-Schmeling fight are being shown
at the Loew and United Artists
Penn theater as part of the bill.

REBUILDING IN COLUMBUS
Columbus, 0.—Bids will be opened

June 29 for a 750-seat house costing
about $40,000 to replace the Lyceum,
recently destroyed by fire. No bal-
cony is planned.

PHONE BR 9-2180

//I
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NOTION ON DUAL fEATURES

DEfEATEO AT ALLIED MEET

{Continued from Page 1)

distributors that they eliminate con-
tract clauses prohibiting showing of

one of the features on a bill with
another feature.

Discussion was precipitated by Bert Kulick

I of Syndicate Exchange, who, in boosting the

policy, declared that major distributors are

adverse to the plan because it reduces their

film rental revenue. Bills are given better

balance and wider appeal through dual fea
tures, said Kulick.
Tommy Goldberg of Baltimore urged using

of good shorts instead of a second feature.

Abe Stone of Albany declared patrons are be-

ing over-saturated with double features.

Others who spoke were: Leon Arim of

Michigan, Jack Pinels of West New York,
William Smalley of New York, Al Gottesman
of New York and Lee Newbury of Asbury
Park.

Sarauelson went on the record as opposing
contract clauses which restrict an exhibitor

in the operation of his theater.

18 Low Price Features
Proposed in Allied Deal

{Continued from Page 1)

which 2,500 franchises were sold, it

being considered.
At present the proposition calls

for four specials selling for $30

each, six more features to be listed

at $20 each, and eight at $10 each.

Allied will have power to okay
stories.

Giveaway War Launched
By Detroit Prosecutor

{Continued from Page 1)

speedy and vigorous action under

the lottery law if contests and prizes

are continued. Nearly all houses

in the city have participated in some
sort of a giveaway tieup, frequently

in combination with other houses of

a circuit. The most extensive com-

bination, aside from Publix houses,

has been Allied Theaters of Mich-

igan.

M. P. Club and A.M.P.A.

Join in *House Party'
{Continued from Page 1)

man's "Dangers in the Arctic" will

be shown. The affair will be mfor-

mal with tickets covering dinner

and entertainment at $2 per person

Ladies are invited. The committee

on arrangements includes, George

Hoffman, Arnold Van Leer, Ed Fin-

ney Harold Rodner, Mark Luescher,

Red Kann, Charles O'Reilly, Don

Hancock, James Cunningham, Herb

Ebenstein and Hal Home.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Whitman Sound Systems, Ltd., Dover, Del.

sound recording devices; United States Corp.

Co. $25,000; 100 shares of common.
NEW YORK CHARTER

.

Elar Productions, Manhattan, theatrical;

A. L. Berman, 551 Fifth Ave. 200 shares

of common. „„„
CAPITAL CHANGE

Vaudeville Collection Agency, Manhattan,

$100,000 to $1.
DESIGNATIONS

Screenland Magazine, Delaware, 1,000

shares of no par.
DISSOLUTIONS

Westover Films, Manhattan.

AlONG lALTO
PHILM.DALY

NtW VORIC IDS ANGELES

• • • IN CASE things get too tough for the boys in

the film biz Bernarr MacFadden at the A. M. P. A.

luncheon held out a word of cheer the physical cul-

turist sez you can live nicely on whole wheat at 4 cents a

pound so along with Bert Adier and Hal Home we
immediately organized a back-to-the-farm movement

• • • WE ALL chip in and buy a big farm the studio boys,

authors and scenarists run the truck garden producing all the

turnips, onions and cabbages it oughta be a cinch for them
the pressageys will spend their time between the barn and pasture where

they'll have no trouble finding copy the dairy division will be

handled by the promoters they're used to milking

• • • AND THE Film Farm won't overlook the dis-

tributors and exhibitors they can have a lotta fun

staging hog-calling contests among themselves each

side can take turns at calling and answering so there

will be no suspicion of favoritism but it won't be

easy to bet on either side distribs and exhibs are

about evenly matched on this hog-calling

• # # WHAT A swell job we've picked for the guest advertising

and publicity chiefs! they will be assigned to teach the young

grasshoppers how to jump expertly from one spot to another the

guys who have bought motion picture stocks will spend most of their time

at the poorhouse where they'll feel right at home

METROPOLITAN EXHIBITORS

MOVE TO OUST DUAL BILLS

{Continued from Page 1)

O'Reilly of the Theater Owners
Chamber of Commerce.

According to O'Reilly, a sincere effort will

be made to see if the two feature practice

can be eradicated. Second run operators

are to work out zoning plans which will be

submitted to first-run theater executives. In
turn, if both first and second run houses
agree to dropping double-features, plans will
be made to interest suDsequent run opera-
tors in reverting to single features. "The
buymg season is now at hand. This question
will be decided at a general meeting to be
held within the next ten days," said O'Reilly.
At the conierence were Arthur Loew, Phil
Reisman, Lee Ochs, Ben Sherman of the
Manhattan Playhouse circuit, A. H. Schwartz
of the Century circuit, Andy Smith of War-
ners, Rinzler and Frisch and Leo Brecher.

Adolphe Menjou in

"BACHELOR'S AFFAIRS"
with Allan Dinehart, Minna Gombell

Fox 76 mins.

THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE LIGHT
COMEDY WITH ROMANTIC STUFF AND
LAUGHS NICELY MIXED TOGETHER.

This shapes up as just the type of picture
that will send loads of folks home pleasant-
ly satisfied. It is a bright affair about a

middle-aged business man who falls for a
sweet young thing, and what results. The
story itself is not the main thing, although
it serves both romantically and as a comedy
background. What keeps things in a lively

state all the time is the nifty dialogue and
amusing situations. There are several more
or less comedy characters, but they are so

nicely drawn that they don't conflict.

Adolphe Menjou, in a role slightly different

from his most suave characterizations, is

always enjoyable. Allan Dinehart does him-

self proud in a light comedy vein, and
Minna Gombell's wisecracking punctuates

the proceedings occasionally. Then there

is the English comedian, Herbert Mundin,

who comes into his own this time in the

role of Menjou's valet. All in all, it's ideal

summer fare.

Cast: Adolphe Menjou, Minna Gombell,

Allan Dinehart, Herbert Mundin, Joan

Marsh, Irene Purcell, Arthur Pierson, Don

Alvarado, Rita La Roy.

Director, Alfred "^erker; Author, James

Forbes; Adaptors, Barry Conners, Philip

Klein; Dialoguers, same; Cameraman, Nor-

bert Brodine; Editor, Al De Gaetano; Re-

cording Engineer, Alfred Bruzlin.

Direction, lively. Photography, fine.

"THE MAN FROM YESTERDAY"
with Clive Brook, Claudette Colbert

Paramount 71 mins.

DIFFICULT STORY WITH WAR BACK-

GROUND MAKES ONLY FAIR ENTER-

TAINMENT. FEATURED NAMES HELP

SOME.

Both director and players in this case

were pretty much licked from the start,

due to a war story that is not easy to

handle effectively. It concerns a British of-

ficer who goes to the front immediately

after his marriage to a nurse, and some

time later is supposed to have been killed.

The wife, about to have a child, is taken

care of by a surgeon, who in due course

induces her to marry him. Shortly there-

after the husband comes back and the

woman returns to him, believing he will

live only a short time, but when the re-

turned officer realizes she is in love with

the doctor he ends it all so that the other

two may be happy. Clive Brook plays the

title part of the officer husband, with

Claudette Colbert as the wife, and Charles

Boyer is the doctor. A little comedy is

supplied by Andy Devine. Action is a

minority element in the story, and that's

another thing against it.

Cast: Clive Brook, Claudette Colbert.

Charles Boyer, Andy Devine, Alan Movi/bray,

Yola D'Avril, Barbara Leonard, Ronald Cos-

bey.

Director, Berthold Viertel; Authors, Nell

Blackwell, Roland Edwards; Adaptor, 0. H

P, Garrett; Cameraman, Karl Struss.

Direction, handicapped. Photography,

good.

PettiJohn Opposes
Exclusive Run Plan

{Continued from Page 1)

est houses in the most remote locali-
ies are able to see the same enter-
tainment that is shown in the big-
gest deluxe theaters.

Defending block booking, protection and
blind buying, the Hays office official said the
theater patron buys his entertainment blind,
just as the exhibitor does, with the difference
that exhibitors can get adjustments when they
lose money on a picture, whereas theater
patrons do not get a refund when they aren't

'

satisfied. "Protection is essential to the first-

runs in return for the higher prices they
pay for films," declared Pettijohn, "and it is

the big prices paid by these houses that
makes it possible to eventually sell the same
pictures to small houses for a nominal sum.
There isn't a single company that is selling
niore than one-third of its customers its en-
tire block of pictures."

Pettijohn attacked non-theatrical competi-
tion, and the Cinema Club agreed to cooperate
in combating the practice. On his arrival,
he was met at the station by all members
of the Film Board of Trade, including Samuel
Kramer of Warners, A. M. Goodman of
U. A., H. A. Silverberg of RKO, Louis
Freiberg of M-G-M, Mrs. Georgia Moffett
and others.

SHEA'S, AKRON, CLOSES
Akron, 0. — Plans for keeping

Shea's Colonial open through the
summer at a cut scale have been
dropped and the house is closed. It

will reopen in August as a first-run,

according to Jimmy Smith, manager.

June 25-26
John Quillan
William V. Mong

Al Sellg

George Abbott

William Stelner, Jr. Virginia Brown Faire

Neal Burns Mitchell Lewis
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REVIEWS OF SHORT SUBJECTS
Educational

"Vendetta"

Novelty

21 itiins.

An Operalogue by Kendall-De
Vally, suggested by the opera "Cav-
alleria Rusticana." It is very elabo-

rately produced with costuming and
sets, and a large cast of singers.

It is a tab version of the fa-

mous opera, sung in English. It

is problematical whether the aver-

age audience will go for this one,

for most of them are unfamiliar
with the operatic story, and the com-
pressed version does not make it

very clear. It's chief quality is its

novelty.

Ruth Etting in

"A Regular Trouper"

Vitaphone 6302 19 mins.

Fair Skit with Songs

Ruth Etting hasn't much to do in

this two-reeler, one of the Broadway
Brevities series, directed by Roy
Mack. Most of the footage is taken
up by an episode about a traveling
show troupe. Ruth is engaged to the
manager of the outfit, but he trans-
fers his attentions to her younger
sister who has just come from the
country to join the show. For the
sake of the sister's happiness, Ruth
accepts her tough break philosophi-

cally. A couple of popular songs are

sung by Miss Etting in the course
of the skit, and these vocal num-
bers supply the most enjoyable parts

of the subject.

"Rambling Round Radio Row"
with Jerry Wald

Vitaphone 1409 10 mins.

Good Novelty
Interesting and amusing tour of a

radio studio. Jerry Wald, who con-
ducts the excursion, is a popular
New York radio columnist. He i?

accompanied by Syd Gary, and
among the various "mike" artists
who appear in the short are Kate
Smith, Colonel Stoopnagle and Bud
Boswell Sisters, Abe Lyman, Nat
Brusiloff and Jack Miller. Alf
Goulding directed.

Hugh Harman—Rudolf Ising's

'BOSKO
Star of

LOONEY
TUNES

Released for third year by

WARNER BROS.
HARMAN—ISING PRODUCTIONS

In Association With
LEON SCHLESINGER

"Screen Souvenirs"
(No. 10)

Paramount 10 mins.
Swell

Holding nicely to the level of pre-
vious subjects, both in subject mat-
ter and in the gag comments, this
number shows a 1904 Easter parade
in Atlantic City, followed by a series
of early screen bits with such
famous players as Florence Turner,
Lillian Walker, Flora Finch, Harry
T. Morey, Anita Stewart, Gloria
Swanson, and others. There is also
a sequence on President Taft at a
ball game, some scenes of the first
floral parade in early California
days, and a 1905 drammer of Wall
Street. All interesting, in addition
to the many good laughs.

"South American Journeys"
(E. M. Newman Travel Talk)

Vitaphone 5709 9 mins.
Interesting

Another very interesting journey
with the entertaining and instruc-
tive traveler, E. M, Newman. Prin-
cipal spots of South America are
shown and briefly described in ac-
companying dialogue. An excellent
subject of its kind.

"The World Dances"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

Okay
A compilation of native dances in

various lands, moderately entertain-
mg as a whole. Among the different
interpretations offered are the danc-
ing of Negroes down in Dixie, the
Hawaiian hula, the Highland fling,
the Cuban Rhumba, devil dancing in
Ceylon. Geisha girls doing their
stuff in a Japanese theater, and the
dance as it is done in Bali.

Ethel Merman in

"Irene"
Paramount 10 mins.

Agreeable
Against the background of a little

domestic situation, Ethel Merman
delivers a couple of popular num-
bers in her distinctive style. The
first song is "Shadows on the Wall,"
which she sings just after she has
gone broke at gambling in Reno,
where she is seeking a divorce, and
the other number is "Wipe That
Frown Off Your Face," occasioned
by a happy finish when her hubby
makes an unexpected appearance
and a reconciliation is effected.

Andy Clyde in

"Alaska Love"
Educational 20 mins.

Scores
A Mack Sennett with Andy Clyde

supported by Irene Thompson. Andy
is married to a young and pretty
dame, and when she goes on a trip
to Alaska, his cynical pal poisons
his mind with jealousy by pointing
out that wifie's old sweetheart is

also taking the same trip. So Andy
and the pal take an airplane to
Alaska and bust in on the wife in a
lonely cabin, with some surprising
developments. Authentic Alaskan
scenes are introduced, which lends
a fine scenic touch to the fine comedy
work of Andy. It .should score easily.

sections. She appears intermittently
in the short, taking turns with the
cartoon work and the dancing ball
sequences, and her vocalizing is
okay. A nice subject of its kind.

"Paramount Pictorial"
(No. 9)

Paramount 9 n,i„s.
Good

A sequence in which Harry Von
Tilzer famous for years as a pub-
lisher of popular songs, shows how
some of the numbers are born and
developed, is the highlight of this
issue of the Paramount's pictorial
magazine reel. Von Tilzer, who is
described as the "Daddy of the
Popular Song," does his stuff at the
piano, with the assistance of a male
partner, and together they re-enact
the creation of several famous pop
numbers of years ago. Other chap-
ters m the reel are "Beauty on the
Wing," showing a variety of tropical
birds, in colors, and "Music from tht
Mines," in which groups of miners
offer some of their folk songs.

"Shine On Harvest Moon"
with Alice Joy

Paramount 7 mins.
Good Screen Song

Alice Joy, who is featured in this
Max Fleischer screen song, has
enough radio background to make
her name a fairly good draw in most

Cartoon Comedy Ideas

Still In Abundance
By PAUL TERRY

i Co-Producer with Frank Moser of "Paul Terry-Toons"
I

gECAUSE of the countless number
of ideas that suggest themselves

during the course of a year to a
producer of animated cartoons, no
producer can make hard-set rules on
the nature of his product, without
running into the danger of missing
some real bets.
During the current season, we hitupon the Idea of giving an operatic

flavor to three of our cartoons-
^J.ngie Bells," "Peg Leg Pete" andThe Mad King." These struck
such a responsive chord with the
P^oUc that we will undoubtedly in-
clude about six made along these
lines in our new season's line-up—
that IS, provided they continue to
get the same splendid reception.

Farmer Alfalfa, as the only human
character in the cartoons, has proved
popular; therefore, several of ournew subjects will include this eccen-
tric character.
With 26 new Terry-Toons to be

released during the coming season,
and the tremendous scope with
which we have to work, it is certain-
ly possible to inject sufficient variety

w-il^^l.
*^^ series constantly fresh.

With the abundance of material to
work with, there should never be
any chance for any one angle to be
overdone. Therefore, we are start-
ing the new season with open minds.
Ine audience reaction of each re-
lease will be carefully watched in
order that each new subject will re-
flect the public's taste.

"Cocky Cockroach"
Educational 7 mins.

Lively
A lively animated Terry-Toon re-

counting the adventures of hero
cockroach saving his darling from
the spider villain. The cartoon is
done in the heroic manner of grand
opera and also melodrama, and is
very amusing. The musical scoring
by Philip Scheib is original for this
opus, and helps to put it over with
class.

(N THE HEART OF

HOLLYWOOD

HOLLYWOOD'S most convenient hotel.
Next to famous studios, theatres, cafes

and shops... ten minutes from golf courses,
bridle paths, etc.

.The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-
nished, with restful beds, glistening tile
baths and showers, excellent service and
cuisine, convenient parking—every modern
convenience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 and up, single.
$3. 50 up, double. $4. 50 up, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Look for the "Doorway of Hospitality"

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
VINE ST. AT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

1
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
JIMMY DURANTE and Clyde Cook
J have been added to the cast of

Marion Davies' new starring film for

M-G-M. The picture, as yet untitled,

is an original story for the screen

by Frances Marion. Edmund Gould-
ing is directing, with Robert Mont-
gomery, Billie Dove and James
Gleason in the supporting cast.

* *

Here and There: Polan Banks
and Geoffrey Shurlock lunching with

Claire Trevor; Dave Werner driving

his new 12-cylinder Cadillac.
* *

RKO ASSIGNMENTS: Richard

Dix will be starred in "Liberty Road,"

which Rowland Brown will direct

from a script by Samuel Ornitz,

Robert Tasker and Brown . . . Rich-

ard Cromwell has been given the

leading role in "Fraternity House,"

from Martin Flavin's play, "Cross-

roads," with Dorothy Wilson, Arline

Judge, Eric Linden and John Halli-

day, under direction of Gregory La
Cava.

"Beauty Parlor," a Chesterfield
picture being made by George R.

Batcheller, is now in production. It

features Barbara Kent, John Har-
ron, Joyce Compton, Dorothy Revier,
Betty Mack, Wheeler Oakman,
Mischa Auer and Albert Gran.
"Beauty Parlor" is an original stor>

by Marion Orth. Richard Thorpe is

directing.
* * *

As soon as Edward G. Robinson
finishes work in First National's
"Tiger Shark," which is now ex-

pected to reach completion late this

week, he will go to New York.
* * *

After a series of personal appear-
ances beginning in New York,
stretching across the continent and
ending in Los Angeles, Bing Crosby
has arrived in Hollywood to head the
list of radio stars who will appear
in Paramount's story of radioland,

"The Big Broadcast."

"Flesh" will be Wallace Beery's
next starring picture for M-G-M un-
der direction of Robert Z. Leonard.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Ready Reference Directory
WITH ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS OF RECOGNIZED

INDUSTRY CONCERNS

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

CHEILA BARRETT, who was fea-

tured in several Vitaphone shorts

during the past year and who has
become quite popular through her

impersonations of various screen and
stage celebrities, including Bert

Lahr, ZaSu Pitts and Lupe Velez,

is now appearing on the Park Cen-
tral Roof nightly.

•

Sam Sax, who recently returned

from Hollywood where he produced
several Technicolor musical comedy
two reelers for Vitaphone, is busy
again at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio lining up talent for next sea-

son's shorts productions.

•

Herman Ruby and his staff of

writers, which includes Burnet Her-
shey. Glen Lambert, A. D. Otvos
and Jack Henley, are holding daily

conferences on scripts for next sea-

son's Vitaphone schedule. The scripts

for the two-reel Technicolor shorts

which Roy Mack is directing in Hol-
lywood also originated at the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone studio.

•

Due to a slipping camera shaft,

during the shooting of the -picture

"Love and Death" by the Aurora
Film Co., a few scenes were run out

of synchronization but through the

efforts of Harry DeBelsch and his

assistant, Harry Glass, of the Stand-
ard Sound Recording Corp., the

scenes were put back into perfect
synchronization without having to

retake the scene, or resorting to the
m.ethod of cutting notches on the

picture.

Vitaphonites absent from the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio on vaca-
tions include Herman Ruby, head of
the writing staff, and Monte Shaff,
Sam Sax's assistant, who is spend-
ing his time at a Maine camp.

•

Walter Sheridan, who assisted
Monty Brice on the Boswell-Nick
Kenny short, made by William Ro-
land and Monty Brice Productions,
will serve in the same capacity in
the third of the series which will
feature Morton Downey and is

scheduled to go into production next
Thursday at the Eastern Service
studio.

•

Among the many representatives
of the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio
who attended the Warner Club boat
ride to Karatsontis, L. I., on June
22 were Louise Weyrauch, Miriam
Peyser, Milton Singer, Stuart Karp,
John Condon, Bessie Zimmerman,
lilian Cohen, George O'Keefe, Joseph
Spray, Herbert French, Ruth Krug-
man, Charles Grecke, Dan Leahy,
Mae Dranow and Ivy Fialkoff, and a
swell time was had by all.

•

Walter Fenner has been added to

the cast of "Divorce Racket," first of
six feature pictures which Paradise
Pictures, E. H. "Manny" Goldstein,
president, will produce at the Ideal
studios in Hudson Heights, N. J.
James Rennie will be starred, with
Olive Bo^-den, Judith Wood, Wilfred
Jessop, Harry Tyler, Adrian Rosley,
Charles Eaton and Joseph Calleia.
Aubrey Scotto has the directorial
assignment.

Cooling
1

Typhoon Air Conditioning Co.

I C E D A I R E
Simple—Low Priced—as good as the

best

233 W. 42 St. N. Y. C. WIsc.7-1296

COOL YOUR THEATRE

KOOL^ERAIRE
Results Guaranteed

KOOLERAIRE ENG. CORP.
1904 Paramount BIdg., N. Y.

1223 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Distributors

1
Action Films for the Family

I

Distributed by

BIG 4 FILM CORP.
Paramount BIdg. ' New York City

and 31 Affiliated Exchanges

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF
RUSSIAN PICTURES

Sound and Talking Pictures

AMKINO CORP.
723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-7680

PORT 0' CALL

Imperial Dis

729 7th Ave., N. Y.

BRyant 9-8670

MONTE CARLO MADNESS
SARI MARITZA

A Naughty—Romantic—Extravaganza

FIRST ANGLO CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address:Thomfilm PEn. 6-4424

NOW RELEASING
"TEMPTATION'S WORKSHOP"

Mayfair Pictures Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Chronophron Tel. CHic. 4-0828

NOW RELEASING

"They Never Come Back"
Regis Toomey, Dorothy Sebastian

Earle Foxe, Gertrude Astor
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.

729 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C. BRyant 9-3169

STANLEY DIST. CORP.
Motion Picture Producing and Releasing

729 Seventh Ave. New York City

Telephone BRyant 9-2812

"THE LIMPING MAN"
THRILLING MYSTERY DRAMA

POWERS PICTURES, INC.
723—7th Ave. BRyant 9-6067

N. Y. Exchange, 630—9th Ave.

• Distributors •
(Continued) J

Being Prepared

"DERBY DAY"
Sixth of Series 12 Feature Prod.

All Rights Protected
EAGLE PRODUCTIONS, LTD.

729 7th Ave. New York City
Tel.: BRyant 9-2540

• Equipment

1
S.O.S. CORP.
Largest Distributors of

TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT
THEATRE & AMUSEMENT SUPPLIES

Bargains on Used and Rebuilt Apparatus

leOOB'WAY, N. Y. Tel. CHickering 4-1717

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
SALES : SERVICE : RENTALS
We Light Studios—Theatre Fronts

Studio Sets—Generator Trucks Furnished

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE CO.
318-320 W. 48th St.. N. Y. Tel. CHic. 4-2074

Exchanges

J
WILD WOMEN of BORNEO

PERCENTAGE ENGAGEMENTS
Now Booking Nationally

The World's Leading Independent
First Division Exchanges, Inc.

Buffalo, Albany, Wash., Phila., N. Y.
630—9th Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEnn. 6-4424

NOW PLAYING
AT R.K.O. THEATRES
"LOVEBOUND"

with
Jack Mulhall-Natalie Moorhead

HOLLYWOOD PICTURES CORP.
630 9th Ave., N.Y.C. CHick. 4-3949

"DRIFTING SOULS"
LOIS WILSON—THEODOR VON ELTZ
RAYMOND HATTON—SHIRLEY GRAY
EDMUND BREESE—GENE GOWING

Capital Film Exchange
630 9th Ave., N.Y.C. PEnn. 6-9351

GRETA GARBO
"STREETS of SORROW"
RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE

729—7th AVENUE
BRyant 9-5395 SUITE 604

• Finance •

1
General Motion Picture Financing

Advances on Negatives

Notes on Trade Acceptance Bought

AMUSEMENT SECURITIES CORP.
729 7th Ave. New York City

Tel: BRyant 9-5928
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Film Libraries

1

Over 5,000,000 feet of negatives and
positives—scenes of every conceivable

description.

General Film Library, Inc.
729—7th Ave. New York City

Phone: BRyant 9-4417

A MILLION FEET OF EVERYTHING

"STOCK SHOTS"
Stone Film Library

729—7th Avenue New York, N. Y.

Tel.: BRyant 9-4370-4446 Room 605

RITCHEY EXPORT CORP.
723—7th Avenue BRyant 9-8347

Exclusive Distributors in the Foreign

Market of Monogram Pictures

Product
of

of all leading
Producers.

and
Independent

J. H. HOFFBERG CO., Inc.

729 7th Ave. MEdallion 3-3813-14

Handling

CHESTERFIELD—MASCOT—PROSPERITY
WILLIS KENT—BIG FOUR, ETC.

auten and wild, inc.

International Film Distribution

1540 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
Cable: Auteprep New York Tel. BRy. 9-9883
LONDON PARIS BERLIN

AMERANGLO CORPORATION
EXPORTERS—IMPORTERS

LONDON PARIS
Cable: Chronophon

226 West 42nd Street

New York City

BERLIN

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
FREIGHT FORWARDERS

MIKE MORAN
Mutual Transport Co., Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue N. Y. City

Tel: BRyant 9-0532

Specializing in Forwarding and Insuring

of Films and Accessories

M. J. CARNEY
276 Fifth Avenue New York City

Tel: Murray Hill 4-6156

• Hotels •
}

AMERICA'S FIRST

TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE ST. MORITZ
ON THE PARK

50 Central Park South New York City

WHAT TO BUY AND WHERE TO BUY IT

Hotels
(Continued)

ST. CHARLES
Occupying Entire Block on the Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY
A Smart Hotel in America's Smartest
Resort. Ideal Convention Facilities.

ATTRACTIVE RATES

THE BREAKERS
On the Boardwalk. Atlantic City, N. J.

Concert Orchestra—French Cuisine
Cabaret—Dancing—Refreshments Each
Week-End—Complimentary to Guests
Emanuel E. Katz, Managing Director

IN NEW YORK

HOTEL PLYMOUTH
49th ST. EAST OF BROADWAY

In the Heart of the Motion Picture

Industry. Most Moderate Weekly Rates
S. J. Mitchell, Manager

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates

Insurance

REEL INSURANCE SERVICE

JEROMEJ. COHEN, Inc.

55 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel: LOngacre 5-7370-1

Laboratories

CRAFT FILM
LABORATORIES, Inc.

729 7th AVE., N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-5372-3-4

Laboratories—Flushing, L. I.

De Luxe Trailers, Inc.

Developing and Printing

630 Ninth Avenue
Tel. PEnn. 6-6636

Movie Stills

1
Service That Is Real—Not a Slogan

Stern Photo Co., Inc.
MOVIE STILLS EXCLUSIVELY
318-20 WEST 46th STREET

Telephone: LOngacre 5-6833—N. Y. C.

Office Space
1

OFFICES and EXCHANGES
With Vaults, Projection, Cutting

and Shipping Rooms

126-130 W. 46th Street

Leavitt Building
2nd Floor Tel: BRy. 9-7747

Photographers

"Portraits of Distinction"

IRVING CHIDNOFF
469 Fifth Avenue New York

• Printers •

MOTION PICTURE PRINTING—PRESS
BOOKS—INSERTS—ANNOUNCEMENTS

THEATRE PROGRAMS-
WINDOW CARDS, Etc.

The Longacre Press, Inc.
LEO KLEBANOW

427 W. 42nd St. MEdallion 3-1953

Projection Rooms

Wisconsin 7-1756

REXSERVE CORPORATION
AIR COOLED R.C.A. EQUIPPED

80 Comfortable Seats
Day or Night Screenings

1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Scrap Film

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

• Sound Effects •

Unusually Lifelike Imitations
For Talkies, Radios, etc.
American, African, Asiatic Birds
Barnyard Animals, Insects, Etc.

DONALD BAIN
36 W. 71st St. New York City

Tel: Susquehanna 7-7934

Special Effects

Cinemotion Studios, Inc.

Best equipped studio in the East for

Optical Tricks—Effects

—

Animation of all types.

Original Ideas—Special Effects

"We cure all film ills"

EDDIE WHITE MANNY JACOBS

145 West 45 St., N.Y.C.

BRyant 9-6796

Studios

Recording As Good As The Best

All Modern Equipment

Atlas Soundfilm Studios,
130 West 46th Street

BRyant 9-7754 New York City

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 7th Ave. Circle 7-4911-4912

"SHOOT PICTURES IN N. Y. CITY"
Or Location Large Stage

Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film

and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality
and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS

Latest equipment for recording sound on
film and disc and synchronizing. Several

large sound stages, many sets. Sound
truck available. Prices very reasonable

1600 Broadway New Yoit
Tel: LAckawaniia 4-7511

Theater Fronts

THE ART GUILD
THEATRE FRONTS AND LOBBIES

250 West 54th Street, New York City

Telephone: COIumbus 5-5780

Trailers

DE LUXE TRAILERS
THE DISTINCTIVE
SCREEN SERVICE

DE LUXE TRAILERS, INC.
630—9tb Ave., N.Y.C. Tel. PEn. 6-6636

1

At Your Service . .

,

THE LARGEST AND BEST
EQUIPPED SERVICE SOUND
STUDIOS EAST OF HOLLYWOOD

Highly trained personnel—cutting
rooms—Projection rooms—ample
vault space . . .

WESTERN ELECTRIC IMPROVED
NOISELESS RECORDING AND

RE-RECORDING.

EASTERN SERVICE STUDIOS, Inc.

2826-34 Decatur Ave. RAymond 9-1315
Downtown Office—250 W. 57th Street

N.Y.C. COIumbus 5-6074

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

723-7th AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 9-6067

1

J



Now they're ''shooting"

it on location, too

JrOR some time after its announcement,

Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic Film was

used chiefly under artificial light. Now many

cameramen are "shooting" it on location, too

...for these reasons: (l) Its speed substantially

lengthens the photographic day... (2) It offers

special advantages in photographing certain

types of scenes and costumes... (3) In all scenes

it yields that subtly superior quality which

marks the most advanced motion picture pho-

tography ... (4) It gives the cinematographer a

single negative medium for all purposes...

a

medium which, once fully understood, affords

a range of possibilities bounded only by the

user's imagination and technical skill. Eastman

Kodak Company. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distrib-

utors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Supersensitive

Panchromatic Negative (Gray-backed)
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HiramBrown LeavesRKO Aug. l,Says Aylesworth

HOLLYWlD GIRDS FORllGATIVE READlSTMENT

Both MPTOA and Allied Plan "Hands 0((" on Duals

No Official Action to Be
Taken Though Leaders

Oppose Practice
Although leaders of both national

exhibitor organizations are practi-

cally unanimous in their opposition
to double featuring, policy of the
M. P. T. O. A. and Allied is to main-
tain a "hands off" attitude as far as

(Continued on Patfe 16)

SEES ENGLAND HELD BACK

BY rOREIGN TALENT BAN

Hollywood—England's progress in

film production is seriously handi-'

capped by the strict limitations on
foreign actors, directors and techni-

cians, according to Darryl Zanuck,

who is just returning to the coast

from abroad. Pointing to the com-
parative freedom enjoyed by Euro-
pean artists in coming here, Zanuck
says that the British could make as

good pictures as Hollywood if they

would lift the bars and let in new
blood.

New York Allied Unit

Boosting Roster to 70

Plans for a membership drive

which is expected to jump the unit's

roster to 70 exhibitors will be made
at a meeting of the Allied New
York state organization July 12 in

Albany. Abram F. Myers, Sidney

Samuelson, Pete Harrison and

Nathan Yamins are listed as speak-

ers. Organization now comprises

about 40 theater men.

No More Stock Probing Likely
iVasliington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—When and if the Senate's stock exchange inquiry is

resumed in the fall, no further probing of amusement stocks is regarded

likely in informed circles here. Warner, RKO and Fox issues have been

taken up thus far, with William Fox in the latter case being prevented

from appearing at any of the sessions due to illness.

230 Houses Bombed This Year;
Labor Disputes in Most Cases

Jack Hattam Circuit

Adding Seventh House
Jack Hattam on Sept. 1 will in-

crease his circuit to seven houses
when he takes over the Williams-
burg, Brooklyn. His others are the

Ritz, Sunset, Berkshire, Sumner,
Kismet and State.

Approximately 230 theater bomb-
ings, believed to be an unprecedented
total, have been reported in the first

six months of this year, a Film
Daily checkup shows. Labor
trouble of some kind existed in about
90 per cent of the situations where
the attacks occurred, although only

(Continued on Page 16)

280 Churches Lined Up to Play

Series of Irish Productions

Dismiss Warner Suit

Wilmington, Del. — Receivership

suit of M. P. V. Newcastle against

Warners is being dismissed in Chan-

cery Court here upon motion of

counsel for Newcastle, who plans to

prosecute his claim as a co-com-

plainant in the Harry Koplar suit,

which is now the only one on the

docket.

With 280 Catholic churches

throughout the country reported

lined up to play his pictures, Roland

Tevlin and associates are planning

to produce a series of Irish features

to be delivered weekly during the

fall and winter. First unit, with

Tevlin in charge and Lem Kennedy
as director, plans to sail July 9.

Exteriors will be made in Ireland

and interiors at a London studio.

"Bring 'Em Back Alive"

Plays to 82,660 in Week
Surpassing the previous attend-

ance record by 6,300. "Bring: 'Em
Back Alive" played to 82,660 admis-
sions in its first full week at the

Mayfair. Second week shows indi-

cation of holding up with the first,

the final performance running: until

3 A. M. in order to accommodate
overflow crowds.

Retirement of Brown fromRKO
Scheduled to Take Place Aug. 1

30-50 P. C. Cut in Studio
Costs to Meet Lower

Admissions
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—One of the biggest re-

adjustments that the film industry
has yet had to face is scheduled to

take place within the next six

months when producers gear their

studio costs to conform with the low-
er admission scales now being in-

stituted pretty generally throughout
the country. With box-office prices

being revised anywhere from 10 to

50 per cent, producing executives
figure that negative costs will have

(Continued on Page 16)

18 mmjl SHORTS

PUNNED BYjRA SIMMONS

Twelve novelty features, six melo-
dramas and 52 short subjects are
scheduled by Ira Simmons as the
line-up for the newly formed Stan-
ley Distributing Co., of which Sim-
mons is president. The organization
will have a special music depart-
ment headed by Lew White, organ-
ist. Production of the dramas will

take place in the east. Offices have
been opened at 729 Seventh Ave.

Voters Approve House
In Exclusive Section

Minneapolis — Construction of a
$70,000 theater by W. R. Frank in

an exclusive residential section has
been approved by voters, follo\Ning

what is believed to be the first time
in the history of the city that such
an issue was placed directly before
the people.

Union Walkout Looms
In St. Louis Dispute

St. Louis—Union projectionists at

the Ambassador and Missouri thea-

ters and stage hands are scheduled

to walk out today, if Publix does

not settle a dispute involving the

payment of $2.50 an hour for "test-

ing hours."

Hiram S. Brown, formerly presi-

dent of RKO and now advisor to

Merlin H. Aylesworth, will leave the

organization Aug. 1, Aylesworth
told a group of trade paper rep-

resentatives at a meeting held Sat-

urday in the National Broadcasting
offices.

Speaking of his recent trip to the
(Continued on Pace 16)

Maintaining Morale

Crystal City, Mo.—To help keep

up the morale of its 650 employees,

many of whom are unemployed due
to current conditions, the Pittsburgh

Plate Glass Co., principal industry

here, is distributing 2,500 free movie

tickets to the workers and their

families.
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"LETTY LYNTON" SUIT
Edward Shelton and Margaret

Ayer Barnes, playwright, have filed
suit against M-G-M charging that
"Letty Lynton" was plagiarized
from their drama, "Dishonored
Lady," which they say the film com-
pany had promised to produce and
pay the authors $30,000.

ST. LOUIS TAX HEARING
St. Louis—The Legislation Com-

mittee of the Board of Aldermen
will conduct a public hearing today
on a bill providing for a special tax
on amusement admissions.

j'{ New York

it 1540 Broadway
ft BRyanr 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Creicent St.

STillwell 4-7940
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Eastman Films
8 J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Av*.
CAIumat 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.

Hollywood 4121

The Broadway Parade
(Week of June 24)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"New Morals For Old" M-G-M
"The Man From Yesterday" Paramount
"Bachelor's Affairs" Fox ....
"Winner Take All" (2nd Week) Warner Bros. ...

"Bring 'Em Back Alive" (2nd Week) .RKO
"Office Girl" RKO

. Capitol

.Paramount
. Roxy
.Strand
.Mayfair
.Cameo
.Globe"Sharkey-Schmeling Fight" Leon Britton

EXTENDED RUNS
"Scarface" (6th Week) United Artists ... .

"Dark Horse" (3rd Week) First National
.Rialto
.Winter Garden

$2 RUNS
"Grand Hotel" (llth Week) M-G-M . Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES
"Schubert's Fruehlingstraum" . . Capitol Film Exch.
"Der Kongress Tanzt" (2nd Week) Leo Brecher
"Le Roi Des Resquilleurs" (3rd Week).... Leo Brecher
"Hurra Ein Junge" Capitol Film Exch.

Europa
.Little Carnegie
.5th Ave. Playhouse
. Hindenburg

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Mystery Ranch" (June 29) Fox
"Der Falsche Feldmarschall" (June 29) . . . Capitol Film Exch.
"Red Headed Woman" (June 30) M-G-M
"Aren't We All?" (June 30) Paramount
"Make Me a Star" (July 1) Paramount

.Winter Garden

.Hindenburg

.Capitol
Rivoli
Paramount

GUMBINER ADDS HOUSE
Chicago—Max Gumbiner will take

over the Drexel, 63rd and Drexel
Blvd., Aug. 1 from the Bartholamew
estate. Nortman & Fetcher have
been operating the house for 12
years.

JEAN'S WEDDING GIFT
iVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Paul Bern, who is

marrying Jean Harlow on July 2,

has given his prospective bride a
deed to his $60,000 home as a wed-
ding gift.

PROSPERITY TITLE CHANGES
Prosperity Pictures has changed

the title of "Clipped Wings" to "The
Sin Cargo," and "Paroled" to "The
Invisible Power." Both are part of
the group of eight features planned
for 1932-33. A campaign book is

now in preparation.
Deals have been closed by Jack

Lustberg, general sales manager,
whereby Selected Pictures Co. of
Cleveland will distribute the Pros-
perity product in Ohio and Ken-
tucky, while Cosmo Screen Attrac-
tions of Boston will handle New
England.

SUTHERLAND AT RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Eddie Sutherland has

been signed by RKO Radio Pictures
to direct "Mysteries of the French
Secret Police."

RKO SIGNS PLAYWRIGHT
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Frederick Schlick,

New York playwright, is a new
member of the writing staff at RKO.

FIFI D'ORSAY SIGNED
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — I. E. Chadwick has

signed Fifi D'Orsay, just back from
a stage tour, for the starring role in
"The Girl from Calgary," which
Monogram will release.

BABY PEGGY NOW INGENUE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Babby Peggy, who is

now old enough to be billed under
her full name of Peggy Montgomery,
has been signed by Norman Sper
for the Gleasons' Sport Featurettes
which he is making for Educational.
Banks Winter, old minstrel man, is

another addition to the cast.

PLANS DUBUQUE HOUSE
Dubuque, la.—Mrs. R. E. Duttle

is making plans for constructing a
$10,000 theater here.

KANDEL ON COAST
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Morris J. Kandel,

president of Prosperity Pictures
Corp., has arrived here to establish
west coast offices for his company,
as well as for General Film Library.
Kandel will remain during the pro-
duction of Prosperity's first feature,
scheduled to be in the exchanges
during August.

NEW WISCONSIN FIRM
Madison, Wis.—Articles of incor-

poration have been filed by the Wis-
consin Theater Enterprises. Signers
of the articles are H. D. Weaver
P. P. Rohr and H. J. Helmer.

TWO NEW CAMERA DEVICES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Two new camera de-

vices have just been used by Para-
mount for the first time in connec-
tion with "Blonde Venus." One is

an "automatic follow focus," which
operates both camera lense and
view-finder simultaneously, permit-
ting the cameraman to keep players
in focus while moving toward or
away from the camera. The other,
a "blooping light," is a visible signal
to the cameraman that the camera
is in synchrony with the recording
machine and that the scene may be-
gin.

PUBLIX DES MOINES CHANGES
Des Moines—Publix has closed the

Des Moines and reopened the Strand.
Harold R. Sheridan shifts to the lat-
ter house as manager.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Educational and World Wide
sales meetmg, Los Angeles.

June 28: Weekly Luncheon Forum of Mo-
tion Picture Club.

June 29: Sheriff's sale of five Chamberlain
Amusement Co. theaters, Sunbury, Pa.

June 30: Weekly luncheon of A. M. P A
Sardi's Restaurant. ' '*

July 6: Testimonial dinner to Eddie
Schmtzer, Educational-World Wide New
York exchange manager. Hotel Astor,New York.

July 11: Resumed hearing of Cleveland ex-
hibitors "monopoly" suit against dis-

York'°"'
Association Building, New

July 12: Meeting of AlUed Theater Owners
of New York, Albany.

^^^^\}^'?*- ^Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
na. New York.

3 WORLD WIDE RELEASES SET
Release dates have been set on

three new World Wide productions.
"Hell Fire Austin," Ken Maynard
western, has been set for release this
week. On July 17, "The Man Called
Back," in which Conrad Nagel plays
the title role, will be nationally re-
eased, and "Son of Oklahoma," star-
ing Bob Steele, will be released
July 10.

GOLDWYN SIGNS NEWCOMERS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Two newcomers, Viv-

ian Mathews and Betty Bassett,
brunettes who have never been be-
ore the camera, are being brought
here from New York by Samuel
Goldwyn for the Eddie Cantor pic-
ture, "The Kid from Spain."

TAKE THE LEAP
I. E. Epstein, Loew theater man-

ager, and Jessie Hill, secretary to
Harry Rosenquest, assistant Vita-
phone sales manager, were married
yesterday. They will spend a week's
honeymoon in Atlantic City.

SOLD BY SHERIFF
Cedar Rapids, la.—The Paramount

theater here was sold at sheriff's

sale to Adolph Fisher of Chicago
for $175,000.

CHICAGO AMERICAN CLOSED
Chicago—The American has closed

and probably will remain dark for

the summer.

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY
stock Effects of Every Description

On Disc and Film

Special Effects Created for

SCREEN — STAGE — RADIO

LEONARD MITCHILL
Suite 1711 729 Seventh Ave.

New York City, N. Y.

Phone: BRyant 9-5543

PRODUCERS ATTENTION!
WE DISTRIBUTE

FEATURES and SHORTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

RELIANCE FILMS
729 Seventh Ave. BRyant 9-U95
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OUR ANSWER

DEPRESSION is a challenge to our industry, as to all

others. The double feature menace this year has

brought a double challenge to the short subject

branch of our business. Educational's answer to this

double challenge is a program of short subjects

offering more big box-office names and a greater variety

of subject matter than ever before in its history.

We invite you to compare Educational's short subject pro-

gram for 1932-1933 with any ever put on the market by this

or any other company.

This brilliant list of short subject entertainment tells a story

of courage and confidence. Educational and the producers

associated with its new program believe the public has

shown clearly its preference for variety entertainment, and

that the diversified program must again be the rule for

successful picture theatres. And with the public so manifestly

demanding the utmost value for its money, the highest

quality of entertainment must be provided in every unit of

these diversified programs.

All our plans for 1932-1933 are based on meeting these

conditions. We believe the box-office merit of this line-up

of pictures will be apparent to every exhibitor. And in va-

riety they run the whole gamut of short subject entertainment

from slapstick comedy to opera.

Variety entertainment was never more welcome to the public.

Fine quality short subjects were never more necessary to the

exhibitor. Here is a program that we are confident meets the

requirements of both showman and theatre patron.

•THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"
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doctor:- a serious cose of

feature indigesfion!

NURSE: - Is there ony hope?

doctor:- Sure! If they II only

give him more variety in his diet.

Whether you need broad comedy,

farce, sports or grand opera to

give proper balance to your show,

you can find your picture in

this great list of two-reel subjects.

^

^rAWPYCWrPf
C O M E Df E S

The screen's best loved comedy character, and

one of the best box-ofFice names short subjects

have ever developed, in a nev/ series of delight-

ful, whimsical comedies, continuing the "young

old man" characterization he has made so

famous.

SPORTS ^
ife^TURETTES. ^p

TRAVEL
ilDVENTUREI

VAWinnv
(C<0>l^fllEIOMIIE$

BUSTER and JOHN WEST, BILLY BEVAN
and other box-office stars for fun; Chris-

tie's Capering Campus Comediennes for

beauty. Real class comedies.

AL CHRISTIE Productions

*'

THE SPICE OF THE PROCnAM '

OVELTIES ^

^̂
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Reel Pictures
And, what's more, you will find a

name you ^11 want to put in your

lights. There will be no feature

indigestion where these two-reel

pictures are shown.

A

mora ii6mack
C €A4€ Dies

The TWO BLACK CROWS, long favorites of

stage, screen and radio, in a group of featur-

ettes reviving the universally popular nonsense

that made them famous. One of the best bets

in years among two-reel comedies.

MERMAID
CXj^ACDIC5 feafur.ng

HARRY LANGDON
And Other Famous Stars

After a long and honorable career

of laugh - making, MERMAID
COMEDIES add big name value

to their fast action fun.

TMf GUASONS'
Sporh Featuretl-e$

JAMES, LUCILE and RUSSELL GLEASON
featured in a group of sports stories written

by CHARLES PADDOCK, with a fresh com-

edy angle that will amuse everybody.

NORMAN L SPER Productions

comom
Revival of the famous SEWELL FORD

stories has struck a popular note every-

where. A new group of these wholesome

tales of youth, featuring RAY COOKE.

Produced and directed by C. C. BURR

W ID IE J^ IL
COIflEE>IES
A new group of these class comedies that

have featured so many big names, and

whose "Three Hollywood Girls" have

made millions laugh.

KendaU-cUVaU^

etalo^^s
World famous operas brought to the

screen in tabloid form. The highlights of

the story and the well known arias. A

unique series of musical film featurettes

that you can ballyhoo to the limit.

/ NATURE
THRILLS

r'^

\y

^nUGUCflT

Featuring A LOTTA HOOEY ond

HOWE FULLER BULONEY

Tom Mix had his horse! Bill Hart had his

gunsi Reginald Denny had his fistsi But our

hero hypnotizes 'em — and Howe// Watch

his eyes! They have "it" II And watch your

patrons eat up this first talking comedy

serial. It was once o thr-r-r-iiling drama,

but now, with uproarious dialogue by Harry

Miller and Lew Lehr, it is a comedy riot.

Each episode a complete comedy in itself.



\ lOX One-Reel

Satires on the big screen hits, enacted

by tiny tots. They pack a tremendous

appeal for young and old, and have

big exploitation possibilities.

Produced by JACK HAYS

NATliRORAPI4^S *

Startling close-ups of the strange, beautiful

and dramatic in the life of woodland, field

and stream. Rare glimpses into another world.

Produced by J. R. BRAY

Z2^
LYMAN H.HOWE'S

A series that holds the record for continuous

popularity. A never failing touch of spice for any

program. Thrills, surprises and amusement from

the four corners of the globe.

Produced by ROBERT E. GILLAUM

Ten great series of one-
reel pictures/ no two
alike. A program that
has never been ap-
proached in variety, or,

we believe, in quality.

BattlcAtLiFc

The ruthless warfare of nature, revealed

with all its amazing thrills through micro

and macro-photography. More kick than

a western.

Produced by NATHAN,
WOODARD and FAIRBANKS

Do VOTL ^
Remember £

Memories of the Gay Nineties at their

gayest With a line of chattel by Lew

Lehr and Harry Miller that will keep any

audience in on uproar of laughter

Produced by JOHNNIE WALKER
and MONROE GOLD

^̂
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Pictures

mntfrVXAMnui
Featuring

REINALD WERRENRATH
and the Alumni Glee Club

Showing the life and spirit of our famous
universities, with their songs sung by the

noted opera and radio baritone.

Produced by LARRY KENT

C O AA E D I E S

A popular favorite for years on the vaudeville

stage, TOM HOWARD is now making a new

record on the screen. These comedies are

the thing for a short spot of real fun.

cflm€i\n
flDU€nTUI\6$
Adventures off the beaten track. Dramatic

and thrilling camera stories of strange places,

people and things. Each picture a stirring

experience.

Produced by

PAT DOWUNG and HOBART BROWNELL

Educational's new program of one

and two-reel entertainment sets a re-

cord for any company, in any season,

for diversity. Slapstick comedy, light

comedy, cartoons, adventure, thrills,

feature news, nature, novelty,

beauty, college songs, tabloid opera.

And running through it all a great

list of names for your lights. Here's

the amusement diet to cure that too-

much-double-feature indigestion

from which both theatres and

patrons have been suffering.

, -THE SPICE i-F THE PROGRAM"
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No program of shorr subjects ever

gave you a better or bigger line of

star names to play up in your adver-

tising. Look them over again! There's

the jingle of added box-office

cash in the sound of these names.

CNAL FILIM EXCHANGES 9 //^r.

£

.v:

•THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM" .



A
FOUNDATION
PROGRAM

OF RED-BLOODED
ENTERTAINMENT

JOE BRAMDT

^mm WENTY-ONE feature pictures.

H IFHinH E<3ch from a story by a

H f ^H 1 famous writer known to the

H ^H millions of picture fans and

^ ^H fiction readers. A schedule

^^ of features offering a safe

and sure foundation of entertainment for any

theatre. Plus a great series of action pictures

starring the most popular of all western heroes,

Ken Maynard. Such is World Wide's ambitious

program for 1932-1933.

With comparatively few exceptions the great

stars today are on a free lance basis. More than

ever before the basic structure of any good

plan of picture production must be good stories

by good authors.World Wide offers you Eugene

O'Neill, Edna Ferber, Vina Delmar, and a long

list of equally popular authors. No company

can offer you more.

From the pens of the world's best sellers

come the stories that are being transferred to

the screen by several of the industry's most

experienced producers for this virile line of

red-blooded entertainment.

The star value will be equal to the author

value of these pictures. From the films' out-

standing players will be selected the great star

casts which best fit these best seller stories.

Read them over carefully. Analyze them one

by one. And you will know that you have here

a basic pjogram of proven entertainment

value second to none that you can secure

anywhere.



GAMBLING IN SOULS
Frorp the play "Recklessness"

By EUGENE O'NEILL
Author of "strange Interlude

A startling story of the young wife of a proud and unsym-

pathetic elderly husband who found love in the arms of

her chauffeur, with a tragic outcome.

A KBS Production. Produced at California TIFFANY Studios

SUMMER RESORT
From "Not a Day Over Tweniy-one"

by EDNA FERBER
A delicious comedy of romcntic intrigues in a fashionable

summer resort where four college boys on "o working

vacation" mix affairs of the heart with affairs of the kitchen.

A KBS Production. Produced at California TIFFANY Studios

THE WAY OF ALL WOMEN
From Rosalie s Career

By FAITH BALDWIN
Author of Week—End Marriage

A revealing story of the modern business girl. Rosalie's

career is a challenge to all who impugn her motives. A
story read by millions.

A KBS Production. Produced at California TIFFANY Studios

A STUDY IN SCARLET
By SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE

A Sherlock Holmes Adventure

Twenty-eight days to marry. Failure—and the mysterious

peril strikes. Then a long relentless search for revenge. A
famous story. A gripping picture.

A KBS Production. Produced at California TIFFANY Studios

GUILTY CONSCIENCE
From Quicksand

By REX BEACH
Author of "The Spoilers"

A moving challenge to capital punishment. The State about

to take on innocent boy's life—and nobody to believe the

guilty man's story that should set him free.

A KBS Production. Produced at California TIFFANY Studios

BABY FACE
By DONALD HENDERSON CLARKE

Author of "impatient Virgin" and Millie

Through murder charges and Third Degrees, "Baby Face"

fought his way clean handed, facing false accusations or

gunmen with equal courage. From the popular magazine

serial story.

A KBS Production. Produced at California TIFFANY Studios

THE CROOKED CIRCLE
By RALPH SPENCE
Author of The Gorilla"

A melodramatic mystery comedy, with a "Crimson Circle"

of threatening, mysterious hooded men, and one woman,
and a furious succession of hilarious laughs, thrills and chills

A WILLIAM SISTROM Production

TWO KINDS OF LOVE
From Thirtieth Birthday"

By URSULA PARROTT
Author of Ex -Wife" and "Strangers May Kiss"

A brilliantly successful star's unselfish love clashes with

her brother's love of gold, her career and her happiness
tottering over the abyss of his greed.

A BEN ZEIDMAN Production

FOOL'S PARADISE
By SADA COWAN

Author of "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife"

The Paradise of the Pacific becomes a fool's paradise for
men ensnared by Zonetto, the dancer. Hawaii, Shanghai,
Hong Kong. The glamor and the terror of the Orient.

An EDWIN CAREWE Production

SNAKE BITE
By ROBERT HICHENS

Author of The Garden of Allah

A vivid drama of the Sahara, in which the venomous white

viper strikes in time to save a woman, while the dreaded
sandstorm holds three persons with raging emotions pris-

oners for weeks.

An EDWIN CAREWE Production
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BREACH OF PROMISE
From Obscurity

By RUPERT HUGHES
Author of "Ladies' Man"

What is a governor's career to a greedy siren? Trapped
in a mesh of circumstances, on honest man's hopes shat-

tered by a false love suit. But was she a smart girl?

An EDWIN CAREWE Production



HYPNOTIZED
MACK SENNETT

Feature Comedy

with MORAN and MACK
and a great all-star cast

Mack Sennett's most ambitious feature comedy

production. An uproarious story of the circus writ-

ten by Sennett and his leading comedy experts.

Here is the big laugh treat the whole country needs.

A comedy of road show calibre now nearing

completion under Mack Sennett's personal su-

pervision to be the first release of the World

Wide Winners for 1932-1933.

UPTOWN NEW YORK
From "Uptown Woman"

By VINA DELMAR
Author of "Bad Girl"

Who con say that Angle, Uptown Woman, was to blame?
Tempted, wavering, yet in the end she was true. Told as
only Vina Delmar can tell such a story.

A KBS Production. Produced at California TIFFANY Studios

TEMPEST AND SUNSHINE
By MARY J. HOLMES

Author of "Lena Rivers"

Millions have loved this famous story. Millions more will

love the picture, made into a delightful musical romance

by a distinctly novel treatment.

A KBS Production. Produced at California TIFFANY Studios

ALIMONY RACKET
By GOUVERNEUR MORRIS

Author of Anybody's Woman"

Scandal mode to order. The "treasure hunt" of "career wo-

men" whose career is to make the man pay. The searchlight

of reason turned on one of the sorest spots in modern life.

ZEIDMAN Production

WEST OF THE PECOS
By ZANE GREY

Author of "Riders of the Purple Sage

A picture with the thundering sweep of the empire builders

of western Texas. One of GREY'S greatest stories, just

serialized in The American Magazine.

A WILLIAM SISTROM Production

HOLLYWOOD BALLYHOO
By WILSON MIZNER

Author of "Romance of the Underworld"

Hollywood— land of super-ballyhoo—where a whole city

lives on a diet of bright lights and headlines. A delight-

ful comedy full of novel thrills and romance.

A BRYAN FOY Production

MY SON
By MARTHA STANLEY

From the play made famous on stage and screen by ALLA

NAZIMOVA. Strong men and strong women of the hard

New England coast—and one mother more heroic than all

when her son failed.

An EDWIN CAREWE Production

FALSE FACES
From "Ugly People

by KUBEC GLASMON
Is changing ugly faces into pretty faces a science or a

racket? A dramatic story of a doctor whose greed over-

shadowed the ethics of his great profession.

A KBS Production. Produced at California TIFFANY Studios

WHERE LONELY LADIES WALK
By TIFFANY THAYER

Author of "Thirteen Men" and "Thirteen Women"

Two women of for different moral standards meet where

lonely ladies walk. Each is curious about the life the other

leads. Another great story from a great writer.

A BEN ZEIDMAN Production

KEN MAYNARD WESTERNS
A rip-roarin', fightin' star who has won his way into every

fan's heart. Pictures packed with hard ridin' and harder

fightin'. But pictures with story merit and production quality

that lift them out of the class of "just westerns", and moke
them Class A Entertainment anywhere.

A KBS Production. Produced at California TIFFANY Studios

THE DEATH KISS
By MADELON ST. DENNIS

Author of "The Spider Orchid Mystery"

A fantastic mystery of murders and sudden deaths that

baffle police, while the ruthless, diabolical Panther in his

exotic night club laughs at them.

A KBS Production. Produced at California TIFFANY Studios
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EVERY STORY FROM A FAMOUS AUTHOR
WITH MILLIONS OF READERS. . .

names ot these famous wnrersspel

entertainment — in capital letters — to your

patrons. Everyone a ''best seller" with mil-

lions of readers eager to see these famous
stories on the screen.

EUGENE O'NEILL

author of

"Strange Interlude"

DONALD
HENDERSON

CLARKE
author of "Allllie" and
"Impatient Virgin"

MARTHA STANLEY
whose play "My Son"
was mode famous by

Alio Nazimova

SIR ARTHUR

CONAN DOYLE
author of the famous

Sherlock Holmes
Detective Stories

REX BEACH

author of

"The Spoilers
'

WILSON MIZNER
author of

"Romance of the

Underworld"

RUPERT HUGHES

author of

"Ladles Man"

MARY J.

HOLMES

author of

"Lena Rivers"



In The CRITICS* FORUM
Question No. 4

IS

Is Present Day Theater Advertising Too

Inclined To Exaggerate?

"A thousand times yes," says Fred W. Spears of

the DENVER POST.

"Yes. To-day, yesterday and forever," says

Vernon L. Smith of the PALM BEACH TIMES.

"My God, Yes," says Harry Evans of LIFE, New
York.

"Very few films deserve superlatives," says

Harry M. Cochrane of the MANSFIELD NEWS.

"Decidedly so," says Mary Louise Waliiser of

the SAN ANTONIO EVENING NEWS.

"No one takes picture advertising seriously,"

says Alice Haines Baskin of the PASADENA
STAR-NEWS.

"YES—and what's worse, hackneyed," says John

Rosenfield, Jr., of The DALLAS MORNING
NEWS.

j'. "Much too much," says Fred M. White of the

^ PORTLAND OREGONIAN.
:U

I "My thoughts unfit for publication," says Dean
% Wheeler of the SIOUX CITY JOURNAL.

] "Exaggerate, hell. They're too damned inclined

to lie, prevaricate, falsify or what have you,"
' says Dan Thompson of the LOUISVILLE TIMES.
I

"Exaggeration is the curse of theater advertis-

ing," says Chester Bahn of the SYRACUSE
HERALD.

"Yes, with a capital Y," says Jean Henderson of

the FLORIDA TIMES-UNION.

"Yes. Even the yokels are beginning to brand

it ridiculous," says Jack Stinnett of the DAILY
OKLAHOMAN.

"No," says J. A. Blough of the JOHNSTOWN
DEMOCRAT.

THESE ARE BUT FEW TAKEN IN ORDER FROM ABOUT 200 QUESTIONNAIRE REPLIES TO DATE

A HOT SERIES-COMING SOON
IN

HIE NEU^SPAPER

OF FILMDON
4ND ^EEKIY
FILM DIGEST

Br^=*lFDAILY-



Features Reviewed in Film Daily Nov. 29 to June 25
363 Pictures Covered in 7 Months

Title Revttwfd

A Dangerous Affair-COL
11-29-31

A Woman Commands-RKO
1-31-32

After Tomorrow-F 3-6 32

Air Eagles-COT 12-27-31

Alias the Doctor-FN 3-6-32

Alone—AM 6-S-32

Amateur Daddy-F 4-24-32

A Nous La Liberte-AU .. 5-22-32

Are You Listening7-MGM
4-24-32

Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31

Arsene Lupin-MGM 2-28-32

As You Desire Me-MGM. .6-5-32

Avalanche-FD 3-27-32

Attorney for the Defense-COL
5-8-32

Balinese Love-TPE ...12-13-31
Bachelor's A£Fairs-F 6-25-32

Bachelor's FoUy-WW 6-24-32
Battle of Gallipoli-CAP.. 12-6-21
Beast of the City-MGM. .3-13-32
Beauty and the Boss-WA 4-3-32
Behind Stone Walls-ACP

3-13-32

Behind the Masfc-COL 5-1-32

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31
Big Shot-PAT 1-10-32
Blonde Captive-IMP ..12-13-31
Blonde Crazy-WA 12-6-31
Border Devils-ARC 3-2(K'32
Branded Men-TIF ...12-13-31

Bridegroom For Two-PC
1-31-32

Bring 'Em Back AUve-RKO
6-5-32

Broken Wing-PAR 3-27-32
Brokiga Blad-SCA ...U-29-31
Business and Pleasure-F. 2-14-32
But The Flesh Is
Weak-MGM 4-17-32

Caln-TPE 1-17-32
Cannonball Express-WW. 2-28-32
Careless Ladv-F 4-17-32
Carmen-PO 1-17-32
Carnival Boat-PAT 3-27-32
Charlie Chan's Chance-F

1-24-32
Charlotte Loewenskold-SCA

2-28-32
Cheaters at Play-F 2-28-32
Cheyenne Cyclone-WK ..i-10-32

City of Song-WO 5-15-32
Cock of the Air-UA. . .1-31-32

Cohens ani Kellys in Hollywood
U. .4-24-32

Congress Dances-UA 5-15-3i

Cossacks of the Don-AM. 3-20-3?
County Pair-MOP 5-1-S2
Cross Ejtamination-ARC .2-14-32
TrowH Roars WA 3-27-32
Cry of the World-INF. . .5-8-32

Csak Ecy Kislany-NEA. .3-27-32
Cuban Love Song-MGM. 12-6-31
Dance Teara-F 1-3-32
Dancers in the Dark-PAR

3-20-32

Das Ekel-UFA 1-31-32
Das Lied 1st Aus-ASC 1-31-32
Deadline-COL 1-24-32
Deceiver-COL 11-29-31
Delicious-F 12-27-31
Der Andere-TP ..... 1-17-32

Der Kleine Seitensprung-
UFA 1-10-32

Der Raub Der Mona Lisa-TF
4-3-32

Der Schrccken Der Garnison
CAP.. 6-5-32

Der Storch Streikt-TF ... 5-8-32
Der Teufelsbruder-TRC . . 4-1 0-32
Der Ungetreue Ecke Hart-TF
^ .. 1-24-32
Devil on Deck-WW 2-28-32
Devil's Lottery-F 4-3-32
Devil Plays-CHE ..12-20-31
Diary of a Revolutionist-AM

6-13-32
Die C>iikos Baroness-CAP 4-3-32
Die Grosse Liebe-FAM. .2-28-32
Die vora Rummelplatz-CAP

I-IO-S
^i^carfled I.nv«rs-CAP . 1-3 '»

Disorderly Conduct-F 4-10-32
Docks of San Francisco-ACP

1-24-32
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-
PAR 1-3-32

Dragnet Patrol-ACP. . . 1-3-32
Drifter-WK 110-33
East of Shanghai-PO .3-27-32

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
ALD—Allied Pictures
AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
AU—Capt. Harold Auten
BIF—Big Four
BRE—Leo Brecher

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HO—Hollywood Pictures
HOF—M. H. Hoffman

CAP—Capitol Film Exchange }^t^—^^^,^%F"'^'''^^CEL—Celebrity
NAP-Napoh Films

CFA—Capitol Foreign Attrac.
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COT—Continental Pictures
F—Fox
FAM—Foreign American Films
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National

PRX—Protex Dist. Corp.
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
RIT—Ritchey Export Co.
ROA—Roadshow Pictures

IMH—imperial UistriDuting f^F?—i*^°:^=4'° ^'"".'^es

INF—Intern'l Film Foundation ^CA—Scandinavian Talkmg

JOH-W. Rayjohnston SYN-Scate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film

»,T^« X, T- t7 1.
TIP—Tiffany

«So"~«^"' ^" Exchange TPE—Talking Picture Epics
«^?,~^?™^^^",j '^'"'iV

^"" TH—Thalia Productions

JJSJ^~«
^*'^°"°° "^^""**^^^'^ TRA—Transatlantic Picta.MOP—Monogram Pictures TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

IMP—Imperial Distributing

MAL—Ernest Mattson

OS—Osso Productions
PA R—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PC—Patrician Pictures

PEE—Peerless
PIT—Pittaluga
PIZ—WiUiara Pizor
PO—Powers Pictures

FTP—Foreign Talking PicturesPOL—Polish Talking Pictures WT—Worldart Film Cor,
HED—Headline Pictures PRI—Principal Dist. Corp. WW—World Wide

TRI—Triangle Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
VIT—Vitullo FilmsWA—Warner Bros.
WK—Willis Kent
WO—World's Trade Exchange

Title Reviewed Title Reviewed

Ein Ausgekochter Junge-CAP
5-8-32

Ein Prinz Verliebt Sich-
CAP.. 5-1-32

Ein Walzer Vom Strauss-CAP
2-14-32

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-3

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Emma-MGM 1-3-32
Escapade-FD 5-29-32
Expert. The-WA 2-28-32
False Madonna-PAR 2-7-32
Famous Ferguson Case-FN

4-24-32
Fascination-PO 4-10-32
Fighting Fool-COL 3-27-32
Fighting Marshall-COL. .2-28-J2
File 113-HO 2-21-32
Final Edition-COL 2-28-32
Fireman Save My Child-FN

2-21-32
Flying High-MGM 12-13-j
Forbidden-COL .. 1-17-32
Forgotten Commandments-PAR

6-5-32
Forgotten Women-MOP .2-28-32
Frankenstein-U 12-6-3

1

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31
Gables Mystery-PO 4-3-32
Galloping Thru-MO? 2-7-32
Gay Buckaroo-HO 1-17-32
Gay Caballero-F 2-14-32
Get That Girl-CAP 5-15-32
Ghost City-MOP 3-20-32
Girl of the Rio-RKO. . .1-10-32
Girl Crazy-RKO 3-27-32
Golden Mountains-AM . .4-17-32
Good Sport-F 12-13-3
Graft-U 11-29-31
Grand Hotel-MGM 4-17-32
Greeks Had a Word for Them

UA . .2-7-32
Hatchet Man-FN 2-7-32
Heart of New York-WA. .3-6-32
Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-3t
Hell's Headquarters-MAY 5-15-32
Hell Divers-MGM 12-27-31
Hell Fire Austin-TIF. . .6-22-32
Hell's House-CAP 2-14-32
Her Majesty, Love-FN. 11-29-31
High Pressure-WA 1-31-32
His Woman-PAR 12-6-31
High Speed-COL .... 4-10-32
Hotel Continental-TIF ..3-20-32
House Divided-U 1-10-32
Hound of the Baskervilles-FD

4-10-32
Hirskorn Greift Ein-CAP. 6-15-32
Huddle-MGM 5-29-32
Human Targets-BIF ..1-24-32
Hurra! Ein Junge!-CAP. 6-24-32
Husband's Holiday-PAR. . 1-3-32
Im Geheimdienst-UFA 3-6-32
fn Line of UutyMOP. ll-29-.^l
II Est Charmant-PAR 4-10-32
Impatient Maiden-U 3-6-32
Is My Face Red?-RKO . .6-11-32
It's Tough to Be Famous-FN

4-10-32
Jean De La Lune-TA .. .3-13-32
Joseph in the Land of Egypt

GP. .5-22-32
Keepers of Youth-PO .. .3-13-32
Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31
La Chance-PAR 6-5-32
La Douceur D'Aimer-FD

1213-3

La Ronde des Heures-FD
1-31-32

Ladies of the Big House-
p^U 1-3-32

Lady With" a Past-PAT '2-21-32

Ladies of the Jury-RKO 4-3-32

Land of Wanted Men-MOP
2-21-32

Lasca of the Rio Grande
U. .12-13-3

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
11-29-31

Last Ride-U 2-14-32
Law and Order-U 3-6-32
Law of the Sea-MOP 5-1-32
Law of the Tong-SYN. 12-20-31
Law of the West-WW. .3-20-32
Le Mystene de la Villa
Rose-FD 1-17-32

Le Rio Des Resquilleurs-PRX
6-15-32

Lena Rivers-TIF 4-3-32
Leutnant Warst Du Einst

Bei Den Husaren-RIT. 3-20-37
Letty Lynton-MGM 5-1-32
Liebeskommando-TF 5-1-32
Liebe 1st Liebe-BRE 6-5-32
Local Bad Man-ALD. . .3-27-32
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-29-31
Lone Trail-SYN .3-13-32
Lost Squadron-RKO 3-6-32
Love Affair-COL 4-17-32
Love in the High Gear-MAY

5-8-32
Love is a Racket-WA . . . 5-29-32
Lovers Courageous-MGM

2-21-32
Lure of the Ring-WT. 1-31-32
Maker of Men-COL 12-20-31
Manhattan Parade-WA 1-3-32
Man About Town-F .... 5-29-32
Man from Hell's EdgesWW

5-29-32
Man I Killed-PAR. . ..1-24-32
Man Wanted-WA 4-17-32
Man Who Played God-WA

2-14-32
Mark of the Srur-BIF. . .3-6-32
Mata Hari-MGM .. ..1-3-32
Meine Frau, Die Hochstaplerin

UAF.. 2-7-32
Mein Leopold-CFA 4-3-32
Men in Her Life-COL. .. 12-6-31
Men Like These-PO 1-10-32
Men Llkr The»e-BI 1-10-32
Menace, The-COL.. .1-31-32
Merrily We Go to Hell-PAR

6-11-32
Michael and Mary-U 1-10-32
Midnight Lady-CHE 5-15-32
Midnight Patrol-MOP ..5-8-32
Miracle Man-PAR 4-24-32
Miracle of S. Anthony
.,. , .

VIT.. 4-17-32
Misleading Lady-PAR. . .4 10-32
Missing Remhrandt-FD

. .3-27-32
Monster Walks-ACP .. 2-7-32
Monte Carlo Madness-FD

. 6-5-32
Mounted Furv-WW ..12-20-31
Mouthpiece-WA 4-24-32
Murder at Dawn-BIF

, .2-28-32
Murders in Rue Moreue-U

2-14-32
My Wife's Faraily-PO. .3-13-32
Nevada Biickaroo-'TTF .11-29-31
New Morals for Old—MGM
Nie Wieder Lirbe-UFA 1-17-32
Nice Women-U 2-21-32

Title Reviewed

Night Beat-ACP 12-27-31
Night Court-MGM 5-29-32
Night Rider-ARC 5-22-32
No One Man-PAR 1-124-32
No Greater Love-COL 5-15-32
Office Girl-RKO 3-13-32
Oklahoma Jim-MOP ...12-27-31
One Hour With You-PAR. 3-6-32
One Man Law-COL 2-14-32
One Way Trarl-COL. . 12-lJ-Jl
Panama FIo-PAT 1-24-32
Partners-PAT 2-28-32

Passionate Plumber-MGM
3-13-32

Peach O'Reno-RKO ...12-27-31
Play Girl-WA 3-20-32
Pleasure-ARC 3-6-32
Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31
Police Court-MOP 4-3-32
Po»»cssed-AHjM 11-29-Jl
Prestige-PAT 2-7-32
Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Probation-CHE 3-13-32
Przysieglas-CAP 5-22-32
Racing Youth-U 5-1-32
Rainbow Trail-F 1-31-32
Reckoning, The-PEE ...4-3-32
Rendezvous-HK 5-1-32
Reserved For Ladies-PAR

5-22-32

Reserve Hat Ruh-TF ..4-17-32
Revolt in the Desert-AM

4-17-32

Rich Aie Always with Us-FN
5-15-32

Ridin' for Justice-COL. . 1-10-32
Riders of the Desert-WW. 5-22-32
Road to Life-AM 1-31-32
Roadhouse Murder-RKO. .5-1-32
Roeda Dagen-SCA 5-29-32
Ronny-BRE 4-17-32
Rubacuori-TRC 3-13-32
Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Sally of the Subway-ACP

1-24-32

Scandal For Sale-U 4-10-32
Scarface-UA 4-17-32
Schubert's Fruehlingstraum-CAP

6-24-32
Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31
Secret Menact-IMP .12-13-31
Secrets of the Orient-UFA

1-10-32

Secret Service-RKO ...12-13-31
Secret Witness-COL ..12-20-31

Sein 'Scheidungsgrund-UFA
2-21-32

Shadow Between-PO ...3-20-32
Shanghai Express-PAR 2-21-32
She Wanted a Millionaire-F

2-14-32
Shop Angel-CAP 3-6-32
Shopwom-COL 4-3-32
Shot Gun Pass-COL 3-13-32
Siberian Patrol-AM 5-15-32
Silent Witness-F ...... .2-7-32
Sin's Pay Day-ACP 3-13-32
Single-Handed Sanders

MOP- .4-17-32
Sinister Hands-WK 6-5-32
Sinners in the Sun-PAR. 5-15-32
Siroco-CF 11-29-31
Sky Bride-PAR 4-24-32
Sky Devils-UA 1-24-32
So Big-WA 5-1-32
Society Girl-F .... 6-11-32
Soil is Thirsty-AM 5-8-32

Title Reviewed

Sooky-PAR 12-27-31

Soul of Mexico 2-7-32

South of the Rio Grande-COL
5-8-32

Soul of the Slums-ACP 11-29-31

South Sea Adventures-PRX,
4-3-32

Spirit of the West-ALU . 5-22-32

State's Attorney-RKO ...5-8-32
Stepping Sisters-F 1-10-32
Strangers in Love-PAR. . .3-6-32
Strange Case of Clara Deane

PAR.. 5-8-32
Strange Love of Molly Louvain-

FN . . 5-8-32

Strangers of the Evening-TIF
5-8-32

Street of Women-WA. . .5-29-32
Strictly Business-PO ...4-10-32
Struggle, The-UA 12-13-31
Suicide Fleet-PAT 1 1-29-3

1

Sunset Trail-TIF 1-17-32
Surrender-F 11-29-31

Symphony of Six Millions-
RKO.. 4-10-32

Tarzan, The Ape
Man-MGM 3-27-32

Taxi-WA 1-10-32
Tempest-BRE . . 3-20-32
10 Condemned-POL 4-24-32

Tenderfoot-FN 5-22-32
Texas Gun-Fisrhter-TIF 2-14-32
Texas Pioneers-MOP. ... 6-18-32
Theaternaechte von Berlin-TF

1-10-32
The Cheat-PAR 12-13-31

The Dark Horse-FN 6-11-32
The Man From Yesterday-PAR

6-25-32
The Ringer-FD 6-5-32
They Never Come Back-

ARC. 5-1-32

Thirty Davs-PO 1-17-32
This Is The Night—PAR

4-17-32

This Reckless Age-PAR. .1-10-32
Three Wise Girls-COL. . .2-7-32
Thunder Below-PAR 6-18-32
Tingel Tangel-NEA 3-20-32
Tomorrow and Tomorrow-

PAR.. 1-31-32
Tonight or Never-UA 12-20-31
Trapeze-BRE 5-8-32
Trial of Vivienne Ware-F. 5-1-32

Trotte Teodor-FD 1-17-32
Tu Seras Duchesse-PAR. 5-15-35
Tulane vs. So. Califomia-WA

1-24-32

Two-Fisted Justice-MOP .2-14-32
Two Gun Caballero-IMP

12-13-31
Two Kinds of Women-PAR

1-17-32

Two Seconds-FN 5-22-32

U. of S. C. vs. Notre Dame
WW- 1-24-32

Under Eighteen-WA 1-3-32
Union Depot-FN 1-17-32
Unexpected Father-U 4-10-32
Vanity Fair-HO 5-8-32
Way Back Home-RKO. 1-17-32

Wayward-PAR 2-14-32
Week-End Marriage-FN . .6-5-32
Week Ends Only-F 6-18-32
West of Broadway-MGM. 1-31-32
Westward Passage-PAT. . .6-5-32
Wet Parade-MGM 4-24-32
What Price Hollywood-RKO

6-22-32
When a Feller Needs a Friend

MGM 5-15-32
While Paris Sleeps-F. .. .6-13-32
Whistlin' Dan-TIF 3-13-32

Why Saps Leave Home-PC
3-20-32

Wild Women of Bomeo-FD
4-24-32

Winner Take All-WA. . .6-18-32

Wiser Sex-PAR 3-13-32
Woman in Room 13-F. . .5-22-32

World and the Flesh-PAR
5-8-32

Woman from Monte Carlo-
WA 1-3-33

X Marks the Spot-TIF 12-13-3]

Young America-F 5-8-32
Young Bride-PAT 4-17-32
Zappatore-NAP 4-3-32
Zwei Krawatten-CAP ..1-17-32
Zwei MenchenCAP .12-27-31
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas
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Lobby Gets Over
Airplane Atmosphere
JyJANAGER Paul Short of the

Melba, Dallas, Texas, where
"Hell Divers" was scheduled to

play, fixed his lobby as follows:

The back-ground was snow-
white. The title "Hell Divers"

and the names Gable and Beery
were in red. All copy and de-

scriptive adjectives, the names
Clark and Wallace and the re-

mainder of the cast were in dark
blue. Swooping planes flying

in formation served as back-

ground for all copy in shades of

light blue. Cutouts of Beery

and Gable were placed in the

lobby in naval uniform. A naval

instrument worth twenty five

hundred dollars was displayed

during the run of the picture

with an attendant to explain its

use to patrons. Several large

propellers and engines rounded

out a perfectly appointed avia-

tion lobby.—Melba, Dallas, Tex.
m * *

A "Joe Brown"
for Street Ballyhoo
A CHANGE in the conserva-

tive Canadian exhibition

methods was indicated by the

exploitation of "The Tender-

foot," Joe E. Brown's latest,

when it played at the Imperial,

Toronto. Heretofore, Canadian

exhibitors have been chary of

advertising and exploiting pic-

tures, satisfying themselves with

bare announcements of attrac-

tions. On "The Tenderfoot,"

however, the Imperial went in

for an outdoor ballyhoo cam-

paign, utilizing an imitation

"Joe Brown" for musical stunts

on the streets and in front of

the theater. Canadian exhibitors

are finding that the methods
used by exhibitors in the United

States is having a beneficial ef-

fect upon their attendance fig-

—Imperial, Toronto
ures.

Switching Stocks

Roxbury, Mass.—Shares of indus-

trial stocks are now being given

away by the Humboldt, independent

house. Theater was doing the same

by picture stocks, but abandoned the

plan.

DAILV 15

AIDNG

• • • WE CRASHED a very private showing of Colum-
bia's "Hollywood Speaks" in our famous disguise of

9 Kindly Old Lady representing the National Board

of Review it never fails to get us by one

sort of expects a kindly old lady to represent the National

Board for they are so kind and considerate to all

the producers they pass practically everything

why shouldn't they? you would, too, if ...oh,

well, let's stick to our original story

^ * • THIS LATEST from the Columbia stude was widely touted as

the first of the Hollywood Realism cycle they have kidded Holler-

word razzed it taken dirty cracks at it exagger-

ated its foibles and damphoolishness but nobody had ever made a

pretentious pix showing the inside workings of the studio its politics,

vanities, chiselling, conniving and scheming done without malice

or ridicule fear or favor just an Honest portrayal of the

Hamlet of Hi Diddle Diddle as Tamar Lane calls it

• • • SO IT took Norman Krasna to do the trick

the young lad who wrote the stage play "Louder, Please!"

that gorgeous satire on the publicity racket in the

film biz but in "Hollywood Speaks" Norman deals

the cards as they come letting the aces and deuces

fall where they may resulting in a vivid, lifelike por-

trayal of the Cinema City revealing its heartaches,

headaches its generosity, joyousness, trickery and

fourflushing a camera etching of Hollywood as it

Really Is
M « * «

• • • IT SHOWS graphically the one thing the public is most in-

terested in about Hollerword the rise of an unknown extra

from obscurity to stardom it doesn't miss a thing the

chiselling assistant director his egotistical chief building the girl's

rep because he is personally fond of her jealousies rivalries

double-crossing sacrifice sportsmanship all

the contradictory elements that form the grand and glorious hodge-podge

called Hollywood

« * * *

• • • THE DIRECTION is credited to Eddie Buzzell

we never thought Eddie had it in him from

where we sit it looks as if experts had lent a hand

that's no discredit to Eddie for there is enough glory

in this one to go around the adaptation and dialogue

by Krasna and Jo Swerling is swell the entire treat-

ment is original crisp striking out into unex-

plored paths the scenes follow each other with a

flashing, staccato quality that is altogether refreshing

• • • THE ROLE of the girl is played expertly and appealingly by

Genevieve Tobin she does a dramatic bit that is a revelation

Pat O'Brien has the support as a Los Angeles film chatter kclfumist

who befriends the unknown extra and puts her over

through his columnar plugs and personal influence he scores im-

pressively also Lucien Prival as the director drunk with ego

then a smash climax with the girl realizing after she has attained stardom

that she has sacrificed other things that mean far more to her

a gorgeous cynical touch to a Different film that will

please everywhere not a Great Picture but one that has an

ynusual life and sparkle

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

f)
Risque Stuff Not Liked,

Declares Tom Howard
pEOPLE laugh at risque jokes

to show that they are broad-

minded and not because the

jokes are funny.

Comedians and producers,

either of the stage or screen,

are all wrong when they think

that they are entertaining an
audience by pulling shady gags.

That goes for the higher-priced

shows as well as burlesque.

People don't laugh at the double

meanings in "dirty" wisecracks;

they laugh because they want to

impress upon their neighbors in
the theater the fact that there
isn't anything Puritanical or
old-fashioned about them.
Good clean jokes that tickle

the funny bone of a person,
whether he wants to laugh or
not, are a comedian's best stock
in trade. I had the reputation,
while in burlesque of being one
of the few clean comedians on
the circuit. Now a clean com-
edian in burlesque sounds as out
of place to you as a W.C.T.U.
worker at a bartenders' picnic,

but I got along a lot better and
longer than shady jokers. Peo-
ple laughed. I don't know
whether it was at me or at the
jokes, but I know they weren't
laughing merely because they
had to show everybody in the
house that they were broad-
minded.

It is for this reason that I ani
certain clean entertainment is

due to stage a big comeback,
simply because the innuendo in
dialogue has come to the end
of its string and cannot go any
further. —T(ym Howard,
Comedian in Paramount Shorts

<i « « » » »

MANY HAPPY RETUPNS

June 27
E. H. Calvert Alberta Vaughan

Ernest Torrence Robert Ellis

Ira H. Simmons
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HOLLYWOOD GIRDS SELF

rOR BIG READJOSTMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

to be brouRht down at least 30 per
cent and preferably 50 per cent.

Opinion on how this can be done
largely favors shorter shooting
schedules, curtailment of unduly
elaborate sets which do not enhance
story value, modification of high sal-

aries, especially in the case of stars,

and reasonable concessions from the
exorbitantly paid unions. It is also

felt that cooperation between studios
to eliminate reckless bidding for
stars, stories and directors, as well

as a system to prevent copying of

story ideas and thus avoiding de-

structive cycles, will prove substan-
tial aids in the readjustment.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH IVILK

RKO Managers to Study
Mayfair-Buck Campaign
RKO is bringing several of its

branch managers to New York to

study the Mayfair theater display

and campaign on Frank Buck's
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" so they can
help their local exhibitors to mer-
chandise the picture along the same
lines. Among those whom Jules

Levy, general sales manager, has

wired to come to New York are:
^

C. R. Halligan, Albany; R. C. Crop-

per, Boston; H. T. Dixon, Buffalo;

B. Pitkin, New Haven; F. L. Mc-
Namee, Philadelphia; H. J. Michal-

son, Pittsburgh; R. J. Folliard,

Washington, and W. E. Callaway,

manager of the southern district.

Emelka Stockholders

Acquire Reutgers Stock
Berlin (By Cable)

stockholders of Emelka
quired the stock of Consul
Emelka, controlling about
own theaters and its own
the next biggest German
cern after Ufa.

Majority
have ac-

Reutgers.
50 of its

studio, is

film con-

STORY CITY GRAND CLOSED
Story City, la.—The Grand has re-

opened after being closed two weeks

for remodeling.

COMING & GOING

HOLLYWOOD
pRESTON FOSTER is playing the

leading role in "The Last Mile,"
which Sam Bischoff is directing for
Tiffany. This is the role which first
brought Clark Gable into prominence
on the Coast. Foster was brought
to Hollywood to play his original
role in "Two Seconds," for Warner
Bros., to whom he is under contract.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Charles Far-
rell, Robert Montgomery, Ernst
Vajda, Henry Hobart, Edwin Knopf,
David Burton watching the semi-
finals in the junior tennis tourna-
ment, which was sponsored by Wal-
lace Smith.

* *

"Siamese Nights," a sketch, writ-
ten by Ben Markson and John Peere
Miles, scored a hit at the Wampas
entertainment. It was directed by
Russell J. Birdwell and its cast in-

cluded Marion Weldon, Lee Kinney.
Mildred Drummond, Georgie Harris
and Wilbur Morse, Jr.

* *

While Mack Sennett was cruising
last summer in Alaskan waters, he
secured many scenes of the salmon
running, the snow-capped mountains
and the glaciers. A number of these
shots are to be incorporated in "Al-
aska Love," new Sennett comedy
which Babe Stafford is directing.
Andy Clyde is being starred in this

short.
4> * *

Wm. B. Owens and George Jeske
are engaged at present writing the
continuity on the first Torchy Com-
edy in the Educational's new series.

« * *

Mary Phillips, wife of Humphrey
Bogart, has been signed by Para-
mount to enact one of the Important
roles in "A Farewell to Arms." This
will be Miss Phillips' second screen
appearance. She has just completed
a role in "Life Begins."

* * *

Buzz Barton, Big 4's 16-year-old

star, has grown only two inches in

the past year and will probably be

able to continue in his role of "cow-
lad" for some time longer as a re-
sult. Buzz enjoys Westerns and
has never played in pictures without
his cowboy makeup.

* * •

Elizabeth Patterson and Erville
Alderson will play roles in "They
Call It Sin," which is currently in
production at First National.

* * «

Nat Pendleton and James Pierce
will have roles of football stars in
the Four Marx Brothers' Paramounl
comedy, "Horse Feathers."

* * *

Five more popular actresses have
been added to the cast of RKO
Radio's production of the Tiffany
Thayer novel "Thirteen Women,"
leaving five more feminine leads to
be cast by David O. Selznick, execu-
tive vice president in charge of pro-
duction, and his staff. Florence Eld-
ride, Peg Entwhistle, Myrna Loy,
Marjorie Gateson and Elsie Prescott
are the quartette joining the group.

* * *

Burton King will give a dinner
July 4 to the West Coast personnel
of Big 4 Film Corp. It will be
called the BIG 4th Celebration and
is expected to initiate productiqn on
the 1932-1933 schedule.

* *

Because Mrs. Wallace Smith wants
to motor through Western Canada's
lake country before cold weather
sets in, her husband, prominent
novelist and former RKO scenarist,
is extending his working days hop-
ing to complete his new book before

j

September 1st. Brewer, Warren &
'

Putnam, Inc., Smith's publishers
have just sent "The Little Tigress,"
his most recent fiction effort, into
its fifth printing.

« * «

Dale Issenhuth, who was defeated
by Frank McKee in the annual Mo-
tion Picture Tennis Club finals,

turned the tables on McKee in the
city tournament by defeating him in

straight sets.

H. S. BROWN LEAVES RKO

AUG.I,SflY8AYLESW0RTH

(Continued from Page 1)
coast, Aylesworth said, "We are
greatly impressed with David Selz-
nick and his work for Radio Pic-
tures. The fact that B. B. Kahane
will spend the summer at the stu-
dios means that a continued contact
between the president of Radio
Pictures and the production depart-
ment is believed to be essential to
the proper running of the company."

Television and its connection with
pictures, radio and motion picture
exploitation were discussed by
Aylesworth, who predicted that ra-
dio will play a great part in bringing
audiences back to the theaters,
through the broadcasting from the
coast of directors, stars and scenes
from features in production.

NORMA TALMADGE returned Saturday
from Europe aboard the Champlain.
KAY FRANCIS, Warner star who is on

vacation in the east, has gone to Boston to

spend several days with relatives. She is

accomp.inied by her husband, KENNETH
MacKEN N A. They return to the coast
early next month.
GEORGE JESSEL is back from abroad.
RICHARD BARTHELMESS, accompanied

by MRS. BARTHELMESS and their two
children reached New York yesterday morn-
ing aboard the Twentieth Century Limited.
They sail July 2 on the Reliance.
LEE MARCUS, vice-president and eastern

production head of RKO Radio Pictures, has
left for the company's studio in Hollywood
for conferences with western production heads.
RALPH STAUB, director of Columbia's

".Screen Snapshots," is in New York on a
brief vacation. He plans to be back on the
coast in about a week.
SIDNEY R. KENT has returned to New

York from HoUywood.

230 Bombings This Year;
Labor Jams in Most Cases

(Continued from Page 1)

in a few instances were the bomb-
ings definitely pinned on labor sym-
pathizers. The outstanding epi-

demic of outrages occurred in Chi-
cago this spring during the one-man
in a booth controversy involving
about 100 independent houses. Some-
thing like 20 bomb attacks of vari-
ous kinds occurred at that time.
Kansas City also had a couple of

good sized epidemics during its labor
disputes early this year. As a re-

sult of the seriousness of the situa-
tion, numerous exhibitor units have
launched campaigns for stiff punish-
ment of bomb culprits, with a few
states already having passed dras-
tic laws.

Charity Organizations
Support Kaplan Union

A score of charitable organiza-
tions have rallied to the support of
Local 306, Operators' Union headed
by Sam Kaplan, in its present cam-
paign to uphold its reputation
against charges of racketeering, it

is announced by the labor unit. The
S.M.P.E., Players and Patrons Jubi-
lee Week Committee, Junior League
and other groups are listed among
those who have written the union,
which has supplied operators with-
out cost for more than 100 charity
shows held during the year. Local
306 says it pays the highest sick
benefit of any similar organization
in the world, the payment having
been raised last February from $15
to $25 a week.

MPTOA and Allied Adopt
"Hands Off" on Duals

(Continued from Page 1)
telling an exhibitor what to do with
this problem.

"Let the exhibitor operate accord-
ing to his own lights," is the way
the exhib association attitudes might
be summed up.

Expressions made by both Allied
and M. P. T. 0. A. officials indi-
cate that they feel that a complex
problem of this nature cannot be
solved through "resoluting" or any
national policy and is exclusively a
matter for local consideration and
adjustment.

PICKETING AT NEW CASTLE
New Castle, Pa.—Union operators

are picketing the Penn following a
wage disagreement. The manage-
ment calls it a strike. The men call
it a lockout. Speer Marouisis, man-
ager, told the four operators he
could not continue to pay them at
the old scale.

JUDGMENT AGAINST LEEAR
Chicago—Leear Amusement Co.,

which has operated the Linden and
the E. A. R. theaters, has had judg-
ment for possession rendered against
them in favor of their respective
landlords, Eli Rysdon and Wm.
Voight. James Barry and Robert
Schoenecker are now operating the
house.

OPERATING VIROQUA MOUSE
Viroqua, Wis. — The remodeled

Vernon theater here is now being
operated by the Vernon Theater
Corp., of which Thomas Ellefson is

president and B. D. Brown, secre-

tary.

NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
Skouras Englewood Theater, Inc., Jersey

City; filed by the company. 100 shares of

common.
Congress Theater, Inc., Newark; Simon

M. Seley, Newark. $100,000.
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Receivership is Asked for Balaban & Katz Circuit

WARNERnUE W. E. TTEND SERVICTCHARGE

Offer More Protection if Circuits Drop Dime Tickets

Distributors Would Give
Loew and RKO 7 to

14 Extra Days
Distributors have offered the

Loew and RKO circuits from seven
to fourteen days additional protec-
tion if the circuit houses in the
metropolitan district will eliminate
10 cent admissions. The few houses
of both circuits charging 10 cents
as morning prices are now given
21 days protection. Both circuits
rire considering the offer.

TRENCH eIbsTn ARMS

OVERDRASTICFILNQOOTA

Paris (By Cable)—Declaring that
at least 500 features are needed each
year to meet their demands, and
that France turns out only about
100, French exhibitors are up in

(^Continued on Page 4)

Sidney R. Kent Scouts

Schulberg, Lasky Rumors
Sidney R. Kent, who returned to

New York on Saturday from the

Coast, yesterday denied that Fox
has made any propositions to B. P.

Schulberg and Jesse L. Lasky to

join the company in its production
activities. Rumors to that effect

have been in wide circulation both

on the Coast and in New York.

Anonymous Double Feature Propaganda

Exhibitors in the West and Middle West are receiving anonymous cir-

culars plugging double features as a box-office salvation. They point out

that double-header baseball games draws more patronage than a single game.

Seven Zones Already Mapped
In Plan for Ousting Dual Bills

Steubenville Houses Win
Reduction in License Fee
steubenville, O.—Lower monthly

license fees will be paid by five

theaters here after 30 days, as a

result of a new ordinance enacted

by the city council. Theaters charg-
ing under 15 cents admission will

pay only $20 a month, while those

charging more than 15 cents will

pay $40 a month. Under the old

ordinance all theaters paid $50 a

month.

A second meeting of representa-
tives of first and second run houses
in New York territory will be held
on Thursday or Friday, when me-
chanics of the proposed plan to

eliminate double featuring will be
considered. Seven zones have been
mapped out up to the present time,
with others to follow. Meetings are
slated in the days preceding the
next general session. Charles L.
O'Reilly, T. 0. C. C. president, yes-
terday described the movement as a

(Continued on Page 4)

RKO Creates Film Bool<in3 Council

Academy Bars Contingency

In Contracts With Writers

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Writer contracts in which the

producing company specifies that payment is

contingent upon the company accepting or

approving the script are not ethically com-

patible with the intention of the Writer-

Producer Code, it has been ruled by the

Academy of M. P. Arts Sciences. The case

involved a contract in which the company

was to make a flat payment of $10 to the

writer for a treatment, plus a "bonus" of

$190 upon acceptance of the treatment; $10

for the first draft of continuity. $10 for the

second draft, and a bonus of $330 upon ac-

ceptance of the entire continuity.

Harold B. Franklin has established

a film booking committee consisting

of Phil Reisman, Herschel Stuart,

Nate Blumberg and George Godfrey
for the purpose of reviewing all

bookings for RKO houses. Recom-
mendations from divisional manag-
ers will be solicited for the purpose

of improving the present booking

standards. The committee will meet
Monday mornings.

Five Toledo Theaters
Operating Non-Union

Toledo—Due to the union's refusal

to permit one man in a booth, five

local houses have changed to non-
union operators. The theaters are

the World, State, Atlas, Ohio and
Avalon. Other exhibitors threaten
to follow suit unless the union
grants their demands.

Charge Para. Stock Repurchase
Was Shifted on Balaban & Katz

Clem Pope Now Handling

RKO Cincinnati Houses
Cincinnati—Clem Pope is now city

manager for RKO theaters, succeed-

ing Max Halperin, who was trans-

ferred to New York. Pope will be

under Nat Holt, divisional director,

whose office also is located here.

Wilmington, Del.—Charging that
an obligation involving payment of

$2,550,000 was unlawfully saddled by
Paramount Publix on Balaban &
Katz, which operates 35 houses in

Chicago, are made in a suit filed in

Chancery Court here yesterday ask-

ing for an accounting and the ap-

pointment of receivers for B. & K.
(Continued on Page 4)

A. T. & T., W. E. and
Erpi are Named

in Action
Wilmington, Del.—A suit designed

principally to compel elimination of
the weekly service charge to the-
aters, and to obtain a decree that
the reproducing equipments sup-
plied under forms of lease by Erpi
to theaters are actually sold and
not leased, was filed in the U. S.

District Court here yesterday by the
(Continued on Page 4)

CONSERVATION OFPRODUCT

URGED BY CLEVELAND UNIT

Cleveland—Cutting of double fea-
ture policies in order to preserve
enough product to stay open in

September and October was urged
at the last meeting at the Cleveland
M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n.

Meyer-Rieger Assets
Acquired by New Firm

Assets of the Meyer-Rieger Trail-

er Service, consisting of several

hundred thousand feet of trailer

prints and the trailer accounts of

the company, have been purchased
by De Luxe Trailers, of which
Louis Meyer is general manager.
De Luxe plans a selling campaign
with a new idea in lower priced

(Continued on Page 4)

Erpi Obtains Awards

Against Delinquents

Although i -nounces that it does not plan
wholesale Ir^ '> - 'cainst exhibitors who
are in arrea Ijr -,

; Research Products
plans to protect its I teijsts by suits in cases
where it appears a sincere effort Is not being

made to fulfill contractual obligations. Three
awards were recently obtained, against houses

In Pittsburgh, St. Louis and Chicago, with
iudgmcnts aggregating $11,317. The courts

allowed for liquidation damages, as provided

for In the Erpi contract.
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"DANGERS OF ARCTIC" SCORED
Michael Hoffman completed the

musical score for "Dangers of the

Arctic," which opens July 1 at the

RKO Cameo. Hoffman also is com-
pleting the score for "The Head
Hunters Of Papua." Music for both

features is tax-free.

CLIFF LEWIS TO COAST
Cliff Lewis, who recently resigned

as Paramount advertising manager,
on Saturday leaves New York for

the Coast to join a major company.

{
3*{ New York

it 1540 Broadway

ii BRyant 9-4712
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Building 5 Houses
In the West Indies

Five theaters with seating ca-

pacities ranging from 800 to 1,900

are now under construction in the
West Indies, according to Sam Bur.
ger, M-G-M home office representa-
tive for that territory, who arrived
in New York yesterday. The houses
will be opened in September, All

are equipped with Western Electric

sound, and they have contracted for
the entire M-G-M feature and shorts
output. The theaters are in San
Fernando, 1,500 seats; Port au
Prince, 800 and 1,900 seats; George-
town; British Guiana, 1,500 seats,

and another in Georgetown not yet
started.

Blue Law Agent Convicted
Of Attempted Extortion
Cornelius McNerney, field agent of

the Lord's Day Alliance, was con-
victed before Judge Nott in General
Sessions yesterday of attempted ex-
tortion in seeking money from New
York theaters in return for im-
munity from interference with early
opening on Sunday. Sentence will

be pronounced Thursday. On April
29, McNerney went to the office of
Charles O'Reilly, president of the
Theater Owners' Chamber of Com-
merce, and sought to obtain $1,000
a month, in return for which he
said the theaters would not be
molested for opening before 2 P. M.
on Sundays, but that there would be
trouble if the money wasn't paid.

BORZAGE, HOWARD AT PARA.
West Coast. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Paramount has bor-

rowed Frank Borzage and William
K. Howard from Fox to direct "A
Farewell to Arms" and "The Lusi-
tania Secret," respectively.
The studio also has given a di-

rectorial contract to Walter Hart,
New York producer-director, and
added Jesse J. Goldberg, Irving
Lande and Manny Wolf to its writ-
ing staff.

NAT LIEBESKIND PROMOTED
Nat Liebeskind, for several years

manager of the Warner office in
Havana, has been appointed home
office representative in the foreign
department by Sam E. Morris.
Liebeskind leaves in a few days for
a survey of conditions in the West
Indies and Central America. His
first stop will be Panama.

NOT ASKING DEPOSIT
Denial was made at Paramount

yesterday that the company was ask-
ing 25 per cent deposit on all pic-

ture contracts, as reported in New
York.

Eastman Films |i

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
|
I*—
if
pi

Hollywood !•!

6700 Santa Monica ;•:

Blvd. li

Hillside 6131 ^-;

if

Chicago
1727 Indiana Avo.
CAIumtt 3692

PARK, YOUNGSTOWN, DARK
Youngstown, O.—The Park, first-

run and one of the oldest theaters in
the downtown district, closed Satur-
day and will reopen Aug. 6.

VOTE AGAINST SUNDAY
Wellsburg, W. Va.—Referendum

on Sunday movies, submitted to vot-
ers last week, lost by 109 votes,
there being 849 votes against the
plan.

Sol Lesser Due in East
For Production Confab

Sol Lesser, president of Principal

Distributing Corp., is due in New
York this week from the coast to

confer with Frank R. Wilson, vice-

president, and Joseph Skirboll, sales

manager, on the new product line-

up. Lesser will be away from Hol-
lywood about four weeks. Principal
plans 12 features, 26 three-reelers,

three series of single reels and a
quantity of two-reelers. The com-
pany has just acquired "Going
Hollywood," a two-reel novelty made
by Captain Sten de Nordenskiold,
showing the high spots of the movie
capital, together with glimpses of
stars at work and at play.

Fox West Coast Circuit

Buys New M-G-M Lineup
Fox West Coast circuit is under,

stood to have bought M-G-M prod-
uct, both shorts and features, for
the new season. The circuit played
M-G-M during the past year. Nego-
tiations for the Warner and First
National lineups begin in New York
immediately.

NAMED DIALOGUE DIRECTOR
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Allen DeLano, New

York stage director who produced
"Another Language" in association
with Arthur J. Beckhard, has been
appointed director of dialogue at the
RKO studios.

4 M-G-M JULY RELEASES
M-G-M has set the follovnng four

releases for July: "Unashamed,"
with Helen Twelvetrees, Robert
Young and Lewis Stone; Buster
Keaton in "Speak Easily," with
Jimmy Durante; Warren William in

"Skyscraper Souls," with Maureen
O'Sullivan, and an untitled produc-
tion starring Marion Davies, with
Robert Montgomery, Billie Dove,
James Gleason, Jimmy Durante,
ZaSu Pitts and Clyde Cook.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Weekly Luncheon Forum of Mo-
tion Picture Club.

June 29: Sheriff's sale of five Chamberlain
Amusement Co. theaters, Sunbury, Pa.

June 30: Weekly luncheon of A. M. P. A.
Sardi's Restaurant.

'

July 6: Testimonial dinner to Eddie
Schnitzer, Educational-World Wide New
York exchange manager. Hotel Astor,New York.

July 11: Resumed hearing of Cleveland ex-
hibitors' "monopoly" suit against dis-
tributors. Bar Association Building, New
York.

July 12: Meeting of Allied Theater Owners
of New York, Albany.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria. New York.

MORRIS KINZLER RESIGNS
Mori is Kinzler, who has been in

charge of publicity at the Fox
Brooklyn, has resigned. He leaves
New York Saturday driving to the
Coast.

WARNER OHIO CHANGES
Sandusky, 0. — Warners have

closed the Plaza and completed plans
for reopening the Ohio. Berry Shedd,
in charge of Warner interests here
and manager of the State, ,has been
transferred to the Capitol, Elyria,
to succeed James Keefe, who suc-
ceeds him here. John Manuel, trans-
ferred to Mansfield when the Ohio
was closed, has been recalled to his
former post here.

MAY SELL CLEVE. HOUSES
Cleveland—Loew's is reported in

negotiation with two independent
theater circuits for the sale of the
Liberty and Doan theaters, which
closed last week.

EGYPTIAN, 'FRISCO, REOPENS
San Francisco — Completely re-

equipped, redecorated and refurnish-
ed, the Egyptian has reopened after
being closed for about a month fol-

lowing the fire that destroyed the
interior.

"RAIN" ON WIDE RANGE FILM
"Rain," now being produced by

United Artists at Catalina Island,

is the first talker to use the new
Western Electric wide range record-
ing, Erpi announces.

BRADFORD SCORES SHORT
James C. Bradford, originator and

compiler of the Thematic Music Cue
sheet, has completed an original
score for the Educational release,
"The Fury of the Storm."

ARMSTRONG QUITS SEATTLE
Seattle—Robert Armstrong, pub-

licity director and manager of the
Liberty for the past nine months,
has resigned and will leave shortly

for New York.

MASCOT SERIAL DEALS
Mascot's four serials for 1932-33

have been bought by Publix for 50
houses in New England, and by War-
ners for 25 houses in the same terri-

tory. Deals were closed by Herman
Rifkin, president of Hollywood
Films Corp., Boston.

HELEN HAYES, CHARLES MC-
ARTHUR and BARON VALENTIN MAN-
DELSTAMM arrived from abroad yesterday
on the Paris.
HERMAN RIFKIN of Hollywood Films

Corp., Boston, is in New York conferring
with Mascot Pictures executives on the tat-

ter's serial releases.

GWEN HELIER, who handles fan mag-
azine publicity at Warners, is Hollywood-
bound on a combined business and pleasure

trip.

RUSSELL MOON, formerly director of

publicity at the Roxy, has returned to New
York following a vacation at Lake Placid.

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone sales

manager, returned to New York yesterday
from the West.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK of Warner The-

aters left yesterday by plane for Cleveland
for a series of conferences.
DAVE (SKIP) WESHNER, Warner the-

ater executive, left Sunday night for St.

Louis, Oklahoma and Louisville.

D. H. FINKE of the Midwest Ticket &
Supply Co., Chicago, who has been here
for the past two weeks on business, left

New York yesterday for the Windy City.
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WARNERS SUE TO END

SOUND SERVICE CHARGE

(Continued from Page 1)

Stanley Co. of America, subsidiary

of Warner Bros. Pictures, against

American Telephone & Telegraph

Co., Western Electric Co., and Elec-

trical Research Products. The com-
plaint alleges that the transaction

between Erpi and the theater is put

in the form of a lease by Erpi for

the purpose of enabling the latter

to exert greater control over the use

of the equipments by reserving the

right to restrict the use of the equip-

ments whenever it chooses to do so

to the reproduction of its licensees,

talking motion pictures and also for

the number of exacting service

charges of an exorbitant amount
and compelling the exhibitor to pur-

chase repair parts at excessive

prices.
The complaint further alleges that the en-

gineers who inspect the equipments condemn
parts and require the replacement of those

parts, for which replacement the exhibitor is

charged at unreasonable prices and that in

many instances the parts so condemned by the

inspectors have been resold to other theaters.

The complaint alleges that on April 20,

1926, Western Electric entered into the or-

iginal agreement with Vitaphone, under which

the first talking motion pictures were pro-

duced. It is alleged that the agreement in

question contains various provisions of a re-

strictive nature which require Vitaphone to

produce talking motion pictures exclusively

with the use of Western Electric apparatus,

to purchase apparatus only from Western
Electric and to limit the distribution of its

talking motion pictures produced under the

license to those theaters only which had in-

stalled or later installed Western Electric ap-

paratus. It is charged that similar restrictive

clauses were inserted in the agreement with

Fox Case Corp. which was the second licensee

of Western Electric to produce talking mo-
tion pictures and that the effect of the pro-

visions was to close the market to other man-
ufacturers of reproducing equipment, as dur-
ing the years 1926 and 1927 exhibitors who
installed other than Western Electric appara-
tus could not obtain the only talking motion
pictures than available for reproduction by
reason of the restrictive clauses in the con-
tracts referred to.

It is also charged that further to fortify

their position in building up the business of
manufacturing and supplying recording and
reproducing equipments, Erpi was organized
by the defendants and after its organization.
by means of duress and coercion, compelled
Vitaphone to relinquish its original exclusive
license to produce talking motion pictures and
to accept a non-exclusive license. It is charged
that such surrender by Vitaphone was in

pursuance of a conspiracy between A. T. &
T. and Electric and Erpi to further monopo-
lize the business of furnishing recording and
reproducing equipments. That thereafter, an
effort was made which was subsequently suc-
cessful to compel substantially all of the
producers of motion pictures to Ijecome
licensees of the defendants.

1
As a preliminary to the further efforts to

effect a monopoly of the business of supply-
ing recording and reproducing equipments
[it is charged that, after Vitaphone had been
compelled to relinquish its original exclusive
license and accept a non-exclusive license,
[Erpi entered into an agreement with E. C.
Mills as agent and trustee for various music

lALTO

• • • THAT YAWP we launched for Clean Columnist's

got unlocked for reaction one of the most interesting

was from an oldtime newspaper man who agrees with

us that 0. 0. Mclntyre is as good as we claim he is

claiming that Mister Winchell's "Portrait of a Man Talking

to Himself" is a bold swipe from Mclntyre's "Thoughts While
Strolling" also that 0. 0. was the very first

to write short staccato sentences with dots like this

we knew we had swiped it from somebody
and are glad to thank Mister Mclntyre for saving

us a helluva lotta work. .......
=:= * * :;:

• # # WARNERS are plugging two titles in connection with the

Fox pix starring George O'Brien which comes Into the

Winter Garden tomorrow nite under the house's new weekly change

policy titles used are "The Killer." original name of the

Stewart Edward White story and "Mystery Ranch"

Columbia's baseball team in the M. P. Athletic League on Saturday de-

feated Sing Sing's Mutual Welfare League team, which had an unbroken

string of 22 victories Score 6 to 4 Members of the Warner
Club yesterday opened their own non-profitmaking restaurant at the home
office building More than 350 luncheons were served at 25 cents

each, with the big execs as well as the clerks among the diners
S: * * *

• • • ALL YOU gents interested in the foreign field

should get yourselves copies of those U. S. Dep't

of Commerce bulletins on the M. P. industry in

Europe and the United Kingdom you can snag 'em

for a dime each from the N. Y. ossif of the Dep't of Commerce
or the Government Printing Office in Washington
they'll give you the Real Lowdown on what's hap-

pened overseas the past year

• • • MUSIC FOR the Spring House Party to be given

jointly by the Empey Club and AMPA at the Club's headquarters on

Thursday eve will be supplied by Joe Deutsch and his orchestra

tickets are going fast have you got yours?

NEW YORK CHARTER
Auten & Wild, theatricals; Stern & Reu-

t«ns. I East 45th St., Manhattan. 100 shares
I ' nimon.

DELAWARE CHARTER
' '" l^frative Theaters of America, Inc., Wil-

" iii;i„ii, Del.; Colonial Charter Co, $10,000
CAPITAL REDUCTIONS

w. W. Hodkinson Corp., Manhattan, $1,-
",000 to 130 shares no par.

Seven Zones Mapped Out
In Anti-Dual Bill Move

(Continued from Page 1)

"sincere effort" to v^^ipe out the
policy. He said the circuits are
displaying "a fine spirit of co-
operation."

3 'FRISCO ROBBERIES
San Francisco—Latest in a series

of theater robberies in this territory
was the holdup of the Harding,
where burglars got $400. At the
Granada, Oakland, bandits carried
off the safe containing $500. Search
also is still on for three gunmen
who held up the Orpheum to the
tune of $4,917 after gagging and
binding Manager George Bole and
his assistant, Robert S. Haines.

Meyer-Rieger Assets
Acquired by New Firm

(Continued from Page 1)

trailers. Distributing branches,

holding franchises but bearing the

De Luxe name, will be established

in Chicago, Omaha, Atlanta, Dallas

and Los Angeles in addition to New
York. Meyer leaves Aug. 1 for a

tour of the country.

M-G-M BUYS 2 STORIES
M-G-M has acquired the picture

rights to "The Good Earth," Pearl
Buck's Pulitzer prize novel, and
"Laughing One," by Crosbie Garstin.

publishers under the terms of which Erpi
secured a license covering the recording of
copyrighted music.

In addition to seeking a decree of inter-
preting the agreements covering the repro-
ducing equipments as agreements of sale, the
.Stanley Co. asks that the defendant he en-
joined from enforcing any of the provisions
of those agreements, upon the ground that
they were void from their inception by rea
son of the monoply effected in violation of the
anti-trust laws. The issuance of such an
injunction would have the effect of terminat-
ing forthwith any further obligation on the
part of the Stanley Company to accept the
inspection service or to continue the payment
of service charges. It is further sought

in the suit to have the defendants required
by decree of the court either to accept the
return of all apparatus previously installed
in the Stanley theaters and to reimburse
Stanley the amounts paid, less a reasonable
charge for the use of the equipment, or that,
should the court decree that the equipments
were sold, the defendants be required to re-
turn to Stanley any sums in excess of an
amount determined by the court to be reason-
alile compensation for the sale.

It is expected that shortly the application
" - preliminary injunction in the casefo

RECEIVERSHIP ASKED

FOR 6ALABAN & KATZ

(Continued from Page 1)
pending litigation. Complainant is
Max Kirchheimer of Chicago, owner
er of 50 shares of B. & K. preferred
stock, and defendants also include
Paramount Publix, Great States The-
aters and Publix Great States The-
aters.

It is contended that Paramount Publix, in
buying 70 per cent control of Great States
Theaters in 1929, paid 30,000 shares of its
common stock and agreed to buy back the
shares at $85 in January of this year. The
bill alleges that last December the owners
of the 30,000 shares of Paramount notified
the company they wanted to resell the stock
at $85 ;

that although the obligation to rebuy
was Paramount's, the officers and directors
of the company in collusion with officers and
directors of B. & K., which is 90 per cent
controlled by Paramount, devised a scheme to
relieve Paramount of the obligation and sad-
dle it on B. & K. Latter gave Paramount
$516,000 in cash and $2,034,000 in notes,
which in turn was transferred by Paramount
to the owners of the 30,000 shares. The
purported consideration for B. & K. payment
of the cash and notes to Paramount was the
transfer to it by Paramount of 7,000 shares
of Publix Great States Theaters common,
which IS alleged to be worthless, and Para-
mount s rights to $337,586 dividends fromPubhx Great States Theaters.

Court is asked to enjoin payment of any
further money by B. & K. in connection with
the transaction and to order return to the
corporation of the $516,000 cash payment
and any other money it has paid on the
notes.

will be argued. Stanley Co. is represented
m the suit by former Federal Judge Hugh M.
Morris, Samuel E. Darby, Jr., and George E
Quigley.

French Exhibs In Arms
Over Drastic Film Quota

(Continued from Page 1)

arms over the newly announced film
quota due to go into effect July 1,
and which would limit importation
of U. S. features to about 50 a year
against 150 from Germany.

It is understood that no provision
is made for entry of American di-
alogue pictures in their original
English version. A clause may be
included, however, limiting number
of these films to the number of
French pictures taken over by
American distributors.

Major Frederick L. Herron, in
charge of foreign affairs for the
Hays organization in New York, yes-
terday told The Film Daily he had
not as yet received official advices
concerning the details of the new
French regulations.

* «, -h

MANYHAPPyRgnJUNS]

Best wishat ara extcndtd by
THE FILM DAILY to th«
following membert of tht
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

June 28
Louis King
Fred W. Futter

Polly Moran
Lois Wilson
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Circuits to Seek Scale Cuts in New Union Contracts

48 FEATURES ON M-G-MUST--37 STARVEHICLES

Tri-Ergon Patent Suits Not Coming Up Till Winter

Radio
» , , as competition

^^^ By Jack Alicoate ^^

We were curiously

Dropping interested in knowing

a Million to just wliat ex-

tent the broadcasting

of the recent Sharkey-Schmeling

championship fight had on the box-

offices of the country. An operator

of one of the larger circuits told us

business for the night fell off 40

per cent. Another, controlling a

larger circuit, verified this figure

after a close check-up. Reports

from the small towns all over the

country tell the same story. And

so it seems that the broadcasting

of an unusual event, at night, is

costly, plenty, to exhibitors large

and small everywhere.

•
If there is a

"Bring 'Em Back" lesson to be

a Smash d"*" ^^o"" ^^^

startling success

of the RKO-Buck jungle opera, it probably

is that what people want most on the

screen these days is thrills. Analyze this

picture and you will find it nothing unusual

except for the fights. But boy, cinemawise,

those fights are the old McCoy. They are

the rhrills of the season. Just to watch

the faces in the audience while that old

tiger and python are battling it to life and

death is a practical and compelling lesson

in audience psychology.

•
A hurried check-up

Not So Bad of the hinterland shows

After All *^' ^^wer summer dos-

mgs than predicted

from some quarters earlier in the year.

Being one of the industry's regular pointer-

outs, we pointed out several months ago

that our modest opinion was that the in-

dustry had more than an even chance to

pull through the summer months if given

an even break in product. Business gener-

ally is far from being as bad as it could be.

Perhaps we are nearing THAT turn after all.

Actions by William Fox
Against Major Firms

Still Pending
Sound patent infringement suits

brought by American Tri-Ergon
Corp., controlled by William Fox,
against four major companies will

not be heard before next winter, ac-

cording to present indications. The
action against Paramount, involving

double print patents, may be tried

in September or October. A similar
(Continued on Page 3)

fox filmIkIction

AGAINSTWILLIAN FOX

Fox Film has filed a suit against
William Fox on grounds under-
stood to parallel the action in-

stituted by Fox Theaters last week
charging that he manipulated the

(Continued on Page 3)

First-Run Showings
For Resort Theaters

Working on the theory of "follow

the crowds to resorts during hot

weather," several circuit heads are

planning to switch second -run
houses in the Rockaways. Coney
Island and other beach resorts, to

day-and-date runs with Broadway
class "A" theaters. The plan has

been successfully carried^ out in

California.

Newsreel Feat
Pictures of the Democratic National

Convention, which opened Monday af-
ternoon in Chicago, were shown in

Broadway houses the same night as the
result of a daring flight by Russell

Boardman, trans-atlantic flier and dis-

tance record holder, who transported
the Paramount newsreel films. Board-
man flew through weather so bad that
other planes were grounded.

CURRENT TIFFANY LINEUP

WINDING UP BY JULY 15

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Tiffany will finish its

1931-32 schedule for World Wide
release by July 15 with the com-
pletion of "Those We Love." which
will go into production next week.
"The Man Called Back" is now in

the cutting room, with "The Last
Mile" nearing completion. First on
the new World Wide program will

be a Tiffany production, "False
Faces."

Three More Promotions
Made by Major Warner

Following the recent promotion of

Joseph Hummel to assistant general
manager of the Warner Bros,

foreign department under Sam E.
Morris, Major Albert Warner, vice-

president and general sales man-
ager, announces the promotion of

A. W. Schwalberg, formerly in
{Continued on Page 3)

Garbo to Be in at Least
Two Productions on

New Lineup
Out of 48 features planned by M-

G-M for next season, 37 will be star

ehicles, the company announced yes-

terday. The shorts lineup will con-
sist of 89 subjects, in addition to

the twice weekly Hearst Metrotone
News.

Stars scheduled to make at least

two features include Marion Davies,
(Continued on Page 3)

ERPl DENiESlARGES

IN WARNER6R0S. SUIT

Denial of the charges contained
in the suit filed Monday in Wilming-
ton by the Stanley Co.. Warner
subsidiary, against Electrical Re-
search Products. Western Electric
and A. T. & T.. was made yester-
day in a statement by H. G, Knox,

(Continued on Page 3)

Scale Cuts Will Be Sought
In New Union Agreements

Publix 'Happiness Week'

Stirs Things Up in Boston

Boston—Starting with a Parade last Thurs-

day, the Publix houses here have been stirring

up quite a commotion with a "Happiness Week."

The plan, which elicited the endorsement of

Governor Ely, involves numerous merchant tie-

ups, including the giveaway of a $200 Frigidaire

tomorrow night at each of eight Publix houses.

Major circuits are understood

planning to ask for scale reduc-

tions when they begin negotiating

new contracts with operators, stage

hands and musicians' unions early

lext month in New York. Current

.greemehts expire Aug. 31. As in

past years the circuits will act in
(Continued on Page 3)

Labor Jam Holds Up
Publix-Arthur Deal

New Haven—Hitch in the pooling
deal under which Harry Arthur will

operate five Publix houses in New
England is understood to have been
caused by Publix's desire to have
Arthur unionize his operations.
Arthur has been having union
trouble since he put his houses, the
former Fox Poll circuit, on a non-
union basis. Another bomb explo-
sion this week, at the Fox Poll

Globe, injured three persons.

20 Songs in 4 Tongues

For Al Jolson's New Film

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— In "The New Yorker," which he

will start making in a few days for United

Artists, Al Jolson is scheduled to sing 20 new
songs in four different languages. Numbers
considered unsuitable for foreign tastes will

be replaced by special songs for the respec-

tive countries, including the German, French

and Spanish nations.
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—P. A. Harle, La Cinematographie Francaise.

Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.
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LUNCHEON TO REG. SMITH

W. Ray Johnston, president of

Monogram Pictures, will tender a

luncheon Friday at 1 o'clock in Sar-

di's to Reginald Smith, manaeing
director of P.D.C., Ltd., distributor

of the Monogram product in Eng-
land.

Sam E. Morris to Survey
Warner Activities Abroad
An inspection tour covering all

Warner bvos. activities abroaa will

De made by Sam h,. Morris, vice-

presiaenc in charge oi all ioreign

production and distribution, wno
sails this week on the Europa. Af-

ter spending about two weeks in

Ji^ngland, he will go to Paris and

then to Berlin.

JONES JOINS MAJESTIC
Charles Reed Jones has resigned

as press representative for Mascot
r-ictures and is joining Majestic

Pictures, recently formed by Phil

uoidstone and Herman Gluckman.

•BLONDE CAPTIVE" FOR LOEW
L,oew has booked "The Blonde

Captive," Columbia release, for first-

run snowing in 2i cities, including

uoston, Syracuse, Rochester, Wil-

mington, narrisburg, Heading, Kan-
sas City, Canton, Providence, Hous-
ton, Akron, Nashville, Norfolk, Rich-

mond, Toronto, London, Ontario; St.

Louis, Louisville, Columbus, Dayton
and Toledo.

PALACE MAY CLOSE
Harold B. Franklin is in favor of

closing the RKO Palace on Broad-
way for the summer, the Film
Daily learns. No definite policy has

been decided, but orders have been

given to have the policy and present

situation on Broadway analyzed with

a view of changing the Palace pol-

icy within the next few weeks. Mar-
tin Beck is said to favor a vaude-

film policy.

Ugast to Represent U. A.

In Philippine Islands

Edward Ugast, lor nine years

with Paramount in JNew lorK anu
Pans, lelt yesterday tor the rnnip-

pine Islands, where he will act ab

a special representative tor Uniteu

Artists. He sails from Vancouvei

on Saturday, and his headquarters

will be in Manila.

PARA. GETS MEXICAN FILM
Paramount has acquired exclu-

sive rights to distribute "i^'lame ol

Mexico." the Juliet Barrett Kublee
production, throughout Mexico. The
picture is to open in July at Para-
mount's Olimpia. Mexico City.

HARVEY GATES WINS SUIT
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Harvey H. Gates,

writer, has been awarded damages
of $10,000 against Mrs. Aimee Sem-
ple McPherson-Hutton in connection

with an unused scenario he wrote
lor the evangelist.

MAYFAIR ASKS TAX CUT
Valuation of the RKO Mayfair at

$2,150,000 for tax purposes is ex-

cessive by $250,000, according to a

protest registered by owners of the
Duilding with the Board of Taxes
and Assessments.

BECKHARD DID "LANGUAGE"
"Another Language," current

Broadway hit, was produced by Ar-

thur J. Beckhard alone, and not in

association with Allen DeLano as

indicated in the announcement about
the latter joining RKO, the Beck-
hard office advises. DeLano was as-

sociated with Beckhard in other ven-

tures.

CAGNEY FILM'S THIRD WEEK
James Cagney in "Winner Take

All" will be held for a third week

at the New York Strand. "Miss

Pinkerton" will follow it.
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City

154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

Eastnian Films

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
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Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.

CAIumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.

Hillside 6131

McKEAN WITH PARAMOUNT
St. Louis—Tom McKean is now

traveling for Paramount in the Des
Moines territory. He still retains his

financial interest in Progressive Pic-

tures, Inc. Johnny Walsh is in

charge of the Progressive office.

SHOWING RUSSIAN FILMS
St. Louis—The Majestic at 1022

Franklin Avenue is now showing
Russian pictures and will continue
this policy three or four nights each
week during the summer.

"CAIN" BREAKS ARTY RECORD
Newark — "Cain," Principal re-

lease, broke all house records for the
Little Theater the past week. The
picture opened June 18 and for the
first week grossed $3,000. The house
seats 299. Sidney Franklin is man-
ager.

YONKERS POOL SET
Yonkers—The Publix-RKO Pool is

practically set with RKO Proctor's

getting first-run and the Publix

Strand second-run. The deals mean
that RKO will get 15 Paramount pic-

tures here that otherwise they could
not secure on account of competi-
tion.

LOWELL POOLING DEAL OFF
Lowell — Contemplated pooling

deal of Publix and RKO houses
here has been called off by RKO.

ADOPT SUNDAY SHOWS
Mattituck, L. I. — An ordinance

permitting Sunday shows has been
adopted by the Southold Town
Board.

NEXT FOR EUROPA
"Brand Im Der Opera" ("Fire in

the Opera") will be the next offer-

ing at the Europa, following "Schu-
bert's Fruhlingstraum," which is oe-

ing held a second week.

Wednesday, June 29, 1932

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Sheriff's sale of five Chamberlain
Amusement Co. theaters, Sunbury, Pa.

June 30: Weekly luncheon of A. M. P. A.,
Sardi's Restaurant.

July 1 : Luncheon tendered by Monogram
Pictures to Reginald Smith, Sardi's Res-
taurant, 1 o'clock. "

July 6: Testimonial dinner to Eddie
Schnitzer, Educational-World Wide New
York exchange manager, Hotel Astor,
New York.

July 1 1 : Resumed hearing of Cleveland ex-
hibitors' "monopoly" suit against dis-
tributors, Bar Association Building, New
York.

July 12: Meeting of Allied Theater Owners
of New York, Albany.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo.
ria. New York.

Largest British Studio
Slated to Open Today

London—Opening of the new Gau-
mont-British studios at Shepherds
Bush takes place today. The plant,
described by Isidor Ostrer, head of
G.-B., as the biggest and most mod-
ern in England, has all new equip-
ment, including some of Gaumont's
own apparatus which the company
expects to market generally.

SEES DUALS WEARING OUT
Double features policies no longer

guarantee a draw, as programs of
this type have lost their novelty, de-
clared Joseph Seider in New York
yesterday. Shortage of feature prod-
uct, he believes, will have a serious
impeding effect upon dual feature
bills.

SON TO FLORENCE VIDOR
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Florence Vidor (Mrs.

Jascha Heifetz) is the mother of an
eight-pound son, who will be christ-

ened Robert Joseph.

.'"iTH AVE. THEATER CLOSES
Fifth Avenue Playhouse will be

closed during July and August. It

reopens in September with French
dialogue films made in France.

LARKIN-CHAPIN MARRIAGE
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — John Larkin, play-

wright, and Eunice Chapin, novelist
and screen writer, were married
Monday in Glendale.

OPENS NEW HAVEN EXCHANGE
New Haven, Conn.—Allied Pro-

ductions Corp., of Boston, headed by
Harry I. Goldman as president and
general manager, has opened an of-

fice here at 130 Meadow St., with
Robert Wolfe in charge.

LITERARY ART AT AMPA
Thayer Hobson, president of the

William Morrow Publishing Co., will

be the chief speaker at the Ampa
luncheon at 12:45 tomorrow noon in

Sardi's Restaurant. Other guests of
honor will be Harriet Henry, author
of three forthcoming Constance Ben-
nett pictures; Florence Strauss,
scenario editor for Fox, and Jacob
Wilk, scenario editor for Warner
Bros. Walter Eberhardt, Ampa
member and author of "The Dagger
in the Dark," will be master of cere-
monies for the occasion.
Tomorrow evening AMPA is join-

ing with the Motion Picture Club in

staging a mammoth Spring House
Party.

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

"Shoot Pictures in N. Y. City"

Or Location Large Stage
Latest Modern Lighting Equipment—Film

and Disc Recording—Guaranteed Quality

and Service

STANDARD SOUND RECORDING CORP.
Offices & Studio—216-220 East 38th St.

Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1155-6-7
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37 STAR PRODUCTIONS

ON M-G-M'S LIST OF 48

(Continued from Page 1)

Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford, Norma
Shearer, Marie Dressier, Clark Ga-
ble, Helen Hayes, Ramon Novarro,
William Haines, Wallace Beery,
Jackie Cooper and Robert Montgom-
ery. John Gilbert, John Barrymore
and Lionel Barrymore will make at
least one starring production apiece.

In addition John and Lionel Barrymore will

appear together in a picture, as will Marie
Dressier and Wallace Beery. Buster Kea-
ton and Jimmy Durante will be co-starred i-

two comedies, and Laurel and Haray wil'

make two full-length co-starring comedies.
"Grand Hotel" and "Strange Interlude."

are outstanding special releases included in

the new season lineup. There will be four
Cosmopolitan productions, featuring leading
names, and one foreign film, "The Outsider.'
produced in England and directed by Harry
Lachman..
Among properties on the company's program

are "The Good Earth," "Reunion in Vienna."
W. Somerset Maugham's "The Painted Veil,"
"The Bugle Sounds," an adaptation of Major
Zinovi Pechkoflf's melodramatic story of For-
eign Legion adventure; Peter Freuchen'^
"Eskimo," "The Education of a Princess."
"Rasputin," "The Sun of St. Moritz," from
Paul Oskar Hocker's German novel, "La
Tenderesse," an adaptation of Henry Ba-
taille's play; "Candlelight." an adaptation o'

the Siegfried Geyer-P.G. Wodehouse comedy:
"Felix." from the play by Henry Bernstein;
"The Devil Passes," the Benn W. Levy play
"Turn to the Right," the comedy by Win-
chell Smith and J. E. Hazzard; "The Marines
Have Landed;" "Mexico," an original _stor\

by' Laurence Stallings ; "Salute," an original

scenario by Frederick Lonsdale, and "Tarzan
and His Mate," a new Edgar Rice Bur
roughs story, for Johnny Weissmuller.

Shorts will include four Laurel-Hardy, eigh*

Charley Chase, eight Our Gang, eight ZaSu
Pitts-fhelma Todd, 12 Hal Roach Taxi Boys,
all two-reelers, 6 M-G-M Musical Revues in

Technicolor, and 13 Fitz-Patrick Traveltalks.

12 Sport Champions, 12 Flip the Frog car-

toons and 6 M-G-M Oddities.

Erpi Denies Charges
in Warner Bros. Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

vice-president of Erni. He said:

"The charges made in this com-

plaint are not new but are merely

part of the series of charges de-

veloped by Warner Bros, and vari-

ous of its subsidiaries during the

nast four years. In our view the

comnlaint has no merit. We shall

be glad to have it decided."

AIDNG lALTO
PUILM.DALY

NtW VORIC IPJ,W46EUS,

• • • THE CURRENT issue of Arkayo's "NOW"
strikes the keynote for all theater managers whether
they are running a circuit or an indie house we are

entering a new season let the dead past bury its dead
the live ones will function on this policy which "NOW"

so tersely states to wit

• • • "KEEP CONSTANTLY in mind that we are on the eve of a

NEW season that past mistakes and failures are behind us

and make doubly sure that every member of your staff becomes imbued
with that same feeling imbue them with it, no matter how
so they, in turn, will get it over to your patrons it cannot be

half felt it MUST be thoroughly and sincerely surging through

their mental make-up before you can be sure that the proper

enthusiasm is being transmitted to your public."

• • • THAT PARAGRAPH might well be made the

slogan of the entire theatrical field the Public can

never be brought back till Confidence is reflected in

everyone connected with the theaters Eddie Eckels,

editor of "NOW" or whoever was responsible for the

thought has done the industry a great service by voic-

ing it so emphatically

® # # Girls, girls and more girls will be the feature of the M. P.

Club and A. M. P. A. get-together tomorrow night at their first annual

Spring House Party Mistress of Ceremonies will be Barbara Pepper

a Ziegfeld beauty with plenty of spice Other Broadway charmers

who have promised to lend cheer and grace to the party are Faith Bacon

of George White's Scandals, Vera Dunn, Beetsie Doner, Olive Sibley, Lua

Karina, the Capitol Theater bevy of beauties and several girls

from RKO vaudeville acts and units

COMING & GOING

JULES BRULATOUR and wife. HOPE
HAMPTON, sailed yesterday on the Levia-

than for Europe.
TACK COSMAN sails from New York on

Juiv 9 for the West Coast.

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, attorney

representing the distributors in Buffalo, has

returned home after several days in New
York. ., .

FRANK RICHARDSON, film juvenile, is

in New York and making his headquarter

at the Park Central Hotel.

POLA NEGRI has arrived back in town

after a tour through the south and east.

KAY FRANCIS and KENNETH MAC-
KENNA leave Saturday for the coast by

airplane. „ ,, . „
HELEN HAYES and CHARLES MAC-

ARTHl^R left yesterday for Hollywood.

N. H. BROWER, Warner Bros, district

manager with headquarters in Lns Angeles,

is in New York to confer with Gradwell L.

Sears, Warner executive in charge of south-

ern and western distribution.

WILLIAM JOHNSON has returned to

New York from New Orleans and the Coast.

ROY MACK has returned to the Brooklyn

Vitaphone plant from the coast.

Fox Film Files Action
Against William Fox
(Continued from Page 1)

company's stock for his personal

benefit. Details of the action had
not been received bv Hirsh. New-
man, Reass & Becker, counsel for

Fox, up to late yesterday afternoon.

GRANADA, TOLEDO, CLOSES
Toledo—The Granada, operated by

Nat Charnas, announces its closing

for the summer. It reopens in Sep-

tember as a first-run.

LANCASTER REOPENING
Lancaster, N. H.—Rebuilt follow-

ing the recent fire, the Rialto has

reopened with A. M. Graves as man-
ager.

MATTAPAN HOUSE REOPENS
Boston—Entirely remodeled, the

Rialto in Mattapan has reopened un-

der the management of Charles

Goldrider, formerly of Salem.

FOX BUYS LONDON PLAY
"Pleasure Cruise," London stage

hit of the current season, has been
bought by Fox. Austen Allen is the

author.

LaCAVA DIRECTS BARRYMORE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Gregory LaCava has

been assigned to direct John Bar-

rymore in "The Moon and Sixpence"

for RKO.

Scale Cuts to Be Asked
In New Union Contracts

(Continued from Page 1)

a group, with RKO. Publix. War-
ners and Loew represented. It is

likely that Skouras Bros, will also

sit in.

L. A. ORPHEUM STAYS OPEN
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—RKO has decided to

keep open the Orpheum, which was
schedued to close July 8. Instead

the Hill St. will go dark and a cool-

ing system will be installed during

the closed period.

NO ST. LOUIS STRIKE
St. Louis — Management of the

Ambassador and Missouri theaters

settled their dispute with the op-

erators' union involving extra com-
pensation for testing equipment,
thereby avoiding the threatened

strike.

ON FOREIGN SCOUTING TRIP
Katherine Brown, RKO's eastern

story editor, who returned this week
from the coast, sails in July for Lon-

don to meet Mrs. William Bolitho,

who has a roving commission as

scout for story material and talent

abroad. Miss Brown also will visit

Paris to confer with a fashion ad-

visor with a view to bringing him
to Hollywood.

TRI-ERGON PATENT SUITS

COMING UP NEXT WINTER

(Continued from Page 1)

action at RKO Radio will be heard
next winter, as will suits concerning
fly wheel patents against RCA Pho-
tophone and Erpi. Cases are pend-
ing in U. S. District Courts.

Another William Fox action seeking an
injunction to prevent 19 importers of German
pictures and theaters which played them from
continuing is due to be heard in the Su-

perior Court, New York County, in Decem-
ber. In this action, also brought through
American Tri-Ergon in association with tne

two German Tri-Ergon companies, an account-

ing is also sought.

A third American Tri-Ergon case, against

(General Talking Pictures, De Forest Phono-
film and Lee DeForest. and involving glow
light patents, is scheduled for hearing in the
U. S. District Court, Wilmington, in the Fall.
Another William Fox suit slated for trial

next fall is in the case of Mitchell Camera
against Fox Film in which the petitioner al-
leges that the defendant failed to perform a
contract for a specified number of cameras
and seeks damages amounting to more than
$300,000. Case will be heard in the Su-
perior Court, Los Angeles County.

Three More Promotions
Made by Major Warner

(Continued from Page 1)

charge of the contract department,
to succeed Hummel as supervisor
in charge of physical distribution
and exchange operation. Arthur
Sachson, formerly head of the play-
date department, takes up Schwal-
berg's former duties, while C. Lester
Tietjen, assistant to Sachson. as-
sumes the latter's desk.

TOMMY MADDEN IN PLAY
Tommy Madden, former heavy-

weight who has worked in numer-
ous Paramount pictures, has been
cast for a new stage play which
"Alexander McKay puts into re-

hearsal Thursday.

STARTING "LOST CONTINENT"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Franklin and Stoner

will start production soon on "The
Lost Continent," an original story
by Isadore Bernstein.

MANY HAPPY RfTUUNS

Best wishes an extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following cnemberi of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

June 29
Robert Frazcr Harry Lachman

John Kelly
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..AND RKO-^M COMES THROUGH

The Best Picture She Evet Made And One



WITH ANOTHER BOX-OFFICE SMASH!

Preview Reports • . •

''Grab this while it's hot! . . . It's a veritable ta
tornado of dollars" Motion picture Herald _

. a picture that screams box-office" ^^^mm^i
The Hollywood Reporter

"Excellent . . . Fine combination of human
interest and comedy . . . the masses will

eat it up" Harrison's Reports

"Has all the earmarks of being one of the
biggest box-office films of the year"

Jimmy Starr, L. A. Herat

)f The Very Best Anyone Ever Made!





Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictu res
Now Fifteen Years Old
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Allied to Continue Contract Fight at Albany Meet

PARAMOUNT EXPECTEDTBREAK EVEN1|IS YEAR

C. C. Burr Heads Superior Pictures— Plan 12 Melodramas
New Company to Produce

for Independent
Market

West Coast Buieau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—C. C. Burr has been

elected president of Superior Pic-

tures Corp., new company which will

make 12 melodramas for the inde-
pendent market. First picture will

be "Whirlwind Wilson," followed by
{Continued on Page 4)

PARfl. NOT TO DICTATE

ON DOUBLE TEATURINC

Paramount will not assume the
attitude of "telling exhibitors now
to run their business" by incorpo-
rating in its contract a clause pro-
hibiting the showing of its pictures

on double feature bills. This pc !icy

was expressed yesterday to The
Film Daily by George Schaefer,
general sales manager.
"Make it clear, however, that

Paramount does not approve of the
policy and views it as destructive,"

said Schaefer.

Monogram Starting 4

Within Next 15 Days
West Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Four Monogram pro-

ductions, two of them to complete the

current program and the other two
for next season's release, will be
started within the next 15 days,

(Continued on Page 4)

All Set for Big Shindig

Everything is set for the merry shindig

to be given jointly by the Motion Pic-

ture Club and the A.MP. A. at the M.P,

Club headquarters tonight. About 225

have so far indicated they will be

present. A special showing of "Dangers

of the Arctic," Lieutenant Earl Ross-

man's Alaskan adventure film now at the

Cameo, is part of the program. Head-
liners from vaudeville, the "Follies,"

"Scandals" and other shows, together

with Joe Deutsh's orchestra, will pro-

vide the floor entertainment and music

for the House Party. Dinner starts at

7 o'clock.

Fight Duals on Bargain Nights
St. Louis—A fight is on here to bring about elimination of double features on

penny nights and two-for-one nights. The penny night evil has grown to such pro-
portion as to endanger the entire local situation. Some neighborhood houses are hold-
ing as many as three and four penny nights weekly and have also added an extra
feature. These tactics have forced competing houses to follow suit. Independents
are about ready to drop duals if the St. Louis Amusement Co., operating some 22
houses, falls in line.

33 Shorts on 1932-33 Lineup
Already Finished by Vitaphone

Paramount May Resume
Making Shorts in East

Paramount may resume production
of short subjects in the east. The
Film Daily learns. A conference
in the matter is to be held between
Emanuel Cohen and Fred Waller,
who is now en route to Hollywood
following a hurry-call from Cohen.

Vitaphone has already completed
33 short subjects on its 1932-33 pro-
gram, and at least 50 of the 133 sub-
jects planned are expected to be
ready by Sept. 1, it is announced by
Sam Sax, production head at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, which
will resume active operations July
11. Among the finished product is

{Continued on Page 4)

12 New Educational Series in Work
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Twelve of Education-

al's 19 series of one and two-reelers

for next season are in production,

with the initial episode of "The Great
Hokum Mystery" completed. First

"it the Andy Clyde two-reelers will

start in a few days, simultaneously
with the first of the Torchy Com-

{Continued on Page 4)

Publix and RKO Talk
Pooling in Rockford

Rockford, 111.—Publix and RKO
are holding preliminary conversa-
tions towards a local pooling deal,

which will be managed by the for-

mer circuit. Publix has two houses
here and RKO one.

Contract Fight to be Resumed
By Allied at Albany Meeting

Levee Makes Headquarters
At United Artists Studio

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M. C. Levee, whom

Mary Pickford has appointed pro-

duction manager for her new pic-

ture which is to start about Sept. 4,

will not give up his Screen Guild

idea or the players he is managing,
but is establishing headquarters for

the Guild at the United Artists stu-

dio, where the first Screen Guild pro-
{Continued on Page 4)

Allied's fight against what it

terms unfair clauses in major com-
pany exhibition contracts, discussed

at the recent Atlantic City conven-

tion, will be resumed at the meet-
ing to be held July 12 in the Ten
Eyck Hotel, Albany. As in the case

of the A. C. confab, the Albany con-

vention will be a joint affair between
the Allied Theater Owners of New
York and national directors of Al-

lied, with eastern exhibitors in gen-

eral invited to attend. Committee
{Continued on Page 4)

Loss of $2,450,911 in First

Quarter—Bond Deals
To Help

Although Paramount Publix shows
a net loss of $2,450,911.59 for the
three months to April 2, the com-
pany is expected to break even for
the full year if profit from the cur-
rent bond buying program is in-

cluded. The company is liquidating
unprofitable real estate and turning
the proceeds into the company's"

{Continued on Page 4)

ERPI SERiriflRGES

DEFENDEDjK. W. BONN

Revenue which Electrical Research
Products derives from service

charges on its equipment enables
the company not only to keep re-

producers in Class A condition but
also to continue improving quality

{Continued on Page 4)

Current Mayfair Lineup
Finished 2 Months Ahead
Windup of the 1931-32 program of

Mayfair Pictures, consisting of 24
melodramas, takes place today, two
months ahead of schedule, with the

{Continued on Page 2)

"Strange Interlude"
We were privileged yesterday to catch

an advance preview of Eugene O'Neill's

intriguing "Strange Interlude." Here is

one of the all-time outstanding successes

of the stage transferred to the screen

by M-G-M in such masterly fashion as to

make it even more compelling. The
story is stark, vivid, vigorous and breath-

lessly real. No one handles human
emotions in the raw better than Eugene
O'Neill. Norma Shearer in the leading

role turns in her greatest performance.

Clark Gable and the supporting cast

are excellent. The direction of Bob
Leonard is brilliant. As a play, the

performance ran five hours. The screen

version is slightly under two, and with-
out the sacrifice of one whit of the
exquisite vitality of the story. No the-
ater in the country should miss the op-
portunity of showing it. "Strange Inter-

lude" finds the talking picture in its

highest and most advanced form.
ALICOATE.
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8 WEEKS FOR "SCARFACE"
"Scarface," now in its seventh

week at the Rialto, may be held for

an eighth week. The United Artists

release opened May 19, when it shat-

tered the 16-year house record.

MORRIS SCHLANK DIES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Morris Schlank, well

known independent producer, died

here yesterday of heart trouble.
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Balcony Sitter is Latest

Phil^delphia-A "balcony endurance siHer" is the busmess boosting stunt being

staged by Joseph Minsky, manager of the Elite. Like his fl3gP°l\'"^«*'' f"; ^"l^.
^'V;!,;

aims to establish a mark by squatting in a balcony spot, where he w. 1 d° "i "Hng_

sleeping, etc., until he is physically unable to continue. Novelty of the stunt has

resulted in lots of newspaper space.

Jimmy Durante as Star

On New M-G-M Program
Jimmv Durante is included among

the stars on M-G-M's list for next

season, according to the official an-

nouncement. Greta Garbo was
dropped yesterday from the group

of stars at present scheduled to

make pictures next season, although

she appears in "Grand Hotel," which

will be released on the new program,

and there is still a possibility that

she will return to the M-G-M roster

after her trip abroad.

Winter Garden Becomes
Fox Broadway First-Run
As a result of the closing of the

Roxy, Fox product hereafter will

have its Broadway first-run at the

Winter Garden, starting with "Mys-
tery Ranch," which opened last

night, and continuing until the W.
G. closes the end of September, when
the house reverts to the Shuberts.

'The Strand will play only class "A"
product for two and three week
stands. Present plans indicate that

the Hollywood will reopen Aug. 30

with a stage show headed by Harry
Richman. The Roxy closes tonight

and is tentatively set to reopen July

29th.

E. H. HANSEN BACK AT FOX
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—E. H. Hansen has re-

joined the Fox studios in the capa-

city of chief sound engineer.

SCHOTTY JOINS FUTURA
C. F. (Schotty) Schottenfels,

formerly with Fawcett Publications

and "Open Road for Boys," has
joined Futura Publications, publish-

ers of "Movie Mirror" and "Love
Mirror." He will handle motion pic-

ture advertising, starting next week.

VEILLER, DIETERLE AT FOX
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Bayard Veiller has

been borrowed by Fox from M-G-M
to make a screen version of "Sher-
lock Holmes."

Wilhelm Dieterle, Warner direc-

tor, also has been borrowed by Fox
to direct "Six Hours to Live."

MAX MILDER A DADDY
Max Milder, sales manager for

Warners in Great Britain, is the
father of a boy, born Tuesday in

Philadelphia. Mrs. Milder had been
staying in London with her husband
until three months ago, when she
returned to the U. S. in order so the
baby would be born here.

Current Mayfair Lineup
Finished 2 Months Ahead

(Continued from Page 1)

completion of filming of "Destruc-

tion's Trap," it is announced by

Claude Macgowan, executive vice-

president and general manager. This

will enable the company to start im-

mediately on its new schedule. First

to go in work will be the special,

"Her Resale Value," to be followed

by the first two melodramas, "Malay
Nights" and "Heart Punch," then an-

other special not yet named. The
two specials are being made early to

take advantage of the demand for

product during the summer months,

says Macgowan.

Meet Again Tomorrow
On Dual Bill Situation

Representatives of both circuits

and independent first and second run
houses will meet tomorrow at the

Astor for luncheon and to discuss

progress made in the attempt to

eliminate double featuring in the

New York territory. President

Charles L. O'Reilly of the T. 0. C. C.

said yesterday.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Weekly luncheon of A. M. P. A.,
Sardi's Restaurant.

July 1 : Luncheon tendered by Monogram
Pictures to Reginald Smith, Sardi's Res-
taurant, 1 o'clock.

July 6: Testimonial dinner to Eddie
Schnitzer, Educational-World Wide New
York exchange manager, Hotel Astor,
New York.

July 11: Resumed hearing of Cleveland ex-
hibitors' "monopoly" suit against dis-
tributors, Bar Association Building, New
York.

July 12: Meeting of Allied Theater Owners
of New York, Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany.

Sept. 19-24: Second annual 16 mm. National
Motion Picture Exposition, Hotel Victo-
ria. New York.

WARNER COUPLE MARRIED
Victor Albagli, assistant contact

manager, and Jeanie Tobias, short

subject booker, both of the Warner
Newark office, have tied the knot
that binds.

PASS LAW AGAINST BOMBERS
Indianapolis — Two ordinances

making bomb attacks or possession
of materials for such purpose pun-
ishable by heavy fine and a jail

sentence have been passed by the

city council.

LANDI, HYAMS AT PARA.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Elissa Landi has been

borrowed by Paramount from Fox
for Cecil B. De Mille's "The Sign
of the Cross." Leila Hyams, M-G-M
player, also has been signed by Para-
mount for "The Big Broadcast."

6 Warner Units to Start
When Studio is Reopened

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — When the Warner-

First National studios, resume pro-
duction, Aug. 6, the following six

pictures will be the first to go in
work: "You Said A Mouthful," star-

ring Joe E. Brown; "I'm a Fugi-
tive," with Paul Muni; "Twenty
Thousand Years in Sing Sing," with
George Brent; "The Adopted Fath-
er," with Richard Arlen, "The Sil-

ver Dollar," starring Edward G.
Robinson, and a Barbara Stanwyck
starring vehicle.

GLOBE OPENS THURSDAY
New policy of double feature re-

vivals and shorts at the Globe on
Broadway will start Saturday, with
Gloria Swanson in "Indiscreet" and
Chester Morris in "Alibi" as the first

bill. Prices will be 25 cents morn-
ings and 25 and 50 in the P. M.
Louis Brandt is operating the house.
Two other United Artists pictures,

"Bulldog Drummond" and "Palmy
Days," will comprise the second pro-
gram.

BORZAGE ON PICKFORD FILM
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Frank Borzage has

been borrowed from Fox by Mary
Pickford to direct her new United
Artists picture. Before doing the
Pickford picture, Borzage will di-

rect "Farewell to Arms" for Para-
mount.

CUTS DUALS, ADDS VAUDE
Birmingham—Elimination of dou-

ble features and the booking of 15
weeks of vaudeville, with prices
raised to 15-20-30, is announced by
the Temple.

WE BUY SCRAP FILM
Will Pay Highest

Market Price

GENERAL REDUCING CORPORATION
9-15 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Phone: Market 2-4232

NEW HEADLINER SERIES
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO will continue the

Headliner series of two-reel comedies
on its short subject program for

1932-33, it is announced by David 0.
Selznick. First of the group will

start in a few days. Louis Brock
will have charge of the productions.

Film and Disc Recording
Re-Recording on Disc and Film

Electrical Transcription
Synchronizing

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION
Brunswick Laboratory

799 Seventh Avenue
Circle 7-4911-4912

HAND COLORING OF FILM
S28 Riverside Drive N. Y. C.



Wise exhibitors have
found it pays

to replace outmoded equipment and

so Photophone's business has DOUBLED!

IMAGINE that! More unsatisfac-

tory sound-reproducing equip-

ment replaced in the past six

months by RCA Photophone
than was replaced in any entire

year since sound swept its way
through the industry!

Why are exhibitors so willing

to spend money in these times?

There's only one answer . IT
PAYS! It sends up the admissions

and brings down your cost. Noth-
ing tags a theatre "old-fashioned"

quicker than break-downs in

e<iuipment or poor reproduction!

Fhotophone is the only AC
equipment available for theatres

of all sizes. It eliminates the
troublesome battery and motor
generator.

Photophone has materially
lowered lease prices and contract

service charges. If you want to

make more money out of your
theatre, get in touch right away
with the Photophone Divi-

sion, of the RCA Victor

Company, Camden, N. J., or

with any of the several

branch offices.

PHOTOPHONE
SYSTEM

TRADE MARKS REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Photophone Division

RCA Victor Co., Inc.
Camden,NJ.—branch offices in principal cities

Sound head with improved belt drive for Special

Size, Standard Size and Small Size Equipments



PARAMOUNT 18 EXPECIED

TO BREAiaVEN IN
'32

(Continued from Page 1)

bonds, now available at greatly de-

preciated prices, thus maintaining

its cash position and still reducing

liabilities, it is pointed out in a sur-

vey by Standard Statistics. Film

costs are understood to be running

22 per cent under a year ago.

The loss reported for the first

quarter of this year is after deduct-

ing interest, depreciation and all

other charges and reserves.

During the period a reserve was

provided for depreciation of fixed

assets amounting to $3,556,283.04,

of which $3,033,467.15 was charged

off and the balance of $522,815.89

was capitalized to film production

cost. For the three months to March

28, 1931, the corporation reported

consolidated net income of $3,515,-

652.22.

12 Series in Production

At Educational Studios

f
(Continued from Page 1)

edies, a golf story with Ray Cooke,

Marion Shockley and Edmund
Breese heading the cast.

The niM ui l-.c .%n;im<»iu ;;-•. -j -- - *-

Photographer," starring Harry Langdon, and

will start production next week. Casting

tas been completed for the first of the Glea-

son Sports Featurettes, and the musical score

of "The Brahmin's Daughter," a Kendallde

Vally Operalogue, is ready, with the cast set

for production.

In the one-reel line-up, the first of the

Baby Burlesks is completed. It is "What
Prize Gloria?" "Custard's Last Stand," sec-

ond in the series, will start in a few days.

First release of each of the following one-

reel series has been completed, "Battle For

Life," "Do You Remember?", "Bray's Na-

turgraphs," "Broadway Gossip" and "Camera
Adventures."

Erpi Service Charges
Defended by C. W. Bunn

(Continued from Page 1)

of sound, C. W. Bunn, general sales

manager, pointed out yesterday.

"Erpi is in the field to stay and

believes in refining its equipment to

the greatest possible extent," said

Bunn. He expressed gratificatior

over the company's new wide range
sound system, used for the first time

in the production in "Rain," which
United Artists has just completed.

Bunn believes that this system will

again make the picture-going pub-

lic "sound conscious."

AlONG lALTO

Z ^ ^ THERE 'n AS no suggehiioii oi hard' times in ine

Waldorf-Astoria's banquet halls yesterday with 1,000

guests of Columbia seated to dine ritzily in celebration of

"American Madness" that phrase "Prosper With Co-

lumbia" has come to mean something more than a ballyhoo

slogan it's a PROMISE for "American Madness

shown before the luncheon is just one sweet box-office

smash
* * * *

• • • A NEW theme a daring theme it took

guts to make it it's a challenge to the bankers of the na-

tion practically laying the Depression at their doorstep

and asking them "What are you going to do

about it?" in so many words then the pix gives

the answer a smashing, conclusive answer done

with humanness, terrific drama the run on the bank se-

quence ranks as about the most dramatic mob scene ever filmed

whew! it knocks you cold the pix is that

rarity Sensational Entertainment

• • • TAPS WILL sound tonight for the Roxy closing

and manager Charlie Griswold has received over 100

requests from old patrons who were there at the opening bugle

call for the theater's first performance to be there at

the ceremony and the staff has submitted a letter pledg-

ing loyalty and a return to their old posts as soon, as

the Roxy opens again Sentiment!. ...... from patrons

and emloyees alike
•P ^ '1* 'P

• • • AND NOW Harold Franklin is keeping cool with a
new refrigerator system in his ossif and he paid for it

himself!

New C. C. Burr Company
Plans 12 Melodramas
(Continued from Page 1)

"Master Magician," "The Amei'-
icano," "Hollywood Murder Mys-
tery," "Kentucky Blue Streak,"
"Darling of the Globe," "Hell's Kit-
chen," "Speed Spook," "Silver Fang,"
"His Unknown Wife," "Silent Bar-
rier" and "Without the Law."

COMING & GOING

MICKEY MOUSE TOYS FOR S. A.
South American exhibitors show-

ing Mickey Mouse cartoons distrib-

ut-jd by United Artists will have the
benefits of tieups similar to those
in the U. S., as a result of arrange-
me.its whereby 25 manufacturers of
Mickey toys in this country will ex-
tend their territory to include the
sojthern continent, it is announced
by Arthur W. Kelly of U. A.

33 Shorts on New Lineup
Completed by Vitaphone

(Continued from Page 1)

the following: six two-reel Techni-
color musical comedies, made on the
coast, under direction of Roy Mack;
eight of the 13 "World Adventure"
one-reel series by E. M. Newman;
18 of the "Pepper Pot" series of

novelties, comedies and adventure
subjects, and one of the "Melody
Masters" orchestra series.

COLUMBIA-WARNER GAME
A tie game play-off between the

Warner and Columbia baseball
teams will be held July 9 at the
Catholic Protectory grounds at ?

p. m.

MANNY MARCUS, owner of the Regent,
Terminal, C>>sy and Alamo theaters, first-ru.i

houses in Indianapolis, was a visitor yes-

terday at the offices of Norman H. Moray,
Vitaphone sales manager.

BARNF:Y ROSKNTHAL of Premiere I'ic-

tures Corp., .St. Louis, is due back in 'Jiat

city tomorrow from New York.

THOMAS MARTIN, auditor for Warner
Bros., will accompany SAM E. MORRLS to

Kurope, mailing tonight on the Europa.

HOROSCOPING STARS
Horoscope charts of six important

stars will be discussed by David
Champlain Brook, vice-president of
the Academy of Creative Art, at the
Youth Bldg., 321 West 103rd St.,

tomorrow night.

ROBERTS JOINS SUPREME
Cleveland—Evan G. Roberts, for-

merly with National Screen Service
Co. in this territory, is now repre-
sentative for Supreme Trailer Ser-
vice, covering the entire state. For
the time being, Roberts is making
his headquarters in Columbus.

VANCOUVER BUSINESS GOOD
Seattle—F. H. Gow of the Famous

Players Canadian Corp. circuit and
R. G. Dawson, Maple Leaf theater,
both of Vancouver, B. C, while vis-
iting here reported that theater
business in Vancouver is better than
the average commercial business and
that practically all of the 30 houses
are operating.

Thursday, June 30, 1932

ALLIED CONTRACT FICHT

BEING CARRO TO ALBANY

(Continued from Page 1)

arranging the Albany conference in-

cludes A. Stone, H. H. Frieder, M. S.

Silverman and Frank V. Walsh.
At the upstate meeting Allied

leaders expect to be able to "make
an announcement of great impor-

tance to all independent exhibitors

on a subject which is at present in
negotiation between Allied and an
unnamed group." Yamins will con-
tinue his analysis of contracts at
this convention, and those slated to
attend also include Abram F. Myers,
Sidney E. Samuelson, P. S. Harrison
and others. Report of the confer-
ence committee on the exclusive run
situation in Wilmington, Del., is ex-
pected to be submitted at this meet-
ing, and Harrison will lead the dis-
cussion on prospective product.

The New Jersey convention ad-
journed to a date to be fixed by
the convention committee, in order
to conclude executive New Jersey
business. Announcement of the date
will be made shortly.

K. C. BANDITS GET $415

Kansas City—Four men who held
ip Earl Barry, manager of the
Chief, got away with $415 in re-
ceipts.

Monogram Starting 4
Within Next 15 Days
{.Continued from Pane 1)

Trem Carr announces. The first two
are "The Western Limited," a C. C.
Burr production with Christy Ca-
banne directing, and "Klondike," by
Tristam Tupper, with W. T. Lackey
directing. These will be followed by
"The Girl from Calgary," I. E. Chad-
wick picture starring Fifi D'Orsay,
and "From Broadway to Cheyenne,"
Trem Carr feature starring Rex
Bell, directed by Harry Eraser.

Levee Makes Headquarters
At United Artists Studios

(Continued from Page 1)

duction will be made after Miss Pick-
ford's picture is finished. Cecil B.
De Mille's "Chocolate," from the
Russian play, will be the initial Guild
film, and U. A. will release it.

MANY HAPPY RETUCNS

Best wishes ara extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

June 30
Madge Bellamy George Chandler

C. S. Berger
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